
 

  

U.S. Department of Justice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

  Washington, D.C. 20535  

 
June 21, 2021 

 
MR. JOHN GREENEWALD JR. 
SUITE 1203 
27305 WEST LIVE OAK ROAD 
CASTAIC, CA 91384-4520 
 

FOIPA Request No.: 1498667-000 
Subject: TURE, KWAME 
 

Dear Mr. Greenewald: 
 
The enclosed 6,691 pages of records were determined to be responsive to your subject and were 

previously processed and released pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).   Please see the 
selected paragraphs below for relevant information specific to your request as well as the enclosed FBI 
FOIPA Addendum for standard responses applicable to all requests.  

 

 In an effort to provide you with responsive records as expeditiously as possible, we are 
releasing documents from previous requests regarding your subject. We consider your 
request fulfilled.  Since we relied on previous results, additional records potentially 
responsive to your subject may exist. If this release of previously processed material does 
not satisfy your request, you may request an additional search for records.  Submit your 
request by mail to Initial Processing Operations Unit, 200 Constitution Drive, 
Winchester, VA  22602, or by fax to (540) 868-4997. Please cite the FOIPA Request 

Number in your correspondence.   
 

 Please be advised that additional records responsive to your subject exist. If this release 
of previously processed material does not satisfy your request, you must advise us that 
you want the additional records processed.  Please submit your response within thirty (30) 
days by mail to Initial Processing Operations Unit, 200 Constitution Drive, 
Winchester, VA  22602, or by fax to (540) 868-4997..  Please cite the FOIPA Request 
Number in your correspondence. If we do not receive your decision within thirty (30) 
days of the date of this notification, your request will be closed. 

 

 One or more of the enclosed records were transferred to the National Archives and 
Records Administration (NARA).  Although we retained a version of the records previously 
processed pursuant to the FOIA, the original records are no longer in our possession.   

 
If this release of the previously processed material does not satisfy your request, you may 
file a FOIPA request with NARA at the following address: 

 
National Archives and Records Administration  
Special Access and FOIA 
8601 Adelphi Road, Room 5500 
College Park, MD 20740-6001 
 

  Reference file number 100-SE-28676 in your correspondence.  
 

 Records potentially responsive to your request were transferred to the National Archives 
and Records Administration (NARA), and they were not previously processed pursuant to 
the FOIA.  You may file a request with NARA using the address above.   

 
 



 

 One or more of the enclosed records were destroyed.  Although we retained a version of 
the records previously processed pursuant to the FOIA, the original records are no longer 
in our possession.  Record retention and disposal is carried out under supervision of the 
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) , Title 44, United States Code, 
Section 3301 as implemented by Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 1228; Title 
44, United States Code, Section 3310 as implemented by Title 36, Code of Federal 
Regulations, Part 1229.10.   

 

 Records potentially responsive to your request were destroyed.  Since this material could 
not be reviewed, it is not known if it was responsive to your request.  Record retention and 
disposal is carried out under supervision of the National Archives and Records 
Administration (NARA)  according to Title 44 United States Code Section 3301, Title 36 
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Chapter 12 Sub-chapter B Part 1228, and 36 CFR 
1229.10.   

 

 Documents or information referred to other Government agencies were not included in this 
release.   

 
Please refer to the enclosed FBI FOIPA Addendum for additional standard responses applicable to 

your request.  “Part 1” of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply to all requests.  “Part 2” 

includes additional standard responses that apply to all requests for records about yourself or any third party 
individuals.  “Part 3” includes general information about FBI records that you may find useful.  Also 

enclosed is our Explanation of Exemptions. 
 
For questions regarding our determinations, visit the www.fbi.gov/foia website under “Contact Us.”  

The FOIPA Request Number listed above has been assigned to your request.  Please use this number in all 
correspondence concerning your request. 
 

If you are not satisfied with the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s determination in response to this 
request, you may administratively appeal by writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy (OIP), United 
States Department of Justice, 441 G Street, NW, 6th Floor, Washington, D.C. 20530, or you may submit an 
appeal through OIP's FOIA STAR portal by creating an account following the instructions on OIP’s website: 
https://www.justice.gov/oip/submit-and-track-request-or-appeal.  Your appeal must be postmarked or 
electronically transmitted within ninety (90) days of the date of my response to your request.  If you submit 
your appeal by mail, both the letter and the envelope should be clearly marked "Freedom of Information Act 
Appeal."  Please cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned to your request so it may be easily identified. 

 
You may seek dispute resolution services by contacting the Office of Government Information 

Services (OGIS).  The contact information for OGIS is as follows: Office of Government Information 
Services, National Archives and Records Administration, 8601 Adelphi Road-OGIS, College Park, Maryland 
20740-6001, e-mail at ogis@nara.gov; telephone at 202-741-5770; toll free at 1-877-684-6448; or facsimile 
at 202-741-5769.  Alternatively, you may contact the FBI’s FOIA Public Liaison by emailing 
foipaquestions@fbi.gov.  If you submit your dispute resolution correspondence by email, the subject heading 
should clearly state “Dispute Resolution Services.”  Please also cite the FOIPA Request Number assigned 
to your request so it may be easily identified. 
 
 

Sincerely, 
             

 
Michael G. Seidel 
Section Chief 
Record/Information 
Dissemination Section 
Information Management Division 

Enclosure(s)  

http://www.fbi.gov/foia
https://www.justice.gov/oip/submit-and-track-request-or-appeal
mailto:foipaquestions@ic.fbi.gov


 

FBI FOIPA Addendum 

As referenced in our letter responding to your Freedom of Information/Privacy Acts (FOIPA) request, the FBI FOIPA 
Addendum provides information applicable to your request.  Part 1 of the Addendum includes standard responses that apply 
to all requests.  Part 2 includes standard responses that apply to requests for records about individuals to the extent your 
request seeks the listed information.  Part 3 includes general information about FBI records, searches, and programs.   

Part 1: The standard responses below apply to all requests: 
 

(i) 5 U.S.C. § 552(c).  Congress excluded three categories of law enforcement and national security records from the 

requirements of the FOIPA [5 U.S.C. § 552(c)].  FBI responses are limited to those records subject to the requirements 
of the FOIPA.  Additional information about the FBI and the FOIPA can be found on the www.fbi.gov/foia website. 
 

(ii) Intelligence Records.  To the extent your request seeks records of intelligence sources, methods, or activities, the 

FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of records pursuant to FOIA exemptions (b)(1), (b)(3), and as applicable to 
requests for records about individuals, PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(1), (b)(3), and (j)(2)].  The mere 
acknowledgment of the existence or nonexistence of such records is itself a classified fact protected by FOIA exemption 
(b)(1) and/or would reveal intelligence sources, methods, or activities protected by exemption (b)(3) [50 USC § 
3024(i)(1)].  This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that any such records do or do not exist. 

 
Part 2: The standard responses below apply to all requests for records on individuals:   
 

(i) Requests for Records about any Individual—Watch Lists.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of 

any individual’s name on a watch list pursuant to FOIA exemption (b)(7)(E) and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 
552/552a (b)(7)(E), (j)(2)].  This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that watch list records do or 
do not exist. 
 

(ii) Requests for Records about any Individual—Witness Security Program Records.  The FBI can neither confirm 

nor deny the existence of records which could identify any participant in the Witness Security Program pursuant to 
FOIA exemption (b)(3) and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(3), 18 U.S.C. 3521, and (j)(2)].  This is a 
standard response and should not be read to indicate that such records do or do not exist.  
 

(iii) Requests for Records for Incarcerated Individuals.  The FBI can neither confirm nor deny the existence of records 

which could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any incarcerated individual pursuant to 
FOIA exemptions (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F), and PA exemption (j)(2) [5 U.S.C. §§ 552/552a (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F), and (j)(2)].  
This is a standard response and should not be read to indicate that such records do or do not exist.  

 
Part 3: General Information:    

 
(i) Record Searches.  The Record/Information Dissemination Section (RIDS) searches for reasonably described records by 

searching systems or locations where responsive records would reasonably be found.  A standard search normally 
consists of a search for main files in the Central Records System (CRS), an extensive system of records consisting of 
applicant, investigative, intelligence, personnel, administrative, and general files compiled by the FBI per its law 
enforcement, intelligence, and administrative functions.  The CRS spans the entire FBI organization, comprising records 
of FBI Headquarters, FBI Field Offices, and FBI Legal Attaché Offices (Legats) worldwide; Electronic Surveillance 
(ELSUR) records are included in the CRS.  Unless specifically requested, a standard search does not include references, 
administrative records of previous FOIPA requests, or civil litigation files.  For additional information about our record 
searches, visit www.fbi.gov/services/information-management/foipa/requesting-fbi-records. 
 

(ii) FBI Records.  Founded in 1908, the FBI carries out a dual law enforcement and national security mission.  As part of this 

dual mission, the FBI creates and maintains records on various subjects; however, the FBI does not maintain records on 
every person, subject, or entity. 
 

(iii) Requests for Criminal History Records or Rap Sheets.  The Criminal Justice Information Services (CJIS) Division 

provides Identity History Summary Checks – often referred to as a criminal history record or rap sheet.  These criminal 
history records are not the same as material in an investigative “FBI file.”  An Identity History Summary Check is a 
listing of information taken from fingerprint cards and documents submitted to the FBI in connection with arrests, 
federal employment, naturalization, or military service.  For a fee, individuals can request a copy of their Identity History 
Summary Check.  Forms and directions can be accessed at www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-
checks.  Additionally, requests can be submitted electronically at www.edo.cjis.gov.  For additional information, please 
contact CJIS directly at (304) 625-5590.   

 
(iv) National Name Check Program (NNCP).  The mission of NNCP is to analyze and report information in response to name 

check requests received from federal agencies, for the purpose of protecting the United States from foreign and domestic 
threats to national security.  Please be advised that this is a service provided to other federal agencies.  Private Citizens 
cannot request a name check.  

http://www.fbi.gov/foia
file:///C:/Users/ANROBERTSON/AppData/Local/Temp/1/Letters/www.fbi.gov/services/information-management/foipa/requesting-fbi-records
http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-checks
http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/identity-history-summary-checks
http://www.edo.cjis.gov/


 

EXPLANATION OF EXEMPTIONS 

 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552 
 

(b)(1) (A) specifically authorized under criteria established by an Executive order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign 

policy and (B) are in fact properly classified to such Executive order; 

 

(b)(2) related solely to the internal personnel rules and practices of an agency; 

 

(b)(3) specifically exempted from disclosure by statute (other than section 552b of this title), provided that such statute (A) requires that the 

matters be withheld from the public in such a manner as to leave no discretion on issue, or (B) establishes particular criteria for withholding 

or refers to particular types of matters to be withheld; 

 

(b)(4) trade secrets and commercial or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or confidential; 

 

(b)(5) inter-agency or intra-agency memorandums or letters which would not be available by law to a party other than an agency in litigation with 

the agency; 

 

(b)(6) personnel and medical files and similar files the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy; 

 

(b)(7) records or information compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent that the production of such law enforcement records 

or information ( A ) could reasonably be expected to interfere with enforcement proceedings, ( B ) would deprive a person of a right to a 

fair trial or an impartial adjudication, ( C ) could reasonably be expected to constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, ( D ) 

could reasonably be expected to disclose the identity of confidential source, including a State, local, or foreign agency or authority or any 

private institution which furnished information on a confidential basis, and, in the case of record or information compiled by a criminal law 

enforcement authority in the course of a criminal investigation, or by an agency conducting a lawful national security intelligence 

investigation, information furnished by a confidential source, ( E ) would disclose techniques and procedures for law enforcement 

investigations or prosecutions, or would disclose guidelines for law enforcement investigations or prosecutions if such disclosure could 

reasonably be expected to risk circumvention of the law, or ( F ) could reasonably be expected to endanger the life or physical safety of any 

individual; 

 

(b)(8) contained in or related to examination, operating, or condition reports prepared by, on behalf of, or for the use of an agency responsible for 

the regulation or supervision of financial institutions; or 

 

(b)(9) geological and geophysical information and data, including maps, concerning wells. 

 

SUBSECTIONS OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION 552a 

 

(d)(5) information compiled in reasonable anticipation of a civil action proceeding; 

 

(j)(2) material reporting investigative efforts pertaining to the enforcement of criminal law including efforts to prevent, control, or reduce crime 

or apprehend criminals; 

 

(k)(1) information which is currently and properly classified pursuant to an Executive order in the interest of the national defense or foreign 

policy, for example, information involving intelligence sources or methods; 

 

(k)(2) investigatory material compiled for law enforcement purposes, other than criminal, which did not result in loss of a right, benefit or 

privilege under Federal programs, or which would identify a source who furnished information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity 

would be held in confidence; 

 

(k)(3) material maintained in connection with providing protective services to the President of the United States or any other individual  pursuant 

to the authority of Title 18, United States Code, Section 3056; 

 

(k)(4) required by statute to be maintained and used solely as statistical records; 

 

(k)(5) investigatory material compiled solely for the purpose of determining suitability, eligibility, or qualifications for Federal civilian 

employment or for access to classified information, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the person who furnished 

information pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence; 

 

(k)(6) testing or examination material used to determine individual qualifications for appointment or promotion in Federal Government service 

the release of which would compromise the testing or examination process; 

 

(k)(7) material used to determine potential for promotion in the armed services, the disclosure of which would reveal the identity of the  person 

who furnished the material pursuant to a promise that his/her identity would be held in confidence. 

 

FBI/DOJ 



The Black Vault
The Black Vault is the largest online Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
document clearinghouse in the world.  The research efforts here are
responsible for the declassification of hundreds of thousands of pages

released by the U.S. Government & Military.

Discover the Truth at: http://www.theblackvault.com

This document is made available through the declassification efforts 
and research of John Greenewald, Jr., creator of: 

http://www.theblackvault.com
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To: SACs Atlanta x
wuhiwton Field z

La- 104 REC- 74
From: Director, FBI (100-446080) —’

, 0^ STOXELY CARMICHAEL 
/V INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

ReWOalrtel wherein it is stated that Stofeoly Carmichael 
has applied for © passport.

Atlanta* through established sources* should endeavor to 
detemine any plane Carmichael has to travel outside the 
United States, WO should closely follow this natter with the 
Passport Office and promptly report any pertinent information 
to the Bureau.

Carmichael and the Student nonviolent Coordinating Ccmittee 
Organisation have been must outspoken regarding United States 
participation in Vietnam.

It is noted that in the past Carmichael has indicated 
he wight attempt to visit garth Vietnam. He has indicated ho 
aight participate in a "war crises tribunal” to "indict” 
President Johnson "and ether war criminals responsible for 
American atrocities la Vietnas.” This ‘tribunal” is now 
scheduled to be held In Paris, France, during Karch, 1B67. It is 
possible that Carmichael may desire a passport to go to Vietnam 
and/or attend the "tribunal” to be held in Paris.

PT^eb



TELETYPE UNIT

JAN 1 61967

ENCODED MESSAGE

Mr Tolson___ —

Mi C.uper __
Mi C oIm' an__
Mi Coni ad ___
Mi Toll_____
Mr G >le . ___

556 PM 0* URGENT H16-67 MRB 

JO^DIRECTOR 100-446080 AND BALTIMORE 

FROM ATLANTA 100-6812 P

STOKELYWRMICHAEL . IS- MISCELLANEOUS.

REMYTEL JANUARY SIXTEEN.

ADVISED THIS DATE THAI

ALLEGEDLY WITH CARMICHAEL AT MORGAN STATE COLLEGE, IS A FORMER b6 
b7C 
b7D

STUDENT OF MORGAN STATE.

, SOURCE ALSO ADVISES CARMICHAEL WILL STAY IN BALTIMORE UNTIL 

JANUARY-NINETEEN, WHEN HE RETURNS TO ATANTA AND WILL REMAIN ATLANTA 

until ^Anuary twentythree when he will leave for Puerto rico 

WHERE HE WILL SPEAK BEFORE UNIDENTIFIED GROUP ON JANUARY TWENTY 

FOUR

ITINERARY

END

QCC3

REY

FBI WA

OF CARMICHAEL BEYOND JANUARY TWENTYFOUR UNKNOWN.

REC-52 ^’^>7) - ' I 0^'
, . >.■*.

(iJ JAN 18J96L

57 JAN 26 1967



in Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Post Office Box BT 
General Post Office 

San Juan, Puerto Rico 00936
January 25, l£c7

COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OP THE STUDENT
NOr/IOLEX' COORDINATINC CO^HTTEE (SNCC) 

mSRSAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST ’

0n|____________________SJ T-L, a source who has
■provided reliable information in the past, advised that 

I kho source described as the| |
I I the Peder&ciun de Jniversi ba??ios Pro-Independencla 
(federation of University Students for Independence) (FUPI), 
bad given him the following information regarding the 
arrival of Stokley Ca??Mchael, leader of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Commit bee (SNCC), in Puerto Rico 
and his activities on that date.

A characterisation of the PUPI 
ip, contained in the appendix.

I Abated that Carmichael arrived right on 
schedule via Pan American -irways Plight 291 which landed 
at the Juan International Airport, Is la Verde, Puerto 
Rico, at 12:55 January 2’;, 19&7.

Juan l^ari Pras, Secretary General of the 
Moviniento Pro-Xndependencia Pv?>rtn p-irn fp'nArfr.o Piea.n 
Independente 2'*o venent) (MPIPR); | |

iof rv’t atny of the ATZPRj and I
I youth group of the MP1PR, along 

wi bh approxinatoly 202 s^jathizers, wst of whom were 
students, were at the airport to greet Carmichael.

b6 
b7C
b7D

A characterization of the MPIPR
is conbain5d in the appendix.



I

coiwuist o? tee
STUPE&T M)WIOL32£ CGOSL22iAT.'_ii C

COMMSyi-EE. (S3Lr)

Upon Carmichael’s appearance, the reception 
committee began fee chant "black rower" and "awake Puerto 
Rico, defend what is ycurs." Carmichael addressed the 
group In Spanish explaining that although he could not 
express himself clearly Spanish at this time, he 
intended to master the language enough so that on his 
next trip tc Puerti- Rico ho could address the islanders 
in their" own language, There was no provocation or 
incident at tie airport but numerous agents from the

I of that 
organ!i.i a v w.?re present.

ta*/ S'- that from thef airport, Carmichael 
and the people in the rseeption cowittee drove to 
La Perla, a slum areSoWhioh herders the ocean in San Juan, 
Puerto Rico, in the vicinity of sort Brooke. Prom La 
Perla they w<-sint t- a curietery which lies adjacent to 
the walls of 5‘ort Brroke ro- /is it the grave of Pedro 
Albisu Campos, who for a long time had been the titular 
head of the nationalist Party of Puerto Pico (NPPR) 
until his death in April, 19?5.

b6
b7C
b7D

The 1TPK 
Attorney 
pursuant

has been designated by the 
general of the United States 
to Executive Order 10450.

I I commented that Carmichael had stated that 
the plight of th- Puerto Ricans living in La Perla was 
similiar to the situation In which American negros find 
themselves in the United States.

Prom. the cere ter y the group Journeyed to the 
Ifallorquina Rertaurant in Cid San Juan, were Carmichael 
read a statement in Spanish to a group of reporters.
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In Reply, Piecue Rtfer to 
File No.

UN/^ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
r ( J

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Post Office Box BT 
General Post Office 

San Juan3 Fuerto Rico 00936

JAN 2 7 1967
1

INFILTRATION GF THE STUDENT
NCNVXCLENT COOBDINATINC- COMMITTEE (SNCC) 

INTERNAL SECURITf - COMMUNIST

On January 2-4^ 1967 s SJ T-l who has provided 
reliable Information in the past advised that some of 
the members of the Movimiento Pro Independencia De 
Puerto Rico (Puerto Rican Independence Movement (MFTPR) 
and the Federaclea de Chiversitarios Pro Indepenaencia 
(Federation of University Students for Independence) 
(FlflFI) had indicated that they desired to demonstrate 
the militancy of their organizations to Stokley 
Carmichael, leader of the SNCt. during a march which 
would take place on January 196? > protesting the 
draft of Puerto Ricans into the armed forces of the 
United £bates.

Charact eri zations of 
the FvPi and the MIE’IPR 
are contained in the 
Appendix.

SJ 1-1 advised that violence during the 
march was a possibility.

CLASSITIID BYSg^au^ax/^hniJ
---- ^ISILCjCj--------------- --- This document contains neither

1 comiren'.aticns nor conclusions 
of the F3I. It :s tta property of 
^ne 1 1 10 - aa J to your agen
cy, it ard its contents are not to 
be distributed outside your 
agency

pitot no.rrpp __ z/y 6 cZt



CJIg ESWIAI.

COMMUHTST INtllT'RATIi H OF 
THE SJ®IM N0K7T0LEWT CC- 
ORDIHATTfU SOWTlTEE fENCO;

The ‘’San j-jan Sta:rs" an English language 
newspaper published in San Juan, Puerto Rico, 
carried an art!elevon pages one and fourteen of 
its January 26, 19&? edition dealing with a pro
test march staged on January 253 1967> by members 
of the FUPI and MPTTR and. lead by Stokley Carmichael. 
According to the article approximately 250 marchers 
left the vicinity of the University of Puerto Rico, 
Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico, mid marched a distance 
of approximately ten miles to Fort Brooke, site 
of an armed forces induction center in San Juan, 
Puerto Rico. Tne marchers carried a large banner 
which read s'We Support Black Power in the United 
States/1’ fne mareners were escorted by helmeted 
police of the Riot Squad of the Police of Puerto 
Rico, who carried night sticks and guarded the 
marchers on both sides of the column. As the 
marchers passed in front of the Inter American 
University Building in Kato Rey, Puerto Rico, 
rocks, beer oars, and ©ranges were thrown from 
the direction of that building.

folice prevented further violence by 
intervening between the marchers and the students 
hurling ths missiles. Another minor incident 
occurred in Khs vicinity of Central High School, 
Santurce, Puerto Rico, where more rocks were 
thrown by teckiers. Two marchers were slightly 
injured. The marchers who were carrying red and 
black flags on long poles brandished them as 
weapons at tnis point and yelled insults to the 
hostile crowd gathered along the sidewalks. As

2



COMMOTXST 17^FTLYRAhI0N FF 
THE STtTLW YKW7O1^6rT CO 
OBBINAC^C C0WX-7O;£ (CMC)

many as three thousand spectators observed the 
march and accompanied it part of the way. They 
were generally hostile and yelled insults at the 
marchers keeping the police constantly on guard.

At the marchers termination pointy 
Fort Brooke, San Juan, Puerto Rico, Carmichael, 
who was accompanied by the SFC Chairman in 
New York, Ivanhoe Lonaldson, addressed the 
audience as ^Brothers and Sistersn and stated 
that %’e black Americans will not fight the 
dirty war in vtet tarn." Following the address 
by Carmichael, Juan Mari bras, Secretary General 
of the MUIR addressed the crowd stating that 
the MPI1S in New York is ready to join with the 
SNCG s?when fighting the common enemy.At 
approximately 7^5* p.&. the rally was broken up 
because of rain. Ice rmbm were instructed 
by their leadership nut "to leave alone from 
Fort Brooke.1"1'

On January 26, 1967 s SJ T-l advised that 
Stokley Carmichael would not fly to Mayaguez, Puerto 
Rico, as originally scheduled but would travel there 
as part of a small group using an automobile belonging 
to the wife of Juan Mari Bras. According to the 
source, the gro^^would leave the Can Juan area 
at approximately t-00 a.m. They were scheduled 
to return to uM Juan from Mayaguez on Caribair 
Is00 p.m. flight from Mayaguez. Carmichael ac
cording to source will address the student body 
at the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts 
(CAMA), Mayaguez, fuerto Rico, at approximately 
10^30 a.m. Source advised tnat a group of twelve 
individuals would travel to Mayaguez and five or 
six would return on the l?00 p.m. flight.

3



COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF 
THE STUDENT NONVIOLENT CO
ORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC)

| | was to "be one of those acconrpaning Carmichael
to and from Mayaguez. Source stated that it was 
expected that a large number of MPIPR members from 
the southwestern part of the island would attend 
Carmichael speech at CAMA.

b6 
b7C 
b7D

^nrinmNTiAL

4
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b6
b7C
b7D

Ob lowry IS, 1M7, sprte at the
OMft of the MbmmTi Utb sod Otrwrt Btroeto, Martbeast* 
MeosdlM to a yrass release, CaroiC'tael pledged himself and 
the (Mttw to iww asd calw for its «OTltmtloo 
is Mribiagtos, B* €♦

hocerdlng to the ftta of the VMMMt Office, 
BepartMent of State, (MxtMael flirt applicatico lor • 

. passport at lew Tort City on Jaoaary <t 1067, for propoaea 
tawwpol for sis woekw to hhewpo assf 
places fn* pleMrar*.** Se stated la tM* application that 
he l&tended t* tapar* M Hh» MMMM State* atant March I* 
UM?, not bp orgaaliied toar, tat did art Uwt the port of 
<8swwjr»w*w w bmomi wa wjruasp<«r*n>ijiRB* ®» ox saMury **>, 
i*Vf| wm* ^Br*awK>aan wkb «awr <5fi®wxse>taX*ww **» >sh*
*?■ apopawe'^p

It was prevlmsly re^ortad that Caralcha®! 
Bas teeftlwritei to visit Puerto Bico io January, 1967, 
to partlcljmte is the activitiaa of Mmrlsieato Wo 
ladepmieacia de Puerto %ieo, the largest of the militant 
groups aoekiag i^epss^we for Puerto Meo.

i lt

A coafideatlal mm tas advised ttat is 
eomwctixm with Csnfohael** trip, he is scheduled to 
confer with ambos of the ifioviniento Wo lahpeadwis 
io Peerto Mleo fa lew Tort City on fmmry 23, 1967< 
CarnlchMl will depart for Puerto lieo from Me Wrt City 
on Jmarj 34, 1967, Mi will reels in Puerto Blco trow 
January 24, W, thrmrt ^muory M, 1W, tarisy his 
stay, several west lam have been arranged fw Carmichael 
with leaders of the Mislead pro Ind^posdmcia de 
Puerto Rico and the Msraeioa de Ualversitarim Wo 
iodepeodeocin, a militant student group advocating 
iadepesdence for luerto lieo.

*W 3 w



The MMvea advlaed ttat oa ^taeuarf 2S, 1M7* 
Caraichael will participate la a March preteatia* c—puleei 
Military eerrlce which will take place fa the Hetropolitaa 
(taut JhMM UM*. On the evening of the raw date, Caraichael 
will conduct • cmforense at the Oaiveraity of Puerto Rico 
la Ho Piedraa, Peerte Rico, on the topic of. "Black Power 
and the Asticelenial Btrnule*"

I

'K^SSi COPIES BEING SENT TO HONORABLE NARVIK WATSON, SPECIAL 
ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT; JOHN STEWABT, LEGISLATIVE 
ASSISTANT TO THE VICE PRESIDENT; THE ACTING ATTORNEY GENERAL 
DEPUTY'ATTORNEY GENERAL; ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS GENERAL YEAGLEY 
DOAR, AND VINSON; SECRET SERVICE AND THE MILITARY.

J5 *

ClassifiedJlfioSldegtSaiJ since it contains 
Information from informants whose disclosures could affect 
cur national defense.

See memorandum C. D. Brennan to Sullival dated 
1/17/67, same caption, prepared by PTB:deh.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE7 7
JJERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

General Post Office Box BT 
Sa.n Jean. Puerto Rico 00936

January 273 19^7

COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF THE 
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING 
COMMITTEE
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST

On January 26 5 1967j SJ T-l3 who has provided 
reliable information tn the past5 advised that Stokely Carmichael3 
leader of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 
had traveled to Mayaguez, Puerto Rico., In the early morning 
of January 265 1967, via an automobile which belonged to the 
wife of Juan Mari Bras., Secretary General of the Movimiento 
Pro Independenoia De Puerto Rico (Puerto Rican Independence 
Movement) (MPIPR),

A characterization of the MPIPR appears 
in the appenlix attached,

SJ T-l stated that upon arrival in Mayaguezj Puerto 
Rico., Carmichael addressed an audience at the College of 
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts consisting of approximately 500 
individuals. Carmichael1s theme was Black Power and the 
struggle of Puerto Rico against the colonization of the 
island by the United States,

SJ T-l slated further that although the MPIPR was 
claiming a crowd in excess of 800 people who received 
CarmichaelTs address with enthusiasm^ in reality a large 
number of the audience was hostile to his remarks and those 
who exhibited the most enthusiasm were MPIPR members and 
members of the FeZericion De Universitarios Pro Independenoia 
(Federation of University Students for Independence ) (FUPI) 
from the Mayaguez area.

Gro 
Excl 
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COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF THE 
STUDENT NONVIOLENT C OORDINATING 
COMMITTEE

A characterization of the FUPI appears 
in the appendix attached.

According to SJ T-l, Carmichael returned to the 
San Juan, Puerto Rico area via a Caribair flight which left 
Mayaguez at approximately 1:00 p.m., January 263 1967

At 6i00 rt.ni-- CA.rirn* cha.e? was observed I b7D

at the San Juan International Airport, Isla Verde, Puerto Rico, 
in the company of Juan Mari Bras. Carmichael and Mari Bras 
gave a press conference at the airport during which each 
expressed solidarity for the other’s organization and 
pledged mutual cooperation in their common struggle.

J
 advised further that a ’’protocol”,
Ay A W-HTtth statement of cooperation and mutual 

interest, was signed by the MPIPR, FUPI and SNCC.

Juan Mari Bras and Stokely Carmichael were observed 
boarding Pan American Airlines Flight #296 destined for
New York at approximately 7:00 p.mJ I
The flight left on schedule and tfas due to arrive in New York 
at 9:45 p.m., January 26, 1967.

On I I SJ T-2, I ______ ._______ |who has
furnished reliable info rmat ion in the past, advised that at a 
meeting of the Partido Comunista Puertorriqueno (Communist Party 
of Puerto Rico) (PCP) held in Hato Rey, Puerto Rico, on 
January 15> 1967, Gilbert Green, whom source described as the 
New York District Chairman of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), 
who was visiting Puerto Rico, had stated that relations between 
the MPIPR Vito Marc Antonio Mission in New York City, New York 
were excellent and that Juan Mari Bras had been invited by the 
CP, USA to address a group of Party leaders in New York City 
during the month of January, 1967 •

A characterization of the PCP appears in the appendix attached.
„ 9 _

1
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F B f

Date 1/23/67

Transmit the following in

la AIRTEL
(1 ype in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priori ly)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812)(P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

y/ 
/

Re San Juan airtcl 1/12/67 and LHM captioned 
SNCC, IS - C," no copy to Chicago, reflecting 

.lico January 24 through
"COMINFIL 
that subject would be in Puerto
20, 1967, oossibly as a guest of MOVIMIENTO PRO-IMDEPENDENCIA 
DE PUERTO RICO.

On I ladvtsed that CARMICHAEL *>7d
cold informant that on the night of 1/22/67 he would go to 
Chicago and remain there until 2/2/67. CARMICHAEL said 
he would return to Atlanta on 2/2/67, remain here for about 
two hours and then leave for an unidentified destination. A 
CARMICHAEL said that he would return co Atlanta on 2/18/67. ,» j
Due co the nature of the conversation with CARMICHAEL, source 1 t 
was unable to discreetly ascertain jrom him as to whether [_
or not he intended to fulfill his Puerto Rican engagement or a7‘ 
as co what his location would be between 2/2/67 and 2/18/67. /

LEADS

SAN JUAN

J's,

AT SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO

Through appropriate sources determine if CARMICHAEL 
has canceled his Puerto Rican engagement.

. '7^f, CHICAGO (INFORMATION)

Copy furnished Cha ergo inasmue 
reportedly will be in that city between

- Bureau (RM)
2 ” San Juan (RM)

Il as CARMICHAEL ' 
1/22/67~jnia gX****

J TN 24 196?

.... _______1-- Chicago (157-1297) (Into) (RM)_______________________ _________
'' ^’^2 - ADlaxvta y %" EUC: Idt ' \ / Z J?

Approved ££)-------/i__k-__ V f Sent _________________M Per W X_______
SpeciaLA^ent in Charge * s
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J FBI NEW Y&RK /9/

456PM URGENT 1/23/67 WMS

TO DIRECTOR 150-446080, ATLANTA 100-6488,

SAN JUAN VIA WASHINGTON

FROM NEW YORK 100-15373! /IP

STOXELT CARMICHAEL* IS - SNCC*

AND SAN JUAN

A RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT DATE* STOKLEY CARMICHAEL 

$WILL ATTEND CONFEFENCE OF THE MOVIMIENTO PRO INDEPENDENCIA DE

PUERTO RICE ,MPI, - NEW YORK MISSION ,NYM, EVENING THIS DATE

ANO WILL THEN DEPART NEW YORK MIDNIGHT INSTANT DATE VIA PLANE* AIRLINE/
4

UNKNOWN* FOR PUERTO RICO WHERE HE WILL ATTEND CONFERENCE AND

MEETINGS OF THE MPI AND MAKE PUBLIC APPEARENCES DURING THREE DAY STAY‘1

SAN JUAN IS AWARE OF CARMICHAEL,S ACTIVITIES UPON HIS

ARRIVAL TO PUERTO RICO.

OORR-DTFECTORS“NUMBER~SHLD- B E I 00-446080*

END

J ER

FBI

R RELAY

WASH DC

'tFLVYED TC\_
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED. STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE '

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Detroit, Michigan 
February 6, 1967

Re: Appearance of Stokely Carmichael 
at the East Grand Boulevard 
Methodist Church, 1101 East Grand 
Boulevard, Detroit, Michigan, 
February 8, 1967

Qn|_________________ | a confidential source, who
has furnished reliable tnfnrmatinn in tha past, advised 
that| I [the.. Students -Non-
Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) , Detroit Branch, 
made a statement on February 5, 1967, that Stokely Carmichael, 
the national leader of SNCC, would make the following 
appearances on a lecture tour;

b6 
b7C
b7D

1. On February 7, 1967, he would speak at z 
the University of Windsor, Windsor. Canada,
2. On February 8. 1967, he would speak at 
the East Grand Boulevard Methodist Church, 
1101 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Michigan;
3. On February 9, 1967, he would speak at 
the Michigan State University, Lansing, Michigan

b6
I ------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- h b7c
J------------------ 1__________________________________________ I b7D
I _____ | advised that Stokely Carmichael sponsored by i
SNCC will speak at an open meeting at the East Grand Boulevard ।
Methodist Church on February 8, 1967, at 7:30 p m.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency: it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREINJS UNCLASSIFIED ,_/(1DATEQpm -

COPIES DESTROYED

3"^ FEB 23 1971 ENCLOSURE ?
llrl
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FBI NEW YORK /2/
1211PM URGENT 2-27-67 JAM
TO DIRECTOR ATLANTA AND SAN JUAN

ATLANTA AND SAN JUAN VIA WASHINGTON - ENCODED
FROM NEW YORK IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISCELLANEOUS

BUFILE 100-446080 ATLANTA 100-6812 AND NEW YORK 100-153751
RELIABLE, ON INSTANT b7D

DATE ADVISED CARMICHAEL IN NEW YORK CITY, FEBRUARY
TWENTY SIX LAST; STATED HE WILL DEPART ON MARCH ONE NEXT FOR
PUERTO RICO. HE WILL RETURN TO NEW YORK CITY, MARCH NINE
NEXT, AND ON MARCH TEN NEXT WILL TRAVEL TO MC GILL UNIVERSITY,
CANADA TO SPEAK.

BUREAU OF SPECIAL SERVICES, NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
ADVISED. SAN JUAN ALERT LOCAL POLICE.

END
HL
FBI



FBI WASH DC

6-47PM/ URGENT .3-3-67 RES

FFDERAL BUREAU OF irMST'GATt'u i
B S DEPARTMENT GF JUS1 SOL

COfAMlfWATION SECTION

TELETYPE

BOSTON, CHICAGO,NEWYORK,TO DIRECTOR 100*4^6080, ATLANTA,

t&isaAND SAN JUAN (VIA REGISTERED AIR MAIL)

FROM PITTSBURGH

STOKELY CAPMICHAEL, AKA. MISCELLANEOUS, OO-ATLANTA

RENYTEL THIS DATE

PITTSBURGH PD AND SOURCES ADVISED CARMICHAEL ARRIVED

PITTSBURGH MORNING OF MARCH TWO, LAST AND SPOKE AT

U. OF PITTSBURGH, POINT PARK COLLEGE AND EBENEZER BAPTIST 

CHURCH, ALL PITTSBURGH,

ON MARCH THREE, INSTANT, CARMICHAEL SPOKE AT ST. VINCENT 

COLLEGE, LATRORE, PA., AND RETURNED PITTSBURGH THIS PM.

PD BELIEVES CARMICHAEL DEPARTING PITTSBURGH TONIGHT

DESTINATION UNKNOWN. PD ATTEMPTING TO DETERMINE CARMICHAEL'S

DESTINATION AND

AIR MAIL RM

END

PITTSBURGH WILL ADVISE.

COPY TO SAN JUAN.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNMED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Mew York, Mew York 
March lj 1967

NY 100-153751

Stokely Carmichael

A confidential source who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised on February 27, 1967, that 
he had learned that Stokely Carmichael attended a Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) Cocktail Party, held 
in New York City, on February 26, 1967, and is planning to 
leave for Puerto Rico, on March 1, 1967* Carmichael will 
remain in Puerto Rico until March 9, 1967, at which time he 
will return to New York City. He will then depart from New 
York City, on March 10, 1967, for Me Gill University, in 
Canada, where he is scheduled to give a speech.

Stokely Carmichael is Chairman of SNCC.
The April, May, June, 1966 issue of 
"Rights’1, a self described publication 
of the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee 
(ECLC), states that atthe annual meeting of 
the National Council of the ECLC, which 
was held in New York City, on ^pril 23, 
1966, "Stokely Carmichael, Organization 
Executive, Atlanta", was elected a member 
of the National Council of the ECLC.

a characterization of the ECLC 
hereto.

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it 
and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

is attached
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CTTOWT WWW OmiBTW C«ITTBg : 
W®BW c«i<wa

ime to the interest of the Rresitot in the 7
activities of Stotoly Carmichael and hie organisation, w 
have prepared a setting forth tte current mid planned
future activity in this matter. A copy of the surmry is 
attached for ready reference. ,

On 2/23/07, Caraichaol spohe at a mesoriil service A 
in Msw Yorh City etrnjerorating the death of Haleolw I kittle. fy^

kittle w a former leader of the Itation of Islam
who split with the group and formed hio v&a political and Cy>
religious groups in fcw Yorh City. 1b February, 1005, kittle >. x
was assassinated by members of the Button of Islam while ;
addressing a ©ass rally at the Audubon Ballroom. Q\

The Bation of Islan is un^Ll-^ogro sealreligiouo ’ 
organisation which adveaatos a doctrine of violent hatred N*
of the Wilted States Goveraaent and the white race.

On B/B7/B7, Carmichael sent a telegram to Fred k. 
Shutt lemwth, a Begro civil rights leader in Birmingham, 
offering his services to assist Shuttleewrth in endeavoring 
to obtain greater ffegro fartteipatiaw and recognition in 
emmnity affaire. A confidential swoee advised Stettlosworth 
remrhed Carmichael would be bis *ace in the holer Bwwer, 
he did mt believe Sbuttleswarth is sertoasly e«sidsrlBg 
briaglBf Carmiclmel to Biraingtai at the present ttoe.

<M 3/1T/S?, tomichael appeared at a political rally 
in Chicago, Illinois8 to wge support of independent Begro 
candidates fw Chicago aldermanic offices.

Cnraicteel is scheduled to speaM at DcCill tlniversity, 
Canada, mi 3/10/0.
Encloaure [} /L.---. :....
W0«439X00 R&TRECORDED

Bufile 100*44G0B0 (Stohely Carmichael) MAR 8
WBsiMt >
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■ TELETYPE UNIT | 
| (Ml 319b/ \

I ENCODED MESSAGE

N? 2 U-Z^AE DEFrcRRLD 3-/3-S7 CRT
TO-- MREClOft, ATLA'HA < IJ - 6 fc 1 ?) AM M; Y0K;<

/GtlAMTA AND NT. ■> YCRK VIA WSH)

FROM-- SAN JUAN (HJ-6731)

| Vi _
111 ’ ^'*1..—

I V> V ___ __
I 3 > r v -> _____
S > T < D-ir ___£ .jj i" ■. an___
x ('nirad___
* r-a 
: u h_____

V- L ^r>_____
» \> t'u!i van____
< ?Ii Ta»el 
’ V ’) lottci 
’ Tr’lc> Room___ .
J M Hulmes__ _

Miss Gandy-------

*»»AW

\ oCOMINFIL SNCC, IS-C. ORIUM ATLANTA. TUFluUMNE
ZEFu ZERO DASH FOUR FOUR MX ZERO EIGHT ZERO, MU YORK
FILE ONE ZERO ZERO OASH ONE FIVE THREE SEVEh FIVE OhL.

RE NEW YORK TEL TO DIRECTOR, ATLANTA AM) LAN JJM 

FEBRUARY TWO SEVEN LAST ENTITLED LTOKELY”CARMICHAEL, IS 
-MISCELLANEOUS.

SAN JUAN AGENT COVERAGE AT S/M JUAN IMtRMAT 10 N A L
AIRPORT, CONTACT WITH

AM SAn JUAa' I'JFCRtALTS SHjJ CARMICHAEL FAILED TO
ARRIVE IN SAN JU'M WCH ONE LAST AS RETEL ShOwS HE

PLANNED. MARCH SPONSORED BY FUFI SCHEDULED MARCH TM

LAST WHICH WAS Tg INCLUDE CARMICHAEL *A3 POSTPONED.
ATLANTA AND^W YORK DFTERMLE CARMICHAEL’S TRAVEL

PLANS TO PUERTO FICO.

ENO ACK PSE CA
MLT FBI

6
.smc^isgr* 

^30 MAR 8 1967
R RFLAY WASH 0 C



stated m ef ttese Wed B,
SfiBttleswwtli iwiwd a totogros fm €ar®i€te©l <m 
FeSmr? IBfT* offering feis i^to to asstet 
stetttaswttu

e stated ttat shattleswrth reaasfcodW
Camtetael ®mild to hl® ”ae© 1® ill® teelo** c®d aato tte 
ertateaent, "An inaldont 1® aoeded to (jot the jwr structure 
intorostcd la ©ar problcci." Sowver, tbs caarco said ho 
does not bolfcwo Stasttieswrth la scrtensly cimeMcyi^ 
Winging eamlctael to Btaaingitaa at the jwesent tta«

Stately Cax»taichaol Swatorte Bagro

^h^s£SS@^^S3i^b£z
& confidential sguico advisod that Stately Camlchaol 

appeared at a political rally supporting ixKJoponttoot Bsgro 
candidate© for Chicago olderiramic «f toss, fte rally wb toW 
at tt» Senate Theater, eMcago, Illinois, <m Btetareory 9T, 1S37, 
CaMstoheol tu^jod B®r© ®®prt for tfcaso casalldatee aafl called 
£s^r an exipresoinn of “bleats powor" through the tallort bores.

8t«toly Omdateol Plata ta Visit Ceanda.

A coBfifieatlal soarce stated that Cartalcfeaol is 
soteMtod to apaA at OcGlll WivtwiW, Cttrta, on Sarah 10, 
WW.
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FBI NEW YORK /5/
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405 3/3/67 JAM

SAN JUAN
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Mr
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Wwk ___
(bi'pci 
( di' -bin
( cH’-ad. ..

To’bon___ -
I’. L >/ch

। * rei____
Teb Room____„

‘ Al 
i Miss

FROM

100-446080’ ATLANTA’ BOSTON’ CHICAGO’ PITTSBUR

SAN JUAN VIA WASHINGTON

NEW YORK 100-153751 IP

..STOKELY CARMICHAEL’ AKA’ IS-MTSCELLANEOUS’ OO-ATLANTA

d OT

F

RE SAN JUAN TEL DATED MARCH THREE INSTANT’ CAPTIONED

"COMINFIL SNCC’ IS-C".

PRETEXT CALL TO SNCC OFFICE’ NEW YORK CITY’ REFLECTED

CARMICHAEL NOT IN NEW YORK AT PRESENT TIME’ BUT "MAY BE IN

STRANSIT BETWEEN PITTSBURGH’ CHICAGO AND BOSTON AND SCHEDULED

TO BE IN ATLANTA THIS WEEKEND.” INFO FOR BOSTON’ CHICAGO AND

PITTSBURGH’ CARMICHAEL WAS SCHEDULED TO TRAVEL TO PUERTO RICO’EX-1OZ
MARCH ONE TO NINE NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN’BUT FAILED TO ARRIVE

■»EG*2i I :O ~ L, )
THUS MARCH SPONSORED BY FUPI FOR MARCH TWO LAST POSTPONED.

BOSTON* CHICAGO

IN THEIR AREA®

NEW YORK OFFICE

AND PITTSBURGH DETERMINE IF CARMICHAEL

SOURCES ALERTED®

D C
Cc

PMaYEI? TO



i FBI WASH DC —

FEDERAL BURFAU OF IWSUGAWd 
U S OEPARTMFNT Of JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION 

j MAR 9 1967 

'Ux TELETYPE

yl

FBI CHICAGO
XI037PM URGENT 3-9-67 RMF

SAN JUAN VIA WASHINGTON
DIRECTOR SAN JUAN ATLANTA NEW YORK

FROM CHICAGO /157-1297Z

Mirth Gandy

■r»,

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, AKA. IS - MISCELLANEOUS. OOX ATLANTA.

LT CHICAGO PD, AIRPORT DETAIL, ADVISED

1

b6
b7C

INSTANT CAPTIONED INDIVIDUAL OBSERVED THIS DATE AT OXHARE 
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, CHICAGO, ATTEMPTING TO ARRANGE PASSAGE 
TO BIMINI IN THE BAHAMAS PRESUMEDLY TO CONTACT ADAM CLAYTON , 
POWELL.

PD ADVISED CHECK OF VARIOUS AIRLINES SERVING BAHAMAS HAS NOT /3’3 REVEALED CARMICHAEL DEPARTURE. PD NOT CURRENTLY AWARE OF CARMICHAEL ' J
WHEREABOUTS.

REC- 60
/ C> (■-> -

CHICAGO SOURCES ASSIGNED. ~
ARTICLE IN LOCAL NEWSPAPER THIS DATE INDICATES 

I AND CURRENTLY CONDUCTING WRITE-fTTAMPAIGlfe®—
b6
b7C

SEEKING ELECTION AS MAYOR OF CHICAGO, PLANS TO TRAVEL TO BIMINI
TO SEEK POWELLXS HELP IN HIS CAMPAIGN FOR MAYOR® ARTICLE INDICATES

POWELL TO MAKE SPEECH IN CHICAGO FOR
END PAGE ONE

JwiLL ASK
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

flayed to,



Wick ____________

Casper -----------------

j Callahan  

/ Conrad --------------------

DECODEDtOPy
Xwrf***^

□ AIRGRAM □ CABLEGRAM □ RADIO exTELETYPE
4 Gandy -------------------

11 -52" PM "URGENT” 5-1 o-6?”arm

TO DIRECTOR, SAN JUAN, NEW YORK AND CHICAGO 

'NEW YORK AND SAN JUAN VIA WASHINGTON

FROM ATLANTA 110550

STOKELYuARMICHAEL, AKA. IS-MISCELLANEOUS, 00:

,.1.
RE CHICAGO TEL MARCH 10, 1967.

ADVISES CARMICHAEL PRESENTLY IN BIMINI TO
b7D

CONFER WITH ADAM CLAYTON POWELL. CARMICHAEL REPORTEDLY

WILL BE THERE UNTIL SUNDAY MARCH 12, NEXT, THEN TRAVEL TO

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA.

RICHMOND PREVIOUSLY ADVISED.

/

RECEIVED: 11:<j2 PM LRC

REC
/

10 J 4

RELAYED TO &6 
b7C

BTWT211961

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order ta protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems



‘ ' x F'~tEetyFT',.'^!T j
MAR 9 1^7'

FNCODED-'MESSAGE 
TWIWUU/MWlWl U4M«: Ml |M BAI l»l IJ^.' /**Y'*l1’**

914 AM/1JRGENT 3-9-67 MRB

TO DIRECTOR 100-446080, MIAMI AND RICHMOND

MIAMI VIA WASH DC ENCODED RELAY

FROM ATLANTA 100-6812

C'"""

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. IS-MISCELLANEOUS.

ADVISED
b7D

THAT SUBJECT IS LEAVING ATLANTA MARCH NINE, SIXTYSEVEN, TO

VISIT WITH ADAM CLAYTON 

BELIEVES POWELL INVITED 

PURPOSE OF VISIT.

POWELL AT BIMINI, THE BAHAMAS. SOURCE

CARMICHAEL, BUT DOES NOT KNOW TRUE

CARMICHAEL WILL BE IN BIMINI UNTIL SUNDAY , MARCH TWELVE 

THEN TRAVEL TO RICHMOND, VA., WHERE HE IS TO FILL A SPEAKING 

ENGAGEMENT POSSIBLY AT THE VIRGINIA UNION UNIVERSITY.

MIAMI AND RICHMOND ALERT APPROPRIATE SOURCES CONCERNING

'X \ DISC.O

CARMICHAEL WILL VISIT WITH IN RICHMOND

END

OK TO HOLD FOR CONTACT WITH MIAMI AT 10:00

QCC30MF

JER R RELAY

FBI WASH DC

CARMICHAEL’S ITINERARY. RICHMOND ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY GROUP WHICH

RELAYED to z /
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5-H2 (1- 1 8-6 b)
OPTIONAL FOtM NO 10
KAY EDITION 

^S*^GtN HEG NO 2?

5010-104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Dnector, FBI ( 100-446080 ) date March 3, 1967TO

SUBJECT

Legal Attache, OTTAWA ( 100-1259 > (P )

STOKELyCARMICHAEL
IS-MISCELLANEOUS

Reference New York teletype - 2/27/67

Dissemination, as outlined below, was made on dates indicated

m copies of

Name and Location of Agency Date Furnished

z i
/ 3 / Bureau

(1 - Liaison Section)
1-OTT

11 MAR 6 1967



5-1 13a ((9-29-6"

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE —

Date _________ ,__________________________

Former Congressman Adam Clayton 
Powell (New York - D) Is attempting 
to gain support from civil rights 
leaders in the campaign to regain his 

, lost seat. On March 8, 1967, Powell 
stated during a press interview that 
Stokley Carmidi ael would be coming to 
Bimini soon and will publicly endorse h

Attached being disseminated to the 
White House and the Attorney General.
DMWrjmw t

A'1 A



WOTT UOWittWT «®WI® coresami awima

StotelyCaraicteel fccate to

It ms previously reported Caraieteei wuld visit 
tmw Congressman Alaa Clayton fowell at Bimini, the Bahamas, 
the we^eaS of BorcB 11, 1SST*

Stokely Caraichaol and Mw Clayton Mwll teld a 
news conference at Bimini cm larch 11* 1MT« Carmichael 
blamed ^pure unadulterated raeiss” for tovell's exclusion 
from Congress. Camicbael said tte Student fcwiolwt 
Coordinating Cosaittee wall campaign actively for ^wall 
to teip him got reelected in the April 11, WG7, special 
election la the Barlcn Blstrict, tew torh City*

Appearance of Steely Ca^micteel.. at
SSayotio iSafSb, WhnijWMin

to torch 14, 1BS7, Carmichael spate at lafayette 
College before ISM students* Carmichael «
critical of totted States isvolvewat in Vietaas and stated 
he would reftw to fight* to alm critic ted law enforcement 
in the Smith*

Stately Camichael. .to.Staad Trial

It was freviOTsly reported that Camichaol sad 
other soiterB of tte Student Mcnviolent Coordinatiiig Comittee 
wre arrested by the Atlanta tolice Beparteent, Atlanta, 
Georgia, on charges of teiting to riot in coMceticn with a ; 
racial disturbance to Atlanta « G, IMS*

suteeqwntly released under $1,SW tend*

According to a press release, Stotoly Carmichael 
and 14 otter individuals are scheduled to stand trial torch BO, 
1M7, in tolton County Superior Court, Atlanta, as a result of 
tte abwo arrests.



17-1 (Rev. 8-11-03)

ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

D FOIA/PA □ Litigation O Executive Order Applied

Requester: _____ ______ ___________ ;_____________________________________________ ______________________
Subject: _____________________________ ____________ ____________________________________________________
Computer or Case Identification Number: ________________________________________________________________ _
Title of Case: __________________________ ■ _________________________ _______  Section __________ _
* File________________________________________________________________________________________________ ;.
Serials Reviewed: ________________ ______ _______________________________________________________________

Release Location: *File Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit,I ~| b2

File Number: l/Q(o6?>C)_______ _______________  Section /£)_________
Serial(s) Reviewed: Al I ____________________

FOIPA Requester: _____________________________________ __________________________________________
FOIPA Subject: . ___________________________ __________________________________________________ __
FOIPA Computer Number: ~5? 33/ "7__________________ ;_________________________________ _______

। File Number: ____________________ __________________________ ' Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed: ______________________________ _________________________________________________

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject: _________________________________________________________________________ ______
FOIPA Computer Number: _____________________________________________________________________________

File Number: ________________________________________________________  Section _______________
Serial(s) Reviewed: ______________________ .________________________________________________________ _

FOIPA Requester: _____ ___________ ._________________________ __________ .__________________________
FOIPA Subject: __________________________\'
FOIPA Computer Number: ________ __________ __________________________________________________________

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

ATTENTION

DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE



Your letter of June 26th has been received.

With respect to your inquiry concerning Stokely 
Carmichael, the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the 
Federal Government and, as such, does not determine whether 
prosecution will be undertaken in any situation. Such decisions 
concerning violations of Federal law are within the province of 
the United States Department of Justice.

You may be assured, however, the FBI is aware 
of the activities of this individual and any information obtained 
which might indicate a violation of Federal law over which this, 
Bureau has investigative jurisdiction will be furnished to the United 
States Department of Justice for prosecutive consideration.

Tolson ___
DeLoach _ 
Mohr_____
Wick ______
Casper ___
^✓allahan _
Conrad ___
Felt______
Gale______
Rosen ____
Sullivan __
Tavel _____
Trotter___
iFele Room 
Holmes___
tiandy____





Mr. Tolson__ ;__
Mr. DeLoach— 
Mr.

Mr; 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Tele. Room____ ,
Miss Holmes . 
Miss Gandy

Casper._
Callahan..
Conrad....
Felt.____
Gale .........
Rosen
Sull Ivan...
Tavel___
Trotter__

Dear Sir:
0

Subject: Stokely Carmichael
CMama^^MBaMnraSMSCeBBWBSWaBattMffiZtSMHHttaBBSR

1. A known, active, trouble maker making speeches 
contrary to our national policies, exercising the right of a United 
States Citizen concerning freedom of speech - only he is not a 
U. S. Citizen, not subject to the draft and a guest of this country 
from Jamaica.

2. Lets deport this character as a "persona non grata" 
and deny him the benifits of this country that have been paid for 
by the blood of U. S. Citizens.

Respectfully yours,

Copy to
b7C

&
The State Dept.

b7C

b7D

o



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13T56)

Via TELETYPE

Transmit the following in

Date: 7/3/67
PLAINTEXT ?

(Type in plain text or code)

URGENT
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

Mr. Felt

WtT DeLoacir ..
“Mr. Mohr
Mr. Wick___
Mr? CaSper__ ;
Mr? Callahan...

r. Conrad ...

M/* 
MrT^Fitvel
Mr. Trotter___
Tele. Room___ .
Miss Holmes___

----- J—Miss- Candy

DIRECTOR, FBI AND SACS, ATLANTA, DENVER AND NEW ORLEANS
FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, FS-- MISCELLANEOUS . 7
UJ&$k & & *&■RWFOJTELETYPE, JULY /TWO LAST.

WFO SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT DATE CARMICHAEL ARRIVED 
^DQFOR PERSONAL PLEASURE AND IS NOT DESIROUS OF.ANY
PUBLICITY. CARMICHAEL DOES NOT PLAN ANY RACIAL ACTIVITY
OR PUBLIC APPEARANCES WHILE IN WDC TO SOURCES KNOWLEDGE.

-b7C

DURATION OF HIS STAY AS WELL AS FUTURE ITINERARY NOT
ei-:FOLLOWS. .KNOWN BY SOURCE AT THIS TIME

••TlW

WWH/mrb 
(6)

CjD- Bureau
2 - Teletype
2 - WFO

Unit

957

Sent M PerApproveaiCtg?
ent in Charge



5-113 (1-10-61)

Domestic Intelligent^^ vision

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date _______7/3/67____
You were previously advised 

Stokely-Carmichael left Atlanta, 
Georgia, 6/30/67 for Washington, 
D. C., where he intends to take 
up residence. The Department is 
being advised of attached, WFO 
has been instructed to promptly 
develop information concerning 
Carmichael's residence and plans.

PTB: Jas _ __ _ <



FBI WASH DC*

3&. Totor®—^- 
| Kr. DeLvadk- 

Mr. Mehr____
Wick------

■ Mr. Cas’asr__

1

FBIhATLANT  ̂
200-PM U

TO DIR

ENT=7-2-67 ARK

FSERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
y. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

TE1
' I£r.
' Mr.

I.&. !
Mr. :

i. Mr.
’ Mr.
* Mr. 1
I Tele.
I Miss

Gs..a_

Tr./a

TOR, WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE, AND NEW

FROM ATLANTA C100-6812) IP
b7C

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, IS-M

jtCoow_ :_
Heines__
Gsudy.-.

ORLEANS

RE NEW ORLEANS TEL SIX TWENTY-NINE CAPTIONED RACIAL SITUATION,

BOGALUSA, LOUISIANA , INDICATING SUBJECT EXPECTED THERE JULY TWO

b7C

b7D

TO PARTICIPATE IN DEMONSTRATION

PRESENTLY IN WASHINGTON, D. C. FOR UNDETERMINED PERIOD AND SOURCE

HAS' NO INFORMATION INDICATING POSSIBLE TRAVEL TO NEW ORLEANS AREA.

WFO REQUESTED TO ADVISE NEW ORLEANS IN EVENT INFORMATION

RECEIVED INDICATING SUBJECT MAY TRAVEL TO THAT AREA

END

SAA'

FBI'- WASH
j. w u Cui-r yyU

DC* -

HEI 
DATS

^7 [9 JUL 7 1967

55 JUL 141967



Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

6/30/67

It has been previously reported on 
several occasions that Stokely Carmichael, 
former chairman of Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee would spend the 
summer in Washington, D. C., as a Committee 
field worker. However, he was reportedly 
assigned by the Committee to work in 
Alabama this summer. In view of informa- 
tion indicating Carmichael now intends to 
move to Washington, D. C.. Washington
Field Office is being requested to ascertain 
Carmichael's residence and the identity 
and nature of the other organization he 
plans to affiliate with.

PTB:chs

'. COPIES DESTRQV.Krn, - -- 

533 FEB 24 W '



FBI WASH DC

FBI ATLANTA

1033

TO

M URGENT 6-30-67 ARM

klt^'Tolson
Mr. DeLoac

FfDESAL SWEA'U
U.S. PFPARTMENT 4>F jtlSW 

COMWJW/™^ section

JUN3 01967

Mr. Ta
Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes_____
Miss Gandy

ale

Mr. Callahan_____
Mr. Conrad ______
Mr elt

DIRECTOR (100-446080) OKLAHOMA CITY, BUFFALO, MEMPHIS

BOSTON, CHICAGO (157-1297) NEW ORLEANS, DENVER, NEWARK BLATIMORE

FROM ATLANTA 000-6812)

S TOK ELY CAR MICHA EL. -TS“—Ms-

P £/?£/?~-r\ 
TELEPHONE CALLS AND COMMUNICATIONS UNDER VARIOUS CAPTIO.NS

sea //hw.

FROM ABOVE OFFICES REQUESTING INFORMATION AS TO TRAVEL OF SUBJECT.

INFORMATION RECEIVED EARLY AFTERNOON JUNE THIRTY SIXTYSEVEN

THAT CARMICHAEL WAS PLANNING TRIP TO FLORIDA AND BIMINI ISLAND"TO

BE FOLLOWED BY TRIPS TO WASHINGTON D.C. ON JULY EIGHT NEXT AND TO 

LONDON ON JULY ^THIRTEEN TO PARTICIPATE IN INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS 

DIALECTICS OF,LIBERATION ON JULY EIGHTEEN.

SOURCE ADVISED LATER JUNE THIRTY THAT CARgJ^^EU tHAD rCHANGED

® PLANS AND WAS LEAVING ATLANTA EVENING JUNE THIRTY |Of .j NG TO N,

D.C. WHERE HE WOULD TAKE UP PERMANENT RESIDENCE.

SOURCE BELIEVES CARMICHAEL HAS RECEIVED OFFER FROt 

lisOME OTHER ORGANIZATION TO B ECOME'<A FFILIATED' WITH IT AND 45^* _.

END PAGE ONE S-.:; r - t , IS 30 bH

7-77 j4
1OPIES DESTROYED

333 FEB 24 1971



PAGE TWO

EXTREMELY GUARDED IN CONVERSATION.

ATLANTA FOLLOWING CLOSELY AND WILL KEEP BUREAU AND INTERESTED

OFFICES ADVISED OF ANY CHANGE IN ABOVE.

END 7
MXS

FBI WASH DC



FBI BOSTON

Mr.

Trotter.

FEDERAL bureau of investigation 
y. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

JUL4 1967

®r.

BUREAU 6/30 LAST AND BOSTON TEL THIS DATE

LEFT NEWPORT, RHODE ISLAND APPROXIMATELY

i> Mr. DeLoach 
t Mr. Mohr___

1 Mr. Wieh___
| Mr. Casper_
J Mr. C&ilahan 
I Mr. Conrad. 
| Mr. Felt____
| Mr. Gale____

Rosen__
Sullivan.

| Mr. Tavel.
| Mr. Trotter____
8 Tele. Eoom_____
i| Miss Hohner

TO/rfl RECTOR (100-446080), ATLANTA (I00-6B12). ALBANY AND

325AM,URGENT 7-4-67 JAD

FROM BOSTON (157-437)

IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-M

REF ATLANTA TEL TO

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

12:30AM THIS DATE AFTER ATTENDING FINAL PERFORMANCE OF JAZZ FES

TIVAL. SUBJECT WAS DRIVING

BEARING REGISTRATION

HE WAS ACCOMPANIED BY SE^EN NEGROES, TWO BEING WOMEN, bvc

AND APPEARED TO HAVE CONSIDERABLE LUGGAGE IN REAR COMPARTMENT.

OBSERVED SUBJECT HAD VERY

b7D

FEW CONTACTS WHILE AT FESTIVAL. CARMICHAEL DID NOT ATTEND FUNCTIONS

AS FIRST BELIEVED AND NEWPORT DETECTIVES OVERHEARD HIM STATE WHEN

QUESTIONED BY UNKNOWN

WAS NON-COMMITAL

PERSON AS TO WHERE HE MIGHT BE GOING, HE

REC 17 /DO '
NO INCIDENTS OCCURRED DURING VISIT OF DEPARTURE OF CARMICHAEL.

JO /C
-----LW-JLp,1967

REGISTRATION I b7D

END

ALBANY WILL IDENTIFY OWNER OF
ALL IJJFORMATIOM COMTATWliip pr

A

HFL

5P43VL F71967J
TU CLR £ b7C



£D-36' (Rev. 5-22-64

F B I

Date:

^Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL

* Tolson.-—__—
; ’ - |J-Mr:^dLdach’-'A-.

Ms?” Mohry».'/ .... 
jl Mr. - Wick-11-—— 
| 5 Mr. Casper——— 

( | Mr. Callahan__
I J Mr. Conrad-------
I i Mr. Felt_______
I | Mr. Gale_______

MJ Mr. Rosen____
^sJj&Mr. Sulliyan-E— 

jTMr. Tavel____
| Mr. Trotter____

। Tele. Room_____
___। Miss Holmes____

। Miss Gandy____

TO:

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, WO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

-I

(Priority)

7/3/67

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven (11) 
copies of an LHM captioned as above. Two copies each are 
enclosed for Atlanta, Buffalo, Denver and New Orleans.

Ihfil 1 confidential source in the enclose

b7C

b2

b7C

b7D

LHM is . 
(Bufile who was in contact with SA| 

ALL INFORMATION OCttJTAIHED

Bureau (Enc. 11) 
2 - 
1 - 
1 - 
1 - 
2 -

(Enc. 2) (RM)Atlanta (100-6812)
Buffalo (Info) (Enc. 2) (RM)
Denver (Enc. 2) (Info) (AM) (RM)
New Orleans (100-16890) (Info) (Enc. 2) (RM)
WO
(1- 100-41626)

WH:pag
(10)

AIRTEL

C- C- WicR

A
Special Agent in Charge

AGENCY: A.CSI, ONI, OSI .SEC. SKRr? , 
B0PT: ISD, CRD, RAO, 

DATE FORW 6.?---—
MOW FORW: 
BY:

Sent » * ------



JZFO 100-43503

b2

b7C

b7D

The I________ confidential source is
by SA| ~|

contacted

The SA's observing SNCC Headquarters were SA's 
and |

b7C

b7D

The SA’s in conversation 
and |

with were SA's

IffO continuing to follow this matter closely and 
any information received indicating CAHMICHAEL's activities 
will be furnished promptly to the Bureau and interested 
Offices.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

July 3, 1967

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

- A confidential source, with whom contact has been 
insufficient to determine reliability, advised on July 3, 1967, 
that he learned from a representative of the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) thatStokely Carmichael had "very 
quietly" arrived in Washington, D. C., during the evening of 
July 2, 1967, and that he did not desire any publicity regarding 
his visit. Source added that although Carmichael's presence 
is known to a few SNCC representatives in Washington, D. C., 
they are not making any comments regarding the purpose of his 
visit. According to source, no comments were made by the 
SNCC representatives to source that any planned activity had 
been formulated in connection with Carmichael's visjt during 
the Fourth of July holiday or in the future.

b2

b7C

b7D

Source stated Carmichael's work project as a Field 
Representative of SNCC for the Summer of 1967, is Lowndes 
County, Alabama, and expressed the opinion Carmichael came 
to Washington for "personal pleasure." Source advised he 
did not know how long Carmichael planned to stay in Washington 
or information about his*future itinerary.

A________ confidential source, who h^-s furnished
reliable information in the past, advised ____________________ that
he spent several hours at the Washington,C., Headquarters 
of SNCC on that-date arid spoke with I

 Source stated no information came to his attention
about Carmichael that he was in Washington, D. C

FEB 24 1971



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
observed SNCC Headquarters, 1234 U Street, N.H., Washington, 
D. C., to be closed! as of 4:30 p.m,, on July 3, 1967.

' ___________ _____________ ; ;_________________________ ——   ----------------------------- -------- J—

b7C

b7D

_______________________________ (while in conversation with Specia .
Agents of-the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),______

___________________ spoke of Carmichael and indicated that when
Carmichael visits Washington, He generally I ~~l

stated he has not seen Carmichael in the recent past.

-b7C

b7D

[Washington. D.C., advised I I 
that no information had come to his attention 

indicating Carmichael was visiting Washington, D.C.

Thia document contains mMnv
, recommendations nor canctastonB at 

the FBI. It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency! 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency*

« 2* *



i&v. Mohr ,i ।—
-,i fc. Wirk

Mr. Casper ■
Mr. Callahan——; 
Mr. Conrad J
Mr. Felt____ —4
Mr. Gale____ — ■
Mr. RoseiX_____ ,
Mr. Sullivan ~
Mr. Tave)——J1
Mr. Trotter----- -
Tele. Room.

» Miss Holmes.

DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND

FROM BOSTON (157-437)

b7C

REF ATLANTA TEL TO BUREAU 6/30 LAST

FBI BOSTON 

1254AMXURGENT 7-4-67 JAD

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-M

ATLANTA (100-6812)

b7C
CARMICHAEL ARRIVE NEWPORT, R.I. ABOUT lOjOOPM, 7/3/67 TO ATTEND

NEWPORT JAZZ FESTIVAL. CARMICHAEL SAT DOWN AMIDST CROWD AND LATER

MOVED TO BOX SEAT. PRESENTLY ATTENDING A PRIVATE SOCIAL GATHERING.

COVERAGE BEING AFFORDED TO DETERMINE HIS'ITINERY AND BUREAU 

BE PROMPTLY ADVISED OF DEVELOPMENTS.

WILL

£ND

HFL 

FBI WASH DC 

TU CLR

ALL INFORMATION O0NTASSS©



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 7/5/67

Transmit the following in

Via airtel
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, ALBANY (100-19800)

' £ SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS-M -

Re Boston teletype to Bureau, 7/4/67

R

(P)
b7C

b7C
is registered to

( 3-Bureau (RM) $ 

1-Atlanta- (RM) 
2-New York (RM) 
1-Boston (RM) - 
2-Albany 
REM/jmh 
(9)

ALL

REC 54

-i-bApproyed: ~~'r&__________________ Sent
i) X <JUL1 'J .Spe’cial Agent in Charge

3 JUL 7 1967

M Per



FBI

Date: 7/6/67

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL_____________________________________ :_________________________ i
(Priority) ।

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ J_

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, DETROIT (100-34122)
O

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

Re Bureau airtel to all offices, 5/26/67, captioned 
as above.

. Detroit has obtained from|____________________________
| East Lansing, Michigan, a tape of STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S 

speech made on 5/17/67, at Fountain St., Church, Grand 
Rapids, Mich.

b7D

Tape in process of being transcribed and results 
will be submitted to Bureau in accordance with instructions 
set out in re airtel.

Bureau
Detroit

JEK/bag 
(5)



FD-36-(Rev. 5-22-64)

• •

FBI [

Date: 7/5/67 I
Transmit the following in ______________ :__________________________ _____________________________ I

(Type in plaintext or code) I
Vin AIRTEL________ .______________ _________________ |

(Priority) j------------------------------------------------------------------ -

in contact with SAs |

ST 102 «ALL

STOKELYTAR MICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

b2

b7C

b7D

■OHMATION CX3NTASSEP j 
jafnNCIxAfiS

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

ReWFOairtel, 7/3/67.
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven cop 

of an LHM captioned as above. Two copies each are furnished 
Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo, Denver, and New Orleans.

The confidential source in LHM is [ 
](Butile 

land

3SX Bureau (Enc
2 - Atlanta (100-6812) (Enc 2) (RM) 
1 
1 .
1 - Denver (Enc 2) (Info) (RM)
1 - New Orleans (100-16890) (Enc 2) (Info) (RM) 
2 - WFO(1 - 100-41626) (COMINFIL, s^CC) 
WWH/mrb 
(ID ,

Boston (Enc 2) (Info) (RM)
Buffalo (Enc 2) (InfO) (RM)

1. who was

3 JUL 11 1967

46WCY: ACSI, ONI, OSI’JSEC. SKK;? . .
ISD, CRD.TIAO/^W'^

PATS FORW:........ ......
POW FORW'• ______ ,______

Per
Agent in Char



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU ICE

b7C

b7D

b7C

b7D

b7C

b7D

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

July 5, 1967

A confidential source, wfth whom insufficient 
contact has been, had to determine reliability, advised 

t ha 11] ~l~o* the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC), while on a visit to Washington, .D, C. .1

|Stokely Carmichael had 
arrived in Washington, D. C., on that date for a 
short visit. According to the source.I I stated 
that Carmichael had "very quietly" arrived in Washington, 
D. C., during the evening of| |and that he
did not desire any publicity regaramg rne visit. | 
also stated, according to the source, that Carmichael 
came to Washington, D, C., for "personal pleasure" and 
that no racial activity was7 planned by SNCC in connection 
with his visit. Y

____________The sources continued that on the evening of 
____________________ _________ _________ of the 
Washington.. D. C.. branch of SNCC I______________ I________Carmichael had left Washington, D. C.,| I
According to the source. | [stated that Carmichael
did not participate in any SNCC activity while in 
Washington, D. C.

The source further advised he did not know 
Carmichaelfs complete future itinerary or schedule, 
but that I I Carmichael is due
in Paris, France, on July 14, 1967, to participate in 
the "Bastille Day" celebration taking place at that 
time. He stated Carmichael had reportedly received an

ALL JiVOKtohW COi'UAIi'it.D

ENCLOSURE



STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

invitation to participate in the activities by an 
organization named "UNEF,” but the source did not 
kpow the full name or nature of the organization. 
Source advised that after the visit to France, 
Carmichael plans to travel to Lopdon, England, where 
he is scheduled to take part in "some sort of 
symposium" being held there on or about July 18, 
1967. The nature of the symposium is not known to 
the source.

According to this source, Carmichael is - 
slated to be out of the United States about eight or 
tenchys for the above appearances.

This document contains neither 

recommendations nor conclusion* of 
the EBL It is the property of 

the FBI and Is loaned to your agency) 
it end its contents are not to be 

distributed outside your agency.
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Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

FROM:1

b7C

b7D

F B I

Date: V7/7/67

PLAINTEXT
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

I
 Mr. Toison_____
Mr. DeLoach.__
Mr. MohrMr. Wick______ _
Mr.'Caspar_____Mr. Callahan___

Conrad
Felt_____12
Gale ■
Rosnn __ __

thn. fan-.I—s"
Tavel _ _ 
"l Mr. Trcttor LI 

£|Tele. Room__ __
I |Miss Ho lines____j
| jMisst-Gaudk.J

J Mr. 
,t Mr.

Mr. 
Mr.

Flpfr.

HE SHOULD

DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND SACS ATLANTA (100-6^12^ 
NEW ORLEANS (100-16

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)
// b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS DASH MISCELLANEOUS

RE ATLANTA TELETYPE THIS DATE

WFO SOURCE ADVISED

CARMICHAEL NOT PRESENTLY

WASHINGTON, D. C., AND ACCORDING TO

BE IN ATLANTA IN VIEW OF HIS PLANNED APPEARANCE AT SOME TYPE

OF TRIAL IN THE SOUTH, EXACT PLACE, TIME AND DATE NOT DISCLOSED

TO SOURCE.

SOURCES ASSIGNED TO FOLLOW THIS MATTER CLOSELY AND IF

ADDITIONAL INFO DEVELOPED, INTERESTED OFFICES WILL BE

PROMPTLY NOTIFIED.

< J2. J Bureau
2 - Teletype Unit

(1- 100-41626) (cdSiN^? - SNCC)

WWH:pag 
(?) b7C

B JUL 11 1967

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREMttl UNCIASSngED

S4Ml4i9(f
Approved: £. VVr Sent M Per

in Charge
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F B I

Date: 7/5/6?

AIRTEL
(Priority)

Transmit the following in ______________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

6/30/67; ax\dRe Atlanta teletype to Director dated 
Boston teletypes to Director dated 7/4/67.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 
for Atlanta and Albany two copies each, and for

M -

tn o

b7C

b7D

eleven confi 
New York one

information copy, of a letterhead memorandum setting forth 
information furnished to SA I 
bv ___

One copy each of 
being forwarded locally to 
well as Secret Service and

LEAD

ALBANY

AT ALBANY

this 
OS I, 
USA,

letterhead memorandum is 
NISO and 108th MI Group, as 
Providence, Rhode Island.

REC 38

Will identify owner ofi 
registration|~ |and furnish! b7C

3-JBureau (100-446080) (Encs. 11) (RM)
Albany (Encs. 2) (RM)

2-Atlanta (100-6812) (Encs. 2) (RM)
1-New York (Enc. 1) (Info) (rm)
1-Bo.st8n| (157-437)

Approved:

FEM

M Per

ra JUL ® W

Sent
■'Special Agent in Charge
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston, Massachusetts
July 5, 1.967

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 
also known
C. Welcher

advised that Stokely Car
michael, accompanied by seven Negroes, two being women, 
arrived at Newport, Rhode Island at approximately ten p.m. and 
they attended the final performances of the Newport Jazz 
Festival being held on that date at Festival Field. •’

________explained that the Newport Jazz 
Festival has been held at Festival Field in Newport, Rhode 
Island over the Fourth of July weekend for the past fourteen 
years and is a regularly scheduled event. The Festival features 
sectional, national and international jazz music as well as 
singers and is highly regarded by the music community through
out the United States. The Festival is under the|

________________________________further ad v i 
that at approximately 12:30 a.m., Stokely Carmichael and 
group left Festival Field, Newport. at the conclusion of 
;ia,zz concert and entered a 

[bearingF ]registration!
According to [Carmichael appeared to have
considerable luggage in the rear compartment of this vehicle 
and chat prior to leaving the immediate area of Festival 
Field, was asked by a reporter where he was going and answered 
"No comment".

COPIB® D^TRov^ 

s33 FEB 24 1971 enclosure



STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 
‘ also known as

C. Welchcr

b7C

b7D

b7C

b7D

said other than the above contact by 
a reporter^ there were no other contacts made with Carmichael 
during the course of the jazz concert.

said that no incidents occurred, 
during Carmichael's appearance as a spectator at the Jazz 
Festival or during his departure from Festival Field.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the 'FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency, it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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FBI ATLANTA

328

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTI&gS^-'®* 
U S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

JUL? 1957

PM URGENT 7/7/67 MRB

TO DIRECTOR, NEW ORLEANS AND

FROM ATLANTA 100-6812 P

STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS - M.

j Tolson—1 
t Mir- Oetoach' 
j Mr- Mohr—1 Mr- Wiefe------ 1
I Mr- Casper—<

Mr. Callahan-i 
Mr. Conrad—!
Mr. Felt——
Mr. Galey/-—I 
Mr. RosegL=£*i-i 
Mr. Sulliv^fSi 

| Mr. TaveL----—|

I Mr. Trotter------ |
| Tele. Room——• 
« Miss Holmes-----J Miss Gandy------

RE NEW ORLEANS TEL JULY SIX SIXTYSEVEN CAPTIONED, "RACIAL

SITUATION, BOGALUSA LA. INDICATING RUMOR BEING CIRCULATED

THAT SUBJECT WOULD BE THERE ON JULY SEVEN TO PARTICIPATE INA

MARCH SPONSORED BY THE BOGALUSA VOTERS LEAGUE.
b7C

RE ATLANTA TEL TO WFO AND NEW ORLEANS JULY SIX REFLECTING

CARMICHAEL WAS AS OF SIX THIRTY PM, JULY SIX, SIXTYSEVEN ENROUTE

TO ATLANTA FROM WASHINGTON

ON JULY SEVEN, SIXTYSEVEN, SOURCE ATLANTA ADVISED THAT

CARMICHAEL HAS NOT YET ARRIVED IN ATLANTA BUT IS EXPECTED TO BE

HERE SOMETIME DURING DAY OF JULY SEVEN. CARMICHAEL ALLEGEDLY

APPEARING FOR TRIAL IN MONTGOMERY, ALA., ON JULY EIGHT NEXT

WFO THROUGH SOURCES ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE IF CARMICHAEL HAS

DEPARTED WASHINGTON, DC REC 30

CARMICHAEL'I:S .TO APPEAR
JUL 11 1967END

BJP

MOBILE WILL ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY TRIAL AT MONTGOMERY IN WHICH

i^err oia

FBI WASH DC*

TH TWO COPIES
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

JUL “7 1967

0 DIRECTOR, NEW ORLEANS, ATLANTA

FROM MOBILE

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. IS M.

RE AT TEL INSTANT DATE.

FOR INFO, STOKELY

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Tolson-------
DeLoach.....
Mohr--------
Wick--------
Casper——

Mr. Callahan—_
Mr. Conrad----
Mr. Felt.---------
Mr. Gale-------- .

/Mr. Rosen-------
iMr. SuUivanjZl

Mr. Tavel-------
Mr. Trotter-----

। Tele. Room------
Miss Holmes—
Miss Gandy------

TEEETYP

CARMICHAEL WAS ARRESTED JUNE ELEVEN

LAST AT PRATTVILLE,ALABAMA, WHEN HE WAS ADDRESSING A GROUP

OF NEGROES AND MAKING INFLAMMATORY STATEMENTS. HE WAS CHARGED

WITH DISORDERLY CONDUCT, RELEASED ON BOND JUNE THIRTEEN LAST

CASE SET FOR TRIAL ON JULY EIGHT SIXTYSEVEN. INQUIRY AUTAUGA

COUNTY S.O. PRATTVILLE,ALA., WAS MADE AND INSTANT CASE POSTPONED

UNTIL AUGUST SEVEN NEXT. IN AS MUCH AS PRATTVILLE,ALA. IS BUT

A SHORT DISTANCE FROM MONTGOMERY,ALA., IT IS BELIEVED THAT

END

BAP

56 JUL 17WZI

THIS IS THE TRIAL REFERRED TO IN REFERRENCED TELETYPE

FBI WASH DC

P

JUL 111S67
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F B I

Transmit the following in

airtel

7 . Dai®:
f^'\7

\ (Type in plaintextt>> code)

'airmail
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
•4«K

•OOM: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)
SUBJECT: ■ STOKELY ^ARMICHAEL

' INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of letterhead 
oemorandua and 2 copies for WO reflecting CARMICHAEL’S 
iatended participation in th® International Congress Dialectics 
©f Liberation which is t© fcs held in London, Bag land in July,- 
1967. ■■

b2

b7D

The source furnishing the inf oriaati oa referred to in 
this letterhead meaoranduBi is identified ®.s| '

ALL

EUC:sbw 
(8)

jjBureau (Enc. 8)(RM) l^WFO (Enc. 2)(100-43503)(RH) 
3-AtSanta (&-100-6812)

b2

b7D

b7C ■
: ISO’, CRD, 

JMAW IbiVW :i----- ~

_______ ____________ . . .. ..... .__

i l/v~. ___ Sent
Special Agent in Change



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNI STATES DEPARTMENT OF

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Atlanta, G@©rgia

July 5, 19®7

. STCOLT CARMICHAEL •
INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLAMOUS

On June 16, 1967, an article appeared in th® "Pe.ace Wws”, London, England, reflecting that in July, 1967, theVlnter-" 
©attonal Congress Dialectics of Liberation would be held in 
'London.and.that'numerous distinguished,thinkers from all over 
th® world, including the third world, and Eastern Europe, would 
be attending as well as many students who are dissatisfied with 
shat they are being taught in their own universities. The article 
continued that Stokely Carmichael, described as a political 
activist, would speak on Tuesday, July 18, 1967, at 10:30 a.m.

On June 30, 1967, a source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the j»ast, advised that Carmichael would be leaving 
the. United States from Washington, D. C.^©ffi/July’ 13,'jfor-LbndW’ld

■' where.:;he would .partidigat®'!S.Bte'eaeagtesd ■ Congress. ■.
Stokely Carmichael is th® .former.. Wtional Chairman of 

the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee who was not re
elected to this position in Hay of.1967, by the'..Central .-Committee 
of "the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Comittee.- Carmichael 
.has publicly stated-that hb will continue his association with-, 
the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, but in the capa
city of organizer.
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F B I

Date: 6/29/67

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via . AIRTEL AIR MAIL
(Priority) ’

TO t DIRECTOR,.FBI'

FROM SAC,.KNOXVILLE (157-34 Sub A)

• 'POSSIBLE RACIA.L VIOLENCE'. 
MAJOR URBAN AREAS

'. RACIAL MATTERS

b7C

5

Enclosed for the Bureau are .11 copies of a 
letterhead memorandum bearing above caption. One copy 
of this letterhead memorandum has been designated for 
the USA, Chattanooga.

Informant coverage remains substantially 
the same as"previously reported., 

zk? .t ’ 7*1 z .) ■> <7 c “VTc* O C -

Agency G-2, ONI, CRD

Date For.".

How Forw.

By.
NOT RECORDED 

. 183 JUL 12 1967

Bureau (Enc 
1 - Knoxville

11) (RM)

TAS/arb

JUl/3 1367.
O

RI
G

IN
A

L F
IL

ED
 IN

C

7V

... ; : ■■■ ___
V ALL INFORMATTON CJQNTAISm , 

HEREIN JB ONGLABSmSD 
DATE JBY3AC>^

Sent
■Special Agent in Charge ■.

M . Per



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. '

'UTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Knoxville, Tennessee
June 29, 1967

POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE 
MAJOR URBAN AREAS ' ' ■
RACIAL MATTERS

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
The information set forth is based on the-comments and 
views of local government officials, police officers, 
leaders of various racial groups, established sources 
and public source information and pertains to the racial 
situation as of the time the comments and views are 
expressed; the possibility that the racial situation 
in a particular area may abruptly change at any time must 
be taken into consideration.

AT CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE.;

GENERAL RACIAL CONDITIONS

The Chattanooga Times, Chattanooga, Tennessee, a 
daily publication, in issue of June 11, 1967, reported that 
WILLIAM T. UNDERWOOD, Jr., a lawyer and president of Chatta
nooga NAACP Branch, in an interview stated he disagreed with STOKLEy^CARMICHAEL1s views entirely. UNDERWOOD is 
repS»w«^^^^SVS^^artea“he disagreed with CARMICHAEL’S 
approach to the racial problem. He stated equal job 
opportunity is the NAACPes primary objective in Chatta
nooga. He was reported as saying the Civil Rights problem 
is both social and economical and the problem will only be 
solved when society and government “learn to accept a man 
as a man". He is reported to have stated despite.progress 
made Chattanooga has several.sore spots that could very 
well bring about a conflict of people. It was reported

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED



POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE 
MAJOR URBAN AREAS .

UNDERWOOD outlined three steps of action used by NAACP 
to confront "sore spots" he said existed in Chattanooga. 
He stated first an attempt is made to solve problems 
through negotiationst court action is the next step, and 
'demonstrations are only the last resort. It was reported 
he takes issues strongly with those leaders who attempt 
to link the Civil Rights Movement to the war in Viet Nam.

Tennesseee advised he had received•information on that 
date from a confidential source, whose identity he would 
not reveal, .but who has furnished him reliable information, 
in the past, that STOKLEY CARMICHAEL and representatives 
of SNCC had made plans to visit Chattanooga in the past'. b7c 
According to this source, CARMICHAEL reportedly said he 
will come .to Chattanooga either in about ten days or during b7D 
August, 1967, and will bring with him approximately 100 
of his supporters. This source stated that CARMICHAEL 
is reported to have made the statement that since the 
"Niggers" in Chattanooga did not support him he would bring 
his own supporters; and, reportedly, several buildings on 
one of the Chattanooga streets have been marked for burning 
by CARMICHAEL and his supporters,. ■ ’

___________ | advised
I I he had been informed of the information
reported by_____________ and he held a called meeting of the

| |on that date concerning this
and also alerted, the ..Chattanooga Police Department. He 
stated after talking to the members of the Committee, 
composed of both Negro and white leaders at Chattanooga, 
he believed if such, visit .by CARMICHAEL does occur, the 
majority■of the Chattanooga citizens will ignore CARMICHAEL.

b7C

b7D

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed, 
outside your agency. _• ,

-2*
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JUL i 2 1967.

1546AM URGENT/?'/12^/67 LWG

FRO

TO DIRECTOR* WFO* AND

ATLANTA <100-6812)

NEW YORK

! NEbKYORK VIA WASH. D.C.

stokely—Carmichael; is - m.

J&r. Tolann
Mr. DeLoaeh__
Mr. Mohr

Wick______ j
Casper j

Mr. Callahan j
Conrad

Mr.
Mr.

S Mr. 
: Mr. Felt_ 

Mr. Gale_
i Mr. Rosen 
i Mr. Sulliv 
| Mr. Tavel 
| Mr. Trotter___ _
| Tele. Room..... ..
I Miss Holmatt - 
1 Miss 6an4y==aBesB,

SOURCE ADVISES SUBJECT

DEPARTED ATLANTA APPROX. SIXPM* JULY ELEVEN FOR WASHINGTON*

D.C

THESE INDIVIDUALS ALSO SCHEDULED TO LEAVE NEW YORK* JULY

THIRTEEN AT ONE ZERO FOUR* AM OR PM UNKNOWN* FOR LONDON*

ENGLAND. SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE LONDON EIGHT FIFTYFIVE* AM OR 

PM UNKNOWN.

AND;
- 1

SOURCE BELIEVES SUBJECT WILL BE COMMUTING BETWEEN U.S.
ALL PTORMA.TION CONTAINED)

ENGLAND UNTIL THE LAST OF AUGUST. ESJUNCLA8SWD

ADDITIONAL DETAILS# AS DEVELOPED# WILL BE SUBMITTED.

' ! K'U5 REC 17 /O 0 "W&fo
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UNWED STATES GO

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 7/10/67

from : SAC, ALBANY (100-19800) (P*) 
Q .

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

& Re Bureau airtel to Albany dated 6/7/67.

Attached herewith for the Bureau is one (1) 
original and seven (7) copies cf an LHM summarizing 
speeches and reactions t<5 STOKELY CARMICHAEL’s visits 
in the Albany division.

All future visits by CARMICHAEL in this 
Division will be reported as directed in referenced 
airtel. i /

(3>Bureau (rm) (Enc. ^^3'
z-Albany (£100-19134)
TCK:mgb
(5)



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

502 Federal Building 
Albany, New York 12201

July 10, 1967

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Stokely Carmichael appeared at Goddard College, 
Plainfield, Vermont, on the afternoon of November 14, 1966, 
and addressed the students, estimated at between 150 to 200, 
in the collegedining hall. According to information 
obtained, Carmichael termed the United States’ involvement 
in Vietnam a ’’racist war", and called the draft the 
"Black power removal program", referring to the alleged 
high percentage of Negroes fighting in Vietnam. He indicated 
the fight against discrimination of Negroes must be led 
by the Negro community, though White efforts will also be 
welcome, and they can contribute money to the cause.

Addressing approximately 450 to 500 students 
in the same afternoon at the University of Vermont, he 
again referred to the United States' participation in 
Vietnam as a "racist war". He explained that "Black 
Power" was an attempt by the Negroes to gain political 
control of their own Black community.

The lecture was sponsored by the Vermont Student 
Movement, which at the time was a newly-^?171116^ organization 
presenting widely diverse viewpoints.

No demonstrations were present at either speech 
and both were very orderly.

On January 5, 1967, Stokely Carmichael was the 
guest speaker at the State University of New York College, 
at Cortland, New York. Carmichael spoke before a crowd 
of approximately 500 students, and the subject of his talk



RE; STOKELY CARMICHAEL

was "Black Power” — its uses, needs, and substance. The 
context of his speech was as follows:

The trouble with the Civil Rights movement has 
been that its leaders have spent their time reacting to 
the White man’s definition of their own terms; whereas, 
the Negroes must be the ones that define the terms. He 
defined "Black Power" as taking control by Negroes of the 
governments of communities and by creating a political 
power base from which they may fight. He stressed that 
Blacks must stop White supremacy and then there will be 
opportunities for the Negroes as a whole and not for a 
selected few. He attacked coalition politics and the 
American press, claiming that the press has become political.

Following his speech, there was a question and 
answer period, during which time Carmichael stated that 
the leaders in the Civil Rights movement would like to 
change the name from Civil Rights to Human Rights, but that 
this is difficult to do. He again stressed the right to 
be able to define terms by the Negroes, stating that if 
you can define, you can then create. He stated that 
"Black Power" is humanistic and will help in civilizing 
America.

Carmichael was asked whether he had any Marxist 
remnants in his background, to which he refused to give 
a direct answer. He then replied that he had read Marx 
and that Marx was right concerning White Western Europe.

Carmichael stated that the Black Muslims was a 
name given to that organization by the American press and 
that he considered that group as a religious organization 
and not as a political movement. He denied that the



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Black Muslims was an extremist organization but stated 
rather that it was a withdrawal movement.

Carmichael maintained that the Whites have 
always made the decisions and that the Blacks have not. 
He stated that integration is not relative to the real 
struggle for Black Power. He stated that Congressman 
Adam Clayton Powell should retain his seat because the 
people of Harlem voted for him.

In answer to the concluding question at the 
appearance, Carmichael stated that his hatred for racism 
made him join the movement and that he wants the Black 
people to overthrow White oppression. After that has 
been done, he maintained that the Negroes can do anything 
they want to without any concern to him.

During the week of February 27, 1967, the 
Cornell University (CU) Inter-Fraternity Council ( an 
organization of representatives of all Cornell fraternities) 
sponsored a "Soul of Blackness Week" at the CU campus, 
Ithaca, New York. The purpose of this program was to 
present various speakers and to promote discussion relative 
to the American Negro and the civil rights problem. One 
of the featured speakers was Stokely Carmichael, Chairman 
of SNCC.

Carmichael arrived on campus February 28, 1967, 
and departed March 1, 1967. He was housed during this 
period as a guest of the Sigma Phi Fraternity.

Carmichael participated in a seminar with 
professors from the Government Department during the 



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

afternoon of February 28, 1967. In this seminar he claimed 
that the Civil War was not fought for humanitarian 
reasons, and that Abraham Lincoln was a racist. He said 
that he would fight to death for his own liberation, 
and that he feels it honorable to pull down the rest of 
society if this is necessary to gain his liberation. He 
claimed that the Negro must confront, rather than 
withdraw, and he predicted that policdmen will soon be 
killed in the black gattoes because they provide no 
protection for black people. He said that he was in 
favor of violent groups, such as the Deacons, as a means 
of survival.

Carmichael gave a speech at Bailey Hall on 
the subject "Soul and Black Power" at 7:30 p.m., 
February 28, 1967, before an audience of two thousand. 
This formal speech was followed by a question and 
answer period. In his speech, he claimed that "black 
power" - the power for Negroes to control their own 
destinies, to organize Negro communities so they have 
self-control and independence - is the answer to the 
Negro's plight, not integration. He said that most of 
the country's twenty million Negroes live in captive 
communities with white-controlled political, economic 
and social forces to run them.

Carmichael denounced white supremacy, defended 
Adam Clayton Powell, criticized the draft and condemned 
the war in Vietnam, both in his speech and in the question 
and answer period thereafter. He referred to lowered 
conscription standards as "black urban removal". He 
stated his position on the draft when one is called is to 
say "hell no", and that after seeing the rights of freedom 
and equality in the United States, he would not fight 
to give these rights to anybody.

4



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Concerning the Vietnam war, Carmichael said that 
the United States stands on the brink of becoming a 
nation of murderers, and that it is already a nation 
of thieves, claiming that it historically first stole 
the country from the Indians and then stole Negroes from 
Africa. He said that he expects to be sent to jail 
for his refusal to fight in Vietnam.

Carmichael also participated in a panel 
discussion which was open to the public and held on 
campus on March 1, 1967. He attended this discussion 
dressed in a yellow sweatshirt on which was a picture of 
Malcolm X. He complained of police brutality and he 
called the Christian church the best organization for 
murder in the country, claiming that "a cat like 
Cardinal Spellman will tell the people to kill the 
Vietnamese for Christ."

He further said that the solution to the 
Negro's problem is to fight for more money or to 
reduce those who have more by the power of disruption.

Stokely Carmichael, National Chairman of SNCC, 
delivered a speech at Syracuse University (SU), Syracuse, 
New York, on the evening of March 15, 1967, at Hendricks 
Chapel. His topic was "Freedom and Alienation". A panel 
of three Syracuse University faculty members and a 
representative of the Syracuse Negro community participated 
in the panel discussion following Carmichael's talk. 
Carmichael was sponsored at SU by "Footprints", a student 
organization whose function is bringing eminent speakers 
to the Syracuse campus in order to stimulate intellectual 
excitement.

5



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Prior to giving his talk, Carmichael attended a 
student dinner at Graham Hall, SU, at 6:00 p.m., March 15, 
1967. He was housed at the Mohawk Motor Inn, 1060 East 
Genesee Street, Syracuse, New York. He departed Syracuse, 
New York, on March 16, 1967.

Carmichael gave a speech at Hendricks Chapel, 
SU, on the subject "Freedom and Alienation" at 8:00 p.m. 
March 15, 1967, before an audience of about 1500. In 
his speech, Carmichael stated that the "Black Power" 
concept has been maisunderstood because it was distorted 
by the news media, that "these agencies reflected a 
white racist interpretation of the idea, rather than 
what was intended by its Negro advocates". "Black Power" 
does not mean "taking over the country". What it does 
mean, according to Carmichael, is that black men should 
take over control of the black community--they must 
develop the political and economic power of the black 
community so that it can become a functional and honorable 
segment of the total society, with its own cultural 
identity and institutions. He stated that what must be 
abolished is not the black community, but the dependent 
colonial status that has been inflicted upon it.

Carmichael in making reference to the freedoms 
provided by our constitution added the phrase "and all 
that garbage". It.,was. ■: felt that there was an unfavorable 
student reaction to that statement.

Carmichael made a comparison between individual 
racism and institutionalized racism. When white terrorists 
bomb a Negro church and kill five children, Carmichael 
said that this represents an act of individual racism



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

and most people are appalled by this. On the other hand, 
when 500 Negro babies die each year because of poor 
nutrition and inadequate medical attention, this is 
an act of institutionalized racism and much of society 
pretends that the situation does not exist.

Carmichael was critical of the poll registration 
in the South since, by this action, the politicians were 
only interested in soliciting support for the Democratic 
party.

He stated that only five per cent of the black 
children in the South attend integrated schools and 
that the remainder still attend the schools that are 
understaffed, overcrowded and inadequately equipped.

The only reference Carmichael made to Vietnam 
was in pointing out that although the Negro represents 
ten per cent of the population in the United States, 
thirty per cent of the troops in Vietnam are Negro.

Carmichael, after his one-hour speech, 
participated in a question and answer session.

During this session when one student asked 
him how he was going to enforce "Black Power", he stated 
that this would be done by "any means that is necessary." 
During the session one of the SU faculty members said 
;tha;t Carmichael was vague about the means of achieving 
..the minority community power he advocated and that it 
was: difficult to imagine any technique by which a 

•mirtority of ten per cent of the population could maintain 
A s table autonomy.

V' ’

. ' This document contains neither recom-
r, mendations nor conclusions of the FBI.

It is the property of the FBI and is 
/'> loaned to your agency; it and its con

tents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.
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Re Bureau airtel to Albany and all offices, 6/7/67.
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Houston, Texas, advised that he believed the 
[had recordings cf the speeches given by

CARMICHAEL in April, 1967 when the latter 
He said if such tanes exist they would be 
of I_________________________  who was

visited Houston, 
under the custody 
presently 

. 6

b7C
|__________________advdsed|_____________ that he had tape

recordings of two different speeches given by CARMICHAEL 
in April, 1967 on the campus of Texas Southern University 
and the University of Houston, both Housta) Texas. He 
said they were a total of about three hours in length. 1

] and

b7C

b7D

_______________On 7/7/67, SAI land H p
|_______________________________ Imade a rerecording of the speech 1
given by CARMICHAEL on 4/14/67 at Texas Southern University. 
It was noted that the fidelity of the original recording 
was poor and parts of the speech were not readily discernible. 
However, effort will be made to transcribe the rerecording 
on to dictabelts with a view towards preparing a transcript 
thereof. If successful, a rerecording will be made of the 
speech given by CARMICHAEL at the University of Houston, 

. -.^jjand an appropriate letterhead memo will be prepared and 
. forwarded to the Bureau. $
'* ',<7,, 0

.Q 2- Bureau (RM) REC In '
2 - Houston u w

Special Agent in Charge



July 6, 1967

I have received your letter of June 29th, to- 
Cwith its enclosures, and want to thank you for your 

is comment concerning my work.

With respect to your inquiry regarding Stokely 
hael, the FBI is strictly an investigative agencyof the” 
I Government and, as such, does not determine whether 

prosecution will be undertaken in any situation. Such decisions 
X concerning violations of Federal law are within the province of

the United States Department of Justice.

You may be assured, however* the FBI is aware 
of the activities of this individual and any information obtained 
which might indicate a violation of Federal law over which this 
Bureau has investigative jurisdiction will be furnished to the United 
States Department of Justice for prosecutive consideration.

We in the FBI certainly share your concern regard
ing the crime problem and are doing everything within our juris
diction to combat this cancer in our society. I am enclosing some
material which I trust you will find of interest.

•’X

Tolson .
DeLoach •-
Mohr___
Wick -----
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad . 
Felt___
Gale __
Rosen _ 
Sullivan 
Tavel_

z
JU 1^6 1967 

COMIfrFBI

' ill

Sincerely yours,

: r ' .ALL COI-TTAD®' ' .
' T-'Edgar HoovbEhereim.^ ( L /_ I

Enclosure (2) 
spect for Law 

he Role of the Citizen In Law Enforcement 
OTE: Bufiles contain no record identifiable with

HRH:clc (3) - x

C-

b7C



TRUE COPY

June 29 / 67.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

Our country can’t thank you enough for the wonderful 
job you have done. Its too bad you cannot continue to do your work. 
We all know that LB J has curbed your work. It make us decent 
Americans sick, to see how the negro leaders tear up our com
munities, and the President of this wonderful country, will not 
stop these people.

The man whom I talking about is Stokely Carmichael 
and his hench men. He causes all sorts of riots, but he is never 
there to get hurt. This man has said many things about our country, 
he has also told his followers not to go into service of this country, 
has has called LB J - a buffoon, a clown, and many other things. 
Why is this man allowed to do these things ? Are not the laws of 
this country for all? If a white man caused so much destruction 
all over the country, he’d be arrested, sent to prison or deported. 
Why then hasn't this happen to this man? What right has he to 
destroy people's homes, businesses, even kill or hurt people?
I think its time this man, and others were punished. I think he 
should be deported since he doesn’t like our country. How can he 
call him self an American, when he abuses the laws and rights of 
others. He is not helping his people, he is promoting hate. I have 
also read there is a law against going into other states to start 
riots. Why, then isnt this man punished? I have written to senators 
and Congressmen, but not one has enough guts to do anything about 
it. Not even the ones whose state suffers from this riots. A manFs 
home or property is his not for a bunch of wild eyed, keyed up rioters 
to ruin it. Don’t we people who pay taxes, have any rights? I know 
you can't do much about it, but its time to stop these people, before 
we end up with a civil war again in our country. I hope you can give 
me some answers, and what can citizens do to protect them selves 
and their homes.

ALL IMFOBMA.TIOH CONTAINED



We have a high crime rate, streets are unsafe, 
homes are not safe, women getting raped, people robbed, shot, 
or hurt. Our country has never had so many young people taking 
drugs — loose with morals, and so many against our country.

They have no respect for anyone, no respect for 
laws, no respect for our wonderful country and our wonderful 
flag. It makes decent people sick to look at beatniks with their 
dirty bearded faces, long hair and dirty clothes. It makes us 
sick to think decent young men are dying in Viet Nam for such 
scum. Thank you for reading my letter and I hope to hear from 
you.

Yours truly,

b7C

b7D
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■ Why doesn’t LB J take a look^all this and pass a law 
■against riots, looting ar. lurting people - For us there 
-are laws but not for the Negro rioters.
1 ?

I

„So what -

’'Lets do something

throw him out

Is this right

He can do it but we can’t 
protect ourselves

Against the Law

r ----- -—-— ----- - ~

i He still does it

How nice

Bunk

: No Good

■ Bunk

Why

, They have LBJ’s protection We
: don’t - They can kill-loot-we „
f can’t. 'S-
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Shoot Looters
f ~Ed|*or, The News:

, ROBERTAS'. ALLEN and PAUL SCOTT JEdgar _ Hoover re-. few weeks ago, when tornadoes sfe'ucl
'■•am™™ rm. „ t Jt ' t 4 vealed that one militant Negro group, the Oak Park, HL and .nearby ? communities, th» WASHINGTON—The urgent need fora fed- r ■ ............... . — ----- - ->—------ - - - —■■

era! riot-control law is clearly indicated by a training its members in guerrilla warfare, 
confidential FBI report on the latest outbreaks " .... - ................

?bf local racial disturbances.
Prepared for the White House, the well-

■ documented FBI study warns that local police

Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM), was familiar, traditional order came ‘down frog

Hoover linked Carmichael with RAM,-point' 
ing out that .the Black Power Header had been 
in frequent contact with Max Stanford, field.

those in authority: “AIT looters will be shot o
' sight.” And as usual iiTthese natural disasters 
when such orders are issued, looting was hel 

_________to an absolute minimum. “ 
chairman of the Communist-controlled group? i - WhyTsTf tKen~that~when current man-mad 
Several members offliis organization, were-; disasters are taking place night after night 1, ■ - -- . ocvclol iLLcmucis ui i,lu» wg<uiu.auuu^ wclc aisasters are taKing place mgnt alter mg

4are no longer dealing with amateups in riots . arrested recently on charges "of plotting to J city after city no one has the guts to say:'
_  J / > z£l . /'^cc'occinnfa w-i/irlav««■>4-zb z»it7i1 virfTifr’ lz»n/^A,nc' i --.til m . ii

tare no longer dealing with amateurs in riots' arrested recently on charges of plottn *
and demonstrations in their cities. •S’O/x/^p/'hss'hssinate moderate civil ~rights~leadefs) looters wilTbe shot oh'sight?” 

bluntly points out that hard-core agita- 
ors and demonstrators, 

’ftiore skilled than^ some po
licemen, are beginning to 
*show up over and over again 
in areas that explode with 
violence. -

“The same faces are be
ginning to appear in riot af
ter riot,” states the FBI re
port. “No longer are we 
dealing "with amateufsZZEffi

- UnderThe controversIalTfot-control-bill-ap- ; 
proved by a House Judiciary subcommittee, it.* | 
would be a federaTcrime tp travel or_comniu- | 

, nicate across state boundaries toincite,-Orga- J 
nize, of entourage a. riot. Conviction would j 
carry a ^maximum penalty of 

■ and/or a five-year sentence.

KEEPING HANDS OFF—The Justice De
partment’s failure to endorse this riot-control 
measure is due in part to President Johnson’s 
hands-off policy. -pw eJEZ

The President instructed Attorney General 
Clark to neither support nOToppose^thiSjc 
troversial legislation. HOweverTadministratibn- 
supporters-~succeeded m adding to ffie~5iH~~a~~ 
Justice- Department proposal for protecting 
civil rights workers.__T .J
- In a meeting with Democratic: House lead

ers, the President explained his .position .say- 
_____ _____ „__ ing that he favored leaving. the problem of 

chael’s aides known to betryingto touch offa racial violence this summer_to local govern--" 
Negro~revolution in theTLS.;^^/-/^ ^7/ments, as far as possible.-J-O (J /V AC-

' 'For instance, the report reveals that a top' By earmarking $75 million^for_the cities for 
aide to Carmichael was spotted in several work programs, job training facilities, and 
(cities gloving through crowds urging students ’ summer recreation projects, the federal gov- 
and~Negroes to “take an eye tor an eye, arm , emment was doing_ about as much as it could, 
for arm, and alife for a life.^TTY
■f-dn'mbst of his riot-provoking^activities, 

stop aide is usually accompanied by another 
highly trained agitator, according to the FBI 
report. 7^4, dd

' fessiqnal agitators are travel- 
~lng from city to city inciting.
organizing? and encouraging

" While^lafg^art
tion was devoted to the nationwide activities 
of _Stpkely Carmichael, the_26-year-old orga- _ 
nizer of the Black Panther Negro group, the 
agency’s report contained names of dozens of

1 other agitators including sevral of Carmi--

14,1115, auu unium qgiufi —_.- . _■

td-o
rile a large part of the FBI s investig

,”Q.3<?Zy-the President-said.&O (S-<9 & j5 
Fng activities, tins ' Concerned about the outbreak of rioti

FOLLOWING THE BOOK—Equally disturb
ing to the federal investigators is the recent 
Establishment of training schools for the agita
tors by themilitaht avil~rights and Conunu^j 
nist groups.XzO^ 7 dd 
' The FBIstudy quotes Raymond M. Mom- 
boisse, attorney with the California Depart
ment of Justice:

“There are at least four training schools for 
demonstrators in California, and they are ef
fective. BvLthelime one of-these.. agitators hits 

, the streets he is probably better trained than 
many of our police.” \

Other training centers fob the professipnal 
riot-makers are in New York, Pennsylvania,. 

nTtliese~c%ters~ ~the -demonstralhra
' taughLAth-violent; .an

•w

Does anyone seriously doubt that if a dozerj 
or so~bf~lawless were shoCduring the initial 
outbreak then at least the stricken city could 
escape repetitive nights of the same mess?~

When will we Americans stop turning th

rioting in 
several cities, the President stressed that the 
best way to dampen-dowrL..tlusviolence is to ,the FBI nest way to dampen-aown_ttus .violence is ... 
Provide jobs for Negro youths,

★ * ★

LOOKING AHEAD—The President’s Crime 
Commission is planning to wind up its business 
by June 30. Executive Director James Voren- 
berg is returning to Harvard to teach, despite 
those rumors that President Johnson would 
appoint him to a high position in the Justice. 
Department . . . The average wage settlement 
increase for 1967 is running at. five per cent,, 
1.5 per cent above White House “guidelines,”; 
according to a study by the President’s Coun- ’ 
cil of Economic Advisers . .
reports a 14-year high in strikes during the 
first four months of the year . . . U.S. intelli-' 
gence sources are w§rnjijaA0ierican shipping 
companies that t’ — ■ SldCked

e President’s Count /z 
. . The council also! /tj 
Strikes dnrinff fhp »

for from? t>hjj

S'
O1
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Mr. Tolson— 
I Mr. DeLoach, 
tjfr. Mbhr—i— 
: Mr. Wick---

t Mr. 
j Mr.

F B I
Ollahan 
Conrad- 
Felt__

Transmit the following in

Via
AIRTEL

TO:

FROM:

STOKLEY 
IS

Date: 7/10/67

(Type in plaintext or code)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

CARMICHAEL 
MISCELLANEOUS

i' Mr.
J Mr.

Rosen_ 3
Sullivan. 

Mr. Tavel__
| Mr. Trotter— 
| Tele. Room_
t Miss Holmes. 
1 Miss Gandy-(Priority)

1
b7C

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven (11) 
copies and for Atlanta two (2) copies of LHM regarding the 
above-captioned subject. Copies to Atlanta are for 
information.

The source referred to in the attached LUM is 
who

WFO affording this matter continuous attention and 
informants have been assigned to attempt to ascertain infor
mation regarding CARMICHAEL'S travel and activities. 
Pertinent information received will be furnished promptly.

CONTAINED

'<?■$ - Bureau (Enc. 11) v
2 - Atlanta (Enc. 2) (RM)t'/oo -



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

July 190

b7C

b7D
advlsedl | that according radio news- Woad*
oaf \
______ Meted that Stekley ’ Weichaal wtfld etrlw la

&& B^teaeday, July 12, 1W7«

b7C

b7D

I stated in regard to the abeya yreae 
enmunc»mftgts.J |*t whieh timal I cowaciatad
that Careichael is axgactcd tn Waahiaatan an July 12, W, I 

]he expects tn aeet with Gmicheel no the 

evening ef July 12, 190.

On July 10* 190, a eonfldeatial awrce, wh®» 
insufficient contact haa b«®n Md tn establish reliability, 
advieed that le » pos»iW.ity ^reicbael will «W 
in Washington, C. * m July 12 or 13» 1W» enrmite ta Ferle, 
France, ubera be bee a scheduled ap>earame «n July 14s 19$T» 
Sowee added he did not know ef any plaae Cawichael MgM 

have t« hold «ny aaetints w W any aypointwnt* tn 
during that time. Bi further- advised that CaratchaeVe tupovte 
in Washii^tett could. only be for a abort period, ©f tim st' h® U 
sehafelid to desert the United States on July 13, 1M7> 

te he 1» J?arie e» July 14, IM7.
all information contained

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
fh® FBI It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your ag^icy; 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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UNITED .STATES GOV^hjMENT

Memorandum
TO

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, PORTLAND (157-240) (RUC)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

Re Bureau communication to all offices, dated 
5/26/67, entitled as above.

b7C

b7D

There are enclosed 11 copies of a letterhead 
memorandum (LHM) setting forth verbatim the speech delivered 
by subject at Portland State College, Portland, Oregon, 
on 2/16/67.

___ made available for transcription a tape of 
CARMICHAELfs speech, which was recorded by one of his sourcesF '] The tape has been returned to

J2r?Bureau (Encs 
1-Portland

lU(RM)
b7C

FJS:abk 
(3)
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITE TATES DEPARTMENT OF J ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Portland, Oregon
July 13, 1967

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The following is a verbatim transcript of a 
speech delivered by Stokely Carmichael .t Portland State 
College, Portland, Oregon, between the hours of 1:30 and 
2:30 p.m., February 16, 1967, held under the sponsorship 
of the Portland State College Educational Activity Board:

It is a pleasure to be at your school today, 
Portland, Oregon. You still can’t hear me? The reason 
why you can't hear me is when I was small I'd come home 
and I'd say, "Heah, Mom, I'm home", and she'd say, "Shh! 
Negroes are so loud." And so I didn't want to be a Negro 
so I got soft. That was long ago, today I'm fighting hard 
to be black and for the brothers. I thought that I would 
read a paper that is a much finer article than the one which 
appeared in the "New York Review of Books". Since then 
I've Condensed it and re-written it and sort of given it a 
loose title, entitled, "Black Power, Its Needs and Sub
stance", and perhaps we could use that for the content of our discussion today.

One of the basic requirements of any successful 
social movement is the necessity to call into question long
standing values, beliefs,^and institutions of the society 
involved. Several observers have noted the need for this. 
One writer has stated, notably Mr. Kean, in his book, 
"Politics, Parties and Pressure Groups", that to carve out 
a place for itself in the political, social order, a new 
group may have to fight for a re-orientation of the values 
of the old order. The struggle involved in any political 
change cannot, by its very nature, be a nice, quiet? harmless,
painless affair. If anyone tries to make it so, it is not 
capable of that process. Frederick Douglas clearly stated
the case when he said,

COPIES DESTROYED

333 FEB 24 1971



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

freedom and yet deprecate agitation, are men who want 
crops without plowing up the ground, they want rain without 
thunder and lightening. They want oceans without the . 
awful roar of its waters.** Power conceives nothing 
without demand. It never did an4 it never will. Find 
out just what some people will quietly submit to and you 
have found out the exact measure of injustice and wrong 
which will be imposed upon them and these will continue 
until they are resisted with either words or blows or with 
both. The limits of tyrants are prescribed by the endurance 
of those whom they oppress. It may be more or less clearly 
understood that the struggle of black people' in the United 
States is precisely a struggle to modernize, indeed to help 
civilize this country, and to achieve this, black people 
must raise hard questions. Questions about the very nature 
of the society itself. Another American writer has con
cluded, "The struggle to modernize is what has given mean** 
ing toour generation. He should test our cherished in
stitutions and our beliefs. So compelling a force has 
it become that we are forced to ask new questions of our 
own institutions. Each country which is modernized or 
modernizing stands in both judgement and fear of the re
sults. Our own society is an exception that must appear 
in the politics of modernization. The reality is that 
this nation from top to bottom is racists. That is not 
primarily the problem of human relations, but when ex
ploitation is maintained, either actively or through silence 
by the society as a whole. Can a man condemn himself, can 
whites, particularly liberal whites, condemn themselves, 
can they stop blaming blacks and start blaming their own 
systems? Are they capable of the change, which might be
come a revolutionary emotion? We have found that they 
usually cannot condemn themselves, and since black Ameri
cans are Negroes they have decided that we will do it. 
We must face the fact that the civil rights movement in 
‘this country has not really called into question the basic 
values and institutions of this system. If anything, it 
has accepted these values and institutions. One of the 
tragedies of the struggle against racism is that up to .this' 
point there has been no massive organization which could 
speak to the growing militancy of young black people

-2-



STOKELY CARMICHAEL j.'
and the black,doves of this country. There has been only 
a civil rights movement whose stoney voice is adapted to 
an audience of liberal whites. It serves as a sort of 
buffer zone between that audience and the angry young blacks. 
None of the so-called leaders could go into a community 
that was in rebellion and be listened to. In a sense, 
the blame must be shared, along with the mass media,.by 
those leaders, foi* what happened in Watts, Harlem, Chicago* 
Cleveland and all over in many of our major cities in 
the past few years. Each time the people in those cities 
saw Dr. Martin Luther King get slapped, they became angry, 
When theysaw five little black children bombed to death 
in a church, they were angrier, and when nothing happened, 
they were steaming. They had nothing to offer that they 
could see, except to get out and be beaten again. We 
helped to build their frustrations. We have only the old 
language of love and suffering add in most cases it is 
from the liberals we got back the old language of patience 
and progress. The civil rights leaders turned to the 
country. Look, you guys are supposed to be nice guys and 
we are only going to do what we are supposed to do. Why 
do you beat us up? Why don't you give us what we ask? 
Why don't you straighten yourselves out? And to the masses 
of the black people this language has resulted in virtually 
nothing. In fact, their objective day-to-day conditions 
worsen. The unemployment rate among black people increased, 
While that among whites declined; ‘ Housing conditions 
worsened. Schools, rather' than getting better, continued 
to plod along on out-moded techniques, with tired and in
different teachers. And all the time the President, picks 
up the refrain of we shall overcome, Congress passes civil 
rights laws after civil rights laws, only to have them 
effectively nullified by deliberate enforcement. Progress 
is beihg made was the official language And this was simply 
not true. 'i-

When a few in a black community ultimately came 
to realize this and began' to articulate a new language, 
submit new questions, to seek a re-definition of goals, 
short-term and long-term., they were blasted by whites and 
some blacks as extremists, racists, and even accused 
of contributing to the defeat of the proposed Civil Rights Bill in the summer and fall of 1966. Again, white America

-3-



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

was unable to blame itself; and thereby face the real 
issues, but instead insisted oh blaming those who were 
calling for the achievement of black power. The signifi
cance of this development must not be overlooked. An or
ganization which claims to speak for the needs of the 
community must speak in the tone of that community, hot 
as somebody else’s buffer zone. For one, black people 
are going to use the language they want to use, not just 
the language whites want to hear. An organization which 
claims to be listening to the needs of the community must 
hope to provide that community with a position of sense, 
from which to make its voice heard. The old language of 
yesterday is indeed good evidence, integration, progress, 
compromise, responsible vs. irresponsible, non-violent and 
love. This language, love, is somewhat a disallusioned 
belief that the present course was the only course to 
follow. It misled several into believing that a black 
minority could actually get into meaningful position of 
power. The notion is absurd. A white society devised 
the language, adapted the views, and had the black community 
narcoticized into believing that the language and the views 
were in fact relevant. The black community has heard time 
and time again how other immigrant views finally won accep
tance, that is by work and achievement. They worked hard, 
thus they achieved. Now our Comment?to that is that ob
viously this country was lying to the black people. Be
cause if thatis true, that is - that people who work hard 
achieve something, black people would own this country. 
But we will not say it was precisely through the develop
ment of Irish power, Polish power, or Jewish power, etc., 
that these groups got themselves together and operated 
from positionsof strength. John F. Kennedy became Presi
dent of the United States precisely because he started out 
in an Irish Catholic position of strength in Boston, Massa
chusetts. The Irish Catholics take care of their own 
without a lot of apologies for doing so. You have heard 
that dubious language from timid leadership about backlash. ibis was the case because everyone understood this 
to be precisely the legitimate way to proceed. Of course 
there would be a back-lash. Organization begets counter
organization, but this is no reason to default. Therefore, 
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it is very important to get it clear - crystal clear - that 
black people will no longer be bound by someone else's 
definition of themselves; their goals, and their fates. 
In the usual concept of black power, it is crystal clear 
in our minds what we mean and that, and only that, is the 
prime prerequisite. Black power can be clearly defined 
for those who do not attach the spirit of light and wel
fare to their questions about it. We should begin with 
the basic fact. Black Americans face two problems in 
this country. First, they are black; and secondly, they 
are poor. All other problems arise from this two-sided 
reality. Lack of education, the so-called apathy of black 
men, etc. Any program to end racism must address itself 
to this double reality. Almost from its beginning, the 
student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee sought to 
address itself to those conditions, with a program aimed 
at winning political power that impoverished southern blacks 
It had to begin with politics because black Americans are 
a property-less people in a country that values property 
above all else. Now if you want to get a clear example 
of property rights vs. human rights you ought to analyze 
rebellion that is occurring around the country. For ex
ample, inside any black sector in this country there is 
more concentrated violence than anywhere else in that 
given city, that is black people fight, cut, and shoot 
themselves more than anybody else in that given city, 
especially on Friday and Saturday nights. Also in that 
given area there is more police power in terms of number, 
than there is anywhere else in the city, For example, in 
Harlem you see three policemen to a corner, just shiver
ing in their white nakedness nowadays. You don*t see three 
policemen on a corner in a white suburb. You hardly ever 
see a policemen in the white suburbs, but while black 
people cut and shoot each other, there is never any attempt 
by the policemen to stop violence on black people. In the 
black community if your house is robbed, there’s no need 
to call the polldemen because you know they’re not going 
to do anything about it. But now, if in that same given 
city, one black boy throws a Molotov cocktail through some 
Store window of people who have been expecting it, then 
they call in the whole damn National Guard. And what that 
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clearly illustrates is that property rights are more im
portant than human rights in this country and that is the 
problem of white America, not of black people - not of 
black people. It also clearly points out where the power 
is vested in our communities. The white people who own 
stores in our communities have more power than do we our
selves, and then finally what it illustrates is that after 
every major rebellion so-called ’’responsible” Negroes are 
called!to do their role - you know - after rebellion 
Negro leaders are called to play their role, and their 
role is to condemn black peojilb, that's their only func
tion in society as a matter of fact. The first thing 
they get them to do is to say, we don’t believe in vio
lence, and then they turn around and say, but we’re train
ing all bur young black men to go to Vietnam. And then 
they say the people who are starting these riots are really 
a group of small vagabonds in our* neighborhoods. They do 
not reflebt all our people and what is really reflected 
is that these cats don't have the strength, guts, and the 
courage to condemn the white people who have been exploit
ing us. They can only condemn black people. They do not 
have the guts to say the white grocery store has been ex
ploiting us for 15 years, which store should have been 
bombed 12 years ago. And it is equally clear to us that 
precisely because black people do not have channels open 
to them that other people in society have, they must take 
their own1 action into their own hands. America advocates 
that. They gain deadlier things in Vietnam because they 
don't just bomb the hell out of it, You have to work 
with power because this country doesn't function on 
morality, love and non-violence, but on power. Thus 
the determination was made to gain political power With the 
idea of moving from there into activity that would have 
economic effect. With power, the masses could make and 
participate in making the decisions which govern their 
destiny and therebycreate basic change in their day-to- 
day lives. But if political power was the key to self- 
determination, it would also be obvious the key had been1 
thrown back many decades earlier. This enfranchisement 
nurtured by racist terror made it impossible to talk about 
organizing for political power in 1960. The right to vote 
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had to be won. And some workers devoted their energy to 
that task from 1961 to 1965. We set up voter registration 
drives in the deep Souths in places previously unheard of, 
in terms of meaningful protest action - like Hattiesburg, 
Mississippi, and Selma, Alabama. We created stature for 
the vote by holding mock elections in Mississippi in 1963, 
and by helping to establish the Mississippi Freedom Demo
cratic Party in 1964. That struggle was eased, though 
not won, with the passage of the voting rights act of 1965 - 
the country was very white to allow us to vote in 1965. 
SNCC workers could then address themselves to the ques
tion, whom can we vote for to have our needs met? How 
do we make our vote meaningful? SNCC had already gone 
to Atlantic City, New Jersey, in August of 1964, for 
recognition of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party 
by the National Democratic Convention and had been re
jected. They also went to the House early in 1965 and 
they could not unseat the racist Mississippi Democrat, 
yet in 1967, they could unseat Mr. Adam Clayton Powell 
because he did the same things they did, with more style. 
The established political institutions of the society 
were proving themselves bankrupt. Few people, if any, 
denied the legitimacy of the Mississippi Freedom Democractic 
Party charges against the white Democratic Party in 
Mississippi, but they were unable to condemn themselves, 
that is they were unable to come to terms with the idea 
that a vital part of themselves had to be.rejected and 
displeased and so they were non-responsive to legitimacy. 
They were more willing and able to perpetuate an intoler
able status quo, that is intolerable to the masses of black 
people no longer willing to bestow respect and dignity on 
a dying dynasty. 30 blacks ran for school board elections, 
all but one was defeated and there was evidence of 
fraud and intimidations sufficient to cause this defeat. 
In several states black people ran in elections to agri
cultural committees which make crucial decisions concern
ing land use, loans, and other farming day-to-day materials. 
Although we won places on a number of committees, we never 
gained the majority needed to control those communities 
and control is what we are fighting for. All of these
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efforts were attempts to gain black power. And in Alabama 
opportunity came to see our blacks could organize on an 
independent party basis an unusual Alabama law provides 
that any group of citizens could nominate candidates to 
county offices and if they win 20 percent of the vote, they 
will be recognized as a county political party. The same thing applies on the state level. SNCC proceeded to organize 
in several counties, such as Lions County, where black 
people constitute 86 percent of the population and have 
an average income of $543. We felt we could accomplish 
nothing within the framework of the Alabama Democratic 
Party because of its racism and the filing fee for the 
1966 election was raised from $50 to $500, an increase 
of 90 percent, in order to prevent those black people 
from becoming candidates. On May 3, 1966, five freedom 
organizations convened and nominated candidates for the 
offices of sheriff, tax accessor, and to the school 
board.

The battle symbol is the black panther - a bold, 
beautiful animal, representing the strength and dignity 
of black man today. And man needs a black panther bn his 
side when his family must endure, as huhdreds of Alabamians 
have endured loss of jobs, eviction, starvation, and some
times death for political activities. And you also need 
a gun. In the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, 
we avenge the right of black men everywhere to defend them
selves when threatened and attacked. This belief shall 
never be a piece of irrelevant language - non-violence. 
For years it has been said that blacks would not literally 
fight for their lives in the United States. They would do 
it in Germany, they’ll do it in Japan, they'll do it in 
Korea, they'll do it now in Vietnam, but somehow they 
just can’t do it over here. Why this is not entirely 
true, because neither this society nor blacks are noted 
for their passivity. Apparently the notion stems from the 
years of massive sit-ins and demonstrations where blacks 
did not strike back. The violence was always from white 
mobs. There are surely many who sincerely believe in that 
approach. But rampaging white mobs must be made to under
stand that in many instances their days of free head hitting
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are over. Black people should and must fight back. Nothing 
is more soothing to the soul than to have a man approach 
you with a gun and tell him that he has the same risk that 
you have of dying if he messes with you. When the con
cept of black power is used, admittedly many people immediately 
conjure up notions of violence. This is quite understand
able, because these same white people who are so fearful 
of violence by blacks are saying in no uncertain terms that 
if they were subjected to the injustices and oppressions 
heaped on black people, they would react violently. So 
the astonishment is not that blacks do not become violent, 
but that they have contained themselves for so long. The 
black power has far more implications than mere physical 
self-defense. In Lions County for example, black power 
will mean that a black sheriff can end police brutality, 
a black tax accessor can collect and channel funds for the 
building of better roads, and schools so that black people 
can advance from political power into the economic arena. 
In such areas as Lions where black people have the majority, 
black power means proper representation and sharing of con
trol. Would everyone think for example, looking at the 
political power structure of the Island of Manhattan that 
60 percent of that island was populated by black people? 
It means the situation of poWer bases from which black 
people can work to change statewide or nationwide patterns 
of oppression - through pressure from strength instead of 
weakness. Politically, black power means a coming together 
of black people to elect representatives and to force those 
representatives to seek to our needs. It does not mean 
merely putting a black face into office. A man or woman 
who is black and from the slums cannot automatically be 
expected to seek to the needs of black people. Most of 
the black politicians around the country today are not 
examples of black power. Most of them, and one notable 
example, is an example of Republican power - not black 
power. The power must be that of the community and emanate 
from there. The black politicians must start from there. 
Black politicans must stop representing downtown machinery.
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It should be crystal clear that in order to achieve those 
initial political goals, black people must not weaken their 
ranks by falling for the irrelevant rhetoric called "inte
gration". It should be crystal clear before a group can 
enter the open society it must first close ranks. This 
is as much a physical matter as it is psychological. All 
too frequently integration has meant that a few blacks 
may leave the black community sapping it of the highly 
needed leadership. They become absorbed into a white mass - 
those token Negroes of no value to the remaining black 
masses and meaningless show pieces for a conscience fevered 
white society. Such absorbed people will state they pre
fer to be treated as individuals not as Negroes and that 
they are not and should not be preoccupied with race. 
This is totally unrealistic.

While ultimately it may be a sound goal - we 
must realize that in this historical period race is an 
overwhelming fact in our lives. There is no black man in 
this country who can simply live as a man. His blackness 
is an ever-present fact of this racist society, whether he recognizes it or not. Therefore, to realize this and 
to attempt to deal with it does not make one a racist or 
overly preoccupied with race, it puts one ih the fore
front of a significant struggle. It is unlikely that this 
or the next generation will witness a .time when the contrary 
to this will be the case. But the struggle is significant. 
The end results must be postponed. Suffice it to s^y 
absent the struggle - absent any meaningful results to
morrow. It is absolutely essential that trained black 
people return to the ghetto and help to develop that 
indigenous faith. Too much black talent is wasted on 
middle-class rights. Black power directors should go to 
and develop one of these curriculums in black colleges. 
Black professionals and technicians should see the ghetto 
as their first call to duty. This may be asking more than 
many are able to give, but let us not delude ourselves 
into thinking that anything less will suffice. Again, the 
essential emphasis - a people must close ranks before it 
can enter the open society. The language of integration
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has confused all of us today. Moreover, integration 
speaks of the problem of blackness in a most despicable 
way. As a goal - it has been placed on the complete 
acceptance of the fact that in order to have decent edu- 
cation, blacks must move into a white neighborhood or send 
their children to white schools. This reinforces among 
blacks and whites the idea that white is automatically 
better and black is by definition inferior. This is why 
integration is a subterfuge for the maintenance of white 
supremacy. It allows the nation to focus on a handful of 
southern black children who get into white schools at a 
great price and to ignore the 94 percent who are left 
behind in schools all black, just as segregated schools. 
Such institutions will not change until black people have 
the power to control their own school board. The blacks 
can only then become equal in a way that means something 
and integration ceases to be a one way street. Then inte
gration does not mean draining skills and energies from 
the ghetto into white neighborhoods. It can then mean white 
people moving from Beverly Hills into Watts - that’s 
integration. Then and only then does integration in fact 
become relevant. A white reporter made the following ob
servation in 1966 about white Mississippi's manipulation 
of the anti-poverty program. He said, and I quote, "The 
War on Poverty has been predicated on the notion that 
there is such a thing as a community which can be defined 
geographically and mobilized for a collective effort to 
help the poor. This theory has no relationship to reality 
in the deep south. In every Mississippi county there are 
two communities, despite all the pious platitudes of the 
moderates on both sides - these two communities habitually 
see their interests in terms of conflict rather than 
cooperation. Only when the Negro communities muster 
enough political, economic and professional sense to 
compete on somewhat equal terms can Negroes believe in 
the possibility of true cooperation and whites accept 
this necessity. The Negro community needs to develop 
greater independence, a chance to run its own affairs and 
not cave in whenever demand knocks - or so it seems to me 
and to most of the minority people with whom I talked in 
Mississippi. To Oleo this judgement may sound like black
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nationalism.” That's Mr. Christopher James in the "New 
Republic", issue of April, 1966.

In line with these accurate conclusions, there 
is a very obvious prerequisite of black people leading 
and running their own organizations. Only black people can 
convey the revolutionary idea that black people are capable 
of doing things themselves. Only they can help create 
in the community an alive and continuing black conscious
ness that will provide the basis. for political strength. 
Also, only black people can make black children make up 
other heros. Too long have our heros been George 
Washington and Abraham Lincoln. It is time that bur heros 
be the Frederick Douglases, the Du Bois, the Richard 
Wrights, the Malcolm X, and bring people up-to-date.
In the past the white allies have favored white supremacy 
without the whites involved realizing it or even wanting 
it. Black people must do things for themselves. They must 
conduct educational programs themselves so that black children 
can identify with black people. This is one reason why 
Africa has so much importance to us. The reality of black 
people ruling themselves gives blacks elsewhere a sense 
of proximity of power which they do not now have. I only 
wish the CIA would leave the African countries alone.
It is an interesting commentary on the racial nature of 
things in this country to have to articulate this openly. 
No other group would submit to being led by others. No 
other group would submit to that - Italians do not run 
the Anti-Defamation League, Irish do not carry the Chris
topher COlumbus Societies, but yet black organizations 
are immediately classed in society with the Ku Klux Klan. 
This is interesting and ironic. But by no means surprising. 
The very simple fact is that this society does not expect 
black people to be able to take care of their own business. 
And of course there are many who prefer it precisely that 
way. Likewise, this is interpreted as a design to rid the 
civil rights movement of white people. Nothing could be 
further from the truth. There is a definite, much needed 
role whites can play. One of the most disturbing things 
about almost all white supporters to the movement has been 
that they are afraid to go into their own communities, which 
is where the racism exists. And to work inside those 
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communities to rid it of racism. They want to run from 
Westchester to tell blacks what to do in Mississippi. 
Let them look instead at Westchester, which does not allow 
black people to live there. They admonish black people 
to be non-violent. Let them seek non-violence in the white 
communities where it belongs, starting with Lyndon Baines 
Johnson. They come to teach black history to blacks. 
Let them go to the suburbs and open up freedom schools 
for whites who desperately need it. Let them stop America’s 
racist foreign policy, let them pressure this government 
and businesses here to stop supporting the racist government 
and exploiting the economy of South Africa. Let them realize 
there is a poverty of another kind in the sumg white communi
ties across this country. A poverty of belonging, a poverty 
of humanity, indeed a poverty of ability to act in a civilized 
manner toward other human beings. There is a vital job 
to be done among poor whites. It is so bad eventually 
there will be a coalition of poor blacks and poor whites. 
This is the only coalition which seems acceptable to us 
and we see such a coalition as the major internal instru
ment to change the American society. It is thoroughly 
academic to talk about bringing poor whites and blacks 
together. The task of creating a poor white power block 
must be attempted. The responsibility for this task falls 
upon white activists. Too many young, middle-class white 
Americans, like some sort of Pepsi generation, have wanted 
to come alive through the black community. They have 
wanted to be where the action is and the action has been 
in the black communities. They have sought refuge among 
blacks from a small, meaningless, irrelevant life in 
middle-class America. They have been able to come to 
terms with the oppressive, parochial, split-level mentality 
of their parents, teachers, and friends. This is highly 
understandable. The reaction should be engagement, not 
withdrawal. Just as blacks.must attack the fear and 
hesitancy rampant in the black communities. Black power 
speaks as much to this division of labor as it does to 
anything else and those who would panic and scoff at 
these conclusions are betraying their inability to 
accept reality. Thank you.
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Period of Questions and Answers

First question put by
Question: First of all, it’s difficult to quarrel with 
Mr. Carmichael on any of the statements he has made or the 
majority thereof. Certainly the criticisms which he 
levels against our society are well taken. We have much 
to be ashamed of. However, in terms of the mechanics 
for the attainment of ends which I think we share and I 
would suspect both Mr. Carmichael and I share the objec
tive of the attainment of human dignity and to be responded 
to on the basis of a person rather than as a member of a 
category, rather that category be Negro, white, rich, poor, 
but rather as an individual. Now, the question I would 
like to raise is this. And it has to do with the mechanics 
for the attainment of the end. It seems to me that the 
categories of black and white are certainly social reality. 
But they are social realities which have been imposed by 
the majority, so-called white society. And it seems to 
me that by responding to a social definition, not a bio
logical one, there is some question as to the legitimacy 
of the racial definition into black or white, Negro, Cau
casian. There is no question about the social reality of 
the categories. But as I have said before, these categor
ies are imposed by whites and one questions the utility of 
responding to that definition, accepting that definition, 
and in short, fall into the white group - the white de
finition. Rather, it would seem to me that this focuses 
upon the race distinction. A distinction which I suggest 
again to be a false one, one which stands in the way of 
human dignity. Consequently then, even though there is 
no question that group cohesion will obtain within the 
so-called Negro community, yet insofar as the struggle is 
an intra-group struggle, will not the emphasis upon black 
power delay, if you will, the attainment of this human 
dignity for all. This is the question I would like to ask 
at this time.
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Answer: Before I answer the question, I would like to
introduce| |who
is here with us today. The reason I want to introduce

|is because a lot of the content from which I’m 
gbihg to answer comes from his philosophy. I want to make 
a distinction between individual racism and what we in 
SNCC call institutionalized racism. And once we got rid 
of that we can then talk about whitey’s need to rid this 
country of institutionalized racism, not individualized 
racism, because that is what the doctor talked about. 
In a black community that means a lot. If I don't call 
you a doctor and you’re a doctor he'd cut my head off. 
It’s that middle-class nonsense. Let me give you an ex
ample of individual racism and the response of the country 
to it, and an example of institutionalized racism and the 
response of the country to it. When an unidentified white 
terrorist bombed and killed five black children who were 
in church, that is an act of individual racism - widely 
deplored by most segments of this country, both white and 
black. But when in that same city, Birmingham, Alabama, 
not five, but 500 black babies die each year because of 
lack of proper food, medical facilities, etc., and 1,000 
more black people are being physically, emotionally, edu
cationally, and psychologically harmed because of con
ditions in the ghetto - that is an act of institutionalized 
racism, and this country says that it doesn’t even recog
nize institutionalized racism or is incapable of doing 
anything meaningful about it, and that is precisely why 
they suggest our approach should be on an individual 
basis - but we’re not going to get put in that trick bag 
in 1967. No! We understand in our minds that it is insti
tutionalized racism that we are attacking.- That runs 
rampant from Rochester to Watts. That in every major city 
in this country, in every state, black people are segre
gated into ghettos and this country says it doesn’t even 
know how it happens. They say they didn’t even plan it and 
if that is true it only shows how subconscious racism is
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in this country - that in every major city you can have 
a ghetto without it being planned by some malignant racist 
planning unit. Now then, we must then attack institu
tionalized racism, not the individual actions;. We’re going 
to take care of those ourselves from now on. In order to 
counteract institutional racism, which is able to per
petuate itself only because it has the power to do so, 
one must institute the power inside black communities to 
counteract those institutions of racism, then once you've 
done that maybe you can talk about individualism. Secondly, 
I want to make it crystal clear that we do not believe 
in that nonsense about individualism. Individualism is 
a luxury that black people can no longer afford. We are 
oppressed as a group, not as individuals, and we must 
present a front as a group. Only when we are able to 
wield that group power will white America recognize our 
power and let's let individualism go for us. So Brooks can 
become Senator to satisfy a self-justifying white America ~ 
to create a clear conscience for what it has done to black 
people? Is that what we want? We are not concerned about 
the Dicks who are Republicans, we are concerned about the 
black people in the ghettos who are black and that is where 
our concern will center and we must build those insti
tutions of power. Now then, on the second part of his 
question about definitions. I want to read.to you my favorite 
quote. I found it in an excellent book by Mr. Felix Green, 
called "Vietnam-rVietnam". The quote doesn't deal with 
Vietnam, don't get scared. Obe of my favorite books when 
I was small was "Alice in Wonderland" and as I grew up I 
re-read it and there was a little passage I always loved 
and I found it in Mr. Green's book. It says, I want to 
quote, "When I use the words, Humpty Dumpty said, in a 
rather scornful tone, it means just what I choose it to 
mean. Neither more nor less. The question is, said Alice, 
whether you can make words mean so many different things. 
The question is, said Humpty Dumpty, who is to be master. 
That is all." You have got to understand the importance 
of definition in your mind. The first necessity of a free 
people is that they are able to define themselves and their
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slogans and that they must have those recognitions recog
nized by their oppressor. If they are not able to do that 
they will not even begin to move toward their liberation. 
On the very first page of ’’The Rebel” it says, ’’When and 
only when, the slave says no to the master does he begin 
to create for himself - when he says no, I will no longer 
be bonded and contained by your definition^ I will now 
create my own. I am not a slave. I am a free man. Then 
and only then does he begin to understand what liberation 
is all about. And that must be crystal clear to black 
people because we have been defined by white people all 
our lives - all our lives - and from now on we will define 
ourselves. Let me give you an example why that is so 
important. The other thing white America does to us - 
every time we mention our liberation they try to put us 
under the census and we have to defend our children by 
explaining because they don't meet the criteria of white 
America. For example, a couple of years ago when poor 
Dr. King would get up and talk about integration, in his 
mind and in black peoples' minds it was clear he was talk
ing about good schools, better Jobs, better houses, good 
life - the white people began to jump up, "You want to 
marry my daughter!” And so what would happen is that our 
poor black leaders at that time would start to Jump. Oh, 
no we don't want to marry them. We don't want to be your 
brother-in-law we just want to be your brother. We don't 
want to sleep in your bedrooms. We just want to sleep 
next to you - and all that nonsense. By the time they 
stopped reacting to a white man's definition, they were 
out the window. Now we don’t do that in SNCC. Today if 
somebody asks me do I want to marry their white girls, I’d 
tell them quite clear. "Your daughter, your sister, your 
mama - they're white women. The white woman is not queen 
of the world, she is not the Virgin Mary, she can be made 
just like anybody else - let's move on, let's move on." 
We will not allow them to define us and have us react to 
them and that's what they do. When we say black power, 
you mean violence don't you, and then they want us to get 
mad.. We will be master of our own terms. We will define 
it, they will recognize it. Therefore, to define our
selves as black and to say that what we need is black power, 
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is not to accept their definition, but to give our own 
definition. Certainly the reaction of white America to 
the term black power is enough for us to know it is pre
cisely what we need. Because if so many whites are against 
it I know it’s good.*-

The second question will be put by| 
Question: I'd like to ask him several questions. It will 
not take very long to ask and the first field - not very 
long to answer. Can we both be up here together? I thought 
I was going to stand and talk to that when we started but 
I’d like you to comment for a minute on whether or not 
black power, as a concept and idea, as you've developed 
it, is a means or an end. If it is an end, then that would 
be relatively definitive. If it is a means, then I would 
like to have you comment on what it's a means toward. 
What is the end, if ti is the means? And then your answer 
will determine a couple lmore questions.

b7C

Answer: Well, it is both end and means. The first means
is that black people recognize that they do not depend upon 
anybody, from liberal whites to conservative whites, to 
fight their own battles. That they stand up and begin to 
fight it themselves. That is the first means. And then 
the second means - psychologically, black people must 
understand that this is our fight. That nobody else can 
fight it for us, we must fight it for ourselves. The 
importance of that means is that black people will be able 
to control the momentum of our own movement and direct it 
the way we want-it to go. Now dig it. Old President 
Johnson can get up and fight Dr. King over the movement see 
and he can get up and say we shall overcome and everybody'll 
say, wow, he's for us you know. And he takes the movement 
and leads it down the road, but I*11 be damned if he can 
ever get up and say I want black power. This means that 
we will control our movement. The end is that black 
people in this country are powerless. They have been robbed 
of black power by white America. Our job is to regain that 
power, by any means necessary.
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Question: To the extent it's an end. It’s a very race
less end it seems to me, since it continues the racial 
distinction and if it continues the distinction being made 
on the basis of race and avoids something which has pro
gressed much further in South America than North America 
where various parts of our physical anatomy can of course 
be relevant or irrelevant - we can vary on height, color 
of eyes, on size of eyes, on size of ears. In South America 
race has been rendered considerably less relevant as a 
national concern - as an individual concern - as a social 
concern, and it seems to me the black power movement isn’t 
moving away from that end and I'd like you to comment on 
whether that’s desirable and whether my interpretation is 
correct in your eyes.
Answer: Let me say first that to understand that I'm
black and to try to deal with the racism in America is 
not to say I'm a racist. A philosopher, in commenting on 
the movement says that what is being developed ik an 
anti-racist racism. That is to say we are opposed to 
racists- I recognize that I am black. I recognize that 
white America denies me all sort of equalities because I 
am black. That is to say I am accepting my blackness and 
shall not be ashamed of it any longer as white America 
has made me for the last 400 years. I will beautify it, 
I will use it, accept it, be proud of it, and move on. 
That is not to say that I am a racist. It is to say the 
question of racism in this country exists because white 
people want it to exist. Integration is not so because 
white people do not want integration. Any of you who are 
white can move into any black community if you can rise 
above your own racism, and nobody will throw rocks and 
stones at you. We won't gather and march. Do you think 
any of us can move into a white community? Absolutely not. 
The question then is for white America to civilize itself 
and to recognize black people as human beings. I will 
not de-humanize myself to prove to white America that I 
am a man and as good as they are. I am - I am black, there
fore I exist. Period. White America will deal with that.
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So because you call for group cohesion to yield group 
power to confront white America is not to say you're a 
racist - it is to say you recognize the racism of white 
America. If white America does not want segregation - by 
90 percent - as they so often remind us, let them pass 
local bills - if they can rise above their own racism - let 
them deal with the question of integration. We are con
cerned with black people - not with white America.
Question: The issue in the whole racial distinction of 
black and white in the world and especially in this 
country, and especially at this time, is not a black 
problem. It's a white problem and it's a white problem that 
has to be coped with apd changed. With this definition 
being made, we have a number of other social groups which 
are stigmatized and which are discriminated against - the 
American Indian, the Mexican, the Oriental, less so in 
recent years, but this type of group - and I wonder if the 
black power definition could not be transferred to 
these other groups. I wonder if it would be appropriate 
to transfer it because they are so small they could never 
acquire enough power to do them much good at all. With 
this being the case I wonder if it wouldn't be a better 
strategy to instead of promoting black power as an opponent 
force, to rather manipulate to change the white definition 
of the situation, to eliminate the iniquities, rather than 
to continue the conflict.
Answer: I would think that I am not in a position to
speak for the Mexican communities, the Chinese communities, 
or the Indian communities. They have to speak for them
selves. We can urge and help them in any way fit. I read 
in the newspaper the other day that a tribe was calling 
for red power and I think they*re learning, that's good. 
They will now begin to fight. Maybe they'll take back 
the country, who knows? My only concern is that when 
they yell for red power, HUAC might investigate and kill 
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them because they’d rather have people dead than red! 
That means the Chinese community should call for yellow 
power and the Mexican community and the Puerto Rican 
community are already calling for brown power, so ob
viously those people will develop their own indigenous 
groups and begin to fight. We will aid them because we 
recognize that they are fighting the same people that we 
are - who oppress and exploit us.
Question: I gotta stop, but I want to ask one more. 
The most classical example in the world of a non-violent 
movement, is of course the movement spearheaded by 
Ghandi in India and which was imminently successful in 
changing political definitions and gradually successful 
in changing actual social conditions of people. It did 
have some degree of success. I wonder if this couldn’t 
be conceived as brown power in the sense that they were 
acquiring power in a non-violent way and I'd like to have 
your comments on similarities between that type of a 
definition of what went on in India ahd what's advocated 
here.
Answer: I’m not quite sure I accept your definition.
Because while Ghandi was fighting there were an awful lot 
of powerless groups and certainly Ghandi’s real power lied 
in the fact the British knew that if they ever laid a hand 
on his followers, India would blow up in flames. That was 
Ghandi's real threat to the British. Not the fact that 
he, himself, was non-violent. As a matter of fact, Ghandi 
went to jail Several times to protest against the Indians 
because they would not become non-violent. I do not dis- 
accept that Ghandi was the one who lead that movement and 
certainly his most solid and most faithful disciples as soon 
as he got into power, started bombing the hell out of Pakistan. 
So I don’t see how the non-violence theology or doctrine,or 
whatever, went all the way through. Now I do think that 
this country is one of the most violent countries that I
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knovz today. They trained me to kill in Vietnam. They 
trained my parents to kill in World /War II. My cousin 
and my uncle in the Korean War, they told them they were 
fighting for democracy. Well I’m ready to fight for de
mocracy right here, so that I cannot be contained by white 
America’s definition of non-violence. If white America 
were to be non-violent, they can start by stopping with 
Ho Chi Minh. If they know about non-violence. This country 
cannot tell anybody about non-violence, not after what 
it’s done - raped, plundered, everywhere it went. Drop 
a bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki and then turn around and 
talk to me about non-violence. If they were not so cri
tical I Would not become schizophrenic. The very enter
tainment of this society is violence. You can’t turr/V^n 
your T.V. set without seeing some violence and nowadays 
they become super-realistic in their violence. Kill 'a 
man he doesn’t even know he’s dead. Not only have they 
done this, but they have begun to incorporate black people 
in that violence, notably Bill Cosby on ”1 Spy”. Now, if 
this country is serious about black people being non
violent and fighting for their rights, when I look at
”1 Spy” and I see our man Bill Cosby get hit upside.the 
head by a Russian.spy and comb his hair and start singing, 
"We Shall Overcome”, to that Russian spy, I’ll be non
violent.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distri
buted outside your agency.
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

July 13, 1967

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

On July 13, 1967, Special Agents of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation observed Stokely Carmichael enter 
the Washington offiee of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC), 1234 U Street, N.W., Washington, D. C., 
at 2:44 p.m. He was observed to depart the same locatiaggi 
at 2:49 p.m., accompanied by/another male individual.

___________ Special Agents/subsequently observed Carmichael, 
__________________________________|at National Airport, 
Washington, D . C. , at 3:12 p.m. At 3:25 p.m., they boarded American Airlines Flight' Number 474, bound for New York City, 
scheduled to depart at 3:30 p.m., and due to arrive at 
La Guardia Airport, at 4:28 p.m.

b7C

This document contains, neither 
recommendations nor conclusions oi 
the FBI. It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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b7D

■ bl

bl

Another source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised| '
that Stokelv Carmichael, former head of SNCC. I I

I I, have reservations on
Pan American Airlines, Flight 104 f departing John F. 
Kennedy Airport, New York City, at 3:15 p.m,,|

|arriving London, England, 7:55 a,m.,|| 
| They have further reservations at London on , 

Aeroflot Flight 32. departing London, 12:30 p.m., 
I .for-Moscow, USSR, arriving Moscow at 

]is also travelling

»•

6:15 p.m.. I 
with Carmichael
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The above arrangements were made by the 
New York Office of. SNCC on July 10/ 1967.

b7C

SDS is described in the 
Appendix.

SNCC is a civil rights 
organization.

The National Coordinating 
Committee to End the War 
in Vietnam, Madison, 
Wisconsin, is described 
in the Appendix.



APPENDIX

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY (SDS)

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as it 
is known today, came into being at a founding convention 
held at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is 
an association of young people on the left and has a current 
program of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for 
youth to develop a conscientious objector status, denouncing 
United States intervention in the war in Vietnam, and to 
’’radically transform” the university community and provide 
for its complete control by students. Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, Communist Party, USA, when interviewed by a 
representative of United Press International in San Francisco 
California, on May 14, 1965^ described the SDS as a part of 
the "responsible left" which the Party has "going for us." 
At the June, 1965, SDS National Convention, an anticommunist 
proviso was removed from the SDS constitution. In the 
October 7, 1966, issue of "New Left Notes," the official 
publication of SDS, an SDS spokesman stated that there are 
some communists in SDS and they are welcome. The national 
headquarters of this organization as of April 18, 1967, 
was located in Room 206, 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, 
Illinois.



NATIONAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE TO END THE 
WAR IN VIETNAM (NCCEWV)

A source stated on August 20, 1966, that the 
National Coordinating Committee to End the sVar in Vietnam 
(NCCEWV) had its origin in August, 1965, when some par
ticipants in the March on Washington of August 7, 1965, 
decided to establish a center to co-ordinate all anti
Vietnam war activities in the United States. A Steering 
Committee was formed and at a National Convention, held 
in Washington, D. C., November 24-28, 1965, the NCCEWV 
was formally organized and a constitution approved. The 
Steering Committee included delegates from the W.E.B. 
DuBois Clubs of America (DCA) and the Young Socialist 
Alliance (YSA).

Characterizations of the YSA and DCA are 
attached.

A source stated that
at|_____________ (meeting of the Steering Committee of the
NCCEWV. held at Milwaukee, Wisconsin,| |

the committee included several members of both the
Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and the Communist Party.

b2

b7D

The SWP has been designated by the 
Attorney General pursuant to 
Executive Order 10450.

The|_______ source further stated that a struggle
for influence over the NCCEWV at its founding had taken “ b2 
place between the DCA and the YSA, with the DCA and its b?D 
supporters winning out to become one of the major forces 
in the NCCEWV.

_____________ The NCCEWV has, since its formation, ______
I located, since January, 1966, b7c 

at 420 West Washington Avenue, Madison, Wisconsin. b7D

b7C

b7D

APPENDIX
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NCCEWV

The April 27, 1962, issue of "The Milwaukee 
Journal," a Milwaukee, Wisconsin, daily 
newspaper, reports that JULIUS EMSPAK, age 57,. 
nationally prominent labor figure, who was once 
identified as a communist» died on April 26, 
1962.

During the Fall of 1964, Special Agents of 
the FBI observed! ~|in attendance at
meetings of the Madison chapter of the DCA.

"The Milwaukee Journal," in its edition of 
July 1, 1965, characterized FRANK EMSPAK as 
President of the Wisconsin Socialist Club 
(WSC).

A characterication of the WSC is attached.

The NCCEWV issues a newsletter, "Peace and Freedom 
News," distributes material attacking U. S. policy in Vietnam, 
and coordinates demonstrations and protests against the 
Vietnam war in the United States and abroad.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX

YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE

The May, I960, issue of the "Young Socialist" (YS), 
page 1, column 3, disclosed that during April 15 - 17, 1960, 
a national organization entitled "The Young Socialist 
Alliance" (YSA) was established at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
This issue stated that this organization was formed by the 
nationwide supporter clubs of the publication YS.

The above issue, page 6, set forth the Founding 
Declaration of the YSA. This declaration stated'that the 
YSA recognized the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) as the 
only existing political leadership on class struggle 
principles, and that the supporters of the YS have come 
into basic political solidarity with the SWP on the prin
ciples of revolutionary socialism.

A source advised on May 7, 1965, that the original 
YSA was an organization formed during October, 1957, in 
New York City, by youth of various left socialist tendencies, 
particularly members and followers^of the SWP. The leaders 
of this group were the guiding forces in the establishment 
of the national organization.

The source further advised on May 7, 1965, that 
the YSA is dominated and controlled on a national basis 
by the SWP through having SWP members comprise exclusively 
the National Executive Committee (NEC) and through an 
official SWP representative at all YSA NEC meetings. The 
YSA, in reality, is the youth and training section of the 
SWP and the main source of new SWP members.

The headquarters of the YSA are located in 
Room 535, 41 Union Square West, New York City.

The SWP has been designated pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450;



APPENDIX

W.E.B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA (DCA)

A source has advised that on October 26-27, 1963, a 
conference of members of the Communist Party (CP), including 
national functionaries, met in Chicago, Illinois, for the 
purpose of setting in motion forces for the establishment 
of a new national Marxist-oriented youth organization which 
would hunt for the most peaceful transition to socialism. 
The delegates were told that it would be reasonable to assume 
that the young socialists attracted into this new organization 
would eventually pass into the CP itself.

A| [source has advised that the founding
convention for the new youth organization was held from 
June 19 - 21, 1964, at 150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, 
California, at which time the name W.E.B. DuBois Clubs of 
America (DCA) was adopted. Approximately 500 delegates from 
throughout the United States attended this convention. The 
aims of this organization, as set forth in the preamble to the 
constitution, are: "It is our belief that this nation can best 
solve its problems in an atmosphere of peaceful coexistence, 
complete disarmament and true freedom for all peoples of the b2 
world and that these solutions will be reached mainly through b?D 
the united efforts of all democratic elements in our country, 
composed essentially of the working people allied in the unity 
of Negroes and other minorities with whites. We further fully 
recognize that the greatest threat to American democracy comes 
from the racist and right wing forces in coalition with the most 
reactionary sections of the economic power structure, using the 
tool of anti-Communism to divide and destroy the unified struggle 
of the working people."

Over the Labor Day weekend, 1965, the DCA held a 
conference in Chicago, Illinois, and a new slate of officers 
was elected to the National Executive Committee (NEC) of the b2 
DCA. Since Labor Day, 1965, identities of those serving on 
the NEC has varied; however, according to a| ~|source as b7D 
of May, 1966, thirteen of the fifteen members of the NEC were 
members of the CP in the San Francisco Bay area.

As of July, 1966, the headquarters of the DCA was 
located at 180 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois.



WISCONSIN SOCIALIST CLUB

I source I I described the 
Wisconsin Socialist Club (WSC)as then a duly registered 
and authorized student campus organization at the University 
of Wisconsin (UW), with a charter membership of 21, including 

I I who prior tn thp_______
dissolution of the Labor Youth League (LYL)|

] source| |identified| |
as then al I

______________source [ [described the WSC 
as an organization founded primarily on principles closely 
allied with those of English socialists, with many of its 
members genuine socialists, but source observed there 
existed a pro-Marxist element in the club, including

I and _________ which element had taken the lead in
policy-making functions of the WSC. I ~
this source reported thatI I and I I had been

The November 16, 1963, issue of "The Daily_________
Cardin al,” s tudent organ at the UW, identified |

I I as the | I according to
source| | also during 1964 became the[

During April, 1964, source) [reported thatI I had
recently been recruited into the CP. This source also 
identified | |as collaborating with|
in the | and in
February. 1964. source) ] identified! |as|

Iwere observed bv Special Agents 
of the FBI in attendance at meetings of the W.E,B. DuBois 
Clubs of America (DCA) during 1964, an organization publicly 
described as communist dominated by FBI Director J. EDGAR 
HOOVER.

b2

b7C

b7D

b2

b7C

b7D

b2 '

b7C

b7D
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WISCONSIN SOCIALIST CLUB

Issues of "The Da fly' Cardinal," during the 1964- 
1965 school year, reflected that the WSC continued to 
function as a student organization at the UW, periodically b2 
sponsoring off campus speakers, including HENRY WINSTON and b7c

I | who have been identified bv source I I as b7D
vice chairman of the CP, USA, and | |
respectively.

The LYL is an organization which has been 
designated by the Attorney General pursuant 
to Executive Order 10450.

I |source I I advised that
the WSC did not register as a student organization at the b2
UW, Madison, during the Fall of 1965, and, as of October 15, b7D 
1965, was considered as being inactive at the UW.
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Domestic Intelligence DwRion

INFORMATIVE NOTE

7/15/67

___________________ JJS) Attached New 
York teletype states Carmichael 
departed United States en route to 
London 7/14/67. Reservations from 
London to Moscow cancelled^. 
Information in attached will be fui 
nished White House and other 
interested agencies, DFXC:cop
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1 • Mr. Sullivan

- Mr. Wick 
7/12/67 

Mr. C.D. Brennan
Mr. Sullivan

C. D. Brennan

.1

b7C

Due te the interest of the President in the 
activities of the Student Monviolent Coordinating Committee 
and its former chairman, Stokely Carmichael, we have prepared 
a summary setting forth current and planned future activity 
in this mattofl A copy of the summary is attached for ready 
reference.

bl

Another confidential source advised Carmichael

__________________________________ left Atlanta, Georgia, on 
the evening of July 11, 1967, for Washington, D.C.
Carmichael plans to depart New York City on July 13, 1967, 
for London, England. It was previously reported that 
Carmichael n» scheduled to appear at a "Bastille Day” 
dolebrat ion in Paris, France, and to speak Ih london, 
England at ah international coUgre^e on the Dialectles 
of Liberation, fwfd'i at.t.t

b7C

' b7D

m to Mrs. MildredThat the enclosed m
Stegall at the White House; Mr. William Welsh, Administrative 
Assistant to the Vice President! Honorable Doan Rusk, 
Secretary of State; Attorney General; Assistant Attorneys 
General Dour, Yoegloy, and Vinson; Decaret Service, and the
military Intelligence agencies be approved.
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the Soviet Cai«a.(t(^

It mi also prevtonsly reported that 
Camichael is scbedslod to perttototo* in a ’•gastille DayR 
celebration in Paris, France, op jhily K, Ito7, and to 
«*pe*a in Leaden, England, on Jtoy IB, 1967, at an inter
national iinwgrwae on tto Dialectics of Mtoratton.

A confidential osmo'too artvtosrt to^t invita
tions have boon aert to yotfth organlwal Into' "thn" thn ■■ 
United States to ooMI representatives to an international 
yenth sooting in Lenifgrad, Soviet totos..' lie Stwtoto. 
Nonviolent Coordinating Coenittoe we ohm* 
organiantloas rweofvins an invitation t» tM« nesting. 
According to tkn oonroet the -Soviet Baton will gay the 
air faros of those invited. T

o

bl

MJ 
ei? uu

8? i-S &

confidential oooroo advised that the
yoath nee ting vlll begin Jttly 17, lto% and Into, too weeks. b2 
The perpooe this wnetlng will bo to plan activities b7D 
for the eelebratton of the 50th Anaiveiwary of the Great 
October Revolution to Moscow, Soviet Onton, to Mevetoer,

PTB:des 
(19)

57'JUL"
declussifi

Excluded f

nmg DECLASSIFY (M 25X-4U
J 7/z«7ox_

automatic SEE NOTE PAGE 2.



NO FOREIGN DIRSKMINATIO

STUDKMT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTER 
STOKELY CABBSCKAEL

AL J confIdent ftg source advised that Stokely 
Carmichael | I have reservations on
Pan American Airline* Flight Kimber 104, departing 
John F. Kennedy Internattaaal Airport, Nev Yarlt City, at 
8:IS p.m., July 14, Arrive at London, England,
at 7|65 a.*., July 15, iMqngl Isourca reported alee 
that they have reservations at*lii»dott for travel on "Aero 
Fiet” Flight Humber 33, due to depart Loodestat 12:36 p.m., 
July 15, 1967, for Mosoov, Bnsela, due to arrive Hoaoov at 
6:15 p.m., the same date.

b2

b7C

b7D

■__ A I confidenttai Mtce advised that b2 
_______________ Is traveling with Carmichael I I b?c 
to the Soviet Shtion.\^(Cry b7D

XEROX COPIES BEING SENT TO MRS. MILDRED STEGALL, THE WHITE 
HOUSE; MR, WILLIAM WELSH, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE 
VICE PRESIDENT; HONORABLE DEAN RUSK, THE SECRETARY OF STATE; 
ATTORNEY GENERAL; DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL; ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS 
GENERAL YEAGLEY, DOAR, AND VINSON; SECRET SERVICE; AND THE 
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES.
NOTE:

See memorandum C. D. Brennan to Mr. Sullivan 
dated 7/13/67, same caption, prepared by PTB:des.

Classified - No Foreign Dissemination”
because the informatin came from a sensitive source, the 
disclosure of which could be detrimental to the United States.

NO FOREIGN DISS:ZEEATION

3 •*



bl

1 - Mr. Miele
1 - Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Sullivan

C. D. Brennan

7/13/67
- Mr. Bland
- Mr. C.B. Brannan
“* | b7C

Due to the interest of the President in the 
activities of the Student Monviolent Coordinating Comnittee 
and its former chairman, B^tdcely Carmichael, we haws prepared 
a summary setting forth current and planned future activity 
in this matter. A copy of the summary is attached for ready 
reference.

It was previously reported that Carmichael is 
to participate in a "Bastille Day "cel ebrat ion in Paris, 
France, cm 7/14/07 and to speak in London, Kngland, 7/18/67.

bl

b7C

bl

Stokely Carmichael__________ ____________ have
reservations to leave Mew York on 7/14/67, arriving in 
London, England, 7/15/67. From London, they will travel 
Moscow, Soviet union, arriving 6t15 p.s., the same date. 
teb“***" oM^IED BY g?0U PlJ&lo,,^

PTEhdes DECLASSIFY On725X I, z-~2-—

w
HL r- Bufile 100-446080

not
' 17g JUL 19 1967

CONT - OVER



Memorandum ~ C.D. Bretman to Mr. Sullivan 
Re: STUDENT WIOLBfT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

STOOLY CARMKHAEL 
100-439190

_______ 0p»r Ito traveling with Cartaichael b?c 
to the Soviet Uftion. $3/ <)\

Investigation is being contacted to more fully b7c 
identify I 1 

nmranHnmay tnt»

That the enclosed memorandum to Ira. Mildred 
Stegall at the White House; Mr. William Welsh, Administrative 
Assistant to the Vice President; Honorahie Dean Rusk, 
Secretary of State; Attorney General; Deputy Attorney General; 
Assistant Attorneys General Doar»..WO«®ley, and Vinson; 
Secret Service, ahd the military intolligonoe agenctoa be 
approved.



W
ile 100-446080



STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
STOIUELY CARMICHAEL
XEROX COPIES BEING SENT fb MS3M MILDRED STEGALL, THE WHITE 
HOUSE; MR. WILLIAM WELSH, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE 
VICE PRESIDENT; HONORABLE DEANRUSK, THE SECRETARY OF STATE; 
ATTORNEY GENERAL; ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS GENERAL YEAGLEY, DOAN, 
AND VINSON; SECRET SERVICE; «D THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCIES.
NOTE:

See memorandum C.D. Brennan to Mr. Sullivan 
dated 7/12/67, same caption, prepared by PTBzdes.

Classified because the information 
came from a sensitive source, the disclosure of which 
could be detrimental to the United States.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 7/17/67

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via airtel AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT: COMINFIL
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT 
INTERNAL SECURITY -

O
STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY -

COORDINATING-COMMITTEE (SNCC) 
C .

MISCELLANEOUS

OR
IG
IN
AL
 F
EL
ED
4N

forvzarding copy from New YorkReBuairtel 5/19/67, 
article making reference to recent election ofTimes of

certain individuals to offices in SNCC

_____________A- report Tias been submitted on|____________________ _  
I A LI-IM relative to other individuals 

mentioned in the newspaper article is being prepared and will 
be immediately forwarded to the-Bureau.

b7C

(3/- Bureau
4 - Atlanta

(1 - 100-6488)
(1 - 100-6812)
(1 - 100-6921)
(1 - 157-1866)

(7)
-

'Special Agent in Charge
Sent



REC-19 Jfb

Honorable Thomas G. Morris 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D. C. 20515

My dear Congressman:

Your letter of July 11th has been received.

In response to your inquiry, by letter dated V 
May 17th the Honorable Arch A. Moore, Jr., requested me - 
to furnish him certain data concerning Stokely Carmichael. | 
By communication dated May 19th, I advised Congressman I 
Moore that information In our files must be maintained as 
confidential in accordance with regulations of the Department | \ 
of Justice. Congressman Moore was informed the information I 
developed during our investigation of Carmichael had been re- ' 
ported to the Attorney General, and it was suggested he might I 
wish to contact him for any assistance he might be able to render.

I trust the above will be of Assistance to you.

Sincerely yours, 

Ja Edgar Hooveif

Tolson ___________
DeLoach --------------
Mohr--------------------
Wick _____________
Casper ___________
Callahan --------------
Conrad___________
Felt _____________
Gale --------------------
Rosen ------------------
Sullivan --------------
Tavel __ L_------—
T rotter — -------
Tele. Room ----------
Holmes----------------
Gandy ------------------

NOTE: Bufiles disclose prior cordial correspondence with 
Congressman Morris, last outgoing



" THOMAS G. MORRIS 

At'LARGE—new MEXICO 
r

HOME ADDRESS:
Box 1297 Tucumcari

\ WASHINGTON OFFICE:
\ 2351 Rayburn Building 

TELEPHONE: 225-6316

MEMBER:

€ongre&i of tt)t ©nfteii S>tate$
>owete of Meprestentatfoea

Wastifajjton, M 20515

APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS

JOINT COMMITTEE ON 

’ ATOM IC ENERGY

July 11, 1967

Honorable J. Edgar Hoover 
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

I have been contacted by one of my constituents who 
makes inquiry as to the reason why the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation refused to grant the request made by 
Representative Arch A. Moore,, Jr., for a briefing, on 
the activities of Stokely Carmichael. . 5 -c-'

I would appreciate having your remarks on;this 
matter. ■ .

JI
P 1

4 1
96

7

Kindest regards and best wishes.

■CUs
Sincerely yours,

S G. MORRIS

TGM/dj a



7/18/67
CODE

CABLEGRAM URGENT 1 -Mr. C.D. Brennan
b7C J “

TO LEGAT LONDON ~-----------------------------

FROM DIRECTOR FBI 
o 

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

REURCAB SEVEN SEVENTEEN SIXTY SEVEN-.

NEV YORK CITY FOLICE DEPARTMENT RECEIVED INFORMATION

JULY EIGHTEEN INSTANT INDICATING STOKELY CARMICHAEL TO MEET

WITH FLOYD MC KISSICK, NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF THE CONGRESS OF

RACIAL EQUALITY, IN BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, AFTERNOON OF JULY 

NINETEEN NEXT. SUCAB IMMEDIATELY WHEN CARMICHAEL TO APPEAR 

ON BRITISH TELEVISION. ALSO ENDEAVOR TO DETERMINE WHE1J 

CARMICHAEL SCHEDULED TO LEAVE LONDON FOR SUBSEQUENT RETURN, 

TO THE UNITED STATES. THEREAFTER LEGAT INSTRUCTED tO VERIFY

DEPARTURE OF CARMICHAEL FROM LONDON AND SUCAB. CO^ MAILED

NEW YORK.

,s JUL 19

- Foreign Liaison Unit (Route through for review)

DMW1SCR 
(7)

Tolson___________
DeLoach _________
Mohr_____________
Wick _____________
Casper___________
Callahan --------------
Conrad___________
Felt _____________
Gale _____________
Rosen ___________
Sullivan __________
Tavel____________
Trotter___________
Tele. Room ______
Holmes 
Gandy _

VIA TELETYPE

ENCIPHERED

OlJtO

SEE NOTE PAGE

5WS



CABLEGRAM TO LONDON 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

NOTE:
At 12:10 p.m. this date, Supervisor

Ney York Office, telephonicallv advised 
Supervisor he had received information
from the New York Police Department indicating Floyd McKissick, 
National Director of CORE, was to meet with Carmichael, former 

b7c chairman of SNCC, at the corner of Troy Avenue at St. Mark*s
Place, Brooklyn, New York, on 7/19/67. I |did not know 
the identity or reliablity of the police source. He stated 
that the nature of the meeting was not known but that this 
address was in the ’’Black Belt” of the Brooklyn area of 
New York and the police were concerned over the proposed 
meeting in view of the tense racial situation in Newark.

We have previously received information Carmichael
is scheduled to speak at an International Congress on the 
Dialectics of Liberation in London on July 18, 1967. Accordingly 
Legat being instructed to verify Carmichaeps presence in 
London and date of return to the United States. -

- 2



CODE t/X8/87
1 - Mr. Branigan
1 -Mr. C.D. Brennan
1 *"  b7C

FROM DKKTOR FBI

I3TMMMIAL TOOTH MMKTISG, LIKIMGRAD, SWIW OOOH, 

XMTKBMAL SECURITY •» R«

RSB0CAB JULY THIRTEEN, LAST, ARD LBGAT CiaJOtt WIT SWERTEEK, 

JMMMRMT.

WOKttHOIf RECEIVED THATJ^MMQOLC&B^^ RBSEEVATIOKS 

FOR AIR TRAVEL FROM LOMDCH. ERGLAHD. TO MO0COV. SOVIET OWIOK.w 'Wt* V aSMBB •» •WwWIBa wSRIRM^WWmMr S miSRHmlemWOwWSW «B WW mw^W V g

rAwyaah yggg ^gtt CITY.
AWISS HCEB1AH ME/iRDIK ACTIVITI1S OF CA1MICHA1L OF 3KUHD, //

' 5^
MOTH?'"

()
Qi- Referenced Bureau cablegram requested Legat, London to 

develop any information concerning Carmichael’s travel to Moscow. 
Mew York Office determined reservations for that travel have been 

C^. VIA TELETYPE

T»:rA, EX-115 —- - - - - - - -
- ENCIPHERED - • •• JUL 191967

1 « Foreign Liaison Unit (Route throughl for review)

DeLoach'., • «
Mohr( '' * ;j
Wick _____________
Casper___________
Callahan _________

Tolson ___________



7/19/67

airtel b7C

lb: SAC, Knoxville

Frtm: Director, FBI

MW**19v«

y. MXtal 7/1S/67.
/ For information st recipient offices, departed

Mf Acta F. Kennedy international Airport, tav Tsrfc City, IB >•*•« 
g 7/14/67, Bin Amwrioan Flight 104, tor London, England.

On 7/16/67, Legnt, London advised taiwl etael is still 
in London and is scbeduled to stay there at least tatll 7/22/67.

1 * Atlanta
1 * Memphis

NOTE:
Knoxville advised that the Chattanooga Police Department 

had received information that Carmichael was in the Chattanooga 
area the evening of 7/17/67 and is reported to have traveled from 
Chattanooga to Nashville, Tennessee. This is obviously erroneous 
information in view of Carmichael known to be in London, England, 
that date and interested offices are being so advised.

PTB: des
(6)

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr_ _
Wick —_ 
Casper _ 
Callahan
Conrad _ 
Felt ____
Gale __ _

JUL 1 9 ^67

MAIL ROOM

Trotter
Tele. Room ______
Holmes__________
Gandy ___________ _

9 JUL 20 1967



FBI WASH DC

FBI KNOXVLE

3-46PM

F ROM

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

JUL 18 1967

TELETYPE

URGENT 7-18-67 JKL

DIRECTOR* ATLANTA AND MEMPHIS

KNOXVILLE ’ (157-403) 5 CP)

STOKLET-CARMICHAEL* STUDENT I NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING ___ — - ■—r^r.-rror<r’Kat..z-S--.- >

C OMMITTEE ‘ CSNCC ) PROPOSED VISIT* CHATTANOOGA* TENN

SUMMER OF (NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN. RACIAL MATTERS

RE KNOXVILLE LETTER TO BUREAU JULY TWELVE LAST

DATE HE RECEIVED INFORMATION FROM ' NEGRO OFFICERS STOKLEY

ADVISED THIS

b7C

b7D

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
M

Tolson—___ 
DeLoaeh....
Mohr______
Wick______
Casper____
Callahan___
Conrad____
Felt 
G

Mr.
Mr/" Trotter____
Tetef Room
Mi&s.THolmes—___
Miss Gandy

- <

CARMICHAELp “ “1 IN CHATTANOOGA AREA

EVENING \ OF JULY SEVENTEEN LAST. I [REPORTEDLY STAYED AT

0

~|AND CARMICHAEL IS TO HAVE DRIVEN TO 

NASHVILLE* TENN. CARMICHAEL AND ~| NOT KNOWN TO HAVE MADE

ANY STATEMENTS OR CONTACTS IN CHATTANOOGA.

RECEIVING CONTINUOUS ATTENTION AND LHM WILL F OLLOW.

END.

BAP

FBI WASH DC
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN. I& UNCLASSIFIED . 18 JUL 21 196/I



TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)

OPTIONAL FO«M NO. 10 

MAY >962 COITION 

GSA GCN. «EG. NO. 27UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
Memorandum

3010—10*

The Director

N. P. Callahan

The Congressional Record

oate: QJ^ne

; Page II7557. • Congressman Brinkley, (D) Georgia, spoke
‘ dbncerning ciuil disobedience and stated "our Nation cannot tolerate insurrectic n, 

ted by. StokeljrCarmichael, or anyone else, cannot afford to defer to him, . 
cannot afford to honoi* him with preferential treatment. " He included a letter 
he directed to Attorney General Clark in which he cites section 2383 (rebellion ’ 
or insurrection statute) of title 18, United States Code. The letter states "It. 
appears to me that a strong case can be made against Carmichael under this 
Statute. I call upon you in your capacity as Chief Legal Officer of the 
United States to investigate Carmichael’s activities carefully and quickly and 
io initiate appropriate action under this or other Statutes. ”

■ ■ ■ ............... - ..■ ua/

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for /? <L &$/ / \ /Mis reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Director's attention. Tnis form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a cw of 'tbp'original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in appropriate/SurfapErcase or subject matter files.

<9<2 ?5 - &....



MR. TOLSON

b7C

b7C

1 - ivir. ue J_ioa.ua
1 - Mr. Wick.
1 - Mr. Sul^p.n

July 10, 1967

With the Director’s approval, I saw| 
at the White House at 2:30 p. m. this afternoon, 
stated that he personally had noted, after reading 

a memorandum from|
that the same names were turning up

Mr^Tolson ?
DeLoacI

Mr
Mr
Mr. Casper _
Mr. Callahan
Mr. Conrad

Mr. Felt _ ________

Mr. Tavel.Z_____L
Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy 

each time with regard to civil rights matters as well as anti-Vietnam a » 

activities. I lasked if we had noted this. I replied in the affirma- of-’/.
tive and stated that the Director had sent numerous communications to 
the White House reflecting this fact.

b7C

b7C

I told| |that self-styled civil rights leaders such; 
as King Carmichael and McKissick were now seeking to replenish their 
empty larders by turning from' civil rights to anti-Vietnam activities. 
I stated that all of these men had realized that there was more financial X\Q\ 
gain and more publicity in being in anti-Vietnam activities than in heading | 
up civil rights drives. It was indicated that the general public is /W , 
gradually beginning to realize that the civil rights activities of these ;; 
men have been phoney since their start. I Istated he agreed.

W1

then indicated that the President had told him that "Sv
the next time I was over there he wanted to see me. He then took me in 
to see the President. The President appeared to be deeply tanned, 
greatly relaxed, and had his feet up on the desk. The real basis for 

[requesting me to come over then became apparent.

____ The President stated that he had recently had1 § (^C^Jsl^Z ' 
I whom he regarded most..highly.

told the President that the way to handle the anti- 
Vietnam activities in this country was through positive demonstrations 
on the part of patriotic groups. J The President stated he concurred with 

land he felt that the American .Legion, rather than placing flowers 
on black coffins when dead servicemen? were returned, should in the 

/ future institute programs of meeting troop ships, having parades, giving 
presents to returning servicemen and generally stirring up great publicity

with

V

a

4

DD:amr
11 <y<

*»'JULga1a6; :

•W wo ■’■ 
CONTINUED.

st.

OVER

/



Informal to Mr. Tolson

in such matters, 
that afternoon to 
get in touch with

The President told me he had autographed a picture 
________________and he felt that I should 

I concerning this matter.

-1 told the President that||was most 
indecisive, would be going out of office the latter part of August, 1967, 
and that very frankly the only reason he had sought the| I

Iwas because he could have a| 
_________________________  I told the President that I thought 
it best to mention the desired program to|

I who is from |and who appears to be a very
level-headed individual.

b7C

b7C

The President next asked if the FBI knew anything regarding 
the activities of King, Carmichael and McKissick, as mentioned above. 
I told him the Director had constantly sent' communications over to him 
regarding these individuals and the FBI kept abreast of all their activities. 
The President asked who was behind these people. I told him that Stanley 
Levinson, prominent member of the National Committee of the Communist 
Party, and Bayard Rustin were behind King, and that although McKissick 
and Carmichael had left wing individuals supporting them, they obviously 
were self-styled civil rights leaders who were seeking only to get as much 
money out of a troubled situation as possible. I told the President of the 
situation at the University of Wisconsin where Carmichael arrogantly 
demanded $1, 800 prior to speaking and had raised hell simply because the 
students could only raise $1, 300. I briefed the President generally regarding 
King and McKissick.

The President inquired as to whether the information con
cerning Carmichael and his speech making activities had been given to the 
press. I told him it had not. He asked that we give it to Drew Pearson. 
I told him I doubted Pearson would print derogatory information concerning b7c 
these characters. The President then stated that we should consider 
giving it to 
stated that 
stances. I told the President I would bring this to the Director’s attention

on an off-the-record basis. He
] was an old friend of his and would understand the circum-

see[

_____ The President next asked if I knew I H
| I told him that the FBI was well aware of b?c 

and his background. I stated that the Director had sent me up to 
on one occasion in connection with thel Isome

CONTINUED.. .. OVER
2



Informal to Mr. Tolson

years ago and that I _ | had attempted to record our conversation. I 
stated I had toldl [ at the time that he would have to cut off his 
recording machine or else I would leave his office. The President was 
advised that____ had constantly issued false statements concerning the
FBI and was slippery as an eel and not to be trusted. I stated that he was 
anti-Vietnam and had many associates who had very questionable back
grounds. The President stated that we should send_________ a memo

randum on | however, the memorandum should not reflect that he 
mad specifically requested this information.

b7C

The President asked if Bobby Kennedy saw| [while
he was in the United States. I told the President that at| [request
we had checked very carefully on this matter and there had been ho indication b7c 
that Kennedy had seen| | The President stated that apparently the
Soviet Government had decided to turn down Kennedy’s invitation.

The President turned once again to the subject of Carmichael 
fand McKissick. He obviously avoided bringing up King’s name again. He 
I asked if the FBI could have I - - - - - ।

[hold hearings concerning Carmichael and McKissick.
I told him I thought it would be out of order for the FBI to make the request b7c 
of| 1 and besides,) [appeared to be in very bad physical condition
at the present time. 1 stated also that the President might like to consider 
the fact that the House Committee on Un-American Activities has little 
reputation at the present time and that hearings on McKissick and Carmichael 
might react to their advantage rather than hurting them.

The President then asked how such information could get out. 
I told him that handling such matters with newspapers was perhaps the best 
way, however, there obviously had been a reluctance on the part of some 
individuals to leak anything against King. .. . (I, of course, meant the 
Attorney General.) The President made no comment but stated that he hoped 
the anti-Vietnam activities of all these people could be watched most 
carefully.

The President asked about the Director and I told him the 
Director was fine and working as hard as ever.

ACTION: (1) If the Director approves, I will call| | and give
him the above information concerning Stokely Carmichael.

.... OVER

b7C



Informal to Mr. Tolson

(2) The Crime Records Division will prepare a summary 
memorandum addressed to| [concerning

/A •

(3) If the Director has no objections, I will bring to the 
attention of |
____________ the desire on the part of the President for the Legion to 
institute a program welcoming home returning servicemen from Vietnam.



. 5-22-64)' -■-.B

FBI'
7/12/67

Date:

I
 Mr. Tolson----
.Mr- Tkd/'aeh—
Mr. Mohr-’----

11 Mr.- Wiek—.■—
11 Mfi Caspar— 
| Mr. C: I’.C-.an- 
| Mr. Cor rad—
I Mr. Fdt——
I Mr, Gala
I Mr. -Rosen--—
I Mr. 'Sullivan-i 

J i Mr;Transmit the following in _

Via AIRTEL

TO

FROM:

RE:

Re 
and 6/7/67.

(Type1 in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44608 0)

SAC, SAN ANTONIO (100.-10300) P*

STOKELY CARMICHAEL■ । .. ■  ;-r~1 ir ■ —— — .....   

IS-MISCELLANEOUS

•Tavel—.
Mr. Trotter—
Tele. Boom__
Miss Holmes------

Miss/Gandy-------

7Bureau airtel to Albany and all offices, 5/26/,

line with the Department of Justice’s request 
transcriptscof STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S speeches,

In
for verbatim _ t . . . _ .
there are enclosed herewith 11 copies of an LHM setting 
out a verbatim transcript of Mr. CARMICHAEL’S speech at 
The University of Texas on 4/14/67.

Tt should be noted that this tape recording was
made by ___________________________ ________ _____________
and that the speech was recorded at 1 7/8" per secondt 
The tana was provided the San Antonio Division_________
by I

b7C

b7C

b7D

It should be noted that this tape has been 
returned to.l I
together with a copy of the transcript which they requested. b7D 

| |has been asked to
retain this tajSe Jrecording in the event it should be necessary 
for the in the .future. - j

^-Bureau (Encs. 11) RM 
1-Atlanta (Enc. LL 
4-Sari Antonio

(2-100-10300) __ ______ _
(1-66-1620) DEPT : ISD,
(1-157-269) (SNCC) . DATE FQRW:

CPG:eks • ROW FURW:
(8) & C. McK BY:——-

1) (Info) RM JUL 21 1967

■ J

'I

Approved:.

59JU& in Charge
__ _____ ■ Sent _ IM Per



SA 100-10300

It is also important to understand that Mr. 
CARMICHAEL, in delivering this speech, tended to revert 
to Negro dialect, to change tenses, and to interject 
personal asides throughout his prepared text. The true 
impact of the speech can only be obtained by listening 
to the tape.

One copy of this communication, together with 
the LHM, is being furnished Atlanta inasmuch as they are 
00 in SNCC.

2



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNIT^^STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU^JCE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Antonio, Texas 
July 12, 1967

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

|Texas, made available to the San Antonio b7c
Office of the FBI a tape recording of Stokely Carmichael’s b7D
speech at The University of Texas, Austin, Texas, on April 14, 
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

I want to apologize for being late, but 
we ran into some trouble on the road. We ran into 
-some trouble on the road, we had some flat tires. 
That's because the CIA is cutting off the circulation 
of the electricity. Say, I wanted to apologize for 
us being late. We had some trouble on the road and 
we have some flat tires.

As I was coming in, a young man said, "The 
nigger’s here." That's right, baby, the nigger’s 
here, and I'm going to blow. But we hope the young 
man will be able to deal, we hope the young man will 
be able to deal with this paper because this nigger 
is going to deliver an intellectual paper for you. 
This article is entitled To Want Black Liberation. 
It was written for the Massachusetts Review. I hope 
the Hunkie who called me a nigger readsthe Massachusetts 
Review. Not only him, I hope his mama reads it too, 
she heeds to.

The paper theoretically deals with the concept 
of black power. It ends up by programmatically explaining 
black power. It attacks the concept of integration 
as it's currently practiced in this country and then 
it deals with the concept of coalition politics as 
explained by the major coalition exponents in the ■ r 
country, notably Mr. Bayard Rustin. It then goes oh to, 
it then goes on to point out the difference between 
individual acts of racism and institutionalized racism. 
One of the most pointed illustrations of the need for black 
power'as a positive and redemptive force in a society 
degenerating into a form of totalitarianism is to be made 
by examining the history of distortion that the concept 
has received in the national media of publicity. In this 
debate, as in everything else that affects our lives, 
black people are dependent on and at the discretion of 
forces and institutions within white society which have 
little interest in representing us honestly. My 
experience with the national press has been that where they 
have managed to escape a meretricious special interest in
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"Get Whitey" sensationalism and race war-mongering 
individual reporters and commentators have been so 
conditioned by the eveloping racism of the society 
to the point where they’re incapable even of objective 
observation and reporting of racial incidents, much 
less the analysis of ideas. But, this limitation of 
vision and perception . is an inevitable consequence of 
the dictatorship of definition, interpretation and 
consciousness along with the censorship of history 
that the (heckling from audience)... See, they’re 
only upset cause we’ve learned their language better- 
than they. I ought to speak it in Swahili. ...is an 
inevitable consequence of the dictatorship of definition, 
interpretation and consciousness along with the cens^r?- 
ship of history that the society has inflicted upon 
black people and, consequently, upon itself.

Our concern for black power addresses itself 
directly to this problem. The necessity for black 
people to reclaim our history and our identity from 
the cultural terrorism and depredation of self-justifying 
white guilt. To do this, we shall have to struggle 
for the right to create our own terms through which to 
define ourselves and our relationships to the society 
and to have these terms recognized. This is the first 
necessity of a free people and the first right that 
any oppressor must suspend. Now, I think that’s 
very important, the need to define. The existentialist 
philosophers talk about that all the time, notably Mr. 
Camus and Mr. Sartre. I read them in the white school. 
And what happens is that if you cannot define, you are 
defined by forces greater than you.

Now, white western society, as opposed to 
white western civilization, has defined everybody in 
the world. An example for us would be the cowboy and 
the red man pictures. You know, you see them fighting 
all the time and the white man is losing, so, he calls 
out the cavalry and the cavalry come out and they ride 
very white and very proper and they get off their horses and 
they shoot all the red men. And, they ride back to the 
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fort and at the fort there’s a white woman standing 
there and she says, "What happened," and he says, 
"We’ve won. We’ve had a victory." Everybody’s happy. 
Now, when the reverse happens, when the red man beat 
the hell out of the white man, and he goes back to 
the fort and the white woman asks him what happened, 
he says, "The dirty Indians. They massacred us." 
And, you got to understand the difference because 
the connotation is that a victory is much more 
honorable than is a massacre. In a victory you shoot 
people to death. In a massacre you cut them to 
death. And we all know that if we are going to.die, 
we would rather be shot to death than cut to death. 
Now you see that even more with the editorial twins 
of America, Huntley and Brinkley and the (laughter).... 
What they usually do is that when they talk about 
Vietnam, they say, "Dirty, filthy Vietnam, Vietcong, 
communist guerrilla forces threw a molotov cocktail, 
wounding our civilians." You get a flashback and 
the other cat’s in Washington, Brinkley says, "Meanwhile 
our good boys have been bombing the hell out of 
North Vietnam."

So, that the questions and definitions are 
very important and since I’m in such a good group, I 
ought to show what they did to us a couple of years ago. 
Black people would get up and say that we want to 
integrate. And, in their minds and the minds of all 
black people, they were talking about good schools, 
good houses, good jobs and good places to live. But, 
some Hunkie would jump up and say, "You want to marry 
my daughter," and they would start defining the black 
man’s term for him and the black man would start 
reacting to their definition. He would say, "Unh-unh, 
we don't want to marry your daughter. Unh-unh, we 
don't want to be your brother-in-law. Unh-unh, we 
just want to be your brothers," and all that nonsense.

Now, they ask us in SNCC and we tell them 
to the point. Your sister, your daughter, your 
mama, dig it! The white woman is not the queen 
of the world. She’s not the Virgin Mary. She can 
be made like anybody else. Let’s move on. Move on. 
Move on.
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And, you now have an attempt to do that 
today., When we say black power, some Hunkie jumps 
up and says, "You mean violence." And they want me 
to say, "Unh-unh, bossman, we don’t mean violence." 
Later, for you! We know what we mean. That’s all,, 
that counts. You will recognize our definition. '■ 
Okay?

The white fathers of American racism knew 
this instinctively it seems, as is indicated by the 
continuous record of the distortion and omission in 
their dealings with the red and black men. And the 
same way with the Southern apologist, for the Jim Crow 
Society have so obscured, muddied, and misrepresented 
the record of the Reconstruction Period until it is 
almost impossible to tell what really happened. 
Their contemporary counterparts, the racist press, 
who never have any black members with them, are busy 
doing the same thing with the recent history of the 
civil rights movements. In 196U, for example, the 
National Democratic Party led by L. B. Johnson and 
"Boy Wonder" H. H. Humphrey, we call them Batman and. 
Robin in SNCC because they run a very camp government, 
and in the black community H. H. Humphrey stands for 
Handkerchief Head Humphrey - a Handkerchief Head is 
someone who is more obsequious than an Uncle Tom; he's 
an unconditional yes-man. Uh, did you dig television 
January-February when Johnson delivered his State of 
the Johnson Message to the Union? Well, if you noticed 
that the cameras were posed on Lyndon Baines Johnson. 
In the background you could see Humphrey, heh, heh, heh 
(laughter). Well, these two cats cynically undermined 
the efforts of Mississippi's black population to 
achieve some degree of political representation. We’ll 
speak now of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party 
challenge that took place in 196U at Atlantic City at 
the National Democratic Party Convention. Yet, whenever 
the events of the convention are recalled by the press, 
one sees only that version fabricated by the press agents 
of the Democratic Party. A year later the House of 
Representatives, in an even more vulgar display of political 
racism, made a mockery of the political rights of
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Mississippi’s black people when they failed to 
unseat the Mississippi delegation to the House which 
had been elected through.a process which systematically 
excluded over *+50,000 voting age black people, almost 
one-half of the total electorate of that state. Yet, 
two years later, the same House is unable to unseat 
Mr. Adam Clayton Powell because he does the same thing 
they.do but with more style.

Whenever this event is mentioned in print, it 
is in terms which leaves one with a rather curious 
impression that some of the oppressed black people of 
Mississippi are at fault for confronting the Congress 
with a' situation in which they have no alternatives but 
to endorse Mississippi’s racist political practices. 
I mention these two examples because having been directly 
involved in them, I can see very clearly the discrepancies 
between what happened and the versions that are finding 
their way into general acceptance as a kind of popular 
mythology. Thus, the victimizations black people in 
this country takes place in two phases. First, it 
occurs in fact and deed and, then, this is equally 
sinister, it occurs in the recording of those facts and 
deeds.

The black power program and concept which is 
being articulated by the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee, the Congress Of Racial Equality, and the host 
of community organizations in the ghettos of the North 
and South, has not escaped that process. The white 
press has been busy articulating their own analysis, 
their own interpretations, and criticismsof their own 
creations. We were quite disturbed about that ’cause 
all we said was two simple words, black power, and the 
whole white world came down on us for it and they began 
to tell us what was wrong. And I couldn’t figure out 
what was happening until I read George Bernard Shaw. 
He’s got a phrase which is quite apropos for all people 
who criticize black power. He says all criticism is in 
fact an autobiography. For example, while the press is 
giving wide and sensational dissemination to attacks 
made by figures in the civil rights movement, foremost 
among which are Mr. Roy Wilkins of the National
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Association for the Advancement of Colored People, 
and Mr. Whitney Young, of the National Urban League, 
and to the hysterical rantings about black racism 
made by that political chameleon that now serves as 
Vice President, it has generally failed to give 
accounts of the reasonable and productive dialogue 
which has taken place in the Back community and in 
certain areas in the religious and intellectual 
communities.

A national committee of influential black 
churchmen affiliated with the National Council of 
Churches, despite their obvious respectability and 
responsibility, had to resort to a paid advertisement 
to articulate their position, while anyone shouting 
the hysterical yappings of black racism got ample 
space. Thus, the American people have gotten at best 
a superficial and misleading account of the very terms 
,and tenor of this debate.

I wish to quote from the statement by the 
National Committee of Churchmen which I suspect the 
majority of Americans will not have seen. It appeared 
in the New York Times July 31 of last year. I want 
to quote it at length because I think it is important 
for you to know that inside the black community there 
are some intelligent people, other than the ones you 
always see denouncing black power. I quote:

"We, an informal group of Negro churchmen 
in America, are deeply disturbed about the 
crisis brought upon our country by historic 
distortions of important human realities in 
the controversy about black power. What we 
see shining through the variety of rhetoric 
is not anything new, but the same old problem 
of power and race which has faced our beloved 
country since 1619. The conscience of black 
men is corrupted because having no power to 
implement the demands of conscience, the 
concern for justice in the absence of justice 
becomes a chaotic self-surrender. Powerlessness
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"breeds a race of beggars. We are
faced now with a situation where powerless 
conscience meets conscienceless power.
(I would like to repeat that phrase because 
I believe it is axiomatic to race relations 
in the country today.) We are faced now 
with the situation where powerless, 
conscience meets conscienceless power, 
threatening the very foundations of our 
nation. We deplore the overt violence of 
riots, but we feel it is more important to 
focus on the real sources of these eruptions. 
These sources may be abetted inside the ghetto 
but their basic cause lies in the silent 
and covert violence which white middle class 
America inflicts upon the victims of the 
inner city. In short, the failure of American 
leaders to use American power to create equal 
opportunity in life as well as law. This is 
the real problem and not the anguished cry 
for black power.

"Without the capacity to participate with 
power, that is, to have some organized 
political and economic strength to really 
influence people with whom one interacts, 
integration is not meaningful. America has 
asked us Negro citizens to fight for opportunity 
as individuals, whereas in certain points in 
our history, what we have needed most has been 
opportunity for the whole group, not just for 
selected and approved Negroes. We must not 
apologize for the existence of this form of 
group power for we have been oppressed as a 
group and not as individuals. We will not 
find our way out of that oppression until 
both we and America accept the need for 
Negro-Americans, as well as for Jews, Italians, 
Poles, and white Anglo-Saxon Protestants, 
among others, to have and to wield group power."
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Traditionally, for each new ethnic group, 
the route to social and political integration into 
America’s pluralistic society has been through the 
organization of their own institutions with which 
to represent their communal needs within the 
larger society. Simply stated, this is what the 
advocates of black power are talking about. The 
strident outcry, particularly from the liberal 
community, that has been evoked by this proposal 
can only be understood by examining the historic relation
ship between black people and white power in

this country. Blacks are defined by two forces, 
our blackness and our powerlessness. There have 
been traditionally two communities in America - 
the white community which controls and defines the 
forms that all institutions within the society 
would take and the black community which has been 
excluded from participation in the power decisions 
that shape the society and has traditionally been 
dependent upon and subservient to the white community. 
This has not been accidental. The history of every 
institution of this society indicates that a major 
concern in the ordering and structuring of this 
society has been the maintaining of the black 
community in its condilion of dependence and oppression. 
This has not been on the level of individual acts 
of racism between individual whites against individual 
blacks, but as total acts by the white community 
against the black community.

This facts can not be too strongly emphasized, 
that what the racist assumptions of white superiority 
have been so deeply ingrained in the structure of this 
society that it infuses the entire functioning and 
is so much a part of the national subconscious that 
it is taken for granted and is frequently not even 
recognized.

Let me give an example of the difference 
between individual racism and institutionalized 
racism and the society’s response to both. When 
unidentified Hunkies bomb a black church and kill five 
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black children, that is an act of individual 
racism, widely deplored by most segments of the 
society, black and white. But, when in that 
same city, Birmingham, Alabama, not five but 
500 black babies die each year because of lack of 
proper food, shelter, and medical facilities, 
and thousands more black people are maimed 
physically, emotionally, and intellectually because 
of conditions of poverty and deprivation in the 
ghetto, that is a function of institutionalized 
racism.

But the society either pretends it 
doesn’t know of this situation or is incapable 
of doing anything meaningful about it. And this 
resistance to doing anything meaningful about 
conditions in the ghetto comes from the fact that 
the ghetto is itself a product of the combination 
of forces and special interests inside the white 
community. And, the groups that have access to 
the resources and power to change that situation benefit 
politically and economically from the existence of 
that ghetto. It is more than a figure of speech to 
say then that the black community in America is 
the victim of white imperialism and colonial exploitation. 
This is in practical economic and political terms true. 
It is a truism.

There are over twenty million black people 
comprising ten per cent of this nation. For the most 
part, we live in well defined areas of the country, 
in the shanty towns and. rural black belt areas 
of the South and increasingly in the slums of northern 
and western industrial cities. If one goes into any 
black community, whether it be Jackson, Mississippi, 
Cambridge, Maryland, Harlem, New York, or Austin, Texas, 
one will find the same combination of political, economic, 
and social forces are at work. The people in the black 
community do not control the resources of that community, 
its political decisions., its law enforcement, even its 
housing standards. Even the physical ownership of the land, 
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houses, and stores lie outside that community. 
It is white power that makes the laws and it is 
violent white power in the form of armed white cops 
that enforces those laws with guns and nightsticks, 
The vast majority of black people in this country 
live in these captive communities and must endure 
these conditions of oppression because, and only 
because, we are black and powerless,

I do not suppose that at any point the men 
who control the power and resources of this country 
ever sat down and designed these black enclaves 
and formally articulated the terms of their colonial 
and dependent status as was done, for example,, by the 
apartheid government of South Africa which this 
country supports. Yet, one cannot distinguish between 
one ghetto and another. As one moves from city to 
city, it is though some malignant racist planning 
unit had done precisely this, designed each one from 
the same master blueprint and, in deed, if the ghetto 
had been formally and deliberately planned, instead 
of growing spontaneously and inevitably from the 
racist functioning of the various institutions that 
combine to make the society, the situation would be 
somehow less frightening. The situation would be 
less frightening because if these ghettos were the 
result of design and conspiracy, one could understand 
their similarity as being artificial and consciously 
imposed upon quantities, rather than the result of 
identical patterns of white racism which repeats 
themselves in cities as distant as Boston is to Watts,

Without bothering to list the historic factors 
which contribute to this pattern, economic exploitation, 
political impotence, discrimination in employment and 
education, one can see that to correct this pattern will 
require far-reaching changes in the basic pattern 
relationships and the ingrained social patterns within 
the society. Their question is, of course, what kind 
of changes are necessary and how is it possible to bring 
them about?
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In recent years the answer to these 
questions, which has been given by a most articulate 
group of black people and their white allies, the 
liberals of all stripes, has been in terms of something 
called integration. According to the advocates of 
integration, social justice will be accomplished by 
and, I quote, "integrating the Negro into the mainstream 
institutions of the society from which he has been 
traditionally excluded." It is very significant that 
each time I have heard this formulation, it has been 
in terms of the Negro, the individual Negro, rather than 
in terms of the entire black community. This concept 
of integration had to be based on the assumption that 
there was nothing of value in the black community and 
that little of value could be created among the black 
people, so, that the thing to do was to siphon off 
acceptable black people into the surrounding middle 
class white community. Thus, the goals of the 
movement for integration was simply to loosen up 
the restrictions barring the entries of black people 
into the white community. Goals around which the 
struggle took place, such as public accommodation, 
open housing, job opportunity on the executive level, 
are quite simply middle class goals articulated by a 
tiny group of black people who have middle class 
aspirations.

Now, I do think that the press media had 
quite a bit to do with the interpretation of that 
movement because we used to watch, sit and watch, 
them interpret our movement. For example, I would be 
in Alabama and I would see the editorial twins on TV 
and they would say, "Black people were marching today 
in Alabama. They were beatened down by Jim Clark, 
they were shot at, they were ridden over, they were 
horse-whipped, they were cattle-prod^, but, alas, 
they are still marching to integrate." And, on the 
next day, he would say, "The black people from the 
North have come to join their black brothers from 
the South. They are marching again in Summer. 
They have been beaten, they have been ridden over 
with horses, they have been whupped, they have 
been kicked, they have been cattle-prodded, they have 
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been sent to jail, but they’re still marching to 
integrate." I sat down and figured out the logical 
conclusion of that. It meant that I.......(break 
in tape)

..... was reflected not only in the programs and 
goals of the civil rights movement but in its 
tactics and organizations. It is significant 
that the two oldest and most respectable civil 
rights organizations have consti’....... I can 
only say three-fifths of that word. Let me spell 
it for you - constitutions. When we become five- 
fifths, I'll be able to say the whole word. But, 
any way, they have these things which specifically 
prohibit participant political activity. The 
Congress of Racial Equality once did, but changed 
that clause when it changed its orientation towards 
black power. But, this is perfectly understandable 
in terms of the strategy and goals of the older 
organizations. The civil rights movement saw its 
role as a kind of liaison between the powerful white 
community and the dependent black one. The dependent 
status of the black community apparently was unimportant 
since if the movement were successful, it was going 
to blend into the white community any way. We made 
ho pretense of organizing and developing institutions 
of community power in the black community, but, in 
appealing to the conscience of white institutions 
of power, the posture of the civil rights movement 
was that of the dependent, the suppliant. The theory 
was that without attempting to create any organized 
base of political strength itself, the civil rights 
movement could by forming coalitions with various of 
the liberal pressure organizations in the white 
community, such as liberal reform clubs, labor unions 
and church groups, progressive civic groups, and, at 
times, one or other of the major political parties, 
influence national legislation and national social 
patterns.

I think we’ve all seen the limitations of 
this approach. We have repeatedly seen that political 
alliances based on appeals to conscience and decency 
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are chancy things, simply because institutions and 
political organizations have no consciences outside 
their own special interests. The political and social 
rights of black people have been, and always will be, 
negotiable and expendable the moment they conflict 
with the interests of our allies. If we do not learn 
from history, the philosopher Santayana reminds us, then, 
we are doomed to repeat it. And that is precisely the 
lesson that we have learned from the Reconstruction 
Period. During that time there came into being something 
which was called the Populist Party. One of its major 
spokesmen was a man by the name of Mr. Tom Watson who 
hailed from Georgia. Mr. Watson was running for a county 
position in Georgia. The black population percentage
wise in that county was 40 per cent voting age population. 
He needed that 40 per cent in order to win and so, just 
like some modern day liberals who need the black vote in 
order to win the Presidential election in 1972, he began 
to expostulate some liberal nonsense, encouraging black 
people to vote with poor whites, and black people went into 
the Populist movement unorganized. When Mr. Watson 
tried to make the Populist Party a national party and 
decided to extend it first to the West before trying 
to take on the industrial East, the economic interests 
of the farmers whom he wanted to ally With conflicted 
with the economic interests of black people so he 
became a racist, led lynch mobs, and drove black people 
out of the party. This was developed before black 
people could develop any independent base of political 
strength in the South strong enough to challenge that. 
decision.

Obviously we’re learning from history. 
Today we will not go into any party unless we are 
first organized independently and know our strength, 
so, if they decide to throw us out of the party, at 
least we can disrupt it. Thus, at this point in the 
struggle, black people have no assurance, save a 
kind of idiot optimism and faith in a society whose
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history is one of racism that, if it were to become 
necessary, even the painfully limited gains thrown 
to the civil rights movement by the Congress will not 
be revoked as soon as a shift in political sentiment 
should occur. But, the major-limitation of this 
approach was that it tended to maintain the traditional 
dependence of black people and of the movements.. They 
depended upon the good will and support of various 
groups within the white community whose interests were; 
hot always compatible with ours to the extent that 
we depended on the financial support of other groups 
we were vulnerable to their influence and domination. 
Also, the program that evolved out ot this coalition . 
was really limited and inadequate in the long term 
and one which affected only a small selected group of 
black people. Its goal was to make the white community 
accessible to qualified blacks and presumably each 
year a few more blacks armed with their passports, a 
couple of university degrees, would escape into white 
middle class America and adopt the attitudes and life 
styles of that group and one day the Harlems and the 
Watts would stand empty, a tribute to the success of 
integration.

This is simply neither realistic nor is it ; 
particularly desirable. You can integrate communities 
but you assimilate individuals. Even if such a program 
were possible, its result' would be not to develop the 
black community as a functional and honorable segment 
of the total society with its own cultural identity, 
life patterns and institutions, but to abolish it, 
the final solution to the race problem in this country,.

Karl Marx reminds us that the working claSs 
is the first class that wished to abolish itself," If 
one were to listen closely to some of our moderate Negro 
leaders , you would think that black people were the first 
people that wished to abolish themselves, The fact 
is that what must be abolished is not the black community, 
but the dependent colonial status that has been inflicted 
upon that community. The racial and cultural personality 
of the black community must be preserved and the community
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must win its liberation by preserving its cultural 
■ integrity. This is the essential difference between 

integration as it is currently practiced and the 
concept of black power.

And what has the movement for integration 
accomplished to date? That a black person graduating 
from MIT with a doctorate will have better job 
opportunities available to him than to Lynda Bird 
Johnson? But, the rate of unemployment in the black 
community is steadily increasing, while that in the 
white community decreases. More educated blacks hold 
executive jobs in major corporations and federal 
agencies than ever before, but the gap between white 
income and black income has almost doubled in the 
last 20 years. More suburban housing is available to 
black people,if they can stand the rocks, but, housing 
conditions in the ghetto are steadily declining. While 
the infant mortality rate of New York City is at its 
lowest rate ever in the city’s history, the infant 
mortality rate of Harlem is steadily climbing. This 
explains why the rate of school drop-outs is increasing 
among black teenagers who then express their bitterness, 
hopelessness, and alienation by the only means they 1 
have in‘imitating this society via violence. As long 
as people in the ghettos of our large cities feel we 
are the victims of misuse of white power without any 
way to have our needs represented, and these are frequently 
simple needs, we will continue to have rebellions.
These ahe not the products of black power but in the 
absence of any organization capable of giving the community 
the power, the black power, it needs to deal with its 
problems. ■

■ "■'■■■ SNCC proposes that it is now time for'the
black liberation movement to stop pandering to the 
fears and anxieties of white middle class in the 
attempt to earn its good will and to return to the 
ghettos to organize these communities to control 
themselves. This organization must be attempted in 
the Northern and Southern urban areas, as well as in 
the real black belt areas in the South. The chief
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antagonist to this organization is in the South, 
the overtly racist Democratic Party and, in the North, 
the equally corrupt and just as racist, big city 
machine.,

The standing argument presented against 
independent political organization is that you are 
only 10 per cent. I cannot see the relevance of this 
observation since no one is talking about taking over 
the country since God knows we wouldn't know what to 
do with this monster, but taking control over our 
own communities. The fact is that the black population, 
10 per cent or not, is very strategically placed because, 
ironically, of segregation. What is;also true is that 
black people have never been able to utilize the full 
voting potential of our numbers„ Where we could vote, 
the case has always been that the white political machine 
stacks and gerrymanders the political subdivisions in 
our neighborhoods so that true, voting strength is never 
reflected in political strength. Would anyone looking 
at the distribution of political power in Houston, Texas, 
ever think that black people represented 2 5 per cent of 
the population there? Just as often, the effective 
political organization in black communities is absorbed 
by tokenism and patronage, the time-honored factors 
of giving certain offices to selected black people. 
The machine thus creates a little machine which is 
subordinate and responsive to thq machine inside the 
black community. These so-called black political 
leaders are really vote deliverers more responsible 
to the white machine and the white power structure than 
to the community they allegedly represent. Thus, the 
white community is able to substitute patronage control 
for what Mr. Powell calls audacious black power in 
the black community. This is precisely what LBJ tried 
to do even before the Voting Rights Act of 1965 was 
passed. The National Democrats made it clear, crystal 
clear, that the measure was intended to register 
Democrats, not black people. The President and top 
officials of the Democratic Party called in almost 100 
selected Negro leaders from the Deep South. Nothing 
was said about changing the policies of the racist 
state parties. Nothing was said about repudiating
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such leadership figures, as Eastland and Ross Barnett 
in Mississippi or George and Lurleen Wallace in Alabama, 
But, we have nothing to say about the lady from 
Alabama because we’ve just come to find out that 
the Governor of Alabama is a mother. And in SNCC we’re 
for motherhood. What was simply said, and,I quote, was 
"Go home and organize your local people into the 
Democratic Party, then we’11 see about poverty money 
and appointments, my fellow Americans."

We must organize black community power to 
end these abuses and to give the black community a 
chance to have its needs expressed, a leadership 
which is truly responsible not to the white press 
and to the power structure but to the community 
which will be developed. Such leadership will 
recognize that its power lies in the unified and 
collective strength of the black community. This 
will make it difficult for the white leadership group 
to conduct its dialogue with individuals in terms of 
patronage and prestige and will force them to talk 
to the community’s representatives in terms of real 
black power.

The single aspect then of the bhck power 
program that has encountered most criticism is this 
concept of independent political organization. This 
is presented as third partyism which has never worked 
or a withdrawal into black nationalism and black 
isolationism which yields to reverse racism. If such 
a program is developed, it will not have the effect of 
isolating the black community, but the reverse. When 
the black community is able to control local offices 
and negotiate with other groups firm a position of 
organized strength, the possibility of meaningful 
political alliances on specific issues will be increased. 
That is a rule of politics and there is no reason why 
it should not operate here. The only difference is 
that we will have the power to define the terms of these 
alliances.
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The next question usually is, "Can it work?
Can the ghettos,in fact, be organized?" The answer 
is that this organization must be successful because there 
are no viable alternatives, not the war on poverty 

which w^s at its inception limited to dealing with 
effects, rather than causes, and has become simply 
another source of machine patronage and integration 
is meaningful only to a small chosen class within the 
black community. The revolution in agricultural 
technology in the South is displacing the rural black 
community into the Northern and Southern urban areas. 
Both Washington, D. C., and Newark, New Jersey, already 
have black majorities. One-third of Philadelphia’s 
population of two million people is already black.
The inner city in most major urban areas is already 
predominantly black and, with the white rush tojsuburbia, 
blacks within the next two decades control the hearts 
of these great citiesThese areas can become either 
concentration camps with a bitter population whose only 

power is the power to destroy or organized and powerful 
communities able to make constructive contributions 
to the total society. Without the power, the black 
power, to control our lives and our communities without 
effective political institutions from which to relate 
to the total community, our communities will exist 
in a constant state of insurrection. This is a choice 
that white America will have to make. Thank you.

A question and answer period followed, among 
which are the following:

Q. What Stokely thinks about a positive reaction. He 
says there has been a positive reaction by people 
like Bill Buckley, of conservatives, to the idea 
of black power. We would like you to comment on it.

A. I don't know what their reasons are for being for 
...... black power. I would think that if they knew 

what was happening, they’d be against black power. 
I have no reaction to it because I’m not really 
concerned with the reaction of white people to 
black power. I’m concerned with the reaction of 
black people to black power.
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Q. What if the ghetto can’t be organized?

A. I’ve just never entertained that in my mind,-
I know that it can be organized. Black people 
can come together. I don’t know how it could 
not be organized, but.... I understand.... what 
do you mean, on the part of black people.... are 
they just not willing to come together? That’s 
true. That's true. We’re gonna organize 
ourselves this time around.

Interruption from audience.

Q. The man says he has a friend who just went to jail 
for two and a half years, rather than go to 
Vietnam. He would like to know what Mr. Carmichael 
thinks of that?

A. I think he’s great, absolutely great, because I 
feel it is more honorable to suffer than to inflict 
suffering. I think ft is more honorable to be 
confined in jail, knowing that one is not a murderer 
than to be walking outside, knowing that one is a 
murderer.

Q. Is there any chance that the civil rights and 
peace movements can unite?

A. I think they can form coalitions. I don't think 
they can unite ’cause I think the peace movement 
is talking abort peace and black people talking about 
liberation and there is a big difference, ’cause 
as far as we are concerned, there ain’t gonna be 
no peace till we get our liberation.

Q. Is he to understand what he used to think was 
a brotherhood movement is contradictory with the 
black power movement?
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A. I’m not sure I understand that. Will you explain 
that a little bit more? The difference is that in 
the past people were fighting to integrate. I don’t 
think integration is what you fight for. Oh, I’m 
refuting that. I think that the approach of the 
black people must be a institutionalized racism, 
not individual acts of racism.

Q. What active part can a concerned, compassionate 
white person play in this part?

A. Well, he can move into the white community and 
start organizing it on several levels. The first 
level he can begin to organize are poor whites 
who are politically and economically disfranchised, 
so that they can begin to fight for the power 
from which they have been robbed. On the second 
level, he can begin to organize them and teach 
them nonviolence because they really need it. 
That is, he can teach it to people like Jim Clark 
and to Ross Barnett, and those cats, rather than 
to us. They should get some (unintelligible)

Q. If they’re a minority, why are they governing?

A. I’m afraid that Lurleen Wallace governs Alabama.
I’m afraid she does, I’m afraid Eastland is the 
Senator from Mississippi with his racist counterpart, 
Stennis. I’m afraid that Strom Thurmond Talmadge 
and Russell are all sitting up there in the Senate. 
I’m afraid that Paul B. Johnson is, in fact, Governor 
of Mississippi. I’m also afraid that De La Beckwith 
is running for a position in the State of Mississippi 
and will probably win. Oh, Jim Clark is indeed 
Sheriff of Dallas County. I can just go down.... 
That’s not what I read in the newspaper.... Oh, no, 
black people have always been willing to communicate. 
White people know that; they've always communicated 
with us after sundown. .....I would think that the 
best thing you can do is to move into the white 
community and start to begin to help civilize it so 
it will recognize the humanity of black people.
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Q. Why Stokely’s followers, if not he, call other 
colored brothers Uncle Tom's?

A, You would have to ask my so-called followers that 
question.

Q. What are we going to do with the Uncle Tom’s who 
do not agree with us. Are we going to slit their 
throats?

A. No. They’re going to be our token integration boys.

Q. Stokely has talked about political power and about 
people having domination in ghettos. The man says 
that economics governs the country as well as politics 
and what would Mr. Carmichael suggest be done to give 
black people more economic power than they have?

A. I do not think it is possible for black people to 
move into the economic arena of the country right 
now because it’s just too tight in terms of the 
fact that it is governed by stocks and bonds and 
there are no openings to get there. So, one of 
the things we can begin to do then is our own 
community, begin to develop cooperative programs 
which we can use as a stopgap measurement until 
we can develop enough political power to then bargain 
for economic power.

Q. He wants to know if Mr. Carmichael thinks that 
black people are going to come back from fighting in 
Vietnam not fight for themselves? Laughter.

A. Well, the question is, and he who laughs last, laughs 
best and, well, my brother, here is a veteran, he 
wants to know if I think it is possible for black 
people who have been used to fight in Vietnam a white 
man’s war can come back and not fight for his rights. 
Laughs. Well, you know the answer to that question 
is some of us ain't even going to Vietnam; we’re 
going to fight here first.
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Q. Unintelligible.

A. It’s from Nigeria which is in Africa and they build 
some beautiful things. It's not a beatnik shirt.

Q. Okay, Mr. Green has a question. The question is 
A. whether or not 1 believe in the Constitution of 

the United States or whether or not I believe in 
overthrowing the Government here at home? Is that 
your question? Which one of the Constitutions, 
the one which makes me three-fifths. I want to 
know which one you’re talking about. Now, you’re 
talking about the United States Constitution. I 
understand the United States Constitution started 
off with a Declaration of Independence which said, 
"When in the course of human events it becomes 
necessary for one people to (interrupted)... 
I’m answering your question, I gave you courtesy. 
...When in the course of human events it becomes 
necessary for one people to dissolve the political 
bands which shall have connected them with another 
or to assume among the powers of the earth a just 
and equal station to which the laws of nature and 
of nature’s gods entangle them, a decent respect 
to the opinion of mankind, states that they should 
declare the reason that caused them to this separation. 
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all 
men are created equally, that they are endowed by their 
Creator with certain inalienable rights (applause), 
that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit 
of happiness, and that when any form of government 
or governments are instituted among people deriving 
their right to govern from the consent of the 
governed and that when any government becomes 
destructive to these ends, it is the right of the 
people to alter and to abolish it, laying its 
foundations on such principles that (unintelligible 
because of shouts from crowd) so as to insure 
their happiness..."
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If we’re talking about that Constitution or fighting 
to uphold that Constitution, I’m just trying to show 
the Hunkies that they have to uphold it too because 
they taught it to me. But, if you talk about a 
Constitution which for 100 years denied me the right 
to vote, then, I'm trying my best to overthrow 
that mumbojamma. (Because of background noise of 
audience, last word not too clear)

Q. What can the black students here at this college 
A. do? At any time? The first thing you ought to 

do at this college is organize yourselves 'cause you 
need help. What you ought to do is to get the 
skills and techniques that you learned at this college 
and bring them back to your black brothers in the 
rural areas and ghettos who need your skills. You 
should bring your education back to us so we can 
use them to better ourselves as a race of people.

Q. When does Mr. Carmichael think the black people in 
America will achieve full black power?

A. We gear our program in terms of a long struggle. 
We won’t begin to see the semblance of that until 
around 1972 but hopefully, if organized, we can 
make the weight of our strength felt in the national 
elections and then move in on from there. It’s at 
least a five-year organizing plan. (Laughs.) Oh, 
we’re going to do it.

Q. The question is whether or not Mr. Carmichael sees 
black people in the United States as a permanently 
identifiable minority?

A. Yes, I do and we’re proud of it.

Q. (Garbled)

A. I don’t know if that’s possible. I think that that’s, 
really up to white activists who should start moving into 
the white communities starting to speak about oppression. 
I do not want white people to speak of the oppression 
of the black people. I will not be as presumptuous 
as to speak to the oppression of white people.
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Q. He wants to know if Mr. Carmichael is going to 
San Antonio this week?

A, No, I’m not.

Q. He wants to know if Mr. Carmichael would revise 
the poverty program?.

A. I think the poverty program works on two basic 
assumptions which I disagree with. I think they’re 
really fallacious. No. 1, they work on the assumption 
that you can bring together a coalition of forces which 
makes a tripartite coalition, that is, poor people, 
public figures, Government - established structure 
and tecnnicians, and what you usually have is two-thirds 
outnumbering the one-third, the poor, that is, the 
technicians are not poor, and the power structure is 
not poor. And, so that, both of them together 
outbid the poor. So, they never really have a voice. 
Secondly, I think the assumption of the poverty program 
is that if someone is poor, it is because of his own 
individual blank, that is, he was born on the wrong 
side of the tracks or had too many children, didn’t 
go to school and all that nonsense. I believe the 
poverty is well calculated in this country and it is 
systematic so that if you want to talk about smashing 
poverty, you must talk about getting rid of Government 
officials who exist, their positions exist out of the 
poor, and getting rid of technicians, letting the 
poor people control those programs themselves. Completely.

Q. Other than economic boycott, what other means does 
Mr. Carmichael advocate for bringing economic power 
to recognize black power?

A. I can’t think of any right now. We’re just going 
along with the economic boycotts.

Q. Did Harlem or Watts riots have any place in the 
black power movement?
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A. They're not riots, they’re called rebellions. And 
what they represent is that black people are no 
longer going to let a Hunkie cop come into our 
neighborhood, beat us up and walk out scot-free. 
When they touch one of us, they're going to have 
to face all of us. So that at least the police 
in Nashville and Watts and Harlem know that their 
days of head-whipping and free-hand whipping on 
black people are over. A recognition of that 
allows for us to do the type of organizing that 
we have to do and to put them out our community. 
Let the Nashville cops come and police your 
community; they’re white, you’re white, you can 
have them. We want black cops.

Q. What are the future possibilities of black people 
with the Republican Party?

A. There's no hope,.

That’s got it.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency.
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' UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. !

Knoxville, Tennessee, 37902 
July 12, 1967

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDlNATIN® 
COMMITTEE (SNCC) 
PROPOSED VISIT, 
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 
SUMMER OF 1967 
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to Knoxville memorandum 
captioned matter dated June 22, 1967.

|was recontacted to ? 
determine if he had received any additional 
information regarding the proposed visit by STOKLEY; 
CARMICHAEL to Chattanooga, Tennessee. I I

I | advised he had received no additional
information concerning this proposed visit. He 
stated he had learned that two of CARMICHAEL’S SNCC 
employees had supposedly visited Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, within the recent past, spent one night and 
then returned to Atlanta. He did not know who they 
had visited or the purpose of their visit. He 
identified the original source of the information 

famished bv himl P

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency? it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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STOKLEY CARMICHAEL 
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT 
COORDINATING COMMITTEE

was recontacted concerning the 
proposed visit ot the SNCC at Chattanooga, Tennessee, and 
concerning the alleged rumor that|

~~|was going to attempt to 
cause a racial incident in Chattanooga.J |
stated he had received no additional information concerning 
proposed visit by SNCC. He again stated that if and when 
such information is received he would immediately 
notify the FBI. He said that he had not received any 
additional information concerning the proposed racial 
incident which |was planning. He
advised he believed it was possibly a rumor but he 
had been unable to find the source of this rumor.

b7C

b7D

1 was contacted concerning the proposed 
visit bv CARMICHAEL and the rumor concerning I

I He said that the ~1

I had been appointed to visit 
with]-------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- 1

I , . . . r b7C
| stated! | had visited! | b7D
and reportedly been advised that | ~|wrote a letter to
STOKLEY CARMICHAEL and invited him to Chattanooga. | |
reported this was a spur of the moment decision by him 
after he had heard the report that CARMICHAEL had been 
rebuffed by citizens of Chattanooga. He promised I I

| 1 he would immediately contact | |if he
received an answer from CARMICHAEL concerning his visit 
to Chattanooga. | I stated he understood no answer
had been received as of July 6, 1967.
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STOKLEY CARMICHAEL 
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT 
COORDINATING COMMITTEE

I I stated he had originally heardt-
the rumor that | 1

I Iwas planning a racial incident at Chattanooga
so that he, I I could enhance his reputation by b7c
stopping this racial demonstration. I I stated b7D
that from all reports he can receive, this was purely 
a rumor and no basis has been established for such 
reports.

________ During a previous investigation,I I
I accompanied by | were

interviewed by Agents of the FBI at Chattanooga, Tennessee,
I advised he was a 

native of j | had relatives living
in I I and that he is presently employed as a
member of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, 
Atlanta, Georgia. He stated he was in Chattanooga on 
SNCC business. He listed his ^hddra&s in 
as r

b7C

b7Dand the!

He did not state the purpose of his SNCC business in 
Chattanooga, Tennessee. [ |had | [drivers
license in his possession in his name which reflects his 
date of birth as| 1 The license bore
number | ~~| and was issued 

|adv±sed that
he had worked closely with the racial "situation in______ .
Chattanooga, Tennessee. He advised that! I b7c
had been a reported trouble maker for the pastI I 
years in Chattanooga, Tennessee, attempting to create b7D
trouble among the Negro race, He stated! [reportedly \
claims to have the backing of SNCC out of Atlanta, Georgia.
He stated he does not know of any incidents in which

I Ihas been successful in causing racial unrest
Chattanooga, Tennessee, and does not believe that he is 
an official of SNCC from Atlanta, Georgia.
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

July 13, 1967

SPEECH BY STOKELY CARMICHAEL AT THE 
GREEK THEATER, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, 
BERKELEY, ON THE OCCASION OF "BLACK
POWER" DAY, OCTOBER 29, 1966

29, 1966. Stokely Carmichael, who was then head of the 
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, gave the following

has maintained a tape recording ot the 
speech given by Stokely Carmichael at the Greek Theater, UCB, on 
October 
Student 
speech:

b7C

b7D

(Applause and mumbling)

"An example would be the Nazis. Any prisoner, 
any Nazi prisoners who admitted after he was caught 
and persuaded that he committed crimes that he 
killed all the many people that he killed that he 
committed suicide. The only ones who were able to 
stay alive were the ones who never admitted that 
they committed crimes against people. That is the 
ones who rationalized the Jews were not human beings 
and deserved to be killed or that they were only 
following orders.

"On a more immediate scene the officials and 
the population, the white population, in Eshoba 
County, Mississippi, that’s where Philadelphia is, 
could not, could not condemn Rainey, his deputies 
and the other fourteen men that killed three human 
beings. They could not because they elected Mr. 
Rainey to do precisely what he did, and for them to 
condemn them would be for them to condemn themselves. 
In a much later view SNCC says that white America 
cannot condemn herself and since we are liberal 
we have done it - you stand condemned.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of
the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your
agency.
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SPEECH 3Y STOKELY vARMICHAEL AT THE 
GREEK THEATER, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
BERKELEY, ON THE OCCASION OF "BLACK 
POWER" DAY, OCTOBER 29, 1966

"Now a number of things that arises from that 
answer how do you condemn yourselves seems to me 
that the institutions that function in this 
country are clearly racist and that they are 
built upon racism. The question then is how black 
people inside this country move, and then how can 
white people who say they’re not a part of those 
institutions begin to move, and how then do we 
begin to clear away the obstacles that we have 
in this society and let us live like human 
beings. How can we begin to build institutions 
that will allow people to relate to each other 
as human beings. This country has never done 
that, especially around the country white and 
black. Now several people have been upset 
because we said that integration was irrelevant 
when initiated by blacks and that in fact it was 
a subterfuge. The city is subterfuge for the 
menace of white supremacy.

"Now we maintain that in the past six years 
or so this country has been feeding us off the 
lattermaudrag (ph) of integration and that some 
Negroes have been walking down a dream street 
talking about sitting next to white people and 
that does not begin to solve problems. That when 
we went to Mississippi we did not go to sit next 
to Ross Barnett, we did not go to sit next to 
Jim Clark, we went to get them out of our way 
and that people ought to understand that. That 
we were never fighting for the right to integrate, 
we were fighting against white supremacy.(Applause)

"Now then in order to understand white su
premacy we must dismiss the fallacious notion 
that white people can give anybody their freedom. 
No man can give anybody his freedom. Man is born 
free. You may enslave a man after he is born free 
and that is in fact what this country does, it 
enslaves black people after they are born. So 
that the only acts white people can do is to stop 
denying black people their freedom - that is they 
must stop denying freedom they never give it to 
anyone.
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SPEECH BY STOKELY’TARMICHAEL AT THE
GREEK THEATER, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,
BERKELEY, ON THE OCCASION OF ’’BLACK
POWER" DAY, OCTOBER 29, 1966

"Now we want to take through logical extensions 
so that we can understand then what its relevancy 
would be in terms of new civil rights bills. I 
maintain that every civil rights bill in this 
country was passed for white people, not for 
black people. (Applause) For example, I am 
black, I know that. I also know that while I am 
black I am a human being. Therefore, I have the 
right to go into any public place. White people 
didn’t know that. Everytime I tried to go into a 
place they stopped me so some boys had to write 
a bill to tell that white man, he's a human being 
- don’t stop him. That bill was for the white 
man not for me, I knew it all the time.(Applause) 
I knew it all the time. (Applause) I knew that 
I could vote and that it wasn't a privilege it 
was my right. Everytime I tried I was shot, 
killed or jailed, beaten or economically de
prived. So somebody had to write a bill for 
white people to tell them when a black man comes 
to vote don't bother him. That bill again was 
for white people not for black people. So that 
when you talk about open occupancy, I know I can 
live any place I want to live. It is white 
people across this country who are. incapable of 
allowing me to live where I want to live - you 
need a civil rights bill, not me. I know I can 
live where I want to live. (Applause) So that the 
failures of passing civil rights bill isn’t 
because of black power, isn't because of the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, is 
not because of the rebellions that are occurring 
in the major cities, it is incapability of whites 
to deal with their own problems inside their own 
communities - that is the problem of the failure of 
the civil rights bill. (Applause) Its the. law 
must say that the black people move. (?)

"But the question of the greatest sense is 
how can white people who are the majority and who 
are responsible for making democracy work make it 
work. They have miserably failed on this point.
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They have never made democracy work, be it inside 
the United States, Vietnam, South Africa, Phil
ippines, South America, Puerto Rico - wherever 
America has been. She has not been able to make 
democracy work. (Applause) So that in the larger 
sense we not only condemn the country for what it 
has done internally, but we must condemn it for 
what it does externally. We see this country trying 
to rule the world and someone must stand up and 
start articulating that this country is not God 
and cannot rule the world. (Applause)

"Now then before we move on, we want to 
develop the white supremacy attitude that we are 
either conscious or subconscious of and how they 
run rampant through the society today. For example, 
the missionaries were sent to Africa. They went 
with the attitude that blacks were automatically 
inferior. As a matter of fact, the first act 
the missionaries did you know when they got to 
Africa was to make us cover up our bodies because 
they said it got them excited. We couldn’t go 
bare brested any more because they got excited. 
Now when the missionaries came to civilize us 
because we were uncivilized, educate us because we 
were uneducated and give us some literate studies 
because we were illiterate, they charged a price. 
The missionaries came with the Bible and we had 
the land. When they left they had the land and 
we still have the Bible. (Applause) And that has 
been the rationalization for western civilization 
as it moves across the world, stealing and plundering 
and raping everybody in its path.

"One rationalization is that the rest of the 
world is uncivilized and they are in fact civilized, 
and they are uncivilized. And that runs on today 
because you see we have what we call modern day 
Peace. Corp missionaries. They come into our 
ghettos and start---------------------- bound us to the white
society. Because they don't want to face the real 
problem which is a man is poor for one reason and 
one reason only because he does not have money.
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If you want to get rid of poverty you give people 
money, period. And you are. not to tell me about 
people who don’t work, you can’t give people money 
without working, because if that were true you'd 
have to start stopping Rockefeller, Bobby Kennedy, 
Lyndon Baines Johnson, Lady Bird Johnson, the whole 
Standard Oil, the Gulf Corporation - all of them. 
Including probably a large number of the Board of 
Trustees of this university. (Applause)

"So the question then clearly is not whether 
or not one can work its who has power. Who has 
power to make his or her acts legitimate - that 
is all, and that in this country, that power is 
invested in the hands of white people and they 
make their acts legitimate. It is now therefore 
for black people to make our acts legitimate. 
(Applause) We are engaged in a psychological 
struggle in this country, and that is whether or 
not black people will have the right to use the 
words they want to use without white people giving 
their sanction to us. (Applause) And that we 
maintain, whether they like it or not, we are 
going to use the word black power and let them 
address themselves to that. But that we are 
not going to wait for white people to sanction 
black power - we’re tired waiting.

"Everytime black people move in this country 
they’re forced to defend their position before they 
move. It’s time that the people who are supposed 
to be defending their position do that - that's 
white people. They are to start defending them
selves as to why they have oppressed and exploited 
us.

"Now it is clear that when this country 
started to move in terms of slavery, the reason 
for a man being picked as a slave was one reason, 
because of the color of his skin. If one was black 
one was automatically inferior, inhuman and there
fore made for slavery. So that the question of 
whether or not we are individually suppressed is
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nonsensical and is a downright lie. We are 
oppressed as a group because we are. black, not 
because we’re lazy, not because we’re apathetic, 
not because we’re stupid, not because we smell, 
not because we eat watermelon and have good times. 
(Applause) We are oppressed because we are black 
and in order to get out of that oppression one 
must wield the group power that one has. Not 
the individual power which this country then sets 
the criteria under which a man may come into it. 
That is what is called in this country integration. 
You do what I tell you to do and then we’ll let 
you sit at the table with us. And that we are 
saying we have to be opposed to that. We must 
now set a criteria and that if there’s going to 
be any integration it’s going to be a two-way 
thing. If you believe in integration you can come 
live in Watts. You can send your children to the 
ghetto schools. Let’s talk about that. If you 
believe in integration then we’re going start 
adopting us some white people to live in our 
neighborhoods. (Applause)

"So it is clear that the question is not one 
of integration or segregation. Integration is 
a man’s ability to want to move in there by himself. 
If someone wants to live in a white neighborhood 
and he is black, that is his choice. It should 
be his right, it is not because white people will 
not allow him. So visa versa, if the black man 
wants to live in the slums that should be his 
right. Black people will let him, that is the 
difference and it’s a difference in which this 
country makes a number of logical mistakes when 
they begin to try to put themselves above the 
program articulated by SNCC.

"We maintain that we cannot afford to be con
cerned about six percent of the children in this 
country. Black children who you allow to come 
into white schools. We have ninety-four percent 
who still live in shacks. We are going to be 
concerned about those ninety-four percent. You 
ought to be concerned about them too. The question 
is, are we willing to be concerned about those
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ninety-four percent? Are we willing to be con
cerned about the black people who will never get .; 
to Berkeley, who will never get to Harvard and 
cannot get an education. Who will never get a 
chance to rub shoulders with them and say1, well 
he’s almost as good as you are (inaudible). You 
ought to be concerned about them too. The 
question is are we willing to be concerned about 
those ninety-four percent? Are we willing to 
be concerned about the black people who will 
never get to Berkeley, who will never get to 
Harvard and cannot get an education so you’ll 
never get a chance to rub shoulders with them 
and say well he’s almost as good as we are. He’s 
not like the others. The question is how can 
white society begin to move to see black people 
as human beings. I am black therefore I am. 
Not that I am black and I must go to college to 
prove myself. I am black therefore I am, and 
don’t surprise me of anything and say to me that 
you must go to college before you gain access to 
XY and Z. It is only a rationalization to one 
question. For we see that - (Applause) My 
friend Ivanhoe said that’s called white organizer, 
(Laughter) that type.

”We want - the political parties in this 
country do not meet the needs of people on a day 
to day basis. The question is how can we build 
new political institutions that will become the 
political expressions of people on a day to day 
basis. The question is how can you build political 
institutions that will begin to meet the needs 
of Oakland, California. The needs of Oakland, 
California is not 1,000 policemen with submachine 
guns - they don’t need that - they need that 
least of all. (Applause) The question is how can 
we build institutions where those people can 
begin to function on a day to day basis. Where 
they can get decent jobs. Where they can get 
decent houses and where they can begin to par
ticipate in the policy and major decisions that 
affect their lives. That’s what they need, not
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Gestapo troops because this is not 1942, and if 
you play like Nazis we playing back this time 
around - get hip to that. (Applause)

"The question then is how can white people 
move to start making the major institutions that 
they have in this country function the way it 
is supposed to function. That is the. real 
question. Can white people move inside the old 
community and' start tearing down racism where in 
fact it does exist - where it exists. It is 
you who live in Cicero and stop us from living 
there. It is white people who stop us from 
moving into the neighborhood. It is the white 
people who make sure we live in the ghettos of 
this country. It is white institutions that do 
that. They must change. In order for America to 
really live on a basic principle of human rela
tionships, a new society must be born. Racism 
must die. The economic exploitation of this 
country of non-white peoples around the world 
must also die - must also die. (Applause)

"Now there is several programs that we have 
in the south amongst the poor white communities. 
We’re trying to organize poor whites on a base 
where they can begin to move around the question of 
economic exploitation and political disfranchisement. 
We know we’ve heard the theories several times, 
but few people are willing to go into it. The 
question is not can the white activist tied to 
the "Pepsi generation" come alive in the black 
community, but can he be a man who’s willing- to 
move into the white community and start organizing 
where organization is needed. (Applause) Can he 
do that? (Applause) The question is can the white 
society or the white activists disassociate, him
self with two clowns who waste time harrying 
with each other rather than talking about the 
problems that are facing people in this state. 
Can you disassociate yourselves with those clowns 
and start to build new institutions that will 
eliminate all idiots like them? (Applause) And 
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the question is if we are going to do that when 
and where do we start, and how do we start.

"We maintain that we must start doing that 
inside the white community. Our own personal 
position politically is that we don’t think the 
Democratic Party represents the needs of black 
people - we know: it don’t. (Applause) And that 
if in fact white people really believe that the 
question if they’re going to move inside that 
structure, how are they going to organize around 
the concept of whiteness based on true brother
hood and based on stopping exploitation, economic 
exploitation, so that there will be a coalition 
base for black people to hook up with. You can
not form a coalition based on national sentiment. 
That is not a coalition. If you need a coalition 
to redress itself to r of this country white
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people must start building those institutions in
side the white community. And that is the real 
question I think facing the white activist today. 
Can they in fact begin to move into and tear down 
the institutions which have put us all in a trick 
bag, that we’ve been into for the last hundred years. 
I don’t think that we should follow for many people 
say that we should fight to be leaders of tomorrow. 
Frederick Douglas said that youths should fight to be 
leaders today and God knows we need to be leaders to
day because the men who run this country are sick. 
(Applause) are sick (Applause). So that, can we on 
a larger sense begin now, today, to start building 
those institutions and to fight to articulate our 
position, to fight to be able to control our universities 
we need to be able to do that - to fight to control the 
basic institutions which perpetuate racism. Destroying 
them and building new ones. That’s the real question 
that faces today. And it is a dilemma because of most 
do not know how to work and that they excuse that most 
white activists find to run into the black community.

"Now we maintain that we can have white people 
working in the black community and we made it on 
psychological grounds. The fact is that all black 
people often question whether or not they are equal 
to white because every time they start to do something 
white people come around showing them how to do it. 
If we are going to eliminate that for the generation 
that comes after us then black people must be seen in 
positions of power, doing and articulating for themselves. 
(Applause) For themselves. (Applause). That is not to 
say that one is a reversed racist - it is to say that 
one is moving in a healthy ground. It is to say what 
the Philosopher SOARTS (ph) says - one is becoming an 
anti-racist racist. And this country can't understand 
that, maybe it’s because it is all caught up in racism. 
But what I think you have in SNCC is an anti-racist racism.
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"We are against racists. Now if everybody who 
is white see themselves as a racist and then see us 
against them, they're speaking from their own guilt 
positions not ours. (Applause) Now then the question 
is how can we move to begin to change what’s going on 
in this country? I maintain as we have in SNCC, that 
the war in Vietnam is an illegal and immoral war. (Applause) 
And the question is what can we do to stop that war? 
What can we do to stop the people who in the name of 
our country are killing babies, women and children? 
What can we do to stop that? And I maintain that we 
do not have the power in our hands to change that 
institution to begin to recreate it so that they learn 
to leave the Vietnamese people alone, and that the only 
power we have is the power to say Hell No to the draft. 
We have to say. (Applause) We have to say to ourselves 
that there is a higher law than the law of the racist 
named Me Namara. There is a higher lav? than the law 
of a fool named Rusk and there is a higher law than the 
law of a buffoon named Johnson - it's the law of each of 
us. (Applause) It’s the law of each of us. (Applause) 
(extensive applause) It is the law of each of us saying 
that we will not allow them to make us hired killers.
We will stand pat. We will not kill anybody that they 
say kill, and if we decide to kill we’re going to decide 
who we’re gonna kill. (Applause)

"This country will only be able to stop the war in 
Vietnam when the young men who are made to fight it be
gin to say Hell No we aint going (Applause) Now then 
it’s the failure because the peace movement has been un
able to get off the college campuses where everybody 
has a 2-S and is not going to get drafted anyway. The 
question is how can you move out of that into the white 
ghettos of this country and begin to articulate a 
position for those white students who do not want to 
go. We cannot do that. It is sometimes ironic that 
many of the peace groups have begun to call us violent 
and say they can no longer support us and we are in fact 
the most militant organization, peace or civil rights, 
or human rights against the war in Vietnam in this 
country today.
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"There isn’t one organization that has begun 
to meet our stand on the war in Vietnam cause we not 
only say that we are against the war in Vietnam we 
are against the draft. We are against the draft. 
No man has the right to take a man for two years and 
train him to be a killer. A man should decide what 
he wants to do with his life. (Applause) So the 
question then is it becomes crystal clear for black 
people because we can easily say that anyone fighting 
in the war in Vietnam is nothing but a black mercenary 
and that is all he is. Any time a black man leaves a 
country where he can’t vote to supposedly .deliver the 
vote for somebody else - he’s a black mercenary. Any 
time (Applause) Anytime a black man leaves this country, 
gets shot in Vietnam on foreign ground and returns home 
and you won’t give him a burial in his own homeland - 
he’s a black mercenary, a black mercenary (Applause) 
And that even if I were to believe the lies of Johnson. 
If I were to believe his lies that we are fighting to 
give democracy to the people in Vietnam. As a black 
man living in this country I wouldn’t fight to give this 
to anybody. I wouldn't give it to any body. (Applause) 
So that we have to use our bodies and our minds in the 
only way that we see fit. We must begin like the 
philosopher Kamoo (ph) to come alive by saying No - that 
is the only act in which we begin to come alive.

"We have to say no to many many things in this 
country. This country is a nation of thieves. It has 
stole everything it has, beginning with black people, 
beginning with black people. (Applause) and then the 
question is how can we move to start changing this country 
from what it is - a nation of thieves. This country cannot 
justify any longer its existence. We have become the 
policemen of the world. The Marines are at disposal to 
always bring democracy. If the Vietnamese don’t want 
democracy well, damn it, we’ll just wipe them to hell 
out because they don’t deserve to live if they won’t 
have our way of life. .(Applause)
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"There is then in a larger sense, what do 
you do on your university campus? Do you raise 
questions about the hundred black students that 
were kicked off campus a couple of weeks ago. Eight 
hundred? And how does that question begin to move. 
Do you begin to relate to people outside of the 
ivory tower or university walls. Do you think you’re 
capable of building this human relationships as the 
country now stands. You're fooling yourself. It is 
impossible for white and black people to talk about 
building a relationship based on humanity when the 
country is the way it is - when the institutions are 
clearly against us. We’ve taken all the (?) 
of this country and found them to be downright lies. 
This country told us that if we worked hard we would 
succeed. If that were true, we would own this country, 
lock, stock and barrel - lock, stock and barrel. (Applause) 
Lock, stock and barrel.

"It is we who have picked the cotton for nothing. 
It is we who are the maids in the kitchens of liberal 
white people. It is we who are the janitors, the 
porters, the elevator men. It is we who sweep up 
your college floors. Yes, it is we who are the hardest 
workers and the lowest paid, and the lowest paid. It 
is nonsensical for people to start talking about human 
relationships until they’re willing to build new in
stitutions. Black people are economically insecure. 
White liberals are economically secure. Can you build 
an economic coalition? Are the liberals willing to 
share their salaries with the economically insecure 
people they so much love? Then if you’re not are you 
willing to start building new institutions that will 
provide economic security for black people. That’s 
the question we want to deal with - that’s the question 
we want to deal with. (Applause)(long pause)

"We have to, we have to seriously examine the 
histories that we been told, but we have something 
more to do than that. American students are perhaps the 
most politically unsophisticated students in the world, 
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in the world. In the world. (Applause) Across 
every country in this world, while we were growing 
up, students were leading the major revolutions of 
their countries. We have not been able to do that. 
They have been politically aware fo their existence in 
South American and neighbors down below the border have 
one every 24- hours, just to remind us that they are 
politically aware. (Applause) And that we have been 
unable to grasp it because we have always moved in a 
field of morality and love while people have been 
politically delving with our lives. And the question 
is how do we now move politically and stop trying to 
move morally. You can't move morally against a man 
like Brown and, Reagan. You’ve got to move politically 
to put them out of business. (Applause) You've got to 
move politically (Applause) You can't move morally 
against Lyndon Baines Johnson because he is an immoral 
man. He doesn't know what it is all about. So you've 
got to move politically - you've got to move politically. 
(Applause) And that we have to begin to develop a 
political sophistication, which is not to be a parrot. 
The two party system is the best party in the world, eh. 
(Laughter)

’’There is a difference between being a parrot and 
being politically sophisticated. We have to raise 
questions about whether or not we do need new types of 
political institutions in this country, and we in SNCC 
maintain that we need them now. We need new political 

institutions in this country. (Applause) At any time, 
anytime Lyndon Baines Johnson can head a party which 
has in it Bobby Kennedy, Wayne Morse, Easland, Wallace, 
and all those others supposed to be liberal cats, there’s 
something wrong with that party. They're moving politically 
not morally, and that if that party refuses to seat 
black people from Mississippi and goes ahead and seats 
racists like Eastland and his clique, it is clear to me 
that they're moving politically and cannot begin to 
talk morality to people like that. We must begin to 
think politically and see. we can have the power to im
pose and keep the morals values that we hold high.
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"We must question the values of this society. 
I maintain that black people are the best people to do 
that because we have been excluded from the society, and 
the question is we ought to think whether or not we want 
to become a part of that society. That's what we want to 
do. (Applause) And that is precisely what it seems to 
me that the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee is 
doing. We are raising questions about this country. I do 
not want to be a part of the American pie , the American pie 
means raping South Africa, beating Vietnam, beating South 
America, raping the Philippines. Raping every country you’ve 
been. I don’t want any of your blood money. I don’t want 
it, don’t want to be part of that system. The question is 
how do we raise those questions. How do we raise them as 
activists? How do we begin to raise them? (Applause) We 
have grown up and we are $he generation that has found this 
country to be a world power. That has found this country 
to be the wealthiest country in the world. We must question 
how she got her wealth. That’s what we’re questioning, and 
whether or not we want this country to continue being the 
wealthiest country in the world at the price of raping every
body else across the world. That’s what we must begin to 
question. (Applause) And that because black people are 
saying we do not now want to become a part of you. We are 
poor reversed racists. Ain’t that a gas? (Applause) Now 
then we want to touch on non-violence because we see that 
again as the failure of white society to make non-violence 
work. I was always surprised that Quakers who came to 
Alabama and counseled me to be non-violent, but didn’t 
have the guts to start talking to James Clark to be non
violent. That is where non-violence needs to be preach 
to Jim Clark, not to black people. They have already been 
non-violent too many years. (Applause) The question is can 
white people conduct their non-violent schools in Cicero 
where they belong to be conducted, not among black people 
in Mississippi. (Applause) Can they conduct it among the 
white people in Granada, 6'2" men who kick little black 
children. Can you conduct non-violent schools there?
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That is the question that we must raise. Not 
that you conduct non-violence among black people. 
Can you name me one black man today who killed any
body white and is still, alive? Even after rebellion 
when some black brothers throw some bricks and bottles, 
ten thousand of them have to pay the crime. Cause the 
white policeman comes in anybody who is black is arrest
ed. Cause we all look alike. (Applause) So that we 
have to raise those questions. We the youths of this 
country must begin to raise those questions. We must 
begin to move to build new institutions that’s going 
to speak for the needs of the people who need it. We 
are going to have to speak to change the foreign policy 
of this country. One of the problems with this peace 
movement is that it's just too caught up in Vietnam. 
If we pulled out the troops from Vietnam this week, 
next week you’ve to get another peace movement for Santo 
Domingo. And the question is how do you begin to 
articulate needs, to change the foreign policy of this 
country? A policy that is decided upon rape, a policy 
on which decisions are made upon getting economic wealth 
at any price, at any price. Now we articulate that we 
therefore have to hook up with black people around the 
world. That hookup is not only psychological but becomes 
very real. If South America-1 today were to rebel and 
black people were to shoot the hell out of all the white 
people there, as they should, as they should, then Standard 
Oil would crumple tomorrow. (Applause) If South Africa 
were to go today, Chase Manhattan Bank would crumble 
tomorrow. (Applause)
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If Zimbatwee (ph) which is called Rhodesia by white people, 
were to go tomarrow, General Electric would cave in on the 
east coast. The question is how do we stop those institut
ions that are so willing to fight against communist aggression 
but closes their eye to racist oppression. That is the 
question that you raise. Can this country do that? Now 
many people talk about pulling out of Vietnam? What will, 
happen if we pull out of Vietnam - there will be one less 
aggressor in there. We won’t be there, we won’t be there.

"And so the question is how do we articulate those 
positions and we cannot begin to articulate them from the 
same assumptions that the people in the country speak cause 
they speak from different assumptions than I assume the 
youth in this country are talking about. That we’re not 
talking about policy or aid, or sending Peace Corps people 
into teach people how to read and write and build houses 
while we steal their raw materials from them. Is that what 
we’re talking about? Cause that’s all we do. What under
developed countries needs are information on how to become 
industrialized. So they can keep their raw materials where 
they have it, produce them, and sell it to this country, for 
the price it’s supposed to pay. Not that we produce it and 
sell it back to them for a profit and keep sending our modern, 
day missionaries in, calling them the sons of Kennedy. 
(Applause) And that if the youths are going to participate in 
that program, how do you raise those questions where you begin 
to control the Peace Corps program. How do you begin to 
raise them. How do you raise the questions of poverty.

"The assumption for this country is that if someone 
is poor they are poor because of their own individual blight 
or they weren’t born on the right side of town. They had too 
many children, they went in the Army to early, the father 
was a drunk, they didn’t care about school, they made a mistake 
That’s a lot of nonsense. Poverty is well calculated in 
this country. It is well calculated. And the reason why the 
poverty program won’t work is because the calculators of 
poverty are administering it. That’s why it.won't work. 
(Applause) So how can we as the youth in the country move to 
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start tearing those things down? We must move into the 
white community. We are in the black community. The 
challenge is that the white activist has failed miserably to 
develop the movement inside the peace movement and the 
question is can we find white people who are gonna have the 
courage to go into white communities and start organizing. 
Can we find them? Are they here, and are they willing to 
do that?

"Those are the questions that we must face the white 
activist. We’re never gonna get caught up on questions 
about power - this country knows what power is - knows it 
very well and knows what black power is cause it deprived 
black people of it for four hundred years. So it knows what 
black power is. But the. question is why do black people, why 
do white people in this country associate black power with 
violence. The question is because of their own inability to 
deal with blackness. If we had said Negro power nobody would 
get scared. Everybody would support it, or if we said power 
for colored people everybody would be for that. But is the 
word Black, it is the word Black, that bothers people in 
this country and that’s their problem not mine, their problem 
not mine. (Applause) • Their problem. (Applause) Their 
problem. (Applause) Now there’s one modern day lie that we 
want to attack and them move on very quickly, and that is the 
lie that says anything all black is bad.

"Now, you’re all college university crowds, you've 
taken your basic logic course, you know about the major premise, 
the minor premise, so people that tell me anything all black 
is bad - let’s make that our major premise, major premise. 
Anything all black is bad. Minor premise or particular 
premise, I am all black; therefore, - I'm never going to put 
in that trick bag - I am black and I am all good. (Laughter 
and applause) Anything all black is not necessarily bad. 
Anything all black is only bad when you use to force to keep 
whites out. Now that’s what white people have done in this 
country and they’re projecting the same fear and guilt on us 
and we won’t have it, we won’t have it. (Applause) Let them 
handle their own fears and their own guilt. Let them find 
their own psychology - We refuse to be the therapy for white 
society any longer. We have gone mad trying to do it. We
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have gone stark raving made trying to do it.

"I look at Dr. King on television every single day and 
I say to myself now there is a man who’s desperately needed 
in this country. There is a man full of love, there is a 
man full of mercy, there is a man full of compassion, but 
everytime I see Lyndon on television I say Martin baby you've 
got a long way to go. (Laughter and applause) So that the 
question stands as to what.we are willing to do, are we 
willing to say no, to withdraw from their system and to begin 
within our community to start to function and to build new 
institutions that will speak to our needs.

"In Lowndes County we developed something called the 
Lowndes County Freedom organization - it is a political party. 
The Alabama law says that if you have a party you must have 
an emblem. We chose for the emblem a black panther, a 
beautiful black animal, which symbolizes the strength and 
dignity of black people. An animal that never strikes back 
until he’s backed so far into the wall he’s got nothing to do 
but spring out, and when he springs he does not stop. (Applause) 
Now there is a party in Alabama called the Alabama Democratic 
Party - it is all white. It has as its emblem a white rooster 
and the words white supremacy for the right. Now the gentle
men of the press because they’re advertisers and because most 
of them are white, and because they are produced by the white 
institution, never calls the Lowndes County Freedom organi
zation by its name, but rather they call the Alabama Democratic 
Party the White Cock Party. It’s fair to us (Laughter and 
applause) It’s fair to us. (Applause)

"It is clear to me that that just points out America’s 
problem with sex and color, not our problem - not out problem. 
And it is how white America is gonna deal with those problems 
of sex and color if we were to be real and to be honest. We 
would have to admit, we would have to admit, that most people 
in this country see things black and white - we have to do 
that - all of us do. We live in a country that’s geared 
that way. White people have to admit that they are afraid to 
go into a black ghetto at night - they are afraid. That’s a 
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fact. They’re afraid because they be beat, lynched, booted, 
cut up, etc. etc. Perhaps the black people inside the ghetto 
every day incidentally, and white people are afraid of that. 
So you get a man to do it for you, a policeman, and now you 
figure his mentality where he’s afraid of black people. The 
first time a black man jumps that white man gonna shoot him. 
He’s gonna shoot'em. So police brutality is going to exist 
on that level because of the incapability of that white man 
to see black people come together and to live in the conditions.

’’This country is too hypocritical and that we cannot 
adjust ourselves to its hypocracy. The only time I hear 
people move to defend themselves against white people. Black 
people cut themselves every night in the ghetto don't every
body talk about non-violence. Lyndon Baines Johnson is busy 
bombing the hell out of Vietnam - don't nobody talk about 
non-violence. White people beat up black people ezery day - 
don't nobody talk about non-violence, but as soon as black 
people start to move the double standard comes into being. 
You can't defend yourself that's what you say. Cause you show 
me a man who would advocate agressive violence that will be 
able tc live in this country. (Pause) Jumps that white 
man's gonna shoot 'em, he's gonna shoot 'em. So police 
brutality is going to exist on that level because of the 
incapability of that white man to see black people come 
together and to live in the conditions.

"This country is to hypocritical and that we cannot adjust 
ourselves to hypocracy. The only time I hear people talk 
about non-violence is when black people move to defend themselves 
against white people. Black people cut themselves every night 
in the ghetto - don't everybody talk about non-violence. 
Lyndon Baines Johnson is busy bombing the hell out of Vietnam - 
don't nobody talk about non-violence. White people beat up 
black people every day - don't nobody talk about non-violence, 
but as soon as black people start to move the double standard 
comes into being. You can't defend yourself, that’s what 
you say. Cause you show me a man who would advocate aggressive 
violence that would be able to live in this country. Show 
him to me. The double standards again come into self, is it 
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dutiful and hypocritical for the political civilian who 
calls himself the Vice President of this country (Applause) 
to stand up before this country and say murdering never got 
anybody anywhere. (Laughter andq>plause) Isn’t it hypo
critical for Lyndon to talk about murdering, that you can't 
accomplish anything by murdering and you must accomplish it 
by the legal ways. What does he know about legality? Ask 
HO Chi-minh, he'll tell you. (Applause)

"So that in conclusion let me say that number one, 
it is clear to me that we have to wage a psycholo.gical battle - 
on the right the black people to define their own terms. 
Define themselves as they see fit and organize themselves as 
they see it. Now the question is how is the white community 
gonna begin to allow for that organizing because once they 
start to do that they will also allow for the organizing that 
they want to do inside their community. It doesn't make a 
difference cause we gonna organize our way anyway. We gonna 
do it.

"The question is how we gonna facilitate those matters. 
Whether it's gonna be done with thousand policemen with 
submachine guns or whether or not it's gonna be done in the 
contest where it is allowed to be done by white people wanting 
more policemen. That is the question and the question is how 
are white people to call themselves activists ready to start 
move into the white communities, of building new political 
institutions to ______  the ones we have and to move around the
concept of white refusing to go into . That we can 
start then to build a new world. It is ironic to talk about 
civilization in this country, this country is uncivilized. 
It needs to be civilized. It needs to be civilized. (Applause 
And that we must begin to raise those question so civilization, 
what it is and who do it and so we must urge you to fight now.

"To be the leaders of today, not tomarrow - we've got 
to be the leaders of today. This country, this country is a 
nation of thieves. It stands on the brink of becoming a 
nation of murderers. We must stop it. We must stop it. We
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must stop it. (Applause) We must stop it. (Applause) 
And then therefore the lord just sent us the question of 
black people. We are on the move to our liberation. We 
have been tired of trying to explain to white people that we’re 
not going to hurt them. We are concerned with getting the 
things we want. The tings that we have to have to be able 
to function. The question is can white people allow for 
that in this country. Thw question is will white people over
come their racism and allow for that to happen in this 
country.

"If that does not happen brothers and sisters, we have 
no choice but to say very clearly Move over or we gonna move 
on over you. (Applause) (Long applause) Don’t move, (pause) 
(another man) Two announcements - we need people to come 
that take the step, contribute, come and cleanup. Second 
announcement - Give. There’s gonna be baskets at both ends - 
Give to SNCC. (3rd man) I think we all have a consensus 
here on one challenge that we’d all like to voice. I think 
a lot of us here would like to voice, especially the black 
people, and that isxthat I would like for the news media for 
once to go back and tell Whitey just what was here today and 
don’t, distort us. (Applause) And give all you got, money, 
we need money."
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(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
AIRTEL

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (IOO-^WP/

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

IS - MISCELLANEOUS

ReNYteletype 7/12/67.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven (11)

copies of a LHM regarding captioned subject. Two copies each 

are furnished Atlanta and New York in view of their interest 

in this matter.

The confidential source referred to in the

O

LHM is
b2 , (

■b7c L

>7D

The

dated 7/12/67

confidential source is a source at t2 

as set forth in reNYtel b?c

New York confirm departure 

fromNew York. REC. 53
of CARMICHAEL and

^Bureau (Enc. 11)

2 - Atlanta (100-6812) (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - New York (

^L_ * WFO y ■ b7D - ■ ■
(1- 100-41626) (COMFIL - SNCH1--------------------- ‘ "
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(Info) 

) (Enc. 2) (RM)?2 <

b7D

b7C
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Approved: ___\Xj
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BYl_________
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'iWFO affording this matter continuous attention and 

any additional information received' will be reported promptly 

to interested Offices.
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CARMICHAEL
NON-VIOLENT CO-

STOKLEY 
STUDENT 
ORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC) 
PROPOSED VISIT CHATTANOOGA, 
TENNESSEE, SUMMER 1967 
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Knoxville airtel to Bureau 7/12/67.

b7C

i.MKXZZiCF;'*'.(Priority)

Submitted herewith to the Bureau are 11 copies!'of 
letterhead memorandum, Knoxville, dated 7/18/67. Copies 
have been disseminated locally to intelligence agencies. 
Secret Service at Nashville, and USA, Chattanooga, Tenn

This 
and the Bureau 
developments.

matter is receiving continuous attention 
will be kept advised of any pertinent

REC- 24•3>- Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM)
2 -Atlanta (Enc. 2) (RM)
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6 - Knoxville (2 - 157-403;

1 - 80-70A; 
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UNITWSTATES DEPARTMENT OF JUM|CE

- FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535
July 18, 1967

Director
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

all information contained 
herein is UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 'S-zerfcZ—-

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. | | Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2. □ Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means.

3. □ Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member 
of other group or organization inimical to U.S.

4. | | U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. Fxl Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a) □ Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) □ Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) | Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. □ Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph □ has been furnished □ enclosed | | is not available 
□ may be available through ■___________________________i_________ _____

Very truly yours,

Direct

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) — 2)
U. S. Secret Service , Nashville, Tennessee

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form 
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Knoxville, Tennessee, 37902

July 18, 1967
ALL INFORMATION COWWED 
HER0N IS UNCLASSIFIED

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL C
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT CO
ORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC) 
PROPOSED VISIT CHATTANOOGA, 
TENNESSEE, SUMMER 1967 
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to Knoxville memorandum captioned 
matter dated 7/12/67.

this reported visit and would keep the FBI fully informed.

b7C

b7D

enclosure



STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
PROPOSED VISIT CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE, SUMMER 1967

advised he had not received any information that STOKLEY 
CARMICHAEL or [were in Chattanooga,________
Tennesseeo . He advised that| |

| | frequently visitsf
and always attempts to stir up racial unrest on these visits. 
He said| |is looked upon by Negro leaders and Negro
responsible citizens of Chattanooga as a "nut” and they do 
not believe that under any circumstances could he cause any 
racial unrest in Chattanooga. They also do not believe he 
has any influence with SNCC or with STOKLEY CARMICHAEL.

» | [reported he was informed this week by
1 that STOKLEY CARMICHAEL had declined

[letter of open invitation to CARMICHAEL to_________
visit Chattanooga. |

which has an[~ || [wrote a letteT
to CARMICHAEL inviting him to Chattanooga to speak to | |

I ~| when he received information alleging that
CARMICHAEL had been refused admittance to Chattanooga. This 
information is set forth in Knoxville memorandum of 6/22/67, 
captioned matter. ” ■

b7C

b7D

b7C

b7D

  advised he is not now interested 
in having CARMICHAEL visit Chattanooga. He stated CARMICHAEL 
in his letter to I___________I declined the speaking engagement b7c
as he is no longer president of SNCC. He also stated he b7D
planned to leave "the country" the first of the month on 
vacation. No other details are known by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its.contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency.
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Date: 7/20/67

Transmit the following in _________________________:_____________________
, (Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL AIRMAIL_______
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, JACKSONVILLE (100-870)

SUB J: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS -MISCELLANEOUS

On 7/19/67, LEVY WILCOX
Chapter, Southern Christian Leadership 

held a press conference in Jacksonville,
sonville 
Conference 
Fla., and advised local news media that STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL, Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC) leader, has accepted an invitation to speak
in Jacksonville, Fla., on August 9, 1967. He advised 
that CARMICHAEL will be accompanied by H. RAP BROWN, 
Chairman, SNCC, and probably several other representatives
of SNCC.

The Jacksonville Chapter, SCLC, has attempted 
in the past to sponsor various demonstrations with not 
much response from the local negro community. Announcement 
of CARMICHAEL’S proposed appearance in Jacksonville has 
been made by 
coverage has

LEADS

local television and radio stations, but no 
been given by local newspapers. ) / i /

REC-52 ' " '

ATLANTA

AT ATLANTA, GA.

-JUL 24 1857

Through SNCC sources attempt to verify if 
CARMICHAEL intends to speak in Jacksonville, Fla., on 
August 9, 1967, and furnish any other pertinent infor
mation re mode of travel, number, and persons in party 
and itinerary.

- Bureau (RM)
■z - Atlanta (RM) 
4 - Jacksonville

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

(g^pecial Agei

r 100-870) ( 1 - 100-635) 
157-^23)

_____ Sent -______ 
e

M Per --------------------------------
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Transmit the following in__

AIRTEL
Via______________ _

(Type in plaintext or, code)

TO:

FROM:. •

SUBJECT:

7/1V67

b7C

b7D

DIRECTOR, FBI

'(Priority)'.

FBI

Date: 7/17/67

. b7C

’ ■

SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL .
IS-MISCELLANEOUS

Re New York teletypes to Bureau dated 7/12/67 and 
and Bureau airtel to Atlanta dated 7/14/67. <—“

Enclosed for the Bureau and offices listed are 
. copies of LHM concerning. CARMICHAEL’S trip to Europe on 

7/14/67.

to SA
furnished information

b7C

b7D

b7C

b7C '

V

b7C

furnished information to SA 

Physical surveillance, at John F. Kennedy r— 
International Airport on 7/14/67, was conducted by SA|

Dissemination of attached LHM is being made t 
Secret Service, NYC,108th Military Intelligence Group, 
USA, SDNY and USA, EDNY.

A stop was placed with INS, NYC on 7/17/67? so that 
the NYO will be advised of subject’s return to the United 
States at the Port of New York.: all ithtorma-Tion coMAiirao
- ■

(^Bureau (ENCLS. 8) (RM) q
^Atlanta (100-6812) (ENCLS, 3) (RM) (AM) W 3 7/

(1- 100- ) « I &
2-Washington Field (ENCLS. 2) (RM) .—t • 1 .==—=*“■
1-New York /

z JAGENCY: -QShSSC. SEW’- 19 W
bD. RAO fi JUL *

Approved:

VJA:am 
(10) LATE E >:■!

HOW FLU-
BXa—___ '£LSL
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nt ,.^7 . M
'■ . .. .
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

New York 100-153751

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York 
July 17, 1967

Stokely Carmichael
Internal Security-Miscellaneous

b7C

b7D
furnished the following information

b7C

b7D

Pan American Airways was at that time holding 
reservations for Stokely Carmixfhael and I I from John F.
Kennedy International Airport, Queens, New York, via Pan American 
Flight 10U, departing at 8^5- pm on July 1.U-, 19 67. Earlier 
reservations for I 
Carmichael group had 
earlier reservations 
also been cancelled.

as part of the //<-#' 
advised that .

1 andl 
been ^cancelled. _____________

for this group from London to Moscow had

A Special Agent (SA) ofithe Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI), on the evening of July 1M-, 1967, observed 
Stokely Carmichael, accompanied by another Negro male, board 
Pan American Flight 10U at John F. Kennedy International Airport, 
which flight departed the airport at 10s00 pm on July 1*+, 1967, 
bound for London, England.

b7C

made available for review by an ba of the il'bi, the_ 
immigration Forms 1-9^ on Flight 10^, which departed on July 1^, 
1967.

The following pertinent I-9*+s were noted and information 
therefrom is set forth below;

Stokely Carmichael
Pan American Flight lO^-, July 1*+, 1967 
United States Passport Number HI39577 
Address - 360 Nelson Street Southwest,

Atlanta, Georgia

Thia document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outsido 
your agency.
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□ AIRGRAM

STATE 06

CO CABLEGRAM □ RADIO □TELETYPE

URGENT 7-21^67

TO DIRECTOR

FROM-CEGAT LONDON NO. 92

Tolson — 
ja&Loachl 
iMohr___
Wick ------
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt 
Gale

Tfotter-----------------
Tele. Room ______
Holmes----------------
Gandy ------------------

ALERT TO DEPARTURE

REC- 25

2:55 PM LRK

b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISCELLANEOUS

SUBJECT ANNOUNCED LAST SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT IN ENGLAND

WILL/BE AT 4 PM JULY 2? NEXT AT DIALECTICS OF LIBERATION

CONGRESS

REMAINING

RECEIVED:

e e

WE SUSPECT HE WILL LEAVE SHORTLY THEREAFTER

4 JUL 27 1967

3RD CO MR., BRENNAN

CO- MR. F0R THE director
.— - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - —»

If'-t-he^inleUigenc,fi^ontain&£inlthe above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
pcffhph^ase[ciiinib&lw3ta jSTtwcAhe Bureau’s cryptographic systems.
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CABLEGRAM

TO LEGAT LONDON

URGENT

7/26/67

FROM DIRECTOR FBI
STOKELY GrMICHAEL, INTERNAL SECURITY * MISCELLANEOUS

INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM THE DEPARTMENT W[

OBTAIN COPY AND FORWARD TO BUREAU

IMMEDIATELY

1 - Foreign Liaison Unit (Route through for
PTB:skr 

(4)

i» JUL 281967
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Date: 7/21/67
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(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL AIR MAIL
(Priority) j

TO: DIRECTOR, J

J FROM: SAC, TAMPA
/■ '

STOKELYCARMICHAEL 
IS - M

\
?BI (100-446080) J/ \

\ b7C

(100-1103) (P) / >

During the (received a
long distance telephc

1______________________
to join in plans for 
at Jacksonville 8/9/f

Tampa will 
above plans.

Jacksonvil]

Bureau (RM)
2 - Jacksonville (RM)
2 - Atlanta (RM)
5 - Tampa_________

(1 - |_________ | b2
(1 - 157-355) b7E
(1 - 157-309)

TCA:Im 
(12)

/£ / 4 

nN

>ne call believed from I____________ | b2
subject who is scheduled for appearance ^b7c
>7 . b7D

provide any information received as tX ,

te handle. \ b7c

ST-104 /.

<lk ^c5t

JUL 24 1367
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

F B I

Date: 7/19/67

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

r i 
j r

TO:
FROM:

b2

b7D

DIRECTOR, FBI
SAC, KNOXVILLE (157-403) (P)

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, 
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING 
COMMITTEE (SNCC)
PROPOSED VISIT, CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE 
SUMMER OF 1967 
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Knoxville airtel to Bureau and 
dated 7/18/67.

LHM both

Submitted herewith for the Bureau
copies of a LHM at Knoxville in captioned matter dated\1967. 11 copies are for captioned file and V 

for Bureau file 157-1078, entitled "Chattanooga 
Council. 00

July 19, 
3 copies 
Citizens Knoxville."

b7C

are 14

v Gj

Copies have 
intelligence agencies 
at Nashville 
Tennessee.

, and one 
Informants are

been disseminated locally to # '>- 
with two copies to Secret Service 
copy to USA at Chattanooga.

and

n 
rg

¥
®ureau

cv 11Q all stow® cobm©
LEADS: LA-11^ HEREIN. IS OTCLABSDg^ u

(3-captioned case, Enc. 11)
(3-case entitled Chattanooga Citizens Council; , 

157-1078 - Enc. 3) . - LLu
2 - Atlanta (Enc. 2) dcq. 50 / '
5 - Knoxville (2-157-403) 11-157-292 B) _

(1-157-153) (1-100-3301)
ACENC^

GCW:pjb A
(13) ") I

DATE
MOW I-URW

JJ, R/xO

~| b7C

^6^5 211957

1

1

ApjSo
/ec

'gent in Charge
Sent M Per



KX 157-403

b7C

b7D

ATLANTA DIVISION:
Through| and review of investiga

tion conducted bv Atlanta re SNCC, advise Knoxville if 
is I "land close

associates of STOKLEY CARMICHAEL.
Will furnish a brief summary of his activities 

and his potential for creating racial unrest, so that b7c this information can be furnished to | 
b7D on a confidential basis.

KNOXVILLE DIVISION:
AT CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE:
Will follow and report all developments in 

this matter.

2



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

July 19, 1967
Director
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. | | Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2. | | Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means. >

3. | | Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. | | U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. | | Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a) | | Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) | | Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment,
(c) f~x| Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. | | Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph □ has been furnished □ enclosed | | is not available
I | may be available through_____________________________________________________________________

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) - 2
U. S. Secret Service Nashville , Tennessee

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form 
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Knoxville, Tennessee

July 19, 1967

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT 
COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
(SNCC)
Proposed Visit to Chattanooga
Summer of 1967
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Knoxville memorandum in captioned matter dated 
July 18, 1967.

b7C

b7D

[advisedI J that he had received
information that I [arrived in Chattanooga,
Tennessee, on the night of July 17, 1967, and is visiting 
with| I stated
his sources, whom he did not identify, advised him that______

|is actually one of 
in SNCC; that he has been considered to be a very good 
speaker among Negroes on ’’Black Power", and is capable of causing racial unrest. | ]stated that |~ wa& reported
to be in the Waiters Lounge on East 9th Street, Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, a Negro club, on the night of July 17, 1967, 
making statements about stirring up activities in Chattanooga 
relating to "Black Power. " Exact nature of these statements 
were unknown. I ~l advised he heard through the same 
sources that STOKLEY CARMICHAEL passed through Chattanooga 
on the night of July 17. 1967.1 I to visit
with|_____________________________ |and departed. He knew of
no contacts reportedly made by CARMICHAEL \in Chattanooga.

b7C

b7D

____| was very concerned that possible 
racial disorder might occur in Chattanooga, although he has 
no specific information to this effect and he feels that 
generally the Negroes in Chattanooga are all opposed to 
racial incidents, racial violence and to the "Black Power" 
advocation of STOKLEY CARMICHAEL and SNCC.

AT.T, INFORMATION QQNTAIOO

COPIES

333 FEB 24 1971

DESTROYED



STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
STUDENT NON-VIOLENCE COORDINATING
COMMITTEE (SNCC)

b7C

b7D

b7C

b7D

b7C

b7D

I Istated that a newspaper article
appearing in a Chattanooga newspaper July 18, 1967, 
announced that former Governor GEORGE C. WALLACE would 
speak in the Memorial Auditorium, Chattanooga, Tennessee, on 
the night of August 9, 1967. He stated that this appearance 
of WALLACE would not help the racial-situation at Chattanooga. 
He advised that WALLACE was supposed to have been invited 
as a guest speaker of the "Stand Up for America Committee." 
The Memorial Auditorium reservations were made by I I

ladvised that 
he is afraid that if WALLACE speaks in Chattanooga that the 
Negroes will attempt to secure a similar speaking engage
ment at Chattanooga for STOKLEY CARMICHAEL as a counter 
measure. I I advised that he does not know anything
about the "Stand Up for America Committee."

I |stated he was definitely not going
to allow any violence in Chattanooga if it could possibly 
be prevented. He stated that they would instruct all 
available police officers, auxiliary police and other 
agencies, if necessary, to be present immediately when any 
sign of any possible racial unrest is received. They will 
be instructed to immediately arrest, or at least remove, 
those who appear to be trouble makers from the area. He 
advised he was considering moving these leaders in cars to 
some other area, having officers talk to them, but possibly 
not arrest them. He also stated that at any speaking engage
ment by CARMICHAEL or | | and at the speaking engagementof WALLACE, scheduled for August 9, 19^67, he would have a 
large number of police officers present to ensure no racial 
problems developed.

>

Confidential Knoxville informants who have furnished 
reliable information in the past, and who are familiar with 
activities of the Dixie Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, 
Inc., Chattanooga, Tennessee, advised that Klavern #1 of the

2 -



STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT
COORDINATING COMMITTEE
(SNCC)

Dixie Klans. Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. Inc., donated
b7c $100 at a I | meeting I |to the Chattanooga
b7D Citizens Council. The purpose of this donation was to 

assist this organization in raising $1,000 reported necessary 
to reserve the Memorial Auditorium at Chattanooga for a 
speaking engagement for former Alabama Governor GEORGE WALLACE 
in August of 1967.

At a meeting, Klavern #1, Dixie Klans. Knights
b?c of the Ku Klux Kian, inc., Chattanooga, Tennessee, |
b7D | | a letter was presented reportedly from the Chattanooga

Citizens Council thanking the Dixie Klans, Knights of the 
Ku Klux Klan, Inc. for their $100 contribution.

The Chattanooga Citizens Council is affiliated with 
the Citizens Council of America, headquarters in Jackson, 
Mississippi.

b7C

b7D

advised| |that,he had some| |
| [visit lounges on East 9th Street, including
the Waiters Lounge, for the purpose of talking with their 
acquaintances and attempt to obtain information regarding statements being made by| [reportedly
was telling a number of Negroes on East 9th Street, that 
"they" had received a number of letters in Atlanta, Georgia, 
from Chattanooga regarding the Negro situation in Chattanooga. 
He indicated "they" was SNCC, but made no positive statement 
to this effect. | [reported he was in Chattanooga to check 
out some of these things. No comments are known to have been 
made regarding what action he, or SNCC, would take as a result 
of his inquiry. | 1 stated he had not received any
confirmation of reports that[ Iwas telling individuals in 
Chattanooga that he was in Chattanooga to cause unrest or to 
make any speeches.

3



STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT
COORDINATING COMMITTEE
(SNCC)

On the afternoon of ___________________
advised that he had just been informed by one of

I that he had talked to|
________________________________________ reportedly stated that
STOKLEY CARMICHAEL and his followers were scheduled to come 
to Chattanooga, Tennessee. on the day that Governor WALLACE 
sneaks in Chattanooga. | [stated he did not know if

Iwas merely boasting. or if such plans were actually

b7C

b7D

being made. advised the Chattanooga Police Department
will conduct an exhaustive investigation to learn as much as possible regarding) [activities in Chattanooga and 
his associates.

advised the only record identifiable with|~~in that1 wasf I At this time
I listed his address

of birtas
"Negro maieTl [weight bounds. black hair,I 
medium brown complexion, employed^by|~ 
refused to answer questions concerning

I eyes
He was

b7C

b7D

4*-



DIXIE KLANS, KNIGHTS OF 
THE KU KLUX KLAN, INC. 

(Tennessee)

Confidential sources reported September 17, 1957, 
that some former leaders of Klavern #1, U. S. Klans, Knights 
of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc. (USK, KKKK, Inc.) Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, and their close associates had been banished from 
this organization in September, 1957. Sources advised that 
these banished individuals formed a new klan organization 
known as Dixie Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc., 
(DK, KKKK, Inc.) with headquarters in Masonic Hall, 2523 
Glass Street, East Chattanooga, Tennessee. A general wel
fare charter was secured from the State of Tennessee on 
October 21, 1957, which charter lists some of the purposes 
of the organization as freedom of speech and association, 
rejection of forced integration, preservation of the Consti
tutions of the United States and of Tennessee, and 
preservation of the sovereignty of each state.

In August, 1966, sources stated that the DK, KKKK, 
Inc., only has one active klavern of this organization, this 
being located in East Chattanooga, Tennessee. Other klaverns 
which were located in the State of Georgia are no longer 
associated with the DK, KKKK, Inc.

A confidential source advised during the Fall of 
1960 there was a "den" of Klavern #1, DK, KKKK, Inc., 
Chattanooga, Tennessee, consisting of| [members, L J

I and I I then
________________________________________________________ These individuals, 
all members of Klavern #1, DK, KKKK, Inc., during the Summer t 
of 1960 reportedly were responsible for five bombings of 
residences in Hamilton County, Tennessee, during July and 1 
August, 1960. They reportedly held|________ meetings and
discussed bombings and other acts of violence. Their existence 
and activities reportedly were unknown to rank and file mem
bers. All "den" members and alternates were interviewed 
during another investigation, denied knowledge of bombings 
or acts of violence, denied knowledge of "den" of DK, KKKK, 
Inc., and majority admitted current membership in the 
DK, KKKK, Inc.

Sources reported in August, 1966, that for the 
past four and a half years, none of the DK, KKKK, Inc. 
members or leaders have discussed acts of violence. They 



b7D

2

reported that the individuals previously identified as 
members of the "den" in 1960 are no longer members or 
associated with the DK, KKKK, Inc.

During the period 1962 to present, Negroes have 
demonstrated at Chattanooga, Tennessee, seeking integration of 
public and municipal facilities. They have held demonstrations 
concerning integration of public schools in Chattanooga, Tenn., 
and Hamilton County, Tennessee, in the Fall of 1962 and the Fall of 
1963, and since then the schools have been integrated, all public 
facilities, Chattanooga, Tennessee, have been integrated, and on 
May 24, 1966, a Negro family moved into a previously all-white, 
housing project, which is located in thfe immediate proximity of a 
number of residences of DK, KKKK, Inc., members. During the period 
of all of the above, leaders of the DK, KKKK, Inc., have instructed 
their members at meetings and on an individual basis to stay
away from the areas where demonstrations were occurring, not to 
participate in any counter demonstrations, not to commit any acts of 
violence or advocate any acts of violence or become engaged in any 
arguments over the above integration.

In September, 1965, a near racial riot occurred near a 
housing project, East Chattanooga, which began with an argument 
between Negro and white teenagers. Demonstrations occurred for a 
few nights, which included heckling of police officers, throwing 
rocks at police cars and policemen. All demonstrators were white. 
A large number of youthful members of the DK, KKKK,, Inc., were 
involved in this incident.

Within a few days following this demonstration, Negroes 
and white youth became engaged in a fight in East Chattanooga near 
the DK, KKKK, Inc., headquarters, resulting in the shooting of one 
Negro. A number of arrests were made; charges later dismissed. 
Majority of the white youths were members of the DK^ KKKK, Inc.

Sources report that in 1965, the DK, KKKK, Inc., had a 
group known as the "claw" or "black-card" members, which was formed 
for the purpose of taking any necessary acts of violence, violation 
of the laws, discipline of klan members, or intimidation of others 
when and if needed. These members are not known to have participated 
in any acts of violence and majority of the identified members termi
nated their membership in the DK, KKKK, Inc., in December, 1965, when 
a split in leadership and membership occurred. The members and 
leaders who have continued to be active in the DK, KKKK, Inc., during 
1966 are not known to have been a part of this special group or to 
favor violence.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of 

t;:\ '■ It is the property of the F. B. I. and is loaned to your

agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



FD-36/Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 7/27/6?

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT

Via AIRTEL

laintext or code)

(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O)

FROM SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751)

SUBJECT STOKELY-CARMICHAEL 
IS-MISCELLANEOUS 
(OO:AT)

ReBuairtel to AT, 7/14/67.

NYO indices reflect no identifiable information 
concerning! I Review of NYfile on Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 100-14-7963 failed to 
develop any information identifying

NYO possesses no information concerning!
Iin addition to that set forth in WFO airtel to Bureau 

dated 7/12/67.I

b7C

bl

b7C

Field

Cl
ON: 25X^JL^i

(RM)

Sent M Per

/ 3-Bureau (RM)
'._2<Atlanta (100-6812) (RM)

2-Washington
1-New York

VJA: axb 
(9)

54 AUG 3 1957;
Approved: _________________

Special Agenl /in Charge

is JUL 281967



F

I WASH DC

FEDERAL BUREAU OF WSWIM 
V. s. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

JUL281967

FBI CHICAGO

1:27AM URGENT 7/28/67 GEH

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080)

CHICAGO (157-1297)

STOKELYMTARMICHAEL, IS - M, 00: ATLANTA

Mr- ToIbossl

Mi. Mohr
Mr. Wickl ~~~

Mr- Casper I
Mr. Callahan___ I
Mr. Conrad I
Mr. f
Mr- GaIeZ~~~T~ '
Mr- e
Mr. Suliivg^^r
Mr. TaveL.Mr- TroS^_
eJe. RoofflL_ 

Mu* Hoi^ 
Miss Gandw

RE BU TELEPHONE CALL TO CHICAGO JULY TWENTYSEVEN LAST

BOAC FLIGHT NUMBER FIVE SIX SEVEN ARRIVED CHICAGO FOUR TWENTY PM 

JULY TWENTYSEVEN LAST. CARMICHAEL NOT ON BOARD. mWHiSh'

CHICAGO COVERED ARRIVAL ALL FLIGHTS FROM MONTREAL, ALL OTHER 

OVERSEAS FLIGHT ARRIVALS JULY TWENTYSEVEN LAST, CARMICHAEL NOT 

ON BOARD.

SOURCES ALERTED FOR ANY INFORMATION RE CARMICHAEL’S ARRIVAL 

THIS CITY OR ANY INFO RE HIS FUTURE TRAVEL PLANS.

BUREAU WILL BE PROMPTLY ADVISED OF ANY INFO RECEIVED 

AM COPY ATLANTA.
END REG 13 • / Ob " l/QO

JMS 
— CSsa**®8®

FBI WASH DC r . ; 0^5 ftl)G t 1967

A^A ALL INFORMA.TIO1T CONWUED

fe.3;- 1367



f\J OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

3010-104

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Wick
1 - Mr. W.C. Sullivan

TO Mr. W. C. SullivAI

FROM :C. D. Brennan

DATE: July 27, 1967

Tolson ___________
DeLoach _________
Mohr__________ ■
Wick _____________
Casper___________
Callahan _________
Conrad___________
Felt_____________
Gale---------------- -—
Rosen ___________
Sullivan __________
Tavel____________
Trotter___________
Tele. Room______
Holmes_________ _
Gandy

subject; STUDENTfWONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL ✓

1 -Mr, J.F. Bland
1 -I I b7c
1 - Mr. C.D. Brennan

Referral/Direct

b7C

I immediately called our Chicago Office and spoke 
to Assistant Special Agent in Charge I I He was?
instructed to attempt to ascertain and confirm Carmichael’s 
arrival in Chicago and through established sources t0 attempt 
to ascertain his itinerary and proposed future actiyitiea.. 
and to keep the Bureau promptly advised of pertinent "develop
ments .
RECOMMENDATION:

CDB:jes 
(7)

all information contained

For information.

^4

mAU'6 1 Wl



OPTIONAL form no. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

OSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

Mr. W. C. Sullivan,

from^s <,./R. Wannall.^

5010-J06

subject/1 CUBAN CLANDESTINE OPERATIONS 
.IN THE .UNITED STATES.

INTERNAL

1 -Mr. DeLoachy'"/, 
1 - Mr. Casper v
1 - Mr. Felt o
1 - Mr. Sullivan 
DATE: July 26, 1967
1 
1 
1 
1 
1

- Mr. Bland
- C. D. Brennan
- Mr. Wannall b?c ..

SECURITY - CUBA

Tolson — 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Wick z

• Con v 
Felt____________

Gale--------------------
Rosen ---------------—

Sullivan ---------------
Tavel -------------------

Trotter .----------------
.Tele. Room ——

Holmes__________
andy ------------------

racial violence irT^the U So andIn view of current
in Cuba of Stokely Carmichael,-foremost "Black Powers 
of violence, Special Agent in Charge (SAC) Letter/^

presence 
advocate 
being sent alerting field to possibility of future Castro 
involvement in U. S. racial strife. b7C

The press today carried item disclosing that 
Stokely Carmichael had arrived in Havana by air from Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, as an official guest of the Castro government 
and would attend the Latin-American Solidarity Organization 
(LASO) conference which commences 7/31/67. .It was indicated 
he expected to see Premier Fidel Castro during his’ stay , and . ( 
shortly before his arrival in Cuba, the Cuban news-agency
Prensa Latina” published an interview with Carmichael in which^Ji> 
.e was quoted as saying: ”In Newark, we are applying .the QnM ‘he was quoted as saying: 

tactics of guerrilla warfare. We are preparing groups of 
urban guerrillas for our defense in the cities. This struggle 
is not going to be a mere street meeting. It is going to be ( 
a struggle to theUdeath." //fy'/ / , .. ,

■ Asas / ./ 7/ r T AZ -*•> t U' .
■’? ““’if

Although we have no^ information which would indicate \s 
that any of the current racial violence is directed in any 
manner from Cuba, we are, of course, alert to the possibility 
that Castro at any time may give his support to such violence 
on a clandestine basis. In view of the fact that the avowed 
purpose^ofthe LASO conference in Cuba is to plan ways and 
means to overthrow U. S. ’’imperialism" in Latin America by 
revolutionary violence, Stokely Carmichael’s presence-could be 
significant and could possibly presage Castrd’^c^olvement 
this country’s racial situation.

Accordingly, we feel it is^nost timely to_ instruct the b7c 

field to be alert to any indications of Castro^involvement \ 
(consisting of support, direction or influence) in racial violence 
and riots here. .-z .̂•' - k/9

• r.. „• f fer RECORDED ■ ■ : .$ ,

If you approve, attach©4ij^elgfer in line with the / 
rwill be sent.

Enclosur^j>y /

(10) ,7 .

ACTION

5)1

■)i 

si



PLAINTEXT

TELEGRAM

b7C

f - » «

YOUR TELEGRAM RECEIVED JULY TWENTY-FIFTH. WITH

RESPECT TO YOUR INQUIRIES, FBI IS STRICTLY AN INVESTIGATIVE

AGENCY OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND DOES NOT DETERMINE

WHETHER PROSECUTION WILL BE INSTITUTED IN ANY SITUATION,

SUCH DECISIONS CONCERNING VIOLATIONS OF FEDERAL LAW ARE 

WITHIN PROVINCE OF UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.

SINCE MATTERS REGARDING PASSPORTS HANDLED BY UNITED STATES;?

S -

RENDER. nA.TE^-7/nO

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, COPY OF YOUR COMMUNICATION ffiBEHBRESOOw

THAT DEPARTMENT FOR ANY ASSISTANCE IT MAY BE ABLE 
--------------------cowTAUsw JUL 2 CQgBgl 

flail 
western

JOHN EDGAR HOOVER, DIRECTOR < 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Wick ___
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt 
G 
R
Sul 
1, 
Trotter___
Tele. Room 
Holmes___
Gandy ____

NOTE: Bufiles disclose telegram referred to by| |receiv«F^^
1-10-66 and a reply ^‘sifdr^arded to him 1-12-66, whereinyherwas advised^ ’ 
FBI aware of its respjm^bjlities and would continue to make every effort b7c 
to discharge our obligation with highest degree of thoroughness and 
dispatch. Copy WF [telegram forwarded Department of State

Z\by form referral of same date. . W r j

HRH:mlb (3)

DIRECTOR’S OFFICE ,



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATIONS

JUL 25

i MrlT
MrF 1

Mr. Conrad____
Mr. Felt_______
Mr. Gale_______
Mr. Rosen______
Mr. Sullivan____
Mr. Tavel----------
Mt. Trotter
Tele. Room_____

WESTE UNION

b7C

Miao Gandy.

BIA006 J815A EDT JUL 25 67 LA 158

L SM068 NL PD SANTA ANA CALIF 24

EDGAR HOOVER

DIRECTOR FBI WASHDC

all information contained

JUST HEAR ON TV HEWS, STOXELEY CARMICHAEL LEFT ENGLAND IN A

HURRY. DUE TO BRITISH POLICE COMPLAINTS. HE IS NOW ON HIS WAY

TO COMMUNIST CHECKOSLAVKIA AND FROM THERE IS -IS GOING TO HANOY

IN NORTH VIET NAM. I HAVE SEVERAL.QUESTIONS ONE:

HIS PASSPORT TO THOSE SAME THREE COUNTRIES: TWO:

PERMITTED TO RETURN.TO THE UNITED STATES? AT THE

WHO ISSUED

WILL HE BE

END OF HIS -

TRIP PLEASE REFERENCE MY TELEGRAM OF JAN 9 1966 TO YOUR OFFICE

CONCERNING AND ADM

AND CONCERNING THEIR VISIT TO COMMUNIST 

REC-44 /OU — 'RUSSIA. I HAVE,A REPLY FROM FRANCES. .^IGHT DIRECTOR PASSPORT 

:^IVISIO1J DEPARTMENT OF STATE DATElt J$Njl8 1966. IN WJOGH^^E— 

'/^rTS * pU ARE ASSURE^ ^feXLL N^^EVERY EFFORT!BO /WEE 1
1967

MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR



THAT THESE FLAGRANT VIOLATIONS OF OUR LAWS AND REGULATIONS
J>/

BY THESE INVIDUALS WILL NOT GO UNPUNISHED” THESE GENTLEMEN, <
A V

/?RE STILL AT LARGE IN OUR COUNTRY. TO MY QUESTIONS, I WOULD .

LIKE A,REPLY BY COLLECT WIRE IN 72 HOURS. IF THIS MAN IS PERMITTED 

TO RETURN, TO THE US., I WISH TO INFORM YOU THAT THE VETERANS 

ORGANIZATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES WILL BE SO INFORMED AND 

I WILL GUARANTEE THAT IN THE ELECTION IN 1958 THAT WE WILL
V

ACTIBELY SUPPORT ANY CANDIDATE THAT WILL SEE THAT THERE IS

COMPLETE CLEAN-UP OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT IN THIS GREAT COUNTRY,

OF OURS

b7C

CC: MR. WICK



Transmit the following in______ >_____________ ______________________________________ __________
(Type in plaintext or code) ' • I

Special Agent in Charge

<3



July 31, 1967

b7C

Dear

Your letter of July 25th, with enclosures, has 
been received, and I want to thank you for sending the newspaper 
articles to me.

With respect to Stokely Carmichael, the FBI is 
strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Government and, 
as such, does not determine whether prosecution will be uhder- . 
taken in any situation. Such decisions concerning violations of ,;c- 
Federal law are within the province of the United StatescDepart-S 
ment of Justice.

£t .. • O ‘-£4 S.
'ci ’1' 1

You may be assured, however, the FBI is-aware^ 
"'of the activities of this individual and any information obtained,^ 

which might indicate a violation of Federal law over which this? 
Bureau has investigative jurisdiction will be furnished to the United 
States Department iff Justice for prosecutive consideration.

AUG 1 1967 
cqmm-fbi 

Sincerely yours,

. CHoar Hooves ALL IHFOBMATIOW CONTADTO
***»*” WP!?TM.TA.TTKrCT.ARfiTRTT4!n

H (.*P 'I At toi, " 1 // f JrNOTE: Bufiles contain nothing unfavorable concerning!
The newspaper articles sent relate?td^Stokely ,Carmicnaei ana riots.
JRP:acp

b7C

O-frlEVDIWG LOOk

‘.i
■ I*

A

U- OH

TELETYPE UNIT



b7C

b7D

b7C

b7D

'r. Tolson'S,

b7C

July 2$ 1967

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Hoover

Mt .^johr
..

Mr. Crisper.....
Mr. Callahan..
Mr. Conrad -
Mr. Felt.—.—

Mr. Tavifl-------
Mr. Trotter-----
Tele. Room____
Miss Holmes—
Miss Gandy-----

Enclosed is a newspaper article, datelined Tuesday July 2$ 1967, clearly 
ack power movement with- international consnunism. It states 
armichael. American black power advocate, plans to attend 

|next week’s Havana"“c6nference aimed at brewing revolutions.

For the oast I Ivears I have been| _ _ _ __ I
______________________  and like yourself, have been a devoted public 
servant dedicated to the highest ideals of law enforcement and preservation 
of the peace.

As one I 1^0 another, I appeal to you in these circumstances
on behalf of all of the dedicated law enforcement officers and the aroused 
citizens of the United States to investigate and expose and bring to justice 
all of these communist-oriented revolutionaries who now seek to foment 
disorder and anarchy by using 
column.

the colored people as the pawns of their
racial 
fifth

enclosure

A

^C8

RESIWNDENCE
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WASHINGTON, July 25 
ppi)_—President Johnson,' 
faced-with a crisis at home as . 
grave as any overseas, has 

1 pledged that his administra
tion will be relentless in sup
pressing and punishing; rioters.

“Pillage, looting, murder, 
and arson have nothing to do 
with civil rights," the: Chief ; 
Executive declared in a nation-' 
ally televised and broadcast 
statement ■ last night shortly ■ 
after he ordered federal troops 
into shattered Detroit. -

“We will not. tolerate law
lessness. We will not endure . 
violence. It matters not by 
whom it is done or under what 
slogan or banner. It will not 
be tolerated. This nation will. 
do whatever is, necessary to 
suppress and punish those ■ 
who engage in it,” Johnson 
said. ■■ " ■' ■ <
CALL TO PEOPLE

“I call upon all our people,.,.. 
in all of our cities,-to join in 
a determined p r o g r a m; to 
maintain , law and order—to' 
condemn and combat lawless-- ■ 
ness in all of its forms—and / 
firmly to show by word and . 
deed that riots, looting, and' 
public disorder will not be 
tolerated.” ’ 'J ■

Johnson said it was “with 
the greatest regret” ■ that he 
issued the proclamation send
ing two brigades of paratroop
ers into Detroit. BUt, he said, 
“the fact of the matter is that 
law and order have' broken '

The President referred rc- 
nentcdly to the plenn of Mich-
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Carmichael to 

Attend Havana 

Revolt Talks i
MIAMI, July 25 (AP)— 

Stokely Carmichael, American 
black power advocate, plans to 
attend next week’s Havana- 
conference aimed at brewing, 
revolutions, the Cuban radio' 
said today.

Carmichael confirmed in' 
London his plans to attend th& 
conference as an observer, said' 
a broadcast monitored ini 
Miami. ’

“We are going to be reunited 
with you in Havana because we 
think the Cuban victory is our 
victory and the courage of the' 
Cuban people inspires our 
fight,” the radio quoted Car
michael as saying.

Leftists and revolutionaries' 
from throughout Latin Amer
ica have begun arriving in 
Communist Cuba for the con-' 
ference sponsored by the Latin- 
American Solidarity Organiza
tion—OLAS—an outspoken; 
anti-United States body. ' *

S.F. Mayor Has J
KJxX liMVK M * ----------- —J
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ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

D FOIA/PA □ Litigation D Executive Order Applied

Requester: ___________________________ _________ . ____________________ ________________ '
Subject: __________ ___________________________________________________________________________ <'
Computer or Case Identification Number: __________________________________________________________________
Title of Case:_________ ________________________________________ ;_______ _______  Section _______________
* File_________________________:_
Serials Reviewed: _________________ ■ __________________________________________________________ _______

Release Location: *File’ Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit, b2

File Number: _______ -__________________  Section / /__________
Serial(s) Reviewed: A / / __________________

FOIPA Requester: _____________ _________________ ________________________________________________
FOIPA Subject: _________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: Of

File Number: _____________________________ _________________ ________  Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed: 1 _____________________ ___________________________ ______________________________

___________________ _______ ________ _ _________ 7_
FOIPA Requester: ______________ _________________________________________
FOIPA Subject: _______________________________________________ ________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: ______________________________ ___________________________ _____________

File Number: - _______________ _ __________________;'______  Section _______________
Serial(s) Reviewed: _________________________________________________________________________

FOIPA Requester: _ _______________ ; _________________________________ .__________________
FOIPA Subject: _______ ______________ ■ __________________________________________ '_____
FOIPA Computer Number: ________ ______________________________________________________ ______________

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

ATTENTION '

DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE

, SECTION 11 ________________________ ■



W.,; SuTMyan’''

D, '-LSrennan'

1 - Mr.- .Oetoach L.. ' ^.-.:>AAV 
1 * W’^-L’SuMIvan ; \ L/ -A ■A
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•Ml'. “='M 7/28/67A .AA
ILHW AWnnaXl/ ■' A". " ■""■
iA-,EIr; C.D. 'Wotman A";' t; ' 
1“ — jb7C ’

■ '' STWEinANOiWIOLSNT COORDINATING •.■COWITTEH ' ' .
■ STOKELMCA^miAEL. . ■■' ,’Al.■ A. ~ ' LA. .... ;.A - - '-'A. ;A J• «*.a. 2r^..-_S ^-' _j~ - , •~r ,V—' ‘ • ' , ' .' ■ ' " - - ' ' ' ' .

A. .-Due t© the.. int er ©st of .’the ’’President in;the’■;.,’.
.astivitiop.of the Student.Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 

-L Land its-.former, chairman, Stokely Carmichael, we have prepared 
.La-'summary’’setting .forth current and,planned future activity, ;

A in .this. matter.: .-A' copy-"©? 'the. summary. is attached f or ready ’
• reference;. ■■ A“A ■’, A. ,; A A A

,-..- .'-A it was previously reported .that .Stokely.Carmichael 
flew froro London, England, to Prague, Chechoslovakia/ on 
7/24/67; On 7/26/67, Carmichael flew from Prague to Havana, ■ 
CubaA'-' He is an'official guest; of. the. Castro Government and /.

... is scheduled: to attend the Latin-American Solidarity .- L-:
■ ■"<' Organisation’'conference which; begins. 7/31/67;, -’.A,'-;-

. -. «• L , '■ L‘ ' ,■>■ . A. ’ ■ • • •r .

’.••’• .The avowed-purpose' ’ of -the'. Latin-American •■Solidarity 
; Grganimation' conference,is’-.to overthrow United Stated 
"imperialism” in Latin America by revolutionary violence.

,■/;'< : . On.'the evening, of; 7/26/67, ’ El^i^igtro,'■■E>emier

A ,;.Lof’-Cuba, Spoke-.^n; Santiago,.- Cuba. ’ .Castro, gave, special 'A;
■ ■ attOnt±dn-.to-Carmichael who attended 'this .meeting and, sat ■ ’

• in a. place;of honor";A . - AL
A;.Carmichael■told a'news^reporter-he did;not.eare . 

what .the:State -Department did -to-him. for visiting,-Cuba,with-." 
out permission.

•The Immigration, add-Natural in at ibn-„ Service-” had ; ’•
;. received. infdrmation’;that;Carmiehael' was. scheduled-, to return ", 

from;Cuba ,to’ the United States'" via’ Montreal,. Canada.. ••;•
wasAtp: enter'the United--States, in Chicago,- Illinois,, the .

A 'evening of 7/27/67. ■' According to the Immigration and . , 
- Naturalisation..Service, '-Carmichael is not known to have ;
arrived in Canada., A ,’--L A; > ■< ., .. ■-■” \ . ./'<

Anci. ■;;; ■< - -- :
,.L -.FTBides - • •■■ l;-,-

■(SA - -. L L '
s.. 1 - - -. Buf iieL: W-446080

L A -BBS? W "

■ ’.A. . ■ NO.T^ bAAORDSD-■■.'•!■

L A- ' : . 191 AUJG 3 \96?
cWilW -. A’•’ • ‘ A.■ ’•A.... .-

CONTAIN® ”A: L;A;.Aj A

ik 411^- rMv-A A a;;l’'!'A;
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1 - Mr . DeLoach
1 - Mr. Sullivan.
1 - Mr. Wannall
1 - Mr. Bland
1 -Mr. C, 

Jul/M B. Brennan
I b7C

sosw? wmm- «»w© (wmss

Wow is set fwt-B ©f ewroat
and fslwwa future aetM'ltiw of tM-Stwleut Soavtelent 
CswHmtins Camittce aw3 it© fosor chatraan*- st-o&oly 
etsrulelia-©!.,

I®. w prozlcmsly reported that ■ Stolgely 
: CnmidlEiol f Iw fro® Wtoo,. England > to aragno, 
Crr-ochoslovakia, o» July 3©? ISO.

--- - - - --- ftccording to across wteaso, Caratefeel 
.s^twg in Ha vans, CuM* an .July 38 ,. ItST* by -air fro© 
Wag®o^ cs^hoslwalsia, as- w offfeial guest of th© 
Castro ^©wrasmt.. So is soiMXfelod to attend thfe 
tofcs® Solidarity Orgnnimtio®. conferonec wMoh 
begin® July S1T ,WWa is- Savana, Cu&a. ■

/^
-/

/^
/^

 -
Z

J
^Z

T&o avwod pwpas© of th© tatin-&Bforieaa 
Solidarity ■Orgmisatim eonfwomo -is to owrtterw 
WBited States '■'iQpe’ciali.ss-’ in XM.io A®©rl<an by 
wvolut-io.nary violon©©.

Shortly Camioteiol -arrived M Cuba* 
tw eobaa cess agmert Wonm S&tiaar an
interview1 Mils Camiohaol in WMch Be was quoted as 
saying W©wrM» w ore ixgplytng th© teaties «? 
■Osewil-M warfare. t?o are propering groans' of urfcaa 
guerrillas for- ow defense in tfeo- titles. This struggle 
is not e»te to M a aero streot sooting. It lo'go^ib 
to bo a ^straggle to tbe- ^eatfe,”

camiohaol. also fcwardecl a message of great is® 
to th© Solidarity Organisation, delegates
in wbiati he said* *:W are goiiig to moot wlife yw Imawe 
w fool that your victory is q vlotory for w and war 
mlisited courago inspires tss-.n He also pointed mt 
that he 1® eonylteed that the A&ro*^ian Mtin*<mrieas 
Peoples Solidarity -©rganisatim in ®n of the nost 
is^ortant -elownts eantrllniling to th© just Mruggle 
•of the Wited 3tat.w itesro.-

PTBides ’. r,;©v7f'
/JO (23) *..»■:

z,t)Z 1QB-43&1B0 .. .^
/v 1 - Bufile 100-446080—4//^

67 AUG 7-W , '
See Note Page Three



STWW- KWIOXOT COCMimHG
STOKSLY cmilCOEL

CarmSeHaol also declared timt his first oo&taot 
with ths Cuban rwolution tools place tn Barltm, Baw Wrh, 
in I960 during the hlMorie apjwaranae by E’Htel Castro# 
Wwier of Cuba# -before the United Sat torn. He ec^hwiu©^ 
that "viait marked a hi^tori© in the struggle Of the 
Berth America® Hegro who eaa newr forget the -FesGnee of 
Castro- in Barjfcw or'turn against th© Cuban wrolutiOB.

Aeeording. to another press release# Canaiehaol 
sat in a place ©f honor -as Swire for m ©ns* 
half hows.-on the owning of July W* 1W7# i® mmtiago* 
CuM. Castro gave special attention' to Caraiehael Mlh® 
hi® *W wprosontatiw of the Segrn people- of the 
Wilted St>t©s..w -Castw wish “Amriuan Begroes hr© 
rebelling; «S are fighting because they bare been 
oHMBaliy exploited nn«l ©pwessed^’

On Jtaly 31% Mt was- reported that Caralehael 
ww intwtiewd in Bawis* Cuba* by a reporter fro® the 
W®niag newspaper, ■'Wrenind BebeMe** <®ebolliow Youth) ,- 
Cawiobael referred to a renant message said to haw acw® 
fro® former Cuban rwolutioim’y 'leader- Brnesto "Che*f 
Cuwara urging the creation of sweral Vietwuss in tetin 
Awrfea.* He said, »W wst internationalize our gtrtwU^ 
and if w are going to twa- into reality the words of Che 
to ,ereate two# three, -or laore Wetnaw, we Mist recognize 
t^tWtroit and Wew Yorh are also VletnMM*

Chrsichael t©M the reporter be did not ear© 
tasat the State Seportaont did to hto for rteiting. CUM 
without puwlBBion. Referral/Direct



A of tbe imi^atloB and
Matwalimiim &ms® .advised cm >alr 3fi#. 30@?« 
Carsfchaol did xwt OTl® in CMcago. The lmigs?utiw 
Oft® Batttralfeation. Sawic© te@ ifowle^od «nr 
inform tian ttaMJ Caraiateei is fast, awiw M 
Canada.

XEROX COPIES BEING SENT TO MRS. MILDRED STEGALL, THE WHITE 
HOUSE; MR. WILLIAM WELSH, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE 
VICE PRESIDENT; HONORABLE DEAN RUSK, SECRETARY OF STATE; 
HONORABLE ROBERT S. MCNAMARA, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE; ATTORNEY 
GENERAL; DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL; ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS GENERAL 
YEAGLEY, DOAR AND VINSON; SECRET SERVICE; AND THE MILITARY 
INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES.

NOTE:

See C. D. Brennan to Sullivan memorandum dated 
7/28/67, same caption, prepared to PTB:des.
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W«w Yorfc Ml Atlaata should eMewor to MW fully ’ 
identify M«r»

Any psrtlwM iafemtloa d«yslwp®d should ho s®at 
WO for miw «t passport tils*

Totrecorded

PTBtdes <>&<-
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»9 jul 17 1967

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Wick -----
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt ____
Gale ___
Rosen __
Sullivan . 
Tavel __
Trotter _
Tele. Room______
Holmes----------------
Gandy ------------------

COMM-FBI

MAILED 6

JUL. 1.41967

. MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT

SEE NOTE PAGE 2.
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AIRTEL AIRMAIL

Wl DIRECTOR. FBI

FROM: SAC, ALBANY <157-99) (F)

SUBJECT: POSSIBLE FACIAL VIOLENCE 
MAJOR URBAN ARKAS 
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Albany airtal and LHM A/2A/A7,. 1® 
captioned sms t ter.

Rnelesed for the Bureau, and Atlanta, . -
are appropriate copies of an LUM in captioned matter. \ 
Inf© copy being furnished Boston in view of their 
interest in activities of STOKSLY CARMICHAEL. /

J

b2
b7C
b7D

Dissemination has bean made locally to

m Rumors concerning CARMICHAEL’S possible 
visit to Syracuse, have declined' subsequent 
to 7/4/<7« The dsclslsm by the Office of fcwMc

(1-100-446080- STOKELY CARMICHAEL)
2-A tianta (Enc. 2)

(1-100-6312- 8T0KELY CARMICHAEL)
l-10Ston <Xnf@) <W(Enc. 1)
Mlbw (1-100-19800) * STOKELY CARMICHAEL) (Enc. 1)
(10) ' > ,i<aL^
RAB;«gb

56AUG? 19671

©
R
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M 157-99

Opportunity (0E0) to refund the Crusade for Opportunity 
(CFO) for 60 days under a-trusteeship arrangement Ins 

■ served to stabilise Matters. A critical factor in 
assessing the potential for racial violence in 
Syracuse is whether or not the trustees, as yet 
unannounced, are acceptable to the neighborhood people. 
This matter will be followed closely and Bureau 
advised' of developments»



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Albany, New York 
July 14, 1967

POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE 
MAJOR URBAN AREAS 
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

On June 28, 1967, a confidential source, who 
has furnished reliable information in the past, related 
that the eight double rooms reserved for June 29, 1967, 
at the. DinkierMotor Inn, Syracuse, New York, under the 
nano of CARMICHAEL, had been cancelled, telephonically, at 
9:37 p.m., June 28, 1967. The| |at the Dinkier
asked for the person^ name and number in an effort to 
identify the person making the cancellation. However, 
source stated that this Information proved to be fictitious.

Source observed that the persistent rumors 
concerning the visit of STOKELY CARMICHAEL to Syracuse, New 
York, appeared to be a ’’power play" to insure refunding of 
the Crusade for Opportunity, Inc. (CFO), the official 
"war on poverty" agency in Syracuse, New York. The deadline 
for refunding is June 30> 1967.

During the period from June 30, 1967 through 
July 11, 1967, numerous articles appearing in the Syracuse 
Herald Journal and the Syracuse Post-Standard, Syracuse, 
New York, evening and daily newspapers, respectively, have 
revealed the following information concerning the CFO 
controversy;

of the Office
of Ecomomic Opportunity(0E0), New York City, announced on 
June 30, 1967, that CFO will be placed in a trusteeship for 
6-3 days or longer. The trustees will be charged with the 
responsibility of; (1) recommending revision in CFO 
by-laws so that the Board of Directors will be a governing 
body in compliance with the requirements of the Economic 
Opportunity Act. (2) establishing a new community action 
agency for Syracuse and Onondaga County in the event of 
failure to achieve an acceptable reorganization of CFO.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREapS UNCLASSIFIED V , .■



POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE / . . .
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

(3) Supervising, in all respects, the administration of 
grant programs during the period of trusteeship.

Trustees will theoretically take over the reins 
of CFO at midnight, June 30, 196?. CFO*will be provided 
with a 6o-day Federal grant to run Its program, pro-rated 
on the agency’s request for about ’2.16 million for the 
fiscal year begining July 1, 1967.

0E0 Director, Sargent Shriver, indicated that 
0E0 has no intention of permitting the Anti-Poverty Program, 
in Syracuse, to terminate abruptly.

NORMAN HILL, Chairman of the Board of Directors 
of CFO, at a meeting of neighborhood leaders on June 30, 19^7 > 
called on them to boycott Anti’Poverty Programs "until this 
thing is cleared up".

News articles have indicated that neighborhood 
residents are being urged to contact their neighbors over 
the weekend to keep their pre-Kindergarten children home from 
the Head Start registration centers.

On July 3, 1967, a. I ~|confidential source, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, stated 
that the rumors had been circulating in the neighborhood 
(Negro community) that if the trustees, to be appointed by 
0E0, are not acceptable to the current CFO leadership, 
crusade buildings will be burned to the ground. Source 
said that some civic leaders in Syracuse had been approached 
for appointment as a trustee but have declined. It was 
rumored that 0E0 pilfers a small number of trustees, perhaps 
three or four, whereas the community would like to see a 
larger number of trustees, perhaps seven.

According to an article appearing on page 13 
of the Syracuse Herald-Journal, issue of July 11, 1967, 
captioned"CFO Trustees’ Naming Near", the delay in naming 
trustees has been caused by difficulty in getting people for



POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK •

this type of assignment. A two-man team from the regional 
0E0 Office has been in Syracuse since July 7, 1967, surveying 
the area to make recommendations.

This document contains neither recom
mendations nor conclusions of the FBI 
It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its .. • 
contents are not to be distributed
outside your- agency.

3*



. • . D.ate.: 7/24/67 . |
. ' '' . . . -- ... . . I

Transmit the following in _____ ■_______ :____________ ;_____ . _____________ :_______________ I ,
(Type in plaintext or code) 7

‘ ' h I -■ >

Via AIRTEL ; AIRMAIL I
■ ~ ' (Priority) ~ ' j

’-------------------------------------------- .------------- ______ J__

TO: DIRECTOR

FROM: SAC, KNOXVILLE (157-403) : (P)

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, 
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT 
COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC) , 
PROPOSED VISIT, 
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,, 
SUMMER, 1967 
RACIAL .MATTERS

Re Knoxville airtel to Bureau July 21, 196.7?

Submitted herewith to the Bureau are 11 copies 
of letterhead memorandum, Knoxville, dated July 24, 1967.

Copies have been disseminated locally to 
intelligence agencies,- two to Secret service, Nashville, 
Tennessee,'and one to USA at Chattanooga, Tennessee. .

Bureau will be kept advised of any.pertinent

Special Agent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer tn

U' MT STAT E S D E PA R T M E N1’ 01 ’ J USTf C E

F E D E R A L B U R E A V () F I X VESTf G AT I O N

W A.SHINCTON, D.C. 20535

File No.
Director
United States Secret Service

July 24p 1967

Department of the Treasury
Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. □ Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2. □ Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means.

3. □ Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. | | U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. [~X] Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria: ,

f

(a) □ Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) □ Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment,
(c) fx~i Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6- I l Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph □ has been furnished | I enclosed □ is not available
□ may be available through______________________________________________________________

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enciosure(s) — 2
U. S. Secret Service Nashville, Tennessee

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form 
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UN^ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF MKTICE 

ITDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA^ON 

Knoxville, Tennessee
July 24, 1967

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING
COMMITTEE (SNCC)
PROPOSED VISIT CHATTANOOGA, 
TENNESSEE, SUMMER 1967 
RACIAL MATTERS

Reference is made to Knoxville memorandum in 
captioned matter dated July 21, 1967 8

On July 21 1967,| |
________________________  advised he had not received any______  
additional intormation regarding the activities of________

________  attempting to cause unrest among the Negroes 
b7c in Chattanooga, Tennessee. He stated that in addition to 

the normal steps being taken by the City of Chattanooga to 
eliminate racial discrimination, racial prejudice and unrest, 
that he had taken three special steps on July 21, 1967, aimed 
at combatting efforts of| |to organize racial unrest in 
Chattanooga.

He advised that on July 21* 1967, he and City 
Commissioners for Chattanooga had approved the appointment 
of _____________________________________________  to be Assistant
Chattanooga City Attorney. He had requested the Chatta
nooga Housing Authority to study areas north of McCallie 
Avenue, including Orchard Knob, Churchville^ Avondale, 
Bushtown, and others all predominantly Negro residents, 
to be made a part of the Urban Renewal Rehabilitatidn Project 

b7c of Chattanooga. He and Commissioners on this date also 
visited a one-half million dollar building construction 
of an addition to the Alton Park Junior High School to 
be completed September 1967. This addition is to be of 
great assistance to the predominantly Negro residents in , 
that neighborhoode It will be a community service building 
available for recreation of all ages of residents in that 
vicinity 8.. Nurses will be on hand for health benefits; 
staff of the Tennessee Department of Employment for job 
opportunities; vocational rehabilitation program? dental 
treatment; pre-Vocational training and public welfare.

ALL IN^OpAIATION CONTAINED 

XM.T.



STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, STUDENT NON-VIOLENT 
COORDINATING COMMITTEE, PROPOSED
VISIT CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE SUMMER 1967

b7C

1 advised that all three of these 
actions by the Commission would be given front page news 
coverage in all three daily publications, Chattanooga, 
Tennessee, July 21-22, 1967. He advised he hoped the 
Negro citizens would thus become more aware that Chattanooga 
is far advanced from other cities in offering assistance to 
Negroes and attempt to eliminate any discrimination or 
racial prejudice. He stated he hoped this would cause 
the Negro citizens to realize their benefits and assist 
in every possible way to resist efforts of|

| STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, SNCC and "Black Power" ad- 
vocates who may attempt to stir up unrest among the 
Negroes of Chattanooga.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

2*
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4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. >0 3010-106
MAY 1962 COITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 '

UNITED STATES GOWRNMENT

Memorandum
The Director

FROM N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

' Pages H9244-H9243. Congressman Rarick, (D) Louisiana, |
| stated ’’the explosive literary work—’Communist Revolution in the Streets, ’ | 
I by Gary Allen-is a must for our fellow colleagues and every American who |

। /I questions the ’why’ and ’how’ of the bloodshed, looting, and violence taking
i place on the streets and avenues today. Poverty and ignorance are far less the 

j n causation that education and subsidization by anti-American forces. Education 
|lagainst the dignity of man and exploitation of his individual liberty play a key

' Hrole. I follow my remarks with a review from the book called ’The Plan To 
UBurn Los Angeles.*” I

___________ ___________ I The article also quotes the Director as 
having stated ’’that Stokel^Carmichael, ------’has been in frequent contact
with Max Stanford, ^^Td^Hairliiah’^oFtfie Revolutionary Action Movement, a 
highly secret all-Negro,-.Marxist-Lennist, Chinese-Communist-oriented ; 
organization which advocates guerrilla warfare to obtain its goals. ’” The f
article also quoted the Director concerning the Students for a Democratic I
Society and the DuBois Clubs. " ’

176 AUG 16 1967

In the original.of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for -7 was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Director's atteiHion. This form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a copy,of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed
inssapp-rapBrate) BjUTeffH'iease or subject matter files.
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K - Mr. DeLoaah
1 - Mr. Snlliyan
1 « Mr. Blato
1 -Mr, C.D. Brennan
1 ’•  b7C

My 35, 1967

wM»mcoo8sm?maaaiTTB 
wMKMMidSnuMt

There to aet forth below a muaaary of current ato 
planned totore activities of the Sttotont Rw?tol«nt 
Coordinating C remittee ato it® fomsr ctotosan, Stoirely 
Caradehasl,

It «w prevlotisly reported that Stotoly Carstohael 
departed the Mted States at to* Torfc City on My 14» 1967, 

b7c for a a^lrtotr s*to*i*vmt <» ®» W
b7D acctoihi by| I sf tto Sttosto

tonvlotont CecrdlMtiag CQMdttee.

Catotoel apoto at ' an totomasttotol eoa^rees on 
the Dialectics of Idtoratto®, totoan, Sagtoad, >** July 18, 
1967. Aocodlag to a n«w arttoto, G*r»toto«l stated, ”We 
are out to mto toerican white aiqggtoiney.** to ereantotito 
on the war to iRtotom, to atatod* *W* tow initiated black 
resistance to tto Vtotoas draft.** to atoo mid ttot over 
700 Hegroes had totfuami to go to VletBM.

Tto coogreoa ws described to a **** article a® 
”a unique gattortog to demystify towns ytototo* to oil Its 
fora®, th© soctol *y*tmwi from Which it omMatod, and to 

explore new foaw of act ion.”
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b7C
b7D

A confidential soarne torleed ttot Itoely 
Ctoreietool. accoOBOBtod to I I tod

on July 24, 1967, teottoed for Progw, Cirai.rtoaitotkia. Ito 
omrrce tod no addittonal totownatoto cfflarorntoS the 
itineraries of these itolvltoals.

It w* provtocwly retort to ttot intotattonn tod 
been etot to yxmth argaaieaticm® to the tottto State* to 
veto repremtolwe to an totertottonnl toto* neettog to

100-439190 
a • Bufile 100-446080

PTB:des (19>

•56AUG2 19871

'gOjtKay

awadfefrjMMeMVb^ft Shah etoawOHMwBreF

SUE MOTE PAGE 2.



■<

LenlngrMj Soviet Union. TJ^ Miident hewiolwt Coordinatiag 
r—itttow a:a<w organisations receiving an isrttatlon to 
this meeting. Theyooth sooting was echodftled t» begin on - 

' July TIt 1667, and last two weeks. The purpose of this, 
seotlag ia to plan activities the colebratioa st' the 
BOth Anniversary of Brent October devolution is Moscow, 
Soviet itaion, in Brnstoer, 1S®7^

' ■ Al I confidential wwaroe «4vte«d that <
international United Maticos subeottsittee will eeorrsse in 

. 7ekyo,^apan, on Jgly 36, 1W7. The following individuals 
b2 Ifw already departed the Wltod States to oartleinate in 
b7C this acctlagi | ~l

. b7D

I Who la also a student Wesviolest 
coordinating Cosnittee aewber.

According tn this source, htefcely Carwiehael.
b7c Jinnee Forsan J ] il?
b7D affiliated with the Student UMsrlSlent (Coordinating Cosstttee, 

have also been loritsd to attend this newt tug.

KOTE: .. ■ .

Seo meworanduia C.D. Brennan to Kr. Sullivan 
dated 7/24/67, ease caption, prepared by PTBsdee.

ClassMied "Secret” because the inforsaiiion 
from * sensitive sources, the disclosure -of- which 

could be detrimental to the United States.



Mr. Sullivan

C. D. Brennan

Due to the interest of the President in the 
activities of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
and its former chairman,Stokely ■Carmichael* we have prepared 
a summary setting forth current and planned future activity 
in this matter. A copy of the summary is attached for ready 
reference.

It was previously reported Stokely Carmichael 
departed the United States at New York City, 7/14/67, for 

b7c a speaking' engagement in London, England. He was accompanied 
b7D by a Student Monviolent Coordinating Committee member,

Carmichael spoke at an.. international congress on 
the Dialectics of Liberation, London, England, 7/18/67. 
According to a news article, Carmichael stated, "Me are out 
to smash American white supremacy." Me spoke against Megroes 
participating in the war in Vietnam.

A confidential source advised that Carmichael, 
accompanied by I 
departed a London airport, 7/24/67. destined for Prague. 
Cs xshoslovakia. AI Iconfidential source advised that

b2 an international United Nations subcommittee will convene 
b7c in Tokyo. Jwaa. on 7/26/67.__ Aanaydtng the source.______
b7D ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------r

and Student Nonviolent Coord Ina tii^ Commit teemembere, T““ 
I 1 have already
departed the United States for this meeting.

b7C
b7D

Stokely Carmichael. James Forman, | 
and| _ | all affiliated with the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, have also been invited 
to attend this meeting.

PWB*48819O , _ _
100-446080 (stoSWWmebflW jOl 27; ’■

•' M ntKfflMfflr coinAX3.’’-.w - • ..



>00-439190

to Sullivan Memorandum 
NOHVWLENT COORD IHATIHG CWXXTSB
CABMICHAEI*

RKMEKDATICT?*

That the enclosed memorandum to Irs. Kildred 
Stegall at the White House; W. William Welsh, Administrative 
Assistant to the Vice President; Honorable Dean Busk, Secretary 
of State; Honorable Richard Helms, Director, Cdvtral 
Intelligence Agency; Attorney General; Deputy Attorney General; 
Assistant Attorneys General Yeaglny, Dear, and Vinson; Secret 
Service; and the military intelligence ageneles be
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OF1IONAL FO*M NO. 10 $010-106
MAY 1962 COITION .
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GoWrNMENT

Memorandum
TO The Director DATE. 7-27-6 7

FROM N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

Casgmswa Stays W Bdim, syo&e
oasoisisgtM.ftottoBtosimyeiitos. Meals®| 

tMwl €»a. Sir. Bmy seettoa W£, I
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Register tor li&refe. W, by .astoartty-M BwcetWe Order W» 1IM I
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a»md to >tot .agatoto w, W yto> far msm to smtose^ im
sjwa a .sMamm -to totorent to Bto itoM W Rblte atom toto to 
waitm to ^ee wlto- mm- le will tahe, ‘
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176 Wfilow
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In"ffii origin^of/a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for '7/^2--^/ 2 7 was reviewe<^ an(^ pertinent items were
marked for the^irector's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a copy/S^e original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and place 
in appropriate.dB’-u^ptfu case or subject matter files.
)Oo 4 o



UNITED STATES GOWRNMENT

Memorandum
TO The Director DATE:

FROM N. P. Callahan ..

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

j fsge MS4S1K Csugrasamn CWm CalWrnla, ■
I i cmeeraUg riots sid Iswtaiiw foisted cmt thai h© etrosgly imports the \\

Masts to MM Sato the MeU aad t&ee-e riots. B® \

called oa tUe t® iaiUate Strang leadership "to ©rwia ibis wto
rebeUisa & is too late.1 He'-sUted bKere fa Washiagtoo, eridaase Is

' that aufieisM fear a yM ©i is the CagUai ♦
— . is thewrMm ■ sr®'feeing- Uaiwi is the sse Ql tear gas and „ —'

B5rt©s£2t.is wafma.' They are U bs w gtaad&y ,f©r ia ~ The \
prisj® ^uastioa aj the Mur that deassMs as asoer What i& the relsttio^shi^

. BoMely CMMeMeT# eaU.,for gwrrHla warfare Irim .Caba ......
asd the rmufirsafe racial. rMsdn .to@rieas cities? A * r - These- rMstL„

: f{ Mr. Sfoafcerv toe a©Msg te.do wM> ®ivO rights. WIs opes ' .....
' by hMrM fer IM paryeae oi wra Imtr©*! .

■ estngMimrs&y; M ba staged jmr, •;’' ..

In the original of,a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional
Record for was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the-'Tlirect'or's attention. This form has been prepared in order that ■
portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed.
in appropriate Bureau case or subject matter files...



•l-S^S^Rcv. 7-18-63)
O^TiONAl f0KM NO. 10 f 5010-106 ’ >' ~
MAY 1962 eOlTION '
GSA 27

UNITED STATES GoWrNMENT ■

Memorandum
TO The Director' ' DATE:..^ - JZ.7- £■'/

FROM : N. P. Callahan .

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

Mges {D) IHtoois; . / . '•
out that “today is the 14tb aoitorsary oi FiM Castto's ' '■/..•'• 

j Exsvemest and shwld a reminder that esnttoued Communist ecmtr&l 
’ ex Ciiba ■e^asht&Us &ae &i the most ssrtous daggers to-the WUed Bates; ■" '■ . ■

2® easamated cb tM trawl to Cuba by Stofcei>- Carmtobaei aad stated • ' ,
'Boiwiy CarssMfcaeFs arrogant boast in Bosma yesterday that ae organise ■ 1 

back swer guerrflia grasps to Amrtai cltSes caasot g© ochalie^ed, I 
wrge sur Sisi® DsparisaeM to Car®i;(^ae?B pass0rt M he retoras ■
to ih® Wito< Bates, w try Mas for ireas^ - * • - Be is epealy amsertisg ' . •;

Csaire asd Us top CemmueiM. feeders ©I this hemisphere, sab opeaiy . ■« 
adweattog. g^errilM warfare W toe ©rerthto^ st tfee WHed .:Stotes< 1'i' ■ j

’J- V'iilr.*'^S' jLiiAA'wdet o asttoto fc&s tM Was&Ugtos. ?ost ealitled '
T-arns 0> la 'Bsvana? Caiis B&r IL S« Guerrilla Wartore** writtoa by.Meii^el ■ 

AefcSS, . , .5.'' X....  ’ ■" V '>' ■ ?' - b ■ __

- #

I3) ■
In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for Gy-Tto / / • was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in appropriate Bureau case or subject matter files.,', ,
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MAY 1962 EDITION .
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 2? * I

UNITED STATES GOTCRNMENT

Memorandum
TO The Director DATE:

FROM N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record
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In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional
Record for was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in appropriate Bureau case-or subject matter files. ,
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MAY 1962 EOM'ION
50)0-106

TO

b7C .
b7D

b7C
b7D

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.

Memorandum

FROM

MR. TROTTER

SUBJECT:
b7C

DATE: 7-28-67

Tolson
DeLoach __

• Mohr_____
' Wick _____

Casper ___
Callahan — 
Conrad ___
Felt ______

, . Gale_____
—:

(Trotter___
Tele. Room

fandy

ft-o
V

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC) V 
MEETING AT ST. STEPHEN AND THE INCARNATION CHURCHY 
16TH AND NEWTON STREETS, N.W. 4 1
EVENING OF 7-27-67
RACIAL MATTER

PURPOSE
L--- b7C

To report receipt of information indicating possible Negro riot 
activity in Washington, D. C., tonight, 7-28-67, and tomorrow night, 
7-29-67. ' ALL TKTFOBMATIOH CONTAINED W ?■:
BACKGROUND

advised me a few minutes ago, at 
approximately 12:05 P. M., that he had just returned from the Federal 
Aviation Agency Cafeteria at 7th and Independence Avenue, N.W.-, where 
he learned of the following information.■ . ' . ■

! that cafeteria had informedf
at

|had attended the captioned meeting last 
i night where| |had spoken. | [heard that
riots were planned for tonight (time unknown) commencing at 14th and U 

j Sts( ^•and rioters would work down towards center of city as far as they 
s could go before being stopped, burning and looting as they went along. 
| After that they were scheduled to go to Anacostia and tomorrow night 
| would hit Marlow Heights, Maryland, | |said his information

was very skimpy as discussing
the matter. He said the statement (CONTINUED) — over)

NOT RECORDED
Auu.8 fob/ • ; A j.-' " ;

1 - Mr. Mohr
1 - Mr. Wick . ■
1 - Mr. Sullivan

CEG:nmr ..
ftUG-ig 1967



b7C
Memorandum to MR. TROTTER______ ’
RE: | I

Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 
Meeting At St. Stephen and the Incarnation Church 
16th and Newton Streets, N.W.
Evening of July 27, 1967 r
Racial Matter

| was also made that Stokely Carmichael, former National Chairman, SNCC, 
b?c ’ was on the Communist1 Party payroll. "[suggested the FBI may
b7D | wish to interview I who was very upset at the time he reported the

above information to

I telephonically discussed this matter with Inspector Joseph Sizoo, 
Domestic Intelligence Division, who requested information be relayed to 

b7c WFO with instructions to immediately arrange an interview with|
b7D and advise local police and the Bureau of the results. This information

[ was furnished to ASAC John J. McDermott, WFO, who will handle.

RECOMMENDATION:

Refer to Domestic Intelligence Division for information.
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Transmit the following, in _

Vin AIRTEL

TO 3

s' ' >

Date: 7-27—67

(Type in plaintext or code)

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6-24)

(Priority)

FROMj SAC, KNOXVILLE (157-403) P

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
.STUDENT NON“VIOLENT”COORDINATING
COMMITTEE (SNCC)
PROPOSED VISIT TO CHATTANOOGA, 
TENNESSEE, SUMMER, 1967

Re Knoxville airtel to Bureau 7-24-67.

Enclosed for the Bureau are'll copies of-LHM 
captioned as above and dated 7-27-67,, and three copies for Atlanta.

Copies have been disseminated loca:lly to intellig^ 
agencies, Secret Service, Nashville, and USA, Chattanooga.' 
This matter is receiving continuous attention and Bureau___
will be advised of all pertinent developments.

ACSI, OSI;SEC. SER: ti>
BAO

HOW FORW: b7c -
BY 3—_________________

/CO

•Itl'AUG 2 19G7

ureau (Enc. - 11) (RM)
— ^Atlanta (157-1799) (2 - STOKLEY CARMICHAEL) (RM)V 

“ I b7C
6 - KNOXVILLE (2 - 157-403)------------------------

157-292 B) 
157-1101) 
80-70A) 
157-841)KGPtgsh

(X - 
(1 - 
(1 - 
(1-

M Per

b7C

Approved; — v Lx / _  Sent __
iUw A Special Agent lift Charger- V



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNfl&ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF^pSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Knoxville, Tennessee 
July 27, 1967

STOKLEY . CARMICHAEL
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING
COMMITTEE (SNCC)
PROPOSED VISIT TO CHATTANOOGA, 
TENNESSEE, SUMMER, 1967
RACIAL MATTERS ______ ____________

Reference is made to the memorandum of the 
Knoxville Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
captioned as above and dated July 24, 1967.

Chattanooga, 
Tennessee^ on July 26, 196/, advised a meeting had been 
held in Chattanooga on July 26, 1967, consisting of 
representatives of the various law enforcement agencies, 
the National Guard, | land | |

I I City of Chattanooga, for the purpose of setting
up some plan of action should racial violence erupt in 
the city.

b7C
b7D

It was decided that all operations should be 
conducted through the Police Department as this-agency 
is directly responsible for law enforcement in the city 
limits© Representatives of all Agencies will work with 
the Police Department with headquarters located in the In
formation Center and the Detective Division of the 
Chattanooga Police Department, Chattanooga city Hall.

In the event of serious troubles and should the 
situation arise, the Field House located in Warner Park, 
Chattanooga, would be used for a detention center. This 
location provide®, ample parking area, privacy and security 
and will not be difficult to maintain.



STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING
COMMITTEE (SNCC)
PROPOSED VISIT TO CHATTANOOGA,
TENNESSEE, SUMMER, 1967

b7C
b7D

Among the persons present at this meeting in______
addition to wereF

| 1 Tennessee National Guard, Chattanooga,
Tennessee, areas__________________________________ _______________

I [Hamiltonbounty Sheriff "“s Office and I
and I Tennessee Highway Patrol ,
Chattanooga, Tennessee.

The National Guard upon proper authorization will 
have 1600 to 1800 men available and the Tennessee Highway 
Patrol will be able to muster up to 132 men. ■ The entire 
force of the Chattanooga Police Department and Hamilton 
County Sheriff’s Office will also be available.

|has been requested
to contact all major outlets tor guns, including high 

b7c powered rifles to make some provision for the storage of 
b7D the guns so that they will not be readily available in

case of looting,
is contacting pawn shops and other logical sources 

of weapons for this same purpose.

_advised that there have been several 
rumors, sources not identifiable, to the effect that 
trouble may be expected in Chattanooga when GEORGE WALLACE, 

b7c former Governor of Alabama, speaks in Chattanooga, August
b7D 9, 1967. The Memorial Auditorium, McCalla Avenue, Chattanooga,

has been engaged for this speech. Arrangements for_______
the rental of the auditorium were made by

2



STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING
COMMITTEE (SNCC)
PROPOSED VISIT TO CHATTANOOGA,
TENNESSEE, SUMMER, 1967

:_____ ______In connection with this speaking engagement,
I |is having his regular compliment of
men at the auditorium during the speech, however, a 
reserve force of men will be on immediate stand-by 

b7c at the Detective Division of the Police Department as 
b7D well as an additional force of men at the National

Guard Armory, Holtzclaw Avenue. | [reiterated
he does not have any factual information indicating 
definitely that trouble will take place but in view 
of the rumors, he is taking the above precautions.

During the evening of July 25, 1967,T । I 

advised he has received two telephone calls from persons 
he believes to be Negroes who have stated that sij)ce . 
the NAACP prohibited STOKLEY CARMICHAEL from coming 

b7c to Chattanooga, what does the organization intend to 
do about the proposed speaking engagement of GEORGE 

b7D WALLACE. | | does not know the identity of the
persons making the calls, but believes it is possibly 
one| SNCC, who is
reported to be in Chattanooga at this time, may have made 
one of the calls. | |noted that neither he nor
the NAACP has had anything to to with prohibiting 
CARMICHAEL in conning to Chattanooga.

lalso advised he has heard that remarks 
have been made, source not known, that his,| |
home would possibly be burned. These remarks were possibly 
made because a number of people, Negroes primarily, believe 
the NAACP did take a part in preventing STOKLEY CARMICHAEL 
from coming to Chattanooga.

3



STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING
COMMITTEE (SNCC)
PROPOSED VISIT TO CHATTANOOGA,
TENNESSEE, SUMMER, 1967

I I Chattanooga, Tennessee, on July
27, 1967, advised that no additional information has come 
to the attention of this department concerning this matter. 

|stated that the FBI will be advised of 
all developments.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

4*
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In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for -Jt-it-l } '9'^'7 was reviewed and pertinent items were 
marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that - . .
portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted; and placed •,.
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MAY 1062 EDITION 
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11 8

UNITED STATES GOVM»IMENT

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR> FBI (100-439190)

from • SAC, SAN JUAN (100-6731) (RUC)

subject: COMMUNIST INFILTRATION OF THE
^STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATION
COMMITTEE (SNCC)
INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST

00 ATLANTA

date: 7/21/67

Re Bureau airtel to Albany captioned "STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL; INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS" dated 
5/26/67; San Juan air tel and letterhead memorandum (LHM) 
to Bureau dated 1/25/67.

Referenced Bureau airtel to Albany advised 
that all offices should furnish any available speeches by 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL in LHM form.

Referenced San Juan airtel and LHM to the Bureau 
set forth a verbatim transcript of CARMICHAEL’s speech in 
San Juan which he made on 1/24/67.

1

<3)- Bureau (100-439190) (RM) 
(1 - 100-446080)_ (STOKEL

has

5010-100-01

The following sources were contacted in this 
matter as indicated below 
information concerning i

.vvi} but none were able to furnish 
any "additional CARMICHAEL speeches.

CARMICHAEL

DATE SOURCE

6/14/67
6/20/67
6/30/67
6/27/67 b7D
6/16/67
6/22/67
7/3/67 b7C

departed Puerto Rico on 1/26/67^ and 
not returned to Puerto Rico since that date.

(1 - 100-446080) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL) 
Atlanta (100-6488)fRM)
(1 - 100-6812) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL) 
San Juan

IT RECORDED
202 JUL 27 1967

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Pegulady-eu tbo^BayiM^Savings Plan



0-1 (Rev. 3-5-64)

UNITED STATES WVERNMENT

Memorandum
Detroit (Your filo 100-34122 ) DATE: 7/17/67

Director, FBI (Bufile and Serial 100-446080

subject : STOKELY CARMICHAEL
; IS - MISCELLANEOUS

Room
Post in file and 
destroy 0-1 
(For SOG use 
only)

i- Re Detroit airtel dated 7/6/67,

□ 1. Bufiles indicate this case is delinquent. Give specific reason for delinquency.

UImCLAoSIm r.i >

□ airtel O letterhead memo □ submitted
2. DATE □ report

□ letter □ 90-day progress letter xE will be submitted-------------------------
Reporting employee y ~7ys^ //17___________

□ 3. If valid reason exists for not submitting report at this time, state reason specifically and 
when report will be submitted______________________________________________

□ 4. Status of □ Appeal □ Inquiry □ Investigation □ Prosecution
□ airtel □ letterhead memo

□ 5. Submit □ report - - ;
□ letter □ 90-day progress letter by________ :_____ ;___ ' / ■ ’ ______

(Date) ...

{Place reply hereon and return to Bureau. Note receipt and acknowledgment on top serial in case file.)

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1965 O - 781-652
907-749



1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Wick
1 - Mr* Sullivan

Mr. W. C. Sullivan

C. D. Brennan

7/17/67

1 - Mr. Bland
1 • Mr. C. D. Brennan

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Due to the interest of the President in the 
activities of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
and its former chairman, Stokely Carmichael, we have prepared 
a summary setting forth current activity in this matter. A 
copy of the summary is attached forready reference.

It was previously reported that Carmichael had 
reservations to travel from New York, New York, on 7/14/67 
to Moscow, Soviet Union, arriving 7/15/67. This travel was 
to be via London, England.

On 7/14/67 Carmichael departed New York City for 
London. England, accompanied bv I __ __

I IHowever,
Carmichael*s reservations to travel on to Moscow were 
canceled. did not have reservations to Moscow.

RECOMMENDATION: 
"r’"r"r... -■■■' the enciose<j memorandum to Mrs. Mildred
Stegall at the White House; Mr. William Welsh, Administrative 
Assistant to the Vice President; Honorable Dean Rusk, 
Secretary of State; Director, Central Intelligence Agency; 
Attorney General; Deputy Attorney General; Assistant Attorneys 
General Doar, Yeagley, and Vinson; Secret Service, and the 
military intelligence agencies be approved.

100-439190 
Enclosure 
TJD:scr

Bufile 100-446080

SMATION CONTAINED 
!, UNCLASSIFIED 11-----

NOT RECORDED
37 JUL 21 1967



b7C

5553

1 —‘

1 *

DeLoach 
Wick 
Sullivan 
Bland 
C.B. Brennan

' ■ b7C

July W, 1067

INATING COMMITTEE

There is set forth Below a summary of current 
activity of the former chairman of the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee, Stokely Carmichael.

It was previously reported that Stokely 
Carmichael had reservations to fly from law York, Mow fork, 
on July 14, 1967, to Ifoscow, Soviet Union, arriving 
July 15, 1967, via London, England.

On July 14, 1967, Stokely Carmichael departed 
John F, Kennedy International Airport, New fork City, for 
tondon, England.__ He was accompanied bv I |

I _________________________________________________________ | However .
h*a reservations from - London to Moscow were canceled. 
did not have reservations to Moscow. -----
100-439190 

(1; - But ile 100-446080 
vTJD:scr (20)

XEROX COPIES BEING SENT TO MBS. MILDRED STEGALL, THE WHITE 
HOUSE; MB. WILLIAM WELSH, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE 
VICE PRESIDENT; HONORABLE DEAN RUSK, THE SECRETARY OF STATE; 
DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY; ATTORNEY GENERAL; DEPUTY 
ATTORNEY GENERAL; ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS GENERAL YEAGLEY, DOAR, 
AND VINSON; SECRET SERVICE; AND THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES.

NOTE
See memorandum C. D. Brennan to Mr. W. C 

dated 7/17/67, same captioned, prepared by TJD:scr
Sullivan
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4-312 (Rev. 1-18-62)

Date of Mail 3 'V

Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Branch.

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority.

Subject JUNE MAIL

Removed By

File Number /oo -

Permanent Serial Charge Out



Your letter of July 27th, with enclosure, has been 
received.

) With respect to your inquiry concerning Stokely
Carmichael, the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the 
Federal Government and, as such, does not determine whether 
prosecution will be undertaken in any situation. Such decisions 
concerning violations of Federal law are within the province of 
the United States Department of Justice.

^0

I can assure you, however, the FBI is aware of the 
activities of this individual and any information obtained which 
might indicate a violation of Federal Jaw over which this Bureau 
has investigative jurisdiction will be furnished to the United States 
Department of Justi&p for prosecutive consideration.

Sincerely yours,

&> Edgar Hoover

NOTE: Bufiles reflect! _____ _____ (wrote to the Director commenting
favorably upon the Directof ;and the Bureau. The Director's letter of 
9/30/66 acknowledged his communication. The enclosure .; forwarded 
is a copy of an article ,;concefrnirg Stokely Carmichael which appeared 
in the July 26th issue of tile f’Dailj^Mail” published in Anderson, South 
Carolina. ~ U \

' I M K ’ ! V !



b7C July 27, W

Mr* J* Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau Of InveBtigatien 
United States Department Of Justice 
Washington 2Jp, D,C*

Dear Mr, Hoover1

Enclosed you will find news clipping from The Daily Mail, Andersen, S,C, and a 
report by The Associated Press in regard to, ’’CAEMICHAEL SEES LONG, HOT SUMMER”*

As reported from Havana Hen-Communist newsmen were not allowed to approach Carmichael at 

the Havana airport.

Why. does the United States allew or permit this nan Carmichael? " a blasphemous and 

profane Communist revolutionary” to run free and apply war tactics of the guerrillas ?
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JO Daily Mail Anderson, S. C., Wed., July 26, 1967

DEATHS and FUNERALS
IN MEMORIAM

In Loving Memory Of 
Our Husband and Son-in-law.

EZELL EDWARDS 
Who passed away 

July 26,1965 
A Precious one from us 

has gone, 
A voice we loved is stilled, 
A place is vacant in our home, 
Which never can be filled.

WIFE and 
- ......... MOTHER-IN-LAW.

Mrs. Freeman
z ABBEVILLE — Mrs. Jennie 

Mae'Nabors Freeman, 66, of 202 
Wardlaw St., wife of Jesse J. 
Freeman, died Tuesday morning 
at a local hospital following an 
illness of several weeks.

She was ai native of Green
wood County, a daughter of the 
late Drayton and Janie Nabors. 
She was a member of Green
ville Presbyterian Church near 
Shoals Junction.

.Survivors: husband; two 
daughters, Mrs. Billy G. Whit
ten and Mrs. William F. Smith, 
both of Abbeville; two sons, 
james Miltop Freeman of Ab
beville and J. B. Freeman of 
Waterloo; brother, Drayton Na
bors of Ninety Six; four sis
ters, Mrs. Mamie Freeman of 
Abbeville, Mrs. Ola Smith, 
Mrs. Margaret Davis . and Mrs. 
Lina Hall, all of Hodges.

Funeral services will be held 
today at 4 p. m. at Harris 
Funeral Home with the Revs. 
Kenneth Bedenbaugh and .H. 0. 
Teurifoy officiating. Burial will 
be in Mt. Pleasant. Cemetery 
near Laurens.

Pallbearers: Thrashley Bowie, 
Paul Butler, J. R. Davis, George 
Smith, Jerry Nabors and Char
ley Smith.

Honorary escort: Ronnie Man
ning, S.J. Bunch, T.M. Craw
ford, Dr. A G. Oliver

James Sullivan
Funeral for James Alton Sul

livan, 61, of Rt. 1, Fair Play, 
who was dead on arrival at An
derson Memorial Hospital Tues
day at 6:15 p. m., will be held 
Thursday at 4 p. m. in the 
Double Springs Baptist Church.

The Rev. Jack. Eilenburg and 
the Rev. Preston Garrett will 
officiate and burial will follow 
in the adjoining cemetery.

Active,pallbearers: Ray, Ha
rold, Ben and Fred Sullivan', 
Max Gambrell and Fred Led
ford. ,

Honorary pallbearers: Fred 
Durham, James McAdams, Da
vid Tribble, Pat Glenn, James 
Freeman, Ben Sorrow, Frank 
Creamer and James Bolt.

Mr. Sullivan was born in 
Franklin County, Ga., but had 
lived most of his. life in Fair 
Play. He was a farmer and a 
member of Double Springs Bap
tist Church.

Survivors: widow, Mrs. Opel 
Stone Sullivan 1 of the home;' 
three sons, John and James 
Clayton Sullivan, both of Town
ville and'Job David Sullivan of 
Seneca; five daughters, Mrs. 
Ruth Cobb and Mrs. Lucille 
Freeman of Fair Play, Mrs.- 
Frances Burns and Mrs. Rachel 
King of Townville and Mrs. 
Louise Roach of Westminster; 
17 grandchildren; two brothers, 
Willie and Furman Sullivan, 
both of Fair Play; sister, Miss 
Autra Sullivan of Fair Play.

The body is at the residence. 
The McDougald Funeral Home 
is in charge of arrangements.

A. E. Cowan
Funeral for A. E.(Bud) Cow

an, 85, who died Tuesday morn
ing in an Anderson nursing 
home following an illness of sev
eral months, will be held at 4 
p. m —Thursday in Mt. RMhaL

EATHS

King, Summerton. 
Murphy, Liberty.
.Webber, Spartan-

Mrs. G. R. 
Mrs. F. L. 
William’ 0. 

burg.
Mrs. Eula'Dixon, Winnsboro.
Mrs. Minnie Hopkins, 

monsville.
Miss Culp, I Chester. 
Mrs. Lovelie, Dillon. 
Miss Annie! Coleman, Blair. 
Mrs. Alva Heffner, Columbia. 
Williams Infant, West Colum

bia. |
T. L. Benson, Columbia.
J. C. Stone Sr., Columbia.
J. B. Hucl s, Chester.
Mrs, Charbtte Wilds, Darling

ton. .... ...
E. A. Magbee Sr.,- Newberj 
Mrs. Hamon' Columbia. 1 
Pfc. Driggers, North Chari 

ton.
Mrs. Vera Lee, McColl.
A. F. Robertson Sr., West 

lumbia.
Mrs. J. R
C. H. Viniig, Columbia. 
Levon Str; <" 
M. B. Gis;.
P. S. Kiel i 
Joseph 0. 
Danny Ca 
Mrs. Spe:

Lee, McColl.

Tim-

WAIM-WCAC AND WAIM-TV 
SET WALLACE INTERVIEW

A press conference with former Alabama Governor 
George Wallace, recorded on his visit to Greenville last week 
will be broadcast over radio stations WAIM and WCAC-FM 
Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock. . / '

The interview' will be carried on WAIM-TV Thursday 
night at 6 o’clock. ■

Panelists’with the governor include Harold Tribble, an 
Anderson native and now editor of the Asheville, N. C., Cit
izen; and Greenville newsmen Lee Kanipe, Dave Partridge 
and Wayne Freeman.

i:

N
a1Carmichael Sees

12

were 
reat- 
t $2,-

art- 
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ing 
ere 
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hief 
.City

Hilton, Dillon.

ckland, Charles 
:, Sumter.
s Sr., Sumter. 
Kennedy, Man 

i-ter, Lancaster.
s rs, Lancaster.

655 
Ca//s 

Last Year
The Anderson Fire D 

ment responded to 655 
during the [fiscal year e 
June 30, of which 10 
false alarmjs, according t 
annual rep 
Bailey Mad lox to Anderso 
Council.

Fire losses for the yea 
set at $277,!
ened by fires was valued 
733,297.

Chief Maddox report 
calls were made outside’' the 
city limits, 11 for fires

Here

ort of Fire

i77. Property

Long, Hot Summer
HAVANA (AP) — Stokely 

Carmichael says Negroes in 
American cities are going to 
wage a guerrilla “fight, to the 
death,” the Cuban news agency 
reported Tuesday as the U. S. 
Black Power, leader arrived in 
Havana for a revolutionary con
ference.

The Prensa Latina agency 
quoted the fiery 26-year-old Ne
gro as saying: “In Newark we 
applied war tactics of the guer
rillas. We are preparing groups 
of urban guerrillas for our de
fense in the cities. The price of 
these rebellions is a high price 
that one must pay. This fight is 
not going to be a simple street 
meeting. It is going to be a fight 
to the'death.”

The Black Power leader came 
to Havana for the .meeting of 
the Latin-American Organiza
tion of Solidarity opening July 
31. U.S. racial problems are on 
the meeting’s agenda.

Carmichael flew from London 
to Prague Monday and then to

Havana. Non-Communist news
men were not allowed to ap
proach him at the Havana air
port.

In the Prensa Latina inter
view, which the agency said 
Carmichael gave in London, he 
said he decided to come to Cuba 
because of an April message 
attributed to the vanished Cu
ban. guerrilla leader Ernesto 
Guevara. The message urged 
Latin-American revolutionaries 
to stir up more Vietnam-like 
situations.

• Carmichael said Guevara in
spired American Negroes and 
that Prime Minister Fidel Cas
tro’s visit to Harlem in 1960 was 
momentous “in the history of 
the fight of North American Ne
groes.”

In the United States, the Ala
bama state Senate in a resolu
tion asked that Carmichael be 
denied re-entry to the United 
States and called him “a 
blasphemous and profane Com
munist revolutionary.”
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Mr. Sullivan

C. D. Brennan

A — »U. . WJUUdK/U .

1 - Mr. Sullivan
1.- Mr. Bland
1 -Mr. C.D. Brennan

8/4/67

1 —' b7C

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Due to the interest of the President in the activities 
of the : indent Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and its former 
chairman Stokely Carmichael and I

b7c ________ |w have prepared a summary setting forth current and
b7D planned future activities in this matter. A copy of the 

summary is attached for ready reference.

Stokely Carmichael gave a four-hour press release 
in Havana, Cuba, on 8/1/67. American newsmen were not permitted 
to attend. Carmichael reportedly exhorted American Negroes to 
take arms and fight for their freedom "from New York to 
California, from Canada to Mexico»" Carmichael also said 
American Negroes should seek vengeance against President 
Lyndon B. Johnson and other high Government officials.

A confidential source advised Carmichael’s purpose 
for visiting Cuba is to learn how that country has and is 
planning riots and demonstrations in Central and South 
American countries. According to the source, after leaving 
Cuba, Crrmichael plans to visit Central and Smith America. 
When he returns to the United States, he will 
utilize the riot and demonstration techniques 
in Cuba, Central and South America.

attempt to 
which he learned

b7C
b7D

b7C
b7D

Ou I ~| met with a
not further identified, in Harlem, Nw York City 
to a source, this hoodlum told| ~ |- ~
Harlem would not tolerate any racial trouble,such as riots 
and if he started anything, they would see that he would be 
killed.

Negro hoodlum, 
>. According 

that the underworld in

visited with
I I The Nation of Islam is an aIl-Negro
semireligious organization which advocates a doctrine of 
violent hatred of the United States Government and the white 
race.
Encl. -< ■
J?TB:des (?)

Bufile 100-44(5080 (Carmichael)
/oo -y v

OVER . . EL AUG 9



C* D. Grennan to Sullivan Memomndum
Re: STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

8/4/G7.
intends to travel to Atlanta, Georgia, today,

__________________ [arrived in Tokyo, Japan, ^7/33'67.He 
is attending the 13th World Conference Against Atomic and_______
Hydrogen Bombs. Be has been|_________________________________ _________

I The Conference is being held in Tokyo and 
is scheduled to run from 7/31/67 through 8/6/67.

REC ATi<mt

That the enclosed memorandum to Mrs. Mildred 
Stegall at the White House; Mr. William Welsh, Administrative 
Assistant to the Vice Presidentl Honorable Dean Rusk; 
Secretary of State; Honorable Jtoto^jJ^gjg^ara, Secretary 
of Defense; Attorney General;/assistant Attorneys General 
Doar, Yeagley, and Vinson; Secret Service and the military 
intelligence agencies ba approved.



airtel .

s/w

1 — b7C

tot W# Atlanta (M« * 3>

£Yatt$ ittrmtar, WI

iwstomd for Atlanta wl tondo® to a of a letter fro® 
Amtotant Attorney General V, Valter Yeagley dated 7/2U/67 wbieh, la 
selfm^tomtwy*.

Pursuant to .Assistant Attorney Genoral Wagtoy’s restart, 
OGAT, London, through estaultohod sonross^ andtonyor t© obtain a 
verbatim copy M Car»ietoei*B interview by Mitosel Arfcus in London, 
Englund. Yon should also determine ©tot poraon or persons wold he 
available for its introduetton into widence.

.Alm. enclosed tor the ittfortwtion of Atlanta and Leaden 
is a w of the article to th© T/W&7 is&v® of ”Th» Washington 
lost and Ttoes Herald^ W -Michael Irfctsau ' <

Mtoato# through -sftottto endeavor to detemtoe
all toformtlw concerning gamlchael*® of traveling a »cmd 
and particularly to CMba.,-

Xn viw of ton team racial sitmttoa to tois eotmtry, all 
leads wt he handled es^edltim^ly and submitted to a tor® suitable' / 
for dtosMlmtton. z. . z y >y / . -Qsis fiEC2b/^-y<M<r> “

1 - Foreign Liaison Unit (Route through for review)

PTB:desr^- (7) pA-^ ®9 AUG 3 1967

Tolson ___
DeLoach _
Mohr_____
Wick _____
Casper___
Callahan _
Conrad __ 1
Felt ______
Gale --------
Rosen ____
Sullivan __
T avel____
T rotter-----
Tele. Room 
Holmes___
Gandy ____



Airtel to Atlanta and Jmdon 
Re: STOKEXY CARMICBATX

Atlanta's attention Is specifisnlly invited to 
the Depart®ent *s recueet that a continuing investigation 
of CaraichaeVn activities Bo initiated upon his return to 
the United States.

Atlanta, as office of origin, mst vigermly 
pursue this natter through the development of informants 
to insure so have complete coverage of Carmichael *s 
activities.



CatfiFtfrENTIAL

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Bland
1 - Mr, C. D. Brennan
1 - | | bic

August 4, 1967

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

There is set forth below * summary of current 
and planned future activities of the Student nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee. its f&rmr chairman Stokely 
Carmichael, and | | b?c

Activities of Stokely CsssicMel

It woo previously reported that Stokely Carmichael 
arrived in Havana, Cuba, en July >6, 1967, as as official 
guest of the Cuban Goveramemt. Carmichael has been attending 
the Latin-American Solidarity Organisation conference which 
began July 31, 1967, in Havana.

According to a press release, Carmlcbael, on 
August 1, 1967, gave a four-hour press conference in Havana , 
which ^^tluded representatives of the United States news 
media. Based on information reported by Latin wad European 
eewmen, Carmichael reportedly made the following remarks:

"Forty per cent of the troop* in Vietnam are 
Negro, and sone good my come cd At because when they come 
back they will be trained to kill in the streets.**

Carmichael also said Abraham Lincoln was ”a white 
racist" and exhorted American Negroes to take arms to fight 
for their freedom "from Mew fork to California, from Canada 
to Mexico."

Carmichael added American Negroes should seek 
vengeance against President Lyndon 3. Johnson, Secretary 
of State Bean Husk and Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara. 
He said Negroes want to "settle the score" and "we will kill 
first and we will aim for the head.”

Carmichael was quoted by Havana radio as saying 
American Negroes "will have enough unm of all kinds to 
continue the fight for liberation.”

eoNFTDirriAb

SEE NOTE PAGE FOUR



NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COKmB

A confidential scarce has advised that|_______________
Central Chanter of Congress of facial Equality, a highly 
sllitant civil rights organisation, stated Cajmichael’s 

b7c purpose for visiting Cuba is to learn how that country has and 
is planning iota and dwmcnGtratfom in Central and South 

b7D Amo ieaietnintriee. I | stated that according to the ”grapo« 
vine/’ after leaving Cuba, Carmichael will go to Central and 
South -Merica to study how the planning for riots and demon
str at torus has; boon implemented in those conntries.

According to the source, said that after
^Carmichael has completed his trip, ne intends to return to 
Ms Salted States where be will attempt to utilise the riot 

b7c and demonstration techniques which be learned in Cuba, Central
b7D and SotrOi America la organising riots and demonstrations. He

will attsspt in different parts of the United States to 
utilise guerrilla warfare as used by the (tebans.

Activities of

bic It was previously reported that I kr rived in
b7D New York City from Washington, D. C., on July 3Qt 1967.

b7C
b7D

______ A confidential source advised that oa__________ __ 
I met with a leading Negro hoodlum, tribo was not further 

identified, in the Harlem, Mew York City, area. This 
meeting was I___________________________________________________________ I
associate of~| 
The reason for the sooting was that] Iwanted to secure 
the permission of this hoodinn to cause racial trouble in 
the Maries area.

I according to the source, was advised by 
this boodles that the underworld of Harlem would act 
tolerate any racial trouble, suoh as riots, and that if he 
started anything, they would see that he would be killed.

 The souroe stated  
I__________________________________________________________ I mentioned
that they must got rid of Mayor Bishard J. Daley, Chicago, 

b7c Illinois, and got his out of office, It was the source’s 
b7D opinion that I I intended to cause trouble is Chicago 

to discredit Daley.

- 2 -



student nomrxowrr coosbxnating oomrm:

b7C
b7D

The Rewrolutlosary Action Movement is an all
Negro, Marxist*&eninist oriented organisation which follow* 
the Chinese communist line and advocates achieving Megro 
rights by violeiNNi, if necessary.

b7C
b7D

The Mattos of Islam is as all-Negro semireligious 
organization which advocates a doctrine of violent hatred 
of the United States Government and the white race.

b7C
b7D

b7C
b7D

____________ Again on visited with
land in the evening nan disaer at his residence 

in| |

________Iplans to travel to Atlanta, Georgia, today, 
August 4, 1967. rrom Atlanta, he plana to go to Bogalus?, 
Louisiana, at a future date, which is not known.

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING CQHIHTTEE

It was previously reported that

b7C
b7D

had been invited to participate in a meet its of an inter* 
national United Bations miboommittee scheduled to convent' 
at To£)to, Japan, on July 36, 1961.

b7D
A confidential 

Nations did net hold any 
However, this source did 
Japan on July 38, 19G7.

source________advised the United
meeting in To^k> on July 36, 1967. 
advise that| 1 arrived in

** 0 **



snmwf maivzcoirr coordinating cosnirm

b7C
b7D

On July 30, 1907.1 I held a prese conference,
stat lag he had come to Japan at the invitatlc® of the Japan 
Council for Prohibition of Atomic and Hydrogen Bombs to 
attend its 13th World Conference Against Aten and Hydrogen 
Bombs. Ho has been elected a mcaber of the conference’s 
presiding committee.

According to the source this Conference is 
gghoduled fro* July 31, 1967, tiMttgh AugnSt 6, 1967, at 
rhich time it will split into two groups, one going to 
Hiroshima, Japan, and the other to Nagasaki, Japan, to 
continue the Conference in those cities.

XEROX COPIES BEING SENT TO MRS. MILDRED STEGALL, THE WHITE 
HOUSE; MR. WILLIAM WELSH, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE 
VICE PRESIDENT; HONORABLE DEAN RUSK, THE SECRETARY OF STATE; 
HONORABLE ROBERT S. MCNAMARA, THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE;
ATTORNEY GENERAL; DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL; ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS 
GENERAL YEAGLEY, DOAR AND VINSON; SECRET SERVICE; AND THE 
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES.

NOTE:

See memorandum C.D. Brennan to Mr. Sullivan 
dated 8/4/67, name caption, prepared by PTB:des.

Classified ’’Confidential" since it contains information 
from informants whose disclosure could affect our national 
defense.

ewimatmir-
*• 4 **



August 1, 1967

J?a5

Sr o u 
fe

Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr____
Bishop _
Casper_
Callah an 
Conrad __
Felt____
Gale ____
Rosen _ *
Sullivan 12 
Tavel ___
Trotter__
Tele. Roa 
Holmes _| 
Gandy _ £

Honorable larry Winn, Jr. 
House of Representatives 
Washington, D. C. 20515

My dear Congressman:

b7c I have received your communication of July 28th
er with the letters from

b7C

b7CWith respect to your constituents' inquiries conceYn 
Ing Stokely Carmichael, you may wish to advise them (hat die FBI is 
strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Government and, as 
such, does not determine whether prosecution win be undertaken in 
any situation. Such decisions concerning violations of Federal law 
are within the province of the United States Department of Justice.

They may be assured, however, the FBI is aware of the 
activities of this individual and any information obtained which might 
indicate a violation of Federal law over which this Bureau has investi
gative jurisdiction will be furnished to the United States Department of 
Justice for prosecutive consideration.

MAILEUS

Your enclosures are being returned as you requested.

"I Sincerely ydursX*

• Hoot?,

XL-L

AUG! 1967
C0BSW-B1 /Sis

Enclosures (2)$>

NOTE: Bufiles contain no record
Congressman Winn is a freshman Congressman who was elected 
llr8r66?: :On;2r2rQ7 the Congressman,expressed t,9*SA|

’PE UNIT



JHasfiington, ©.€.

Sir:

The attached communication

is sent for your consideration.

o 
l')E

July 28 1967

Mr.

o

On 
O

Congress of tfje eaniteb s>tate£

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. DeLoach__ _
Mr. Mohr----------
Mr. Wick _______
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad_____

Felt _ _______
Mr. Gale _ ______
Mr. Rosen----------
Mr. Sullivan--------
Mr. Tavel -----------
Mr. Trotter---------
Tele. Room--------
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy--------

©oust of Mepreftntatfoe*

Congressional Liaison
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C.

Please investigate the statements 

contained therein and forward me 

the necessary information for re

ply, returning the enclosed corre

spondence with your answer.

Yours. ,;trul

rry Winn

o oa



b7C

July 26, 1967 JUL281967

Hon. Larry Winn, Jr.
United States Representative. 
House Office Building 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Winn:
The violence in our cities these past few 
days, should bring the Congress to it’s 
feet.

i Recently the Topeka Capitol published a list 
j of the ten most wanted criminals by the F.B.I.

But Stokley Carmichael was not on that list. 
How, can a marFTTke^Carmi chael get a passport 
to spread his hate arount the world?
Martin Luther King’s statement over TV yesterday 
” He was sorry for the riots’’ yes his "Long hot 
summer speech" from Chicago helped to start it 
all.
It’s about time for Congress to start to work.

AT.T, INFORMATION CONTAINED



JDI

b7C

July 26, 1967

Congressman Larry Winn 
House Office Building 
Washington, DiC.
Dear Congressman Winn:

What is Congress going to do about this Stokeley 
fiarmaichael and his ilk who are openly preaching treason 
and causing anarchy in cities such as Newark and Detroit? 
If there are no laws to take care of his kin£,then Congress 
had better pass some and pass them fast or there is not 
going to be any United States for either black or white.

Is Carmaichael going to be permitted to return to 
the UnitedStates after his braxen attendance at the 
communist meeting in Ciba? If he ispermitted to return, 
then all I can say is, we are asking for terrible trouble.

Respectfully.
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$PTfONA$. FORM Na 10
MAY 1062 EDITION
GSA F>MR (41.CFR) 101-11.6 '

.UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, TAMPA (100-1103) (P)
STOKELY^CARMICHAEL 

IS - MISCELLANEOUS

and Jacksonville.

subject:

b7C
b7D

Re 
letter Tampa

b7C
b7D

[stated that

to the Bureau

Bureau airtel Albany 6/7/67 
6/27/67 (IO).

reel of recordingEnclosed for the Bureau is one 
tape which is the original taped audio portion of subject’s 
speech made at Daytona Beach, Florida on 4/18/67. This 
recording was furnished by I I(PROTECT) ,_______

|was [ |at Daytona
and that the entire speech of subject was not recorded but 
only significant portions thereof.

The enclosed recording is being furnished for 
whatever use the Bureaucbsires and it is requested that 
it be returned to Tampa when no longer of use 
for return to

'2 / Bureau (Enc. T) (RM) 
1 - Atlanta (Info) (RM).
1 - Jacksonville (Info) (RM)
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-104
MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. reg. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
The Director

FROM : N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT : The Congressional Record

! ■ ■ ' Page H9507. Congressman Rogers,- (D) Florida, stated l '
[’yesterday I urged the Attorney. General to te&e action through the FBI am ■ 
Justice -Department for the arrest of'StokeljoCarmichael immediately upon - 

’ -his return.to the United States from Cub'aTThave been advised that j 
- .Carmichael’s reentry cannot be legally barred* - - - - Carmichael has [ 
; identified himself as one of those who would destroy the United States. ! 
: We cannot accept his statements on any other basis. Our laws are designed ;

to take care of Carmichael's-ilk and the American.people will demand that 
these laws be fully enforced. ” f- ■ 11

Page H9566. Congressmab^Nichols, (D) Alabama, placed in (D

the Record a resolution passed by the legislature of the State of Alabama D 
, recommending that Stokely Carmichael be denied readmittance to this country .5

4 ■ - ■ - • F II c?
\ AAiG.L-^. . —--- J—__ ——-M—I

: ds an undesirable alien: or on any,.other available grounds that will prevent | a

1 his return. The resolution' states "Whereas Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director of1 I 
... the Federal Bureau of Investigation in a recent report to a Congressional. !(  
j Committee on some of. Carmichael’s activities stated that Carmichael in I

his Black Power movement had been in frequent contact with 
Field Chairman of-the J&evplutionary Action Movement, - — 
r) c' < > . •

TICK coTSTAisn® 
CLASSI^^© i £ V

3"7 i -------------- - —-
NOT RECORDED

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 1967
Record for • was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Director-^; attention. This form has been prepared in order that ' -
portions’of a copy of.the original memorandum may-be clipped, mounted, and placed 
4ji appropriate Bureau case or subject matter files.



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
'■ MAY 1M2 EDITION

GSA FPMR <41 CFR) 101*11.6

UNITED STATES GoSk.NMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 7/31/67TO

SAC, SEATTLE (100-28676) (C)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

BJECT

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, dated 6/7/67 .

airtel, enclosed 
one xerox copy each

In accordance with the referenced 
herewith to the Bureau are the original and 
of two taped speeches made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL in the Seattle 
area. The Seattle Office is maintaining a taped copy of the 
original tapes. The taped copies were obtained as follows: A 
speech made at Garfield High School, Seattle, 5/19/67, was ob
tained on 6/9/67 from I
__________________________________________________ [another taped speech 
made 5/19/67 at University of Washington was obtained from I 

on 6/16/67.

The above tapes were difficult for 
to read and considerable time and effort was 
view of these tapes in an effort to maintain

A copy of a tape was also received

b7D
b7C

the stenographer 
spent in a re
accuracy .

from

tape was received by SA| |on 6/23/67.
a copy of a tape made concerning a speech made 
at Central Washington State Teacher's College, 
Washington on 5/21/67. This tape is even more 
interpret and after a review of the typed copy
to be no evidentiary material and the tape is mostly illegible. 
Unless advised on the contrary by the Bureau, a copy of this 
tape will not be forwarded./? f

This 
It is 

by CARMICHAEL 
Ellensburg, 
difficult to 
there appears

b7C
b7D

2/- Bureau (Enc 
T - Seattle
LKS:Imd
(3)

BEC 10

5010-108

£______ / A. .4 ' b7c 14 AUG 3

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



SE 100-28676

b7C
b7D

_____ _______ ______  I stated that the audience at Garfield 
High School on 5/19/67 consisted of high school students and 
the normal public as the meeting was open to anyone who wished 
to attend. He said that the speech given at the University of 
Washington was given before University of Washington students 
only. He could not furnish any particular identity of individuals 
who attended either session.
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STOCKELY CARMICHAEL at GARFIELD HIGH SCHOOL 
May 19, 1967 _ Seattle, Washington 

Good Evening, It’s good to be here.

You know what usually happens is that in the newspapers they call 

us racists and anti-whites and say we hate white folk and all that 

irrelevant nonsense, and they do that because they use white 

people as the measuring stick. But I want you to look clear before 

you and you notice that in all their beautiful liberal press media, 

there isn’t one black man. So when the honkeys talk tomorrow 

about violence and anti-white and hating white people, tell them 

they ought to have a black man reporting it because they don’t 

understand because we are talking to black folk anyhow.

Tonight we want to do several things. We want to talk about 

some of the basic assumptions from which the Student Non-Violentnc 

Coordinating Committee CsnCC) moves and then’move into an area 

of pragmatics and what in fact black people will have to do if 

we are going to survive in this country and live as human beings. 

The first thing we want to talk about is the theory of self 

condemnation, and we want to move on and talk about denying one 

one?s freedom as opposed to giving one one's freedom and we want to 

talk about the importance of definition and the need for black 

people to define themselves as they see fit in this society 

and to have thoseodefinitions recognized by our press’s white 

society. And we want to talk about violence because it is 

going to be important, because I don’t know why everybody is so 

scared about it and they are going to draft you all and send 

you all to Vietnam, I guess you are going to go over there and 

make love to the Vietnamese. Then we want to talk about 
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the lies that this country has told about black people to make 

us ashamed of ourselves and want to move on and talk about 

developing a concept of people which we desperately need in 

this country today and we want to instill among our people, particular^ 

among the young in our generation, the will to fight back when 

messed over by anybody.

We want to talk about self condemnation. Self 

condemnation is impossible. No body can condemn themselves 

or no people can condemn themselves. If they do they have to 

punish themselves. If I did something wrong and I admitted 

that I did it wrong then I have to punish myself, but if I can 

keep that in line so I can rationalize away my guilt then I 

never feel guilty. Let me give you some examples:

Thel’Nazis who were brought to trial after Hitler 

was, after the Hitler regime was brought down, they said,the 

ones who allowed themselves to live, they said that they killed 

Jews but the Jews wern’t human beings, they were inferior so 

they didn't really commit a crime or they said they didn't know 

what was going on in Germany at the time that Hitler was killing 

all the Jews or they say what most white Americans are saying 

today we were just following law and order. If they said they 

rationalized away their guilt they just served their sentences 

and waited until they got out. But now the ones who admitted 

that they killed human beings had to commit suicide. You’ve 

got to understand that. For us in this country a clear example 
of that would be in Neshoba County in Philadelphia, Mississippi. I

A honkey by the name of Rainey (sp) decides with 18 other 

honkeys to kill three people. Now the entire county of Neshoba
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cannot indict Rainey because they elected himdto do just what 

he was doing, to kill anybody Who troubled with the status quo. 

If they indicted him then all of them would be guilty and they 

can’t do that, they cannot admit that they are guilty and 

in SNCC- we say that white America, the total community, cannot 

condemn herself for the acts of brutality and beastiality 

that she has heaped upon us as a race, black people, It’s 

impossible for her to do it. She must rationalize away her guilt. 

She must blame us or blame everybody else but herself because 

if she were to blame herself, she would have to commit suicide. 

MY brother LEROY JONES reminds me that wouldn't be a bad idea.

Now we want to move from there into the concept 

of denying one onete freedom, and this is very, very important 

because white people have assumed that they are gods, that they 

can give somebody their freedom, and so if they don’t like the 

way you act they won’t give you your freedom. But now what you 

have to get crystal clear in your minds is that no-body gives 

anybody their freedom, people can only deny somebody their freedom. 

This is very important. We are all born free. We are enslaved 

by the institutions of racism that white America produces. Our 

jobLfs to stop America from being racist, not to give us our 

freedom, so in reality our fight is to civilize white America. 

Now then if you take that to its logical conclusion you would 

say that any civil rights bill that was passed in this country 

would have eased the struggle for black people but it helped 

civilized white America. Let me give you an example:
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I’m black, I know that I’m black. I know that I am 

a human being and I know that with that comes certain dignities 

that all human beings have. One of those is that I am able to 

enter a public place.. But now there are some dumb hunkeys who 

don’t know that so that every time I try to enter a store the 

hunkey gets in my way, shoots at me, bombs my church, kills 

my children or beats me up because he doesn’t know that Tm 

a human being so the white folk in Washington, D. C., got to 

write a Civil Rights Bill to tell this hunkey,-when I come, get 

out of my way. So that what they have done is they have civilized 

this hunkey because I’m the same man I was, I still go into the 

store. The only trouble is that he is not forced to recognize 

my humanity. That is very important. It is the same thing that 

is true about the voting rights act. We’re black, we know we 

should be able to vote, but everytime we try to vote some 

hunkey stops us, so they got to pass a civil rights bill to 

stop them from denying us our rights. They don’t give us anything. 

You’ve got to get that clear in your mind.

Now then we want to talk about definitions because 

they are very, very inportant. You see White Western Society 

and you should use the word Western Society never Western 

Civilization, because they don’t know nothing about it. White 

Western Society has been able to define everybody and they 

just define them and put them in places, and when they define, 

they can’t get out those definitions and people just stay there. 

Let me give you some examples so you can understand better:

</ o S'o 
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You watch the red man and the white man on TV fighting 

each other. If the red man is winning then the white man calls 

for the calvery and here come the calvery, and they are riding 

very white and very proper, and when they get up to where the 

battle is they all get otit their guns and they systematically 

shoot all the red men, you know, kill them dead. They get back 

on their bhorses and they ride back to the fort, and at the 

fort there is a white woman standing there, and she says,’What 

happened?”,and there is always this Lieutenant who says.'VSe 

had a victory, we killed all the Indians’! This is very good. 

Now the next time when the reverse happens, when the red man 

beats the hell out of the white man and there is one of them 

left draging on the horse and she says,What happened?’.’Those 

dirty Indians, they massacred us.” There was a feeling in there 

that a massacre is not as good as a victory. A victory is much 

better. She say S’-i red people who all there lives are going to 

fight and they are never going to have a victory. Here is Sittin 

Bull, the greatest strategist you have in the world, he has won 

all these wars, but he ain’t never going to win a victory, he’s 

always going to win a massacre. And a massacre is dirty. You’ve 

got to understand that in your mind. You see that on television 

all the time, even today about the Vietnam war. Do you ever "'hear,, 

"Jhose dirty, filthy, rotten, Communist, rebels, they threw a 

Molotov cocktail and killed civilians!’?And then the other guy comes 

back and says ,’ThP.theomean Lime our good GI boys have been bombing 

the hell out of Nor 1h Vietnam,” Or even better would be a group 
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of students at Nashville decide to take care of some hunkey 

cops because they are picking on them, and its Fish Students 

Riot anddin Fort Lauderdale hunkeys go and throw bottles arid 

beers at policemen, they are going to say/College Students 

go on a spree. So the white people have been defining us our 

lives and we have been forced to react to <hose definitions 

and see they call us negroes, so I guess you all came from negro 

land® You have allowed white people to name you. When we were 

in Puerto Rico a couple of months ago we were speaking in Spanish, 

I looked through the dictionary to find a word for negro in Puerto » 

Rican. There is no such word. The closest word is negro, it means 

black. In french there is no word for negro. In german there 

is no word for negro. In Swahili there is no word for negro.

You wouldn’t want me to leave out Swahili, it’s what’s happening. 

So that they have defined that, and with the word negro comes 

dumb, stupid, apathetic, love water melon, and got good rhythm. 

But now they do something even more insidious with definitions. 

Let me give you an example, go then we can get into black power 

and the definitions of black power.

Now you remember, especially from my generation when 

this whole thing broke out with integration, and we used to sit 

gluedj to the TV set, you know and our black leader would get 

up and say "We want to integrate" and in our minds we knew the 

cat was talking about good schools, good houses, good jobs, and 

a good way of life. That was in the minds of all black people, 

but some dumb hunkeys going to jump up and say "You want to marry 

my daughter, don’t you?" And then instead of our black leaders 

being aggressive and saying later for you hunkey, at that time 

/60 - ^[($2 
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they would react to the hunkey, see they would let him define 

their own term, integration and he would say "Uh Uh we don’t 

want to be your brother, we want to be your brother". And they 

just go to sweaten and puffin and "we don't want to sleep in 

your bedroom, we just want to live next door to you’.’ An so 

they were doing what ever the hunkey who defined their term, 

and they were reacting to his definition. They don't pull 

that junk with us in .'SNCC because we tell them right out 

when they come with that nonsense about marrying their daughter, 

your;“daughter, your sister, your mama, we tell them. We tell 

them crystal clear the white woman is not the queen of the world 

she’s not the virgin Mary, she can be made like any other woman. 

Let’s move over to something important, so that we will not be 

caught in a bind about reaction to their definitions and the 

same thing happens. We say black power, and some hunkey going 

to jump up and say "Oh you mean violence" and he wants us to 

say "Oh no boss man, we don’t mean vldLence” . Later for the hunkey, 

it’s our term, we know what it means. Later for them. Black 

power is the coming together of black people to fight for their 

liberation by any means necessary. Now we want to talk about 

violence. Because I understand that some of your so called negro 

leaders have been saying that we violence. I won’t deny it, 

yea I’m violent, somebody touch me I’ll break their arm. But the 

problem isn’t one of violence see, the problem is one of hitting 

back white people when they hit you, that’s the real problem, 

because we’vernever done that all of our lives. They have been 

able to walk over us, bomb our churches, beat us up, shoot into 
our houses, lynch us, and do everything they wanted to do and we 
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would just sit there and whisper about it behind closed door. 

It’s a new day today. But what really upsets me is these 

people who talk about violence and not concerned about black 

people because there is more violence in our neighborhood on 

Friday and Saturday night then there is anyplace else. We cut 

and we shoot each other more than we “touch anybody in the world 

and don’t nobody talk out against that violence. And the reason 

they don’t do it is because they don’t give a damn about us, 

they are only concerned about white folks. If they were against 

violence they would be preaching non violence in the black community 

because that’s where we need it most. We need it there. We need 

it to learn to love and respect each other and stop cutting and 

shooting each other but they don’t care about us. The only 

time you hear these preachers talk about non violence is when 

a hunky hits you and you’re getting ready to take care of business. 

Then you see them on television. The only rule they have is 

to comdemn their own people or we don’t believedin violence 

those vagabonds throwing rocks and bottles, oh yes, we believe 

in the war in Vietnam, we think our boys should go over there and 

shoot, but we don’t believe in violence at all, what is that junk. 

They're going to put you in a uniform and send you 8,000 miles 

to shoot a man who ain’t never called you a nigger, get out of 

here. And you get cats like Lyndon Bains Johnson get up on 

TV and say "Ma fellow Americans every night before I go to sleep, 

I ask myself what have I done to preserve peace; for this country". 

And here he is talking dnut preserving peace and dropping bombs 

all over Hanoi, bomb, bomb, bomb, bomb, bomb. And then he get up
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before national TV and he says violence never accomplishes 

anything. Well if the hunkey believes that then tell him to 

use non violence in Vietnam. What they are saying is violence 

is OK against everybody except the white man, that’s what they 

are saying, and you ought not to get fooled by it, you ought 

to understand that in the world that exists, especially in this 

country, a victim and executioner relationship. We are the victims 

and white people are the executioners, and they have kept usis 

down by force and by violence and that if wdre violent, it’s just 

that we have learned well from our teachers. They have bombed 

our churches, they have shot us in the streets, they have lynched 

us, they have cattle; prodded us, they have thrown lye over us, 

they have dragged our children out in the night, we have been the 

recipients of violence for 400 years. We have just learned well 

how to use it today. Don’t you ever condemn people for using 

violence, and those black Preachers get up, you tell them to 

get the guts to condemn white folks for the violence they heap 

on us. If they can’t do that, if they can’t condemn the white 

folks, tell them to keep their mouth shut. So don’t you get 

caught up in no discussion about violence, we’re just making 

it crystal clear to the hunkey today that if you try to shoot 

us, we’re going to kill them, so God get the noose. Now if he 

doesn’t want to get shot, tell them to stay home because they 

leave their beds and their wives at 3:00 in the morning and 

come to our community and going to work out their frustrations 

by shooting into our community. If they got frustrations, tell 

them to go see a psychiatrist. So you’ve got to understand that
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one in your mind and don’t get carried away with that nonsense 

about riots, you ought to understand, you ought to be proud 

of your black brothers in Nashville, you ought to be proud, because 

what happened was on Friday night two hunkey policemen go 

walk into the middle of the neighborhood, and go startin to beat 

upon a black brother, and when the others brothers told them they 

didn’t have to, they go and turn on them, but they forgotc it's 

a new day. See they didn’t recognize that this generation iis 

saying if you wear a sheet at night or a badge in the day, if 

you put your filthy white hands on our beautiful black skin 

we’re going to TCB. So you just dismiss that nonsense about 

violence when they tell you about violence, you tell them yea 

we dig your non violence in Vietnam. We'ver dug your non violence 

in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. You tell them we’ver dug it, yea. 

We ain’t going to forget the Congo baby, we dig it there too. 

We dug the tried violence in Cuba, but Castro took care of them. 

Now we want to talk then pragmatically about how these things 

affect our lives as black people!- What white America has done 

in order to rationalize away guilt for what she has done to 

us is that she’s told a number of lies about us that she believes. 

Now that’s expected. Hitler said if you tell a lie long enough 

and hard enough, everybody will think it’s the truth and white 

America has done that. But what is pathetic and what is bad, 

is that some black people believe those lies about themselves. 

And so what we have to do tonight is begin to clarify those 

lies for ourselves© (You all don’t mind if I take off my jafcet 

do you?) (Us draw heat you know). Now the first lie that 

white America told about us is that we are a lazy people. Are
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you hep to tat. And here goes some of us down the street. 

"Uh, Uh we’re just lazy, we,we just like white folk, they’re 

always working hard and trying to get somewhere but we’re 

so lazy". You got to get it in your mind, We’re not lazy, 

we’re hard workin, white people are lazy. Look here, they 

were so lazy they came to Africa to steal us to do their work 

for them. We're not lazy, we are the hardest working people 

in this country, we are. The trouble is that we are the 

lowest paid, and the most opressed and the most exploited 

people in this country. We’re not lazy. If you ride up and 

down the delta in the south today, you’ll see black people 

chopping and picking cotten for $2.00 per day, while white 

folks sit on the porch, drink scotch, and talk about us. We’re 

not a lazy , people it’sour mothers who take care of their own 

family and then go across town to take care of Miss Ann’s family. 

So that you should get that out of your mind. We’re not lazy 

we are hard working industrious people, always have been. Our 

sweat builds this country.

Now the next lie she tells is what she tells our kids 

in school. If you work hard you will succeed. Now you all know 

that’s a lot of junk. Because if that were true, black people 

would own this country, lock, stock and barrel. It’s not a 

question of hard working, it is a question of he who has power 

and he who has control. That's all, that’s all it’s about, because 

we are the people who really build this country. We are the 

domestics, we are the share croppers, we are the fruit pickers, 

we are the janitors, we are the elevator men, we are the garbage
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men, we are the hardest working people in the country. If 

it were true that you have to work hard to succeed, then the 

contrary of that would be true. That people who didn’t work 

hard would be poor, and Bobby Kennedy would be the poorest 

Hunkey in this country. So then we must begin to get it crystal 

clear in our minds, it is simply a question of he who has power 

and we don’t have that, we’ve got everything else but that 

and the white man airft got nothing but that. We got love, we 

got non violence, we got morality, we got Christianity, we got 

rhythm, we got everything you need, but we ain’t got power. 

The hunkeys don’t have love, can’t spell non violence, they 

don’t know what religion is all about, you know they ain’t got 

rhythm, but (unintelligible). But they have power, that’s 

what they have, power over our lives, so we got to get it clear 

the thing we need is power.

The next lie they tell us is this thing about 

education. You go to school and get a degree, you’re going 

to make it. All of our college students.:, when they get out of 

college, witha college degree, make less money than a hunkey 

with a high school degree. Not only that, the education system 

that they teach us is riddled with racism, filled with racism. 

We can’t see ourselves projected anywhere, they show us as a 

stupid people to let us keep thinking we’re stupid, they start 

out with their elementary books about Tom, Dick and Jane. Tom 

is white, Dick is white, Jane is white, even their dog Spot is 

white. And the only time we see ourselves is Little Black 

Sambo on the last page eaten water melon. But not only is it
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riddled with out right racism it is riddled with subtle 

racism and the history books just lie, lie. And they have to 

lie because white people have got to lie because white people 

have to lie to themselves, they cannot tell the truth about 

themselves. And what happens is they fill our minds with 

all those lies and have us accept them as truths. Let me give 

you an example of one that's very hard but you don’t dig it.

If I said to you that MR. Quami Enliuma, (who is a brilliant 

black man, he is out of sight, he should be your hero) don’t 

let them white folk fool you, he’s out of sight). Now if I said 

to you that Mr. Quam (you wouldn’t know about him because he 

is the leader in Africa, or was until the CIA overthrew him) 

Now if I said to you that Mr. Quami Enkruma discovered England 

in 1961, you'd laugh, but if that was the first time that that 

black man had set foot on England and if we as black people 

did not recognize the existence of non black people, he would have 

discovered England. If I said to you that Christopher Columbus 

discovered America in 1492 you say that’s right, if you were 

my teacher you would give me an A, all right, now dig. Here 

comes this hunkey from Europe, steps foot on this country, there 

are red people here but they don't exist so he discovers it. 

And this has been the history of white society. They have never 

recognized anybody who is non white, so nothing happens until they 

come and find you. But now you've got to dig this thing about 

Columbus real deep because you hate telling you that he 

discovered America and he was a dumb hunkey, I mean he was stupid, 

he died thinking he was in India. That’s how dumb he was. And 

because he was stupid he titled the red man Indians and to this 

day they have the name because some dumb Hunkey thought he was 
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in India. So you’ve got to understand that. That’s how riddled with 

racism it is that you can’t even recognize it. Theyv.don’t even 

recognize how racist it is to say that Christopher Columbus 

discovered America and they never will admit it. They can’t, 

They can’t. Not only that if you wrote the rehistory of this 

country we would say that this country is a nation of thieves. 

It started off by stealing the country from the red men 

and committing genocide against him. Not only did it steal the 

country from the red man, it wasn’t satisfied, it turned around 

and it stole us from Africa. You've got to understand that this 

country has been a nation of thieves, and is moving to become 

a nation of murders in Vietnam and we’vergot to stop this. 

Because we have to save our humanity. Let white America do as 

she will, but as black people we will save our humanity. This 

is very, very important. They start our kids off with the Roman 

Empire, with the Greek Empire, they never teach you about Africa, 

they make you ashamed of Africa. You ask kids, where are you 

from, I’m from Seattle, where is your grandmother from, from 

Kansas, and where is your great grandmother from, from Texas, 

and where your great great grandmother from mmmmmmmmmm. SHE IS 

FROM AFRICA!’.’.’.’. But you don’t know anything about Africa 

because you have let white people define Africans as savages.

You let them define them for you and you don’t want to be a savage/ 

You want to be white. You want to be so white that you don’t 

want to be part of your brothers in Africa, you want to be so 

white that you’ll go to the movies to watch Tarzan. You want 

to be so white that you sit up on that movie seat and yell for 

Tarzan to beat up your black brother, that’s how white you want 

to be. You should recognize what they are doing to you. Here you 
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are jumping up there, identifying with a white man, when he

is dumb, he is dumb, he can’t even speak, all he says is (Tarzan’s 

war hoop) . And=-your over there identifying with this white 

man because what theyfe telling you is here comes a hunkey from 

Europe, and because he’s so smart and so intelligent and we're 

black and stupid he comes over to Africa and he knows the jungle 

better than us and we’verbeen living there all of our lives. 

And when ever we get into trouble with the elephants we got 

to go to the great white father to talk to the elephants for us. 

Ain’t that (something). What you have to recognize is what they 

have done is brain washed us. When you see Tarzan on TV you 

yell for your black brothers to come together and beat the hell 

out of that white man. But see that has been calculated by 

white America, that we will never find out about ourselves, 

because a people without its roots or people without its history 

is like a tree without its roots and we’ve? been floating 

for 400 years. Digustin. They didn't tell you that the first 

University in the world was the University of Timbuktu in Africa 

did they? They couldn’t tell you that because you would begin 

to identify with Africa and feel proud with other black people. 

They tell you about the Roman Empire conquering the world. Did 

they tell you that Hannibal, a black man caught the (something) 

and beat the living day lights out of the Romans. That’s right, 

Hannibal did it. And when they get ready to put Hannibal

in the movies they put a hunkey like Victor Mateur playing Hannibal. 

Because they don't want you to know that Hannibal was black, but 

I’m here to tell you that he was a full black man. And clear 

up the alps and went into Italy and smashed the Romans, you 
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ever see those Italian hunkeys running around here with dark 

complexion and brown eyes. Hannibal did that. The next time 

some Italim hunkey call you a nigger, tell him get away from 

my face, I'm your daddy. But they can’t afford to tell you 

about the things that black people did because you would identify 

with them. They tell you about Napoleon BonApart, did they 

tell you the little black man who was a slave named Tousad, in Haiti, 

beat him up and sent him back to France crying like a baby. They 

leave that out of your history books because they want you to be 

ashamed and when Napoleon got back to France his wife was 

Pregnant for a Pygmy. And when Nepoleon looked at his wife he 

asked her \foat happens when the baby was born black, die said 

the little man was staring at me, and he said he must have had 

an awful penetrating stare, my dear. But they won’t give you 

that in the history books, they give you white heroes to identify 

with, they mesmerize our minds, they give you George Washington, 

he’s supposed to be a hero, here is a man who had you enslaved, 

sold a black woman for a barrel of molasses, and he’s supposed 

to be my hero? Later for him. They can’t tell you about 

Ned Turners and the Denmark Bessies can they. They can’t tell 

you about them because they were fighters who beat up all kinds 

of white folk who were trying to make them slaves, that’s why 

they won’t tell because they want you to keep on being slaves, 

they want to define your very actions, it ain’t going tohappen 

today. All of those things in the schools are calculated to 

make us ashamed of ourselves. The most insidious things 

they could have done to us is to make us believe as a people 

that we are ugly. The criteria for beaity in this society is set 
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by white folk, in the books you read, in the television programs 

you see, the movies, the magazines, the newspaper. If she 

is beautiful she’s got thin nose, thin lips, skinny hair and 

white skin, and that’s beauty. And they have made you believe 

that beauty so much that our women run around here bathing in 

(something) from morning til night. They have got tis believing 

that so that our young men go out and'conk” their hair so they can 

have straight hair ,-to.l look beautiful. I hope you can take 

the truth, because they have mesmerized our women's minds so that 

they process their hair every Friday night. And the rest of 

them get their $50.00 and buy wigs. We have to as a people, 

gather strength to stand up on our feet and say our noses are 

broad, our lips are thick, our hair is nappy, we are black and 

beautiful. So that we don’t have to be any longer ashamed of 

our selves and make our children think that they are ashamed so 

our parents won’t tell us don’t drink coffee because it makes 

you black. Bite in your lips because it’s too thick. And I 

was surprised when I was at college to find a young man who 

wore a nose clip on his nose every night, but that’s how they have 

messed up our minds/ They have messed it up so much that every 

time you get ready to pick somebody who is beautiful, you’d 

pick somebody who is light, bright and damned near white. And 

our mother’s keep telling us when you marry somebody make sure 

there hair is straight because I want to be (blank). That’s 

how much they have messed up our mirids, we are ashamed of ourselves 

and of our color of our skin. If you want to start a fight, 

call somebody black. YOU ARE BLACK AND BEAUTIFUL, STOP BEING 

ASHAMED OF WHAT YOU ARE!!!!!
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Once we stop being ashamed, we can move on because we can then 

begin to develop a concept of people hood. Are we so ashamed 

of each other, yea I’m going to (something), we'll stand here 

and here she come, she going to stand next to us. We’re so 

Clanish won’t go stand anywhere else, we always got to be 

together. We're so ashamed, we don’t even want to see each other 

in a group. We are so ashamed of ourselves that we walk down 

the street and see a hunkey cop beating up one of us and know 

the hunkey cop is beating him up because he’s black and keep 

walking right on by. We are so ashamed of ourselves that we 

watch our brothers and sisters get put out of their houses, put 

their furnitures on the street and we wait till night time to 

go and steal what we want.

We are so ashamed of ourselves that we're raping, 

plundering and murdering each other. That’s how much ashamed 

we are. We have to build a concept of people hood where we 

recognize that we are all the same people, the same brothers 

and sisters so that we can move to the strength to tell them 

when you touch one of us you got to touch all of us. And when 

we can begin to move to that position, ain’t none of them going 

to mess with any of us. But the reason is they know that they 

can come into our communities, beat us up, take our women, and 

we won’t do nothing because we don’t even want to associate 

with them. You better wake up, the rest of your brothers and 

ssters are coming together, They’re not letting them come in there 

and pick on one anymore. That’s what we’ve got to do. If they 
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touch one they got to touch all.* That is the only way we 

are going to survive as a people. You've got to understand 

that. Now I’m going to point out something to the older folk 

who get upset about this thing called law and order. They say 

well the trouble with that nigger andSNCCc is tl^re going around 

there and they’re stirring up trouble and breaking lawsand order 

and they talk so bad and so mean. Let me tell you. All the 

harsh words that we say in .“SNCC, we can never begin to match the 

treatment that white America has heaped upon us and continues 

to heap upon us. We can call them hunkeys until they turn red, 

we ain’t even begun to match what they have done to us, so don’t 

you get disturbed about the words. It’s about time somebody 

spoke up. But you see our older folk talk about law and order 

because they don’t recognize that you can have law and order 

and have injustice. This country has law and order, it don’t 

have justice for black people. This land has the most efficient 

system of law and order, he couldn’t spell justice. So what 

we are saying to them is that you may have law and order, but 

if you ain’t got justice you ain’t going to have no law and 

order. We tell them like Jesus Christ told them, I’ve come to 

bring the sword not the shield. I have come to turn son against 

father, mother against daughter, nation against nation, for 

where there is injustice there shall be no peace. And wherever 

the hunkeys are heaping injustices upon us in every city, we 

are going to tear it up. If they want peace in their country, 

they had better learn how to administer justice, if they don’t 

know how we will teach them how. So you just explain to them 

law and order without justice ain’t nothing but facism. Understand 

that, because we have to understand that these folks ain’t playing 
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with us. You see allot of folk out there thinking they’re 

playing. You remember Noah, he told the place, come on, everybody 

better get in this ark, you all come on and build this ark, the 

man’s going to rain on you all for fourty days and fourty nights. 

UnUn we ain’t going, the man’s good to us, he ain’t going to 

rain on, un un, I know the man, I worked for him all my life. 

He give me his old clothes, he’s good to me. Noah went on and 

built the ark, and he rained on them for fourty days and fourty 

nights. And don’t you all forget Moses, he foldtail them Uncle 

Toms you all better come on and leave this phard; Un Un this 

Pharo’s good to me, Un Un he's good to me, yes sir, he pat me 

on the head, I could speak to him any time I wanted to speak 

to him. I go through his back door and have tea and cookies 

with him. And Moses said you all better come on with me.vithrough 

this Red Sea, because this Pharo is a mean man. Un Un, you’re 

just a trouble maker, Pharo, Youffe just a trouble maker Moses, 

Pharo ain’t done nothing to us, and Moses just went on through the 

Red Sea, he left them behind. When we walk on through today, 

we’re leaving a whole lot of Uncle Toms behind. We have to begin 

to instill in our young people the right and the will to fight 

back. We don’t have it. Did you ever see our young kids, ask 

them what there name is, mumble mumble mumble. What’s your name? 

Mumble, mumble, mumble. You shouldn’t laugh, it’s very serious. 

You ask a white boy what his name is. MY NAME IS RICHARD!! We 

are so ashamed of ourselves that kids won’t even hold their heads 

up high. They learn to bow down before white folks by the time they 

are nine years old and out there those people call themselves 

Christians. Did they forget the first commandment. Thou shalt 

have no other Gods before me.
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They have taught us to bow down before white folk as if they 

were god and white people believe they are god. And that has been 

the fault of black folk because we leftthem believe they were 

God, we let them play god, but they don’t understand when we tell 

them that play period is over and they better come on home. 

They think that everybody was put on this earth to benefit them 

and they use us against each other. Now I want to say two things 

before I sit down, I want to develop this concept to fight back 

and then I want to talk about Vietnam.

Now see, the only people that our children can Identify 

with in school, in a school like this, is George Washington Carver 

and Booker T. Washington. Booket T. Washington was a super Tom 

and George Washington Caryer was an gnorant Super Tom. Now the 

reason they teach our kids about Booker T. Washington was because 

he used his mouth to do two things. Eat and to say yea sir. 

And they want our kids to do the same thing, but I guess the 

reason they teach us about George Washington Carver, is because 

if white folk didn't have him they would eat Jelly Sandwiches 

for the rest of their lives. He was so'stupid that every 

peanut butter factory in this country to<±y is owned by white 

folk and he invented over one hundred uses for the peanut, and 

white folk got it all. He was so nice to them, did you see him? 

He used to go around and teach them, how to use the peanut 

and wouldn’t come to his own people because we were too dumb 

and stupid and wern't cultured enough. Before I name our heroes 

for you I want to talk about this thing called culture. Cause 

the hunkeys are still the finest today. Did you ever hear them?
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They are culturally deprived children. Are you up to that, 

and here you send you kids to school and they write in a paper 

"The cultural depravation of the black race'.' Ain’t that some 

junk? They say that we are culturally deprived. You all better 

let them in because they are going to charge me with inciting a 

riot. They wouldn’t let us have the gymnasium and they are going 

to charge us with inciting to riot. Now let me tell you. Don’t 

you ever let anybody say you are culturally deprived. Because 

what white folk are talking about is that they don’t recognize 

our culture until -they legitimatize it. Here they were teaching 

you in schools way down upon the Swannee River and My Old 

Kentucky Home was written by Stephen Foster. Ain’t that some 

junk. They’re going to tell you some hunkey wrote music like 

that abdut us and for us. He stole it, that’s all he did. 

How could he know how to write it. The trouble is that they 

steal our music from us and them give it back and call it culture. 

Here come the Beatles singing our music they can’t even harmonize 

and they are going to talk about (unintelligible), Here they 

come taking our kids to school talking about Music Appreciation. 

They teach them Bach, Grigaldi, Ragmonakov and all those others. 

And they say now lets bring it down to Modern Music and they 

play Gerschwin and they say and now we want to talk about Jazz. 

Kids here’s the man who has lead Jazz in America more than any 

other man. Benny Goodman. Brothers and Sisters. Do you know 

that Benny Goodman cannot carry the empty trumpet case of Miles 

Davis. They say we are culturally deprived. Culture is anything 

man made. If they say we are culturally deprived, ifchey are denying 

our very existence. Don’t let them do this to you. We’vergot 
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culture, we’ver got Dr. W. E. BL DuBois. We’vergot County 

Coolin, we’ve got I3by Jones, we’ve got Mahalia Jacksonwe've got 

(unintelligible). We’ve got the Stable Singers, we'vergot the 

mighty clouds of joy, we’ver got James Brown, we've1’ got 

(unintelligible). And to put the icing on the cake we've got 

Rev. C. L. Franklin and his soulful daughter, Aretha Franklin. 

Sock it to me, Sock it to me, etc... The problem is that our 

culture is not legitimized. They have made us ashamed of it. 

Forget it. They have never had any culture, they have always 

stolen ours. That’s a fact. The blues ain’t theirs. Common 

be serious. We might let them get away with Bach, Beethoven 

was black, they won’t even tell you that in school. He was 

a Spanish Moor, black as you and I. But they don’t tell us that. 

It’s calculated. I’ts calculated. We need for our kids, 

when they go to our school, to learn a number of things. They 

need to learn about Africa. It should be included in their 

curriculum. We don’t want them teaching our kids German, they 

should teach them Swahili. You should learn Swahili so you 

can talk to your African brothers and the white man won't know 

what you are talking about. We need to know who our heroes are. - 

Our books must have Frederick Douglas, they must have Denmark 

Bessie, they must have Nat Turner, they must have Dr. W. E, B. 

DuBois, they must have Richard Wright, they must have J. A. Rodgers, 

they must have Lerone Bennett, they must have County Collon, they 

must have lane Lock, they must have Leroy George, and when you 

get the Judge, tell them you want to know about Malcom X. But 

you don’t know anything about Malcom X, what do you know except 

what the hunkeys tell you. He preached hatred, he hated white 

folks, and white folk, right in the paper, they put black pecple
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on the last page on a special sheet, call you niggers and describe 

you every time you rape somebody and they got the nerve to tell 

you that one of your own hates white folk. And you believe them. 

You ought to get your copy of Malcom X Speaks or the Autobiography 

of Malcom X and read it yourself. And then when you read it you 

will stand up when you hear his name called. But you ought to 

know that. The history is that white people never let any black 

man who is speaking for you speak to you they always castrate, 

they always lynch him, they always kill him or today they kick 

him out of congress. You ought to know that anything they are 

against (you should automatically be for. That’s how come we 

knew black power was so good, we said the word and the whole white 

world came out against it, and we said that’s it, we got it, black 

power. Now finally, about the war in Vietnam. Oh before we 

do that black people also have to learn how to support their 

movement. They give money to religion but we don’t give money 

to our movements. So we will pass the collection plate during this 

and you should give some money to support what you believe in. 

You can’t have nnobody else pay for the Music they are going to 

call the tune. If you want to call the tune you’ve got to pay for 

the Music. Oh yes, somebody reminded me to use Paul Robson, 

I apologize for leaving him out, a great black man. MARCUS GARVEY, 

got to do it, got to do it. We know all the rest, we don't want 

to talk about the Senators from Massachusetts. Bomb Hanoi. We 

have more bombs in Hanoi. Look how white we are. Don’t call me 

a negro, call me a man first. Have you ever heard somebody Jewish

M U 6 05^ 0 " QI b 
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get up and say changecmy name, don’t call me Goldberg, call 

me Smith because they’re ashamed of their name, they’re ashamed 

of their heritage. Have you ever heard a black man get up and 

say don’t call me black, I’m a man. For me American first. 

That’s what we want to talk about. American First. Because 

that has been the dilamnaa of the black man in this country. 

We have always tried to be Americans first and black people 

all the way down the end, and that’s why we're catching hell, 

the way we are catching it today. You ask anybody in this 

country what they are and they say Polish American, Jewish 

American, etc. Hey what are you little boy? American Negro. 

Wants to be American first because he is so ashamed of himself. 

The very first man to die for the war of independence in this 

country was a black man named Christus Addis. The very first man. 

He was a fool. He died for white folk country while the rest 

of us black brothers were enslaved in this country. He should 

have been fighting white folk instead of dying for white folk 

but that has been the history of black people. We’ve always been 

dying for white folk. In the American Revolutionary War, they 

wouldn’t let us fight because We?y were black and stupid and 

ignorant. Oh but we wanted to be Americans, brothers and sister, 

we wanted to be American so bad that we got out in our bare 

feet and trampeled up and down the Eastern Shores of this country, 

training with wooden rifles, begging white folk to let us fight, 

and finally they came and they said good you can fight. And they 

had us fight, and we went out and fought the Indians in thevar 

for independence like fools we should have teamed up with the 

Indians. But that was alright, we fought and we won the war.
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Our blood was shed and—they gave us a purple heart and patted 

us on the head and said that’s a good nigger. The rest of our 

brothers was still in slavery, but we were fighting because we 

were good Americans. We wanted to prove to America how good 

we was to her. The Mexican - American War came and they were 

yelling about remember the Alamo. They never told you the Alamo 

was on Mexican territory but that’s ok we went out there and we 

begged to fight. Here we were again fighting non white people, 

dying for the white man. The war wasn’t even over and we were 

still in slavery. Then came the civil war. Our great white 

father, Abraham Lincoln was supposed to free us. Started the war 

in 1861 and didn’t sign the Emancipation Proclamation of 1863 

because the south was beating the living day lights out of the 

north and wouldn't even let us fight in the Civil War. He said 

we wern’t fitting to fight. And Frederick Douglas, a great black 

man had to go to him and urge him to let us fight. And when 

the south was still winning he let us fight, but in segregated 

units. Said Mr. Lincoln, we wern’t fitting' to fight next to 

white men. Oh but we wanted to prove to America how good we were 

so we went out and fought an the Civil War. Then came World War 

I and they were drafting white people and they wouldn’t draft 

us and we were ashamed. Oh draft us we cried. Please draft us. 

The NAACP begged them to draft us. Our forfathers ran to the 

draft table, we are good Americans, let us fight and they sent 

us over to Europe to make the world safe for democracy and we 

couldn’t even spell the word democracy. That was in World War I. 

We didn’t even come back. We didn't have a chance to take our 

uniforms off after World War I when they hung an entire platoon 

in Texas with our uniforms on our backs. Oh but we wern’t, Oh not 
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us. We got to prove what good Americans we are so here come 

World War II and we’re going to fight we are going to prove 

how good we are. Let us fight on the front lines. Let us 

stop this war. We must fight, we are good Americans, let us 

take Pork Chop Hill.. Let us fight in Poland to stop Hitler 

and our fathers gave their lives in Poland to stop Hitler from 

running over the Poles and in 1966 a Polish hunkey in Cicero 

will throw a rock at us and tell us get out of this neighborhood. 

Oh, but not us, we were good Americans, we were going to fight. 

And you ought to read MR. Langston Youths, Will Fight for Freedom, 

the History of the NAACP. He tells you in Texas there was a prison 

camp and black Americans soldiers who were going to Europe to 

fight for this country were bringing home Nazi Prisoners and they 

put them on a train in New York and when they get to Washington, 

D. C., theywhite Nazi who were enemies of this country sat in the 

front of the train and the niggers had to sit in the back. Oh

but we wanted to prove what good Americans we are. May I 

remind you that in World War II we fought in segregated units. 

Oh but that wasn’t enough, we wanted to be good Americans, so 

Mr. A. Philip Randolph in 1947 and 1948 mounts a campaign to 

integrate the troops and Truman get white enough and he integrates 

the troops and here comes our chance Korea, at last our chance 

to fight with our white brothers. Oh we must stop Communism at 

any price was the cry and it was our blood that paid the price. 

It was our blood that stopped Communism at any price. And our 

uncles came back to this country with one leg and one arm, only 

to walk into a store and have some foreigner slam the ^r-^door in 
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his face and say get out my store, nigger. But we wanted to 

prove what good Americans we were in the Vietnamese war, let 

America prove something to us. We will not fight in their 

war. How could you let them destroy your humanity. How could 

you let them put you in a uniform and go fight people who have 

never done anything to you. How could you? When are we going 

to get the strength to tell this country we will not let her 

destroy le. You see that giunkey MacNamara on television. He ain’t 

nothing but racist standing up there talking about Yes we’re 

going to draft 30% of the negros in the Army. This is where they 

can have equal opportunities. Yes, Yes it’s true that theyjre 

only 10% of the population but this is a better chance for them. . 

When that Hunkey talk about drafting about drafting 30% of black 

people he is talking about Black Urban Removal. Nothing else.

You have got to understand that that war on Vietnam is calculated 

to get rid of us. 35% of the people who die in Vietnam are us, 

by their figures. So you know what the true figures really are. 

You are to stand up like the greatest, the prettiest MohamnudAli, 

and you are to tell them we are not going to fight your war. You 

get up on your feet and tell them that war is for the birds. Lynden 

Bird, Lady Bird and Lucy Bird. You tell them we are no longer 

going to kill people just because a hunkey says kill. You tell 

them when we decide to kill we will decide who we are going to kill. 

You have to recognize what they are doing. Dr. Martin Luther King 

was a great leader of his people until he came out against the war, 

in Vietnam. Then all of a sudden he's not fitting to lead us 

anymore because the hunkey still think they are picking our leaders 

for us today. You stand back behind Dr. Martin Luther King, 100%
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behind him. And you tell them that on the question of Vietnam 

he is nice to them on how we really feel dnut it. So you tell 

them they better be happy with Dr. King. Because when some of 

us get going we know who we are going to kill. So you tell them 

they better be happy Dr. King is as nice as he is about that 

war in Vietnam. OUR BLOOD HAS BEEN SPILED INSIDE OUT FOR THIS 

COUNTRY, AND ALL WE GOT TO SHOW FOR IT IS SOME HUNKEY CALLING 

US NIGGER, RAT AND WRECKED AND SLUM, ALL OVER THE MOST POWERFUL 

COUNTRY IN THE WORLD'. ’. ! OUR GUTS AND BLOOD HAVE BEEN SPILLED 

FOR THIS COUNTRY AND WE GO TO THE WORST SCHOOLS CAN PRODUCE.

We who have spilled our guts and blood for this country. Our 

Guts and our blood have been spilled for this country. It’s 

time we spill them for our people. Thank You.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL AT THE 
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

May 19, 1967 
Seattle, Washington 

Why don't you all read an article with the depth of the 

Massachusetts Quarterly Review entitled Towards Black Liberation 

(unintelligible) paper and then we could have some discussion 

afterwards. I understand that the press has not been doing too 

good a job covering the activities of SNCC. I don't think they will 

be able to cover the lecture today because it is on an intellectual 

level. But since your are college students I know you'll be 

able to deal with the lecture. I'm sorry that Professor Hunt 

had to take so much time reaffirming free speech, I just assumed 

it was a natural thing, they taught it to me in school. One of 

the mose pointed illustrations of the need for black power as 

a positive and redemptive force in a society degenerating into a 

form of totalitarianism is to be made by examining the history of 

distortion that the concept has received in the national media 

of publicity. This debate as in everything else that affects our 

lives black people are dependent on and at the discretion of 

forces and institutions within the white society which have little 

interest in representing us honestly. Our experience with the Nation 

Press has been that where they have managed to escape the most 

vicious special interests in "Get whity" sensationalism and race 

war mongering, individual reporters and commentators have been 

conditioned by the developing racism of the society to the point 

where they are incapable even of objective observations and 

reporting of racial incidents much less the analysis of ideas.
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But this limitation of visions and deception is an inevitable 

consequence of the dictatorship of definition, interpretations 

and consciousness along with the censorship of history that 

the society has inflicted upon black people and consequently upon 

itself. Our concern for black power addresses itself directly 

to this problem. The necessity for black people to reclaim our 

history and our identity from the cultural terrorism and depravation 

of self justifying while guilt. To do this we shall have to struggle 

for the right to create our own terms through which to define our 

selves and our relationship to the society and to have these terms 

recognized. This is the first necessity of a free people and 

the first right that any oppressor must suspend. Now we feel 

very strongly about that in SNCC, the right to define, the 

(unintelligible) philosophers feel that it is very important, 

the ability for man to define himself, (?) for example., on the 

first page of the Rebel tells us that when the slaves stop accepting 

the definition of slave imposed upon him by his master, then and 

only then does he begin to create a life for himself. That’s 

very important, we see examples of that all the time. The trouble 

with the world today is that white western society as opposed to 

western civilization which has been a misnomer, white western 

society has named and defined everyone, and the people are trapped 

by those definitions. Let me give an example. We watch the 

television (idiot box) and we have the red man and the white man,? 

and they are engaged in a battle, the white man is losing and 

hecalls for the calvery arid the calvery comes out and they
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are riding very white and very proper and they get off their 

horses and they load their guns and they systematically shoot 

all the red men. They kill them all and then they ride back 

to the fort and there is a white woman standing at the door and 

she said, "what happened?" And they answered, "we had a victory, 

we killed all the Indians". And everyone applauds. Now when 

the reverse happens, when the red man beat up the white man and 

there is one man left hanging over a horse and she says, "what 

happened?" and he says, "those dirty Indians came and massacred 

us." You’vergot to understand that in your mind. What they are 

saying is that a massacre is less honorable than a victory so that 

the red man will never be able to match the white man, he will 

always have a massacre and I guess maybe they have something to 

that, because in a victory you shoot people to death and in a 

massacre you cut them to death, and I guess if we’re going to die 

we’d rather be shot than cut. That’s also very prevalent today 

on television in the news. I don’t know if you ever watch the 

editorial twins of America, Huntley and Brinkley, but if you ever 

watch them, particularly when they talk about the war in Vietnam, 

one usually says those dirty, filthy communist Viet Cong Rebels, 

disgusting people, threw a molotov cocktail today and wounded 17 

of our civilians. Then the other guy comes on and says, "In the 

mean time our good GIs have been bombing the hell out of 

North Vietnam. And the implication is that it is bad to throw 

molotov cocktails but it is ok if you bomb. The white fathers of 

American racism knew this instinctively it seems, as it is 

indicated by the continuous record of the distortion and the 

omission in their dealings with the red and black men. That is 
5,,,,' joo- qL/tcOSO- W 
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also very clear with this cat called Christopher Columbus who 

discovered America even though there were people here when he 

got there. But because white Western society had the power to 

define, they had defined the red man as an Indian and they did 

that because Columbus was stupid, he died thinking he was in 

India, that’s how dumb he was and he called red people Indians 

and because of that they’re stuck with the name Indians and he 

didn’t even know that he was in the United States of America. 

In the same way the Southerner apologises,for her Jim Crow society 

have so muddied, obscured and misrepresented the records of the 

reconstruction period until it is almost impossible to tell 

what really happened during that;period. Their contemporary 

counter-parts are busy doing the same thing with the history of the 

civil rights movement.

Just one word about the gentlemen of the press.

They &j. 3 usually have names that they give to us like racists, 

reverse racists, and anti-whites and I have yet to see one 

black man among them when they come to report about SNCC. In 

1964 for example, the National Democratic Party, lead by 

L. B. Johnson and boy wonder H. H. Humphreys. In SNCC we call 

them Batman's and Robin because they run a (unintelligible) 

Government. In the black community H. H. Humphrey stands for 

Handkerchief Head Humphrey. Handkerchief Head is someone who is 

more (?) than an Uncle Tom, he’s an unconditional yes man. I 

don’t know if you dug Lynden when he delivered his State of the 

Johnson message to the Union back in January or February, but 

if you were able to dig him, while he was speaking the cameras 
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were splashed on the back of Handkerchief Head and he was just 

(giggle, giggle) a justsa himmen and a hawen. But anyway these 

two cats cynically undermine the efforts of Mississippi’s black 

population to achieve some degree of political representation. 

We’re speaking now of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party 

challenge which took place in 1964, Atlantic City, at the National 

Democratic Party Convention, Yet (unintelligible) the events of 

that convention (unintelligible) one sees only that version 

fabricated by the press agents of the Democratic Party. A year 

later the house of representatives in an even more vulgar display 

of political racism made a mockery of the political rights of 

Mississippi’s black when it failed to unseat the Mississippi 

delegation to the house which had been elected through a process 

which had systematically excluded over 450,000 voting age blacks, 

almost one half of the total electorates of that state. Yet 

that same house two years later was able to unseat Mr. Powell 

because he did the same thing that they did but with more style. 

Whenever this event is mentioned in (unintelligible) it is in terms 

which leaves one with the rather curious impression that somehow 

the oppressed black people of Mississippi are at fault. But 

confronting the Congress with the situation in which they had no 

alternative but to endorse Mississippi’s racial political practices. 

I mention these two examples, because having been directly involved 

in them I can see very clearly the discrepancies between what has 

happened and the versions that are finding their way into general 

acceptance as a kind of popular mythology. Thus, the victimization 

of black people takes place in two phases. First it occurs in facts
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and deeds and then and this is equally sinister, it occurs in the 

recordings of those facts and deeds. The black power program 

and concepts which is being articulated by the Student Non Violent 

Coordinating Committee (SNCC), the Congress of Racial Equality 

and the hosts of community organizations in the ghettoes of the 

north and the south has not escaped this process. The white 

press has been busy.articulating their own analysis, their own 

interpretations, and criticisms of their own creations and we 

were very disturbed about that and all we said were two simple 

words, black power, and the white world came down against us 

and I couldn’t figure out why, we hadn’t even been given a chance 

to define it, but I was reading Mr. George Bernard Shaw a couple 

of weeks after and he has a phrase which I think is quite apropos 

for the press. This phrase is "All criticism is in fact an 

autobiography". For example while the press is giving wide and 

sensational dissertations to attacks made by figures in the 

civil rights movement, foremost among which are Mr. Roy Wilkins 

of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 

and his counter part, Mr. Whitney Young of the National Urban League 

and to the hysterical rantings about black racism made by the 

political (?) that now serves as a Vice President. It has 

generally failed to give accounts of the reasonable and productive 

dialogue which is taking place in the black community and in certain 

important areas in the white religions and in the intellectual 

communities of this country. A national committee of influential 

black church men affiliated with the National Council of Churches 

despite their obvious respectability and responsibility had to resort 

to paid advertisements to articulate their positions while anyone 
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shouting the historical yappings of black racisms got ample space. 

Thus the American people have gotten at best a superficial and 

misleading account of the very terms and tenure of this debate. 

I wish to quote from a statement made by the National Committee 

of Churchmen which I expect the majority of Americans would not 

have seen. It appeared in the New York Times, last years July 31. 

The churchmen had to pay to get their views articulate in the three 

quarter section advertisement. I wanted to read this quite at 

length because I wanted to letuyou know that inside the black 

community there are some intelligent black people other than 

the ones you always see who are ignorant and usually denouncing 

black power, their only fame to claim. Iv/wish to quote. "We, 

an informed group of negro churchmen in America are deeply 

disturbed about the crisis brought upon our country by historic 

distortions of important human realities in the controversy about 

black power. What we see shining through the variety of rhetoric isn 

not anything new, but the same old problem of power and race which 

has faced our beloved country since 1619. The conscience of black 

men is corrupted because having no power to implement the demand 

of conscience, the concern for justice in the absence of justice 

becomes a chaotic self surrender. Powerlessness breeds a race 

of beggers. We are faced now with the situation where powerless 

conscience meets conscienceless power". I wish to repeat that 

phrase because I feel that it is axiomatic to race relatins in 

this country today. We are faced now with a situation where 

powerless conscience meets conscienceless power threatening the 

very foundations of our nation. We deplore the overt violence of 
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riots but we feel it is more important to focus on the real sources 

of these eruptions. These sources may be imbedded inside the Ghetto 

but their basic cause lies in the silent and covert violence which 

white middle class Americans inflict upon the victims of the inner 

city. In short the failure of American leaders to use American 

power to create equal opportunities in life as well as law, this 

is the real problem and not the angry.cry of black power. Without 

the capacity to participate with power, that is to have some 

organized political and economic strength to really influence 

people with whom one interacts, integration is not meaningful. 

Americar-has asked its negro citizens to fight for opportunity as 

individuals whereas at certain points in our history what we have 

needed most has been opportunity for the whole group, not just 

for selected and approvednnegroes. We must not aplogize for the 

existence of this form of group power for we have been oppressed 

as a group and not as individuals. We will not find our way out 

of that oppression until we and Americanaccept the need for negro 

Americans as well as the Jews, Italians, Poles and White Anglo Saxon 

Protestants among others to have and to weild group power. Tradition

ally for each new ethnic group the route to social and political 

integration in to America’s pluristic society has been through 

the organization of their own institutions with which to represent 

their communal needs within the largest society. Simply stated, 

this is what the advocates of black power are talking about. This 

flagrant outcry, particularly from the liberal communities that has 

been evoked by this proposal can only be understood by examining 

the historic relationship between black people and the white power 
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structure in this country. Blacks are defined by two forces.

Our blackness and our powerlessness. There have been traditionally 

two communities in America. The white community which is 

controlled and defines the forum that all institutions within the 

society would take. And the black community, which has been 

excluded from the participation in the power decisions that shaped 

the society and have traditionally been dependent upon and 

subservient to the white community. This has not been accidental. 

The history of every institution of this society indicates the 

major concern in the order and structuring of the society has been 

the maintaining of the black community in its condition of 

dependence and oppression. This has not been on the level of indivi

dual acts of racism between individual whites against individual 

blacks but as total acts by the white community against the black 

community. This fact cannot be too strongly emphasized but racist 

assumptions of white superiority have been so deeply engrained 

in the structure of this society that it infuses its entire functionin 

and is so much a part of the national subconscious that it is taken 

for granted and is frequently not even recognized. Let me give 

an example of the difference between individual racism and what 

we in SNCC call institutionalized racism and the societies 

response to both.

When unidentified white terrorists bomb a black church 

and kill five black children, that is an act of individual racism 

widely deplored by most segments of the society, both white and 

black. But when in that same city, Birmingham, Alabama, not 

five but 500 black babies die each year because of lack of proper 
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food, shelter and medical facilities and thousands more black 

people are destroyed and maimed physically, emotionally and 

educationally because of conditions of poverty and deprivation 

in the Ghetto, that is a function of institutionalized racism. 

But the society pretends either that it doesn’t know of the 

situation or it is incapable of doing anything meaningful about 

it. And this resistance to doing anything meaningful about conditions 

in the Ghetto comes from the fact that the Ghetto is itself a 

product of a combination of forces and special interests inside 

the white community, and the groups who have access to the 

resources and power to change that situation, benefit politically, 

economically from the very Ghetto. It is more than a figure of 

speech to say then that the black community in America is the 

victim of white imperialism and colonial exploitations. This 

is in practical, economic and political terms true. For those 

of you who take philosophy it is called a truism. There are 

over 20,000,000 black people, compromising 10% of this nation. 

For the most part we live in well defined areas of the country 

in the shanty towns and rural black bug areas of the south, and 

increasingly in the slums of northern and western industrial cities. 

If one goes into any black community, whether it be Jackson, Miss

issippi; Los Angeles, California or Boston, Massachusetts, one will 

find that the same combination of political, economic and social 

forces are at work. The people in the black communities do not 

control the resources of that community, its political decisions, 

its law enforcement, its-housing standards, even the physical 
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ownership of the land, houses and stores lie outside that 

community. It is white power that makes the laws. It is violent 

white power in the form of armed white cops that enforces those 

laws with guns and night sticks. The vast majority of black 

people in this country live in these communities and must 

endure these conditions of oppression because and only because we 

are black and powerless. I do not suppose there is any point 

when the men who control the power and resources of this country 

ever sat down and designed these black (unintelligible) and 

formerly articulated the terms of their colonial and dependent 

status as was done for example by the (unintelligible) government 

of South Africa which this country supports, yet one cannot 

distinguish between one Ghetto and another. As one moves from 

city to city it is as though some malignant racist planning unit 

has done precisely this, designed each one from the same master 

blueprint, and in deed if the Ghetto had been formally and 

deliberately planned instead of growing spontaneously and 

inevitably from the racist functioning of the various institutions 

that combine to make the society it would be somehow less frightening. 

The situation would be less frightening if these Ghettos were the 

result of design and conspiracy one could understand their 

similarity as being artificial and consciously imposed rather than 

the result of identical patterns of white racism which repeat them

selves in cities as distant as Boston is to Watts. Without 

bothering to list the historic factors which contribute to this pat

tern, economic exploitation, political impotence, discrimination 

of employment and education, one canssee that to correct this 

pattern will require far reaching changes in the power
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relationships and the in-grown social patterns within,the 

society. The question is, of course, what kind of changes 

are necessary and how is it possible to bring them about. 

In recent years the answer to these questions which have been 

given by most articulate groups of black people and their white 

allies, the liberals of all stripes have been in terms of something 

called integration.

According to the advocates of integration, social 

justice will be accomplished by, and I quote, "integrating the 

negro into the mainstream institutions of the societies for which 

he has been traditionally excluded". It is very significant that 

each time I’ve heard this formulation, it has been in terms of 

the negro, the individual negro, rather than in terms of the 

entire black community. This concept of integration had to be 

based on the assumption that there was nothing of value in the 

black community and that little of value could be created among 

black people. For the thing to do was to syphon off the acceptable 

black into the surrounding middle class white community. Thus 

the goals of the movement to integration was simplyyto loosen 

up the restrictions barring the entry of black into the white 

community. Goals around which the struggle took place, such as 

public accomodations, open housing, job opportunities on the 

executive level, are quite simply middle class goals articulated 

by a tiny group of black people who have middle class aspirations. 

Now I do believe that the press had quite a bit to do with that 

again because they were interpreting once again a movement for us 

in the early 1960s. You know you would see them on television 

and they would say black people have been marching in Selma,
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Alabama today, Jim Clark has ridfen over them with horses, he has 

beaten them up, he’s (unintelligible), he’s shot at them, he’s 

whipped them, but still they are marching to integrate and on 

the next day they would say black people from the north have come 

to join their brothers in the south. They are marching in the 

streets again, Jim Clark has beaten ttiem, rode his horses on them, 

saddle (unintelligible) them, horse whipped them, taken them to 

jail, but they are still marching to integrate. So I decided 

to carry that out to its logical conclusion. It appeared to me 

that what they were saying was that I left the north to go to 

Alabama to sit next to Jim Clark’s daughter, sister or his mama. 

Obviously I never went there to sit next to Mr. Clark’s daughter, 

sister, or his mama. I went to Alabama to render that hunky 

impotent over my life and there is a big difference. The difference 

is in the first you are fighting to sit next to Jim Clark so 

somehow you are going to civilize him. I don’t think that it is 

possible. The other is and the most correct position is that you 

are fighting against white supremacy and that is where the fights 

have always been. Nobody wants to sit next to Jim Clark, he’s 

uncivilized. But what people want to do is to render the white 

supremacists powerless. That is very important and I understand 

why the news reporters couldn’t say that because for them to say 

that they would have to admit that in the land of the home and the 

gree and the brave and all that other garbage there existed some 

white men who were white supremacists who had power and they used 

their power against black people whenever they felt like 

it but it should be crystal clear in your minds to day that black 
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people weren’t fighting to sit next to anybody who was fighting 

against white supremacy because the concept of the forum was 

really bad you know, we’vebecome Joe black, (Unintelligible). 

Such a limited class (uniitelligible) was reflected not only 

in the programs and goals of the civil rights movement but 

in its tactics and organization. It is very significant that the 

two oldest and most respectable civil rights organizations have 

constitutronnr (when I become five fifths I’ll be able to say the 

whole word). Anyway they have these things which specifically 

prohibit partisan political activities. (Complete sentence 

unintelligible) But this is perfectly understandable in terms 

of the strategy and goals of the older organizations. But the 

civil rights movement serves a role as a kind of liaison tetween 

the powerful white community and the dependent black community. 

The dependent status of the black community apparently was 

unimportant since if the movement was successful it was going 

to belnd into the white community anyway. We made no pretense 

of organizing and developing institutions of community power in 

the black community but in appealing to the conscience of white 

institutions of power. The posture of the civil rights movement 

was that of the dependent, the suppliant. The theory was that 

without attempting to create any organized base of political 

strength itself the civil rights movement could by forming 

coalitions with various liberal pressure organizations in the 

white community liberal reform clubs, labor unions, church groups, 

progressive civic organizations and at times one or other of the 

major political parties influence national legislation and 

national social patterns. I believe we have all seen limitations 
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of this approach. We have repeatedly seen that political 

alliances based on appeal to conscience and decency are chancy 

things. Simply because institutions and political organizations 

have no consciences outside their own special interest. The political 

and social rights of black people have been and always will be 

negotiable and expendable the moment they conflict With the 

interest of our so called allies. If we do not |earn from 

history the philosopher (?) reminds us then we are doomed to repeat 

it and this is precisely the lesson that black people must learn 

from the reconstruction period. In the south they come into 

being a party called the Populist Party. One of its major 

spokesmen was Tom Watson. Mr. Watson was running for office in a 

county in Georgia which had forty percent black people of voting 

age. In order for him to win the position he needed the black 

votes. So Mr. Watson like some liberal people who will need the 

black vote in 1972 to become President, went around Georgia articu

lating a liberal philosophy. Said Mr. Watson, "Poor black and 

poor white should come together and they should vote because they 

are fleeced and oppressed by rich white. Black people believed 

Mr. Watson and joined the Populist Party arid organized as an 

independent force. That was a decision made by a white man, Mr. 

Watson. No blacks were asked about that decision. When Mr. 

Watson tried to make this party National, to bring it out of the 

south, he started to coalesce with the farmers in the west. His 

party was too weak to take on the Industrial East. When he tried to 

coalesce to the economic interests of the Farmers in the west
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conflicted with the economic interest of the blacks. Mr.

Watson became a vicious racist leading lynch mobs himself and 

driving black people out of the party. Just because black people 

had not organized themselves independently first Mr. Watson could 

make two major decisions affecting our lives and we could not 

even threaten any of those decisions . Today that is not going to 

happen again. We will first organize ourselves independently, 

if people become racist at least we can disrupt. Thus, at this 

point in the struggle blacks have no assurance save a kind of idiot 

optimism and faith in a society whose history is one of racism 

but if it is to become necessary even the painfully limited gains 

thrown to a civil rights movement by the congress will not be 

revoked as soon as a shift in political sentiment should occur. 

The major limitation of this approach was that it tended to maintain 

the traditional dependence of black and of the movement. We depended 

upon the good will and support of various groups within the 

white community whose interests were not always compatible with 

ours. To the extent that we depended upon their good will and 

support we were vulnerable to their influence and domination. 

Also the program that evolved out of this coalition was really 

limited and inadequate in the long term and one which affected only 

a small selected group of black people. Its goal was to make the 

white community accessible to qualified black people and presumably 

each year a few more black people armed with their passports, 

a couple of university degrees would escape into white middle class
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America, adopt the attitudes and life styles of their group and one 

day the Harlems and the Watts would stand empty, a tribute to the 

success of integration. This is simply neither realistic nor is 

it particularly desirable. You can integrate the communities 

but you assimilate individuals. Even if such a program was 

possible its results would bejrnot to develop the black community 

as a functional and honorable segment of the total society with 

its own cultural identity, life patterns and institutions but to 

abolish it. The final solution to race problems in this country, 

Karl Marx reminds us that the working class is the first class of 

people that ever wished to abolish themselves. If one were to 

listen very closely to some of our moderate negro leaders, you 

would think that the black people were the first people that 

wished to abolish themselves. The fact is that what must be abolished 

is not the black community but the dependent colonial status that 

has been inflicted upon it. The racial and cultural personality 

of the black community must be preserved and the community must win 

its liberation while preserving its cultural integrity. This is 

the essential difference between integration as it is currently 

practiced and the concept of black power. And what has the 

movement for integration accomplished to date, that the black person 

graduating from MIT with a doctorate will have better job opportun

ities available to him than to Lynda Bird Johnson. But the rate 

of unemployment in the black community is steadily increasing, 

while that in the white community decreases. More educated.black 

people hold executive jobs in major corporations and federal 

agencies than ever before but the gap between white income and 

black income has almost doubled in the last 20 years. More suburban 
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housing is available to black people if they can stand the rocks, 

but housing conditions in the Ghetto are still declining. While 

the infant mortality rates of New York City is at its lowest 

rate ever in the city’s history the mortality rate of blacks in 

Harlem is steadily climbing. There has been an organized national 

resistance to the Supreme Court order to integrate the schools. 

Less than 6% of black children in the south attend so called 

integrated schools and 94% of our youth are still left in 

segregated schools which are increasingly decrepit, over crowded, 

under staffed, inadequately outfitted and under funded. It is 

time we turn our attention to the 94% of our youth. This 

explains why the rate of school drop outs is increasing among 

black teenagers who then express their bitterness, hopelessness 

and alienation by the only means they have through immitating 

this society, via violence. As long as people in the Ghettos 

of our large cities feel that we are the victims of the misuse 

of white power without any way to have our needs represented and 

these are frequently simple needs, we will continue to have 

rebellions. These are not the products of black power. But the 

absence of any organization capable of giving the community the 

power, the black power that it needs to deal with its problems. 

SNCC proposes that it is now time for the black liberation movement 

to stop pandering to the fears and anxieties of white middle class 

America in an attempt to earn its goodwill and to return to the 

Ghettos to organize these communities to control themselves. This 

organization must be attempted in northern and southern urban areas 

as well as in the rural black belt areas of the south. The chief 
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antagonists to this organization is in the south. The overly 

racists democratic party and in the north the equally racist 

and just as corrupt big city machines. The standard argument 

presented against independent political organization is that 

you are only 10%. I cannot see the relevance of this observation 

since no one is talking about taking over the country, God knows 

we wouldn’t know what to do with this monster, but taking control 

over our very own communities. The fact is that the black population 

10% or not, is very strategically placed ironically because of 

segregation. What is also true is that blacks have never been 

able to utilize the full voting potential of our numbers. Where 

we could vote, the case has always been that the white political 

machine stacks and gerrymanders the political sub division in the 

black community so that true voting strength is never reflected 

in political power. Would anyone for example looking at the distri

bution of political power in Manhatten ever think that black 

people represented 60% of the population there. Just as often 

the effective political organization in black communities is 

absorbed by tokenism and patronage, the time honored practice of 

giving certain offices to selected negroes. The machine does 

create a little machine which is subordinate and responsive to 

it in the black communities, the so called black political leaders 

are really vote deliverers more responsible to the white machine 

and the white power structure than to the community they allegedly 

represent, thus the white community is able to substitute patronage 

control for what Mr. Powell called audacious black power in the 

black community. This is precisely what Lynden Bains Johnson 

tried to do even before the voting rights act of 1965 was passed.
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The National Democrats made it clear, crystal clear that the 

measure was intended to register Democrats, not black people. 

The President and top officials of the Democratic party called 

in almost 100 selected black leaders from the deep south. Nothing 

was said about changing the policies of the racist state parties. 

Nothing was said about repudiating such leadership figures as 

Eastlund and Ross Barnett in Mississippi or George and Lurleen 

Wallace in Alabama, but in SNCC we don’t say anything about 

her because we have come to find out that the Governor of Alabama 

is a mother, and we are for motherhood. What was simply said, 

and I quote, was "Go home and organize your people into the local 

Democratic Party, then we will see about poverty money and 

appointments, mah fellow Americans". We must organize black 

community power to end these abuses and to give the black community 

a chance to have its needs expressed. A leadership which is truly 

responsible not to the white press and the white power structure, 

but to the community will be developed. Such leadership will 

recognize that its power lies in the unified and collective 

strength of the black community. This will make it difficult for 

the white leadership group to conduct its dialogue with individuals 

in terms of patronage and prestige and would force them to talk 

to the community representatives in terms of real black power. 

The single aspect then of the black power program that has encountered 

most criticism is this concept of independent political organization. 

This is presented as third partyism which has never worked or it 

would grow into black nationalism and black isolationism which leads 

to reverse racism. If such a program is developed it will not have 
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the effect of isolating the black community but the reverse.

When the black community is able to control local offices and nego

tiate with other groups from a position of organized strength, the 

possibility of meaningful political alliances on specific issues 

will be increased. That is a rule of politics and there is, no 

reason why it should not operate here. The only difference 

is that we will have the power to define the terms of these alliances. 

The revolution in Agricultural Technology in the south is displacing 

the rural black community into northern-western urban areas. Both 

Washington, D. C., and Newark, New Jersey have black majorities. 

One third of Philadelphia’s population of two million people 

is already black. The inner city in most major urban areas is already 

predominately black, and with the white rush to suburbia blacks 

will in the next two decades, control the heart of bur great cities. 

These areas can become either concentration camps with a bitter 

population whose only power is the power to destroy, or organized 

powerful communities, able to make constructive contributions to 

the total society. Without the power, the black power, to control 

our lives in our communities without effective political institu

tions through which to relate to the total society our communities 

will exist in a constant state of insurrection. This is a choice 

that white America will have to make. Thank you.

100^ — IG



airtel

To: SAC, Tampa

From: Director, .FBI

STOKELrCARMICHAEL 
IS - MISC,

8/3/67

Reurlet dated 7/25/67, with enclosure.

The enclosure, one reel of recording tape of Carmichael♦»
speech made at Daytona -Beach, Florida, on 4/18/67, is being returned 
as an enclosure to this airtel*

Ton should immediately review this recording tape and
submit a verbatim transcript of the recording in a letterhead .. 
memorandum for* suitable for dissemination pursuant to instructions 
set out: in Bureau airtel to all offices dated 5/26/67.

Encl.

MOTE:

Assistant Attorney general Yeagley has previously
requested, where available, verbatim transcripts of speeches 
by Stokely Carmichael* Tampa submitted a reel recording of a 
speech "by Carmichael which is being returned to Tampa for a 
verbatim transcript in accordance with previous instructions 
sent to all offices by airtel dated 5/26/67.

PTB:des (4)
&&&'

^■113 16 AUG 3 1967

Tolson ______ ■'
DeLoach ____ -
Mohr__ :__________
Bishop __________
Casper __________
Callahan _______ _
Conrad __________
Felt _____________
Gale _____________
Rosen ___________
Sullivan _________
Tavel ____________
Trotter__________
Tele. Room ______
Holmes__________
Gandy ___________

MAILED 11

AUG 2 1967

COMM-FBI -

a 9 O.ct44«r-

■DAT.



FD-36. (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in___________________ ■_______ -
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
■Via _______________ _________  _ ________\‘________

(Priority)

O

►4#

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, JACKSONVILLECP)

PROPOSED^VISIT OF"
STOKELyQaRMICHAEL AND

| TO b7c
JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 
8-9-67
RACIAL MATTERS

X

Re Jacksonville airtel to Bureau 7-2 0-6 7- captioned 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS - Miscellaneous.

Enclosed herewith are eleven copies of a letterhead 
memorandum concerning CARMICHAEL’S reported plans to speak in 
Jacksonville, Florida, on August §, 1967. Also enclosed are 
two copies of FD-376. i . .

One copy of the letterhead memorandum is being 
furnished to MI., Secret Service, and USA, Jacksonville. Local 
authorities are cognizant of the information contained in the 
enclosed letterhead .memorandum.

This matter will be closely followed and the Bureau 
will be kept advised.

Bureau (Enc.
7 - Jacksonville 

2 - 157-NEW 
1 - 100-87 
1 - 157-74 
1 - 80-234 
1 - 80-347 
1 - 157-

• WJ :blm 
^0)

o

e*.

jrnnrcrrnro
HOW FORW: b7c
BY

Agent in Charge

ACSt-a*. SBR! s AUG 1 1967

Sent

dz> 9} 2 4*?'

M Per

§



F©-376 (Rev. 8-1-66)

File No.
In Reply, Please Refer to

UNl£) states department of j(|klCE f

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

Director
United States Secret Service . -
Department of the Treasury
Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. □ Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government.official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2. | | Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means.

3. | | Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. | | U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. p Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a) | | Evidence of emotional; instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) | | Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) O Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

A indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. □ Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph | | has been furnished [ | enclosed | | is not available
I | may be available through__________________ .______________ :_________ :______________

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)
U. S. Secret Service , Jacksonville

Enclosure(s) > (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNIfft
STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Post Office 1869 
Jacksonville, Florida 33201

July 28, 1967

PROPOSED VISIT OF 
™ STOKELY CARMICHAEL AND D /G ।|TO 

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA 
AUGUST 9, 1967

On July 19 , 1967 . Levy^Wilcox, President, 
J ack s Q n v i lie Chapter, Southern Christian.. Leadership Conference 
ISCLC) hefd~a"press conference'~in TJ^^sdrivillei,; Florida , and 
advised local news media that Stokely Carmichael, ex-Chairman 
of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee '(SNCC) has 
accepted an invitation to speak in Jacksonville, Florida, on 
August 9, 1967. He advised that Carmichael will be 
accompanied by H. Rap Brown, current Chairman SNCC and 
probably several other representatives of SNCC.

The Florida Star, weekly Negro newspaper, 
Jacksonville, Florida, dated July 22, 1967, carried headlines 
"Stokely Carmichael Coming to Jax." The artictlte is quoted 
as follows:

Black Power1' Advocate Due in Jacksonville

 _____-It isn’t that StokiLey’s

' Violence shy citizens stirred somewhat uneasily this 
wee k when it announced last Wednesday that "Black Power" 
advocate Stokeley Carmichael is coming to Jacksonville, to 
deliver an .address.. . ' ———

____ _ ___ _ ---- St okay’s name is synonomousiirith'' 
riots or violence. One of his co-workers, Mos Davis, 
President of the Jacksonville / Christian Leadershw. Conference 
(SCLC) pointed out there have peefTYilStlr^ilR^T^^^afra^Wwarit 
and Stokeley was not there. However, none can forget that 
violence broke out in Nashville, Tenn., Atlanta and 
Prattsville, Ala., when the Black Power advocate and tils 
Sidekick H. Rap Brown appeared on the scene.

COPIES DESTROYED

333 FEB 24 1971

/oo'
ENCLOSURE



PROPOSED VTSTT OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL AND
TO JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA, AUGUST 9, 1967

,(Both of them will appear at Trinity Baptist Chdrch, 
Jefferson and Duval Streets, on August 9 at 9 p.m.

' Moses Davis and SCLC executive secretary, Levy M. 
Wilcox said Carmichael and Brown are coming for a rally in 
^connection with campaign to improve local conditions.
\ C

' Davis stated that Mayor Hans Tanzler has been
requested to provide approximately 300 jobs for the remainder 
of the summer for ghetto young men and women.

vVHe said, in a recent survey of the ghetto communities, 
"we have found the most urgent and foremost subject is trying 
to get a job to provide spending money for school clothes for 
the comming school year. Most of these kids parents cannot 
afford these things on their salary."

I iDuval County Sheriff’s
Office, Jacksonville, advised on July 2U. 1967. that he had 
been in telephonic contact withl I concerning
his proposed visit to Jacksonville. According to | |

Iconfirmed that he planned to speak in Jacksonville
on August 9 , 196 7. |reportedly advised I I that he
could not speak for Stokely Carmichael as he was not familiar 
with Carmichael’s plans and did not know whether or not he 
would speak in Jacksonville on August 9.

b7C
b7D

b7C
b7D

advised on July 27. 1967. that he is not certain 
that Carmichael and| |will appear in Jacksonville on 
August 9, 1967. He said he had not received any information 
that they would not appear, however, their commitments have 
to be evaluated from day to day according to the pressing 
demands of the moment.

______  furnished a mempgraphed leaflet distributed 
by the Jacksonville Chapter of the SCLC concerning 
Carmichael and________| The leaflet is quoted as follows:

2



PROPOSED VISIT OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL AND
TO JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA, AUGUST 9, 1967b7C

THE GHETTO VOICE

BLACK POWER
H. RAP BROWN

CHAIRMAN SNCC

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
EX-CHAIRMAN SNCC

BLACK-POWER—ADVOCATE-STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
BETTER KNOWN AS " MR. BLACK POWER HIMSELF " 

AND

HIS SUCCESSOR, MR. H. RAP BROWN, WILL SPEAK IN THIS CITY 
(JACKSONVILLE), "THATS WHAT I SAlFT"- YOU READ IT RIGHT 
BROTHER, STOKELY CARMICHAEL AND H. RAP BROWN, BOTH MEMBERS 
OF THE STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE WILL BE 
HERE IN JACKSONVILLE ON AUGUST THE 9TH. CARMTcHAEL AND
BROWN WILL SPEAK AT 9 P.M. AT TRINITY BAPTIST CHURCH.
THE CHURCH IS LOCATED AT DUVAL AND JEFFERSON STREET.

IF YOU REMEMBER, IT WAS MR. BLACK POWER HIMSELF, "STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL, WHO STATED THESE WORDS, "ANY TIME THEY GIVE 
A BLACK MAN A GUN AND TELL HIM TO SHOOT HIS ENEMY AND HE 
DON’T SHOOT LURLEEN WALLACE, AND GEORGE WALLACE AND 
LITTLE JUNIOR WALLACE, HE'S A FOOL! "LURLEEN WALLACE, 
IS YOUR ENEMY, HER HUSBAND, GEORGE STALLACE IS YOUR ENEMY"

MR. RAP BROWN, WHO WILL BE WITH MR. CARMICHAEL
ON AUGUST 9TH. HAD THESE WORDS TO SAY, "GUN BATTLES ACROSS 
THE NATION, BETWEEN LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS AND BLACK 
PEOPLE IS THE RESULT OF A DELIBERATE AND PROVOCATIVE 
VIOLENCE. OF THE PART OF THE POLICE, ALONG WITH THEIR BROTHERS 
IN THE,'KU KLUX KLAN!

BOTH RAP BROWN AND STOKELY CARMICHAEL HAD- THIS TO SAY( ABOUT 
THE WAR IN.VIETNAM. "HELL*NO! I AIN’T GOING!

"YOU DON'T ,'WANT TO MISS THIS," YOU HAVE HEARD WHAT THE
WHITE’PRESS HAD TO SAY, NOW YOU HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO,-HEAR 
FOR YOURSELF, "DON'T MISS IT. IF IT'S THE TRUTH YOU WANT 
TO HEAR—THAN COME^

3



PROPOSED VISIT OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL AND
TO JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA, AUGUST 9, 1967b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

4



FEDERAL BUREAU OF JfWESTiGA^ON 
U. & OEBWIMEWr OF JUSTICE

^COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

•WESTERN UNION

BIA014 634P EDT JUL 28 €7 (19JCTA522
CT CLB353 PD. CLEVELAND OHIO 28 540P EDT

ALL H'!EORB5ATlO®r CONTAINED
XOG« HOOKER T :

J FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION WASHDC

Mr.
Mr. Mohr _----------
Mr. Bishop —-------
Mr. Casper---------
Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad _-------
MsZFelt---------

Rosen ----
Mr. SullivaJ/^—- 
Mr. Tavel---------- -
Mr. Trotter —:-----
Tele. Room--------
Miss Holmes-------
Miss Gandy _-------

I HAV^JUST ISSUED THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT IN CLEVELAND ^SIH 
'..J CXj • CJTO YOUgFOR YOUR IMMEDIATE AND CAREFUL CONSIDERATION I AtOE^:GRAP HING 

■ -X
PRESID&T JOHNSON AND THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE REQUESTI$G_"

THAT AT-THE MOMENT STOKLEY CARMICHAEL SETS FOOT ON AMERICANA ■------ - > -j-1
SOIL HEr-tMMEDIATELY>BE APPREHENDED, CHARGED WITH TREASOfTANg'

HE TO

<r

WITHOUT BOND. IT IS. REPREHENSIBLE TO ME AND TO EVERY LOYAL

AMERICAN OF EVERY RACE. CREED AND COLOR THAT THIS CHARACTER fi
t ST-107, • 7/y 0CAN OPENLY ADVOCATE FROM CASTRO'S HAVANA— THE COMMUNIST fiASXLON— -S- €m

j IN THIS HEMISPHERE — REBELLION IN OUR COUNTRY I AM SHOCKQ)' AUG 3 4967 g

AND DISMAYED THAT
| A ND IS NOW USIN^THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

yystecMM statements. ONLY LAST NIGHT IN A
COPY MADE FOR MR. TOLSON |MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR



CHURCH FARE HE TOLD HIS AUDIA^JCE WE SHOULD DO MORE SHOOTING 
AfQ LESS LOOTING STOKLEY CARMICHAELIK STATEMENTS ARE EVEN 

WORSE. THESE TWO REVOLUTIONARIES SHOULD NOT BE GIVEN THE FREEDOM 
OF THIS NATION TO ADVOCATE ITS OVERTHROW THEY SHOULD BOTH BE 
LOCKED UP PERMANENTLY. RESPECTFULLY

(02).

CONGRESSMAN
b7C

1^/(7



S'rrj'ff ((9-29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

ALL
7/28/67

b7C

Date

A-By Letter dated 3/22/55 he requeste 
that the FBI join the Department of Defense in making an appraisal of the 
entire weapons storage problem. : He was 
advised that the FBI had no jurisdiction 
over the matter of security and storage 
of Government-owned weapons.

b7C

_____ A letter was sent to|________ over the Director’s signature 
in December. 1966 on the occasion of the______________ being hospitalized
for an operation. Cordial relations have been maintained with |_________



Airtel

To:

l®Mr. DeLoach 
Mr. Bishop

1 - Mr. Gale

8/4/67

1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 -Mr. Bland

SACs

PERSONAL ATTENTION

1 -
1 -
1 -

Atlanta Los Angeles 1 -
Chicago Richmond 1 -
Cincinnati Seattle
Houston Tampa
Jackson WO

Mr. C.D. Brennan
b7C

From: Director, FBI (100-446080)

STOKELYCARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS; ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
SEDITION e 1/n. - HERETOReferral/Direct TIATH?.Q fiMlnl BIS’

*

1 
i

£

DATE,

/0

eferral/Direct

Tt 196?

Tolson___________
DeLoach --------------
Mohr________1____
Wick _____________
Casper___________
Callahan ---------------
Con rad •-------------- --
Felt_____________
Gale --------------------
Rosen ------------------
Sullivan ---------------
Tavel_______ _____
Trotter .----------------
Tele. Room —-------
Holmes ----------------
Gandy ------------------

TJD:jav > * gflrnAtu
SEE NOTE PAGE THREE

ytc.i) ■ 2<■'«*.

MAIL ROOM I____I TELETYPE UNIT

^lauGiow



Airtel to SAC, Atlanta, et al 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
100-446080

These instructions apply even though a transcript 
has been previously furnished Atlanta and the Bureau. It is 
not necessary to forward the transcript again, but all infor
mation concerning source of transcript, availability for 
testimony of the person who recorded the speech, chain of 
evidence, and answers to the above questions must be furnished.

Refer to the Manual of instructions, Volume 3, 
Section 88, regarding sedition, for instructions. Refer to 
Agents Handbook, Part 1, page 71, regarding preparation of 
prosecutive summary reports. This investigation must be 
thorough and penetrating.

Atlanta, as office of origin, will immediately prepare 
a prosecutive summary report to include all of the above. This 
report must reach the Bureau by August 14, 1967, without fail. 
Bach other office must cover its leads and furnish results to 
the Bureau and Atlanta no later than August 9, 1967, in a form 
suitable for dissemination. Each Special Agent in Charge will 
be held strictly accountable for meeting these deadlines. 
Assign sufficient manpower to insure the deadlines are met 
and set out leads by teletype, if necessary.

Since this investigation will Include contacts with 
members of the press and will be of public interest, persons 
contacted should be advised the investigation is being 
conducted at the request of the Assistant Attorney General 
in charge of the Internal Security Division of the Department 
of Justice.

NOTE:

See memorandum C.D. Brennan to W.C. Sullivan, dated 
8/4/67 captioned as above, as prepared by TJDtjav.



FD-36 (Rej,. 5-22-64)

. -{Priority).

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

LEGAT, LONDON (105-2989) (RUC)

Date: 7/28/67
B I

Per __

14 JUL

3 - Bureau (Enc. 7) 
.1' - Liaison (direct) 
1 - London 
ACM:vw ./ ■ 
(5)

Special Agent in Charge

Transmit the following, in _

, F

.... AIRTELVia_______

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISC.

nJ ■

ype in plaintext or.code)

OU COST

ReBucab 7/26/67 received by Legat, London 3:30 PM 
7/27/67. . ?/•

The State Department information mentioned in re 
cable indicating that

|was based on information gained from the 
press, who anticipated, accurately in this instance, that such 
a report would be prepared.

b7D

Also enclosed are three copies of a newspaper article 
appearing in the "London Times" of 7/28/67 indicating that Mr. 
JENKINS, the British Home Secretary, has assured the House of 

Vbe"permitted to return to EnglanCommons that subject will

App:



FD-350 (Rev. 7-16-63)
iv

r 1 (, ■ .4
*■ r. ?

• ■ 11

(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

»' I
■J

i‘ British ban J 
on Stokelyft

•. Carmichaelk

u 1 k
w
M1

BY A STAFF REPORTER
Mr.' Stokely Carmichael, aged., 

26, the militant American. Negro 
leader and advocate of black' 
power, who-- ;recently visited ■ 
Britain wilfnot be permitted to 
return. "

Mr. Jenkins, Home . Secretary, 
gave the Commons this assurance- 
yesterday. \ - - . I

In a written reply he" said: I 
“Having considered a report onlj 
this man’s recent activities I have'! 
decided that his presence here is 
not conducive to the public good. | 
He has now left,, and I do not . 
propose to allow him to reenter ■ 
the country.”

.The ban on Mr.' Carmichael., 
comes after complaints that his- 
speeches were ' virulently ' anti-' 
white and called. 1 for racial 
violence. v

Mr. Carmichael left Britain un . 
expectedly on Tuesday, after can 
celling a speech at Reading.!-. j

"ENCLOSURE

(Indicate page, name of . }•..
newspaper,, city^and state.)

Date: '.// , ? [ ' f '
Edition: - ' ■ r
Author: ; ■ ■
Editor;
Title: ’

Character:

or frhk
Classi flcatlo

>■«

I

7-

Classification: .7^

Submitting Office:

I I Being Investigated ‘ .
7 ft 

i.'ri



AugustS, 1967

HSr
PAT

-ft. Honorable Carl 1
^Wed States Sen 

Washington, ©,• C..

My dear Senator:

Your letter of July 31st and its enclosure have 
been received, and I want to thank you for your kind regards.

b7C

hi response to your inquiries and those of
IStokelv Carmichael 

was bom on June 29, 1941, at Trinidad, West Indies, and is 
a citizen Qi the United States by derivation. He is, therefore, 
not subject to exclusion from the United States as an alien. In 
addition, the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of thejjted-^ 
eral Government and, as such, does not determine whether 
prosecution will be undertaken in any situation. Such d^teion&> 
concerning violations erf Federal law are within the province o^ 
the United States Department of Justice. , <C3 —

*e- 
You may be assured, however, the FBI te^waijg 

of the activities of this individual and any information obtained^ 
which might indicate a violation of Federal law over which this 
Bureau has investigative jurisdiction will be furnished to the 
United States Department of Justice for prosecutive consideration.

AUG 3 r1967 

COMM-FBI

Sincerely yours, 

j. Edgar HdoVlB

b7C
I Tolson ___

[ DeLoach _ 
L Mohr _____
I Bishop ___

Casper ___
Callahan _
Conrad .
Felt___
Gale —
Rosen _

I Sullivan 
j T avel _
I Trotter .

. Tele. Jfc 
Holmes!?

k Gandy "

(5)
10 '

— — W I ft . < *. *.

NOTE: Cordial relations maintained with Senator Curtis. Bufiles contain no 
record of| | Enclosure was an article from an unknown, newspaper
noting that Stokely Carmichael tyas planning to go to Cuba.

H,:mjb

TELETYPE UNIT Uy 3.^-



CA^L TrCURTIS

/ NEBRASKA

b7C

5UCrtUeb States Sextette
WASHINGTON, D.C.

July 31, 1967

Honorable J. Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Department of Justice
Washington, D. C.

Aeronautical and Space Sciences 

Joint Atomic Energy

COMMITTEES:
Finance 

Government Operations 

Rules and Administration

Mr. Callahan... 
. Conrad—

■ffr. Felt 
le. 
sen.

Mr. Sulliv«h 
Mr. Tavel----
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room— 
Miss Holmes- 
Miss Gandy----- -

Dear Mr. Hoover:

"Is our Government 
Carmichael to ever

"He should .be shot 
insurrections.

going to allow Stokely. 
land again on tFTTTsoil?

for organizing all these

"What are you doing to see that the organizers 
are stopped?”

I would appreciate having any comments you care to make 
concerning Mr. Carmichael's activities in connection with 
the riots which have broken out throughout the country and 
the steps which will be taken to punish those individuals 
who have incited these riots.

<£> cn

ju.m.

With kindest personal regards, I am

196711 AUG

CTC/rmg 
Enc.

erely you

JCARL T. CURTIS. USS



a A; . MIAMI, Fla. (AB —Stately; 
, Carmichael,; American Black ■ 
'* 'V\ ■ Bower advocate, plans to at- ; 
>~j’tend next week’s Havana- eon--: 
' . Terence aimed at brewing revo-.

lutfons, tee Cuban radio' said to- ; 
day. ■ ■ :

Carmichael confirmed in Lon- > 
a'A;!: don his plans to attend the eon- • 
’’ Terence as an observer,’ saida ; 

y- j broadcast monitored in Miami. ..;
.< A A «we are going to be reunited I 

with you in Havana .because.we 
' 'jj think the Cuban victory is our 

■ victory and the courage of the
: Cuban' people . inspires ' cur 
fight,” the radio quoted Car- • 

’•'kyjmichael as saying. ' ■
; Leftists and revolutionaries
from throughout Latin Ameri- •

.. can' have begun arriving in Com- - 
..''munist ■ Cuba for the conference' 
a A;.' sponsored by the Latin-Ameri- '■ 

can Solidarity Organization ■— 
' A a OLAS — an outspoken anU-Unit- 
aaA ed States body. . ••
tori- Carmichael left Britain Moh-'a 
j a ;a day for Prague amid reports he '

■ ? was on his- way to North Viet-
= . A mm, For more than a week in ,:; 

:■ Britain, Carmichael spoke at '.
k A ;■ meetings in the sections of Lob.
Adon where most Negroes live. "

: jOiLBS 
HERE 
3M.T



rff August 2, 1667

Honorable Armistead I. Selden, Jr. 
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

My dear Congressman:

Your letter of July 29th and its enclosure have 
been received and I want to thank you for your kind regards.

In response to your request, Stokely Carmichael 
was born on June 29, 1941, at Trinidad, West Indies, and is 
a citizen of the United States by derivation. He is, therefore, 
not subject to exclusion from the United States as an alien. In 
addition, the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the Fed
eral Government and, as such, does not determine whether 
prosecution will be undertaken in any situation. Such decisions 
concerning violations of Federal law are within the province of 
the United States Department of Justice.

r - You may be assured, however, the FBI is aware
of the activities of this individual and any information obtained 
which might indicate a violation of Federal law over which this 
Bureau has investigative jurisdiction will be furnished to the* 
UnitoriJ^ntr^Deoartment of Justice for prosecutive consideration^

AUG# 1967
rnMM-FSI —

Sincerely yours, all

togai HOOMS
‘•O Cj

NOTE:. Cordial correspondence maintained with CongressmarrSelden.
Buf lies contain no record of I b?c

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Bishop _ 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _
Felt____
Gale ____
Rosen __
Sullivan _ 
Tavel ___
Trotter_

"S8

BGH.clc i

Hii : ,



ARM1SJTEAD I. SELDEN, JR. 

5th District, Alabama

HOME: ADDRESS:
Greensboro, Alabama

ALABAMA OFFICE ADDRESS: 
Federal Building 

Tuscaloosa, Alabama

Congress of tfje ®niteb States
Jlouste of Meprestentatfoes

c
FORI

I 

SUE
Chairman, If 

Stai

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Sail 
Mr.TOps 
Mr. Sun 
Mr. Ta^ 
Mr. Trotter . 
Tele. Room

Washington, JB.€.
July 29, 1967

WASH!F| 
2352 RAY&

Miss Holmes-------
Miss Gandy .--------

Hon. J. Edgar Hoover
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

I am enclosing a copy of a telegram which 

contains a resolution that was adopted by the Alabama 

State Legislature regarding Stokely Carmichael. It
K ......iiiuifrrr—...... .............. ............................. .

will be appreciated if you will give me the benefit 

of your comments on the information contained therein

Thank you, and my best regards.

Sincerely yours,

AlS/tgf

Enclosure

'4 A

auZV”
16 JlUrM 1967

MCTctWATiron , ——

- u‘ ■

©

CORRESP0



BUE170 (28)NSA429 ■ ' ,e,; ‘ -NS MYY024-MYZ2 MYZ2 PD MONTGOMERY ALA 26 NFT b°' 25 7 48HON ARMISTEAD I SELDEN, JR, MC THE RAYBURN BLDG WASHDC ... . •THE FOLLOWING RESOLUTION WAS PASSED UNANIMOUSLY BY THE ALABAMASENATE AND I- BELIEVE IS DESERVING OF YOUR ATTENTION AND ACT ION. WE WILL APPRECIATE YOUR THOUGHTS IN THIS CONNECTION: ' SJR60
' - BY! b7C ■ -

WHEREAS STOKELY CARMICHAEL, THE VIOLENT AND INFLAMMATORY' LEADER OF THE BLACK POWER MOVEMENT AND FORMER HEAD OF THE STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE, HAS TRAVELED FREELY THROUGHOUT THIS COUNTRY ADVOCATING AND INITIATING RIOTS, REBELLIONS AND THE OVERTHROW OF LAW AND ORDER? AND . "
SF1201(R2-65) . . ’ r ■ . •

WHEREAS THIS HATE MONGER'S VISITS TO VARIOUS CITIES OF THE NATION HAVE LED IN EVERY INSTANCE TO RIOTS AND VIOLENCE ACCOMPANIED IN MANY INSTANCES BY BURNING, LOOTING AND BLOODSHEAD. IN RESIGNING FROM SNCC, CARMMICHAEL ANNOUNCED' THAT HE WOULD SPEND THE SUMMER ORGANIZING "BLACK RESISTANCE" .TO THE WAR IN VIETNAM. ON MAY-16, HE TOLD A SCREAMING ,CROWD~OF NEGROES INi _________WASHINGTON, "THERE IS NO NEED TO GO TO VIETNAM AND SHOOT SOMEBODY WHO A HONKY SAYS IS YOUR ENEMY.' WE’RE GOING TO SHOOT THE COPS.WHO ARE SHOOTING OUR BLACK BROTHERS IN THE BACK IN THIS COUNTRY. THAT’S.WHERE WE ARE GOING." IN THIS SAME SPEECH, RECORDED .BY- RADIO AND TELECAST THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY, HE CALLED PRESIDENT JOHNSON A "BUFFOON" AND A "HONKY" AND SAID "THE HONKY-IS LYING’ ABOUT VIETNAM.",' AND • ” . " ~ "



Ctrxss of Service

The filing time shown in the dace line on domestic telegrams is LOCAL TIME at point'of origin. Time of receipt is LOCAL TIME at point of destination

unlcss«.its deferred char
acter is indicated by the

- proper symbol.

This is a fast message

W. P. MARSHALL 

Chairman Of The Board

r. w. McFall 

PresidentTELEGRAM
DL = Day Letter
NL = Night Letter

j -p International 
^Letter Telegram

WHEREAS CARMICHAEL HAS PURPOSEFULLY AND SYSTEMATICALLYSET OUT TO UNDERMINE THE'RESPECT OF HIS LISTENERS FOR THE ESTABLISHED HEROES OF THIS COUNTRY. HE CALLS CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS "A DUMB HONKY"$ GEORGE WASHINGTON "A DUMB HONEY WHO HAS SLEAVES"jSAND . ‘ABRAHAM LINCOLN "ANOTHER DUMB HONEY." HE URGES NEGROES TO RIOT AND ADMITTEDLY TERMS'THESE RIOTS AS'"REBELLIONS''." HE TELLS' HIS. FOLLOWERS THAT THE BLACE MAN DOES NOT NEED TO APOLOGIZE. FOR THESE REBELLIONS AND, "IF A HONEY TRIES TO SHOOT YOU, EILL HIM.BEFORE GOD GETS THE NEWS." CARMICHAEL*S INFLUENCE WITH HIS PEOP-LE IS NOT TO. BE UNDERSTATED WHEN HE SETS A' MOB CHANTING■ ENDLESSLY AGAINST THE VIETNNAM WAR WITH-j "HELL, NO. WE WONT ■ ' GO."J AND .
' WHEREAS M'R. J. EDGAR HOOVER, DIRECTOR OF THE FEDERAL'
SF1201(R2-65) . . - '■

fMUREAU OF INVESTIGATION IN A RECENT REPORT TO A CONGRESSIONAL. COMMITTEE ON SOME OF CARMICHAEL’S ACTIVITIES STATED THAT CARMICHAEL* ' IN ESPOUSING HIS BLACK POWER MOVEMENT HAD BEEN IN FREQUENT CONTACT WITH MAX STANFORD, FIELD CHAIRMAN.OF THE REVOLUTIONARY ACTION MOVEMENT (RAM), A HIGHLY SECRET ALL-NEGRO, MARXIST-LENINIST, CHINESE-COMMUNIST-ORIENTED ORGANIZATION WHICH ADVOCATES GUERILLA 'WARFARE TO OBTAIN ITS GOALS, AND THAT THIS ORGANIZATION HAfF' AIDED-AND GUIDED STANFORD IN FORMING A BLACK PANTHER PARTY IN NEW.YORK CITY. AS WELL AS IN OTHER AREAS OF THE UNITED STATESj AND ■ r . ' , '
• -I ' .WHEREAS IT HAS BEEN LEARNED THAT CARMICHAEL, WHO IS NOTI A NATIVE OF THIS COUNTRY AND'WHOSE STRANGE INFLUENCE .IS CREEPINGI OUT IN UNESPLAINED AREAS, -IS NOW OUT OF THIS COUNTRY AND HAS

SF1201(R2-65) . ■



Chairman of The board

The filing time shown in the date line on domestic telegrams is LOCAL TIME at point of origin. Time of receipt is LOCAL TIME at point of destination

marshall R. W. McFALL 

President

SYMBOLS

GONE TO CZECHOSLOVAKIA. HE HAS STATED HIS INTENTION OF GOING TO HANOI AND NORTH VIETNAM AND IT WAS TODAY REPORTED BY RADIO THAT HE WILL ATTEND A "REVOLUTION SCHOOL" IN CUBA.NEXT WEEK" . NOW THEREFORE ’ ' ’ -
...... BE IT RESOLVED BY THE LEGISLATURE'OF ALABAMA, BOTH HOUSES THEREOF CONCURRING THAT THE BLASPHEMOUS AND PROFANE, COMMUNIST REVOLUTIONARY, STOKEY CARMICHAEL,S'BE DENIED READMITTANCE TO THIS COUNTRY AS AN UNDESIRABLE ATLIEN OR ON ANY OTHER AVAILABLE GROUNDS- THAT WILL PREVENT HIS RETURN TO 'VILIFY AND OVERTHROW THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. ■ .

RESOLVED FURTHER THAT A COPY OF THIS RESOLUTION BE SENTTO THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, TO THE CONGRESS, TO SF1201(R2-(w) . ‘

THE UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT AMD TO THE OFFICE OF IMMIGRATION WITH THERES ECTFUL BUT URGENT REQUEST THAT CONCERTS ACTION BE TAKEN TO DENY STOKELY CARMICHAEL REENTRANCE TO THIS COUNTRY. RESPECTFULLY_________________ ■
' b7C

SF1201(R2-65)



been received.

In response to your inquiry, Stokely 
was born on June 29, 1941, at Trinidad, West Indie^^ 
a citizen of the United States by derivation. He is, ’Therefore, 
not subject to exclusion from the United States as ag^^ien^In 
addition, the FBI is strictly an investigative agency-c^the Fed
eral Government and, as such, does not determine wflbthc^ 
prosecution will be undertaken in any situation. Such decisions 
concerning violations of Federal law are within the province of 
the United States Department of Justice.

iJ You may be assured, however, the FBI is aware
of the activities of this individual and any information obtained 
which might indicate a violation of Federal law over which this 
Bureau has investigative jurisdiction will be furnished to the 
United States Department of Justice for prosecutive consideration.

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar HdsoaF

j^NOTE: Pri^LCOrrespondence maintainedrwith'j I Last 
outgoing daMcK^/2 3/67. Enclosur^was a'newspaper article 
commeritmgupon Carmichael’s statements to ^hejCuban News Agency.

L—J TELETYPE UNIT



7/26/67

Mr. Hoover;

.Kvir-Tolson’- 
DeLoacl

Mr. Mah
Mr.
Mr. sper
Mr. Callahan-------
Mr. Conrad----------
Mr. Felt .----------y
Mr. Gale-------/y
Mr. Rosen U-
Mr. SullivE&ZufgS
Mr. Tavel--------- -
Mr. Trotter--------- ■
Tele. Room--------
Miss Holmes ------
Miss Gandy --------

Note theencidsed’’t
f^cmu Cuba.-He- is';'the. one that' is behind "ttll’/theseupriseings 'in -tRW

Why do ■ you ,npt stop tills Son off bitci

|wdnerfull count ry;pff out s^ . ; J _.=
I question .iff;he Jias , a passport. .Why do not the government put. these

or years I amminclined to think you would shoot a :few hundred off these

riots in your hands you have done such a wonderfull job over a period



^toEelySa^^ 
Negroes Plan 
Fightto Death

fCLASSI

HAVANA (AP) — Stokely 
Carmichael was quoted by the 
Cuban news agency Prensa Lat
ina Tuesday as saying Ameri
can Negroes are organizing ur
ban guerrillas for “a fight to the 
death.”

The U.S. Black Power advo
cate arrived in Havana to at
tend a conference of the revolu
tion-bent Latin American Or
ganization of Solidarity, opening 
July 31.

Wearing a black jacket and 
white shirt open at the collar, 
Carmichael stepped off a Cuban 
Airline plane from Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, and was taken 
to a private room at the airport, 

' where Western newsmen were 
unable to talk with him.

: He was met by Capt. Osmany 
; Cienfuegos, secretary-general of 
the leftist Tricontinental Con
gress and a member of the Cen
tral Committee of the Cuban 
Communist party. Carmichael 
was booked at the Hotel Habana 
.Libre. ,

Carmichael flew Monday 
from Britain to Prague.

Though he was screened from- 
Western correspondents at the 
Havana airport, Prensa Latina 

l quoted him as saying in a- Lon
don interview that racial disor
ders in New Jersey and Michi
gan were virtual rebellions.

According to the agency’s ac
count:

“In Newark we applied war 
tactics of the guerrillas,” .he 
said. “We are preparing groups 
of urban guerrillas for our de
fense in the cities. The price of 
these. rebellions is a. high price 
that one must pay. This fight is 
not going to be a simple street 
meeting. It is going to be a fight

BCLOSVB?



c August 2, 1967

"

reg-a /u- f ■"

b7C

ALL WO WATIOKT CONTAINED

DATEjsl

cu
The letter of July 27th, with enclosures, from you 

and your husband has been received, and I want to thank you for 
your favorable comments and kind sentiments.

■ In response to your inquiry, I am sending material
reflecting some of my views regarding rioting in this Nation. I can 
assure'you this Bureau is well aware of its responsibilities and.it 
will make every effort to continue to discharge its duties with the
same high degree of thoroughness and dispatch which have charac- g
terized our investigations in the past. p

* e
.MAiuo'a—"1 Sincerely yours,

I AUG 2 1967 J. Edgar Hooven |

Enclosures (2) < -
Director’s Testimony 2/16/67 Re Communist Influence in Racial Mafters
LEB Intro, 6/67 ~ 5 cf

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Bishop _ 
Casper __ 
Callahan 
Conrad 
Felt__
Gale _
Rosen .
Sullivan __
Tavel ____
Trotter___
Tele. Room 
Holmes' 
Gandy ULl

’ y hiivu INOTE: Bufiles contain no Record of correspondents,
Enclosures were articles from the ’’Oregonian" dated 7/27/67 concerning
Stbk^l/-Carmichael andl ~ I both of whom are: wel^known to b?c
the Bureau/^CorreSpondehtsare Hot listed in the telephone directory so
s to verify last name. j V? ■



TRUE COPY

b7C

July 27, 1967

Honorable J. Edgar Hoover 
Director FBI 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

Am sending an article clipped from todays ’'Oregonian*' t 
on this "Black Power" leader. I am seriously wondering how such A J 
people are allowed to run loose all over this great country of oursw7"j-*O 
inciting riots and inflaming people to. lawless acts and anarchy. Isn't [ 
there any way under the American system by which he and others 
like him could be stopped from evil road so they could not cause 
more harm and destruction in America? Mr. Hoover-We have great 
regard and affection for you and for the invaluable services you have 
rendered to rid America of lawlessness in the 50 years in the FBI 
and we want you to know that we are with you 100 per cent in your 
war against crime in whatever form it may appear, and we pray God 
to give you wisdom strength and courage to continue onward as before 
as long as you deem it possible. CO
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Yours very truly,

b7C

AUG 8 1967
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. THE ‘OREGONIAN, THURSDAY, JULY 27, 1967 3 M 5
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Toward Racial Violence In U.S. t 
l<3* 4^ e ,v

iut-nomic’f actor ”’t’- 'thing/‘would-have happened like .everybody‘else.” x „:out-, 
pics

tticK

thing.'‘would-/have happened, 
anyway 4 I don’t; think its is 

„ right'-'for the Negro people'to “
stationed‘with an Army/aclvi be^looked over!for this many „ ___

years;,jWej.h'ave.iloeenj.worlcing' power-, .why notiblacfepowerK 
and fighting, fdr,;America ‘just'he'asked.'

iiyuuVjiciLUJi , _.
■‘‘Staff‘Sgt.’Cornel Parker, 28, 
auNegrof from . Norfolk,—Va.‘,

J> S*1 z * *■ ? _ «,«”5? f* \sory.team near'Da-Nang; 
said "“Sooner or later,-this

/‘Jr., 
Negro 

/unit 
‘tiine 
dfiidt 

tlor.

“ItVis 
achi of 

jetnafri 
eat.with 

tioftrthat

.dsjinjllTdays 
.,/n2 “-months t in 

.._.am,"^’saidkthe'ithought
. u-,.<viato - ■narold'-C I “black power is necessary if 

•ers. 38,' whose parents live we are to control our c«-n cco-

like everybody else.” - ;7 r- 
Parker* said’ black^power is

'‘j ustifi e d,”f “You’*have 
Chinese * power %and Jewish"

he'askedj T \ * ,f 1
. < - . "™ f

” J •(!*’ I"* %U '.... ■•
A "5 \ ? -t

laitO
«■ „ w, t’C ” A'
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SBlack Power Leader
Vows 'Fight To Death'

HAVANA (AP) — Stokely 
Carmichael says Negroes in 
American cities are going to 
wage a guerrilla “fight to the 
death,” the Cuban news agen- 
cy reported Tuesday as the 
U.S. Black Power leader ar
rived in Havana for a revolu
tionary conference.

The Prensa Latina agency 
quoted the fiery 26-year-old 
Negro as saying: “In Newark 
we applied war tactics of the 
guerrillas. We are preparing 
groups of urban guerrillas for 
our defense in the cities. The 
price of these rebellions is a 
high price that one must pay. 
This fight is not going to be a 
simple street meeting. It is 
going to be a fight to the 
death.”

The Black Power leader 
came to Havana for the meet

STOKELY CARMICHAELing of the Latin American Or
ganization of Solidarity open
ing July 31. U.S. racial 
problems are on the meeting’s 
agenda.

Carmichael flew from Lon
don to Prague Monday and 
then to Havana. Non-Commu- 
nist newsmen were not allow
ed to approach him at the 
Havana airport.
Revolutions Urged

In the Prensa Latina inter-
view, which the agency said 
Carmichael gave in London, 
he said he decided to come to 
Cuba because of an April mes
sage attributed to the'vanish
ed Cuban guerrilla jeader-Ert 
nesto “Che” Guevara. The 
message urged Latin-Ameri
can revolutionaries to stir up 
more Vietnam-like situations.

Carmichael said i Guevara 
inspired American Negroes 
and that Prime Minister Fidel 
Castro’s visit to 'Harlem, in 
1960 was momentous “in the 
history of the fight of Northland.'

American Negroes.”
In the Unitea States, the 

Alabama state Senate in a 
resolution asked that Carmi
chael be denied re-entry to the 
United States and called him 
“a blasphemous and profane 
Communist revolutionary.”

The resolution, sponsored by 
the legislature’s lone Republi
can, Sen. Leland Childs of 
Jefferson county, charged that
Carmichael has gone 
the country “advoca ...o __
initiating riots, rebellions and 
the overthrow of law 
der.” , 
' Carmichael has apparently 
gone to Cuba without 
passport authorization 
ly required for such trhvel.

A State Department spokes
man in Washington said that 
to the best of his knowledge 
Carmichael’s :passport has not 
been validated-for a! visit to 
the Communist Caribbean is-

through 
ing and

and or-

the U.S. 
normal-



FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

^FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
A U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
"COMMUNICATION SECTION Z

AUG4 1967 /

TELETYPE

5O7PM DEFERRED 8-4-67 RMF
TO DIRECTOR 7100-446080/
FROM CHICAGO /157-1297/

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. IS-M. OOt ATLANTA

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. DeLoach___
Mr. Mohr______
Mr. Bishop_____
Mr. Casper.____
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad____
Mr. Felt_______
Mr. Gale__ _____

"SJrl Rosen______
>MifjSidlivan„jtiir”
'TV^r. Ws&el__ ___
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes___
Miss Gandy____

/P/
ML INF

ATLANTA /100-6812/
tic®1 cowTAnnsD 
CLASS

ON AUGUST FOUR INSTANT.I ~1
CHICAGO PD, ADVISED PD SOURCES STATE STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS

EXPECTED TO RETURN TO CHICAGO AUGUST ELEVENTH NEXT FOR A TNREEvDAY 
b7C

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT. DEACONS OF DEFENSE AND JUSTICE, INC. /DDJ/, b7D
CHICAGO MILITANT CIVIL RIGHTS GROUP ADVOCATING ARMED NEGRO SELF- p
DEFENSE, MAKING PREPARATIONS TO GUARD HIM. NO FURTHER DETAILS KNOWN.’ > 
< / MILITARY, SECRET SERVICE, USA ADVISED.

ADMINISTRATIVE* CHICAGO FOLLOWING, SOURCES ASSIGNED, LHM FOLLOWS.
AM COPY TO NEW ORLEANS RE DDJ.
LEAD* ATLANTA, IMMEDIATELY FURNISH ANY INFO RECEIVED INDICATING

TRAVEL TO CHICAGO BY CARMICHAEL.
END
BAP
FBI WASH DC
P . .

9 AUG 8 1967W1S



Dear

Your Letter of.August 1st has been received.

e%’A4? <
citizen of the Ihilted St‘MF^^ derivation. ‘HreWs ^therefore, not < 
subject to exclusion from the United States as an alien. In addi
tion, the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the Federal 
Government and, as such, does not determine whether prosecution 

r—— will be undertaken in any situation. Such decisions concerning vio- 
I | lations of Federal law are within the province of the United States 
L 22 g| Department of Justice.
p s I can assure you, however, the FBI is aware of the
! rs Bi activities of this individual and any information obtained which might 

I indicate a violation of Federal law over which this Bureau has inves-
-— ----J tigative jurisdiction will be furnished to the United States Department

of Justice for prosecutive consideration.
„ r AM. COMAIKEDap,Sincerply yours,

L n r ‘ r‘>

Tolson __________ ''pR 4 •*' *

MohL°°ch NOTE: Bufiles contain no record oft correspondent.



b7C

b7C

T

The Honorable J, Edgar Hoover 
Director of the F.B.I.
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C.
My dear Mr. Hoover:

As an American citizen, I would like to express to you my feeling 
jand the feelings of many others who I have talked to regarding Stokley 
Carmichael. " ~—-—

We trust that you will do everything in your power to make sure that 
this man who has committed treason will not be allowed to re-enter 
the country.
Trust your department is watching this matter very closely.

b7C

GDKzcp

cc: .(EC- 69

5 AUG 8 1967

u

•



SOI 0-106OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum 1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. J.A. Sizoo

TO Mr. W. C DATE: 7-29-67

FROM A. Sizoo
1 -Mr. C.D. Brennan
1 — | b7C

Tolson _____ ‘' ....
Deloach_________
M o h-------------------

W i c $ ____________
Casper ___________
Callahan --------------
Conrad -----------------

• Felt ___________—
Gale --------------------
Rosen ------------------
Sullivan ---------------

Tavel ____________
Trotter-----------------
Tele. Room ______
Holmes----------------
Gandy ------------------

sib,e<1 STOKELY__CARMI.CHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

On 7-29-67

b7C

1 telephonically advised that she | On the evening of 7-28-( 
a telephone call from telephone number, area code 
to anr~ |at I |telephone number, area code

I advised that in|
Thel

b7C
b7D

b7C

1 telephone number was answered by 1whereupon the| 
__________  stated that

a person stating _____________________caller stated, "Is that you Stokely.y~l
1 Because of this she feels j undej>^that Stokely Carmichael -is hiding in the assumed name of I

She requested that her name be kept because of I I confidential
b7C

ACTION:
None. For information

DMW:mh"f(5)

REC-41

Hfl AUG 8 1967



F Bl

Date: 8/2/67
Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

(Type in plaintext or. code)

of 7/29/67 talking on the sidewalkmorning hours 
immediately adjacent to his bedroom window. ________ |b7c could not hear much of their conversation but the gist 
of it was that subject CARMICHAEL had gone to Cuba to 
procure arms and ammunition from CASTRO and that the 
arms would be brought to the U.S. in a submarine and 
transferred to yachts at a harbor near the New England 
States. ....V

b7C
___________________ UACB

no further action by Cincinnati. ^0BMAWir CONTAIHW

jP— Bureau (RM) —
2 ■- Atlanta.(100-6812) (RM) 
2 - Cincinnati

(1 - 100-14158)
(1 - 66-2956)

TBEzmjw 
(7) KEG-4).

B> AUG 4 1967

Agent in Charge
Sent . M Per



Your telegram of August 2nd has been received.

In response to your request, Stokely Carmichael 
was born on June 29, 1941, at Trinidad, West Indies, and is 
a citizen of the United States by derivation. He is, therefore, 
not subject to exclusion from the United States as an alien. In 
addition, the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the Fed
eral Government and, as such, does not determine whether 
prosecution will be undertaken in any situation. Such decisions 
concerning violations of Federal law are within the province of 
the United States Department of Justice.

You may be assured, however, the FBI is aware 
of tiie activities of this individual and any information obtained 
which might indicate a violation of Federal law over which this 
Bureau has investigative jurisdiction will be furnished to the 
United States Department of Justice for prosecutive consideration.

Tolson __________
DeLoach _________
Mohr_____________
Bishop __________
Casper__________

Gandy

Sincerely yours,^MAILED. IT



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
AUG 2 1967 X

WESTERN UNION

BIA020 905PEDT AUG 2 67 (22)NSA387

■fc'.Mr. Tolson.......y 
W) Mr. DeLoachV.

Mr/jCKSfrer ------
MryCallahan.....
Mr. Conrad ...
Mr. Felt...............
Mr. Gale..............
Mr. Rosen...........
Mr. Sullivan-----
Mr. Tavel---------
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room--------
Miss Holmes------

‘ Miss Gandy-------i

NS MLA121 NL PD AR MCALLEN TEX 2
J EDGAJr HOOVER
DIRECTOR FBI WASHDC .

WHAT DO YOU INTEND TO DO ABOUT ACTIONS AND STATEMENTS.QfBtOKLEY 

>CARMICHAEL._ URGE SWIFT AND STRONG ACTION TO CURB’SUCH THINGS.

PLEASE REPLY

cio). A' u'*»
&> turFORMAnO®- CONTADTO 
HEREm/IB WGLASSIEWD
DATE ^l(0IL>/ ’

___________________ | b7C

4 AUG.; 8 1967.

J
333TEB 24 1971
Z MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR



Date: 7/27/6?

Transmit the following in______________ :________________________________________________ |
(Type in plaintext or code) >

„ AIRTEL AIR MAIL ~ REGISTERED I
/ia _______ _________________ _________________________________________________ __________ ।

(Priority) " ■ ।
------------.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- :________ 1______ i_

Transmitted herewith for the Bureau is an original / \
and ten copies of a letterhead memorandum (LHM) concerning future- travel plans of CARMICHAEL. Two copies of the LlIMz^ 
are being furnished to Atlanta since they are office of/ 
origin in this case. Z .S

The enclosed LHM is classified CONFIDENTIAL because?

A? £7



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNIlft STATES DEPARTMENT OF J^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeless California 
July 27, 1967

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS

A source who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, furnished the following information on July 25, 1967:

____ - ■ ‘_

1967, advised 'Stokely Carmichael would be traveling to Cuba, 
Central and South America, for the purpose of obtaining 
information concerning the planning and organizing of racial 
riots and demonstrations. His purpose for visiting Cuba vias 
to learn how that country has and is planning riots and 
demonstrations in Central and South American countries. 
Newton stated that according to the "grapevine", Carmichael 
will then go to Central and South American to study how the 
planning for riots and demonstrations have been implemented 
in those countries.

b7C
b7D

According to the source,____________ |is reported to
have said that after Carmichael has completed his trip., he 
intends to return to the United States where he will attempt 
to utilize the riot and demonstration techniques which he 
learned in Cuba, Central and South America, in organizing 
riots and demonstrations. He will attempt to utilize guerrila 
warfare as used by the Cubans,in different parts of the United ■ 
States.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency: it and its contents are not to be dis4 
tributed outside your agency.

COPIES. DESTROYED

SSCFEE 24 1971
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Excluded 
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declassifi



FD-32 3 (Rev. 11-29-61)

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

unAd states department of^Ijstice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles, California 
July 27, 1967

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference

INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS

Los Angeles msiforandum, dated and 
captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed, below) whose identities 
a.re ccrcealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO
636PM URG T 8-7-67 RMF
TO DI CTOR /I00-446080/ ATLANTA CHARLOTTE
FROM CHICAGO /157-1297/ /P/

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISCELLANEOUS? SEDITION, 00: ATLANTA
Referral/Direct

Mr. Tolson
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

AUG? 1967

TELETYPE

DeLoach- 
Mohr-----

Bishop— 
Casper— 
Callahan. 

Mr. Conrad... 
Mr. Felt-------

Mr. Gale------

Tavel— 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room— 
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy-

RE BUREAU AIRTEL TO SAC, CHICAGO, ET AL, DATED AUGUST FOUR LAST

INVESTIGATION DETERMINED TWO
AUDIENCE AT WAUKEGAN WHO ARE AS FOLLOWS: 
END PAGE ONE a EX-115 3

ALL IHFOMOTIOir CONTAINED

55AUG 1 Ugg?,
Pat:

IN

b7C



A

GE THREE
CHARLOTTE IS TO LOCATE AND INTERVIEW ABOVE| H AND

SHOULD RECORD INTERVIEW ON FD THREE ZERO TWO OR IN SIGNED STATEMENT 
AND FURNISH PERTINENT INFO TO THE BUREAU AND ATLANTA IN INSERT FORM b7c
FOR INCLUSION IN PROSECUTIVE SUMMARY REPORT SO BUDED OF AUGUST NINE 
NEXT MAY BE MET FOR AUXILIARY OFFICES. ATLANTA HAS BUDED OF AUGUST 
FOURTEEN NEXT TO SUBMIT PROSECUTIVE SUMMARY REPORT.

BUREAU HAS ADVISED EACH SAC WILL BE HELD STRICTLY ACCOUNTABLE 
FOR MEETING THESE DEADLINES. ASSIGN SUFFICIENT MANPOWER TO ASSURE 
DEADLINES ARE MET AND SET OUT LEADS BY TELETYPE IF 
NECESSARY TO ASSURE DEADLINES ARE MET. 
END 
BGM 
FBI WASH DC 
P

MR. SULLIVAN



CODE
8/4/67

CABLEGRAM

TO ALL LEGAL ATTACHES

VIA TELETYPE
AUG 41967

ENCIPHERED1
FROM DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, INTERNAL SECURITY -

SEDITION.

THE DEPARTMENT ADVISED SUBJECT, FORMER NATIONAL CHAIRMAN OF

THE STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE, MAY BE IN 
$ & /

VIOLATION OF TITLE EIGHTEEN, U. S. CODE, SECTION Tijp THREE EIGHT/j

EIGHT, SEDITION. -c- o
o

CARMICHAEL PRESENTLY IN CUBA ATTENDING LATInS&MErYcAN

SOLIDARITY ORGANIZATION CONFERENCE AS A GUEST OF THE CUBAN 
A? 'SJ

GOVERNMENT. REPORTS HAVE BEEN RECEIVED CARMICHAEI^ON LEAVING 
n J

CUBA, MAY GO TO MOSCOW,

EX-115
ALL LEGAL ATTACHES

HANOI

VARIOUS LATIN-AMERICAN C

SHOULD BE ALERT FOR IN

CERNING SUBJECT'S ACTIVITIES AND TRAVEL AND SHOULIFTOVISE

AND

NOTE

MAIL

C. D. 'noted

BUREAU BY MOST EXPEDITIOUS MEANS NECESSARY OF ANY INFORMATION
ALL INF 

RECEIVED.
STATION CONTAINED ,

Foreign Liaison Unit (Rpu^.,through for review)
TJDimh/cst^v^

p ins 4 is
Send by teletype to Legat, Ottawa/’ Memorandum 

Brennan to Mr. W. C. Sullivan, same date and caption this cablegram would, be sent.
13 o ’ ” ZZ

•■f

:letype unit



. _ y <j(, o f o
EX. 101 / W J 7*

I
/b

August 8, 1967

____________________________________ J b7C

Dearl

Your letter of August 3rd and enclosures have been 
received. \

V

In response to your communication, the FBI is strictly 
an investigative agency of die Federal Government and, as such, does 
not determine whether prosecution will be undertaken in any situation. 
Such decisions concerning violations of Federal law are within the 
province of the United States Department of justice.

You may be assured, however, the FBI is aware of the 
activities of the individual to whom you referred and any information 
obtained which might indicate a violation of Federal law over which we 
have investigative jurisdiction is being furnished to the United States 
Department of Justice for prosecutive consideration.

Sincerely yours,

9. Edgar Hoover
1967

GQ'MM-FBJ

TfiASLEb 19“

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Bishop - 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt___
Gale___
Rosen _
Sullivan _________ I ~ i

Holmes__________ • ““~n’—I
Gandy___________ MAIL ROOM. L___ I '

DCL:mew (3)



TRUE COPY

b7C

Aug 3rd 1967

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

You will find enclosed two clippings from the August 2nd 
Virginia papers.

b7C
Having served I kears asl

~|l feel it is my duty to resent any human U. S. citizen getting bv^ 
with such conduct as StokelyA^armichael seems to enjoy. — M

b7C

Yours truly concerned friend

EX 101

kJ.
/) c 4 . "Tl u

/V/VjL



b7C



NEFS ANALYSIS V gAyt-";

Carmichael’s Cuban Role I
Disservice to U. S. Negro I

|;
By James RestonB

HAVANA — Stokely Carmichael is playing 
a miserable game' down here. He is not only 
condemning his own country abroad, but he 

is misleading Fidel Castro and the other rev
olutionary Communists from Latin America 
about the condition and power of the Negroes 
in America.

The facts are'-fairly plain. His black power 
policy has not gained popular support among 
the Negro community in the United States. 
He has lost his base as head of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. He has 
come here from Communist Europe without a 
legal passport to take part in a viciously anti
U.S. meeting of the most revolutionary frag
ments of the Latin-American Communist par
ties, and. he is strutting around Havana as a 
symbol of the American Negroes, most of 
whom have rejected his leadership.

He is clearly operating now, not only out
side the legal framework of the U.S. govern
ment, but outside the structure of the Negro 
protest movement in the United States as 
well. Even the official Communist news
papers in Havana are confused about him. 
One of them referred to him, not as an advo
cate of racial separation and black power, 
but as a leader of the integrationist move
ment in the United States. One of his aides 
remarked: “They obviously haven’t got 
Stokely’s message.” , - - - ,

CARMICHAEL IS TOO intelligent and cyni
cal not to know what he is doing. He has 
given up on trying to persuade the Negroes at 
home to follow his black power thesis, and, 
either consciously or unconsciously, is mak
ing an alliance with the radical revolutionary 
Communists in Latin America. He is using 
them, and they, in turn, are using him, prob
ably to the detriment of both the American 
Negroes and the militant Latin-American 
Communists.

Carmichael does not even pretend that he 
is trying to make an objective case for . his 
argument. At least he is apparently not will
ing to submit it to questioning. He called a 
news conference here in Havana Tuesday, 
and excluded everybody from the United 
States. He had two lists for the news confer
ence, not only those invited, but those ex
cluded,- and even the representative of the 
UTS. Communist party, press. was not allowed 
,to attend.
, Nevertheless, Castro seems very pleased 
with Stokely’s adventure. He has not only in
troduced Carmichael publicly to half a mil
lion Cubans and the entire Havana diplomatic 

corps as “one of the most distinguished pro- 
civil rights leaders in the United States,” but 
has taken him off on a two-day tour of East
ern Cuba alone.

EVEN CASTRO’S MOST sympathetic sup
porters in the diplomatic corps think the dra
matic liaison between Stokely and Fidel is 
very odd. It’ obviously does not help the 
Negro struggle in the United States to have 
Castro identifying it as one “front” in the 
Communist war against “U.S. imperialism.” 
And it does not help Cas.tro to follow the Car
michael thesis that “in the event of serious 

trouble between the United States and Cuba, 
the American Negroes will oppose their own 
government.”

Yet that is the impression that is being 
given here by Carmichael’s visit to Havana, 
and Castro’s emphasis on the significance of 
Stokely’s presence here. The Cuban govern
ment has gathered here for a meeting of the 
Organization of Latin American Solidarity, an 

astonishing collection of Communist revolu
tionaries who are more militant than most of 
the established Communist parties of the 
hemisphere. The theme of the conference is 
that the way to frustrate and defeat Amer
ican imperialism is to have a number of I 
armed revolts against the established govern
ments, including especially the U.S. govern- ; 
ment, and the Negro revolt in the United 

' States is included in those revolts, with the 
support of Carmichael.

. He is quite blunt about it. He told this re- , 
porter the other day in Santiago de Cuba: “If , 
the United States gets into serious trouble 
with Cuba, the white boys are going to fight ! 
it out alone. And the rest of us-will be fight- ■ 
ing against any U.S.-Cuban battle at home.” ’

CASTRO MAY NOT believe Stokely, but he : 
is obviously using him, and this is highly 
ironical. For whatever else Cuba is, it is not 
a racist state. There is probably less antira- 1 
cial and antireligious feeling here than in any 
other nation in the hemisphere. Carmichael, 
with his policy of racial separatism and black : 
power, could not be further from Castro’s pol- : 
icy of total racial integration. But Stokely is I 
here, representing little more than himself, ; 
and Castro is playing him up as if he had^the 
support of the entire Negro community in the i 
United States. It is a squalid business, which ! 
hurts everybody concerned: Carmichael espe- I 
cially, Castro, the revolutionary movement in ' 
the hemisphere, and particularly, and sadly, 
the American Negro. _

© New York Times Service J' !



4 Carmichael
Issues Call

J For Uprisings
By FENTON WHEELER

AS HAVANA (AP) - Black-Pow- , 
' >$r advocate Stokely Carmichael 

called yesterday for Negro gu< r- 
rj rilla uprisings in U.S. cities and 

made threats .against President 
Johnson, British Prime Minister 

• Harold- Wilson and other high
U.S. officials.

Declaring, that Black Power 
advocates “are moving into.nr- 
ban guerrilla warfare in ■•‘the , .■ 
United States,” the militant Ne- ( 
g.ro agitator told a. three-h'our ■ 

' news conference:
“We have no alternative but 

' to use aggressive armed, .vio
lence in order to own the land; 
houses and. stores inside .our 
communities, and to control the 
politics of those communities,.”.

U.S. newsmen were barred 
from the news conference,, blit 
Carmichael’s 'remarks were 
quoted by Havana Radio, 
George Ware of the. Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating; Com
mittee, and Felix Greene, a, 
British subjcoto reporting for' the ‘ • 
San FranciscoChronicle. ____ -

Carmichael deelgred that. Ne- 
gro guerrillas “must develop a 
consciousness so that when peo
ple who are" struggling get 

• killed, the retaliation will' be 
<■ ■ against the leaders of the

West.”
“Let us develop ■ a conscious

ness that when they touch one 
guerrilla,. Lyndon Johnson, 
Dean Rusk, Robert McNamara 
and Harold Wilson must pay the 
price,” he said. “We are not 
waiting for them to kill us. We 
will move to kill, them first—or 
rather, we are working towards 
that goal.”'

He presumably included Wil
son because the Home Office 
last week banned him from 
Britain.

“One good thing about the 
Vietnam war is that the United 
States has taught us how to 

; kill,” Carmichael declared lat
er. “Our brothers returning 
from Vietnam are going to use 
that training well in the cities of, 
the United States.”
■ Asked about the role of white 
people .in the Negro struggle, 
Carmichael replied: “the only 
whites' we can use in our strug
gle are. those who are ready to' 
pick up guns with us to destroy 
the capitalist system.”

■ . Asked about, the possibility
• that he might be assassinated, 

Carmichael said the U.S. Cen
tral Intelligence Agency has in
ternational license to kill and if 
the CIA continues to assassinate 
fighters and guerrillas, venge
ance must be taken against 
Western leaders."1' -*  —-

ALL WOM£ATION C 
HEREIN JS UNCLABS?



F’D-36rXRev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 7/26/67
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL________
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM:
SUBJECT:

SAC, NEW ORLEANS (100-17362)
SSGKLEX CARMICHAEL 
IS-C

Enclosed for the Bureau are of a letterhead memorandum regarding

I Mr. Tolson--------
Mf. Del.ra.eh-----
Mr. Mohr--------- -
J&T. Wick----------
Mr. Casper 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Felt. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. Sullivan-^
Mr. Tavel____
Mr. Trotter 
Tele. Room___
Miss Holmes__
Mtefi-Gands---- ,

Callahan.
Conrad-

Gale- 
Rosen

four (4) copies 
captioned matter.

b7C

Information concerned in enclosed LHM being * 
furnished to Bureau in form suitable for dissemination 
for whatever action Bureau may deem necessary.

No dissemination being made locally.
Indices re
UACB, New Orleans conducting no additional 

. investigation re this matter.
7 englosUr
1 CJ& - BUREAU (ENCS. 4) 

2 - NEW ORLEANS 
MB/dbb 
(5)

It'-AT't <

$ 967
AGENCY: ACSI, ONI, OSI;SEC

HOW FORW :b7c .
BY:----------

4U. WTOBMMKW WSF®

Sent M Per



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEInKaL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATll

New Orleans, Louisiana July 26, 1967

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

On July 26. 1967,
nished the following Information

A short time agoF

fur-

wo^fitizens" band radios 
(transceivers), a Metrotek charger, serial number | 
Metrotek Electronics, Inc., and a Courier #23, serial number

b7C
b7D

unknown, e.c.i. Electronics Communications, Inc. He stated b7c 
recently |received a long distance telephone call and
also several individuals, names unknown, | ]for b7Dtechnical assistance and spare psfirts for the ab0Ve described 
radios. The individuals furnished informationthat the radios 
have been forwarded to|

_______I |stated that| 1 is making arrangements 
I___________|an additional radio and more spare parts. | |advised that] ~| the above information to the FBI
in view of the fact that during recent visit of Stokley Carmichael 
to Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Carmichael stayed at the |I for several days. He noted that Carmichael 
is presently supposed to be in Cuba and that a competent radio 
technician could use the above described radios to transmit and

b7C
b7D

receive information from Cuba to Jamaica.

ALL B-PTORMATION CONTZ^HO .

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



-f • _____________________ |is not identifi-
[ ablS in Bufiles. nor is it possible to identify her in the 

[telephone directory. Therefore, this 
^correspondence is not being acknowledged.

b7C

ML ®TPOP.MAno®r CONTAINED

4us
/® r.



b7C

August 4, 1967

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy—

Tolson
DeLoach>__
Mohr If''} 
BishonOy

Cr.UahaU-Zl
Conrad___
F>it_______

Rosen_____<
Sullivan___
Tavel_____
Trotter

J. Edgar Hoovdr 
FHI Director 
Justice Department 
Washington, D. <1.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

Enclosed is a clipping blaming rioting 
Stokely~~varmlchael and

on

Your claim according to this article that 
dence of a masterminding conspiracy and then add that some 
outside agitators were involved. «e do not believe this is 
not a conspiracy

The 
way 
era 
such antics

there is no evi-

the two agitators

,14 AUG

American public and tax payers are mighty fad up with the 
the Justice Department is Handling these Black Bower lead- 
and their followers. No white person could get by with 

Why then the negro?

■\We, the 
is lament 
You owe 
of this

Act now

public, aren’t afraid if you justifiably exercise pun- 
toward these obvious pro-communists. Deport tnem.
it to the American people who obey and respect the laws: 
country. It is the Government’s responsibility

while it’s time. Show the commies we mean business..

According to our newspaper, the Black Power movement is plan
ning a resolution to separate the country between White and 
Black. Give these Jungle characters something uo remember. 
Thank you

■g-WCfTJ-

A\ law abiding citizen

REC 10
■

EX 101

^G 2> .



JOURNAL HERALD
Thursday, August 3, 1967 . Dayton, Ohio

2 SNCC Leaders 
Blamed In Rioting

Carmichael, Brown Speeches 
Acted As Spark, Police Claim

By Associated Press

WASHINGTON—Three police officials yesterday.laid race riots 
in their communities to inflammatory speeches by Stokely Car
michael and H. Rap Brown.

Police Chief Jacob W. Scott of Cincinnati told the Senate 
Judiciary committee that rock-throwing, fire-bombing violence 
erupted in the streets after Carmichael urged Cincinnati Negroes 
to fight the police and burn the city.

That was April 29, he said, and now after four months of 
sporadic outbreaks “we’re undergoing a guerrilla type operation,
with kids operating from cars.”

Police Capt. John A. Sorace 
of Nashville, Tenn., said a riot 
there on April 8 was caused by 
Carmichael, Brown and “other 
functionaries of the Student Non
violent Co-ordinating commit
tee.”

Sorace said the trouble began 
after SNCC held its week-long' 
annual meeting in Nashville. 
He said Carmichael had given 
speeches in the. area for three 
days prior to the trouble, and 
SNCC leaders from all parts of 
the country were in the city.

Police Chief Brice Kinnamon 
put the blame for a July 24 riot 
in Cambridge, Md., squarely on 
Brown, who succeeded Carmi
chael recently as chairman of 
SNCC. Kinnamon said a “highly 
inflammatory speech” by Brown 
“was the. sole reason for our 
riot.”

“The street was full of guns 
seconds after the speech,” Kin
namon said. “It was a well or
ganized and well planned af
fair.”

As th e senate hearings 
opened? 'the House Committee 
on Un-American Activities voted 
to launch a full investigation of- 
the role of subversive groups 
in racial rioting.

Chairman, Edwin E. Willis 
(D-La) said a report by inves
tigators “clearly indicates cer
tain subversive elements have 
been involved in some of these 
riots and in the creation-.of ra
cial unrest generally.”

Both Shott and Kinnamon con
tended there was racial har
mony in their communities un
til the arrival of Black Power 

advocates CariuicliciHi"and 
Brown.

He said 95 per cent of Cin- * 
cinnati’s Negroes are “heart
sick over these riots” and feel 
their opportunities have been 
diminished by the violence.

The city’s riot toll was one; 
death, 70 injuries, 405 arrests 
and nearly $3 million in fire 
damage.

Carmichael is in Havana as 
a guest of Fidel Castro. Brown 
is free on bond pending an ex
tradition hearing on charges of 
inciting a riot and being an ac-
cessory to arson in Cambridge. 
The senate committee plans to 
hear further, from Sorace today 
and then from Police Detective 
William Millard of Newark, 
N. J., Police Commissioner 
Mark H. Tuohy Jr., of Roches
ter, N.Y., and Police Chief John ; 
B. Layton of Washington D.C. 
l/As other congressional groups ' 
marshaled forces for investiga- 1 
tions and hearings into the. vio
lent series of racial outbreaks, 
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover 
S_aid mere is no evidence of a 
masterminding cnHSptracy-~be='' 
Kind the disorder?:---------- :------
(jfeut David Ginsburg, execu
tive director of the President’s 
new 11-member commission on 
civil disorders, said Hoover did 
indicate at a .commission meet
ing Tuesday “some outside agi
tators. were involved.’1

Staff investigators for the 
House Committee on Un-Ameri
can Activities pointed the blame 
at such groups as SNCC the 
Revolutionary A c t i o n .Move
ment (-RAM) and a militant Ne- 
.gro rights', group called ACT.

J 20



Tolson __________
DeLoach _________
Mohr_____________

4-3 (Rev. 7-28-6 7)

□ AIRGRAM

D E CO D E D7C O P y

Bishop __________
Casper___________
Callahan _________
Conrad ___________
Felt_____________
Gale_____________

CABLEGRAM RADIO □ TELETYPE E;:™
Gandy ____________

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS - SEDITION.

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED ON AUGUST 7 INSTANT

THAT HAD BEEN ALERTED TO THE POS

SIBILITY THAT STOKELY CARMICHAEL MIGHT ARRIVE IN MEXICO ON HIS

b7C
b7D

ARE TO PREVENT CARMICHAEL FROM ENTERING MEXICO AND TO INSURE THAT

HE RETURNS TO CUBA ON THE NEXT AVAILABLE FLIGHT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

REBUREAU CABLE AUGUST U LAST. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ________ |lS b7c

CLASSIFIED CONFIDENTIAL TO

RETURN FROM CUBA. IN SUCH AN EVENT,

PROTECT
e
•< WILL FOLLOW WITH SOURCES ANY POSS I BlCTtMaPT BY SUBJECT TO 1QC-?

B AUG 9 W
RETURN TO UNITED STATES VIA MEXICO. NO LHM"BEING SUBMITTED___

EMBASSY AWAREJJ£
xib7C

OREGOING DATA

RECEIVED:8:5U PM MSE 
3RD CC- MR. BRENNAN

. b7C

b7D

//■ the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 8/7/6?
Transmit the following in.

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
(P riority)

TO: 
^ROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, LOS .-ANGELES (IOO-68783)

STOKEL3L0ARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION

Re: Bureau airtel to Los Angeles, 8/4/67, and 
Los Angeles telephone call to San Francisco, 8/7/67.

Transmitted herewith for information and appropriate 
action by the Sai Francisco Division, are two copies of 
Bureau airtel dated 8/4/67, concerning captioned subject. 
Particular 
concerns a 
California

reference is made to page two of Item #6 which 
speech on the part of CARMICHAEL at Berkeley, 
on 10/29/66.

3/- Bureau (AM-REGISTERED)
2 - San Francisco (AM-REGISTERED) (Encl. 2)
1 - Atlanta (AM-REGISTERED) (Info.)
1 - Los Angeles ......
JST:gcw
(7)

(AM-REGISTERED)

Approved: Sent

M AUG 8 1967

M Per
Special Agent in Charge



V3 (Rehjfc7-28-6 7) Tolson — 
DeLoach 
Mohr ___
Bishop - 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Fel

Trotter ___________
Tele. Room ______
Holmes__________
Gandy ___________

AIRGRAM & CABLEGRAM □ RADIO □ TELETYPE

STATE 15

URGENT 8-8-67

■j/D I RECTOR

FROM LEGAT LONDON NO. 97

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS Ml SC.

REBULET AUGUST 2 LAST INSTRUCTING LONDON OBTAIN

VERBATIM COPY OF SUBJECT’S INTERVIEW BY

CONTENTS ARTICLE JULY 26 LAST ISSUE WASHINGTON

POST AND TIMES HERALD INTERPRETS SUBJECT PROBABLY

INTERVIEWED BY “PRENSA LATINA.”

UACB

RECEIVED: 2:12 PM ELR

4 9 1967

0RD CC: MR. BRENNAN

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56}

F B I

Date: 8/4/67
Transmit the following in

(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SOM: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

SUBJECT:. STOKELY ^CARMICHAEL 
IS - M
ReBuairtel 8/2/67, with enclosure, to Atlanta.
Enclosed for Jackson, 

San Francisco are one copy each 
enclosure.

Minneapolis, San Antonio and 
of referenced aixtel with

Receiving offices are requested to handle 
gation in accordance with instructions contained in 
airtel 8/2/67, with enclosure to Atlanta.

investi- Bureau

LEADS: ALL INF*

JACKSON DAI.

lTION CONTAINED 
CLABSMhSX/ /o

(Re LHM submitted by Jackson, 6/6/67, captioned 
, SNCC, IS - C and STQKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - M” 

made by CARMICHAEL at’’COMINFIL, 
which is a transcript of a speech

Bureau (RM)- Jackson (Enc. 2) )
2 - Minneapolis (100-13781) 
2 - San Antonio (100-10300) 2 - San Francisco (157-721) 
2 - Atlanta 
EUCimet 
(13)

(Enc. 
(Enc. 
(Enc.

2) /£(»)
2) (Im)
2) (l&t>))

REC 13
B' AUG 8 1967

/S3B3&HM mmMMI

6

Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



AT 100-6812

Tcmgalo© College, Tougaloo, Miss., 4/11/67 3 Contact
I 1 to determine if the tape for this speech is now 
available and if so if he has been able to ascertain the identity of| [making
it available.

b7C
b7D

MINNEAPOLIS
(Re LHM dated 6/20/67, captioned ’’STOKELY 

CARMICHAEL, IS - M’’ which is the transcript of a speech 
given by CARMICHAEL at the University of Minneapolis 
on 5/15/67) Contact) fcmd determine if this tape
is a vailable in accordance with Bureau instructions.

SAN ANTONIO
(Re LHM dated 7/12/67, captioned ”STOKELY 

CARMICHAEL”, which is the transcript of a speech given 
by CARMICHAEL at the University of Texas. on 4/14/67.1__Contact I________________________________________ ______  b7c

I Austin, b7D
Taxa®, to determine if this tape is available inaccor
dance with Bureau instructions.

SAN gRANCISCO
(Re LHM dated 7/13/67, whizch is a speech given 

by CARMICHAEL at the University of California. Berkeley. b7c 
Calif o, 10/29/66.) Contact | land ascertain if this tape is available, in accordance with Bureau b7D 
instructions.

ATLANTA
AT ATLANTA, GA.
Contact appropriate police officers and news 

media representatives to ascertain if there are in pos
session of any information which (Sould be made available 
in accordance with Bureau instructions as contained in 
Buairtel dated 8/2/67.

2



(f) CUBAN CLANDESTINE OPERATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES — 
Recent information in the press discloses that Stokely Carmichael, 
foremost ’’Black Power” advocate of violence, has been in Cuba as ah 
official guest of the Castro government attending the Latin-American 
Solidarity Organization (LASO) conference. Since the avowed-purpose 
of the LASO is to plan ways and means to overthrow U. S. ’’imperialism” 
in Latin America by revolutionary violence, Carmichael’s presence at 
the conference takes on added significance and could presage Castro’s 
clandestine involvement in the current racial strife in the U. S.

Accordingly, all offices be most alert to any indication of 
such involvement on the part of Castro agents or sympathizers or any 
indication that support, direction or influence of current or future 
racial violence in the U. S. is emanating from Havana.

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

not recorded

‘f47AUG Ji 1957

8/1/67
SAC LETTER 67-43

55AU?t 11967
- 9 -



August?, 1967

rec « /oo- ^^6 a ' gt - W</ \-
Honorable Frank Horton
House of Representatives JI
Washington, D. C. 20515 . I *1

My dear Congressman:

Thank you for your letter of August 3rd.

In response to your request, Stokely Carmichael 
was born on June 29, 1941, at Trinidad, West Indies, and is 
a citizen of the United States by derivation. He is, therefore, 
not subject to exclusion from the United States as an alien. In 
addition, the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the Fed** 
eral Government and, as such, does not determine whether 
prosecution will be undertaken in any situation. Such decisions 
concerning violations of Federal law are within die province of 
the United States Departments Justice.

You may be assured, however, the FBI is aware 
of the activities of this individual and any information obtained 
which might Indicate a violation of Federal law over which this 
Bureau has investigative jurisdiction will be furnished to the 
United States Department of Justice for prosecutive consideration.

““■"mailers 11

AUG 7 . 1967
COMNfcFBf

NOTE: Bufiles indicate priorcordial correspondence with Congressman 
Horton. He is on the mailing list to receive FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin.

Tolson _ 
DeLoach
Mohr-----
Bishop _

Tele. Room 1_____
[foimes __________
sandy ___________

S AUQ'll
MAIL ROOM

BGH:catx <5)

TELETYPE UNIT



FRANK HORTON 
* 36th District of New York

COMMITTEES: 
GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SMALL BUSINESS

House of MepreSentatibeS
WajS&injjton, 20515

August 3 
1967

Hon. J. Edgar Hoover
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

1220 Longworth House Office Building 

(202) 225-4916

Washington, D.C.

Dear Director Hoover:

arliest convenience, please ijnfprifi me of 
ael's current citizenship status. Ad- 

would like to know whether or not he will 
return to this country and whether or not

At your ver 
Mr. Stoke 
ditionally, I 
be allowed to 
the Justice Department presently plans to prosecute him 
for violating the Cuban travel ban imposed by the State 
Department.

I will very much appreciate your early attention to this 
inquiry.

With kindest personal regards, I am

FH/cr

Sincerely,

EX-102

a AUG W



17-1 (Rev. 8-11-03)

ATTENTION
• V

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

D FOIA/PA □ Litigation □ Executive Order Applied

Requester: _________________________________________________________________________________
Subject: _______________________ ______ ________________________________________ _ _____________________
Computer or Case Identification Number: .______________________________________________ • ____________
Title of Case: ,__________________ _____________________________________________ Section _______________
* File _______ , k_________________________________________ ._______ '_______ ______________________ _
Serials Reviewed: ________________ _____________________________________________________________________

Release Location: *File Section .

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit, 203

File Number: /10% 0______________Section /Q.___________________________
Serial(s) Reviewed: A-//______________________________________________________________________

FOIPA Requester: ■___________________________________________________________________ _________
FOIPA Subject: ___________________________ . _______________ _______________ _____________ _
FOIPA Computer Number: _____________ _______________________ _____________________

File Number: _______________________________ _______________ ________  Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed: _____________________________________________________________________

FOIPA Requester: ________________________________________________________ _______________________
FOIPA Subject: _______________________ ________________________________ _________________  ■
FOIPA Computer Number: ________________ ____________________________________________________

File Number: ____________ ___________________________________________  Section _________ ______
Serial(s) Reviewed: ___________________ ' ______________________________ _________________________

FOIPA Requester: -______________ .___________________________________ .______ ____________________
FOIPA Subject: _________________________________________ _____________ ________ ■ ____________
FOIPA Computer Number:  .■ 

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

ATTENTION

• DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE



7:55PM UR

VIA TELETYPE

AUG 71967

ENCIPHERED

THWZRAK

M Mr. Tolson.

Mr.XMohr-----
Mr. Bishop— 
(Mr. Casper— 
MrbCallahan 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Felt.___
Mr. Gale''.:___

'anJ

Mr. Trotter... 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy...

NT 8-7-67

TO DIRECTOR WASHINGTON FILED AND HEW YORK

NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON

FROM ATLANTA

o

STOKELY^RMYCHAEL , IS-M . 

co 

. tfU
REMTJEL WGUST SIX LAST.

b2
b7D

___________________________ [advised ATLANTA OFFICE< AUGUST^SEVE» ŝ 

THAT SNCC MEMBERS IN ATLANTA ARE APPREHENSIVE ABOUT CARMICHAELj^^^^ 
ARE THEORIZING HE MAY BE CONNECTED WITH CIA. THEY DO NOT UNDERSTW^? 

WHY CUBA WOULD STAMP CARMICHAELS PASS PORT "RETURN TO USA", UNLESS 

CUBA WANTED TO RENEW DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS WITH UNITED STATES

/•

:b7D

RECEIVED: 8:10PM RAK

TWO COPIES 3CQ 

relayed to A?V - IS AUG 9 19S7i

•^L ---"^CLASS—-



Date: 8/3/6? ' j.
' ' ' ' ' ‘ ' / ■■ „ “ ... ; ? ' I

Transmit the following in__ ;______ ____________ _____ ________ ____ 2._____________ ;______ _____ I
(Type in plain text or code) '

Via AIRTEL _ _________ AIRMAIL ________ |
’■ (Priority or Method of Mailing) ।

________ _____________ _____ _________________ _________________ _ ____________ ._____________i__.___

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-43910)

FROM : 'SAC, New Orleans (100-16890)

SUBJECT: COMINFIL - STUDENT
NONVIOLENT COORDINATING 5
COMMITTEE (SNCC) 
IS - C _ /
(00: Atlanta) 

AT Buflle 100-439190 !

STOKLExCARMICHAEL /
IS - M .
(00: Atlanta) 
Buflle 100-446080

Re Jackson airtel and Letterhead Memorandum 
dated 6/20/6? captioned as above.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies, for 
Atlanta two copies, Jackson two copies, and Houston two 
copies of a Letterhead Memorandum captioned as above.

4-Bureaux2s(100-439190) (Enc. 11) (RM)
C2j( 100-446080), (STOKLEY - CARMICHAEL) 

4-Atlanta2-(100-6488) . (SNCCj"(Enc. 2) (RM) 
2-(100-68112),(STOKLEY CARMICHAEL) 

2-Jackson (100-186) (Enc. 2) (RM) 
2-Houston (Enc. 2) (RM) ...
3-New Orleans 2-(100-16890) 

l-(IOO-17362)
SMC/caa
(15)

ALL CWTAINSD |

■^/- Approved: _________ /________  ■ -
' "Special Agent in Charge

Sent

J NOT "recorded 
_J9& Alter 2! 1967



NO 100-16890

Sources mentioned In the enclosed Letterhead 
Memorandum are as followr:__

b7D

(requested}

ls[

New Orleans, Louisiana

New.Orleans, Louisiana

b7C
b7D

now.u^ieans, Louisiana

2



In Reply, Phase Rejer to 
Fib No.

UNITED^ATES DEPARTMENT OF JUStJ

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New Orleans, Louisiana f
August 3, 1967 1

COMMUNIST INFILTRATION - 
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING 
COMMITTEE (SNCC)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Reference is made to a letterhead memordadum of 
the Jackson Office of the FBI dated June 20, 1967, captioned 
as above.

Confidential source rith whom insufficient
contact has been had to determine reiiauility, but who is the

1 n d 1V id,1g> 1_ hu_ iJaa_ _________ !1
as the
Mardl uras time m iyo/.—p 
1967. Confidential source 
seen this 
he is not 
fidential 
pertinent 
that this

requented a place known 
_ in New Orleans around 

phi s waij m rihvp been during February 
stated that he had not 

person sinpa tha wiarn-i uras season and is certain 
in__ ___________________ at the present time. Con-
sourc] [related that fra could recall no
information regarding ' 
person had claimed he was iruln some place in Texas

other than the fact

b2
b7C

b7D

Confidential source who has furnished
reliable information in the past, aavised on June 29, 19^7 j
that he 1s not acquainted with any individual by the name 
of of New Orleans.



"SLMMUNIST INFILTRATION b7C
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING
COMMITTEE (SNCC) b7D

b2
»Y CARMICHAEL

Confidential sourc who has furnished 
reliable Information in the b?rsL. auv±~se* on July 18. 1967. 

tbaJ--------------------------------------------- -----
rlarea. nov

las ri^vef wet any inaiviauax oy une name ox

mentioned above, also 
made inquiries, among 

as well as other
_________ _______ 11 regurus to a person named

nrnwHgp .rnar, rm s ’parson was unknown among the b2 
individuals cnat

Confidential source 
advised on July 18, 1967i—ti“ 

nprsnns who frpolipnt hhel-------------

lad contacted.

b7C
b7D

b7C
b7D

2*



The Director DATE:

N, P. Callahan

SUBJECT: . The Congressional Record

4-572 (Rev. 7-18^8)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 ' 
MAY 1942 EDITION *
G$A GEN. KEG. NO. 27

"UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

5010—106

FROM

W WCOKDEDf 
176 AUG 16 1967

In the originaYof a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for <A~(p 7 was reviewed and pertinent items were
mark® g3ifeet<£r^^tention. This form has been prepared in order that-
portions 7?ra cop^d^the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in appropriate Bureau case or subject matter files. ■»*• > ..



4-3/z irtev. /-iojo.0; 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-106
MAY 1962 COITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.

Memorandum
TO : The Director

FROM : N.P, Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

WgesiBta

< SBW Qir^eWi M
atm

M aiL — - tm msb otori wh Mw to emi rigtt®

martfeie tom to cmtWl
wMw»»a>r tom? " ■

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for- was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Director's, attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a copy of .the original memorandum may-be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in appropriate Bureau case or subject .matter files.
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.VIA TELETYPE

AUG ^967

ENNR 3 wr»

pFROM SAN JUAN (157-NEW)

— ft..? -. . ;. .:••• X.

MATTERS

JULY TWO SEVEN LAST.RE BUREAU TELETYPE

’STATED

> . RACIAL VIOLENCE, RACIAL

223 PM URGENT 8-4-67 MRK

Mr. Callahan?.... 
Mr. Conrad:.-.- 
Mr. Felt .....L..

/ RofipCZn 
. Sui,<;van 
•, Tavel— 

M>. T r Aier,i 
Tele. Room..- 
Mies Bel fries 
Miss Gandy1
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N YORK VIA WASHINGTON (ENCODED)
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THAT THERE WILL'SOURCE INFERRE

BE AN EFFORT TO COORDINATE THE AGITATION OF-THE PUERTO RICANS ,... ( 
| ■ . '77 ; 7:1-".'. V: ■>[ ,

WITH THAT.OF THE NEGROES IN NEW YORK. -

.iiH.'s'

M . •■

7C
7D Ji

ADVISED

•j-.rt

THE MPIPR IS GOING TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE - 

RACIAL5ITUATION , THE PLANS FOR WHICH ARE WELL UNDER WAY. 

SOURCES HAVE NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCER NING V 

THIS MATTER. THEY DID NOT KNOW THE IDENTITIES OF INDIVIDUALS .
? 7 . '■ ' ’4 7 ” j -7;,' ■ ;■ <

INVOLVED, HAD NO KNOWLEDGE OF THE ACTUAL PLANS, M^HODS OF

EFFECTING THE PLANS, OR SPECIFICS AS TO TIME OR PLACE OF AGITATION. , 

ANY ADD IT IONAL INFORMAT ION CONCER NI NG THE ABO VE WILL BE ; '
‘ ■ ■■ r <71 . ‘ > - ........................ ............................................ ...................

FORWARDED. IMMEDIATELY. ' 
17-

AN SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION 

’ < ’ 1 < A h tt ' >

i*

IS BEING SUBMITTED.1

END

1 II 1 Mt 4]
’P i . 1 . ti >

HAL

FBI

R RELAY t
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>
WASH DC

<* r

CC- MR.
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4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-106
MAY 1662 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 •

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO The Director

N. P. Callahan

DATE:

SUBJECT:. Congressional Record

h .1 Pages H9920-H9922. Congressman Rogers, (D) Florida, spoke
। fficncernipg a telegram he.sent to the Attorney General on July 26 asking.the 
; .Justice Department to proceed to..arrest gtokelyXarmichael on his return from ■ 
i ■ Cuba on grounds of sedition. He advised that eight days later he received ”a 

rather fuzzy reply from the Assistant Attorney General informing me that the 
Department is alert to those activities which may^pose a threat to the best interests 
of our Nation. Based on recent performances, I would question whether or not 
the Department is indeed alert to such situations and whether the Department 
plans to take action against Carmichael. -- -- I think’ there is an overwhelming
amount, of evidence—indeed more than one would require to be alerted—which 
points out the .need for action on the part of the Justice Department, both against

. Carmichael and Brown. It is not too late to exercise and display some leadership.
•- I would hope that those in the Justice Department would respond to the alert.
~~r~ “—- -• ‘ v.t. _— ------ .— ---- :—-———————“-v---j'

Mr. Rogers pointed out that he had the Library of Congress research the l.avX i

Id

o c
cn

concerning sedition and how the courts have upheld them and placed this 
material in the Record ”so that the Justice Department may better inform., 
itself with this phase of the law and’b'e*better equipped to implement it whsu 
and if indeed Stokeiy Carmichael sets foot again on American soil. "

V .. Pages H9940-H9942. Congressman Downing, (D) Virginia, spokb
concerning the riots and. cited the activities of Stokely Carmichael and
H. Rap Brown....He .advised, that.he.was drafting legislation to make it possible .
to prosecute persons for such activities. Congressman Kornegay, (D)
North Carolina, commended Mr. Downing for his remarks and advised that 
he was introducing a concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. .450). expressing.

\ the sense of the Congress that Stokely Carmichael should be prosecuted for 
\ sedition if he returns to the United States. A copy of this measure will be uk
V obtained. . . . .. \

:____ _------------------------------------------------ ------------------------...

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above; the Congressional NOT Rr< '.('(.DgD 
Record for was reviewed and pertinent items were 1/Q AUG 16 7967
marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed—.—    . 
in appfopriat^teureau case or subject matter files. :

feOUG.^W __________



Pages A3964-A3965. Congressman Pucinski, (D) Illinois, is 
extended his remarks concerning the activities of Stokely Carmichael pointing 
out that for some time now he has been demanding that the Justice Department 
proceed to Indict Carmichael for treason. He included press reports of*, 
statements made by Carmichael.in Cuba and .stated "which, in my judgment, 
clearly constitute succinct evidence to have him tried for treason.



1»«3 EDITION 

,-OSA GEN. REG. NO. 37

50)0-106
United states go^JInment.

Memorandum
to :Mr. W. C. Sullivan

from j / F. BlandJ^O^r

SUBJEC

■ 1 - Mr, DeLoach 
/■TZ- Mr. Sullivan
.1 - s Mr. Bishop 
JJATE: August 7,1967
1 Mr. Bland
1 - Mr. Haynes 
.1 - Mr. Trainor

Dunn

Se^flUChl^ 

ohr —Zr

allahan
Conrad — 

»• Felt —__
\.G^ile —

To sat forth results of interview of 
•__________________ [conducted by the Special, Agentin unarge,

. Cincinnati Office, on August 3, 1967.

Tele. Room__-
; Holmes —_____
Gandy

b7C
t

s
' BACKGROUND:./

<!

0

ED 
!

/ iiiciusureyxiLEZi. b’ . . / iiiciusures>4La-<<y .' 3“\ JJD:ekw/csh 7^$.
(8)

CONTINUED - OVER . (/
...1 jew ■aminiiw'irw
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■TolSon ____ _
.DeLoach :
Mohr ; '— 
Bishop ■___
Casper .___
Callahan_ ;
Conrad _—_ 
Feit - _— 
Gale___L—_
Rosen -------
Sullivan — 

Tavel _—:_
Trotter____
Tele. Room 
Holmes —
Gandy

338A ■■■■ ■■ .HUAC 8/2 WA .. TINSERT HUAC WASHINGTON 2 52A AFTER 2ND PGH XXX RIOTS." 'THE EVIDENCE IS DERIVED FROM.A CONFIDENTIAL STAFF INVESTIGATION , THAT CITIES SEVERAL ORGANIZATIONS AS BEING ACTIVE IN MAJOR CITIES THAT EXPERIENCED RIOTS THIS SUMMER. SOME OF THE ORGANIZATIONS NAMED WERE THE STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC). - THE PROGRESSIVE LABOR MOVEMENT. AND THE- REVOLUTIONARY ACTION MOVEMENT. . ' • 'A SOURCE SAID THE INVESTIGATORS STOPPED SHORT OF ATTRIBUTING THE RIOTS DIRECTLY TO SUCH ORGANIZATIONS.INDIVIDUALS NAMED BY THE INVESTIGATORS AS "ACTIVE" IN SOME OF THE CITIES BEFORE..DURING, AND AFTER THE- RIOTS INCLUDED STOKELY > CARMICHAEL* FORMER HEAD OF SNCC. ;
. THT-tCONFI-DEN<T.IAL_,REPOR-T---W-AS-=-BASED’'ON...VTSITS-’BY’-"INVESTIGATORS".TO^.NUMBER-'''OF-RACI^Ll"Y~TROUBLEI)"''URB'AN^AREA^’THICH’-''TNCLUDED’-NEW'ARKr-, .., -CAMBRI- ' .. THE CONFIDENTIAL REPORT WAS BASED ON VISITS BY INVESTIGATORS TO A NUMBER OF RACIALLY TROUBLED URBAN AREAS WHICH INCLUDED NEWARK, f N.J..CAMBRIDGE, MDLOS ANGELES, CHICAGO, ANDPHILADELPHIA.PICKUP 3RD PGH: WILLIS INDICATED7: i .. :TS1144PED

enclosure
WASHINGTON CAPITAL 'NEWS SERVICE



Mr. Sullivan

C. D. Brennan

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 * Hr. Sullivan
1 — Mr • Bland

8/7/67
X - Mr. C.D. Brennan
1 -Mr. B.A. Wells

STUDENT NONVIOlJan? COOHDIWIHG COMMITTEE

Due to the interest of the President in the 
activities of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
<SNCC) anti its leaders , we have prepared a summary setting 
forth current and planned future activities in this matter. 
A copy is attached for ready reference.

A}

Carmichael, who is presently in Cuba as a guest of 
the Cuban Coverament to attend a conference sponsored by 
the Latin-American Solidarity Organization, telephonically 
contacted SNCC Headquarters on 8/6/67 and said that he would 
return to the United States between 8/10-13/67. 8NCC 
officials are reportedly disgusted with his actions and b7D 
statements in Cuba and may reprimand him.

A source of the
has advised that Carmicnaex m»y go vo unxcngu uu *«*
a three-day speaking engagement.

O
RI

G
IN

A
L F

IL
ED

 in
 //'

 
;

H. Rap Brown, current leader of 8NCC, was a principal 
speaker at a rally in New York City on 8/6/67. Other 
speakers included a member of the Workers World Party, a 
>:ommunist splinter group, and a member of the Socialist 
Workers Party, which has been cited by the Attorney General. 
Brow referred to the President as “lynching Johnson.” He 
described recent race riots as “dress rehearsals for 
revolution.”

I may visit Jacksonville, Florida, on 8/9/67.b7C 

An official Of the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People has said that such a visit will increase 
racial tension and is contacting Negro leaders in an effort 
to maintain racial peace.

Encl.
100-439190

A) - Butlie 100-446080, {Carmichael!
1 - Bufile 105-168197

NOT RECORDED
102 // b7C

BAW:des
(8)



G.D. Brennan to Wllivan Memorandum
1 o: STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING CCMMIXTT^E

REG ♦ ■ r.i3ui»AT1CN:

That the enclosed memorandum to Mrs. Mildred
» tegall nt the White House; Mr, William Welsh, Administrative 
Assistant to the Vice President; Honorable Dean Rusk> 
Secretary of State; Honorable Robert S. McNamara, Secretary 
of Defense; Attorney General; Deputy Attorney General; 
Assistant Attorneys General Soar, Yepgley, and Vinson;
Gocret Service and the military intelligence agencies be 
approved.



1.
1 .

. 1 «.
1 -

Mr. Sullivan
Mr. Bland
Mr. C.D. Brennan
Mr. B.A. Wells-

AugUStS, 1§67

NOSVIOLKNT COORDmilSG

there is set fwth below a: aaamary of current '"- 
and planned future activities of'the Student Nonviolent - 
Coordinating Committee, its former chaiman stofcely 
Carmichael, and its current chairsan H. Bap Brown. .

Activities of, Stateo-ly Cnmidhael; ■
‘. ■

It na® previously reported. ttet Cajraiciiael hxm ■ 
'been in Cuba since July W, 1961, as. a guest of tlas.CuWn. 
Government. He bus been attending a conference sponsored. 
by tbs tettn-totrican Solidarity Organisation where ..he. ban' 
stade nweeroas anti-United State® statements.

' 'b7D
______ _______ ■ Aoeardlag to a source

Carmichael -is expected to return- 
Chicago on August 11, 1W7, for a three-day speaking . . 
engagement. '..The Beacons of defense and Justice, Inc.,'' 
a militant civil rightsgruup advocating ftJPUMfcCl Megro self*... 
defense, ie salting preparation'to guard Carmlehael if he 
appears at Chic^o. wo further, details ooMsming. this

. engagement of- Carmichael’s Have two received.

' Carmichael telaphonieally contacted thefitudent ' 
. Nonviolent Coordinating ,C^ilt.tee-Bead^i»rters in Atlanta, 
Georgia, oa August G, 1967, and stated that be would return 
to the United.:States twtweea August .10 and 13, 196T. .Other 
-student Hoavioleat Coordinating Committee officials are 
mportodly diBgimted. with camlchsel’s recent actions and 
statements in Cuba and ass' planning to call a meeting of..

. the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee Central;. 
.Comities to discuss his actions and to poasibly reprimnd 
biM* ..'•b7C ..

UZ4M
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------- ----------------------------------------------- ;-------------- EZU* ■ ■
H. Bap 3Ksa was a principal speaker at a rally . .

whic^ ws held at Saint Albans Plana, queens, Stew Tor&, on"- 
-■ A-«‘wtG, -1967. This rally was sponsored by the National. ,

legal Ji-efe-nse fund for Sixteen Afrlcan-Awericens Accused,

^100*439190 ■ tf*'' Ksbltidedx 
t ■ dowiw^in

” (I©) **



^..reeettiXy farmed groap to .raise £tmds for the defense-W .. -b7c 
the -sixteen .mmbers of 'the hsvolntlonary Action Movement 
who were arrested, at Mew fork.City ©• June 21, 1207, tor
Coftsyirif**11* * arnica—• -'—**Uw —„»—— ________

। *nu HevuiuLiutiAr; iwt*yu— 
suveaenl is an nn~»egro, ^wsist-ceninist oriented organ iza*. 
tion ahieh follow® the eMtme comimist line and advcnmtw • 
'achieving Wegre right® by violence, if necessary. ;

All speakers described the arrests an a ’’police 
Xraae-up*’ and. ns an attach on black people. Brown wged ... 
that Megroes arm against the ’’hankie conspiracy of ■ genocide-1’- 
Rgainnt the blaok people of the ©sited state*• fife referred 
to the President as ’’lynching Johnson" and called him the 
^greatest' efetlm* ia history.” .fife accused the United States . 
tit cwmlating-- its war against black people and me id that. 
Maefc people will not act w’Jew to United States Wasi- 
like policies*

iirown described recent - race riots as "dress ■ ' 
retmrwfOs for rwoltitldn. ” ■ He urged that black people . 
appear at the- hearing for the arrested Revolutionary Action . 
Wvement members'so.that they will get justice. ' This hearing' 
■will w held at txfe Queens County Criminal Court en 
Attpat Si -M»7*

------- ' ■■'.■' b7C 
tentatively plans..to leave Hew fork'City

for washii^ton, B.. c., on Augtmrt ®, 1267, and then travel' ' 
to Atlanta, Oeorgis.

• ■ The Southern -Christian leadership Confexwnce, a- 
civil.rights group, has distributed leaflets at Jacksonville,'. 
Florida, indiaatiag' that both Carmichael and strewn will 
yj»<» thaf /♦Uo an ft__ U££2__ I I

_______________________________________________ 1_______________________________ ' b7C 
____________ has advised. that 3i,ow ' . ■ 

wiO-__ _.'
.«----------- J________________________________________

^iXlans,

wwxnw that toe propo^ea 
increased .racial tension.

at ^ac&scMivxAx^, Mas
-j^-cwrnichael and jSrown has 
as been contact li>g leaders



nonviolent coordinatiw comn^m ' ■ . <

in the Jacksonville Negro'district in an effort to maintain 
racial peace. A Negro gang leader, who has considerable ;
.influence among young Negroes at Jacksonville, has advised 

that he does not want Carmichael'. to visit Jacksonville 
will do every thing possible to maintain racial peace. . b7c

XEROX COPIES BEING SENT TO MRS. MILDRED STEGALL, THE WHITE 
HOUSE; MR. WILLIAM WELSH, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT, TO THE 
VICE PRESIDENT; HONORABLE DEAN RUSK, THE SECRETARY OF STATE; 
HONORABLE ROBERT S. MCNAMARA, THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE;
ATTORNEY GENERAL; DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL; ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS 
GENERAL YEAGLEY, DOAR, AND VINSON; SECRET SERVICE; AND THE 
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES.

NOTE;

See memorandum C.D. Brennan to Mr. Sullivan dated 
S/7/67, game caption, prepared by BAWides.

Classified MConf>d^tial” since it contains 
information from informants whose disclosure could affect 
our national defense.
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G$A GEN. REG. NO. 27

' UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

y Memorandum
TO Director, FBI (

100-446080
DATE:

August 9} 1967

SUBJECT:

_ . * y OTTAWALegal Attache,

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

100-1564

IS-MISCELLANEOUS;SEDITION 
00: ATLANTA

_ „ Butel to Ottawa - 8/5/67
Reference:

Dissemination, as outlined below, was made on dates indicated 
to foreign agencies listed.

□ --------------- copies of

fX] Pertinent information from rebutel

Name and Location of Agency Date Furnished

b7D
8/8/67

f 3y Bureau
(1 - Liaison Section)

1-OTT
ml I: j 1 X'TzLll IWF
(4) . HKKhiM

\ DATKMf



Rev. 7-28-67)

□ AIRGRAM □ CABLEGRAM
Jf

xx RADIO

DeLoach
'Mohr _ ____

Bishop ___
Casper____

Callahan__
ad____

□ TELETYPE

ale 
Ros 
Su

TrWter
Tele. Room ----------
Holmes___________
Gandy_____________

R-6I4.

DEFERRED7 8-8-67

TO D ECTOR (1OO-M|.6O8O) AND CHICAGO (157-1297)

F ATLANTA (100-6812)

STOKELY UARMICHAEL. IS - M. 00: ATLANTA

b7D

RELATIVE TO POSSIBILITY OF CARMICHAEL BEING IN CHICAGO

AUGUST 11 NEXT FOR THREE-DAY SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT

NO PLANS OF CARMICHAEL

CHICAGO SHOULD ANYWILL ADVISE

POSITIVE INFORMATION BE

RELAYED TO CHICAGO

BE IN CHICAGO. ATLANTA

RECEIVED: j:00 PM RNK

RE CHICAGO TEL TO BUREAU AND ATLANTA DATED AUGUST If. LAST

b/D

Contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that itbeisuitably^^ 
ier:ta-protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems. f W

AND

ADVISED THAT CARMICHAEL IS DUE

CUBA BETWEEN AUGUST 10TO RETURN TO THE UNITED STATES FROM

AUGUST 13 NEXT. INFORMANT KNOWS OF

TRAVEL THERE

TO

RECEIVED THAT CARMICHAEL INTENDS TO

5 AUG 10 1967'



FD-36 (bJe^l5-;-a^--6 4)

F B I

Date: 8/8/67

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Tolson_„_. 
DeLoach.. 
Mohr____
Bishop__
Casper___
Callahan „ 
Conrad...
Felt_____
Gale____ j

SullivanSSj 
Tavel____
Trotter__

Tele. Room___

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M;
SEDITION

ReBuairtels, 8/4 and 5/67.

Miss Gandv . .

■4

Enclosed for Atlanta 
the following:

are nine copies each of

b7C

1

2

3

FD-302 covering interview with|__________________
"] Intelligence Division 

Metropolitan Police Dept. (MPD), Washington 
D. C.

FD-302 covering interview wit
 Intelligence Division, MPD

b7CFD-302 covering interview with 
| Washington, D

For the information of the Bureau,
■rare present during subject? s, spejech^on,

‘t^-Q
3^- Bureau 1QJI
2 - Atlanta (100-6812) (Enc. 27) (IM) 
1 - WFO

b7C

5/lb/b/.

Approved^!

152 AUG 16’

JRP:pag 
(6) 
AIRTEL

AUG 10

Sent
Charge

M Per



WFO 100-43503

b7C

________ la rA.gldo.nt of Baltimore, Md., 
does not return to duty at______  Washington, D. C., until
10:30 a.m., 8/11/67. Baltimore requested to expeditiously 
locate and

8/11/67. 
interview by WFO teletype 8/8/67. b7C

WFO has no informants available who are close 
enought to CARMICHAEL to testify as to his knowledge and 
intent.

All persons contacted by WFO were advised the 
investigation was being conducted at the request of the 
Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Internal 
Security Division, Department of Justice.

- 2 -



V ; airtel
LlZ

1 - Mr. B. A./ Wells

8/11/67

. To: ' LEGAT,. Tokyo :

From; Director,.' FBI /

' : sm® BWIOLENT' COOaomTM CO®ITTES /(SNCS3)
• SECURITY - SNCC :b ';

Attempt.to ascertain the identity of the individual sending' 
. this message to Carmichael. It is possible that this message came . 
■ fro®L an official of the Student Nonviolent 

wiamw^io is the subject of your letter dated 8/1/67, 
caption®^’’Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee9 IS-SNCC,”,.:

ew)1 - Foreign Liaison Unit (Route through for re

NOTE;
' 'b7C

M^ariaihhael is presently in Cuba. We 
information concerning his future travel plans 

.. while, in Cuba .It is necessary; to determine his international 
.contacts.

BAW:des A<» .. .
<5) . .

have no concrete 
or his contacts

■SESKMOtHms

Tolson ____ _
DeLoach __
Mohr______ _
Bishop ____
Casper ____
Callahan __
Conrad ____
Felt_______
Gale ______
Rosen ____ _
Sullivan— 
T avel
TrotterQj22 

j Tele. Room 
> Holmes —. 
j Gandy , -

■ NOT RECORDED

4® AUG 15 <1967

ft!Gow

. MAIL ROOM

muss

AUG 1 11967

®7 Mug 'S1967





wxx/a

am

» w* w® aoMma cm
b7C

<co»>
the title has him ^tngmF te wflett

<«11 WHMi as reflected la eanmort- Mlee< wrtesg»«md«Bea
w ' ’ b7C

^WGUl, 8/W/67.

Stteletea ■ far the Swann are ten eagles ®f an 1W. 
has copies each are ancl«md fw Mi-anta and; ihsfMn and one 
each fw 8w t©rh and liaastw*

3 
!
Si

rattHti filw reviewed m a/lt/W# by XC

>)• Bureau 10i
2 - MUM* <««©♦ 3) (M>
2 - <Sne» 2) Oafe) <W>
1 • Xerfe One. 1) <Xnf©> <»
1 • amstns (Bae* 1) <^> Ca$
1 - WfO

b7C

CWse^e/h^
<ia> _ /O0 <!4(^

NOT RECORD 
|gQ AUG 21 1967



W0 100-46818

Investigation at National Airport on 8/9/67, was by 
of the Richmond Office,

b7C

Subject’a 1967 passport photo has been copied.- and 
will be furnished to Nashville and Atlanta by routing slip 
when processed.

Origin in this case has been carried as Atlanta, b7c 
Bowver, since! Ilisted his permanent address as Nashville, 
Memphis has been Indicated as origin in this communication. 
If this not correct, Memphis should advised the Bureau and 
Atlanta,

2



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, B.C. 20535 
logust llt 1967

b7C

The files of the Passport Office, United States
of State Wshlngton, B,C. (WC) , gefleet

tharl~

The application for. this passport was dated 
June llj 1967, at Kew fork and contained the following 
information:

Mt amwA^ra??



■kb7C

JsBn r. Kennedy International Mrport, c^ueens,
Here fork, on July 14, 1967, made available information . b?c 
that! Lleft Kennedy Airport on July 14 * 1967, an ' 
Flight 104, with.Stokeljr'Carmichael, former national head 
of the Student (SMOG).

“The Svening Star,” Washington D.C. newspaper,
August 2, 1967, page A-17, contained an article captioned 
"‘Johnson, Aides Threatened by Carmichael.” The article, 
an Associated Press dispatch from Havana Cuba, said that 
Stofcely Carmichael, former head of the SNCG, called yesterday 
(August 1, 1967) for Negro Guerrilla uprisings against 
President Johnson, British Prime Minister Harold Wilson 
and other high United States (US) officials. Declaring 
that black power advocates Mare moving into urban guerrilla 
warfare is the United States,'5’ Carmichael said sWe have no 
alternative but to use aggressive armed violence in order 
to own the land, houses and stores inside our communities 
and to control the politics of those communities.”

The article said that US reporters were barred 
fro® 'the three hour news conference byC’armichgal but
his TMtafks uanVfe aHOfejfcd bv Havana RjmUq



b7C

b7C

b7C

b7C

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the p operty of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 
it and its contents a.e not to be 
distributed outside your agency.



FD-3j6 IRev.’ 5-22-64) ‘ T '

F B I

Date: 8/4/67

Transmit the following in _____

„ AIRTEL
Via __________________________

(Type in plaintext or code)

REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority)

Mohr—

Mr. Tolson--------
Mr. D ?Loach-----
Mr.
Mr. 3i-. hop--------
Mr. Casper__— 
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt.. 
Mr. Gale.
Mr. Rosen: 
Mr. Sulliv 
Mr. TaveL.
Mr. Trotter-------
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes-----
Miss Gandy.

TO:

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (100-15451) (RUC)

SUBJECT:

b2
b7D
b7C
>/ i

2.

00: Atlanta

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS.^

ReBuairtel to Albany, with copies to all offices, 
dated 6/7/67.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 9 copies of LHM con 
taining information from monitored broadcasts from Cuba 
that were made in Miami.

Two copies of this LHM are being furnished to 
Atlanta, the office of origin.

Translation from the Spanish was made by

Copies of this memorandum are being disseminated 
locally to the following agencies47

NISO, Charleston, S. C. , OSI ,zffbbins 'AF 
and 111th M. I. Group, Orlando.

Ei®L@^MBureau (Enc< 9) (RM) b2 2 AlJg 10 1967
2 - Atlanta (100-6812) (Enc. 2) (RM) b7D

^2- - Miami

Sent M Per 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer to.
FUeNo. mm 100-15451

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Miami, Florida
August 4, 1967

Re: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

b7D
- W snurnp. on July 27,__ 1967 made available a

nnkl i e-.fr. zt.z4 4- z. -p I______________________________

This association, on a aany basis, monitors broadcasts from Cuba, and thereafter 
publishes a transcription of the more important news items. 
The published reports made available by the source con
tain information from broadcasts from Cuba that were 
monitored on July 25, 1967. The information obtained is 
as follows:

Radio Progreso

Stokely Carmichael confirmed in London that 
he will attend the First Conference of Latin American 
Solidarity Organization as an observer. “In a message 
he said, "Your victory is our victory." He also said 
that the message of Che Guevara to the Tri-Continental 
has great significance^"to us because in the United 
States we Afro-Americans are part of a third world."

Radio Habana Cuba

Stokely Carmichael reported the measures which 
his organization is taking to establish contacts with 
the movements of national liberation in Latin America. 
He said, "Puerto Rico is a colony outside the United 
States; we are a colony in the United States. For 
400 years, we have existed inside the United States, 
and the results have been beatings and lynchings. To 
postpone a situation for 400 years is long enough. 
Our generation is tired."

Carmichael said that his first, contacts with 
the Cuban Revolution occurred in Harlem in 1960, at 
the time of the first visit of Prime Minister Fidel 
Castro to the United Nations. "This event," said Car
michael, "marks a moment in the history of the U. S.

COPITZ DESTROYS 333 FEB 24 1971



'Re: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Negro fight, because the Negroes can never forget the 
visit of Fidel Castro, and they will, never be able tp 
turn against the Revolution,”

In conclusion, Cprmichael said that this time 
imperialism will try to assassinate him, but he is npt 
afraid. -

■ ' ' ' . ■ ■ D

The source , OU_ ________ 2__ 1 __ ma da a va -i 1 o h 1 a__________
the nnhHchori__ rnnnrt rtf I_______ ____________________________________________________________

which contained information 
from broadcasts from Cuba monitored on August 1, 1967. 
The information received is as follows:

Radio Progreso

At the opening session of the Conference of 
Latin American Solidarity Organization, Stokely Carmichael, 
U, S. Negro leader, expressed his complete approval of 
the appointment of Major Ernesto Guevara as Honorary 
Chairman of the Conference, "I approve? of his politics 
100%,” he said.

Radio Habana Cuba

The U. S. Negro leader, Stokely Charmichael 
expressed his thanks to the newspaper "Granina” for having 
been appointed Honorary Delegate to the First Conference 
of Latin American Solidarity Organization. He said that 
he was very proud of the honor, ”We accept the honor 
in the name of the North American Negroes, for we are 
waiting for the revolutionary movement for our liberation 
in the United States. Our fight,” said Carmichael, ”jls 
the same which is being waged by the peoples of Latin 
America. That is why we should obtain unity between the 
peoples of Latin America and the Negro movejnpnt of the 
United States in our mutual fight against Yankee imperialT 
ism,”

Radio Rebelde

Stokely Carmichael held a press conference 
at 11:15 A. M., August 1, 1967, in the Hotel Habana Libre 



Re: STOKE^Y QARMICHAEL

which was attended by representatives of the national and 
foreign press accredited in Cuba. He began by thanking 
the delegates for appointing him Honorary Delegate to 
the Conference. He then said that the fight pf the Negro 
people in the United States is the same fight which is 
being waged in other parts of the world against oppression, 
racism and imperialism. He said that Black Power is the 
getting together of the Negro population of the United 
States with the oppressed peoples of other countries in 
order to fight for their liberation, using whatever means 
might be necessary against the capitalist structure.
"Our fights,” he said, "are being carried on from New 
York to California and from Canada to Mexico."

He said that from August 18, 1965, about the 
time of the Negro fight at Watts, in California,, the 
question pf a non-violent fight in the movement for Negro 
liberation was shown to be a mistake, and that the 
"armed fight is the only way the U. S. Negro can fight." 
’’Qur fight," strpssed Carmichael, "is advancing toward 
guerrilla warfare in the cities in the United States 
itself.”

A journalist asked Carmichael what effect 
Senator Boh Kennedy’s proposal about searching the 
civilian population for arms would have on the Negro 
movement in the United States. Carmichael answered 
energetically that the U. S. Negroes would have arms 
somehpw, in order to continue their fight for liberation.

Concerning the solidarity of the U. S. Negroes 
witji the Vietnamese fighters, Stokely Carmichael said 
that solidarity consists of the refusal of the Negroes 
to enlist as U. S, soldiers in order to gp and attack 
the people in Vietnam,

The August 2, 1967 issue of the "Miami Herald" 
contained an article captioned "Stokely Unworried About 
His Passport". This article stated that Havana radio 
said Saturday "the black power spokesman, Stokely Car
michael, is unconcerned about thp possibility of IJS 
action against him because of his unauthorized visit 
to Cuba. 1

-3-



Re: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

’’The broadcast monitored in Miami said Car
michael, jfisikod about a report that; his passport might 
be lifted on his return to the U. S., replied:

*1 am not interested in any 
measures taken against me.’

’’The radio said Carmichael is touring Oriente 
Province and metFriday at Punta Maisi with Labor 
Minister J or gg-^R'isque ta member of the Central Committee 
of the Cuba'n Cdmmunisf Party,"

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
If PI and fs loaded to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency,

-4*-



FD-32Sr(pOV. H-29^1)

In Reply, Please Rtfer to

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Miamif Florida 
August 4, 1967

FUeNo‘ MM 100-15451

Title STQKELY CARMICHAEL

Character INTERNAL SECURITY -t MISCELLANEpUS

Reference is made to memorandum datec? 
and captioned as above, at 
Miami.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
e^e concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information fn the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 

pf the FS! and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 

your ggency.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 8/8/67

Transmit the following in ______________ :___________________ :_________
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: zbj DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) 
FR0M://sAC, CHARLOTTE (100-10358) 

stokely (Carmichael 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION 

(00: ATLANTA)

Re Chicago teletype to Bureau, Atlanta, and 
Charlotte 8/7/67.

b7C
J Enclosed for the Bureau and Atlanta are ten__

/ copies each of FD 302S ngfl onfr 1nc Intewfpws nPl________
//' I land

Enclosed for Chicago is one copy eacn or aoove fjj ju^s.

ADMINISTRATIVE

| and _____ were advised that this investiga
tion was being conducted at the specific request of the^^. „ 
Assistant United States Attorney General in charge of \ \ &A 
Internal Security Division^of^he Department of Justice.

t3^ Bureau (100-44608b) (Eic. (RM) 
2-Atlantal Die. 2.0) (RM) ...
1-Chicago (157-1297) (info) (Die. a) (RM) 
2-Charlotte (100-10358) . .

JGB:pgl

Special Agent in Charge



. FD-302,(Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date August 8, 1967

1

Serial Number[ United States Navy-
Field Medical Service

School, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina, furnished the following b7C
information:

He and I attended a speech
given by STOKELY UAKMiUHAiSL at wauicegan nigh School, Waukegan, 
Illinois, during May, 1967, while both were stationed at 
Great Lakes Naval Base, Illinois. The speech was attended b?c 
by approximately two hundred to three hundred persons, approxi
mately 85percent of which were of his race, Negro, and 15 percent 
of which were Caucasian. The speech given by CARMICHAEL was 
approximately fourty-five minutes in duration and was part of 
a program lasting two to two and one-half hours consisting of 
awards given to prominent Negro leaders in Waukegan, a singing 
group, and other speeches.

The audience consisted mainly of mature persons 
with a few teenagers present. He recalled that appropriate 
portions of CARMICHAEL’S speech were applauded and there 
was no booing or jeering at any time. There were no disturbances 
before the speech, during the speech, or following it.

Due to the time period which has elapsed from the 
time of the speech until the present, he cannot recall many 
specific statements made by CARMICHAEL. He recalls that the 
main theme of the speech was that Negro persons are as good 
as anyone and they should condone violence in order to obtain 
their rights if they cannot obtain them any other way. 
CARMICHAEL indicated that Negroes should stay at home and 
fight for their rights rather than go to Vietnam as a United 
States military man to fight. CARMICHAEL did not relate any 
specific method of evading the draft; he merely stated if 
drafted not to go. He does not recall any statements made 
by CARMICHAEL which would constitute obstruction of voluntary 
enlistments for military service or any statements which 
would constitute obstruction of recruiting for military 
service.

8/8/67 . Camp Lejeune, N. C. u CE 100-10358
--------- - - ■ — al — - . - _ r lie fr ■ -

SA 
feA

SR. and 
B/pgl b7C

by
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Date dictated
8/8/67

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to



CE 100-10358
2

It was his impression that the audience agreed with 
what CARMICHAEL said; however, after the speech, he overheard 
several persons indicating that they did not agree with every
thing CARMICHAEL said. He cannot recall any specific points 
of disagreement.

He does not recall if there were any statements 
such a^ ’’Hell no, we won’t go" during the speech. He recalled 
that a question and answer period followed the speech but can
not recall any questions asked. He does not recall any 
discussions by parts of the audience after the speech and was 
under the impression that immediately following the speech, 
CARMICHAEL was to travel to Chicago, Illinois, to deliver 
another speech.

He related that the Waukegan High School is approxi
mately one mile from the Great Lakes Naval Station, Illinois, k

|tw uoes not know 11 any other military------
persons were present and stated, that the high school auditorium 
where the speech was given was not filled to capacity.

.. CARMICHAEL’S speech did not influence his outlook 
on his military obligation at all, and a couple of days after 
the speech, he did not give it any further thought.

It is his opinion that CARMICHAEL’S speech consisted 
of a synopsis of the Negro problems in present day America 
and no undue emphasis was placed on any one particular area.

b7C



FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

8/8/67
b7C

Field Medical Service School, was interviewed at camp 
Lejeuhe, North Carolina, and he furnished the following informations

advised that he and his friend_____________  who
is also a sailor, were stationed at the Great Lakes Naval Station 
in Illinois, during May, 1967, and that on a Saturday evening 
during the middle of May, they were shopping for records in 
Waukegan, Illinois, when they noticed some white people looking 
at a hand-printed placard in the record store which advertised 
that STOKELZ CARMICHAEL was to speak at the high school in 
Waukegan the following day, which was on a Sunday. _________

[ that they purchased tickets, price unrecalled, and went 
• CARMICHAEL speak. related that he and
: early at approximately 3:00 p.m., and they ap^roacned 
i policeman where the speech was to be given and they 
. and sat in the second row in the high school auditorium 
advised that prior to their leaving the base they had 

dhedKPa with appropriate officials and no objections ’ere 
interposed to their attendance at the speech.

advised 
to hear 
arrived 
a white 
entered

stated that he and

b7C

____________________________________________________  although he recpg-
nized others who were from the Great Lakes Naval station who b7C 
were wearing civilian clothes. He estimated that there were 
approximately 200 to 300 people in attendance, 95 per cent of 
which were Negroes| He estimated that the audience
was generally composed or mature adults, with the exception of 
a few teenagers who shouted and clapped during CARMICHAEL'S 
oration
covered the whO-.S1 Negro situation on the domestic scene as well
a Negro involvement in the Armed.Forces in Vietnam.

advised that by this he meant CARMICHAEL alluded to the 
Negro death rate as compared to the percentage of the Negroes-----

stated that in his opinion CARMICHAEL’S speech

On 8/8/67 at Camp Lejeune, North Carol#. Charlotte 100-10358

8/8/67
Date dictated------------------------------------

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

DAM:jwr

b7C

1



CE 100-10358
2

in the United States. further related that he did
not feel that CARMICHAEL emphasized Vietnam any more than he 
emphasized the domestic problems of the Negroes in Waukegan, 
Illinois. stated he could not remember CARMICHAEL’S
counseling in any way not to serve in the military service, but 
he did state Negroes should fight on the domestic scene for their 
rights, using force, if necessary to protect themselves.

stated CARMICHAEL’S talk lasted approximately 
one hour and there was a brief question and answer period 
dealing with Vietnam in general, but he could not give any 
further detailed information as to the questions asked and the 
answers given, except that they were very similar to what were 
in several magazines at that time.

________ | adsdssd thas were no discussion groups, as CARMICHAEL 
left, immediately after the speech to go to Chicago, Illinois, 
where he was to give another speech on the same evening.
further stated it (the speech) did not change his views on 
serving in the military in any way as he does not agree with 
CARMICHAEL in all respects. ptated that due to the length
of the time since he heard CARMICHAEL'S speech, he cannot remember 

of disagreement with CARMICHAEL were but 
with him in full. idvised he die
after the speech and shook his hand.

b7C
what 
that 
walk

his exact points 
he did not agree 
up to CARMICHAEL

ladvised

____ that he felt that some of the audience did not really 
understand what CARMICHAEL was saying but that he was in general b7c 
enthusiastically applauded and well received during the speech.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:
8-^67

Transmit the following in

Via
AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code) '
AIR MAIL _ REGISTERED MAI^

(Priority) ।

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080)

iAC, HOUSTON /IOO-IO598) -P-

SUBJECT: STOKELY"CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION

FROM:

Bureau airtels to Atlanta, et al 
8/4-5/67. b7D

________ On August 7j 19673 _____ ______ ________  
Houston, Texas, made available tape

recoraing.oi.speech CARMICHAEL gave UH, 4-13-67. Tape 
is of good fidelity and includes^ "We would advocate 
that people say the hell with the draft and go to 
jail", mentioned in letter from A. A. G. YEAGLEY, 
which letter was an enclosure to referenced Bureau 
letter 8-5-67.

Houston stenographers presently in progress 
making verbatim transcript of tape, having worked 
on it major portion of yesterday and today. Transcription 
of the tape is continuing and this matter being 
expedited.

3*-Bureau (AM 
^-Atlanta (A] 
2-Houston .
CJP-md
(7)

Houston results of investigation will be 
submitted to Bureau and Atlanta, 8-9-67.

Special Agent in Charge



Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via_________ AIRTEL
(Priority)

_____________________________________________________ _____________________.________________________________________________J_______________________ ___

TO a: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) £)FR^i S^C, CINCINNATI (100-16858) (RUC) 

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION 
(00: Atlanta)

ReBuairtels to Atlanta dated 8/4/67 and 8/5/67;
Cincinnati letter to Bureau dated 5/19/67, captioned 
’’STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC), IS^SNCC,” 
Bureau air tel to Cincinnati dated 5/23/67 captioned ’’COMINFIL, 
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC), IS-C," 
and Cincinnati airtel to Bureau dated 5/29/67, same caption.

By Cincinnati airtel to the Bureau dated 5/29/67, s 
copies of a LHM containing the verbatim transcript of 
CARMICHAEL’S speech on 4/29/67, at Cincinnati, Ohio, were | 
forwarded to both the Bureau and to Atlanta.

Enclosed herewith for the Atlanta Office are nine b7C 
copies of an investigative insert and nine copies each of 
six FD 302*s for inclusion in the prosecutive summary report.
_______ ____ It is nninted nut that on 8/7/67, ______ | 

______________ (Cincinnati, Ohio, ana________________ r1
Florida, telephoned the Cincinnati FBI Office ana aavisea 
that he was unwilling to permit the original tape recording 
of CARMICHAEL’S speech on 4/29/67, at Cincinnati, Ohio, to b7c
ho ontovod ac nnccihio oviHanrp nor did he desire that his 

Cincinnati, Ohio, or any other
employee, testify id? Ahy purpose before any type of , 
judicial proceeding in connection with this matter. / 

CP*- Bur Xu (RM) I(. C't' *
2 - Atlanta (Enc. 63)^^RM) ....... mi*



CI 100-16858

!

b7C

Cincinnati has no informants available who 
were close to CARMICHAEL and who could testify as to \ 
his knowledge and intent on April 29, 1967, nor does 
it have informants or other confidential sources who 
attended the 4/29/67 speech and whose identity could 
be disclosed.

Cincinnati believes that the best sources 
available in connection with the 4/29/67 speech at 
Cincinnati, Ohio, are the four Cincinnati police officers 
who are both available and willing to testify in this 
matter.

2
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F B I

Date: 8/8/67

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
Via __________________________  __ ________________________________

(Priority)

TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-1297) ( P/
o

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

(00: ATLANTA)

Re Bureau airtels to Atlanta and other offices 
dated 8/4 and 5/67, captioned as above and Chicago teletype 
to Bureau and Charlotte dated 8/7/67, captioned as above.

Enclosed for the Bureau is one copy each of 19 
FD-302’s and one photostatic copy of a photograph of the 
audience at 5/14/67 speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Waukegan 
Township High School, Waukegan, Illinois.

Enclosed for Atlanta are four copies each of 19 
FD-302‘s and four copies of photostatic copy of photograph 
mentioned above. The original photograph is retained in 
the bulky exhibit section of Chicago file.

b7C

Referenced Bureau airtels contained seven points
to be determined in investigation. Point one concerned „ 
available transcript of CARMICHAEL'S speech,, No tane D/c 
recording was made nf CARMTCWAP.T.^ ,gr>aQn-h.
--------------------- and
_________________________  diujiiuuu bUFPrh

attached Jj'D-ouz regarding

(3) - Bureau (Ends. 20) (AMSD)
4 - Atlanta (100-6812),y_(Encls. 80) (AMNIOS 

- Chicago

^-^nsive notes, and 
is included in 

destroyed his notes.j 
44 —t-lt

\DEH/vmg

Sent M PerApproved:
Special' Ageht in Charge



CG 157-1297

retained his notes which he could make available as

Waukegan, Illinois, retained his 
out would preier not to testify; however, he will b7c 

Jdastcoyed his notes i 
_______ | in preparing

notes, 
honor a subpoena. He utilized these hotes, plus__________________
a transcription which was used in a letterhead memorandum
prepared by the Chicago Office and submitted to the Bureau 
5/15/67. This information was not recorded on an FD-302.

Illinois State Police, Elgin, Illinois, 
prepared a report which is included in attached FD-302*s, but 
he did not retain his notes.

Point four concerned the availability of witnesses 
to testify about the facts of this speech. The following 
witnesses are willing to testify for the Government:

b7C

Elgin, Illinois

- 2 -



CG 157-1297

b7C

b7C

Willing to Testify If Subpoenaed

b7C

Willing to Testify But in Sympathy With CARMICHAEL

Waukegan, Illinois

b7C

Chicago, Illinois

Waukegan, Illinois

Point fivp nonnprnpd thff irinntit.y of military personnel 
in the audience. SA___________________of the Waukegan Resident
Agency conducted the following investigation:

3



CG 157-1297
b7C

On 8/7/67
Hospital Corps SchooTT n.S. Nava 1 Hospital . Great LaKes, 
Illinois, advised SA that he has been at this
school for only the past month and he was unable to identify
the two sailors in this photpn-vanh--- He sup-typst.ed that the
photograph be exhibited to C who was in
the Security Office at this SChOOl in May, .----

b7C
On 8/7/67, advised 

that he recognized one of the two saild^S m rms picture and 
after a review of photographs of recent classes which hav° 
graduated, he determined that both men had been ini _b7C 
and the Company Commander of that company was I

Referenced Chicago teletype was sent to the Charlotte 
Office to locate and interview the two Navy men per Bureau 
instructions.

Point seven concerned the identity of any informants 
close to CARMICHAEL who could testify to his knowledge and 
intentions. The Chicago Office has no informants that meet 
this criteria.

4 -



CG 157-1297

The remaining points are covered in witnesses* 
statements in FD-302*s attached.

5



ili-. Tolson.
Mr. 
far.
Mr.

DeLoach..-—
Mohr___ ,—

Transmit the following in

TELETYPEVia

FROM

Date: 8/8/67 

PLAINTEXT

/F B I

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT__________
(Priority)

DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND SACS ATLANTA (1 
BALTIMORE

SAC WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS DASH M; SEDITION

REBUAIRTELS AUGUST FOUR AND FIVE SIXTYSEVEN

IMz. Tzottar— 
iTele. Room— 
I Miss Homas—

5/

FOR INFO BALTIMORE, DEPARTMENT CONSIDERING PROSECUTIVE

ACTION AGAINST SUBJECT UNDER SEDITION STATUTE

REGARDING SPEECH MADE BY SUBJECT ON MAY SIXTEEN, LAST

AT LINCOLN MEMORIAL CONGREGATIONAL TEMPLE, WASHINGTON, D. '-C

DEPARTMENT REQUESTED IDENTITY OF INDIVIDUAL WHO MADE RECORDING

THE CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH IT WAS MADE, AND HIS WILLINGNESS

AND AVAILABILITY TO TESTIFY

b7C ACCORDING TO
b7C

WASHINGTON, D. C., SUBJECT’S SPEECH RECOR™

REC 2^^
WASHINGTON, D. C., WHO ISBY

OFF DUTY UNTIL AUGUST ELEVEN, NEXT. RESIDES
AUG 10 W

.2 - Bureau ।

i : w?Jetype Unit
WWH: pag A

AV V--Ipecial Agent in Charge



F D -36 ;■( R e V. r.S - 2 2 - 6 4 )

Transmit the. following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

WFO 100-43503 
PAGE TWO

BALTIMORE INTERVIEW REGARDING ABOVE, AND

DETERMINE IF HE CAN TESTIFY AS TO COMPOSITION OF AUDIENCE, 

INCLUDING WHETHER STUDENTS OR PERSONS OF DRAFT AGE. ASCERTAIN 

PROPORTION OF NEGROES AND WHITES IN AUDIENCE. ALSO DETERMINE 

AUDIENCE REACTION TO SPEECH, WHETHER APPROPRIATE PORTIONS 

WERE APPLAUDED, CHEERED OR BOOED, AND IF THEY RESPONDED TO 

STATEMENTS SUCH AS "HELL NO, WE WON’T GO." ALSO ASCERTAIN 

IF THERE WAS A QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD AFTER SPEECH OR 

DISCUSSIONS BY PARTS OF AUDIENCE AFTER SPEECH AT SITE 

OR AWAY FROM IT.

ADVISE INVESTIGATION CONDUCTED AT REQUEST OF b7c 

ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL IN CHARGE OF INTERNAL SECURITY, 

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE.

RECORD INTERVIEW ON FD THREE ZERO TWO, OR IN SIGNED 

STATEMENT, AND FURNISH TO ATLANTA FOR INCLUSION IN

Approved: ________________________________ 1 Sent M Per __________________
Special Agent in Charge



FD-a®l£Rg.v.s^-22-64) I

■ ■ * ' . • *’

FBI |

Date: ।

Transmit the following in'________________________:\____________
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via __________________________  __________________________ '■ ____________________ ।
(Priority) ।

________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________ '____________ _____________-■____________________J_______________

WFO 100-43503 
PAGE THREE

PROSECUTIVE SUMMARY REPORT NO LATER THAN AUGUST NINE, NEXT. 

ATLANTA SUMMARY REPORT TO REACH BUREAU BY AUGUST FOURTEEN, 

NEXT.

Approved: __________________________ • Sent ' _______ M Per 
Special Agent in Charge '



^-*4-3 (Rev. 7-28-67)

D

□ AIRGRAM

DECODE Dx/o P y

□ CABLEGRAM □ RADIO ra TELETYPE

8:30 DM URGENT 8-8-6? SMZ

T^/DIRECTOR & ATLANTA 

FROM LOS ANGELES

STOKELYMDARMICHAEL, IS - M; SEDITION.

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Bishop . 
Casper _ 
CaJlah an
Conrad .
Felt__ _
Gale__
Rosen\_
Sullivan
Tavel _ 
Trotter .
Tele. Room
Holmes___
Gandy

RE BUREAU AIRTELS DATED AUGUST I4. AND 5, LAST.

REFERENCED BUREAU AIRTEL DATED AUGUST U, LAST, INDICATES

DEPARTMENT DESIRES TRANSCRIPT OF CARMICHAEL’S SPEECH MAY 2?,

LAST, LOS ANGELES.

KEYNOTE SPEAKER AT CALIFORNIA BLACK CONFERENCE MAY 26,

q

LAST AT JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL, 1319 EAST FORTY FIRST STREET

LOS ANGELES. WRITTEN REPORT WAS SUBMITTED BY

LAST. SOURCE RECONTACTED 'ST ANT, AND FD 302

OBTAINED WHICH WILL BE SUBMITTED TO ATLANTA BY AIRTEL., G 
REC 29 /oO'W^ 

SOURCE STATED CARMICHAEL INDICATED IT WAS -TIME-FOR--- 

■ REVOLUTION AND ORGANIZATION. TWO ORGAN I ZAT LpNS\UlO©E®67r0

OBTAIN NEGRO GOALS:__ POLITICAL ORGAN I Z-A-T I ON .TOR- LEGA L^^^

COKTAISro

[Juni^Jneence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
\pfirSs<fd-in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.



(hev. 7-28-67) Tolson — 
DeLoach 
Mohr____
Bishop _ 
Casper — 
Callahan 
Conrad —

AIRGRAM

DECODED COPY
Tavel ___
Trotter__

CABLEGRAM □ RADIO sj TELETYPE “
Gandy ___

PAGE 2, FROM LOS ANGELES

STRUCTURE OF MOVEMENT; THE OTHER, AN UNDERGROUND GUERRILA 

BAND. NEGROES MUST CONTROL EDUCATION IN BLACK SCHOOLS AND 

TEACH LANGUAGES PECULIAR TO THEIR KIND. NEGROES NEED 

ECONOMIC PROGRAMS TO GUARANTEE SUPPORT FROM BUSINESSES 

OPERATING IN NEGRO COMMUNITIES IN FORM OF JOBS, ORGANIZATIONAL 

SUPPORT AND FIFTY PERCENT OF BUSINESS PROFITS.

CARMICHAEL CRITICIZED THE DRAFT, STATING “NEGROES MUST 

REFUSE TO SERVE IN THE MILITARY.1*

AUDIENCE COMPOSED OF ALL NEGROES, SEVENTY FIVE PER CENT 

UNDER THIRTY YEARS OF AGE, MANY BEING STUDENTS OF DRAFT AGE 

WHO GAVE CARMICHAEL ENTHUSIASTIC RESPONSE. NO WHITES, NO 

NEWS MEDIA PERMITTED IN CONFERENCE. SECURITY GUARDS SCREENED 

ALL PERSONS ENTERING CONFERENCE. NO TRANSCRIPT OF SPEECH 

AVAILABLE.
bMITTED TO CONFERENCE.

b7D
RECEIVED: PM HFL

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.



WflUAU OF UMS1KMM 
DEPARTMENT of JUSTICE?UNICATIQWS S$fjON

FBI WASH DC AUG 9 1$ beLoach------
| Mohfr...
I Sits bishop——— 
I Caspar—-—I
| ’CMlahah------
| -Mis Coftratl..
I Mr. FtftV A-
| Mr. Gale____ jL.
| Jfe ‘RoTmh-^fflLZ 
| Mr. ■SiillivfcsiSsJL- 
s-Mr. ’ffivil--------
I Mr. Trottdr------- s

—
9 Mias Holmes ——Jj 
j <iSB'’GanW—-I-

TO

11:29PM U

F

FBI NEW ORES

NT 8-8-67 CDC

M NEW ORLEANS 100-16890

si

RECTOR , SAN FRANCISCO, JACKSON AND ATLANTA

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL: IS - M, SEDITION

RE JACKSON TELETYPE TO ATLANTA EIGHT EIGHT SIXTYSEVEN

RE BUAIRTELS TO JACKSON ETAL INCLUDING SAN FRANCISCO AUGUST

MICHAEL’S SPEECH AT TOUGALOO COLLEGE, JACKSON, MISS., DURING 7
J AUb io lao/

EVENING OF APRIL ELEVEN LAST

Recalled he arrived on campus about six thirty pm
TO PREPARE TO COVER STOKLEY’S SPEEC$“scftED<JLED" To''START AT

b7C

END PAGE ONE
ALL WOBMA.TIOH CO2JTAH5S©

If**'

4,



.PAGE TWO

'seven thirty pm. talk actually began about seven forty- 
five PM AND LASTED SLIGHTLY OVER TWO HOURS.

BECAUSE HAD ONLY TWO CASETTES OF TAPE (TWO HOURS

OF RECORDING TIME) HE HAD TO ERASE A PART OF THE SECOND

THIRTY MINUTE PORTION OF THE FIRST CASETTE SO THAT HE COULD

RECORD THE LAST PART OF THE CARMICHAEL SPEECH. HE SAID HE

COULD IDENTIFY THE COPY POSITIVELY BECAUSE DURING

THE SECOND THIRTY MINUTES THE ERASURE AND RERUN HE RECORDED 

DID NOT COMPLETELY ELIMINATE WHAT WAS ON THE TAPE AND DURING 

THE PAUSES IT CAN BE HEARD IN THE BACKGROUND.

HE STATED THAT BEFORE HE LEFT JACKSON HE LEFT HIS

ORIGINAL TAPE IN CASETTES AT AND THAT POSSIBLY

MAY BE ABLE TO LOCATE THE ORIGINAL

CASETTES CONTAINING THE SPEECH. HE CLAIMS HE CAN IDENTIFY b7c 

THE CASETTES IF FOUND BY HIS HANDWRITING ON THEM.

NOTED THAT THERE ALSO WERE

WHO OBTAINED VERY

HIGH QUALITY COVERAGE BOTH VIDEO AND AUDIO OF CARMICHAEL’S 

SPEECH. THIS GROUP WAS AFFORDED SPECIAL PRIVALEGES OVER 

OTHERS OF ALL MEDIA BECAUSE THEY WERE SUPPOSEDLY DOING A 

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE A
DOCUMENTARY ON CARMI®el.- "THE ENGINEER OF THI^ROUP

WAS DESCRIBED AS HAVING

TO MATCH SUGGESTED THIS TEAM AS POSSIBLE ADDI

TIONAL SOURCE OF EVIDENCE

OTHERS PRESENT WERE

AND NUMEROUS OTHER

MEDIA MEN FROM ETAL.

CROWD DESCRIBED AS ABOUT FOUR HUNDRED, MOSTLY OF 

DRAFT AGE EVENLY DIVIDED BETWEEN MALES AND FEMALES. CROWD 

WAS PREDOMINANTLY NEGRO AND RESPONSE OF CROWD DESCRIBED AS 

FANTASTICALLY ENTHUSIASTIC.

FOR INFO OF SAN FRANCISCO, BUREAU REQUESTED INVESTI

GATION BE REPORTED IN FORM SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION AND 

RECORD ON FD THREE ZERO TWO OR IN SIGNED STATEMENT; ADVISE 

BACKGROUND INFO RE WITNISSES; SUBMIT FOUR COPIES OF ALL 

EXHIBITS TO ATLANTA; ATLANTA DESIGNATED OFFICE OF ORIGIN FOR 

PREPARATION SUMMARY PROSECUTIVE REPORT; FURNISH RESULTS OF 

INVESTIGATION TO BUREAU AND ATLANTA NO LATER THAN AUGUST 

NINE, NEXT, AND SAC RESPONSIBLE FOR INSURING DEADLINE IS 

END PAGE THREE



PAGE FOUR 2
MET? ADVISE ALL PERSONS INVESTIGATION BEING CONDUCTED

AS REQUEST AAG IN CHARGE OF INTERNAL SECURITY DIVISION, 

U.S.D.J.? NOT NECESSARY TO AGAIN FURNISH TRANSCRIPT.
JACKSON CONTACt| "AND

ATTEMPT TO LOCATE ORIGINAL RECORDING IN THE TWO CASETTES. 
IF FOUR SEND THEM TO NEW ORLEANS WHERE I IcAN

b7C

b7C

IDENTIFY THEM AS EVIDENCE.

b7C

TOUGALOO COLLEGE SPEECH AND ATTEMPT TO LOCATE AND IDENTIFY

BOTH VIDEO AND AUDIO RECORDINGS AND SECURE INTERVIEW

OF THOSE COVERING THE SPEECH.

FD THREE ZERO TWO’S FOLLOW.

END

DEL

FBI WASH DC



FBI WASH DC

FBI JKSN MISS

PM

TO B

3t51

KDHWL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
H & DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COWUNICATION SECTION

JRGENT 8-8-57 VCG

EAU, ATLANTA AND NEW ORLEANS

A/FR M JACKSON (100-123) 3P 

STOKELY^ARMICHAEL; IS-M SEDITION

Mr. ‘1’olson__
Mr. DeLoach.

• _Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop_

.? Mr. Casper_
Mr.

H Mr.
Mr.

Callahan. 
Conrad-

Felt.____
Cale
Kosen___

IT Tavel__
r. Trotter-

Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes. 
Mias Gandy-

RE BUREAU AIRTELS TO JACKSON AUGUST FOUR AND FIVE, LAST 

AND JACKSON CALL TO NEW ORLEANS THIS DATE.

FOR INFO NEW ORLEANS, BUREAU IN RE AIRTELS ADVISED 

DEPARTMENT CONSIDERING PROCEEDING AGAINST SUBJECT FOR 

VIOLATION T EIGHTEEN USC SEC. TWO THREE EIGHT EIGHT, 

SEDITION; ACCORDINGLY DEPARTMENT REQUESTED ADDITIONAL 

INVESTIGATION RE SELECTED SPEECHES MADE BY SUBJECT. ONE

MISSISSIPPI; JACKSON PREVIOUSLY OBTAINED AND FORWARDE

ALMOST COMPLETE TRANSCRIPT OF THIS SPEECH AS PROVIDED

BY

AUGJ61367^

OF APRIL ELEVEN, LAST, TOUGALOO COLLEGE, JACKSON,

OF PERTINENT SPEECHES WAS MADE BY SUBJECT EVENING

b7C
END PAGE ONE AUG 10 1967



PAGE TWO

FROM TAPE RECORDING RECEIVED BY FROM PREVIOUSLY

UNKNOWN SOURCE WHO ATTENDED SPEECH

ADVISED TODAY DETERMINED TAPE PROVIDED HIM

RESIDENCE

SAID

MADE TAPE HIMSELF WHILE ATTENDING ABOVE SPEECH AND EXPECTING 

BUREAU AGENT TO CONTACT HIM TODAY RE MATTER.

DEPARTMENT HAS REQUESTED FOLLOWING RE TAPE RECORDING:

WHO MADE TAPE RECORDING? UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES WAS 

IT MADE? PRSON MAKING TAPE WILLING AND AVAILABLE TO 

TESTIFY? ATTEMPT TO OBTAIN ORIGINAL TAPE AS EVIDENCE 

AND ESTABLISH CHAIN OF EVIDENCE? DETERMINE WITNESSES 

TO MAKING OF THE RECORDING.
ADDITION^LY, THE DEPARTMENT DESIRES TO KNOW NUMBER

OF PEOPLE ATTENDING SPEECH? NUMBER OF DRAFT AGE ATTENDING? 

BREAKDOWN BY RACE? WHAT VOCAL RESPONSE TO SPEECH? ANY 

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

MILITARY ATTENDING IN UNIFORM OR OTHERWISE; ANY QUESTION 

AND ANSWER SESSION AFTER SPEECH; ANY GROUP DISCUSSIONS 

AFTER SPEECH; ANY WITNESSES CLOSE TO CARMICHAEL WHO CAN 

TESTIFY TO KNOWLEDGE AND INTENT OF CARMICHAEL.

BUREAU REQUESTED INVESTIGATION BE REPORTED IN FORM 

SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION AND RECORD ON FD THREE ZERO 

TWO OR IN SIGNED STATEMENT; ADVISE BACKGROUND INFO RE 

WITNESSES; SUBMIT FOUR COPIES OF ALL EXHIBITS TO 

ATLANTA; ATLANTA DESIGNATED OFFICE OF ORIGIN FOR 

PREPARATION SUMMARY PROSECUTIVE REPORT; FURNISH RESULTS 

OF INVESTIGATION TO BUREAU AND ATLANTA NO LATER THAN 

AUGUST NINE, NEXT, AND SAC RESPONSIBLE FOR INSURING 

DEADLINE IS MET; ADVISE ALL PERSONS INVESTIGATION BEING 

CONDUCTED AT REQUEST AAG IN CHARGE OF INTERNAL SECURITY 

DIVISION, U.S.D.J.; NOT NECESSARY TO AGAIN FURNISH 

TRANSCRIPT.

)LE AND REPORT INTERVIEW OF 

_________________________ b7C 
END

MXS

FBI WASH DC

TU



FD-36 (Rev 5-22-64)

F B I

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via _____________

TO:

FROM:

Date- 8/3/67

(Type in_plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, TAMPA (100-1103) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISC.
(00:AT)

ReBuairtel August 3, 1967.

I

which is 
Atlanta,

b7C
■b7D -

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM 
self explanatory. Two copies of LHM enclosed for 
the office of origin.

The source mentioned in the LHM is

tape to SA
Ihas cooperated with the Tampa Office^ 

m the past Ahd HAS requested his identity be protected.

], wno maae avanaoxe a recoraxn

b7C- Bureau (RM) (Ends. 11)ENCL@SUR.E
2 - Atlanta (RM) (Ends. 2)

cial Agent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Tampa, Florida
August 3, 1967

b7C STOKELY CARMICHAEL

---------------- b7D------------ fl. confidential spimrce on I---------------- Ladvised that b7c 
an employee of--------------Florida, had

been responsible for coverage ojl stoK^iy uarjnicnael’s speech 
made at Daytona Beach ' * ------
to the source 
entirety, 
recorded.

Florida, on April JL8-f"1967. According
Carmichael’s speech had not bean recorded in its 

but only pertinent statements made by Carmichael were

follows:
Portions of Carmichael’s speech as recorded are as

"I am black, I know that. I am a human being, 
I know that, and with a human being comes certain 
dignities such as the right to enter a public place, 
Now some hunkies don’t know that. They don’t know 
I am a human being, so that everytime I attempt to 
enter a public place, the hunkie gets in my way, 
shoots at me, beats me up, burns my church or does 
some uncivilized act, telling me that I cannot come 
in.So,the vhite folks in Washington,D.C. have to pass 
■fteCivil Rights Bill for this hunkie to tell him 
that when I come to his store, he should get out of 
my way.

"The whole white world will remind you that 
violence never accomplishes anything, and isn’t it 
amazing for the leaders of this country to talk about 
violence never accomplishing anything when they are 
bombing Viet Nam, How can they possibly tell me 
that violence doesn’t accomplish anything when

■a

nocopies333 FEB 24 1971



4

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

they are in Viet Nam burning, shooting, killing and 
bombing. Either violence does or it doqs not. Or, 
are they saying to us that violence is ofk. if you 
use it on black people, red people and yellow people, 
but God forbid you should use it against white people. 
And so what we hnve tp be very clear in our minds 
is not to get thrown off with those questions of 
violence, but since 1960 there are twenty«=four 
murderers running around this country scot free be
cause the areas in which they committed the murders 
the people are incapable of condemning them. It is 
very very important, that theory, because we then 
go one step further and we say that white America, 
the total community of white America, not individual 
whites,but the total community of white America, is 
incapable of condemning herself for the acts of 
brutality that she has heaped upon the black community 
starting with slavery all the way down to the present 
date. Were she to condemn herself, the entire community 
would have to commit suicide. My friend Leroy Jones 
reminds me that that wouldn’t be such a bad idea.

’’Here you are fighting for democracy, peace, 
freedom and equality and you don’t even know any
thing about it. You got to wake up, you got to back 
and be with the greatest, Muhammad Ali, and tell them 
’hell no, we ain’t going’,amen.”

PROPERTY OF FBI
This report and its contents are loaned 
to you by the FBI, and neitner it nor its 
contents are to Lo distributed outside 
the agency to which loaned.
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ySfifcWr UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

T^mpa, Florida 
August 3 ? 1967

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference Letterhead memorandum 
dated And captioned as 
above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property 

of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 3
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Domestic Intellige n

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

n„t, 8/6/67

Stokely Carmichael, firmer 
national chairman of Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, 
a militant black nationalist 
group, has been attending a con
ference in Cuba where he has made 
anti-U.S. statements.

Attached information will be 
furnished White House, Attorney 
General and State Department.

EHM:skr
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3:20 PM URGE HI 8-6-67

TCKDIRECTOR, WFO, AND

WFO AND NEW YORK

FROM ATLANTA

VIA TELETYPE I

61967 ' Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

ARK/FBC

HEW YORK

VIA WASHINGTON

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISCELLANEOUS

IN PAST, ADVISED

t;

<p *

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. DeLoach..'K

Mohr___ __
Bishop____
Casper____
Callahan__

Mr. Conrad.......
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale.... ........
Mr. Rosen___ V7<
Mr. Suilivan .lr

GWrxTavei___ _
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room.—. 
Miss Holmes___

Miss Gandy____

WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION 

f 1 
b7DINSTANT THAT STOKELY CARMICHAEL

« ADVISED HE WOULD RETURN TO US BETWEEN AUGUSTTENANDTHIRTEEN 

RECENT ACTIONS IN CUBA

^POSSIBLY REPRIMAND HIM FOR RECENT ACTIONS AND STATEMENTS.

ADMINISTRATIVE. 

SOURCE IS ATLANTA FOLLOWING b2

CLOSELY b7D

RECEIVED: 3:27 PM FBC

'£W0 COPIES 1’0

RELAYED TO

AUG 101967
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F B I

Date: 8/8/6/

Transmit the following in ____________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

A I R T E L I

(Priority) ।
---------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- ;_______________________ J_

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: wg/.SAC, RICHMOND (14-91)

SUBJECTdTSTOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS
SEDITION

Re Bureau airtel.s to Richmond, 8/4 & 5/6? •

Enclosed herewith is one copy each of 12 FD-302's 
recording interviews with the following:

above-identified FD-3O2’s 
Division with a list of 
information of value.

a

Eight copies each of the 
have been furnished to the Atlanta 
those witnesses who have furnished

W MG 10 W
WAS:ddm 
(4)

- Bureau
- Richmond

s

3

/5b® OOSOli:'

Sent M Per
al Agent in Charge
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□ AIRGRAM MCABLEG □ RADIO □ TELETYPE

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr____
Bishop _ 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conradyi 
FeltjQ.

R/jren JL. 
JshmL

REBUCAB AUGUST k LAST

ITrotler ____
Tele. Room 
Holmes____
Gandy _____

STATE Ol|.

1
«Efr

RECEIVED: J:O5 PM FJB

t .u*? f4 >

3RD CO- MR. BRENNAN / X
If the intelligence contained in the above message Is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems. \.

to WreotorFROV LEGAT PARIS NO. 128
C.« -4-

S(.T©KElJ'' CARMICHAEL, IS- MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

ST-106

Kl AUG 11 1967



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION
AUG 101967

FBI WASH DC

FBI SEATTLE

446PM DEFERRED 8-10-67 HGH

TO D/RECTOR (100-446080)

Mr. Gale
osen—

van
r. Ta

Mr. Trotter

Mr. Tolson— 
Mr. DeLoaeh
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt

Tele. Room--------
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy——

ATLANTA (100-6812) 

FROM SEATTLE (100-28676) IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC.; SEDITION

RE ATLANTA TEL TODAY.

SEATTLE INCERT AND THREE ZERO TWOS SUBMITTED AUGUST EIGHT LAST.

REVIEW OF FILE INDICATES TYPOGRAPHICAL ERROR ON THREE ZERO TWOS AND

FIRST PAGE OF TRANSCRIPT OF EACH TAPE WHERE DATE OF SPEECHES AT SEATTLE

IS LISTED AS

SIXTYSEVEN.

MAY NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN AND SHOULD BE APRIL NINETEEN. I
rec- 41 z^<- Z /CORRECTED COPIES SENT AIRMAIL THIS DATE. ' - / v !

END

BGM

FBI WASH DC

P

SB AUG M W

ALL INFORMATIOli CONTAINED
HEREIH £S OTCLASSIMEp , _ I



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION
AUG 101967 .

Mr. Tolson--------
Mr. DeLoach-----
Mr. Mohr--------- -
Mr. Bishop--------
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan——
Mr. Conrad-------

FBI WASH DC

FBI ATLANTA S

613PM URGEt^B-10-67 JDW 

TO DIRElzfoR, LOS ANGELES, 

FROM/ATLANTA /100-6812/

NEW ORLEANS, AND SEATTLE

Mr. Felt---------- -

Tele. Room..——
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy---- —

STOKELY CARMICHAEL SEDITION.

RE BUREAU AIRTELS AUGUST FOURTH AND FIFTH LAST RELATING TO 

PROSECUTIVE SUMMARY REPORT, AND JACKSON TELETYPE TO NEW ORLEANS, 

AUGUST EIGHTH LAST.

APPROPRIATE INSERTS AND FD THREE ZERO TWOS AS YET NOT RECEIVED 

FROM NEW ORLEANS, BASED ON TELETYPE LEAD OF JACKSON TO NEW ORLEANS, 

SEATTLE, WASH., REGARDING TWO SPEECHES MADE BY SUBJECT APRIL

NINETEENTH LAST AND LOS ANGELES REGARDING SPEECH MADE MAY TWENTYSIXTH
&

LAST.

NEW ORLEANS, SEATTLE AND LOS ANGELES SUTEL ATLANTA WHEN INSERTS

SUBMITTED FOR INCLUSION IN PROSECUTIVE REPORT AND IF NOT

SUBMITTED, WHEN THEY WILL BE FORWARDED. P

END REC- 41
14 AUG H BWj

BGM

FBI WASH DC



FBI WASH DC

FBI DC

FBI JKSN

903PM

TO

WASH

SS

GENT 8/9/67 CWB

RECTOR (100-446080)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION
AUG9 1967

Mehr______
Bishop..____
Gasper-------
Callahan-----

Trotter_____
Tele. Room______

| Miss Holmes------
| Miss Gandy------

ATLANTA (100-6812), AND NEW ORLEANS

Mr, Telson__
Mr, Dsjtoach.
Mr, 
Mt, 
Mr, 
Mi’.
Mr. Conrad,

Mr. Felt___
Mr. Gale—

(100-16890)

FROM JACKSON (100-123)
STOKElZXrMICHAEL. IS - M. SEDITION. 00: ATLANTA.

RENOTEL TO BUREAU, SAN FRANCISCO, JACKSON AND ATLANTA,

AUGUST EIGHT, LAST; JACKSON AIRTEL TO BUREAU, AUGUST EIGHT,

LAST; ATLANTA TEL TO BUREAU AND JACKSON, AUGUST NINE, LAST.

EXTENSIVE SEARCH BY

JACKSON, NEGATIVE TO DATE RE LOCATING ORIGINAL OF

TAPE OF SUBJECT’S SPEECH, APRIL ELEVEN, LAST, AT

b7C
b7D

JACKSON BELIEVES TAPE POSSIBLY LOST, MISPLACED, OR

ERASED DURING RE-ARRANGEMENT OF JA

JFI RSI CORY.. OFFORWARDING NEW ORLEANS

END PAGE ONE

JACKSON, INTERVIEWED TODAY AT JACKSON

b7C

62 AUG18



PAGE TWO

AND EACH STATE DID NOT MAKE FULL TEXT RECORDING OF CARMICHAEL’S

SPEECH FROM

SPEECH TAKEN BY *ND AVAILABLE FOR REVIEW THROUGH

ESSENTIALLY SUBSTANTIATE PREVIOUSLY

PROVIDED DATA RE PREDOMINATELY NEGRO AUDIENCE, ATTENDANCE OF 

NUMEROUS NEGRO MALE COLLEGE AGE STUDENTS A^ ENTHUSIASTIC 

SUPPORT BY AUDIENCE; STATE NO MILITARY OBSERVED IN AUDIENCE.

WILLING AND AVAILABLE TO TESTIFY WILLING

TO TESTIFY SUBJECT TO EMPLOYER APPROVAL.

FD - THREE ZERO TWOS FOLLOW.

NEW ORLEANS, ON RECEIPT OF FIRST COPY OF TAPE RECORDING,

PRESENT TO FOR POSITIVE IDENT AND THEN FORWARD

ATLANTA

JACKSON, WILL RECONTACT RE EFFORTS TO LOCATE

ORIGINAL TAPE TRANSCRIPT OF

FBI WASH DC



FBI WASH DC*

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION
AUG 9 1967

TELETYPE

FBI BALTO 

811PM/DEFERRED 8/9/67 KGW 

TO/DIRECTOR (100-446080), WFO (100-43503) 

AND ATLANTA (100-6812) 

FROM BALTIMORE (100-24220)

stokelAcarmichael IS - M; SEDITION.

Mr. Tolson--------
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper_____
Mr. Callahan___

Mr. Conrad..... .
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale_______

Tele. Room
Miss Hulmes____
Miss Gandy____

RE WFO TEL AUGUST EIGHT LAST.

ATTEMPTS TO CONTACT UNSUCCESSFUL.

INVESTIGATION REFLECTSIlN ON HOLIDAY, WHEREABOUTS
b7C

UNKNOWN, AND IS EXPECTED TO RETURN TO BALTIMORE LATE

EVENING AUGUST TEN OR MORNING AUGUST ELEVEN.

BALTIMORE WILL CONTINUE

END

BAP

FBI WASH DC*

ALL
IS WCLASSI



FBI WASH DC

rFEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION
Mr. Tblson___ _
Mr. DeLoach— 
Mr. -Mohr__ .__
Mr. -Bishdp___
Mr. Casper___ _
Mr.' Callaha;n__
Mr. ConrakL—.
MrJE 
Mr 
Mr

FBI ATLANTA 

1155 AM URGENT 8-9-67

JO DIRECTOR AND JACKSON 

FROM ATLANTA 100-6812

BJB

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - M.

i

le

Mr. T ter_____
Tele. Room_____

Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy____

RE NEW ORLEANS JEL AUGUST EIGHT LAST AND BU-AIRTELS 

AUGUST FOUR AN^*vfE LAST.

|PRESENT AT SPEECH MADE BY 

CARMICHAEL, TOUGALOO, MISS., APRIL ELEVEN LAST, PRESENTLY

8
b7C

b7C

ON ASSIGNMENT , FAYETTE, MISS., AND CAN BE REACHED AT DOWNTOWNER

MOTEL, THAT CITY.

JACKSON HANDLE CONTACT OF *ND REPORT IN ACCORDANCE b7C
WITH BUREAU INSTRUCTIONS RELATING TO SUMMARY REPORT REGARDING



August 10, 1967

Dear

Your letter of August 6th, with enclosures, has 
been received.

My testimony on August 1, 1967, before the National 
Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders was at a closed session 
and the full text has not yet been released. Accordingly, I am unable 
to make any comment concerning it. lam sure that you will under
stand my position.

Sincerely yours,
1, Edgar HooVSB

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles. The enclosures 
forwarded are copies of newspaper articlesjahich appeared in the 
’’Omaha World Herald” and concern StokelyCarmichael and the recent 
outbreak of civil disorders.



TRUE COPY

6 Aug 67

Mr J Edgar Hoover 
FBI, Washington, DC

Dear Sir:

You have been quoted in newspapers and on TV 
recently as saying words to the effect that there is no indication 
of conspiracy or organization behind recent riots in our large 
cities.

I submit to you 3 articles with by lines from the 
local newspaper. These articles certainly give indication to me 
of planning conspiracy, and organization which, if not contributing 
to starting the riots, apparently contributed greatly to the total 
damage done.

As a citizen, I ask that you use these articles as 
a starting place to investigate the people & the organizations 
mentioned in the articles.

Further, the Mr Carmichael who went to Cuba by 
his own words as reported in various news media is a leader, 
planner, and inviter to riot.

Yours truly,

b7C
Omaha, Nebr... 6812b





Snick—-Castro’s Arm in U.S.^ta;
material printed in Cuba by exile I 
Williams advocating guerrilla war
fare by American Negroes and de
scribing how Molotov cocktails ' 
could be used in American cities.
The clearest revelation of Snick’s link

By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak 
Washington.

The sudden appearance of Stokely 
Carmichael in Havana, rubbing elbows 
with Fidel Castro and the hemisphere’s 
Communist guerrilla leaders, is an in
evitable development in the Student Non- 
Violent Co-ordinating Committee’s long 
evolution.

Sentimental white liberals who have 
consistently blinked away the worst about 
Snick now attribute Snick’s alliance with 
Castro to deep disillusionment over Viet
nam and civil rights. However, covert 
links between Snick and Havana stretch 
back at least to 1964.

The flamboyant Carmichael is 
merely the outward manifestation 
of the Snick-Cuban alliance. Princi
pal responsibility for moving Snick 
violently to the left must go to two 
men who, unlike Carmichael, seldom 
appear on television or the front 
page.
One is James Forman, who today holds 

no formal office in Snick but is still be
lieved to be its most important internal 
force. When Snick was spawned in the 
southern sit-in movement in February, 
1960, by idealistic Negro college students, 
Forman was already a hardened radical 
and an associate of Negro terrorist Rob
ert Williams (who fled to Cuba to escape 
Federal prosecution).

Even less familiar to the public is Jack 
Minnis, a white intellectual radical who, as 
an instructor at Tulane University in 1961, 
was a. leader in pro-Castro activities in 
the New Orleans area.

With Forman in absolute control of the 
Snick apparatus, Minnis was named to its 
central committee and given command of 
its research operation. Despite Snick’s 
current blacks-only policy, Minnis still 
wields backstage influence.
1 By the time of the Mississippi 
I Summer Project in 1964, Snick’s 
I admiration for Castroism was ap- 
* parent. Snick workers were dis

tributing Castroite propaganda and’- 

with Havana did not come until 1966, j 
.when Snick leader Julian Bond was barred ' 
from his seat in'the Georgia Legislature. 
His case was being ably handled by white 

, lawyer Charles Morgan of the Atlanta 
office of the American Civil Liberties ; 
Union.

Suddenly a new face appeared: Victor 
Rabinowitz, a Manhattan lawyer with in
timate Havana contacts. He was long as
sociated with far left causes and a leader 
in the National Lawyers Guild and the 
Emergency Civil Liberties Committee, or
ganizations specializing in defending Com
munists.

Forman insisted that Rabinowitz sup
plant Morgan as Bond’s attorney. In ac
cordance with standard ACLU practice of 
deferring to other attorney’s, Morgan ' 
stepped aside.

* * *
At about the same time, Snick’s treas

ury-empty since the disaffection of white I 
liberal contributors—suddenly began to \fill I 
again. .

Although there is no documentary evi
dence to support the suspicion that the ! 
money came from Cuba, this belief makes 
sense. At precisely this time in 1966, Cas
tro abandoned his Moscow-ordered policy 
of co-operating only with the regular Com- I 
munist parties throughout the hemisphere. | 
He declared he would support, with arms i 
and money, any revolutionary movements, i 
Snick would qualify for such help. [

Nor has there been much doubt I 
lately about Snick’s revolutionary 
nature. After this year’s Negro riots 
at Jackson (Miss.) State College, 
Mississippi Snick leaders met secret
ly to discuss plans for more effec
tive" “guerrilla warfare” in the fu
ture.
Effective or not, there is no longer any 

doubt that Snick today is Fidel Castro’s 
arm in the United States.

J £ O'—



How Revolutionaries Fanned Detroit Flames—

Agitators Used Twists of Fate, Human Weakness in Ruting
Following is the second of jthis thing?” Dr. James Boyce, aries did not do it. They didn’t Market along Joy .Road and • ’ A few minute-'faL, M 

two artjflM hv a nntftfl NftflTfl » Moerrn nrnfpccnr ot U7t>vr>o havn t_ _ , < . x? . , , , . _• 3h.T*rC4» «O". two articles by a noted Negro ~ 
newspaper man and author.By Louis E. Lomax 

•North American Newspaper Alliance. 
। Detroit, Mich — Sunday 
| dawn broke over a Detroit 
! that was already beginning to 
j belch flames. It was as if God 

, himself was on the side of 
1 the organized revolutionaries. 
Everything worked; twists of 

i fate and human weaknesses 
! gave agitators every advan- 
i tage.

Methodically breaking store : 
[ windows, the 
: r e volutionar- 
, ies urged the 
milling Negro 
people to loot 

! and steal. But 
j —and at least 
j a dozen ob- 
| servers confirmed this — the 
i professionals did no looting 
'of their own. They are not 
.thieves; they are men at war, 
! revolutionaries bent on re- 
• ducing the nation to ashes. 
; The looters unknowlingly 
i co-operated by having a hap- 
ipy time. The streets teemed 
|with whites and Negroes who 
stole with abandon and glee. 

■People came in cars from 
miles away and hauled off 

i freezers, sofas, television sets 
■ and clothing.
’ Meanwhile, the Detroit po- 
lice instituted a maneuver 

■that called for them to move 
i,in on the looters. Chase them, 
[away, but not shoot. The re
sult was a wild game during 
j which the looters mocked the 
police for being stupid.

I * * *

■ ‘Orders’
The police would move in 

■on one set of looters; the 
[looters would break and run 
[across the street and enter 
yet another store. A store 
■window a block away would 
icrash and other looters 
[would move in. The police 
would then take off down the 
streets, their lights blinking 
and sirens wailing. The first 
group of looters, openly 
laughing at the police, then 

sumed their stealing.
Why don’t you guys stop '

This 
Article 

Expresses 
The Authors 
Opinion

a Negro professor at Wayne 
University, asked a police
man.

“We’re following orders,” 
the policeman replied.

Then the human element 
began to play into the hands 
of the revolutionaries.

A Negro woman on relief 
set fire to a furniture store 
because she felt she would 
never be able to pay the bill 
she owed there. Due to the in
terest rate, she was being 
forced to pay $910.12 
isfy an original debt 
dollars.

“Yes,” she said. "I 
that damn Jew store down. 
That’s one bill I will never 
have to pay. I made sure the 
office and all the records 
went up in flames first!”

Clifford Williams, a Negro, 
owned a combination drug 
and liquor store at Twelfth 
and Philadelphia. For more 
than a year civil rights or
ganizations, notably the Con
gress of Racial Equality, had 
been urging Mr. Williams to 
cease his harsh treatment of 
Negroes.

“He told us all niggers 
steal,” a CORE leader said. 
“He would make Negro cus
tomers stand in the middle of 
the store, their hands at their 
side while he waited on them. 
He said they would steal 
from his shelves. He also 
once drew a gun on some 
Negro women who com
plained about his attitude.”

* * *

Picket Line
A month ago CORE put a 

picket line around Mr. Wil
liams’s store. Dewey Shanks, 
who is attached to the Ma
yor’s Human Relations Com
mittee, headedthe picket line.

“Williams came out and 
told us we could march until 
our feet fell off,” Mr. Shanks 
said. “If you niggers, don’t 
like the way I treat you, if. 
you don’t like my prices, then 
dammit go buy in Grosse 
Point!,” he bellowed.

Mr. Williams’s store was 
the first- Negro store burned 
to the ground. The revolution-!

to sat- 
of 285

burned

have to.
At a time when they or

dinarily would have been 
headed for their pulpits a 
group of Negro ministers 
were closeted with Ray Girar- 
din, Detroit’s Police Commis
sioner. They urged the Com- 

: missioner to keep his men in 
check, that the looters not be 
fired upon.

Their reasoning was that 
once the police opened fire 
hundreds of Negroes would 
be killed. This, they contend
ed, would start a major riot. 
They further contended that 
if left alone the looting would 
simply run its course and end. 
The Commissioner agreed.

They were all correct but 
for the fact that they did not 
know about the agitator ele-. 
ment, hard at work stroking 
the uprising.

*
‘Linwood Next’

The pattern spread to De
troit’s East Side. Vignettes re
veal what happened next:

A weary but happy arson
ist approached a Negro school 
teacher on La Salle Street. 
“We have Twelfth Street in 
flames,” he said. “Linwood is 
next.”

A half hour later Linwood 
Boulevard was aflame.

A Negro woman approach
ed a Negro doctor on Euclid 
and bragged that she was get
ting paid to set fires.

An elderly Negro man who 
lives on La Salle went to buy 
groceries on Linwood. He 
watched in horror as six Ne
groes set fire to a supermar- 
ket. He drove over to Lindy’s

* *

had barely finished shopping 
when the same six men drove' 
into the parking lot there.

। He fled home too quickly to 
; see Lindy’s Market go up in 
. flames.

By late Sunday the upris- 
■ ing had spread to the fash-, 

ionable, intergrated Gold Coast. 
■ near Seven Mile Road. Ken

neth Mines, a distinguished 
Negro lawyer and his wife 
Shirley, a school teacher, 

' shuddered with horror as a 
supermarket a block from 
their 50-thousand-dollar home 
burst into flames.

Mr. Mines' stationed him
self at his front door in hopes 
of hosing down the house lest 
it catch fire also. “Halt or I’ll, 
shoot”, a state polcie man 
shouted. And Ken n eth. 
Mines, one of the most bril
liant and promising young 
Negro lawyer in America, 
eased back inside. ?

‘Let Us Hide’
The Mines family, one of 

the few Negro families in the 
area, stayed indoors wonder
ing if their white neighbors 
would seek revenge against 
them for what was happen
ing. After two. hours they 
emerged to discover that their 
white neighbors held them 
blameless!'

Some 10 miles away, along 
Lamothe Street, a white 
neighbor pounded on the door 
of a Negro school teacher. 
“Please,” the white man beg
ged, “let us hide in your 
home!"

The Negro school teacher 
said “yes.”

□•Wei, another white ne^- fainted 
while listening re.,
ports., of the uffinj, ‘ 1
teacher’s husb‘~' ' 
copalian ministe 
the white home 
aid?

Nor was that 
of a Negro doct ___,
ing her lawn late Srfay when!1 
■a car bearing fii'fegro men i

- I®!) 
'“*1 

an;i Enls-i 
, J**1 tc! 
ffve first’;

The wife,' 
water-”

drove up.

‘Rich Next’,
“You black 

bitch” one of 
“You rich nigg

Thepohce 
with reports 
were making 
front -of seve 
Negrohomes, 
that these ho 
for burning/’

The sun s 
on as -Detro^ 
flames, hate, 
cial suspicion! anfr 
bors of manjt y|>' 
ing. And by astf-p 
cated revol'utfca!! 
ued their missions 
down the mui>' 
city, both phyjics 
itually. j

It is clear ti&t f • 
revolutionaries vhy 
Detroit and work 
military miraarS1’-^ 
and gone 
Everybody kamsSi’®’’: 
there; many I^^W0? 
they were. Repon-iw1^1 
some of them. i7i 
prove their or$nisM£)?’al

Nevertheless thtijhrea5 
become reality. TWd®*1 
revolutionariffl haw “ 
troit—bound for c-fter

Je-class 
-Routed.

EJ ft 
a I ,m 
j glass 

isj 

sreRoiarked’ 
.'sii-tlf j", said

Sunday;

r
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OUR 102D YEAR—No. 271.

‘The Fan Got Clogged’—’ 

Detroit Proved 
A Fertile Field 
For Riot Seed
The author is one of America’s foremost 

Negro newspaper men and broadcasters and 
author of "The Negro Revolt” and "The Re
luctant African”. This is the first of two 
articles.

By Loui§ E. Lomax

This 
Article 

Expresses 
The Author’s 

Opinion

North American Newspaper Alliance.
Detroit, Mich.—Three days before the 

Detroit riots, that city’s summer task force, 
a civilian riot-control group, was assigned 
to control and end a simulated riot. The ex
plosion point was Twelfth and Clairmount, 

the corner where the riots 
erupted early the following 
Sunday. . , ;

The group attacked its as- ! 
signment and failed—because 
it overlooked the fact that an 
organized group, largely from 
outside the Detroit area, hajj*

i been operative in the city for more thgjr 
a month. ; ' '

And like the riot-control group, this seg>j < 
ond group had an assignment: burn .and ’ 

• destroy.
• This second group, a very real group, is. 
highly organized and well trained and is not 
made up of thieves and arsonists in the 
ordinary sense of these words.* * * 
Leave Ashes ..

{ They are, instead, causists—revolution-
. aries committed to the conclusion that the ' 

power structure does not have the moral ' 
fiber to repent its socio-economic sins; that ; 
the only truly corrective measure is to leave I 
Jhe nation in ashes.
| The principal United States cities have ! 
Been chosen as the initial battleground sim
ply because they afford the kind of co-oper- । 
ation by the innocent and uninformed that 

_everx_,such_revolution_needs.

“Operation Detroit” s\ ^d several weeks’ 
ago“Tvhcn-d small band of*young N(ll|l<Jriiien 
fanned out in the ghetto posing as maga- 

; zine salesmen. Once allowed in a home or 
an apartment, the “salesman” would say that 
he was from the South, that he had recent
ly graduated from high school and was sell
ing magazines in order to earn his college 
tuition. ' j

The salesman offered the customer a wide 
range of Negro magazines. The price of the 
package was 18 dollars, of which 12 dollars 
was to be given the salesman, and six dollars 
to be sent to a legitimate magazine circylg,-': 

1 fibn service in’ New “Jersey. The- salesman 
represented the New Jersey company and j 
provided the customers with a receipt along | 
with a printed envelope to be used when the ! 
customer made his payment to the New I 
Jersey firm. ,

. . -k j
Asked Questions

But the “sale” did not stop there. The : 
salesman went on to sell black power. I

“I thought I was helping a worthy Negro 
boy get to college,” one of, the subscribers 
said. “I really couldn’t afford the subscrip
tion but I sacrificed to help one of my own 
kind. Then he started talking to me about 
black power. He asked me ‘why the hell we > 
let whitey, particularly the Jews, run'the ! 
stores in our neighborhood.’ 1

“Then he started asking questions about , 
the community; who was who; who had ' 
guns; who owed big bills at local stores and j 

■ ' might be interested in seeing the building 
. burn down. I told the fellow I didn’t know < 

all that information. . <
“He left. But he went to the house next I 

door. I later learned he had done the same j 
thing all along our block. I also learned that i 
other salesmen had called on friends I have ' 
many blocks away.” !

- _ * sfc 5ft

Battle Plan Simple
Within a week the salesmen had pro- 

Jduced such concern along Euclid that several 
responsible citizens—a neighborhood asso- 

'-ciation—decided something should be done. 
- The leaders of the group were immediately 

threatened by young Negro men they had 
never seen before. Honestly frightened, they 

. remained silent until after the riots.
■* The battle plan was simple: Remain as 
- obscure as possible until police-ghetto dy-

Turn to Page 2, Column

Mo —



Young Negroes Planted Riot Seeds
■ ? ' I - ’ V

. Continued from Pate 1. 
namics provided the proper setting for "the 
revolution.” ■ ;

The uprising -all but occurred a month 
before when a Negro was shot and killed 
while allegedly protecting his wife from 
three white men bent on rape. But the needed 
trigger in the street did not appear. Two 
weeks later, a young Negro woman, an al
leged prostitute, was killed by the police who 
said the woman had drawn a knife on them.

Again what the dynamics needed—milling 
angry Negroes-^-did not materialize. But early 
Sunday morning, July 23, the proper in
gredients were mixed in the right proportions 
at Twelfth and .Clairmount. Even then, the 
riot needed the "assistance” of the Detroit 
police. . , ।

Just before dawn the police raided a 
“blind pig,” ah after-hours joint neighbor
hood residents had been complaining about 
for six months. The police, however, had 
known about its existence for months. After 
all, 50 people at. an all-night drinking and 
gambling party every night of the week with
out the knowledge of the policemen on the 
beat is stretching credulity a bit far.

The merrymakers and gamblers were 
given the usual searching and then herded 
into police cars. Then the dynamics began 
to congeal,.

* * *
Negroes Congregated

Negroes were milling along Twelfth 
Street. They congregated at the corner of 
Clairmount to watch the raid and. the ar
rests. • - *

“They called us niggers!” a woman who 
was in the blind pig said. , |

“I heard them calling people niggers,” 4 
bystander reiterated. “And I shouted that 
we. ought to tear up the hunky town. Theri 
somebody threw a bottle through a window! 
And, baby” he laughed, “that’s when-the fail 
got clogged!” ‘ '

.What happened immediately after th e 
firsL winaow was broken is common fane

ini the poverty-ridden Negro areas of our ( 
cities: More windows were broken, people 
started looting. ' ,. y

: “I was standing on the street when the '.V 
looting started,” a Negro professor at Wayne J; 
University, who also lives in the area, said. 
“It was a normal breaking and looting scene. ' 
They happen all the time,. Then the peoplq 
became aware of the fact that the police, •; 
following orders, were not interfering' with 
the looters.’’ • ' • . b

| At this point the professionals'moved in. 
Acting with precision; one squad, moved 
aljong Twelfth Street with hammers ; an<|'. ■' 
crowbars, smashing! windows. . ■
r . * * * ■ ■ ;

‘Help Yourself, Baby’ .
1 “Come on baby, help yourself,” 'they ■ 
shouted to the milling and running Negroes ,j 
along the street. ' ■/':
|. Another professional revolutionary squad , 
raced along the street several blocks away, .* 
shouting: “Hey, man, the'fuzz is letting the 
people take all they Want.. Get ■ up to the 
corner of Clairmount.” ■ '

“I split like hell to the corner,” one 
looter said. “I got me a/TV set.” ■■ ■

The looter , did not realize that he, like , 
the others, was a pawn in the revolution: 
aries game. The professionals wanted hun- 
dreds of people running;, yelling and looting . ./ 
near the comer of Twelfth and Clairmount;,, 
Add to that the nonaction by the police and ;.. 
you have a recipe for chaos and riots—per- • 1 
feet food for revolutionaries. ■

Within two hours, Twelfth Street was a \ 
human jungle. Dewey Shanks, who not only ', 
lives in the ghetto, but also is attached to the ' ? 
Mayor’s Human Relations Committee under . 
a poverty program grant, was at the corner' > ' 
One dT the’' agitators was hard at work • 
smashing windows. He s h o u t ed to' Mr.;. i 
Shanks:“Hey baby, I haven’t seen you since ’ 
Newark!” ■ . ■1' ’

Dewey Shanks Was'1 not at Newark. The ; 
revolutionary had been. ;. •7■>uyc"'.

'. Next: Agitators at work.' ■■'r.y5

ALL BJWWWf'COWM)
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Date 8/8/67

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via a AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO:

FROM

STOKELY^CARMICHAEL 
SEDITION 
00:ATLANTA

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, TAMPA (100-1103) (RUC)

Re Bureau airtels 8/4/ and 8/5/67

Enclosed herewith for Atlanta for inclusion in 
a Prosecutive Summary Report are four copies of the 
following FD-302’s:

of
___________u-i__--------------- ----- lining results of interview 

Pinellas County SO.

wilt
,t a in ing resuXs of inteview 
Pinellas County SO.

---------------------- (3) FD-302 containing results of interview with 
Pinellas County SO.

--------------------------------------------------------------- b7C
(4) FD-302 containing results of interview and 

signed statement furnished by| 
Pinellas County SO. ------------------------------------------------------------

(5) FD-302 <mtaining results of interview and 
signed statement furnished by|

Pinellas County

(6) FD-302 
cartridges ftonl

receipt of three tape 
ioned above

with 
------

(5? Bureau
2 Atlaita (Ends. 28)
d Tampa <

3 (fJEHibp (6)

(71 FD-302 containing results of interview 
I St. Petersburg PD.

.W AOS 70 ICo/

Approved _2__ Sent M Per

SO. , A£lr by

Special Agent in Charge



TP 100-1103

A verbatim transcript of the speech made by 
CARMICHAEL on April 18, 1967 at St. Petersburg, Florida 
and the question and answer forum held after the 
speech was furnished to the Bureau and Atlanta by airtel 
and LHM on 5/17/67.

The tapes—af_CARMlCHAEL*s_sneech which were b7D 
made available by]________________________________ [will be
mdintahed in Tampa file 100-1103-1A14.

2
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FBI

Date: 8/8/67

Transmit the following in_____ ;_____________________________ ■ _______
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL_____________________
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, JACKSON (100-123) (RUC)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M; SEDITION 
00: ATLANTA

and
ReBuairtels to Atlanta 8/4/67 and 8/5/67, 

Jackson tel to New Orleans-, Atlanta and Bureau 8/8/67. )
V.

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and 
copies of LHM reflecting investigation conductedten

regarding CARMICHAEL's speech at Tougaloo College, 
Jackson, Miss., on 4/11/67. Enclosed for Atlanta are 
nine copies each of eight FD 302s regarding investigation 
conducted at Jackson.

Leads are not being set out regarding national 
network personnel from Atlanta, Ga., who allegedly 
attended CARMICHAEL’S speech at Jackson, as interviews 
at Jackson and lead for New Orleans should adequately 
'cover Department's requests.

3/- Bureau (Enc. 11 
z - Atlanta (Enc 
1 - Jackson 
TF/bdb 
(6)

P 1

All persons contacted were advised that this 
. investigation was being conducted at the request of 
the Assistant Attorney General in Charge of the Internal 
Security Division of the Department of Justice.

Approved:

AJGENjrx • A.CSI, otp t3E0, UJBifca ■ - 

Date forw.EPT: ISd 
JIOW FORW •

Sen'
in Charge
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Jackson,in airtel to the Bureau dated 6/6/67, 
previously provided Bureau and Atlanta copies of the 
transcript of CARMICHAEL’S speech at Jackson made 
from a rnnv of a tanp rprnrdino rpreivpd hv I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SA
Jackson. Miss., 4/13/67, and provided

b7C
b7D

-2-



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Jackson, Mississippi 
August 8, 1967

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - 
MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

The following investigation was conducted by Special 
Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation at Jackson, 
Mississippi, regarding a. speech made by Stokely Carmichael 
on the evening of April 11, 1967, in the main chapel 
of Tougaloo College, Jackson, Mississippi.



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date -8/8.Z.67

------ ------------------------------------------------------ ----- b7C

jacKSon, Mississippi, was contacted and advised the 
interviewing Agents’ identities and the nature of the 
inquiry. He said that he recalls a speech made by 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Tougaloo College on the evening 
of April 11, 1967, however, stated he did not attend 
this speech. He said to his knowledge there were no 
law enforcement officials present in the audience on 
that occasion. He said he had made it known to several
individuals that he was anxious to obtain a tape recording 
of the text of CARMICHAEL'S speech on that occasion.
He said subsequently on April 13, 1967, he was advised 
that a tape of the speech had been made by an unknown 
individual and dropped off at the MHSP Headquarters in 
Jackson. He said he had previously provided this tape 
to Special Agent ~|)f the FBI, who had
subsequently had a transcript made from the tape recording.

----------- . b7C said he had been unable to determine who
had "dropped off ' the tape recording at the Highway Patrol 
Headquarters, however, he would continue his efforts 
to identify this individual. He said he would immediately 
advise the FBI when he receives any information in this 
regard.

b7C

On 8/7/67 at Jackson, Mississippi_______ Fi1p Jackson 100-123_____
sa|
SA / TF:bdb 8/8/67

by-------- --------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------Date dictated-------------------------------------

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency, it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency
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: FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date 8/8/67

b7C
\-Jacksonj Mississippi, was contacted ana aavisea rne 

/ interviewing Agents* identities and the nature of the
/X^winfitiirv. He advised that he had determined that]_______

New Orleans, 
Louisiana, naa peen the individual who had left a copy 
of a tape recording of STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S speech'on 
April 11, 1967, at the MHSP Headnuqrters. He said he 
had telephonically contacted_______
which time_______ indicated he still had the original
tape recording and would be willing to discuss any. 
matter in this regard with Special Agents of the FBI.

Isaidl told him the tape recording had 
been made by| |while attending CARMICHAEL’S speech 
at Tougaloo College, Jackson, Mississippi, and was almost 
a complete verbatim transcript of the speech.

an dl Iconl d he contacted at the 
or at his residence, 

|( phone 
said he would be wining to' 

anything he has related concerning) ~ 
■ of a tape recording of STOKELY CARMICHAEL's 

speech on April 11, 1967. at Jackson. Mississippi, as' 
provided to his office by

b7C

on this date at

b7C

b7C

number
testify regarding

_______ |apd the copy

On 8/8/67 at Jackson, Mississippi P;ip Jackson 100-123

bdb h7r 8/8/67
Date dictated —------- —----------

SA 
by ------------ --

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ..

Date 8/8/67

; b7C

------------------------------------------------------------- R_ APPROX 
was contacted

duu auviyeu Of the nature of the inquiry and the z
identities of the interviewing Agents.

He said he attended the.speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
on the evening of April 11, 1967/, at Tougaloo College, 
Jackson, Mississippi,. He said he arrived shortly after 
the speech started and stayed for the entire speech. 
He said he was at the speech which was held in the main 
chapel of this college from about 8:15 P.M. until 9:15 P.M. 
He said there were at least 300 people in attendance 
and approximately 907o were college-age Negro individuals 
of which about one-half were Negro men. He said there 
were approximately 25 to 30 white males and females in 
the crowd. He said he did not observe any individuals 
wearing military uniforms-, however, noted that most of 
the male students at Tougaloo College are of draft age.

He said Tougaloo College does not have any Reserve 
Officers Training Corps (ROTC) program or related military 
programs. - .

He said CARMICHAEL’S speech was very favorably 
received by the audience and the audience was very 
enthusiastic and responsive to the text of his speech.

■ He said CARMICHAEL consciously made use of emotive 
mediums to incite the audience to support.the various 
points he was trying to make in his speech.

He said to his knowledge there was no question 
and answer session following the speech and he is not 
aware—of—n-ny specific group-discussions held following——

8/7/67 , Jackson, Mississippi
On —-------- —at _ ______ _File #

Jackson 100-123

SA
SA

b7C
'TF: bdb 8/8/67

Date dictated------- --------by
This document contains neither recommendations nor coiiclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. ; ;
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JN 100-123

the speech for the purpose.of discussing the text of 
the speech.. ..

He said there were several white newsmen and 
television cameramen present during CARMICHAEL’s speech.

He: said at several points towards the latter part 
of STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S speech the crowd frequently 
yelled ’’hell no, we won’t go". He said he does recall 
that a few of the older Negro men and women in the crowd 
were upset that the younger Negroes in the crowd were 
giving CARMICHAEL so much favorable response.

L7C



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b7C

nfr 8/8/67

b7C
Jackson, Mississippi, was contacted and advised of the 
interviewing Agents* identities and the nature of the 
inquiry.

b7C

b7C

He said he was in attendance at a speech given 
by STOKELY CARMICHAEL in the main chapel at Tougaloo 
College, Jackson, Mississippi- on April JJ---1 967--- He.
said also as reporters ytere  
_________________  Jackson, Jackson.
Mississippi, and television crews‘~trpn tne

Atlanta, Gsotgia.

He said the crowds very enthusiastically and 
wildly supported CARMICHAEL during his speech and about 
three-quarters of the way through his speech, the crowd 
frequently yelled ’’hell no, we won’t go".

He said the audience consisted of predominantly 
college-age Negro males. He said there were a few white 
males and females in the crowd and also numerous Negro 
females. He said he did not observe any indiidual in 
military uniform in the crowd nor did he know of anyone 
who was in the military who was in the crowd.

He said he does not know of anyone who might 
have made a tape recording of CARMICHAEL’S speech and

On

by

Jackson 100-123
File #____________________

8/7/67 Jackson, Mississippi

SA
SA TF:bdb

Date dictated
8/8/67

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency, it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

b7C
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JN 100-123

he added that he himself did not make such a recording.

He said he recalls there was a short question 
and answer period following CARMICHAEL’S speech 
participated in by the audience. He said to his 
knowledge no newsmen asked any questions. He said 
he did not know of any group discussions held following 
CARMICHAEL'S speech regarding the content of his speech.

said he heard CARMICHAEL's speech from 
beginning to end and it lasted approximately one hour.

provided a copy of his news story regarding b7C 
his coverage of rthe speech which he said is very 
accurate and based on his notes. A copy is attached hereto.

said he would be willing to testify 
and available to testify regarding any information he 
has herein provided.

7
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PHS Pl’S'

BY JAMES BONNEY
AS^OC I A'i'Sn pprgg WRITE? ’ ’
‘ JACKsONp MISS(AP)--'"HELL NO, WE AIN’T GOING” TO VIETNAM 

BECAME THE NEW RALLYING CALL FOR' NEGROES TUESDAY N~GHT AS BLACK ?'
. POWER ADVOCATE S'TOK’uWY CARMICHAEL. URGED THEM TO GO YO'JAIL RATHER 

THAN FTGHT. I17 . ' •
MORE THAN 500 NEGROES AT TOUGALOO COLLEGE NORTH OF* JACKS OK.

TOOK 'UP- THE. CHANT DURING A SPEECH. BY-CARMICHAEL. THE STUDENT''NON- ■ - ’ 
VIOLENT COORDINATING -COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN HAD TO QUIET' THEM DOWN AFTER"' 

■ SEVERAL MINUTES TO CONTINUE HIS SPEECH.'
' ’’WHY'-SHOULD A NEGRO GO 8,000 MILES TO SHOOT A HAN THAT AIN’T . 

NEVER CALLED HIM NIGGER," CARMICHAEL ASKED. "WE MUST TELL THEM, -
.’HELL-NO, WE AIN’T GOING.” . '

- CARMICHAEL’S LIEUTENANTS DISTRIBUTED • ORANGE BUMPER STICKERS BEARING 
.-.THE SLOGAN WHILE'HE SPOKE. ' ' '■

COMMENTING ON THE RACIAL STRIFE IN NASHVILLE. TENN., CARMICHAEL ' 
SAID "IT IS NOT A'RIOT, IT . IS. A REBELLION. YOU -OUGHT TO BE'PROUD. - 
OF. YOUR BLACK' BROTHERS AT FISK.. THE DAYS' 0F: A HUNKIE. COP -RUNNING < 

'■"INTO . OUR NEIGHBORHOOD, BEATING' US UP AND'RUNNING OUT. ARE GONE. --' K 
WE WANT'TO INSTILL IN OUR. PEOPLE THE RIGHT TO FIGHT BACK -ON ANYBODY 
WHO -MESSES WITH US.” ' '

' CARMICHAEL SAID IF "WE- ARE VIOLENT THE. UNITED STATES TAUGHT US " 
VERY WELL. HOW TO BE’VIOLENT

WITH SWEAT DRIPPING FROM HIS FOREHEAD' IN'THE STUFFY COLLEGE ■; - 
. CHAPEL, -CARMICHAEL SMILED AND SAID IN "LOWNDES - COUNTYK ALABAMA, .?^- 
TWO-NEGRO CHURCHES BURNED AND A WEEK LATER A WHITE CHURCH,WAS BURNED 

'TO THE-"GROUND. WE. WILL ALL WORSHIP. INS IDE ' OR WE'WILL ALL WORSHIP-'--A 
OUTSIDE..;”

- "AS -LONG AS THERE IS INJUSTICE'THERE' IS GOINTTO BE NO PEACE,” 
CARMICHAEL' TOLD THE WILDLY'CHEERING AUDIENCE.-;A'. r"■ ■ :

HE BRANDED GEORGE WASHINGTON AS 'A-"HUMKIE SLAVE-OWNER”'-AND'SAID'-:..'. Y 
-THE FIRST PRESIDENT ’’SOLD . A BLACK WOMAN FOR A BARREL OF -SYRUP....BUT ' /' 
Y THE-ONLY-THING THEY TELL YOU IN THE HISTORY BOOKS -IS- HOU- GEORGE , ' ; - 

WASHINGTON CHOPPED DOWN A'CHERRY TREE.. .NOW- AIN’T THAT. A-JOKE.”-.
■HE SAID NEGROES HAD CONSISTENTLY BEEN GIVEN ” A. RAIL DEAL"

BY HISTORIANS." ' <
'CARMICHAEL WARNED WHITES ” IF. YOU DON’T WANT TROUBLE'KEEP YOUR '

• FILTHY- WHITE -HANDS -OFF .-...IF YOU TOUCH US WITH YOUR HANDS'-; WE ARE 'GOING 
TO BREAK- YOUR BONES.” ' ' / -J .

■K-.- .'.’’SOCIETY IS GEARED AGAINST US CARMICHAEL -^S AID-. WHEN "THEY- ASKY- 
■V THAT: QUESTION.' ABOUT ' MARRYING , THE WHITE-.DAUGHTER "WE - IN:-- SNCC - " Y 
-•/•■•ANSWER: ‘.’WE-NOT'.ONLY WANT' TO. MARRY... YOUR D AUGHT ER, -'BUT-. YOUR -‘'S -ISLES'!? 7 
C-AND .YOUR MOTHER. ..SHE’S NOT THE VIRGIN MARY,' SHB'S; LIKE-'AWYHYP?' Y ■ ’ 
- /OOTHER-.WOMANi,": - ..- '■ ■ ■ ■-■. . ■■ Y "-‘■■J; '"/-KkYY??7 '■ <

’-H JEB 1’HDNIGHT 4-11-67'B . AP :'NM ; ' ", -e-'r'Y



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 5

Date
8/8/67

was interviewed, at his place 
_______________ Jackson, Mississippi

Iwhoby Agents ______________________________________  
identified themselves as Agents of the FBI. 
was advised of the nature of the inquiry.

b7C

b7C
information;

furnished the following

On the evening of April 11, 1967 his assignment 
was to attend a meeting at which STOKELY CARMICHAEL was 
to be the principle speaker.

This meeting started at approximately 8 PM, 
was attended by approximately 800-900 persons.

ended his CALK due
left the meeting at 9 
to the fact he had to

PM before CARMICHAEL 
make the 10 PM

b7C

news report.

Of the 800-900 persons present at this'meeting 
98 percent were Negro, there were more Negro males than 
females. The Negro males were of college and draft age.

CARMICHAEL’S speech was received very enthusi
astically in that the group cheered wildly, stomped their 
feet and three fourths of the way through his speech the 
audience began to chant "Hell no, we ain’t going1*____ _

On 8/7/67 af JACKSON,MISSISSIPPI File # Jackson 100-123

and 
HMR/jdh

SA 
by_§A_____________________
This document contains neither recommendations

8/8/67
Date dictated —------- ------------------- -—

------------------  -----------------  -------------------- j nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

b7C



•JN 100-123

He observed no persons present at this meeting 
in the uniform of the United States Armed Forces or did 
not know anyone present currently in the Armed Forces 
of the United States Government.

Due to the 
eluded his speech he 
and answer period or 
CARMICHAEL’S speech.

fact he left before CARMICHAEL con- 
did not know if there was a question 
any type group discussion concerning

He taped CARMICHAEL'S speech, however, the 
following day he erased the tape in viex>7 of the fact he 
had no further use to reference any material concerning 

b7c CARMICHAEL'S talk.

were present were
The following person? of the news media who 

a. reporter, __________
a reporter,___________

He recalled that 
taped CARMICHAEL'S speech

b7C [
stated that he is willing to testify 
tendance at the above meeting.

b7C

b7C

10



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

8/8/67

was interviewed at his 
Jackson.-Mississippi.

by Agents
whn idpntiripn rhp.msp ivah as Special Agents ot the FBI.ied themselves as Special Agents ot the FB 

was advised of the nature of the inquiry.

b7C

furnished the following information: 
_______________________________________ b7C

On the evening of April 11, 1967, he was 
assigned bv the| to work as an

| on I "fee Tougaloo Chapel,
Tougaloo college, Tougaloo, Mississippi. This meeting 
started between 7:30 and 8:00 p.m., was attended by 
approximately 1500 persons, and ended at approximately 
9:30 p.m.

b7C

b7C

The principle speaker at this meeting was STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL.

The audience consisted of 95 percent Negro, 
predominantly Negro male of college and draft age.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S speech was very enthusiastically 
received and three fourths of the way through his talk the 
audience began to chant wildly "Hell no we ain’t going".

8/7/67 Jackson, Mississippi F}1 # Jackson 100-123

SA’d__________________ |&
by HMR/pdb---------- Date dlctated---- 8/8/67-------
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency, it and its contents are not to be distributed outside vour agency.

b7C
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Forces of the

He observed no persons at this meeting in the 
uniform of the United States Armed Forces nor did he 
know anyone present who was in the Armed 
United States Government.

He could not remember if there 
and answer peridd following CARMICHAEL’s

was a question 
talk.

To his knowledge no type of group discussion 
nor seminar was held following CARMICHAEL’s talk.

---------------- b7C further advised that there are no
type Reserve OfficersTraining Corps (ROTC) training at
Tougaloo College.

’b7Cfurther advisejd that he is willing 
to testify concerning the above meeting.

He further advised persons of the news mpdia

and
of and are located in Atlanta, Geoi'gia

also

b7C

b7C

12



FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATI

n»te 8/8/67

b7C

On the evening of April 11, 1967, she attended a 
meeting which was held at the Tougaloo Chapel, Tougaloo 
College, Tougaloo, Mississippi in which STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
was the principle speaker. Her reason for attending this 
meeting was in connection with her employment.

The meeting started at approximately 8:00 p.m. and 
ended between 9:30 and 10:00 p.m. This meeting was attended 
by approximately 700 persons, predominantly Negro, 75 percent 
Negro males of college age, 15 percent Negro and white girls 
and 10 percent older persons which would include the faculty. 
Most of the persons present were of college age and of draft 
age.

The group received CARMICHAEL’S speech very 
enthusiastically and three fourths of the way through his

On
by

8/7/67 at Jackson, Mississippi Fllp # Jackson 100-123

______ 1 J b7C
-------------------ua.e dictated ... 8./8/67

Thia document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency, it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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speech began to chant "Hell no we ain’t going”-, 
She observed no persons in the audience wearing the 
uniform of the United States Armed Forces and knew of no 
one in the audience in the services of the United States 
Armed Forces.

b7C
She did not make any type of tape recording

and that <~Hp nniv npr^nn whom she observed making a tape re
cording was Jackson, Mississippi.

She left immediately after CARMICHAEL’S speech 
and could not state if there was any type question and 
answer period. ^7C

During her attendance at the above meeting she 
did not observe any type group discussion concerning 
CARMICHAEL’S talk. persons of Hip nr ass apd tele
vision whom shp observed present were I

I I NBC; |
of the 

Jackson, 
Mississippi.—brie1 yLated that all the television metlia 
were present which would include ABC, NBC and CBS. b7c

She stated she is willing to testify to the 
above meeting.

14,



On April 11, 1967, he attended a meeting which was 
held at the Tougaldo Chapel at Tougaloo College, Tougaloo, 
Mississippi, at which STOKELY CARMICHAEL was the principle 
speaker.

This meeting started at either 8;00 or 9:00 p.m., 
was attended by approximately 300 persons and ended around 
10:30 p.m.

The group in attendance were 90 percent predominantly 
Negro, with approximately 50 percent male and 50 percent female 
all of college age. CARMICHAEL’s speech was very enthusiastically 
received with cheering and stomping of feet and clapping of hands. 
Three fourths of the way through the speech the audience began 
to chant ’’Hell no we ain’t going”.

He observed no person present wearing a uniform of 
the U.S. Armed Forces nor didhe know anyone in attendance

n 8/7/67 i Jackson, Mississippi „ Jackson 100-123
On_______ _ _ _____ at__________ __i___________ —________ r ile #____________________________

SA'sl |& b7!
by ----- -Date dictated -- -----§W67-----

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your, agency. •
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who was in the Armed Forces.

Following CARMICHAEL’s speech there was a 
question and answer period of approximately 10 to 15 
minutes in which the audience directed questions to 
CARMICHAEL.

Following the question and answer period there 
was no type of group discussion.

_________ did not make any type tape recording of 
CARMICHAEL'S speach.

No Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) type 
training is at Tougaloo College.

_pdvised that he is willing to testify 
to his attendance at the above meeting.

b7C

b7C

16
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This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it 
and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
jour agency.
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SEDITION .
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Being forwarded herewith to the Bureau are three (3). 
copies each of eight (8) FD-302’s reflecting interviews with 
witnesses of speeches given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL in the 
Seattle, 'Washington, area on May 19, 1967. Also being z
forwarded to Atlanta are four (4) copies each of the same /lk
eight (8) FD-302’s, and' four; (4) copies of two (2) tape (S'* 
recordings of CARMICHAEL’s two speeches made at Seattle on 
5/19/67, at the University of Washington at Garfield High' 
School (previously furnished Bureau by Seattle airtel, 7/31/67). 

! Also being forwarded to the Bureau are three (3) copies of an 
i insert reflecting Seattle, Washington witnesses of CARMICHAEL’s
; speeches and four (4) copies ,of these appendix pages for Atlanta

1 Seattle airtel to Bureau, 7/31/67, forwarded a
transcript'of tapes made from the speeches of STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL in the Seattle Washington, area at Garfield High 
School and University of Washington, 5/19/67.

The. Statement,/ fell’em Hell no, we, aren’t -going" as 
set forth in referenced Seattle airtel. 4/30/67. was first b7D 
reported by /

UX Bureau (Encl. 2 7)/(REG) ' 
4 - Atlanta (Encl. 44) (REG) 
1 - Seattle 
LKS:cdv/cmh ~‘ • 14 AUG 1-1.196IJ

^.Approve Sent M . Per
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and would nc+ •’"ify as a competent witness.
Upon reeonrkct 8/7/67,1 _______ (stated she did not personally
hear CARMICHAEL make this statement and was not present at 
the speech at the University of Washington, but heard it D c
from an unknown source who was at the University of Washington b7D 
meeting. This statement was, however, also overheard by 

whose FD-302 is enclosed with copies of
h'U-JU2 1 s tor tne other witnesses, who attended either the 
speech of CARMICHAEL at Garfield High School or his speech 
at University of Washington. All of these witnesses stated 
that they are willing and available to testify.

2
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

August 8, 1967

Seattle, 
stated that she is a housewife and attendea a speecn gives 
by STOKELY CAMICBa at Garfield Sigh School, Seattle, on the 
evening of Kay 19, 1967. She stated that she left the meeting 
about 20 minutes before the end of CA3hICKAKL*e main speech as she 
was worried about getting out of a traffic Jan. She now recalled ■ 
that during the speech STOKELY CAKMICKAEL wade a statamt such as 
*If somebody gives me a gun, X know who I would shoot”, fie had 
been referring' to war in Vietaam and laid stated that hegroes 
should not .be sheet lag other persons of colored skin, in Vietnam, 
whan thaw had a greater problem at hone. Other than this remark, 

could not recall any particular controversial remark 
mace wj uakhiCKAEL. She estimated the audience at approximately 
4,000 persons, mostly adults, and those of draft age in the 
audience about 15%. She also stated that the audience was approx
imately 99% Megro, and she did not hoar any "chanting” to answers 
or remarks made by CARKICKAEL. She said that the closest military 
establishment to Garfield Sigh School is approximately ten miles 
away. She did not see anyone in military naif erm at this meeting.

to this ifi
idvised she would be willing to testify b7c

non.

b7C

8/8/67-----at—Seattle, Washington

by_
This

------ SA 
document

Date dictated.
b7C

cdv:hji
inclusions of the FBI. If is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b7C
8/8A7

Date_____________________
1

CARMICHAEL at Garfield High School, 400 - 23rd Avenue, Seattle, 
on the evening of May 19, 1967. He is maintaining the master 
copy or original tape of this speech as a matter of evidence. 
He said that he would be willing and available for testimony 
regarding this tape. | [estimated the audience at
more than 4,000 persons, and of this number, there were 
approximately 60 per cent Negroes, and no more than 15 per 
cent young men of draft age. He said he did not see a 
military uniform in the audience and does not know how many 
persons of the audience are in military service. He said 
the audience response was very warm, but he did not hear 
any ”chanting” in response to remarks made by CARMICHAEL. 
He said that the nearest military base is approximately ten 
miles away and there is no ROTC program at Garfield High 
School. He added that a question and answer period was 
held at Garfield High School following the main address, and 
he does not recall any statements made by CARMICHAEL which 
would be construed as counseling or obstructing military 
recruiting or service.

b7C

stated that CARMICHAEL delivered his 
speech on 'Black Power and Negro RightsK in normal tone of 
voice and did not become overly excited. He spoke to all 
persons within sound of his voice and did not appear to 
use a text but may have referred to notes although they 
were not noticeable. CARMICHAEL was the main speaker of 
the evening.

b7C

ALL OOImTADSW

WW----- at Seattle, Washington-------------------- F'le#------ SE 100-7T8676---------------------

b7C
by-------SA 5dv:cmh-------------------- Date dic,a,ed-------- ----------------------- —
This document inclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 August 8, 1967
b7C

| tty of
Washington, oeattie, wasnmgton, stated that he attended a 
speech given by 8TQJLJSL1 CARMICHAEL at the University of Wash
ington, Seattle, on the afternoon of May 19, 1967. He said 
he did not hear any remarks by CARMICHAEL which would indicate 
counseling to avoid military duty or similiar statements. He 
estimated the audience at approximately 3,000 persons of which 
less than 5% were Negro. He believes that the audience was
receptive to CARMICHAEL but did not "go all out in applause". 
Be said there was a question and answer period after his speech 
but there was no large response to any answers given toy 
CARMICHAEL, and he does not recall CARMICHAEL making a state
ment such as "Hell no, we won’t go". Be estimated that the 
majority of the males in the audience or three-fourths of the 
audience would be about draft age, but he did not see any 
military uniforms.

advised he would be willing to testify to 
this information.

b7C

°n------------8/8/67—°»—Seattle, Washington---------------File#------------SE 100-28676

b7C
bx--------- Sit --------/edv—------- Date dictated---------------- 8/8/o<-------
This document rl Inion* of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b7C

1 Date August 8, 1967 ----
b7C

University ©f Washington, Seattle, Washington, stated 
he attended the speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL given on the after
noon of May 19, 1967, at the University of Washington. He 
said that he was in and out of the audience due to his 
security duties but did not hear any remarks by CARMICHAEL 
which he thought were controversial. He said the audience 
consisted of slightly more than 3,000 persons, of which 70 
or more per cent were college students and of this 70% three 
fourths were males of draft age. He said he does not recall 
that many legroes were present but there could have been a 
few. He said the audience response was average, and he did 
not hear any vocal response such as "chanting" by the audience. 
He said the college has three Reserve Officer Training pro
grams and the nearest military installation is the Sand Point 
Maval Air Base, which is three miles from the University. He 
also stated that he did not see any military uniforms at this 
speech.

this information

' b 7 C
related he'would be willing to testify to

ALL

On---------g/8/67------- at File# SE 100-28676

/cdv
b7C

Date dictated___ ______ -S/8/6____by--------- SA
This document contains neitner recommenaanons nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b7C

1 Date. August8^--196Z—
b7C

SeattleSea11le  I Seattle, Washington, advised 
he attended a speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL given the evening 
of Muy 19, 1967, at Garfield High School, 400 23rd Avenue, 
Seattle. He said that he did not hear any consent made by 
CARMICHAEL which would indicate counseling of persons to 
refuse military duty or similiar remarks. Ba estimated the 
audience at about 4,000 or more persons with the majority of 
the audience being adults. He pointed out that the response 
of the audience was warm and cordial. He said that he did not 
notice any military uniforms in the audience, and he did not 
hear any ' chanting” in response to CARMICHAEL’S remarks.

| advised he would be willing to testify to b7c 
this information.

8/8/67------ ot Seattle, Washington---------------Fie#------ SE100-28678

------------------------- b7C
by--- &&T ----- /Cdv--------------- Date dictated-------------8/8/67--------------
This document* luiiiuiiis iieimei leuuiiiiueiiuunuus iiui cuiibiuJions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1
b7C

Date AllgUS*

______  _______ ________________________________  ______ ______ neattie, b 7 c 
wasmngton. se statea tnat ne personally made a tape record
ing of the speech given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL on the after
noon of May 19, 1967, at the University of Washington. He 
said that as is the custom, the master tape was erased, but 
he did make a copy iron it of the speech made by CARMICHAEL. 
He said that he has maintain^ thia cnpy and made a copy from 
hid copy for Agentl____ ____________________ Jof the FBI. Be said
that he would be willing and available to testify to the copy 
that he maintains in his possession as being true and accurate 
copy of the tape he originally recorded as a "master tape” of 
C&BMICHAEL*® speech.

_____paid that he recalls that during a question 
and answer period following CARMICHAEL*s main speech an 
anonymous student asked a question about miliar* SArviffA ana__
CARMICHAEL’S reply was ’’Bell no, we won*t go”.] 
does not recall any other particular remarks derogatory m----------
nature by CARMICHAEL such as counseling against military 
service. He estimated the audience at about 3,000 with ap
proximately 90% being college students. He said that of this 
90%, there were approximately three-fourths male students of 
draft age. He said that he did not see any military personnel 
present in uniform and does not know how many of the students 
present are in the Reserve Officer Training Corps but believes 
that 50% of the males present are members of the Reserve 
Officer Training Corps. said that the audience
response appeared to be Warm" but not "exuberant”. He said 
that there was no "chanting" by the audience of CARMICHAEL’S 
remarks.

remarked that CARMICHAEL appeared to 
deliver his speech in a normal tone of voice and in a de
liberate manner. He did not become overly excited, and he 
spoke generally to all persons within sound of his voice. 
He may have used notes in delivering his speech, but they 
were not apparent. He was the main speaker for the afternoon b7c 
and his announced topic was Negro Rights and Black Bower.

"further related he had also made a tape of the question 
and answer period following CARMICHAEL’S main address, however,

8/8/67 at Seattle, Washington- F'e# SE 100-28676

/cdV___ Date dictated__________ :_ 8/8/67___________by------------ SA
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. - ’ . .
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this tape has been erased. A separate copy of this portion 
of the tape was made before the tape was erased, however, he 
has been unable to locate the copy.



FD-302 (Rev. $-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b7C

1 ' ' Date  Angus t.8y1967-----

T---------------------------------------------- b7C

University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, informed 
that he attended a speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL which was 
held on the afternoon of May 19, 1967, at the University 
of Washington. Be stated that he did not hear any comment 
made by CARMICHAEL which would indicate willful counseling 
or refusal for duty in military service or effort to obstruct 
recruiting into military service or enlistment into military 
duty. He said that the audience consisted of about 3,000 
persons made up of students of which three-fourths were male 
persons of draft age. He said that the number of Negroes in 
the audience was very small and he would approximate no more 
than 5% of the audience. He added that the audience were 
warm in their reception but at no time did they appear to 
be ”exuberant”.

^stated that there is a Reserve Officer 
Training program at the University which includes a train
ing program for Air Force, Army, and Navy. He said that to 
the best of his knowledge, there was no one in the audience 
in uniform. He stated that there was a question and answer 
period after the main speech by CARMICHAEL, and it was dif
ficult for anyone to hear all of the questions and answers. 
He said he did not hear any chanting to a question regard
ing the draft nor did he hear CARMICHAEL make an answer such 
as ”Hell no, we won’t go”.

dvised he would be willing to testify to 
this information.

■°t Seattle* Washington———File#------ SE 100-28676

bx------ Si
. ■ ... . b7C

/edv—■— Date dicfated————
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency':’

it and its contents are not to. be distributed outside your agency.
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64) 
,4

Dale August 8, 1967

_____________________ who isl I at b 7 c 
~| Seattle, Washing

ton, stated he attended the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at 
Garfield Sigh School on the evening of May 19, 1967, attended 
mostly by adults, fie said the audience response was very 
warm and he would estimate the audience at about 4,000 per
sons. Be said the audience consisted of very few persons of 
draft age. He does not recall any remarks being made by 
CARMICHAEL of a controversial nature which would be construed 
as counseling or obstruction to military service. He esti
mated that the number of draft age persons in the audience 
would be ab&ut 10%, and the number of Negroes in the audience 
would be 70%. Be said there was no vocal response by the 
audience to CARMICHAEL’S remarks and a question and answer 
period was held at the high school directly following his 
main address. He does not recall seeing any military per
sonnel in uniform at the high school and does not know how 
many persons were there that might be in the military ser
vice.

Irelated he would be willing to testify to b7c 

this information.

On—8/8/67—ot Seattle, Washington------- ---------- File# SB 100-28676

' . ■b7C
by------Sn ------ /edv--------------- - Dafedictated--------- 8/8/6'.-------------
This document fusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Transmit the following in ______ :_________________________ ___________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code) '

Via_______ AIRTEL____________________________ AIR MAIL_________________ |
(Priority) ।

*________ .________________ _ _____________________________________________ j___________

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: HOUSTON (100-10598) (RUC)
SUBJECT: ST OKElAc ARMICHAEL

INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION

ReBUairtels 8/4,5/67-

Enclosed, for the Bureau are two copies, and for 
Atlanta five copies, of results of investigation conducted 
at Houston, Texas, concerning the speech which STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL gave on 4/13/6? at the University of Houston 
(UH), Houston, Texas.

Enclosed results of investigation consist of the 
following:

1. A transcript of CARMICHAEL’S said speech and 
attendant ^'Question qnd. Answer" period; and

2. Results of interviews with the following 
■ individuals concerning their knowledge of 
said speech:

b7C

y

3"- Bureau (Enc. 2)'(RM) -fl* 6? 0
2 -? Atlanta (100-68112) (Enc. 4) (RM) A '■ ' f "
2 - Houston A . , -----

rEC-48 14 AUG 11,Wj

aaa;
. I '

______________ __ M Per



HO 100-10598 b7C

feels that his possible use. as a witness would identify 
knd compromise his future effectiveness.

-----  —r b7C

b7C
b7D

The Houston Office has no informants close to 
CARMICHAEL who could testify as to CARMICHAEL’S knowledge 
and intent.

b7C
b7D

2



HO.100-10598 b7C

b7C

thP nriginal f.anp rpro.-rri-ina rvP f. APMTC.HA'P.T.t q cnp^ch was mails
As set forth in enclosed results of investigation,

3
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Houston, Texas:

following investigation was conducted at

1



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

8/8/67

_______ Houston., Texas, made available a.taped recording 
of a speech, and attendant "Question and Answer" period, 
given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Cullen Auditorium, University b7C
of Houston. Houston, Texas, during the evening of April 13,
1967. adyiSed that hp fhn 4-nr,^,
ins on Augusr 7. 1967. froml_________1—

advised  
personnel of

b7C

on------ 8/7/67-------------Houston, Texas File#.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

. Date dictated.
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HO 100-10598

Stenographers of the Houston Office of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, Houston, Texas, on August 7 and 8, 
19673 made the following transcription from a taped record
ing of a speech, and attendant "Question and Answor" period,
given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Cullen Auditorium, University 
of Houston, Houston, Texas, during the evening of April 13, 
1967. The taped rpnording frnm whinh t-.hp j-.vangnrint-.inn was_
made was made available by

_______ -------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 0^1 b 7 C
August 7, 1907. _________ ______ advised tnat ne received
-Una 4-onn/i vnnn^inrr on AllPngt. 7, 10(17___ from I ■b7D

ana tnat the recording nau peen maae-py personnel.

All questions asked of CARMICHAEL in the "Question 
and Answer" period immediately following his formal.speech, 
were not distinctly audible on the tape recording. There
fore the following transcription does not include all ques
tions apparently asked of CARMICHAEL; it does, however, 
include CARMICHAEL’S answers. .

b7C



Before I begin Planted to introduce our program 
director, Mr. dLEVELANJ^ELLERS. Before I begin the lecture, 

I wanted you to note the people who are in front of me.

They have become my self-appointed critics. If you would 

note they have pet phrases for me like racism, anti-white.

I have yet to see one of them bring a black reporter to report 

when I am speaking. I guess black people are the only people 

who have a monopoly on racism. The talk tonight is an 

article which I wrote for the Massachusetts Quarterly Review. 

It deals with a number of things. It deals first theoreti

cally with the concept of black power and It explains it 

programmatically. It attacks the concept of integration as it 

is currently practiced in this country and shows it as it 

is currently practiced In this country for nothing but the 

benevolence for white supremacy and an insidious subter

fuge. It also attacks then the main exponents of the coali

tion theory notably Mr. BYRON WATSON (phonetic) and his 

fellow proponents of the coalition theory explaining that 

before coalitions are possible for black people In this 

country there are certain prerequisites that must be 

accomplished and then we deal with that and finally we 

point out very, very importantly the difference between 

Individual racism and institutionalized racism and the 

reason why it is important for black people In this country 

to focus their attention on institutionalized racism rather 

than individual active racism. And then finally we note the 



press will try to deal with what we have to say tonight.

I don't think they'll be capable of doing that because the 

lecture is on an intellectual level.

One of the most pointed illustrations of the need 

for black power as a positive and redemptive force in a 

society degenerating into a society of totalitarian! is to 

be made by examining the history of distortion that the con

cept has received, in the national media of publicity. In 

this debate as in everything else that affects the lives 

of black people, black people are dependent on and at the 

discretion of forces and institutions within the white society 

which have little interest in representing us honestly. Our 

experience with the national press has been that where they’ve 

. managed to escape ameritrltious special interests in get- 

whitey sensationalism and race war mongering, individual 

reporters and commentators have been so conditioned by the 

developing racism of the society to the point where they're 

incapable even of objective observation and reporting of 

racial incidents much less the analysis of ideas. But this 

limitation of vision and perception is an inevitable conse

quence of the dictatorship of definitions, interpretations and 

consciousness along with the censorship of history that the 

society has inflicted upon black people and consequently upon 

itself. Our concern for black power addresses itself directly 

to this problem, the necessity for black people to reclaim our 



history and our identity from the cultural terrorism and 

degradation.of self-justifying white guilt. To do this we 

shall have to struggle for the right to create our own terms 

through which to define ourselves and our relationships and 

to have those terms recognized by society.

This is the first necessity of a free people and 

it is the first right that any oppressor must suspend. I 

really believe strongly in the need to fight to define 

oneself, the«ss±ste!nt3aJlflt philosophers notably Camus and 

Sartre spend quite a bit of time on the need for definition. 

Camus states on the first page of the Rebel when the slaves 

start accepting the definitions Imposed upon them by his 

master and then and only then does he begin to move into 

his own sphere and create a life for himself. Now for us 

that’s very important, I guess oh well an example would be 

the red man and the cowboys in the movies or the television 

screen to see how definitions can define people. You ever 

watch them, the white man is losing the war with the red man 

and he sends for the cavalry and they come riding very white 

and very proper and they blow the charge and they get down 

off their horses and they line up with their guns and they 

shoot everybody, all the red men are dead, and they get back 

on their horses and they are very white and very proper ride 

to the fort and there’s this white woman standing by the gate 

says "What happened?" and the lieutenant who’s always yelling 

and dashing at a victory, "We killed all the Indians". Now



the next time when the reverse happens, when the red man beat 

up all the white men and kill them, one escapes and he’s hanging 

over his horse and he makes it to the fort and the white r ...
woman says ?fWhat happened” and he says ’’These dirty Indians, 

they massacred us”and that’s very important because you see 

what it means is that white society can define for Indians 

whether or not they have a victory and they will never have 

a victory because everyone knows that in victory you shoot 

people to death with guns. In a massacre, you put them to 

death and the connotation is that a victory is much more 

honorable than is a massacre as it must be because if we 

were going to die we would rather be shot to death than 

stabbed to death.

I think that now is the problem that the world is 

now rebelling against, the fact that white western 

society, note I say society as opposed to civilization, 

white western society has defined everybody. The red man has 

been called Indian because a stupid white man by the name of 

COLUMBUS thought he was in India and black people have been 

defined as Negroes. I guess somebody thought they were in 

Negroland. Now that also works very clearly even today and 

the concept of the two definitions is very important. 

LEWIS CARROLL deals with it very clearly in Alice in Wonderland, 

When he points out that those who can define are the masters 

of the world.

You watch today the editorial twins of America, 

HUNTLEY and BRINKLEY and they talk about the war in Vietnam,



and they start out by saying "Dirty Communists, filthy 

terrorists,rebels, Vietcongs threw molotov cocktails and 

wounded civilians today," and there is a flash and then 

you see HWTLEY sitting in Washington very properly and he 

says "But in the meantime our good boys have been bombing the 

hell out of Vietnam," so that the need to define is practi

cally precisely the fight that I think black people are 

waging in the country. We will define ourselves as we see fit 

and we will use the terms that will gather the momentum for 

our movement. White America will respect them. The white fa

thers of American racism knew this instinctively it seems as 

is indicated by the continuous record of the distortion and 

omission in their dealings with the red and black men.

In the same way that the southernapologist for 

the Jim Crow society have so obscured, muddled and misrepre

sented the reconstruction period until it is almost impossible 

to tell what really happened. Their contemporary counterparts 

are busy doing the same thing with the recent history of the 

civil rights movement.

In 1964, for example, the National Democratic 

Party led by L.B. Johnson and boy wonder H.H. HUMPHREY and 

then SNOG, we call them Batman and Robin because they have a 

cast government. Oh, incidentally in the black community, 

H.H. HUMPHREY is called Handkerchief Head Humphrey and the 

reason why he is called that is because Handkerchief Head is 

more obsequious than an Uncle Tom. It is sort of an 



unconditional yes man. Did you, I don’t know if you dug 

television in January when JOHNSON was delivering his State 

of Johnson message to the union. We call it the State of 

the Johnson message because we never seen anybody quote them

selves three times from all the speeches they make in a 

major speech they’re presenting but he did it.

Now if you noticed the speech if you were watching 

television in the background you could see HUBERT H. HUMPHREY. 

He has developed frog like features. When JOHNSON says jump, 

he says v,How high, boy”. Well, anyway, these two cats 

cynically undermine the efforts of the Mississippi's black 

population to achieve some degree of political representa

tion. I’m speaking of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic 

Party challenge which took place in 1964 in Atlantic City 

at the Natiml Democratic Party Convention. Yet whenever the 

events of that convention are recalled by th® press one sees 

only that version fabricated by the press agents of the Demo

cratic Party. A year later the House of Representatives in an 

even more vulgar display of political racism made a mockery 

of the political rights of Mississippi’s blacks when it failed 

to unseat the Mississippi delegation to the House which had 

been elected through a process which systematically excluded 

over 4.50,000 voting age black people, almost one half of the 

total electorate of that state. Yet that same House of 

Representatives two years later was unable to unseat Mr. ADAM 

CLAYTON POWELL because he did the same things they did but 

with more style. While Congressman HAYES, you know, he's the 

hunkie who brought the charges against Mr. POWELL, well he



went across Europe and spent more money on that trip and 

spent more money than Mr. POWELL did on all the trips to 

Bimini. He took his butler with him. At least ADAM POWELL 

took beautiful girls. Whenever this event is mentioned in 

print it is terms which leaves one with the rather curious 

impression that somehow the oppressed black people of 

Mississippi are at fault with confronting the Congress 

with the situation in which they had no alternative but 

to endorse the Mississippi racist political practices. For 

that then refers to the Congressional challenge brought by 

the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party in January, 1965* 

I mention these two examples because having been directly 

involved in them I can see very clearly the discrepancies 

between what happened and the versions that are finding their 

way into general acceptance as some kind of a popular mythology

Thus the victimization of black people in this coun

try take place in two phases, first in fact and deed, then and 

this is equally sinister,in the recording of those facts 

and deeds; the black power program in concept which is being 

articulated by the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee-, 

Congress of Racial Equality and a host of community organiza

tions in the ghettos north and south has not escaped that 

process. The white press has been busy articulating their own 

analysis, their own interpretations and crlticims of their 

own creations. I was very disturbed about that because all 



we said were two simple wordss black power, and everybody 

was saying what it mean^.;. and how bad it was and I was very 

worried why would they make all these crltlcisns and I was 

reading a book by Mr. GEORGE BERNARD SHAW- and I came across 

a phrase which I can quote for the press which is quite 

apropos ..for the press. He says all crlti^mis in fact an 

autobiography. For example while the press had given wide 

and sensational dissemination to attacks made by people in 

the civil rights movement, foremost among which are Mr. ROY 

WILKINS of the National Association for the Advancement of 

Colored People and his counterpart, Mr. WHITNEY YOUNG of the 

National Urban League and to the hysterical ravings about black 

racism made by the political chameleon that now serves as 

Vice President it has generally failed to give accounts of the 

Teason and productive dialogue which has taken place in the 

black community and in certain important areas in the white 

religious and in many intellectual communities.

A national committee of influential black churchmen 

affiliated with the National Council of Churches despite 

their obvious respectability and responsibility had to resort 

to paid advertisement to articulate their position while 

anyone shouting the hysterical yappings of black racism got 

ample space. Thus the American people profess a superficial 

and misleading account of the very terms and tenor of this ' 

debate. I wish to quote the advertisement which the men took 

out. It appeared in the New York Times, July 31 of last year. 

It was twelve pages and was taken out by 250 black churchmen - U - 
around the country. I want to quote from this because I want 



you to understand that inside the black community there are 

some intelligent black creatures. You usually see the 

ones who are condemning black power. I quote and I want 

to quote it in length because I think it is a very important 

statement. We, an informal group of Negro church men in 

America are deeply disturbed about the crisis upon our country 

brought by historic distortions of important human

realities in the controversy about black power. What we see 

shining through the variety of rhetoric anything new but the 

same old problem of power and race which has faced our be

loved country since 1619. The conscience of black men is 

corrupted because having no power to implement the demands of 

conscience the concern for justice in the absence of justice 

becomes chaotic self-surrender. Consciouslessness creates 

a race of beggars. We are faced now with the situation where 

powerless conscience meets consciousness power. I would like 

to repeat that phrase because I believe acromatic to race 

relations within the country today. We are faced now with a 

situation where powerless conscience meets consciousless power, 

threatening the very foundation of our nation. We deplore 

the overt violence of riots but we feel it is more important 

to focus on the real sources of these eruptions. These sources 

may be be.ded inside the ghettos but their basic cause lies 

within the silent and covert violence which white middle class 

America inflicts upon the victims of the inner city. In short, 

the failure of American leaders to use American power to create 



equal opportunity in life as well as law, this is the real 

problem and not the anguished cry for black power. Without 

the capacity to participate with power, that is to have 

some organized and political and economic strength to really 

influence people with whom one interacts,integration is not 

meaningful. America has asked its Negro citizens to fight for 

opportunity as individuals, whereas at certain points within 

our history irhat we have needed most is opportunity for the 

whole group not just for selected and approved Negroes.

We must not apologize for the existence of this form 

of group power for we have been oppressed as a group and not 

as individuals. We will not find our way out of that 

oppression until both we and America accept the need for Negro 

Americans as well as for Jews, Italians, Poles and white Anglo 

Saxon protestants among others to have and to yield power. 

Traditionally for each new ethnic group the group route to 

political and social integration into America’s pluralistic 

society has been through the organization of their own 

institutions with which to represent their communal needs 

with the larger society. Simply stated this is what the advo

cates of black power are saying. The strident outcries particu

larly from the liberal community that has been avowed by this 

proposal can only be understood by examining the historic 

relations between black and white pewer in this country.'

Blacks are defined by two forces, our blackness 

and our powerlessness. There have been traditionally two 

communities in America, the white community which controls and 

defines the forms all institutions within the society will 



take and the black community which has been excluded from 

participation in the power decisions that shaped the society 

and have traditionally been dependent upon or subservient 

to the white community. This has not been accidental. That 

used to be baby we changed it. This has not been accidental.

The history of every institution of this society 

indicates that a major structuring of the society has been 

containing of the black community in its condition of® 

oppression and dependence. This has not been on the level of 

individual acts of racism between individual whites and 

individual blacks , but as total acts by the white community 

against the black community. This fact cannot be too strongly 

emphasised that racist assumptions of white superiority have 

been so deeply ingrained In the structure of the society that 

it infuses the entire functioning of that society and 

is so ranch a part of the national subconsciousness that it is 

taken for granted and it is frequently not even recognized. 

Let me give an example of the difference between individual 

racism and what we in SNOG call institutionalized racism and 

the societies responsible to both. When unidentified hunkles 

bomb a black church and kill five black children that is an 

act of Individual racism widely deplored by most segments of 

the society, both white and black. But when in that same city, 

Birmingham, Alabama, not five but five hundred black babies 

dies each year because of lack of proper food, shelter,xand 

medical facilities and thousands more are destroyed and maimed 

physically, emotionally and Intellectually because of conditions 

-



of poverty and deprivation in the ghetto that is a function 

of institutionalized racism. But the society either pretends 

it doesn’t know of this situation or is incapable of doing 

anything meaningful about it. And this resistance to doing 

anything meaningful in the ghetto comes from the fact that 

the ghetto Is itself a combination of the forces and special 

interest inside the white community and the groups that have 

access to the resources and power to change that situation 

benefits politically arid economically from the existence of 

that ghetto. It is more than a figure of speech to say then 

that the black community in America is the victim of white 

imperialism and colonial exploitation. This is tepractical, 

economic and political terms true. For philosophy students it 

is a truism.

There are over 20 million black people co^rlsiag 1 

ten per cent of this nation we are told. I believe there are 

more. They for the most part live in well defined areas of the 

country from the shanty towns in the rural blackbelt areas of 

the south and increasingly in the slums of northernand western 

industrial cities. If one goes Into any black community whether 

it be Jackson, Mississippi, Cambridge, Massachusetts or Houston, 

Texas, one will find the same combination political economic 

and social forces are at work. The people in the black commu

nity do not control the resources of that community. Its 

political decisions, its law enforcement, its housing stan

dards, even the political ownership of the land, houses and 



stores lie outside that community. It is white power that 

makes the laws and it is violent white power in the form of 

armed white cops that enforce those laws with guns and night

sticks. The majority of black people in this country live 

in these captive communities and must endure these conditions 

of oppression only because we are black and powerless. I dd. 

not suppose that at any -point the men who control the power 

and resources of this country ever sat down and designed 

these black enclaves and formally articulated the terms of 

their colonial and dependent status as was done for example 

by th® Apartheid government of South Africa which this country 

supports. Yet one cannot distinguish between one ghetto and 

another. As one moves from city to city, it is as though some 

malignant racism planning unit had done precisely this, had 

designed each one from the same master blueprint. And indeed 

if the ghetto had been formally and deliberately planned 

instead of growing spontaneously and inevitably from the 

racism functions of the various institutions that combine to 

make this.society it would be somehow less frightening. The 

situation would be somehow less frightening because if these 

ghettos were the result of design and conspiracy one could 

understand their similarity as being artifically and consciously 

imposed quality rather than the result of identical patterns 

of white racism which repeats itself in cities as distant"as 

Boston is to Watts. Without bothering' W.. list the historic 



factors which, contribute to this pattern, economic 

exploitation, political impotence, discrimination in employ

ment and education, one can see that to correct this pattern 

will require.far reaching changes in the basic power 

relationship in the ingrained social patterns within the 

society, The question is of course what kinds of changes are 

necessary and how is it possible to bring them about. In 

recent years, the answer to these questions which have been 

given by a most articulate group of black people and'their 

white allies, the liberals of all stripes,has -been in terms 

of something called integration.

According to the advocates of integration, social 

justice will be accomplished by and I quote integrating the 

Negro into the mainstream institutions of the society from 

which he has been traditionally excluded. It is very signm 

fleant that each time I’ve heard this formulation it has been 

in terms of the Negro, the individual Negro rather than in 

terms of the entire black community. This concept of integra

tion has to foe based on the assumption that there was nothing 

of value in the black community and that little of value could 

be created among black people. So the thing to do was to 

siphon off the acceptable blacks into the surrounding white 

middle class community. Thus the goal of the movement for 

integration was only to loosen up the restrictions barring the 

entry of black people into the white community. Those 

aroundjfcich the struggle took place such as public accomodations 



open housing, job opportunities on the executive levels, 

are quite simply middle class goals, articulated by a tiny 

.group of black people who have middle class aspirations. Now

I do believe that the editorial twins really had something 

to do with this because in i960 they were again Interpreting 

our movement for us as they continue to do even today, but 

for example I would remember when I was In Alabama specifi

cally I would look at television at 5:30 and here would be 

HWTLET and ERINKEEY and they’d say black people today were 

marching today in the streets of Selma, Alabama. They were 

beaten by Jim Clark, they were ridden over by his horses, 

they were shot at, they were driven down the road, they were 

prodded with cattle prods, but they were marching to inter 

grate. Then the next day he would say black people in the north 

have come to join their black brothers in the south. They 

were again beaten by Jim Clark, ridden with his horses, 

whipped with hi® whips, prodded with cattle prods, beaten, 

stepped on, sent to jail, but they were still marching to 

integrate. Since I had a little philosophy, I thought I 

would take that to its logical extension. I said what he’s 

telling me is that I left New York to come to Alabama to sit 

next to Jim Clark’s daughter and his sister or his mama. 

Obviously that’s not what I came to do. I left New York to 

come to Alabama to render a hunkie like Jim Clark impotent . 

over my life, over my life. Now then there ’s a big difference 

because when you’re fighting to Integrate it means that you 

want to sit next to white people because they’re so good and



so great so ho matter what they do to you you’ll keep 

fightings you know, since we’re very biblical, I usually 

take Job,, but though they slay us, yet will we serve them. 

But now the other concept under which we were operating was 

that we were fighting against white supremacy, there is a 

big difference, there’s a big difference. But I understand 

the editorial twins of America could never say that because 

thejn they would have to admit that the home of the free , and 

the brave and all that other junk which was never true, that 

there existed some white people who were white supremacists 

and who were in power, so they had to say that we were fighting 

to sit next, to them or to convert them.

I don’t ever want to sit next to that hunkie, his 

mama, his sister, his daddy or ... Before I sit next to him, 

he has to be civilized. So I think you at least should get 

clear in your minds what things we’re fighting for. They’re 

fighting against oppression, not to sit next to anyone. This 

country is 90 per cent white. White people have the power, 

if they want integration they know where to come. They’ve 

always known where to come after sundown.

Such a limited class orientation was reflected not 

only in the programs and goals of our older civil rights 

movement but in Its tactics and organizations. It is very 

significant that the two oldest and most respectable civil 

rights organizations have const!— I’m sorry, I can only say 

three fifths of that word —constitution. When I become five 

fifths, I’ll be able to say the whole word. But, anyway, 



they have these things which specifically prohibits partisan 

political activities. The .ones did but changed that 

clause when it changed its orientation toward black power. 

But this is perfectly understandable in the strategy and 

goals of our older organizations. The civil rights movement 

goal as a kind of liaison, between the powerful white commun

ity and the dependent black community. The dependent status 

of the black community apparently was unimportant since if 

the movement were successful it was going to blend into 

the white community anyway. We made no pretence of recognizing 

and developing institutions of community power in the black 

community but we developed these institutions only to appeal 

to the conscience of white institutions of power. The posture 

of the civil rights movements was that of the dependent, the 

suppliate, the theory was that without organizing or attempting 

to 'organize any base of political strength itself the civil 

rights movement could,by forming coalitions with various 

of the liberal pressure organizations in the white community 

such as liberal reform clubs, labor unions, church groups, 

and progressive civic groups and at times one or other of the 

major political parties, influence national legislation and 

national social patterns. I think we’ve all seen the limita

tions of this approach.

We have repeatedly seen that political alliances 

based on appeals to conscience and decency are chancey 

things, simply because institutions and political organiza- 

tlons have no conscience outside their own special Interests.



The political and social rights of black people have been and 
* 

always will be dependable and negotiable the moment they 

conflict with the interests of our so called allies. If we 

do not learn from historys the philosopher Santayana reminds 

us then we are doomed to repeat it and this is precisely the 

lesson the black people must learn from the reconstruction 

period. There came into being what was known as the populist 

party which was called a toMlition between blacks and for 

whites. One of the leading advocates of the movement was a 

Mr. TOM WATSON from Georgia. Mr. WATSON was running for a 

county position in which black people represented 4© per cent 

of the population. He recognized that in order for him to 

win that position he needed the black vote so he began 

like most of the liberal people in this country who will 

heed the black vote in 1972 when they run for President; 

began to articulate a philosophy of liberalism which said to 

black people that they should come and join his party. Now 

black people came and joined the populist party all around 

the south, from South Carolina to Louisiana. In Texas, you 

had the farmers alliances with the colored farmers alliances 

and the white farmers alliances. And what these black 

people did was to flock into the party unorganized and not 

independently organized so that the populist party always had 

the vote and we received some visible patronage. There were 

a couple of black people who were sent to some of the state 

legislatures. Now when Mr. WATSON wanted power in the 

country and decided to make his party a national party he 



decided to stretch his party first to the west, to the farmers 

because he was too weak to fight the industrial east in the 

north. And when he decided to broaden his party to the west, 

the economic interest of the farmers conflicted with the 

economic interests of the black people. Mr. WATSON then turned 

around and became a racist himself, leading lynch mobs 

to drive black people out of his party. Now you should note 

that in two cases two major decisions were made without the 

participation of black people. The one was that they should 

come into the populist party, the second was that they be 

driven out by the populist party, and this decision was made 

by a white man, TOM WATSON, our great white father I am told 

and it is Important because black people had not organized 

themselves independently first, they could be driven out 

without challenging the decision Mr. WATSON made. This time

around when we form coalitions we ’re going to be independently 

organized so when people decide to .become racists at least 

we can’t disrupt„

Thus at this point in the struggle, blacks have no 

assurance, save a kind of idiot optimism and faith in a 

society whose history is one of racism, that if it were to 

become necessary even the painfully limited gains thrown to 

the civil rights movement by the Congress will not be revoked 

as soon as the dift in political sentiment should occur. 

The major limitation of this approach was that if tended to 

maintain the traditional dependence of blacks and of the movement.



We depended on the good will and support of various groups 1 

within thewfeite community whose Interests were not always 

compatible with ours to the extent that we depended upon ; 

tMLr good will and their support vulnerable to their 

influence- and domination., Also the program that evolved out 

of this rcteaiition was really limited and inadequate in the . 

long terms and one which affected only a small selected 

group of black people. It goes to make the white community 

accessible to qualified blacks and presumably each year a 

few more black people armed with their passports, a couple 

of university degrees., will escape into white middle class 

America, adopt the attitudes and life styles of their group 

and one day the Harlems and Watts would stand empty, a tribute 

to the success of integration.

This is simply neither realistic nor is it particu

larly desirable. You can integrate communities but you 

assimilate individuals. Even if such a program were possible, 

the result would not be to develop the black communities 

as a functional and honorable facility of the total society 

with its own cultural identity, life patterns and Institutions 

but to abolish it, the final solution to the race problems in 

this country. EARL MARX tells us that the working class is the 

first class in history that ever wished to abolish itself. If 

one were to listen very closely to some of our moderate 

Negro leaders, he would think that black people were the first 

race that wished to abolish themselves. The fact is what 

must be abolished is not the black community but the dependent 

and colonial status that has been inflicted upon us; the racial 



and cultural personality of the black coramunity must be 

preserved- and the community must win its liberation while 

preserving its cultural integrity* This is the essential 

difference between integration- and it is -currently practiced 

in the concept of black power* And what has the movement for 

integration accomplished to date* That the black person 

graduating from M.I.T. with a doctorate will have a better 

job opportunities available to him-than to LYNDA BYRD 

JOHNSON* The rate of unemployment in the black community 

is steadily increasing while that in the white community 

decreases* More educated black people hold executive jobs 

in major corporations or federal agencies than ever before 

but the gap between white income and black income has 

almost doubled in the last 20 years. More suburban housing 

is available to black people if they can stand the rocks but 

housing conditions In the ghettos are steadily declining. 

While the infant mortality rates of New York City is at its 

lowest rate ever* in its city’s history* the infant mortality 

rate is steadily climbing. There has been an organised 

national resistance to the Supreme Court’s order to Integrate 

the schools and the federal government has not acted to enforce 

that order. Less than six per cent of black children.in the 

south attend so-called Integrated schools and black schools 

which the vast majority of black children still attend are . 

increasingly decrepit* overcrowded* understaffed* Inadequately 

equipped and funded* It is time that we turn our attention to 

94 per cent of our black youth In this country.



This explains then why the rate of school dropouts 

is increasing among black teenagers who then express their 

bitterness9 hopelessness and alienation by the only means they 

have, through imitating this society via violence. As long 

as people are in the ghettos of our large cities, feel that 

we are the victims of misuse of white power without any way 

to have our needs represented, and these are frequently 

simple needs, we will continue to have rebellions. These 

are not the products of black power but of the absence of any 

organization capable of giving the community the power, the 

black power it needs to deal with those problems. SNCC - 

proposes it is now time for the black liberation movement 

to stop pandering to the fears and anxieties of the white 

middle class in the attempt to earn its good will, and to 

return to the ghettos to organize these communities to con

trol themselves. This organization must be attempted in the 

northern and southern urban areas as well as in the rural 

black belt areas of the south. The chief antagonist to this 

organization is in the South, the overtly racist Democratic 

Party who also has liberal friends in New York, and in the 

North the equally corrupt and just as racist big city machine. 

The standard argument presented against independent political 

organization is, but you are only 10$. I cannot see the 



relevance of this observation since no one is talking about 

taking over the country. We wouldn’t know what to do with 

this monster. But taking control of our own communities. 

The fact is that the black population, 10$ or not, is very 

strategically placed because, ironically all segregation, 

what is also true is that blacks have never been able to 

utilize the power or voting potential of our members. Where 

we could vote the case has always been that the white 

political machine stacks and gerrymanders the political 

subdivision in the black neighborhood so the true voting 

strength is never reflected in the political strength. Would 

anyone looking at the distribution of the political power 

in Houston ever think that black represented 25$ of the 

population here? This is often the effective political 

organization when black community is absorbed by tokenism and 

patronism, the time-honored practice of giving certain 

offices to selective Negroes. The machine thus creates a 

little machine which is subordinate and responsive to the 

inside the black community. These so-called Negro political 

leaders are really vote deliverers, more responsible to the 

white machine and the white power structure than to the 

community they allegedly represented. As a matter of fact 

their only act in speaking to the black community is condemning 

the black community. That is their full purpose. We call them 



rebellion coolers. After every rebellion they bring them out, 

we don’t believe in violence. We support the war in Vietnam 

but we don’t believe in violence. They usually have to find 

them in their suburban housing to bring them out. Thus the 

white community is able to substitute patronage control for 

what Mr. Powell calls audacious black power in the black 

community. This is precisely what Johnson tried to do. 

Even before the Voting Rights Act of 1965 was passed, the 

national democrats made it clear that the measure was intended 

to register democrats, not black people. The President and 

top officials of the Democratic Party called in almost 100 

selected Negro leaders from the Deep South. Nothing was said 

about changing the policies of the racist state parties. 

Nothing was said about repudiating such leadership figures as 

Eastman and Ross Barnett in Mississippi, or George and Lurleen 

Wallace in Alabama. Now we don’t say anything mean about 

Lurleen Wallace because we have just come to find out that 

the Governor of Alabama is a mother and we are for motherhood. 

What was simply said, and I quote, was "Go home and organize 

your peoples into the Democratic Party then we will see about 

poverty money and appointments, my fellow Americans." We 

must organize black community power to end these abuses and 

to give the black community a chance to have its needs ex

pressed. A leadership which is truly responsible, not to the 



white press and. the white power structure, but to the black 

community,, will be developed. Such leadership will recognize 

that if power lies in the unified and collective strength of 

the black community,, this will make it difficult for the white 

leadership group to conduct its dialog with individuals in 

terms of patronage and prestige and will force them to talk 

to the communities’ representatives in terms of real black 

power. The single aspect then of the black power program 

that has encountered most criticism is this concept of in

dependent political organization. This is presented as 

third part ism,, which has never worked s or a withdrawal into 

black nationalism and black isolationism leads to black 

racism. I tried logically to figure it out but it is totally 

invalid. If such a program is developed it will not have the 

effect of isolating the black community but the reverse. When 

the black community is able to control local offices and 

negotiate with other groups from a position of organized 

strength, the possibility of meaningful political alliances 

on specific issues will be increased. That is a rule of policy 

and there is no reason why it should not operate here. The 

only difference is that we will have the power to define the 

terms of these alliances. The next question usually is, can' 

the ghetto in fact be organized. The answer is that the 



organizations must be successful beeatae there are no Bible 

alternatives, not towards poverty which was a deception 

limited to dealing with defects rather than causes and be

come simply another source of machine patronage and inte

gration is meaningful only to small chosen class within the 

black community. The revolution in agricultural technology 

in the South is displacing the rule of black community into 

the hsrthern and southern urban areas. Both Washington, 

D.C., and Newark, New Jersey, already have black, majorities. 

One-third of Philadelphia’s population of two million people 

is already black. The inner city in most major urban areas 

is already predominently black and with the white rush to 

suburbia, black will, in the next two decades, control the 

heart of their great cities. These areas can become either 

concentration camps with a bitter population whose only 

power is the power to destroy, or organized and powerful 

communities able to make constructive contributions to the 

entire society without the power, the black power to control 

our lives and our communities. Without effective political ' 

institutions through which to relate to the total society, 

our communities will exist in a constant state of insurrection. 

This is a choice that white America will have to make. ' '



(At this point another individual apparently took the 
speakers podium to receive questions for Mr. Carmichael.)

We will now have a question and answer pericyi. But

first of all, I would like for Ronald own an £
to meet me back

^Boudreau 

after the show is'.over, please.

Also,

stage

outside in the>lobby we have literature about

SNCC and black power and Mr. Carmichael, possibly you would 

be interested in reading. e

And now we will have a question and answer session.

Y,ou ask the questions and I will try to repeat them to him.

I think you misunderstood what I said. I said I 

wanted to assimilate individuals and maintain the cultural

pattern. No, I said that you can integrate communities but 

you assimilate individuals. I am against the assimilation 

of individuals. ( J

What are SNCC’s specific plans for Houston?

We will organize black folks'that take 25$ of the 

political structure.

You want to know if Harlem is closed off? I’m 

sorry, I don’t understand the question. What do you mean 

closed off? She has heard that Harlem has been closed off 

to VISTA, what was the other group you mentioned, young lady?

Yes, and she went on to say what is VISTA’s purpose there?

I don’t know if it is closed off but I would be 

supposing  they will send a lot of white kids in 

their communities again.



The question was, what do we plan to do about country- 

schools like Prairie View A&M College?

Well we are moving now on black college campuses to 

do a number of things. Number one, we want to radicalize 

black college campuses in this country. In order to do that 

we do a number of things. Number one is that we get rid of 

compulsory ROTC on all our college campuses. Secondly, we 

want to establish a basic student power -where black students 

will have the right to invite anybody they want to invite to 

speak on their campuses. Thirdly, we want to rid the black 

schools in this country of the white dominations they have 

suffered under for so many years. We want Swahili incorpo

rated the language. Not only at Prairie View but in all the 

high schools of this country. Black people need to know how 

to speak Swahili so they can talk to African brothers without 

outsiders listening in. We want to incorporate a concept of 

the eastern society with western society as opposed to the 

teaching of western civilization. And then finally we want 

to make those black colleges throw their attention to giving 

their skills and techniques to the black community. If we 

don’t get that we gonna disrupt the schools.

The question is, you want him to repeat his views 

on integration as compared with Dr. King.



Dr. King did you say? I’m sorry, we never publicly 

attack any black man. We have been doing that too long.

I have just read an article to you  black 

liberation which I wrote which expresses a lot of programatic 

concepts of SNCC. You can pick it up outside. It appears in 

the Massachusetts Review, the last fall of 1966. You can 

read it. Dr. King has written three books you can read them, 

then you can make the analysis yourself.

The question is, what does Mr. Carmichael think of 

the recent TSU movement?

He was a long time coming.

The question is, does Stokely Carmichael think 

Muhammad Ali should go to Vietnam?

I want to tell you that Mr. Muhammad Ali is the 

greatest. And this is a book entitled "Vietnam Vietnam" by 

Mr. Felix Green. I know you don’t often get a chance to read 

it but you should try and pick it up. I will read you two 

quotes from it because not only do I think that Mr. Muhammad 

Ali should not go, I don’t think any man in his right mind 

should go. I want to read the quotes. Now we want to make 

it clear, we are against compulsory conscription, completely 

against it. We don’t think anybody should be drafted. If a 

man wants to be a killer that’s his right. He has the right 



to be a killer, let him. If some people don't want, they have 

that right to, let them, let them. And now particularly 

against the war in Vietnam we want to read some quotes which 

were made by some people who run the country because we main

tain that the war in Vietnam is not fought for freedom, 

democracy, equality and all that junk, and certainly as black 

people we should know that it is nothing but junk, though we 

have lived here under freedom, democracy, equality. This 

quote was made August 4, 1953a in Seattle, Washington, before 

the United States state governors. I quote. In 1953 we 

weren’t fighting the war, the French were fighting it, we 

were just paying for 80% of it. The quote is, ’’Now let us 

assume that we lost Indochina, the tin and tungsten that we 

so greatly valued from that area would cease coming, so when 

the United States votes four hundred million dollars to help 

that war we are not voting a give-away program, we are voting 

for the cheapest way that we can to prevent the occurrence of 

something that would be of most terrible significance to the 

United States of America. Our security, our power and ability 

to get certain things we need from'the riches of the Indochinese 

territory and from Southeast Asia.” That quote was made by 

the President of the United States at that time, Dwight D. 

Eisenhower. Now we say Ike really was not too smart. And 



certainly he was not one of the best spokesmen the country 

could find in Harlem because he spoke so well we used to 

call him the white Joe Lewis. Go ahead with that war and 

I’ll be right home, mama. Now see that was August, 1953* 

we say the country changed, we always learn from our mistakes, 

so we would want to come up then to 1966, and we want to use 

somebody who is articulate, who is tall, impressive looking, 

blond hair, blue eyes, Henry Cabot Lodge. This is his 

quote. ’’Geographically Vietnam stands at the hub of a vast 

area of the world, Southeast Asia, an area with the popula

tion of 2^9,000,000 persons. He who holds, or has influence 

in Vietnam, can effect the future of the Philippines and 

Formosa to the east, Thailand and Burma with their huge rice 

surpluses to the west, and Malaysia and Indonesia with their 

rubber, ore and tin to the south. Vietnam thus does not 

exist in a geographical vacuum. There its large storehouses 

of wealth and population can be influenced and undermined.” 

It is clear to us that’s what the war in Vietnam is all about 

and they should go fight it, they should go fight it. And we 

are opposed to it then on two grounds, first on a Christian 

ground, and I certainly hate to talk about Christianity in 

this country because they are so hypocritical about Christianity. 

They are. White people taught us about the church and about



Jesus Christy they want us to be Christians., and the cross 

was their symbol,, and they had so much respect for it that 

just before they came to get us they used to burn it. Not 

only thats the Bible tells me that Jesus Christ had the 

head of a  lamb and white people don’t even let us 

worship with them in their churches because they haYe a 

monopoly on Christy I guess. So we really had to talk about 

Christianity in this country., but if people are Christians, 

Jesus Christ said, f!It is more honorable to suffer than to 

inflict suffering.” It is crystal clear to us that when one 

is called you have a choice, either you go to jail, you 

suffer, or you inflict suffering, you kill somebody 8,000 

miles away. We would say it is much better to suffer. We 

would advocate that people say to hell with the draft and go 

to jail. And we would remind them that it is more honorable 

to sit in jail knowing that one is not a murderer than to be 

outside in the streets knowing that one has killed somebody 

and not sure why you have even killed them. So that certainly 

on those grounds it is crystal clear to me.

Now there are other grounds under which we:'are 

opposed to conscription and that is on a moral ground, that 

this country is so amoral that to talk about morality is 

another joke. But let us joke for a while, let us enter the 

theater of the absurd. You know how they joke about LBJ on



TV, "Every night before I go to bed I ask myself what have I 

done to preserve peace in this country,M bombs away on Negro 

leaders. But even on a moralistic ground, we maintain in 

SNCC that the highest crime to commit against your fellow man 

is to kill him, to take his life. That must be an individual 

decision, it cannot be a mass decision. If you decide to 

kill, you ought to decide who you want to kill. And then 

particularly for Mr. Muhammad All because he is black, there 

are hosts of reasons why he ought not to even fight the 

hunkies’ war. The first one is that he was born in Louisville, 

Kentucky. He is going over to Vietnam to fight for democracy. 

The school they sent him to, he can’t even spell the word 

democracy. Here is Mr. Muhammad Ali who is going to go 8,000 

miles to fight some Vietnamese and he ain’t never called him 

nigger. But certainly Mr. Ali, as a brilliant and great and 

a proud black man knows the history of black people in this 

country. We have tried over and over again to prove to this 

country what good Americans we are, the very first man to be 

shot in this country for the war in independence was a black 

man named  Adams. He was a fool because he was fighting 

the white man’s war while his brothers were enslaved in this 

country. He should have been helping his brothers beat the 

living daylights out of the slave masters. But be that as it 



mays we wanted to prove to America what good Americans we 

were. So the few of us who were living in New England who 

were free got together and organized a battalion and begged 

the white folks to let us fight for the independence. We 

begged them and they wouldn’t let us, and we drilled in our 

bare feet up and down the sand, and marched, and finally 

they came and saw us and what a good job ym boys are doing, 

go ahead and fight the Indians, and like fools we got out 

there and fought the Indians, instead of teaming up with the 

Indians and taking care of . We wanted to prove to 

America what good Americans we were. While millions of us 

were enslaved we were fighting for the independence of this 

country, only to come back and find ourselves in slavery. 

Along came the war with Mexico and they were yelling to us 

’’Remember the Alamo.” They never told us the Alamo was on 

Mexican territory, did they? And here we were again flocking 

to fight because we wanted to prove what good Americans we: 

were, again teaming up with other non-white people. Stupid, 

stupid, stupid. That was not enough, along came the Civil 

War. We wanted to fight for our liberation so we had to beg;' 

them to let us fight, they said we weren’t fit to fight and 

they wouldn’t let us fight until the South was winning and 

then Frederick Douglas went to see Abraham Lincoln, and he 



said let them fight in segregated unitss behind the lines and 

dig the ditches. We wanted to prove that we were good 

Americanss we would do anything. Along came World War I and 

they really started to draft people because compulsory 

conscription started in the country in the Civil War because 

the good white folks in the North were not about to fight, 

and World War I came along and they wouldn’t draft us but we 

wouldn’t hear of it, what do you mean not drafting us? Good 

Americans, yes, draft us, we must go. Yes, sir, and the 

NAACP in a crisis in its editorials attacked this country for 

not drafting black people, and here we were, they were 

drafting us and we were going across the seas to make the 

world safe for democracy. We couldn’t even spell the word 

but we wanted to make the world safe for democracy. Well we 

came back, our uniforms were not even off our backs, when 

they hung an entire platoon right here in Texas, right after 

World War I.

But we were not satisfied, no sir, we wanted to 

prove what good Americans we were, we wanted to prove to this 

country how much we love it, so along comes World War II and 

we got to fight on the front lines, yes sir. We went to 

Poland, we gonna stop Hitler in Poland, and in 1966 some 

Polish hunkie gonna throw a rock in Cicero and tell us we 

don’t belong in that community. We were going to prove what 



Americans we were, we were going to die on the front lines, 

proving how good we were, and Mr. Langston News in his book 

documents, in ”A Fight to Freedom”, the history of the NAACE, 

that when black soldiers in Europe captured Nazi prisoners, 

enemies of this country, and were transporting them in this 

country, bringing them to a Texas prisoner camp, when they 

got in Washington, B.C., the Nazis, who were enemies of this 

country, were made to sit up front and the niggers who fought 

overseas were sent to the baggage car.

But we were not satisfied, we wanted to prove what 

good Americans we were, so in 1948, Mr. A. Philip Randolph 

led a fight to integrate the troops and Truman became white 

and liberal and integrated the troops, theoretically, because 

I must remind you that in World War II we fought in segre

gated units.

But along came the Korean War and we went out, 

communism must be stopped at any price, and it was usually 

black blood that paid that price. But that was O.K., our 

uncles got their legs shot off, got their arms shot off, and 

came back to this country, walked in a restaurant and had some 

hunkie slam the door in his face and say nigger get out.



In the Vietnam war, let Americans prove something to 

us, we are not going., we are not going. I urge all my black 

brothers to send letters to Mr. Muhammad All telling him that 

he is the greatest and we are behind him 100$, and that you 

get up and you say the war in Vietnam is for the birds, Linda 

Bird, Lady Bird, and Loonie Bird.

In case you didn’t hear the man, that was a state

ment. His statement was a direct appraisal of the work of 

Hubert Humphrey and Lyndon Baines Johnson and other liberals.

My good man, you have fallen a victim of white 

western society to again think that you are the only one who 

can define, you cannot define progress for me. I will define 

progress for me. Either a country is racist or it is not 

racist. There is no in-between point. Either a man is a 

citizen or he is not a citizen, there is no such thing as 

second-class citizenship. So that maybe you can define for 

white people what they can do if they were black. I am black, 

I will define for me what I will do. Since you were suggesting 

what progress was for me, let me define what progress would 

be for the white race. You see, I am very disgusted, white 

people are always defining for me what progress should be. I 

would rather face a Ross Barnett than face a Humphrey. I 

would much rather face a Ross Barnett than to face a Humphrey 



because I know where I’m at when I face Barnett. But now 

progress for the white race would be when white people can 

begin to civilize the white race. When they can go into the 

communities and cdnvert the Ross Barnetts, convert the 

Eastlands, convei't the Lester Maddoxes, convert the Talmsdges, 

convert the Strom Thurmonds, convert the Russells, all the 

people that have the power in this country. That would be 

progress, so that you should define progress for yourself, 

I will tell you things ain’t at all better, baby, considering 

that our sweat built this country.

The question was, everybody hear the question?

I didn’t know the name of the paper was the ’’Forward 

Times”, I thought it was the ’’Backward Times”. The editorial 

deals with the fact that I am supposed to be a salesman of 

happiness. Obviously the man who wrote the editorial never 

heard me speak, I'm a salesman of manhood, there is a big 

difference. But now to the trouble in Nashville, I am told in 

this country that someone is innocent until proven guilty.

I have not been proven guilty of inciting to riot in Nash

ville. The hunkie cops don’t even have enough evidence to 

arrest me, but everyone is sure that I have incited to riot 

in Nashville, Tennessee. Why don’t they arrest me if I have 

in fact incited to riot? It is because the hunkies can’t 



prove nothing. So that until I am found guilty of that crime 

you will say that I am innocent, so to waste my time defending 

it is to get caught up in idle prattle and self-serving 

intellectual . We have more important things to do. 

Then finally to the time which says that I am a rabble 

rouser. This country has law and order. Unfortunately it 

does not have Justice. Hitler had the most efficient system 

of law and order, he didn’t even know how to. spell Justice 

and that what we say is Just what Jesus Christ said, I come 

to bring the poor not the. I have come to turn son 

against father, daughter against mother, nation against 

nation, for where there is injustice there shall be no 

peace, and if white America don’t know how to give Justice 

to black people, there is going to be no peace, we’re going 

to tear it up. So as a rabble rouser I stand guilty and 

still there is oppression of black people, I will continue 

to rabble rouse until there is no breath left in my body.

Now the question is what is SNCC’s views on white 

people helping the black power movement and why?

I don't think that white people can help the black 

power movement. They can help white people. I think that 

what we have come to find out is that the help of white people 

has cost us too much. We started off with the missionaries, 



you know, white people came to help us. We had the land, they 

had the Bible. When they left they got the land and we still 

have the Bible. Now I think the need is for white people to 

organize inside the white community, the white community to 

know how to be civilized, that is how to recognize the 

humanity of black people, that is the job of so-called white 

liberals, if they have the guts to face the racism in their 

own community where it exists and work to eradicate it there. 

We don’t need any help, we just need white people to get off 

our backs. We have been together for 400 years, you know, 

it has always been white society that’s been messing with us. 

They have sold us from Africa and they were not even satis

fied with that, they still keep messing with us right here. 

We built their country free, worked in slavery for them and 

they are still not satisfied, they still got to mess with us. 

We don’t know what is wrong with them. We really don’t. 

And maybe white liberals can help us by telling us what is 

wrong with them and help get. them straight and everything 

will be all right. But on a political level, too, we think 

it is very, very important for white students to move into 

the poor white communities and start organizing them, iff 

they are really concerned about building a movement because 

poor white communities are politically and economically 

disenfranchised and they should be organized but what is 

happening it is white activists like some sort of Pepsi



generation, they want to come alive where the action is. 

They run through the black community and the poor white 

community becomes more hostile because they see everybody 

running into the black community and there is a need for 

the black community to be organized to stop the oppression, 

economically and politically, so we urge white activists 

to move into white communities. , . l ..

First, there is ideology that we must fight. .It .. 

is a white ideology, that is the white ideology that white,, 

people are civilized. .

Let me tell you something, have you ever heard of 

the Nuremberg trials? Do you know what the Nuremberg judgment 

said? It said there is a higher law than the law of Govern^ 

ment, there is a law of the individual conscience which tells 

him that which is right and wrong.

Oh, you’re telling me what is right and wrong? 

That’s been my trouble, I have been listening to what’s been 

right for the last 100 years; You made me a slavey that w&s 

right. You made me work hard, that was right. What do you 

mean you gonna tell me what is right? I will tell myself 

what is right. My good man, numbers are a majority^ never 

equal truth, remember that.



You don’t give it to me, it belongs to me, you are 

denying it to me. No, no, there is a big difference/ You 

don’t give me anything, you stop denying me. Your trouble is 

that you are defining terms, white people won’t give me my 

freedom, they got to stop enslaving me, there is a difference.

My good man, just because you’re 75% does not mean 

that you are right. I will not let you make me a hired killer. 

If I don’t do it I am willing to accept the consequences of 

my .act. I said very clearly I would rather to go jail, 

recognizing that you have the power, a situation I don’t 

like, but I recognize it. I’m willing to face the conse

quences of my act, I believe that is an honorable deed, 

don’t you? I believe that black people in this country must 

fight to save their humanity. We cannot let white America 

destroy their humanity. If she feels that dhe must bomb, 

plunder, rape and murder the rest of the world, let her, 

let her. We will save our humanity.

The question is, since the white man isn’t civilized 

and the black man is, how can we justify the situation that 

there are riots in places like Watts, how can you justify 

your destruction of places like Watts, that is your question.

,A white man named Patrick Henry said, "Give me 

liberty or give me death.” Black people are saying ”we gonna 

get- liberation under any means necessary.” To destroy does 



not mean that you are uncivilized. I think what black people 

are saying to white America is that we recognize your 

barbaric nature. We can’t civilize you but we gonna stop 

you from being barbaric towards us. That means that in a 

place like Watts there ought not to be any hunkie cops in 

there. We ought to control the police force in Watts, 

completely, if we can’t control it, there is gonna be no 

police force in Watts. So that you’re absolutely wrong if 

you compare the results of say, the analogy and therefore 

the reasoning is the same. You can do the same thing for 

different reasons. They even recognize that a murder isn’t 

just a murder, there is justifiable homicide, there is first 

degree murder, there is second degree murder. There are all 

sorts of reasons for murder. That is the fact that because 

you burn, it appears to me that those people are burning 

because they have no way to have their needs met, no way to 

have anyone listen to them, no way to get out of the oppres

sion and exploitation that we have to suffer. Absolutely no 

way, hone whatsoever. We have tried, we have listened, we 

have obeyed, and we have ended up with Tats and roaches. And 

so what we are saying, is crystal clear in our mind that if 

you won’t stop being uncivilized, that is your business, but 

we will stop your uncivilized manner penetrating toward us.



... ■ ' We have time for just one more question.

No I never did, as it is currently practiced.

OX I will define integrating as the coming 

togethers the melting of cultures. If you can have that., 

if it is a two-way stream, you can. have white kids.

If you have to-mix, then white people can also come 

to the black community, can’t they?' White students -can also 

come to black schools.

This -man wants to .know the Stokely Carmichael 

definition.of non-violence.

A non-violent person- is someone who is not 

aggressively violent, . that is to say I am non“Violent right 

now, you are non-violent' right now; If you hit me,' I’m 

gonna break your arm. I think the confusion stems from 

non-violence and .pacifism. A pacifist is. someone who'does.' 

not retaliate under any circumstances. I am not-now, nor 

have I ever been, nor ever will I, be a pacifist. So that. is... 

clear that one is talking about self-defense. In SNCC we say 

very clearly if the white man tries to shoot you, kill.him 

before God gets the news. So that if he doesn4t want'to die, 

he doesn’t want his arm broken, let him stay in'bed with his 

wife at three o’clock in the morning instead of haunting, our 

churches and houses and little children. If he’s got. a sex 



problem he ought to see a psychiatrist, don’t work it out on 

us. Hon-violent then will be the action of a man not being 

aggressively violent, unhampered, 0,Ko? I'm hampered, 

I’m the sweetest cat you knew, you mess with me.

We would like to thank you for coming out tonight.

Bonald Brown and Adell Boudreau please meet me on 

.stage’ immediately, please.
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He resides atl ____________________________ __________
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J. ‘ He made a tape recording of the speech given by
STQKEE5f CARMICHAEL at the Cullen Auditorium, University of 
Houston, Houston, Texas, during the evening of April 13, 
1967. The original tape, recording of the speech consists 
of four reels of tapes and they were recorded at the speed 
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took all four reels of tape to the 

_______________ S___________ I Houston. Toxas, ana rne reels are 
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access to the recording. I has never loaned the reels
to anyone, and to the best of his knowledge, they hae never 
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hear what CARMICHAEL said.__ Ha paid that
Houston

a tape of CARMICHAEL'S speech and thatF
. Texas, also made

I made the tape b7C

He said that he, was unable to see all
of the audience, but that he would nudge there were at least 
800 or more people present. He said he would judge that 
half of the audience were of the Negro race and the remaining 
half of the white race. He said most of those present appeared 
to be between 18 years and 24 years of age*

He said that he recalls CARMICHAEL’S saying that people
should go to jail before going to fight in Vietnam, or words to 
that effect. He said he considered that'tie audience, by and 
large, received CARMICHAEL’S speech well; they intermittently 
applauded CARMICHAEL’S remarks. He said if those in attendance 
’'booed" CARMICHAEL’S remarks, it was very little.

sad that he knows of no printed text of 
CARMICHAEi. • s speecn. He said that he recalled seeing no one 
attending the speech wearing any type military uniform, 
and he knew of no military personnel in attendance. He 
advised he knew of no discussions held by parts of the audience 
after the speech, at the site, or away from it.

said he would be willing and available to
testify as a witness in a court of law concerning his recording b7c 
of, and observations concerning, the above speech given by 
CARMICHAEL.
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b7c August 8, 1967
Date ______ .__________ _________

Houston, Texas, 
furnished the tollowing intormaridlT!

He resides* at
Houston, Texas. ---------------------------- •—;---

He did not attend the speech which STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL gave at Cullen Auditorium, University of Houston, 
Houston, Texas, during the evening of April 13, 1967.

b7C

The next school day after the evening of April 13, 
1967, however, he made the first taped re-rp^i^ of the— 
original four reels of tape recording which 
made of CARMICHAEL’S speech on April 13.1267. It was that 
initial re-recording that was given to 

on August 7, 1967.

said that from the first re-recording of the 
speech he nas made several recordings for various individuals. 
The initial re-recording has been continually under the 
custody end anntrnl of him and I land other per
sonnel o.. b 7 C

pad
J b7C

nrrHi August 7. W. at which time it was LUTHtsu
over to

With regard to the original tape recording, con- 
si sting of four reels of tape made by of CARMICHAEL’S
speech, said that he had never loaned mem to anyone and 
to the Des l of his knowledge, neither of those four reels had 
ever left the offices of b7c

advised that he would be willing to testify to 
the foregoing in a court of law.

on 8/7/67 nt Houston, Texas Fiiei HO 100-10598
. AT 100-68112----------- -

b7C
_______ _ Date dictated.

8/7/67
FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
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August 8, 1967

Houston, Texas, furnished the rollowing imoi-muibn:
He resides ai Houston, Texas.

b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL of the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee spoke at Cullen Auditorium, University 
of Houston, Houston, Texas, during the evening of April13, 
1967. CARMICHAEL’S appearance at the University of Houston 
was sponsored by the Comm i nn Better Race Relations________

b7C

Cullen Auditorium has a seating capacity of 1680.
Therefore, the University of Houston issued 1680 tickets for 
the event. About 300 of the tickets were issued to the 
faculty and students at Texas Southern University, Houston; 
about 100 tickets were issued to the faculty and students at 
Rice University, Houston, Texas; and the remaining were issued 
to the faculty and students at the University of Houston.

attended the event. The auditorium was filled
to capacity and additionally, there were from 300 to 500 people 
standing outside the auditorium listening to the speech. Most 
of those in attendance were students and were probably some- 
where between 18 years and 2U years of age. He would estimate 
that approximately one-third of those in attendance were Negro, 
and the remaining white. He knew of no military personnel in 
attendance.

He said that it was his impression that the majority
of the audience appeared to be sympathetic to most of CARMICHAEL’S 
remarks. He said it would be difficult for him to say just 
what the audience’s reaction was to CARMICHAEL’S remarks con
cerning his opposition to the Vietnam war, particularly when 
CARMICHAEL commented it was better to go to jail than Vietnam, 
or words to that effect. all

On______ aZ7Zfi7__ at Houston, Texas  File# HO j'uo'e'silZ____________

---------------------—i b 7 Cby------SA cbl-- :___________ Date dictated_______ 8/7/67____ .______ ,
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it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your, agency.
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Texas, and preparatory thereto had listened to a tape recording 
of CARMTCHAET.1 g c-nAAoh maria hv nprcrmnal of

,_________ Houston, lexas, pursuant
Toj request. He said that having had his memory thus b7c
refreshed, he is fairly well aware of the contents of the 
"Questicnand Answer Period” which CARMICHAEL held immediately 
following his speech.

I______paid that he did not know of the existence of
any printed text of CARMICHAEL’S speech at the University of 
Houston. He said that had CARMICHAEL given out a printed 
text of his speech prior to giving the speech on April 13, 
1967. a copy thereof would have logically been furnished to 

-------------------------------------------------------which 
ottice-------- leads.. He said tint once he learned CARMICHAEL
would ftp, snpalintr at thA TTn-ivc>rsitv of Houston, he requested_____

_____________ to have personnel ot the
make arrangements to tape record the speecn m its entirety.

said he recalls that after CARMICHAEL finished 
his speecn and question and answer period, that little clusters 
of groups stood around the auditorium engaged in discussions, ^70 
butj |did not recall the identities of such individuals
nor know what they said.

-------  b7C_______ |said he would be willing to testify in a 
court of law cnnngrnlng the foregoing information, provided 
his superior, the 
interposed no objection to his doing so.

b7C
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August 8, 1967 
Date____  ____________

----------- ;------ b7C

Houston, Texas, furnished the following informa
tion!

attended a speech given by STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL at Cullen Auditorium, University of Houston, 
Houston, Texas, during the evening of April 13, 1967.

He estimated that there were between 1700 and 
1750 persons who listened to the speech from inside the 
auditorium and he said that in addition, loud speakers 
had been set-up so that persons who did not have seats 
could hear the speech outside the auditorium. He did not 
know how many persons listened to the speech from outside 
the building.

He said that the majority of those in attendance 
were between 18 years and 25 years of age. He estimated that 
not quite half of those in attendance were Negroes and the
remaining were white.

-------  b7C ■ 
stated that he knew of no written text

concerning CARMICHAEL’s speech.

He said that on the morning of August 7, 1967, he 
4-^, 4 _ a tauaxS ing of CARMICHAEL*s speech from

J________ The tape was made by _________________________ _ I
He said he had listened to portions of the recording b7C 

on August 7, 1967, and that his memory had been somewhat 
refreshed as to the statements made by CARMICHAEL.

advised that he recalls that on the whole, _ 
the audience seemed to be favorably impressed with CARMICHAEL’s 
speech, received it well, and intermittently applauded 
CARMICHAEL’s remarks.

on 8/7/67 m Houston, Texas F;iRft HO 100-10598
AT 100-68112

by__________SA Cbl Date dictated:__________ 8/8/67_________
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He said that he did not recall whether there 
were discussions by parts of the audience after the speech, 
at the site, and that he had no knowledge of there being 
any such discussions following the speech away from the site.

He said that the University of Houston has a 
Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC) program. He said 
that he is certain that there presently is, and as of April 
13, 1967, there was, an Army branch of the ROTC at the 
university. However, he did not recall seeing anyone attending 
the speech in military uniform and he had no knowledge that 
any military personnel were actually in attendance.

He said that CARMICHAEL’S appearance at the University 
of Houston was sponsored by the Committee on Better Race 
Relations (COBRR).

said that the following individuals, to the 
of his recollection, were present for CARMICHAEL’S appear- 
at the University of Houston on April 13 
not know whether all of them heard CARMICHAEL’S speech 

in its entirety:

best 
ance 
does

, 1967, but he b7C

b7C

b7C

b7C
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Date. 8/9/67

of April 13, 1967, and heard the speech made by STOKELY b7c 
CARMICHAEL.

_________________ [observed the audience inside 
this auditorium filled the auditorium and there were approxi
mately 150 to 200 persons on the outside of the auditorium 
who heard the speech over a loud speaker. He estimated 
this audience consisted of approximately 50 per cent males 
and 50 per cent females, with white persons outnumbering < 
Negroes approximately three to one. The big majority 
of the persons present were of college age, ranging between 
eighteen and twentyfive years of age.

advised the general tone 
of CARMICHAEL'* speech was against the position of the 
United States Government in Vietnam and against the draft 
laws of the United States. He recalled CARMICHAEL made 
one or more statements in which he referred to the Vietnam 
war as being *'a war for the birds.11 He also recalled a 
statement to the general effect that young people should 
not be drafted and should refuse to enter the military 
service. loted the above two state
ments were met with cheers itom part of the audience and 
he noted this cheering seemed to break out mainly from 
one particular area. He noted a number of individuals in 
the audience whom he was able to identify as members of

b7C

On. WS/67 at Houston, Texas
HO 100-10598
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the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee who had been 
active in Houston in connection with various demonstrations, 

noticed the audience applauded some of
LHAEL'S Statements while they seemed to disapprove of b?c 

others. Observed no one in the audience
in a military unii’urm.-----------------

-------------------------- . b7C 
is available and willing to

testify concerning the above information.
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b7C sides at _______________________
a police officer at Houston for

Irexaa. Police Department, advised he re* 
I Houston, Texas, and has been

b7C

was present at the University of 
Houston oh tile evening ot April 13, 1967, tod heard the 
speech and following remarks made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL. 
He observed the auditorium was full with a number of persons 
standing and he observed the audience was divided approxi
mately half and half between males and females. He esti
mated the big majority of the audience consisted of younger 
people between the ages of eighteen and twentythree.

[also estimated the audience was approximately 
equally divided between Negroes and white persons.

b7C

noted the general tone and tenor 
of CARXZCnarju's entire speech was ”antl-United States and 
anti-military service.” He was not able to recall exactly 
any specific statements dealing with young people entering 
the military service. He noted the audience appeared to 
follow the speaker's statements very intently and frequently 
responded to statements made by either cheering or by 
booing.

b7C

observed several persons in the 
audience wno naa come CO nis attention in recent weeks in 
connection with various racial disturbances in the Houston 
.are&j___He noted that |and|

| generally Known as leaders of the Student 

Non-Violent Coordinating Committee at Houston, were 
sitting near the front of the-apdience and cheered loudly. 
He also noted that 
at Texas Southern university in' connection with a racial

who was later arrested

8/g/67

On 8/8/67 at Houston, leuma______ _
HO 100-10598
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riot in May, 1967, was present at the above speech. When 
CARMICHAEL finished speaking, | __ jumped noon the 
stage and immediately congratulated CARMICHAEL.

|observed no one in the audience dressed in military 

uniform.

is available and willing to testify 
to the above information.

b7C
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. b7C
_______________  Harris County Sheriff’s pffice, 

advised he attended the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Cullen 
Auditorium, University of Houston, Houston, Texas, on the night 
of April 13, 1967. He advised he estimates approximately 1,700 
persons heard the speech inside the auditorium, and approximately 
100 per sots heard the speech from the outside of the auditorium.

|___________________J estimated the audience was comprised
of fifty per cent male and fifty per cent female. Of these, 
forty per cent ■were white and sixty per cent were Negro. He 
stated the ages of the audience ranged from eighteen years to 
35 years with the hia-vest. acre vrnnn .being the eighteen to twenty- 
five years group. advised he did not observe
anyone in the audience wearing. mjLxxuary uniforms of the United 
States. b7c

advised he did not observe

~~~I g-ha-fcpr? hP was imhla to recall the
: B «T-W:

I stated that tie would be willing ano ayanauie 
testify concerning the above information in court of law if b7c 
requested to do so.

On.

b7C

File It.Houston, Texas 
at________________________________________

8/7/67

SA 
SA WJS/bn Dote dictated 8/8/67

by
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Date August 8, 1967

outside area immediately in front of Cullen Auditorium. In 
preparing for CARMICHAEL’S appearance, the university had 
calculated that more people would attend the event tan 
Cullen Auditorium, whose seating capacity is 1680, could 
accommodate. With that contingency in mind, a loud-speaking 
system was set-up in front of Cullen Auditorium so those 
individuals who could not be seated inside the auditorium 
could hear CARMICHAEL’S speech from outside the auditorium 
building.

During most of CARMICHAEL’S speech, was
in the area immediately outside and in front or (Julien 
Auditorium. In that positin, he was able to hear the 
speech over the loud-speaking system. At times he 
was inside the auditorium. Because of the passage of time b7C 
which has occurred since the speech, remembers only
the general tenor and subject of CARM1LHAhL■s address. He 
recalled that during the latter part of the speech, or perhaps 
during the question and answer period following the speech, 
that CARMICHAEL made certain remarks in opposition to the 
United States Government’s position with regard to the 
Vietnam war. He remembes that CARMICHAEL indicated one should 
go to jail before honoring the draft. | paid that to

h0 100_10598
, 8/8/67 ot Houston, Texas Fileu AT 100-68112

by SA P pbl Dote dietgted 8/8/67
This document contoins neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
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the best of his recollection, when CARMICHAEL made such 
statements, the audience reacted to them in a favorable 
manner and would applaud.

He said that taking the CARMICHAEL speech as a whole, 
the majority of the audience seemed to be sympathetic to it. 
He said that he does not recall CARMICHAEL being ’’booed” 'by 
anyone in attendance.

estimated that there were at least 1680 
individuals seared inside the auditorium, and perhaps as many 
as 200 persons standing outside in front of the auditorium, 
during the time CARMICHAEL spoke. With regard to those inside 
the auditorium, he estimated that one-third of them were Negro 
and the remaining white; that perhaps one-fourth of those b7c 
outside the front of the building were Negro and the rest 
white.

He said the majority of those in attendance appeared 
to be of college age; namely, between 18 years and 22 years 
of age. He recalled seeing no one there in military uniform 
and had no knowledge of any military personnel being in 
attendance.

He recalled that immediately following CARMICHAEL'S 
speech, in front of the auditorium a group of individuals 
formed and apparently engaged in some type discussion, the 
nature of which was unknown to I He knew of no
discussions by parts of the audience which took place away 
from the site of CARMICHAEL’S appearance.

He said that to the best of his 'knowledge, no 
incident of violence occurred in connection! with CARMICHAEL’S 
appearance at the university.

advised he would be willing and available. b7P 
to testify in a court of law concerning the above information.
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b7C
b7C

Houston, Houston, Texas, furnishsi the following information:

b7C

He said that he could furnish no information.con
cerning STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S appearance at the University 
of Houston in April, 1967.

The University of Houston has an ROTC program in 
which they offer both two-year programs and four-year programs 
for the United States Army. The university has no ROTC 
program for the United States Navy or for the United States 
Air Force.

As of May 11, 1967, the day of final review for 
the University of Houston ROTC, there were 283 university 
students enrolled in the ROTC program at that uniersity.

There is no military installation adjacent to the 
University of Houston. The closest active military installa
tion is Ellington Air Force Base, which is located approxi-? 
mately fifteen miles from Houston, Texas. However, there 
is a U. S. Army Reserve Training Center, Houston Sub-Sector 
Command, located on the Old Spanish Trail, Houston, Texas, 
some several miles from the University of Houston.

stated he would be willing and available 
to testify m a court of law concerning the above.

HO 100-10598
,8/8/67 ot Houston, Texas FHeAT 100-68112
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Date--------August 8,1967—----

b7C

University of Houston, Houston, Texas, furnished the 
luxxuwing information:

b7C

He did not attend the speech given by STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL at the University of Houston on April 13, 1967, 
and he hows of no ROTC or other military personnel who did. 
He said that April 13,1967, was the day when the ROTC at 
the University of Houston was federally inspected and that 
he seriously doubted that any personnel on the ROTC staff 
would have attended CARMICHAEL’S speech, although it was, 
of course, possible that some ROTC students may have attended 
it.

HO 100-10598
8/8/67—rat -Houston, Texas---------------------- ------- F11 e#—AT -100168442

by -SA
b7C

----------- Date dictated 8/S/-67
This document conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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1

±LeL£__ Kaon 1

adir-i mi—sh 7C

Houston, Texas, for the past years. She 
stated sne was present when STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke in 
Cullen Auditorium, University of Houston, Houston. Texas 
on Anrn 1 13. 1967.__ She advised she attended to I_____

b7C
tated she estimated the audience 

at the speech to number approximately 1650, consisting of 
50% males and 50% females of college age. She stated 
there were approximately 200 to 300 Negroes present. She. 
advised she has no recollection of seeing anyone in a military 
uniform.

stated CARMICHAEL spoke to what b7C 
she could best describe as a sympathetic audience. She 
advised CARMICHAEL used a great deal of restraint in his 
speech in that he did not make any violent statements. 
She stated in the question and answer period after the 
speech, CARMICHAEL became somewhat more militant and 
antagonistic than when he was making his prepared speech. 
She advised the audience applauded CARMICHAEL’S speech, 
and she does not recall he was booed at anytime during the 
speech. She stated there was no chanting by any of the 
audience.

advised she is unable to recall 
any specific statements made by CARMICHAEL during the 
speech or question and answer period following the speech, 

advised she would be available as a witness in a court— 
of law if needed.

b7C

b7C

HO 100-10598
on_____ 8/8/67 at Houston,Texas_____________File tt AT 100-68112

SA and b7C - •
by___________ 3A  Date dictated 8/8/67.
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n... 8/9/67

b7C

(attended the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
on the evening of April 13- 1967. at the University of______
Houston)

lof portions of angflttR^ smsA.
'as use b7C
stated the above

frouia De retained permanently and would be available 
if it should be needed.

___________ observed the Cullen Auditorium was full on 
the above occasion. CARMICHAEL’s speech was actually less 
radical than most people had expected. Hie general tone 
of the speech was anti-white and anti-Vietnam war. | 
could recall no specific statements concerning the Selective b7c 
Service laws or recommendation concerning young people

th*, m< 1 4 ____ Ma Viewed thd pOttiOHS
__________ __________________________________________|and noted these por- 

tions of the speech contained nothing specific concerning 
the issue of military service.

consisted pre «c»y<T>
(stated the audience at the above speech 
.nantly of young people of college age b7C

and was spur cm imatelv equally divided between males and 
females. | [observed a ’’good number of Megroes” in 

the audience nut saw no one in a military uniform.

I ________ (stated he is available and willing to test!*
fy to the information reported above. b7c

ALL WCH*CO^AffifSD

HO 100-10598 
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8/9/67
Date

that eyeni""’ CTAgjrv riawtwitPT____ Chua____  b7C
ssistants,________________________________________________t

program on that data. stated this film would be
permanently filed and available if it should be needed.

noted the auditorium was full on the 
above occasion and the audience consisted almost entirely 
of young people of the college age group. The majority of b7c 
persons present appeared to be white although there was a 
large number of Negroes present. No military uniforms were 
observed in the audience.

recalled CARMICHAJEL’s speech was generally 
in opposition to the United States involvement in the Vietnam 
war and that subject did not approve of Negroes serving in 
the military forces in Vietnam. He could recall no specific 
statements made by CARMICHAEL on those issues. | |
noted the reaction of the audience appeared to be mixed 
as there was some cheering at times and at other times the 
majority of the audience appeared to disapprove of what 
CARMICHAEL had said.

| is available and willing to testify
concerning the above information.

saw
HO 100*10598 
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b7C

1 _ August 8, 1967
— _________ ________________________ Date_______ __________

Seattl 
stated that she is a housewife and attenaeci a speecn given 
by STOKELY .CARMICHAEL at Garfield High School,. Seattle, on the 
evening of lAprilj 19, 1967. She stated that she left the meeting 
about 20 minutes before the end of CARMICHAEL’S main speech as she 
was worried about getting out of a traffic jam. She now recalled 
that during the speech STOKELY CARMICHAEL made a statement such as 
”If somebody gives me a gun, I know who I would shoot”. He had 
been referring to war in Vietnam and had stated that Negroes 
should not be shooting other persons of' colored skin, in Vietnam, 
when they had a greater problem at home. Other than this remark, 

]could not recall any particular controversial remark 
made by CARMICHAEL. She estimated the audience at approximately 
4,000 persons, mostly adults, and those of draft age in the 
audience about 15%. She also stated that the audience was approx
imately 60% Negro, and she did not hear any ’’chanting” to answers 
or remarks made by CARMICHAEL. She said that the closest military 
establishment to Garfield High School is approximately ten miles 
away. She did not see anyone in military uniform at this meeting.

advised she would be willing to testify 
to this informat ion.

b7C

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN®

On_________8/8/67 at Seattle, Washington File# SE 100-28676 

---------------------- b7C ''
by--------------g#. cd-V-:.b j 1__________  Date dictated 8/8/67__________ ’
This document cLiHUill!, IIUUIIUI lULUiuiiiuiiuunuiu nui Luliclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



FD-302 (Rev. 4*15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTSGATSON

1
Date

8/8/57

who is_________ _____________________
_ ______________________________ Seattle, Washington, stated 
that he made a tape recording of a speech made by STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL at Garfield High School, 400 - 23rd Avenue, Seattle, 
on the evening, of ;April|19 ,'1967 . He is maintaining the master 
copy or original tape of this speech as a matter of evidence. 
He said that he would be willing arm available for testimony 
regarding this tape.________________ estimated the audience at
more than 4,000 persons-; and Of tn is number, there were 
approximately 60.per cent Negroes, and no more than 15 per
cent young men of draft age.. He said he did not see a ■ b7C 
military uniform in the audience and does not know how many 
persons of the audience are in military service. He said 
the audience response was very warm, but he did not hear 
any "chanting" in response to remarks made by CARMICHAEL.
He said that the nearest military base is approximately ten 
miles away and there is no ROTC program at Garfield High 
School. He added that a question and answer period was 
held at Garfield High School following the main address, and 
he does not recall any statements made by CARMICHAEL which 
would be construed as counseling or obstructing military 
recruiting or service. .

_____ ' I----------------------U—=- ——-   -------- ---------- ^~b7C
~ stated that CARMICHAEL delivered his
speech on'BiacK rower and Negro Rights" in normal tone of 
voice and did not become overly excited. He spoke to all 
persons within sound of his voice and did not appear to 
use a text but may have referred to notes although they 
were not noticeable. CARMICHAEL was the main speaker of 
■the evening.

ALL WOWATIOKT COWAIKE© 
H2mWiIS WCL/-CPIF-W ! i

On.............. 8./.8/.6JZ_______qt Seattle, Washington____________ File#______ St! 100-28676____________________

b7C
hy SA edv: emh_______ ;____________ Date dictated_________8/8/67 _______________

This document cdrttdiAi A&itnSf Adi1 Conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

______________ ____ ___________________8, 1967__________________ t

University of 
Washington^ seattie, Washington, stated that he attended a 
speech given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the University of Wash
ington, Seattle, on. the afternoon of ;ApriL:19, 1967. He said 
he did not hear any remarks by CARMICHAEL which would indicate 
counseling to avoid military duty or similiar statements. He 
estimated the audience at approximately 3,000 persons of which 
less than 5% were Negro. He believes that the audience was 
receptive to CARMICHAEL but did not "go all out in applause". 
He said there was a. question and answer period after his speech 
but there was no large response to any answers given by 
CARMICHAEL, and he does not recall CARMICHAEL making a state
ment such as "Hell no, we won’t go". He estimated that the 
majority of the males in the audience or three-fourths of the 
audience would be about draft age, but he did not see any 
military uniforms.

-------- b7C 
advised he would be willing to testify to 

this information.

on 8/8/67 n( Seattle, Washington file#SE 100-28676

Date dictated. 8/8/67

property "of the FBI " and is loaned to4 your agency: *

hy SA /cdv
This ’ document contains’ neither recommendations ’nor conclusions of ’ the FBI. It is the

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
b7C



FO-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF 6NVESTJGATEON

1 Date August 8t 1967 

b7C
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, stated 

ne attended the speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL given on the after
noon of April] 19, 1967, at the University of Washington. He 
said that h<p> was in and out of the audience due to his b/c

but did not hear any remarks by CARMICHAEL 
wmcn ne rnougnt were controversial. He said the audience 
consisted of slightly more than 3,000 persons, of which 70 
or more per cent were college students and of this 70% three 
fourths were males of draft age. He said he does not recall 
that many Negroes.were present but there could have been a 
few. He said the audience response was average, and he did 
not hear any vocal response such as "chanting" by the audience. 
He said the college has three Reserve Officer Training pro
grams and the nearest military installation is the Sand Point 
Naval Air Base, which is three miles from the University. He 
also stated that he did not see any military uniforms at this 
speech.

related he would be willing to testify to 
this information.

b7C

8/8/67 ot Seattle, Washington F SE 100-28676

b7C
, SAby-----------------------

/cdv 8/8/67
Date dicta ted________________________ ' _________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF !NVEST!GAT!ON

August 8, 1967

b7C J aeattiS, Washington, adviSed
le attended a speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL given the evening 
of April; 19, 1967, at Garfield High School, 400 23rd Avenue, 
Seattle. He said that he did not hear any comment made by b7C 
CARMICHAEL which would indicate counseling of persons to 
refuse military duty or similiar remarks. He estimated the 
audience at about 4,000 or more persons with the majority of 
the audience being adults. He pointed out that the response 
of the audience was vzarm and cordial. He said that he did not 
notice any military uniforms in the audience, and he did not 
hear any "chanting’* in response to CARMICHAEL’S remarks.

this information
advised he would be willing to testify to

b7C

all wo:

; DATIij,

On 8/8/67_____ at Seattle, Washington_________ rile#_______SE 100-28676____________
c b7C

by SA /edv Date dictated. 8/8/67
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:,

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b7C Date August 8, 1967____

________________________________________________ for_______ ,
H Seattle, 

wasnington. tie stated that he personally made a tape record
ing of the speech given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL on the after
noon of,April|19, 1967, at ,the University of Washington. He 
said that as is the custom, the master tape was erased, but 
he did make a copy from it of the speech made by CARMICHAEL. 
He said that he has ttiaintainfid—thi—copy and made a copy from 
his copy for Agentl _________________ [of the FBI. He said
that he would be willing and available to testify to the copy 
that he maintains in his possession as being true and accurate 
copy of the tape he originally recorded as a “master tape*'' of 
CARMICHAEL'S speech.

d

said that he recalls that during a question 
and answer period following CARMICHAEL’S main speech an 
anonymous student asked a question about milits 
CARMICHAEL’S reply was "Hell no, we won't go", 
does not recall any other particular remarks ddrugaiury xu - 
nature by CARMICHAEL such as counseling against military b7C
service. He estimated the audience at about 3,000 with ap
proximately 90% being college students. He said that of this 
90%, there were approximately three-fourths male students of 

~dra£~t ageT" H@^*sa'id~that  —he-d;id~not—see—any— m-il-i-ta-ry- personnel 
present in uniform and does not know how many of the students 
present are in the Reserve Officer Training Corps but believes 
that 50% of the males present are members of the Reserve 
Officer Training Corps. |said that the audience
response appeared to be "warm" but not "exuberant". He said 
that there was no "chanting" by the audience of CARMICHAEL’S 
remarks.

_________ [remarked that CARMICHAEL appeared to 
deliver his speech in a normal tone of voice and in a de
liberate manner. He did not become overly excited, and he 
spoke generally to all persons within sound of his voice. 
He may have used notes in delivering his speech, but they 
were not apparent. He was the main speaker for the afternoon 
and his announced topic was Negro Rights and Black Power.

(further related he had also made a tape of the question 
and answer period following CARMICHAEL'S main address, however,

DAT
on____8/8/67_____ File # SE 100-28676____________

SaI I /edv b7C * 8/8/67
by_________OA|____________________________ ________________ [___ Z V ______________ Date dictated_____________________________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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this tape has been erased. A separate copy of this portion 
of the tape was made before the tape was erased, however, he 
has been unable to locate the copy.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF iNVESTiGATION

Dole August 8, 1967____

________________________ b7C 
I Seattle, Washing

ton, stated he attended the speech ox STOKELY CARMICHAEL at 
Garfield High School on the evening of (April 19, 1967, attended 
mostly by adults. He said the audience response was very 
warm and he would estimate the audience at about 4,000 per
sons. He said the audience consisted of very few persons of 
draft age. He does not recall any remarks being made by 
CARMICHAEL of a controversial nature which would be construed 
as counseling or obstruction to military service. He esti
mated that the number of draft age persons in the audience 
would be about 10%, and the number of Negroes in the audience 
would be 70%. He said there was no vocal response by the 
audience to CARMICHAEL'S remarks and a question and answer 
period was held at the high school directly following his 
main address. He does not recall seeing any military per
sonnel in uniform at the high school and does not know how 
many persons were there that might be in the military ser
vice.

related he would be willing to testify to 
this information. b7C

ALL COTTTAMED1

on 8/8/67 Seattle, Washington File# SE 100-28676
b7C ....

by . Sa| /Cdv Date HientnH 8/8/67
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
it end its contents are not Io be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

i ■;
Date__ ____ August 8,.1967____

University oi wasmngton, Seattle, Washington, informed 
that he attended a speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL which was 
held on the afternoon of;April 19., 1967, at the University 
of Washington. He stated that he did not hear any comment b7C 
made by CARMICHAEL which would indicate willful counseling 
or refusal for duty in military service or effort to obstruct 
recruiting into military service or enlistment into military 
duty. He said that the audience consisted of about 3,000 
persons made up of students of which three-fourths were male 
persons of draft age. He said that the number of Negroes in 
the audience was very small and he would approximate no more 
than 5% of the audience. He added that the audience were 
warm in their reception but at no time did they appear to 
be "exuberant”.

1
 stated that there is a Reserve Officer 
he University which includes a train

ing program for Air Force, Army, and Navy. He said that to 
the best of his knowledge, there was no one in the audience 
in uniform. He stated that there was a question and answer 
period after the main speech by CARMICHAEL, and it was dif- 

--- <isul4;=f.Qr^any.onejtp hear all of the questions and answers.
He said he did not h^i^liny^lS^n^i/ig^cF3^ quest xonr-rega-rd-__
ing the draft nor did he hear CARMICHAEL make an answer such 
as "Hell no, we won’t go".

advised he would be willing to testify to 
this information.

b7C

On 8/8/67 ot Seattle, Washington Ri(,# SE 100-28676
' b7C . •

by SA /CdV. Date dictated____________________________ 8/8/67_______

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL AT THE 
U i\ IV ER S X T Y > n ■’t H 1 n G’i'Ui';

Apr.;. ,l 1'.). 19c7 ■ 
beett±e . w.ash '■ ngton 

Why don’t you all read a:; article with the depth of the

Massachusetts Quarterly Review entitled Towards' Black Liberation 

(unintelligible) paper and -then-we could have.some discussion 

afterwards. I understand rchaz- the press has-not been doing too 

good a job covering the activities of SNCC. I don’t think they will 

be able to cover the lecture today because it is on an intellectual 

level. But since your are college students I know you’ll be 

able to deal with the lecture. I’m sorry that Professor Hunt, 

had to take so much time reaffirming free speech, I just assumed 

it was a natural thing, they taught it to me in school. One of 

the nose pointed illustrations of the need for black power as

a positive and redemptive force in a society degenerating into a 

form""oT fot^FEar1i-airism’—i-•fco—oenr.ztd-o.. by. e x a m i n i n g. t h e hi story of 

distortion that the concept has received in the national media 

of publicity. This debate as in everything else that affects our 
• . f!

lives black people are dependent on and at the discretion of 

forces and institutions within the white society which have little 

interest in representing us honestly. Our experience with the Natioi

Press has been that where they have managed to escape the most 

vicious special interests in "Get whity” sensationalism and race

war mongering, individual reporters and commentators have been 
/

conditioned by the developing racism of the society to .the point-

where they are incapable even of objective observations and 

reporting of racial incidents much less the analysis ...of c ideas....-

>T.T, WORMA.TIOTT I



STOCKELY CARMICHAEL at GARFIELD HIGH SCHOOL 
/April 19, 1967 5 Seattle, Washington

' Good Evening, It’s good to be here.

You know what, usually happens is that in the newspapers they call 

us racists and anti-whites and say we hate white folk and all that 

irrelevant nonsense, and /they do that because they use white 

people as the measuring stick. But I want you to look clear before 

you-and you notice that in all their beautiful liberal press media, 

there isn’t one black man. So when the honkeys talk tomorrow 

about violence and anti-white and hating white people, tell them 

they ought to have a black man reporting it because they don’t 

understand because we are talking to black folk anyhow.

Tonight we want to do several things. We want to talk about 

some of the basic assumptions from which the Student Non-Violent?; j 
i ■ ■ .

Huor-d-rntrtm^v-ejs^axui J.han^mO5re _in_to^__an area 

of pragmatics and what in fact black people will have to do if 

we are going to survive in this country and live as human beings. 

The first thing we want to talk about is the theory of self 

condemnation, and we want to move on and talk about denying one 

one?s freedom as opposed to giving one onete freedom and we want to 

talk about the importance of definition and the need for black 

people to define themselves as they see fit in‘this society 

and to have thosecdefinitions recognized by our press’s white 

society. And. we want to talk about violence because .i.t„is

going to be important, because I don’t know why everybody's sb 

scared about it and they are going to draft yohimalfLTndZTseh'd' 

you all to Vietnam, I guess you are going to g!b over lL'therIe'uand 

make love to the Vietnamese. Then„wgjg®ant/to &aik_abmt
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Transmit the following in

Via__________ AIRTEL

< *
<■ S'

F B 1 

Date: 8/9/67

(Type in plaintext or code)

___________________AIRMAIL________
(Priority)

MrTolson.— 
A-Mt- Deboach.?__
7 Mr. Mohr-----
i Mr. Bishop...

Mr. Casper...2JL.
Mr. CallahaniJ<_-t,. 
Mr. Conrad. 
Mr. Felt____ ?_•£.?
Mr. Gals_______

SveUL— 
Mil/ Trotter- 

Tele. Room__
Miss Eolmes- 
Miss Gandy_

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:
b7C

b7C

DIRECTOR, FBI (

SAC, New Orleans (100-16890) (P)
STOKLEY^CARMICHAEL
IS - M, SEDITION .

Re New Orleans teletype to Director, San 
Francisco, Jackson and Atlanta, dated 8/8/67. / m/

Enclosed herewith to the Bureau are three cqpies 
four copies to Atlanta and one copy each for information/ 
purposes for Jackson and San Francisco of an FD-302 
for the interview of| F_____

|a | \
' t.ihnaa nnma—adoreSS TS"________________________________  __________
J________________ and whose hnsinPRS address is c/ol f

Lead for investigation at Jackson and San
Francisco was set out by separate communication. b7C

^Bureau (Enc. 3)
B-Atlanta (Enc. 4)
1-San Francisco (info) (Enc. 1)
1-Jackson (100-123) (info) ([Enc. 1) 
2-New Orleans

(9)

all®
T.

Approved:
in Charge

[18 AUG JI 19671

Sent M Per___________________



' FO-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 Date________ 8/9/67__-_______
. ' b7C

■ b7C ___________________________Louisiana, was xnvervxeweu au uxu pAu^e 
of employment and he advised as follows:

■ b7C

[business’
address care or
New Orleans, Louisiana. ~

[stated that he is ready and willing to 
testify concerning information obtained by hi® and tape 
recorded during the speech of STOKLEY CARMICHAEL at 
Tougaloo during the evening of April 11, 1967 at Jackson, 
Mississippi.

b7C

b7C

b7C]stated that the tane recording of the 
speech provided to

—I was the first copy or "duu-, 
"of his original reeoraing, wnleh was on two tape recording 
casettes which he used to record CARMICHAEL'S speech at 
Tougaloo College, Jackson, Mississippi, on.the evening 
of April 11, 1967.

~]recalled that on April 11, 1967, he 
arrived on the Tougdoo College Campus at about 6:30 PM 
in order to have time to make preparations to cover STOKLEY 
CARMICHAEL’Sspeech which was scheduled to start at 7:30 b7c
m. The CARMICHAEL talk, according to|___________  [actually
began 'at about 7:45 PM and lasted for a period slightly over 
two hours.

Becauser at the time only had two casettes
of tape (two hours of recording time) he was forced to erase 
a part of the second 30 minute portion of CARMICHAEL’S 
speech from the 1st casette so that he would have sufficient 
tape to be able to record the last part of CARMICHAEL’S 
speech which he deemed to be more important or news
worthy.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
Gild

On_---------3/3/67—°> New Orleans^ Louisiana--------------- File#-----------NO 109-16890

SA 8 ' |& 7 bJC
__________Date dictated.

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

by----------------------------- I--------- ;---------

This document contains neither recommendations nor.conclusions of th^ .FBI 
it and its contents are^^^^tpj^g distributed outside your agency^/ ( ) 

C"Li9?i

8/9/67



2
NO 100-16890

-------- , stated that he could positively identify b7c 
the------------- (FIRST) copy because during the second 30 minute
the erasure and rerun, his tape recorder did not completely 
eliminate what was on the tape thus and during pauses in 
STOKLEY’S speech the partially erased recording can be 
heard in the background.

stated that he does not have the original 
casettes or tape recordings of the CARMICHAEL speech and further 
commented that before he left Jackson, Mississippi after the 
speech he left the original recording ofCARMTCHJjF.iJs speech b7c
still in the gasettes. 
stated that possibly| 
may be able to loeatA luh original tape1casettas uuuuaxtiiug 
the recording of the CARMICHAEL speech. further
claimed that he can identify the casettes containing the 
original recording, if found,, because they are identified 
by his hand writing on the casettes.

: ' b7C
Wfch aren't- f-n tha <-an. r.AnrrUnrr hn> FiiT>r>-1 _ _ _

recalled tnat as ne was leaving tne Tougaioo campus 
alter tne speechI I approached him and asked for a
copy of his tapes. _______ pro e a copy of the
CARMICHAEL speech on tape for  on the following
morning. This copy was made fad--------- -- by]_______ in
the presence of both I __.|and| [on tne mornng
of April 12. 1967. I Istatecl that the copy produced 
for| |
was recorded on regular role tape rather than on tape

b7C

in casettes and that this copy was very good and contained 
all the recording of the CARMICHAEL speech which he obtained.

b7C



b7C
ncT 100-16890

■ b7C

b7C

described the crowd in attendance at 
the CARMlCTffi!JiL> speech as numbering about 400 persons, most 
of whom were estimated to be of draft age and the spectators 
were about evenly divided as to males and females. Those 
in the crowd were predominantly Negro except for about 40 
or 50 white persons which included news media personnel. 
The audience response of the crowd attendanna at STOKLEY
CARMICHAEL'S speech was described by as behg
"fantastically enthusiastic'’. I-------------

b7C

_______Lstated that if afforded an opportunity 
to review the_____________ fcopy oi3 the original copy of his
tape recording 01 CARMICHAEL'S speech that he would be able 
to testify in greater detail as to what took place during 
the speech. stated that subsequent to the recording
of the speech ne nad repeated pertinent quotations from 
CARMICHAEL'S speech on several pccasions and that he recalls 
these pertinent news highlights even at this time. He 
stated that rather than trying to quote from memory 
exactly what CARMICHAEL said he would prefer to be able 
to testify after having an opportunity to refresh his 
memory from the tape recordings.

b7C

A
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F B I

Date: 8/9/67

Transmit the following in _ ___________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
(P riority)

Via AIRTEL

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446c80)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-68783)(RUC)
STOKEL^CARMICHAEL

IS - MISCELLANEOUS
SEDITION
Re Bureau airtels to Atlanta 8/4 and 5/67 and Los 

teletype to Bureau, 8/8/67•

Transmitted herewith for the Bureau and Atlanta 
is one copy of informant report submitted by ]on
5/29/67 concerning STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S speech before the 
Black Power Conference on May 26, 1967 at Jefferson High 
School, 1319 East 41st Street, Los Angeles, California.

In Addition to the attached information,!________
was. interviewed by SA|__________ |on 8/8/67 at Los
Angeles. Source indicated that cakmiCHAEL in his speech 
at the Black Power Conference at Jefferson High School, 
1319 East 41st Street, Los Angeles on 5/26/67 citicized 
U. S. foreign policy, President Johnson and the draft. 
CARMICHAEL stated in his speech that "Negroes -must 
refuse to serve in the military".

b2
b7C
b7D

b2

b7D

2 - Atlanta (Enc. lj(W?
1 - Los Angeles
JWW:sch k(6) , UF

b7D

7 .HERECWi .c ;,

B AUG 12 1967

Approved: Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge
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326PM URGENT 8-9-67 VLT

AUG 91967

(14-215)

IS- M; SEDITION

VIA TELETYPE
Tolson....
DeLoach 
Mohr__
Bishop „ 
Casper ... 
Callahan 
Conrad... 
Felt____

Gale___

Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes___ .
Miss Gandy____

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr, 
Mt. 
Mr. 
Mr.

TO DIRECTOR, ATLANTA AND NEW ORLEANS 

FROM SAN FRANCISCO

STOKELYVCARMICHAEL

TELETYPE TO BUREAU, AUGUST EIGHT, LAST.RE NEW ORLEANS

STATION ONLY, NO TELEVISION CONNECTION WHATSOEVER. IT IS

PRIMARILY A ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC STATION USING ONLY LOCAL AND

NETWORK NEWS. DID NOT HAVE EMPLOYEES AT SUBJECT’S SPEECH

APRIL ELEVEN, LAST, NOR DID|_______|aVE THE SPEECH RECORDED. -

HAD NO INTEREST IN INSTANT SPEECHSTATED

b7C

DOES NOT KNOW ANY SAN FRANCISCO RADIO OR TELEVISION STATION

WHO DID RECORD THE SPEECH, AND CANNOT IDENTIFY THE ENGINEER £

£ <IN QUESTION FROM DESCRIPTION FURNISHED. NEW ORLEANS *

REQUESTED TO RECONTACT SOURCE FOR ANY FURTHER INFO TO b7C

IDENTIFY STATION.
zwzzzzrz)

OTHER OFFICES OWXMee-NfA-CfEO SEPARATELY

END /o0
RM FBI WASH

C//

£ AUG 1L 196^J
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F B I

Tolson
De Loach..
Mohr____
Bishop__
Casper__
Callahan.. 
Conrad....
Felt____
Mr. Gale_____

Rosen___
SamnjTransmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M; SEDITION

(Priority)

Mr.
Mr.

Date: 8/11/67

(Type in plaintext or code)
Mr. Trotter__
Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes...
Miss Gandy__

ReWFOairtel and teletype, 8/8/67.

Enclosed for Atlanta are nine copies of_an
FD-302 covering interview with | 
Washington, D. C. --------—------------------ -—

b7C

b7C

_____________ For the information of the Bureau. | 
I [reported on 8/8/67, J recorded

CARMICHAEL'S speech at church and carried tape to 
Studio.

b7C

reported speech actually recorded at 
Studio using direct phone line from church, but that 
he also recorded CARMICHAEL'S speech at church for his 
personal files and has 
personal possession.

maintained that tape in his

ALL iORMATTC^T CCNTAIM©

b7C

3->- Bureau
2 - Atlanta (Enc 9) (AM - SPECIAL DELIVERY) (100-6812)
1 - WO -d

JRP/mrb 
(6)

REC 5< J
a AUG 1S> 1967.

AIRTEL

arge
Sent M Per



FBI

Date: 8/15/67

SUBJECT: RALLY TERRACE BALLROOM
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, 5/26/6?
RACIAL MATTERS

Re NY airtel to the Bureau, Atlanta, and Newark 
dated 4/27/67 and captioned, "RALLY TERRANCE BALLROOM, NEWARK, 
NEW JERSEY, 5/26/67" and Newark airtel to Bureau and Atlanta 
dated 5/11/67 and captioned, "’CHANGED", RALLY TERRACE BALLROOM, 
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY, 5/26/6?". --------

7 - Bureau (RM)
(1 - 1O9-12-3Q2)(POSSIBLE SUBVERSIVE AND/OR 

COMMUNIST LINKS BETWEEN HARLEM
AND AFRICA

~,10nUU»6nRo I f.q^OKKT.TCV MPMTCHflF.T.)

2 - Atlanta (RM I b7c1 -I ™ _ , _ , hfo)
(1 - 100-6812)(STOKELEY CARMICHAEL)(Inf o)

3 - Newark MS7-2101 I______________
8 - Lew vork ______________

b7C

(1 - 105-73061)(POSSIBLE SUBVERSIVE AND/OR "COMMUNIST 
LTNKS BETWEEN HARLEM AND AFRICA)

Jl - 105-_____ )[FNU| _________ v

(1 -
(1 -
(1 -

PWJ:gam
(21)

100-15^751 ^S^UKELEr-^ARMICHAEL)

— b7C

CLASSIFY) by awsfaiilwM 
nm AfiStFY rw I t7D

Approved: ______ Sent
... Special Agent in Charge

56AU 6 2 glflfill
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b7C

NY 157-892
'di fc gSc

The affair held by advocates of "black power" in the
Terrace Ballroom, Newark, New Jersey, on 5/26/67, was a great 
success. Between 20 and 30 African diplomatic personnel attached

and STOKELEY CARMICHAEL was .unable to attend
due to other commitments. A display of karate, showing the 
disarming of men with guns, was presented by individuals connected 
with the "black power" in Newark, New Jersey. This affair was 
so successful financially that it is now planned as an annual 
affair with the profits going to 'the "black power" movement.

b7C

2



1 -Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Sullivan 8/14/67
1 - Mr. Bland
1 - Mr. C.D. Brennan

C. D. Brennan ___ _______________

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING ^OMHITTEE

Due to the interest of the President in the 
activities of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC) and its leaders, we have prepared a summary setting b7c 
forth current and planned future activities in this natter.
A copy is attached for ready reference, b7D

Governor Claude Kirk;of Florida stated after 
/B. Rap Brown, leader of SNCC, spoke at Jacksonville on-BZaZ67 
that Brown did not have senna enough to start a giot.l

Brown spoke at a rally OB 8/13/67 at Los Angeles, 
California. Be made a mild speeohand was received coolly 
by the audience.

b7C

Brown will reportedly be the principal speaker 
at a rally at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, on 8/19/67. It is 
also reported that be will speak at Cincinnati,, Ohio, on 
the same date.

a conmaun you vs group, 
scaceo that SRCL' is considering forming an underground para
military organisation. A source, close to SNCC leaders, has 
advised that he known of no plan for the formation of such 
a group ign/A

b7C

A Task Force for Black Development hum been formed 
at Chicago, Illinois, to "empower black people with self- 
sufficiency.” A spokesman for the group stated that attempts 
will be made to set up black power groups Im major cities 
throughout the Wilted Stat

Classics

DeclassK
100-
105-

..JhW—

Encl . qadr/Hfl ^iot Recorded 46 AUG 22 1967
1 - Bufile

BAN:des 
(8)



C. *« Brennan to Sullivan Memorandum
Res OTBDXirr MOHVIOUWT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
loo-diiiso

RgCOMIRfewXOi

That the enclosed memoranda* to Mrs* Mildred Stegall 
at ti»e White Bonne; W. William Welsh, Administrative Assistant 
to the Vice President; Honorable Bean Rusk, Secretary M State; 
Honorable Robert 8. McNamara, Secretary cf Befense; Honorable 
Richard Belas, Dire©tor, CIA; Attorney General; Deputy Attorney 
General; Assistant Attorneys General Yeagley, Doar, and Vinson; 
Secret Service; and the military intelligence agencies be 
approved.

«• 2 »



fHPWBRHBF BQPVIOUKMT

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 — Mr, Sullivan
1 
1
1

Mr, Bland
Mr. C.D. Brennan
Mr. B.A. Wells

15, 1B67

XNATXMG COIltm

There., in set forth hole* a etnmary of current
and planned futwro activities of the Stndeat Nonviolent 
Coordinating Cwnlttee end its leader*.

It we previously reported that «. hap Brow
Matloan1 Chalrahn of the Student Monvioleat Coordinating 
Com!ttee, spehe at a rally at Jacksonville, Florida, <mb 
Avgnt 9, 1W¥. Florida Governor Clawde Kirk, atom 
present at the rally, eubsecueatly stated, that Womb' did 
not have smb» anaugh to start a riot.

On Angwt 13, 1B6T, Brow was the featured speaker
at a rally spoMwrwd by MS at low Angeles, ChlKcmia. MS 
is a Militant black nationalist groep. MMmrvors have 
advised that Brews node a wild speech and was resolved very 
coolly by the 400 individuals who attended the rally.

The Bogalusa Voters heoguo, a civil rights group, 
Bogalusa, Icwlsiann, is sponsoring a March fro* Bogalusa 
to Baton Range, Louieiaaa. The Marchers plan to arrive in 
Baton Rouge on August IB, 1BB7, where they plan to hold a 
rally on the canpus of Soothers Bn Ivorsity. Brown will be 
the principal speaker at the rally.

100-439190
Sufile 100-446080 Excluded

1 - Bufile 105-10^197
W:des deelassifi

« aSSonatic ■ 
and 
tion

Classi M
Dedas&ww OADR/l

(20> SEE NOTE PAGE 4.



maar mrviolint coa®twATiw eoBimxs

Uw "Call and a weekly amtter at
Cleveland, Ohio, carried M article on AnguotlS, 1967, 
reporting that Bream will speak at Cincinnati, thio, oa 
August 19, 1967f at a mass black power rally, The 
announcement of Wewa*s appearanep was hg tbe 
efaairama of the Cincinnati braantoW Frleasto of the 
Student Jfonvioleint CoordiiMtiagComsiittee. Ito wap Quoted 
an atatotoft "How Ab ths tine for action. Bo white san 
will not Mve yew anything. We have to take it.*

Student Nonviolent Coordinating Cosmittee Activities

Another source, who is close to Student Boovloleat 
Coordinating Caoslttee leaders, has advised that he knows of 
no plan for the feroatlon of a» underground organisation for 
turning the gtwtoat nonviolent Coordinating Coamittee into a 
paramilitary ergimlBaticn.J^) leg

b7C

to Tansania is to further Student Ponvioldht UtortimtW 
Coonittee*e atom of seeklag reeogaitloa as as international 
organisation and of affiliating itself with JMtottom 
organisations having latematlcmal status MH /p^

— g



sniDErr Mwrmsirr
Brooklyn Rally

The Brooklyn Chapter of the Cowgrawn of Racial 
Rqnallty, a nilitant civil right* grasp, held a rally at 
Brooklyn, gear Yack, on August 13, 1967, to support the 
aeaber* of the Revolutionary Action Ihsvoaoht who_MBE*. arrested tvc 
rm Ttttt* «H___1*UE____•—Vw *»* *»llaaw»_l
___________________________ Hmmi

_______________________________________ ]

lit w* anaouaeed at the rally that Julian *oa*. > 
foraer rational officer of the student Wonvlolent Coordinating 
Coswittee, will speak at a acet lag to tie hold at Brooklyn, 
Mew York, oa August IS, 1967. Bond, a austor of th* Georgia 
Legislature, was refused hi* seat ia the Legislature due to 
statoaonts he had aade criticizing Whited State* policy 
toward Ytetra*. Be subsequently obtained a court order 
directing that he be seated.

The Revolutionary Actio* Wvensat is a* all-Wegro, 
Marxist-Leninist oriented orgasdaoticm which follows the 
Chinese ensue!at line aad advocates achieving Megro rights 
by violence, if necessary.

Task force for Black Development

Dr. Mathan Wright, Jr., who chaired th* recent 
Wewark, Mew Jersey, Black Power Conference, announced on 
August 13, 1967, that Hoyt Fuller, Rditor of th* "Megro 
Digest,” and Gerald McWorter, forner leader of the Student 
Monviolent Coordinating coaaitte* at Chicago, will lead a 
’’Task Force for Black Developaent." Wright criticized the 
Adainistratio*4* Model Cities Pregraa as ”a product of 
paternal colonial winds.” Me said that niddle-class Megroes 
suet be put in charge of program designed to iwprove ghetto 
conditions. Ke called black power a conservative force.

Wright said that the Chicago Task Fore* will find 
ways to "empower black people with self-sufficiency." The 
Task Force leaders will try to devise new role* for black 
professionals in the struggle for eelf-development. Wright 
also stated that attempts will bo made to **t up black power 
groups in major cities throughout th* Malted State*.



ST0DDTT nonviolent COORDINATING committee

XEROX OttMES BEING SENT TO MRS. MILDRED 8TIGALk THE WHITE 
HOUSE : IM? WILLIAM WELSJ^ ADMINISTRATIVE AS»WANT TO THE 
VICE PRESIDENT; HOMORAlO SSh RUSK, SECRETARY OP STATE; 
HONORABLE ROBERT S. MCNAMARA, SECRETART Of DHfiMSE; HONORABLE 
RICHARD HELMS, DIRECTOR. CIA* ATTORNEY GENERAL; DEPUTY 
ATTORNEY GENERAL; ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS GENERAL YEAGLEY, DOAR, 
AND vn$ON; SECRET SERVICE; AND THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCIES.

NOTE:

See memorandum C.D. Brennan to Mr. 
same caption, prepared by BAH:des.

Classified "Coqj&d^ntlaT' siaeo it 
information from informants whose disclosure 
national defense.

Sullivan, 8/14/67,

contains 
could affect our

GOmDHH«AL
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Police Inform Hill?
; Violence Followed?
.Black Power Pleas

By Richard Homan ..
Washington Post.Staff Writer . /

* >. Police officials from three; 
riot-rocked cities told the Sen
ate Judiciary Committee yes-' 
terday that racial violence be-: 
gan immediately after visits! 
by. Black Power activists.

In the opening day of hear 
Ings on the House-passed anti
riot bill, law enforcement/offi
cers from Cincinnati, Nash
ville and Cambridge, Md., ac
cused H. Rap Brown, national 
director of the Student Non
violent Coordinating Commit
tee,' and others, of stirring 
smoldering racial tensions into 

:flaming riots. .
But several Committee mem

bers indicated clearly that 
they had misgivings about the 
bill, which passed the House 
last month by 347 to 70.

Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr. (D- 
,N.C?) said ,he_dguj>ted there 
: could ever be a " conviction 
under the bill as it is drafted.

■Sen. Edward M. Kennedy' CD- 
Mass.) called it a “fraud on the

■ American people,” because it 
' may. “present an appearance 
of action where there has in 
fact been only reaction; it may 
•lull the Congress and the' pub- 

, lie into a sense of complacency 
about having done, something

■ to control riots when in. fact; 
we have done nothing.” '.. ! 
■ The bill would make it a! 
Federal crime to cross state J 
lines with the purpose of in-" 
citing a riot?

“We are only fooling our
selves if we believe this bill; 
■will solve the basic problem 
facing our Nation,” Sen. Ed-f 
ward V. Long (D-Mo.) said J 
And -Sen. Philip A. Hart (D-. 
Mich.) said that “this bill and? " 
97 like it wouldn’t have: 
stopped what hai5&ened...in-He-|

Blames Agitators '
Col. JacoE’W. Shott~Chief 

of Police in Cincinnati, where 
a week of rioting in June fol
lowed a speech and presents-; 
tion of 20 demands to the city 
by Brown, told the commitee,! 
“I don’t think we’d have had? 
any trouble if it weren’t for; 
these outside agitators.” " '1 

Cincinnati had been con-! 
sidered “the place where it; 
couldjlLr-hanpen,” ghott said?;

“But ffiE^roblenfusi^Tvha t \

- Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Fe

. ^<Tolson _ 
^DeLoach-

Mohr

Cq Sullivan 
/'ravel------

Trotter------
Tele. Room
Holmes ___

0

TION COm’AIME) 
JJCLASS

,/. NOT-RECORDED 
102 AUG. 15 H67

1967 .

£>

’ ;t Associated Pressi;

JA.cnRj^ shott r ;_______

; ... testifies on'notsT'.
. The Washington Post 

Tinies Herald ___
The Washington Daily News______
The Evening Star (Washington) ------
'he Sunday Star (Washington) --------
3^iily News (New York) ----------------
Sunday News (New York) 
New York Post_______ _
The New York Times __
The Sun (Baltimore) ____
^he Worker_ .__________
The New Leader____ ;__

11 Street Journal _ 
^NStjonal Observer_

People'J World

[ Z-izrf^ wACt JLu

^9 e KS <£ 0
<7322; Z- 7-^7

I -
. - <• / . ■ U. ztl. ”

do you do..with a fellow that ; 
hits ahcT ruffs? He’s^in—«rwn j 
one night and opt the next, j 
hitting somewhere else. The 1 

aaverage police department? 
| doesn’t have the resources to < 
| travel around the country, 
a keeping tabs on people. If we . 
Would get Mr.: Hoover in- 
JVolved. . . .”

Trouble had been simmering ■ 
. in Cincinnati since April 29, . 
>»;Shott said, when fStokely, I 
•"/Carmichael, former fTeadof ;

SNCC, spoke to a group of* 1 
Negroes and “urged the peo-, 
,ple to fight police instead of 
•.each other,” Shott said ,, ■ ’ 1 1
Came After Visits .

i Capt. John A. Sarace of the1;: 
Nashville Police Department!' 
said a week of rioting there inf 
April “came right after Car-,! 
michael, Brown and other? 
SNCC functionaries” had vis-. 
ited Nashville. . ['

Cambridge Police Chief! 
[Brice. G. Kinnamon said he 
iwas “confident that the speech 
!(by Brown) was the sole rea
son for our riots; not only did 
’his speech cause it, he led 
these, people” in a. march on 

l ithe .wiilie=tmstness district'"’- !



CornmtceTr-Charman__Ja,mes 
kO. Eastland (D-Miss;)~called 
the recent series of riots “a 
threat to the very stability of ' ■/: 
this Nation” and he promised ..; 
■that “these hearings will not 
jbe long drawn out.” 
r The Committee would at
tempt to learn what kind of . '■ 
people have .been participat- . ■ ■ 
ing in the riots, what weapons 
were used and where they . ? 
came from and what sort of. . 
police action has been most 
effective, Eastland said. .<

. Chief John B. Layton of the ,, 
Metropolitan Washington Pci- 
dice Department and police. ,. ; 
{officials from. Plainfield, N.J.; :i 
Tampa, ■ Newark and Roches^, 
ter will testify today.

Senate • Republican Leader 
Everett M. Dirksen of Illinois, 
said it was “rather imperative” 
that Detroit Mayor Jerome P..' j ■" 
Cavanagh .be called as a wit- . ■ : 
ness. He referred to remarks :.

. by Cavanagh saying Congress . i". 
had failed to meet the''needs • 
of the cities- .;;;

Eas&and==3g?d Cavanagh sb " ■ 
far hasjjafiiged to appear, but. 
Hart defended Cavanagh, say-3 
ing the mayor wants to testify; 
but at the moment has mat- 
iters of “a little more Immedi-jL ’ 
key”. to<.~k*.. , 5-».; .'j * t." V* - ' . .



y ^7, • ■ < . ' '. ■ -i ■ - • • • 7 , *• - .• I
FD-36 (Rev? 5-22-64)' ■ ’ ’ ’ Jjjk ? : “ \ I .

-■ '•■ ■ ■■ ■ .’ ?' '■ i

’ ' \ ' FBI ■ X ‘ -f
■ ’ :E'at0: 8/3/67 " I

\ ' ■ ■■ ; I

Transmit’the following in _______________ - - '__ _______ ________ ____ ;_____ :__i__ j___ I
' . ■ , . (Type in plaintext or code) ’

Via AIRTEL __ -AIR-MAIL - REGISTERED
(Priority)

■ A

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM^^JSAC, HOUSTON (100-10598) (RUC) 

SUBJECT: STOKELY^ARMICHAEL

INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

Re: Houston airtel to the Bureau, 7/10/67.

Because of the poor fidelity of the original 
recording made by the Houston Police Department and result
ing poor fidelity of the re-recording made on 7/7/67 of 
CARMICHAEL’s speech at Texas Southern University made in 
April, 1967, Houston stenographers have been unable to 
make a successful transcription thereof. /V f

Texas State Department I 
of Public Satety, Houston, Texas, advised on 7/10/67 that 
Department of Public Safety personnel had made no recording b7C 
of CARMICHAEL’s speeches at Houston, Texas.

in view of investigation set forth 
further investigation being cdn- 
this time. Houston, will, however,

CJP:mb 
(4)

3 Bureau (RM) (AM)
1 - Houston

Therefore, and 
in referenced airtel, no 
ducted in this matter at

Sent
’ S^S'Fal Agent in Charge ' - '

remain alert to any future speeches which CARMICHAEL may 
give at Houston, and in that event, will attempt to obtai 
transcriptions of same. . zZ,//

Rte-* /06'^h^^LLS,
16 AUG 4 W

M • Per _2_



FBI

Date: 8-9-67

Transmit the following in ._______ ■" ______________ '
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI(100-446080)
f ■

FROM: Z^SAC, JACKSON(100-123)(P) 

stokelyCarmichael 
is - M 
SEDITION 
(00: ATLANTA)

Re Jackson tel to Bureau, Atlanta, New Orleans, 
8-9-67.

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and ten 
copies of LHM in captioned matter; enclosed for Atlanta are 
nine copies of four FD-302s in captioned matter. h7(

All persons contacted were advised that this 
investigation was being conducted at the request of the AAG 
in charge of the Internal Security Division, USDJ.

No lead is being set out to New York re 
and visual excerpts as this is being left to the discretion

vocal

of 00. It is noted that Departmental Attorneys may be intereste 
in reviewing this film in New York at a subsequent date.

LEAD:

JACKSON DATE FORAV

HOW F0RW:

AGENCY: ACS3I, Gl'l. OS1

ureau(Enc. 11 
2-Atlanta(100-6890)(Enc. 36)(RM) 
2-Jackson AUG 11 Wi

57AUB211967



JN 100-123'

At Jackson, Mississippi
b7C

Will recontact)________________ |
Jackson, Mississippi. to determine if original ot tape 
recording made by 4-11-67, is subsequently 
found.

b7C

2



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Jackson, Mississippi 
August 9, 1967

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - M 
SEDITION

The following investigation was conducted by 
Special Agents of the FBI, Jackson, Mississippi, regarding 
the speech made by Stokely Carmichael on the evening of 
April 11, 1967, in the Main Chapel of Tougaloo College, 
Jackson, Mississippi:

COPIES DESTROYED333 FEB 24 1971



F.D.30'2 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b7C Date ___8 “9" 67_____________

He said on the evening of April 11, 1967, he attendedb7c 
a speech delivered by STOKELY CARMICHAEL in the Main Chapel y 
of Tougaloo College, Jackson, Mississippi. He said he was 
there for the entire speech and it lasted from 8:30 pbm.
until about 10:00 p.m. He estimated the crowd at 350 to 400 
and said the crowd was predominately Negro. He said the 
make up of the crowd was about even, male and female, and 
the majority of them were college age students.

He said he did not observe anyone in military uniform 
in the audience or know of anyone in the audience to be in the 
military service.

He said the crowd was very responsive in support of 
CARMICHAEL’S speech and on several occasions near the end of 
his speech frequently chanted "Hell no, we won’t go".

He said there was possibly a question and answer 
session following the speech, however, he cannot specifically 
recall this. He said although the speech was very thought 
provoking he does not recall any seminars or related group 
meetings following the speech.

8-9-67 Jackson, Mississippi ,, Jackson 100-123
--------------------at-------------------- 1--------------------------- ______________b ile #______________________

SAs
by TF/hke

b7C . _
-----Date dictated-----§12121

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the. FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



JN 100-123

He said he was accompanied at the speech bv

b7C

b7C

of Aciahta, Georgia.

He said he did not make a tape recording of the
speech, however, he and his crew made vocal and visual 
film excerpts of the speech. He said these excerpts could 
be made ava^1 a_ £cxx_£aiu-axa_ hu_ I

said he would be willing and available b7C
to testify regarding what he had related subject to the 
approval of his employer.

/ 3



FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b7C

Date______8~9"67 _____

Mississippi, a position he has held for the past six years

b7C On the evening of April 11, 1967, in connection_____
with his employment, he was assigned | b7C
to attend a meeting at Tougaloo College, Tougaloo, Mississippi, 
at which STOKELY CARMICHAEL was the principal speaker.

This meeting was held at the Tougaloo Chapel, 
Tougaloo, Mississippi, with several hundred persons present, 
eighty percent Negro, twenty percent white. All the Negro 
youths were of college and draft age. CARMICHAEL’S speech 
was very enthusiastically received with the audience clapping 
chanting "Hell no, we ain't going".

He observed no question or answer period or any 
type of group discussion from the audience.

He observed no person wearing the uniform of the 
U. S. Afcmed Forces and did not know anyone in the audience 
currently in the Armed Forces of the U. S. Government.

He further advised that he taped CARMICHAEL’s 
speech, however, due to the lapse of time he is unable to 
locate this specific tape and that in all probability, the 
tape has beenerased.------------- ------------------------- ------------

8-9-67 Jackson, Mississippi
On__________________ at___________________________ ;_____

Jackson 100-123
-File # ___ _____________:________

bv SA hke ^70 r> t ri- t 4 j 8-9-67
u- —r---------  ---------------- u i -------Date dictated-------------------- ,_________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. ■ . • • . "



JN 100-123

stated that he would be willing to 
testify it his testimony was absolutely necessary.

b7C

5



F'D-362 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b7C
Date __ 8-9-67

was contacted on several occasions on this date
in an effort to determine if he had been able to locate the b7C 
original of a tape recording of a speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
on April 11, 1967, at Tougaloo College. Jackson. Mississippi.
This recording was supposedly made by
presently working wit!
Louisiana.

who is

on each occasion, advised his extensive
pfforts tn inoaFa thia*tape had been negative. He said the

has been re-arranged since the date
tne tape was rirst delivered and he believes that the tape b7C
was possibly lost, misplaced, or erased. He said he would 
continue his efforts to locate the tape, notify all his 
employees regarding the search for the tape and advise the 
FBI accordingly should it subsequently be found.

On Q~-7~p' Jackson, Mississippi File # Jackson 100-123

hke

• This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
.your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



f^EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIgWoN

Date :___6-9-67______ •

with a tape recording of a speech made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
at Tougaloo College, Jackson, Mississippi, on the evening 
of April 11, 1967.1 ladvised that at this time he t7C
did not know who had delivered the tape recording to him, 
however, noted that he had previously advised several 
newsmen that he would be interested in receiving a tape
recording of the speech if they could obtain one for him.
He said he believes that the tape recording he was providing
SA |was a copy made from an original actually taped b7C
by[ lat the speech.

5-31-67 Jackson, Mississippi File # Jackson 100-123

by SA hke

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI.

6-5-67

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Date dictated —

It is the. property of the FBI and is loaned to
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NMENT

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY >962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 2?

UNITED STATES G

Memorandum
MR. D BRENNAN DATE: August 8, 1967

Tolson ____________
DeLoach __________
Mohr______________
Wick ______________
Casper____________
Callahan __________
Conrad____________
Felt _______________
Gale ______________
Rosen _____________
Sullivan __________
Tavel_____________
Trotter ____________
Tele. Room_______
Holmes___________

andy____________ff

SUBJECT:

W. 0FROM

bl

bl

bl

bl

WOCrhke
CONTINUED - OVER

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - SNCC

REXr’ro

AUG 11 1967

C.D. Brennan(Mr. B. A. Wells) 
Qa 1-Liaison



Memorandum from W. 0. Cregar to Mr. D. J. Brennan 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

IS - SNCC

bl

______________________ E7
ACTION:

The above is directed to the Internal Security 
Section for their attention.

2



■ - - * . c.' " ' -. ■ - |.
r ;■ ./ .,:Date; 8/14/67 i

Transmit the following in : ' •• ’ ' ■- '. __ __ .___ ____ _ I
■y - - 4 ‘(T.ype in-plaintext br code)- J

Via AlRTEL / i >
. . . - '’ . - ■ '* _• ~ : (Priority)" ' • »* V , r rf,

•' •' ’• “ ’X;,' ..

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI, ' ? ■/

FROM: SAC, BALTIMORE .(100.-^4220).

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M;. SEDITION •

8/9/67. !
Re WFO, teletype, 8/8/67 and Baltimore tele type <

elephonically
contacted1—une Daibuuuie unite—uu w/xx/। un his return 
from .vacation. He advised he was leaving immediately for b?c

■ WDC and would be available for interview in. the A.M. of *
8/11/67.

WFO cognizant and-will handle.



Pompano Beach, Florida 33062

Dear

b7C

August 10, 19(57

I have received your letter of August 3rd, with 
enclosures.

o o
&Q

1
o

In response to your inquiry, Stokely Carmichael was 
born on June 29, 1941, at Trinidad, West Indies, and derives his 
tfnited States citizenship through the naturalization of his father. He 
is therefore, not subject to exclusion from the United States, as an 
alien, hi addition, the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the 
Federal Government and, as such, does not determine whether pros
ecution will be undertaken in any situation. Such decisions concerning 
violations of Federal law are within the province of the United States 
Department of Justice.

You may be assured, however, the FBI is aware of the 
activities of the individuals you mentioned and any information 
obtained which might indicate a violation of Federal law ov@r which 
this Bureau has investigative jurisdiction is furnished to the United 
States Department of Justice for prosecutive consideratiom-

. Sincerely yours, 
HEC 0 MICK

a. Edgatn&iimailed

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles.

AUG 101967 

COMM.FBI



TRUE COPY

b7C

Florida - 33062

Dear Sir: -

Is there any way you can prevent Carmichael from 
re-entry into the U. S. ?

Who wants him ? In my opinion and the opinion of 
many others he is far worse than Benedict Arnold.

He is so flagratnly anti-American he should be for
bidden this great country of ours. Who pays his way? He does lots 
of globe-trotting so the Commies must be paying for it. He doesn’t 
work. All he does is spew hate. Some one ought to cement his bifi 
mouth shut. Harsh words but he has asked for it and the state ® 
Dept & their ilk just want to slap his wrist & call him a bad boy!

Excuse this harangue but I do hope the F.B.I. can rid 
this country of Carmichal & the other rabid hate-monger Brown. 
They certainly do not help the decent negroes to a better life.

If this country was headed by a man like you, Mr. Hoover, 
we wouldn’t be in this awful mess we are in. We need men with guts 
which we definitely don't have —Mac Namara - Shriver & you can name 
the others should go down to oblivion-

Very sincerely

b7C

•b7C
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ers Company

New York NewsNEA ReutersUPI

FIDEL CASTRO 
...the host

UN-SENTINEL
Six Great News Services^ Chicago Tribune

SAN FRANCISCO. W) -r- Black Power advocates 
. “are moving into urban guerrilla warfare in the United

States,” Stokely Carmichael said at a Havana news 
conference Tuesday.

“We have no alternative but to use aggressive 
armed violence in order to own the land, houses, and 
stores inside^ our communities, and to control the 
politics of those communities,” Carmichael said. —

Felix Greene, a Palo Alto, Calif./ writer with 
British citizenship, reported Carmichael’s statements in 
a telephoned dispatch to the San Francisco Chronicle.

Greene is covering the Congress of the Revolution
ary Organization of Latin America in Havana.

Greene’s dispatch- reported that Carmichael- de
clared the Black Power guerrillas “must develop ai 
consciousness so that when people who are: struggling 
get killed, the retaliation will be against>the leaders of 
the West"

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 2, 1967

“Let us develop a consciousness that when they 
touch one guerrilla, Lyndon Johnson, Dean Rusk, Rob- . 
ert McNamara and Harold Wilson must pay the price,” 
Carmichael said.

“We are not waiting for them to kill us. We will 
move to kill them first—or rather, we are working 
towards that goal.”

Greene reported that Carmichael' said that Black 
people in the United States will not pick up guns to fight 
the Vietnamese.

Carmichael later said:
“One good thing about the Vietnam war is that the 

United States has taught us how to kill.
“Our brothers returning from Vietnam are going to 

use that training well in the cities of the United States.
“The fighters of an imperialist country are cow- 

< ards. * .
“They don’t like to fight hand to hand. In Vietnam 

when they find themselves fighting hand to hand, they 
call in bombers to drop napalm and high explosives.

“But in the United States they have to fight hand to 
hand.

“They cannot use napalm and bombs—and we will 
wipe them out.” i

Greene said Carmichael talked more than two 
hours to about 120 Latin American and European 
newsmen, answering questions..

Asked about the role of White people in the Negro 
struggle, Carmichael replied: “The only Whites we can 
use in our struggle are those who are ready to pick up 
guns with us to destroy the capitalist system.”

Carmichael said, “Black Power is. the joining of 
hands with the oppressed peoples outside the United 
States to' smash the imperialist structure of the United 
States which oppresses us on the inside and you oh the CARMICHAEL 

the ‘delegate’



(Continued from Page 1-A)

iwwwm

“I suggest that we/stop this / N.Yv replied that he hoped .Meanwhile "the/commission' ’ 
business about who /killed Congress, supported by White which investigated the Watts / 
Cock Robin. While poverty citizens, would have the mor-, riots of 1965 warned that that ■

- - - al courage to persevere in the outbreak could be “only a

a preliminary" report set by 
President Johnson, but Hoo
ver’s report “impressed the 
fact that some of these tilings 
seem to start with little inci
dents.”

“Little incidents” w er e 
blamed for the outbreak of 
rock-throwing by Negro 
youngsters in Washington, 
D.C. Monday night.

Helped by a sudden down
pour, police in the capital suc
ceeded in clearing the streets 
Tuesday morning and ar
rested 40 — 28 were charged

>4

responsibility ■ for his own 
well-being.”: ■'2'

Lincoln, a Negro anti-poverty 
worker, who said: “This was . 
just a bunch of kids who’ve 
been listening to too much 
rabble-rousing this past knows it doesn’t-this doesn’t, ’al'courage to persevere m the; outbreak could be "omy a 

/week.” _ . ;'.■•■■■ mean we can blind ourselves ' cau$e of racial equality - in: curtain-raiser.for what could;.
In Congress ■ part . of the to these problems.” ^ /./ spite of the riots. ; ■ ^ blow up in the.future.” ,

blame for giving the “rabble- - The; House heard a succes-- • However, the v i o 1 e n c e - The commission report said 
rouging” so much publicity sion of angry speeches about brought a warning that White ’that no amount of money, z
was laid at the feet of the. the rioting and complaints reaction could “mean disaster tVai7nnO nr effort wnniH rnico
news media. , against Vice-President to our social structure,” from . 5, ° . £ ,

House Democratic Whip Humphrey’s statement. that 22 prominent Americans, in- the Negro to, the point he
Hale Rnggs said he i« amazed Congress had been inexcusar eluding New. York Mayor seeks’ /‘unless ■ he himself,-
that so much time has been bly slow to enact legislation. . John Lindsay and banker Da- shoulders a full share/of the 
turned over to “agitators like Rep. Charles Jonas,/D-N.C./ vid Rockefeller. .. . ; •

~ ~ ' * accused the vice-president of In Detroit, federal troops - ■ -
/‘frantic efforts to - find a were being pulled out as Gov. They listed the following 
scapegoat;” - /;. , Romney lifted nearly all of' findings in the Watts out-,.

... ,______ , ___ , Meanwhile Rep. James that city’s emergency restric- break: /
Police Chief John Layton pers to “exercise a more re- Quillen, . R-Tenn., told. the tions,■■■; •, • “No reliable evidence of

told a news conference that ------ :u’- — ’* s- ■ «->..• - — ■ --
the incident was nothing more 
than ta^spontaneous outburst- 

Iby juveniles but “we are cer
tainly alert to anything like 
fhis happening again.” , ... ______ ______ _

. Commissioners agreed also to the problems that confront tion; .
with the summation. of Abe us. — -

(H. Rap) Brown and (Sto-
— ______ ___kely) Carmichael.” _

but most were released later Rep. Ed Edmonson, D- 
on $25 bond. ' ■ Okla., called on the newspa-

sponsible role r in helping House Rules Committee that He .abolished the curfew and . established plans for . the riot-;
maintain law and order than passage of other civil right / said residents may assemble. ing.” .• ;.//r: \,./; ; ■
many have been.” bills was a major cause: of the ’ freely once again. Restric- •.The arrest,.of Negro ’

In his-speech, Boggs said: rioting because it raised false: tions on the sale of gasoline "" “
/“Rather than beat our breasts hopes and thus deepened the were removed blit he, contin- 
so, we should look to answers resultant despair and frustra- ' ued indefinitely bans on the 

■ - sale of weapons and ex
Rep. Emanuel Celler, D- plosives. J , ■ . .. . ... ■ . . .. ’• - —-x . ' ■■

Marquette Frye ' oh a drunk 
driving charge whs a “tinder- , 
igniting incident” but the han-,?, 
tiling of the arrest by highway ..: 
patrolmen-'was not criticized..



2A SUN-SENTINEL, Wednesday, August 2, 1967 *—t

? . . t . i ?'■■■ (AP Wirephoto)

NATIONAL GUARDSMEN WITHDRAW AFTER BLOODY DETROIT RIOTS 
: i. a woman heads for funeral for girl killed in the rampage!’ ‘ y (•/. • . .• ••.i -a -.. • ’ ‘ t j-.- .1 .



F B I
Date: 8/11/67

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (100-15451) (RUC)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 
00: Atlanta

copies to all

b2
b7D

v
r;

Copies of this memorandum are being 
disseminated locally to the following agencies:

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, with 
dated 6/7/67.

copies of 
captioned 
"Granma.”

JJM:sl 
(7)

NISO, Charleston, South Carolina; 
OSI, Robins Air Force Base, Georgia; 
111th MI Group, Orlando, Florida.

Enclosed for the Bureau are nine 
a LHM containing information regarding the 
subject that appeared in the Cuban newspaper 
Two copies of this memorandum are being furnished to 
Atlanta, the office of origin.

(§)- Bureau (Enc.
2 - Atlanta (100-6812) (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - Miami (1-100-15451)____ /z < . /

offices

Sent
6

Approved M Per

g 
8
§

AGENCY: ACSI. 4terOSX;SEC. 
CRD. RAO ; AUG 14 1967

DATE FOR'T- --- _
HOW FCRW



MM 100-15451

Source concealed is 
the information to SA

Eho furnished 
P/7/67.

was made
Translation from the Spanish 
by

where required,

b2
b7C

b7C

2



In Reply, Please Refer to

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

AU OF I NVESTI

F««No. 100-15451

Miami, Florida
August 11, 1967

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

A source, on August 7, 1967, made available 
the August -2, 1967 issue of ’’Granma.” Contained therein 
were the following news articles-:

MESSAGE FROM STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The following message was read over Radio Habana
Cuba by U.S. Negro leader, STOKELY CARMICHAEL:

’’Havana, Cuba 
August 1, 1967

”To Our Comrades in the Armed Struggle Against 
Imperialism and Racism:

”We of the Black Liberation Movement of the 
U.S, want all of you to know wherever you are that we 
are your comrades. We are no longer going to allow our 
enemies to make us fight against you, as they have done 
in the past. We will not fight in Vietnam, Santo Domingo 
or anywhere else in the world. Our fight will be' inside 
the U.S. While we are fighting to destroy Imperialism 
from the inside, we know you will be fighting from the 
outside. We are dedicated with our very lives to destroy 
imperialism as you have proven time and time again that 
you have dedicated your lives. We look forward to the'day 
which will be very soon, when we will overthrow decadent 
governments and will start the real Revolution of building 
a society based on humanity rather than a society based on

— z/—■ 

aeiosoRl



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

exploitation. Our struggle is the same. Our love for 
humanity will make us continue to fight.

’’STOKELY CARMICHAEL
, ' SNCC’’

CARMICHAEL SENDS MESSAGE TO 
GUERRILLA LEADER-CHE GUEVARA

’’You are an inspiration to the fighters 
for liberation throughout the .world.,'-’

Negro leader STOKELY CARMICHAEL^rom the 
United States personally read a mess^g^ere^gree tings 
to veteran guerilla leader, ERNESTdTCHE/fcUEVARA, 
wherever he may be, over Radio Habana Cuba.

The message read as follows:

"My Comrade and Friend CHE:

"The Afro-Americans in the United States feel 
a great admiration for you. We anxiously await your 
writings in order to read them, digest them and plan 
our tactics on -the basis of them.

.’’We want you to know, wherever you may be, 
that you. are an inspiration, not only to the Negroes. 
in the United States, but also to the liberation 
struggles around the world. Please keep on fighting, 
for your fighting inspires us. Do not despair, Comrade.

"WE SHALL WIN. ’’

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

2



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

CARMICHAEL also addressed a message to the 
liberation movements throughout the world.

’’Granma” is published daily 
as the official organ of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of 
Cuba.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

3*



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITEWSTATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Miami, Florida 
August 11, 1967

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

Reference Memorandum dated and captioned
as above, at Miami, Florida

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

T<h!u drCo,menJ! contalns neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 

ot the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



FDt36 (Rpv-5-2,2-6 4)

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL.

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812)

SUBJECT: STOKELYCARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - M

ReBuairtel 8/2/67.

(Priority) ft

Date: 8/4/67

AIRMAIL

b7C
b7D

Enclosed are 10 copies of an LHM containing informa- 
This LHM has been 

" inasmuch as a limited number of
On between I_________

and
■.which would place tne identity of the source in jepparay 
should the information become known -to unauthorized individuals.

b7D 
tic.* received 
classified "CO

F B I

Atlanta has alerted sources as to the necessity of 
determining as much detail as is possible relative to CAR
MICHAEL’S trip to Cuba and other foreign travel, and as such 
information is developed, it will be immediately forwarded;’ 
to the Bureau in form suitable for dissemination.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN® 
&’.>■ I:.' -- ---------------
&AT2.

x'J Us SJNGLABS: 
BY *W|V/A

XX 4

/$$■***■ *■/'

4.

DZ-------- ---- —
lor (RM) b7D 8 AUG 8 1967Burea u (Enc .

3 - Atlanta (2 - 100-6812)



In Reply, Please Refer So 
Filo No.

UNI^J) STATES DEPARTMENT OF J^j^CE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Atlanta, Georgia
August 4, 1967,

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY ° M

I On | | .a source, who hpra famlshad re-
liahPa informSTTon in thgnogst. advised thatI I _

b7C
b7D
I 
f 
/

I

b7C
b7D



STOKELY. CARMICHAEL

As regards. to Carmichael’s appearance at the 
International Congress'.for the Dialectics off Liberation, /ZJ 
tbe, .following is 'set forth:'' ' ■

; Am article .appearing .in ’’The American*’, London, 
England, off July 21, 1967, describes the Congress as a 
gathering of several, leading intellectuals, of the.western p 
world who are attempting.to demystify human violence: in U 
all its forms.

.An article appearing in. the ’’Evening Standard”, 
London, England., July 24, '1967,. making reference to Car
michael’s appearance at the Congress, Carmichael has been 
quoted :as saying,' ”It is time. to. let . the whites know we 
are going-to take over. if they don’t like, it, we will 7j\ 

. stamp .them.out — using, violence' and any other means
necessary V.”

An article appearing in “The Evening News”, 
London, July’ 24,- 1967, reflected that Carmichael left 
England suddenly July 24, 1967, on an Air India flight z- 
for Prague to make a connection with a plane bound for (u) 
Hanoi, the North Vietnamese.capital. \L

. An article, appearing :.in the .’’Daily Express”, Lon
don, July 25, 1967, quotes Carmichael ajt the Congress as 
having .said,. ’’Iff the. British do not. adopt our principles,A 
I would burn down their homes and factories.” (Kj

: An ..article appearing 1® '’’’The Washington Post 
Times' Herald”, of. July 26,. 1967,■. written by Michael Arkus, 
reflects,that Carmichael arrived in Cuba by air from

. Prague as an Observer ..to the . Latin American Solidarity 
Organization’s conference of revolutionary forces in Havana. 
Carmichael was welcomed at the Havandl^Airport by Captain 
Osmany CienfuegbS, President of the Cuban Communist Party’s 
Tri-Continental Revolutionary Organization. The article 
'continues that shortly before Carmichael’s arrival, the 
Cuban news agency, Prefisa Latina, published an interview Z'' 
with him in London in which he was quoted as saying:

”In Newark (Wew Jersey, wh$re rioting was 
going-on) tp’age,.AppXytnt-th0.,fU6^^W^rrn-' 
guerrilla warfare. Weare preparinggroups 
of urban guerrillas for out defense in the 
cities. This struggle is not going to be a

2



. STOEELT/CARMICHAEL

:; mere.. street. meeting. It. is/going; to be a . r \ 
stnaggl® to the death,” ^<3

He ,1 likened the. racial disturbances in the United
States to ”real rebellions”, and said th® Cuban revolution
was an inspiration-’to United States .Negroes.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency^fit and its contents are not to be dis
tributed outside your Agency;

.-3*. '



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

- -“Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO:

FROM

SUBJECT:

capt ioned

F B I

Date: 8/7/67-

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-1297) (P)

Director, 8/4/67,

b2

rCLASS
iv>x

AT ATLANTA, GEORGIA

in Charge

Enclosed for the Bureau 
and captioned as above.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

Re Chicago teletype ; to 
as above.

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

are 11 copies of an 
A copy of the LHM

Chicago,

00: Atlanta

1“

b7D

Sent M Per

LHM dated
is being furnished USA and U. S. Secret Service, 
and Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

Chicago source mentioned in LHM is 
(PROB).

- ---Chicago following; Bureau will be advised of 
any pertinent developments.

LEAD

ATLANTA

_ _____ Furnish any information
received from sources indicating>travel to Chicago by 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL. ' ■ z"x z

Bureau (Enc.
2 - Atlanta (Enc. 2) (100-6812)
4 - Chicago \

1 - 100-40342 (SNCC)_________
1
1 

DEH:mr

4 16 AUG 9 1967 b7C
■t'k's A V

157-413 ONT OSI;SEC. -
AGENCY: ACSI, ’n 0«

Approved: XL------------- \
i a M iMCjpecial



157-1297
In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois

August 7,

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS b7C

____________On August. 4, 1967,
1 Chicago Police Department, Chicago, 

Illinois, advifeed^ that police department sources stated 
that Stokely Carmichael is expected to return to Chicago on 
August 11, 1967, for a three-day speaking engagement. The 
Deacons of Defense and Justice, Incorporated (DDJ), a Chicago 
militant Civil Rights group that advocates armed Negro 
defense, is making preparations to guard Carmichael.

On August 5, 1967, a confidential source who 
has furni she'd reliable information in thq/past, advised ~ 
that | 
of Student Nonviolent Coordinating^Comnyittee (BNCC), was 
conferring with individuals in the Chicago area that advocate U7C 
black power concepts concerning the ndsp-ibility of attempting 
to get Stokely Carmichael and H. RapJ^rowi^ past and present 
National Chairmen of SNCC respectively, to appear in Chicago 
on August 27, 1967, for a black power conference. Source 
had no further details concerning this matter. ’ 7

A copy of this memorandum is being .furnished_J;o^— 
United States Attorney and United States Secret Service, 
Chicago, and Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

ggORMATIOiy CONTAUM)

FTZ.Xfc'

This document contains neither recommendations nor con
clusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to 
be distributed outside your agency.

§ D^^tTROYETD 

FFb 24 1971



1 APPENDIX

DEACONS OF DEFENSE AND JUSTICE, INC. , 
Aka, Deacons for Defense and Justice, Inc.

The Articles of Incorporation of the Deacons of 
Defense and Justice (DDJ) as on file with the Secretary of 
State for the State of Louisiana, reflect that the Deacons 
of Defense and Justice, Inc., is a Louisiana corporation 
domiciled at Jonesboro, Louisiana, The location and business 
office address of its registered office shall be Amos Service 
Station (rear), Beach Spring Road, Drawer B., Jonesboro, 
Louisiana.

"This corporation is organized for the following 
purposes and to carry on the following purposes:

"To instruct, train, teach and educate Citizens of 
the United States and especially minority groups in the funda
mental principles of the republican form of government and our 
democratic way of life; to instruct, teach, train and educate 
said persons in the provisions of the constitution and laws of 
the United States and the State of Louisiana, as wel| as the 
constitution and laws of any other state wherein this corporation 
may operate; to instruct, teach, train and educate said persons 
in the use, value, and purpose of the ballot and the right to 
vote; to instruct, teach, train and educate said persons as to 
the duties and responsibilities of good citizenship relative to 
the obligation and duties of the community to the citizen; to 
further instruct, teach, train and educate said persons in the 
value of economic security and in the effective use of their 
spending power; to inspire in said persons a sense of responsi
bility and to develop leadership. This corporation has for its 
further purpose, and is dedicated to, the defense of the civil 
rights, property rights and personal rights of said people and 
will defend said rights by any and all honorable and legal means 
to the end that justice may be obtained. This corporation may 
establish chapters and conduct its business at any place in this 
State and elsewhere as permitted by law."
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Re: Stokely Carmichael

On June 29, 1967, a State investigative agency 
made available a transcript made from a tape recording of 
Stokely Carmichael’s speech, made at the Fountain Street 
Church, Grand Rapids, Michigan, on May 17, 1967.
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"Well, I’m back to the field also, and, to begin with, 
aw, there sure are a whole lot a lights up here, but to begin 
with I would like to, to repeat a little slogan that we kinda 
created, the six, me with the other sixteen members of the 
organization who have said hell no, we’re not going, and it is:

"Clean my cell, I’ll be there soon, it is better 
feared than dear.

"So, I am trying to get other people to, like join 
in, so that when we go there we can go with a big bang instead 
of just one by one. Now, come on now, I gotta have more 
support than that cause.

- 2 -
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"This Friday I will be indicted and will probably go 
to jail, but, I would like to have people'understand why I take 
this stand, and. if you remember, or if you've been reading lately, 
just within the past two weeks, past week, there has been two, there 
have been two brothers, in Mississippi and Texas who have been 
shot in the back, by policemen, one died, 
tomorrow. Now I think that black people will have to see their 
fight to liberation as being a fight within this country and that 
we have to begin to move to understand that we have no fight in 
Viet. Nam. My enemy is not the Vietnamese, it's the Jim Clarks, 
the Wallaces, the Maddox, those are the people. The question I 
keep askin' myself is why must I have to die to prove a, why must 
I have, to die in Viet Nam to prove my patriotism, I think that 
by going into the rule South and beginning to organize my brothers 
and sisters so that they can become liberated is proving to them 
who I am concerned with, my patriotism. I'd like to read to you 
a quote so you will understand some' of the things that are in the 
back of my mind about the war and why it's being fought, because 
it's not being fought for freedom, equality and democracy. Back in 
1953, August 4, President Eisenhower said, "Now let us assume that 
we’ve lost Indo China,, the tin and tungsten that we've so greatly 
valued from that area would cease coming. So when the United States 
votes $400,000,000.00 to' help that war, we are not voting a give-away 
program. y/e are voting for the cheapest way that we can to prevent 
the occurrence of something that would be of the most terrible 
significance to the United States of America, our security, our 
power and ability to get certain things we need from the riches 
of the Indo China territories and from-Southeast Asia." Now some 
people might say that that was, that was old, that was a long time 
ago, 1953, but. let me move on to February 28th, nineteen hundred 
and sixty five, an Ambassador, a, ex-Ambassaclor to South Viet Nam. 
Henry Cabot Lodge', made a statement that followed the same trend 
that President Eisenhower's statement followed.

"Geographically, Viet Nam stands .at the hub of a vast
area of the world, Southeast Asia. An area with the population of 
two hundred and forty nine -million persons. He who holds or has •1. 
influence' in Viet Nam can affect the future of the Philippines and' 
Formosa to the east, Thailand, Burma, with their huge rice surpluses 
to the west and Malasia and Indonesia with their rubber, ore and tin t 
to the south. Viet Nam thus, does not exist in a geographical vacuum. 
From its "large storehouses of wealth and population can be - influenced 
and undermined. It is obvious to me that the war in Viet. Nam is

CONFIDEN-^A^
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being fought in the, in the interest of industrialists, in the 
interest of the capitalist and in the interest of those who 
pressed us: therefore I cannot see myself participating in a 
war to press myself. Thank you. -Now Stokely Carmichael.

” We have/ a, sixteen other people in our organization 
who’d refuse to go to the draft, the United States Government 
has tried to break up our organization by drafting them, but, a, 
as fast as they draft ’em we get new people who want to join, plus 
we got. a whole lot a sisters who are out of sight. Well, I wanna 
talk tonight about a couple of things and to move from concepts 
into reality, cause I think that what is happening in this country 
is that white America is about to commit genocide against black 
people in this country, one way or the.-’ other, and that we- have to 
talk about our survival in this country, especially in this day 
..and age, because I don't think they're playing with us anymore, 
they're really goiri' for broke. We want to talk about self 
condemnation as a theory, we want to move into the, to differentiate 
between the concepts of giving one one's freedom and denying one 
one’s liberation. We want to talk about • the importance of 
definitions and we want to talk about violence, and then we want to 
move pragmatically to see how those theories apply to black people 
in this country, talk pragmatically about the lies this country has 
told about black people, shame that is a psychologically made is 
felt for ourseIves,and our people, move on to talk about the need 
for developing a concept with people who are in this country and 
finally to instilling within all our people and especially our young, 
the will to fight back when touched on by anybody. I'm only wearing 
these shades cause the lights are in my eyes and I get tired-and 
if I asked Lem to put 'em out they'.d say I put the press out. I 
wish they would put 'em out. All they’re doin' really is gathering 
information, they're gettin' ready to bring some charges against me.’ 
And’one’ is as black in the body of black people in’ this country, 
especially within SNCC, baby, we’re gonna tell it like.it is and 
move .to TCU. The only way they can stop us is to kill us and these 
days we take 'em with us when we go. We want, to talk about self- 
condemnation now. It is impossible for someone to condemn 
themselves because if they condemn themselves, they have to punish 
themselves.. Very important concept, um, now we have to understand 
that, and it's impossible for a nation to condemn theirself, 
impossible. Let me give you some examples. I.really wish you’d
.take those lights out cause then I could see the folk, you know. 
Give it to the editorial twins of America tomorrow, Huntley and 
Brinkley. I.'m talking about, the editorial twins of America, Huntley
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and Brinkley, you know. Do you .ever dig on TV how they judge 
the whole world and black, people with just a flick of the finger. 
Les • says today they were on TV and they did something I did 
last night and Huntley said, "It is interesting to note that only 
with the exception, of Britain is this young man free to run around 
except the United States.” It is interesting to note that the 
United States is the world oppressor of black people, and that 
would be with the inclusion of Britain and France,

"Do you want the lights out? •

Carmichael"! would like ’em out, I really would. I’m sorry 
gentlemen of the press, we're gonna have to have the lights out 
so the man can see. I mean I asked you nicely, I could just take 
'em out myself. Hey, before you start to run, why don't you just 
put 'em out, I'd like the lights out, I don't know what the 
debate is, Hey, we didn't come to talk to the press, when we do 
we have a press conference."

"Now about self-condemnation. Let us give some examples. 
After World Wai? II the United States, a, formed the Nuremburg trials 
with a lot of the white western societies and they began to bring 
Nazis to trial. Now the Nazis who were allowed, who committed 
suicide are the ones, who when they were brought to trial, admitted 
that they killed human beings. See after they admitted they killed 
human beings then they had to commit suicide, The ones who didn't 
commit suicide, the ones who allowed themselves to live, 'were the 
ones who said, and they were rationalizing away their guilt, "I didn't 
know what was happening in Germany at that time." Listen to the 
arguments because they sound very , f very,. a very , very familiar. I 
didn’t know what was happening, I didn’t know thing’s were so bad or 
they said, ’’Well', yeah we killed Jews, but they were, they were not 
human beings, they were subhuman, so there’s nothing wrong with 
that." And then, .f inally , what they, said most sophisticated]}’ anci-. 
what most Americans are saying today, "We were just following law • 
and order," Now the ones who said that were able to live, they 
didn't condemn themselves. A more immediate example for us would 
be in Shubert County, Mississippi, that’s Philadelphia, Mississippi 
in 1964. -A hunkey lay the name of Raney, along with 18 other of . 
his friends, decided to kill three human beings because they were 
troubling the status quo. -Now the. entire county in Shubert County, 

’Mississippi, in 1964, cannot indict Sheriff Raney for murder. -They 
can’t indict him for murder because he's doing what they really 
want him to do. They elected him to do that. If niggers get smart
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you kill ’em, period. So they cdn’t indict him, cause if they 
indicted him. they would themselves be guilty. It’s very very 
important to understand because we can. turn inflict, but white 
America cannot condemn hisself forlall the brutality and 
that she’s heaped upon black people as a total community. If 
she were to do that, a, my brother Leroy Jones reminds me, she'd 
have to commit suicide, and that might not be a bad idea. So- 
that’s very important, so what it means then is that black people 
cannot subjucate themselves to the mercy of white America hoping 
that someday she will admit all the wrong doings that- she's done 
and somehow grant us our liberation. And that’s very very 
important. A great black man by the name of Frederick Douglas 
recognized that in the 1870s when he wrote, "He who wants his 
liberation must strike his own blow."

"Now that moves into the second theoryywe want to talk 
about the. difference between giving somebody their freedom and 
denying somebody their liberation. That's very very important, 
it's perhaps the most important concept we ought to deal with. 
In, a, ' the past the Civil Rights -Movement has gone on the 
assumption that white people could give black people their freedom. 
That is not true. No man can give any man his freedom. All men 
are born free. What happens after they are born free 'is that they 
are enslaved by other people. Now black people are born free in 
this country, they are enslaved by white people. So that white 
people can’t give us anything they've got to. stop enslaving us, 
they’ve got to stop denying us our liberation, in other words, 
they've got to become civilized.

"And now if you agree with that we can move on and give 
some clear examples, if you agree with that then the logical 
extens ion- would be that any civil rights bill passed- in--this-, 
country, while it might have eased the struggle, for black people, 
it really helped"civilize white people and, in fact; the civil 
rights, bill was for white people, not for us-. Let me give you 
an example. I am black, I know that I am a human being, you know, 
now, some, some hunkies don't know that, see. ■ They don't. Now 
I know that with a human being comes certain dignity that I’m 
supposed to have. One of them is that I can entei’ any public place. 
So I try to enter a public place, a hunky gets in my way, he shoots 
at me,, beats me up or carries me off to jail if I try to get in a 
store, so-, the white folk in D. C. got to write a civil rights bill

6
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for this hunky, tell 'era when I come to the store, get out of 
my way. So that I am totally unchanged by the process, I’m 
the same -person, the only person that's changed is this hunky, 
he's not, that's right, that's right. He is first to recognize 
my humanity. That’s the only difference. It's the same thing 
with the voting rights bill. I know that I can vote. Everytime 
I try to vote a hunky shoots me. That's right. . So they’ve 
got to pass a civil rights bill' for the hunky, tell 'em when I 
come to vote, get out of my way. And so finally you've gotten 
on the stand of concept because they're talkin.' about this open 
occupancy nonsense and they make it sound like if we should push 
forth. Now we know we can live any place we want to live, 
everytime we try, hunkies go to actin’ like savages, throwin' rocks 
and bottles. So then what they have to do is to pass a civil 
rights bill to tell hunkies when we move anyplace we want to move, 
don't go to actin' and showin' your color. So that if you really 
understand that, you would really recognize that the black power 
fighting this country is a fight to civilize white America because 
she is uncivilized. .

"Now then we want to move into the concept of definitions 
because they're very’important. White western society, and notice 
I say white western society, never western civilization cause 
that's a misnomer, as'a matter of fact’, it's a lie, lie. White 
western society has been able to define everybody and everything 
and because she's had the power to define everybody and everything, 
she has been able to prescribe their actions. That's very very 
important. If you got to understand, let me give you some examples. 
Television, the red man and the white man are fighting, right. 
The white man beats up the red man. What happens, what happened? 
We beat up and we killed all the Indians, we had a victory, right? 
The red man beats up the white man, what.happened? ..Those dirty. 
Indians massacred us. And you've got to understand that concept 
because what they're saying is that a victory is honorableand 
a massacre is not, a massacre is dirty, so the poor red man would 
be always fightin', but. he'll never win a victory, he'll always 
get a massacre. I guess the difference is that in a victory.'you' re 
shot to death and in a massacre you're cut to death, and if you're 
gonna die, we'd rather be shot to death. You can see that today, 
if you ever dig the editorial twins of America, Huntley and 
Brinkley, so that then today Viet Cong, dirty, rebel,filthy 
Common is t^ forces , threw Molotov cocktails and wounded 17 civilians, 
and as a flash he says, "In the meantime, our good GI boys have been 
bombing the hell out of North Viet Nam. And that has to do with
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definitions cause they're defining it, so these poor people 
are fighting for their country, a dirty Communist, you know, 
and they define us as Negroes and that means you’re lazy, stupid, 
apathetic, eat watermelon and . . Then there are
the first fright of anybody or any people is to define themselves 
as they see fit, define the struggle as what theycall it and to 
have those definitions recognized by the oppressor,, and that's 
a big fight in the country., cause what they did in the past was 
they had us react to their definitions. Let.me give you an 
example. You remember in 1954, Dr. King would get up and say,. 
"We want to integrate." In the minds, of our black people Dr. 
King was talking about good schools, good houses, good jobs and a 
good way of life, and that’s what all black people knew, but not 
some hunky; he'd jump up and say, you wanna marry my. daughter, 
don't ya? And so what would happen is that you -would have the 
black man now getting scared of their term, integration and they 
would start reactin' to him. He'd say, dh, we don't wanna marry 
your daughter, or we don't wanna be your brother-in-law, we just 
wanna be your brother. We don't wanna sleep in your bedroom, we 
wanna sleep in the house next to-ya, and all that junk, you know. 
What they allowed white people to do was to define their terms 
and to have them react to the definitions of white people’s terms. 
They don't, do that in S.MCC. They ask us, you know what we tell 
'em,' your daughter, your sister, your mama. The white woman is 
not the queen of the world, she’s not the Virgin Mary. She can 
be made like any other woman, let’s move on to something important, • 
so that we will, never allow them to define our terms and have 
use.- react to 'em, that's what -they try to do with black power. 
We say black power and they say, oh, you mean violence don’t you? 
And they want us to say, uh, uh, boss man, oh we don't mean 
violence, no sir. We. say black power, we will define it, you j 
will shut your mouth and listen to the .def in if ion o'f it‘ per iod; 
Black power is the coming together of black people to fight, for 
their liberation by any means necessary, period. And that rs very 
important cause we must be-able to define ourselves as we see fit 
because they have been defining,us and we have been accepting 
the definitions of them, of us. We should say we’re black people, 
beautiful', strong, intelligent and aggressive. 'We want "to move 
and then to talk about violence., because I'm really u; set. when 
I see a black man on television talking about violence, cause we 
the most violent people in this country. We cut and shoot each 
othex' more than we do anything on Friday and Saturday night

. "But don't anybody in the country talk about the violence 
of black people to black people cause they don’t care about black
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people, they don’t care. The; only time they talk about violence 
is when some brother moves to get rid of some hunky cop who can 
ride his back all his life, then they talk about.violence, then 
they talk about violence. And that's very very important cause 
you've got to understand that, they try to put us in the trick 
bag. Humphrey gonna get up there and talk about violence gonna 
get nobody nowhere and he's bombin’ the hell out of North Viet Nam, 
Who he kiddin'? Who’s he .kiddin’? .Who’s he kiddin’? They're 
talkin' about violence don't do us any good and the time we reach 
18 they put a uniform on us and send us out to Viet Nam to kill, 
people and they, oh, violence .don’t, what they're saying is that 
violence is okay qgainst everybody except the white man. And what 
really annoys me about these black people who,.after every rebellion, 
and not a riot, a rebellion, jumps up and says, aw, they shouldn't 
do that, they bad, they this, they that, is that they're using 
them to condemn their old people . and; that'..s c the .-.only power they have, 
the power to condemn black people,, that's all, that’s all. They 
do not have the power to condemn white people cause you never ‘hear 
’em speak out about police brutality. You never hear ’em speak 
out about white landlords who've''been charging us high prices.
They never talk about white merchants who charge us high prices 
for rotten meat. They never talk about it. Never talk about it. 
Half the time they livin', - out in the suburbs and they only know 
somethin' goin' on when some brother moves to take care alnatural 
business and then they open their mouths cause what they’re saying 
is that, it's okay, you all shut and. cut each other, but don’t 
touch that white man. That’s what they, taught, cause if they cared 
about non-violence, if they cared about, it,, they would be preachin' 
non-violence in the black . community cause we need it desperately 
in the black community, we. need to love and respect each other. 
If they cared about non-violence they would be practicing it in 
Viet'Nam, but it’s'not a question of"violence/ it's a;'question- of " 
black people moving for their, liberation and every time we move 
they try to stop us and they use so-called leaders’’to s’top'us’. So . 
I just throw that sjurik out the window about violence.; •.•.-The most 
violent man in the black community is a white cop;.. He has the 
.license to kill and the power to do it scott free, so it's not a 
question of violence. The real question is who is controlling the 
violence, that is the question.. If I shot 30 yellow men with 
slanted eyes I would get a badge if I were in Viet Nam. If I shot 
30 white men who called me niggei’ in this country I would get the 
electric'chair. It’s just a question of power. He who has power 
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to make his acts legitimate and we don't have none. And that's 
why we where we at. Cause if we had the power we would make 
our acts legitimate, and you've got to understand that, cause 
.that’s what they're gonna do as we move this summer. Have you 
ever noticed them, they had-’ that Fort Lauderdale thing, with 
kids throwin’ bottles and bricks at policemen. The headlines, 
College Kids go on a Spree. A brother throws a rock, Negroes Riot. 
So that we ought to incorporate those concepts and I just say I'm 
not goin' to discuss violence, it happens to be a way of life of 
man, the question is who uses it, who controls it, T'm gonna fight 
to be able to control my violence to decide who I’m gonna kill. 
I'm not gonna let nobody tell me who I should kill. It's very 
important cause I'm not goin;' t'beTie.tmNamd si•Imcnotbgdinlatoc-Viet 
NamJandJshootnnobody cause Lyndon Johnson tell me to go shoot 'em. 
The Vietnamese ain't never called me nigger. I know who I'm -gonna 
shoot. Now then, if we can accept those four basic 
self-condemnation, the difference between giving, one one’s freedom 
and denying one one's liberation, the importance of definitions 
in the world today and violence we can end .movement to how they 
been pragmatically applied to uszas a people to oppress and 
suppress us. Now what white America's had to do like Nazi Germany 
is to lie about what she did, so what she does is that everything 
that happens to black people she blames us because she can't blame 
herself. Just like the Nazis blame the Jews. They said, well, 
they deserve to be killed., you know they were filthy and .they ywere sloppy 
and they were trying to take over our economy and, you know, so they., 
and they had to believe those lies cause you got to believe 'em 
once you build 'em up. Now whi.te America has told a lot of lies’ 
about us and she's got to believe 'em, cause if she ever-stops 
she'll commit suicide. Now that doesn't bother me. '••What bothers 
me is that those lies have been so calculated that some black- 
people believe them and that's what we .wanna- talk about ’ That !s 
what we wanna talk about. We wanna be able to clear the minds of 
black people who believe the lies the white’America' told about us . ’ \ 
about themselves. The biggest.lie the white America has told about 
us is- that we are lazy. That's right, and you’have some black.
people .runnin’ around here, oh."we so.lazy, oh, we so lazy. If we 
were like-white folk, hard workin', we’d make it, but not. us, we 
lazy. That's a lot a junk. White people lazy. Look here, they 
so lazy they went to Africa to steal us to do their work for them. 
That's how lazy they are. It’s, not a question of being lazy. We 
are the hardest working people in this country. Our sweat built 
this country scott free. Scott free. Scott free. It's not a
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question of whether you're lazy or not, it is the question of 
who has the power to control the resources in a given area; 
that's what counts. If it were true, then the real lazy people 
in this country would be people like Bobby Kennedy: he ain't 
never worked in his life. So that we orght to get that out of our 
minds and understand that we are a hard working people. But what 
is wrong with that and what is closely associated to that is the 
other lie they tell. If you work hard you will succeed. You know 
we believe that man. My mother used to tell me, yeah, we do man, 
my mother’ used to tell me, go ahead and work hard, you’ll make it. 
You know my father believed that junk and he went ahead, that’s 
a lot a junk man. Cause if that were true we would own this 
country lock, stock and barrel. We would own it because we are 
the hardest working people in this country. Our mothers take care 
of two houses every single day, ours and Miss Ams . We-are the 
share croppers in Mississippi, from kin to kin. Can’t see in the 
morning till can't see in the night. That’s us, . that’s us. We 
are the porters and the elevatoi’ men in the North, we are the 
garbage men, we are the ditch diggers, we are the street cleaners, 
we are. the maids, It is us, we are the hardest worki.nl; and the 
lowest paid people in- this country. So it is not a question, it 
is not a question of who works hard, it is a question of who 
controls. Cause if that were true Bobby Kennedy would be the 
■poorest man in this country. So that you have to understand that 
in your mind.because tied very closely with that is what'they 
finally said to us, well if you wanna make it you gotta get an 
education and that was the biggest trick bag we ever fell. into. 
No, we really believed that man. We started to send our children 
to college and schools and all that, you know, boom boom boom, 
and if we had any sense we just stopped and did, you know. If I 
come out of college with a college diploma and a white boy come
•out with a high school diploma, he get ,.a higher' paid job-fr.om the 
junk. From the junk. So that it's not a question of getting ah 
education, cause we got too many doctors and masters working in 
the post office around this, country. Now that, again is not the 
question but what is really insidious about that is that they were 
telling... us that junk so we could go to school so they could brain, 
I mean whitewash our minds. Yeah. And now that’s what we wanna 
talk about because what says, and is a
black revolutionary philosopher and he's out of sight. Look it, 
he’s so deep that - can't.even begin to figure out
what he’s-talkin' about. That’s how' deep he is . says
that an educational system is nothing but the re-enforcement of 
values and institutions of a given society, period; and they just
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keep puttin’ it in your mind, you never question, you just accept 
it. Let me show you what they’ve done to us. 'We- sent our kids 
to school, they give 'em these books, Tom,Dick and Jane, little 
readers, you know. Tom is white, Dick is white, Jane is white, 
even their dog Spot is white. And here we come and we see ourselves 
on the back, little Black Sambo eatin' watermelon with . .,
So that's the very projection of the education thatewe wereigetting 
was slanted against us to accept white superiority without even 
questioning it. That's what they've done to us. They have 
degraded us to the point where we accept white, superiority by 
definition and black inferiority by looking in the mirror. That's 
what they've done to us. And’it works real real slow. They've not 
only done that, they have distorted and lied about history, lied 
about history. They have cut our roots from Africa because.they 
know that a people without a history is like a tree without its . 
roots. A tree without its roots. And that we have been floating 
for 400 years, it's time we got us a stable root, and become a 
big tree and spread out, all-over. -The first university in the 
world was the University of Timbuktu in Africa. f:i ica . But 
they never print that in their books, because they would have to 
admit that black people were way ahead of them. What do you study 
in school, Greece, Rome. What do you know about Africa? They've 
cut it from you. Hannibal was a black roan from Africa
who crossed the Alps and beat up the Romans to death.. They know

Hannibal in the books and when they put him in the movies 
they got. a hunky named Victor Mature playin' the part, playin' the 
part. And the reason they do that is because they don't want to 
instill any feeling of pride in black people because, their job is 
to dehumanize us to the level where we still remain productive, 
that is the worse thing you can do to any human being, you should 
a killed.him in the first place. You should a killed him in the . 
.first place. They, tell you .about Greece, and Rome, ..bu/e.'.they. .nev.er-y .-. 
tell you about Hannibal. ■ A black man crossed the Alps and bea-t up. 
their flourishing white empire. But if you had any -sense you would, 
know that Hannibal was black. Have you ever looked at these 
Italians with brown skins and dark eyes. Hannibal did that. 
If you ever have an Italian cop come up in your face and say
.somethin’, to you, tell him, get out my face, I’m your daddy. But 
that’s-the way the education system was geared, to ‘make us feel like 
we’re nothing and they're doing; it in this very day and age. Make 
us feel like we're nothing. They tell you'.about Napoleon Bonaparte. 
Did they.tell you a little black man who was a slave from Haiti 
named beat him up and sent him back to France cry in'
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like a baby, cryin' like a baby.. Did you know that? And that 
when he got back to France- his wife was pregnant for a Pigmy, we 
had ’em on both sides. But they don't do that because they must 
cut it out, but something-else, they don't even recognize their 
racism, they don't.- You know what is wrong with white education, 
they do not recognize the existence of anybody who is not white. 
Let me give you an example :of that. You gotta understand that. 
If I said to you that Dr. , who's a brilliant
black man and a beautiful blackkleader, don't believe that junk 
they fellin' you about, he's out of sight if the CIA would leave 
him alone. They got to get his so they got to mess with him.
If. I said to you that Dr. • discovered England in 1964,
you'd laugh in my face, but now that was the first time that that 
black man stepped foot on England and if we did not recognize the 
existence of non-black people, that's when he would have discovered 
it. But let me do it the other way. If I said.to you Christopher' 
Columbus discovered America in 1492, you would say yeah, that's’ 
light.. When he got here, there were people already here. He 
didn't discover it. But what happened is that the white people 
did not recognize the existence of red people so they said, 
nothing happened until we came,•until we came. And white people 
don’t even understand that. If you tell 'em Columbus didn't 
discover America, they'd get upset. That's right, but that’s- the 
truth. You don't read about anything until white people discovered 
it. Nothing was happening until some hunky came along and said, 
I discovered you. There was all of Africa not doin’ anything 
until a white man named Cecil Rhodes came along, named it'Rhodesia, 
stole our gold and our diamonds and ..they said that it didn’t 
happen until they came. That’s because they always move with • 
the assumption that they're superior and they don't even recognize 
it. Another example, the white man has felt that he is civilized 
and that his job to civilize everybody else,because everybody’s a 
savage., dumb, stupid, ignorant, ain't got no religion and all that 
junk, you know, and he's. God's gift .to humanity, yeah, .dig him. 
There, so that when they talk about Africa they talk about their 
same blue eyed, blond haired, fair boy Rudyard Kipling who said 
to the whites, go and pick up your skills and give it to your half 
pound.;friends, half native, half savage and half child and train
'em how to be good human beings cause we didn't know, see. We were 
in Africa, we were savages, that's what they called us, and you 
don’t want to go along with Africa cause you think Africa is 

"savages. You don't ever ask where the savage is, or what he does, 
cause if you did you'd recognize who the savages were. You would.
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A savage shoots, burns, kills and takes what he wants: check 
the United States out in Viet Nam and tell me so. Tell me so. 
So they came to Africa for, you know, we weren’t what’s happenin', 
they gonna tell us what to do. We were running around with our 
chests uncovered and our breasts were hangin’ out, and they said, 
cover up yourself cause I'm excited. And we wei’e, we were so 
stupid we thought it was for feedin' the young. And so obviously 
the filth must have been in somebody else’s mind, not ours, cause 
we didn't even know. Believe that as it is. The worst thing 
they could have done, Wasuto say to us that they were going to 
christianize us. Now notice, they didn't say we were -irreligious, 
oh, we had' religions, we had different Gods, and they said that 
was not the right way, cause we were stupid, and we had to get 
the right way and the right way was one God, Jesus Christ, you know 
and that's who we were supposed to listen to. And they brought 
the Bibles. Man, they came into Africa with Bibles and we had 
land and when the hunkies left they got the land and we still got 
the'Bibles. Yes sir, they came in there and they told us to talk 
about Jesus and we kept our eyes up to the sky, lookin' to, and 
they robbed all the golden diamonds on the ground. So that if 
you really begin to relook at history you'd understand that the 
white man has been whitewashing everybody in the world, and the 
fight to day is for people to do their own thinking and recognize 
their own culture and not say that white people are good because 
they are white. What they’ve done is to force their culture on 
everybody around the world with their guns and their bombs. Their 
guns and their bombs. So that the type of education that .• weiget in 
schools are geared to keep' on looking up to the white man as the 
great father, and to leave us bonded,.so it's, it's awright when 
oui’ kids, you know, act the.way they act, we should understand 
that, cause, they don't understand what's happenin'. I mean the 
educat ion system in- this country is anti-black,. anti-b-lack . . - 
There are only two black people you can find in any history book 
in this country; Booker T. Washington, Super Tom and George 
Washington Carver, ignorant Super Tom, ignorant Super Tom, 
And they let us read about George, about..BookerjTi ‘.’Washington 
cause they want us to be like him cause he uses his mouth to do 
two things, to eat and to say Hasso. And look, George Washington 
Carver was so stupid he invented the peanut and all the peanut 
butter factories today are owned by white folk;-: Oh, he loved 'em 
so much he gave them the patent. Yeah. And the reason I guess 
they let... us read about him, cause if they didn't have-.him I guess 
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white folk would be eat in’ jelly sandwiches all their lives. 
They, do not have in. the history book, anything, about Frederick 
Douglas, Dr. W. E. B. DuBois.,-.County Cullen, J. L. Rogers, Lerorie 
Bennett, Leroy Jones and the history books today won’t even 
mention brother Malcolm X. It is as if you did not exist.
The Denmark are not there. The Mack Turners are not
there. They have wiped out a whole race of fighters and given 
us nothin’ but a bunch of Uncle Toms who bow and scrape and 
everytime white folks say jump, they, oh, hi, boss man. So that 
if you talk about moving for your true liberation you talk about 
controlling your school systems and giving your children 
education which make them know themselves, understand their 
problem, and. be willing to do what anybody else is willing to do. 
But because that education system is like that, we accept' whatever 
is told. Vfe. accept white people as God and master and that 
nothing happens until they come along. And that's why the Civil 
Rights Movement was the way it was, .cause they were expectin' 
the good will and sanction of white folk to freedom, and white 
folk oppress in. ’ 'em. Ain’t that a gas. Jim Clark is gonna wake . 
up one day and. free you. Yeah. "Now what all those lies were 
meant to do was to make us ashamed of ourselves. That’s very, very 
important, because they’ve been able to succeed in doin’ that, 
and today it’s our job to change it. They have made us ashamed 
of each other and ourselves, so that what we do is we try to 
imitate and be as white as we can, physically and mentally.
Since we have never produced anything and since white folk tell 
us they produced everything, we try to be like ’em, and since 
they tell us only thing beautiful is white cause everytime you 
pick up a magazine,you look on television, beauty is somebody who 
has got a slender nose, thin lips, stringy hair and white skin. 
That’s right, that’s right,'and that's what beauty is. You read 
in your books about Dick, you read in all the books they give you 
to read the novels -about Babbitt and Smith, all them peopl
are -white, lookin' beautiful, and we don’t have those features 
so we figure well if we don't have those features, we're ugly. 
Well, whenever we try.to get a girl who’s -beautiful we find her 
light, 'bright and damn near white. Because we don't believe that 
wo can be beautiful, and we must begin to get the strength today. 
Yes. to say that we are different. As black is different from 
white, our nose is broad, our lips are thick, our hair is nappy, 
we are black and beautiful. That means that our women can throw 
away their nap and jars. That means our young brothers
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that, it’s time to stop that. It’s time to let them know that 
we are all black and when they touch one they got to touch all.
That is gonna be
That's what they

our only salvation for survival in this country, 
beginnin’ to recognize cause the brothers are

lettin’ ’em know across this country, 
ready to go to war with all. With all 
you decide how you gonna kill us .all. 
then we all goin' together, all goin’

touch one baby and we
We’re not gonna let 

If you wanna kill us all 
together, all goin’ together

We ' re not gonna let you syphon us. 30
your hunky cops shoot the others, 30
in the ghettos, 
yesterday. You 
w.e ’ have ’ to do .

uh, uh. Uh, uh, that 
touch one, you got to 
That will be our only

per cent in Viet Nam or let 
per1 cent of young: brothers,
was yesterday. That was
touch all.
sa Iva t ion.

That’s what
That’s the

only deterrent, so that the white man will know that his days 
of free head'whippin’ are over, He come into our neighborhoods.
beat us up, and we stand bet 
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night, shh. Yeah, awright, 
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take 
do that 
Negro 
here . 
hus tle

as a group. We always 
We don’t even have the 
the guts to hustle off
You on welfare;, I’m on

hustlin' and hustlin' off of each other, 
guts to hustle off the hiirikies. Don’t hav 
the hankies. Hustlin' off of each other, 
welfare and you try in’ to hustle me on

my little welfare check. the white man givin’ out the
welfare cheeks and you won’t even touch him and take him for all
he got. you’re gonna mess with me. And the reason you do that 
is because, you know they not gonna do nothin' to you if you mess 
with me, but if you mess with him. So that means that we have 
to move to reverse that trend and build a concept, in our community
where we will, not even begin to talk about crimes. The only crime 
we will talk about is.crimes against black people, period. Period. 
We have to move to the position where we will not tolerate in our 
community'crimes against black people add we have to understand 
the reason we must do that is because white people will punish 
you for everything except that, except that. If you cut your 
husband on Friday night, the 'judge let you out Monday morning 
$10.00 fine. We know it, we know.- You rob a bla-ck person, they 
ain’t even gonna look for you. You can call 'em, you live in a 
ghetto and your house get robbed, you can call the cops till you
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turn white. they ain't comin’. They ain't comin'. They ain't
cornin'. And you shouldn't get caught up with questions about 
stealing. Cause if black people steal from white people, white 
people can't say nothin' about stealin'.. They can't say nothin!' 
about stealin' cause their history has been nothing but a nation
of thieves. Nation of thieves. I laugh at them cause they 
really think they own the world and everybody in it. All you gotta 
do is check out examples. How can the white man judge- the black 
man for stealing? The hunky stole me;..- Stole me-. He's guilty 
before he even talks about it. Do you ever see 'em in their court 
rooms in the South. I have'to laugh, A man gettin’ me up there 
and if I say somethin'; he says, I'll charge you for contempt of 
court. . ’Who's gonna charge you for contempt of justice, you don't 
know nothin' about it? Don't know nothin' about it. Loot at a
fair example, we have a beautiful black brother named Muhammad. 
All who is out of sight, who is out of sight. Out of sight. 
Now here sit white folk with their ingrain races and not even 
recognizes how dumb and stupid they are, they gonna sit up there 
and say, well, of course, he won't go, we gonna take his title 
away, we gonna take it away. Like if they gave it to hire. They 
just 
They can't take his title away. The brothers have decided by 
gettin' in the ring and beat.in' up every hunky and -Uncle Tom they 
put up with here. If they want the title tell, 'em .to get in the 
ring with the brother and try and get it. But see they got the 
on us that we don't even think about it, that we get arguih' aabout
should they take the title. you don't argue with that cause 
they can't do it, and there is no argument. See, that's what, 
white people do all the time. They bring you in an argument of 
some technical garbage and you bother 'em and they even got. no 
right saying nothing about it in the first place.. That's what 
you gotta understand. They get up and they talk about you and- I- 
talk about black power, they ain't got nothin' to say about black 
power, I wouldn't even talk to ’em about it, period,' you know, 
boon. I ain't got nothin’ to say about white power, it’s for 
them, you know, so that,./that question isn’t, I mean they, they're 
clearly'a.nation of thieves. Their,- .their’r-: conception, their 
birth of this country was thievery. They stole this country from 
the red man, committed genocide against ’em, and they call it 
taming the West. Taming the- Test. And they got the people livin' 
on reservations to this day, talkin' about it’s good for them, 
they decided for everybody in the world what's good for everybody 
else. They said in this country, you not ready for democracy yet. 
Wo’11 keep you in slavery another five years. Who are they? Who
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do they think they are? They don’t own the world. And when
somebody challenges them, they talk about dissent, dissent• 
Ain’t nobody dissentin’ with 'em, people talkin' about their, 
liberation, they better get hip. Nobody dissentin' with 'em.
I'm not even uncertain with Lyndon Johnson; as fax' as I'm concerned 
he's a bafoon, he ain't got .nothin’ to say to me. Nothin' to say 
to me. I’m not the . There is no dissent
in this country when it comes to black and white. Black people 
are talkin' about the Bible, that's not dissenting.. That’s .not 
dissenting, cause when theytalk-about drafting 30 per cent of
our brothers to go to Viet Nam, they talkin’ about black urban 
removal, that ain't no dissent,, that's the Bible, the •Bible, the 
Bible, the Bible, But they introduced that quest ion,•everybody's 
thought about whether pr;..notoyou should orc-should not dissent. 
That's not the issue, it's an issue of survival. White people 
cannot any longer define the terms under which they would enter 
the battle field. The people who they're fighting will define the 
terms under which they will enter the battle field. That's very 
important, cause once you do that you got a man whipped. That's 
why they can't win in Viet Nam. -’Never will, cause the Vietnamese 
decide when to fight. The Viet Cong. I see the trouble with 
black people is that we never define our terms, we always undefine 
it. If you wanna win your liberation go to school. Okay. So now 
that you went to school. If you wanna get freedom, be non-violent. 
Okay,. Thank you. If you wanna get freedom go through the courts. 
Okay. And all the things they been fellin' us. we have been 
accepting without- questioning. We will decide this day how we will.
get oux’ liberation. We will decide, We will. We've got to 
understand those concepts because they're very, very important, 
cause what I'm sayin’ is that the white man even deciding the arena 
in which I fight. That’s why they can't even begin to understand 
SMCC.- Cause they-cannot any longer decide for us the arena in. . •
which.we fight. So don't even let ’em decide for you, how you 
fight, cause that's what they do for the world. Can you see them 
siftin’ up in the United Nations deciding whether or not South 
Africa should be .free? Like if they own the world, they siftin' 
up there decidin' and they vote that they can't, they can’t vote 
on.it so South Africa should remain free. But blacks in South 
Africa should pick up guns and shoot the hell out of every hunky 
in there. Shoot them, that's how you do it. But if you say 
that you're violent, you violent. But did. they ever tell you
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about when England was oppress in’.them. They picked up guns and 
shoot England to death, didn’t say'a word about it. Didn't say 
a word about it. When they wanted democracy, they decided it was 
time for them to get democracy. When everybody else wants democracy, 
they decide when to give it to them, and you debatin' the question 
about a man can never debate the question abfy; his liberation.. 
Either he is free or he is not free, either he dies fighting for 
his freedom and gets or he listens to his oppressor and he -stays 
where he is. One quote, from a great- black man who they don't 
teach you about, Frederick Douglas. He said, if a slave wants 
to remain a slave he should obey the laws of his master. That's 
deep, that's deep. Cause if we wanna get. free we got to stop 
listenin' to the hankies and listen to each other..

"Now then finally we wanna talk about fightin’ back and 
about their other, the other issues they raise. Now whenever you 
talk about fightin' back in this country, the first thing the hunky 
gonna talk about is law and order. And everybody gonna get upset 
again and start discuss.in' law and order. You ain't discussing 
justice, you discuss in’ law and order. The white man put you in 
a trick bag again, again. This country has law and order, it does 
not have justice. It does not have justice. It is not a question 
of law and order, it is a question of justice versus injustice,’ 
that is all. Hitler had the most efficient system of- law and order 
in 1941. He did not know how to spell justice unfortunately. Jim 
Clark has efficient.law and order. George Wallace knows law and 
order. Ross Barnett and big-headed hunky Maddox know about law 
and order. Now they know about it, so when somebody moves to get 
some justice, they say you disruptin'•law and order and everybody 
starts talkin' about law and order. The' religious people
we should have read the Bible, and if we'd read the Bible we would 
believe it, cause Jesus Christ answered that. .question a long.time, 
ago’. He said, I have come to bring the sword, not the shield.
I have come to turn’son against father, daughter against mother, 
awtion against nation, for where there is injustice, there shall
be no peace. So when they’ raise the question of law and order, we 
not even concerned, we gonna tell 'em, baby, if you ain't got justice 
in your country wo gonna burn it down to the ground, to the ground. 
Ain't no ifs, a nds or huts, you can't have law and order unless you
-got justice. And that’s what people are sayin' across this country 
today. And you arguin' about’law and order. Later for law and 
order. People talkin’ about justice, that’s the fight, see the,
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he ain't coinin' in on that argument, cause he know he wrong from, 
the . junk. He not even gonna talk about that, so he gonna get . 
you confused about law and order, and you, well, yes, you right, 
we should have law and order. Yeah, it's true,, you control all 
the law and the order in the country, and that's why we should listen 
to law and order,- Don’t forget brother Douglas, he whoTwill?be;avo . 
slave, listens to his master. He who wants his liberation, strikes 
his blow, speaks his own peace. Remember that, very,very 
important. And that just leads to the final statement about fighting 
back. Ain't no need for anybody get upset about fightin’ back 
anymore, cause it's already- established. If a hunky lays his hand 
on one of us, before God get the news, he's dead. And don’t them, 
let. don’t let them pick your heroes. You let your heroes be the 
brothers and sisters in Nashville, Tennessee, who fought back.
You let „'.em be the brothers who fought, back,
who fought back, that’s right. We've got to pick our heroes 
because they pick heroes for us and .we listen to 'em and we'll 
be where we. been for the last 400 years. We must pick our heroes. 
And don't let ’em telltybucabout.those brothers'act in'w1 ike savages' 
shootin’ back. Baby, for 400 years we been the recipients of 
violence in this country, in this country. For 400 years we been 
spat upon, lynched, burned, shoot, beat up and didn’t anybody do 
anything about it. Didn’t anybody say anything about it. And when 
.some brothers move to take care of it, then other people are 
gonna jump upland; say, you can't do that, there is another way. 
They haven't found another way in 4.00 years. They control the . 
country, they control us, why can't they find another way. They're 
incapable of finding another way because they are trapped by their 
own racism, that you got to understand that, they are trapped by 
their own racism cause when'the question is white and black, they 
got to side with whites. told me that, got. to do it.
They have to do it because white people can be intellectually - 
committed to theories of equality, but emotionally, they are racists. 
They have to be if they lived in this country, we all. have to be 
racists if we live in this country, cause that's the way the country 
is. It is ■ with racism, not only nationally, but inter
nationally. And that's why internationally it becomes so important 
for us to recognize. You watch and see, they drop bombs on who, 
Hiroshima, Nagasaki. Who do they napalm? Viet. Nam. Who do they 
start all the fights with? The' colored world, the colored world. 
What have they been doin'? And who do they use as a cannon f'o.ddei- 
to fight their wars? Black people. We are being used to fight
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each other. If you got a question, we got a question and 
answer period, you can get it then. I take care of you in 
the question and answer period. So that's'what we have to
understand. We cannot be fighting other black people and non
white people around the world because they're being oppressed by 
the same people who are oppressing us. Cannot do it. You
cannot send your son to Viet Nam to shoot those cats, they ain’t 
done nothin' to you. They ain’t done nothin' to you. And don't
let 'em raise an irrelevant issue about Communis 
like law and order, tell 'em you.wanna talk abou 
That's what you wanna talk about. Let us see if 
on that issue, they not gonna come in cause they

t aggress ion, it's
t racist aggression, 
they can come in 
wrong from the

junk. So they gonna talk about Communist aggression. Now what 
do. you know about Communism? You don't even'know what a Communist 
is. If one: was sittin' next to you. You don't know it until 
somebody come along and say, my fellow Americans, he is a Communist, 
"'shoot him. and you say, why, he said he's a Communist, because he's 
a white man, so he must be right. Wouldn't it be funny if you got 
up and found out the man wasn’t really a Communist? That maybe 
he was just fightin’ to control the resources of his country?
Just like we fightin' to control the resources of our communities?
Did it ever dawn on you that you're bombing houses, churches, 
schools, and we need school, and houses right in this country.
We need to be building 'em, that 70 per cent of the tax money is 
made to build bombs and bombs, to continue to bomb and kill people 
and we need 70 per cent of the economy to be building schools and 
houses and gettin' decent jobs in this country. Until you wake 
up and question that, yours will not to be reason wiry, yours will 
be to do and die. So then, in conclusion, I think that we ought 
to make it clear, crystal clear, that for all my many black 
brothers and sisters who feel that somehow they will be immune 
to the , let me .‘tell you that, when one simple, slick-.,
•haired black boy throws a cocktail, the whole black
community is introuble. And you better understand -that because 
in every area in this country’ where there have been a rebellion 
once it starts they lock off the entire.black community, the entire 
black community. ’For you know we all look alike and they can't 
tell a, a rioter from anybody else. So that you have no choice.
So we'd better start cornin' together and prepare for our survival 
in this country,-and then just, I can speak to the older generation 
about our generation. Now we’sat and watched them make our great 
grandparents run.. We sat and watched them make our grandparents 
run. y.-e sat and watched them make our parents run and we are out 
of breath. We are not running.
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The ov.es t '.'The question is, do I believe that there are Communists 
in North Viet Nam. I really cared, they're not doin' nothin' to me. 
The right thing for the Viet Nam to pull out that will further 
their aggression of other countries. I’m worried about the 
aggression of this country.. So the question is should we stop, 
to use your own words, taking over these other countries'before 
the Communists take them over. Stop them from taking over. We 
should take them over before they do.

You'll have to speak louder, he can't hear ya.

"Did everybody hear the question? Well, the question 
is in essence, what good is it gonna do us if an individual goes 
to jail? if you're not able to spread the movements? Is that the 
question in essence? Did I interpret it right? Well the first 
thing is that you have to make an individual decision, when you’re 
called to go to Viet Nam. Either you're gonna fight or you're 
gonna go to Jail, I mean . What’s that? Awright, the young 
man interjected a third alternative which is running away. A, 
we say in SNCC that it's, it does become an individual choice, 
Number , one, .. to kill a man is the highest crime that you can commit. 
That must be an individual decision, it cannot be a mass decision. 
You can't let a man tell 'you, go kill, him cause he's tryin' to take 
over this country and we got to take it over cause we’re God's 
gift to humanity. See, you can't let 'em tell you that. You have 
to decide why you gonna kill this man, and we just say that you 
should decide who you gonna kill and why you gonna kill him. 
There isn’t a black person in th is country, there isn't a white 
person in this country who's fighting in Viet Nam that can tell 
me why he's there except he's fightin' to stop Communism. That’s 
all he can say. Ask. him what a Communist is, what his doctors 
are', what his' beliefs are, he'll tell you a Communist is somebody 
tryin'- to take over'the world. He ought to check out who the 
Communists really are. So answer your question then, it seems to 
me that you've gotten a decision, you know. We were just sayin’/, 
first you say; yeah, I'll go to jail, better said than dead, you 
know. Put me i'n jail, I'd rat hex- sit there than go out and kill 
somebody: not die, but kill somebody I don't know anything about. 
But dyin’ ain’t so bad. I think what is worse is to kill somebody 
without.even .knowin' why. That’s what I think is really bad.
That’s what I think is really bad.- and they only be
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17 people in SNCC, buT that isn’t true, see, that movement is 
spreading around the country, around the country. At Morehouse-
College 70 brothers started off,
their draft cards. They told ’em, 
it to us. you know. In Harlem, you 
called black enraged women and you

it’s now up to 1.00

black men against the war.

forget it, don't 
gotta group,.you 
gotta a group of

? sent back
e v e n s e rid
gotta group 
ugly■young

people not go in' . In Boston,
And they got a whole collection -of

Americans against the war in Viet Nam.
you have a group called afro-

County. Alabama, where Sweetan tried to take the
In Alabama, Lowndes

he
said, hell, no, I ain’t goin'. In Mississippi, they got three 
cats who just refuse to go and go clear across the country, the
movement is goin', but the question those of us who are willing 
to start first must begin to articulate that philosophy to the 
rest of our brothers to give them strength, cause see they think 
if you don't go fight, the war, you're coward, that's the other 
thing they whip you with, you know, .you're a coward and you're 
un-American, they bring in those other issues which ain't got 
nothin' to do with murder. So you talking about murder and helping
to commit genocide against some people so that some people who run
this country can start moving into China, cause that's what it's 
all about. That's all it's about, And they can raise all them, 
other questions about credability gap, which is lying, you know,, 
all those words they use, and they’11 get caught up in those words. 
It’s very simple; either you go kill or you don't go kill. I ain't 
gonna kill nobody until I decide who I'm gonna kill, then I'm 
gonna kill him.

"Miss Allen, Abe lain© Allan.

" I hope he's doin’ somethin' other than party in'. He's 
my brother. . ■

"Okay,•the question is, as the young man says, he's the 
President of the first black fraternity in the.city and that he 
comes under heavy.criticism from other brothers who say that, excuse 
me, who-say, who say that they shouldn't sit at a cafeteria by 
themselves, but that they should go out and sit with other people 
and integrate. Now that’s been the trick bag that America has put 
us in. She said that we should integrate, but she said that we 
should integrate, black people should, that we should leave each
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other and go sit. next to them, and what they're sayin' is 
that we ain’t got nothin' goin' for ourselves, if we want 
somethin’ we got. to sit next to them. Why don't they come 
sit next to us? That has been the biggest trick bag we've 
been in in the last six years, talkin’ about’integration, and 
we didn't recognize we we G CH Ikin’ about white superiority, 
cause you talk about a good school, you say wellgltmug.onna send my 
child to a good school, and you talk about sendin’ 'em to a white 
school. That's what you talk about. And you said bad schools 
were .all black schools, you never even understood the trick they 
worked on you. They said in 1954, that segregation is 
unequal. It seems to me a black school is segregated, a white 
school is segregated, and both those schools are there for an 
equal, to correct the position you integrate both, you integrate 
both. But if you just integrate the white .school then you sayin’
the black school is unequal anyway, ain't gonna do nothin'. 
That's why they never sent any white people to our schools. And 
so you should never give the impression of siftin' nekt to white 
people, it's not a question of sittin* next to ’em, it's a question 
of stopping them.,.fr-omopppressinguus. Our schools can be just as 
good as their schools if we have the same amount of money to put. 
in our schools as they put in their schools. That's why our 
schools ■ But then finally I just wanna work
a logic thing that I do quite a bit and that's because people don't 
understand. See, what you say, what the people say when you sit 
by yourself is bad, they're sayin' that anything all black is bad. 
See, And, a, lemme do somethin’. You ever do logic? You got a
major premise like, it, all girls born in Grand- Rapids are 
beautiful. What? I am a girl born in Grand Rapids, therefore, 
I am beautiful. What? All boys born in Grand Rapids are strong.
I am a boy born in Grand Rapids, therefore, I am strong.. Now 
they say anything all black is bad. I am all black, therefore. 
See you, we haven't even worked that out, that when they were 
sayin’ anything all black is bad, they were talkinabout us, cause 
we all black. . See. What is bad isn’t somethin' all black or all 
white, it is bad .when- you use force to keep another fellow out. 
That's when it's bad and that's what white folk been doin' all their 
lives, all their lives. And so what they did to us was to put that 
junk on us and here werwei-e defending anything all black and we 
didn't even recognize we talkin' about our fraternities, our 
churches, our schools, our neighborhoods. So you don't go to no
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white school unless you one of the few., most of us go to all black 
schools. You know there ain't nothin’ in your churches to worship 
Jesus with ’em so you can forget that. You know they not gonna 
let you in. their fraternities, so that's not the issue. Forget 
them, forget them. We can sit and set up all we want, all we 
want 'em to do is get off our backs, period. Get off our backs. 
Now then the final thing is that they have to do that because 
they got to rationalize, I mean that's what they talked about 
Jim Clark. They said SNCC people come down to sit next to Jim 
Clark, I don't wanna sit next to that hunky. I don't wanna.
He's a (obscene) ' he's uncivilized and he's crazy. I don't 
wanna sit next to him. I just wanna stop the power he's got 
over my life, that’s all. I just don't want him to have power 
over my life so he can beat, on me when he feels like it. I don't 
care who he sits with, who he goes to bed with or what he- does, 
long as it ain’t near me. Dig it? So that it was not a question 
of integration, it was a question of fighting against white supremacy, 
but they couldn’t admit that because they'd have to admit that 
they were white supremacists. So they said, well, they're fighting 
to integrate. The people never even figured out what it meant, man. 
Here we walks down the street and these crackers beat you upside 
the head, hump you, beat you all over the head and you stand there 
and say, we love you, we waitin’ to integrate with you. Not me, 
not me. uh, uh, I just want you out of my way so you don't bother' 
me, that’s all, what you do is your business, I will choose my 
friends. I don't let nobody hit me until they tired hittin’ me and 
then they can become my friend. I don't need friends.like that.
I mean, that's what we have to understand, but they have to admit 
the t . '

"The question is you, that we pointed out the problems 
of oppression, now we must point out the solution. First, before ■ 
you begin to find that solution, it was clear in our mind that, we 
had to begin the process of dewhitewashing black people, because 
their thinking was completely incorrect, and you had to begin to 
articulate a philosophy to set a where you can do the
type of organizing you deem necessary, not the-:type that ’White'.people 
says should be done. Now we've done that in the last year. The 
question now is to move to begin, to call us that momentum to organize 
black people to come together.. We do that in a number of ways. 
Number one is that we advocate you do that in terms of independent 
political parties, forget the Democratic and Republican party. They
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don't represent our interest, never did and never will, not as 
long as Humphrey is walkin’ arm in arm with’ big headed Lester 
Maddox. They ain't representin' our interest. They're not 
representing our interest .when'tKennedy is in their party and so 
is Eastland., and that's the trick they been workin' on us all'the 
time', cause the people who control it are real southern conquerors 
who hate us, they're the ones who control the party . and,..v/eokept 
thinking that that’s the party .for us, so you begin to develop an 
independent political .force, which can begin to split up .the
political, arena in this country and begin to make you move. I’m 
not sayin' politics is the only way you gonna get it, I know 
better than that, you know, especially the electoral process 
in’this country, because electoral process in this country works 
against us. .They have the power to in our very
districts. Every time we get a chance to get somebody to represent 
us inside this system, they cut it up.. They cut it up. So even 
if they did allow it we wouldn't have the true voting strength 
that we're supposed to have. It would never be reflected in the 
political strength because they have the power to man
to the districts. Once you begin to move and create the climate 
where people can see there's a need for black people to take over 
the school systems and not talk about reverse racism because that's 
another issue that ain’t got nothin' to do with what you talkin’ 
about. And there's a need to create a climate where black people 
recognize that the only type of policemen in our communities will 
be policemen who live with us. You stop police brutality right 
there. Cause if the hunkies had? to live in our communities, ooh, 
they’d be so nice. So if you just raise the issue of being able 
to control the issue of power, once you raise that iss-ue the 
specifics are irrelevant. You should learn that from them, they
tell you the people are your enemies, they’re Communists,, you never 
question, snootin’ 'em and get.tin' rid of 'em is no problem. Once 
you convince the enemy you shoul.d sh.oot 'em. everybody goes to kill . 
'em.. Once you define, you are master. people who have the power 
to define are the. masters of the world. You're fighting then f ti
the minds of your people, that's what we been fighting for around 
the concept of black power, the minds of our people. Once you've 
got the minds of your people, organizing is very simple. Once a 
minister or preacher's got people to come to his church, they do 
anything he says, it’s very important. So that's why you shouldn't 
get hung up on that. But those independent political things and 1 
those Paris structures to take over the real structures are gonna
be important in the coming years.
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"Okay, the question is that recently in Detroit while
I was there there was a call for united strike of workers for 
support of Mr. Adam Clayton Powell, what is my assessment of 
the failure of that strike? I don’t think it was a failure cause 
I think we’re beginning. And that vzhen you begin you're small 
until you begin to gather momentum, and I think that’s where we 
are; Those things that we're now trying are just new. Cause 
black people in this country were allowed to come together for 
only three things; white people only let us come together to sing, 
pray and to dance, that's all. That's a fact. If we came together 
for anything else, they'd beat us in two, you can see that now. 
In the ghettos of the cities, in fact every major city, if they 
see more than five black people together1 they break it up, cause 
they're just afraid of seeing, we're just beginning to do that. 
We’re not beginning to come together to exercise power and it's 
something new with us because we've always been dealing with the 
irrelevant issues that white people raise up for us, love, non
violence. morality, religion, Christianity and all that junk 
insteak of about -.talking about power, so it's the beginning.
There will be at first slow beginnings, but as we gather strength, 
we'll be able to pall less that force more and more. That's 
evidence from brother Malcolm. When he was speaking, few people 
listened to him, but after his death he's become something 
significant and more people are understanding him. And that's 
just the beginning. The same thing with black power. You, we 
said black power, Negroes want to lead the country. But after 
awhile they begin to understand the concept cause they were 
listenin' to white folk. White folk will tell 'em what black 
power is, you know. And they will listen, oh, yeah, that white 
man is right. Black power ain't for me. Smart Negroes knew 
anything the white man's against you should be for automatically. 
So I just think it's the beginning. It didn’t do what people 
expected it to do, but it's a beginning.

The question is what can the youth do if the older
people in the generation don't decide to d.o anything. Lemme give 
you my favorite quote, from Frederick Douglas, he's my man, and 
now we’ve got the DuBois and brother Malcolm X and 
and Truman, and a couple other great black people I'll tell ya 
about later. He said the world belongs to the youth, we fightin' 
for it, that’s all. That’s what we’re doin’. That's what we're doin’.
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If you notice around the world today students and the youth are 
the ones who are leading the major revolutions for liberation. 
Finally just hit us. just hit us, you know our black colleges .. 
vzere about as dead as you can get until this year cause we worked 
with them and we ain't started yet. Next year we got a program, 
that will not wait or we gonna -work with the youth, you know, 
we -gonna try and touch the older people, but even Plato says 
young men to war and old men to council. Please speak loudly 
please .

Which one did you pick?

" The guy way back there .

" On the top or on the bottom?

” On the bottom. '

"On the bottom. I'm sorry brother, we got somebody bn 
the bottom, we get to you next, okay? They're discriminatin’ 
against the top, you'll be next. No, you'll be next. Give him 
an inch, give him an inch. Yes sir.

" Well, the question is that in order to to
organizin', what can black men do to further the concept of black 
power? Awright, the first thing that we're gonna do is begin to 
set up the front organizations in our communities. One, because 
what’s been happening around this country is that black menp'le 
have been immasculated, when they just watch white men come in 
and take over the communities, so that we're gonna put a stop to 
that. There's no justice in our communities so we're gonna 
implement that, you know, with law and order. Now you do that in 
several ways. You can do it like the Deacons for Defense and you 
can do it with patrol cars, you know, to go around and watch the 
police, you know, when, they don't do right.- And you make sure 
we do right, cause' if you wanna do right, all black men, you gotta 
have the do right all white men. The second thing is to begin to 
pull them together more and more closely. I think that's gonna 
mean a lot of problems for us just in terms of how we used to seein 
ourselves as individuals, but as a people we must begin to fight
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back, but the most, important thing is that we spread the word 
among the people who didn’t come tonight. .And that means that . 
becomes your job. See, cause the only word they gonna get is 
what the hunkies 'put on TV or in the press and you know what 
they're gonna put. So that if you get those concepts tomorrow 
when you go to work, you should begin to talk to those cats, 
you know, pull 'em over to the house on Friday night, buy you 
a Malcolm ?X ' piece ” of ? .the grass roots and let 'em listen to it, 
you know, that’s right, that’s right. Get you a. Malcolm X 
speaks and the autobiography of Malcolm X and when you try it out 
at a birthday, instead of g.ivin' it some junk, give her that, 
let her read it, that's right. Buy you some books by DuBois, 
by Leroy Jones, by Lerone Bennett, by J, A. Rogers and let them 
read that stuff, so they can begin to get the stuff'they don't 
get in school and they can begin to view themselves differently, 
cause once you begin to view yourself differently, that's when 
you're on your way. The reason that we've been trapped is because 
psychologically.the man has whipped a on us, and that we're
breaking out of there and he can't control it, and once you do 
that, can nothin' stop ya.

''Oh yeah, the importance of black odds, see that's very 
very important. I’ll tell you why, because that's one. of u-the 
biggest, biggest things they worked on us, you know, they taught, 
and that's my favorite thing, man, cause I hate that. I used to 
go to art class, you know, in college, and they'd say, we’re-gonna 
talk about the great masterpieces of the world, and they bring 
out Van Gogh, you know, I say, yeah, wow, and they bring out 
Raphael, yeah, wow, and all those other cats, and, you know, they 
say, and now we're gonna look at primitive arts. And you know 
who they talkin' about. And then here they come with the African 
arts, you know, which was done way', before these cats knew what ., 
was happening, see, . now this is primitive art, which meant, of 
course' that it wasn't as good as white art, see and that, what • 
was happenin' was that our people goin' to school tryin' to do 
good art, cause.they didn't want to do primitive art. Definitions 
again if you can define, and the biggest thing they've done to us 
brother, is t.o tell us that we culturally deprived. You ever 
hear them hunkies talkin' that junk? There they are, talkin' 
this junk about we culturally deprived imiclasses and havin' our 
children do term papers on the cultural deprivation of the Negro 
race. Yeah. Wc got culture. We got more culture than they even
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know what to do with it, that they have never legitimatize 
our culture £or less. They always steal it.and have some white 
boy legitimatize it for us. See, yeah1. When you were in the 
fifth grade they were talking about culture and they were singing 
"Way■Down Upon the Swanee River”, "My Old Kentucky Home", and 
they said Stephen Foster, a white man, wrote that for black folk. 
You know they lyin': the hunkies stole the song. You know they 
stole the song. You want some music appreciation gem and they 
play, you know, ' . they played that
Beethoven, they wouldn’t tell ya he was black, yeah, you know ■ 
he was a Spanish black, black, yeah. They don't
tell ya he's black They won't tell ya he's black and they
say let’s listen to modern music, you know, and they play, a, 
Gershwin, -'The Flight of the Bumblebee" and they say,' and now 
we come to what America has to do, it's jazz, and they come out 
with a hunky named Benny Goodman. Do you know that Benny Goodman 
cannot carry the empty trumpet case o.f Miles Davis? Did you know 
that, did you know that? Well, we just don’t know that. See, we 
gotta wait until white people legitimatize our culture. Help 
from the Beatles, stealing ourselves, gettin’: us back to us and 
they.can't even organize, they can't even organize. And what 
they've done all the time is to imitate our stuff and give it 
back to us. That's the white boys singing groovy on a Sunday 
afternoon, they even got me fooled. Yeah, yeah, yeah. And that's 
that's, that's the trick they worked on us from the beginning. 
They started out by painting their faces black; what do they call 
those things that used to go around, minstrels, yeah.
our very culture, givin’ it back to us, will not let us. We have 
culture, and what the people who work in the arts have to do is 
to legitimatize the culture and give it back to us so we are proud 
of it, that's right. That's what they've got to do. So, 

the-cultures we got. Dr. DuBois is ours,, they 
don't recognize him, .we recognize him. Dig you the souls of black 
folk, has got more culture than a little bit. County Cullen is 
ours. Read you the black Christ and see where he's at. They will 
not recognize him. . Leroy Jones is biowin' some beautiful stuff;
they will not recognize him. The Staple .singers is ours, the 
mighty crowd of joys is ours, that's right. Mahalia Jackson is 
ours. The Impressions is ours. Ray Charles and James Brown comes 
from us, comes from us. And

And finally we got two generations of culture, 
the Reverend C. L. and his beautiful daughter, Aretha Franklin.
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So that anti.-black people got to do is. All we have to do is.
to begin to legitimatize their native for their junk and they 
gonna tell you, ain't no difference. Have you ever heard Peggy 
Lee sing and listen to Aretha Franklin sing and tell me there ain’t- 
no difference? Or dig Eddie Fisher and Joe Tex, ooh.
Look here, we’re gonna have' one more, just, one more and we have 
to be out. And, a, why don't we get our brother* right-here? And, 
a, that's the only one.

"The question is that when we went to Michigan State 
it was free just so the black students could come and they didn't 
come, what do you do in a situation like that? Well, I think the 
most whitewashed individual in the black community is the college 
student, that’s why we've been working hardest with him. And 
so what we're doing is that we have a plan., We're sending somebody 
to Michigan State next year who will enroll in the school, but 
their job is to organize the black brothers and sisters.

., (i"Laaj.es and gentlemen, Stoke ley Carmichael.
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nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property

• of th : FBI a:ul is loaned to your agency.; it and 
its contents are not to be diet .’it.-.ted outside
your agency.
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Dialectics of Liberation

urbanisation, the.:., true

H? .:'? By the end of'last week it had be-■ pluses which it creates, and that an His speech on Tuesday morning was -. ■>>.i‘"'-i come clear that there was a major-',embedded military establishment'is a beauty. He talked about the abuse , “ ideological ” split among the parti- "the consequent necessity in.order to -.of high technology, about compulsory ' '■ ' cipants • at 'the international congress maintain high levels of production.. .--;. 'miseducation, about the' international';.;:,;<ion The: Dialectics Of Liberation. 7' ...The second half of’’his lecture-was ' alienated, youth .“movement” .that -JOn the one hand, we-had the militant ' even more profound and original. It .transcends jail national boundaries,■./ ?" "■?A political activists, like Stokely-Car- was'painful to hear Dr Henry des- ' about the psychology of being power- ■ michael, John Gerassi, Paul' Sweezy,r‘cribe how millions of people are being less, . about anarchism, both' as .a >■ ! and Ernest Mandel, who. seek.to,.a.lly:.'.psychologically, “ prepared,” .for.'.ther political philosophy and as-a-practical?1 themselves with “ historical, forces,world charnelhoUse: 'not SO much be-" way of being-in-the-world, . about.: who wish to . hook' up, the ’ radical'/.'cause 'he - had any..“ startling ’’-find-.: ecological imbalance, overpopulation." movements in Western Europe and A ings to present, but::because he has., and overcrowding, the disastrous drift: ■ America with the violent, revolution- 'the true poet’s vision of the meanness' towards centralisation of-power,: ourI aries in the Third World, and whose' - entailed, the,, madnesses .involved -in excessive and. .-humanly damaging • 5 ■'■'/■ understanding of the clear . and dis- , destroying the ability of men',"women,/'urbanisation,/-‘-and-• about-- the.,.,.true.'; A.?.1: tinct- outlines of decaying capitalism- and children to function properly and . meaning of “ professionalism.” Speak-- is pretty solidly-Marxist injts. orien- in rendering our'poor earth lifeless. ■ ing in a low-keyed-tone, it was almost t -i A ? tation. - . a - .- .■.• . ■< ,- rfelt that here was a man who really as if he .was engaged in. a runningOn the other hand, we’had the much';-understood why we have become so dialogue - with his audience, -except ; .’■.'’•"■more, existential or '/“.dialectical’ ”A indifferent. The dialectic, as Dr Henry that he was anticipating questions and . - . . social psychologists ■ and artists,-•like well knows,'is that nobodyescaoes un-. ■ answering -them as he went along. •, -<’"< Ronald Laing, Allen Ginsberg, Greg-- scathed:'- the' innocent may .be de- 'I must admit to being biased where 
’. : a ory Bateson, and Paul Goodman,. who'.Iuded and duped, but the guilty are Goodman is concerned. For 40 years i/ ■ are concerned with problems of-con-'• debauched and depraved. I would not he has hewed to his own lonely line■ ;'< sciousness," power-corruption, exces-. have missed this lecture for, a pen--; with massive commitment and in-;>■■<.’/ sive urbanisation, alienating--technol-! sion. -'-. . ■ - - ■■ •• • -. / tegrity, and now, with-more than 30i • ■-’•ogy, ecological balance, the liberatory Which is more than I can' say for the books behind him, all of them chai- p •'/A potentialities of art, knowledge, edu- lectures given.by Gerassi and Sweezy.lenging and refreshing, he is at last /,-: cation, .contemplation, and, in general'; They perceive what the problems.are/, getting, some of the recognition that-.'i.I- jwith the perennial question of how. certainly, but I doubt that they have he so richly deserves."At-any rate, ;-- j .people liberate themselves. •’•:- ... : much to say to us in our modern’, he shook this congress up. Communi- :.: .•/; One man who seems to have some-. conditions, as far as the possibilities’- cation was, back, with a vengeance.^n-thihg of:ia-foot-in-both“camps-is Jules*forL_reconstruction--Lare^.cpncerned.~,Tuesdayjnorning,.witlmGoodman--,on.=:Henry, anthropologist; and author of . They do not stop to consider the dis-'-' the platform, was an example of what -.' f.\ -.' Culture Against Man.-Last Wednesday' mal' record of attempts to. take con-i- this congress has so far not been:, a .- 
'■ 'A'Ai morning he delivered a very good ', trol of institutions, and they some-' genuine educational', experience. \; lecture, titled “ Social And Psycholog- ■ what conveniently forget that so many Without avoiding any problematic,.: 'y.- ical Preparation For War.” The first4 reformers in. our century have been areas Or ducking the desperate grav-oc‘ half dealt thoroughly.with the gran- :.corrupted and done in by the demon.' Ry of.our present situation,‘he man-':’;diose, interlocking, . monopolistic power,, their-visions,- twisted or. aged to combine . the Aristotelian':: character of the American economy, .: discarded..:;' --.: freedom of curiosity, aimed at theoria .;■;.; making it crystal clear that "the'econ- However, in one respect I think that ' as the highest happiness, with the A‘'■' ,- -.omic-organisation'-, of:.'society;.within these critics are absolutely correct:, /medieval libertas philosopnandi, with-.;.-. Vt '.advanced industrial societies is inca- .that the failure of revolutionary vio:_,,its emphasis on' disputation and de--?' '.I ,'pable of rationally utilising the sur- lonce to emerge at-the .appropriate bate to let new air into an accepted / :j—-—■—----————-——a' historical moment may -in- fact bring .world. The result, for one member of;.;-,. ; or. t?.e vast and embracing violence the audience at least, was'a veritable -: : ■i/iS'i-'-AA/'ii ■ .'.of fascism. This; of course, is one of. therapy of the soul." ' 'Marx’s deepest insights, and, given, • - ■ ROGER BARNARD?:"_ _ the social and cultural conditions of.T—

'■ j, modern life m America, it is not too I, difficult to conceive of such an event i‘ j ' taking place m the near future But?' ’ "' to me, that simply bespeaks the fail- - /j ure of the pacifist and anarchist move- r, ments to render that situation un--.' । - necessary or impossible j। It was left to Paul Goodman to reallybring the audience to its feet on J j ’ ’ Tuesday morning Goodman who is f a novelist, essayist, playwright, poet, s> psychotherapist, teacher, philosopher, > "' t 5 and anarchist, had been prowling J .i , around for ten days, cutting ir on- , ‘ ' speeches and scmmais, criticising s
r ’ < >t speakeis, audience, and organise:s of 1 * 1 ' the congress, persisting m his l.bei-.

i , tarian pacifist and populist viewpoint,often against hostile listeners _
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL is a \ C 
phenomenon. His slogan is Black ; | 
Power. His colour is his country. He 
is openly at war with the society he 
lives in. ■ 1 ■

At 26, he is the man opponents 
of. black militancy1 blame for inciting. *
violence and causing riots. He is a 
man to hate and fear—and, for 
America’s young, militant, and grow- ■ ■ 
ing black nationalist movement, the 
man to follow. ,

He can quote Sartre and Camus.
He has spent sev'eti'of his last eight.' 
birthdays in jail. " Hb is 6 ft 1 in., 
laughs easily, has charni and physical 

। grace, and can talk like a ghetto ' 
hustler, a black share-cropper, or a 
university intellectual. He has been 
all three.

He merges into any scene with the' 
assurance. of an outsider who has 
never felt he belonged anywhere. In 
his teens, while he was one of five 
black students at a select high school ■ 
in New York, he was also ‘ war 
counsellor ’—planning thefts—-for an

He has 'tnot yet got his identity 
worked out: each audience finds it 
for him. He can look tormented by 
the fame that perhaps for seven
eighths of the time he doesn't want 
and still believes he can edge out of.

In seven years, Carmichael trans
formed the Student1- Non-Violent 
Co-ordinating Committee (known as 
Snick) from pacifism to' militancy. . 
He is now in London, holding a series | 
of meetings.

Like several other American^\ 
Negro militants; Carmichael was^'J 
born under British rule in the IVest^- 
Indies. ’ 2-C

rg&

s'

■

4'! C-L'ESS what I hate was that I J' 
-wanted?to be white. We used to havev

.game in Trinidad : you took a J 
mango skin and threw it in the air. If 
; feii with the brown skin showing, 

j- meant you would marry a brown- ft 
skinned girl. I kept throwing that 
mango in the air and hoping it’d^C 
come down with the white inside 
facing up, so I’d marry a white girl.X

Did he ever have a relationship 
with a white girl ?

‘Just once when I was at high 
•school in New York. It\was more 
platonic than sexual. It was a very, ; 
very important relationship for me. • 
I w;anted„tQ,ask..the.girLout-but-Lwas-~i 

jsnjaf-Ra-td jt ,wbuldntnSet her mbralitv c
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dieted that he wouldn’t live through 
i the summer. How did he see his 
/ chances now of being killed like 

... Malcolm X ?
I ‘ That’s the dilemma they face. 
I They made a mistake with Malcolm 

and made him a martyr. They face 
-' the problem of killing me or putting 
■y me in jail. That’s one of the reasons 

they didn’t draft me.’
Meanwhile, he is never without 

, bodyguards. In Mississippi or Watts 
■ they might carry guns beneath 

TLfinationalist uniforms; in London his 
protection is unobtrusive. One man 

.,•? guarding him said : ‘ I don’t want 
anybody to know my name. If he’s 
going to die I’m going to die with 
him. They’ll have to shoot both of 
us.’

Carmichael believes he can still 
- < edge out of his fame. ‘ People fix on 

■ individuals because it’s easier than 
with a movement. But anyone in the 
organisation could do what I do. The 

■ ■ name Stokely Carmichael was the 
invention of the white Press. I’ll not 

r- - live up to the rules they make for me.’
He says that the growing personal 

limelight was one reason he quit 
recently as Snick’s chairman : ‘I’m 

ij . going to try to make my name irrele- 
i vant. I try and do that with black 
I people all the time. My job is to take 
j all the admiration and love other 
i black people give, me and try and 
; spread it around amongst us.’ 
I Carmichael’s description of his 
f political aims has changed in recent 

months. He used to define his 
advocacy of ‘ black power ’ as mean
ing simply that Negroes should hold 
office in Negro areas. Now he says : 
‘It means the coming together of 
black people to fight for their libera
tion—by any means necessary, to 
quote brother Malcolm.

‘ We want control of the institu
tions of the communities where we 
live, and we want control of the land, 
and we want to stop the exploitation 
of non-white people around the 
world.’

He goes back this week to aim for 
Snick’s most ambitious target; 

,Washington, which has a Negro 
majority. Black men, he says, should 
run the cities where .they’re in a 

■majority: ‘ There’s'nothing wrQjjg, 
with living in a black.ghetto if you’re 
free .from .oppression. It won’t be 
apartheid, because ’ we won’t say

s
w|

A-

j white people can’t come in.’
’ How did Britain fit into this pic.



to'1 see themselves as West Indians, 
'fj part of the third world, not as British. 

^~^^We^^idrads~liCTe~CTHcy-?thea]ti*uFies-

I^l’ian leaders in Nbrth/London last week;.a .priv^evBh«rpee’t]nJ

I *" ~ -Jips a-nd flat noseVand cbrlyfhaV and/ ’ wherf !
1 udim‘-£l 10 Jue .^est indles, dldn 1 ke’re black ah^beaufifu^kndWre^ ,Blacks. 

’eDeUeifcner<rtthftv.H.fnrc€*fi>4Lail, ahwn. • *• ,

■ I tried io figoxtS otn t0
say^jvhat to talk abputT'We jyent on j- '.......... /. .^1 . .U/.' .
the^stibway- together^tfiat?s-when*it", ^twoliritil he joined them in New York 
F^liy^tarted^yeryon.edoolfing^aj^i.y^^^l^.^-.^^-y^^/k ' f^W',8rQb.eLhejther.«:-?t.h.eyJ»forced*it-ail! down

The*s'trikihgTliing1 is ’j !
: ‘ At school we were made t<^ 

: Kipling’s . “White'/________
—---------- -------- 1 i exist j-hanas dve

. until a white man called Sir Walter^Georgia/....... „ U1V llUtt6W „..v......— . ----------- ------------p— -o , -
~ ’ Ra*eigh discovered us. and we wenttposter of Snick’s leaping black ? food in the world : that’s violence, . close friend was shot behind.,the

‘ serge trousers, stifr white shirt and " to the‘movies and yelled for Tarxun»|Tpanlhei‘ * ' ’— ’ * —“ — 11 r '* ---- -* -- ----- *- wKaoI
long stockings of Tranquillity Roys ' to beat the hell nut nF Africa ’ 1 hi___ 1:

w — • School. He says he once stood for
the top of 42 steps in the four hours to wave a Union Jack at

I think she was conscious of this, but 
acted as if she weren’t. I was con
scious of it and got hung up. I just 
kept stuttering. We wen? to a school 
dance. I remember the looks of my 
teachers: I was hitting the real 
tapoc, :he white woman.'.

, Canvchael grew up with two. 
sisters, rnree aunts and a grand
mother at f , 
best house in Oxford Street, Port-' • 
oi-Spain, Trinidad. His father, a car
penter, built it, then, left to work in. 
the United States. Carmichael did not 
see his parents from the time he was

not going 
'any more??

Carmicl'u 
f'jpatron saiiv

'ill ■. ' I' ~
when he raped. Africa ? They say will blow up every damn thing they 

acx uuu uwuUw..lWju «v .V cBUcfe*Power-means,.wplence^T.hev;’^
ig to.T.nutate’theTwhTteJmQnJ /-Ayhitc^ma’p^ mess with tus ’
•e.'?'*.*. /’’I" • WOO-years?' If we are violent to him Carmichael says he has .been*; in

j they"; do, at the expensfe/of their.
. brothers-jn the West Indies.’\
if' ■'(^rHtla^TfSre’iftThe’^ri^a:^ 
li he adds, would put pressuf^ph^ 

I Britain. He intends to go hotw^t^i 
/ Trinidad next February, but sees

Jamaica as a likelier first target.
f • At 26, and reluctantly, Stokely 
f Carmichael is inheriting Malcolm 
j X’s | throne: the world’s chief, 
; symbol of black militancy. He still 

needs to grow' into this role—as
/Malcolm X himself grew into it 
1 during his last year. Carmichael’s 
£ tragedy and his people’s may be that 
j. the world will give him neither the 
j time| 5 nor the understanding he 
j needs; •

' and an English-style education made ■ -
Carmichael.and govern his thinking memorise Kipling’s 
today; he gets really angry about Man’s Burden.” told°we didn

. it.
Aged 10, he was wearing the grey 1

long stockings of Tranquillity Boys 'to beat the hell out of Africa?, Tmove on'.over YOU.’
. Srhnnl cave h. At meetings in Hackney, Notting,!,' ‘I Admired his intelligence, his worse^han shooting a man to death

. .. Hill, Brixton and elsewhere I last.^analytical mind, his forthrightness, ' ’ '
royalty, and meant it. He admits week Carmichael’s bitter memories and h^willingness to begin to move , 
that he still has not forgiven himself. . of a West Indian childhood reached rto bringijhis people together. The , x 1H a iaui/lv.1UMVl „.,w 
bv^huf^nn^mAev1 And* m?Yed'h.*s audiences. ‘Iflyqd 'thing jp.ijist of us young ]grads got inciting to riot because when I speak ag°
by white supremacy and I didn t- ask a black child any place in' the from Malcolm was that he spoke to to a black audience I don’t reason
rebel. 1 m mad beeause lhe people West Indies about .the Nile villeWiiis pA#: he stopped shaking to ' S

• or Hannibal he doesn’t know ani/j 'whiles. ' they know it instinctively and .C
. thing about it, but he can get up and ! ‘ Yes.f.Tve a lot of white friends, emotionally. For example, they '

tell you who was king, who wa|‘ but I ‘don't equate my friendships police brutality: with whites, ■ ,
•.•mieen whnw«’.tin« ’ I I.-: with ^hite people on how] they see , . ;;you’ve got t0 get out the case reports.’ , 

What about the recent riots in
I / Newark, New Jersey, when 23 people. " ;

were killed?
‘We don’t call them riots: ■ , 

they’re rebellions. I’ve been in- ’ 
volved in eight. They should use-

- . that killing as a political death. It,
.. . .should be a revenge so that white.. .1.

• society should know it. can’t go on-- 
shooting people in the streets, but . - 
also a political act so the struggle

' goes on. ■.i.--’1
' ■* ' '‘ The death sgame" is what they

play to,scare us: look, you lost 21,.
j, we only lost two, you’d better stop. . >: ■
.. Well, Snick is respected because if 

we say “ burn, baby, burn! ” we’ll be 
the first people to strike a match. '. ■’
The closeness in Watts and Newark ;
now is something 100 years couldn’t
bring about. Yes, I think 1 could ।

!' with ai.twX'ite girl and a white man shoot a white policeman in a black 
' ' “* ” man’s area because I don t think

he deserves every bit. jail 35 times, eight times'for incit
ing to riot. He’s been-shbt,at eight 
times, too: ‘never hit',-’me—too, 
too fast! ’ But three years ‘‘ago! a

k —----- ---- . ---------ii -- *_
The Indian Government is going to : wheel of Carmichaels car he pet ■ 

. force people to be sterilised. That’s r no one drive it since”',' ^He’s’ been 
„____ __ L_?i, beaten up more times than ne^can

but nobody sees that as violent. The . remember, and rolls back Jus.sleeve 
British Government thinks it’s good. - to show fresh scais he says.came

‘ They say I’m a rabble-rouser and from a Pollce Plsto1 barrel^,fortnight

Earlier this year, Carmichael pre-

icfcalls Malcolm X ‘ my
Malcolm’s photograph.. It’s totally irrelevant to talk about/ 

the .desk in his Atlanta,. n—
eadquarters, next to a
Snick's 1—

Move on over or we’ll

• violence in a world like this. People 
' die of hunger every day when there's
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, queen, who was king. . . .
He ignored a newspaper report ofj. 

one of his London meetings—‘ Black/
. Power violence call ’—io stare for1 / 

. a full minute at photographs oflh
Princess Margaret. ‘They’re istili i'i 

'. . lining up for her: I don’t see why.’ 1 '
‘ My father,’ said Carmichael. ‘‘ was], 

submissive, quiet and obedient: ' 
i everything I’m not. He believed1 

what the white man told him: if 
L- you work hard you will succeed! He 

died like he came into the world, 
poor and ,black/ Well., work^wasn’tj

. for me: if I wasn’t in The mciyefnenf 1 
/" I’d be a gangster.’ ?/ I’ 
" ‘ My father did . three jobs at al

. time : carpenter, then odd jobs, {then 
drove a taxi at night. We onlylsawf 
him on Sundays. He’was very relif; 
gious. I went to Sunday school}and" 
church until I was 15 and then I cut; 
it loose.’ ■ ■ ' |.. :i

Carmichael remembers his father;
being out of work for three weeks/ 
because he was too honest to bribe j

m angry] 
because 1 was! 5 

drugged by wljiite 
sup^macy and I 
did nW rebel . .j,.’.. ■

the .bjackf political ideology. The 
trcAj&fe'^with-- white liberals, every 
time /ou sit down to talk with them? 
they v?ahTto.talk about race. It isn’t 
the Upj/of friend I want. l|just want-., 
to sit jaqwn so we can dig Thelonius 
•Mo.nk|,otefalk about Bach or Joyce. ■

Whaj1 did he do if he .was walking.

j cal.led’h’er ’a prostitute ? .
‘ I guessll just keep walki ig. You’d he’s any business, there. If a man s .

-- just get into a long debate|br a fight standing on your toe and you vethe umon representative to findjh.mt and tfot SUre It’s worth fighthig ■ ■ Petitioned’ beg8ed’ Pleaded’ don,e ' 
a job. My mother went and hustledU ove'r.’^ : . , j | :8 b:“'Severy possible thing and he won’t , '.
50 dollars, then she invited; the Hoiv'tdid that square-Lith'/hi^'roowi yon’ye got to'push him off..r. 
representative to the house and gave,._id n t turnjng Jhe otfler ‘You can have peace in the US ,

••ithei&iW' t- for 400 years if every time a white . '
-J--.'‘ i kcanT fight , the individual man wants something he says •“ nigger ...

what happens whenyyou battle;) ]-m fighting institutionalised ’do this” and the black man does it.
>d. My mother -is al ^3 ,^y [o Thafs peace. Yeah.’ .

whiteLnian? to define my attitudes.’ How did he see the future ? Did . 
He^shrugged off, discussion; of. the . he expect white counter-violence?

uses‘of.violence. I- : ‘The US can’t use an H-bomb "
. ‘ Tjjje/white man is talking about1 against black people inside the US.

violeiri,ce.>Did he talk about violence If they surround the ghettoes. we , .
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perfume. My father got a job,1 and 
said “ that’s what happens whenyyou 
pray to God.” My mother is al 
fighter: if she wanted Something? 
she’d just take it.’ !

He talked about his teenage years 
.oil the streets of Harlem and the 
Bronx ‘ We stole cars, batteries, 
hub-caps, then we got together (and 

. started knocking off candy stores. I 
did the planning. I was pushing pot 
at 16: they wouldn’t let you push,■ 
cocaine until you were 21.’ । ‘

Apart from his upbringing, one of 
the main influences on him has been 
Malcolm X, the black nationalist 
leader assassinated in Harlem three 
years ago?1 Many of his speeches echo 

H- Malcolm'X’S thinking: on the need 
for black pride, for example, j We 
must see ourselves as beautiful 
people. We keep thinking'the'only 

j.'thing that is beautiful isa'white, a
chick with long blonde hair. Wte’vc , 
got to understand that we have thickfe
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Title I STOKELY CARMICHAEL
O SAC----------------------------- MlSCT
□ ASAC 
□ Supv. 

F~l Agent 
□ SE _

QCC_ 
| | Steno 
I | Clerk

I | Acknowledge

I | Assign ____ Reassign

| | Bring file

| | Call me

| | Correct

| | Deadline____________

I | Deadline passed

| | Delinquent

I | Discontinue

| | Expedite

I | For information

| | Handle

| | Initial & return

| | Leads need attention

| | Return with explanation or notation as to action taken.

ACTION

RE:

Rotor #: 
DESIRED

I | Open Case 

I | Prepare lead cards 

I | Prepare tickler 

I | Recharge serials 

| | Return assignment card.^ 

| | Return fi le 

| | Return serials 

| | Search and return 

| |See me 

□ Send Serials___
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| | Submit new charge put 

| | Submit report by 
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Enclosed are 3 copies of a State Dept 
Airgram dated 7/26/67 re CARMICHAEL for
information of Bureau

See reverse side Office

SAC
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Date: 8/12/67
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or codel

AIRTEL_____________ AIR MAIL___________ _ _______________ [
(Priority) |

______________________________ ._____________ ■___________________ J_

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, MEMPHIS (100-4492)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
SM - C

1 been

FROM:
RE:

For information Bureau and Atlanta, (reliable) on| I advised that he had onf 
in contact with 

 [advised him thatl
|SNCC leader had recently arrived in Nashville and 

left either the morning of 8/11/67 or 8/10/67 and was to 
return to Nashville 8/16/67.

_______ indicated that| had spent "three days 
with CASTRO" which impressed him greatly.

______ Jindicated that| said that CARMICHAEL 
was giving consideration to stsyihg in Cuba for a long 
period of time and not immediately returning to the United 
States.

Memphis will follow and keep Bureau advised of 
any pertinent developments.
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1• NARRATIVE OF OFFENSE

STOKELY CARMICHAEL was born June 29, 1941^ 
at Trinidad, British West Indies. By derivation through 
the naturalization of his parents, CARMICHAEL became 
a United States citizen on April 27, 1953., which 
citizenship was substantiated by Certificate of 
Citizenship Number ^.3380'82, which was issued to 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL on A^ril 17, 1958. Subject's 
derivative citizenship is as a result of his father, 
ADOLPHUS S. CARMICHAEL, born February 1, 1913, Port 
of Spain, being naturalized in the Southern District 
of New York April 27, 1953-

CARMICHAEL received a Bachelor of Arts ' ... 
Degree in philosophy from Howard University, Washington, 
D.C., on June 5, 1964.

In May of 1966 CARMICHAEL, after several 
years of association with the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), was elected by the 
central committee of SNCC to become the National . 
Chairman. He served in this capacity until May, 1967. 
During this period, CARMICHAEL was in a constant 
travel status throughout the United States; however, 
he has been known to utilize Apartment Number 1, 2222 
Telhurst Street, SW, Atlanta, Georgia, as a residence.

'The only alias known to have been utilized 
by CARMICHAEL occurred in September, 1966, when he 
was reported to have purchased an airline ticket in 
Alabama utilizing the name of C. WELCHER., He is not 
known to have ever served in the military armed forces 
of the United States; however, he is registered with 
the Local Draft Board in New York City, and by his 
own statements indicates he has a 4-F classification.
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Throughout a series of speeches delivered 
by CARMICHAEL as Chairman of SNCC and as a recognized 
proponent of "Black Power", he has generally set 
forth the origins and concepts of SNCC, theories 
of self condemnation^ concept of denial of one's 
liberation, differences in law and order, and history 
of the Negro peoples. CARMICHAEL in his speeches, 
following a discussion of the above described items, 
generally concludes his talks by dwelling on the 
war in Viet Nam and his opposition to the draft. 
He further advised his audience that they should 
inform the white people in authority as it relates 
to military service and induction, "Hell no, we 
won't go." He has advocated in his speeches that, 
"There is no need to go 8,000 miles to kill Vietnamese; 
He ain't never killed any nigger . . .; We will not 
fight the war. The war is for the Birds. Lynda 
Bird and Lady Bird." He has further advocated that 
the Negro people should say, "To hell with the draft" 
and go to Jail.
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II. NAME OF DEFENDANT

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, also known as C. Welcher.

III. DATES WHEN AND PLACES WHERE
ALLEGED ACTS WERE COMMITTED

A. University of California 
Berkeley, California 
October 29, 1966

B. Mosque Auditorium 
Richmond, Virginia 
April 5, 1967

C. Tougaloo College 
Tougaloo, Mississippi 
April 11, 1967

D. University of Houston 
Houston, Texas 
April 13, 1967

E. St. Petersburg, Florida 
April 18, 1967

F. University of Washington and 
Garfield High School 
Seattle, Washington 
April 19, 1967

G. Carmel Church
Cincinnati, Ohio 
April 29, 1967
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H. Waukegan Township High School 
Waukegan, Illinois 
May 14, 1967

I. Lincoln Memorial 
Congregational Temple 
Washington, D.C. 
May 16, 1967

•J. Los Angeles, California 
May 26, 1967

IV. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

The Statute of Limitations will be a bar 
to prosecution in this matter five years after the 
date of the particular speech in question. Hence, 
prosecution will be barred in the above instances 
commencing October 29, 1971j and thereafter, five 
years following each subsequent date of speech.

V. PENDING PROSECUTIVE ACTION

To date there has been no prosecutive action 
of CARMICHAEL. Consideration is being given to the 
possible prosecution of subject for his possible violation 
of Section 2388 of Title 18, U. S. Code, the Sedition 
Statute. Consideration will be given prosecution in 
the event admlssable evidence can be adduced to 
establish that he:

"1. Wilfully caused or attempted to 
cause insubordination, disloyalty, mutiny 
or refusal of duty, in the military or 
naval forces of the United States, or

2. Wilfully obstructed the recruiting 
(draft) service of the United States, or
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3. Wilfully obstructed the enlistment 
service of the United States.”
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VI. EVIDENCE RELATING TO STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL’S COMMENTS AT'., 
FOLLOWING LOCATED PLACES:

A. SPEECH. OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, 
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA, 
OCTOBER 29, 1966

No prepared text of the speech delivered 
by STOKELY CARMICHAEL was made available to the 
University of California, nor was it furnished members 
of the press. A taped transcription of the speech 
and the question and answer period that followed 
was made by| H Oakland, California
and the origfrial of the magnetic tape recording was 
furnished tc| 
University of California, Berkeley, California, 

las advised he maintains this tape 
under lock and key in his personal custody and 
indicated he preferred to keep it this way until 
such time as he may be called upon to appear in a 
court proceeding.

There are no informants sufficiently close 
to CARMICHAEL who could attest as to CARMICHAEL'S 
intent when delivering speech as was recorded.
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I
I University of 
a, Berkeley, vaiiiornia, aavisea rnkt stokely CARMICHAEL, 
then National Chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 

Committee (SNCC), was the featured speaker at a "Black Power 
Day" held in the Greek Theater, University of California, on 
October 29, 1966,

__________ Istated that he requested through the 
Department of Grounds and Buildings, University of California, 
that arrangements be made to tape record the speeches and other 
proceedings during the entire "Black Power Day" at the Greek Theater. I__________ Istated that the Swanson Sound Company,
Oakland, California, was employed to do the actual tape recording at the Greek Theater. I__________|stated that he super
vised the recording technician wno placed his equipment 
Jjnmadlatfily outside the south door of the Greek Theater stage.

stated that he observed the actual recording, which 
comprised 15 tapes recorded at 7-1/2 speed on one track, and 
that each of these tapes was personally taken by him and placed 
in his personal safe at the University of California Police 
Department on the evening of October 29, 1966.

t
| stated that these tapes have been 
ey, and ne has maintained personal control 
and the tapes to date.

under 
of the key

the
states that these tape recordings 

speech Dy STOKELY CARMICHAEL on October 29, 1966.
include

stated that he is willing to make available the original tape recordings of the CARMICHAEL Speech for any 
court proceedings; however, he would prefer to maintain the 
original tapes in his personal custody until such time as an 
actual court proceeding is imminent.

advised that he would be available and 
willing to testifyat any court proceeding regarding the events 
at the Greek Theater on October 29, 1966, with particular 
attention to the STOKELY CARMICHAEL speech.

stated that there were approximately 4,000 •

On 8/8/67 «♦ Berkeley, California Fl I* 0 SF 14"215______ ________
■ Atlanta 100-6812

by \___ Oat* dictated 8/8/67,.................

Th'U document contain, neither recommendation, nor eonclu.lon. of th. FBI. It <• th. property of th. FBI and 1. loaned to
your aq.ncyj it and it. content, ar. not to b. distributed out.id. your aq.ncy.
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5,000 persons in attendance during the time that CARMICHAEL 
spoke and he estimates that approximately 90% of this audience 
was Caucasian and approximately 50% male, most of whom would 
be of college student age and, therefore, would in all 
probability be subject to the military draft.

|stated that he recalls that CARMICHAEL 
made a higniy emotional speech in which he attacked the U. S. 
draft laws, officials of the U. S. Government, with particularly 
vitriolic comments regarding the President, the Secretary of 
State, and the Secretary of Defense.

[stated that CARMICHAEL’s speech was well 
received uy cne audience and that on a number of occasions
CARMICHAEL received applause and standing ovations, particularly 
when CARMICHAEL stated. VHell no, we won’t go” in regard to 
the draft, and *ecalled no one booing CARMICHAELduring his spelvu»------

| stated that he does not recall observing
anyone in military uniform in attendance at the "Black Power
Day” and concluded by stating that CARMICHAEL left almost 
immediately after the conclusion of his speech. No discussion 
groups were observed dealing specifically with the content of 
CARMICHAEL’S speech.
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1

University of California 
Police Department, advised that he was on duty at the Greek 
Theater, University of California, Berkeley, California, on 
October 29, 1966, at the time STOKELY CARMICHAEL made a 
speech to an audience of about 4,000 - 5,000 persons, who 
had gathered in Greek Theater to hear CARMICHAEL and to 
observe a "Black Power Day."

stated that he observed that approximately 
90-95% of the audience was Caucasian and that about half of 
the audience was male college-age, presumably students at the 
University of California, Berkeley.

stated that CARMICHAEL*s speech was 
inflammatory toward the U. S. Government and officials, with 
a particularly vehement attack on the Selective Service System and the military draft. | stated he recalls that CARMICHAEL
in effect urged the draft age young men in the audience to 
refuse military service in the United States Armed Forces.

stated that he would be willing and 
available to testily m any court proceedings against CARMICHAEL 
in connection with his speech at the Greek Theater on 
October 29, 1966.

On 8/8/67 Berkeley. California File * SF 14-215____________
Atlanta 100-6812

by SA __ jr/bbp_______Date dictated 8/8/67-------
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; It and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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 | advised 
that he attended the "Black Power Day” at the Greek Theater, 
University of California, Berkeley, on October 29, 1966. 
He stated that he recalls CARMICHAEL'S speech late in the 
evening of October 29, 1966, when approximately 5,000 persons had gathered in the Greek Theater. | [stated he was
surprised that most of the audience were Caucasians and he 
estimated approximately 90% or more would be Caucasian. He seated the majority of the audience appeared to be of college 
student age and he estimated at least 50 or 60% would be male, 
presumably draft age persons.

Stated that CARMICHAEL made a vitriolic 
attack on U. S. foreign policy, the military draft, the 
President, the Secretary of State, and the Secretary of Defense, 
and challenged his audience to defy the military draft and 
refuse to serve in the U. S. Armed Forces.

On 8/8/67_______ at Berkeley, California_________ File # SF . 14~215-----------------------------------
Atlanta 100-6812

by SA■jr/bbp---------------------Date dictated S/8/67

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date 8/8/67____________

______________________________________________ L-QxxlsLLa-ixd__________

California, owner of
Oakland, advised that on October 29, 1966, he recorded the 
proceedings during a Black Power Day meeting held at the Greek 
Theater, University of California, Berkeley, California. He 
said he was employed to record this meeting by the Buildings 
and Grounds Department of the University of California, 
Berkeley, and his equipment was set up at the Greek Theater 
from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., October 29, 1966.

---worked under the direct super
vision of------------------------ University of California Police
Department, and recorded a speech made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 
among other speeches and proceedings during the day. He said 
this meeting was recorded on magnetic tape, the original of which he immediately turned over to las it
was removed from the recorder during—me uay.—ne saxu as far 
as he knows has the original tapes in hispossession .1-----------------1

stated he has records reflecting his activities on uctooer 29, 1966, which he will gladly produce 
and will also testifyofrom his recollections, if and when he 
is requested to do so by the Federal Government.

On 8/8/67 at Oakland, California_______File # SF 14-215--- -- ,--------
Atlanta 100-6812

by SA jr/bbp Date dictated 8/8/67—
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date______8/8/67 ________

1

Army ROTv unit, university or California, Berkeley, California, 
advised that as of the beginning of the Fall quarter, October 1, 
1966, the Army ROTC Unit had 619 students registered.

He stated this is a matter of record and can be 
produced at any future date if necessary.

On 8/8/67 nf Berkeley, California File # SF 14-215____________
Atlanta 100-6812

by SA — jr/bbp__________ Date dictated ______8/8/67________
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Air Force ROTC Unit, 
University oi uailiornia, Bferxeiey, California, advised that
as of the beginning of the Fall quarter, October 1, 1966, the 
Aty? Force ROTC Unit at the University of California, Berkeley 
had 51 students registered. t

He stated this is a matter of record and can be 
produced at any future date if necessary.

On 9/8/67 m Berkeley. California File # SF 14-215_____________
Atlanta 100-6812

by SA I - jr/bbp Date dictated____9/8/61________ r
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It 4s the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date 8/8/67

_____|U» S. Marine Corps, 
Navy ROTC Unit, University of California, Berkeley

uainornia, advised that as of November 1, 1966, the Navy 
ROTC Unit had 163 University of California students registered.

He stated this is a matter of record and can be 
produced at any future date if necessary.

On 8/8/67 Berkeley, California___ File # SF 14-215---------------------
Atlanta 100-6812

by SA — jr/bbp _________ Date dictated _______ 8/8/67-------
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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B. SPEECH OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT MOSQUE AUDITORIUM, 
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA, 
APRIL 5, 1967

No prepared text of the speech delivered 
by STOKELY CARMICHAEL April 5, 1967, in the Mosque 
Auditorium at Richmond, Virginia, was furnished 
to the press or other authorities. A taped recording 
of the speech and question and answer period is, 
however, available through! I

of
Richmond, Virginia. According 

To] this tape recording was furnished tc>
him on. August 7, 1967, by______________ ___________

who made the tape on April 5. 1967, According 
to the tape she furnished to
has been in her possession from the time she recorded 
same, except for approximately one week when it was 
furnished to lof the Virginia
Council on Human Relations,
that the tape has not been cut or eaited in any 

and includes the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
question and answer period that followed this

advised

fashion 
and the 
speech.

There are no Informants sufficiently close 
to CARMICHAEL who could testify as to his knowledge 
and intent in making the speech at Richmond, Virginia.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

August By 1967

| ]Richsand} Virginia
Police Deparcmenr, aavisea ne was assigned to cover 
the scheduled speech by ST0KEL7 CAMICHAEL, former 
National Chairman of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Commit,teoy at the Jfosque Auditorium on April % 1$&7.

_ advised Me duties required his presence outside 
the Kosque during the speech and he was unable to comment 
on the number tn attendance, ratio in attendance as to 
race or portion of the speech aiade by CARMICHAEL.

, 8/7/S7 at Mchmond, Virginia Flle * MchmoM 14-91

by--------------SA WAS/J eh------ D°te dictated---------8/8/67----------
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

nntc AUgUSt 8, 1967

| Richmond, Virginia
Police Department, advised ne was assigned to attend 
a speech scheduled for STOKELY CARMICHAEL, former 
Rational Chairman of the Student Ron-Violent coordi
nating Committee, at the Mosque Auditorium, Richmond, 
Virginia, on April 5, 1967, and due to the nature of 
his duties, he had no opportunity to listen to anv 
portion of this speech made by CARMICHAEL. | |
stated he would not be In a position to comment con
cerning reactions of the audience and his knowledge 
of what was said from the platform was obtained from 
a recording made by an officer of the Henrico County, 
Virginia Police Department, which he heard at a later 
date.

[stated it was his estimate that there 
were between l,8oo and 2,200 in attendance, which was 
predominantly white people anti. the age group was that 
of college students and no military uniforms were 
observed to enter the Mosque.

on----- 8/7/67—°*-ftichmond ,-Vi rgi. nl.a------------ F • '• # Richmond 14-91-------------

by Dote dictated

This document 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

W&I--------
:ontdlH4 H&ltHfiF F6C0mfflSnadTIDng nor UUlieiuyiuAs of the FBI. It IS the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
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1
August 8, 1967

I _______  Richmond} Virginia
Police Department, advised he was assigned to attend 
a speech scheduled for STOKELY former
National Chainnan of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee at the Mosque Auditorium, Richmond, Virginia, 
on April 5> X9&7. I ladvised his duties required his 
presence outside the Mosque and he had no opportunity 
to listen to any of the speech made by CARMICHAEL and 
erm iri not comment on any remarks he reportedly made. 

[advised he wasuunable to estimate the number in 
attendance but from his observation Of those entering 
the Mosque, he would estimate the ratio to be approxi
mately 75$ Negroes. He said there were no military 
uniforms observed except members of the American Nazi 
Party who were picketing the Mosque on the outside.

added that he observed no one dis
cussing CARMICHAEL’s comments at the conclusion of the 
speech andccould furnish no information as to the 
reaction of those in attendance.

b7C

b7C

on_____ 8/7/67—at Richmond, Virginia F>ie # Richmond 1A-91

SA
b7C

Dote dictated 8/8/57--------------------------

ions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclus
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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AUgUst 8, 1967

Henrico County, 
Virginia ronce Department, telephonlcally furnished 
the following information:

X
|stated he was at the 
tonwa, Kicnmond, Virginia, on April 5^ 1967, 
and he tape recorded a speech made by STOKELT CARMICHAEL, 
former National Chairman of the Student Non-Violent 

Coordinating Committee, on that date. He stated he 
could not recall any particulars concerning the speech 
and as far as he was concerned, he paid very little 
attention to what he had to say. He stated he does 
not recall the number of persons present other than 
that the first floor of the Mosque was full and believes 
most of the people there were Negroes. I I

stated after recording the speech, he turned 
W tape bver to his department where, as far as he 
knows, the tape is presently stored.

J stated he ean recall no 
other fads cunceiuiiijg xne speech but he would possibly 
be able to furnish further information after returning 
from vacation and listening to the tape. He stated he 
would make the tape available if necessary.

, 8/7/67 ot Richmond, Virginia f . ie # Richmond 14-91

 Date dictated_ 8/8/67________
FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

by SA |peh
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dote- AUgQSt 8, 1967

» Richmond
Virginia 'FOliee DSparttaeiit, telephonically furnished 
the following information:

stated that on the evening of 
April 5j J-yor, ne was present at the Mosque Auditorium, 
Richmond, Virginia, from approximately 6:30 P.M. until 
approximately 10:45 F.M., during a program at which 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke. He stated that he recorded 
the proceedings from the beginning to the end of the 
program. He stated the program consisted of an intro
duction, a speech by CARMICHAEL and a question and 
answer period.

| stated that he was presently on
vacation ana wie uape recording which he made of the 
proceedings was at home and he would not be able to 
furnish the tape until he returned from vacation on 
August 13, 1967 • He said he recalls CARMICHAEL 
answering a nunstion, "If you are Inducted, would you 
go?” _________[stated CARMICHAEL answered, ’’’Hell no.”
He starea ne also recalls CARMICHAEL stating words to 
the effect, "Don’t Join the Army and don’t go to 
Vietnam."

stated that as he recalls, the 
audience was primarily made up of persons in their 
late teens to early 20‘s and was made up of approxi
mately 50$ white persons. The exact number of persons 
in attendance he could not be sure of. He further 
stated that as he recalls CARMICHAEL read from some 
papers which appeared to be the size of typing papers, 
whether they were a prepared text or notes he could 
not say. He stated as far as he could recall, the 
audience applauded CARMICHAEL'S statement concerning, 
"Hell no he would not be inducted."

I stated that he would be very willing
to furnish the tape recording he has of the program and 
furnish any additional information he has after reviewing 
the tape-upon his return -from-vacation.----------------------------

on___ 8/7/67__ at Richmond, Virginia________ f<ie # Richmond 14-91------------

--------------------------------- Date dictated _ 8/8/67_______
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency:This document contains neither recommendations nor

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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_ ____ :_____ ttit Kt.fl.tftd aa ha recalled |
| of the Virginia 

counsel on Huaan Relations, was in the anfience at 
the time CARM^MBX spoke. He stated that as he 
recalled, other tapes Mere made of the speech Mid he 
understood |©f the Henrico gounty,
Virginia Ponce Department aits recorded the speech.
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Virginia. Union
University, 1500 North Lombardy Street, Richmond, Virginia, 
upon interview furnished the following voluntary signed 
statement:

"Richmond, Virginia
"August 8, 1967

"X, [hereby make this
and voiMBtarrv atatgment r.n

and|____________________ |who have loenuiriea tnemseives
to me as special Agents of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation.

"No force has been used against me, and no threats, 
promises, or - hopes of reward have been made to me in 
order to induce me to make this statement.

"I realize that this statement may be used in
a court of law and X am willing to testify in a 
court of law concerning my statement.

"On April 5, 1967 X was in attendance and also 
on the Question Sorting Kinel at the Nosque Auditorium, 
Richmond, Virginia, on the occasion of the appearance 
and speech of Stokely Carmichael of the Student Non- . 
Violent Coordinating Committee.

"After giving a speech of aowo 45 minutes to one 
hour, the Question Sorting Panel posed a selected variety 
of questions obtained in writing from the audience._____

on____8/8/67__ ot Richmond, Virginia________File #__ Richmond 14-91
Sa 8/8/67

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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"(Me or more of these questions gave him an
military service by Amerleain Negroes.

uhael vehemently and plainly stated and advocated

States
"He mentioned that the yiet Cw have never 

killed an American Hegro child, or similar type sentiments 
as one of his Justifications for this attitude. He 

white an as another justification for his views 

to expect
ared 
it

*X have read and understand the above statement of 
this and one other page, initialed the corrections, 
and it is entirely true as best I can reeolleet.

b7C
Vs/I „ IInvestigation, Blchntond,

sral Bureau of 
2:25 p.m."

Additionally, advised as follows:

--------- On April 5, 2367 he 
at the Mosque Auditorium an

appearance and speech of STOKHLY © 
Non-violent Coordinating Committee

b7C

b7C
-------

8KABL of the Student
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Mje—for the C.
•ree^ytftrian 
net know the 
lelieved 
(roxlmately

As best! bould recall, the audienef was
mixed equally racially, wfcth a large number of collie students 
and what he wwld Judge to be approximately 30 to w percent 
of men and m«a under age 25.

Stated that he could net recall paying 
seen anyem in w« uniform of the United State* Amea Forces., 
nor did he see anyone whom he knew or rWssgrdisH as such 
a member of the Armed Forces, who was not In wifbm.

stated that the audience appeared to be 
factional in ®at tne response to CAWtCKAKB in his speech 
did not appear w be universally a&eepted by the whole 
audience at eaeh interlude where a^liaaM was ferthcoming.

He stated that there was intense applause from 
what appeared to be younger or elder people at varying 
points in the speech, but not a completely universal acceptance 
Of CABMICHASX, Wt all times.

Certain group of young people ita the front portion 
of the audience seemed to be continuously favor of______
CAUCECHAHL’a pronouncements,jratwiihstanding, Wfcat | 
characterizedas some of CAJMICHAHi’s Ble®s Mlancea- suaue- 
ments.

It was Judgment that the greater bulk
of the audience appeared co oe modaaatbol^ liberal people 
in their general political viw points., with possibly some 
few *radleala* or people of extram opinions in the audience, 

stated that the greatw mass of pe^le appeared 
to "sit on Useir hands” when CABMICHAEL made tome of his 
more exorbitant charges against the white comenity of 
We country.



bh iMi

| stated that Me understood that there
were approximately o to S real followers* of 
who were bae& stage at the.Mtesmfue prior to his npfrsrh and 
that possibly there were 3 to I timos that mrqr the 
audience, without really WMng tab to be a fact.

| |tated that he that after
the appeaiwnee at w« Mosque, SJMHSWUBt fend h£i intimate1 
Mento heli a gathering afterwards which I_________ Idescribed
as a "binge or brawl, at an unlocated place in jacmond.

stated that CAW®0KAEL is a vezy 
articulate speajserv who speaks in terwis of hj^-erbole or 
exaggeration for effect rather than fw fact and ewtehasized 
thatClMSOm is not modest la Ms style of speech.

| sensed th^> 
ssnsitiwty to his-audience ail. 
the flaofeoyance of his speech.

that CiMItm has a keen 
they more. or less control

Based en| ________Information regarding pwious
speeches by SAMamHEL and auoeaaieea elsewhere as his 
Richmond speech, .it was bpinion that CARMICHAEL’a
Ricbfflond appearance was ’wu w his more outspoken appearances. 
It ms Ms judgment that the audience ©r lASK'CHAEL did not 
respond te Ids speech in the mamer which ht bad hoped and 
supposed that they would

] could net specifically mall but he did 
believe that CAJK^BAEL did not apeak in an improinptu or 
extwG^orane«us aanner but did resort be *o®e Mm of notes.

could not recall that any literature

-
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Date__________________ :______

1-

Richmond. Virginia, was interviewed at tier residence hv— 
Special AgentsH land
who identified themselves to her as Special Agents of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation.

| advised that she was present at the
Mosque Aflixonwa on April 5__1367. when STOKELY CARMICHAEL__
made his speech and was I
She advised that she isl I

|the organization 
sponsoring tne uakmiuhakl, speech ana unau, as such, she was

[advised that STOKELY CARMICHAEL
spoke from a prepared speech, the tefct of which she understood 
was an article he had written to be published in a periodical 
journal. She did not know which journal, of if any printed 
copy of the speech was made available to anyone in Richmond. 
She stated there were at least three separate tape recordings 
made of the speech, one by each of the local Megro radio 
stations, and one by| a member of the
Richmond Chapter, VCHk;

She advised that there were approximately 1,400 
people present, as most of the downstairs area of the Mosque 
Auditorium was filled, while the balcony, for the most part, 
was empty. Of the crowd, she estimated 600 were Kegroes 
and that the crowd was predominantely middle-aged, with only 
approximately 100 being students or draft-age individuals.

on 8/8/67 o* Richmond, Virginia Fib # Richmond 14-91
SA and

by SA CLStddm Date dictated 8/8/67
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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She stated there were no individuals in military
uniform present, to her knowledge. She advised that although 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke from a prepared speech and, in fact, 
read most of the speech, he strayed fro® the prepared text 
on several occasions, most of the time making humerous remarks. 
She stated that at one time during the speech, STOKELY CAR
MICHAEL left the stage and that when he returned he stated 
there had been a bomb threat and that if anyone wanted to 
leave, he could do so.

A Negro man in the audience said, "STOKELY, we*re H OU.*, *1.4 _ -...-I *U.* f»Al>1UrT,with you." She stated this brought applause and that CARMICHAEL 
replied, "Now we know what its like to be in Hanoi." She 
stated that STOKELY CARMICHAEL imitated President JOHNSON 
and that this brought forth a lot of laughter from the crowd.

She stated that in the prepared text, STOKELY
CARMICHAEL did not make any statement, "Hell no, we won’t go,” 
In addition, she advised that there was no booing from the 
audience and that the general response was warm although not 
overly enthusiastic.

She advised that following the speech there was a
question and answer period with questions being handwritten by 
the audience and submitted to the members of the question 
screening panel who, in turn, asked STOKELY CARMICHAEL the 
questions.

She stated there was a question asked of CARMICHAEL wr.nM.14- ” TJr.whether he had said, "Hell no, we won’t go." He replied in 
the affirmative, stating that Negroes should not serve in 
the armed forces as the United States Government was fighting 
a white man’s war against white people. She stated that although 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL never counseled anyone in draft evasion, 
he did tell people present they should not serve.

advised that to her knowledge, there b7C
were no group Meetings or discussions with any individuals 
and CARMICHAEL, either before or after this speech of any type.

testify t __ J said that she would be willing to 
aoove information in a court of law.

b7C

-
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8/8/67
' Date______________________________ i_________

Richmond, Virginia. advised sne isi
emp±oyed~~as 

1 sa

time esysininnaqt as
station](Richmond, Virginia.

Lsne nas part-
Jfor radio

duties ar—
Jadvised that in connection with her 
hation, she was instructed by

________________ Ito attend the
appearance ana speecn or STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the Mosque
Auditorium, Richmond, Virginia, on the evening of April 5, 
1967, and record the speech on her tape recorder. She advised 
a Wollensack tape recorder was used, which is her own personal 
property, and the entire speech and question and answer session 
were recorded. She said the tape has been, in her possession 
except for a period of one week when she loaned the tape to 

(Virginia Council on Human Relations (VCHR), 
who made a copy.

She advised the tape she made on that date has not 
bead edited or cut in anv wav and that she turned this tanft 
over to|_____________________ ________  Radio Station
on the evening of August 7» 1967, for availability to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation.

I ladvised, in her estimation, there were
approximately 3000 people in attendance at CARMICHAEL’S speech 
and the audience was composed of about 50-50 white and Negro. 
She said most of those in attendance were college students 
from Richmond Professional Institute (RPI) and Union Theological 
Seminary., which included many male students subject to draft 
laws. She said it was her recollection there were two bus
loads Of studentb from a, nearby military academy and she 
recognized [Richmond,
Virginia, wno is a student at Virginia state college, Petersburg, 
Virginia, where he is a member of the Reserve Officers’ Training 
Corps (ROTC), as being present.

8/8/67 Richmond, Virginia Richmond 14-91
On:______ File #

SA end
. SA b:ddn n t t t , 8/8/67by___________ r._____  . _________ Date dictated___________ r y _______________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
it and its contents ore not to he distributed outside your agency.
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______ ____ (further advised that CARMICHAEL was 
Introduced as the main speaker by JAMES CARPENTER, heretofore 
identified, and it v&& her opinion the speech was wall received 
by the audience. She said the theme of his talk was devoted 
principally to the meaning of ’’Black Power” and except for the 
question and answer session which followed the speech, contained 
nothing rash or radical.

She said during the question and answer session, 
four members of a panel received and screened questions written 
on slips of paper obtained from members of the audience which 
CARMICHAEL proceeded to answer. She said questions dealing with 
draft laws were answered in a very strong and radical manner 
and it was her opinion that college students subject to draft 
laws got the impression that they should not comply with the 
draft laws. She said CARMICHAEL’S statement concerning draft 
laws as, ’’Hell no, don’t comply,” would leave a lasting effect 
on college students. She said another comment by CARMICHAEL was 
to the effect that the Negro population in Richmond was in>the 
majority and that Negroes should taken what they want and not 
wait until it was given to them.

_ | advised she did not desire to furnish a 
signed statement concerning the foregoing information, but 
would be willing to testify in a court of law.

I further advised that the tape she made of
CARMICHAEL’S speech was used on two occasions by the radio 
station and was broadcast on the air, except that the portion 
covering the question and answer session was omitted on the 
broadcast because of the loose and radical statements and 
comments contained in this portion.
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,__________________________________ Ikt o.nmnrvi. Vlrr'lnla.. nrivi Rfid
"Ht and
macle available a rape recording or rne speech or broivaLY 
CARMICHAEL in the Mosque Auditorium, Richmond, Virginia, 
on April 5,-1967.

advised that used her own equip
ment to maioe. this recording and it has been.in her possession 
since the day of the speech.

• A transcription of the above-described tape was
?.prepared in the• Richmond Office of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation and is attached hereto.

On 8-8-67 at Richmond, Virginia Filea Richmond l’!-91

SA and ’
by SA '4 AS i ddrg Date dictated 8-8-6 f

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the‘property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Good Evening. It is good to be here in Richmond 
tonight. What we wanted to do was to read an article 
which I wrote, and appeared in the "Massachusetts Review", 
the last quarter of 1966. It theoretically explains "black 
power" in its concepts. It ends by giving the programmatic 
approach to the concept of "black power". In the embodiment of t 
the article is an attack on integration as it is currently 
practiced in the country today and an explanation as to why, 
in SNCC, we view it is nothing more than the maintenance of 
white supremacy. There is also an attack on the (men who 
supposedly are call the) main exponents that we call the coalit
ion theory, notably, of course, would be Mr. BAYARD RUSTIN, 
and an explanation as to how the coalition ought to come 
about in this country to form any sought of power base to bring 
about some internal changes, and we point out finally 
the important difference between individual acts of racism 
and institutionalized racism. Now I understand that the 
press has been giving wide attacks to our speaking here to
night. We hope that the press will be able to deal with this 
article. We don't think they are capable to doing so because 
its on an intellectual level. (Applause).

We begin: "One of the most pointed illustrations 
of the need for "black power" as a positive and redemptive 
force in a society degenerating into a form of totalitarianism 
is to be made by examining the history of distortion as tne 
concept has received in the national media of publicity. In 
this debate, as in everything else that effects our lives, 
black people are dependent on and at the discretion of forces 
and institutions within the white society which have little 
interest in representing us honestly. Our experience witn 
the national press has been that where they've managed to 
escape the meretricious special interests in "get whitey" 
sectionalism and the race warmongering, individual reporters
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and commentators have been conditioned by the enveloping 
racism of the society to the point where they are incapable 
of even objective observation and reporting of racial 
incidents much less the analysis of ideas. With this limita
tion of vision and perception, it is an inevitable consequence 
of the dictatorships, of definitions, interpretations, and 
consciousness along with the censorship of history which the 
society has inflicted upon black people and, consequently, 
upon itself. Our concern for "black power" addresses itself 
-directly to this problem, the necessity for black people to 
acquaint our history and our identity from the cultural 
terrorism and depredation of self-justifying white guilt. 
To do this, we shall have to struggle for a right to create 
our own terms through which to define ourselves and our 
relationship to the society and to have these terms recognized. 
This is trie first necessity of a free people and the first 
right that any oppressor must suspend. Now I guess the 
example to us would be the cowboy and Indian pictures because 
in SNCC we feel very strongly about the right to define one's 
self. You know, you ever see them, they're having a war and 
white people are losing and they call for the Cavalry and 
they come and they ride, very white and very proper, and they 
shoot up all the Indians and they ride back to the fort and 
there's a white woman saying "What happened?". Says "Ah, we 
had a victory, we killed all the Indians." Then the next time 
when the reverse is true, when the red man kills them all 
and there's one man left on a horse and he staggers inuo the 
fort and the white woman says "What happened?" "Those dirty 
Indians, they massacred us all." That's very important 
because the connotation of a massacre is somehow less honorable 
than a victory and that should certainly be clear in our minds 
because (applause), and that should be clear in our minds 
because in a victory youshoot people to death, in a massacre 
you cun them to death, (laughter) I guess it's better co die 
of a gun blast than to die of knife wound or that's what 
write people would have you believe. That can be seen today. 
Do you ever watch the editorial twins of America, HUNTLEY 
and BRINKLEY? Well, what they do is, did you ever see them, 
they talk about Vietnam and they say, HUNTLEY'S in Washington, 
says "Today dirty Viet Cong, Communist guerrilla band 
terrorist forces threw a Molotov cocktail and wounded 17 
of our men and 14 civilians." Meanwhile we switch to BRINKLEY 
in New York. "In the meantime, our boys, sweet as they are,

33
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have been bombing the hell out of North Vietnam." (applause)_____
And. that right to define is the most important right because 
I guess it's bad to throw Molotov cocktails at somebody 
that's in your country but it okay to bomb even if they are 
the cggressor and their own country 8,000 miles away from 
yours. The white fathers of American racism knew this 
instinctively it seems as indicated by their continuous 
record of the distortion and coalition in their dealings 
with the red and black man. In the same way with the 
southern (illegible) for the gentle society are so obscure, 
muddy, and misrepresented the record,, of that (illegible) 
until it is almost impossible to tell what really happened. 
Their contemporary counterparts, the press, are busy doing 
the same thing with the recent history of the Civil Rights 
movement. In 1964 for example, the National Democratic 
Party, led by L. B. JOHNSON and the "Boy Wonder" H. H.
HUMPHREY, thq/call him the "Boy Wonder" because in SNCC we 
call them "Batman" and "Robin" because they run a very canny 
government. H. H. HUMPHREY for example in our neighborhood 
stands for "Handkerchief Head". A "Handkerchief Head" is 
someone whose more unctuous and obsequious than an "Uncle /
Tom". I don't know if you saw JOHNSON in February or 
January of this year on television when he delivered is 
State of the Johnson Message to the Union. We call it the 
State of the Johnson Message because he stood up there and 
quoted himself three times from speeches that he made, (laughter) 
Well, anyway if you noticed the speech while he was talking 
in the background "Handkerchief Head" was back there, (laughter 
and applause) He has developed frog-like tendencies. Every
time LYNDON says "JumpI" he says "How high, bossman?" Well 
anyway, these two cats cynical^ undermined the efforts of 
Mississippi's black population to achieve some degree of 
political representation. I'm speaking now of the Mississippi 
Freedom Democratic Party challenge September of 1964, 
Atlantic City. Yet, whenever the events of that convention 
are recalled by the press, one sees only that version fabri
cated by the press agents of the Democratic Party. A year 
later, the House of Representatives, with an even more vulgar 
display of political racism, made a mockery of the political 
rights of Mississippi's blacks when it failed to unseat the 
Mississippi delegation to the House, which had been elected 
through a process which had systematically excluded over



450,000 voting-age blacks, almost one half of the state's 
total electorates. And yet, that same House of Representa
tives, two years later, was unable to unseat Congressman 
ADAM CLAYTON POWELL because he did the same things they do 
but with more style, (applause) When this event is mentioned 
in print, it is in terms which leaves one with a rather 
curious Impression that somehow the oppressed black people 
in Mississippi are at fault for confronting the Congress 
with a situation in which they had no alternatives but 
to endorse Mississippi's racist's political practices. I 
mentioned those two examples because having been directly 
involved in them I can see very clearly the discrepancies 
between what happened and uhe versions that are finding their 
way into general acceptance as a kind of popular mythology. 
Thus, the victimization of black people in this country takes 
place in two phases. First in fact and deed and then, and 
just as equally sinister, in the recording of those facts 
and deeds. The "black power" program and concept which is 
being articulated by the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee and the Congress of Racial Equality and a host of 
community organizations in the ghettos of the north and south 
has not escaped that process. The white press has been busy 
articulating their own analysis, their own interpretations 
and criticisms of their own creations. I was very disturbed 
about that you know because all we said was "black power" 
and everybody came out against us. We must have done something 
bad, and the attacks just kept coming, and one night just 
about a couple of weeks after, I was reading BERNARD SHAW 
and I came across a phrase which I thought was quite apropos 
for the press. Mr. SHAW says that all criticism is in fact 
an autobiography. For example, while the press had given 
wide and sensational dissemination to attack made by figures 
in the Civil Rights movement foremost among which was Mr. 
ROY WILKINS of the NAACP and his counterpart Mr. WHITNEY 
YOUNG of the Urban League and to the hysterical rantings 
of our black racism made by the political chameleon that now 
serves as Vice President is generally feeled to to give 
accounts of the reasonble and productive dialogue which 
is taking place in the black community and certain important 
areas in the white religious and intellectual communities.
A national committee of influential black churchmen affiliated 
with the National Council of Churches despite their obvious 
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respectability and responsibility had to resort to paid 
advertisement to articulate their position while anyone 
shouting the hysterical yappings of black racism or black 
violence got ample space. Thus the American people have 
gotten at best a superficial and misleading account of 
the very terms and (illegible) of this debate. I wish to 
quote briefly from a statement which the black churchmen 
from the National Council of Churches had to resort to, 
they call themselves the National Committee of Negro 
Churchmen. They had to buy three-quarters of a space in 
the "New York Times" to advocate their feelings of black 
power. It appeared in "New York Times" last year July 31. 
I want to quote at length because I think it's very 
important document and that you'll be able to see that 
inside the black community there are some Intelligent 
black preachers other than the ones we always see on T.V. 
I was just asked to notify you before you get excited 
that there's been two bomb threats. Now I'm going to stay 
her and deliver my speech (applause) but, in the light of 
public safety, if some people want to leave they should 
do that. In the meantime, I'm told the police isj conduct- — 
ing a methodical search to uncover the bombs. So if 
there's anyone that wants to leave .... Let me quote, 
(applause). Now you know how the people of Hanoi feel.
(laughter)(applause) I read the quotes:

"We, an informal group of Negro churchmen in 
America are deeply disturbed about the crises brought 
upon our country by the historic distortions of important 
human realities in the controvery about 'black power'. 
What we see shining through the variety of rhetoric is 
not anything new but the same old problem of power and race, 
which has faced our beloved country since 1619. The con
science of black men is corrupted because, having no power 
to implement the demands of conscience, the concern for 
justice in the absence of justice becomes a chaotic.self
surrender. Powerlessness breeds a race of beggars, we 
are faced now with the situation where powerless conscience 
meets conscienceless power." I'd like to repeat that 
phrase because I believe it is axiomatic to race relations 
in this country today. "We are faced now with the situation. 
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where powerless conscience meets conscienceless power, 
threatening the very foundations of our nation. We deplore 
these very violent uprises but we feel it is more important 
to focus on the real sources of the eruptions. These 
sources may be abetted inside the ghetto but their basic 
cause lies in the silent and convert violence which white, 
middle-class America inflicts upon the victims of the 
inner city. In short, the failure of American leaders 
to use American power to create equal opportunities in 
life as well as law, this is the real problem and not the 
anguish cry for 'black power'. Without the capacity to 
participate with power, that is to have some organized 
political strength to really influence people with whom 
one interacts, integration is not meaningful. America 
has asked its Negro citizens to fight opportunity as 
individuals whereas what has been needed at certain points 
in our history has been opportunity for the whole group 
not just for selected and approved Negroes. We must not 
apologize for the existence of this form of group power 
for we have been oppressed as a group and not as individuals. 
We will not find our way out of that oppression until both 
we and America accept the need for Negro Americans as well 
as for Jews, Italians, Poles, and white Anglo-Saxon Protes
tants among others to have and to wield group power."

Traditions for each new ethnic group throughout 
the social and political integration into Americans ballistic 
society has been through the organization of their own 
institutions with which to represent their communities 
within the larger societies. Simply stated, this is what 
the "black power" advocates are talking about. The strident 
outcry, particularly from the liberal community, that has 
been evoked by this proposal can only be understood by 
examining the historic relationship between black people 
and white power in this country. Blacks are defined by 
two forces, our blackness and our powerlessness. There 
have been traditionally two communities in America, the 
white community, which controlled in the five (illegible) 
that all institutions within the society would take, 
and the black community, which has been excluded from 
participation in and the power decisions that shape the 
society that has traditionally been dependent upon and 
subservient to the white community. This has not been 
accidental. The history of every institution of the society 
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indicates that a major concern in the ordering and structur
ing of the society has been the maintaining of the black 
community in a condition of dependence and oppression. 
This has not been on the level of individual acts of dis
crimination between individual whites against individual 
blacks but as total acts by the white community against 
the black community. This fact cannot be too strongly 
emphasized. The racists'assumptions of white superiority 
have been so deeply engrained in the structure of this 
society that it enfuses its entire function and is so much 
a part of the national subconscious that it is taken for 
granted and is frequently not even recognized. Let me 
given an example of the difference between individual racism 
and institutionalized racism and the society's response to 
both. When unidentified white terrorists bombed a black 
church and killed five black children that is an act of 
individual racism, widely deplored by most segments of the 
society, both white and black. But when, in the same city, 
Birmingham, Alabama, not five but 500 black babies died 
each year because of lack of proper food, shelter, and 
medical facilities and thousands more black people are 
maimed physically, emotionally, and intellectually 
because of conditions of poverty inside the ghetto, that 
is an act of institutionalized racism. But the society 
either pretends it doesn't know of this situation or is 
incapable of doing anything meaningful about it and this 
resistence to doing anything meaningful about conditions 
in the ghetto comes from the fact that the ghettos is 
itself a product of the combination of forces that have 
access - a combination of forces and special interests 
inside the white community and that the groups that have 
access to the resources and power to change that situation 
.benefit politically and economically from the existence
of the ghetto. It is more than a figure of speech then 
to say that the black community of America is the victim 
of white imperialism and colonial exploitation. This is 

in practical, economic, and political terms truth, it is
a truism for philosophy students. There are over 20 million 
black people, comprising 10% of this nation. For the 
most part, we live in well-defined are$ of the country, 
in the shanty towns and rural black-belt areas of the 
south and increasingly in the slums of northern and western 
industrial cities. If one goes into any black community, 
whether it be Jackson, Mississippi, Harlem, New York, or 
Richmond, Virginia, one will find the same combination
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of political, economic, and. social forces are at work.
The people in the black community do not control the resources 
of that community, its political decisions, its law enforce
ments, its housing standards, even the physical ownership of 
the land, houses and stores lie outside that community. It 
is white power that makes the laws and it is violent white 
power in the form of armed cops that enforces those laws 
with guns and night sticks. The vast majority of blacks 
in this country lived in these captive communities and 
must endure these conditions of oppression because and 
only because we are black and powerless. I do not suppose 
at any point the men who control the power and resources 
of this country ever sat down and designed these black 
(illegible) and formally articulated the terms of their 
colonial and dependent status as was done for example 
by the (illegible) government of South Africa which this 
country supports. Yet one cannot distinguish between one 
ghetto and another. As one moves from city to city it is 
as though some malignant, racist planning unit had done 
precisely this, designed each one from the same master blue
print and, in deed, if the ghetto had been formally and 
deliberately planned instead of growing spontaneously and 
inevitably from the racist functioning of the various 
institutions that combine to make this society, it would 
be somehow less frightening. The situation would be less 
frightening because if these ghettos were the result of 
desire and conspiracy, one could understand their similarity 
as being artificial and consciously imposed rather than 
the result of identical patterns of white racism which 
repeats themselves in cities as distant as Roxbury is to 
Watts. Without bothering to list the historic factors 
which contribute to this pattern, economic exploitation, 
political impotence, discrimination in employment and 
education, one can see that to correct this pa ttern would 
require far-reaching changes in the basic power relationship 
and the ingrain social patterns within the society. The 
question is, of course,what kinds of changes are necessary 
and how is it possible to bring them about. In recent years, 
the answer to these questions which has been given by most 
articulate group of black people and their white allies, the liberators of (illegible), has been in terms of something 
called integration. According to the advocates of integra
tion, social justice will be accomplished by, and I quote, 
"integrating the Negro into the mainstream institutions 
of the society from which he has been traditionally excluded." 
It is very significant that each time I have heard this 
formulation, it has been in terms of "the" Negro, the 
individual Negro, rather than in terms of the entire black
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community. This concept of integration had to be based 
upon the assumption that there was nothing of value in 
the black community and that little of value could be 
created among black people so the thing to do was to 
siphon off the acceptable Negroes into surrounding 
middle-class white communities. Thus to go with the 
movement for integration was simply to loosen up the 
restrictions barring entries of black people into the 
white community. Those around (illegible) to appraise, 
such as public accommodations, open housing, job oppor
tunity on the executive level, are quite simply middle
class goals, articulated by a tiny group of Negroes who 
had middle-class aspirations. It is true that the student 
demonstrations in the 196O's, early 1960's, helped to 
mislead you. I think that was because it was not __
interpreting out movement, again the editorial twins of 
America were doing that. For example, I remember I used 
to watch HUNTLEY and BRINKLEY and they'd say ’’Black 
people today are marching in Alabama. JIM CLARK has 
ridden over them with horses. He has beat them up. He 
shot them down. He's run them, he's hit them with 
cattle cars, but, alas, they're still marching to inte
grate." The next day they'd say "They're joined by their 
black brothers from the north and the south. Again they're 
marching in the streets of Selma. JIM CLARK is beating 
them up; he's shooting them down; his posse is riding 
(illegible); he's hitting them with horses; he's jailing 
them; but they're still marching to integrate." I sat 
down and took it to its logical conclusion and what it 
said to me was that I left New York and went to Alabama 
to be able to sit next to JIM CLARK, his daughter, or 
his momma, (applause) Obviously, that's not what I meant 
to do. I didn't go to sit next to JIM CLARK, his daughter, 
or his momma. I don't even want to sit next to the "hunky" 
(applause) What we went to Alabama to do was to render a 
"hunky" (illegible). There's a big difference. There's a 
big difference, because in the editorialman's concept 
and in white America's concept we were fighting to inte
grate. In our concept, we were fighting to destroy white 
supremacy and there is a difference, (applause) But 
the country could not admit to itself that we were fight
ing against white supremacy because to do that they 
would have to admit that in the "home of the free and 
the brave" and all that other garbage (laughter) there 
existed some people who had power and who were white 
supremacists, so they said we were fighting to integrate.



They just took it from Job, ."Though they may slay us, 
yet we will serve them." (laughter)(applause) So that 
now you understand that we're fighting against white 
supremacy and the question of integration is totally 
irrelevant. But such a limited class orientation was 
reflected not only in the programs and goals of the 
Civil Rights movement but in its tactics and organization 
It is very significant that the two oldest and most 
respectable Civil Rights organizations have consti-- ,
consti-- , I'm sorry, I'll ha've to spell this word, I can
only say three-fifths of it. C-O-N-S-T-I-T-U-T-I-O-N-S. 
(applause) When I become five fifths, I'll be able to 
say the holy words. (laughter)(applause)



You already have these things wnich. prohibit partisan 
political activity. (Illegible) For this is perfectly 
understandable in terms of the stragedy and goals of our 
whole organization. The civil rights movement source was a 
kind of liaison between the powerful white community and 
the dependent black community. The dependent status of the 
black community apparently was unimportant, since, if the 
movement successful, it was goint to blend into the white 
community anyway. We made no pretense at organizing and 
developing institutions of community power in the black com
munity, but would appeal to the conscience of white institu
tions of power, but possibly the civil rights movement was not 
of a dependent, the supplement. The theory was that upon 
attempting to lead any organized base of political strength 
itself, the civil rights movement could, by forming coalitions wi 
liberals, pressure organizations, pressure groups, in the white 
community for and develop pressure groups to change the country. 
I think we have all seen the limitations of this approach. We 
have repeatedly seen that political alliances based upon appeal 
to conscience and decency are chancy things, simply because 
institutions and political organizations have no consciences 
outside their own special interests. But political and social 
rights of black people will be, and always will be, dependent 
upon the good will of white people and because we depended upon 
the good will we will dominate by them and we form coalitions all 
times with groups that did not have the same interests as we did. 
If we do not learn from history (illegible) reminders, then we're 
doomed to repeat it and that is precisely the lesson we must 
learn from the Reconstruction Period. During that period there 
was a wnite man by the name of Tom Watson, who formed then what 
was called the Populist Party, which advocated all white people 
and black people coming togetner. Now the decision for black 
people to vote in the Populist movement was a decision made by 
white people. The people who pushed the concept was a white 
man (illegible) Tom Watson, and black people did not form an 
independent group upon which they could rely. They ran arms 
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wide upon to the great white father, Tom Watson. And when 
Tom Watson got ready to expand his party on a National basis 
outside of the South, the economic interests of the farmers 
in the west conflicted with the economic interests of the 
black people of .the South and Mr. Watson turned around and 
said, nigger get out, and because we depended on the good will 
of the white folks we had no choice but to get out. Today 
its different. We’re going to be dependent upon ourselves, 
(applause). As soon as men they say get out we can at least 
disrupt before we get out. (laughter)(applause) The major 
limitations of the approach was that it tended to maintain 
the traditional dependence of black people and of the movement 
We depended upon the good will and support of various groups 
which in the white community whose interests were not always 
compatible with ours. Also the program that evolved out of 
this coalition is really limited and (illegible) terms and one 
which effected only a small selected group of Negroes. Its 
goal was to make the white community successible to qualified 
Negroes and presume each year a few more black people on with 
their passport a couple of university degrees with escape 
into white middle class America (illegible) the attitudes and 
(illegible) of that group and one day the Harlam and the Watts 
will stand empty, a tribute to the success of integration. 
This is simply neither realistic nor is it particularly 
desiring (illegible). You can integrate communities but you 
(illegible) individuals. Even if such a program were possible 
its result would not be to develop the black community as a 
functional and honorable segment of the total society with 
its own cultural identity, life pattern and institutions, but 
to abolish it, the final solution to the race problem in this 
country. Karl Marx reminds us that the working class is the 
first class that ever wished to abolish themselves. If one 
were to listen very closely to some of our modern civil rights 
leaders who would think the black people were the first people 
who wished to abolish themselves. The fact is that what must 
be abolished is not the black community, but the dependent 
colonial status that has been afflicted up,on it. The racial 
and cultural personality of the black community must be 
preserved and the community must win its liberation while 
preserving its cultural integrity. This is the essential 
difference between integration as it is currently practised 
and the concept of black power (illegible) tomorrow, we try it 
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and what has the movement for integration accomplished 
today. Is there a black person graduating from MIT with ’ 
a doctorate degree who had better job opportunities 
available to him than Lynda Byrd Johnson, but the rate of 
unemployment in the black community is steadily increasing 
while that in the white community decreases. More educated , 
black people.hold executive jobs in major corporations and 
Federal agencies than ever before, but the (illegible) which 
moans white income and black income has almost doubled in 
the last twenty years. More suburban housing is available 
to some black people if they can stand rocks and shotguns 
but housing conditions in the ghetto is on steady decline 
while the infant mortality rate of New York City is at its 
lowest rate ever in the city's history, the infant mortality 
of Harlam is steadily declining and while the country has its 
greatest focus on a handful of black children who attend 
integrated schools at a great price and let us not worry 
about the 96 percent of black children who still attend 
segregated schools, (applause) It is time that we turn out 
attention to the 96 percent of our children who attend 
segregated schools. If white people like integration they 
know where to come. They always know where to come. (applause) 
Maybe you can have night school. (laughter) You get 
integration then. (laughter) after sundown (laughter). This 
explains why the (illegible) school dropouts are increasing 
among black teenagers who then expressed their bitterness 
(illegible) and alienation by the only means they have, by 
imitating the society through rebellion. As long as people 
in the ghettoes of our large cities feel they are victims of 
the misuse of black power, (illegible} any way to have our 
needs represented in these (illegible) needs we will continue 
to have rebellions. These are not the products of black 
power, but in the absence of any organization capable of 
giving the community the power, the black power, it needs to 
deal with this problem. (illegible) time for the black 
liberation movement to stop (illegible) their fears and 
anxieties of white middle class America in an attempt to earn 
his good will and return to the ghettoes to organize these 
communities to control themselves, that would mean the 
Richmond, Virginia since you're 52 percent of the population, 
the city would be yours, lock, stock and barrel, if you went 
to power and not (illegible), (laughter) (applause).
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But this is all for love and morality white folks is still 
doubting (illegible) entire city they give you four show 
pieces if you bow your head and say yassir when the city 
should be yours. Anybody who is 52 percent would take it. 
(laughter). The police department would be lead by a black 
man and the health department would be a black man and the 
mayor of the city would be a black man and then white people 
could have total integration, (applause). These organizations 
must be attempted in northern and southern urban areas as 
well as in the rural areas of the south. The chief 
antagonist for this organization is in the South where your 
(illegible) racists democratic party and in the North the 
equally corrupt and just as racist big city machines. The 
standard argument presented against independent political 
organization is but you’re only 10 percent. I cannot see 
the (illegible) observation since no one is talking about 
taking over the country, God knows we wouldn’t know what 
to do with it (laughter), but taking console of our own 
communities, the fact is that the black population, 10 percent 
or not, is very strategically place because there are 
(illegible) segregation. What is also true is that black 
people have never been able to utilize the full voting •>
potential of our numbers. Where we could vote, the case has 
always been the white political machine stacks and general 
manages the political subdivisions in black neighborhoods 
so the true voting strength is never reflected in political 
strength. Would anyone looking at the distribution of 
political power in Richmond, Virginia, ever think that black 
people represent over 50 percent of the population here? 
This is also the effective political organization in the 
black communities to absorb by tokenism and patronage, the 
time honored practise of giving certain practices certain 
offices to selected black people. (applause) The machine 
thus creates a little machine which is (illegible) and 
responsive to it in the black community. These so-called 
Negro political leaders are nothing more but mere bolt 
deliverys, more responsible to the white machine, the white 
power structure and the white press than to the community 
(illegible) (applause). I noticed in your paper two days 
ago a (illegible) from.Danville, Virginia, who heads the 
state Warren Committee on Human Relations said that he didn't 
really agree with our tactics, he should ask that Uncle 
Tom where he was in 1963 when our heads were getting whooped 
in Danville, Virginia. (applause) We understand why he got



upset because we were kids then and all the games that we 
made .they came in and took over, today, we going to control 
the games that we make. (applause) Thus, the white 
community is able to substitute (illegible) control for 
audacious black power in the black community. This is 
precisely what Lyndon Baines Johnson tried to do even before 
the Voting Rights Pact of 1965 was passed. Next the 
Democratic Party made it crystal clear that the measure was 
intended to registered democratics, not black people. The 
President and top officials of the Democratic Party called 
in almost 100 selected Negro leaders from the Deep South. 
Nothing was said about changing the policies of the racist 
Democratic state parties, nothing was said said about 
(illegible) such leadership figures as. Eastman, and Ross ---
Barnett in Mississippi or George and Lorlean Wallace in 
Alabama. We don’t say anything about Mrs. Wallace because 
I’ve come to understand that the Governor of Alabama is a 
mother (applause). What was said by Johnson was an I quote, 
"go home and organize your local people into local Democratic 
parties, then we see about (illegible) .. (laughter). We 
must organize black community power to end.these abusives 
and to give the black community to have its views expressed, 
(applause) Our leadership which is truely responsible not 
to the white press and the white power structure, but to the 
black community will be developed. Such leadership will 
recognize its power lying in the (illegible) and collective 
strength of the black community. This will make it difficult 
for white leadership group to conduct its dialogue with 
individuals in terms of patronage and prestige and will force 
them to talk to the community representatives in terms of 
real black power. The single aspect then of the black power 
(illegible) that is encountered in (illegible) is this concept 
of political organization. This is representatives and third 
parties which has never worked or (illegible) black Nationalism 
and isolation which yields.to reverse (illegible) and black 
power. There is such a program as developed it will not 
hang the effective (illegible) of the black community, but 
will reverse. When.the blacx community is able to control its 
local offices and negotiate the other groups from a position of 
organized strength, the possibility of need for political 
alliances on specific issues'-will be increase, that is the 
rule of politics.
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First question: Mr. CARMICHAEL is, "In theory, 
your claim for power is good, but tell us please (illegible).

Do you think your BENNY GOODMAN can play jazz? Do 
you have culture? Have you ever heard of JAMES BROWN? There 
is a cat whose got all the impressions that black people have 
who can externalize that eternal impression to the fact that 
anybody knows it -- even if you are LBJ, you’ve got to tap 
your feet -- Thats culture.

Douwe have culture? Did Dr. W. E. B. Dubois; Did 
•J. J. ROGERS. Do'we have culture? Our problem is that this 
society has degraded to such a level black people are asnamed 
of it but by turning that around, we are going to embrace our 
culture from now on. Yes, you have culture. We dig RAY 
CHARLES. He is ours. (Applause)

Were you quoted correctly ±1 the Associated Press 
which claimed that you said that Negroes are not bound by the 
laws of the United States?

If so, why?

FREDERICK DOUGLAS, a great black man once said, if 
the slave wants to continue to be a slave, he should obey the 
laws of his master. Black people have been excluded from making 
any major decisions concerning any laws; have been excluded from 
making any laws not bounded to obey them. Taxation without 
representation is what it might be called. We just say, to hell 
with the laws. We can’t make them — we don’t obey them.

Mr. CARMICHAEL. With the emphasis on black power, 
is it in” any possible sense worthwhile to pushing for the 
passage of Fair Housing Laws?

Well, I think thats a fight the right community must 
carry because they need to help civilize the-right community. 
However, the black people should fight for open housing as we 
have always believed in it. (Laughter) (Applause). Show me 
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a white man whose house was bombed but^would be shoot up if 
he lived into a black community. I wish I could say the reverse 
were true. White people have to fight for fanr housing because 
they have to learn to recognize the humanity of the people who 
have color.

Mr. CARMICHAEL. On what- what can I do to be saved? 
(Laughter)

I guess you go to church if youlre hoping to be saved. 
I would suggest you go to an integrated church if you can find 
one. I'm not a preacher - I’m not out to save souls - I'm out 
to get black power. You should see other people in the Civil 
Rights Movement -- they save souls. (Laughter) (Applause)

Do you think the program "Brotherhood Power" would be 
better than "Black Power"?

We don't form brotherhood? We’ve been looking for them 
for the last six years and all we've gotten is beatens and jail 
and we're still looking for them. We've all been looking to 
form brotherhood power. We've never found white people to form 
it with us. Where are they? (Applause).

I wish you could show me one white group in this country 
who is willing to call us the black people for all men.

What percentage of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee is students and what percentage is leaders?

All of this is students - student of racism and the 
like. (Applause). The average age is 23.

What do you think of the black man being drafted into 
the white man’s army?

Tell them, "Hell No." (Applause).  
* . &

I knew somebody would ask it. There are a lot of 
reasons why we say we don't believe in compulsory conscription. 
That's with anybody - black,white or red. But since our power 
is within the black community, we advocate a strong anti-draft
program for other reasons. Judge it in terms of morality. I- 
don't like to talk about morality in this country because it 
is so immoral.



But, to kill a man is the highest crime that another 
man can commit — to take another'man*s life. We feel very 
strongly that must be an individual decision. It cannot be 
a mass decision. It must be an individual decision. If we 
decide to kill — then we must decide who to kill. Its a big 
difference -- no need for me to go 8,000 miles to kill a 
Vietnamese. He "ain’t never call me no Nigger. Well then, 
the moral the Christians (Laughter). Jesus Christ said it is 
more honorable to suffer than to conflict suffering. (Applause)

That’s all right you see I understand that because you 
see Jesus Christ was not a Christian. He was a revolution. The 
people who came after him were Christians. They are the ones 
who messed up what he did. (Applause)
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Those ’who believe in CHRIST - then, when they 
are called to serve, since CHRIST said it is more honorable 
to suffer than to inflict suffering, they would rather go 
to jail than burn somebody's house and kill them. This 
is being Christian, but we know about Christianity. We 
know who we learned it from. So, on that level, we would 
certainly decide if we were Christians.

But the reason now why we are really hitting hard 
against the anti-draft program is because using the war in 
Viet Nam is crystal clear to us, that that war is not a war 
to save democracy, freedom and all that junk. We've heard 
that all our lives.

I want to read some quotes. This book is entitled, 
"Viet Name, Viet Nam," by Mr. FELIX GREEN. I want to read you 
two quotes. One of them was made in 1953- I want to’ tell you 
who said it, then I'll read you another one. One was made August 4, 
1953> in Seattle, Washington, before the United States Governor's 
Assembly. We weren't fighting the war then. The French were 
fighting it for us. We were just giving them 80$. End of quote.

It is assumed that we lost Indo-China. The tine 
and tungsten that we so greatly value will cease coming from 
that area so that when the United Stats votes four hundred 
million dollars to help the war, we are not voting a give-away 
program. We are voting for the cheapest way that we can to 
prevent the occurrence of something that would be of the most 
terrible significance to the United States of America, our 
security, our power and the ability to get certain things we 
need from the riches of the Indo-Chinese territory and from 
Southeast Asia. The quote was made by the Great White Father 
of •uhar period, DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER. But now we would say 
that DWIGHT wasn't really too smart (LAUGHTER)

As a matter of fact, he was really very dumb. 
He couldn't speak very well in our neighborhood. Because of 
his speaking ability, we used to call him the white JOE LOUIS. 
(LAUGHTER).
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And, after all, it was 1953- Certainly, v.e can't be 
bounded by chat; we know this country is good at changing 
and v.e say why, certainly, it would change by now. So vie 
want to bring somebody who is intelligent, articulate, 
sophisticated, tall, blond hair, blue eyes - HENRY CABOT LODGE . 
Dig his statement.

Georgraphically, Viet Nam stands at the hub of a 
vast area of the world; Southeast Asia, an area with a 
population of 249 million persons. He who holds or has 
influence in Viet Nam can affect the future of the 
Philippines and Formose to the east finally and firmly, the 
huge rice surpluses to the west, and Asia and Indonesia. 
Viet Name, for us, docs not exist in the the geographicc.l 
vacuum. From its large storehouse, wealth and population can 
be influenced and undermined. That's what the war is all 
about. And that's why we're not about to fight that war. 
But as black people, especially, there a lot of reasons why we 
should not fight in that war.

Tne first man to be shot for the independence of 
th5s country was a black man by the name of CRISPUS ADDUX. 
What a fool J (LAUGHTER)(APPLAUSE). He was a runaway slave. 
He wanted to prove how American He was. So he was willing to 
get shot while his brothers were in slavery. That's how white 
he was. But that's OK. After Mr. ADDUX got shot,
we weren't satisfied. We wanted to prove to white folks how 
American we were. While they had our brothers enslaved in the 
south, the brothers up north got took up north and trained 
themselved, man. The "hunkys" wouldn't even let them fight 
in the war. They said we ’weren't fitten to fight and they 
got our men trained in their bare feet, up and down the street, 
and got their platoons together and they begged the white 
folks to let us fight, and finally the white folks said, OK, 
and had us fighting the Indians . Like fools. What we should 
have done was team up with the Indians and take care of the 
business (LAUGHTER)(APPLAUSE)

We weren't satisfied in that. We went out and fought 
anyway, on any conditions, to prove that we were good Americans. 
Along came the Civil War and the great white Father, ABRAHAM 
LINCOLN, who freed me after he started the war in 1861, and 
signed the Emancipation Proclamation in 1863, because the 
south was winning. _When he freed slaves, they wanted to fight 
and he said we weren't fitten to fight. We couldn't even 
fight for our own liberation. Ah, but we wanted to prove we 
were good Americans. Yes Sir, so we went out again and we 
begged and FREDERICK DOUGLAS went out and pleaded, Please,



Mr. President, let us fight... so, O.K., you'll can fight, 
and put us on the sidelines. Yes sir, fought our great leaders.

After that, along came World War I. We were going 
to fight to make the world safe for democracy, and they started 
drafting people in the north daring the Civil War 'cause they 
wouldn't go; That's why ABRAHAM LINCOLN said we had w figho, 
'cause white people weren't about to for black people. So, 
when World War I came along, they started drafting people; 
they wouldn't draft us, and we were disgusted. What you mean, 
you won't draft us? We're Americans. Let us help fight to save 
the world and make it safe for democracy. We marched down 
and demanded, man, and the NAACP started waging a war that we 
must be drafted. Yes sir, let us fight! And we didn't 
finish fighting to make the world safe for democracy when we 
put our foot on this shore. They hung us with our uniforms 
on; we were fighting to make the world safe for democracy. 
Oh but never let it be said we were satisfied. We were going 
to prove something to America. Yes, we were. Tsk. Tsk., 
World War II, up in front on Pork Chop Hill. Let us take it.' 
Let us prove to you how strong we are! Yes sir,' we went over 
in Poland and fought for Poland to stop HITLER from running 
over the Polish people. We were fighting on all the fronts. 
We wanted to prove what good American we were.



I r,light only add we were fighting in segregated units, 
but that's okay, we were fighcing Cor democracy. Along cable 
the Korean War - 19^18. TRU21AIT got white and integrated the 
troops. From the Korean War, there came a chance. "Now everything 
was going to be all right. We were integrated. Yes sub, yes 
suh, we were on the front lines,in Korea. We would hold the lines. 
We muse hold the lines at any price and the price was blac : blood. 
Yes suh, we were going to prove to America how good we were, and 
uncles and cousins came back with one legs and one arms and have / 
some "hunkies" slam the door in his face and call him a nigger. 
That's all right, we were going to prove we were good Americans, ■ 
only this war America is going to prove something to us. We 
will not fight. APPLAUSE

But be that as' it may that itself would not be so bad, 
but we know they are telling lies when they talk about spending 
white money, and white lies for the rights of colored people, 
you know they lying. You know they lying, because they haven't 
spent one penny on your life here in your country, so they aint' 
about to go 8,000 miles and "fight for anybody's colored rights. 
They are fighting to dominate the world. America has destroyed 
everything the black people have had. We must save our own 
humanities. We will not let them be hired killers. We must not 
be their hired killers. We will save our necks. We will not 
fight in their war. If they want to fight the war, let them. 
The war is for the birds - LINDA BIRD, LADY BIRD, LUNEY BIRD. 
APPLAUSE

And finally we are told on TV every morning how the 
great White Father of this country my fellow Americans we are 
fighting for democracy, peace, freedom and equality. Democracy, 
peace, freedom and equality as the black man living in this 
country under democracy, freedom, peach, equality. I would not 
fight to give this to anybody. Couldn't do it. We will fight 
here. Then we will understand about democracy and then maybe 
we would be willing to defend democracy. You can't fight for 
what you don’t know about. We don’t know anything about 
democracy, freedom or justice. We have never seen it in the 
400 years of life on this country. Until America can show us 
something about democracy, anft no need to fight for it. Let 
them fight their own. APPLAUSE

And I might add that we have declared war on the black 
college campuses. We aim to rid them of compulsory ROTC. We are 
not going to make them train our youth to be killers. If they 
got some black people who want to be killers, let them go to 
West Point. A man goes to college to learn how to act civilized, 
not to learn how to march arourd . APPLAUSE



College is no place ro train a man how to be a nired
killer. I was told that I was going to college for civilization 
■co be c'vllized, to learn how to live with other men, and when 
this country says that the only way you can live with other men 
is to have an Army with you. Obviously, they proved that by- 
dropping their.boms on Hiroshima and Nagasaki as they get ready 
to kill the rest of the world.

The hiscory of White America is that it has been a nt ion. •
of peace. They started off by stealing this very country ficn 
the Indians and committing genocide against them because they 
couldn't civilize the Indians.

They weren't satisfied with stealing the country, they 
turned around and they stole us. LAUGHTER APPLAUSE

The country has been a nation of thieves and scands on 
the brink of being a nation o*f murderers in Viet Nam/ We must 
not lec them turn us into that. We muse save our humanity. It 
is Par better to be In jail knowing that you are not a murderer 
than to be outside, knowing that you have killed somebody without 
even knowing why. APPLAUSE

This country was the leading country thateset the
Nuremberg judgment. The country said that If they tried the Nazi 
prisoners, that there is a higher law than the law of government, 
and they are absolutely right. There are higher laws than their 
laws in government. There is my law. The law of my conscience 
wh-'ch would not let me be anybody's hired killer. I will not 
kill because anybody bells me to. I will kill only when I deem 
it necessary. APPLAUSE

QUESTION: What Is Che effect of the Nation of Islam, bne so-called 
blac'< Muslims, on the black power movement?

Historically, it is clear that the Muslims were afeer the
Gardner movement :(PH) one of the only movements in the country 
chac was cons4stenc in terms of black ideology. There has been 
no movement in bne country that has been as consistent as the 
Muslims lias been in tgrms of their black ideology, and I am sure 
a lot of their teachings have filtered into the black community, 
through all of the twists that they always have to go through 
just to get their point across.
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aSq- 1.imagine inside the black community there has been 
some- sort of influence-definitely some influence.

QUESTION: Mr. CARMICHAEL - Are you a Communist?.' Have you ever 
been a Communist.? Do you believe in the principles on which 
this .country was founded?

.1 believe in the principles on which this .country was 
founded.' White .people don't. . They never have.- They-started 
off by saying all men are created equal and they made me a slave.

They never have believed in the garbage they have always 
'taught us all .our lives. They taught'us about JESUS CHRIST 
and they se.greated their churches so JESUS couldn't even get in.

APPLAUSE- . ■ - -

As to the question of whether or not- I am a Communist, 
that question is totally irrelevant. I dont even waste time 
answering it. Just try 'and deal with what I say. - .Don't cloud 
the. issue. Wha t' I say is true. It. is a fact. that this country 
is racist. . Don't .tell me I'm' Communist-., They tell us the only 
people who help, niggers is Communists. You. keep that up and we- 
all are going to. be Communists. , . . e
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I'm not worried about Communist aggression. I'm 
worried about racist domination. That's what I'm fighting. 
If you're concerned about Communist taking over the world 
then you ought to clean up your back yard.

Question: "What is SNCC doing to develop and train black 
leadership in business and politics — the things that 
actually run this country?"

We're right her every day in the midst of it -- 
we've developed the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party 
which challenged and rocked the very foundation of the 
political institutions of this country in 1964; we developed 
the Lowndes County Freedom Movement - Freedom Party in 1965; 
in 1966 we moving to develop independent political parties 
across the country. May we remind you it's the constant 
and consistent philosophy of independent politics in this 
country by SNCC that has been leading the country to begin 
to think the way it has been thinking.

This is from a Negro student at Virginia Union 
University: "If I do not comply with student rules, am 
thrown out, then drafted and refuse to go and then I am 
sent to jail, then what? Will SNCC support me or help me 
to make a living?"

You organize the brothers in jail.(laughter) There 
are no people in the world who, when we get ready to fight 
for the liberation place qualifications on their liberation. 
If I want to be free, can I be free if I do this? Nonsense. 
When you want to be free you go for it. It's just a ques
tion of being free, (applause) If you put all sorts of 
qualifications on it, you stay a slave the way you are now. 
Go to school; get your degree. When you get out you make 
your $4,000.00 teaching at some segregated school but 
you gonna be surprised cause we teaching the black youth 
of this country and you won't even be able to teach them 
that nonsense you learning over there, (applause) I 
imagine JESUS CHRIST would have done a good job had he 
said, "I wonder if I start all this stuff whether or not 
they gonna crucify me?"

Well, opposition is pledged. You know we'll 
support you. We can't promise you you won't go to jail. 
If you're ready to go to jail, we are ready to work with 
you. Until you get to that point, work with somebody else.



Mr. CARMICHAEL: As you know, this city was chosen 
the All American City. (Laughing).

I don't see what you are laughing about -- it is 
representative of the United States of America. As you know 
this City was chosen the All American City two weeks ago.

It is. I don't see what you are laughing about.
There are about 400 policemen on the force here and 

we would like to know why tnere are no Negro sergeants or 
lieutenants on the force? After it was declared in 1946 -- 
which was 21 years ago. We Negroes who have been on the force 
have more than 21 years. This is simple.

Black people just let white people do that. Black 
people are more than 52$ of the population here. If you formed 
yourself an independent party — consider it -- youre over 
the majority. Once you are over the majority, you don't _____
form coalitions with' anybody. They come to youj ! While we 
have been so busy trying to love and have morality in our 
environments, they have been running our lives. Same story 
of the missionaries. They came to Africa. We had the land. 
They had the Bibles. They left. They still have the land. 
We still have the Bibles. Same old story. (APPLAUSE - LAUGHTER)

They tell us to look to GOD. We keep our eyes open. 
Same old story. (Applause).

Power is what moves this world. Everybody knows that 
P-O-W-E-R. We're the only people who don't got much and don't 
even think about it. If you're thinking about love with a 
Cadillac sitting with Baines Johnson, you must be out of your 
mind. If you are talking about love with Marlene Wallace, you 
must be crazy.

Become you become the missionary, you must be powerful 
enough to put the. missionaries with the guns in there. If 
you want to save them. If you are concerned about yourself, 
you get some power. An't no reason why the Commissioner of 
Police should not be dropped. (Applause)

The reason is the power of this city is left in the 
hands of white people and black people are too scared to fight 
the power. Because they are wondering whether or not they are 
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going to get shot. Of course, they don't ask that question 
when they go to Viet Nam. No sir. Put on their uniform and 
get ready to fight for their country -- don't even ask if 
they will get shot. But tell them to fight for some power.

-"(illegible), you keep saying "black power" and white folk 
- will get upset and you know how they are," (laughter).

o

I've been upset for 400 years and don't nobody give—-—-— 
a damn about me. Nobody never said, "you might get upset". 
I see GEORGE WALLACE, most powerful senator in this country, 
get up and say, "Niggers this and Niggers that" I don't know 
of anybody who said "Well you kn.ow if you say’that black people migh 
get upset." You say "black power" and everybody say white, 
people might get upset. Yeah, that's right, you shouldn't 
say it. Later I'm gonna say it. (illegible)(laughter) 
(applause) You can get the policemen if you want them, all you 
got to do is just organize yourself and take over police pro
blems. You laugh. There isn't one major group in this country 
that went for power and didn't take over the police forces. 1 
Check under Irish. The Italians couldn't get the police forces 
so they set up a Mafia and took over all the city governments, 
(laughter) Any country that wants power has its police force. . . 
They call them the Army. That's all, that's what power's 
all about.

"Mr. Carmichael:
"What is your opinion of the accomplishments of Senator | 

BROOK of Massachusetts?" , [
Well, we know that in SNCC the Republicans gained j

a seat in Massachusetts, (laughter)(applause) Anytime a • t 
man's gonna get up before camera and say "See me as a man, 'j
not as a Negro," he's sick, (laughter) Sick! (applause) 
He is as sick as Jewish people who change their names 
because they don't want to be Jewish. I am black. I have 
a heritage. I am proud of it. See me as a black man. 
(applause) If he wants to be seen as a colorless man, 
then he ought to join colorless people and move in their 
neighborhoodsand live with them, he's already there anyway.
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"Mr. Carmichael: You have referred to LBJ and 
"Hankerchief Head". What in your opinion has the Republican 
Party since ABRAHAM LINCOLN ever done for Negroes?"

Thqynever done anything for us5 even with ABRAHAM 
LINCOLN, (laughter)(applause) The only two people they 
ever had in their party of any caliber was SUMNER and 
STEVENSsCHARLES SJMNER and THADEUS STEVENS. They’ve never 
had anybody else of caliber. I denounce the Democratic 
Party most heavily because black people have come to take 
that party for granted and that party has always taken us 
for granted. We're not concerned about Republican Party, 
we know where they’re at. See, once you know we have 
enemies it okay to see them. Ir's friends you got to 
worry about. Friends! Black people got so many friends. 
The Lord deliver us from our enemies, it’s our friends 
we worried about. That's what we worried about. Everybody 
in this country’s got a best friend in the Negro, and 
stabbing you in the back everytime you turn around. The 
Democratic Party is the most treacherous enemy the black 
people have in this country. (applause) See if you under
stood politics you will understand that cause you under
stand who runs the Democratic Party. It is run, in fact, 
by southerners, including LBJ. But the power is vested 
in the hands of the southerners: EASTLAND, THURMOND, (illegible) 
and all those cats, see, and here you sit up here and talk 
about you’re a Democrat and you have some "hunky" like 
BOBBY KENNEDY smiling at you and advocating all this 
Biblical nonsense,when' he goes in the back, he sits down 
with EASTLAND and those cats and they're the ones who make 
the policy and he comes back and talk out the side of his 
mouth. If that "hunky" was serious in what he was doing, 
either he would kick out EASTLAND or he would get out.
But until he does that he’s just jiving with our lives. 
That's why the Democratic Party is the most treacherous 
party,cat least the Republicans tell you that, (laughter)
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reward to| land)________________
who have Identified themselves to me as Special Agents 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. I have been 
advised that this statement may be used as evidene in 
a court of law.

”0n April 5, 1967j X covered the appearance and 
speech of Stokely Carmichael at the Mosque Auditorium, 
Richmond, Va. It is my estimate that there about 
1900 people in attendance and of this number, 300 were 
white persons. The bulk of those in attendance were 
in the age group of 25 to 50 years of age. I observed 
three Negro men in U. S. Army uniform but I do not know 
their names or duty stations.

“Stokely Carmichael was the main speaker and spoke 
of about 45 minutes. During the speech a bomb threat 
was received and Carmichael announced to the audience 
that the threat had been received but he intended to 
continue with his speech. Someone in the audience 
called out “That is right. Well stay with you. 
This was the only audience response to his speech 
except an occasional applaude. I would say that the 
audience generally received Mr. Carmichael’s comments 
as favorable.
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’’After the speech, there was an intermission 
during which the audience was encouraged to write 
questions on slips of paper which the panel collected 
for use during a question and answer session which 
followed. One question concerning the military draft, 
Carmichael said, "Hell no, don’t be drafted.” This 
was followed by a question concerning violations under 
the draft laws and Carmichael said, *Keep fighting 
while in Jail.” It was my impression that Carmichael 
instructed those present not to comply with draft 
requirements. He stated the fight is here at home 
and not on foreign soil.

”1 have read the above statement consisting of 
this and two other pages and it is the truth to the 
best of my recollection.

VsJ

"Witnessed:
Vs/I | SA FBI, 8/8/67
”/s/| ~| SA FBI, 8/8/6?"

 In addition to the above signed statement J______
I advised he requested!

_________ ______ _________________ | to record the speeun----  
made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the Mosque Auditorium on 
April 5, 1967, and ?’W» present with her at the time the 
recording was made. He said she has maintained the original 
tape in her possession since that date.
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Dote_____________________
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She said,she was invited to
_________________ „ _ XHJEMICHHEir 
au 'cue wosque auaiiorium, Richmond, Virginia, on April 5, 196?.

•Oio r.fhar ma-mhayc <-v

_ |stated it was her estimation that there were 
1,500 people m attendance, of which approximately 300 were white, 
and the audience was predominantly students from surrounding schools. 
She said no military uniforms were observed except members of the 
American Nazi Party, who were picketing the entrance to the Mosque 
on this date. She said the speech made by CARKECKAEL was received 

fevorably by the audience, and it appeared that everyone was in 
accord with him concerning his statements regarding black power.

___ Istated during th® question and answer session, 
she could not truthfully state that CARMICHAEL had made any remarks 
which would encourage a male citizen subject to the draft laws to 
ignore the draft. She could recall nothing concerning CARMICHAEL’S 
statement, ’’hell no, don’t comply with the draft."

pointed out that one question was presented 
by a white person which inquired, "what can I do to be saved?" 
She said CARMICHAEL'S answer was "go to church - an integrated 
church."

8/8/67 Richmond, Virginia Richmond 14-91
____________________ at______________________________________________________ File #_________________________________

by
SAs 8/8/67

' This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the.property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Curing the question and answer session, she said the 
main objective stwase* by C^RKICH^XX was W seaavlnee the Segroes 
in Richmnd, Virginia^ they were in the asjerity tfW W should 
run the G^verwM^ and that the black man sheeld not fight the 

‘ White ’BjifrtjK' my?-
I I stated' it wm her cnd&isBa M* believed t^Ls

was share* by others in attendance that convinced the
tgro that M sheul* net be ashamed ®f his raee* an* that he gh-ve 

e Kegro a “lot .of food for thought*.
She said further that souse of the statements nade by 

CARXICHOX lal^it be. **B*i*af«d xMie*X> but it we* her opinion 
that these views and statements ware true.

Istated she did not desire to furnish a. 
signed stattaient, Ml that she would be wlMhag te testify in 
a court e£ law providing her taetiitMQr *1* not damage 8T0KELU 
CARMICMKL.
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Richmond,
7 irginia, auvxsea mat ne attended the speech given by STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL at the Mosque of Richmond, Virginia, on April 5, 1967.

J fidvised that this speech was under the auspices 
^pftwnrtf chapter of the Virginia Council on Human Relations 

(VCHL) .p |_____ | stated he could not recall if he was a member of
the VCHT* ncwever, he had been a member in the past.

btated that he attends numerous speeches each week, 
and that since the speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Richmond on 
April 5, 1967 took place several months ago, he was unable to recall 
specifically that which was said by CARMICHAEL, and he could only 
vaguely recall the contents of the speech.

______ stated he could not recall CARMICHAEL inferring or 
making any specific statements counseling of refusal of military 
duty; statements which would constitute obstruction of voluntary 
enlistments for military service or statements which would constitute 
obstruction of recruiting for military service er the draft.

advised that as well as he could recall, CARMICHAEL 
gave the speech extemporaneously, and that he did not have any text 
or notes, nor did CARMICHAEL provide anyone, to his knowledge, with 
any printed matter concerning the speech.

advised that the Mosque of Richmond was at capacity 
when the speech was given by CARMICHAEL, and he would estimate from 
1,500 to 2,000 individuals were present; however, he did not know 
the specific capacity of the Mosque of Richmond.
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Date dictated —8/8/67---------
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advised that the audience w integrated.; however,
he had noiaea the proportion of Individuals «f the Negro race or 
the white race.

stated he did not know if »iy members of the
military were present in the audience, and he did not recall 
observing anyone wearing a military uniform.

stated that CARMICHAEL’S speech was well received
by the audience; that the audience applauded CARMICHAEL periodically 
and the audience w&c well behaved and reserved.

by those
Istated that no statements were made to CARMICHAEL 
audience.
stated he could not specifically recall who was

on the panel at th® speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL on April 5, 1967 
at the Mosque of Richmond; however, he was the opinion that

may have been one of the members of the panel.
]stated he would not voluntarily be a witness for

the U. S. Government in any criminal proceedings against CARMICHAEL 
due to the fact that he is a member of the | |,
and he did not desire to be a witness in any controversial ease.

stated that he did not know if CARMICHAEL had any
discussions with anyone after the speech at the Mosque on April 5, 
1967, either at the Mosque or away from the Mosque.

stated that he did not desire to give a signed
statement as to the occurrence at the speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
on April 5, 1967 at the Mosque ©f Richmond due to the fact that 
his recollection CAjMICHAEL’s speech was very vague at this time.
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C. SPEECH OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT TOUGALOO COLLEGE, 
TOUGALOO, MISSISSIPPI, 
APRIL 11, 1967 

No prepared text of the speech delivered 
by STOKELY CARMICHAEL on April 11, 1967, at Tougaloo 
College was furnished to school authorities or members 
of the press. ______ _____________________________ ______

 Louisiana, 
advised he made a recording of CARMICHAEL'S 

speech and that he had only two cassettes of tape 
and found it necessary to erase a part of the second 
30 minute portion of the first cassette so that he 
could record the last part of CARMICHAEL'S speech.

advised that he made .a r.nnv of this tane---
transcrlnt and furnished it to I--------

Mississippi 
Highway Safety Patrol, Jackson, Mississippi.
______ further advised that he could positively identify 
the copy furnished as during that portion
of the tape erased for the purpose of recording CARMICHAEL'S 
speech in entirety, he did not completely eliminate 
the first recording and in certain places CARMICHAEL 
can be heard in the background, 
that he ut11 i z e s

He further aavisect the original or nis tapes 
were reit with I I Mississippi.
As of August 10, 1967, the original tape recording 
could not be located by

advised

There are no Informants sufficiently close 
to CARMICHAEL in Jackson, Mississippi, who could testify 
as to his knowledge and intent when making the speech 
at Tougaloo, Mississippi.

— fa b
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On April 11, 1967, he attended a meeting which was 
held at the Tougalbo Chapel at Tougaloo College, Tougaloo, 
Mississippi, at which STOKELY CARMICHAEL was the principle 
speaker.

Ulis meeting started at either 8:00 or 9:00 p.m., 
was attended by approximately 300 persons and ended around 
10:30 p.m.

The group in attendance were 90 percent predominantly 
Negro, with approximately 50 percent male and 50 percent female 
all of college age. CARMICHAEL’S speech was very enthusiastically 
received with cheering and stomping of feet and clapping of hands. 
Three fourths of the way through the speech the audience began 
to chant ’’Hell no we ain’t going”.

He observed no person present wearing a uniform of 
the U.S. Armed Forces nor didhe know anyone in attendance

8/7/67 t Jackson, Mississippi File # Jac^son 100’123
CA_Ls_[
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who was in the Armed Forces.

Following CARMICHAEL’s speech there was a 
question and answer period of approximately 10 to 15 
minutes in which the audience directed questions to 
CARMICHAEL.

Following the question and answer period there 
was no type of group discussion.

did
carmichae!L's speacn.

not make any type tape recording of

No Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) type 
training is at Tougaloo College.

advised that he is willing to testify
to his attendance at the above meeting.
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employment.

and
as Agents of tne ebi.[ 
of the inquiry.

Date__8Z§Z6Z_______________ __

was interviewed at her place of

Mississippi, by SA’s 
who identified themselves 

~|was advised of the nature

furnished the following information:

On the evening of April 11, 1967, she attended a 
meeting which was held at the Tougaloo Chapel, Tougaloo 
College, Tougaloo, Mississippi in which STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
was the principle speaker. Her reason for attending this 
meeting was in connection with her employment.

The meeting started at approximately 8:00 p.m. and 
ended between 9:30 and 10:00 p.m. This meeting was attended 
by approximately 700 persons, predominantly Negro, 75 percent 
Negro malesof college age, 15 percent Negro and white girls 
and 10 percent older persons which would include the faculty. 
Most of the persons present were of college age and ef draft 
age.

The group received CARMICHAEL’S speech very 
enthusiastically and three fourths of the way through his

8/7/67 t Jackson, Mississippi File# Jackson 100-123
SA's

by---------

& 

----------------- Date dictated —-------------------------
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speech began to chant "Hell no we ain’t going.”. 
She observed no persons in the audience wearing the 
uniform of the United States Armed Forces and knew of no 
one in the audience in the services of the United States 
Armed Forces.

She did not make any type of tape recording 
and that the only person whom she observed making a tape re 
cording was| T Ijackson, Mississippi.

She left immediately after CARMICHAEL’s speech 
and could not state if there was any type question and 
answer period.

During her attendance at the above meeting she 
did not observe any type group discussion concerning 
CARMICHAEL'S talk. Other persons of the press and tele- 
vision whom she observed present werej of the

Jackson 
Mississippi.—sne stateu mat an tne television media 
were present which would include ABC, NBC and CBS.

She stated she is willing to testify to the 
above meeting.
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Date
8/8/67

wasinterviewed at his
residence Mississippi,
by Agents and
who identitieci themselves as Special Agents ot the FBI,

was advised of the nature of the inquiry.

furnished the following information:

On FhA owning nF Anril_ 1J__ 1967, he Was
assigned by the to work asto work as an
electrician on tne television lights at! Tougaloo Chapel, 
Tougaloo College, Tougaloo, Mississippi. This meeting 
started between 7:30 and 8:00 p.m., was attended by 
approximately 1500 persons, and ended at approximately 
9:30 p.m.

The principle speaker at this meeting was STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL.

The audience consisted of 95 percent Negro 
predominantly Negro male of college and draft age.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL’s speech was very enthusiastically
received and three fourths of the way through his talk the 
audience began to chant wildly "Hell no we ain’t going".

8/7/67 . Jackson, Mississippi Jackson 100-123
__________________ aL   , , ........ ..—   — r 116 rr    —. _

SA’s &

db Date dictated--------- 8/8/67

-.7/-
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He observed no persons at this meeting in the 
unifora of the United States Armed Forces nor did he 
know anyone present who was in the Armed Forces of the 
United States Government.

He could not remember if there was a question 
and answer period following CARMICHAEL’S talk.

To his knowledge no type of group discussion 
nor seminar was held following CARMICHAEL’s talk.

further advised that there are no 
type Reserve Otticers Training Corps (ROTC) training at 
Tougaloo College.

_____ further advised that he is willing 
to testify concerning the above meeting.

He further advised persons of the news mpdia
present at the above meeting were_________________

l~ also
of ana are located in Atlanta, Georgia.
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n... 8/8/67

was interviewed at his place 
Mississippi

I who
o f emp1oyment J
by Agents
identified themselves as Agents of the FBI. 
was advised of the nature of the inquiry.

furnished the following
information

On the evening of April 11, 1967 his assignment 
was to attend a meeting at which STOKELY CARMICHAEL was 
to be the principle speaker.

This meeting started at approximately 8 PM, 
was attended by approximately 800-900 persons.

left the meeting at 9 PM before CARMICHAEL 
ended his talk due to the fact he had to make the 10 PM 
news report.

Of the 800-900 persons present at this meeting 
98 percent were Negro, there were more Negro males than 
females. The Negro males were of college and draft age.

CARMICHAEL'S speech was received very enthusi
astically in that the group cheered wildly, stomped their 
feet and three fourths of the way through his speech the 

aud ience- beg-an—to—chant—RHell—no, ..we—ainLt—going"-----------------

On 8/7/67 at JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI Filp # Jackson 100-123
and

HMR/jdh 8/8/67
Date dictated----------------------

SA 
by SA
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He observed no persons present at this meeting 
in the uniform of the United States Armed Forces or did 
not know anyone present currently in the Armed Forces 
of the United States Government.

Due to the fact he left before CARMICHAEL con
cluded his speech he did not know if there was a question 
and answer period or any type group discussion concerning 
CARMICHAEL’S speech.

He taped CARMICHAEL’S speech, however, the 
following day he erased the tape in view of the fact he 
had no further use to reference any material concerning 
CARMICHAEL’S talk.

The following persons, of the news media who 
warp nrp.qpnt watp.__ _______________ I____________ i h

Atlanta,Georgia.He recalled that 
station WTIX, New Orleans taped CARMICHAEL’S speech.---

stated that he is willing to testify 
to his attendance at the above meeting.

-74-
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Date -8/8/67

J a c k s o d, HXbsrssippx, wab-bontacted and advised or tne 
interviewing Agents’ identities and the nature of the 
inquiry.

is a white male, born

He said he was in attendance at a speech given 
by STOKELY CARMICHAEL in the main chapel at Tougaloo 
College, Jackson,'Mississippi, on April 11. 1967. He 
said also as reporters were_____________ |

Jackson Jackson,
Mississippi, and television crews rrom the American 
Broadcasting Company and National Broadcasting Company, 
Atlanta, Georgia.

He said the crowds very enthusiastically and 
wildly supported CARMICHAEL during his speech and about 
three-quarters of the way through his speech, the crowd 
frequently yelled "hell no, we won’t go".

He said the audience consisted of predominantly 
college-age Negro males. He said there were a few white 
males and females in the crowd and also numerous Negro 
females. He said he did not observe any individual in 
military uniform in the crowd nor did he know of anyone 
who was in the military who was in the crowd.

He said he does not know of anyone who might 
have made a tape recording of CARMICHAEL’s speech and

On
8/7/67 Jackson, Mississippi „ Jackson 100-123 ____File # _______________________

by —

SA
__ SA /TF:bdb n . .. . 8/8/67

---------Date dictated--------------------------------------------
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he added that he himself did not make such a recording.

He said he recalls there was a short question 
and answer period following CARMICHAEL’s speech 
participated in by the audience. He said to his 
knowledge no newsmen asked any questions. He said 
he did not know of any group discussions held following 
CARMICHAEL’S speech regarding the content of his speech.

said he heard CARMICHAEL’s speech from 
beginning to end and it lasted approximately one hour.

provided a copy of his news story regarding 
his coverage of the speech which he said is very
accurate and based on his notes. A copy is attached hereto.

said he would be willing to testify 
and available to testify regarding any information he 
has herein provided.
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JACKSON, KISS. CAP)— "HELL N 
BECAME THE NEW RALLYING CALL FOR 
POWER ADVOCATE S'TOKWY CARMICHAEL 
than r‘r "‘more 
TOOK UP 
VIOLENT

HT . I
THAN 500 NEGROES AT 
THE CHANT DURING A S 
•COORDINATING COHMITT 
MINUTES TO 
SHOULD A N 
-LLED HIM N 
>, WE AIN’T

AIN’T GO IMG"- TO VIETNAM
S TUESDAY NIGHT AS BLACK 
THEM TO GO TO JAIL RATHER

NORTH OF JACKSON
STUDENT•NON 
HEM DOWN AF

TH

0 2,000 MILES TO SHOOT A HAN 
"CARMICHAEL ASKED. "WE MUST

THAT 
TELL

AIM’ T
TH EM 9

CARMICHAEL’S LIEUTENANTS DISTRIBUTED ORANGE BUMPER STICKERS BEARIN 
THE SLOGAN WHILE HE SPOKE,

COMMENTING ON THE RACIAL STRIFE IN NASHVILLE. TENN., CARMICHAEL 
SAID "IT IS NOT A RIOT, IT IS A REBELLION; YOU OUGHT TO BE PROUD 
OF YOUR BLACK BROTHERS AT FISK. THE DAYS'OF:A HUNKIE. COP RUNNING . ' 
INTO-OUR NEIGHBORHOOD, BEATING' US UP AND' RUNNING OUT ARE■GONE. 
WE WANT TO INSTILL IN OUR PEOPLE THE RIGHT TO FIGHT BACK ON .ANYBODY 
WHO NESSES WITH US.” ' ' ' '

■ CARMICHAEL SAID IF "WE’ARE VIOLENT THE UNITED STATES TAUGHT Us
VERY WELL. HOW TO BE’VIOLENT.” '

WITH SWEAT DRIPPING FROM HIS FOREHEAD IN'THE STUFFY COLLEGE 
CHAPEL. CARMICHAEL SMILED AND SAID IN "LOWNDES COUNTY* ALABAMA,. '
•TWO NEGRO CHURCHES BURNED AND A WEEK LATER A WHITE CHURCH WAS BURNED 

■ TO THE'GROUND. WE WILL ALL WORSHIP. INSIDE OR WE WILL ALL-WORSHIP--'"-*-.' 
OUTSIDE..
•”AS LONG AS THERE IS INJUSTICE'THERE IS GOINT TO BE NO PEACE,” ■■ 

CARMICHAEL TOLD THE WILDLY'CHEERING AUDIENCE.' '. '
HE BRANDED GEORGE WASHINGTON AS A ’’HUNKIE SLAVE-OWNER" AND SAID ■ 

THE FIRST PRESIDENT ’’SOLD . A BLACK WOMAN FOR A BARREL OF SYRUP.BUT
■, THE' ONLY THING THEY TELL YOU IN THE HISTORY BOOKS IS.'HOW GEORGE 
WASHINGTON CHOPPED DOWN A CHERRY TREE...NOW- AIN’T THAT. A JOKE.” ■

HE SAID NEGROES HAD CONSISTENTLY BEEN GIVEN “ 
BY HISTORIANS.' . '

CARMICHAEL WARNED WHITES "IF YOU DON’T WANT
FILTHY WHITE HANDS OFF....IF YOU TOUCH US WITH. YOUR; HANDS ..WE ARE GOING 

■ TO BREAK YOUR BONES." . ' ' ' ' ■' ' W
: -."SOCIETY IS GEARED AGAINST US," CARMICHAEL SAID,. WHEN’THEY; ASK" 

-.-THAT QUESTION ABOUT. MARRYING THE WHITE -DAUGHTER WE-'•IN SNCC \
ANSWER.' "WE NOT ONLY WANT'TO MARRY YOUR DAUGHTER, BUT YOUR“S ISTER A ’A' 

., AND YOUR MOTHER. 0oSHE’S NOT.'.THE VIRGIN MARY, SHE’S.. LIKE ’ANY • ‘ N •. C’v' .'.OOTHPR -WOMAN ... y z ■ -
"' MIDNIGHT 4-11-67 B APNM ' . : '..'"X:-'

” A RAW'D.EAL”
TROUBLE'KEEP YOUR
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Date 8/8/67

I, -i H
Jackson, Mississippi, was contacted 

and advised ot the nature of the inquiry and the 
identities of the interviewing Agents.

He said he attended the speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
on the evening of April 11, 1967, at Tougaloo College, 
Jackson, Mississippi. He said he arrived shortly after 
the speech started and stayed for'the entire speech. 
He said he was at the speech which was held in the main 
chapel of this college from about 8:15 P.M. until 9:15 P.M. 
He said there were at least 300 people in attendance 
and approximately 90% were college-age Negro individuals 
of which about one-half were Negro men. He said there 
were approximately 25 to 30 white males and females in 
the crowd. He said he did not observe any individuals 
wearing military uniforms, however, noted that most of 
the male students at Tougaloo College are of draft age.

He said Tougaloo College does not have any Reserve 
Officers Training Corps (ROTC) program or related military 
programs.

He said CARMICHAEL’s speech was very favorably 
received by the audience and the audience was very 
enthusiastic and responsive to the text of his speech.

He said CARMICHAEL consciously made use of emotive 
mediums to incite the audience to support the various 
points he was trying to make in his speech.

He said to his knowledge there was no question 
and answer session following the speech and he is not 
■aware of any-spec if-ic—group—discuss ions held following

8/7/67
On-----------------

Jackson, Mississippi 
at----------------------------------------------------

SA 
SA TF: bdb

File #
Jackson 100-123

n f .. . 8/8/67
Date dictated —---------------by
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the speech for the purpose of discussing the text of 
the speech.

He said there were several white newsmen and 
television cameramen present during CARMICHAEL’s speech.

He said at several points towards the latter part 
of STOKELY CARMICHAEL’s speech the crowd frequently 
yelled "hell no, we won’t go". He said he does recall 
that a few of the older Negro men and women in the crowd 
were upset that the younger Negroes in the crowd were 
giving CARMICHAEL so much favorable response.

-i <s p whi t~e male

b7C
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Date 8/8/67____________________

____ [’Mississippi Highway Safety Patrol (MHSP) , 
Jackson, Mississippi, was contacted and advised the 
interviewing Agents' identities and the nature of the 
inquiry. He said that he recalls a speech made by. 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Tougaloo College on the evening 
of April 11, 1967, howeyer, stated he did not attend 
this speech. He said to his knowledge there were no 
law enforcement officials present in the audience on 
that occasion. He said he had made it known to several 
individuals that he was anxious to obtain a tape recording 
of the text of CARMICHAEL’S speech on that occasion. 
He said subsequently on April 13, 1967, he was advised 
that a tape of the speech had been made by an unknown 
individual and dropped off at the MHSP Headquarters in 
Jackson. He said he had previous 
to Special Agent 
subsequently had a transcript made from the tape recording.

ly provided this tape 
of the FBI, who had

said he had been unable to determine who 
the tape recording at the Highway Patrolhad ’’dropped off

Headquarters, however, he would continue his efforts 
to identify this individual. He said he would immediately 
advise the FBI when he receives any information in this 
regard.

On 8/7/67 at Jackson, Mississippi______ File # Jackson 100-123_____
sa|
SA TF:bdb 8/8/67

by--------- -------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- Date dictated--------------------------------------------
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Date — 8/9/6?-----------

lew Orleans, fcoulsiSW, Mh* SMWUIRN w p*
_

stated that ho ie reaiy and willing to 
testify attained W M* and tape
recorded during th* speech «f SMKJT 6MB®63W0& at- . 
Tewgaleo during ths ewMng of April 11, W nt Jackson, • 
Mississippi.

reaerdiaft of thethat the fc 
i presiiieg tn_______

the Meeleelffil State IMi«, we the' nf*l #r 
eT his original recording, which was recording
casettes «MeM he used tn recwi CMMUK3BXVS spate* at

arrived
called that en AfrO 11, *3&l> h*

i CsUegt <W» 6t3OJ*“ - ‘ * ------ ffOCUEY
7:30 

... ttually 
ghtly overbegan at aheut T» A5 M and MateOw a parted 

two hoar*.
___ ___ fet the tine only had twe casettes 

tape (two hear* ar recording tine) he «*a foread to arena
a part of the eeaand 3® aloute portien of
speech free the 1st caeetta so Bnt he weald haw stiff talent

Because

•peach which he deened to be mr*. mpertant er was-
worthy^

8/8/6T lew Orleans, Louisiana Flle# 1© 196-16^0

This document confai
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Date dictated.

FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
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-- 1------- stated that he could yaitively identify 
the---------------- ^K3t> «w because during the second 30 ninutes
the erasure and wnm> Mb 

eliminate ehat was cn the
>

thus and during pauses in
heard in ti* baokgrynd

__ ptated that he does net have the original 
caaettee or tape recordings of the 0MMWN3& syeeh and further 
oytaUd ttet before he left Jackson, jtiaBlsaippi after the 
speech he left the original recording of dayreMaRL** speech 
atlll in the gpeefctea in the f _~ ~ I
stated that possibly radio staxn^s|~ pawgeri I
yy be able to lyate tint original sape oaaetteea cytaiaing 
the recording ef the CAOICMAEL syech. | further
elaieed that he can identify the yy ttoe eyyxning the 
original recording, if found, because are identified 
by hie hand writing y the casettea*

ing

recalled that as ,he was leaving the wugaloe caapus

w» regwaac xwx Jray-rv

a»*ii 10. io^7. r

further recalled that at the CARMICB1IX, 
syech there *erO also a television team yd a radio reports^ 
from Icalifernla.
this gtoup fry, stdtionL J te| obtained

-33-
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The engineer Um group, according to|
is OoeoriH* ** having reddish blond hair with * eeera 
t© match. | |wgg»Bt»d this news media team <a» a 
possible addltlcctl source of evidence.

media are
i Reporter ex al

r

ware 
eeox’h^rr 
tte tica t1I 

«»' 
uuner mws msoxa eeipiuje©© ire® Cabmbla -, --
System (CBS),|hkti©nal broadcasting Spate® (SB0C), American 
Broadcasting System (ASC), and others wbeee names he does 
not know or recall.

Keacribed the crowd 1© attendance at 
zthe CABKroawrow^i as numbering abwt 400 persons, seat 

' ofwho® were estimated to be of draft age and the spectator* 
were about evenly divided as to males and female*. Those 
la the crowd ware predominantly Segro except for about ^0 
or 50 white persons which included aews media personnel. 
The audience response of the creed tn attendance at gS&SZEt 
CA&MXCHABi*’S speech was described by as fcefag
’’fantastically sathusiaatic®. 

to reviewsBS
iLtM^ed that if afforded an opportunity 

copy or the original copy of bis 
SBAE^S speech that he would be able 

to testify in greater detail as to what took place during 
the speech.| stated that subsequent to the recording 
of the speech he bad repeated pertinent quotations from 
CABMXCHAEl’S speech on severe! pccasieas and that he recall• 
these pertinent news highlights even at thia tlae. He
stated that rather than trying to quote from waacry 
exactly what CABMXCMWKL said he would prefer to be able 
to testify after having an opportunity to refresh his 
memory fro® the tap© recox’dlnga.
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8-9-67Date

at which STOKELY CARMICHAEL was the principal speaker.

This meeting was held at the Tougaloo Chapel, 
Tougaloo, Mississippi, with several hundred persons present, 
eighty percent Negro, twenty percent white. All the Negro 
youths were of college and draft age. CARMICHAEL’s speech 
was very enthusiastically received with the audience clapping 
chanting ’’Hell no, we ain’t going”.

He observed no question or answer period or any 
type of group discussion from the audience.

He observed no person wearing the uniform of the 
U. S. A med Forces and did not know anyone in the audience 
currently in the Armed Forces of the U. S. Government.

He further advised that he taped CARMICHAEL’s 
speech, however, due to the lapse of time he is unable to 
locate this specific tape and that in all probability, the 

—_—tape-has—been—erased .-------------------------- ---  - ------

8-9-67 Jackson, Mississippi Jackson 100-123
On —---------------------- at____________ ______________LL____ :____ File #
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stated that he would be willing to 
testify it ms testimony was absolutely necessary.
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D. SPEECH OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON, 
HOUSTON, TEXAS, 
APRIL 13, 1967

There was no prepared text of the speech 
made by CARMICHAEL furnished to school authorities 
or to members of the press. A transcript of the

delivered by STOKELY CARMICHAEL on April 13, 1967, have 
been in his custody ever since they were made and 
indicated that he is the person to be subpoenaed in the 
event these tapes are .to be introduced in court
proceedings.

The -Houston Office has no informants 
sufficiently close to CARMICHAEL who could testify as 
to his.knowledge and intent in delivering the speech.
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X-' .Dote ■ _8/8/W

S
htOUttOa, TAxaa, made available a recording 
* and attendant "Question and Jawver” period, 
given by STOKELY CMMICHAKL at Cullen Auditorlusa, University 
of aoufiinn^-Jlousten, Texas, during the evening of April 13, 

1967, |______pdhriMd that w****<«»a *>*■»
Ing f*n amrtMte 7. 10^7. erwaal____________________________ T 

adviaedl Ithat the ta»et recording had betas made by
.neo

On---- 8/7/67-----at------ Houston,Texas-------- —F,le*------------ SO 100-10598-------
«r 100-68112

by—”SA yk——---------- — Datedictated------------------------8/7/67---- -
This document kumuiiu iilihiui iuluuuiilhuuiiuiij nut conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 
if and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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E. SPEECH OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
ON 22ND STREET AT FAIRFIELD 
AVENUE, SOUTH, 
SAINT PETERSBURG, FLORIDA, 
APRIL 18, 1967

No prepared text was made available to
members of the press by CARMICHAEL. A taped 
transcription is however available. wMn.h was
nrenared hv[ and

After having made this tape recording.
f»usr,nnv nr same has been had by

water, Florida
p 1 ne 1 l.as Hmintv Sheriff's Offlne^ Clear

made available
this tape to the Tampa FBI Office for custody.

The Tampa Office has no informants
sufficiently close to CARMICHAEL who could testify 
as to his knowledge and intent in making this 
speech at Saint Petersburg, Florida.
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1
nnta 8/8/67___________

Pinellas Connty 
Sheriff's Offlee, Clearwater, Florida, furnished the 
following information:

«n April IS, 1967, 8T0aLT cmiOtta, nade a 
speech in BL. Petersburg, Florid*. | _
advised that the following employees of the Pinellas 
County Sheriff** Office were assigned to cows* the 
speech nado by CAMKCSAK.:

_________  hdvised that a tape was nado 
of the speech and a attention and answer forma which took 
elace after ths sooech, | ladvised that

hn possession of the tape wad 
will be instructed to turn the tape 

over to tne voserai Bureau of Investigation.

I
stated that I
ft *s are willing and available 

to testify eeneening infornatien pertaining to the 
speech and the- audience.

8/7/67 otClearwater, Florida
SA nd
sa bp (arrA>

File # TP 106-1103

This document contains neither recommendotlons nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is 
it and Its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.

8/8/67 ’
Date dictated______ ___________________ x_

the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agen4;

/Co
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Dntft 8/8/67 _________

_________ ________  ____ intelligence
Veit,. Pinellas County Iberiff^s Office, Clearwater, 
Florida, famished the following internet ice i

<ta April !•> 1*87, needed a detail
fr« the Pinellas County Sherill’s erne* which covomd 
a speech made by f^KKiT CAU1CSAM* en 28nd Street and 
lairfield Avenue loath, St. Petersburg, Florida.

The following nenbere of the Intelligence 
Unit also covered the speech:

photographs (taring the affair. All of which are mder 
his custody Mid control and have been since April 18, 1967.

stated that he was wader grand Fury 
nipma and weald not bo able to return to his office 
at the Bt.Petesburg ~ Clearwater Airport until the 
nornlng of August 8,1967, at which tine he would turn the 
tape recordings over to Special Agents of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation.

advised that ho na willing and 
available to testify that there were appresinatoly 600 
persons present at the tine that CliKICllfii spoke on 
April 18, 1967. Of this group approximately 500 were 
Besroes and approximately 250 were of draft ago. I I 

|does net recall seeing anyone ia the udform of 
the ameu Farces.

[advised that the audience was 
receptivealthough tM» were acne hecklers in the audience

n„ 8/7/67 nt Clearwater, Florida FiUA TP 100-1103
SA I bd 'i ;

hr «*|___________________ |jP.bp Do). 8/8/67 W
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency^;' 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date
8/8/67

1

Pinellas County
Sheriffs sttiee, Clearwater, norms, furnished the 
following infermaticsj

On April 18, 1867, |_________ Iwas one of the
members ©f tint Pinellas County Sheriff's giffice assigned 
to cover a speech made by STOKm CJUBK1CSAB. at St. 
Petersburg, Florida* | [handled photographic
cower age daring the imeech. I Indulged that other
members of the JRimmllaa County Sheriff's Office recorded 
the speech and_____________ later assisted in the
transcription tne tape.----

l»stinated that there were 
between Sw th in the audience consisting of approx
imately 500 negroes with the regaining being principally 
white students from Florida Presbyterian College, St.
Petersburg, Florida.

as t left ted that there were between
SOO and Saw persona ox draft age in the audience and he 
did net observe any members of the Armed Forces in uniform 
among the audience.

|______________prised that the audience reaction
to CAMICKhsfe's speecn was nixed. Shore was a few 
hecklers in the audience and a snail group applauded many 
of CA88ICXAS.'a statements. For the aost part, the 
audience was orderly.

advised that he was available and 
willing to xesvxxy to ano natters related above.

'A'.

o n________fiA
SA

r/ni at ciairwr. rir Pi—_______
d

SA
/

JHhbp
File# TP 100-1103

8/8/67
Date dictated__________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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nntft 8/8/67

identities of Ml_______________________________ I
| lapse contact with bin i* ito Pinellas County
SMlirs Office which is located in the St. Petersburg 
Clearwater Airport. Ae a result of leterr lew. I I

| feurnishnd the following act forth (ripwl statonent i
"St. Petersburg-Clearwater Airport 
August 8, 19*7

Itmt.arv «t»t
following free

; te| ___ J
who haws, identified thenselvos

wee as special"Agents of the federal Bureau of 
investigation. I have been advised that this 
statesent say ho wwd in a court of law.

*®W April 18. 1967. lathe coarse of ny 
duties as a| Il was assigned to cover
a speech by Stately Caraichael in St. Petersburg, 
Florida, and os such occasion I took and recorded 
one Horeleo Thye Cartridge on Caraichael’s 
speech, this Worelco Cartridge was placed in 
a plastic container which, however, bears 
kercnry CHIP Compact Cassette. This is the only 
tape cartridge X recorded. I had another tape 
recorder cartridge ready for use but it was not 
used and it is a ■ercury CHIP Compact CwMOtte 
and It bears sy printing Meh X narked at the 
tine "ready - load Vo. 1".

"Xtootk the tape cartridge with a portable

nn gza/gz------ - at net evofaarg-Clearwater Airport TP ldd-1103
WAI: bp 8/8/67

-/&?

b y_______________________________________________________________D a te d i eta ted

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the .property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Norelco battery powered recorder. I maintained 
one position at the time of the speech ditch 
was near the car from which Carmichael was on 
top of and fromvtthich he spoke. I turned this 
tape cartridge nver tn the custody and control of |_____________________  I have been here at
the Finenas sneriit's Office since April 18, 
1967, and the tape cartridge has been in a 
locked filing cabinet.
_____ "On August 8, 1967, I was present when [turned three tane cartridges over to Special Agents| ________ land one
of them had been marked and identified by me.

"I am in a position to testify that I 
estimate that there were in excess of 500 people 
present at the time Carmichael spoke on April 
18, 1967. I estimate the vast marjority of the 
persons there were young and of a college age 
group, I estimate there were about 80 percent 
negroes in the group and there were about 100 
to 150 white boys and girls of college age. I 
did not not is anyone in the United States 
Services Uniform. The audience in my opinion 
was attentive but not overly responsive to 
Carmichael.

"I have read this statement of this page 
and it is true and correct.

In addition to the above, Deputy MAY witnessed 
the "Evidence" tape placed on his cartridge case and



TP 100-1103
3

placed his initiAs and date of August 8. 1967 on such "Evidence” dong with SA*s| 
initials.

| requested and was furnided a
copy of his signed statement.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

nnta s/*/#r

lea advised
nf the identities of Boeel>1 Agents I__________________
______________________ |apen contact with him in the 
Pinellas County Sheriff's Off lee which is located at 
fie St. Petersburg-Clearwater Airport. An a result of 
interview. |________________[furnished the follodag
set forth signed statenont>

«St.Petersburg-Clearwater Airport 
August f, 1907

*1,_________________  »afce the follouing
free and voluntary statenent to|

|who mf 
identified thewwelvee to as as Special Agents 
of the Mboral Bureau, of Investigation. 1 
have been advised that this stateeont nay be 
used la a eenrt of .lam.

*^n April 18, 1997, 1 was assises* in the 
course of ng duties is the I
of the Pinellas County Sheriff’s Bopartnont to 
cower th* speech and activities of Stekely 
CamiWhael. I, therefore, on April 19, 1987, 
tech one Woreleo tape Cartridge and recorded the 
speech Btokdly Carnichael node on Und Street 
and PUAvflold Avenue So., St. Petersburg, Plorida 
This in the only tape I took. 1 took It with 
a portable heroic© battery powered recorder. 
I naintalned o»e position while rewording which 
was near Where Careichael spoke. I turned this 
tape recorder ever to the custody and control of

On. 8/8/97 at St.Petersburg—Clearwater Airport W 100-1103
and 
WAX;bp 8/8/67

Date dictated__________by.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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I have been at the Sheriff’s 
Office ar the airport since April 18, 1967, and 
the tape has been in a locked filing or supply 
cabinet since that the.
_____ "On August 8,1967, I was present when "[turned three tane cartridges over to
Special Agentsf |and one of 
the cartrifces bears my naaawritihg, date of 
4-18-67, and ®y initials.

”1 am in a position to testify that I 
estimate there were approximately 650 to 700 
people present at the time Stokely Carmichael 
spoke on April 18,1967. I estimate that about 
80 percent were negro and about twenty percent 
were white. I estimate there were approximately 
150 to 200 of draft age. I did not observe any 
members of the Armed Forces present in uniform. 
1 believe the audience was attentive. I recall 
there was some cheering, clapping, and shouts<f 
black power and I recall in response to "Hell 
Ko, we won’t go”, the crowd cheered.

"I have read this statement of this page 
and it is true and correct.

Vs/
8-8-67
10:15 AM

't'jn AftRgfcrl *7fe/[ IgA, FBI, Tapa, Florida, 8/8/67
Vs, SA, FBI, Tampa, Florida, 8/8/67”

In addition to the above, witnessed the "Evidence” tape placed1 on nxs cartrxuge 
case and placed his initials and date of August 8. 1967. on such "Evidence" along with SA’s | |and 

nit ials.
I requested and was furnished

a copy of his signed statement.

^7-
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X Date_ 8/8/67___________

Petersburg-Clearwater Airnort hr feegial 
of the

___ I Pinellas County ghdfifferne* whs contacted 
on the earning of Aogust 8, 1867 at hl* off lee located 
at the_ 
Agent* 
Fedora of Investigation (FIB. At this 

|turned over to 8A**
b» cartridges fra* hi* file* i* t

] |initialed tae three
cartridge* Ind laser 1 bed the-jSto, August 8, 1867 en 
each cartridge. In the orasonc* of the above three 
individuals, 88** | I initialed and dated
the three cartridge*; A receint 'Jarthree three 
cartridges was riven to hr 8A’»

a much nan been *ad* part
ex tai* me, wnien m* as fellows:

• hugest 8, 1867 
•WCTOT Nt WBNMBX

"deceived fra* ths Pinellas Cmnrty feeriff •» Office, 
through]____________________ | three (3> tape cartridge*
of ttohoir car*ichei,s investigation 4-18-67, reference 
Offense #85687.

"/*_________________  Special Agent,
FBI, Taw, Pla. 8/8/67

w/*l I Special Agent,
FK, few, t/8/67*

On. 8/8/67 rClenrwator Airnaet 
and 
VAKtbp

TP 100-1103

8/8/67
Date dictated___________by.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date 8/8/67________ _
1

St.Peiersburg Police Bepsrtment, St. Petersburg, 
Florida, furnished the following informat iumi

On April IS, 1H7. ~| headed a
detail which cevored a speech made by iMCM CAMHCM1I. 
at as»d st resit and ?th Avenua, St. Mmhn?, Florida.

]advisdd that Ms detail warned ia 
conjunction «» a detail headed by | J
of the Pinellas Bounty Sheriff’s Office. [ r

[stated that the St. Petssburg Police Beparteent 
did not wfcea recording of the CAMHCBMH. speech and 
in wise of the length of tine that has transpired, he 
was not able to ««nmt on the subject natter of the 
speech.

Comeemta* theaadienee. | |
indieatod that ho estimated that there were WO to WO 
in attendance. So estimated that there wt at nest 
50 white persons in the audience, the routining Negro. 
Best of the wMte persons in attendance were students 
iron the Florida Presbyterian College, BL. Petersburg, 
Florida.

________ | advised that the sound 
system sused by CAMICMMtt/was of poor luallty and 
CAJUIICIAXL could only be heard by thocewho were close 
to the speahor*s platforn which was on top of an automobile.

_______ [stated that the audience did 
not appear to be receptive to CAhKfCKABL's speech and 
CAKKIOUXL received very little applauds during and at the 
conclusion of the speech.

adviati that he would be 
untie to muimw at tain tine ths number of men in 
the audience who would be of draft age.

advised that Be following members

f ,!»# TP 100-1103
8/8/67

Date dictated_______________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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of the St. Petersburg Police Department Intelligence Bureau 
were members of the detail covering the speech:

I |advised that he is available
and willing to testify to the matters related above.

f7o-



AT 100-6812

F. SPEECHES BY STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, 
APRIL 19, 1967, 

AND
AT GARFIELD HIGH SCHOOL, 
400 23RD AVENUE, 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, 
APRIL 19, 1967

No prepared texts of these speeches made 
by CARMICHAEL were furnished to school authorities 
or to members Of the press ■ Tane t ra ns ni-1 nt 1 nns 
are, however, available. recorded
the speech delivered by Uawhumaislj at wie university
of Washington and made a copy of this original 
recording, which he has maintained in his personal 
possession. He can testify that this is a true and accurate copy of the tape. | |
recorded the speech delivered by CARMICHAEL at 
Garfield High School and has the original or master 
copy of this speech in his personal possession, which 
he has retained since the time of recording.

The Seattle Office has no informants 
sufficiently close to CARMICHAEL who are aware of 
his knowledge and intent in making the above two 
speeches.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL AT THij 
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON 

April 19, 1967 
Seattle, Washington 

Why don’t you all read an article with the depth of the 
Massachusetts Quarterly Review entitled Towards Black Liberation 
(unintelligible) paper and then we could have some discussion 
afterwards. I understand .that- the press has not been doing too 
good a job covering the activities of SNCC. I don’t think they will 
be able to cover the lecture today because it is on an intellectual 
level. But since your are college students I know you’ll be 
able to deal with the lecture. I’m sorry that Professor Hunt 
had to take so much time reaffirming free speech, I just assumed 
it was a natural thing, they taught it to me in school. One of 
the mose pointed illustrations of the need for black power as 
a positive and redemptive force in a society degenerating into a 
form of totalitarianism is to be made by examining the history of 
distortion that the concept has received in the national media 
of publicity. This debate as in everything else that affects our 
lives black people are dependent on and at the discretion of 
forces and institutions within the white society which have little 
interest in representing us honestly. Our experience with the Nation 
Press has been that where they have managed to escape the most 
vicious special interests in ’’Get whity" sensationalism and race 
war mongering, individual reporters and commentators have been 

/ 
conditioned by the developing racism of the society to the point- 
where they are incapable even of objective observations and 
reporting of racial incidents much less the analysis of,jideas.



But this limitation of visions and deception is an inevitable 

consequence of the dictatorship of definition, interpretations 
and consciousness along with the censorship of history that 
the society has inflicted upon black people and consequently upon 
itself. Our concern for black power addresses itself directly 
to this problem. The necessity for black people to reclaim "our 
history and our identity from the cultural terrorism and depravation 
of self justifying while guilt. To do this we shall have to struggl 
for the right to create our own terms through which to define our 
selves and our relationship to the society and to have these terms 
recognized. This is the first necessity of a free people andj 
the first right that any oppressor must suspend. Now we feel :i ; 
very strongly about that in SNCC, the right to define, the 
(unintelligible) philosophers feel that it is very important, . 
the ability for man to define himself, (?) for example, on the 
first page of the Rebel tells us that when the slaves stop accepting 
the definition of slave imposed upon him by his master, then and 
only then does he begin to create a life for himself. That’s 
very important, we see examples of that all the time. The trouble 
with the world today is that white western society as opposed to 
western civilization which has been a misnomer, white western 
society has named and defined everyone, and the people are trapped 
by those definitions. Let me give an example. We watch the 
television (idiot box) and we have the red man and the white man,* 
and they are engaged in a battle, the white man is losing and 
he calls for the calvery and the calvery comes out and they ■ s

' ' ' • : -h



are riding very white and irery propeir and they get off their i .■ : ::
horses and they load their।guns and they systematically shoot 
all the red men. They kill them all and then they ride back 

to the fort and there is a’white woman standing at the door and 
she said, "what happened?” , And they answered, "we had a victory, 
we killed all the Indians”, And everyone applauds. Now when 
the reverse happens, when the red man beat up the white man and 
there is one man left hanging over a horse and she says, ’’what 
happened?” and he says, ’’those dirty Indians came and massacred 
us." You’ve?got to understand that in your mind. What they are 
saying is that a massacre is less honorable than a victory so that 
the red man will never be able to match the white man, he will 
always have a massacre and^I guess maybe they have something, to 
that, because in a victory you shoot people to death and in a 
massacre you cut them to death, and I guess if we’re going to die 
we’d rather be shot than ciit. That’s also very prevalent today 

r - ron television in the news, j I don’t know if you ever watch the 
editorial twins of America, Huntley and Brinkley, but if you ever 
watch them, particularly when they talk about the war in Vietnam, 
one usually says those dirty, filthy communist Viet Cong Rebels, 
disgusting people, threw a molotov cocktail today and wounded 17 
of our civilians. Then the other guy comes on and says, ”In the 
mean time our good GIs have been bombing the hell out of ♦ * 
North Vietnam. And the implication is that it is bad to*throw 
molotov cocktails but it is ok if you bomb. The white fathers of 
American racism knew this instinctively it seems, as it is 
indicated by the continuous record of the distortion and the 1 
omission in their dealings with the red and black men. That is



also very clear with this cat called Christopher Columbus who 
discovered America even though there were people here when he 
got there. But because white Western society had the power to . 
define, they had defined the red man as an Indian and they did , 
that because Columbus was stupid, he died thinking he was in 
India, that's how dumb he was and he called red people Indians 
and because of'that they’re stuck with the name Indians and he 
didn’t even know that he was in the United States of America. 
In the same way the Southerner apologises., for her Jim Crow society 
have so muddied, obscured and misrepresented the records of the 
reconstruction period until it is almost impossible to tell ; 
what really happened during that,period. Their contemporary' 
counter-parts are busy doing the same thing with the history of the 
civil rights movement.

Just one word about the gentlemen of the press. 
They ; ? usually have names that they give to us like racists, , 
reverse racists, and anti-whites and I have yet to see one 
black man among them when they come to report about SNCC. In 
1964 for example, the National Democratic Party, lead by 
L. B. Johnson and boy wonder H. H. Humphreys. In SNCC we call 
them Batman and Robin because they run a (unintelligible) 
Government. In the black community H. H. Humphrey stands for 
Handkerchief Head Humphrey. Handkerchief Head is someone who is 
more (?) than an Uncle Tom, he’s an unconditional yes man. I 

/ . . Jdon't know if you dug Lynden when he delivered his State of the 
r J . ‘

Johnson message to the Union back in January or February, but 
1. * 4 -if you were able to dig him, while he was speaking the cameras

, I .. .. ' ■ . . : < : '



were splashed on the back of Handkerchief Head and he was just 
(giggle, giggle) a just a himmen and a hawen. But anyway these 
two cats cynically undermine the efforts of Mississippi's black 
population to achieve some degree of political representation. 
We're speaking now of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party 
challenge which took place in 1964, Atlantic City, at the National I ■ . ■ •
Democratic Party Convention. Yet (unintelligible) the events of 

i • •that convention (unintelligible) one sees only that version 
fabricated by the press agents of the Democratic Party. A year 
later the house of representatives in an even more vulgar display 
of political racism made a mockery of the political rights of 
Mississippi's black when it failed to unseat the Mississippi 
delegation to the house which had been elected through a process 
which had systematically excluded over 450,000 voting age blacks, 
almost one half of the total electorates of that state. Yet 
that same house two years later was able to unseat Mr. Powell 
because he did the same thing that they did but with more style. 
Whenever this event is mentioned in (unintelligible) it is in terms 
which leaves one with the rather curious impression that somehow 
the oppressed black people of Mississippi are at fault. But 
confronting the Congress with the situation in which they had no 
alternative but to endorse Mississippi's racial political practices. 
I mention these two examples, because having been directly involved 
in them I can see very clearly the discrepancies between what has 
happened and the versions that are finding their way into general J 
acceptance as a kind of popular mythology. Thus, the victimization 4 *
of black people takes place-in two phases. First it occurs in facts : . I).-'- • . • • •• . h v . • . •



and deeds and then and this is equally sinister, it occurs in the 
recordings of those facts and deeds. The black power program 
and concepts which is being'articulated by the Student Non Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), the Congress of Racial Equality 
and the hosts of community organizations in the ghettoes of the 

• * f
horth and the south has not escaped this process. The white 
press has been busy articulating their own analysis, their own 
interpretations, and criticisms of their own creations and we 
were very disturbed about that and all we said were two simple 
words, black power, and the white world came down against us 
and I couldn't figure out why, we hadn't even been given a chance , 
to define it, but I was reading Mr. George Bernard Shaw a couple ' 
of weeks after and he has a phrase which I think is quite apropos 
for the press. This phrase iis ’’All criticism is in fact an 
autobiography”. For example while the press is giving wide and 
sensational dissertations to attacks made by figures in the 
civil rights movement, foremost among which are Mr. Roy Wilkins 

i •
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 
and his counter part, Mr. Whitney Young of the National Urban League 
and to the hysterical rantings about black racism made by the 
political (?) that now serves as a Vice President. It has 
generally failed to give accounts of the reasonable and productive ’ t
dialogue which is taking place in the black community and in certain i 
important areas in the white religions and in the intellectual 

■ icommunities of this country. A national committee of influential 
black church men affiliated with the National Council of Churches ’ 

I 
4, • 

despite their obvious respectability and responsibility had to resort 
to paid advertisements to articulate their positions while anyone



shouting the historical yappings of black racisms got ample space. 
Thus the American people have gotten at best a superficial and 
misleading account of the very terms and tenure of this debate. 
I wish to quote from a statement made by the National Committee 
of Churchmen which I expect the majority of Americans would not 
have seen. It appeared in the New York Times, last years July 31. 
The churchmen had to pay to get their views articulate in the three 

, quarter section advertisement. I wanted to read this quite at ;
length because I wanted to letnyou know that inside the black 
community there are some intelligent black people other than । 
the ones you always see who are ignorant and usually denouncing 
black power, their only fame to claim. Iv/wish to quote.”We, / 
an informed group of negro churchmen in America are deeply 
disturbed about the crisis brought upon our country by historic 
distortions of important human redities in the controversy about 
black power. What we see shining through the variety of rhetoric isr 
not anything new, but the same old problem of power and race which 
has faced our beloved country since 1619. The conscience of black ■' I . .
men is corrupted because having no power to implement the demand j 
of conscience, the concern for justice in the absence of justice 
becomes a,chaotic self surrender. Powerlessness breeds a race 
of beggers. We are faced now with the situation where powerless 4 
conscience meets conscienceless power”. I wish to repeat that , 
phrase because I feel that it is axiomatic to race relations in 
this country today. We are faced now with a situation where !

' I ’
powerless conscience meets conscienceless pCwer threatening the 
very foundations of our nation. We deplore the overt violence of



riots but we feel it is more important to focus on the real sources 
of these eruptions. These sources may be imbedded inside the Ghetto 
but their basic cause lies in the silent and covert violence which 
white middle class Americans inflict upon the victims of the inner 
city. In short the failure]of American leaders to use American 

power to create equal opportunities in life as well as law, this 
is the real problem and not the angry cry of black power. Without 
the capacity to participate with power, that is to have some 
organized political and economic strength to really influence 
people with whom one interacts, integration is not meaningful, 
America:has asked its negro'citizens to fight for opportunity as 
individuals whereas at certain points in our history what we have 
needed most has been opportunity for the whole group, not just 
for selected and approvednnegroes. We must not ajdogize for the 
existence of this form of group power for we have been oppressed

i ’ • • • .

as a group and not as individuals. We will not find our way out 
of that oppression until we and America:!accept the need for negro
Americans as well as the Jews, Italians, Poles and White, Anglo Saxon 
Protestants aipong others to have and to weild group power. Tradition 
ally for each new ethnic group the route to social and political 
integration in to America’s pluristic society has been through 
the organization of their own institutions with which to represent 
their communal needs within.the largest society. Simply stated, 
this is what the advocates of black power are talking about. This 
flagrant outcry, particularly from the liberal communities that has 
been evoked by this proposal can only pe understood by examining 
the historic relationship between black people and the white power



structure in this country. Blacks are defined by two forces.
, Our blackness and our powerlessness. There have been traditionally 

■' ' I

two communities in America.. The white community which is 
controlled and defines the forum that all institutions within the 
society would take. And the black community, which has been 
excluded from the participation in the power decisions that shaped 
the society and have traditionally been dependent upon and 
subservient to the white community. This has not been accidental. 
The history of every institution of this society indicates the 
major concern in the order and structuring of the society has been 
the maintaining of the black community in its condition of 
dependence and oppression. This has not been on the level of indivi 
dual acts of racism between individual whites against individual 
blacks but as total acts by the white community against the black 
community. This fact cannot be too strongly emphasized but racist 
assumptions of white superiority have been so deeply engrained 
in the structure of this society that it infuses its entire function 
and is so much a part of the national subconscious that it is taken 
for granted and is frequently not even recognized. Let me give 
an example of the difference between individual racism and what 
we in SNCC call institutionalized racism and the societies 
response to both.

When unidentified white terrorists bomb a black church’ 
and kill five black children, that is an act of individual racism 
widely deplored by most segments of the society, both white and 

i black. But when in that same city, Birmingham, Alabama, not 
five but .500 black babies die each year because of lack of proper
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food, shelter and medical facilities and thousands more black 

people are destroyed and maimed physically, emotionally and 

educationally because of conditions of poverty and deprivation 

in the Ghetto, that is a function of institutionalized racism. 

But the society pretends either that it doesn't knew of the 

situation or it'is incapable of doing anything meaningful about 

it. And this resistance to doing anything meaningful about conditi 

in the Ghetto comes from the fact that the Ghetto is itself a 

pi'oduct of a combination of forces and special interests inside 

the white community, and the groups who have access to the 

resources and power to change that situation, benefit politically, 

economically from the very Ghetto. It is more than a figure of 

speech to say then that the black community in America is the 

victim of white imperialism and colonial .exploitations. This 

is in practical, economic and political terms true. For those, 

of you who take philosophy it is called a truism. There are 

over 20,000,000 black people, compromising 10% of this nation. 

For the most part we live in well defined areas of the country 

in the shanty towns and rural black bug areas of the.south, and 

increasingly in the slums of northern and western industrial cities 

If one goes into any black community, whether it be Jackson, Miss

issippi; Los Angeles, California or Boston, Massachusetts, one will 

find that the same combination of political, economic and social 

forces are at work. The people in the black communities do not 

control the resources of that community, its political decisions, 
i 

its law enforcement, its.housing standards, even the physical 



ownership of the land, houses and stores lie outside that 

community., It is white power that makes the laws. It is violent 

white power in the form of armed white cops that enforces those 

laws with guns and night sticks. The vast majority of black 

people in this country live in these communities and must 

endure these conditions-of oppression because and only because we 

are black and powerless. I do not suppose there is any point 

when the men who control the power and resources of this country 

ever sat down.and designed these black (unintelligible) and 

formerly articulated the terms of their colonial and dependent 

status as was done for example by the (unintelligible) government 

of South Africa which this country supports, yet one cannot 

distinguish between one Ghetto and another. As one moves from 

city to city it is as though some malignant racist planning unit 

has done precisely this, designed each one from the same master 

blueprint, and in deed if the Ghetto had been formally and 

deliberately planned instead of growing spontaneously and 

inevitably from the racist functioning of.the various institutions 

that combine to make the so'ciety it would be somehow less frighten!;.; 

The situation would be less frightening if these Ghettos were the 

result of design and conspiracy one could understand their 
•* ■ *. 

similarity as being artificial and consciously imposed rather than 

the result of identical patterns of white racism which repeat them

selves in cities as distant as Boston is to Watts. Without 

bothering to list the historic factors which contribute to this pat

tern, economic exploitation, political impotence, discrimination , * ■ 
of employment and education, one can' see that to correct this 

pattern will require far reaching changes in the power



relationships and the in-grown social patterns within the 

society. The question is, of course'/ what kind of changes 

.are necessary and how is it possible to bring them about, 

In recent years the answer .to these questions which have been 

given by most articulate groups of black people and their white 

allies, the liberals of all stripes have been in terms of something 

called integration. ; ■'

According to the advocates of integration, social 

justice will be accomplished by, and I quote, ’’integrating the 

negro into the. mainstream institutions of the societies for which 

he has been traditionally excluded". It is very significant that 

each time I’ve heard this formulation, it has been in terms of 

the negro, the individual negro, rather than in terms of the 

entire black community. This concept of integration had to be 

based on the assumption that there was nothing of value in the 

black community and that little of value could be created among 

black people. For the thing to do was to syphon off the acceptable 

black into the surrounding middle class white community. Thus 
f 

the goals of the movement to integration was simply.to loosen 

up the restrictions barring the entry of black into the white 

community. Goals around which the struggle took place, such as 

public accomodations, open housing, job opportunities on the 

executive level, are quite simply middle class goals articulated 

by'a tiny group of black people who have middle class aspirations. 

Now I do believe that the press had quite a bit to do with that 

again because they were interpreting once again a movement for us ’• 
r 

in the early 1960s. You know you would see them on television 

and they would say black people have been marching in Selma,



Alabama today, Jim Clark has ridfen over them with horses, he has 

beaten them up, he’s (unintelligible), he's shot at them, he’s 

whipped them, but still they are marching to integrate and on 

the next day they would say*black people from the north have come 

to join their brothers in the south. They are marching in the 

streets again; Jim Clark has beaten them, rode his horses on them, 

saddle (unintelligible) them, horse whipped them, taken them to 

jail, but they are still marching to integrate. So I decided . 

to carry that out to its logical conclusion. It appeared to me 

that what they were saying was that I left the north to go to 

Alabama to sit next to Jim Clark’s daughter, sister or his mama. 

Obviously I never went there to sit next to Mr. Clark's daughter, 

sister, or his mama. I went to Alabama to render that hunky 

impotent over my life and there is a big difference. The differen; 

is in the first you are fighting to sit next to Jim Clark so- 

somehow you are going to civilize him. I don’t think that it is 

possible. The other is and the most correct position is that you 

are fighting against white supremacy and that is where the fights 

have always been. Nobody wants to sit next to Jim Clark, he’s 

uncivilized. But what people want to do is to render’ the white 

supremacists powerless. That is very important and I understand 

why the news reporters couldn’t say that because for them to say 

that they would have to admit that in the land of the home and the 

gree and the brave and all that other garbage there existed some 

white men who were white supremacists who had power and they used 
« 

their power against black people whenever they felt like 

it but it should be crystal clear in your minds to day that black

• • :• :



people weren't fighting to sit next to anybody who was frighting 

against white supremacy because the concept of the forum was 

really bad you know, we*ve’become Joe black, (Unintelligible). 

Such a limited class’ (unirtel'ligible) was reflected not only 

in the programs and goals of the civil rights movement but

in its tactics and organization. It is very significant that, the ■ 

two oldest and most respectable civil rights organizations have 

constitutronnn (when I become five fifths I’ll be able to say the 

whole word). Anyway they have these things which specifically ' 

prohibit partisan political activities. (Complete sentence 

unintelligible) But this is perfectly understandable in terms 

of the strategy and goals of the older organizations. But the 

civil rights movement serves a role as a kind of liaison between 

the powerful white community and the dependent black community. 

The dependent status of the black community apparently was 

unimportant since if the movement was successful it was going 

to belnd into the white community anyway. We made no pretense 

of organizing and developing institutions of community power .in 

the black community but in appealing to the conscience of white 

institutions of power. The posture of the civil rights movement 

was that of the dependent, the suppliant. The theory was that 

without attempting to create any organized base of political 

strength itself the civil rights movement could by forming / * • 
coalitions with various liberal pressure organizations in- the 

white community liberal reform clubs, labor unions, church groups, 

progressive civic organizations and at;times one or other of the 4 • 1 
major political parties influence national legislation and 

national social patterns. I believe we have all seen limitations 



of this approach. We have repeatedly seen that political 

alliances based on appeal to conscience and decency are chancy 

things. Simply because institutions and political organizations 

have no consciences outside their own special interest. The politi 

and social rights of black people have been and always will be . 

negotiable and ,expendable the moment they conflict With the 

interest of our so called allies. If we do not learn from 

history the philosopher (?) reminds us then we are doomed to. repeat 

it and this is precisely the lesson that black people must learn 

from the reconstruction period. In the south they come into 

being a party called the Populist Party. One of its major 

spokesmen was Tom Watson. Mr. Watson was running for office in a 

county in Georgia which had forty percent black people of voting 

age. In order for him to win the position he needed the black 

votes. So Mr. Watson like some liberal people who will need the 

black vote in 1972 to become President, went around Georgia articu

lating a liberal philosophy. Said Mr. Watson, ’’Poor black and 

poor white should come together and they should vote because they 

are fleeced and oppressed by rich white. Black people believed 

Mr. Watson and joined the Populist Party arid organized as an 

independent force. That was a decision made by a white man, Mr. 

Watson. No blacks were asked about that decision. When Mr. 

Watson tried to make this party National, to bring it out of the 

south, he started to coalesce with the farmers in the west. His 

party was too weak to take on the Industrial East. When he tried to 
coalesce to the economic interests of'the Farmers in the west



conflicted with the economic interest of the blacks. Mr.- 

Watson became a vicious racist leading lynch mobs himself and 

driving black people out of the party. Just because black people 

had not organized themselves independently first Mr. Watson could 

make two major decisions affecting our lives and we could not 

even threaten any of those decisions. Today that is not going to 

happen again. We will first organize ourselves .independently, 

if people become racist at least we can disrupt. Thus, at this 

point in the struggle blacks have no assurance save a' kind of idiot 

optimism and faith in a society whose history is one of racism 

but if it is to become necessary even the painfully limited gains 

thrown to a civil rights movement by the congress will not be 

revoked as soon as a shift in political sentiment should occur. 

The major limitation of this approach was that it tended to maintai 

the traditional dependence of black and of the movement. We depend 

upon the good will and support of various groups within the 

white community whose interests were not always compatible with • 

ours. To the extent that we depended upon their good will and 
* ■ 

support we were vulnerable, to their influence and domination.

Also the program tjiat evolved out of this coalition was really 

limited and inadequate in the long term and one which affected only 

a small selected group of black people. Its goal was to make the 

white community accessible to qualified black people and presumably 
« 

each year a few more black people armed with their passports, 

a couple of university degrees would escape into white middle class
4 •



America, adopt the attitudes and life styles of their group and .one 

day the Harlems and the Watts would stand empty, a tribute to the 

success of integration. This is simply neither realistic nor is 

it particularly desirable.. You can integrate the communities - 

but you assimilate individuals. Even if such a program was 

possible its results would be:not to develop the black community 

as a functional and honorable segment of the total society with 

its own cultural identity, life patterns and institutions but to 

abolish it. The final solution to race problems in this countryc 

Karl Marx reminds us that the working class is the first class of 

people that ever wished to abolish themselves. If one were to I 
listen very closely to some of our moderate negro leaders, you 

would think that the black people were the first people that 

wished to abolish themselves. The fact is that what must be abolish 

is not the black community but the dependent colonial status that 

has been inflicted upon it. The racial and cultural personality 

of the black community must be preserved and the. community must win 

its liberation while preserving its' cultural integrity. This is 

the essential difference between integration as it is currently 

practiced and the concept of black power. And what has the 

movement for integration accomplished to date, that the black person 

graduating from MIT with a doctorate will have better job opportun

ities available to him than to Lynda Bird Johnson. But the ratO* 

of unemployment in the black community is steadily increasing, 

while that in.the white community decreases. More educated black. 
• . r

people hold executive jobs in major corporations and federal 

agencies than ever before but the gap between white income and 

black income has almost doubled in the last 20 years.' More suburban 



housing is available to black people if they can stand the rocks, 

but housing conditions in the Ghetto are still declining. While 

the infant mortality rates of New York City is at its lowest 

rate ever in the city’s history the mortality rate of blacks in 

Harlem is steadily climbing. There has been an organized nations?, 

resistance to the Supreme Court order to integrate the schools. 

Less than 6% of black children in the south attend so called 

integrated schools and 94% of our youth are still left in 

segregated schools which are increasingly decrepit, over crowded, 

under staffed, inadequately outfitted and under funded. It is 

time we turn our attention to the 94% of our youth. This ' ■ 

explains why the rate of school drop outs is increasing among 

black teenagers who then express their bitterness, hopelessness 

and alienation by the only means they have through immitating 

this society, via violence. As long as people in the Ghettos 

of our large cities feel that we are the victims of the misuse 

of white power without any way to have our needs represented and 

these are frequently simple needs, we will continue to have 

rebellions. These are not* the products of black power. But the 

absence of any organization capable of giving the community the 

power, the black power that it needs to deal with its problems. 

SNCC proposes that it is now time for the black liberation movement 

to stop pandering to the fears and anxieties of white middle class 

America in an attempt to earn its goodwill and to return to the 

Ghettos to organize these communities to control themselves. This 

organization must be attempted in northern and southern urban areas 

as well as in the rural black belt areas of the south. The chief



antagonists to this organization is in the south. The overly 

racists democratic party and in the north the equally racist 

and just as corrupt big city machines. The standard argument 

presented against independent political organization is that 

you are only 10%. I.cannot see the relevance of this observation 

since no one is talking about taking over the country, God knows 

we wouldn’t know what to do with this monster,.but taking control 

over our very own communities. The fact is that the black populatic 

10% or not, is very, strategically placed ironically because of 

segregation. What is also true is that blacks have never been 

able to utilize the full voting potential of our numbers. Where 

we could vote, the case has always been that the white political 

machine stacks and gerrymanders the political sub division in the 

black community so that true voting strength is never reflected 

in political power. Would anyone for example looking at the distri

bution, of political power in Manhatten ever think that black 

people represented 60% of the population there. Just as often 

the effective political organization in black communities is 

absorbed by tokenism and patronage, the time honored practice of 

giving certain offices to selected negroes. The machine does 

create a little machine which is subordinate and responsive .to 

it in the black communities, the so called black political leaders 

are really vote deliverers more responsible to the white machine 

and the white power structure than to the community they'allegedly 

represent, thus the white community is able to substitute patronage 
* 

control for what Mr. Powell.called audacious black power in the 

black community. This is precisely what Lynden Bains Johnson 

tried to do even before the voting rights act of 1965 was passed.
; — f



The National Democrats made it clear, crystal clear that the 

measure was intended to register Democrats, not black people. 

The President and top officials of the Democratic party called 

in almost 100 selected black leaders from the deep south. Nothing 

was said about changing the policies of the racist state parties. 

Nothing was said about'repudiating such leadership figures as 

Eastlund and Ross Barnett in Mississippi or George and Lurleen 

Wallace in Alabama, but in SNCC we don’t say anything about 

her because we have come to find out that the Governor of Alabama 

is a mother, and we are for motherhood. What was simply said, 

and I quote, was "Go home and organize your people into the local 

Democratic Party, then we will see about poverty money and 

appointments, mah fellow Americans". We must organize black 

community power to end these abuses and to give the black community 

a chance to have its needs expressed. A leadership which is truly 

responsible not to the white press and the white power structure, 

but to the community will be developed. Such leadership will 

recognize that its power lies in the unified and collective 
a 

strength of the black community. This will make it difficult for 

the white leadership group to conduct its dialogue with individuals 

in terms of patronage and prestige and would force them to talk 

to the community representatives in terms of real black power. 

The single aspect then of the black power program that has encouhte: 

most criticism is this concept of independent political organizatio 

This is presented as third partyism which has never worked or it . 
I would grow into black nationalism and black*isolationism which lead 

to reverse racism. If such a program is developed it will not have 



the effect of isolating the black community but the reverse. 

When the black community is able to control local offices and nego 

tiate with other groups from a position of organized.strength, the 

possibility of meaningful political alliances on specific issues 

will be increased. That is a rule of politics and there is no 

reason why it should not operate here. The only difference 

is that we will have the power to define the terms of these alliaiu 

The revolution in Agricultural Technology in the south is displaci; 

the rural black community into northern-western urban areas; Both 

Washington, D. C., and Newark, New Jersey have black majorities. 

One third of Philadelphia’s population of two million people 

is already black. The inner city in most major urban areas is alre; 

predominately black,.and with the white rush to suburbia blacks 

will in the next two decades, control the heart of our great citie? 

These areas can.become either concentration camps with a bitter 

population whose only power, is the power to destroy, or organized 

powerful communities, able to make constructive contributions to 

the total society. Without the power, the black power,rto_control 

our'lives in our communities without effective political institu

tions through which to relate to the total society our communities 

will exist in a constant state of insurrection. This is a choice 

that white America will have to make. Thank you.
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You know v/ha-c usually happens is rhat in the newspapers they call 

us racists and anti-whites and say we hate white folk and all that 

irrelevant nonsense, and they do that because they use white 

people as the measuring stick. But I want you to look clear before 

you and you notice that in al X their beautiful liberal press media, 

there isn’t one black man. So when the honkeys talk tomorrow 

about violence and anti-white and hating white people; tell them 

they ought to have a black man reporting it because they don't 

understand because we are talking to black folk anyhow.

Tonight we want to do several things. We want to talk about 

some of the basic assumptions from which the Student Non-Violentry 

Coordinating Committee- Cs’N'CC) moves and then’-move into an area 

of pragmatics and what in fact black people will have to do if 

we are going to survive in this country and live as human beings. 

The first thing we want to talk about is the theory of self 

condemnation, and we want to move on and talk about denying one 

ones freedom as opposed to giving one onefe freedom and we want to 

talk about the importance of definition and the need for black 

people to define themselves as they see fit in’this society 

and to have those 'definitions recognized by our press's white 

society. And. we want to talk about violence because it is 

going to be important, because I don't know why__ everybody is so 
scared about it and they are going to draft you .-.all., andr.se nd* 

you all to Vietnam, I guess you are going to go over -'ther:e'uand 

make love to the Vietnamese. Then we want to -talk... about
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the lies that this country has told about black people to make 

us ashamed of ourselves and want to move on and talk about 

developing a concept of people which wc desperately need in 

this country today and we want to instill among our people, particu 

among the young in our generation, the will to fight back when 

messed over by anybody. '

We warft to talk about self condemnation. Self 

condemnation is impossible.' No body can condemn themselves • :

•or no people can Condemn themselves. If they do they have to j 

punish themselves. If I did something wrong and I admitted ‘ ■ 

that I did it wrong then I have to punish myself, but ' if I can 

keep that in line so I can rationalize away m'y guilt then I \ 

never feel guilty. Let me give you some examples: 1

The]..Nazis who were brought to trial after Hitler 

was, after the Hitler regime was brought down, they. said, the .• '

ones who allowed themselves to live, they said that they killed. 

Jews but the Jews wern’t human beings, they were inferior so 

they didn't really commit a crime or they said they didn’t know ■ 
f 

what was going on in Germany at the time that Hitler was killing 

all the Jews or they say what most white Americans are saying ; 

today we were just following law and order, . If they said they 

rationalized away their guilt they just served-their sentences 

and waited until they got out. But now the ones who admitted 

that they killed human beings had to commit suicide. You’ve 

got to understand that. For us in this country a clear example 

of that would be in Neshoba County in Philadelphia, Mississippi, ‘ 

A honkey by the name of Rainey (sp) decides with 18 other 

honkeys to kill three people. Now the entire county of Neshoba



cannot indict Rainey because they elected himdto do just what 

he was doing, to kill anybody Who troubled with the status quo. 

If they indicted him then all of them would be guilty and they 

can’t do that, they cannot admit that they are guilty and 

in SNCC’ we say that white America, the total community, cannot 

condemn herself for the acts of brutality and beastiality 

that she has heaped upon us as a race, black, people,- It’s 

impossible for her to,do it. She must rationalize away her guilt. 

She must blame us or blame everybody else but hersfelf because 

if she were to blame herself, she would have to commit suicide. 

MY brother LEROY JONES reminds me that wouldn’t be a bad idea.

Now we want to move from there into the concept 

of denying one pnefe freedom, and this is very, very important 

because white people have assumed that they are gods, that they 

can give somebody their freedom, and so if they don’t like the 

way you act they won’t give you your freedom, But now what you 

have to get crystal clear in your minds is that no-body gives 

anybody their freedom, people can only deny somebody their freedom. 

This is very important. We are all born free. We are enslaved, 

by the .institutions of racism that white America produces. Our 

job is to, stop America from being'racist, not to give us our 

freedom, so in reality our fight is to civilize white America. 

Now then if you take that to its logical conclusion you would 

say that any civil rights bill that was passed in this country 

would have eased the struggle for black people but it helped" 
civilizer’ white America. Let me give'you an example:



'I’m ulack, I know that I’m black. I know that I am 

a human being and I know that with that comes certain dignities ;

that all human beings have. One of those is that I am able to 
1

enter a public place.. But now there are some dumb hunkeys who 

don’t know that so that every time I try to enter a store the' ' ' ' 

hunkey gets in my way, shoots at me, bombs my church, kills ;

my children or beats me up because h& doesn’t know that I’m 

a human being so the white folk in Washington, D. Co, got to 

write a Civil Rights Bill to tell this hunkey,-when I come, get :

out of my way. So that what they have done is they have civilized . 

this hunkey because I’m the same man I was, I still go into the 

store. The only trouble is that he is not forced to recognize , 

my humanity. That is very important. It is the same thing that 

is true about the voting rights act. We're black, we know we J.

should be able to vote, but everytime we try to vote some . i

hunkey stops us, so they got to pass a civil rights bill to 

stop them from denying us our rights. They don’t give us anything. 

You've got to get that clear in your mind.

Now then we want to talk about definitions because 4
they are very very important. You see White Western Society 

and you should use the word Western Society never Western 

Civilization, because they don’t know nothing about it. White 

Western Society has been able to define everybody and they, 

just define them and put them in places, and when they define, 

they can’t get out those definitions and people just stay there. 

Let jue give you’some examples so you pan understand better:
; 4 ■
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You watch the red man and the white mail on TV fighting 

each other. If the red man is winning then the white man calls 

for the calvery and here come the calvery, and they are riding 

very white and very proper, atid when they get up to where the ; 

battle is they all get oilt their guns and they systematically ; 

shoot all the red men, you know, kill them dead. Theyget back ; 

on their ’’horses 'and they ride back to the fort, and at the 

fort there is a white woman standing there, and she says^Vhat ; 

happened?”,and there is always this Lieutenant who sayss'V.V3e 

had a victory, we killed all the Indians’! This is very good. 

Now"the next time when the reverse happens, when the red man 

beats the hell out of the v/hite man and there is one of them 

left dr aging on the horse and she says,’What happened?’.*Those 

dirty Indians,they massacred us.” There was a "feeling in there ’ . 

that a massacre is not as good as a victory. A victory is much 

better. She say Li red people who all there lives are going to 

fight and they are never going to have a victory. Here is Sittin 

Bull, the greatest strategist you have in the world, he has won 

all these wars, but he ain’t, never going to win a victory, he’s 

always going to win a massacre. And a massacre is dirty. You’ve 

got to understand that in yous mind. You see that on television 

all the time, even today about the Vietnam war. Do you ever •'Hear,, 

’Those dirty, filthy, rotten, Communist, rebels, they threw a 

Molotov cocktail and killed civilians”?And then the other .guy comes 

back and says,”£h the mean time our good GI boys have been bombing 

the hell out of; Nor 1h Vietnam,” Or even better would be a group ■
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of students at Nashville decide to tak< care of some.hunkey

cops because they are picking on them, and its Fish Students

Riot and in. Fort Lauderdale hunkeys go and throw bottles and 

beers at policemen, they are going to say College Students ■ ■

go on a spree, So the white people have been defining us all our 

lives and we have been forced to react to those definitions , ’■

and see they call us negroes, so I guess you all came from negro 

land. You have allowed white people to name you. When we were 

in Puerto Rico.a couple of months ago we were speaking in Spanish, 

I looked through the dictionary to find a word for negro in Puerto 

Rican. There is no such word. The closest word is negro, it means 

black. . In french there is no word for negro. In german there , 

• is no word for negro. In Swahili there is no word for negro.

You wouldn't want me to leave out Swahiliit’s what's happening, 

So that they have defined that, and with the word negro comes 

dumb, stupid, apathetic, love wate.r melon, and got good rhythm. 

But now they do something even more insidious with definitions,. 

Let me give you an example,'go then we can get into black power ' ■■

and the definitions of black power.

Now you remember, especially from my generation when 

• this whole thing broke out with integration, and we used to sit 

glued.; to the TV set, you know and our black leader would get 

up and say "We want to integrate" and in our minds we knew the 

cat was talking about good'schools, good houses, good jobs, and 

a good way of life. That was in the minds of all black people, 

but some dumb'hunkeys going to jump u^> and say "You want to marry 
4 ■ 

my daughter, don’t you?" And then instead of our black leaders 

being aggressive and saying later for you hunkey, at that time



they would react to the hunkey, see .they would let him define 

their own term, integration and he would say "Uh Uh we don’t 

want to be your brother, we want to be your brother”. And they 

just go to sweaten and puffin and "we don’t want to sleep in 

your bedroom, we just want to’ live next door to you'.' An so 

they were doing what.ever the hunkey who defined their term, 

and they were reacting to his definition. They don’t pull 

that junk with us in. SNCC because we tell, them right out . 

when they come with that nonsense about marrying their daughter, 

your1 daughter', your sister, youi’ mama, we tell them. We tell 

them crystal clear the white woman is not the queen of the world 

she's not the virgin Mary, she can be made like any other woman;. 

Let's move over to something important, so that we will not be 

caught in a bind about reaction to their definitions and the 

same thing happens. We say black power/ and some hunkey going 

to jump up and say "Oh. you mean violence” and he wants us to ■ 

say "Oh no boss man, we don’t mean violence’'. Later for the hunkey, 

it’s our term, we know what it means. Later for them, Black 

power is the coming together of black people to fight for their 

liberation .by any means necessary, Now we want.to talk about 

violence. Because I understand that some of your so called.negro 

leaders have been saying that we violence. I won’t deny it, 

yea I'm violent, somebody touch me I’ll break their arm. But the 

problem isn't one of violence sec, the problem is one o-f hitting 

back white people when they hit you, that’s the real problem, 

because we’ve never done that all of; our lives. They have been 
< ■ t 

able to walk over us, bomb our churches, beat us up, shoot into 
our houses, lynch us, and do everything they wanted to do and we
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would jusi> sit \±ero and whisper about it behind closed door/ 

It’s a new day today. But what really upsets me is these 

people who talk about violence and not concerned about black 

people because there is. more violence in our neighborhood on 

Friday and Saturday night then there is anyplace else. We cut 

and we shoot each other more than, we touch anybody in the world 

and don’t nobody talk out against that violence. And the reason 

they don’t do it is because they don’t give a damn about us, 

they are only concerned about white folks. If they were against 

violence they would be preaching non violence in the black community 

because that’s where we need it most, We need it there. We need 

it to learn to love and respect each other and stop cutting and 

shooting each other but they don’t care about us. The only 

time you hear these preachers talk about non violence is when 

a hunky hits you and you’re getting ready to take care of business. 

Then you see them on television. The only rule .they have is 

to comdemn their own people or we don’t believe!in violence 

those vagabonds throwing rocks and bottles, oh yes, we believe 

in the war in Vietnam, we think our boys should go over 'there and 

shoot, but we don’t believe in violence at all, what is that junk. 

They're going to put you in a uniform and send you 8,000 miles 

to shoot a man who ain't never called you a nigger, get out of ' 

here. And you get cats like Lyndon Bains Johnson get up on 

TV,,and say "Ma fellow Americans every night before I go to sleep, 

I ask myself what have I done to preserve peaces for this country". . 

And here he id talking stout preserving peace and dropping bombs 

all over Hanoi, bomb, bomb, bomb, bomb, tsomb. +And then he get up /
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before national TV and he gays violence never accomplishes 

anything. Well if the hunkey believes that then tell him to 

use non violence, in Vietnam. What they are saying is violence 

is OK against everybody except the white rr.^.n, that’s what they 

are saying, and you ought not to.get fooled by it, you ought 

to understand that in the world' there exists, especially ..in this 

country, a victim and executioner relationship. We are the victims 

and white people are the executioners, and they have kept usis 

down by force and by violence and that if we’re' violent, it’s just 

that we have learned well from our teachers. They have bombed 

our churches, they have shot.'uS in the streets, they have lynched, 

us, they have cattle; prodded us, they have thrown lye over us, 

they have dragged our children out in the night, we have been the 

recipients of violence for 400 years.' We have just learned well 

how to use it today. Don’t you ever condemn people for using 

violence, and those black Preachers get up, you tell them to 

get the guts to condemn white folks for the violence they heap ' '• 

on us. If they can’t do that, if they can’t condemn the white 

folks, tell them to keep their mouth shut. So don’t you get e 
caught up in no discussion about violence, we’re just-making 

it crystal clear to the hunkey today that if you try to shoot 

us, we’re going to kill them, so God get the noose. Now if he 

doesn’t want to get shot, tell them to stay home because they, 

leave their beds and their wives at 3:00 in the morning and 

come to our community and going to work out their frustrations 

by shooting into our community. If they got frustrations, tell t 4 •
them to go see a psychiatrist. So you’ve got to understand that

^/D -— • • •
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one in your mind and don’t get carried away with that nonsense 
about' riots, you ought to understand, you ought to be proud 
of your black brothers in Nashville, you ought to be proud, because 
what happened was on Friday night two hunkey policemen go ‘ ' 
walk into the middle of the neighborhood, and go startin to beat 
upon a black brother, and when the others brothers told them they 
didn’t have to, they go and turn on them, but they forgot't it’s, 
a new day. See they didn’t recognize that this generation his 
saying if you wear a sheet at night or a badge in the day, if 
you put your filthy white hands on our beautiful black skin ; 
we’re going to TCB, So you just dismiss that nonsense about . 
violence when they tell you about violence, you tell them yea 
we dig your non violence ih Vietnam. We’ve’ dug your non violence 
in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. You tell them we’ve: dug it, yea.; 
We ain’t going to forget the Congo baby, we dig it there too. 
We dug the tried violence in Cuba, but Castro took care of them, j 
Now we want to talk then pragmatically about how these things 1 
affect our lives as black people; What white America has done 
in order to rationalize away guilt for what she has done to 
us is that she’s told a number of lies about us that she believes. 
Now that’s expected. Hitler said if you tell a lie long enough 
and hard enough, everybody will think it’s the truth and white 
America has done that. But what is pathetic and what is bad, 
is that some black people believe those lies about themselves. 
And so what we have to do tonight is begin to clarify those 
lies for ourselves^ (You all don’t m^ind if I take off my jacket . 
do you?) (Us draw heat you know). Now the first lie that ,

. I Iwhite America told about uS is that we are a lazy people. Are
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you hep to bat. And here goes some of us down the street. 
4 • ,

"Uh, Uh we’re just lazy, we,we just like white folk, they’re 

always working hard and trying to get somoftere but we’re 

so lazy". You got to get it in your wind, We're not lazy,, 

we’re hard workin, white people are lazy. Look here, they 

were so lazy they came to Africa to steal us to do their work 

for them. We’re not lazy, we are the hardest working people 

in this country,, we are. The trouble is that we are the • ■ 

lowest paid, and the most opressed and the most exploited 

people in this country. V/o'r'e not lazy. If you ride up and 

down the delta in the south today, you'll see black people 

chopping and picking cotten for $2,00 per. day, while white 

folks sit on-the porch, drink scotch, and talk about us. We're 

not a lazy.people'it^our mothers who take care of their own 

family and then go across town to take care of Miss Ann *s. family. 

So that you should get that out of your mind. T/e’re not lazy 

we are hard working industrious people, always have been. Our 

sweat builds this country.'

Now the next lie she tells is what she tells our kids . 

in school. If you work hat’d you will succeed. Now you all know 

that’s a.lot of junk. Because if that were true, black people 

would own this country, lock,stock and barrel. It's not a 

question of hard working, it is a question of he who has power ’• 

and he who has control, That’s all, that's all it's about, because 

we are the people who really build this country. Vie are the 

domestics, we, are the share croppers, we afV the fruit pickers, 

we are the janitors, we are the elevator men, we are the garbage



men, we are the hardest working people in the country. If

it were true that you have to work hard to succeed, then the '' 

contrary of that would be true. That people who didn’t work 

hard would be poor, and Bobby Kennedy would be the poorest 

Runkey in this country, So then wo must begin to get it crystal 

clear in our.minds, it is simply a question of he who has power 

and we don’t have that, we’ve got everything else but that 

and the white man airit got nothing but that. We got love, we 
•>

got non violence,' we got morality, we got Christianity, 'we got 

rhythm, we got everything you need, but we ain’t got power. 

The hunkeys don’t have love, can’t spell non violence, they 

don’t know what religion israll about, you know they ain’t got 

rhythm, but (unintelligible). But they have power, that’s • 

what they have, power over..our lives, so we got to get it clear 

the thing we need is power . ' ; .

The next lie they , tell us is this thing about 

education. You go to school and get a degree, you’re going 

to make it. All of our college students', when they get out of 

college, with a college degree, make less money than a hunkey. a 
with a high school degree/. Not only that, the education system 

that they teach us is riddled with racism, filled with racism. 

We can’t -see ourselves projected anywhere, they show us as a

stupid people to let us keep thinking we’re stupid, they start 

ou’t with'theii’ elementary books about Tom, Dick and Jane, Tom 

is white, Dick is white, Jane is white, even their dog Spot is 

white.' And the only time we see ourselves is Little Black 

Sambo on the last page eaten water melon. But not only is it

- • .



riddled with out right racism it is riddled with Subtle 

racism and the history books just lie’, :lie. And they have to 

lie because white people have got to lie because white people 

have to lie to themselves, t'hey cannot' toll the truth about 

themselves. And what happens is they fill our minds with' 

all those lies and have/us accept them as truths, . Let me give 

you an example of one that’s.very hard but you don’t dig it.

If I said to you that MR, Quami Enfeuma, (who is a bri'llianl 

black man, he is out of sight, he should be your hero', don’t 

let them white folk fool you, he’s out of sight). Nov/ if I said 

to you that Mr. Quara .(you wouldn't know about him because he : 

is the leader in Africa, or was until .the CIA overthrew him) 

Now if I said to you that Mr. Quami Enkruma discovered England . 

in 1961, you'd laugh, but if that was the first time that that" 

black man had set foot on England and if we as black people 

did not recognize the existence of non black people, he would have 

discovered England. If I said to you that Christopher Columbus 

discovered America in 1492 you say that's right, if you were ; 

my teacher you would give me an A, all right, now dig. Here ■ 

comes this hunkey from Europe, steps foot on this country, there 

are red people here but they don’t exist so he discovers it. 

And this has been the history of white society,■ They have never 

recognized anybody who is non white, so nothing happens until they 

come and find you. But now you've got to dig this thing about 

Columbus real deep because you hate telling you that he 

discovered America and he was a dumb hunkey, I mean he was stupid, 

he died thinking he was in India. That's how dumb he was.-And 
because he was stupid he titled the red man. Indians and to this

— SL/V— •
day they have the name because some dumb Hunkey thought he was



•in- India. ; So yW've got tb ' understand That’s how riddled w

racism it is that you can’t even recognize it. They don’t even 

recognize how racist it is to say that Christopher' Columbus 

discovered America and they never will, admit it. They can’t, 

They can’t. Not only that.if you wrote the rehistory of this 

country we would say that this country is a nation of thieves. 

It started off ,by stealing the country from the red men 

and committing genocide against him. . Not only did it steal the 

country from the red man, it wasn’t satisfied, it turned around 

and it stole us from Africa. You've got to understand that this 

country has been a nation of thieves., and is moving to become 

a nation of murders in Vietnam and we’ve got to stop this. 

Because we have to save our humanity. Let white America do as 

.she will, but as black people we will save our. humanity. This 

is very very important. They start our kids off with the Boman 

Empire, with the Greek Empire, they never teach you about Africa, 

they make you ashamed of Africa, You ask kids, where- are you 

from, I’m from Seattle, where is your grandmother from, from 

Kansas, and where is your great grandmother from, from Texas, 

and where your great great grandmother from mmmmmmmmmm. SHE IS 

FROM AFRICA!!’.’.! But you don’t know anything about Africa 

because y.pu have let. white people- define Africans as savages.

You let them define them for you and you don’t want to be a savage,. 

You want to be white. You want to be so white that you don’t 

want to be part of your brothers in Africa, you want to be so 

white that you'll go to the movies to watch Tarzan. You want
I to be so white, that you sit up on that movid seat and yell for 

Tarzan to beat up your black brother, that's how white you want 
to be. You should recognize what they are doing to you. Here you 



are jumping up there, identifying with a white man, when he 

is dumb, he is dumb,, he can’t even speak, all he says is (Tarzan’s 

war hoop). And-your over there identifying with this white 

man because what theyle telling you is here comes a hunkey from 

Europe, and because he's so smart and so intelligent and we’re, 

black and stupid he comes over to Africa and he knows the jungle 

better than us and we've:-been living there all of our lives. 

And when ever we get into trouble With the elephants we got . 

to go to the great white father to talk to the elephants for us. 

Ain’t that (something). What you have to recognize is what they

•have done is brain washed us. When you see Tarzan on TV you 

yell for your black- brothers to come together and beat the hell 

out of that white man, But see that has been calculated by . 

white America, that we will never find out about ourselves, 

because a people without its roots or people without its history 

is like a tree without its roots and we've: been floating 

for 400 years. Digustin. They didn't tell you that the first • r
University in the world was the University of Timbuktu in Africa 

did they? They couldn't tell you that because you would begin, 

to identify with Africa and feel proud with other black people. 

They tell you about the Roman Empire conquering the world. Did 

they tell you that Hannibal, a black man caught the (something) 

and beat the living day lights out of the Romans. That's.right, 

Hannibal did it, And when they get ready to put Hannibal 

in the movies they put a hunkey like Victor Mateur playing Hannibal, 

Because they don't want you to know that Hannibal was black, but 
I’m here to tell you that he was a full black man. And clear 

— 
up the alps and went into Italy and smashed the Romans, you
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see those Italian hunkey running around here with

complexion and brown eyes. •’ Hannibal did that. The next time

some I tai inn hunkey call you a nigger, tell him get away from

my face, I'm your daddy. Byt they can’t afford to

about -the rnings that black'people’did because you

tell you

would identify
with them. They tell you about Napoleon Bonhpart did they
tell you the little black man who was a slave named Tousad, in Haiti

beat him up and sent him back to France baby. They

leave that out of your history books they want you to be

and when Napoleon got back to France his wife was

Pregnant for a Pygmy, And when Nepoleon looked at his wife he

asked her when the baby was born black

a t mstaring have had

an awful penetrating stare; my de a.i.- But they won give you

with

in the history books you white heroes id ent

they mesmerize our minds, they give you George Washingtonj

supposed to be a hero, here is a man who had you enslaved

sold a black woman for a barrel of molasses, and he 'i supposed

to be my hero? Later for him. They can't tell you about

Ned Turners and the Denmark Bessies can they. They can f t'tell

you about them because they were fighters who beat up al

white folk who were trying to make them slaves, that's why

they won’t tell because they want you to keep on being slaves

they want to define your very actions it ain't going to happen

today. All of those things in the schools are calculated

make us ashamed of ourselves. The most insidious things

they could have done to us is to make us believe as a people
that we are ugly is set.r



by white folk, in the books you read, in the television programs 

you see, the movies, the.magazines, the newspaper. If she 

is beautiful she's got thin nose, thin lips, skinny hair and 

white skin, and that’s beauty, And they have made you believe 

that beauty, so much that our women run around here bathing in 

(something) from morning til night. They have got tis believing 

that so that our young men go out and’conk” their hair so they cgn 

have straight hair ,to; look beautiful. I hope you can take 

the truth, because they have mesmerized our women’s minds so that 

they process their hair every Friday night. And the rest of 

them get their $50.00 and buy wigs. We have to as a people, 

gather strength to stand up on our feet and say our noses are 

broad, our lips ©re thick, our- hair is nappy, we are black and 

beautiful. So that we don’t have to be any longer ashamed of 

our selves and make our children think that they are ashamed so 

our parents won’t, tell us don’t drink coffee because it makes 

you black. Bite in your lips because it’s too thick; And I 

was surprised when I was at college to find a young man who 
0 •

wore a nose clip on his nose every night, but that’s how they have 

messed up our minds,;' They have messed it up so much that every 

time you get ready to pick somebody who is beautiful, you’d - 

pick somebody who is light, bright and damned near white. And 

our mother's keep telling us when you marry somebody make sure ‘‘ 

there hair is straight because I want to be (blank). That's 

how much they have messed up our minds, we are ashamed of ourselve 
and of our color of our skin. If you'want to start a fight, 

call somebody black. YOU ARE BLACK AND BEAUTIFUL, STOP BEING 

ASHAMED OF WHAT YOU ARE!!!’’. __ ‘
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Once we stop being ashamed, we can move on because we can then 

begin to develop a concept of people hood.- Are we so ashamed 

of each other, yea I'm going to (something), we’ll stand here 

and here she come, she going to stand next to us. We’re so 

Clanish won’t go stand anywhere else, we .always got to be 

together. We're.so’ ashamed,- wc don’t even want to see each other 

in a group.' We are. so ashamed of ourselves that we'walk down 

"the street and see a’hunkey cop beating up one of us and know 

the hunkey cop is beating him up because he’s- black and keep 

walking right on by. We are so ashamed of ourselves that we 

watch our brothers and sisters get put out of their houses, put 

their furnitures on the street and we wait till night time to 

go and .steil what we, want. '■

We are so ashamed of- ourselves that we’re raping, h • ■ 

plundering and murdering each other. That’s how much ashamed- 

we are. We have to build a .concept of people hood where we - 

recognize that we are all the same people, the same brothers 

and sisters so that we can move to the strength to tell them 
« ■

when you touch one of us ycu got to touch all of us. And when- 

we can begin to move to that position, ain’t none of. them going 

to mess with any of us. But the reason is they know that they 

can come into our communities, beat us up, take our women, and 

we won’t do nothing because we don’t even want to associate 

with them. You better wake up, the rest of your brothers and 

sisters are coming together, Th-.'y’ro not letting them come in there 
■ I ' ■

and pick on one’anymore. That’s whal we’ve gbt to do. If they 
1 . • 

r'Z/f" .
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touch one they got to touch all.- 

are going to survive as a people, 

that. Now I ’ ;n going to point out 

That is the only way we

You've got to understand 

somothing to the older folk

who got upset about this thing called law and order. They say 

well the trouble with that nigger andSNCCc 'is tfe/re going around 

there and they're stirring up trouble and breaking law. and order I
and they talk so bad and so mciin, Let me tell you. All the 

.harsh words that we- say in ;SNCC. we can never begin to match the ■ 

treatment that white America' has heaped upon us and continues 

to heap upon us. We can call them hunkeys until they turn red, 

we ain’t even begun, to match what they have done to us, 'so don’t 

you get disturbed about the words. It's about time somebody 

spoke, up. But you see our elder folk talk about law and order 

because they don't recognize that you can have law and order 

and have•injustice. This country has law and order, it don't 

have justice for black people. This land has the most efficient 

system of law and order, he couldn't spell justice. So what ' 

•we are saying to them is that you may have lay? and order, but 

if you ain’t got justice you ain't going to have no law and 

order. We tell them like Jesus Christ told them, I’ve come to 

bring the sword not the shield. I have come to turn son against 

father, mother against daughter, nation against nation, for 

where there is injustice there shall be no peace . And wherever 

the hunkeys are heaping injustices upon us in every city,, we 

are going to tear it up. If they want peace in their country, 

they had better -learn how to administer justice, if they'don’t 4 ■ 
know how we will teach them how. So you just explain to them 

law and order without justice ain't nothing but racism. Understand 

that, because we have to understand that these folks ain't playing
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playing. You remember Noah, he told the place, come on, everybody 

better get in this ark, you all come on and build this ark, the 

man's going to rain on you-all for fourty days and fourty nights. 

UnUn we ain't going,' the man's good to us, he ain't going to 

rain on, un un, I know the man, I worked for. him all my life.

He.give me his old-clothes, he’s good to me. ’ Noah went on and 

built the ark, and he rained on them for fourty days and fourty 

nights. And don't you all forget Moses, he told:all them Uncle 

Toms you all better come on and leave this Pharo; Un Un this 

Pharo’s good to me, Un Un he's good to me, yes sir, he pat me 

on the'head, I could speak to him any time I wanted to speak

to him. I go through his back door and have tea and cookies 

with him, And Moses said you all better come on with me,.< through 

this Rad Sea, because this Pharo is a mean man. Un Uh, you're 

just a trouble maker, Pharo, You’re just a trouble maker'Moses, 

Pharo ain’t-done nothing to us, and Moses just went on through the 

Red Sea, he left them behind. When we walk on through today, 

we’re leaving a whole lot.of Uncle Toms behind. We have to begin 

to instill in our young people the right and the will to fight 

back. We don’t have it. Did you ever see our young kids, ask

them what there name’ is, mumble mumble mumble.’ What's your name?

Mumble, mumble, mumble. You shouldn't laugh, it’s very serious. '•'

You ask a white boy what his name is. MY NAME IS RICHARD!! We

are so ashamed of ourselves that kids won't even hold their heads 

up high. They learn to bow down before white folks by the time the 

are nine years old and out there those people call, themselves 

Christians. Did they forget the first commandment. Thou shall 

have no other Gods before ms. - —
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were god and white people believe they are god. And that has been 

the fault of black folk because we lettthem believe they were 

God. we let them play god. but they don't understand when we tell 

them that play period is over and they better come on home. 

They think that everybody was put on this earth to benefit them 

and they use us against each other.. Now I want to say two things 

before I sit down, I want to develop this concept to fight back 

and then I want to talk about Vietnam.

Now see, the only, people that our children can Identify 

with in school, in a school like this, is George Washington Carver 

and Booker T. Washington. Bookef T, Washington was a super Tom 

and George Washington Carver was an gnorant Super Tom, Now the 

reason they teach our kids about Booker T. Washington was because 

he used his mouth to do two things. Eat and to say yea sir. 

And they want our kids to do the same thing, but I guess the ' 

reason they teach us about. George Washington Carver, is because 

if white folk didn't have him they would eat Jelly Sandwiches 

for the rest of their lives. He was so;stupid that every 

peanut butter factory in this country today is owned by white 

folk and he invented over one hundred uses fox’ the peanut, and 

white folk got it all. He was so nice.to them, did you see him? 

He used to go around and teach them, how to use the peanut 

and wouldn't come to his own people because we were too'dumb 

and stupid and weren't cultured enough. Before I name our heroes 

for you I want to talk about this thimg called culture. Cause 

the hunkeys are still the finest today. Did you ever hear them?'



They are culturally deprived children. Are you up to that, 
and here you send you kids to school and they write in a paper 
"The cultural dep?ovation of the black race’.’ Ain’t that some 
junk? They say that we are culturally deprived. You all better 
let them in because they sare going to charge me with inciting a 
riot. They wouldn’t let us have the gymnasium and.they are going 
to charge us with inciting to riot. Now let me tell you. Don’t 
you ever let anybody say you are culturally deprived. Because 
what white folk are talking about is that they don’t recognize 
our culture until they legitimatize it. Here they were teaching 
you in schools way down upon the Swannee River and My Old 
Kentucky Home was written, by Stephen Foster. Ain’t that some 
junk. They’re going to tell you some hunkey wrote music, like 
that about us and for us. He stole it, that’s all he did. 
How could he know how to write it. The trouble is that they 
steal our music from us and them give it back and call it culture. 
Here come the Beatles singing our music they can’t even harmonize 
and they are going to talk about (unintelligible). Here they 
come taking our kids to school talking about Music Appreciation. 
They teach them Bach, Grigaldi, Ragmonakov and all thoseothers. 
And they say now lets.bring it down to Modern Music and they 
play Gerschwin and they say and now we want to talk about Jazz. 
Kids here’s the man who has lad Jazz in America more'than any 
other man. Benny Goodman.' Brothers and Sisters. Do you know 

that Benny Goodman cannot carry the empty trumpet case of Miles 
Davis. They say we are culturally deprived. Culture is anything 
man made. If they say we are culturally deprived, t2hey are denying' 
our very existence. Don *t;let them do this to you. We’ve; got



culture, v/e’vcr got Dr. W. E. B.. DuRois. Wc'vevgot County

Coolin, we've got Ldtoy Jones, we've got Mahalia Jacksonwe've -got 

(unintelligible) . Ke’ve got the Stable Singers, we’ve"got the 

mighty clouds of joy, we'ver got James Brown, we've" got 

(unintelligible). And to put the icing on the cake ’ye’ve got 

Rev, C. 1, Franklin and his soulful daughter, Aretha Franklin. 

Sock it to m, -Sock it to me, etc, . . The problem is that our 

culture is not legitimized. They have made us ashamed of it. 

Forget it. They have never had any culture, they have always 

stolen ours. That's-a fact. The blues ain't theirs. Common 

be serious, We might let them got away with Bach, Beethoven 

was black, ‘they won't even- tell you .that in. school. He was 

a Spanish Moor, black as you and I. But they don't tell us that. 

It's calculated. I'ts calculated. We need for our kids, 

when they go to our school', to learn a number' of things, • They 

need to learn about Africa. It should be included in their 

curriculum. We don't want them teaching our kids German, they 

should teach them Swahili, You should learn Swahili so you 

can talk to your African brothers and the white m^n won't know 

what you are talking about. We need to know who our heroes are. 

Our books must have Frederick Douglas, they must have Denmark 

Bessie, they must have Nat Turner, they must have Dr, W. E. B, 

DuBois, they must have Richard Wright, they must have J. A. Rodger 

they must have Lerone Bennett, they must have County Collon, they 

must have Lane Lock, they must have Leroy George, and when you 

get the Judge, tell them you want to know about Malcom X. But 
!

you don't know anything'about Malcom X, whftf do you know except 

what the hunkeys tell you. He preached hatred, he hated white 

folks, and white folk, right in the paper, they put black people



on the last page on a special sheet, call you niggers and describe 
you every time you rape somebody and they got the nerve to tell 
you that one of your own hates white folk. And you believe them. 
You ought to get your copy of Malcom X Speaks or the Autobiography 
of Malcom X and read it yourself. And then when you read it you 
will stand up when you hear his name called. But you ought to 
know that. The history is that white people never let any black 
man who is speaking for you speak to you they always castrate, 
they always lynch him, they always kill him or today they kick 
him out of congress. You ought to know that anything they are 
against you should automatically be for. That’s how come we' 
knew black power was so good, we said the word and the whole white ■ » 
world came out against it,. and we said that’s it, we got it, black 
power. Now finally, about} the war in Vietnam. Oh before we 
do that black people also have to learn how to support their 
movement. They give money to religion but we don’t give money 
to our movements. So we will pass the collection plate during this 
and you should give some money to support what you believe in. 
You can’t have :nobody else pay for the Music they are going to 
call the tune. If you want to call the tune you’ve got to pay for 
the Music. Oh yes, somebody reminded me to use Paul Robson, 
I apologize for leaving hili out, a great black man. MARCUS GARVEY, 

■I ; . .
•i .got to do it, got to do itl We know all the rest, we don’t want 
j * *

to talk about the Senators?from Massachusetts. Bomb Hanoi. We 
have more bombs in Hanoi. (Look how white we are. Don’t call me 
a negro, cal 1'me a man firfet. Have you ever heard somebody Jewish.



get up and say change-my name, don’t call me Goldberg, call 

me Smith because they're ashamed of their name, they’re ashamed 

of their heritage. Have you ever heard a black man get up- and 

say don’t call me black, I'm a man.. For me American first. 

That's what we want to talk about. American First. Because 

that has-been the oTtama.'.. of the black man in this country. ■ ’ 

We have always tried to be Americans first and black people 

all the way down the end, and that's why we're catching hell, . 

the way we are.catching it.today. You ask anybody in this 

country what they are and they say Polish American, Jewish 

American, etc. Hey what are you little boy? American Negro. 

Wants to be American first because he is so ashamed of himself. 

The very first man to die for the war of independence in llis 

country was a black man named Christus Addis.- The very first man. 

He was a' fool. He died for white folk country while the rest 

of us black brothers were enslaved in this country. He should 

have been fighting white folk instead of dying for white folk 

but that has been.'the. history of black people. We’ve always been
A

dying for white folk, In the American Revolutionary War, they 

wouldn’t let us fight because We v were black and stupid and' 

ignorant. Oh but we wanted to be Americans, brothers and sister, 

we wanted to be American so bad that we got out in our bare 

feet and trampeled up and down the Eastern Shores of this country, 

training with wooden rifles, begging white folk to let us fight, 

and finally they came and they said good you can fight. And they 

had us fight,; and we went out and fought the Indians in the var 

for independence like fools, we should have teamed up with the 

Indians. But that was alright, wc fought and we won the war.



Our blood was shed 

us on the head and 

brothers was still

■ — 26 --

and they gave us a 

said that's a good 

in slavery, but we

w
purple heart and patted

nigger, The rest of our

were fighting because'we

were good Americans, We wanted to prove to America how good 

we was to her. The Mexican - American War came and they were 

yelling about remember.the Alamo, They never told you. the Alamo 

was on Mexican territory but that’s ok we went out there and we 

begged to fight. Here we were again fighting non white people, 

dying for the white man. The war wasn’t even over and. we were 

still in slavery, Then came the civil war. Our great white
i ■

father, Abraham Lincoln was supposed to free us. Started the war 

in 1861 and didn’t sign the Emancipation Proclamation of 18$3 

because the south was beating the living day lights out of the 

north and wouldn’t even let us fight .in the Civil War. He said 

we wern’t fitting to fight,' And Frederick Douglas, a great black 

man had to go to him and urge him to let us fight. And when 

the south was still winning he let us fight, but in segregated 

units. Said Mr. Lincoln, we wern’t fitting to fight next to 

white men. Oh but we wanted to prove to America how good we were 

so we went out and fought -in the Civil. War, Then came World War 

I and they were drafting white people and they wouldn’t draft

us and we were ashamed. Oh draft u 

The NAACP begged them to draft us. 

draft,table, we are good Americans, 

us over to Europe to make the world 

couldn’t even spell the word democr
■J

V/e didn’t even come back. We didn’ 

we cried. Please draft us. 

Our forfathers ran to the 

let us fight and they sent 

safe for democracy and we

icy. That was in World War I. 

i: have a chance to take our
uniforms off after World War I when they hung an entire platoon 

in Texas with our uniforms on our backs. Oh but we wern’t, Oh- not 



us, We got to prove what good Americans wc are so here come 

7/orld War II and we’re going to fight we are going to prove 

how good we are. Let us fight on the front lines. Let us 

stop this war. We must fight, we are good Americans, let us 

take Pork Chop Hill.. Let us fight in Poland to stop Hitler 

and our fathers gave their lives in Poland to stop Hitler from 

running over the Poles and in 1966 a Polish hunkey in Cicero 

will throw a rock at us and tell us get out of this neighborHood. 

Oh, but not us, we were good Americans, we were going to 'fight. 

And you ought to read MR. Langston Youths, Will Fight for Freedom, 

the History of the NAACP. . Ke tells you in Texas there was a pris 

camp and black Americans soldiers who were going to Europe to 

fight for this country were bringing home Nazi Prisoners and they 

put them on a train in New York and when they get to Washington, 

D. C., thenvhite Nazi who were enemies of this country sat in the 

front of the train and the niggers had to sit in the back. Oh'

but we wanted to prove what good Americans we are. May I 

remind you that in World VZar II we fought in segregated units. 

Oh but that wasn't enough,. we wanted to be good Americans,, so 

Mr. A. Philip Randolph in 1947 and 1948 mounts a campaign to . 

integrate the troops and Truman get white enough and he integrate: 

the troops and here comes our chance Korea, at last our chance 

to fight with our white brothers. Oh we must stop Communism at 

any price was the cry and it was our blood that paid the price. 

It was our blood that stopped Communism at any price. And our 

uncles came back to this country with one leg and one arm, only 
4, • 

to walk into a store and have some foreigner slam the id oor in



his face and say get out my store, nigger. But we wanted to 

prove what good Americans we were in the Vietnamese war, let 

America prove something to us. We will not fight in their 

war. How could you let them destroyyour humanity. How could 

you let them put you in a uniform and go fight people who have 

never done anything to you. How could you? When are we going 

.to get the strength to tell this country we will not let her 

destroy rs. You see that ftunkey MacNamara on television,. He ain’t 

nothing but racist standing up there talking about Yes we’re 

going to draft 30% of the negros in the Army. This is where, they 

can have equal opportunities. Yes. Yes it's true that they.lre 

only 10% of the population but this is a better chance for them. .. 

When that Hunkey talk about drafting about d?daf‘ting 30% of black 

people he is talking about Black Urban Removal. Nothing else.

You have got to understand that that war on Vietnam is calculated- 

to get rid of us. 35% of the people who die in Vietnam are us, 

by their figures. So you know what the true figures really are. 

You are to stand up like tlje greatest, the prettiest Mohaitnud Ali, 

and you are to tell them we are not going- to fight your war. You 

get up on your feet and tell, them that war is for the birds. Lynden 

Bird, Lady Bird and Lucy Bird. You tell them we are no longer 

going to kill people just because a hunkey says kill. You tell 

them when we decide to kill we will decide who -we are going to kill. 

You have to recognize what they are doing. Dr. Martin Luther King 

was a great leader of his people uncil, he came out against the war 

in Vietnam. Tlien all of a sudden lie's not fitting to lead us 

anymore because the hunkey still think they are-picking our leaders - ^2.9 -- • •
for us today. You stand back behind Dr. Martin Luther King, 100%



behind him. And you toll them that on the question of Vietnam 

he is nice to them on how we really fee] djoiit it. So you tell 

them they better be happy with Dr. King. Because when some of 

us get going we know who we' are going to kill. So you tell them 

they better be happy Dr. King is as nice as he is about that 

war in Vietnam'.- . OUR BLOOD HAS BEEN SPILEDINSIDE OUT FOR THIS 

COUNTRY, AND ALL WE GOT TO SHOW FOR IT IS SOME HUNKEY CALLING 

US NIGGER, RAT AND WRECKED AND SLUM, ALL OVER THE MOST POWERFUL 

COUNTRY IN THE WORLD', I OUR GUTS AND BLOOD HAVE BEEN SPILLED 

FOR THIS COUNTRY AND WE GO TO THE WORST SCHOOLS CAN PRODUCE.

We who have spilled our guts and blood for this country. Our 

Guts and our blood have been spilled for this country. It’s

time we spill them for our people.I

• (

■ • $

«‘

Thank You.

1 <• •
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G. SPEECH BY STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT CARMEL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, 
35^9 READING ROAD, 
CINCINNATI, OHIO, 
April 29, 1967

prepared text Is known to have been 
members of the press relating the

No 
furnished to 
speech delivered by CARMICHAEL. ____________

L I Cincinnati, Ohio,
made a tape recording of CARMJCHAEL1s speech 
delivered on April 29, 1967. 
longer has possession c~ 
made it available to| 
ofl

no
of the transcription ds he

|ls of the 
opinion this tape was furnished to the Cincinnati
Ohio Police Department. A copy of this speech was 
made available on a confidential basis to the 
Cincinnati Office.

| Cincinnati,unio, on August (, 
19b7, advised that he was unwilling to permit the 
origins]_ tang* rennrrUng nf CARMICHAEL’s speech
made by an employee of his, to be
entered as evidence in a judicial proceeding, as
he is concerned if unfriendly sources become aware 
of their cooperation with law enforcement reprisals 
could be made against the radio station and network, 
and as well against the employees, which might result 
in personal injury and destruction of property.

The Cincinnati Office has no informants 
sufficiently close to CARMICHAEL who could testify 
as to CARMICHAELS knowledge and intent in making 
his speech on April 29, 1967.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

nntR August 8, 1967
1

_____________________________ ____________ ICineiima'M r
Ohio, Police Department, residencef I
Cincinnati, Ohio, furnished the following information 
to I I who identified himself as a Special
Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation:

stated that on April 29, 1967, he 
attended 'the speech given by SWKXLT CAAXICSAK. at the 
Carmel Presbyterian Church, Beading load, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, an an assignment given by the Cincinnati Mice 
Department. lestimated there wore approximately
1,000 persoss-wnw-Hppsnrod at the church and the audience 
as a whole appeared to be a nature group with only about 
200 persons who appeared to be in the tomukt p>tag^ry 
of students or those of draft ago. | ptated the
audience was wholly Wegro with the exception-©! approxi
mately 50 persons of the white race.

J stated with regard to the acceptance
of CABMXCJtaum»Ts s^ech by the audience, there only 
appeared to be sporadic enthusiam or general acceptance 
by the more nature audience but the younger group of 
persona appeared to be more fervent in their enthusiasm 
and acclaim ef CAMICBAJCL. [stated that he
recalled observing no one in military uniform and 
recognized no one in attendance in the andience who was 
in the military service but out of uniform and there was 
no question or answer period which followed after the 
completion of the speech.

|stated that following th* speech, 
the ovenmelmiag majority departed the church and 
dispersed within approximately 15 minutes but approxi
mately 106 of the younger people did gather at the church 
exit on Lee Maee where they remained to see CABBICBAXL 
depart from the church which occurred approximately 45 
minutes later.

advised that he was willing to testify

8/8/67 Cincinnati, ©bio , CI 100-16858
_______________ a t_________________________________________ F i I e #_______________________

/Jr
Date dictated

8/8/67
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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concerning what he observed during the above speech
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

August Bt 1967
Date_______ ________________

r
J____________________________________________ Cincinnati,

Ohio, Polios separtment, residence]____________________ I
Cincinnati, dhie, furnished the following information to 
_______________who identified himself no a Special Agent 
oz rne reaerai-Bureau of Investigation:

stated that he was in attendance at the 
Carmel Presbyterian Church on April 29, 1967, when OT6KKLY 
CAMBCMlIt appeared for the purpose of asking a speech. 

Stated that he was assigned by the Cincinnati Police 
Bepartment to the area behind the podiun which was occupied 
by approximately 399 persons and he, at no time, actually 
viewed the audience in the front of de church normally 
occupied by the congregation. | [stated the approxi
mately 300 persons who were in the am behind the podium 
was composed Mostly of younger persons such as students 
and these of draft age and anproxinately one-third of then 
were more Mature adults. | Stated that of the group
behind the podium, only afpnxsBKtely 29 mmsm were of 
the white race and the rest were Negro. | [stated that 
the above group's reaction to OURKIws wpOMsh was, 
for the nost piurt, with enthusiastic approval with even 
a sore lively reaction to sone of the phrases utilised 
by CAMKCWK* each as, "Nell no wo won't go."

stated that he observed no one in Military 
unifom in the group seated behind the podlm and recognized 
no one who was nresent and in the Military service but out 
of unifom. | [stated that there was no guestion and 
answer period conducted subsequent to the speech and he had 
no infomation to indicate that when the speech was con* 
pieted, that any small groups went to ether locations for 
the purpose of conducting meetings.

ptated the audieace dispersed rather 
quickly following the speech by CAttKICBMOt. [stated
that he is willing to testify to what ho had observed while 
present at the Carmel Presbyterian Church on April 39, 1967.

8/8/67 , Cincinnati, Ohio P„ CI 100-16858
__________________at______________________ f_____ ._____ F tie #    .___________________________

by. _________________ Date dictated 9/8/67___________
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

nnU August 8, 1967

I Cincinnati rniice oepartment, asviseo 
that Ms department was aware that STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
was scheduled to speak at the Carmel Presbyterian Church, 
3549 Reading Road, Cincinnati, Ohio, on Saturday evening, 
April 29, 1967. Re advised that the Camel PreShyterian 
Church is located in the Avondale section of Cincinnati 
near the sain arteries of Reading Road and Rockdale Avenue,
_____________________ laaid that he assigned Detective

H Crime Bureau, Cincinnati Police 
oeparxment, a negro, toattend the meeting as an observer 
and for intelligence mirmuM only.__Re said that he also

all of the Cincinnati Ponce 
Departue&t and all of whom are Regroes, to attend the 

meeting for the mu-pose of guarding the person of-
pointed out that!

is wiaeiy Known in -cae .iiagrft a of the Avondale
section of Cincinnati. ___ __________ sed that he did
not instruct er the other police officers
to take notes ox wnat they’hod heard or observed at the 
speech on April 29, 1967, since he believed that such note 
taking could possibly have created an incident which could 
embarrass the police department and the City of Cincinnati. 
He said that therefore, no written police reports were made 
by any of the police officers present at the CARMICHAEL 
speech of April 29, 1967.

said that it wu reported to him 
by one of his police officers who was n at 
CARMICHAEL* sspeech thatl  a repre
sentative of I | Cincinnatio, was
present at the speech of April 39, 1967, and openly 
recorded that speech without interference from any 
individual present. He said that pecor[diag.
equipment was identified by the radio call letters

on 8/7/67 Cincinnati, Ohio Fiio* CX 100-16858

by____SA /jr Date dictated 8/8/67
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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said that he himself was not on 
duty on the evening of April 29, 1967, nor did he visit 
the Avondale section of Cincinnati for any purpose that 
evening.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

rwB Attgtts* 8, 1967
1

___ Cincinnati, 
Bhio, was interviewed at the Cincinnati Palice Bepartment. 
He advised that he has been a member of the Cincinnati 
Wlice Bepartment for 17 yean and has bean a plainclothes 
officer for approximately 14 years.

On Saturday, April 29, 1967, at 8:00 M, he was 
assigned as a plainclothes officer to duty at the Carmel 
Presbyterian Church, Beading Bond, Cincinnati, Bhio, where 
BlBOWr CAKBCHNEL was to sake a speech. With regard to 
his activities, he furnished the following infomation:

Wren the tine he arrived at the area of the
church, ho spent most of his ties in the crowd surrounding 
the church on the outside. Be did not enter the church until
speech, and therefore heard only about the last 30 
CABBICHAHL’s speech.

ended the 
minutes of

He estimated the crowd inside the church to be 
composed of about 96% Hegro and 10% white. He Stated he 
could not estimate the number of people present, however, 
the church was "packed” with many people standing. He 
stated that he did not see anyone in the crowd that he 
recognized as being a student or when he knew to be of 
draft age, however, he did see way people in the crowd 
who would be of a proper age to be a student or subject to 
military draft.

Bering 
the audience was

the speech that be heardthe portion of 
very receptive 
remarks received good response by applause 

and there were no interruptions to CABKCHAll’s speech. 
He stated that he does not recall hearing cApMvgmama sake
any statement such as "Hell no we won’t go.” does not 
recall any inflammatory statements and since he made no 
written report io his department, he Is unable to refresh 
his recollection on the remarks made by rilHffnttlTi.

8/8/67 . Cincinnati, Ohio A. * CI 100-16858■ - ■ ~ q I - ~ — rue Tr ■ -
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He stated that he would be willing to testify 
regarding things he saw and heard at this meeting. He 
stated he does not believe he would be of much benefit 
as a witness because at the moment he does not recall 
many of the statements made and only recalls generalities 
concerning the text of the speech. He stated that he does 
not agree with the remarks he heard made by STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL at this speech.

He stated he saw no person at this meeting whom 
he knew to be a member of the military service. He saw no 
military uniforms at this meeting and did not see anyone 
whom he knows to be in the military service.

There was no question and answer period held at 
the church following the talk by CARMICHAEL. He stated 
that as soon as the speech was over, people stood around 
in small groups for a very short time and soon left the 
area. He did not note any groups which appeared to be in 
discussion at the speech and he has no knowledge of any 
groups of people who may have formed at other places 
following this speech. He stated his concern was more 
toward observing possible trouble spots and he did not 
enter into conversation with any of those present wherein 
he might have obtained a greater audience reaction to the 
speech.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

August 8, 1967
1

Ohio, Police w^artment, residing atl
Cincinnati, furnished the following information to BA 
_____________ who identified himself to 
as a special Agent of the Federal Bureau of investigation:

On April 29, 1967, he was assigned by the
Police Department to attend the speech of 8T0KKLY CAWtICHAJEL 
at the Carmel Presbyterian Church on Beading load, Cincinnati, 
He said he sat in the second row center of the church in 
front of the speaker's platform, gisewhere in the audience 
and also amnlamad frw tim ^erel

He related 
tfilT CABBiUHABL gpoke from about 8:00 W until 10:00 PH,

The audience was composed of about 1250 persons 
with about 1100 being Negroes and the balance being White 
persons. In the audience were several hundred young persons 
who appeared to be of draft age but whose identities he did 
not know.

The audience appeared to be completely in favor 
of CABMICHAXL'b comments, which was evidenced by applause. 
He recalled that CAJUIICHAKL's slogan of "Hell no, we won't 
go," was cheered mainly by the young persons present.

He is willing to testify about what he heard 
and saw at this meeting.

He did not see any persons in the uniform of 
the Wilted States Armed Forces there, nor did he recognize 
anyone in attendance in civilian clothes who is a member 
of the Armed Forces,

CARHICHAKL did not have anv attention and answer 
period after the speech and 1 did not notice
any gatherings for discussion axter t» speech at the 
site or elsewhere.

o n____ 8/8/67___ a t__________Cincinnati^-Chio____ f tie#------- CI—100-16858

by. Date dictated g/g/gZ________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
a/t/67

furnished

as special AgontaFef ths Federal Bsms st Xavostigation, 
U.S. Department st JOstlee:

During the past two pears he has been wo employed 
at Cincinnati, Shio.

On April >9, 1867, he attended the Carnal 
Presbyterian €hwrch on Beading Read, Cincinnati, dfc 
STOKKLT CARMICHAEL was mMiM *• glee a talk. I 
was atone, haring a* one else with hie. 1—

Be knew at no text being furnished by CAMMXCKARL 
of the speech te axy the neve media, amt he, himself, 
received nene.

He velunteered that he had made a tape recording of
CARMICHAEL'S speech, which runs ahead erne heaar and 45 minutes, 

an Ampex Tape Recorder, Model 681, 
which uses ono-daalf inch tape, and was roeordnd at seven and 
eno half feet per ooownd. He recorded two oae~half hear reels 
on this machine, ant the balance ef the speech on a third 
reel, which ins a Cartridge typo machine. He then
brought the tapes tel wore he retained then
in ids eon filo cabinet. On the tapes, in ide own handwriting, 
he wrote “CAJDUCHAEL's Speech" on Reel 1 and Reel 2. Me
did not mark the third reel, the Merelce i Several

_ Tampa, risrxca; Bi 
does not anew wnatL | did with twee tapes, bet he
believes! |aay have given them to the Cincinnati Police
Department The three tapes ho Made contain all of the talk

wore never returned to him, and are not at

On____8/7/67 _at Cincinnati, ^ip
S As I
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He was sitting in the eheir hex behind the speaker 
and facing the audience, hawing run his lines t© the tape 
recorder from the speaker’s platform back to the choir box 
and his recorder. He said there were several other microphones 
on the speaker’s platform, but none were identified as to the 
owner or operator; while his microphone was identified by the letters J______ He has no knowledge of who may have made
other recordings of CARMICHAEL’S speech.

He said the audience was composed of about ten per cent 
white and about ninety per cent Negro, and the entire church 
was ’’packed.” He would not venture a guess as to how many 
persons were there. He does not know of any person present who 
is a student or of draft age; however, quite a few were 
of the age group who could be students or of draft age.

He stated CARMICHAEL*s entire speech was applauded, 
and none of his remarks received any unfavorable response. 
There were no interruptions by the audience, and almost all 
of his remarks were received with applause. He said he recalled 
that CARMICHAEL made the statement, ’’Hell no, we won’t go,” 
which received loud applause. He does not recall any other 
specific statements of a ’’slogan type” nature.

He knows of no one else who could testify to the 
text and wording of CARMICHAEL’S speech, because he recognized 
only one other person present at the speech, who was

He stated he 
saw faces he had seen other places, but ne could not furnish 
names of these individuals because he does not know their names.

He cannot state if there were or were not members 
of the Armed Forces present. He did not see anyone present 
in a military uniform.

There was no question and answer period at the church 
after the speech. He does not know if there was any discussion 
by parts of the audience after the speech, there or elsewhere, 
because he immediately left the scene and returned his 
equipment to the radio station.
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H. SPEECH OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL
AT WAUKEGAN TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOL, 
WAUKEGAN, ILLINOIS, 
MAY 14, 1967

No tape recording was made of CARMICHAEL’S 
speech and no prepared text was furnished to school authorities or members of the press.| 

Tana
] attended 

tnis speech and took extenslve'notes used as the basis of news stories—J_______ |news article is set
forth. Notes of ____ I have been destroyed,
retained his notes, which could be made avaiiaoie
as well as copies of the story he wrote. Two service 
personnel in the audience were identified and 
interviewed, results of which are attached.

The Chicago Office has no informants 
sufficiently close to CARMICHAEL who could testify 
to his knowledge and intent in making the speech 
on May 14, 1967.
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Police Department, Waukegan., Illinois, advised as follows:
He- was assigned with other policemen to duty at the 

Little Theater auditorium at the East Campus of Waukegan 
Township High School on May 14, 1967, when STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
spoke at the local ,!Ode to the Negro" program. His position 
was to the right of the stage by the east door. He recalled 
that when CARMICHAEL first began to speak, he made some remark 
to who was on duty on the west door of
the nan, out made no comment to him. although both officers 
are Negro.

CARMICHAEL made most of the usual statements that 
one sees in the press, but, in his opinion, he did not move 
anyone.

He recalled that CARMICHAEL advised the Negroes not 
to enter military service, and there were people there of draft 
age, but he does not know of anyone who did not enter the service 
when called. There was little reaction to his comments, frhe 
people there were mostly just interested in seeing him and they 
are the more educated people who would not be led bv CARMICHAEL and thought he was ./’blowing of f his mouth.” T
remembered the two sailors in uniform being presenu um anew------*
nothing as to their source or their reaction.

He noted there was no question and answer period 
and that the audience left rather quietly and quickly after 
the program, although a number of women followed CARMICHAEL 
into the parking lot where he entered a car and was driven 
away. {

8/6/67
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1 Date August 6, 1967

Waukegan, Illinois,who resides at| Waukegan, and who was interviewed at hlfi residence, iwrttlSiidd 
the following information:

About two weeks prior to May 14, 1967, he learned that 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL was to give a speech at the Waukegan Township 
High School at the Little Theater of Waukegan Township High School. 
He decided that he would cover the speech as a newsman and he called a woman, who may have beenl a representative of the
Whittier School Mothers’Club in Waukegan, and asked her if he would 
be able to tape record CARMICHAEL’S speech. She assured him that he would be able to do so. He was contacted by either]_________ or

Waukegan Police Department, ard was 
asiteu ii ne wouiu supply—uie Police Department with a copy of his 
recording of the speech. He agreed that he would furnish the 
Police Department with a copy of this recording. On May 14, 1967, he 
arrived at the Little Theater at the East Campus of Waukegan Township 
High School at about 3:00 PM as he understood the speech was to 
commence at about 4:30 PM. He took his recording equipment onto 
the stage of this theater and set up his equipment. He patched 
into the loud speaker system. There was a small combo playing music 
for a considerable period of time while he was setting up his equip
ment and after he had been there about two hours he left from behind 
the stage and went to the hallway to smoke a ciga.rette. At about 
this time CARMICHAEL emerged from a nearby room atthe end of the 
hall and he was surrounded by six Negro males, some of whom were 
carrying walkie-talkies.

He then started to walk up the steps to return to his 
recording equipment when one of the men who was with CARMICHAEL confronted him and asked where he was going. I [replied that he 
was going up on the stage where he had recording equipment set up. 
This man said "no you’re not”. | then identified himself as
a newsman from the local radio station and said that he had set 
up his recording equipment about two hours prior to this and that he 
had obtained permission from the woman in charge of this event to

On 8/5/67 at Waukegan, Illinois Fi1e # 157-1297
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tape record CARMICHAEL'S speech. This man then said 'nobody is 
taping Stokely’s speech”. | again said that he had secured
permission to record this speech and the man replied ’I don't care". 
This man was very firm and definite when he talked to_______
then asked if he could listen to the speech and the man answered 
’’well I guess so”. He asked if he could stand by his equipment back 
stage and the man indicated that it would' all right'. By this time 
CARMICHAEL and the remainder of his entow re standing on the 
stage and the man who had been talking to tn STOKELY
and the others in the group ’’watch this man'’. 
to where he had set up his equipment on a smal 
side of the stage 
walked over to this table and said that he was not to turn on his 
tape recorder. One other man accompanying CARMICHAEL, who 
described as a bodyguard- then walked over to| and said '"don’t 
turn that thing on”. | |said "don’t worry, 1uve been told”. 
One of the other bodyguards who was carrying a walkie-talkie then 
walked behind the back-drop, in back of the podium where CARMICHAEL

_____ |then walked over 
table roff fn the

The man who had been talking to then

TV

was to talk, and he,watched the audience through a peep hole in this 
back-drop. Two other of the bodyguards also walked over to where

I had stationed himself next to his recording equipment and both 
told nim that he was not to use this recorder and then told him to 
remove the tape from the recorder which did.

A man whom could not identify by name but who he
said was a radio personality from Chicago then introduced CARMICHAEL 
and CARMICHAEL began his speech.

estimated that there were no more than250 people 
in the audience wnen CARMICHAEL commenced his "speech...He observed
several young children of grammar school age accompanying adults in 
the audience^ but he was unable to recall whether or not there were 
any young men of draft age in the audience.

He estimated that about 99% of the audience were Negroes.
Throughout the speech the response from the'audience was 

enthusiastic and he never heard any jeers during the speech.
At one point during his speech and while CARMICHAEL was 

either talking about the Viet Nam war or about Selective Service, 
CARMICHAEL stated ’’Hell no, we won’t go”. This Statement received 
a great deal of applause and cheers, such as”yea, yeh, right”.
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made notes during his speech but was unable at 
this time to locate these notes. He had written down certain 
quotations made by CARMICHAEL during the speech9 but was unable 
now to quote these statements exactly.

He saw no one in the audience garbed in military 
apparel and he saw no one in the audience whom he recognised as 
a member of the Armed Forces.

He remained back stage in the auditorium after the 
speech ended and knows that there was no question and answer 
period after CARMICHAEL’S speech,

He was one of the last to leave this auditorium with 
members of the Waukegan Police Department and he did not see any 
group of people standing in the audience talking nor was there 
any group outside the building in the parking lot.

stated'that "in"his opinioa 
’’aet.of t3»eas©aaCARMICHAEL “ s spee©h was an 

foe* Ms statement:

the overall effect of 
” andrhe -©ited these

CARMICHAEL said that ”we” helped build this' country 
and ”we” can burn it down, CARMICHAEL encouraged"Negroes"hot to” 
answer a draft call and that Negroes would'not* fight"in"Viet "Nam, 
He further said that Negroes do not have to respect white"man’s "' 
religion or laws and indicated that the Negro could disregard the 
white man’s laws.
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Illinois, aoasea as ton&ws?
On the occasion of STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S speech 

"Ode to the Negro" program at the Little Theater auditorium 
at the East Campus of the Waukegan Township High School May 
14, 1967, hews in charge of the police details in the area 
of the auditorium, both inside and out, whose job it was to 
maintain the peace and to protect CARMICHAEL.

CARMICHAEL arrived quite late and he and about 16 
people immediately went into a room off the Little Theater 
where no police officers or reporters were admitted. In his 
speech he made several points, which were not recalled.exactly, 
but the gist of these points were as follows?.

Our sweat built this country and if we are not going 
to get some of the fruits, there will be no country at all.

If a policeman stops a colored person and there are 
other colored people around they should not let the policeman 
take him in. HANNIBAL was a Negro, but the white people 
will not teach the.history of the Negro and will not put it 
in history books.

He tore into Mayor ROBERT SABOKJIAN, saying that he 
was no different than Southern segregationists.

Where colored people are being treated unjustly 
in different towns, he advised the audience to either tear 
it down or turn it around. ■

He in general advised all not to comply with any 
orders to go to Viet Nam and he was critical of the Government’s 
participation there but his specific words are not recalled.

The crowd dispersed quietly. 'They had reacted most 
enthusiastically to CARMICHAEL’S criticism of Mayor SABONJIAN 
and to his criticism of policemen._________________________ :_______
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1.

Waukegan, Illinois, advised as to nows:
On May 14, 1967, he was assigned, with other members 

of the police department, to maintain the peace and in his 
case, in^ particular to protect STOKELY CARMICHAEL, who was 
making aspeech that afternoon in the Little Theater of the 
East Campus of the Waukegan Township High School, in connection 
with a program by the Whittier School Mothers entitled ’’Ode 
to the Negro.”

His position was in the southwest corner of the 
Little Theater by the door which leads to the lobby. He was 
about ten feet from the stage stairs"1 and perhaps thirty feet 
from the podium. Directly across the hall from him were 
inrflfitiv nafiK rromm.M at tne cenrer iart floor wasl 

 and seated in the rear was

LOT'HOOSE, a disk jockey from a Chicago radio 
station, introduced CARMICHAEL to the audience of about 225 
persons, He said CARMICHAEL was his hero.

CARMICHAEL'appeared dressed, as he recalled, in a 
mustard colored suit, yellow shirt, paisley tie, and matching 
handkerchief. His opening remarks were to the two Negro 
uniformed officers, making some
comment tothe effect that their uniforms were the same as worn 
in Mississippi.

He then spoke on the theme ’’Ode to ■the Negro” and 
commented about the culture of tte Negro. He. said that while 
th® white man claims the best music, BEETHOVEN was a Negro. 
HANNIBAL was a Negro who crossed the Alps on an elephant 
and went into Rome, then the ’’heart of the enemy’s city.” 
CARMICHAEL said this is why Italians are darker skinned people 
and ’’they are ours.” He said in New York an Italian policeman 
-pushed—him and he replied ’’Don’t push me cause-you are-tfaer11—

On 8/5/67 at Waukegan, Illinois File # CG 157-° 1297
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He said that' JESUS CHRIST was a Negro and went on to 

outline accomplishments of the Negro. He then spoke, of policemen 
and said as. fas'- as policemen go' they would take care of honky 
BULL CONNORGovernor WALLACE o and would also get that "honky 
mayor of yours p” |said the latter had reference
to ROBERT SAB 0'01 AN,. mayor; of Waukegan, who was criticised by 
the Negroes after the August9 1966, racial disturbance in 
Waukegan.-

He added "If any cop. tries to arrest me I’m going to 
try the best I know.how to kill him’’’

CARMICHAEL then devoted some time to the discussion 
of black vs;- white and said-that it is time the white people 
realise that this country was built on black sweat and blood 
and if we do not get what we want we will bwh these cities down.■ . ,■ -p
.. The white woman is no longer queen and she can be made 

just like all the rest. He said, "When I look in that mirror 
I say I am beautiful. When I look at whites I say that they are 
ugly and the darker I get the. more beautiful I am." Further, 
"I’m a man and my daddy didn’t go tom catting around and didn’t 
raise me to be other t® a man." He admonished the audience •" 
to-arm themselves and said that "we have guns-just like they have." 
He-spoke.1 of some meetings he had attended -in Alabama and spoke of 
the "equalizer bag" spreading his hands as though to indicate a 
sack, which would contain guns of rifle or shotgun barrel lengths. 
He admonished 'the crowd that "When, you see your black brothers 
’handled’ it., is your duty to fight’" This was also in. reference 
to police.

He spoke of Viet Nam and of the American Government sendini 
troops there. He said Viet Nam "is for the birds,” LYNDA BIRD, 
LADY BIRD, and those birds. He said that anyone that goes to 
Viet Nam is a murderer and more than fifty'per cent of the 
casualties are Negro.

With respect to military service, he said "And i- am 
going t© tell you what I am going t© do and-Imnt you to do the 
sue. When-they send me my papers, I will write on there ’go- 
to hell, I ain’t going’ and send it back to them." .
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H® concluded by sp© ahi rig ox his personal- life, 
saylog- that ho had been able/to attaiid college and had not 
case- frora a 'Pqot family, His nothar ws proud of his, he said, 
the first tim® he was thrown in jail.-- •r

With r^ect to audience reaction to the speech, 
they were particularly enthusiastic, both white’ and black, 
with respect to his ’comment about Mayor SABO®JI.O and 
with respect to his assertion that .his N®gro rights will be 
observed. The audience «as wiaser in answer to his admonitions 
to burn tows down and they did not respond greatly to his - 
statements .about Viet Nam and the.military, ' Ke did get a ■ 
standing ovatian when be left,

1
 added he knew of m gatherings’ 
e seemed to move away --quickly 5 
and there -were no -incidents that, night, except that -he •-’ •’ ' '• 

kite's-' -that TA-TfrfTtHAEIj.. and a few others had gon® to the home 
of for something to eat,- .. ■

He pointed out. that there were two uniformed-- 
members’, 'c-f -the. United States Navy seated in the second row 
on tha lefij-'-whom he remembered particularly as .having 
insignia of United States .Naval .hospital eorpsassK and that 
he did zs©i--think- they were local residents but that they -Mist 
have come from :th@ -hospital corps school at the United -States 
Naval Hospital at-neighboring-’United States-Naval'Training 
Center, Great Lakes, Illinois.

_______ I exhibited a photograph of - 
the • audience.- taken by

which he said ..encompasses most of the audience 
in the ititile Theater, arid pointed out the two sailors
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Waukegan, Illinois, advised as follows: •
He was assigned with one of the officers to maintain the 

peace in the Little Theater auditorium at the East Campus of the 
Waukegan Township High School on'May 14, 1967, where STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL spoke on the occasion of a program "Ode t® the-Negro." 
He recalled the following:

At first there was a talent show and then CARMICHAEL 
came on stage. His first remark was directed toward him, 

| and he said "You look like an Alabama 
state trooper," and this made him, CARMICHAEL, nervous. This 
comment was found awsing by the audience:', who all turned towards 
him. , '

CARMICHAEL then talked about Negro history. He then 
slandered races, for exaiqie using the term "honky" instead
of saying "white man."

With regard to policemen, he advised the audience that 
if one should touch him he should break his arm.

About military, service and Viet Nam, he used a slogan , 
something like "We Won’t Go," and was generally critical'” of.jthe 
spending of money in Viet Num.

He talked of starving children in Mississippi hit 
on subjects Which would arouse the sympathy of the audience.

| said he found the reaction of the
audience to be largely one of curiosity rather than of support. 
So far as military- service is concerned, he knows of no one who 
is not serving Iff called or ordered as a consequence of 
CARMICHAEL’s speech and he thought that the \Waukegan people were not in sympathy with CARMICHAEL’s strong comments. \

A \
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who resides at Waukegan, I llinois, who was
interviewed at .MIS f^Sldetlce, TWTEished the following information:
___________ He is a patrolman in the Detective Bureau off the | and on Kay 14, 1967, he was on a 
detail at the Little Theater of the-East Campus of Waukegan 
Township High School.. Oh this date STOKELY CARMICHAEL made a 
speech at this theater and he, | was stationed at the
front of the auditorium'near an exit at the southeast corner 
of the auditorium.. He observed about 15 male Negroes who were 
working in the parking lot at this school jgft^^who were used as 
ushers inside the auditorium, and these usners and parking lot 
attendants all wore buttonson their lapels which" bore the words 
"black power.” He recognized two of these youths.I

both of whom are about 23 years 
ci ag®.------------ ;-------------

He knew of no transcript or recording that was made 
of STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S speech..

He observed about 30 young men in the age group of 
18 to 25 in the audience and noted that there were three White 
youths in this age group who were seated near his station inside 
the Little Theater-.

He estimated that there were about 250 people seated in 
the audience, of which about 99 per cent were Negro. Th® only white persons he recognized were Mr. and Mrs.| 
He estimated that there were no more than ten white persons in < 
the audience.

On 8/7/67 at Waukegan, Illinois File # CG 157-1297 ■
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H© heard n© boos or Jeers during CARMICHAEL’S speech 
and on the other hand the audience cheered loudly during 
CARMICHAEL’S speech and as the speech progressed the cheering 
became mor® enthusiastic.

At ©ne point daring the speech CARMICHAEL made the 
statement ’“Hell n© we -won’t go,” and load cheers and foot 
stomping greeted this statement. At the same tin® CARMICHAEL 
stated that when a black person receives his draft notice he 
should write ©mi the back "Hell no I won’t go" and CARMICHAEL 
said to then mail this notice back.

He took no notes daring this speech and cannot . 
testify as to the text and wording of CARMICHAEL9® speech,' 
However, he recalled that CARMICHAEL^said that if a white 
policeman tries- to arrest a black pei^Wn the policeman will 
haw to arrest all black people.

H® saw no one in the audience who was wearing the 
uniform of any branch of th® military service and -he saw no one in 
the audience who he recognized as being a member off any branch 
of the military service.

There was no question and answer period after the speech 
as CARMICHAEL and his entourage departed immediately after he 
concluded his speech. He departed from the auditorium at this time 
as his instructions were t© accompany CARMICHAEL wherever he went 
uis&l he left Waukegan, When CARMICHAEL departed from this 
auditorium he left the parking lot in a new yellow Mercury with 
about five other learo males and this ©ar took CARMICHAEL to the 
home ©fl at the corner ©fl

]in Waukegan, where CARMICh®.M!L> sxayea tor aooutc one- 
half hour.

He saw no group or groups of members of the audience 
discussing the speech in .the auditorium nor did he see any groups 
in the parking lot after the spee<jd3—disnussins-thie speech, but he 
observed in the front yard of the several small groups
talking. He did not know what they were ©xscussing. When 
CARMICHAEL left ‘the home he and five other men got in one
car and Ifive or six ffiSh got in a second ©ar and these tw cars then 
departed from Waukegan,
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Waukegan, Illinois, advised as ioaxoh?s:

He.was part .of a six-man police detail at the Little 
Theater, East Campus,. Waukegan Township High School, on. Sunday,, 
May '24, 1967, when STOKELY CARMICHAEL appeared on a program 
sponsored, toy the Whittier School Mothers,, called ”Ode to the 
Negro...” For. the most part, he stationed himself at the southeast, 
entryway along with policemanl ^as in
civilian clothes, and for the most part■listened to the 
proceedings. There was no particular trouble and no demonstration.

■ . It had been understood prior to the meeting that -
| of I was going to tape

CARMICHAEL’s• speech, and make available the taoe to th© police 
It was not learned by until the meeting1 Ihdd been prevented from taping 

Therefore, there is no known recording or
department. • It was not lea, was entirely finished that [
CARMICHAEL-’s speech.-
transcript of CARMICHAEL’S speech. Also, because he had 
anticipated that the.speech would be entirely recorded, 
kept only minimum notes of quotations from CARMICHAEL’S one hour 
and fifteen :minute extemporaneous talk.

"■'The audience-, which numbered between ' 250 . and.. 270, 
was "95 per cent colored.' There were not .to© many Negroes.in the 
age‘group under 25 year^; ^ost of them were middle-aged.Negroes, 
with th© majority .of them’-recognised as the type off'individuals. 
who had never caused,any law enforcement problem.! Among-the 
young Negroes present 'were.two sailors, in what appeared .to be 
hospital corpsmen’s uniforms., 'They came early, made n© contact 
with anyone, else, and appeared to be'completely - apart from th© 
remainder off the audience. Most of the ^audience response to 
CARMICHAEL’S speech was led by two or three middle-aged.women,
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identities unknown to|_________who sat in the front row and
-chanted ’’amen” in approval of various remarks by CARMICHAEL. 
Also8 the group of ’"black power” advocates who accompanied 
CARMICHAEL to the theater and who scattered themselves about 
the rear of the audience,.gave loud verbal approval to '■ 
CARMICHAEL’S remarks. The biggest response a®a® to CARMICHAEL’S 
remarks deriding the people down South, such as ex-Governor 
GEORGE WALLACE,.‘JIM CLARK, and other political figures involved 
'with;the civil rights movement. CARMICHAEL made liberal use of 
the word ’’hunky” in referring to such people, and drew 
considerable applause when he referred to the local Waukegan 
mayor, ROBERT SABONJIAN, as a ’’hunky’’-mayor'.

•■Upon learning after the program that no recording of CARMICHAEL’S speech had been made,] | Jotted down, as
near as he could remember, several remarks made by CARMICHAEL, 
which he, | considered to be most inflammatory. He
verified that among these remarks, which he recalled and which 
he had noted -down immediately subsequent to CARMICHAEL’S speech, 
were the following thoughts, not necessarily verbatim;

If a white policeman is arresting one off your 
Negro brothers out on th® street, it is your-’ 
duty to help prevent th® arrest.

■ . • • (

Iff they take one off us, make them take us all.
Next.time on© of those policemen puts his white 

hands on my beautiful black body, I’m going 
to do everything in my power to kill him.

Iff you have to burn cities-to the ground to get 
equality, then-they must be burned.

Black power is -a coming together off black people 
to fight for their liberation by any means' 
possible.

Where there are injustices, we are going to ttorn 
these cities .upside down.

War is for the birds — LINDA BYRD and LADY BYRD.
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Our sweat built this country and our sweat keeps 
it going,.

Iff we can’t share in the fruits, then there isn’t 
going to be a country.

We must tell the white’ ran to Move on over or 
we ’re going to move on over him.

If you get a summons to go to Vietnam;, just sign 
it and say I’m not'going, and send it back.

■’ No one from Vietnam ever called me a nigger.
There was no question-and-answer period after the 

speech. Immediately upon completing his speech. CARMICHAEL left to go to a gathering at the home off H
| It was observed that there was considerable 

picture-taking and; discussion among th® people who attended this 
reception.

When CARMICHAEL left the gathering at about 8;0© 
p.m.s May 14 1967- he was followed to Rout® 41, and south on 
Route 41, by] CARMICHAEL was observed, riding in a
1966 Cadillac" sedan.- bearing 1967 Illinois license 
registered to______________
This car was followed by • a 1963 black Rrnlr.k—1967 Tlllinoii license! H registered to

Chicago.

Chicago.

____ • who has maintained a minimum number of 
notes, but who- has a file on the preparations for CARMICHAEL’S 
appearance, and the police coverage of the situation, would be 
a willing witness in any, proceeding.
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Dai® August 7 , 1967__,__

Waukegan,Illinois, who resides at 
~~|, Illinois, advised as follows:

_________On Sunday. May 14, 1967, he was assigned to accompany
| to cover the appearance of STOKLEY CARMICHAEL

at the Little Theater, East Campus, Waukegan Township'High School, 
scheduled for approximately 4:00 p,m, It was his duty to- take 
pictures of the affair, and not to report or record what was said.

During most of th® meeting, which was delayed more than 
an hour by CARMICHAEL’S tardiness, he took up a position at the 
edge of the stage on the East side of the auditorium, where he 
was in a position to photograph both th© audience and th® speaker. 
After CARMICHAEL arrived with his entourage, and proceeded to a 
rear woa for what thought was a press conference, he
attempted to go into tne room to take a picture of CARMICHAEL. 
He was firmly told to stay out of the room, by some of CARMICHAEL’S 
immediate Associates.

HFhile he was busy maneuvering for position, and therefore 
did not hear all that was Said, he had a definite recollection that 
CARMICHAEL mad® a ’’volatile” speech, containing several ’’wild 
statements”. As an example of the latter, recalled a
remark by CARMICHAEL that if ’’any police lay their hands on i®y 
pretty black .skin, I’m going to kill him.”

CARMICHAEL’S speech met what believed to be a
subdued reipoisa. Although the audience cheered once in a while, 
it appeared to| |that CARMICHAEL was talking to an ’’older
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crwd” then he was used to
to nwrois shots of CARMICHAEL 
crowd,

Theye was m booing. In addition 
took five shots of the 

one of which he subsequent xy xu^Mshed to the --Waukegan 
Bspartment• On'one.of the crow$--shots, ,-copy of which 
sad® ayailafol®. pati of the crowd .was standing -up ap- ■

' piauaiag,, --It was recollection, that this all coald have
been at the very- start Gt CARMICHAEL’s speech or .at the time of 
his initial appearance.,- He took an overall shot of. the crowd 
from th®-back of the -theater and three pictures of the crowd 
from the’ stage angle,.. . .

f
oted.that Negatives of-all of his-photographs - 
axr, wt &£ which are on 35 millimeter film, -are . •’ 
retained'-in--official newspaper files. He-would be willing to- 

present-his photographs and-recollections of the event-, in any 
-.court’-proceeding, if so. requested, concluded, that there
was one other-.photographer,-name unknown, who also took pictures 
of- th® event...It was his .belief-.that this individual .represented’ 
■one of th® Chicago newspapers.? however, he had no-idea which one.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

August 7, 1967

Lta-iAuguSt 5, 1967,
Elgin, Illinois, made available a copy ox a report

he prepared dated May 31, 1967, concerning a speech by STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL on May 14, 1967, in Waukegan, Illinois, for the 
Whittier Mother Club which he attended. The report states as 
follows;
"The WHITTIER MOTHERS CLUB AND WAUKEGAN AREA FRIENDS OF SNICK 
(Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee) sponsored an ODE 
TO THE NEGRO program on May 14, 1967, and had as their guest speaker 
^Okely-cIWichael.

"CARMICHAEL spent over an hour telling an audience of some 250 
people, 4/5’s negro, why they must band together under the 
BLACK POWER banner and thereby deal from a position of power.
"He told his enthusiastic listeners that when the draft board 
sends their sons an induction notice that they should return it 
with the following notation: ‘Go to HellJ* He called the Viet 
Cong his yellow skinned brothers and said that the American negro, 
who he wants called AFRO*AMERICANS, should join with the VC and 
fight the white man.
"CARMICHAEL said that the white man is afraid that we want to 
marry his daughters. He followed this up by,saing that a white 
mother, daughter or sister should not be put on a pedestal 
saying that "they are as easy to make" as anyone else.
":’If awhite hunkie (Carmichael’s’ name for -any policeman) puts his
hands on this beautiful black skin of mine, I’m going to do my 
best to kill himj’ The crowd roared after this pronouncement. 
’If you see a hunkie beating a poor colored man and you don’t join 
in helping the colored man, you’re a discredit to your race,’ said 
Stokely. ’If a colored man throws a brick, you had better get 
behind him and help because when the police come, if you’re 
colored, they are going to grab you anyway.’ Another roar from 
the audience greeted this harangue. Up on their feet clapping.

A- s
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“He then told how the whit© people mislead th© colored man. 
To illustrate his point .he told how the small negro children 
axe told to ’root’ for Tarzan, when actually tlfey should be 
pulling for the poor natives that Tarzan is waylaying. He said 
Tarzan talks to the animals ©f the jungle after living there 
©sly a short time. ’Who is he kidding, ’ said CARMICHAEL, ’our 
people have been there for years—-they are the ones who should 
be talking to the animals.*

’This Mt about th© Indians always losing th© fights also bothered 
him. He said that when the white man wins it is a well' deserved 
victory,' but when -th© Indian wins it is a terrible ’massacre. ’

” ’If we are supposed to be th© lazy people then how come the 
white people came ©ver to Africa and brought us back to America ' 
to do their work for them?’ He said his people should; ’Agitate, 
agitate, agitate.’ . According t© CARMICHAEL, his friend DICK 
GREGORY, nogro comedian and unsuccessful mayoral candidate for 
mayor of Chicago said: ’There is a black agitator in every washing 
machine because this gets things clean.’ The crowd roared.

*!His friends---th® ones at -Waukegan looked like the ’dead end kids’, 
usually line the "rear ©f the hall where he is" speaking.. They 
stand there and watch the crowd. Behind-the -stage curtains' you 
could see eyes peering'out into the audience loeki'hg-for ahy'possibl 
threat of harm for what 'commentator LOU HOUSE ©alls==< ’my hero. *

’•'CARMICHAEL is well educated-, very likeable, and a very forceful 
speaker. He mad© reference to,Mayor Sabonjiah and the Waukegan 
problem indicating a’successful solution’to this matter. Non»» 
violence is th© SfflCK' slogan but’. CARMICHAEL kept talking' about 
violence. ’If viol©fie© Is sb bad,’ said. Carmichael, ’then how come 
LBJ keeps bmbing. North Vietnam?’’ • .

According to him, the white man-keeps"double- talking and 
double dealing the black man.’;y<h@£r -is no doubt that ,he' has a 
tremendous appeal to the colored people and that he has a way. of 
identifying with-them so that,.the richest and the- poorest feel that 
he is talking directly to them as individuals. Whether they unite 
and respond t© his appeal only the future will tell. ”

- JZ&/'
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The crowd reacted enthusiastically, applauding loudly 
when'CARMICHAEL commented on telling draft board to l'5go to 
helir*

There was no question and answer period’following 
the speech.-

did not recall observing the audience 
discussing'the speech in small groups Inside or outside of the 
auditorium,,



Date . 8/7/67

Illinois
telephone employed by|
________________ Chicago, Illinoiss advised he did attend a meeting 
at a school auditorium in Waukegan, Illinois on Mother’s Day,

' May 14, 1967, at which STOKELY CARMICHAEL was the nrinninal sneakerHe attended that morning and metl I
________ ________________ commented STOKELY CARMICHAEL was appearing
at the Waukegan High.School that afternoon and asked if they 
would be interested in attending. All three agreed to go and 
consequently he picked up____________________ that afternoon
in time to arrive at the meeting at about 4:00 PM,

They took a tape recorder along intending to record 
the meeting, however, when they went to purchase the tickets, 
..they were advised they' would hot be allowed to tape the meeting. 
At the door they were again advised they would not be allowed 
to tape the meeting and subsequently they were checked during 
the meeting to insure they were not making a recording. He personally did not take any notes, but| |did take
notes, of portions of CARMICHAEL’S speech. The only other 
person he recognized at the meeting was a reporter from a 
local radio station in Waukegan by the name of

When they entered the auditorium, they were ushered to 
the front row.as were^all the. other white people, a total of 
about 20o people, mostly, from-the news media. There were about 
200 persons in attendance when they arrived, and he would 
estimate the group eventually, numbered about 300, but the 
auditorium was not filled,.. Other than the 20 whites,the 
remainder of those in attendance were Negroes and most 
from their late t^ens to early 30*s in age, He did not see 
anyone in military uniform and the group was a well dressed group with none of the ’’beat-nik" type in attendance. The 
master of ceremony was a Negro.from Chicago .named-LOUIS,HOUSE, 

,V as he recalled, and they presented basicly a musical program 
while waiting for STOKELY CARMICHAEL to appear as the main 
speaker,

At about 5:00 PM, STOKELY CARMICHAEL appeared and\ 
went to the stage with about five other Negro males,-who gave 
the appearance of being his guards. One of the five had what appeared to be a short-wave radio. Also at this time. a^’group
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of Negroes apparently coming with CARMICHAEL from another 
meeting he had held that'afternoon'in Chicago entered and 
sat to the 'rear of the auditorium.

HOUSE gave a glowing introduction of CARMICHAEL 
saying CABMICHAEL was many years younger ..than,, he, but 
CARMICHAEL is. a herb to.'HOUSE’S son and a" hero to HOUSE. 
CARMICHAEL then began his speech which was a well presented 
and polished speech and’ which' was serious .with a proper 
amount of humor injected at the ..appropriate time. His 
main theme was unity among' the Negro people,, and he said 
”If a black'boy throws a brick through a window, you auto-'" 
matically”are m his side”." He also..'tried, to explain 
”kfeck power’’arid stated that they should ;not .let anyone 
trip them up with words and semantic^-, He said ’’Don’t 
be afraid of violence, we’re a violent people. The 
trouble is we have been cutting arid shooting each Other". 
He chastised them for using their, money .for wigs and 
hair straighteners, saying JESUS made mention of having 
hair' like a lamb.’s wool.

CARMICHAEL made reference to several white 
individuals by calling them"’’hunkies”. He made,.’' . 1
reference to the Mayor of Waukegan, not in nrime, but 
said if the colored, people were organized they, would not ■ 
have this*hunkl.e” .mayor doing the things he is dbing, but 
not specifically.saying'what, these things were. He also 
used the word’>’hunkie*’ by .saying ’,’If a’hunkle’lays his- . 
filthy white hands on my beautiful black skin,, I’m going 
to do my best to kill him”. He'referred to the Negroes♦ 
enemies' as the white cops.

■ CARMICHAEL also .expressed opposition to' the 
Viet Nam war. He claimed the United States was the 
oppressor and not only in Viet Nam, but they'-are. 
the oppressor, against the black people. .He said "Why 
go fight the brown people there when our black people . 
here, are’ being oppressed".
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CARMICHAEL said when?a-black man receives his* ■ 
draft notice 'he should write, across the,, front - of -it < 
’’Hell 5no, ■ I won’t -go’’ and return'the notice to the draft 
board.

; ' stated the. speech was”very: racist in
nature - and tn®, crowd as;;..,a '.grbu^'wer® ahead ■ of CARMICHAEL 
and at', times w®uld"shout'‘'But - ”We*re-ready”. , Also when '■ 
CARMICHAEL'would make some of:his statements' a‘■group - • 
in the,back of th® auditorium, believed by I Ito be 
the group that" arrived "with STOKELY CARMICHAEL, -would -■ 
loudly stomp 'their feet ra'hd ■ shout.. was . quit®
concerned j-'and'” they left as 'CARMIOTAel was receiving an- 
ovation so they would be out of the .area -before th®-' 
remainder -of the group emerged from-the,, auditorium. f .

'■ •' '■ '' ' <■ r " '- From the meeting the three ,of. them proceeded-to,, |home.where they discussed some of th® 
statements.mad® by STOKELT CARMICHAEL. ’ They -also discussed 
th® fact they could have,., mad® a . recording if' they had______
thought of it before hand"by contacting a janitor knew at the-school and hooking into, th® loud .'speaker,-system. 
'They'also" discussed th® number.'.?.itt'.:attendance-figuring there 
was a'Negro,, population’''in the ■ Waukegan area of about. 8 to 
12,000..and he only drew a crowd'.-'of less,-than 300,. which-was 
not a capacity-c^owd. , They"felt th®-' lowattendance-was ' 
because the'off Ida" Is ©f Waukegan decided to disregard the speech".^and did. ffiot'-.'pubiici^e. th® speech at?all. I ~~| 
also', heard,... strictly rumor and;, he’does not'know rhe source, 
th® -general colored population' in Waukegan;-. hadf-agreed.* tfe 
ignore-the-meeting. - A '

advised'h® would be willing/to- testify 
to'' any of the- above- snould ,'this.. matter be, brought before 
a court of .law. . . .

- 2- ^-
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date August 7 , 1967
1

CARMICHAEL, fox'-mer president of. the Student Non-Violent Coor
dinating Committee (SNCC), at a program., at the Little Theater, 
East Campus, Waukegan. Township High' School, sponsored by the 
-local Whittier (grade) School Mothers. The program, ©ailed 
”Ode to the Negro, ’* was supposed to gtart a»nn dm__nracfiided
by a press conference at the', home of________________________ [
President .of the sponsoring group.

and one other reporter for the
■showed up at tn® press conference, but CARMICHAEL did -not appear

|....  |then went t'o tfe® auditorium. ‘where he remained 
until .well after CARMICHAEL’S speech,. all during this 
period, roamed the premises, taking various photographs.

did not make a transcription of CARMICHAEL’S 
speech,- ana was not aware that anyone .did so successfully. 
Although he had no • ad van©e not ic e f he ‘learned afterward that 
___________ |©f| attempted "to set 'up backstage 
to 'tape CARMICHAEL’S speech, but was firmly told by CARMICHAEL 
followers not to do so.

|______ |per his reporting custom, mad® personal notes,
including both direct and indirect Quotations, which he used 
ia his.aews’Stwy,-.wMeh’he wrote<tfeiat same might,'-prior to. 
departing the..following, morning tb -cover the’-legislature in . Springfield. He did.not knowingly- retain his -original notes, 
but may-possibly have-them.at his home, inasmuch as he remembers 
carrying them with him the following day on the plane to Spring*- 
field, rather than destroying them upon completion of the story.

.Parts ©f his story were cut out, but what remained 
was left as he wrote it. • Neither he nor the newspaper retained 
a copy of Ms original rough draft _©f the .isfr.ar.y^________________  
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His best re©©lie©ties of what was said and what happened' 
is contained in the news story, written by him, which appeared .in 
the May 15, 1967,,. Issto of the “’Waukegan News=Sun,w on one of the 
inside pages. | [made available the following, copy of this 
story:
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^Carmichael Sounds 
Black Power Theme

. "Black T'ow'.'.C ~!H. *hc person 
. cf Spratly CarmichaelVdlcd into 

y-__ ———— .—
• V/aunegan Sunday and rolled out 

again — without incident.
■ Carmichael came here a> the 

behest of the Whittier School 
Mothers to speak as part 'of 

' e pageant - type program enti
tled "Ode to the Negro.”

Speaking before about 250 per- 
» sons in the 723-seat Little Theat- 
1 ■ er at East Campus, Carmichael' 
’■ ~ told the group attending: '

“Black power is the coming 
j "together of black people to fight1 
i ifor tTieir liberation by any means 
i impossible.”
; 'O The program was supposed to 
.1 start at 4 p.m. and an instru- 
• ■ mental group, Marvin Smith & 

'.Friends, entertained until well 
- after 5 p.m. because many of 

the groups in the pregram failed 
tO SCOW' lip. ' ■" '

Carmichael rolled iri . shortly 
■ after 5 p.m. with ar etinue of 

■ . about 30 persons, all appropri
ately wearing ‘‘Black Power” 

; . badges and dressed in various 
- ' types of clothing.

■’ He was immediately closeted 

in a rear room of Hie auditorium 
with his group.

When he began speaking, how
ever, the followers entered the 
auditorium and spread them
selves throughout the rear seats, 
in various sections of the room.

The reason soon became ap
parent, because as he spoke foot 
stomping and- catcalling began.

He advocated that any colored 
boy receiving a summons to Vi
etnam— should not go..

“Just sign’ it and say ‘I’m 
not going’,” he said, “and send 
it back.”

"War is for the birds —Lynda ■ 
Bird, Lady Bird. . .”

The former president of Stu
dent Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee told the group that 
most whites in-America today 
don’t want justice.

•The whites can give you noth
ing. All they can do is to stop 
denying us our freedom. The key 
to black power is saying get 
out of my way, because I have 
that right.”

Carmichael lumped Mayor.. 
Robert Sabonjian in a class 
with soi'ithern white racists and 
said Waukegan was no better 
than any other town.

“Where there are injustices,”, 
he said, “we are'gomg to turn 
those cities upside down.”

“And if the whites don’t want 
to net hurt, they can keep their 
filthy white, hands off of our 
beautiful black skins.”

Carmichael called the United 
States a “nation of thieves.” .

“They stole you'Iron Africa. thoil3h they ditl man the doors. 
They stole this land from the . “His fee wasn’t really a fee 
Indians . and then they killed but a contribution to the move- 
them off,” he said. ment,”'she said. “I cannot tell
■ “Our. sweat' built this,. coun- you how much was paid but it

Stokely Carmichael 

survival. And we must tell the 
white man to move on over, or 
we’re going to move, on over 
y°w” ’ , ■
.'Mrs. William Conner, presi

dent of the sponsoring group, 
said that Carmichael was “as 
much as I expected,” but she 
didn’t care to. comment on the 
subjects discussed by Carmi
chael in his talk.
. She said the adverse publicity 
in the past few days had a bad 
effect on the attendance dt the 
function.
' When Carmichael had finished 
speaking he was whisked away 
in an auto, closely followed by 
four Waukegan police detectives, 
serving as an escort out of town.

. Although there were many po
lice officers scattered through
out the area, no incidents occur
red.

Mrs.' Conner squelched a ru
mor that 'Cannirchacl’s visit was 
paid for by his Black Power 
supporters in the area,' even

group of Carmichael followers.
Davis had been set up behind 

the curtain and had permission 
to tape, the show from Mrs. Con
ner. . , ■ . .

• She said later; however, that 
Carmichael had the last word 
on the taping and that word was 
No.

She also said thaf^TTStmoers 
of the John Birch Society, were 
in the audience with a tape re
corder and that group yas not 
allowed to run a tape either.-

try,” he .said, “and our . sweat ;came from the sale of tickets.” ; 
keeps it going. If we can’t share'- Dave Davis, news director of ; 
in the fruits then there isn't go- Radio Station WKRS was told ■ 
ing to be a country." “I——” in no uncertain terms that he 

.■ "We must unite for our very couldn't tape, the speech by a
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The audience, of about 250 persons, was ovm 95% 
Negro, with five to ten white persons. It was| estimate
that less than 10% were under the age of 25. Abrwi-fa »«Tfi between 
25 and 35 years off age, but the’ majority were what »wld
term the ’’middle-©lass” Negro, about 40 years of age7 He was un
aware of any military personnel there. Th® ushers were about'20 
young men, between the ages of 26 and 30, from the local area, whose 
identities did not know.

Speaking without notes ©r script, CARMICHAEL at times used 
the ’’pigeon English” of the ’’southern Negro” as contrasted to his 
use ©f the terms and tone of a college professor, in order to 
make his point, often a sarcastic reference to the white man.

The audience response to CARMICHAEL’S remarks was led 
by the group ©r entourage which accompanied CARMICHAEL, and who 
spread themselves two or three tea section among the audience. , 
They sported ’’Black Power” badges, both the red and black variety 
and the blue badge, and led the feet-stbmpping and catcalling at 
ffinh time"as CARMICHAEL would make a derisive remark.' Although 

pohsidered some ©f CARMICHAEL’S remarks, as quoted in his 
s'sory, as being inflammatory’ in nature,’ it was his thought that 
CARMICHAEL would not have received much audience reaction had it 
not been for his w©h©er»leaders” in the audience. Their clapping 
and hollering was, to seme extent, contagious.

®© discussions by groups of the 
at the high school or away from

fca@w of 
the speec n, either

___.There was’ a question and answer period after the speech, but|------ [recalled that only a very few. questions were asked.
Also, there was.t© have been a wtwt c©jaference. after the speech 
but none was held 
andienc® afte: 
it.

news article on the’ speech,After reviewing his own
stated in conclusion that he could recall only two other thiateg' 
that CARMICHAEL said 
Hannibal and Jesus
was a reference of 
In connection with 
that for a minute,

One was a reference, humor eras to 'to 
Christ as both having been colored, xne other

humor eras to

ridicule to.a colored policeman in the doorway, 
the latter, CARMICHAEL sarcastically remarked 
he ’’thought I was in Selma, Alabama”.
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_____________ _________________________________|adv Is ed
upon recontact August 7,--1967, that he had been enable to 
find among his personal effects at his residence any notations 
whatsoever pertaining' to'STOKELT CARMICHAEL’S speech, May'14, 
1967, which he covered'for. his.'newspaper,, He presumed that 
all'his notations had been destroyed.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date August 8, _1967_

r>r» ACTcyMiia-fr *7___ Off?
____________________ __________________  Chicago, we-paoae aaaioer

|, Illinois, telephone 
numberF 1 advised be was assigned to cover the speech of
STOKELY CARMICHAEL on May' 14, 1967, at Waukegan Township High 
School, Waukegan, Illinois.

E
pnade detailed notes of CARMICHAEL’s speech 
eiievea are in his personal files at home. These notes 
were used to prepare two articles. The first article was a 

straight factual story of the speech and the second was a com
parison of CARMICHAEL’s principle comments and a response by a 
wardedNavy Viet Ham veteran. He will have to refer to his notes 
to determine the dates these articles appeared in the ’’Chicago 
Tribune” newspaper.

The audience was composed of approximately 310 ‘people, 
90 to 95% Negro, about half 20 to 30 years of age, well dressed 
and well behaved people. No uniformed military personnel 'were 
seen in the audience, although a fair percentage of the audience 
appeared t© be of draft age. There were about 10 to 15 white 
people in the audience including newspaper people. He did not 
know anyone in the audience.

LOO HOUSE, Master of Ceremonies, began a music- 
comedy- program about as hour before CARMICHAEL' arrived’. ’ The 
audience remained’relaxed’and seemed to enjoy it, although'the 
tempo of the music was such that”’after a while it grated and 
became unpleasant. CARMICHAEL arrived after an hour of"this’ 
introduction with an entourage of 20 to 30 Negroes, sullen,- 
sportily and some slovenly dressed. He Joined LOU.HOOSE on the 
stage and did a quick ’’soft shoe” dance, made a few comments, 
then, retired to a back-room with.the majority ©f his entourage.

On 8/7/67 at Chicago, Illinois File # CG 157-1297
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An hour later CARMICHAEL appeared on stage. His entourage took 
up positions behind the audience and several to the back of the 
stage. Several carried handy talkie radios.

CARMICHAEL began his speech by making a dramatic
gesture toward a uniformed Negro policeman on duty at a front 
door commenting to the effect that "you know what we call this 
type of person, he wears the same kind of uniform as the cops in 
Mississippi." The audience, which had been joking with the 
colored officer previously, immediately reacted toward CARMICHAEL’S 
comment. The uniformed officer did not reply.

comments:
recalled CARMICHAEL making the following

"Turn your backs on this country which has no justiceJ V
’This is a nation off thieves, which is on the brink 

of becoming a nation of murderers!"
"If you don’t believe it, ask in Viet Nam, Baby!"
"If you are asked to go into the Army, tell them to 

go to hell!"
"Now is the time to go to war right here!"
"If we can’t get our justice, we’ll burn this nation’s 

cities to the ground!"
"Violence is not wrong, it’s a question of who controls 

the violence."
"We are learning their (white) ways. For years they 

have burned our homes and raped our women."
CARMICHAEL referred to whites generally by the term

"honky" or "honkies". He referred to LYNDON B. JOHNSON, GEORGE 
WALLACE, Mayor SABONJIAN and TARZAN by this term.

He commented to the effect that if you see a honky cop
about to arrest a Negro, you should gang up on him and not allow 
him to make the arrest.
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Prior to the speech,________[thought a relaxed easy

atmosphere prevailed. Five minutes after he began speaking 
CARMICHAEL appeared to have the crowd’s sympathy completely and 
the tension was noticeable.

It was impression that at the end of the
speech if CARMICHAEL had desired a violent immediate reaction 
against white people or a demonstration, the majority of the 
audience would have followed his counsel.

After the speed noticed a small percentage of
the audience gather in groups of half a dozen to a dozen and 
talk. He presumes it was comments about the speech. They 
appeared impressed with and in agreement with CARMICHAEL,

if necessary
■eadily agreed to be a witness and testify

-2.73
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Waukegan, advised as follows:
___________He 1« a former member of the _______________________ |and has retained an interest in community 
anairs, particuiarly activities at'the high school. On 
Mother’s Day, May 14, '1967, purely out of curiosity, he 
alone went to East Campus.Little Theatre, Waukegan Township 
High School, about 4:00 PM, to hear STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

He found an audience of about 200 persons, no more 
than a quarter of them white and' the rest Negro. Among 
them was| _ a former local teacher, who now
is teaching at |~ |Illinois.
Because he had to leave early to oe home for Mother’s Day 
dinner, he took a seat near th® East eseit. Some ushers 
wearing black power badges asked him to move t© the center 
of the auditorium’'which he declined to do. H® was aware . 
that CARMICHAEL had actually arrived, althou'gh more than 
an hour late, but he decided he could not wait any longer 
and departed th© premises before CARMICHAEL took the 
rostrum.

H® was hot aware of any military personnel in th® 
audience, which was for the most part a middle-aged group. He recognised, in addition fcd. 
Negro, a local dentist, and 
dentist.

white, a local

He could suggest no one who may may,,, have mad© a 
transcription off CARMICHAEL’® 'speech,' or w'ho attended any
post-meeting discussion group. ____ _____ '
0m-_A/7/.6Z___..... Illinois. . '__„F’ile #_,CG 157-1227._ .
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He took ho notes during this speech and he would be 
unable to testify to the text and word of CARMICHAEL’S speech, 
z

He saw no one in this audience who was wearing the uniform 
of any branch of militar/ service.

There was ho question and answer period at the end of 
CARMICHAEL’S speech. .

He observed no discussions by any part of the audience 
after his speech in the auditorium or in the vicinity of this 
auditorium. He would not be anxious to testify as he is prejudiced 
somewhat in"CARMICHAEL’S favor. He does not however, agree with 
CARMICHAEL’S "separatist attitude nor 'does "he" agree' with CARMICHAEL’S, 
attitude cohcerriing"'violence.'" He agrees.'with the fact that 
CARMICHAEL exists as-there"has to be some thought or something 
to keep the civil rights movement ever"present in the minds of 
the American people and CARMICHAEL accomplish® this.

17^
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Waukegan, Illinois
amised as follows:

. Purely .out- "off cnriosity, and beoans® off his interest 
in contemporary'afffairs, h® ©n May 14, 1967 „ attended th® swechof Siam ttMICTOL along withf

The f©w off them w@r@ ush®r®d into seats ©f the second
or third 'row ©n th® l®fft==hand side of the' th®ater9 and were not 
allowed to sit in the front row, which was apparently reserved 
for older people off th® sponsoring group, th® Whittier School 
Mothers□ The ushers w®r® local wane men for th® most part, wearing Blast Power buttons andl las surprised t© s®@
Mtarng th® audience a fellow

The audience was mad® up of Negroes for the most part
with several apparent mixed marriage couples, and th® aviditence___
was a somewhat middle-aged group. It did not appear to_______ _
to b® th® typ® @ff a young ©rowd with which CABMICHAEL was osnaiiy 
associated „ CAMICHAEL was accompanied by twenty five or thirty 
young m@n9 who were in th© twenty to thirty ag© group. This 
group spread itself through th® audience, particularly in the 
rear seats, and 1 ®d the cheering at appropriate tines.

who made no notes or recording off th® speech
expected OBMICfflAEfc0s speech Mto b@ militant, and it certainly 
was.” By this h®■meant that CABMICHAEL’s remarks were generally

8/8/67 Waukegan, Illinois C<G 157-=1297On at File # 
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contrary to papular beliefs, and were presented in a defiant 
attitude.

CARMICHAEL began by trying to define "Black Power” 
but then appeared to talk in several unconnected directions, as 
if trying to give th® people what they might want to hear. When 
he made various remarks about the war in Viet Kam, th© audience 
did not seem to respond too well. ' ©ther than that., however, 
th® audience, particularly CARMICHAEL’s associates in the back, 
and a local group seated in the ©enter of the theater, at times 
stood on their seats and cheered or stomped approval.

At on® point, CARMICHAEL admonished th® audi@nc® 
that if they got summons to go to Vi®t Mam to send them back 
"and tell th®m you’r® not going,” and intimated that "there is 
going to be a war right here.” CARMICHAEL th®n went on to 
tell the audience that the people in the area should get 
themselves ready for this struggle, because "when on© city goes, 
they’ll all go.”

looked upon this remark as a forewarning 
off the events ©t th® past summer which have occurred sine® 
CARMICHAEL’® Waukegan appearance.

concluded that he was rather shocked to hear 
the militant attitude with which CARMICHAEL delivered his 
speech, but felt that neither he nor his three young associates 
were in any way influenced by CARMICHAEL’S remarks.

said he would be willing 
reactions as to CAMISSLAEL’s May 14, 1967,

to testify as to his 
speech.

— 2-77 "
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|Waukegan) Illinois, who resides at
_______Waukegan, and who was interviewed at his place 

of business, furnished the following information:
He and two friendsl 

wem—co--
rne juittie xneater at the cast campus or Waukegan Township High 
School late in the afternoon of May 14, 1967 to listen to a 
speech to be given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL. One of his friends 
had taken recording equipment with him to record this speech but 
prior to the time that STOKELY CARMICHAEL commenced his speech 
they determined that the microphone was faulty and therefore were 
unable to record any pa.rt of the speech. He and his two friends 
were escorted to the front row on the isle in this auditorium when 
they arrived and after they had each paid $2 admission price. He 
observed in the audience about 50 young men in the age group of 
about 18 to 25 years of age. He did not know any of these youths 
by name and probably would not be able to identify them again.

He estimated that there were about 220'persons in the....
audience, male and female, and of this group about seven were white.

He heard no boos or jeers during CARMICHAEL'S speech 
and said that the response to the speech was extremely enthusiastic, 
At the end of his speech, CARMICHAEL received a standing ovation 
and immediately, upon the e&mlusion of the "speech, andhis friends departed through a side door near where they had been 
seated. This was at 6:22 PM.

At the time CARMICHAEL made the statement "Hell ho)
we won’t go”, the young people in the audience' cheered this gtatA- 
ment and the audience in general cheered enthusiastically.'
took notes during the speech and wrote 'down certain' statements----
made by CARMICHAEL, Those which he wrote down are set forth as 
follows:

On 8/5/67 at Waukegan, Illinois Fi 1 e # 157-1297
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’’The Voting Rights Bill is no good.”
"Black power is coining together and there will be 

liberation by any means."
"You are oppressed because you are black." ,
"There are no lazy black people. White people came 

to Africa to get black people to do the work. Black people built 
this country."

"White people stole our culture and gave it back to 
us."

"This is a nation of thieves because the white man stole 
it from the red man."

"The white man protects property and not us." 
"Don’t get tricked into fighting in Viet Nam." 
"Look around and see who your real enemy is." 
"The Government should call it black urban removal.” 
"War is for the birds - Lady BIRD and LYNDA BIRD." 
"Give us justice or w© will burn down the cities.” 
"I’d tear up this country before I’d work in it." 
"It’s better that the black di© in Mississippi rather 

than in Viet Nam."
"Americans, hell, you’re black. If you don’t know this 

they will tell you."
"Who can control violence. The most violent men in 

the community are the-,-white cops. They’re legitimate."
"LBJ is a Cops are murderers."
"Black people have been the recipients of violence for 

four hundred years. Hit them back."
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”We have been non-violent too long."
"Throw non-violence to JIM CLARK, GEORGE WALLACE

and LESTER MADDOX.” '
"If a hunky (appearmtly referring t© the white race) 

lays a hand on me, I’ll kill him.”
”We can’t season with a Cwwd illegible) man like the 

hunky that is mayor of this town. Tell them to keep their 
filthy hands off our beautiful black skin.”

He referred t© FREDERICK DOUGLAS and to the W.E.B. 
DuBois Clubs and in connection with this, therefore, repeated 
’’agitate, agitate, agitate."

He suggested to the audience that they read the works 
of LANGSTON HUGHES and HERBERT APTHEKER.

explained, that h@ has been on the
TTFEe---tftAt CARMICHAEL 1S «1 trAlftSd. And WJLL tended in 

Marxist beliefs.

to testify as a wi
will retain his notes, but he would' prefer not 
tness due to the pressure of business at the

present time, because he does not want' t© have his'home' 
because of fear of recrimination against his only child,

combed" and"'

There were two young Negro males in the uniform of the 
U.S. Navy seated directly behind him. ' They were dressed in the 
Navy blue uniform and the rank on their sleeves indicated they' 
were Seaman Apprentices. He saw no one else in military uniform' 
and saw no one else in th© audience who h© knew to b© in military 
service.

He does not know whether there was a question and 
answer period after th© speech inasmuch as h© and. his friends 
departed during the standing ovation.
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_________ |dld. not know whether there was any dlsrnssdcm 

by the audience after the speech inasmuch as he and his friends 
were the first to depart from the auditorium and from th© parking
lOt 0
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Illinois
Waukegan,

did rciic®!

b7C

Because of hex* continuing interest in the social pro
blems of the times, and acting entirely as an individual, she 
on Sunday, May 14, 1967, attended the meeting at East Campus 
Little Theater, Waukegan,Township High School, to hear STOKUSY 
CARMICHAEL speak. She was one of a minority of 10 or 15 white 
persons among the audience of over 200 people, most of them 
from the middle aged, middle class Negro population.

CARMICHAEL, who spoke extemporaneously,.was received
with considerable enthusiasm by the audience, and she joined 
in the cheering after several of his marks dealing with ln~ 
equities accorded the Negro by white persons. She felt that he was 
a' talented and a bitter young man, who dared to say things, that 
needed to be said. She recalled a remark he .made admonishing 
the whi|e man to keep his ’’white hands off my beat if ul black 
skin”, but did not feel this remark was in any way inflammatory. 
She recalled that CARMICHAEL made reference to the draft, to 
th® extent that he said no Negro should be anxious to answer 
a call to service; however, she did not recall that he in any 
way counseled his audience or members thereof to refuse to 
answer a call to service.
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She was unable to identify any military personnel among 
the audience, and knew of no one who may have made a transcription 
or notes of CARMICHAEL’S speech. She did. not. participate in, any 
post^speech discussion group or reception.

J___________  I concluded that, while she now felt that
CARMICHAEL was somewhat of a menace, she did not feel that she 
could conscientiously testify in any proceedings involving him.
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Da te  tepst 8, 1967

On Awst 8, 1967 o

|advised tee attended a speech given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
at. Wa.uk.egan Townsfolk High School, May 14, 1967, iaf Waukegan®_____
.Illinois. I__________ htated he was rafsad 1 n WmtoffM .1 I

and was vitally interested in Negro civil 
rights affairs in. that area,.__ He was particularly interested in__
hearing CARMICHAEL I

Itmt as an Individ 
dual interested in Negro history in. the W. said the
Whittier School Mothers’ Club represented the mure .responsible 
middle class section ©f the Negro community in the Waukegan 
area.

wa® impressed that the atmosphere at the 
auditorium was n©;c eendwiva to the type of program being presented, 
Waukegan police were stationed all over the auditorium® He felt 
Mayor SABONJIAN probably misunderstood the true nature of the 
meeting and required that th© police attend la large numbers® 
The Mayor had been, informed of th® event by the Whittier School 
Mothers Club®

The audience numbered approximately 300 people, 90%. 
Negro, th© majority ci which were between 20 and. 30. years of. age®. 
There were about 25 white people ia attendance® The .Negroes >in 
the audience represented the responsible elements of -the. Waukegan 
ccmmwaity, were well dressed and well behaved® 'Conspicious by 
their absence were the Negro leaders of Waukegan, such as Ministers 
and leaders in moderate civil rights groups like the Urban League
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and National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, 
Likewise there were very few, if any, tr^tniks or ghetto type 
Negroes in the audience.

did not keep any notes regarding CARMICHAEL’s 
speech, ne recalled CARMICHAEL’s main ideas were addressed to 
the Negro people t© be their true selves and not to be imitators 
of the white race. The Negroes should define for themselves what 
is true beauty, real values and correct race pride. CARMICHAEL 
believed that the white people have never really tried to uplift, 
upgrade or understand th© Negro race, but to degrade and use them 
for their own, purposes. In this connection he believed that the 
white race had abused and raped their women.

CARMICHAEL regarded interracial relations as relatively 
unimportant to Negroes, although regarded highly by whites. He 
ccanmented ’’white women are not queens, not virgins, they can be 
had by anyone,”

CARMICHAEL compared middle class Negroes or ’’Uncle 
Toms” to Negroes with true race pride. CARMICHAEL stated that 
he knew Negroes who made him look like an ’’Uncle Tom”.

CARMICHAEL equated the 'Viet Nam war situation to th© 
violent nature of the white man, He counseled the Negro race to 
avoid entanglements in. the whit© man’s war and commented at one 
point ”hell no, we aint gonna go”.

Concerning race pride, CARMICHAEL counseled the group, 
not to let the whit© man slap you., if he does to.kill him, H® ’ 
ccemented that Black Power'is defined as a coming together of black 
people to liberate themselves by whatever means is possible,

| thought the audience reaction was great . ■ . j
regal'ding CARMICHAEL9s comments’on Negro pride, Negro beauty, 
interracial Relationships and the degrading of the Negro race by 
the white man, ' He thought' 'there was very little reaction to 
CARMICHAEL9s comments on the Viet Nam situation.

After the speech noticed that the majority of
the older Negroes in the auaieiuse praetieally rushed" the stage 
to shake CARMICHAEL’s hand and ©caplfmeht him and agree generally 
with his ideas. He did not recall if there was a question and

- 2-^ST"
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answer period after the speech,, bat he does not think soo He

They generally agreed that CARMICHAEL■made a favorable 
impression spon them which was quite different than 'the 'impression 
©n,® gets from reading strictly newspaper articles" and'-"seeing’.short 
television shots'of CARMICHAEL'S speeches; They generally agreed 
that CARMICHAEL was" 'relating true"historical and everyday 'facts 
of the Negro existence which are generally not liked by the white 
race»

____ !____ |did not' believe that CARMICHAEL'S speech 'tended 
to counsel or influence draft age young men to avoid military 
service ©r violently oppose military service.
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1 Date 8/8/67

1 Waukegan, who resides at| I
Waukegan, who was interviewed at his office, furnished the following 
informations

He was notified by the Whittier School Mothers’ Club, 
Waukegan, that there would be a program'in the Little Theater of 
the East Campus of Waukegan Township High School on May 14, 1967, 

~~| He was aware that 
„ would be the featured speaker on this program.

He remained in the auditorium at the high'school' oh May 14, 
1967, during STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S speech but he was not aware that 
any recording or transcript of the speech was mad^'e..
.... He' estimated that there was about 25 young males in the 

audience in the age group from about 18 to 25 years.
......  He estimated' that there were about 300 people in the 
audience and observed about six white persons.,

There were ho boos. or jeers during CARMICHAEL’S speech 
and"'the.audience" "cheered "at" certain high points of the speech and
when they were expected to cheer.

Wi th "regard • to the' statement ’’Hell no^ we won’ t go”, he 
has read a great'""deal about STOKELY CARMICHAEL and quotations of 
CARMICHAEL"and"he"has heard CARMICHAEL on TV and the comment ’’Hell no, W wc&’ t "go” he knows has been attributed to CARMICHAEL 
and he is certain that he has heard him make this.statement on 
TV. . But he'could not’be" certain "that CARMICHAEL made this
statement during his speech on May 14, 1967, at Waukegan.

— 2-S7 -
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I. SPEECH OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT LINCOLN MEMORIAL CONGREGATIONAL 
TEMPLE, 
WASHINGTON, D.C., 
MAY 16, 1967

No prepared text, but speech delivered by 
CARMICHAEL is known to have been submitted to the

is available upon issuance of subpoena.

There are no informants in Washington, D.C. 
who are sufficiently acquainted with STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL to testify as to his knowledge and Intent 
in making the above speech.
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WASfiiftgron, i*. L'., wag AdViSea ne was not required to ma Ice 
any statement and that any statement he made could be used 
in court. He was also advised of his right to consult 
legal counsel.

He attended a meeting sponsored by the Washington 
Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam at the 
Lincoln Memorial Congregational Temple, 11th and R Streets, 
N.W., Washington, D. C., on the evening of May 16, 1967. 
Tliore were at least 300 persons present with the majority 
being teen-agers or young adults; the audience was composed 
of about 60% Negroes and 40 % whites.

One of the speakers was STOKELY CARMICHAEL. Among 
other things, CARMICHAEL spoke about the involvement of 
the Itoited States in Vietnam and the use of young people 
from this country in this matter. He advised that in order 
to resist this, "We" have to give our young brothers 
around this country the strength to say, "Hell no" to the 
draft. The impression was gained that CARMICHAEL advocated 
mobilizing high school students as a sort of draft movement 
in keeping with his opposition in Vietnam by the United 
States; that the high school students are to be the next 
group to be drafted.

CARMICHAEL said words to the effect that in 
building the resistance to the draft, one must think 
about the penalty involved, going to jail. He said "we" 
are going to jail for five years if necessary; that "we" 
represent 10% of the population and the jails cannot hold 
that many j>eople.

The audience received CARMICHAEL’S statements 
with enthusiasm and he was very well received. No 
dissenting statements or sounds were heard from the 
audience.

-- ot---Washington, -D-- C-.------------------- File # WFO 100-4350^
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No persons in military uniforms were observed, 
nor were any military personnel in civilian clothes known 
to be present.

No question and answer period followed 
CARMICHAELS talk, and the audience did not participate 
in any discussion concerning it.

did not desire to furnish a 
signed statement.—He saia he is available and willing 
to testify in court or before a hearing.
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Date____________________ —--------------------

I Washington, D. C 
was aavisea ne was not required to make any statement and 
that any statement he did make could be used in court. 
He was also advised of his right to consult legal counsel. 
_____________ pdvised he was present during the speech 

given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL on the evening of May 16, 1967. 
at the Lincoln Memorial Congregational Temple, 11th and 
H Streets, N.W., Washington, ». C.

According to_______  the Temple was
filled to capacity and approximately 90% of the audience 
were young college students and youths in their teens. 
He stated that about one-half the group consisted of 
Negroes and one-half were whites,

related that he could recall no 
specific statements made by CARMICHAEL instructing those 
present to willfully refuse to accept military service or 
evade the draft. He related that a lot of things CARMICHAEL 
said, such as referring to President JOHNSON as a "honky" 
and ridiculing the police, made him angry as an American; 
however, he realized this is considered freedom of speech 
under the Constitution. advised that he
can recall CARMICHAEL saying uie iwgru people should 
organize in the schools, in the jails, and in their 
neighborhoods in order to liberate themselves and that 
if they do any dying it should be in this regard on 
American soil and not in Vietnam.

Advised that the audience’s 
reaction to CARMICHAEL’S remarks was extremely favorable 
and whenever he made some derogatory remark pertaining 
to the President or law enforcement in general, the 
audience was particularly vocal in its approval.

There were no recognizable military personnel in 
the audience, and no question or answer period after the 
speech. At the end of CARMICHAEL’S talk, theTsmple

Rn 8/8/67 ot Washington, D. C.__________Hie #_____WFP 100-43502________
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immediately emptied and there were no groups or 
parts of the audience observed afterwards gathering 
to discuss the speech.

|did not see any need to 
furnish a signea statement. He is available and willing 
to testify in court or before a hearing.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

D„to August 8, 1967

 I »>■.. Washington. D.C.. reported that
no a ^Tt q

His regular employment to handle the at a
meeting held on the night of May 16, 1967 at the Lincoln 
Memorial Congregational Temple, 11th and R Streets, M.W., 
Washington, n. C.

set up the equipment, and recorded the 
speech of (JauUllcilAEL on tliat night in its entirety. 
Following the program) personally delivered the tape
recording- nf thg> sn<w>h to |
____ _____ Washington, D.C., where the news 
people reviewed the tape and used excerpts on their news 
programs.

On-------- 8/8/67—at —Washington, D. C.--------------------F'le #—CTO 100-43503--------------
AT 100-6812

Date dictated______8/8/67__________
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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J. SPEECH OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT JEFFERSON HIGH SCHOOL, 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, 
MAY 26, 1967

There is no prepared text relating to the 
speech furnished to school authorities or to members 
of the press, neither is a recording of this speech 
available.

There are no informants in the Los Angeles 
Division sufficiently close to CARMICHAEL who could 
testify as to his knowledge and intent as it relates 
to this speech.

— 298 "
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>n May 29, 1967, advised that 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke at a Black Power Conference 
held at the Jefferson High School, 1319 East 41st 
Street, Los Angeles, California, on May 26, 1967.

In substance it was reported that CARMICHAEL 
advised the following:

"It's no time to talk loud and 
shoot off at the mough. That tactic 
is used to awake people. The peopleopic- 
at this meeting is awake already, and 
now is the time to talk business. He 
stated he is the organizer of SNCC, and 
H. Rap Brown is the chairman of SNCC. 
He spoke calm and serious. He said we 
must organize. It is no time to talk 
reformation, it_s time to talk revolution. 
To organize we must have two organizations: 
a political organization to carry on the 
legal structure of the movement in the 
open and on paper, then the underground 
guerillas; both organizations working 
together and with due respect to each 
other.

"We must control education in our 
black schools, the P.T.A., the teachers. 
The Negro schools should be taught languages 
peculiar to their kind such as Chinese, 
also the languages spoken in South America 
and Swahili, and no Frence, German, and 
Russian_ etc. We need to be able to 
communicate with other oppressed nations. 
We must have a economic program to guarantee 
us support from the businessescqperating 
in our community in the form of jobs, 

b7D
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organizational support_ etc_, demand that 
50$ of business profits be returned to 
the community in some of these forms. 
And if we can't get it^ Then boycott, 
and police the boycott."

Further advised on August 8, 1967, 
regarding sea cements of CARMICHAEL made on May 26, 1967, 
that CARMICHAEL in his speech stated it was time 
for revolution and organization. He pointed out 
two organizations were needed to obtain Negro 
goals, which were a political organization and 
an underground guerilla band. Negroes need 
economic programs to guarantee support from 
businesses operating in Negro communities in the 
form of jobs, organizational support, and 50$ of 
business profits. Informant advised that CARMICHAEL 
critized the military draft and stated "Negroes 
must refuse to serve in the military."

Informant advised that the audience at 
this meeting was composed of all Negroes, 75$ of 
whom were under 32 years of ege, many being students 
of a draft age who gave CARMICHAEL his most enthusiastic 
response. No persons of white race or members of 
news media were permitted in this conference as 
security guards screened all persons entering the 
conference.
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VII. IDENTIFICATION RECORD
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APPENDIX - WITNESSES

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

Berkeley, who has
always been cooperative and has furnished re1lable 
Information, is willing and available to testify 
during any future trials in this matter. He was in 
attendance at the STOKELY CARMICHAEL speech, University 
of California, Berkeley, October 29, 1966, and under 
his direct supervision CARMICHAEL'S speech was recorded.

Berkeley. [ Jwas assigned by
the Chief of Police to duty at the Greek Theater on 
October 29, 1966, and was present during the CARMICHAEL 
speech on that date. I Ils willing and available 
to testify in any future court proceedings.
has always cooperated with the FBI and has furnished 
reliable information in the past.

was present at the Greek Theater during the
STOKELY CARMICHAEL speech on October 29, 1966. He 
has been friendly and cooperative to the FBI for many 
years and has furnished reliable Information in the 
past. He is available, but is unwilling to testify 
in connection with the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
on October 29, 1966, because of possible retaliatory 
measures.

Oakland, California. Records and recollections
concerning his recording of Black Power Day meeting, which 
included speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL on October 29, 1966. 
He is willing and available to testify.
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Army ROTC Unit, University oi‘ California, 
Berkeley. Records reflecting 619 Army ROTC students 
as of October 1, 1966. He is willing and available 
to testify.

Air Force ROTC, 
University of California, Berkeley, California. 
Records reflecting 51 Air Force ROTC students as 
of October 1, 1966. He is willing and available 
to testify.

____________________ __________  U. S. Marine Corps,
Navy ROTC, University of California, 

Berkeley. Records reflecting 163 Navy ROTC students 
as of November 1, 1966. He is willing and available 
to testify.
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AT 100-6812

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

The following identified persons furnished 
information of value regarding speech made by CARMICHAEL 
at Richmond, Virginia: ’

__________________________Richmond, Virginia,
Police Department, is willing to testify as to ~ 
approximate attendance.

Richmond, Virginia, 
Police Department, is willing to testify and can furnish 
approximation of races in attendance.

| Henrico County,
Virginia Police Department is willing to testify as a 
witness.

Richmond, 
Virginia, ponce Department, wno neara portions of the 
speech and recorded proceedings Is a willing witness.
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APPENDIX - WITNESSES

|Richmond, Virginia, anI
__________ and part-time employee for
_____ recorded speech of CARMICHAEL; however, she 
has indicated a willingness to testify as to the 
contents of this tape and her observations.

Richmond,
Virginia, has indicated a willingness to testify in 
court if necessary regarding tape transcription in 
his possession.

to testify.

_____________Hicnmono, Virginia, indicated ne would nor 
be a voluntary witness for the United States Government 
as he is an active member of the_________________________
and felt his appearance as a witness would be detrimental 
to his continued functioning in this elected capacity.
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APPENDIX - WITNESSES

JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI

Jackson, Mississippi,

has Indicated a willingness to testify.

of

Jackson. Mississippi J

ana sne nas inaicapea a willingness -co pespiiy.

Jackson, Mississippi,I_________
____________________________ and is employed as an 

|is a white male and
has Indicated a willingness to testify.

3o<s
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provided his employer grants his approval.

this matter if absolutely necessary.

-
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APPENDIX - WITNESSES

Jackson, Mississippi, appears ro
be a willing witness available for testimony as evidenced 
by his searching for the original tape recording in 
this matter.
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APPENDIX - WITNESSES

HOUSTON, TEXAS

| University of Houston, 3801 
Cullen Boulevard, Houston, Texas. |is willing
and available to testify in behalf of the government.

| University of Houston, Houston, Texas, 
is tne logical person to be subpoenaed for Introduction 
of original tape recording.

________________________ (Houston, Texas, Phone- 
is a willing witness concerning his recording’ 
the speech.

------------------------ llini vfersltv of Houston. Houston,
Texas, ana resident oil___________________________
Houston, Texas, is a wining witness.

| Hous t on, 
Texas, and| (of the Jnlversity
of Houston, has Indicated he is a willing witness 
unless his Supervisor, | [of the University
of Houston, Interposes an objection to his so appearing.

Texas, and a member of the
JHouston, Texas, 

Iforf |nas indicated his
willingness to appear as a witness.

Houston, Texas, and a member of thel
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has been a police officer for and is
available and willing to testify.

Houston, Texas, made a tape of 
the speech or gaKMI.CHAEL, which is still in his 
custody, and he is willing and available to testify 
concerning this tape.

Texas, Pnonel Tin I
I and a 

part-time employee of~| 
________________________  is available and willing to 
testify in this matter.
■I U. S. Army, and

U n i v e r s i t y o f 
Houston, Texas, is available ana wining to testify 
in this matter.

____________________ ____________________  U.S
Army, University of Houston', Houston, Texas, is 
available and a willing witness.

necessary.

is available

Texas
Texas is available and a willing witness

Lmston..
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SAINT PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

Clear Water, 
Florida, has autnorizea tne availability of members 
of his department to testify concerning this 
speech.

Intelligence
Unit, Pinellas County Sheriff's Office^ Clear 
Water, Florida, is available and a willing witness 
in this matter.

Pinellas
County Sheriff's Office, Clear water, Florida, is 
available and a willing, witness.

and an employee of the SherlffTs 
Department for 5 years, residing at|

Clear Water, Florida, is available and a willing 
witness.

and a member of the Pinellas County Sheriff's Office, 
was born in| | and has been an
employee of the Sheriff's Office for 4 yeras. He is 
available and a willing witness.

Intelligence 
Bureau, saint Petersburg, Florida Police Department, 
is available and a willing witness in this matter.

3/3 -
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"SE 100-28676’ 
LKS/cdv

All of the above witnesses are available 
and willing to testify in this matter.

3/5 "
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■CINCINNATI, OHIO

Cincinnati.Ohio Police Department, and resident of 
___________________  Cincinnati, Ohio, is available 
and willing to testify in this matter.

______  CineinnaLi, onio, ana|_________J Cincinnati, 
Ohio Police Department, is available and willing to 
testify in this matter.

_____  _____ J Cincinnati, Ohio Police Department, 
is available and a willing witness.

,J______________________ Cincinnati,
Ohio, a of the Cincinnati Police
Department ror i*t years, is available and a willing 
witness.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Cincinnati Police 
Department, is available and willing to testify 
concerning this speech.

Cincinnati, 
Ohio.

_______ 1________________ on August 1967, --------- |_____________________ (Cincinnati, Ohio, advised 
he was unwilling to permit the original tape of the 
speech made by CARMICHAEL to be entered as possible 
evidence in a judicial matter, and further desired that 
his employee,___________________Inot be recontacted,
and neither would he permitl Ito appear
as a witness in a judicial proceeding. !

-
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explained his reasons for this stand as concern 
should anv unfriendly sources become aware that 
_____ _____or any other employee of|

t>/as cooperative with a law eniorcemenL agency, 
that reprisals might result in possible personal 
injury and destruction of radio station and network 
property.
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CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Regarding the availability of witnesses 
to testify.about the facts of this speech, the 
following witnesses are willing to testify for 
the Government:

Northbrook, Illinois
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1 ZZI---
watucegan, Illinois------ :—:------

wauicegan, Illinois------------------ J
The'following person: is- willing to 

testify if subpoenaed:

wawcegan, Illinois
The following persons are willing to 

testify, but are in sympathy with CARMICHAEL:

Waukegan, Illinois

wauicegan, Illinois

First Platoon, Field Medical services school. uamn 
Lejeune, North Carolina, home address] 
South, Minneapolis, Minnesota, is available as a willing 
witness.
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P'irst Platoon, F161d Mfedical Sfervicfes----
School.. camp Le.Teune. North Carolina, home address - 

_  | and
on transfer to U.S, Navy Hospital, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, is available as a witness.
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'WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

Virginia, arid a wnm—
Metropolitan Police Department,, wasmngton, D.C., 
is available and willing to testify in court or 
at a hearing.

Intelligence Division, Metropolitan Police 
Department, Washington, D.C., is available and a 
willing witness.

Washington, D.C.ls available and willing to 
testify in this matter.
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Is a current live informant
of continuing value to the Los Angeles Division, who 
is unavailable and unwilling to testify at this time.
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
August 12, 1967

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference

SEDITION
Re Atlanta report of SA

iated and capibioned
as above.

All sources (except any listed ’below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



AIRTEI*

FROM: LEOAT, TOKYO (Itt-Mm ) ( RUC)
SUBJECT! JAPAS COMMITTEE FOR IOESTISATI0H 

OF WAR OIMES IM VIETNAM (JCIWCV) 
IS * JAPAK

Raaylat g/T/iV. y
• ■■ ■ ... ■■ .

Eneloeed for tbelnfoxwttlon of the Bureau are 5 
copies of CAS Cable FJT-1M79 and 2 oepiee of CAS CahU 
FJT-129S1, oaatainlng infonaation regarding the tfyave 
eaptionad organization and It* alleged invitation to 
STOKSLT’CARifmEh, forner Chairman of SWSB* to attend its

"TSuguir^TwrWm®;

Any additional information reoelwd regarding dMis 
matter will hO promptly forwarded to the Bureau.

H - TtrivfS_______ _____
(1 -
(1 - IdS-UJ(Jtt)
(1 - lBS«|>t><SMCC)

RVPihah 
(18)

jdo -

HG AUG 2C ^>7

■ ?’ ■“ " ' —^^^"5

5’/ ■-

54 AUG? 5 1967

CONTAINED



50)0-106OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Wick -------

Casper _ 

Callahan 

Conrad _

DeLoach

Mohr-------

ACTION:
The above information is being directed to the

attention of the Internal Security Section and the Subversive
Control Section,

.DECLASSIFY ON: 25X i
W OSA Le*er -ruJ, q

s1 11 *H/.

1 - C. D. Brennan
1 ~ B. A. Wells
1 - Mr. Bland
1 - Liaison
1 - Mr. Papich 

I •'SJP:rab a/-
(6)

AUG 18 1S67
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TO D

15-67URGENT

VIA TELETYPE <1
AUG1 5 1967

ENCIPHERED

Mn Tolson— 

Mr. DeLoach- 
Mr. Mohr — 

Mr. Bishop .. 
Mr. Casper 

Mr. Callahan 

Mr. Conrad- 

Mr. Felt-------
Mr. Gale.........

osen—

ECTOR NEW YORK WASHINGTON FIELD

NEV YORK VIA WASHINGTON

FROM ATLANTA

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-M, SEDITION

avel.— 

r. Trotter— 

Tele. Room— 

Miss Holmes- 
Miss Gandy.

A SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THeWsT^/I#^ 
ADVISED ON AUGUST FOURTEEN LAST, THAT ATLANTA EMPLOYEES OF^CHE STUDENT 

NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC) STATED ON AUGUST FOURTEEN 

LAST, THAT WHEN STOKELY CARMICHAEL LEAVES CUBA HE IS GOING TO 'VISIT ;

EUROPE, AFRICA AND CANADA BEFORE RETURNING TO THE UNITED STATES-AJ 

NEV YORK. THE SOURCE DID NOT DETERMINE THE DATES THAT CAR MICHAEL* WOULD

LEAVE CUBA OR ARRIVE IN THE UNITED STATES. ■
b2

ADMINISTRATIVE b7D
SOURCE IS| |LOCAL AUTHORITIES, MILITARY H

INTELLIGENCE, US ATTORNEY, AND SECRET SERVICE, ATLANTA, ADVISED . P. H



TO
FROM
SUBJECT

by
Copies 

to the following

FD-36 (Flev. 5-22164)

gP- Bureau (Enc. 
3 - Atlanta (2 - 

(1 -
3 - Miami

AIRTEL

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
SAC, MIAMI (100-15451)

/c^

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
(00: ATLANTA)

Transmit the following in

Via

who

3)

9 copies 
monitored

(Priority)

b7D
wE AUG 10

Date: 8/7/67
F B I

(Type in plaintext or code)—
ALL ^FOFh* 

HEREL^ ,|S| U

CDNTAi^ED

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, 
to all offices, dated 6/7/67.

with copy

Enclosed for the Bureau are 
of an LHM concerning information from 
broadcasts from Cuba made in Miami and from 
Cuban publications. Three copies of this LHM 
are being furnished to Atlanta, the office of 
origin, as well as origin in the case entitled 
"COMINFIL; SNCC". ,

The source concealed is 
furnished the information to SA 
on 8/1 and 8/3/67

Translation from the Spanish was made

of this LHM are being disseminate 
agencies:
9) (RM) 
100-6812) (E: 
100-6488) ;

(1 - 100-15451) 
(1 - 100-15068) __
(1 -

.CLASSIFIED
DECLASSIFY

JJMzkli 
(9)

GENCY: ACSI, OSI;SEC. SSJfc?

M Per

DATE FOHW:. 
"HOW FOrRW-f
BY:_________

Sent

8 b7C 
b7D
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NISO, Charleston, SUTOliJarol-imi. OS I, Robins Air For'.tg-lW'^nW^*' 
111th M. I. Group, Owftan&t^y* Florida
The enclosed LHM indicates that CARMICHAEL is 

accompanied by one ____ ___________________________________________ | was described as a member of SNCC and 
Iwere described as U.S. Negro leaders.

LEADS:
ATLANTA DIVISION

AT ATLANTA, GEORGIA

and
Will, if not already known, identify

-4 i.. ■ ? f



In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No.

UN^jD STATES DEPARTMENT OF ^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF IN V ESTIG ATION

Miami;, Florida
August 7d 1967

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL CONTAINED
INTERNAL SECURITY - MOI IS UNOASSRED 

■ MISCELLANEOUS W</»../

made availablesource, .on
report of tftfe Matldhai Association of

A 
a published 
Stenographers of Cuba (in exile). • This Association, 
on a daily basis, monitors broadcasts from Cuba, and 
thereafter publishes a transcription of the more im
portant '^fws items. The published reports made 'avail
able by the source contain information from broadcasts 
from Cuba that were monitored on August 1967. The 
information obtained is as follows:

Radio Havana - Cuba
STOKELY CARMICHAEL read a message over 

Radio Havana - Cuba which he had written -to "CHE’’ 
GUEVARA.' He said that the Afro-Asians in the United 
States feel a great admiration for ’'CHE”. "We await 
with eagerness your writings in order to read them, 
digest them and to plan our strategy based on them," 
he said. "We want you to know," he continued, "where- 
ever you are, you are an inspiration not only to the 
Negroes in the United States, but to the fights for 
liberation throughout the world."

ERNESTO "CHE" GUEVARA was the former 
head of the National Institute of Agra- 
rain Reform (INRA) of the Cuban Govern
ment .
CMQ Radio (August 1, 1967)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S'press conference, 

which could be called "historic" because of the im
portant statements it contained, stressed the 
decision of the Negro people of the United Spates 
to respond with violence to the imperialist policy 
of the United States Government.



RE: 'STOKELY CARMICHAEL

I , CARMICHAEL, ksXyelx as his companionsf 
\| | both of them also U.S.

/ jNegro’'leaders j~an*swered the many questions put to them 
1 by the national and foreign journalists.

// In answer /to a question asked by a correspondent
L^-for the Italian daily, "L’Unita", concerning the beginning 

of the armed fight by the U.S. Negroes, CARMICHAEL said that the date could be set at about August 18, 1965, / 
when the rebellion began in the Negro district of Wa-tts, 
in Los Angeles, California, He said that after that
date, it became clear to those Negroes who did not be
lieve in violence that the only way was that of arms.

In regard to the fight going on in Vietnam, 
he said: "We U.S. Negroes will not take up arms to shoot 
the people of Vietnam; they have done nothing to us, 
they are our brothers in arms because they are fighting 
against the same imperialist structure as we are. Our 
answer to the armed forces in the United States is: 
we will not go and fight in Vietnam."

At the conference, the Negro leader was 
asked what importance he attributed to the message of 
"CHE" GUEVARA, especially to the slogan of creating, 
one, two, three and more Vietnams. CARMICHAEL answered 
that "CHE" is considered important because he is not an 
"armchair revolutionary" but a practical soldier. "We 
believe that his tactics are extraordinary and a good 
example is in his document to the Tri-Continental, which 
materialized in the recent chain reaction of the U.S. 
Negroes in the United States."

Radio Havana - Cuba (August 2, 1967)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL declared in Havana that 

the U.S. Negroes are planning guerrilla warfare in the 
cities because they have no other way to obtain their 
rights.

CARMICHAEL said that for 400 years, the Negro 
people of the United States had tried to coexist, with
out any results, but now, they have no other alternative 
than to take up arms for their liberation. During his 
press conference, he gave a brief explanation of the

- 2



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

meaning of the fight for Black Power: "It is the union 
of the Negroes in the United States to fight for their 
liberation; it is the union of the North American Negro 
population with the oppressed peoples of the rest of- the 
world; it is the fight against capitalism and imperialism 
which oppresses us inside and you outside." He said 
that Major FIDEL CASTRO had been a source of inspiration 
to the Negroes of the United States for a long time 
because of his constant fight for the liberation of op
pressed peoples.

Concerning his visit to Cuba, CARMICHAEL said 
that he had a great impression of the country and its 
people. He said that he had seen an army and for the 
first time, he did not feel afraid of it.

The source, on August 1, 1967, made available 
a copy of the July 26, 1967, issue of "El Mundo" which >4 
contained an article captioned "More Delegates Arrive 
For Olas". This article stated that STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 

> well known Negro leader of the United States and GEORGEJc-MARO of the Student^on±^.olexLt^^o,iLdinaj^iJag^ommXtXee
' 1SNCC), are already in Cuba as guests to the Olas.conference, 
t Both received a greeting of~welcome from Captain OSMANY

-tUxJENFUEGQS , President of the^C-ommit-teo^Qn^Fjpr-eign^Re^
’ J.;a=t5-i.ons=so.f=Jthe Central-CommLt;te.e-of-_the Communist Party
of Cuba. ~ 7

The source, on August 3, 1967, made available 
the July 27, 1967, issue of "El Mundo". This issue 
carried the complete speech of Premier FIDEL CASTRO, 
made on July 26, 1967, at Santiago de Cuba, at the 
ceremony commemorating the 14th anniversary of the 
attack on the Moncada barracks. In his spefech, CASTRO 
stated that many important guests were present at this 
commemoration. He referred to STOKELY CARMICHAEL by 
name and stated the following:

"Also present for the first time at this 
meeting, or at a meeting of this kind, is one of the 
most noted leaders for civil rights in the United States, 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL."

"El Mundo" is a daily afternoon 
newspaper published in Havana under 
the control and direction Of the 
Cuban Government.

3



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The source, on August 3, 1967, made available 
the July 28, 1967, issue of ’’Granma" which contained an 
article entitled "Carmichael Comments On Fidel’s Speech". 
This article stated that STOKELY CARMICHAEL, described 
as the well known integrationist fighter from the United 
States, said that one of the things which impressed him 
most was "The very clear manner of explaining to the 
people the problems of the country", and he added that 
the First Secretary of the Communist Party of Cuba 
showed once more that he knows thoroughly the problems 
of the international situation. Referring to FIDEL’S 
(CASTRO) statements about the integrationist fight of 
the Negro citizens of the United States, CARMICHAEL 
said that the analysis of the Negro problem in the United 
States made by the Cuban Prime Minister was very accurate, 
and it shows that FIDEL has perfect knowledge of the 
matter. "It is also very correct" specified CARMICHAEL, 
"that FIDEL understands the fight of the United States 
Negro citizens as a revolutionary fight which is part 
of the liberation movement of the peoples of the world."

"Granma" is published daily as 
the official organ of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party 
of Cuba.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

- 4*



FD-323_(Rev.- 1J-29-61)

In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Miami, Florida 
August 7, 1967

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character INTERNAL SECURITY - 
MISCELLANEOUS

Reference
Letterhead memorandum, 
dated and captioned as 
above, at Miami.

All sources (except any listed below) whose Identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
infoxmation in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. If is the property 

of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; It and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



8/18/67

1 - Mr. Deakin
airtel

To: SAC, Detroit
From: Director, FBI(100-446088)

INTERNAL SECSRITT - vise.
SEDITION

AT.T, INFORMATION CONTAINED
ESREEN (Xh^J

For the information of Detroit, the Dejmrtnent has 
advised that it say proceed against JRokoly CarMehael, former 
National Chairman of the Student Nesyiolent Coordinating Ccmsittee, 

. -for violation of Title IS,' Suited States Code, Section 2388, Sedition 
k prosecutive sunsary report cwacerning too of CawsichaeVs speeches 

< hae beaa furnished the Departsent.
co The Department has no* requested infogmatiou concerning

2 2hpa «hes by Stefcely Carmichael and lin Grand Rapids,
a- cdfiS kAgan*.. e® 5/17/67. Detroit refer to your a«tdl 7/24/67 enclosing 
| ^h S itterhead ntesoraacta* (1BX) containing a transcript of these 
1 Lhp&»ehes. The Department has requested the FBI secure the original 

^tap* ► retarding, If possible, and determine the availability and 
willingness to testify of the person or persons -who can authenticate 
this tape recording, if obtained, retain tape recording in your 
office as evidence.

/ Detroit should furnish results of this investigation by
L airtel and LKM to the Bureau, with aa information copy for Atlanta, 

no later than 8/25/67. It is not necessary to resubsit the tran
script itself* Record interviews ea FD 3«2*s art retain original.

Since this investigation nay include contacts with members 
of the press and will be of public interest, persons contacted should 
be advised the investigation is being conducted at the request of the 
Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Internal Security 
Division of the Department of Justice.

Tolson __  ■,

DeLoach _______t
Mohr_______________

Bishop _____________

Casper ____________

Callahan 

Conrad ____________

Felt________________

Gale_______________

Rosen _____________

Sullivan______
T avel ______________

Trotter____________

Tele. Room _______

Holmes____________

Gandy _____________

SEE NOTE PAGE 2.
1 - Atlanta



Airtel to Detroit 
Re: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
100-446080

NOTE:
By^letter dated 8/16/67 from Assistant Attorney General 

J. Walter Yeagley, Internal Security Division, Department. 
requested the above additional investigation.

_ 2 -



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
^j|pARTMENT OF JUSTICE

TO

SUBJECT:

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

date: August 1 6,1967.

J. Walter Yeagley
Assistant Attorney General 
Intema^Security Division 
STOKELYQ^RMICHAEL 
SEDITION 
SEDITIOUS CONSPIRACY

By traq^mittal slip dated August 4, 1967, you 
furnished us conv of speeches made by Stokely Carmichael 
and| |at the Fountain Street Church in x I
Grand Rapids, Michigan, on May 17, 1967.

In light of the fact that[ 
the possibility of a conspiracy 
secure the original tape recording, ascertain the 
stances under which it was made and det emine the 
and willingness to testify of the witness who can 
it.

I

________  remarks indicate ft 
it is requested that you 

circum- 
availabilitj  ̂
authenticat

trP

m
i

CM3

/oo _ W
^71' A

16 AUG 17 1967



TO

FROM

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

5010-106

: C. B011
M

■ Mr. Rose DATE: August 12, 1967

1
1

SUBJECT:

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 
INFORMATION CONCERNING

- Mr. Rosen
- Mr. Malley
- Mr. McGowan
- Mr. Bolz
- Mr. Frankenfield
- Mr. Trainor

jwho did not further identify himself 
the Bureau at 10:45 a. m., 8-12-67,

Tolson _ 

DeLoach 

Mohr ____

Bishop _ 

Casper _ 

Callahan 

Conrad _ 

Felt _____

Gale ____

Rosen __

Sullivan .

Trotter ____________

Tele. Room _______

Holmes____________

Gandy _____________

1
1

b7C

3 AUG 22 1967

|who did not further identify himself or furnish 
his address, called the Bureau at 10:45 a. m., 8-12-67, at which 
time he went into a lengthy incoherent discussion claiming that . 
Negroes are being mistreated by white people and that the Negroes 
are being forced to fight the Vietnam war for the white people. He 
claimed that Negroes are being illegally killed and prosecuted in 
connection with riots throughout the country which are instigated 
by the white people. vas unable to provide any specific facts . 
to back up this statement.

[continued by demanding that^a^£ajrnucha^l be 
given protection upon his return to the United States in order that 
he would not be assassinated or prosecuted. He stated he had no ; 
specific facts to indicate there was a plan to assassinate Carmichael 
however, he feels such action would be taken by the United States 
Government in view of recent statements made by Carmichael while 
in Cuba.

ACTION:

This is submitted for record purposes, 
identifiable in Bureau files.

ALL WClRM

b7C

b7C

is not a.

(7)

bs: REC 30

7 ■



4 50)0-106

.-4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63) V>
OvMONAl FORM NO. 10
MAY-q?62 COITION ' \
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 17

UNITED STATES GOVEWMENT

Memorandum
TO The Director DATE:

FROM N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

' Pages H10863-H10864. Congressman Kuykendall, (R)" ' ' rr
Tennessee, spoke concerning certain attitudes assumed by large groups of 
young people. He stated ’’News stories carried in the press today report a 
move by the National Student Association to ’organize and support resistances to the draft’ on campuses throughout the country. It is not too difficult to \ 
understand why college students are encouraged to take such a position in the \ 

: farce of the decision reached by the Attorney General and the Justice Department
that mass defiance of the law is not illegal. ” He cited a ^.tement by the 

" Justice Department regarding certain activities of StokelvCarmichael.
Mr. Kuykendall included an article from the Washington Post entitled ”NSA 
Votes To Organize Resistance To The Draft” written by Richard Blumenthal.?
z Page H10868. Congresswoman Reid, (R) Illinois, commented on

remarks she made before the House on August 8 in connection with the riots and 
the need for strict enforcement of all laws. She stated ”At that same time, I 
quoted a letter which I had written to the Attorney General of the United States 
urging that he use his full authority to enforce Federal laws and calling to .his

O
rig

in
al

 fil
ed

 in
:

NOT RECORDED 
167 AUG 31 1967

all dtpobmattott coraiHED

the*bft$inal of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congres’’sional 
^Record for f " J. ) - ) was reviewed and pertinent items were

■ -markedjor the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
^Jp^tioiTs Pf cop^^'She original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 

in appropriate Burea:u^case or subject matter files.



*\4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)

OtVONAl FORM NO. 10 30)0—106
MAY\VP62 EDITION
GSA GEN. tEG. NO. 27 1^^^
UNITED STATES GOVElWlENT

Memorandum
TO : The Director

FROM ■. N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT’: The Congressional Record

attention the inflammatory statements made by Stokely Carmichael while 
attending the Communist-sponsored Latin American Solidarity Conference 
in Cuba ------ . I have finally received a response from J. Walter Yeagley, f
Assistant Attorney General, Internal Security Division, Department of Justice. 
I doubt if you and the law-abiding, loyal citizens throughout our Nation, who *1 
share my concern will find this Justice Department report any more encouraging 
or satisfactory than I did when I read it—but I did think you would be '
interested in knowing the thinking of the Justice Department on matters of law 
enforcement and dealing with those who incite to riot,----” She inserted
the text of the letter in the Record.

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in appropriate Bureau case or subject matter files.



1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Bland
1 - Mr. Brennan (C.D.)

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
There is set forth below a sweaary of current 

and planned future activities of the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Conaittee and its leaders.
Ac tIvltion of H. Bap Brown

100-439190
1 - Bufile 100-446080
1 - Bufile

GROUP 1

SAW:des (19)
Excluded iron automatic 
downgrading and 
declassification SEE NOTE PAGE 3



CC®FTDE?fXIAL
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

student nonviolent coordinating committee Rally 
The Chicago, Illinois, Chapter of the Student

Nonviolent Coordinating Committee is circulating a leaflet 
entitled ’’Help Get Rap Brown Out of Jail.” The leaflet 
announces that a rally will be held on August 27, 1967, at 
Chicago to protest Brown’s arrest and the arrest of Georje 
Washington Ware, National Campus Director of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, Ware was arrested at 
Nashville, Tennessee, on August 22, 1967, on a state charge 
of sedition. This charge arose from inflammatory statements 
which Ware made on August 21, 1967, at a "Liberation School" 
sponsored by the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 

.. at Nashville, Tennessee. Ware recently accompanied Stokely
Carmichael, former leader of the Student Nonviolent 

“ Coordinating Committee, on a visit to Cuba.

comumrmi
___  3'



CONFIDENTIAL

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

XEROX COPIES BEING SENT TO MRS. MILDRED STEGALL, THE WHITE HOUSE; 
ME. WILLIAM WELSH, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE VICE PRESIDENT; 
HONORABLE DEAN RUSK, SECRETARY OF STATE; HONORABLE ROBERT S.
MCNAMARA, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE; HONORABLE RICHARD HELMS, DIRECTOR, 
CIA; ATTORNEY GENERAL; DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL; ASSISTANT 
ATTORNEYS GENERAL YEAGLEY, DOAR, AND VINSON; SECRET SERVICE, 
AND THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES.
NOTE:

See memorandum C.D. Brennan to Mr. Sullivan, 8/23/67, 
same caption, prepared by BAW:des.

Classified "ConfJ^ntial’* since it contains informa
tion from informants whose disclosure could affect our national 
defense.



’.ir. nullivan

C. D. Brennan

M 1 - Mr. DeLoach 
” 1 - Mr. Bishop 

1 - Mr. Sullivan 
1 - Mr. Bland 
1 - Mr. C.D. Brennan 8/23/67 1 - Mr. B.A. Wells

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
Due to the interest of the President in the

activities of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC) and its leaders, w have prepared a summary setting 
forth current and planned future activities in this matter.
A copy is attached for ready reference.

A rally will be held nt Chicago, Illinois, on 
8/27/67 to protest Brown’s arrest and the arrest of George 
Washinfjon Ware, National Campus Director of SNCO, who was 
arrested at Nashville, Tennessee, on 8/22/67 on a state 
charge of sedition.
Bncl. -d^****' . ' f V ‘‘j'j .1
100-439190 NIT MCORDT’
1 ~ ■So^icnnT^ "U03° ■, AUG 2819&? ■* :

•JAW:des (9) . C0NTimD_--.-DygB



C.D. Drennan to Sullivan*
100-439100

^OQljpftTW:

'. that the enclosed; memorandt&i to Mrs* Mildred Stegall ' 
'at' the White Bouse; Mr, .■'William.-Welsh,Administrative Assistant. . 
to the Vice President; Bohorable Dean Rusk, Secretary of' State; 
Honorable Bobert• B» BcWaaara,' '-Secretary., of' Seteh»e;' Honorable ■ ■'
Richard Helms, Director, CIA; Attorney General; Deputy Attorney 
General; Assistant Attorneys General Yeagloy, Dear, and Vinson; / 
Secret' Service; and .the.military intelligence■agencies be 
approved. . ■



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 8/14/67
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, NEW .ORLEANS (100-17362) P
SUBJECT: S TOKLEY'-CARMICHAEL

IS - M, SEDITION
Re New Orleans le.ttef: to Atlanta, 8/12/67,' / z 

letter to New Orleans , 8/9/67, New Orleans 
/9/67, and New Orleans teletype 

San Francisco and Atlanta, dated 8/3/67
Jackson 
air tel to Director 
to Director

Enclosed herewith to the Bureau are three copies; 
four copies to Atlanta and one copy each for information

1-San Francisco (Enc.j) (Info) (rm) 
1-jackson (100-123) (ENC. 1) (Info) (rm) 
2-New Orleans



FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)-

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date 8/14/67

X£m±fiLi>na,address is| r
and whose business address is are oi ________________________[New Orleans, Louisiana, identified 
one roxx ox audio recording tape as being a conv of a lane recording which he furnished to|

Mississippi Highway Safety Patrol (MHSP).
I recalled that this is the tape that he 

re-recorded on | recorder on April 12, 1967,
the day following GARMlUdAhL'5 speech at Tonga loo College, 
Jackson, Mississippi.* —

b7C

b7C

b7C

^
further recalled that the|__________
of his original casette was relayed, the sneaker of his tape equipment to the microphone of Q 

_____________[recorder. He mentioned that because of this 
mere is possibly a spot ini [tape where the
voices of himself and | |were recorded on the

Etape.

tap* 
_froin

b7C

| |also furnished another copy of a portion
of the S'IvKLEy CARMICHAEL speech which wag made as a first 
copy from his original casette- by| | WKRG TV,at
Mobile, Alabama. This partial recording was made on 
commercial equipment at a speed of 7|. | [stated
that the re-recording was done by a direct electrical 
connection and its quality i£ probably better than the 
recording made for 
made at a speed of d d/4.

was

_____ [also identified the copy of 
tans for possible use of evidence and he further explained that [made the copy from his original casette at
Mobile, Alabama. [noted that the| popy of
the CARMICHAEL speecn is only a partial copy dux tnat the 
part recorded is the true reproduction of the original.

on 8/11/67 at New Orleans, Louisiana File# NO 160-17362

by SA AC . Date dictated ——8/14/67---
This document contains neither recommendations nor. conclusions of the FBI. It. is. the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 
it and itoutside your agency. -/b >£f A

333 FEB 24 1971 •

b7C

b7C

b7C



TO

FROM

J SUBJECT:

OWIONAL^eSM NO. 10 5010—106
Mfr '1962 EDI TON ^^^B
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GO1|rNMENT

Memorandum

5010—106

MR. TOLSON

1-DeLoach 
1-Bishop

1-Rosen
1-Sullivan

Tolson -------

DeLoach __V-----
Mohr —----------------------

Bishop ----------------------

Casper----------------------

Callahan ------------------

Conrad ----------------------

Felt________________

Gale___________

Rosen ----------

Sullivan —----------

Travel -------------------------

Trotter----------------------

Tele. Room -------------

Holmes —:—:-----------

Gandy

DATE: 8/7/67

C. D. DE LOACH

The Attorney General (AG) called at 5:00 p. m., 8/3/67,

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION

and 
stated that Assistant Attorney General Yeagley, Internal Security Division, 
was desperately trying to obtain speeches, radio and television tapes and 
news clips of statements made by Stokely Carmichael and H. Rap Brown. 
The AG added that he would also appreciate any newspapermen being inter
viewed who happened to be in Havana and who might have overheard state- ( 
ments made by Carmichael during his visit there. He stated that the 
Department was giving serious consideration to prosecuting Carmichael. 
He added that AAG Yeagley apparently had not received any information 
thus far from the FBI.

I told the AG that I thought he was in error concerning his 
latter statement but I would make a check and be back in touch with him. 
I did call the AG back within approximately thirty minutes and told him that^l/u^j&G 
we had sent and was sending on a daily basis all information received in 
connection with the above matter. I stated that Yeagley had personally called Z) 
our Domestic Intelligence Division to ask for the same information and that 
he was promptly advised that the information had already been sent to him.
I told the AG that we had later learned that considerable of this information 
had apparently been found by the Department in its records processing office rather than properly being forwarded to Yeagley by Department mail handlers'/^/

The AG stated that he certainly hoped we would continue to 
send such information on a daily basis. He stated that Yeagley would 
appreciate receiving any information at all which would reflect violent or 

inflanimatory statements on the part of Carmichael or Brown. He mentioned 
again the possibility of newsmen in Havana who might later be able to serve 
as witnesses in any forthcoming trial proceedings. . •

The
the AG.

CDIVar 
(5)

Director, has been advised of the above conversation with

OVER
w AUG 211967



Memo, DeLoach to Mr. Tolson 
Re: Stokely Carmichael

ACTION:

For record purposes.

News clippings should be carefully examined in order to
determine the possibility of interviewing newspapermen who might be in 
a position to serve as a witness against Carmichael or Brown. It would 
be futile however to interview newsmen who are members of the Communist 
Party or who have strong procommunist leanings.

- 2 -
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rCCWF T&UTJ I Air

STUDENT NDMVIQLXWT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
Student Wonvioloat Co@rdinating Cwawittee have theoriaed he 
May bee connected with the Central Intelligence Agency as, 
according to these members, the Cuban Government tian stamped 
Carmichael’s passport, "ftrtsr* tn WA.W
Boston Speech

The Student Mobilisation Committee, Boston, 
Kassachunetta, which was organised tn pretest the we in 
Vietnan, sponsored a 'meeting at Boston University on 
August 8, 1BBV. Bill Lee, Cambridge, Massachusetts, a 
®eml>er of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Cemittee, 
made the principal speech. Lee said, ”We*re going to burn 
the whole country down and we’M burn dew the whole of 
Vashlngtw*** Me odaimed the Witsd States is in Vietnam 
because President Johnson has rubber pladHtiens there. He 
added, ”We*re going to pull that Johnson out of the ' 
White House and burn hi* too. The bag lady, Lady Bird, got 
Johnson his Jeb t© years ago With her money.0 Lee claimed 
the United States is la a state of revolution and that **ltts 
an all-out war.”
Rarlee Riot

A source has advised a rumor in circulating among 
representatives of African countries at the Baited Wat ions, 
'Mew York City, to the effect that leaders of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and ether black power 
groups in the .Mew York City area are embarrassed because 
they have been unable to initiate a riot in Harlem. These 
leaders, feel they have lost prestige and jeopardised their 
leadership because riots have occurred in cities- through
out the United States Wt not in Harlem.Qpri(j}

XEROX COPIES SENT TO MRS. MILDRED STEGALL, THE WHITE HOUSE; 
MR. WILLIAM WELSH, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE VICE PRESIDENT; 
HONORABLE DEAN RUSK, SECRETARY OF STATE; HONORABLE ROBERT S. 
MCNAMARA, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE; HONORABLE RICHARD HELMS, DIRECTOR, 
CIA; ATTORNEY GENERAL; DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL; ASSISTANT 
ATTORNEYS GENERAL YEAGLEY, DOAR, AND VINSON; SECRET SERVICE; AND 
THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES.
NOTE: See memorandum C.D. Brennan to Mr. Sullivan, 8/9/07, same 
caption, prepared by BAW:des.Classified ”CoiJi^JdHtiaX11 ^jince it contains information 
from informants whose disclosure could affect our national defense.



Mr. Sullivan

C. D. Brennan

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 * Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Sullivan

:: S: gflu—
1 - Mr. B.A. Wells

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
Due to the interest of the President in the 

activities of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC) and its leaders, we have prepared a suwory setting 
forth current and planned future activities in this matter. 
A copy is attached for ready reference.

US, a black nationalist group, is sponsoring a 
Freedom Day Bally in Los Angeles, California, on 8/13/67. 
H. Bap Brown, leader of SNCC, will be the featured speaker.

Drown held an informal press conference at the 
United Nations Building, New fork City, on 8/8/67. He 
stressed that Negro rights will be obtained by force if 
they cannot be obtained peacefully.

Stokely^armichael*- who is presently still in Cuba, 
is suspsdtW’^lnSeiB^ra Central Intelligence Agency Agent fey 
some members of SNCC in Atlanta, Georgia.

A SNCC member was a speaker at a meeting at Boston 
University, Boston, Massachusetts, on 8/8/67. He said Negroes 
would burn the whole country down and would pull President 
Johnsen out of the White House and burn him tool He said 
the United States is in a state of revolution and it*s an 
all-out war.
RRfYutirKignATT(ar»WWWP ——— w •—ow •

That the enclosed memorandum to Mrs. Mildred Stegall 
at the White House; Mr. William Welsh, Administrative Assistant 
to the Vice President; Honorable Dean Busk, Secretary of State; 
Honorable Robert S. McNamara, Secretary of Defense; Honorable 
Richard Helms, Director, CIA; Attorney General; Deputy Attorney 
General; Assistant Attorneys General Yeagley, Doar, and Vinson; 
Secret Service; and the military intelligence agencies be 
approved.

Ml R?
Encl.

BAWsdes
100-446080
<8)



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

s
FBI

Date: 8/11/67
Transmit the following in________ _______ _____________________

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via airtel airmail
(Priority)

TO: Bl/lECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM: J SAC, MINNEAPOLIS (100-13781) (P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

Re Atlanta Airtel to Director, dated 8/4/67, and 
BUAIRTEL to Atlanta, dated 8/2/67.

Enclosed herewith are eleven copies of a LHM 
to the Bureau and two copies to Atlanta, the office of 
origin pertaining to the speech by CARMICHAEL at Minneapolis, 
Minnesota on 5/15/67, It might be noted that the copy of the 
tape furnished by |to the Minneapolis Office is

//currently on file m the Minneapolis Office.

4.

Copies of the LHM are not being made available to 
'"'local intelligence agencies at this time in view of the fact 

that the contents largely pertain to administrative matters and
do not appear to be of any particular concern to these agencies.

2 Atlanta (Enc. 2)
1 Minneapolis

ACS!. OSUSEC. -WPE:SR 
(6) AGENCY:

DATE FORW
HOW FOIUV: 
BY:------ —

Approved: ____________________________

1 AUG 17 1967

Sent _______________
~ Special Agent in Charge57 AUG 251Sb/



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

unit£) states department oi^ustice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Minneapolis, Minnesota
August 11, 1967

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Reference is made to Minneapolis memo, dated 
June 20, 1967, captioned as above setting forth a transcript 
of the speech of Stokely Carmichael at the University of 
Minnesota on May 15, 1967.

On August 10, 1967,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, advised that he set up the recording 

X equipment'“¥6r[ land prepared the sound tape
J of the speech of Stokely Carmichael on the night of May 15, 

1967 at the University of Minnesota. The original tape was \ no longer available inasmuch as some other employee had in- 
5 advertently erased the tape and the contents of Carmichael’s 
< speech. He explained that shortly after he prepared the tape 

he forwarded the original tape to the News Service at the 
xjl University of Minnesota who had specifically requested to make 

a copy of his tape. After the tape had been returned to his 
g! office by the News Service at the University of Minnesota M it was inadvertently erased. |is employed fori
§ Who in the past has been rhe individual tn whom stJbnoenas 

havp hppn directed for information within

Minneapolis, Minnesota, aavised 
on August ii, i»P7 rnat me tape which he previously made 
available to the Minneapolis Office of the FBI on June 13—---
1967 was a copy of a tape which he had prepared through ______, । | He received tile
original sound tape iron!____________________ rEnroughl

Miimudpujiis, iviimiesuLa.

After receiving a copy prepared by the Audiovisual 
Center from the original he returned the original tape to

COPIES destroyed
^33 FEB 24 1971 POSURE



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A 
prepared for his own file is' on file

whp in turg returned the tape to copy which ^had
and availaoTE-;

This document contains neither recommendationsnor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Bland
1 - Mr. C.D. Brennan

August 1«, 1M7
1 - Mr. B.A. Wells

swawr wnwv rnirjewt•Hr Jb Ww Wv* * V th-<b

J
1 18 set forth Milw a ssawBry
ttnd''Oan»«<'tutiH7< *etiviti«a-of the- Student 
C'oordWitleig Committee and its leaders.

Moaviolent

******** «»*. »-.„ay.BB8S
H. Wap Brown/Mational Chalrsan, Stadent Nonviolent 

Coordinating CeMtittew, will he the principal yMter at a 
blnek power rally at Ciuciawati- Ohio. a» Aemswt 19. 1M7.___

FI
LE

D
 IN

 c
Brown tn to speak at Baton Bouge,

Louisiana, on August Id, 1967. The Ooveraor of Louisiana 
has aanouaced that will bo arrested if he nakew any 
statements that violate Louisian* laws. Brown stated in 
response to the Governor’s stateseat that the Governor of 
Louisiana is **a fourth grade idiot.H Cha August 17. 1WS7,

i . 
AOb—439190 CXSmOBWTIAL/I/- Bufile 100-446060 GROW, 1 
1 — Bufile 108-16$ 197 VXm* sAhassitie

mWrvoY dswwgradiMt and SEE NOTE PAGE 2.K 1 deelassiyisation

/o - ‘“-w’
55AUG 291967]



Activities of stokely Caamiehael
Stokely C*rwich*el, the forwer National Chairaan 

at the Student Neaviclent C*Qr4La&ti»* CeaMittee, hMBoaneed 
while 1b BnM»t Cato*, rece-atly that he will try to change 
th* nan® of the Student Neavioleat Coordinating CewMittee 
to th® Libec*tl©» Negro Moventent. He woo wwted aa stating 
that the new nap* weald giro Negroes ”* clearer conception > 
that their strwggl* in set wwaretiH iron th® straggle of 
exploited peoples la Mtc, Africa, and Latin Anerica.” 
Carniehael also stated, «ln the Waited Staten there io ro 
other way than revalutiea t© end the stractwr® which io eo 
cruelly oppress lag the Negro pepwintiro.**

lhe Nation*! Mobilla*ti©n Ccoaittee to End the 
War la Vietaaw, the epeaoors of which include representatives 
at the CojooiBlst Party, io sponsoring a rally at lew York City 
oa Aagwot St ©r 8», 1X7. A epefcowaaa for the Ccmeittee haw 
aoiKHmced that thio .roily will foatore speeches toy 1. Rap 
Brom, Stokely Caraichael, awt Floyd KeMioaiek. ReJCloolck 
Is the leader of the Coagroos of Racial Rqwality, a ailitaat 
civil righto greep.

XEROX COPIES BEIMG SENT TO MRS. MILDRED STEGALL, THE WHITE 
HOUSE; MR. WILLIAM WELSH, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE 
VICE PRESIDENT; HONORABLE DEAM RUSK, SECRETARY OF STATE; 
HONORABLE ROBERT S. MCNAMARA, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE; HONORABLE 
RICHARD HEIMS, DIRECTOR, CIA; ATTORNEY GENERAL; DEPUTY 
ATTORNEY GENERAL; ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS GENERAL YEAGLEY, DO AR, 
AND VINSON; SECRET SERVICE; AND THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCIES.
NOTE:

See Memorandum C.D. Brennan toMr. Sullivan, 8/18/67, 
prepared by BAW:des, same caption.

Classified "Con^roeiial” since it contains 
information from informants whose disclosure could ^affect our 
national defense.



Mr. Sullivan

C. D. Brennan

1 * Mr. DeLoach ■
1 * Mr. Bishop
1 * Mr. Sullivan 

8/18/87
1 * Mr. Bland
1 - Mr. C.D. Brennan
1 - Mr. B.A. Wells

STVDIMT WOMVIGLIMT COORDIWATIWG COMMITTEX
Due to the interest of the President in the 

activities of the Student Monviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SWCC) and its landers, we have prepared a summary getting 
forth current and planned future activities ia this wetter. 
A copy is attached for ready reference.

H. Rap Brown, Mational Chairman of SMCC, will be 
the principal speaker at a black mower rally in Cincinnati. Oh in. nn 8/10/87,__ Bevtewa. Phial _

Brown will speak at Baton Rouge, Louisiana, on 
8/20/07. The Governor of Louisiana has stated that he will 
be arrested if he makes any statements violating Louisiana 
laws.

Stokely Carmichael, former head of SWCC, will try to chang«T:tW^^ Liberation Megro Movement
in order to show Megroes that their struggle is the same as 
that of "exploited peoples" in Aslm, Africa, and Latin 
America..

It has been announced that both Carmichael and 
Brown will speak at Mew York City on 8/28 or 29/67 at an 
antiwar rally. . . . ,
Encl.
100*439190
(v- Bufile 100-446080Y * Buf He 105*163197

BAW:des
<8> :CWFWR *

.... » j

C/i i L

NOT RBCOBDMD
145 AUG 24 1967

OVER



C.D. Brennan to Sullivan 
Re: STUDENT lOlVmm COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
100-439190

RRCQMMiatfnATXQW:
That the enclosed memorandum to Mrs. Mildred Stegall 

at the White Monse; Mr. William Welsh, Adelhistrative Assietaat 
to the Vice President; honorable Dean Rusk, Secretary of State; 
Honorable Robert S. McNamara, Secretary of Defense; Honorable 
Richard MelMs, Director, CIA; Attorney General; Deputy 
Attorney General; Aasistant Attorneys General Teagley, Doar, 
and Vinson; Secret Service; and the military intelligence 
agencies be approved.
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EPARTMENT OF JUSTICE5, UNITED STATES GOVjONMENT

Memorandum
to : Director

Federal Bureau of Investigation

J’ Wa^-ter Yeagley/I Assistant Attorney General 
y Intern^£^ecurity Division 

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

August 21,1957.
DATE

This is in reference to my memorandum of August 10, 
1967, regarding the captioned subject.

too

or not a recording was made of this speech 
available witness to authenticate it.

We noted from your prosecutive summary dated August 12, 
1967 that during the course of a speech which he gave at 
Jefferson High School in Los Angeles on May 26, 1967, Carmichael 
was reported to have made remarks critical of the draft and 
to have stated "Negroes must refuse to serve in the military

It would be appreciated if you would ascertain whether 
and if there is an

ci\
N

)V
54 AUG29 19671



Airtel

8/23/67

1 - Mr, T. J. Deakin

To: 8ACs, Atlanta (Enclosures «* 2) 
bos Angeles (Enclosures - 2) 
Tampa' (Enclosures * 2) 
Seattle (Enclosures - 2)

from 'Mrost'or* uC;Mo-446O8O) —I
EX 104

SEDITION

ReBuairtels 8/4/67 and 8/5/67 and pwseeutive sumry 
report of SA dated 8/12/67 at Atlanta.

Enclosed fe eash offlee is one wpy eaeh of two 
letters iron the Department eoneernlng eaptAenH natter. Each 
of flee would conduct tMe-reiiiesteA ..iwestlsation and fnraisb 
Atlanta appropriate inserts or O»MSs and Atlanta will prepare- 
a sappleaeatal report .in. thia setter. Handle expeditiously and 
follow tKstrwstAsas' set oat -in referenoed alrtels.

TJD:rwf 
(10)

NOTE:

Department requested additional information concerning 
three speeches made by Stokely Carmichael.

Tolson _ _____
DeLoach __________

Mohr _ ______________

Bishop ____________

Casper —__________

Callahan  

Conrad__ _________ _

Felt________________

^06231967

Gale_______________

Rosen_____________

Sullivan___________

’ Tavel ____ _________

Trotter___ _________



UNITED STATES G^JerNMENT

Memorandum
/department of justice

TO

subject:

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

J. Walter Yeagley
Assistant Attorney General
InternaX-Security Division
STOKELVGARMICHAEL

***iTOTatgwsaKBga^&rfsat ' .'

date: August 2 1, 1967-.

We note from your prosecutive summaryreport dated 
August 12, 1967 that Carmichael's speech in St. Petersburg, 
Florida, on April 18, 1967, was delivered on a street corner 
and was attended by a crowd of approximately 600 people. It 
would be appreciated if you would determine who sponsored 
this speech and what publicity was given to it such as handbill 
flyers, or announcements. In this connection, we note that 
some students from Florida Presbyterian College attended the 
speech and we would be particularly interested in ascertaining 
what publicity was given to the speech on the campus of the 
university and if there are ROTC units at the college.

We would also appreciate being furnished a physical 
description of the locale of the speech and any information 
as to whether or not Carmichael was aware that his speech was 
being recorded.

It is also requested that the officers who accompanied
)f the St. Petersburg Police Department 

be interviewed along the lines requested in our memorandum of 
August 5, 1967. We also note that| [stated that
because of a defective sound system he was 01 the opinion that 
only the individuals close to Carmichael could hear the speech.
We would appreciate your ascertaining if the other officers are 
of the same opinion.

It is also requested that you ascertain the sponsor
ship and the nature of the publicity regarding the 
(Carmichael made at Garfield Hi^/School in Seattle, Washington, 
bn April 19, 1967.

speech

1 f> a AUG 22 1367



It does not appear whether__________________ who
recorded the speech, also recorded the question and answer 
session at its conclusion. In the event the session was 
recorded, it is requested that you furnish us a transcription.

We would also bje interested in any information you 
may develop which would indicate whether or not Carmichael 
was aware that the speech was being recorded.



Sincerely yours

J. Edgar Hoover'

. 4'

MAILED 19

AUG 23 1967

COMM ■ FBI

August 23, 1967

TELETYPE UNIT

Your letter of August 20th, with enclosure, has 
been received and I certainly want to thank you for your very 
favorable remarks concerning my administration of this Bureau. 
It is my hope that our future efforts will continue to merit your 
approval.

The interest which prompted you to write is very 
much appreciated, and I am glad to receive your comments.

It may be of interest to you to know that voluminous 
information regarding Stokely Carmichael has been furnished to the 
Department of Justice for its consideration.

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles

Tolson ___

DeLoach _ 

Mohr ______

Bishop ___

Casper ___

Callahan _ 

Conrad___

Felt ._______

Gale______

Rosen ____

Sullivan __

1WL.
Trotter____

Tele. Rvopm 

Holme<4**^ 

•Gandy V*

JBT:rlf (31
SOLAS!" 
OLJB
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TRUE COPY

Honorable J Edgar Hoover:'

Dear Mr. Hoover:

I first wish to state that I am a firm supporter of 
Presidents Johnson’s foreign policy - I have 2 sons serving in 
the Marines - one in Vietnam for 2 years. Secondly, I am 
grateful for the service you and your organization have rendered 
to our country.

I am enclosing an article printed in the N. Y. Post. 
August 18, 1967 - by Drew Pearson.

I think that such facts as Mr. Carmichael’s 
resignation from SMCC and his demands for high fees to lecture 
certainly indicates that his motives are not ,t altruistic. I think 
consideration should be given to publicize these facts. Such j
intelligence would tend to destroy his rapport with his followers ' /
who probably regard him in the light of a potential martyr. This ( 
might"foe more effective than prosecuting him - A procedure which 
would provoke a great deal of sympathy.

This is a suggestion. Sometimes, an effective 
procedure is over looked. I hope it can help. .

Atx TOOTmATioN 1
Yours truly
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DREW PEARSO'I

p-us- fi aswar,

(table ieved Solved
arger • 
couldance, shed,

against both Carmichael and Brown. Every recorded speech and statement made by the two firebrands Is being, carefully studied.' Their in-

Carmichael and SNCC
'eded 
iessy 
lould 
Sider. treason. --Note: The SNCC board becamezdisenchanted with Carmichael when he gave up his $4,500-a- year job as their head man to capitalize on his notoriety. He began demanding $1,200 to $1,800 for speeches, which he delivered at the rate of two or three a week. When the University of Minnesota raised only $1,300 of a promised $1,800, for example, Carmichael was furious.

¥ ’ ¥ - ¥

This column has already suggested that Con- , gress can finance the Vietnam war without hitting up the taxpayers for a 10 per cent increase simply by closing the tax loopholes.Then the oil millionaires, who talk a lot about patriotism, Can put their money where their mouths are. While others pay for the combat planes, the oilmen spend their tax benefits on private planes.FOr that inatter, SNCC already had lost most ' The biggest tax drainage comes from the 27Vs

(Today’s column is byDrew Feo,rson’s 
associate, Jack Anderson.)Washington.The board of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, meeting secretly in Atlanta, This voted to reprimand its former chief, Stokely•Carmichael. . ....... . 

,chP* are 8 9orld.■ d.'If ^Lment 
be 

ier
htS.'

tpora- that he may be heading for Hanoi and Peking, i new Then he may seek sanctuary in France instead of returning to face the music in the.U.S.The SNCC board, whose members have no aversion to fiery oratory, decided Carmichael had gone too far in calling for guerrilla warfare to overthrow -the U. S. government. His incendiary speeches in 'Havana have alienated SNCC backers who are militant about black power but unwilling to support revolution. Result: The Carmichael publicity- has hit SNCC hard in the pocketbook.of its liberal white backing since excluding whites ' Per 9ent °il /depletion allowance. The taxpayers from its policy councils and switching its appeal ’ ?re ,a so partners in all dry holes but do not share from nonviolence to violence. The present SNCC m the gushers. Finally, they are obliged to pay ■ chief, H. Rap Brown,' is also an apostle of violence.: T,‘ww’ nr,ws fnr thp 0,1 thpvpnns’,nip* . . * .
Two other SNCC activists, Julius Lester, and .George Ware; accompanied Carmichael to Havana.Lester was seen dressed in a Cuban army uni-’ form, which-may be grounds for revoking his can come .in from the<Middle East and land in American citizenship. .. ’ Sari Francisco and be sold for 50 cents a barrel.‘ ‘ ‘ " ... I .understand domestic crudfe in the West is$2.10 a barrel.”What happens to the $1.60 difference? The happy oil importer pockets it.Actually,' the price difference ranges from $1.20 to $1.60 a barrel.’ Multiplied by some 900,- 000,000 barrels of imported oil, this amounts to a bonanza of close to $1.5 billion a year.The results of these abundant federal blessings can be seen, first of all, in the oil companies’ tax returns. The top 22 refiners, with a gross profit of more than $5.1 billion in 1964, paid only 4 per cent of their gross profit as U. S. income tax.

rigged prices for the oil they consume. 'Oil prices have been inflated by the Interior Dept.’s import program, which limits oil shipments into the country. Explained Interior Solicitor Frank J. Barry to a House-appropriations subcommittee earlier this year: “Foreign crude

My, e^isNw lt>
- of tr ' J,are

i ■ Amerl?an citizensnip. . ..“ Meanwhile, the FBI is quietly building a case
; a* ■

f 111 GUI A11UO JO UCIllg L/llClUllj' OIUUICU. X UCH 111-’ flammatory statements are also being checked against audience reaction for - evidence that the listeners were incited to commit violence.The chief legal obstacle will be persuading the courts to admit recordings and transcripts as evidence. However, this can be overcome by producing witnesses to verify what was said. In any case,. President Johnson is determined to crack down on Negro leaders who preach, violence and.

10& ‘-N



17-1 (Rev. 8-11-03)

ATTENTION
\

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

D FOIA/PA □ Litigation O Executive Order Applied

Requester: ___________ __________________________________________________________________________ '
Subject:_____ ____________________________________________________________________ ________________
Computer or Case Identification Number: _____________________________________________________________ _
Title of Case: ________ _ ____________________________________________________ Section ________ _____
* File_________________________________________________________ j____________________
Serials Reviewed: _______________ __________________________________________________________________

Release Location: Tile Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the. FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit]

b2
File Number: /00~ /-!&-' te(Y% 0_____________________________ Section _________
Serial(s) Reviewed: A [ I____________________________________________________________________

FOIPA Requester: ________________________ ________________________________ ___________________
FOIPA Subject: „ ' ______________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: $ 3 / T

File Number: ________________________________________ ■ _______  Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed: ____________________________________________________________________________

FOIPA Requester: _____________________________________________________ ______________________
FOIPA Subject: ___________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: ______ ____________________________________________________________

File Number: _____________ _______________________________________  Section ______________
Serial(s) Reviewed: ___________________________________________________________________ _________

FOIPA Requester: _____________ - _________________________________ ._________________________
FOIPA Subject: >_____________________ ■__________________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: __________________________________________________________________________

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

ATTENTION

DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE
SECTION 14



r OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
* MAY 1962 EDITION .

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES C

Memoral

J010-IO7-.02

Aent

o DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 8/21/67

Ku
subject:

rROM SAC, SAN ANTONIO (100-10300)(P*)

STDKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M

A/. ' AtlantaRe Buairtel, .8/2/67, with enclosure 
and Atlanta airtel to Bureau, 8/4/67.

to

' On 8/15/67. contact was made with
_________________ \ and it was

determined that the.tape recording of STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S 
speech given at the University of Texas on 4/14/67, is 
available in the event it. should be necessary for the FBI 
to use it at some future date.

< .^Bureau (RM) .
'■ ^SA
• •CPG:csh

(4)

)AU G 2 Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 8/19/67______

H. Rapp Brown stated at a press 
conference on 8/18/67 that Stokely 
Carmichael would arrive in Hanoi r 
8/18/67. For your information 

I I advised on 8/18/67 that com
munications intelligence indicated 
that Carmichael would be in Hanoi 
the same date. No dissemination 
of attached being made since it 
has been publicized.



•Mr. Tolson.... 
Mr. DeLoach

FBI NEW YORK 5

427AM URGEN 19-67 WMS

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751

H.RAp/ BROWN ANNOUNCED AT A PRESS CONFERENCE W^ICH^A^ 

THE CHURCH CENTER FOR THE UN, SEVEN SEVEN SEVEN UN RLA^A, ON

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-SNCC

OR AND ATLANTATO DIRE ENCIPHERED
ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

Mr. (ftrai 
Mr. Callahan 

'Mr. Conrad 
Mr. Felt...

\Mr. Gale... 
Mr. 
Mr. 
MrT Tavel 
Mr. Trotter— 
Tele. Room— 
Miss Holmes.. 
Miss Gandy

EIGHT EIGHTEEN SIXTY SEVEN, THAT STOKELY CARMICHAEL WOULD ARRIVE IN 

HANOI, DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF VIETNAM ON EIGHT EIGHTEEN SBfrTY s|rVEN
X- c;

ACCORDING TO BROWN, CARMICHAEL WAS A REPRESENTATIVE OF SNOG AND WAS 
‘ T”

THERE TO INVESTIGATE THE AGGRESSION BEING CARRIED OUT BY THE US 

AGAINST VIETNAM. BROWN ALSO MENTIONED THAT CARMICHAEL’S T|IPS || 

ENGLAND AND CUBA RAISED UNDUE AMOUNT OF CRITICISM. BROWN STATED IT

APPEARED AS IF NEGROES HAVE NO RIGHT TO TRAVEL

ADMINISTRATIVE

AT

NY TEL CAL TO BUREAU EIGHT NINETEEN SIXTY SEVEN

THE PRESS CONFERENCE

OBTAINED COPIES OF THE SPEECH

3 AUG 23 1967
LHM FOLLOWS.



VIA TELETYPE

AUG2H9W^

E N CI PH ER ED

WA -4-

FBI NEW YORK URGENT 8-21-6? JAM

TO DIRECTOR AND ATLANTA

ATTt DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK 100-153 ?5 IP

^39SaesSi!E^Z3E3XS3BSX8MBB

Mr. Tnlaon
Mr. DeLoach—— 
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Caaper 
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad.____ 1
Mr. Felt _.____ I

Mr. Trotter_____
Tde. Room_____
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy_____

STOKLEY-C AR MICHAEL | IS-M SEDITION 
t - . 'T's.-s,--

' C;b ■,

A SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN-THE

PAST ADVISED INSTANT DATE THAT SUBJECT IS SCHEDULED TO IPPEAR 

IN COURT, UNKNOWN LOCATION IN ALABAMA, EIGHT TWEfHTHREE NEXT 

b7C ------------------------------------------- C'.^'
b7 WITH INTENDS TO USE SUBTERFUGE

SUCH AS ILLNESS TO OBTAIN POSTPONMENT OF CASE, IN VIEW FACT

s---SUBJECT NOT IN COUNTRY

JIBOVE IS BEING FURNISHED ATLANTA IN EVENT THEY POSSESS

INFORMATION REGARDING LOCAL CHARGES AGAINST SUBJECT IN ALABAMA

AND DESIRE TO CHANNEL ABOVE TO INTERESTED LOCAL AUTHORITIES*

‘ ALL WORMATIOKT COHTAMO
ADMINISTRATIVE

b7D SOURCE IS||WHOSE IDENTITY IS 

TO BUREAU*  -

s 0 AUG 24 1967

KNOWN



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 8/21/67
Transmit the following in PLAIN-.TEXT

Via AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

REGISTERED
(P riority)

£9

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

8/19/67.

copies of

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - SNCC

ReNYteletype to Bureau and Atlanta

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 
LHM suitable for dissemination.
Thf» affliire furnishing information contained

IfiJ___________ I who made this information available

Two copies of LHM are being furnished the 
Atlanta Division inasmuch as they are Origin in captioned 
matter.

One copy each of this LHM is being furnished 
locally to Secret Service, 108th MI Group, NISO, OSI 
and USA, SDNY. ....

Bureau (Encls^ 11
2 7 Atlanta (Ends. 2 
1 - New

REC- 59

now OONTAfflES

RMM:rmp 
(6) ,

York -----

FOHW:

7"- 1 AUG 22 1967

•^7^

V

Approved- _________________
Special AgentXmJJftMarge

Sent ________ M Per



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERA I^UR^OF ^VE^TION 

August 21, 1967In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

Bureau File 100-W>080
New York File 100-153751

Re: Stokely Carmichael

On August 18, 1967# a confidential source, who 
has furnished/reliable information in the past, advised 
that H. RappjBrown, National Chairman, Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating  ̂Cp^^itte^heTd“a”pre'sS'"cohferehce^' on "August 
I87“1967, at the Church Center For The United Nations, 
777 United" Nations. Plaza, New York, New York.

During'this Press Conference, Brown announced 
that Stokely Carmichael, Field Representative, Student 
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee would arrive in Hanoi, 
Democratic Republic of Vietnam, on August 18, 1967- 
He related, Carmichael, acting asza representative of the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee was there to 
investigate the aggression being carried out by the 
United States against Vietnam.

Brown further related, during this press 
conference, that previous trips made by Carmichael to 
England and Cuba have been the object of an undue amount 
of criticism, stating it appears as if Negroes have no 
right to travel.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.

ENCLOSURE



SAC, Atlanta

Director, FBI : 1

SEDITION

Rerep of SA

s/25/67

8/12/67.

The above-referenced prosecutive suwaary report
A is excellent and shows careful planning and ability on b7c 

z£Z the part of SA | | Assistant Attorney General
/ J. Valter Yeagiey has been highly coapliaentary concerning
P it.

It is suggested that yon subnit roar recowaendations 
for a letter of coanendation for SA| |

Tolson .___________
DeLoach _________
Mohr __ .____________
Bishop .___________
Casper___________
Callahan __________
Conrad ____________
Felt ______________
Gale______________
Rosen ____________
Sullivan __________
Tavel ---------------------
Trotter___________
Tele, Room * 

Holmes---------- ___
.Gandy____________

BAW: des
<4)

ASS, limyRMATTOW C0MA2S®
HERETNIJ8 mXi-ABSmEO &

JMAILEP 12

AUG 2 41967

COMM-FBI

K-113



4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-106
MAY 1962 EDITION 
OSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 *

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
The Director

FROM : n. P. Callahan

DATE:

SUBJEC1 : Thg Congressional Record

Ujm. Bo fswoacG S&$ao eteariy ©MabWsatfi t&s
S<@al©gieal Ifet. Mw orgsateed wiease taMag flace la ear isagw
toerfeaa eittea 5WI Camra fMa te ssbwt and. amitew
i.aOa. - - - - B ss w fcelM,' Iterates^ tw &y-
.towttgatB^ wi4ww4 eMhor W tfc> sfeeMt ceo®Usl©a toy tM
WeafeMM w a ©aa^sess&mi camslttea s^aM aseluSe maaitferattoi ©f 
e?is®m regarding t&e i^a®f MW tlat Aswieao nationaia w»- im 
■^»tra-te&iaeag»r»MMsag$a.geMeMw'tM»4 ©gwMtag

f t©teertas$ rMsitsMto^ istM. dtis® of tte Catted Uat^s. *'  
(©I zdatasx^ sogcsma Sb W aaie W •

I w« 8eW» s®a earn gee^e att wer tds escatrj? wwie^ 
[ abait are UawSi^ t© temstW

- a&feelf Caraiaaael, - « * - »tie taasik as££as
| 1 Bt®^3M4feegroi<afe^aU®attoB^ 'ae ZmeM®aa^fM f?M sschoi® 
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was reviewed and pertinent items were
he Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 

iginal memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
or subject matter files.
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deferring to the warnt riot*  BroiSr^id'tli® erwfl,. 
”¥&*  did a good jote taw^*  ®e that tit® Detroit riot 
will **look  11W a $&mio altar th® Wack people unite to 
take their due.,*®  aw aecused tn® doited States at trying 
to ’''Wipe out” tM Megro pepulsticm through the w in tietnan,.. 
Birth control#. starring ®egro ©hildren, and an ©stair systen 
&g |wti*w  .

After &ott*h  speech, Monroes hurled roefcs Ml 
bottle© st « ear carrying two white Mwswat they
©soaped. Mi flew tmk to Hew fork; -on th® evening
of august 3f >. Wf *

Student SwloMt Coordinating Mlly

$he Chicago Branch of the student wwiolent 
Coordimtlng CoMt-tee ^nsoye?l a rally in Chisago, IlliawsT 
<m the afternoon. of I ~ I to amwwtj~

« Student Hooviolent coordinating 
Coimirtee ©rrwanl who th j»O»atly telw i» Wash*tile,  
Tenaesseej ___ _ I Attendance &t the
rally wwlwe frcm loo to 3W ttdWiitmis. Syeakera included 
>oy«e Worn# Iwader of the oteeg® Branch tn® student 
Wonrioleat .’CooHlmtfw Comltte®, fiotert .Uicaa, leader 
of the enioago Chapter of the- Congress ot Racial Equality, ■ 
® eiwll r^ts frw*  15&& apeakers asked for flMeial 
MMt for ttar Student Coordinating Conftittee and
Student SenHolent CeerdinatJM Remittee leaders. a?owa 
told th® nwiiewe they wt not he ^afraid to die” for the 
eM of the Megro.

SBSSSH^-Sg
accently, Stanley iLevisonl

aMnero to BrtSt lather Bing, ir.,, resident of the
Southern Christian XmdersM> Conference, a ©tvH righto gro^# 
held a coaferewe regarding future nativities .the Southern 
Christian I_______ |«aM that he felt

|Md been s®. ww-hrer W th© progressive Ubar 
>arty, a pro^hineee «arMl«t*Mnfiaist  group, that, he is not 
<mly wml^s but dangerous, lev is on- ©aid that! I
actions are due either to imatvrlty or to th® insecurity 
of ® M Me organist ion ”is yruwWii^ beneath his/*

Kam



a soiree advised to April*  W<, tfent .Stanley 
tovtonn Was a seem wn^r of toe CfeMuttot Party, mA, 
to duly, 1W3. to late W wJ early W4*  fee crittotoee 
tow CMmUt Party tor ant being sufficiently ailiwt to 
W etoll rto&to struggle. Levlson described by 
■certain C*wmntot  Party leaders as being' to toe *5lefr» M 
toe Ccmnntot torty to feto pesto ton tm atoll rigfet®. Hto 
diftorencw wltfe the ewronist Party; feeweirer*  are iwely 
toettoal, and fee <mt tones Ms tototogtoal adfeer®nee to 
eeraamtoB*

I ~| member of' toe Labor ^c
Wife League wtofe fen® We© designated as wWemtoe 
pnrswrfe to Wwuttoe ^der ISO.

XEROX COPIES BEING SENT TO MRS. MILDRED STEGALL, THE WHITE HOUSE; 
SR. WILLIAM WELSH, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE VICE PRESIDENT; 
HONORABLE DEAN RUSK, SECRETARY OP STATE; HONORABLE ROBERT S.
MCNAMARA, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE; HONORABLE RICHARD HELMS, DIRECTOR, 
CIA; ATTORNEY GENERAL; DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL; ASSISTANT 
ATTCBNEYS GENERAL YEAGLEY, DOAR, AND VINSON; SECRET SfiRVICE;
AND THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES.

NOTE:

See memorandum C.D. Brennan to Mr. Sullivan, 8/28/67,, 
same caption, prepared by BAWides.

Classified "S??er£tn since it contains information from 
informants whose disclosure could affect our national defense.
<a,n.c/ .
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Hr. Sullivan

C. D. Brennan

1 Hr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 ~ Hr. Bland 

8/28/67
1 - Mr. C.D, Brennan
1 - b7C

STUDENT NCWIOLENT CODHDINATING
/ <r \

Due to the interest the President in the 
activities of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC) and its leaders, we have prepared a summary setting 
forth current and planned future activities in this matter. 
A copy is attached for ready reference.

H. Bap Brown, leader of SNCC, spoke to an audience 
Of 35 individuals in Hew York City on 8/24/67. Brown claimed 
that the "power structure” has opened 13 concentration camps 
for black people and urged everyone to arm himself.

Missouri,

Ttraveled to 
Detroit, Michigan[ [and will visit Camden. Hew Jersey,

~l Chicago. Illinois. and St. Louis,

ijgt During his visit to Detroit on 8/27/67, Brown stated
f-W during a speech that the Detroit rioters did a good job. Be 
aSra accused the United states of trying to wipe out the Negro
3 3 population. Cem
Q. * ____________

b7c Chicago Chapter of SNCC sponsored a rally I
wo r to support I land another SNCC official who is presently 

lln Nashville, Tennessee. A SNCC
W leader told the crowd that they must not be afraid to die 
gS: for the cause of the Negro. 

7 b7C --

stated tha?[
_____________ to Martin Luther King, Jr.

__ ] has been won over by the Progressive 
Labor Party, a pro^Chinese Marsist*Leninist  group, and is not 
only useless tat dangerous. Stanley Levison, another adviser 
to King, said that I I actions are due to either immaturity 
or to insecurity. Levison was identified as a secret member 
of the Communist tarty in 1963 and | member
of the Labor Youth League which has been cited by the 
Attorney General.

fine!.
BAW:des (9)
1 w Butlie 100-446080 

Bufile 105-16$197

NOT RECORDED 
S7 SE^ 7 *967

b7C

CONT OVER



C. D. Brennan, to Mr. Sullivan
Be: STUDENT 0^0 <WWIM COMMITTEE

That, the enclosed raeraoramUHn to Mrs. Mildred Stegall 
at the White Bouse; Mr. Willim 'Welsh,. Administrative Assistant 
to- the Vice Resident; Honorable Bean Bush*  Secretary of State: 
Honorable Hobert s. McWanara, Secretary of Befense; Honorable 
Richard Belas*.Birector*  CIA; Attorney General; Wputy Attorney 
General : Assistant Attorneys .-General, Wagley*.  .Boar*  and- Vinson,*  
Secret Service; and the military intelligence agencies be 
awtbvM.



FBI

Date: 8/21/67

Transmit the following in ■

Via ATRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Pri ority)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

8/19/67.

IS - SNCC 
(00: ATLANTA)

ReNYteletype to Bureau and Atlanta, dated

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 13 copies 
of a LHM regarding the activity of captioned subject. A
Three copies are furnished Atlanta and two copies are a
being furnished for New Orleans for information. ■

The source used in the LHM was i
b7D - - - - - - - - - - - - - IThe LHM is classified " .because gf

it contains information, the unauthorized disclosure of O 
which could reasonably result in the identification of

i

the source utilized. 

\ I will w J nwMMBi
\5 - Bureau (Enc. 13) (RM) NOT RECORDED

■ z (1. - 100-439190) (SNCC) <§> 140AUG 1967
U> - 100- ) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

3 - Atlanta (100-7098) ~(lhc. 3) (INFO) (RM)—___
(1 - 100- ) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

2 - New Orleans (100- ) (Enc. 2) (INFO) (RM)
1 - New York (100-15371) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL) (43)

'D
IH

C



NY 100-160701

Copies of the LHM were furnished locally to 
the 108th MI Group, OSI, USA, SDNY, NISO, and Secret 
Service.

2



UNITE© STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUWTCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. B , f -j le 105-168197

New York 100-160?01 New York, New York 
August 21, 1967

Hubert Geriod Brown, also 
known as Rap Brown 
Internal Security - Student 
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee

On August 18, 19673 a confidential source, who 
has furnished reliable information in the past, attended 
a press conference held by the subject at the Church 
Center for the United Nations, 777 United Nations 
Plaza, New York, New York.

Attached is a Xerox copy of Brown’s speech given 
as a prepared mimeographed press release to the above 
source at the conference.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conlcusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and 
its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
10Q Fifth Avenue, .Room, 803 _ August 18, 1967
New York, New York

J*0R  MEDIATE RELEASE:

We would like to announce that our representative, Mr. Stokely Carmichael, 

will arrive today in Hanoi, Democratic Republic of Vietnam, Mr, Carmichael is 

in the Democratic Republic of Vietnam to investigate and see for himself the 

savage aggression being carried out against that country by the United States. 

Previous investigators of our’s who have visited the country have reported that 

the United States is experimenting with weapons there that would be effective 

in destroying black people in the ghetto, without damaging the property/ 

Mr. Carmichael will see for himself the atrocities being perpetrated against 
a> - - - „ ..

the people of Vietnam, a people who are heroically defending their right to 

self-determination.

By this visit to Southeast Asia, Mr. Carmichael joins the list of other 

black leaders, such as Mr/,. Floyd McKissick and Mr. iihitney Young, Jr., who have 

visited this area, America’s testing ground for how it xvill try to crush wars 

of national liberation around the world, including the one developing in this 

country. Forj in Mr. Carmichael’s own words, ”We see that what happens in Vietnam 

affects our own struggle, and what we do affeCtsthe struggle of the Vietnamese 

people1’. At the present time our people are a colonized people within the United 

States, There are over 30 million of us in this country, 30 million black people 

who live in sharply defined areas in the rural black belt areas and shanty towns 

of the South, and in the ghettos of the northern and western industrial cities, 

In neither place do we control the resources of our communities, We do not control 

the land, the houses or the stores. These are all owned by whites who live 

outside our communities. These are very real colonies which exist as a result 

of the e^loitaticn and racism which this country fosters at home and abroad.

Mr. Carmichael’s recent visits to England and Cuba have stirred an undue 

amount of comment. Such negative comment from press and public officials alike



raises a fundamental question: Who in this country has the right to travel? 

Mr. Carmichael has been publicly denounced for his recent visit to Cuba. Does 

this criticism stem in reality from an assumption by whites that black people 

must travel only to places approved by whites,, that black people must limit 

their conclusions to those based on information furnished by whites? If such 

incorrect and racist assumption are in fact held by whites, they have serious 

problems which they themselves will have to solve. As long as imperialism is . 

raping, plundering and murdering in Asia, Africa and latin America, it is our 

responsibility to meet with anyone who is: fighting against this. Imperialism 

is international. The United States thinks that it has the right to interfere 

in the affairs of any country in the world. We therefore reserve the right ’ 

to meet with the leaders of those countries who are fighting against this 

intrusion and who, like us, are struggling to liberate their people.



STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATIl^CMMITTEE Caj^jj^jgyjj M 
150. Fifth^Avenue, Room. 803 - JuSgust 18, 1967
New York, New York

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The United States has its days of celebrations such as the Fourth of July — 

the white man’s Independence Day — and expects us to celebrate these national 

holidays, salute the white man’s flag, and sing the white man’s national 

anthem. This is as ridiculous as thinking that we will achieve our own indepen

dence under an economic and political system whose existence depends upon 

oppression, exploitation and the resultant degradation, poverty, and racism we 

have been subjected to. Our own struggle for independence did not begin on 

July 4, 1776. We were slaves before July 4th, on July 4th and after July 4th, 

That great document of democracy, the United States Constitution, defined us as 

three-fifths of a person. We remained slaves until August 18, 1965*  That day 

marks the day the blacks of Watts picked up guns to fight for their freedom. 

Since that time armed struggle has taken place in.practically every major city 

in the United States and we can add Newark, Detroit and Plainfield to the list 

of great events in the history of black people in North America,

For 400 years we had begged, pleaded, cried, marched and died for just a 

little taste of "life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness". The Watts 

Insurrection signalled the end of begging, crying, marching and dying. If we 

had to die, we realized that we should die in the act of killing and taking 

that which was our’s. On August 18, 1965, blacks stopped moaning "we shall 

overcome" and started swinging to "Burn, Baby, Burn". That was our Declaration 

of Independence, and we signed it with molotov coctails and rifles.

We are calling on all black people to celebrate this day, August 18th, 

and pay homage to the heroes and heroines of Watts, who signalled the beginning 

of this new day. ____
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UNITED STATES GOV.^TMENT

Memorandum

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI DATE: 8/23/67

LEGAT, TOKYO (14-1)(RUC)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS - SEDITION

ReBucable 8/4/67.

Appropriate sources have.been alerted for information 
concerning subject’s activities and travel.

Upon receipt of pertinent information in this regard 
it will be promptly forwarded to the Bureau.

(1 - Foreign Liaison)
1 - Tokyo
RVP-kzh

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL

WASHINGTON

J. WALTER YEAGLEY

Honorable J. Edgar Hoover 
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

I want to acknowledge receipt of the Bureau's 
prosecutive summary in the captioned matter. I 
think the Bureau officials, supervisors and agents 
who are responsible for identifying so many 
potential witnesses and compiling so much material 
within the very short deadline set should all be 
commended for their special efforts and a job well 
done. I have called this to the attention of the 
Attorney General. 6

With best wishes, I am

Sincerely,
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Enclosed are single copies

FBI LABORATORYAttn:

of the following items:

8-2-67, "Messagearticle
Comandante ’Che’ Guevara";

"Press Conference with

"Exclusive - The War of 
Our Struggle 
Cuba Inspires

L-4
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cz> 
o
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article 8-14-67/ "Carmichael 
'You

SIEMPRE! article 8-23-67, "Carmichael, the 
Black Power, Speaks to SIEMPRE!”;

PL article 8-18-67, "Message of 
to the Negroes of the US: 
Total Revolution”;

'' PL
Magazine ’Tricontinental';
The Eye of The Octopus' $dS)";

Z PL article 8-5-67, 
Guerrillas has Begun in the US. 
Will be Long, Hard, and Fierce, 
the Negroes of the USA" (an interview with 
subject;

Carmichael 
Let's Fight for

article 8-7-67, "Meeting with Carmichael 
the 'Round House'";

article 8-8-67, "Chronicle of Carmichael 
Havana";

few1

PL 
in

1 - Mexico City 
RJG:esc 
(4)_^-at’’//

'SUCESOS PARA TODOS article 8-26-67, "Why We 
Negro.es are Fighting" (interview w-ith subject) .



MEX 105-6275

’ •The Bureau may wish to have these articles translated 
verbatim and furnish the translations to the domestic office 
of origin and interested offices.

The articles from the Cuban Government News Agency, 
Prensa Latina, were published in the Daily Bulletin of the 
PL branch in Mexico, DF.

SIEMPRE! is a pro-Cuban, anti-United States Spanish 
language magazine published weekly in Mexico, DF.

SUCESOS PARA TODOS is a pro-Cuban Spanish language 
magazine published weekly at Mexico, DF. MARIO MENENDEZ 
RODRIGUE#, who interviewed subject, is the Director of the 
publication.

LEAD

MEXICO CITY

At Mexico, DF. Will be alert for the possibility 
subject may attempt to“return to the United States via Mexico.



TRANSLATION FROM SPANISH

From "Siempre!" (Always!) magazine, August 23, 1967 issue, 
No. 739, pages 22, 23 and 70.

"Black Power" Carmichael 
Speaks to "Siempre!" 

and Announces the United 
States Will Become 

Another Vietnam With 
Guerrillas Everywhere.

By Marta D. Solis

(This article is illustrated with two pictures: 
one of Carmichael and the other of Carmichael with his 
interviewer, Marta D. Solis, correspondent of "Siempre!" The 
latter picture was taken in Havana, Cuba.)

Havana, (Cuba), August 3, 1967

His name is Stokely Carmichael. Race: human. 
Citizen of the world. Negro. Full Negro. Full. No one 
has more right than he to call himself a Negro.

When I saw him for the first time, I experienced 
something like a brief shudder. It was on a movie screen. 
He was agitating his people. He was calling on them to struggle. 
He was calling them to "Black Power."

Five days ago, I saw him for the second time. He 
was standing before me, life size, more than six feet tall. 
Like a god from Nubia. Tersely handsome and smiling. His 
smile is white, open and frank; always on the verge of becoming 
hearty laughter. He is a man sure of himself. Sure of the 
future of his people. A black panther is his symbol.

He was born in Trinidad. Until his eleventh year, 
he lived in a Negro society where the police were Negroes 
and also the judges and businessmen were Negroes, even though 
the rulers were white (British).

/ao - <-/L!-S!'(



His father wanted to prove that a black man, good 
and hard-working, would succeed in winning for himself a 
worthy position in a white society. He killed himself with 
hard work and died at the age of 22. He used to work as a 
carpenter and a taxi driver at the same time. From the time 
she arrived in New York with her husband and children, his 
mother worked as a maid for a rich family.

"He has always said, ever since he was a little boy, 
that he would become a great man," said one of his aunts of 
Stokely Carmichael.

Black Power? "Black Power is the need to rescue 
our identity from history. We must rescue it from the cultural 
terrorism and the looting into which a white society has 
always plunged it in order to justify itself," Carmichael said 
on one occasion. When I asked the same question, he explained: 
"It is a uniting of the Negro people in order to wage battle 
for their liberation by any means. It is unity of the Negro 
people with all oppressed people outside the United States 
in order to struggle for a destruction of a capitalist 
structure that oppresses us in the interior and all under
developed peoples outside."

In a press conference which Carmichael held in Havana 
yesterday before more than 60 journalists from all over the 
world, less the United States and Great Britain (he did not 
let them in), the Negro leader answered a dozen or so questions 
about the struggle of the Negro people "not for integration 
with the whites, because the whites would dictate the laws 
and be in charge, but rather for the conquest of power." 
He said: "For 400 years, the Negroes have tried to coexist, 
but the results are nil. Gone is the time when our grievances 
were for nothing more than integration. Now, we have no 
alternative but to take up arms to accomplish our liberation."

"Is this a new policy of your organization?" he was 
asked. "We know, in fact, that you are the top leader of the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)."

"We founded our organization in 1960. At the time, 
Martin Luther King was the central figure of the Negro movement. 
He is a pacifist. To speak of violence at that particular 
time would have been tantamount to committing treason. We 
accepted the name "Nonviolent" for tactical reasons. We did 
not believe in it. We have always told our comrades that the 
fulfillment of our destiny is an armed struggle. We had no 
other way to defend ourselves from the armed, oppression which 
falls on us whenever we try to protest. Possibly, the turn 



to violence was made in Watts, on August 18, 1965. Yes, 
after that, nonviolence was not (sic, possible a misprint) 
for intellectual discussions. Arms. This is the only road.”

"However, how are you going to fight a guerrilla 
war inside the United States?

"Urban guerrilla warfare."

"But they will make mincemeat out of you. They 
will bomb you. They will destroy you."

"Negroes live in the large cities of the United 
States. They live in the very heart of the cities. That is 
also where the nerve centers of American economy are located: 
their industries. Whenever the soldiers of the United States - 
who have no "guts," who are cowards - have to fight hand to 
hand, they say they are facing a guerrilla war. They throw 
bombs and napalm. But inside the United States, because of 
the conditions I have explained previously, they will have 
to fight us hand to hand. We will lick them. Do you think 
they will throw bombs to destroy us? No, because they would 
destroy their own cities; their own industries."

Carmichael answers his questions quick and easy. 
He jumps up from his seat and gestures. It’s like a ping- 
pong ball bouncing over the table. He does not think about 
what he says. He says what he feels.

"He has always been like that," said an old Negro 
leader about him. "Whenever we felt that there were things 
to be said but were afraid to speak out, Stokely said them 
for us and said them in public. He is always one step ahead 
of our fears."

That’s Carmichael's contribution. He broke the 
shackles of ancestral fear and made the Negroes speak of 
their aspiration to power; an aspiration which was always 
there, silent, in the conscience of every Negro, but unable 
to come out, to organize itself. We saw the consequences in 
Watts. In Detroit. In nearly all the territory of the United 
States.

However, can it be said that Black Power is uniting 
all Negroes in their final struggle? It does not lookthat way. 
There is still too much spontaneity in the racial explosion 
which rocks the territory of the United States from North to 
South and from East to West. Carmichael is the answer to the
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Negroes’ aspirations. He influences them with his courage. 
It is a kind of animal courage which makes him be the first 
in fights and arrests (more than 30 to this date) and takes 
him, in a crazy automobile race (he is a sportsman of the 
wheel) with his foot glued to the gas pedal, from place to 
place in the United States with a bunch of his closest friends 
and comrades stashed in his Ford microbus (sic).

They say that when he drives through a town he 
shakes a fist out of the car and shouts: ’’Black Power." 
Sometimes, mostly:in Southern towns, he only gets a timid 
response from a Negro in blue denim overalls who looks 
around before he ventures it. However, in most cases, the 
doorways and sidewalks fill with Negroes who wave at his 
speedy passage.

There is no question that he is a free Negro. 
The contrast which he found between Trinidad and the United 
States, when he arrived in the latter country, caused a 
violent shock. The shock transformed him. He could have 
become a conformist, like a large number of American Negroes, 
but, in his island, he had known the freedom of living as 
a Negro, without being intimidated as a Negro or jailed as 
a Negro.

’’However, your passport will be taken away because 
you came to Cuba. Are you not afraid of what may happen to 
you upon your return to the United States? Will they not 
kill you? A spokesman for the White House, MacClqsky, 
threatened to cancel your passport...” "MacClosky is neither 
my father nor my mother. We have to ask no one to do what 
we feel like doing or to go where we want to go. To hell 
with MacClosky and the Department of State...the CIA is 
international. It has a license to kill. Its assassins are 
everywhere. We are developing a structure to fight it. 
It is very important for our people to know that when one of 
us 'is- assassinated, the CIA did it. We must make them 
aware that whenever one of them touches a guerrilla fighter 
or a revolutionary, McNamara and the others will be punished. 
Our leader Malcolm X was assassinated by the CIA. They used 
Cuban counterrevolutionaries for the deed.”

"However, you have to fight in Vietnam and, yet, 
you are against the war of aggression which the United States 
is waging in that country. Isn’t that so?"

"In the United States, military service is com- 
puls:ory. We are facing the prospect of either going to 
Vietnam or being tried in courts that will sentence us to 
five years in jail or deprive us of our "civil rights."
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We prefer to spend five years in jail rather than to go to 
Vietnam. We shall not bear 5 arms against the Vietnamese 
people. They did nothing to us. They did not discriminate 
against us. They do not deny us our schools or our houses.

"...Our enemy is the white United States. The 
Vietnamese are our brothers in the struggle. We are fighting 
the same structure. Our reply to the Armed Forces of the 
United States is: ’Hell, no, we won’t go!’

”We are tired of being used by the United States,” 
Carmichael went on to say. "We are always on the front 
line of war. In the Dominican Republic, the forces against 
the Dominican people were made up for the most part, of 
Negroes. In Vietnam, 40% of the fighting men are Negroes. 
Ah!...But we have learned something. The United States has 
taught us to kill. Our brothers who come back from Vietnam 
will use this training in the United States. They come back 
frustrated. They will find their liberation in their struggle 
against the power which sends us around as cannon fodder."

"Does, this liberation include the whites? How 
can coexistence with the whites be achieved?"

"We could not coexist with the whites under this 
system. Black Power is for the struggle of the Negroes. 
When the whites start to fight, we shall fight together. 
Not before.

"Integration cannot occur until all people are 
equal. Integration was always defined in the United States 
as the obligation of the Negro society to bow to the white 
society, never vice versa. On the other hand, the white 

< society has always maintained a division of national 
minorities in the United States. We are trying to create 
a structure for minorities within the Black Power Movement. 
As a matter of fact, we have close bonds with the National 
Association of Mexican-American Farm Workers."

"It has been repeatedly said that Negroes want 
a territory exclusively for themselves. In other words, they 
want to create a Negro: country within the United States."

Carmichael smiles..."The only condition under which 
we would be agreeable to the establishment of a Negro state 
would be if we had hydrogen bombs and the means to deliver 
them...and this would be very dangerous, don't you think so?"



Carmichael is a philosopher. As a child, he 
used to belong to a gang, like nearly all Negroes living in 
New York sections. He used to belong to a gang of white boys 
who stole automobile radios. "They were bandits," Carmichael 
said about his friends. "They were white bandits who taught 
me to steal."

When his father died, the idea died with him that 
a Negro can become somebody by his work alone. Carmichael 
began to study. He did a great deal of reading. He chose 
to attend Howard University (for Negroes), in Washington, 
D. C. Acceptance in this University is predicated upon a 
very strict exam. He passed it. He came in contact with 
organized Negro movements. He became famous during Meredith’s 
"Great March" in Mississippi. There, he popularized Black 
Power. This march was a "walking seminar" on the concelpts 
which Carmichael advocates, but which did not come put of his 
mind. They were born from the frustration of Negroes who 
paid an enormous price for the small conquests achieved. 
Others before him spoke of "Black Power (for example, Adam 
C. Powell) but Carmichael was the man who gave depth to the 
concept and made an impact with the Negroes. He instilled 
new sensitivity into the Negro masses and is forcing them 
to express themselves, to speak of their rights and to claim 
them in the same way as they were denied them. This young, 
cheerful, dancing fellow, who walks like Sidney Poiter, speaks 
like Harry Belafonte and thinks like Malcolm X (as one of his 
friends once described him) is an intellectual - not because 
of the bombastic way in which he talks - a revolutionary 
intellectual who is in contact with his people and lives and 
thinks like his people.

"However," one of his closest co-workers, Elizabeth 
Suthenland told us, "he is capable of talking for five hours 
in a row about Albert Camus and his works. Like Camus, he 
thinks that the greatest hope goes hand in hand with the greatest 
danger."

This "magnificent barbarian," as he is called in 
the United States, is a man who terrorizes and exalts. He 
is a man who is trying to rescue for society the only real 
culture there is in the United States: Negro culture.

He says: "We do not have to wait for the Beatles 
to make our culture legitimate. We must not be ashamed of 
James Brown. Our intellectuals must come back to the Negro 
community and stop seeking to shine within the white 
community."



As a discoverer and mystic lover of Negro personality, 
by giving them Black Power, he has given the Negroes something 
which is his own.

”No more prayers. No more songs of freedom. No 
more dreams. We will get power.”

This is the slogan of the mutinous crowds in the 
cities. They do not pray any longer in churches. They have 
started to shoot and this is very dangerous.

”We will start 50 Vietnams in the United States," 
Carmichael says. "When they have as many outside, what are 
they going to do?"

With all his bundle of love for his race and his 
people, this is Stokely Carmichael, a human being, a full 
Negro and the most controversial young man in the United States..

And as the Negro leaders say that their road to 
liberation is an armed struggle, what do the leaders of the 
other countries of the continent say?
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POR MARTA D. SOLIS

La Habana, 3 de agosto de 1967.
Su nombre es Stokely Carmichael. Raza: Humana. Ciudadano 

del mundo. Negro. Negro entero. Complete. Nadie con mis derecho 
a llamarse negro que 61.

Cuando por primera vez lo Vi sentf un pequefio escalofrio. Fue 
en una pantalla de cine. Agitaba a su gente. La llamaba a la lucha. 
La Hamaba al Poder Negro.

Hace cinco dfas lo vi por segunda vez. Estaba ante mi de cuer
po entero, mas de seis pies. Como un dios Nubio. Con una belleza 
tersa y ’ na blanca sonrisa abierta y franca, siempre lista a conver- 
tirse en carcajada. Es un tipo seguro de si mismo. Seguro del future 
de su gente. Una pantera negra es su sftnbolo.

Nacid en Trinidad. Hasta los 11 anos tuvo ante si una socie- 
'dad negra donde los policies eran negros, y los jueces y los comer- 
ciantes tambidn lo eran. Aunque los gobemantes eran blancos (in- 
gleses).

Su padre siempre quiso demostrar que un hombre negro, bueno 
y trabajador, podria Hegar a ocupar uh puesto digno en la sociedad 
blanca. Se reven td trabajando y murid a los 22 afios. Era carpintero 
y taxista al mismo tiempo. Su madre ha sido sirvienta de una fa
milia rica, desde que llegd con su marido y sus hijos a Nueva York.

“El siempre precisd, desde pequefio, que seria un hombre gran
de”, ha dicho de 61 una tia. > >

El Poder Negro. El poderio negro. “Es la necesidad de rescatar 
de la historia nuestra identidad. Rescatarla del terrorismo cultural 
y las depradaciones en que la sociedad blanca la ha hundido para 
justificarse” dijo una vez. “Es la reunion de la poblacidn negra para 
peiear por su liberation por cualquier medio —me dijo Carmichael 
cuando se lo pregunt6—. Es la unidn de la poblacidn negra con la 
gente oprimida fuera de Estados Unidos para luchar por destruir 
la estructura capitalista que nos oprime a nosotros en lo interior 
y a los pueblos subdesarrollados en lo exterior”.

En una conferentia de prensa que Carmichael dio ayer en La 
Habana a mds de 60 periodistas de todas partes del mundo —menos 
de-Estados Unidos y Gran Bretana. a los que no les permitid la en- 
trada— el lider negro contestd a decenas de preguntas sobre la lu- 
cEti del pueblo negro, “no por la integration con los blancos, en la 
que 6stos dictarian las leyes y dirigirian, sino por la toma del poder. 
Por 400 anos los negros han tratado de coexistir sin resultado al- 
guno. Ya pasO la etapa en que nuestras reivindicaciones se redu- 
cian a la “integration” solamente. Ahora no tenemos otra altema- 

------ tivaquetomar-las“armas-para-llevar-a~cabo"nuestraiiberaciOn”.
tEs esa una nueva politics de su organization? Porque nosotros 

sabemos que usted es el maximo dirigente del Comitd Coordinador 
de los Estudiantes No Violentos (SNCC) —se le preguntd.

“Nosotros creamos nuestra organization en 1960. Por esa 6po- 
ca Martin Luther King era la figura central del movimiento neero 
El es un pacifista. Hablar en ese momenta de violencia hubiera sido 
casi como cometer una traiciOn. Aceptamos el nombre no violento, 
por tdctica. No creiamos en ella y siempre les dijimos a los compa- 
nerps que nuestro destino sdlo estaba en la lucha armada. No tenfa- 
mds otra manera de defendemos de la opresiOn armada que sobre 
nosotros recae siempre que protestamos. El giro, hacia la violencia 
es posible que se diera por primera vez en Watts, el 18 de agosto 
de 1965. Ya despuds la no-violencia no era para discutirla intelectual- 
mente. Las armas: es ese el ilnico camino”.

Pero, ccdmo van ustedes a sostener una guerra de guerrillas 
en los propios Estados"Unidos?

—“Guerrillas urbanas”.
Pero los desbaratardn. Los bombardeardn. Los destruirdn.
“Los negros viven en Estados Unidos en las grandes ciudades. 

En el mismo corazdn de dstas. Alli tambidn estd concentrado el 
nervio central de la economia norteamericana: sus industries. Cuan
do los soldados de Estados Unidos que no tienen “gandinga”, son 
cobardes, tienen que peiear cuerpo a cuerpo, dicen que tienen frente 
a si una guerra de guerrillas. Entonces lanzan bombas y napalm. 
Pero dentro de Estados Unidos, por esas conditioned anteriores, ten- 
dran que luchar con nosotros cuerpo a cuerpo. Los barreremos. Us
tedes creen que ellos lanzarian bombas para destruirnos. No. Porque 
destruirfan sus ciudades. Sus industries”,

Carmichael responde a las preguntas con rapidez. Se levanta co
mo un fayo del asiento y gesticula. Es como una pelota.de ping-pong 
que rebota en una mesa. No piensa lo que va a decir. Dice lo que 
siente.

“Siempre ha sido asi. Ha dicho de 61 un viejo dirigente ne
gro. Cuando uno pensaba que muchas cosas habia que decirlas, pero 
terifa miedo de soltarlas, Stokely, no sdlo las decia para nosotros, 
sino que las decia en publico. Siempre va mas allA de nuestro mie
do”.

Y alii su m6rito: ha roto las cadenas del miedo ancestral de los 
negros a hablar de su ansia de poder. Ansia que estaba alii, en la 
conciencia callada de cada negro, pero que no es sino hasta ahora 
que toma forma organizada. Las consecuencias las hemos vista en 
Watts. En Detroit. En casi todo el territorio norteamericano.

iSin embargo, puede detirse que el Poderio Negro une hoy a 
todos los negros para una lucha final? Parece que no. Aun hay mucho 
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de espontanefsmo en la explosidn racial que va de norte a sur y de este 
a oeste del territorio de Estados Unidos. Carmichael responde a las 
ansias de los negros. Les influye con su valor. Esa especie de valor 
animal que lo mismo lo hace ser la vanguardia en las apaleaduras y. 
encarceiamientos (m&s de 30 hasta la fecha), que lo lleva en una loca 
camera automovilistica (es 61 un deportista del volante), con el pie 
pegado al acelerador, de un lugar a otro de Estados Unidos, llevando 
en su Micro-bus Ford a sus m6s allegados compafieros. Dicen que 
cuando pasa por una poblacidn, saca su pufio del auto y grita “Black 
Power”. A veces recibe Una timida contestacidn —en algunas ciu
dades del sur sobre todo— de un negro con overol de mezcliUa 
que antes de hacerlo mira a su alrededor. Pero la mayoria de las 
veces los corredores de las casas y las aceras se Henan de negros que 
saludan su paso veloz.

El ya es un negro libre. No cabe duda. El contraste que al Hegar 
de Trinidad encontrd en Estados Unidos, fue violento. Lo transformd. 
Pudo haber sido un conformista, como gran cantidad de negros nor- 
teamericanos, pero 61 conocid en su isla la libertad de vivir como 
negro y no ser apaleado por negro o encarcelado por negro.

Pero a usted le quitar&n su pasaporte por haber venido a Cuba. 
JMo teme lo que pueda pasarle cuando regrese? $No lo matar&n? El 
vocero de la Casa Blanca, MacCIosky, ha amenazado a despojarle 
de su pasaporte...

“MacCIosky no es mi padre ni mi madre. No tenemos que pedirle 
permiso a nadie para hacer lo que nos d6 la gana o ir a donde queramos. 
Al demonio con MacCIosky y el Departamento de Estado... La CIA es 
international. Tiene licencia para matar. Sus aseSinos estdn en. todas 
partes. Nosotros estamos desarrollando una estructura para comba- 
tirla. Es muy importante que nuestra gente sepa que cuando alguno 
de nosotros es asesinado, ha sido la CIA. Debemos crear la conciencia 
de que cuando eHos toquena un guerrillero, a tin revolucionario, Mac 
Namara y los otros sean castigados. A nuestro guia Malcolm X lo 
asesind la CIA. Utilizaron para ello a los contrarrevolucionarios Cu
banos”.

Pero tienen que peiear en Vietnam y ustedes estdn en contra de 
la guerra de agresidn que alii llevan a cabo los Estados Unidos, ino 
es asi?

—“En Estados Unidos el Servicio Militar es obligatorio. Estamos 
ante la perspective de ir a Vietnam o enfrentamos a un juicio que 
nos condenarA a 5 anos de edreel o el fetifo de nuestros “derechos 
tiviles”. Preferimos pasar cinco afios en la edreel antes que ir a 
Vietnam. No tomaremos las armas contra los vietnamitas. Ellos no 
hos han hecho nada. No nos discriminan. No nos niegan la escuela 
ni las casas.

————Nuestro -enemigo-es-los-Estados-Unidos-blancos. Los-vietna- 
mitas son nuestros hermanos de lucha. Estamos luchando contra la 
misma estructura. Nuestra respuesta a las Fuerzas Armadas de Esta
dos Unidos es: “CARAJO, NO IREMOS”.

“Ya estamos cansados de ser usados por Estados Unidos —con- 
tinila— siempre estamos en la primera linea de combate: en Santo 
Domingo las fuerzas contra el pueblo dominicano estaban compues- 
tas en su mayoria por negros. En Vietnam el 40 por ciento de los 
combatientes tambi6n son negros. jAh!... Pero hemos aprendido. Es
tados Unidos nos ha ensefiado c6mo matar. Nuestros hermanos que 
regresan de Vietnam van a usar ese entrenamierito dentro de Esta
do Unidos. .Ellos vienen frustrados. Encontrardn su liberacidn en la 
lucha contra el poder que los manda siempre como came de cafidn”.

eEsa liberacidn incluye a los blancos? £C6mo se podria lograr 
la convivencia con los blancos?

—“No podriamos coexistir con los blancos en este sistema. El 
Poderio Negro se dirige a la lucha de los negros. Cuando los blancos 
empiecen a luchar, lucharemos juntos. Antes no.

“La integracidn no puede ocurrir hasta que las gentes no sean 
iguales. La integracidn fue siempre definida en Estados Unidos como 
la obligacidn de la sociedad negra de ir hacia la blanca, nunca al re- 
v6s. Por otra parte, la sociedad blanca siempre ha tenido divididas 
a las minorias nacionales existentes en Estados Unidos. Tratamos de 
estructurar a las minorias dentro del Poderio Negro. Estamos vincti- 
lados a la Asociacidn National de Trabajadores agricolas de los me- 
xicanonorteamericanos”.

Se ha dicho muchas veces que los negros quieren un territorio 
solamente para ellos. Es decir, crear un pais para negros, dentro de 
Estados Unidos...

Channichael se sonrie... “La unica condicidn en que podriamos 
estar de acuerdo en que se estableciera un Estado negro seria si tu- 
viCramos bombas de hidrdgeno y con qu6 tirarlas... Y esO seria 
muy peligroso, <.no cree?”.

Carmichael es un fildsofo. De nifio fue pandillero, como casi 
todo negro de los barrios de Nueva York. Era una pandilla de mu
chachos blancos que robaban radios de automdvil. “Eran unos ban
didos —ha dicho de sus amigos—. Esos bandidos blancos me ensefiaron 
a robar”. Cuando su padre murid, murid en 61 la idea de que un ne
gro, sdlo con su trabajo, puede Hegar a ser alguien. Empezd .a estu- 
diar. Leyd mucho. Optd por una plaza en la Universidad Howard de 
Washington (para negros). Sdlo mediante un riguroso examen puede 
aspirarse a ingresar. Lo logrd. Tomd contacto con los movimientos 
organizados de los negros. Se hizo famoso en la Gran Marcha Me- 

. redith por Mississippi. Alli popularizd el Poderio Negro. Fue esa mar
cha un “seminario andante” sobre el concepto (Sigue en la pAgina 70)



PRO r CONTRA...
(Viene de la pAgina 14) portacidn ma- 
siva de las utilidades que en Mexico 
obtienen las empresas norteamerica- 
nas.

» ♦ ♦

’ Una mayor difusion podria demos- 
trar, tai vez, que la tesis de que las 
inversiones extranjeras descapitali- 
zan al pais no puede defenderse con 
argumentos sdlidos. Si calculamos el 
ahorro de divisas generado por estas 
inversiones a travAs del proceso de 
sustitucidn de importaciones, asi co- 
mo el aumento de la capacidad del 
pais para generar bienes y servicios 
de exportacidn, es seguro que dicho 
ahorro de divisas sea varias veces 
superior al saldo negative que en el 
rengl6n cotrespondiente de la balan- 
za de pagos originan estas inversio
nes.

♦

Cabe preguntarse, al final de esta 
charla cuales son las recomendacio- 
nes para lograr que la imagen corres- 
ponda a los beneficios que tiene para 
Mexico una inversion apegada a la 
ley y al espiritu de nuestras institu- 
ciones. Se requiere que el inversionis- 
ta entienda que su capital no es sdlo 
para ser multiplicado sino para cum- 
plir una funcion social. Los mexica- 
nos deben participar de las utilidades 
de cada negocio porque son los me- 
xicanos los que las hacemos posible 
con nuestro trabajo y con nuestros 
recursos. El Capital extranjero es 
complementario, pues nuestro des
arrollo depende de nuestro propio es- 
fiferzo. El gobierno mexicano, los 
hombres de empresa mexicanos, los 
tra ba j adores mexicanos y los produc- 
tores mexicanos de materias primas 
y articulos para la industria, reco- 
nocemos el papel de las inversiones 
extranjeras cuando participan de 
nuestro desarrollo sin solicitar privi- 
legios_y. ateniendose a las leyes vi- 
gentes en la materia. Ningun capital 
extranjero se estableceria si no hu- 
bieramos creado en nuestro pais las 
condiciones propicias. La imagen de 
la inversion extranjera se hara mejor 
y serA mas bien comprendida cuando 
cada inversionista de otro pais acep- 
te una adecuada participation de los 
nacionales en los negocios que esta- 
blezcan en Mexico. Es largo ebcami- 
no y generosa la meta. Las utilidades 
logradas en Mexico debe procurarse 
que se reinviertan en Mexico. Cada 
inversionista extranjero debe enten- 
der que el mundo ha dejado atrAs las 
Apocas en que el empresario solo bus- 
caba el mayor provecho econ6mico sin 
mirar a su alrededor y que hoy cum- 
ple un destino mas trascendente. Ca
da inversionista extranjero es un re- 
presentante de su pais y su conducta 
contribuye al mejoramiento o la men- 
gua de la amistad entre su nueblo v; 
el nuestro. Cada inversionista debe 
unlrse a la tarea de engrandecer a 
nuestra patria como si fuera un me
xicano mAs. Solo asi estaremos tra- 
bajando. para nuestro mutuo. benefi- 
cio. Sdlo de este mode cada mexicano 
tendrA de la inversion extranjera la 
imagen que corresponde a un factor 
de progreso. Y cada inversionista ex
tranjero serA conslderado como un 
amigo que aporta su talento, su dine
ro y su esfuerzo en el trabajo que 
hemos emprendido.

* * »

(La Camara Americana de Comer- 
cio invitO a Jacobo Zabludovsky a 
hablar spbre la imagen de la inver
sion extranjera en Mexico. Los an- 
teriores son; algunos fragmentos de 
su conferencia pronuntiada el 9 
de agosto).

SI, VlfTNAM...
(Viene de la pAgina 15) de las zonas , 
ocupadas por el gobiemo de SaigOn, , 
sOlo quedan unas mil. Los aldeanos ' 
han roto los muros de barnbus eon 
que quiso mantenerseles aislados de 
todo contacto. con los guerrilleros.

Los prisioneros vietcongs son tor- 
turados terriblemente para lection de 
los demAs. Las victimas pierden la 
vista o los 6rganos genitales a ma- 
nos de estos verdugos. Los campos 
son arrasados con napalm y con pro- 
ductos quimicos, para acabar con las 
personas, el ganado y los cultivos. 
La guerra quimica se practica como 
uno de los crimenes tientificos de 
nuestra Apoca.

Con todo eso, el gigante no puede. 
Poderoso, daftino, algo mAs, mucho 
mAs que un tigre de papel, pero Da
vid se le enfrenta y lo humilia. El 
general Westmoreland va a Washing
ton y dice: “Necesito mAs soldados’’. 
Y Johnson le ha dicho: “Si, mAs; mas 
soldados y mAs impuestos al pueblo 
norteamericano”. El mundo clama 
por el cese de los bombardeos a la 
Republica DemocrAtica de Vietnam 
del Norte; pero los bombardeos no 
cesan. El pasado dia 6 de agosto ca- 
y6 en Vietnam del Norte el avidn 
norteamericano nfimero 2,148. Los 
cielos * de Vietnam no son caminos 
para la gloria de los pilotos norte- 
americanos. Pero mientras caen ase- 
sinan, destrozan. Y un gigant6n hu- 
millado, el piloto norteamericano te- 
niente coronel Richard Allen Strat
ton, prisionero en Hanoi, dice aga- 
chando la cabeza: "Le pido al pueblo 
de la Republica Democratica de Viet
nam que oerdorie los crimenes que 
he cometido contra el. Le pido que 
me perdone la vida y que continue 
su tretamiehto humano de mi per
sona”.

No es mucho pedir a uri pueblo aue 
sabe darlo todo. ^Seria mucho pedir 
que los revolutionaries, los demd- 
cratas, los antiimperialistas, los estra- 
tegas de todo orden, los oersonalis- 
tas de toda laya, no olviden a Viet
nam, el verdadero gran hAroe de 
nuestros dias?

Y IA COHASUPO...
(Viene de la pAgina 24) la planea-' 
cion econdmica, que ahorrarA a nues- 
TriFjsais-grandes~despilfarrosen-fra~ 
bajo y en dinero. MAxico ya no puede 
marchar sin un orden cientifico y tAc- 
nico de las funtiones del Estado y 
sin los organos necesarios para esta 
tarea progresista y patri6tica.
Viernes 11 de agosto de 1967.

CUANDO EL PRESIDtNTE...
(Viene de la pAgina 34) siguieron las 
pautas correspondientes al tamano 
que tenia -el pais hace todavia 15 
aflos.

Y lo que habrA de transparentarse 
en el III Informe es que, al compli- 
carse los procedimientos de gobiemo 
por la amplification de sus cometi- 
dos, el Estado convoca cada vez de 
manera mAs sistemAtica a los secto- 
res privados de la economia mexica- 
na para que compartan la responsa- 
bilidad de hacer progresar al pais 
sobre bases de justitia y equidad so
cial, aunque no se diga expresamen- 
te que son organismos particulates 
los que gobiernan, por invitation del 
Estado, la politica de importaciones 
y' que entre sus 46 comitAs consulti- 
yp§ de importation y los 28 grupos 
asesores que se han organizado du
rante los tres aflos de que el Presi- 
dente estarA Informado, despachan 
revisadas, mAs de 20,000 licencias de 
importation cada mes, que rigen 
nuestro comercio, protegen nuestra 
industria y evitan el abuso de los pri- 
vilegios arancelarios.

Asimismo habrA de percibirse la 
incorporation, cada vez mAs matua*  
de los mexicanos a los campos della 
actividad economics,, acometierfto 
empresas que antes parecian inaje- 
quibles al talento y al poder ecold- 
mico de nuestros compatriots, ro- 
mo son las empresas de servicios: las 
que vienen estableciendo redes (Js- 
tribuidoras de gas en las poblaciones 
mAs importantes del pais, en las que 
algunas veces aparece el Estado co
mo empresario pero en otras figure 
el Estado como socio de particulares 
para explotar un negocio y brindar a 
la poblacion un servicio. i

Y, sin que el presidente lo diaa li- 

teralmente, en su Informe habil de 
perfilarse, nitidamente, la confiaira- 
ciOn que el pais va tomando baje su 
direction: una nation conscientH de 
su tamafto segura de haber asumido 
el control de su propio desarrollo, 
duefta de su credito interior y exte
rior, rica en experiencias cada vez 
mAs amplias donde buscar inspiration 
para lo venidero, y Uena de certidumr 
bre sobre lo correcto del camino que’ 
ha decidido seguir.

A traves de la information de fon- 
do primariamente destinada a ilus- 
trar la opinidn de los legisladores, y 
en esta ocasiOn mAs acentuadamen- 
te por tratarse de una nueva Legis
lature, el pais podrA mirarse como 
en un espejo, objetiva y saludable- 
mente, y podrA comprender clara- 
mente hacia donde se le sefialan los 
caminos que vienen desde un ayer 
laborioso y agobiador, pasan por un 
presente de esfuerzos concertados y 
se dirigen hacia un mafiana de mAs 
limpidas perspectives.

TARZAN MOTHER...
(Viene de la pAgina 53) Ion Claudet’’. 
Su primera pelicula. Y riomAs gan6 
el Oscar. No hizo el montdn de pe- 
liculas porque siempre la reclamaba 
el teatro. Pero a ver, de cuantos la 
vieran, quien la ha olvidado e n 
"Adi6s a las Armas” (de Hemin
gway) junto a Gary Cooper y Adol
phe Menjou.

Ya cincuentona, ocasianalmente ac- 
tuo en pelicula como “My Son John” 
y “Anastasia” donde le rindid esce- 
nas Ingrid Bergman. Y ya sexage- 
naria, Helen Hayes se proyect6 to- 
davia honorablemente por la televi
sion. En prOgrama como Play of 
the Week con piezas clAsicas de tea- 
trp universal.

• ■ De eso a “partenaire” de TarzAn 
hay enorme diferencia. Y duele. Por- 
que fue una gloria de la escena viva 
y la filmica. Honra y prez del teatro 
como del cinema. Senora de gran 
exigencia ententes para eseoger obras

Chita! Que le robara escenas dAse 
por seguro. No solo cae Helen I i- 
yes de la fama sino de la admiraci n 
que se le prof esaba. (Y por fave : 
se agradecerA un buen remedio pa a 
los torzones al higado).

LIBERTADOR?.? I-
(Viene de la pAgina 39) es que, cuando 
se trata del Mercado Comun, mira en 
Europa una sociedad diversificada, com. 
puesta de grupos culturales diferentes 
que participan en una administration 
cojndn. Tai gAnero de sociedad es. el 
que existe tanto en CanadA como en los 
Estados Unidos ya que ambos tienen. 
minorias culturales y tAcnicas. Viendo 
distinto en las dos playas del AtlAnti- 
co, el ’ general De Gaulle no ha hecho 
otra cosa que demostrar que es un na
tionalists intransigente”.

El “Algemeed Dagblad” de La Haya, 
no tiene empacho en decir que De Gau
lle es un viejo, irritado y que en Cana
dA ha cometido un error de primera 
categoria, todo lo cual evidencia que 
ha comenzado a perder el sentido de la 
realidad, lo cual es muy peligroso en 
un hombre de Estado.

Por Ultimo la Agencia TASS de Mos- 
cu afirma que todo este escAndalo en. 
tra, muy bien, en la linea de la politics 
extranjera francesa. “Una de las carac- 
teristicas de esta politica ha sido, siem
pre, la de impedir que los franceses 
pierdan su carActer national frente a 
las presiones politicas, diplomAticas y 
PUUllbimcas de otras potencies jjrnn~ 
jeras, en particular los Estados Unidos’’.

CARMICHAEL...
(Viene de la pAgina 22) que Carmi
chael defiende, pero que no salid de su 
mente. Nacid de la... de la frustracidn 
de los hombres negros que han pagado 
un enorme precio por las pequenas 
conquistas obtenidas. Otros antes ha- 
blaron del poder negro (Adam C. Po
well), pero fue Carmichael quieh le dio 

profundidad y logrO impactar a los ne. 
gros con la idea. El sensibilizo a las 
masas negras y las esta obligando a 
expresarse y a hablar de sus derechos y 
a reclamarlos en la misma forma en 
que les han sido negados.

Este jpven alegre, bailarin, de andar 
como el de Sidney Poiter, que habla 
como Harry Belafonte y piensa como 
Malcolm X (ha dicho uno de sus ami
gos), es a la vez un intelectual, no en 
la forma rimbombante de expresarse, 
sino un intelectual revolucionario, que 
estA en contacto con su pueblo y-vive 
y piensa para su pueblo. ■ .

“Sin embargo, nos decia una de sus 
mAs allegadas colaboradbras, Elizabeth 
Suthenland, es capaz de hablar durante 
cinco horas seguidas de Albert Camus 
y de su bbra. Como. Camus, piensa que 
la mAxima esperanza va unida al ,mA- 
ximo peligro”.

Y este "Magnifico BArbaro”, como le 
dicen en Estados Unidos, que aterroriza 
y exalta, trata de rescatar para la so- 
ciedad la “unica culture que hay real- 
mente en Estados Unidos: la negra. 
Porque no tenemos que esperar —dice 
— a que los Beatles vengan a legiti- 
mar nuestra culture. No debemos aver.
gonzarnos de un James Brown. Los in- 

telectuales deben regresar a la comuni, 
dad negra, y dejar de buscar brillo den. 
tro de la comunidad blanca”.

El es un descubridor y enamorado 
mistico de la personalidad negra. Ha 
hecho que los negros tengan en el Po. 
derio Negro algo muy suyo, propio. “Ya 
no mAs oraciones, no mAs canciones de 
libertad. No mAs suefios. Vamos a to- 
mar el, Poder”. Y hoy esa es la consigns 
de los amotinados en todas las ciuda. 
des Ya no rezan en las iglesias: han 
empezado a tirar tiros, y eso es muy 
peligroso.

"Les abriremos 50 Vietnam dentro de 
Estados Unidos —dice Carmichael. Y 
cuando tengan otros tantos fuera zqud 
van hacer?”.

Y con todo su bagaje de amor a su 
raza, a su pueblo, es StOkely Carmi
chael, ser humano, completarnente ne
gro, el joven mAs polAmico de Estados 
Unidos...

Y despuAs de que los dirigentes ne-

Unico camino de su liberation es la 
lucha armada... iquO dirAn los diri- 
gentes de los demAs paises del Conti- 
nente?...

SOLUGONES
1 .—Miguel Faraxtay. La medida es 

el faradio.
2 .—Judo.
3 .—Lo que cuelga. .
4 .—El apero.
5 .—Tifoidea. El microbio se llama 

salmonella typhosa, pero com unmen. 
te el diagnostico de la tifoidea se ha. 
ce por medio de la prueba de Widal.

6 .—Reloj de velador.
7 .—Cantante. Es Hugo Avendafio.
8 .—Las velas de parafina o cera.

VERSOS EXTRAVAGANTES

Lola 1AME.RICA miel cual mucha- 
cha nARIZONA y de paSO-NO. 
RAzona, pero si JALA-PArejo y tie
ne muCHA-PALAbre. Mas si sALE- 
MANIAtada por su mAL-PESCA, 
DIZque peces cuando pudiera pes- 
CAR-PATOS. Y Al la ALABA-MAs y 
mAs pero no loGRA-NADA; su ce- 
rEBRO goZA-MORAlmente, por 1A. 
RABlA que le ASISte y ASLAnda, 
brinCA-PRIsca; como a LEON suel- 
TO-LE-DOma, porque le soBRA 
SILentio, ora quITA-LIAnas inCU- 
BAdas, ora ASA-Mas tostadas, y 
sIN-DIAlogo f u g a z deJA-VArios 
AGRAvantes. Mas con un TIRO-Lo 

■ffifcDERa y al CABO SUDA-Nomas.

ESfRIBIENDO con dibujos

Los dibujos representan: 1, conb; 
2, fresa; 3. uno ; 4, efe: 5, nota; 6, sie- 
te; 7, media; 8, dele; 9, red; 10, cero; 
11, re; 12, hilo.

Haciendo los cambios indicados las 
palabras quedan asi:

'1, EL; CON; 2 FESAR; 3, UN D; 
4, EFE: 5, CTO NO; 6, TE EXI; 7. 
ME L DEB; 9, ER D; 10, E 
COJWIH^kEG; !2, IRLO.



TRANSLATION FROM SPANISH

From "Prensa Latina” (Latin Press), a daily bulletin of the 
Latin-American News Agency, issue number 2698, August 8, 1967.

Item appearing on page 2.

Chronicle of Carmichael in Havana

By A. Olivares (Prensa Latina)

On June 23 of this year, an airplane of ’’Cubana de
Aviacion’* airline, coming from Prague, Czechoslavakia, landed 
at Jose Marti airport in Havana. A tall, young Negro stepped 
off and met with important personages of the Cuban Government 
who were waiting for him. He was Stokely Carmichael, age 26, 
a student and the leader of the movement known in the United 
States as “SNICK" (sic), a name which popularly designates the 
“Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee," operating within 
the so-called “Black Power” movement.

A few days later, a sensational press conference with
Carmichael himself clarified that the word “nonviolent” was 
included in the name of the committee for practical reasons, 
whereas, in reality, its members are determined supporters of 
the use of violence “to liberate the Negro people of the 
United States.” On the same occasion, Carmichael stated: 
"We, Negroes, have decided on an armed struggle which we will 
carry on on a major scale and in a coordinated fashion."

Those who saw this young Negro student arrive in
Havana never thought for a moment that his presence among the 
Delegates accredited with the First Conference of the Latin 
American Organization for Solidarity (OLAS) would represent an 
addition to this conference of a country with 30 million 
Negroes, this country being formed by the segregated inhabi
tants of the United States.

On August 3, young Negro leader Rap Brown, only 23
years old and the President of SNICK stated in New York:
“The Negroes will struggle together with the revolutionaries"of 
Latin America. We are in contact with the peoples of Latin
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America, Vietnam, and Africa; with all oppressed peoples.“ 
Carmichael’s arrival in Cuba occurred at the time thousands 
of his brothers of the same race were fighting the police and 
the armed forces of the United States.

This was the largest riot to take place in the United 
States since August, 1965, when so-called incidents occurred 
in the Watts District of Los Angeles which lasted ten days and 
claimed 36 lives (nearly all Negroes), injured 900 persons, 
caused 4,000 persons to be arrested, 209 buildings burned, 
787 buildings damaged, and 4 million dollars of property losses.

The editor who is writing these few lines had an 
opportunity, exactly a week ago, to see the outbreak of a 
Negro riot in the most segregated section of New York. In 
his memory, he is still vividly impressed with the courage the 
Negroes displayed in their battle against the most modern 
equipment of the American white police. However, all indica
tions are that that battle was only a skirmish, especially 
if one compares it with the revolts which broke out in the 
summer of this year in more than ten States of the Union.

Carmichael’s presence in Cuba at the very same time 
the Negro struggle was being waged in the United States hardened, 
to an even greater extent, the racists of the Johnson Admini
stration. A spokesman for the State Department announced 
sanctions against the colored leader because of hi^frisit to 
Cuba without special authorization. Carmichael replied with 
a cheerful smile and an ironical phrase: "To hell with 
McCloskeyI He is not my father who can choose my friends and 
stop me from traveling to where I please." Carmichael knows - 
and he said it in Havana - that in hi§tountry he can expect, 
not only judicial sanctions, but also attempts on his life, 
at practically every street corner, engineered either by the 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) or any of the many racist 
organizations which have multiplied in the United States and have 
announced their determination to assassinate him. He replies 
with pride: "I do not fear death. If it benefits my people, 
that’s where my life is."

Those who think that Carmichael is a young humbug 
who isi motivated by the vitality which seems to seethe in his 
lanky body are grossly mistaken. The young man, who studied 
philosophy and political sciences, is an authentic leader. 
This is what even the most austere commentators in the United 
States think of him. They have seen him only on television 
since he does not admit white newsmen from his country to the 
gatherings he attends.

Certain leftist white newsmen of his country claim 
that Carmichael has little generosity in his heart because
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he gives no recognition to the support they and the whites 
who follow the same line give the Negro movements in general. 
On this subject, the Negro leader replies: “We are on our 
way toward winning control of our Afro-American communities, 
just as you, gentlemen, are on your way toward wresting the 
control of your countries of the entire Latin American continent 
from the hands of foreign imperialist powers. Therefore, there 
is only one road open in front of us. We must change America 
in such a way that the economy and political life of the 
countries are in the hands of the people. Our special concern 
is for our people, namely, the Afro-Americans. However, it 
is clear that a community based on common ownership of all 
resources cannot exist within the present capitalist frame
work. For the transformation to be total, the whites must see 
the struggle in which we, Negroes, are engaged as their own 
struggle. At the present time, this is not the case. Even, 
when he is exploited, a white worker still believes that his 
best interests lie in the present social structure. Due to 
the racist nature of this country, we cannot work in white 
communities, but we have asked those whites who work together 
with us to go to their own communities to promote propaganda 
and organization. When the white workers fully realize their 
true condition, the possibility will exist of an alliance be
tween them and us,”

According to Carmichael, white workers, including 
those with the lowest wages, make no efforts to destroy the 
capitalist regime because they are merely interested in getting 
a little more of what the mighties have. The Negro leader 
says that the whites have contributed to avoiding a class 
struggle within the United States despite its economic expansion 
over the Third World and, especially, its exploitation of 
colored people within and without. Carmichael goes on to say: 
‘’American capitalists never curtailed their domestic profits 
to share them with the workers. Instead, they expanded 
internationally and cast the bones from their banquet to the 
American working class. This class enjoys the fruits of the 
labor of the workers of the Third.World. The proletariat is 
in the Third World and bourgeoisiecis the Western white society. 
The true potential revolutionaries in the United States are 
the Negro youth in the ghettos. Those who have caused the 
insurgence in the cities of the United States are the Afro- 
Americans and Latin communities where the riots of the last 
few days have taught us important lessons to carry on the 
struggle against the armed reaction of the Government in this 
phase of our uprisings.”

According to Carmichael, the Negroes will carry on 
their fight alone and to the bitter end in the United States. 
They will seek, as their allies, the revolutionary peoples of 
Latin America and of the entire Third World. As far as he sees
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it, there is no possible type of expression for peaceful 
protest. He repudiates Nobel Prize for Peace winner Martin 
Luther King and all the movements who try to improve the present 
situation of the Negroes by peaceful or "charitable” means. 
He and his people are convinced that the struggle must be 
aimed at the destruction of the capitalist and imperialist 
regime of the United States.

He conceives of this struggle only as an armed 
struggle: ”It is clear that we have decided to face oppression 
with arms. We have to unite with those who, in the world, 
favor an armed struggle as the only way to solve our problems. 
For 400 years we have tried to live in various states in a 
form of pe aceful coexistence and the result is a life under 
the most fascist regime in the world. Our only way out is 
either the destruction of this regime or to be destroyed by it. 
At any rate, we are going to fight with weapons in our hands 
for our revolution.”

Carmicahel defines this new phase of the armed struggle 
as follows: “We have been forced to use guerrilla warfare 
in the cities. We have no other alternative. This type of 
warfare holds out more advantages for us than for other peoples 
who are also battling for their liberation. The white armed 
forces and the police will not be able to use against us their 
powerful weapons because our guerrilla warfare will take place 
in urban centers and any massive attack against us cannot but 
have repercussionsfor the whites. For example, they will not 
be able to bomb us. In this new phase of our struggle, we can 
depend on those brothers of ours who have been trained to wage 
war against the heroic people of Vietnam. We do not resist 
when we are shipped over there, as it happened in the case 
of our exemplary champion Cassius Clay, because they still 
have the power in their hands. Repugnant as this may be to us, 
at least it gives us an advantage: our brothers learn to become 
efficient in the use of the weapons the whites employ to kill 
people with.**

* 4 «•

Carmichael speaks with self-assurance. He is agile 
in his replies and knows how to put a combative stress in 
his phrases. He recognizes Mao Tse-tung, Fidel Castro, and 
Che Guevara as his brothers. He recalls with emotion the 
visit that the Cuban Prime Minister paid to New York on the 
occasion of a debate in the United Nations. The Prime Minister 
stayed at the Hotel Therese in the heart of Harlem, the Negro 
section of New York, Carmichael says: **I  believe we started 
to read Che Guevara’s books on strategy back in 1965. We ' 
had been hearing about him since the time of the Cuban Revolu
tion but could not find his works in translation and had diffi
culties in becoming acquainted with his thoughts. Since the 
translations appeared, he is an author read by the Negroes, *
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especially the young ones. And we feel that he is one of us.”

‘*We  all know that Che said that the struggle will be 
a long struggle. We are preparing for a long test of endurance. 
At first, many of us will die, but victory will be ours.”
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UNA CAMPANA MUY /
INTERESADA

. La campafia neomaltusiana, tan impulsadapor los neocola 
nialistas, presents la curiosa faceta de que, a la par, se 
plantea que la poblaciin crece mis aprisa que la producciin 
de alimentos y se destaca que la producciin alimentaria o 
se estanca o disminuye en los pafses subdesarrollados. Pare, 
ce que no se hace mis que dar vueltas a la noria o que, co*  
mo las ardillas, a lo mis se galopa para quedar en el mismo 
sitiq ...

Y sin embargo, tambiin al mismo tiempq, asistimos a la 
otra trigica realidad de que las "grandes potencies" cap! - 
talistas se esfuerzan al miximo por restfingir la producciin 
de alimetnos, utilizando los conocidos "resortes" del merca*  
do mundial (por ellos dominado), como es el caso de los con- 
venios mundiales de varies productos, v.g,, el cafi, el alga 
din, varios de los cereales, la carne, etc., sin olvidar el 
caso del azdcar donde, a travis del precio en los mercados 
marginales, se hace lo imposible por "desalentar” la produc*  
ciin del dulce o, por lo menos, hacerla totalmente incostea*  
ble ... pero silo para los pequefios subdesarrollados y ex * 
portadores.

iQui pensar de una campafla que pide se "planifique" (se 
limite o disminuya) la "producciin^ Humana porque el hambre 
acechay, simultineamente, se exigen menores cosechas de 
productos alimenticios so capa de que "son excedentes"? ' — 
jExcedentes de algodin y otras fibras, naturales o artificia. 
les, e incontables millones van desnudos o visten andrajos y 
pasan frfo? ^Excedente el azdcar, y mis del 40% de la huma * 
nidad atestigua neto subconsumo? ^Excedentes el cafi y el ti 
y cientos de millones no 16 pruebran y toman poco?

^Excedentes, en fin, la came, Ips cereales? Curiosamen*  
te, y esto lo destacan autoridades internacionales como la 
FAO, los paises industriales incrementan de continue su pro*  
ducciin agropecuaria y no tropiezan con incpnvenlentes gra * 
yes para su comercializaciin. Son los subdesarrollados los 
que se enfrentan a precios bajos (mis bajos cada aflo, por lo 
general), a la falta de mercados o a los "mercados satura * 
dos".

El especticulo de las reuniones internacionales "para 
apuntalar los precios de los productos bisicos" de los pafses 
subdesarrollados", con su deprimente cantinela de las res * 
triceiones a esto y a aquello, mal se aviene con.los conse * 
jos de "detener la explosiin" demogrifica. La experiencia, 
los hechos diarios, muestran que tan interesados consejos, 

—-irdenes—y^admonitorias—se-orientan-siempre-a-bene ficio^de----- ------- -
las potencies imperialistas y, ligica contrapartida, en de*  
trimento, en primer lugar, de los pueblos que aquillas sub*  
desarrollaron y pretenden mantener bajo su bota. .
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armas ocupadas, mapas explicativos'y 
tdgrafos y periodistas. El actoj que 
pdfs, termind con la proposition, ap 
cepresidentes de la OLAS, Rodney Arij 
las agresiones del imperialism© yajl 

: Tambien con fotografias, el;"j
avi6n colombiano de pasajeros, en j 
en vuelo por 4 ciudadanos Colombia! 
en Cuba, En la filtimd p&gina, el ml 
claraciones de la tripulaciCnflt y pa| 

Una caricatura',. que hade un. j| 
rebelde, fusil en mano,'frente a 38 
iniciales de la CIA, ?qufe le recijb™

faspectos del trabajp realizado por los fa 
If lie: transmitido por television a todo el 
lobada por aclamaciOn, de uno de los 4 vi~ 
finendi de Uruguay, en la que se condena 
fcui contra la Revaluei6n Cubana. 
ranma", informa del aterrizaje de un -- 
fi. aeropuerto "Josfe.Marti", secuestrado- 
|os..y uno ecuatoriano, que pidieron asilo 
Itutino ofrece varias fotografias y de—, 
jajeros del avi6n.
lego, de palabras, presenta a un s.oldadp - 
■tripulantes de una balsa de goma con — 
d ic i Ando le;" OLAS".

EXPL OTA BOMBA EN CENTRICA PLAZA ,

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina, 7 dd 
da la-Plaza de Ips .2 Cppgresos, fd 
explosive. . v

Minutos despuSs del estallidq 
la secci6n de-Explosives del Cu^rp 
policiacos argentinpg.V A :

La bomba causfi lands de al gun 
enclavados en la plaza. ’ 1

lagosto {PRE^SA LATINA).- Esta madruga- 
g.estremecida por una bomba de gran poder

I se pres.entaron en el lugar miembros de 
| de BcwjiSeros y: agentes de los cuerpos -

sideraei6n;en unode.los monumentos
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1 . CRONICA DE .CARMICHAEL; $N LA HABAN A

':i POR A. OLIVARES. SERVICIO DE (p.L. )

- El 23 de junio del ano en curso, aterrizfi en el aeropuerto JosA Marti, 
de La Habana, un avi6n de la empresa Cubana de Avi.aci6n procedente de.Bra
ga, del cual descendib un alto y espigado joven negro que era esperado por 
importantes personajes del gobierno de Cuba. Era. Stokely Carmichael de 26 
anos, estudiante y lider del movimiento conocido en los Estados Unidos como 
"knick", nombre que -identifiqa popularmente al Comitb Coordinador Estudian 
til Nb-Violento "Sutudent" Npn Violent Coordinating Comitee", incluido den- 
tro del "Poder Negro".

Dias despuAs, en una sensacional-conferencia de prensa, el propio Car
michael se encargaria de aclarar que la expresibn "No-Violento" fu£ —-----
incluida en .el nombre del comitfe, por rtotivos tActicps, peroque en realidad 
sus integrantes son decididos partidarios 'de ysar la violencia "para liberar 
al pueblo negro de los Estados Unidos". Enjesa misma ocasidn, Carmichael ex- 
presb: "Los negros ties hemps depidido ppr la lycha armada, la que. desarrolla 
remos en gran escala y fen fprma coordinada". .Los que vierpn Hegar a La Ha
bana a ese joven estudiante negro, jamds pensaron que su presencia entre los de * 
legados acreditados ante la Primera Conferencia de la Organizacidn Latinoamerica" 
na de Solidaridad (OLAS), representarfa la suma a ella de un pafs de 30 millones10 
dd negros, formado por los habitantes segregados de los Estados Unidos.

El dfa 3 de agosto, el joven dirigente negro Rap Brown, de sdlo 23 afios9 
pre siderite del SNICK, declard en Nueva York que "los negros luchardn junto a. los 

- .-revolucionarios de America Latina, Estamos,en contacto con los pueblos latinoassig, 
ricanos, de Vietnam y del Africa; con todos los pueblos oprimidos”. La llegada " 
de Carmichael a Cuba se registrd en los instahtes en que millares de sus her®a"“° 
nos de raza, luchaban contra la poliefa y las fuerzas armadas en los Estados UnJL 
dos.

En la mayor rebelidn desatada en ese pafs desde agosto.de 1965, fecha en que 
se desarrollaron los incidentes del distrito de Vatts en Los Angeles, los que du~ 
raron 10 dias con uri balance de 36 muertos (casi todos negros), 900 heridos, 4 
mil detenidos, 209 edificios quemados, 787 dafiados y 4 miHones de ddlares en pdx 
didas materiales. El redactor que escribe estas Ifneas, habfa tenido oportunidad 
exactamente un aflo antes, de ver el estallido y desarrollo de una rebelidn negra



en el barriomds segregado de Nueva York, , y guarda como un recuerdoimpresio"- 
’ nante el valor con que luchaban los negros contra los mds modernos mediqs mate 

riales de la policfa blanea norteamericana, pero todo indica que ellos repre““ 
sentaron sdlo una escaramuza, si se le compra con la rebelidn del presente ve*  
ra'no libra da en mAs de 10 estados de la Unidn.

La presencia de Carmichael en Cuba, en los precisos instantes en que .se ~ 
libraba.la lucha negra en Estados Unidos, enardecid adn mds a los rascistas y 
al gobierno de Johnson, el Vocero del Departamento de Estado norteamericano," 
anuric id saneiones contra el Ifder de color por visitar Cuba sin autorizacidn 
especial, a lo que dlrespondid con una alegre sonrisa y una frase irdnica: " 
"jAl diablo! con Me Closkeyll El no es mi padre para elegir a mis amigos y" 
para impedirme viajar a donde desee"<>. Carmichael sabe, y asf lo dijo en La Ha 
bana, que en su pafsno sdlo le esperan sanciones judiciales, tambidn le aguax 
da- en cada esquina un atentado. contra su vida, preparade por la Agencia Cen-“ 
tral de. Inteligencia (CIA), o cualquiera de las organizaciones racistas que se; 
multiplicanen los Estados Unidos, las que han anuheiado su decisidn de asesi” 
narle.El responds con orgullo: "no le temo a la muerte. Si ella beneficia a" 
mi pueblo, ahi estd mi vida".

El que piense que Carmichael es un jpveri charlatdn que habfa iinpulsado “ 
por la vitalidad que bulle ensu espigada figura, se equivoca. El joven, con- 
estudios de filosoffa y ciencias polfticas, es un autdntico Ifder. Asf lo — 
entienden Ips mds severos comentaristas de los Estados Unidos que le han visto 
en la televisidn, ya que el no acepta. periodistas biancos de su pafs en las — 
concentracioanes donde participa.

Algunos periodistas blancos izquierdizantes de su pafs, insintfan que Car" 
michaeles poco generoso porque ho recqnoce el apoyo que le dan ellos, y en— 
general los blancos de esa misma Ifnea, a 16s movimientos negros.El Ifder al" 
respecto responds:f"nosotros nos encaminamos hacia el control de nuestras cornu 
nidadesafroamericanas, al igual que ustedes se encaminan a arrebatar el con
trol de sus pafses de todo el continents latinoamericano de las manos de las - 
potencies imperialistas extranjeras, Por tanto, sdlo existe un camino abierto- 
ante nosotros. Debemos cambfar a norteamerica de tai modo, que la economfa y la 

- politics del pats, estdn eri manps del pueblo, Nuestra especial preocupacidri la " 
constituye nuestro pueblo, formado por.los afroamericanos.Pero estdclaro que 
una comunidad basada en la propiedad comtin de todos los recursos, no puede ex is 
tir .dentro del actual marco capitalists; para que la transformacidri total se — 
lleve ,a efecto, los blancos deben ver la lucha en la que estamos einpefiados como 
su propia lucha. Actualmente, no es asl. Aun cuando el trabajador bianco es — 
explotado, dl. considers que sus mejores intereses coinciden con la actual es— 
tructura social. Debido a la naturaleza racists de este pafs, no podemos trabA 
jar en comunidades blancas, pero le hemos pedido a aqiiellos blancos qUe laboran 
junto a nosotros, que vayan a sus propias comunidades a impulsar la propaganda" 
y la organizacidn. Cuando los trabajadores blancos se percaten de su verdadera- 
condicidn, entonces existird la posibilidad de alianza entre ellos y nosotros".

• Segdn Carmichael los trabajadores blancos, incluso aquellos de mda bajos " 
salaries, nose esfuerzan por destruir el rd g linen capitalists porque sdlo les " 
interesa recibir un poco mis de lo mucho que tienen los poderosos. El Ifder 
dice que Ids?,blancos han contribufdo a evitar la lucha de clase dentro de Esta
dos. Unidos con su expansidn econdmica sdbre el Tercer Mundo, y especialmente -- 
con su explotacidn de la gente de, color dentro y fuera de su pafs; Carmichael " 

. agrega: "los capitalistas norteamericanos nunca disminuyeron sus ganancias do-- 
mdsticas para compartirlas con los trabajadores. En lugar de eso, se expandie-- 
ron internacionalmente y.tiraron los huesos de su banquete ala clase trabaja-- 

*’ dora norteamericana; esa clase disfruta de los rendimientos del trabajo de Ips" 
obreros del Tercer Mundo. El proletariado estA en el Tercer Mundo,y la burgue- 
sfa es la socledad blanca occidental; Ips verdaderos revolucionarios potencia— 
les de los Estados Unidos, son las juventudes negras de los Ghettos, las que han 
desarrollado la insurgencia en las ciudades sori las comunidades afroamericanas*  
y latinas, donde las rebellones pasadas han proporcionado importantes ensetianzas 
al luchar contra la reaccidn armada del gobiemo ante nuestros levantamientos”.

Carmichael anuncia que los negros pelerirdn solos y hasta el final en los - 
Estados Unidos, y buscardn como aliados a los pueblos revolucionarioslatinoa- 
mericahos y a.todos, los del Tercer Mundo, Para dl ya no cabe ningdn tipo de -- 

5. expresidn de. protests pacffica. Re pud ia a Martin Luther King, Premio Nobel de- 
La Paz y a todos los movimientos que intentan mejorar la situacidn actual de -
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de los negros por la via pacffica o "caritativa". El y su gente estdn convener 
dos $ue debe dirigirse la lucha hacia la destruccidn del rdgimen capitalists e 
imperialists de los Estados Unidos.

Esa lucha la concibe solamente armada: "estd claro que hemos decidido en- 
frentar a la opresidn con las armas. Nosotros tenemos que unirnos a aquellos - 
que en el tnundo estdn en favor de la lucha armada como la dnica via de solu~~ 
cidn para nuestros problemas. Durante 400 afios hemos tratado de vivir dentro” 
de‘estados bajo la forma de una coexistencia pacffica y el resultado ha sido*  
unavida bajo el rdgimen mds fascista del mundo. Nuestra salida es la de des” 
truir este rdgimen, o ser destrufdos en la lucha. De todas maneras, vamos a ” 
combatir con las armas por nuestra revolucidn"

Carmichael define la nueva fase de la lucha armada del siguiente modo: 
"Nos hemos visto forzados a emplear la guerra de guerrillas en la ciudad. No” 
tenemos otra alternative. Este tipo de lucha tiene para nosotros mds ventajas 
que las que ofrece para otros pueblos, que tambidn bataIlan por su liberacidn, 
las fuerzas armadas y policiales blancas no podrdn usar contra nosotros armas 
poderosas, porque nuestra guerra de guerrillas serd urbana y por lo tanto todo 
ataque masivo contra nosotros repercutird sobre los blancos. Les serd imposi” 
ble tirarnos bombas, por ejemplo. En esta nueva fase de nuestra lucha, podre- 
mos contar con nuestros hermanos que han sido entrenados para participar en ~ 
la lucha contra el heroico pueblo de Vietnam. Nosotros no resistimos a ser”" 
enviados alld, como ha ocurrido con nuestro ejemplar campedn Cassius Clay, 
pero ellos todavfa tienen el poder, lo que si bien nos repugna, nos deja por” 
lo menos una ventaja; nuestros hermanos dominan las armas que emplean los 
blancos para matar".

Carmichael habla con seguridad, responde dgilmente y pone un acento com
bat ivo en sus frases, reconoce a Mao Tse Tung, Fidel Castro y al Che Guevara 
como "a sus hermanos". Recuerda con emocidn que cuando el primer ministro cm 
bano fud a Nueva York con motivo del debate en las Naciones Unidas, sealojd 
en el hotel "Theresse" en pleno barrio negro de Harlem. Carmichael dice: 
"cre.o que empezamos a leer los libros estratdgicos del Che Guevara en 1965.” 
Habfamos oido hablar de dl desde la revolucidn Cubana, pero por no encontrar 
traducidas sus obras tenfamos dificultades para conocer su pensamientd; des” 
puds de traducido es leido por los negros, especialmete por lo.s jdvenes y ”” 
llega a saber que es uno de los nuestros".

Todos sabemos que el Che hadicho que la lucha serd larga. Nos prepara- 
■mos para una resistencia prolongada. Al principio moriremos muchos, pero la 
victioria serd nuestra".

5 HELICOPTEROStoJN TROPAS ABATIDOS

SAIGON, Vietnam, 7 de agosto (PRENSA LATINA) V^ptSffitos combates se “ 
libraban hoy en el oampamento de "Fuerzas Especia^tf^de Ton Le Chan, a unos 

.80 kildmetros al norwste de esta ciudad, al tiepfpo que 5 helicdpterps eran*  
abatidos en los sliburMJgs de Saigdn, y un general de brigada norteamericano” 
resultaba herido.

:Los combates se iniefafcon cuando unidades de las Fuerzas Armadas de Libe” 
racidn sudvietnamitas, lanzWon un at^fue con morteros contra el campamehtq " 
de las "Fuerzas Especiales".T^L par^B oficial dijo que los defensores sufrie” 
ron bajas "moderadas".

>En los alrededores de Saig&FffiJLas FAL abrieron fuego contra helicdpteros- 
de transporte de tropa, en elJmomer^o en que dstos descendfan en las mdrgenes 

'del^rfo^para iniciar una on^racidn -W»presiva.-Los disparos derribaron 5 apa_” 
ratos. Jr

Informaciones oficWies, dieron a cctaocer que un general de brigada que " 
participaba en la opej^fcidn, result^ hereto. No se reveld el nombre del ofi”’ 
cial. Jj

COMENTAN EDTEOIALMENTE CONSECUENCIAS DEL^k 1: .

’ NUEVO TRATADO DEL CANAL

LA HABANA ’ Cuba, 7 de agosto (PRENSA LATINA) ,- %gclaraciones a PRENSA 14 

TINA hechas'por el economista David Turner, sobre el ffl8«yo contratq del Canal
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From “Prensa Latina" (Latin Press), a daily bulletin of the 
Latin American News Agency, No. 2697, August 7, 1967.

Item appearing on page 2.

A Meeting With Carmichael 
in the "Round House"

London, England, July 30, "Prensa Latina". - The famous "Round 
House," a center for the dissemination of ideas in this world 
capital of eleven million inhabitants, was crammed with people 
on the occasion of the free debate on the "Dialectics of 
Liberation," which is sponsored by the promoters of the Conven
tion here.

According to a statement made to Prensa Latina by 
English psychiatrist Joseph Becker, one of the sponsors of the 
event: "The meeting was called so that the people may have an 
opportunity to become informed about and, if they so wish, 
debate with the best-known personalities of North America and 
Europe." The Convention - under the auspices of the British 
Institute for Phenomenological Studies - is designed to bring 
together political leaders, scientific personalities and out
standing figures of the world of culture. Thus, it is possible 
to have on the same podium Negro leader Stokely Carmichael and 
such a controversial personality as United States poet Allen 
Ginsberg.

Other participants in the capacity of delegates are 
writer Paul Sweezy, Director of "Monthly Review," newsman 
John Gerassi, American publisher Paul Goodman and Belgian 
economist Ernest Mandel, as well as other personalities.

"Dialectics of Liberation," which started on the 
fifteenth of this month under the slogan: "Let Us Clarify 
Socially Imposed Lies," has had a number of well-received 
speakers, including Carmichael and Gerassi.

The Convention unanimously approved a resolution of 
solidarity with French essayist and revolutionary Regis Debray

SOO- W&OgO- $■//.



proposed to a plenary session by Paul Sweez (sic). The building, 
which is circular - hence, its name “Round House**  - made for an 
ideal setting for Carmichael, Ginsberg, and British scientists 
Ronald Laing and Emmet Grogan for a spontaneous spectacular 
called ’’happening.’* Robin Blackburn, Director of ’’The New 
Left Review,” who represented philosopher Bertrand Russell at 
the First Havana Tricontinental Conference, explained that the 
mechanics of a “happening” lies in that the promoters and the 
public, without previous arrangement, take successively to the 
floor on a desired theme. This is how - he pointed out - a 
polemic is generated and develops itself. Very early, a long 
line of people, mostly young ’’diggers,” a British variation of 
the American “hippies,” started to gather before the imposing 
brick building with a cone-shaped roof which used to be a 
workshop for repairing rolling stock of the London railroad.

The ’’diggers,” a product of the so-called “beaten 
generation,” attract increasingly more the attention.of the 
passers-by because of their peculiar attire. They always wear 
cocked hats with strange dangling ornaments, faded shirts which 
are at least two sizes larger than they need, and tight-fitting 
trousers that end in the shape of an “A” (bell-bottomed trousers). 
The millitant “digger” is always barefoot and his hair is 
extremely long. This description applies to both sexes alike.

This picturesque crowd, a living witness to the 
niggardliness of our time, is trying to channel it into the 
most difficult directions. As soon as a “digger” would 
rowdishly applaud a statement by Carmichael in favor of 
“Negro Power,” another would interrupt the speaker on the 
podium to extoll the virtues of “heroic drugs.” Nevertheless, 
the “happening,” generally speaking, was mostly political. 
After a long and drawn-out discussion-debate in which Carmichael 
scathed Ginsberg’s escapist prohibitions (sic) a young “digger” 
asked the ex-SNCC leader what kind of literature he recommended 
for American Negroes and revolutionaries at large. “I tell 
them to read Che Guevara, Malcolm and Mao Tse-tung,” Carmichael 
replied.

- 2 -
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REUNION CON CARMICHAEL

EN LA "ROUND HOUSE"

LONDRES, Inglaterra, 30 de julio (PRENSA LATINA).- El famo . . 
so "Round House", £oro de difusi6n intelectual de esta capital - 
de once millones de habitantes, se abarrot6 de publico durante
el debate libre organizado por las autoridades del congreso "Dia 
iSctica de la Liberaci6n", que sesiona aqui.

El mitin -segun dijo a PRENSA LATINA el psiquiatra inglis 
y organizador del event©, Joseph Becker- "£u6 convocado para que 
el pueblo tuviera oportunidad, tanto de in£ormarse, como de pole, 
mizar con las mAs conocidas personalidades de Norteam&rica y-Eu
ropa". El Congreso -auspiciado por el Institute Brit&nico de Es
tudios Fenomenol6gicos-, refine a dirigentes politicos, personal!, 
dades cienti£icas y destacadas £iguras del mundo cultural. Asi,- 
es posible enlazar, en una misma tribuna, al lider negro Stocke- 
ly Carmichael con £igura tan controvertida como el poeta estadou 
nidense Allen Ginsberg.

Participan, igualmente como delegados, el escritor Paul -----
Sweezy, director de "Monthly Review", el periodista John Gerassi, 
Paul Goodman, editor norteamericano, el economista belga Ernest- 
Mandel, y otras personalidades.

Dial&ctica de la Liberaci6n, que comenzS sus trabajos el pa 
sado dia 15 bajo el lema de "clarificar las mentiras socialmente 
impuestas", ha contado con aplaudidas interveneiones, como las - 
de Carmichael y Gerassi.

Tambiin .se aprob.6. por unanimidad una. resoluc.i6n de- .solidari. —. 
dad con. el-ensayista y revolucionario francos -Regi-s-'Deb'ray'j^some.-i*  
tida al plenario por iniciativa de Paul Sweez. El edificio que - 
por su forma circular se conoce aqui como la. "Round House"., sir- 
vi6 de marco a Carmichael, Ginsberg y a los cientificos britAni- 
cos Ronald Laing y Emmet Grogan, para el espontAneo espectAculo- 
denominado "Happening".

Robin Blackburn, director de "The New Left Review", repre— 
sentante del £il6sofo Bertrand Russell en la Primera Conferencia 
Tricontinental de La Habana, explic6 que la mecAnica del "Happe
ning" consiste en que la presidencia y el publico, sin previa — 
organizacidn, hagan sucesivamente uso de la palabra sobre el te
nia deseado. De este modo -senalo- la polimica se genera y desa— 
rrolla. Desde temprano, una hilera de personas en su mayoria com 
puesta de jSvenes "diggers" -una variante britAnica de los "hi— 
ppies" norteamericanos- se agolpaban ante la mole de ladrillos — 
que con su techo c6nico sirviera en un tiempo de nave para la re. 
paraci6n de los ferrocarriles londinenses.

Los "diggers", una resultante de la Hamada "beaten genera
tion" (generaci6n golpeada) comienzan por llamar la atenci6n del 
viajero por su singular indumentaria. Bicornios con lentejuelas, 
camisas descoloridas y casi siempre 2 tallas mats grandes de lo - 
normal; ajustados pantalones que anchan en forma de "A" en sus - 
extremidades; pies descalzos y larga cabellera, identifican al - 
"digger" militante. La descripci6n vale para uno y otro sexo.

Esa pintoresca multitud, que vive la angustia de los tiempos, 
trate de canalizarla por lo mAs dificiles caminos. Tan pronto un 
"digger" aplaudia escandalosamente un pronunciamiento de Carmi— 
chael a favor del "Poder Negro", como otro, interrumpia al ora— 
dor de turno para hacer la apologia de las drogas heroicas. Sin- 
embargo, el "happening" gir6 en lineas generales sobre un eje — 
eminentemente politico. Despu&s de una prolongada discusi6n en- 
que Carmichael vapule6 las prqhibiciones escapistas de Ginsberg, 
un joven "digger" pregunt6 al exdirigente del SNCC que literatu- 
ra recomendaba a los negros norteamericanos, y a los revoluciona 
rios en general. "Les digo que lean sal Che Guevara, Malcolm y Mao 
Tse Tung, respondib Carmichael.

(P. L. )
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From "Prensa Latina’1 (Latin Press), a daily bulletin of the 
Latin American News Agency, No. 2693, August 2, 1967.

Item appearing on page 10.

A Message From Carmichael 
to ’’Comandante” Che Guevara

Havana, Cuba, August 1 (Prensa Latina). - American Negro Leader, 
Stokely Carmichael, sent today, in his own voice over the facil
ities of Radio Havana, Cuba, a message of greetings to indomitable 
guerrilla leader Ernesto Che Guevara, ’’wherever he may be,” 
and, also, a message to all liberation movements in the world. 
We are happy to reprint the texts in their entirety, as follows:

”To my comrade and friend Che: The Afro-Americans in
the United States experience a great admiration for you. We 
look forward to the publications of your writings, which we 
read and make our own in order to plan our tactics.

”We want you to know, wherever you may be, that you
are an inspiration not only to the Negroes of the United States, 
but also to all liberation struggles throughout the world. 
Please keep up the fight, because your fight inspires us. 
Do not lose your spirit, comrade.

”We shall overcome. Stokely Carmichael.”

To our comrades in the armed struggle against imperi
alism and racism, Stokely Carmichael said:

”We, members of the Movement for the Liberation of
American Negroes, want you to know, wherever you may be, 
that we are your comrades. We will never allow our enemies to 
force us to fight against you, as it happened in the past.

”We will not fight in Vietnam, or in the Dominican
Republic, or anywhere else in the world. Our battle shall be 
waged inside the United States.

’’While we fight to destroy imperialism from within, 
we know that you also are fighting it from without.

O&Q- £/f



"We have dedicated our Lives to the destruction of 
imperialism, just as you have demonstrated time and again 
that you have dedicated yours to the same goal. We are 
looking forward to the day - which will soon come - when 
decadent governments are overthrown and we can start, the true 
revolution, that of constructing a society based upon humanity 
and not a society based upon exploitation.

"Our struggle is the same. Our love for mankind 
will keep us going in this struggle.

"Stokely Carmichael (SNCC)."
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UNA AVENTURA EXTRAORD INARIA 
Por Enrique GONZALEZ MANET .

A mediados det 1948 cuatro hombres , , desnudps , provocaron \ 
cintillps en la prensa mondial..

Liegaron a Manaos acompaflados por cinco indios jamds vis- 
tps en esa zona del Brasil. / ' . v

Acababan decumplir una de las mas espectaculares misio - 
nes clentfficas de la era actual: recprrer dope/mil kildme " 
tros en piragua y tres mil a pid a traves de territorios que 
nd aparecen en los mapas, desentraftandb asf algiinos de los 
enigmas que exist fan atin en tornb /a /la geogfaffa>de la expe- \ 
dicidn, ppeta, surrealista, combatierite clandestine, etndlogo 
y cineaata, su jefe cobrd en poeb tiempo fama mundial. Su ii- 
bro y su pelfcula, "Hombres Llamados Salvajes", recorrieron el 
orbe y fueron traducidos a mas de/una dpcena de/idiomas.

Alain Gheerbrant,-46 affbs, figura atldtica“. vivid dos 
afios con la tribu de los "Guajiribos" y los/"Piaroas", los pri. 
meros viviendo fuera de todo contacyo y en estado absolute de 
primitivismo. DesCubrid, que huyen de la civilizacidn por tempr 
al hombre bianco y que, lejos de desaparecer, mantienen intac” 
tas anti^uasXtradiciones, que se pierden en el tiempo. Asistimbs 
cuenta Gheerbrant , a .ceremonias secretes de ihiciacidn, en las 
que juega un importance papel el suplicio de las hormigas gi - 
gantes, cuya picadura es capaz'de/paralizar a uh hombre 24 ho- 
ras. En este ritual hay rasgbs de ceremonies narradas por via- 
jeros desde eil-siglo 18. . r

Lo mas importante, dice, es haber verificado que los in - 
dios bravos no lo son, sino que todo es cuestidn de acercarse a 
ellos como seres humanos y someterse a sus leyes. Muchos intru- 
sos y averitureros han muerto al querer penetrar en sus territo
ries. No obstante, el .aspdio los ha ido expulsando cada vez mas 
hacia lb pepr ymas.profundo de las selvas.

Alain, con su bondad ihnata y su sentidb humanista de la 
ciencia,, despertd'la pasidn de una hermbsa indih "piaroa" que lo 
bused durantd-semanas por lob afluentes del Orinoco. "Me pidid 

'*'■  que “la"llevara7a; mji perp''no' pude^ha'cerlo,-1 porque-hubiera 
quedadb fuera de orden social en cualquier comunidad. Ademds, 
su concepc.ibn del mundp y de la yida/no habrfa resist'idb"el-cho- 
que de la-'civilizacidn". j y

Fud muy diffcil reiniciar las. vida en Fraricia. Despuds de una 
experiencia semejante^algb qjieda cambiado para sLemp(re. Dos me- 
ses le tomb el viaje de regreso hasta Boa Vista. Comferbn seis 
veces en un mes,\par^ entonces, ya estaban habituados a lo pebr. 
Su dieta durantq dos, aftos consistid habitualmente eri carne de ma 
no, tortuga, caijndn, tapir, armadillo y pina. Tambidn comfan frji 
tas silvestres ''f ‘ c^ab^'^^d -eri esta zona don de Jia lid una especie 
desconocida de, asp hbrmiguerp de dos metros de largo y grande ca 
mo un b.uey; En ^u ^iatria le resperaba el triunfoi.'Su libro llega, 
hoy al millbn de! ejemplares. Eso le abri0 fas puertas de otro 
gran dxitp editorial. "El Congo Negro y Blanco". Expresa que ya 
conpcia parte,de.America y deseaba,esta vez. reflejar la vida de 
una colonia "mbdelo", esa aventura literar La y ethogrdfica resul ‘ 
to un escandalp politico.

EstadosaUnidbs no se atrevid a publicar su libro, Inglaterra 
siguid el mismo camino,.y se explica: en el predije mucho de los 
terribles acohtecimieritbs que“son hoy dbl dbminio de todo el mun 
do, desnudd la opresidh y el/ri^ltrbtp- de/Ida! indfgenas por parte 
de los intereses mineros y sefiald la obra de erradicacidn de las 
tfadicibne^vJyAla cultura autdetona que. lleyan a cabo?las empre- 
sas .extfanjesras^'//''/' f///’///?t 7' V ; ■ / //

/ "Con todo, el sistenia de perturbacidn y dbminio nbrteamerica 
no en America es mucho peor, por su car^cter injdirectb. Son die- 
tadores ausentistas qud ejer^eJ1Control a? travdb de intermedia “ 
rios natives. Lo mas.grave es que/result*muy  diffcil hacer com- 
prender la accidn del neocolonialismo.destinadb; a despersonali - 
zjjr a los pueblos". fie ihtei?esd venir a Cuba desde la cafda de 
B tista, y porque esta ,es la primera verdadera .revolucidn, de Am£ 
rica Latina, ademds, Cuba estd geogrdficamente entre la tradi - 
cidn de America/del-Norte y de America'del Sur y querfa saber h*&  
ta donde han dejado su marca Ips Estados Unidos/. (PL).
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IMPOTENCIA POLICIACA PARA ' ' ' •
- IMPEDIR CONGRESO UNIVERSITARIO ■ \ \ .

RIO ’DEJANEIRO, Brasil, lo. de agdsto (PRENSA LATINA) . - En'absolute fracaso han 
culminado todas las pesquisas de los cuerpos policfacos de Sao.Paulo, y la Poli 
cfa Federal, para-determinar el lugar en que se efectuo la reunion preparatoria 
del XXIX Congreso de-la. Urii<5n Nac ional de Estudiantes.(UNE) ,

Ese importance evento, se efectuari en Sao Paulo en las prdximas hpras. El 
Departamento de Orden Politico, y Social (DOPS) , y otros cuerpos represivos, ~~~ 

. han detenido a numerosos estudiantes, en'.un esfuerzo por imposibilitar el Con— 
greso de la ilegalizada UNE, . ‘

Mientras los agentes haefan s.us investigactones, los delegados al Congreso 
f efectuaban una reunion preparatoria en un .lugar de Sao Paulo, burlando'asf la

vigilancia policlaca. , . '
f:---------------------------- --------------------------------------------- .

.. SICOSIS GUERRILLERA '
SUF RE EL EJERCITO BO Y *
LIVIANO . 

______- :. ■ -  ■ y . : / . • ■ ■' ■■ ■ ■ -._______ ■ .
BUENOS AIRES, Argentina, lo. de agosto (.PRENSA lATJNA).- El enviado especial 
del matutino bonaerense "La Nac i<5n"en-Bolivia, Justo Piernes, dice que las. -- 
guerrilleras bolivianas realizan actividades que ponen en rfdfculo a las trp— 
pas del general Rend Barrientos. “ .

Piernes dice que recieriteniente .se escuchd en la selva, a las once.de la ~ 
noche, "el tableteo leja.no de una ametralladdra, Simultineamente, comenzaron ~ 
a encenderse. y apagarse unas luces, que a lo lejos daban la impresidn de vehf- 
culos avanzando entre la marafia bosdosa". El comando militar -afiade: el corres- 
ponsal- alertado sobre estos movimientos,real-izd una accion envolvente que se~ 

i prolong^ 3 horas. A las 2 de la madrugada, la tropa abrid fuego contra las lu
ces y el tableteo ‘de las ametralladoras, incluyendo lanzamiento de morteros".

"Cuando aclard, se pudo ver. que las extrahas luces eran linternas con in- 
terruptores colocadas por las guerrillas, y el tableteo de las ametralladoras- 
sali<5 de un grabador conectado con 5 amplificadores atados a las ramas de los- 
irboles mis altos".

.___ ________Asimismo, Piernes diee_que yid_jde.tener_at .un...camp.e.s.ino_de_esp.e'sa_b.arba.,. — -
porque al ser interrogadd por los soldados dec lard que venia de La Habana . •

Al respectci, senala que un jinet.e de larga barba que recorria un camino- 
de la Ipcalidad de Trinidad, departamento de Beni, fue rodeado .por soldadds ~ 

. que le preguntaron de que .lugar venfa, a lo'cual contestd: "vengo de La Haba
na. ..""No necesitd mis, Fue esposadd y,conducido al puestq militar mis pro-- 
ximd". ' - •

f "Tardd 3 dfas en aclarar su situacidn", comenta Piernes. El senor de la-
Barba, concluye, era el propietario de un establecimiento rural llamado preci 

' samente "La Habana".

PROSIGUE LA BATALLA — ------- —  ——----------- i---------------- -------: ---------------------------
ENTRE GUERRILLEROS ' 1 .
Y EJERCITO ; '

LA PAZ, Bolivia, lo. de agosto (PRENSA LATINA).- A 4 asciende hasta ahora el 
ntimerp de muertos del ejercito, en la encarnizada batalla que librari desde .“ 
el pasado viernes tropas del gpbierno y efectivos guerrilleros; en el sures- 
te del .pais, segdn uh comunicado del mando. de las Fuerzas Armadas.

A hade que el ejdrcito registra hastaLel momento. 4-heridos y que la acci<5n 
prosigue" "con intensidad" en un lugar'que ubica en la zona de Quebrada Oscu 
ra del Cerro Durin y en las proximidades del rfo Rositas. Fuerzas.de avia”— 
cidn han comenzado a' bombardear esa zona, -en lp que el comunicado describe ~ 
como "nticleo central" de'los-guerrilleros . ' _• <

Informaciones anteriores, proveniences, de Santa Cruz, indicaron que la- 
accidn se libraba cerca de las inaccesibles quebradas conocidas como el filo, 
a mis de 70 kildmetros al este de Valle Grande, en el departamento de Santa- 
Cruz. El coronel Joaquin Zenteno Anaya, cpmandante de la Octava Division con 
asiento en Santa Cruz, informd que sus fuerzas habfan sufrido 3 muertos y 6- 
heridos. El escueto comunicado .militar de hoy., no precisa si se trata de nu£ 
vas bajas gubernamentales, pero explica que hacia la zona contindan movilizin. 
dose refuerzos. , . ‘ ,

Aflade que‘"el combate continda, y por. la rapidez de las accidnes aun no 
se tienen. detalles' exactos de la operacidn". , ' <• ' ;
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NUEVA AMENAZA DE 
BARRIENTOS- CONTRA
DEBRAY

.LONDRES, InglaterffhfeaJLo- de agosto (PRENSA LATINA) . Nuevas amenazas contra la
vida’ del periodista frafeAs Regis Debr 
boliviano, general Rene Barateientos, en 
"The Times". '

Al mismo tiempo, Barrientds’Wtoena 
la represidn- a travAs .de• "medidas iRtea 
muchbs, para acabar con la accidn deiw| 
caso' del intelectual Debray, Barrienta| 
to de clemencia despuds del veredjtogEt) 
segto. se anuncid, a mediados da^«gos.to

-En su comentario sob re^g^re^dec laral 
afirma en que Debray puysar condenai 
muerte, prescrit-a enJjgjrGons tituc £6n B< 
ferencia de prensag^xLa Paz, Barfcienti 
do esfuerzos "pag^a evitar que algu^^j 
sus propias maninj". E.sto fue-interpret 
indie io de que. losTffiilitares boliviano: 
al.expediente del "linchamiento” en el 
yaestacado periodista. < '

By formulo el jefe del rdgimen militar 
lieclaraciones q ue ja^cae 1 d ia r io

Id al. puebl^igoliviano con incrementar ” 
lente.^a^Wras. que podran sorprender a “ 
hjgjatiora . de los comunistas'l. Acerc.a del 
RkLJo que "el pueblo no .aceptard un ac~ 
lej^onse io .de Guerra que lo juzgara",-- 

giones- JBkjnilitar boliviano "The Times" 
to a*  j/aaos^e cArcel o a la pena de ”~ 
gliviyia. Rec i^faemente, durante una coa 
B mdfiifestd que saheggimen "estd haciea 
IraFnas" quieran hace&foei justicia con ~ 
RoiTpor los observadores. un nuevo 
Mb han abandonado. la idea de^acudir ~~ 
caso de Debray, para eliminar al joven=

MENSAJE DE CARMICHAEL 
AL CDTE "CHE" GUEVARA

LA HABANA, Cuba, lo. de agosto (PRENSA LATINA).- El dirigente negro norteaamer.X 
cano, Stokely Carmichael, dirigid hoy.en su propia voz y por conducto de "Radio 
Habana Cuba", un mensaje de salutation, donde quiera que se encuentre, al ague- 
rrido comandante guerrillero, Ernesto Che Guevara, _y a los movimientos de libe-
r'acidn del mundo, cuyo texto reproducimos.a continuacidn fntegramente:

A mi camarada y. amigo Che: los afroamericanos dentro de los Estados Unidos, 
sieifiten una gran admiracidn por usted, Nosotros esperamos ansiosamente sus es~~ 
critos para leerlos', digerirlos y plahear nuestras tActicas basadas en ellos.

Nosotros queremos que usted sepa, donde quiera que usted se encuentre, “ 
que usted es una inspiracidn, no sdlamente -para los negros dentro de .Los Esta~” 
dos Unidos, sino para las luchas de liberacidn en todo.el mundo,.Por favor,, man, 
tdnganse combatiendo porque.su lucha nos inspira. No desmaye, compaflero.

"Venceremos" Stokely Carmichael”. ...
A nuestras compafteros en la lucha armada contra el imperialism© y el. ra-~~ 

cismo: , • - . ■. ■' '
Nosotros, los integrantes del Movimiento por la Liberacidn de los Negros • 

Norteamericanos, queremos que ustedes sepan, donde quiera que se encuentren., -- 
que nosotros somos sus' compafleros. JamAs permitiremos que nuestros enemigos nos 
ob’tiguert a combat ir. contra ustedes, como' lo han hecho en el pasado.

Nosotros no combatiremos en Vietnam, ni en .Santo Domingo, ni en .ningima— 
parte del mundo. Nuestra lucha serd dentro de los Estados unidos „

Mientras nosotros combatimos para destruir al imperialismo desde dentro, * 
sabemoa que ustedes.tambien estarAn combatidndolo desde fuera. '

Hemos dedic.ado nuestras vidas a la destruccidn del imperialismo, as! come- 
ustedes han demostrado una y otra vez que ustedes han dedicado las suyas,-E.spe~ 
ramos el dfa -que -serA muy pronto” cuando derroquemos a Ids gobiernos•decadenc
ies y comencemos. la verdadera revolucidn, la de.construir una soeidad basada en 
La humanidad en vez de una sociedad basada en la explotacion.

Nuestra lucha es-la misma. Nuestro amor por la humatiidad nos. harA continuar 
en Ta lucha. .

Stokely Carmichael (SNCC) , . .

DIALOGO CON LA DELEGACION 
EN LA OLAS

Especial para PRENSA. :LAT.INA

LA HABANA, Cuba ,- lo.. de ago8*fa^/PRENSA  LATINA) . - Bouafra MoustaphA responsable - 
de. organizac iones de masas del ^^^^d^*̂^ffeaeLTberac"ion  Nac ional de.Argelia, 
preside la delegacion obse;)s^^ra deW^fepa£s a la Primera Conferencia de1 la OLAS 
que acaba de inaugura^^^en esta capital/^

SIGUE



TRANSLATION FROM SPANISH

From "Prensa Latina" (Latin Press), a daily bulletin of the 
Latin American News Agency, No. 2704, August 14, 1967.

Item appearing on page 3.

Carmichael in the Magazine "Tricontinental": 
"You Must Stab the Eye of the Octopus." (US)

Havana, Cuba, August 13, (Prensa Latina). - "We 
have to unite in order to defeat the enemy, because we are 
not struggling against an isolated capitalist system; we 
are struggling against international capitalism," American 
Negro leader Stokely Carmichael states in an article titled: 
"The Third World, Our World," which appeared in the first issue 
of "Tricdntinental" magazine. In this article, Carmichael 
calls for unity of all those who are exploited in the world 
as they struggle against their imperialist oppressors.

"Just like the imperialist powers of the world, 
which have internationalized their system," Carmichael points 
out, "we too must internationalize our system so that this 
struggle of ours becomes an international struggle."

The ex-president of the Student Nonviolent Coordin
ating Committee (SNCC) also underscores the need for the 
Negro population of the United States to become convinced 
that their struggle is "the same as the struggle of the 
Third World," and they, therefore, cannot allow White 
America to make use of them to wage imperialist wars de
signed to continue keeping other nations in a state of subser
vience.

In reference to the concrete case of American 
imperialism, Carmichael defines it as "an enormous octopus 
whose tentacles spread all over the world and whose eye is 
in the United States." Cuba, according to the young Negro 
leader, has already cut off one of the tentacles. Vietnam 
has tied down another. However, the other tentacles are 
still free. Whenever a struggle breaks out, the United States 
puts out its other tentacles."



While other peoples tie down the remaining tentacles 
of the United States, Carmichael says, "We, Afro-Americans, can 
stab the eye of the octopus.’’ He goes on to say: "If we 
succeed in getting other peoples to fight the United States 
while we carry on our fight inside the country, it will be 
easier for us to defeat the octopus. As a matter of fact 
this is what has to be done, if we are going to defeat it 
at all."

"If we allow the United States to continue to wage 
one battle at a time," Carmichael concluded, "it can go on 
indefinitely. However, if it is forced to wage many battles 
at the same time, it is possible to defeat it almost immediate
ly. This is why our alignment with the Third World is so very 
important.’ ’’

2



Rol^An repite lasi palabras de Fulbright y agrega que "al parecer, la r— 
actual adftri^^tracidn intents descargar -.ffi^^atfST’en todos: politicos, negros, 
ciibarios, nonhSetoamitas". . , '•

Finalmente/,^^ofaentarista de^fiFE" se reflate al evento continental que 
se celebrd en La HabwfeiL^eh el qu^participaron representantes delos movimieu 
tos de liberacidn de AmlW^L^tina« Sobre la conferencia de la OLAS, pone en 
boca de un "corresponsal -.las' siguientes palabras: "no es que la OIAS — 
quiera crear muchos ViebM^err^ynoamArica', son los Estados Unidos los'que “ 
estAn yiendo que, frettfr^a los de^^&^de liberation de los pueblos sudamerica- 
nos, tendrAn que cr^renuevps VietnamyMa^cer creer a la opinion mundial que —

estAn all! defender su libertao^*̂^

CARMICHAEL EN LA- REVISTA' ’’TRICONT INENTAL" :
"HAY QUE APUHALARLE EL 0J0 AL PULPb" (EE. UU.) ■

LAHABANA, Cuba, 13 de agosto (PRENSA LATINA).- "Tenemos que unirnos para 
derrotar al enemigo, porque no estamos luchando contra un capitalismo aislado: 
estamos luchando contra el capitalismo internacional", afirma el dirigente ne
gro norteamericano Stokely Carmichael en un artlculo titulado "El Tercer Mun
do, Nuestro Mundo", aparecido en el primer ndmero de la revista "Tricontinen— 
tai" y en el cual aboga por la unidn delos explotados del mundo en la lucha - 
contra sus ‘opfesores imperialistas.

' "Como las potencies’imperialistas del mundo han internacionalizado su -— 
sistetna, puntualiza Carmichael, nosotros tambiAn debemos internacionalizar el- 
nuestro, a fin de que nuestra lucha sea una lucha internacional".

El expre*sidente  del ComitA Coordinador Estudiahtil por Acciones, no Vio— 
lentas (SNCC) subraya tambidn la necesidad de que” la poblaciOn negra norteame- 
ricana llegue al conveneimiento'de que su lucha es "affn a la lucha del Tercer 
Mundo", y que por tanto, no podemos permitirle a la America Blanca que nos — 
utilice para luchar en las guerras imperialistas, encaminadas a continuar sub- 
yugando a los pueblos".• • •

Refiridndpse al caso concrete del imperialismo norteamericano, Carmichael 
lo define como "unenorme pulpo cuyos tentdculos se extienden portodo el mun
do, y cuyo-ojo se_encuentra eh Estados Unidos". Cuba, dice el joven Ifder ne
gro, ya le ha cortado uno de sus tentAculdsV Vietnam le ha -atado otroj—sin em- 
bargb, el resto de los tentdculos estAn sueItos. Y, cada vez que se inicia una 
lucha, lbs Estados Unidos estiran los otros tentAculos".

Mientras otros pueblos amarrarAn los restantes tentAculos de Estados Uni
dos, sefiala Carmichael, los afro-americanos "podrfamos apuflalarle el ojo pl — 
pulpo", y agrega: "si podemos lograr que los pueblos comiencen a luchar contra 
Estados Unidos, mientras nosotros luchamos dentro del pafs, nos serfa mAs fd— 
cil derrotar al pulp6, y esto es lo que debemos hacer, si en realidad vamos a - 
lograr derrotarle". '

"Si le permitimos a Estados Unidos que continue librando una lucha, y lue- 
go otra, y despuds otra mds, dice finalmente Carmichael, continuarA asf, indefl 
nidamente; pero si se ve forzado a desarrollar varias luchas al mismo tiempo “ 
serfa posible derrotarlecasiinmediatamente. En ello estriba, precisamente, la 
importancia de nuestra alineacidn con el Tercer Mundo". »

f?ML CASTRO HABLA A LOS JOVENES CAMPESINOS DE ISIA DE PINOS

NUEVA GfeRpNA, Cuba, 13 de agosto (PRENSA IATDJA^-»“ El primer ministro — 
Fidel Castro exhhM_t6 a la juventud a resolver^JtfSproblemas que implica la — 
creacidn de una sobt&edad comunista en Isl^de Pinos, situada al sur de la pro- 
vincia de La Habana/^

El dirigente cubano^hizo el^rgsigmen del acto inaugural de la presa "Viet- . 
nam Heroico", que co inc id jWteg^s^aon el quinto aniversario de la creacidn del- 
Institute Nacional de Recu^oel^idrAulicos (INRH) .

"iPor quA no aspinjfra convfe&tir a esta region en la primera regidn comu
nista de Cuba? Propojglgamonos convefctir tambidn a esta region en un gran centro 
experimental sociff|K, expres6 el premier cubano.

En otra pmede su discurso, seflalO'^ue le alegraba muchfsimo vewr term! 
nada la prensM^”Vietnam Heroico"- e indicd qufejhara todos nosotros, para buen - 
n&nero de cubanos, que de una manera o de.. otraT^WtAn participando en estos-----
planes dels la de Pinos, la terminacidn de estas oWla<^es una cosa que nos lie- 
na de satisfaccidn y optimismo". - •
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TRANSLATION FROM SPANISH

From “SUCESOS'*  (Events), a weekly (?) magazine published in 
Mexico, D. F. , Mexico, August 26, 1967 issue, No. 1786.
Article appearing on page 15 and ff.

Stokely Carmichael: Why 
We, Negroes, Are Fighting.

- An Interview, 
by Mario Menendez Rodriguez

Havana, Cuba, July and August 1967.

Those who have heard or read his speeches calling 
for equality and justice for the Negro race, victimized and 
humiliated in the United States for so many years, claim that 
Stokely Carmichael has signed his own death sentence, if death 
is to be understood as the physical disappearance of the 
individual. According to them, the young 26-year-old apostle 
who, in Michigan, Wisconsin, New Jersey, California, Alabama, 
Mississippi, Georgia, Maryland, Florida, Louisiana, Oregon, 
Pennsylvania, Colorado, Providence (sic) and Washington, has 
created as many Vietnams inside the United States by shouting, 
at the top of his lungs, his inacceptance of the methods of 
those who are the leaders of a system corrupt down to its 
innermost core festering on a whole nation worthy’ a better 
destiny ... according to them, this extraordinary Negro 
leader is living on “borrowed time."

Tall and thin, agile in his thoughts and in putting 
them into words, Carmichael was born on June 29, 1941, at 
Port of Spain, Trinidad, when that island of the Antilles 
was a British possession. Eleven years later, his family 
moved to the United States and, in the filthy and forgotten 
slums of New York, they lived under the most incredible con
ditions of hardship and deprivation. A restless young man 
concerned about the poverty imposed on his race by those who 
made the rules of a game in which the Negro is always the loser 
because he cannot play at it on an equal footing, Stokely was 
able to study philosophy, sociology and history at Howard 
University. In those years, he became acquainted with the 
methods and procedures of those who are his enemies.



Carmichael was arrested 35 times and found out 
how futile it is to abide by the rules of a game created by 
and for the survival of a certain system. He reached the con
clusion that an armed struggle is the only road which i§4eft 
for his oppressed brothers to win freedom for themselves in 
the United States and to live under circumstances of social 
justice.

Stokely, it can be said, was born in the very heart 
of an empire of slavery and envisions a world of freedom not 
only for himself, but, also for all those who are oppressed 
and today are looked upon as “the condemned of the earth.“

When speaking of this young and extraordinary Ameri
can leader of the Negro race, by association of ideas, one 
cannot help but become aware that one has at last known the 
true meaning of valor, boldness, honesty of convictions, 
political clarity and a firm determination to fight until 
victory, all of which are the “sine qua non” condition for the 
success of a liberation movement.

When he talks with a friend about general subjects, 
Stokely’s voice is calm and poised. However, when the conver
sation turns to the slaughter of Negroes in the United States, 
his tone of voice rises to a shrill and sharp-edged pitch and 
the expression on his face reflects the hatred that fills 
his coffee-brown eyes and impels the gestures of his hands. 
He becomes restlessness personified, but a kind of restless
ness which is held in cheek from the inside.

And he makes his point.

However, those who have not lived in the United 
States find it difficult to understand the true meaning of 
racial discrimination. We are in a position to talk about 
it, because we spent 9 years of our life in Louisiana. It 
is an indescribable hatred against the Negroes; a hatred which 
is handed down from one generation to the next of the “privileged**  
Caucasian race. It is a hatred which is reflected in the 
pronunciation itself of the English language. A colored man 
is correctly referred to as a “Negro." The term “nigger” is 
a term of disparagement, the disparagement of the-American 
whites for those who were brought over from Africa as slaves. 
In the churches, in schools, in the public parks, on the buses 
and other means of transportation, in public establishments 
of any sort, if the Negro is allowed to enter at all, his 
place is in the back. Negroes are looked upon as inferior 
beings, almost as animals.

Yet, despite everything, Stokely keeps up his jovial
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spirits in the conviction that victory will smile upon them 
in the long run.,,

* * *

This remarkable young Negro leader came to Havana, 
Cuba, as an honor guest of the Latin American Solidarity 
Organization to represent the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee.

During his stay in Cuba, Stokely granted two inter
views. One was a public interview, or rather, a nearly public 
interview, because he did not allow any American journalists 
and photographers. The other was an exclusive interview 
(sensational because of the statements he made and historical 
because it throws light on a leg of the journey which is still 
hard to see inside the United States). This exclusive inter
view was granted, in the presence of two more leaders of the 
Negro race, Julius Lester and George Ware, to the Director of 
Sucesos, a fact which honors us and for which we express our 
gratitude here as independent journalists.

The following is an outline of how the American 
leader thinks, acts and will continue to act.

QUESTION: What is the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee? When and why was it founded?

ANSV7ER: The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, the 
organization for which I work, is made up of young American 
Negroes who decided to join forces in order to combat racial 
segregation and economic exploitation in the United States. 
It was established in 1960. The reason for which it was es
tablished is, in itself, a significant fact. The other orga
nizations which allegedly defended the interests of the Negroes 
were not carrying on an effective kind of work. They were not 
really active. Most of them would take their problems to the 
Courts and we felt that nothing was to be achieved by taking 
a problem of injustice, for which a white person was respon
sible to the detriment of a Negro, to Courts of Law directed 
and controlled by white people. In other words, we were taking 
a problem of injustice to persons who were unjust. Nothing 
was to be solved that way. The only solution was and still is 
in the streets.

Now then, we adopted the terminology ’’nonviolent," because at 
the time the central figure in the struggle for the defense of 
the Negro race was no less than Martin Luther King and whoever 
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dared to resort to violence was considered as a traitor. 
Consequently, we decided that we would use the terminology 
"nonviolent.” We knew, however, that our struggle would 
inevitably take to violence, but we decided to wait for the 
right time^ This is why we accepted the name that was given 
to our group and began coordinating our activities from city 
to city, wherever we were able to hold nonviolent demonstra
tions.

One year later, we had come to the conclusion that these 
peaceful demonstrations were getting us nowhere and were not 
an adequate solution to our problems. This solution called 
for us to organize the youth. We decided to go to work in 
the State where racial segregation is of an unsuspectable 
magnitude: Mississippi. There, we started to organize our 
people and to train them for the fight. And now we have pro
gressed so much that it is our duty to stimulate our young 
people,iour people in general, to carry on the fight.

QUESTION: What are the political, social and 
economic goals pursued by your organization?

ANSWER: Politically, we want the American Negroes to free 
themselves from oppression. We also want the peoples of the 
Third World to win their freedom, particularly the peoples of 
Asia, Africa and Latin America. This is so because we are 
aware that our liberation depends on the liberation of those 
people and, vice versa, their liberation depends oh our liber
ation. Therefore, we have to wage the same fight.

Politically speaking, I want to add that in the United States 
we pursue our right to control the communities in which we 
live. The fact of the matter is that today the communities 
in which we struggle against incredible poverty, these commun
ities which are called "ghettos,” are politically controlled 
by the whites. Tragic as it may sound, we constitute real 
colonies inside the United States, just like the majority of 
the Latin American countries. It is no secret, in fact, that 
those nations are controlled by the United States. In short, 
the countries of Latin America and the American Negro ghettos 
are apart of the colonial empire of the United States.

Economically, we want our people to be able to enjoy, or at 
least obtain all those things that are needed for a decent 
life without the need to struggle as painfully as we do today 
as the exploited victims of the political structure of American 
imperialism. We want to have power not only to control the 
resources inside our communities, but also to share these 
resources according to the needs of each community. We do not 
want to establish a Negro capitalist system. Quite the oppo
site is true. We want to destroy capitalism economically 
because it is a system which goes hand in hand with racism and
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exploitation. It is no secret that wherever capitalism has 
survived, racism and exploitation have Been its unfailing 
result. Consequently, it is our duty to destroy a capitalist 
system which enslaves us inside and, outside, enslaves the 
peoples of the Third World.

Socially, we want what most of mankind wants from 
life: happy, free and independent people; a people which is 
in a position to make the decisions that it considers right 
and in accordance with the interests of the majority; a people 
which takes part in all decisions and which is not ashamed 
of the color of its skin or its culture.

Psychologically, physically and morally, we want a 
people that experiences equality in all its essence; a people 
that rejects capitalism once and for all.

QUESTION: What are the relations between the Negroes 
Of the North and the Negroes of the South of the 
United States? What are the relations in general 
among all the Negroes of the United States?

ANSWER: Most of the people - and this is fundamental for a 
better understanding of the Negro problem - emigrated from the 
South because, in this region, racial discrimination was more 
brutal. There was a belief that the people in the North did 
not pay ^J^ntion to the color of the skin and that what mattered 
to them/now a man worked. We were told: Opportunities are 
everywhere, right and left; good jobs are everywhere; all one 
has to do is work hard. And we lent our credence to these 
idiocies and, having believed them, packed our suitcases and 
went North. However, when we got there, we found that every
thing was the same. We learned our lesson, namely, that in 
the United States, we shall never be able to enjoy a decent 
life under a capitalist system. So, you will not be able to 
find a single Negro in the United States today who harbors a;' 
hope to win for himself a decent situation in the system 
that prevails in the United States.

As a consequence of this state of affairs, relations among 
American Negroes have become considerably closer. The Southern 
Negro no longer looks to the North as a road of escape.
No, we, American Negroes, understand that in order to win our 
liberation we must join our hands as a single people. In this 
fashion, what we have in the United States today is a sentiment 
of solidarity among all the Negroes, wherever they may be. 
This means that today, when the whites touch a Negro, they 
know that they have to “touch**  all the Negroes, like a single 
large family. And this.is no mere figure of speech. The unity 
of American Negroes is quite evident. Every time a racist 
policeman shoots a Negro, he has to face a whole city and this 



is true of many, many cities in the United States. The 
sentiment of solidarity is actual and real.

QUESTION: Certain people believe that American 
Negroes think of their struggle in terms of a racial 
conflict, namely, a conflict against the white race, 
and fail to interpret it as a class struggle. What 
is your opinion in this respect?

ANSWER: In connection with this question, I consider the 
following statement of great importance: Racism inside the 
United States is so strong that it is wellnigh impossible to 
get the white people to fight shoulder to shoulder with the 
Negroes. The majority of the poor white people and the members 
of the white working class who organize themselves in the 
United States do not struggle for a redistribution of the 
land. Their struggle is for more money. All they want is more 
money. They do not have the concept of what a redistribution of 
goods means, because the; way they focus the problem is an 
economic way and not a social way. The fact of the matter is 
that the rural class of the United States has trained its 
sights and continues to train its sights on the countries of 
the Third World for the purpose of getting more income out of 
them, an income a minimal portion of which they share with the 
white working class of the United States. Let us understand 
this indisputable fact: The ruling class in America never 
cuts down on its profits. Quite the opposite is true.
It raises them by pressing harder with its oppression of the 
underdeveloped peoples. It is easy to see from this state of 
affairs that the profits shared with the working class of the 
white race make this working class a part of the capitalist 
system, so that both ruling and working classes enjoy the 
money obtained with the blood of other peoples. Consequently, 
the working class of the white race is incapable of combating 
the capitalist system because, cby. accepting its money, it 
has become a part of the capitalist system.

Under the circumstances, it is difficult to develop a revolu
tionary conscience in the ranks of the working class of the 
white race. What we have is a group of white citizens fighting 
to hold on to their money. This is why we cannot find white 
people in the American working class who oppose the war in 
Vietnam. The truth of the matter is that they enjoy certain 
comforts because of the genocide that is going on there.
If they opposed the war in Vietnam, they would attack the system 
and harm themselves.

Unfortunately, the whites do not realize that if the system were 
destroyed, a better one could be built. However, their fear of 
change is so great that they cling to the capitalist system to 
protect the balance sheet which is in their favor.



Today, the vanguard and the leadership of the struggle in the 
United States is made up of Negroes. And if this struggle 
has been interpreted as a conflict between Negroes and whites, 
this is due solely and, exclusively to the fact that the white 
working class has closed ranks with the privileged group that 
oppresses the great majority out of a shameful fear of losing 
the little they have. We believe that the only way in which 
a revolutionary conscience can be developed in the working class 
of the white race is for the United States to begin to lose its 
profits; those profits which pour in from the Third World. 
Once this process begins, the United States will have to look 
in its own home for the means to maintain its relative well
being. Only then will the working class of the white race 
develop a revolutionary conscience. The leaders of the American 
capitalist system, once their sources of profits from the 
Third World dry up, will deny the white workers the portion 
of those profits they now share with them.

All of this means that Negroes are alone in their fight today. 
Of course, we would be happy if the white people of the working 
class were to join us in the struggle. However, whether they 
join us or not does not change the present situation. The 
fact is that we, Negroes, will fight until victory comes. 
Whenever the working class of the white race decides to join 
us in this fight, we will bid them welcome. In the meantime 
and until then, we will continue to be the vanguard.

It is not to be denied that the ruling class of the United 
States is aware of the Marxist concept that a class conflict 
is inevitable and will break out sooner or later. In order 
to avoid it or, at least, to put it off, they cling desperately 
to the profits they draw from the Third World in order to share 
them, in as little a portion as they can get away with, with 
the working class of the white race.

What the ruling class of the United States has managed to 
accomplish is a postponement of the inevitable class conflict. 
Today, the Third World has become the proletariat and the 
white society of the West has taken up the role of the bour
geoisie. Accordingly, when we mark the demarcation lines 
by color of the skin, we find that they are demarcation lines 
between classes, this being due to the way in which the white 
society of the West has “won over**  the majority of its working 
class.

This is exactly what Europe did when the major imperialist 
powers of that continent shared Africa and Latin America with 
one another and avoided, inside their nations, the otherwise 
unavoidable class conflict. However, a postponement is no 
longer possible. The confrontation is here. On the other hand, 
I believe that the people outside the United States should
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remember that - at variance with any other nation - we were 
the only people who were brought in from the outside and 
enslaved inside the continent which continues to exploit us 
todaye Other nations were enslaved, but this happened inside 
their own countries, so that when they took up arms and 
fought, they were able to develop a nationalist concept as 

t het. rallying point around which to group. We, by contrast - let 
us repeat it - were brought into the United States and cannot 
develop a nationalist concept. Consequently, our concept 
has to be based upon the color of our skin because it was 
precisely because of this black color that the whites decided 
to make us slaves. In this sense, the color of our skin 
represents our nationality. The color of our skin is what 
made the white people roam Africa in order to bring the 
Negroes to the United States, uprooting them from all the 
countries of the continent, regardless of nationality or origin.

The case of Cuba is different. Here, the African has the 
concept of nationality because he was the victim of oppress
ion and merciless exploitation by privileged groups side by 
side with the whites. The Negroes in this Caribbean island, 
especially beginning with the Revolution, feel they belong 
to the Cuban system. Even before the Revolution, they were 
called Afro-Cubans.

Unfortunately for us, this does not happen and cannot happen 
in the United States. For 400 years, we have been the victims 
of a brutal fascism and, with the exception of John Brown, 
no white man has ever come out in our defense. Many have 
talked and continue to talk, but none of them is willing to 
fight in order to destroy the system of which they are a part.

QUESTION: What do you think of other Negro organiza
tions in the United States? For example, what do 
you think of the organization headed by Martin 
Luther King?

ANSWER: In public it is very important to present a united 
front. This is the reason why we give our support to the 
organizations that are struggling at this time on behalf of 
the American Negro. After managing to bring together a 
sizeable number of people, we will eliminate the other organi
zations. At the present time, in order not to divide those 
who struggle for the grievances of the Negro race, we support 
a united front. But the time will come in the near future 
when there will be no room for discussing ’‘what’* or "why1* and 
we will eliminate everybody who raises hurdles on the road 
of the Negroes seeking their true liberation. The American 
Negroes who have joined us on the road to true liberation 
are many.



QUESTION: What relations are there between the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and the 
Movement for the Independence of Puerto Rico?
How do you see the interrelation which exists be
tween the struggle of the Puerto Rican people for 
independence and the struggle of the Negroes in 
the United States? How do you see the struggle of 
the Negro people in the United States of America in 
terms of help for the Puerto Ricans and in terms of 
unity between the two organizations?

ANSWER: My brother Malcolm taught us that we must internation
alize our struggle. And, in order to follow some of his 
teachings, we are beginning with Puerto Rico. The reasons 
are manifold. For example, Puerto Rico, in terms of geographic 
distance, is very near the United States and is, to the fullest 
extent of the word, a colony of the United States. On the 
other hand, a large number of people who live with us inside 
American ghettos are Puerto Rican.

It so happened, however, that we used to have fights with the 
Puerto Ricans and, instead of uniting in the struggle against 
a system which oppresses us, we played into the hands of the 
American leading class which saw to it that we would fight 
against one another while the white policemen stood on the 
sidelines and laughed at us. We decided, therefore, that one 
of the best means to bring about the beginning of a political 
awakening on the part of our people and to establish bonds with 
the Puerto Ricans was to come out with a statement in favor 
of the independence of Puerto Rico. This is how we brought 
about unity. The fact is that until a short while ago, when 
the police attacked the Puerto Ricans, we Negroes did nothing 
and, as a matter of fact, we were more likely to join the 
white policemen and not the Puerto Ricans - and the same thing 
happened vice versa - now, when this happens in New York, or 
Newark or Chicago, Negroes and Puerto Ricans join forces to 
fight the police.

In short, we have raised the level of political awareness, and 
now we join forces to discuss the methods which will most 
effectively help us fight the capitalist system which oppresses 
Negroes and Puerto Ricans alike.

The agreement we have with MPI (Movement for the Independence 
of Puerto Rico) is based upon the following points:

1) The Movement for the Independence of Puerto Rico 
and the Federation of University Students for 
Independence recognize the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) as a sister organiza
tion in the exemplary struggle which it carries 
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on for the liberation of the American Negro 
people and against the structure of the white 
power in the United States.

2) The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC) recognizes the Movement for the Indepen
dence of Puerto Rico as the vanguard of the 
Puerto Rican people in their struggle for national 
liberation and the Federation of University 
Students for Independence as the organization 
representing the Puerto Rican student body in 
their struggle against imperialism and as the 
vanguard of the student movement in their country.

3) MPI and FUPI (Movement for the Independence of 
Puerto Rico and the Federation of University 
Students for the Independence of Puerto Rico) 
offer all their support to the American Negro 
people in their struggle to win political and 
economic power in their communities, a power which 
is defined as Black Power.

4) SNCC gives its support for the struggle of the 
people of Puerto Rico for their national inde
pendence .

5) SNCC and MPI and FUPI fully realize that they have 
common objectives (points of struggle). These 
points are: The struggle against the recruitment 
of young people for the Armed Forces of the 
United States, a defense of the cultura'l integrity 
of the two peoples, the winning back of their 
economic wealth, etc. For this reason, they 
mutually support each other with their resources 
and efforts in the common struggle.

6) SNCC and MPI and FUPI fully realize that the 
struggle of the Puerto Rican people and of the 
Negro people in the urban ghettos of the United 
States for political and economic control, for 
better dwellings, for adequate education and for 
better living conditions in general can be developed 
on a common basis and by means of joint actions.

7) SNCC and MPI and FUPI believe that the struggle 
against compulsory military service and American 
aggression against the Vietnamese people can be 
strengthened by joint activities of the named 
organizations.
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8) SNCC offers its help to the Puerto Rican organi
zations of MPI and FUPI in their battle to win 
consideration by the United Nations of the 
colonial case of Puerto Rico before long.

9) MPI and FUPI offer their help in the efforts to 
give international prominence to the struggle 
against oppression of the American Negro people 
and to have it recognized not as a domestic prob
lem of the United States, but as a question which 
is of direct concern to all of mankind,

10) The three organizations point out that while their 
struggles are strengthened by means of specific 
activities, such activities shall be carried out 
in an atmosphere of mutual respect and mutual 
agreement•

QUESTION: What type of struggle will be developed 
in the United States against imperialist policies? 
Do you believe that an armed struggle is the only 
struggle left for the American people to win the 
power of government? What is your opinion about 
opposing reactionary violence with revolutionary 
violence?

ANSWER: Let me make it very clear that the only solution 
possible is Negro revolution and that we are not interested 
in peaceful coexistence. An armed struggle is the only way 
not only for us, but also for all the oppressed peoples of the 
world.

The people who talk about peaceful coexistence today talk about 
a maintenance of the ’’status quo” because the only way whereby 
an imperialist system can be destroyed is by the use of force. 
Talk leads nowhere. This is very clear to us. I say that it 
is very clear because for 400 years, we, the majority of the 
African-Americans in the United States, have been talking and 
talking and nothing else. It has been forgotten that as long 
as we talk, we play into the hands of the imperialists who have 
invented the game of talk.

However, we have a new game now and this game is called guerrilla 
warfare. It is a kind of game the imperialists cannot play at. 
And when you want to win at a game, you need to establish the 
rules of the game. If the rules are established by another 
person, this person will always win. The imperialists have 
established the rules of the talking game and, therefore, when 
you sit down to talk with them, you cannot win. They always 
find a good reason why something cannot be done now or could 
not be done at the time it should have been done. They sound 
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very convincing. If you sit down to talk with them and try 
to reason with them according to their viewpoints and in the 
terms which are their own, how can you possibly win?

In the first place, they have no right to oppress the other 
peoples, so that speaking of oppression is idle and superfluous. 
They have no right to exploit anybody, so that talking about 
liberation from exploitation and oppression with those who 
practice exploitation and oppression is ridiculous. This is 
like a slave sitting down to speak with his master about his 
release. It does not make sense because the master“has no 
intention to give him his release. What is left for the slave 
to do? The answer is easy: Let him rise in arms and let him 
kill the master if the master continues to refuse to stop his 
exploitation. This is the only solution.

Therefore, as far as we are concerned, it is all too clear: an 
armed struggle is the only road. The time for talking is cover. 
We have talked and talked and talked and talked for too long. 
Now, we have to destroy the system by the use of force. Fur
thermore, reactionary violence can be legalized by the people 
who are in power. For example, if I killed a man because he is 
cross-eyed, this would bring about different reactions depending 
on whether I were to do it in the United States or in Vietnam. 
If I killed 30 cross-eyed men in Vietnam, I w>uld get a medal 
because I would be in the Army. But if I killed 30 men or 
only one man in the United States, let us say in New York City, 
I would wind up on the electric chair as an assassin.

Thus, it is not a question of violence; it is a question of who 
can legalize violence. This is all. A policeman can shoot 
down anybody he wants to, for any reason and appear in a Court 
of Law and declare: ”1 did it while discharging my duties.” 
So, they release him, but if a man kills a policeman, he lands 
in jail automatically.

Consequently, violence is not to be discussed. The discussion 
is about whether violence can be legalized or not. The oppressed 
people of the world must legalize violence in their own minds, 
as the means to solve their problem. Once violence is legalized; 
there are no questions to be asked or to be answered; the only 
question is where does one pick up whatever is needed to do 
the job.

The reactionaries hold on to power by means of their weapons, 
but legalize their violence and, with unheard-of cynicism, 
preach that violence is not the way to be adopted. Take away 
their weapons and their imperialist forces and you will see 
how many people listen to them. Take away their military bases 
in the Dominican Republic, Venezuela, Brazil, Chile and all of 
Latin America; take away the mighty weapons they have in those
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places and you will see that nobody pays any attention to them. 
It is because of their mighty weaponry that the peoples are 
forced to listen to them. Therefore, the only thing that has 
to be done is to become c accustdme.d to arms and to have the 
will power and steadfastness to continue the struggle. This 
is the right answer.

For example, I want you to take a look at those people who are 
pacifists and all those silly things connected with pacifism. 
The United States, Great Britain, France and the USSR have 
developed atomic and hydrogen bombs. After developing them, 
they got together and said: ’’Let us put an end to nuclear 
tests. There will not be any more tests.**  Everybody believed 
them and swallowed the line that they were feeding the various 
peoples: **We  do not want more bombs because the more peoples 
have bombs, the more violence is likely to break out.**

However, what they were really doing was this: Since they had 
the bombs, they were stopping others from developing the same 
kind of power. In other words, they were not dealing with the 
rest of mankind on a basis of equality. If there were equality 
for everybody, everybody should have bombs.

Let us see an example of how the West uses violence to stop 
other people.

Israel has the atomic bomb, which it got from the United States 
If there were equality, just like Israel which has the atomic 
bomb, Egypt should have the atomic bomb. If not, Israel can 
threaten to drop the bomb on Egypt and Egypt would become a 
victim of atomic blackmail. Everybody must have the atomic 
bomb. This is all too clear. Therefore, how can there by 
talk of putting an end to nuclear tests while not every country 
has developed the atomic bomb?

When all the nations of the world, from little Cuba to big 
China, have a hydrogen bomb, then you can say: **Let  us ban 
all nuclear tests.’* Before this happens, it is absurd to 
talk about a ban.

Let’s take another example: Cuba and the United States. The 
Americans can threaten Cuba because they have weapons; which 
they can drop on the island. As a matter of fact, this example 
happened rather recently. It happened to the Soviets when the 
United States threatened to drop their bombs and the USSR 
withdrew its rockets.

The United States forced the USSR to withdraw its rockets. 
Once this happened, Cuba was left at the mercy of the United 
States except for one thing which, I believe, is what makes the 
difference in today’s world: dignity and the will to fight 
until victory.
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It is plain to see that the West has developed the best armaments 
and armament system which exists today. But something is left 
out, and this something is the fact that armaments will never 
defeat man’s will to fight. This is exactly the situation in 
the world today. The oppressed people have the will power to 
fight and are fighting those who oppressed them.

Therefore, as Mao points out, it is a question of a struggle 
between arms and man’s will power. We believe that arms will 
never win over the will power of man when he decides to fight.

Another good example is the case of Vietnam where the United 
States is employing every weapon in its arsenal and is incapable 
of defeating a small nation because this nation has the will to 
fight and is ready to fight to death in order not to let the 
United States enslave it.

When the United States talked about bombing and IhuriingJ 
rockets against Cuba, it said that that island of the Caribbean
had no right to defend itself. It also said that Cuba had no
reason to have rockets on its soil. And the rest of the world
looked at Cuba, rather than at the United States, claiming that
the United States had no right to commit: aggression against 
Cuba (sic). By the same token, it has no reason to commit:, 
aggression against Vietnam. What is happening is that the 
Vietnamese people are waging not only a defensive war, but also 
a defensive propaganda. As a matter of fact, Vietnam has every 
right to hurl bombs against the United States and conduct the 
struggle on an equal footing. This would be true equality, 
but, instead of this, they are forced to wage a defensive 
war. This is also Cuba’s position with respect to the rockets*  
They are waging a defensive war.

Debray’s book, “Revolution in a Revolution,” put it very well: 
A defensive war is not enough. The peoples of the Third World 
must wage more than a defensive war.

QUESTION: What do you think of guerrilla warfare 
in the American continent as a means to win your 
liberation? What do you think of this type of strug
gle by the colored people in rural areas and in the 
cities of the United States of America?

ANSWER: The imperialists become owners of everything by the 
use of force. For example, they exterminated the indigenous 
population of Cuba and took possession of the land. Conse
quently, the only way to achieve liberation is the use of force. 
And the only way to start using force is to wage a guerrilla 
warfare. Discussing whether a guerrilla warfare is good or 
bad is an idle proposition. A guerrilla warfare is the only 
way to put an end to exploitation and oppression. To discuss
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whether it is the proper way is to play into the hands of the 
imperialists. In a war, nothing is good or bad. In a war, 
the only question that arises is whether or not you feel you 
need to attain your objective. This is what we, who belong 
to the world of the oppressed, must understand. There is no 
doubt: a guerrilla warfare is the only way. We shall not ask 
whether it is good or bad. We shall only ask the question that 
pertains to the tactics of when it is to be used. This is the 
only question that needs to concern us.

In the United States, we are moving toward a guerrilla warfare. 
We are going to wage an urban guerrilla warfare and we are 
going to win it because we have a weapon which the imperialists 
do not have. Their men have no will to fight. They have no 
desire to wage what they call a guerrilla warfare and, in 
reality, is a hand-to-hand fight. Look at them: Their men 
are cowards. White Ane rica is the most cowardly nation in the 
world. It can send a million men to Vietnam, but is incapable 
of killing the Vietnamese people because in a hand-to-hand 
fight, the Vietnamese people would kill the million men. This 
is what imperialism does. It claims that a guerrilla warfare 
is being conducted in Vietnam and the thought is instilled that 
a guerrilla warfare is something dirty, an unclean fight. 
Then, they claim that in order to win the guerrilla war, they 
will send many airplanes to throw bombs. Nobody asks: Isn’t 
it more repugnant to send out a man on an airplane that can 
drop 50 or 60 bombs on defenseless women and children and use 
napalm to bomb and burn them to death? Don’t you think that a 
hand-to-hand fight is something much more honorable? This is 
the question. The only problem is when to use it. An urban 
guerrilla warfare is the only way to win in the United States 
because they will not be able to use bombs against us since we 
are inside the country. They will have to fight with us hand 
to hand and we will win.

The counterpart of this will happen in the South, in that part 
of the country where we know the terrain and for years we have 
worked on the soil where the white man has exploited our sweat 
and has made us walk throughout the land. In reality, he did 
us a great favor. Now, we know the area and when we go into 
the mountains, we will win again; once again we will win our 
guerrilla warfare. This is the only way we can bring them 
down to their knees. This is the only way in which we can 
fight against their big cannons and their big bombs. This is 
the only road to follow because they have no guts.

QUESTION: What do you think of solidarity among all 
j the countries that struggle for their liberation?

ANSWER: It is the only answer. I think that the thing we fail 
to understand, like we have failed to understand it in the past 



is that capitalism has become international and what we are 
struggling against is international capitalism. Therefore, 
in order to fight international capitalism, we must wage an 
international war. What happened in the past is that whenever 
a nation was fighting for its freedom, everybody wished it 
good luck, but nobody saw its fight as a part of its own fight. 
Even though they could see that certain countries were oppressing 
other countries, they could not grasp in their minds that the 
oppressors were common enemies. What we have done today is 
this: We have cleared up the situation in our minds. We see 
a common enemy. We are struggling against an international 
structure which enslaves us and the only way to defeat it is 
to internationalize our struggle. In this fashion, there will 
be an international power fighting another international power. 
This is the only way in which we can win. In fact, if we can 
do what Che recommends, namely, if we can create two, three, 
many Vietnams, will have them fighting on many fronts at the 
same time and they will not be able to win. When we conduct 
our struggle isolated, we let imperialism bear down with all 
its might on a single country and this country is lost. They 
will not be able to wage.war on all of us at the same time. 
Even though we may not have the same ideas and may not sub
scribe to the same ideology, we have a common enemy: imperialism. 
And this is the one factor which will unite us more than any
thing else.

QUESTION: What do you think of the Organization 
for Solidarity of the Countries of Asia, Africa 
and Latin America? What does your organization 
expect from OSPAAAL(OSCAALA)?

ANSWER: Well, one of the things that we are doing now is to 
materialize our relations with these groups. The first thing 
we have to do is simply.this: We, all fighters, must get 
together, sit down and exchange ideas. Once this is done, 
we can start moving together. We can plan our strategy and 
tactics for our liberation struggle together. However, the 
only way this is to be done is by internationalizing our strug
gle because the enemy has its own espionage systems: The 
CIA and all its intelligence agencies which are international 
and work in coordination with one another. This is how they 
can plot their murders and set up their coups d’etat against 
the governments which begin to fight for their liberation.

Once we have seized power - which we will - the question will 
be how to commence to develop an international system which has 
no room for capitalism. It must be a system in which we can 
trade with.one another, based on our needs and on what each 
country has, rather than on efforts to control the world market 
where the prices of the merchandise are established according to 
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a law of profits and not according to the needs of mankind. 
The truth of the matter is that many of us, once we are in 
power, unless we have the will power and the intelligence of 
the leaders of Cuba, many of us, I repeat, will go the way of 
other countries where coups d’etat were staged and where the 
leaders wound up by accepting the bureaucratic structure which 
the imperialists imposed upon them. This is how we must start. 
Another thing on which we must make a start is an exchange of 
fighters between the peoples of Africa and Latin America 
struggling for their liberation. This is how we can bring 
about an international system of guerrilla fighters. For 
example, we start our true war in the United States; if people 
from other countries wish to come to the United States and 
help us in the fight, this will be most helpful and good. 
We want to do the same thing. We want to go and fight where 
they need us. This is what the capitalists do. Every time 
that one of their countries has a problem, they send aid to 
this country. This is clearly the case of Israel, a capitalist 
country supported by Western imperialism. When Israel had 
problems, they supported it. All capitalist countries supported 
Israel, including France. What we have to do is this: We 
have to recognize that when the struggle begins, we need to 
have the will and the desire to support the forces of liberation 
with our men, just like the capitalists have the will and the 
desire to use their guns, their money and their men.

QUESTION: What do you think of the Organization 
for Solidarity with Latin America? What does an 
organization like yours expect from OLAS (OSLA)?

ANSWER: This is the first OLAS conference and we are more than 
honored, happy and gratified to be "here and to be a part of 
this conference for many, many reasons. The first reason is 
that Latin America is very close to us geographically. Latin 
America is one of the continents which is exploited by the 
United States. Many Latin Americans come to the United States, 
and this is the reason why we must begin to take action.
Cuba is a part of Latin America and the United States wants 
to crush Cuba. Cuba is an inspiration, a hope, not only for 
the Negroes of the United States, but also for all the countries 
of Latin America; an inspiration and a hope to start the strug
gle, to start the fight*  Thus, it is fitting that the Organi
zation for Solidarity with Latin America should hold its meeting 
in Cuba and that we should come here to give evidence of our 
solidarity not only with words of mouth, but with our will and 
desire to lay down our life on the front line of the struggles 
that go on in Latin America.

We want to explain to the Latin American countries that our 
struggle is beginning. In Latin America, the only news they 
get is AP news or UPI news, which are part and parcel of the 
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imperialist communication control system. By the same token, 
we cannot get any news about the Latin American countries 
except through UPI and AP; once again, the imperialist control 
system is at work. Thus, they tell us that there are bandits, 
or groups of rebellious forces, or communists fighting in 
Venezuela, or in the streets of Guatemala or of the Dominican 
Republic or of Panama. It is only because of our political 
awareness that we know that these groups are struggling for 
their countries and are able to read between the lines and the 
propaganda what has really happened. This is the first time 
that we have the opportunity of meeting face to face with 
people who are really struggling for their liberation. This 
is the first time that their ideologies are explained to us 
so that we can see what common bases there are between their 
ideology and diir ideology. Thus, we understand their struggle 
and explain ours to them. There is no need for imperialist 
propaganda to give us its interpretation of our struggles. 
This is the first thing. The second thing is that we must carry 
on our struggle united. This is being done by our presence. 
Third, we must start to do something to stop the Organization 
of American States and the simple fact that we are holding a 
conference here is already neutralizing the OAS. It will 
neutralize it and belittle its importance in the minds of our 
peoples. This is very important because by its control of 
propaganda, imperialism can win over the awareness (conscience) 
of our people; and one of the most important things today is 
the struggle which is being waged to win the minds of the 
people. Once this is achieved, we will doubtlessly be ready 
to struggle and to work out ways and means of mutual aid and 
support.

QUESTION: What do you have to say to such guerrilla 
leaders as Douglas Bravo in Venezuela, Fabio Vazquez 
and Marulanda in Colombia, Cesar Montes in Guatemala 
and the leaders of the Bolivian guerrillas?

ANSWER: We want to tell our brothers, our comrades, that even 
though they have no way to know it, there are many of us here 
who follow very closely and very attentively any news which 
concerns their struggle. We know that they are waging a vic
torious, brave and good fight and, even though we have no 
control over the communication system, we can tell them that they 
should never despair and never fear that their struggle is 

in vain or nobody knows about it. We know of it and we are 
with them. The day is not far when they will be able to come 
out in the open and we shall all be able, hand in hand, to 
build the world for which we are fighting. Our only message to 
them is: Do not lose hope and keep up the good fight because 
you are our inspiration and hope.
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QUESTION: What do you think of the aggression on 
Vietnam?

ANSWER: I think that it is the most repugnant aggression of 
the present age. I think that it is hatred and cowardice on 
the part of the United States. I think that it is the dirtiest 
war ever launched and I think that the United States, faced 
with the will of the Vietnamese people, will lose this war.

QUESTION: What prompted you to come to Cuba?

ANSWER: When the Cuban Revolution started, I was a boy and was 
quite interested in it. My interest grew when the Cuban Prime 
Minister, Fidel Castro, came to the United States and lived in 
Harlem, with the Negroes. He stayed at the Hotel Teresa and 
this meant that our relation with Cuba became something real 
and actual. The Prime Minister of Cuba, unlike all other 
Prime Ministers who have ever come to the United States, went 
to live in the ghettos with us. We always felt we had to 
return Fidel Castro’s visit to Cuba.

In the second place, we have always known that the Cuban Revol
ution is a good revolution. While many people in the United 
States were having misgivings about the Cuban Revolution, we 
never had any. We knew it was good. We came to Cuba in order 
to learn. In the few days we have spent here, we have learned 
things from the Cuban Revolution which we could never have 
learned from books, movies or any other media. I was able to 
be here, to live among free people and to understand and 
see how they are solving their problems. This is what we came 
for: We came here to learn and have learned a lot.

QUESTION: What do you think of Cuba’s Prime Minister, 
Fidel Castro?

ANSWER: He is the greatest man I have ever known.

QUESTION: What do you think of Che Guevara and what 
he said about revolution in Latin America and through
out the world?

ANSWER: We agree with Che Guevara 150 per cent. Today, he is 
becoming one of the most read writers in the Negro United 
States. The Negroes are reading Che wherever you go. As a 
matter of fact, not only the Negroes, but everybody. One of 
the reasons for this, in my opinion, is the fact that Che is not 
a man who spoke of revolution, but a man who made it. He is a 
man who, after winning a revolutionary ; struggle for power 
in this country, left his wife and went to other countries to 
give his help to those who were initiating the struggle at the risk 
of his own life. A man like him is not to be found every day.
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QUESTION: The struggle you are carrying on in the 
United States gives certain people the impression 
that you have signed your own death sentence. What 
do you think of this?

ANSWER: Brother Malcolm used to tell us that there are many 
kinds of deaths. I think that .dehumanized people who fail 
to return a blow are dead people. This is what the West has 
been able to do with most of us. It has /dehumanized us to 
the extent that we did not return the blows. Once you do that, 
you are alive and there are no bullets which can kill you. 
If you do not return a blow, you’re dead and there is no money 
in the world that can bring you back to life. We are alive; 
we are alive the world over. We, oppressed people, are coming 
back to life because we are returning the blows, because we 
are struggling for our own humanity. When you’re dead, when 
you fail to rebel, you are not struggling to live. You’re 
dead. But we are alive and love life so much that we are 
willing to shed it. We are alive. Death cannot stop us.
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supongan el usp de la fuerza”.
Play en el parrafo e) del documento que co- 

mentamos expresiones que recuerdan inevitable- 
mente la invasion de la Republica Dominicana por 
los marines y el torpe .intento de “latinoamerica- 
nizarla” para cubrirla con la bandera de la OEA. 
Vease: “El territorio de un Estado es inviolable; 
no puede ser objeto, hi aun temporalmente, de 
ocupacion militar u otras medidas de fuerza to- 
madas por otro Estado, directa o indirectamcnte, 
sea cual fuere el motivo”.

El motivo o el pretexto, diremos nosotros. En 
el caso de la Dominicana el pretexto aducido fue 
el de impedir que dos docenas de “comunistas” se 
apoderaran del gobierno de la isla. Y en el otro 
gran caso tipico de agresion e intervention militar 
en territorio de otro Estado, el caso actual de Viet
nam, el pretexto usado es el mismo: impedir un 
supuesto ataque de los vietnamitas del norte a 
los vietnamitas del sur, lo que complica el delito 
de agresion con el de intervention en los asuntos 
interiores del pais asiatico.

Hasta aqui el proyfccto de declaration es ter- 
minante y no deja lugar a dudas. Las dudas las 
suscita el capitulo III del mismo documento al 
determinar que ninguna de las disposiciones de 

los parrafos precedentes afectara al uso legitimo 
de la fuerza cuando se efectue por el organo com- 
petente de las Naciones Unidas, o por un orga- 
nismo regional, o en ejercicio del derecho inma- 
nente de legitima defensa individual o colectiva, 
de acuerdo con la Carta de las Naciones Unidas”.

En la America Latina el “organismo regio
nal” seria la OEA, la tristemente celebre Orga
nization de Estados Americanos, en cuyo seno los 
Estados Unidos ejercen uh dominio basado en su 
control sobre la inmensa mayoria de los gobier- 
nos ceritro y suramericanos. Y aunque el ultimo 
parrafo del mismo articulo establece que el uso 
de la fuerza por organismos regionales, salvo el 
caso de legitima defensa, “requiere autorizacion 
expresa del Consejo de Seguridad” (de la ONU), 
queda abierta la puerta a las interpretaciones que 
de la legitima defensa quiera dar la OEA, es de- 
cir, el organismo regional al que cada dia se co- 
noce mas como “ministerio de Colonias” de los' 
Estados Unidos. Y por la misma puerta vendria 
a colarse, como el instrumento adecuado para la 
action, militar de la OEA, la famosa Fuerza In- 
teramericana de Paz que desde hace tiempo viene 
haciendo antesala en las oficinas de Washington.
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Stokely Carmichael

POR QUE 
LUCHAMOS
LOS NEGROS

Mario MENENDEZ RODRIGUEZ, 

Fotos de PRENSA LATINA

LA HABANA, Cuba, julio y agosto de 1967.—-Quienes han 
escuchado o lefdo sus discursos en pos de la igualdad y la justicia 
para la raza negra, vejada y humillada por tantos anos en los 
Estados Unidos de Norteamerica,. aseguran que Stokely Carmi
chael ha firmado su sentencia de muerte, si por muerte se entien- 
de la desaparicion fisica del indiyiduo. Segun ellos, el joven ap6s- 
tol de 26 anos de edad que en Michigan, Wisconsin,-Nueva Jersey, 
California, Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, Maryland, F1 o r i d.a, 
Louisiana, Oregon, Pensilvania, Colorado, Providence y Washing
ton ha creado otros tantos Vietnames dentro de los Estados Uni
dos, gritando a voz en cuello su inconformidad con. los procedi- 
mientos de quienes encabezan un sistema corrupto desde las en- 
tranas, que hace su victima a toda ,una nation digna de mejor 
suerte, el extraordinario Ifder negro vive "tiempo pirestado".

Alto y delgadb, agil de pensamiento y de palabra, 
Carmichael nacio el 29 de junio de 1941, en Port of 
Spain, Trinidad, cuando esta isla de las Antillas era una 
posesion britanica. Once anos despues su familia se 
traslado a los Estados Unidos y en los sucios y olvida- 
dos arrabales de Nueva York vivio dentro de un cua- 
dro en el que predominaban la angustia y las privacio- 
nes mas increibles. Joven inquieto y preocupado por' 
la miseria impuesta a su raza por aquellos que crearpn 
las leyes de un juego en el que el negro, el oprimido, 
siempre pierde porque jamas participa en igualdad de 
circunstancias, Stokely pudo estudiar filosofi'a, sociolo- 
gfa e historia en la Universidad de Howard, y en esos 
anos aprendio a conocer mejor los procedimientos de 
los que son sus enemigos.

Arrestado en 35 ocasiones, Carmichael se ha per- 
catado de lo inutil que es someterse a las reglas de un 
juego creadas por y para garantizar la supervivencia 
de un sistema. Y ha llegado a la conviccion de que la 
lucha armada es el unico camino que queda a sus opri- 
midos hermanos para obtener la libertad en los Esta
dos Unidos y para vivir en un regimen .de justicia 
social.

De Stokely podrfamps decir que nacio en el seno 
del imperio de la esclavitud y hoy anhela un mundo de 
libertad no solo para el sino para todos los oprimidos,

para . los que actualmente se consideran "los1 condena- 
dos de la tierra".

Cuando se habla de este joven y extraordinario di- 
rigente norteamericano de la raza negra, por una aso- 
ciacion de ideas se siente y conoce el veraadero signi- 
ficado de la valentia y la audacia, la honradez en las 
convicciones, la claridad poh'tica y la firme decision de 
luchar hasta veneer que son condicion sine qua non para 
el exito de un movimiento de liberacion.

La voz de Stokely es pausada cuando charla con el 
amigo sobre temas generales. Sin embargo, cuando la 
conversacion gira en torno a la matanza de negros en 
los Estados Unidos ese tono es interrumpido en forma 
muy -marcada por el cambio agudo y cortante que su- 
fre su voz, y el odio se refleja en su expresion, en los 
ojos grandes color cafe y en los movimientos de las 
manos. Todo en el es inquietud, pero con un freno 
interior.

Y se explica.
Sin embargo, para quienes no han vivido en los 

Estados Unidos es dificil comprender el verdadero sig- 
nificadb de la discriminacion racial. De eso podemos 
hablar, porque . durante nueve anos vivimos en Loui
siana. Se trata de un odio indescriptible hacia los. ne
gros que se transmite, por generaciones, la. "privile- 
giada" raza cauc^sica. ' Un odio que se refleja en la pro-
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SENSACIONAL EHISTORICA ENTREVISTA EXCLUSIVA 
CONCEDE A SUCESOS EL MAXIMO DIRIGENTE DE LOS 

NEGROS NORTEAMERICANOS
nunciacion misma del idioma ingles, en la manera de 
referirse al hombre de color: negroe (nigrou) es el t&r- 
mino correct©; nigger, el desprecio del bianco norte- 
americano hacia quienes fueron traidos del Africa como 
esclavos. En las iglesias, en las escuelas, en los parques, 
en los autobuses yen otros medios de transpose, en 
los banos publicos, eh todas partes, si se permite la 
entrada al negro su lugar es siempre el rincon de atras. 
Se les considera seres inferiores, casi animates.

Y, a pesar de todo, Stokely conserva su espiritu 
jovial, convencido de que en fin de cuentas la victoria 
le sonreirci...

* * * __

El notable y joven dirigente negro vino a La Ha- 
bana como invitado de honor de la Organizacion La- 
tinoamericana de Solidaridad (OLAS), en representaci6n 
del Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee.

Durante su estancia en Cuba, Stokely concedio dos 
entrevistas. Una fue publica o casi publica, porque no 
permitio la entrada a los periodistas y fotografos nor
teamericanos. Y la otra fue una entrevista exclusive 
(sensacional por lo que afirma, e histbrica porque des- 
cubre una etapa que hasta ahora es dificil concebir 
dentro de los Estados Unidos) que, en presencia de otros 
dos dirigentes de la raza negra, Julius Lester y George 
Ware, concedio al director de SUCESOS, hecho que nos 
honra y que le agradecemos como periodistas indepen- 
dientes.

He acjui como piensa, actua y actuara el lider nor- 
teamericano:

—^Que es el Comite Coordinador Estudiantil por 
la No Violencia? ^Cuando y por que se fundo?

—El Comite Coordinador Estudiantil por la No Vio
lencia, organizacion para la cual trabajo, esta integrado 
por jovenes negros norteamericanos que decidieron agru- 
parse para combatir la ■ segregacion racial y la explota- 
cion economica en los Estados Unidos. Fue fundado en 
1960 y el porque del mismo es un hecho significative: 
las otras organizaciones que supuestamerite defendian 
los intereses de los negros no realizaban un trabajo 
eficaz, nd participaban de manera activa. La. mayoria 
llevaban sus problemas a los tribunales y nosotros pen- 
samos que nada podia lograrse si un problema de in- 
justicia del cual era resporisable un bianco y en el que 
resultaba perjudicadd un. negro era llevado a tribunales 
dirigidos y controlados por blancos. Es decir, llevaba- 
mes un problema de injusticia a personas que eran in- 
justas. Por tanto, no podia resolverse nada. La unica 
soluci6n eStaba y esta en las calles.

Ahora bien, nosotros utilizamos el termino no vio
lencia, porque quien-en aquella epoca era la figura cen
tral de la lucha en defensa de la raza negra era nada 
mends que Martin Luther King, y quien recurria a la 
violencia era considerado como un traidor. Por consi- 
guiente, resolvimos utilizar el termino no violencia. Sin 
embargo, sabi'amos que nuestra' lucha desembocaria en 
la violencia, que solo habia" que esperar el momenta 
oportuno. Asi es que aceptamos el ndmbre de. la agru- 
pacidn y coordinamos las actividades de ciudad en ciu
dad, dondequiera que podi'amds realizar demostracio- 
nes no violentas.

Empero, un ano despues llegamos a la conclusion 
de que esas demostraciones pacificas no constitutan la 
respuesta adecuada para resolver nuestros problemas; 
habia que organizar a la gente joven. Y nos traslada- 
mos al estado donde la segregacion racial adquiere di- 
mensiones insospechables: Mississippi. Alli comenzamos 
a organizar a nuestra gente, a adiestrarla para la lucha. 
Y ahora nos encontramos en el punto en que es un 
deber estimular a nuestros jovenes, a nuestra gente, a 
pelear.

—<,Que fines politicos, sociales y economicos per- 
sigue su organizacion?

—Politicamente, queremos que los negros norte
americanos se liberen de la opresion. Anhelamos tam- 
bien que los pueblos del Tercer Mundo obtengan su li- 
bertad; particularmente los pueblos de Asia, Africa y 
America Latina. Porque estamos concientes de que nues
tra liberacion depende de la liberacion de esos pueblos 
y, viceversa, su liberacion depende de la nuestra. Por 
fanto, tenemos que llevar a cabo la misma lucha.

Politicamente, quiero decir que dentro de los Es
tados Unidos perseguimos el derecho a ejercer un con
trol sobre las comunidades en que vivimos. Porque hoy 
dia esas comunidades dentro de las que nos debatimos 
en medio de una iricreible miseria, esas comunidades 
denominadas ghettos, estan jDoliticamente controladas 
por los blancos. Concretamente, en un sentido real y 
tragico, formamos colonias dentro de los Estados Uni
dos, como lo son tambidn la mayoria de los paises la- 
tinoamericanos. Porque no es ningun secret© que estas 
naciones son controladas por los Estados Unidos. En 
sintesis, tanto los paises de Hispanoamerica como los 
ghettos negros norteamericanos forman parte del im- 
perio colonial de los Estados Unidos.

Economicamente, quisieramos que nuestro pueblo 
pudiera disfrutar, obtener todas aquellas cosas que se 
necesitan para vivir dentro de un marco de decencia y 
decoro, sin tener que luchar tan duramente como sucede 
hoy en dia, porque son explotados, son vi'ctimas de la 
estructura politica del imperialismo norteamericano. Que
remos tener el pqder no solo para controlar los recursos 
dentro de nuestras comunidades, sino para dividir esos 
recursos en la medida que sean necesitados por cada una 
de las comunidades. No queremos e’stablecer un siste
ma capitalists negro; todo lo contrario, queremos des- 
truir economicamente al capitalism©, porque este sistema 
siempre va de la mano con el racismo, y la explotacion. 
No es ningun secreto que dondequiera que el capita- 
lismo ha perduradb esas dos caracteristicas han sido su 
secuela segura. Por consiguiente, tenemos la obliga- 
cion de destruir al sistema capitalista que nos esclaviza 
en el interior y que en el exterior esclaviza a los pue
blos del Tercer Mundo.

Socialmente, queremos Id que la mayoria de la gen
te ambiciona en la vida: un pueblo feliz, libre e inde- 
pendiente; un pueblo que pueda tomar las decisiones 
que considere correctas y de acuerdo con los intereses 
de las mayorias: un pueblo que participe en todas las 
decisiones y que nunca se sienta avergonzadb por el 
color de su piel d por su cultura.

Sicologica, fisica y moralmente queremos un pueblo 



qua sienta la igualdad en toda su esencia; que rechace 
al capitalismo de manera definitive.

—iQu'e relaciones existen entre los negros del nor
te y el sur, especialmente, y en general todos lbs Es
tados Unidos de Norteamerica?

—La mayoria de la gente, y esto es fundamental 
para que se entienda mejor el problema de los negros, 
emigro del sur porque en esta region la discrimination 
racial era mas brutal y se decia que la gente del norte 
no se preocUpaba por el color de la piel, que lo que 
importaba era solo el trabajo. Se nos decia: "Las opor- 
tunidades se presentan a diestra y siniestra; los buenos 
empleos los hay por doquier; solo se necesita trabajar 
duro". Y creimos esa tonteria, y porque la creimos hi- 
cimos nuestras maletas y nos dirigimos hacia el norte. 
Pero cuando llegamos nos percatamos de que todo era 
iguaL La leccion que aprendimos fue la siguiente: en 
los Estados Unidos, bajo el sistema Capitalista, jam^s 
podremos disfrutar de una vida decente. De tai manera 
que hoy dia usted no encuentra a ningun negro que 
abrigue la esperanza de una situacion decorosa dentro 
del sistema que impera actualmente en los Estados 
Unidos.

Como consecuencia de lo anterior, las relaciones 
entre los, negros norteamericanos se han estrechado no- 
tablemente. Porque el del sur ya no mira hacia el norte 
como una. via de escape,- no, ahora todos los negros 
norteamericanos comprendemos que para obtener nues
tra liberacidn debemos unir nuestras manos como un 
solo pueblo. De esta manera lo que en la actualidad 
existe en los Estados Unidos es un sentimiento de soli- 
daridad entre todos los negros, en dondequiera que se 
encuentran. Y esto significa que cuando los blancos to- 
can hoy dia a un negro saben qu’e tienen que tocarlos 
a todos, a una gran familia; y esto no es solo un decir, 
porque la unidad de los negros norteamericanos es muy 
evidente. Cad a vez que un policia racista dispara con-

Stolcely Carmichael con el director de SUCESOS durante 
la entrevista en el cuarto 2008 del Hotel Habana Libre. ' 

tra uno de nosotros se ve obligado a enfrentarse a toda 
una ciudad; es mas, el caso ya no se concreta a una 
ciudad, sino a varias, a muchas ciudades de los Estados 
Unidos. El sentimiento de solidaridad es real.

—Algunas personas estiman que los negros norte
americanos solo piensan en su lucha como un conflicto 
racial, es decir, contra la raza blanca, en vez de inter- 
pretarla como una lucha de clases. &Que opina usted 
al respecto?

—Con relacion a esta pregunta, consider© de im- 
portancia la siguiente afirmaci6n: es tan fuerte el racis- 
mo dentro de los Estados Unidos que es casi imposible 
conseguir que los blancos luchen hombro a hombro 
con lbs negros. Porque la mayoria de los blancos po- 
bres o los integrantes de la clase trabajadora blanca, 
cuando se organizan en los Estados Unidos, no luchan 
por la redistribucion de la tierra; su lucha es por mas 
dinero, todo lo que quieren es mas dinero. Y es que no 
tienen un concept© de lo que es la distribucion de los 
bienes, porque su enfoque es de indole economica y no 
social. Lo que sucede es que |a clase gobernante de 
los Estados Unidos ha enfocado y enfoca la mirada ha
cia los paises del Tercer Mundo con el objeto de obte
ner mayores ingresos, ingresos que en parte minima 
comparten con la clase trabajadora blanca de Ips Esta
dos Unidos. Entendamos un hecho indiscutible: la clase 
gobernante norteamericana nunca reduce sus ganancias; 
todo lo contrario, las aumenta a costa de la-opresion a 
que somete a los pueblos subdesarrollados. De donde 
se deduce que una vez que comparte sus ganancias 
con la clase. trabajadora de la raza blanca, esta se con- 
vierte en parte del sistema capitalista y ambas disfru- 
tan de los dineros obtenidos con la sangre de otros 
pueblos. Por consiguiente, la clase trabajadora de la 
raza blanca es incapaz de combatir al sistema capita
lista, porque se ha convertido en parte del mismo al 
aceptar el dinero comprometedor.



Resulta, pues, dificil desarrollar una conciencia re
volucionaria en las filas de la. clase trabajadora de raza 
blahca. Lo que tenemos, por tanto, es un grupo de ciu- 
dadanos blancos que luchan por proteger su dinero. A 
eso- se debe tambien que no podamos encontrar gente 
blanca de la clase trabajadora norteamericana que se 
oponga a la guerra en Vietnam, porque es debido a 
este genocidio que disfrutan de ciertas comodidades. 
Si se oppnen a la guerra en Vietnam atacarian al sis- 
tema y se perjudicarian a si mismos.

Por desgracia, los blancos no se dan cuenta de que 
si destruyen ese sistema podrian construir uno mejor. 
Sin embargo, es tanto el miedo que tienen que se afe- 
rran al sistema capitalista para proteger el saldo actual 
que los favorece. ।

En la actualidad son los negros los que integran la 
vanguardia y dirigen la lucha en los Estados Unidos. Y 
si ha sido interpretada esta lucha como un conflict© en- 
tre negros y blancos, e|lo se debe unica y exclusiva- 
mente a que la clase trabajadora blanca se ha <solidari-'- 
zado con e) grupo privilegiado que oprime a las ma- 
yon'as, por el vergonzoso. temor a perder lo poco que 
tiene. Nosotros estimamos que la unica forma en que

Afirma que la lucha armada es la 
unica salida que tiene el hombre 

/ "de color" para obtener su libera- 
cion en los Estados Unidos

Han surgido Vietnam'es dentro de 
los Estados Unidos

podn'a desarrollarse una conciencia revolucionaria en el 
seno de la clase trabajadora de la raza blanca seria 
cuando los Estados Unidos comiencen a perder sus ga- 

-nancias, gahancias que obtienen de todo el Jercer Mun
do. Porque una vez que se inicie este proceso tendrb 
que buscar en su propia casa los medios para mantener 
su bienestar relative. Entonces, solo entonces la clase 
trabajadora de la raza blanca desarrollara una concien
cia revolucionaria, porque lbs dirigentes del sistema ca
pitalista norteamericano, una vez reducidas sus fuentes 
de ingresos provenientes del Tercer Mundo, dejaran de 
compartir lo que antes compartian con los trabajado- 
res blancos. :

Esto signifies que hoy dia solo luchan los negros. 
Claro esta: nos gustaria que a esta lucha se uniera la 
clase trabajadora de la raza blanca. Si participa o rid 
es cuestion que no altera la' situacion actual. Porque 
nosotros, los negros, lucharemps hasta veneer. Y cuan
do la clase. trabajadora de la raza blanca decida unirse 
a esta lucha le daremos la bienvenida; mientras tanto 
y hasta entonces, continuaremos a la vanguardia.

No puede negarse que la clase gobernante de lbs 
Estados Unidos recbnoce el concept© de Marx sobre el 
inevitable conflicto de clases que tarde o terriprano ha- 
bra de producirse. A fin de evitarlo, de posponerlp, 
se aferra desesperadamente a las ganancias que le pro- 
porciona el Tercer Mundo, para compartirlas en grad© 
minimb con la clase trabajadora de la raza blanca. :

Lb que ha logrado |a clase dirigente de los Estados 
Unidos1 es posponer el inevitable conflicto de clases. 
Hoy d(a el 'Tercer Mundo se1 ha convertido en el prp- 
letariado, y la sociedad blanca de Occidente ha asumido 
el papel de la burguesla. De manera que cuando tra- 
zamos lineas a lo largo de las lineas del color de la piel, 
son tarnbibn lineas de clase, por la forma en que la 
sociedad blanca occidental se ha "gariado" a la mayo- 
ria de su clase trabajadora.

Eso es precisamente lp que Europa hizo cuando en 
su seno las naciones imperiaiistas se repartieron Africa 
y America Latina, evitando dentro de sus naciones el 
inevitable conflicto de clases.

Sin embargo, eso ya no puede posponerse, porque 
la confrontacibn esta aqui. Por otra parte, consider© 
que la gente fuera de los Estados Unidos debe recor
der que, a diferencia de cualquier otro pueblo, nosotros 
fuimos la unica gente traida del exterior y esclavizada 
dentro del continent© por, los que actualmente nos ex- 
plotan. Otros. pueblos fueron esclavos en sus propios 
paises/ de tai manera que cuando pelearon pudieron 
desarrollar un concept© nacionalista como punto de 
union para agruparse. Nosotros, repetimos, fuimos trai- 
dos ados Estados Unidos y no podembs desarrollar un 
concept© riacibnalista.< Por ,...> consiguiente,- :; nuestro- con-: 
cepto tiene que girar en torno al color de nuestra piel, 
porque foe precisamente debido a este color negro que 
los blancos decidieron conyertirnoS en esclavos.. . En



* ciertd sentido, el color de nuestra pie! representa nues- 
>tra nacionalidad, Porque Io que hizo el hombre bianco 

, fue diseminar, Africa^ traer negros a los Estados Unidos, 
regarlos por todos los paises del continente, sin nacio- 

t nalidad alguna.

El case de Cuba es distinto, porque aqul el africa- 
no tiene un concepto de nacionalidad, ya que, al lado 

® del bianco, fue vlctima de la opresi6n y la explotaci6n 
inmisericorde de los grupos privilegiados. El negro en 

* la isla del Caribe, especialmente a partir de la Revolu- 
cidn, se siente parte del sistema cubano, y ya antes se 
le llamaba afrocubano.

’ Infortunadamente para nosotros, eso no ocurre ni 
puede ocurrir dentro de los Estados Unidos. Porque du
rante 400 anos hemos sido las victimas de un fascismo 
brutal y, con excepcidn de John Brown, ningun hombre 
bianco ha salido en nuestra defensa. Muchos han ha- 
blado y hablan, pero ningurio est6 dispuesto a pelear 
para destruir el. sistema del cual forman parte.

—iQu6 piensa listed de otras organizaciones de ne
gros en los Estados Unidos, como la dirigida por Mar
tin Luther King?

—Publicamente es muy importante presentar un 
frente unido, y a eso se debe el hecho de que apoye- 
mos a las organizaciones que en este moment© luchan 
por el negro norteamericano. Cuando en nuestro con
cepto hayamos logrado agrupar a un numero conside
rable de gente, eliminaremos a las otras organizaciones. 
Actualmente, a fin de no dividir a quienes participan 
en la lucha por la reivindicaci6n de la raza negra, apo- 
yamos el frente unidb. Pero Uegar4 el momento, muy 
pronto, en que no se tendrd por qu4 o qu4 discutir y 
simplemente eliminaremos a todos aquellos que ponen 
obstaculos en el camino de los negros para obtener la 
verdadera Iiberaci6n. Por ahora muchos negros norte- 
americanos se han incorporado al camino de la verda
dera liberacidn.

—£Qu4 relaciones existen entre el Comitd Coordina- 
dor Estudiantil por la No Violencia y el Movimiento Pro 
Independencia de Puerto Rico? ^C6mo ve usted la inte- 
rrelaci6n existente entre la lucha del pueblo puertorri
queno por la independencia y la lucha de los negros en 
los Estados Unidos? ^C6nio ve usted la lucha del pue
blo negro en los Estados Unidos de America, como una 
ayuda para Ips puertorriquenos, y la unidad entre las 
dos organizaciones?

—Mi hermano Malcolm nos ensend que debemos 
internacionalizar nuestra lucha. Y, para seguir algunas 
de sus ensenanzas, comenzamos por Puerto Rico. Los 
motives son multiples,- por ejemplo, en tdrminos de dis- 
tancia geogrdfica, esta muy cerca de los Estados Uni
dos y es, eh todo el sentido de la palabra, una coIonia 
de los Estados Unidos. Por otra parte, un gran numero 
de personas que viven con nosotros dentro de los ghet
tos norteamericanos son puertorriquenos.

Pero sucedla que nosotros peledbamos contra los 
puertorriquenos y, en vez de unirnos para combatir a 
un sistema que nos oprime, la clase dirigente norte- 
americana hacia que peledsemos los unos con los otros, 
mientras los polici'as blancos nos contemplaban y se 
reian. Consideramos, entonces, que uno de los medios 
para comenzar a despertar la conciencia politica de nues
tro pueblo y establecer lazos con los puertorriquenos era 
pronunciarnos externamente a favor de la independencia 
de Puerto Rico. Y hemos logrado la uni6n. Porque si 
bien hasta hace poco, cuando la policia atacaba a los 
puertorriquenos los negros no had'amos nada y en rea

lidad era m4s factible que nos unidramos a los gen
darmes blancos y no a los boricuas —Io mismo pcurria 
en el caso contrario—, ahora, cuando esto ocurre en 
Nueva York, en Newark o en Chicago los negros y los 
puertorriquenos corren juntos para combatir a la poli
cia. . . .,.

En sfntesis: hemos eleyado la conciencia politica 
y ahora nos reunimos para discutir los m&todos m£s 
eficientes para combatir al sistema capitalista que opri
me tanto a los negros como a los puertorriquenos.

z' El acuerdo que tenemos con el MPI esta basado 
en los siguientes puntos:

].—El Movimiento Pro Independencia de Puerto Ri
co y la Federaci6n de Universitarios Pro Independencia 
reconocen al Student Non-Violent Coordinating Commit
tee (SNCC) como una organizacidn hermana en la ejem- 
plar lucha que viene desarrollando por la liberacidn del 
pueblo negro norteamericano y contra la estructura del 
poder bianco de los Estados Unidos.

2 .—El Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC) reconoce al Movimiento Pro Independencia de 
Puerto Rico como la vanguardia de la lucha del pueblo 
puertorriqueno por su Iiberaci6n nacional, y a la Fede- 
raci6n de Universitarios Pro Independencia como la or- 
ganizacidn representative del estudiantado puertorrique
no'en lucha contra el imperialism©, y vanguardia del 
estudiantado de .su patria.

3 .—El MPI y la FUPI ofrecen todo su apoyo al pue
blo negro norteamericano en su lucha por obtener el 
poder politico y econdmico en sus comunidades, expre- 
sado como la lucha por el poder negro.

4;—El SNCC afirma.su apoyo a la lucha del pueblo 
de Puerto Rico por su independencia nacional,

5,—El SNCC y el MPI y la FUPI entienden que tie- 
nen puntos de lucha comunes, como son la lucha con
tra el reclutamiento de las juventudes de sus pueblos 
para el ejdrcito de los Estados Unidos, la defensa de 
la integridad cultural de ambos pueblos, el rescate del 
patrimonio econdmico, y otros; y, por Io tanto, se ofre
cen mutuamente sys recursos y esfuerzos en la lucha 
comun. ■

6 .—El SNCC y el MPI y la FUPI entienden que la 
lucha del pueblo puertorriqueno y del pueblo negro de 
los ghettos urbanos de los Estados Unidos por el con
trol politico y econdmico, por mejores Viviendas, por 
una educacidn adecuada y por mejores condiciones de 
vida en general, puede llevarse a cabo sobre bases co
munes y mediante acciones conjuntas.

7 .—El SNCC y el PMI y la FUPI consideran que la 
lucha contra el servicio militar obligatorio y contra la 
agresidn norteamericana al pueblo de Vietnam puede 
fortalecerse mediante actividades conjuntas de estas or
ganizaciones.

8 .—El SNCC ofrece su ayuda a las organizaciones 
puertorriquenas MPI y FUPI en su batalla por conseguir 
que el caso colonial de Puerto Rico sea considerado por 
las Naciones Unidas en breve.

9 .—El MPI y la FUPI ofrecen su ayuda para que la 
opresidn del pueblo negro norteamericano adquiera pro- 
minencia internacional y se le reconozca no como un pro
blems interno de los Estados Unidos, sino como cuestidn 
que concierne directamente a toda la humanidad.

10 .—Las organizaciones senalan que al fortalecer sus 
luchas mediante actividades especificas, las mismas se lle- 
var4n a cabo mediante el mutuo respeto y el mutuo acuer
do.

—iQuA tipo de lucha se desarrollar4 en los Estados 
Unidos contra la politica imperialists? ^Cree usted que la 
lucha armada es la unica que le queda al pueblo nortea-
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Negros y puertorriquenos se unen 
para combatir a quienes los opri- 

men y humillan

mericano para obtener el gobierno? &Cu£l es su opini6n 
acerca de oponer la violencia revolucionaria a la violen- 
cia reaccionaria?

—Permitame informarle de manera muy clara que 
la unica solucion es la revolucion negra, y que no nos inte- 
resa la coexistencia paci'fica. La lucha armada es la unica 
forma no solamente para nosotros, sino para todos los 
pueblos oprimidos del mundo.

Las personas que hoy hablan de coexistencia pacf- 
fica estan hablando de mantener el status quo, porque la 
unica manera de destruir un sistema imperialista es por 
la fuerza, ya que hablando no se logra nada. Esta medida 
representa algo que es muy claro para nosotros. Y digo 
que es claro, muy especialmente, porque durante 400 
anos la mayoria de los afronorteamericanos, dentro 
de los Estados Unidos, han estado hablando, hablando y 
nada mas. Y es que se ha olvidado que cuando se habla 
se estci haciendo el juego a los. imperialistas, que inven- 
taron el juego de hablar.

• Sin embargo, ahora tenemos un nuevo juego que se 
llama guerra de guerrillas. Es un juego en el cual los im
perialistas no pueden participar. Y si usted quiere ganar 
un juego tiene que establecer las reglas. Si otra persona 
es la que establece las reglas, esta siempre gana. Los im
perialistas han dejado establecidas las reglas de lo que 
hablan; por tanto, cuando usted se sienta a hablar con 
ellos no es posible que pueda ganar. Porque siempre en- 
cuentran un motive por el cual no pueden hacer esto 
ahora, o por el cual no pueden hacerlo entonces, y pare- 
cen muy juiciosos. Y si usted se sienta con ellos y trata 
de razonar, segOn sus punfos de vista, en sus propios t6r- 
minos, ,j,c6mo se puede ganar?

En primer lugar, no tienen derecho a oprimir a los 
pueblos, de modo que no hay necesidad de hablar de 

opresion. No tienen ningun derecho para explotar a na- 
die. De modo que comenzar a hablar de liberarse de la 
explotacion y la opresion con quienes son responsables 
de las mismas, resulta ridi'culo. Esto resulfa algo asi como 
si un esclavo se sentara a hablar con su amo acerca de 
cuando ha de ponerlo en libertad. Esto es algo que no 
tiene sentido, porque el amo no tiene ningun deseo de 
ofrecerle la libertad. e,Que es lo que el esclavo tiene que 
hacer? Es bien facil contestan que se levante y que mate 
al amo, en caso de que el amo se niegue a cesar en su 
explotacion. Esta es la unica solucion.

Por tanto, resulta sumamente claro en cuanto a no
sotros se refiere: la lucha armada es el unico camino. No 
queda tiempo para hablar. Memos hablado y hablado, 
hablado y hablado durante demasiado tiempo. Tenemos 
que destruir el sistema por la fuerza.

Ademds la violencia reaccionaria puede ser legaliza- 
da por la gente que est6 en el poder. Por ejemplo, si yo 
matara a un hombre que tuviera los ojos oblicuos y esto 
lo hiciera en los Estados Unidos o en Vietnam, existirian 
dos reacciones diferentes. Si yo matara a 30 hombres que 
tuvieran los ojos oblicuos y lo realizara en Vietnam, re- 
cibiria una medalla, ya que es seguro que estaria en el 
Ejercito. Pero si matara a los 30 o matara a uno en los Es
tados Unidos, digamos en Nueva York, entonces irfa a 
parar a la silla electrica por haber cometido un asesinato.

Asi es que no se trata de un problema de violencia, 
no; es cuestidn de qui6n puede legalizar la violencia. Eso 
es todo. Un policia puede disparar contra cualquiera y dar- 
le muerte al que quiera, por cualquier motivo, y compa- 
recer ante un tribunal y declarer.- "Lo hice cumpliendo con 
mi obligacidn". Y lo dejan en libertad. Pero una persona 
que le cause la muerte a un policia autom^ticamente va 
a parar a la dircel.

Por consiguiente, la violencia no debe discutirse. Se 



debe'tratar el hecho de si usted puede o no legalizarla. 
4 Y los pueblos oprimidos del mundo deben legalizar la 
violencia en $ys propias mentes, como medio de resolver 
el problema.’Una vez que hayan legalizado la violencia, 
entonces no hay que preguntar o que responder- se tra- 
ta solo de echar mano a Io que les pertenece.

De modo que los reaccionarios solo se mantienen en 
el poder mediante las armas, pero legalizan su violencia 
y luego predican con cinismo inaudito que la violencia no 
es la forma que debe adoptarse. Quiteles sus armas y sus 
fuerzas imperialistas y vamos a ver cuantas son las perso
nas que los escuchan; quiteles las bases que tienen en 
Santo Domingo, Venezuela, el Brasil, Chile, en toda Ame
rica Latina, y llevese los armamentos que tienen en esos 
lugares, y vera como nadie les presta atencion. Pero es 
debido a sus armas que los pueblos se ven obligados a 
escucharlos. Y, por tanto, Io unico que tiene que hacerse 
es acostumbrarse a las armas y tener la voluntad y la fir- 
meza de lucha. Entonces, la respuesta es la correcta.

Por ejemplo, queremos que usted observe a las per
sonas que son pacifistas y todas estas tonterias relaciona- 
das con el pacifism©. Los Estados Unidos, la Gran Breta- 
na, Francia y la URSS han desarrollado las bombas ato- 
micas y de hidrogeno. Despues que las desarrollaron se 
reunieron y declararon: "Vamos a poner fin a las pruebas 
nucleares; no habra mas pruebas". Y todo el mundo se 
quedo ahi sentado y creyeron todas las tonterias, dado 
que le estaban diciendo a los pueblos: "No queremos que 
haya m6s bombas, y si son mas los pueblos que tienen 
bombas esto se traducira en violencia".

Pero Io que estaban haciendo, ya que eran ellos 
los que tenian las bombas, era impedir que otros pue
blos pudieran desarrollar el mismo poderio. Por tanto, no 
trataban a los demas sobre una base de equidad. Si 
existiera la igualdad para todos, todos deberian tener 
la bomba.

Y asi tenemos un ejemplo de como el Occidente uti- 
liza la violencia para detener a otros pueblos.

Israel posee la bomba atomica, que le dieron los Es
tados Unidos. Si hubiera igualdad, como Israel tiene la 
bomba atomica Egipto necesita tener tambien la bomba 
at6mica. De Io contrario, Israel puede amenazar con de
jar caef~la bomba contra Egipto y este pais se convertiria 
en victima del chantaje atomico. Todo el mundo debe 
tener la bomba atomica; esto es algo demasiado claro. 
Por tanto, no se puede hablar de poner fin a las pruebas 
nucleares mientras todos los paises no hayan desarrollado 
la bomba.

Cuando todas las naciones del mundo, desde la pe- 
quena Cuba hasta la gran China, tengan la bomba de hi- 
dr6geno, entonces usted podra decir: "Todos vamos a po
ner fin a las pruebas nucleares"; antes, resulta absurdo 
hablar sobre el particular.

Otro ejemplo de esto serian Cuba y los Estados Uni
dos. Los norteamericanos pueden amenazar a Cuba, ya 
que cuenfan con armas que pueden dejar caer en la isla. 
El ejemplo desde luego fue bastante reciente: le sucedi6 
a los sqyieticbs cuando los Estados Unidos estuvieron ame- 
naza'n’do con qqe iban a dejar caer bombas y la URSS dijo 
que los cohetes iban a ser retirados.
? ''Los Estados Unidos obligaron a la URSS a retirar sus 

cohetes. Una vez que estos fueron retirados, Cuba quedo 
a merced de los Estados Unidos, exceptuando un algo que 
creo es lo que ha constituido la diferencia en el mundo 
de hoy: la dignidad y la voluntad de luchar hasta veneer.

Se ve claramente que Occidente ha desarrollado el 
mejor sistema de armamentos que existe en la actualidad. 
Pero queda un algo, y ese algo consiste en que los arma
mentos jam^s podrSn derrotar la voluntad de los hombres 
para luchar. Esto es precisamente el mundo de hoy: los 
pueblos oprimidos tienen la voluntad de luchar y estan 
luchando contra quienes los oprimen.

Por tanto, como senala Mao: se trata de una lucha 
de armamentos contra la voluntad de los hombres. Y nos- 
otros creemos que los armamentos jamas podran triunfar 
sobre la voluntad de los hombres para luchar.

Y.buen ejemplo es el caso de Vietnam, donde los 
Estados Unidos descargan hoy todos sus armamentos y 
se ven imposibilitados de derrotar a una pequena nacion, 
debido a que esta tiene la voluntad de combatir y esta 
dispuesta a luchar hasta la muerte antes que permitir que 
los Estados Unidos la esclavicen. /~

Cuando los Estados Unidos hablaron de bombardear 
y disparar cohetes contra Cuba, declararon que la isla 
del Caribe no tenia derecho a defenderse. Tambien de
clararon que Cuba no tenia por que tener ningun tipo de 
cohetes. Y el resto del mundo estuvo contemplando a 
Cuba mas bien que a los Estados Unidos, debido a que 
esta nacion no tenia por que fomentar una agresion contra 
Cuba, exactamente igual que no tiene tampoco por qud 
hacerlo contra Vietnam. Y lo que sucede es que el pue
blo vietnamita esta librando no solo una guerra defensi
ve, sino una propaganda defensiva. Porque tiene todo el 
derecho a dejar caer una bomba en los Estados Unidos e 
inciar un bombardeo sobre ese, pais, igualandolos en ter- 
minos de lucha. Esto seria una verdadera igualdad, pero, 
en vez de eso, se ven obligados a sostener una guerra 
defensiva. Y esta era tambien la position de Cuba res- 
pecto de los cohetes. Estaban luchando en una guerra 
defensiva.

Y lo que el pueblo ha comentado del libro de Debray, 
Revolution en la revoluci6n, es que se debe comenzar a 
a actuar mcis alia de una guerra defensiva, y que la pr6- 
xima medida de los pueblos del Tercer Mundo es actuar 
mcis alia de una guerra defensiva.

—eQue piensa usted de la guerra de guerrillas en 
el continente americano como medio para obtener su li
beration? £Que piensa usted de este tipo de lucha para 
ser desarrollada por la gente de color en el campo y en 
las ciudades de los Estados Unidos de Norteamerica?

—Los imperialistas se apoderaron de todo por la fuer
za. Por ejemplo, extinguieron a la poblacion indigena de 
Cuba y se posesionaron de la tierra. Por consiguiente, la 
unica forma de obtener la Iiberaci6n es la fuerza. Y el 
unico camino para dar inicio a la fuerza es comenzar des
de luego la guerra de guerrillas, que nunca debe ser dis- 
cutida en el sentido de si esta bien o mat. Es el unico 
camino para terminar con la explotacion y la opresion. 
El iniciar una discusion sobre si es acertada, o lo contra
rio, es participar eh el juego de los imperialistas. Cuando 
se esta haciendo la guerra no hay nada que este bien o 
que este mal; se trata, simplemente, de que usted sienta 
la necesidad de lograr su objetivo. Y eso es lo que nos- 
otros debemos comprender, aquellos de nosotros que es- 
tamos en el mundo de los oprimidos. No hay ninguna 
duda.- la guerra de guerrillas es el unico camino. No pre- 
guntaremos si esta bien o estci mal; solo plantearemos la 
cuestion tactica de cuando utilizarla. Esa es la unica cues- 
tidn que nos debe preocupar.

Hacia la guerra de guerrillas nos estamos moviendo 
en los Estados Unidos. Vamos a. desarrollar una guerrilla 
urbana y los vamos a veneer en ese terreno, porque hay 
algo que los imperialistas no tienen: sus hombres no tie
nen el deseo de combatir, no tienen el deseo de librar 
lo que ellos Haman guerra de guerrillas, que es en reali
dad un combate cuerpo a cuerpo. Vea: sus hombres son 
cobardes. La Norteamerica blanca es la nacion mas co- 
barde del mundo. Puede enviar un milion de hombres a 
Vietnam, pero no puede matar al pueblo vietnamita, y es
te pueblo, en combate cuerpo a cuerpo, los aniquilaria. 
Y lo que hace el imperialismo, es decir que en Vietnam 
se libra una guerra de guerrillas, y uno piensa que la gue
rra de guerrillas es sucia, que no es limpia. Entonces afir- 
man que para veneer a la guerrilla se enviaran muchos
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De izquierda a derecha: Los dirigentes negros George Ware, 
Julius Kister y Stokely Carmichael.

Carmichael subraya que para lu- 
char contra el capitalismo inter
national la solidaridad de los mo
vimientos de liberation national 

debe ser efectiva y sin limite
aviones que lancen bombas. Nadie pregunta: ^No es mas 
repugnante enviar a un hombre en un avion que puede 
dejar caer 50 6 60 bombas sobre mujeres y ninos inde- 
fensos, o usar napalm y bombardearlos y quemarlos hasta 
la muerte? e,No piensa usted que el combate cuerpo a 
cuerpo es mucho mas honorable? Tai es la cuestion. Sim- 
plemente, cuando es el momento de utilizarlo. La guerra 
de guerrillas urbana es el unicd medio por el cual ven
ceremos en los Estados Unidos, porque ellos no pueden 
usar bombas contra nosotros, ya que nos encontramos 
dentro de su pais. Ellos tendran que luchar con nosotros 
en combate cuerpo a cuerpo, .y nosotros los venceremos.

La contraparte de esto sera en el sur, en la parte de) 
pais donde nosotros conocemos el terreno y por anos he- 
mos trabajado la tierra, donde el hombre bianco ha dis- 
frutado de nuestro sudor, al hacernos caminar por toda 
la regidn. En realidad nos ha hecho un gran favor, porque 
hemos conocido la zona y cuando subamos a la mqnta- 
na desde alii lo venceremos otra vez, en una guerra de 
guerrillas. La unica forma en que pbdremos ponerlos 
de rodillas es mediante una guerra de guerrillas, que es 
la unica en que ellos no pueden luchar con sus grandes 
canones y sus grandes bombas. Y ese es el camino a se- 
guir, porque ellos no tienen agallas.

—&Que piensa usted de la solidaridad entre todos 
los paises que luchan por su liberacion?

—Es la unica respuesta. Pienso que lo que nosotros 
no comprendemos, lo que no hemos comprendido en el 

pasado es que el capitalism© se ha convertido en interna- 
cional y estamos luchando contra elcapitalismo internacio- 
nal. Por tanto, para combatir al capitalism© internacional 
se debe emprender una lucha internacional. Lo que ha 
sucedido en el pasado, por ejemplo, es que si una naci6n 
estaba luchando todos le deseaban buena suerte pero na
die veia eJ hecho como parte de su misma lucha; aun 
cuando podian ver que los mismos paises estaban oprimien- 
do a ese otro pais, todavia no establecian en sus mentes 
que se trataba de un enemigo combn. Lb que hemos he
cho hoy es esclarecer esta situacion en nuestras mentes. 
Nosotros vemos un enemigo comun; luchamos contra una 
estructura internacional que nos esclaviza, y el unico ca
mino para derrotarla es internacionalizar nuestra lucha. 
En esta forma habr£ un poder internacional combatiendo 
a otro poder internacionaL Esta es la unica manera de 
que podamos veneer, porque si hacernos lo que dice el 
Che, es decir, crear dos, tres, muchps Vietnames, los ten- 
dremos luchando,en todos los frentes al mismo tiempo y 
no podran ganar. Cuando nosotros aislamos la lucha, el 
imperialism© puede volcar todo su poderfb sobre un pais, 
y ese pais esta perdido.

Pero ellos no pueden combatirnos a todos al mismo 
tiempo. Asi, aun cuando no tengamos las mismas ideas, 
la misma ideologia, tenemos un enemigo comun: el im
perialism©. Y eso, m6s que ninguna otra cosa, es lo que 
nos unira.

—&Que piensa usted de la Organizaci6n de Solida
ridad de los Paises de Asia, Africa y America Latina? 
&Que espera una organization como la suya de la OSPAAL?

—Bien, una de las cOsas es que estamos ahora em- 
pezando a concretar nuestras relaciones con esos grupos. 
La primera cosa que debemos hacer es simplemente 
reunirnos con todos los combatienfes; sentarnos y con- 
versar con ellos e intercambiar ideas. Entonces, una vez 
que hayamos hecho esto, podemos comenzar a movernos 
juntos, a planear juntos la estrategia y tactica a seguir en 
la lucha por nuestra liberacion. Pero la unica forma en 
que podremos hacer esto ser6 cuando comencemos a in-



LA HABANA: STOKELY CARMICHAEL EN CONFEREN
CE DE PRENSA.

ternacionalizar nuestra lucha, porque el enemigo tiene 
sus sistemas de espionaje de la CIA y todas sus agendas 
de inteligencia, que son internacionales y trabajan coordi- 
nadamente una con la otra. Asi pueden asesinar y orga- 
nizar golpes contra los gobiernos que comienzan a luchar 
por la liberacidn.

Una vez que hayamos tornado el poder —porque lo 
haremos—, la cuestion es comenzar a desarrollar un sis
tema internacional que ,no de paso al capitalismo, en el 
que podamos comerciar' unos con otros, basados en nues
tras necesidades y en lo que cada pais tenga, mas bien 
que tratar de controlar el mercado mundial, donde se es- 
tablecen precios para las mercancias de acuerdo con las 
ganancias y no con las necesidades de la humanidad. Por
que descubriremos que cuando tomemos el poder, a me- 
nos que tengamos el espiritu, la voluntad y la inteligen
cia de los lideres de Cuba, muchos de nosotros termina- 
remos como todos los otros paises que sufren golpes de 
Estado o donde la toma del poder termino aceptando la 
estructura burocratica total que los imperialistas han im- 
puesto en sus paises y no estaran en condiciones de com- 
batir. Asi que debemos comenzar. La otra cosa que de- 
bemos empezar es el intercambio de luchadores con los 
pueblos de Africa y America Latina que estan luchando 
por su liberacion. Asi podremos establecer un sistema in? 
ternacional de guerra de guerrillas y, por ejemplo, cuan
do podamos empezar a peiear en los Estados Unidos la 
verdadera guerra, si la gente de otros paises desea venir 
a los Estados Unidos y ayudarnos a luchar, eso estar£ bien 
y sera bueno. Nosotros deseamos lo mismo, nosotros es
taremos deseando ir y luchar, porque eso es lo que los 
capitalistas hacen. Cada vez que uno de sus paises tiene 
problemas, envian ayuda a ese. pais. Eso esta claro y paso 
con Israel, pais capitalista apoyado por el imperialism© 
occidental; cuando tuvo problemas; todos ellos lo apoya- 
ron, incluso Francia. Lo-que nosotros tenemos. que hater 
es reconocer que una vez que la lucha comienza hay que 
tener la voluntad de apoyar a las fuerzas de liberacion 
con nuestros hombres, asi como ellos tienen la voluntad

de apoyarse con sus canones, su dinero y sus hombres.
—^Que piensa usted de la Organization de Solida- 

ridad para America Latina? ^Que espsra una organization 
como la suya de la OLAS?

—Esta es la primera conferencia de la OLAS y no_s- 
otros nos sentimos mas que honrados, felices y compla- 
cidos de estar aqui y de poder ser parte de ella, por mu
chas, muchisimas razones. La primera es que America La
tina esta muy cerca de nosotros geograficamente. Ame
rica Latina es uno de los continentes que los Estados Uni
dos explotan. Muchos latinoamericanos vienen a los Es
tados Unidos, asi es que por todas esas razones y la cer- 
cania de Latinoamerica es necesario que comencemos a 
actuar. Cuba -es parte de Latinoamerica, y los Estados 
Unidos quieren verdaderamente aplastar a Cuba; y Cuba, 
es una inspiracion, una esperanza no solo para los negros ’ 
eh los Estados Unidos sino para todos los paises latino
americanos, para comenzar a luchar, para comenzar a 
combatir. Asi que es adecuado y propio que la OLAS se : 
reuna en Cuba y que nosotros hayamos venido a demos- 
trar nuestra solidaridad, no solo con palabras sino con 
nuestra voluntad de dar nuestra vida en la linea de fuego 
de las luchas de America Latina.

Queremos explicar a los paises de America Latina 
que nuestra lucha esta comenzando, porque ahora la unica 
informaci6n es la proveniente de la AP y de la UPI, que . 
son parte del sistema de control de comunicaciones de los 
imperialistas; a la inversa, nosotros no podemos obtener ‘ 
ninguna noticia de los paises latinoamericanos si no es a 
trav^s de la UPI y la AP, y esto significa otra vez el sistema 
de control de los imperialistas. Asi, lo que se nos informa 
es que hay bandidos; o que hay grupos de fuerzas re- 
beldes, o que los comunistas estan luchando en Venezue
la, o fuerzas rebeldes en las calles de Guatemala o Santo 

. Domingo o Panama. Y solo mediante nuestra. conciencia ; 
pblitica de. que esos grupos est^n luchandd per sus paises 
podemos leer entre las mentiras y la. propaganda lo que 
ha sucedido. Es la primera vez que tenemos una oportu- 
nidad. de encontrar a la gente que esta realmente luchan-
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do por su liberacion y comenzar a explicarnos las ideolo
gies, para ver si las bases comunes estan en la ideologia, 
y comprender su lucha y explicates la nuestra, sin nece- 
sidad de que la propaganda imperialista de la interpre
tation de nuestras luchas a unos ,y otros. Esta es la pri- 
mera cosa; la segunda es que debemos llevar adelante 
juntos nuestras luchas; y eso se esta haciendo simplemen- 
te con nuestra presencia. Y tercero, comenzar a contra- 
rrestar a la OEA, y el simple hecho de que tengamos la 
conferencia aqui esta hacidndolo ya; neutralizara a la 
OEA y comenzara a minimizar su importancia en la mente 
de nuestros pueblos, lo que es muy importante, ya que 
el control de la propaganda por el imperialism© puede 
ganar la conciencia de nuestro pueblo y una de las luchas 
m£s importantes hoy en dia es la que se libra por ganar 
la conciencia del pueblo. Una vez que hayamos logrado 
esto no habra duda de que estaremos preparados para 
luchar y para elaborar sistemas y caminos de ayuda y 
apoyo mutuo.

Que tiene usted que decides a lideres guerrille
ros como Douglas Bravo, de Venezuela; Fabio Vazquez y 
Marulanda, de Colombia; Cesar Montes, de Guatemala; y 
los lideres de las guerrillas bolivianas?

—Queremos decir a nuestros hermanos, a nuestros 
camaradas, que aunque ellos puedan no saberlp hay mu- 
chos de nosotros aqui que seguimos muy de cerca y muy 
atentamente cualquier noticia sobre sus luchas. Sabemos 
que estan sosteniendo una victoriosa, valiente y buena lu
cha; y pese a que no contrplamos el sistema de comunica- 
cipnes, podemos decirles que no deben desesperar nunca, 
ni temer nunca que su lucha sea en vano o que nadie sepa 
de ella. Nosotros la conocemos y estamos con ellos. No 
esta lejano el dia en que puedan actuar libremente y jun
tos podamos, mano a mano, construir el mundo que es- 
tamo's luchandp por construir. Nuestro unico mensaje pa
ra’ ellos es que no desesperen y que mantengan alta la 
|ucha, porque los tenemos como inspiracidn y esperanza.

—iQue piensa usted de la agresi6n a Vietnam?
—Pienso que es la agresion mas repugnante en el 

mundo actual. Pienso que es odio y cobardia de parte de

■

los Estados Unidos. Pienso que es la guerra m£s %ucia 4 
qUe haya sido hecha nunca, y por eso pienso que ante la . 
voluntad del pueblo vietnamita los Estados Unidos perde- •' 
ran esa guerra. v

—^Que le hizo veriir a Cuba?
—Cuando la Revolucion Cubana empezo, yo era un > 

muchacho y estaba muy interesado en ella; mi interes fue - 
creciendo por el hecho de que cuando el primer ministro , 
de Cuba, Fidel Castro, fue a los Estados Unidos, vivi6 en 
Harlem, con los negros; el vino al hotel Teresa, y eso sig
nified que nuestra relacion con Ceiba se convirtio en algo • 
verdadero, en el sentido de que su primer ministro, en 1 
forma distinta a todos los primeros ministros que habian 
venido al pais, fue a vivir en el ghetto, con nosotros, mien- 
tras estuvo eh los Estados Unidos. Nosotros pehsamos 
siempre que debiamos pagar a Cuba esa yisita de Fidel 
Castro.

En segundo lugar, nosotros hemos sabido siempre 
que la Revolucion Cubana es una buena revolucion. Mien- 
tras mucha gente en los Estados Unidos ponia en tela de 
juicio a la Revolucipn Cubana, nosotros nunca lo hicimos; 
nosotros sabiamos que estaba bien. Nosotros yinimos a 
Cuba simplemente a aprender, y en los pocos dias que 
hemos estado aqui lo que hemos aprendido de la Revo
lution Cubana no podriamos haberlo aprendido nunca en 
los libros, |as peliculas o cualquier otro medio. He podido 
estar aqui, vivir entre gente libre y 'comprender y ver 
como estan resolviendo sus problemas. Eso es lo que vini- 
mos a hacer.- vinimos a aprender y hemos aprendido 
bastante.

—j,Que piensa del primer ministro de Cuba, Fidel 
Castro?

—Es el hombre mas grande que he conocido.
—^Que piensa del Che Guevara y de lo que ha di- 

cho sobre la revoluci6n en America Latina y en todo el 
mundo?

—Estamos de acuerdo en un 150% con el Che, 61 se 
esta conyirtiendo en uno de los hombres mas arnpliamen- 
te leidos en los Estados Unidos negros, hoy en dia. Los 
negros estan leyendo al Che dondequiera que usted va- 
ya; y no solo.eso: se lee al Che en todo el'mundo. Una 
de las razones, pienso yo,.es que el Che es un hombre 
que no ha hablado de la revolucion, sino que la ha hecho. 
Es un hombre que aun despues de'haber ganadq una lu
cha revolutionaria por el poder, en este pais, dej6 a su 
esposa y fue a otros paises para ayudar a iniciar la lucha, 
con riesgo de su propia vida. No encontramos un hom
bre asi cada dia.

—La lucha que usted esta librando en los Estados Uni- 
dos da a cierta gente la impresion de que usted ha fir- 
mado su sentencia de muerte. &Que piensa usted al 
respectp?

—El hermano Malcolm solia decirnos que hay varias 
clases de muerte. Yo pienso que la gente deshumanizada 
que no devuelve el golpe es una gente muerta. Eso es 
lo que el occidente ha podido hacer con la mayoria de 
nosotros. Nos ha deshumanizado hasta el punto de que 
ni siquiera devolven'amos los golpes. Una vez que usted 
comienza a hacerlo, usted esta vivo, usted esta vivo y las 
balas no' lo mataran. Si usted no devuelve el golpe, usted 
esta muerto y todo el dinero del mundo no puede de
volved© la vida. Hoy nosotros estamos vivos, estamos vi
vos en todo el mundo,- todos los pueblos oprimidos est6n 
volviendo a la vida porque estan devolviendo los golpes, 
estan luchando por la humanidad. Cuando usted esta 
muerto, cuando usted no se rebela, usted no esta luchan
do para vivir: usted esta ya muerto. Pero nosotros esta
mps vivos, y amamos tanto la vida que. estamos dispues- 
tos a perderla. Estamos vivos. La muerte: no puede de- 
tenernos. "



TRANSLATION FROM SPANISH

From "Prensa Latina,” ("Latin Press"), a daily bulletin of the 
Latin American News Agency, No. 2707, August 18, 1967.

Item appearing on page 14
A Message of Carmichael to the Negroes of the U. S.: 

"Let Us Fight For Total Revolution."

Havana, Cuba, August 17 ("Prensa La.tina"). On August 18, second 
anniversary of the imperialist slaughter of the population in 
the Negro ghetto in the American city of Watts, Afro-American 
leader, Stokely Carmichael sent a message to the fraternal 
peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin America during a program put 
on the air weekly by OSPAAAL in English, French and Spanish over 
the facilities of Radio Havana, Cuba.

Carmichael's message reads: "Comrades of the Third 
World of Asia, Africa and Latin America: I want you to know 
that the Afro-Americans in the United States are struggling 
for their liberation and that this struggle is hot a struggle 
of a reformist movement which seeks to be a part of the United 
States. It is a struggle in a total revolution by which we. 
propose to change the imperialist, capitalist and racist structure 
of the United States which oppresses you from without and us 
from within.

"We want you to know," said Carmichael, "that the 
news which the imperialist press disseminates to you to the effect 
that the racial disturbances are racial riots in the United States 
is false. They are rebellious insurrections by a people that 
has been oppressed by a system with which it tried to peacefully 
coexist for 400 years without any success whatsoever. We have 
no alternative but to take up arms and struggle for our total 
liberation and a total revolution in the United States.



"We want you to know that our struggle is not a 
struggle for peace, law and order. Our struggle is a struggle 
for justice, equality and the redistribution of wealth in the 
United States<

"We want you to know that our struggle is not a 
struggle to be a part of the United States which exploits 
Latin America, which exploits ’Asia, which exploits the 
Caribbean area, which exploits Africa. Our struggle is a 
struggle to put an end to this exploitation because we are 
a part of the peoples of the Third World. We are Africans. 
That is where we were taken away from. We were kidnapped, 
stolen from Africa and for this reason we cannot be a part of 
the United States which rapes the African continent. We cannot 
accept money from a country that pillages Africa, that steals 
from those of our own flesh, our own blood. If they think that 
their own flesh and blood are important, we feel the same way 
about our own flesh and blood whether in Africa or anywhere 
our African brothers are exploited) in South America, in the 
Caribbean, in Latin America and in Asia where the Struggling 
nations are waging the very same battle we are waging because 
it is a battle against the same enemy.

"We want you to know, brothers, that in the future 
we will not fight in any racist and imperialist wars of the 
United States. We are shaping a revolutionary awareness in our 
people, especially in the youth. We will not fight in the 
uniform of the armed forces of the United States. We are 
already refusing to fight in Vietnam and we are refusing to 
fight in Vietnam because we are creating a Negro resistance 
movement by whlwW our people begin to understand that the 
people of Vietnam are not our enemies, but rather, the opposite 
is true. They are our friends. They are doing no harm to us; 
they are not inflicting any punishment on us; they are not 
disturbing us in any way, manner or form. There is no reason 
for us to fight the Vietnamese people and, for this reason, 
we are not going to fight in that dirty war.

"We are not going to fight in that dirty war. And we 
are not going to fight in their continuous aggressions against 
the Dominican Republic, Venezuela, Brazil, Africa, Malaya, Aden; 
we are not going to be the accomplices of this aggression. When
ever a riot breaks out in the main cities of the United States, 
we want you to know that it means that a new blow is being dealt 
the imperialists who oppress you. Every time we struggle in the 
cities, we strike a blow in the name of Nkrumah, who was 
overthrown by the CLA. Every time we strike a blow, we strike 
it in the name of Sukarno and the million people assassinated
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in Indonesia. Every time we stage a riot in a major city, we 
strike a blow at the Bay of Pigs invasion. Every time that we 
riot in a major city, we stride a blow against the imperialists 
who occupy Puerto Rico and turn it into a play thing for their 
pleasure. Every time we riot, we strike a blow in the name 
of the people of Malaya, of the people of Aden, of the people 
of Tanzania, of the people of Mozambique.

We want you to know that August 18, 1965, is a date 
which we all in the United States carry in our hearts. It is 
the date of the Watts riot. It was on that date that the Afro- 
Americans of the United States decided that it was no longer 
possible to try to coexist, but that the only solution was a 
Negro revolution. It was the date on which we decided that 
arms are the only reply. It was on that date that we decided 
that we had had enough sweet talk because while talking, our 
people continued to suffer. The time for talks is over, we 
cannot continue to withstand the sufferings of our people.

"We want you to know, brothers and sisters of the 
whole world, that our struggle is your struggle. From now on, 
the men whom the United States has trained in Vietnam, Negroes 
whom they have taught to kill another nonwhite people, are 
returning to their homes and have no intention of killing you. 

In our next battle, we will be struggling in Portuguese 
Guinea with such brothers and comrades of ours as Amilcar Cabral, 
against the Portuguese. In our next battle we will be struggling 
in Tanzania against the forces of oppression, In our next 
battle, we will be struggling in Zimbabwe (sic) against Great 
Britain and the United States. In our next battle, we will 
be struggling in the Congo. In our next battle, we will 
be struggling in Brazil against the structures which oppress 
the Brazilian people. In our next battle, we will be struggling 
in Colombia, New York, Detroit, Newark, Watts, Chicago, Cleveland, 
Washington, Baltimore...

That is*  where we shall be fighting. Our struggle will 
be the same. All our struggles need to be coordinated. Our 
peoples have been oppressed for centuries. The time has come 
for us to join forces and to place ourselves in the sun again, 
where we belong, so that we may again be a proud happy and free 
people. This is the task ahead of us. Brothers: we are ready 
to begin today to destroy, from within, the structures that have 
oppressed all of us and we hope that you begin from without, . 
to destroy them also.

Let us march forward. We will win.
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| MENSAJE DE CARMICHAEL A LOS NEGROS EN EE.UU.: LUCHEMOS FOR .
‘ . REVOLUC I.ON- TOTAL ( '

‘ ‘

LAH4BANA, Cuba. 1-7 d e agos.to. (-PR.ENSA LATINA). Con motive de cum— 
plirse el 18 de agosto el.segundo■.aniv.ersario de la -matanza imperialista... 
contra la poblacibn-de-l--ghetto negro de la ciudad. norteamericana de Watts, 
el lider afronorteamericano Stokely Carmichael envi6 a tray^s del progra- 
ina que semanalmente transmite' la.OSPAAAL, en inglfes, francos y espanol, - 
por las frecuencias de Radio Habana Cuba, un mensaje a los hermanos pue - 
bios' de Arica, Asia y America Latina. .

El mensaje de Carmichael dice textualmente: "Compaheros del Tercer 
Mundo, de -Asia, Africa y America Latina,: Quiero que sepan. que los afro - 
norteamericanos dentro de.los Estados Unidos estAn luchando por su libera 
ci6n, y que esa lucha no es una lucha de un movimiento reformista que.pre 
tenda ser parte de*los  Estados Unidos. Es una lucha de revolucibn total,- 
en la que nos proponemos cambiar la estructura imperialista, capitalista 
y racista delos’Estados Unidos que los oprime a ustedes afuera y a jioso— 
tros adentro. ■

"Queremos qUe sepan —dijo Carmichael— que las noticias disemina - 
das .entre ustedes'por la prensa imperialista en el sehtido.de que los.,.dis_ 
turbios en los Estados Unidos son disturbios raciales o motines raciales, 
son- falsas; son rebeliones, insurrecciones . de un. pueblo que ha sido ppri_ 
mido por un sistema, que.ha trata?do de coexistir pacificamente dentro de 
ese sistema durante 400 anos, sin lograr exito .alguno. No tenemos otra. al-' 
ternativa queempunar las armas y luchar por nuestra liberacibn total y una 
revolucibn total en los Estados Unidos. ' , •

"Queremos que sepan que nuestra lucha no es una lucha por la paz, por.: 
la ley o el orden. Nuestra lucha es la lucha por la justicia, igualdad y la 
redistribucibn de la riqueza dentro de los Estados Unidos.

"Queremos que sepan que nuestra lucha no es una -1-ucha por ser una par_ 
te de los Estados Unidos, que expiota a l‘a~America'Latina, que expiota'al - 
Asia, que expiota la zona del Caribe, que expiota al Africa. Nuestra lucha 
es una lucha por liquidar esa explotacibn, porque somps parte de los pue — 
bios del Tercer Mundo. Sbmos africanos, de alii fuimos sacados.Fuimos se — 
cuestrados y robados de Africa, y por tanto no podemos ser parte de los Es
tados Unidos, que viola al continente africano- No podemos aceptar dinero r 
de un pais que saquea a Africa, que roba a nuestra propia carne, a nuestra 
propia sangre, y si para ellos son importantes su propia carne y sangre, — 
tambibn-lo son para nosotros, ya sea-en Africa o donde quiera que exploten 
a nuestros hermanos africanos, o en America del Sur, o en el Caribe, o en - 
America Latina o en Asia, donde los pueblos, que luchan estAri librando la -- 
misma batalla que nosotros libramos, porque es contra el mismo enemigo.

"Queremos que sepan, hermanos, que en el future no vamos a pelear en 
ninguna de las guerras racistas e imperial!stas de los Estados Unidos. Esta 
mos conformando una’conciencia revolucionaria en nuestro pueblo, especial - 
mente entre los jbvenes. No lucharemos con eluniforme de las fuerzas arma
das' de los Estados Unidos. Ya nos estamos negando a luchar en Vietnam, y nos 
estamos'negando a luchar en Vietnam porque estamos creando un movimiento ne
gro. de resistencia, me'diante el cual nuestro pueblo comienza a comprender — 
que el pueblo de Vietnam no es nuestro enemigo; sino todo lo contrario, es - 
nuestro amigo; no nos hace dano, no nos castiga, no nos molesta en forma al- 
guna. No existe razbn alguna para luchar contra el pueblo vietnamita, y’ por- 
tanto, no vamos a pelear en esa guerra sucia.

"No vamos a pelear en esa guerra sucia. Y no vamos a pelar porque van 
A ebntinuar agrediendo a Santo Domingo, Venezuela-, Brasil, al Africa, Mala
ya, Aden, 'y no. vamos a ser complices de esa agresibn. Cada vez que se pro— 
duce una rebelibn en las principales ciudades de los Estados Unidos,. quere- 
mos que sepan que significa un nuevo golpe a los imperialistas que los ,opri_ 
men a ustedes. Cada vez que luchamos en las ciudades, -dames un golpe en nom 
bre de Nkrumah, derrocado por la CIA; cada vez que damos un golpe lo damos 
en nombre de Sukarno y el millbn de personas aseanadas en Indonesia; cada - 
vez que nos rebelamos en una gran ciudad, damos un golpe a la invasion en - 
Playa Girbn; cada vez que nos rebel<amos; en una gran ciudad, damos un golpe 
a los imperialistas que han ocupado y manejan a su antojo a Puerto 'Rico; ,ca 
da vez que nos rebelamos, damos un golpe en nombre del pueblo de Malaya,del 
pueblo de Aden, del pueblo de Tanzania, del pueblo de Mozambique. SI GUE. • ■ ■
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QueremosL .que sepan que' el 18 de .agosto de 1965’, es una fecha que 
todos -nosotros en los Estados Unidos: llevamos en nuestros corazones. Es

Pecha-de: ,1a . reb.eli.6n de Watts, ese fue el dia en que Ids afroame.rica 
nos en los Estados Unidos d'ecidierpn que ya no era- pdsible seguir tra - 

:tando?,de coexstir, .sino que la unica s.oluci6n es la revbluci6n riegra. - 
■ Fue la fecha en que'.decidimos que las armas son la tinica respuesta. Fue 
la fecha.; en que decidimos que estaba bueno ya'de palabras, porque mien- 
tras ■.se-hablaba, nuestra gente. c.ohtihuaija'sufriendo. La' 6poca d.e la pa- 
labreria? ha ■ terminado. No podemos?, seguir s o port and o? el sufrimiento de - 
nuestro pueblo; ■? ' ~ ' '

\ • ’'Queremps que sepan?? . hermanos y hermanas de todo el mundo, que- 
nuestra lucha es yuestra?;iucha. Desde hoy en adelante, los hombres que 
los-Estados' Unidos han entrenado en Vietnam, los negros a\qu-ienes? han- 
ensenado a niatar a otro 'pueblo no bianco, 6st.An regresando a sus hoga- 
/res y ya no los asesinarAri-a-, ustedes<-Cuando luchemps otra vez, estare 
mos luchando en ' la Guinea Portugue.sa con nuestros hermanos y compaHerps 
como Amilcar Cabral, contralos portugueses. Cuando luchemos, estaremos 
luchando en Tanzania contra las?, fuer.zas opresoras; cuando luchemos otra 
vez, estaremos luchando.; e,n; Zimbabwe contra Gran Bretana y los Estados - 
Unidos;. cuando luchemos otra vez,t estaremos. luchando en el Congo;’ Cuan
do luchemos, estaremos luchando en.Bras.il contra las estructuras que 
oprimen al pubblozbrasileno; cuando luchdmos,. estaremos luchando en Co
lombia,- -Nueya York,..-Detroit, Newark, 'Watts, Chicago, Cleveland, .Washing 
ton,. Baltimore. . .. . .

??. Alft'es dondej lucharemos.; Nues.tra lucha ser^ la misma. Nuestras lu
cha? deben coordinarse. Nuestros ?£ueblos han estado oprimidos durante si_ 
gibs. Eshora.de que .nos■ gun,temps y nos pong.amos al sol nuevamente, don- 
de pertenecemos,•para que podamos ser pueblos brgullosos, felices y_li - 
bres,-Esa esfla tarea que tenemos/por delante. Hermanos: estamos listos 
para comenzar hoy. a destruir de?de dentro, las estructuras que nos han 
pprimido a todos, y esperamosj.que ustedes c.omiencen, desde fuera, a des_ 
truirlas tambien. ■ ‘ ——r-r— —-—- ”

■ <;MarcKemos- .adelanie^-T"- '
■Veneer emos..; . '■ :

: -PREPARAN ASESINATO DE DEBRAY;
ROTH SERA TESTIGO EN EL JUICIO

ad os' al
FAZ, Bolivia. 17 de?agosto (PRENSA LATINA), en vispera deini- 

ciarse- eSgonsejo. de Guerra contra Regis Debray, elCmentos vin 

 

r&gimen bo ^iano.han reiniciadp una campana en favor de la ffplantacidn 
siuerte.

"persona's desconocidas"han come
tar de. Camiri, donde se ericuent

y a :su

’el presici
challa,-. expresd-la^ Sibilidad?de que el ’fot6gra^|fenqlfes George A. -

• de la pena d’g

torno al Casino
Al. mismo empo

guerrillas,. Los'efec'tj
el argentine Ciro I H^rto Bustos y 4 ciudadanos b 
haber colaboradd con 1 
dian a los' detenidds, ?n reforzados hoy,

habia adopts^

o a moverse en 
detenidos Debray, 

vianos, acusadosde 
s militares que custo-

presivamente. Un alto ofi 
esa medida para evitar que 

Comparer os.
gobierno agredieron al abogado 

fensor de Debray, e intentaron - 
:ro de Camiri para asesinar al

es mantienen a Debray ba jo una 
salir de su celda durante' - 

ilancia.* ....... .
or el diario cat61ico

: , cial del ejbrcit.o di jo que 
alguien-intente lunchar a D*e

; Hac-e varias semanas,
Walter Flores Torrico, quien fuef 
penetrar en el campamento antigugji

. intelec tual. galo. Las ’ autorid.adgBS-mill  ̂
. abspl.uta .ihc.'omunicac.i 6n y spj' ’ 
unaihpra al dia, - en medio una estrecha'

For otra parte, « PTnformaci6n publica
te del Consejo de Guer: <coronel Efrain Gua"Presencia"

Roth, quien se eng^sntra en.libertad provisional 
tigp en el proc %> militar contra el periodista galo

citado como tes

chazo

sDENIEG^ PROPUESTA DE '
KENN REFERENTE' A LA .ALPRO

HINGTON.D. C. . . E. U. '^li' de -agosto .(PRENSA .LATINA). ' El%^nadd re- 
^oy una enmienda del- senador Robert _F.; Kennedy, que aumentaba los

\ f. ond os •de. la.lAlianza. para? el ..Progreso a-650 millones dedolares.
.. La partida propuesta- por l.a.Comisi6n .de Relaciones Exteriores, es

?/' ?■’ ' J'?. " -r; ' SIGUE-...
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TRANSLATION FROM SPANISH

From “Prensa Latina” (Latin Press), a daily bulletin of the 
Latin American News Agency, issue No. 2696, August 5, 1967»

Item appearing on page 5.

Exclusive: The War of Guerrillas 
Has Begun in the U.S. 

Our Struggle Will Be Long, Hard 
and Fierce.

Cuba Inspires the Negroes of the U.S.A.

Havana, Cuba - August 5 (Prensa Latina). - Stokely Carmichael, 
the American Negro leader who is attending, as an honorary dele
gate, the Havana Conference of the Latin American Organization 
for Solidarity (OLAS), was interviewed by Radio Havana, Cuba. 
Because of the importance of the concepts dealt with by the 
Afro-American “Black Power” leader, we give the full text 
of the interview, as follows:

QUESTION: In the last few days, the world has 
witnessed with extreme anxiety the grave racial 
disturbances which have occurred in several cities 
of the United States, especially Detroit, where 
violence reached an unprecedented degree of magni
tude. According to an Associated Press dispatch, 
the Mayor of Detroit, Jerome Cavanagh, said that 
the Congress of the United States is partly respon
sible for these outbreaks of violence because a 
number of laws on educational improvement and the 
“war on poverty” program are still “bottled up” in 
the Capitol in Washington. The Mayor warned that 
if these problems are not solved with adequate 
speed, violence will once again break out in Detroit, 
or any other part of the United States, or through
put the territory of the Union, all at once and with 
unforeseeable consequences. Would you care to give 
us your opinion on this?

Carmichael: Well, I believe that the Mayor is an idiot if he 
believes that the problem of the Negro population of the United 
States can be solved within a capitalist society. The only

so -



solution is the destruction of the capitalist system, the 
destruction of American imperialism which entails racial dis
crimination and exploitation everywhere. Once this structure 
is destroyed, and only after it is done, can we speak in a 
realistic fashion about a solution of the problems of the 
Negro population in the United States. Until then, all that 
is said is like placing a bandage on a cancer. It will not 
solve the problem.

QUESTION: In these recent - as a matter of fact, 
we can call them current - disturbances in the 
United States, it is clearly visible that the 
Negroes have progressed to a superior form of 
struggle against the debasing methods of the police 
and of the reactionary and racist elements of the 
country. Could you explain what is the reason for 
this change?

Carmichael: It is clear that what we have decided to do, as 
the only means to oppose oppression, is to take up arms.

We have to unite with all those who, the world over, 
are in favor of an armed struggle as the only road to a solution 
of our problems.

For 400 years, we have tried to live in the United 
States under a form of peaceful coexistence and the result is 
that we have had to live under the most Fascist regime in the 
world.

Our only possible way out is either the destruction 
of this regime or our own destruction in trying to do it. 
Under all circumstances, we are going to fight with weapons 
in our hands to accomplish our liberation.

QUESTION: A phrase has been used quite frequently 
in the dispatches of the international news agencies 
lately. This phrase is used in conjunction with your 
movement and your liberation struggle. This phrase 
is "Black Power." Could you explain what Black 
Power is and what the meaning of Black Power is?

Carmichael: Black Power is unity of all the Negro population 
of the United States as a single people struggling for its 
liberation. It means that we, American Negroes, must begin to 
look upon the various liberation movements as our own cause. 
It means that we must join hands with all our comrades through
out the world to wage our fight against imperialism and destroy 
it once and for all, in order to build, all of us together, a 
new society, based on human principles and not exploitation.
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QUESTION: In a recent press conference, you referred 
to the urban guerrilla organization as a new method 
of struggle of the American Negro population. Would 
you care to explain this idea?

Carmichael: We said that we were forced to use guerrilla war
fare in the cities in order to accomplish our liberation. We 
have no other alternative.

QUESTION: There was, however, a very interesting 
question which you were asked at that press confer
ence. This question deals with the military aspect 
of the matter. Specifically, you were asked to 
explain how it is possible that guerrilla warfare 
in the cities, which is extremely difficult in 
other countries, is considered by you as a method of 
warfare whose application is advantageous in the 
United States?

Carmichael: It is positive that we have no advantages over 
other peoples outside the United States. The method employed 
by the United States to fight guerrilla movements in other 
countries is the use of mighty weapons and a tremendous organi
zation. However, this can be done only when all the people 
can be armed and fight with all the necessary means. Inside 
its own territory, the United States cannot employ its most 
powerful weapons against us. It cannot use hydrogen bombs, 
or just bombs, or napalm bombs against us because we live 
in its own entrails. If it were to use, for example, chemical 
weapons against a portion of its own people, namely, against 
us, the other portion would also be burned in the flames. 
In this fashion, the United States, having to face our guerrilla 
warfare, has to carry on a hand-to-hand fight. It will no 
longer be the might of weapons against the will of a few men. 
It will be the will power of a few men against other men. 
And we have the will power to fight because we fight for our 
liberation and they fight to oppress us. And those who fight 
for their liberation never give up. They cannot be conquered.

QUESTION: Do you listen to Radio Havana, Cuba, 
broadcasts in your country?

Carmichael: Yes, of course. Radio Havana is listened to 
throughout the country, in Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, 
Texas, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia. And if you 
have a good short-wave receiver, you can hear it in Washington, D»Ci

QUESTION: Do you feel that Radio Havana, Cuba, has 
been able to help, to some extent, the struggle of 
American Negroes with its broadcasts?

- 3



Carmichael: Certainly. It has been a source of inspiration 
for all of us, because when we see that mighty imperialism 
hesitates before a risk and that Cuba, by contrast, not only 
dares to risk, but holds on to its position, we cannot help 
but feel inspired. And all of this is reflected in Radio 
Havana’s broadcasts.

QUESTION: Can you tell us about your impressions at 
Gran Tierra, that is, the second major event you 
attended after your arrival in Cuba?

Carmichael: One of the things that impressed us the most is 
the fact that the Prime Minister takes time to go to a small 
village to meet the citizens and to confer with them, and that 
he speaks with them about things that his government is trying 
to do.

The fact that the Government of Cuba shows so much 
concern for the people is, by itself, a revolutionary fact 
and deserves all our admiration,

QUESTION: And what was your most outstanding impres
sion at the celebration of the 14th anniversary of 
July 26 at Santiago, Cuba?

Carmichaels The fact that Fidel Castro is concerned about the 
education of the masses. In the second place, Fidel’s concep
tion that a revolution is more than a seizure of power, but 
an effort to reinstill in the people an awareness of the con
cepts which have been destroyed by Western societies. His 
efforts to destroy the concept of material interests which 
Western societies have imposed on the peoples represent an 
indication that he sees his revolution as a true revolution and 
this is, without a doubt, one of the best things that we can 
learn from the Cuban Revolution.

QUESTION: Can you tell us, Mr. Carmichael, why you 
came to Cuba and what was your opinion about the 
Cuban Revolution before and after your first experi
ences in our country?

Carmichael: The impression that we have always had in the 
United States about the Cuban Revolution is that it is good. 
The fact that the United States is against Cuba has been 
sufficient to convince us that Cuba is doing something good. 
Therefore, we did not come to Cuba to find out whether the 
Revolution is good; we came to find out things; to learn from 
the Cuban Revolution the things that can be useful to our people 
within the United States.

Since our arrival here, we have learned a tremendous 
amount of things that we could not possibly learn from books 
or movies, but only by coming here and touching them with our 
own hands•
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QUESTION: Could you tell us, in line with your 
observations here, how you see the way of life of 
our Negro citizens in Cuba?

Carmichael: Indubitably, the Revolution has greatly helped 
the Afro-Cubans and the way in which they are developing them
selves clearly indicates that there is no racism. The Afro- 
Cubans with whom we spoke are all for the Revolution. They 
all respect and admire the Cuban Revolution and all experience 
a great love for Fidel Castro.

QUESTION: When did you read for the first time any 
of the writings by Commander Guevara and what im
pression did you receive?

Carmichael: Well, I believe that we did not start to read 
Che’s works until 1965. We heard about them as early as 
1959 when the Revolution triumphed and, since that time, we 
have been following with interest everything that had to do 
with him; where he was, what he was doing, and what he was 
saying.

We could get a certain amount of information from 
some newspapers in the United States and some Cuban newspapers 
which were available in translation. However, we did not 
start to read his works until about 1965. It is very difficult 
to state the precise date because the entire Negro community 
of the United States reads Che and it seems to us that he has 
always been with us.

QUESTION: Do you wish to send a special message 
to your people in the United States, in your own 
name?

Carmichael: Our brothers and sisters know that the work that 
we have to do is going to be long and hard, as Che put it. 
They know that our struggle is going to be more than a street 
fight; that it is going to be a long and hard struggle. We 
are preparing ourselves right now for this test of endurance. 
At first, many of us will die, but we must not despair; we 
must continue to struggle, no matter how high a price we have 
to pay. Those of us who travel abroad are making efforts to 
strengthen our bonds with our comrades outside the United 
States. Our struggle will have world dimensions. We are 
within the United States. Our struggle is going to be the 
hardest and the fiercest, but we must prepare ourselves to 
wage it. Let us go and attend to our business, dear friends.”
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ESTA GUERRA ES UNA VERGUENZA '

Les nombres mAs populares y mAs represents- 
tivos del mundo del espectAculo y de la cultura 
norteamericanas y britAnicos, ya se declaration en 
contra de la "sucia guerra" norteamericana en 
Vietnam. Esta toma de posiciAn se pone en eviderr 
cia, en las declaraciones que aparecieron en el 
"Times", como anuncios pagados, el 30 de marzo 
y el 2 de junio pasados, y por la lists de los 
firmantes.

La .declaraciAn de marzo, firmada por 334 
ciudadanos britAnicos, se declaraba en favor 
de una soluciAn pacifies, a partir de la liquX 
dacidn de los bombardeos. Entre los firmantes 
habia cine - Premios NAbel, ochenta y siete par” 
lamentarios, tres obisposy otras personalidades 
de la Iglesias anglicana, metodista y judfa.La 
declaraciAn de junio (dirigida a los intelectua 
les britAnicos), inspirada en un neto rechazo 
de las justificaciones''patridticas"de la inter- . 
vehciAn, estaba firmada por setenta artistes e 

--ihtelectuales norteamerxeanos. ■ : ~
El texto es el siguiente:
"Nosotrosi ciudadanos de los Estados Uni

dos, profundamente preocupadds por la guerra en 
Viet Nam, deseamos expresar por escr-ito que no 
aceptamos el punto de vista oficial de nuestro 
gobierho y del vuetro, segdn el cual Hanoi cierra ■ 
toda posibilidad de acuerdo. Por el contrario, 
existen pruebas considerables que fueron presen- 
tadas a nuestro gobierno, y que nunca obtuvieron 
respuesta, del hecho de que el escalonamiento de 
la guerra por parte de los Estados Unidos destruyA 
reiteradamente toda posibilidad de negociaciAn.

"Nosotros les aseguramos que cualquier expre- 
siAn de horror por esta guerra vergonzosa -una gue? 
rra.que estA destruyendo exactamente todos los va- 
lores que peretende defender- no deberfa ser consX 
derada anti-norteamericana, sino mAs bien un apoyo 
para.la AmArica que queremos y de- la cual estamos 
orgullosos".

He aquf algunos de los mAs renombrados artis- 
tas. ndrteamericanos e. ingleses, firmantes de las 
declaraciones: ■ .

Marlon Brando, Peter 011 toole. Deborah Kerr. _ 
James Badwrinj.' Hairy .Belafonte, Alexander Calder, 
Arthur Miller y Robert Lowell. (P.L.)
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EXCLUSIVE

LA GUERRA DE GUERRILLAS HA EMPEZADO EN EE; UU.
NUESTRA LUCHA SERA LARGA, DURA Y FEROZ

— CUBA INSPIRA A LOS NEGROS DE USA...

LA HABANA, Cuba, 4 de agosto (PRENSA LATINA).- Stokely Carmichael, dirigen- 
ie negro norteamericano, que asiste como Delegado de Honor a la Conferencia 
de la Qrganizadibn Latinbamericana de Solidaridad (OLAS) que se efbctiia en-. 
esta capital, fue entrevistado por la emisora, radio Habana Cuba. P6r la im- 
portancia de los conceptos vertidos por el lider afroamericano del "poder - 
negro"; reproducimos a continuacibh-el'. texto de la'entrevist.a: y .

‘ 0 PREGUNTA: En^estos>dias", el mundo se ha visto estremecido - 
flB \ por los graves disturbios raciales que- han tenido lugar en nu- 

merosas ciudades de Estados Unidos, especialmente en Detroit,- 
donde la violencia ha alcanzado una magnitud sin precedentes.- 
De acuerdo con un despacho de la AP. , el alcalde de Detroit, Je, 
rbme Cavanagh, ,?di jo que. el Congreso de Estados Unidos tiene, - 

; ■ eh parte, la culpa''de que se hayan produpido estos estallidos -
' 1 de violencia,->debido a que algunas leyes sobre mejoras educacio 

. nales y sobre el. programs de "lucha contra la pobresa"- se en— 
cuentran engayetadas' en .el. Capitolio de Washington. Advirtib - 
el alcalde que: si/estos problemas no eran resueltos con la de-

. bidarapidezyla violencia volveria a estallar en Detroit, o - 
en cualquier parte de Estados Unidos, o en todo el. territorio- 
de la Unibn,' a la vez, y con imprevisibles consecuencias. iQui, 
siera usted expresar su opinibn sobre bsto?.

Carmichaal: bueno, yo creo que el alcalde es un idiota si cree que el r 
problema de la poblacibn negra de Estados Unidos, puede resolverse dentro - 
de una sociedad capitalista. La tlnica soluci&n es la destruccibn del sistema 

Jcapitalista,:la,dest'rucci6n del imperialismo norteamericano, que coni leva - 
: la discriminacdbri "racial y"la explbtacibn en-todas partes. Una vez destrui- 
da esa estructura y solamente entonces, podremos hablar de una manera rea—' 
lista sobre.la solucibn de los problemas de la poblacibn negra de Estados - 
Unidos. Hasta entonces,'-todo lo que se.diga .es como poner un vendaje a un - 
c&ncer. No se resolverA el problema.

PREGUNTA: En estos recientes y, podemos decir actuales dis, 
... nturbios, en 10A Estados Unidos, se puede<ver iclaramente que -- 

. los negros han pasado a una forma superior de lucha contra los 
atropellos de la policia y de los elementos reaccionarios y — 

: racistas del pais. zPodriaexplicar a que se debe ese cambio?.-

Carmichael: Esta claro que lo que nosotros hemps decidido hace’r, como - 
tinico medio de enfrentarnos a la opresibn, es tomar las armas.

Nosotros tenemps que unirnos,,a aquellos que en el mundo estAn en favor 
de la lucha armada, como la Anica via de.solucibn para nuestrps. problemas.

Durante 400 anos hemos tratado de vivir dentro de Estados unidos, bajo- 
la forma de una cpexistencia.pacificay. el resultado ha sido que hemos-----
tenido que vivir ba jo el rbgimen mAs faci.sta del mundo.

Nuestra Ani.ca salida posible es la de destruir ese rbgimen, o ser des— 
truidos en la demanda. De todas. maneras, vamos a combatir con las armas pa
ra aleanzar- nuestra liberacibn.

A
...W^ .. PREGUNTA: Hay una frase .que se ha venido usando con gran fre 

cuencia eh los;despachos de las agendas internacibriales de noticias, en to 
do cuanto Se refiere a ustedes y a su lucha de liberacibn. Esa.frase es: el 
"poder negro". iPodria usted explicar en qub consiste el Poder Negro y. cual 
es la significacibn de ese movimiento?.

Carmichael: El Poder Negro- es la uni6n de toda la poblacibn negra de Es. 
tad:os Unidos, como un solo pueblo, para luchar por su liberacibn. Significa 
que los negros norteamericanos debemos comenzar a considerar los movimien— 
tbs de liberad’bn, comb prbpi'a causa. Que debemos unir nuestras manos con - 
las de nuest'rbs camaradas- de todo el mundo, para combatir; contra el imperia 
lismo y des.truirlo de una vez, para construir juntos un'a.-nueva sociedad, — 
basada en" principles humanos y no; en la explotacibn.

. SIGUE...
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PREGUNTA: En una reciente conferencia de prensa usted se - 
refirib a la organizacibn de guerrillas urbanas como un.nuevo 
mbtodo de lucha por parte de la poblacibn negra norteamericana - 
iquisiera usted explicar esa idea?,.

Carmichael: Hablamos dicho que nosotros nos hemos visto forzados a em— 
plear la guerra de guerrillas en la ciudad para conseguir nuestra libera---- -
ci6n. No tenemos otra alternativa.

PREGUNTA: Pero es que hubo una pregunta muy interesante, - 
que le fue formulada a usted en esa conferencia, y que tiene - 
que ver con el aspecto propiamente militar de, la cuestibn. Es- 
decir, se le pidib que explicara icbmo es que la accibn de gu£ 
rrillas en la ciudad, que resulta muy dificil en otros paises, 
es considerada por ustedes como de provechosa aplicacibn en— 
Estados unidos?.

Carmichal: Es cierto que nosotros no tenemos mAs ventajas que otros pue_ 
bios fuera de Estados Unidos. La forma en que Estados Unidos combaten contra 
el movimiento guerrillero es mediante el uso de las. armas mAs poderosas y - 
una enorme organizacibn,pero solo podrAn hacerlo hasta el momento en que—s 
todo el pueblo puede armarse y combatir con todos los medios necesarios. — 
Dentro de su propio territorio Estados Unidos no, podrA emplear sus armas — 
mAs poderosas contra nosotros. No puede us.ar la bomba de hidrbgeno, la bom
ba o las bombas de napalm contra nosotros, porque vivimos dentro de sus pro 
pias entranas.

Si alguna vez, por ejemplo, usa armas quimicas contra una parte de su - 
propio pueblo, que somos nosotros, la otra parte tambibn resultaria envuel- 
ta en llamas. De modo que, cuando Estados Unidos se enfrenten a nuestra gue 
rra de guerrillas, tendrA que ser en combate cuerpo a cuerpo. No serA el pd 
der de las armas contra la voluntad de unos hombres. Sino la voluntad de. — 
unos hombres contra otros hombres. Y nosotros tenemos la voluntad de comba
tir, porque nosotros combatimos por nuestra liberaci6n y ellos combaten para 
oprimirnos. Y Ids que combaten por su liberacibn no se rinden jambs.’ No pue 
den ser conquistados.

PREGUNTA: ^Escuchan ustedes las trasmisiones de Radio Haba 
na Cuba en su pais?.

Carmichael: Si, c6mo no. La Radio Habana Cuba es escuchada en todo el - 
pais, en Alabama, en Mississippi, en Louisiana, Texas, Carolina del Norte,- 
Carolina del Sur y en Virginia. Y, si se dispone de un buen equipo recep— 
tor de onda corta, se puede escuchar en Washington.
• PREGUNTA: oCree usted que Radio Habana Cuba ha podido ayu-

dar en algo a la lucha de los negros nprteamericanos, coh — 
transmisiones?.

Carmichael: Ciertamente que si. Ha sido una fuente de inspiraqibn para-, 
todos nosotros, porque, cuando vemos que el podeoso imperialism© vacila an
te el riesgo, y en cambio Cuba no solo se arriesga, sino que mantiene su— 
posicibn, no podemos por menos que sentirnos inspirados*  Y todo.bstp se re- 
fleja en las transmisiones de Radio Habana Cuba.

PREGUNTA: iPuede hablarnos de sus impresiones en Gran Tie
rra, es decir, el segundo evento a que usted asistib despubs- 
de su llegada a Cuba:?.

Carmichael: Una de las cosas que mAs nos impresionb fue como el Primer- 
Ministro dedica su tiempo a ir a un pequeno pueblo, para encontrarse con — 
los ciudadanos y conversar con ellos y hablarles de las cosas que su go-----
biernO esta tratando de hacer.

El hecho de que el gobierno de Cuba demuestre tanta preocupacibn por el 
pueblo en si mismo, es revolucionario,. y bsto tiene toda nuestra admira-------
ci bn.

^REGUNTA: Y <,cuAl fue su impresibn principal durante la - 
celebracibn del dAcimo-cuarto aniversario del 26 de julio, en 
Santiago de Cuba?.

SI GUE.



, Carmichael: el hecho de que Fidel Castro se preocupa por la educacibn-; 
de las masas. Esto, mAs que ninguna otra cosa, nos ha impresionado. Lo- se-? 
gundo, es la concepcibn de Fidel, en el sentido de que la revolucibn no es 
solamente para la toma del poder, sino para reinculcar en la conciencia — 
del pueblo los conceptos que.han sido destruidos por la sociedad occiden— 
tai; sus esfuerzos por destruir el concept© del interns material que la so 
ciedad occidental ha-impuesto a los pueblos. Eso es lo que 61 v6 como una- 
verdadera revolucibn y 6sto es, sin duda, una de las mejores cosas que no
sotros podembs aprender de la -revolucibn Cubana.

P PREGUNTA: Puede Usted decirnos, senor Carmichael, porque — 
vino a Cuba, y cual era su opinibn sobre la Revolucibn Cubana - 
antes y despubs de sus primeras experiencias en nuestro pais?.

Carmichael: Laimpresibn que siempre hemos tenido nosotros en Estados- 
Unidos sobre la Revolucibn Cubana es que esta es buena. El hecho de que — 
Estados Unidos est6n contra Cuba ha sido bastante para convencernos de que 
Cuba estA haciendo algo bueno. Por tanto, nosotros no vinimos a Cuba para- 
saber si la revolucibn es buena, vinimos para saber cosas, para aprender - 
de la Revolucibn Cubana cosas que puteden ser Utiles a nuestra gente dentro 
de Estados Unidgs.

Desde que llegamos aqui, hemos aprendido una cantidad' enorme.de cosas- 
que no podriamos haber aprendido en libros ni en peliculas, sino Unicamen- 
te viniendo a palparias nosotros mismos.

• PREGUNTA: ^Podria usted decirnos, de acuerdo con lo que ha- 

podido observar aqui, como v6 el m£do de vida de los ciudadanos negros en- 
Cuba?.

Carmichael: Indudablemente la revolucibn ha ayudado grandemente a los-*  
afro-cubanos y, la forma en que se desenvuelven,’ demuestra claramente que- 
no hay..racismo. Los afro-cubanos con quienes hemos hablado estAn todos con 
la revolucibn, todos respetan y admiran a la- Revolucrbn Cubana y todos ~- 
sienten un gran amor por Fidel Castro.

PREGUNTA: iQuAndo leyb usted, por primera vez, algUn mate— 
rial escrito por el Comandante Guevara y que impresibn le produjo?.

Carmichael: Bueno, yo creo que nosotros no empezamos a l^r al "Che" - 
sino hasta 1965. Habiamos oido hablar de 61 desde 1959, cuando triunf6!la- 
revolucibn y, desde entonces, seguimos coninter6s todo lb que se referia a 
61, donde se encontraba, que estaba haciendo y que decia.

Podiamos leer alguna informacibn en ciertos periodicos de Estados Uni
dos y algunos peribdicos cubanos que eran traducidos. Pero, nosotros no em
pezamos a leer sus obras sino mAs o menos hasta 1965. Es dificil precisair 
la fecha, porque hoy toda la comunidad negra de Estados Unidos lee al "Che" 
y nos parece ahora que siempre ha estado con nosotros. - "

PREGUNTA: Desea usted enviar algUn mensaje especial a su - 
pueblo en Estados Unidos, en su nombre?. -

Carmichael: Nuestros hermanos y hermanas saben que el trabajo que tene
mos que hacer va a ser largo y va.a ser duro, como ha dicho el "Che". Que - 
nuestra lucha no va a ser simplemente una lucha en las calles, que va a ser 
una lucha larga y dura. Nosotros nos estamos preparando ahora para esa re— 
sistencia. Al principle, muchos de nosotros moriremos, pero no debemos deses 
perarnos, debemos contindar luchando, no importa el precio que tengamos que 
pagar. Aquellos de nosotros que nos encontramos fuera, estamos fortalecien- 
do los lazos con nuestros camaradas fuera de Estados Unidos. Nuestra lucha 
tendrA dimensiones mundiales. Nosotros estamos dentro de Estados Unidos. — 
Nuestra lucha va a ser la mAs dura y feroz, pero debemos prepararnos para - 
esa lucha. Vamos a ocuparnos de nuestro negocio, queridos".



TRANSLATION FROM SPANISH

From "Prensa Latina" (Latin Press), a daily bulletin of the 
Latin American News Agency, No. 2694, August 3, 1967.

Item appearing on Page 2.

Press Conference with Carmichael

Havana, Cuba, August 2 (Prensa Latina) - "We have no alter
native but to take up arms to struggle for our liberation," 
American Negro leader Stokely Carmichael said heretoday. He 
is attending, as an observer, the First Conference of the 
Latin American Organization for Solidarity.

Carmichael made his statement at a press conference 
held on the 25th floor of the Hotel Havana Libre. The conference 
was also attended by Negro leaders George Ware and Julius Lester. 
In reply to questions by Cuban and foreign newsmen, Carmichael 
said that the Vietnamese are "brothers in the struggle against 
imperialism." He went on to say: "In reply to the question 
as to whether we shall take part in the war in Vietnam, the 
answer is: no, we will not go."

He also said: "As for our brothers who are fighting 
in Vietnam, the best thing about this is that they are getting 
training to fight in the streets of the United States later on."

Asked about what Negro millionaires in the United 
States may be thinking of them, he replied: "They are million
aires, what may they be thinking of?" According to the New 
York Times, there are 67 such millionaires.

He added: "We are fighting against them also. They 
have to be destroyed."

On the subject of Kennedy's suggestion for the establish 
ment of controls over the arms the population at large may be 
allowed to have, Carmichael replied: "We shall always be able 
to get our weapons."



In reply to a question by the correspondent of Italy’s 
"Unita," Carmichael stated that they had to accept the idea of 
a peaceful struggle propounded by Dr. Martin Luther King when the 
organization was established. "However," he said, "we did not 
believe in nonviolence. So, we started to organize our people 
according to the concept that an armed struggle was inevitable."

As for "Negro Power" and what it means, he explained: 
"It stands for unity of the Negro population with the oppressed 
population which struggles to destroy the capitalist structure 
which exploits us from within and you, Latin Americans, from 
without."

In reply to a question; as to the influence on the 
Negro movement of the thinkings of Lincoln and Malcolm X, he 
stated: "I wish to say that Lincoln was a white racist to the 
fullest extent of the words. There is no indication that he 
did or said anything to bring about the true liberation of 
the Negro population. He is said to have complained on one 
occasion that, in order to win the war, he had had to set the 
slaves free."

As for Malcolm X, Carmichael added: "He is our 
spiritual guide. He was a great leader of Negroes in the 
United States."

Answering a question by the correspondent of Le Monde, 
he said that "Negro Power" is meant for the Negroes and that 
when the whites begin to fight, "We will fight together. 
This is their problem and they have to solve it" (sic).

While the press conference was in progress, Carmichael 
offered a short explanation of the revolt of the Negro population 
in the United States and went on to say: "Thus, you have it 
directly and not through UPI or AP. The battle is against 
imperialism, oppression and racism. It is a struggle against 
fascism."

2
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RUEDA DE PRENSA :
CON CARMICHAEL

LA HABANA, Cuba, 2 de agosto (PRENSA LATINA) Nosotros no 
tenemos otra alternativa que tomar las annas para luchar por 
nuestra liberacidn "dijo hoy aquf el dirigente negro norteameri 
cano Stockely Carmichael, quien asiste como delegado observador 
a la Primera Conferencia de la Organizacidn Latinoamericana de 
Solidaridad.

Carmichael hizo la declaracidn en conferencia de prensa, ce. 
lebrada en el piso 25 del hotel Habana Libre, en la que parti- 
ciparon los tambidn dirigentes negros George Ware y Julius Les
ter. Respondiendo preguntas de periodistas cubanos y extranje - 
ros, Carmichael dijo que los Vietnamitas eran hermanos en la In 
cha contra el imperialismo. Despuds agrego: para responder a la 
pregunta de si participaremos en la guerra en Vietnam, la res - 
puesta es: no; no iremos.

Tambidn dijo: "en cuanto a los hermanos que luchan en Viet
nam lo. mejor que tiene eso, es que ellos estdn recibiendo en - 
trenamiento para combatir despuds en las calles de Estados Uni
dos.

Sobre lo que piensan los millenaries negros de Estados Uni
dos, respondid: "son millonarios ique van a pensar?. Segfin dl, 
en New York Times son 67 los millonarios.

Contra ellos tambidn luchamos, hay que destruirlos.
En relacidn con el pedido de Kennedy para controlar el ar “ 

mamento que debe tener la poblacidn, Carmichael respondio: siem 
pre podremos obtener armas.

Al dar respuesta a una pregunta del corresponsal del Unitd 
de Italia, afirmd que ellos tuvieron que aceptar las tesis de 
lucha pacffica, mantenidas por el doctor Martin Luther King al 
ser creada la organization.,_"pero. no, crefamos en la no violen-_
cia, de.«nianera quer comenzamosra^.organizar nuestra gehte en ba
se del concepto de que habfa que luchar con las armas".

En cuanto a qud es el poder negro, explicd que "es la unidn 
de la poblacidn negra con la poblacidn orpimida, que lucha por 
destruir la estructura capitalists que nos explota a nosotros 
en lo interno y a ustedes (Amdrica Latina) en lo externo".

Preguntado sobre la influencia en el movimiento negro del 
pensamiento de Lincoln, y de Malcolm X., afirmd: "yo quiero de~ 
cir que Lincoln era un racista bianco en el mejor sentido de la 
palabra; no hay indieios de que dl propugnara la verdadera libfi. 
racidn de la poblacidn negra. Una vez dijo que se lamentaba de 
que, para ganar la guerra, haya tenido que darle la libertad a 
los esclavos.

En cuanto a Malcolm X. -agregd Carmichael" es nuestro gu£a 
espiritual, fue un gran lfder de los negros de Estados Unidos.

Tambidn dijo, respondiendo una pregunta del corresponsal de 
le Monde, que el poder negro se dirige hacia los negros y que 
cuando los blancos comiencen a luchar, lucharemos juntos; "eso 
es un problems de ellos y ellos son los que tienen que resolver 
io". ..

En el curso de la conferencia de prensa, Carmichael hizo una 
breve explicacidn sobre la rebelidn de la. poblacidn negra en 
Estados Unidos y expresd: "asf..la podrdn obtener directamente, y 
no a travds de la UPI o la AP. La batalla es contra el imperia
lismo, la opresidn y el racismo; es la lucha contra el fascismo"



Legat, London (100-2989) 8/28/67

Director, FBI (100-446080)

STOKELY CARMICHAELINTERNAL SECURITY - STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Reurairtel 8/11/67, which reports that tape 
recordings of the subject's speeches in London nay be put 
on sale.

Advise the Bureau of the price of these tapes.

1 - Foreign Liaison Unit (Route tiprough for review)
BAW:igp 

(5)
NOTE:

Carmichael, prior to his trip to Cuba, made 
speeches in London. He was subsequently banned from that 
country because of his inflammatory speeches.
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Mr. J. Valter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney General

August 25, 1967

Your letter of July 29, 1967, made reference to 
an interview of Carmichael by Michael Arkus in London, 
England, and requested that this Bureau determine what 
person or persons would be available to introduce the text 
of the interview into evidence. This interview was published 
by the Cuban news agency, Prensa Latina.

We have determined that]__________________________ |
correspondent in Havana, Cuba, and has not been in England 
for the paust two years. Carmichael was probably interviewed 
in London . ~|the Prensa Latina representative
in London who is well known to sources as pro-Cuban and a 
leftist. Unless advised to the contrary by you, we will not 
attempt to have | interviewed.

ft

I olson ____
I 'eLoach __
I [ohr_______

lishop"--------
Hjasper ____
I lallahan-,.__
| Dnrad _____

■ ale______ _
Bo sen ______
Bllivan ___
Rvel'______
^Bptter _____

^Ble. Room
Hmes ______
MdyJ-

There is also enclosed an account of an interview 
with Carmichael in Havana, Cuba, which ws distributed by 
the Algerian Press Agency. This account was furnished to 
this Bureau by a representative of United Press/^6’--<2 
International REC- 44
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(4)
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Mr. Walter Yeagley

NOTE:

1Inasmuch as
the Department is considering prosecuting Carmichael for sedition, 
it is felt that it would be interested in it. Yeagley requested 
that the Bureau obtain a copy of Carmichael*s  interview in 
England and determine who is available to introduce it into 
evidence. Legat. London, advised of the above information and 
recommended that I loot be contacted.

b'7C Per FBI
Classified "Conf. tial" to conform with the

classification of Incoming ana because information in the 
attached comes from a source whose compromise would be 
detrimental to the United States.

COJK



Si'S . Aug. 10

ML OONTAWD .

■ b / C

Dear I ______ _. —

_ 7 - .--———UereTT^that Carmichael text as distributed mgn by 

the Algerian >ress Agency. I'm assuming your inquirer can get it 

translated into English easier than can we.

' 73 .
HRT
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ALL TOOBIOOTT RAINED

TRANSLATION FROM FRENCH

Translation of Algerian Press Agency**  
Report on Stokely Carmichael**  Press Conference 

at the Latin American Solidarity Conference

Algeria, August 2 - Stofeely Carmichael, Black Power advoc*|H»  
addressed the Cuban and international trees (the United Stites 
press wn*  excluded at Carmichael**  request) at the Harnett*  
Libre Hotel during the Latin American Solidarity Conf ermace, 
at which he is an honored guest.

This press conference, the most complete ever given 
by the Mack America leader, moving in Its quality and forte 
in regard to black Americans and people struggling throughout 
the world, was an *poch»making  event in the history of free 
combat by the black people of th*  United States, who for 
400 years have been subjected to the most brutal Pasols*  
which the world has ever known.

Her*  is a summary, of the most Important statements 
made by Carmichael during the thr«e*bour  discussions and 
interview*  with th*  newspapermen:

Middle East - Israel represents an enclave of imperialism in 
the Middle East and North Africa. If I am the owner of a 
house and someone seises one of its rooms, then 10 year*  later 
asks me to discuss it, I will say to himi First I will take 
back my room and th*  discussion can come later.

It is true that the Jewish people suffered and lost 
six million people during the Second World War, but tbe 
African*  have been robbed throughout th*  world} they tost their 
lands and a hundred million people during the period of slavery. 
However, we shall not cry. We shall take back the land from 
the hand*  of those who have robbed us. Zionists must leave 
Israel.

The Arab peoples are gathering their strength and 
opposing imperialism. This is why the West found that it was 
(Translator*s  Note: Remainder of sentence 1*  garbled). The 
problem will not be reaolved until th*  Arabs control this land 
and the riches of th*  Middle East.



Vietnam - Our black youth*  behind war hero MubanMd All*  
refuse to serve In the American im0rialiet army and to kill 
the people of Vietnam. These people do not force us to live 
in ghettos. They do not murder us in the streets. Our enemy 
is white America. The Vietnamese people are our brothers in 
the struggle because they fight against the same structure of 
oppression as we.

Black Power • Black Power means the gathering together of all 
the black people of the United ...ftates to fight with all mesne 
possible for liberation*  alongside with the oppressed peoples 
living outside the United States*  so as to destroy imperialism 
in the United States capitalist structure*  which oppi'esses us 
from within and you from without.

The European left - I do not see any truly revolutionary move*  
ments in Western Europe. There does not exist any in the 
subconscious (Translator*a  Motel Remainder of sentence io 
garbled). There exists in the European subconscious all the 
racism of the West.

The class struggle in Europe has bean turned toward 
exploitation of the Third World. The European working class 
has shared in all ths benefits of this exploitation and there*  
fore can no longer protest against exploitation.

Armed Struggle - Only the gun can pull us out of this situation. 
Up to last year we ware organised only to defend ourselves*  
since the white nan had convinced us that violence was bad for 
our struggle*  even though he was using it freely outside the 
United States. How, our people esg>loy passive violence. 
However, the line between defensive and offensive violence is 
a alight one. Once an individual has fired a gun to defend him*  
self, he is capable of using it to attack. We are advancing 
toward guerilla violence in the American urban center.

The White Liberals * They are the enemies of ths blacks because, 
on the one hand*  they are rich and they profit from the 
American system*  and on the other hand*  because their commit*  
ment io only an intellectual one. The only whites who interest 
us are those willing to take up arms to destroy the structures 
of American capitalism.

Abraham Lincoln * He was nothing else but a white Southerner! 
a kind of modern Kennedy. The Civil War had an economic basis; 
it was not fought to liberate the slaves.

Malcolm X * He io our patron saint. He wad killed by Cuban 
exiles; but the true assassin was the CIA.

2



”Che” Guevara - Th*  these*  of ’Wh* ” are Important^© us, 
on the one head, because he recognized that in order to fight 
•gainst racism and exploitation we must internationalise our 
struggle and cultivate hatred in order to live; on the other 
hand*  because part of the chain reaction*  in the United States 
are the direct result of the struggle in Latin America.
with SO Vietnams within the United Stated and 50 outside the 
United States, we shall kill imperialism.

The GIA - Ths CIA is international and is licensed to kill. 
It killed Ben Berka in Parle and Tuchios in Guatemala. It 
poisoned Rigbard Right in France, overthrew Nkrw*ah,  and directs 
the countar»guerilla war in Latin America*

everyone must know that it is the CIA which la 
responsible for all this. The Western leaders, Johnson, . 
McNamara, and Rusk, oust pay.

Violence takes various fores. It Is important that 
the people be armed es in Cuba.

Our heroes aret Malcolm X, W. E*  B. Dubois, Frans Fanon, 
"Che” Guevara, and Neo Tse-tung.

Carmichael also stated that the place for the Black 
America movement is at the aide of the revolutionary struggle 
of th*  Third World against imperialism and capitalism.

3
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GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-107-02

UNITED STATES GO\ ANMENT 
7

Memorandum
TO

FROM

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, DALLAS (157-760) (RUC)

date: 8/25/67

STOKELY"CARMICHAEL aka 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS
OO: ATLANTA
Re Bureau airtel to Albany dated 6/7/67 and 

Dallas airtel to Atlanta dated 7/24/67.
For the information of the Bureau and Atlanta, no 

information has been received indicating that the subject has 
or plans to travel to the Dallas Division for a speaking 
engagement. CARMICHAEL’S activities will be followed closely 
through informant and public source material and if information 
is received indicating that he intends to visit Dallas, or 
any of the cities in this division, the instructions in the 
referenced Bureau airtel will be implemented. Until such 
information is received, Dallas will maintain this case in 
an RUC status.

0

2
1

Bureau (RM)
Atlanta(100-6812) (RM) 
alias 

DJH/wvm 
(5)

REC- 14 3 AUG 29 1967
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
Mr. Tolson.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr.

F B I

Date: 8/25/67

Transmit the following in ________________ _ __________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
Via __________________________  ___________________

(Priority)

DeLoach___
Mohr______
Bishop_____
Casper--------

Mr. Caliahan___
Mr. Conrad------
Mr. Felt-----------
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen______
Mr. SullivanJEjkp
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room_____
Miss ii, .lines____
Miss Gandy-------

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, DELOIT (100-34122)

STOKELYCARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS SEDITION

b‘7D

Re Bureau airtel to Detroit, 8/18/67, 
captioned as above.

Michigan, _____________ . advised the original tape recording 
concerning speechsbv STOKELY CARMICHAEL |

at Grand Rapids. Michigan.T 
maae py one |_________________________________________________
at the Fountain Street Church, Grand Rapids, Michigan.. 
_______| advised they made a copy of .-these snccchns ______  

from the original tape furnished them by| 
The transcript furnished by Detroit in the LHM dated 
7/24/67. was from the copy of the tape made available by 

I Efforts are being made to locate and interview 
jin accordance with instructions set out 

in referenced airtel.

I was

This matter is being followed closely bv________
Detroit and results of the contact with|
will be submitted to the Bureau immediately upon receipt.

3J- Bureau (RM) ’
1 - Atlanta (100-6812) (RM)
2 - Detroit 
JEK/cmt 
(6)

c. C. - Bishop
AT.T, DEFORMATION OCaiTAISBD . , 7" z

S'p’e&ial Agent in Charge
Sent M Per



Dear sir:

25. August 196.7

b7CI just happen to read your article on ~ in your.
August 7. issuse;. I’rm a. american and I have, m-id: rrylrus to voice, 
my opinion about this article. If you deicde to print, this or 
throw it away, I really don’t care, but. it will have.severed 
its purpose.

V

I’m spea.cking for atleast ten men besides myself. We are 
all. solider, who have-, about two months left in the service be
fore we get discharged;. We are also experts inashotirig our M14. 
When we come home, we want a place where we can live in: peace, 
but since this goddamn niger has started to shot of .his big 
mouth, hell has broke out., in the, states. .We are im Europe.-, not. 
in Viet-Nam, but if this ___________ wants . a fight, we’ll be glad
to teache? him and his damn followers-, a lesson.

I

b7c . ----------------------- b7c fThe lesson is simple.: We plan to assinate|___________  Iwe S

have GI’s in the states, located near Washington D.C., who have 
seen th is niger and know where his headquarters is. If we ever \
come upon him, he. is good as daed, just like saying, the presid- 5
ent of t. he. United States, is President Johnson] And for his pal, q 

.Stoke 1 \E.C,ar.mithae.l. if. he- ever steps on the soil of the US again, ' a 

he might as weel prepare for his own furnel! For we are sick adn 
of. this niger shit: of. burning down America, if they don’t come 
around L Let me. ask them a question:, Why is it: always your areas B
and stores that are burned or looted? This doesn’t get your sub- ' g
ject arcoss to t he- government, it just worste.n it.. O

Ana if. they don’t think whites, American:, has the guts to 
fight, just wait til they start, we’ll be. among the whites who - 
will shot.til we; die- ourselves! If they ask for it , they’ll re
ceive what they ask for.

lhere is no way you can trace, this letter 
find out who wrote this letter. All we ' 
that two NIGER LEADERS ARE GOING TO DIE BY AMERICANS 
FOR THEIR LAND! We 

very well,

-lcuucz, if you:.want to 
want to tell Amera&apCIs 4 

WHO’LL FIGHT 
hope you’ll mention' this in your magziWT^but 
we’ll still continue to carry out our plan.

1967

NOT RECORDED
145 OCT 5 1967

you; r, ' 
of the NIGERS!

Sincere!, y 
Strangers

Thanks' for. your, help, for 
much wanted. - A
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Date:

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

captioned

8/26/67

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, DETROIT (100-34122)

[ICHAEL
- MISCELLANEOUS SEDITION

STOKEL' 
IS

Re 
as

Detroit, airtel to Bureau, 8/25/67, 
above.

Inv tigation at the Fountain Street Church, 
Grand Rapids^ Michigan, | to locate and interview

I determined that this individua1
is presently! . Iwith location
unknown^ Information was developed thatl is to
return to Grand Rapids probably! | Detroit
will contact! |upon return to Grand Rapids and
immediately furnish the Bureau with the results of this 
contact.

.^3^ Bureau (RM)
1 - Atlanta (100-6812) (RM)
2 - Detroit
JEK/cmt
(6)

X

F B I

Appjoyed: _ __________________ \_____________ Sent _________________ M Per
y S E i/ in Charge
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO :DIRECTOR, FBI

&AC, NORFOLK (10 0-60 26)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

—? 40

SM - SNCC 
BUFILE: 100-446080

COMMUNIST INFILTRATION
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING
IS -C
BUFILE: 100-439190

00: ATLANTA

• b7C

DATB:8/2 5/67\

an individual who identified himself
asi_____________________________________________________________
(home telephone) |» presented himself at the Newport
News Resident Agency ancT~advised;thatl_______________________

Hampton institute, a predominantly 
negro institution or higher learning at Hampton, Virginia. 
He stated that I " I who was also

which he described as one of 
|on the campus of

Hampton Institute. b'7

advised SA |________ ___________ that he
wished to furnish to the FBI information within his possession z 
concerning STOKELY CARMICHAEL, with particular reference 
to his coming to Hampton Institute during May, 1967. He 
stated that he had information concerning the people who 
were instrumental in bringing CARMICHAEL to the campus 
and that he felt that it might be of assistance to the FBI 
in their overall investigations. No questions were asked 
of Hand all information furnished was
furnished spontaneously by him.

stated that he learnecT-fi: *

b7C

90tO-fO«-M

8
O 
& 

§ 

£2

first that plans 
were being made at‘Hampton Institute by Student organizations 
to invite STOKELY CARMICHAEL during. ,the fall of 1966 .
At that time, a student named 

who has .no known connections with /Ay/-,  s -RfC -'J' s &.
2- 29 19674\ Bureaii (RM) (2- 100-4 4®&iO6A’RMI CHAEL 

' Alba^jRM) ~ '
A t IWfegpSL 0 0 - 6 812 ) (RM ) 
Bos^OTTrinf o) (RM) 
DeiwW (RM) #ffc:100-6026 

,T:dsm fW7-

2

10Q-D.eadA CARMICHEL)!- Richmond (info) (RM’) ;
.J. Savings Boms Htgularlyon tbt Payroll Savings Plan *

1- Milwaukee (info)(RM)
1- Minneapolis (info)(RM)
2- New York (RM)



NF 100-6026

the Students for ^rnncratin Action or thp Students for 
Democrat ic Society, |________ ________ _______________ ____
iie was a member of the committee which was to invite

coming to tJhe campus and that
arranged". noted

CARMICHAEL to the campus. Approximately six weeks later 
|that CARMICHAEL wanted 

a fee of $700 to make the appearance. During March, 1967, 
that CARMICHAEL was definitely, 
the $700 fee was "being 

in this connection that the 
sponsor of the appearance by CARMTCHAEL was the History 
Club at Hampton Institute with which _ __________is familiar
and which has no such asset as $7 00 in its treasury.-.______ _

_______ [stated that he had been invited 
to meet| ]SNCC staff members whom he could describe
only as Negro males, between 23-24 years old, one of whom 
he thought might have been namedf | but that he did 
not take advantage of the invitation. He stated that 

[individuals were prominent in the committee to invite 
CARMICHAEL, one of whom was| |a graduate of
__________ _____________ who is presently attending I 

and who•now resides in______________
______ at that time was|

I for,the visit, f

____ | also desired to'furhTsh^information about 
the demonstration by ROTC Students which occurred shortly 
after CARMICHAEL’S speech. As background, he stated that 
in February, 1965, the contract governing ROTC at Hampton 
Institute and making the first two years mandatory was

He found 
during the spring of ±967 , that the problem of.whether or. 
not to have a four year ROTC program was being reexamined. 
At that time,[ [other students.advised

"["Hampton Institute wanted 
to get rid of ROTC and that the demonstrations were there
fore being downplayed . At a faculty meeting during May, 1967 
which was called with houi^s notice to. consider whether or 
not the first two years of ROTC was to be compulsory ar 
advisory opinion was sought from the faculty from the Dean 
with the prior announcement that the Dean and president 
were going to the Board of Trustees to seek permission to 
drop the program no matter what the faculty did. The 
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b7D
faculty therefore voted to recommend dropping the program.
___________ (noted that this particular faculty meeting and the 
problem concerned grew out of CARMICHAEL'S speech as did the 
other demonstrations on the campus at that time. c

b7C

J residing next to
-and whom]________ Jdescribed as 

a thorough racist, and mdividual extraordinari1v hostile 
to the Caucasian race and reportedly I________

was believed
By] |to be the liaison individual between STOKELY
CARMICHAEL and members of the student body and administration 
who were responsible for inviting him. He based this belief 
on the fact that I I

I ~| without invitation and spoke at length about STOKELY
CARMICHAEL and the arrangements for inviting him, emphasizing

I involvement:' in setting it up through the president's 
office, Hampton Institute. [claimed during this conversation 
to have told ^exactly how to go
invite CARMICHAEL. He stated that he 
since this time.

about arranging to 
had not seen

stated that he had_____ become concerned over 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S activities because of his own present 
affiliation with Hampton Institute. He felt that CARMICHAEL 
was not involved in civil rights in any matter whatsoever, 
and that his impression at Hampton Institute had been that 
the people who Went to listen to and support CHARMICHAEL 
were of the middle and not the lower class. He commented 
in this regard that [drives I
and that all Hampton Institute demonstrators present at 
STOKELY’ CARMICHAEL'S speech appeared to be exceptionaily 
well dressed.

noted that between he

/adl
of that school's involvement ir
In addition. he stated that he had had some contact at
_______ ______ _ and while at 
approximately___years ago. He
background was well a matter of 
Government and could be readily

1 because

stated he felt his 
record with the Federal 
checked,

-3-
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b7D |___________ | furnished names of the following

former faculty members at Hampton Institute who.might 
conceiveably furnish background concerning the campus.

I_____________sfated that all the above individuals
with the exception of]__________________ __________ were reliable
individuals but that| __ |were high strung and
exceptionally intelligent- All individuals are Caucasians

The Norfolk Division intends to consider requesting 
Bureau authority to recontact| in this matter upon
receipt of background information from addressee offices.

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

The Bureau is reaUesTed^t-ocheck indices concerning
presently employee! as|___________________

I Inciting that hP nas
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of view to address the student body at Hampton Institute.
For this reason, students connected with CARMICHAEL’S appearance 
are not necessarily presumed to be members of SNCC.

LEADS

ALBANY, DENVER, NEW YORK, AND ATLANTA

Albany, Denver, and New York are requested to furnish 
Norfolk anv background information in their files, noting that 

I has stated that he has been associated 
with _______________________________in those thtffee areas during
his career and that he has had nnntant with thf» FRT in thp____
Albany Division and has had

I within the Denver Division. (.This request lor back- 
ground information pertains to

The Atlanta Division is requested to check indices and 
advise whether or not anv references contained therein 
concerning! particularly with reference to
STOKELY CARMICHAEL or SNCC. Atlanta is also requested to 
check indices fori

for any reference.

BOSTON, DETROIT, MILWAUKEE, MINNEAPOLIS, RICHMOND, 
AND NEWARK (INFO.)

Copies furnished Boston„ Detroit; Milwaukee, Minneapolis 
and Richmond in view of______________[mention of former Hampton
Institute faculty members presently working in these areas.
No reply requested unless these offices are able to 
furnish background information concerning individuals noted in 
this communication. In addition, Boston note 
allegedly presently within that division. Boston should check 
indices in event any pertinent info, contained therein re

H Copy furnished Newark for information in event Newark 
in possession of anv information of pertinence re 
allegedly from New Jersey.

5
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F B I

Date: 8/26/67

Transmit the following in
(Type m plairitext or code)

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, TAMPA (100-1103) P

' STOKELY^ARMICHAEL t /S- /W'SC.

SEDITION '

ReBuairtel 8/23/67

In view of possible racial disturbance St. Petersburg, 
Fla., members of Intelligence Unit, St. Petersburg PD unable 
to be interviewed until late afternoon 8/29/67.

DATE

I - “W

Bureau (100-446080) RM
I - Atlanta(100-6812) RM
1 - Tampa
JEH:ad 
(5)

ST-108

REC-41 —O

IB AUG 29 1967

M Per___________________
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FBI

Date: 8/25/67

Transmit the following in_________ __________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL_______ AIRMAIL
(Priority)

Mr. Tplson__ __
Mr. EWLoach-__
ijr. lfohr__J_ 
Mr. Bishop_____
Mr. Casper.
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad____
Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen_
Mr. SullivaiK_2y
Mr. Tavel______
Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes____
Mils_Gandy___ _

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, SEATTLE (100-28676) (RUC)
O

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

all TNFORMATTOU CONTAHW
Re Bureau airtel, 8/23/67.

Enclosed herewith for the Atlanta Division are 
fifteen (15) copies of FD-302 interview with|

I tor 
inclusion in a supplemental report requested Dy referenced 
Bureau airtel. Three (3) copies of this FD-302 are bein 
enclosed for information of the Bureau.

/ The Bureau and Atlanta have been previously
l/advised thatl --- —
I________________________Botn _______________ |ana ner
. husband have been active m legitimate civil rights 
activities in the area and neither have been
reportedly involved with subversive groups to date.
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8/25/671

who resides at
1 recalled Xthat the appearance

of__SXOKELY CARMICHAEL at |
I had been arranged bvf |who had ’

identified herself as__________________ ’S^^Stx.-Non^wiOrlent
nafTng^ommittfie” (SNCC)f He stated that a letter 

dated __ [ signed by
SNCC, had been directed to| 

requesting rental of the I I auditorium
for the evening of| | for a speech by CARMICHAEL.
This letter indicated that CARMICHAEL’S appearance was _____
being sponsored by the SNCC membership in 

• ,________According to______________  a letter was directed
dated I I over the signature ofto

■ b'

informing her that permission for the use of the auditorium 
at I for CARMICHAEL’S speech was being
withheld*  Following this exchange of letters, there was 
considerable coverage in| Tnewspapers of legal action
brought against| |by the American .
Civil Liberties Union, on behalf of | 1Chapter of
SNCC, which ended in | “[Superior Court decision
forcing the School Board to make the auditorium available 
for the CARMICHAEL Speech*

recalled that he made a recording of. 
CARMICHAEL’S speech and the question and answer session 
that followed, however, he said that the question and 
answer portion of his recording was garbled and of such 
poor quality that it was impossible to understand it*  He 
further recalled that CARMICHAEL was well aware that his 
speech and comments were being recorded, and CARMICHAEL’S 
attention had been directed to the recording instruments 
by someone in the vicinity*

b7E

On. 0/2U/67 °’- File# 100-28676

cmh ' . " Da,edic,a,ed---------0/2U/67 ------
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. If . is the property of the "FBI “and is loaned to your agency: 

it j”-JL»trifauted outside your agency.

' ENCLOSURE ■

by. SA

355 FEB 24 1971



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 ( \ -5010-106
MAY 1962 EDITION k
GSA OEN. REG. NO. 27 ~ XJ

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO The Director DATE:

FROM N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: ■ The Congressional Record

✓ Ch) Pages H10042-H10043. Congressman Fulton, (D) Tennessee^X^ 
placed in the Record an article from the August 3 Washington Dally News 
entitled "Justice Department Ready—Carmichael May Face Arrest” written 
by Thomas Talburt and an editorial from the Nashville Banner of August 2 
entitled "For Infamies Compounded— No Place foT Wrist-Tap in Carmichael Case. ’ 
The Daily News article pointed out that spokesmen for the Department would 
neither confirm nor deny that Attorney General Clark has decided to arrest'

, Carmichael. The article stated "They would only say, as they have in the past, 
that Mr. Carmichael's activities are being investigated. The Secret Service and 
FBI offered even less official information. " Mr. Fulton advised that H. Rap Brown 
made similar remarks calling for violence and if an arrest order can be drawn 
for Carmichael then Brown should also be held accountable for his statements 
advocating violence.' :

' : G1^ Page S10969. The Senate received a joint resolution passed by
the Legislature of the State of Alabama recommending that Stokely Carmichael 
be denied readmittance to this country as an undesirable alien. The resolution 
states "Whereas Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Direct©!*  of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation in a recent report to a Congressional committee on some of ' 
Carmichael’s activities stated that Carmichael in espousing his black power . 

■ movement had been in frequent contact with Max Stanford, field, chairman of the 
Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM), a highly secret all-Negro Marxist-

..-Leninist, Chinese-Communist-oriented organization - - -

ALL HmSRMAWSy COSmsmE)
}t)6—

133 AUG 29 1967

In the original oLg*memorandum  captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for was reviewe^ anc^ pertinent items were
marked for.4^®eptor's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portions a^\-cdp|f>bf the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in appropriate bureau case or subject matter files.



4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 / \ 3010-106
MAT 1962 EDITION I J
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
To The Director DATE:

FROM : n. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record CvC

JOiv c

o

I
M

--------------------- :-------------- :--------------------------------------------------------- ------— ________ _:: O
/ G ^Pages A3099-A4000. Congressman Michel, (R) Illinois, ex4^nded. c

f his remarks to include an editorial from the Chicago Tribune of August 5 entiled -g
It Isn’t Sedition, What Is It?” This editorial comments on activities of Stokely ' S 

Carmichael and states ’’Congressmen said that Americans are 'disturbed and angry o 
at the timidity and inertia of the attorney^general, ^Ramsey Clark. All the . . 5
administration has talked of doing is revoking Carmichael's passport. Congress ■ 5 
should insist on criminal prosecution, for what we . face here is a summons to 

7revolution. ” •' ■■ -■

OCT 12 1037

In the originaFof/T'memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record iorr&^J/ was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked forltne Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed
i*.  appropriate Bureau case or subject matter files.0800116 1967



4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 " * x 5010-106
MAY »962 EDITION / }
GSA GEN. PEG. NO. 27 X. J

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO The Director DATE:

FROM N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional. Record

____  mt tMt Cotro Ms gut Carmi^Mst 
os s Mdsstsi as ara at ssbwsioa ia tM tMtet States. Hs atatett Tatra
aa bt little ttaubt tMt if as$ wtem Carsaiefeaet Wwm- to tM Mtei Statea teat 
fee Witt be MwW tee ©rMrs o£ •Ctstra. MS is -Mrryiag.
out ateteta Ms bis Cossam master If we wiw tbte te we let
earaaeMel ajma asd gmcii wO MteeMewei Castw
te estateisi £W beaehuawS M tM aiatM. ~ Mr. Sogers «4tlsea Bat

greasM of sMBBs. ae we»t 0a t8 state 1 aiadisappeiMea Bat tee >sttce - ., 
*wtt etewr ite meatlms. la fast, £te ^u&t^ ./ i

have Mfer«< wilt wmraat WtMr W aettea be evtn
sa^-eieaaei eatte^ W mime afmd at tbt JPwttM.' fe-

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

-s

NOT RECORDED
87 SEP 8 1967

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for)' was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked/for the Director's attention. This form has teen prepared in order that 
portion^ of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in?app,rdpr[iate'‘BiifeaS)(q'qse or subject matter files.



TO

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 A
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Q , 3 

date: o . f

subject:

FROM

The attached has been
received in the Records Branch, appropriately initialed, and
indicated for file. By use of instant transmittal memorandum, 
all necessary recording and indexing will be accomplished. It 
is to be noted this form is for internal use only within the 
Records Branch, principally by the Routing Unit where bulky 
material not accompanied by memorandum is usually received.

The enclosure, if bulky and not usually filed with 
other papers in file, may be detached but this action should 
be clearly noted under the word "Enclosure."



August 29, 1967

v

EX 10®

/W- ^4 -5$^

Your letter was received on August 24th.

With respect to your comments, It may be of 
interest to you to know that voluminous information relating to 
individuals such as Stokely Carmichaell ~I has
been furnished to the Department of Justice for its consideration.

I can assure you the FBI is aware of its responsi
bilities, and we will continue to discharge our duties with the 
highest degree of thoroughness and dispatch.

Sincerely yours, 
X Edgar Hoover

identifiable with

Tolson ___
DeLoach _ 

Mohr ______
Bishop ___ _
Casper___.
Callahan _ 

Conrad ____
Felt_______
Gale______
Rosen ____
Sullivan __

zTavel _____
Trotter____
Tele. Room!
Holmes___ 1
Gandy _____

HRH:cao 
(3)

NOTE: Bufiles contain no information 
UEC-0

3 IN 1

MAIUE0 30

WG2 9 1967



August 4 - 1967

Mr. Tolson---------
Mr. DeLoach—_Z
MrJUr----- 2_
M/jffiggpOL—
Mr. Kasper--------
Mr. Callahan___

Mr. Conrad------
Mr. Felt-----------
Mr. Gale-----------
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Sullivan____
Mr. Tavel--------- -
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy-------

The Justice Department

For God’s sake when are you going to do something about Stokely 
Carmichael? Are you waiting for another President to be 
murdered?

To see that thing andl lulus McKissik spewing
venum on over T. V. is something out of a nightmare.

I have also known that anyone even hinted at doing anything against 
our President was rushed to either jail or a mental hospital. 1 
What is wrong with Washington?

You better get busy Mr. Hoover—while you have time

COPY: jo







b'7C

airtel
b/c

8/5/67

To: SACs, Atlanta (Enclosure)
Chicago (Enclosure) 
Cincinnati (Enclosure) 
Houston (Enclosure) 
Jackson (Enclosure) 
Los Angeles (Enclosure) 
Richmond (Enclosure) 
San Francisco (Enclosures 

j . Seattle (Enclosure)
n Tampa (Enclosure)/L k WFO (Enclosure)
I b ■f From: ; -Director, FBI
• /W ' ■STOKELY-CARMICHAEL

£-oa/tac- __________________

~Y/i Th! £3. ■
3>O jO.T OfftiJ ft

d- Ti/^/^7^7

SEDITION

ReBuairtel 8/4/67, one copy of 
San Francisco.

. X\ . 

which is enclosed for 
\0D-‘j%O8£>-^^-X

Enclosed for each recipient office is a copy of a 
self-explanatory letter from AAG Yeagley which ^Confirms the ~ information contained in r&SdsSnced airtel.

REC 3£ $Recipient offices are instructed to comply with the 
requests contained in this letter and with the instructions 
contained in referenced airtel regarding the investigatioarwr 
Carmichael and the submission of pertinent information to .ggyAtlanta for inclusion in a prosecutive summary report. S® AUG *

Tolson ____________
DeLoach _ ________
Mohr______________
Wick ______________
Casper____________
Callahan __________
Conrad--------------------
Felt -------------------------
Gale ______________
Rosen ---------------------
Sullivan ------------------
Tavel _____________
Trotter____________
Tele. Room ___ ___
Holmes 

Gandy _

form for inclusion in the prosecutive summary report Insure

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

CWT:skr
(24) z

Interviews with potential witnesses should be recofcled 
on Form FD-302 or in a signed statement and wherever possible 
pertinent information should be furnished to Atlanta in insert

E UNIT



Airtel to SAC, Atlanta 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

that appropriate background information including information 
regarding the willingness and availability of witnesses to 
testify is furnished to Atlanta regarding each potential 
witness for inclusion in the witness appendix section of the 
report. Original recordings of interviews with potential 
Witnesses should be retained by the office conducting the 
interviews. Auxiliary offices should furnish to Atlanta 
four copies of all exhibits to be Included in the exhibits 
section of the prosecutive summary report and Atlanta should 
submit three copies of the prosecutive summary report and 
three sets of exhibits to the Bureau.

It is imperative that sufficient manpower be 
assigned to this investigation to insure that the deadline 
is met without fail*

NOTE:
Department has indicated their desires of 

prosecuting Stokely Carmichael under the Sedition Statue 
and have requested us to develop witnesses tfx»can:Mestify' 
to recent statements made by Carmichael in public appearances. 
Previous instructions have been sent to the field. We are 
furnishing a copy of the Department's request to the field 
for their additional guidance.
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F B I

Date: 8/8/67

Transmit the following in

Via
AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, SANJFRANCISCO (14-215)

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
SEDITION

Re Buairtel 8/5/67.

Enclosed for Atlanta are the original stencil copies 
of FD-302s in captioned matter. Two Xerox copies of the 
FD-302s are being enclosed to the Bureau and two copies are 
being maintained in the San Francisco Office.

The San Francisco Office has in its possession a 
tape recording copy of the original tape recording maintained

Q3) - Bureau (Enc.pO^AM- 
2 - Atlanta (Enc.i*8  )(AM^ 
1 - San Francisco v

JGC/jr 
(6)

REC &

b'7D

(/

1 AUG 10 1967

M Per
Special iPigent in Charge

Sent



it ENCLOSURES TO BUREAU 
with SF airtel 8/8/67
2 Xerox copies pertinent 
data S FD-302s

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
SEDITION



SPEECH OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT UNIVERSITY.OF CALIFORNIA, 
BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA, 
OCTOBER 29, 1966

jO&' ~ I



FD-302 (Her. 1-25-60) QPEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATE

nm. 8/8/67

b / C

I advised that STOKELY'CARMTCHAEL, b71 
then.National Chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC), was the featured speaker at a "Black Power1 
Day" held in the Greek Theater, University of California, on . 
October 29, 1966.

stated that he requested through

that arrangements be.made to tape record the speeches and other 
proceedings during the entire "Black-Power Day" at the Greek 
Theater. I I stated that I

____________________  Ito do the actual tape . 
recording at the Greek Theater. | [stated that he super
vised, the recording technician who placed his equipment
—immediately outside the south door of the Greek Theater stage>.

|_____ |stated that he observed the actual recording, which
comprised 15 tapes recorded at 7-1/2 speed on one track, and '

.' ’ that- each of these tapes was personally taken by______________

states that 'these tape recordings include
the speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL on October 29, 1966.

_____ stated that he is willing to make available
the original tape recordings of the CARMICHAEL speech for any b7c
court proceedings; however, he would prefer to maintain the b7D
original tapes in his personal custody until such time as an 
actual court proceeding is imminent.

_(advised that he would be available and b?c 
twilling to .testify at any court proceeding regarding the events b7D 
at the Greek Theater on October 29, .1966, with particular 
attention to the STOKELY CARMICHAEL speech.

-stated—t-hat—there^were—approximately 4,000 - b/C . - 
ALL WORMATKM OOTTAIKW

Qn 8/8/67 n< Berkeley, California File # SF 1^-215■

.----------------Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to

your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

' ’ ' ■ - 'A;??:! :■ . ' 'i



SF 14-215
DEJ/jr 
2. .

.5,000 persons in attendance during the time that CARMICHAEL 
spoke and he estimates that approximately .90$ of this, audience 
was Caucasian and approximately 50% male, most of whom would 
be of college student age and, therefore, would in all 
probability be subject to the military draft.

_(stated that he recalls that CARMICHAEL 
made a highly emotional speech in which he attacked the U. S. 
draft laws, officials of the U. S. Government, with particularly 
vitriolic comments regarding the President, the Secretary of 
State, and the Secretary of Defense.

stated that CARMICHAEL'S speech was,well
’ft. received by the audience and thaf on a-J number of occasions . .

CARMICHAEL received applause and standing ovations, particularly 
- when’CARMICHAEL stated. "Hell no, we won't go", in-regard to 
the draft, and recalled, no one booing" CARMICHAEL .
during’.his speecn. .

stated that he does not recall observing . 
anyone in military uniform in attendance at the "Black Power 
Day" and concluded by stating that CARMICHAEL left almost 
immediately after the conclusion of his speech. No discussion 
groups were observed dealing specifically with the content.of 

; CARMICHAEL’S speech.



FD-302 (Rot. 1-25-60) Q^EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATE

8/8/67
1.

____________________| advised that he was | |at the Greek 
Theater, University of California, Berkeley, California, on 
October 29, 1966, at the time STOKELY CARMICHAEL made a 
speech to an audience of about M-,000 - 5,000 persons, who 
had gathered in Greek Theater to hear CARMICHAEL and to 
observe a "Black Power Day."

b7C
b7D

I_____ stated that he observed that approximately
90-95% of the audience was Caucasian-and that about half of 
the audience was male college-age, presumably students at the 
University of California, Berkeley.

b7C
b7D

________ stated that CARMICHAEL’s speech was 
inflammatory toward the U. S. Government and officials, with 
a particularly vehement attack on the Selective Service System 
and the military draft. | "Istated he recalls that CARMICHAEL 
in effect urged the draft age young men in the audience to 
refuse military service in the United States Armed Forces.

__________________ Israted that he would be willing and 
available to testify in any court proceedings against CARMICHAEL 
in connection with his speech at the Greek Theater on 
October 29, 1966.

b7C
b7D

Qn 8/8/67 af Berkeley, California File# 1^-215

by SAI I -- )*•  b,g dutcd 8/8/67____________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to

your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



FD-302 (Rev. 1-25-60) (^FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA104

1.
8/8/67

Date ■

I ~|hdvisea
that he attended the “Black Power Day” at the Greek Theater, 
University of California, Berkeley, on October 29, 1966. 
I-lo stated that he recalls CARMICHAEL’ c speech lave in the 
evening of October 29, 1966, when approximately 5,000 persons 
had gathered in the Greek Theater. | [stated he was
surprised that most of the audience were Caucasians and he 
estimated approximately 90% or more would be Caucasian. He 
stated the majority of the audience appeared to be of college 
student age and he estimated at least 50 or 60% would be male, 
presumably draft age persons.

b7C
b7D

____________ [stated that.CARMICHAEL made a vitriolic 
attack on U. S. foreign policy, the military draft, the 
President, the Secretary of State, and the Secretary of Defense, 
and challenged his audience to defy the mi]itary draft and 
refuse to serve in the U. S. Armed Forces.

b7C
b7D

n 8/8/6
On -------------

Berkeley, California 
at_________ I__________________

SA - jr q/q/R’rby .1 ---- ---------------------------------------Date dictated 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to 

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. _ _ x—w \/ I



FD-302 (Rev. 1-2S-60) EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

8/8/67

I - Berkeley,[

advised that on October 29, 1966, the
proceedings during a Black Power Day meeting held at the Greek 
Theater, University of California, Be vkeley California. I

this meeting __________
I ol~ theUnivers ity of California,

I at the Greek Theater
October 29, 1966.

I | a speech made by STUKELY CARMICHAEL,

among other speeches and proceedings during the day. He said 
this meeting was recorded on magnetic tape, the original of 
which] | as it
was removed from the recorder during the day. He saxd as far 
as he knows has the original tapes in his
possession.

___ stated he has records reflecting his 
activities on October 29, 1966, which he will gladly produce 
and will also testify from his recollections, if and when he 
is requested to do so by the Federal Government.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to

your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

/t>o-77fcoS‘o -



FD-302 (Rev. 1-25*60)  

® =■ 

1.

EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATE1

pnt. 8/8/67____________

University of California, Berkeley, California, 
advised that as of the beginning of the Fall quarter, October 1, 
1966, the Army ROTC Unit had 619 students registered.

He stated this is a matter of record and can be 
produced at any future date if necessary.

8/8/67 Berkeley, CaliforniaOn __ _—----------------- at----------------- —-------------------------

SA - jr
by ........   ■==-------------

F., * SI” 14-215 Filey___________ _________________

„ 8/8/67
Date dictated-------------------------------------

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It 4s the property of the FBI and Is loaned to

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



8/8/67

FD-302 (Rev. 1-25-80)

Date
1.

b7C
University of California, Berkeley, California, advised that b7D 
as of the beginning of the Fall quarter, October 1, 1966, the 
Air Force ROTC Unit at the University of California, Berkeley, 
had 51 students registered.

' He stated this is a matter of record and can be 
produced at any future date if necessary.

ALL INyORMATIOT COOTABIEE)

n 8/8/67 . Berkeley, California 2 FH * sr 14-215
Un at - . — ................ . • •,w tr -....

Date dictated
8/8/67

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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University of California, Berkeley, 
California, advised that as of November 1, 1966, the Navy 
ROTC Unit had lo3 University of California students registered.

He stated this is a matter of record and can be 
produced at any future date if necessary.
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APPENDIX - WITNESSES

Berkeley, who has always boon 
cooperative and has furnished reliable information, is willing 
and available to testify during any future trials in this 
matter. He was in attendance at the STOKELY CARMICHAEL speech, 
University of California, Berkeley, October 29, 1966, and 
under his direct supervision CARMICHAEL’S speech was recorded.

b7C
b7D

I Berkeley. | |was assigned by I I
Ito duty at the Greek Theater' on October 29, 1966. and 

present during the CARMICHAEL speech on that date.
is willing and available to testify in any future court 
proceedings. | ~|has always cooperated with the FBI and 
has furnished reliable information in the past.

was 
present at the Greek Theater during the STUKELY CARMICHAEL 
speech on October 29, 1966. He has been friendly and 
cooperative to the FBI for many years and has furnished reliable 
information in the past. He is available, but is unwilling to 
testify in connection with the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
on October 29, 1966, because of possible retaliatory measures.

------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ b 7 C
University of California, Berkeley. Records h.7n

reflecting 619 Army ROTC students as of October 1, 1966. He 
is willing and available to testify.

| University of California, Berkeley. Records b7,,
reflecting 163 Navy ROTC students as of November 1, 1966. He 
is willing and available to testify.

University- * b 7 Cof CalTforrfi~a3~BerkeTey,-Uali£oxnija. Records reflecting 61 
Air Force ROTC students as of October .1, £9'66'7 He'-is—wi-l-l-ing.-- --_b/J
and available to testify.



APPENDIX - WITNESSES

Records and recollections concerning 
his recording of Black Power Day meeting, which included 
speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL on October 29, 1966. He is 
willing and available to testify.
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In Reply, Plows Refer to 
» No.

FTOMM EUl^EAU OF INDESTINATION 
' Atlanta, Georgia

August 24, 1967

RE? STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Reference is made to memorandum dated August 21, 
1967, prepared at New York, New York, indicating that 
Stokely Carmichael, Field Representative of the Student 
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), would arrive 
in Hanoi, Democratic of Republic of Vietnam, on August 
18, 1967.

On August 21, 19675 a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that Carmichael 
has returned to Cuba after his visit to Hanoi and will re
main there for an indefinite period.

The source said that during Carmichael's stay 
in Cuba he will be. writing a book, the title of which is 
not known to the source, which he hopes to have published 
in December, 1967°

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency.
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Fib No. 105-15451

UNITED STATES »BFAKTM£MT OF JWflGE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

lliasi, Florida
August 25, 1967

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY -
MISCELLANEOUS

A source on August 21, 1967, advised that Radio 
Havana, Cuba made the following broadcast on August 14, 1967:

Stokely Carmichael, the American Negro leader 
who attended the OLAS Conference in Havana as 
a special guest, stated in Havana that revolution 
is the most appropriate means to put an end to 
the cruel exploitation of the Negro population 
in the U. S. In an interview with Prensa Latina, 
Carmichael repeated the determination of the 
Afro-Americans to fight for their rights through
out the nation. This battle will be hard and 
difficult, but there is no other way, according 
to Carmichael.
He sa|d that the Negro American is fully con
vinced that the policy of peaceful coexistence 
with thplr exploiters will never bring positive 
results. Carmichael stated that upon his return 
to the U. S., he will recommend a change in the 
name of his organization, the Student Coordinating Committee for Nonviolent Action, to th^^Negrp 
Liberatipn ,Movement . He explained thdfthe new 
h^pngf’^TKemdvement will influence the minds of 
Afro-Americans toward a concept of battle for 
total emancipation, since they will realize it 
is linked with the battle to liberate the 
exploited nations in Asia, Africa anti Latin 
America.
Finally, according to Carmichael, the, strong 
opposition of young Negroes to fighting in 
Vietnam or participating in any other imperialist 
war will continue.

The source on August 9, 1967, made available the
August 3-, 1967, issue of "Granina,’’ self-described as the 
official organ of the Communist Party of Cuba, which

ALL WfMUAM CONTAIN® „ .
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 0 kWh—
BATE RY ENCLOSURE



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

::Z
contained an article captioned':
This article stated as follows: ----------------—«----------- -

(/<$>>&'
"It is in the act of the armed fight that a people —■ 
obtains its humanity,”
Says the well-known composer of protest songs and 
Afro-American political leader. z
After being in Cuba a few days, the noted U. S. 
composer and interpreter of protest songs and 
outstanding fighter for the liberation of the Afrp-r Amer lean people regrets only that he /is 
one and indivisible. He has come to Cuba to take 
part in the Protest Song Contest which is spon
sored by the "Casa de Las Americas," but at the 
same time he is participating as a J^eader^of 
SNCC (Student Coordinating Committee for Non
violent Action), iritheOLAS Conference as a 
guest. According to his own confession.I 
has never wanted to multiply himself as he does 
at thia moment, so that he can participate in 
the OLAS debates and in the discussions of the 
Protest Song Contest.
Meanwhile, between a quick trip to Varadero to 
Join the singers and attending the meetings of OLAS,[~ [answers the questions which we 
submit to him. Concerning the fight for the 
liberation of the Afro-American people, he 
thinks that "the most recent events in Detroit 
and Newark have been very positive because tiie 
Negro people are responding. They have taken 
up arms against the police and the army and 
refused to be intimidated any longer. This is 
a necessary stage in the fight because a people 
which wants freedom does not ask but must fight, as we are now fighting." \
Concerning the ways and purposes of SNCC, of which! I is one of I ~|he
says, "We believe that the only means of 
obtaining real liberation is through armed 
fighting. It is in the act of the armed fight 
that a people obtains its humanity. The goal

b7C
b7D



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

which we seek is the destruction of capitalism, 
and once this has been obtained, we shall be able 
to begin to build a humanistic society J*
We asked him: Do you find any identification 
between the fact that the OLAS Conference is being 
held at the same time as the Protest Song Contest? 
"Yes,” addedl "protest songs are very, very
important in the struggle of any people. And 
holding both conferences at the same time is a 
recognition of this fact."
Concerning the protest song in the United States 
and its true scope as a fighting weapon for the 
liberation of the Afro-American people or against the war in Vietnam,! ~]says: "The protect 
song is not as strong in the United States as i^t 
was before. At the beginning of our struggle, 
thpre were quite a lot of protest songs. What 
has happened is that in the process of the fight 
for liberation, the Afro-Americans feel that they 
do pot have much time to sing because they are 
very busy fighting. In a future stage of the 
fight, the protest songs will again become 
important. What has happened is that the com-' 
mercial music in the Afro-American community has 
become more protesting in nature, Singers such 
as | 
have made recordings of protest songs which have 
been very successful in the Afro-American 
community, and these protest songs are not only 
about our fight for liberation, but also about 
the fight for the liberation of the people of 
Vietnam."
Concerning his impressions of Cuba,|_______  says:
"Before coming to Cuba, I knew that it was going 
to be a place which I was going to like, and I 
have not been disappointed. As a matter of fact, 
I found more than I expected. And I believe 
that the spirit of the Cuban people is something 
which cannot be imagined, but one has to come to 
this country to see it. The celebration of July 
26 in Santiago de Cuba was particularly inspiring. 
And I like Cuba so much that I hope to return 
many more times!"

- 3



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

And to the last question put to| |to what
do you attribute the growing development of 
awareness in the Afro-American people, he said:
"To three things. The first is probably the 
war in Vietnam, for the Afro-American people 
know, without it being necessary to tell them 
so, that it is ridiculous for the United States 
to speak of fighting for the freedom of Vietnam 
when we do not have freedom in the United States 
itself. I believe that the war in Vietnam has 
made it possible for the Afro-American people to 
see that the United States can be defeated. We 
see that Vietnam is a small country, but it is 
defeating the United States. At the present time, 
the United States has a half million men in 
Vietnam and it is still losing the war. We alsp 
have a great admiration for the Viet Cong, for 
we see in them what a united people can do, for 
a united people cannot be defeated even by the 
most modern weapons.
"We greatly admire the Viet Cong and they are 
an inspiration to us. I believe that the second 
factor is Stokely Carmichael and the Black Power. 
Before the Black Power, the Afro-Americans did 
not realize what the true nature of their fight 
was. They deceived us by saying that love and y 
brotherhood were most important, but love and 
brotherhood can do nothing when a man points a 
revolver at you and your hands are empty. Now 
we understand, after the philosophy of the Black 
Power has been expressed, that there is nothing 
without Power, that only after one has Power can 
he begin to talk of love and brotherhood, and 
also that with the realization of Power, one stops 
asking and begins to take, and that one takes 
what rightfully belongs to him. A man with Power 
will not give it up nor will he share it. That 
Power will have to be taken away from him, and 
one's own Power will thus be assured.
"And I believe that the third factor is under
standing that we are not alone, that we really 
have friends throughout the world, that we are

4



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

indeed fighting against the same enemy, which is, \ 
of course, United States imperialism. Therefore, 
we are shoulder to shoulder with the Vietnamese 
people, with the fighters for freedom in Africa 
and with those who are fighting for their 
liberation in Latin America. No, we are not 
alone."

This document contains neither recommendatipns nor 
Conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
fuoNo. 105-15451

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Miami, Florida 
August 25, 1967

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character INTERNAL SECURITY
Reference Memorandum, dated and captioned 

as above, at Miami, Florida

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
infoimation in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 

of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.
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b7C
Translation from the Spanish, where required, 

was made by||

For the information of the Atlanta office, 
several of the newspaper articles quoted herein contained 
photographs of STOKELY CARMICHAEL and other members of the 
SNCC who accompanied him to Cuba.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer to

W'No. 100-15451

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Miami, Florida 
April 16, 1967

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY -
MISCELLANEOUS

■! w : 1 ■ r' ■■ ■■ : ' ■ o ' : .
The August 11, 1967, issue of "Diario Las Americas,”- i. Ui3 V X. X p VL'W WX X/ X CXX AV JUCIO XUUV*  AVAQ J

a Spanish language newspaper published in Miami, Florida, 
contained ah article entitled; "Carmichael Invited to Chile." 
This article stated that Stokely Carmichael, revolutionary 
United States Negro, was xsfvited to visit Chile by the / ; 
socialist Senator Carlo^pAlt amir ano, who was~heading his 
Party’s delegation to the Latin American Solidarity Organi
zation (LASO) Conference in Havana. Carmichael’s visit to 
Chile was suspended, however, until the Government grants 
him the necessary visa.

The August 13, 1967, issue of "Diario Las Americas’’
contained an article entitled: "Carmichael Left for USSR." 
Tins article stated that Stokely Carmichael/ leader of "Black 
^wer," apparently left for Moscow, accompanied by Julius 
Cestey, a member of the Directive Committee/of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SiTCC).

A source on August 7, 1967, made available the
,,-August 2, 1967, issue of "El Mundo," a daily newspaper pub- 
lished in Havana under the direction and control of the Cubern

/' Government, which contained the following article:

"STOKELY CARMICHAEL GRANTS A PRESS INTERVIEW

"’We U. S. Negroes have submitted to a Fascist 
regime of oppression for 400 years, and after many 
attempts to obtain bur human rights, we have found 
that there is only one way to liberation: armed 
fighting, which is already taking place in many of 
our cities,’ said Negro leader Stokely Carmichael to 
more than 100 Cuban and foreign journalists. The young 
leader said that he was sorry that he could not

/00r '~f
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL
B. APPROX. /^/^?

"speak Spanish. An interpreter 
to him. Julius Lester and Geor 
the Student Committee for Nonyid-^Mv ^v^vu, ««« 
accompanied-him, also answered'questions asked by 
the journalists.

a seat next 
Ware, leaders of 

ent Action, who

’•In answer to a question about the meaning of Black 
Power, he said; ’This means the Negro people join
the oppressed peoples outside the United States in 
order to fight for their rights and against the 
capitalist and imperialist structure inside the 
country.’ He said that in 1960, they had lined up 
with Martin Luther King in a peaceful struggle, even 
though they did not believe in it. He said that his 
movement will not join the white workers of the 
western world until these workers take up arms and 
fight along with them for the redistribution of the 
wealth and a complete change in structure. The 
whites have been trying to convince the Negroes 
that violence is not the proper way.

"As for the existence of Negro millionaires in the 
United States, he said that there are only 67 and 
that these Negroes were not with them. He said that 
Malcolm X and other Negroes, as well as Fidel Castro 
and Che are sources of inspiration to his movement.

"As for Negro intellectuals, he said that they did 
pot have much faith in the intellectuals who write 
many books. An intellectual must also be a 
revolutionary, like Fidel, who is capable of talking 
to the people about their problems.

"Concerning the possibility of having his passport 
revoked, he said; ’McClosky is neither my father 
nor my mother. Since I was 15 years old, I have 
not been asking my parents for permission to go 
anywhere. I go wherever I want. Let McClosky and 
the State Department go to the devil. If they kill 
me, let everyone know that it was the CIA. It was 
the CIA who killed Ben Barka, who poisoned Richard 
Wright in Paris, who killed Turcios Lima. But this 
has not stopped the fight of the oppressed. If they 
kill me, the fight will not stop either.’
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The source on August 9, 1967, made available the 
August 3, 1967, issue of "Granma," self-described as the 
official organ of the Central Committee of the Communist Party 
of Cuba, which contained the following - article:

"WE HAVE NO ALTERNATIVE BUT TO TAKE UP ARMS, SAID 
- -------- “—; ' ■....STOKELY' CaRmICHAEL---------------- -------- “

. "WE ARE FIGHTING AGAINST THE SYSTEM WHICH -PRODUCES . 
ECONOMIC INSECURITY

"Havana, August 2 (Prensa Latina)

"The U. S. Negro leader, Stokely Carmichael, said 
that the fight which the Negro people are carrying 
on in the United States’ ’is the same battle which 
is going on outside the United States against 
imperialism, oppression and racism.’

"In the course of a press conference, Carmichael 
also said that we United States Negroes ’have no 
alternative but to take up arms in order to bring 
about our liberation.’

"He said that for 400 years the Negro population 
of the United States has lived under the most brutal 
Fascism which the world has ever known. ’It has 
tried,’ he said, ’to coexist peacefully within the 
United States, but without any positive results.’

"In explaining the tactics which the Negro citizens 
are using, Carmichael said that ’we are moving 
toward guerrilla warfare., in the cities of the 
United States, where we have no other way but to 
use offensive violence in order to be able to own 
land, houses and stores in our communities and to 
control politics in those communities.’

"He explained that the Black Power consists of 
obtaining the monolithic union of the Negro 
population in order ’to fight for their liberation 
by whatever means may be necessary, along with 
the oppressed people outside of the Negro population 
of the United States, and by fighting to destroy the 
imperialist and capitalist structure of the United 
States.which oppresses us inside the country and 
others on the outside.’

3
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”In answer to a question about the coordination of 
the fight of the Negro masses in the United States 
with that which is being waged by the exploited 
people in other parts of the world, Carmichael said 
that his presence in Cuba 'indicates that we are 
coordinating that fight.'

”WE WILL NOT TAKE UP ARMS TO SHOOT 
“—IFTOiXof vTctIAm'...... ....

’’Later, the ex-president of the Student Coordinating 
Committee for Nonviolent Action (SNCC) said that the 
young Negroes of the United States have become aware 
that it is preferable to spend five years in prison ■ 
'rather than serve in an imperialist army, and to 
serve as cannon fodder for the interests of that 
imperialist nation.’ 'We will not take up arms to 
shoot at the people of Vietnam. They have done 
nothing to us. They have never discriminated against 
us, forced us to live in ghettoes,' made us work for 
low salaries, nor killed us in the streets,’ emphasized 
Carmichael. —

”He continued: 'The people of Vietnam are our 
brothers in arms, because they are fighting against ' 
the same structure which oppresses us. Our answer 
to the armed forces of the United States is ”to the 
devil, we. are not going.’” He added that for a long 
time 'we have been used by the United States to carry 
on these imperialist and racist wars, and we have 
always been in the front lines. As you know, in 
Santo Domingo the forces which were used to destroy 
the forces of the people fighting for their liberation 
were Negroes.'

’"In Vietnam, the front line troops are Negroes.. 
As for Vietnam, there is one positive thing: the 
United States has taught us how to kill.'’

”’Our brothers,-who are returning from Vietnam,’ 
he said, 'are going to make good use' of that training 
in the cities of the United States.’

4
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

"IN ORDER TO DESTROY US, THEY HAVE
----- to’distrot thot economy------

"In another part of the conference, Carmichael said 
that in the United States cities ’the Negroes are' 
in the majority,? and the big industrial centers 
are also located there. Therefore, he said that 
’in order to destroy us, they have to destroy their 
cities, to destroy the chief means of the United 
States economy.’

"After stating that the imperialist defenders ’are 
cowards, ’ he said that ’they cannot fight hand to 
hand, man to man.’ ’When there is a man to man 
fight, they call it guerrilla fighting, and they 
tell their people that guerrilla fighting is a new 
kind of fighting, and then they try to make it 
appear that it is dirty fighting, bad fighting and 
in order to answer that type of fight, they use 
napalm bombs.’

"He said that in the United States, they are obliged 
to ’fight us man to man, but we sweep them away.’

"Then he stated that in the present structure of 
the United States ’we cannot coexist, that is to 
say, we have to create new structures in our own 
communities.’

"WE ARE FIGHTING AGAINST 
THE ” SYSTEM1 WHlCff"”PFoFuUES

ECONOMIC INSTABILITY

"He then spoke of the whites in the United States 
who call themselves ’liberals’ and then said' that 
’those liberals are enemies of the Negro struggle 
for these reasons; because they are generally 
rich, and, therefore, receive benefits from the 
prevailing system. They are economically secure.’

"’Therefore, those liberals are fighting to 
maintain the system in the United States, since 
they get benefits from it, and we are fighting to 
destroy that system, because it produces economic 
insecurity for us. Besides, those liberals have 
an intellectual compromise with the theory of

5
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’’’equality, but they do not have an emotional 
reaction to the question of equality,, When the 
liberals see th© violence which the whites use 
against the Negroes, they shake their heads and 
feel pained, instead of feeling violent and 
indignant. However, when I see a white racist 
policeman kill one of my Negro brothers, I want 
to kill him.9

”WE ACCEPT THE WHITES WHO TAKE 
W~lRM§~SLONG WlTHUS---

I ’’Carmichael considered that the only whites which 
could be accepted in the Negro movement ’are those 
which are ready to take up arms with us, in order 
to destroy the capitalist structure of the United 
States. All the rest is just so many words, and 
we have been listening to that kind of talk for

I 400 years.’

”He added that there are about 67 Negro millionaires 
in the United States, and since they want to preserve 
their millions, ’they, too, must be destroyed.’

’’When he was asked about the integration of the 
national minorities within the framework of the 
fight for Black Power and the work which is being 
done in that sense, Carmichael said:

*”In the first place, I should like to say that 
integration cannot even occur until the source is 
eliminated. In the United States, integration is 
always defined as the Negro population moving toward 
the white communities, never the white communities 
moving toward the Negroes. This reflects the inborn 
racism in.the society, because what they have been 
saying was that the Negroes have nothing to con
tribute and that the idea was that we should become 
whites. This has become a criterion for integration 
and I shall give you an example: in Puerto Rico 
which is a colony of the United States, where 
English is the language which has been studied for 
three years, the students are punished for speaking 
Spanish. They are forced to think that there is 
something wrong with the way they have been speak
ing. This is the reflection of the feeling of

6
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racial superiority in the white western society.

"’Until we have the power to control our lives,’ 
he continued;) ’integration has no meaning. It is 
really a subterfuge for white supremacy.r

"’As for the other minority groups in the United 
States, the white society has always kept them 
divided. Again I shall use the Puerto Rican popu
lation in the United States as an example. In the 
cities, the white people made the Negroes fight 
against the Puerto Ricans and vice versa. We have 
already seen the results of this in New York and 
in Chicago—the Puerto Ricans and the Negroes are 
fighting together against the police.’

"Carmichael and the other leaders of SNCC who have 
accompanied him on his visit to Cuba, Julius Lester 
and George Ware, then explained the attitude of 
Negro clergyman Martin Luther King on the recent 
racial outbursts in Detroit and other U. S. cities. 
They said that Luther King does not favor violence, 
and in his statements a few days ago, he said that 
’he understood why there had been violence,' but 
he-also said that he could not support violence. 
However, what Dr. Luther King did not say is that 
he was in agreement with Lyndon B. Jdhnson about 
sending troops to Detroit. It is as clear as water 
that when he says that, he is against the Negro 
population.’

The article then stated that Carmichael had then 
spoken about the importance of Che Guevara, saying that Guevara 
does not just talk, he is a man of action.

Carmichael said that when SNCC was created in 1960, 
to speak of violence was treason. Luther King was in control 
at that time. After the rebellion of Watts, the question of 
nonviolence was brushed aside. It was clear that arms was the 
only way.

The article continued that Carmichael said that 
Malcolm X, who was killed in 1964, is a model and a guide for 
the Negroes of the United States. He spoke for the Negro 
masses and he fought for them. Abraham Lincoln was a white 

7



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

racist in the best sense of the word. Lincoln fought only 
for economic reasons. He really did not care about•the 
freedom of the slaves. If he could have won the war without 
freeing them, he would have done so.

The article continued.that Carmichael had said that, 
Fidel Castro is a great leader and an inspiration. Carmichael 
understands why the United States- does not want people to visit 
Cuba, for they would see how many lies about the Cubans are told 
in the United States.

The above source on August 8, 1967, made available the 
August 4, 1967, issue of ’’Bohemia,” a magazine published in 
Cuba under the control and direction of the Cuban Government. 
This magazine contained an article reflecting an interview of 
Stokely Carmichael entitled: "It Is Necessary to Create 
Problems for the Imperialists Wherever They May Be, Stokely 
Carmichael." In the article, Carmichael reportedly made the J 
following comments on various matters: 7 v/

"BLACK POWER

"’A great deal is being said in the United States 
about Black Power," he said. ’We can sum it up 
by saying that it is the union of Negroes fighting 
for their freedom. We support the need of union 
with the other peoples of the Third World. In the 
United States there is a lack of revolutionary 
conscience among the whites. If they develop it, 
we are ready to join hands and our efforts with 
them. If not, we shall continue fighting anyway. 
We want to develop our own culture. If you want 
to convert a man into a slave, destroy his culture 
and give him'the culture of the ruling power. That 
is why we have great appreciation of the Cuban 
nationality. The Cubans love Fidel because he is 
the symbol of what they want. If we had any love 
for the culture of the ruling and exploiting class, 
we would have love for Lyndon B. Johnson. Then, 
we would be fighting in behalf of the imperialists 
and against ourselves. That is why we are develop
ing love for our culture of African origin, love 
for our leaders.’

"Analyzing the recent events which have taken place

8



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

"in the different cities of the United States, which 
left behind and are leaving behind a large number 
of Negro victims produced by Yankee police and 
military oppression, Carmichael said: ...■•'’x

’’’When a fight begins, it is logical for some ■ 
battles to be lost. The price which is paid for a 
revolution is never a very high price. We have the 
best example in the number of Cuban martyrs. If 
they could see Cuba today, they would be very happy 
to give their lives over again in order to preserve 
these conquests. Our struggle now is for developing 
the revolutionary consciousness of the Negro people 
in the United States.

"’Of course,2 he added, 2we have differences with 
some Negro leaders, but we do not debate publicly. 
We are more interested in having people see union 
rather than any division or fragmentation. After 
there is sufficient strength and sufficient union, 
it will be possible to set aside the weak or timorous 
people.2

"FIDEL CASTRO

"’I talked to Fidel for three days and those days 
have been the most educational, the most interesting 
and the most instructive of my whole public life.
I am very honored and pleased with his friendship,2 
he stressed.

"PROBLEMS FOR THE IMPERIALISTS

"’It is necessary to create problems for the 
imperialists, wherever they may be,2 stated the 
young 'Negro leader. ’The fight against imperialism 
is worldwide. If there are oppressed people, they 
are the peoples of the Third World, and if they are 
fighting against oppression, it is necessary to 
support them resolutely.

"’My grandfather helped to build the Panama Canal, 
and at that time they vaccinated only the whites 
against yellow fever. That is why my grandfather 
died from that disease. The Canal was built with 
the blood and sweat of the Negroes and the Latin

9
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’’’Americans. That is why I believe I am right when 
I say that the Canal belongs to the Panamanians.’

’’PERSONAL DANGERS

”’My prospects with the authorities for returning ! 
to the United States do not interest me. I came to 
Cuba because it is a duty as a revolutionary, I 
canhcyt" respect the United States laws because' they 
are unjust. What are they going to do? Put me in 
prison? I have been in prison 35 times. I am an 
organizer. No matter where I am, I will organize 
the fight. If I am in Cuba, I shall organize the 
fight from Cuba; if I am in Vietnam, Irshall fight 
against the imperialists in Vietnam; if I am in 
Africa, I shall also fight there.’

’’OLAS

”’I believe,’ he emphasized, ’that the OLAS
Conference is actually the most important conference 
in the world. It is the beginning of the union of 
the oppressed peoples of Latin America, the union 
of the masses, which close ranks and embrace in order 
to march together to save humanity.’

The article stated that other not less important 
figures came to Cuba with Stokely Carmichael in the rebellious 
effort of millions of United States Negroes, headed by the 
youth in their classrooms, to obtain their self-determination 
as human beings. They are:

George Ware, 21 years of age, member of the Central
Committee of the SNCC. He directs the Campus Program. Ware 
got a degree in chemistry from Tuskegee, a university for 
Negroes in Alabama.

Julius Lester, of the Central Committee of the SNCC
director of photography for the organization. Writer,, guitar 
player and singer. .He was invited to the Protest Song Festival.
He is studying at Fisk. University, Tennessee

ElizabetlwJutherland, Information Officer for the 
SNCC-«~ Writer. She published a book oh "Cuba;^published"' by “t he 

“’’Dial Press” of New York. She .also published ’’Letters^from
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Mississippi." She visited Cuba in 1960 and in 1961.

This source on August 9, 1967, made available the 
August 5, 1967, issue of "El Mundo,” which carried an article 
entitled; "Decision of Negroes in the U. S. to Take Up Arms.” 
This article contained an interview with Stokely Carmichael 
wherein he expressed the following views on various matters:

"Question: Recently, the world has been shaken 
by serious racial disturbances which have taken 
place in a number of cities of the United States, 
especially in Detroit, where the violehce has 
reached an unprecedented size.° According to an 
AJP dispatch, the Mayor of Detroit, Jerome Cavanagh, 
told the Congress of the United States that part 
of the blame for this is due to the fact that 
some laws on educational improvements and on the 
’Fight against poverty’ are pigeonholed in the 
Capitol in Washington.

"The Mayor warned that if these problems 
are not corrected right away, violence will again 
break out in Detroit or in some other part of the 
United States or throughout the /nation simultaneously, 
and that the consequences will be unpredictable.
What is your opinion about this?

"Carmichael: Well, I believe that the Mayor is an 
idiot if he believes that the problem of the Negro 
population of the United State's can be resolved 
within a capitalist society. The only solution is 
the destruction of the capitalist system, the 
destruction of U. S. imperialism, which brings 
with it racial discrimination and exploitation 
everywhere. Once that structure is destroyed, 
and only then, can we speak of a solution for the 
problems of the United States Negro population in 
a realistic manner. Until that time, everything 
that is said is like putting a bandage on a cancer. 
The problem is not taken care of.

"Question; In these recent, and we can say\ present 
disturbances in the United States, it can be clearly 
seen that the Negroes have adopted a superior, form 
of fighting against the abuses by the police and

11
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’’the reactionary and racist elements in the country. 
Can you explain to what this change is due?

I
’’Carmichael; It is clear that what we have decided 
to do is to take up arms as the only means for 
facing oppression. We must unite with the others' 
in the world who favor armed fighting as the solution 
for our problems. For 400 years, we have tried to 
live in the United States under a form of peaceful 
coexistence, and as a result, we have had to live 
under the most fascist regime in the world. The 
only possible solution for us is to destroy that 
regime or to be destroyed in the attempt. At any 
rate, we are going to fight with arms in order to 

l obtain our liberation.

’’Question: There is a phrase which has been used 
very frequently in the dispatches from international 
news agencies in referring to you and to your fight 
for liberation. That phrase is ’Black Power.9 Could 
you explain what Black Power consists of and what 
the significance of that movement is?

/’Carmichael: Black Power is the union of all the 
Negro population of the United States as a single 
people in order to fight for their liberation. 
It means that we United States Negroes must begin 
to look upon the liberation movements throughout 
the world as our own cause. That, we must join hands 
with our comrades throughout the world in order to 
fight imperialism and to destroy it once and for all, 
in order to build together a new/society based on 
humane principles and not on exploitation.

’’Question: In a recent press conference you referred 
to the organization of city guerrillas as' a new 
method of fighting on the part of the United States 
Negro population. Would you explain that idea?

’’Carmichael: We said that we found ourselves forced 
to use guerrilla warfare in the city in order to obtain 
our liberation. We have no other alternative.

’’Question: But there was a very interesting question 
which 'was asked you at that conference, and which has 
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"to do with the military aspect itself of the 
question. That is to say, you were asked to explain 
how it is that guerrilla action in the city, which 
is so' difficult in other countries, is considered 
advantageous in the United States, 

"Carmichael: It is true that for this we have 
more advantages than other peoples outside the 
United States, The way in which the United States 
fights against the guerrilla movement is by using 
its most powerful weapons during the period of 
organization, in other words, until the moment 
when all the people can arm themselves and fight 
with all the necessary means. On its own territory, 
the United States cannot use its most powerful 
weapons against us. It cannot use the hydrogen . 
bomb, the atom bomb, the napalm bombs against us 
because we live within its very entrails,

’’If, for example, it should some time 
use its chemical weapons against a part of its 
people, which we are, the other part would also be 
enveloped in flames. Therefore, when the United, 
States faces our guerrilla warfare, it will have 
to fight man to man,

"It will not be the power of weapons 
against the will of a few men. But the will of a 
few men against that of other men. And we have 
the will to fight, because we are fighting for our 
liberation and they are fighting in order to 
oppress us. And those who are fighting for their 
liberation can never surrender. They cannot be 
conquered.

"Question; There is a question which we should 
like to ask you in regard to our broadcasting 
station. Do you listen to the broadcasts by Radio 
Habana Cuba in your country?

/) "Carmichael; Why, of course. Radio Habana Cuba 
11 is heard throughout the South...in Alabama, 

I I Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, North Carolina, 
’ I South Carolina and Virginia.

13
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’’And iff on© has a good short-wave receiver, 
it can be heard in Washington...

’’Question; Do you believe that Radio Habana Cuba has 
been able to aid the fight of the United States Negroes 
in any way with its broadcasts?

I
 ’’Carmichael; It certainly has. It has been a source 
of inspiration to all of us, because when we se® that 
powerful imperialism is vacilating in the face of risk, 

: and on the other hand, that Cuba not only takes a risk 
but maintains its position, we cannot help but feel 
inspired. And all this is reflected in the broadcasts 
of Radio Habana Cuba.

’’Question; Can you speak to us of your impressions 
in Gran Tierra, that is to say, the second event which 
you attended after your arrival in Cuba?

’’Carmichael; One of the things which impressed us most 
was the way that the Prime Minister devotes his time to 
going to a small town to meet its citizens, to converse 
with them, and to talk to them of the things which his 
government is trying to do.

’’The fact that the Government of Cuba shows 
so much concern for the people is, in itself, revolu
tionary, and this has our admiration.

’’Question; What was your main impression during the 
celebration of the 14th anniversary of the 26th of 
July in Santiago de Cuba?

’’Carmichael; The fact that Fidel Castro is concerned 
about the education of the masses. This impressed us 
more than anything else. And the second thing is 
Fidel’s concept that the Revolution is not only for 
the taking of power, but for restoring in the minds 
of the people the concepts which have been destroyed 
by western society; his efforts to destroy the 
concept of material interest which western society 
has imposed on the peoples. That is what he considers 
a true volution, and this is, without a doubt, one of 
the best things which we can learn from the Cuban 
Revolution.

14
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••

"Question; Can you tell us, Mr, Carmichael, why 
you came to Cuba, and what was your opinion of. the 
Cuban Revolution before and after your first 
experiences in our country?

"Carmichael; The impression which we have,always had 
in the United States about the Cuban Revolution is 
that it is good. The fact that the United States is 
against Cuba is enough to convince us that Cuba is 
doing something good,

"Therefore, we did not come to Cuba to find 
out whether the Revolution is good. We came to find 
out things, to learn things about th® Cuban Revolution 
which can be useful to our people in the United States. 
And since we have come here, we have learned a 
tremendous quantity of things, which we could not 
have learned from books or movies, but only by coming 
to experience them ourselves.

"Question; From what you have been able to observe 
here, could you tell us what you think about the way 
of life of the Negro citizens of Cuba?

"Carmichael; There is no doubt that the Revolution 
has helped the Afro-Cubans greatly, and the way that 
they are living clearly shows that there is no racism. 
The Afro-Cubans with whom we have spoken are all for 
the Revolution; they all respect and admire the Cuban 
Revolution and they all feel a great love for Fidel 
Castro.

"Question; When you read some material written by 
Major Guevara for the first time, what impression did 
it produce on you?

"Carmichael; Well, I believe that we did not begin 
to read Che until 1965. We had heard him spoken of 
since 1959, at the triumph of the Revolution, and 
since that time, we had followed with interest every
thing connected with him, where he was, what he was 
doing, what he said. We could read some information 
in certain newspapers of the United States and in 
certain Cuban newspapers which were translated. 
But we did not begin to read his works until about
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"1965. It is difficult to give the exact date 
because today the Negro community in the United 
States is all reading Che and it seems to us that 
he has always been with us.

"Question: Do you wish to send any special message 
to your people in the United States in your name?

"Carmichael: We brothers and sisters know that the 
work which we have to do is going to be long and 
hards, as Che said. That our fight- is not going 
to be simply fighting in the streets, that it is 
going to be a long hard struggle.

"We ar© preparing for that resistence 
now. At first, many of us will die, but we must 
not despair, we must continue fighting, regardless, 
of the price we'have to pay. Those of us who are 
outside are strengthening ties with our comrades 
outside the United States. Our fight will have 
world dimensions. We are inside the United States. 
Our fight is going to be the hardest and most 
fierce, but we must prepare ourselves for that 
fight. We are going to go about our business, my 
dear ones."

The above source on August 11, 1967, made available 
the August 9, 1967, issue of "Granma," which contained an 
article entitled: "Ware Forbidden Entry in London." This 
article stated that Stokely Carmichael had stated that British 
authorities had forbidden George Ware, Activities Director of 
the SNCC, to enter London. Ware arrived at the British capital 
from Cuba and he was immediately sent to the United States. 
After the departure of the Afro-American leader from London, 
the Home Office (British Ministry of the Interior) announced 
that Carmichael could not return to England "for the good 
of public safety."

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
(conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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Miami, Florida
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File No. 100-15451

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

Reference Memorandum, dated and captioned
as above, at Miami, Florida.

All sources (except any listed, below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.
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(Priority) ।

_______ _ __ __ ________________________________________________________________ L
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FROM:

RE:

DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-68783 )
stokelyQarmichael

ALL WORMATICW OOmiSEOh^ 
EMM UKCLASSlEmp

IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

------- Re: Prosecutive Summary Report of SA I .. . I 
------- | dated 8/12/67 at Atlanta, and Buairtel dated 8/23/67, 
Los Angeles teletype to Bureau dated 8/8/67, and Los Angeles 
airtel to Bureau dated 8/9/67.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke at a Black Power Conference 
at the Jefferson High School. 1319 East 41st Street, Los 
Angeles, California on 5/26/67.

There is no prepared text relating to the speech 
furnished to school authorities or to members of the press. 
Neither is a recording of this speech available.

There are no informants in the Los Angeles Division 
sufficiently close to CARMICHAEL who could testify as to his 
knowledge and intent as it relates to his speech.

I |a current, live informant of continuing
value to tne Los Angeles Division, who is imavailable and 
unwilling to testify at this time, advised | that

Btjreau (RM) (AIR MAIL) "
( 2 - Atlanta (100-6812) (AM-REGISTERED) Dtp

1 - Lqjs Angeles .
JWW:gcw
\(6)
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Approved ____________________
fo) c /Ppeeial Agent in Charge
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no persons of white race or members of the news media were 
permitted in this conference, as security guards screened and 
searched persons entering the conference.

_____Ail of the above information including written report 
by| |concerning this speech was set forth in referenced 
Prosecutive Summary report.
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Re Bureau airtel, dated 8/23/67, and Tampa airtel 
to Bureau, dated 8/26/67.

Enclosed herewith for Atlanta, for inclusion in a 
supplemental report, are four copies of the following FD-302sj

ig results of i1. FD 302

Florida;
2. FD 302 containing results of interview off

Florida;

3, FD 302 containing results of interview off
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7. FD 302 containing results of interview of

8. FD 302 containing results of physical observation 
of locale of speech.

Also enclosed as exhibits are the following:

b7C

4. 4 conies each of 3 photographs taken bvl I

dinng CARMICHAEL Speech. ThS phdtOgfaphS W€fe made available— 
by I
It is felt that these photographs would be of interest to the 
Department in answer to their question concerning the locale 
of STOKELY CARMICHAEL speech. The negatives of the photographs 
are being maintained by
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ReBuairtel 8/23/67 and Tampa aIntel 8/26/67.
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information so that supplemental non-prosecutive summary may 
be prepared in accordance with Bureau instructions.
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TO: SACs, Boston (Enclosure) 
Los Angeles (Enclosure) 
Milwaukee (Enclosure) 
New York (Enclosure) 
San Francisco (Enclosure) 
WW (Enclosure) 
Miami (Enclosure)

From: director, FBI

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION

9-6-67
1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan
1 - Mr. Cox______

Attached as enclosure is a copy of a letter from 
.Mr. J. Walter Yeagley, Assistant Attorney General, Internal 
Security Division of the department, which is self-explanatory.

_______________Miami should nont.ant.I

FBI

Tolson _ 

DeLoach 

Mohr __ _
Bishop _ 

Casper _ 

Callahan 

Conrad _ 

Felt ____
Gale____
Rosen __
Sullivan . 
Tavel ___
Trotter _ 

Tele.
Holmes'S 
Gandy^

--------------------------------- ;------------------- b7C Per FBI

------------------ The Department has also furnished a? list of|_  
| who were reportedly in Havana, Ct|ba, during 

carmicnaei's stay there. Information concerning some of these 
is set out below. Recipient offices should review 

tnexr rues and, submit recommendations as to whether or not 
residing in their respective territories, she: 

be interviewed concerning captioned matter ? 0 B
Citin’ 1967

, ______ J New York, occasionally travels to (MM«on
assignment, in 1957, the States department expressed concern 
’over a newspaper article which mentioned names of

P- Atlanta > { (Enclosure) 
_ PTB:mh4(22)

Vf y
J

SEE.; NOTE. PAGE THREE
MAILED 30
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Airtel to SACs, Boston, et al. 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b7C

b7

in 1948. he was the subject of a Special Inquiry Investigation 
|which was favorable.
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Airtel to SACs, Boston, et al. 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

_____ of Sacramento, Modesto and Fresno California. Members of | ~| have been 
cooperative with the Bureau m tne past.

]are all affiliated with 
San Francisco. California. They 

reportedly traveled to Cuba, with also of
Ion Cuban lire under a contract 

with I 1 in lew York City.
San Francisco is not Iseing requested to submit recommendations 
concerning| in view of his subversive activities in the
past; however, San Francisco should submit recommendations 
concerning the other individuals connected with 

All leads must be handled expeditiously and the 
results submitted promptly to the Bureau.

NOTE:
See memorandum C. D. Brennan to W. C. Sullivan, 

dated 9-5-67, same caption, prepared by PTB:mh.
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To: SAC, Atlanta
From: Director, FBI (100-446080)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - RISC.
SEDITION

ReBuairtel 8/23/67, requesting your office to prepare 
a supplemental prosecutive report in thia natter.

The Department has requested this supplemental report 
by 9/12/67 in order that a prompt decision nay be made as to 
whether or not sedition charges should be brought against 
Carmichael,

Atlanta should sake every effort to comply with the 
Department’s request.

PTBrdes
(4)
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Tolson ____________
DeLoach _________
Mohr ______________
Bishop ____________
Casper ____________
Callahan __________
Conrad ____________
Felt _______________
Gale ______________
Rosen _____________
Sullivan __________
Tavel _____________
Trotter____________
Tele. Room _______
Holm os - _<«■' ■______
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■Date:, 8/2 5/67

Transmit the. following"-in
(Type in plaintext on code)

Via AIRTEL .
(Priority)

' DIRECTOR,. ■FBI; ( 100-446080) ..

M:.. LEGAT, PARIS . (100-2683) (P) .

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL'- ,■ • ••
IS .- MISCELLANEOUS; * 

. SEDITION ALL ORMA.TIO1T CONTAINED

FBI

Remycab to Bureau 8/9/67. Referral/Direct

4 ' Bureau ■ -
. (1 - Liaison Section), ■ 

1 - Paris 
VVK:,eim , 
(5) .... I

AIRTEL / .

SCP-.l 19671

V

Approved—1___ • ■ -’•■•’ ■ Sent..
1 1§^Fial Agentin5Charge

_M \Per__



PAR 100-2683
Referral/Direct

In the event any pertinent information is received 
from our sources, the Bureau and interested offices will be 
immediately advised.
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Bishop 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt___
Gale -----

Ml

Mt 1 1 J * % }

! Hanoi Boosted vel -------
Trotter ------
Tele. Room 
Holmes -----
Gandy ------By Carmichael,

; ' • f|. t

Pledges Support
Of U.S. Negroes,

; TOKYO (UPI) - IWWilac^ 
power militant Stokely~€armi‘ 
chad pledged "t'fie”'suppollt Of, 

'"American Negroes for Comm, 
mist North Vietnam in the Viei 
mam war, Hanoi Radio reportei

’ today.
In a broadcast monitored in, 

Tokyo, Hanoi said Carmichael, 
gave his pledge of support on 
behalf of American Negroes in a: 
“recent” meeting in North! 
Vietnam with Ton Quang Phiet. 
Phiet is chairman of North 
Vietnam’s Asian-African solidar
ity committee.

Carmichael, who earlier this' 
month attended tlie Cuban- 
sponsored Latin American j 

' Solidarity Organization confer-1 
ence in Havana as a guest -of j 
Cuban Premier Fidel Castro,' 

>was reported by the broadcast ! 
to be in Hanoi.

The broadcast said Phiet toldl 
Carmichael North Vietnam 
supported the “valiant struggle 
being waged by black people in < 
the U.S. for freedom and equali
ty.” :I Phiet told Carmichael Hanoi, 
offered its “resolute support”' 
for American Negroes, the, 

, broadcast said.

I
 Hanoi Radio yesterday an-; 

nounced for the first time that 
Carmichael was in the IJorth, 
Vietnamese capital. ■

While he was in Havana, the.' 
! U.S. State Department an- 
\ nounced it would revoke Carmi- 
; chael’s passport upon his return 
to America for traveling to the 
CammunisS Cuban capital , ini 

' defiance of a ban. •'!-?'.

The Washington Post
Times Herald---------------------------

The Washington Daily News — - — 
The Evening Star (Washington) Qi 
The Sunday Star (Washington)’ '"rUgj 

Daily News (New York) -----------------
Sunday News (New York) ---------------

. New York Post__ ,---------------------------
The New York Times 

Sun (Baltimore) . 
Worker_________

The
The
The New Leader -------------------
The Wall Street Journal ---------
The National Observer----------
People's World----------------------

AUG 3 0 1967
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 9/8/6?

Transmit the following in____________________________________________ __
(Type in plaintext or code)

v. AIRTEL AIR MAIL
(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (IOO-68783)(RUC)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - 
MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

Re Bureau airtel dated 9/6/6? •

'ha Indices of the Los Angeles Division indicate 
that _  Is a correspondent for the "Los Angeles
Times",ally newspaper serving the Los Angeles 
area. No derogatory information located in the files of 
the Los Angeles Office concerning | ~~|

In view of the fact that no derogatory information 
has bean developed concerning | |it is recommended that X

foe interviewed concerning captioned matter. ZZ

Ml INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED , - 
1ATF /j-3-7? BYs^-/ 

towf * llj

f 3/ - Bureau PegistI
'1 - Los Angeles /
JWW :mfg
(4)

14 SEP1 819i 
Approved: ____ (_/

Special Age&f in Charge
Sent M Per _____ .______________
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2Ir. U. ». cotter

J. f. Wacks
1 -Ite. Cotter
1 — I I
1 - Mr. Wacks

ACTW.

105-158698 O
(£)- 100-446080 (Carmichael)

(5)

' e»wk>t»~ *■>  ■ * - '■ '"' ' '

NOT REGO^USO

:I41SEr 13 '-■:■■•



FBI WASH DC

Mr. Tolson— 
Mr. DeLoach 
Mr. Mohr__
Mr. Bishop... 
Mr. Casper-
Mr. Callahrn 
Mr. Conrad 
Mr. Felt____
Mr. ff»le ... . 
MKxBrosen .. 
Mr^RSjulivan. 
Mr/ Tavel..... 
Mr. Trotter... 
Tele. Room— 
Miss ,.JS- 
Miss Gandy

FBI SEATTLE

839 P ^DEFERRED 9/11/67 JKN

Tj/DIRECTOR (100-446080)

FROM SEATTLE (i00-28676) IPG

0
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISC., SEDITION

$
Qy RE BUTELCALL TODAY.

TAPES OF SUBJECT’S SPEECH SENT AMSD REGISTERED EIGHT ELEVEN PM

INSTANT.

END

WRD

FBI WASH DC
we 5

P

3® SEP 12j 1967
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- Mr. Bishop
-■ Mr. Sullivan 
- Mr.
-Mr. Brennan (C.D.)

j SaptroTOr 8, 1987 

cnrrniaa-Mwr wuftrw»w ^fw^nniwee twi nSMIfrKK

ffem is set f©r th below a swmry *f  current 
a*d  plarowd htwe rotiwit’iro ©f the Mtndrot Mwroroirot 
Coordirotlag Crowtttro and its lanroro. flamed frj \&‘l - xj/

rotivitlro? *C  M*  Rap ■ Brown Declassify

Mltiro in Okieage, llllrola, aM M< the Black Pw*er  
Crovrotiro. On gwptroTOr 3, 1987, X. Rap ftvwft, Hatiroal 
croirroa at tTO Wtadrot Mrovleleat Crordirotlag Cemlttee, 'A~
spoke before We Cewveatlea. Brow*  onll«d f«r throw present 
te ant themelvro i^iwit white p*9*l*  rod cwt«*M  that 
Megroro in th*  WitaM Statro are engaged i» a rebellion. 
He said that th® riots la rotiwit, Michigan, «to» trot 
Megroro *r*  "ataying t*t*tror w rod- are rot "roltehlng” ro 
vlwT I^^TwWro a row wl^JWro XSroX •M^pTroWro NXwv w- ®w 

VWtMB."

0a the eveaiag of Septrober 3, 1987, Broro spoke 
to 'S^uhrolroteiy 958 Wegroeaf who had ferowMl the Slack 
Ciwcag Group of th*  Batlorol Crofereace fro Mew Polities. 
Brow*  said that Goldwater lost We- prroideatial elect ion 
'Mr being brorot aad that President Johroro wea it by beisg 
a liar.. H*  dirowrod the Wewark, lew Jersey, riot sod 
e la trod that when th® Matiroal Guard dlroroered Hegroro 
had rotorotla ww^roa, it rotrowt w rose i»t«- th# riot 
root. Iccordlag to Wroa, thio proved trot grow will wt». 
He said JLrorioa la presently roroiag doro -Vlororo rod 
broaroe of thia, a "little bit of Aaroica" roy be fcmrned 
dmm. Brows told the roilroro trot word rod goro rot frro 
the FBI that Hegro polleroro row to be dirorwed wTOrovw 
riots roour,.
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100—439190
P- But ile 100-446080
1 - Bufile 105-16^197 

BAW-.des <1»J
pm autwee*tie  

SEE NOTE PAGE 3
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srwxmr iwviousit cowudimatiwg cqumittk w** “• wa» t aS'WSis^WT -W- 'wfr JWWSPVBfl*  '.H®•’W w^we^aMRO W" * * ,®W*F

Havana Radio broadcasted an interview of 8r©wn 
on Augwt 31, lf#r. Brown ml< that Jtegre soldiers BflW 
fight ta*  in Vietses will hecme “guerrilla' fightersr in all 
wajor oitAo*  of the ©aitad StatWB when ta^y return hone. He 
yreSiotoH ratalliaaa la every ttiitof Stnteo ©ity with, a aajer 
Hegr© popuintio*.  He called A«eriea the yriaclynl ©ppreasor 
of freed©*  threeffhwt the world aed said that "its iwperiaXist 
Government threetese thewerld with, the blacknail of war..**

b7C

The city of Milnftslyhln, Heaaieylwaaia*  haw obtained 
an injunct lea against Brown forbidding hl*  t*  wake any public 
speeches in th*  ©Ity.

Activities of, gtofcnl.y Car*i<?Mael

Ciomichn*!,  the forner leader of the Htudeat 
ffeftviolent Cwordinatlng Cw»aittee> was reoeatly la Maaol, 
Herth Vietnam, Hanoi Radi© reported that Camiehael net 
with Jtorth Viet nan leaders and te>14 then that America® 
jteffroea and Sorth Viet nan have the wane ewana*  a*e*r>  
"Halted States inyerialia*.  ** Carnichasl stressed the 
deterninatlo*  of the Jh^crees 1b the Waited States t© unite 
closely -with the Worth Vietnanese peewle. 9*  the
Waited Staten ** Mthe greatest destroyer ef inmaiilty/’’

SresB swsnrts inSieate that Carnlchael -arrived 
in Algiere, Algeria, fro*.  Masoi »n Seytenber 8, 1W. 
Carnlchael resewtedly will renaln fear ®r five days 1b 
Algiers and will call upon the President ef Algeria during 
his visit. sp©» his arrivBl in A'igierB» cmtefeeel stated^ 
’WrolBtien is the only solntism few the AneiU’eaa Hegvoea. ■’ 
V»- added' that Africa 1*  the *H»tlier  cewntry*  of all 
Airw**A*Br  leans«

It was previously reyorted that I __ 
a student HeBVielOftt CeerdiMting ce**mee  official 
attended a nee ting held by the Japan Coumil Agai»et Atomic 
and Hydrogen Sosbs in Tokyo, Jaywtk». during August, 1SS7.



sum wokviglot

demonstrations against the w la Vietnam during the tall 
of 1967. The first demonstration is to take place 1» 
Sew York City on October 20 or 31, M*r ia8t in
Paris, Prance, on November <, Wr City
demonstration will be sponsored by the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee. | Tasked an official ©f the
Japanese Coaamanist Party to sapport a demcBstration in. 
Tokyo between October 20 and November 4, 1967. The 
off icial W wiKxawmittal, although he assured I ~l 
the Student Wonvielent^oordinatihg Committee had the 
support of the Party’jJKuJ

Willie Ricks 7a n official of the Student 
Honviolent Coordinating Committee, held a new® conference 
in Chattanooga, Tennessee, on September 4, 1967. Bicks ■ 
criticised the conditions under which Megroes live in 
Chattanooga and said that ■ the student nonviolent 
Coordinating Cowit tee plana to open a liberation school in 
that city. Me also said that H. Bap Brown will visit 
Chattanooga. He said, "Blacks want victory by any senna’* 
and if Megroes do not get their freedom, "w're going to 
wake sure the white man doesn’t en^oy his freedom.”

XEROX COPIES BEING SENT TO MRS. MILDRED STEGALL, THE WHITE 
HOUSE; MR. WILLIAM WELSH, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE 
VICE PRESIDENT; HONORABLE DEAN RUSK, SECRETARY OF STATE; 
HONORABLE ROBERT S. MCNAMARA, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE; HONORABLE 
RICHARD HELMS, DIRECTOR, CIA; ATTORNEY GENERAL; DEPUTY 
ATTORNEY GENERAL; ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS GENERAL YEAGLEY, DQAR, 
AND VINSON; SECRET SERVICE; AND THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCIES. ......
NOTE:

See memorandum C. D. Brennan to Mr. Sullivan, 9/6/67, 
same caption, prepared by BAW:des.

Classified ”Cqpf3ed^ptial” since it contains 
information from informants whose disclpsugpcould affect 
our national defense. ■ - '



C. D. Brennan

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 -Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Sullivan

Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. C.D. Brenna.
1 -I I b7C

Cfess^ed bv
STUDENT JfOmOIOT COORDINATING COMMITTEE Declassify d

Due to the interest of the President in the 
activities of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC) and its leaders, we have prepared a summary setting 
forth current and planned future activities in this matter. 
A copy is attached fox’ ready reference.

H. Map Brown, leader of SNCC, spoke before the Black 
Power Convention and the Black Caucus Group in Chicago, 
Illinois, on 9/3/67. Brown said that Megroes are engaged in 
a rebellion and called upon the audience to arm themselves. 
He described President Johnson as a liar and said guns will 
win.

In an interview broadcast by Havana Radio on 8/31/67, 
Brown said that Negrosoldiers now fighting in Vietnam will 
become guerrilla fighters when they return home. Me called 
the United States the principal oppressor of freedom through- 
out the world.

Stokely Carmichael, former leader of SNCC, is 
present3<-iartl«®T71R^tKViotBam. Hanoi Radio reported 
that Carmichael stated that American Negroes and Morth 
Vietnam have the same common enemy, "United States imperialism."

a SNCC official, was in Japan 
during August, iwsz. He attempted to obtain the support of 
the Japanese Coaaranist Marty for a series of world-wide 
demonstrations againstthe war in Vietnam October through 
November 4, / i

That the enclosed memorandum to Ira. Mildred Stegall 
at the White House; Mr. William Welsh, Administrative Assistant 
to th© Vice Wresident; Honorable Dean Rusk, Secretary of State; 
Honorable Robert S. MeNamara, Secretary of Defense; Honorable 
Richard Helms, Director, CIA; Attorney General; Deputy Attorney 
General; Assistant Attorneys General Yeagley, Dear, and flason; 
Secret Service; and the military intelligence agencies be
approved.

Encl.

/ 00 & Ofr 0
t»EJSES®£E3 GaKSKSSKS^

Mot recorded
SEP121967



C.D. Brennan to Sullivan 
Be: STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

9/8/6?, Wide*  ^JBQKBSTK? INTELLIGENCE

After typing the above, indicate
Carmichael arrived in Algeria cm 9/s/W^p^xMtivy- of four 
or five days, and he will call on the President*#/  Algeria..
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Tolson ____________
DeLoach __________
Mohr ______________
Bishop ____________
Casper____________
Callahan __________

MAILED 11

SEP 8 1967

COMM-FBI
Conrad . 
Felt___
Gale — 

Rosen _ 

Su 11 i v an^™_______

i: r.’l 4 ®
Tele. Room _______
Holmes 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITEDW'ATES DEPARTMENT OF JUST1
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
September 8, 1967

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

REFERENCE: Report dated November 4, 1966, at Atlanta, 
Georgia

Referenced communication contained subject’s residence and/or employment 
address. A recent change has been determined and is being set forth below (change 
only specified):

Residence: temporarily out of the country

Employment:



(Type in plaintext or code)

inf

(Priority)

TO:
SAC, MIAMI (100-15451) (RUC)FROM:

RE:

^off ices,

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
SM - SNCC 
(00 - Atlanta)

M.I. Group, Orlando, Florida, 
OSI, Robins AFB, Georgia.

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

/£ 1 - 
JJMTjkj 
(11)

Date: 8/30/67

Classify h

Dectassi

v. AIRTELVia _,___________

Transmit the following in _

M

o

Sent ____
cfal Agent in Charge

iASblFIED

Re Bureau airtel to Albany, with copies to 
dated 6/7/67.

all

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies of an LHM 
। containing remarks attributed to the captioned subject. Four 
copies of this LHM are being furnished Atlanta, the office 
.of origin in both this and the SNCC investigations.

Copies of this LHM are being furnished to 111th 
NISO, Charleston, S.C. , and

Q

Bureau (Enc. - 10) (RM) 
(1 - 100-439190) (SNCC) 

4 - Atlanta (Enc. 4) (RM) 
(2 - 100-6812) 
(2 - 100-6488) (SNCC) 

3 - Miami
(1 - IOS-15451)
Cl - 100-15068) (SNCC)

5: wo ■

66SEP18.



MM 105-15451

The source concealed is 
information to SAal

who furnished the

Translation from the Spanish, where required. was made by Miami translator! b;

2.



In Reply, Phase Refer to

FEDERAL BURBA®-GF UNVBSTI©ATK'OH
Miami, Florida
August-30, 1367

™eJVo- 105-15451

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
SECURITY MATTER - 
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING 
COMMITTEE

A source, on August 21, 1967, made available the 
August 17, 1967, issue of ”E1 Mundo”, which contained an 
article entitled ’’Meeting Tomorrow to Support Negroes in 
U.S.” This article stated that a mass meeting would be 
held August 18, 1967, to support the battles of the Negro in the U.S. The closing speech would be made by Mrst 
Secretary of the Union of Young Communists, JAIMe/crOMBET. 
The meeting was scheduled for the anniversary of/the Watts 
riot ip Los Angeles, California.

”E1 Mundo” is a daily afternoon newspaper 
published in Havana, Cuba, under the 
control and direction of the Cuban Government.
The source, on August 25, 1,967, advised that 

’’Radio Progreso”, Havana, Cuba, in their broadcast of 
August 19, 1967, had mentioned STOKELY CARMICHAEL. A 
summary of this broadcast is as follows:

Thousands of people congregated last night on the 
esplanade at Linea and Malecon to commemorate the second 
anniversary of the Watts rebellion in Los Angeles. The 
closing speaker at the meeting was JAIME CROMBET, First 
Secretary, of the Union of Young Communists, who stated that 
the American Negro movement is now on the offensive. 
CROMBET stated that Cuba supports th© battle of the Negroes 
against a common enemy.

Another speaker was ELIDA/ACOSTA, speaking for 
the Cuban Committee to Support Vietnam.

. ■ . f 1 ,
All KFDB’T’ON CONTAINED

WC.WSUW



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

CROMBET urged all Negroes in the U.S. to intensify 
their fight for their rights and oppose sending their sons 
to serve as cannon fodder in Vietnam. He also urged the 
revolutionaries all over the world to demand respect for 
the life of STOKELY CARMICHAEL, upon his return to the U.S., 
and denounced unhealthy conditions prevailing in American 
Negro ghettos.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL sent a message stating that 
the Afro-Americans within the U.S, are fighting for libera
tion, and to change the imperialist structure in the U.S. 
which oppresses these people. He states that in the future 
the Negroes will take no part in the racist, imperialist 
wars of the U.S. CARMICHAEL stated that the riot in Watts, 
on August 18, 1965, was the day on which the Afro-Americans 
in the U.S. decided that coexistence does not serve their 
purpose; the only solution is a Negrq revolution. CARMICHAEL 
feels that the people of Asia, Africa and Latin America 
should work together against the imperialists.

The source, on August 25, 1967, made available 
the August 18, 1967, issue of ’’Qranma”, which contained an 
article entitled ’’Message from CARMICHAEL.” A summary of 
this article is as follows:

Afro-American leader STOKELY CARMICHAEL sent a 
message for broadcasting over Radio Havana, to celebrate 
the second anniversary of the Watts riot. CARMICHAEL’S 
message to the brother nations of Africa, Asia and Latin 
America states that the Afro-Americans within the U.S. 
are fighting for liberation, and this is not merely a 
reform movement within the U.S., it is a total revolution 
in which we plan to change the imperialist, capitalist 
and racist structure in the U.S. which oppresses both you 
and us.

We want you to know that these are not just 
race riots; they are rebellions, insurrections of a 

2.



RE: STOKE LY CARMICHAEL

people who have been oppressed by a system which has 
prevailed for over 400 years. Our only recourse is 
weapons and a battle for our liberation-—total revolution 
in the U.S.

CARMICHAEL’S message stated further we want you 
to know we are not fighting for peace or law and order; we 
are fighting for justice, equality and redistribution of 
wealth within the U.S. We are fighting to eliminate 
exploitation of Latin America, Asia and Africa by the U.S, 
We are part of the bloc of the Third World. We are 
Africans, and we cannot accept money from a country which 
has sacked Africa.

The message continued we want you to know that in 
the future, we will not fight in any of the racist and 
Imperialist wars of the U.S, We will not wear the U.S. 
uniform. We are already refusing to fight in Vietnam^ 
because we are creating a Negro resistance movement, through 
which our people are beginning to understand that the 
people of Vietnam are not our enemies, on the contrary, 
they are our friends. We will not; be accomplices in 
aggression against Vietnam, Santo Domingo, Venezuela, 
Brazil, Africa, Malaya, or Aden.

Each time there is a riot in a U.S. city, we 
want you to know this means another blow against the 
imperialists who are oppressing you. Each time we fight 
in the cities, we strike a blow in the name of NKRUMAH, 
overthrown by the CIA; each time we strike a blow, we do 
it in the name of SUKARNO and a million people assassinated 
in Indonesia; each time we rebel, we strike a blow against 
the invasion at Playa Giron; we strike a blow against the 
imperialists who are occupying Puerto Rico.... etc.

The message further stated we want you to know 
that August 18, 1965, is the date on which the Afro- 
Americans in the U.S. decided that coexistence was impossible,

3.



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

and the only solution is a Negro revolution. This is the 
date on which we decided that weapons are the only answer. 
Words are useless, because while we talk, our people continue 
to suffer.

Further, we want you to know, that our fight is your 
fight. We should coordinate our battles, our people have 
been oppressed for centuries. It is time to obtain a place 
in the sun, so that we can be happy, proud and free. This 
is the task ahead of us.

The message stated also that Brothers, we are ready 
to begin today to destroy from within the structures which 
have oppressed all of us, and we hope that you are ready to 
destroy them from without. Let us go forward to victory*

"Granma” is self described as the official 
organ of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of Cuba.
The source, on August 28, 1967, made available the 

August 21, 1967, issue of "Granma", which stated that the 
Chilean Minister of Interior,BERNARDO LEIGHTON, stated he 
would not give an entry visa to a Negro citizen who openly 
proposes "to kill all the whites in the U.S." STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL, representative of Black Power, was invited 
to Chile by Socialist Senator CARLOSjaLTAMIRANO during the 
OLAS Congress in Havana, Cuba^ ?

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside your agency.

4*



FB-3S3 Wev. 11-29-61)

In Reply, Please Refer to

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OV JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Miami, Florida' 
August 30, 196?

Fife No. 105-15451

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character
Reference

SECURITY MATTER STUDENT 
NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
letterhead memorandum, dated and 
captioned as above, at Miami, Florida.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced eownuni oat,l on have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 

of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.



p'd-^-IRSt. S-^J84)! § Mr. Tolson.

Date: 9/8/67

Mr. 1'fiLoach___
Mr."Mohr______
Mr. (B . hop_____
Mr. tlasper_____
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad____
Mr. Folt_______

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

(Type in plaintext or code)

(P riority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
SAC, DETROIT (100-34122)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
(00: ATLANTA)

. । Tele. Room_
। Miss H. dmes. 
l_Mis^_ Gan<iy_

ALL
DATE

Re Bureau airtel to Detroit, 8/18/67, and 
Detroit airtels to Bureau, 8/25, 8/26/67, captioned as 

,s above.
Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies and 

for Atlanta two copies of an 1HM relating to captioned 
matter.

Referenced Detroit airtels set out information ' 
regarding the source of an original tape recording of 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S and CLEVELAND SELIER's speeches made 
on 5/17/67, at the Fountain Street Church, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, of which a transcript was furnished to the Bureau. 
Efforts to locate| |
tape recording of tms transcript, have been unsuccessful. 
However, on 9/5/67, an original tape recording made by

I Iwas made available to the Detroit
Office of the FBI. The audio on this tape recording is

(
satisfactory and relatively clear. Detroit is maintaining 
possession of this tape recording as evidence.

UACB, no transcription of this®fapPis 
being submitted at this time inasmuch as it would be a 

» duplicate of the transcription previously furnished. 
"W Bureau (Enc< (RM> 4 s^p

- Atlanta (100-6812) (Enc. 2) (RM) 2 - Detroit «=—-
JEK/cmt

c. V-
/ee 

Approved: ____L ______
7 0 SEP 19 iWH Agent in Charge

Sent M Per

b7D

IM



DE 100-34122

It is to be noted that
___________________________ made the previously mentioned tape 
recording of CARMICHAEL’S and SELLER’S speeches. | 
is considered to be of a highly liberal nature and not above 
embarrassing any group or agency should he be so inclined. 
Therefore, no further attempt is being made to interviewI at this time.
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EDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST!

Detroit, Michigan 
»- September 8, 1967

Re: Stokely Carmichael

_Attached hereto are the results of an interview 
with!_______________________________________________________ I b c
________________________________ East Lansing, Michigan, t'o 
relating to.a speech made by Stokely Carmichael on 
May 17, 1967, at Grand Rapids, Michigan;

COPIES DE’STROVR’b 
33- FEB 24 1971
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Datej
September 8, 1967

______________________________________________ turnisbed 
the original tape of a speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
at the Fountain Street Baptist Church, Grand Rapids,

- Michigan, on May 17, 1967.

advised he would be available 
and willing to testify in the event the tape recording 
made by him was subsequently entered as evidence in a 
court of law.

b7C
b7D

On 9/5/67 at East Lansing, Michigan p;jp. # Detroit 100-34122

by _IC cmt Date dictated ——9/8/67
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside ydur agency.



Re:, Stokely Carmichael

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned, to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed cutside your agency.
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Date: 9/11/67
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

••

.-s

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O)

SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY'CARMICHAEL 
SEDITION

Enclosed are 3 copies of report prepared in accordance 
with Bureau airtel, 8/23/67.

Referenced airtel enclosed a request from the Department 
that it be ascertained whether or not a recording was made of 
CARMICHAEL'S speech in the Jefferson High School at 
on 5/26/67> and if there is an available witness to 
it.

Los Angles airtel 8/29/67 advised that all

Los Angeles 
authenticate

of the re- . 
quested information was set forth in prosecutive summary report 
of SA dated 8/12/67 at Atlanta.

(pages 300 and 322)Inasmuch as the report of SA________
appears to be responsive to the Department's request in this 
instance, no reference to this request is being made in the 
enclosed supplemental prosecutive summary.

g) - Bureau (Enc. 3) (w$ £
1 - Los Angeles (i^^6$£83) (RM) >(;Info)
2 - Atlanta ' ' » ■ >
EUC:met
(6)

W

DATE
HOW PCI
BY:

in Charge

/ P, c. 'Pp
Approved ■__ ,__ _ Sent

SEP & 1S67

M Per
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Title of Case . b7C

STOKELY UARMICHAEL, 
aka C. Welcher

SA
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:met

Character of Case

SEDITION

Approved
Special Agent 

in Charge
Do not write in spaces below

Copies made:

(3)- Bureau (100-446080) (RM) 
1 - USA, Atlanta, Georgia 
2 - Tampa (100-1103) (®M) 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy,o: 1 - United States Attorney, Atlanta, Georgia
b7C

Report of: 

Dote:
SA
Sejotember 11, 190?

Office: Atlanta, Georgia

Field Office File #: 100-6812 Bureau File 100-446080

Title: STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 
also known as 
C. Welcher

Character: SEDITION

Synopsis: Supplemental Prosecutive Summary.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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1• narrative of offense

STOKELY CARMICHAEL was born June 29, 1941, 
at Trinidad, British West Indies. By derivation through 
the naturalization of his parents, CARMICHAEL became 
a United States citizen on April 27> 1953; which 
citizenship was substantiated by Certificate of 
Citizenship Number A338O82, which was issued to 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL on April 17; 1958. Subject's 
derivative citizenship is as a result of his father, 
ADOLPHUS'S. CARMICHAEL, born February 1, 1913; Port 
of Spain, being naturalized in the Southern District" 
of New York April 27; 1953-

CARMICHAEL received a Bachelor of Arts 
Degree in philosophy from Howard University, Washington, 
D.C., on June 5; 1964.

In J'lay of 1966 CARMICHAEL, after5 several 
years of association with the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), was elected by the 
central committee of SNCC to become the National 
Chairman. He served in this capacity until May, 1967. 
During this period, CARMICHAEL was in a constant 
travel status throughout the United States; however, 
he has-been known to utilize Apartment Number 1, 2222 
Tolhurst Street, SW, Atlanta, Georgia, as a residence.

The only alias known to have been utilized 
by, CARMICHAEL occurred in September, 1966, when he 
was reported to have purchased an airline ticket in 
Alabama utilizing the name of C. WELCHER. He is not 
known to have ever served in the military armed forces 
of the United States; however, he is registered with 
the Local Draft Board in New York City, and by his 
own statements indicates he has a 4-F classification.



AT 100-6812

Throughout a series of speeches delivered 
by CARMICHAEL as Chairman of SNCC and as a recognized 
proponent of "Black Power", he has generally set 
forth the origins and concepts of SNCC; theories 
of self condemnation^ concept of denial of one's 
liberation^ differences in law and order, and history 
of the Negro peoples. CARMICHAEL in his speeches, 
foTlowing a discussion of the above described items, 
generally concludes his talks by dwelling on the 
war in Viet Nam and his opposition to the draft. 
He further advised his audience that .they should 
inform the white people in^authority as it relates 
to military service and induction, "Hell no, we 
won't go." He has advocated in his speeches that, 
"There is no need to go 8,000 miles to kill Vietnamese; 
He ain't never killed any nigger . . .: We will not 
fight the war. The war is for the Birds. Lynda 
Bird and Lady Bird." He has further advocated that 
the Negro people should, say, "To hell with the draft" 
and go to jail.
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II. NAME OF DEFENDANT

STOKELY CARMICHAEL - also known as C. Welcher.

III. DATES WHEN AND PLACES WHERE ALLEGED ACTS 
WERE COMMITTED

A. St. Petersburg, Florida, April 18, 1967

B. Garfield High School, Seattle, Washington, 
April 19, 1967

IV. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

The statute of limitations will be a bar to prose
cution in this matter five years after the date of the parti
cular speech in question. Hence, prosecution will be barred 
in the above instances commencing April 18, 1972, and there
after five years following each subsequent date of speech.

V. PENDING PROSECUTIVE ACTION

To date there has been no prosecutive action of 
CARMICHAEL. Consideration is being given to the possible 
prosecution of the subject for his possible violation of 
Section 2388 of Title 18, United States Code, the Sedition 
Statute. Consideration will be given prosecution in the 
event admissible evidence can be adduced to establish that 
he :

"1. Wilfully caused or attempted to cause 
Insubordination, disloyalty, mutiny or refusal 
of duty, in the military or naval forces of 
the United States, or

2. Wilfully obstructed the recruiting (draft) 
service of the United States, or

3- Wilfully obstructed the enlistment service 
of the United States."
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VI. EVIDENCE RELATING TO STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S 
COMMEBTS AT THE FOLLOWING LOCATED PLACES

A. St. Petersburg, Florida, April 18, 1967

A speech given by CARMICHAEL at the above location 
was not sponsored by an organization or Individual, but may 
have been prompted by CARMICHAEL'S unsuccessful attempt to 
visit one | Student Non-
Violent Coordinating uommitTee fSNUU") cnapter,

No publicity was given to the speech in the form of 
handbills, flyers or announcements. The local press and 
radio gave much publicity to CARMICHAEL'S visit to St. 
Petersburg, and he spoke in the main street of the largest 
Negro area. The crowd was able to assemble by word of mouth.

No formal Invitation was extended to CARMICHAEL to 
speak at Florida Presbyterian College; however, an April 16, 
1967, the local press reporting on CARMICHAEL'S speech at 
Daytona Beach, Florida, indicated he was going to visit 
St. Petersburg>and speak at Presbyterian College. There are 
no ROTC units at this college. Photographs and physical 
description of the locale of the speech furnished. No 
effort was made to hide the fact that CARMICHAEL'S speech 
was being recorded. Officers in attendance at meetings ~ 
state that because of defective sound system it was diffi
cult to hear CARMICHAEL'S speech when in the outer fringes 
of the audience.



FP-302 (Rev. 4.15-64) I I
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1
Date.

9/2/67

_____________________ -1-'________________________________________

I St. Mie reburg, Florida, furnished the fallow-*  
lag infomation:

Ota the naming of April 16, 1967, an article appeared 
la a St. Petersberg, Florida newspaper indicating that IffdOLY 

b c CARKICKAXX, while speaking at Sayteaa Beach, Florida, had Indi-
b7d cated that he was going to visit St. Peter«*w*yg  sea would sneak___

at Florida Presbyterian College. || 
I land learned that no fomal or inf ©real
invitation had been-extended to CAmcsU.

----------- Subeesueatlyl
_______ numerous telephone calls freai Trustees of the college, 
as well as parents of students, asking inquiry concerning the 
newspaper art isle and nany Indicated that they would withdraw 
financial support to the college in the event that CAKMICHAKL 
was invited to speak on the coupon.

J_____________________ Las a result of press and radio
b? inquiry, a statonent indicating that an
bv: invitation nas nos seen extended to CMIM1CSARL to speak on the

campus and that an invitation would not be extended.

This natter was then discussed with the attorneys 
representing the college and a decision was wade to file a 
conplniat for an injunction against CAmOEtth, enjoining 
CABKIGSASh fron appearing on the coupes.

_ a statenent 
announcing that a oeoplaint had been filed. The statew&nt also 
set forth the position of the college in this natter. I I

I made available a copy of the statenents issued

b c _______________ | advised that there are no hOUC Units
b7D at Florida Presbyterian College.

_____advised that when CAM1CSASL did cone to 
St*  Petersburg an April 18, 1967, his activities were afforded

♦

, 8/29/67 ot St. Petersburg, Florida F । ieTP 100-1103

by_______  ~|____________JIH11P
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI.

 Date di elated _____8/31/67____ ____
It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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coatieMeos eeveraoe by the press Mi radio. ______________ I
stated that these was m» advowee*  pablicity glvea to CAWIKIfABVs 
SM*dl  INI the 1MMI la the font Of hawdhAlla OtT MMMMMMtS. 
bat all aaa had to do was notes to the radio to laaca at the 
activities sad ahenohMts of Cl—TrWMtt. is St. Ibtarwharg.

___advised that ssse of' the stMdeots free 
the coHoco, mi wall so ooo or tw fhcaliy MMboMj w»t to 22at 
•twaot aaa gairfioM JMoomo, St. SwtMMbaag, FterMa, oa 
April 1*,  19S7, to bMur ClMflOfiEI*  f air.

_____ laafo available a cosy of H» April SI*  
1967, lame of The TriAoat , VelwMfe*  7, SCaior S5t ths weekly___
atoOeat publieaT3bea of FierIda Proet^rterioa collage. 
eOviooO that Mio Iomm eoataiaa atadoat cwoeeto ecocorelBg tJM
pesltloa of tbe college ooaoeraing the exOeaOiag of mi iavito-- 
tioa to have CAMXOUSL flpMfc mi tike caeyoa aod ototoat cwsMot
coaceradLag the C£

ladviaeO that he le available sad villiog 
to testify to the aettoro relates abase.
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"Contrary to what was reported in the press today 
(Sunday), Stokely Carmichael is not scheduled to appear 
on the Florida Presbyterian College campus this week.

"No formal or informal invitation has, to my 
knowledge, been extended to Carmichael — nor will there 
be one.

"Based on his reported actions in Nashville last 
week where Carmichael was quoted as saying he was in town 
to "stir up trouble," and after consultation with the 
college community, it is my judgement that the Florida 
Presbyterian College campus will not be available for 
Carmichael to use as a base for incitement."

"Florida Presbyterian College has filed a complaint 
for injunction against Stokely Carmichael, enjoining 
Carmichael from appearing on the FPC campus.

"It is my opinion that Carmichael’s presence on our 
campus would be an intrusion on the college community. 
After consultation with trustees, faculty, staff and 
students I have decided that the injunction was the 
proper way in which to confront Carmichael.

"The College’s position is clear. No formal invita
tion was extended to Carmichael by anyone in authority. 
And, the College has stated that our campus will not be 
available for Carmichael to use as a base for incitement.

"Carmichael’s past performance and intent are not, in 
my opinion, conducive to the academic community. Based on 
this, and our genuine concern for the welfare of the 
entire college community, we have requested the injunction 
to bar Carmichael from Florida Presbyterian College."



News Analysis: Stokley^Carmichael
by Trident Staff Writers

It seems highly improbable 
that one man could have 
greatly affected a community 
composed o f intellectuals, 
pseudo - intellectuals, Chris
tians, pseudo-Christians, and 
pseudo Christian intellectuals 
without making his presence 
personally known on campus, 
but that's exactly what hap
pened this week at FPC.

One man, Stokley Car*  
michael, indirectly was al
lowed to become the 
source of embarassment, 
dissention, resentment and 
outright anger which grip
ped this campus like the 
plague. What did this col
lege or any college or in
dividual have to fear from 
Carmichael? Were we in- • 
timidated by veiled threats 
from those who support 
the goals of this institution 
with their checkbooks 
only? The issues raised by 
Stokley Carmichael g o 
much deeper than the al
leged safety of this stu
dent body. These issues re
flect contradictions and 
confusion.

Stokley Carmichael, dub

bed by the press as a racist 
and rabel rouser, is, by his 
own admission, an instrument 
of contention. His purpose in 
the civil rights movement is 
to create an attitude, an intel
lectual - emotional climate 
among one group of people 
conducive to a philosophy 
which transcends racial bar
riers. Carmichael speaks to 
and not for the Negro peo
ple, and he speaks in terms 
which can only be under
stood from the viewpoint of 
the American Negro today.

Chairman of the Student 
Non - Violent Coordinating 
Committee, Carmichael 
preached Black Power at a 
street meeting at 22nd St. 
and Fairfield Avenue Tues
day night. "Black Power is 
the coming together of the 
Negro people to fight for 
their freedom by any 
means possible if neces
sary," Carmichael told the 
crowd including about 600 
Negroes and a minority of 
100 whites, predominately 
students from FPC.

Several Negroes amened 
him with "Any meansl Any 
means!" Several whites want-

(Continued on Page 3)

Reflections
by a black student

It is not often that a person 
gets to come face to face with 
his "Philosopher King," but I 
had such an opportunity last 
Tuesday. Stokley Carmichael, 
chairman of the Student Non
violent Co-ordinating Com
mittee came to town.

Florida Presbyterian College
Vol. 7 - No. 25 THE TRIDENT APRIL 21, 1967

Peace March Is Incident-Free
I some how feel that, as 

is usually the case on our 
beautiful bayfrpnt campus, 
the controversy which Mr. 
Carmichael's visit to St. PeP’ 
ersburg aroused at FPC did 
not really deal with the is
sues at hand. Why quibble 
over whether the stand Presi
dent Kadel took was right, or 
expedient or even Christian. 
Why should we sit over cof
fee in Morrison's and argye 
about whether an injunction 
should or should not have

, (Continued on Page 2),

by Lindsay McFadyen
An estimated. 200 demon-, 

strators, including,JFP’C _ stu
dents ancfc’faculty, marched 
peacefully down Central 
Avenue in protest of the Viet 
Nam war last Friday. Anti
cipated incidents failed to ma
terialize. __

Dr. Ted Solomah desdtfed 
public response to tl|fe march 
as "on the whole ncrf totally! 
unfavorable. There W/ere aj 
few derisive comments, but 
no violence whatsoever."

The march's visaed co

ordinator Chuck Harwood

described public response 
^as, "Excellent; there was 

very little taunting and 
jeering. They seemed very 
tolerant of what we were 
doing. Considering all the 
trouble anticipated the 
whole reaction was grand."

The peace marchers divid
ed into three companies, two 
marching on the south side
walk of Central Avenue and 
■<^le on the north. The group 
on the northern , side was 
■fbfned by a group*  of march
ers'' demopatrating in favor 
of the war? *'

The counter demonstra
tion was formed by stu
dents from FPC and St. 
Petersburg Junior College. 
Spokesman for the group, 
Warren Anderson, an SPJC 
student, described the goal 
of the counter demonstra
tion: "The aim is to make 
it clear that not all, college 
students are opposed to 
the war. Some care about 
their rights."

He emphasized that the 
counter demonstration was 
organized b y individuals

(Continued on Page 2)
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PEACE MARCH
(Continued from Page 1)

from FPC and SPJC and was 
not officially sanctioned by 
St. Petersburg Junior College.

FPC student Lynda Steven
son, marching in the counter 
protest group, said, "We be
lieve that the people in Viet 

[Nam deserve their freedom 
as well as us."

The counter marchers car
ried American and South 
Vietnamese flags.

. Dr._Albert Howard Carter, 
(spokesman for the peace 
marchers', said in a statement 
prepared for the press, "We 
are citizens. We are students, 
housewives, church and tem
ple people, teachers — peo
ple, concerned people.

"We are walking from Cen
tral Plaza to the Bay to wit
ness to our opposition to the 
war in Viet Nam.

"Some of us believe that 
all wars are morally 
wrong. Some of us be
lieve that the war in Viet 
Nam is wrong, some be
cause it is undeclared, 
some because it violates 
what we consider our obli
gations under the United 

I Nations, some because it 
I seems to interfere with 
I Vietnamese self-determina- 
I tion, some because it re-' 
I tards social progress at 
I home."
I The peace marchers carried 
ligns saying "End the War in 
|/iet Nam," or s i m p I y, 
rPeace." Some carried large 
paper mache flowers.
I Counter demonstrators' 
ligns advocated support of 
government policy and Amer
ican troops already in Viet 
Kam.
I The peace march included 
I group of eight senior citi- 
lens, two of whom had 
lome from Clearwater. One 
Lore a sign saying "End the 
Lar in Viet Nam before we 
III end in" followed by a pic- 
Lre of a mushroom cloud.
I Both the peace marchers 
Ind counter demonstrators 
Lemed pleased at their re- 
ponse. Despite a relatively 
rnall initial group of 30 to 
10 marchers, counter march 
bpkesman Warren Ander-

their march as "overwhelm
ing."

FPC professor Ted Soloman 
said that he was "Quite grati
fied by student turnouts. 
More turned out than antici
pated." He expressed disap
pointment over lack of fac
ulty participation.

The march ended at 
Water Front Park near the 
Municipal Pier. The peace 
marchers performed a skit 
illustrating their point of 
view. A "blind" knight,' 
bearing a shield with red ~ 
and white vertical stripes 
and topped by a wide 
horizontal blue bar, fought 
with a red dragon.

During the battle, the 
knight's unicorn and the dra
gon's baby dragon offspring 
become friends, scattering 
flowers over the bodies of 
knight and dragon after they 
had killed each other in 
battle.

The skit was performed be
fore small bleachers flanked 
by signs supporting govern
ment policy. Most of the 
marchers sat on the ground 
or stood, peace marchers on 
one side and counter demon
strators on the other.

The counter demonstrators 
cheered some statements of 
the knight, apparently meant 
to symbolize American policy.

Dr. Soloman, who__has
also participated. in._peace 
marches in Chicago, said 

—that the Chicago marches 
attracted a different type 
of people from the St. 
Petersburg march. He said 
that St. Petersburg had 
fewer beatniks while more 
adults would have been 
marching in Chicago.

Dr. Soloman added, "I'm 
quite proud of the students 
who organized 'and led the 
march. ■ Faculty had very 
little to do with it."

REFLECTIONS
(Continued from Page I) . 

been obtained. I personally 
feel that we should have, if 
possible, been allowed the 
opportunity of hearing Car
michael on our own campus, 
but since things were done 
in the manner in which they 
were done, President Kadel, 
being Kadel, took his usual 
stand. I think that the injunc
tion was an egotistical over- 
estimation of our own im
portance. Mr. Carmichael was 
working on a very tight 
schedule and there were 
many things which were 
more important to him than 
FPC, on the outskirts of 
town.

Would it not be more 
beneficial especially to those 
of us who were either curious 
or sincerely interested 
enough to go and hear him, 
to discuss and try to digest 
what we saw and heard. 
What is Black Power? Who 
is Stokley Carmichael? What 
are the methods behind his 
madness? Or is it really 
madness?

I spent the day, with some 
other FPC students, waiting 
at the home of Joseph Waller 
to see Stokley Carmichael. We 
were able to talk to people 
who have been involved in 
SNCC and the SCLC. I think 
that I can speak for the group
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CARMICHAEL
(Continued from Page 1)

ed to add, "If necessary. If 
necessary." But it wasn't their 
show and they stood by and 
listened.

"If the hunkie touches you, 
break his right arm, or if you 
don't want to break his arm, 
then tell him to put it in his 
pocketj" His tactics are alarm
ing, but that is his purpose — 
to startle the Nego commun
ity out of apathy and the 
feeling that all is futile.

I The revival meeting Tues
day night was fairly quiet 
and without incident. Large 
portions of the Negroes did 

(not respond to such state- 
tnents as, "To hell with you

I > Hunkies and your laws" 
while only a relatively small 
number cheered in full agree
ment.

One elderly Negro man 
who talked to the Trident 
said, "We may all be in
terested in this party here 
tonight but tomorrow 
morning we gotta get up 
and work for our. living." .
Nevertheless, Carmichael, 

who on stage maintains the 
I poise of a highly polished 
I professional performer, of- 
I fers something for everyone. 
I Two FPC students, Harry 
I Horne and Dick Richard, talk- 
I ed with him extensively after 
I the street meeting at the 
I ' house of Joe Waller's bro- 
I ther. Waller is the SNCC 
I leader arrested in December 
I for taking the mural of Negro 
I minstrels from St. Petersburg 
I. City Hall.
I Dick Richard was partic- 
I ularly impressed when
I Carmichael expressed con-
I cern for "poor whites" and
I spoke of a projected SNCC
I program in "Poor Power

MB
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for lack of better words." 
Carmichael who can arouse 
crowds to mob violence, 
hates, not individual whites 
but "institutionalized op
pression," particularly the 
economic and political 
structures. Speaking per
sonally with him, the two 
students found him respon
sive, communicative, and 
"without any hostility 
whatsoever."

Carmichael's public image 
from speaking engagements 
to his major constituency does 
not exhaust his many faceted 
appeal. It was an educational 
experience to hear him speak 
at 22rid and Fairfield. It 
would have been doubly edu
cational to hear him in Fox 
Hall also. Dealing with prob
lems within the Negro Com
munity, Carmichael runs the 
semantic gamut from objec
tive philosophy to subjective 
emotionalism. He starts by 
speaking to his audience and 
within minutes becomes one 
with them. He doesn't offer 
the solutions, rather he tries 
to explain the problems and 
demythologize racial folklore 
and the history of the Amer
ican Negro.

"What Stokley does is 
propagate a policy set by a 
committee," Moses Davies, 
executive secretary for the 
Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference, commented to 
the Trident. "He's not inde
pendent and he does and 
says what he does because 
it's the only way he could 
survive against the public 
punishment he's been get- 
ing." Davies continued by 
saying that the goals of all 
the Negro civil rights groups 
were the same. '"We all want 
every man to bp able to live 
a life devoted to his indivi
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dual convictions. We want 
men to become self-thinkers, 
for it's the only way we can 
gain and maintain our self- 
respect. It's a distortion when 
someone puts black against 
white. There are problems of 
understanding in both com
munities and we feel that the 
blackmen should be allowed 
to work within their own 
without interference. We 
must change our own com
munities, for no matter how 
sincere the individual is, he 
can only work effectively 
within his own group."

One of the basic aims of 
the Black Power movement 
is to establish the self-re
spect of the individual 
Negro and then, once ac
complish, teach the Negro 
to love within his own 
group. "This must be 
done," Davies said, "for 
trying to love everyone is 
a utopian view. Black

NATIONAL FRANCHISED

PHILLY HOAGIE & STEAK SHOPS 
LAKEVIEW SHOPPING CENTER 

2321 - 9th Sttreet South

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION OF ST. PETERSBURG

Specializing in

HAIR CUTTING, SHAPING AND 

BODY PERMANENT . 

WAVING, FROSTING, ETC.

Call 862-7995 

10 Sixth Stroot North

Power means to love one's 
self. Without self-respect 
an individual is incapable 
of loving anyone or any
thing."

In its final stages Negro 
leaders envision the Black 
Power movement as provid
ing the Negro community 
with a force of individuals, 
armed with self-respect and 
mutual love and understand
ing, and dedicated to the 
equality of justice. "As it now 
stands'," Davies said, "the 
law is there to be exploited 
for the personal gain of those 
who can offord 'justice'. Not 
only the Negro, but the poor 
white, too, are oppressed. We 
have laws . . . now we want 
justice."

The press has distorted 
Carmichael's statements. 
Taken out of context Car
michael is a radical; in con
text Carmichael is a polished 
huckster selling self-respect. 
In either case, he deserves to

(Continued on Page 4)
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CARMICHAEL
(Continued from Page 3)

be heard for he has some
thing to say. We. have noth
ing to fear from the truth, if 
we can recognize the truth. 
Carmichael may or may not 
be speaking the truth, but he 
has a right to express his 
views and he does have an 
understanding of the current 
problems that cannot be gain
ed, through books or closed- 
circuit discussion. Only voices 
of fear or insecurity could 
say otherwise wthout chok
ing on the words.

The issues concerning 
this institution and Carmi
chael were muddied by 
the lack of communication 
between students and ad
ministration. If the stu
dents who supported Car
michael's appearance on 
campus believed in their 
convictions why didn't they 
go through the front door 
in trying to set up the. 
rally? Do these students 
feel that the administration 
is so closed minded that 
Carmichael would have 
been immediately ruled 
out? By trying to spirit Car
michael in the back door 
distrust and conjecture 
were the only possibilities 
left open for the adminis
tration's consideration. This 
community is purported to 
be built on mutual respect 
and responsibility, but this 
is a two-way street. The 
manner in which the en
tire situation was handled 
was one of irresponsible 
actions. Two trustees con
tacted Wednesday felt that 
the arrangement of a front 
door invitation would have
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been warranted and sue*  
cessful.

Stokley Carmichael cannot
say anything we have not al
ready heard or thought or 
felt; is he to be feared or 
are we? The present genera
tion seems to have set as its 
goal finding out just how far 
one's actions can be pushed 
without the individual having 
to take the responsibility for 
his actions. Eventually each of 
us will have to accept ulti
mate responsibility for our 
own actions and once this is 
realized some minimal cri
teria for the formulation of 
value judgments will be 
established.

The administration, on 
the other hand, must de
cide if it wants to keep the 
"little Princeton" philosophy 
it has been preaching. 
The reputation of a college 
has to be earned and not 
paid lip service. The prac
tical consideration of the 
repercussions r e s u 11 - 
ing from the recent peace 
march and the Carmichael 
incident are signs of growth 
in this community. For 
some these signs may be 
painful, but they are signs 
of an emerging climate that 
can either be quelled or 
nurtured by the admin
istration.

The outcome of our col
lege's official position is yet 
to be evaluated, but it was 
the only course of action 
open to the administration in 
light of the circumstances. 
This alone does not justify 
the stand taken, but it does 
provide an indication that ir
responsible action will only 
lead to frustration.

—b.a. ... . — m.h.

Leftets To The Editor
Dear Margi:

I'm not trying to be a see
thing radical or a rabel 
rouser, but I was so shocked 
at an occurrence on campus 
last week I felt a driving 
urge to inform the delinquent 
parties at once. If you are a 
weak or timid soul, it would 
be in your best interest not 
to read any more of this 
letter. The statement to fol
low should be read only by 
the more rugged-hearted in
dividuals among us. The 
April 14, 1967, edition of 
Life Magazine (in English) 
stayed in the periodical sec
tion of our library all day 
April 14thl!!l Not only was 
Life to be found, but several 
other rarely seen publica
tions were in their labeled 
shelf spaces. This phe
nomenon certaily rattled my 
personal sense of security 
with the status quo, and un
told numbers of others prob
ably were as close to shock 
as myself. Perhaps this break 
in "academic community" 
regularity was due to an 
oversight on the part of the 
"periodical pilferers," or the 
"book blitzers," but I thought 
it would be in the best in
terest of vulnerable students 
to inform them that such 
phenomena can occur. Don't 
worry, gang, all is not lost; 
I have yet to see a library 
copy of Look.

Sincerely semi-shocked, 
Jim Anderton

April 21, 1967

MARGI HAMLETT

Dear Editor:
I have been suspended 

from FPC. I was not allowed 
to stay on campus long 
enough to even prepare my 
defense. I asked for a few 
more days (long enough for 
several letters to be sent in 
my behalf.) I was refused. I 
asked for at least one more 
day (long enough to make 
some necessary phone calls). 
I was refused. I was told to 
pack immediately and leave 
campus.

I had asked to appeal my 
case from the very beginning. 
I was told I must go thru the 
necessary channels. I talked 
to the WDJB, I talked to Dean 
Whitiker, I talked to President 
Kadel. I was referred from 
one to the other, until finally 
my appeal was refused. 
Why? I only wanted a re
trial, with a faculty commit
tee, where I could present 
my case.

I have never come across 
such absolute injustice and 
hypocrisy. If the administra
tion of this college does not 
have the decency to allow a 
student to remain a student 
long enough to defend his 
or herself in a situation such 
as mine, 'I do not wish to 
attend. But because I do not 
want such a blot on my rec
ord when I apply to another 
school, I will fight their de
cision to the end and hope 
to return, if only briefly to 
FPC.

President Kadel told me 
"of course you are sorry now" 
and he's right, I am sorry, — 
sorry that a college with 
such a fine academic faculty 
and curriculum has to have 
that type of administrative 
power.

Signed, 
An Offender

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES 
AND JUNIORS

Find out what FPC's 
new Teacher Education 
Program may have to of
fer you. Dr. Bredenberg 
will outline the program 
Monday, April 24, 4:00 
p.m., in H-101.
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Students Support Kadel
We the undersigned, in light of recent developments, wish 

to express our admiration and support of the position 
taken by President William Kadel concerning the presence 
of Stokely Carmichael on campus. We feel that while it 
may have been desirable to hear Mr. Carmichael, the sud
denness, volitibility and lack of organization inherent in the 
situation necessitated the action taken by Dr. Kadel. As 
President of the College and representative of it to the 
community, we feel he had no alternative. We further feel 
that the opinions expressed by students who spoke at the 
rally, were not the opinions of the majority of the students 
of Florida Presbyferian College. It is unfortunate that these 
students did not explicitly state that the views presented 
were their own and not those of the students as a whole.

The petition was signed by 413 out of 780 students. Due 
to lack of space, we do not print them here.

Editor:
, Once again, a portion of the administration has moved 
with blind and enraged swiftness in the completion of its 
appointed rounds. That a Christian College, founded on 
Christian ethics, supported by Christian moneys, can be so 

i relentless in the execution of justice as to completely ignore 
fact and circumstance when dealing with one of its educa
tional wards is beyond me. Tuesday a young lady was 
suspended from school. She was suspended due to an oc- 

,curance caused by a peculiarity in her medical history. She 
was told to remove herself from school, prove at her con
venience that her case is a valid one, and then reapply 
after submitting her case to the administration, in hopes of 

.finishing out this academic year. There are 34 days left in 
the school year. To expect a person to drop from school for 
a week or so and then attempt to finish is absurd. Why 

. is it not possible to allow the defendant to remain in school, 
jand while here (rather than in her home town — 250. 
miles away) prove her case? Why is it not possible to 

^practice what we preach? .
— unsigned

Marchers Give Thanks
; REFLECTIONS

(Continued from Page 2)

in saying that we were all 
made to think about a lot of 
things. I learned a lot Tues
day that will stay with me 
lopg after what Kadel did 
has been forgotten. What did 
you learn? — g.f.h.

incite

New submissions due

April 29, 1967.

We would sincerely like to 
thank those people who gave 
of their time, effort, concern 
and money for the successful 
completion of the Peace 
March. Without the aid of 
those people, .‘it would have 
been absolutely impossible 
for such a demonstration of 
personal concern to have 
occurred.

Sincerely,^ *-4

Harriette Grissom 
John Richards 
Chuc Harwood 
Kitty Williams 
Jimmy Nolan 
Janice Forrester

Injunction
Dear Editor:

We are rather distressed 
that our administration chose 
to state that Stokely Car
michael had not been nor 
was going to be invited to 
speak at the FPC campus. We 
feel that the right to dissent 
is basic to the college com
munity's capacity to achieve 
objectivity and intellectual 
growth. Stokely Carmichael 
has made a definite impact 
on the American scene as a 
voice of dissent outside the 
mainstream of thought in 
both of our country's major 
issues; i.e., the civil rights 
movement and the war in 
Viet Nam. Currently, he is 
chairman of one of the 
country's leading and most 
widely recognized civil rights 
organizations, the Student 
Non-Violent Co - Ordinating 
Committee. We feel that his 
voice deserves to be heard 
and we recognize that the 
news media is not always re
liable, particularly when re
porting on controversial is
sues and persons. For in
stance, few of us know just 
what Mr. Carmichael really 
means when he talks about 
"black power." ,

As a precedent, the ad
ministration's policy concern
ing Mr. Carmichael's appear
ance on our campus could be 
damaging to the college. 
First, as individuals, we do 
not even know enough about
his ideas to challenge them. 
We feel we have been de
prived of an opportunity to 
obtain first-hand knowledge 
of a philosophy relevant to 
our times and even more im
portant we have been de
prived of the opportunity to 
intellectually challenge this 
philosophy with its originator. 
Secondly, for those who are 
concerned with the college's 
"image", we contend that 
this restriction should detract 
from our high standing in the 
academic community. Should 
we divorce ourselves from 
the company of distinguished 
colleges at which Mr. Car
michael has spoken, e.g.,

Protested
Harvard, Mount Holyoke, and 
others?

We have heard that the 
•administration made a value 
judgment based primarily on 
the fear that Mr. Carmichael's 
appearance on the FPC 
campus might result in a 
serious disturbance. THIS IS 
UNREAL!!! Consider: 1) the 
difficulty and unlikelihood 
that a large number of peo
ple prone to rioting could be 
transported several miles to 
the FPC campus; 2) those peo
ple familiar with the St. Pet
ersburg civil rights situation 
know that the majority of ac
tive civil rights supporters are 
somewhat sophisticated and 
not prone to violence; 3) there 
would be a large number of 
FPC students (also not prone 
to violence) in attendance; 4) 
there is a vast difference be
tween the atmosphere on the 
FPC campus and places where 
riots have occurred; and 5) 
that Mr. Carmichael would 
have been an invited guest 
of FPC, whereas now he will 
have to carry his speech into 
the ghettos as a figure re
jected by FPC.

If fear of material damage 
to the college is not the ad
ministration's sole reason for 
not issuing Mr. Carmichael 
an invitation to speak, then 
once again, the reason is 
probably that of the college 
losing support. We realize 
that the administration had to 
take a realistic approach to 
the problem, but neverthe
less, this question remains in 
our minds: "To what extent 
can we violate our integrity 
in order to retain our 
support?"

51 out of 780 FPC students 
signed this letter. Due to a 
lack of space, their names are 
not included._______ ... ’ .— --
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SPANISH FIESTA Sgt. M usgrave’s Dance

An underground cafe with 
candlelight lending the only 
softness to an atmosphere of 
lively song and dance — uh 
meson espanol — this is the 
scene of the 1967 Spanish 
Club Fiesta.

All who enter Fox Hall at 
8:00 p.m. tomorrow evening 
will step into an authentic 
meson surrounding, with the 
ballroom seeming to take on 
only 1/10 of its actual size.
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CENTRAL PLAZA - ST. PETERSBURG 
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and flamenco dances, group 
and individual songs, and 
a guitar and piano solo will 
combine with a fare of olives, 
tortillas, and other delicacies 
to produce an atmosphere 
that is unmistakably foreign, 
definitely Spanish.

The Fiesta has always been 
one of the most successful 
and colorful events of the 
year; Spanish Club members 
promise that tomorrow's 
Meson will be no exception.

Wishes to 
Announce A 

15% DISCOUNT 
FOR FPC STUDENTS 
With Presentation of 

I. D. Card 
THIS OFFER GOOD AT 

22nd AVENUE PLANT ONLY

YOUR COLLEGE BANK
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STUDENT CHECKING ACCOUNTS

WILSON SPORT STORE
Everything In Sporting Goodt 

Golf - Tennis - Boating 
Swimming - Bass Shoes

117 r 9lh Street No. 862-714$

STAN'S
BARBER S^OP 

A 5 minute walk from-.the campus 

5457 - 31 st STREET*SOUTH  

7-11 Shopping'Center
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The cast has been selected 
and announced for the The
ater Workshop's production 
of "Serjeant Musgrave's 
Dance." Characters for the 
play will include: as Sparky, 
Steve Leeper; as Hurst, Pat 
Wolfe; as Attercliffe, Robert 
Johnson; as Bludgeon, Jere 
Lykins; as Musgrave, Rick 
Gelinas; as the parson, Eric 
McCloskey; as Mrs, Hickcock, 
Ann Tiedeman; as Annie, 
Rothy Gregory; as the con
stable, Art Farkas; as the 
mayor, Don Buffaloe; as Slow 
Collier, Art Wilson as Pug; 
Collier, Keith White; as Walsh, 
Skip Wright; and as 
Dragoons, Carston Holthou- 
ser and Ed Wilson. Ed Wilson 
and Pat Wolfe, are handling 
scenery. Costuming is in the 
hands, of Jeannie Beattie, 
Marin Burch, and Kris Lud- 
wigsen. Mike Leach is in 
charge of lighting.

"Serjeant Musgrave's 
Dance" is "an unhistorical 
parable" by John Arden. The 
play is about a group of Eng
lish soldiers ostensibly going 
on a trip to recruit more 
soldiers. The play has special

ALWAYS LOOK 
FOR THIS 

SEAL

Mimiir

THE HALLMARK
OF QUALITY 
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TRAVEL INDUSTRY

FRANCIS TRAVEL 
BUREAU

30Q Building

300 - 31«t Street North

Phone 896-6196 

relevance at the moment at 
FPC, since the real truth is 
that the soldiers in the play 
are organizing a protest 
demonstration against the 
military. In effect, they re
verse their gathering of 
patriotic response. Dramatic 
effect is achieved with the 
skeleton they display at the 
points along their march 
route. Sound interesting? See 
it in Dandy-McNair, April 28, .. 
29, and 30, at 8:00 p.m. 
There is a one dollar admis
sion charge for non-students.

FPC is one of fifty col
leges selected by the 
American College Health 
Association to participate 
in a national survey on 
smoking and health.

Sex distribution, religi
ous affiliation, control of 
institution (public or pri
vate), size of institution, 
general nature of curricu
lum, geographical location, 
and degree of urbaniza
tion of locale, were the cri
teria used in selecting and 
differentiating the partici
pating institutions.

—. . ■ --------- ——

CHATSLAINB • • FROM $1BO

- ftl9i?TERE<^W£l-ERS 
IXAMomr-Gotf w SoyerWoob
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Interview With Vera Dean of Lat. Am. Inst.

lectured here Wednes- 
afternoon on political 
ideological change in 
America. She had less 

three days to make the

by Lonni Ann Fredman
"Revolutionary Chang e," 

the theme of last week's 
Latin American Institute, is 
also very descriptive of the 
hectic schedules the confer
ence participants had to fol
low in order to arrive at all 
the schools in the Associated 
Mid-Florida Colleges group 
in time. No schedule could 

• have been tighter than that 
of Mrs. Vera Micheles Dean, 
who 
day 
and 
Latin 
than 
circuit of the five colleges, 
and Julie Bell, Patty Papps 
and I had less than 90 minu
tes amidst the Interstate 4 
rush hour traffic to whisk her 
from here to Florida South
ern College. In driving Mrs. 

i Dean to Lakeland, we had a 
chance to talk extensively 
with at least one of the 
specialists who were unable 

I to remain at FPC for the dur
ation of the conference.

Professor of International 
Development at New York 

J University, Mrs. Dean also 
leads a seminar on economic 
development in India and 
Pakistan, is an accredited UN 
Correspondent to "India 
News & Feature Alliance," 
has traveled throughout the 

■ world, and has written many 
books on international af
fairs. Being familiar with her 
background and being away 
from the Latin American Con
ference, the three of us 
:ould now ask her about al- 
nost any other area in the 
vorld. We began with Mex- 
co. (We were going to be in 
he panel discussion on the 
Mexican Revolution the fol
owing day for the Institute.) 
rhe following is an account 
if her main ideas and com-

WELCOME TO ALL TRITONS

NATIONAL BANK 

On Central at 31st Street 
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!. 0. I. C. Federal Reserve 

An Affiliate of the
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world, often 
it either fall 
of the rich or 
misappropriat- 
it reach those

ments on Mexico and the 
other nations we discussed:

Basic perhaps to the whole 
conference itself was an un
derstanding of revolution, 
which, Mrs. Dean said, Amer
icans have never really com
prehended. Our Revolution
ary War was not the pro
found social and economic 
upheaval which the British, 
French and Russians experi
enced. America has never un
dergone such a drastic 
change in the structure of its 
institutions and therefore 
finds it difficult to fully un
derstand or appreciate the 
place of revolution in Latin 
America.

Perhaps the most sensitive 
aspect of foreign policy is 
foreign aid: America extends 
loans and grants to nations 
all over the 
only to have 
into the hands 
be otherwise 
ed, or to have 
who malign the U.S. even 
.while accepting the aid. In 
order to retain favor, the 
United States cannot be too 
blunt in its criticism of these 
countries. Mrs. Dean advo
cates the distribution of such 
funds through an internation
al agency, such as the World 
Bank or the United Nations, 
that would be in a better po
sition to criticize these gov
ernments than we are.

Another solution to the 
foreign aid problem might 
be to give it in a form other 
than money: a Brazilian ex
change stuaent I once talked 
to said that the Peace Corps 
was accomplishing much 
more than was the money 
the U.S. sent and which her 
government officials kept 
for themselves. Mrs. Dean re
plied that the Peace Corps 
cannot be evaluated*  in terms 
of economic progress — its 
scope is too small — but 
rather as a basis for human

P. K. Smith &
One Stop Study Supplies 

Art & Engraving Supplies 

Olympia Portables

326 CENTRAL AVE. 896-8121 

contact between the peoples, 
especially the youth, of the 
various countries in which it 
is based.

Mrs. Dean was born in 
Russia and lived there for 
16 years. She noted that just 
as Latin America is noted for 
the tremendous gap between 
the rich and the poor, Russia 
today suffers from a sizable 
gap between the young and 
the old. The large number of 
soldiers who lost their lives 
during the war accounts for 
this difference in generations.

Ws asked Mrs. Dean about 
India.: Most Americans can
not understand why cows 
should be left to roam the 
streets while people starve. 
Mrs. Dean said that the cow 
problem is no longer a seri
ous issue. Most cities have 
ordinances prohibiting the 
animals from being loose. 
Now all strays are picked up 
and brought to cow pounds, 
where owners have a time 
limit such as 24 hours to re
claim their animals. If she is 
not claimed, the cow's next 
place may be on the dinner 
table.

Throughout the conversa
tion Mrs. Dean emphasized 
that the personal element is 
important in understanding 
international affairs. How 
would we as Americans like 
to have foreigners operating 
our industry and transporta
tion? If we can project our 
personal feelings in such 
matters onto a national 
scale, we can then perhaps- 
understand why the interna
tional scene is as it is today.

The time for talking with 
Mrs. Dean drew to a close 
all too soon. Though we did- 
not gain any startling new in
sight into the international 
scene, I think our under
standing of it was deepened.

As we drove up to the 
Ramada Inn in Lakeland, we 

■^Skf^ Dean what her
pfans Were after finishing 
her lectures for the Institute. 
There was no need to 
wonder why she replied, "A 
long weekend of restL^^_

Arnold and 
Jacobson to N. Y.

Bill Arnold and Carl Jacob
son have been chosen to rep
resent FPC's International Re
lations Club at the 1967 Na
tional Student Leadership In
stitute to be held June 10-17 
at Sarah Lawrence College, 
Bronxville, New York. The 
Institute, sponsored by the 
Collegiate Council for the 
United Nations, attempts to 
familiarize the student with 
the various organizations 
and agencies of the United 
Nations.

The Program includes dis
cussion groups on such topics 
as Communist China, South
east Asia, human rights and 
disarmament. The students 
will also spend two days at 
the United Nations where 
they will attend lectures by 
Secretary General U Thant 
and U.S. Representative Ar
thur Goldberg. In addition, 
the students will have an op
portunity to participate in in
formal discussions 
various 
United Nations.

The International 
Club wishes to thank the St. 
Petersburg United Nations 
Association for its continued 
financial support, thus mak
ing possible the attendance 
of two of our students at the 
Leadership Institute.

with the 
delegates to the

Relations

This space had been 
originally allotted for an 
article damning student 
apathy, but . . .

the end (or is it?)
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SPEAKING OF SPORTS
by Carl Jacobson

In a double header last Sat
urday and in a single Tues
day the FPC baseballers went 
2-1 against St. Leo's Nine. 
The scoring was disastrous 
for the first games, 9-0 and 
21-4, but in Tuesday's game 
FPC came back and took 
St. Leo 8-14. After racking up 
two runs on singles in the 
first two times at bat in Tues
day's game the FPC team 
went on to gain five in the 
third. In all it was a pretty 
tight inning, but the pitcher, 
Peratta, cracked up after real
izing the position he had 
worked himself into. Mc
Donald led off with a one 
bagger, followed by a bunt 
by Mike Myers. A wild throw 
to first by the pitcher put 
McDonald on third and he 
scored when Peratta threw a 
wild pitch. Green walked fol
lowed by a single by Mc
Larty bringing in Myers. 
Singletary, hitting well for 
this game (3 for 4), singled 
and loaded the bags. Clem
mons racked up a big K and 
Mike Watson walked to force 
in Green. Sterling Watson 
walked, bringing in McLarty 
and leadoff man McDonald 
up to bat. McDonald was hit 
by a pitch and Myers struck 
out to close the inning with 
5 runs.
Box icoro for the game: 

St. Leo 100 003 031 8 10 4

FPC 315 220 lOx 14 10 3

M.ciocio, Peratta (2), Crosby (4), 

Kelly (7), Robinson, Makoski (7) 

Karr, Myers. 2B Cambria, 3B McLarty.

Phono 862.8219

FENCING
While the rest of the stu

dent body waited impatiently 
to "lay in" a couple of weeks 
ago, the FPC fencing team 
was gallantly defending the 
honor of the school in the 
seventh annual Sunshine Fes
tival of States Foil Fencing 
Tournament. The FPC team 
hosted the event, which this 
year drew over forty fencers 
from all over Florida to com
pete for the coveted Festival 
Trophy.

Fencing for FPC were Brad 
Hestir, Steve Murray, Don 
Williams, Joe Williamson, 
Rufus Sessions, and Coach 
Bob Colwell. Claudia Cauth- 
ern fenced in the Women's 
Open. Williamson, Murray, 
Sessions, and Colwell fenced 
through their preliminary 
pools into, the semi-finals, 
and at the end of this round 
Sessions and Colwell moved 
up to the finals. At the end of 
regular competition Colwell, 
Sessions, and Jose Sasek, the 
defending champion from the 
U. of Fla., had blazed to a 
three-way tie for first place. 
In the ensuing fence - off 
Sasek beat Colwell 5-2 and 
sneaked past Sessions 5-4 to 
take the crown. Colwell pol
ished off Sessions 5-2 for 
second place, leaving Ses
sions with third.

In competition last week
end the team of Sessions, 
Williams, and Colwell captur
ed top honors in a team epee 
meet with teams from Tampa, 
Dunedin, Jacksonville, and 
Florida State. The FPC team 
weht undefeated in the tour
ney,, handing Florida State

The Prescription Shop, Inc.
TWO STORES TQ SERVE YOU

St. Petersburg^ Florida 

Medical Square

666 • 6th St. So. 534 Central Ave. 

394-4163 862-1141

their only defeat in the final 
round. The second FPC team, 
consisting o f Williamson, 
Murray, and Hestir, were just 
nosed out in the preliminary 
round, losing to both Dun
edin and Jacksonville by a 
5-4 margin.

The FPC fencers will see 
action again next week and 
the week after that in the 
three-weapon Division Cham
pionships. Epee and sabre 
will be fenced next week, 
with the foil championships 
the following week. Both 
tournaments will be hosted 
by Dunedin.

MORGAN DRUGS 
Times Square Shopping Center 

FREE DELIVERY 

Phones: 867-2114 - 867-5523 

22nd Ave. & 31st St. So. 

St. Petersburg, Fla.

PATRONIZE 

OUR 

ADVERTISERS

j SOCCER FINALS
Newton walked off with 

the Herbach cup last week
end with a big win over Free- 
man/Wilson 3-1. The three 
goals came out of the big 
feet of Capus, Tapp and 
Leeper. In the other game 
Alpha/Beta came out ahead 
of Knox 2-1. This puts the 
standings at Newton, Free
man/Wilson, Alpha/Beta and 
Knox. Following the Newton 
Freeman/Wilson game Kurt 
Herbach presented the trophy 
and a new soccer ball. The 
players are now practicing 
for a game against St. Pete 
Soccer Club.
SOFTBALL-

Next Saturday and Sunday 
the softball finals will be 
played with the following 
schedule:

Saturday
1:30 Darwin vs. Wilson 
3:00 Kennedy vs. Dante

Sunday
1:30 Darwin vs. Kennedy 
3:00 Wilson vs. Dante

SWANNEE 
CARD & GIFT SHOP 

GIFTS FOR EVERYONE 

Our Merchandise Wrapped FREE 

LAKEVIEW SHOPPING CENTER 

2273-34th St. So. - Ph: 867-6320

&<HA.IR fASHIONS 

993- 62nd Avenue So. 
St Petersburg, Fla. Phone 867-7489
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date_______9/2/67

Clearwater, Florida, fur- nisnea ine following iniyriaaLiuii!1

the speech made by STOKELY ICHAEL, on April 18,
recorded

1967, with
portable tape recorders. The recordings were made from posi
tions near the car on top of which STOKELY CARMICHAEL made his
speech.

| ________________ made available a photograph that
was taken oH Iwith the tape b7c
recorders, which photograph was taken prior to their going to b?i 
St. Petersburg. Florida to record the speech. Also in the 
photograph is

advised that there was a Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) Chapter in St. Petersburg. consisting of at most four or five members. F I

Prior to making his speech, CARMICHAEL attempted to visit!
had indicated prior to CARMICHAEL’S visit to St. Petersburg that1 
CARMICHAEL would come to St. Petersburg and it was felt that____  CARMICHAEL came to St. Petersburg)

|advised that CARMICHAEL’S speech was not 
sponsored by any organization and there was no publicity given to 
the speech in the form of handbills, flyers or announcements.

advised that CARMICHAEL was able 
to gather approximatelyzGOO people to hear him speak due to 
the fact that the press and radio in St. Petersburg gave much 
publicity to his visit. In addition, CARMICHAEL spoke in the 
main street in the largest Negro area of St. Petersburg and the ---- crowd was able to assemble by-word of mouth.-----------------------------------------

« 18

8/24/67 He #___TP-400-1103
b / C

by________SA- Ip________________  D°*®  dictated____B/25/67----------
fhis document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. 1? is the property of ths r*3! and is loaned to your aguncyj

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. .



AT 100-6812

Photographs taken of I

prior to their covering speech bv CARMlCHAh’L. These _____
Individuals were identified by__________________________

I lOlear-
water, Florida, as left to right:



3 .FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

9/2/67

b / C
| furnished the following b? d

inromxion;

b7

I _________________ | advised that there was no informa
tion available indicating that CARMICHAEL'S speech in St. 
.Petersburg on April 18, 1967, was sponsored by an individual or 
organization.

b / C
but there was no publicity given to CARMICHAEL'S speech 
form of handbills, flyers or announcements.

radio, 
in the

____ _____ [advised that CARMICHAEL gave his 
speech atop a late 1950 automobile, which was parked on 22nd 
Street, between Fairfield Avenue and 7th Avenue, St. Petersburg, Florida. I____________________ [advised that this is the central
area of the largest Negro section in St. Petersburg, Florida. 
The principal building in this block is the Manhattan Package 
Bar. Across the street from the bar is the Snow Peak Drive-in, 
which is set back off the street, and which has a parking lot 
in front adjacent to the street.

cn 8/29/67 St. Petersburg, Florrfcia___ File# TP 100-1103___________
SAsJ____________________ I

-----  P---JEH:lp .□cte di elated - 9/1/67_________
This document coarcins FeCBihhiSfitBVIdflS Mf conclusions of rhe FBI. It is th© property of the end is loaned to year agency: 

it and its cements are not to be distributed outside your agency.



TP 100-1103 
2

I .__________ I made available three Photographs
whfo.h wto takfin Kd________ ____________________________________________

I The photographs were taken during
CARMICHAEL’S speech on April 18, 1967, and show the locale 
of the speech, a*  well as showing some of the audience.

stated that

speech, made no effort to hide the fact that they were recording 
the speech. | |stood beside the car atop which the
speech was made, and although CARMICHAEL made no direct comment 
indicating that he knew that the speech was being recorded, it 
should have been apparent to him that the speech was being 
recorded.

I advised that 

the speech, is presently| |and is not due to return



AT 100-6812

Photographs of the area of 22nd Street South,
St. Petersburg, Florida, between Fairfield Avenue and 
Seventh Avenue, which were made available by|



FO-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

9/2/67

The locale of CARMICHAEL'S speech on April 18, 1967
was on 22nd Street South, at Fairfield Avenue, St. Petersburg, 
Florida. 22nd Street runs North and South in St. Petersburg.
The 700 block of 22nd Street South is between Fairfield Avenue 
and 7th Avenue.

A physical observation of the area reflects that 
he :.est side of the street in this block contains the Snow peak 

Drive- In. In front of the Drive-In is a parking area.
The East side of the street contains a two-story

building. The major portion of the first floor houses the 
Manhattan Bar. Also on the first floor is a barber's shop and 
a candy store.

8/29/67 st. Petersburg, Florida , TP 100-1103
_________________ at______________________________________________________ File #_____________________________

SAs
fay_______ r Dote dictated

9/1/67
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to yr<ur agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 9/2/67

b7C

I furnished the b7 D
following information:

b7C
b7D

I Iwas a member_______
of I I

speech made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at 22nd Street, between Fairfield 
Avenue and 7th Avenue, St. Petersburg, Florida. | |

advised that the area at which the speech was made 
b7 is tne central area of the largest Negro section in St. Peters

burg.
I _____  _______ |estimated that there were be

tween 500 to 600 in attendance at the speech. He estimated that 
there were approximately 75 white persons in the audience, the 
rest being Negro. | [estimated that approxi
mately one-third or tne audience was ox draft age, that is,between 
the ages of 17 and 25.

I _____ ______stated that during the speech,
he moved through the audience and determined that because of a 

b7c defective sound system, he found it was difficult to hear 
b?D CARMICHAEL'S speech when he was in the outer extremities of the audience. |stated that most of the persons in the

outer extremities did not appear to be listening to CARMICHAEL 
and were talking amongst themselves, which made it more diffi
cult to hear CARMICHAEL.

________ _________ | characterized most of the audience 
as being furious, but not overly receptive to CARMICHAEL'S remarks. |______________________ advised that there was scattered
applause and laughter at CARMICHAEL’S remarks.

_______________________ i______
__________ [ [advised that
I 1 the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).

SAs 
by__________

On--------8/29/67----------at---------SK. Petersburg, Florida— Hie #-----------TP-1OO-1W3---------
b7C 

------------ Dote dictated-------------9/1/6.7-- ,-
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to y«cir agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



TP 100-1103 
2

_________ |that CARMICHAEL would come to St. Petersburg. Except 
for the statements made by |___________ I knew of
individual or organization that sponsored CARMICHAEL’S visit

no

and speech in St. Petersburg.

|advised that there was no pub- 
zs speech in the form of handbills, 

[advised that the
licity given to carhigbl 
flyers or announcements ____________,
audience gathered through press and radio coverage and by 
word of mouth.

___________ I ... [advised that|
b/c I J taped the speech and to the best of his know-
bvd ledge this was~5one in the open. I ~[taping the speech

I land stood near
the speakers platform, which was on top of an automobile.

[advised that he is available and 
willing to testify to the matters related above.



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

i FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

1 Date______ 9/2/67____________

________________ | furnished the follow- t7D ing information:

b7C
b7D

________________________________________________ I was a member of
speecn maae Dy STOKELY CARMICHAEL, at 22nd Street, between Fairfield Avenue aid 7th Avenue, St. Petersburg, Florida.

I __________ | to an area one block away
from the location at which the speech was made and as a result 

b/D h® could not hear the speech, nor could he comment on the 
crowd reaction.

~~Istated that he estimated the audience 
b7c as being approximately 500 persons, with the vast majority being
b7D Negro. |did not observe anyone in the uniform of

the Armed Forces in the area in which the speech was made.
_________________ | advised that he could furnish no

b7c information concerning sponsorship or publicity given to
b7: CARMICHAEL’S speech.

I , __________ |advised that he is available and will-
b/c ing to testify to the matters related above.
b7D ■

TP 100-1103

fay SAS
------ Date dictated--------9/1/6?--------
is ths property of the ?3! end is loaned ?o yiw agency:

i? and Its contents ere not Jo be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 Date______________9/2/67________

b'7C
I I furnished the b d
following information:

result, he could not hear the speech, nor could he comment on 
the makeup of the audience or the reaction of the audience to 
t he speech.

_____ I stated that he did not observe any
one in the uniform of the Armed Forces of the United States in 
the area in which the speech was made.

bvc stated that he could furnish no
b7D information concerning rne sponsorship of the speech or publi

city given to the speech.
 | advised that he is available and 

willing "ttl "fcbt? *t©rS  XN& X&tGHdi &13OVSe

S/29/G7 St. Petersburg, TXorida 100-1103
On at File #

by
SAs b7C

------ JEHilp Date dictated---------9/1/67---------
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF WVESTiGATiON

1 Date___________9/2/67_________

b7C
iurnished the tollowing t?d 

information:

b7C 

b 7C
bvd a speech made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at 22nd Street, between------

Fairfield Avenue, and 7th Avenue, St. Petersburg, Florida.
I I an area one block away

from the location at which the speech was made, and as a b result, he could not hear the speech, nor could he comment on
b7D the makeup of the audience of the reaction of the audience to

the speech.
____________ _____|estimated that between 500-600 

persons were in attendance at CARMICHAEL’S speech, and the 
majority remained during the speech.

___________ [stated that he did not observe any- 
b7C one in the uniform of the Armed Faces of the United States in 
b d the area in which the speech was made.

I ~~| stated that he could furnish no
b7c information concerning the sponsorship of the speech or publi*  
b7D city given to the speech.
b7c | ___________ [advised that he is available and
tvs willing to testify to the matters related above.

nn 8/29/67 St. Petersburg, Florida IeTP 100-1103

by
SA

ijmrip 3ofe diefcied---9/1/67-------
It is the property of the 531 and is loaned to your agency:document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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B. Garfield High School, 400 23rd Avenue, 
Seattle, Washington, April 19, 1967

CARMICHAEL'S appearance was sponsored by SNCC 
membership in Seattle. Local Seattle newspapers carried 
considerable ccoverage of legal action brought against 
the Seattle School Board by the American Civil Liberties 
Union on behalf of the Seattle Chapter of SNCC, which 
ended in a court decision forcing the school board to 
make the auditorium available for CARMICHAEL on April 
19, 1967.

Recording made of speech and question-and-answer 
period that followed; however, question-and-answer portion 
of the recording is garbled and of such poor quality that 
it is impossible to understand it. CARMICHAEL was aware 
the speech was being recorded.



FD-302 (Re*. 4-15-44)

■ -FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
■V ' 6 ■ .

.1 8/25/67

Iwho resides at I
I recalled that the appearance 

of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Garfield High School on April 19, 
196 7,[~ | who had
identirxedl . I Student Non-violent
Coordinating Committee” (SNCC). He stated that a letter 
dated March 9, 1967, signed bvl 
SNCC. had been directed toI I 

requesting rental of the Garfield High School auditorium 
for the evening of April 18, 1967, for a speech by CARMICHAEL 
This letter indicated that CARMICHAEL’S appearance was 
being sponsored by the SNCC membership in Seattle, Washington

withheld. Following this exchange of letters, there was 
considerable coverage in Seattle newspapers of legal action 
brought against the Seattle School Board by the American 
Civil Liberties Union, on behalf of the Seattle Chapter of 
SNCC, which ended in a King County Superior Court decision 
forcing the School Board to make the auditorium available 
for the CARMICHAEL Speech*

___ __recalled that he made a recording of. 
CARMICHAEL’S speech and the question and answer session 
that followed, however, he said that the question and 
answer portion of his recording was garbled and of such 
poor quality that it was impossible to understand it. He 
further recalled that CARMICHAEL was well aware that his 
speech and comments were being recorded, and CARMICHAEL’S 
attention had been directed to the recording instruments 
by someone in the vicinity.

On. 8/2U/67ot------Seattle, Washington -------- -File# SE-100-28676
b7C

SA- xsnh-by.
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the ,FBI and is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. '

■ Date dictated_______Q/24/C 7
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APPENDIX - WITNESSES

St. Petersburg, Florida

Florida, Is available and a willing witness in 
this matter.

a willing witness.



AT 100-6812

APPENDIX - WITNESSES

b'
b‘



Your letter, with enclosure, was received on Sep
tember 8th.

In response to your inquiry, the FBI is strictly an . 
investigative agency of the Federal Government and, as such, does 
not determine whether prosecutive action will be undertaken in any’ 
situation. Such decisions concerning violations of Federal law are 
within the province of the .' c'. . s Department of Justice.

For your information, voluminous data regarding • 
Stokely Carmichael has been furnished to the Department 
for its consideration ardyou may wish to contact the Attorney Geheral

Sincerely yours,
MAILEQS

SEP X. 2 1967 

coMM&biO cnaitnk

0. Edgar Hoover

Tolson ___________
• DeLoach 
Mohr______________
Bishop ___________
Casper_________ __
Callahan _________
Conrad ____________

.Felt ______________
Gale ___________
Rosen____________
Sullivan __________
Tavel __________ __
Trotter___________ _
Tele. Room ______

NOTE: Cokre^pojdent is not identifiable in Bufiles 

JBTrjed C a-
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Stokelylliie
In Algiers

ALGIERS, Sept. .5 (Reuters). 
—American Black Power advo
cate Stokely Carmicjiael will 
arrive ^'here Thursday at the 
invitation of the ruling Na
tional Liberation Front, the Al
gerian news agency announced 
Tuesday.

Carmichael, former head of 
the Student Non-Violent Co
ordinating Committee, was last 
reported in Hanoi on a “friend
ship visit” to North Vietnam.

He previously was guest of 
honor at the Latin-American 
Solidarity Organization confer
ence in Havana, Cuba.

ALL

'NOLOSURt
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F B I

Date: 9/11/67
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL AIR MAIL
(Priority)

TO :
FROM :
SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
SAC, MILWAUKEE (100-15024) 

OSTOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION
ReBuairtel 9/6/67.

Indices of Milwaukee Division reflect nothing which 
would preclude interviewing I to obtain his observations;
thprpfnrs. it is requested that Bureau authority be given to 
interview in conjunction with captioned matter.

Bureau (AM, RM)
1 - Atlanta (AM,RM)
1 - Milwaukee 
EGB:EAK 
(5)

'HOST CONTAINED 
GLASS
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F B I

Date: 9/13/67

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

ReBUairtel 9/6/67.

(Info) (RM)
REC-58

favei____
Mr. Trotter___
Tele. Room___
Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy.

Mr. Toison. 
Mr.
Mr.

i Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

! Mr.

1 . ach 
Mohr___
-■ ■ -p
Cc.:.;?er__
Cl i Milan... 
Conrad.....
Ihlt____

Hi

C. C. « Bishop

Sent

ALL INFQRMATIOHr CONTAINED 
HE® 
DAT

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO:

FROM:

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

to be aFiles of WFO disclose 
staff member of ________________________________________
Sources have reported in the past occasional contacts 
bvl __

These contacts were apparently in connection with his 
[duties. No information located, in files of

WFO which would appear to preclude his being interviewed 
per se.

It is to be noted that Polk's City Directory, 
1967 Edition, lists

1 - Atlanta (100-6812) (Info) (RM)
1 - Boston (Info) (Rh)
1 - New York
1 - WFO

WWH:fjt 
(7) 
AIRTEL 9 SEP 15 1967

Approved:

66SEP
f Special Agent in Charg



WFO 100-43503

Bureau letter dated 5/12/59 entitled: "The 
Washington Post and Times Herald"’ stated no contact b7
should be made with anyone connected with the above 
newspaper without prior Bureau authority. In view of 
this and of| |position, interview with _________
not being recommended at this time.

Files of WFO disclose numerous references re
garding J/hES RESTON, Washington, D.C. staff member of 
the New York Times. These references 'show he has been 
affiliated with the New York Times since 9/7/43 in various 
capacities. During this time, he has shown as having had 
numerous contacts with high government and diplomatic of
ficials, many of whom were affiliated with Soviet-bloc or 
neutral nations. These contacts appeared to have been in 
connection with his duties as a journalist. No information 
located in files of WFO which would appear to precludehis 
being interviewed.

Polk’s Ci tv iJi-rprtnrv___ 1967 Edition___Wa.shi not on
D.C. . lists I___ ____________________________________________  

residence It
]samp addrpss and_____

same address. __________________
mentioned above probably identical with 
born I mentioned in referenced Bureau
airtel 9/6/67.

also listsF

Files of WFO disclose no information which would
appear to preclude interview with

WFO recommends interview with JZi-.ES RESTON 
concerning CARtllCHAEL.

2-
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OPTIONAL form no. 10 5010-106
MAY 1962 EDITION 
G5A GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Director, FBI (Bufile- 1OO-4^6O8O)

ATLANTA (100-6812)

0
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 
IS - SNCC

I | It is recommended that a Security Index Card be 
prepared on the above-captioned individual.

[~~X| The Security Index Card on the captioned individual should 
be changed as follows (specify change only):

Name

Business Address (show name of employing concern and address) __

I I Native Bom | | Naturalized | | Alien

I | Communist | | Socialist Workers Party | | Miscellaneous (specify) _____________________________ _________________________

I | Tab for 
Detcom

Date of birth Place of birth Race Sex 
I | Male 
| | Female

Key Facility Data

Geographical Reference Number Responsibility

Intere sted Agencie s____________________________________________________________________________________________

Residence Address

temporarily out of the country
 / 00 -

REGISTERED MAIL

g) - Bureau (RM) ,(t
1 - Atlanta
EUC/met
(3)

mmii-ill jiiliJ'IB aiwnfcMwirNOT RECORDED
1 SEP 12 1967
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bl

DECODED
xxj CABLEGRAAIRGRAM

STATE 01

9-12-67

TO DIRECTOR b / C

KONG NO. 78FROM LEGAT HONG

SEDITION

hMdio □teletype

F

UR

Tolson __
DeLoach
Mohr-------
Bishop _ 

Casper __ 

Callahan 

Conrad 

Belt _ 

"pde__
/aosen -

Tavel - 
Trotter 

Tele.' Room ______
Holmes___________
Gandy ____________

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS;

— 77^^ 
/ K' - -1 IM

LEGAT WILL SUAIRTEL.
/ REC 7

LIVAN
5:00 AM (9*15 rsl^

/MR, BRENNAN
IS^ined in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 

paraphrast^m*orrlerto  protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.

CO
REOffi

s

3RD

si SEP 14 1967

MMK



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 —Ci
MAY 1962 EDITION f
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 [ \

' UNITED STATES WENT

Memorandum

FR

subjecj:

Director, FBI

SAC, Denver (100-9400) (RUC)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
SM - SNCC
Bufile 100-446080

date: Sept 14, 1967

COMMUNIST INFILTRATION
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
IS — c
Bufile 100-439190
(Atlanta 00)

Re Norfolk letter to Bureau dated 8/25/67
Denver files.contain no information concerning

i.XtJ,
4/- Bureau (RM)
2 - Atlanta (100-6812) 
2 - Denver

(1 - 100-8862) 
EASzmf 
(8)

(RM)

U
W

Cm
O

ED
 CO

PY
 FIL

ED
 Iff

ra SEP 18 1967

C

.J* 1"*'  “0/ Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Begularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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STBDBWT wwvmr.girr OOOftDIWAT IMG reanHTm i,? eF a^ ^^WWkeW- w •fe^era>ea3sSW JB BsvWimi^SWSW^^B'awwe ^S^WSVS virmw^^n^wS*̂ F  ^^san<ne

On September 1©, IM?, 3rm Spoke before 1,000 
Individuals at a Coagrees of kaeial gqpaality, a civil rights 
group, rally IM Bast St, Louis, Illinois. Brown declared 
America Is cowrit ting geneoi.de against its' Mack people and 
urged tBtt Megrees gat gwM for the *HtMwk  rewlwtim.” 
He said black people are "going to have to fight” and it- is 
going to be a "bloody fight,”'.. Be claised that la four 
years there will be a curfw sad every Megro will have to 
be inside fey t p.a. Be repeated his olaiw that the 
Wite< States- is bsildiM MMoatratiaa canp« far Megroes.

Gpoa leaving the auditorium where the rally was 
held, Brow*  spoke briefly to a crowd outside the auditorium. 
He told thaw the "most smwssfwl riot was ia Hlaiafieldi 
lew JTwaey, where a White policeman was beaten and whet.” 
SttW«<e»»t to Mm*a  speech, violence broke aat in last 
St. Louie. Windows. were Woken and Wild Inga wore burned 
in the dwatm dlMtiot. One IS-year-old Megro was 
killed by a polioe offiowr after a high speed chase dsrlag 
which the Mogro ww driving a x 'blew car. Mliee arrested ■ 
approximately IM individuals as a result of the 
distwbanees. ■

lot ly.it 1M. Stokely,, CamicMel

Xi orevioaalv reported tint Carsiehael. former 
leader of the Student Moaviolegt Coordinating Comittee, 
arrived la Algiers, Algeria, es September S, 1SS7. According 
to press rapsWts, carnlehael plans to visit Syria after- 
leaving Algeria. HefeMs also indicated be will return to the 
Waited States upon the cwlasiea of Mis visit through the 
"Third World.”

Caraichael was quoted by the $&**»■  as stating that 
Megrwes- are la the waj-arlty la Wa^lngtew, ».€,» <ftd ewnld 
*heisa the IM&ags*  at any tine." He -also stated, *Slxty*five  
..per owat of -the Washington popwlatiea ar# Wegroes and the 
MwtftftB beleags to as. If we eaoirele it one day, the 
Pentagon will no laager be able 1» eassmlwate with the 
outside." .He erprewsed the h^pe that the ccwaKinistjs will 
defeat the Halted States la Vietaas. Caralchael said
”his wawwaear*  plans t® -seek the dastraetlow of the 
Salted State®, capitalist systea freae witteiw.



XEROX COPIES BEING SENT TO MRS. MILDRED STEGALL, THE WHITE 
HOOSE; MR. WILLIAM WELSH, ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT TO THE 
VICE PRESIDENT; HONORABLE DEAN RUSK, SECRETARY OF STATE; 
HONORABLE ROBERT S. MCNAMARA, SECRETARY OF DEFENSE; HONORABLE 
RICHARD HELMS, DIRECTOR, CIA; ATTORNEY GENERAL; DEPUTY 
ATTORNEY GENERAL; ASSISTANT ATTORNEYS GENERAL YEAGLEY, DOAR, 
AND VINSON; SECRET SERVICE; AND THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCIES.
NOTE:

See aeMorandum C.D. Brennan to Mr. Sullivan, H/12/67 
sane caption, >rre^ared by BAW:sr.



1 - Mr, C.D. DeLoach
1 - Mr. T.E, Bishop

Mr. W.C. Sullivan

C.D. Brennan

9/12/67

b'7C

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Due to the interest of the President in the 
activities of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC) and its leaders, we have prepared a summary setting 
forth current and planned future activities in this matter. 
A copy is attached for ready reference.

lot swcc

travel to Alexandria, Virginia; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
Cincinnati, Ohio; fort Collins and Denver, Colorado; Los Angeles, 
California; Providence, Rhode island; New Haven, Connecticut;
Jackson, Mississippi; Hamilton, New York; Boston, Massachusetts;^ 
and Tuskegee, Alabama.

b The Communist Party, USA, has issued a statement
supporting! | and charging the Administration of "leading the 
lyncldigmpb^ against him.

On 9/10/67 Brown spoke at East St. louis, Illinois, 
at a rally sponsored by the Congress of Racial Equality, a 
civil rights group. Brown urged that Negroes get guns for the 
"black revolution’’ and said that Negroes are ’’going to have 
to fight.” Subsequent to Brown's speech violence broke out 
at East St. Louis. Police arrested approximately 100 individuals 
as a result of th^disturbances.

Stokely Carmichael, former leader of SNCC, arrived 
in Algiers, Algeria, on 9/6/67. He has indicated that he plans 
to visit Syria upon leaving Algeria. According to press reports, 
Carmichael said that Negroes are in the majority in Washington, D.C. 
and can sieze the Pentagon at any time. He expressed a hope 
that the communists will defeat the United States in Vietnam.

Enclosure 
LD0-439190 
(V- 100-446080 
1 - 105-164197 
BAWsskr (9)

Not recorded
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Memorandum to Mr. W.C. Sullivan
RE: STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
100*439130

RECOMMENDATION:
<¥Ha?e the enciosed memorandum to Mrs. Mildred Stegall 

at the White House; Mr. William Welsh, Administrative Assistant 
to the Vice President; Honorable Dean Rusk, Secretary of State; 
Honorable Robert S. McNamara, Secretary of Defense; Honorable 
Richard Helms, Director, CIA; Attorney General; Deputy Attorney 
General; Assistant Attorneys General Teagley, Doar, and Vinson; 
Secret Service; and the military intelligence agencies be 
approved.



Date:

REC- 4

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS^

(Type in plaintext or code) 
*

>

(Priority)

9/11/67

M “ ■ Per

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO
Ml FROM

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
SAC, MEMPHIS (100-4492) (P)

Re Bureau airtel to Albany 5/26/67
Referenced airtel requested speeches made by 

CARMICHAEL, former Chairman of the StudentSTOKELY
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), when available, 
be furnished in LHM form for. dissemination as requested 
by FRED M. VINSON, JR., Assistant Attorney General, 
Criminal Division, by letter dated 6/2/67.

Enclosed are 11 copies of LHM dated and 
captioned above, which is of CARMICHAEL'S speech made 
at Tennessee A&I State University on 4/7/67. /

Continual efforts are being made to obtain 
CARMICHAEL'S speech at Fisk University, and when same 
is obtained, it will be forwarded by LHM as requested.

Bureau (Encs. 11) (RM^
..-2-Memphis 

WDM:wp
T <5)

s>

xcsv-* 091-^

/ /I H)
SentProved: < _______

JCp p Agent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Memphis, Tennessee 
September 11, 1967

RE; STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The following copy of a speech delivered by 
Stokely Carmichael at Tennessee A and I State University 
gymnasium, Nashville, Tennessee,, on April 7, 1967, was furnished by|

COPTBg DHSTROYRd 

333 FEB 24 1971

ENCLOSURE



SPEEC^^-IVERED BY ST'-' J CARMICHAEL AT A S I^^6 . TSITY GYMNASIUM ON ^/7/67

. ' • . . ' ' • XfiROXED O.RIQSNAL-RETAlW
OUR PEOPLE CAN NEVER MEET THE BRUTALITY THAT WHITE AMERICA HAS INFLICTED UPON 

BLACK PEOPLE, BUT WE ARE HOPING TO GO TO THE STAGE WHERE THEY WILL STOP THAT OPPRES- 

, SIONAND IN ORDER TO DO THAT WE MUST WAKE UP OURSELVES TO WHAT WE. HAVE TO DO.

NOW, WHILE THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT COUNCIL IS SITTING ON THE PLATFORM WITH ME, 

I WANT YOU TO KNOW THE REAL REASON WHY WE ARE HERE IS BECAUSE OF YOUR SIGNING ALL 

: OF THESE PETITIONS....(APPLAUSE) AND WHAT YOU CAN DO WHEN YOU DECIDE TO COME TO-

• GETHER AND STICK TOGETHER. 3,000 STRONG,GAWTNOBODY STOPS YOU ON YOUR OWN COLLEGE 

. CAMPUS (APPLAUSE) AND WE ARE SURE IF YOU CAN DO THIS, THEN YOU CAN MOVE TO DO ANY- 

'■ THING ELSE YOU WANT. ALL YOU GOT TO DO IS TO COME TOGETHER AND STICK TOGETHER AND

TO DEMAND WHAT BELONGS TO YOU AND PERSEVERE YOUR DEMANDS. ONCE YOU DO THAT, THE 

; . ADMINISTRATION WILL LEGITIMATIZE EVERYTHING YOU WANT THEM TO LEGITIMISIZE.

ONE OF THE MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS FROM WHICH THE MOVE IN IN SNCC IS THE THEORY OF 

SELF-CONDEMNATION. WE DO NOT BELIEVE THAT IT IS POSSIBLE FOR A MAN TO CONDEMN

•. HIMSELF, REGARDLESS OF HIS COLOR. THE (UNINTELLIGIBLE) PHILOSOPHER, RAISED THE 

■ QUESTION OF SELF-CONDEMNATION AND THEY COME TO THE CONCLUSION, WELL THEY DON'T 

: ' COME TO THE CONCLUSION, BUT WE COME„TQ THE CONCLUSION THAT IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO 

CONDEMN ONESELF. AN EXAMPLE FOR US WHILE WE WERE YOUNG THERE WERE NAZIS WHO

. WERE KILLING JEWS. NOW AFTER THE WAR THEY HAD A NUMBER OF TRIALS AND THEY ARRES

TED MANY OF THE NAZI PRISONERS. NOW,'THE NAZIS WHO ALLOWED. THEMSELVES TO LIVE, . 

NKX THAT IS THE ONES WHO DID NOT CONDEMN THEMSELVES, SAID THAT THEY DID NOT KILL 

HUMAN BEINGS, THEY KILLED JEWS AND JEWS WERE NOT HUMAN BEINGS OR THEY SAID THEY DIDN'T

■ ' KNOW WHAT WAS HAPPENING .IN THEIR COUNTRY AT THE TIME IT WAS HAPPENING. OR A MORE 

:• SOPHISTICATED NATURALIZATION WOULD BE THAT THEY WERE FOLLOWING LAW AND ORDER, SO THAT 

ONCE THEY SAID THAT, THEY DIDN'T CONDEMN THEMSELVES BECAUSE THEY DID NOTHING WRONG. 

THE NAZIS WHO CONDEMNED THEMSELVES WHO AWAKENED AND WHO SAID THAT THEY WERE COMMITTING . 

MURDER HAD TO COMMIT SUICIDE. THEY HAD TO COMMIT SUICIDE.,..THAI-MS TO SAY, THAT ONCE

■ A ^nEWe^5 HIMSELF F0r WHAT HE has DONE, HE MUST XAKK/PUNrSHMENT UPON HIMSELF 
: AND If Wu DON'T BELIEVE THAT MOST PEOPLE (UNINTELLIGIBLE) WE DON'T BELIEVE SELF

CONDEMNATION IS POSSIBLE. FOR US IN THE UNITED STATES A MORE RELEVANT EXAMPLE OR MORE 

IMMEDIATE EXAMPLE WOULD BE SHERIFF RAINEY OF MISHOBE COUNTY, HE WITH 18 OTHER ALLIES 

WHO KILLED THREE HUMAN BEINGS IN 1964 IN PHILADELPHIA, MISSISSIPPI. THE COUNTY OF 

MISSISSIPPI IS UNABLE TO INDICT THAT HONKEY FOR MURDER BECAUSE HE XXXNHX HE HAS DONE 

JUST WHAT THEY HAVE .WANTED HIM TO DO. . HE WAS AN ELECTED. OFF1 CI AL-WHO WAS SUPPOSED TO

■ MAINTAIN THE STATUS QUO AT ANY PRICE. SO IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE FOR THEM TO INDICT HIM, BE

CAUSE THEY WOULD HAVE TO CONDEMN THEMSELVES. AND WE KNOW THAT IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR ' 

WHITE AMERICA AS A TOTAL COMMUNITY TO CONDEMN THEMSELVES FOR THE ACT OF BRUTALITY THAT 

IS PERPROTRATED AGAINST BLACK PEOPLE. WERE SHE TO DO THAT, THEN THE ENTIRE NATION

■ WOULD HAVE TO COMMIT SUICIDE. THAT MIGHT NOT BE A BAD IDEA. THE REST OF THE WORLD 

MIGHT BE ABLE TO LIVE IN PEACE. SO MOVING FROM THAT ASSUMPTION WE CAN SAY THAT YOU 

CANNOT IMITATE WHITE AMERICA, YOU MUST BEGIN TO CREATE FOR YOURSELF. YOU MUST BEGIN 

TO CREATE FOR YOURSELF. YOU SHOULD HAVE HER STAND CONDEMNED FOR THE ACTS THAT YOU HAVE 

COMMITTED AGAINST US AND WE MUST NOW MOVE ON. OUR PROBLEM HAS BEEN'THAT WE'VE ALWAYS 

USED WHITE PEOPLE AS A MEASURING STICK. WHENEVER YOU ASK SOMETHING IT IS IN RELATION

SHIP TO‘A WHITE PERSON AND WE ARE TO KNOCK THAT OUT OF OUR MINDS; THEY ARE NOT TO BE OUR 

MEASURING STICK ANY LONGER.

NOW WE WANT TO MOVE ON TO THE NEXT ASSUMPTION WHICH TALKS ABOUT GIVING SOMEONE'S 

FREEDOM. I THINK THAT'S A CONFUSED TERM THAT HAS BEEN PLACED IN OUR MINDS SO THAT WE 

ASSUME THAT SOMEONE CAN GIVE YOU YOUR FREEDOM. EVERY MAN IS BORN FREE. HE IS THEN 

ENSLAVED BY OTHER PEOPLE. FOR THOSE OTHER PEOPLE CAN'T GIVE THEM THEIR FREEDOM, THEY 

JUST DENY HIM HIS FREEDOM AND THAT THEIR JOB WHEN THAT MAN MOVES FOR HIS FREEDOM, HE 

IS TO STOP DENYING HIM HIS FREEDOM. THAT'S VERY IMPORTANT. THAT MEANS THAT WE ARE 

BEGGING WHITE PEOPLE FOR ANYTHING, WE ARE GOING TO MAKE THEM STOP DENYING US WHAT BE

LONGS TO US AND IT'S VERY, VERY IMPORTANT..(APPLAUSE) BECAUSE ONCE YOU UNDERSTAND THAT, 

.. YOU UNDERSTAND THAT THE MAN IS WRONG FR)OM THE JUMP FOR DENYING YOU HIS FREEDOM SO THE 

QUESTION ABOUT KKXXSXNZVZX MEANS NEVERENTERS, THE REAL QUESTION IS WHETHER THE HONKEYS 

ARE GOING TO GET OFF YOUR BACK AND THAT'S WHERE THE QUESTION SHOULD STAY AT ALL TIMES. 

NEVER ON US. THETJMUST BE ON THE DEFENSIVE FOR WHAT THEY HAVE DONE TO US. WE SHOULD 

NEVER BE ON THE DEFENSIVE FOR TRYING TO LIVE LIKE HUMAN BEINGS. YOU MUST UNDERSTAND 

THA.T CONCEPT IN YOUR MINDS. SO THAT YOU SHOULD UNDERSTAND THAT ALL THE BILLS; ALL THE 

CIVIL RIGHTS BILLS AND OTHER BILLS PASSED IN THIS COUNTRY WERE PASSED TO HELP WHITE 

PEOPLE; TO HELP CIVILIZED WHITE PEOPLE, NOT US. WE ALREADY KNOW WHERE WE'RE AT. LET 

ME GIVE YOU AN EXAMPLE. I AM BLACK. I KNOW THAT I’M AHUMAN BEING. I KNOW THAT I 

HAVE THE RIGHT TO GO INTO ANY PUBLIC PLACE THAT'S OPEN BECAUSE I AM,AFFORDED THE DIGNITY 
OF OTHER HUMAN BEINGS. NOW SOME DUMB HONKEY IN NASHVILLE DOESN'T^filAT. HE DOESN'T KNOW 

THAT I'M A HUMAN BEING, SEE...(APPLAUSE) ..SO THAT EVERY TIME I TRY TO GO INTO A PUBLIC 

PLACE SOME HONKEY STANDS IN MY WAY AND TELLS ME I CAN'T COME IN BECAUSE I'M NOT A HUMAN 

BEING, SO THE WHITE FOLK IN WASHINGTON WRITESX0 A BILL,. NOT FOR ME, BUT FOR THIS HONKEY 

TELLING HIM TO RECOGNIZE MY HUMANITY SO THAT WHEN I COME TO THE STORE, HE HAS TO GET OUT 

OP W WAY. IT WASN'T THERE FOR ME. I'M STILL THE SAME. THE HONKEY IS NOW CHANGED. HE'S

70 RECOGNIZE MY HUMANITY. SEE, YOU'VE GOT TO STOP HIM FROM HIM DENYING ME OF MY 

/OU'VE GOT TO UNDERSTAND THAT. THE SAME THING^EN^/^JL^jBE .TRUE*  OF THE VOTiNG
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RIGHTS BILL. I KNOW I CAN VOTE, KMX EVERY TIME I TRY SOME DUMB HONKEY SHOOTS, KILLS, 

' ROBS, THROWS ME OFF THE. LAND OR TRIES TO BURN MY FAMILY OUT. SO YOU'VE GOT TO PASS A 

- . BILL FOR THAT HONKEY TO SAY, WHEN SOMEBODY.BLACK COMES TO VOTE, LEAVE HIM ALONE. SO

I WANT YOU TO BEGIN TO UNDERSTAND THAT AND TO RECOGNIZE THE FIGHT FOR BLACK POWER IN 

THIS COUNTRY IS A FIGHT TO CIVILIZE THE BARBARIC COUNTRY, THE WHITE PEOPLE IN THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. THAT'S WHAT THE FIGHT IS ALL ABOUT. (APPLAUSE)

‘. NOW THEN WE WANT TO MOVE ON TO A POINT AND WE WANT TO SHOW THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN . 

INSTITUTIONAL RACISM AND INDIVIDUAL ACTS OF RACISM. I THINK THE COUNTRY CONFUSES THAT

■ ALL OF THE TIME, AND THEY DO IT PURPOSELY SO THAT THEY CAN GET US CONFUSED. THEY KEEP 

L.- ■TELLING US OF INDIVIDUALS RATHER THAN INSTITUTIONALIZED RACISM. LET ME GIVE YOU AN 

■ 'EXAMPLE OF BOTH OF THEM. IF SOME HONKEYS BOMB A CHURCH ON SUNDAY MORNING WHEN THEY 

THEMSELVES SHOULD BE GOING TO CHURCH, FOR THEY NEED IT, IF THEY BOMB A CHURCH ON SUNDAY . 

MORNING AND THEY KILL 5 BLACK CHILDREN, THAT IS AN ACT OF INDIVIDUAL RACISM. THAT'S 

< AN INDIVIDUAL ACT OF RACISM AND OF COURSE WHEN THAT HAPPENS EVERYBODY IN THE COUNTRY IS 

UP IN ARMS, BOTH BLACK AND WHITE .BUT NOW, IF IN THAT SAME CITY, BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA,

' NOT 5, BUT 500 BLACK BABIES DIED,/"YEAR BECAUSE OF LACK OF PROPER FOOD, MEDICAL FACILITIES 

AND SHELTER AND A THOUSAND MORE BLACK PEOPLE ARE MAIFED PHYSICALLY, EDUCATIONALLY AND 

; MENTALLY BECAUSE OF CONDITIONS OF POVERTY IN THAT CITY, THAT IS AN ACT OF INSTITUTIONALIZE 

:. RACISM AND THAT'S THE FIX WE ARE IN TODAY. INSTITUTIONALIZED RACISM, NOT INDIVIDUALS 

ACTS OF RACISM. SO WHITE LIBERALS WHO WANT TO TELL YOU ABOUT HOW GOOD THEY ARE......

. ..., YOU'RE TALKING ABOUT INSTITUTIONALIZED RACISM AND.YOU MUST UNDERSTAND THE CONCEPT. 

;. YOU MUST. YOU HAVE TO. IT'S VERY VERY IMPORTANT BECAUSE WHAT IT MEANS IS THAT YOU'RE 

S: NOT GOING TO BE BOTHERED WITH THE HONKEY WHO'S BOMBING YOUR CHURCH, YOU'RE GOING FOR THE 

' HONKEY WHO'S POWER IS KEEPING YOU IN THE GHETTO. THAT'S WHERE THE POWER IS AT IN THIS.

. COUNTRY. THAT'S WHAT WE'VE GOT TO GO FOR IN THIS COUNTRY. NOT THE INDIVUDIALS WHO 

BOMB THE CHURCHES. THEY CAN BOMB IT BECAUSE OF INSTITUTIONALIZED RACISM. YOU'VE GOT 

TO UNDERSTAND THAT CONCEPT BECAUSE INSTITUTIONALIZED RACISM MANIFESTS ITSELF IN EVERY 

, ; CITY IN THIS COUNTRY; FROM ROCKSBURY TO WATTS AND THAT IS^VmT THE PEOPLE IN THE GHETTO 

' ARE FIGHTING OVER, INSTITUTIONALIZED RACISM AND THAT LEAVcS US TO UNDERSTAND THAT IF 

YOU'RE GOING TO FIGHT INSTITUTIONALIZED RACISM, THE REASON IT IS ABLE TO PERPHTUATE IT

SELF' IS BECAUSE OF POWER. NOT LOVE. NOT MORALITY. NOT NON-VIOLENCE, BUT POWER. AND 

IF. YOU'RE GOING TO CHECK IT, YOU NEED POWER TO COUNTERACT THE POWER THAT IS USED TO PUR- 

PERTRATE AND CONTINUE AND PERPETUATE INSTITUTIONALIZED RACISM IN THIS COUNTRY. THAT'S 

, ' BLACK POWER; .. .

NOW WHAT THE COUNTRY IS TRYING TO DO IS PUT BLACK PEOPLE ON THE DEFENSIVE WHEN 

THEY MOVE FOR THEIR LIBERATION NOW BEFORE I WANT TO GET TO VIOLENCE, I WANT TO GET TO 

' SOMETHING ABOUT DEFINITION. BECAUSE I THINK IT IS VERY, VERY IMPORTANT. IF YOU HAVE 

THE ABILITY TO DEFINE THEN YOU ARE THE MASTER OF THE WORLD. LET ME GIVE YOU A QUOTE 

TO BACK IT UP. I JUST FOUND THIS IN ONE OF THE BOOKS I WAS READING. IT COMES FROM 

"ALICE IN WONDERLAND" ONE OF MY FAVORITE BOOKS. I WANT TO READ YOU THE QUOTE. IT IS. 

BECAUSE IT IS ONE OF THE BEST POLITICAL SATIRES YOU CAN FIND IN THE COUNTRY. JUST AS 

'HUCKLEBERRY FINN" IS PROBABLY THE BEST BOOK IN THE COUNTRY EVER WRITTEN BY A V/HITE MAN.

IT WAS. YOU OUGHT TO READ THE SUBTLTITY OF RACISM INSIDE THE BOOK. THERE'S A QUOTE IN 

THERE That I ALWAYS REMEMBER. HUCKLEBERRY FINN IS DRESSED UP AS TOM SAWYER AND HE GETS 

OFF THE BOAT AND HE GOES TO MEET THE WHITE LADY AND HE'S GOT TO MAKE UP A STORY, SO HE 

SAYS TO HER, "WELL, IT RAN AGROUND AND IT BLEW A CYLINDER." AND SO WHEN HE GETS THERE, 

' HE SAYS, "IT BLEW A CYLINDER" AND SHE SAYS, "DID ANYBODY GET HURT?" HE SAID, "NO HAMM

A NEGRO GOT KILLED." AND SHE SAID, "GEE, I'M GLAD BECAUSE SOMETIME PEOPLE GET HURT."

• YOU OUGHT TO DIG HUCKLEBERRY FINN......................................................................................................................... ..

I WANT TO READ THE QUOTE FROM ALICE IN WONDERLAND. WHEN I USE THE WORD HUMPTY-DUMPTY 

SAID IN A RATHER SCORNFUL TONE IT MEANS JUST WHAT I TAKE IT TO MEAN. NEITHER MORE, NOR 

LESS. "THE QUESTION IS," SAID ALICE, "IS WHETHER YOU CAN MAKE WORDS MEAN SO MANY 

DIFFERENT THINGS.” "THE QUESTION IS” SAID HUMPTY DUMPTY,"WHO IS TO BE MASTER. THAT IS 

ALL." AND THAT IS ABSOLUTELY CORRECT. LET ME GIVE YOU AN EXAMPLE. WHITE PEOPLE CAN 

. DEFINE EVERYBODY. EVERYBODY. THEY HAVE DONE THAT ALL THEIR LIVES. AND BECAUSE THEY 

CAN DEFINE, THEY CAN ENTRAP YOU WITH THEIR. DEFINITIONS. CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS CAME OVER 

HERE AND NAMED PEOPLE INDIANS, BECAUSE THE HONKEY THOUGHT HE WAS AN INDIAN. AND TO THES 

VERY DAY, RED PEOPLE IN THIS COUNTRY ARE RUNNING AROUND WITH PEOPLE CALLING THEM INDIANS. 

AND THEY CAN'T EVEN WIN THE FIGHT BECAUSE IF THEY'RE NOT INDIAN, BECAUSE EVERYBODY SEES 

A COWBOY AND INDIAN MOVIE AND THEY CALL THEIR PRESIDENT, CHIEF.. AND YOU KNOW A CHIEF 

IS NEVER AS GOOD AS A PRESIDENT. EVERYBODY KNOWS THAT. HE'S JUST A TRIBAL CHIEF OF 

SAVAGES. THEY HAVE DEFINED EVERYBODY. THEY WENT TO AFRICA AND DEFINED BLACK PEOPLE AS 

SAVAGES. BLACK PEOPLE WHO HAD THE FIRST UNIVERSITY IN’THE WORLD, THE UNIVERSITY OF TIM- 

BUCKTOO. THEY CALLED US SAVAGES. BLACK PEOPLE WHO NEVER SHOT AND KILLED AND RAPED AND 

PUT PEOPLE IN SLAVERY, THEY CALL US SAVAGES AND PUT US IN SLAVERY. YOU'VE GOi TO UNDER

STAND THAT. (APPLAUSE) BECAUSE OF THEIR POWER TO DEFINE, THEY HAVE CONVINCED YOU THAT 

THEY ARE WHAT CIVILIZATION IS AND THAT YOU SHOULD FIGHT TO REACH THEIR LEVEL OF CIVILI

ZATION BECAUSE THEY HAVE DEFINED CIVILIZATION AND WHAT IS CIVILIZATION? BEING ABLE TO . 

DROP A BOMB ON NAGISAKI, HIROSHIMA OR BEING ABLE TO BOMB THE PEOPLE OF NORTH VIET NAM 

BECAUSE THEY DON'T BELIEVE IN DEMOCRACY, BUT WILL BOMB IT UNTIL THEY GET IT I GUESS.

3
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• SO TH/^B VERY IMPOR' LET PE GIVE YOU AN E1^B.E W IT MESSES UP YOUR MIND.

YOU WAT»THE COWBOY /..j RED PEOPLE FIGHT-ALL THE^HME...., f'.V. HERE THEY COME. HERE COPE

. .- THE WHITE PEOPLE FIGHTING VERY RIGHT AND VERY PROPER. THERE IS A FIGHT GOING GN. THEY 

BEAT UP ALL THE INDIAN’S. THEY KILL THEM ALt. THEY SHOOT THEM'DOWN AND THE COLONEL LOOKS 

OVER AND SAYS VERY GOOD. WE’VE GOTTEN RID OF THE SAVAGES. LET’S RIDE BACK TO THE FORT.

’ AND THEY ALL GET ON THEIR HORSES AND RIDE BACK TO THE FORT AND.THERES A WHITE LADY STAND- 

. ING THERE AND SAYS, WHAT HAPPENED? AND THEY SAY, WE HAD A VICTORY. WE KILLED ALL THE

\ INDIANS AND EVERYBODY’S VERY HAPPY. THE NEXT TIME WHEN THE REVERSE HAPPENS AND THE RED 

. PEOPLE BEAT THE HELL OUT OF THE HONKEYS, THERE'S ONE MAN LEFT ON THE HORSE AND HE COMES

TO THE FORT AND THE WHITE, WOMAN SAYS WHAT HAPPENED, WHAT HAPPENED.- AND HE SAYS, THOSE 
'■ DIRTY INDIANS. THEY MASSACRED US. (APPLAUSE). AND SO EVERYONE KNOWS IN THEIR MIND

THAT A MASSACRE IS LESS HONORABLE THAN A VICTORY BECAUSE IN A VICTORY YOU SHOOT PEOPLE 

TO DEATH WITH GUNS. IN A MASSACRE YOU CUT THEM TO DEATH. WE ALL KNOW WED RATHER DIE 

■ . . FROM GUN WOUNDS THAN KNIFE WOUNDS ANYWAY. SO I GUESS THAT’S WHAT MAKES A VICTORY HONORABLE 

BUT THAT'S PART OF THE SCHEME OF DEFINING THINGS. THAT'S BEEN OUR PROBLEM. WE HAVE BEEN 

DEFINED. THAT'S RIGHT, BROTHER. YOU GOT IT. (APPLAUSE)

NOW THAT'S BEEN PART OF OUR PROBLEM, PERHAPS OUR BIGGEST PROBLEM BECAUSE WE HAVE 

BEEN DEFINED BY WHITE PEOPLE. THEY HAVE DEFINED US AS NEGRO. NOBODY KNOWS WHERE THE 

WORD COMES FROM. SOME HONKEY THOUGHT IT UP AND GAVE IT TO US AND WE ARE STUCK WITH IT TO 

THIS TODAY' AND'NEGROES'ARE"LAZY7 STUPI D, DUMB,"APETHETIC, LIKE- WATER-MELON AND LOVE TO DANCE . 

AND IN THETO RE-DEFINE OURSELVES. THEY MUST ALWAYS PUT. US CN THE DEFENSE. NOW 

I WANT TO GIVE YOU A FAIR EXAMPLE OF HOW THAT WORKS IN OUR EARLY CHILDHOOD WHILE WE WERE 

GROWING UP. WE REMEMBER THAT IN 1954 AND 55 WHEN BLACK PEOPLE WOULD GET ON T.V. AND SAY 

WE WANT TO INTEGRATE. IN THE MINDS OF BLACK PEOPLE WE KNEW FOR CERTAIN WHAT THE BLACK 

MAN WAS TALKING ABOUT. HE WAS TALKING ABOUT GOOD JOBS. GOOD SCHOOLS. GOOD HOUSING. 

GOOD NEIGHBORHOODS. THAT’S WHAT HE MEANT BY INTEGRATION. OH, BUT NO (APPLAUSE) 

NOW AFTER THE BLACK MAN WOULD SAY OUT LOUD................................................. ............................ .. .....................

L? AFTER THE BLACK MAN WOULD SAY HE WANTED TO INTEGRATE SOME DUMB HONKEY IS GOING TO JUMP.

■ UP AND SAY, YOU WANT TO MARRY MY DAUGHTER, DON'T YOU? AND INSTEAD OF THIS BLACK MAN 

■ FORGETTING ABOUT THIS HONKEY, HE GOES TO DEFENDING IT. NO. WE DON'T TO MARRY YOUR

' DAUGHTER. WE DON'T WANT TO BE YOUR BROTHER-IN-LAWS, WE JUST WANT TO BE YOUR BROTHER. I
WE DON'T WANT TO LIVE IN YOUR BEDROOM, WE WANT TO LIVE NEXT TO YOU, AND APOLOGIZING I 

i'.- FOR THE VERY TERMS THAT YOU'VE INVENTED, LETTING A WHITE MAN DEFINE IT FOR US AND I
PUTTING HIM ON THE DEFENSIVE ABOUT THAT TERM . WHEN THEY ASK US THAT QUESTION AT I
SNCC, ABOUT WHETHER OR NOT WE WANT TO MARRY THEIR DAUGHTERS WE DON'T EVER GET ON. THE I

-DEFENSIVE. WE TELL THEM RIGHT TO THEIR FACE. YOUR DAUGHTER, YOUR SISTER, YOUR MAMAS I
THE WHJTE WOMAN IS. NOT THE QUEEN OF THE WORLD. SHE'S NOT THE VIRGIN MARY SHE CAN BE I
MADE LIKE ANY OTHER WOMAN. SO LET'S'MOVE ON' (APPLAUSE) YOU'VE “GOT TO UNDERSTAND THAT I

■J CONCEPT VERY, VERY.THOROUGHLY IN YOUR MINDS. YOU MUST UNDERSTAND IT BECAUSE WHAT THAT I 
MEANT IS THAT THEY WERE ABLE TO DEFINE OUR TERMS FOR US. THAT'S THE SAME THING THAT I
HAPPENS TODAY. WE SAY BLACK POWER AND-SOME HONKEY IS GOING TO JUMP UP AND SAY, YOU I
MEAN VIOLENCE AND HE WANTS YOU TO SAY UH HUH WE DON'T MEAN VIOLENCE. NO USE FOR YOU I 
HONKEY. I KNOW WHAT I MEAN (APPLAUSE) WE MUST BECOME MASTERS OF OUR OWN TERMS. WE I
CANNOT LET THEM DEFINE US A-JY LONGER. WE ARE NOT SAVAGES. WE ARE NOT CULTURALLY DEPRIVEDl

WE ARE NOT APETHETIC. WE ARE NOT LAZY. WE ARE XOX A BEAUTIFUL, BLACK, INTELLIGENT, , I
AGGRESSIVE PEOPLE (APPLAUSE) AND UNTIL WE BEGIN TO DEFINE-FOR OURSELVES, WE WILL I
ALWAYS BE ENSLAVED BY THE DEFINITION THAT THE HONKEY HAS IMPOSED UPON US. NOT ONLY I

their Definition but their standards for success, we can no longer follow their stan- I
DARDS FOR SUCCESS. IF THEY THINK THE ONLY WAY TO BE SUCCESSFUL IS TO BOMB THE WORLD I 

LET THE HONKEYS BOMB IT. WE'LL STAY HERE AND WATCH THEM. LET THEM BOMB IT. I

NOW WE COME TO THE LAST PART OF THIS AND THAT IS THE QUESTION OF VIOLENCE.(APPLAUSE) I 

WE WILL TAKE TIME OUT TO TALK ABOUT SUCCESS BUT WE ARE GOING TO DO THAT AT VANDERBILT. I 

-' WE'LL TALK ABOUT WHITE PEOPLE AT WHITE SCHOOLS. WE GOT TOO MUCH TALKING ABOUT OURSELVES I 

TO BE WORRIED WITH THEM. SO WE ARE GOING TO TALK ABOUT THE HONKEYS FROM THE BANNER TO- I

MORROW. NOW THEN THE LAST THING WE WANT TO TALK ABOUT,IS THE CONCEPT OF VIOLENCE AND I 

WE WANT TO MOVE FROM OUR ASSUMPTION AND THEN MOVE INTO IT AS IT REALLY AND STRICTLY IS I

IN THE SOCIETY TODAY. RAISEJTHE QUESTION OF VICTIM AND EXECUTIONER. I

. THEY SAY MOST SOCIETIES TODAY THERE EXISTS A RELATIONSHIP WHERE THERE ARE SONE PEOPLE ON W 
WHO HAVE BECOME SELF-IMPOSED EXECUTIONERS AND SOME PEOPLE ON BOTTOM WHO ARE VICTIMS. I 

NOW SAYS THAT THE. VICTIMS R^UfeJ°AGITAT&S FOR THE LIBERATION. THEY NEVER I

SAY THE TYPE OF FORM THEY SHOULD USE. THE REVOLUTIONARY, THE BRILLIANT BLACK PHILOSOPHER I 

BY THE NAME OF SAYS THAT WHEN THEY BEGIN TO IMITATE THEY USE A NUMBER OF I

METHODS, A NUMBER OF MEANS. WHAT HAPPENS IS THAT THEY BEGIN TO EXAMINE THE METHODS AID I 

THE MODES THAT THE EXECUTIONER HAS USED TO KEEP THEM A VICTIM AND WHAT THEY DO, IS THEY I 

BEGIN TO IMITATE THAT METHOD. USUALLY, THAT IS VIOLENCE. THE EXECUTIONER MAINTAINS HIS I 

POSITION BY FORCE AND VIOLENCE AND THEY SAY THE VICTIM'THEN BEGINS TO USE THAT VIOLENCE I 

■ ' WHICH THEY HAVE ACCEPTED FOR SO MANY YEARS AGAINST THE EXECUTIONER. AND THEY SAY WHEN THiB 
BEGIN TO DO THAT, IT HAS A NUMBER OF THINGS FOR THE VICTIM. ONE IS IT'S THERAPUTIC, BE- I 

CAUSE FOR ONE, THE VICTIM CANECJ BELIEVE THAT HE IS EQUAL WITH THE EXECUTIONER BECAUSE HE I 

CAN USE THE ONE THING THAT HAS BEEN TABOO AGAINST THE .EXECUTIONER, THAT IS THE QUESTION I 

OF VIOLENCE AND FOR HIMSELF THAT THE VICTIM SHOULD NEVER EVER APOLOGIZE FO^ HIS I

USE OF VIOLENCE BECAUSE THAT’S WHAT THE EXECUTIONER HAS BEEN USING AGAINST HIM ALL HIS LIi| 

ALL HIS LIFE.. NOW THEN, WHAT HAPPENS IN THIS COUNTRY IS THAT BLACK PEOPLE BEGIN TO MOVE I 

Y AK9 FORM, THEY USUALLY GOT TO APOLOGIZE TO SOME HONKEY FOR WHY. THEY ARE MOVING FOR THEIR I 

LIBERATION. ALL THE TIME. IN THE 1960’S WHEN YOU STARTED HERE IN NASHVILLE, ■
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. TH^HOt^gYS WERE CALL' >U COMMUNISTS AND £KE^&LL OF THINGS AND INSTEAD OF YOU 

• • YOU oET.UP THERE AND APOLC^E^HeNOT COMMUNISTS. WE'RE GOOD

AlWlC^J. WE'RE NOT THIS. WE'RE NOT THAT. LATER FOR THE HONKEY. BE CONCERNED ABOUT THE 

" BLACK PEOPLE FOR A CHANGE. BE CONCERNED ABOUT BLACK PEOPLE FOR A CHANGE.(APPLAUSE)

NOW, TODAY THE BLACK PEOPLE MOVE AND THEY SAY THEY'RE VIOLENT, AND YOU GET UP THERE 

AND SAY WE DON'T WANT TO BE VIOLENT. THERE ARE HONKEYS WHO HAVE BEEN LYNCHING, CUTTING, 

SHOOTING, MURDERING, BURNING EVERYWHERE AROUND WORLD AND HE'S GOT THE GALL TO TALK ABOUT 

: ' NON-VIOLENCE. AIN'T THAT A BLUPE? (APPLAUSE) SO YOU HAVE GOT TO BEGIN TO UNDERSTAND THAT 

CONCEPT OF VIOLENCE. NOW UNDERSTAND HOW THE CONCEPT OF VIOLENCE REALLY WORKS IN THIS 

COUNTRY. THIS IS A VIOLENT COUNTRY. THIS IS A VIOLENT COUNTRY. NOT ONLY IN ITS FOREIGN 
POLICIES, IN ITS VERY ENTERTAINMENT ITS VIOLENT. YOU CAN’T WATCH TELEVISION FOR 5 MINUTES 

WITHOUT SEEING SOMEBODY SHOOTING, KILLING, FIGHTING AND MURDERING EACH OTHER FOR ANY 5 

MINUTES ON ANY TELEVISION STATION. THIS IS A VIOLENT SOCIETY,, NQT„ONLY HAVE THEY MADE 
WHITE PEOPLE VIOLENT, THEY ARE NOW MAKING US VIOLENT/'^AND1THEY HAVE THE NERVE TO TALK TO 

US ABOUT NON-VIOLENCE. WHAT YOU OUGHT TO DO IS TO TELL 'EM. WHEN WE SEE BILL COSBY ON 

' TELEVISION GET SLAPPED BY SOME WHITE RUSSIAN AND HE COVERS UP HIS HEAD AND STARTS SINGING 

. "WE CAN OVERCOME" THEN WE GOING TO BE NON-VIOLENT.(APPLAUSE) .................................................................

THEY TRAIN YOU TO BE HIRED KILLERS ON YOUR OWN COLLEGE CAMPUSES. THEY INSTITUTIONALIZE 

VIOLENCE FOR YOU. EVERY THURSDAY THEY'VE GOT YOU SHINING SHOES, TRYING TO EXRKXKXXXKX 

PLAY SOLDIER FOR A DAY, HOW TO BE A KILLER, FIRING A RIFLE, BREAKING THEM DOWN,..CLEANING 

THEM UP,....______________ _ _______ _________THEY-HAVE"’ON-?THE"'BLACK'COLLEGE CAMPUSES ACROSS THIS

COUNTRY COMPULSORY ROTC. YOU DON'T HAVE A. CHOICE. YOU GOT TO LEARN HOW TO KILL. YOU GET 

1 CREDIT AND YOU SPEND 15 HOURS SHOOTING SOME RIFLE, BREAKING IT DOWN AND YOU TALK ABOUT YC 

CAME TO COLLEGE TO LEARN ABOUT CIVILIZATION. SURE. AND THE MINUTE YOU TALK ABOUT VIOLENCE 

THE HONKEYS WILL GET UP AND TELL YOU, VIOLENCE DON'T GET ANYBODY ANYWHERE. YEAH, THAT'S 

: TRUE, BUT BE THAT AS IT MAY, THAT'S NOT SUFFICIENT. HE DRAFTS US 30% TO FIGHT XMXXMXX HIS 

FILTHY WAR IN VIET NAM. DRAFTS US 30%. IT'S THE HONKEY RACIESTS LIKE LATIN AMERICA WHO 

WILL STAND UP BEFORE TELEVISION AND SAY, "YES, WE ARE GOING TO DRAFT NEGROES, 30%, BECAUSE 
' WE BELIEVE IT'S THE ONLY PLACE THEY CAN GET A GOOD LIFE, EQUALITY AND FREEDOM, ON THE FRONT 

LINES OF VIET NAM. YOU DON'T EVEN RECOGNIZE WHAT'S HAPPENING IN THIS COUNTRY. THEY REMIND 

US ALL THE TIME THAT, WE'RE 10% AND THEY'RE DRAFTING 30% THAT AIN'T NOTHING BUT BLACK URBAN 

REMOVAL. YOU BETTER GET HIP. SO THAT WE CANNOT ALLOW OURSELVES TO BE SICK BY VIOLENCE.

.YOU LEARNED IN ELEMENTRY SCHOOL THAT PATRICK HENRY SAID "GIVE ME LIBERTY OR GIVE ME DEATH" 

THE HONKEYS GOT READY TO OFF THE BRITISH, THEY DIDN'T RAISE NO QUESTION ABOUT VIOLENCE. 

THEY JUST OFFED THEM. GOT NEGROES TO FIGHT THE INDIANS THEY WENT AHEAD AND TOOK CARE OF Th 

WHITE FOLKS. DIDN'T ASK IF, AND OR BUT. WHY IS IT WHEN WE MOVE, THEY GOT TO ASK, IF, AND 

OR BUT? FINALLY THEN, BEFORE WE OPEN UP FOR QUESTIONS WE WANTED TO TALK ABOUT THE WAR IN 

VIET NAM. A LOT OF PEOPLE SAY THAT WE ARE UN-AMERICAN BECAUSE WE DON'T WANT TO GO FIGHT AN 

: ALL-THAT NONSENSE. . I 'LL TELL YOU. YOU ARE UN-AMERICAN BECAUSE AMERICA WON'T LET YOU BE 

AMERICANS. THAT'S WHY YOU'RE UN-AMERICAN. LET ME READ TO YOU SOME QUOTES ABOUT THE VIET 

' NAMESE WAR SO YOU CAN KNOW WHAT THIS COUNTRY IS FIGHTING FOR. THE TROUBLE IS THAT YOU ALL 

ARE SO BRAINWASHED, IT'S SURPRISING. NOW LYNDEN BAINES JOHNSON. DIG HIM. GET UP ON TELE

VISION AND SAY THAT "WE'RE SENDING OUR WHITE BOYS AND OUR WHITE MONEY OVER TO VIET NAM TO 

FIGHT FOR THE RIGHTS OF COLORED PEOPLE. YOU .KNOW HE-LYING. YOU KNOW HES LYING. YOU'RE 

BLACK AND YOU'RE LIVING HERE, HE DON'T SPEND (A PENNY ON YOU. YOU OUGHT TO KNOW HES LYING 

MAKING YOU THINK HE'S GOING TO GO 8,000 MILES TO FIGHT TO PROTECT SOME COLORED PEOPLE AND 

HE WON'T EVEN LIFT A FINGER IN HIS OWN HOME STATE IN TEXAS TO HELP COLORED PEOPLE. YOU 

OUGHT To WAKE UP. BUT LET ME TELL YOU WHAT THE WAR IS ALL ABOUT. I WANT TO READ A QUOTE. 

THE QUOTE WAS MADE AUGUST 4TH 1953 BEFORE THE UNITED STATES GOVERNORS ASSEMBLED IN SEATTLE, 

WASHINGTON. I'M GONNA READ THE QUOTE AND THEN I'M GONNA TELL YOU WHO SAID IT. THE QUOTE 

■ SAYS, NOW LET US ASSUME THAT WE LOST INDO CHINA, THE TIN AND THAT WE

GREATLY VALUED FROM THAT AREA WOULD KEEP COMING. BUT WHEN THE UNITED STATES VOTES FOUR 

. HUNDRED MILLION DOLLARS TO HELP THAT WAR WE ARE NOT VOTING A GIVE AWAY PROGRAM, WE ARE 

VOTING FOR THE CHEAPEST WAY THAT WE CAN TO PREVENT THE OCURRANCE OF SOMETHING THAT WOULD BE 

THE MOST TERRIBLE SIGNIFICANCE TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. OUR SECURITY. OUR POWER 

AND THE ABILITY TO GET CERTAIN THINGS WE NEED FROM THE RICHES OF THE INDO CHINA TERRITORY 

AND FROM SOUTHEAST ASIA. THE QUOTE WAS MADE BY THE GREAT 'WHITE FATHER, DWIGHT D. EISEN

HOWER. BUT YOU CAN SAY, THAT WAS BACK IN 1953 AND EISENHOWER WASN'T VERY SMART, AS A MATTE 

■ OF FACT, WHEN YOU GOT RIGHT DOWN TO IT, HE WAS A DUMB HONKEY. HE COULDN'T EVEN TALK................

, UNINTELLIGIBLE ,..........AND WE WOULD SAY, NOW AFTER ALL, THAT WAS 1953 THE COUNTRY HAS

CHANGED SINCE THEN. SO WE WANT TO READ ANOTHER QUOTE. A MORE RECENT QUOTE BY AN ART ICU LA' 

SOPHISTICATED, TALL, BLOND HEADED, BLUE EYED, ’ HENRY CABOT LODGE. THIS IS MR. LODGE'S QUOTE 

RIGHT HERE. "GEOGRAPHICALLY VIET NAM STANDS AT THE HUB OF A VAST AREA OF THE WORLD, SOUTH

EAST ASIA. AN AREA WITH A POPULATION OF 249,000,000 PERSONS. HE WHO HOLDS, OR HAS IN

FLUENCE IN VIET NAM CAN AFFECT THE FUTURE OF THE PHILIPINES AND FORMOSA TO THE EAST, CHINA 

AND BURMA WITH THEIR HUGE RICE SURPLUSES TO THE WEST AND MALASIA AND INDONESIA WITH THEIR 

RUBBER, ORES AND TIN TO THE SOUTH. VIET NAM JUST DOES NOT EXIST IN A GEOGRAPHICAL VACUUM 

FROM ITS LARGE STOREHOUSES OF WEALTH AND POPULATION CAN BE INFLUENCED AND UNDERMINED." 

THAT'S WHAT THE WAR IS ALL ABOUT. AND THAT IS PRECISELY WHY YOU CANNOT LET THE HONKEYS

’ W? £EAD YOU TO FIGHT THEIR DIRTY WAR. TELL THEM. THE WAR IS FOR THE BIRDS. LINDA BIRD, 

LOONEY BIRD AND ALL THEM OTHER BIRDS. ALL OF OUR LIVES THIS COUNTRY HAS USED US........

................................................. .. ..........................BECAUSE THEY HAVE USED US AS SLAVES FROM 1865 ALL THIS 

COUNTRY HAS DONE IS USE US TO FIGHT ALL THEIR WARS, TO SHED BLOODSHED TO MAKE THE WORLD 

SAFE FOR DEMOCRACY AND WE CAN'T EVEN SPELL THE WORD IN THE SCHOOLS THAT THEY FORCE US TO 

ATTEND. ALL OUR LIVES WE HAVE BEEN USED. IT IS TIME THAT WE STAND UP ON OUR FEET AND 

REFUSE TO LET THEM USE US ANYMORE. IF THEY WANT TO KILL ALL THE PEOPLE IN THE WORLD, LET
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ThI^BMF/THF£^LY6§ ’ICKING UP A GUN S TO SHOOT A VIET NAMESE AND

THE MAN 7*?N'T  NEVER O..._Eu YOU NIGGER.(APPLAUSf) tPhE,._ YOU ARE GOING 8,000 MILES TO 

FIGHT A VIET NAMESE. DO YOU DIG IT? AND YOU'RE FIGHTING COMMUNISM TO PROTECT DEMOCRACY 

AND YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW HOW DEMOCRACY WORKS IN YOUR OWN LITTLE NASHVILLE. YOU OUGHT TO 

WAKE UP TO WHAT THE WHITE MANS BEEN DOING TO YOU. ITS TIME YOU STAND ON YOUR OWN TWO FEET 

AND TELL THEM HELL NO AND DON’T BE AFRAID OF HIM. THAT'S BEEN OUR PROBLEM. WE THINK THAT 

HE IS GOD ALMIGHTY. WE HAVE LET . THEM PLAY GOD FOR TOO LONG. THAT'S BEEN OUR PROBLEM. ANS 

HES SO USED TO IT, HE STILL THINKS HES GOD. HE DON'T RECOGNIZE IT. WE'RE TELLING HIM THAT 

PLAY PERIOD IS OVER, HE'D BETTER COME ON HOME.

I WANT YOU TO KNOW THAT THE ROLE OF THE BLACK STUDENT BECOMES VERY DEEP IN THE SOCIETY 

TODAY. VERY DEEP, BECAUSE WHETHER I LIKE IT OR NOT, PEOPLE IN THE GHETTO LOOK UP TO YOU. 

I DON'T LIKE IT BECAUSE I DON'T THINK YOU OUGHT TO BE LOOKED UP TO. BUT THEY LOOK UP TO YOl 

THEY ARE HUNGRY AND THEY ARE YELLING FOR THE. KNOWLEDGE THAT YOU CAN ACQUIRE WHILE YOU ARE 

HERE. THEY ARE HUNGRY AND THEY NEED THAT KNOWLEDGE TO BE ABLE TO FIGHT INSTITUTIONALIZED 

RACISM. YOU ARE BEING PROGRAMED AGAINST YOUR BLACK BROTHERS IN THE GHETTOS AND THE RURAL 

SOUTH IN SCHOOLS LIKE THESE. YOU ARE BEING PROGRAMED SO THAT ANYTIME A WHITE HONKEY CAN TEL 

YOU WHO TO INVITE TO YOUR SCHOOL AMD YOU GOT TO GO SIGN 3,000 PAPERS TO GET SOMEBODY HERE. 

YOU ARE BEING PROGRAMED. YOU ARE BEING PROGRAMED SO THAT YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT THE BLACK

BECAUSE THEY HAD' NO IDEA OF"THOSE’ MEN. YOU1 DON'T: KNOW" ABOUT 'THOSE-MENv YOU.DON.'T KNOW 

ABOUT DR.; W. E. B. DUBOIS; • YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT ■ MARCUS WALKER. YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT RIC

HARD WRIGHT. YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT J. A. ROGERS. YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT

YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT ,
(UNINTELLIGIBLE BECAUSE OF APPLAUSE)

AND THE REASON YOU DON'T KNOW IS BECAUSE THEY DON'T WANT YOU TO KNOW. YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUl 

AFRICA BECAUSE-THEY DON'T WANT YOU TO KNOW ABOUT IT AND YOU ARE ASHAMED OF IT. YOU AFRAID 

TO SAY THAT'S WHERE YOU CAME FROM. I TELL THEM. THAT'S WHERE YOU CAME FROM. AFRICA.

AND YOU BLACK. AND YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW THAT THE ONE BLACK MAN THAT LIVED IN YOUR LIFE I
THAT STOOD 10 FEET TALL AND FOUGHT FOR YOU IS THE MAN WHO SHOULD BE IS I
MALCOLM X.......................... ....YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT HIM BECAUSE YOU DON'T EVEN READ WHAT HE HAS Tq

SAY. YOU READ THE HONKEYS THAT WRITE IN THE BANNER FOR YOU. THAT'S WHY YOU DON'T KNOW I 
NOTHING. YOUR MIND IS MESSED UP 'CAUSE YOU'RE READING WHITE FOLKS ALL OVER AGAIN IN THIS I 
CENTURY, WHEN BLACK PEOPLE I
IF YOU READ MALCOLM X'S SPEECH OR THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF MALCOLM X..............  I
BECAUSE YOU'RE NOT ALLOWED TO READ IT AND YOU DON'T EVEN FIGHT IT. YOU'RE PROGRAMED AND I
YOU ENJOY BEING PROGRAMED. YOU DON'T EVEN FIGHT BACK. YOU'RE LIKE A I
WHO PAYS. A FEE EVERY SEPTEMBER AND EVERY FEBRUARY GOES TO SCHOOL AND ENJOY WHAT YOU'RE I 

GETTING AND THEN WALK OUT ON THE STREET TO TELL TO OTHER KIDS. YOU OUGHT TO I

WAKE UP AND FIGHT FOR THE RIGHTS OF BLACK PEOPLE.(APPLAUSE) YOU OUGHT TO WAKE UP AND I 

UNDERSTAND THAT NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE HAS A POPULATION OF 40% BLACK PEOPLE. IT IS YOUR I 

DUTY TO ORGANIZE THOSE PEOPLE TO TAKE OVER THIS CITY, LOCK STOCK AND BARREL. LOCK STOCK a! 
BARREL. YOU'RE AFRAID BECAUSE YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT POWER IS. IF THERE WAS ANY OTHER MINOrI 
IN THIS CITY THAT REPRESENTED 40% Or THE POPULATION, THEY WOULD ORGANIZE THEMSELVES AND I

TAKE OVER THE CITY, BUT YOU DON'T DO IT BECAUSE YOU DON'T WANT THE POWER. YOU-JUST WANT Lol

YOU WANT NON-VIOLENCE. YOU WANT MORALITY AND WHILE YOU GETTING THOSE THINGS, THE HONKEY I 

IS RUNNING THE WORLD ON POWER AND TAKING IT FROM YOU. IT'S TIME THAT YOU WOKE UP. I GUEsI

WE CAN ASK QUESTIONS NOW. . THANK YOU. I
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ns

^SUMMIrY:
\ \ Stokely Carmichael, Lester 

McKirinie ,and Courtland Cox of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee were 
guests on radio station. WOL program "Speak 
Up" 11 p.m., 1/14/68, to 1 aim., 1/15/68.

After interviewing above three, 
they answered questions telephoned in by 
radio audience. Most, of the questions 
directed to Carmichael and most expressed 
agreement with what Carmichael is trying 
to do.. . ' • ... !' V " '

Significant points made by j * 
Carmichael:

(1) His purpose is;to. educate 
Negroes to identify themselves with Africa

(2) If - the Negro ’ "just begins 
thinking for himself, he will’ know he has 
no business in Vietnam. He won’t go.",

. (3) ."We are going to take this 
city ,: there ain’t no ifs, ands or buts* 
about that.-”

(4) "The black man can not be 
concerned withAmerica. He-must be con
cerned with his people. ”

(5) He does not create rebellions 
the system does. : - •

' . (6) Negroes must unite and, in
doing so, must recognize that "some of us 
will have to go...we must be willing to ; 
shed dur blood."

Information in.the attached is 
being directed to interested Divisions in 
the Department, as well as other intei’este' 
agencies. V\ .. ■ \
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL b7C

c.vRadio ^tationj-^C^x.Was^i^gtonft._P#C»^;:dii-'its 
prograiff -"Speak Up”, moderated by .pr*\J)avid Eatbn, had -as.A 

. ifs guests Stokely CarmLemel, LesterMcKinniei- Washingtdjr 
Director of the Stud err? Nonviolent Coordinating Committed 

(SNCCy7~ahd^Courtianq^ox of SNCC, The program was on tpe>^^-- -
v air -f rom 11:1)0 p,m,, S iday evening, January 14, 1968, to/ 

l:00'ji,m,, Monday morning, January 15, 1968, b7C

f-s4 ■ Dr* Eaton began the program with a brief interview | 
/^f his guests, with emphasis on how they became involved Al 
~£ in the civil rights movement, *1/

<£-•: Carmichael stated that he became involved/ in

fringes of CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) while attehding^^ 
Bronx High School of Science in New York City, and folldwing 5_
his studies-at Howard University, subsequently took part 
in civil rights activities in Mississippi and the South, 

- . ■ " ■■ ' . /' ■ A ‘
Following interview of his guests, Dr, Eaton 

turned the program into a telephone question and answer '../:/ 
session open to the radio listening audience, .

Listeners principally directed their questions 
to Carmichael, and for the most part, expressed their solidarity 
with what Carmichael is attempting to do, ;./ ///.<

_ .. . . /'Au* A-A '
The f ollpwingpis a jjsummary-'of, the signi.fic.aj&fc/ 

up6i'ht^J3armichaei mAder/in4’ answering questions relating ’t,o <-, 
his beliefs, policies and objectives: ' '

>■ 343FE^26 19ZI ' Y/'/Z/O- WUU//' /

' ENCLOSURE.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Historically, everywhere in the world where the 
“honkey" (white man) has gone, he has used the Indian, the 
Brown man, Asians, and Black people to further his own 
supremacy and maintain it in perpetuity.

In America, Black people have been brainwashed for 
400 years and that many of the “brothers’1 are “messed up” 
in their thinking. It is his purpose and those in the 
movement to “unbrainwash" his brothers and educate them to 
identify themselves with Africans.

Educational institutions in this country are 
detrimental to the Black people and are maintained Solely 
to serve the needs of the white community. Such institutions 
as Howard University, which is primarily a Black man’s 
institution, simply imitate white institutions of learning. 
They do not teach African heritage and Black history. They 
fail in that they neither serve the needs nor the functions 
of the black community. He said Black people need to develop 
an African frame of reference, learn of its culture and skills 
for their own use• - Black people must change their attitude 
and think only of what is good for “pur” people. '

Carmichael said that Black people are used to 
maintain the supremacy of the United States throughout the - , \ 
world. Black people must, start acting in their own interest. 
This means they must begin to act against those who use them. 
If the Black man "just begins thinking for himself, he will 
know he has no business in Vietnam. He won’t go." /

Carmichael : stated that the Vietnamese recognize 
that the Black man is being used,'. He illustrated how the 
French used Algerians in Vietnam. When captives were taken, 
the Vietnamese put the Algerians in separate cells from the 
French and reeducated them. This program resulted in the 
formation of the national liberation front in Algeria. As 
a result, Algeria became free.

-2-



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Carmichael claimed his ’’brothers” must begin 
to rebuild a community feeling that has been broken down, '/ 
"We” have to stop taking out our hatred on each other, "We 
are going to take'this city, there ain't no ifs, ands or buts 
about that. When we get the city, we will have developed ' 
a feeling of community. So, whatever we use the city for, 
it will help the community, the masses of our people, not 
just a few people who are-running for offices and are ; 
fighting each other." He stated that just getting to vote, 
is not enough, that it is a white man's trick. He stated 
it is the white man'sinstitutions, they are fighting.

The white man realizes that "if the Black man gets 
together, there's going to be trouble." He stated, "The 
Black man cannot be concerned with America. He mu s t be 
concerned with his people. . To be concerned with Black > 
people in this country is riot to be concerned with America. . 
It; is to be the opposite of America/ We are dealing with the 

• institutions of America." ; ■■•>/■-/'/ .

Carmichael praised Malcolm X arid the Nation of Islam 
: /for being pioneers in teaching Black people self-respect and 

' ; dignity. Theywere brie of the first groups in "our time" 
.to really organize "our" people, ' / .</■•■...

Carmichaelyhdyanced the theory that the major .
" duty of the Black community at this point is to end the - 

oppression of the communityandto resist that oppression, -

; Carmichael said he does riot creat rebellions.
■■ It is: the systems.under which we live which creates riots. 

He stated he does not need any help from white people. 
All he needs he said is for the white man to "get tip off 
our backs." He claimed it is hard to find a white man in 
the United States today who isn't a racist. "Why pass 
the Civil Rights Act if we. were citizens?" "The time/for 
talking is over, we got to. move." '• /<•■' r/.-"



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Carmichael outlined the following program for 7 7 
Black, people:

(
First, Black people are to be made to understand 
they are divided and must organize in all sections of the 
country to aid each other, .

Secondly, Black people must move to take over 
| institutions iwhich they do not cpnttol* First should be the 
f Police Departments, then Boards of Education, then Welfare 
I Departments, in fact, all institutions which are manifestations 
I of the white power structure,

I
 Thirdly, Black people must take over the economics
in their communities--the stores and businesses, both large 
and small. >,, ■

Carmichael summed up by saying in part: ' :

"We must get our people together to survive 
inside this hell hole, ...Individualism is a luxury Black 
people can no longer afford. Secondly, we must begin to 

j recognize that in getting together, some of us will have 
1 to go. Thatis just a fact. We must be willing to shed our 

blood. Lastly, we have nothing to worry about. The Black 
man will survive. After all they have done to us, Black 
people will survive. We arewinners."

■; This document contains neither * 
tecciiimendafions nor conclusions oi

- the FBI. It is the otoperty of
the FBI. and is loaned, to. your agency:

■ it and its contents are not to be-., ’ 
'distributed' .ouhdd. yotrf' aqene.y.

■■ J '. - '-A' ' . 7/
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Transmit the following in _ £QDE

Date: 1/25

V ia _

TO:

TELETYPE \
(Type in plaintext/or code)

URGENT ' /
(Priority)'

A?

Mr. Tolson——— ;
Mr. DeLoach---- - i
Mr. Mohr---------- --
Mr. Bishop—   ।

I
 Mr. Casper-------- -
Mr. Callahan----- ]
Mr. Conrad......- j
■Mr. Felt———-- J 
Mr. Gale-------- — J

Mr. Rosen-—j—
Mr. Sullivan..K-tMr. Tavel—----- 4

> Mr> Trotter----- -I
Tele. Room—. • —!
Miss Holmes------ !

_ _Mias Uandy=«r=L

IRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) 
SACS ATLANTA (100-6812)

BOSTON (157-437) 
< NEW YORK (100-153751)

AL L i' IN F’O RM AT I ON CONTAINED 
HEREIN IB UNCLA 
DATK 12-09-2005 BY AUG TAM/MLIM

FROM; (100-43503) (P): b7C

&

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISCELliANEOUS SEDITION

REWFOTELETYPE JANUARY TWENTYFOUR' PAST

WFO SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT DATE

| INDICATED CARMICHAEL WILL LEAVE WASHINGTON,

3.C. (JDC) THURSDAY EVENING OR FRIDAY MORNING FOR NYC. ON SATURDAY 

. _ HLL TRAVEL FROM NYC TO BOSTON, RETURNING TO WDC LATE SUNDAY?

BJ^TON REFER TO BUREAU AIRTEL TO ALL OFFICES DECEMBER TWENTYONE 
' . —■• : ' il - ■ .JjAS^ AND HANDLE IN ACCORDANCE WITH BUREAU INSTRUCTIONS. WFO CLOSELY

FOLLOWING AND WILL ADVISE OF ANY ADDITIONAL INFO DEVELOPED.

ADMINISTRATIVE

2 -

2 -

SOURCE IS

..'b2 i

b7D

Bureau ?
Teletype Unitj- 
WFO

WWH:dgp 
C6)

TELETYPE

in Charge
Sent i—_ 

( ■ •

® JAW 29 1968.

M Per
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED , ■ ’
HEREIN IS .UNCLASSIFIED - '
DATE 12-09-2005 'BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF p g ।

Date: l/2g/68
Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
(Type in plaintextor code)

Via
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (lOO-l&bOQO)

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SAC, NEW YORK (100-1537^1) (p) b7C

is a copy 
gnated to

regarding

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS-MISC; SEDITION

Re Columbia airtel to Bureau, 1/19/68.

Enclosed for the information of Washington Field, 
of the referenced airtel, which had not been desi-
WFO.
NY informants advise ho information received
possible trip to Sohth Carolina by subject.

/ Bur ea u ( RM) 
Washington Field 

2- Columbia(Rmj 
1- New York

BJW:cag
(9)



m T MPt.l YHDIT OX ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
roi ivcw ivnn to herein is unclassified

DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUG TM1/MLT/JHE11158PM URGENT 1-26-68 WMSTSl DIRECTOR 100-446080 -ATLANTA BOSTON AND ---------WASHINGTON FIELD( WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

Mr. Tolson---------
Mr. DeLoach ■ 
Mr. Mohr:--------- .
Mr. Bishop--------
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt------------
Mr. Gale--------- --
Mr. Rosen—u—, 

gfflgk Sullivank—-
Tavel----

Mr. Trotter-------
Tele. Room--------

I Miss Holmes— 
J Miss Gandy------

b7C

FROM NEW YORK 100-155751
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC., SEDITION

REBSTEL TO DIRECTOR AND NY TEL CALL/fo WFO ONE TWENTY SIX SIXTY EIGHT. /NY PORT AUTHORITY POLICE (NYPAP), ADVISED SUBJECT WAS OBSERVED DEPARTING ONE TWENTY SIX SIXTY EIGHT ABOARD EASTERN AIRLINES SHUTTLE FLIGHT FOR WASHINGTON, D.C.IDENTIFICATION OF SUBJECT MADE BY NYPAP PATROLMAN WHO HAD



- Bureau (RM ) , 
' 1 - Chicago (RM) 

JV 2 - Atlanta 
y. OAM:met: . ' , < •
,rms) ■■ ::
F&B \?i968 - — V •.

WJAN 18 mi -, /



b7D

AT 100-6416

b2

b7D

_______________ who has furnished considerable 
Information regarding subject! ~|

It is recognized by Atlanta that Information ob
tained through a third party from subject would not have 
evidentiary value. ; ; ‘ !

;b2

b7D

’Atlanta, proposes consideration.; of the following
b7C .'techniques: . -. 7.. ■'<'7 / ... ■ 7:

b7D ' ■ (1). Atlanta would loe’ate a suitable Negro who
could qualify as an informant |________ _____________________________
with a contractfor furnishing information. This informant

3



AT 100-6416

b2

b7C

b7D
(2) A second method might bf>. to have a Negro Bureau 

agent to make the approach,] t

(3) Consideration might be given to using some high 
level informant who has already been developed in the New-York 
Office, along with a dummy setup of"addresses, etc., in New 
York City, letting the informant make Initial contact in Atlanta 
and arranging for subject to furnish the liformatibn to a Post 
Office Box in New-York.

It Is recognized that any of the above methods would . 
require very careful planning, and-that they are subject to the 
possibility of being reJected at:the time of the first contact. 
However, due: to the position of subject at this particular time, 
it is felt that this technique might: prove valuable to the 
Bureau. ; A - .

Noaction will be taken by Atlanta pending receipt 
of the Bureau's recommendations concerning the above.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 1/22/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL_____________________________________________________________ I
(Priority) ।

________________________________________________________ ■_____ _________________________ J_

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-445080)

FROM; SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)
stokel/^carmi chael

IS - MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION

Transmitted herewith are 11 copies of an LHM 
captioned as above setting forth summary of radio program o: 
radio station WOL, WDC, 7:30 to 8 p.m. 1/21/68, featuring/ 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL. /

b7C

Service
Local dissemination being made to Secret 

AUSA and military intelligence agencies.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. .

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
. . ■„> / .■ . ■*' • 

5 ; FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION / ; f

!-'A Washington, D. C. 20535 
January 22, 1968 ? /

■ ■■ '■ ■ A ■ ALL TMFOXMA^^QJ’-J^ CONTAINED ■,
■. ••-.•7.-7' HEREIN ’IS ■ unclassified ■ .

: - ■ .■< ■ ' . ■ DATE iZ-O-^Z.O® =BY- 60309 AUf WMLT/jhf
STOKELY CARMICHAEL

.,:.'• Radio station WOL, Washington, D.C^/bn a special
recorded program, moderated by WOL News Director, Ron Pinkney 
had as its special guests, Stokely Carmichael and Rufus 
’’Catfish” Mayfield, former Chairman of Pride, Inc. The 
program: was reportedly taped on January 17, 1968, at WOL 
Studios, 2000 P Street, N.W., Washington, -D.C., and was 
broadcast from 7:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. onJanuary 21, 1968.

\ I r - Also appearing on the program were. Robert Maynard 
. of the "Washington Post, ” John Lewis, of "Afro-American, ”

. and Bernard Garnett of Johnson’s,Publications, which includes 
"Jet"and "Ebony" magazines, who acted as an interviewing 
panel of. Carmichael and Mayfield. -Av..-

A'/ A Pinkney opened ihe programIby introducing Carmichael < 
and Mayfield. He stated Carmichael had.previously appeared 
on WOL radio program "Speak Up" on January < 1968. He
described Carmi'ch^K as former Chairman of the Student. 
Non-Vibient Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and?as a graduate 
of Howard Univ’ersity. He stated Carmichael hadYr^ewt^» 
returned from what had been called "unauthorized 
Cuba,? Hhnoi, Sweden and France." Upon returning to 
Washington, D.C.,. he was described as havingAstartedvan 
organization called Black United Front. Mayfield, former 
Chairman of Pride, Inc., was described as haying catapulted 
into the limelight during the-Summer of 1967.

, ' . When the questioning began, Carmichael was asked if
he would outline some of his plans for the Black United Front 
and for SNCC, in Washingtont D.C. Carmichael replied that he 
was unable to do that at this time. Carmichael continued, 
when asked, why he picked Washington, P.C., as.atargetcity- 
to,begin organizing, that there were a number of reasons.

;COmSI>ESTROYir 

’ 343FE&£6 1971 A



•; STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
' ’.z" ' : ’l.

He stated Washington^ represents the clearest corxtraidi'd^i^if'sj.-.pg.fv'. 
black-.apd^wfeite’in the country^, because black people are in the 
majority and all institutions of.power in the city are run by 
whitesy .controlled by whites? and' for ; the benefit; p.i whi tes.;7 - 
Continuing,' he stated Washington is the Nationfs Capitol 
and it seems it must begin to represent clearly in the minds 
of people around the world precisely, what the country is

:? a bo u tt s ? r e la t i on sh i p to" th e i'r in tern a 1 c oIoni es, b lack ' 
people inside the country, so that "we. can speak up and. 
develop strength with our brother's in the third world."
He added, "they will not be brainwashed?by '.thelMited;Bta^e0v’-'-;”';, 
He stated,, for example, Vice -President Hub'er'i'ii;'jHum^i^y?>-y; 
just took a trip to Africa and his job-was again'/to .fool

/four brothers in Africa, and-if the contradictions are?. >
hiding, my brothers in Africa, will see through; all that 
nonsense that the honkies are trying to put down."

He was asked if his Washington, D.C. activities were 
going to be a springboard for similar. Black United Fronts . 
in other United. States cities. He replied no, that he 
thought there? would «be a coordinating ’.effort

.country because today black people recognize the hecessity; ; .
"J ..fot Aimlty/jl^c^^ey; ate going-to survive, In. what (Dr. Martin 

Luther . King) called’Babylon,. "

Carmichael was asked if he saw a coinciding role 
for the organizing efforts with the,proposed "camp-in" 
proposed for April, 1968,-by Dr. King. Carmichael stated 
he had workedwithhKiiigin;;the^;past <^d; would;cohtinue to work < 

? the Solution "for
- our people to live a decent life as human beings."

In response to a question as to why he did not make" < 
public matters transpiring at his meetings being held, he stated 
because the means of communication are controlled by the' - i
whites ari^i'jevery movemen t "they ’had ever, started-,■?. the , honkies. .had 

; ',ai^ay^’’""disrui>tP^^t and left them diyided." He. addpd it is;'y;’■] 
important to hqte^that Vblackjpdp£le get tbgehter-,; white , ”
people begin to condemn their unity. Yet, white people can

2



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

■get together without any problems and nobody in the black 
community ever questions their right to do so." As for ,

■. example, George Wallace can have a meeting with Lyndon • ■ 
Johnson.;. James? 0. Eastland can have a meeting arid set up 
a Coalition with some other "honkey" and nobody in the black ?

. community questions them. <He then asked the question why 
does the "honkey” think he has the right to say something 
about Negroes when they try .to get together. What right 
does he have to' condemn? In order to prevent further division, 

' ■■;the.f"honkey^ .must be isolated as to what is griing on.

He was asked if he' included the "black press" and 
he indicated that he did not regard this as a significantly 
wrong voice in the community ... He added if the white press 
can be controlled for awhile, then a black press can be 
built that becomes a real voice for the'community.

. f ; Carmichael .was asked if he thought'his task of 
bringing the black people together would be difficult, 

.£■’'CSpeC'ialiy'.;^e;;-s^ca^Li;e^/;;\m^itiants and the mcjderates. He 
'. s ta ted a Idtof Negroesarenowbra inwa shed by the wh i te 

,man, commonly called moderates in the white press and it 
■ will take, time/ to bring them, into "our . community" so - that 
they /willi begin wording /for >th^L benefit of the black 
community and ?not the white man. . He stated the thinks 
it will take time but "our:people" slowly will begin to 
see the light.

Carmichael in addition commented in response to 
questions as follows:

Negro parents have to take over the schools and 
• begin to teach "our children what we wish to:teach them." 

The education they have been getting has hinder*ed them.

He reiterated his group would never publicly , 
;atta<?k>or’ oppose Dr. Martin Luther King';

Black power is not Carmichael’s image, but the 
image of fifteen million black people in theunited States. 
It is all the assemblance of the creativityand skills 
that . black people have put' together to ’’make us; live like

■’'' human beings . ' 'Y';. ; ' ■■■

_ 3. _



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

He goes to church because black,people are in the 
churches. .It is a collective place where "our people” are.

* He“ thinks the1 creative skills of the middle class 
.Negroes working "for the Government, such as at the White , 
House or on Capitol Hill are a part of black power, however, 

■ what they create goes to serve the white man and cannot
be considered part of black"power. There are alot of black 
traders in our - community. ‘

The white community started ’’their petty anti 
nonsensical poverty program which was aimed at precisely 
What i^»has done in the, community/ split it. Factions 
are fighting .over crumfcvand this is precisely what the whites 
wanted. The whites have no intention of uniting "the black 
community and any one who thinks they do is absolutely

. abburd. ’ >' ' 4 ’ 77

Regarding travel'outside the United States, Carmichael.?, 
stated as far as he is concerned, a man ist born free and that

. he will travel-anywhere he<wants to at any time. He will see 
whom ever he decides.to see and that the United States’does 
not control him. 1 ’ r

Carmichael, in his closing statements/ commented that 
as long as he is living and there is breath in his body, he. ;

. is going to work to "bring our'people together.’’

Rufus "Catfish" Mayfield/who; did not participate , 
’ very actively in the program', when questioned, stated he ' 

.had.been talking with Carmichael about establishing a . '
Black United Front in Washington, D.C.,,and thinks one is , 
needed. He added Carmichael is going to be good one wayor 
another, he will either wake somebody up or scare somebody to 
death.
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUG TAM/'MLT/'JHF

Domestic Intelligence Division

IN FORMATIVE NOTE

Date 1/27/68

The attached states Stokely Carmichae 
former Chairman, Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee, a militant civil 
rights organization, was in Boston, 
Massachusetts 1/25/68. Carmichael 
attended meeting for purpose of establish
ing a united front encompassing all Negro 
organizations in Boston area. According 
to a confidential source, meeting was not 
successful. Carmichael not observed 
1/26/68, and sources suggest he may have 
left the Boston area.

Information was subsequently received 
from the New York Port Authority Police 
that Carmichael was observed departing 
New York on 1/26/68 aboard an Eastern 
Airlines shuttle flight destined for 
Washington, D. C.

Pertinent data concerning Carmichael’ 
trip to Boston to establish united front 
being included in summary racial develop
ment letter for dissemination to White 
House, Attorney General and other 
interested officials and agencies.

JWO:sss



FBI BOSTON

b7C

b7D

10:05PM UTO DM BOSTON (157-437) 2PCTOR (100-446080), WFOENT 1-2 6-68 RDS

fE£OALL8URE^f9F!lNVE^(fiATI0N 

' ~ TiOEXUSTiCEiU.tS.fliW
C01VIMU? TUtfl SECTION

& NEW YORK (100-153751)
Mr. Caster_____
Mr. Callahan—__
Mr. Conrad_____
Mr. Felt------------
Mr. Gale_______j
Mr. Rosen-----
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Tavel______ ’
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room______
Miss Holme* 
Miss Gandy—STOKELY CARMICHAEL, -J-S-- -M-j SEDITION.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 ABC TAM/'MLT/'JHFREWFOTELS JAN. 1WENTYFIVE LASTSUBJECT ARRIVED EASTERN AIRLINES FLIGHT SIX FOUR SIX, LOGANINTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, EAST BOSTON, MASS., AT NINE ZERO THREE PJAN. TWENTYFIVE LASTSUBJECT MET BY UNIDENTIFIED GIRL AND PROCEEDED BY TAXI INHEAVY SNOWSTORM TO YMCA, ROXBURY, MASS.

LBST- ADVISED JAN. TWENTYSIX INSTANT CARMICHAEL ATTENDED MEETING?FOR PURPOSE OF SETTING UP UNITED FRONT IN BOSTON, MASS THIS FRONTCONTEMPLATES ENCOMPASSING REPRESENTATIVES FROM ALL NEGRO ORGANIZATIONSIN BOSTON AREA. CARMICHAEL STRONGLY URGED SUPPORT OF THIS FRONT.PSI STATED MEETING NOT SUCCESSFUL AS REPRESENTATIVES REFUSED TOAGREE WITH ESTABLISHMENT OF FRONT AT THIS TIME. PSI STATES FURTHEREFFORTS BEING MADE IN.THIS DIRECTION BY CARMICHAEL AND SUPPORTERS OFFRONT IDEA. 'TAXI WHICH TOOK CARMICHAEL TO MEET I NG OLIVER ED HIS BAGS TO__________________________________________________________________ A . WHOIME ggs <rRL WHO^g HIM ATAIRPORT. PRELIMINARY INQUIRY INDICATES SHg=^'B'FUNIVERISTY OFMASS. STUDENT AT BOSTON, MASS., BY NAME OF INVESTIGATIONBEING CONDUCTED TO ESTABLISH POSITIVE IDENTIFICATIONEND PAGE ONE
JWO COPIES WFQ jggg



PAGE TWOBOSTON INDICES CONTAIN NO POSITIVE IDENTIFYING DATA.NO PUBLIC APPEARANCE CONTEMPLATED BY CARMICHAEL ACCORDING TO INFO RECEIVED BY PSI.ALL LOGICAL BOSTON SOURCES AND INFORMANTS ADVISED OF CARMICHAEL’S VISIT AND BOSTON PD AND j^P"AT AIRPORT ALERTED.CARMICHAEL NOT OBSERVED INSTANT DATE BY ANY SOURCE AND PSI SUGGESTS HE MAY HAVE LEFT BOSTON.INQUIRIES CONTINUING. DETAILED AIRTEL AND UkM FOLLOWS.NY AND WFO ALERT SOURCES FOR POSSIBLE RETURN SUBJECT YOUR AREA.AM COPY TO ATLANTA.ENDDEL R E L A Y WGO " F"DELFBI WASH DC*



FBI WASH DC*
BI BOSTON
11:51P

DIRECTOR (100-446080)
URGENT 1-2 7-68 RDS

AND WFO

investigation 
JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION
JAN? T19SB

AL L INF ORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-0 9-2 0 05 BY 603 0 9 ABC TAM/'MLT/'OHF

NEW YORK (100-15375), ATLANTA

Mr. Tolson— 
Mr. DeLoach. 
Mr. Mohr-----
Mr. Bishop .. 
Mr. Casper ... 
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad .
Mr. Felt------
Mr. Gale....
Mr. RoJSCX.
Mr. Sullivan; 
Mr. Tav4fZ 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holm-s 
Miss Gandy..

(100-6812)
FROM BO^ON (1 57-437) IPSTOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISC., SEDITION.RENYTEL ONE TWENTYSEVEN, SIXTYSEVEN.BOSTON SOURCES AND LOCAL POLICE HAVE NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATIONCONCERNING CARMICHAEL’S CURRENT WHEREABOUTS. SOURCES ARE REMAININGALERT FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND INVESTIGATION CONTINUING.ENDJ MSFBI WASH DC*X

? JAN 30 1968



Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

1-25-68

The attached reports that Stokely 
Carmichael, in addition to spending time 
at his residence and Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee headquarters, 
visited anoffice butIding which contains 
offices of numerous attorneys. Source 
reports subject may possibly-travel to 
New York and Boston this weekend.

We are continuing to disseminate all 
pertinent information concerning 
Carmichael*s activities to the Internal 
Security Division of the Department and 
to other interested agencies.

WLS:mh

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHE
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF F B I

Date: 1/24/68

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE
Via _____________________

CODE
lintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI, NEW YORK, BOSTON 
/ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION b7C

Mr. WLoacW- 
Mr. fa&r_____

j Mr. Bishop.___
। Mr. Casper__ —
। Mr. Callahan— 
। Mr. Conrad.— 
। Mr. Felt______
|Mr. Gale______.
|Mr. Rosen___

iMr. SnllivanJ?- 
ifflr. Tavel_____
IMr. Trotter____

"Tele. Room____
(Miss Holmes___
■Mias-GandyLZZZ

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, JS'-MISC.J SEDITION

RE WFOTEL 1/23/68

SUBJ’S TIME DURING MORNING AND AFTERNOON OF INSTANT DATE SPENT

AT RESIDENCE AND SNCC HEADQUARTERS, ONE TWO THREE FOUR U ST.,NW.

DURING EVENING SUBJ VISITED ROOM ONE ZERO FIVE, CENTURY BUILDING, 

FOUR ONE TWO FIFTH STREET, NW,WDC, A BUILDING OCCUPIED BY NUMEROUS 

ATTORNEYS. SUBJ LAST OBSERVED LATE IN EVENING RIDING IN VOLKSWAGEN 

BUS AFTER DEPARTING SNCC HEADQUARTERS. A SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED 

RELIABLE INFO IN THE PAST, ADVISED SOME DISCUSSION WAS HELD INSTANT 

DATE AT SNCC HDQTS. ABOUT SUBJ POSSIBLY TRAVELING TO NEW YORK AND 

BOSTON DURING THE COMING WEEKEND. / \
b7C / '

ADMINISTRATIVE Y \r/



F B

Date:

Transmit the following in

Via
AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code) all information contained
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY A 0 3 0 9 A.UC TAM/MLT/JHF

-4
(P rioritj')

TO DIRECTOR,. FBI (100-446080)

FROM SAC, CHICAGO (±57-1297) (P)

_ ... 1____

SUBJECT:

b7C Human Relations Section
Human

STOKELY
CARMICHAEL, former National Director of SNCC, 1/1.7/68, and 
CARMICHAEL agreed to come to Chicago and speak at a "town meeting' 
to be held at the Senate Theater. 3152 W. Madison Street. " .
Chicago. on 2/1/68. I______________________________________________

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

6 hxcago advised to day, ____________________
Relations Section, in a recent interview withf

b7C

b7C

is schedr at thisa£C=52
JAN 25 1968

Sent
in Charge

o:

of ths

M Per

theater on 2/1/t

i.NCC )

100-.6812)

Senate - Theater, advised on 1/24/68 sli 
CARMICHAEL

; Bureau
■ Newark

(RM)
100-

3



CG 157-1297

She stated the management was not renting the theater to anyone 
on that date as they are contracted to show 2 Spanish pci.tures 
on 2/1/68 on a percentage basis. She advised these are 
most profitable pictures which would have priority over any other
rentals.

Recipient offices are requested to alert sources and 
immediately advise Chicago of any information indicative 
that CARMICHAEL or I Imay be contemplating travel to Chicago.

b7C

2
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F B I

Date: 1/24/68

Transmit the following in __________________________ :__________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL AIR-MAIL - REGISTEREDVia __________________________  ______________________________________
(P riority)

TO:
/

FROM:

RE:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

/Z'y- 7-2 / 
U4-2--L5)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

Re Buairtel 1/15/68.

No information came to the attention of the San
Francisco Office indicating that CARMICHAEL has as yet visited 
that area. He is still scheduled to speak in Oakland 2/17/68.

In regard to Subject’s appearance at the Oakland 
Auditorium, the following coverage is planned:

b2

b7D

(3)

(2)

(1)

3/- Bureau (AM-RM) 
1 - Atlanta (AM-RM)
1 - New York (AM-RM)
1 - Washington Field (AM-RM
1 - San Fbancisco • r‘

I 1



SF 14-215
APC/jr

(4) A local law enforcement agency probably 
will record this speech for their own 
purposes and the recording would be 
available to the Bureau.

(5) If the speech is broadcast or televised 
the making of recordings will be 
considered or their availability will 
be determined.

The Intelligence Units of the San Francisco and Oakland 
Police Departments and the Alameda County District Attorney are 
very much interested in CARMICHAEL’S appearance. Additional 
coverage will be afforded through racial informants and sources 
and news media.

.UACB, coverage as outlined above will be arranged. 
When details have been worked out specific approval will be 
requested of the Bureau.

- 2
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Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

1-26-68 
Date --------- -—----------------

The attached reports that 
Stokely Carmichael, former Chair
man of Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 
departed by plane for Boston. 
Boston will cover activities 
while there.

Additional information received 
that prior to departure Carmichael 
spoke to students of two classes* 
at the invitation of their teachers. 
Pertinent information, including 
information concerning his travel 
to Boston, will be included in 
today’s summary to the White House 
and interested agencies.

♦Western High School, 
JFM:WLS:mh U/65/

____________ ________
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b7C SUBJECT ARRIVED TOC FOUR ZERO FIVE PM INSTANT VIA EASTERN
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UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY

WASHINGTON 20547
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The Honorable
J Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D C 20535

Liaison Section

Paul J. McNicholI
Assistant Director ity)

STOKE LEY CARMICHAEL 
IOS - 10326

January 23,

Enclosed is a copy of Field Message Number 18 dated 
December 15, 1967, from USIS Dar es Salaam to USIA Washington. 
The message concerns Stofeley Carmichael's visit to Tanzania, 
the views he expressed during his month long stay and the impact 
of his visit on the press and segments of the population.

Bureau.

JAH 311968 cc

b7C
Enclosure:

/DO ■
As stated

The enclosure is furnished as a matter of interest to your
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DATE

RECEIVED IOA/SC

subject: Stoke Iey Carmichael in Tanzania 

Backwash and Backlash

AGENCY USE

Stokeley Carmichael spent almost a month in Dar es S 

October 2bth to November 26th. One looks for any specific

take root,'yet in some ways Dar may never be the same.

/A

He was I ionized by the mi I itants; he total !y al ienated 

the Freedom Fighters with whom he should have identified 

more than with any other segment of the Dao scene. He 

leaves the "imperialist" Standard still awed by the 

bravura of his performance, but the poor National i st suffers 

from a diarrhoea of ill-digested revoIutionary flotsam 

and jetsam. It would seem that the only element not touched 

by the magic of his personal ity is the whit 

He was certainly the most vivid personal ity 

comparative backwater in a long

beat faster if he knew how frequentl 

at smart Oyster Bay cocktails 

perhaps even in vi I I age "pomb

pow^r structure, 

to Hit this 

time, and his heart would 

he is still talked of,, 

in student beerhalls, and

Line-Up at the Start

________________ early - and as it turned out correct 

- suggested He be paid no attention whatsoever by the Emba 

A few journal ists tried egging Embassy spokesmen into a 

public debate but to no avail. Eventually, this seemed to 

pique even Stoke Iey himself.

travel and per diem were probably covered by the 
Embassy,| accompanying him to

almost al I appearances. FTe st ayed at the Palm Beach Hotel 

a second-class hotel with active beer garden, where he 

met all comers willingly. Whi Ie the__________________________

b7C

they were good drinking partners. For some t 

took no pub I ic position and the Post thought 

getting into such hot water that He would be

b7C

___ wa s. ...ip . :c o w u, 

riFfto t In e i"nment
-------------------- -
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Then the President saw him, and the TA.NI11 Party openly 

served as organizer of' his program.

PIay-by-PI ay

The Post reconstructs the following loose sequence of events 

from press coverage or rel iable gossip, to -the best of its abi I ity:

The day after his arrival, the Standard had a superbly 

characteristic front-page picture of him on a hotel bed, mouth very 

open, arms gesturing. The hair-raising str eawi-of-consc i ousness 

interview was the best coverage he got here. The British reporter, 

David Martin, sti I I says it was the most fascinating interview 

he has ever conducted. And Stoke Iey apparently enjoyed it unti I 

to I d that the Standard is a tool of the imperial ists. He never 

talked to the Standard again.

The National i st' s interview was more humorless, conducted 

with the entire editorial staff in an awed circle around the 

prophet. Th i s carried again Carmichael's slurs on the maj'ority 

of African leaders who are pawns of the imperialists and his 

disdain for the "Freedom Fighter" who chaseswhite broads down 

Bar's Independence Avenue. Uhuru and the other SwahiI i papers 

fol lowed the National ist's I ine. As far as we know, Radio 

Tanzania covered Carmichael's moves but gave no time to airing 

of his controversial views.

The Standard gave a box to the front-page denunciation of 

Carmichael by the South African PAC. This release was also picked 

up by quite a few American papers, to j'udge by the cl ippings, but 

the denunciation alone gives no true picture of Carmichael in Dar.

The first pub! ic lecture was to a jammed lecture-halI at the 

University College, sponsored by the University Student's African 

Revo Iutionary Front, an organization born a few month earl ier but 

with no apparent program until the saviour came along.

The second University appearance backfired. It was heralded 

as a memorial to Che Guevara. The faithful came in quantity. The 

Cuban diplomat went on first in Spanish. A deadly interpreter 

then read the same canned biography in Engl ish. Only when 

Carmichael took to his familiar soap-bOzX at the close did the 

evening come to life.

b7C

His Kivukoni College talk is reported in detail as an 

enclosure, to give an example of ids gospel. By this time, he had 

backed down a bit on the Liberation front Organizations, suggesting 

he wouId have to study them further. Later, he had some praise 
for__________ | and it i s be I i eved he was impressed by a private

meeting with _________________________
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The National ist says Carmichael spent over two hours with 
President Nyererc. After it, Carmichael 'said they had had a very 

agreeable exchange of vjews. The President has said nothing.

Then came a series of talks to National Service Camps, 
the. People's defense Forces, and to organized TANU groups at 

Arnautoglu Hall, a Community Center on Par's Central Park. 

It is not known if his English was understood.

About this time, he was interviewed by a Pol ish Radio/TV 

reporter who'found a completely different Stokeley. For the 

Poles, there was no effort to identify with Africa, no castigation 

of the Freedom Fighters, no down with the white power structure. 

Instead Carmichael dwelt on U.S. Civil Rights Leaders'irabiI ity 

to a I j gn the Poles in the Northern suburbs. Even appeals to the 

clergy won no support. Here, Carmichael was an earnest, hurt, 

American Civil Rights activist, not a revoIutionary.

By this time, National i st editorials and the Pressman's 

Commentary column were regurgitating chunks of Stokeley's dogma 

here and there, indicating some backwash.

He was gratified to learn that the CBS/TV coverage had by 

this time been used twice in the. US., at good I istening times.

ThenCarmichaeI started talking of departure. He told one 

reporter he was homesick. In print, it sounded I ike a persecution 

complex. The National i st on the 25th said, "he was sure of being 
arrested by the wh~ite authorities in power in the United States 

when he goes home". To the many inquiries US IS received we 

replied that all we foresaw was a possible withdrawal of passport. 

No one bel ieved us.

He spent a weekend in Zanzibar as guest of the Revd> I ut i onary 

Council, viewing the clove trees, harranguing one Afro-Shirazi 

Youth League ra! ly. The National 1st covered this but a Zanzibar 

Information Services press release sounded like just another 

lacklustre True Believer, admiring the economic and social progress.

Finally, the 2/th's Nat i ona I i st banner-headi ined across its 

back page "Carmichael Returnsto 'HelINever was an actor more 

in need of a play. One can almost see the tears in the would-be 

martyr's eyes as he declaims while the curtain lowers, "Before 

I leave Tanzania, I wish to pass a specjal message to the people 

of this country -- particularly the youth -- and that is: 

THE REVOLUTION MUST CONTINUE."

No one knows just what revolution is to continue. He 

probably did have Nyerere on his list' of colonial institutions >

CLASSIFICATION
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to topple but parrots now interpret him as urging patriotic 

devotion to Nyerere's self-reliance. Nyerere has still said 

nothing;- nor has Babu..

USIS was grateful for the State Department's release, a 

week later, confirming that only revocation of the passport 

faced him on his return. The St a n d a r d boxed this on its front 

page. Both papers followed him to the Russell trial, and to 

his vicissitudes in Paris. Only the National i st carried his 

triumphant return to Harlem, with fans shouting "Mau-Mau" 
(spelt Mao-Mao in one place.) The adjectival "Mau-Mau" could not 

be more distasteful to an East African.

But the melody I ingers on. December I5th's Pressman's 

Commentary is muddier than usual but tries to achieve a ringing 

close, in exposing the machinations of the imperia! ist press 

by saying it "did everything to discredit him (Stokeley), 

thinking he would be asked to leave Tanzania. They must be 

regretting for their futile campaign which ended in sheer smoke"

Final Score

■ Carmichael did give a shot in the arm to the young militants 

of the TANU Youth League, the press and on the campus. Now they 

are daring to be more outlandish in their own pronouncements and 

play to the gallery. But the enthusiastic applause which 

fol lows is less an endorsement of the ideas than an endorsement 

of freedom of speech.

By an odd quirk, his cause is probably now being 

hurt by local white uItra-IiberaIs jumping on his bandwagon. 

The founder of Black Pow^r had made it abundantly clear that 

he scorned the phony white liberals.

Before Carmichael (B.C.?) we would not have had a Viet Nam 

Teach-In. Mow it has taken place, with two of the three speakers 

being from this lunatic fringe of the American community. One 

beard started his speech, "My country is the worst threat to 

peace in the world today. As Stokeley Carmichael says........... "

and then he was drowned in waves of applause and amiable guffaws.

Th^ intel lectual then went on to muddy up- Carmichael 's thought 

picking out some flaws in the Maoist thinking, questioning some 

of his statistics.

One resident American Negro suggests there was a positive 

aspect: Carmichael epitomized the we I I-known American know-how 

applied to social evolution - pragmatic, direct, original, 

non-bureaucratic, refreshing in its simp! icity. This thri I led 

the Tanzanians who already respect the U.S. for its know-how
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and gadgetry in other spheres.

. Another theorist observes that only in America do they 

breed a race so strong, lungs so lusty, and thinking so free 

and .unfettered..

Come to think of it, it was a smash hit and vastly 

superior to Peking's song and dance production of "The East is 

Red" which is now grinding to a halt in Tanzania. The Nationalist 

gave it a rave review but from the start, auciencesdeparted 

midway through. No one noticed when the final two performances 

were cancelled. Stoke Iey was by all odds the better 

revolutionary. Long Live America!

USIS does admire him as a propagandist. He said, on 

parting, "I have learnt a great deal. I intend to use that which 

I have learnt to further help organize the 900 mi I I ion Africans 

in the world today."

Assuming he learns more - and he has lots to learn about 

Africa - his views m i ght concoi vabl.y soften to the point 

where he would make a good CAO.

b7C

Enclosure: I) Stokeley Carmichael Talk at 

K i vukon i College

b7C
Agency Please pass USI
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STOKELEY CARMICHAEL TALK AT KIVUKONI COLLEGE
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Talk held in dining hall of Kivukoni, the LA Nil Party 

adult education college for potential leaders, across the 

bay from Dar es Salaam, afternoon of November 6, I 9&7 ■

Persons:

About 100 male and 8 female students of the Col lego's 

Long" co urse of 9 months. There were about 10 whites in the 

aud i ence, 

(American Harvard volunteers) ot the teaching staff, and three 

visitors. __________________________________________________ accompanied

Carmichael but did not participate. One American Negro contributed 

a bit though seemed not to fol low Carmichael down-the-l ine. 

Among the students were at least 3 Southwest African refugees, 

one South African and one Rwandan. It became evident that a 

number of Dar FLN boys had also come, armed with questions because 

of Carmichael's previous criticism of their efforts. 1 he reporting 

Officer and USiS Press Assistant talked with a number of 

students who were friendly and remembered our having accompanied 

on a similar occasion a few months

earlier.

Discussion Summary:

Mr. Carmichael wore his blue jeans and a Tanzanian print 

sports shirt. He stood on a raised step, was relaxed throughout 

and frequently privately amused. To make points he ranged about, 

used his long arms and hands tel I i ng I y over the heads of the 

front row. The pat paragraphs came easily, without any cheap . 

theatrics save an occasional shrug of the shoulders if a question 

were beneath answering. He overestimated the sophistication of 

the audience and some of his Americanisms were not understood, 

but then his erratic logic defies careful analysis anyway.

He had no difficulty dominating the halI whenever he chose, 

his cheekiness in stating obviously outlandish opinions winning 

the delighted support of all. They sobered in agreement at 

references to the traditional inferiority complexes of Africans 

or African-Americans. His .blanket injunction tc sweep out every 

white advisor and teacher in the country was received with 

gasps of admiration.

Carmichael divided the audience sharply when he attacked 

the local FLN groups, the non-Tanzanian Africans disggreeing ; 

with sophistication. The TanzanianSwho were in the majority, i 

were less experienced and articulate but obviously agreed with

1LHC1.ASS_LFJ.ED
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Carmichael. About halfway through the session, this division 

became an insoluble problem so Carmichael decl ined to be 

drawn out farther, stating modestly, for him, that he would 

have to study up a bit on the Freedom Fighters.

Transcribed Notes

(The fol lowing consd idate the notes of the two LISIS 

spectators. The talk started on the theme of education but 

Carmichael quickly dropped that and opened it up for questions, 

most of which are not repeated since the answers reveal the 
nature of the questions.)

"Education" comes from the Latin ex and duco meaning to 

lead out. Education of us as Africans is supposed to lead us 

out of our problems, but in this senee, the imperial ists' 

education in Africa is a failure. It does not unite us, the 

black men. We must throw out all Western concepts.

Our education and culture were disrupted by the imperialist 

white, people. In turn, they imposed their education and culture 

on us with the sole purpose of demoralizing us and making us 

feel inferior. They want us to think and judge in terms of 

their standards.They want us to think everything Western is 

fine and good. You should forget al I history written by 

white men. They wrote nothing but imperial istic praise of 

their achievements. We must study history and write it as it was. 

We must present the facts as they are.

You say Africa depends on Europe and America. You're crazy! 

They depend on Africa. They couldn't exist without the sweat 

and toil and the raw materials of us Africans.

There are 900,000,000 Africans, from Capetown to Nova 

Scotia. This is easy to figure; fifty million in the U.S., 

four hundred million in Africa; millions in Brazil; the West 

Indies have nothing but Africans; the majority in Nova Scotia are 

Africans.

Yeah, I know the whites say there are 22,000,000 African- 

Americans in the U.S. - or Negroes, as the white man puts it. 

This is obviously ridiculous when you look at the black 
population of Washington - 65% of the adults, 95% of school-age, and 

Har I em, Newark, Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago - al I have more than 
50% African. And all those big cities. And we know the South has 

more than a third Negro population. So it figures. We have the 

strength, and we're going to unite and use this strength to 

throw the white man out of our continent.

The U.S. can't live without Africa for one simple reason.____ ■
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What's the del I ar backed by? Gold! And the U.S hasn't got one 

iota of gold! Here on our continent, there is always enough to 

eat. We have minerals-, coal, copper, gold, manganese, diamonds 

and al I those thingsthat the U.S. needs for its industry. They 

look to Africa for exploitation so as to leave us poor. In 

other words, Europeans and Americans are dependent on Africa 

for their survival. Why, Britain has nothing on that stinking 

little island - not even enough to feed itself.

I'm an African-American. The man in the street like me back 

home describes himself as an African-American. I'm not an 

American because I can't benefit from those rights and privileges 

of an American, so how can i call myself one? But we'll see. 

If we are given our rights, we'll burn, down the U.S. because 

that big nation was built by our sweat.

No, you don't get I iterated through voting. It's al I 

controlled by the whites. White domination in the U.S. hinders 

us from getting anywhere.. Al! political, economic and social 

institutions are in the hands of the whites - even here in 

Africa. This is true of most of Africa today - the whites 

control the voting.

No, the African-American can't expect to get any support 

from the working classes in the U.K. or the U.S because those 

workers have been bought by the crumbs the whites gave them from 

their plundering and raping of Africa and the rest of the 

Third World. The first job of the African-American in the U.S. 

is to destroy the white power structure from within. Africans 

can help Negroes destroy this white power structure. To do it, 

we need the help of the revolutionaries of the third world. If 

the third world cuts the U.S tentacles which are spread around 

the globe, the U.S. economy will crumble. This is possible, if 

we are determined.

How much time will it take us to change the whole structure 

of the U.S.? Brother, I don't think in those terms, We'll give 

our Iives. We may have to sacrifice a generation for the sake of 

the next generation. What is important is to start. We have 

started!

1^ don't believe in any organ i zed front. Those who want to fight 
with me arTT hT7~^fros^~wFoclcHT7T,~Tr^:~TIT^raerremyT“ Then w h e n we've 

won, we'll fight those who don't agree with us ideologically. 

That's what Marx says. The foremost job is to get the Negroes 

to real ize the poI itical power that they have and it is out of 

th is spirit that Negroes wi I I be able to real ize the importance 

of their unity. We've got to get ail Afro-Americans unified 

for real political power. And if Negroes have arms, and training,
I 
i 

___ J
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and leadership - which makes "them so admired in the Viet Nam 

thing - we can tear apart the inner core of the entire U.S. 

administration right now!

Those CiviI Rights marches had no effect whatsoever. Ali 

those people going up to Mister White to beg for rights they 

already had! Those rights already belonged to them. Why did 

they have to go and ask to have them given to them?

I'm not after rights. I'm after power. Black Power. And 

as Mao says, power is won out of the end of a gun. Oh, those 

marches for integration! No Black Man should fight for integration! 

We've got to get rid of those white Iiberals. Everytime we 

start an organization, about five of them move in and the first 

thing you know, they've taken it over. For a white man to Join 

us, he's got to feel I ike us. That means, he has to know 

exploitation, and poverty, and hopelessness. Then he'll want to 

tear down the whole structure and race won't mean a thing.

They say we're racists, or racial ists. They're the ones 

who are racialists. When they want to Join us, they're thinking 

race -- them and us - so they're the racists, not us. The marches 

did contribute to a revoIut i onary education, but that's all ... 

Martin Luther King is al I washed up. We've wiped him out of 

the Black Community so he's had to move in to the Peace thing. 

I won't talk Peace.

(Asked about his criticisms in the Standard of Southern 

Africa Iiberation movements:) I didn't know the Standard was 

an instrument of the imperialists. I thought this being in 

Tanzania, it was for Tanzania and for the African. There's no 

reason for its existence in Tanzania today.

A Zimbabwe person - I never say 'Rhodesian' because what's 

Cecil Rhodes doing with a country named after him in Black 

Africa? - must fight from the inside, just like the Vietnamese 
or the Afro-Americans. (Loud cheers) 1 he majority of the 

leaders of the Liberation Fronts in lanzania are Just I iving 

it up. I've been deceived by them. I find they're not doing a 

thing - they're tr a i tor s . I've s•. en you r leaders - leaders of 

freedom fighters - in Paris and London, living in luxurious 

hotels, mixing wFth white people. They claim they're freedom 

fighters but how can you fight from outside? How can you feel 

the hardship facing the people who do real fighting in the 

bush whi le you're enjoying al I the luxury avai lable? They are 

traitors to their people. They are thieves of their people's 

faith.

I don't know the conditions in those countries? Oh, that's 

a grievous mistake. I've seen the fighting, in the U.S., and

UNCLASSIFIED
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in Viet Nam, where the Vietnamese are Lighting World War III 

for the entire cowardly worId ! And I'll tell you . Everytime I 

kill a soldier, I take his gun. To kill an enemy, you gain 

a gun. OK. To kill three hundred, you get 300 guns. That's how you

buiId your arsenal. It makes me laugh. I read today where some

group claims 5,000 dead in three years. You know what that boiIs 

down to? A miserable three soldiers a day! So they should by

now have 5,000 guns, yet they're only ki I I ing three soldiers a day

Inside, those Zimbabweans can do a lot more for themselves, 

if only they are determined, just like the Vietnamese who can 

resist the whole weight of American arrrled forces, because they 

are deter m i ned!

Return to Africa? Okay, but before I come, we're going to 

burn the United States right down to the ground! It's a Big 

Power, you know that? And you think we'll just walk away and 

leave it? No, revenge is too sweet!

(in a very confused aside he rewrote the Civi I War with the 

North losing and losing because of all those Blacks working and 

sweating and keeping the Confederacy on top unti I Lincoln had to 

issue that Emancipation Proclamation. But he didn't free the 
slaves - he said that's just white man's history.)

Yes (answering a white American's question), we have 

considered directed violence against institutions in the U S. 

which support South Africa. We've studied it. We've found the 

Chase Manhattan Bank is one of the biggest supporters of 

South Africa. Rockefeller is their Chairman. Then there's 

Firestone in Liberia and Ghana. Yes, we're considering directed 

violence against those institutions.

Q. Do you think the.whites control Africa?

A. Yes, even in those so-called independent countries.

Q. You mean we should cut wiith the West entirely?

A . Y e s .

Q. But what about those progressive countries that have practised 

true African social isni? Here, we'ye nationalized- Do you 

mean to say we've done noth?ng?

A. (Shrug)

Q. How do you define Black Power?

A. We want to•controI where we live, politically, socially, 

economically and militarily. You know what militarily means? 

The police! And you know where we Iive? The ghettoes!

CLASSIFICATION
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in the cities where we iive, that's where the factories 
are. Weil, the whites don't like it there, so they all move 

out to the suburbs. So we want to control the cities, and 

when we do, we'll raise the taxes sky-high and then we can 

at iast begin to function!

And you know what technology is? It's just pushing buttons. 

It doesn't require any education. We can push those buttons 

just as we I I as they can.

Do you want the Power before changing the structure?

(Obscure quote from Marx - something about pockets of 
social ism, seeds of communism) Sure, we're proud of those 

rebellions in Newark, Detroit, Cleveland. The only problem 

in Newark was that they starved us out by cutting off the 

food supplies, so it was over in five days. But that wasn't 

a problem in Detroit. It's just logistics. It'll be easy to wot 

out next time.

Why do you say we have an inferiority complex?

Look at you! You can't make a move without some white man 

around to tel I you what to do! You've got to clean out al I 

those whites. Why, there isn't an army in Africa that doesn't 

have some British, or Canadians or Americans running them.

Look at Ghana. It was a direct victim of white imperial ism 

in the army. Dr. Nkrumah was a good socialist leader and 

he was working for total liberation of the whole of Africa. 

But unfortunately, he was still in the control of 

imperial ists because his army was being advised by the 

imperialist experts.

Yes, you've got to get rid of all those advisors and 

technical consultants and teachers. They're the tentacles 
I was talking about, that America has al! over the world.

Why are your people in Viet Nam?

We aren't. African-Americans aren't voIunteering. But you 

know that locked cycle of life in the US? They keep us poor 

and uneducated and Ipck us in the ghettoes and then they come 

around with that crap about learn a trade and see the world 

and they get us in.

i
But the returnees, you know, even then they can't get any 

jobs. That's why Black Power is growing more and more. But 

there wi I I always be some Tshombes in every society.

What's your opinion of the world Communist movement?

Mao is correct. Fidel is correct. Ho is correct.

_HN£.LASSJ_E_L£D
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The U.S.S.R. has some claim to be on theright track, but 

Russia will become capitalist soon. It's oh the revisionist 

road.

Way back in 1934 George Padmore went to Moscow, and he turned. 

And then W.E.B. DuBois toward the end, he turned. Moscow 

made three great fai lures - in Cuba, in Viet Nam, and in 

the Middle East. No, you can't depend on the Russians.

Q. So you prefer Communism?

A. (Shrug)

Q. Do you prefer Mao?

A. I like much of what I've read.

Q. What plans do you have to help I iberate Africa?

A. We repeat, we're ready to fight any time, anywhere and to 

help you with the technological help you now get from the 

Whites.

Q. But how can we fight without the Europeans? What are the 

African weapons by tradition? Spears! And stones! We need 

the Europeans to teach us how to shoot. We want their 

know-how'.

A. Yes, so did Dr. Nkrumah. And he paid dearly! (Respectful 

silence.)

Q. What do you think of intermarriage?

A. It's an individual decision. That's what I tell them. But 

they have to sleep with the person they marry. I do not! 
(guffaws)

Q. (From Miss Harris of U.K.) Look, we've both been exploited, 

but you're not being concrete enough. Why don't you.

A. Look sister! You can cl imb out of your exploitation any old 

day you want, because you're white! I can't. We're faced with 

two things, exploitation and racism. That's all I know, and 

that's enough! You know, in the U.S. if you've got an ounce 

of Negro blood in you, brother, you're a nigger! Yes sir, that's 

a fact. There's a law on the books in the U.S. today, if you 

have one sixty-fourth Negro blood, you're a Negro! But we're 

al I colors - every co I or of the rainbow, from al I those nice 

whites sleeping with the slaves. But today, what I say is 
if you talk black, you cannot sleep white! (laughter)

Then came a long argument pro-and anti-Freedom Fighters. 

Carmichael let it run on, amused. One refugee held the floor 

for a quiet moment long enough to get on the record that 

everyone knew there were some good fighters in Dar es Salaam.
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Carmichael mentioned specifically Portuguese Guinea.

Finally, the whispy-bearded German volunteer who had 

introduced Carmichael asked him to summarize. He did, saying 

again African education was no good. Black Power could do much 

in the U.S. But black people throughout the world are exploits 

wherever they are, in the U.S., Africa or the West Indies. The 

African-Americans were ready to help the Africans.

A student recited a prepared speech of thanks which 

jarred because he thanked Darmichae! for the inspiration he 

had given the African freedom fighters.

Carmichael still looked fresh as a daisy, and bemused. He 

had appeared earl ier at the Mozambique Inst i tute■ On the ferry 

back to Dar, he just studied the stars. ________________  took him

on to an appearance at a packed amphitheatre at the University 

in honor of Che Guevara.

b7C
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Tills: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Cbora-ter: INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS
SEDITION

b7C
Synopsis: STOKELY CARMICHAEL often stays at his family’s residence

located at| ~|NY, while he is in NYC.
In April, 1957, CARMICHAEL stated in speech "To hell with the 
laws of the US , "We’re going to tear the cities up", ^in April. 
1967, in NYC CARMICHAEL denounced the draft and stated "Hell, 
No! We Won’t Go", zfn June, 1967, CARMICHAEL told Alabama crowd 
"Any time they touch one of us they got to touch all of us. 
Don’t you ever get scared of no hunky (white person) in your 
life. If a hpnky puts his hand o.n you, you try your best to 
kill him." <fn June, 1967, CARMICHAEL stated to Boston crowd 
"if hunky gets his store bombed out,every Friday or Saturday, 
he’s going to have to sell it to us". He also said the only 
way to stop "racist aggression" by police "is by armed resis
tance".-^CARMICHAEL urging to secure rights of colored people 
in Great Britain reportedly stated "if the British did not 
adopt our principle, I will burn down their homes and factories.” 
He added "It is time to let the whites know we are going to take 
over. If they don’t like it, we will stamp them out - using 
violence and any other means necessary''^ While in Cuba in
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HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED Excluded from automatic 
downgrading and 
declassification

This document contain;-. neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is ch<? property of the FBI and is loaned to
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SYNOPSIS CONTINUED: 
in July, 1967, CARMICHAEL reportedly called on Negroes in 
Detroit and NY' to wage a conflict like Vietnam.In August, 
1967.? while in Cuba, CARMICHAEL reportedly said that the 
American Negro was ready to destroy "Yankee imperialism" 
with urban guerrilla warfare in the US., ^/At news conference 
he reportedly mentioned that President JOHNSON and Prime 
Minister WILSON might be assassinated to,revenge the deaths 
of Negro leaders in the US race riots./"National Guardianv 
dated 8/12/6?, reported that CARMICHAEL, visiting Cuba as 
a delegate to Organization of Latin-American Solidarity, 
declared on 8/2/07, that "it becomes more and more clear that 
we must develop revolutionary urban guerrilla warfare" to win
black freedom. He told the delegates the black freedom movex. 
ment has reached the stage where "we are ready to destroyJrom 
the inside as you are ready to destroy from the outside"r 
The "National Guardian", 8/12/6'7, reported "Guns", CARMICHAEL 
told the press "are; the only way...we are moving into open 
guerrilla vrarfare in the US. We have no alternative but to 
use aggressive violence in order to own the land, houses, 
and stores inside our ovjn community and control the -politics

- of those communities" -Yle. said in part "if they have 15 rebellions 
at the same time, they are unable to squash us...and if there 
are 50 Vietnams outside the US that equals the death of im
perialism'.' -t'-NY Times" dated 8/18/67, reported under Havana 
B/I7/67 dateline that CARMICHAEL called upon US Negroes today 
to take up arms for "total revolution". He urged the complete 
overthrow of the "imperialist, capitalist and racialist struc
ture of the US" .y In August, 1967, CARMICHAEL reportedly told 
a meeting in Hanoi, North Vietnam, "We are revolutionaries.
We want to change the American regime. We will not be satis
fied until we have accomplished this task'^'In September, 1967, 
while in Algiers, CARMICHAEL reportedly said "we don’t only 
want to see the US stop bombing and put an end to its aggressive 
war, we want the Vietnamese to win the war and kick the US out"..'— 
"National Guardie.n", 12/16/67, reported that while in Denmark
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SYNOPSIS CONTINUED;

CARMICHAEL engaged in off-the-cuff dialogue and stated in part 
’’People won’t fight; they won’t fight unless you push - so, - 
you push. You create disturbances, you keep pushing the 
system. You keep drawing up the contradictions until they 
have to hit back; once your enemy hits back, then your 
revolution starts”...”! think that if there's going to be 
a real revolution in the US, there’s got. to be a two-.pronged 
attack. In an industrialized country, the heart of production 
is in the cities, not in agriculture. So to bring the 
economy to a halt, you’ve got to disrupt that system. And 
that first stage is the fight of people against property”... 
"The main work is to try and crush the forces of production 
in the cities. The US has felt it from the rebellions...
They’ve had to cut aid all around the world". /In December, 196?, 
in Paris, France, CARMICHAEL proclaimed "We say in a. voice loud 
and strong: Vie do not want peace in Vietnam, we want the Viet
namese to defeat the USA and to support our feeling, we say

‘ that our ;blood is not too high a price to pay for our comrade 
in arms ’ in Vietnam. Vie will support them in any way we can.

,-Our movement , is to move to disrupt the structure of' the US 
and our blood will pay for that, and we think it is not too 
high a price to .pay for humanity". "The war in Vietnam must, 
be brought to the USA. If HO CHI MINH cannot sleep, LYNDON 
JOHNSON - shall not sleep. The babies in Vietnam are in threat 
of their lives and the people in the US must be in threat 
of their lives. If fire is raging in Vietnam, then fire must 
rage in ..the US. And as long as the US oppresses black people 
.inside the US and oppresses the Vietnamese in Vietnam, we have 

. a . common bond against a common enemy and we will fight
CARMICHAEL returned to the US in December, 1967, and in January, 
1968, called.a meeting, of more than two dozen civil rights 
leaders in Washington, D. C. This meeting was billed as a 
unity affair to bring closer cooperation among civil rights 
leaders and groups. ARMED AND DANGEROUS

-3-
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DETAIL'S.:

I. BACKGROUND 
j.m Un i.m.iiii. nt

Residence
On January 12, 1968,________advised that STOKELY

CARMICHAEL.often stays at his family’s residence located at
I New York, while he is in New

York City..------------------------ :-------------

IIe ASSOCIATION WITH ELI JAhScUHAMMAD, 
LEADER OF THE NATION OF ISLAM (NOI) yjk 

AND-THE~REVOLUTIONARY ACTION > '
MOVEgfE'NT^RAM). 7

b2

b7C

b7D

A characterization of ELIJAH
MUHAMMAD appears in the characterization 
of the NOI which is contained in 
the appendix.

A characterization of RAM appears
in the appendix.

The ’’New York Times” newspaper, dated July 29, 1966, 
on page 13, contained an article entitled "Carmichael Flans 
Black Unity Ta3.ks With Muslims”. Under an Evanston, Illinois, 
July 28 dateline, this article in rart went on to state that 
STOKELY. CARMICHAEL, National.Chairman of the Student Non- 
Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), said today that his 
organization would "join hands” with the Black Muslim leader, 
ELIJAH 1-rUHAMMAD and with RAM. The purpose cf the 'talks would he to da 
a common philosophy concerning the controversial phrase "black 
power”. The article stated that RAM has been linked to the 
Castro Regime in Cuba. The young Negro leader said he had 
exchanged letters with Mr. MUHAMMAD and that they would meet 
later.

SNCC is a Militant Civil 
Rights Organization.
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On August 7, 1966j 
CARMICHAEL met with ELIJAH MUHAMMAD

• • • -f •
advised that STOKELY 
at MUHAMMAD’S residence

in Chicago, Illinois, on August 7, 1966. They discussed 
the concept "black power", but nothing specific was agreed 
upon. MUHAMMAD predicated any cooperation between he and 
CARMICHAEL would depend upon CARMICHAEL’s becoming a member 
of the NOI. CARMICHAEL refused to do this and nothing 
positive came from this meeting.

b2

b7D

III. VARIOUS ACTIVITIES OF STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL IN THE UNITED STATES

The "New York Post" newspaper on page lj.0, dated 
April 5> 1967s contained an article entitled "Carmichael 
says to ’Hell With the Law’". Under a Birmingham, Alabama, 
April 5 deadline, this newspaper’s article stated that 
CARMICHAEL said that Negroes are not bound to obey laws 
legislated by white people.

"To hell with the laws of the United States", 
he shouted during a talk at Miles College. He called for 
removal of the school’s predominantly white faculty and 
criticized the students for not taking part in racial 
demonstrations.

"If you don’t wake up man, your brothers in the 
ghettos are going to wake up with matches", he said.

A student asked what should be done when Negroes 
are mistreated.

"If a' viliite man tries to walk over you, kill 
him" CARMICHAEL answered. "One match and you can retaliate. 
Burn, baby bum.”

CARMICHAEL stated that as long as there is no 
peace for Negroes, SNCO will advocate peace for no one. 
"We’re going to tear the cities up" he said.

6
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"New York' Post’’ newspaper■, "page, .eight^dated• ' ‘ 
April 11, 1967, under dateline Nashville, Tennessee, April 11, 
contained information to the effect that the long hot summer 
came early to this city as the nation’s first major Negro 
riot of the year erupted here. Much of Nashville’s white 
community is placing the blame on STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

CARMICHAEL had been in and out of Nashville for 
the past two weeks speaking at local colleges. His visits 
came..,to a climax Saturday afternoon when he spoke at ’■
Vande^biAj^Uni versi ty. . .

I denounces tne not as "tne design or 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL".

"It is my conviction STOKELY CARMICHAEL should 
stay out of here and our community will be better off”, 

said.

"CARMICHAEL didn’t have to be present in town when 
this (the riots) started. His bully boys were here and they 
"knew what he wanted and my opinion is that he vzanted this to 
happen."

Gn Friday, CARMICHAEL, in a speech, unsanctioned 
by Tennessee A & I State University, spoke to almost U,000 
Negroes on the campus.

"You ought to organize and take over the city, 
but you don’t do it because you don’t want power. You want 
love. You want morality.- You ought to have a Black Police 
‘Commissioner. You even ought to have a Black Mayor. Dig’ 
it? That’s black power" he said to a wild applause.
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r six hoursi before the outbreak of the riot onr 
Saturday, CARMICHAEL stated in part to a predominantly white 
audience at Vanderbilt University:

"Whatwe want is not to abolish the black community, 
but to abolish the colonial dependency on the white community. 
I am non-violent right now. If the white man tries to put 
his arm on me, I am going to break his arm. I am not now and 
never have been a pacifist. I will not bow my head and let 
someone beat me.1'

The April 18, 1967 edition of ’’The Worker" on 
pages one and seven and the April. 23, 1967 edition of "The 
Worker" on page one contained information to the effect that 
the largest demonstration ever held in the United States 
surged like a river through midtown Nev: York City Saturday 
afternoon as half a million people converged in New York 
City to demand an end to the Vietnam War. One of the speakers 
at this affair was STOKELY CARMICHAEL who denounced the draft. 
“Hell, No2- We won’t Go", CARMICHAEL cried out, and the 
marchers took up the cry.

"The Worker" is an East coast 
• Communist newspaper, 

•ru 
___________ The following information was furnished by| 

__________________________________________ of the Grand 
Rapids Michigan Police Department on May 17, Id, 1967.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL arrived at Kent County airport, 
Grand Rapids, Michigan, at 3:13 P.M. on May 17, I967.

CARMICHAEL spoke at the Fountain Street Church in 
downtown Grand Rapids at 8 P.M., May 17, 1967, before an 
estimated crowd of 1,200 individuals of whom 60 per cent were 
Negro and 2p0 per cent white.

During his talk he mentioned that the only way the 
white man can stop us is to kill us and maybe we will take 
them with us. He said that only as a group could the black 
man succeed and that the black community' should consider 
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that if a ’’Hunky” (white man) touches one black man, he has 
touched the whole black community and an appropriate response 
should be made* He referred to President JOHNSON as a 
"buffoon” and criticized Vice-President HUMPHREY.

He commented that JESUS said ’’where there is 
injustice, there shall be no peace” and said in effect, if 
we do not get justice we will burn you down.

He praised the recent "rebellion” in Louisville, 
Kentucky, and at the Southern University of Texas. 
CARMICHAEL also indicated that his organization was sending 
a man to Michigan State University next year in order to 
organize the black people there.

The "New York Times” on page 31 j dated June Up, 
1967, contained an article entitled "Carmichael Quits 
Alabama Jail, Asks Black Power”. This article reported 
that CARMICHAEL was released from jail in Prattville9 Alabama, 
on June 13 and led Negroes in cries of ’’black power” as 
they marched to within a block of the white-domed State 
Capitol.

The march was held to protest what the demonstrators 
termed white mistreatment of Negroes in Prattville. After 
CARMICHAEL’s arrest there Sunday on disorderly conduct 
charges, Negroes and police exchanged shots for about three 
hours.

CARMICHAEL told the crowd:
"Anytime they touch one of us they got to touch 

all of us. Don’t you ever get scared of no hunky (white 
person) in your life. If a hunky puts his hand on you, 
you try your best to kill him.”

The "Nev; York Post” newspaper on page five, dated 
June 26, 1967, contained an article entitled "Take Control, 
Stokoly Tells Boston Rally". This article reported that 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL led a march through the streets of Boston’s 
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heavily Negro ,:Roxbury.tsecti on yesterday android Negroes 
tKeymust take control of* the land and •''•stores^ihvWe'ir .-'ar'ea-.

"If hunky gets his store bombed out every Friday 
or Saturday’’, CARMICHAEL said, "he’s going to have to sell, 
it to us,"

He also told the crowd that the only way to stop 
’’racist aggression” by police ”is by armed resistance”.
He did not elaborate but said, "as long as injustice prevails, 
there will be no peace,”

IV. ACTIVITIES, TRAVEL AND 
STATEMENTS MADE BY STOKELY 

■ CARMICHAEL WHILE OUTSIDE THE
UNITED STATES

.A. Great Britain ' *M*MKH.* II   .IIWWWUM
The ’’New York Post” newspaper on page two, dated 

July 2U,., 1967, under an article captioned "Stokely Rapped in 
Britain" contained information to the effect that there are 
grounds for prosecuting or deporting American black power 
advocatp-.STCKELY CARMICHAEL from Great Britain. '

/An editorial in the "Daily Sketch” newspaper said- 
that CARMICHAEL, in^'a speaking visit here, was urging violence 
to secure the rights of colored people in Great Britain. . It 
went bn to cite the British Race Relations Act, which says 
it is an offense to make public speeches likely to stir up ' 
racial hatred. Then it quoted CARMICHAEL as saying "If the 
British did not adopt bur principle, I will burn down their 
homes and factories".

The "Sketch” also quoted CARMICHAEL as saying here 
that "it is time to let the x-zhites know we are going to take 
over. If they don't like it, we will stamp them out - using 
violence and any other means necessary.”

"Are these not sufficient grounds for prosecution 
or deportation?”, the newspaper asked.
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The ‘’New York Daily News” page eight, dated July 2$, 
1%7» contained information to the effect that CARMICHAEL 
left England on July 21±, 1967, and flew to Czechoslovakia.

The ’’New York Times” newspaper on page ten, dated 
July 28, 1967, contained information to the effect that 
CARMICHAEL will not be permitted to enter Great Britain 
again. ROY JENKINS, the Home Secretary, stated he had 
decided that ”his presence here is not conducive to the 
public good”.

B. Cuba

The "New York Daily News” page 18, dated July 27, 
1967, contained information to the effect that the United 
States State Department said on July 26, 1967, it would 
lift STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S passport when the black power 
leader return from Cuba.

, In Santiago^ Cuba, in celebration of the July 26th 
Anniversary of his revolution, CASTRO hailed CARMICHAEL as 
one of the United States leading civil rights leaders and 
said the United States faces a ’’Negro rebellion”. CARMICHAEL 
shared a place of honor with Communists from Latin America 
and Vietnam.

b2

b7D

On November 7, 1967, (advised that STOKELY
CARMICHAEL was in Havana, Cuba, as a delegate to the Latin 
American Solidarity Organization (LASO) conference held 
during the summer of 1967. On the afternoon of July 26 
1967,________observed FIDEL CASTRO, the Cuban leader, '
introduce CARMICHAEL to approximately one half million 
people who were gathered in Havana.

further advised that CARMICHAEL, while at a 
pavilion containing Cuban and French art, on July 30, 1967, 
in Havana, Cuba, made the following statements:

"We will crush the United States” 

"We got a score to even”

11 -
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’’They will be sorry they ever came to Africa 
arid bothered us”

”We will replace our people in the rightful, 
place where they belong”

During the appearance at the pavilion of CARMICHAEL, 
a Cuban shouted "Venceremos", meaning "We will win” to 
CARMICHAEL. CARMICHAEL responded "We shall overthrow”. 
CARMICHAEL also stated ’’Revolution" to the Cuban who replied 
"That’s right", "Revolution".

CARMICHAEL stated "Cuba represents to us ,an 
inspiration to continue to fight, the United States 'is where 
I live, but Africa is our motherland."

"Like Che says, it is not going to be a street 
fight - it is going to be long and hard."

CARMICHAEL in talking to another Cuban stated, 
"Give us arms".

The "New York Times" newspaper page ten, dated 
July 28, 1967, contained an article entitled "Carmichael 
urges.a Vietnam in the United States". Under a Havana, 
July 27 dateline, it was pointed out that STOKHLY CARMICHAEL 
called on Negroes in Detroit and New York today to wage a 
conflict like that, in Vietnam.

’ CARMICHAEL reportedly told the Havana evening 
newspaper "Juventud Rebelde", "We must internationalize our 
struggle and if we are going to turn into reality the words 
of Che to create two, three and more Vietnams, we must 
recognize that Detroit and New York are also Vietnam."

He further stated that he did not care what the 
United States State Department did to him for visiting Cuba 
without permission. He called for the coordination of the

.. 12 -
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L.atin.-American revolutionary struggle with the struggle? 
of the American Negroes and stated that the way Premier 
CASTRO had stood up to the United States was "truly 
admirable".

He mentioned that Mr. CASTRO’s expropriation of 
..American land in Cuba at the beginning of the revolution 
had "impressed me extraordinarily”.

The "New York Times" on page 19, dated August 3, 
1967, contained an article entitled "Negroes Ready for War, 
in the United States, Carmichael Says". Under a Havana, 
August 2 dateline, it was reported that STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
said today that the American Negro was ready to destroy 
"Yankee imperialism" with urban guerrilla warfare in the 
United'States.

In a speech before the Organization of Latin 
Americanv;So:Cidarity, CARMICHAEL called for a revolution 
to make the whole western hemisphere one country.

CARMICHAEL was reported to have stated at a 
* news'conference yesterday that western leaders, including 
President JOHNSON and Prime Minister ’NILSON, might be 
assassinated to revenge the deaths of 'Negro leaders in the 

' United States race riots.

The "New York Post" newspaper on page 31, dated 
August 3, 1967, contained a report "SNICK and Castro" by 
:R0.WLAND EVANS and ROBERT. NOVAK. This article stated that 
the stxdden appearance of STOKELY CARMICHAEL in Havana 
•rubbing elbows with FIDEL CASTRO and the hemisphere’s 
Communist guerrilla leaders is an inevitable development in 
the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee’s long 
evolution. Covert links between "SNICK" and Havana stretched 
back to at least 196)4, The flamboyant CARMICHAEL is merely 
the outward manifestation of the "SNICK” - Cuban alliance, 
not its cause. The principal responsibility for moving-

- "SNICK" to the left must go to JAMES FORMAN and JACK MINNIS.

13
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FORMAN, believed to be "SNICK’s” most impor^Ssit internal 
■ force was. ;&n associate, of--Negro—ter-roris-t->:ROBw^^ILLIAMS-h., 
(who f4e$M;6 Cuba- to escape Federal prosecution),*'

JAOT^INNIS, white intellectual radical, was a L- 
leader in _Pro-CAsTEO activities in the New"'Orleans area, the 
article"stated®

By the time of the Mississippi. Summer Project in 
196Lj.9 ’’SNICK’s** admiration for Castroism was apparent, 
’’SNICK” workers were distributing Castroite propaganda and 
'material printed in Cuba by exile ROBERT WILLIAMS advocating 
guerrilla warfare by American Negroes and describing how r 
Molotov cocktails could be used in American cities. The 
clearest revelation of "SNICK’s” link with Havana did not 
come until 1966, when ‘’SJQCK*’ leader JULIAN BOND was barred 
from his seat ihsljhe Georg^&s^egislature® His case was ably 
handled by white jt&scmr CHARLE^J^ORGAN® Suddenly a new X/y-y, 
face app®a.red'T~”VICTOT^RABINOWITZ ’̂ a New York lawyer, long? •— 
associated _ with far lef^ causes and a leader in organizations 
specializing in*"defending Communists® RABINOWITZ served as 
Legal -Counsel in the United States for the Castro Government 
and had intimate contacts in Havana® FORMAN insisted that 
RABINOWITZ supplant MORGAN as BOND’S attorney, MORGAN 
stepped asideo

At about the came time, *’SNICK,s” treasury - empty 
since the disaffection of white liberal contributors, 
suddenly began to fill again® It is believed by many close 
to ’’SNICK” that the new money came from Cuba0 Although 
there is no documentary evidence to support this suspicion, 
it makes good sense. At precisely this time in 1966, CASTRO 
declared he would support with arms and money any revolutionary 
movement, Communist or not. In the United States, ’’SNICK" 
would qualify for such help®

Nor has there been much doubt lately concerning 
’’SNICK’s” revolutionary nature. After this year’s Negro 
riots at Jackson, Mississippi State College, ’’SNICK” leaders 
met secretly to discuss plans for more effective "guerrilla 
warfare” in the future®
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A characterization of ROBERT 
WILLIAMS is contained in the 
characterization of RAM -which 
is contained in the appendix.

The ’’National Guardian” on page one, dated August 12;, 
1967, contained an article entitled "Guns Are The Only Way". 
According to this article, the struggle for Black Liberation 
in the United States says STOKELY CARMICHAEL, will be 
violent. CARMICHAEL, visiting Cuba as an honorary delegate 
to the Organization of Latin American Solidarity declared 
on August 2, 1967, that "it becomes more and more clear that 
we must develop revolutionary urban guerrilla warfare” to win 
black freedom,. He told the delegates from Latin America, 
the black freedom movement has reached the stage where "we 
are ready to destroy from the inside as you are ready to 
destroy from the outside".

At a press conference a day earlier, CARMICHAEL 
reportedly went further than ever in calling for a revolution 

• in the United States. Most observers at the conference of 
Latin American revolutionaries and leftists expressed amazed 
\gratitude at his words and concern for the future of the 
young black leader when he returns to the United States.

"Guns”, CARMICHAEL told the press, "are the only 
way. . .We' are moving into open guerrilla warfare in the United 
States. We have no alternative but to use aggressive violence 
in order to own the land, houses and stores inside cur own 
communities and control the politics of those communities.”

Asked how "urban guerrillas" could succeed in the 
United States CARMICHAEL replied, "The fighters of an 
imperialistic country are cowards. They cannot fight hand 
to hand. Inside the United States they have to fight hand • 
to hand. They cannot use napalm and bombs. If we are 
fighting in Detroit alone they could bring the entire Army 
and squash us there. But if they have 15 rebellions at the 
same time they are unable to squash us...And if there are 
50 Vietnams outside the United States, that equals the death 
of imperialism."
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Asked if whites are welcomed in the struggle ., 
"stated • "We welcome those who are willing to take guns: vdth7' 
us. Everything else is talk. When whites begin to struggle, 
we will struggle together.”

A characterization of the 
"National Guardian" appears 
in the appendix attached

b2 . hereto.

b7D On August 23, 1967, made available the
nugust 13, 1967 issue of "Granma" published on a weekly 
basis" in Havana, Cuba. Page two of this issue contained 
.information that CARMICHAEL spoke over Radio Havana, Cuba, 
and sent a message to "our comrades in the armed struggle 
against imperialism and racism".

CARMICHAEL reportedly stated in part:

"We of the Black Liberation Movement of the United 
States want all of you to know wherever you are that we are 
your comrades. We are no longer going to allow our enemies 
to make us fight against you as they have done in the past. 
We will not fight in Vietnam, Santo Domingo or anywhere 
else in the world. Our fight will be inside the United 
States. While we are fighting to destroy imperialism from 
the inside, we know you will be fighting from the outside. 
We are dedicated with our very lives to destroy imperialism 
as you have proven time and time again that you have 
dedicated your lives. We look forward to the day, which 
will be very soon, when we will overthrow decadent 
Governments and will start the real revolution of building 
a society based on humanity rather than a society based bn 
exploitation."

"We are moving toward urban guerrilla warfare 
within the United States since there is no other way to 
obtain our homes, our land and our rights. For IpOO years 
the Negro population of the United States has tried to

16 —
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coexist, but to no avail. We have no other alternative but 
to take up arms in order to obtain liberation.” .

A reporter asked if United States whites who~called 
themselves liberals had joined the present Negro movement.

CARMICHAEL stated in part:

’‘Whites 'who call themselves liberals are enemies 
of the Negro struggle since in general they are rich people 
who derive benefits froin the system. And we are fighting 
to destroy that system that oppresses us and brings -about 
tragedy.”

"The only whites who may join us are those who 
are ready to take up arms and fight the regime.”

A. foreign correspondent asked:

’’What do the Negro millionaires think of all of this.

CARMICHAEL laughed and replied, "What could they 
think? After all, they are millionaires. There are 67 
Negro millionaires who want to contimie making profits. 
They too must be destroyed.”

Explaining that I4.O per cent of the United States 
front line troops are Negroes he added:

"The United States has taught us to kill. Upon 
their return, our brothers will put this teaching to good 
use in the cities.”

The masthead of "Granma" reflects 
that it is self-described as the 
official organ of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party 
(CP) of Cuba.
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.The,’’New York Times” page 17, dated August 18, 1967, . 
contained an article entitled "Carmichael Asks Revolution 
in the United States". Under a Havana, August 17 dateline, 
this article reflected that STOKELY CARMICHAEL called upon 
United States Negroes today to take up arms fox' "total 
revolution". ; He urged a complete overthrow of the "imperialist 
capitalist and racialist structure of the United States."

The black power advocates’ message was broadcast 
over Havana radio on the 2nd Anniversary of the Watts riot 
in Los Angeles.

s In the radio message, Mr. CARMICHAEL stated:

"Comrades of the third world of Asia, Africa and 
Latin, America, I want you to know that Afro-North Americans 
within the United States are fighting for their liberation. 
It is a struggle of total revolution in which we propose to 
change the imperialist^ capitalist and racialist structure 
of the United States which oppresses you outside and us 
within."

"We have no other alternative but to take up arms 
and struggle for our total liberation and total revolution 
in the United States. We were kidnapped and robbed from 
Africa and therefore we cannot be part of the United States 
which violates the African continent."

C. Hanoi, North Vietnam

The "New York Daily News" on page seven, dated 
August 21, 1967, reported that H. RAP BROW, Chairman of 
SNCC, announced that CARMICHAEL, who recently visited 
FIDEL CASTRO in Cuba, had arrived in Hanoi, North Vietnam, 
"to see for himself the savage aggression" by the United 
States.

The "New York Times" on page 18, dated September 1, 
1967, contained an article entitled "Carmichael Vow To Alter 
United States Regime Cited In Hanoi1. Under a Havana, August 31
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'■yda^lin-e,. £t was reported that CARMICHAEL told a meeting here 
that; 4.Ke' was a revolutionary who wanted to change Jthe ’’Amehican 
regime’1. ;

”We are not reformers, we are not proposing reforms” 
he was quoted as having said. ”We do not wish to be a part 
of a Government of the United States of America or the
American regime.”

”We are revolutionaries. We want,to change the 
American regime. We will not be satisfied until we have 
accomplished this task.

D. Algiers

The ’’New York Times” on page 3&j dated September 6? 
1967, reported that CARMICHAEL was expected to arrive in 
Algiers on September 7, 1967, as the official guest of 
Algeria’s ruling political party. CARMICHAEL was then in 
North Vietnam.

The ’’National Guardian” newspaper, page eight, 
dated September 16, 1967» contained information to the 
effect that STOKELY CARMICHAEL arrived in Algiers after a 
visit to North Vietnam and Cuba. He was interviewed 
September 7, 1967» by a reporter for the Algerian Press 
Service (APS). A portion of that talk made available ' 
exclusively to the ’’National Guardian” in the United States 
is as follows:

(APS) What does your trip to Hanoi represent?

CARMICHAEL -”It signifies that the African-American 
will not only refuse to fight in the War in Vietnam but that 
he will move closer and join hands with his Vietnamese 
brothers. Unlike other Americans who are concerned about 
Vietnam, our opposition is that we don’t only want to see 
the United States stop bombing and put an end to its aggressiv
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war, we‘ want the Vietnamese to win the war and kick the 
United States out.” ;

E. Guinea

The ’’Muhammad Speaks” newspaper published weekly 
by MUHAMMAD'S Mosque Number 2, Chicago, Illinois, Volume 7, 
Number 13, dated December 15, 1967, contained an article 
entitled "Stokely Carmichael in Paris Before Beginning Last 
Leg of Journey Home”. This article reflected in part that 
CARMICHAEL had arrived in Paris on what was rumored to be the 
last leg of his trip.

In Guinea, the SNCC leader reportedly attended 
the Congress olf^the Guinean Democratic Party in Conakry. 
While there, he talked with African and World. editor 
DotJw&A-S^ROGERS on the problems~of“'hlack powerlessness in 
the white^ontrolled world.

In part he stated that Black Power was "the 
vanguard of the real revolutionary movement inside the 
United States. It means that we will fight to change’the 
structure of the United States, to abolish the capitalist 
system inside the United States.”

He added the warning that ”it is in the interest 
of Africa arid the entire third world to support that 
movement because a change in the structure of the United 
States will benefit all humanity.”

”As I have said, we also fight to abolish 
capitalism and to bring about a socialist society. It is 
only under world socialism that humanity can exist in unity. 
When white people accept this, we shall be at peace with 
them.”

’’Muhammad Speaks” is the 
official newspaper of the 
NOI.
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. F. Scandanavian Countries 
,W—^T-OMmiiiiriii'iiaH |' iinwrt iuRiiii .— iij~~-i o~ r*~r tn-icr-i_rrr-tn-irir-1j iT~i~-■ .

The ’’New York Tiroes” page 22, dated November 30, 
1967contained information to the effect that CARMICHAEL 
arrived in Sweden November 27, 1967, and was scheduled to 
make a week’s tour of Scandanavia before returning to the 
United States.

-'*®ae”Naticpal Guardian” page ones dated December 16 
1967 s cbntaLne^tMjrfoiuiation to the effect that STOKELY , 
CARMICHAEL and CARb^Q^LESBY, former President of.,Studonts 
for a Democratic Society (SDS) met in Copenhagen, Denmark, 
^wol^eks ago while attenaing sessions of the Russell ^A^hj^^niational War Crime-3 Tribunal. CARMICHAEL. OGLESBY, 

?A^?*^Qffir^UFFETT, a special correspondent for the ’’Guardian”,
J VERS^ii^GNA, corr0spondet1t_fp.r_.th0 Italian monthly
V ’’Falcemartollo” /"and"'some^Wtual friends meT'for several— 
hours at Copenhagen’s Baltic Hotel and engaged in a 
relaxed, off-the-cuff political dialogues

In part, the discussion went as follows:

CARMICHAEL - ”A simple example would be black 
power. People won’t fight; they won’t fight unless you 
push - so, you push. You create disturbances, you keop 
pushing the system. You keep drawing up the contradictions 
until they have to hit back; once your onemy hits back, 
then your revolution starts. If your enemy does not hit 
back, then you do not have a revolution. You never will, 
so you push the enemy and you keep pushing him with 
different people and you never let him know who all. the 
people are that are pushing so when he hits, he has not 
only to strike out at tho main people who are pushing, 
he’s got to strike out at everybody else, us. That’s 
what’s happening in the United States. You create a 
rebellion, h© doesn’t know who started it.' He blames the 
strike on the people who are out there talking about it, 
but in fact ho’s got to fight everybody in that community. 
Once he comes down and starts fighting everybody, you’ve 
got people on your1 side automatically.”
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PEGNA - "0ns of the boys who came hers as a witness 
toldrme that one very useful thing he learned in Vietnam vzhan 
he was there was some of the guerrilla methods. And in his 
view, these methods can be applied in the United States 
cities. What do you think about this?”

CARMICHAEL •• "I think that if there is going to be 
-a real revolution in the Unitbd States, there’s got to be a 
two-pronged attack® In an industrialized country, the heart 
of production is in the cities, not in agriculture. So to 
bring the economy to a halt, you've got to disrupt that 
system© And that first stage is the fight of people against 
property© That's what you have in rebellions: people 
against property, rather than people against people, because 
you have to disrupt that economy. And while this is being 
done on the inside, if you have people on the outside also 
disrupting that economy, then that gives you breathing space 
to begin to talk people verses people war.”

"The main work is to try and crush the forces of 
production in the cities. The United States has felt it 
from the rebellions.©©They’ve had to cut aid all around the 
world©"

A characterization of the 
SDS appears in the appendix.

G© Paris. France WWW Uli ■ u-il1
The "New York Times" page two, dated December 7, 

1967, contained information to the effect that STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL had been allowed to enter Franco on his arrival 
from Stockholm. Originally, he was halted as an undesirable 
at the custom’s gate®

CARMICHAEL shouted to a cheering, stamping audience 
of more than 3 <>000 people at a six hour rally on December 6, 
1967, "We don’t want peace in Vietnam! . We want the Vietnamese 
to defeat :. the United States of America."
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“Our* aim is to disrupt the United States of Aneri 
and we think pur blood is not too high a price to pay", he 
said referring to his followers in the black power movement 
in America.

A portion of the CBS evening news with WALTER
..CRONKITE, Thursday, December 7s 1967s 7 P«M., is as 
follows:

REASONER - "For three months STOKELY CARMICHAEL
has been traveling the world, preaching a violently anti- 
American sermon to audiences from Havana to Hanoi. Last 
night$ he spoke and held a news conference at an anti- 
Vietnam rally in Paris."

CARMICHAEL - "This evening, and we want to, finally
then we make our position crystal clear. Ws say in a voice 
loud and strong: We do not want peace in Vietnam, wo want 
the Vietnamese to defeat the United States of America and to 
support our feeling we say that our blood is not too high a 
price to pay for our comrade in arms in Vietnam. We will 
support them in any v?ay we can. Our movement is to move to 
disnj.pt the structure of the United States and cur blood 
will pay fox* that, and we think it is not too high a price 
to pay for humanity. Thank you." 

Reporter - "Mr. CARMICHAEL, you said you would shed
your blood for the Vietnam cause. Now how and where and when 
do you intend to do this?"

CARMICHAEL - "In the United States of America. The 
war in Vietnam must be brought to the United States of America. 
If HO CHI MINH cannot sleep, LYNDON JOHNSON shall not sleep. 
The babies in Vietnam are in threat of their lives, and the people 
in the United States must be in threat of their lives. If 
fire is raging in. Vietnam, then fire must rage in the United 
States. And as long as the United States oppresses black 
people inside the United States and oppresses the Vietnamese
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in Vietnam, we have a common bond against a common enemy and 
we will fight©" /

REASONER - ’’STOKELY CARMICHAEL speaking in Paris , 
last night©”

V© SUBJECT’S RETURN TO 
THE UNITED STATES

The ’’New York Times” page 1L|_, December 12, 1967, 
contained information to the effect that CARMICHAEL returned 
to the United States after a five month tour of four 
continentso He was met at John F, Kennedy Airport by scores 
of his followers and by United States Marshals who tools: away . 
his passport for traveling in Communist countries without 
authorisations CARMICHAEL reportedly visited Tanzania, 
Egypt, Algiers, Sweden, Spain, Cuba, England, France, North 
Vietnam, Guinea end Czechoslovakia©

The ’’New York Post” newspaper page 26, January 9, 
1968, contained an article entitled ’’Carmichael Hairing his 
DeCo Entrance”© This article reflected in part that 
CARMICHAEL had called a meeting for tonight of more than two 
dozen civil rights leaders© Asked how long ho would be in 
Washington, D©C0, CARMICHAEL smiled and stated, "I’m here 
man, I’m here”©

The meeting was billed as a "unity” affair designed 
to bring closer cooperation among civil rights leaders and 
groups©

VI© MISCELLANEOUS

On August Ip, 1967, the "San Juan Star", an English 
language daily newspaper published in San Juan, Puerto Rico, 
carried an article captioned "Mari Bras, Carmichael Sign 
Pact"©
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•’The American Negroes and the Puerto' Ricans have 
a combative . alliance against oppression*', JUAN MARI BRAS, 
President of the Puerto Rican Independence Movement said* 
”We are victims of the same explpitive structure in the 
United States0”

•’The pact”, BRAS stated, ’’will ba developed during 
the coming months to carry on the struggle for liberation 
of both peoplese”

’’Mari Bras also said the Puerto Rican Independence 
Movement identifies itself with action looking toward the 
liberation of the continent (westeim hemisphere)o”

JUAN MARI BRAS is Secretary 
General of the Movimiento 
Pro-Independencia de Puerto 
Rico (Puerto Rican Independence 
Movement) (MPIPR)e

A characterization of the 
MPIPR is contained in the 
appendix8

Other informants who are familiar with certain 1 
phases of' activity in the racial field advised after viewing 
a’photograph of the subject in January, 1967, that they could 
furnish no additional pertinent information concerning him*
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APPENDIX

1^

MOVIMIENTO PRO-INDEPENDENCIA
DE PUERTO RICO (PUERTO RICAN 
INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT)(MPIPR)

The MPIPR was organized in November, 1959, at Ponce, 
Puerto Rico, to work for the independence of Puerto Rico. 
It has an estimated membership of between 1,000 and 1,300 
people with missions throughout the island of Puerto Rico, 
and in New York, New York; Chicago, Illinois; and Buffalo, 
New York.

At the time the MPIPR was organized it was indicated 
that it did not advocate violence but would accept members . 
who did. JUAN MARI BRAS, the founder and dominant leaders 
of this organization, in a speech during March, 1964, i
threatened violence comparable to that in Algeria if Puerto 
Rico became a state within the United States. A source reported 
in 1966 that a leader of the MPIPR indicated that "the 
Revolution would soon begin" and another source advised that 
another official of this organization had' attempted to obtain 
a number of automatic pistols.

Articles praising FIDEL. CASTRO and the Cuban Government 
regularly, appear in MPIPR publications. In 1961, the MPIPR 
adopted a resolution expressing 100 per cent approval of and 
solidarity with the Cuban revolution. It sent a delegation 
to the Tri-Continental Conference of African, Asian, and Latin 
American. People, .held in Havana, Cuba, during January, 1966 , 
and it maintains a permanent delegate to the Secretariat 
located in Havana.

The press of Puerto Rico has reported that the MPIPR I 
has held numerous demonstrations protesting compulsory military 
service for Puerto Ricans and United States policy in Vietnam 
and the Dominican Republic.

In December, 1966, the Governor of Puerto Rico signed 
into law a bill calling for a plebiscite on July 23, 1967, to , 
determine the future political status of Puerto Rico. The press 
reported that this plebiscite has been denounced vociferously by 
the MPIPR as "an act of Yankee imperialism to maintain the : 
colonial status of Puerto Rico". JUAN MARI BRAS stated that the 
MPIPR had asked the Cuban Government for "militant solidarity 
with our struggle, in all international forums to which Red > 
Cuba has access".
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1, 

"NATIONAL GUARDIAN"

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications/' revised and published as of December 1, 
1961; prepared and released by the Committee on Un- 
American Activities, United States House of Represent
atives, Washington, D. C., contains the following con
cerning the "National Guardian":

"National Guardian

’established by the American Labor 
Party in 19^7 as a "progressive" 
weekly * * *. Although it denies 
having any affiliation with the • ■ 
Communist Party, it has manifested 
itself from the beginning as a virtual 
official propaganda arm of Soviet Russia. 
(Committee on Un-American Activities, 
Report, Trial by Treason: The National 
Committee to Secure Justice for the 
ROSENBERGS and MORTON SOBELL, August 25, 
1956, P. 12.)"
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NATION OF ISLAM, FORMERLY REFERRED
TO AS THE MUSLIM CULT OF ISLAM, ALSO
KNOWN AS MUHAMMAD’S TEMPLES OF ISLAM

■ In January, 19&7, a source advised ELIJAH MUHAMMAD ha
described his organization on a nationwide basis as the■ 
"Nation of Islam" and "Muhammad’s Temples of Islam."

On May 5, 196?, a second source advised ELIJAH 
MUHAMMAD is the national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI); 
Muhammad’s Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood . 
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, is the national headquarters of 
the NOI; and in mid-1960 MUHAMMAD and other NOI officials, 
when referring to MUHAMMAD’S organization on a nationwide 
basis, commenced using either "Mosque" or "Tempte" when 
mentioning one of "Muhammad's Temples of Islam."

The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was.. 
originally organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan. .MUHAMMAD 
claims to have been selected by ALLAH, the Supreme Being, 
to lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery in the 
wilderness of North America by establishing an independent 
black nation in the United States. Members following 
MUHAMMAD’S teachings and his interpretation of the "Koran" 
believe there is no such thing as a Negro; the so-called 
Negroes are slaves of the white race, referred to as "white 
devils", in the United States; and the white race, because 
of its exploitation of the so-called Negroes, must and 
will be destroyed in the approaching "'-Jar of Armageddon,"

In.the past, officials and members of the NOI, 
Including MUHAMMAD, have refused to register under the 
provisions of the Selective Service Acts and have declared 
that members Owe no allegiance to the United States.

On May 5, 1958, the first source advised MUHAMMAD 
had, upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his persona], 
statements and ..instructions to his ministers concerning the . 
principles'of his. organization in order to avoid possible, 
prosecution by the United States Government;however, he 
did not indicate any fundamental changes in the teachings 
of his organization.
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2

NATION OF ISLAM (CONTINUED)

..On May 2 1966, a third source advised MUHAMMAD had, 
in. early July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious 
aspects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the 
economic‘benefits to be derived by those Negroes who joined 
the NOT,’' This policy change, according to MUHAMMAD, would 
help' him acquire additional followers and create more 
Interest in his programs.
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1

' REVOLUTIONARY ACTION MOVEMENT

On November 3, 1964, a source made available a ' 
document entitled, "The Revolutionary Action Movement Manifesto", 
the document having been obtained by the source from an 
individual known to be a member of the Revolutionary Action 
Movement (RAM).

This document stated, in part, that RAM was 
officially organized in the Winter of 1963 by Afro-Americans 
who support the revolutionary objectives of ROBERT F. WILLIAMS, 
then residing in Cuba, and his concept of organized violence 
to achieve the liberation of the Afro-American people ip the * 
United States. This Manifesto disclosed that RAM had oriented 
its program to one of education and political revolution’and the 
organization of a "black" political party with revolutionary 
objectives, having recognized the need for a "black 
revolution" that could and would seize power. RAM philosophy 
is described in this document as one of revolutionary 
nationalism, that is, one involving the struggles of the non
white races of the world against exploitation and enslavement 
by the white capitalist and imperialist nations.

Regarding WILLIAMS, it should be noted that 
on August 28 , *1961, a Federal warrant was issued at Charlotte, 
North Carolina, charging, him with Unlawful Flight to Avoid 
Prosecution for the crime of kidnaping. Subsequent to the 
issuance of this warrant, WILLIAMS fled the United States 
to Cuba, where he published a monthly newsletter entitled, 
"The Crusader" from Havana. As of December, 1966, WILLIAMS 
vias residing in Peking, China.

This source, in September, 1964, advised RAM is 
dedicated to the overthrow of the captialist system in the 
United States, by violence, if necessary, and to its replacement 
by a socialistic system oriented toward the Chinese Communist 
interpretation of Marxism-Leninism. RAM is entirely non
white in membership, clandestine in nature, and owes its, primary 
allegiance to the "Bandung World", that.is, the non
white races of the world rather than to any national entity, 
as such.
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. REVOLUTIONARY ACTION'MOVEMENT (CONTINUED) ''

On November 16, 1964, a second source advised 
he- learned, recently from a RAM member that the organization 
began in Detroit, Michigan. I

b7C .

On May 12, 1967, a third source advised that the 
■ RAM still remains active; however, there isno formal 
headquarters, as. such., for the RAM. The source advised that

b7C
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1 -■

STUDENTS FOR-A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY ■■■<.>■■

C^tlTOepStudents for a Democratic Society (SDS) , as it is 
known, today, came into being at a "founding convention held 
at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is an 
association of young people on the left and has a current 
program of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for 
youth to develop a conscientious objector status, denouncing 
United States intervention in the war in Vietnam and to , 
"radically transform" the university community, and provide 
for its complete control by students. GUS HALL, General 
Secretary, Communist Party', USA, when interviewed by a 
representative of United Press International in San 
Francisco, California, on May 14, 1965, described the SDS 
as a part of the "responsible left" which the Party has 
"going for us." At the June, 1965, SDS National Convention, 
an anti-Communist proviso was removed from the SDS Constitution. 
In the" October 7 , 1966 , issue of "Nev? Left Notes," the 
official publication of SDS, an SDS spokesman stated that 
there are some Communists in SDS and they are welcome. The 
national headquarters of this organization as of April 18, 
1967, was located in Room 206, 1608 West Madison Street, 
Chicago, Illinois.
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File'No... Bufile

Wile

l^TED STATES DEPARTMENT O^USTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU O(F INVESTIGATION 
New York j Nev; York

February 1,1968
100-446080
100-153751,

Title Stokely Carmichael.

Character

Reference

b7C '

Internal Security -- Miscellaneous 
Sedition
is made to report of Special
Agent| Heated
and captioned as above at Nev;
York. •.

All sources (except any listed, below) whose identities 
are "concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

b2
____  |were in a position to furnish 

reliable information.
b7D

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions o£ the FBI. It is the propert 
of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.
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Transmit the following in

F B I

Date: 1/29/68
____ J ^PLAINTEXT___________

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TFT,ETYPE ____________ ;_______________ URGENT________________
(Priority)

S . iJ ztvti >-^9 "-T dx’/Bx-T€R DIRECTOR/FBI/ ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISIONFROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)
STOKELMARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITIONRE WFOTEL JANUARY TWENTY EIGHT INSTANTCARMICHAEL REMAINED AT RESIDENCE DURING MORNING AND SPENT REMAINDER OF DAY AT SNCC HEADQUARTERS, ONE TWO THREE FOUR U ST. N.W., WDC.. LATE EVENING HE WAS OBSERVED RIDING IN PLYMOUTHVALIANT, WHICH DELIVERED HIM TO FLORIDA AVE. AND TWELFTH PLACEN.W., WDC, WHERE SUBJECT WAS LAST OBSERVED WALKINGTWELFTH PLACE. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/'MLT/'0 HE'AIRMAIL COPY TO ATLANTA. .

b7C

fflIS FEB 1 196^



Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44^080)
(Attn:, domestic Intelligence division)

FR?JW SAC, BOSTON (15 7-437)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS-MISCELLANEOUS all 'Information contained ' . •.

'■ ■ /.HEREIN'.'is UNCLASSIFIED. . ’’
1 ■ ‘’’date IS’-’JLI 9-2'0 05: BY 60 3 0.9 • AU C TAM/MLT/JHF

Re New York airtel to Bureau, 12/29/67, 
enclosing photo of subject and two UNSUBS taken in NYC 
on 12/22/67. • I

. Instant photo was displayed to various police 
and intelligence agencies and logical racial sources.

b7C

2-New York (100-153751)(Enc,)(RM) 
2-Boston



BS. 157-437

b7C

b2

b7C

b7D

stated he has only seen______ _ . ___________ and 
cannot positively identify UNSUB as_________ but-believes
there is a very strong pobability it; is him.

On 1/9/68 stated he believes UNSUB

who was connected in some way with the SNCC. He does not 
recall the occasion of the meeting. When shown a picture of 

___________________________________ stated 1-is the person he was 
thinking of. He feels sure UNSUB is.

Boston has never had occasion to investigate 
Information concerning him is found in Bosfile__________

 captioned,

She is believed to be on the SI of the New York Division.

b7C ;
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LEAD ' " '■

BOSTON

AT WORCESTER, MASS. Will display photo of b7C 
CARMICHAEL and UNSUBS taken, 12/22/67, in NYC to anv. 
reliable sources Who are acquainted with 
in efforts to identify UNSUBS.

3
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WWW BUREAU

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS-MISCELLANEOUS

1 photo of

Bufile
Bo s f i1q____________
Bo s ai r t.el, 1/12/00

b7C

on this envelope

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
Tffi'RBIM- I S UNCLAS SIFIE D
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 ABC TAM/MLT/JHF
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHF

FBI

Date: 1/24/68

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR,: FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M;
SEDITION

1/22/68.
Re Atlanta reports on subject dated 11/16/67 and

After CARMICHAEL'S arrival in New York City in 
1967/ he traveled to Washington, D.C. InformationDecember, 

concerning subject as reported in WFO LHM dated 1/10/68 
reflects that when CARMICHAEL arrived in that City on 
1/4/68 he established residence at Apartment 4, 2200 12th 
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. Fisur.subsequently 
ducted in Washington reflects that CARMICHAEL uses 
address as his residence.

con- 
thls

Reference is also made to WFO LHM dated 
captioned "BLACK UNITED FRONT" indicating that the 
is attempting to organize such an organization which in all 
probability will be based in Washington, it being noted 
that CARMICHAEL stated that by the fifteenth of January, 
1968, every organization represented at a January 9, 1968, 
meeting that wanted to be Included in the "Black United 
Front" must have mailed a prospectus and program about

1/19/68, 
subject

2 - WFO (100-
1 - New York 
2 - Atlanta 
EUC:met 
(8)

Sent

RM) ' 
100-153751) (RM)

Special Agent in Charge
M .

® JAW 26 1968
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what it is doing to SNCC, 1234 U Street, N.W., Washington, 
D.C.

Since CARMICHAEL'S arrival in Washington, D.C., 
on 1/4/68, he has traveled to New York City on one occasion 
only, and that was for less than one day's duration.

Subject has not visited Atlanta since his return 
to the United States from his overseas trip, although an 
apparently important staff meeting of the Atlanta SNCC 
Office was held over the weekend of 1/20-22/68, obviously 
for the purpose of discussing the financial dilemma that 
SNCC finds itself in. It is believed if CARMICHAEL in
tended to.continue to use Atlanta as his base of operations 
he would have shown an interested in the aforementioned 
meeting by having attended.

Inasmuch as CARMICHAEL has stated that he 
desires to bring together a coalition of the Negro organi
zations, most of which are based in or represented in the 
Washington area, it is felt that he will spend most of his 
time in that area.

In view of the above, the Bureau is requested 
to consider changing office of origin in this case from 
Atlanta to WFO.

2



ALL "INFORMATION CONTAINED’ 
HEREIN’ IS UNCLASSIFIED.
’DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC.TAM/MLT/J HE 2/1/68

Airtel 1 -
1 -|________ _____________
1 - Guidance Folder
1 -I

To: SAC, Columbia (100-179)
From: Director/' EM /O°~" TTC W itP

STOKELY -CARMICHAEL ' ‘ EX 106.

INTERNAL SECURITY * MISCELLANEOUS
SEDITION

Reurairtel dated 1/19/68.

f In order for the bureau to fulfill its responsibility
to keep interested agencies ■advised, of'current developments in 
the racial picture, it is necessary that information from 
the field be submitted in form suitable forddisseainatioh. 
The information in referenced airtel should have been set 
forth in a letterhead memorandum. It is not necessary to 
wait for verification of information when your source had 
definite information that a meeting was scheduled* The 
conference alone is sufficient cause to submit a letterhead 
memorandum.

Tolson---------------
DeLoach ________
Mohr____________
Bishop ---------------
Casper __________
Callahan 
Conrad __________
Felt____________
Gale____________

The caption, ’’Stokely Carmichael’* is not pertinent 
in this case inasmuch as the entire communication relates to 
a conference known as ’‘Citizen^1 Conference on Education in 
South Carolina.” There was only one reference to the possibility 
of Stokely Carmichael attending the conference.

Submit a letterhead memorandum concerning the confer
ence by return airtel. The letterhead memorandum should have 
a caption descriptive of the activity with a ’’Racial Matters” 
character.. - ■ ' ’. . .

CAPibffUA .. / a

(7) 'J V SEE NOTE PAGE TWO



Ai r tel/ to SAC i' Columbia -
<RE: STOKEEY.CARMI  GHAEL 6

..,.,.........,,.... •...,,..,.     ■■ : ' • .■"
; . '' By air tel da^ed^l/19/6®./^lunibia: : adv iSed that'

’’Citizens? Conference on?Edhbatiion;iin; South^Carblfna’’ jwas ■
?-.scheduled to be held<hit;;^Ut^'-'Carb:iixia>. on 
1/26-28/68 ■■tQ:..discxj-s.s'-;;a' wide .;i^atlge'bf-■•Issues; ^iw.olving;/J'

:/'the;-<iua.lity'ipf.' education-.' in^sev^rAl /South ;Carolina.
;\©btintlesA source ■ reported tjidt-:,Stokely Carmichael 

would attend the conference. ' ' ■ ‘
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HE RE 11)1 IS UNCLASSIFIED
•DATE ’12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF p g j

* •>

Date: 1/19/68

Transmit the following in

■ Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

'airmail
(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: ^AC, COLUMBIA (100-1.79) - ?-

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS . MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITIONS

b7C

b7C

r bishop

.L_________ :_____ _______ Sent
kal Agent in Charge

Re Columbia airtels to Bureau, 1/2/68 and ' 
1/17/68.

Charleston Evening P©st
Charleston,. S.'C., on 1/19/68, made avaiTaSip a letter- he' 
received on the lett,erfeea.d of ths' American 'Fr.i_e.ma.....SerAi.ce

-“Uommi tteeJ^fncAFSC), ...
"S^uffi‘',’yayn^Str"e"et7/"lIi'O._..Pm3f£7'^ C „. da,ted 1.2/15/67..' ,tE1s ’
~Te’t'ter ______ _________________________ _____ W

Columbia, S. C. The letter was an igayitafcioh.....t<> attend a
inF’©Fljegrp' comnmnjty 1 enters lf£2BM/QM® 

■—..... — "“'Xey/''JQ£arlest©as . Cp 11 e.tcgu„" and

3/Bureau (RM)
■2-Atlant a (RM)
1-Charlotte (RM) (Info)
2-New York (100-153751) (W.)
2-Savannah (RM)

/^inn_l7Q\_______

REC- 73 /OO— (me,

3 JAMe 1968

(1-100-119.6) (Charleston County Racial Situation) 
i-(Beaufort County)

(1-(Colleton County) . _
(l-(Berkeley County) . • -
(1-(Dorchester County)______________ _____  

—“T3NTW——
(20)

Approved: C-
Spec:

M P„

HI
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The letter said parents, teachers, and students 
would participate in the conference and that although the 
AFSC is providing some assistance to those sponsoring the 
conference, the actual planning of the program and its 
execution is the role of 'the community leaders themselves.

The letter said in part that the conference would 
not involve the traditional Negro leaders who allegedly 
are interested in a, wide range of issues but would. involve 
only those local citizens who1 have a great concern about 
the quality of education in their communities. ./The primary 
concern of the conference which,-,be known as" ’’Citizens 
Conference, on Education is ^tfie^quaiity

'~5T*TKe danSOTS^TWgrS’ch'ildfc'^ a<p receiving it< bo tn 
segregated and desegregated schools, strategy forroix^

'the Negro communities’ despair, bitterness, hope, anquish, 
Ut the conference ■.there^wTTTT>ie”’<Tnvited guests ’’Observers” 
who are the kind of people who invariably dominate 
conferences but at this conference these ’’Observers" will
clearly understand that it is not appropriate for them 
to make speeches, to dominate discussion groups, or to 
try to assert their personal philosophy on the group. 
It will be presentable for these "Observer^’ to" talk to the 
participants at; coffee breaks,• meals, in the evening, and. 
they might be asked to share their experience, knowledge, 
and observation in discussion groups or with the conference 
as a whole.

The letter further stated that this invitation
I

I ___ _________ [received a, letter dated 1/12/68
f from|______________  whiqhjwas directed "to "Invited News
| Media to the ’Citizens' 'Conference on Education in South 
J Carolina”' in which the-'■invitation was withdrawn. The reason 
F for the withdrawal was <*cd'ncei’n that the .presence of some 
f representatives of the news media would unduly inhibit 
I the conference partjdpa’ffW'frpm giving their frank and 
T honest views on matters “ST^lmportance to the conference, 
f ....

2
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The names of ten. individuals who were on the
conference steering committee was furnished to

b7C

b7C

b7D |

I New York and Atlanta are requested to attempt to
i verify the above information concerning CARMICHAELrS ( attendance at this conference.

Copies being furnished the Savannah Division as
people going to Frogmore,- S. C. usually fly into the 
Savannah area.

Copy furnished for information of Charlotte as
the Southeastern Regional Office of AFSC, Inc., is in High 
Point, N. C.

Letterhead memorandum not being prepared at
this time, but will beprepared when efforts, to substantiate 
above have been made.
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F B I

Date:, 1/23/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

■ ( ■. I;..r.wi........ I
. 0 >;in ...„ d

Mr. Tolson.
Mr. .•Pe^uoaS
Mr. Mohr_ ____
Ms. BishopX__
Mr. 'Ca«per.„__
Mr. CnU'.’ nn.... 
Mr. Conrad ...

Transmit the following in

r\ Via AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-445080)-

FROM SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P) »
' ,0

STOKELr'GARMICHAEL
IS - M
SEDITION

ReWFOairtel 1/22/68

Tele. Room.....
Miss li-jimus...

Miss Gandy__

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED-
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY'60309 AUC TAM/MLT

(Priority)

b7C

Enclosed herewith to the Bureau are 11 copies of an 
LHM setting forth a verbation transcription of comments of 
1STOKELY CARMICHAEL on a radio program broadcasted on Station , 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D.C. 20535 
January 23, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 

SEDITION

[ Radio Station WOL, Washington, D.C., on a special
/recorded program, moderated by WOL News Director, RorpPinkney, 

/had as its guests Stokely Carmichael and Rufus ’’Catfish*’
/i^ayfield, former Chairman of PRIDE, Inc. The program was 

reportedly- taped- on January 17, 1968, at WOL Studios, 2000 
P Street, N.W., Washington, 0*0., and was broadcasted from 
7:30 p.ni. to 8:00 p.m. on January 21, 1968.

Also on the program were RoberJ^feynard of the . 
“Washington Post’”, Jolm/Ldwis of Afro-American and Berna-rtpvGarnett 
of Johnson’s Publications, which includes “Jet** and ,£Ebony“\ 
magazines, who acted as interviewing panel of Carmichael and 
Mayfield.

The following is a verbation transcript of the 
comments of Carmichael and response to questions by the inter
viewing panel:

OPENING BY PINKNEY -

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 ABC TAM/'MLT/'JHF

“Mr. Carmichael is making his second trip 
to WOL in about a week; he appeared here 
last Sunday on WOL's Speak-Up. Mr. 
Carmichael recently returned from what 
has been called, “unauthorized trips to 
Cuba, Hanoi, Sweden and France*5 and here in 
Washington, he has started an organization 
called the Black United Front. He is 
former chairman of the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee and graduate of 
Howard University.”
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

MR. MAYNARD (Q) - “Mr. Carmichael, would you be willing to 
outline some of your plans for the Black 
United Front ahd SNCC here in Washington?**

CARMICHAEL (A) - “No sir, I am unable to do that at this time.**

MR. LEWIS (Q) - “Mr. Carmichael, when I saw you last winter, you 
indicated that you were going to be organizing 
in one of the major cities in this country; 
you came here recently to begin organizing in 
Washington. What made you pick Washington 
as a target city?**

CARMICHAEL (A) - “Well, there are a number of reasons; seems to 
me that Washington represents the clearest 
contradictions of black and white in this 
country, maybe because black people are a 
majority in this city and all of the institutions 
of power in the city are run by whites, con
trolled by whites and for benefits of whites. 
Washington is the nation's capitol; it seems 
to me it must begin to represent clearly in 
the minds of people around the world, precisely 
what this country is about, its relationship 
to the internal colonies, black people inside 
the country, so that we can hook up and develop 
strength with our brothers in the third world. 
So that they will not be brainwashed by the 
United States*, for example, Humphrey just took 
a trip to Africa, his job was once again to fool 
our brothers in Africa and if in Washington, 
D.C. the contradictions are hiding my brothers 
in Africa will see through all that nonsense 
that the Horiky's are trying to put down.*4

GARNETT (Q) - “Yes, is Washington then supposed to be a
springboard for maybe moving out in other 
cities eventually with similar Black United 
Fronts?*6
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STOKELY • CARMICHAEL

CARMICHAEL (A) - “No I think there will be a coordinated effort 
around the country today because black people 
recognize more and more the necessity for unity 
if we are going to survive in what Rev. King 
calls Babalon.M

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN CQ) - “Speaking of Rev. King, Mr. C., you might have 

noticed recently in the press the stories about 
his camp-in in Washington in the first week of 
April. Do you see a role in your organizing 
effort coinciding with his?111

CARMICHAEL (A) - “Dr. King is a black man, he is flesh of my 
flesh and blood of my blood. Dr, King is 
working for the betterment of the black man 
and anybody who is working for the betterment 
of the black man, our organization is more than 
happy to work with*,..,we have worked with 
brother King in the past and we will continue 
to work with brother King because we are all 
trying to find the solution for our people to 
live with a decent life as human beings,86

QUESTIONER '
UNKNOWN (Q) - “Mr. C. as organizer of the Black United Front 

here in Washington, D.C., so far nothing has 
come up of your meeting to the public newspapers, 
reporters, radio and T.V. reporters have tried in 
vain to just find out what you are doing. Why 
is it /that you don't want to display what is 
happening in these meetings to the public that 
you feel that the average citizen would like to 
know just what is going on, especially the 
black citizens in the city?88

CARMICHAEL (A) - “Mr. Pinkney it is a fact that the average black 
man needs to know precisely what is going on in 
the city as with the Black United Front, un
fortunately for the black man, the way that

' 3



■ STOKELY CARMICHAEL

CARMICHAEL
CONTINUED (A) - “we communicate is controlled by the white man 

and he never represents truly what we are trying 
to do, every movement that we start the Honkies 
have always disrupted it. Let us go back for 
example, when Black Power first came up; when 
Black Power first came up, every Honkey and his 
momma was interpreting it telling people what it 
meant so that they could divide black people and 
keep them apart, Nbwfortunately for us the 
Black Power Slogan was strong enough to go over 
that, so that the Honky has to develop new tricks, 
but everytime we say something he takes it and 
tries to keep us divided. In an attempt to 
stop that division, we must find new ways of 
communicating directly to our people what we 
are doing. In order to do that, we must; isolate 
the Honky on what is going on, and since they 
control the press media, it means they have to 
be isolated, While we develop some way of getting 
it to our people,’"

. MR, GARNETT -“Mr. Carmichael, I go back, 

CARMICHAEL - “We are brothers, just call me Stokely, O*K,?‘ 

MR, GARNETT (Q)- “Oh, O.K* I would like to go back, something you 
said a few jninut.es. ago, about the reason about 
the present time that nothing the Black United 
Front does behind closed doors is being told to 
the press, you mentioned that yoji don’t want to 
take the chance of giving the white press some
thing to. distort, how does this relate to the 
black press, which is black controlled? Do you 
feel that some kind of distortion on this in
terpretation?44

CARMICHAEL (A) - “The only black control press we have in Wash
ington is the Afro.”



’ STOKELY CARMICHAEL

MR. GARNETT - “We have a ( ) of another one.”

CARMICHAEL * “Which is the Bureau in other words. . . .? John- 
Publications.”

MR. GARNETT (Q) -“Yes, these are two black controlled. . • What 
qualms would you have, say talking to the.... 
even just to the Afro?'6

CARMICHAEL (A) - “If you can begin to isolate the white press and 
keep everybody isolated for a while, then you 
can move in with the solid black press, you 
can begin to build that black press inside our 
community where it becomes a real voice for the 
community. That is a fact that the only black 
controlled paper in this country that focuses 
through the masses of black people in this 
country is Mohammed Speaks. Whether one agrees 
or disagrees with the idealogy is irrelevant it 
it is the only newspaper where the masses of 
black people can read the type of idealogy 
where they are not afraid to say what they have 
to say to tiie black man in this country. And 
until we scan build up other press agencies 
which are willing to do precisely that. So 
even though there are some black controlled 
agencies, they do not speak to the black man the 
way that they have to speak to the black man, 
they know it, I know it and we all know it. 
And we have to build up a black press which 
are going to speak to the needs of the black 
people and tell it like it is.”

MR. PINKNEY (Q) -“Do you think that these publisher and editors 
could be persuaded in one way or another by you 
or the reporter to bring it down here to the..?H

CARMICHAEL (A) - “No, they have to persuaded by the masses of our 
people and they will only be persuaded by the
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' STOKELY CARMICHAEL

CARMICHAEL
CONTINUED (A) - “by the masses of our people when the masses of 

our people begin to look for the stuff that 
should be.saidj when that stuff is not there, 
they stop buying those papers.**

MR. PINKNEY,(Q)- "Stokely, I would like to followup that question 
about the black press. When you held the initial 
meeting of the Black United Front, as I under
stand it, you made arrangements to sell pictures 
to a daily paper at a high price.tf It was not 
that daily paper but another daily paper that 
broke the original story about the Black United 
Front, would serve to give the Black Unity 
meeting a kind of publicity that I understand 
that you do not want it to have. Why did you 
exclude the black media from the Black Unity 
meeting and then turn around and sell photographs 
to the white press?69

CARMICHAEL (A) - “We are trying to do two things. We are trying 
number one to begin to control all of the press 
that comes out, all of the news media that comes 
out of our community. We are incapable of 
doing that at this point, for example, the 
leaks in those stories that Were not really 
leaks you see because most of all of the leaks 
were incorrect, but that there were reporters 

■ who do what you call speculative reporting, what 
they think is going on theyf write down so 
that they Can have something to say but they.... 
no, no, there were no leaks because all of the 

; \ information was incorrect, for example, the 
Post ran a story about the fifteen member of 
the (steering)??? committee and a lot of them 
were incorrect completely incorrect, a lot 
people who they said were on that fifteen were 
not even on the steering committee and they left 
out a lot of other people, people who are unknown 
to the public, but people who were powerful

6



■\ STOkELY CARMICHAEL

CARMICHAEL
CONTINUED (A) - “within their own section of the Washington area. 

So that those stories were incorrect. Now what 
we want to do is to begin to play those press 
against the other. I mean that is what the 
Honkies have been doing to us and now we are 
just going to organize and do the same thing, 
play them against each other. We want again to 
exclude the black press at this time until we 
begin to build up a strong communication where 
we can also begin to dictate to the black press 
what should be said. I mean that it is a fact 
that,in many cases the black press takes its 
stories from AB and UPI about the black community 
and AP and UPI are Honky controlled, Honky 
written and here is a black press who comes 
back and takes these stories as they appear on 
the Honkies press and put it in the black press 
without giving an interpretation to the black 
community of what all those things are about, and 
when we feegin to build stronger and stronger we 
can begin tt> force those black newspapers to 
come around because they are being held down top. 
We have more control over the black press than 
we do over the white press.“

MR. PINKNEY (Q)» “Of course, but what Is the reason for denying 
black papers entrance into the meeting and then 
selling photographs to a white paper at a 
price a black paper could not afford?**

CARMICHAEL (A) «■ “We would sell them to black papers, too. We 
contacted many of the publications in here and 
a lot of them said that they were not interested.'6

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q) - “I was at the beginning of the meeting when you

made a short talk on you impressions of North 
Vietnam. I talked with some of the photographers 
there, I asked for photographs for my paper. 
Later I was told that these photographs were sold, 
were given at that point to a daily paper. A



» STOKELY .CARMICHAEL

UNKNOWN
CONTINUED (Q) - “few days ago the same photographer as I under

stand it, that sold the photographs to the daily 
paper through of SNCC and the Black United Front 
called up and offered the same photographs, six 
days lateri to the paper that I represent."

CARMICHAEL (A) - “Now that was a misunderstanding. He was not 
offering the same photographs, he was offering 
other photographs. However, if we made an 
error, I apologize to you brother John, and I 
promise you that from now on the black press 
will have priority on these pictures.**

MR, PINKNEY (Q) -"Stokely, how do you feel, do you feel that you 
have a task ahead of you? You are trying to 
bring together Black Unity in the city, do 
you feel that you have a task ahead of you 
swaying the moderates to your side or having . 
the moderates go to the militants side? How 
do you feel about this?"

CARMICHAEL (A) - "My feeling is that we are a people whereverr 
we are. We are a beautiful black people, now 
some of us are more black than others and there 
are a lot of us who are brainwashed, but all of 
us were brainwashed at one time, so that some of 
us who are no longer brainwashed must begin to 
help those who are brainwashed by the white man. 
Now they are brainwashed by the white man so our 
real enemy is not pur brother, but the white man 
who has brainwashed our brother. So we are 
going to have to take time with our brothers who 
are what the white man call moderate and begin 
to bring them into our community so that they 
can begin to see and work for the benefit of 
our community and not for the white man. That 

. means that it will be time but I think that
slowly and slowly, our people will come along and 
begin to see the light.*® x
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, STOKELY CARMICHAEL

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q) - “Can you give us any idea why you are trying to 

get some sort of overhall organization that 
involves both the moderate and militants* I 

Understand that this is caused a fair amount 
of difficulty for some of the so-called moderates 
and allegedly there are some (strains?) within 
the coalition. First of all, do you concede 
that there are such (strains?) and secondlycan 
you tell us something of the philosophy that 
went into the establishing of such a coalition 
here?*8

CARMICHAEL (A) - “There are nd (Strings?) at all. It is impor
tant to note that where the black people get 
together, white people begin to condemn that 
unity. Yet white people get together, George 
Wallace can have a meeting with Lyndon Johnson; 
James 0. East land can have a meeting and setup 
some sort of coalition with any other “Honkey" 
and nobody in the black community ever questions 
their right to come together and sit with whom 
they will please. Johnson has a meeting with 
Grymoko (ph), nobody in the black community says 
you can have a meeting with Grymoko, because 
he is a Communist, but they have a meeting, 
they set for hours, they talk about setting up 
a direct flight from Moscow to New York. Black 
people can't say anything about it. Why in the 
hell does the Honkey think he has the right to 
say something wabout when we get together. 
Who is he? What right does he have to condemn 
us if we get together? All of the people in 

, this community are the flesh and my flesh and 
blood and my blood. And we have to live in 
this community.- This is ours. When that white 
man comes into this community he doesn't see a 
moderate, a revolutionary, a radical, a con-v? 
servative, he sees a black man! That's all he 
sees! And because of that, we have to come to
gether. That is the philosophy for the Black

■ 9 ; /. ",



, ST&KELYCARMICHAEL

CARMICHAEL
CONTINUED (A) - “United Froht, unless we unite we are not going 

to be saved* They are meeting 100 police 
chiefs - are meeting in March in this country. 
I have never known a black man to Condemn the 
fact that 100 police chiefs are going to meet 
together and decide how to wipe our race. 
Yet when we meet together, they scream for 
holy hell that we should meet together. The 
only reason they scream is because they do not 
want Black Unity. Because they recognize that 
Black Unity is going to mess up their entire 
system and allow black people to live like 
human beings.“

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q) - “ Do you plan to go in with Dr. Martin Luther King 

and his civil disobedience plan on the first 
of April? The first week in April?”

CARMICHAEL (A) - ”As we said before, Dr. King is flesh of our 
flesh and blood and blood. We have been talking 
and will continue to talk with Dr. King and we 
will work out all of these things when we get to 
that bridge we: will cross it. I will say this 
we will never publicly attack or publicly 
oppose Dr. King. Never.”

QUESTIONER ' /
UNKNOWN (Q) - “Well, Stokfely, some of my observations, I have 

noticed that one reason that people, I am not 
talking about pur people now, still don't go 
With these black power or anything, dr any of 
its connotations, is that they soft of see it 
as some hairy animal. I would like to ask you 
on this ....do you think that such things as 
your being seen going to church in public a 
few days ago here, that if more of this was seen 
that people would not see black power as some 

> black immoral hippy movement or whatevery they...?
What do you think you could do about the black 
power image1, in other words??4

• - 10 ' : ' - -■-



stokely carmichael

CARMICHAEL (A) - don’t think that people could see black power 
in terms of my image because black power is not 
my image. ; Black power is the image of 15 million 
black people in this country. My image is 
totally:/, irrelevant to the image of black power 
and so that is what the white person done. The 
Honkeys have tried to make black power my 
image, but it can not be done. I mean black 
powerto me is a (wreath of Franklin?), Black 
Power is ( ) of impressions ( )
moving on up. Black Power is James Brown dancing 
on stage. Black power is Jimmy Brown running 
a hundred yards. Black power is Mohammed Ali 
in the ring. Black power is a beautiful black 
scientist developing things, like Dr. Reed. 
I mean black power is all the assemblance of 
the creativity and the skills that bblack people 
have put together to make us live like human 
beings, I...the press doesn’t know when I go 
to.church, it is none of their business if I 
go to church. That's totally/ irrelevant to the 
image of black power. Everywhere I organize 
I go to church because black people are in the 
churches. It happens to be the one collective 
place that our people are. If one is organizing 
one must be where ones people are. I go to 
church. I went to the Howard theatre last 
night. That’s none of their business of the 
press. And I will go again, When Smokey and 
the Robinsons are coming because that's black 

, power. That's part of our culture and that's 
where our people are. I don't think my image is 
important."

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q) - "How about the middle class Negro Working in the 

government? The middle class Negro in the 
White House or Capitol Hill? Do you consider 
that black power?"

CARMICHAEL (A) - "I consider the creative skills of those black 
people a pArt of black power. I think of what

,11 ■



: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

CARMICHAEL
• CONTINUED (A) - SBthey produce, however, goes to serve as white 

society and therefore, cannot be considered part 
of black power

MR. LEWIS (Q) - *sStokely, I would like to read something to you 
that, appeared in the. December 5th edition of 
the National Guardian. Now this was a conver
sation that you had in a hotel there with a 
representative of the Guardian and the repre
sentative of an Italian monthly newspaper. 
This is a quote from that article, ssBefore 
you create revolution you got to heighten 
contradictions, As long as there is hope, 
people are not going to fight. They won't 
fight unless you push. So push. You create 
disturbances. You keep pushing the system. 
You keep drawing off the contradictions until they 
have to get back.S! This is where I would like 
to ask you, Stokely, when you created the 
Black United Front, when you convene the con
ference, was part of your thinking to get the 
moderate leadership in this city to understand 
what happens when you keep pushing?*5

CARMICHAEL (A)- 651 think it is pretty clever brother John.... 
That is very sharp.....very sharp. It is 
crystal clear as a matter of fact..... That 
maybe some of the people who represent us do 
not really see clearly the contradictions..,, 
and if you can get them more and more involved 
with the matters, of our people" then they can see 
the contradictions clearer, then they must decide. 
You see there is no doubt there are some black 
traitors in our community. There are an awful 
lot of black traitors in our community. But 

J I think there are a lot of people who say things 
that traitors would say, are really genuinely 
confused. They think that they are doing the 
right thing. For example, many people felt

V ' 12 - ■ A A



:. STOKELY CARMICHAEL

CARMICHAEL
CONTINUED (A) •• ‘'integration was the best way to solve the 

problems of the black people several years ago. 
They genuinely thought this was the solution 
until they...many of them have found out that 
this not the solution. Some of them still 
have not found out.... So that those people 
may be genuinely confused. They believed they 
are doing something to benefit the black man 
but in fact they are not. So that our job is 
to slowly begin to bring those people together 
and heighten the contradictions so they can 
see clearly. I mean it can be done very easy 
in the District of Columbia. The official 
figures by the Honkeys say that 93% of this 
community iis black in the elementary schools. 
That means, according to their figures, 7% are 
white. You can't talk about integration in 
Washington, D.C. unless you talk about getting 
your children up at 6:00 a.m. and sending them 
to Virginia or to Maryland... Which we know 
is not goirig to happen. What we must be con
cerned with is how we conduct schools. Schools 
which are going to teach aour children what 
we wish to teach them. That simply means we 
have to take over the schools. Our parents 
have to take over the schools and begin to teach 
the things that are necessary to be taught to 
our children. The education that they have been 
getting has been hindering them. That's correct. 

~ Our community is loaded with pimps, hustlers, 
preachers, ah gangsters, gangs, prostitutes and 
people who work in factories. If I go to high 
school, that high school must either teach me how 
to be a good pimp, good hustler, a good gangster, 
a good preacher, a good factory worker, a good 
maid or a good whatever that come out of my 
community. It is not going to. teach me how to 
be one of those things then it must teach me 
how to change my community sotthat it becomes

13



S. STOKELY CARMICHAEL

CARMICHAEL
CONTINUED (A) - “better. Our high schools are not getting 

near that problem. They donAt even teach kids 
how to be good hustlers. And they don't teach 
them how to change the community so that people 
don't have to live as hustlers. Therefore, we 
have to junk the entire education program and 
our parents must be ready to take them over so 
that our children can be taught how to change 
our community."

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q) - “How do you compare the school system here in the 

years that you have been here, to that of other 
cities? Do you see any difference or is it 
worse?6- ' ■

CARMICHAEL (A) - “It is the same for the black man. The question 
of community is not a question of geography. 
It is simply a question of color. Wherever 
you are, if you are black, you make up a community 
and therefore, you would suffer the same in
dignities no matter what part of the country you 
live in.... But for us, the question of com
munity, has never been geography, it has been a 
question of color. If you go to Africa today

• ■' and you sit with black people, you feel at home.
- If you go to England or Ftance and you see the

white people there, you feel uncomfortable,but 
when you get and when you meet some other 
Africans yoti feel once again at home. Because 
for us the question of community has never been 
geography, It has always been the question of 
being with our people.",

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q) - "Stokely, the. first time I saw you here was in

1966, you were conducting a rally at 10th and U. 
One of the things that impressed me, that I never 
had read this anywhere before you mentioned that

■ J . 14 ‘ ■' ' ■



*-STOKELY CARMICHAEL

UNKNOWN
CONTINUED (Q) - “you advised the people who were there at the 

rally, along with the black power thing, at 
least along with the black power thing as it is 
recorded politically and economically, etc. 
To also clean their neighborhoods and quit, 
I think you phrase was quoted something like ah... 
quit cutting your brothers on Friday and Satur
day night arid lets get together. What do you 
think it is that the other side is reporting 
more than this side?66

CARMICHAEL (A). - “Well, it is clear that the white press is not 
going to talks or to give any advertisement that 
is going to help bring the black community to
gether. I mean every one knows that...they 
started off their petty anti-nonsensesical 
poverty program which was aimed at doing pre
cisely what it has done in the community, split 
it. You have now factions fighting over factions, 

, the crumbs and that is precisely what they meant 
to do. They have no intention of uniting the 
black community and everyone who thinks they do 
is absolutely absured. It is clear that when
ever a poverty program moves within the masses 
of our people that program is always cut off 
and as long as they can keep the community 
divided, they will continue to function and 
to send that money in. Now the United States 
works on what we call the three M’s: the 
missionary, the: money and the Marines. That's 
how they have worked everywhere around the 
world when they went to conquer people. Now 
they sent the missionaries into our communities. 
We have sent them out with all of those little 
white kids. Now they are sending the money in 
and they are beginning to draw that out. After 
the money, come the Marines.“

15



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q) - £iMr. Carmichael, when you...your trip abroad... 

the white media reported that you are going 
to Cuba, Harioi and a few other places that you 
are planning or getting information on how 
to go at black guerilla warfare. How true is 
this? Or i$ this false?”

CARMICHAEL (A) - “Well, the first thing let .us say Brother ( )
is that the United States tries to tell me, a 
man who is born free, where I can go and where 
I can not go, that is absolutely absurd, I will 
go wherevert want to go, I will see whomever 
I want to see and I will talk with whomever I 
want to talk. So this nonsense about you're banned 
from going to Hanoi, you‘re banned from going to 
Cuba, you're banned from going to Egypt, you're 
banned from going to Algeria, you're banned from 
going to Syria doesn't effect me. It .effects 
people whom the white people control, they don't 
control me. I will go where I want to go, 
when I Want, to go and how I want to go. And 
I will say what I want to say, when I want to 
say and where I want to say it. Sb I pay no 
attention what so ever to anything they say.”

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q) - “One final question, we got about a minute. Are 

you going to make Washington your permanent 
residence?”

CARMICHAEL (A) "It's going to be my home for a while, as long as 
they let me live. As long as I'm living and 
there's breath in my body, I'm going to work to 
bring our people together.”

MR. PINKNEY - "Stokely Carmichael we certainly want to thank 
you for being our guest on WOL. This has been 

. a WOL Special presented by the News and Public 
. Service Department, Stokely Carmichael in Wash

ington.”

"The preceding program was recorded Wednesday, January 17th 
at our studios. '5 .. i

,t ■ lecommetaations nor conclusions of
■ ID . the FBI. It is tho-property o£ 

the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
. it and its contents are not to be —
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(^Priority)

(100-44^080)TO

(157-437)FROM (?)SAC,BOSTON

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an 
LHM concerning CARMICHAELS’ purpose in visiting Boston 
in December, 1967. Two copies are being sent Atlanta, 
which is 00. ;

DIRECTOR, FBI

The LHM is classified' oo^MoUin.tiai- since the |y 
sources identified below eould possibly be identified by / 
the information they furnished which could jeopardize their 
future activity. : ■

SUBJECT: STOKELY QrMICHAEL!
IS- MISCELLANEOUS;; SEDITION 
00: ATLANTA
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UNITED STATES. Dlh’AKTM 1-:NT;(>F -JfWhCE 

FEDERAL BUREAU'OFTXVESTTC'aTION .

Boston, Massachusetts'.
January 18, IJoS - J .'/■■ ■ 1.

ALL TNF-ORMkTTON .‘CONTAINED ■ • . •
9 HEREIN-IS.-UNCLASSIFIED ‘

DATE ..12-09-2005 ’BY 60309 AUG TAM/MLT/'JHF

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION .....      II. II .... —I,,..,.. ....... .. . . .... ...... .. ..

On January 15, 1968, a scarce who has furnished 
reliable information in the Dasr advised that I 
whom source believes

-:,.>7C

■ Jb7D

On January 16, 1968, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that about fort.y 
Negroes, some representing Negro organizations•and some 
individuals on their own, met in the YMCA hall, Roxbury^’ " 
on the night of January 15, 1968. w . g

;b7C

; b7D

______advised the group’that when ■ • 
Stokely.Carmichael was recently in Boston he’had stated he 
was traveling to major cities to urge Negro'organizations 
in these cities to meet together to • form a. United Front,/ 
When these are formed, each United Front should send 
representatives to meet together and form a. I^atijoqal United 
Front. This -would enable the Negroes to move in urrTIy^arid 
act(together with greater potzer. • -



STOKELY CARMICHAEL /
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

- ’ Source advised the: proposal met. with mixed 
sentiments and nothing was resolved*/; . It was. decided to 
meet again at the YMCA at some future'date as yet 
undecided. ~

;--------- 11—■ .,*■— ------- -- ---------- --------
'?Source stated that;

Source felt^hj^t^lffi^enerO sentiment was in opposition 
to the plan.

A characterization: of the' Nation of Islam and ’’ 
Muhammad's Mosque of Islam #11 are attached,

’ This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to youx* agency; it and. its contents are 
not .to be distributed outside youi’ agency,;'
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MUHAMMAD ’ S--MOSQUE'/OF ISLAM
BOgTQN, MASSACHUSETTS -tt 
ALSO'/REFERRED TO AS THE.
NATION Of -. ISLAM (NOI )___

.?AP?FWDIX

/Mi-- ■ /
4 ’ j

. -aft - .;.. ■ ■ .jJfe'sfeiU'-'

On' March 18, 1954 , scarce stated the rvr-
Nation- bf Islam (NQI) had become active ?in BoetoiD m ' D 
Massachusetts, and knew it had-held'-meetingsas nearly 
as November of 1953. ,

■//.;,/ On’May 10 , 1957 , aysecondy,source,- -staved that’th 
Temple of Islam in Boston, , Massachusetts jiis .-;knowh<a3 
Muh«ymnad’s Mosque’ of Islam £11 'OiD^u^s,ynmlc:;rs.--Tei^id/h^&r( 
Islam. #11. It as located a.li/3-5
Dorchester section of Boston!/Massachusetts^ .. ;It,„.i&.,the 
local.branch of Muhammad ' s- 'wppi'a IhhMI-' u
quarters' are in Chicago t, . Illinoi,>/ -ID ■



1. ’ APPENDIX

NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly Referred to as 
THE MUSLIM CULT OF ISLAM, also known 
as MUHAMMAD'S TEMPLES OF ISLAM 

In January, 1957, a source adyised Elijah Muhammad has 
described his organisation on a nationwide basis as the ’’Nation 
of Islam" and "Muhammad's Teniples of Islam."

On May 5, 1967, a second source advised Elijah Muhammad 
is the national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI); Muhammad's 
Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, 
Illinois, is the national headquarters of the and in mid-1960
Muhammad and other NOI officials, when referring to Muhammad's 
organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using either "Mosque" 
or "Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad’s Temples of Islam."

The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was 
originally organized in l?30 in Detroit, Michigan. Muhammad 
claims to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to 
lead the so-called Negyo race out; of slavery in the wilderness 
of North America by establishing an independent black nation in 
the United States. Members following Muhammad's teachings and 
his interpretation of the "^oran" believe fhere is no such thing 
as a Negro; the so-called Negroes are slaves of the white race, 
referred to as "white devils," in the United States; and the 
white race, because of i,ts exploitation of the so-called Negroes, 
must and will be destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon."

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, including 
Muhammad, have refnsed to register under the provisions of the 
Selective Servipe Acts an4 bave declared that members owe no 
allegiance to the United States.

On May 5, 1958, the first source advised Muhammad had, 
upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal statements 
and instructions to his ministers concerning the principles of 
his organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by the 
United States Government; howeyer, he did not indicate any 
fundamental changes in the teachings of his organization.

On May 2, 1966, a third source advised Muhammad had, 
in early July, 1958, decided to de^-emphasize the religious as
pects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic 
benefits to be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI. 
This policy change, according to Muhammad, would help him acquire 
additional followers and create more interest in his programs.

4*



FBI NEW YORK — G ""/$ ;$.l ,2/?&,/6 FBI NEW YORK
1 15PM URGENT 1-28168 JASTO DIF^TOR 100-446080, WASHINGTON FIELD 100-43503AND^TLANTA VIA DIRECTOR

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

Gale____
Rosen__
Sullivan-
Tavel__
Trotter—

b7C

Mr. Totaoa— 
Mr. DeLoach. 
Mt. Mohr- 
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Casper 
Mr. Callahan. 
Mr. Conrad. — 
Mr. Felt. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Tele. Room.
Miss Holmes___ •_
Mies Gandy___ _

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHFFROM NEW YORK 100-153751 r _STOKELY"CARMICHAEL? MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITIONRE NY PHONE CALL TO WFO THIS DATE.

/Jeu) ya re*. / e crAT THREE TEN PM THIS DATE SAS OF THE >Y0 OBSERVED CARMICHAEL BOARD EASTERN^HUTTLE FLIGHT FROM NEW YORK
TO WASHINGTON D.C. DUE TO ARRIVE AT WASHINGTON NATIONALAIRPORT FOUR ZERO FIVE PM. HE TRAVELED UNDER NAMESTOKLEY CARMICHAEL, ONE TWO THREE FOUR V OR U STREET,NORTHWEST, WASHINGTON D.C. SUBJECT WEARING SUNGLASSESAND THREE QUARTER LENGTH SUADE COAT, AND CARRIED A /&O -LARGE POSTER. EX 110z iiv s FEB 6 Ilg6gSUBJECT TRAVELLING IN SECOND SECTION OF PLANE, ENDRAK R RELAY FBI WASH DC

■4- 5nTWO COPIES 10 WFO.



JAN 281968

Mr. Tolson------
Mr. DeLoach—.
Mr. Mohr-------
Mr. Bishop-----
Mr. Casper-----
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad....
Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale..__ __

MURGENTJ^28-68 MRDTO DIRECTOR (100-446080) ATLANTA AND WFOPROM NEW YORK (100-153751) IP
Mr. SulliyaK-i^Y 
Mr. Tavel~^KLtt-g. 
Mr. Trf>(teEfcfcCl
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy——

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISC? SEDITION.
SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHEDWE PAST, ADVISED THAT STOKELY RELIABLE INFORMATION INCARMICHAEL WAS SEEN AT

ON THE EVENING OF ONE TWENTY- SEVEN SIXTY-EIGHTADMINISTRATIVE;

dhh FBI wash DC EX 110 a FEB ® 11968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

I»O COPIES 10 WO DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF



JAN 2 91968

WA -13-X302PM URGENT 1-29-68 JAMCTOR 100-446080 ATLANTA AND WASHINGTON FIELDATT DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISIONFROM NEW YORK 100-153751 IP
TO

Mr. Tolson—— 
Mr. DeLoach... 
Mr. Mohr------
Mr. Bishop— 
Mr. Casper— 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad.... 
Mr. Felt------
Mr. Gale------
Mr. Rosen— 

/Mr. Sullivan.
Mr. Tavel — 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes- 
Miss Gandy-

b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; SECURITY MATTER-MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLEINFORMATION IN,PAST. ADVISED INSTANT DATE, THAT SUBJECTREPORTEDLY HAS b7D

ADMINISTRATIVE ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AOC TAM/MLT/JHF

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE MENTIONED HEREIN IS 
-------------------------------- b2(PROBATIONARY). NEW YORK WILL 
-------------------------------- b7DATTEMPT TO VERIFY INFORMATION

-4END



FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-1297) (P)

SUBJECT: ' STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka
IS - MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION

ALL information contained00: ATLANTA HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUG TAM/'MLT/'JHE'

Re Chicago airtel to the Director dated 1/24/G8 
captioned as above.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM
■dated and captioned' as 
is being furnished the 
Chicago, and Region 1, 
An information copy is 
and Nev/ York Offices

above. A copy of this memorandum 
U.S. Attorney, U.S. Secret Service, 
113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.
being furnished.the Atlanta, Newark,WFOi 

which received a copy of the referenced

Chicago will foljl<$w/this matter closely and submit 
tny pertinent details, to |he-(bureau and interested offices., 
1 Bureau (Ence 1I^QWURE •
- Atlanta (100-6812) (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
- Newark (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
- New York (100-15375) (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
- WFO (100-43503) (Enc. 1) (Info'
- Chicago REC

(1 - 100-40342) (SNCC)

3 
T 
1 
1 
1 
3

DEH:jap
(10)

b7C

6

Agent in Charge

DgB?-: ISD,CRD,RAO 
g@W fW; —
BASS

ent----—

W FEB 1 M

M Per
■ b7C



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. 157-1297

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL JlUliEAL OF INVESTIGATION 
Chicago, Illinois 
January 3 o, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 ABC TAM/'MLT/'0 HE'

STOKELY CARMICHAEL -
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION

Carmichael will appear in Chicago on February 1, 1968.

This document contains, neither recommendations nor con
clusions of the FBIo It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

destroyed
543 FE8 26 1971



_ __ On January 24, 1968,_______________________________  
______ of the Senate Theatre, advised they have no 

b7c knowledge that Carmichael is scheduled to appear at this 
theatre on February 1, 1968. She stated that the management 
was not renting the theatre to any outside group on that 
date as they are contracted to show two Spanish pictures on 
February 1, 1968. She said that these Spanish pictures_ (
are contracted on such a favorable percentage basis and 
are the most profitable for the theatre and have priority 
over rentals of the theatre to outside individuals.

A copy of this memorandum is being furnished to 
the following agencies:

United States Attorney, Chicago, Illinois
United States Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois 
Region 1, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

Attached to this memorandum is a characterization 
of the Deacons of Defense and Justice, Incorporated, 
Chicago, Illinois.

The National Negro Rifle Association was incorporated 
on June 9, 1967, Secretary of States Office, Springfield, 
Illinois, as a perpetual and non-profit coi’poration for 
the purpose of helping youths over the age of 18 in the 
proper use of rifles and handguns. Also to train men and 
women of all ages to participate in drill teams, color guards 
and parades and to teach the laws relating to the use of guns.

2



1 APPENDIX

DEACONS OF DEFENSE AND JUSTICE, INC.s 
Aka. Deacons for Defense and Just-leg} Inc.

The Articles of Incorporation of the Deacons of 
Defense and Justice (DDJ) as on file with the Secretary of 
State for the State of'Louisiana, reflect that the Deacons of 
Defense and Justice, Inc,, is a Louisiana corporation domiciled 
at Jonesboro, Louisiana. The location and business office 
address of its registered office shall be Amos Service Station 
(rear), Beach Spring Road, Drawer B., Jonesboro, Louisiana.

"This corporation is organized for the following 
purposes and to carry on the following purposes:

"To instruct, train, teach, and educate. Citizens of 
the United States and especially minority groups in the funda
mental principles of the republican form of government and our 
democratic way of life; to instruct, teach, train and educate 
said persons in the provisions of the constitution and laws of 
the United States and the State of Louisiana, as well as the 
constitution and laws of any other state wherein this corporation 
may operate; to instruct, teach, train and educate said persons 
in the use, value, and purpose of the ballot and the right to 
vote; to instruct-, teach, train, and educate said persons as to 
the duties and responsibilities of good citizenship relative to 
the obligation and duties of the community to the citizen; to 
further instruct, teach, train and educate said persons in the 
value of economic security and in the effective use of their 
spending power; to inspire in said persons a sense of responsi
bility and to develop leadership. This corporation has for its 
further purpose, and is dedicated to, the defense of the civil 
rights, property rights and personal rights of said people and 
will defend said rights by any and all honorable and legal means 
to the end that justice may be obtained. This corporation may 
establish chapters and conduct its business at any place in this 
State and elsewhere as permitted by law."

3*



Transmit the following in

FBI

Date: 1/30/68

PLAINTEXT

o

FM:

v.a TELETY

z (Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT .
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-445080-)- 
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC.: SEDITION
b7C

RE WFOTEL 1/29/68

। | Mr. DeLoaeh____ 1
I | Mr. Mohr___
( Mr. Bishop_____
I . Mr. Caspar_____
1 Mr. Callahan___
I Mr. Conrad____
I Mr. Felt______ ~
•U Mr. Gale_______

■M- «

; Mr. Tavel———L j Mr. Trotter1 I 
I Tele. Room—i 
j Miss Holmes —J 
f Miss Gandy.—R

SUBJ’S TIME DURING MORNING OF INSTANT DATE SPENT AT RESIDENCE

AND SNCC HEADQUARTERS, ONE TWO THREE FOUR U ST.,NW. DURING MID

AFTERNOON, SUBJ VISITED THE SCHOOL OF LAW, HOWARD UNIVERSITY. AFTER
SPENDING SHORT PERIOD OF TIME AT HIS RESIDENCE, SUBJ RETURNED TO / £ h 

' ■
SNCC SHORTLY AFTER FIVE PM, WHERE HE SPENT THE EVENING___ ______ d__ _____

AIRMAIL COPY TO ATLANTA.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED b7C
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUG Tffl/MLT/JHF

3Xbureau
1-Atlanta (RM)(AM) 
1-WFO

EXIOfi 8 FEBJ«i1968



TO

FROM
..A"

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-106
MAJ^1962 EDITION

-9- -GSA^GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GO^RNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. W. C. Sullivan

b7C

OBJECT:

1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.

DeLoach 
Bishop 
W. C. Sullivan

DATE: 1/24/68

Tolson _ 
DeLoach

Callahan —- 
Conrad ------
Felt______
Gale______
Rosen ----
Sullivan -9^-

1
1
1
1

Trotter--------—----
Tele. Room --------
Holmes---------------
Gandy___ _______

ANEOTIS

prepared 
to a

b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELL 
SEDITION

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAI'i/'MLT/'JHF

A write-up on unwatermarked bond has been 
for possible referral by the Crime Records Division 
mass media contact. Its purpose is to show that Stokely 
Carmichael has not moderated his views, as has been widely 
suggested in the local press, but is actually following the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) plan for^ 
a black nationalist revolution.

This SNCC blueprint for action is set out in the 
1/7/68 issue of "The Worker," Communist Party newspaper, which 
features a speech by James Forman, SNCC International.Director, 
at 
on

the Western Regional Black Youth Conference in Los Angeles 
11/23/67.

A

Forman emphasized that the Negro communities must 
made to realize their struggle is basically against Unitedbe

States "colonialism," that they must align themselves with 
"other oppressed people throughout the world," must increase 
their reliance on resistance, must form inde pendent political/ 
organizations, link all militants into a confederation for 
protection against the 
establish "inner city"

FBI and Congressional committees, 
newspapers, and keep their plans secret.

The attached memorandum shows that Carmichael, since 
his arrival in Washington, D. C., is endeavoring to start a 
unity piovement, insists on secrecy, urged the formation of a 
black |>ress, and identified his movement as being against 
"colonialism," all evidence that he is following the SNCC 
blueprint. Rfcfr AA

JfefFEB
' Enclosure - 1

RMH:lmr)
CONTINUED - OVER

6 1968



b7C

Memorandum to W. C. Sullivan
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

As an example of exactly what Forman and Carmichael 
are talking about, the memorandum describes the Detroit 
•'Inner City Voice" which Forman recommended as the model for 
other black nationalist newspapers. It is replete with calls 
for "rebellion," and includes specific information on the 
preparation of Molotov cocktails and other weapons for use 
by rioters.

A copy of the 1/7/68 issue of "The Worker" and the 
first four issues of "Inner City Voice" are being furnished 
separately to the Crime Records Division for its use.

It is believed that if this information is promptly 
and fully exploited by a news media contact it can do much to 
reduce the influence of Carmichael among moderate Negro 
leaders in Washingoon, D. C., and elsewhere, and could 
possibly do much to defeat his current efforts to organize 
a "Black United Front."

If approved, this memorandum and attachment should 
be sent to the Crime Records Division for action in line with 
the above observations.

RECOMMENDATION:

2



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAYE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUG TAM/'MLT/'JHF

Since Stokely Carmichael's arrival in Washington, 
after a world-wide trip marked by constant vituperation 
against the United States and support of its enemies, his 
public statements, at least by comparison, have seemed 
moderate.

’The Press has made much of this ostensible 
W’^hangeofheart since the date of his unity meeting with 

' 'A'a, the leaders of the Washington Negro community.
‘ A 1

. < Before the Negro community takes Stokely to its
bosom it should be made aware of his over-all plans for 
action which it will be seen are simply those of the organ
ization he represents (SNCC) and that his "soft sell" for 
unity is just one of the planks in its action platform for 
revolution. To understand this, a reading of the 1/7/68 
issue of "The Worker," official organ of the Communist 
Party, is helpful.

James Forman, International Director of SNCC, 
adressed the Western Regional Black Youth Conference in 
Los Angeles on 11/23/67. His remarks are featured in 
"The Worker" issue mentioned above. Forman, speaking for 
SNCC, made the following points upon which he says the 
success of the black nationalist movement depends:

1. Marxian awareness that their struggle is 
against colonialism; thatracism alone is not the heart of 
the problem.

2. Alliances with the "dispossessed" who are 
identified as people of African descent, Mexican-Americans 
and "many poor whites" as well as "other oppressed people 
throughout the world."

3. Increased reliance on resistance in the 
civil rights struggle.

4. Formation of independent political organizations 
to get mass participation by black people, without which the 
revolution cannot be accomplished.

5. Linking of all militants in some confederation b2 
for protection against the FBI, and Congressional 
investigation committees.

6. Establishment of new black nationalist "inner 
city" newspapers to carry the black nationalist message in 
view of the hostile attitude of the legitimate press.

; ENCLOSURE /$()''



f

7. Keeping plans secret, stopping loose talk, 
and eliminating spies because "You don’t make a rebellion 
and describe it until it’s all over.”

Stokely Carmichael is currently endeavoring to 
organize a unity movement, insists on secrecy, has urged 
the formation of a black press, and identified his move
ment as being against "colonialism," all certainly evidence 
that he is following the same guidelines enumerated by 
James Forman and set out in "The Worker."

Forman’s speech is reminiscent of a Communist 
Party directive in that much of it is devoted to an 
insistence that black nationalists know the true basis 
for their struggle ("colonialism").

Of more practical interest is Forman’s insistence 
that "inner city" newspapers be established. He cites a 
particular paper as a model, the-Detroit "Inner City News." 
Four editions of this paper have been issued, the first on 
October 20, 1967» Its masthead identifies it as "The 
Voice of Revolution" and its contents show that this is 
an accurate description. It is replete with calls for 
continued "rebellion" (rioting) and includes specific informa
tion on the preparation of Molotov cocktails and other weapons 
for use in riots»

If moderate Negro leaders take note of Forman's 
blueprint, and the interest of the Communist Party in it, 
they will see that if they buy Carmichael's proposition 
they are buying the SNCC blueprint for revolution, not a 
program of moderation.

A copy of pertinent pages from "The Worker" issue 
of 1/7/68 and one copy each of the first four issues of 
"Inner City Voice" are attached.

- 2 -
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JAN 231968

Mr. Tolson______
Mr. DeLoach-----
Mr. Mohr

Mr. Bishop--------
Mr. Casper_____

Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad....... .  I
Mr. Felt..______
Mr. Gale

URGENTTO D
FRQM PITTSBURGH

23-68ECTOR, WASHINGTON FIELD AND PHILADELPHIAHILADELPHIA VIA WASHINGTON
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes.. 
Miss Gandy-

b7C

oL
RE WFO TEL TO BUREAU, CHARLOTTE, AND PITTSBURGH, JANUARYTWO THREE INSTANT.FOR INFO PHILADELPHIA, RETEL DISCLOSED SUBJECT DEPARTED SNCCHEADQUARTERS, ONE TWO THREE FOUR U STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C., b7cAND ENTERED VW BUS BEARING PA.JANUARY TWO TWO LAST. LICENSE



PAGE two

PHILADELPHIA AT HARRISBURG, PA. VERIFY REGISTRATION OF PA. LICENSeIPITTSBURGH WILL FURNISH BUREAU AND WFO RESULTS OF INDICESCREDIT, AND CRIMINAL CHECKS RE BY AIRTEL, ON RECEIPTVERIFICATION OF CURRENT LICENSE REGISTRATION. b7C

RECEIVED • 4:56PM RM



6 b7C

J .REC-35 
^JO (RI) 100-

1 Dptei
■446080*-^

'February 2^ 19GS

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC

; Tp:
% ‘J b2

1 From: John -Edgar Hoover, Director

Subject: SWLT CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECWITT « SJSCEUMM
SEDITION

A confidential source of this Bureau made avail-

b7D

Appearing on pages 15 through 22Lof this issue 
is an article entitled, *The Third World - Our World,n by 
Stokely Carmichael*Enclosed is a copy of this article*.

Mr* J, Walter Yeagley,- Assistant Attorney General, 
Internal Security Division of the Department of Justice, 
advised by letter dated January l©68a that some of the

; xstatements appearing in the last paragraph in the left-hand 
l-vQ}/'& column on page ID of the article have evidentiary value 

tending to show Carmichael *s motive and intent in his 
attests to obstruct the 'recruiting service of' the United 
States* Mr. Yeagley has requested the Identity of an

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Bishop — 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt ___
Gale -----
Rosen __
Sullivan . 
Tavel __
T rotter^ 
Tele. Rq 

Holmes _ 
Gandy __

2 - Atlanta (Enclosure)
2 - New, York/(Enclosure)
2 - WFO (Enclosure)
2 - iliaini (Enclosure)

PTB:llr ^-/.v
(W)

SEE NOTE FOR SACS, ATLANTA, 
NEW YORK, WFO, AND MIAMI ON 
PAGE TWO

' r-

s&'note PAGE TWO

_ MaIud ig 
rW 1968

COM M - FBI



b2

ppi

p
• '• Ppp' ?? '.t

individual who can testify of his- own personal knowledge 
: thatCarmichael wrotatheaforementioned articie,/..as PwelV ‘.c- 
j ,as'- ail ^tbb/ddtails. :04^ectedv^t^r^Gb:Anowledge..-p.'pp/

J . It would be appreciated if you could furMsb A 
any of ptbe in<oWti^7^cb^i^^d:^wXy/with  JB^iteagiey',s..< ■•

• / ^closure

1 * Mr. J. Walter Yeagley .
AssistantAttorneyGeneral ' PPP-■ . -,.P, P p/: .p pP-ppP; P; Pppppp.\ppppppp.p<p-, P - /

r ^-note for sac&, Atlanta;'^Wj:YORKi/WFQ;?"ANB ■MxAMl?pPPppp 
■.’‘P.. ‘ • ’ -. . • ' • ?■ “ • •7 • "■ ■ " ,-V; ’• ’ . pppP;/ 'PP.P/' .. /./'P‘P.
. .pp' ■ ■ Enclosed for recipient offices is a■cppy?6f\;the /p

above ref erred to article by CarmichaelV AtlantaNGW York 
/and WFO:/shoUld contact■■•ip^icAi//i^of^pt0.'>An<i\bonia'c ’ts in *- 

7 SNCC and the black ■ nationalist;^vewent/and Miami should 
contact informants arid;;'sdurces\;i^ the /fSifaaii f ield; in an> pP 

p ^bffort;to?bbtain‘the:identity;bt;!>/withG®s?;iA ■this'inattGtpy;
as requested by :l!r:.:' 'Yda'gley',/■¥©> should af ford this lead p 

/priority Attention. Results should be submitted to tbe/ 
/■: .Bureau in a form suitable for dissemina tion by February 21, , ---------- Pppp--p

<;■ /■■p/p--'- P P ■' P ;

b7C

b7D

1968.

■ .> NOTE:

. ■ , _• " ■ 1 -   1 -...1 > ■ !—. , .jt’l . .... . ■ , V.■ • r! ----- ! :—: -?—■   l. ;

.The^b^ye^re^dst/f^bmjY’eaglqyJ.is/based on the.p.
informat ion we "nrchribdslv furnished him as a result”ofPbur:

■ ;.\-interview..with hpp/./.P: ' ; ’P;/:'/PPp'l; j-'\.?:-'



Form DJ-150 
(Ed. 4-26-65)

/
^“^ONITED STATES GOVERNMENT

; Memorandum
^fepARTMENT OF J

ALL FRT INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAYE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUG TAM/'MLT/'JHF

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

J _ Mr. 
January 29 13^. Conrad......

(OZL Mr. 
mi/ Mr- 

// / Mr.

DATETO

subject:

J. Walter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney General 
Internal^S^curity Division 

Stokely CAXJlichaj&l^ 
Internal Security - Miscellaneous 
Sedition

ICffilsoirT

Casper.
Callahan.

Felt- 
Gale...JF. 
Rosen.../ 
Sullilfo.
Tavel___
Trotter...b7C

Mr.
Mr.
Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes.. 
Miss Gandy-

Reference is made to your memorandum of December 13, 
1967, enclosing a copy of an articYF"puFportedly written by 
SfBEely Carmichael which appeared in the July-August issue 
of the Tri Continental magazine. You stated that if we felt 
that the article had evidentiary value in connection with the 
sedition investigation of Carmichael you would, upon request, 
attempt to locate a witness who could possibly introduce 
document into evidence in any legal proceedings.

in 
the

X <

the

1968

CO 
CO 
CD

We do feel that some of the statements appearing 
the last paragraph in the left-hand column on page 18 of 
article have evidentiary value tending to show Carmichael’s 
motive and intent in his attempts to obstruct the recruiting 
service of the United States. We would therefore appreciate 
it if you could furnish us with the identity of an individual 
who can testify of his own personal knowledge that Carmichael 
wrote the aforementioned article. We would also like to know 
all the details connected with such knowledge. v



7 I jy

Iflev. 5-22-64)

FBI

Date: 2/1/68
.1 Mr. Gale- 
DI Mr. Bosen.

i4 JJiA v •
I Mt. DoLoeeh.—

OlrF.mv—e~—•
jjjfr. Bishop---------
tMr. Csspet-____
I Mr- Gallahars___
i Mr. Conrad____
! Mr. Felt-----------

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE URGENT

.2—CODE_______
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

0: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44-W-) AND BOSTON 
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

luFo a®>V€1_.
|| Mr. Trotter.

Boonu
Mies Holmes— I

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

:STOKEDT CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

RE WOTEL JANUARY THIRTY ONE LAST

SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE ELEVEN ZERO

b7C

ONE AM, ENTERED
b7C

SNCC HEADQUARTERS. RETURNED TO. RESIDENCE MID-AFTERNOON ANJ1

ARRIVED BACK AT SNCC HEADQUARTERS E/IRLY EVENING WHERE HE 

iREMAINED INTO EVENING HOURS

ADMINISTRATIVE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/'MLT/'JHF

b2 FOR INFO BOSTON AND MPD UNDERCOVER OPERATIVE
& / r <- n

b7D ADVISED SUBJECT SPENT ENTIRE EVENING OF JANUARY THIRTY LAST AT

SNCC HEADQUARTERS, WDC AND THEREAFTER ATTENDED PARTY WDC

Ail COPY ATLANTA. P

^.4—Bureau ‘==c==== r —,
:2-Teletype Unit
1-Atlanta (RSI) (AM) s FEB igge

;2-WFO



•3, t. ----------------------“—b7C '

Field Guidance Folder

1/30/68

airtel

A.LL INFORMATION CONTAINED
■ HERETO 'IS 'UNCItASSIFIE'D

DATE, 12-0'9-2005. BY'60309 AUC' TAM/MLT/JHF

1

• ■ b7C

To: SAC,; WO 6.00-43563) (157-1426) PERSONAL ATTENTION

From: Director, FBI Q00-446080)
• STOmY CARMICHAEL W • !

' IS - MISCELLANEOUS W’' - \
SEDITION

BLACK UNITED FRONT 
RM (ORGANIZATION)

Reurairtel 1/25/68.

It appears you have made a very favorable start in 
talcing a positive approach to effect coverage of Stokely 
Carmichael, SNCC, and the Black United Front in Washington, D. C

___________ Of particularly significance I I -
b7D

_______  I you snoma continue to
11give close guidance and direction to this informant. Every 
effort should be made to develop additional informants!

ES

a' < o Carmichael has a reputation of being an egotist. His
[arrival in Washington, D. C., hits had a disruptive and divisive 

' -} . ..Effect among the Negro leaders in the community. Such a situ
ation presents potential for informant development, as well as 
counterintelligence activity. The screening of the mailing 
list of the Black United Front which you have already initiated 

Mr. j-oisoL— should be productive in this regard.
Mr. DeLoach—
Mr. Mohr._— of prime importance is a need to develop the source of
Mr Sir ‘Z^unds* Your monitoring of SNCC *s account in Washington, D. C., 
Mr' caiiahanL. should provide some of this information. SNCC has in the past 
Mr., ConracL__ opened numerous bank accounts. At one time they had nine
Mr. Feit.L---- accounts at Atlanta, Georgia. It is possible SNCC and/or
Mr. Gale-4—___ ,.
Mr. Rosen_____
Mr., Sullivan___ •
Mr. Tavel—■ 
Mr. .Trotter __
WA 

Miss Gandy

B

PTB:llr 
(»)./>



Airtel to SAC, WO
:•<BE: ; STOKELY CARMICHAEL " ■ 
< 100^4460§a

Carmichael are maintaining other bank accounts in
Washington, ;D. C,, as well as being in possession of funds 
not maintained in a bank. As you are aware, recent infor-, 
mation received from New York indicates SN(?C may’be receiving 

, ' funds from Cuba. You should be alert to these possibilities 
and vigorously pursue; all leads to develop complete knowledge 
regarding the sou£c;e of funds.

;cT;-.. It can be anticipated ithiai with additional personnel 
v-.^asslgned''-you'.-trill continue to sl^ow?inproveaient in your coverage 

of 'captioned matters*



Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

b7D

FBI

Date: 1/25/68

(Type in plaintext'or code)

(Priority)

AO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
/\ ___ _ ~ 'ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
H FROM: SAC, WFO HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDJ DATE 12-09-2005 • BY 60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHF

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION
(WFO 100-43503)

BLACK UNITED FRONT
RM (ORGANIZATION) 
(WFO 157-1426) . .

I Mr. Tolson-------
• Mr- DeLfjach----
il Mi-. Mohr-- ------ |l
J Mr. Bishop-------  p
* Mr. Ce.sper------- [■

i Mr. Callahan.
■ Mr. Conrad..
! Mr. Felt___
i Mr. Gale-----
■ Mr. Rosen....

Mr. SuiJXarf^ 
Mr. Tavel.

1
Mr. Trotter-------  j
Tele. Room---------- •
Miss Holmes------- :

Miss Gandy-------

ReBuairtel to WFO, 1/15/68.

WFO is continually assessing the coverage being 
afforded CARMICHAEL and the Black United Front in Washington, 
D.C. (WDC), in order to develop penetrative knowledge regarding 
the activity, contacts, basic aims and objectives of both.

A new case has been opened on the Black United / 
Front and the first report will reach the Bureau by 2/15/GW^~

Continuing efforts are being made to develop 
on-the-spot sources to immediately identify contacts made by 
CARMICHAEL and the purpose of these contacts when he enters 
an apartment or office building.. | g /^^

3A- Bureau
2 - WFO 

(1-157-1426)

JRP:dgp
: (5) u U;p

AIRTEL to t
Approved: ______________ /_____________ Sent M Per 

Special Agent in Charge





WFO 100-43503

b7C

b7D

A new case has bebn opened on

Background information is being
obtained and WFO will be alert tb any weakness

CArMICHAKL.

A hew PRI case has been opened on

b7C

A new PRI case has been opened on

b2

b7C

b7C



WFO100-43503

b2

b7D

WFO is in possession d’f. nearly all the names of 
individuals who attended | [meeting Of the Black
United Front in WDC, and is also ’in possession of what is 
reported to be the mailing .'list pf . that. organization. The 
inf ormant potential of these individuals is beinh closely 
considered • II

t
 rnese individuals are"being closely screened to 
hose with informant potential ^ho could continue 
their affiliation -with black.organizations and enrich . their 
association with CARMICHAEL;.;,'

b2

b7D

- WFO will continue to daily re-evaluate- the coverage 
being afforded. CARMICHAEL and the Black United Front.



5-113 A PSo-61) 
. . K.

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

We were previously advised 
that two Negro staff members of 
the National Advisory Commission 
on Civil Disorders would inter
view Carmichael I

_______________ We 
are to be furnished the resuIts 
of this interview.

TDR:mh

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF



<22-64)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAYE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

FBI

Date: 1/31/68

Transmit the following in

Via LETYPE

CODE |__________
(Typ’exin plaintext or code)

URGEN'

TO

(Priority)

b7C

Mrq.XGgwm-
1 M1- 1/mjbach.K.—
! Mat. IRohr_______

Mit. Bishop--------
| Mi. Casper_ ___ _
I Mi. Callahan___ _
I Conrad____
I Mi. Felt—__ —
I Mi. Gale™

Rosen - jr
SvllivanM—

'Mr, Tavel .— 
Mr. Trotter____
Tcjle. Room--------
M^s_Ho lines——.

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-445080), BALTIMORE (100-24220), lO^TO^^ 
CINCINNATI .
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FM: SAC, WFQ/(100-43503) P 

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MLSC.: SEDITION .__ ___

RE WFOTEL 1/30/68

SUBJ DEPARTED RESIDENCE ELEVEN FORTYFIVE AM THIS DATE AND WENT

TO JSNG© HEADQUARTERS. IN AFTERNOON ENTERED NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT 
. .... b7C

IMPALA CHEVROLET. TWO DOOR HARDTOP, DELAWARE LIC

WITH TWO OTHER NEGRO MALES. DROVE AROUND

SIGHTSEEING VICINITY CARTER BARRON RECREATION CENTER AND HOWARD

UNIVERSITY, LATER RETURNED TO SNCC HDQTS. DURING EVENING, SUBJ 

AND FIVE OTHER NEGRO MALES DEPARTED SNCC HDQTS AND VIA AUTO VISITED

b7C

b7D

FOR MEETING. BU WILL BE ADVISED

(2fBureau 
2-Teletype 
1-Atlanta (RM)(AM) 
2-WFO 
HGE:mmh 
(7) XEROX

FEf) 1968

1 aM Approvt

REC 55

I (f) o '~,r' (/ y

ADVISED WOULD TELL WFO. REASON

b7C

FEB 6

Sent M Per
in Charge



*?’D-3o
I

5 -c£2-6 4)

: FBI

' Date:

Transmit the following in-------------------------------------------------------------------
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _ _________________________   1
(Priority) ।

__________________________________________  J____________

PAGE TWO
WFO (100-43503)

A SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFO IN THE PAST, ADVISED 

THIS DATE GUARDED DISCUSSION HELD AROUND SNCC HDQTS. ABOUT SUBJ 

TRAVELING TO CINCINNATI ON FEB EIGHT NEXT. WFO FOLLOWING CLOSELY.

ADMINISTRATIVE

b2

b7D

BALTIMORE ASCERTAIN TO WHOM ABOVE LICENSE REGISTERED. DEVELOP 

BACKGROUND, CHECK INDICES, CREDIT AND CRIMINAL. SOURCE MENTIONED 

ABOVE IS

BOSTON ADVISED TELEPHONICALLY INSTANT, BS SOURCE OBSERVED 

INDIVIDUAL WHOM HE BELIEVED TO BE CARMICHAEL ON STREET IN FRONT OF 

CORE OFFICE IN BOSTON LATE EVENING OF JAN THIRTY-THIRTYONE. CHECK 

OF WFO SOURCES AND UNDERCOVER OPERATIVE MPD DISCLOSED NO INFO SUBJ 

VISITED BOSTON ABOVE TIME. BS ADVISE OF ANY ADDITIONAL INFO 

DEVELOPED THROUGH SOURCES.

AIRMAIL COPY TO ATLANTA.

' Approved:  Sent M Per ---------------------------- -
Special Agent in Charge



Domestic Intelligence Division

IN FORMATIVE NOTE

... 1/6/68

Attached indicates Stokely 
Carmichael who is presently in 
Washington, D. C., has been in touch 
with various Student Nonviolent t»7C 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) officials 
including! I

Carmichael’s activities are 
being closely followed.

VHN:gmh

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHF



Cd

7 . \
FBI

Date: 1/5/68

Transmit the following in

... TELETYPEVia _____________

b7C

b7C

CODED
(Type in pLt^nl^tf or code)

URGENT

TO: DIRECTOR, ATLANTA (100-6812), PHILADELPHIA { 
ATTN DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION A1 . 

(\\ b7C

FR : WASHINGTON FIELD (100-43503)

UBJ: STOKELY CARMICHAEL; 4G-MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

RE WFOTEL JANUARY FOUR LAST

CARMICHAEL AND ANOTHER MALE DEPARTED

CHILI BOWL EARLY AM JANUARY FIVE AND DROVE

RESIDENCE OF

AND WALKED TO

REC 56

Mk 
Mr. 

। Mr. 
iMr.

J. Mr. Casper.
J, Mr. Callahan

Conrad.. 
Fe

(Priority)

M Per

MMr.
I Tele. Room.
■Ulfes- HrJtnes—
Miss Gand#

otter

WHO IS KNOWN TO BUREAU. ABOUT NOON, CARMICHAEL

WITH TWO FEMALES, DEPARTED APARTMENT BUILDING, TWELFTH AND W

STREETS,!______________________________
Student CMYdiTtetiW
■SNCC; LATER CARMICHAEL WITH MALE AND FEMALE VISITED SEVERAL

RESTAURANTS IN AREA, RETURNING TO SNCC. CARMICHAEL LEFT SNCC

ENTERED WHITE TOYOTA, PENNSYLVANIA LICENSE

CONTAINING OTHERS, AND DROVE TO

CARMICHAEL WITH

^-Bureau 
2-Teletype 
2-WFO 
WWHtmmh 
(6)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAYE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

----- Z- XEROX 
JAN 196g .

w
I in Charge

b7C

Sent

FEMALE AND TWO MALES ENTERED. 
fa? I

6 7968



FD-^'e^lev. 5-22-64) 

/ A/-! v

i 4>
F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via __________________________ ______________________________ _ ________________________ _____ ।
(Priority) ।

____ L_______________________________________________________________________________________ J_

PAGE TWO
WFO (100-43503)

LATER SAME GROUP LEFT FAIRMONT ST. ADDRESS IN LATE MODEL DODGE

b7C

AND RETURNED TO SNCC. CARMICHAEL AND TWO MALES LEFT SNCC, 

ENTERED DODGE DART BEARING D.C. LICENSE

WITH TWO FEMALES, ONE OF WHOM DRIVING. WENT Tp|

ADDRESS VISITED PREVIOUS EVENING.

ABOVE D.C. LICENSE REGISTERED TO FAMILY THAT ADDRESS.

ABOVE DEPARTED SAME ADDRESS IN SAME CAR AND RETURNED TO SNCC.

AT ELEVEN TEN PM CARMICHAEL DEPARTED SNCC AND WALKED TO TWO TWO

ZERO ZERO TWELFTH ST.,N.W., WHERE BELIEVED TO BE RESIDING.

b7C TAIN TO WHOM PA LICENSE

PH CHECK INDICES CREDIT AND CRIMINAL RE

SUBSCRIBER.

COVERAGE CONTINUING. P.

Approved:  Sent M Per 
Special Agent in Charge



/ ■ ' OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 ■" ' CO N FTOt N T l iFll J
• ^^4^04* FflMR 141 CM) 101-11.4 /

UNITED STATES/GO VERNMENT

/Memorandum DATE: 12-09-2005
CLASSIFIED1 BY 603 0 9 ALtC TAM/ML.T/JHF \
DECLAS.SIFy:; ON: 25X 3.3 (1) ' 12—0 9*'2 03 0

to ; : Director 9 FBI (.100-446080) . date: 1/25/68

FROM atMexico City (105^6275/)(RUC)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
i, . ’’ IS - MISCELLANEOUS; . ■ ■ ■'

. < .SEDITION k • .ALL INFORMATION ■ CONTAIMED- ’
' , > . •/ HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED -EXCEPT-.

■ ■ : - -• . 'WHERE shown 'ot"herwI EE .. ‘

■ b7C

ENCLOSURES

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten 
LHM dated and captioned as above. ’

copies of an

REFERENCE i.

Bureau, airtel; dated 1/11/68 
■ dated 1/15/68 and Bureau airtel dated

SOURCES

b2

b7C '

Identity of Source

b7D . .
CL/ioofFlCATION

(C) -

affect

,v

Q
? /

Mexico City cable 
1/19/68.

Location

Instant LHM

J(C) bl

Instant LHM is class if led . 00JUJlTjBiCTfAti as it
; contains information received from sources of continuing . 

value, the unauthorized disclosure; Of which could 
the national defense.

: One copy is being furnished New York as
headquarters is in New York City.

Bureau-•(ERC:.--.-10‘X^^Gji-4V-G^f:/iNr'“x
vv . (1 - Liaison Section)

( \ , , (1 - New York,
i 1- ~ Mexico City .
: RJG:imt-
L <5>

5010-108-02

Info) A 
■ A A '.I--.

i: / i/^v. aA
T/ “W*

«EC55

CBS News

.................

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

DECLASSIFIED BY 60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHF 
ON 12-09-2005

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

January 25, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the properly of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency?

■^2 it and i*s contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency.

b7C -----------------------------------------------------------------
On January 15. 1968.

b7D __________________________ __________________________ ____________________________
I |was interviewed by a confidential
source ataoad, and furnished the following information;

|was informed that he was being interviewed 
at the request of Mr. J. WALTER YEAGLEY, Assistant Attorney 
General, Internal Security Division. U.S. Department of 
Just ice.
at the time the subject was in Cuba for the First Conference 
of the Latin American Solidarity Organization which was 
held July 31 - August 10, 1967.

COPIES DESTROYED 

343 FEB 26 1971

/' - / 0(pl



Transmit the following in__________ ____ _____ ________________________ _________ ,_____ .______
(Type in plaintext or code) '

Via__ !______A I R T E L____________________________________
i I (Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-2474)

SUBJECT: WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT (WSP) 
(00: WFO)

Re Chicago airtel dated 1/26/68, this caption.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 15 copies of a 
letterhead memorandum concerning captioned matter. Copies 
are being provided the below listed offices as indicated 
for information.

Chicago will continue to follow and pertinent 
information will be appropriately disseminated as received.

77- Bureau (Enc. 15) (RM)
&

(1 
(1

- 100-438794) (COMINFH^- SCLC)
- 100-446080) (STOKElVcARMICHAEL)
- 100-439190) (COMINFIL - SNCC)
- 100-106670) (MARTIN LUTHER KING)

5 - Atlanta (Enc. 5) (RM)
(1 - 100-5586) (MARTIN LUTHER KING)
(1 - 100-5718) (COMINFIL - SCLC)
(1 - 100-6812) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL)
(1 - 100-6488) (COMINFIL - SNCC)
(1 - 157-2924) (WSP)

1 - New York (Enc. 1) (Info.) (RM) Cl
6 - WFO (Enc. 6) 

(1 - 100- 
(1 - 100- 
(1 - 100-

( RM)
) (MARTIN LUTHER KING) . ?
) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL)A
) (COMINFIL - SCLC) ‘ ----

(1 - 100- ) (COMINFIL - SNCC)
5 - Chicago 128 FEB *2

(MARTIN LUTHER KING)
(SCLC)
(SNCC)

(1 - 100-35356)
(1 - 105-16238)
(1 - 100-40342)
<4——1^7—L-2^A74-^(-STOKE-LY—GA4UvrT€HA-EL44'.'^' JCSicss.

; % (2
Approved: __

^01
Sent M Per

Agent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. ---- - ~

UNITEfT'STATES DEPARTMENT OF J IF ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

se Refer to
157-2474

Chicago, Illinois 
January 31, 1968

WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT 
RACIAL MATTERS

Attached to this memorandum are copies of an 
article which appeared in the weekly edition of the 
"Chicago Defender," dated January 30, 1968, which relates 
to the captioned matter, its organization and individuals 
involved with it.

The "Chicago Defender" is a 
Negro oriented newspaper published 
on Chicago’s south side who’s reader
ship is principally Negro.

The article is self-explanatory and is being 
provided for information.

Copies are being proved the following local 
agencies:

Secret Service
Chicago, Illinois

Office of the United States Attorney 
Chicago, Illinois

Region I, 113th MI Group 
Evanston, Illinois

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/'MLT/'JHF

ENCLOSW



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

Aoreeitisnt Between Two Leoe-ers
By ETHEL L. PAYNE 

Sengstacke rublkations^CorresiWMaent

Stokely Carmichael is ready 
to join Martin Luther 
in his planned April 
peoples camp-in” for Washing
ton if certain conditions are 
met. the Daily Defender learn-, 
ed yesterday.

One of these is an agreement 
to go all the way and not 
let himself be 
grand promises as the 
tants believe King was in Sel
ma, Carmichael wants a gua
rantee to escalate from non
violence to whatever direct 
action may be necessary 
to make congress and ad
ministration meet the demands 
to be -presented a guaranteed 
annual;, income, greater ■ ex
penditures for slum dwellers 
and cnjsh education and train
ing programs are part of , the 
package. - '

Details of the program may
be unveiled when King and 
his associates meet in Washing
ton Feb. 6-7 for a board meet
ing of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference. While 
two leaders have not met 
for a.ny formal discussions, of 
their, mutual aims, Carmichael 
-----I__  __________ .____  ■__  
has let it be known that he ,is 
available and does not want to

King 
“poor

co-opted by 
mili-

as the first step 
| concessions 
I structure.
I if it fails 

forceful, 
Ping «1 
goal.

from 
The 

to 
, methods, 
hort of 1

in wringing 
the power 

next move 
act is more 
, nevep stop- 
the ultimate

j W11OVI . C. - 
i which he 
! gather a 

On the other hand, Martin ■ has 
Luther King is totally dedicated 
to non-violence as a philosphv 
and ' ’ ' 
tion 
dience in the .spring c 
is about as radical 
will get

a technique. His inteii- 
to employ civil disobc- 

campaign 
1 as he 

although it may well

a suitease in changing places 
- his clothing_ i»-—brought to
him later by separate courier. 
The coalition of moderates, 
conservatives and radicals 

tried to put to- 
few weeks \ ago 

cracked some and there 
been fall-outs; but the 
of icommunication Eave 

been

The r scale for the April 
Camp-fn is nowhere ,■ nearly 
as massive as the mf rch on 
Washington. King does not 
have [the money and' the re-

DR. KING

! have
| lines
। not
i michael is
■ Tucker of
I and Rev.
1 the vice

shut down. Car
talking to Sterling I 
the Urban League i
Walter Fauntroy, I 
chairman of the j

Washington City Council and 
a close friend of Martin ' 
Luther King. j

King's hope is desperately 
to bring SNCC activists back 

bunder the umbrella 
violence which 

! ultimate way- 
conscience of 
his A t 1 a n ta

, last week, swarms of young 
' SNCC workers moved in and 
out of the place 

, very much involved 
I planning 
Washington 
Martin: 
hospitalized 
surgery- and 
to cancel 
cause 'there 
look after the four children.

of 
he calls 

to reach 
America,

headquarters

: sources that were available I 
then, Bayard Rustin, the I 
brilliant logician for the ,1S631 
March has cautioned King 
against the spring campaign 
and jibe donore have trickled 
away; the worry here is that! 
the militants may seize the I 
King campaign and take over I 
its direction. At nearby mili- 

Martin jtary bases, there are 7,000 
been rc- 

control 
justice

non- 
the 
the
At

: the 
much

tind were 
in the

A pril 
Mrs. 
was

for the 
campaign.

L u ther 
for 
her husband has 

appointments be- 
was no one to

King 
emergency

there are 
who have 
special riot 
and t he

s carefully moni- 
situation. Also 

concerned is the 
commission on civil disorders.

The .military presence 
be standing by, but 
crowd 'will go forth to 
come the pilgrims with 
tesy and to see" that 

j are accorded all the hospita- 
; lity the town can give.

' troops 
ceiving 
training 
department i

! toring" the 
very much

nay 
'the

cour- 
thcy

upstage King.
Nevertheless, the B lack . 

Power's most publicized acti- ■ 
vist is quietly and effectively, j 

! according to the best informa- 1 
■tion, organizing Washington. = 
This is a part of the three-" 
year plan of SNCC and {, 
Washington is a special tar- i 
get because of the focus on; 
the nation’s capital. t i

. There r.re many differences; 
'between SNCC and SCLC, but, 
the', basic arguments which', 
split the two organizations dur- • 
tngi the Selma, march is over - 
tactics and philosphy. Car-' 
michael and other SNCC ; 
leaders see non-violence as a 1 
technique, not a philosphy. j 
Which should - be used only I

invite some violent acts. i
Stokely Carmichael is 

sincerely dedicated to, Black 
Unity, or at least he pro
jects this image. In an. effort* 
to win more grass roots sup
port he has stopped his 
public rabble rousing and 
temporarily the sound of 
“honkey” and “uncle tom” 
has gone into the freizer.

In Washington, ;>nly his 
most trusted aides know of 
his complete movements. He 
changes his place of resi
dence frequently: sometimes 
it’s a hotel room or it may 
be friends or even the back of 
SNCC headquarters on You 
st., N.W. he never 'carries
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/0HF

F B I

Date: 1/16/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO

Subject

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) 
ATTENTION: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

C, KANSAS CITY (100-12347) RUC
& 

TOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS-MISCELLANEOUS
SEDITION

tr

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Tolson______
I) e Loach____
Mohr______ «.
Bishop_____
Casper 
Callahan___
Conrad____

Mr. Felt
| Mr. Gale_______ _
I .Mr,. loosen---------/

J Sullivan
i\ Mr. Tavel 

I Mr. Trotter____
1 Tele. Room_____

I Miss Holmes____
। Miss Gandy

I -
. ------ —-- 

Reference Boston airtel 1/12/68 to Bureau, i 
a photograph of subject and two Unsubs was taken in New York 
Ci tv on 12/22/67: and that one of the two Unsubs might be

b7C

For the information oP all recipients of instant airtel 
it appears highly improbable if not impossible that one of said 

Ibased on the
b7C

Unsubs could be identical withf 
following information:

3jBureau (RM)
2 Atlanta (RM)
3

3

4

Boston (RM) 
(1 157-437) 
(1 
(1
New York (RM) 
(2 100-153751) 
(1 100-153411)
Kansas City 
(2 100-12347)

b7C

(1 100-12202 COMINFIL CORE) 
HKJtjrt i

—(-L&)  ------------- —
c.c.-®sbT

Sent

yb 6 7
REC 67

I o o

w FEB 6 1868

M Per

Op.

Special Agent in Charge



b7C
KC 100-12347

No further action is being taken in this matter without 
specific requests for additional investigation from New York or 
Bos t on.

2
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED _ _ .
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED FBI
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

Date: / 2/2/68

Transmit the following in
CODED

Via
TELETYPE

(Type in plaintext or code)
URGENT

(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR AND SACS CINCINNATI 
./ NEW YORK

FROM: SAC WFO

STOKELY'CARMICHAEL, IS

Tolson
DeLoach____
Mohr.— 
Bishop- 
Casper

£ 

Mr. 
$Sr. 
Mr. Felt—. 
Mr. Gale...

Rosen . 
^lilLvan. 
Tavel— 
Trotter,Mr.

1'ele. Room„ 
lilies Holmes 
llfiss Gandy.,

ATTENTION- -^WMESTte-

SAN FRANCISCO

b7C
CEINTELLI 

^DIVISION

- MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

RE WFO TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR AND CINCINNATI JANUARY

THIRTYONE LAST; AND NEW YORK TELETYPE FEBRUARY ONE LAST

b7D WFO SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT DATE

INDICATED CARMICHAEL WILL TRAVEL TO CINCINNATI ON FEBRUARY 

EIGHT NEXT RETURNING TO WDC ON FEBRUARY NINE. CARMICHAEL WILL 

TRAVEL TO SAN FRANCISCO ON FEBRUARY SIXTEEN NEXT. FOR INFO 

NEW YORK OFFICE, THE SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE HAS ADVISED CARMICHAEL

EXPECTED IN OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, TO FILL ENGAGEMENT ON FEBRUARY

SEVENTEEN NEXT. REC-40 5
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F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

PAGE TWO

CINCINNATI AND SAN FRANCISCO REFER TO BUREAU AIRTEL TO

ALL OFFICES DECEMBER TWENTYONE LAST AND HANDLE IN ACCORDANCE 

WITH BUREAU INSTRUCTIONS. WFO FOLLOWING CLOSELY AND WILL 

ADVISE OF ANY ADDITIONAL INFO DEVELOPED.

ADMINISTRATIVE

I SOURCE IS AIRMAIL COPY

TO ATLANTA. P

b7D

Approved:  Sent M Per------------------------------
Special Agent in Charge
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MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

5010-106

Tolson _ 
DeLoach

Callahan 
Conrad — 
Felt ___

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

{J J

b7C

b7C

b7C

MR SULLIVAN

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS' 
SEDITION

date: January 31, 1968

ALL INFO RMATION C ON T AlN E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHE

Rosen

jTavel -----------------
Trotter --------
Tele. Room -b7C

_____________ This afternoon,________________________________________  
| National Advisory Commission on Civil

Disorders (NACCD), advised that the Commission Staff has 
arranged an interview of St.okelv Carmichael for 7:30 n.m 

this evening. I______________________________________________________

B Carmichael, in agreeing to this interview,
insisted that it be conducted bv Negro members of the Stall.

] The interview will be broad in nature to get 
PCarmichael’s views on areas of over-all interest to the 

Commission. Carmichael will be accompanied by five or sjLx 
others

advised that he will furnish the 
Bureau on a confidential basis

Washington Field Office has been advised.

b7C

b7C



•'all information contained
"herein is, unclassified ■
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF F B.I

Date: 2/2/68

Transmit the following in ____________ ;_____ j. PLAINTEXT__:_
js hjf- (Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE . URGENT '
' ~ (Priority)

/TO: DIRECTOR, FBI, (100-445080)
(ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM: SAC, WF0 (100-43503)
STOKELY^CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

.^4^ RE WFOTEL 2/1/68

SUBJECT WAS AT HIS RESIDENCE AM OF TODAY. HE REMAINED

THERE UNTIL APPROXIMATELY THREE FIFTEEN PM. A SOURCE WHO HAS 

FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST ADVISED

b7D

SUBJECT LEFT HIS

RESIDENCE FOLLOWING THE SNCC MEETING AND PROCEEDED TO SNCC HQTS.



W^Sg'XRev. 5-22-64) I

• 9
.. * ■■ '. ■ --c ■ . .-r» " ■ ■ 1 U> • - ; • .• •■ ? -f • • ■ • |

' ' r . ' . -t •^’■''' ' . ■ ■■ < । -

FB I ' ; 1 " !
•<- . i ■ I . .

•-.'■•••• ' ■ wu«>.; .’ . I

Transmit the following in ______•' __ ___.- _____ _ ______ ' ■ _______ :_______
. ' (Type in plaintext or code) v I

Via_______ __________ ' . _________ _______ ' ’ ___ ______ ■■ __I
. ’ (Priority) , ' ।

__________________ . :._________ ___________ __________________ . _ _ _ _ ________ ____________________________

■ PAGE TWO
WFO 100-43503

/ a SUBJECT LEFT SNCC SHORTLY AFTER SIX PM AND.ACCORDING

TO THE SOURCE HE WAS.TO HAVE DINNER AT THE RESIDENCE' OF A SNCC 

WORKER WHERE A SOCIAL FUND-RAISING PARTY WAS TO BE HELD DURING i • ' t ■ •

THE EVENING. '

* AIRMAIL COPY.TO ATLANTA. Pc . / '

ADMINISTRATIVE ' - • i

SOURCE IS |

LHM FOLLOWS RE SNCC MEETING. ’
■ ■ ■ ■ . . ; • " ■ . ■ ■. ' b2

- . . . ■ ■ ■ ■ b7D ’.

Approved: / . ' ■ _______ - - ' Sent ■_____ ______________M; Per ___ :_ _ _____________
- Special Agent in Charge-.
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ALL 'INFORMATION CONTAINED •• . . l’'
HEREIN I:S UNCLASSIFIED ■ ■' ■ . : . .' • FBI'
DATE 12-09-2005 BY .60309 AUC; TAM/MLT/JHF '

Date 2/5/68

Tolson 
DeLeach— 
Mohr .
Bishop 
Casper 
Callahan.— 
Conrad.—.

Felt.. ,
Gale._______

Transmit the following in

Via ___TELETYPE

CODE !__ :__
(Type in plaiht^tfor code)

urgGn/ J/
~ ''-('Priority)

To/ DIRECTOR, (100-446080), CINCINNATI, « 
./ ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

Mr. Rosen.—__ ,_
Mr. Sullivan_te£^' 
Mr. Tavpl 
Mr. Trotter___ _ I
Tele. Room I 
Miss Holm'S.___ ,
Miss -Candy-—--

I
 Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

FM SAC, WFO (100-43503)
ft ; V !

STOKELY CARMICIJEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION 

RE WFOTEL TWO FOUR SIXTYEIGHT.
■ ' -'v. . ' i -:

SUBJECT OBSERVED ENTERING SNCC HEADQUAR0TE&AT ELEVEN^

EIGHTEEN AM THIS DATE. IN AFTERNOON PROCEEDED BY CAB TO HEDIN

HOUSE MOTEL, TWENTY NINE ZERO FOUR NEWTON ST., NE. THEN RStURNED 

SNCC HDQTS. LATER PROCEEDED TO HIS RESIDENCE. WFO SOURCE ADVISED

SUBJECT NOW EXPECTS TO DEPART BOR CINCINNATI ON FEB SEVEN NEXT, 

WFO FOLLOWING CLOSELY.

ADMINISTRATIVE

b2

b7D

1VF0 SOURCE WHO IS ALSO

BEING CONTACTED TO ATTEMPT TO ASCERTAIN WHO SUBJECT VISITER AT

HEDIN HOUSE MOTEL.

AIRMAIL COPY TO ATLANTA,
b7C

(2/- 
^2 -
1 - 
2 -

Bureau
Teletype Unit 
Atlanta (RMAM) 
WFO

FFBjtkm



S-22-64)

■ . ALL. INFORMATION SoNTAI'pEn ' ’
. ' . 'A . ■: HEREIN'. TS UNCLAS-SIFIED.j. ‘

,_■<.- ' • DATE 'l2’-D:9.-’2005 BY 603lj9.’.AO

Transmit the following in -____--------------

F B 1 •• /;■’

' ■ , ' Date: ./ 1/25/68TAM/MLT-/JH'F . " «*./ w / vv

' ' (Type in plaintext or code)

r AIRTEL
■ Via. ______ ■._____ ■—--------—

(Priority) •

'] DIRECTOR, FBI (100^446080) C

FRtfMUy AC, PITTSBURGH (100-15615) RUC
' Z , - •'■•O'

SUBJECT: STOKElfe CARMICHAEL i 
■ . IS - MISCELLANEOUS 

- ’SEDITION' -

TO:

b7C

Oarlotte and 
to Director,

Re Washington Field tel to Bureau, 
Fittsburgh dated51/23/68, and Pittsburgh tel 
WFO, and Philadelphia, dated 1/23/68'.

' ' > • . - . . ■ • .

- ■ : Referenced Washington Field tel indicated that on 
1/22/68, CARMICHAEL departed Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
(SNCC) Headquarters,.and entered a Volkswagen Bus!bearing 
Pennsylvania License!

_______ ___ Pennsylvania LieanRa.r i /yy-

A

Records of the Credit Bureau. Inc.. Pittsburgh, 
reviewed on 1/24/68. by SEI |eAnta<n^U RiJ
aonaerningl_____________________________________________________________________ I___ ,

- rec ora contained a nrav-inu^Ad^ress of 
___________________________I and^amdicated his previous employment

I The , b7C

Bureau //? 4f l , "
2 - Washington Field (Enc.
1 - Pittsburgh

LMC:mtl ;
(6)

Approve?! _________ D ' ' ■■ Sent
• ' ^^r^^sle&<Ajgt.in-Chdrge ' 5

,’M'. ’ 'Per'.

&.



The files Of the Pi ttsbliircrh offing contain the 
following information concerning)__________________________

■ ' ' ' |r ■ ’■

"The Pittsburgh Press," a daily newspaper dated 
12/24/64, contained an article which indicated that the 
Friends of the Council of Federated Organizations was raising 
funds to send a station wagon to Philadelphia, Miss., to 
replace the one that was burned when three civil rights 
workers, were slain there. . The article indiated that SAMUEL 
CARCIONE', a mathametics instructor at Mt* Mercy College, 
Pittsburgh, was one of the individuals who, weald drive the 
station wagon to Mississippi.

The Erie, Pa,, "Mornings News.dated 5/12/65, 
contains an article captioned ’^7 Students Defy Injunction, 
Arrested After ’Mili' Protest." This article indicates .. 
that pickets protesting the planned expansion of Hanunermill 
Paper Company in Selma, Ala.,-.ended their demonstration 
at the Hammermill Company on 5/11/65, after defiance of 
an injunction, obtained.by the company to prevent interference.



PG 100-15615

with anyone entering or leaving the plant, resulted in 
the arrest of more than 60 persons. This article 
indicated that SAM CARCIONE of Mt. Mercy was one of those 
named in the injunction obtained!by the company.

The 6/8/65 issue of the "Pittsburgh Post Gazette," 
a daily newspaper* identified SAMUEL CARCIONE as one of 
the sit in group which staged a sit-in at the Allegheny 
County Court House, Pittsburgh, on 6/7/65, in protest of 
a county commissioner’s refusal to apologize for his "young 
punk" remark. The 6/2/65 issue of the "Pittsburgh Post 
Gazette," contained an article reporting that one Reverend 
R. N. PRANGE, was a mentor of a delegation which confronted 
the Allegheny County Commissioners in Pittsburgh on 6/1/65. 
At this time PRANGE accused Commissioner WILLIAM D. MC CLELLAND 
of not having the Negro’s interest at heart in the hiring 
of county employees. Commissioner MC CLELLAND reportedly 
stated to PRANGE, "I wish you didn’t have that collar on.. 
I’d tell you something. I-heard young punks like you before."

The "Pittsburgh Press," of 8/12/65, identified 
CARCIONE as one of five pickets arrested on 8/11/65, in the 
Grant Building, Pittsburgh, at the offices of local 5, 
international Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, CIBEW>, 
where they were protesting alleged hiring discrimination 
by the, union s^inst Negroes.. They were arrested when 
they refused to leave the hallway after closing time outside 
the offices of the union. CARCIONE was fined $10 and costs.

The "Pittsburgh Press," of 8/16/65, identified SAMUEL 
CARCIONE, 1023 Jancey Streetj Pittsburgh, as one of 15 
demonstrators arrested on 8/16/65, for preventing cement 
trucks from entering and leaving the Chatham Center construc
tion site, Pittsburgh. The demonstrators were charged with 
disorderly conduct and fined $10 and costs.

The 8/19/65 issue of the "Pittsburgh Press," contains 
an article titled "Eleven Pickets Arrested in Arena Rights 
Row." This article indicates that SAMUEL CARCIONE, 1023 
Jancey Street, Pittsburgh, Pa., was one of eleven persons 
arrested on 8/18/65, iy Pittsburgh Police on a charge of 
disorderly conduct during a demonstration at the Civic 
Arena, Pittsburgh. The article indicates the demonstration 

• - 3
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was held to protest policies of Ideal 5, IBEW. The arrest 
came when the demonstrators tsried to storm the gate used , 
by persons attending a Civic.Light Opera production at 
the Civic Arena.

. The KPittsbrgh Press," ‘dated 12/11/65 contained
an article which identified SAMUEL CARCIONE as chairman of 

I the United Negro Protest Committee CUNPC), Political Action 
I Committee.

For the information of Washington Field the UNPC 
is a civil rights organization in Pittsburgh, which has 
conducted demonstrations protesting hiring policies and 
lack of employment opportunities concerning Negroes in 
the Pittsburgh area.

■' The "Pittsburgh Press," dated 3/23/66, contained an 
article concerning a trial in criminal court, Pittsburgh, 
of eight individuals charged with inciting to riot on 8/18/65 
at the Civic Arena, Pittdiirghj one of-the defendants being 
SAMUEL CARCIONE, age 25, of 1023 Jancey Street, Pittsburgh, 
The article indicates that Inspector JOHN P. KELLY, Pitts
burgh Police Department, on 3/23/66, testified that CARCIONE 
^talked to seven of the defendants on the evening of 8/18/65 
afra~<fge“3^Trenr''to«--storm the Civic Arena. Until then, 
according to KELLY, the.defendants had been quitely picketing 
the show as a protest against the hiring policies of local 
5, IBEW. KELLY testified that after the urging the. eight 
defendants stormed the area gate. KELLY was injured and . 
hospitalised in the course of tie, incident.

The "Pittsburgh Press," dated 3/25/66, contained 
an article which indicated that at the: same-trial referred 
to above, JAMES MC COY,JR., General Chairman* UNPC, 
testified on 3/25/66 that the demonstrators went to the . 
Civic Arena, Pittsburgh, "for the purpose of having some 
of them arrested" They were supposed to go to the arena 
entrance and stage a sit-in, instead, he testified, CARCIONE - 
had them rush the entrance.
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b7C

b7C

b7D

b7C

The ’’Pittsbrgh Press,” dated 3/26/66, reported 
that the defendants in the above trial were found giilty, 
but sentencing was deferred when the defense attorney 
indicated he would file a motbn for anew trial.

The ’’Pittsburgh Press,” dated 4/27/66, contains 
an article which indicated that the Gimbel Brothers Depart
ment Store, Pittsburgh, had on 4/26/66, asked for a 
preliminary injunction to stop picketing at its downtown 
store. Among those named in the injunction, according-to 
this article was SAMUELF. CARCIONE, 1023 Jancey Street, 
Pittsburgh. The article indicates that the store had been 
picketed since 4/7/66, in an attempt to obtain more jobs 
for Negroes at the store.

On 7/21/66.1 ।
Pittsburgh Police Department, advised SAI 
that in the near future a Civilian /(lert patrol would be 
organized by the UNPC. The patrol will consist of a vehicle 
with a sign thereon ’’Civilian Alert Patrol," the. vehicle to 
contain two, three, or four persons.with cameras, radios, 
and tape recorders. It is intended that the patrol will 
moniter police radio frequencies and will proceed to 
situations of possible civil rights interest. It is intended 
for "on the spot” use in matters-involving civil rights. 

_______________laHvn'epd -That I

 On 8/9/66| ________________________________________I
(protect} location , advised that a recent

model Volkswagen MiorobusT~red and light gray in color, 
was being utilized [Tor the Civilian
Alert Patrol.

On8/11/66.
Pittsburgh Police Department, advised SA that

_______ a personally oried 1962 or 1963 
red and white Volkswagen Microbus bearing Pennsylvania 
License| which was equipped with a=police radio
monitor, and that this is the only vehicle known to be 
nrasentlv utilized as a Civilian'Alert Patrol Vehiele.

advised that he had received information concerning 
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that the Civilian Alert Patrol was still in the organizing 
stage.

b7C

b7D

On 949/66 J_____________________________________________
advised thatl~ I

to nis knowledge thprs was no one presently active in ths 
Civilian Alert Patrol in Pittsburgh, ^location

The 7/21/66 issue of "The Pittsburgh Catholic,” 
. a weekly newspaper of the Roman Catholic Diocese of 
Pittsburgh, contained an article entitled, ’’Does ’Black 
Power’ Mean What They Think?” written by SAM CARCIONE. It 
was indiated that CARCIONE had taken part in the recent 
MEREDITH,Mississippi,Freedom March when he joined the 
march at Batesville, Miss. In his explanation of the term 
’’Black Power” CARCIONE said in this article that "Black 
Power” means simply that black Americans shall organize 
politically in order to be able to elect officials who 
will enforce those laws which are already on the books, 
tut which have never been enforced.

The "Pittsburgh Press," dated 9/19/66, contained 
an article which indicated that SAMUEL CARCIONE was fined 
$250 and sentenced to three to 23 months in jail on charges 
of inciting to riot in connection with his arrest on 8/18/65, 
at the Civic Arena, Pittsburgh.

The "Pittsburgh Post-Gazette,” dated 1/3/68, 
contains an article concerning the appeal to the Pennsylvania 
Supreme Court by SAMUEL CARCIONE of his conviction for rioting 

j on 8/18/65 at the Civic Arena, Pittsburgh. This article 
I indicates that CARCIONE is now a mathematics teacher at 
J Howard University, Washington, D. C.

। Records of the Allegheny County Regis^MMp Voters,
qnimtp nffina RiH1din<r D-i ■fr-t-oHin-oh rovi owed hv
SA|

b7C

emq - 6 -
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pn 1/24/68 J [Pittsburgh PD
advised SA|

' above, 1 [advised knowledge.I
was not acquaintained with Sx^oRwC^RMICHAEL. He advised, 

I however. that he recalled thatl~

no

------- --- ------------------------- ---—------ ■ .■ ■ ~
OJew York LHM dated 12/28/67 concerning CARMICHAEL, 
teQ to WFO, indicates that I_______________________________

I | it is, therefore, considered possible that 7
/J I CARMICHAEL through their
/I mutual acquaintance with

The following is a description of 
obtained from Pittsburgh PD records:

Name 
Race 
Sex 
DOB 
POB 
Height 
Weight 
Complexion 
Eyes 
Hair
Social Security # 
Pittsburgh PD # 
FBI #

as

b7C

obtained from PittsburghCopy of photograph
PD files, taken 8/19/65, is enclosed for Washington Field.

of
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED- ' 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AU( TAM/MLT/J HE

F. B I

Transmit the following in ' '/ ■s A.

; ■’ Date: 2/3/68. 
/S’wwx**'*’***' ■ ■ ■

? PLAINTEXT_____ _
/'(((Type in.plaintext or code)

.Via ELETYEE

: DIRECTOR, FBI
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY MICHAEL IS-MISC; SEDITION

URGENT- .
(Priority)

RE WFOTEL 2/2/68

Casper

Mr. Tolson—L

I
 Mr. DeLohch— 
j Mr. Mohr....;_
I Mr. Bishop____

Mr. ’ _ ‘

‘Mr. .Callahan... 
Mr. Conrad. 
Mr. Veit.__

Mr. Gale__

Mr. Rosen- 
Mr. Sullivan. 
Mr. Tavel___, 
Mr. TrotteC. 
Tele. Room__ :

j M-ss—Holmes-:
| Miss Gandy.;

ft

SUBJECT FIRST OBSERVED.AT RESIDENCE AT Oi E FIFTY SEVEN

PM FEBUARY THREE INSTANT. LATER? WENT TO SNCC HEADQUARTERS WERE ■ ■ ■ ■ ]
HE REMAINED MOST OF AFTERNOON. ; LATER RETURNED TO RESIDENCE WITH 

THREE OTHER MALES WHERE SPENT EVENING SERVING DRINKS.?

(^Bureau
1-Atlanta



ET
‘-^OPTIONAL FORM HO, 10 

> .MAY 1M2 EDITION 
t GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

’ UNITED STATES GOVFJjfcMRNTAT T information contained.. ' A 
.■V HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT

/
, j| JT WHERE SHOWN- OTHERWISE-.^£m^randum ^ 0 nR nnfi

/ ■ * ' - CLASSIFIED BY 603 0 9/AUC/TAli<pCG/bls; '
/ ’ ' DECLASSIFY ON:’

DATE

£

'1

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SUBJECT^ STOKELY CARMICHAEL " 
. ■/ ±\S' - MISCELLANEOUS ;

SEDITION
I ■ (00 - AT) •' . •

C from vV' LEGAT , PARI 5 (100-2683)’. (P) 
' I t Al f: ■ -

1/2 3/6 8-

S

M

1(5)

IR

P^ 
c

W O
O *

o
T m- r

1
NWP:e im
(B) :

i 
c> 
te;

/w .

Remyairtel. to Bureau 127.18767

Enclosed are seven copies of _ an T.HM dated anc 
captioned as- above, classified ’’CON

5010-108-02

Bureau (Ends. - - 7)'7^!
(1 - Liaison Section) 
(1 - Atlanta, Info.)’ .■ .
Paris’

sEpe&ET

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Pegularlyon the Payroll Savings Plan



TO

FROM

' -• OHIONM fOKM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
: Mr. W. C

: Mr A

5010—106

1
1

Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Sullivan

Tolson — 
DeLoach

Sullivan
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHEREy SHOWN OTHERWISE

Sizoo /

DATE: 2/3/68

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION DATE: 12-09-2005

DECLASSIFY ON:

1 
1
1 
1

Callahan------- ----- -
Conrad _-------------- -

Felt -------------------
Gale  -------——•

, Rosen ------ 'b/C /Sullivan —-
'Tavel —-------------
9 Trotter _--------------
Tele. Room ---------

Holmes-------------- -
ndy ----------------

TAM/MLT/ JHF
i) 12-0 9-2 03 0

- Mr. Bishop 
-Mr. J.A. Sizoo

U.SOn 2/2/68, 
Department of State, telephonically advised 
Domestic Intelligence Division, information naa Deen received 
that Stokely Carmichael, former Chairman, Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), a militant civil rights organi
zation is scheduled to be in Canada 2/3-4/68 to speak at a rally 
organized by Rassenblement pour Independence Natiohale (RIN), 
a Quebec separatist political organization 
in Montreal may also attend. According 
are not going to bar Stokely Carmichael

The Cuban Consul 
to Tully, Canadians 
from entering Canada.

Information received from our sources 2/2/68 also 
indicates Carmichael may travel to Cincinnati, Ohio, 2/8/68, 
and to the San Francisco, California, area 2/16/68.

bl S

In addition to the above,ZWFO has advised that its 
coverage of Carmichael indicated that he attended, on 2/2/68, 
a meeting of the local SNCC at which discussions were on 
theTpossible opening of a book store to selLrAfrfea^type*books, 
ways and means of uniting black people, the holding*$$$> Negro 
history week in February, and ways to acquire f^nas. b7C

JFMrchs/k1

CONTINUED - OVER



SJ)<ET

Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

ACTION:

For information. We are closely following 
Carmichael’s activities and pertinent information set 
forth above will be furnished to the White House, the 
Attorney General, and interested agencies.

SBS^ET

- 2 -



5-22-64) 6 e
DECLASSIFIED DY 60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHF 
ON 12-09-2005

Transmit the following in

F B I

vio airtel

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-2474) (P)

SUBJECT: WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT (WSP) 
RACIAL MATTER 
(OO: WFO)

Re Chicago

formationDote: 2/6/68

(Type irT^&intext or code)

(P riority)

airtel and LHM dated 2/2/68.

CLASSTptk
BY DEPARTiLEHTR] 

date

EXCEPT 
s®

ATjD

IZED

(RM)
(COMINFILa- SCLC)
(STOKELY'-CARMI CHA EL)

100-106670)
(RM) (MARTIN LUTHER KING)

X - Bureau (Enc. 15) 
(1 - 100-438794) 
(T)- 100-446080) 
(1 - 100-439190) 

6 - Atlanta TEnc. 6) 
(MARTIN LUTHER KING) 
(COMINFIL - SCLC) 
(STOKELY CARMICHAEL) 
(COMINFIL - SNCC) 
(WSP)

(1 - 100-
(1 - 100
(1 - 100-1
(1 - 100-1
(1 - 157-:
(1 - 157-

5 - New York
(1 - 157-
(1 - 157-
(1 - 157-
(1 - 100-

8 - WFO (Enc.
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-

5 - Chicago
(1 - 100-
(.1 - 105-
(1 - 100-
(1 - 157-

5586)
5718)
6812)
6488)
2924)

7)

(Enc
) (HOSEA WILLIAMS) 

51 (RM)

b7C

(MARTIN LUTHER KING) 
(STOKELY CARMICHAEL) 
(COMINFIL - SNCC) 
(COMINFIL - SCLC)

- 100- )(NATIONAL
WELFARE RIGHTS 
ORGANIZATION)

35356) (MARTIN LUTHER KING)
16238) (COMINFIL - SCLC)
40342) (COMINFIL - SNCC)
1297) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

NOT recorded

17WS
RAC/tfk



CG 157-2474

Enclosed for the Bureau are 15 copies of a LHM 
concerning captioned matter. Copies are being provided to 
the offices listed below as indicated for their files and 
information. Copies of the LHM are being furnished USA, 
Chicago, U.S. Secret Service, Chicago, and Region I, 113th 
MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

b2

b7D

The |_
enclosed LHM is

confidential source referred to in the

confidential source referred to is

The enclosed LHM is classified conf^tfcjatiadr 
since unauthorized disclosure of same could result in 
identification of confidential sources and jeopardize 
the future effectiveness thereof.

Chicago will continue to follow and pertinent 
information will be disseminated as received.

« 2 -



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

ot FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, 
File No.

Chicago, 
February

Illinois 
6, 1968

Please Refer to 
157-2474

E SH
EEiSIN IS
EXCEPT Vi

iee*.- 
SIFIEQ '

0 9
TAM/MLT/JHF CO IAL

WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT 
RACIAL MATTER Decjassifyon: 0-

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised during the first nart of 
February. 1968, that a conference was held|________________

at the Americana Hotel, Seventh Street and 53rd Avenue
b7D

b7CM

qPC b7D

Hosea Williams, SCLC, Atlanta, Georgia; andM

§ 
M Pa 
w 
ts o •-< tn w o w

persons attended this conference and 
tne following were recognized as present:

Stokely Carmichael, SNCC

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI„ It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its con
tents are not to be distributed outside your agency

CON 
fillup i 
ExcT'HdejF from automatic 
downtrixdine: and declassi-



WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT CONF TIAL

The discussion in this conference began with the
subject of financing the WSP. Also discussed were the merits 
of having Martin Luther King make a speech during the WSP. 
Stokely Carmichael stated that he is in favor of the goals 
and aims of the WSP and that he would support this project 
wholeheartedly. However, he insisted that his organization, 
SNCC, and any other organization which would take part in 
this project, would keep their own identity separate from 
SCLC. This was agreed to by the representatives of SCLC.

During the above discussion

b7C

b7D

A copy of this communication is being provided 
to the following local agencies:

United States Attorney, Chicago, Illinois;

United States Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois; and

Region I, 113th Military Intelligence Group, 
Evanston, Illinois.

b7C 

b7D



o
\ ... .. . . . ..(( . , .
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAYE 12-09-2005 B.Y 60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHF

TO? DIRECTOR FBI (157-8423)

SAC;^W-C^-(157-1395).l.(P). ■

IASuESION sra; pnojscr 
racial sra 
(C0SUFC) .

Erielos-ad for the Bureau.ar® eight copies and.for 
Atlanta^ Chicago^ and Bichaend tiro copies each of an IBM dat 
and eapiipmd as above., T^e confidential informant mntlonad 
in IBM is| hdio furnished the informtion to SA

b2

b7C

b7D

— Enclosed IHM classified “Confidential” as it contains
-f inforsaticn furnished by|

| I Inforaation furnished by>”this
--wjrees- -if '-disclosed^ cmald-^possibly-jeopardise tha.-soureefe ..

/r wfuture ussfdaess#
h

({S} -' Bureau (Encs® 8)
"2 - Atlanta (157-2924) (Encs* -2) (SM)

____(157-2A74-) (WMSfl, _ 2jL XBM) _
2 - (157- .) (Ine£o 2) (m

B
ffl

G
IN

M
H

U
D

B
J

(1-100-42300) CSCLC)
U-L00-40164) (OW)
f 1-100-43503) (C^SMCMAEU
:L57-U261 (BLACK UMTED FB<W)

b2

b7C

b7D

AgJTia e.a5?Bishop

5 5^EBs&4M808

NOt”rECOR1DB®
>a ffb 13 1968



HFO 157«1395

In addition to those individuala TOntlonod in 
enclose! IBM as attending ths mating F hdvised t"7

b2

O 

ktx CO



b7C

b7D

Estrem© ear© shoaid be used in th® dtsscaaimti.cn of 
the above names as those identities we known to very fw.. 
select persons at th® seating one of which was the sources-

W0c
This matter will coatfme to be followed closely by



In Reply, Pleaie Refer to 
Filo No.

UNITED STATES'DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Washington, D. C. 20535 

February 7, 1968

ON 12 0 9.2 0'05

WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT 
■ “RACIAL MAT®

On February 6, 1968, a confidential source, who 
has furnished reliable information in the past, advised he 
had attended a meeting at the Church of the Redeemer, 15th 
and Girard Streets, N.W,, Washington, D, C. (WDC), during 
the evening of February 6, 1968O —

The source stated the meeting was held in order 
for Doctor Martin Luther King, Jr«, of the^outhern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC), and^StokelyCarmichael„ of the 
Black United Front (BUF) to discuss matters of mutual~'interest 
and the Washington Spring Project (WSP) planned for early

xGLOSUSS •



rf-

co: :al

WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT 
RACIAL MATTER

b7D

■TY

b7D

b7C

When the above meeting was ended the church was
emptied and only those were allowed to re-enter who were per-.' 
sonally known to two representatives of the Student Non- \ 
Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) who stationed themselves; 
at..the entrance.In addition, admission was granted to..a f ew
who were vouched for or who were able to, satisfactorily exp lai 
their reason for attending,. Admission was denied to all repre-\ 
sentatives of the press and no tape recorders were allowed in

• the meeting.

The meeting was held in the main portion of the 
building and was attended by approximately two hundred persons 
Of those in attendance, approximately one hundred and fifty 
were representatives of the BUF and SNCC while approximately 
fifty represented SCIC. ’

Stokely.y Carmichael 
were in attendance, however, : 
speech or presentation.

neither made any type of formal b7C

' ' • '; ■ ■ b7D 

co: SECIAL

2. -



co: IAL

WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT 
RACIAL MATTER

. This meeting was presided over by King who restated 
what he had said in the meeting mentioned earlier. In addic

tion, he said there were people in the audience who did not agree 
' with the planned WSP and asked that these people not hinder 
the project even though they were not in agreement.

.King reminisced about past demonstrations and projects 
of the SCLC and. their effect.

Doctor King advised they expected approximately
3s000 persons to come to WDC for the WSP. They plan to camp 
on the Washington Monument or the Lincoln Memorial grounds. 
They fully expect to be asked to move and when this is done 
it will draw desired attention to themselves and their cause. 
No mention of militancy or civil disobedience was made and 
King: indicated..they would move their camp when asked to do so

King indicated there would be similar demonstrations
in other cities during the same period of time as the WSP. He 
did not identify these cities. c

An announcement was made of a mass meeting of the 
SCLC at the Vermont Avenue Baptist Church, 1630 Vermont 
Avenue, N. W., WDC, on February 7, 1968.

The meeting ended at approximately 11:00 p.m.

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your ageoey; 
it and its contacts are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

CO

3*



.ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED'
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ''
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AJJC TAM/MLT/JHF

Transmit the following in

F|

/27/68: Date 
il 

PCEffiETIiST ■

Via TELETYPE

, (Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
. ■ (Priority)

FROM

DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND: b7c
SACS, ATLANTA, BOSTON (157-437), COLUMBIA 
AND NEW YORK (100-153751) j

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS.., SEDITION

RE NEW YORK TELETYPE, JANUARY TWENTY SIX LAST

3 Mr. Tolson----- —
i Mr. DeLoach------I Mr. Mohr----------
J Mr. Bishop—------
I Mr. Gasper——— 
| Mr. Callahan—— 
u Mr. Conrad-------
I Mr. Felt______ _
i Mr. Gale..__ i.-----
LMr. Rosen___ _—
||WwfelivanJe£^ 
fjlr. Tavel___ —.
| Mr. Trotter------ -
1 Tele. Room._____
1 Miss-Halmes—— 
I Miss Gandy___ _

INDIVIDUAL RESEMBLING CARMICHAEL REPORTEDLY DEPARTED NEW

YORK CITY VIA AIR TO WASHINGTON, D. C. EVENING JANUARY TWENTY

SIX LAST. IT IS NOTED BOSTON PREVIOUSLY ADVISED SUBJECT VISITED

BOSTON AREA JANUARY TWENTY FIVE LAST. WFO ANDA LOCAL POLICE

DEPARTMENT SOURCES HAVE RECEIVED NO INFORMATION THAT SUBJECT

HAS RETURNED TO WASHINGTON, D. C. WFO SOURCES CONTINUING TO

ASCERTAIN WHEREABOUTS OF SUBJECT.1 INFO PREVIOUSLY REPORTED

INDICATED POSSIBILITY THAT CARMICHAEL?MIGHT MAKE A SURPRISE

VISIT AT A NEGRO EDUCATIONAL CONFERENCE TO BE HELD JANUARY

ATTWENTY SIX - TWENTY EIGHT 
(0^- Bureau

2 - Teletype Unit
2

RCC:

116 FEB” V 1958

b7C

FROGMORE, SOUTH CAROLINA.
1 I ESS

Sent _M PerApproved:
Special Agent in Charge '



__________________-_______ __ ___________________ .______________________________ _______ __________________________ !_ _ _ J_________
■ ■ ’ ' : - 1

। : ■ ■ ,

X/D-36 (Rev.: 5-22-64) r • • ’/ ffi ■ 2.'

’S
’

■ ■ , - ■■ V. . 1

i ; '■ • ; FA'i-' .

; :Date: - ■„ ■
■ ■ ■ • . '■ ■ 1

Transmit the following in '
. (Type in \plainiext of'code) 1 1

■ . - ! . I!

Via ' ■ 1 . ' . , 1 1
i (Priority) j

WFO 100-43503 "
PAGE TWO ■ ,

ALL OFFICES ALERT SOURCESiAND.ATTEMPT TO ASCERTAIN

WHEREABOUTS OF CARMICHAEL. I :
- . I

COLUMBIA ASCERTAIN IF SUBJECT VISITED ABOVE CONFERENCE.

I ■ ................'

. ■ - •_ - - - ■ - . ' ; ■
•1.. t '

' iir /"d'j ' '•lM' t'’*h ■ ■. ■■ '

Approved:  Sent _ a______ _______ _ M. Per 2___ _______________
Special Agent in Charge li ■ .



ALL INFORMATION' CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED . “ ■
DA.TE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 -AUG TAM/MLT'/ JHF

fIb i

{Date:' 1/29/68

Transmit the following in _
(Type in^plaintext pr code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHARLOTTE (100410358) (RUC).

SUBJECT STOKELY CARMICHAEE |. 
IS - MISC.; SEDITION 9 :

Re WFO teletype to Bureau 1/23/68; Charlbttel 
to Director 1/23/68.! .;

r-------------— ------------- ■—I
On 1/26/68| ______ I Merchant’a

Association. Kings Mountain. N. C.. advised the hainei~

bew^TS-ted in neretiles since 1/10/bb. Files reflected he 
is I

teletype

b7C

177386

T At time of last check1 on 11/10/66 
ne naa a satisfactory credit rating. )

3
>•«
O 
O

_____ Kings)Mountain PD. advised 1/26/68 
his records were negative concerning! 
however.F

b7C

b7C ■

■

(3)- Bureau (RM)
2 - WFO (RM) A .
1 - Charlotte
GHCsgjc
(6) T 7 *;

Sent M ' Per A

■ * Special. Agent in Charge





4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63) 
optional foam no. io 
MAY 196J EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 17

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
I
TO : The Director DATE: ^£<6; 9/

FROM ft, p. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

sslastisaaESisssfe

Pages E635-E636. Senator Thurmond, (R) South Carolina, 
extended his remarks concerning the rising crime rate pointing out that the 
big reasons for this are lack of effective leadership and lack of decisive 
law enforcement. He stated ”We have sufficient laws under which to 
prosecute members of our society who feel they are above the law such 
as Stokply^Carmichael and Rap Brown, but the Justice Department refuses 
to prosecute them. He placed in the Record a resolution adopted by the 
City Council of the Isle of Palms, South Carolina, urging the Justice 
Department to see that justice is done regarding the flagrant violations of 
our law by Carmichael.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/'MLT/'0 HE'

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional
Record for j was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Directors attention. This form has been prepared in order that 

M • portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
3 A jn appropriate Bureau case or subject matter files.



0-1 (Rev. 8-6-64)

UNITED STATES WvERNMENT

Memorandum ALL INFORMATION CONTA
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

SUBJECT :

SAC, NJLV .YORK___________  (Your file 100-153751 ) DATE: 2/8/68

Director, FBI (Bufile and Serial 1OQ

STOKELY CARMICHAEL______________________
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS
SEDITION____________________________________

(For SOG use 
only)

file and 
0-1

□ 1. Bufiles indicate this case is delinquent. Give specific reason for delinquency.

£1 Re BUR ai.rtel ... 1/5/68.

□ letterhead memoX3 airtel 
Q 2. DATE □ report 

□ letter
Reporting employee

□ 8. If valid reason exists for not submitting reppit

□ 90-day progress letter

when report will be submitted _

□ 4. Status of □ Appeal
□ airtel

□ 5. Submit □ report
□ letter □ 90-day

□ In 
□ letterh

FILED

will be sub

□ submitted

reason specifically and

□ Prosecution

L_b7c 

y (uate)

(Place -reply hereon and return to Bureau. Note receipt and acknowledgment on top serial in case file.)

U, S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1M0 Q - 7U-4M



FD-366' <5-6-64)

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. T

SUBJECT:

REFERENCE:

STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS^ihE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION .
Atlanta, Georg;la

February 8; 1968 . -<

' ALL INFORMAT 101
. " ’ ! HEREIN IS UN£LASSrrf-ED. . j '*2■ ' ’’

| DATE 12-09-Z00S c x dujp?.auc taI'-'L/'MLT/'JHE'

o 1 : ■ -
STOKELY CARMICHAEL . A J-L

REPORT DATED;NOVEMBER 16; 496I, ATLANTA, GA.

Referenced communication contained subject’s residence and/or employment 
address. A recent change has been determined and is being set forth below (change 
only specified):

Residence:

Employment:

2200 Twelfth; Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. C.

I

1234 U Streejt, N. W. : v s 
Washington, D. C.

FD-12g DETACHED
NOT

FEB 13 1868

'• b7C

__..
TM^<io^ur^erdl l̂<^&ns neither recommendations-nor conclusions of:ithe FBI. It-is thd'pro’perty of the FBI and 
is/ldm^'i^y^our^&gencyf.it-and its contents, are not to-be distributed outside yout.agency. ■

•? FC’



0-1 (Rev. 0-5-04)
UNITED STATES GoWrNMENT

Memorandum ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED .
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-09-2005 BY 60309 ABC TAM/'MLT/'0 HE'

SUBJECT :

(Your file 100-4492 ) DATE: 2/7/68

Director, FBI (Bufile and Serial 100-446080/^

SAC, Memphis

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

) Post in file and 
destroy 0-1 
(Fvr SOG mm 
only)

1. Bufiles indicate this case is delinquent. Give specific reason for delinquency.

xE -Re your letter dated 12/12/67, concerning the speech..made 
by CARMICHAEL at Fisk University during April 19672

□ airtel
2. DATE □ report 

□ letter
^Reporting employee

"3. If valid reason exists for not 
when report will be submittec

□ letterhead memo

□ 90-day progress letter

□ submitted

□ will be submitted----- ;------------------
______ b7C 
t^ reason specifically and

Sc4. Status of □’Appeal 
□ airtel 

□ 5. Submit □ report 
□ letter

AH• PV“

□ Inquiry XE Invest 
f " letterhead memo F pgg §

□ 90-day progress letter b

(Place reply hereon and return to Bureau. Note receipt and ackndwieaym&ni on top tvrvu wi eos« /Us.)

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1066 O - 781-652

•07*74®





0' UAcv . 7-27-67)

' ^Mdh^L-iLLX^^

Casper -J v
■ Callahan .

C drir ad ". -- ~
Felt-;-■■■. L-U.;'.;:/.
Gena 1-'/ X .

surt^^—__
Tavel ____ ____ _
Trotter
Tele, Room - ''1

Gandy '■ ■ A?.1

J

b7C

TAM/MLT/'J HE .

ALL IN F O RMATION
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED';
DATE 12-09

CONTAINED

0 05 BY 603 09' AOC

a.

TO ENLIST BLACK' UPI-45 ■ //■ .
* (BLACK POWER) L

J® a^go^week 
Fr-rnT"u-H^?o?USPG-PR AF.TEpZ-THE ‘ANNUAL MID-WINiER' ”BOARD:

i NOT®EENA«TM™^AMf J^;cX“f£&rC^ScE HAS 
■ Tfn.n Wr^O^tsX%rBEItr?ER^7r®AAFAYKTTE SAID yesterday. HE is PORKER !
bF“TfcSWASHINGTON°PRoSRfe?rihh'D:LHST D£CEMBER BY KING T0 TAK£ CHARGE
w POOR PEOPLE’S CAMPAIGN,« IS—EuAusurD-x^-i-0—Bfe-w-lN—THE—f-TRST—WidDCfO?—APRIL—ItTIirA^HTl'iRrrnRr ‘ ~ 

ln-Toi^RA7fcNcT° ARRIVE IN WASHINGTON MONDAY FOR ANTI-VIETNAM WAR ?' ■6 jpi,i 1UA'i i r<H L 1 vnlb » t

2/2—GE92SA ■

dNCLOSUEE

WASHINGTON CAPITAL NEWS SERVICE



F B I

2/^/6 8
Transmit the following in

(Type in pl

Via A lit TEL

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM SAC, CHICAGO (157-24'7

SUBJECT

(Priority)

lit WORWION^COTTAINED

WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT (WSP) 
RM' .
(00: WFO)

Re Chicago airtel anc LHM dated 1/31/68.

Enclosed for the Bure 
concerning captioned matter. C 
the offices listed below as inc 
information.

au are 15 copies of an LHM 
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icated, for their files and
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CG 157-2474

b2

b7D

LHM is
The confidential source referred to in enclosed

The enclosed .LHM is classified con^S^e^itial, since 
unauthorized, disclosure of same could result in identification 
of confidential source and jeopardize the future effectiveness 
thereof.

Chicago will continue to follow and pertinent 
information will be disseminated as received.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 157-2474

UNITED STATES OEPA-RTMEXT OF JUSTICE

t
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIG 

Chicago!, Illinois 
Februaryp. , 1968

CON AL

A 
information

WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT (WSP) 
RACIAL MATTER■ 

confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
in the past, furnished the following information:

During the latter part of January, 1968, source 
Washington Spring Project (WSP) is scheduled to begin in 
Washington, D.C. on or before April 5, 1968. This date 
has been given as a deadline to the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC) workers in the Chicago area,

advised

for recruiting the required 200 participants and for
obtaining the necessarv funds for their transportation 
to Washington, D.C.

b7C

b7D
Martin Luther King is scheduled to be in Chicago 

on Friday, February 2, 1968, to make an undetermined number 
of speeches in order to solicit support for the WSP. One 
of these speeches will be before the West Side Organization 
(WSO) in Chicago.

Very little recruiting of persons to participate 
in the WSP has been conducted in Chicago to date. The 
SCLC staff members assigned to this project believe that 
the recruiting of the 200 persons to travel to Washington, 
D.C. would best be delayed, until after King’s speeches on 
February 2, 1968. It is anticipated that most of the 200 
persons would consist of welfare recepients who have received 
assistance from, or are connected with the WSO in Chicago.

A conference in New York City, New York, has been 
set up during the period from January 31, 1968, to February 
3, 1968, between the SCLC staff members, Stokely Carmichael, 

b7c L
]tor tne purpose ot soliciting the cooperation 

b7D and assistance oi Carmichael| land the SNCC organization
for the Washington Spring Project.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency.

S^dOSUR^ Excluded from 'automatic
i downgrading find\declassification



CONI NT I AL

WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT (WSP)

Copies of this communication are being provided 
for the following local agencies:

United States Attorney, Chicago, Illinois;
I

United States Secrest Service, Chicago, Illinois;

Region 1, 113th Military Intelligence Group,
Evanston, Illinois.:

2* ■

CON? NT I AL
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 ABC Tffl/MLT/JHF

Date of Mail
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Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Branch.

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority.

Subject____ JUNE MAIL
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File Number /& - ~______

Permanent Serial Charge Out



This case will be delinquent.

Date of Bureau deadline:

Reason for the delinquency:

Date the report or necessary communication will reach the Bureau:

AEC zone designation; e. g., OR, CH, etc. :
(This applies only to 116 cases.)

No administrative action necessary.
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

LINKED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ^STICE 

r FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 1
New York; New York 
February 9> 1958

TAM/MLT/.JHF
0 05

Washington Spring.Project 
Racial Matters

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, learned on February 8, 1968, 
that on that date I

.. b7C

b7D

was in contact with 
Levison that he had 
meeting, that there 
on in Philadelphia, 
best situation "we" 
unable to ascertain
situation iri Philadelphia

Stanley Levison.__________________
been in Philadelphia attending a 
are some very important things going 
and that the situation there is the 
have gding. However, the source vias 
clarifying information about the__

b7C

■ b7D

. The source continued that____________advised
Levison that the situationjin Washington, D.C. was ,confused. 
He noted that they (SCLC representatives) held a couple • 
of meetings f I

The following morning, 
according to [ ~|~ a ; picture of Stokely Carmichael
appeared on tne ironu page;of the "Washington Post", 
captioned "Stokely Carmichael Discusses Washington Campaign 
with King" (Mart-in Luther iting, President^ of the SCLC).President^ of the SCLC).

I . GroupSL^
I Excluded^^om
j automatic downgrading
; apd^de class if icahsdon
j \

This 'document contains neither1 recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
•your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency.



b7C

b7D

b7C

b7D

Washington Spring Project

I



b7D

b7C

an article on the protest a'gainst United States involvement 
in. the war in Vietnam in. Washington., D.C. on February 
5^.6, 1968.J sponsored by the| Clergy and Laymen Concerned 
About Vietnam. It states that King addressed the gathering 
of.clergymen and laymen andltold them that 

■ that the freedom and peace moverne 
the worsening economic conditions 
religious leaders to join and 
organization has planned for Washington in 
article also notes that King ma.de it clear 
of the demonstrations would;be the Vietnam

it was imperative . > 
ed. Describing 

he appealed to the 
support the demonstrations his 

April". The 
that the targets 
war and Congress.

- 3 -
?ET



Washington Spring Project I

A confidential source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised 
in April,. 1964, that Stanley Levison was 
a secret member of the Communist Party, 
United States of America (CP,USA), in 
July, 1963. In late 1963 and early 1964, he 
criticized the CP for not being sufficiently 
militant in the civil rights struggle.
Levison was described by certain CP leaders 
as being to the "left" of the CP in this 
position on civil]rights. His differences 
with the CP, however, are merely tactical 
and he continues his ideological adherence 
to Communism. I



Date: 2/2/68
. I - .•Transmit the following in ..

(Type in plaintext or code).

AIRTEL ■ • " I
; • < (Priority)’ ' '' , ' ।

_ _ _L-_ L- _ _ — - - - 1-
[ 1 ' ’ ALE ■'INFORMATION -CONTAINED

. . ■ :, ' ■ , HEREIN'-'lS -UNCLASSIFIED
■ ■ . ,| ■ '‘DATE. 12-1-2-2005 BY 60309 A.UC TAM/MLT/

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI |- ■' ■ -• -i
FROM . : SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751)

" b 1 .SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISC.; 
SEDITION

b7C

b7D

ReNYtel to Bureau, 1/29/68.
• On 2/1/68, ___ ] The

Saturday Evening Post. 041 Lexington Avenue, New York 
City , advised SA I Ithat approximately one
month ago;/STOKELY CARMICHAEL landj_______________________

[discussed an article that would be written 
by CARMICHAEL arid, be published by the Saturday Evening __
Post concerning :CARMICHAEL and his travel abroad. ________
advised that the article was to have been written in the 
first person by CARMICHAEL| I



' NY 100-153751

b7C

b7D

'I Hadvised thatihe।would contact NYO of1
FBT if" there i-s any further developments. . .



PFFBI WASH DC
FBI .ATLANTA1034 AM 2-3-68

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U, S, DEPARTMENT OFlJUSTICE

COMMUNICATION; SECTION
FEB 31^68

INFORMATION CONTAINED
IN IS UNCLASSIFIED I

DATE 12-12.-2005 BY 6030*9 AUC TAM/'MLT/'JHF

ALL

URGENT LJATO DIRECTOR AND CINCINNATIFROM ATLANTA 100-6812
STOKELY CARMICHAEL. IS DASH

Mr. Tolson------ — |
Mr. DeLoach----- . |
Mr. Mohr-------- —
Mr. Bishop- -------
Mr. Casper---- —
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt-—-------
Mr. Gale------------
Mr. Rosen-----■—

j Mr. Sullivan.-^— 
[Mr. Tavel----------

Mr. Trotter—
Tele. Room--------

I Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy------ -

MISCELLANEOUS

b7C

RE CINCINNATI TELETYPE FEB. TWO, LAST, INDICATING POSSIBLETRAVELS OF AREA IN: NEAR FUTURE FORINFO OF CINCINNATI, ATLANTA OFFICE SNCC HAS BEEN WITHOUT TELEPHONESERVICE SINCE EARLY DEC., SIXTYSEVEN. BUT SOURCES UNABLE TOFURNISH ANY ITINERARY FOR HIM.CINCINNATI MAKE APPOPRIATE ARRANGEMENTS TO SECURE VERBATUM



5-1 13a ((9-29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

I 2/2/68

The attached spates Student Non
violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 
Headquarters, Atlanta, Georgia, is making 
pffnrt tn have Stokelv Carmichael and/or

a militant civiL 
rights organisation, travel to southern 
Ohio area in near future.

This information is being furnished 
to the White House’ Attorney General, 
interested Divisions of the Department, 
and military agencies. Cincinnati is 
following this matter closely.

' b7C

JFM:chs

। ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
[HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
]DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 . iT/JHF

7



4-3 (Rev. 7-28-6 7) .

b2

b7C

b7D

AIRGRAM

FROMTO P6:59
CINCINNATI

URGENT 2-:2-68

Tolson — 
DeLoach

□ CABLEGRAM! o RADIO

RECTOR, ATLANTA, BALTIMORE

Callahan _______
Conrad .__________

Felt — _______ __ ’
Gale___  >

IJRosen  4^ ,
jWvan 
’e.Tavel ________ __
’Trotter :_________ _

xx TELETYPE — ■
Gandy ____ —

AND WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 12-12-2005 BY

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 4^MfllSCELLANEOUS SETJITION.
- b7CRE WFO TELETYPE TO BUREAU FEBRUARY 1 LAST

60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHF

ADVISED TODAY THAT

SNCC HEADQUARTERS ADVISED; THATAND WAS SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE BYTRAIN SUNDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY NEXT.
earns mstboxbjj 34$ UM 18 M

b7C

REC-40TWO COPIES TO WEO

FEB W

-■•3 FEB Am

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the,Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic sysfyemsA



'4-3, (Rev. 7-28-67)

□ AIRGRAM

DECODED COPY
I . it '

□ CABLEGRAM RADIO xx TELETYPE

PAGE TWO FROM CINCINNATI
b7C ACCORDING TO SNCC HEADQUARTERS CARMICHAEL AND/OR

.■/ ‘ ' I  • ■• 

ATLANTA ADVISE IF SCHEDULED TO VISIT SOUTHERN OHIOAREA WFO FURNISH ANY INFOCOPY TO BOSTON
RECEIVED: 7:01 PM RNK
2 CC WASHINGTON FIELD

-Tolsnrr~~~^ 
DeLoach _

Mohr_____
Bishop ___
Casper___
Callahan_
Conrad___

.Felt _____ .
■Gale _____
Rosen -___
Sullivan _ 
Tavel ____
Trotter •___
Tele’. Room 
Holmes___
Gandy ____

RE VISIT BY STOKELY CARMICHAEL. AM

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic sysiemsi :



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY tM2 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-107-02

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

■. ■'. UNITED ST®K GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 2/9/68

FROM SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

SUBJECT STOKELY' CARMICHAEL 
. IS - M;
SEDITION ALL INFORMATION \’COftT AINET) 

HEREIN' IS. UNCLASSIFIED- ' ' ■_ 
DATE 12-1:

b7C
603 0 9 AOC TAM/MLT/JHF’

■ Re Miami letter to Director, 1/30/68, requesting
Atlanta to advise whether the letter appearing in the 
8/2/67 issue of “Granma" purportedly-written by the subject 
had been subjected to examination for handwriting compari
sons .

For the information of Miami, Atlanta furnished 
to the FBI Laboratory the photograph of Georgia operators 
license.# 0-434616 for STOKELY CARMICHAEL and a pink 
folder bearing photograph and signature of STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL for comparisons with the signature appearing in ' 
the re 8/2/67 issued.of ”Granma..’] ’

On the date of 1/10/68, the Laboratory Report 
# D-5526OI, the Laboratory reported the results of the 
examination as follows:

“The CARMICHAEL signature in the letter 
reproduced in the issue of ’Granma* for i. 
8/2/67, Is hot. sufficiently legible for 
comparison purposes with specimen KC1.
Furthermore.. specimen KC1 is not sufficient 
'to'show ttie normal variations ^SSjBMMMMknature of this individual."

ri ■information has been Included in a 
Atlanta on STOKELY CARMICHAEL dated

fl /0%
-^Bureau (RM)

2 - Miami (100-15451)(RM) 
I 2 - Atlanta .
[ EUCicaw "• ■ ■■' > r.
' (6) ■ •••• .

„ 12 FEB 121968

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



: da

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED •
' HEREIN jS UNCLASSIFIED '

E 12-12-2005 BY -60309 'AJJC TAM/MLT/JHE

FD-36 (Rev. 5-2^54)

F B'iI

Date: 1/29/68

Transmit the following in

ft Via AlRTEL

OM:

■RET

TO.: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, BOSTON (157-437) (RUC) .

"s STOKELY CARMICHAEL i
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION 
(00: Atlanta)

ReBostel 1/26/68.

3'

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of an 
LHM concerning a visit to Boston by STOKELY CARMICHAEL on 
1/25/68. Copies are being furnished Atlanta, New York and 
WFO due to their interest in this case. ■ Dissemination 
is being made locally to 108th MI. Group, OSI,NISO and USA, 
Boston. 1

b7D

The LHM is classified "Confidential" since the L 
information furnished by whose identity M
is concealed, could logically ;resuiv in tne identification 
of a confidential informant of continuing value and jeopardize 
his future activity. . -

Bureau (100-446 080) (Encl.:
2 - Atlanta (Encl. 2) (RM) '
2 - New York (Encl. 2) (RM) ; .
2 - Washington Field (Encl. 2)1 S(RM)
1 - Boston (157-437)
JFN:gm 
(10)

8 AUsI >i,rxs' ’ ~ — i »SD,CBD»RA°:



'"b7C

b7C

BS 157-437

• b7C

b2

b7D

It is noted that CARMICHAEL arrived in Boston under 
blizzard conditions and that at times visibility was less 
than 15 to 20 feet and travel,was extremely difficult. The 
surveillance of CARMICHAEL was. a joint effort of the Boston 
Police Department and the Boston Office. Due to the distinct 
possibility that, Boston agents might not reach the airport in 
time to meet CARMICHAEL’S plape due to, the weather conditions, 
the cooperation of the intelligence division of the Boston 

; Police was sought and Officer) |of that division
assisted in the surveillance.;

■The young Negress who met CARMICHAEL and who has____
been identified as_______________________________________________

has not been previously known by Boston. Investigation 
is De mg instituted on

The panel truck mentioned in LHM is believed to have 
been used as a defensive surveillance by persons responsible 
for CARMICHAEL’S presence in Boston. This truck was observed 
on two-occasions but wet snow; covering its registration number 
prevented identification of the truck.

The sources mentioned as being contacted from 
1/25/68 through 1/28/68 are: ,

b2

b7C

b7D
)
1

; -2s':-



Ated states department of Atice 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGARoN

Boston, Massachusetts

January 29, 1968
DECLASSIFIED By 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF 
ON 12.12. 2 0 05-.'/

STOKELY CARMICHAEL-

On January 25, 1968, a source, which has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that Stokely 
Carmichael had departed the National Airport, Alexandria, 
Virginia, aboard Eastern Airlines flight 646 at 7:35 p.m., 
on January 25, 1968. He was traveling under the name of 
V. Welch and was en route to Boston, Massachusetts.

Flight 646, Eastern Airlines, arrived at Logan 
International Airport on time at 7:03 p.m., on January 25, 
1968, although blizzard conditions prevailed. Carmichael 
was met by an unidentified young Negress, whom he kissed. 

b7C Both entered an ITOA cab driven by a young male Negro. The 
,cab had Massachusetts Registration Number

The cab traveled to the YMCA, 401 Warren Street, 
Roxbury, where it stopped outside the main entrance. The 
unidentified girl entered the "Y" and returned with two 
male Neghoes who appeared to.converse for a minute or two with 
the occupant of the cab. The two men returned to the "Y" 
and the cab drove off up Townsend Street, Roxbury. As it 
crossed Walnut Avenue, a panel truck pulled out of Walnut 
Avenue and stopped in the intersection, blocking traffic 
on Townsend Street.- This appeared to be a deliberate 
attempt to prevent surveillance of the cab in question. 
The truck blocked traffic until the cab had disappeared 
and then drove off.

b7C

___________On January 2 5 , 1968 ,
Independent Taxi Owners Association IITOA), 

zzd Ainany street, Boston, Massachusetts. advised that ITOA 
cab with Massachusetts RegistrationP was in service and 
on the air but did not respond to his call, He stated the 
cab was owned by one address unknown.

^^C0N^6ENTIAL ^-^OUP
Excluded~2fs<nr automatic 
downgrading ahd^^ 
de-dassification

COPIES DESTROYED 
343 FEB 26 197H

/OO — /m



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

CONF

b7C

IAL

On January 25, 1968, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that a meeting was 
held at the YMCA, Warren Street, Roxbury, on that evening 
and was scheduled for 8:30 p.m. Due to the weather most 
everyone was late and people were still straggling in at 
9:30 p.m. The meeting was the second of its kind and was 
sponsored Representatives
of Negro organizations naa Deen invitea to consider the idea 
of forming a United Front made up of representatives of Negro 
organizations for the purpose of consolidating the strength 
of individual organizations in one front, thus creating greater 
black power. The first meeting, held January 15, 1968, had 
ended without a decision being reached. The program had 
been placed before these groups as the suggestion of Stokely 
Carmichael.

At 10:00 p.m. Stokely Carmichae.1 entered the meeting, 
was introduced and spoke for about ten minutes. He told the 
group that the plan would not cause any organization to lose 
its identity or purpose and he stressed the power which a United 
Front would give the black man.

Source advised that someone asked

b7C

b7D A third
meeung win De neia ana an errorx maae to nave rne idea
sponsored by such non-militant organizations as National 
Association for Advancement of Colored People and the Urban 
League.

Carmichael left the YMCA about 10:30 p.m., according 
to this source.

The ITOA cab, which brought Carmichael to the YMCA 
from the airport, was observed about 11:00 p.m., driving 
through Roxbury followed by what is believed to be the same 
panel truck used to block off Townsend Street earlier in the 
evening.
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STOKEL? CARMICHAEL

b7C

CQ

b7C

b7C
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Sources familiar with racial matters in the Boston 
area, contacted on January 26 through 28, 1968, advised they 
had no knowledge of Carmichael's whereabouts or activities.

On January 28, 1968, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that Stokely 
Carmichael arrived in Washington, D.C. via an Eastern Airlines 
shuttle flight at 4:05 p.m. on that date.

 On January 29, 1968,|________________________________
Eastern Airlines, Boston, Massachusetts, advised 

Eastern does not operate a shuttle service from Boston to 
Washington, D.C. but only direct flights.

The Bost on City Directory for 1968 shows the fi r s t 
floor apartment at|

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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Domestic Intelligence Division

IN FORMATIVE NOTE

Date 2-5-68

Previous information indicated 
Stokely Carmichael, former Chairman 
of Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC), was scheduled to 
spend weekend of February 3-4, in 
Canada; however, he stayed in Washington, 
D. 6., where he spent majority of time 
at SNCC headquarters.

The attached reports that a press 
conference will be held 3 p.m. today at 
SNCC headquarters to re'fute a report 
Carmichael would work for and assist 
Martin Luther King in his demonstrations 
in Washington, D. C. SNCC plans to use 
press conference to attain publicity for 
Black United 'Front, a coalition of Negro 
civil rights leaders being organized by 
Carmichael.

Information in attached will be 
furnished White House, Attorney General 
and interested agencies.

PTB:mh

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF
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jWed states department of JIItice
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington,0. C. 20535 <
January 24, 1968
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The following pertinent Activities of Stokeiy 
Carmichael for the period January 10 - 22, 1968, are as 
follows: ■- ' ■ ■■■'.;< :

__ __ ________ ___On Wednesday" PVAninp- .Taniiarv 10 TORS___ rarrn-i nbp Al

with two male 
companions, Traveled by automobile from Washington, D.C., . 
to Baltimore, Maryland. They visited the Community Action

b7c Agency Neighborhood Center, 2013 Ashland Street, Baltimore. 
Maryland. Subsequently, Carmichael visited I J

A social gathering 
appeared to be taking place at.this address. Carmichae1, 
later the same evening, returned to Washington, D.C.

On Thursday, January 11, 1968;, Carmichael was 
present at SNCC Headquarters during the day time and that z 
evening, he attended a social function held at the, Hollyday 
House, 2316 16th Street, N.W.Washington, D.C«, where 
approximately twenty persons, were present.

On Friday, January 12, 1968, Carmichael spent 
the major portion of the day at SNCC Headquarters and 
during the evening attended a party with male and female 
friends. ■ '\ V ;-

On Saturday, January 13, 1968, Carmichabl spent 
the day at SNCC Headquarters where he remained until the b7C 
evening hours. During the-period at SNCC,



STOKELY CARMICHAEL ...
■ ■ ■ -

visi te d SNCC Heatdquar ter s \? - j&frtgr leav in g 
SNCC. carmlcna'ei visi ted the home Of I

where he spent the remainder of the evening. : ; I

OhSunday,?;3kftjiar^7i4, i'1968, Carmichael, 
accompanied by two males and a female, visited

- -Metropolitan Baptist Church, 13th and R Streets, N«W., 
Washington,, D.C., where they attended religious services. 
After^fl^ /seryices,yiCarmichadl visited SNCC -Headquarters,

, where he remained into the afternoon. Carmichael and. a -? i > 
female were Observed to remove a jibox and Envelopes from a

. vehicle and entered an apartment building at1400, Fairmont 
; Street, N. .W; j' Washihgtonl-. D;C. During the evening. — , 

r Carmichael visitedI
11________________________________ , _____________ | Approximately ten '
I individuaIs were observed to enter , thissaddress- where^a
' meeting of the Steering Committee; of the>Black United" .

• Front was held .■ The? purpose of the meeting was an effort , > 
to set goals ;for the newly idrmed, Black United Front

• organization. Shortly after. 10 plm.-j Carmichael departed .■ 
the a.bove meeting iri. order to appear on a radio program \ i, < 
’’Speak :;Upy-<o^ D.C., beginning
at 11 p. m.: Carmic ha e 1 ’ s radio appearance, wh ic h ■lasted 
approkin^tely‘tWp hours, was mainly devoted to questions 
asked by the radio listening audience by telephone.■

On Monday, January 15, 1968, Carmichael spent 
the day,at SNCC Headquarters and during the evening,visited .

'i friends; -h,.Y <1.yT-I:7' ■

r\;■ On Tuesday, January 16,, 1968, Carmichael spdnt-,v 1 
the day at SNCC Headquarters. The evening was spent with a • 
female companion at his residence.

Oh Wednesday, January 17, 19.68, Carmidhaei visited ? 
2000 PS tree t, N.W., ;Whe.re ■^radio^'Slatioii WOL has stud ios\"< 
Carmichael prepared a 'ta£edi?^ studios: to;be

■ broadcast^ Ov^l'-. onjanuary ■ 21,i968..y : Dur in g ' 
' 'the- afte'rnpph^^^r^^ae'i;.Y'lsi-ted;:>^the,;camp;us'. of Howard' ;■ ?•Carmichael campus', of Howard



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

University where he attended a program relating to
; architecture at the invitation of a student. During the ‘ 

evening/.Carmichael,; along with others; traveled to 
N4Mqh^i^Airl>^;t.>’‘-W^^fiii|:ton, D.C., where .‘they saw a 
femaleoff ona flight for New York City. Carmichael 
later. ¥eturnedid. his residence." . ..

b7C

On Thursday, January 18, 1968, Carmichael, after' 
visitingSNCC, visited 626 Third Street;-N;W*, Washington, 

• D;(37;;;;-where. the. Washington Urban Leagud jhas Air office. * - 
NeWsnaber Publicity indicated that Carmichael visited 

‘I lin order to discuss a reported reluctance
> on the part of-the Urban League to affiliate, with the

Black United Fhont. ‘ ! -

:;^4fe.'<Ftlday.;71Sahuary 19, 1968, Carmichael was , 7// 
observed at National ’Airport.Washington, D; C., in the ,

v company of| | They departed-National Airport ’ /
and drove; ;by 11 mouSine to Dulles Airport where*. Carmichael 
saw; her " of f on a flight to San Francisco . He then returned - ’
to his residence. Subsequently,;he visited SNCC Headquarters. 
In the earlyf wehjng; he. departed SNCG Headquarters with________

;| ^drove them to National Airport, Washington, D;C. / >} -
- ■ wqere they boarded the;;9V"p;m;;-/Ea^tdrh; Airlines'■Slni.ttieJ- ■ 

. New York City■."'7<Updn;^tiiiv^l^fhxil'ew-. York Citv, they- reportedly > ;
..v/ent to.Jihe hojoel [7 i ■■

On Saturday;, January. 20, 1968; Cai’michae l de par te d 
New York Ci ty and re turned to; Waehing^^ at
National Airport■approximately 4:40 p.m. He visited 2112 
New■Hampshire Avenue; where: a; social was in process. Sub
sequently/ he wen t io 5113 J Georgia: Avenue., -N .E., where a 
social affair was in progress. ‘Later,-he went to 1421 Monroe 
Street, N.W., where a private party was held.

:??‘ S' " • ■■ S ':-':SS^ 
- 1 > Oh Sunday, JariuaryC2i,41^ with two

7 females and ppe male, visited Carolina Missionary Baptist ’ 
Church, 777 Morton Street,; N i’iv;,m,WsMrigtbn:, .D;C. ;, where7he 
attended a religious service. Later, he- went with the above 
mentiqned ’individuals to ah;apartment building at 2007 15th
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Street, N.W., Washingtonj D.C.,, where jbe- spent the remainder 
of the day. |Carmichael^js/taped in terview was broadcast oyer 
WOL radio station at 7:30 p.m. The program concerned his- ■< 
activity and plans in Washington ,7d.C.

On Monday, January 22. /1968, Carmichael visited 
SNCC Headquarters S during t.h^A^tftrnnnn .-I ''

_ ______________________ _______ ___________________i?Thereafter’i> they 
both went to the New Duh bar Ho te H. Duhih g the ev^nthg 
Carmichael Attended a /birthday party in honor of a ifemafie

;3^S-;H:Street, N.E.

7/?; / J* 7/<,; 4
7 ‘7'- • • -< 7/': ‘ --.-11' 1 • ‘ ’’ •' '■ ■

7. • *C“. >-'7.%.' 7'. <•:. 7 -"--z 7!. <7 7 • •<77>v

7-7’' *’•-77 ^7< 7

This/ document' contains; neither . ,7,.
-roe jpns ./nor?' conclusions' of •<
•We Tr -..•‘•I;77the.^wer£y:. of; -.7-. - 

'’.i&7<^-hed\ to' yqur agency;, 
it and-'‘its." cdht^ts'vare''nbt 'tp, be • .
.distributed-routside, your’ agency.,,. • 77.
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(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
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k

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION
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# 983317

ReWFOat dated 1/5/68.

Enclosed herewith to the Bureau are 11 copies A 
of an LHM setting forth a verbatibn translation of comments 
of STOKELY CARMICHAEL on a radio program broadcasted on 
station WOL, Washington, D. C., on 1/14/68. Also two reels 
of tape containing the comments of CARMICHAEL are enclosed 
for the Bureau. Two copies of the LHM are furnished AT.

SE
The tape was prepared by SE____________________

lof WFO. It was translated by SE 
ICl

and

b7C

SE
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n
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In Reply, Piec.se Refer to 
rile No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST I CATION

Washington, D.C. 20535

February 5, 1968

STOKELi CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 

SEDITION

R^»dio station WOL, Washin^^^p,. . C., on its 
program ''Speak Up", moderated by Dr^-D^ddSEaton, had 
as its guests Stokely Cas^dchael.ya.esteilzjfcO'smie, .Wash- ; 
ington Director of the Studeh^nWon viol ent Coordinating 
Committee. (SNCC) and Courtland*^ox of_SNCC. The. pro- 1 
gram was on the air from. 11:00 plw, Sunday evening; 
January 14, 1963 to 1:00 a.m., Monday morning, January 
15, 1968.

Dr. Eaton began the program with a brief inter
view of his guests, with emphasis on how they became ac
quainted with each other and how they became involved in 
the Civil Rights Movement. The questions and answers then 
began. The following is a verbatim.transcript of the com
ments of Carmichael in response to questions asked him:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAIT/'MLT/'JHF

# 983317



STOKELY CASM1CHAEL

EATON:

CARMICHAEL:

Listening audience the phone number is 462-8150.
And tonight we’re interviewing Mr. Stokely Carmichael, 
Mr. Lester McKinney and Mr. Cortland Cox. Let me 
throw this question to you, all of you have in common, 
being at Howard University and on this program 
we have had several of the Professors who have 
been kicked out of Howard and one of the student, 
student at law school. What was his name? Green 
I think and now he is at Yale. Let me ask you this 
question? What help if any,in formulating your 
opinions about life, what was some of your move 
positive impressions of Howard University? Or 
what is your critique, thafs a better idea of 
Howard University. How would you answer that?

Well, I think it is changing a little at Howard 
University, my biggest problem at Howard University 
is that it was trying too much imitate white so
ciety. I mean all of its criterion came all from 
white society. It was so caught up in imitating 
white society, it never took time to look at their 
own people, their own culture. I mean they just 
never really questioned things. They don’t today, 
I mean they talk about education. It is crystal 
clear to me, education means being able to fit 
into your community. And Howard University is 
incapable of doing that, I mean the students who attend 
Howard University can't even mix who surround their 
very community. They got to have police dogs to 
fight what they call block boys, and thats just 
absurd to me, because that’s the same people, same 
black people, flesh of the same flesh and blood 
of the same blood, And if Howard University 
couldn’t prepare me to help live in that community 
or change that community, then that education 
was absolutely wasted. I think that more than 
anything else (garbled)"with-Howard, I mean I



STOKEhY CARMICHAEL

EATON:

CARMICHAEL:

EATON:

CARMICHAEL:

I am not even going into the petty nonsense of the 
administration, they are trying to be so white and 
the petty nonsense of some faculty members. The 
whole institution just in its attempt to imitate 
lock-stock and barrel, white society.and to make 
us white. I think what caused to rebel, cause 
were all first generation college, you know our 
parents didn’t go to college, they didn’t even 
finish high school. And if we didn’t get scholar
ships, we wouldn’t be able to go to college.

You got a good point, let me put it this way. 
You say, it is not only true of Howard, I don’t 
think also, the whole educational system.

Right.

But isn’t it natural if the black man finds him
self the minority, the largest minority in a seas 
of whiteness or the white majority. Is it not 
natural to have this type of imitation? What is 
your feeling about that?

Man, I just want to pick up on that. I think 
that’s a line the Honkies just use, you knew telling 
us that we’re not any relationship to Africa, man 
that’s not true. First of all for black people the 
question of a community is not geography it is a 
question of color, that happens to be a fact, I 
mean you go in this country, wherever you go, if 
your black you’re going to the same community, it 
doesn’t make a difference where its located, if its 
in Washington, D. C., if its in Harlem, if its in 
Southside. Chicago, if its in Watts in Los Angeles,' 
wherever the brothers are thats naturally where 
you’re going to be. And the same thing is true 
outside of the country, the same is true for ex
ample in the West Indies, the same thing is. true 
in Africa. Well now the white folks got to say 
that nonsense because look what they’ve done to 
us. They have scattered us all over the Western
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society because they felt like it. They came to 
Africa they took us, they dropped some of us in the 
West Indies, they dropped some of us in Cuba, they 

. dropped some of us in Brazil, they dropped some of 
us in Columbia, in Peru, in Panama, in Santa Domingo 
in Puerto Rico, in the United States, and they just 
scattered us as their will, I mean we're'900 million 
strong in the world, today and if the black man ever 
recognized that he was 900 million strong in the 
world today and recognized that we’re flesh of the 
same flesh and blood of the same blood because we 
are...

EATON: He’d probably faint.

CARMICHAEL: No, he wouldn't faint, the Honkie would faint.
If the black man recognized that the Honkie would 
faint.

EATON: Okay, lets take a few calls, the number is 462'8150, 
and we’re having a informal discussion here tonight 
with Mr. Stokely Carmichael, Mr. Lester McKinnie and 
Mr. Courtland Cox. If you care to join it they are 
willing to answer any questions that you put to them 
other than those they rule out of bounds and we de
cided that when we went on the air. Lets take a 
couple of calls, gentlemen. WOL speak-up please.

CALLER: Alright, well may I just say you have such lovely 
participants on there I would love to hear them talk 
much more to the community, you know, rather than 
asking so many questions at first. And I agree with 
these gentlemen. I just wish they could give us a 
better education, black people, I’m not .concerned 
about what white people think about us. I think if 
we could do one of these things to more educate 
the black people that they are black and what they 
are, I would appreciate any comment anybody has 
about that. We’re going to waste our time trying
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to teach the white man that We’re black and we're 
Africans we can forget it because its going to take 
too long.

EATON: OK. Thanks, very. much. Any of you care to react 
to that?

CARMICHAEL: Let me just pick up on that because I think a point 
that the lady I think the point that the sister- 
made was very important. Because every time black 
people move in this country the first thing they 
decide is what is the white man going to say about 
thi s.

COX (?): You're right.

CARMICHAEL: Yeah. And we have to change our entire way of 
thinking. We must begin to say first our people, 
first our people, we are concerned with what is goo 
for our people, and later for anybody else.

CALLER: Stokely at one of your meetings, you know, I was 
there and you said that ah...never knock your 
brother or never knock your brother's organization. 
There’s another'organization (around).... in the .
( ), you know. But suppose your brother
knocked you, you know, knowing its gonna hurt you, 
you know, what actions should he take behind that?

CARMICHAEL: OK, now understand this, we gotta understand this 
its very, very important. Look I’m gonna tell you 
something brother if we don't understand it all of 
us are gonna be wasted. Nov? dig, if a brother 
attacks another brother- and the other brother’s 
mind is messed up, his mind is messed up because 
the white man messed his'mind'up, Right?
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CALLER:

CARMICHAEL:

CALLER:

CARMICHAEL:

True.

So that means our primary enemy is the white man 
who has messed up our brothers mind. Our job is 
to begin to be as humble as we can with our own 
people, to try and bring them along to the point 
where we have reached because look a lot of people 
talking black now but remember when brother Malcolm 
was talking about black just think where we were.

Yeah.

And all of us have to grow to that point. And if 
people are not willing to help the brothers and 
sisters who are behind we’re going to get wasted 
because they’ll be able to divide us. We have to 
give our brothers all the slack in the world, I 
mean cut: them a whole lot of slack to bring them 
along slowly. Use any methods necessary to bring 
them along except force. We must begin to...begin 
to use as a lax? that we do not use force on cut own 
people, as a matter of fact when they insult us we 
just go to them and take the insults and just keep 
going slowly. I mean wherever our people are thats 
where we go and that’s how we try and move against 
them so that we begin to unite everybody in our 
community, I mean everybody in our community got 
to be united, from kids six years old all the way 
up to the old folk we people say minds cannot be 
changed but thats not true, we got to work....
with them because unless we have a totally united 
community (isn’t ?) going to be able to get us. 
But if we take our time with our brothers and when 
they make the mistakes we just go on after them, 
you know, like we all grow up in the church, re
member Jesus Christ went after the one lost lamb, 
and thabs who we got to go after, we got to go 
after our lost brothers whose minds are not straight 
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who are fighting us every time we say the word 
black, who are getting upset every time they hear 
Black Power, and take time out to un-brainwash

• what the Honkie did to them. Now it offers a 
challange for us because the challange is can we 
...are we better and are we smarter with our own 
people than the white man? If the white'man 
brainwashed our people can we un-brainwash our 
people and bring them home? And I think we’re 
bad enough to do it. And that?s what we have to do. 
And that’s why we have to take time and don’t get 
upset,, you know, when brothers say things that we 
know’ they don’t really mean because they don’t 

-know what they’re talking about, and cut them all 
the slack in the world to bring them home. • We got 
to bring our people home and you got to remember 
that every Negro is a potential black man. I job 
is to make black man.

CALLER:

EATON:

CARMICHA

EATON:

EATON:

CALLER:

Why can’t Stokely Carmichael tell us his real name: 
And who is paying him?

(to CARMICHAEL) The question is why can’t you tell 
us your- real name? And who is paying you?

£L: My real name is Stokely Carmichael and I’m paid by
the Student Non-violent Co-ordinating Committee 
wThen I get paid.

(to caller) Alright, thanks very much.

WOL, speak-up, please.

So mighty glad to see that Mr. Carmichael, come 
speaking to the community because I feel the conrrnu:! 
needs to be educated., expecially or even our so 
called upper class. We are all nothing but Negroes
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Some of them there seems to be indifferent or 
( ). What makes the white man mad is when
we are united and solid unity and speaking the 
things that should be spoken. And I think this is 
a very good idea.

EATON:

CARMICHAEL:

EATON:

CARMICHAEL:

OK, thanks very much. There is one question that 
comes out of two or three of the listeners and I 
would like to throw open and also get the listeners 
reaction. Should the black man become involved, 
not only in the destiny of his own community but 
the destiny of America, and if so, why?(Cox answered - 
Carmichael continued the answer.)
I mean you could carry it to the present date.

Mr. Carmichael,

We do not want to get involved in a black united 
front but lets use that as an example. Now, we got 
together in D.C. We said, alright, we're living 
in a black community. We have different ideologies, 
you know, we have different organizations but we’re 
all working for the benefit of the black man, why 
don't all of us get together, sit down and try and 
work out areas where we can work together and stop 
fighting each other. Now that seems to.....me to 
be what anybody would be happy to have done. But 
every white newspaper, every white television 
station, every white radio station in this city came 
out against such a move. They don't even want the 
black man to get together. Didn't any body say 
anything about what they’re were going to do, all 
they said was we're calling a unity meeting, we 
discuss things by ourselves away from the press 
because we know what they do to everything ve do, 
they always misinterpret and continue to mess up 
the minds of our people. And yet even something as 
simple as having a unity meeting among black people,
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and white people are. trying to destroy it. The 
press is making all these stories about whats going 
on, who’s fighting who and all that nonsense, and 
the reason they are doing this is because they don’t 
want the black man to come together because they 
know if the black man comes together its all over 
for them.

EATON: OK. Lets take a few more calls. In other words 
what you. are simple saying is that if the black 
man looks after his...own..best interests in becoming 
a better individual in terms of ownership of property, 
being responsible for the property he owns, developing 
businesses and sharing that this....by the very act 
of doing this will have meaningful consequences 
on the statue and the position of America.

CARMICHAEL :(?) Yeah, but not only that see....if the black man 
becomes.... ■

EATON: In other words some basic changes will have to be 
made.

CARMICHAEL (?) : Yeah, but look if the black man .just began to think 
for himself then they couldn’t control us anymore.

. For example if any serious black'man started to think. 
for himself he knows he has no business in Vietnam. 
He’s not going to Vietnam, if the black man don’t’ : 
go to Vietnam then this country is messed up.

EATON: Right. Ok, lets take a few more calls and gear in 
on some of the areas that we’ve just discussed.

CALLER: I wTould like to ask my black brother, Carmichael, 
a couple of questions.,

EATON: Ok, go ahead. He is listening.
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CALLER: When he was over in North Vietnam what did the leader 
over there think about our black brothers, boys over 
there fighting, our black brothers whom they are 
fighting with. What did they think and what did 
they say about them?

EATON: I think the question is, 
Vietnam what did some of 
black men in America?

When you visited North 
the leaders think about the

CALLER: Fighting over there?

CARMICHAEL: I think that they recognize the black man is being 
used in that war. I think they recognize it very 
clearly. They recognize it for a number of reasons. 
Nov? before the United States moved in against Vietnam, 
the Vietnamese were fighting the French used to take 
the Algerians, Algeria is in North Africa, and they 
used to make the Algerians fight in Viet Nam against 
the Vietnamese. Now what the Vietnamese would do, 
when they captured an Algerian prisoner, they would 
take him and put him in a separate cell from a French 
prisoner and they would begin to talk to the Alger
ian prisoner and they would say, now look brother, 
why are you fighting us? This man in France has 
got your country up tight, you can’t move out of 
the country, you can’t own anything in the country. 
He owns everything and he makes you come' and fight 
me and I haven’t done anything to you. I haven’t 
tried to take your country. I don’t rape your 
women. I don’t make them....prostitutes. So why 
are you fighting me? And they would begin to work a 
re-educational program on the Algerians. So what 
happened was that all the Algerians when they got 
out of jail from Vietnam, they formed the inner Left, 
the National Liberation Front. And they are the ones 
who carried on the long guerrilla warfare in Algeria 
against France.
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EATON: Thanks very much for your call.

CALLER: Can I ask one more?

CALLER: . This is very important./ Dave.

EATON: Ok, go ahead.

CALLER: Actually, I want to ask him, did he read this 
statement when he was over there, he would like 
to see United States get defeated?

EATON: Let me tell you, one ground rule we have established 
at the beginning, we don’t want to get in one of 
these type of controversies, so I am not going to 
allow any question did he say or didn't he say. 
We won't get too much accomplished then, OK?

CALLER: OK.

EATON: We are trying to share thoughts, trying to find out 
who these people are, these three individuals. OK? 
Thanks very much. WOL, speak up please.

CALLER: I would like to ask Stokely who helped finance 
his trip abroad?

EATON: Mr. Carmichael, who helped finance your trip abroad?

CARMICHAEL: Different peoples.

EATON: Mr. Carmichael's response, did you. hear?

CALLER: Different peoples.

EATON: WOL, speak up please. Your on the air.

CALLER: I would like to ask stokely Carmichael and the
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rest of the men who are there why aren’t they doing 
anything about the right of Negroes to vote in 
Washington, D. C.? Because I am pretty sure that 
the reason is because the majority....of the people 
in Washington are Negroes and eighty percent of 
the home population would be Negroes, and thats 
the reason we are not allowed to vote. I mean I 
agree with all these other things that are going on, 
you know, and I know (garbled) Negroes (garbled) 
D. ? C. should have the right to vote. So why aren’t 
(?) we doing anything about this?

CARMICHAEL(?): OK. I think that COX is going to take that question. 
(Cox answered-Carmichael continued.)

CARMICHAEL: Yeh, but there’s another follow up to that brother. 
Number one, you just don't wanna get the vote, just 
like that, see. Cause you get the vote then the 
man mess you up with that vote, see.

CALLER: Yeh, I agree brother.

CARMICHAEL: Yeh, what wTe want to do is to begin to rebuild a 
community feeling in our community which has been 
broken down by all of the forces that wTork against 
us, that are put on us from white society. Like, 
for example, now you walk on dew 7th and T or you 
walk, on down. 14th and U, you see us out there 
fighting each other, cutting each other, shooting 
each other. We have to begin to address ourselves 
to problems where black people stop taking out their hatred 
on each other, where we begin to build a feeling of 
community where we'll, hustle on each other. So that 
when we get the vote, cause we gonna take the city, 
I mean there aint no if, ands or buts about th-at^ 
but vrhen we get the city we will have developed a 
feeling of community. So that whatever we use. the 
city for it will, help the community, the masses of 
our people, not just a few people who are running
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for offices and fighting each other.. And that's 
more important for us than the vote. The vote is 
a trick bag the white man put out here brother.

CALLER: Will I (garbled) saying, if we had the vote and 
(unintelligible) elect our school board, I mean, 
don’t you think we could start educating Negro 
children like, you know, show them the part that 
Negroes, black Americans, did play in this country.

CARMICHAEL OK, dig brother, See, if you go elect somebody 
to the school board, they gonna function the way 
the school, board functions now. It’s not gonna 
work. You got to talk about changing the whole 
education system in this country. Now I’ll tell 
you why. An education, see, it’s supposed to pre
pare you to live in your community, right.

CALI.,ER: The white community.

CARMICHAEL: Yeh, that’s what it’s doing now. It’s preparing 
us to live in the white community, cause it doesn’t 
speak to the problems of our community. Let’s look 
at our community. Our community is full of rats, 
roaches, prostitutes, dope addicts, preachers, 
gamblers; it’s also full of maids, it’s full of 
gangs, it’s full of young fellas out on the street 
fighting each other. Now if I go to school, see, 
if that's the community I live in, that school 
should teach me to be a good prostitute or a good 
dope addict or a good preacher or a good whatever 
in my community. If it can’t teach me that, then 
it's got to teach me how to change my community. 
And the schools aren’t doing any of these things 
man. It's teaching......,

EATON (?) : Not where it's not teaching you how to live and it* 
not teaching you how to change.

* O
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CARMICHAEL: Right. It's not teaching you how to live in our 
community, it’s not teaching you how to change our 

- community. What's it teachin us to do is to per
petuate the system that we live under and that’s 
why electin a black man to the board.is not going 
to begin to solve our problems. We have to talk 
about our parents takin over the schools., takin over 
the school boards, and dictating to schools the 
type of education that our children get . Cause 
that's the only solution to the problem brother.

EATON: OK, thanks very much for you call, we're moving 
on.

CALLER: Radicate (ph) among us, you know, among, I call 
myself an American now, of course I’m not, but 
since I'm here it's been a benefit, and I’m 
definitely Negro (----?), I don’t hesitate to 
say it. And it just burns we up when another 
Negro or soul brother or black man (looks it??). 
I have so much of Indian in me, you know, it's 
an instinction (??), you know, you really get 
mad.

CARMICHAEL: Look, here sister.

CALLER: You have to club these people into......

CARMICHAEL: Look here sister, that’s true, what you say it 
true. It's just our job to begin to help them. 
There’s not need to get.....They're our people. 
They're flesh of our flesh and they're blood of 
our blood and we've got to help them, no matter how 
long it takes, no matter how tired we get we've 
got to keep goin. I mean, let's just remember again 
brother Malcolm X when he first started about black 
everybody said, man shutup, we don't want to hear 
that nonsense. He kept pushing. He kept, plugging. 
He kept pushing along and he kept pluggin till a 
lot of us began to open our eyes and we have to do 
the same thing with our brothers and sisters. And 
we cannot afford to get hostile with them because.
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when we get mad with them they gonna run to the white 
man and that’s another one we lost. We got to be....

CALLER: (Interrupts) That’s a good point and it really 
takes a lot of patience. You see (unintelligible).

CARMICHAEL: (Interrupts) The black man is the most patient man 
in the world. We been patient for 400 years. We 
can take patience with our own people if we took 
all that patience from the white man. (Woman caller 
was trying .to talk at same time Stokely was.)

CALLER: Yes, I’d like to ask Stokely your doing all this 
talk about black power lias he stopped to think just 
where will be get, once he get this black power, 
how many of our people own (?) any shares in the 
utilities here in the District? Have you stopped 
to think about that yet?

CARMICHAEL: I’m sorry ...

EATON: We. didn’t quite understand the latter part of 
your statement, would you repeat it?

CALLER: Of all these utilities here in the District has 
he stopped to think how many people, hovz many Negroes, 
ovm shares in this? If we were to get the black 
power, where do we go from there?

EATON: Right, the word that we are missing is utopia 
something, what was that word?

CALLER: The utilities here.

EATON: Utilities, right?

CALLER: That's right, the water, the electricity, all of 
these. Where we going from there, once we get-the
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black power? How’re we going to maintain it?
Now you doin all this kickin (?) about black 
power, now how is he going to maintain once he gets 

. the black power?

CARMICHAEL: See brother, you saying the white man is the only 
man who can maintain a water system and all that 
other utility stuff you talk about?

CALLER: No. (both talk) How you going to maintain it? 
How many Negroes in the District own any shares 
in anything?

CARMICHAEL: I don’t think many of us own any shares in any
thing. Why don't we own it? That’s a question 
you ought to ask yourself. Why don't we own shares 
in it?

CALLER: Why because we haven't (?) stopped (?) long (?) 
enough (?) to train this ignorant Negroes that 
really need the training. The only (Stokely 
interrupts).

CARMICHAEL: Brother, there are no ignorant black people, 
there are no ignorant black people.

CALLER: Have you stopped to think about all the black (?) 
of ourselves who haven’t been (-- -?) that you ma Uy
haven't....

EATON: (Interrupts) I think maybe that-- let me interrupt
and see if I can clarify this. Correct me if I'm 
wrong, but what you three gentlemen are talking 
about in terms of the black community and black 
people playing the major or proportionate share of 
the decision making process including in the black 
community. This is not negating, as I understand 
it, and association in terms of dialogue and

i b
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communication with whites, I don’t think we’re 
talking, and correct me if I’m wrong, about some 
type of black enclave within America. Are we not 
talking about a type of real equality rather than 
the facade of equality in terms of communication 
and stature.

CARMICHAEL: I don’t think that...

EATON: (Interrupts) I think that’s what, you know, cause 
he assumes that white people won’t be working and, 
you know.

CARMICHAEL: Yeh, but that is not the way we should go to the 
question. I mean, why is it that whenever we talk 
about our people we got to go back and talk about 
white people? Does it necessarily mean that, if 
you do things for black people., you have to step 
on white people? We’re concerned with our people. 
We’re not saying we don't step on white people. 
I mean but the...
(Someone says OK and Eaton said, that's what I 
wanted you to clarify)
Stokely continues with--No brother, no. See I 
don't waste my time talking about that. We're 
talkin about gettin black people together, or
ganized, united, so we can have the power that 
was stolen from us by the white man. That's all 
we’re talking about.

CALLER: What did you have stolen from ya?

CARMICHAEL: My life, he stole me from. Africa, git to that.

CALLER: So you free to go back .why don'tcha go back?

EATON: OK, rather than debate this one moot point, 
we're going to have to move on because we 

have five more minutes before the news break. OK,
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thanks very much.

CALLER:

EATON:

CALLER:

EATON':

CALLER:

CARMICHAEL:

Yes, I would like to direct this call to Mr. 
Carmichael.

Go right ahead, he's listening.

All right, I was thinking, I been thinking this (?) 
ever (?) since (?) the program came on the woman 
from the West Indies more or less, you know, kinda 
brought it home. Don’t you find that women as a 
whole are more hard to understand, you know the 
problems. I think women are...well I think that 
this is where the big problem comes in at......

OK. While he's......

Probably but, you know men, they and...they have 
more foresight they can look .further into the future 
and the ’women just wants to argue all the time.
And another thing that I'd like to know, what can 
women who is really interested in going to, you 
know, get our people together.

I'm not sure that's true because I think that the 
person who has carried the bulk of the black race 
in certainly the centuries before, has been the 
black women. I mean that I just don't think that's 
true. I mean that it was my black mother who had 
to carry me when my father couldn't get’a job and 
carry the five of us, you know, all five of us, so 
I just don't think that's true... I think that our 
young men ought to be thankful for our black, mothers 
that they were able to survive through all the crap 
that they had to take from the white folks. I’m 
thankful for black women, I think that they are the 
most beautiful, women on the ear th, because they were
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.....able to survive through what no other race 
of people would have been able to survive through. 
They not only took care of white people's children 

• they took care of their am children, they fed 
their own and they breast, fed white people, they 
clean their own houses and clean white people’s 
houses, they cook supper for their children and 
cook supper for white people's children and they 
were still able to give us a feelin of humanity 
through all of that nonsense. Be thankful for 
the black woman sister.

EATON: OK, thank you very much.

EATON: The thing that is puzzling me, I'd like to get 
your reactions on this, and this is a genuine 
puzzle I had. I can't see, and I'm speaking 
-- I'm trying to speak objectively, I can't see 
why persons in America, I don't care whether they’7 
black, white or green, can’t see the value and’real 
contribution to this country that can be made if tl 
black man becomes more solid more united in his ef
forts. And I really can't understand why people 
can't understand this. Can.you speak to that?
In other words, I know that the white community haj 
traditionally attempted to fragmentize the black 
community and has succeeded, but looking at it as 
objectively as possible, I can’t understand why 
people don't realize that by the. black community 
coming closer together, having more genuine commun
ication, have more real understanding of each other 
how that cannot be a more positive contribution to 
America. Can you enlighten me?

CARMICHAEL: Well I think David that it's just a known fact, 
the white man recognizes that if the black man get? 
together there's going to be trouble because the
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whole system of this country is based upon keepin 
the black man where he is. So if he gets together 
he’s, it means, automatically, he's gonna upset the 
applecart. Cause the way the country is fitted now, 
the black man is programmed in .every-area of his 
life.

EATON: OK

CARMICHAEL: And with the program goin....

EATON: Now I want you to challenge me, as I know you will, 
but here’s what I’m saying. My fervent feeling is 
that if America is to be saved then the black man 
has to save her. That’s my feeling. If America 
is to be saved, the black man has to save her. 
Mow, speaking purely in a humanitarian way and 
trying to be objective, if the value system in 
America can be changed by the black man, being 
concerned.with his blackness and accepting it and 
loving it, then ostensively, oh that’s a big word, 
then this would have in a final form a positive 
input to the whole American system.

CARMICHAEL: I got to do it brother. You my (.....) ‘boy, you •
know, but we got to go.

CARMICHAEL: The black man cannot be concerned with America.
He must be concerned with his people. To be con
cerned with black people in this country is not to 
be concerned with America. It is to be the opposite 
of America.

CALLER: I’d like to ask Mr. Carmichael a question in regards 
to his connection with the Nation (ph) of Islam (ph) 
I have been listening to him tonight and I’ve been 
keeping up with him for some time. I'm & student of

’■ 3 n
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the black, revolution here in America and I noticed 
that many of the things he is saying and teachin 
was taught in the Nation of Islam, I believe, even 
before Mr. Carmichael was born, so I was wondering 
what connection, if any, he has with the Nation of 
Islam and, if no connection, what are his thoughts 
and views on the Nation of Islam here in America.

EATON: Mr. Carmichael, you got that?

CARMICHAEL: Yes I did, .Brother, I’m not a member of the Nation 
of Islam, but I have the highest respect and regard 
for the Nation of Islam because I think that they 
were one of the first organized groups in our period, 
our lifetime, to begin to really organize our people 
and begin to teach them self respect and a dignity 
and to begin to uplift our (?) system (?), face of 
the whole confrontation with white society that they 
have to face. I have nothing but a great deal of 
respect for the Nation of Islam.

EATON: OK, thanks very much.

CALLER: I'd like to know, can you tell me exactly what 
happened on (?) thata Rufus Mayfield and that 
meeting?

EATON: I’m sorry but I don't know anything about that, 
does any of you gentlemen know? What meeting, 
I don’t know what she’s referring.,..

CALLER: Unity meeting, with Rufus Mayfield, when he was 
there exactly what happened?

CARMICHAEL: That was a.....

EATON: That was a no comment, I think wouldn’t it?
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CARMICHAEL: Yes, no comment.

CALLER: I can’t tell you how happy I arn that I heard the 
•program this evening because now that I hear these 
gentlemen especially Carmichael, at first hand. I 
can see that the white community has nothing to fear, 
just nothing at all. They want much better housing, 
they want better education, they want this and that 
and who are they going to get it from,.... from the

■ white community. You know it is too bad that 
Carmichael instead of going over to North Vietnam 
and getting his information over there, he should 
have taken a walk over to Chinatown, to see first 
hand how a non-white community is able to educate 
themselves, make themselves prosperous and live 
with peace and harmony with everyone around them. 
Now would they like to comment, about that?

EATON: On what, anybody want to comment? I don't think 
about an answer forth coming.

CALLER: Well why not?

EATON: I said no one seems to want to comment.

CALLER: They’re three articulate gentlemen.....

EATON: Nobody cares to comment.

CALLER: ..... (something?) in their own defense.

CARMICHAEL: There is no defense,. I mean what you mean in my 
own defense, what defense? I'm not defensive about 
anything.

CALLER: ....You know you three people have been played up 
as ( ) in the newspapers.

> if >
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CARMICHAEL: As what?

CALLER: You’ve been played up as (olgies??), actually 
the three of you have no power, the newspapers have 
built you up, you are what the Chinese would call 
a Paper Tiger. You can form your fronts from 
now until dooms day and you’ll never get anywhere 
because this is a white man’s country, the white 
man had the dream, built the industries and employed 
the Negro, and until you do something on your own, 
which I doubt you ever will do, you’ll never get 
anywhere.

CARMICHAEL: OK, now dig this.

CALLER: (if you are. .. .)

EATON: OK, let him react to your quarry.

CARMICHAEL: Alright now dig this, Honkie, I’m going to tell 
.you how you Honkies built this country. You came to 
America....

EATON: Let’s take it in order now, let Mr. Carmichael 
speak and if you want to come back then after we . 
leave you can call in again.

CARMICHAEL: Be cool, if you listen you might learn something. 
Now dig this, you came to the United States of 
America, the Indians were here, you landed on 
Plymouth Rock, the man took you in he showed you 
how to grow corn, he showed you how to live in this 
country and after he showed you all that you wiped 
him out. You went to South America.....

CALLER: Now let me tell you this.
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EATON: Listen he’s got to finish..,..

CARMICHAEL: You went to South America, the Indians showed 
you their gold, the Aztecs shovzed you their gold, 
their silver, their copper, you stole it, you 
wiped them out. You went to Africa, our brothers, 
our sisters took you in, you came in there we 
showed you the happy life we had, you took us, you 
put us in chains, you brought us here. You went 
to China, the Chinese took you in, they showed you 
what they had in Asia, you went you stole what 
they had and you enslaved them, and you talk about 
what you did. All you’ve ever done is rotten 
through and through, you have stole, you have 
cheated, you have killed, you have murdered, you have 
plundered, you have raped. And you have the 
dastardly courage to sit there and talk about what 
you have built. You built off of the sweat of 
other people, and baby what you sow, that you 
shall reap.

CALLER: My question is directed to Stokely Carmichael, 
or either one of the others.

EATON: OK, go right ahead.

CALLER: I want to ask about, how is his new coalition 
group, Black Leaders, going to co-ordinate with the 
coming of Martin Luther King in April?

CARMICHAEL: Dr. King is flesh of our flesh, blood of our 
blood, he’s our brother and we’re working with 
every brother who is out there.

CALLER: I would like to answer the white man’s quarry to 
the three guest you have. Remember this now, 
everything this country has built up .( )
.Negro blood. Back in the 1800s even the 1700s
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EATON:

CALLER:

this whole country’s economy was built on 
cotton, who picked that cotton? Who had the 
stamina, and the ability to go out there and pick 
that cotton, while they were in chains, while being 
beaten and driven by slave masters? The Negro has 
done something in this country and the white man 
is trying to, right now, is trying to hide it 
under stones and rocks. And any Negro who tries 
to bring this up to his black bosses that the 
black man has built this country, his blood is 
in France, his blood is in Germany, his blood is 
in Japan, its everywhere, its in Korea, its .strung 
in the Hawaiin Islands, and this white man has 
the audacity to call up and say the Negro can’t 
do anything for himself. Look at the city, man, 
who laid out the water pipes, I’ve never seen a 
white man in a ditch in this city, he stands over 
the ditches in this city and he tells the Negro 
what to do, who has the know how? Who laid out 
this great city of Washington1’ A black man. I 
mean a black man laid this city out. And a white 
man’s going to call in and ask your three ( )

I have a couple of statements I would like to make 
and I’d like to direct them at Mr. Carmichael. 
First of all I want to ask him if I’m correct in

did they want to answer it. Why can’t they answer 
this man?

They did answer him, brother, but I think also that 
they preferred a man like you to call in and
and talk to him. And thanks very much fur calling.

Thank you, brother.

CARMICHAEL:

CALLER:

Keep on preaching, brother, we gonna get it up 
tight, we gonna get it because we gonna survive.

9K
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saying that it was a white man who got up off 
of the black man’s neck, I know he bought us 
as slaves, but I want him to answer yes or no 
did the white man get up off the black man’s 
neck or did. he take his freedom?

EATON: The question is did the white man get off the 
black man’s neck or did the black man take his 
freedom?

CARMICHAEL: The white man is still on his neck.

EATON: (to caller) Did you hear that response?

CALLER: No, I didn’t hear it.

CAK-.1IC.HAEL: The white man is still on. our necks.

CALLER: OK, now I’m going to ask another question. Isn’t 
it a fact that he can take a hundred dollars in 
his hand right now and go to Africa and buy his 
cousin from Africans right, now?

CARMICHAEL: No that is not a fact.

CALLER: Well then why do the United Nations have twenty 
different countries on their agenda in trying to 
get them to •consider... ah reconsider abolishing 
slavery in ( ) right now.

CARMICHAEL: Oh, you see, you don’t understand, the countries 
they are talking about are countries that are still 
controlled today by the white man, I mean, you 
have all of South Africa today, brother, where our 
brothers and sisters are enslaved by the white man, 
you’ve got Zimbabwe, you've got Angola, you’ve got 
Mozambique, you got South Africa, you've got South
west Africa, you got Portugese Guinea, all. of those
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countries, brother, today are controlled by 
white men who walk around....

CALLER: (Interrupting) I’m talking about the West Africa, 
in West Africa in fact,..

CARMICHAEL: Like where?

CALLER:

EATON:

On the network here...whose that...one of the radio 
networks they had a documentary, a film documentary 
and you could write to the United Nations and get 
facts and figures, the fact is that in Africa the 
descendents, the children of the slaves who sold 
your mother, my mother, into slavery are still 
selling slaves, the white man do not have no con
trol over them, its the understanding that the 
government, even the government of that particular 
part of Africa (has) been because of the fear of 
losing out (in some sort of an interest there).

(Interrupting) Alright let me.ask you this question, 
this is Eaton, the moderator*, since we are questing 
for truth here in all dimensions let me ask you this, 
do you know the countries in which you are talking 
about?

CALLER: I know its in West Africa. I can find out..

CALLER: I’d like to tell Mr. Carmichael how beautiful I 
think that his movement is. His actions are in this 
black movement in America, that I’m a young 21 year 
old Negro myself, follow7 and really believe in all 
his (band), and I have....I know all my friends feel 
the same way that I do when I.... that if Mr. 
Carmichael wants this United States to be straight 
I think that by him being educated the way that he 
is that he know the proper way for us to do it and
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I say that I follow him and back him up all the 
way.

EATON: • Mi'.' Carmichael

CARMICHAEL: Brother thank you, but don’t follow me and back 
me up all the way, you just come on along up here 
beside of me because we got to do it together.

CALLER: Don’t you feel that in the way that the Negroes 
are trying .to prove their peace by riots and all 
are hurting them?

EATON: Who would like to got to that?

CARMICHAEL: Let me get the Honkie.

EATON: Right5 Mr. Carmichael wants to.....

CARMICHAEL: Look here Honkie, what are you doing in Vietnam?

CALLER: Well, we’re trying to help the Vietnamese......

CARMICHAEL: You are rioting, you are burning down their'houses, 
you are shooting their babies, you’re bombing their 
hospitals, you’re killing their children. Why are 
you rioting in Vietnam?

CALLER: I beg your pardon.

CARMICHAEL: Why are you rioting in Vietnam?

CALLER: Well we really feel that the Vietnam war is helping 
the United States in any way.

CALLER: Good evening, I want to say....I want to compli
ment Mr. Carmichael because I really think that he 
is doing a good job and what he said to a certain 
extent, that slavery is not completely over be
cause Negroes today, this minute, are being
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exploited in this city,and I'm a living proof of 
it. I have two young men here now, that two weeks 
ago went out to find a. job, and honest young men 
and they got this job and they....  salesmen, and
they were told that they vzould get a. certain 
amount over what they sold. Two weeks of labor 
they used their own time and car fare and they still 
have not got a cent you see but all this ( )
and it really burns me up just to hear other people 
who don't know the inside of what's actually 
happening and.....

EATON: Thanks very much for your comments, WOL speak up.

CALLER: I'd like to ask brother CARMICHAEL what does he 
think personally about the way Rap Brown had people 
doing in the summer burning down their homes.

CARMICHAEL: Brother I don't think that my good brother and my 
leader and the chairman, Rap Brown, had anybody 
burning down their houses.

CALLER: Well in his speeches he had the black man out here 
burning.... in these riots their own houses instead
of going’out and burning up the white man’s houses 
that should have been burned down.

CARMICHAEL: I don't think that Brother Rap had anybody burning 
down anybody's houses.

CALLER: Well why did the black man burn down his own house 
then?

CARMICHAEL: I don't think the black man burned dow his own 
house. He don’t own no house.

CALLER: I'll put it this way, the houses that he lived in 
why did he burn them down that puts him out on the 
street.
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. CARMICHAEL: OK, look here buddy, do you ever read the Bible?

CALLER: Yes, I do.

CARMICHAEL: Then if you read the Bible then you know that tie 
Bible says that fire is a purifier, it cleanses, 
it cleans, that when things have become so cram
med up so that the only thing you can do is just 
cleanse it and fire is a cleansing agent some
times .

EATON: You’re really taking that cut context, brother 
Stokely, now you know if we’re going to get in
to scripture here tonight I want to go into Bibli
cal criticism........

EATON: (to caller) Thank you very much for your call.

CARMICHAEL: The Bible does say that doesn't it brother.

EATON: Right. WOL speak up {lease.

CALLER: Mr. Carmichael.

EATON: Right, he’s listening, go right ahead.

CALLER: I’m glad your here and I’d like to know something. 
Are you going to put some protection on yourself? 
Cause you know what happened to ---  you know,
brother Malcolm(ph) ah Malcolm.

CARMICHAEL: Brother the Lord is with me at all times.

CALLER: Well I'm glad to hear that and I'm gonna keep 
fighting for my people all I can.

CARMICHAEL: You got to do it brother. Remember, our people 
are the most important thing to us. Our people 
first.
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CALLER: Mr. C arm!chael?

CARMICHAEL: Yes sir.

CALLER: Did you see the game today?

CARMICHAEL: We was together brother, I didn’t.....! had to miss 
it because we had a meeting (?) . It (?) was to
gether .

CALLER: Did you see Bob (?) Adderly (PH)? What did he do 
to the honky?

EATON: Thanks very much for your call, sir.

CALLER: Hello, I’d like to address this question to 
Carmichael, please.

EATON: Right, he’s listening, go right ahead.

CALLER: The answer to his definition of a radical today. 
I hear, often hear, conflicting views about what 
a radical is. Could you define that term for me, 
please?

CARMICHAEL: I don’t know brother, the only definition I can 
think of is the classical definition, radical 
comes from latin word which means root, 'that is to ge 
to the root of the problem. But I’m not sure that 
a definition used today to describe a radical is 
really a radical.

CALLER: Yeh, but this is what I’m referring to, when you 
had the conference in New Jersey you said there 
were only two sides to the question, your either 
radical or your the Uncle Tom. Now you moved 
from the side of radical and by the definition in 
New Jersey you moved toward the Uncle Tom. side.
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CARMICHAEL: I'm sorry brother, I wasn't,,’...

CALLER: Wait a minute, now hold it, hold it. I’ve read 
every manuscript that’ve been put out by you, I 
think you movin,. I think the white man, as you 
know, is sort, of usin you now. Don’t allow your
self to be used at this point, your doin good my 
man, but keep it up. Don’t be like Marion Barry 
he took Rufus Mayfield’s job, which is very dirty 
lowdown, took his job from him.

EATON: OK. thanks very much for your comments. We gonna..

CALLER: ......I continue....

EATON: Right. We gonna try to move on, if you.....

CALLER: Wait a minute. You won’t let me continue fact 
I’m tellin the truth.

CALLER: Let me rap (??) (or) rat (??). Let me rap ,(??).

EATON: Go ahead, rap (?).

CALLER: OK, I’ll think of a very dirty--ah--what Marion . 
Barry did. He took Rufus Mayfield's job. Just 
like in all revolutions middle class has already 
benefited from (?) the (?) lower' class. Carmichael 
I hope you will keep these people in (?) line (?) 
and help the lower classes to progress, not the 
middle class.

EATON: Mr. Carmichael please respond to that one,

CARMICHAEL: Brother we got to understand what we’re trying to 
do in this city. We’re trying to organize everybody 
in our community from the man in the streets to the
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black bourgeoisie. That is the only way we’re gonna 
survive as a people, when all of us are organized. 
Now we have to understand what we're working against. 
We’re working against 400 years of brainwash, all 
of us suffer from brainwashin brother, all of us 
do. We’re trying to help each other as we try to 
clear up our minds and get ourselves' together.That 
means that as we go along there’re gonna be people 
who’re gonna make mistakes. I don’t think, brother, 
that you should depend upon me to keep everybody in 
line. Your, a black man, you should be out here with 
us fightin and tryin to strai...and keep it straight.

CALLER:

CARMICHAEL:

I’m over here witcha, I’m witcha. baby, all the way.

Well, brother, if you with me, together we gonna, 
do it.

CARMICHAEL(?) : I know we gonna do it.

CALLER: If you keep people like, you happen to keep people 
like Marion Barry in their place and won't (?) try 
to use the lit.....I mean, exploit the little people 
like Rufus Mayfield. We shoulda joined on to the 
round up and marched to the Capitol and told Broyhill 
(??) to have seen that we gonna keep Rufus Mayfield 
and Marion Barry wasn't gonna git his job. I think 
it was a very low-down dirty thing we allowed him to 
do.
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CALLER: I*d like to ask him why he goes into an area an 
incites (?) a riot and leaves and people that he 
leaves are the Negro that he ahh.....the people
that he gets together, they are without jobs?

CARMICHAEL:. Well, they have to show rue where I incited to riot 
and where I ran away and caused all the. problems you 
say I caused.

EATON: Do you know of any instances where Mr. Carmichael 
has done this?

CALLER: Well, he went into Nashville, Tennessee.

EATON: Did they have a riot in Nashville?

CALLER: Yes they had a riot at Fisk University and Tennessee 
S t a t e U n i v e r s i ty.

CARMICHAEL: And who started the riot, as you call it, brother?

EATON: He started it.

CARMICHAEL: He who?

CALLER: Stokely started it.

CARMICHAEL: Well, that’s whose talking.

CALLER: He instigated the students at Fisk University and 
Tennessee State University.

CARMICHAEL: I did?

CALLER: Some of them, were kicked out of school. Some of 
them had to go home and what not. I just wanted 
his comment on that.
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CARMICHAEL: Let me give you the comment but let me include to 
you some facts which you don't know anything about 
concerning the Nashville incident. Number one, the 
people who incited that rebellion as has been the 
case of all. the rebellions in the major cities
are the policemen..The policemen are the ones who 
create rebellion.

CALLER: 1 see.

CARMICHAEL: Brother, I.can’t create a rebellion. If you lived 
in a good house, and you know, you livin a good life 
and I came and talked to you about gettin together 
to take care of business, what would you do?

CALLER: Probably tell you come in an have a coke.

CARMICHAEL: Of course (?). I don't create rebellions. It
is the system under which we live that creates....

CALLER: All right (?)

CALLER: I would like to direct my questions to Mr. 
Carmichael.

EATON: He’s listening, go right ahead.

CALLER: I'd like to know (?) ,. do he know anything about the 
■ bl_ack_ political par ^‘called Slant (ph) and another 
party called Us (ph) .

CARMICHAEL:
\ A / / Z 4 < . - --
1 YS^pffl^nt (ph) is-shonded__by my good brother, Tommy 
/ (ph)-flaket (ph) , an<P“Us is headed_by_another good
| brother, Ror?^&&ringa (ph), out in Los Angeles. /<’/

CALLER: And...Is there any way of gettin in touch with thes? 
people?
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CARMICHAEL: Yes, I’m afraid I don’t have the address with me 
but I'm fairly sure you could get it if you just 
call information and ask for it in Los Angeles, 
Us and Slant. '

CALLER: I see, all right, thank you very much.

CARMICHAEL: OK, brother. It's good that you get in contact 
with them, we need to contact other brothers who, 
you know, doin other things around the country so 
we can begin to move to get a national organization 
going so we can take care of business.

CALLER: I see, thanks a lot.

EATON: WOL, speak up please.

CALLER: Yes, Stokely, don’t you think that possibly a fear 
of mine (?) that the ninety percent of the white 
community is going to be against people who ah, 
incidents, really I should say, of burning and of 
violent speech and of your use, a couple of times, 
of the word honky. They don’t like that and they’re 
going to react to it. Probably they’re numerically 
more, all because you say, they’re more powerful. 
So just by (?) chance, I think that your taking a 
chance on ruining yourself when you (garbled) the 
black community as a rule (?). .....step up and
refuse to harbor people who say honky, well that’s 
not too bad, but people who really thought burning 
down houses and other things like that. Doesn’t 
seem right to me. Your going to alienate all this 
white community, I don’t think you want that. I 
think you need their help.

CARMICHAEL: Well, I don’t, need any help. The people who need 
help in this country are white people. The white 
people need help in straightenin out themselves

*3 C a i i
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for what, they have done to us. That’s who needs 
help. I don’t need any help. All I need is the 
white man to get off of our backs and we will go 

. ahead. Now you talk about the ninety percent getti 
upset just because we say honky, don’t you think we 
should get upset for what they have done to us for 
400 years.

CALLER: Yeh, but none of those: people are still alive, that 
why they don’t want to pay you. It’s very hard to 
find a white man whose willing to admit in the firs 
place and, in the second place, it’s very hard to 
find a white man who is alive and who owned slaves 
for some time, see. That's why he doesn’t feel he 
owes you a debt,.

CARMICHAEL: Is it hard to find a white man today whose a racist 
in the United States?

CALLER: Well, I don't think it’s too terribly easy, I 
doubt that most white people are racist. I don’t 
think they are.

CARMICHAEL: You don’t think they are. Do you think the in
stitutions .......

CALLER:. I think the white people who passed the Civil Right 
Act of 1964 and 1965 aren’t racists.

CARMICHAEL: Why did they need to pass a Civil Rights Act if we 
were citizens?

CALLER: Got (?) to one of their problems.

CARMICHAEL: Of course, their problem, not mine.

CALLER: I’d like to speak to Stokely Carmichael., Stokely, 
I was listening to you a few minutes ago when you
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mentioned that interpretation about the Bible.
' I think that Jesus stressed that more because I 
read the Bible a couple of time myself and the

• interpretation of the Bible is strickly under the 
white man’s influence. This all...., I believe 
this to be a part of the reason for the New Testament 
coming about, you know, and I'd like to ask some 
kind of way that I can get into contact with you, 
you know face to face because there are a lot things

• that I's like to ask you about.

CARMICHAEL: Well brother I’m usually right around the corner 
1234 U Street at the SNCC office.

CALLER: 12 what?

CARMICHAEL: 1234 U Street, N.W.

CALLER: What time are you there usually?

CARMICHAEL: Well, I'm in and out because I’m doing a lot of work 
you know, but if you call the number is 387-7445, 
you know maybe we can get together but now in Order 
for us to get together now you got to be doing some
thing because we just can’t...,.

CALLER: I beg your pardon.

CARMICHAEL: 387-

CALLER: I'm talking about in order for us to get together.

CARMICHAEL: In order for us to get together you got to be doing 
something now because the time for talking is over. 
We got to move now in order to organize our people.

CALLER: Yes, well you see, I'm ready to make my move. I've 
been ready you know.
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CARMICHAEL:

CALLER:

EATON:

CALLER:

Beautiful, beautiful, then we can get together.

I’d like to direct my question to Carmichael.

Go right ahead he’s listening.

I’d like to know--- enough of this philosophical
dissertation, as a black woman I'd like to know 
what is his program specifically advocate that black 
people do now that all other efforts have failed.
I'd like to know what he really would like for us 
to do. Just what does he advocate specifically 
for the black man to do?

CARMICHAEL: Well, in the first place I don't think that all efforts 
have failed, sister. Number one, I think that the 
first thing we have to do as a people is to begin 
to understand how we have been divided. That’s 
first and foremost. And that we must begin to 
organize all sections of our community to come 
together, to aid each other, that's first. Once 
we begin to do that then secondly we can move to 
take over those institutions which are inside our 
community which we do not control. We should start 
first with the police force. We don't control the 
police force, that’s why there's so much police 
brutality. If we controlled the police force, there 
would be no police brutality. We have to move to 
control the Board of Educations in our community. 
We do not control them, that’s why the schools are 
in such conditions. We have to move to control the 
Welfare Department. We do not control them,, that’s 
why our mothers on,welfare get the treatment they 
get. We have to move to control all of the institutions 
inside our community which are manifestations of the 
white power structure. We have to control and ow ■ 
them. Then we also have to move to take over the 
ownership of all of the economic industries inside, 
our cornmuni ties from the local five and ten cent
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store all the way up to the big industrial complexes
in Watts.

CALLER:

CARMICHAEL:

CALLER:

Hello Americans to you Africans (garbled) teach
ing (?) in America. A man came on this show and he 
said that average--—the American Negroes live 
better than any other black people in the world 
and I want to tell him that it is completely false. 
We people in Africa tire free, we want those here to 
be free too. But if those among the American Negroes 
down here (?), they do not kid (?) themselves that 
there’s freedom somewhere, they’ll never get freedom 
here because they are being destroyed by the whites 
and they still think that Africa is jungles and 
(—...-garbled-------) . I think Stokely Carmichael 
should go out and teach his people that Africa is 
free, it is not as bad as some people say. And I 
think that wherever those Negroes in United States 
want to be free they should fight for it. This is 
the time to fight for it. They should go out and 
fight. Just (?) don't (?) sit dov.n and talk.

And brother there’s only one thing I’d like to say 
and that is don’ t call, us American Negroes because 
we’re flesh of the same flesh aid blood of the same 
blood. You my brother and I'd die in the streets 
of Philadelphia or Washington, D. C., just as quick 
as I’d die in the streets of Angola (ph), Mosanbique 
(ph) or South Africa.

Well, we are all the same. I agree with you but 
the colored man in United States say he is different. 
He say he is more civilized than those in Africa and, 
therefore (?), that’s why I said American Negroes. 
But they think they are different, but (?) we are 
all the same.

CARMICHAEL: Your right brother and that's the brainwashing that 
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the white man has whipped on us. That’s the 
game (?) that he put on us but today we are 
beginning to recognize that we are all the same 
and no matter how many trips Humphrey takes to 
Africa to try and clean up, it ain't goin to work 
because today black people are coming together 
around the world..

CALLER:

CARMICHAEL:

:aton :

CARMICHAEL:

Yeh, we all the same but lets go out and teach other
peoples, the other blacks, that we are the same. They 
do not understand. They don’t know what they are 
about.

It’s true brother, it's going to take a long time but
a lot of us are out here fighting and I want you, 
since you’re from Africa, cause when every time 
you walk the streets don't be runnin near those 
white folk. You come on into the community and 
you walk down the streets, you just grab a brother. 
You say I’m from Africa, I’m your flesh and I’m 
your blood and you just keep on talking to him 
and we goin to get it on.

OK gentlemen, thank you very much, we have about
five more minutes and I'd like, if you wish, to have 
a closing statement or something that you would 
like to say. Mr. Carmichael.

Well, I just got the address for the brother who
called in earlier for e.sk(?) for Slant (ph) . I 
just got a card with the address on it. The ad
dress is 1673 East 108th Street, Los Angeles, 
California 90002. In closing I just think that, 

1. re have to recognize there are a number of 
things. The first is that we lost brother Malcolm 
(ph). Now we lost brother Malcolm not because of 
what he was doing but because of what he was saying. 
If we are going to move, on today, we cannot allow 
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the honkies to waste vs for what we’re saying. We 
must be wasted today, if we are going to be wasted, 
for what we’re doing and what we must be doing is 
getting our people together to survive inside this 
hell hole. That’s what we have to be doing. That 
must be our major concentration today, getting our 
people together. All of our people beginning to 
teach love, beginning to teach respect for each 
other. The love and respect that has been broken 
down, that’s been trampled upon in cur community 
for 400 years. Our concern must always be our 
people first. First our people, first our people, 
then and only then me and you. We must begin to 
recognize that individualism is a luxury' that black 
people can no longer afford. Secondly, we must 
begin to recognize that in coming together many of 
us are going to ’nave to go. That’s just a fact of 
life, but we must, be lulling to shed our blood for 
our people. That is the only way we he going to come 
together to survive in this country, and, lastly, 
we don’t have anything to worry about for a black 
man has survived, the black man will survive. After 
all they've done to us we still here, we will be 
around. You don’t have to worry, black people will, 
survive America, black people will survive America. 
And like Curtis (ph) Mayfield say — Our blessed 
day has come, we don’t care where you come from we 
just go moving up because we are winners.
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distributed outside your airenay,





MADE BY THE FERRO-SHEEN® PROCESS

WDC
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UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-12 I U.S BY bl

REiSTOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISC; SEDITION 
BUFILE 1OO-UH6O8O 
WFflle 100-43^03

RE WFO AIR TEL TO BUREAU 2/5/68 

ATTACHED ARE TWO TAPES OF REMARKS 

OF CARMICHAEL ON RADIO STATION WOL
1/1R/68





ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

17-1 (Rev. 8-11-03)

ATTENTION
# 983317

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

□ FOIA/PA Q Litigation Cl Executive Order Applied

Requester:________________________
Subject: _____ _____________________
Computer or Case Identification Number:
Title of Case:______________________
* File_____________________________
Serials Reviewed: ____

Section

Release Location: *File Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit,

File Number:
Serial(s) Reviewed: /W

Section

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject: '
FOIPA Computer Number:

File Number:
Serial(s) Reviewed:

Section

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number:

File Number:
Serial(s) Reviewed:

Section

FOIPA Requester.
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number:

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

SCANNED BY DocLab(RMD)

DATE:_____3 ~~CS ATTENTION

LAST SERIAL: H 4 DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE



OWlONAl, Ffift^NQ, 10 
• mill iWBJTTuIfION

GSA GEN. *EG. NO. 27

UNITED STATE!

5010-106

MENT

Memorandum
# 983317

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 AUG TAM/'MLT/'JHE'

TO Director, FBI (Buttle- 100~446080 DATE: 2/8/68

FRO ATLANTA (100-6812) Cards UTD
Cards Sent 00

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

IS-M: SEDITION

aka

The cautioned individual has been 
Washington TleM Dlvision

the subject of a security investigation by this office. The

has verified the permanent presence of the subject in its division as 

residing and working at the addresses listed below. The . -------------------Division is being

considered the new office of origin.

Residence Address

2200.Twelfth Street, N. W. _____________________________________

Washington, D. C.

Business Address, Name of Employing Concern and Address, Nature of Employment, and Union Affiliation, if any.
1234 u Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. ’I

Check the following applicable statements;

This individual is the subject of a Security Jnde?x Card. (The ELureaiiis requested ta jnak^ 4he appropriate 
changes in the Security Index at the Seat of Government. The W&StlXH^vOQ J 1C xCl Division
should affix the addresses indicated above and the appropriate case file number.)

I I This subject is tabbed for Detcom.
I ! This subject was carried as a Key Figure or Top Functionary.
i~Xt- Handwriting specimens have been furnished to the Bureau.
! I A photograph has been furnished to the EBureau.
I jr> A security flash notice has been placed with the Identification Division and a copy has been designated therefor.

The following pertinent items are being forwarded to the new Office of Origin with its copies of this letter;
x ES Se curity Index Cards

’"-Xi Serials {specifyS66 SttelCl"16(3.
mJ EX photograph of subject (cheqjk^^ropriate item listed below) ;

Negative and tjjr^^copies of most recent or best likeness photograph. A ;
X O None available. 1
\ i I previously furnished.
W X

L__---------------------------- _---------------------------- TO "P--------------------------------------------------------;------

"2^ Bureau (Reg.) „ ■ ?Wct-rg:me

7- WF0 (100-43503)

2-Atlanta " .

EUC/vsc

(6)



ALL IMF 0RMATIflN-'< CONTAINED . ' ' >
HEREIN .IS .UNCLASSIFIED
J3ATE -'12-12^.2 0 05 J¥ '6'03 0 9. AUC TAM/MLT^JHF

1) Boston airtel to-Director, 12/29/67;

2 j Boston letter to Director, 12/28/67;

3) New York airtel to Director,- 12/14/67; <

4) Atlanta airtel to Director,. 12/18/67;

5) .Memphis letter to Director, .12/13/67;

6) Seattle airtel- to Director,- 12/7/67;

7) Birmingham alrtel to Director, 12/6/67;

8)' Bureau airtel to Atlanta,; 8/23/67;

9) Seattle airtel to Director, 9/27/67;

10) Atlanta report of SA 9/11/67;

11) Seattle airtel td Director, 10/30/67; ’

12) New York airtel to Director,- 10/23/67;

13) Seattle airtel to Director, 10/13/67;

14) New York alrtel to Director, 11/20/67;

15) Detroit airtelto Director* 11/17/67;

16) New York airtel to Director, 1/19/68;

17) Chicago airtel to Director,. 1/19/68;

18) Kansas City airtel to Director, 1/16/68;

19) San Francisco airtel to Director,: 1/16/68.



CODE
2/12/68

1 - 
URGENT

SENT BY CODED TELETYPE

TO SACS LOS ANGELES (100*68783) 
SAN FRANCISCO (157-721)

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (100-446080)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLAN13OUS

SEDITION
RESFAIRTEL JANUARY TWENTY FOUR LAST AND LATEL

FEBRUARY NINE LAST INDICATING CARMICHAEL WOULD SPEAK
AT OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, FEBRUARY SEVENTEEN NEXT AND
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN NEXT
REFERENCE IS MADE TO BUAIRTEL TO ALL OFFICES DATED
DECEMBER TWENTY ONE, NINETEEN SjDJTY SEVEN, CONTAINING 
INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING THE COVERAGE OF CARMICHAEL’S
SPEECHES. SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES SUTEL SPECIFIC
COVERAGE BEING PLANNED FOR CARMICHAEL'S SPEECHES. COPY
MAILED TO WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE. 67 C

Tolson ___
DeLoach _ 
Mohr_____
Bishop ___
Casper___
Callahan _
Conrad ___

--Felt_____
Gale_____
Rosen ____
Sullivan __
Tavel ____
Trotter ___

I Tele. Room 
I Holmes___
| Gandy ____

SEE NOTE PAGE TOO
PTBrbjb 

(4)

enciphered

UNCLASSIFIED
-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS 
DATE 12-1: 0® FEB 13 1968

.aiLr'^m

1 w lawg



Teletype toSACs LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO 

Re: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
100-446080

NOTE: ■■

At the specific request of the Department, we are 
conducting a sedition . investigation of Carmichael. The 
Department has requested that whenever possible in our 
investigation of Carmichael, Agents attend and mechanically 
record any public speeches or statements of Carmichael of 
which the Bureau may receive advance notice.' Where such a 
situation is possible, we are in each instance specifically 
requesting clearance from the Attorney General to utilize 
personal recording devices. Detailed instructions were sent 
to all offices by airtel 12/21/67“. In view of the time 
element San Francisco and Lbs. Angeles being instructed to 
sutel arrangements being made for coverage of Carmichael's 

.speeches. J



e.v. 5-22-64)

Date: 2/8/68 ..'/

Transmit the following in
' • ' .(Type in 'plaintext or code) .

v . ' AIRTELVia -- --------------
(Priority) .

♦
sen.....

-J '

< F Bl

Mr.

I
Mr. ■ Mohr...
Mr. ‘Bishop. , 
Mr. Casper.;: 
Mr. Callaliah 
Mr. ■ Con/itf. 
.Mr.' Felt.:...:... 
Mr." G ale....— 
Mr,’ Rbsep..— 
Mr.; Sullivan. 
Mr. Tavet._ 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room.— 

i Miss Holmes.

Miss Gandy—

It. TO: /M)IRECTOR> FBI(100-446080)"

('”7^ ? . FROM: S^G, WFO (100-43503) (P/ / .

ALL INFORMATION' 'CONTAINED. .. 
HEREIN IS” UNCLASfei: 
DATE’ 12.-12-2005'®Y

zSTOKELy/CARMICHAEL
/ is - Miscellaneous ; 

sedition '

b7

AU C T AM / M L T / J H F

b7D

>^e Columbia airtei 1/31/68 entitled ’’Citizens 
Conference on Education in South Carolina; RM.”

. ,_________________.advised on/2/6/68 STOKELY CARMICHAEL did
/not personally attend meeting held atFrogmore.SouthCaro- 

/lina during period..1/26 - 28/68. Source stated during the 
above -time, CARMICHAEL was in Boston,. New York City, and 
Washington, D.C. Source adyised that CARMICHAEL went to 
Boston on January 25, 1968, and returned to Washington, D.C 

"afternoon of 1/28/68 with a stopover in New York City, .

For information Boston source advised CARMICHAEL 
attended a meeting in Boston bn 1/26/68 for purposes of ’ ■ 
attempting to set up a Black United Front at that city.

A source of the New York Office reported CAR
MICHAEL visited the New York 'office of SNCC on;1/27/68.

Jr- Bureau ••' • cC
3 - Columbia . 7 । A .--i. ' "

157-new (CITIZENS'-COisiFERENCE ON ’EDUCATION' IN
SOUTH CAROLINA) © . FEB 13-1968

1 -WFO 
WWH:bah 
(8)

Sent

' ■ AIRTELI 
-■G.C.- Bishop ..

fc.'

M PerApproved



WF0 100-43503 :

On the rooming of January 28 #1968 CARMICHAEL was seen by 
; SAS of the New York Of£ice driving family car. Oh after*

noon of 1/28/68 SAS<b£: WFO verified -CAKMICHAEL-'s:
back in WI)C. (



Transmit the'following in __

A I RTE L

Date: 2/1/68

PLAINTEXT
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, BOSTON (157-437) (RUC)

' ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED. .
_ ■ _____ .HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' . \ i
SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL date 12-12-200.5 by'60309-aoe

IS - MISC; SEDITION

Re Boston phone call to WFO,.1/31/68, and WFO 

radiogram to Bureau, 2/1/68.

/ On 1/31/68.1 I advised that in late evening

or early morning of | he met STOKELY CARMICHAEL

| with a young negro gin wnoffl source knows as |

J Source has seen CARMICHAEL on several occasions and~has“Wen 

* introduced to him on one occasion and had conversation with

him. The couple were .lust entering CORE Headquarters. Blue 
Hill Ave., Roxbury, Mass, I[

b2

b7C

b’7D

Source observed three other persons ar a -cable m tne 

rear but lighting was too poor to identify them. Source 

is positive of his identification of CARMICHAEL and believes 

he could not be mistaken. He cannot recall CARMICHAEL'S 

dress beyond fact it was casual type. His surprise at 
seeing CARMICHAEL was predominant in his mind.

.3 - Bureau (RM) 

2 - WFO (RM) 

1 - Atlanta 

1 - Boston 
JFN/mab 

(7)

(RM)

Sent

101

«E6 61

Approved;.



It is noted that on CARMICHAEI.«s anpearance in 
Boston 1/25/68 he was met at the airport by| I (LNU).

SourcejI I

I area nightly until about 

z:uu p.m. we cannot place time any more exactly than 7 
previously set out.



b2

b7

4-3 (Rev. 7-28-67)

□ AIRGRAM □ CABLEGRAM □ RADJO xxxTELETYPE
2:35/AW URGENT 2-8-68 DHV

0 DIRECTOR, ATLANTA AND WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM CINCINNATI ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' '
DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 ALIC TAM/'MLT/'JHE'

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IB-MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

RE Cl TEL FEBRUARY 6, LAST. Cl TEL CALL TO

ADVISED LATE TODAY

ABOUT THREE THIS

AFTERNOON

Tolson __________
DeLoach ________
Mohr -___________
Bishop -_________
Casper__________
Callahan ________
Conrad __________
Felt____________
Gale ____________
Rosen _______  .*•
Sullivan 
Tavel _________ _
Trotter__________
Tele. Room _____
Holmes_ ________
Gandy __________

ATLANTA00:

WFO TODAY

TO CINCINNATI

ABOUT 6 PM BUT MEETING SCHEDULED IN CINCINNATI CALCELLED

SINCE "THE STAR” WOULD NOT ARRIVE IN CINCINNATI

9:30 PMABOUT

BELIEVED THIS PERSON TO BE

TONIGHT

CARMICHAEL

WFO BY RE TEL CALL INFORMED CARMICHAEL

DAYTON 11:35 PM

EN ROUTE DAYTON, OHIO VIA TWA FLIGHT l|l}.2 ARRIVING 

67 /W — ®

2 CC: WASHINGTON FIELD

FE6 13 1968



4-3 (Rev. 7-28-67) * 4
DECODED COPY 

CABLEGRAM □ RADIO xa TELETYPE

/

a AIRGRAM

Tolson __
DeLoach . 

Mohr____
Bishop — 

Casper__
Callahan . 

Conrad__
Felt ____
Gale ____

Rosen __
Sullivan _ 

Tavel ____
Trotter___

Tele. Rooi 
Holmes__

Gandy

PAGE" 27 “FROM “Cl NC CNN AT I

CARMICHAEL’S ARRIVAL DAYTON COVERED AND DISCREET

COVERAGE BEING AFFORDED.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF ACTIVITIES AND PERTINENT 

DEVELOPMENTS THROUGH SUMMARY TELETYPES.

AIRMAIL COPY MEMPHIS.

RECEIVED: 2:1+6 AM LRC



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 AUG TAM/'MLT/'JHF

FBI

Date: 2/6/68

Transmit the following in CODE
(Typ ntext or code)

Via TELETYPE
(Priority)

I Mr. ToIboti........

J Mr. DeLoach___
[I Mr. Mohr______
| Mr. Bishop

Mr. Casper____
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad...... ..

Mr. Felt________
|| Mr. Gale
i Mr. Rosen— 

Sullivan^-- 
Tavel_
Trotter

Mr.

TO /'DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) 
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; <tS^-MISC.j SEDITION

REWFOTEL TWO FIVE SlfcTYEIGHT

Mr. 
। Mr. 
। Mr. 
I Tele. Room___ ~
iMiss. Holmes-----
\Miss Gandy—k

SUBJECT LEFT RESIDENCE NINE ZERO FIVE AM, WENT TO SNCC HDQTS

LATER DEPARTED SNCC, AFTER LUNCH WENT SHOPPING. IN MID AFTERNOON

SUBJECT VISITED NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT CENTER, SEVEN ZERO ZERO

BLOCK, FIFTIETH ST., NE., THEN RETURNED TO SNCC. A SOURCE, WHO HAS

FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST ADVISED THAT CARMICHAEL 
LEFT SNCC ABOUT SIX PM AND SUBSEQUENTLY ATTENDED THE CHURCH OF THE 
REDEEMER, FIFTEENTH AND GIRARD STS., NE, WHERE MARTIN LUTHER KING

WAS MEETING WITH SCLC THAT EVENING. ACCORDING TO SOURCE CARMICHAEL

AND APPROXIMATELY TWO HUNDRED PEOPLE WERE IN CHURCH BETWEEN NINE 
AND ELEVEN PM WHERE KING SPOKE. THEY HEARD TALK BY KING WHEREIN

KING STATED HE WANTED TO HELP ALL POOR BLACK PEOPLE AND REQUESTED

THOSE IN ATTENDANCE TO JOIN HIM AND TO, AT LEAST, NOT HINDER THE”

Bureau
1 - Atlanta (RMAM) 
1 - WFO
l -
REO:tkm , 
(5)

Ur*-

® FEB IS &

—XEROX 

TOJ968

Approved: Sent M Per__
ecial Agent in Charge



K . ..r ' i.
1^-36 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

PkGE TWO 
WFO (100-43503) 
WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT. ACCORDING TO SOURCE CARMICHAEL 
APPEARED TO HAVE LARGE FOLLOWING IN CROWD. CARMICHAEL COMMENTED 
AFTER KING SPOKE THAT ANY QUESTIONS OR IDEAS BROUGHT FORWARD 
SHOULD BE RESTRICTED TO TOPIC OF THE EVENING, THE WASHINGTON 
SPRING PROJECT. SOURCE STATED CARMICHAEL APPEARED BORED THROUGH

OUT EVENING. SOURCE STATED CARMICHAEL DEPARTED CHURCH ABOUT 
ELEVEN PM TO RETURN TO RESIDENCE. CARMICHAEL OBSERVED BY SAS IN 
VICINITY OF CHURCH AFTER ELEVEN PM WITH! I AND

OTHERS AND DEPARTED CAR IN VICINITY OF RESIDENCE.

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE IN

ADVISED THIS DATE HE HAD

NO KNOWLEDGE OF ATTENDING ANY MEETING WITH KING OR

CARMICHAEL. SOURCE SAID POSSIBILITY KING AND CARMICHAEL MIGHT 
MEET AT UNDISCLOSED MEETING PLACE AT FOUR PM, FEBRUARY SEVEN, 
SIXTYEIGHT.

Approved:  Sent M Per----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



DATE: 03-10-2006

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

'OSA (HN. REG. NO. 27

5010—106

J
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

CLASSIFIED BY 60309/AUC/T^M/ DCG/bls
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3 (MK- 10-2 03 1

Classification per OGA. lender dated 03-13-2006 Tolson ---------------
DeLoach--------•—
Mohr ------ ------------

Memorandum

AM INFORMATION CONTAINS®
HER

The above information is being directed to the 
attention of the Racial Intelligence Section

I

b /

SJP:clb , ! r 
(4) i

- Liaison 
-Mr. Papich

1
1
1

V19 FEB 13 1968'

XEROX
F tfe 13 1.968 rpf*™ 01



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 2/5/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR} FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751)

SUBJECT: STGKE1X CARMICHAEL

IS-MISCELLANEOUS SEDITION

Re NY teletype to Bureau 2/1/68.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309

f 0^

(P riority)

Sent __

)<W-

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an 
LHM concerning a ring which allegedly helps GI’s go 

AWOL in Europe'. Copies are being furnished to Atlanta 

^nd WFO, due to their interest in this case. Dissemination 
is being made locally to 108th MI group} OSI, NISO.

The LHM is classified "CONFIDENTIAL" since the 

information furnished by| _ _ I whose identity

is concealed,could logically result in the identification 

of a confidential source of continuing value and jeopardize 

her future activity.

LHM is

The confidential source referred to in the

'2-Washington Field (Enc. 

2-Atlanta (Enc. 2) (RM) 
lrJNew York

BJW:ek AGENCY: AC SI,«S©,OSI, SEC

(9) ■eMM: I5D,CRD,RA

' HOW EORW: 

DATEEORW_i
?Y:

)C CSOal^gent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNI^D STATES DEPARTMENT OF Jlj^TCE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
TTht-Mhh t r\ n iuNew Yorn, Nevi Ydrk'f j hVZEtTrh^Al
5JX/-HT s U L. id

DECLASSIFIED DY 60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHF 
ON 12-12-2005

Stokely Carmichael

| On February 1, 1968, a confidential source,
who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised 
that he received the following information from I

A ring, which allegedly helps GI’s go Absent 
Without Official Leave (AWOL) in Europe, is planning to slip 
Stokely Carmichael out of the United States and into 
West Berlin for a giant anti-Vietnam rally February 17 - 
18, 1968. The source advised he received no additional 
information concerning the manner in vrhich Carmichael 
will be "slipped" out of the United States. JSoyrce advised 
the outfit referred to above is known as t he^oz i a 1 g. st is c her. 
Deutscher Studenteru Bund (thg^German Socialist. Student... ‘ b7c
League), and this organization is commonly referred to by ' b7D 
the initials SDS» According to the source, this organization

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the p-operty 
of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are. 
not to be distributed w'.s^e

/ z? <5 - y & f Q — ' “



1

□ AIRGRA

Tolson — 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Bishop _ 
Casper _ 
Callahan
Conrad _ 
Felt___
Gale -----
Rosen __
Sullivan < 
Tavel __
Trotter —

T 12J
AM URGENT 2-7-58 RLH

CABLEGRAM □ RADIO xxTELETYPE
Gandy____

0 DIRECTOR, ATLANTA, MEMPHIS AND WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM CINCINNATI ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ;
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-12-2005 BY .,60309 ALIC TAM/'MLT/'JHE'

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS-MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

RE WFO TEL FEBRUARY 1 LAST AND INSTANT DATE, AND ClTEL

FEBRUARY 2 LAST.

b7D

FROM ATLANTA

ij me intelligence contained m me aoove message is to oe aissemmatea outside me tsureau, it is suggested mat n oe suuaoiy 
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.



4 4/
DECODED COPY

AIRGRAM □ CABLEGRAM □ RADIO & TELETYPE

Tolson __________
DeLoach ________
Mohr____________
Bishop __________
Casper__________
Callahan ________
Conrad __________
Felt____________
Gale____________
Rosen __________
Sullivan _________
Tavel ___________
Trotter __________
Tele. Room ______
Holmes__________
Gandy ___________

PAGE 2, FROM CINCINNATI’

CINCINNATI SNCC. PURPOSE OF VISIT BY|[UNKNOWN TO 

SOURCE.

SOURCE KNOWS CARMICHAEL,

INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN HIGHLY CONFipB^I AL AND

SHOULD BE SUITABLY PARAPHRASED IF DISSEMINATED, SINCE ONLY

SOURCE, KNOWN TO BE AWARE OF ALL ABOVE

INFORMATION.

WFO ADVISE CINCINNATI WHENk CARMICHAEL DEPARTS WASHINGTON, 

D.C.

CINCINNATI WILL COVER ARRIVAL AND GIVE DISCREET COVERAGE b2 
_____________________ __________________ b7C 

SINCE IT IS BELIEVEdT |wi LL FURNIShR [INFORMATION b7D

RE CARMICHAEL’S VISIT.

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.



RES?

5-2-2-&I)

I
 Mr. Tolson— 
Mr. Deljoach. 
Mr. Mohr--
KjTv "RTt/lir

F B I

Date: 2/5/68

Transmit the following in

Via AIRIEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

Mr. Bisihcp-------
Mr. Casper-------
Mr. Callahan----
Mr. Conrad......_
Mr; Felt
Mr. Gale__ ,------
Mr. Rosen------
J^fr/’^ullivan.JS.
Mr. Tavel---------
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes___
Miss Gandy------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS-MISCELLANEOUS •ALL information contained 
cmTTTAM ’herein is unclassified'
SEDITION DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 AUG TAI'i/MLT/JHE'

Re WFO airtel dated 1/24/68, with LHM setting forth 
summary of subject’s activities from 1/11/68, to 1/22/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven copies 
of an LHM suitable for dissemination setting forth summary \ 
of subject’s activities from 1/23/68, to 2/3/68. Two copies/'1 
each are included for Atlanta, Boston, and New York. > j-

Local dissemination made to Secret Service, AUSA 
and military intelligence agencies.

m

Information contained in the LHM was developed by 
physical surveillance and sources. I preferred
to in the LHM is________________ as reported in Boston teletype
1/26/68;| mentioned is a source of the New
York Office as recorded in New York telephone call to WFO 

/27/68,. by SA

b2

b7

las furnished to SAl
» MW-WW-foftT“ “““

2 - Atlanta (Encs. 2) (100-6812) (RM) —»
2 - Bolton (157-437) (Encs. 2) (RM)
2 - New<York (100-153751) (Encs. 2) (RM) b7
1 - wfoj VX--J3

WWH:fet
(10) & p Blsfiop

AGENCY; ACSI, We, OSI, SEC. SERV 

ISD,CRD,RAO J

HOW FORW
DATE FORW'

AIRTEL

Apj Sent -------M Per
Special Agent in Charge .



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

In ReplyPlease Refer, to 
File No.

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED •.
.DATE 12-12-2005 ‘ BY. 60309 AUC

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D.C. 20535
February 5, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The following pertinent activities of Stokely 
Carnfchael for the period January 23-February 3, 1968, were 
as follows:

On Tuesday and Wednesday, January 23-24, 1968, 
Carmichael spent the morning at his residence, 2200 12th 
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. (WDC). During the afternoons 
he went to the Headquarters of The Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 1234 U Street, N.W., WDC,

S
'' Where he remained into the evening. , .2,L«-a.. ui&H SC.H00L

On Thursday, January 25, 1968, Carmichael spent 
the morning at his residence. About noon he went to. Western 
High School, WDC, where he met with two classes at. the 
invitation of teachers,!

Ireportedly stated he 
invited Carmichael because his history class was about 
to Iselin the study of the Civil War and was also taking up 
the study of Negro history. In| J class, Carmichael 
reportedly spoke about the difference ’’between street 
language and English taught in the schools”[. During the 
afternoon of January 25, 1968, Carmichael spent time at 
SNCC Headquarters and his residence. During the evening 
he traveled from National Airport, WDC, to Boston, 
Massachusetts, via Eastern Airlines, using the name V. 
Welch. Upon arrival in Boston he went to the YMCAirF •

FEB 26 J9fl

b'7C



•STOKELY CARMICHAEL ■ ‘

/z A source reported' on January 26, -1968, that ..- 
Carmichael attended a meeting,for the purpose of setting 
up, a Black. United Front in Bostoh, which contemplated 
encompassing representatives from all Negro organizations 
tri the area; ?aCafmichAel"Reportedly strongly urged a Black 
United Front - be established’* there but representatives 
present refused to agree to it,' being established at this

' time. ■?, .v;; .7:777777
On Saturday, January 27, 1968,1 >

________ reported that Carmichael visited ’the New York Office
of the /SNCC oh that date.

.thp pypnine of

/ .'"';? '7’77/^;;§hrilday, .Tannery ?ft. 1968. in the morning ■, , 
Carmichaelwasseendriyingl__________ a 1967 Plymouth
.ghHahR-N^ York ■ Lic&ite I I7 in New York City. That
afternoon Carmichael returned to Washington, D.C., via 
Eastern Airlines from New York City. He went to SNCC 
Headquarters in Washington and then to, his residence.

_ Irepcirted that/Carttlcdiael ■ spent 7;77 7:
•.■.atMhe resiiidnde o^ ........... 7<-

|,where^ a .party was ' - “

.> v--? bb. ju\ ;
. ’ On Monday, January,29, 1968i Carmichael spent

the • at his residerice arid later went to the Head<\< /<•,
quarters of SNCC where he spent most of the afternoon and 
evening. ................ ;

‘ On Tuesday, January 30, 1968, Carmichael spent the
morning at his residence and later went to SNCC Headquarters. 
In the, afternoon he visited the Law Building of Howard 
University,, WDC. He returned’ £o'’^^.?Head^^t^§:<iwfcL6re he./.-',: 
spent the early part of the evening. Subsequently that 
evening he attended a party".

' 1 :et ■' . ' ! ' ■! j ? ’• : -1

' On Wednesday, January 31, 1968, Carmichael spent 
the morningat5 hLtA'^ou^ noon he went toSNCC. 
Headquarters where-he speht?most of the afternoon. Carmichael 
snpnt the evening of January 31, 1968. at the residence of •

2 X
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' -,b7D

STOKELY CARMICHAEL ,
- /-'- “ ’ f !! ’ " * ” ' -

On Thursday,'February'1, 1968, Carmichael left * 
his residence about 11:00 a.m.,,|and went'to SNCC Headquarters. 
He returned to his residence for a short time in the mtd- 
afternoon. Later he returned to SNCC Headquarters where, he 
remained into the evening hoursJ

4 J A s - f

On Friday. February' 2^ 1968, according rtq the 
[Carmichael held a staff, meeting

at his residence of local SNCC office workers. » The meeting ; 
was concerned with local SNCC, problems and topics. Later in 
the afternoon Carmichael Visited SNCC Headquarters. T In the 
evening he attended a SNCC, fund] raising party.

, 1 ' •> V - -
On Saturday, February;, 3, 1968, Carmichael spent 

the morning'at his residence. In the afternoon he visited 
SNCC Headquarters.1 He returned; to his residence in the 
evening where a social gathering was held. ; t

•■S':

^Piis document contains, neither 

'recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI It is the property ol

i the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

1 j - It and its contents are not to' be <

, - distributed outside yourt| agency,,

'A.

3*



FD-3^HRev. 5-22,54)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

Date: 2/9/68

Transmit the following in JQQDE________ ______
(Type in plmnteict or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT

b7C

TO

FROM:

/Director, (ioo-446oso), Cincinnati 
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELYCARMICHAEL, IS-MISC: SEDITION

RE CITEL FEBRUARY NINE INSTANT'

Felt____
Gale___

Rosen__
Sullivan. 
Tavel.._ 

. Trotter„ 
. Tele. Room__

I Miss Holmes., 
pffiss- Gandy~

I Mr. 
j Mr. 

„ , J Mr.

I Mr. 'TAm''-.

'*■ ' 'At. DeLoach.
.! . Ur. Mohr___
। Mr. Bishop__
# Mr. Casper__
H Mr. Callahan.

Mr. Conrad...

f j Mr.
_____ I Mr.

/SUBJECT ARRIVED WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT AT TWO PMI f \ /

FRIDAY FEBRUARY NINE INSTANT WITH PROCEEDED T

WASHINGTON, DiCj, SUBJECT GOING TO SNCC HDQTS, ONE TWO THREE FOUR w 
U STREET. SUBSEQUENTLY SUBJECT PROCEEDED TO THIRTEEN ZERO SEVEN 
NEW JERSEY AVENUE NW AND SPENT ABOUT TWO AND ONE HALF HOURS THERE.

F B I

THIS ADDRESS HOUSES OFFICES OF UPO AND WASHINGTON URBAN LEAGUE 
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM. SHORTLY AFTER EXITING THIS LOCATION AT 
SIX PM SUBJECT WAS NOT FURTHER OBSERVED REMAINDER OF EVENING. 
SOURCE ADVISED FEBRUARY NINE INSTANT THAT SUBJECT PLANS TO ATTEND 
FUND RAISING AFFAIR OF NEW SCHOOL FOR AFRO AMERICAN THOUGHT SCHED

ULED TO BE HELD FROM FOUR TO NINE PM SATURDAY FEBRUARY TEN NEXT AT 
PITTS MOTOR MOTEL, WDC.



FD-,?"6 (Rev. 5-22-64) *

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _________________________
(Priority)

PhG& TWO 
WFO (100-43503)

ADMINISTRATIVE

WFO SOURCE IS SOURCES

ATTEMPTING TO DETERMINE PURPOSE OF VISIT TO ABOVE OFFICE BUILDING*

Approved: ____________________ :__________ Sent _______ :_________ M Per 
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
*

F B I

Date: 2/6/68

Transmit the following in

A I R T E L

(Type in plaintext or code)

REGISTERED MAIL

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
(100-44^080)

FROM: SAC. BALTIMORE (100-24220) -RUC-

SUBJECT: STOKLEY CARMICHAEL 

IS - MISC.; 

SEDITION .
ALL. INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 12-1: V'L 603 0 9 A0C TAM/HLT/JHE

Re WFO teletype to Bureau dated

The following investigation was

2/1/68.

conducted by IC

Records of the Department of Motor Vehicles Division, Dover, 
Delaware, as reviewed on 2/2/68, revealed Delaware license 

1-39581 is registered to National Car Rental System, Inc., 

Corporation Trust Company, 100 West 10th Street, Wilmington, 
Delaware, on 10/30/67. License expires on 3/31/68. Vehicle 

is described as a 1968 Chevrolet, two door, sport coupe,, 
serial number 164878Y114178.

Records of the Credit Bureau of Wilmington, Inc., Wilmington 
Delaware, reviewed on 2/2/68, failed to reflect any informa

tion concerning above rental agency.

On p/A/68. | /(protect identity by request),

Wilmington, Delaware, advised that aforementioned rental 
agency is a foreign (out of state) agency which is incor

porated to transact business in the State of Delaware, but 

does not presently do so. jA A .
97

On 2/5/68, _______

Newark, Delaware, _______
for National Car Rental System, Inc., in the State of

d?- Bureau (100-445080) (REGISTERED MAIL^ 7 ?Q

2 - WFO (100-43503) (REGISTERED MAIL)

-1------ Baltim</re
RAC:mao 

, .(6)
'Approved, - ■_______

' V if £0^51 A4'ent! in Char

advised thdt[ s tne irancnise

Sent M



BA 100-24220

Delaware^ but is not presently operating in Delaware. He 

advised this rental agency has licensed several cars in 

Delaware,, but these cars have been sent to Washington, D.C. 

office of National Car Rental System fdr leasing. He 

further advised the main headquarters for National Car 

Rental System, Inc. is located in Minneapolis, Minnesota, 

phone number 612-929-0351.

LEADS:

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON, D, C,

Contact office of National Car Rental System, Inc., 

Washington, D. C., to ascertain to whom captioned car 
leased during period 1/31/68 through 2/1/68.

-2-



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

AL L INF 0RMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 ABC Tffl/MLT/JHF

Date: 2/7/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL AIRMAIL

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

IS - M; SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

ReBuairtel 1/31/68 Instructing Atlanta to submit 

FD-128 designating WFO as the new office of origin in the 

captioned matter.

An FD-128 is being submitted separately; however, 

in order that all offices will be advised of the change in 

origin on CARMICHAEL, a copy of this airtel is being desig

nated to each office, with the exception of Honolulu.

In the future, any inquiry concerning CARMICHAEL’S 

proposed itinerary, travel plans, speaking engagements, or 

other activities should be directed to the Washington Field 

Office .

(3P- Bureau
1 - Each Office (Except Honolulu)

2 - Atlanta



FD-3 [jr. S-2^-64)

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

TO:

FROM,

FBI

£ODE
Date: 2/11/68

(Type in plaintext^ar cpffe)

URGENT
(Priority)

!CTOR, FBI
I: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISqiN

SAC, WFO (100-43503)
STOKELY<SrMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

RE WFOTEL TWO TEN SIXTYEIGHT

Mi*. Tainan . .....
DeLoach____

Mohr.------- -
Bishop_____
Casper ........
Callahan___
Conrad

Mr. Felt. 
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr.

My. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr.

Tele. Room__
[_Miss_ Holmes. 
Miss Gandy_

Gale____
Rosen__
Sullivan. 
Tavel__
Trotter-

SUBJECT SPENT MORNING AND EARLY AFTERNOON AT RESIDENCE* >

LATER WENT TO SNCC HDQTS FOR SEVERAL HOURS, RETURNING TO RESIDENCE

EARLY EVENING*

AIRMAIL COPY TO ATLANTA.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/'MLT/'JHE'



FBI

Date: 2/10/68

'Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
|Mr.
|Mj>

GaJ^._J_
"[Mrh Rosen./„

Tolson_____
DeLoach__
Mohr.„_____
Bishop
Casper-—

Callahan__
Conrad___

Celt.______

Transmit the following in CODE---- --- -----—
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT
(Priority)

TO

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGNECE DIVISION

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC SEDITION

RE WFOTEL TWO NINE SIXTYEIGHT

w. pTrotter___
frele. Room___ _

iss-ifo ten es_—
Miss Gand?___

SNCCSUBJECT FIRST OBSERVED IN EARLY AFTERNOON ENTERING

HDQTS. LATER HE RETURNED TO HIS RESIDENCE. IN EVENING HE VISITED

PITTS MOTOR HOTEL WHERE ACCORDING TO SOURCE READ EULOGY TO LATE

NEGRO SINGER OTIS REDDING* SUBJECT SUBSEQUENTLY RETURNED TO HIS

RESIDENCE*

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE MENTIONED IS TEL IS

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/'MLT/'JHF



TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

bl

5010-106

Memorandum

optional form no. io 
MAY-1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES G

113-10-2006

ification per

Papich W«8®L in

RNMENT

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTER

AUG/TAMA 
.3(1) o|

OGA lei dated 03-13-2006

DATE: January 26, 1968

1

1
1

Reference is made to my 
January 3, 1968, concerning the subiectf

Liaison
Mr. Papich

me mo r andum dated

Tolson ---------------
DeLoach ------------
Mohr ------------------
Bishop---------------
Casper ---------------
Callahan ----------- -
Conrad---------------
Felt------------------ ■
Gale------------- —
Rosen .-------------- -
Sullivan------------
Tavel--------------—

ter -------b7C
?. Room —

dy

(S)

Q M

O

Ok

(S)

3

( s )

is7
ocr

SJP:clb 
(4Yl3SSi$0 CONTINUED

ALL INFORMATION CO^g 
jfajjjW'RiN IS UNCLASSlK 
Except where shown •

ass. &

~to'

----- 1 Lo Alt 'WJ



s T

Memorandum S. J. Papich to 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

ACTION:

The above information is being directed to the 
attention of the Racial Intelligence Section.

2



■^53B

Callahan.
Conrad...

y j-T. ----------
§ Mi-. Bishop..

Mr. Casper..
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Felt.
Mr. Gale

Mr. Tolson.
Mr. DeLoach___

Mohr_

800 PM URGENT 2-9-68 RLH/HWL

TO DIRECTOR, NEW YORK AND WASHINGTON FIELD CODE

NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON information contained
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JH

FROM CINCINNATI

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS-MISCELLANEO US ; SEDITION

REMYTEL, FEBRUARY NINE INSTANT

SUBJECT AS V. WELCHER AND

ullivan.
Mr. Tavel___

DEPARTED GREATER

CINCINNATI AIRPORT TWELVE FIFTY PM VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT

FOUR SEVEN SIX, SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE NATIONAL AIRPORT

WASHINGTON, D .C . ONE FORTYNINE PM

^ADVISEp THAT 

/

TWO THIRTY AM TODAY EN ROUTE

DEPARTED CINCINNATI, OHIO APPROXIMATELY

TO IN

REGARD TO RACIAL DISTURBANCE THERE.

REC -//(Q
Wk' "v > EBCZSUSE#^COLUMBIA ADVISED# e

SUBJECT WHILE ABSENT FROM HOTEL FOR APPROXIMATELY TWO HOl^SfEB 14 1968

EVENING OF FEBRUARY EIGHT, LAST, ATTENDED SPEECH OF JAMES __ _

END PAGE ONE

TWO COPIES TO WS'0

RELAYED TO V

I _XEROX
FE^<FEBfl 1968



PAGE TWO

FARMER, FORMER DIRECTOR CORE, BEFORE APPROXIMATELY FOUR HUNDRED 

PERSONS IN WESLEY METHODIST CHAPEL, CINCINNATI. SUBJECT WAS 

ACCOMPANIED BY ASSOCIATES PREVIOUSLY REPORTED. FROM APPROXIMATELY 

TWELVE MIDNIGHT TO ONE AM FEBRUARY NINE, INSTANT, SUBJECT SPOKE 

BEFORE INTERESTED METHODIST MINISTERS ATTENDING NATIONAL CONFERENCE 

AT CINCINNATI. THEME OF TALK FOLLOWED SAME COMMENTS PREVIOUSLY 

REPORTED, BUT ON MUCH HIGHER PLANE BECAUSE OF AUDIENCE INVOLVED. 

FOLLOWING SPEECH, DISCUSSIONS CONTINUED AT A PRIVATE PARTY IN HIS 

SUITE WITH THREE MINISTERS FROM THE CONVENTION AND LOCAL SNCC 

MEMBERS. THIS PARTY TERMINATED APPROXIMATELY

THREE AM. DISCUSSIONS FOLLOW SIMILAR PATTERN MENTIONED PREVIOUSLY, b 
________________ - b'

ACCORDING TO | H L

BOTH SPEECH AND DISCUSSIONS AT PARTY COVERED. 

LHM FOLLOWS. 

AM COPIES SENT ATLANTA, COLUMBIA AND MEMPHIS.

END

RECEIVED: 8:18 PM HWL

‘Ox* u t

* J ? ■./ ?



Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Dale .... ... 2-8-68

Stokely Carmichael, former Chairman 
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC), has continued to spend 
considerable amount of his time at SNCC 
Washington, D. C., headquarters. The 
attached, however, reports that he and a 
SNCC worker departed last night for 
Dayton, Ohio, by plane. Cincinnati Office 
has since confirmed his arrival and will 
cover his activities.

Prior to his departure, Carmichael 
and | .......... I of
SNCC, met with Martin Luther King. King 
is in town trying to further plans for 
a forthcoming demonstration here.

We are continuing to furnish the 
Internal Security Division of the 
Department pertinent information concern!: 
subject’s activities.

WLS:mh

CONTAINED 

classified 
HEREIN IS 1J“00h by 60S09 AUc 
DATE 12-12-OL



3.6 (R<W. 5-22-64)

9 &8S
Mr. Mohr..
> Mr. Bishop___

r| Mr. Gasper— 
| VIr. Callahan...

Mr. Conrad....
£4 pfr. Felt.
we

* Mr. Sullivjffi.
1 J /Mr. Tavel__
------- Mr. Trotter— 

TTeie. Room__
----- -k.A-3—ttefees-.

DI REC TOR, FBI (TUU=445U8O)7 NEW YORK, AND CINCINNATI33 GaBdy- 
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION ------------ -

.'ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

FBI

ate: 2/7/68

CODE______________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Transmit the following in

Via TELETOP URGENT
(Priority)

2 J

5 
‘d

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, TS-MISC; SEDITION

REWFOTEL TWO SIX SIXTYEIGHT AND WFO TELEPHONE CALL TO

THIS DATE

SUBJECT LEFT HIS RESIDENCE IN MID-MORNING TODAY AND PROCEEDED

TO SNCC HDQTS. HE REMAINED THERE FOR THE REST OF THE MORNING. AT

APPROXIMATELY ONE THIRTY PM SUBJECT AND THREE UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO

MALES PROCEEDED BY CAR TO THE FREE D.C. FARMERS MARKET, VICINITY OF

FIFTH AND FLORIDA AVENUE NE A SHOPPING AREA WHERE THEY REMAINED

BRIEFLY. SUBJECT THEN RETURNED TO SNCC HDQTS. AT TWELVE FIFTYFIVE

PM TODAY |ARRIVED WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT FROM NY

VIA EAL SHUTTLE. I I PROCEEDED TO SNCC WHERE HE JOINED SUBJECT.

SUBJECT ANP| 1 WERE TOGETHER AT SNCC FOR THE BALANCE OF THE

AFTERNOON. AT SIX PM SUBJECT AND RETURNED TO SUBJECT'S

RESIDENCE. A SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED 1KELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE
A •(2i - Bureau
"2 - Teletype Unit 
1 - Atlanta (RMAM)
2 - WF O

JEK:tkm 
(7)

Cl j.M f® 57 </

| xBBOi

FEB 1968 s FEB 141968

Sent M Per



Fg-36>fSfcv. 5-22-64)

J,

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in __________________________ ,__ :__ ___________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _________________________

PAGE TWO 
WFO (100-43503)

(Priority) ।
____________ 1_______________________ J_

PAST ADVISED CARMICHAEL AND DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING WOULD

CONFER AT SIX THIRTY PM TODAY AT PITT*S MOTOR HOTEL, ONE FOUR FIVE
t

ONE BELMONT RD., NW. AT SIX TWENTY THREE PM| AND SUBJECT t

PROCEEDED TO THE MOTOR HOTEL. SUBSEQUENTLY DR. KING WAS OBSERVED TO

ENTER. AT EIGHT THIRTY PM SUBJECT AND DEPARTED FROM THE

MOTOR HOTEL. THEY SEPARATED AND SUBJECT RETURNED TO HIS RESIDENCE

WITH ANOTHER INDIVIDUAL TO PICK UP HIS BAG. ^OBJECT AND HIS 
COMPANION, WHO WAS DETERMINED TO B®| |

stu.W'T v t o t-ew I ~ yrr
THEN PROCEEDED TO THE AIRPORT. SUBJECT AND | [DEPARTED~WDC AT

b7c
NINE THIRTY PM VIA TWft FLIGHT FOUR FOUR TWO FOR DAYTON, ONIO, |b7d

ADMINISTRATIVE

AIRMAIL COPY TO ATLANTA^

DEPT. OF STATE IN NINETEEN SIXTYSIX

APPARENTLY IS A NATIVE OF NEW YORK BUT HE HAS BEEN IN WDC SINCE 
,yrr-.

Approved: Sent M Per 
Special Agent in Charge



F®-3 6 (Rev. 5-22*^64)

Transmit the following in

< t
FBI

Date:

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _________________________  _________________________________________________________ I
(Priority) ।

__________________ '■_____________________________________________________ ’______________________________J_

PAGE THREE

WFO (100-43503)

SUBJECT HAS BEEN HERE. HE HAS GIVEN HIS RESIDENCE AS

Approved:  Sent M Per 
Special Agent in Charge



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-12-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

airtel

2/9/68

1

To:

From:

SACs, Bedttle g£Q, gf

SEDITION 
BUDED: 2/19/68

MISCELLANEOUS

ReBuairtel dated January 30, 1967.
Enclosed for recipient offices is a copy of a 

letter from Assistant Attorney General J. Walter Yeagley 
dated February 7, 1968.

WFO and Seattle should each submit an LHM suitable 
for dissemination by 2/19/68 in compliance with Yeagley‘s 
request. The cover page of each L8H should list the names 
of any individuals who attended either of Stokely Carmichael’s 
speeches but whose draft status has not yet been determined. 
All outstanding leads must receive priority attention and the 
results expeditiously submitted to the Bureau in a form suit
able for dissemination. Of course, both offices, as previously 
instructed, should continue to be alert to the identity of 
additional individuals who were in attendance at the speeches 
given by Carmichael at Beattie, Washington, and Washington, D. C.
Enclosure »PTBzllr OjLT

(6) Z

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Bishop — 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt ___
Gale-----
Rosen __
Sullivarigj 
Tavel
Trotte® __
Tele. Room _____
Holmes_________
Gandy __________ MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT



.■-150

UNITED STATES GC^gRNMENT

Memoramum
^)EPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation

TO

subject:

J. Walter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney General 
Internal Security Division

&Stokely Carmichael 
Sedition

date:
February 791968O

Reference is made to prior correspondence in this matter 
in which you furnished us the names of draft-age individuals 
who had been reported as having attended the speeches given by 
Carmichael at Garfield High School, Seattle, Washington, on 
April 19, 1967, and at the Lindoln Memorial Congregational 
Temple at Washington, D.C., on May 16, 1967.

sources 
at both 
whether

We would appreciate your advising us whether the various 
who reported the attendance of the draft-age individuals 
speeches know this of their own personal knowledge or 
they obtained this information by some other means.

4 W $ 1968



ev. 7-28-67) 4

Holmes
Gandy _

□ CABLEGRAM □ RADIO□ AIRGRAM

2:59

NNATIFRO

BUREAU FEBRUARY 2 AND 6 LAST.'

ADVISED TODAY THAT

7

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

TO D

GENT 2-6-68 MJV

CTOR, ATLANTA, BOSTON, AND WASHINGTON FIELD

REMYTEL TO BUREAU, FEBRUARY 2, LAST, AND WFO TELS

b7D
NOW SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE TODAY FOR 8 P. M. MEETING AT

SNGC MEMBER

WAS SCHEDULED TO BUT IS

TO HAVE BEEN ARRESTED RECENTLY BY FEDERAL AGENTS (NOT

IDENTIFIED) IN WASHINGTON, D. C., AND IS CURRENTLY IN

PRIOR TO ARREST

Tolson•— 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Bishop _ 
Casper — 
Callahan 
Conrad — 
Felt___
Gale ___

.Rosen _
^Sullivan .
T avel __
Trotter _

REPORTEDLY

FURTHER

JAIL THERE

WAS REPORTED TO HAVE BEEN IN PREVIOUS

DIFFICULTY WITH BOSTON AUTHORITIES

BOSTON AND WFO ATTEMPT TO IDENTIFY AND FURNISH

2CC WASHINGTON FIELD

sa 13 195S

—«»> I ..... AEKC

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau* s cryptographic systems. /



(Rev. 7-28-67)

AIRGRAM

• ♦
DECODED COPY
□ CABLEGRAM □ RADIO S TELETYPE

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Bishop — 
Casper_
Callahan 
Conrad_
Felt____
Gale ___
Rosen __
Sullivan - 
Tavel __
Trotter_
Tele. Roo 
Holmes_
Gandy __

PAGE TWO FROM CINCINNATI

ANY DESCRIPTIVE DATA CONCERNING HIM.

ATLANTA ADVISE IF SCHEDULED TO VISIT DAYTON, OHIO.

RECEIVED: 2:57 PM MKP



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 2/10/68

Transmit the following in

Via
AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

2/9/68

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ■ 
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 .

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

STOKELY^CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 1. 
SEDITION

Re Los Angeles teletype to Bureau

AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

and Atlanta,

Enclosed for WFO are two copies of referenced 
Los Angeles teletype.

WFO is requested to keep Los 
requested inCARMICHAEL’S itinerary as

Angeles advised of 
referenced teletype.

^-Bureau (RM)
2-WFO (Encs. 2) (RM)
1-Los Angeles (100-68783)
2-Atlanta
CSH: hjm
(8)

(RM)

FEB W
<& ■'

Approved Sent

__

M Per
Agent in Charge



_ t
5-113a ((9-29-65)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/'MLT/'JHF

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

nnto 2/9/68

Information was previously received 
indicating Stokely Carmichael, former 
Chairman of Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee, a militant civil rights organi
zation, to appear 2/17/68, Oakland, 
California, under sponsorship of Black 
Panther Party for Self Defense, an 
extremely militant Negro organization. 
Carmichael returned to Washington, D.C., 
from Cincinnati, Ohio, 2/9/68.

The attached states Carmichael, and 
others, to speak in Los Angeles, 
California, 2/18/68.

This information was furnished to ths 
Inter-Division Information Unit of the 
Department. Pertinent parts of the 
attached will be furnished to the White 
House, Attorney General, military, and 
appropriate agencies by memorandum.

JFM:chs



FBI WASH DC

u, TOmioT 0f ® ce 
COMMUNICATION ACTION

J-'EB 91W
.r J

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 . T AM/'M LT/'J HE'

Mr. Tolson—-~Z
Mr. DeLoach tC'..

r^Mohr___ _>£-
’shop-JC—

Mr .^Casper. *.... .
Callahan—.
Conrad----- -
Felt-......I—

I
 Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

| Mr.
j Tele. Room._ 
a Miss Holmes.
I Miss Gandy-

RoserfL

Trotter.—

-SfSTOKELY CARMICHAEL. -16” - MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION

-tftTD INTELLIGENCE, ADVISED THIS

DATE CARMICHAEL TO BE IN LOS ANGELES FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN

THROUGH TWENTY ONE, NEXT. CARMICHAEL FEATURED SPEAKER AT

MASS RALLY SPONSORED BY PEACE ACTION COUNCIL, A CLEARING

HOUSE FOR ANTI-VIETNAM WAR AND CIVIL RIGHTS ORGANIZATIONS

AND BLACK CONGRESS, AND ORGANIZATION REPRESENTING THE MAJORITY

OF THE BLACK NATIONALIST ORGANIZATIONS, AT LOS ANGELES

SPORTS ARENA, THREE PM TO SIX PM, FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN, NEXT

OTHER SPEAKERS AT RALLY INCLUDE REIES LOPEZ TIJERINA, LEADER

OF ALIANZA FEDERAL DE MERCES (AFDMl, WHICH I

END PAGE ONE

Included in letter to White House J 

and Attorney General. Datec-S

55FEB2v186fw,'4^‘
_____ j XEROX ft A __ '____________

FEB M5’J nSTDELOACH FOR THE. DIRECTOR

ICLY KNOWN 

/OO -

;12 FEB 16 1968



PAGE TWO

LA 100-68783

AS AN ORGANIZATION REPRESENTING LOCAL GRANT INTERESTS IN 

STATE OF NEW MEXICO, DEMANDING THE RETURN OF LAND IN NEW 

MEXICO TO DESCENDANTS OF ORIGINAL OWNERS; BETTY SHABAZZ, 

AKA BETTY LITTLE, WIDOW OF BLACK NATIONALIST MALXOLM X; 

RON KARENGA, FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN OF LOS ANGELES BASED 

MILITANT BLACK NATIONALIST ORGANIZATION US; AND REVEREND 

THOMAS KILGORE, WEST COAST DIRECTOR OF SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN 

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE, A CIVIL RIGHTS ORGANIZATION DIRECTED 

BY REVEREND MARTIN LUTHER KING.

CARMICHAEL’S SCHEDULE INCLUDES SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT

AT LOS ANGELES CITY COLLEGE, FEBRUARY NINETEEN, NEXT.

CARMICHAEL TO ARRIVE LOS ANGELES VIA FLIGHT FROM

SAN FRANCISCO.

ADV,IS ED THIS DATE LA SPORTS

ARENA, INDICATED CARMICHAEL TO SPEAK AT ARENA THREE PM TO SIX 

li PM, FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN, NEXT. |

STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVE,

MADE ARRANGEMENTS TO RENT ARENA FOR RALLY. SHE FURNISHED

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

LA 100-68783

CHECK FOR FIFTEEN HUNDRED DOLLARS, DRAWN ON BANK OF FINANCE, 

TWO SIX FIVE ONE SOUTH WESTERN AVENUE, LOS ANGELES. CHECK 

SIGNED BY|

BLACK ANTI-DRAFT UNION OF LOS ANGELES, AND ORGANIZATION 

REPRESENTING NEGROES OPPOSED TO THE VIETNAM WAR AND THE DRAFT

ADMINISTRATIVE

ITINERARY FOR CARMICHAEL WHILE IN LOS, ANGELES SUBMITTED

IN SUBSEQUENT-tifW. -LAS-0 ANDTLAPD INTELLIGENCE AWARE OF 

CARMICHAEL’S VISIT AND WILL FOLLOW.

I ARRANGEMENTS BEING MADE TO OBTAIN RECORDING OF 

CARMICHAEL’S SPEECHES AT LOS ANGELES.

SAN FRANCISCO AND ATLANTA WILL ADVISE LOS ANGELES 

CONCERNING A.NY PERTINENT INFORMATION REGARDING CARMICHAEL’S

APPEARANCE AT LOS ANGELES.

SAN FRANCISCO ADVISED AM.

END

SVW

FBI WASH DC

CO- MR. SULLIVAN



OPTIONAL FORM Na 10
MAY 1982 EDITION 

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101>11.8

UNITED STATES ^VERNMENT

—Memorandum
’DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date:

2/16/68TO

I y
'SAC, SEATTLE (100-28676) (RUC)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 .

bJect: STOKELY TARMICHAEL 
SECURITYINTERNAL 

SEDITION 
00: WFO

MISCELLANEOUS

JHF

Re Bureau airtel to Seattle and WFO, 2/9/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are five (5) 
an LHM relating to captioned subject. Threecopies of < ’ _ 2

(3) copies of this LHM are designated for WFO.

As requested in referenced Bureau airtel, the 
Seattle Division will continue to remain alert 
identity of additional individuals who were in 
at speeches given by CARMICHAEL at Seattle and 
D.C.

to the 
attendance 
Washington,

/ c c J’d'*

® FEB 19 7968

/cd.. </'/.. d/c dbrj

Bureau (Encl. F) (REG)
WFO (Encl. 3) (REG)

1 — Seattle
WHW:cmh
(4)

S010>108

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Ray roll Savings Rian



- In Reply,Please Refer to 
File No. >' j

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
. •' Seattle, .Washington , 

‘ February 16, 1968

'RE: - SPEECH OF .STEELY CARMICHAEL
" ' -.AT-GARFIELD .HIGH-SCHOOL '

SEATTLE-, WASHINGTON-' A.
A “ . APRIL 19 , 1967 : : . .. .. - .

•' A Previous communications, of- similar heading and 
dated September 27 , 196.7 , October 13, 1967, October 30-, 
1967, and;December .7 , 1967, set forth names of .individuals 
.of draft age who attended a - speech, given by STOKELY

■ CARMICHAEL on April.-19 , 1967, at Garfield High School,
-.:Seattle., Washington. • ■ .

Seattle,
Washington, who was reported in .attendance fy I_________ _

Seattle, was not actually 
opserveq ar me speecn by-________  but personally informed

of his. attendance at CARMICHAEL’S speech. ?

b7C

______________ | was not personally observed 
. attending this•speech by| ~| Seattle
Police Department, who is I 

of the Seattle Police Department
.. and attended-.this speech, under 

and thereafter reported to"_______
connection with CARMICHAEL ’ s .appearance

of- activities in

All of the other.draft age individuals identified 
in previous correspondence were actually - observed -in.attendance 
by the various sources identified in previous correspondence.

ALL -INFORMATION CONTAINEUl '' \ * \
herein.-Ts' unclassified- ' ■’
DATE 12-16-2 0 05 BY 603 0-9 AUG TAI'i/M'L-i1/JHE

This document contains neither 
recommendations; nor conclusions 

COPIES destroyed of the FBI. It;is the property 
FEB 26 1971 °b "^e FBI' and is loaned to your 

■ . ’ agency.; it and its contents are
- not to be distributed outside > 

your agency., " : . . - . .



I?D-36 (Ftev. 5-22-64)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHE FBI

Date: 2/12/68

Transmit the following in CODE
(Type^inlplaintext or code)

„ TELETYPEVia ___________ urg:
(Priority)

TO: 1RECTOR, FBI (100-445080)
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

SAC, WFO

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

Mr. Tolson,.
Mr. DeLoach... —
Mr. Mohr--------
Mr. Bishop------
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad_____
Mr. Felt...........——
Mr. Gale
Mr. "Rosen----------.

1. Mr. Sullivan
l( Mr. Tavel.------- ..
I Mr. Trotter-------

Tele. Room
Miss Hjimes. 
MiSBUandyr-

RE WFOTEL 2/11/68 
SUB J SPENT MORNING AND AFTERNOON AT RESIDENCE AND SNCC HDQTS, 

IN EVENING WENT TO WDC WHERE

PARTY APPEARED IN PROGRESS^ SOURCE ADVISED MEETING OF BLACK UNITED

FRONT (BUF) DEFINITELY SCHEDULED FOR EVENING OF FEB THIRTEENTH 
NEXT AT EIGHT PM AT NEW SCHOOL FOR AFRO-AMERICAN THOUGHT* WFO 
FOLLOWING CLOSELY. /

b7C <

b2

b7D

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE IS

THIRTEENTH NEXT BEING PLANNEDBY-JIFO.- AIRMAIL

COVERAGE BUF FEB " 1 .... .™”""'... . .. . /
COPY TO ATLANTA..

<2>Bureau 
1-Teletype 
1-Atlanta (RM)(AM) 
1-WFO
FFB:mmh 
(5)

Approved: I ____________  ■ Sent M Pe'r 
Special Agent in Charge



SACe wro (100-43503) (P)FBOH

2/9/58

DIBKTOR0 FBI (100-446080)

sroicai cAwzaua 
is - mxsghxahbous
SEDITION

herewith ar® <s@p>i@s @f acs
T« 
three

f©r the Bureau regarding ab@v® e@.pti@n®d matter0
<s@pi@s
<e@pi@s

@®.eh £<r@ fefMshed ®ad few Ifork ami
feral shed Atlanta f>

b7C
©ra

AGENCY: ACSI,NIC, OSI, SEC. SERV.,
SE&; ISD.CRD.RAO-ZPJ7^

HOW EORW: RM
DATE EORW 7/?~

BY:

.?/■ 
7

WHsbap 
(13)

AZ^TSL

■Q\C,\\0P-

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED. 

herein is unclassified. , 
DATE^t^^^^^-^

Mr. Tolson._
Mr. i'.'b.aeh 
Mr. Mohr-----
Mr. Be. hop.__
Mr. Casper- 
Mr. Callahan. 
Mr. Conrad.. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr Rosen.

Mr. Tavel__
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room.... 
Miss Huhnes.
Mi;b7c andy_

f

c
c.

is y

o BM

too - 4 '4^ ^'<o

EX-105

FE8 1^ W



In Reply, Please Refer to, 
File No.

• •
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D • C« 
February 9, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 

SEDITION

On February 3, 1968, Special Agents of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) observed Stokely Carmichael 
depart the Washington office of the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 1234 U Street, N,W*, Washington, 
D.C. at 8:38p*m«, accompanied by three other individuals, 
one of whom was described as follows:

Sex: 
Race: 
Age: 
Height:

Weight: 
Hair: 
Features:

The above individual went with Carmichael to 
Carmichael's residence, 2200 12th Street, N.W<, Washington, 
D»C. He subsequently departed Carmichael's residence alone 
at 9:58 p.m. and via taxicab went to National Airport, 
Washington, D«C« where he purchased an Eastern Airlines 
ticket for Flight # 668, due to depart Washington, D« C. 
at 10:55 p.m* that date fbr La Guardia Airport* New York 
City.- .

In purchasing the ticket, he furnished the name 
| Special Agents of the FBI identified the I

I purchasing the ticket from a photograph asl

COPIES destroyed 
843 FEB 26 1971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED . 
date^nms

enclosure



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

An article appearing in the“Oberlin Review", 
Oberlin, Ohio, issue of April 24/ 1962, by Stanley Ornstein, 
identified Tom HAyderi, 22 years of age, as being a field " 
secretary of the "Students for a Democratic Society" (SDS)*

On June 19, 1962,_______________ _______________Atlanta,
Georgia, advised that| ~|'a former resident
of At1anta.- Georgia and Mater a rgsTdgnt of New York 
City, was|_______________________|of the Students for a Democratic
Society (SDS) and active with student "sit*in" movements 
in the South,

The SDS is characterized in the appendix*

"The Washington Post" a Washington, D.C. daily 
newspaper, in an article dated December 29, 1965, contained 
information relative to the travel of a group of three 
individuals'to North Vietnam to obtain "first hand peace 
information on the peace views of. North Vietnam* s communist 
government and the Vietcong guerrillas**•*«" The article noted 
that among the three men was: Thomas Hayden, who was described 
as active in student and civil rights groups*

The records of the United States Passport Office, 
United States Department of State, Washington, D« C« 
disclosed on December 29, 1967 that I ~~|
had been issued a passport _____________________________________________________

I In applying for the passport| [stated he
intended to visit| [for a two week period to do some

•- 2 -



ST0KELY CABMICHAEL
APPENDIX

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as 
it is known today, came into being at a founding convention 
held at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is an 
association of young people on the left and has a current 
program of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for 
youth to develop a conscientious objector status, denouncing 
Uhited States intervention in the war in Vietnam and to 
"radically transform" the university community, and provide 
for its complete control by students. Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, Communist Party, USA, when interviewed by a 
representative of United Press International in San 
Francisco, California, on May 14, 1965, described the 
SDS as a part of the "responsible left" which the Party 
has "going for us." At the June, 1965, SDS National 
Convention, an anti-communist proviso was removed from 
the SDS constitution. In the October 7, 1966, issue of 
"New Left Notes," the official publication of SDS, an 
SDS spokesman stated that there are some communists in 
SDS and they are welcome. The national headquarters of 
this organization as of April 18, 1967, was located in 
Room 206, 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.

This document contains neither 
recorninendations nor conclusions of 
the FFI. It is property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

3*



FD-36 (Rsv. 5-22-64)

7
ALL J N F ORMATION C ON T Al N E D 
HEREJN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHE

I,

F B I

.Transmit the following in

r te 
la ____

YPE

Date: 2/13/68
- If ”

//V
/CODE jJ£

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

0: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-445080) 
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

RE WFOTEL 2/12/68

Z ‘ Me. '

Life ZilMg 
ji .•'.we-e 
? Hiac 
il Mins Siwi

SUBJ AT RESIDENCE DURING AM INSTANT AND ARRIVED SNCC HDQTS

'LATER IN DAY. DEPARTED SNCC EARLY EVENING IN PEUGEOT BEARING VA

LIC PROCEEDED TO NEW SCHOOL

FOR AFRO-AMERICAN THOUGHT, TWO TWO ZERO EIGHT FOURTEENTH ST.,NW

WHERE HE REMAINED INTO LATE EVENING;

SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFO IN PAST, ADVISED SUBJ

TO ATTEND MEETING OF THE BLACK UNITED FRONT AT ABOVE MENTION

b7

SCHOOL EIGHT PM

ADMINISTRATIVE

INSTANT. LHM FOLLOWS,
b2

b7D

RICHMOND:
WILL IDENTIFY

ISSOURCE MENTIONED

LICOWNER OF PEUGEOT. VA

AND ADVISE. AIRMAIL COPY ATLANTA AND RICHMOND

^Bureau 
i-Teletype 
1-Atlanta (RM)(AM) 
1-Richmond (RM)(AM) 
1-WFO
JJ0:mmh 
(6)

Charge
Sent M Per

1
® 101



t w-3b fHev. 5-22-64) '

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAYE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AUG TAM/'MLT/'JHF Date: 2/8/68

Mr. Tolson.....
Mr. De.Loaeh 
Mr. Mohr-----
Mr. Bishop... 
Mr. Casper— 
Mr. Callahan ..... 
Mr. Conrad___
Mr. Felt- 
Mr. Gale...
Mr. osen.

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

y Iq AIRTEL
(P riority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-1297) (RtC)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION 
(OO: ATLANTA)

Mr. Tavel.
Mr. Trotter_
Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes... 
Miss Gandy—

F B I

Re Chicago airtel and LHM dated 1/30/68, captioned 
as above.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of a LHM dated 
and captioned as above. A copy;of this memorandum is being 
furnished the USA, U.S. Secret Service, Chicago, and Region I, 
113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois. An information copy is 
being furnished the Atlanta, Newark, WFO, and New York offices 
which received a copy of the referenced airtel and LHM.

appear in Chicago as anticipated 
is no indication he is to travel

A FEB 16 1968 j

DEH/tfk

Sent

1 
1
1 
3

HOW EORW:. 

DATE FORW

BY: J___ _

M Per

CARMICHAEL did not 
in referenced LHM, and there 
to Chicago in the near future; therefore, this case is being 

RUC*d

3/- Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM)
T- Atlanta (100-6812) (Enc. 1) (RM) (Info)

- Newark (Enc. 1) (RM) (Info)
- WFO (100-43503) (Enc. 1) (RM) (Info)
- New York (100-15375)(Enc. 1) (RM) (Info)
- Chicago

(1 100-403421 (SNCC)_________ ;__________________
(1 -________________________________________________________

AGENCY; ACSIJSg.OSI, SEC. SERV

Approve



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 157-1297

ufWed states department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois 
February 8, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

STOKELY CARMICHAEL - 
INTERNAL SECURITY - 
MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated 
January 30, 1968, captioned as above.

_____________ On February 8, 1968, ________________________________ j 
_______________________________  Chicago Police Department, Chicago, 
Illinois, advised Stokely Carmichael, former National 
Director of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), did not come to Chicago and appear as a guest 
speaker on February 1, 1968, at the Senate Theater, 3152 West 
Madison Street, Chicago.

February 8, 1968, _____________________________________
of the Senate Theater, advised that on February 1, 

1968, their theater ran two Spanish speaking motion pictures 
and did not rent their premises to any outside organization.

A copy of this memorandum is being furnished to 
the following agencies:

United States Attorney, Chicago, Illinois;

United States Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois;

Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the; property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its con
tents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

uUilES DESTROYED 
343 FEB 26 1971

.ENCLOSURE



5-113 (1-10-61) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
___ HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 12-16-2 0 05 BY 603 0 9 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

Domestic Intelligence division

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

2-9-68 
Date -_____________

Information previously 
received that Stokely Carmichael, 
former Chairman of Student Non
violent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC) and other SNCC members 
were to meet in Dayton, Ohio,with

I b7C 
militant black nationalists in 
Dayton who have been active in that 
area. Carmichael is attempting 
to attain unity among various 
Negro groups in effort to establish 
Black Power.

Pertinent information in 
attached being included in today’s 
White House summary.

TDR:mh 3
I /

-•-t /



VIA TELETYPE

FEB 9 1968

ENCIPHERER

TO DIR

4:06 AM 2

NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON

68 URGENT WRH

TOR, ATLANTA, COLUMBIA, MEMPHIS, NEW YORK AND

WASHINGTON FIELD CODE)

M Tolson

asper._____
Callahan___

Conrad____

Sullivan. Jk
Tavel___
Trotter__

Tele. Room___
iss Holmes._

Miss Gandy__

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
FROM CINCINNATI HEREIN is unclassified

DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

Mr. 
M 
Mr! 
Mr.- 
Mr.
Mr. Felt__
Mr.
.Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

/O> / 'S’ef.t[r>

STOKELrCARMICHAEL ; LS-MISCELLA NEOUS

ARRIVED

DAYTON

SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN PAST \

ADVISED FEBRUARY EIGHT LAST, SUBJECT AND
** <

DAYTON, OHIO ABOUT ELEVEN THIRTY P.M. FEBRUARY SEVEN LAST AND

IMMEDIATELY WENT TO

WHERE MEETING ABOUT RACIAL SITUATION IN DAYTON WAS IN PROGRESS

^WITH ABOUT TWENTY-EIGHT PERSONS PRESENT. MOST OF THOSE PRESENT

SURPRISED WHEN CARMICHAEL APPEARED. MEETING CONTINUED UNTIL

ABOUT TWO THIRTY A.M. FEBRUARY EIGHT; LAST. DURING MEETING

WHO WAS ALREADY PRESENT;, CARMI,CHA,EL AND X

GENERALLY DISCUSSED SJ^’S NEW POLICY, WHICH IS TO ATTAIN UNITY^^ 

AMONG ALL NEGRO GROUPS , WITH ^THE (JLTt^ATE GOAL OF'Mi&CR P$lJ0?V' ''

SNCC PRESENTLY TAKING' SOFT LINE ON BLACK W®ER IN ORDER lOnBRIM.

ALL NEGROES' INTO THEIR FOLD. CARMICHAEL SAID NEW AP

THAT CONFERENCES 'and SPEECHES ARE BEING DECREASED AND INSTATED

THEY ARE GOING,&UT AND WORKING DIRECTLY WITH THE PEOPLE

XEROX
FEB 1968 I . , .

RELAYED TO



PAGE TWO FROM CINCINNATI

CARMICHAEL SAID THE REBELLION IS READY IN ITS FINAL

PHASES ALL OVER THE WORLD AND THE ONLY ONES NOT READY ARE THE 

NEGROES IN THE UNITED STATES. VIETNAM AND KOREA ALREADY HAVE

THEIR REBELLIONS AND OTHER ASIAN COUNTRIES, AFRICA AND SOUTH 

AMERICA ARE PREPARING FOR SAME. CARMICHAEL STATED AN ANALYSIS 

OF ALL THE RIOTS IN UNITED STATES DURING PAST FEW YEARS 

UNORGANIZED AND HAD NO REAL LEADERSHIP.

SUBJECT ,F LEFT DAYTON ABOUT TWO THIRTY A.M.

AND ARRIVED CINCINNATI ABOUT FOUR A.M. TRAVELED BY CAR.

CHECKED INTO HOTEL SUITE OF THREE ROOMS AT SHERATON-GIBSON b7C

HOTEL , WHERE|REGISTERED 

SINCE FEBRUARY FIVE LAST. | [CONNECTED WITH NATIONAL

CONFERENCE OF NEGRO METHODIST MINISTERS, WHO ARE HOLDING THREE

DAY CONVENTION, ENDING TODAY.

CARMICHAEL DID NOT LEAVE HOTEL ROOMS,

DURING DAY. CARMICHAEL AND OBSERVED AT 
f F -------------------

DOOR OF ROOMS

ABOUT SIX THIRTY P.M. :AT?E^G^ TWENTY-FIVE P.M., CARMICHAEL 

AND| |LEFT HOTEL WITH 

SNCC, AND ANOTHER NEGRO MALE BELIEVED



PAGE THREE FROM CINCINNATI

TO BE CINCINNATI. DROVE AROUND CINCINNATI AND

RETURNED TO HOTEL ABOUT TEN THIRTY P . M.

ABOVE SOURCE ADVISED CARMICHAEL MENTIONED HE WOULD

ADDRESS MEETING OF GROUP OF MINISTERS ABOVE EVENING OF

AND WOULD LEAVE CINCINNATI EVENING FEBRUARY

EIGHT, RETURNING WASHINGTON, D. C. BUT NO RESERVATIONS KNOWN

AT THIS TIME INDICATED HE WOULD BE RETURNING TO

BUT WOULD RETURN DAYTON IN ABOUT TEN DAYS INDICATED HE

WOULD RETURN PROBABLY’ THROUGH WASHINGTON, D.C

ADMINISTRATIVE: 

of

A. SOURCE ABOVE IS

COLUMBIA FURNISH ANY BACKGROUND DATA AVAILABLE RE

END 

RECEIVED: 4:32 AM LRC



WA 4-

TO DIREC

48PM URGENT 2-14-68

FEB 141968

ENCIPHEREEM

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

WASHINGTON FIELD AND LOS ANGELES (PLAINTEXT)

AT DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

LOS ANGELES VIA WASHINGTON

Mr. Tolson— 
DeLoach 
Mohr-----
Bishop.— 
Casper—

Mr. Callahan----- ]
Mr. Conrad.........
Mr. Felt________
Mr. Gale------------■
Mr. Rose®----------!
Jff. Sullivan.
Ttfr. Tavd-------
Mr. Trotter........-jj
Tele. Roosn_____
Miss Holmes------ ;
Mias <Jandy-------

FROM :NEW YORK 100-153751 IP

NUMBER B.ELONGS- TO STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING 

COMMITTEE', ONE HUNDRED FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY.

NEW YORK OFFICE HAS NO INFORMATION REGARDING 

UNKNOWN. NEGROES GOING TO LOS ANGELES.

ADMINISTRATIVE

REFERENCE LOS ANGELES TELETYPE TO BUREAU

FOURTEEN SIXTYEIGHT.

END 4 FEB 161968

w

HWL

R RELAY

FBI WASH

.relayed'^!
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

OTT 02 10-43 AM JHC

VIA TELETYPE
Mr- Tolson ■— 
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr--------- -
Mr. Bishop------ -
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callaham----
Mr. Conrad——
Mr. Felt—----- -
Ir. Gale-----------y

FEB 0 1968
|ENCIPHERED

DATE: 12-16-2005
nrrmorn « ea classified by 60309 auc tam/mlt/jhf 
DEFERRED 2w6w68 declassify on.- 25x 3.3(6) 12-16-2030

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080)

Mr. Rosen------
Mr. Sullivan.Y—
Mr. Tavel-------- -
Mr. Trotter-------
Tele. Room--------
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy-------

FROM LEGAT, OTTAWA (100-1564)

REBUTELEPHONE CALL TWO TWO LAST.

bl

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL , IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

IP

INDEPENDENCE RALLY (RIN) MEETING POSTPONED WEEK OR

TEN DAYS DUE TO INTERNAL DIFFICULTIES

NOTE, HOWEVER, THAT NATIONAL

o
LEGAT WILL FOLLOW AND REPORT ANY INFORMATIN RECEIVED 

: a

RE SUBJECT’S VISIT TO CANADA HIS CONTACTS, STATEMENTS, ETC

OTTAWA SHOULD BE KEPT ADVISED OF ANY INFO DEVELOPED BY BUREAU //

RE TRAVEL PLANS

END

RNK

FBI WASH DC
REC 22

FEB 1968

F£B j 6 ig6Q



GO^t<NMENT

Memorandum
• . ' ■ • . ■ '- 1 . . ■ ■ 

.’ ■ •■. . .■. '■ ■ V ' . "■■

TO ...-U^D'IRECTOR,' FBI (100-446080)

LEGAT,- PARIS" . (1'0-0->'2 6 8'3 ) (P)';
W; .- 0: ' " '

■ subject^ . ST0KELy CARMICHAEL'
. IS - MISCELLANEOUS; ,' .
X ’ SEDITION . ; .

;'• / . (00:AT) '' ’ '

Remylet, 1/23/68. 
y' -' ’ . • • ’ • •• . ' ■ ' '

J, ' \ •' . . There is -enclosed
'i , one -copy of . Ui S . Department 

■l/23/'6'8 to the American Emb

for infbrmafiqh of the Bureau
of; State.. telegram, dated
issy, Paris'.- Copy ■ also ■ for Atlanta

_______ | who furnished this' telegram, asked- if this .office ■ 
was in possession of information.requested in the telegram.
The U.S., Department of State; asked .if the- Embassy was in 
possession of information.' indicating the .-identity' of French 
officials- who examined CARMICHAEL’ s .passport at/th.e times' .- 
of his arrival in and departure from Paris. ,

•b7C __________ was advised, that this offiqe is .hot 
.possession of this information.’ .

■We will .fpi^w- and,, advise-.the. Bureau.'

/of ••
L H a a

'; 4 - Bureau (Encl.4) '■ ADDENDUM: Enclosed are two copies
(1. -Liaison Section)' ■ 1 ‘ of Embassy reply to'. U. S.

1 . (i- _ Atlanta) (Info) ’
1 - Paris

NWP :’sch 
(5)--

,,v - 'Department of ..State .

V REC-35^ if

■ If;

<3010'108-02

'■ '1 Savings Bpn^s 'JR.egularly. on the Payroll Savings Plan



INCOMING AMEMBASSY PARIS

Foreign Service of the 

United States of Am erice

hCHOg? “A LJMi'atD OH'iuaL cofiTr.au '2 $7)

DSL EcC’Ds

pclmil ...... ... .
’ DE RUEHC 102946 0231441 •

„T„iiA ZNY CCCCC ZZH ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED
..UiCOJ R 231430Z JAR 68 HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

FIfj yr^ SECSTATE WASHDC date 12-16-200.5 by 60309 auc tam/mlt/jhf
GE? J.O, RUFKCRZAMEMBASSY_PARIS &529

COMAFF IMFO RUDTCR/A?1EMBASSY''’’D'ar' ES SALAAM 0-395-.
LA3ATT RUDKLM/AMEMBASSY STOCKHOLM £35^5-

TEC STATE GRNC

AGRIC BT

USISF '

PRESS . LIMITED OFFICIAL USE STATE 102946
^lUUntr.^vistax

DEFATT SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

MLS I. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CONSIDERING PROSECUTION STOKELY
CARMICHAEL FOR USING PASSPORT TO TRAVEL OTHER COUNTRIES, 

INCLUDING SWEDEN, FRANCE AND TANZANIA, AFTER BEING ADVISED 

BY STATE DEPARTMENT THAT PASSPORT HAD BEER REVOKED AND WAS

USOECD . RESTRICTED FOR DIRECT AND IMMEDIATE RETURN TO US. 

RTAC
ST 2. JUSTICE ADVISES THAT IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION

ADMIL'c' | 

FEES

3'i F 
GS 
COM3 
SY 
RFC 
FBO ■

CONGER , 

^!g35 / 
s cs

UNESCO

SERVICE HAS INFORMATION FROM FRENCH POLICE THAT CARMICHAEL 

EXHIBITED HIS PASSPORT TO BOTH AIRPORT POLICE AND AIRLINE 
PERSONNEL BEFORE BOARDING FLIGHT FROM PARIS TO US. JUSTICE 

HAS ASKED DEPARTMENT TO SUPPLY DETAILS AND CIRCUMSTANCES 

SURROUNDING CARMICHAEL’S USE OF PASSPORT AT AIRPORT. 
SPECIFICALLY JUSTICE REQUESTS: NAMES OF INDIVIDUALS TO 

WHOM PASSPORT EXHIBITED; WHETHER EXHIBITION WAS AT 

REQUEST OF FRENCH OFFICIALS PURSUANT TO RULE REQUIRING EXHIBITION; 
WHETHER INDIVIDUALS WHO SAW CARMICHAEL'S PASSPORT REMEMBER 

INCIDENT AND WHETHER ANY WRITTEN NOTATION WAS MADE 

CONCERNING THIS MATTER. JUSTICE WOULD ALSO EE PARTICULARLY 

INTERESTED TO LEARN WHETHER CARMICHAEL USED HIS PASSPORT UPON 

HIS ENTRY INTO PARIS.

3. EMBASSY IS REQUESTED (1) TO SUPPLY ALL INFORMATION EMBASSY 

NOW HAS RESPONSIVE TO THESE QUESTIONS WITHOUT CONSULTING HOST 

GOVERNMENT, AND (2) TO GIVE ITS OPINION WHETHER HOST COVERN**.EKT 

SHOULD BE REQUESTED TO SUPPLY THE INFORMATION SOUGHT IF EMBASSY 

CANNOT SUPPLY ANSWERS FROM INFORMATION NOW AVAILABLE.

7/



OUTGOING

LIMITED OFFICIAL. USE
Class ■.tjica'.i o}! Control: 9556

Deter 25 Jan 1958 

025/1757z
ACTION: SECSTATE 7/ ASHING! ON 8998

9556

PARIS
-------------------- ALL FRT INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AJJC TAM/MLT/JHF

REF: State 102946 & 7 STOKELY CARMICHAEL

I. Para 2 Deptel IO29469 Embassy presently unable supshy 

more details than previously submitted Ernbtel 7911 and

Emb. SY report Carmichael!; activities sent SY-F.O. Jan. 2. 

19 68.

2. embassy assumes subject fc i lowed ordinary procedures

at airporta including show of passport to police and airline 

personnel. (One unconfirmed report indicates French Airport 

Police had passport in their hands during hours C/-rmichae.l 

held overnight at airport and prior his admittances allegedly 

”to check passports validity.. ■___ __________ _________ —

________ A MorcEm cheer- ____________________________ 
] r -</Z b-zc

JEN; PH Cu I! yz/nb:____ll



Foreign Service of the 

United States of Am eric

OUTGOING

LIFTED OFFICIAL USE

Charge: Classified t i o n

Page 2

Control: 9^5$

Dote:

Embassy believes GOF would probably provide most details

of procedures followed at time of Carmichael!s admittance on 

basis either formal or informal U»S. request,. We doubts howevers 

GOF would furnish affidavits described in Deptel 102947.

Dra’iec by: Approving Officer:

. J

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

. r Lb 18.1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ‘
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED - •
DATE 12-16-2.005 BY 60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHF \

FBI WASH DC*

FBI SAN FRAN

,, ' <,'!•<« t.tCT v'Vagi.m <u ■ i '-u lig vr
A U
| Mr. Tolson______ a

Mr. DeLoach____>
,i Mr. Mohr_______|
I Mr. Bishop______ ■
S Mr. Casper_____ ;
I Mr. Callahan___ ,
a Mr. Conrad___
| Mr. Felt 
j Mr. Gale : . Z
I Mr. RosenZ^&ciM. 
S Mr. Sullivan — 
| Mr. Tavel_____ l.

| Mr. Trotter■' 
| Tele. Room I

Miss Holmes , t

306PM DEFERRED 2/18/68 LFH

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) , LOS ANGELES AND WASHINGTON FIELD 

(WASHINGTON FIELD VIA DIRECTOR) 

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (1 57-721) IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISC, SEDITION

^A-^RE BUPHONE CALL AND SAN FRANCISCO CALL TO LOS ANGELES THIS DATE.

SAN MATEO COUNTY SHERIFF OFFICE ADVISED THAT CARMICHAEL IN

PARTY OF FOURTEEN LEFT SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

AT ELEVEN. FORTY -FIVE A.M. TODAY VIA UNITED AIR LINES ARRIVING IN LOS

ANGELES AT TWELVE FORTY P.M.

END

GATHER AG©**KOFFICE ADVISED 

GJM 

FBI WASH DC* 

X

Relayed ti

S FEB 19 1968
81968



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT, THE

Mr. Hoover received your letter of February ,12th

and asked me to advise you that he appreciates the interest which

• prompted you to furnish him your comments.

COMM-FB1

Sincerely yours,

Helen W. Gandy 
Secretary

,V.

NOTE: Bufiles disclose prior correspondence with I By
outgoing 12-11-67 his letter of 12-6-67 was acknowledged and he was 
informed the FBI does not determine whether prosecutive action will 
be undertaken in any situation. His letter of 12-6-67 set forth various 
comments concerning Stokely Carmichael. A copy of_________ ■
12-6-67 communication was forwarded to the Attorney General. In 
view of the tenor of| lletter, it.is believed this is an appropriate

b'

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr ___
Bishop _

Callahan

‘A

Gale- __
Rosen — 
Sullivan
Tavel _
Trotter .

HEE: cat (3) 1.8





FEB 131968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

10-0

WASH DC

PM DEFERRED 2-12-68 KH

DIRECTOR 100-446080 (PLAIN TEXT)

' FROM LOS ANGELES 100-68783

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISCELLANEOUS SEDITION

REBUTEL FEBRUARY TWELVE INSTANT

NUMBEROUS LEAFLETS DISTRIBUTED THROUGHOUT LOS ANGELES

PAST SEVERAL DAYS ANNOUNCING MASS PUBLIC RALLY FEATURING

Mr. Tolson___
Mr. DeLoach... 
Mr. Mohr__ _ .
Mr. Bishop—_ 
Mr. Casper.— 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad... 
Mr. Felt..:____
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen..___
Mr. Sullivan^ 
Mr. Tavel____

Mr. Trotter__
Tele. Room___

Miss Holmes_
Miss Gandy__

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, TO BE HELD LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA, _

FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN NEXT. 2

' TENTATIVE ARRANGEMENT MADE WITH MANAGEMENT, LOS ANGELES £ 

SPORTS ARENA FOR AGENT TO MECHANICALLY RECORD CARMICHAEL’S 

r c-
SPEECH. INFORMANTS AND SOURCES INSTRUCTED TO ATTEND RALLY. CI

ADDITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS CONCERNING RECORDING OF SPEECH

WILL BE FURNISHED BUREAU FEBRUARY THIRTEEN NEX

END REC® FEB 19 1968



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ' 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

I VIA TELETYPE

FEB 141968

ENCIPHERED'

WASH DC

10-16 PzM DEFERRED 2-13-68

TO

NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON

KH

IRECTOR 100-446080 NEW YORK (CODE)

FROM LOS ANGELES 100-68783

Mr. Tolson__-----
Mr. DeLoach-----r
Mr. Mohr______
Mr. Bishop_____
Mr. Casper 
Mr. Callahan—-
Mr. Conrad—— 
Mr. Felt- 
Mr. Gale. 
Mr. 
Mr J 
MrY Tave 
Mr. Trotter. 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes____

Miss Gandy___ _

llivan.

1

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. IS - MISCELLANEOUS-SEDITION

LAPD INTELLIGEN TODAY ADVISED CONFIDENTIAL

FEMALE INFORMANT STATED JAME RMANLEFT LOS ANGELES ON OR

ABOUT FEBRUARY SIX, LAST BY UNKNOWN AIRLINE EOR"1EW YORK,

SOURCEFJODA^ ADVISED SHE IS FURNISHING ROOM TO TWO OUT OF

TOWN MALE NEGROES, ONE DESCRIBED SIX FOOT, SEVEN INCHES
b7D

AND THE" OTfeR IS FIVE FEET ELEVEN INCHES, WHOSE TRUE IDENTITIES 
w • _

UNKNOWN AND BELIEVED TO BE USING FICTITIOUS. NAMES AND -BELIEVED

EX-JMW®®
IN LOS ANGELES AS ADVANCE MEN FOR4 OTWIICHAEL . THEY CALyJ>=. ==

NEW YORK TODAY COLLECT WHy)HfEB 19 1968

MA Y BE

THEY STATEDCONFIDENTIAL PHONE _N.UMB.ER 
W 'vj

IS DISPLEASED WITH THEM APPARENTLY OVER REPORTS FORMAN GAVE

FEBlSbi 6) ft
RELAYED to



PAGE TWO

LA 100-68783

CONCERNING THEM AND THEY MAY BE INSTRUCTED RETURN NEW YORK

MONDAY, FEBRUARY NINETEEN. MEN MADE TOTAL FOUR COLLECT CALLS 

IN ALL. POLICE SOURCE SAID MEN SCHEDULED BE IN LOS ANGELES 

FOUR WEEKS AND HAVE BEEN HANGING AROUND HEADQUARTERS BLACK 

CONGRESS, SEVEN TWO TWO EIGHT SOUTH BROADWAY. COLLECT CALLS

WERE MADE FROM LOS ANGELES PHONE SEVEN FIVE FOUR ONE THREE 

SIX O.NE.

NEW YORK REQUESTED SUTEL IF

PHONE NUMBER AND IF

UNKNOWN NEGROE£5*KNOWN TO NY DIVISION.

WFO ADVISE® AM- F.OR INFORMATION.

”4.'

s.

END

R RELAY

DHH FBI WASH DC



•ALL -INFORMATION. CpNTAINBD 
HEREIN IS ■ UNCLASSIFIED-' . •
DATE'12-16-2005 .Bit 6030? . TAJl/ML'l

2/16/68

’. Transmit the following in .

■?;- . ; .TELETYPE '
• Via - ____ _

. PLAINTEXT
(Type'in plaintext or code)

': URGENT A.. ' '4;' L
(Priority) ~

J Mr. Tolson-
" " ' ft. -•'Mr.' DMxmeh"-'- 

/I Mr. MohV '
|f Mr. Bishop
| Mr. Caspar -

* • j| Mr. ,Callahan_y_ 
Conradi..

f Mr. Felt—_____
J Mr. Gale 
iMf. Rosen.

(0 tiy^-Sullivarm^' 
. | Mr. ravel. . .

I.Mr. Trotter
.; - Tele. Room.:.—__

Miss Holmes , 
jjMiaa Gandy . , |

F Djl6...(R Sv.^2.2 -6 4)

TO lOECTdR, FBI. (100-446080) AND SACS ALBUQUERQUE 
/■ ^Detroit: doo-34122)

LOS-ANQIiLES (100-68783) ..
■ v ' SANvFRANClisCO (157-721

■ FROM: - :SAC, WF0 (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS'- MISCELLANEOUS

RE DETROIT AIRTEL FEBRUARY’S TWELVE LAST ENTITLED "MALCO

MEMORIAL DAY, DETROIT,^MICHIGAN, FEBRUARY TWENTYONE SIXTYEIGHT”

ADVISING INFO RECEIVED: DETROIT PD jlCARMICHAEL TO APPEAR.

' FOR INFO DETROIT, CARMICHAEL ^PRESENTLY IN SAN FRANCISCO

AND LATER SCHEDULED TO TRAVEL TO LOS ANGELES. NO INFO AVAIL-

ABLE WFO THAT CARMICHAEL SCHEDULED TO APPEAR IN DETROIT FEBRUARY
■ <• • ■' :r I '■■■<•. .

TWENTYONE NEXT. WFO SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT DATE CARMICHAEL 
• DROPPED COMMENT IN CONVERSATION PRIOR TO DEPARTURE THAT HE

MIGHT BE AWAY FROM WDC UNTIL END 0F FEBRUARY, BUT TRAVEL PLANS

SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES ARE REQUESTED

WWH:tab .fERiyotj'

(B- Bureau
2 - Teletype Unit
2 -WFO )

NOT KNOWN TO SOURCE.

■ ap Sent!. M Per _
ent in Charge -



Date

Transmit the following in ' ■
(Type in plaintext'or code)

Viat
(Priority)

WFO 100-43503
PAGE TWO ;•

TO BE ALERT FOR TRAVEL BEYOND THOSE AREAS .AND TO NOTIFY

INTERESTED OFFICES TO COVER CARMICHAEL PER INSTRUCTIONS BUREAU

AIRTEL ALL OFFICES DECEMBER TWENTYONE' LAST. '

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE IS
.'/b2

b'7DP

Approved’:" >■-; _ ’ ;|J
• 1 Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per



The Attorney General

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED • - ' T“
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' ' . - £_ M \ ’
DATE 12-16-2005 .BY '‘603 0 9 ‘ AUC -TAM/MLT/JHF . . • 1 Mr. DeLoach

1 r Miss Holmes" \ '■ ,’L - -• ' '■ ■■.. February 14, 1968
1 Mr . W, C, Sullivan
1 -Mr. Bishop
1 -] 
1 -

Director, FBI
b7C

stokely Carmichael— /-
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

Reference is made to my letter dated December14, 
1967, in which you were advised that wherever feasible 
attempts would be made to record any speeches that 
Carmichael might make following receipt of specific approval

e
§

co 
co

Information has been received that Carmichael is 
scheduled to /speak February 17, 196&, at a rally sponsored 

__ by the cfelack J&nther Party For Self-Defense^ a militant black 
nationalist organization, at the Oakland Auditorium, Oakland, 
California. rBe is also scheduled to speak at- a rally 
sponsored by ‘the Peace Action Council, a clearinghouse for 
Anti-VietnamJ^r and civil rights organizations, and the 
Black Congress, an organization representing the majority of 
black nationalist organizations, at the Los AngeleSk Sports 
Arena, Los Angelesj California, February 18., 1968.y ,5

The ^Oakland Tribune,*’ Oakland, California, newspaper 
will record the entire program at the Oakland Auditoriumfon 
February 17, 1968, and our San Francisco Office has beeng \ advised that this recording will be made available’ for g j/. 
evidentiary use. In view of this, the Bureau doeisl not 
contemplate making a separate recording of the Oakland speech.

In connection with Carmichael®s , speech scheduled 
for February 1^, 1968, at the Los Angeles Spotts Arena, 

100-446080 ;
H2PTB:elcw 
=111)

REC-20
Tolson __
DeLoach _ 
Mohr “ 
Bishop .Li- 
Casper __
Callahan _ 
Conrad __
Felt _ ___
Gale'___i_
Rosen ___
Sullivan _
Tavel • 
Trotter ----
Tele. Room 1_ 
Holmes 
Gandy ■ MAIL ROOM L---- 1 TELETYPE UNIT L ' I

H. - 3 .-1 Ui ■

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO
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5-A- /'—f }j

The .Attorney General
; ppi'i-l P;~ P?

, ‘ „wr 

ia®«W 
suffixX

••• •'■ ‘

X l.

'■ “ 4 P »
P , P

p>.?y. Ppp■.■.■' /.■' it .has been'ascertained that all 
■ Sports Arena are taped’ by Arena Personnel 
aoVised'thatTSpecial Agents 'of tils Bure®--
tape with Bureau ««iulpment.;Csnttidhael’s, speech oh February 1-8»

’ 1968,’through the Arena micnrophorespncl lines ‘ "
' These .Special 'Agents'fvjl tl'•jhtave-'lavful' acpess to .the 

Arena. > The recording will be made from the 
Room and the speaker’s platform-J

Authority is requested 
’ speech at the ,los Angel.es,sports 
set out above.,, . . . , 4J,
I ■::-;' ’-I''>7JVy-.‘I'i®-fIlf f 

, ; ;. ' .Since the rally>t bos' 
February 18, 1968, an expedite ,’r< 
in order that plans for coverage

1 «■ The Deputy Attorney General
1 -‘Hr. J. Walter Teagley 

Assistant Attorney General >
NOTE: ,‘

The Attorney General-ha 
attempt'to meV ' • -■ •
'possible. . 1 .... . . ,,,h.....v. .... ,
attempts to do so Tirould be made wherever feasible and in each 
instance we would specifically-request clearance from the 

■ Attorney Geperslg./ fif If f
In view of the extrene militancy of the Black .Panther 

Party For Self-Defense and the possibility of violence,.. 
San Francisco does not recommend recording Carmichael’s speech 
on 2/17/68 at Oakland Auditorium hnd as set out above arrangements 
have been made for the speech to be recorded\by "Oakland Tribune.“

Los Angeles Office advised they can effectively record 
Carmichael’s speech on 2/18/68 with full security assured 
these circumstances it is believed we should obtain a recording 
of Carmiihael-s. speech.' . . ' - . .

•xfrnictions at ;phe.;W AiigeleS, .
The management *h®s£’I 

Bureau may al^otoeehanicallyj
<•-■1

r-

«t^\^ena:7^eedr dir^,-.;.. 
s. visible/from this. Room.

<.;!<!< ' ' -''X' '.:!?< .

to record Carmichael’s ’ -I 
Arena by Special Agents'as- 

■ •/.•'<‘4' / ■-'■!- ?
, . ■.?.»:• 'V; :-s •■.... j 

Angeles is scheduled for 
ply:;#ould\ba ■ ^ps^eciatpd 
faay ,be formulated < 
!’*;. * v[,:- ■ ' ■'$■■:'.' .*,- >k- . "*■ ;?*• p -■' ’,-.Lr K, • A •?! i ' ■I- ■’ i,5 i .> ' - '< w, !
P y , '

“XX

>r* X.
s.

}L

•, •■, ; '■

; -k L * X‘

,,mechanically; b®cotdlsi><kechhslby. ;Carmichadl ? whet eyer :j;. 
We advised the; Attorney General pn 12/14/67 that

.■«Y

’,»!

'Under

»- i£ '•
‘■3-••-■■

::: • Tbilisi

?; 1 5'

s- „<-. ■• <'.+ '< ' X / ~ i<

;*> 
V' 

&

.«■.

< ww 
' .... .... .

'.-;v ■ •» • a • -•’ •7*.; tv-': X.
\■ ’ '* ’’f ’’■ TV-w.-r.. —-A t.-m '- ••••. •

s-v^'

■r

!’S



FEB 131968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED .
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

2-13-68 MS

Mr. Tolson....— 
Mr; DeLoach — 

Mr. Mohr-------
Mr. Bishop — 
Mr. Casper —. 
Mr. Callahan.... 
Mr. Conrad— 
Mr. Felt------- 1
Mr. Gale--------
Mr. Rosen------
Mr. Sulbva'n.L; 

Mr. Tavel------
Mr. Trotter__
Tele. Room-----

Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy—

DEFERRED

TO DIR CODED

FROM SAN

WA 01 4:00 PM SRH

OR(100-446080) & WASH FIELD

FRANCISCO (157-721) 2P

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; INTERNAL SECURITY MISC; SEDITION

REBUTEL FEBRUARY ONE TWO, LAST, TO LOS ANGELES AND SAN

FRANCISCO.

FOLLOWING COVERAGE OF CARMICHAEL’S SPEECH ON FEBRUARY

ONE SEVEN, NEXT, AT OAKLAND, CALIF., IS PLANNED.

OAKLAND TRIBUNE NEWSPAPER WILL RECORD ENTIRE PROGRAM

AND WILL PRESERVE RECORDING FOR EVIDENTIARY USE BY BUREAU.

OAKLAND TRIBUNE EXECUTIVES REQUEST THAT NO BUREAU PERSONNEL

ACCOMPANY TRIBUNE EMPLOYEES DURING ^E RECORD'^ IN ORDER TO 

BETTER GUARANTEE THE PERSONAL SAFETY OF TRIBUNE EMPLOYEES.

TWO BUREAU AGENTS UNARMED AND WITHOUT RECORTTN^EQUIP^Eff6 13S®

WILL ATTEND PROGRAM. IT HAS BEEN ANNOUNCED AT MEETINGS OF



PAGE TWO

BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF DEFENSE THAT ALL PERSONS ATTENDING

WILL BE SUBJECT TO SEARCH. RECORDING BY AGENTS, OVERTLY OR 

COVERTLY, NOT RECOMMENDED BECAUSE OF NATURE OF SPONSORING GROUP, 

THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF DEFENSE.

INTELLIGENCE UNIT OF OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT PLANS

TO COVERTLY MAKE A RECORDING OF ENTIRE PROGRAM AND TO HAVE 

OFFICERS PRESENT. :

AT LEAST TWO BUREAU INFORMANTS'WILL BE PRESENT DURING 

PROGRAM, ONE WHITE, SCHEDULED TO BE THE OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER.

SAN FRANCISCO HAS TWO NEGRO MALE CLERICAL EMPLOYEES AND

TWO NEGflO FEMALE STENOGRAPHERS, BUT FEELS THEIR SERVICES NOT 
O Q?

REQUIRED INgVIEW OF OTHER COVERAGE.

As RECORD WILL BE MADE OF ALL’NEWS MEDIA KNOWN TO BE PRESENT 

AND .TjO MAKfc’ RECORDINGS AT THE PROGRAM.

^IN EVENT OF OTHER APPEARANCES OF CARMICHAEL IN THIS AREA 

SIMILAR COVERAGE WILL BE PLANNED, HOWEVER, SPECIFIC BUREAU 

APPROVAL WILL BE REQUESTED.

| UACB, THESE PLANS WILL BE ADHERED TO. 

END

WEMJWYVi^T^

MSE R RELAY

FBI WASH DC cp



WASH DC ---3-

KH

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED . 
DATE 12-16-2005 BY'60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHE

EFERRED 2-13-68

FEB I419b8

F

TO D

PM10-33

LOS ANGELES 100-68783

CTOR 100-446080 (CODE)

I
 Mr. Tolson______
Mr. DeLoaeh------
Mr. Mohr ..........
Mr. Bishop------ -
Mr. Casper---------
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad_ _
Mr. Felt------------

| Mr. Gale._______
Mr. Rosen____—,
Mr. Sullivan-^— 
Mr. Tavel___ __
Mr. Trotter.......__
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes___ _
Miss Gandy.........

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, INTERNAL SECURITY

SEDITION

RELATELS TO. BUREAU FEBRUARY SEVEN AND TWELVE LAST

LA SPORTS ARENA, ADVISED

MISCELLANEOUS

THIS DATE SPORTS ARENA’S BOARD OF GOVERNORS APPROVED

THIS PM USE OF ARENA FOR MASS RALLY SPONSORED 

BY PEACE ACTION COUNCIL AND BLACK CONGRESS FEATURING STOKLEY . 

CARMICHAEL, FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN NEXT, IF SPONSORING ORGANI

ZATIONS MEET REQUIREMENTS SET DOWN BY BOARD.

BOARD REQUIRES SPONSORS PAY RENTAL FEE FOUR THOUSAND

DOLLARS AND TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS PROPERTY DAMAGE INSURANCE 

POLICY. FURNISH NAMES ALL SPONSORING ORGANIZATIONS AND , 

OFFICERS OF ORGANIZATIONS SPONSORING RALLY . ZCFRT TFY WwtHT 

OFFICERS RESPONSIBLE FOR FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS. s FEB 20 1968



PAGE TWO

LA 100-68783

TAPED BY ARENA TECHNICIAN AND HAS PERMITTED BUREAU 

AGENTS TO MECHANICALLY TAPE WITH BUREAU EQUIPMENT, 

RALLY SPEAKERS FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN NEXT THROUGH ARENA 

MICROPHONES AND LINES. IN ADDITION, ARENA WILL 

FURNISH COPY OF THEIR RECORDING.

THE SPEAKERS PLATFORM LA ARENA IS VISABLE FROM 

RECORDING ROOM. SECURITY ASSURED BUREAU AGENTS AND 

ARENA TECHNICIAN ONLY PERSONNEL PERMITTED RECORDING 

ROOM.

END

DHH FBI^WASH DC



4-572 (Rev. 7-13-63)
OPTiONAl fO»M no. ,0 5010—106
Mi4Y <962 fDtTtON 

GS« GEN. REG- NO. 37

UNITED STATES gWeRNMENT

Memorandum
TQ The Director DATE:

FROM : N. p. Callahan

SUBJECT^.
/7

The C.nnnressional Record

vjus,.. >

$©■ ©'SUh i J*

v., , d ~ „ *8$ *0? W. '’
4ta<.& M?r.. . ze _.~v - a t .*.». i-jf &£
=is;« ua t&s a eu *>« W

asi® asw®st®€ I '\-.rg Wits <g W®

5 m -1 tbteb. ®

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 A.UC ' TAM/MLT/JHF

f B- L. .1 ' i i~ J crm.--rt.cras
not recorded
17G rtb 27

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record-for V-■</■-. 2 ■ /$?Z* V was reviewed and pertinent item's were 
marked for the Director'-s attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a copy ofthe original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in^p^p^l^^u^X^^Br subject matter files.



4-3 (Rev. 7-28-67) i
DECODE D

n AIRGRAM □ CABLEGRAM t KX RADIO □ TELETYP

Tolson •
DeLoach __
Mohr _____
Bishop __ _
Casper___
Callahan __
Conrad ___
Felt

■ Gale ____ _
Rosen.:____

vMivm - 
ay el _

Trotter__ _
Tele. Room 
Holmes ___
Gandy ___ _

R 55

ALL ‘INFORMATION CONT^INe|d' 
.HEREIN IS" UNCLAHSIFl'E-t); ■ J ’ 

..DATE 12-16-2005 ' BY 6030$./

URG&NT 2-16-68

V DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FFtELD

FROM LAS VEGAS

STOKELY CARMICHAEL,

'tam/mlt/ jhf

IS - M; SEDITION 00: WFO

ON FEBRUARY 16

ADVISED HE WAS TOLD BY

LAST ,A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE THIS OFFICE

THAT STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS-COMING TO LAS

VEGAS DURING THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 18 • 2^. NO FURTHER

INFORMAT ION DEVELOPED, EXACT DATE, NOT MENU ONED AND PURPOSE

OF CARMICHAEL TRIP NOT DISCUSSED,,'

FOR INFORMATION, NEVADA CHAPTER NCOj HOLDING ANNUAL

AWARDS DINNER AT HACIENDA HOTEL ON FEBRUARY 21 NEXT. FORMER

BOXING CHAMP ARCHIE MOORE IS TO B£ THE MAIN SPEAKER. MOORE 
■ A.''..'' ' - ' • '' i' ‘

CONSIDERED UNCLE TQM BY MILITANT NEGROES. NO INDICATION

CARMICHAEL WILL UTILIZE THIS AFFAIR

2 CC WASHINGTON FIELD

■ ■

h

If.the intelligence contained in the above message is to be'disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order to,protect the Bureau*s cryptographic systems'^ . .// ••



4.3 (Rev. 7-2T? '

?

□ AIRGRAM

i
DECODED COPY

’ ■ i . . ■
□ CABLEGRAM xxRADIO □ TELETYPE

PAGE TWO FROM LAS VEGAS

WFO ADVISE CARMICHAEL’S ITINERARY AND TRAVEL PLANS

FOR ABOVE MENTIONED WEEK.. ADVISE L#S VEGAS. SUTEL.

RECEIVED: 1 :51|. PM FJB

lcBvf'L- • r

Tolson- _________ _
DeLoach —______

Mohr________ ___
Bishop-_________ ,

Casper_______ __
Callahan _ ______

Conrad __________
Felt ___ ________
Gale _________ ___

Rosen _______ ;___
Sullivan —______

Tavel ■:—,------ --------
Trotter __________

Tele. Room______
’ Holmes---------------

Gandy ___________

\.he intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated 'outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be
aphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems. ' ■ L 11 i. . , , ___



5-U3 (T-lO-Sl)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date ___ ^2/^17_____

Stokely Carmichael is 

currently on West Coast to speak 

before Black Nationalist groups.

Attached information has 

been furnished to the Inter

Division Information Unit and the 

Internal Security Division of the 

Department.

LWRO:er

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINSD
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED'
DATE 12-16-2GG5 BY 6G3GG ABC TA.M/MLT/JHF



WA^SH DC — 2

DEFERRED 2-16-68 KH

; FEB 171968

DIRECTOR 100-446080 SAN FRANCISCO (ENCODE)

SAN FRANCISCO VIA WASHINGTON

Mr. Tolson_
Mr. DeLoachS.__
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Casper_____
Callahan___

Conrad____
Mt________

__ ,__ _

®uJ»VaaJE__, 
W1___ _

Trotter

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
M/
W

FROM LOS ANGELES 100-68783

Mr.
Mr.
Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes.
Miss Gandy-

STQKELY uARMICHAEL. -iS- MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION

b / C

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AUC

DURING LATE EVENING FEBRUARY

TAM/MLT/JHF

SIXTEEN INS

VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARWOST SEVEN

TWO EIGHT THREE, LANCASTER, CALIF., TELEPHONICALLY ADVISED

LANCASTER =RA” MEMBERS OF HIS POST DISTURBED BY RECENT

ACTIONS AND STATEMENTS OF SUBJECT CARMICHAEL. OTHER VFW 

MEMBERS FROM NORTHERN LOS ANGELES COUNTY AREA INCLUDING 

CITIES OF LANCASTER, PALMDALE, NEWHALL AND SAUGUS BANDING

TOGETHER TO DRIVE TO OAKLAND, CALIF. TONIGHT TO QUOTE

CONFRONT UNQUOTE CARMICHAEL WHEN HE MAKES PERSONAL

APPEARANCE IN BAY AREA PRIOR TO HIS COMING

FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN NEXT.

WILL NOT TRAVEL TO OAKLAND

TO LOS ANGELES 

■ X e .

HE ESTIMATES

3 FEB &© W
MAXIMUM OF SIXTY PERSONS WILL DRIVE TO OAKLAND FOR ABOVE 
:b?c 

PURPOSE.

relayed,
। b. . In*

■ h a4

FEB 19&8



PAGE TWO

LA 100-68783

HE’ made no mention of any expected violence from this

1 ... TWO
CONTINGENT OF VFW MEMBERS. COVERAGE CONTINUING. -HW FOLLOWS.

I

END ■ ?

IT IS OK TO HOLD SAN FRANCISCO UNTIL CONTACTT 

(NEXT CONTACT MONDAY) 

LRC R RELAY 

FBI WASH DC

|.t
p I

! 5 HV



19___

■22-60)
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Records Bra

1____ 1 Name Searching Unit - Room 6527
A- 1 " [ Service Unit - Room 6524 

LL'Forward tn Filo Rpvipw b7c

L. 1 A11 e n t i o n_l_________ 1____
1 zdReturn to

supervisor
Jo" 0
Room Ext.

Type of References Requested:
I [Regular Request (Analytical Search)
I I All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)
I _ [Subversive References Only
[ - [ Nonsubversive References Only
I. - I Main References Only

Type of Search Requested:
Ltd Restricted to Locality of
I Lxact Name Only (On the Nose)
I d Buildup L—l Variations'

Subject y 
Birthdate & Ria, 
Address ______

Localities

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HER .EJJJ I S_IM C T, ABB T F LET)__________________________
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF



ransmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

F B I -

Date 2/14/68

Mr. DeLoach__
Mohr____ _
Bishop____
Casper—__
Gallahan__

PLAINTEXT
(Type in plainl’exi'or code) 

( J

(Priority}

Mr.
Mr. 

j Mr.
I Mr. v>»iianan. 
1 Mr. Conrad...
Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale____
Mr.
Mr. 

si Mr. 
hMr.

Rosen______.
Sullivan—sC’
Tavel______
Trotter—

[Tele^. Room
Miss Holmes—__
Miss GandyTO: DIRECTOR-', FBI (100~<45080)

i ATTN:/DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FM: WFO (100-43503)

; STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC: SEDITION

RE WFOTEL 2/13/68

b

SUBJ LEFT RESIDENCE TWELVE EIGHTEEN;’PM THIS DATE, AND PROCEEDED

TO SNCC WHERE HE REMAINED UNTIL ATTENDING BLACK UNITED FRONT PRESS

"CONFERENCE AT NEW SCHOOL OF AFRO-AMERICAN THOUGHT, TWENTY TWO ZERO

IGHT FOURTEENTH ST., IN EARLY AFTERNOON SUBJ RETURNED TO SNCC

rFTER PRESS CONFERENCE WHERE HE REMAINED, INTO

AIRMAIL COPY TO ATLANTA

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' 
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 60309, 1

1X101

■ eau
"ianta (RM) (AM) 
7FO REC- 58:/$

BDimmh 
5)

$ FEB 19 1968



OPTIONALJORM NO. 10 . ’ >
... MAY 1962 EDITION, • ’ . .
S GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101^11.6 . - ‘ • . /

LuNITED STATES GOl^h-NMENT ;

'Memoranaum
i DIRECTOR,-TFBI(10 0144;6 0-8 0-) DATE? ’■‘Ai".2 /'67.6 8

TO.

LEGAT,, PARIS.' (100-2 6 8'3 ) (P)
■DA.TE,: ' '■ ■■
■CbA.SSIBlXp .b'y .,60:-3'o'9.;XuC' i'xm'Zmlt/JHF ■ • 
de'cOss.ja sx' y'i ;s (6^. ^2^-16-2 qio

subject- STOKELY'-CARMICHAEL
■/ ' . IS Mi-SCELLA'NEOUS';.

■ SEDITION • . ' ■ . '
(00:AT). •

. AL'L IMt”OBWA®
.-‘.•kEREIN .1 i-’tlHCLAisit i'&D-;jl|Si:EST'
■:-WHERE ■IfeHiJWN 'oiHE-gjiSE ; l'''.;.

-; . Remyih-h,, / 2 6/68 .'

.bl

\ . /The: Embassy..-has ' req.uested .'our. .ass.istancd; :ih ‘
. obtaining .the information .desired by-the United States ' 
Department of Justice1|

___________ I Ag V .
J to determine u ■

:■ ,if -this-information' 'is available.< . ; .'l

!In- the eyhnt-.'-information 'is- obtained, it...will 
be; furnished ' by ..-LHM . to'. ;t.he ./'Bureau and the Embassy

■ . . NWP: s.ch'-
■ ■ - ■ - ( 5) ■:

■■ ’• F ' .I'.'- ' ■: .■

|\ I C "'A' '

. Buy U .S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Pay roll Savings Plan

/M-").- Bureau.' (End 1.2’)-. . •1 : ■ ■
(1 Liaisdn • Section)-

' (1 - 'Atlanta) (Info)' ■
" 1 - Paris /

5010-108-02



' ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ; . ' , ' ' .
! . herein is unclassified Date;, 2/14/68 '
j . DATE 12-16-200,5 BY 60309 AUC • TAM/MLT/JHF 1 ... ,

Transmit the'fdllowing in ’ ■ _____ - '■ - ~ J ■ .
r (Type in plaintext or-code) ' ’ .

v. - AIRTEL • • 7 cVia__L____ :_ ________________ _____ ■ , ■ ■ ■ _____ ' ' - ■
i , (Priority) .

TO
ATTENTION

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM SAC, WFO

. 1S^- MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION
(WFOfile 100-43503)

V ifrNtefNM
JUU BLACK UNITED FRONT4 REORGANIZATION)

(WFOfile 157-1426)

4 ReWFOtel, 2/14/68.

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

7

Secret 
agencies.

Enclosed for the Bureau are^eleven-copies of an 
’ ; their press-LHM captioned "BLACK UNITED FRONT", rd^arding 

conference on 2/14/68

Local dissemination is being made 
Service, and interested military intelligence

SAs| 
activity on 2/14/68.j

2 - WFO

RCC/JTA:tab 
(6)

z ■ ■: EX-113.'. ■■£ '
AGENCY: ACSI.SS^.OSI.SBC.SBR^oF

^5; ISD.CRD.RAO:
HOW F0RW

•• DATE T?n-R'W_
BY J —

AIRTEL

S1PEB26W
Approved: ------______________________ ___ — ' $ent.
■ /Special/ Age nt inCharge

__pan.:
. r-TX

_M Per,

xt

ss FEB 21 1968



■':r’.

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

’ -ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

' HEREIN IS ^.UNCLASSIFIED 1 ■
DATE 12-16-2 0 05 BY 6*03 0 9 AUG TAM/MLT/JHE . • •

• •

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington,D. C. 20535 
February 14, 1968 I

M Tolson____ <—
Mr. DeT< aciu—- 
Mr. Mohr............

Mt. Bishop------ -

Mr. Caspar--------

Mr. Callahan-----

Mr. Conrad___ _

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gal<
Mr. Rosen..._____Mr. Sullivan____

’ Mr. Tavel_____ _

BLACK UNITED FRONT
Mr. -Trotter...
Tele. •Room.._
Miss -Holmes.

. . Miss Gandy.
< • •• On February 14, 1968, Special Agents of thejFederal 

Bureau of Investigation (FBI) observed that theBlack“Uhited' 
Front (BUF) held a press conference at the New School For 
Afro-American Thought, 2208 14th Street, N. W., Washington, 
D. C. (WDC). ’

aAttached is "MEMORANDUM NO. 8" of the BUF with 
attachments that were distributed at the above press conference.

The conference was opened at approximately 2:15 p.m., 
by Calvin Rolark who reviewed the organization of the BUF on 
the night of January 9, 1968. He said that on that night a 
seventeen member Board of Conveners (Steering Committee) was 
selected to draft the "Statement of Purpose" of the BUF that 
is set out in the attached memorandum. Rolark said that
Stokely Carmichael was named Temporary Chairman of the Board 
of Conveners, and he listed the following as membersof the
Board:

Stokel^Carmlchael 
Dr. Nathan^are 
Reverend DavidN^aton Reverend Walter^buntroy 
Reverend JeffersohilRQgers 
Sterling^?ucker 
C. SumneF^Stohe 
MariouMBarry 
CharT^s^Jones 
HeflJ^Kelsey 
MarshaTi^rown

ENCLOSURE •



BLACK UNITEDFRONT

Catv^n^Rolark 
Rodna^Rand 
Loui se^Barrow

illips
'/ Dougla^Jones '/;,b T •■ .< ■

Rolark( then read the ''^iavement of Purpose’1, previously 
mentioned, without further comment on it. Reverend Channing. 
Phillips then read the ’’Standards For Qualification” that JRb 
set out in the attached. Reyerend Phillips did not comment 
further. .j

Reverend David Eaton then read the positionstaken 
by the BUFon Dr. Martin Luther King and the Emergency Committee 
on the Transportation Crisis. These positions .are set out in 
the attached. .i"-

■ ■ ■ •.. ■;. .. ■..■ ..' .. .

Marion Barry stated that•: BIJF further supports the 
"welfare, mothers” in their opposition to Public Law 1492,; 
and is setting up a committee.to Express their opposition to 
this rec V enacted legislation.' This committee will be headed by EtW^ijQrnej a local welfare rights worker. .

CalvinRolarkthen pointed out thatBUF is open to 
membership both as indiyiduals. and organizations, provided 
they qualify. He then read the "procedure To Follow”,as 
contained in the attached. U

. Rolark also pointed out that BUF will maintain a 
secretary at the Nev School For Afro-American Thought who will 
be available for anybne interested in joining. He said the 
next meeting of ABUF wbiild be held In mid-March, 1968y dnd 
concluded the press conference, 2:40 p*m. and opened a question 
and answer session. " . ■ - ■

answer session. <
- - • ,• - .***• ,.'h S' ..

Carmichael' interrupted the.first question directed to 
with, "No comment’^ and> in fact, made no comment during 
entire conference;; Rolark explained that the conference hadhim 

■the 
been called by BUF,. but that Carmichael had not been selected

•■ as a speaker* • b -r'■

2



BLACK UNITED FRONT

■'\ ^^-^A^^'-^uefttidn.i^as^Asked as to how BUF planned to
i ..actively participateRolark would 
11 only say that members of BUF'would support him financially 
I l and morali^K^uid provide housingj and would support him 
Il in any possible way.

In answer to a question as to whether BUF would be 
violent 6t ridhrViolent several members• ,^n . 
essence that no policy in this regard l£ad been established, 
but noted thAi- WF supports Dr. King, an individual who has 
long advocated non-violence. *

;:It;was7stat^;that;pr. King’s Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC) was, not a member of BUF, but it 
was pointed out that key members of SCLC such as Reverends 
RogersandFauntroywere members. ■>

One of the ministers said the BUF was born out of
J the death of the-Peg^p. . Rolark commented that we'are' living 

; in a new era, on the; eve of NationalNegro HistOtej* Week, and 
the Negroes ultimate goal is seif-determination;

It was stated that approximately 75 organizations . j are presently affiliated with BUF,i ,and th^ requests haye
I been received from 37‘ cities for infofmation on/^pw to organize
I BUFs in their own communities. , i

In answer to a question as to. whether BUF would be
. active in politics, Rolarkconcluded.the press conference by 

stating that BUF' wduld; become active in all aspects of ; 
community life. :

cbtpgluaiBua.' <M If 'iiitHs pronwrty of '■. f»TN aiid is loaned ta.your agency: 
it 10 be '■

outside your agency.



February 14, 1968

MEMORANDUM NO. 8
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 12-16-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

News Media

; FROM:Black United Front

; SUBJECT: Meeting of the Black United Front held Tuesday, 

, February 13, 1968 , - J -

The attached statements of information resulting

from the subject meeting are made available to the various

hews media for release. Aj

Attachments 

as stated

B/C : Is



i ' STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

The Black United Ftoht is. hereby 

established for the purpose of expanding 

the lines of communication between, and 

effecting togetherness among, all the 

Black people in the District of Columbia 

in order to obtain a rightful and 

proportionate share in the decision 

making councils of the District, and 

rightful and proportionate control of 

the economic institutions in the Black 

Community*

STANDARDS FOR QUALIFICATION

1. Ahy Black individual who has concern 

and interest ih the Black community.

2. Any organization whose primary involveme 

for the benefit of Black people, as 

outlined in the "Statement of Purpose", 

provided it has at least a 50% Black 

constituency and its representative ih 

the Front is Black.

PROCEDURE TO FOLLOW

Any organization wishing to join the 

Black United Front must first petition 

the Board of Conveners. The Board will 

then make an assessment of the organization 

and recommend to the Body of the Front that 

it be accepted or rejected. If the 

Conveners recommend to the Body that the 

organization be accepted, by a majority 

vote the organization is admitted. Should 

the Conveners, however, recommend that the 

organization not be accepted, the organizati 

can then petition directly to the Body of 

the Black United Front and be accepted by 

a 2/3 vote.



ALL' INFORMATION CONTAINED
HE-REIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ’ . . ’
'DATE '-12-16-2 0 05 BY -603 0 9 AUC-TAM/MLT/JHF

February 13, 1968

The Black United Front takes a position on the

following issues

1. The Black United Front supports the issues 

that Dr. Martin Luther King speaks to in 

his campaign to better the condition of 

Black people.

2. The Black United Front supports the Emergency 

Committee on the Transportation Crisis in its 

efforts to stop the acquisition of land and 

property of people in the District of Columbia 

and supports their efforts to join citizens

I of other communities who are attempting to do 

likewise.



FBI WASH DC*

It ur JUOlIvf-
|0N ACTION 

few

FBI SAN FRAN

VLT
ALT, INFORMATION CONTAINED

1027AM URGENT

TO.

2/16/68

12-16-2005 BY

IRECTOR (100-446080) AND WASHINGTON

603 0 9 AUG TAM/.MLT/JHF

FIELD (100-43503)

Mr. DeLoachJZ— 
Mr. Mohr____ —
Mr. Bishop_____
Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad_____
Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale______
Mr. Brawn
Mr. Sullivan jr
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room . — 
Miss Holmes ... .
Miss Gandy

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (1 57-721) IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL? IS - MISCELLANEOUS;

REMY TEL THIS DA TE

SEDITION.

•b'7C

P

SUBJECT’S PRESS CONFERENCE ALAMEDA

COVERED Alg>RECORDED BY AGENT PERSONNEL, 

AND WILL BE PHOTOGRAPHED BY RS-T. IF HE

COUNTY COURT HOUSE W^LklB E^ 

NEWS MEDIA OFFICE CONTA(^

APPEARS UNIVERSITY OF

CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY (UCB) CAMPUS AT TWELVE NOON RALLY AS HAS BEEN

VARIOUSLY REPORTED, UCB^POLICE DEPARTMENT WILL RECORD, LATEST
I-
I ci 

INFORMATION FROM .PSI IS THAT CARMICHAEL WILL NOT APPEAR ON CAMPUS



WASH DC —4

5-22

FEB 161968

PM URGENT 2-16-68 NJZ

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HE'REIN IS .UNCLASSIFIED . ■
DATE -12-16-2 0 05 BY 603 0 9 AUC TAM/l'lLT/JHF

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) -ENCODE

Mr. Tolson___
Mr. DeLoach- 
Mr. Mohr—_ 
Mr. Bishop— 
Mr. Casper— 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad... 
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale 
Mr. Rosen___
MjSAgullivanJ 
Mr. Tavel.___
Mr. Trotter__
Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes—

>Miss Gandy

FROM LOS ANGELES (100-68785)

ST^KELY CARMICHAEL. IS MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION

RE LOS ANGELES TEL, FEBRUARY THIRTEEN, LAST,

BUREAU TELETYPES THIS DATE.

LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA,

ADVISED THIS DATE BLACK

CONGRESS (ORGANIZATION REPRESENTING MAJORITY OF BLACK

NATIONALIST ORGANIZATIONS IN LOS ANGELES) FURNISHED I I FOUR

THOUSAND DOLLAR CHECK AND TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR INSURANCE BOND,

FOR RENT LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA, FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN, NEXT.

FINAL APPROVAL TO HOLD MASS RALLY FEATURING CARMICHAEL

GRANTED BY ARENA GOVERNING BOARD AFTER SPONSOR HAD COMPLIED

WITH ALL REQUIREMENTS SET BY BOARD THIS DATE. _ / / $. / OO " //^
ENb PAGE ONE- 2^ t=== .

! EX-105 3 FE8 201968



PAGE TWO

LA 100-68783

ADMINISTRATIVE

LAPD AND LASO ARE AWARE AND WILL COVER. BUREAU AGENTS WILL

TAPE CARMICHAEL'S SPEECH AS SET FORTH IN REFERENCED LOS ANGELES

TELETYPE.

COVERAGE CONTINUING. LHM FOLLOWS.

END

EFH

FBI

C2 4=^8 
r*) 

'Sash .dc



W- .i-- Domestic IntelligerW Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date _ 2/16/68________

Stokely Carmichael is 

scheduled to speak at a rally at 
Oakland, California, 2/17/68, 

sponsored by the Black Panther Party 

I'or Self Defense, a militant Black 

Nationalist organization. He is 

scheduled to appear in Los Angeles 
4n 2/18/68.

_ J of Student Nonviolent 

(toordinating Committee who recently 

attended a "cultural" conference in 
\ Coverage is being 

dfforded the two appearances of 

Carmichael. TOTOHMMIOn contained
1 1 1 1 __ . _ „ -r tt1 T T? Fl, herein IS unclassified 

' DATE 12-16-2005 Bl Otb
c TAI4/MLT/' JHI

TDR:d.jf



F/BT” WASH DC
III ii^^rmation contained
HEREIN isj UNCLASSIFIED 
Laie 12-116-2005 by 603 0 9 .

r
a> E8l SAN FRAN

LOAM -'16-68 DEFERRED RTH

DIRECTOR, (100-446080),

I ALBUQUERQUE AND WFO (100-43503)

FRIOM SACI
SUBJECT!

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

FEB 161968

AT

LOS ANGELES, (100-68783)

Tolson 
DeLoach g

Mr.^QasperT// 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad— 
Mr. Felt_____

Mr. Gale_____
Mr. Rosen___ -
Mr. Sullivan-i! 
Mr. Tavel------
Mr. Trotter— 
Tele. Room— 
Miss Holmes.- 
Miss Gandy—

SAN FRANCISCO (157-721)

STOKELYCARMICHAEL, J-S- MISCELLANEOUS;'/J.SEDITION

SUBJECT ARRIVED 
£3* 
csSU)

SF| INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ABOARD UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT FIVE SEVEN

AT; APPROXIMATELY EIGHT TWENTY FIVE PM. THEY WERE MET BY A

GROUP OF SIX NEGROES. AFTER OBTAINING LUGGAGE ALL DEPARTED IN

A 'ONE NINE SIX EIGHT PLYMOUTH CAL LICNESE ’ VOB SIX ONE SIX AND

AN I OLDS- EIGHTY FIVE CAL LICENSE 
F

AND ENTERED APARTMENT BUILDING LOCATED AT EIGHT FIVE ZERO OAK STREET

THEY ARRIVED AT

\ SAN FRANCISCO WHERE ELDRIDGE CLEAVER RESIDES. ONE NINE SIX EIGHT 

PLYMOUTH IS A RENTAL UNIT. REGISTRATION ON F- EIGHTY FIVE OLDS

BEING DETERMINED. AS OF ELEVEN THIRTY PM THE SUBJECT HAD NOT DEPARTED

EIGHT FIVE ZERO OAK., HE IS SCHEDULED TO GIVE A PRESS CONFERENCE. AT

TH? ALAMEDA COUNTY COURT HOUSE ON TWO/SIXTEENZ SIXTY EIGHT AT..ONE

P.M b 8 I

DGE CLEAVER IS THE MINISTER OF INFORMATION OF THE BLACK

PAN TH ER gB<Y EP^SiLElDEFENSE, A MILITANT BLACK NATIONALIST

ORGANIZATION /Od-

ADMIO HREflWRO £T.ELnf;TWO/FIFTEE.N/SIXTY EIGHT,*- th a Ti /•' * Jv czssatej- samsas®-
ALl] OTHER OFFICES ADVISED SEPARATELY 

I * i/usn: dm'
EN

//'

& FEB 1968



AL'L INFORMATION 'CONTAINED ’’ ‘ ‘ \
HEREIN l£ UNCLASSIFIED . ‘
DATE 12-16-2005 BY 603 09 AUG TAM/MLT/j’hE.

STOKELY CWjKWEl,

.•The files of this Bureau reveal the following 
travels of Carmichael from January 1, 1967, to the 
present time: {•. .' ■.

January 5 Cortland, iiNew York
January 6 -:New'York, ;;NeW-YorkJanuary '9 Atlanta, - Georgia
January 10 ■ Washington*'®* c*
January 12 Chicago, Illinois '
January 13 Chicago, Illinois, and Philadelphia,

. ■ Pennsylvania
■■ January 15 . Washington, D, C.

... January IB • Baltimore,j; Maryland .
January 18 • Detroit, Michigan
January 19 Rochester ,s Mew-.. York ■January 22 ■ ■ Atlanta,-Corgis':-

■ January 24- ■ San Juan, ■ Puerto Rico -•
-January 25. .. San Juan, 'Puerto Meo

. January 26 . San Juan, Puerto Meo, and Mayaguez,
Puerto Men

January 27 ■ New York, Mew York' •January 29 - San Francisco, California . ■ .
February 2 Atlanta, Georgia, and Lowndes County, 

. . ■ Alabama :
February 4 West Point,-' Mississippi, and-Atlanta, 

; Georgia i;.. - - •■ February 6 - ■ Madison, Wisconsin, and Whitewater,- . 
Wisconsin

February 7 Windsor, Ontario,. Canada
February 8 Detroit, Michigan
February 9 ' Fast Lansing, Michigan'

. ■ February 11 Greenville, Mississippi
February 12 Greenville,; Mississippi, Jackson,

Mississippi, and'Atlanta,-Georgia
February 15 New York, New York, and Portland,

; : ■: February 16 Portland, Gregin^^’ '■ /
February 17 Berkeley, California, and Long Beach,

' 'L - ' California-'
, February 18 - . Los Angeles, California '

। ihC February 22 New York, York'y.
February 24 ■ Montreal, Qnebec,' Canadays W"

100-446080 '■ ■ D1 _



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

February 26 
/February 27
February .28
March! /

' March .2 ' .•
March 3
March 4 
March 7
March 9
March 10
March 11
March 12
March 14 

, ■ March 15 -
March 16.
March 17 
March 21
March 23
March 25 
March 26
March 27’ •
March 28
March 30
March 31
April 2
April 4 //
April 5
April’ 6- -

■" April 7 .
April 8
April 9 <
April.10
April 11

Mew York, New York
Chicago, Illinois, and Elmhurst, 
• Illinois . . •/
Chicago, Illinois, and Ithaca, 
■New York

Ithaca, New York
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania latrobfe, Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania, and Atlanta,Georgia
Atlanta, Georgia .
Atlanta* Georgia
Chicago, Illinois, and Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin

Bimini, The Bahamas
Bimini, The Bahamas
Lynchburg,. Virginia
Easton, Pennsylvania
Syracuse, New York
Syracuse, New York, and Now York, 
New York

Durham, North Carolina
Bttrick, Virginia, and Petersburg,

- . Virginia
Nashville, Tennessee
Nashville, Tennessee
Nashville, Tennessee
Nashville, Tennessee
Nashville, Tennessee 
New Orleans., Louisiana Atlanta, Georgia, and Lowndes County, 
Alabama

St. Louis, Missouri, and East St. Louis
■■ Illinois. ■■
Birmingham, Alabama
Birmingham, Alabama, and Richmond, 
Virginia.

Nashville, Tennessee
Nashville, Tennessee
Nashville, Tennessee 
Nashville, Tennessee, and Knoxville, 

■ Tennessee

»

New Orleans, Louisiana
Jackson, Mississippi, and Tougaloo, 
■ .Mississippi ■ \ .■■'. /



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

April 12 Tongaloo, Mississippi, and Jackson,
Mississippi'

April 13 Jackson, Mississippi, and Houston,
'''■? Texas?
April 14 Houston, Texas, and Austin, Texas .
April 15 Hew York, Hew York
April 16 y--.--Tallahassee, Florida
April 17 Tallahaksee, Florida, and Atlanta, 

' Georgia ' ; ‘
April 18 Atlant^Georgia, Daytona Beach,

Florida, and 8t. Petersburg, FloridaApril 19 Tampa, Florida, Los Angeles, California
and Seattle, Washington

April 29 Fllensburg,Washington
April 21 Ellensburg, Washington
April 22 Seattle, Washington, and Los Angeles,

-caiif drnia.'■■■ <
April 23 Los Angeles, California, and New York* 

- New Yo|?k
April 24 • aimpton*? Virginia
April .25 ■ .■. Selma, Alabama
April '29 ■■ Cincinnati, Ohio ■ v-_ ■.May 1 ' .Atlanta, iiGeorgia
'May 3 . . . Atlanta, Georgia
May 14 Chicago, Illinois, and Waukegan,

Illinois .
May 15 Minneapolis, Minnesota, and St. Paul,

. Minnesota . ..
May 16 Minneapolis, Minnesota, and Washington,
May 17 Grand Rapids, Michigan
May 18 Grand Rapids, Michigan. Chicago,

Iliinoi^, Jackson, Mississippi, and 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

May 19 Baton Rouge, Louisiana, and Jackson,
. Mississippi

May 20 BatonRouge, Louisiana, New Orleans?
Louisiana, and New York, New York

Nay 21 New York, New York, and Kings Point, Long Island, New'-York
May 23 '■ Nashville,: Tennessee
May 24 Atlanta, Georgia,- and Los Angeles,

' California"
May 25 Ban Francisco, California, and

Berkeley^ California



WMBLY CARMICHAEL.''"''’ ' • ■". :
.. ' ■ < . ‘:’ ■- : ’ ’•* ..t ’ ■. ., .’ F . . . ■.•; ■• .i--r'' k. ■• . .--■'- 4 •

- •■■' .'■ '/. '•■•-/'- ■< . h. : ■ -■ ’ . ‘:
■ May 26 San Francisco, California, and"-'

. fcos'■Angeles,- California - '... "/"'
May 27 • /.- Los Angeles, ..California- -j. '"; -■
May 28 Los Angeles, California, and Atlanta,

. Georgia-'-/ - 'f</'' -/■.
..-.' May 31 , Atlanta^.'-Georgia , ■'-

June 2. ■ -Atlanta^'Georgia - ’
June 6 Jacksonj Mississippi, and Tougaloo,

. ■ MissiOslppi"
, . June 7 Jackson, Mississippi

June 9 Atlanta^ Georgia, and fielaa, Alabama
June 11. ■■. '.- . Prattville, Alabama ■■ '■
June 12.’ ' Prattvtile, Alabama
June 13 ■ - Prattville,''Alabama ■'

■- .;.; . June 14 ■. Atlanta* Georgia ■ ■'■■<
.June 15 Atlanta* Georgia' ■
June 17 ■’ Atlanta^ Georgia. . ■/ ■.?■ -:
June lS Atlanta-* Georgia ■■'
June 19 ■-.. . Atlanta* Georgia ."
June 22 .. Atlanta,!1 Georgia 1
June 24 Atlanta, Georgia
June 25 Boston, ^ssacbusetts, and Bbsfoury,

.- Masaae|iusetts•
June 27 .'.■ 'Atlanta,^Georgia . ’
June 29 Atlanta,ii Georgia ■'

> July 2 . ' Washington, p. C. .
July 3 ■.,. Washington, &?■•€*.■.
July-4 -' Newport/Rhode Island'
July 11 Atlanta, Georgia, and Washington, D. C.

. July-12 -. , . Washington, B. ■■C» ■ ■ .
July 13 Washington, P, C« , and Hew Yorfe, 

NeW.YdXA
On July 14, 1987, Carmichael left New York City 

for London, Ingland, and was outside the Gnited Ata ted 
until he returned to New York Citjj on December 11, 1967. \

b7C Thisswas prepared for dissemination toL_. ]

______________ | National Advisory Commission oh ■ Civi1 ”
Disorders and delivered by Liaison |12/11/67, per their 42/5/67,request

-fantuins -neifher. 
coneiujaofts of ■

-s thu rriwdty of t^e
i.nwed- t'Ojyour'agsa^; )t •' ; -- 

£..■•■1.64, ure not tQ.be-' ; '" ' .
outside .your . ' ,xZ ' .

d !1G
. ;• 'Si; J? J vs <r;:-

.distributed



4-2fi (Rev.. .’i<22-60&.’ -

itede’ral Bureau of InvastiaatVin 
Records Bran^^ •'

0 05DATE :

ON: 12-16-2030
, 19___

] Name Searching Unit - Room 6527

upervisor oom Ext.
Type of References Requested:

I_ I R&gl'iTar Request (Analytical Search)
F 11 References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)
I [Subversive References Only
L----- 1 Nonsubversive References Only
r I Main References Only

Type of Search Requested:
I I Restricted to Locality of
I I Exact Name Only (On the Nose)
I I Buildup J Variations

. HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFI^g EXCEPT
Localities INHERE SHOWM—eTH&RWISE -------------- —

Subject
Birthdate & Place
Address ________

R>__
Prod.

Date

FILE NUMBER SERIAL

Z(2 <2 -43

”—— -5——'~ 
Z) j S*-"/X "(£*£>____

AC



4-22a (Rev. 11-17-59) SECKT
- . ‘ NUMEROUS REFERENCE

Subj:

SEARCH SLI

Supervisor

R#_ Date

.Room__
Searcher 
Initial

FILE N SERIAL

Prod.



4-22a (Rev. 1 1-1 7-59) SpRET
’• : NUMEROUS REFERENCE ’ ,

, SEARCH SLIF^ •

Subj:_____________________________________________

Supervisor Room
Searcher

R#Date_______________ Initial

Prod. -------------------------------------------

FILE NUMBER SERIAL

-t

wo- kJoffb-A



4-22a (Rev. 1 1-17-59) SEHICt I

'• ■ NUMEROUS REFERENCE

SEARCH SLI

Subj:

Supervisor Room
Searcher

R#Date_______________ Initial

Prod. -------------------------------------------



4-22a (Rev. 1 1-1 7-59) s£s<et

■ '• NUMEROUS REFERENCE

SEARCH SL

Subj:

Supervisor Room
Searcher

R #________ :____ Date_______________ I n i t i al

Prod. ..........................................  —

FILE NUMBER SERIAL

'7/00 9 //</ ~/!/S

1 ))32>

ODD
//57
ODO

7/7^
)/2k__
j/or

_______________

>331/

' Dec)' '
Sestet )57>7

/W-DDDD -3/

760 -7/1/7DO -D -co
/
OOP -1/1/CLo/Q-CO



4-22a (Rev. 1 1-1 7-59)

NUMEROUS REFERENCE 

SEARCH SlA •

Subj: _________ 1___________________________________

Supervisor__________________________ R oom________
Searcher

R#_____________ Date_______________ Initial_______

Prod. - --- --------------------------------------

FILE NUM^gEyR SERIAL

77(7- 77 2527-2/76

2/07

2/77,

MHO
22^3^

2 327
767 - 44 0/26-2/
/OO - 2/7/3?74^

7<70 - 444 027-^ T^s

/off-/76777-7
'/oo -2/76 7(37-3 74^-

7/ <73*3
70)0 -2/7/6 5^7-2
77(3//o77tt- 2.___/*

______________________s

SBsat L©



4 -22a (Rev. 1 1-1 7-5 9) . opWCtJ

• . ' /NUMRFtOUS REF.ERENGE

Subj

Supervisor

R#__ Date __

.Room__
Searcher 
.Initial _.

Prod. .

. FILE -MBER SERIAL;-

-w-----------  - ---- ✓/ M.

6 3-^3



a (Rev. 1 J-l 7-59) • sm£et

■ <numer'o us. REFERENCE-

Date

.Room__
Searcher'
.Initial

/o i / -vt-v" ■: 
7-/



4-22a (Rev. 1 1-17-59)'

... ' NUMEROUS REFERENCE

SEARCH SLIP

Subj

Supervisor

R#_. Date

.Room__
Searcher 
Initial

SERIALFILE NUMBER

Prod.

/ .^7.6-6-S"

/ ^> 7-6 -9 - J

I 5 7 ~(o - 2-^Ca ~

157-b-2-1-
-

-^7-

l^7-b-^C-

1 S 7- 6 - 3LE) -

/5'7 -^7(5 -R

•



4-22a (Rev. 1 1-17-59)

NUMEROUS REFERENCE

Supervisor Room
Searcher

R#Date_______________ Initial

Prod. -------------------------------------------

FILE NUMBER SERIAL

_____________ /<-j> 7—7 - 5' S'

___________________£ V 7

___________________

___________________£^£17

d d — <7/ 7 S'"

J-£> /ft

<?■ & 3-

___ Ar7- s-- j//~3______________



Supervisor

R#_, Date

Prod.

4-22a (Rev. 1 1-17-59)

' ’’ NUMEROUS REFERENCE

Subj:

Room__ _
Searcher 
Initial

FILE NUMBER SERIAL



l-22a(Rev. 11-17-5 9)

NUMEROUS REFERENCE
? f SEARCH SLIP® ’ 4

Sub j —

Supervisor Room
/ O / C7 Searcher

R#Date /•^Z / Initial

Prod. -----------------------------------------—

FILE NUMBER SERIAL

i^^BSSKSSSKKHUHSKK^B^Bs^Bsw^SSSi^^^S^^^'

"**,**,K**,,!ll5*ia*^^
/5 7- 6-3 g- 63^E3_

7 <i/7
7 — 4 - 3 S4 — / 9 /z)

/^Z
^Oi ¥

/5 / - g ~ 37 — 7 i £?

1 <a~~**~^-" r—7~~7^-- US o —.. , .—





4-22 (Rev.*1-22-60)*

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Records Brai^^^

, 19__

] Name Searching Unit - Room 6527

] Forward to File Review
J Attention _____________
J Return to_____________

Supervisor Room Ext.
Type of References Requested:

E I Regular Request (Analytical Search)
I I A11 References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)
L I Subversive References Only
L I Nonsubversive References Only
E---- 1 Main References Only

Type of Search Requested:
E I Restricted to Locality of 
I I Exact Name Only (On the Nose)
I I Buildup I I Variations

Subject
Birthdate & Place
Address ________

Localities

R#. Date
Searcher
Initials _

Prod.
FILE NUMBER SERIAL

bl

HI

/0a - //// 0 /' - ?a



4-22a (Rev. 1 1-1 7-59)

NUMEROUS REFERENCE
SEARCH SL^ '

Subj:

Supervisor

R#_. Date

.Room__
Searcher 
.Initial

Prod

FILE NUMBER SERIAL

/



4-22 (Rev. '1-22-6DJ T5'-

. Federal Bureau of In^^tiga(ion 
Records Bra^®

19___

L„ . 1 Name Searching. Unit - Room 6527
I I Service Unit - Room 6524
I____ I Forward to^EjJ^—- -------- - y b,c
j . I Attention/^ V_________
L I Return tc/_______ .___________\ ^7 Q

Supervisor Room Ext. 1
Type of References Requested:

H
Regular Request (Analytical Search)

____ All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)
I I Subversive References Only
I. ...... I Nonsubversive References Only
I----  I Main References Only

Type of Search Requested:
I I Restricted to Locality of
I I Exact Name Only (On the Nose)
I I Buildup I I Variations

///> & A \
Subject.
Birthdate & Place . ~ __________
Address _______________ ___________________________

Localitie s________________________________________
, Searcher /

R#___________Date -__ 7HzL_/_ Initials r* ■ t (J_

Prod. _________________________

LM-U Z Q I Q 6 . //J aO



4-2 2a (Rev. 1 1^1 7-59) •

NUMEROUS REFERENCE 
SEARCH. SLIP™

Subj:

Supervisor

R#_. Date

-Room__
Searcher 

Unitial

Prod.

SERIALFILE NUMBER

I 00

BsSSifei



FB WASH DC*

FEB 161968

^FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
H U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

•communication section

ALL IN F C) RM AT I ON CON Tj AT NED

Mr. Tolson........ .

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr.

DeLoach 
Mohr.______ .
Bishop__ ___
Casper—-----

Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt-------—-
Mr. Gale—.------_
Mr. Rosen 

r. Sullivan_L^'
Mr. Tavel----------
Mr. Trotter..—— 
Tele. Room--------
Miss Holmes—— 
Miss Gandy-------

FB

URGENT 2/1 6/68 DNW

SAN FRANCISCO (1 57-721)

SAN/FRAN DATE 12-19-2005 -BY

IRECTOR (100-446080) AND WASHINGTON FIELD (100-43503)

0
KELY CARMICHAEL;^'- MI SC ELLA NEO US ( SEDITION.STO

REMY TEL THIS DATE

CARMICHAEL FAILED TO APPEAR FOR PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED NOON

TAI'V'MLT/JHE'

RALLY

THIS DATE AT SPROUL PLAZA, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

CARMICHAEL APPEARED IN COMPANY WITH MEMBERS OF BLACK PANTHER

PARTY FOR SELF DEFENSE (BPPSD) AT ALAMEDA COUNTY COURT

FORTY-FIVE P.M. TODAY. CARMICHAEL VISITED WITH HUEY P

HOUSE AT ONE

NEWTON IN THE

ALA [jiEDA COUNTY JAIL. NEWTON PUBLICLY KNOWN AS MINISTER OF DEFENSE

FOR BPPSD. NEWTON IS AWAITING TRIAL ON CHARGE OF MURDER OF OAKLAND

POLICE OFFICER

CARMICHAEL DECLINED TO HOLD A PRESS CONFER

/(jv

WITH NEWS MEDIA

AT THE COURT HOUSE CARMICHAEL DEPARTED FROM COURT HOUSE W^JHpggPSD 19gg 

COMPANIONS AT TWO FIFTEEN P.M

END PAGE ONE



!V

PAGE TWO

SF 157-721

WHILE AT COURT HOUSE BOBBY SEALE, CHAIRMAN OF BPPSD, ADDRESSED

NEWS MEDIA AND ANNOUNCED THAT CARMICHAEL WOULD SPEAK AT OAKLAND 
i ' ■ .

MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM ON FEBRUARY SEVENTEEN, NEXT* AT EIGHT P.M. FOR

BENEFIT OF LEGAL DEFENSE OF HUEY NEWTON. SEALE STATED THAT 

CARMICHAEL WOULD NOT APPEAR AT CONTRA COSTA COLLEGE ON FEBRUARY

SIXTEEN, INSTANT, AS HAD BEEN PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED. SEALE RESPONDED

TO OTHER QUESTIONS CONCERNING FUTURE APPEARANCES OF CARMICHAEL BY

STATING THAT ONLY MR. CARMICHAEL COULD ANSWER. CARMICHAEL IGNORED

QUES TIONS.

INTELLIGENCE UNIT, OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT, ADVISES THAT.

CARMICHAEL PRESENTLY VISITING AT RESIDENCE OF

N NINETEEN SIXTY-THREE

CARMICHAEL’S PLANS FOR BALANCE OF EVENING ARE AS YET UNKNOWN.

ON NIGHT OF ^FEBRUARY FIFTEEN, LAST, CARMICHAEL STAYED AT RESIDENCE

OF ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, EIGHT FIVE ZERO OAK STREET, SAN FHANCISCO. CLEAVER

IS PUBLICLY KNOWN AS MINISTER OF INFORMATION OF BPPSD.

COVERAGE CONTINUES. CLOSE CONTACT MAINTAINED WITH SF AND OAKLAND

PD AND SOURCES.

END

SVW

FBI WASH DC*



FD-3C (R-ev.'5-22-64) ' •
t- ■VF

V ■■

F B I.

Date 2/19/68

' j Mr. .Tolson.,...—
.-. 1 Mr. L?eLoach.—j'.'

J Mr., Mohr...____
ij| Mr. Bh:hopl.\.Ci...
hl Mr.; Casper._J_—.
|| Mr. Callahan..—'

: || Mr., Conrad.
Felt.,——.

", - IPMr. GaleLl.?.^

Transmit, the following in
(Type in plaintext or code) '

Via AIRTEL
(Priority).

Mr. TaveL.:—... 
Mr. Trotter—— 
Tele. Room...

~ jt Miss Holmes..., 
. Jy .Miss; Gandy.—

TO: : DIRECTOR, . FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100- 4350 3) (?)
SUBJECT: STOKELY ^RMICHAEL

IS - M; SEDITION
'. . (OOjBE)

Concerning subject's trips to Boston 1/25-26/68 
end Cincinnati 2/7-9/68, Boston and Cincinnati submit reports 
in addition to Letterhead memo shewing Activities’ while in 
those'areas. ' ji..

’ \ .-... Tj b7C -----------

' ’’ ALL INFORMAT.IPN-.-CONTAI.NB? ’ ) ' . ■ ' I
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED . ' I

'■ 'DATE 12^1.9-2qB5. BY 6030'9 AUC. 'TAftt ML.T/ JHF . [ 

3J-- Bureau . -’c7?’-. ■ .•■
2 - Boston (157 - 437). (RM) 7
2 - Cincinnati (100-16858) (RM) I; 7



ev. 5-22-64)

A
AL L INF ORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-19-2005 BY 60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHE1

Transmit the following in
PLAINTEXT

FBI V

2/15/68

Via
TELETYPE

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT I; '
jj (Priority)

TO:

FROM:

i Mr. Tolson----- — |
I Mr. DeLoach----- -1

I Mr. Mohr:-------- -
Bishop---------
Casper------- -

Mr- 
| Mr- 

Mr. Callahan—— 
|j Mr. Conrad—.— 
l| Mr. Felt------- —

>4|| Mr. Gale------------
»|l Mr. Rosen----------

«/ || Mr. Sullivan-!^- 
0*11 Mr. Tavel-------- -
M li Mr. Trotter------ -

-I I Miss Holmes. 
11 Miss Gandy-

CTOR (100-446080) AND SACS LOS ANGELES (100-68783 
!' ALBUQUERQUE

SAN FRANCISCO (157-521)

SAC WFO (100-43^503) i

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS"- MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

SUBJECT SPENT MORNING THIS DATE AT RESIDENCE AND EARL^ 
AFTERNOON AT SNCC HEADQUARTERS. ,’iIN MID AFTERNOON, SUBJECT

fiM &.WENT TO DULLES AIRPORT WHERE BOARDED UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT

NUMBER FIFTYSEVEN 
TO SAN FRANCISCO, 
(PST) SAME DATE.

DUE TO DEPART FIVE FORTYFIVE PM (EST) ENROUTE

DUE TO ARRIVE SAN FRANCISCO EIGHT TWENTY PM

SUBJECT TRAVELING WITH

AND ONE BOTH

OF WHOM JOINED HIM IN WDC. SUBJECT WEARING LIGHT BROWN THREE

QUARTER LENGTH SUEDE TOPCOAT, TURTLE NECK SHIRT AND SUN GLASSES.

NEBLETT IS NEGRO, MALE, LONG BUSHY HAIR, WEARING SUN GLASSES,

f' ?SZype Unit <G<

O _ OTfl . I • • “ ^===3



1

Transmit the following in

Via ___________________ _

WFO 100-43503 
PAGE TWO

Date:

(Type in plaintext or. code)

\(P riority)

r v... .
1_

SHORT KNEE LENGTH WHITE RAINCOATiAND BOOTS. ABOVE HAD SEVEN

PIECES OF LUGGAGE AND CARDBOARD BOXES OF UNKNOWN CONTENTS.

TICKETS FOR TRAVEL PREPAID BY E.CLEAVER, EIGHT FIVE ZERO OAK 
STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, PHONE EIGHT SIX THREE DASH 
SIX FOUR FIVE NINE.

FOR INFO ALBUQUERQUE SUBJECT PREVIOUSLY SCHEDULED TO 
' iU*

VISIT ALBUQUERQUE FEBRUARY TWENTYONE NEXT AND, MAY MAKE 
APPEARANCE THERE.

ADMINISTRATIVE

COVER CARMICHAEL PURSUANT TO BUREAU AlRTEL TO ALL OFFICES 
DECEMBER TWENTYONE LAST.

SAN FRANCISCO NOTIFIED TELEPHONICALLY. P

Approved: ___________ ._________ ___ _______ Sent >' ___ Per ________________________
Special Agent in Charge I



t3
5-1^33^9-29^65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

_ 2/1/68

The attached states there is a group 
operating in Germany allegedly helping 
American soldiers to absent themselves 
without leave from the Armed Forces while 
in Europe. Allegedly, this group is 
planning to slip Stokely Carmichael, 
former Chairman, Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee, a militant civil 
rights organization, out of the United 
States into West Berlin for a giant anti
Vietnam rally 2/17-18/68. The reliability 
of the original source of this information 
has not been determined.

This information is being furnished 
to the White House, Attorney General, 
the military, and other interested 
agencies. We are furnishing this 
information to Legat, Bonn in order to 
corroborate this allegation.

JFM:chs

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-19-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF
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FBI NEW YORK 5:40 PM URGENT 2-1-68 AWS

Rosei/Cz—

^ulli^n-----

Mr.- Tolson^, 
Mr. DeLoafe® 
Mr. MoW_— 
Mr. Bishop— 
Mr. Casper— 
Mr. Callahan. 
Mr. Conrad—

TO DIRECTOR AND WFO
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

I
Mr. Trotter—— 
Tele. Room------
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy-------

- • DATE 12-19-2005 BY

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

ALIC TAM/MLT/JHF

FROM NEW YORK 100-155751

STOKELi CAR-MICHAEL; -^MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

ON TWO ONE SIXTY EIGHT, A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO 

HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, FURNISHED 

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WHICH HE RECEIVED FROM A SOURCE 

ABROAD WHOSE RELIABILITY HAS NOT BEEN DETERMINED BY THE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION. THERE IS A GROUP 

OPERATING IN/GERMANY WHICH ALLEDGEDLY HELPS AMERICAN 

SOLDIERScTO GCFAWOL (ABSENT WITHOUT LEAVE) IN EUROPE. THIS 

OUTFIT IS^KNOWN7 AS THE SOZIALISTISCHER DEUTSCHER STUDENTEN 
IV**-*-

BUND (THE GERMAN SOCIALIST STUDENT LEAGUE) AND IS COMMONLY

REFERRED TO BY THE INITIALS " SDS ". THIS OUTFIT IS PLANNING

TO SLIP .STOKELY CARMICHAEL OUT OF THE UNITED STATES AND INTO

I WEST BERLIN FOR1 A GIANT 
’ -.re
1 ‘DASH TWO’EIGHTEEN sixty

ANTI-VIETNAM RALLY, TWO SEVENTEEN

________  V.H \
EIGHT

END PAGE ONE '

.XBBOX ,
T Date 

Genera1’

. ® ■ TO 21 1968

MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR



PAGE TWO

NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THESOURCE HAS

tWTWILL FOLLOW AND DISSEMINATION WILL BE MADE TO

IS0, O-ST AND OT'AND SECRET.SERVICE. ,N

ATLANTA ADVISED BY RM

END

WA...EFH

FBI WASH DC

V TAP FTB 15 EFH

M SULLIVO
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<nt«

■■ALL. INFORMATION .CONTAINED ' .- • ■ • ■
■. .HEREIN. IS UNCLASS I F.I ED. . ; ■ R

'ABATE 12-19-2005 BT\ ’603 0 9 . AUG TAM/MLT/JHE’ 2/1'6/68
CODE' ■ '.

' '• ■ URGENT
SEW BY CODEO TELETYPE'

: ' ■ . b7C

TO SACS SAN FRANCISCO
<■ LOS - • <_

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (100-446080)^//
' ' ' '' STOKELY CABMICHM, INTERNAL SECUFlTt ®. MISCELLAi^OUS

SEDITION
1 Cn 

" • ■ E j *RE SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS-.ANGELES TEWYPES, BOTH DATED

FEBRUARY THIRTEEN LAST.

BUREAU PERMISSION IS GRANTED FOR RECIPIENT OFFICES TO'
HANDLE COVERAGE OF CARMICHAEL • S SPEECHES IN THEIR T^UctT^E

.FEB 161968,ERRITORIES AS REQUESTED IN REFERENCED TELETYPES.' 
WF0 ■> /."' '

PTB:lmr (6) ■ ■ .. I. ~ —------ -J

NOTEStokely Carmichael scheduled to speak at public meeting, 

Oakland, California, 2/17/68, and.at Los Angeles, California, 2/18/68. 

'Thet-Attorney General has requested we attempt to mechanically record 

speeches, by Carmichael wherever po.ssible. We advised the Attorney 

!•” General on 12/14/67 that attempts to do so would be made wherever 

feasible and in eachjwstan;ce^we] .would 'specifically request clearance 

from the Attorney General. . ...
Carmichael is ^speaking^at, Oakland at rally ^phpSored by Black 

Panther Party for •Self^-Defense’/^ah extreme militantcbi^crk* nationalist

Organization „ San Francisco does not • recomm^©C/ecdrding Carmichael's 

/XsppAch aftd/has made arrnaeements for speech to be rec?i.r^dUy

—“—T7T Angelas ativiseu^iey, cwij^itL^di^tively’ record Carmichael's 

«/i r. irn J^-''■WLities where speech will

This information was rej.ay$d to lthe Attorney General and 

o/tc/ro ^—-^al J, .Walter Yeagley .

dzed in view of the

b7D

Tolson ___
. DeLoach _

Mohr _____
Bishop ___
Casper __
Callahan — 
Conrad yQ_
Felt /./.
Gale -1 jf

.Rosen I Ays 
Sulliva&fCl 
T nvN^l/ g 
T rotter__
Tele, B'g&bi

, Holmes f?Lj 
.Gandy Ss=*-d_

speech/pn 2/18/68 utilizing 'aud-i toriuirT'l;acMLities where speech will 

gi/en. ■

a

letter, 2/15/68,' Assistant Attarhey Gene 
■ ■ h' ■ ■ -x'.

•oved such coverage .^Teletype beirig uBi

•7 element.. /< VoMj

TELETYPE UNIT



Form DJ-150 .
(Ed. 4-26-65) ■

: Wf^TED STATES GOVERNMENTTWEED STATES GOV^ ___

Memorandum
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Director, FBI date: February 15 1968TO

SUBJ

J. Walter Yeagley, Assistant Attorney 
General, Internal Security.Division

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS
SEDITION

This is in confirmation of my telephone call today 
Sizoo in response to your memorandum to the Attorneyto Mr.

General February 14 requesting a prompt reply concerning 
coverage of Carmichael in Los Angeles on February 18. Your 
request for such coverage is approved. It is my understanding 
that such authority is generally covered on page 4 of the 
statement by the Attorney General dated June 16, 1967, 
captioned Memorandum to the Heads of Executive Departments 
and Agencies. \

ALL FRT INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-19-20Q5 BY 60309 AUC 1TAM/MLT/JHF

■ 12 FEB .21 ■ ■



A. — .-
AliL :INFORMATION CONTAINED /. I 

'.■HEREIN IE'. UNCLASSIFIED &XCEPT’-’ 
' WHJfRE SHOWN- OTHERWISE’/-.-.. FBI \

Datei’ 2/15/68

Transmit, the following in _
(Type in plaintext or code) <

A I R T EL
■’ Via _______ ____ __ _ ____

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI f ' I 1 : '/

LEGAT, OTTAWA (100-1564) (RUC)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL - ; ;
IS - MISCELLANEOUS I - • . . • : '
SEDITION . .
OO - Atlanta '■ •• DA,TE-"iz-i^zoos.; ■

, . ■* j-a.ii.ya, ... , ... .... .CLASSIFIED BY 603 0.-9' 'AUG ..TAM/MET/JHF
■ - - ...‘ 'DECLASSIFY ON: 25X. 3 ..’3.(6). 12-3,9-2030

,(S>

Enclosed ±s a clipping frdm the Toronto "Globe and 
Mail” for 2/15/68 setting out in more detail the nature of 
the internal dissension ref erred;, to above.

5 Bureau (Enc-1
1 - Liaison Direct
1 - Atlanta (100-6812)A

1 - Ottawa 
MLl/vmm1V1±J-L 
(6)



Nine termed disguised Marxists
expulsion from RIN is demanded t

merger

in pulling Quebec out

which is growing much

to call an emergency

•efuses to grant him full

//j’f

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.)

. Ferretti has sent a cir- 
letter to all RIN mem- 

. saying the searatist 
fight above 
’ revolution

GLOBE AND MAIL
Toronto, Ontario

7 —

Date: 2/15/68
Edition:
Author:
Editor:
Title:

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character: Jg“MISCELLANEOUS 
or SEDITION

Classification:
Submitting Office: OTTAWA
a Being Investigated

former boxer charged

control the RIN nation-

by RONALD LEBEL'
Globe and Mail Reporter

MONTREAL — Internecine 
quarrels1 in Quebec’s separa
tist movement broke wide 
open yesterday, with one lead
er accusing nine of his col
leagues! of being disguised 
Marxist^.

Reginald Chartrand, a’direc- 
tor of I the Rassemblement 
pour f’independance Natio- 

, nale, publicly called for the 
expulsion of the RIN vice-pres
ident, Mrs.. Andree Ferretti, 
and eight of her alleged ‘'ul
tra-leftist” followers.

The ‘ ’
in a statement that, the nine 

, leftists control the RIN nation- 
i al council and that they are 

sabotaging secret 
talks with Rene Levesque’s 
new sovereignty movement.

At the same time, RIN lead
er Pierre Bourgault criticized 
Mr. Levesque’s tactic of min- 

(imizing the economic risks- in
herent i x ~ 
of Cqnfedetation. He saidJh 
these I risks should be ex-] । 
plained fully to French Cana-[ 
dians to overcome their fear’ 
of separatism.

About 15 RIN riding associa
tions have come out recently 
for th? explusion of Mrs. Fer- . 
retti and for an early RIN alli
ance tvith the Levesque move
ment, 
faster.

A s

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-19-2005 BY 60309 ABC

(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

and plans to found an inde-i 
pendence party at a conven-f 
tion here April 20-21. The 
movement favors an economic 
union with Canada and Brit- 

. . ish-style socialism.
Mr. Levesque’s book, Option 

• Quebec, has sold 60,000 copies 
since it was launched a month 
ago, setting a record as the

Levesque of abandoning so
cialist principles out of elec
toral opportunism.

Mr. Chartrand replied in his 
statement yesterday that Mrs. 
Ferretti and her eight follow
ers in the RIN hierarchy 
should “go back to the Social
ist Parey or the Communist 
Party.” o ,

He accused them of system- fastest-selling book in Cana- 
atically blocking attempts of diari history; An English 
the past year to unite all se- translation and a Parisedition 
paratist groups and of using will be published this spring. ; 
the RIN to advocate an “inter-' Mr. Levesque has been < 
national ideology” of social 
revolution. ■

The RIN was founded eight 
years ago and collected 128,- 
000 ballots in the 1966 provin
cial election,, or 5 per cent of 
the popular vote, without 
electing a single member.

But in recent months, the 
RIN has been eclipsed by the 
more moderate Levesque 
movement, which now claims

Mr.
drawing crowds of 2,000 and 
3,000 in recent weeks, while? 
Mr. Bourgault recently can-] 
celled several rallies andl 
press conferences in Montreal^ 
He drew 30 supporters at the 
RIN annual meeting in Bouras
sa riding this week.

RIN leaders in the Richelieu 
district east of Montreal have 
accused Mrs. Ferretti of turn
ing the party into a vehicle for 

3,000 card-carrying nsembers _ Marxist tendencies.___ _ . _.

_ showdown between the 
left-wihg and pro-merger fac
tions could come at a meeting 
of thel RIN council here Satur-

. day. Mr. Bourgault has threat- 
J ened to call an emergency 
^convention if the party execi^ 
Hive r
Sauthofity to negotiate wit]
Mr. Levesque. •

Mrsi 
cular 
bers .j ...a ______

■ moveinent should fight above 
all for a workers’ revolution 
to crush the capitalist system . 
in Quebec. She accuses Mr. ;

CAM/MLT/JHE
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FBI WASH DC*

FB ALBUQUEE

W FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
COMMUNICATION SECTION

FEB 171968 A

1057AM URGENT 2-17-68 RON

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080), DETROIT (100-34122), IDS ANGELES

(100-68783), SAN FRANCISCO (157-721), AND WASHINGTON FIELD

(100-43503)

FROM ALBUQUERQUE (100-3100) 2P
b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISC., SEDITION

RE WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE TELETYPE FEB SIXTEEN LAST

ESe, Toteoia_____
Mr. DeLoach____
Mr. Mohr_______
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bishop____
Casper____
Callahan__
Conrad...
Felt___ _

Mr. Gale____
Mr. Sosen___
"Mr. Sullivan. 
Mr. Tavel___
Mr. Trotter ........
Tele. Room_____ «
Miss Holmes___
Miss Gandy___ __

SUBJECT ORIGINALLY SCHEDULED TO SPEAK AT UNIVERSITY OF NEW

ICO FEB TWENTYONE NEXT

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, ALBUQUERQUE, ADVISED

CARMICHAEL HAS CANCELLED HIS SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT AND HAS SO

NOTIFIED UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO ASSOCIATED STUDENTS WHO WERE

SPONSORING SPEECH.

ON FEB SIXTEEN

REC-75 x
LAS T, IADVIS ED

THAT HAD STATED ON FEB THIRTEEN LAST THAT

WOULD SPEAK WITH STOKELY CARMICHAEL AND

A MEETING REPORTEDLY ARRANGED BY THE BLACK CONGRESS TO BE HELD

ON FEB TWENTY TWO NEXT IN THE LOS ANGELES AREA. INFORMANT MADE

WHICH REFLECTED THA^E

WAS TO APPEAR AT ELEVEN AM AT THE IMMACULATE HEART COLLEGElsl|. 

EN

AVAILABLE AN ITINERARY OF

D PAGE ONE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

DATE 12-19-2005 BY 60309 ABC TAM/'MLT/'JHE'

FEB Ibua

XEROX

19GB



PAGE TWO

AR’iA , BUT INFORMANT DID NOT KNOW IF THIS APPEARANCE WAS THE ONE 

WHEREIN HE WAS TO APPEAR WITH CARMICHAEL

OTHER OFFICES ADVISED.

END ELR

FBI WASH DC*
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO:

FROM:

F B I

Date: 2/6/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN. IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 12-19-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF

<•*

i Mr. 1
- Mr. f

!i Mr. [
I Mr.
: Mr. C-MpK
j! Mr. CJkI

Mr. Com-

ReWFOtel, 2/2/68.
b7

l'; Mr. ---- -I
?■ Mr. Trotter---- 1

I Tele. Rooiii----- '
' Miss Moltas—
I Miss G&nj5y-~

or

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 10 copies of 
an LHM regarding the above captioned subject. Four copies A are furnished Atlanta in view of investigative interest in /P 
this matter. b2 jp

b7D ---------------------------------  MThe source referred to in tne LHM is L

Ijjilr. Ko.

1

Source also advised that CARMICHAEL spends much of 
his time in the Washington Office of SNCC. During these 
periods he spends considerable time making and receiving \ 
telephone calls, working with incoming and outgoing correspond-; 
ence and meeting with people who visit the SNCC Office. Soured 
stated he recently obtained a telephone for his residence, the 
number of which he reported to be 332-0615. Source also t 
reported that CARMICHAEL'S residence is in an apartment on. the

2

E4
uh
O

Bur ( Eric. 10 )
Atlanta (100-6812)(Enc. 4)(RM)
WFO
(1 - 100-41626)(SNCC)

---- AIRTEL
, g/sW® 

Approve

y .JgifSL
(11) ■ • n

Sent 3 FEB 81119fi8 per

AGENCY: ACSI 0SI, SEC. SERV

H0WF03W: /?/< ' ---------------
DATE FOP.W ------ ----------

d



WFO 100-43503

second floor of 2200 12th Street. N. W.. WDC.

n

Possibility exists that the _________ [mentioned in
the attached LHM is identical with|~ of SNCC. in Atlanta
but is known to source as| | I

Contact is being maintained with the above source and 
pertinent information as developed will be reported.

WFO has cases under investigation on the persons 
mentioned in the LHM. i !

Atlanta requested to furnish current info available ■ 
on



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

■< * 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535 
February 6, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED . ' ■ _ '
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED • : - ■ •• ' ■
DATE 12-19-2005 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHF . ' .

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS;

SEDITION

A confidential source who has furnished reliable 
information in the past advised on February 1, 1968 that 
Stokely Carmichael had called a meeting of office staff 
members of the Washington Office of the Student Nonviolent 
Co-ordinating Committee (SNCC) to be held| ~

Carmichael announced the meeting was being held to 
discuss primarily SNCC fund raising programs and to setd 
policy as to what part SNCC will play in the forthcoming 
Washington Spring Project of Reverend Martin Luther King.

The meeting was held at Carmichael's apartment, 
2200 12th. Street, N. W. , Washington. D. C, from approximately 
11:00 a.m. until 1:45 p.m.

Source learned the following persons were in 
attendance during rhe meeting: .•'X__Stokelv/Carmichael |

Source advised that the meeting mentioned above 
was informal in nature and more or less was a discussion of 
various things affecting the Washington Office of SNCC.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL
'.it

•b7r

Regarding raising funds for SNCC., ’ source advised that they; 
talked about the feasibility bfiopenihg a SNCC bookstore to 
sell ;?NCC literature, arid '’African type"; books. Discussion 

, was'also held as to profits expected, location of store, 
hours of operation and- Mo wduld staff the store as sales; 
people. _____________________________________________ _______ [

I No 
decision:was raised about establishing the bookstore, at < 
this time .according to the source. J

The group also discussed ways of raising funds, in 
connection: with "Negro History Week" by selling literature 

■ of SNCC, They stressed ef^ppts shouldbe made to sell the 
recently published book of'iStokely- Carmichael, as. well as a 
book about;.Malcolm X. .7'• -7

In addition to the above> the group noted that < ’ 
Stokely Carmichael laad agreed to take part in<a function being 
held on February 10;, 1968 in honor of Otis Redding. being 
sponsored | |at thp New School j
for Afro-American ffhpnght, to/raise funds, Discussion was also 
held that since Carmichdiei is appearing at the function and:

■ .this fact is being -wi^ly advertised to draw a crowd,7halfr:7\:-:
■ of the profits shbul^- gothe Washington Office of SNCC. ; • 
; However , they noted that] |was reportedly going to use the

, funds raised to establish a better location for thd.;New School 
&r Afro-American Thdught and was-adamant in’not shading-the ■ 
funds with SNCC, .

Regarding the above mentioned event to take place y
<: "Thfe/Washih^tori Poa^y^^W^M^tony'-D;; C< daily'"^wspaper^5;z%- 
in an article dated'7^bi^^y>l;j'719A8: repotted. *>,t^ibiiteV^tild-;- 
be paid on February 10, 1968 to :the late composer, rhythm and ;' 
blues singer> Otis Redding,:whodiedrecentlyin a plane Crash. 
The article reported* the^; programwas being sponsored by the v 
New?^<^oX\fpr; Afro-i^^l’c^'^ThoMght^ahd'would be held from 
4:00-to 9:00 p.m. at,Putt’s Motor. Hotel, 1451 Belmont Street, 
N. W.-i Washington, D. C,; The article reported an^ong ;the



4 > STOKELY CARMICHAEL - i

participants of the program-would be Stokely Carmichael, who 
would read.a eulogy. ; , . '

A discussion was held about the possibility of 
employing a full time female office worker ’in the local ; 
Washington Office of SNCC. They agreed that this a very worthwhile undertaking^ht they; did'-.:n«>t■■ have;

the money available at the present time to pay for such an 
employee. ?./' \ s

Regarding the matter;<if;^aiS£ng ;furids, the source 
learned that SNCC does not apparently have a .'lot-'/cf'^money-.- 
or a big.bank account. The. source stated the. SNCC '-Office-..- 
in Washington is three months behind in paying its rent oh . 
the of fice, premises located at 1234<U-Street j/N. W., • Wdshingtphy \ 
D. C. On February 1, 1968, the ,;SNCC Office received a notice ?

/ to vacate the premises within eight days. However, this did .■
_ not appear to disttirb'Carmichael to any extent . ’ Source noted ; 
that Carmichael seems to have some money always available to •

। him. However, source does not; know how much money he has dr * 
‘ the sourceof hisfunds. Source stated SNCCmembers usually-

' । .do not appear to have much money, if any, but that on the .
' t ^contrary Carmichael seems to always havesomemoney, even ' if I

/ /. a small amount•

meeting, source reported ttiht;..'C.armi,ch'ael/ 
spoke about-uniting the "black people" in the community. . He< 

, stated that this must be done to relieve them of their, economic
’ oppression. He commented about the necessity of Negro people . / 

, spending their money within the Negro community. Hestated.
that further efforts should be made in behalf of the .Black;;:;- 
United Front to organize the Negro cOiranunity. He did not-.f 
mention, however, any.specific future plans for the Black, United Froht or how any previously discussed plansofW 
Front would be implemented.

1 - Carmichael also spoke of maintaining:;the-'security:'
of information available to' SNCC members and particularly the 
security of the Washington SNCC Office, He emphasizedemployees

3 / ‘ ’



STOKELY CARMICHAEL..

should be aware of people whp visit .the SNCC Office and should 
also be wary of each other.

Carmichael .mentioned, regarding Reverend Martin Luther ? 
King’s forthcoming Washington Spring Project, that’ SNCC will 
not openly support KingVs noted a radio- n^s /
programhadcarried a news' story that date that when King 
began his project Carmichael; and SNCC would work for King. . 
According to the source* this news item disturbed Carmichael • 
and SNCC members. | |of the
Washington Office of SNCC^ soon jjafter the broadcast .telephoned 
the radio station involved with Jia denial that SNCC wq^ld wprk - ; 
for King., Source learned that the group also held a discussion 
about having a iSNCC sponsored news 'Conference to counteract , -
thecstatement about SNCC,working for King arid to promote 
publicity: for the Black; United Front. However,, these plans 
apparently never materialized arid as far as the source knows

, nd. such press ‘conference was held.;

Source continued that: Carmichael later discussed' ^7 ** VW A A W A ' W A AW W, (WMA ■■■ J. VAAMM * . AM W V»A» ' ** <Aa %.**** W , • ■ •how a per son affiliated JwibhffSN^ become a ’’staff member" ;■ 
of the organization. - He ■ stated an interested SNCG member; in ?• . 
order to qualify, as a staff member must have been in the 
organization for at least?six mdriths arid have attended at 
least one natiorial staff meeting,''usually held JLn Atlanta. ? ’• 
Catmichael stated persons now ‘■■inf. the Washingtori, D.: C4 area 
affiliafed with SNCC who qualified as staff members are as

. follows:' ‘ .v??:

Carmichael stated the:names of the SNCC- Washington 
Office Staff' members are being reported to the National Office 
of SNCC. ih Atlarita, Georgia for information, r ?■' ■ J?

Thi* Aennwnt eontahu inftliar 

rueomsMaAttion. ■ no* conelunton. 
the FBI It j. ths v»i c-vy at

‘ th. FBI Mid is ^Jrcd to your aseney;
It <MMl i>a coii'er-ts .re not to be 

distributed <jjfciue your- -eg«ier<
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Date: 2/20/68
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(Type in plaintext or code)

■Mr. Tolson.:!.. ' .
■' . Mr. DeLoaeh**—

Mr. -Mohr......——
Mr. Bishop.:.—
Mr. Gasper..------ .

■Mr. Callahan...—
'. •; Mr. .Conrad-------

' Mr. .Felt——-----
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. ( Mr. Rosenl—J—/
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----- Mr. Tavel..—____________ I
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.(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS-M W?
SEDITION ALL INFORMATION i'CQNTAINED ?

HEREIN IS' UhlCLAS-SIFltD I
‘ date’ "12- 19-2 0 05 BY? .60309 ; AUG TAIIJ1/'MLT/-JHE"

Mr. Trotter?——. 
Tele. Room____
Miss Holmes.—* 
Miss .Gandy?.;—

Via .

F B I

ReNYat 12/27/67.
|WDC, ad-

; vised [attended a speech by STUKELX CARMICHAEL
at Lincoln Memorial Congregational Temple, WDC, on 5/16/67.

of

LA and SF expedite attempts to verify draft status . 
at time of speech. £

- ' -b7C 7 His home address listed as[ ]
I Calif, Submit LHM showing predication under 

CARMICHAEL caption. A , ■ :'a./

16,
A .

n REC- 31(3/ - Bureau . . ,'j. .
2 - Los Angeles (100-68783) (RM) (AM)
2 - San Francisco (157-721) (RM) (AM)

. ■ 1 -wfo ; -j ? ' ■

Q FEB.. M1958 ■ .

WWHihs 
(8)

; AIRTEL .•

- Sent _ M Per



I •
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MaY 196I» EDITION • , *
GSA FPMR (41 CFR)'101-n.6

■UNITED STATES GCj^RNMENT

Memorandum

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.. EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE ’ '

DATE^^-24-2006 4
CLASSIFIED BY 603 0 9/AUC/TAM/ DCG/ AA'G
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3(1) 03-24-2031

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) DATE: 2/21/68

sub; ect:

FROM SAC, MIAMI (100-15451) (RUC)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION
OO: WFO

5 Re Bureau letter 2/2/68, requesting Miami to 
contact sources in the Cuban field regarding the article 
by CARMICHAEL in ”Tri Continental."

Enclosed for the Bureau are 5 copies and for WFO 
2 copies of a LHM reflecting Cuban sources could furnish no 
information in this matter.

I

The following informants were contacted on the 
dates indicated:

I FEB 23 iS68



MM 100-15451

Atlanta letter to Bureau 2/9/68, contained information
from a Laboratory Report that the CARMICHAEL signature in the 
letter appearing in the 8/2/67, issue of "Granina" is not 
sufficiently legible for comparison purposes.

On 2/15/68, advised SA
that he has not been able to locate any other individual 
who received this particular issue of "Granma." In 
view of the Laboratory Report that the CARMICHAEL signature 
is not sufficiently legible for comparison purposes,

is discontinuing efforts in this regard, however,
informant has been instructed to remain alert and immediately 
furnish any pertinent information regarding subject.

Miami has no other leads outstanding.



'wJln)GUNITED. STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE■■ "|L ‘•-?.

■ “ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

Miami ^liiijbrida/- 
February 21j 1968 .

• '■‘-.'AI.L'«II'fEORMATION ■ CONT-AINK.D. -> .
:■ ' -■’HEREIN..IS' UNOLASS jEIEfp '• : \ 9 •

;v . DATE 12-19-2’0’05 BY 60309 AUC- TAM/MM/'JHE'. ’

r Re; STOKELY CARMICHAEL . \ \\
■ ... INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

'2’5 . /- ‘ SEDITION :■

i Confidential informants and sources in the Cuban
. y ' f ield were contacted during February,.-1968 /regarding the.„ 
’ . , article entitled "The Third World— Our World" by .
/ ! r STOKELY CARMICHAEL-appearing in the July -"August, 1967, 
’. ’ issue< of the magazine VTri Continental.

’ None of those informants and sources contacted' . 
could furnish any.informationabout this article or

/ 'STOKELY CARMICHAEL being the author. - _■ - ■'/ ‘ - • •:
’ j' ' ? ; —

x: : This document contains neither recommendations
i nor•conclusions of the FBI. -It is the property of the FBI 

and. is loaned to your agency;’ it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your .agency. . '



-FJ2--32 3 ^Rey. j 1<2 9-61) , •

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION '

Miami, Florida 
February 21, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference

INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION .
Memorandum.at Miami, Florida, 
dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below):.whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished, reliable
'.-information in the past. .-.V. ' - ■ -

- 2 -

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the. FBI and is loaned .to your agency; it and its contehts are not to .be distributed outside 
your agency. ‘ ■ . : .



r FD-36 <Rey. 5-22-64).,

L-
ALL. INFORMATION CONTAINED ' '
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

.. DA.TE 12-19-2C105 BY 60309 AUC' TAM/MLT/JHF

F B.l

D ate:

Transmit the following in *.
AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code) ' ,

Via
. (Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: AC, ALBUQUERQUE (100-3100)RUC

RE STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

IS - M; SEDITION 

OO: WFO

2/15/6 8 ,

Albuquerque airtel to Bureau 1/11/68.

Subject was scheduled to have a speaking engagement at 

the University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, 2/21/68.

b7c University of

New Mexico,Albuquerque, N.M., aqvisea z/14/ob, unau subject has 
Notified the University of New Mexico Associated Students that 

he would not appear as scheduled.

/jA- Bureau (RM)

1 - Atlanta (100-6812)(Info) (RM)

1 - Washington Field (RM)
11 - Albuquerque 

JBB/jvp

;(6) 
I . . • •

EMM? ' ;
SEC-69 )°o - y y Logo



ALL 'INFORMATION CONTAINED F B l !|
HEREIN I S .UNOLAr^SJEIED - ' ‘ '■ " . ' . . ..

’XI 05 BY^60309' AUG TAM/' ML I /"JHFDATE 12'—19’ Dat^ 2/20/68
Transmit the following in __ 1

(Type in plaintext dr: code) ,j.

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M; SEDITION

ReBuairtel dated 2/9/68.

b‘7C

Enclosed herewith are eleven copies of LHM regarding
the above captioned matter.

The LHM is being classified "CojjJShiejitial” since it 
contains information from serisitive.sources, the disclosure
of which could jeopardize their future effectiveness

• b2

b7C contacted by SA
referred,to in the LHM is |6n 5/17/67. ■

SA on 5/17/67.
contacted by

contacted by SA

&

Leads are outstan trig to' verify the draft status 
of the following:

AIRTEL ft

seau (Enc-
WWHzskt 
(4)

C- 32

Sehtbb
'pecial Agent in'Charge.



W 100-43503

No address was developed for 

or data regarding his draft status.

__________ Draft status information was set forth regarding

_____________________ in Memphis, letter with HIM dated 1/15/.68 

entitled; |_____________________________|aka, SM - SITCC,

Draft status information regarding 

being set forth by ITO. I |

Requests to expedite the above leads being set out 

separate communication.ii

WO will remain/alert for other individuals who 

attended the speech by CARMICI-LAEL; on May 16, 1967, at ’ 

;Lincoln Memorial'Congregational. Tiemple. •



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

in Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 20535
Fite No. February 20, 1968

' <s>

’ ‘ ■■ ■' , , DECLASSIFIED BY '60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHF
! ' . ' . ON' 12-19-2005 7

: ST0KELY. CARMICHAEL
'I INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

i SEDITION

Stokely Carmichael spoke on May 16, 1967, at the 
Lincoln Memorial Congregational Temple, 11th and R Streets, 
N.W., Washington, D.C. (WDC),

The following is a list of some of the persons 
reported to have been present during the speech:

I ~Lwdc,
attended and stated from personal knowledge)_____ ______________

|of the Lincoln Memorial Congregafional Temple, 
"was* present and heard the speech,,

; COPIES DESTROYED
! 343 FEB 26 1971

I - •• •

I J ■



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

'A confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised from personal knowledge 
the followingwete in attendance during the speech by 
Carmichael: ’ _ ‘

nt

b2 •

b7D

advised from- personal 
knowledge the • tollowing iridividuals were.in attendance during 
the above speech: 477'..-'t S;-' ./; 'C-

2.

■b7C

?;:■ Iwith whom;insufficient
Contact had been had to<! determine reliability ’advisedfhe was 
not present during the speech of ..Carmichael but learned the 
:fplltwing<were,>in^ ’■ r S':. L-C '

b7D

;■ This document contdinsneithet ‘ 
recommendations norcbncluaiong pf t 
the FBI; It fc the property of <• . ■

■. the FBI and is loaned toypuragencyj 
it and its contents ate not.-to.be 
distributed, outside ydur agency* s'.

2*

'1



Transmit the following in .

via - AIRTEL ■

TO

( FROM:

; , SUBJECT

F B I ' -I

'■ Date:.

ALL; INJORMATIQN/CONT'AINED 
.HERE-WAI-S -UNCLESSJFifi-D'.’ , :'

■’ DATE 19-20'0Sj BY ‘6Q305 ■ ALT

2/13/68 : ■ I

' 1 (Type in plaintext'or code), .

■' AIR MAIL - . REGISTERED
. (Priority)- ■'

DIRECTOR,,. FBL (1OO-446O8O) .

SAC, LOS.ANGELES (100-68783) -
. ■. Q i-: ■.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL "... •<, 

IS-MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION/ 7

C TAM/'MLT/'JHE

Re Los Angeles teletype to Bureau 2/9/68; Director’s 
Angeles 2/12/68; and Los Angeles teletype,, toy sA teletype, to..Los A 

■ Bureau 2/12/68. ,1s ■ “ J. --------

Enclosed for the Bureau 4re 11 copies of attached 
letterhead memorandum (LHM) concerning CARMICHAEL’S proposed 
itinerary in Los Angeles from 2/18/68 to 2/20/68. Three (3) a 
copies of LHM are being furnished to WashingtonjFieId, office^ 

of origin, and two (2) copies each to San Francisco and 

Atlanta who have interest in this matter. Additional' copies 

are being furnished to 0SI, Norton Air Force Base; NISO, 
San Diego; Region II, U. S. Army/ Pasadena; Secret^Service; 
and U. S. Attorney, Los' Angeles,’dup to the national interest 

in .CARMICHAEL and his attempts to generate racial unrest 
and violence in the Negro community. . j j A/

b7C
The following

o 
01

lb tn

9 K

A

sources wbre utilized. in.i LHM

• 7

^2^- Atlanta (Enc. 2)(RM)

2 - San Francisco (Enc. 2)

>2 - Washing£on/Field (Enc.

1 ■ . MU’

' (conceal due to position)

(conceal per. request)

(RM) • " pl "-’A •
3) (RM)^ -fa? '■

i' U'sA.
■■ a/a-<

Sent _ ___

T FEB 15 1968 ■

n ■

M7 ’ ' Per- X



LA IOO-68783

On 12/12 and 13/68,| |Los

. Angeles Sports Arena, indicated that final approval to hold 
mass rally at Los Angeles Sports Arena featuring STOKELY

। CARMICHAEL, JaasTnpt been given final: approval by Sports 
Arena Board (four Aise of the auditorium. Arrangements have 

been made witlrl |to secure recording of CARMICHAEL’S 

speech if authority is granted for mass rally on 2/18/68.

The enclosed: LHM is classified con^tsbeSrElal because

I information furnished by| |could reasonably result
। ? in the identification of a confidential source of continuing

; .value and compromise futureeffectiveness thereof.

i ; . ■ ’ - . i - . - ■ • ■. . . ■ ‘

b2

b'7D



•*3
InReply,; PleaseReferto
File No.- ■ . ;;C''.’/>'?

DECLASSIFIED BY 60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHF
ON ■ 12..19...2005 ■' - ' / •• '.J

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT b^^jS'HCE

•FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Los Angeles, CaliTornla 

... . .February 13 ,■1968 3-J

STOKELY•CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS, /-SEDITION

1 Sources utilized in this communication have furnished

I reliable information in the past. indicated on
/ ■ ’ February ;9j> 1968, that Stokely Carmichael, fonner Director ;
/of the Student. Non-yioleht Coordinating Committee (SNCC), ’ 

Would be the featured speaker at a mass rally sponsored by • 
the Peace Action council, an organization that has identified 
itself as a clearing.house for anti-Vietnam war and civil

' right s'; organ! zat ions;and' the Black Congress, an organization - . 

representing;the majority of Black Nationalists^organization 
in Los Angeles, California, at the Los Angeles^SportsArena 
from 3:00 p.m. to9 6:.-Oj0z p.m. on

Thd\spea rs ,at this

1jerina

February 18, 19.68; ;

rally include the ' following.:

•.Reiq^f Lopez

' Publicly 'known as the leader of thei Alianza
-Federal De Merces (AFDM), Which is publicly 

known as an organization representing local
/ Gra.ht5Interest in the -State of HewlMexico. demand- / 

ing the return of land in New.Mexico to descen

dants of original owners

Bettyyhabazz / f ) /KA

Also;, known asBett^Llttle, the. widow of Black 

Nationalist2Wi^^^7^wh'd'was.-.''jariown as a Nation

•of Is^am: (N0i) (see;.appendix) minister

Publicly, known as ;fj^hd.er.-and-.chalrman _of..Lo.s •'

Angeles based Black Nationalists Organization

US'a ..-a

■-C'- • ;

| vUr .DESTROYE© 

! 3^6 FEB 26 197L



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Reverend Thoma s/j&ilgore

Self-describd'd ;as the West Coa.s.t. ■D.i.r.ec.to r of the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference, a civil 

fights organization directed by Reverend Martin 

Luther King

b/D ___________  furnished

Carmichael's itinerary while

additional information concerning

in Los Angeles.

February 19> 1968

Monday 

10:00 a.m. to noon Press conference at 

Los Angeles Press Club

12:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

February 20, 1968

Tuesday

10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.

12:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.

5:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Will visit Los Angeles 

City College

Will hold private meeting 

in East Los Angeles

Will hold a meeting with 

Negro leaders in Watts 

area of Los Angeles

Will tour South Los Angeles

Will hold a meeting with

Negro ministers

Will participate in a 

meeting with Negro students

Will be guest of honor at 

cocktail party in West 

Los Angeles

2



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Source further indicated that Carmichael is to 

arrive in Los Angeles by a flight from San Francisco and is 
scheduled to depart Los Angeles on February 21, 1968. 

Carmichael's destination after departing Los Angeles is not 

known at this time.

On February 9> 1968, |___________ (indicated that a
|of Los Angeles Sports Arena, indicated to

him that Stokely Carmichael will be the featured speaker at 
the arena from 3;00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. February 18. 1968.__

as being associated with the SNCC, contacted 

him and made arrangements to rent the arena for this rally.

| a check

in the amount of ?l,500'.00 whl'ch was drawn on the Bank of 
Finance, 2651 South Western Avenue, Los Angeles. The check 

was signed by

on February 12, 1968, idehti- 
riea | as a member..of. the, b2

Bl a ok Panther Party of California.__ 2______  b?c

_____________________________________________________________________________________ b 7 D

also known as I________________
| serf-described as]2

for th^ Black Anti-Draft Union, of,„Los 

Angeles, an organization representing u 

Negroes opposed to the Vietnam war and 

the draft.

b7D ____________|on February 12, 1968, furnished a brochure

concerning mass rally at the Los Angeles Sports Arena on 
February 18, 1968, featuring Stokely Carmichael. The brochure 



I

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

contained the following information: "Mass rally February 18, 

1968, Los Angeles Sports Arena, Sunday 3:00 p.m. with the 

following speakers: Stokely Carmichael, Reies Tijerina, 

Betty Shabazz, Ron Karenga, and Bobby Seale, admission welfare 
tickets $1.50, student tickets $2.00, general admission $3.00." 
All of the individuals have been identified above with the 

exception of|

b7C

; On February 12 and 13, 1968,
I of Los Angeles Sports A-rena, Los Angeles^ California, advised 

that a mass rally has been scheduled for the arena at 3:00 p.m. 
February 18, 1968, featuring Stokely Carmichael. The organi

zations sponsoring this rally are the Peace Action Council 

and the Black Congress. The board which governs the Los. 

Angeles Sports Arena has not furnished final approval for this 

rally due to the fact that the group has not raised .sufficient 
funds in order to rent the auditorium. Even thougt^zsufficient 

funds have not been raised, there is reason to believe the 

board will permit the rally to be held as scheduled.
1

' This document contains neither recommendations nor

। conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 

is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 

: distributed outside your agency.

RDENHAL



1

APPENDIX

NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly Referred to as 

The Muslim Cult of Islam, also known 

as Muhammad's Temples of Islam

In January 1957 j a source advised Elijah Muhammad has 
described his organization on a nationwide basis as the "Nation 

of Islam" and "Muhammad's Temples of Islam."

On May 5j 1967> a second source advised Elijah Muhammad 

is the national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI); Muhammad's 

Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, 
Illinois, is the national headquarters of the NOI; and in mid-1960 

Muhammad and other NOI officials, when referring to Muhammad's 
organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using either "Mosque" 

or "Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad's Temples of Islam".

The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was 

originally organized in 193° in Detroit, Michigan. Muhammad 

claims to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to 

lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness 

of North America by establishing an independent black nation in 

the United States. Members following Muhammad's teachings and 
his interpretation of the "Koran" believe there is no such thing 

as a Negro; the so-called Negroes are slaves of the white race, 
referred to as "white devils", in the United States; and the 

white race, because of its exploitation of the so-called Negroes, 
must and will be destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon."

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, including 

Muhammad, have refused to register under the provisions of the 
Selective Service Acts and have declared that members owe no. 

allegiance to the United States.

On May 5» 1958, the first source advised Muhammad had, 

upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal statements 
and instructions to his ministers concerning the principles of 

his organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by the 
United States Government; however, he did not indicate any 

fundamental changes in the teachings of his organization.

APPENDIX CONTINUED

- 5 -



2

APPENDIX CONTINUED

NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly Referred to as 

The Muslim Cult of Islam, also known 
as Muhammad's Temples Of Islam

On May 2, 1966, a third source advised Muhammad had, 

in early July, 195o, decided to de-emphasize the religious as

pects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic 
benefits to be derivedty those Negroes who joined the NOI. 

This policy change, according to Muhammad, would help him acquire 

additional followers and create more interest in his programs.

APPENDIX

- 6* -



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION A
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE M

COMMUNICATION SECTION if

r Lb 2 01968

FBI|WASH DC*

FBI; CINCINTI

HOLD FOR TWO MGS

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-19-2005 BY 60309 AUG TAM/MLT/JHF

3:5? PM URGENT 2/20/68 BLE

r.
Mr.

T
Trotter-

Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes__ _
Miss Gandy_____

TO DIRECTOR, DETROIT, AND WFO

Z
TRO'M CINCINNATI (100-16858) IP

b7C

i
STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, SM; RM

RELIABLE INFORMATION IN PAST, ADVISED HE PICKED

WHO

Mohr___
Bishop.__
Casper__
Callahan- 
Conrad..

Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Tolson.—
Mr. DeLoach. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr: Fel

HAS FURNISHED

UP INFORMATION

AT DETROIT

Gane__ —

s

IN CINCINNATI, WHO ATTENDEDLAS'T NIGHT FROM

WHERE SHE OBTAINED INFORMATION FROM

TOLEDO, OHIO, FEB. EIGHTEEN, SIXTY-EIGHT

INFORMATION IS THAT STOKLEY CARMICHAEL WAS IN DETROIT THIS PAST 
I . 1

WEEKEND AND THAI HE? HAD PROMISED RIOTING WOULD START IN DETROIT 
। &

^WEDjNESDAY, FEB ^TWENTY-ONE. SOURCE HAS NO FURTHER INFORMATION

and! does NOT EVALUATE THE ABOVE INFORMATION.



•| .FD-397 (12-8-67) . ’
OPTIONAL'FORM NO. 10 '• 5010-106

1. MAY 1962 EDITION 

’gsa GEN. .REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

■i Memorandum
TO ) . Director, FBI (Bufile- 100-446080 ) DATE. • 2/8/68

. FROM
\ ' ALL INFORMATION- CONTAINED

ATLANTA . ’ (100-68 12) HEREIN ..IS UNCLASSIFIED ■

. ■' ' DATE 12-19-2005 BY 60309 AUC

SUBJECT: STOKElix^uARMICHAEL,. aka'.-.

IS - 11; SEDITION .

RABBLE RQUSER INDEX
I | New Subject j Xp. Change . | | Delete ' •

Name FBI Number

Aliases.

Citizenship • • , ’ ' 7
| . | |. Native Bom | | Naturalized | | -Alien ..

Date of Birth

Subjectalso on . Race Sex ?■ .. ■ .... :
□ 'Si □ RI • ' ■ 1 1 Male ... | | Female'.. '

Or, ’anizational-Affiliation’

j ’ -
1___ lo.lJ ANP ■ v 1. ■ I07 I KLAN ■ .. L—412J PLP • I X’l 17 I SNCC. ■ ’■ ■

1, -1021 AVN. ’ ■ " L__ IflsJ' LA 1 _LL3 1 PRN ■■•1 -i-i8 i,swp • ...' ■ ■ .
1 iO.T 1 BNAT .. ., ' - ■ ■ 1___ I09J MIN 1 1 14 1 RAM . : • i_. _1.1<) J WWP .

- 1 104 | BPP . . Li__ Lull NOI I ll.nl SCLC .1 ''<)<)! M1SC .. . ■ • ’ . "
1 Ion 1 COM . .. OnJ NSRP 1 ’ ■ ' 1 16 1 SDS . (Specify) ■ .' ‘

1 l06 l CORE - . v .. • ■

Place of Birth

Position in Organization Occupation, Business Address'(Show Name of Employing Concern) • ,
Student'Nonviolent Co-Ordinating’Committee■ 

1234 U Street, N,. W 
Washington,?D. C.

Residence Address 2200 Twelfth-Street, N... W. 

Washington, D. C. .

REGISTERED MAIL
—I . •: \ . ' ■. • -

!- Bureaurxx
2 - WFO .(100-43503) ”..

/i . taaj- 100-6812
-. ±57-2704

As- w is W -

f-a i

2 - Atlant?



FD-36 (Rev. .5-22-6.4)

F Bl

Date 2/20/68
Transmit the following in

(Type'in plaintext or.code)

Via AIRTEL
' ’ (Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100r446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) ^B),-

;stokeltKcarmichael
IS.- M; SEDITION

Re .SF and LA, tels. .2/17/68 and 2/18/68 ., '

IT
1

a Mr. Tolsoni..
( 'Mr. DeLoach.-^-J.

Mr,. Bishop...---- -
•\ j', Mr. -CaSper..„___ •

■ I Mr. Callahan..—^.,
;I Mr. Conrad., 

- J Mr. Felt— 
....’ JMr. Gale-A.2

| Mr. Rosen—
% EM^Sullivan:

Mr. T.iQtter— 
Tele..' RodmG__ _
Miss -Holmes....
Miss Gandy..____

In. addition to submitting pertinent jLHM regarding 
subject’s activities/ LA and.SFrequested to submit reports ’ 
including data of evidentiary nature. ;

.AtL tmfqhjSatp.qn; contained . . j . .
’ HEREIN Is’'UWCLASStFIED • ' «■
■ DATE; 12-19-2,[105 BY -60309 AUC ■ .TAjI/hLT-/' IKE'

Bureau - ' ’
Los Angeles (100-68783) (RM)
San Francisco (157-721) (RM)
WFO- >

WWHrbj 
(8)

2 -
2 -
1 -

.- 'Sent.
Special. Agent

1
T

M Per

FEB 231968 . -



Date: 2/14/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRT2L

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

1^0 5 WFO 
STOKELYCARMICH/iEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION
(NFOfile 100-43503)

BLACK UNITED FRONT 
RM (ORGANIZATION) 
(WFOfile 157-1426)

ReWFOteletype 2/14/68, captioned as above.

Enclosed for the Bureau are ten conies of an LHM 
captioned, "BLACK UNITED FRONT.”-

The source utilized in this LHM is b2

b'7D

The LHM is being disseminated locally -to AUSA, 
Secret Service and interested military intelligence agencies.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535
February 14, 1968

BLACK UNITED FRONT

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, reported on February 14, 1968, that 
c. ________ meeting of the Black United Front (BUF) was held on
the night of______________________  at the New School, for
Afro-American Thought, 2203 14th Street, N.W., Washington, 
D. C. (WDC).

Invitations were extended to most of the individuals 
who were invited to attend the first meeting of the BUF on 
January 9, 1968. Approximately one hundred individuals 
were present, and all were checked at the door upon entering 
the building.

Stokely Carmichael called the meeting to order at 
aooroximate 1 ~z 8 p.m. , T and introduced

to read the "Memorandum of Purpose" of the' BUF 
that was prepared as a result of the January 14, 1968, meeting 
of the BUF Steering Committee. According to the source, the 
’’Memorandum of Purpose" stated that the BUF was formed to 
expand the lines of communication between Black people, to 
obtain a proportionate share of representation in the govern
ment of the District of Columbia, and to obtain a proportionate 
share of economic control within the Black community.

According to the source, the memorandum sets out 
the standards for qualification for membership in the BUF, 
and the procedures to follow in making application for. 
membership. It states that only all Black organizations work
ing for the benefit of the Black community in general are
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ciigzdo ior memporship. Those eligible must furnish in 
writing the name of the organization, its officers, and a 
statement regarding the purpose and program of the organi- 
zation. This application will then, be referred to the 
tree-ring Committee, and will be voted upon by that group. 
This memorandum also points out that members of the BUR 
will conduct themselves in such a manner as to bring unity 
m tne Black community.

The source advised that following th© reading of 
the memorandum, | conducted a question and answer bvc
session regarding its contents. According to the source, b7D 
reaction to the memorandum aooeared to be favorable. — — 7

Stokely Carmichael then opened the meeting to 
discussion of future activities of the BUT, and the position 
co be taken by the BUT on community problems. The four 
topics for discussion were Dr. hartin Luther King, Jr., 
welfare, re-zoning and freeways, and urban transportation; 
Following discussion of Dr. Ting’s demonstration scheduled for 
April, 1933, in WDC, the group voted to extend their support 
to his efforts. The nature and degree of that support is to 
be decided by the Steering Committee at a later date.

b7C

b7D

According to the source, welfare was the most 
discussed to pic of the evening. A Welfare Committee was_____
established,] I
_______________________ Tors commit’coe will work on plans to 
express opposition to recently enacted legislation lhat will 
require mothers on vzelfare to take job training and to work, 
if at all possible, or lose their* welfare payments. It was 
decided to hold a public profess against the bill which is 
.scheouied to be signeo oy rrosactont Johnson in carry Aprxl, 
1938, but no decision was reached on the date or the nature 
of this protest. Representatives of all organizations present 
at the meeting on th© night of February 13, 1968, were urged 
to go back to thoir own organizations and to seek support for 
opposition to this legislation.

Discussion regarding re-zoning, freeways and urban 
transportation centered on the theme that Negro homes and 
easinesses are scheduled to be destroyed to make room for 
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freeways without Negroes, having a voice in the location of 
those freeways. The DUE will work to obtain a stronger voice 
for the Negro in zoning and urban transportation matters.

Neai' the end of the meeting Carmichael announced' 
that the next meeting of the BUT would be held on war ch 19,_ 
1938. According to tie source, the press was barred' fro1F"tnis 
meeting, and Carmichael advised those present to have no 
comment to any inquiries regarding the meeting.

Carmichael also announced that a press conference 
would be held on February 14, 1968, and that a statement 
would be made regarding some of the items discussed during 
this meeting.

The general session adjourned at approximately 
11:10 p.m.. Brief meetings of the Steering Committee and the 
Welfare Committee were held following the general session.

This dos-crr.CTit contains EeiSs? 
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A SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFO IN THE PAST, ADVISED

THIS DATE THAT A MEETING OF THE BLACK UNITED FRONT (BUF) WAS HELD

AT TEE NEW SCHOOL FOR AFRO-AMERICAN THOUGHT, TWO TWO ZERO EIGHT

FOURTEENTH ST.,NW, WDC, AT EIGHT PM THIS DATE

STOKELY CARMICHAEL CALLED THE MEETING TO ORDER AT EIGHT PM

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS WAS A READING OF ’’MEMORANDUM OF PURPOSE

THE BUI IN ESSENCE IT STATED THAT THE BUF WAS FORMED TO EXPAND

LINES OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN BLACK PEOPLE; TO OBTAIN A PROPORTION

ATE SHARE OF THE REPRESENTATION IN THE GOVERNMENT OF THE CITY AND TO

OBTAIN A PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF ECONOMIC CONTROL WITHIN THE BLACK

COMMUNITY. OTHER TOPICS MENTIONED WERE THE STANDARDS FOR QUALIFIC-

PROCEDURES TO FOLLOW TO BECOME A MEMBER OF THE

BUF; AND THE POSTION OF THE FRONT AND THE CONDUCT OF THE

A; j. ■Lita Rouses; 
Eat a 'L

ATION FOR THE FRONT;
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PAGE TWO
WFO (157-1426)(100-43503)

A PERIOD OF QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS CONCERNING THE MEMORANDUM FOLLOWED, 

CARMICHAEL THEN OPENED THE MEETING TO DISCUSSION OF FUTURE

ACTIVITIES AND POSITION OF THE BUF ON COMMUNITY PROBLEMS. THE

GROUP VOTED TO SUPPORT MARTIN LUTHER KING BUT ONLY TO THE DEGREE 

THAT THE STEERING COMMITTEE SHOULD DECIDE. DISCUSSIONS WERE HELD 

CONCERNING WELFARE PROBLEMS; REZONING AND FREEWAYS; URBAN TRANSPOR-

• TATION. b7c

A WELFARE COMMITTE |wAS SET UP TO WORK ON

?LANS TO OPPOSE THE RECENTLY PASSED BILL WHICH WOULD REQUIRE MOTHERS 

ON WELFARE TO WORK OR LOSE THEIR WELFARE PAYMENTS. IT WAS DECIDED 

TO HOLD PUBLIC PROTEST AGAINST THE BILL WHICH IS SCHEDULED TO BE 

SIGNED INTO LAW EARLY IN APRIL.

THE MEETING WAS ADJOURNED AT ABOUT ELEVEN TEN PM. THERE WERE 

APPROXIMATELY ONE HUNDRED PERSONS ATTENDING.

FOLLOWING THE GENERAL SESSION, SHORT MEETINGS OF THE STEERING 

COMMITTEE AND WELFARE COMMITTEE WERE HELD.

THE PRESS WAS BARRED FROM THE MEETING AND PERSONS ATTENDING 

WERE TO REPLY NO COMMENT TO ANY INQUIRIES. A PRESS CONFERENCE WILL 

DE CALLED FOR FEB FOURTEENTH SIXTY EIGHT AT WHICH SOME POINTS OF

Approved: _______________________________■ Sent M Per —:------------------------
; Special Agent in Charge :
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PAGE THREE
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THE MEETING WILL BE DISCUSSED. TIME AND PLACE NOT SET.

THE NEXT MEETING OF THE BUF IS SCHEDULED FOR MARCH NINETEEN

NEXT 1
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TO FOLLOW
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COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
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FBI

454 PM

TO

CHARLT

ECTOR FBI (100-446080

ATLANTA (100-6812)

NT 2-22-68 JLM

WFO (100-43503) AMD

FROM?-CHARLOTTE (100-10358)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. IS - M; SEDITION

00 WFO.

| Mt; 
J Mr.

Mh 
Mt. 
Mr. 
Mr; 
Mr.

DeLoach.—__ 
Mohr 

bishop_____
Caspar 

Callahan__ _
Conrad.__ _

Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale_____ _
Mr. RoSeh—<5=3 
Mr. 
Mh 'i'avei_____ _
Mr. Trotter____
"tele. Robfo.......
Miss Holmes___ _
Miss Gfthdy___

(P)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED'v f
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED '
DATE 12-19-2005 BY 60309 ABC TAM/MLT.

RE COLUMBIA TELEPHONE CALL TO CHARLOTTE TODAY ADVISING

INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM SC LED, -COLUMBIA, S.C., TO EFFECT

THAT SUBJECT WAS PASSENGER IN CAR, IRIVER OF WHICH WAS GIVEN

TICKET FOR SPEEDING, FAYETTEVILLE, N. C., PAST FEW DAYS

TODAY THAT NCHP

CADILLAC,. EL DORADO, BEARING NEW YORK LICENSE LNW FOUR

NCHP, FAYETTEVILLE, N. C., ADVISED

STOPPED ONE NINE SIX EIGHT

EIGHT SEVEN, COLOR OF CAR UNKNOWN, ON HIGHWAY FOUR ZERO

ONE NEAR FAYETTEVILLE, N. C., FEBRUARY SEVENTEEN LAST FOR

SPEEDING

END PAGE ONE

® '• FEB 26 1968



CE 100-10358

PAGE TWO

DRIVER OF CAR IDENTIFIED AS

CAR REGISTERED TO STOKELY

CARMICHAEL, AN OCCUPANT IN THE CAR WHO WAS RECOGNIZED BY

CARMICHAEL DISPLAYED HIS REGISTRATION, BUT

SUBJECT’S ADDRESS NOT OBTAINED BY ALSO IN CAR

WERE TWO NEGRO FEMALES AND ONE WHITE MALE. THEY FURNISHED 
b

NO IDENTIFICATION. DRIVER POSTED ONE HUNDRED DOLLAR BOND

AND GROUP CONTINUED SOUTH ON FOUR ZERO ONE.

ABOVE SUBMITTED FOR INFORMATION.

COLUMBIA ADVISED BY TELEPHONE TODAY.

AIRMAIL COPIES TO COLUMBIA, NEW YORK, AND NEWARK.

END

MXS

FBI WASH DC*
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN'IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-19-2005 BY 60309 A.UC TAM/MLT/JHF

Mr. Tolson..........
Mr. DeLoach—
Mr. Mohr... ,
Mr. Bishop.,___ „
Mr. Casper. .... ...
Mr. Callahan__ ,
Mr. Conrad..— 

Mr. Felt..______
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen.—-,
Mr. Sullivan-^;
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter . , ,
Tele. Room___ _
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy_____

PITTSBGH

1208 PM 2/19/68 URGENT RAN

TO/DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND WASHINGTON FIELD. 

^ROM PITTSBURGH (100-15615)

STOKELY ^CARMICHAEL; IS DASH M; SEDITION.

ON FEBRUARY NINETEEN, INSTANT, SOURCE ADVISED

SUBJECT SUPPOSEDLY WILL BE IN PITTSBURGH ON/FEBRUARY TWENTY

THREE, NEXT, TO MEET PRIVATELY WITH

PITTSBURGH. 7'7

WASHINGTON FIELD, ADVISED IF SUBJECT PLANS TRAVEL TO

PITTSBURGH. _ •

reOI /oo - 
—---------

7/^'/ gnui.i

-1 FEB 26 1968
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(Priority) 
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Tele. Room - 
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Miss Gandy----

Mf SEDITION

RE PG TEL FEBRUARY NINETEEN INSTANT ADVISING SUBJECT’SUPPOSEDLY 
• ' ' . . • ' ■ ■' : ■ |. ’

WILL BE IN PITTSBURGH ON FEBRUARY TWENTYTHREENEXT.
■■ ; ■ . ■ '■ . .■ . ■ ’ / '■ ■ _• | -'. ; •, . j. .

RE LAS VEGAS RADIOGRAM FEBRUARY SIXTEEN LAST ADVISING INFO .
.? . ■ ■ ■ ■' . j .' . ■ • ’ J

RECEIVED FROM CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE SUBJECT TO BE IN‘ LAS VEGAS WEEK
‘ ' ■ ’ ; ’ . j. '. ' .. . f - . ’ ' “ . . ■ ’ ;

OF FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN - TWENTYFOUR NEXT.. I
. ’ ‘Pzitfsiv rsA ?
FOR INFO/JLAS VEGAS. SUBJECT DEPARTED WDC FEBRUARY FIFTEEN LAST T

EN ROUTE SAN FRANCISCO; SUBJECT SPOKE IN SAN FRANCISCO ON. FEBRUARY
■ •- . • -. . • - • • .• - J- _• ‘ 1 • ./ Ij ' . ' '

SEVENTEEN’ LAST AND IN LOS ANGELES ON ^FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN LAST. SUBJECT^

PRESENTLY IN LOS ANGELES. NO INFO AXjAILABLE TO WIX) THAT SUBJECT 
cd(|

SCHEDULED TO APPEAR INLAS VEGAS. WFO SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT

DROPPED COiMMENT IN CONVERSATION PRIOR TO DEPARTURE THAT HE MIGHT

BUT TRAVElL PLANS NOT KNOWNBE AWAY FROM WDC UNTIL END OF

TO SOURCE . .
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SEDITION.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

FEB 2 2 1968

ESt. Tolson.—----- I
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr----- :----
Mr. Bishop...-------
Mr. Casper—------
Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad--------
Mr. Felt------- —
Mr. Gale_----------
Mr. Rosen----------
Mr. Sullivan_Asr
Mr. Tavel----------
Mr. Trotter-------
Tele. Room— 

; Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

OR, FBI, (100-446080) AND WFO (100-43503)

FROM<SAN FRANCISCO (1 57-721)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS

REMY TEL THIS DATE.

MISC

SUBJECT MADE NO PUBLIC APPEARANCE TODAY BUT HAS BEEN . \

REPORTED BY OAKLAND PD TO BE AT MEETING DURING DAY OF

NEGROES INVITED BY LETTER AT DOWNE* S MEMORIAL METHODIST 

CHURCH, EMERYVILLE, CALIF. IN OAKLAND AREA. SPONSORING 

ORGANIZATION UNKNOWN.

SUBJECT’S ACTIVITIES WILL CONTINUE TO BE FOLLOWED 

THROUGH SOURCES AND INFORMANTS.
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11 Mr. Tolson..— 
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/Mr. 
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Mohr.___
Bishop,. — 
Casper— 
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■Conradi 
Felt—— 
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Rosen_^
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
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1
HEREIN is 
except

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; / 
SEDITION

tiorrcoM

■-K ‘
ReWFOairtel dated 2/5/68 with LHM settingforth 

summary of subject’s activities from 1/23/68 jto 2/3/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are| 11 copies of 
an LHM, suitable for disseminatibn, setting forth summary 
of subject’s activities from February 4 tol3, 1968. Two 
copies each are included for Atlanta and Cincinnati.

The LHM is being classified "Confidential" since 
it contains data received from sensitive sources of 
continuing value, the disclosure of which might tend to 
compromise their future effectiveness. '

f-AGENCY : ACSI

Localdissemination made toSecret Service, AUSA 
and Military Intelligence agencies.

- Bureau (Enc. 11) • '■'.■ /-H''
2. - Atlanta (Enc. 2) (100-6812) .(RM)
2 - Cincinnati (Enc. 2) (RM) !•
i - wfo . ■■ ' oil

WWH:nlt
(8) "

HOW FORW:. 
PAte'^wAIRTEL

SentApproved: _
~ ' ■ .■Special Agent\n Charge/

t /‘/■M

M ’ | Per,^

■
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Washington, D, C. 
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20535

' 3

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The following pertinent activities of Stokely 
Carmichael for the period February 4, 1968-February 13, 1968, 
were as follows: ;

On Sunday, February 4, 1968, a confidential source, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised 
Stokely Carmichael, during the afternoon of that date, attended 
a fund raising meeting.of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC} held at a SNCC member’s apartment in Wash
ington, D. C. In the evening, he was at his residence, 2200 
12th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. (TJ)

On Monday, February 5, 1968, Carmichael spent the 
early morning at his residence. He later went to the
Washington office of SNCC, 1234 U Street, N.^W., Washington 
D. C., where he spent part of the afternoon and evening. 
Later in the evening he returned to his residence. ([JJ

On Tuesday, February 6, 1968, Carmichael, after 
spending the early morning hours at his residence, went to 
SNCC headquarters where he remained into the afternoon and
early evening. Later in the evening he Went to the Church 
of the Redeemer. 15th and Girard Streets. N. E.. Washington.

.ENCLOSURE
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D

The confidential source, mentioned previously, advised 
>■ ■’ a meeting waschurchonthd evening ..

' February 6, 1968, inorderthatDr .MartinLutherKing,Jr. , 
of the Southern Cteiatian^adefshii?:\P>h^^^he/t^ClZ25-;:dnd^-;.'c 
Stokely Carmichael of the Black' Uriit^ FtontVCBUF) could dis- ;

- cuss matters of mutual interest;and the Washington Spring: 
Project CWSP> being planned for April, 1968, ■by’ Dp» King 
arid the SCLC. According toJ the1 source, various representatives 
of the SCLC and the BUF as well as SNCC participated in discus
sions about the Washington Spring Project during the evening. 
King reportedly gave a talk about the purpose of the Project 
and urged those iri attendance.to support it<’ Kingcommented 
heknew some present did not approve of the Project and would 
not actively support it. However, he requested that at 
least they not hinder the success of the Project, Source 
stated, rio announcement was made}, that Carmichael, SNCC, or

. the BUF would actively support.the Washington Spring Project. 
Carmichael did i^t ^^ any typri.of formal speech or state*,, 
ment during the meeting, jp),' ~ '

. On Wednesday, February. 7, 1968, Carmichaelrspent the morning •■^t<:Ms\rrisidehdri;ana:. at the headquarters of 
< SNfe >| _ _ | drived at
the Washlngtoir^IeadquaFtersT^EZZEeZ^rganfzaEIon from New York City at about lt40 p# m. I land. Carmichael’met at 
the Washington Office of the SNCC and later visited a nearby 
restaurant. Subsequently, they returned to the SNCC Office 
where they .Remained!'the<rdst of/the afternoon, In the early ; 
evening[ [ and Carmichael met with Dr, Martin Luther
King,: Jr., a t the Pitt*s Motor Hotel, 1451 Belmont Road, 
N; W., Washington, D. Cfl■ (U) r '

The confidential sourcie mentioned previously advised 
that during their meeting with /King, | and Carmichael ; / 
infbrmed King that the ‘SNCC/ and; the BUF would not ^tively.; 
support the Waehiiigtriri/Spring Project being sponsored by the 
'§CLC^They informed him, however, that they nor their organi
sationswould attempt/to interfere with the jProject in any

After having attended the above meeting with King ; ' I Carmichael returned/to his residence where he was 
met, by|______________  eulqther/SNCC. member, .^iarmichael

wrint to National? Aitf>drt, jWashirigton, D, C., where they
and
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departed at 9:30 p. m»,on Traps-i^id; Airlines, Flight 1 ; 
Number 442, bound for Dayton, Ohio. In. purchasing b&S ticket - 
for travel to Dayton, Carmichael used the name ''Mr.'^webster,” X

I \ yhp has furnished
reliable information in the .past, advf ded that Carmichael 
and| ~Varrived in bavibh; Ohio. abdixt?11:30 p. m»,
on February 7^^968. arid went td the residence of I I 

\ where a '.Meeting aboufc the .racial situation 
in bay ton tats in progress; C^rmlchaelandl I joined in < 

j the meeting upon arrival, the course of th# m.e^t£ng, ;I Carmichael,1 \ another SNCC member,'
| discussed a ’’new policy” df SNCC. They stated that SNCC is / ‘ 
■L presently taking a softer line ofi; ”black powe^” in order to 
bring all Negroes into their:-:fold#<-.f>;’pA^i<diafe|'.i-stated that <: 
the new approach would include a decline of speeches and 
conferences on the part of SNCG.> Instead SNCC members are 
new being assigned to go put and iwork directly with the 
people. Carmichael reportedly stated •’ during the meeting 
'that "the rebellibn*’ is already in its final phases all over 
the world and; the only people hot; *#ddy■;'ar<e:'-.t^fe;^igrpe8' in ^they 
United States. He stated that Vietnam:juid;;iGpit‘iBai';alre«dy have 
rebellions underway as well-.es other;:Adiah bountries. In , 
addition, Afr^Lc^ and South America are preparing for

4

)
 Carmichael.also stated •'t^t.-Wjahaiysis of all the
ribts in the United St Ates? durIngIth^ past few years wbul# ■ / _ , 
reveal they were unorganized and: had no; real leadership. vv ?

On Thursday, February 8 during the early ;morning hours, Carmichael and | \ accompanied by| A ?
L \ traveled from Dayton toCincinnati, Ohio. They checked 
into the Sheraton Gibson Hotel about 4:00 a, m., wherethey 
remained during the day. In the early pyt of the evening 
^n that date, Carmichael, and/ \alongtwith several
other SNCC members from theCinciniiati area, attended a 
speech by James Farmer, former Director of the Congress of' 
Racial Equality (CORE) held at the -Wesley^'^thddistiCha^^'i 
Cincinnati,Ohio. Later the sameevening Carmichael reportedly 
spoke before a group of clerics attending the Conference of Negro Methodist Ministers in convention at Cincinnati. feg-



stokely Carmichael
' < On Friday, February 9, 1968 , Capiichael and -.y:AA 

| | jL<ft/Cincinnati via American Airlines Flight
; Number 476, at: 12:50 p. m., for ^Washington, D. C/b-j&vb? 
/.returriii^ to Washington, D. C., Carmichael traveleduiider : 

Jelcher. Carmichael and arrived at/Natibhal<\ .
ngton, D. C., at 2:00 p. m„, on that: date. Ay

Carmichael went to the Washington Headquarters of 
later to his residence^

On Saturday, February 10, 1968, Carmichael spent 
j ) the morning at his residence and in the afternoon at SNCC 

’ Headquarters, In the evening he attended a party held at 
. Pitt*s Motor Hotel, 1451 Delmont Street, N, W,bWashington, 
D. C., sponsored by the New School for Afro-American Thought , 
in tribute to the late Otis Redding, Negro composer and blues 
singer, who died^recently in an airplane accident. During 
the course of the evening Carmichael read an eulogy to Redding 

^whichhad beeriTprepardd |
; : of the New School for Afro-American Thought .

On Sunday, February 11,‘ 1968, Carmichael spent the 
. morning and earlyafternoon at his'?rmsidence^.':f:.iatet-he went 

to SNCC Headquarters where heremained for sdy^ralzhours, v 
\ In theeatrening ■ he returned to his residence,, f |JJ

On Monday, February 12, 1968,^ Carmichael went ..to: x 
SNCC Headquarters in the morning arid was ther'e into the ;tt;afternoon. Iri the evening he returned to his residence. (U )

On Tuesday, February 13, 1968, Carmichael spent the 
morning at his residence,, In the afternoon, he went to 7 , y 
Roosevelt High School, 13th and Upshur Streets,"^Ni/W.;,.' ■ xf TT

; Washington, D. C;, where he appeared; before 4 Student group.A U J

Thel,Washington Post," ag Washingtonj. ;P< C^, claily news
paper, iri an article dated February 14, 1968, stated Carmichael 
has discussed ?’Negto pihblems'’ with 600 students at Roosevelt 

; High Schpol the pteyieus day. Carmichael had: been invited 
> appear at the school by the Student Couhcil,; kccotding to the 
article. 7xxb ry: x-■' ;

name V Airpor

SNCC/and

according to the

- b'7D



STOKELY CARMI CHtkEL ;

■tn-*'- ~ - '. The. article reported Carmichael got off to a 
’’rough start”with the students when he pronounced the 
name of\ their school incorrectly and they “razzed” him about it^^ome students attempted to engage Carmichael 
in debate while others laughed and cheered. The article 
stated he tried to continue the discussion while students 
murmured among themselves and others put on their coats 
to leave./ Carmichael asked, ’’Does the white student or the 
black, student get the better education in Washington?” “You 
get /the education you want to get,” one youth snapped. Other 
students vied among themselves to ask questions while others 
giggled and Carmichael * s voice was drown out in clatter. He 
raised his hands “beseechingly” andtsaid, “We have got to get 
serious, because our people are at stake.” The students 
moved restlessly in their seats and the murmuring resumed. At 
-the^ end Carmichael said it had been, “a bad session with too 
many voices trying to get the floor at the same time."

This- document contains neither 

recommendations nor conclusions ot 

the FBI. It is the property of 

the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents are not to be 

distributed-outside your agency.



./d-3 6-(R^ej»^d2^-64)' t
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED. -L ' '' .
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.? \ -d - 'dd.'-.d_

-DATE' 12-19-2005 • B¥ 'SOao'd AUC TAM/MLT/JHE
■ Date: 2/20/6'8

Transmit the following ind
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
AIRTEL .

(Priority)

TO - - DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) ''i
(ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION)

FROM SAC, NEW YORK (1OO-1?37?1)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL d ' 

IS - MISCELLANEOUS: SEDITION

dated 2/2/68. |

, ... . -j
Enclosed, herewith for. ;the.Bureau d

(11) copies of an LHM, two: copies each to WFQ 

and Atlanta. . • ’ »

ReBulet to

are. eleven 

, Miami,

The sources referred to in the LHM, were contacted 

during the month of February, with, negative Results:

’ b2

£Q). ■
B^Bur'eau

"2-Miami .
2-Atlanta (Ends.. 2)

2-Washington

1-New York

(RM);(Ends. 11)

(Ends.. 2) (RM)

) (RM) •; /

>dd (Ends. 2) (RM)

. ® 21 1968

Approved

BJW: bas 
(11)

. , Sent . M ' Per ■_

> y'oi ' 'd



In Reply,'Please Refer to 
- File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
New York, New York '■■■"/

..' ■ . February 20, 1968

'-.ASrL, -TWORMATldw CONTAINED . -
■/■HEREIN -IS. ijNCLASSljlED ..' ■, • ' '
/ tAIE -12-J.9'-2-0115: .B¥- -603 09 AUG SAM/MLT/JHF'

Stokely.Carmichael.'

b7 7

J
in New York City,/were 

, with negative 
results in an effort to obtain the/identity .of any .witnesses 

regarding an article entitled-. 3'The Third. World - Our World",.'- 

■ by :Stdkely Carmichael appearing; in July J - August , 1967, - -

- issue.of the. magazine- "Tri-Continental",' which is published . 

by the Organization of Peoples- of Asia,. Africa, and Latin
■ ■ America. ’ ■"- ....'■'/ 7 ■■

- / ■ ■ This/document contains neither recommendations- "

nor conclusions of the Federal.-Bureau of Investigation (FBI). 

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;'it 
and its contents are-riot to be. distributed, out side.your agency.’

/copies destroyed 

. 343 FEB 26 1971

- -A.

1*



Date: 2/12/68

(Type in plaintext dr code)
Transmit the following in ....

fWN CONTAI 
classified

Via AIRTEL AW °'m^
(Priority)

t

>

b.:\TO:. .DIRECTOR., BI . ©ECUSSIF’W B

FROM: SAC, CINCINNATI ( 100-16858)
ft &
V SUBJECT; STOKELY CARMICHAEL 153TOR 

. IS— MISCELLANEOUS . 1 s
SEDITION ZpTW'F

; . . . ; -b:/ ; ■
Enclosed for the Bureau are original and \

■ten copies of an LHM captioned as above. Copies to\ 
Other offices are: 4 - Atlanta; 2 - Chicago; 1 - Memphis; 
3 - New:York; and, 6 - WFO. One copy each of LHM being 
disseminated locally to OSI, WPAFB, Ohio; 109th MI Group, 
Columbus, Ohio; NISO, Columbus, Ohio; and 
Cincinnati, Ohio.

X3).- Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM)
4 - Atlanta (RM) 

(1-100-6812) (Carmichael) 
(1 - 100-6488) (SNCC).

Secret Service,

</c> c» ?Y22''''''''

; b7C /

0a in/ ■
ACSI,l®g,OSI , SEC. SERV-
DEPT:STc/f^r"
’• J" ' TDZCt 1—

AGENCY: OSI, SEC. SERV.(i -_______________
2;- Chicago (RM)

3

• (157-Black Nationalist Movement', daJetorw"2^ 
Cincinnati Division, IS - BN) /

-Memphis (RM) 
(1574 I

- New York (RM) 
(1 - 1004 
(1 - 100=-RAM) 
(1 - 100-SNCC)

. (continued next

® FEB 16 1968

T’
Ir’

GPU:mld 
(30)

■proved: ■■ _Special Agent in Charge



7 -/ .77r;;;‘7.7’S7s77;7»'.!7Sb7
CI 100-16858

WFO (RM)
(1 - 100-41626) (SNCC)
(1 - 100- ■ ' (Carmichael)

- (1 “ 100— 
(1 - 157- 
(1 - 157-

11 - Cincinnati 
' (1 - 100-16858) (Carmichael)

(1 - 100-14158.)' (SNCC) . ■ ' ;

(Unified-Black Front)
■ b7C

IAL

(1 - 157-1682) (Black Nationalist Movement) 
157-329) (PARE) . 
157-1330) (Afro-American Center) ....

157-280) (Major Urban Areas)
66-2956)

■-b7C

(1

...............

Special.Agents who observed STOKELY CARMICHAEL
-■ arrived Pay ton. .Ohio;. 2/7/68>-arete Special Agents; |

b7C

information to SA

|mentioned in LHM. 
who furnished this 

oh

b2

b7C

b7D

attributed to

. ’February 8 and 9, 1968. JK :

Although not indicated in. 1HM the general comments 
Iwere made in the presence of only source, 

andSatytimes possibly only one orttwo other
b7C

6

. 1; -As .set. out in previous communications and telephone 
.jcallS?? to ?.WF6 and the Bureau,. source aware CARMICHAEL most likely' 
coming to Payton prior to his actual arrival. This information^' 
'subsequently confirmed by.WFO after. Bureau Agents placed him^-'>-- 
on TWA Flight #442, en route Payton, Ohio.

.jS-'Z-b'.'bb. ■ ;.te?. This? information not-set out'as such in LHM since 
.'doing so would.Jeopardize source. ....'■ ; w



CI 100-16858

For information of the Bureau',' source
process of identifying all those who attended meeting 
at the| | residence and cases will be opened on
those who do not have a case file presently open. ~_
activities will be closely followed through sources while 
in Dayton, Ohio, and all pertinent developments will be 
immediately furnished to the Bureau. MA

This LHM being classified Cctoflji^ptial to protect
source who is of continuing value and disclosure of same could 
jeopardize source.

„ 3



•' FD-376 (Rev. 8-1-66)

File No.
In Reply, Please Refer to

UN*£D STATES DEPARTMENT OF JwICE ■ COwlSl

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION I

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 /

Director February 12, 1968
United States Secret Service • '
Department of the Treasury
Washington, D; C. '20220 - s -

bear Sir: : •

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. | | Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials.residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S'., because of his official status.

2. | | Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means.

3. | | Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S'.

4. | | U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. ® Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a) [ | Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) | | Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) | | Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or'statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. | | Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph □ has been furnished | | enclosed | | is not available
□ may be available through_________ .__________ ___________________________________________

Very truly yours.

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 1
U. S. Secret Service , Cincinnati, Ohio (RM)

Enclosure(s) ‘ (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

DATE

APPROPRIATE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIO® FIELD OFFIO

Advised kyrou

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION SLIP(S)

Cincinnati, Ohio 
February 12, 1968

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

On February 7, 1968, Special Agents of the
observedFederal Bureau of Investigation (SAs of the FBI) 

at»apnroximately 11:30 P.M., Stokely Carmichael and 
]arrive at Cox Municipal Airport, Dayton, Ohio, aboard 

'' TWA Jet Flight #442. This flight departed Washington Inter- 
national Airport, Washington, D.C, 9:30 P.M., with one stop 
in Columbus, Ohio.

Carmichael and

directly to the residence of _____
Ohio

were met at the airport by 
and others and from there^dro

b7C

EXCEPT

- b / D

/ igfyised that__________________
is sr-ffieniDer -or the central committee of 
the Student Non-ViolentCobrdinating 

_Cwnmi.t.tee~-(SNCC).

SS1F1SS> ----------------------------
OWfl

ished reliable 
vised that Stokely 
67. while in_______

who has fur 
information in the past, 
Carmichael, on April 29-/ 1 
Cincinnati, Ohio, stated that 
is the SNCC| ~
and!

in uayton during

| Ohio,

the summer of LVb7.

acwised that

vN ■ ‘ Ar

| a small, militant 
local civil rights group. Source described I

of Black Nationalist groups to promote Negro rights.
' W $6 - //4>

. •feNCLOSTO® CONK^SWTIAL, , I, , i, ।



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
CO]

Source advised that I Ils an employee 
of I
__________________________________________ I Davton. Ohio. ____ b'7C

b‘7D

a comfidemtial source who has tfuriaished
reliable information in the past, advised that prior to the arrival 
of Carmichael there were approximately twenty-eight persons at the 

residence holding a meeting ostensibly concerning the racial 
situation in Dayton, Ohio. When Carmichael arrived they were all 
surprised and^ftlated since they were not ajare he was coming to 
the

b2

b'7D

|_______________ a confidential so ce who has furnished
reliable information in the past, striked that included among 
these persons was^ |who arrived in Dayton
Ohio, earlier in g 

/Hepi bey iYI m ? u.

b2

b7C

b7D fe day ^Feb'ruarsfT, 1968) and 
F VI£>I<?m'/ (

_________ —— ,.x|_________ Jffidvised that| ~ |will be in Dayton, Ohio", 
for the next threshto four months to organize a SNCC group. 
Dayton appears to be a SNCC priority city for the following 
reasons: (V/

b2

b7D

to'
The City off Dayton has a warrant outstanding

b7C

b7D

----------------------- r
2. Dayton is centrally located, that is, c lose 
to Cleveland, Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio. Also, 
Dayton is near two predominantly Negro colleges, 
referring to Central State University and Wilberforce
University, both Wilberforce, Ohio.

3. Dayton has an Afro-American Center, 309 North 
Broadway, Dayton, Ohio, which has facilities and 
space to headquarter a.‘;i SNCC chapter.

4. SNCC believes that because off three previous 
disturbances in Dayton, and the recent one at 
Central State University, Dayton appears to be 
ripe for SNCC recruiting.

5. have indicated that
there are a number of people interested in joining 
SNCC in thL Dayton, Ohio area

I arclvised that 
lof SNCC

is a member

b2

b'7C

CONFIDENTIAL



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL CONFID

has a great admiration fdr6
Stokely Carmichael, and it appears he also 
admires her.

b7C

b7D

[advised that Carmichael was originally 
scheduled to travel directly to Cincinnati from Washington, 
D.C., to speak before the National Negro Methodist Convention- 
at the Sheraton Gibson Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio, on February 8, 
1968. However, it appears Carmichael decided'to travel to 
Dayton, Ohio, to lend prestige to I I extended visit in 
Davton and to visit| [(particularly

who are his friends, /f /

b2

b7C

b7 D

who has furnished 
that Carmichael, 
new policy which 
with the ultimate 
SNCC is presently

_| a confidential, source 
reliable information in the past,’advised 

~| generally discussed SNCC’s 
is to attain unity among all Negro groups 
goal of Black Power. They indicated that
taking a soft line on Black Power in order to bring all 
Negroes into the fold 
"Unified Black Front”
be taken in and attempts will be made to convert them into 
SNCC followers. If they do tap t convert they will be treated 
and handled like traitors.

In Washington, D.C., this is called 
They stated even ’’Uncle Toms” will

b2

b7C

b7D

_Carmichael stV:Ri/v,at om Fflhrtiairy 7, 1968, he was 
with _________________________________________ |of SNCC, and thers in
Washington, D.C., organizing the various groups

b7C

b7D

__________ [advised that in each area, in der to 
unify the community they will organize and set u programs 
around the needed goals of that particular community. For 
example, the programs in Washington, D.C., are centered around 
community organizations, civil rights groups, and the unifying 

o organizations. In New York City the organizing 
around the schools, PTA, Teachers Guild, and

of all Ne 
is centere 
parents. . r

•advised that Carmichael stated t
■ registrati"uiT\drives in the South were not th© way t 
since the Negroes feel they do not have any power.

e voter
ke changes

sated that included in this new_______________ ___ ________________ ____ ___  (pproach is 
that conferences and speeches are being decreased and instead 
these SNCC workers are going out and working directly with the 
people. Also, SNCC is no longer going t© issue piess releases.

b2

b7D

b7D

D

CONF INTIAL
- 3



RE: STOKELY O^MICHAEL

In connection with the above, it is noted that 
the ’’Dayton Daily News”, a daily newspaper of general 
circulation in the Dayton^ Ohio area,, carried an article 
titled, ’’Carmichael Visits SNCC Here”, on page two of the 
February 8S 1968, edition.,

b7C

b2

b7D

b7C

I ' ^advised that Carmichael mentioned they
could not'■ nrakemeaningful changes without destroying the
system of Government in the United States, Carmichael stated
”To attain equality in the,system is not possible without 
destroying the system.” (P

Carmichael statjed, ’’True liberation cannot be

b2

b7D

accomplished without violence”, and mentioned that the r
Negro must develop an army to win the revolution. Carmichael// 
stated., ”No matter what happens , we (Negroes) will survive(U

__stated that Carmichael mentioned .that the/ 
Negro people all'over the United States are ready to fight, 
including Washington, D,C, He stated, ’’The black people do not 
cause the incident to spark the trouble, but are ready to fight 
if necessary, r >

Carmichael stated that they (presumably meaning SNCC) 
analyzed all th^ riots in the United States during the past few 
years, and determined that they were unorganized and had no real
leadership.- According to Carmichael, one group would be in meetings 
attempting reconciliation, with the power structure, while the other 
groups would be in the streets rioting. He aarid that in the future 
the disturbances would be better organized, ]LP

b2

b7D

J___________ pdvised that Carmichael stated that the
revolution is ready in its final phases all over the world, and the 
only ones holding it up are the ’’niggers” in the United States,
Vietnam and Korea already h 
countries,. Africas and Sout 
rebellions. Eventually, th 
white and black people

ve their rebellions, and other Asian 
America are also preparing for their 
situation will lead to rar between the

CO 2NTIAL4



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL con^shx&wTial

___________J advised that Carmichael mentioned 
that |_________________is presently in Atlanta and will be
going to Cuba in the near future. Carmichael did not 
elaborate any further concerning travel to Cuba,

Carmichael stated that the person who designed

b2

b7C

b7D

Washington, D,C., constructed it so as to be built in a 
circle of defense. He stated that they have ''looked over" 
the armored vehicles in Washington, D.C, which will be 
utilized by the Police Department, and they determined 
that if oil was poured on asphalt streets the vehicles would 
slide and become immobile-, He also mentioned that in the
event of a riot in Washington, trenches could be dug in 
the Negro areas which would prevent the armored vehicles 
from flushing the rioters. He mentioned that Washington
is solid with Black people and increasingly the people 
are becoming organized. y y

Carmichael alsomentioned that they understood 
that in the event of a riot in Washington the United/states 
Government could move 35,000 troops in immediately, /e/)

Carmichael stated that they were doing research 
on the approaches to and control of riots conducted by
law enforcement, both local and Federal. The purpose of 
this is that during a riot this knowledge would be invaluable 
in order that appropriate action coMd be taken to combat action 
by law enforcement authorities. tZz

7_____________  a confidentia^/source who has furnished
reliableVjinlormation in the past v advised that | | generally
discussed guerrilla warfare. | [stated that maintaining 
secrecy among a militant group is extremely important and
referred to the Algerian Rebellion and the fact that even the
leaders knew only a few of their followers. He further stated 
that the RAM (Revolutionary Action Movement) always appears 
to get into trouble since they discuss their strategy and plans 
in open meetings. m

A characterization of the Revolutionary 
Action Movement (RAM) is contained in the 
appendix attached hereto.

b2

b7C

b7D

_______[stated that if a police officer does something 
to your group (for example, a policeman assaults or kills 
a Black man), you should have a meeting with members of the 
community who will hold a trial and sentence this off/cier. 
If the officer is found guilty, a local militant groun/would 
carry out the sentence of eliminating the officer.

 mentioned that the militants should car^y a 
gun with a silencer and that it is better to shoot a police!/ 
officer than be charged with carrying a concealecl weapon,

-5-CONOffiffTIAL

b7C

b7D

b'7C

b7D



*

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

I idvised that
no circumstances j>nould a Negro militant, allow a police 
officer to take a gun away from him

emphasized that under

i__________ advised
a secret militant security 
on a rebellion trained soldiers are needed

that |_____ | stressed' the fact that
group is necessar/)since to carry

___________ advised that it appeareddat times that
Carmichael took az"back seat” |o | | 
gives the impression of being smarter, more militant and 
aggressive than Carmichael. Jf

b2

b7C

b7D

b2

b7C

b7D

b2

b7C

b7D

During the evening Carmichael mentioned that he 
would be departing Cincinnati, Ohio, on the evening of 
February 8, 1968, for Washington, D.C. [ [indicated he 
was going to New York, but possibly would be going to 
Washington, D.C. first. I [indicated he was going to 
Nashville, Tennessee, and would be b$ak in Dayton, Ohio, 
during week of'February 11-17, 1968. q

b7C

b7D

_____  ^dvised that Carmichael,
I departed Dayton? Ohio, 2:30 A.M., by car en route 

Cincinnati, Ohio. (17

b2

b7C

b7D



years seemed to be unusually"devoted to "left wing" 
activities. Included in this group was Stokely 
Carmichael, a graduate of the Class of 1960. These 
teachers also'advised that Carmichael was a close___ _
friend of I ________________________________________________________________

] the CP, USA.

b7C

Carmichael’s Immigration and Naturalization 
Service record in Washington, D.C. reveals that he 
was born June 29, 1941, in Trinidad, British West Indies, 
and entered the United States at New York City on June 15, 
1952. His father became a citizen of the United States on 
April 27, 1953, and Certificate of Citizenship Number A338082 
was issued to Stokely Carmichael on April 17, 1958, setting 
forth that he became a citizen of the United States on April 27, 
1953.

A letter issued by the Emergency Civil Liberties 
Committee (ECLC), dated June, 1966, identifies Carmichael 
as having been elected to the national Council of that 
committee.

A characterization of the ECLC is included 
in the appendix hereto.

CONFtHENTIAL
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APPENDIX

EMERGENCY CIVIL LIBERTIES COMMITTEE

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and 
Publications", revised and published as of December 1, 
1961, by the Committee on Un-American Activities, U. S. 
House of Representatives, documents the Emergency Civil 
Liberties Committee as follows:

"To defend the cases of Communist lawbreakers, 
fronts have been devised making special appeals in behalf 
of civil liberties and reaching out far beyond the confines 
of the Communist Party itself. Among these organizations 
are the ***Emergency Civil Liberties Committee. When the 
Communist Party itself is under fire, these fronts offer 
a bulwark of protection."

(Internal Security Subcommittee of the
Senate Judiciary Committee, Handbook 
for Americans, S. Doc. 117, April 23, 1956, p. 91.)

THIS IS LOANED TO YOU BY THE FBI, 
AND NEITHER IT NOR ITS CONTENTS ARE 
TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE THE AGENCY 
TO WHICH LOANED.
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A P P E ND I X

REVOLUTIONARY ACTION MOVEMENT (RAM)

On November 3, 1964, a source made available a document 

entitled, "The Revolutionary Action Movement Manifesto,"the 

document having been obtained by the source from an individual 

known to be a member of the Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM),

This document stated, in part, that RAM was officially 

the 

in

organized in the Winter of 1963 by Afro-Americans who support 

revolutionarv objectives ofI H then residing

one 

a

revolutionarv objectives of_________________________

_______and his concept of organized violence to achieve the 

liberation of the Afro-American people in the United States, 

This Manifesto disclosed that RAM had oriented its program to 

of education and political revolution and the organization of 

"black" political party with revolutionary objectives, having 

recognized the need for a "black revolution" that could and would 

seize power. RAM philosophy is described in this document as one 

of revolutionary nationalism; that is, one involving the struggles 

of the nbn-white races of the world against exploitation and 

enslavement by the white capitalist and imperialist nations.

_____________ Regarding I I it should be noted that _____________

I Subsequent to the issuance of this warrant, 

___________ fled the United States to Cuba, where he published a 

monthly newsletter entitled "The Crusader" from Havana. As of

December, 1966,

This sourde, in September, 1964, advised RAM is dedicated 

to the overthrow of the capitalist system in the United States by 

violence, if necessary, and to its replacement by a socialistic 

system oriented toward the Chinese Communist interpretation of 

Marxism-Leninism, RAM is entirely non-white in membership, 

clandestine in nature, and owes its primary allegiance to the 

"Bandung World," that is, the non-white races of the world rather 

than to any national entity, as such.

On November 16, 1964, a second source advised he learned 

recently from a RAM member that the organization began in Detroit, 
Michigan, largely under the impetus off I described as



APPENDIX

r
REVOLUTIONARY ACTION MOVEMENT (Continued)!

On May 12, 1967, a third source advised that the RAM 

still remains active; however, there is no formal headquarters. 
as such, for the RAM. The source advised that| 

of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is considered the leader of RAM 

and if a RAM headquarters ever existed, it would most likely be 

where resides,

1 0 -#-



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

D STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Cincinnati, Ohio
February 12, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference

INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

Letterhead Memoranda, at Cincinnati, 
Ohio, dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose 
identities are concealed in referenced communication have 
furnished reliable information in the past.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS NOR 
CONCLUSIONS OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE FBI AND 
IS LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY; IT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE 
DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE YOUR AGENCY.



f 2/26/68 "
■ PLAIN TEXT 

. • . • ' . ■ ' - S’
TELETYPE URGENT I

’ ■■ ’ ■ . ■■ L ' ' b7C ■

TO: DIRECTOR (MAIL) (100-446080)
ATLANTA

FROM: MEMPHIS (100-4492) IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS'- SEDITION. 00 AT. 
RE ATLANTA TEL FEBRUARY TWENTYFIVE, SIXTYEIGHT. 
INFORMATION AVAILABLE MEMPHIS DIVISION INDICATES 

STOKELY CARMICHAEL LAST KNOWN TO BE IN SAN FRANCISCO AREA ON \ 
FEBRUARY TWENTYFIVE, SIXTYEIGHT, AND NOT KNOWN TO HAVE LEFT 
SAN FRANCISCO IN A*M., FEBRUARY TWENTYSIX. ESTABLISHED SOURCES, 
NASHVILLE, TENN., HAVE NO INFORMATION RE 'PRESENCE OF CARMICHAEL 
AND| | IN NASHVILLE THIS DATE >

■ p« END. ■- ? c ■
' ALL iNFpRMATION CONTAINED i ■ '
'' •’ HEREIN.,IS UNCLASSIFIED A, ■

'• - ' DATE 125-19-2005 B.y 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/JHE' ' .

RGJ;BN

1 BUREAU (AM)



Transmit the following in

TO;

FROM:

b2

(1-175-1)

' T JN; Imb ■ 

(28)

DIRECTOR, FBI

w. AIRTELVia _ ____________

Approved
' Special Agent in Charge

7 St
FBI

Date: .2/13/68

(Type in plaintext or code) 

airmail'

(Priority)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS .UNCLASSIFIED ‘
DATE .12-19-2 0 05' H¥ 60’3 0 9 AUC TAM'/MLT/JHF

' SAC, COLUMBIA (157-4501) (P) . •

SUBJECT: -.CITIZENS’ 'CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION - ■( 
IN SOUTH' CAROLINA ■ ; . 
RM- /

Re Columbia airtel to Bureau, 1/31/68

Enclosed fdr the Bureau are 11 copies of an 
LHM suitable for dissemination captioned, ’’CITIZENS’ 
CONFERENCE.ON EDUCATION. IN S. C.; PENN.COMMUNITY CENTER, 
FROGMORE, S. C., 1/26-28/68.” 

(^-Bureau (Enc. 5) (RM) /O
■ ' (2-100-446080 STOKELY^CARMICHAEL) 

2-Atlanta (Enc.2)~TItM5 ~~ ~~ '
1-Charlotte (Enc.l)(RM) 
2-New York(Enc.2)(RM)

. 2-Savannah (Enc.2) (RM).- '
'■ -2-WFO(Enc.2) (RM)

14-Columbia
(2-100-179) (STOKELY. CARMICHAEL) '■ 
(2=157-4501)
(1-157-PENN COMMUNITY C-ENTER) 140 f-EB 28 i968

(1-100-1196)(CHARLESTON COUNTY RACIAL)
(1-BEAUFORT CO. RACIAL)
(1-157-1191)(COLLETON■COUNTY’.RACIAL)
(1-BERKELEY COUNTY)
(1-DORCHESTER COUNTY)

..

mt
-

Sent _M /Per



CO 157-4501

Copies furnished locally to Secret Service, 
USA,'and 111th MIG, all'Columbia, S, C-, NISO, Chkrleston, 
S. C . and OSL, Langley AFB, Va. ; ■'' F?'

The source is______________________________________ .
source of ihformat ionj| | The anonymous
source is not known and the clipping was received in 
the mail \ ; ,'v' ? L '' ■ ;



In Reply, Pleats Refer to 
File No.

UNI STATES DEPARTMENT OF JuftcE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
_ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
Columbia, South Carolina herein is'unclassified

February 13, 1968 date 12-19-200.5 by 60309 auc tam/mlt/jhf

CITIZENS’ CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION 
IN SOUTH CAROLINA;
PENN COMMUNITY CENTER
FROGMORE, SOUTH CAROLINA
JANUARY 26-28, 1968

Reference is made to the memorandum captioned 
as above dated January 31, 1968, at Columbia, S. C.

On February 7, 1968, an individual who requested 
his identity remain confidential advised he had learned 
that in the above conference
had said that STOKELY CARMICHAEL did not personally______
attend the conference. | I

Hwas in attendance according to

A anonymous source furnished the Charleston, 
South Carolina Resident Agency of the FBI a news clipping 
entitled, "Carolina Negroes Ask School Power", special to 
the New York Times, date lined Frogmore, South Carolina, 
January 28. This news article dealt with the conference 
at Frogmore, South Carolina, January 26-28, 1968, and said 
in part that WILLIAM SAUNDERS, Conference Chairman, said 
that STOKELY CARMICHAEL, had been scheduled to speak,

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS NOR CONCLUSIONS 
OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE FBI AND IS LOANED 
TO YOUR AGENCY; IT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED 
OUTSIDE YOUR AGENCY.

/66'



’*4

RE: CITIZENS’ CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA

but did not come because of a threat that he would 
be arrested. In a speech read by his press secretary, 
ETHEL MINOR, Carmichael called for "forging an alliance 
of all black people, regardless of the point of
view" and said, "This is what you people here have to do."

2



In Reply, Pleats Refer to 
\ File No.

Urj^ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AlTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Columbia, South Carolina 
February 13, 1968

Title

Reference

CITIZENS’ CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION 
IN SOUTH CAROLINA;
PENN COMMUNITY CENTER 
FROGMORE, SOUTH CAROLINA 
JANUARY 26-28, 1968

Columbia memorandum dAted
■and r capt ioned a,s above?

AH sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished 
reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It* is the property of the FBI and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are,not to be distributed 
outside your agency.

’■ ' . .V- '■ ' '



3<?iev. 7-28-6 7) .Tolson —X 
DeLoach A 
Mohr____ '

. Bishop —- 
Casper__

' ’C'allaKa^i 
■ ConradL-/ 

Felt’— -JL_ 
' ' Gale - £_
, RosejL ^2^* 

■

r- - (■ Zf rotter 

□ CABLEGRAM ® RADIO ra TELETYPE
j| ... ■ II - . • \ .Gandy 

□ AIRGRAM

b2

b‘7D

R-25

TO

URGENTZ2-21-68

F$OM ATLANTA

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
■HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 12-19-2 0 05 .BY .603 0'9

I RECTOR AND' WASH I NGTON F I ELD

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, IS-M; SEDITION. .

REPORTEDLY

ADV ISED

.U.C TAM-/MLT

ON FEBRUARY 20 LAST THAT POSSIBLY CARMICHAEL

WOULD BE IN ATLANTA ON SATURDAY FEBRUARY 2^. ; UNABLE TO

STATE DEFINITELY THAT CARMI CHAE.lL.WOULD. COME OR GIVE ANY INDI

CATION AS TO PURPOSE OF OR DURATION OF VISIT;; FOREGOING BEING

FURNISHED WFO FOR POSSIBLE VER I F I CAT I ON- THROUGH SOURCES AND ANY

ASSISTANCE IT MAY OFFER IN FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES.OF SUBJECT.

RECEIVED: 1 :25 PM MKP

2CC WASHINGTON FIELD

rs $

r.-«- «•

is FEB 281968'

1. v
„_____ ___________________  above message is to-be dissemiridted^outs'idei'th’e Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably

paraphrasje^ inorder talp^otect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems. * |
[I^th^intelligenqe^coftqined. in the



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) £'

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED J . -
DATE 12-19-2005 BY 603-09,-AUC TAM/MLT/UHF

FBI,

Date: 2/23/68

Transmit the following in .
(Type ih^plaintext or code). .

Via AIRTEL
(Priority) .

f Mr. Tolson..—_
| Mr. Del.oaeh 
j Mr. Mohr
| Mr.. Bishop..——■
! Mr.' Casper....—— 
[ Mr. Callahan——. 
| Mr.' Conrad...:__
I Mr. Felt_ ;_____ .

Mr. Gate_._
I Mr. Rosen____
LMr. Sullivan:.—.. 
Mir. Tavel— 
vSit.Trotter_ ___

Tele. Room..____
Miss Holmes.:.—,.

-Mis— Handy.—_-p_r

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

IS - MISCELLANEOUS; 

SEDITION 

(00:WFO)

Re Baltimore teletype 1/11/68

regarding 

in LHM form

Baltimore requested to submit data developed 

subject’s visit to Baltimore January 10, 1968,

REG- 31

C..3 - Bureau

2 - Baltimore (RM)

1 - WFO . - .

WWH:rrb 

(6)

AIRTEL

■ 1

Sent ■ M Per'.



February 28 , 1968

■ Airtel::
1 :. b / c

HEREIN*IS. UNCLASSIFIED,. i! '' '•'
■■ 'DATE' 12-A1-2 0.05 -Ey'.&P30,9 -AUC ,TAm7mLTZ;JHF

To: SAC, WO ■ , ,v. - 7
From:. Director, ‘FBI
Subject : STOKELY -CAMIiCHAEL'' - ■ 

,< IS MISCELUNEOW-I • SWITIOK-
ReWFOnirtel dated 2*-19-68 wherein it is reported that 

___  _______ Special Agent, Washington.Field  7 office# Office of Security, lLFs|l Department of State* advised all data b7 
he had about Carmichael bad been furnished to.the Passport . 
Division of the Department of State and subsequently made 
available to the Department of Justice* ,.v.

In view of the fact that the Department of state has primary 'Jurisdiction Concerning passport matters and 
Uiformation obtained by I |pertaining to Carmichael has

> been previously furnished to the Departsaent, no additional ■ j/inquiry is necessary concesrning this matter. '

I who was one
reporters, we also interviewed| Pana furnished ' Inasmuch as |~ ~

has been

LED 3

r, COMM-FBI

ROOM

OTE; ■ .7
At the specific'request of the Department aind with the 

■Director’s approval, we have been interviewing a number of news reporters who were in Cuba|when Carmichael was there.during July b 
and August, 1967. Department of State Special Agent I_ |

I interviewed| or the above reporte-„. ___________—
(lie Department the results pf our interview.

^d that the results of; his interview of |_____ , ___
— ed the Department, WFO is being advised no additional 

is necessary.



rciKD'=f6-fRev. 5<22-6‘4').
jt-

ALE INF-ORMATl'0N CONTAINED

DATE -'12-2 0-2 0 05- BY -683.0 9 ' AUC TAH/MT? J&F

Transmit the following in _

. N Date:’ 2/19/68

(Type in plaintext or code).

P-

Via-.——AIRTKL
jt ■ (Priority).

| «,Mr. Tolson. J 
' ... | .Mr. -DeLoacn-

'.’.Mr. Mohr......
, .1 ft . 1
■ ■ 11 Mr, Bishop__

■ 11 Mr. Casper.^—1
। i Mix'. Callahan— 
|» Mt.- Conrad___
|. Mr. .Felt.__
|-p MT. - Gale,...------

“n.TMr. Tavei...’__. 
11. Mr. Ti'otter_.._. 
I ! Tele; Room.__ _.

i | Miss .Holmes...._ 
‘. I Miss Gandy2_j_

TO: : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM SAC, WFO ( 100-4350*3) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

IS- M; SEDITION 

(OOsWFO) .

ReWFOat 1/3/68.

|Special Agent, Washington Field 

Office, Office of Security, U.S. Dept, of State, WPG, ad

vised 2/19/68, that he previously interviewed |
| about F land STOKELY CAR-

MICHAEL concerning their travel to Cuba. He stated he inter

viewed her in connection witli a Passport investigation con

ducted by the USDS. He advis'ed he subsequently wrote a re

port and filed it with headquarters, Office.of Security,USDS, 
WDC. He advised that all dat!a about CARMICHAEL had been sent

H to the USDS and is now in care of I ~| <
\ Passport, Visa Bureau, Office of Security Investigation^ USDS,y^ 

WDC. < ? • • ' U

b7C

advised he i; understands info developed by 
, • . •_ L ■ J___ _______________ jl_ /“1A nXXTDTY A 1~»T 1— — — 1_ — — -.

in the passport investigation about CARMICHAEL has been . b7(. 

available to the Dept, of Justice. He stated he has no

n ' USDS 
k made

k independent info or data about CARMICHAEL not contained in 
B^the files of the Office of Security, USDS. A J'^^the files of the Office of Security 

Bureau - j

‘A 1 - wfo. . * F£b 28 1968
-\WWH:hs 

\(4) '

I RIEL

^Ap’iy. Sent __M Per



WFO 100-43503 \ : ■{.<'

Bureau requested to; ascertain if data developed 

about CARMICHAEL in the passport '-investigation previously 

obtained by the,Dept. .



FD-3 6^Bjj3v. 5-2 2-64)

AL L • I Nt .0 RM AT IQ 
HEREIN 'IB ■■UNCL 
DATE '' 12-2 0-2 0 0 •1’AI'V'MLT/' jhe<-

Transmit the following in

FBI

/ Date: 2/23/68
PLAINTEXT

Via TELETYPE
(Type in plaintext or code)

RRED
(Priority)

| IMr. Tolson
IMr. DeLoach— 
IMr. Mote
'Mr. Bishop-'.__
IMr? Casper.__
Mr. Callahan-
| Mr. •’ Conrad....

I Mr. Felt'—_— 
|Mr. Gale......_— 
|Mr. Rosen...;—

T^JlivanV 
Tavel_ —

. 1| Mr. Trotter___
ITele. Room___
IM;sS Holmes— 
iMiss- Qa&djt—.

TO: Director and sacs Atlanta 
LOS ANGELES AND 
SAN FRANCISCO

FROM SAC WFO (100-43503)

• ItCs^***-

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-M; SEDITION.

RE LOS ANGELES TELETYPE AND ATLANTA RADIOGRAM FEBRUARY

■TWENTYONE LAST. J

WFO SOURCES CONTACTED THIS DATE ADVISED THEY HAD RECEIVED

NO INFO THAT CARMICHAEL PLANNED TO BE IN ATLANTA ON FEBRUARY
. . . - - f

TIVENTYFOUR NEXT.

(?■)'- Bureau; . V (
2 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO

WWH:tab 
(6)

' Sent 
lecial Agent in Charge

—Approved M Per



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

.V
'V ■

r 
t

[
f

Transmit the'..following, in

TELETYPE .
Vi n- __________ _ ___  '

' . '. Date
: PLAINTEXTr '

2/23/68

(.Type in plaintextrpr code) 
- URGENT t-?:.; /

(Priority)-

TO TOR AND SACS CHARllpTTE

A COLUMBIA

f NEW YjORK AND

NEWARK-. 7'

FROM: - SAC WFO (100-43503)

.STOKELY CARMICHAEL; .IS - M; !SEDITION.,

•Mr. tTplson ..'oil-. 
Mrs DeLoach——- 
Mr. Mohr_.__i- 
Mr.' Bishop—__ 

. Mr.? Gasper...
Mr. Callahan——' 
Mr. 'Conrad. — 
Mr. Felt. ........ -
Mr. Gale—

r. Rosen.—r— 
[JySulliv:

r. Tavel.__
Mr.' Trotter—

—1 !Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes-

.‘ I l fian<t?_

, .b'7

. J ,ijb
’ J

RE CHARLOTTE TELETYPE FEBRUARY TWENTIiTWO LAST

■ SUBJECT DEPARTED WDC ENROUTE SAN FRANCISCO FEBRUARY

FIFTEEN LAST AND AS OF FEBRUARY T tfENTYTWO STILL ON WEST COAST.

NO INFO; AVAILABLE. WFO THAT SUBJEC'
•’ ■ b7'"

OWNS A CAR. NEW -YORK

DETERMINE REGISTRATION NEW YORK Li :cense

POSSIBILITY EXISTS OWNER OF AUTO MAY BE PERSON BY SAME SURNAME

AS SUBJECT.
■''J ALL INFORMAT ’ 

' < HEREIN -IS' UN( 
.--'-PATE '12-20-21

a

ADMINISTRATIVE

AIRMAIL COPY SENT TO ATLANTA

- Bureau ■

2 - Teletype Unit

1 - Atlanta (AM)

2 - WF O

ON -CONTAINED-.-'- . . ';
LASSTFlgD- 2 ’ '-
0.5 .BY 6030.9.-AUG TAM/-MLT/JHF

■ ie FEB 28 1968’'
a .

WWH:tab

<7)

V.
Sent _

Special' Agent- in C.harge- ': -
M ’ ,Per._,Approved



-t

12-20-2005

# 983317

WASH DC

10-20AM URGENT

T

NEW YORK

DIRECTOR SAN

AND

(WFO AND NEW

ENCIPHERE

2-21-68 N'JZ

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN -1S UNCLASSIFIED 
DAT E

FEB 211968

FRANCISCO WFO ATLANTA

PITTSBURGH -ENCODE

YORK VIA WASHINGTON)

FROM LOS ANGELES (100-68783) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISCELLANEOUS SEDITION

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED THIS

M&?'3,olson™__ 
M
M/rj&ojjf.___2

Mr. casper__
Mr. Callahan__
Mr. Conrad..... .
Mr. Felt______
Mr. Gale ...___ .

. Rosen
^SullivanjK— 

vel....__
Mr. Trotter.. 
Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy.

CINCINNATI DETROIT

DATE CARMICHAEL

LEFT LOS ANGELES APPROXIMATELY NINE PM, FEBRUARY TWENTY

LAST, EN ROUTE SAN FRANCISCO VIA UNKNOWN AIRLINES IN COMPANY

TWO NEGRO MALE " BLACK PANTHERS CARMICHAEL TO SPEAK AT

UNKNOWN MEETING OAKLAND TODAY.

CARMICHAEL SCHEDULED DEPART SAN FRANCISCO UNKNOWN DATE

VIA AIR FOR ATLANTA, AND MAY RETURN LOS ANGELES IN MARCH TO

ATTEND "BLACK PANTHER" BANQUE^c.,..(Td >
SAN FRANCISCO VERIFY CARMTCHA’EL’S PRESENCE AND ATTEMPT

0 /l^'
ASCERTAIN ITINERARY /AND FURNISH FOR INFORMATION ATLANTA . ■* " ’ V * *

. END PAGE ONE 

iWO COJI2S W

k RELAYEDpTD
• ® MACH FOR THE D1RIBTOB



PAGE TWO i|

NOTIFY INTERESTED OFFICES TO COVER PER INSTRUCTIONS

BUREAU AIRTEL ALL OFFICES, DECEMBER TWENTY ONE,■ LAST.

ADMINISTRATIVE y

IDENTITY OF CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE is| 

| WHO FURNISHED INFORMATION TO SA|

THREE AM, FEBRUARY TWENTY ONE, INSTANT.

END

MKP JPREL®

FBI WASH EXX DC



hlljl-j, in
17-1 (Rev. 8-11-03)

^TTinrrn ri '.T/rr-:?zar7ffir

ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

□ FOIA/PA E3 Litigation [J Executive Order Applied

Requester:____________________________________________________________________________________________
Subj ect:'
Computer or Case Identification Number:
Title of Case:_________________________________________________________________ Section_________________
* File__________________________________________ ;__________________________________________________ Z___
Serials Reviewed:___________________________________________________________ __________________________

Release Location: *File Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit, b2

File Number: 1 " i'7 J ~ 0 J (D'A: 'J Section I
Serial(s) Reviewed: A- \ I______________________________________ _________________________________

FOIPA Requester: ________________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Subject: ________■__________________________ :__________ I___________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: X \ j 7__________________________________ ______________________________

File Number:
Serial(s) Reviewed:

Section

FOIPA Requester: .
FOIPA Subject: ________________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number:______________________________________________________________________________

File Number:
Serial(s) Reviewed:

Section

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number:

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

SCANNED BY DocLab (RMD)

DATE: . 5? '2r(}SDATE; ATTENTION

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUG/ TAM/' DCG/' bls

LAST SERIAL: I DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE

m..it. < .ir.'Hi



5-l-!3n ((9-29-65)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS unclassified
DA.TE 03-02--Tin fA RV r-n-.r-.r- >-UUu Bl b0a09„.' AUG/TAM/DCG/bls

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 2/22/68
Stokely Carmichael, former Chairman 

of Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee, has been in California since 
2/17/68 where he has made several speeches 
at rallies before predominantly black 
nationalist groups to obtain funds for the 
defense of Huey Newton. Newton has been 
indicted and is presently incarcerated 
for the murder of a policeman in the 
Oakland, California area. He is a leader 
of the Black Panther Party for Self-Defens 
the most militant black nationalist party 
on the West coast.

e

Attached reports a speech by 
Carmichael at Merrit College in Oakland, 
during which he called for Negroes to take 
up guns.

Information in the attached was 
furnished to the Inter-Division Informatici 
Unit of tiie Department and to the Attorney 
General. Pertinent portions of this 
teletype will also be furnished to the 
White House, the military and appropriate 
agencies by memorandum.

n

FBG:tap



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
FEB 2 2 1968

Mr,. Tolson 

®fr. DeLii^

FBI WASH DC*

fbi san Fran
12:1 M 2-22-68 DEFERRED KWL

. Mr. Callahan.
J Mr. Conrad— 
j Mr. Felt.— 
| Mr. Gale__ 
!*  55Rosen/ 

Sullrt 
Tavel
Trotter____ i

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes . , , 
Miss ’’Gandy

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) AND SAC, WFO (100-43503)

Mr.
_ Mr. 

Mr.

FROM: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-21)

& XJiTBBNAi SECUBTiX

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, IS-MI SC ELLA NEOUS; SEDITION

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE FEBRUARY TWENTY LAST

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL APPEARED AT MERRITT COLLEGE, FIFTY SEVENTH

AND GROVE STREETS, .OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA, AT THREE FIFTY FIVE

P.M. TO ADDRESS ALL DAY RALLY IN MEMORY OF DEATH OF MALCOM X

SPONSORED BY BLACK STUDENTS UNION. ATTENDED BY APPROXIMATELY,

ONE THOUSAND COMPOSED NINETY SEVEN PERCENT NEGRO. ADMISSION

TO SPEECH WAS ONLY AFTER PERSONAL SEARCH AT DOOR. 
ft "DONATION OF FIFTY CENTS WAS ALSO COLLECTED.

CARMICHAEL SPOKE FOR APPROXIMATELY TWENTY MINUTES FOLLOWED

BY QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD. HE SPOKE-OF GENOCIDE OF NEGRO ' W *

RACE AND SAID-CTaS-WHITES AGAINST ALL PEOPLE OF COLOR V

MAIN THEME WAS TOSE SURVIVAL OF AFRICANS DEPENDS' UPOnZeA'CH OF
US HAVING LOVE FOR OUR RACE"DURING QUESTION AND
ANSWER PERIOD, CARMICHAEL STATED ^BRAINS ARE NOT ENOUGH, J j L 4

WE MUST TAKEUP GUNS EW=W&TE.- ___ _ 1

END PAGE One ■ ■ I vU-' O-W . '18 FEB 28 1968; ■



PAG E TWO

CARMICHAEL APPEARED AGAIN AT MERRI Tl COLLEGE AT TEN PM AND 

SPOKE FOR THIRTY MUNUTES BEFORE A CROWD OF APPROXIMATELY ONE 

THOUSAND, APPROXIMATELY NINETY-FIVE PERCENT NEGRO. A " DONATION" 

OF ONE DOLLAR WAS COLLECTED UPON ENTERING AUDITORIUM AND AFTER 

HIS SPEECH CARMICHAEL PAUSED SO THAT A DONATION FOR THE DEFENSE OF 
HUEY P. NEWTON COULD BE COLLECTED. THE THEME OF CARMICHAEL’S 

SPEECH WAS THE SAME AS THAT DURING THE AFTERNOON ONE AND HE 

FOLLOWED THIS WITH A QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD.

THOSE ATTENDING THE EVENING SPEECH WERE NOT SEARCHED UPON 

ENTERING AUDITORIUM.

END
RCH

FBI WASH DC*  
D CLRX



F B"l

Date: 2/14/68

• [ Mr. .T&lsonb__ 
Mk ‘D«Loach;i

। Mr. M?hr_^_s 
( Mr, Bishop-.— 

P'Eat-C.wer-—'-
.’ •Mi',.' CfiJlahan.-

P Mr. ..OiniaiL-
: Mr. Pfllt..-.— 
r-lar. C a <■—Pp 
;■ Mi', AtcDenM—■.

£

■ Transmit .the.’foliow-ing^ih
(Type in plaintext or code) ”lVif. ..-'Tavel—

■iMrPTiJotter-—

Via AIRTEL
(Priority J

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P) b / C

Miss ?j0imes:.v 
. Miss. Gandy--—

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS ; 
SEDITION

ReBulet, 2/2/68

. •;* Enclosed herewith for the Bureau arep^LIp copies of
andLHM regarding the.above captionedmatter. Two copies 
are furnished Atlanta. pr’T't' <

The sources contacted by WFO With hegative results 
areas follows:

■r>.
j ■■

d!

Bureau (Enc. 11)
2: - Atlanta,(Enc. 2) (100-6812) (RM) 
1 - WFO

WWH:jmg

AIRTEL

i Charge

' ALL 'T.M5pRMA;T(-tOW' COt'WAIMED’ 
jREIBf: IS '■gBICLAS’glFIEB,;. ' ‘

20Q6- :BY filXJBB/AUC/TAM/DCSZ-bl

Sent. M — Per



WFO 100-43503 '' ../ \

The following individualsywerey contacted'^' who. advised 
they had no information r egarding the Tri-Continental Maga z ine:

;• b'7C

WDC, advised; on*  2/14/68, that the records of :the \ 
library show, TrijContinental Magazine to be published in 
Havana, Cuba, by the Executive Secretariat'of -the Organization 
of Solidarity with the Peoples <pf. Asia, Africa1 and La tin Amer© 
tea, She: stated that the Library has copies of the magazine 
available on loan to departments and agencies of the government 
upon request beginning with issues June, 1967 ■ She stated that 
the September, 1967, issue also had anarticle written by i 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL entitled: ''The African Americans and the 
Third World." - '

■ 'X-,If.. not already done, the Bureau may want to obtain
copies of the abovearticle for perusal by?the Department;X,
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File No.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D.C. 20535 
February 14; 1968

ALL. INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLAgSl.FIEjy .
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AOC/TAM/ DOG,' bls

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The July-August, 1967, issue of the magazine "Tri 
Continental," published in Havana, Cuba, by the Organization 
of Peoples of Asia, Africa, and Latin America, contained ah 
article shown as written by Stokely Carmichael entitled: 
"The Third World -Our World." > -

Sources who are acquainted with some of the activ
ities of Carmichael, upon being contacted advised they had 
no knowledge of the above mentioned article.or information 
by whom it was written.

COPIES DESTROYS
343 24 1871

This document contains neither . '

recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the property of 
the F: I ;s ioa.led to agency. 
it and JW !ts are not fo be 
OMtr-ibutih c. ■..'.’•Lj ycur agency. -
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HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE' 03-02-2006 BY 60309/AUC/
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Date: 2/27/68

Transmit the following in__________________________________ ;____ ;_______________ ._______ .•
(Type in plaintext or code) z '

Via AIRTEL _______  _______ ;AIR MAIL - REGISTERED __________J
(Priority) ।

------ ----------------- :------- ------------------------------ '--------- -----------------------___________ _____________1_

TO DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM : SAC, LOS ANGELES -(157-NEW)

RE RUMOR OF RACIAL VIOLENCE, 
SUMMER OF 1968 AT WASHINGTON, D. C. 
RM- INFORMATION CONCERNING

Submitted herewith are eight copies of a LHM concerning 
the above-captioned natter for the information of the Bureau. 
Two extra copies are also being forwarded for inclusion in . 
the Bureau files concerning STOKELY CARMICHAEL and the 
Washington Spring Project.
__________ The source mentioned is identified as

Clo$ liaison is being maintained with this 
source ror any further information in this regard, which if 
received, will be reported promptly.

_____ No request is.being made at this time.to interview 
_____to protect the identity of the source and also to avoid 
the possibility of any unfavorable publicity as *- s 
presently a controversial figure in the Los Angeles area.

This LHM is being classified as "Conflj^otial'' 
because of the information furnished by the source, which if
revealed could reasonably lead to her identification and 
compromise a source of continuing value.

- Bureau (Enc.

1 - Atlanta (Info)(157-2924)(Enc. 1)(RM) 
1 - Washington Field (Info)(Enc. 1)(RM)
2 - Los Angeles

428))

NOT
202 itfAR 12 1968

Approved:
3 v J 4 '\j 4 (I tsJ

@a'i A.

Sent M Per



LA 157-NEW ....... .... ........ ' ■'

LEADS ' ’ ...... “ ... ■ .. ..... ’ ...

ATLANTA AND WASHINGTON FIELD (INFORMATION): Copies 
of this.LHM are being forwarded to these offices as they have 
an interest in this matter.

LOS ANGELES

AT_LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA:.Will open a control n ww v» e'+ft <•% a4>Y/\wfile and follow for appropriate actTon.
Copies of the enclosed LHM are being disseminated

to local military agencies, U. S. Attorney, and ,U. S. Secret 
Service, Los Angeles.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles, California 
February 27, 19^8

RUMOR OF RACIAL VIOLENCE 
SUMMER OF 1Q68 

WASHINGTON, D. C.
RM-INFORMATION CONCERNINC-

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, advised on February 25, 1968, that _____________
allegedly attended a meeting of Mexican-Americans and 
Negroes in the Watts section of Los Angeles, California, 
on Monday evening, | At this meeting,
a discussion took place concerning potential racial violence and 
revolution in the United States according to| H It was 
indicated that this violence would be triggered when 
there is a march on Washington in the summer of 1968, which 
will be led by Stokely Carmichael of the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC).

are "tied in" with the
stated the Black Muslims (see appendix) 
Communists and will work together to

cause racial violence in this country which will start during 
the middle of the summer of 1968. He states, "I can give you 
the exact time”, but he did not offer any further specific 
information in this regard.

b'7C

b7D

b7C

b7D

_____ I stated that Carmichael told him that he would 
give him,

_____ |made no further comments regarding the potential 
racial violence, but stated that United States troops should 
get out of Vietnam.



0
RUMOR OF RACIAL VIOLENCE 
SUMMER OF 1968 
WASHINGTON, D. C.
RM - INFORMATION CONCERNING

Name 
Race 
Sex 
Age 
Height 
Weight 
Build 
Hair 
Miscellaneous

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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APPENDIX

NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly Referred to as 
The Muslim Cult of Islam, also known 

as Muhammad’s Temples of Islam

In January 1957> a source advised Elijah Muhammad has 
described his organization on a nationwide basis as the "Nation 
of Islam" and "Muhammad's Temples of Islam."

On May 5? 1967^ a second source advised Elijah Muhammad 
is the national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI); Muhammad's 
Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, 
Illinois, is the national headquarters of the NOI; and in mid-1960 
Muhammad and other NOI officials, when referring to Muhammad's 
organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using either "Mosque 
or "Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad's Temples of Islam".

The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was 
originally organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan. Muhammad 
claims to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to 
lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness 
of North America by establishing an independent black nation in 
the United States. Members following Muhammad's teachings and 
his interpretation of the "Koran" believe there is no such thing 
as a Negro; the so-called Negroes are slaves of the white race, 
referred to as "white devils", in the United States; and the 
white race, because of its exploitation of the so-called Negroes, 
must and will be destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon."

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, including 
Muhammad, have refused to register under the provisions of the 
Selective Service Acts and have declared that members owe no 
allegiance to the United States.

On May 5> 1958j> the first source advised Muhammad had, 
upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal statements 
and instructions to his ministers concerning the principles of 
his organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by the 
United States Government; however, he did not indicate any 
fundamental changes in the teachings of his organization.

APPENDIX CONTINUED

3
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APPENDIX CONTINUED

NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly Referred to as 
The Muslim Cult of Islam, also known

as Muhammad's Temples of Islam

On May 2, 1966, a third source advised Muhammad had, 
in early July, 195o.j decided to de-emphasize the religious, as
pects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic 
benefits to be derived ty those Negroes who joined the NOI.
This policy change, according to Muhammad, would help him acquire 
additional followers and create more interest in his programs.

APPENDIX

4*
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

♦ TED STATES DEPARTMENT O^USTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Los Angeles, California 
February 27, 1968

Title RUMOR OF RACIAL VIOLENCE, 
SUMMER OF 1968 
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Character RM - INFORMATION CONCERNING
Reference Re LHM dated and captioned as 

above at Los Angeles, California

All sources (except any listed, below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

- 5 -

This document 
of the FBI and 
your agency.

contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the pronertv 
IS loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside



*Ft>*3lh(Re*v.  5-22-64)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

F B 1

Date: 2/21/68

Transmit the following in_____________________ _____________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, WFO (157-1426) (P)

BLACK UNITED FRONT r
RM (ORGANIZATION)

Re WFO airtel dated 2/20/68 
aka; SM - RAM."

captioned

11 copies of anEnclosed for the Bureau are

information furnished by him be maintained in the strictest
confidence.

As was pointed out in referenced airtel, ______
was most cordial and cooperative throughout the interview

& Oc JNI 3-Bureau (Enc. 11) 
^4-WFO

(1 - 100-43503 - STOKELY CARMICHAEL)
(1 •]
(1 ■
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WO 157-1426

and volunteered the information set forth in the LHM. He 
stated that he is most concerned about the activities of 
some of the Black Nationalist individuals and organizations 
in the United States and would furnish the FBI any 
information in his posession relating to such activities. 
He said it was his concern about STOKELY CARMICHAEL that 
caused him to become affiliated with |
______  since he realizes the only way he can keep abreast 
of their activities is to at least purport to show he is 
a '‘militant1' and interested in the movement. Isaid
he wanted it clearly understood that even though he.
classifies himself as a militant, he does not subscribe to 
any activity wherein a single innocent individual might be 
injured and his only wish for the Negro 
his lot in society through economic and 
endeavors.

is to improve

was high in his praise of the FBI, particu 
with reference to its penetration of the activities of 
the Communist Party and stated he wished the FBI could be 
as equally successful in penetrating the Black Nationalist 
movement. . He realized this is a most difficult under
taking and must be handled with complete discretion. He 
was not in a position to suggest anyone in this area who 
might be in a position to furnish information about such 
activities and did not feel persons closely associated with 
CARMICHAEL could be trusted to an approach by the FBI.

b7C

_____________________________________ |while the
interviewing Agents were in his home and ascertained that 
CARMICHAEL is not expected to return to Washington, D. C. 
until the end of February, 1968„ It was not possible for 
him to ascertain CARMICHAEL'S itinerary at that time but 
said he would endeavor to do so and would inform WFO as soon 
as he had obtained this information. He further advised he 
would advise WFO just as soon as he has determined the 
exact date of the Board of Conveners' meeting as well as the 

-2-



WFO 157-1426

exact date and place of the BUF general meeting scheduled 
for March 19, 1968. He said he vzill be happy to make 
information about these two meetings available to the FBI 
but suggested that he not be contacted immediately after 
the meetings are completed due to the fact some of the 
people linger after the meetings and it might cause him 
embarrassment.

_______ |said that at the present time he is completely 
accepted and trusted by members of BUF and he wants it to 
remain this way until he decides to cease his association 
with the organization. He said there is continuous talk 
at the meetings about the orgainzation being infiltrated 
by||and the FBI and there are joking remarks about

b2

b7C

b'7D

the identity of the person who is working for the FBI and 
sit so far he has heard of no one being specifically 

accused of this.

1'Memorandum No. 8" referred to in the LHM, is 
not being set out in this LHM inasmuch as it was furnished 
to the Bureau by airtel under?? this caption dated 2/14/68.

_______ |said he had, on that date, received a 
letter from ADAM CLAYTON POWELL. JR.,I

As [understands it, POWELL had been invited by the 
Howard students to speak and he desired to do so on 
3/SL/68 since that is the time MARTIN LUTHER KING is to 
appear in Washington. D. C.

-3-



WFO 157-1426

b7C

WFO what date POWELL expects to be in Washington. D. C. b7D
did say that although POWELL makes some militant 

statements at times, there has never been an instance 
where he can be accused of fomenting violence. He added 
"There has never beeh any trouble anywhere immediately 
after Adam has spoken."

WFO, UACB, will continue to contact| |in
an effort to ascertain information relating to the activities 
of the BUF and at the same time evaluate his potential as 
a PRI. It appeared that he was most sincere in his 
statements made on this interview and that he sincerely 
has concern about some of the activities occurring in the 
Black community today. It is also believed he was sincere 
in his desire to be of assistance to the FBI.

-4-



In Reply, PIcuse Refer to 
File No.

VITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

■Zashington, D. Co 20535 
Feb~uary 21, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUC/' TAM/DCG/ bls

BLACK UNITED FRONT 
_______(BUF)____

A source, with whom there has been insufficient 
contact to assess his reliability, on February 19, 1968 
furnished -Special. Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
the following information regarding the BUF in the 
Washington, D. C. (v©C) , area:

The BUF was formed in V/DC on the evening of 
January 9, 1968 at the New School of Afro-American Thought 
(New School), 2208 lAt^i Street, N. W-., WDC. This meeting 
was called by Stokely-^armlchael and was attended by some 
100 persons« At"the outset of this meeting Carmichael 
explained how BUF could attain its goals and in so doing

Source thought it highly
unusual ho would use those two men as examples in a meeting 
of this nature knowing both to represent communist ideologies <> 
So far as the source was able to ascertain., this example 
went unnoticed by others attending the meeting and in view 
of this, the source thought it best that he not challenge 
Carmichael on his statements0

This meeting resulted in the naming of 17 
individuals to serve on a Steering Committee, which was later 
to be referred to as the Board of Conveners, The purpose of 
this body was to draw up a statement of purpose of the BUF as 
well as the achievements it was to attempt to accomplish ■



BLACK UNITED FRONT (BUF)

on behalf of the Black people in the WDC area, Carmichael 
was named to serve as a termprary Chairman and as a member 
of the Board of Conveners, but with no more power or authority 
to act for the BUF than any other member.

The Board of Conveners held their first meeting at 
2840 Knox Terrace, S. E.t Washington, D. C», on January 14, 
1968. During this meeting there was considerable discussion 
with regard to the program and policies of the BUF as it related 
to improving the lot of the Black man in the United States. 
While this discussion was in progress, a program was drafted 
called "Memorandum No. 8," which outlined the (1) Statement 
of Purpose, (2) Standards for Qualification, (for membership) 
and (3) Procedure to Follow (for membership). In addition, 
it outlined the BUF position with regard to Dr. Martin Luther 
King’s Washington Spring Project and the Emergency Committee 
on the Transportation Crisis. These positions are that the 
BUF supports the issues that Dr. King speaks of in his campaign 
to better the conditions of Black people and of the Emergency 
Committee on the Transportation Crises to stop the acquisition 
of land and property in WDC. The issue of supporting "welfare 
mothers" in their opposition to Public Law 1492 was verbally 
agreed upon but was not made a part of the memorandum.

When these matters were agreed upon, some of 
those present wanted to draw up a press release with regard 
to the above. It was suggested a formal press conference 
would be more appropriate in order to obtain more coverage 
by the news media. When this was agreed upon, a : discussion 
ensued as to who would be the spokesman to release the 
information in the memorandum. This developed into quite 
a controversy because several persons wanted to speak. 
During this controversy, Carmichael suggested that since 
people have a tendency to refer to the organization as 
the Stokely Carmichael BUF, he would prefer not to speak

-2-
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BLACK UNITED FRONT (W)

kith regard to Carmichael's trip abroad, source 
stated he is at a loss to understand how Carmichad could 
have made some of the c-sssneats he did about the United 
States, especially if he had observed some of the horrible 
conditions in the Socialist countries ha visited. The 
source is of ths opixiion Carmichael only saw what the 
leaders of these countries wanted him to see. On one 
occasion the source observed Carmichad on television while 
he was abwUad and pot the definite impression Carmichael 
was not acting like himself and could have been under the 
influence.'of some drug.

Source conjectured that Carmichael’s present 
sources of income are from royalties of his speeches which 
have been released and are being sold in Europe; his books; 
and his speaking engagements in the United States. In 
the latter instance, his expenses are paid for by the 
organization sponsoring his appearance which is the 
customary method of handling these 'matters. Source added 
Carmichael may be getting a feu dollars frw. SECC, but if 
so it does rot amount to much since the organization is 
practically bankrupt.

Source said Carmichael is now visiting the 
Watts area of Los Angeles, California, and will not return 
to the Washington, D. C., area until the "last of the 
month.” Ha will return, however, in time for a EOF Board 
of Conveners meeting scheduled for the evening of either 
March. 4 or 5, 1913. The next gencuol meeting of the EUF 
is tentatively scheduled for March 19, 1.958 s but will not 
be confirmed until the Board of Conveners’ meeting.

In evaluating the TUB, the source stated that 
up to this point it has taken a moderate view on most of 
the issues, Ke believes that they would bo against oxy 
form of racial violence and desire to accomplish their aims 
through the. election of Black candidates to public office



BL ACK_ ULI TED _FRONT (BUT)

and economic bettxrs’.c.nt. The latter is to be cot a inc ’J 
through ownership of business establisir"ants and better 
jobs, particularly in the Black, community. Source said he 
nss co t a a i a Ox' ■- J-y L.-umi du a<J-
that it is absurd to mint cf the Black nan complately 
taking over a police or-fire deparcsent in a large, 
metropolitan area because there just are not enough qualified 
Negroes at this time to do this*  The sane principle 
applies to the colleges and universities, due to the 
fact there are not enough qualified black professors 
in the scientific and technical fields.
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CORRELATION SUMMARY

Main File No:
See also:

100-446080
25-539590; 44-26288;
44-27110; 44-30194;
44-33352; 44-33381;
44-33627; 174-426

Date: 2/29/68

Subject: Stokely Carmichael 
hfi'All logical variations of subject's 
I and identical references were found

H1
u'i

? "I Ur ‘■ <. —•
u urf’ti f3*G  5’V V'iSii'd ia? li !i Euui3 8Hf d fi'fejfcjj

Date Searched: 5/9/67

name and aliases were searched
as

' JStptedw Carmichael 
3-S .^Carmlcha^l .

N /^Stoakley^aViSichael 
' \pt o a k 1 y '^^r^ictia'e 1 

t o c k e 1 y & apflllc h a e 1 
/ >-8t o c k 1 e y ^5ar mi c ha e 1 

I jj-'-Btokeley^darmlchael

-Stoker 
Stokej/^

ichaelv 
___ a chael 
'tokley^Carmichael 
' t o k1y^Carmieha e1 
t'b ke 1 y ^^rfficha 1 - 
tokely^aiwiichial 
-.^Welcher '

This is a summary of information obtained from a review of 
all "see" references to the subject in Bureau files under the names 
and aliases listed above. All references under the above names 
containing data identical with the subject have been included except 
any indicated at the end of this summary under the heading REFERENCES 
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY.

THIS SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE SEAT OF 
GOVERNMENT AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR DISSEMINATION. IT IS DESIGNED TO 
FURNISH A SYNOPSIS OF THE INFORMATION SET OUT IN EACH REFERENCE, AND 
IN MANY CASES THE ORIGINAL SERIAL WILL CONTAIN THE INFORMATION IN
MORE DETAIL.

Analyst Coordinator



ABBREVIATIONS

Add. info Additional information appearing in 
this reference which pertains to 
Stokely Carmichael can be found in 
the main file or elsewhere in this 
summary.

CORE................................ Congress of Racial Equality

SNCC................................ Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee

*****

According to the Jackson, Mlaa.., Police Department, one Stokely 
Carmichael, Jackson PD number 20978;F I NY, was
arrested*  in Jackson and admitted picketing in Leesburg, la., Washington, 
Dll, Maryland and New York. (Dates not given)

100-442375-2
(Wj

* 6/8/61
b7C

The following references in the file captioned "Freedom Ride, 
1961; Illinois Central Railroad Train #2, New Orleans, La., to Jackson, 
Miss., 10:20 AM, 6/8/61," contain Information relating to the arrest 
of Stokely Carmichael and other Freedom Riders on 6/8/61 in Jackson. 
On 7/19/61, Carmichael was released on $500 cash bond and 9/20/61 was 
set as the date for his trial. On 9/18/61, Carmichael was sentenced to 
four months in :iali . suspended and fined $200 which amount was paid I

REFERENCE

157-387-739
-981

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(M) 
(^r)

(continued)



(continued)

REFERENCE

157-387-1050 p.10
-1077
-1135 P.1-3
-1165

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

On 6/3/64. was interviewed at the
_________________________________________________ and furnished Information 
concerning his participation in civil rights activities, I__________
stated that in January 1962, he met with | ~
_____________________ |and Stokely Carmichael and [both
members nf SNCC. and offered his services tn SNCC hv obtaining lists b / C

worked in __________
was practically forced 
element in

during the period of 1/5-20/62, at which time he 
to leave town from pressure from the white

b7c It was noted that____________ [mental condition was unknown and
information furnished by him had not been verified to any degree.

100^3-116-1744 p.3

By letter dated 3/22/62, the AG was furnished with a resume 
of Information on the background of six Individuals involved in the 
'bit-in" at the office of the AG fdate not glvenl 1n protest of the___
arrests of
The letter disclosed that one stokely Carmichael was arrested in 
Jackson, Miss., in the Summer of 1961, in connection with Integration 
activities. On 9/18/61, he entered a nolo contendere plea in Hinds 
County Court and was given a four-month suspended sentence and fined 
$200. On 11/11/61, Carmichael was arrested in Baltimore, Md., during 
attempts to integrate Baltimore restaurants.

Coov of FBI Identification Record 
| enclosed

44-19090-19
Si'100-440934-6 p.10
(4^748T) ("The Sun Star" 11/12/61) 

(Add. info.)
SI 157-4-3-13 encl.p.3
(2^r) (Baltimore City Police Department 

Baltimore, Md.)
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140-0-73800
M)

On 7/28/63,_____Jackson, Miss.,
of the Civil Rights Section of the Department that 
in Jackson, but planned to return to Greenwood, Miss., with Stokley 
Carmichael. (No further details.)

advised a representa tive 
had been

100-3-116-616

The "Worker" issue of 9/8/63, contained an article captioned 
"National Student Parley Stresses Equality Fight," datellned Bloomington, 
Ind., which set out the results of the annual Congress*  of the National 
Student Association (100-346566). The article disclosed that the presence 
of Stokley Carmichael and other SNCC leaders (date not given), and 
SNCC's active participation in the proceedings changed the character of 
various phases of the Congress. (Details set out)

IOO-346566-A The "Worker" 9/8/63

*held on 8/18-28/63, Bloomington, Ind.

The following references in the file captioned "Second American 
Revolution" pertain to the conference on the current Negro movement in 
America sponsored by the students of Bryn Mawr and Haverford Colleges

(continued)



(continued) ...
which was scheduled to be held on'2/7-9/64 at Haverford College, 
Haverford, Pa. Stokely Carmichael had been invited and was scheduled 
to participate in the 2/8/64 program in the seminar, "Violence, Non- 
Violence, Civil Disobedience I." (Background data set out)

REFERENCE

157-1525-2 p.2
-15 encl.p.2,3
-18 p.2

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

On 7/12/64, Stokely Carmichael. 619 Howard Street. Greenwood. 
Miss., advised that on that date, 
Greenwood, had reported to him that she had learned that several young 
white men were planning to bomb the SNCC (157-1787) office and had 
instructed the Greenwood city firemen not to respond to any calls.

On 7/12/64, the Greenwood Police Department and the Mississippi 
Highway Patrol, Greenwood, were furnished the above information.

157-1787- 3

Correlator's Note: According to serial 2, Carmichael 
furnished the above Information to the Civil Rights 
Division of the Department which, in turn, requested the 
Bureau to interview Carmichael.

________ By letter dated 7/20/64,____________________________________
________|NYC, furnished his observations concerning the communist undertones 
in the civil rights movement in Mississippi. | |disclosed
that he had recently (date not given) read of the arrest of Stokely 
Carmichael for a traffic violation in Mississippi and identified 
Carmichael as a current friend of| ~Iwho bad been an
open communist for the past five years.

173-0-29



On 8/5/64, a. group 8f 'Negroes', apparently led by Stokley 
Carmichael, were observed upon their arrival at the Tallahatchie County 
Courthouse, Sumner, Miss. Prior to their departure, Carmichael advised 
SAs that he and several other Mississippi Summer Project workers had 
accompanied the Negroes to the Courthouse for voter registration, but 
learned that registration was held at the principal county seat of 
Tallahatchie County at Charleston on that particular date. The group then 
proceeded to Charleston where they were registered without Incident.

56-23/3-99

Correlators Note: According to serial 94, the Department 
requested the Bureau to observe the above registration 
attempt due to the dangerous conditions in that area.

b7C _____________________________________________

 On 8/25/64, Jackson Office advised that________________________  
[Greenwood, Miss., who had been partially cooperative 

with the Jackson Office, had reported that Stokley Carmichael and others 
had departed Greenwood en route to Atlantic City, 1LJL. It was unknown 
to__________ whether or not the group planned any demonstrations in
connection with the Democratic National Convention (100-442527).

100-442527-234
(^T

The Congressional Record for 9/29/64, pages A4953-A4954, set 
forth remarks concerning the voter registration program in Mississippi 
by Congressman Ryan (D) New York, and excerpts from an article published 
in the September 1964 issue of "Ebony" magazine entitled, "Crusade in 
Mississippi: Council of Federated Organizations Conducts Summer-Long 
Project." The article commented on suggestions made by Stokely 
Carmichael to visiting members of Congress regarding the situation in 
Mississippi. According to the article, Carmichael suggested that the 
Congressmen speak out against hopelessness; e.g., statements by FBI 
Director J. Edgar Hoover that there was no more lawlessness in the State 
of Mississippi than anywhere else in the country and the US Justice 
Department's needing more evidence of a breakdown of law and order in 
Mississippi before it would send in marshals. (Record item set out)

62-109384-83



1The following referenSe^ irvthe- file captioned Mississippi 
Summer Project" contain Information concerning Stokeley Carmichael's 
participation in this program which was sponsored by the Council of 
Federated Organizations. Stokely Carmichael of the Bronx, NY, was one 
of the volunteers who applied and was accepted to attend the Orientation 
Conference at the Western College for Women, Oxford, Ohio, on 6/15-20/64, 
for training in civil rights activities. Upon completion of training, 
Carmichael was assigned to Greenwood, Miss. Subsequent investigation 
disclosed that Carmichael and other individuals connected with the 
project were reportedly associated with Communist Front organizations 
in the past. .

b7C

As of 12/3/64, Carmichael was included in the new leadership 
of the Mississippi Branch of SNCC. (Details regarding Carmichael's 
background, "left wing" interests, friendship with| 
and Jackson, Miss.-, arrest on 6/8/61, set out.)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

157-1676-56 encl.p.9
- 381 encl.p.2
-447
-679
- 997 encl.p.27
- 998 encl. .
- 1310 p.8
-1577

The following references in the file captioned "Mississippi 
Freedom Democratic Party" (MFDP) contain information concerning arrange
ments made by approximately 700 Negro Mississippi residents to travel to 
Washington, DC, during the period of 1/2-7/65, to exert pressure for 
congressional recognition of the MFDP representatives. Stokely Carmichael 
was identified as being involved in organizing the demonstration. On 
1/2/65, Carmichael attended a meeting in Washington, DC, at which plans 
for picketing activity at the Capital, FBI and other government agencies 
on 1/4/65 were discussed.

REFERENCE

62-109555-33 P.2
-51
-60 encl.p.2

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER



Jackson airtel, dated 1/14/65,-captioned "Council of Federated 
Organizations" (COFO) (62-109384) set forth information as set out in 
Bureau airtel, dated 1/11/65, captioned "CIRM," which related to the 
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party (MFDP), an outgrowth of COFO. During 
the period of 1/2-7/65, hundreds of Mississippi Negro residents appeared 
at Washington, DC, to protest the Congressional seating of duly elected 
representatives from Mississippi. Stokely Carmichael assisted in 
organizing this demonstration which was referred to as "The Challenge." 
In addition to Carmichael's subversive background, it was noted that a 
subversive element existed within the MFDP.

62-10.9384-91 p.3

b'7C
On 3/17/65 T I who

had previsouly advised of his intentions to travel to Alabama for the 
purpose of discussing the Negro civil rights movement with Governor 
Wallace, advised that he had accompanied a biracial group via plane to 
Selma, Ala., on 3/15/65, to attend the memorial service for Reverend 
James J. Reeb. | [stated that on 3/15/65, while awaiting his
flight to depart from Montgomery, he learned that a demonstration had 
taken place in Montgomery on that date, the details of which had been 
reported incorrectly by the press. | [stated that Stokley
Carmichael, SNCC, Montgomery, Ala., had witnessed the demonstration.

44-14106-290
(4#5
SI 44-14106-258
(W

b 7 D --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(protect laentiLy;,
described the events 01 a meeting 01 rne aoutnern oLuoenrs organizing 
Committee (100-442367) held at Old Gammon Theological Seminary, 
Atlanta, Ga., on 3/19-21/65. Stokely Carmichael, Field Secretary, SNCC, 
and a speaker at the conference, denounced American policies in Vietnam. 
Carmichael stated that it was Immaterial to SNCC that a field worker 
was a communist and that the FBI could red bait all the SNCC field 
secretaries they wished because this, too, was unimportant. (Excerpts 
of address set out)

100-442367-19 P-4-6
(^

-8-



The following referer®e>/contaln signed statements executed by 
Stokely Carmichael as the resul^*'OMe ‘moristrations at the locality 
indicated below. Carmichael indicated that he was arrested on the first
occasion, although he did not carry a sign during the picketing. 
(Signed statements set out)

DATE LOCALITY REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP
PAGE NUMBER

7/24/64 Greenwood, Miss. 44-24855-48 p.1-4,8

3/31/65 Selma, Ala. 44-14106-288 (6^
b2

b2

b'7C

56-2327-37 
(3€1

___________ By letter dated II/23/65, Confidential Informant)______ | 
provided the details of an appearance by Stokley Carmichael 

at Colgate University, Hamilton, NY, on 11/22/65, under the sponsorship 
of the Student Senate and the University Church. Carmichael spoke of the 
poor educational system and the harsh treatment of the Negroes in the 
South, stating that local sheriffs such as ________________  (not identified)
are not stopped by J. Edgar Hoover.

___________[furnished information concerning a proposed 
demonstration which was scheduled to be held during theprotest

appearance of Vice-President Hubert Humphrey at the University of 
Chicago, Chicago, Ill., on 1/14/66. According to informant, the affair 
was being organized by the Students for a Democratic Society and 
Stokely Carmichael would be a featured speaker.

62-IO9II9-I718



The 'Chicago Sun-Times" issue of 1/13/66, contained an article 
captioned "Gregory, Havighurst Head Political Action Parley" which 
announced the convention of the Committee for Independent Political 
Action (100-444877), scheduled to be held on 1/15/66 at McCormick Place, 
Chicago, Ill. According to the article, Stokely Carmichael would appear 
as a featured speaker.

100-444877-6

On 12/12/66, who was familiar with the activities
within SNCC at Atlanta, Ga., reported that since Stokely Carmichael 
was appointed as National Chairman of SNCC in April 1966, there had been 
a "weeding out" of Caucasians associated with SNCC.

105-158971-2 
(240

On 5/3/66, a mass meeting was held at the First Negro Baptist 
Church in Hayneville, Ala., for the purpose of nominating candidates 
for the 11/8/66 General Election. The meeting was called by the Lowndes 
County Freedom Organization which was commonly known as the Black 
Panther Party (157-4825) and headed by Stockley Carmichael. Carmichael 
stated the main purpose of the meeting was to prove that the Negroes 
in Lowndes County could be unified and vote as a block in the General 
Election. (informant not given)

157-4825-6

Correlator's Note: Above information appears to be the 
results of a fisur.

b7D On 5/25/66, _________advised that during a radio broadcast
(no further details), Stokely Carnuhhael stated that he felt that 
President Johnson intended to use th\ proposed 6/1-2/66 White House 
Conference on Civil Rights to direct Attention from the war in Vietnam.

Add. info.

157-555/\18

-10-



b2

b'7C ______ _

b7D________ ladvlsed tha, Stokely Carmichael
I______________________________ discussed the scheduled Black March Against
the White House Conference to be held on 6/1-2/66, in Washington, DC.

[allegedly stated that Carmichael and SNCC were in agreement with 
him in that they felt that the White House Conference would accomplish 
nothing.

that SNCC would be more militant under Carmichael's leadership.
In September 1964, a source (not identified) advised that RAM 

was dedicated to the overthrow of the capitalistic system in the US 
which would be replaced by a socialistic system oriented toward the 
Chinese Communist interpretstion of Marxism - Leninism.

100-357847-142 p.12,22

b?D ___________________ reported on 6/23/66 that
haa accompanied Stokeley Carmichael to Detroit Mich., in June 19bb, Fo 
attend an Afro-American Conference.*

100-446771-3
(37j
SI 100-446771-1

SI 100-445395-6 p.7

SI 100-441758-119 P.H

*6/15/66

_____________ | of the Memphis Police Department, 
Memphis, Tenn., advised that on 6/8/66, Martin Luther King. Stoklev_______

Carmichael, Floyd McKissick of CORE.|
]visited the hospital room of I I

According to| ]King immediately
took: over and stated emphatically that| | would not leave the
hospital and threatened the hospital administration with unfavorable 
publicity if they discharged



The "Herald-Examiner;,fi)^ Los Angeles daily newspaper, 
issue of 6/10/66, set forth information concerning a. newly formed group 
known as the National Conference for New Politics whose objective 
appeared to center on fund-raising campaigns for "New Left" candidates 
in the November 1966 elections. The article identified Stokly Carmichael 
as a. sponsor of the new organization.

105-138315-3516 p.2
G+tT
SI 62-IIO985-A "New York Times"
W 6/10/66
SI 62-110985-3
(4j ("New York Times" 6/10/66)

The following references in the file captioned "Memorial 
Motorcades for the Three Deceased Civil Rights Workers, Meridian and 
Philadelphia, Miss., 6/19-21/66" pertain to the activities of Stokely 
Carmichael and other civil rights leaders. Carmichael was scheduled 
to appear at a march on 6/21/66 and was present during the march on 
6/24/66, which concluded with brief speeches by Carmichael and the other 
leaders.

REFERENCE

44-33292-8
-11
-12

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

The "Detroit News" issue of 6/23/66, carried a column entitled 
"Town Talk" which contained an item captioned "New SNCC Head to Speak." 
The item disclosed that Stokley Carmichael would speak on SNCC’s "new 
direction" on 6/24/66, at the Negro History Festival in Central United 
Church of Christ, 7625 Linwood, Detroit, Mich. According to the article, 
the program was sponsored by Forum 66 (105-15^282), which was described 
as an Independent group of young men and women "dedicated to furthering 
Negro history, art and culture."

105-15^282-A "Detroit News" 6/23/66 
(4<T

"The Washington Post and Times Herald" issue of 6/29/66, 
contained an article datelined Atlanta, Ga., 6/28/66, captioned "King 
Says SNCC Tactic Sapped March." According to the article, Reverend Martin 
Luther King*stated  that the radical preachments of "black power" by SNCC
♦Subject of file 100-106670

V /^^ Dis
continued )



(continued)

blunted the effectiveness of the Mississippi Meredith March. During 
an interview, King stated that the evils of Mississippi or the urgent 
need for civil rights legislation were not emphasized in view of the 
fact that Stokely Carmichael chose the March as an arena for a debate 
over black power.

IOO-IO667O-A "The Washington Post and 
(6^ Times Herald" 6/29/66

b2

b D On 12/30/66,I Ifurnished a copy of a supplement to
"Perspectives," No. 2, 1966, which was self-described as a publication 
of the World Council of Peace (100-361031). This supplement, entitled 
"Let us act together to bring peace to Vietnam," set forth an interna
tional appeal for unity in demanding a conclusion to the war in Vietnam, 
which was launched in July 1966. The appeal had been directed to a 
limited number of representative people for their support and had received 
a response from individuals in 73 countries, Including Stokely Carmichael 
whose name appeared in the supplement.

Copy of Supplement enclosed 
100-361031-1000 encl.p.4

SI 100-361031-1004 p.2
(8^ (Legat, Bern)

The "Baltimore Sun" issue of 7/2/66, disclosed that on 7/1/66, 
during early sessions of the annual Convention of CORE (IOO-225892) 
held in Baltimore, Md., on 7/l-^/66, Lincoln 0. Lynch, Associate National 
Director of CORE, announced a new speaker on the Convention agenda, 
Stokely Carmichael. The newspaper further reported that Carmichael, 
during his address, attacked white suburbia and the poverty program.

100-225892-841 encl.p.2
47?

The following references appear in the file captioned "COMINFIL, 
Fort Hood Three Defense Committee" and contain information concerning the 
activities of this group which was organized to aid three ex-GIs 
imprisoned at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, for refusing orders sending them 
to Vietnam. The Committee's sponsors Included Stokely Carmichael, who, 
according to an article in the "National Guardian" issue of 7/9/66, 
supported the three soldiers and indicated that the best thing black GIs 

(continued)
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(continued)

in Vietnam could do was return home Immediately.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-446189-6
-7 P.7,9,10,18
-9 encl.p.6

b7C _________________
b?D advised that during the course of the Black Arts
convention and Workshop held at 7625 Linwood, Detroit, Mich., on 6/24/66, 

|in the Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM) 
(100-442bb4), stated that Stokely Carmichael was the leader of Black 
Power and the black man could only become a man through revolutionary 
practices.

_reported that on 7/27/66. ______________ lhad in his__  
possession a document captioned
who stated that copies would be given "only to those in the know. 11 The 
document indicated that the slogan "Black Power," initiated by Stokely 
Carmichael, had given impetus for a higher level of political action in 
the spontaneous rebellions against white racism.

Add. info.

100-442684-34-111 p.57,58,93

The "Chicago Sun-Times", issue of 7/29/66, carried an 
advertisement which announced that George Lincoln Rockwell and Stokley 
Carmichael would appear as guests on the "At Random" show, scheduled to 
be shown by CBS on the evening of 7/29-30/66. (No further details)

It was noted that Rockwell was the self-styled "Commander" 
of the American Nazi Party (105-70374).

10|y7°374-4627 p.13

The following references contain information concerning Stokely 
Carmichael's participation in the events of the combined Vietnam war 
protest and Hiroshima nuclear bombing commemoration scheduled to be held

(continued)



(continued)

on 8/6-9/66, his endorsement of the Black Power movement and his contact 
with Hardial Bains, former UBC*student,  at Chicago, Ill. Carmichael 
was reportedly scheduled to address rallies at Washington, DC, Cleveland, 
Ohio, and Philadelphia, Pa., on 8/6/66, and invitations to Los Angeles, 
Cal., and Providence, RI, were being considered. Carmichael attended 
the Cleveland function and voiced opposition to US intervention in 
Vietnam and suggested the utilization of Black Power to solve the
Nation's civil rights problem.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

Third International Days of Protest; August 6-9, 19^6

100-445949-14
-21
-42
-62
-113
-130
-160
-213
-226 encl.p.35
-250 encl.p.4

Bring The Troops Home Now Newsletter
100-445064-16 encl.p.13

Cominfil of the Fifth Avenue Vietnam Peace Parade Committee

100-445548-11 p.77 (MT
Demonstrations Protesting United States Intervention in Vietnam

105-138315-3590
-3703 p.11,16,17
-4923 p.76

♦University of British Columbia
b2

b7C

b7D
___________(advised that on 7/22/66, Stokelv Carminhapl__________

addressed a group of 11 individuals, including 
at a private residence in the Harlem section of NYC. During his speech, 
Carmichael asked for cooperation and a united front.

(continued)



(continued)
b2

b7C

On 7/28/66 and 8/1 p/66 reported that _________ had
indicated recent contacts with Carmichael in connection with organizing
a Black Panther Party in NYC.

Add. info.
105-132791-29 P.25,26,30,31
(2^1
SI paragraph 2
100-442684-473 

changed to
100-442684-34-93X

On 8/70/66.1 I the United States
Nationalist Party (USNP), NYC (105-33261), advised that he was disturbed 
over recent events in NYC and by statements by Stokely Carmichael and 
other Negroes concerning the use of "black power," force and violence to 
further their aims. | ~| stated that he could foresee a great tide of
resentment from the white people and Indicated that he would form a 
"white guard" if the present course of events continued.

105^33261-46
(•ah

b7C
The following references in the file captioned "Southern 

Christian Leadership Conference" (SCLC), contain information concerning 
Stokely Carmichael. Carmichael advised) 
that SNCC planned to issue a statement on 5/23/60 refusing SNCC partici- 
pation and generally condemning a scheduled White House Conference on 
Civil Rights to be held on 6/1-2/66 at Washington, DC. The SCLC and 
SNCC planned to coordinate their respective positions for protection 
against the "power structure." However, on 6/7/66, Carmichael, Reverend 
Martin Luther King, Jr., President of the SCLC, and other civil rights 
leaders met in Memphis, Tenn., to discuss plans to commence a march in 
Mississippi where | | A controversy developed
that the march might possibly be taken over by Carmichael and the left 
wing elements of SNCC and CORE, resulting in a "black nationalist thing." 
During discussions among SCLC leaders in September 1966, concern was 
voiced over Carmichael's conduct. He was branded as being dangerous and 
insane and it was suggested that he be isolated.

REFERENCE

100-438794-1432

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-43879^-1^75
-1571 encl.p.3
-1614 p.17,18,37,39-41
-1838 p.12,13

b'7C

_________ _________________[Rochester, NY, advised the Buffalo Office 
tha t one I________________________________________________________________ I

1 1 on 9/2/bb, demanded an immediate Interview
and announced FIGHT'S Intention to place 600 Negroes on Kodak's 
employment roles. During! 1 contacts with Kodak, he
indicated that "FIGHT" would demonstrate unless his demands were met. 
It was noted that Kodak had been advised confidentially that| ~~|

had contacted Stokely Carmichial and obtained a commitment
from carmichial to help the "FIGHT" attack on Kodak.

p.2

_ advised that during the proceedings of the National 
conference of the Workers World Party JWWP) (100-430172) at NYC on 
9/3-5/66, an address was made on 9/4/66,| [stated
that Stokely Carmichael planned to visit Philadelphia, Pa.., during the 
following week where there was an indictment against him. ________
indicated that if Carmichael was arrested 
violence would break out in Philadelphia, 
New York.

in Philadelphia, organized 
Chicago, Baltimore and possibly

Serial indicated that as of May 1965, had been active
and influential in the WWP for approximately two years.

100-430172-549 
(8f

encl.p.8

b / C

On 9/9/66,
Lexington, Ky., advised that he had contacted Stokley Carmichael in 
Atlanta, Ga ., in an effort to determine whether Carmichael intended to

(continued)



0
(continued)

visit Lexington. Ky., in connection with an open housing question. b7c 
|was advised that Carmichael would not go to Lexington as he

had not been Invited.
100-446386-IX(Mi

b7C

under development as a PSI (protect identity), 
advised that on 9/9/bb, a preliminary meeting to the National Leadership 
Conference, called by the Inter-University Committee for Debate on 
Foreign Policy (62-110039)> was held in Toledo, Ohio. One of the issues 
selected for discussion during the National Conference was concerted 
action to show sympathy with Stokely Carmichael.

b?c ___________________|advised that during the session of the Conference
b/D held at Cleveland, Ohio, on 9/10/66, | |of

SNCC, asked for support for Carmichael who had recently been arrested 
in Atlanta, Ga., in connection with racial riots, for his courageous 
stand in his beliefs in spite of the constant abuse.

__________ ________________________ (advised that during the 9/11/66
session of the Conference, Carmichael was recommended to be included in 
the National Steering Committee of the November 8th Ad Hoc Committee.

62-110039-318 encl.p.2,4,10 
(<■

advised that on 9/13/66, the Youth Against War and 
Fascism (100-436904) held a picket demonstration in Times Square, NYC, 
to protest the arrest of Stokely Carmichael in Atlanta, Ga., and to 
urge the defense of SNCC "from racist attack."

On 9/13/66, SAs observed the above demonstration and noted 
signs bearing the slogan "Free Stokely Carmichael."

100-438904-124
(&T
SI^JOO-414928-23 p.8

The "New York Times" issue of 9/13/66, indicated that the 
Black Panther Party was an antl-integr>a*fe-iFdnt  group of articulate young

(continued)
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(continued)

militants whose members looked to Stokley Carmichael as their "elder 
statesman." The group derived its title, from the black panther symbol 
of the Lowndes County Freedom Organization that Carmichael founded in 
Alabama in 1965.

1OOJ+4/415-1 p.2
W)

b7C _____________________________________________________________

On 9/16/66, __________ _______________________ Atlanta, Ga. ,________
Police Peoa r tmen t, ad vised thatf 
________  who claimed to be connected with the Harlem Citizens for 
Community Action, was in Atlanta and had contacted Atlanta City officials 
to request permission to visit Stokely Carmichael, whom| [presumed 
to be still in jail. Carmichael, however, had been released on bond 
on 9/15/66, having been charged in connection with recent racial________
disturbances in Atlanta. According to|

| had sent a message to Carmichael which indicated that a bus load 
of persons were coming from New York to Atlanta, the purpose of which 
was unknown.

_________  advised that on 9/23/66, _____________________  
discussed her views of the Negro conditions and riots in Cleveland, Ohio, 
and stated that she thought that Stokely Carmichael was a true Negro 
leader.

b7D advised that
Labor Party ^PLP) sponsored class in Marxism-Leninism 
at 22| Thorton Court, Venice, Cal., |~~ '
Carmichael by telephone. Following the 
the group that Carmichael would come to 
to make an appearance for the Committee 

lof
as a socialist.

during the course of a Progressive 
_____ " held on 9/29/66, 

Hspoke with Stokely 
conversation, | advised
Los Angeles during November 1966, 
to Defend John Harris (100-446955). 
SNCC and described Carmichael

(continued)
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(continued)

On 4/20/65^ a source (not identified) advised that the PEP, 
formerly known as the Progressive Labor Movement, held the establishment 
of a. militant working class movement based on Marxism-Leninism as its 
ultimate objective.

100-446955-2 p.13

The following references in the file captioned "Nation of 
Islam" (NOI) pertain to Stokely Carmichael's association with the NOI 
during the period of July - October, 1966. On 7/11/66, it was reported 
that Elijah Muhammad, National leader of the NOI, directed that letters 
be sent to five civil rights leaders, including Carmichael, calling 
for a summit meeting for the purpose of obtaining a united approach to 
Negro problems. Carmichael was reportedly receptive to the proposal and 
was advocating a mutual tie with Muhammad. During the course of a 
SNCC meeting held on 7/28/66 in Chicago, Ill., Carmichael stated that 
the Muslims and SNCC should and would become better acquainted.

Muhammad and Carmichael met in Chicago on 8/7/66, and the 
results Indicated that cooperation between the two would depend on 
Carmichael becoming a member of the NOI. Carmichael refused.

On 8/18 and 20/66, Carmichael met in Roxbury, Mass., with 
Minister Louis X, who later referred to Carmichael as "one of us." 
Carmichael later appeared as a guest speaker at a Muslim meeting in NYC.

REFERENCE

25-330971-7771
-7858 p.la,86-96
-7916 p.2

25-330971-2-70

25-330971-5-135 P.ll

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

b7C

from Philadelphia, Pa. . and featured
Black Nationalist and the organization

a self-identifled 
US" (157-5877).

20-1 •

(continued)



(continued)

attempted to discuss black power and frequently mentioned 
Stokely Carmichael in connection with this philosophy. (Details of bD 
conversation set out)

157-5877-3 encl.p.11-15,17,24 
(^7

The "Ohio State Lantern," a student newspaper in circulation 
on the campus of Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, edition of 
10/12/66, contained an article entitled "FSF*  Creates Forum To Invite 
Speakers." The article disclosed that, at its first regular meeting of 
the Autumn Quarter, 1966, the FSF voted to form a new subcommittee, 
the Free Student Forum, with a purpose of considering the possibility 
of inviting controversial speakers such as Stokely Carmichael to the 
campus.

62^.10105-90 

si 62-110105-87 
(45” ("Ohio State Lantern," 6/30/66)

*Free Student Federation (62-110105)

The "Midland Reporter-Telegram," Midland, Texas, issue of 
11/13/66, carried an article captioned "Big Jim Clark Denounces 
Integration, News Media" which set out a statement by Clark concerning 
his defeat in the campaign for re-election as Sheriff of Dallas County, 
Alabama. According to the article, Clark placed the blame of his defeat 
on Martin Luther King, Jr., and Stokeley Carmichael who had arrived in 
Selma the previous month to assist in his (Clark's) defeat.

62-105526-16 
(XT

b7C

_____________ (protect identity) advised thatl
Black Panther Party (EPP) meeting held|
NYC, was attended by| |and Stokely Carmichael.
Carmichael was asked to assume leadership of the BPP in NYC and he 
reportedly stated that he would give thought to the invitation. Informant 
stated that an inner group within the BPP included Carmichael

Add. info.
100^446888-2 p.8,11



advised that the Nashville anti-war group known as 
the Nashville Committee for Alternatives to War in Vietnam (NCAWV) had 
been unsuccessful in attempts to secure Stokely Carmichael for speeches 
to be given in Nashville, Tenn., on 10/20/66. Informant had previously 
reported that the NCAWV was closely affiliated with the Southern Student 
Organizing Committee (100-442367).

100-442367-50 p.34
terT

"The Washington Evening Star" issue of 10/25/66 contained 
an article captioned "Wilkins and the Mavericks" which set forth 
comments made by Roy Wilkins during a meeting of the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) (61-3176) in Georgia 
(Date not given). Mr. Wilkins, in reference to the political dilemma 
facing Negro voters in choosing between two segregationists, Lester 
Maddox and Howard Callaway, stated that the blame must be placed on the 
ill-considered actions of the "mavericks" who advocated violence and 
separatism. Mr. Wilkins urged his listeners not to lose heart as the 
NAACP would endure through Maddox's administration. The article 
continued that Mr. Wilkins might have added that the NAACP would remain 
long after Stokely Carmichael, SNCC, CORE and the Black Panthers were 
gone and forgotten.

6I-3176-A "The Washington Evening 
(^ Star" 10/25/66

"The Washington Post and Times Herald," issue of 10/27/66, 
contained an article captioned "Revival of Blackness is Applauded at 
Howard University" which set forth results of a black power debate 
between Stokely Carmichael and Floyd McKissick of CORE (100-225892) 
held at Howard University, Washington, DC, on 10/26/66. According to the 
article, Carmichael commented on the war in Vietnam, the ROTC program 
at the University and the death of the civil rights movement.

In connection with the debate,! __________ [advised that
Carmichael specifically mentioned Lowndes County, Alabama, which he 
stated was 80% Negro and that SNCC would attempt to obtain Negro 
power in that county's Government.

b2

b7D

100-225892-53-60 p.8-10

SI Q4-1-7441-81 enol . n.l-R_____________,

(.protect identity}, and dupe, infts.)



|___________| furnished^information concerning a meeting of
Charlotte Klavern #42, United Klans of America (157~37O), Charlotte, N.C., 
on 10/28/66, at which 25 members were present and 3 new members were 
sworn in. Informant surmised from general comments made, that the 
Increase in new membership In the Charlotte Klavern could be attributed, 
at least In part, to statements concerning black power made by Stokley 
Carmichael and other Negro leaders.

157^370-8-1646 p.105

In connection with a proposed "Black Power Day" (157-6492), 
scheduled for 10/29/66, at Berkeley, Cal., and sponsored by the Students 
for a Democratic Society, the "San Francisco Examiner," issue of 10/26/66, 
reported that Negro leaders In San Francisco had criticized the appearance 
of Stokely Carmichael. The newspaper Indicated that a Negro San Francisco 
City supervisor had wired Carmichael to urge him not to appear since 
California had recently suffered serious social unrest.

Add. Info, according to 
(protect identity)!

157-6492-1 encl.p.3-6

7d ____________ | accompanied by|__________  was present during an
address delivered by Dr. Martin Luther King (IOO-IO667O) on 10/30/66, 
at the New Calvary Baptist Church, Norfolk, Va. During the course of a 
news conference following the speech, Dr. King reportedly stated that 
the Negroes were considerably worse off than they had been in the past 
and that the black power movement advocated by Stokeley Carmichael was 
just part of a healthy debate within the Negro movement. Dr. King 
further stated that black power had not destroyed the civil rights 
movement In any way.

IOO-IO667O-2767
(^T

________ ___ ____  (protect identity) advised that Stokely 
Carmichael was a featured speaker at a meeting sponsored by the Black 
Student Union held at the Bayview Community Center. San Francisco. Cal 
on 11/3/66. According to Informant, [ the
San Francisco Chapter of CORE (100-225^92), spoke of his interest In 
Black Power.

100-225892-47-32 p.6,12



11/4/66, that
Grg^ne County. Ala., advised on 

[both members of SNCC,
were arrested________________________ _____________ |and
the Greene County Jail, Eutaw, Ala. ___________ stated
been in telephonic contact with SNCC and requested that
come to Eutaw.

confined in
that ______had
Stokley Carmlchael

44-0-6606 encl.p.3 
(<r

During the course of an anti-Vietnam war demonstration held 
at Dupont Circle, Washington, DC, on 11/5/66,| [described

|of Associated Community Teams (ACT), was observed by 
SAs as he delivered a protest speech. 1 ^stated that he disagreed 
with the tag of "black mercenaries which Stokely Carmichael had placed 
on Negroes who fought in Vietnam. stated that the Negro was in
Vietnam because he was drafted.

105-138315-4277 p.88,89

On 11/12/66,| I (Bureau fi1eI
upon his return from a two-month trip to
furnished the San Juan Office with personal observations relating to 
conditions and personalities there. According to| |desired
to Identify itself with the American Negro and the Haitians believed 
that Individuals such as Stokely Carmichael were the real leaders of the 
black man.

10^12-217-1382 p.20

On ll/7/66,| ~ Bureau of Investigation, Office of
District Attorney, County of bos ftngeles__ advised that the hearing in
connection with the arrest of _____ (100-445298), for
Criminal Syndicalism had been postponed until 11/29/06.
------ On 11/14/66,| ladvised that|
______  had had a recent disagreement with|_______________(local representa
tive of SNCC, and it appeared that Stokely Carmichael might not speak on - 
Harris' behalf while in Los Angeles.

IOO-445298-II



b2J__________ b7 d
On 4/3/67,1 made available the December, 1966 issue

of "Rights," distributed by the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee 
(ECLC) (100-384660). The publication contained the current listing of 
officers and National Council members of the ECLC, including Stokley 
Carmichael of Georgia, member of the National Council.

100-384660-803 p.6

b2

advised that during a meeting of the Tampa Mosque, Nation of Islam, held at 2108 Main Street, Tampa, Fla., on 12/11/66, 
the speaker (not identified) stated that Stokely Carmichael was right 
in his demand for black power, but that he had not been sent by Allah.

100-439367-13 p.5

b2

On 1/5/67, reported that they had
attended a planning conference of the iMational Student Strike For Peace 
(100-446761), held 12/28-30/66, at the University of Chicago, Chicago, 
Ill. Informants made available a list of sponsors of the conference 
which list included Stokely Carmichael, Chairman, SNCC.

100-446761-37 encl.p.2

The "Atlanta, Georgia, Constitution" on 5/24/66, disclosed 
that Stokely Carmichael advised newsmen at a conference in Atlanta, Ga., 
that if SNCC could not attain its alms through peaceful means, it might 
resort to violence. The article indicated that SNCC would concentrate on 
building the "Black Panther Party" and would support the political can
didates it could control.

; I__________ advised that at the conclusion of a staff conference
at White Bluff, Tenn., in the latter part of May 1966, the policy of 
SNCC was to remove members of the Caucasian race from positions of 
leadership as SNCC was no longer interested in Integration, but sought 
political and economic backing for Negroes.

bvc ________________________________________ _______________  Baltimore,
Maryland, Police Department, advised that on 1/16/67, Stokely Carmichael 
appeared at the Murphy Auditorium, Morgan State College, Baltimore, and 
the Metropolitan Methodist Church, Baltimore, the latter of which was 
sponsored by the Union for Jobs or Income Now (U-JOIN). During his

(continued)



♦
(continued) ;

speeches, Carmichael voiced strong opposition to US policy in Vietnam 
and lashed out at those who accused him of creating violence wherever 
he went.

It was noted that U-JOIN was the Baltimore Community Group 
for the Students for a Democratic Society.

105-138315-5161 p.B,4,8,9

On 1/16/67, 
City Police Department 
an anonymous telephone call concerning, a bomb threat s 
College, Baltimore, Md. According to |
identified only as stated that ne nao a oomr
College and was "going to blow Stokley Carmichael to

_______________________________________|Ba 11 imo r e
Baltimore, Md., advised the Baltimore Office of 

at Morgan State 
the caller, 

o at Morgan State 
hell. "

174-478-3 
(467

Correlator's Note: According to subject's main file, 
Carmichael's appearance at Morgan State College was held 
as scheduled without incident.

Bureau memo dated 1/16/67, set forth the results of a 
conference between the Director and Clarence J. Brown, Jr. (94-61603), 
Congressman, 7th District, Ohio (R.), on that date. On this occasion, 
Mr. Brown advised the Director of a communication which he had previously 
directed to the AG concerning possible seditious statements uttered by 
Stokely Carmichael and of the reply that, under the circumstances, 
Carmichael was protected by the First Amendment. The Director suggested 
the proposal of appropriate legislation to cover the irresponsible 
activities of Carmichael and his ilk, should the Congressman wish to 
pursue the matter with the AG.

94-61603-11

A letter, dated 1/20/67, directed to the Intelligence Division, 
Internal Revenue Service, Washington, DC, on the letterhead of Cas 
Walker's Cash Stores, P.O. Box 9090, Knoxville 20, Tenn., contained an

(continued)
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b7C
(continued)

inquiry from| [concerning the legality of the tax deductible
donations to the Highlander Center*  in Knoxville. indicated
that, according to nation-wide news media, Stokely Carmichael received 
his training in violence and riots at the Highlander Center. __________
advised that Carmichael had made a recent secret appearance at 

Center at which time he advocated blacky-power and bloodshed. 
added that Carmichael had participated in most of the riots in California, 
Mississippi. Alabama and Atlanta, Ga. (Penciled notation: Rec'd from

61-7511-318 
(3T

*Hlghlander Education and Research Center (61-7511)

b 7 D

advised that on 1/23/67> Stokely Carmichael 
addressed a conference of the MPI-NYM (Movimiento Pro-Independencia de 
Puerto Rico - New York Mission) which was held at Casa Puerto Rico, the 
meeting hall of the NYM located at 106 East 14th Street, NYC. Carmichael 
compared the struggle for Independence in Puerto Rico with the struggle 
for liberation of black people and indicated that, through cooperation, 
both groups would be stronger.

Serial disclosed that the NYM was organized on 8/6/61 in NYC. 
The NYM supported the aims and principles of the MPIPR, which called 
for complete independence of Puerto Rico through propaganda and other 
peaceful means.

b2

b7D

105-159151-6 p5
(94-r
SI 100-439854-31 p.16.20
(t&y*  (add. info.)

b7C

The references set out hereafter pertain to the efforts 
exerted by the MPIPR (Movimiento Pro-Independencia de Puerto Rico) to 
sponsor a speaking engagement by Stokely Carmichael in Puerto Rico 
during September 1966. The invitation was declined, however, and the
suggestion was made that James Farmer of CORE could appear in November 
1966 as a replacement. In October 1966, SNCC advised that Carmichael 
would appear in January 1967 if MPIPR would absorb the expenses._______
Carmichael arrived in Puerto Rico on 1/24/67, and was greeted by

and on 1/25/67^ participated in a drafc 
protest march with members of the MPIPR and FUPI (Federacion de Unlversi- 
tarios Pro-Independencia). Carmichael spoke on Puerto Rican independencetarios Pro-Independencia)

(continued)
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(continued) 

followed by Mari Bras who stated that the MPIPR in New York was ready 
to join with SNCC "when fighting the common enemy."

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

Movlmlento Pro-Independencla de Puerto Rico 

105-75715-521
-533
-573 P.35-37

105-292-206 p.12,15
-236 p.6-9 b7C

105-100560-40 p.5

105-87026-83 p.6,10

(2^7

W

The following references in the file captioned "Conference on 
Black Power, 9/3-4/66, Washington, DC" pertain to the activities of 
Stokely Carmichael in connection with the Conference which was called by 
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell at Carmichael’s request. On 9/2/66, it 
was learned that| |of the Black
Panther Party of Jersey City, NJ, who planned to attend the Conference, 
had recently participated in a press conference with Carmichael in 
connection with the formation of the Black'Panther Party in Jersey City. 
Carmichael did not appear at the 9/3-4/66 sessions, but those in 
attendance voted to call a succeeding conference on 10/15-16/66 in 
Washington.

The Conference scheduled for 10/15/66 was postponed by Powell 
since there was some controversy over whether Carmichael should appear. 
A contemplated joint proclamation issued against Carmichael by other 
civil rights leaders was possibly a contributing factor to the postponement.

(continued)
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(continued) (

Information was received that, as a result of a remark (not stated) by 
Powell on a nationwide newscast on 10/9/66, it appeared that Carmichael 
was attempting to advocate black power and incite riots wherever he 
went.

On 1/29/67, Carmichael read a prepared speech during the course 
of a Black Power Conference held at San Francisco, Cal., on 1/27-29/67.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER 

62-111166-1
-16 

not indexed)

-62
-66 encl.p.6,7
-A "The Militant" 9/19/66

The following references pertain to CORE sponsored functions
at which Stokely Carmichael appeared as a featured speaker. Carmichael's 
comments centered primarily on black power and the war in Vietnam.

DATE LOCALITY REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP 
PAGE NUMBER

8/5/66 Cleveland, Ohio 100-442879-9 p.31
8/5/66 Cleveland, Ohio 100-444426-8 p.35 (1^7
1/27-29/67 San Francisco, 

Cal.
IOO-225892-47-33 p.4

b7D On 2/1/67.
given) written by

furnished a copy of a letter (date not
member of the National Committee,

CP,USA, to| ~|of the Youth Commission, Southern
California District Communist Party (SCDCP). The letter set forth the 
results of the Chicago Conference*  which called for the establishment of 
a Continuations Committee which would include one representative of 
each of the organizations represented on the Conference steering committee. 
The letter disclosed that Stokeley Carmichael of SNCC had been recruited
*National Student Strike for Peace (100-446761), 12/28-30/66, Chicago

(continued)



(continued) 

to the Continuations Committee which planned to meet on 1/28/67 in NYC. 
The letter further disclosed that Stokely was assisting in the organiza
tion of a Black Students Conference Against the War which was scheduled 
to be held in Tuskegee, Ala., in late February 1967. (Contents of 
letter set out)

1OO-446613-5 
changed to
100-446761-35X1

The following references appear in the file captioned 
"Cominfil of Students for a Democratic Society" (SDS) and contain infor
mation concerning Stokely Carmichael. Carmichael, who was graduated 
from the Bronx High School of Science, Bronx, NY, class of I960, was 
described as- being unusually devoted to "left-wing" activities. 
Carmichael was arrested in Jackson, Miss., on 6/8/61, with a group of 
Freedom Riders and participated in a sit-in at the Office of AG Robert 
Kennedy in March 1962.

b7C

During the course of an SDS National Council meeting on 
6/17/66, at the University of Michigan (U-M), Ann Arbor. Mich.. a motion 
was made to adopt a letter to Stokely Carmichael from I

of the SDS ,| |on
SNCC. On 9/27/66, Carmichael appeared at the U-M under the auspices of 
the Office of Religious Affairs, U-M, and the U-M "Friends of SNCC" 
organization which was described as an action committee of the SDS, U-M 
Chapter.

During an SDS demonstration on 2/1/6/> at Pennsylvania State 
University, University Park, Pa., a leaflet captioned "Ascension" was 
distributed. The leaflet contained a brief message by Carmichael and 
described him as a leader of the revolutionary forces in the civil rights 
movement.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER
100-439048-1575 

changed to
100-439048-15-61 p.42

-94 p.1,58,62

100-439048-960 
changed to

100-439048-34-37

(continued)
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(continued)

REFERENCE 

100-439048-37-33 P-7
-42 encl.p.20,21A

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(protect(protect identityhadvised that while at the Headquarters or the Amerlean 
Nazi Party (105-70374), Chicago, Ill., ____________  he overheard |

|state that Stokely Carmichael was scheduled to appear in
Whitewater, Wise., and that| “[planned a disturbance.

___________On 1/30/67,1________ ,_______________ ,
________ | and wife of |______ _______  (protect identity), advised 

thatf [were members of the American Nazi 
Party and frequently attended meetings of the Party in Chicago.

The "Milwaukee Sentinal" issue of 1/24/67, contained a news 
item to announce a speaking engagement of Stokely Carmichael at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, on 2/5/67, sponsored by the Young 
Democrats. According to the article, Carmichael was also scheduled to 
address the Wisconsin State University-Whitewater, on 2/6/67, on the 
topic of "Black Power."

105-70374-4789 encl.p.2
(■^rr

b2

b/D [advised that on 2/8/67, Stokely Carmichael spoke
at a civil rights rally at Detroit, Mich., at which time he indicated 
his approval of and urged public participation in the nationwide general 
strike to protest the refusal of the US House of Representatives to 
seat Representative Adam Clayton Powell of NYC.

On 2/9/67 corroborated the above information.

It was noted that the proposed nationwide strike was sponsored 
by the United Strike Committee in Support of Powell (157-6836).

157-6836-13 encl.p.3 
(«35f
SI paragraph 1 
157-6836-17 encl.p.l 
(357
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The following references peWain to the;,activities of Stokely 

Carmichael in connection with the affairs of the Black Panther Party 
(BPP) in New York (BPPNY) and.Los Angeles, Cal. (BPPLA).. According to 
'Muhammad Speaks," weekly publication of Muhammad's Temple No. 2, 
Chicago, Ill., issue of 6/3/66, Carmichael received a telegram from 
US Congressman Adam Clayton Powell which read, "Let's put a panther in 
the U.S.A.'s tank." The article identified Carmichael as a native of 
NYC who was founder and director of the highly controversial Black 
Panther Political Party.(Alabama), which used the black panther emblem 
as its symbol. During the course of a rally which was billed as a 
benefit for SNCC, held on 8/29/66 at NYC, Carmichael criticized the war 
in Vietnam and Indicated that he had to face charges of transporting 
dynamite into Philadelphia, Pa.

Carmichael addressed a Black Leadership Conference in 
Los Angeles, Cal., on 2/18-19/67, which was sponsored by US, a local 
black nationalist group, to pay tribute to the slain black nationalist 
leader Malcolm X and to discuss the necessity for the BPPLA.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

BPPNY
105-157^35-1 encl.p.4,5 (2<T

- 7 CT
- 8 encl.p.l (24*)
- 18 p.3,5,6 CT

BPPLA
105-162924-1 encl.p.2-4 (2<r

On 2/23/67, I
NYC Police Department, advised that on 2/22/67,a Memorial March and 
Service was held in NYC in commemoration of the death of Malcolm X 
(100-399321). During the Memorial Service, Stokley Carmichael addressed 
a crowd of about two hundred individuals.

100-399321-442 encl.p.2
(4a/r

The references set out hereafter contain Information concerning 
preparations for the International War Crimes Tribunal which was organized

(continued)
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(continued)

by the Bertrand Russell Foundation, London, England, and scheduled to 
be held in Paris. France, during November, 1966. Stokely Carmichael was 
selected bd I and. during a preliminary session held in London on
11/13-15/66, was appointed as a member of the Tribunal which would try 
President Johnson. Secretary of State Dean Rusk 

for the American war crimes in Vietnam. Carmichael did 
not attend the preliminary session, but was represented by 
member of SNCC. Carmichael later advised the Foundation that two 
members of SNCC had been selected to gather criminal evidence in North 
Vietnam and Southeast Asia and that both would be at the disposal of the 
Tribunal as of March 1967*.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

International War Crimes Tribunal 

105-156243-7
-9
-15X p.2,encl.p.3
-21
- 29 P.2
- 46 encl.p.l
- 48 p.3
- 54 encl.p.2
- 56 encl.p.2
- 74 p.2,5
- 82
- 99 P.6,8,9
- 109 encl.p.l
-124
-139
- A "NY Herald Tribune" - "Washington 

Post" 4/11/67

Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation 

105-157637-1 encl.p.8
-4

100-442014-50 p.5,6 

^Following two postponements and a ban from French soil by|
I the Tribunal held sessions on 5/2-10/67 at Stockholm, 

Sweden, at which_______________ again represented Carmichael, who was not
present.

- (c ont inue d)



(continued)

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

105-162948-1

105-160371-4

b7C

The following references pertain to investigations and/or 
hearings by Congressional Committees. Information set out in exhibit 
form revealed that Stokely Carmichael had pledged his support to the 
Fort Hood Three who had been arrested on 7/7/66 for refusing to fight in 
Vietnam. The exhibits appeared to be leaflets issued by the August 6-9 
Committee. Luring testimony on 3/7/67> I [stated that two
recent trips by Carmichael to Puerto Rico were sponsored by two communist 
and Castro-allied organizations and the possibility existed that 
Carmichael was receiving funds directly from Havana.

COMMITTEE REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP 
PAGE NUMBER

HCUA 61-7582-5899 encl.p.1149,
Meese Exhibit # 19-A 1150
and 19-B b7c

SZBS__________________________ 62-88217-3006 encl.p.1106,
_______________ ______________ 1107 

|at the US
Embassy in Cuba, 1958-1961

b7C

b7D furnished the results of the National Executive Board
conference, CP, USA, which was held at the Biltmore Hotel, NYC, oh_____
3/10-13/67. Purine the course of a meeting on 3/12/67,1

I leave a report on the results of a meeting of
the Youth Commission, held on the previous day, which related primarily 
to the hardships facing youth as a result of the war. __________
announced that Stokely Carmichael had proposed a Black Conference to 
discuss the refusal of Negro youth to register for the draft which, he 
added, "we must support."

100-3-69-11155 encl.p.8



0

for unity 
C-rmlchael

On 3/29/67 ,|______________________________
Loutsvi 1 le, Ky., furnished a document dated 3/2’5/b/, which he h./d 
received by m il on th; letterhead of the Student Mobilization Committee 
(SMC) (100-446761), 29 Park Row, NYC. The letter appealed 
and funds for Vietnam Week - 4/8-15/67, and listed Stokely 
as one of the sponsors of the SMC.

Above Document enclosed 
100-446761-74 encl.p.3

b7D ______________________________ ____________________________ On 3/27/67.1______ Confidential Source, ________________________  
H the Southern Student Organizing Committee 

(SSOC) (100-442367), furnished SSOC documents which he had received on 
3/25/67. One of the documents,[

I ~| set forth a proposal to establish a
library of tape recordings presenting the views of the SSOC which might 
be furnished to human relations groups and college radio stations in the 
South for a fee. Stokely Carmichael was one of the individuals suggested 
to be contacted in connection with preparing e tape for this project.

Above Document enclosed 
100-442367-72 encl.p.9
GK)

b2

b'7D
_____ |advised that James 

function sponsored by the Honors
Memorial Union, Marquette University,

Kennedy (105-123335)
Students Association 
Milwaukee, Wise., on

appeared 
at Brooks 
4/5/67.

Kennedy spoke on the new left movement and stated that Stokley Carmichael
and Rev. Martin Luther King were involved in the movement. Kennedy
described Carmichael as being a Marxist.

105-123335-45 encl.
(40

The following references in the file captioned "Comlnfll 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)" pertain to the 
activities of Stokely Carmichael, Chairman of SNCC at Howard University, 
Washington, DC, in November 196I; SNCC Executive Committee member as 
of 2/23/65; and Chairman of SNCC in May 1966. On 1/15/67,■Carmichael 
announced that he would rellngulsh the SNCC chairmanship and possibly 
return to field organizing in the South.

(continued)
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(continued)

The references disclosed that Carmichael visited Massachusettes, 
Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Mississippi, the District of Columbia, 
New York, Oregon, New Jersey, California, Tennessee and Texas during 
the period of July 1966 - April 1967, primarily in connection with 
speaking engagements during which he professed his philosophy of black 
power and criticized (IS policy in Vietnam. The references indicated 
that Carmichael was arrested in NYC, Mississippi, Maryland, Georgia and 
New Jersey during the period of June 1961-December, 1966.

In August 1966, Carmichael allegedly planned to blow up 
Stone Mountain near Atlanta with the use of explosives and had reportedly 
stated that SNCC would resort to violence to attain its goals. On 
4/9/67, Nashville Police Department had in possession the personal 
briefcase of Stokely Carmichael which contained a loaded .38 caliber colt 
snub nose revolver.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-439190-152 encl.p.2,4
-168
-201
-212
-276
-359 p.6,7,40,41
-434
-480
-567 .1P.6,35,36
-621
-623
-624 Director's Notation
-627

f -648
-657
-664
-672 Director's Notation
-677
-685
-686
-717
-718
-724
-732
-736
-737
-752
-757

(continued)
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REFERENCES SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

100-439190-762
-765
-769 p.3,3,4,7,10,11
-777 p.1,8,10-13,15,16,18,19
-792
-794
-805
-814
-828
-829 p.4,5;encl.p.l-3,5,7, 

8,13-17
-837
-838 p.7,8,13-15,19-21,25
-844
-847 encl.p.1,2
-853 Director's Notation
-858
-862
-864 p.l,5,6,13,16-18,2O,23-

25,28,29,31,32,37,38,41
-870 encl.p.4-11,13,21
-888
-899
-908 p.1,3-9
-920 p.1,4,
-922
-943
-953
-960
-965
-968
-969
-1002
-1009
-1011
-1015
-1019
-1020
-1024
-1029
-1032
-1039
-1040

(continued)
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REFERENCES

100-439190-1045
-1050
-1054
-1062 encl.p.2,9
-1064
-1068
-1069
-1071
-1078
-1079
-1096
-1099 P.11,12,16,17,19
-1106
-1110 p.2;encl.p.1
-1111
-1115 p.2,3;encl.p.l
-1116
-1129
-1133
-1134
-1135 p.2,8
-1144
-1147
-1154
- a "Muhammad Speaks" 6/3/66
- A "Meridian Star," Meridian, 

Miss., 8/7/66
- A The "Washington Post" 8/9/66
- A "Muhammad Speaks" 8/12/66
- A The "Washington Evening Star" 

8/29/66
- A The "Atlanta Journal" 9/7/66
- A The "Washington Post & Times 

Herald" 9/9/66
- A The "Atlanta Journal" p.l 

9/13/66
- A The "Atlanta Constitution" 

9/16/66
- A The "Atlanta Journal" 9/16/66
- A "The Militant" 9/19/66

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER



♦
The following references in the file captioned "Racial 

Matters" pertain to the civil rights activities of Stokely Carmichael 
during the period of November, 1961 to 4/13/67. During speeches and 
demonstrations, Carmichael reiterated his criticism of US policy in 
Vietnam and denounced the general Negro population for their reluctance 
in becoming involved in the problems of the ghetto. The references 
disclosed that Carmichael addressed the CORE Convention held at Baltimore, 
Md., on 7/1-4/66. In connection with other speaking engagements, b/c 
demonstrations and the climax of the| [Carmichael traveled
to Alabama, California, Connecticut. Georgia, Illinois, Massachusettes, 
Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
Tennessee, Texas, Virginia”, WashingtjQn and the District of Columbia.

REFERENCE

157-6-797
-841

157-6-2-2067
-2088
-2104
-2114 Director's Notation
-2120
-2126 encl.p.1,2
-2134
-2152 encl.p.3
-2159 encl.p.1-3,7^8,11
-2198
-2201

157-6-3-162 encl.p.l
-1250
-1256
-1279 encl.p.3
-1313
-1993 encl.p.l
-2212 encl.p.2
-A The "Daily Banner," Cambridge, Md. 

5/25/64

157-6-4-2660
-2684

157-6-5-556

157-6-6-548 encl.p.6,7

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(continued)
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REFERENCE

157-6-8-1885 encl.p.2

157-6-9-3127 encl.p.17
-3251 encl.p.9,36
-4121 encl.p.11,12, Director's 

Notation
-4139
-4207

157-6-10-819 encl, p.5

157-6-13-264 encl.p.1,2

157-6-15-1543
-1566
-1610 encl.p.6
-1688
-1695 encl.p.4-8
-1720
-1723 encl.p.1-3
-1726
-1728

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER
(38<

157-6-19-351 encl.p.7-10

157-6-24-528

157-6-26-1141 encl.p.7,11
-1145 encl.p.9,10,12

157-6-27-667 p.2,-encl.p.1,2

157-6-28-1012 p.1-3 Director's Notation
-1014 encl.p.4,5
-1030 p.1-4
-1036
-1039 encl.p.1,2
-1045 encl.p.3
-1140
-1141
-1168 encl.

157-6-31-1188
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157-6-31-1189
-1192 encl.p.5-7,9,10
-1202 encl.p.1,2,4-7

157-6-32-442
-444
-446

157-6-34-1746
-1752
-1770 encl.p.2
-1793
-1802 encl.p.1,3
-1910

157-6-37-1995 encl.p.6
-2048 encl.p.3,4
-2053
-2183

157-6-39-1017
-1019
-1021

157-6-41-1987
-2145

157-6-42-1018
-1030

157-6-45-536 encl.p.5,7,8,10

157-6-46-347 encl.p.2

157-6-47-775
-960
-961

157-6-50-483

157-6-53-66
-702 encl.p.6
-982
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157-6-53-1014 encl.p.2 (4^T

157-6-54-1373 
-1387 
-1394 
-1403 
-1406 
-1409 
-1420 
-1428 
-1440 
-1442 
-1472 
-1475 
-1477 
-1504 
-1508 
-1512 
-1513 
-1522 
-1540 
-1550 
-1553 
-1569 
-2241

encl. p. 4-6

p.1,3
P.2,3 g

encl.p. 3

encl.p. 2,3
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encl.p.5>7 (3^7
encl. p. 7 (3^7

157-6-61-1027
-1108
-1310
-1318
-1321
-1381
-1384

encl. p. 2,3,5
encl.p.22 (387

p.2

-1404
-1417 encl.p.l (307

157-6-64-1365
-1443
-1478 encl. p. 22,23



__________ _ ________ ,  b7C 
On 4/10/67,1____________________________ ~Milford, Conn., Police

Department, advised that approximately eighty New England Committee For 
Non-Violent Action (100-426761) peace marchers arrived in Milford on 
4/9/67- The literature distributed by the group included a pamphlet 
entitled "National Mass Mobilization To End The War In Vietnam Now.'" 
which Invited the reader to participate in a mass march and rally at UN 
Headquarters in New York and the UN birthplace in San Francisco, Cal., 
on 4/15/67. Stokely Carmichael was listed as a sponsor of this proposed 
demonstration.

Above pamphlet enclosed 
100-426761-1626 encl.p.7

The following references in the file captioned "November 8 
Mobilization Committee" set forth the results of the National Leadership 
Conference held at Cleveland, Ohio, on 9/10-11/66, at which proposals 
were made to include Stokely Carmichael as a member of the National 
Steering Committee of the November 8 Ad Hoc Committee and to support him 
in his courageous stand in his beliefs. Further results of the Conference 
included plans to organize a nationwide protest against the war in 
Vietnam to take place on 11/5-8/66.

In March, 1967, the "Spring Mobilization Committee to End the 
War in Vietnam" organized a demonstration to be held on 4/15/67, the 
conclusion of Vietnam Week, at NYC. Stokely Carmichael was listed as a 
sponsor of the affair and planned to lead a march from Central Park to 
the United Nations Plaza where a rally would be held. On 4/15/67, the 
march was held as scheduled and principal speakers were Carmichael, 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and Dr. Benjamin Spock, noted child 
specialist. It was noted that the CP and other subversive elements gave 
full support to the demonstrations.

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

62-111181-1
-10 encl.p.4,11
-289 encl.p.8,20,28,32
-354 encl.p.1,3
-361 encl.p.l,3,4,16
-385 encl.p.6
- 401 encl.p.5
- 488 encl.p.l
- 611 encl.p.2
-634



On 4/18/67, a representative of the Chicago Police Department 
(CPD), Chicago, Ill., furnished information pertaining to a rally which 
was scheduled to be held on 4/19/67 at the Senate Theater. Chicago, to 
protest the shooting _______________________________  by a CPD officer.
In addition to an allegedly fictitious shooting incident, the CPD was 
concerned about rumors which were being circulated in the Negro community 
that Stokely Carmichael would be a guest speaker at the rally, presumably 
in order to attract a larger crowd.

However, on 4/19/67> the CPD advised that Carmichael departed 
Tampa, Fla., for Los Angeles, Cal., on that date.

On 4/18/67, St. Petersburg, Fla., PD advised that a most 
reliable source had stated that on 4/19/67, Carmichael would make two 
appearances in Seattle, Wash., and on 4/20/67, he planned to be in the 
Watts Section of Los Angeles, Cal.

157-6-9-4253 
changed to 

157>7271-8 encl.p.3 
b?C (389
b7D

On 3/7/67,__________________  _ ,........................
(94-58128), Hartford^ Conn., an established source of the Hartford 
Resident Agency, advised that a symposium on social change was scheduled 
to be held at the College on 4/21-22/67, and that Stokely Carmichael 
was expected to participate.

Correlator's Note: According to serial 6 of this file, 
Carmichael was unable to attend the affair.

b /C

The following references in the file captioned "Communist 
Influence in Racial Matters" set forth data relating to the individuals 
associated with and functions attended by Stokely Carmichael during 
the period of 11/3/64 to 4/29/67. The references disclosed that 
Carmichael was present at conferences and demonstrations at Arkansas, 
California, Mississippi, New Jersey, NYC, Ohio and District of Columbia 
and that the individuals attending these affairs with known subversive 
backgrounds included| 
__________________ Carmichael was active in the affairs of SNCC, of wh1ch 
he assumed the national chairmanship in May 1966. and, on 6/7/66, assisted 
in the completion of the ~| which was infiltrated by
the subversive element.

(continued)
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REFERENCE 

100-442529-590 p.8
-656 p.1,2
-761 p.19
-1084 p.25
-1387 P.5
-1824 p.2,27,32
-1851
-1866 encl.p.l,2
-1867
-1884
-1903
-1925 p.1,6
-1939 P.3
-1944 p.57
-1956 p.10,12,41
-1968 p.l
-1981 encl.p.2
-1982 encl.p.5,6
-1987 P.l,3
-2025 p.35
-2026 p.6,14,17,40,41,43,45,48
-2077 P.2-4,13,15,69,70,74,75, 

85,87,93
-2112 p.12,14,15
-2116 p.38,63
-2167
-2185 p.2
-2200

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

b7D

___________ [advised that during the course of the Black Unity 
and Leadership Conference held in San Diego, Cal., on 4/14-16/67, a 
leaflet announcing the forthcoming California Black Conference (62-111534) 
was distributed. The latter Conference was scheduled to be held on 
5/26-28/67, at the Jefferson High School, Los Angeles, Cal., and the 
planned featured speakers included Stokley Carmichael. According to the 
leaflet, the topic of the Conference was "Survival of the Black People."

Above Leaflet enclosed 
157-6-26-1192 

changed to
62-111534-lX(W

"-45-



A 4
The following references on Stokely Carmichael located in 

files maintained in the Special File Room of the Records Branch, Files 
and Communications Division, were reviewed and found to be identical 
with the subject of this summary; however, the Information contained there 
in has not been included:

REFERENCE

100-439190-619
-682 (Director's Notation)

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

*****

REFERENCES NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY

See the search slip filed behind file for other references 
on this subject which contain the same information (SI) that is set 
out in the main file. Differences in source will be noted on the 
search slip.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum

1.TMED

3 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.

0
DeLoach
W. C. Sullivan Callahan

Conrad —

ilson _ 
.•L-Oach

TO DATE: 2/28/68Mr. W. C. ^lliv

b7

activities of some of the black nationalist individuals and 
organizations in the United States and is willing to furnish 
the FBI any information in his possession relating to^uch 
activities. He said it was his concern about Stokely Carmichael 
that caused him to become affiliated with the Black United Front 
(BUF), recently formed by Carmichael in Washington, D. C. He 
stated he believes the only way he can keep abreast of their 
activities is to at least purport to show that he is a "militant 
and interested in the BUF. However,! said he wanted it 
clearly understood that even though he classified himself as a 
militant, he does not subscribe to any activities wherein a 
single innocent individual might be injured and his only wish 
for the Negro is to improve his lot in society through economic 
and political endeavors. / d)

was high in his praioi^the Wfc, par^Lqul^irl^ 
with reference to its penetration of the activities ‘of' theJ ^ -
Communist Party and stated he wished the FBI coulcTbe.. as ___
equally successful in penetrating the black nationalist move
ment. He realized this is a most difficult undertaking and 
must be handled with complete discretion. He was not in a 
position to suggest anyone in this area who might be in a 
position to furnish information about such activities and 
not feel persons closely associated with Carmichael could 
trusted to an approach by the FBI.
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did 
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b7C

123-15837 CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to W. C. Sullivan

Concerning Stokely Carmichael, (conjectured that 
Carmichael's present sources of income are from royalties of his 
speeches which have been released and are being sold in Europe, 
his books and his speaking engagements in the United States. In 
the latter instance, his expenses are paid by the organization 
sponsoring his appearance which is the customary method of 
handling these matters. ladded Carmichael may be
a few dollars from SNCC but, if so, it does not amount 
since the organization is practically bankrupt.

getting 
to much

b7E

to this 
point, it has taken a moderate view on most of the issues. He 
believes that they would be gainst any form of racial violence 
and desire to accomplish their aims through the election of 
black candidates to public office and economic betterment.

In evaluating the BUF, stated that up

b / D

______  also commented that he had been in correspondence 
with Adam Clayton Powell who is endeavoring to arrange a speaking 
engagement at Howard University on some weekday during the last 
week of March or first week of April, 1968. ______ will notify
WFO what day Powell expects to be in Wadiington, D. C.,tpon 
receipt of this information. stated that although Powell 
makes some militant statements at times there has never been an 
incidence where he can be accused of fomenting violence. He 
added, ’’There has never been any trouble anywhere immediately 
after Adam has spoken."

b7C WFO will continue to contact ______ in an effort to
ascertain information relating to the activities of the BUF.

b7
Pertinent information furnished by has been 

disseminated to the Department and appropriate Government 
agencies.

ACTION;

None. For information.

2 -
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MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) JOI-J 1.8

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

emorandum
TO DIRECT®, FBI (IOO-I1J46O8O) date: 2/27/68

FROM SAC, WO (1OO-L3303) (?)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MJ SEDITION 
(OO:WFO)

Re WFO teletype 2/13/68

For information, STOKELY GAR?ffCHAEL departed his residence, 2200 12th 
N#W#, Washington, DC., on the morning of 1/30/68 and entered a yellow 
Chevrolet Impala bearing Delaware license 139381 occupied by two 
unidentified negro males 
Non-Violent 
Washington,

They drove to the headquarters of the Student 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 123h U Street N.W., 
D.C# CARMICHAEL later returned to his residence.
afternoon of 1/31/68, CARMICHAEL departed SNCC headquarters 
the above described car containing other unidentified
For several hours, they drove around the WDC area in

About U :13PM, the

On the 
and entered 
individuals, 
the car rather aimlessly and as if sightseeing#
car dropped CARMICHAEL off at SNCC headquarters and departed the 
area#

A chedk of the records of the Department Of Motor Vehicles, 
State of Delaware, Dover, Delaware by the Baltimore office on 2/2/68 
disclosed the above mentioned car registered to National Car Rental 
System, Inc., Wilmington, Delaware®!

Washington, DU, advised on 2/26/ 
car had been rented by ELDRIDGm 
1/30/68 at 6:23AM®

National Car Rental System, 1200 K Street, N.W., 
that she had ascertained the above 
AVER_at Dulles Airport, WDC, on 

'A

JU- Bureau
2 - San Francisco (RM) (137-321)
1 - W0
WWI-ittyp 
(3)

MU

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Pegularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

3 29 195g



w??idpi435Ci3'

- advised, in renting the car CLEAVER furnished his business ■
■ ■ address as RAMPARTS- MAGAZINEj3Q1. ^oadway^ .San Francisco, California i ■ 

: and-his residence ah 8^0 Oak Street, Apartment 11, San Francisco® 
\ He (displayed. California, fivers license?# due to expire 1?69, ’
‘He also displayed ’’some sort” of a-press ..card-for identification in 
. securing the car» He returned the;car at 5:21PM on; 1/31/68; at Dulles ,

" Airport® .-i'Ay ---: / ' ' - .■ A/'/'•5;

— 2 ■
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TfEBETlN ' I S UNCLASSIFIED
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COWNICAnONS SECTION
FEB 191968

Mr. Conrad__
Mr. Felt.____
Mr. GalegZgr^Sz
Mr. ■'
Mr. SuUtPfciL. '
Mr. Tavel______
Mr. Trotter-------
Tele. Room..........
Miss Holmes  '• 
Miss Gandy_   ,

G

FBI WASH DC*

FBI LOS A NG’

s* 1123

z

M URGENT 2/18/68 VLB

DIRECTOR (100-446080), WFO, NEW YORK AND 
/WFO VIA WASHINGTON/

SAN FRANCISCO

^>ROM: LOS ANGELES (100-68783) 5 P
>a

^STOKELY CARMICHAEL
9 J*

RE SF TEL THIS

—MtSO-1 SEDITION

DATE AND BUTEL CAPTIONED

\ KTHIS DATE.

A BLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED PROGRAM FOR BENEFIT OF HUEY N0WTON
x8

JO •
DEFENSE FUND HELD LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA BETWEEN FOUR .TWENTY-FIVE

PM AND SEVEN FORTY PM THIS DATE, FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN. APPROXIMATELY

THREE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED PERSONS ATTENDED, TWELVE PERCENT OF WHOM

| CAUCASIANS.' STOKELY CARMICHAEL AT FIRST REFUSED TO PARTICIPATE 
>'■

UNLESS ALL POLICE REMOVED. FROM PREMISES. CARMICHAEL COMPROMISED - , -5>
ALLOWING ONLY ‘'NEGRO POLICE TO REMAIN IN ARENA AND WHITE OFFICERS TO

U
N

RE
C C

O
PY

 FIL
ED

 IN
 Z<5 

/(^
 / /

 /7

XEROX

oh

REMAIN OUTSIDE ARENA. ALL PERSONS ENTERING ARENA. WERE FRISKED BY

NEGROES WEARING BLACK BERETS WHO AL^ SERVED AS GUARDS. '

■REC-35t uX

£ >

J



PAGE TWO

LA 100-68783

MASTER OF CEREMONIES WAS WALTER^EMOND, CHAIRMAN, BLACK \ 

CONGRESS, A COALITION OF MILITANT BLAptf NATIONALIST ORGANIZATIONS j 

LOS ANGELES. FIRST SPEAKER J^ME^^RMAN OF STUDENT NON VIOLENT ! 

COORDINATI NG CO MMITTEE (SNCC) WHO STATED IF NEWTON FOUND GUILTY 

RETRIBUTION WOULD BE MADE ON WHITE COMMUNITY. HE STATED H. RAP 

BROWN HAD BEEN APPOINTED MINISTER. OF JUSTICE, BLACK PANTHER PARTY 

FOR SELF DEFENSE (BPPSD) . FORMAN SAID EVERY NEGRO SHOULD BE ARMED 
DUE TO EVENTUAL REVOLUTION OF BLACK PEOPLE.

REVEREND THOMA&^ILGOR E, WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE, SOUTHERN 

CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE, NEXT SPEAKER WHO SPOKE AGAINST 
VIETNAM WAR; THAT MAJORITY NEGRO SERVICE MEN WERE BEING KILLED; AND 

PETITION SHOULD Be/sENT TO THE PRESIDENT TO END WAR IN VIETNAM.

BOBBY GEORG^SEALE, CHAIRMAN BPPSD, THEN SPOKE URGING ALL NEGRO 

FAMILIES TO HAVE SHOT GUNS IN HOMES IN ORDER TO "SHOOT PIG COPS" .

HE STATED BLACK POWER IS GUN AND FORCE WHICH WILL BE USED IN NEXT 
CIVIL WAR. HE LIKENED BLACK POWER TO THE FORCE USED IN DETROIT

WHEN NEGROES DROVE OFF THE PARATROOPERS. HE SAID GUNS AND RIFLES 

ARE NECESSARY TO STOP POLICE BRUTALITY. THIS IS WHAT NEWTON DID IN 
OAKLAND WHEN HE SHOT A "PIG COP". / /

CRISTOB^tMIJERINA , BROTHER, R ET€S^fa&PEZ^fej ER I NA , LEADER, FEDERAL 

ALLIANCE OF LAND GRANTS, STATED BROWN AND BLACK PEOPLE MUST UNITE TO 
FIGHT THE WHITE OPPRESSORS WHO HAVE TAKEN THEIR RIGHTS AND LAND AWAY.

END PAGE TWO



RAGE THREE

LA 100-68783

FROM FIVE TWENTY SIX PM, TO FIVE FIFTY FIVE PM, CROWD ENTERTAINED 

BY SEVERAL DANCERS AND SINGERS FROM "US" , A MILITANT BLACK NATIONALIST 

ORGANIZATION, LOS ANGELES.

REIES LOPEZ TIJERINA RELATED ENEMY OF MANKIND IS WHITE MAN IN 

THAT HE IS EVIL AND A LIAR AND DOES NOT KNOW JUSTICE. STATED NEXT i r 1 •
TIME POLICE TRY TO ARREST HI M, ^HE’LL°SHOOT THEM LIKE DOGS". HE 

URGED BROWN AND^BLACK MAN TO UNITE TO ACHIEVE THEJR RIGHTS AND THEIR 

LANDS. HE STATED IN ESSENCE THE END J USTIFIED/THE MEANS.
TIJERINA WAS FOLLOWED BY RONALD EV ER E ft^C KIN LEY, MORE COMMONLY ..

KNOWN RON/RAR. ENG A, CHAIRMAN, BLACK NATIONALIST ORGANIZATION "US", 
WHO STATED WHITE MAN^CORRUPT AND PRESIDENT JOHNSON MOST CORRUPT. HE

CLAIMED ALL BLACKS ARE "NIGGERS" IN EYES OF WHITES. THE WHITES ARE 

OUR ENEMY, AND WE MUST ORGANIZE TO OVERCOME THEM. HE SAID NEGROES 

SHOULD ALLY WITH ANYONE WHO WILL HELP NEGROES ATTAIN THEIR GOALS.

HE WAS ENCOURAGED TO SEE THAT VIETNAMESE ARE PUSHING "WHITEY"

OUT OF VIETNAM. HE STATED THE BLACK CONGRESS REPRESENTED ALL BLACK 
NATIONALIST. HE CONCLUDED SPEECH BY STATING WHITE MAN IS "PAPER 

TIGER".
KARENGA FOLLOWED BY H. RAP BROWN WHO IDENTIFIED SELF AS NEW

MINISTER OF JUSTICE, BPPSD. HE SAID DETROIT NOW CALLED "DESTROY!" 

(PHO); THAT WHITE PEOPLE WOULD HAVE YOU BELIEVE EVERYTHING BLACK IS 

BAD; EVERYONE IS BORN FREE, AND "WE MUST EXERCISE THIS RIGHT"; EVEN 

(IF IT MEANS GOING AGAINST WHITE POWER STRUCTURE; POWER COMES FROM

THE BARREL OF A GUN AND NEGROES MUST OBTAIN POWER AND GUNS; THAT

END PAGE THREE



PAGE FOUR

LA 100-68783

"LYNDON JOHNSON IS A TWO GUN OUTLAW FROM TEXAS"; THAT THERE WOULD 

BE NEGRO REVOLUTION LN THE UNITED STATES AND THAT’S NOT A "POLITICAL 

REVOLUTION". THE NEGROES BUILT THE COUNTRY AND WILL BURN IT DOWN

WHITE SUPREMACY IS SUPPORTED BY "RACIST PIG COPS"; PREDICTED BATTLE 

SI MILIAR TO CIVIL WAR WITHIN NEXT FEW YEARS.
/ BROWN FOLLOWED BY STOKELY CARMICHAEL WHO INTRODUCED ONE ETHEL 

V&NOR OF ATLANTA OFFICE, SNCC., WHO DID NOT SPEAK. CARMICHAEL STATED

NO HONKIES WILL TELL ME WHERE OR WHEN I CAN CR CAN’T GO AND IF I WANT 

TO GO TO VIETNAM, CUBA, CHINA, I’LL GO; THAT WHITE POEPLE HAVE 

COMMITTED GENOCIDE AGAINST INDIANS, ORENTIALS, NEGROES; WHITE MAN 

WIPED OUT INDIANS AFTER THEY TAUGHT HIM HOW TO SURVIVE; THEY PUT 

ORIENTALS- JAPANESE IN CONCENTRATION CAMPS AND ARE ATTEMPTING TO DO 

SAME TO NEGRO. HE TOLD AUDIENCE "DON’T GET EXCITED NOW, WE’RE GOING 

TO GET THEM"; WE DON’T CARE ABOUT THIS COUNTRY OR ANY OTHER GROUP, 

JUST OUR PEOPLE; WE ARE BLACK AFRICANS, NOT AMERICANS; OUR REAL ENEMY 

IS THE HONKIE; AMERICA WORKS ON THREE M’S: MISSIONARIES, FIRST, MONEY 

SECOND, THEN THE MARINES; THE POVERTY PROGRAM IS A GIVE-AWAY PROGRAM 
TO STOP NEGRO REBELLION; IF w/ DON’T GET OUR RIGHTS WE’LL BURN THE

H CI 1 - I' ' -

COUNTRY DOWN; STATED IF HUEY^IEWTON CONVICTED, NEGROES MUST RETALIATE 

THAT ALL BLACKS THROUGHOUT WORLD MUST UNITE SOCIALLY, ECONOMICALLY 

AND MILITARILY IN ORDER TO AVOID EXTERMINATION BY WHITES; DEMANDED 

THAT BLACKS WHO FURNISHED INFORMATION ON NEWLY FORMED NEGRO ORGAN

IZATIONS TO WHITE AUTHORITIES, SHOULD BE SHOT. 

END PAGE FOUR



PAGE FIVE

LA 100-68783

ALL SPEAKERS WERE RECEIVED ENTHUSIASTICALLY AND WITH STANDING 

OVATIONS. CROWD OBSERVED TO BE BOISTEROUS, NOISEY BUT ORDERLY. 

PREDOMINATELY YOUNG NEGROES IN ATTENDANCE. NEGROES WEARING BLACK 

BERETS STATIONED THROUGHOUT SPORTS ARENA. NO INCIDENTS OF VIOLENCE 

REPORTED AND NO ARRESTS MADE. AT SEVEN FORTY PM FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN, 

RALLY CONCLUDED. FEATURED SPEAKERS THEN ADJOURNED TO BLACK CONGRESS

HEADQUARTERS, SEVEN TWO TWO EIGHT SOUTH BROADWAY, LOS ANGELES, FOR

SOCIAL AFFAIR.

OBSERVED BY SPECIAL AGENT

LOCAL PRESS DENIED b7C

ACCESS TO SPORTS ARENA PRESS ROOM, BUT SOME PRESS PRESENT ACCORDING

TO LAPD.

USE OF RECORDING DEVICES DENIED LOCAL PRESS. RECORDING OF ENTIRE

PROGRAM MADE BY SPECIAL AGENT, LOS ANGELES OFFICE, PER BUREAU 

INSTRUCTION.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS AND RACIAL LIAISON SOURCES, LOS ANGELES 

IN ATTENDANCE. REGION WO U.S. ARMY COGNIZANT. AIRTEL AND Btfr 

FOLLOWS. AIR MAIL COPIES TO CHICAGO, ALBUQUERQUE, ATLANTA, NEW 

ORLEANS, RICHMOND FOR INFORMATION AND COMPLETION OF FILES.

END
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
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DATE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DOG/' bls

5-1 13a ((9-29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

D CIt„ 2-19-68
Stokely Carmichael, H. Rap Brown 

and others spoke at a rally in Oakland, 
California, evening of 2-18-68. Infor
mation concerning a similar rally held 
last night in Los Angeles, California, 
set forth in the attached. This infor
mation was disseminate^ as was infor
mation concerning the Oakland rally*  by 
teletype to the White House, State; 
Central Intelligence Agency, Secret 
Service and the military. Copies are 
being furnished to the Attorney General 
and other Department officials.

We have instructed our New Orleans 
and Richmond Offices to advise appropriate 
Federal and state authorities regarding 
pwn’s travel as requested by the 

Department

WLS:mh



Domestic Intelligence sion

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 2/20/68

Pertinent parts of the 
attached to be furnished to the 
White House, Attorney General, 
interested Divisions of the 
Department, military, and 
appropriate agencies, by memorandum 
We concur with the recommendations 
of the San Francisco Office.

JFM:chs

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
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ME 03-02-2006 BY



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
/ . JJggEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

■' DATE 03-02-2006 BY 60309/AUC4

A I

FBI WASH DO

FBI SAN FRAN
427 PM URGENT 2-20-68 TRB

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-721) 2P

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 1

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
FEB 2 01968

Mr. TO

M

__
Mr. Trotter.- 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy_

,/uasper

M

Mr. Callahan
Mr. Conrad____
Mr. Felt.

Gale 
we

STOKELY CARMICHEALj - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

RE BULET TO ALBANY, DECEMBER TWENTYONE, SIXTYSEVEN

THE BIRD’S WORD," NEWS SHEET MERRITT COLLEGE, OAKLAND

CALIFORNIA, TODAY STATES THAT CARMICHAEL TO SPEAK ON CAMPUS THR

AND NINE P.M., WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY TWENTYONE, NEXT, DURING^

MALCOLM X MEMORIAL DAY, WHICH IS SPONSORED BY THE SOUL STUDENTS

ADVISORY COUNCIL AND THE " NORTHERN REGIONAL ALLIANCE OF BLACK

STUDENTS UNIONS.”
I X

BESE APPEARANCES WILL BE COVERED BY

b7E

; A N E S TAB LI SH ED SO UR C E OF TH IS OFFIC E." _______________ WO ULD NO<LI K E TO
iB^'PtACEfilM'A. POSITION WHERE SHE WOULD BE FORCED IO TESTIFY.

•. ■' .
IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT REPRESENTATIVES OF THE "OAKLAND TRIBUNE" ’L.

AND "BERKELEY [.GAZETTE" WILL COVER ONE OR BOTH APPEARANCESTWO?

| WHITE SPECIALAGENTojWlLL AT^D|JA£H APPEARANCE.

END PAGE /^~
FEB1968 ~~ • ““““

Relayed ?s
W FEB 291968 ‘



PAGE TWO
BECAUSE THIS IS A STUDENT-SPONSORED AFFAIR, WILL BE HELD ON 

CAMPUS, AND MANY STUDENTS AT THIS SCHOOL ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE 

APPEARANCE OF SPECIAL AGENTS, IT IS FELT ID BE UNWISE THAT AGENTS 

ATTEMPT TO RECORD CARMICHEAL’S SPEECHES. HOWEVER, THE OAKLAND POLICE 

DEPARTMENT IS PLANNING TO SURREPTITIOUSLY RECORD THEM THROUGH PRIOR 

INSTALLATION OF NECESSARY EQUIPMENT.

CARMICHAEL NO DOUBT WILL HAVE IN HIS COMPANY THE SAME PEOPLE 

WHO MADE SURE LAST SATURDAY NIGHT THAT NO RECORDINGS WERE BEING 

MADE OF HIS SPEECH AT THE OAKLAND AUDITORIUM. AGENTS ATTENDING THAT 

AFFAIR WERE SEARCHED UPON ENTRANCE.

END
G

BG M

FBI WASH DC*

X



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 60309/AUC, TAM/'DCG/'bls

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

2/24/68

Information in attached indicates 
Stokely Carmichael, former chairman of 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), is still on the West Coast; 
however, he may return to New York City 
to endeavor to raise $100.000 hai1 for 

who is 
presently in custody m new urleans, 
Louisiana, in lieu of $100,000 bond.

Information is being furnished to 
the Inter-Division Information Unit and 
the Criminal Division of the Department.

WPD:bjb



ALL INF/ffl’KA^TION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 60309/.

W TOERAt BUREAU 
W s- OF

COIWMUMICATIOMS SECTION
FEB 2 41968

FBI WASH DC*

^fe_Tolsog_ 
X^jK'Setoaci 

Mr^ffl^r_

Mr. JCaspgr._
Mr. Callahan.. 
Mr. Conrad_
Mr. Felt.____
Mr. Gale___ ,
Mr/

P

FBI SAN
12: 47

TO: DIRECTOR (100-446080)
2/2 4V68 DEFERRED JXR

FRAN

CINCINNATI NEW

(100-43503)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (1 57-721)

0 T)/

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RS' - MISCELLANEOUS

/@avel______
Trotter_____

Tele. Room_____ |
Miss Holmes____ 8
Miss Gandy____  I

Mr.

SEDITION

YORK ,

u

tfefStfZ/OCg Al r T&L £ 7//&
4HrM¥'TEt TO BUREAU AND WFO FEBRUARY TWENTYTWO, LAST, ON SUB

JECT’S ACTIVITY IN SAN FRANCISCO AREA THAT DAY.

DURING A PEACE AND FREEDOM PA^TY RALLY CIVIC CENTER PLAZA, 
SAN FRANCISCO CITY .HALL, TODAY,! Ic^X''£

------------ ;—w-------  1 — —

AND THE INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS PREVIOUSLY SUGGESTED THAT NEGRO b7c 

ATHLETES NOT PARTICIPATE IN THE SUMMER OLYMPICS, ANNOUNCED THAT 

STOKELY CARMICHAEL HAS TO RETURN TO NEW YORK TO RAISE THE ONE HUN-

DRED THOUSAND DOLLAR CASH BAIL FOR SINCE BONDSMAN WOULD 
NOT GO BAIL FOR

CARMICHAEL

AS LATE AS TEN

him- '
SUBSEQUENTLY OBSERVED IN OAKLAND, CAL^fMlWW ' ' 

THIRTY PMJ2-S-TAT BENJAMIN FRANKLIN JHIGR^hWl

SAN FRANCISCO WHERE HEt APPEAR ED‘ AT ALL NEGRO AFFAIR SPONSORED BY

AFRO AMERICAN INSTITUTE, LOCAL NEGRO NATIONALIST CRGANIZATION.

END PAGE ONE.

>7 MAR Hlfyi*
Relayed to ///P 0____  _ _

COPY SENT TO MR. TOLSON
____________ ■ ------------- >■ .Yr-.rfT-n



PAGE TWO '

SF 157-721

co «• c** *
CARMICHAEL IS SCHEDULED FOR PRIVATE APPEARANCES IN AREA IMMEDIATELY

SOUTH OF SAN FRANCISCO ON SATURDAY, FEBRUARY TWENTY FOUR J

SAN FRANCISCO WILL ATTEMPT TO LEARN OF CARMICHAEL’S DEPARTURE

PLANS AND WILL ADVISE RECIPIENT OFFICES. c/

END.

J MS

FBI WASH DC* r

TU CLRX



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HE REIN . IS UNCLAS SIFTED
DAYE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUG/TAM/' DCG/' bls

WASHINGTON ,--06-- 6-20

2-26-68/URGENT

plain/ext

TO/ DIRECTOR (100-446080)

TOM NEWARK (100-49533)

STOKELY^CARMICHAEL, IS-M, SEDITION, OO-WFO

RECORDS DEPT. OF MOTOR VEHICLES, TRENTON, NJ, INDICATE NJ

REGISTRATION

TRENTON NJ, FOR A' SIXTY EIGHT CADILLAC,
b7C

GREEN AND BLACK, NEWARK INDICES

CONTAIN NO INFO IDENTIFIABLE WITH THIS INDIVIDUAL.X

ADMINISTRATIVE.

RE CHARLOTTE TELETYPE FEB. TWENTY SECOND LAST RE SUBJECT

PASSENGERoIN CAR TICKETED FOR SPEEDING IN FAYETTEVILLE, NC.

END...EXR’ 

fb-iiwash5dc

NEW YORKY..

RV&1*  „ yW v/ 7/
22 FEB 29 1368

FEB1968



55,'L ^(FOrSftwlOM.. CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 4 ■
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/ABC/TU

BUOU 0? INVEST!!
y, S. OEPm KENT 0? W©QMWMW80N SBbw'

FEB261968

Sffss. ToleoiV 
Mr. DeLoaa

| Mr. Mohr—- 
I Mr. Bishop— 
| Mr. Casper— 
| Mr. Callahan. 
S Mr. Conrad— 
| Mr. Felt— 
| Mr. Gale

8 My. Rosen___
OTyh^MSsUivanl

Mr. Tavel— 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy—

FBI WASH DC*

SAN FRANFBI 
519PM DEERRED 2-2 6-68 MS

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) ATLANTA, CINCINNATI, MEMPHIS & WASH FIELD

FROM FRANCISCO (157-721) IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

OAKLAND AND BERKELEY POLICE DEPARTMENT OFFICERS ADVISED THAT

STOKELY CARMICHAEL SEEN IN BERKELEY ON AFTERNOON OF FEBRUARY TWENTY- 
SIX, INSTANT. ANY FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING HIS PRESENCE /

OR TRAVEL PLANS WILL BE FURNISHED.

END

BGM
FBI WASH DO

X



FD-3%(flev. 5-22-64) 9
«

F B I
Date: 2/26/68 4

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code.

AIRTEL
Via _____________

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

T -

J FROM SAC, CINCINNATI (100-16858)

SUBJECT: STQKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

•S t Am2

/lie; WFO tels to Bureau, 2/8/68 and 2/10/68, Cin 
cinnati tels to Bureau, 2/9/68, and Cincinnati airtel to 
Bureau, Jii/12/68.

3

2

2

1

Atlanta (Enc. 3) (RM) 
(1 4 100-6812)(CARMICHAEL) 
(1 4 100-6488)(SNCC)_____

- Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM)
(2 157- ) (BLACK NATIONALIST MOVEMENT,

j CINCINNATI DIVISION, IS - BN)
- Jac Jis on (Enc.JD_ CRMJ___________

(2 4 157-
- Memphis (Enc 17

(1 4 157-
2 - NewsYork (Enc. 2) (RM) 

(1 4 100- 
(1 4 100-

)(SNCC)

WFO^Enc. 4) (RM) 
(1 4100-41626) 
(1 -4100- )(CARMICHAEL)
(1 -4100- 1
(1 r>57- ]__________________

8 - Cincinnati (2 - 100-16858) .^.109
(1 - JOO-14158) (SNCC) 
(1 -157-1682)(BLACK NATIONALIST MOVEMENT)

4

157-280)(MAJOR URBAN AREAS)

V

KRKijkh 
(25)^

757=

-J£------ —-------------------------Sent
Special Agent in Charge

AGENCY: ACSI,, OSI, SEC. SERV.,
W®: ISD.CRD.RAlpJ^J?^^ 

iZHOWFORW: 
DATE FORW

IOUO

M Per



CI 100-16858

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and 
ten copies of LHM, suitable for dissemination, setting forth 
summary of subject’s activities while in the Cincinnati, 
Ohio, area on 2/8/68 and 2/9/68.

Also receiving copies of this LHM are the following 
offices:

Atlanta - 
Chicago - 
Jackson - 
Memphis - 
New York - 
WFO -

3 copies;
2 copies;
2 copies;
1 copy;
2 copies, and
4 copies.

Also, one copy each of this LHM is being disseminated 
locally to U. S. Secret Service, 109th MI Group, OSI, and 
NISO, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Special Agents who observed STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
and party leaving the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel at approximately 
8;30P.M. on 2/8/68, were SAs| H

| SA| (observed CARMICHAEL return
to the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel at approximately 10:30 P.M.
that same evening. The Special Agents who observed STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL and] __ leave the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel 
at approximately 12;25 were SAs

____________ ____________________________ i__i__________  S A |
lopserved Carmichael and[ I board American Airlines 

Flight 476, which departed at 12:50 P.M., for Washington.
D. C.. as scheduled. The Special Agent who observed] 

leave the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel at approximately 
3:30 A.M. on 2/9/68, was SA| |

2



CI 100-16858

The information from|________________________________
Sheraton^-Gibson Hotel, Cincinnati, regarding hotel regis
tration, was furnished to SA|

____________ For the information of the Bureau, ________________ 
1advised that he was among the group of

SNCC members and friends of CARMICHAEL who accompanied him 
to the airport. He said while walking to board the plane, 
CARMICHAEL indicated plans were in preparation to hold a 
demonstration in Washington, D. C., from about 4/12-14/68. 
This demonstration was to be designated as BAD (Blacks Against 
the Draft)/" and alleged draft card burnings were to take 
place during this period, CARMICHAEL invited all of those 
present and requested that all local SNCC members come to 
Washington, D, C, , during this period, and help in the 
demonstration. This was not set out in attached LHM because 
it might, due to the few people present, might compromise 
the informant. Informant advised he will follow up and 
attempt to obtain additional information regarding this 
demonstration.

This LHM is being classified ”ConTjjie<iial” since 
it contains information received from confidential sources 
of continuing value, the disclosure of which might tend to 
compromise their future effectiveness.



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HREIH IS UNCLASSIFIED . | .

03-02-2006 BY 6 0 3 0 9 /' AU C /' T AM / D C G/ bls

flTO STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU^ffCEUNI

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

Director
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220

Cincinnati, Ohio 
February 23, 1968

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. | | Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2. | | Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means.

3. □ Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. | | U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. Pg Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a) □ Evidence of emotional, instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) □ Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) | | Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. | | Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph (XI furnished | | enclosed | | is not available
I | may be available through______________________________________________________________

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 
U. S. Secret Service (RM)

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form 
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Cincinnati, Ohio 
February 26, 1968

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

On February 8, 1968,[ a confidential 
ource who has furnished reliable information in the past 

advised that Stokelv Carmichael, accompanied by_________
[checked in at the Sheraton-Gibson

Hotel. Cincinnati. Ohio, at about 4:00 A.M. on February 8 
1968. [identified I

OECLASSIDED B 

ON..........................

CO

with

TIAL

b2
b7C

for the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC). [stated tha|
Carmichael, |were residing in Room

__________ | said that Carmichael was in Cincinnati, 
Ohio, for the sole purpose of speaking before the National 
Conference of Negro Methodists, whb were holding a three-day 
conference at the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel in Cincinnati.

nsaid that Carmichael remained in the hotel all 
day on February 8, 1968, attending various workshops of 
the National Conference of the Negro Methodists J---------------

___________ related that in the early eventngrof / 
February 8, 1968, Carmichael, accompanied by | | /
and several local SNCC members, went to the Wesley Methodist z 
Chapel in Cincinnati, Ohio, to hear a speech by James 
Farmer, former Director of the Congress Of Racial Equality 
(CORE), and now a Professor at an Eastern college. Carmichael b2 
did not speak at the chapel, but remained there for several b7c 
hours listening to other speakers and returned to the t?D
Sheraton-Gibson Hotel at about 10:30. From approximately 
11:00 A.M. to 12:00 midnight, Carmichael spoke to approxi
mately 250 Methodist Ministers who were attending the 
conference, as well as with local SNCC members. All of the
ministers at the conference did not attend this speech, but 
only those that were interested. | [related that
this was a closed speech in that no White persons were per
mitted to be present. After speaking for approximately one
hour, Carmichael remained for about one-half hour or 45 
minutes answering questions put to him by the ministers^4m

COPIES DESTROYED „ n +. . ..Excluded#from automatic downgrading /
343 FEB 26 1971 and declassification , f/ tr .

mmsdm

TIAL



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL CONFipg^ tfAL

attendance. The speech was held at the Roof Garden at the \ 
Sheraton-Gibson Hotel. After the speech, Carmichael 
returned to his suite for a private party.

_(stated that in attendance at this party 
were approximately four Negro ministers from the conference, 
as well as local SNCC members, the number of which was 
estimated at about 15. He said that there were several 
other people there whom he was not acquainted with, but______
stated there were about 35 persons in attendance. ___________
said that Carmichael’s speech to the ministers was relatively 
tame and on a much higher plane than some of his previous 
talks. He said, in essence, that the Negro ministers 
should attempt to bring all Negroes together as a unit, b2
and should concentrate more on the poor than on the middle b?c
class. In some of his discussions at the party, Carmichael b7D 
related that when he got back to Washington. D. C., he and 

(would try to organize 
and take over the school system there with the help of school 
officials, schoolteachers, and anyone else they can get 
to assist him, including pimps and prostitutes. Carmichael 
imp]iid that this meeting with some school officials was 
going to be closed and/or secret, and it was hoped that 
through the cooperation of the Negro peoples in Washington, 
D. C., they could take over the schools and ’’run them their 
way. ”

b2

b'7D
__________  said that the party terminated at 

approximately 3:00 A.M.

 On February 8, 1968, _________
Sheraton-Gibson Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio, advised 

that his records failed to disclose anv registration under 
the names of Stokely Carmichael. _____ _______________________

He said Room] |is one room of a three-room suite, 
referred to by the hotel as the Presidential Suite. He 
said this room contains two bedrooms with twin beds in tvc
each and a liying or sitting room. He said this room is 
registered to one of the Negro

I a ttending the National Negro Methodist ^Conference.
at the Presidential Suite consists of Rooms  

and it was furnished to the conference on a 
complimentary basis. The information by___________ wafe furnished
to a Special Agent of the FBI. _

CONEttSBrtTIAL
2



9 I
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL CONFJ0E

At approximately 8:30 P.M. on February 8, 1968, 
Special Agents of the FBI observed JStokely Carmichael,

__________________ ___________ [leave the sneraton-oibson Hotel 
and drive off in a late model maroon Buick, bearing Ohio
License Number  which is registered to one

lis not a
Regardings a friend of

_________ identified him as
~|who is currently attending, or was attending, 

Tougaloo College in Mississippi, and is now believed to

SNCC member, but

be a full-time SNCC representative.

_[remarked that Carmichael and his associates b2 
went directly to the Wesley Methodist Chapel and returned to 
directly to the hotel after the talks were over.

At approximately 10:30 P.M, on February 8, 1968, 
Stokely Carmichael and associates previously mentioned 
were observed at the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel, by Special Agents,FBI,

_|a confidential source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past,pdvised on February 9, 
1968, that while Carmichael's party was in progress, Car
michael received a long distance telephone call from possibly 
Orangeburg, South Carolina, and was informed that there 
had been a disturbance there at a Negro college, and that 
several Negroes had been killed. P I

At approximately 2:30 A,M. on February 9, 1968, 
a Special Agent of the FBI observed | ^depart b/c
from the front entrance of the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel carry
ing two attache-type cases, and entering a taxicab.

_ |a confidential source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised on Fahniarv 9 
1968, that Carmichael was scheduled to depart with  

via American Airlines Flight
476, at 12:50 P.M., February 9, 1968, for Washington, J).C., 
arriving at National Airport, Washington, D. C., at 2:p0 P.M. 
on that date. y

CONFIDENTIAL
3



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL CONFIDENTIAL

At 12:25 P.M, on February 9, 1968, Special
Agents of the FBI advised that Carmichael, accompanied by 
___________________________________ I left the I 
Sheraton-Gibson Hotel and proceeded to the Greater Cin
cinnati Airport at Erlanger, Kentucky. Special Agents of 
the FBI also observed that Carmichael’s car was followed 
by another vehicle with________________________
both local SNCC members 7~ At 2:50 P.M., both Stokely Car- 
michaeland _  [departed Greater Cincinnati Airport
via American Airlines Flight 476.

The February 8, 1968 edition of the ’’Cincinnati 
Enquirer,” a daily newspaper in general circulation in 
the Cincinnati, Ohio, area, contained an article captioned, 
’’Negro Methodists Told To Stand Fast.” This article indi
cated, in part, that some 300 Negro Methodist Ministers 
and laymen were here in Cincinnati for a three-day meeting 
to plan their role in the United Methodist Church.

The February 9, 1968 edition of the ’’Cincinnati 
Enquirer" contained an article captioned, ’’Carmichael Here 
At Church Meeting.” This article reads as follows:

"Stokely Carmichael, militant Black Power 
advocate who ran into State Department troubles 
for tours behind the Iron Curtain, was in Cin
cinnati Thursday to speak to the National Con
ference of Negro Methodists at the Hotel Sheraton- 
Gibson. The public was not invited to the session.

"Carmichael was accompanied by George Ware, 
his principal aide, who was freed of sedition 
charges in Nashville, Tenn, last August. Ware 
visited Communist Cuba with Carmichael last 
fall."

The February 8, 1968 edition of the "Cincinnati 
Post and Times Star," a daily newspaper in general circula
tion in the Cincinnati, Ohio, area, contained an article 
captioned, "Carmichael Here For Talk." This article states 
as follows: i /

CONFIDENTIAL
4
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RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL COW’TB^NfczAL

’’Stokely Carmichael, former national presi- f I 
dent of SNCC and militant black power advocate, I 
is in Cincinnati to speak at a workshop at the /
National Conference of Negro Methodists, now ।
meeting at the Sheraton-Gibson.

’’The Rev. JameS^Lawson, Memphis, .Tenn . , 
conference chairman, confirmed that Carmichael 
is in town, but would not say where he is 
staying.

"He says Carmichael will speak at a work
shop entitled ’Black Churchmen-Black Revolution’ 
tonight, but it will be closed to the press as 
are all other workshops of the conference.

"Rev. Mr. Lawson says Carmichael was 
brought here because the churchmen ’want to 
hear what he can tell them’ and not for the 
publicity his appearance might arouse.”

The February 9, 1968, Seven Star Final, edition 
of the "Cincinnati Post and Times Star" contained an article 
captioned, "Black Power Unanimously Approved." This article 
indicated that in a speech by James Farmer,® former National 
Director of CORE, at the Wesley Chapel, before a group 
attending the National Conference of Negro Methodists, 
Farmer stated that the Negro "has got to stop being ashamed 
of being black and develop ethnic pride and identity." 
Farmer, according to this article, once considered a radical 
militant but now regarded as almost an elder statesman in 
the civil rights movement, is Director of Social Welfare 
at Lincoln University in Pennsylvania. The article states 
that during Farmer’s speech, the "slight, stooped figure of 
Stokely Carmichael, former National President of SNCC, 
tiptoed quietly up to the front of the church and sat down. 
Carmichael, who coined the slogan 'Black Power’ was not 
introduced. He refused to talk to newsmen after the meeting, 
but rode with friends back to the Sheraton-Gibson where 
he conducted a seminar for the church delegates on ’Black 
Churchmen-Black Revolution.’’" |

CON^IB^NTIAL
5



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL co AL

The February 9, 1968 edition of the ’’Dayton 
Daily News,” a daily newspaper in general circulation in 
Dayton, Ohio, contained an article by Emil Dansker, Daily 
News Staff Writer, captioned, ’’’Turn World Upside Down’ - 
Stokely.” This article, which is datelined Cincinnati, 
refers to the talk made by Carmichael before the National 
Conference of Negro Methodists, on Thursday evening, 
February 8, 1968. This article reads as follows:

”A Bible-quoting Stokely Carmichael urged 
black Methodist ministers to ’turn the world 
upside down’ in their efforts to help the poor 
in a talk before the National Conference of Negro 
Methodists Thursday night.

’’Taking his text from Acts 17:6, Carmichael 
recalled for his audience of about 250 persons, 
the words, ’And when they found them not, they 
drew Jason and certain brethren unto the rulers 
of the city, crying these that have turned the 
world upside down are come hither also.’

’’And citing also Jeremiah 1:10-----’See, I
have this day set thee over the nations, and over 
the kingdoms, to root out and to pull down, and 
to destroy, and throw down, to build, and to 
plant’ ----- he told the clerics they are as chosen
people in their mission to work among the poor 
as did Jesus.

’’Black ministers basically should be dealing 
with poor people, Carmichael said, and should 
try to get away from the middle-class Negroes and 
quit appealing to him.

"’Your job,’ he said, ’is to turn the world 
upside down.'

"To nearly every question following the 
hour-long talk, Carmichael replied, in effect, 
that if Jesus could direct his message work f
among the poor so can the church today. | >

CON^raffiNTIAL
6



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL CONFIDENTIAL

"How, asked one questioner, can the Methodist A 
church combine the two factions represented on ( | 
the one hand by the poor and on thO other hand I 
by a middle class reluctant to be directly involved I 
in the civil right movement?

"Carmichael, a Methodist said, 'Jesus did 
it.'

"The former chairman of the Student Non- 
Violent Coordinating committee received several 
rounds of applause, including a standing ovation, 
in a low-key talk scheduled as part of a new 
separatist movement between black and white 
Methodists.

"The talk officially was open only to 
registered delegates to the conference, but about 
20 SNCC members attended as observers. They 
had been told not to participate in the question- 
and-answer session on grounds it might hinder a 
realistic exchange between Carmichael and regular 
delegates

"Carmichael and his aide, George Ware, 
were in Dayton earlier in the week. They refused 
to be interviewed by reporters, asserting conference 
officials had asked them not to seek publicity.

"’I don't have much to say,' said Ware, who 
declined comment as to when he expects to return 
to Dayton to set up activity on the city's West 
side. 'As a matter of fact, I don't have anything 
to say.'

"One source said the Dayton activity will 
include a combined effort with Negro Methodists."

The February 11, 1968 edition of the "Cincinnati 
Enquirer" contained an article captioned, "Go Help The Poor, 
Stokely Tells Pastors." This is another article concerning 
the speech made by Stokely Carmichael before the Negrd 
Methodist Conference at the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel. Thus 
article reads as follows:

CONFIDENTIAL
7



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL CONFW*»£riAL

"Stokely Carmichael, black power advocate, /
told a group of Negro Methodist Ministers to go / 
into the streets and help the poor. I

"Carmichael made the statement to about 250 f 
delegates last week in a closed session of the 
National Negro Methodist Conference at the Hotel 
Sheraton-Gibson. He told the ministers that the 
churchy should not be geared toward the middle 
class, bit that its job was helping the poor.

"’You should do as Jesus did, go into the 
community, seek out the poor, preach to them, 
administer to them and bring them together as a 
unit. If the Negro minister fails to bring the 
poor Negroes together as a unit, then he is nothing 
more than a hustler in the community,’ Carmichael 
said.

"The former Student Non-violent Co-ordinating 
Committee national chairman who has a Methodist 
background, said the church was the only agent 
within the Negro community which could bring about 
cohesiveness among the Negro people.

"He pointed out that the church can do this 
because dating back to slavery and after the 
slaves were freed, the Negro church was the one 
free agent in the Negro community controlled by 
them.

"Speaking to a quiet but tense audience, 
Carmichael began to generate emotions from the 
gathering as he told them that the church was 
the place where Negro culture was preserved.

"He ssuid, ’When the black man was supposedly 
freed in this country, his culture began and was 
developed in the church. The rhythmic music forms 
which are so prevalent today in many other types 
of music other than spirituals, had their beginning 
in pews of the black churches. Ray Charles sings 
gospels. Aretha Franklin sings gospels, the late t 
Sam Cooke sang gospels and brother James Brown I 
had his beginning in the black church.’ I

8 CONF I. TIAL



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL CONF, IAL

"Carmichael pointed out that evidence of this' j 
free expression is prevalent in the Negro churches [ 
today, /

’’’The black man, today, sings, acts and talks ' 
like a black man when he is in his own church.
We sing. We shout and we utter such common black 
man expressions as, amen, preach on, brother; 
uhun and yes, Lord,’ Carmichael said.

"The black power advocates said the white 
Methodist churches use hymns written by white song 
writers, such as John Wesley, ’But our black people 
want to hear ’Ezekel Saw the Wheel,’’ he said.

"Carmichael called for the Negro Methodist 
ministers to define black power. He told them not 
to accept the white man’s definition of black 
power. ’Define it for yourself, see what it 
means to you and move on with it,’ he said.

"He also said the black churches should take 
another look at Christianity and see if it really 
works for Negroes. He said Christianity was a 
white's man’s religion and might not work for 
Negroes,

"’This white man’s religion shows Jesus Christ 
as a white man and this to a poor poverty-stricken 
black man represents an oppressor. How then can 
a black man really be taught to worship an oppressor?’

"Carmichael received a standing ovation as 
he closed by telling the ministers, 'Preach to them 
about black consciousness, instill pride in them, 
tell them black is beautiful and it’s so beautiful 
to be black.’9’

The February 10, 1968 edition of the "Cincinnati Post 
and Times Star" contained an article by James Adams captioned, 
"Leaders Fear Voice of Change Unheard by Society." This 
article contains comments, in part, of Reverend James Lawson, 
who chaired the National Conference of Negro Methodists 
meeting in Cincinnati. According to this article, Mr .t Lawson 
had the following comment to make concerning Stokely Car
michael: l/z

CO! 'TIAL9



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL CONJ^KMt/aL

"Mr. Lawson says he has known Stokely Car- <7 
michael since 1960. Stokely is a Methodist.. I

"’Stokely has the basic compassion that is 
called for in the Christian faith' ----  noticing
my puzlled expression, he quickly added —— 
'I know white America can’t grasp that,_

"’Stokely doesn't really know where he is 
going himself .. He is trying a means to revolu
tionize society,' Carmichael was brought to 
the conference here at the request of some of the 
more militant ministers Others objected and 
threatened to leave in protest.

"’I feel we ought to listen to what he has 
to say ----- even if we didn't agree,’ Mr, Lawson
says , ’’

The February 9, 1968 edition of the "Cincinnati 
Post and Times Star" contained an article captioned} "Tense 
Peace Prevails in S, C, After 3 Students Die in Riot," 
This article, which was datelined Orangeburg, South Carolina, 
indicated that the South Carolina State College had suspended 
classes and urged students to stay in their dormitories 
today in the wake of a bloody battle between Highway Patrol
men and Negro students that claimed three lives and injured 
36 persons. According to this article, among the injured, of whom 
two were listed as critical, was on>? Cleveland Sellers, 
an official of SNCC, who was arrested on a number of charges 
at a hospital emergency room and jail, This article quotes 
Sellers as stating, "Stokely (Carmichael) will probably 
come down if they incarcerate me." Sellers, according to 
this article, had told newsmen earlier that he had been in 
touch by telephone with Carmichael and H, Rap Brown, Head of 
SNCC, Sellers, who had been organizing a "Black Awareness 
Committees" on the campus, was charged with inciting to riot, 
destruction of property, arson, and assault and battery with 
intent to kill.

b2

b7D

_________| a confidential source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised on February 13, 
1968, that Carmichael, on the evening of February 8, 1968, 
spoke before’^a group of approximately 200 Methodist ministers and

conkwj£nttal
10



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL CONFJ^KKu AL

friends at a closed session at the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel. 
The ministers were a part of h group of Negro Methodist 
ministers attending a National. Negro Methodist Conference 
there. He said Carmichael spoke from a prepared speech 
and it was directed more or less to the Negro ministers 
attending the conference. Helsaid, in part, that the Negro 
should go into the streets and help the poor, and that the 
church should not associate itself with the middle class.

’During his talk, he made several references to sections 
of the Bible to illustrate his bomments. He made no comment 
about the Negro Methodist separating from the White Methodist 
Church, and mentioned, the difficulty the Negro ministers 
were having in getting into the policy-making process within 
the framework of the entire Methodist Church.

a confidential source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past.*  advised that Stokely Car
michael, who was accompanied by

____________ _______ was at the Wesley Methodist Church 
to hear a speech by James Farmer the evening of February 8, 
1968. He said ministers from the National Negro Methodist 
Conference were in attendance, as well as approximately 15 
local SNCC members, to here Farmer’s talk. | [further
advised that Farmer’s speech, although scholarly ..done, did 
not create the same enthusiasm as the speech made by Stokely 
Carmichael at the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel later that evening. 

__________ [stated that he was in attendance at Carmichael’s 
speech, which was directed primarily to the ministers present, 
and was relatively tame in comparison to some of his other 
speeches. He said there was a question and answer period 
Which followed Carmichael's speech, but no questions were 
put to him about his travels in Communist countries, but 
most of them pertained to the subject matter of Carmichael’s 
speech. ._____________________________________________ ’

CONFIDENTIAL
/ II



APPENDIX CONFj»WpfAL

The Guide to Subversive Organizations and Pub- / 
lications, revised and published on December 1, 1961, to 
supercede the guide published on January 2, 1957, prepared 
and released by the Committee on Un-American Activities, U. S. 
House of Representatives, Washington, D. C., contains the 
following:

EMERGENCY CIVIL LIBERTIES COMMITTEE (ECLC)

The Emergency Civil Liberties Committee is an 
organization with headquarters in New York, whose avowed 
purpose is to abolish the House Committee on Un-American 
Activities and discredit the FBI, The committee finds that 
the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee, established in 
1951, although representing itself as a non-Communist group, 
actually operates as a front for the Communist Party. It 
has repeatedly assisted, by means of funds and legal aid, 
Communists involved in Smith Act violations and similar 
legal proceedings. One of its chief activities has been 
and still is the dissemination of voluminous Communist 
propaganda material.

~ ____ _ |—TO-----------
iuou,r ]was laentmea as a communist Harty member

b?c by a former FBI undercover agent within the Party. Summoned 
at that time to answer the allegation, his reply to all 
questions was, "I am answering no questions of this committee.” 
This also became his stock reply to questions when he appeared 
during the Atlanta hearings.

Disputing the non-Communist claim of the organi
zation, the committee finds that a number of other indivi
duals connected with the ECLC also have been identified under 
oath as Communists.

(Committee on Un-American Activities, Annual
Report for 1958, House Report 187, March 9, 1959, pp. 34 
and 35.)

THIS IS LOANED TO YOU BY THE FBI
AND NEITHER IT NOR ITS CONTENTS ARE I
TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE THE AGENCY \/ 
TO WHICH LOANED.
,CONFIDENTIAL
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DA.T E '0 3-02-2006 B Y

ALL- INFORMATION CONTAINED

Date:. 2/19/68
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

yia A I R T E L
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR^ FBI (1OO-4U6O8O) -

FROM: SAC, RICHMOND (100-10532) - RUC

. b7C

SUBJECT:s STOKELY CARMICHAEL .
IS - MISC.; SEDITION 
(00: WF0) REC-71 !

. Re WFO teletype to Director, 2/13/68. -----

On.2/17/68,| IVa.
. DMV, Richmond,' Va., advised SA _____ that

a. revi e.w of her records reflect tfet a 1967 Va. License
_________was issued to 

|Va<., for a----------- 1
___________ A reView of the Hi c hmone imr..es rellUClS*  Utah 

Iwas a victim in Richmond file_____

ionwagor>

b7C 1 captioned.

PUBLIC ACCOMMODATIONS, ORA, 1964."
A review of that file reflects that 

was employed at
Alexandria, Va., and stated she was 

a member of the Alexandria, Va. Chapter of CORE. She 
follows:was described as

MC-7)
Sex
Race
Place.of Birth
Date of Birth

Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL)
WFO (REGISTERED MAIL)(100-43503)'

1 -■ Atlanta (INFO) (100-6812) (REGISTERED
1 - - -
DWH:vfer 
(7)

Richmond

Approved: . Sent
Special. Agent in Charge

; 1! 1zx.

<0

M

S5 FEB 22 1968



RH 100-10532

Height
Weigjf 
Hair 
Marital Status

Richmond file number cautioned.

1 reflects thatF

1 was a complainant in
the file, having submitted a complaint to the Richmond 
Office on 5/21/66 concerning alleged voting irregularities.



4-312 (Rev. 1-18-62)

Date of Mail

Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Branch.

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUC/' TAM/DCG/ bls

Subject_ _ _ _ _ _ _ JUNE MAIL

File Number /6 &____

Permanent Serial Charge Out



OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10
MAY 1d«2 EDITION 
GSA FPMR <41 CFR) 101-11.8

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

UNITED STATES GOYERNMENT-te 03-02-2006■by sosos/Auc/iAM/Dce/bis

Memoramum 4
DIRECTOR, FBI date: 2/26/68

FROM : SAC, NEV/ YORK (100-1617^8) (RUC)

iubject: ____________________ | aka
SM-SNCC 
(00:AT)

Re report of 
at Atlanta.

SA dated 1/15/68,

SAS |________________________________________ |who covered
the departure of STOKEJCYLCARMLCHAEL from JFK International 
Airport, 12/11/67, identified the photograph ofl I
______ (submitted in referenced report as the individual they 
observed on 12/11/67. driving the red Toyota sedan bearing 
Alabama license I It was in this vehicle that STOKEEY
CARMICHAEL was driven away from the airport to |

where the occupants of the vehicle entered an 
The Agents, however, did not get a good view of

NYC 
apartment. 
the driver of the vehicle until the car was driven away from

I Based on this observation, the driver of 
the red Toyota was identified as 

SAS | __________
observed the red Toyota again on 12/21/67. at which time it
was parked at| | NYC. The Negro male who drove
the red Toyota on this occasion closely resembled the photograph 
of| However, these Agents could not make
a positive identification since this individual was observed 
in semi-darkness and from a distance.

/O- Bur e au (RM)
^2 - Atlanta (157-2119) (RM)
2 - Birmingham (157-3205) (RM)
1 - New York

5010-tM

VJA:mfk
(7) 191 (WAR 6 ispg

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

MA" " - 196$



HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

lir. Bishop DATE; 2-26-68

J OHGS
Holrr.cs-----------------
Gandy ----------------—

ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA

On 2-20-68.

they had advised Special Agen ________ _ 
received calls from captioned individual shortly after 11 a.m. on 
mat date. In each instance,!__________ [expressed opposition to •
ponding civil rights legislation and strongly criticized Negro leaders 
martin Luther King, Stokely^Jarmichael and| | She
declared ’’they" have three coffins ready for these individuals should 
I.ey come to the Washington area to start trouble.

_______________________ [apparently is identical with_____________
Arlington, Virginia, a chronic 

complainant. She is the subject of Bufile__________which contains
Leformation indicating mental instability. Data concerning her previously 
has been furnished to'Secret Service.

RECCMMENDAT1ON:

O
R

IG
IN

A
L

 F
IL

E
D

' W

That the enclosed letter be sent to the Richmond Office
instructing that appropriate local authorities be advised.

1 - Io. DeLoach - Enclosure
1 - Mr. Bishop - Enclosure
1 - Mr. Sullivan - Enclosure
1 - Mr. Rosen - Enclosure

WBmls (9)

i NOT RECORDED
/i/’ i V no rrn on -inca

6 — i/ 6 "



(Priority)

■ Z 'M113

- ' ■. Date: 2/'27/6 8
•.■. PLAINTEXT

' '■■(Type,if1 pl'aintext^qt code) .

< v AIR MAIL

F B I

M Per- ■ ' ■ .■ Sent
...in Charge . ■ ' <

.. AW. TNFORMATiON .’TZONTWNED _ •
‘T^--;upcLAS-St>T^D '

' ""'ITzhP 0Z.--Z 0 0 6 .jJ u y/Au04.5

FD-36 (Rev, 5-2 2-6 4)

• Transmit the following in

'Via AIRTEL

b/C ■

b7C

concerning 
Division.

FEB 28 1968

Approved: j

■

TO . : .DIRECTOR, .. FBI (100-446080)

•SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-721)(P) >

SUBJECT: STOKLEY CARMICHAEL 
' . IS - M; SEDITION : 

00: WFO .

Re WFO airtel to Director dated 2/20/68 with copies 
to Los Angeles and San Francisco.

San Frannisro indtnes negative concerning
• .In absence of specific request, no * * investigation 

is being conducted in the Sari Francisco

Bureau (RM)
WFO (RM)(100-4350 3) -

2 - San Francisco
. PBN/dp

(7)



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

5010-104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorarmum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 3/1/68

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-721)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

\ Re Washington Field airtel 2/20/68, concerning

advised that[
• 1 •Selective Service Headquarters, Sacramento,

1 has Local \Dratt Board 8 3. [
residing
California.

i

2 J- Bureau (RM)
1 - Los Angeles (100-68783)(RM)
1 - Washington Field (100-43503)(RM)
1 - San Francisco

APC/jr
(6)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUC/'TAM/DCG/bls
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2/28/68

FROM

(C

•' ;•

Ci-
bl ' .

cot
oicr-ios^r^h p

Vc)
?•>

Bureau
-1' -Liaison (direct)
1 -London

3 .£

- : LM: vw

jegat, London

GSA FPMR (XI CFR) 101-11.6

n2-2C06;
An309/ALLC4WIZ^■ DATE: /.bls

3IFIEP -B’l Q J1GL?

DATE

'iJNITED STAT RRNMENT . all llteoRMATION cc .

Memoi^.dwn
.Director, . FBI (100-446080)

(105-2989)

DEC-LAS i?IE Z' .OW,

(RUC)

SUBJECT - STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISC. (SEDITION) ' -

W: ' Atlanta (100-6812)

- ReBuairtel 1/5/68.

All efforts on the part of this office to obtain 
the verbatim transcript and/or tape of tho intPrviPW 

^conducted of subject| 
on 12/12/67 have not been effective.I

•MW

iNTlRL

8 US' Savin&s ^on^s Regularly. on the.Payroll Savings Plait



FD-263^Rev. 3-8-67)

FEDERAL*  UREAU OF INVESTIGATION

This report carries the subject as ARMED AND 
DANGEROUS inasmuch as Atlanta report dated 11/16/67/ reflected 
in their synopsis that the subject was ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED ACQUIT- 
TALS

CASE HAS BEEN:

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR | | Y ES [ |nO

PENDING PROSECUTION
OVER SIX MONTHS | | Y £ $ | | NO

CON VIC. AU TO. FUG. FINES SAVINGS RECOVERIES

APPRO VED____________________________________ CJ J [K A R G E

^SMA78-Bureau ( 1OoX46o8™(RM)
U-AUSA, SDNY, NYC (RM)
1-Secret Service, NYC (RM)
1-NISO, NYC (RM)
3-108th MI Group, NYC (RM)
1-OSI, NYC (RM)
1-Atlanta (100-6812) (RM) 
3-Washington Field (100-43503) 
2-New York (100-153751)

u MAR 5 1968

TAM/' DCG/'

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 60309/

(Info) (RM)



NY IOO-I5375I . 77.•

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source

.' —1 - - ' - - ' . : ■ - >.

[concealed by
request. ■ ; \ — . ■

informat:?

b2

b7C

b7D

Informants who could furnish no additional pertinent

LEADS

NEW. YORK

AT NEW YORK,: NEW YORK. Will continue to follow
and report the activities ofthis subject,



^ITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of: 
Date:

1-U.S. Secret Service, NYC
1-NISO, NYC (RM)
3-108th MI Group, NYC (RM)
1-OSI, NYC (RM)
1-AUSA___SONY. NYC (RM)

(RM)

March 1, 196b
Office: New York, New York

Field Office File #: 100-153751 Bureau File 100—446080

Title:

Character:

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

-P-

DETAILS:

SIFTED BY 60309 / AUC/ TAM/ DCG/' b 1; 
022006

s dow
5 d

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1967-0-273-878



NY 100-153751

b7C

_________ On February 1, 1968,|   _________ 
_________|The Saturday Evening Post. b41 Lexington Avenue. 
New York City, advised SA|___________________ |that approximately
one month ago, STOKELY CARMICHAEL and JAMES FORMAN came to his 
office and discussed an article that would be written by 
CARMICHAEL and be published in the Saturday Evening Post, 
concerning CARMICHAEL and his travel abroad. _________ |advised
that the article was to have been written in the first person 
by CARMICHAEL with help from_____  _____advised the
agreed price for the article was. $7,500.00 payable to 
JAMES FORMAN, of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee. 

~| advised there were some technical difficulties and 
that he has not heard from CARMICHAEL or FORMAN since, and 

stated that there would not be any article, 
advised he felt CARMICHAEL and FORMAN were trying to see 
just how much money they could possibly get for such an 
article.



5-113a ((9-29-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

IN FORMATIVE NOTE^ __2-28-68
Date _______________________________________

Stokely Carmichael, former Chairman 
of Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) has been in California 
where he appeared at rallies held to 
raise funds for a Negro man charged with 
the murder of a policeman. Also appeared 
in support of militant Negro nationalists 
arrested on local charges, Including 
conspiracy to commit murder.

Attached reports Carmichael is now 
in Atlanta, Georgia. We are continuing 
to furnish information concerning him to 
the Internal Security Division of the 
Department.

WLS:mh

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUC/ TAM/' DCG/' bls
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□

153 AM URGE-NT 2-28-68 LWG

TO DOCTOR, WASHINGTON FIELD 

X NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON

NEW YORK AND SAN FRANCISCO

_ sper--------

I
Mn Callahan-----
Mt. Cohr&d-------
Mr. Feft-----
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 8 -

Gale__„____

StaHivaa_V^ 
Tavtft..
Trottet_____

4 Tele. Rfxeti 
Miss Holmes__

Mies CSamiiy ■

FROM ATLANTA ’ .■ . ' b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, SEDIHon; /

3ADVISES SUBJECT ARRIVED ATLANTA FEBRUARY

TWENTYSEVEN LAST. MODE OF TRAVEL UNKNOWN. REPORTEDLY MAKING ARRANGE- 
’ V \

ME NTS TO SPEAK AT MOREHOUSE COLLEGE AT ONE PM FEBRUARY TWENTY EIGHT.
‘ V"' ' b:

TEXT OF SPEECH NOT ANNOUNCED. PRESENT PLANS CALL FOR SUBJECT TO b

DEPART ATLANTA TWO THIRTY PM FEBRUARY TWENTY EIGHT FOR NEW YORK. IN

EVENT OF SPEECH AT MOREHOUSE COLLEGE, ATLANTA WILL COVER THROUGH

ESTABLISHED SOURCES. FUTURE ITINERARY AS DEVELOPED WILL BE FURNISHED.

INTERESTED OFFICES. SOURCE ADVISES SUBJECT VISITING KNOWN 

SNCC associates/

FEB 1968

XEROX

two.
Relayed to

RECEIVED 2:02 AM DHH

§ MAR 5 1968
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED -
(herein IS UNCLASSIFIED ■

PATE ’03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUC/.TAM/ DCG/' bls
■ X ■:

FBI;

Date: • 2/29/68

"ransmit the following in _ PLAINTEXT------. ,7. ' , , ■
(Typefin plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT. A,
(Priority)

i Mr. Tolson__
| Mr. DeLoaeh_ 

. || Mr. Mohr.___ _
■ ||Mr. Bishop„__

11 Mr. Casper___ ,
n iMr. Callahan._

—I JMr’ Conrad 
jMr. Felt

Gale..____ '■
jMn Rosen____ i

Sullivan V

Mr.

TO'

FROM

THIS
LATE

DIRXt<®, FBI (100-446080)
A NTION: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION
RE WFOTEL TWO TWENTYNINE SIXTYEIGHT.

, g Mr. .Trotter__
g Teje. Room
8 Miss Holmes_ 

fl Miss Gandy

SUBJECT FIRST OBSERVED TO DEPART RESIDENCE TWO FIFTY TWO PM
DATE WITH UNKNOWN FEMALE THAT ENTERED RESIDENCE WITH SUBJECT
EVENING OF TWO TWENTY EIGHT LAST AND PROCEEDED TO SNCC HDQTSs

LATER RETURNED SUBJECT’S RESIDENCE IN LATEAFTERNOON. TH|Y-“ 
DEPARTED RESIDENCE EARLY EVENING AND BRIEFLY VISITED NEW SCHOOL
BOTH

FOR AFRO-AMERICAN THOUGHT, TWENTY TWO ZERO EIGHT FOURTEENTH STREET

NW, WDC, WHERE SOCIAL APPEARED IN PROGRESS; BOTH LATER OBSERVED

TO VISIT NIGHT CLUB NEAR SUBJECT’S RESIDENCE

ADMINISTRATIVE
AIRMAIL COPY TO ATLANTA

» I-

(2)- Bureau
2 - Teletype Unit
1 - Atlanta (RM)(AM)
2 - WFO ;
AAMttkm i
VY ' x. / -

b7C , ■ .

>» r ■'_ Sent
Ip^cial Agent in Charge

_M Per



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION . 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
50’0-106 m_m_onnc d’-z cm

Tolson _ 
DeLoach

Mr. W. C. Sullivan, date: February 24, 1968

Bishop — 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt ____
Gale ____
Rosen __
Sullivan .

Mr
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. J. A. Sizoo 
1 “
1 -Mr. J. C. Trainor
1 -l r 1

SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 1 "I_________________/

A. Sizoo b

Trotter___________
Tele. Room ----------
' ^Imes --------------- -
andy^— —•

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL 
SEDITION

b7C

At 9:06 p.m. Special Agent in Charge (SAC) Jensen, 
contacted Duty Agent furnishing the,Memphis 

following information:

_________________________________________  (an SAC 
contact), had advised that he had .lust received a call from( 
one_____________________
Memphis on Monday, 2/26/68 
to Memphis was supposed to be in connection with the strike 
of Sanitation Workers. | |had stated that he had furnished
this information to the local police. Jensen requested any 
information as to Carmichael’s current whereabouts or indi
cations he planned to visit Memphis.

who stated that subject would be in I 
The reason for subject’s travel^x.

Jensen was contacted at 9:41 p.m. after contact with ( 
the San Francisco Office and was advised that subject was then \ 
in San Francisco giving a speech and had one other personal u
appearance scheduled for this evening in that city. He was 
also told that the Bureau has had varying reports that subject was 
supposed to travel to New York City to attempt to raise bond 
money for| I may visit Atlanta over the weekend;
and was scheduled to take part in a student black power con
vention in Ohio over the weekend. No positive information on 
hand indicating he was to travel to Memphis.

Z ' ( H ■ >—------------- 1
f At this time, Jensen stated'_____ |has now been
\ identified as one| | a black power-------------

advocate supposedly from Chicago where he claims to be
/ ot the National Black Liberation Front. ~| according to

Jensen
friends who 
help out in 
information

is supposed to have claimed he 
were powerful in the black 
the situation in Memphis, 
available on or his

would have some of his 
power groups come to 
Jensen requested any 
group.

No 
his group.

record in 
Jensen so advised.

ACTION: None. For information.

Bureau files identifiable with or

ERH:rwf
MAR 5 1968



‘”**FBI WASH DC*
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

FBI S
7:3 2-1 8-68

si < 
‘■' -j ..

DEFERRED MXG

DI R EC'TOR , A TLA N TA , CHICAGO, LOS A NG ELES , NEW YORK, WA S HIN G T 0 N 't

FIELD OFFIC

FROM SAN FRANCISCofsJ(4)

CARMICHAEL I?S-MI SC ELLA NEO US ; SEDITION BUREAU

(1 57-721

FILE (1 00-446080).

is
57"UDf/7r /yW JuUZ'V; ¥.OOK.U/A'/ ■ : r‘‘

- SN^C; BUREAU FILE I I SF FILE

JAMES FORMAN IS
b7C j ^x**T*x

- SNCC, BUREAU FILE (1 57-442) SF FILE (100-54893),
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¥. '■BPPSD PROGRAM FOR BENEFIT OF HUE? P. NEWTON DEFENSE FUND WAS g

'.HELD IN OAKLAND MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM BETWEEN EIGHT O’CLOCK PM FEBRUARY g! 
7 SEVENTEEN AND TWELVE THIRTY AM FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN. NEWTON, MINISTER OF ' § 
J ' .... 5 5. Sb

DEFENSE BPPSD IS INCARCERATED ALAMEDA CITY JAIL ON A MURDER CHARGE. v .
MASTER OF CEREMONIES WAS LEROY ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, MINISTER OF ’ ■ 

/ o o - y 60^ -
INFORMATION OF .BPPSD WHO ANNOUNCED THAT A MERGER OF BPPSD AND SNCC

-kD 7aken r.H0, .flHeaSMr'z
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JAi-ES FORMAN OF SNCC WAS INTRODUCED AS NEW MINISTER OF FOREIGN 
> P";

AFFAIRS BPPSD, REFER ED TO THE ASSASSINATION OF MALCOK

X AND DEMANDED THAT REPRISALS BE TAKEN FOR FUTURE ASSASSINATIONS OF

ANY BLACK LEASERS. FORMAN DEMANDED AS REPRISAL OF HIS ASSASSINATION

THE DESTRUCTION OF FIFTEEN WAR PLANTS, FIFTEEN POWER STATIONS, FIFTEEN 

POLICE STATIONS, AND DEATH OF FIFTY POLICE OFFICERS. FORMAN DEMANDED 

THE PRICE BE TRIPLED FOR THE ASSASSINATION OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL OR 

H. RAP BROWN. FORMAN STATED THAT THE SKY WOULD BE THE LIMIT IF HUEY 

NEWTON WAS EXECUTED.

** CHARLES R. GARRY, DEFENSE ATTORNEY FOR HUEY NEWTON INTRODUCED 

THE MOTHER OF NEWTON AND ASSERTED THAT NEWTON WOULD NOT BE FOUND 

GUILTY IF A PROPER JURY COULD BE SELECTED.

RON DELLUMS, BERKELEY CITY COUNCILMAN READ A RESOLUTION HE 

INTENDS TO INTRODUCE BEFORE THE BERKELEY CITY COUNCIL ON FEBRUARY 

TWENTY ASKING THAT NEGROES BE REQUIRED AS JURORS AT THE TRIAL OF 

HUEY P. NEWTON.

ROBERT AVAKIAN SPOKE AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE PEACE AND FREEDOM 
PARTY. AVAKIAN EXPRESSED SYMPATHY WITH AND SUPPORT FOR 'NEGRO^ RE

VOLUTION AGAINST OPRESSION IN THE UNITED STATES. AVAKIAN STATED THAT 
THE CAPITALIST, IMPERIALIST, RACIs' POWER STRUCTURE IN THIS COUNTRY 

MUST BE DESTROYED.

END PAGE TWO



/AGE THREE
CLEAVER AND AVAKJ^ BOTH ANNOUNCED AND EMDOR^D HUEY P. 

NEWTON AS THE BPPSD CANDIDATE FOR CONGRESS FROM THE SEVENTH CON- 

GESSIONAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA.

H» RAP BROWN WAS INTRODUCED AS A SUPR1SE GUEST WHO HAD BEEN MADE 
MINISTER OF JUSTICE OF THE BPPSD. 'BROWN ASSERTED THAT BLACK WAR

FARE INSIDE THIS COUNTRY WOULD ANSWER THE PROBLEM OF NEGRO UNEMPLOY-

IL 1 a

BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, CHAIRMAN OF BPPSD URGED ALL NEGRO FAMILIES 

TO HAVE SHOT GUNS IN THEIR HOMES TO REMOVE AND NULLIFY THE OCCUPYING 

ARMY OF POLICE OFFICERS IN THE BLACK COMMUNITIES.
S TO KLEY CARMICHAEL WAS NOMINATED EY CLEAVER AND UNANIMOUSLY 

ACCLAIMED BY A STANDING OVATION OF NEGROES PRESENT AS "PRIME MINISTER 

OF THE AFRO- AMERICA TO ALL AFRICANS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD".

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL URGED A UNITING OF ALL BLACKS IN ALL PARTS OF 

THE WORLD TO PRESERVE THE RACE FROM .GENOCIDE AT THE HANDS OF THE 

"HONKYS” MEANING CAUCASIANS. CARMICHAEL ASSERTED THAT ALL BLACKS 

MUST UNITE. SOCIALLY, ECONOMICALLY, AND MILITARILY IN ORDER TO 

AVOID EXTERMINATION BY WHITES. CARMICHAEL DEMANDED THAT BLACKS 

REFUSE TO COOPERATE WITH WHITE GOVERNMENT AUTHORITIES OR THEY WOULD 

BE "OFFED" MEANING EXECUTED.

ETHEL MINOR OF ATLANTA OFFICE OF SNCC WAS INTRODUCED BUT DID 

NOT SPEAK.

THE PROGRAM WAS ATTENDED BY APPROXIMATELY FOUR THOUSAND, FIVE 

HUNDRED PEOPLE, TWO THIRDS OF WHOM WERE NEGROES. ALL SPEAKERS WERE 
GREETED BY WILDLY ENTHUSIASTIC APPLAUSE AND STANDING OVATIONS. NO 

INCIDENTS OF VIOLENCE HAVE BEEN REPORTED AND NO ARRESTS WERE MADE.

AS OF TWO O’CLOCK AM FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN, STOKELY CARMICHAEL AND 

END PAGE THREE



PAGE FOUR

IN COMPANY WITH MEMBERS OF BPPSD ATTENDED A SOCIAL

GATHERING WITH A PROGRAM OF ENlERTAINtrtS AT

AT THREE O’CLOCK AM, FEBRUARY EIGHTEEN, A BUS LOAD OF FORTY
OMEN ECHOES DEPARTED FROM OAKLAND ENROUTE LOS ANGELES TO ATTEND A

RALLY AT LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA ON THE AFTERNOON OF THIS DATE. THE

BUS BEARS THE NAME OF "-GUITON" AND NUMBER FOUR TWO ZERO THREE WITH

CALIFORNIA LICENSE X TWO ONE ZERO ONE NINE.

ALL PERSONS ENTERING THE AUDITORIUM AREA WERE FRISKED FOR WEAPONS,

CAMERAS OR CONCEALED RECORDING DEVICES. PHOTOGRAPHERS FROM METRO

POLITAN PRESS SERVICES AND ALL TELEVISION CHANNELS WERE EXCLUDED FROM

THE AUDITORIUM DURING THE PROGRAM. THE USE OF RECORDING DEVICES WAS

ALSO DENIED TO THESE NEWS MEDIA. A RECORDING OF THE ENTIRE PROGRAM 

WAS MADE BY THE INTELLIGENCE UNIT OF THE OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT. 
COPIES WILL BE OBTAINED.
END
BG M
FBI WASH DC*
TLi CX
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(U)

ON 03-0
Date; 2/9/68

Transmit the follow
code)

/ 
'C

airte: AIR MAIL
(Priority)

(U)

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI.

SAC, CINCINNATIJ (U)

Re Cincinnati teletypes dated 2/8 and 9/68 and 
iireau t^Dephone call to Cincinnati 2/9/68 regarding 
STOKELx^ARMICHAEL; IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION."

85

Q pi 
t’ 
£The purpose of this communication is to recommend 

dditional |for the jvftal information
ished by captioned informant on 2/7-8/68 (U)

The information is as follows

STOKELY CARMICHAEL was reported to be coming to 
Cincinnati, Ohio, on the evening of 2/7/68. We alerted our 
sources and informants, and captioned informant advised 
about 9:30 PM, 2/7/68, that he had learned a very important 
person, referred to as "the star," was to arrive at the 

q'/b airport in Dayton on the evening of 2/7/68.(U)
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b / D

b7C

b71‘

under surveillance during this time, and we were able to put 
CARMICHAEL in the Gibson, Room 518-522, at which time FBI 
Agents, Cincinnati Headquarters/^t^>ok over the surveillance 
and established vantage points.O^r (U)

From the conference, ________________  obtained
very valuable and vital information which the Cincinnati 
Office believes is a new look with respect to CARMICHAEL, 
his activities, and SNCC. We say this because it appears 
now from the informant that CARMICHAEL has been somewhat 
subdued, did not want any publicity in Cincinnati or Dayton, 
and, as a matter of fact, sought secrecy in all of his 
operations. Some of his own people did not even know he was 
coming, and they were surprised when he arrived at the meetin

SNCC’s new policy was discussed as follows:

To attain unity among all Negro groups, with the 
goal of black power. (See Cincinnati teletype
SNCC is presently taking a soft line on black 

order to bring all Negroes into their fold.
2/9/68.) 
power in 
According to source, CARMICHAEL said a new approach wouL (U)



b2

b7D

be that conferences and speeches would be decreased, and 
instead they are going out and work directly with the Negro 
people. CARMICHAEL said the rebellion is ready in its final 
-phases all over the world, and the only ones not ready are 
the Negroes in the United States. Vietnam and Korea already 
have their rebellions, and other Asian countries, Africa, and 
South America are- preparing for same. CARMICHAEL said an 
analysis of all the riots in the United States during the 
past few years indicated they were unorganized and had no 
real leadership(U)

OBSERVATION

The information furnished by|_________________
is extremely important and vital to our intelligence network 
in the racial field. It is information which could not have 
come from any other source except an informant who was 
"in the inner circle". This informant saved this Office 
valuable Agent hours of surveillance.

b2

b'7C

b7D

after which he took the time lo furnish us with the full 
details of the conference

As the Bureau knows, an informant of this nature 
is invaluable. As an incentive to continue the outstanding 
work he has done, we recommend an additional! ________

|for this specific assignment(uj

b2

For the Bureau’s information, he is a paid informant, 
and bv letter dated 2/6/68 we requested that he be paid up to 

commensurate to the value of for services 
information received.and up to 
actually incurred(yj

For the Bureau’s 
that he is not a plant, we

information, in order to insu: 
gave a specific assignment to{ (U)

3



who attended a conference in CARMICHAEL’s room at the 
Sheraton-Gibson during the early morning hours of 2/9/68, 
and his report confirmed information previously furnished 
by at Dayton(Ui

RECOMMENDATION:

In view of the outstanding performance of the 
informant and the vital and valuable nature of the information 
furnished, it is recommended bv this Office that the Bureau 
authorize 
operation

for this specific

4
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Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Branch.

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUC/' TAM/DCG/ bls

Subject JUNE MAIL

File Number _ _

Permanent Serial Charge Out



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUC/' TAM/DCG/ bls

2/29/68

AIR

FROM;

IOR9 FBI (100=446080)

SAC0 WO (100=43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCg SED 
(00; WO)

ReWOairtel to Bureau8 dated 2/16/68D with LHM 
setting forth summary of subject9 s activities from 2/4 to 
13/68« Ho copies were furnished SS9 LAB or SF,

Enclosed herewith for th® Bureau are 11 copies of 
an LHM suitable for dissemination^ setting forth summary of 
subject8s activities for 2/14=15/68, Two copies each are 
furnished the offices listed in the copy counto

Local dissemination made to Secret Service/ AUSA„ 
and Military Intelligence Agencies,

All receiving offices submit LHM suitable for 
dissemination containing summary of subject9s activities 
while on visit to those areas9 followed by reports containing

evidentiary data, develo;

Bureau (Enc 1
Atlanta (100=6812) (Enc 2) (RM)
Boston (157=437) (Enc 2) (RM) 
Cincinnati (100=16858) (Enc 2) (RM)

■ . ' ■ b7C

EX-110
REC 3

2= Los Angeles (100=68783) 
2 = San Francisco (157=721) 
1 = HFO

WHspsm
(14)

(Enc 2) (AM) (RM)



In Reply, Please Refer to ' 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D, C. 20535 
February 29, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The following pertinent activities of Stokely 
Carmichael for February 14 and 15, 1968, were as follows.

On Wednesday, February 14, 1968, Carmichael left 
his residence, 2200 12th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. (WDC), 
and went to the headquarters of the Washington office of the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 1234 U 
Street, N.W., WDC. Later he attended a press conference 
called by the Black United Front (BUF), held at the New 
School for Afro-American Thought, 2208 14th Street, N.W., 
WDC*  At the press conference a review was held for the press 
about the organizational setup of the BUF, a Statement of 
Purpose was read, and a discussion was held about various , 
positions the organization would take on public issues. 
Carmichael was present during the press conference but made 
no statements. Members of the BUF present mentioned that Stokely 
Carmichael had been named the Chairman of the Board of Conveners 
(Steering Committee) of the BUF. After the press conference 
was over, Carmichael returned to SNCC Headquarters, where he 
remained into the evening hours.

UvuiLjs DESTROYER 

3^3 FEB. 26 1971

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED . r ’ .
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED -
DATE 03-02-2006'BY 60309/ABC/TAM/DCG/bls



^TOKELY CARMICHAEL

On Thursday, February 15, 1968, Carmichael was at 
his residence during the/morning, and later went to SNCC 
Headquarters, . In the afternoon he went to Dulles Airport, 
where he boarded United Airlines, Flight Number 57 , due to 
depart 5:45 p.m.. en route to. San Francisco, California,

Ths document contains neither 
recommendation*  .nor conclusions ©f 
the FBI. It .is vl-c r--3W.rty of "• '*  
the ; ad. ned’-to your agenctH 
it and its are not to. be •
distributed outside your agency.



FBI WASH DC*

FBI SAN FRAN

FEDERAL BUREAU OF IN\ 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF

COMMUNICATION, 

TLB2 819&J

A'l L INFORMATION CONTAINED
rfEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 03-02-2006 BY 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

Mr. Tolson . ....-
Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Mohr_______

Bishop
Casper
Callahan___
Conrad------..
Felt,.......... -
Gale...____ ...
Rosen_____ Jr

I
 Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Mr. Kosen_____j

Mr. Suflivan-SZ.

Mr. 
Mr. 
Tele. Room__

Miss Holmes.. 
Miss Gandy._

Tavel....
Trotter.

10x10

PM DEFERRED 2/27/68 JXR
TO: DIR^frOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (1 57-721)

AND WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISC.; SEDITION.

(b'7C

D RACIAL INFORMANT ADVISED TODAY THAT CARMICHAEL PLANNING TO STAY

IN SF AREA THROUGH MARCH SEVEN BECAUSE OF ARREST ON FEB. TWENTY -

FIVE OF OF BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF-*

DEFENSE BY BERKELEY PD. ACTIVITY WILL BE FOLLOWED THROUGH SOURCES

AND INFORMANTS



M (Rev. 3-5-64)

UNITED STATES GO MENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM irector, FBI (Bufile and Serial

SAC, Legat, London (Your file

100-446080

DATE: ___ 3/4/68

ost in file and
j destroy 0-1

(For SOG use

SUBJECT : STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 

_ SEDITION_

only)

AT.T, TWORMATTOM C ON T AT N E D
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

Bullies indicate this case is delinquent. Give specific reason for delinquency.

Re Legat, Paris letter dated 1/16/68

3.

submitted

X® will be submitted _sL/ 4 Z’jjpJl- £
□ airtel □ letterhead memo

DATE □ report
S letter □ 90-day progress letter

transcript and/or tape
Reporting employee ________________________
If valid reason exists for not submitting report at this time, state reason specifically and 
when report will be submitted___________________________________________________

4.

5.

Status of □ Appeal 
□ airtel

Submit □ report 
□ letter

□ Inquiry 
letterhead memo

□ Investigation.

90-day progress letter by

I~l Prosecution
SEARCHED INDEXED

SERIALIZED FILED

‘’"'‘■(Date) lv

LEGAL ATTACHE-LONDONUJ-kj’Au. hi i rii. - UU1N 7 x
eply hereon and return to Bureau. Note receipt and acknowledgntent-on-top-senal-in-case-d le.)

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1965 O - 781-652
907-7 48



Tolson — 
DeLoach
Mohr_____
Bishop — 
Casper — 
Callahan

•Conrad —
Felt ___ _
Gale _ ___
Rosen' — 
Sullivan' -
Tavel'___
T rotter — _
Tele. Room'Eil 
Holmes . L),

Gandy —'■--------

ALL -INFORMATION CONTAINED ' ' • '
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED , J ’ ' . /' ’-
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/Auc/tAM/' DCG/' bls

■ ■ ■CODE

TO SACS'., MOBILE? ■
BIRMINGHAM

3/5/68

FROM DIRECTOR^ FBI (100-446080) • J
STOKELY^dARMXCHAEL, INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS, • $

SEDITION '' ;- ' , ■ r

RE BIRMINGHAM TELETYPE, MARCH FOUR LAST, CAPTIONED QUOTE j 
’ ■ ' , . ' ■' ■ ’ ■ '' ■ ■ iSNCC, INTERNAL SECURITY * SNCC UNQUOTE INDICATING CARMICHAEL WILL . |

DELIVER A SPEECH OPEN TO THE PUBLIC, STILLMAN COLLEGE, TUSCALOOSA, 
ALABAMA,' MARCH TWELVE NEXT, AND MOBILE TELETYPE, MARCH. FOUR LAST, j 

INDICATING-CARMICHAEL’S .SCHEDULE TO SPEAK TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, 8 
TUSKFGSFY ALABAMA, MARCH ELEVEN NEXT. REBUAIRTEL TO ALL OFFICES 1 

DATED DECEMBER TWENTY-ONE LAST CONTAINING INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING
. THE @DVE^GE OF CARMICHAEL’S SPEECHES. BIRMINGHAM AND. MOBILE : 
SUTEL SPECIFIC COVERAGE BEING PLANNED FOR CARMICHAELS SPEECHES.

" COPY?MAILED TO- WfiHHTNfitM.EIHLD OFFICE.- -^ teletype” 7 . . . —
■ - REGGIO!. . -«w «,W8

WFO
PTB:lmi/l 

(5.) y
NOTE ;1 A|. WIBJ ^i&<fclfflifaia fefeitidi
ducting a sectttTonf. “invesi'Ig^tion of Carmichael. The Department
has requested that whenever^possible in our investigation of
Carmichael, Agents attend a’nd m'ec^harnxsdJby record any public speeches ;
or statements,of Carmichael of whichwthe Bureau may receive advance . 

— notice. Where such a gji^ur f iQn^is possible, we are in each instance 
~—specifically requesting

"personal recording devi^efl. 
offices by airtel 12/21 

Y__ Birmingham being instil
coverage of Carmichael

■ MAR 5 1958

of the Department, we are con

Agents attend a’nd m'ec^harrirally record any public speeches ; 
m ^4*  r'l a MW 4 — a 1 n -P ... U 4 14 4. t. — T~>. . « n

f ion. is possible , v
ararlcH^ij^ln the Attorney .„--------

Detailed*  instructions^were sent to all t

In view of the time element Mobile and , 
i|ted to sutel arrangements, Unlade for 
■ speeches

R^0M$3|j||eLETYPE unit C3

eneral to utilize



ALL INFORMATION ('fiNTAtirHt)

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1902 EDITION
GSA FPMR (4| CFR) 101-11.8

The NYO has reviewed file

O
RI

G

C_2>Bureau (RM)
1-New York

MVD:dam (#311)
(3)

Nr<r
3 MARJ.l-"f968
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0010-108
R 21 1968^ U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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It is noted that STOKELY CARMICHAEL was not received
favorably by the French Government on a recent visit to that 
country. A French newspaper might be reluctant to publish 
articles favorable to CARMICHAEL and others of his movement. 
Also, it is noted that much racial unrest is expected in the

- 3 -
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MA/11962 EDITION Jh

rG*A  FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES G(WERNMENT

Memorandum
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINS 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUC/TAM/' DCG/' bls

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

from ^]U$C, WF0 <l°°-43503) (P)

STOKELY'TARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
Sedition

subject:

date: 3/7/68

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of an LHM 
concerning CARMICHAEL and the Metropolitan Police Depart 
ment, Washington, D. C.,(MPD, WDC).

The source 
13th Precinct, MPD.

utilized is

The WFO is not aware if information such as set 
out in the enclosed LHM is disseminated to the Office of 
Program Evaluation and Development, Community Relations 
Service, Department of Justice. The WFO by airtel and LHM 
dated 11/30/67 to the Bureau under ~lcharacter advised
that was employed as

had been reported as being active in the Washington Mobili
zation Committee to End the War in Vietnam. In his applica
tion for Federal employment dated 1/6/66, ~~[advised
that he had been arrested on 17 occasions in various parts 
of the South. All of the arrests were on charges of violating 
state trespass laws in connection with racial demonstrations. 
___________ further reported| as one of those attending 
the organizingjmeeting of the Black United Front at 2208 
14th Street, N. W. on the evening of 1/9/68.

HOW F0RW: 
date eorw 
bysJZiJ

11968
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Begularly on the Bay roll Savings Plan

The WFO and the MPD are maintaining liaison in 
this matter.

(j2? - Bureau (Encl. 8)3^
2 - WFO

(1-157-433)
w MAR 8 196©



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535 
March 7, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A source who is in a position to supply reliable 
information, in February, 1968 advised that Stokely Carmichael, 
former National Chairman of the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee, had recently indicated an interest 
in organizing the "soul brothers" in the Metropolitan Police 
Department, (MPD), Washington, D. C. Carmichael felt that 
in the event of trouble, these "soul brothers" would 
supportshim.

b7C
The MPD is aware of the above matter, and on

March 6, 1968|
| MPD, advised that no additional information 

concerning Carmichael’s interest had come to their attention.

This document contains neither 

recommendations nor concisions v 
the FBI. It is the property cf 
the FBI arj is leaned to your agency 

it and its contents are not to be 

distributed outside your agency.

- 1*  -
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls



. nc,‘io ' . ' /X.. •’ ' C<iL •• •''',-MAY 1962 EDIKJritr - . #
‘GSA FPMR Ml CFR) 101-11.6

■Memorandum

$3-27-2006 I . . .. . ... ..
■ C L A'gs± 11 E D 6 0 3 tj ?’ / KU'A'T AH/'D ?g/ liJ is ;
.DEpLAS.^IEytj^B 25i|’.3 .’3’(6).. 03-27--fe 031

ALL ••.INFORMATION gONTAHyiED'
: HEREIN ”lS UNCLASSIFIED. .EXCEbA .,.

'■ 'iH&RE .’SljQJiiN-io^HERWiSE. . .*  A: S

DIRECTOR, FBI . (TO0-44 6 0 80:) date: < 2 / 2 9/ 6.8

| :• LEGAT, , PARIS.' (106-26 8 J) ( RUC)

stokely. Carmichael •: 
IS -MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION ■?.
(OO:AT)

Remy1et, ■ 2 / 6/68 .

|fIt. is being left to 
the discretion of’the.-Bureau as. to ’whether' the Bureau - 
desires, to '■furnish -.this’' to-..the.. Department of ' justice or . 
allow ".that to -be'/ddne'. by '.thejUSDS since "the original ■

■•;. request was-' furnished by 'the Department of Justice; to . 
' USDS'.'.. A copy of. the.■ enq.lds.ur.e .has ' been furnished' to ■ " 
'the Consul General's ■ office , .American Embassy, Paris.

: - •. It is'requested that the Bureau translate the 
enclosure for■ the. compl'etion' of/Bureau files,.' A

bl
Tt Annpa-rg Ffnm I'rfnr.mAfi'hn h’.ri pr-'l.r.purA'

.Bureau-.(EhcT,. 1), : -.
. (1 •- --Liaison Section) .-

.(1' - AttSTiTa) (Info)/ '■
J - Paris' \ ■ ■ . ' . i ,

" ■; ‘ -■ - j;

•-. NWPrsch’ 
•' (5j?" ?

b2

WaH® IK LAB’
^oF^/aCTON AND BBMia . 3

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds B^egulayly^m:tbt^B.^)!rpl);$'^.ings--Plan..j
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^Transmit the following in

fth- ' AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code).

n'W DATE 0F./&EV

TT CLASSd 
REASON-F

TO:

OM r

DIRECTOR, FBL (100-446080)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (.100-68783)
X157-"'OS1)

A, I)

I 'o
II. 1

Date: /gg /68

(Ends. 0

Ends 
Eids

p. 
C> 
o
o 
a kJ*.
r>

t. by :

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION 
(LAfile IOO-68783)•;
BLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED RALLY
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LA 100-68733

Enclosed for the Bureau .are 23 copies of attached 
LHM concerning Black Congress Sponsored Rally for the Defense 
of HUEY P. NEWTON, Los Angeles Sports Arena, Los Angeles, 
California, -2/18/68, featuring STOKELY CARMICHAEL. UL

Enclosed fpr Atlanta, New York and Washington Field 
are four (4) copies of LHM and for Albuquerque, Chicago, 
New Orleans, Richmond, and San Francisco are two (2) copies 
each, because.of their interest in this matter. Additional 
copies are being furnished to OSI, Norton Air Force Base; 
NISO,. San Diego, California- Region II, United States Army, 
Pasadena, California: Secret Service and U. S. Attorney, 
Los Angeles due to the national interest in CARMICHAEL and



LA 100-68783

_____ | was_;th^~Specia Agent... of the FBI 
who was present and observed activities/at the Black Congress 
sponsored rally for the defense of HUEY P. NEWTON, Los Angeles 
Sports Arena, Los Angeles, on 2/18/68. featuring STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL. SA_________________ attended and mechanically
reported all speeches and statements made at the rally in 
view of Bureau instructions. This recording includes 
speeches made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL,P JAMES
FORMAN, and other black nationalists. A. verbatim transcript 
is being prepared and will be furnished to the Bureau in 
subsequent communications.

and citizen 
California.

was observed by SA
Los Angeles

b2

b7D

The enclosed LHM is class! 
information furnished by 
result in the identification of 
continuing value and compromise

could reasonably
- confidential sources of :
future effectiveness thereof•LX
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles, California 
February 26/ 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY • MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION 
BLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED RALLY
FOR DEFENSE OF HUEY P. NEWTON
LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
FEBRUARY 18, 1968

Sources utilized in this communication have
ji-njihed reliable information in the past.

On February 14, 1968, |los
Angeles Sports Arena, Los Angeles^ uaiiiornia, aaviseo that 

of the Black Congress, a coalition 
of militant black nationalist organizations in Los Angeles, 
California, has been able to meet all requirements set by the 
arena's Board of Governors and |has furnished $4,000
and a $10/)00 insurance bond for the rent of the arena. The
board has granted final permission for this rally for the 

1 defense of Huey P. Newton, featuring Stokely Carmichael at 
the arena from 3=00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., February 18, 1968.

COPIES DESTROYED

FEB 26 1971,

ENCLOSURE



STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY 
MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION 
BLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED RALLY 
FOR DEFENSE OF HUEY P. NEWTON 
LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
FEBRUARY 18, 1968 /

1 Huey BSjJewton was publically known as the 
Minister of Defense for the Black Panther 
Party for Self Defense (BPPSD), in Oakland, 
California. The BPPSD was described as 
a political organization to combat "police 
brutality* 1', to unite militant black youths 
in order to determine the destiny of the 
black community, and to educate black 
people in African history. Newton is 
confined presently in 
City Jail for shooting a policeman.
On February 18. 1968, ____  advised that Stokely

Carmichael, _____________  and James Forman, executive members
of the Student Non Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), a 
black nationalist organization and several black nationalist 
leaders from Oakland, California are presently en route to 
Los Angeles, California, on United Airlines Flight 5H> 
which departed San Francisco, California, at 11:45 a.m. and 
will arrive Los Angeles at l?:40 p.m.

On February 18, 1968, a Special Agent of the FBI 
was present and observed the activities held at the captioned 
rally at the Los Angeles Sports Arena, where approximately 
3,300 people were in attendance with ic$ of them being 
Caucasian. Prior to the start of the rally, which was 
scheduled for 3:00 p.m., Stokely Carmichael refused to 
participate in the program unless all police were removed 
from the premises. A compromise was reached between the 
management of the arena and Carmichael, who ' permitted only 
Negro police officers to remain in the arena while all white 
officers were instructed to remain outside.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - 
MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION 
BLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED RALLY 
FOR DEFENSE OF HUEY P. NEWTON 
LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
FEBRUARY 18, 1968

majority of servicemen killed in Vietnam were Negroes. At 
the conclusion of his five minute presentation,he requested 
that a petition be initiated and sent to President Johnson 
to end the war in Vietnam. / . r /•

/ A /
The next speaker was Bobby George^Seale, Chairman 

of the BPPSD., who spoke from 4:45 p.m. to 5:19 p.m. He’

Upon entering the arena, it was noted that all 
persons attempting to enter were frisked by Negro males, 
wearing black berets, who served as Security guards. At 
4:'’2 p.m. Master of Ceremonies for the mass rally, Walter 
Bremond, Chairman of the Black Congress, made the opening 
remarks, welcoming everyone to this mass rally for the defense 
of Huey P. Newton which is being sponsored by the Black 
Congress and featuring Stokely Carmichael, H. Rap Brown, 
and other Negro leaders.

The first speaker was James Forman, a representa
tive of SNCC who spoke from 4:30 p.m. to 4:46 p.m. warning 
the white power structure, if Newton was found guilty, retri
bution would be made against them. He indicated that H. 
Rap Brown had recently been appointed Minister of Justice 
for the BPPSD in that SNCC and the BPPSD had recently con
solidated. He encouraged all Negroes to arm themselves due 
to the eventual revolution of the blade people.

, The second speaker was introduced as Thomas
.^Kilgore, West Coast representative of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC), a civil rights organization, 
headed by the Reverend Martin Luther King. He voiced his 
disapproval of the war in Vietnam and was shocked to see the

urged all Negro families to obtain shotguns and to keep them 
in their homes and have them ahandy to “shoot pig cops" when 
they come to your door. He defined black power as guns and 
force, which will eventually be utilized in the next American



STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - 
MISCELLANEOUSj SEDITION 
BLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED RALLY 
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LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
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civil war. He likened blade power to the force seen in 
Detroit when Negroes with guns, determination and unity 
drove out the United States paratroopers. Guns and rifles 
are necessary to stop white oppression and police brutality. 
He eulogized Huey Newton because he did this in Oakland, 
California, when he shot a "pig cop"^

The fourth speaker was Cristobal Tijerina, brother 
of Reies Lopez Tijerina, leader of the Alianza Federal De 
Merces (AFDM), which is publically known as an organization 
representing local grant interest in the State of New Mexico 
to decendants of original owners. He indicated that it-was 
mandatory that brown and black people unite to fight the 
white oppressors who have taken away their rights and their 
lands.

At 5:26 p.m. for approximately 30 minutes, the 
audience was entertained by several dancers and singers 
from "US", a militant black nationalist organization based 
in Los Angeles, California.

At 5:56 p.m., Reies Lopez Tijerina related that 
the only enemy of all mankind is the white man in that he is 
evil and a liar and does not know justice. He insisted that 
the next time that a police officer attempts to arrest him, 
'‘He'll shoot them like dogs." He urged brown and black men 
to unite and organize together to achieve their rights. 
His philosophy in essence was the end justifies the means 
and any amount of force 'necessary to attain his goals is 
justified.
/ At 6:12 p.m., Ti jerinas\as followed by Ro nje -Me Kinley
Everett, more commonly known as! RonwKarenga, Chairman of "US", 
*foho related that all white men are corrupt, but President 
Johnson is the most corrupt. He claimed that all blacks
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are "niggers" in the eyes of the whites. The whites are 
the black man's enemy and they must be overcome if black 
ment are to survive. Negroes should align themselves with 
organizations or any group that will assist Negroes to attain 
their goals. He was greatly encouraged to see that the true 
Vietnamese were slowly pushing "whitey ' out of Vietnam. 
He related that the Black Congress of Los Angeles represents 
all black nationalists. He concluded his presentation at 
6:23 p.rn. by stating that all black men should remember 
that the white man is a "paper tiger".

At 6:c5 p.m. a collection was taken for Huey 
Newton's defense fund when young Negro males dressed in black 
berets and black leather jackets passed buckets through the 
audience.

H. Rap Brown identified himself as the new Minister 
of Justice for the BPPSD spoke from 6:32 p.m. to 6:49 prm. He 
began his presentation by saying that Negroes should remember 
that Detroit is now called "Destroyt". He related that 
whites believe everything black is bad and everything white 
is good. All people are born free and "we must exercise 
this right", even if it means going against the white power 
structure. He said power comes from the barrels of shotguns 
and Negroes must obtain more guns in order to obtain more 
power. He said that "Lyndon Johnson is a two-gun outlaid 
from Texas." He predicted a Negro revolution in the United 
States ard that "it would not be a political revolution." 
Negroes built this country up and the Negroes will burn 
it down." ’ ’ * . -
He predicted that there would be a battle in the United States 
between whites and blacks and it will be similar to a civil 
war which will occur within the next few years.

5
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The Jfast and featured speaker of the rally was 
Stokely Carmichael, who was received with more enthusiasm 
than the o£ner Negro leaders. He introduced a Negro female, 
one EtftelFMinor, who he indicated was with the Atlantic 
Office 01 SNCC prior to his opening remarks. He spoke from 
6:55 p.m. to 7:^0 p.m. concerning his remarks to the fact 
that blacks have to learn to hate the white man, because 
whites hate blacks more than blacks hate whites. The black 
man's major enemy is the white man. He related “that no 
honkies will tell me where or when I can or cannot go" and 
if he desired to go to Vietnam, China, Cuba or any place 
else hdll go- The whites have committed genocide against 
the Indians, Orientals, and Negroes. The whites alienated 
the Indians after they taught them to survive in their 
country, and they put the Orientals-Japanese in concentration 
camps and are attempting to do the same to the Negroes. 
At one point in the meeting when the audience became enthu
siastic over- his remarks, he stated, “Don't get excited now, 
we're going'to'get them. " "The black man does not care about 
this country or any other group, but just our people because 
we are black Africans not Americans? American policy is 
based on the three M's: missionaries first, then money 
second, and then U. S. Marines. The poverty program of the 
Federal Government is a give-away program to stop the Negro 
rebellion. The government is just paying us to not start a 
revolution but it won't work. If we don't get our rights, 
we'll burn this country down.

He related that if Huey Newton is convicted, the 
Negroes will retaliate throughout this country. All Negroes 
must unite socially, econominally, and militarily in order 
to avoid extermination at the hands of the whites. He demanded 
the blacks who furnish information concerning Negroes or 
Negro organizations to the white power structure be 
killed.
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All speakers were received enthusiastically and 
given standing ovations. The crowd was very boisterous, 
noisy, but they were orderly. No representatives from the 
news media were observed in the arena during the rally.

Security andoorder was maintained by Negro males 
dressed in black berets and black leather jackets. There 
were no incidents or violence and no arrests were made by 
local authorities.

After the meeting had terminated, it was announced 
that the featured speakers would be journeying to the Black 
Congress Headquarters at 7208 South Broadway, Los Angeles, 
for a cocktail party.

b2
bvc I on February 18 and 19, 1968, indicated
b7D that the local press who attempted to enter the arena during 

captioned rally with cameras and recorders were denied access 
to the arena, but it was known that one or two members of 
the press gained admittance to the arena.

Featured speakers and black nationalists leaders 
held a cocktail party at Black Congress Headquarters, 7228 
South Broadway, Los Angeles until 3:00 a.m., February 19, 
1968.

b2

b'7C

b7D

On February 19, 1968, indicated that the
Los Angeles Sports Arena was rented by the Black Congress and 
the rent and insurance bond was-' paid for by four checks, 
which were presented to Los Angeles Sports Arena representa
tives by Walter Bremond, Chairman of the Black Congress. 
The first check was for $1500 which was drawn on the Bank 
of Finance, 1651 South Western Avenue, Los Angeles,!

7
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also known as ______________ u ■■ b7c
| is self-described asf , b?D

’for the Black Anti-Draft Union or Los 
Angeles, an organization representing 
Negroes opposed to the Vietnam war and 
the draft.

The second check, payable to Los Angeles County 
Commission, was for $2,000, drawn on the Lincoln Savings and 
Loan Association and was signed

indicated that|
was a member of the Michigan District of 
the Communist Party (CP) in the State of 
Michigan as of March 1959•
A check for $10,000 was furnished to the Los Angeles 

Sports Arena manager as a $10,000 insurance bond which was 
drawn on the First Security Bank at Wilshire and Crenshaw 
Branch and signed by|

_____ ____ |on November 29, 19&7, advised
b2 that | ~| was a member of
b7c the 23rd Central District Club of the
b?D Southern California District Communist

Party in.1966.

The fourth check was for $1,000, drawn on the 
Security First National Bank at Fifth and Bixel, Los Angeles, 
and was signed' ' by

indicated that an undetermined amount
would be subtracted from the $10,000 in order to pay for excessive 
time utilized by the Black Congress, which had scheduled the 
rally from 3=00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., February 18, 1968, but the 
rally tefiftinated at 7:^0 p.m. The Black Congress indicated 
that it had lost money on the rally, because there were only 
3,300 people in attendance.
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On February 19, 1968, _________ (indicated she
attended the mass rally sponsored by the Black Congress to 
support the Huey Newton fund at the Los Angeles Sports Arena 
on February 18, 1968. She indicated she had been frisked 
by Negro males wearing black berets and black leather jackets 
at the entrance of the arena. She furnished information 
substantiating the information which was previously furnished 
above concerning activities at the rally. indicated
prior to entering the arena, she noticed a single engine 
plane flying low over the Sports Arena, towing a banner which 
read as follows: "Carmichael -- You Can Spew Your Uenom 
In Cuba -- Not Here."

An article appearing in the Register"', an Orange- 
County newspaper printed in Santa Ana, California, on 
February 19, 19&8, entitled "Hate Whites, Negroes Urged," 
furnished information concerning the rally sponsored by the 
Black Congress in the Los Angeles Sports Arena on February 
18, 1968. The article related that Stokely Carmichael, H. 
Rap Brown, and James Forman were featured speakers and called 
for unity among blacks to prevent what they termed "genocide 
by whites." It stated that Carmichael urged his audience 
of 3000 "to ignore Federal anti-poverty programs, because 
they were intended to stop revolution." Carmichael also 
urged blacks to learn to hate whites. He said that whites 
hate blacks more than blacks hate whites."

It was noted that there was a minimum of news 
media coverage of the captioned rally and there has been 
limited reporting of the activities at this rally in Los 
Angeles newspapers.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Transmit the following in

■ Dat?3/5/p8
/ PLAINTEXT-, !i /.

■ (Type in plaifliext^r code)

„ TELETYPE
Via ___________ URGENT

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE

Casper__
Mf. Callahan.

Conrad- 
Mr. Felt—L_ 
-M|. Gale_.__. 
M|’. Rosen.— 
M|-.. Sullivan.

Tavel___
Mf. Trotter_ 
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Mr.

FM: SAC, WFOI100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC;

DIVISION

SEDITION

* .' ______
| . (Priority) ;

SUBJECT SPENT DAY AND EARLY EVENING ALTERNATELY BETWEEN

HIS RESIDENCE AND SNCC HDQTS., WDC. LATER RETURNED IN EVEN

ING TO HIS HOME*

3rBureau 
1-WFO
FFB:mmh 
(4)

SX-10S'

ALL•INFORMATION CONTAINED _
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-132-2006 BY 6030 9/AUC/TAM/'DCG/' bls <

r

<8 MAR 7 1968.

HE .
■ ’MAR 14

Approved:  Sent
Special Agent, in Charge

M Per _
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AIRGRAM ii CABLEGRAM RADIO xx TELETYPE

Tolson' —;______
DeLoach ' ‘
Mohr J_________

Bishop ________
Casper________ ;
Callahan ______
Conrad__ ________
Felt —._________
Gale- _j—._______
Rosen > ■
Sullivan __
Tavel ;__________
Trotter_________
Tele.'.Room ____

. Holmes '
■ Gandy ___________ :

2.3.0 PM URGENT 2-2.5-68 JWE : \ J

TO DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON..FI ELD AND :MEMPH I S ; - b'

FROM ATLANTA

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS.-M; SEDITION

SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNI SHED,RELI ABLE INFORMATION IN PAST

ADVISES SUBJECT AND SNCC FUNCTIONARY

REPORTEDLY IN NASHVILLE, TENN.AT THE PRESENT TIME. PURPOSE
• v i; ■' ' ' /

OF VISIT THERE UNKNOWN AND /BEL IEVED TO BE PROCEEDING TO ATLANTA!/:I '
//. ।GA. VIA AUTO FEBRUARY 26 NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE: ' ' b2

SOURCE IS

MEMPH I S AT NASHV I LLE , •■ATTEMPT TO VERIFY SUBJECTS ■ PRESENCE

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to bedisseminat.ediout'side the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems. ..
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mit the following in

Date /4/68

CODED____  ____
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE^ URGENT
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080), AND SAC, NEW YORK 
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE।DIVISION

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISCs: SEDITION
Re WFOTEL THREE THREE SIXTY EIGHTH

Mr. Tolson—

-Miss- Gaa®.

Mr.’ DeLoach. 
Mr. Mohr— 
Mr. Bishop— 
Mr. Casper- 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad;. 
Mr. Felt----- L

I Mr. Gale..—
1 Mr. Rosen__ 

Mr. Sullivan.
Mr. Tavel—1 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room-
Miss Holmes

bvc SUBJECT FIRST OBSERVED ENTERING HIS RESIDENCE AT FOUR FIFTY
TWO PM THIS DATE, LATER WENT TO SNCC HDQTS. IN THE EVENING HE
WEfilT TO WDC.

A SOURCE ADVISED EVEIttNG OF THREE FOUR INSTANT, A BLACK 

UNITED FRONT BOARD OF CONVEENORS MEETING WAS SCHEDULED TO BE HELD
WDC, THAT EVENING,

BUT DUE TO AN APPARENT MIX UP IN DATES ONLY A FEW MEMBERS INCLUDING h. t

CARMICHAEL APPEARED AND MEETING CANCELLED,*
SOURCE STATED CARMICHAEL TRAVELLING TO NYC THREE EIGHT NEXT, 

PURPOSE OF TRIP AND LENGTH OF STAY UNKNOWN; EFFORT^BeB^"S3SFtO

DEVELOP ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RE TRAVEL PLANS OF CARMICHAEL TO NYC,
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F B I

Date

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via ________________ :____ ■'
(Priority)

PAGE TWO 
WFO 100-43503

ADMINISTRATIVE:

WFO SOURCE IS AT WHOSE HOME
THE MEETING WAS SCHEDULED TO HAVE BEEN HELD.

Approved: ______ _________ - Sent ■ ______ M Per i_—
Special. Agent in Charge :
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Dcite:,\ •<. 3/4/68

Transmit the following , in ■■_ _
(Type m plaintext or code)

Via < AIRTEL
^-'(Priority)

I
Mr.’’Tolsoh.'.>-b4 
Mr. DeLoachl-- 
'Mr/ Mohrl-:-.—i—— • 
Mr... Bishop—A-xi- 
;Mr-! Casper.-——- 
’ Mr. .Cailahshi.—. 
.Mr. ?Conra‘dJ--

Felt.-.
■ V| .‘Mr.-DGaie.!—.—4-—- 

Mr.. - Rpsen_.:i--i-_-b 
- i . SMlwarililbl..

Mr.. Tayeli..—
■•’J Mr-.-TrotterJ—_a 

I - Tele.- .Room—7—a-

——Miss” HolniesL^-'—. 
. ■. li Miss Gandy^——-

b7C

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P) '

STOKELY CARMICHAEL ’ .
IS. - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION 
(OO:WFO) ?

■b7C

CARMICHAEL observed riding in red Volkswagen, 1967
Pennsylvanialicense i
uni d ent i f i ed i rid ivi duals. ; r

on 3/3/68, accompanied by other *

PH expeditiously ascertain to whom above license b 
registered, and develop background iriformation through established

. sources. "b ' bb.^^.-<xbr .bb ••;-b;';b-4-'bxbdh ; <

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED' ' •„ • '
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ’i . ’ ■ ■' '•''7'/
DATE . 03-tl3.-20 0 6:.,BY -BUa gS'/Aiie/TM/DCGjIbl

. bjb'Bureau 'b; —’-b 
2-Philadelphia (RM) 
1-WFO

WWH: c i b 1 & &'B' ® Sto-P. 
(6X) ; ; j --.'7. ■...S-

; 10(403■'
>MAR 7-1968

Approved! /[/ frbj ! 'l Sent
. W Special- Agent: in Charge - , ■?. ■'<

_M • Per



5-113 (1-10-61) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

DATE 03-02-2006 BY AU C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

Domestic Intelligence^^vision

INFORMATIVE NOTE

2-29-68
Date ________________________

The attached reports on the 
activities in Atlanta, Georgia, 
of Stokely Carmichael, former 
Chairman of Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC). 
His arrival in Washington, D. C., 
was verified. After dropping his 
traveling companion off at 
National Airport, he proceeded to 
SNCC Washington headquarters and 
then to his residence.

Information concerning his 
activities is being furnished to 
the Internal Security Division of 
the Department.

WLS:mh
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FBI
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2/28/68 LBN

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) ,WFO (100-43503) ,NEW

(100-1537 51) AND BOSTON (1 57-437) (MAIL)

FROM ATLANTA (100-6812)
J

STOKELY “CARMICHAEL, frS----- SEDITION

AzYORK

RE ATLANTA TEL FEBRUARY TWENTYEIGHT INSTANT REFLECTING

SUBJECT’ S PRESENCE IN ATLANTA. SOURCE ADVISES SUBJECT SPENT

NIGHT OF FEBRUARY TWENTYSEVEN AT RESIDENCE OF

Physical subvui
OF SUBJECT BY ATLANTA PD FEBRUARY TWENTYEIGHT

REFLECTS CONTACT WITH KNOWN SNCC ASSOCIATES AND SPEECH BEFORE^.. 

APPROXIMATELY TWO THOUSAND STUDENTS IN GYMNASIUM OF MOREHOUSE . 

COLLEGE. SPEECH DESCRIBED AS "MILD" AND TAPED BY APD. APD i

ADVISED SUBJECT DEPARTED ATLANTA FOUR FIFTY PM INSTANT DATE

VIA DELTA ONE ZERQ/SIX FOR DULLES AIRPORT 
___ as__ L___

EC Tft TRAVELING

UNDER NAME OF AND WITH COMPAI

IS TICKETED TO WDC ON DELTA AND THEN

SIX Y TO 'BOSTON. UPON TRANSCRIPTION OF SPEECH GIVEN BY

EAST THREE

\ ?.pa 1') C 'it. .Ph pf*  ' • . -• ”

SUBJECT^TORIES WIL.VBT FORWARDED INTERESTED OFFICES.

END.

SVW RELAYED TO \
rMjl
—3__FEBl^ov

® MAR 5 1958



F2-1E (Rev. 5-.22-64J' :

DATE. 03-0

AEL .INFORMATION.. CONrTA.INED' 
HEREIN is'" UHCLASDIETED .

F EJ I .

Date:. 2/1 5/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code) .

;• Vin AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO:' . DIRECTORj FBI .
(ATT: 7 DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION)

FROM: SAC, NEW. YORK (100-153751 ) \
SUBJECT: • STOKELY^ARMICHAEL ’ • / — \

IS-MISC; SEDITION. . . ■ . 7 V.

ReButel to NY, 12/28/67; NYtel to Bu, Atlanta, 
Pittsburgh, Boston, 12/22/67;"Pittsburgh teletype to Bu, NY, 

•Boston, and Atlanta, 12/23/67; Boston.teletype to Bu, and 
NY, dhted 12/22/67; NYairtel to Bu, 1 2/29/67;. Pittsburgh 
airtel to Bu, 1/5/68; Boston airtel to Bu, 1/12/68, and 
Kansas City airtel to Bu, 1/16/68.

On 1/U/68. 
acquainted with^_____

b2

b'7C

b7D

___________  both of whom are 
n___________________ jadvised that none of the

individuals in photograph were'identical with~ |

On 1/5/68, who is also, well acquainted
with advised that none of the ‘individuals in the /
photograpn is ■ ■

All of the foregoing individuals advised that none 
of the persons in the photograph, other then subject, is 
known to any of them. . , > .

The following investigation was conducted by



NY 100-153751

Photograph of subject and two unknown subjects 
taken on 12/22/67, at'.NYC, was di^playe'd to various police b/C 
and intelligence- agencies and logical'racial sources. One of- 
the unknown subieet in the Photograph was tentatively__ .____ ‘ ,!
identified asreportedly

- of SNCC, , ■ -------------- 2--- "
The following investigation was conducted by Kansas 

City Division:

Investigation revealed that|______________ ______ |was ,
observed at Kansas Citv, Kansas on 1 2/21 - 1 2/22/67. and b7C 
therefore it was improbable that! Iwas in NYC, on /
1 2/22/67, when -photograph of subject ana. two unidentified 
subjects was taken. /

NYO indices re negative and no -
information has been furnished to indicate that| 
the 1968 maroon Chevrolet bearing Rhode Island License 
which was observed at

• 1 2/22/67, with two uhiaenxiriea.: negro maxes.

was in

NY. on



ALL "■’INFORMATION CONTAINED
P, HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED , /
P DA’JE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUC/TAM',

February 28, 1968

Airtel 1 -
1 -

To: SAC, WFO

From: Director, FBI

Subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION 
(BUDED 3-15-68>

According to a UPI press release 
1968, Stokely Carmichael is now conducting 
black militants in Washington, D. C. It is reported in the 
release that, according to reliable informants, Carmichael is 
operating in Washington a school for black militants from about 
a dozen cities. The location of the school and its curriculum 
are secret but it is not anything so sensational as a ’’school 
for sabotage,”

dated February 20, 
a secret school for

It is also reported that Carmichael is said to be 
teaching some 50 militants how to organize the black community 
in each ghetto to obtain key positions of leadership so they । 
can call signals if and when there is a riot or other incident 
The militants are then to go home and conduct similar schools 
in their own communities. :

You should immediately institute an extensive, vigorous 
investigation to determine whether or not there is any validity 
to the above press release. Submit preliminary results of your 
investigation in a form suitable for dissemination by 3-15-68, PTB:ted (5)^\<C- 
NOTE: Information has 1^^V?eceived that Stokely Carmichael and 
members of SNCC have been gathering information concerning efforts 
by law enforcement to prevent riots in the U,f S,1 and particularly in 
WDC.! It is also known that Carmichael has formed a Black United 
Front which is a coalition of moderate and liberal Negroes in the 
community. He is also endeavoring to establish similar fronts in 
other cities, however, no information has been previously received 
concerning Carmichael holding a school for black militants in WDC,

Tolson ------------------
DeLoach _________
Mohr______________

.Bishop ___________
Casper___________
Callahan ---------------
Conrad ___________
Felt______________

. Gale______________
Rosen -i---------------
Sullivan------ .--------
T avel _____________
Trotter —J__ ... ,
Tele. Room ______
Holmes ___________
Gaudy ^^^MAIL ROOM ..TELETYPE UNIT



(Rev. 7-27-67)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUC/ TAM/ DCG/ bls

b7C Tele. Room -Holmes --Gandy --
3 02 A HFR

MILITANTS 2/20 NX 
(PICTURES)
ADV FOR AMS TUES FEB 27 OR THEREAFTER
2ND OF FOUR
THE ANGRY MEN IN THE GHETTO

BY JACK Ve FOX
. UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

THE KINGPIN OF VIOLENT NEGROES IN AMERICA IS STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL. HE IS NOW CONDUCTING A SECRET SCHOOL FOR BLACK 
MILITANTS IN ------------------ --------- ---- —---- ---------------
^~e^iffCTraEir^ in Paris last autumn he hoped for
A UoS. DEFEAT IN VIETNAMo NOT WITHDRAWALo DEFEAT.

CARMICHAEL WAS ON HIS WAY BACK FROM VISITS TO CUBA 
AND NORTH VIETNAMo

HE HELD A PRESS CONFERENCE AT THE "LATIN AMERICAN SOLIDARITY 
CONFERENCE” AT THE HAVANA LIBRE HOTEL (THE OLD HAVANA HILTON). 
AT CARMICHAEL’S REQUEST. AMERICAN NEWSMEN WERE BARRED BUT THE 
ALGERIAN PRESS AGENCY REPORTED HIS COMMENT ON THE RACIAL 
PICTURE IN THE UNITED STATES.

"ONLY THE GUN CAN PULL US OUT OF THIS SITUATION,” CARMICHAEL 
SAID.

"UP TO LAST YEAR WE WERE ORGANIZED ONLY TO DEFEND OURSELVES, 
SINCE THE WHITE MAN HAD CONVINCED US THAT VIOLENCE WAS BAD 
FOR OUR STRUGGLE EVEN THOUGH HE WAS USING IT FREELY OUTSIDE THE 
UNITED STATES.

"NOW OUR PEOPLE EMPLOY PASSIVE VIOLENCE. HOWEVER, THE LINE 
BETWEEN DEFENSIVE AND OFFENSIVE VIOLENCE IS A SLIGHT ONE. 
ONCE AN INDIVIDUAL HAS FIRED A GUN TO DEFEND HIMSELF. HE IS 
CAPABLE OF USING IT TO ATTACK. WE ARE ADVANCING TOWARD 
GUERRILLA VIOLENCE IN THE AMERICAN URBAN CENTER.”

BARRY GOLDWATER SAYS CARMICHAEL SHOULD BE TRIED FOR TREASON. 
IF FOUND GUILTY, HE SHOULD BE SENTENCED AS A TRAITOR.

ACCORDING TO RELIABLE ^.INFORMANTS, CARMICHAEL IS OPERATING 
IN WASHINGTON A SCHOOL FOR BLACK MILITANTS FROM ABOUT A DOZEN 
CITIES. THE LOCATION OF THE SCHOOL AND ITS CURRICULUM ARE 
SECRET . BUT IT IS NOT ANYTHING SO SENSATIONAL AS A "SCHOOL FOR 
SABOTAGE." /

Washington Capital news service



(CARMICHAEL IS SAID TO BE TEACHING SOME 50 MILITANTS HOW TO 
(ORGANIZE THE BLACK COMMUNITY IN.EACH GHETTO, TO OBTAIN KEY 
POSITIONS OF LEADERSHIP SO THEY CAN CALL SIGNALS IF AND WHEN 

THERE IS.A RIOT OR OTHER INCIDENT., THE MILITANTS ARE THEN TO 
GO HOME AND CONDUCT SIMILAR SCHOOLS IN THEIR OWN COMMUNI TIES o 

THIS MONTH, CARMICHAEL HELD TWO PRIVATE MEETINGS WITH DRO 
MARTIN LUTHER KING0 CARMICHAEL IS REPORTED TO HAVE PROMISED 
KING NOT TO TRY TO TAKE OVER, OR INJECT VIOLENCE INTO, KING’S 
"MOBILIZATION OF POOR PEOPLE" WHICH IS SUPPOSED TO BEGIN IN THE 
CAPITAL IN EARLY APRIL6 !

. WHY DOESN’T THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE PROSECUTE CARMICHAEL? ( 
"WE FEEL WE DO NOT HAVE ENOUGH EVIDENCE TO WARRANT 

PROSECUTION OF MR0 CARMICHAEL ON ANY FEDERAL CHARGE," A ;
SPOKESMAN TOLD UPIo "WE WILL TRY TO MATCH PROSECUTIONS WITH 
ANY VIOLATIONS WE DO FIND, BUT THE DEPARTMENT WILL NOT INSTITUTE 

"A PROSECUTION UNLESS IT HAS CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE o”
J HIGH ADMINISTRATION OFFICIALS FEAR PROSECUTION WHICH 
1FAILED TO PRODUCE IRONCLAD EVIDENCE AND SECURE A CONVICTION 
IWOULD MAKE A MARTYR OF CARMICHAEL AND FIRE UP THE BLACK 
‘COMMUNITY WORSE THAN EVER0 LEGAL OFFICIALS POINT OUT THAT 
iCOURTS.TRADITIONALLY HAVE BEEN LOATHE TO CONVICT ANY MAN OF 
ISEDITION JUST FOR SHOOTING OFF HIS MOUTH.

-CARMI CH AEL-IS 
MOREMT11PES

- 2 -



0-20 (Rev. 7-27-67) <F Tolson _DeLoach _Mohr -Bishop _Casper _Callahan .— Conrad -Felt_Gale-Rosen -Sullivan —. Tavel _Trotter_Tele. Room Holmes _Gandy _

304A HFR (
MILITANTS 2/20 NX

1ST ADD MILITANTS (ADV FOR AMS TUES FEB 27 OR THEREAFTER) 302A XXX 
fttS-MeWH-o

CARMICHAEL IS A NATIVE OF TRINIDAD, A HANDSOME WEST INDIAN WHO 
CAN BE CHARMING OF MANNER, NOW 27, HE CAME TO NEW YORK IN 1952 
AND BECAME AN OUTSTANDING STUDENT AMONG 50 NEGROES AT THE BRONX 
HIGH SCHOOL OF SCIENCE, MIXING AMIABLY WITH WHITES, 
HE WENT ON TO GRADUATE FROM HOWARD UNIVERSITY WITH A DEGREE IN 
PHILOSOPHY, 

HE PARTICIPATED IN A SIT-IN IN VIRGINIA IN I960 AND QUICKLY
BECAME INVOLVED IN THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT, BY 1966, HE HAD * 
BECOME CHAIRMAN OF THE STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE, 
[ORIGINATED IN i960 AT THE URGING OF KING, SNCC HAD SWUNG (
FAR FROM THE TEACHINGS OF ITS PATRON, 

AFTER THE KILLING OF MALCOLM X, THE BLACK MUSLIM WHOSE
AUTOBIOGRAPHY IS VIRTUALLY A BIBLE TO MILITANTS, CARMICHAEL 
REPLACED HIM AS SOMETHING OF A NATIONAL FIGURE FOR 
EXTREMISTS, HE HAS BEEN JAILED, BRIEFLY AND ON VARIOUS LOCAL 
CHARGES, 27 TIMES, TODAY HE IS THE IDOL AND IS QUOTED BY 
MANY OF THE ANGRY MEN IN THE GHETTOS, 

ONE OF THOSE HE. ATTRACTED WAS H. RAP BROWN, A SIX-FOOT, 
THREE-INCH NATIVE OF BATON ROUGE, LA, AT SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 
WHERE HE MAJORED IN SOCIOLOGY HE WAS HUBERT GEROID BROWN, 
HE WAS DROPPED FROM THE SCHOOL IN HIS SENIOR YEAR FOR FAILURE 
TO ATTEND CLASSES

LAST MAY HE SUCCEEDED CARMICHAEL AS CHAIRMAN OF SNCC, 
CARMICHAEL SAID AT THE TIME? "PEOPLE WILL BE GLAD TO HAVE 

BACK WHEN THEY HEAR HIM—HE’S A BAD MAN," 
BROWN FULFILLED HIS BUILDUP, AT HIS FIRST PRESS CONFERENCE 

HE ATTACKED LYNDON JOHNSON AS A "MAD DOG," "VIOLENCE IS AS 
AMERICAN AS CHERRY PIE,” HE SAID,

- 3 - , ,z Il Qr

WASHINGTON CAPITAL NEWS SERVICE



* f

I
1 A FEW NIGHTS LATER AT A GATHERING OF 1,000 NEGROES IN A f

WASHINGTON CHURCH, BROWN SAID? 8
“GET YOU SOME GUNS AND BURN THIS TOWN DOWN IF IT DOESN’T

COME AROUND^. DON’T LOVE THE WHITE MAN TO DEATH, SHOOT HIM 
TO DE ATH ”

"THE AMERICN CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT IS DEAD, IT IS GOING 
TO BE REPLACED WITH SOMETHING ELSE 0 THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA 
WILL HAVE TO WAIT AND SEE,”

A FEW MONTHS LATER HE WAS CHARGED WITH INCITING TO RIOT AND 
ARSON IN CAMBRIDGE, MD0 THE TRIAL IS PENDING, IN AUGUST HE 

' WAS RELEASED ON $15,000 BAIL IN NEW YORK AFTER BEING CHARGED 
! WITH CARRYING A LOADED ,30-CALIBER CARBINE ON A PLANE TO NEW 

ORLEANS AND BACK, IN JANUARY HE GRAPPLED WITH A NEW YORK 
POLICEMAN OUTSIDE THE CUBAN UNITED NATIONS MISSION AND FACES »

< TRIAL FOR INTERFERING WITH AN OFFICER’S PERFOfRMANCE OF DUTY, I
LAST TUESDAY, HE WAS ARRESTED AGAIN—THIS TIME FOR MAKING ,

■ AN UNAUTHORIZED TRIP TO CALIFORNIA WHILE UNDER COURT ORDER TO
STAY IN NEW YORK, HE HAD GONE TO LOS ANGELES TO APPEAR AT A 
BLACK POWER RALLY WITH CARMICHAEL.

J THERE ARE MANY RESPONSIBLE PEOPLE WHO FEEL THE CARMICHAELS 
' AND BROWNS HAVE BEEN BUILT INTO BOGEYMEN, ALARMING AND INFLAMING 
« BOTH THE NEGRO AND WHITE COMMUNITIES,, BY THE MASS MEDIA REPORTING 

OF THEIR ACTIONS AND PARTICULARLY THEIR WORDS,
IF IT WERE ONLY A HANDFUL, IT MIGHT BE WELL TO LET THEM 

SHRIVEL IN OBSCURITYo BUT THERE ARE DOZENS LIKE THEM, AS BAD t
OR WORSE, SPOUTING OFF IN THE NEGRO NEIGHBORHOODS OF MOST BIG [

, CITIES. [
’ | IN CHICAGO, THE ANGRIEST MAN IN THE BLACK SLUMS IS RUSSELL [■ 

MEEK, 34, CHAIRMAN OF THE AFRO-AMERICAN UNITY COMMITTEE AND THE 
'BLACK IMPEACHMENT.COMMITTEE, MEEK HAS A GOATEE AND MUSTACHE, 

USUALLY DRESSES IN AFRO-STYLED GARB WITH BEADS AND BRACELETS, 
HE PARTICIPATED IN THE OPEN HOUSING MARCH INTO THE WHITE 
SUBURB OF CICERO IN SEPTEMBER, 1966, IN WHICH SIX PERSONS WERE

J SERIOUSLY INJURED AND MORE THAN 30 ARRESTED, 
I MEEK BUYS ONE HOUR OF RADIO TIME FROM A CHICAGO FM STATION

i I AND BROADCASTS FROM HIS LIVING ROOM SUNDAY NIGHTS AT 10 P.M, .
”1 TEACH BLACKS TO LOVE BLACKS AND TO HATE INJUSTICE, 

OPPRESSION AND THE PEOPLE WHO CREATE THIS—WHITE PEOPLE, OF 
COURSE ” HE SAYS

HE &ARNS WHITES? “THE DIE IS CAST, YOU SHALL PAY FOR THE -I 
PAST,” <

“NO MORE NEGRO GENERATIONS WILL GROW UP UNDER THE SAME 
n CONDITIONS AS THIS ONE HAS, THIS I SWEAR,” MEEK DECLARES. ”1 
8 DON’T ADVOCATE RIOTS, I ADVOCATE REVOLUTION,” ,
I HIS TYPE OF REVOLUTION CALLS FOR ISOLATION OF NEGRO ’

NEIGHBORHOODS—ANYPLACE WHERE NEGROES ARE IN A MAJORITY—FROM 
WHITE COMMUNITIES, ONCE IN CONTROL, THE BLACKS SHOULD LIVE J
IN COOPERATIVES AND SHARE RESPONSIBILITIES AND INCOME, |

“INTEGRATION IS IMPOSSIBLE,” HE SAYS? I

. 5. ) a a - - //



IN LOS ANGELES, THERE IS RON KARENGA, 25, WITH A MASTER’S DEGREE 
IN POLITICAL SCIENCE (AFRICAN STUDIES) FROM UCLA, HE IS FOUNDER 
OF AN ORGANIZATION KNOWN SIMPLY AS US, A GROUP WHICH STRESSES 
THE AFRICAN HERITAGE OF THE AMERICAN NEGRO, ITS MEMBERS 
WEAR AFRICAN DRESS, HAVE THEIR OWN HOLIDAYS, CONDUCT MARRIAGE 
CEREMONIES AND OBSERVE "UHURU DAY" ON AUG, 11 TO COMMEMORATE 

I THE WATTS RIOT, 
"BECAUSE WE ARE REVOLUTIONARIES, WE ARE CONCERNED WITH WHAT 

IS EXPEDIENT, NOT WITH WHAT IS MORAL, WE ARE A PEACEFUL 
PEOPLE HISTORICALLY, BUT WHAT WE ARE CONCERNED WITH IS OUR 
OPPOSITION AND THE QUESTION IS HOW WE RESPOND AND HOW WE 
DEFEND OURSELVES, 

"THE OLD CIVIL RIGHTS LEADERS TALKED ABOUT MORALITY, WE TALK 
ABOUT POWER, THIS FRIGHTENS WHITE PEOPLE BECAUSE IT HAS NEVER 
BEEN DISCUSSED BEFORE,"

(NEXTg FLOYD MCKISSICK’S SEPARATIST PLAN) 
ADV FOR AMS TUES FEB 27 OR THEREAFTER

MT! 121 FES

6



FP-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) ■

■ Via

Transmit the following in _

TELETYPE

ADMINISTRATIVE:

IDENTICAL WITH

FIFTEEN-LAST

imfltaaaMiM

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 60309/.

TO: DIRE#
ATTN:

£

T BlTAM/'DCG/'bls

Date:- . 2/28/68

BOARDED EASTERN FLIGHTWASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT WHERE

Mumtw’Jcitrs

Sent _

STOKELY?CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

CONTINUED TO SNCC,

COR, FBI AND SAC ATLANTA 
DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

SIX FOUR SIX, DEPARTING SEVEN THIRTY FIVE, FEBRUARY TWENTY EIGHT

WASHINGTON D.C. AND THEN RESIDENCE. !SUBJECT LATER ATTENDED A MOVIE

M Per _

URGIM ’ : - ' 
('Priority!

INSTANT FOR BOSTON. SUBJECT AND

JPLAINTEM ______ _
(Type in pl/faiaaxt or code)

COPY TO BOSTON BY AIR MAIL.

MENTIONED IN WFO TELETYPE FEBRUARY

■■ « irfUO
Vx FEB

b7C ...

\ Special-Agent in Charge .
' ■ ■'---

1 MAR 5 1968

DULLES AIRPORT ON DELTA FLIGHT ONE ZERO SIX AT SIX TWENTY FOUR ' 

TWEnW EIGHT INSTANT FROMZaTLANTA. SUBJECT ACCOMPANIED

Mr. Tolson— 
Mr. DeLoach..

S
Mr. Mohr----
Mr. Bishop... 
Mr. Casper- 
Mr. Callahan., 
Mr. Conrad. , 
Mr. Felt___ _

5 Mr, Gale—— 
Mr. Rosen__
Mr. Sullivan.
Mr. Tavel.....

Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room..—. 
Miss "liownaffyx 
Miss Gandy...:..

LRIVED
PM.

'' BY ONE MET BY AND PROCEEDED TO

b / C

{g^Bureau 
^-Teletype 
1-Boston ( 
2-WFO

BELIEVED



Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

. 3/5/68

The Department has requested that, 
where feasible, the Bureau record any 
public speeches Stokely Carmichael may 
make through the cooperation of news media 
and if practical, through the utilization 
of Special Agents. Information in the 
attached indicates Carmichael scheduled 
to speak Stillman College, a Negro school, 
3/12/68, and that coverage of speech will 
be effected by Agents and a recording of 
the speech will be made by a racial

PTB:chs

r

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAT E 03-02-2006 BY 6 0 3 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls



•2(

, SulLp.an'--!— 
C Tavel' —_i

Trotter
। Tele. $oom
1 Holmes'- :

Gandy __—

■n

Callahan
Eonrad__ _

^ Felt ______ .

AIRGRAM CABLEGRAM □RADIO ^TELETYPE

DIRECTOR,. ATLANTA, AND WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM BIRMINGHAM

STOKELr CARMICHAEL,■ +-8M/IISC,: S’EDJTIOMf BI RMI NGHAM Fl LE 1 57.-2 5® . ..

STUDENT NONV IOLENT COORD I NAT I NG COMM ITTEE (SNCC)/ IS-SNCC, . 

BIRMINGHAM FILE 157-21|25.

RE. BUREAU A I RTEL .TO ALBANY,;. DECEMBER 21.'LAST, AND B.LRMI NGHAM- . r 

TEL TO BUREAU MARCH L|. LAST. ; ' . ’ - ig . ; ■!

PER DEPARTMENT AND BUREAU INSTRUCTI ONS SET OUT IN :>E A^RTEL,:- 
'' ' . '.J '

NECESSARY preparations have been made to mechanically record". . b 

\ CARMICHAEL’S SPEECH MARCH .12 NEXT^AT ST LLLMAN. COLLEGE:., GYM.
- ■ ■ - . 1 ■■ - ; ~ ■' b

^SPECIAL AGENTS WILL BE PRESENT AT GYM AND AFFORD SPEECH LIVEX. 8
■' TT- .. - ..

COVERAGE, INASMUCH AS THE AUDIENCE AT THESE SPEECHES ARE USUALLY g
P>

IXED, BOTH NEGRO AND.WHITE PERSONS. (SPEECH OPEN TO PUBLIC AND

BUAGENTS WILL/BE ’LAWFULLY ON THE PREMISES). ARRANGEMENTS HAVE • .
Jj^BEEN MADE WITH 
__ U______________ ■

TO PLACE MICROPHONE

2 CC WASHINGTON FIELD „ •/
b7D

O.U
. WAR 8 1368

t

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is-suggested that it be suitably 
paraphrased) in order id pndt&ct,the Bureau's cryptographic systems. i!

' ii" " '



DECO D E b c o F y
o AIRGRAM Q CABLEGRAM □ RADIO xx TELETYPE

''.-Mohr V ,— 
. • Bishop' __

• ‘.Gasper__ __
Callahan 
Conrad —.__ ,
Felt'■ -~
GaieJ , ■ ’ • \ .

Ro sen. - • 
' SiillivniT^-

• Tay.el__ —
Trotter.-____

"Tele. Room
’•' Holme’s _

■Gandy'—___

PAGE'TWO FROM BIRMINGHAM

WHO i;S;.. ON PODIUM.

CURRENTLY UNDER-: DEVELOPMENT' AS'A- GHETTO INFORMANT THI S;Di'VI SI ON .

• .HIS. EQUIPMENT WILL BE PLACED -WITH' SEVERAL OTHER NEWS AGENCIES • 1. ■ ’ • ’ . . • j * '*  *’•’ k- *, ... . • f . . .■ ■ * * ■ •. • ' • • . JY f

bvc . RECORD I NG EQU I PMENT. | ] NORMALLYATTENDS ALL' SUCH.. SPEECHES

AND CAN MOVE FREELY -WITHOUT .CALLING ATTENTION TO HIMSELF. \ ;

|has an EXCELLENT.REPUTATION WITH LAW enforcemenj^agencles

IN Bl RM INGHAM TOR HJ S DI SCRET I.ON\G^NDj TRUSTWORTHI NESS, AND^B.I RM I NG- 
. I-- .HAM FEELS UTIL I ZAT ION 'OF I ” I CAN .BE- USED .EFFECTIVELY' FOR; . 
G1' ' 1 : i / X .

■ - •: 'THE BEST INTEREST OF THE BUREAU. WITHOUT EMBARRASSMENT. f..

: ‘ BIRMINGHAM WILL FOLLOW AND ADVISE. ; . •

RECEIVED: L|.:26 PM RNK

ii
I;

.'mar?968 ■< I' \ '-r
If the intelligence contained in the above message is to,be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 

■ paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems!



k INFORMATION -CONTAINED. . ^djjL

■EIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ’ f »
!tE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUp/TAM/DCG/bls'

D ECO D E DoCO P Y

Tolson —__________
DeLoach __________

\ Mohr —____________
'''Bishop ___________

Casper___________
Callahan _________

C o n r aU-------------------
Felt

Trotter__ 1—-------
Tele. Room ______
Holmes ------------------
Gandy ____ 2-----------

~ I

□ AIRGRAM □ CABLEGRAM 4 RAD,°
U:26 P0JRGENT >6~68 AAH J/

. TO DIRECTOR AND'BIRMINGHAM ■ j

FROM MOBILE ' ■ •

O TELETYPE

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 4-8-MI SCELLANEOUS-SE-DI T I ON. I

RE BUREAU RADIOGRAM TO MOBILE MARCH 5 LAST. X---------------

MOBILE MAKING ARRANGEMENTS tlO COVER SUBJECT’S SPEECH AT

TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE MARCH 11 NEXT jwi.TH |

ALSO ATTEMPTING TO HAVE ESTABLISHED SOURCE RECORD SPEECH.

MOBILE RECOMMENDS. AGAINST LliVE AGENT COVERAGE AT TUSKEGEE

INSTITUTE INASMUCH AS LESS THAN d)NE PERCENT OF THOSE IN ATTEN- 
i; x /.&
'i ‘

DANCE AT PAST FUNCTIONS HAVE ' BEEKl WHITE INDIVIDUALS. THERE IS '/

A GENERAL ATTITUDE OF SUSPICION Z^ND HOSTILITY TOWARD WHITE 
’ ' ■ ' I ■

INDIVIDUALS ON THE CAMPUS AS EVIDENCED BY THE EGG THROWING 
■ . ' . I ■

INCIDENT AT STATE DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVES WHO RECENTLY APPEAR- 
il ' .

ED ON THE TUSKEGEE CAMPUS. h

' MOBILE WILL, THROUGH THE CAMPUS POLICE AND TUSKEGEE POLICE

DEPARTMENT, DETERMINE SUBJECTS MODE OF*  TRAVEL AND TIME OF

DEPARTURE FROM TUSKEGEE TO TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA

ZZl/,..  XEROX

WAR ‘968
?ivlAR g

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased 'in order tafShtect the' Bureau’s cryptographic systems .



w Tolson ' - '
DeLoacK —------ ...

\ • Mohr _ _____________
\ Bishop ______ _____

'Casper J_______:___ '
Callahan__ ._______
Conrad j___________l

Felt _Lu.__________ _
Gale •_ _ 
Rosen _
Sullivan___L
Tavel ________ __

i| , Trotter__________liu

AIRGRAM CABLEGRAM RADIO TELETYPE J*: —
. ■ ■ • Gandy _____________

PAGE TWO FROM-MOBILE

BIRMINGHAM WILL BE ADVISED OF ALL PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS

NEW YORK AND WFO ADVISED

RECEIVED: 5:57 PM MKP

Tf the intelligence contained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic.systems. ■ .



WASHINGTON --01-

URGENT

MAR 4 1968

955 PM BAG

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND WFO

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE

FROM NEWARK (100-49533)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, SM - SNCC, 00 - WFO

ON THREE FOUR INSTANT^___________________________________

23cAmDEN> NJPD, ADVISED AN INFORMANT OF CAMDEN PD

STATED HE OVERHEARD TWO MEMBERS OF THE BLACK POWER UNITY

Mr. Tolson.. —
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mphr------- -

*Mr. Bishop..-----_
Mr. .Casper—_— 
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad..........
Mr. Felt________
Mr

PLAINTEXT

Mr.
Mr.

Bivan 
Tavei . .. 
Trotter.. 

Tele. Room....
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy-

MOVEMENT (BPUM), A NEWLY FORMED RACIST ORGANIZATION IN CAMDEN, 

NJ, STATE THAT STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS SCHEDULED TO SPEAK AT 

CONVENTION HALL IN CAMDEN, NJ, ON THREE SIX NEXT.| 

ADVISED NO RECORD FOR RENTAL OF CONVENTION HALL IN CAMDEN HAS

BEEN RECEIVED AS OF THIS TIME.

WFO WILL ATTEMPT TO ASCERTAIN SCHEDULED ITINERARY OF

CARMICHAEL AND ADVISE NEWARK . RtC*  & pQ | j

NEWARK, AT CAMDEN, NJ, WILL ALERT SOURCES TO A SC ER T-A I N-------  <—x=b

IF CARMICHAEL WILL SPEAK IN CAMDEN. WILL MAINTAIN CLOSE® A/IAR 8 » :



■ F'D-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

<
L . INFORMAL I ON CONTAINED 
REIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
T E 03-02-2006 BY 6 0 3 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

| Mr. .....
i.Mr. .’P.-hr._

Transmit the following in

Via

b7C

FROM

DIRECTOR

i.aiiin
Mr IF B I

■o.rrf.

(Type in plaintext or code)
lioom

Miss Gandy(Priority)

SAC

t Mr.
Mr.

I Mr.
J Mr. 
i Tele.

Date; 3/4/68

Mr

Bure auReSFte let ype "t o~Bureau dated 27’277'68 
teletype to SF dated 2/23/68.

Threat^Against r e sid ent

WO indices negative re

copies 
tioned

Enclosed for the information of San Francisco 
copy of LHM.

Enclosed for the Bureau are original and four 
of an LHM and two copies of FD 376 regarding cap
subject.

Investigation reflected, .in the enclosed LHM was 
conducted by SA b7c

i s one

'Further investigation in this matter will be 
WO UACB

'3) - Bureau! (Enc. 7)
2 - San
1

nOT'RECO.RDSs 

; '■ :Wb;MAR'£2 1368

Approved: Sent



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D.C. 20535
March 4r, 1968

La/ctJ m 11The San Francisco office of the Feder~aT~~Lureau of 
Investigation advised that on February 27, 1963,

California, furnished the following information,.

December, 1967,| 
whom he describes as

has become acquainted

and Martin Luther King#

In conversations during January or February, 1968,

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED •
DATE 03-02-2006 BY 603 0 9/AUC/' TAM/DCG/ bls



any organization in which he is active, such as the Ku Klux 
Klan or the Minutemen.

Calitornra area since November or December, 1867. _________ [resides
in| larea, name and location unknown.

2/28/68

2/28/68

On February 28, 1968, the following persons were con
tacted and advised of the facts of this matter. All persons 
contacted advised that they would take appropriate action 
within the jurisdiction of their organization.

2/28/68

This document eoatains neither
«>«r coaeJuaiona atthe FBI. It is the property of

™ “ ta'nC<* ** ZOUr 
« nnd its contents a.e not to be 
distributed outside ,our oReney.

2*



D-3 6. (Rev. 5-22-64)

A
A

Transmit the following in _ PLAINTEXT

Via
TELETYPE

TO DI CTOR AND SACS NEWARK,!; NEW YORK A

FROM: §AC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKEL^A'RMICHAEL, IS - M;! SEDITION

t,

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT / ;;

3/5/68

[(Priority)

J Ji Ji- ■ « jurdT *3 ..... , — - JIMr. Mohr |
Mr. Bishop____ _ I
Mr. Casper i

Mr. Callahan ■ 1

Mr." Conrad.
Mr. _____
Mr. Gale______ _
Mr. RosenJ._____

Mr. TavelJ____
Mr. Trotter.... .
Tele. Ronan ....
Miss Holmes . I

PHILADEL

RENEWARK TELETYPES TO WFO MARCH FOUR LAST.

SOURCES ADVISE OF NO INFORMATION CARMICHAEL PLANS

TO SPEAK IN CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY MRCH SIX NEXT. CARMICHAEL

PRESENTLY IN WASHINGTON, D. C FOR INFORMATION NEWARK

AND PHILADELPHIA HAS.ADVISED THAT SUBJECT

PLANNED.TO BE IN NEW YORK CITY ON MARCH EIGHT NEXT

■ •*-.«« 7 B6B'

2/- Bureau
£ - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO

WWH:pgp 
(6)

(A.LL( INFORMATION CONTAINED
/HEREIN IB UNCLASSIFIED
‘JdATE • 03-02-2 0 0 6 BY 603 0 9/AUq/ T-AM/ DCG/ bls

SentApproved:------ - .J



ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

E3 FOIA/PA □ Litigation D Executive Order Applied

Requester:___ _________________________________________________________________________________________
Subj ect:______________________________________________________________________________________________
Computer or Case Identification Number:__________________________________________________________________
Title of Case: _________________________________________________________________Section _________________
* File _______ _______________________________________'_______________________ ____________________
Serials Reviewed:___________________________________________________________

Release Location: *File Section 

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit, b2

File Number:
Serial(s) Reviewed:

j 0 0 l~T4 H 6t) & _______ _ __________________ Section T ________
ft\\__________________________________________________________________________

FOIPA Requester: ______________
FOIPA Subject:______________
FOIPA Computer Number: 8 331 ~1
File Number: Section  
Serial(s) Reviewed:_____________________________________________________________________ _

FOIPA Requester:________________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Subject:________________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number:'

File Number:„■ Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed:________________________________________________________________________ _

FOIPA Requester:_________________ .___________________________________
FOIPA Subject:________________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number:______________________________________________________________________________

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

^ANNEDBYDocUbtRMDj 

PAIR-

lastserial;J263

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D
ATTENTION HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 03-27-2006 BY
REMOVE FROM FH^i3 0 9/ AUG/ TAM/ DCG/ bls



4-3-/5lev, 1-. ' \Tolsnn\ — 
.DeLoach_
Mohr \ 
Bishop 
Casper 
CalCahah ___ 
ConradxA 
Felt

i=) AIRGRAM a CABLEGRAM a RADIO

1000 B

FROM BIRMINGHAM

T

(XX TELETYPE
. _ •---------------- -ALL- H4-E-C1RM AT-I-OW- QQWT AIMED-

URGENT 5-R-.68 GDM • HERE™ 13 UNCLASSIFIED • ;
'i DATE 03-27-2006 BY y---------------

DIRECTOR MOBILE AND WASH I NGf ONW AUC/TAM/DCG//

Rosen -- — 
Sullivani— 
Tavei J 
Trotter -Ji___
Tele. Room _ 
Holmes - -1- 
Gandy —

b7C .

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

SEDITION

. RE BIRMINGHAM TELETYPE TO BUREAU AND BUREAU TELETYPE

TO BIRMINGHAM AND MOBILE INSTANT DATE.

BIRMINGHAM WILL AFFORD Lli,VE AGENT COVERAGE OF

CARMICHAEL'S SPEECH AT STILLMAN COLLEGE. .R-PROB-GHETTO

WILL APPROPRIATE M.SCHANC I ALLY'IRECORD SPEECH AS SET OUT
I. . 4

IN RE BIRMINGHAM TELETYPE. ALL RACIAL AND G^HJTTO. INFORMANTS

SEEING ALERTED RE CARMICHAEL'^ APPEARANCE. ALL PERSONAL 

’ CONTACTS MADE BY CARMICHAEL Wl|LL BE REPORTED. LIASION

BEING MAINTAINED 'WITH ALL LAW ((ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES.

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE REQUESTED TO ADVISE MOBILE AND

BIRMINGHAM WHEN CARMICHAEL DEPARTS FOR ALABAMA.

MOBILE WILL ADVISE BIRMINGHAM WHEN CARMICAHEL DEPARTS

TUSKEGEE, ALABAMA AND MANNER OF TRAVELvTO BIRMINGHAM DIVISION.

/
RECEIVED: 11.:25,PM, RAK ’ . J ••Ml

■ ,.’A ' '

. < MAR 7
t

If the intelligence contained in the above message is to beidisseminated outside the Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably! 
paraphrased in order to protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.



ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED
■a HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

TELEGRAM
Il ■ . ■ ■ ' ~ . - ■ ■

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE? 8^2

PAGE 01 STATE ’ 123100 '

53 ' !;

ORIGIN L 03 . . b2

INFO gUR. 15,JUS 02/PPT 02/SCS 04*SCA 02,I NR 07J . &■

• RSC 01»/037 R .

DRAFTED BY«| 
APPROVED BYt|

R 011E45Z.MaR 68
FM. SECSTATE WASHDC
TO AMEMBASSy PARIS 3*48

b7C
b7C

LIMITED OFFICIAL: USE STATE 12310^

AWAITING RESPONSE DEPTEL 108922 RE CARMlCHaELo
b7C



FD-36- (Rev. 5-22-64) AM^INF ORMAT T’ON CONT AI-NE-D' ■ 
hhBin IS 'UNCLASS

DATE . 
603 0 9' AU C / T AM / D C G/ 'b 1

Date: 3/9/68

Transmit the following in

Via
TELETYPE

ffype in plairitext/or code) 

:URGENT
\(P riority)

jl Mr. Tolson__ _
I* Mr. DeLoach—

’ ■ f Mr. Mohr____
|' Mr. Bishop__ .

Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad.....

. Mr. Felt___
j Mr. Gale__
i Mr. Rosen_

_ ;____ s Mr. Sullivan
j Mr. Tavel-..
। Mr. Trotter___

______। Tele. Room____ _
। Miss Holmes..._

_____ |Mis£ Gandy.——^

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446086)

SAC, WO (100-43503) (P) t

sSTOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS

SCHEDULED

AIRLINES

EVER, WAS

TICKETS

AND SAC, 
SAC, 
SAC, 
SAC,

b7C

BIRMINGHAM
MOBILE
NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK

MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

CARMICHAEL DID NOT DEPART WASHINGTON D.C. AS

ON MARCH NINE, NINETEEN SIXTY-EIGHT, VIA DELTA

HE ATTEMPTED TO CASH IN PRE-PAID TICKETS, HOW-

UNABLE TO ESTABLISH IDENTITY BECAUSE OF NAME ON

CARMICHAEL INQUIRING ABOUT FLIGHTS ON MARCH TEN

NINETEEN SIXTY-EIGHT

- Bureau
__  2 - Teletype 
XEROX2 - WFO

’68

zgf<^RFR:bah
_______ (6)

Unit

'Ofi' A, - •• ■

Special Agent in Charge
Sent M Per



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

ALL. INFORMATION■CONTAINED
'^HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
JBdATE 03-27-2006 'BY 
^'603 0 9/AUG/TAM/DGG/ bls

Date: 3/4/68
Transmit the following in _______________________________________

(Type in' plaintext or code)

Via airtel _ ____ __ AIRMAIL _
(Priority)

TO? DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O)
FROM? SAC, MOBILE (100-1858) (P)
SUBJECT ? STOKELY CARMICHAEL

• IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION 
(OO? WFO)

fyt
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau-are eleven’(11)

4rf' copies of a letterhead memorandum entitled, "STOKELY
- CARMICHAEL, SCHEDULED APPEARANCE TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, TUSKEGEE, 

ALABAMA, MARCH 11, 1968O" Also enclosed for Atlanta, New
y, York, and WFO are two (2) copies each of this letterhead 

memorandum. ■
‘‘ /, The confidential source utilized in the LHM is___

b7C Sb
b7D ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------

Copies of this LHM have been disseminated 
local intelligence agencies, USA, Montgomery, Alao, 
Uo So Secret Ser^ric^,^^.rmingham, Ala.
^-Bureau (Encs <■(01)
**2-Atlanta (100-6812) (Encs 2) (RM)
2-New York (100-15375.1) (Encs 2) (RM)
2-WF0 (100-43503) (Encs 2) (RM)
5-Mobile

(2-IOO-I858) 
(1-100-1693) 
(1-157-55) 
(1-157-2078)

AGENCY? AC

to 
and the

ffiC-43

Approved: _

'■ CBC ? kws 
- (14)

DATE FORW 
HOW FORW;

0SI>SEC. SER?

>hop

Sent M Per

.Mi

1 MAR 6 1968

T. SECT.

Charge



FD-376 (Rev. 8-l-66)'f

3/4/68

UN* D STATES DEPARTMENT OE .IcIR'lCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535ncyij, * iwst? ivejvi iu ’ _ «,
File Ao, MO 100-1858

Director . * ‘ ..
United States Secret Service '

! Department of the-Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220 , ■ ■ «z,

Dear Sir:. . :■ ... ■ ■ .

. The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is.believed to be 
■ covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service Concerning-Presidential pro- 

■! tection, and to fall within the. category dr categories checked.

1. | | Has attempted, or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S.,-because of his official status.

2. □ Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by othp’ 
than legal means. ■ ;

3. □ Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active.investigation as member 
of other group, or organization inimical to U. S,. '

4. □ U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return. •

‘5 . |~x| Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria: '

(a) □ Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior: .

(b) □ Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentimept;
(c) . nd Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. □ Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph □ has been furnished □ enclosed □ is not available 
□ may be available through -- ______________ _______________ ■ \ - ■

Very truly yours,

John Edgfcr oover
Directo

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)- 
U. S. Secret Service > Birmingham

Enclosure(s) 1 (RM) (Upon'removal of classified enclosures, if any’, this- transmittal form’ 
” ’ ' ' ' • ' ' becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)'



ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In. Reply, Please Refer to
File No. ]UJO 100-1858 Mobile, Alabama 

March 4, 1968

u

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
SCHEDULED APPEARANCE 
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE 
TUSKEGEE, ALABAMA 
MARCH 11, 1968

b7C
b7D

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised on March 4, 1968, that 
Stokely Carmichael is scheduled to speak at Logan Hall, 
Tuskegee Institute, March 1.1, 1968, following a presentation 
of a play entitled^, '/Back to Black/' This play is being 
presented! a reported Student Non-Violent ' -
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) worker from Atlanta, Georgia. 
The invitation to Carmichael was made by the Student 
Government of Tuskegee Institute without faculty approval.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agencyj it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-27-2006 BY
603 0 9/ AU C/TAM/DCG/bls

COPIES destroyed 
343 FEB 23 1971 1*



ED-36-(Rev. 5-22-64)

A

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
MEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
Bate 03-28-2006 by .
603 0 9 / AU C / T AM / D C (W W1 s

F B I T

Date: 3/7/68
PLAINTEXT

(Type in plaintext or code)

Vin TELETYPE

TO:

Transmit the following in

URGENT
(Priority)

CTOR, FBI
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

SAC, WFO ^100-43503)
STOkEBY^RMICHEEL, IS-MISC: SEDITION

RE WFOTEL 3/6/68

I
 Mr. _
Mr. DeE<^i£-~ 
Mr. Mahr 
Mr. Bishop , 
Mr. rasper 
Mr. Csltahan___

Mr. < ’.".rad___Mr. F It 
Mr. Gsue _____Mr. Rofen ;____

- Mr. Siituvun—~ 
Mr. Tavel... .

Mr. Trailer
. Tele. Room____ _

b7C

SUBJ LEFT HIS RESIDENCE-AT APPROXIMATELY ELEVEN AM T&DAY 
PROCEEDED TO A NEARBY COCKTAIL LOUNGE WHERE HE JOINED AN UNIDENTI-
FIED NEGRO FEMALE^ UPON LEAVING THE COCKTAIL LOUNGE SUBJ AND HIS
COMPANION WALKED AROUND THE IMMEDIATE NEIGHBORHOOD SIGHTSEEING.
THEY THEN WENT TO SNCC HDQTS., ONE TWO THREE FOUR U STREETk NW, AND
REMAINED UNTIL MID-AFTERNOON WHEN SUBJ ESCORTED MENTIONED COMPANION
TO VICINITY OF SUBJ THEN
Returned to sncc. he remained there until early evening except for ,
BREIF PERIOD WHEN HE RETURNED HOME

A SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFO IN THE PAST, ADVISED 
THAT AT SEVEN PM INSTANT A^LACK UNITED FRONT (BUF) BOARD OF CON

VENERS MEETING WAS HELD IN THE LINCOLN MEMORIAL CONGREGATIONAL 

^Bureau
1-Atlanta (RM) (AM) 
2-WFO (100-41626, SNCC)
JEK:mmh 
(6)

V

4 b7C 12 MAR 11 1968

£14'-^Approved Sent __________ M Per
Special Agent in Charge



1; D-36.,(Rev» 5-22-64),,

- w ;

Transmit the following in

Via ' ________ '____ ,___

.F,b||

? Date:
■ " !'

(Type in plaintext or code)

■ ' ' J ’
l; (Priority)

■ ■ I!

PAGE TWO 
WFO 100-43503
TEMPLE, ELEVENTH AND R STS., NW* TEN BUF MEMBERS WERE PRESENT* ’ . ■ i: '
STOKELY CARMICHAEL ATTENDED THE MEETING. SOURCE STATED THE DISS' ' ■
CUSSION CENTERED AROUND THREE MAIN ISSUES: ONE, MEMBERSHIP, TWO, 
ORGANIZATIONAL PROCEDURE AND, THREE, [MEETING PLACES* REGARDING 
MEMBERSHIP, THE DISCUSSION PRIMARILY CONCERNED WHETHER A MEMBERSHIP 
FEE SHOULD BE CHARGED* IT WAS DECIDED OVER CARMICHAEL’S OBJECTION il • \
THAT AN ORGANIZATION SHOULD PAY TEN DOLLARS AND ONE OR TWO DOLLARS
FEE FOR INDIVIDUALS* CARMICHAEL FELT AN ORGANIZATION SHOULD NOT HAVE
TO PAY A FEE. NOTHING WAS SETTLED REGARDING ORGANIZATIONAL PRO- 

. . 1! ■ ■ ■
CEDURE*- THE DISCUSSION REGARDING THIS CONCERNED WHETHER THE BUF IS ? •
ACTUALLY AN ORGANIZATION TYPE OF A GROUP OR WHETHER IT IS A MASS
MOVEMENT* THE MEETING THEN DECIDED THEY NEEDED LARGER SPACE FOR
FUTURE ORGANIZATIONAL MEETINGS^ IT WAS, AGREED THE NEXT BUF MEETING I-. .
ON MARCH NINETEENTH NEXT WOULD BE HELD AT THE LINCOLN MEMORIAL
CONGREGATIONAL TEMPLE*

; ACCORDING TO THE SOURCE A SNCC MEETING WAS HELD IN ANOTHER £ 
JKJRTION OF THE SAME TEMPLE FOLLOWING THE BUF MEETING*

| A SNCC AFFILIATE FROM_ATLANTA -̂ ADDRESSED THE MEETING*
. . . '

M PerApproved:
Special Agent, in Charge



W-3 6.(Rev. 5-22-64) *

FBI

Date:

Transmit the following in

Via ________ '

(Type in plaintext or code) 
fl

(Priority)

PAGE THREE 
WFO 100-43503

WHOM THE SOURCE REGARDED AS AN UNIMPRESSIVE
URGED SUPPORT AND SYMPATHY FROM THOSE! PRESENT FOR

EAKER,

b7C
b7D

an: IWTON FROM OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA MAINTAINED THEY ALL
HAVE BEEN JAILED FOR FIGHTING FOR THE RIGHTS OF BLACK PEOPLE*

ADMINISTRATIVE
LHM FOLLOWS
SOURCE IS___________
ATLANTA COPY AIRMAIL

Sent

b7C
b7D

M PerApproved:
Special Agent' in Charge



^WASHINGTON —-02

6-05V PM RGENT 3-7-68 JON

TO DIRE

WFO VIA WASHINGTON

OR (100-446080)

MART 1968

AND WASHINGTON FIELD (100-43503)

—PLAINTEXT-

FRO'M NEWARK (100-49533)
b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS - MISC SEDITION OO-WFO

Mr. Tolson---------
Mr. DeLoach-----
Mr. Mohr-------- -
Mr. Bishop—,-----
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Com-ad-------
Mr. Felt-----------
Mr. Gale-----------

[r. Rosen___—_
(lAsullivati-se^T 
Ir. Tavel____ _

Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room--------
Mies Holmes------
Miss Gand?

■ RE MK TEL THREE FOUR LAST, AND WFO TEL, THREE 

FIVE-LAST..

CAMDEN, NJ, PD, ADVISED THIS DATE CARMICHAEL

DID NOT APPEAR IN CAMDEN ON MARCH SIX LAST. CONTINUED

CLOSE LI-AJSON WITH CAMDEN, PD, IN VIEW OF CARMICHAEL’S 
cS

SCHEDULED APPEARANCE, NYC, MARCH EIGHT NEXT. NO INFO

DEVELOPED CARMICHAEL PLANNING TO STOP CAMDEN, NJ, ON

THAT DATE.

NEWARK SOURCE IS ALERTED AND LIAISON BEING MAINTAINED.

END

WA...RM R RELAY

FBI WASH DC

*=»=» esss-s ' r-

22 MAR U

O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-28-2006 BY
603 0 9/ AU C/TAM/DC G/bls



■jaFD-36 .’(Rev.' 5-22?64)’ A±NF‘gR>ATT'M. AontIimeAz 
A ■ ■ w^exn ;ts wclas A eAe b ' A; > 
/ .MrE’- 03-2B-20b6 bJy /•, A A .
■'■.WaoaZAiic/TM/DCQ/bis .- a 

. ■'’A Z'-’ z ■ Af b i L '. '

. ' ■ . ’ ’ Date: 3/5/68

pMA peljoach.........
Mr. M.ohr....__l__1 

। Mr. Bishop.
I Mn Casper._
I Mr. Callahan....'.?-

"A Mr. Conrad__ .....
: | Mr.,'Eelt.i...-__
'.’I Mr.\ Gale....._..._„..

Transmit the following in
(Type, in plaintext or code):

Via AIRTEL
.(Priority) .

Mr. Rosen...... 
uliivari.

Ir. Tavel_
Mr. • Trotter 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes.. 
Miss Gandy

TO: DIRECTOR,FBI (100-44-6080)
’ ■ yr .... . . . ’■ . .-

FROM: SACyWFO (100-43503) (P)
■■'■A....?' "A-A ’■ '’A?f

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS-MISCELLANEOUS J A

. SEDITION. ' ■?. Av. . . irA
(OO:WFO) A../ ■/

b7C

Re Richmond airtel. 2/19 /68.

b7C

’ b7C1•

SAS Q&served late model-white Chevrolet Corvair.
A■ bearing Virginia>?.io.ensA I ~| parked near | |

________ 1_______________________J Washington, D. C., evening of 
------------- I where meeting of Black .United Front (BUF) Steering 
Committee meeting stated to be held. CARMICHAEL reported 
to be in attendance. Meeting not actually hdld due to 
misunderstanding oh part of 'some members as to when meeting 
was to take place. :

? ' It is to be noted Virginia License
checked on 2/17/68 by Richmondrat the Department of 
Motor Vehicles listed car to|~

________ yirginia, for a 1959 Peugeot 
reportedly .separated from husband.

1ft ’ J Al - a/S' sin I o> ■

Station Wagon.

($)Bureau
2 - Richmond (100-10532) (RM)*

■ - 1 - WFO R- a a a . A.

WWHific 
(6)

. MAR 11 1968

: ^0 A . . ,==“ . ' ’

AIRTEL.

Approved:
/ •/ Special Agent in Charge.

M Per _



WFO 100-43503

b7C
Richmond requested to recheck Department of Motor 

Vehicles Records for new registration for License" number 
__________ |regarding late model white Corvair. Attempt to 
ascertain identity of person using car in Washington, D.C., 
in contact with CARMICHAEL. :

2



” ^.LL IMF ORHAT I ON ■ CONT AlNE
WREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ''M

’ "DATE 03’-2S-2006 BY

' 60|Sft^a«M<EWBtoGMlfc.ls '
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION
BLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED RALLY FOR 
DEFENSE OF HUEY P. NEWTON, 
LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA .
FEBRUARY 18, 1968 V

Sources utilized in this communication have 
reliable information in the past.

£5
E-U

Huey P. Newton is publicly known as the Minista
of Defense for the Black Panther Party For Self Defense Ze « § 
(BPPSD) in Oakland, California. The BPPSD is described' g « 
as a political organization to combat ^police brutality" |jc§ a 
united militant black youths in order to determine the 
destiny of the black community, and to educate black people 
in African history. Newton is confined presently in 
the Alameda City Jail for shooting a policeman«

a, 
a ui •=>i «

aTTEr~’2 .■*?,

M FV

m

indicated they were present and observed the activities held 
at the Black Congress sponsored rally for the defense of 
Huey P. Newton at the Los Angeles Sports Arena, Los Angeles 
California, on February 18, 1968. They all indicated there



STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS,SEDITION 
BLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED RALLY FOR 
DEFENSE OF HUEY P. NEWTON, 
LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
FEBRUARY 18, 1968

were approximately 3,500 people who were in attendance with 
approximately ten percent of the audience being Caucasians. 
Upon entering the Sports Arena, they were frisked by Negro 
males, wearing black berets, who acted as security guards 
for the rally. The rally, which wps scheduled from 3:00 to 
6:00 PM, did not begin until approximately 4:30 PM. The 
master of ceremonies was Walter>/Bremond, Chairman of the J 
Black Congress, a coalition o£< militant black nationalist 
organizations. Speakers for the rally included James Forman 
a representative of the Student Non-violent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC), a militant black nationalist organization, 
Thoma^lCilgore, West Coast representative of the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), a civil rights 
organization headed by the ? everend Martin Luther King, 
Bobby Georg^Seale, Chai 'iv of the BPPSD, Cristobal . ,

j^Tijerlna and Reie^ Lopez i'jerina .6^^ , ..
,*■ ■ i o’ 1 v- i. 6: ii L 1 p 

Reies Lopez Tijerina is the leader of 
the Alianza Federal De Merced^(AFDM), which 
is publicly known as an organization 
representing local grant interest in the 
state of New Mexico to decendants of 
original owners.

Ronie 
of US, 
Angeles 
the BPPSD and Chairman of SNCC 
militant black nationalist

Also Included as speakers in the rally were 
McKinley/Everett, also known as Rop^arenga, Chairman 
a militant black nationalist group based in Los ' 
, California, H. Rap Brown, Minister of Justice for 

and Stokely Carmichael, a 
the former Chairman of SNCC.
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS , SEDITION HBLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED RALLY FOR (/ VA/ V V
DEFENSE OF HUEY P. NEWTON
LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA I
FEBRUARY 18, 1968

A Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, who was present and observed the activities 
of captioned rally, obtained the following verbatim 
transcription of speechs and statements made during the rally.
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JAMES /FOREM
(applause). What goes before us lies the open grave. Like men 
will face the cowardly .. We’re 
fighting back. (applause)

Brothers and sisters, our role here today is to welcome
all our guests to the platform; come on up brother, come on up, 
all of them. Here's Bro. CARMICHAEL, Bro. RAP BROWN, come on 
baby, come on, come on, come on (applause). We got Bro. BOBBY 
SEALE, the chairman of the Black Panther Party, give him a hand, 
Bro. RAP BROWN, all right, all right, give them all a hand (applause). 
Bro. BROWN, Bro. SEALE, Bro. CARMICHAEL, let's give them a big 
hand again. (applause) All right, one more round of applause 
before we sit down.

Now, yesterday, February 17th, was HUEY NEWTON’s
birthday and there was a gigantic celebration up in Oakland, 
California. Bro. BOBBY SEALE, the chairman of the Black Panther 
Party, has a new way of saying happy birthday to HUEY which he 
probably will ask you to do when he comes; he's coming up to 
speak to' us next. In addition to that tremendous information 
titulated by Bro. STOKELEY CARMICHAEL who has been around through 
all capitals of the world, revolutionary capitals, that is, let's 
give him a hand, (applause) He has come back to tell us about 



philosophy and the dynamism which is driving him in the new 
phase of black liberation in 1968. In addition to that Bro. 
RAP BROWN is here; you know he's been a representative of us 
in Manhattan and nine boroughs of New York. He's out here on 
some legal consultation but he's . Let's give Bro. 
BROWN a hand, (applause)

Last night was the first time that Bro. BROWN left 
outside of the confines of Manhattan and these nine counties 
in some months. But he still has the same old fire and he's 
going to talk to us today, Bro. RAP BROWN, (applause) all right. 

Now we should certainly understand that celebrating 
HUEY's birthday must not be stopped on February 17th, but must 
begin on February the 18th, 19th, 20th, 21st, and on and on and 
on, because Bro. NEWTON is in jail and he's in jail for us. 
He's not in jail for himself, he's in jail for us. (applause) 
And he's in Jail for us because he believes that there should be 
no more occupation of the black community by a foreign racist 
gestapo cops and that's why he's in jail, do you understand? 
(applause) We must never forget that message. We must never 
forget the message that Bro. NEWTON has tried to articulate and 
for which he is in jail and for which he will not die and for 
which he will be set free; he will be set free, (applause)



Now, there are several things which I could go ahead
on and try to rap to you but that would be beyond the scope of 
my ability, my intelligence, when we have all the star-studded 
program here. What I want to do, brothers and sisters, is just 
to say something that I've been saying around the country because 
it's important, because you see the reason that this meeting is 
late and we must understand that people in this audience must 
understand the reason that this meeting was late. We contracted 
for this auditorium, you'll remember it was less than one week 
ago and less than a week and a half ago and there were a whole 
lot of delays. One of the delays was that we had to put up say 
$4,000 instead of the ordinary $1,500. In addition to that they 
say we have to put up $10,000 security bond because the niggers 
who come here won't know how to, act and we going to tear up the 
place, you dig it, see, that's what they say.(applause) All right. 
So now we said now listen, we said Bro. CARMICHAEL'S been around 
and were going to have this rally not only to let him say this 
but also to support Bro. TIJERINA who's in jail in Mexico, but 
the main thing we want to get the message over in Southern 
California about what was happening to Bro. HUEY so we said OK 
man we will put up the $10,000, I know you didn't think we could 
dig it, but we had it so here's your $10,000. (applause) Now, 
after we got the $10,000 and the $4,000, then they pulled a whole



new trick today} they called out the Army and the Army ain’t 
but six blocks away from here and you got to understand that 
so be careful going home (laughter) I'm telling you what I 
know. Four blocks from here is the National Guard. Inside the 
arena they wanted to have cops walking all around so that the 
brothers could get mad with them and somebody would start some
thing and then they would bring in the National Guard and bring 
in the Army and we would all be sitting up here you see in a 
little isolated van and they’d try to mow us down, and don’t 
believe it baby, this is as good an extermination camp as any 
of them right in here, you understand? (applause) All right. 
So we say we ain’t going to make the Los Angeles Sports Arena 
on February 18, concentration camp number 2, where we all 
peacefully walk to the gas chambers, you understand. So we’ve 
been up there, we told the police we didn't want any police 
walking on the inside of these arenas inside the audience, that 
the brothers here could protect us, the Black Panther Party and 
the brothers from  could provide all the security 
that we needed, and we didn’t need them inside here, (applause) 
So that’s the reason the brothers were late we said now all right 
look here, this is the finest example of young black leadership 
that we have, BOBBY SEALE, HUEY NEWTON, not brother HUEY NEWTON, 
RAP BROWN, STOKELY CARMICHAEL, you all stay out there til we get
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this down straight, cause we don’t want them pig cops coming
in here and mowing down our folks on February the 18th, you 
dig it? So now after we got that straight then the brothers 
came on in so let’s give them another great big applause for 
coming in. (applause)

Now that leads up to the message brothers, that
we’ve been talking around this country cause it's very important 
that we say it time and time and time again, cause one of the ways 
the man tries to destroy the liberation movement is to say we 
will pluck off some leaders, if we pluck off some leaders, 
assassinate some leaders then folks will get confused they will 
be stray, but we know by your presence that the mass of the black 
people will never go astray, will never go astray, and will 
always carry forth with the struggle, (applause) but, and I’m 
saying this and I understand the National Guard is six blocks 
away and the Army is four, whatever it is, vice versa, and they 
got them cops out there, here’s what we have to do, baby, we have 
to say that if you keep on, not this, you know Bro. CARMICHAEL'S 
gotten a lot of threats, Bro. BROWN'S gotten a lot of threats, I 
know about that, Bro. SEALE's gotten a lot of threats, Bro.
NEWTON is already in jail, Bro. KARENGA gets a lot of threats, 
he's going to be here, I hope he's here now, if he's going to 

; come on in. Well, anyway, he's coming on in, and he's gotten a

8 '
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lot of threats, I know about Bro. JOE, so what we have /\ 
decided is that we have a grand strategy in 1968, we ain't 
going to reveal all of it, but we're going to reveal one aspect 
of the new strategy. We admit that 1967 was a year of high 
tide of resistance, so we say that the way that we are going, 
one of the ways, not the only way, is to say publicly and 
publicly, and publicly and publicly that we have a mutual defense 
pact and if you assassinate any of these black leaders you must 
be prepared for instant and protractive retribution, (applause) 
Now it is not enough just to say instant and protractive retri
bution because some brother may be picking up a wine bottle and 
cutting somebody, is that the kind of retribution, that ain't 
the retribution we are talking about. We are talking about 
selective, directive, protractive retribution on police stations, 
on fire stations, on power plants, on war factories, you dig it 
baby? That's what we are talking about, all over this country, 
all over this country, (applause) Now, in addition to that we 
are talking about protractive and instant retribution on some of 
these Southern governors, especially on these brothers have been 
struggling with all their lives on some of these mass, some of 
them out here in the far West, you dig it? Some of them out here, 
out in Watts I know, all right, we talking about protractive 
retribution especially on these white gestapo cops that occupy

9 /
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our community, that's what we are talking about, (applause) \ 
So that being the case, that being the case you understand that 
we've been giving out figures and what have you in terms of 
individuals but we won't do that today. That being the case 
let me just introduce the next speaker by telling you something 
that has also happened which is a part of the strategy. You may 
have heard, say, of the merge of SNCC and the Black Panther Party 
for Self Defense; well, the merge is not the correct word because 
neither organization has given up its name, but what we have 
established and what we are working to establish throughout^the 
West Coast and throughout the country is two new’concepts: 
operational unity that will lead to a brotherhood of black people, 
you dig it? That's what we are talking about, (applause) Nov;
we feel that this operational unity is important because baby 
the man has all of these little things which your brothers are 
going to run down to you. Riot tanks,  guns, all the 
stuff that's every night on television, so we got to have a new 
form of strategy and one of those new forms of strategy is to try 
to consolidate groups that are moving in the same direction with 
the same political perspective, etc. Nov; the Black Panther Party 
for Self Defense is an organization that has recruited and has 
trained and disciplined many of the brothers whom we call the 
"field niggers", us, all of us, the "field niggers" now come on,

10



come on, I know, come on, get with it (applause) get with it. \ 
There ain’t no claps. What do we mean when we say the "field 
niggers?" We talking about the niggers that got out of jail, 
niggers that are winos and junkies and  got a new lease 
on life, we going to fight the main enemy, baby, the U. S. 
Government and all its, you dig it? So the brothers 
have done that. This is not a middle class movement, the cats 
have got a whole lot of brothers off the streets and they are 
moving together and those are the cats that’s going to lead this 
revolution and don't let nobody fool you baby; it will not be 
those of us who are half way between the house and the field. 
You dig it? No, not us. It will be the field niggers baby and 
so therefore we feel that we and SNCC who have been trying to 
develop this around the country Black National Party with the 
Panthers assembled must unite with these brothers. So its an ™ ■...
operational unity that will help to save many people, will help 
us to forward the greatest struggle, you will hear more about 
that; last nite they drafted me as the minister of foreign affairs 
in addition to my other duties; another new title, more work, dig 
it? They also drafted Bro. RAP BROWN as minister of justice, an 
appropriate title, how about that, minister of justice. (applause)' 

All right brother, I'm going to let you speak, brother.
And now, brother say I'm talking too long, going to take up the

11



whole program, I don't mean to do that, but all I am here to 
say brothers is that it is absolutely essential that we have 
a gut reaction that only carycome from brotherhood, gut reaction 
to brothers like CLEVEXAND^SELLARS who is down in Qrangeberg, 1... 
gut reaction to Bro. MA^STANFORD who is still in jail in . y 

Queens, you dig it, gut reaction to many other brothers across 
this country that are in jail and I think that today we are 
showing these kinds of reactions and emotions toward each other 
and we will be able to not only unite say SNCC, the Black Panther 
Party for Self Defense, but we will be able to get a whole lot 
of other groups across this country to form this operational 
unity, keep their own identity but establish a brotherhood of 
black people and that's what we want. So lets give all these 
brothers a big hand for being out here, (applause) All right, 
Bro. WALTER BREMOND, come on brother, where are you, what's 
happening now, where's Bro. WALTER? I give to you now the chair
man and M.C. of the meeting, Bro. WALTER BREMOND. Thank you very 
much, (applause)

WALTER BREMOND:  black people 
so lets give Bro. JAMES a hand., (applause)

It's indeed my pleasure to introduce the next speaker 
to you. Here's a cat thats got a lot of sun, he's got a lot of 
heart and he's committed to the liberation of men. Some folks say
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he ain't a militant, hut we know where he is. When the Black 
Youth Conference was looking for a place, you know, with , 
we went to a cat by the name of Rev. TOM KILGORE, so I would I

; like to introduce to you Rev. TOM KILGORE, pastor of Second 
Baptist Church, let's give him a hand, (applause)

REV. TOM KILGORE: Ladies and gentlemen, in the halls 
of this arena there are peace petitions. In Vietnam thousands 
of people are dying uselessly and all too many of them are black 
people from the United States of America, (applause) who are 
dying for a country in which they are not free, (applause) I 
come to you as a representative of the church - that militant 

■ phase of the church that has never compromised and that has 
, believed in peace and freedom for all people. I know there are 
; grave doubts, I know many of you have written the church off, 

.. ; but I am one in the church that hasn't written anybody off that's 
■ still willing to work for freedom and especially to see that black 
people in America live with dignity and honor, (applause) I 
pastor a church that's considered a prestigeous church, but I 

' know that my job as a prophet is to stand on the firing line and 
to help and work where the basic things of life are at stake and 
I come this evening to bring my greetings and especially to say 

, let every one of us sign this peace petition. Let every one of 
' us say and keep saying that we ought to be out of Vietnam and back



here clearing up conditions in the United States of America. X
(applause) I greet you and I want to tell you, maybe some of 
you haven’t been close to the church for a long time but there 
are a whole lot of us in the church who are sensitive and who are 
fighting and giving their lives for the same valid principles 
for which you are fighting and giving yours and I come as a 
representative of the church without any equivocation or any 
shame to say that we as we carry on from day to day are conscious 
of the vast struggle and I know the irrelevance of the church 
in so many areas but I have not written it off and I stay there 
because I believe in it and I believe that it has a message. 
Neither have I written you off because I believe that you, as 
I said to our congregation this morning, men like STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL have a message to tell this country in a time like this. 
(applause) And I hope America will listen for I want to see 
America an America where all people can live together in peace and 
in freedom. This is what I have been preaching for all these years 
and there are segments of the oldest black institution we have, the 
black church, that's still preaching that. Thank you and God 
bless you. (applause)

WALTER BREMOND: That cat is talking about some
righteous stuff because we got 37^ of our black brothers dying 
over there in that racist oppressive war in Vietnam and they need 
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to be right here, not tomorrow but they need to be right here x 
right now. (applause) That's what I call the black soul but I 
got to tell you all about one thing like that man that's got 
all kinds of people here and everytime you stand up it makes it 
pretty tough for security, so just feel it and pat your foot 
when you want to stand, all right.

Brother FOREMAN has already talked about our next 
speaker, he's a cat who is doing it, like I mean he's righteously 
doing it and he's right down there with the brothers in the 
street. Close friend of Bro. HUEY P. NEWTON, a brother of Bro. 
HUEY P. NEWTON, a brother who is willing to give his life for 
Bro. HUEY P. NEWTON. I like to introduce to you at this time 
Bro. BOBBY SEALE, chairman of Black Panther Party for Self 
Defense, (applause)

BOBBY SEALE: Thank you brothers and sisters. I'm 
going to explain something. I'm going to try to give you some 
insight as to who our black brother HUEY P. NEWTON is. You notice 
I didn't say "was". You've already had MALCOLM X, no "was", "is". 
Bro. HUEY P. NEWTON is now chained in ja.il in Oakland, California. . 
He's charged with murder of a pig cop. (applause) He's charged 
with the wounding of another and has another couple of more 
charges of so called kidnaping and an ex-felon with a gun. The 
brother has soul, wait a minute, his soul is for black people to 
survive within the confines of racist, decadent America. This is



the brother’s soul. Watch; the brother with this perspective 
of the situation, the oppressive situation the black people are 
subjected to within the confines of this racist system, this  
perspective on how to deal with the situation is in fact what 
you might call really a new level. The brother teaches that 
politics is war without bloodshed and that war is politics with 
bloodshed. The brother understands that the white power structure 
makes many political decisions upon our heads that we disagree 
with. The brother understands or teaches and gives what we call 
a functional definition for black power, starts out with a 
functional definition of power. That power is the ability to 
define phenomenon and make it act in a desired manner. Now 
wait a minute. Let’s go back to that word phenomenon. Black 
Power, black people, social phenomenon, 400 years of oppression by 
the racist power structure, the racist dogs and pigs in this 
country. We must understand and define this first and get some 
power, develop and organize in a fashion vzhere after we define the 
situation we can make it act in a desired manner. Black people 
situation is political. Now, we look at the power structure and 
how it uses power, wait, let’s say what the real power is. We 
must understand that it's not green power because this is a bunch 
of baloney. The brother shows you, if you get a chance to get it 
run down and I’m going to run it down, that a very good example
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in the Civil War when the North and the South were fighting 
against each other, the North had some green power, Yankee 
money and the South had some green power, Confederate money. 
Both of them had forces and guns . The North out maneuvered the 

. South had all the guns and force and defined the South's money
as not really being money any more. They burned it up in the 
streets. Where was the real power at? the guns and the force. 
Can we check that out? (applause)

Black people, the period of reconstruction, were
promised 40 acres and two mules, 40 acres and two mules, but we 
didn't get this 40 acres and two mules, we got the butt of a gun, 
the lynching rope, etc. But we'd have had that 40 acres and two 
mules to every black man. Black people would have had some owner
ship of land. Black people would have had a chance to have

1 constructed within the confines of this setup their own institution 
to control their own communities and control their own lives and

■ have the power to determine the destiny of their lives in their 
. communities, or wherever they might live, if we had had this 40 
. acres and two mules. Because by owning this 40 acres and two mules 
■ at that time we, this country was predominately agricultural at 
' the time, we could have wheeled and dealed and operated in such 
; a fashion that the power structure would have had to answer our 
; basic political desires and needs. Also, if we had been promised 
■ the 40 acres and two mules, the 40 acres, we might have had a

- 17



chance then to compete against General Motors, Standard Oil 
and the major industries now who are over 100 years old. Maybe 
you didn’t know that Standard Oil started off in i860 and ten 
years later they were refining some 80 million barrels of oil. 
Now, these big industries, these white businessmen are the 
ones who robbed us of this 40 acres and two mules, they got it 
right now. (applause) What I'm trying to hip you to brothers 
is that in 1869 the man had the land because he bought Alaska in 
1869 right in the period of Reconstruction. That's when we were 
supposed to receive the 40 acres and two mules. That's when we 
would have had the power. That's when we would have had the land 
to live on and survive, to organize amongst ourselves. That's 
one form of power I've been talking about, is ownership of land. 
The other form of power is ownership and the control of the 
industry by the peoples in the community by whatever system you 
design to do it. But there's a third form of power that we must 
understand that exists; it definitely exists. It's commonly 
referred to as a military power which the Black Panther Party .. —- .■ 1 . -- ■ ।,, ,n ,.i miii mu......mi ■ irn Hi i __i mj., mi iTirr T r.ir • ri~r ----

for Self Defense calls a self defense power. Guns, organized in 
...................... """""         - V

the black communities is a form of power. Everytime the power 
structure makes a political decision on a group of peoples  
and the people disagree with it the power structure sends in 
gups and force upon the peoples to try and make them submit to 
those political decisions that do not serve them, (applause) We



are going to have to understand what power really is. The 
Vietnamese in Vietnam understand what power is. They under
stand, they are using guns and force to defend themselves, 
(applause) in an organized fashion. Only in the relation to 
their terrain. We have another terrain. I'm not talking about 
you going up in no hills nowhere. I'm talking about right 
where you are at your home. Right there in Detroit. Did you 
see it in Detroit? You remember that? Some more organizing.
The brothers was dealing in righteous power. In a 200 square 
block area in Detroit these cats drove out United States paratroopers 
for four hours, (applause) The brothers is up tight. Every Tn~■WTanmr- ■ m 
black man here must have a shotgun in his home to defend himself ..*».-■;*.> ■- •• -  - -—-.—a. —■r—-•*-—।■— - ri-n,-,  — .       » s**-' —

and his family against the racist gestapo police who occupy our 
community like a foreign troop, (applause) Now maybe you saying W——<8*ai—mb——eac——.—E,, , ,|ll1lirn, imr mm n rnr"cl—- ■

that, is this the limit of HUEY's perspective? On the contrary.
If you ever have; a chance to read the platform and the program
of the Black Panther Party for Self Defense the point I just 
finished talking on was only one point, point #7, and point #7 
of the platform of the Black Panther Party says that we want an 
immediate end to police brutality and murder of black people. 
That's only one point, (applause) Point #1 says we want freedom, 
we want power to determine the destiny of our own black communities. 
Point #2 says we want an end by the white racist businessman who
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robs us in our "black communities. Point #3 says we want / '

; full employment for our people. Point #4 says we want decent 
: housing fit for shelter of human beings. Point #5 deals with 
: education and us being educated with the true decadence of this

racist American society and our place in society and who we are 
: in_• Point #8 deals with the fact that we want all of 

the black brothers who are in city prisons, that Solodad, Folsom, 
that’s Quentin, that’s Chino, all the joints we want them free 

■ because they haven't had a fair trial, they've all been tried by 
white juries and none of them are their peers.(applause)

Now, out of this platform and program HUEY said we must 
start working somewhere on a practical level. So, in the 'San 

; Francisco, Oakland Bay area, in October, November of 1966, cops 
begin to get patrolled. We didn't go out there with just a camera 
and a tape recorder. We went out there with a shotgun, just like 
his, lots of shotguns and when the cop look at the shotguns he' say, 
"yeah that boy'll kill me if I get to jive him, and he knows it." 
(applause) That was dealing in a form of power organized. The 

; brothers just wouldn't throw the gun in their hand. The brothers 
: were trained safety with those guns because they realize and was . 
: taught, they were taught to realize that it ‘was necessary that 

this gun is political and is here to defend black people in the 
black communities against the racist police brutality. When we 

; patrol cops up there we come out of the cars five strong, call up
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another car> another car come up five strong., that's when a'cop 
stops some brother on the corner and we line up, stand ten feet 
away, they got some little jive law saying every citizen got a 
right to observe a cop carrying out his duty, we observed him, 
but we observed him with our eyes, he got a 12 gauge shotgun, we 
have one. We got 3-57's, we got .45’s, everything just like he 
got. (applause)

This was the practical program that was instituted. 
It's instituted to another level. The black people in their 
homes. Put a shotgun in your home. The cops is in your community. 
He's not off in a white community brutalizing white people,he's 
down in the black community brutalizing black people so you can 
patrol him from your window. (applause) Joe, John, and Jim, 
who all live in the same block, and Harry and Edward and Baboo 
and the rest of them are supposed to be up tight together to know 
that two or three  when they are home and around that they 
checking out up and down the block, that if they see some pig I 
say get ready to shoot, or brutalize some brother, that they are 
going to come to the aid of that brother with four or five shot
guns quickly, (applause) That is a practical program of dealing in 
black power. (applause) Organizing from block to block in every 
black community across this nation. That we will defend ourselves 
against the racists attacks by the racists period on Point #7 we



started. Reason we really started on Point #7 is because if you 
wanted to hold a meeting or hold a demonstration concerning 
employment, housing, decent education, etc. the man or red 
stripes will send down the pigs to intimidate you with his pistols. 
So if we are going to hold a red stripe we are going to hold a 
red stripe with brothers there with arms, etc. to make sure that 
the black people be defended and not let those cops brutalize them 
just because the people want to redress their grievances as it 
says by the man's own jive law. (applause) So, I want to 
bring the point to this level, that HUEY P.NEWTON is a political 
prisoner. The lawyers told us that if it didn't have political 
racial overtones HUEY P. NEWTON, they haven't got enough evidence 

■ to convict HUEY, that he could get him out tomorrow. The man 
; wants to railroad HUEY and drop a pill on him. Black people have

to support HUEY P. NEWTON.(applause) Black Power, black people 
in this room. Black people have to stand up behind HUEY P. NEWTON. 

: HUEY P. NEWTON was standing up for black people, (applause) I 
: think it's necessary to go a little farther in getting you to 
: understand the line of demarcation between us and the enemy and 
; who the real enemy is. We say the pig cops. That's true. We 
■ say the racists, the clan, the Birchites, the Minutemen, etc., 
: that's true. But that power, structure allows and organizes and 
' maintains the racism that goes on in this country as a whole; that 



power structure, it's very, very important and that pig cop is 
the real power of the power structure. Don't let anybody take 
that out of your mind because that's where the real power starts. 
Before Watts there was only 1,300 cops. There are 6,000 cops in 
Los Angeles now patrolling black people, and 3i years ago there 
were only 350 cops in Oakland, there are over 1,000 cops there 
now patrolling black people. San Francisco doubled its force 
from 550. All across this nation in every major metropolis they 
are doubling and trippling and quadtrippling these police forces. 
We cannot sit aside, you must organize. All these black people in 
the world like brother CARMICHAEL talks about, the man they got us 
outnumbered, he got us out organized. That's where we got to get 
up to. (applause) This is what Bro. HUEZ P. NEWTON was doing. 
Organized force to defend ourselves within our community. Bro. 
HUEY P. NEWTON was the type of a brother even when he saw a brother 
was causing his situation to be such in a way that if he just had a 
chance to say a word or to ran he used to doing that, that's 
just a hangup, even when he knew the brother was kind of wrong, 
Bro. HUEY P. NEWTON would go out there and go down with the brother 
first, regardless of whether the brother was wrong or not. (applause) 
This is what I'm trying to get over. Brothers soul is his desire 
to free his people; is his desire to see his people organized in 
a fashion politically to deal with the racist white power structure.
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To deal with the man on a political level. To deal with the 
man in defining our situation. And when we talk about power 

; being the ability to define phenomenon and make him act in a. 
■ desired manner. We define the situation. We have to have this 
: power to make those cops act in a desired manner; that they must 

withdraw from our communities, that we want our own police forces, 
: our own courts, our own institutions. This is what’s happening 
1 when you start talking about power and we must deal with it in 

this fashion. In the confines of every institution that exists 
we must try to control it. We must control them. Our people 
have to be educated. Our people have to understand how in fact 

: we will get the land and the bread. We can't keep going on 
with long dissertations and outlines and a bunch of esoteric 
stuff because when you walk down the block and try to talk to one 
of these brothers here, talk about, you know the basic socio- 

, economic structure, brother, and the adverse conditions that we're 
; subjected to within the confines of our community, brother say 

man, later, man, I got no time for that stuff now. (applause) 
; But when you get ready to organize brothers, when you get ready 
: to -- brothers they say man, you know that pig out there, I say 
i yes, he say man we going to organize with some guns, with some 
; force, when these dudes start getting down wrong, man, we are 

going to defend ourselves. They say, I can dig it, baby, I can



dig it. (applause) He "becomes educated in the process. And 
we don't run him away because he got a process on his head. 
The first thing we are wondering is this here -- what kind of 
soul does he got and is he ready to defend his people, that's 
first, not whether he got a natural or not, cause a whole lot 
of brothers out there been fighting them pigs with processes 
on their head for years and years, that's very important. I 
don't give a damn whether you got a process or a natural, a cop’s 
club going to hit the head because you black, (applause) In 
the process of organizing the brother he will decide whether 
he wants the natural or not. I'm not going to write the 
revolutionary song for the brother, he can write his own 
revolutionary song, that's what you've done yourselves. Before 
Watts, all down in Los Angeles, I lived in Los Angeles for'2|- 
years, all the time we didn't have nothing but processes but 
after awhile all of a sudden brothers popped out you see with 
naturals, you wrote your own revolutionary song, I didn't have 
to write it for you. (applause) You want to save yourselves. 
You want to be self and when you involve yourself on a practical 
level and at the real level in a situation this is where you 
become more educated besides the book. The book is very, very 
good to learn by, very good to learn by, but there's another way 
to learn too by doing. And we found that a lot of times along with 



the hook, learning by doing is even better at that. This A 
is very important. These brothers here have done. These 
brothers have dealt with it on the streets, on the block in 
Sacramento, California, all over the place. They’ve dealt with 
it. These brothers are organized and many more who are still 
up there. They know how to deal with the man in a fashion that's 
for real. There’s no jive out there. There’s none of this stuff 
about man he could be caught, I think I got to go take a leak 
now; we don’t have that.(laughter) All right. I want to ask you 
I want to say to you, want to explain to you the need for having 
our Bro. HUEY P. NEWTON set free. Bro. HUEY P. NEWTON, as far as 
I’m concerned, information I got, the man tried to murder Bro. 
HUEY P. NEWTON. The man kind of set Bro. HUEY P. NEWTON up. 
But the man lost on that game because he was dealing with the 
real brothers. Now Bro. HUEY is going to be set free. You are 
going to set him free. I want every black man in this house to 
stand up and we’re all going to say "free HUEY, free HUEY or else 
free HUEY or else, free HUEY or else." Woooo - look at that 
organization, (applause) Brothers, I want to thank you. Black 
Power on a for real level. Thank you. (applause)

WALTER BREMOND: That’s out of sight. Going to be 
moving rather rapidly at this point. This is not just a black 
rally today. It’s a black-brown rally and Bro. REIES TIJERINA



is also going to be here. (long applause) As ,1 understand 
he's en route now from Delano with Bro. CE^Af^CHAVEZ and let's 

pray that they make it. (applause) But before he arrives I 
think we should have an opportunity to meet his brother who is 
sitting up here on the stage with us. I'm not going to introduce 
him. I think that one of his brown brothers should do that.
And I would like to call upon the stage Bro. MONTEZUMA SPADA 
from the Brown Beret, (applause)

■ > .' m J.' MONTEZUiy^^PADA: Bro. SEALE said a little while 

ago that the black man has been facing a war of oppression from 
the Gavacho, that is what we call "whitey", (applause) for the 
last 400 years. For the Gavacho has been in the Southwest for 

; over 100 years and we have been facing a war of extermination 
for that time, (applause) Right now there is a war, a war in the 
streets, a war in the hills of Northern New. Mexico and right here 
today is one of the men that are carrying on that war against the

; Gavacho, because he is doing us all in and he will do us all in if 
■ we don't fight him. (applause) For we have got to fight him.
1 (applause) And we have got to fight, (wild applause) On (Spanish 
: phrase) -----------  (applause).

Ladies and gentlemen, I'm glad to be here with you and
I bring greetings from all the people from New Mexico, (applause)
I'm very sorry that REIES couldn't make it here this evening, I



think he missed his plane or something, so I'm going to t/ellS you 

a few words, that I'm very.happy to be here and it's an honor 
for me to be here and most of all that the brown people and the 
black people are getting together united, (applause) to fight 
one enemy in the U.S. and the same enemy that is trying to 
suppress the whole world, (applause)  signed the 
treaty with the black people and that's one of the things that 
gave us more courage to go ahead and to go ahead a little stronger 
and go all the way and we want the support from the black people 
and I think that the black people would like to have our support 
and fight  together. (applause) I think that it's 
a shame that the first class citizen is treated like third class, 
fourth class, is treated like if we were stepsons to this country. 
Anything that we try to do to protect our rights is a violation 
of the law. We can do nothing to please the gestapo. (applause) 
I think they worn out the locks on the penitentiary doors and I'm 
getting tired of going in and out. (applause) Everytime they 
hear the name of Terrinas they start jumping. It is not because 
we are a big mass or a strong people but they know that the Terrinas 
are trying to lead the people on the right direction and trying 
to petition and discipline the people to learn how to defend their 
rights, even if we're going to have to spill some blood. That 
doesn't mean nothing to me. (applause) I served in the World



War II war, I made it back, but if I was of draft age I think 
that I would rather serve five years in the penitentiary or 
hard labor than go to Vietnam, (applause) Well I think that's 
about all and I think that REIES' finally made it, so I guess 
he'll_____you can hear it from him. So thank you very
much. (applause)

WALTER BREMOND: Viva to TIJERINA, viva to TIJERINA, 
(applause) All right. Like we are going to be a little late and 
you all warming up and what I just hear brother REIES TIJERINA 
just walked in. Where is he? (applause) All right, while he's 
getting ready I am going to tell you all, like the
brother ain't talking he's making revolution in the hills of Nev; 
Mexico, (applause) And he just don't talk about browness he 
also talks about blackness,but he also talk about redness too 
and that's the Indian cause it's a struggle, baby. Here he comes - 
REIES TIJERINA, viva REIES. (applause) You all just sit down now. 
I knew you all was going to warm up before the evening was over. 
Just go ahead and sit down. You all let me tell you something.

 another brother and he's from the hills of Colorado 
and this is Bro. CORKy/gONZALES. (applause) The man's in trouble. 

They really don't know it, he's in trouble. And I really don't 
care if we are going to be a little late with our program. I'm 
going to take my time now. Is that all right? (applause) Bro.
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REIES will speak in a few moments, but we've heard some very) 
very, very provocative talk, nitty gritty black talk thus far, 
so let's give Bro. BOBBY SEALE another hand, (applause) And 
I'll bet you some of you even forgot that black militant minister 
up here by the name of Rev. TOM KILGORE who was talking about 
that peace petition, (applause) So I'm going to ask the brothers 
to move back because at this point we are going to have a. little 
entertainment and it's out of sight. A dance from South Africa

, so let's give them a hand, (applause)

REIES TIJERINA: I will be fighting against time.
I'm not used to speaking ten minutes, but you people are looking 
so brilliant, so pretty and I feel a communication between your 
faces and my heart and it's going to be hard to get rid of this 
place or have them move me out of this place. Ladies and 
gentlemen, I'm speaking in English. As you know Anglo in the 
land of the free told me not to speak my language, therefore I 
must agree. I must please him. My computer computes in Spanish. 
My soul is Spanish, but --  or rather Indio is Spanish, Indio is
Spanish, my mother was an Indian and my father was a Spaniard. 
The Spaniard was kicked out of the continent by the Anglo and the 
Indian was put in a reservation and I was left alone as an orphan.



So I stand here as an orphan against the greatest power ever 
built by tax payers, the United States Government, (applause)

Ladies and gentlemen, allow me to speak out of the 
bottom of my heart. The enemy of justice, the enemy of mankind, 
the ruler of , the white man, he is always poisoning 
the minds of the public and saying the Terrina is a violent man, 
the Terrina is advocating revolution. The Terrina is breeding 
poison, hatred among racists. Of course he doesn't recall 
that he wrote the black legend against Spain, against Communism, 
against Russia, against China, against DE GAULE,but he doesn't 
want us to criticize him. But I will because I see nothing good 
in him. (applause) The white man proud to say that he still 
recalls and remembers when one of his said "give me freedom--
give me liberty or give me death." I say that we have more right, 
more cultural right, more blood right, more legal right, more 
special right, more human right to say "give me freedom" - not 

.(applause) In all this so-called state welfare assistance 
and the war on poverty and all that stuff that this Roman Empire 
is now using to postpone time to win time, to, he's fighting 
against time because he's running out of time and out of friends. 
He no longer has any friends and tonight in these few minutes 
I like to tell the white man, the good one I mean, to repent and 
join the black, the Indian and the Spaniard or the Mexican, 
(applause) ’



’ci^Eaorui,
You know, that Indian called Crazy Horse one time 

said to his warriors, to his braves, he says "Today is a 
beautiful day to die," when he was going to fight that white 
yellow hair, what was his name? CUSTARD? (laughter) The white 
man, the white man has forgotten that the soul of an oppressed 
people, the soul of a humble people who is thirsty for justice 
and freedom, also feels quickness in his soul when we think 
about dying for our rights. There is sick feeling and  in 
our souls (applause) when we say. (applause) I 
have a very short minute so don't interrupt my minutes because 
there are very few. He comes around with his foolishness and 
lies saying "Oh! We’re fighting in Vietnam for our  
to arrive and for the free world. I have never heard that bigger, 
bigger, low-down rotten liar, never. Ladies and gentlemen that 
is the reason why we from New Mexico has chosen, has chosen the 
path of death rather than keep on eating and drinking that 
powdered milk, even dogs die when they use that dirty, low-down 
powdered milk and synthetic cheese. It is not the , it is 
not the bombs, it is not, ladies and gentlemen 
that wins the victory and brings peace and brings victory and 
brings justice to Earth. It is that peculiar, that mystic, that 
miraculous power of nature vested in creatures. It is  
creatures when they have no little ones, they run from here and 
there, but the she dog, she will run, but after she have little 
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puppies she will not run from nobody. She will not run from 
nobody, and let me tell you one thing, we in New Mexico have 
little puppies and we will not run from nobody, (applause) 
Ladies and gentlemen, we cannot invest our life in the lives 
of the Anglo, of the enemy of mankind, no, he's too big of a 
liar, he's bringing destruction to the world, he's  
everything for himself, and he's no good. So, I can no longer 
trust him. Of course he gets mad because I don't want to talk 
to him, but that's my business and until he can prove that he 
believes in God, then I will believe in him. But he thinks he 
believes in God but he's following the devil, (applause) I'm 
not joking, I'm not joking. I'm not joking. We have a very 
serious enemy and a very big and powerful enemy. We are fortunate 
though to have the colors on our side, to have this the land, 
many times on our side. I'm learning and am planning to believe 
that the international events and the
all things to be decided on color, on the basis of colors, (applause) 
The whole future of the United States will be decided on color, 
that which he hates, that which he hates. Read your Bibles if 
you are Christians, you will find it in Isaiah, Chapter 14, 
Verse 13, that the last war on this Earth will be decided on 
color and race, (applause) That is the reason why the great 
religious leaders and organizations are no longer  about



CONFTJajNTI their religion, are no longer back-biting against themselves,//(\ 
they’re trying to unite because there is no longer any 
difference between religions, but in colors, yes, there is 
difference, (applause) Brothers and sisters, hear my words.
I speak for half a million Mexican-Amerleans which I call Indio- 
Spaniards, because we really are a new breed and as you know a 
new child is clear of sin as long as he's innocent. And those 
new breeds are always innocent. The new breeds are trusted by 
God, but the old races who have accumulated hatred and rath, 
power, lies, those develop old races can no longer be 
trusted by God because they knot; they do not know how to handle 
or how to honor justice. So we feel that we are  Mexico, 
that's why we are looking  groups, those people that 
are crying out loud for justice. And even though we don't see 
your faces, but you're crying for justice. Those across the 
country we feel it through the radio, through the press and 
through the television. But-can all drive hard to keep your cry 
from reaching heaven and Earth and hell, but in unity a man like 
this, so-called rabble rousers and Communists  RAP BROWN 
have heard our cry across the country  
(applause) Oh, I don't hate the white man. No, of course not. 
I'm not going to be violent against him. All I'm going to do if 
I'm sleeping and he breaks down my door, I'm going to shoot him 
between the eyes and I'm going t’o keep on sleeping, (applause)



Oh, he wants to make you believe that I'll go after them, 
no-no-no. I trap them like a spider. Come over her. I told 
Governor CARGO of Nev/ Mexico, I told him next time four police 
goes to my room to arrest me without a warrant of arrest I'm 
going to shoot them as dogs because they have no right, (applause) 
So the Governor immediately called the Chief of Police, the State 
Chief of Police and told him "watch out, that man 
means what he says, so tell your men to make sure and carry some 
papers when they go and arrest ." Brothers and sisters 
now the world will all hear about us. Nov/ our enemy our govern
ment knows about us because we have the right to 
cross the country  through these well selected men. 
There's no gold in the world that we could even exchange for man, 

 of men like CARMICHAEL, RAP BROWN, CESAR CHAVEZ, 
CORKY GONZALES and your servant of New Mexico. What we did was 
to arrest two United States Forest Rangers Officers that were not 
in the custom of having New Mexicans arrest them. That's  
and boy you should see the whole Pentagon. Everybody got angry. 
In the courthouse of New Mexico there was nothing done all these 
pig cops State Police ran like coyotes, even though they had 
good shotguns in their hands they ran. Some day I will have not 
ten minutes but probably half an hour or more, I will speak until 
your fire goes out. Thank you very much and don't forget that



we have been selected by the destiny and the forces of nature t \ 
especially in this continent to inarch and militate together, 
fight together, stick together and if we die we die with honor. 
God bless you. (applause)

WALTER BREMOND: Ladies and gentlemen now I want a 
round for KARENGA, chairman of US. (applause)

KARENGA: This has to be short and sweet, all praises 
due to the black man. (applause) I like to start out talking 
very quickly about power because everybody's concerned about power 
today and unless we stop being interested in making the reference 
rather than the reality we'll still be nowhere, still holding 
rallies, still making speeches and the white man will still 
be marching outside. So now vihat we want to say to black people 
is understand there are basically four areas in which you can get 
power. The first is political office, second is community 
organization, third is coalition and alliance and the fourth 
is disruption. We will discuss that more at length (laughter) 
In terms of political office we must understand that any politician 
that wants to be a politician has to meet certain criteria that 
black people put down, they cannot just take office and say that 
is sufficient in itself. That's why we can't give HATCHER any 
credit; that's why we can’t give STOKES any credit, because they 
must be given time to prove themselves and there are five things



that you have to ask them about themselves if they are going 
to call themselves black power politicians; first accountability, 
who are they accountable to. Are they accountable to us or are 
they accountable to the people that pay their campaign. Second, 
do they expose the system as corrupt and unworkable, and the 
white man as a liar a thief or a dog or a murderer and someone 
we can never work with, only work against. Can they say that? 
And can they mean that, or do they see this great office holding

: has something that all Americans should belong to? Do they see 
; this as an end in itself? Do they see this as a great honor for

Negroes finally to become Americans when everybody else is 
finally becoming human. (applause) The next thing they must do 

: is play the power of disruption and bring up controversy issues
like the war in Vietnam, like WALTER JENKINS in the bathroom with 
JOHNSON and like all them other things they’re doing. These 
things have to be brought up to undermind the white man as a very 

: corrupt and vile thing and unless it is done they cannot claim to 
■ be anything except puppets.

Finally, they have to ask the' questions do they support
black nationalism. This is the only legitimate thing and this 
is a very beautiful day because this day shows after so long the 
triumph of black nationalism that is the love of black people and 
the defense of those black people and that’s what we are supposed 



to be here for today to talk about the defense of black f 

people personified in the defense of Bro. HUEY NEWTON, (applause)
The second area of political power is community

organization. How can we organize black people? The first 
thing we’ve got to do is accept the concepts of operational
unity. That is to say we've got to stop putting labels on 
people} talking about bourgeoisie this and grass root that, a 
nigger's a nigger in front of white people, does not matter, 
(applause) So some niggers get killed faster, some niggers 
have  money and some niggers get killed in court 
while others get killed in the streetj it's the same thing and 
black people got to realize that. We are very happy to say 
that we have been promoting operational unity since 1966 when
we had the first black power rally out at Will Rodgers Park. .. -   ■        _—- •*"*~**'*w"' * ~~ ~
We have said then that black people must form a united front 
for black people and that front should be for everybody whether 
it's Uncle Tom preacher, Uncle Tom mailman or a nigger at random 
they should all sit down and talk about their future, (applause) 
So then at that time we organized what was called the Black 
Congress and more black people should have come and should keep 
coming to Black Congress. And the next Congress for some of you 
all don't know about it NAACP come, the Urban League come, Black 
Nationalists come, everybody comes and has. something to say and
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should say something because I always like to talk, this is 'Z
a forum for them. But we must do more than that because the 
white man got his thing together and he knows the name of the 
game and it's kill, that's what he's doing to us. (laughter) 
So then we talk about getting the Black United Front and Black 
Congresses all over the country and unless black people get in 
order where they can all talk and stop being scared of each 
other, stop making scare phrases, we got to kill as many, don't 
be in no troop baby, if you going to kill somebody find out how 
much it costs. Find out how it can be done and then set about 
the work of the Lord. (applause) But everybody has to be 
organized. Can't just be anything, that's why we throw out 
classes. Ain't but one class, the class of the dispossessed, 
the class of  and we have got to remember that and get 
rid of those bourgeois grass root terminology. You got to talk 
about black people cause that's what we all are regardless of how 
much money we make sometime. We are all black. The third and 
I'm being brief on that is the area of coalitions and alliance. 
With whom can we make coalitions and whom can we make alliances. 
Let's talk about coalitions as a temporary arrangement. We can 
make a coalition with anybody including the white boy and the 
same  that he got in it something that he wants to get 
out of it and we do too. Just like for example this question of 
peace and war. Let the white people run out there ari^stop^blopd
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and stop niggers from going overseas. Let the white man set out 
there and picket around Century Plaza and let them get beat so 
they will start moving against the police. We’ll send ourselves 
out there, let us organize our own black ghettos and make a 
coalition with white people so that white people can add some 
more internal contradictions in this society and tear it apart. 
Let them tear it apart as well as us. (applause) And don't get 
so  that everytime you see a black man in a relationship 
with a white man you think he's being used cause you ain't got 
no sense. You think that everybody can use you and if a Jew 
walking down the street and he see a Jew talking to a nigger he 
say "oooh, another child." That's what a Jew would say. Brother 
walking down the street and a Jew comes in there and he says 
"wow man, that man being used." That's from different points of 
view but if we got our together nobody can use us--
nobody can use us. (applause) Let's talk about how to get white 
people fighting each other, that's what we got to talk about.
Let them shoot each other, let them march and picket and confront 
each other and after it’s all finished we will have a better 
world, (applause) That's what TIJERINA called a coalition of 
permanent relation, is called an alliance. That alliance with 
brothers like TIJERINA and the Brown Beret and all people of 
color that are doing something. Let us support all people of 
color everywhere, let the white man call them Communists, let the 
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white man call them anything they want, hut let’s talk about 
them as people of color, (applause) You can’t talk about how 
beautiful this thing is and how some people never thought it 
would come about, but brothers from Mexicans could come up here 
and support us. How could we ever do that before, but this is a 
new day and I am glad I lived to see it. (applause) Understand 
that also we must be glad when the Vietnamese go into their 
thing. Can you see how beautiful it was last week and all this 
week when they, check this out, wait a minute, wait a minute. 
How this man marched in talking about he so bad and this is a 
lesson to these niggers that are scared of white people. Here’s 
a man that got an embassy in Vietnam, can you dig this  
got an embassy in Vietnam and the Vietnamese walked in there, 
sat at the Ambassador’s desk, sent a memo to WESTMORELAND and 
told him to get out and the  couldn't do a thing, (applause) 
So let us make alliances with all the people of color. Ain't 
no Communists.  told us that the question of the 20th 
Century is a question of the color line. There ain't no way 
out big interest. All people that have money got white faces. 
The people that own corporations have white faces, the people 
that control China  have white faces and the people that 
are killing off got white faces.

Finally, the last power, is the power of disruption. 
That's in terms of riots if you want it, be scared enough to call 



it that, revolts or revolutions-, whatever you feel like 
calling it. But understand you got to learn if you going to be 
political how to be deceptive. So one thing, say 50 other 
things, and still don’t do what you said you were going to do. 
(laughter) That's why you never hear us, even though you might 
feel it, you never hear us say, "We going to get this man, we 
going to get 'em, bla bla bla bla, like this." We always say, 
"Yeah, we're against violence, right, uh huh, right," but after 
sundown anything might happen, (laughter) And learn how to stop 
making statements and start building troops. Learn how to get

V ....... .

people organized and disciplined like the brother you see around 
here. Don't just sit around and make scare phrases. You're a 
paper tiger”Tike"'the white man is. The white man's a paper tiger 
he burns and he’s a scare crow and you can put a match to him if 
you care,but, he got a thing going and unless you get a thing 
that's more organized than his, you'll still be holding rallies 
20 years from now and you won't have done anything, (applause)

So, in conclusion I'd like to say thanks everybody for 
coming and supporting Bro. HUEY P. NEWTON because as we know he 
is a symbolic figure. What happened to him will happen to all 
black people and don't you forget that and don't you feel that 
you are escaping from anything. And I'd like to end with a poem 
we. always have by LEROY JONES and it's: "After we've just done



our thing and got this man off our back.,off our 
back, his slimy hands out of our pocket and his rope from 
around our neck, we’ve won. Can you dig it? Niggers coming 
out in the street and we doing what we always did, dance in the 
street and > but we call everybody to get serious and 
then the microphone comes out and says this -- Walk through life 
beautiful more than anything, stand in sunlight. Walk through 
life, love all the things that make you strong. Be anything 
for all the people of Earth. You have brothers you love each 
other. Change up and look at the world now man as ours. Take 
it slow you got a long time and a long way to go, but then we 
have each other and the world. Don't be sorry. Walk on out 
through sunlight  and know. Can you dig it? We on the go 
for love." (applause)

WALTER BREMOND: I like to bring up on the stage again
just for a very few moments but not for entertainment, something 
very serious, Bro ./OSCAR BROWN.

I warn Bro. WALTER I been up here so
much he'll get sick of me, but they figure I have a gift for 
gab and they wanted me to raise the collection. The collection 
is to go to^the defense of HUEY P. NEWTON. HUEY P. NEWTON is a 
political prisoner. A prisoner of a war that has, that has been 
launched against black people. In order that he be defended a 
sacrifice must be made. It's not enough just to cheer and applaud 
the militant statement. You have to dig down at this point and 
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come up with the  to wage a defense. Come up with a 
to publicize this case throughout the world in order 

that the maximum number of people will be able to come to the 
defense of HUEY NEWTON. The ushers are going to pass among you

■ now with buckets. We want you to make a sacrifice to give not just 
what it is easy to give but that which is a sacrifice because 
there are great -- there a great sacrifice ahead
of us and we might as well get into the motion. There are

; brothers here who have spoken of self defense and it is around 
that issue that we defend HUEY P. NEWTON. There's also the issue

, of self expression that many of the brothers have touched on.
Expressing ourselves politically. Nothing is possible unless it

! is politically possible. Politics is the art of persuasion. In
; order to get to masses of people that you may persuade them in 
your spirit, you must find ways and means of communicating with 
them. And that costs money. In order to confront the legal

: trickery that is. going to be raised against you, you need the
; best legal advice and that costs money.
! X. The brother asked me to say something, I'm a little
;that might inspire you to give a little more. I
■ don't think you need that kind of inspiration. But perhaps
I it would inspire? you if you read in the press over the weekend
; that President JOHNSON says that he expects a long hot summer.
; He expects a bad summer. In fact he says he expects several bad
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summers. He didn’t say he was doing anything at all to prevent 
them. Instead he sent CYRUS VANCE about to advise us all that 
they are expanding the police departments of every major city 
in the United States and opening up more jails. But it is --

. President JOHNSON seems intent on doing. He's using the black 
revolution. He's using our demonstrations, our efforts to be 
free, as an excuse to develop a police state that will silence 
all opposition to racism, (applause) Don't applaud. Will you 
please put your hands in your pockets or your purse until you've 
made a bigger contribution than what you planned on when you came 
in. When LYNDON JOHNSON wants to process the war in Vietnam he, 

; he.knows damn well how to do it. He goes on television, he goes 
into the newspapers, he goes into the magazines and every possible 

' article is written. Every possible story is told in order to 
: try to justify in the minds of the people the war in Vietnam. If 
। the administration is serious about fighting a war on poverty they
would do it the same way but they don't because they're not serious. 
We are involved in fighting a war on racism. We got to do it the 
way it's done in other sections of the world. We have got to make 
our war against racism politically possible. That means -we've 
got to be able to reach the brother who is not here and tell our 
story to the brother who is not here. We have got to be able to 
unite our people. In order to unite our people we've got to talk 
to them. Racism among us has us-, feeling ashamed of ourselves and
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afraid of each other. we have got to eradicate that ) 
■ fear. We have to make our freedom politically possible. We 
i have to free our own minds and hearts of the shackles in which 
i they have been held through these many years. And that requires 
, communication. We hope therefore that you have given generously, 
: that you are giving generously in order that the story of HUEY P. I 
; NEWTON may be told, maybe put in perspective. Then there's the 
! same people say well all I know is what I read in the papers.

If all that the mass of white people know about black people is. 
I

what they read in the paper they are indeed ignorant, (applause) 
; We must demand, we must find ways and means of communicating with 
i each other. JAMES BROWN just bought a radio station. That 
; brother knows what's happening. Brother JAMES BROWN believes in 
; taking care of business and he knows he has to communicate in 
: order to get the masses with his program. And that's what we 
: must do if we want to get it with our program. If our program 
; is freedom then we must process freedom politically. So that 
; the next time we have this rally every corner of this Sports 

Arena is filled. (applause)
I think that the collection now is over, I want to 

thank you very much for this opportunity to unite with you. I 
J want to be a part of the growing unity that is going to unite all 
; colored people everywhere in this war against racism. Thank you 
; very much, (applause)



WALTER BREMOND: Next man on the program, like the • \ 

other brothers, really doesn't need an introduction, 
that brother JAMES FOREMAN talked about. It's my pleasure to 
introduce to you the minister of justice for the Black Panther 
Party for Self Defense, the chairman of SNCC, Bro. RAP BROWN, 
(applause)

RAP BROWN: Solid brother. They tell me that we 
running overtime but I figure if they can give the Los Angeles 
Lakers overtime, and the Los Angeles Lakers ain't never burned 
nothing but cigarettes, they can give us overtime, we burned 
Watts. (applause)

I want to raise the question with black people here 
tonight. A question that's relevant to all black people and 
oppressed people across the world. The question is what happens 
when there is no redress of grievance. See, black people in 
America have never had a machinery that spoke adequately for the 
redress of grievances and to the lack of redress of grievances 
in this country. In other words justice has never been a reality 
for black people in this country. You've got to begin to look 
at America and its oppressor’s nature and then you begin to under
stand the revolutionary struggle that oppressed people are engaged 
in throughout the world. The revolution that this country is 
facing will be a revolution of dispossessed people. That means
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' Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, "blacks, American-Indians ' 

and any dispossessed class in this country, (applause) Our
,  brother once eulogized Detroit. Perhaps it would be the 
; eulogy for America. He says there was a town called  town, 
i now it ain't no town. He said they used to call it Detroit, 
! now they call it "destroyed.”, (laughter) America will fit in 
; this same situation if she doesn't begin to address herself to 
; the problems of black people in this country, (applause) Black 
; people must begin to understand that if you don't control, 

everything that you don't control becomes a weapon against you.
; The educational system today is a weapon against black people.
; It expounds and teaches white nationalism, (applause) An example 
; of white nationalism that's taught in the educational system of 
; America which perputates this society is that COLUMBUS discovered 
' America, a continent full of people. How can you discover a
i continent full of people. It tells you further that anything white 
; in this country, anything white across the world is good. Every- 
j thing black is bad. Black cows don't give good milk, black hens 
' don't lay eggs. You wear black to funerals and white to weddings.
: Angel food cake is white, devils food cake is black. Even band- 
aid plastic strips flesh color are pink. (applause) But we go

■ for it. We go for it because we're chumps. We're chumps of the i
; highest order. HUEY P. NEWTON is now confined in jail because of 
; our lack of action. We accuse ourselves of being revolutionaries.



How many white cops have died since HUEY P. NEWTON has been® ■TIAL

in jail? One. He killed the last hunkie that died from a 
bullet from a black gun. (applause) The only thing that HUEY 
NEWTON is guilty of, perhaps, is that he didn't tell me he 
was going down on the hunkies that day. That's the only thing, 
(laughter) that's the only thing. But HUEY P. NEWTON'S freedom 
depends upon what black people do. Nobody else. You see freedom 
is not a commodity, you are born free. You must
exercise your right to be free. The man cannot give you freedom. 
He can't pass it out. You can't run around  talking about 
we waiting to be free. You must begin to become free. Begin 
to exercise that right. There is no such thing as a second class 
citizen. You are either free or you are slave. Freedom is 
absolute. There is no in between. You have to stop thinking 
along those lines. (applause) To tell me that you are a second 
class citizen is like telling me that you will never get pregnant. 
You can't be a little bit pregnant. You're either pregnant or 
you're not. You're either lying or you're telling the truth. 
These are absolutes. Freedom is an absolutism. Black people if 
they're going to be free must begin to seize power.  says 
power comes from the barrel of a gun. (applause) You better get 
your gun brother. I don't care if it ain't nothing but a bebe 
gun with poisoned bebes. (laughter) America has shown us that 
she does not respect anything bu^ counter force. Plainfield,



New Jersey, one of the most successful examples of a rebellion 
this year was successful because the brothers had only recently 
stole some 46 automatic weapons, each one that would shoot 2000 
times and throw bricks for a half hour. And the police refused 
to go down there and warned them shoot up Plainfield so they 
signed an armistice with the brothers and they say, well gee, you 
let us go look for the weapons so we can look good on the news. 
The brothers say "groovy" cause they hid the weapons. The 
National Guard went down there and begin to kick down doors and 
destroy property and the word went out "you kick down one more 
door we going to shoot your leg off." (laughter) They left 
playing field, that’s counter force, the brothers were armed. 
America does not love China, she respects China, (applause) 
Force. America runs the game on _ and tells you that you
are being violent. This is the most violent country that has 
ever been conceived. LYNDON JOHNSON is a two-gun outlaw from 
Texas.(applause) He believes in the showdown concept. That’s 
what's going on in Vietnam. That's what's going on in this 
country today. That's why white folks are arming themselves. 
JOHNSON has told them "You got to be the fastest draw." But my 
advice and my news for the Minutemen is if you can't fight but 
a minute, don't come to my community, (laughter) You've got to 
arm yourself. That's the basic right. You can’t talk about



revolution if you don't have anything to fight with. You'ri 

caught up in a revolution era whether you approve of it or 
not. Black people for years have equated progress with con
cessions. We have made no progress from slavery. We are still 
slaves in this country. They took the chains off our feet and 
put it on our minds, (applause) There is no political structure 
in this country that's relevant to black people. The only 
politics we can be concerned with is the politics of revolution, 
(applause) There is no difference between the Democratic and 
Republican parties. What’s the difference between GOLDWATER and 
JOHNSON? Yet black people run around the country talking about 
their Democrats and the Democrats have them thoroughly fooled 
because they tell them ”We for the good of colored folks, but 
it ain't our fault it's the Dixiecrats;" there is no such animal 
as a Dixiecrat. The only difference between GEORGE WALLACE and 
President JOHNSON is that one of them's wife has got cancer. 
Nothing else, (laughter and applause) Two of the most potentially 
dangerous Negroes in this country are Democrats, HATCHER and 
STOKES. Now understand this. Their allegiance is not to the 
black community. It's to the Democratic Party whether by "lynch 
em" JOHNSON or racist, red neck,  ________ honky from Texas, 
(applause) This is the same game that was run on the Jews in 
Germany. It was not the Germans who began to move Jews, it was



: other Jews. When JOHNSON tells STOKES to move out the
I

agitators and the trouble makers, what you think he going to 
do? He’s going to move them. When he tells STOKES to move 
out the trouble makers, hds going to move them. This is why 
black people must quit dividing themselves and talking about
classes. ’We can ill afford the luxury of class structures in 
our community. There is no such thing as a black middle class. 
You don’t believe it go to Detroit and ask the brothers who 
thought they were in the middle class. The cops whip middle 
class here with middle class sticks. No difference, (applause) 
If you think that you can divide yourselves into classes then you 
are lost already, because first of all they got to remove the 
troublemakers. Then they going to remove the athletes because 
they talking about boycotting the Olympics. And the entertainers 
going to sit back say "Well it ain’t us" but ERTHA KITT got 
them so far in even they ain’t going to get out of it, (applause) 
and it becomes a matter of time before they eliminate everybody. 
The resistance is weakened. Everytime they take off a different 
stratification of black people we cannot afford for HUEY NEWTON 
to sit in jail. We cannot afford for any black person to be 
political prisoners in this country. This is our country. 
It was built on our backs by our labor. We've built the country .**'  1 "*' ""i m— ,i । _ I ,, M|| _ _ _ 
up, w_eJll burn it down if they don't hurry up and come around, 
(applause) People are running around here scared of black power. 
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What you going to do when you need black power. That’s the / V 
thing you got to be talking about. That’s what's going to defend 
you. We cannot run around and let the white man dictate and tell 
you who you should follow. The movement at this point seems to 
be a leaderless movement. We must begin to expouse an ideology 
that covers everybody in their black community. The brothers 
know that they are fighting, they have expressed the will to 
fight, but they only know they are supposed to fight the 
policeman. You see I saw a sign once that said "I wonder what 
happened to LEE HARVEY OSWALD now that we really need him?" 
(laughter) See, you’re chumps. You believe the sign. ROCKEFELLER 
probably put that sign up. (laughter) You see, it's not only 
JOHNSON. It's not only those people in Washington. ROCKEFELLER 
has investments in S. Africa. These are the enemies. (applause) 
You must begin to broaden your concepts. You got to get beyond 
the racist pig cop, you see, because he is a tool of the man 
who really controls this system. We not only talking about 
destroying a power structure, we talking about ruination of a 
system. (applause) Black people cannot afford to become 
Capitalists. The military industrial complex that old  
EISENHOWER even had sense enough to know about is real. It's 
very real. The military industrial complex means that over 
70% of the people employed in this country has some dealings 



to do with the military. In other words war is profitable in 
this country. We must fight war to keep the economy up. This 
is why we are in the war in Vietnam. It's not because we're 
trying to stop Communist aggression, that's the biggest lie 
ever told. If we was so interested in stopping Communist 
aggression why has America never moved to stop Communist 
aggression in white community countries with the use of napalm? 
They always use Radio Free Europe . (applause) Black 
people in this country face extermination. That's it, brother. 
You face extermination daily. We are facing genocide on about 
foux’ different levels. The war is active genocide. It's no 
accident that 4-5$ of the casualties in Vietnam are black. That's 
no accident. The courts of America, any black man who faces a 
court in America can expect a maximum sentence and a maximum fine



RAPP BROWN: Well then you said we were making progress.

Very good MARSHALL is a nigger and JAMES EASTLAND told him 

he was a nigger, (applause) Herefore good MARSHALL supposedly 

go on before the high extension of the country, was subjected 

to a type of hustling by a cracker whose old man was a 

lynchman of black people. In other words, what EASTLAND was 

telling IRVIN MARSHALL is that you the top nigger in the 

country but you still a nigger to me. (applause)

That's not progress, (applause)

They gave you an astronaut. I said they were going

to lose the nigger in space, but they didn't let him get that 
high, (applause)

What you say we makin' progress. That's not progress.

Progress is determined by the amount of power you possess in 

wheels.

See brothers, we must begin to prepare ourselves

mentally and physically, for the battle is yet to come -- the 

battle is not descended down upon black people like it will in 

the next few years.

The concentration camps are real, and if you don't

believe America is capable of sending niggers to concentration 

camps, or people of color to concentration camps, ask the 

Japanese American, ask the Indians, (applause)



They don't need you any more. You are commodity

in this country. A surplus. America got a surplus of niggers 

(applause)

RAMSEY CLARK, Attorney General, got on T. V. a few 

months ago and said within the next 20 years, the entire 

population of this country will be a leisure class, with the 

exception of 20 percent of that population because of auto

mation and sovereignation. And then you examine to see who 

they're training for automated and sovereignated jobs. They 

ain't training you, double ol' soul. (appluase) They're 

training white people.

We were brought here to do work. There is no more 

work to do. They will exterminate you. Our history proves 

she is capable of extermination of people of color. She 

dropped the bomb on Hiroshima and not in Germany and not 

because she didn't have the bombs, but because the Japanese 

were yella'. (applause)

You must begin to understand that your fight is a

fight of survival. People of color must be concerned. We

must become allies. These are our allies: Mexican Americans.

Puerto Ricans. American Indians. These.are the people who 
we align with, (applause)

Yes brother, America has given us an ultimatum.

She say you live or die. We say freedom or death. Fuck it.

I

Black power, brother.
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The Prime Minister for the Black Panther Party of

Self-Defense I really don't need to call his name..

Brother STOKELY CARMICHAEL. Black power. (applause) 

STOKELY CARMICHAEL: Brothers and sisters. Good 

evening. They tell us they gonna' put us out at seven o'clock 

tut I'm a talk pass seven o'clock tonight, (applause) I'm a 

do had 'cause we have to talk to each other. Got to do that, 

huh. Before we do, I Just want to introduce sortie people....uh 
Atlanta Communications Director Miss ETHEE^^INER. (applause) 

A bad brother from Boston who was arrested for inciting to 

riot, when the little thing went down in Rocksbury Just 

returned from across the waters, and incidentally, we are 

always gonna go where we wanna go, talk to whom we wanna talk 

to, go to what country we want to talk to....no honkie gonna 

tell us where to go, KEYTOE EDWARDS, (applause) As far as 

we're concerned, we born free. We go to China, we go to Cuba, 

we go to Africa. We'll go wherever we want to go and if the 

honkie don't like it, he can go to hell. He can go to hell. 
He can go to hell, (applause) Can't nobody tell you where to 

go, who to see, and who you talk to. You got to know so you 

can understand what this honkie is puttin' down. We have got 

to go across the waters to talk to our brothers, (applause) 
To our brothers, (applause)
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Now then today we want to talk about one thing-- 

survival. That's all. How is this beautiful race of people, 

black people, gonna survive Babylon. That's all we have to 

talk about. Survival transcends economics. It transcends 

politics. It transcends .the poverty program. We are talking 

about survival. About our people. Black people all over the 

world. That's all we are talking about. Survival. Survival. 

Nov; you have to understand survival because I have to repeat 

some or the things Brother RAP said.

Is is possible for the honkies to commit genocide 

against black people. Now if you don't think it's possible, 

check out the history or this country. In order for this 

country to oe born, they committed genocide against the red 

man. They can and will do it. They can and will do it. 

Not only have they committed genocide against the Indian, but 

what they have done is they romanticize that genocide. That's 

what they do when they put that cowboy and Indian Junk on 

television for you to flap. That is nothing but romanticizing 

the genocide of a race of people. They are so unaware of their 

superiority complex, they do not know what they are doing. 

The fight is gonna be a fight of color. Nothing else. Nothing 
else, (applause) It is going to be a right of color because 

wherever the honkie goes, he rules. Whether the majority or 

the minority, he rules wherever he goes.
He came to this country. The. Indians showed him how to 

prepare corn. The Indians 'showed em how to hunt. After the Indian



showed era that, after1 the first Thanksgiving, he wiped them 

out.(applause)

He went to Mexico. He went to South America. He 

found the Aztec Indians. They said to him this is our silver. 

This is our gold. We are relig-- we are a religious people. 

We build symbols, monuments. We make little jewelry. He 

took the jewelry and he wiped them out. He wiped them out. 

(applause)

He went to Africa. He saw the greatest people in 

the world alive. They thought he was a human being. They 

said come. This is our gold. This is our way of life. We 

dance,, we sing, we get high. They showed him the gold. lie 

took the gold. He enslaved us and he rules Africa today. 

Today, (applause) Today. Go get em.

No need to get excited today, baby, we gonna get em. 

We gonna get em. No need to get excited. We gonna get em. 

As sure as I'm standing here, black people gonna survive this 

country. We ain't got to worry. We just organize.
He went to China. The"^hirie^en^d”’gull’’powder. They 

said we use this for fire works. For our festivities. He took 

it. Make it a gun and enslaved the Chinese. Where has he 

gone that he has not enslaved people. Where has he gone.

I ask you tell me one place that honkie has gone where he has 

acted as a human being. Not one place on this earth, (applause



So that today when we talk, about our survival, we 

do not talk about this country. Which is America. Which is 

white people. We talk about our people. Nothing else. Our 

people. That's all we care about. Our poeple. If this country 

burns down to the ground, we rejoice and we dance. We care 

aoout our people. Our people, (applause) Nothing else. Our 

people. Our people, (applause)

In organizing our concept this year, there are 

three. There are three slogans that we need to take with us. 

Number one is that we must develop consciously an undying 

love for our people. Undying love for our people. That means 

that our slogan becomes first. Our people. Then and only then, 

me and you. Our people come first. First. You must under

stand the concept of love for one's people because we're 

talking about HUEY P. NEWTON, who personifies love for his 
people, (applause)

Our second slogan--every Negro is a potential black 

man. Let's work with our people and bring them home. Bring 

them home, (applause) Bring them home, (continuing applause) 

Why do we say every Negro is a potential black man. Because 

400 years ago, when that hoakie stole us and brought us here, 

we were African or black people. Today we are Negroes. It 

took us 400 years to make us Negroes and we've been black for 

four thousand years. Four thousand years. Four thousand years.



To be a Negro means that you begin with your history 

400 years ago and your history is defined by the honkie to 

be an African or a black man is to be a man who rules in his 

own land. We are black Africans. Black Africans. (applause) 

We must understand that concept fully. A lot of our peoples' 

minds are messed up. We will not fight with our people.

We will sit down. We will talk. We will take time. We will 

use love and brotherhood and bring them home. Our major enemy 

is the honkie. That's where our energies go. Go. Go. Go. 

(applause)

You cannot fight inside the black communey and fight 

them at the same time. Also. If every Negro is a potential 

ally, you never alienate your ally. Everybody in our community 

comes organized from the bourgeoisie to the man in the street. 

Everybody is gonna be organized because they are black. Black, 
(applause) If you understand that concept, it means that when 

you sit down with one of your brothers and their minds have 

been messed up by the hookies. And they start arguing when you 

say the word black. Don't get excited. If you do, the honkie 

has won. Don't get excited. Sit down. Take time with your 

brother. Use the example if I have got a brother and a white 

man came into my family and turned that brother against me, if 

I didn't have enough strenth to bring my brother home, the 

honkie was stronger than I am. They are not stronger than we
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are. We will dominate our people. Bring them home. Bring 

them home. Bring them home. Bring them home, (applause) 

That means that when we move against our people, we do not 

use force. We do not use force against our people. We use 

love, brotherhood, unity, and patience, and we take time, 

(applause) And we take time, (continuing applause)

The third concept that we talk about is that for 

black people, the question of community is not a question of 

geography, it is simply a question of color. Understand that? 

That means that if you live in Watts. If you live in Detroit, 

Southside Chicago, Washington, D. C. You are the same people 

belonging to the same community cause you are black. You are 

of African descent. You are an African people. Wherever you 

are. Wherever you are. (applause) We must begin to understand 

that concept. Because if we understand that concept, we break 

down the geographical barriers and we become part of black 

people in Africa, in Cuba, in Brazil, in Guatemala, in 

Santa Domingo, in the West Indies, in the United States, in

Nova Scotia. We are one people nine hundred million strong. 

That's us. That's us. (applause) That's us.

Those are the three concepts we have to move with.

Let me repeat them. One. Undying love for our-people. First 

our people. Tnen and only then, you and me. Everything goes 

to our people. Everything including our life goes to our 

people. Our people. Our people, (applause) You've got to 



understand that that does not mean this country. Because this 

country has been and always will be against our people. So 

to help this country is to be against yourself. We must be 

for our people. Cur people.

Secondly. Every Negro is a potential black man. 

Let's work with our people and bring them home. Understand 

that.

We need the people who we call the bourgeoisie. The

have tecnnical skills that we can use. Their minds are messed 

up. They're giving those technical skills to the hookies. 

Let's bring them home and let them give it to us. We must 

open up the channels for that. Let's bring our people home, 

(applause) Let's bring our people home, (continuing applause) 

Thirdly. The question of community for black 

people is not a question of geography. It is a question of 

color. We do the same dances that people in Watts do yo do 

in Nev; York. The Boogaloo gets transplanted so fast that 

without television, without radio, without any of their 

communications' systems, we do the same dances. Not only here 

but in Africa. But in Africa, (applause)

Now then we want to talk about survival in a practic 

context. The United States works in the; three M's. First the 

missionaries. Then the money. Then the Marines. That's its 

pattern all over the world. We have sent the missionaries out 

of our community. The money is going out because our brothers 

in Viet Nam is taking it and tbe Koreans gettin' ready to get



it on again. So the money's going. Newt comes the Marines.

If we are going to survive as a people and we must survive 

if for no other reason than for what our ancestors has been 

through with this hankie. We have got to organize. Got to 

organize. That means that the question of the vote for black 

people be conked as a relevent issue unless to use it as a 

vehicle for organizing black people. Nothing else. Nothing 

else.
It is foolish to assume that the vote is gonna do 

anything for black people. It is always been irrelevent to 

our lives. We have survived without it. We survived in the 

deep south without the vote. In-- two years ago when JULIAN 

BOND was elected in Georgia, they took him out for--two years.
1 

His people are still surviving;. ADAM CLAYI^^V’OWELL is outside 

of Harlem. Our people are still surviving. The vote is 

irrelevent. It’s a trick-back the honkies put down on us.

It don't mean a thing to black people. We can survive 

without it. Vie can survive without it. (applause)
That means that if we go into the vote, we use it 

only as a political vehicle fox1 bringing more of our people 

together. That is all. We do not depend upon the vote. Do 

not depend upon, the vote.

Secondly. The Poverty Program. We have to understar 

the concept of the Poverty Program and vihat it has done. The 

Poverty Program has been for one purpose and one purpose only.



Stop the reuellion. Stop the rebellion. And they stopped the 

rebellion by dividing the clack community. That is been 

their tactic and it has worked. It has worked.

Take a look at Watts. It was the first community 

be swamped with the Poverty Program and today we are fighting 

each other over the crumbs that we cannot even get together. 

They have succeeded in dividing us. And how have they done that. 

The most instinctive revolutionary cadre of people 

in any race, except theirs today, is the youth. The youth will 

tight at the drop of a hat in any race, (applause) In any race. 

In any race, (continuing applause) The youth have always been 

the warriors. Except tor their race where they becomin' , 

hippies. But thas' good. We will develop the warriors. "Let 

them develop the hippies. We'll get em. We'll get em. 

(applause)

They have given money to the youth to keep them

quiet. And while they have done that, they have split the 

family which they talk about so much. How would you feel if 

you were a rather, couldn't get a job and you son was coming 

home with $120.00 a week in his pocket for doing nothing. 

For doing nothing. What do you think they have done to our 

families but divide em on that simple concept of the Poverty 

Program. If they were concerned about us, they would see to 

it that our fathers got the job because they are the bread 

winners of the family, (applause) They are the bread winners 



or the family, (continuing applause)

We knock out the vote. We knock out the Poverty 

Program. Only as an organizing vehicle for our people can 

it be used. It does not., will not, and cannot solve our 

problems. We use it only as an organizing vehicle.

I

Thirdly. The question of education. Nov; Brother 

RAP ran. it down very nicely. I'll just add to it. Education 

don't help us in this country. It cripples us. That is a 

fact. In our communities. Our.communities are filled with 

hustlers, pimps, dope addicts, prostitutes, number men, 

racketeers, preachers, teachers, maids, porters, and some 

factory workers. Notone black school in the country has 

a curriculum here to teach us how to be a good pimp, good 

hustler, good preacher, good teacher, good anything, (applause 

Not one. (applause) Not one. (continuing applause)

If the education is to teach us how to live in our 

community, then it must do one of two things: Prepare us 

to live in that community by teaching us how to be good 

prostitutes, good maids, good preachers, or by teaching us 

how to change our community so we can live like human beings, 
(applause)

Our school system does neither. And when our young 

people who are very intelligent drop out of school cause they 

recognize the game the honkie is running on em, they have us 
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’fighting them saying get back in school, get back to work.

White nationalism?

If we want our children to go, we have to educate

them, (applause) We have to educate them. We have to

educated them, (continuing applause) Nobody else.

There is no race in history that gives their young

to another race to educate. No race at all. No race at all.

We are the only race that allow our enemy to educate our 

youth against us. We must educate our people. We must 

educate our people. In order to educate our people^ it^ 

means that xve must.....t.a.k.e_o.ver_the schools. Nothing less. 

Take them over. By^ any means necessary. But we start by 
"“**“**06*^^^^___ ,e*«ss»'essss=s» l>*-•<. ...._  - „ ,

organizing our people. We start by organizing our students 

into black student unions. We break uo the Parent Teachers 

Association because they're dominated by the teachers and by 

the union and those teacher unions don't speak to us. We 

form Parent Associations with parents alone and with African 

American teachers. We form African American Teachers Association. 

We bring the three groups together and we take the school by 

any means necessary. (applause) And we must understand that 

concept means that we have to get out and organize our people.

We must organize our people. Now let us talk a little about 

the concept of a black united us. It is crystal clear that
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no matter what happens in the coming summer of this country,, 

it is going to be black against white. If I go out today and 

I throw a brick, when they come down, anybody who's black is 

in trouble. Is in trouble. Not only that, the very fact that 

they give us money depends upon us being blade. The brothers 

in the middle class may yell when Brother RAP BROWN yells burn 

the country down. But every time RAP yells burn the country 

down, they get five million dollars in Poverty Program. That 

is a fact. That is a fact, (applause) They need RAP BROWN and 

we need them. We are one people. An African people. We must 

get rid of these divisions in our community. We must come 

together for the survival of the greatest race on earth. 
African people. African people. African people, (applause) 

Now we want to go into talking about alliances and 

coalition and why it is that the only people we can, in fact, 

ally ourselves with are the Mexican American the red man and 

the Puerto Ricans. We're gonna go into it now.

I do not deny the fact that there are poor people 

in this country who incidentally happen to be white. I do not 

deny that fact. There are a lot of poor white people in this 

country. But you are not just fighting money for--- well---

let me do it another way.
There are two types of oppression. There is 

exploitation and there is colonization. Exploitation deals 
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with when you explight somebody from your own race. 

Colonization is when you exploit somebody from another race and 

colonization is more brutal than exploitation because when 

white people exploit other poor white people they do not 

dehumanize them. But when white people colonize people of 

other races, they dehumanize them. They strip them of their 

culture, their language, their history, their society, their 

values, (applause) There's a big difference (applause) 

There is a big difference, (applause) A big difference 

(continuing applause) There is a big difference between 

exploitation and colonization. Poor white people in this 

country who are exploited can always hope to reach the top. 

People who are colonized can never hope to reach the top 

until they overthrow their oppressor, (applause) Their oppressor, 

(continuing applause)

There is another reason. White people who are poor 

have the same values as LYNDON BAINES JOHNSON. The same 

institution and the same culture. We are a different people 

with different languages, different cultures, different 

history, different way of life. That is a fact.

We gonna keep on talkin'. They can't get us off. 

(applause) If everybody would just keep their seats we can 

get it together. We can get it togethei*. We don't react 

to him. Let's carry on our program, (applause)



1 ' ; ' ' ?

Nov? then vie have to understand the concept of 

exploitation verses colonization because what is happened is 

that people of color around the world have been colonized and 

we also have been colonized inside this country. So our’ 

natural alienees is with people who have been colonized. 

Brother TIJERINA is colonized cause he can't say., "eldeberde 

todo revolucionarlo es hacer de revelucion." (applause) Yeah., 

Yeah, Yeah, (continuing applause)

His language has been taken from him. His culture 

has been striped from him. And it has been done consciously 

as it has been to us. But our people have always resisted. 

That's what we never understand. You can find a honkie from 

France, from Italy, from Poland, from Scandinavia. They come 

over here. In two generations they speak English perfectly. 

Our people refuse to speak it perfectly. We know it's not 

our language. We have resisted, (applause) We have resisted, 

(applause)

We must begin to understand the form of resistance 

in our community so we can grapple for the ideology we need 

for our survival. That means all other ideologies is 

irrelevant.

Now let us speak about dehumanizing, then Communism, 

and Socialism. We have been so dehumanized that we cannot 

even hate our enemy. That is to say that if we were sitting



in a room. A honkie kicked in the door. Whipped our wife.

Raped our daughter. Beat us up. Walked out. We would sit there 

and say we don't hate you. Just like a dog. If a man kicks 

em, spits on em, don't feed em, starves em, put em out in 

the rain. When he snaps his finger the dog comes running 

back. We are not dogs. We are human beings with emotions, 

(applause) With emotions. With emotions. (continuing applause)

And, therefore, everything in dis world there is 

an opposite. Fox’ hot there is cold. Fox’ joy there is 

sadness. For love there is hate. If you don't have hate, 

you don't know when you were in love. You move from one pole 

to the other and we are afraid to say, "Yes, God dammit! We 

hate you for what you did to our people. To our people. To 

our people." (applause)

We are afraid to express hatred. Yet, in this 

country is a fact that white people hate us more than we hate 

them. And we haven't done a damn thing to um. A damn thing 

to um. (applause)

We have been so dehumanized we cannot recognize our 

humanity and that's what this fight is all about. It is not 

a question of poor housing, poor jobs, unemployment, an all 

that junk they run down. It is a question of our humanity. 

They're whole lot of poor white people In this country. They 

ain't rebelled yet. We are rebelling. It is a question of
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humanity. We are fighting for our humanity. Our humanity. 

That's what we're fighting for. And we are fighting against 

the destroyer of humanity in the world today. White western 

countries. They have destroyed humanity wherever they have 

gone. We are fighting for our humanity. Not for money. 

Not for jobs. Our humanity. That's very, very important. 

Very important.

Now let us talk, about Communism and Socialism

You ready for me brother? Communism and Socialism is not 

an ideology suited for black people. I'm a tell you why.

Communism and Socialism deals with the question of exploitation 

of people in the same race. We are dealing with the prob.lem 

of racism which transcends exploitation. We need an ideology 

to talks to racism. Communism does not. It does not.

Communism does not because for us if you rich, if you poor, 

you still black. You still black. Even if I were exploiting 

every black man in here today, thru' imperialistic structure. 

When I walked outside to face the honkie cops, he hit me up 

side the head cause I'm black. We need an ideology for us 

that deals with the problem of racism which is above exploitable

I-Secondly--We do not have that many class structures

in the society among us. Communism and Socialism speaks to 

classes. We are talking about races of people. There is a 

difference. That means to say that we read Chi-mtnh and MAO 

Tse-sung. We can read chi-rainh MAO 'Tse-sung . Because he 



has a lot of good things to say. Chi-minh and MAO Tse-sung 

is a great Chinese leader. The greatest Chinese leader there 

is. But we need African leaders. That's who we must follow. 

African leaders. We are Africans. We are Africans. We are 

not Chinese. The Chinese don’t go around and bow> down to an 

African. They bow down to someone in their own^image. We 

have to find people in our own image who we will bow down to. 

African leaders. African ideology. Straight down the middle 

Straight down the middle. We're comln straight from a black 

thing. No right, left, -- none of that junk, straight up 

black. That's where we're comin from.

Nov; let us move on. It is a fact see a lot a people

might of got upset when Brother TIJERINA said that the man

'daddy' is the devil but the man's got to be the devil. Read

your Bible. You see what they're doing. The honkies are

stealing our hearts in South Africa to put it into their 

hearts and that's not enough. When they finish do that, they 

bring that hoakie witch doctor and put him on television across 

the nation so we should bow down to him after hels taken the heart 

of our brother. The Bible says'beware, the devil will come to 

you and way to you that he can restore life after death.' 

(applause)

We must begin to understand our concept. We are 

bounded to people of color wherever they are. We have been 

strewn across the western hemisphere by the white man. Look 



at us. We don't know who we are. Where we came from. 

Are we Goosa (phonetic), are we Zoolu (phonetic), are we 

Malicali (phonetic), are we Baila (phonetic), are we 

Zuboo (phonetic), where have our ancestors come from. Where 

have our ancestors come from. Where have they come from. 

It is a question of fighting to regain our humanity, our 

culture, our history, and our particular way of life which 

is different from theirs. We are talking about humanity. 

Not money. Not dream power. That's their game. Money has 

never been something that interested us. We survive with or 

without it. With or without it.

Nov; then it is important to understand how the 

honkie are moving to organize. When they brought that honkie 

from South Africa, they tried to give South Africa a 

respectable image. So respectable an image that the United 

States voted to let South Africa come into the Olympics. 

And if any black athlete from this country goes to that 

Olympic, that nigger ought to stay there. Stay there, 

(applause) Stay there. Stay there. Stay there. Stay there, 

(continuing applause)

It is no longer a question of how we are treated in 

this country. It is a question of our flesh is our flesh, 

and blood of our blood is treated in South Africa, in 

Mosambee (phonetic), in Zimbwadee (phonetic), in Portuguese 

Guinea, Ever^n/here on this earth they control us. We are lik 



a race of dogs, We can't go anywhere without asking urn, 

'Master, can we move?' We are a mighty race of people. 

We have got to get up and devise. We have got to get up 

and devise. Our fathers were warriors. Our1 fathers ruled 

the world. Our ancestors are great people. We have to pay 

them the respect. We must get up. We must get up. (applause) 

We must get up. We must get up. We must get up. We must 

get up. (continuing applause)

Now then we have to understand that as we tied

into the concept of Brother HUEY P. NEWTON. He is flesh of 

our flesh. And blood of our blood. We cannot hold any mock 

trials unless we are the executioners. We must become the 

executioners inside our community. That says very clearly 

if you off Brother HUEY, we off 15 hunlcie cops. Fifteen. (applause) 

Right out. Right out. (continuing applause) And we off them 

and if anybody in the black community says anything about it, 

we off him too. (applause) We off him too. We off him too. 

(continuing applause)

And we off him because as MAO Tse-sung says, "To 

condemn ones people, is to take the stand of the enemy." 

(applause) Of the enemy, (continuing applause) You cannot 

condemn your people. You cannot condemn your people. Undying 

love for our people.



As we understand that, then our mind moves 

internationally to the most important issue that gonna 

affect this country. The question of the Middle East. 

And we have to make it clear. We can have no relations 

with any Jewish group that support what they call Isreal. 

Which is occupied Palestine.

And I will tell you why we cannot support what 

they call Isreal. They got that state in 1917- The British 

was ruling Palestine. The British gave it to them. They 

didn't consult the Arabs. They didn't say to our brothers, 

"You know, do you want to sell it?" They just took it. And 

the scientists went to Isreal and started to use terrorist 

bombs to run our brothers out. And when we talk about being 

brothers with the Arabs, they say, "Well, don't you forget 

the Arabs told you sell them. We sold their momma's and 

let it go at that." The Arabs are our brothers. Our brothers. '<n irw        hi "»■ r~Timnr‘---i--rirni|-ij-l|| um m r
We have to understand that because they have developed the 

concept of love for a state developed in 1948 and they're moving 

into Egypt. Egypt is in Africa. Africa is in our mother land. 

Vie owned it for four thousand years, (applause) For four 

thousand years, (applause) And here we are who should have a 

love for our mother land for four thousand years gonna let some 

simple scientists run a game down on us. Send his young 

children to Isreal which he sold and made Isreal in 1948.



They're willing to die for it. And we sit 'chere while they 

invade Egypt. Egypt, the country that gave civilization to 

mankind. Our country. Our ancestors. Our mother land. 

We are opposed to the creation of the state called Isreal. 

The Arabs are our1 brothers. We stand united. Let's run it 

down. Run it down, (applause)

Let us not get afraid to tell them outright,"Yes, 

we want the Vietamese to win in Viet Nam." (applause) Yes, 

we do. (continuing applause)

So get caught up in the honkie's silly games. He 

gets up and says, "Well, Well. ’We're wrong but we have 

commitments and before we get out, we have to save face." 

And while that honkie is saving face,he'skilling millions of 

yellow people who are our brothers. Don't worry about his 

face. Wipe his face out. Let the Vietamese take their 

country. Let em take their country, (applause)

We don't have to be afraid of them any more. Our 

time is coming brothers and sisters. We winners and we movin' 

on up. (applause) We movin' on up. We movin' on up. (continuin 

applause)

Now then. The concept of becoming .executions is one

we have to talk about because if we are going to move to build 

and understand we're not moving against the honkies. We don't 

give a damn about em. We're moving to build a concept of



peoplehood to move to a concept of nationhood inside this 
country that attack and talks to the nine hundred million 

Africans in the world today. If that honkie tries to stop 

US; we off him. (applause) We off him. (continuing applause) 

We're not talking about destroying their system.

We're talking about building our system. Regaining our 

humanity. If they don't mess wid us we won't mess with them. 

But God knows, if they mess wid us, then everyone of us 

going to the streets. Going to the streets, (applause)

We are concerned with building a concept of 

peoplehood where we will have undying love for our people. 

Where we will be willing and happy and glad to die for our 

people, (applause) For.our people. And in building that 

concept, we must organize groups which will when they come 

down against us have the maximum damage against them and the 

minimum risk to us. That means we organize little groups. 

When they off us, that group offs a number of them. If they 

get caught, it's a small group. The community keeps moving. 

They must be consciously willing to do that for their people. 

Everybody else has done it. Everybody else has done it. To 

talk about rebellions today without being organized is to give 

them the chance to come down. They have tanks. They have 

sonar rifles. They have machine guns. They have got one armed 

shotguns. They got everything they wanna get but they forget

- 78
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one thing. A war is never decided by technology. It is 

decided by the will of the people to fight for what belongs 
to them, (applause) What belongs to them.

A war is not just decided by numbers. It is 

decided by the determination, the dedication, the love of 

the people who are fighting. The Vietamese show us that every 

day. They're whippin' urn to death, (applause) Their whippin1 

urn to death. (continuing applause)

But if we move the concept of a community as to 

wherever people are, we outnumber* them. General MAO Tse-sung 

says seven hundred and fifty million Chinese. We have nine 

hundred million Africans in the world today, (applause) In 

the world today, (continuing applause) And we have all been 

colonized and we have been colonized by the same man. The 

honkie. The honkie has colonized us all. Our major enemy is 

the honkie. We move to build in our community. Our people 

have to survive. We have to survive. Our ancestors.went 

through too much not to survive. Not to survive. Not to 

survive, (applause)

If we did not survive we should bury ourselves alive 

after what our parents went through in slavery. After what they 

went through the reconstruction. After what they went through 

in World War I. What they went through through the depression. 

What they went through World War II, the Korean War, and the 

Vietnamese War. We have a responsibility to our people to

Z9 . J*" _ / 
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survive, (applause) To survive, (continuing applause)

We are the most beautiful people in this country. 
We are. (applause)

We are not a war-like people. We have warriors but 

we are not a war-like people. We are a peace-loving people. 

But there comes a time in order to insure your peace you must 

pick up your spear and fight. (applause) And. fight, (continuing 

applause) If we do not do that, brothers and. sisters, we will 

be exterminated. Not only for our ancestors do we have to 

wage a battle but for our beautiful young children coming up 

today who are digging what it is to be black. We have a 

responsibility to them to survive, (applause) To them to 

survive, (applause)

When Brother HUEY gets messed around, if they try it. 

There will be some retaliation, (applause) There has to be a 

retaliation for many reasons. Brother HUEY represents progress 

in our race. They wasted our saint Brother MALCOM X for what 

he was saying. For what he was saying, (applause) For what he 

was saying, (continuing applause) Understand Brother MALCOM X 

did not do anything. He was just talking. And they wasted 

him cause he was waking us up they wasted him. Now they got 

Brother HUEY in jail at least for getting two of them. That’s 

progress. That's progress. We’ve moved from talking to doing. 

Now we have the responsibility to Brother HUEY NEWTON. Cause 
1



when Brother MALCOLN got ace--  wasted, we was so confused,

we didn't retaliate but we got to retaliate if they get 

Brother HUEY NEWTON. Got to retaliate, (applause)

We have got to retaliate because we are the only 

people where they wipe out our leaders and we do nothing. In the 

Test five years we have lost the BUGA (phonetic) from South 

Africa. We have lost BATRICE LA MUNBA (phonetic) from the 

Congo, and we have lost MALCOM X. And now we gonna lose 

HUEY NEWTON.

We must protect the people who care about us. We 

have got to retaliate brothers and sisters. Got to retaliate 

brothers and sisters, (applause) __ _

We must cut down the in-fighting in our group. These 

brothers are the Evondon (phonetic). They're already to carry 

on a struggle. Whether or not we agree or disagree with their 

ideology. They think they're doing a educational job for the 

black community to teach them how to organize. We have to 

recognize that. We have to appreciate that. Because they have 

not been too many black people who have been willing to fight 

for their people. We have them now. We have a generation of 

warriors now. (applause) We have a generation of warriors now. 

(applause) We have a generation of warriors now. (continuing 

applause)
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Our people have resisted. Our ancestors have

resisted for this generation to wait the final struggle so

our people can regain their humanity.

people.

people.

perish.

We must organize ouxL.„ueop 1 e.

We must organize our* pcuul-c.

We must organize our people 

We must organize our

We must organize our

If we do not, we will 

and when groups are

organizing in our community, you see nothing, you hear nothin 
you know nothing, (applause)

Because on this new level of organization there are 

no Uncle Tom's because we're bringing people together. There 

are Just traitors. And you off traitors, (applause) Off 
traitors, (continuing applause)

You Just off traitors. Every black, man in this

country. Every black man around the world is flesh of my 

flesh, and blood of my blood. But if he gets in the way 

of my people. I'm gonna off him sure as I'm sittin' here. 

Sure as I'm sittin' here, (applause)

We have people today who are willing to off. We 

do not want to off our own people. Because all of them are 

potential allies. But if any black man talks to any honkie 

about what we do in our community. We are gonna kill him. 

(applause)

Now then brothers, and sisters, we have to go. The

three concepts. First. Qur people. Then and only then me



me and you. Undying love for our people. Every Negro must 

become a potential black man. Do not discourage our people. 

Let's work with them. Bring them home. For black people, 

the question of community is not one of geography but one 

of color. That means that the brothers of color all --

will everyone please stay seated. Because of security. 

I’m told. Just please stay seated. We’ll be off in two 

minutes.---  The brothers of color around the world are our

comrades in arms.

When the students in Santa Domingo rebel. You jump 

up and yell, "Hallelujah. They gettin' in one more place." 

They gettin' in one more place. (applause)

When the brothers in Viet Nam take the embassies, 

you holler, "Hallelujah. They gettin' em good. They gettin' 

em good. They gettin' em good." (applause)

And when our brothers in Africa take em in Portugues 

New Guinea, take em in Zambezi (phonetic), take em in 

Mozambique, take em in South Africa, you holler, "Hold it, 

baby! I am comin to help you too(applause) I'm comin to 

help you too. I'm comln to help you too. (continuing applause 

We are a beautiful race of people. Our forefathers 

would rather fight the sun than bow down to anyone. But look 

at us. Just look at us. We are like dogs.living in this 

place. Ou.r people are drinking wine. They taking dope-.



They're fighting each other. They're cutting each other. 

We must be concerned with our people. The hell with this 

God damn country. Let's be concerned with our people, 
(applause) Our people. Our people. Our people. We must 

be concerned wid our people. We must be concerned wid our’ 

people. (continuing applause)

Our young spend half their time in reform schools. 

Our youth spend half their time sleeping on roof tops and 

then when they're finished they send them to Viet Nam. What 

kind of a life is that for a human being. What kind of a 

life is that. Get up black people. Get up. We will survive 

America. We will survive America. We have survived too 

much not to survive now. And if.they waste Brother HUEY, 

you take it from me, Brother HUEY P. NEWTON will be freed 

or else. Thank you.(applause)

Brother STOKELY CARMICHAEL. I know everybody want 

to clap. This is tremendously important that everyone remain 

in their seat until our platform guests are out of the area. 

Please have a seat. Please have a seat. Now it'll take them 

just a few minutes to get off the stage' and while they're 

getting off the stage a few- quick announcements.
Brother ERNIE/^HOMPSON, Deacons for Defense, Johns

burg, Louisiana. Here he is. Right here. Moving into 

L. A, (applause) Brother MELVIN NEWTON. I don't know if 

he's still siftin' here, but he and Sister NEWTON. I don't



know where he is. Alright. There will be a so.ul session 

tonight. Strictly soul session at 7228 South Broadway.

9 o'clock PM. Donation $1.00. "Arambe" is on sale outside 

when you go out. That's the Black Congress Newspaper and
V_ - -I ,! / ■ .. ........... J ■ ...... . .........______________________________
\ ’ ^Bas!aag®:S3=::3S2iSBsai=3WE«QMC£reix=xa^««Ka«>C3iRafczxss»c3SBsac®o«saCBWc=wffi»ss3C«==*w“,*",e<se*=*B*!’*S!l’®****““*f

it's important that you pick that up. It's important that 

we have our voice.

The Peace Action Council is circulating peace

petitions so that we can get that on the ballot. That's 

also important that everybody signs that.

Just another few more minutes. I hope, everybody ha 

enjoyed themselves. If you have, let's, you know, let's 

clap for one another. (applause)

We got the word we're moving late. Pick up your 

literature and move out quickly and quietly and love black 

people. Thank you very much.
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"STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION 
BLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED RALLY FOR
DEFENSE OF HUEY P. NEWTON, 
LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
FEBRUARY 18, 1968

On February 27, 1968, advised that
Stokely Carmichael and Reies Tijerina were featured 
speakers 017 February 19, 1968, at 8:00 PM, at a rally at the 
Second Baptist Church, 2412 Griffith, Los Angeles, California, 
where approximately 300 people were in attendance, with a 
majority being young Negroes, between 18 and 25 years of age. 
The audience was 65 percent Negro and 35 percent Mexican- 
Americans, Carmichael was the last speaker, and in his 
presentation, he indicated that the white man was the cause 
for all Negro problems. "The whites have robbed the Negro 
of his dignity”. He indicated that the police were the 
force that maintained the white power structure. "It's 
time the Negroes stopped playing games, because the man (whitey) 
doesn't play .games with you". Carmichael said an example of 
this was Detroit, Michigan, when the white man used bazookas, 
guns and canons against the Negro. "The Negroes must arm 
themselves, and they must use these weapons", he said. 
Carmichael was received with standing ovations, and great 
enthusiasm by the audience. No news media or police were 
permitted to enter and observe the rally./ZK) bl b?

On February 21, 1968,| [advised that
Stokely Carmichael departed Los Angeles at 9:00 PM,
February 20, iy>3, and flew to San Francisco, in the company 
of two Black Panther members, in make a speech in
Oakland, California,on that date

b7D

On February 21, 1968, advised that
Stokely Carmichael departed Los angeres on February 20, 1968 
for San Francisco, California, where he was scheduled to 
appear on February 23, 19^8, at Sokol Hall, 739 Page, 
San Francisco, and speak at a rally being sponsored by the v 
Black Students Association of San Francisco City College

b7D

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to 
be distributed outside your agency.
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.File No. 100-68783

; 157-2091

ut^Jed states department of ^Jstice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles, California 
March 5, 1968

Title

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
BLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED RALLY FOR 
DEFENSE OF HUEY P« NEWTON, 
LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA, 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
2/18/68

Character

WWAXSX 
Reference

INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS, 
SEDITIONRACIAL MATTER
Letterhead memorandum, dated and 
captioned as above, at Los Angeles

All sources (except any listed ’below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations 

of the r BI and is loaned to your agency; it and it 

your agency.

nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 

s contents are not to be distributed outside
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WASHINGTON—09-

10:05 PM UR NT 03/04/68

Mr. Tolson----
Mr. DeL.i-.ach
Mr. Mohr........
Mr. Bishop .... 
Mr. Casper— 
Mr. Callahan.. 
Mr. Conrad. .. 
Mr. Felt_____

Mr. Gale...-----
Mr. Rosen....—

■®&T.JdSiilIivanJ
Mr. Tavel___

Mr. Trotter..... 
Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes- 
Miss Gandy—

TO DIREMOR (100-446080)

IATTN. DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 
- J

FROM^INEWARK (100-49533)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS - MISC; SEDITION, OOs WFO

JPK

MAR 4 1968

b7C

AND WFO (100-435:03)

RENKTEL TO BUREAU AND BUTELCALL TO NK TODAY. 

FOLLOWING COVERAGE TO BE AFFORDED SUBJECTS POSSIBLE APPEARANCE

CAMDEN, NJ

ARRANGEMENTS BEING MADE WITH CAMDEN, NJPD, TO TAPE

RECORD SPEECHES BY CARMICHAEL IF HE APPEARS AT CONVENTION HALL

CAMDEN. NJ. x ' .
PHYSICAL SURVEiLUUiGg
;FISURS WILL BE CONDUCTED TO DETERMINE SUBJECTS CONTACTS

WHILE UN CAMDEN.I •

X THIS MATTER BEING CLOSELY FOLLOWED BY NEWARK

E N D I

WASH..I...RM FBI WASH DC m (WAR u 1963

TAP FTB



?'ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED TE*'04

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT' pla^^IFIED 
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE —— S'

■ - tmn —DECLASSIFY
BY 603 0 9/AUG/TAM/DCG/AAG

&'0/-

WA-0.23

MS 1B8

255/AM 3-8r68 URGENT JMV

DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND WFO (100-43503)
(PLAIN TEXT)

Mr. Casper- 
Mr. Callahan.
Mr, Conrad- 
Mr. Felt- 
Mr. Gale- 
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Sullivan. 
Mr. Tavel— 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele, Room- 
Miss Holmes.
Miss Gandy-------

WFO VIA WASH

FROM PHILADELPHIA (100-47630) (P)
STOKELYUGARMICHAEL; IS - MISC.; SEDITION

b7C

RE WFO AT MARCH FOUR SIXTY EIGHT RE PENNA. LICENSE TAG

b7C

THIS LICENSE ISSUED TO

INFORMATION FROM PD ON THREE SIX SIXTY

EIGHT REFLECTS

UNTIL ABOUT JUNE

EIGHT SIXTY SIX WHEN HE MOVED TO

RESIDED IN APARTMENT

PD, RECALLS 

SUBJECT OF TRAFFIC TICKET AND SUBSEQUENT SUMMONS, HOWEVER, 

SUMMONS COULD FURNISH NO FURTHER INFORMATION THAN INDIVIDUALS

NAME AND ADDRESSM ALSO RECALLS THAT

SOME JTYPE CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVITY. «E&> / 

I POST OFFICE,|

t AS OF JUNE EIGHT SIXTY SIX HAD MAIL FORW^gDED^TO"

INVOLVED IN / ^b) j 
l] f ft n f) b?c

END PAGE ONE



PAGE TWO

DELINQUENT ACCOUNT TO AMERICAN OIL COMPANY AS OF AUGUST

b7C-

b7C

SlkTY SEVEN REFLECTED]|lN ARREARS ONE HUNDRED EIGHTY SEVEN 

DOLLARS AND THIRTY NINE CENTS. THERE WAS NO BANKING INFORMATION

IN THE FILE.,

END PAGE TWO SECRET



PAGE THREE

ON JANUARY TWENTY SEVEN SIXTY SEVEN AMERICAN EXPRESS

MADE AN INQUIRY FOR UNKNOWN REASON.

CHESTER PD, ADVISED HE HAD NO 

Record on subject and had completely gone through the file of 
FIVE TWO FIVE NAMES OF INDIVIDUALS ARRESTED IN CHESTER IN 

NINETEEN SIXTY THREE AND SIXTY FOUR DURING MASSIVE ARRESTS

WHILE CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVITY TAKING PLACE

FURNISHED INFORMATION RE GENERAL

b7C

b7C
b7D

MEMBERSHIP MEETING MAY TWENTYONE NINETEEN SIXTYFIVE OF SOCIALIST PARTY

SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC FEDERATION. THE SUBJECT UNDER DISCUSSION WAS A

FUTURE MEETING OF| | MAKING A SPEECH AT WHICH, IT WAS DECIDED

CORE AND SNCC WOULD PARTICIPATE IN ORGANIZING. ONE OF THE SPEAKERS

WAS ONE AND OF THE MEETING WAS OF

CORE

FURNISHED INFORMATION RE A

M^Y TWENTYONE SIXTY FIVE MEETING OF THE MILITANT LABOR FORUM (SWP) 
AT WHICH ONE OF THE SPEAKERS WAS IDENTIFIED AS|

END PAGE THREE

b7C
b7D



PAGE FOUR

OF THE GREATER CHESTER MOVEMENT. HE SAID HE SPENT MUCH TIME

WljTH CHILDREN IN CHESTER IN COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES AND ACCORDING 

TO THE INFORMANT APPEARED TO Be|

b7C
b7D

PH. WILL FURNISH ANY FURTHER INFORMATION OBTAINED.

SUGGEST WFO DETERMINE IF STILL EMPLOYED WDC AND

WHETHER ASSOCIATED WITH CARMICHAEL.

END

WA

rdRx

FBI WASH DC
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FBI WASH DC

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-28-2006 BY 
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

FBI MOBILE

1124 PM

3/10Z6S/VFPURGENT

IFJEDM. BOTE W flWESftGATKKi
-11. is. ©HMJiHffiwr jgsncE

OTMwaiTOftsgeriOM

TO DI.RECTORZC 100-446080) AND BIRMINGHAM

FROMJ^ILE (100-1858)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS DASH MISC. SEDITION

Mr. Tolsonl— 
Mr. DeLoach. 
Mr. Mohr...!_
Mr. Bishop^ - 
Mr. Casper_
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad... 
Mr. Felt....__
Mr. Gale------
Mr. Rosen— 
Mr. Sullivan.. 
Mr. Tavel—L_ 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room— 
Miss Holmes.. 
Miss Gandy—

ALABAMA DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY ADVISED

THAT DURING THE SURVEILANCE OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL IN MONTGOMERY AND!

LOWNDES COUNTY ALABAMA ON MARCH TEN SIXTYEIGHT THAT AT APPROXIMATELY 
. - - I

TWO FORTY PM CST AS A RESULT OF THE CLOSE SURVEILANCE THAT

WAS MAINTAINED ON CARMICHAEL THAT MEMBERS OF

IN LOWNDES COUNTY ALABAMA CHALLENGED

THE PRESENCE OF STATE INVESTIGATORS IN THE AREA AND STATED THAT ;

IF THEY DID NOT GET OUT OF. AREA STEPS'T^gULD BE TAKEN TO GET !

THEM °UT- REC8>/t)0'/Mo ' /^■l \
I ADVISED THAT HE WOULD HAVE SUFFICIENT MANPOWER 

_______________ <SK=ae=i r-r—m t==3

TO HANDLE ANY SITUATION THAT DEVELOPES. S MAR 12 1968
SUBSEQUENTLY ADVISED THAT HE WAS WITHDRAWING

HIS CARS FROM A COMPLETE SURVEILANCE OF CARMICHAEL INASMUCH

AS THE COVERAGE GIVEN HIM APPEARED TO INTENSIFY A POTENTIAL 
s

RACIAL SITUATION. HIS INSTRUCTIONS WILL BE TO ATTEMPT TO PICK

UP CARMICHAEL. DURING THE DAY OF MARCH ELEVEN SIXTYEIGHT AND KEEP

ABREAST OF HIS ACTIVITIES b7C

END PAGE ONE



page two

I UACB BECAUSE OF THE RURAL AREA INVOLVED WHEREIN EVEN

I

A IDISCRET SURVEILANCE IS IMPOSSIBLE THE MOBILE OFFICE WILL 

FOLLOW CARMICHAELS ACTIVITIES THROUGH STATE, LOCAL AND INFORMANT 

COVERAGE.

END

ELiR
I 
\
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;
• ‘FBI MOBILE

i 958 PM

federal bureau of investigation
u s DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECT1MJ

MAR 101968

teletype

URGENT 3/10/68 VFP

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080)

WFO \ 00-43503)

NEW YORK (100-153751)

ATLANTA (100-6812)
i .

1 BIRMINGHAM
I

FROM MOBILE (100-1858)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS DASH

STOKELY CARMICHAEL AND

MISC. SEDITION

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

. COSt^

b7C

Tnlann.
DeLoach___ i
Mohr_______
Bishop_____
Casper-

OF STUDENT NONVIOLENT

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr, Callahan. 

Conrad- 
Felt_
Gale____

Mr. Rosen..— 
Mr. SullivaTj, 
Mr. Tavel__
Mr. Trotter...
Tele. Room_

, Miss Holmes-----
Miss Gandy

A NEGRO MALE IDENTIFIED BY LOCAL

I AUTHORITIES AS

'■COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC) ARRIVED AT MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA BY EASTERN 
!

AIRLINES AT ELEVEN FORTYEIGHT AM MARCH TEN SIXTYEIGHT. HE WAS MET AT _

THE AIRPORT BY AN INDIVIDUAL REPORTED TO BE A NEG

MALE, ALSO REPORTED AS MEMBER OF STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING b7C

COMMITTEE FROM SELMA, ALABAMA AND ANOTHER UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO MALE.

THEY PROCEEDED IN AN AUTOMOBILE REGISTERED TO OF SELMA

COMMUNITY OF

ALABAMA, A REPORTEDLY SNCC REPRESENTATIVE J^/^HOUSE NEXT

TO IrESIDENCE OWNED By| |(

: —:--------------------------ex
LOWNDES COUNTY ALABAMA AND WHICH HOUSE IS USED BY SNC^REPftES^TATIVES

CARMICHAEL WITH HIS GROUP THEN VISITED VARIOUS RESIDENTS

WHEN THEY COME TO LOWNDES COUNTY ALABAMA.

OF LOWNDES COUNTY AND AT FOUR TWENTY PM MARCH TEN SIXTYEIGHT WAS IN

ATTENDENCE AT A MASS MEETING OF NEGROES AT MT. MIRRIAH CHURCH,

TWELVE MILES SOUTH-WEST OF HAYNEVILLE 

END| PAGE ONE.-J

’ fa (tjjj

ALABAMA IN LOWNDES COUNTY
b7C



PAGE TWO

NO WHITE PERSONS WERE ALLOWED INTO THE CHURCH. THERE WERE APPROXIMATELY 

ONE HUNDRED FIFTY WHO ATTENDED THE MEETING. THE CONTEXT OF SPEECH 

IS UNKNOWN AT THIS TIME HOWEVER THE SPEECH WAS REPORTEDLY MADE 

COMMEMORATING THE THIRD ANNIVERSERY OF THE FOUNDATION OF THE 

LOWNDES COUNTY CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION. THE MEETING LASTED UNTIL 

APPROXIMATELY SIX FIFTEEN PM CST AFTER WHICH CARMICHAEL WAS DRIVEN

b7C

BACK TO THE HOUSE NEXT TO RESIDENCE.

TUSKEGEE, ALABAMA POLICE DEPARTMENT

ADVISES HE HAS BEEN IN CONTACT WITH WHO IS

OF SNCC AND WHO IS STAYING AT

TUSKEGEE, ALABAMA AN ALL NEGRO SCHOOL, STATED THAT CARMICHAEL WOULD 

NOT ARRIVE TUSKEGEE UNTIL SHORTLY BEFORE HIS SCHEDULED SPEECH AT 

EIGHT PM MARCH ELEVEN SIXTYEIGHT AND WILL LEAVE RIGHT AFTER

HIS SPEECH. HIS SPEECH WILL FOLLOW A PLAY ENTITLED "BACK TO BLACK"

WHICH IS BEING SPONSORE D BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF

TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, BUT THE THROW AWAY PAMPHLETS INDICATES THAT 

IT IS A SNCC PRESENTATION AND IS BEING| 

ALSO REPORTEDLY A REPRESENTATIVE OF SNCC.

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE 
J

MONTGOMERY ALABAMA POLICE DEPARTMENT AND ALABAMA DEPARTMENT OF
I

PUBLIC SAFETY HAVE BEEN ADVISED AND ARE

AWARE OF CARMICHAELS PRESENCE IN ALABAMA. MILITARY AGENCIES 

AND SECRET SERVICE ALSO ADVISED. ALABAMA 

STATE TROOPERS HAS ADVISED THAT COVERAGE WILL BE

PROVIDED CARMICHAEL UNTIL HE LEAVES ALABAMA.

ADMINSTRATIVE; REFERENCE IS MADE TO ATLANTA TELETYPE OF MARCH

TEN SIXTYEIGHT. CLOSE LAISON IS 
i

LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND BUREAU AND

I
END

BEING MAINTAINED WITH STATE AND

INTERESTED OFFICES WILL BE ADVISED

LLD

FBI WASH DC*
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URGENT J
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(Priority)

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. DeLoach.___
Mr. Mohr______
Mr. Bishop_____
Mr. Casper_____
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Con rad . .._ w.
Mr. Felt_______
Mr. Gale_______
Mr. Rosen______
Mr. Sullivani-e-r
Mr. TaveL
Mr. Trotter____
Tele Room_____
Miss Holmes_ .__
Miss Gandy..

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) SACS BIRMINGHAM, MOBILE

FROM:
NEW ORLEANS, NEW YORK, AND ATLANTA

b7CSAC, WFO (100-43503) P V
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISCf; SEDITION
REWFOTEL MARCH EIGHT LAST.

b7C

SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE IN MORNING OF MARCH NINE
IN COMPANY OF TWO NEGRO MALES AND DROVE TO NATIONAL AIRPORT WHERE

IDEN-

WALKED AROUND THE TERMINALS’ LATER CONTACTED DELTA AIRLINES DESK
AND ATTEMPTED TO HAVE TICKETS IN NAMES OF V? WALCHER AND
CONVERTED TO TICKETS ON AN EASTERN AIRLINES (EAL) FLIGHT TO
I ■ ■ . Il ...
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA ON AM MARCH TEN NEXT? SUBJECT HAD NO ! • t
TIFICATION AND AIRLINES REFUSED HIS REQUEST? HE STATED HE WOULD ! 1 il '
PURCHASE TICKETS ON EASTERN LATER AND OBTAIN REFUND FROM DELTA.
SUBJECT RETURNED TO RESIDENCE AND REMAINED THERE UNTIL APPROXIMATE
LY TWO THIRTY PM. HE THEN RETURNED TO SNCC HEADQUARTERS 1234 U, 4

Street and spent balance of day between his residence and sncc

PICKING UP LAUNDRY, CLEANING AND SHOE REPAIRS IN BETWEEN TRIPS
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Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

’((Priority)

। PAGE TWO
| WFO 100-43503
i TO RESIDENCE^ SUBJECT NOW HOLDS AIR TRAVEL SPACE TO LEAVE
I ' * . I!I WASHINGTON, DWI VIA EAL FLIGHT NUMBER ONE THREE FIVE DEPARTING
I : ' |i .. '

; EIGHT FIFTY AM, MARCH TEN NEXT, ARRIVE ATLANTA TEN TWENTY-NINE
I ' ' .. •’ ’ li ' ■
I AM ESTfi LEAVE ATLANTA VIA EAL FLIGHjT NUMBER SIX THREE ONE, ELEVEN 
| FIFTY-FIVE AM SAME DATE, ARRIVE MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA, ELEVEN
; THIRTY-NINE, CST, MARCH TENj RESERVATIONS ARE IN NAMES OF V^
! WALCHER AND I ■ b7C . ' ;;

ADMINISTRATIVE:
WFO WILL CONFIRM SUBJECT’S;, DEPARTURE AND WILL TELE-

I PHONICALLY ADVISE MOBILE OF DEPARTURE

Approved Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



...ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
_;g|HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
|S”dATE 03-28-2006 BY

.. 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls
■ 4 F B l ? . ; ; . I

Date;' 3/8/68 ।

Transmit.the following in'__ :  ___ ____  ■ ____ •_— -----.-------- -------- ————----- -—
| . '. ' ' . (Type in plaintext or code) ’

I airtel . *■ . : . I
Via  L__________ :___ ____ _ ____ ._______ -_______ :----------- 4——— ----- —---------- ----------- -------- :——|

| (Priority) ।
___________________ i__L_-__________ _ __L

The New York Office has been directed to conduct 
an aggressive investigation of this matter.

I 

I 

I 

I 

I

Offices receiving copies of. this communication 
should identify the telephone number called within their 
division and if feasible, conduct logical credit, arrest 
and informant checks concerning subscriber of that telephone 
number. _ lA

REC-30

_3_j£ Bureau (RM) 
2 - Newark (RM) 
2 - Charlotte (RM) 
2 - Pittsburgh (RM) 
2 - Baltimore (RM) 
2 - Philadelphia (RM) .q^
2 - Washington Field (RM). 9 1968
2 - Boston (RM) 
2 - Jackson (RM) 
2 - Oklahoma City (RM) .
2 - Dallas (RM) - 
1 - New York

। BJW;pm
I (25
I’

Approved:
I

Sent; M Per
A kiSpecialv Age'.nt In Charge tj I- teW ’• - ■



MAR 8

RWR67RH

434 PM
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-28-2006 BY
603 0 9 ,/ AU C / T AM / D C G,/ b 1 sURGENT^

TO

8-68

Mr. Tolson--------
Mr. DeLoach——
Mr. Mohr----------
Mr. Bishop------—
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad.....—
Mr. Felt--------- --
Mr. Gale-----------

,Mr. Rosen—.-y/ 
■Mffi>l!Sullivan.A£.. 
'Mr. Tavel---------
Mr. Trotter...—...
Tefie. Room--------
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy——

IRECTOR 100-446080 AND WFO 100-43503 PLAIN TEXT

WFO VIA WASHINGTON b7C

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM PHILADELPHIA 100-47630 12 P

STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION

RE PHILA TELETYPE TO THE BUREAU, ATTEMION DOMESTIC

INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, AND WFO 3/8/68

OF ONLY ONE OF THEM.

b7C

RECORD REFLECTS A FIFTYEIGH
^DOLLARS

REG^ 30 /Z7Z?-— c/c/4

AND '-NINETY CENTS■ i b7c

COLLECTION ACCOUNT AGAINST  NO DATE. RECORD FURTHER5223’

'i REFLECTS ON SEPT ELEVEN, SIXTYSEVEN, CONFESSION OF JUDGM®NTIVI4%12 1958

AMjDUNT EIGHTEEN HUNDRED SEVENTYFIVE-'DOLLARS, SIXTY CENTStr^T«E

RD IS OT CLEAR AS TO CREDITOR INTHIS INSTANCE; HOWEVER, THERE

EN

CA

E ONE

63m^TTs

relayed jR0>2_



PAGE TWO

PH 100-47630

IS POSSIBILITY THE PROVIDENT CREDIT CORP, FORTYTWO SOUTH FIFTEENTH 

ST., PHILA
b7C

FOLLOWING ARE TRADING INQUIRIES Qn| RECORD:

WANAMAKER’S, SEPT TWO SIXTYFIVE;

FORD MOTOR CREDIT CO., SEPT THREE, SIXTYFIVE;

OXFORD AUTO ACCEPTANCE, INC., OCT. TWENTY, SIXTYFIVE;

CHRYSLER CREDIT CORP., OCT. TWENTYTWO, SIXTYFIVE;

GREATER PHILA FINANCE CO., OCT. TWENTYEIGHT, SIXTYFIVE;

AETNA FINANCE CO., DEC. NINE, SIXTYFIVE, AND MARCH 

TWENTYTHREE, SIXTYSIX;

CREDIT BUREAU OF NORR/

STOWN, PA., APRIL FOURTEEN, 

SIXTYSIX.

INVESTIGATION CONTINUING AND WILL BE FORWARDED BUREAU AND

WFD WHEN FINISHED.

END

C0fflREWmU4U^X_LINE NEXT OR RATHE BEFORE LASHOULD

RE^

CR£^T''BTjREA(^^ (H B9

HWL R RELAY '’AU . .

... v ’ ■ ■ ■■
FBI WASH DC .



5-113 (1-
,ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-28-2006 BY 
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 3/7/68
Stokely Carmichael is former 

chairman of Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee, a militant 
civil rights organization.

The attached, which relates 
possible action being considered 
against Carmichael by Attorney 
General, State of Alabama, to be 
furnished interested Divisionsof 
Department.
JFM:chs



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-28-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

MAR 7 1968 I ,

24.2PM URGENT 3/7768 AAH/HWL

DIRECTOR^ ATLANTA, BIRMINGHAM, WASHINGTON FIELD CODE

Mr. T^on— 
Mr. ggTjfoach. 

ir

asper--------
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad. .. — 
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale_______
Mr. Rosen.„.—_/ 

r Mr. SullivahKu— 
i Mr. ,Tavel_____ -

Mr. Trotter-------
Tele. Room..____
Miss Holmes.___
Miss Gandy____

FR

TO

AND THAT IF IN HIS

\ES TO Wi’O

RECEIVED 
_____

SEDITION

NEW/YORK VIA WASHINGTON

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, -MISCELLANEOUS

f MOBILE

CONFIDENTIALLY ADVISED THIS DATE HE HAS

TO ATTEND THE SPEECH OF CARMICHAEL PLANNED

FOR MARCH ELEVEN NEXT AT TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, TUSKEGEE , ALABAMA

OPINION, CARMICHAEL VIOLATES ACT

NUMBER TWO THREE TWO AND TWO THREE THREE PASSED BY THE HOUSE

OF REPRESENTATIVES, ALABAMA STATE LEGISLATURE ON JULY THIRTEEN

LAST AND APPROVED BY GOVERNOR LURLEEN B. WALLACE , AUGUST 
I

SIXTEEN LAST, WHILE AT TUSKEGEE HE IS TO ARREST CARMICHAEL

HE SAID AT THIS MOMENT, HE HAS NOT WORKED OUT DETAILS IF

ARREST SHOULD BEEM$DE, 801,-13 CO»FERRING;^LABAMA STATE TROOPERS 

WILL IN ANY EVENjT ,VRECORD SPEECH

b7C
b7D

.IV*1

YED TO

sis 9' (WAR 12 1968



E TWO

ACT TWO THREE TWO IS AN ACT "TO DEFINE AND CREATE THE STATUTORY

OFFENSES OF INCITING TO FELONY AND OF INCITING TO MISDEMEANOR;

AND TO PRESCRIBE PUNISHMENT THEREFOR."

ACT TWO THREE THREE IS AN ACT "TO PRESERVE LAW AND ORDER

L
AND PROSCRIBING , PROHIBITING AND PENALIZING INCITMENT

TO CRIME OR TO RIOTOUS CONDUCT."

BUREAU AND INTERESTED OFFICES WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

COPIES OF ACTS, SUPRA , BEING OBTAINED AND FORWARDED BY 

AIRTEL .

RECEIVED: 3:58 PM HWL

2 CC: WASHINGTON FIELD.

RELAYED TO : NEW YORK



<«-3Uaev. 7-28-67) ||AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
"herein is unclassified
’■DATE 03-28-2006 BY
' 603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls

Tolson ______ .——
DeLoach _____, 

■ Mohr---------- :_____
• Bishop _________

. Casper___ :______
Callahan ________

Conrad______ —_
Felt______  '
Gale____________

Tavel ________
• Trotter , _______

1 Tele. Room _____
1 Holmes ...--------

, Gandy , ----------
AIRGRAM □ CABLEGRAM x<RADIO □TELETYPE

b7C
b7D

URGENT ^7-68

TO

R-6j

RECTOR AND. WASHINGTON FIELD ■

ROM COLUMBIA

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS --MISC., SEDITION.

RE'WFO TELETYPE TO D IRECTOR .MARCH . 6 LAST

.SOURCES COLUMBIA, SOUTH, CAROLINA ADVISED

b7C

LEFT COLUMBIA. FOR ATLANTA, GEORGIA TO CONFER WITH ATTORNEYS

HE LEFT ATLANTA EN ROUTE TO WASHINGTON, D.C. TO' ATTEND SNCC MEET

ING ON MARCH 6 LAST. METHOD OR TRAVEL UNKNOWN TO SOURCES SOURi
CES DO.NOT KNOW WHEN WILL RETURN TO COLUMBIA

FOR INFORMATION OF OFFICES-.

| ■ COLUMBIA THIS DATE.’

WIFE OBSERVED.IN

ATLANTA. ADVISED AIRMAIL

RECEIVED: 6:07 PM MSE

® mar 12 19$).

TWO COPIES WFO

ained in the above message is to be disseminated outside the-Bureau, it is suggested that it be suitably 
protect the Bureau’s cryptographic systems.' .



Mr. J. Walter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney General

' Directori FBI
1 -
1 -
1 -

M^rch 12, 1968

STOKELT-^CARMICHAEL- P
INT'Erasa SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS \ 
SEDITION

CO
85® CD 
«! 5r” 
ra CQ §100-446080

(6) >

NOTE

Tolson_________
DeLoach —
Mohr__  ।__
Bishop -fol —
Casper________ _
Callahan 
Conrad ______
Felt__ I
Gale ___________
^osen __________

i Vllivan______ __
I ivel __________

We had previously furnished the Department a copy 
of the July?August, 1967, issue of the magazine "Tri Continental,” 
which contained an article by Stokely Carmichael. AAG Yeagley 
advised some of the statements in this article have evidentiary 
value tending to show Carmichael’s motive and intent in his 
attempts to obstruct the recruiting 'services of the U. S. 
Yeagley requested, that efforts bei made to identify anyc=r=;“3 
individual who/can testify t,that Carmichael wrote the afore- 
mentioned I'j&art.icle. ____________________________________________________ T

■T

(S)

MAIL ROOM I____I "TELETYPE-UNIT'



4-3 12 (Rev. 1-18-62) • <1
I

I

Date of Mail _____________

Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Branch.

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority.

I
Subject

I
I

JUNE MAIL

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-28-2006 BY
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

... ..,.1 1 81968
Removed By __________________________________________

Z/VOFile Number /_________________

Permanent Serial Charge Out



4-312 (Rev, 1-18-62)

Date of Mail

Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Branch.

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority.

Subject___________ JUNE MAIL

I 

I

j 

j

1
i

।
।

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IE UNCLASSIFIE D
DATE 03-28-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

~ i 81968
Removed By __________________________________________

File Number /(PO ~ '

Permanent Serial Charge Out



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-28-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

FBI i ,f) /

Date:! 7/3/8/68
Transmit the following in . .CODED ____ t_____ __ _

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT

TO:

OM

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080), SAC iTtiw rw»T w A\ra Avn xtt’w vadtzNEW ORLEANS, AND NEW YORK
, BIRMINGHAM, MOBILE

SAC, WFO (100-43503) P 5^
o i r ■ -STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC*; SEDITION

Mt. Tolson..__ _
Mr. DeLoach_

Mr. Mohr____
Bishop

Casper___
Callahan....

Conrad__
Felt.—__ :
Gale____
Rosen .fA 
Suiii-iP^r 
Tavel____

Trotter.__
Tele. Room:___

Mr.
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

■ Mr.

Miss Gandy...

I STOKELY CARMICHAEL ON EARLY AFTERNOON OF MARCH EIGHTH, SIXTY
EIGT^H, VISITED HOWARD UNIVERSITY CAMPUS AND LISTENED TO TALK BY^

CLEVELAND SELLERS ON STEPS OF A UNIVERSITY BUILDING. CARMICHAEL
THRERAFTER RETURNED TO SNCC HDQTS FIVE THIRTY
PM, MARCH EIGHT, CARMICHAEL SAW

tAT ^PROXIMATELY

OFF ON EASTERN AL f
FLIGHT SEVEN ONE SIX TO BINGHAMTON, ‘N^-Yj FROM NATIONAL AIRPORT b7C

SUBJECT LATER OBSERVED AT APPROXIMATELY EIGHT TWENTY FIVE PM IN
VICINITY OF SNCC HDQTS. HE WAS NOT ^FURTHER OBSERVEDi

INQUIRY AT NATIONAL MRPORT INDICATED TWO RESERVATIONS WERE
.... $MADE ON DELTA AL FLIGHT FIVE ONE FI^E TO DEPART WDC, MARdH NINE,

SIXTY EIGHT AT ONE ELEVEN PM, TO ARRIVE MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA AT
THREE FORTY ONE PM, SAME DATE.- THESE RESERVATIONS WERE IN NAME OF

b7C

Vi WELCHER AND GARMIC—HAEL HAS USED NAME OF WELCHER IN
2
2
2

|UA

Bureau 
Teletype Unit 
WFO

EX-114 13 MAR 13 1968

Sent.
Special Agent in Charge

M ' Per

/



Date:

Transmit the following in

Via_______ ;__________ :___

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

PAGE TWO > jWFO 100-43503 j
• '! • • •PREVIOUS TRAVEL! IT APPEARS TRAVEL jjwiLL BE BY CARMICHAEL AND 

AT TIME OF ABOVE RESERVATIONS INDIVIDUAL MAKING

RESERVATIONS GAVE TELEPHONE NUMBER LISTED TO SNCC, WDCO
WFO FOLLOWING AND WILL CONFIRM CARMICHAEL*S DEPARTURE*

I!
‘i

ii

_ ______ . .. . • ; . ' ' : —

< Approved: _________________________ __ Sent .1______________ _M’- Per -------- —■.------------------

Special Agent in Charge < --------- - -.........



AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-28-2006 BY
603 0 9 / AU C / T AM / D C G/ bls b7c

5;57\PM URGENT 3-8-68 HEP

TO DIRECTOR, ATLANTA, MOBILE, NEW YORK, WASHINGT

NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON

FROM BIRMINGHAM

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISCELLANEOUS-SEDITION

Mr. Tolson------- -
Mr. De Loach-— 
Mr. Mohr---------- -
Mr. Bishop---------
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr- Conrad-—— 
Mr. Felt..----- —
Mr. Gale------------
Mr. Rosen.

I*
Mr. Trotter-------
TMe. Room_____ _
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy-------

b7C

FIELD CODE

RE WFO TEL TO BUREAU MARCH SIX LAST

UACB, BUAGENTS BIRMINGHAM WILL KEEP CARMICHAEL UNDER DISCREET

SURVEILLANCE WHILE IN THE BIRMINGHAM DIVISION.BELIEVED THAT

SURVEILLANCE WILL ENABLE BIRMINGHAM TO BE AWARE OF CARMICHAEL’S

ACTIVITIES WITHIN THIS DIVISION AT ALL TIMES AND ALSO ENABLE AGENTS

TO DETERMINE AND REPORT ALL CONTACTS MADE BY CARMICHAEL. BIRMINGHAM BY

USE OF DISCREET SURVEILLANCE WILL BE IN A POSITION TO INSTANTLY ADVISE

; 38 '
BUREAU AND OTHER INTERESTED INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES IN &

END PAGE ONE
SWOCOFIES XO WFU
RELAYED TO

® MAR 12 7968

b7C



PAGE TWO

CARMICHAEL INSTIGATES A CIVIL DISTURBANCE OR RIOT DURING HIS WEEK’S 

STAY IN ALABAMA. MAJOR LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES AND MILITARY INTELLIGENCE 

AGENCIES HAVE CONTACTED THE BIRMINGHAM DIVISION EXPRESSING THEIR KEEN 

INTEREST IN INTELLIGENCE INFORMATION REGARDING CARMICHAEL’S ACTIVITIES 

WHILE IN ALABAMA.

NEW YORK REQUESTED TO ADVISE ATLANTA WHEN CARMICHAEL DEPARTS FOR 

BIRMINGHAM (IDENTIFICATION OF AIRPLANE AND TIME OF ARRIVAL IN ATLANTA). 

ATLANTA REQUESTED TO ADVISE BIRMINGHAM AND MOBILE WHEN CARMICHAEL DEPARTS 

FOR EITHER BIRMINGHAM OR MONTGOMERY. MOBILE AT MONTGOMERY, WILL ADVISE 

BIRMINGHAM WHEN CARMICHAEL DEPARTS THE TUSKEGEE-MONTGOMERY AREA FOR 

THE BIRMINGHAM DIVISION.

.RECEIVED: 7:12 PM RAK



TELETYPE

.■ ■.' ^AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
'’^HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
"date 03-28-2006 BY

■ ■ \ 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

3/10/68

I Mr. IMren.

CODE

URGENT p

| Mr. Mota-... .......
. I Mr. Bishop----- --

.1 Mr. Camper.—— 
I Mr. Callahan —~ 
| Mr. Conrad..—- 
I Mr. ffielt . '>■-~ 
I Mr. Gale.—-----

■■ fir.Bosen—
■Jflr. SullivanJEtfr 
Sir; Tava). . 
Mr. Trotter----- -
Tele. Room-----—
Miss Hol mes__ __

> Miss Gandy.----- >-

FROM

AIRLINES

,/^IRECTOR, FBI (100-446080 SACS BIRMINGHAM, 

. Mobile, new .Orleans,<new;york and Atlanta

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (?) j: b7c

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC

REWFOTEL MARCH 9 LAST AND TELEPHONE CALL

i SEDITION

. TO-ATLANTA AND. MOBILE MARCH 10. ’

SUBJECT AND?NEGRO MALE DEPARTED EASTERN 

(EAL) FLIGHT ONE THREE FIVE AT EIGHT FIFTY A.M. 1 • . .. ' . i • ■• ■ • ' ■ <
Tjins DATE WILL ARRIVE ATLANTA TEN Tl-ffi^TY NDffi' A.M.

■ I ' . i;. , .... : . ' ■ ■
DEPART ATLANTA ELEVEN FIFTY'FIVE A.M4 EAL FLIGHT SIX 

THREE ONE, ARRIVE MONTGOMERY ELEVEN THIRTY NINE A.M., 

OST SUBJECT TRAVELING UNDER NAME V. WALCHER,. CAMPANION

AS

w- BURE AU
'I - TELETYPE UNIT
4 - wo
JTS:,m,

b7C



OPTIONAL FORM NO. !0 AL L INFORMATION CON TAlNE D

TO

FROM

subject:

MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 -

UNITED STATES ^VERNMEN

Memorandum
HEREIN IS
DATE 03-28 
60309/AUG/

UNCLASSIFIED
-2006 BY 
TAM/DCG/bls

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

TSBURGH (100-15615) -RUC-

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M; SEDITION 
(OO: WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE)

date:

b7C

3/12/68

Re Pittsburgh teletype to Bureau and Washington 
Field Office dated 2/19/68, and Washington Field Office 
teletype to the Bureau dated 2/19/68.

On the dates indicated, the following racial 
informants (reliable - conceal) advised that no information 
has come to their attention indicating that subject was 
in Pittsburgh during the weekend of 2/23-25/68:

.5010-108-01

I 

I

I

1-Los Angeles (Info) (RM)
2-Washington Field Office (100-43503) (RM) 4 MAh 14
1-Pittsburgh
FFK/djk 
(7)

MAR 211968
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bay roll Savings Blan



■ 5-22-64) j • \ ALL information contained
JF HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

w . DATE 03-28-2006 BY
603 0 9/ AUG/TAM/DCG/bls 

F B I ji.. .

Date:|, 3/6/68

Transmit the following’in _
. (Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)-

TO
FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI
SAC, BOSTON (157-^37)

SUBJECT STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION 
(00: WFO)
Enclosed for the Bureauz; tj &

.y ... _
head memorandum concerning CARMICHAEL.
WFO, . ■ .

The source mentioned is

b7C

are eleven copies of a letter- 
. Two copies are being s«2it

b2
b7D

b7C

The letterhead memorandum is classified CONI^KJeNTIAL 

since the information furnished by.informant could logically > 
result in his identification and jeopardize his future activity.^

It is noted that I " Ihas been
reportedly;in contact with STOKELYCARMICHAEL on CARMICHAEL'S 
recent visits to Boston and has been working with I 
of Boston SNCCf 
in Boston.l is currently under investigation by Boston.

3X Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM) 
T - WFO (Eric. 2)(RM)
2 - Boston ' > b2

b7D .

JFN:maf m h
AGWCY 

> 
aowmw*

£2

। 11 ji ~ J1--- -•1 1

' ■ . DAO WT~~''L '?8 MAR T 1968 . •

' ’ ’ J1
■ mz. - I

AppAbveci! Sent
•SperrraT'Ajgent ’ in Charge



Please Refer toIn Reply 
File No.

^DECLASSIFIED BY 6 0 3 0 9 / AU C / T AM / D C G,/ b 1

UNITED^I'ATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTld^

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston, Massachusetts
March 6, 1968

<6

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
/ On
^formation

March 5; 1968, a source who has furnished reliable 
in the past advised that on February 22. 1968.I

had" made the statement that one of the principal"-"^" 
pnings ne wanted to accomplish was to remove the Negro prostitutes 
from Massachusetts and Columbus Avenues in Boston. It distresses 
him to see prostitutes selling themselves to "whitey."

b7C 
b7D

claimed the prostitutes and their "pimps" are 
backed by mobsters. Stokely Carmichael proposed a plan which 
Carmichael claims has been working successfully in Washington 

C. for some nine months and which was -put in effect there 
by Carmichael. This is the creation of a black mafia. This 
group warns prostitutes to discontinue their activities. If 
they refuse, then the "muscle boys" step in and teach them a 
lesson. This may arouse the prostitute's "pimp" to action, 
in which case the "muscle boys" handle him.

D. b7C
b7D

sw 
ef 
pr 
pe 
Po

said that Carmichael is so pleased with the 
this plan in Washington, D. C. and has found it so 
he plans to start taking a cut of the local bookie 
If this is effective and lucrative enough, a certain 

used to support some Black

ccess o: 
'fective
■of its.
ircentage of the take will be 
>wer programs.

/b7C '
'b7D

______is considering
\$’t- effect in Boston at least with

trying to put this program into 
respect to prostitution.

' b7C 
b7D

co
10 
tr

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
inclusions of the FBL It; is the property 
>aned to your agency; it and its contents 
■ibuted outside your agency.

of the FBI and is 
are not to be dis-

I-

- 1*

usLosm ' f'-/bo



AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-29-2006 BY
603 0 9 / AU C / T AM / D C G/' bls

AR 101968

353 PM URGENT 3-10-68 JWE

TO DIRECTOR BIRMINGHAM MOBILE NEW ORLEANS NEW YORK AND

Mr. Tolson------ .
Mr. DeLoach—. 
Mr. Mohr------ --
Mr. Bishop------
Mr. Casper------
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Felt------- --
Mr. Gale---------
Mr. Rosen..—- 
Mr. Sulliv^gf 
Mr. Tavel-------
Mr. Trotter-----
Tele. Room------
Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy—

FI ELD -CODE-

WASHINGTON

NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON

FROM ATLANTA

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC: SEDITION
b7C

OF SUBJECTREJ/FOTEL MARCH TEN SETTING FORTH TRAVEL ITINERARY

SUBJECT ARRIVED ATLANTA VIA EAL FLIGHT ONE THREE FIVE AT TEN

FI TY AMI MARCH TEN ., TRAVELING WITH COMPANION DESCRIBED IN RETEL

b7C

•. a *■   Jew /
SUBJECTED COMPANION LOITERED IN AIRPORT TERMINAL, MAKING PHONE CALLS

AN

UN

D MAKING CASUA REMARKS WITH INDIVIDUALS RECOGNIZING HIM. SUBJECT

PER NAME OF.V. WALSHER . AND COMPANION, UNDER NAME OF

BOARDED EAL FLIGHT SIX THREE ONE AT ELEVEN FIFTY A.M., MARCH TEN, DUE

TO ARRIVE MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA ELEVEN THTrTY NINE.A.M., CST. BOTH

INDIVIDUALS TRAVELING ON OPEN RETURN

ATLANTA TO WASHINGTON

MOBILE TELEPHONICALLY

MONTGOMERY TO ATLANTA AND 

t&liT-17 IM■*
ADVISED OF ABOVE. —= ■= “

A.YED to

COPJE

a '

RECEIVED: 4:01PM RAK

S MAR 12 1968

MARI 91968



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-29-2006 BY

ERN 60 30 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446060) date: 3/14/68

subject:

FROM

a

Wo A100-43503) (p)

ST OKELY C ARI'-'H CH AEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

Re Springfield airtel 3/6/68 b7C

No further leads being set out to verify 
the Selective Service Status of

- Bureau
- WF0

WWH:fjc 
(3) st 10®

4

.13 MAR 15 1968

tag 21 w
vc. JMrp

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Plan
5010-108



TO

FROM

f x ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
M X'0"06 HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 X ________
• DATE ITS — Q — >' I I I I H RY

UNITED STATES ^TMENTLMili La “U JO
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

Memorandum

SUBJECT:
RACIAL MATTER

W7C

date: March 13. 1968

DeLoach 
. Mohr —— 
' Bishop _
Casper _

• Callahan
• - Conrad _

Gale

Tavel------- ---------
Trotter —------------
Tele. Room ---------
Holmes ------ ---------

By memorandum dated December 20, 1967, the 
State Department advised that while in Sweden. Carmichae1 
spoke at Uppsala University and that he called I 
meeting of all Negro students at the school*

b7C

By Bureau letter to State Department dated. 
December 28, 1967, we asked State if it would be possible 
to have this person interviewed in detail concerning the 
comments made by Carmichael*

This matter has been followed by Liaison with 
State, I have now been advised by I State,
that both State and __________________________________attempted i
to locate and interview the American Negro but have been 
unsuccessful. L

b2
b7C

ACTION:
For the information of the Racial Intelligence

n MAR 15 1968



TO

FROM

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-106

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

Secret •

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

date: March 6, 1968

Tolson —-------------
DeLoach ------------
Mohr------------------
Bishop —------------
Casper---------------
Callahan ------------
Conrad ---- -----------
Felt .------------------
Gale —---------------
Rosen -----------------
Sullivan -------------
Tavel —--------------
Trotter .---------------
Tele. Room ---------
Holmes---------------
Gandy —--------------

b7C

ACTION:
The above information is being directed to the

attention of the Racial Intelligence Section.
SJP:clb 

(4)
b7C

(S)

1 -|___________
1 - Liaison
1 - Mr. Papich

DATE: 05-05-2006
CLAS SIFTED BY 60309/ AUG/ TAM/ DCG/' bls

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

Classitication per OGA letter 
dated 05-02-2006

REC-35
« MAR 15 1968

Secret



F B I <

Date! 3/6/68

Transmit the following, in CODE I 
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE,.. URGENT
('Priority)

/TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) J 
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

b7C

FM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)
STOKELY^CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

■ Mr. Tolson-— 
Mr. DeLoach. 
Mr. Mohr..:_ 
Mr. Bishop—

I
 Mr. Casper- 
Mr. Callahan. 
Mr. Conrad. 
Mr. Felt__
Mr. Gale____
Mr. Rosen-... 
Mr. Sullivan. 
Mr. Tavel__
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Hvlrnea.. 
Miss Gandy-

SUBJECT FIRST OBSERVED IN VICINITY OF RESIDENCE AT ELEVEN
TWENTY AM THIS DATE

A SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFO IN THE PAST, ADVIS
THAT A MEETING OF SNCC MEMBERS WAS HELD IN THE SUBJ'S RESIDENCE
ARQUND NOON, INSTANT DATE, WHICH LASTED FOR ABOUT AN HOUR AND
FIFTEEN MINUTES

SUBJ LATER DEPARTED RESIDENCE AND PROCEEDED DIRECTLY TO SNCC
HDQTS.,WDC, WHERE HE SPENT THE REMAINDER OF THE DAY.

ADMINISTRATIVE
RE WFOTEL 3/5/68 

i b2

SOURCE MENTIONED ABOVE IS _________________________________



Transmit the following in ___ PLAINTEXT

F Bl

Date: 3/3/68

(Type^rfklainiext or code)

f Tol&nc^ 
I Mr- DeLoach, 
f Mr. " 
| Mir.
j Mir. 

Mir.
| Mir. 
I Mk

Via -TELETYPE URGENT__ ZQ •___ __
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM FO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION
RE WFOTEL THREE TWO SIXTYEIGHT.

b7C

Bishop- 
Casper— 
Callahan.. 
Conrad—
Felt-

Gale—_ —
Rosen___

SullivanJ! 
IE'. Tavei_____

Mr. Trotter-— 
Tele. Room—__
Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy—

Mh 
Mk 
Ma
Mi. 
Tefe

SUBJECT ATTENDED SERVICE DURING MORNING AT NEW BETHEL BAPTIST
CHURCH, WDC, WHERE

CHEN PROCEEDED TO EDDIE MURPHY’S SUPPER CLUB
b7C
b7D

TWO TWO TWO SEVEN GEORGIA AVENUE, NW[, WDC. LATER IN AFTERNOON AND
EVENING VISITED| | WDC. SOURCE

ADVISED SUBJECT WAS ATTENDING PARTIES AT ABOVE ADDRESSES. THROUGH ■, . il c.
SOURCE EFFORTS WILL BE MADE TO DEVELOP ADDITIONAL INFORMATION RE .
ACTIVITIES AT PARTIES^ J
ADMINISTRATIVE { ’ :
.—■— ■■ — . ii

---------------------------------------- bZSOURCE IS b7D

I



Date of Mail

Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Branch.

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority.

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-29-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls

Subject JUNE MAIL

9 8 JUN 191968

File Number

Permanent Serial Charge Out



f j VIA TELETYPE.

MAR>2^68 

EWCIPWREB

.ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
’ ' ; ; ’ HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

■ ' '■ . DATE 03-29-2006 BY
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

759PM URGENT 3-12-68 GDM

TO DI^fcTOR MOBILE AND WFO

FROM BIRMINGHAM

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. DeLoach___
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop__ ;__
Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad____
Mr. Felt..... .........
Mr. Gale_ :___ _
Mr. Rosen___  .a
Mr. Sullivanjjf™
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter____ _
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy

b7C

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, - MISC ., SEDITION.

SUBJECT ENTERED THE BIRMINGHAM DIVISION AT CENTREVILLE, ALABAMA,

AT TWO THIRTYFIVE P. M., CST , RIDING IN SIXTYSEVEN YELLOW MUSTANG, 

SUBJECT PROCEEDEDSIXTYEIGHT ALABAMA TAG
b7C

DIRECTLY TO STILLMAN COLLEGE, TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA, AND HE IS CURRENTLY

CONDUCTING SEMINAR AT THE STUDENT CENTER.

ADVISES THAT CARMICHAEL WILL GIVE SPEECH TO-NIGHT’ AT EIGHT

P M., BIRTHRIGHT AUDITORIUM, STILLMAN COLLEGE. SPEECH OPEN TO

PUBLIC

ADVISES SIXTYEIGHT ALABAMA TAG b7c

LISTED TO 

___ ffV -»in dCR- 00
TUSK

BIRMINGHAM WILL CONTINUE TO ADVISE ALL PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS.

/ 28 mar 15 1968

RECEIVED: 9:11PM EXR

■ b7C



FD'36 (Rev. S-22-64) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

-DA.TE 03-29-20 0 6 BY
16 0 3 0 9 / AU C / T AM / D C G./ b 1 s

F B I

: & *
Transmit the following in

a Date:

Via AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL

p_Mr. ------- -
II Mr. DaLoach..*.—

Mohr.,------—
Bishop--------

I. Mr. Casper--------
$ Mr. Callahan-----
! Mr. Conrad, 

Ar. Felt_i
Gale___
Rosen---------
Sullivan------
Tavel---------
Trotter-------

a

b7C

(Priority)

b7C

TO
FROM
SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI
1 SAN FRANCISCO (175-0) 
------------------------------ b7C

THREAT AGAINST THE PRESIDENT 
UT'THE“UNITED STATES

.Remytel to Bureau 2/27/68 -&2

Miss Holmes------
JkiissJiLjUslX.

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr, 

, Mr. ..........
4I Tele. Room.

’J M.

Enclosed herewith as indicated below is letterhead 
memorandum suitable for dissemination:
To Bureau - Original and 6 copies of LHM
To Mobile - 1 copy of LHM
To Sacramento - 1 copy of LHM

The Mobile and Sacramento Offices are requested to 
search indices for background data concerning subject and 
furnish any pertinent information to the Bureau and to.San 
Francisco for information of Secret Service, San Francisco, 
particularly any information relative to possible membership 
or activity by| |in connection with KKK, Minutemen, or
similar group.

E :

A copy of 
Secret Service, San

. ..—
3 - Bur.e.au,b (Ends. ■GjXcy
2 - Mobile (Encl. 1)
2 - Sacramento (Encl. 1)
2 - San 
WH: ab

'Approved _______________________
£ /3pg<^a| Agent in Charge

Francisco

liu MAR 26 1968

the LHM has been disseminated to 
Francisco.

22.

Sent



I.« w

In Reply, Please Rejer to 
File No.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
• HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

. DATE 03-29-2006 BY
TI6 0 3 0 9 ./ AU C / T AM / D C G./ bls

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, California
February 27, 1968

b7C

THREAT AGAINST THE PRESIDENT
OF THE UNITED STATES

1 furnished the follow
ing ’’inforriiat ion on February 27, 1968:

In about November or December, 1967, in the course 
of his employment, he observed a person he came to know as 

[commence to patronize the restaurant. He first 
noticed)|as a member on two separate occasions of a 
party wnich included former Governor George Wallace of Alabama 
when Wallace was in California for the purpose of qualifying 
for the Presidential primary election.

b7C

termed as
States.

He subsequently became well acquainted with)_______
who visited the restaurant almost nightly. He formed the 
opinion that was extremely "anti-Negro", ’’anti-left”,
and "anti-liberal.” During the course of conversations covering 
a period of over 2 months, _______ named numerous persons whom

> ’’traitors”,or some similar term, to the United 
indicated that in his opinion, these persons 

should be disposed of, meaning to| [that they should be
killed. |did not mention any group such as the Minutemen
or the Ku Klux Klan with which he might be affiliated but 

~| is of the opinion that he has backing from some organi- 
group.

b7C '

zation or
Subsequently, after further conversations,)_______

mentioned that the President of the United States, Lyndon B. 
Johnson, was considered by him to be a traitor and that the 
President would be killed by shooting him. He revealed no 
definite plan and did not mention a specific time or place

ENCLOSURE



b7C

b7C

b7C

b7C

b7C

for such action although he gained the impression that it may 
have been considered for the period during which the Democratic 
National Convention is held. | ~|made no overtures to

1 to participate in any way in the mentioned assassination 
of the President.

Subsequently,!_______ [talked against persons he
considered subversive. He eventually revealed that he had 
compiled a list of 11 persons he considered should be eliminated 
in the best interests of the United States. | ~~| recalls
that this list included Senator Robert Kennedy and 10 other 
persons all of whom he believed to be of the Negro race. The . 
only names he could specifically recall were I |
Stokely^Carmichael, and Martin Luther King. | alleges
that he "’pTayeu"along" with the suggestions and, m fact, is 
in agreement with them generally with the exception that he 
has no intention of committing or being involved in any murder 
of such persons.

I _ |further alleges that sometime in the previous
week,| [proposed that |kill __ t?._ li_
of 11, meaning Senator Robert Kennedy and the 10-Negroes.

~I proposed that he would furnish an airline ticket to 
the destination and would furnish an untraceable weapon, type 
not specified, but presumed to be explosives or rifle. _______
insisted that[ [also furnish an alibi for him to which

I ~~| agreed but no specific plans relative to alibi were 
discussed.

kill one or more of the list

_Since that time,|_______ |said he has had no contact 
with________ |and has, in fact, been avoiding contact. He agreed
he will report any further contact or pertinent information to 
the FBI.

states that
Alahama in ms prasent. campaign ror me rresiaennai primary 
election in California. He is of the opinion that I I
came here from an unknown city in the state of Alabama and 
believes he arrived in the area approximately December 1, 1967.

2



•' k

described

b7C

as follows

Sex:
Age:
Height: 
Weight: 
Build: 
Hair: 
Residence: 
Employment

He considers_______ to be slightly unstable emotionally
but states that in ordinary social contacts this would probably 
not be noticeable.__ However, he recalls that on one occasion.____

_________ _____________ | or perhaps other associates could direct 
to a particular spot where it would explode and in effect 
assassinate the persons against whom it was directed.

Records of the City Business License Bureau, San 
Leandro, Calif., reflect that an application for a business 
nermit was made on December 4. 1967. in the name of

listing the owner as|

b7C ----------- -------- — 7 —

telephone 
ocated was not listed

San Leandro Police Department records reflect a temporary 
employee at the same company, position not listed, under date of 
December 4. 1967, was one

City in which these telephones

b7C

__________The above information was made available to Agent
|U. S. Secret Service, San Francisco. Calif., at 2:45 p.m., February 27, 1968, by FBI AgentH

3
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FBI WASH DC*

AM CST URGENT 3/12/68 LPB

9 Mr. DoT.cinch
I Mr.
I Mr.
I Mr.
I Mr. 
I Mr. 
| Mr.

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

DIRECTOR (100-446080) WFO (100-43503) NEW YORK (100-153751

ATLANTA (100-6812) BIRMINGHAM (157-2425)

Mohr
Bishop._____
Casper_____
Callahan___
Conrad_____
Felt
Gale________
Rosen .
Sullivan
Tavel______
Trotter—___

Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy_____

j

FROM MOBILE (100-1858) b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISC

7C
ALABAMA

PUBLIC SAFETY ADVISED ON MARCH

SEDITION

STATE TROOPERS. ALA. DEPT. OF

ELEVEN SIXTYEIGHT THAT THERE WER

NO REPORTED ACTIVITIES OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL IN LOWNDES COUNTY

ALABAMA DURING MORNING OF MARCH ELEVEN INSTANT b7C

HE WAS OBSERVED AT TWELVE FIFTEEN PM MARCH ELEVEN INSTANT AT

RESIDENCE OF OF LOWNDES

COUNTY nrp on /Pa -
AT ONE FIFTEEN PM CST TWO CARS DEPAWHWT^THE | RESIDENCE. 

CARMICHAEL WAS A PASSENGER IN A NINETEE$¥lWfSIX BLUE PONTIAC

b7C

BEARING NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT ALA. LICENSE

WHICH ACCORDING TO THE RECORD OF THE MOTOR VEHICLE BUREAU

STATE OF ALA.. IS REGISTERED TO CAMDEN rAfeAaic
THE CAR WAS DRIVEN BY|OF LOWNDES CO. e A^r ^968 

ONE OF WHOM"WAS BELIEVED TO BE^=

ENt) PAG

CONTAINED TWO/ 0TH

b7C



PAGE TWO

ALA. THE OCCUPANTS OF THE SECOND CAR

WERE UNKNOWN. THIS CAR WAS A NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN CHEVROLET

BEARING NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT ALA. LICENSE

REGISTERED TO ALA. THE CARS

PROCEEDED TO MONTGOMERY, ALA. AND STOPPED AT WMRA RADIO STATION 

FOF! SOME FIVE MINUTES. THE NINETEEN SIXTYSIX PONTIAC WITH 

CAFiMICHAEL AS APASSENGER THEN PROCEEDED TO ROUTE INTERSTATE 

EIGHTY FIVE TOWARD TUSKEGEE, ALA. AND ARRIVED AT TUSKEGEE 

AT TWO FIFTY PM CST.

TUSKEGEE, ALA. POLICE

DEPT. ADVISED THAT THROUGH HIS OFFICERS HE DETERMINED THAT

CARMICHAEL UPON ARRIVAL AT TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE PROCEEDED TO 

THE: STUDENT UNION HALL ON THE CAMPUS. THERE WAS NO MASS WELCOME 

FOE HIM AND DURING THE COURSE OF THE AFTERNOON HE VISITED 

STLDENTS ON CAMPUS. AT APPROXIMATELY SEVEN PM HE WENT TO LOGAN 

HALL, TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE WHERE HE WAS TO GIVE HIS SPEECH.

MONTGOMERY, ALA. ADVISED

HE ATTEMPTED TO GAIN ENTRANCE TO THE MEETING BUT WAS TOLD THAT b7c

THE PRESS WAS BARRED. THIS WAS CONFIRMED By| ~

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

MONTGOMERY ALA. .WHO HAD ENTERED THE MEETING BUT WAS b7C
ASKED TO LEAVE. ESTIMATED THAT SOM^FIFTEEN HUNDRED TO

TWO THOUSAND PERSONS WERE PRESENT

ALA. STATE DEPT. OF

PUBLIC SAFETY ATTENDED THE MEETING AND ESTIMATED THE ATTENDANCE 

AT TWO THOUSAND. THE PLAY "BACK TO BLACK" DEALT WITH AFRICAN 

CULTURE AND THE CAST WAS DRESSED IN AFRICAN COSTUMES.

TUSKEGEE, ALA. PD ADVISED THAT THE

PLAY TOUCHED ON BLACK POWER. CARMICHAEL*S SPEECH CONDEMNED

TH® WHITE PEOPLE AND CONDEMNED PARTICULARLY WHITE LAW ENFORCEMENT

AGENCIES. HE CONDEMNED THE WAR IN VIET NAM AND EMPHASIZED THAT

THE NEGROES SHOULD OBTAIN GUNS AND THAT FOR EVERY NEGRO THAT
"I

GOT KILLED THAT TEN COPS SHOULD DIE. AFTER THE MEETING

THERE WAS A QUESTION AND ANSWER PROGRAM. IT WAS NOTED THAT

CaRmICHAEL'S COMPANIONS THAT ARRIVED WITH HIM WORE PISTOLS 

ThRt THEY DID,NOT ATTEMPT TO CONCEAL. HE STATED THAT 

CARMICHAEL'S SPEECH LASTED FROM NINE THIRTY PM CST TO

Approximately ten fifty pm. there were no incidents.

ND PAGE THREE



PAGE FOUR

TUSKEGEE PD ADVISED THAT

AFTER THE MEETING BROKE UP CARMICHAEL AND HIS PARTY PROCEEDED

TO A RESIDENCE AT WHERE THEY

WOULD BE ENTERTAINED. IT WAS BELIEVED THAT THIS WAS THE

RESIDENCE OF ONE ACCORDING TO

CARMICHAEL AND HIS COMPANIONS PLANNED TO GO TO TUSCALOOSA, 

ALABAMA AND MAY POSSIBLY TAKE THE CAST OF THE PLAY WITH 

HIM. AS OF ONE AM THREE TWELVE SIXTYEIGHT THE PARTY WAS 

STXL IN PROGRESS.

LOCAL, STATE AND MILITARY AGENCIES ARE COGNIZANT.

ADMINISTRATIVE: MOTELS THREE TEN SIXTYEIGHT.

LHM FOLLOWS.

MOBILE MAINTAINING LIAISON WITH LOCAL AUTHORITIES.

END

HF1.

FBI WASH DC*



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 ___ ______ , _____
mayt962 edition 4ft ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
GSA FPMR <41 CFR) fOI-ff.6
UNITED STATES G^ERNMENT HERE™ IS UNCLASSIFIED
1 DATE 03-29-2006 BY

OYflTlfllJ'tT) 60309/AUG/TAM/DCG/bls

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 3/18/68

from : WFO (100-43503) (P)
subject: // STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

IS - MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION 
(00:WFO)

/? ReDEairtel 3/11/68.
//A

WFO sources presently have no information 
confirming CARMICHAEL’s visit to Eastern Michigan 
University (EMU), 4/25-27/68. Any information developed 
will be furnished promptly.

DE follow through sources and if visit made 
contemplate covering same per Buairtel 12/21/67.

I 
I

i

I

I

REC-35

19 1968

5050-108

(2/- Bureau 
i - Atlanta
2 - Detroit
1 - Nev? York
1 - WFO 
WWH:typ
(7) b7C

(RM) (Info) (100-6812)
(RM) (100-34122)
(RM) (Info) (100-153751

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



5-22-64) ■ALL INFORMATION CON TAlNE D
^HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

'/DATE 03-30-2006 BY
'*60309 / AU C / T AM / D C G/ bls

f Transmit the following in '

Via
AIRTEL

T0~~

\ 3/6/68 ■-L)ate:i- / ■ . .

’ - (Type in plaintext or- code)
: AIRMAIL •..■

-.7. ' (Priority). \

DIRECTOK/FBr<lUO-AA6'OB(rr*'' “ ~

1 Mr. Tolson... .
1 Mr. De Loach , — 
Mr. Mohr..

J Mr. Bishop. , 
■Mr. Casper:——-

B Mr.Callahan.—— 
■ Mr. Cqarad—L.
Mr. Felt:----------- ■-
Mr. Gale-.---- '■—->
Mn»
Mr. SuUivahuaV
Mr. Tavel-JQ^a
Mr. Trotter...— 

I Tele. Room------ —
Miss H'.iiraes— 
Miss-GaBdy=^=«

FROM• : SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (15 7-721) (P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 7
IS - MISCELLANEOUSi SEDITION 

■ 00: WFO .7

Re WFO airtel to Bureau 2/29/68 with LHM. ~

b7C

Enclosed for -the Buieu are twelve (12) copies, of 
a LHM suitable for dissemination summarizing Subject’s 

activities from 2/15/68 to2/27/68.
> LUM.is', classified •iC0NFT^gt<3!jAL” because of infor-
\g rtiatioh furnished by sources] ' ~ which could reailt

in the identification of in formart s' and compromise* future 
effectiveness thereof. . ,

AL”
b2
b7D

( 3 7- Bureau

b2
b7C
b7D

uhn fiiwiglisH -inFrTl
, SA _______ "of
the Los Angeles Division.

to

.... _____ i (Encl. 12) (RM) ; RgQ. 23-
T - WFO (100-43503).. (Encl. 2) (RM) b2. >.' y•
1 - Atlanta (100-6B12) (Encl.' 1' - -info) (^M) Vfo&gQ
2 - San Francis.c6^QEN(JY. ACSi3lC<0SI^SEC.S®Va I-T^^Z^ir^?’.;“!5^

" CRDyRAOJILU4AC•PBNi.cg 
(8)

A

HOW 

..................

;7Sent
h;G.hgrge; -- ' • *

■ MA(LJL1968 b7CW'
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Reply, Please Refer toIn
File No.

UNWED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
®>TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California
March 6, 1SDE CLASSIFIED BY 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bl 

ON 03-30-2006

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Through personal observation of Special Agents 
of the FBI, it was determined that Stokely Carmichael 
arrived San Francisco International Airport (SFIA), via 
United Airlines Flight 57 from Washington, D.C., at approxi
mately 8:25 p.m., February 15, 1968. Carmichael was met by 
a group of six male Negroes and transported by auto to 850 
Oak Street, San Francisco. As of 11:30 p.m., February 15, 
196 8, Carmichael had not departed from 85g,Qak Jj^eet, San 
Francisco, which is the residence of EldridgJ^Cieaver who is 
publicly known as Minister of Information of the Black 
Panther Party^ for Self-Defense (BPPSD), (see appendix for 
characterization of BPPSD).
' Ca-Uit>
I Stokely Carmichael failed to appear for a prevrusly
announced noon rally at University of California, Berkeley (UCB), 
on February 16, 1968.

I advised that a noon rally would take place
from 12 Noon to 1:00 p.m., on February 16 , 19 6 8., at Wheeler 
Auditorium, UCB under the sponsorship of the Campus W.E.B.
Du Bois Club (see appendix for characterization of Campus W.E.B. 
Du Bois Club). advised that following the rally,
shortly after 1:00 p.m., Stokely Carmichael in company with 
eight to ten members of the BPPSD arrived at Sproul Plaza, 
UCB. The Carmichael group encountered Reies Tijerina who 
appeared as a speaker at the rally. Stokely Carmichael and 
Reies Tijerina embraced each other in a spirit of solidarity 
and expressed a mutual desire to meet and confer in the near 
future.

0 N F I D E M T I

eclassification

P
Exclud utomatic
dojjngrading and

This Idocument contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FI
It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its 
contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

I ENCLOSURE Z/d



C 0 N A L

STOKELY CARMICHAE /j e iv

Reies^Wope^AziJenna is publicly known as leader 
of the Alianza< Federal De..Me.rces, an organization which 
demands that lands m New Mexico be returned to descendants

6‘a.Z i4 ,

of the original owners.
/ Carmichael appeared in company with members of the

pEPST) at 1:45 p.m., at Alameda County Court House, Oakland, 
J2ali.f_o.rnia-, on February 16, 196 8. Carmichael visited Huey P. 
Newton in the Alameda County Jail. ’

Huey P. Newton who is publicly ...p
known as Minister of _Defense^"%€ B/^uk ’' 
of the BPPSD, is awaiting trial 
on a charge of having murdered an 
Oakland, California police officer.

Carmichael declined to hold a press conference and 
departed from the Alameda County Court House at 2:15 p.m.

j _________|advised that Stokely Carmichael spent the
jevening of February 16, 1968. at I
j California, the residence of I 1 who in 196:;
1 was ~|

b2
b7C
b7D

Stokely Carmichael appeared as the final speaker at 
a public rally in the Oakland Municipal Auditorium Arena on 
the evening of February 17, 1968. This rally was sponsored 

, I by the BPPSD to raise funds for the legal defense of Huey P. 
' I Newton and in commeration of the Negro’s 26th birthday. All 
[persons entering the auditorium arena were frisked for weapons, 
cameras or recording devices. Metropolitan press services 
and leading news media, were denied the use of cameras or 
recorders.

The merger of Student Non-Violent Co-Ordinating 
{Committee (SNCC) and BPPSD were denounced by Master of 
Ceremonies, Eldridge Cleaver, who nominated Stokely Carmichael 
as “Prime Minister of Afro-Americans. CarmicHaeT~was 
{unanimously acclaimed to this position by a standing vote of 
Negroes present.

I

{ Stokely Carmichael urged that all blacks in the world
[unite to avoid being exterminated by ’’honkys”, meaning 
[Caucasians. Carmichael stated that this unity must be social,

-2-
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL
economic and military. Carmichael stated that every Negro 
was a potential black man. Stokely Carmichael demanded 
that all blacks refuse to cooperate with white governmental 
authorities or be "of fed’', meaning executed.

y; Through personal observation of Special Agents 
of the FBI, it was ascertained that following the rally b?c
ap'd as of 2:00 a.m., February 18, 1968, Stokely Carmichael

[■.Attended a social gathering at the residence of I  ~
1 7,Calif crma.

San Mateo County Sheriff's 
Office, SFIA Detail, advised that Stokely Carmichael boarded b?c 
United Airlines Flight 511, departing SFIA 11:45 a.m., 
February 18, 1968, and scheduled to arrive Los Angeles at 
12:40 p.m., that date.

________ | advised that at approximately 9:00 p.m., 
February 20, 1968, Stokely Carmichael had departed Los 
Angeles via air en route San Francisco.

Stokely Carmichael appeared as a speaker at the 
auditorium of Merritt College, Oakland, California, at 3:55 p.m., 
February 21, 1968, as part of an all-day rally in memory of 
the death of Malcolm X. Attendance for Carmichael's speech 
was approximately 1,000 persons, 97 per cent of whom were

I Negro. Persons entering the auditorium were searched at the 
I door and a ’donation' of 50 cents was collected. Carmichael 
I asserted that Africans were in danger of being exterminated 
jat the hands of the white race. In answer to a question, 
I Carmichael stated that the use of brains would not suffice 
and "we must take up guns'':. Stokely Carmichael gave a 
similar speech at the same location at 10:00 p.m., on 
[February 21, 1968, for an audience of approximately 1,000 
persons; 95 per cent of whom were Negro. A $1.00 donation 
was collected for the evening speech, but no search was made 
of those attending.

_advised that on February 27, 1968, from b2 
11:00 a.m., to 4:00 p.m., Stokely Carmichael was present at b?D

I a meeting of between 2 25 and 2 50 persons, all of whom were

-3-



STOKELY CARMICHAEL
Negro. This meeting was held for the purpose of having 
leaders of the black community get together for the purpose 
of achieving black unity. The meeting was held at Downs 
Memorial Methodist Church, 61st and Idaho Streets, Oakland, 
California. All of those attending were present by invitation 
only.

1 advised that Stokely Carmichael appeared 
in Junior High School on February 23,

1968. Admission was by a donation of $1.00 and was 
restricted to blacks only. Carmichael asserted that police 
would be killed, industrial plants blown up and three 
southern governors killed if anything happens to H. Rapp 
Brown.

H. Rapp Brown is publicly known 
as Carmichael’s successor 
as leader of SNCC, and is 
presently incarcerated in 
Louisiana on federal charge of 
obstructing justice.

_________| advised that on February 24, 1968, Stokely 
Carmichael made a public speech in the morning at Green 
Oaks Public School, East Palo Alto, California. In the after
noon and again in the evening of February 24, 1968, Carmichael b2 
addressed groups of.Negroes only at the same location. Later *>7c 
in the evening of February 24. 196 8. Carmichael spoke at a b7D
private residence______________ _______ ____ California.
This speech was made to a group of approximately 75 persons all 
of whom were Negro and were present by invitation only.

On February 26, 1968, Stokely Carmichael appeared 
in a public gathering of approximately 200 demonstrators 
at the Civic Center, Berkeley, California. This gathering 
was occasioned by the arrest on February 25, 1268 of Bobby 
Seale, Chairman of the BPPSD and others on charges of possession 
of firearms. Stokely Carmichael read a letter he claimed 
was from H. Rapp Brown.

-4-
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advised that Stokely Carmichael arrived 
Atlanta, Georgia on February 27, 1968.

b2
b7D

-5-



BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF-DEFENSE (BPPSD)
A source advised that the Black Panther Party For 

Self-Defense (BPPSD) was formed bv HUEY PERCY NEWTON, Minister 
of Defense, I in Oakland,
California, in December, 1966, as a militant black nationalist 
political organization to combat "police brutality," to unite 
militant black youth, to determine the destiny of black 
communities, and to educate black people in African history. 
The political philosophy of the organization was taken from the 
writings of MAO TSE-TUNG of Communist China and black militant 
writers.

The official BPPSD publication "The Black Panther -
Black Community News Service" indicates the leadership of the
BPPSD advocates the use of guns and guerilla tactics in the 
violent revolutionary program to end oppression and to oppose 
the drafting of black men to fight in Vietnam.

advised that in early 1967 b2
b7CNEWTON, and their associates carried carbine rifles and bolstered b7D 

pistols in plain view on the streets of Oakland and elsewhere
while on "defense patrols."

b7C
b7D

A Grand Jury of Alameda County, California, Oakland
California, on November 13, 1967, indicted HUEY PERCY NEWTON on 
charge of murder of an Oakland, California police officer on 
October 28, 1967, in Oakland, California.

advised that the headquarters officeThe
of the BPPSD at 5629 Grove Street, Oakland, California, is closed b7D 

And that no membership meetings have been held since August, 1967.
The November 4, 1967, issue of "The Sun Reporter," a

San Francisco, California Negro community newspaper, states that 
a HUEY PERCY NEWTON defense fund has been established and that the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and the Congress 
on Racial Equality (CORE) through the national offices have pledged 
their complete and continuous support to the defense of HUEY PERCY 
NEWTON.

APPENDIX
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W.E.B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA (DCA)

A source advised that on October 26-27, 1963, a con
ference of members of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), including 
national .functionaries, met in Chicago, Illinois , for the purpose 
of setting in motion forces for the establishment of a new national 
Marxist -oriented youth organization which would hunt for- the most 
peaceful transition to socialism. The delegates were told that it 
would be reasonable to assume that the young socialists attracted 
into this new organization would eventually pass into the CP 
itself.

A| |has advised that the founding convention
for the new youth organization was held from June 19-21 r>'"'
at 150 Golden 
time the name 
Approximately 
attended this

1964 , 
Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, at which 
W.E.B.DuBois Clubs of America (DCA) was adopted. 
500 delegates from throughout the United States 
convention.

b7D

The f ladvised in September, 1966, that 
__________________________ I stated that in Negro communities 
the Party still supported the plan to build "left" socialist 
centers and to solidify the Party base through the DCA. This 
source also advised in September. 1966 that ____________________

|stated the Party believes
the DCA should have a working-class outlook and be a mass organiz
ation favorable to socialism, socialist countries and Marxism, 
and in April, 1967, advised GUS HALL, CPUSA General 
had indicated the DCA primary emphasis should be on 
mass resistance to the draft.

Secretary, 
developing

A advised in September, 1967 ______
_____________ i____________  of the DCA on September 10 , 1967 , at 
।the Third National Convention of the DCA held in New York, New 
{York, from September 8-10, 1967.

that

A|_____________ [advised during August, 1967 , that
is a member of the National Committee of the CPUSA. b7C 

b7D

i A | __ advised on September 21, 1967 , th
I headquarters of the DCA is located at 34 West 17th Street
; York, New York.

1967, that the 
:, New

7* ’ "

I APPENDIX
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Title
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Stokely Carmichael
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TO DIRECTOR WASHINGTON
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.DATE 03-30-2006 BY
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J Vlrt IE.LL8 IT
FIELI ATLANTA

MARI-51968

EN CH P.HER ED

Mr. Tolson-----
DeLoach—. 

Mohr-------
Bishop----
Casper----

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS MISC . SEDITION

b7C ALABAMA STATE DEPT. OF PUBLIC

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad.....—
Mr. Felt.....--------
Mr. Gale..--——
Mr. Rosen------
Mr. Sullivan.~£—
Mr. Tavel---------
Mr. Trotter-------
Te?e. Room--------
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy-----—
.. , r. - ^7^“" ■ ■ "T-'rT

SA FETY, ADVISED TEN FIFTY EIGHT AM CST THAT SUBJECT ARRIVED

SELMA, ALABAMA INSTANT DATE WITH ITINERARY UNKNOWN. SUBJECT

OB SERVED BY BUAGENTS ELEVEN FIFTEEN AM IN= DOWNTOWN SELMA

ALABAMA ACCOMPANIED BY

AN D THREE OTHER UNIDENTIFIED YOUNG NEGRO.MALES. IDENTITY

OF ESTABLISHED AS HE WAS PREVIOUSLY KNOWN TO BUAGENTS

OF] SELMA RA

ESTABLISHED SOURCES INCLUDING LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES

AN D RACIAL SOURCES STATE CARMICHAEL DID NOT HAVE ANY

SPEARING ENGAGEMENT AT SELMA, ALABAMA

CARMICHAEL OBSERVED TO DEPART SELMA APPROXIMATELY

EL1 EVEN THIRTY AM CST TOWARD LOWNDES COUNTY ALABAMA OR MONT

GO MERY, ALABAMA .

k MAR 191968



PAGE TWO

OBSERVATIONS LOWNDES COUNTY ALABAMA INDICATE THAT

CARMICHAEL AND ASSOCIATES WERE IN THE VICINITY OF WHITEHALL

COMMUNITY DURING AFTERNOON OF MARCH FOURTEEN INSTANT. SOURCES

ADVISED THAT CARMICHAEL WAS ARRANGING A SPEECH AT BEULAH

BAPTIST CHURCH MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA AT EIG’rfr PM MARCH FOURTEEN

SIXTYEIGHT. SOURCES VERIFIED SUBJECTS PRESENCE IN MONTGOMERY,

ALABAMA. AT THE TIME OF SCHEDULED SPEECH, CHURCH SERVICES

WERE BEING HELD AND NO ORGANIZED MEETING WAS HAD. NO

FORMAL SPEECH GIVEN.

CARMICHAEL AND (DEPARTED MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA BY b7C 

DELTA FLIGHT THREE SIX FIVE TO ATLANTA LEAVING MONTGOMERY AT 

NINE TWELVE PM AND ARRIVING ATLANTA TEN FORTYSIX PM.

ATLANTA TELEPHONICALLY ADVISED.

RECEIVED: 1:11AM MSE

I



ev. S-"?2-64) J ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
"■j HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
/ DATE 03-30-2006 BY
^603 0 9/ AUG/ TAM/ DCG/' bls

Tnansrait the following in

Datf 3/15/68
PLAINTEXT I

|Mr.
|Mr. Detjoach—
|Mr.
fWr. BUhop___~.
Mr< Caapw.. .
Mr. CMlahan___
Mr. Cnnrad
MT,

SeiUvaa

"Ate-

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

TO/DIRECTOR (100-446080), ATLANTA (100-6812)
/ ij

EM: SAC, WFO^(100-43503) j,
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

RE ATTEL 3/15/68.

Gale.^. 
R

Tele.
■jl-w Hvtaea—..
Mia*

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

FBI ’

SUBJ ARRIVED WDC PER INFO IN AT TEL AND PROCEEDED WITH COM
PANIONS TO SNCC HDQTS., WDC. SUBJ AND ONE COMPANION DEPARTED SNCC
TEN ZERO SEVEN PM AND PROCEEDED TO SUBJ’S RESIDENCE FOR EVENING.

' ' ■ I ■ ... •OTHER TWO COMPANIONS DEPARTED SNCC IN A TAXI. b7c
___ J_____________________

WFO WILL ATTEMPT TO IDENT
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Airtel to SACs, Detroit, 'Atlanta, WJ 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL;

NOTE: . " .

..-.'The inf or ma tion in referenced Detroit LHM has been: 
furnished to the Vice President. In view of the fact that, 
it does hot appear /likely the above four mentioned individuals , 
would speak oh the same.program, above instructions are being 
issued to develop additional -information.
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FBI

WASH DC

MOBILE

5:30PM

URGENT 3/12/68 CRS

(FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
dJ. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

««CATION SECTION

MAR 121968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-30-2006 BY 
60309/AUG

Mr. Tnlann , 
Mr. DeLoach.___
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. ____
Mr. Felt .
Mr. Gale________ ■
Mr. Rosen 
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Tavel .......
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room 
MISS Holmes. , 
Mias Candy-

Mohr_______
Bishop_____
Casper_____
Callahan___
Conrad_____

P': DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND BIRMINGHAM

FROM: MOBILE (100-1858)

TUSKEGEE. ALA. POLICE DEPARTMENT

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. IS - MISCELLANEOUS. SEDITION

ADVISED THIS DATE HE LEARNED'THROUGH

WHO ATTACHED HIMSELF TO CARMICHAEL'S PARTY. AFTER

EECH AND QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION AT TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE

LAST NIGHT, CARMICHAEL AND CLOSE ASSOCIATES ATTENDED PARTY AT 
_ _________. »

RESIDENCE OF

TUSKEGEE. ALA DURING EARLY. MORNING HOURS, CARMICHAEL LEFT

THIS PARTY WITH

WHO TOOK HIM TO RESIDENCE OF

OF TUSKEGEE, ALA

TVM2L 1IH

CARMICHAEL REPORTEDLY SPENT REMAINDER OF NIGHT WITH UNIDENTIFIED

Atlanta, ga. girl, later in morning of march twelve simjggk

COLLEGE UNION

REPORTED CARMICHAEL AND

BUILDING, TUSKEGEE;INSTITUE

END PAGE ONE

MAR g 61000

WENT W MAR 19 196g



PAGE TWO

MO 100-1858

ORGANIZE CAST OF DRAMA ENTITLED "BACK TO BLACK " TO GO TO .

STILLMAN COLLEGE, TUSCALOOSA, ALA., WHERE CARMICHAEL HAS 
\ '

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT TONIGHT. SUCCESS OF THIS EFFORT IS UNKNOWN.

b7C

REPORTED CARMICHAEL LEFT TUSKEGEE INSTITUE AT ABOUT

"T-------- \(./'. ’ z- ' -------
NOON THIS DATE IN NINETEEN SIXTYSIX YELLOW MUSTANG OF

ACCOMPANIED BY AND TWO OTHER UNIDENTIFIED

EGRO MALES,. PRESUMABLY EN ROUTE TO STILLMAN COLLEGE. TUSCALOOSAN

ALA., POSSIBLY VIA LOWNDES COUNTY, ALA.

NO INCIDENTS OCCURRED.

RE MO TEL THREE TWELVE SIXTYEIGHT INSTANT.

LETTERHEAD MEMO FOLLOWS. P.

END.

BGM

FBI WASH DC

X



FBI WASH DC*

FBI ATLANTA

O % 8- OF JUSTICE
w wrjwiwiow section

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-30-2006 BY
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

(gi. Tolson—
DeLjach.1 

"jAr. Mot 
Mr. 
Mr/CM 
Mr. Callahan..

Conrad- 
Felt...;__

Gale____
Rosen___

Sullivan.^ 
Tavel__ _

Trotter 
Tele. Room__

Miss Holmes... 
Miss Gandy—

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

155PM URGENT 3-15-68 LCS

TO DIRECTOR 100-446080 AND WFO 100-43503

FRO M ATLANTA 100-6812

STO KELY CARMICHAEL. IS - M; SEDITION

WSB, LOCAL RADIO STATION, REPORTED

MAR FIFTEEN INSTANT THAT SUBJECT IS TO

PIDENTIFIED AS A WELL KNOWN SOUTH AFRICAN ENTERTAINER.

END

LCC

FBI

P

WASH DC*

.. ;

.EX-105
.g MAR 19 1968

BELAYED 1$ tJjrQ

CC- MR. SULLIVAN .

■w.. MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR^



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

y DATE 03-30-2006 BY
/ 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

208 URGEMZ3-1'3-68 JGA

TO DIRECTOR JACKSON MOBILE AND WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM BIRMINGHAM

b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC, SEDITION.

3'J

Mr. DeLoach---- -
Mr. Mohr. —
Mr. Bishop--------
Mr. Casper.--------
Mr. Callahan—~
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt-------- —
Mr. Gale------  —■
Mr. Rosen—~~~Z> 
Mr. Sullivan /tC-
Mr. Tavel--------—
Mr. Trotter--------
TeSe. Room------- -
Miss Holmes- 
Miss Gandy----- —

REMYTEL TO DIRECTOR, MOBILE AND WFO TODAY.

STILLMAN COLLEGE ADVISED CARMICHAEL

WILL STAY ON CAMPUS UNTIL NOON TODAY. CARMICHAEL TOLD HE THEN

PLANS TRAVEL TO GREENE COUNTY, ALA., J0AND WILL SPEAK

TONIGHT AT FIRST ^AFRICAN BAPTIST CHURCH, EUTAW, ALA., IN BEHALF

OF b7C

SAID CARMICHAEL TALKED ABOUT POSSIBLY VISITING

TALLADEGA COLLEGE IN ANNISTON, AJ^fik /^-Z_ t/- ig b # g 0 — ‘
EX-IOS

BUAGENTS CONDUCTING LOOSE FISCREET SURVEILLANCE. MAR I© M

NOTED TWO CONTACTS MADE BY CARMICHAEL AND AIDES WHILE AT

STILLMAN COLLEGE. CARMICHAEL WAS VISITED IN HIS ROOM AT COLLEGE

BY FIVE UNKNOWN NEGRO PERSONS, THREE MALE, TWO FEMALE

b7C

TWO COPIES TO WFO

b7C



PAGE TWO

THEY ARRIVED IN NINETEEN SIXTYFIVE PLYMOUTH BEARING NINETEEN
b7C

SIXTYEIGHT MISSISSIPPI TAG 

(MARSHALL COUNTY MISSISSIPPI) AND DEPARTED DUR I NG^j^RLY. MORNING HOURS.

CARMICHAEL’S AIDES ALSO MADE CONTACT WITH| |AT

HIS RESIDENCE TUSCALOOSA, ALABAMA

TUSCALOOSA CITY DIRECTORY REFLECTS

STILLMAN COLLEGE.

FOR INFO BUREAU ||lS LIAISON SOURCE, BIRMINGHAM 

DIVISION AND CONTACT BEING MAINTAINED WITH HIM TO ASCERTAIN .CARMICHAELS

FUTURE PLANS.

GREENE COUNTY ALABAMA IS SPARSELY POPULATED THEREFORE DISCREET 

P
SURVEILLANCE WILL BE CONDUCTED EXTREMELY LOOSE. BOUBTFUL THAT 

PRESS OR ANY WHITE PERSONS WILL BE ADMITTED INTO FIRST BAPTIST 

CHURCH, EUTAW, TONIGHT.



PAGE THREE

BUAGENTS WILL NOT ATTEND MEETING, HOWEVER, LIAISON SOURCE

WILL^'COVER MEETING. ALSO

______WILL ATTEND

b2 
b7C 
b7D

AND REPORT ON CARMICHAEL’S SPEECH.

BIRMINGHAM WILL FOLLOW AND ADVISE.

RECEIVED: 3:29 PM RDR



AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

(date 03-30-2006 BY
160 30 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

MAR 13196

jEH6IPHERED

9s34 PM URGENT 3-13-68 HEP

TO DI^TOR MOBILE AND WASHINGTON FIELD

froMbirmingham

b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION. ■ r-»« । ‘ --in--- - ■*** । ■ --- iririiir-*. nUi

[ Mr. Tolson.

Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr---------- ■
Mr. Bishop—-----
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Felt —-
Mr. Gale--------- —

/ Mr. Bosen-----
Mr. Sullivan_X—;

’ Mr. Tavel......——
Mr. Trotter——
T<$e. Room---------
Miss Holmes-------
Miss Gandy--------

!

REMYTEL TODAY.

AT ELEVEN AM INSTANT DATE CARMICHAEL DEPARTED UNANNOUNCED FROM

STILLMAN COLLEGE, TUSCALOOSA TO MILES COLLEGE, BIRMINGHAM WHILE UNDER 

DISCREET SURVEILLANCE B^ BUAGENTS. AGENTS AT BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 

ALERTED AND COVERED HIS APPEARANCE AT MILES. CARMICHAEL WENT ONTO

MILES COLLEGE CAMPUS AT TWO PM BUT SCHOOL OFFICIALS REFUSED TO ALLOW 

HIM TO SPEAK IN AUDITORIUM. HE SUBSEQUENTLY DEPARTED FOR TALLADEGA’^

COLLEGE , TALLADEGA , ALABAMA. BUAGENTS AT ANNISTON RA ALERTED AND 

HAD SOURCE ATTEND CARMICHAEL’S SPEECH AT TALLADEGA THREE THIRTY PM 

TODAY.

SOURCE REPORTED THAT CARMICHAEL MADE NO INFLAMATORY STATEMENTS;



PAGE TWO

LOOSE, DISCREET SURVEILLANCE CONTINUED AND CARMICHAEL THEREAFTER 

DEPARTED FOR GREENE COUNTY, ALABAMA VIA BIRMINGHAM.

CARMICHAEL CURRENTLY UNDER SURVEILLANCE, HOWEVER, SURVEILLANCE 

WILL BE EXTREMELY LOOSE WHEN HE ENTERS GREENE COUNTY WHICH HAS A 

LARGE NEGRO POPULATION. BIRMINGHAM WILL REPORT ON CARMICHAEL’S 

SPEECH TONIGHT AS SET OUT IN RETEL.

BIRMINGHAM WILL FOLLOW AND ADVISE.

RECEIVED: 10:44 PM RDR



FD-263 Rev. 6-1-59)

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D

•
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-30-2006 BY

W 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

CHANGED;^
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka.A.^Kuttati

REPOR1 ING OFFICE OFFICE OF ORIGIN

IiTLANTA WFO
TITLE ( >F CASE

CHARACTER OF CASE

DATE

3/13/68
INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

... 2/1/68 - 3/1/68
REPORT MADE BY ' TYPED BY

b7C

SA_____ _________pml

INTERNAL SECURITY - SNCC SEDITION

Title marked changed 
tjised by subject when traveling 
D. C. 2/28/68.

to include alias of A. Kuttati
by air from Atlanta to Washington

REFERENCE: Atlanta tels to Director, WFO, New York and.Boston, 
dated 2/28/68.

APPRO

COPIES

SPECIAL AGENT 
IN CHARGE/ED

= MADE;

wBureau (10.0-446080) (RM)
J-WFO (100-43503)(RM)
1-New York (100-153751) (info) (RM.)
2-Bo st on (Info) (RM-) ■

(1-157-437)(CARMICHAEL)
(1-157-1_ , I ■ . b7c

2-Atlanta (100-6812)
COPIES DESTROYED

.34.3 FEB 23 1971 I__________________
DISSEMINATION RECORD, OF ATTACHED REPORT

AGENCY.

REQUEST RECD..

DATf

HO1

BY.

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW



AT 100-6812
ADMINISTRATIVE;

Atlanta tel dated 2/28/68 advised speech given 
by CARMICHAEL at M orehouse College on 2/28/68 had been 
taped by Atlanta PD. On 2/29/68, | I

Atlanta PD, advised that the men  b?c 
wno naa been assigned to follow subject's activities

while he was in Atlanta, had, on 2/28/68, attempted to record 
CARMICHAEL'S speech at M orehouse by utilizing a portable 
recorder. On 2/29/68, when they attempted to play this 
tape back, they found that the backgound noise and accoustrcs 
in the gymnasium where the* speech was made was buch that - 
the fidelity of the tape was extremely poor, preventing 
their securing a readable copy of,CARMICHAEL's speech. y

The Atlanta Office has learned that CARMICHAEL'S 
speech was taped by a local Negro radio station (WAOK). 
Atlanta is currently in the process of developing a racial 
informant closely associated with this radio station whom, 
it is believed, will be in a position to secure a copy of 
this tape.

Upon development of this source, the securing of the 
! tape and transcription of it, a letterhead memorandum will 
; be prepared and forwarded to the Bureau and interested offices.

The Agent observing CARMICHAEL on 2/28/68 is 
identified as SA I I

---------------------------------------------------- 1 b7C

INFORMANTS;
LOCATION OF

INFORMANT DATE RECEIVED .INFORMATION
b2
b7C
b7D

b7C
b7D

- B -
(COVER PAGE)
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is not generally known at the
Atlanta University complex.

LEADS
NEW YORK AND BOSTON DIVISIONS (INFORMATION)

Information copies furnished New York because 
of their continuing Interest in CARMICHAEL and' information 
copies furnished Boston in view of | __  __ [traveling
from Atlanta to Washington., D.C. with CARMICHAEL and 
continuing on to Boston. : '

ATLANTA DIVISION
I I«ti!in,mn7ni III I inrii-i urn u«r i-i«rn   — h —»

AT ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Will follow and report all activities of subject.

— —
(COVER PAGE)
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

। DATE 03-30-2006 BY
N16 0 3 0 9 ./ AU C / T AM / D C G,/ b 1 s

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
:e

Copy to:

b7C

Report of: SA

Date: March 13, 1968
Office: ATLANTA

Field Office File #: 100-6812 Bureou File 100-446080
Title: STOKELY CARMICHAEL, Also Known As

A. Kuttati

Character:

Synopsis:

l

INTERNAL SECURITY - STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING 
COMMITTEE; SEDITION

.... /
CARMICHAEL-arrived in Atlanta via air at 5:35 

a.m., 2/27/68 from San Francisco. Spent considerable 
time of 2/27-28/68 in company of SNCC associates andI reporttedlv Atlanta girlfriend and at the 
apartment ofT

Spoke at Morehouse
College gymnasium before approximately 2,000 students b7c
on afternoon of 2/28/68. Speech advocated that for every 
Orangeburg, S. C. incident there should be ten Detroits 
and ten Watts this summer. Advocated support of Arabs in 
their struggle with the Isralies. Classified the Poverty 
Program as a trick of the white man to further suppress 
the Negro. Stated that if $24,000 a year was earned under 
this program, $10,000 should be kept to live on and the 
other $14,000 should be given toward the purchase of guns. 
Did not advocate using guns unless the "hunky" (white) 
starts something. Departed Atlanta 5:10 PM, 2/28/68, via 
Delta Flight 106 under the name of A. KUTTATI. Traveled 
with companion, traveling as far as Washing
ton, D.C. with subject and then continuing on to Boston, 
Massachusetts. ARMED AND DANGEROUS

DETAILS:
; t>2 On February 27, 1968, _______ advised that he had
! b7D heard that STOKELY CARMICHAEL had arrived in Atlanta sometime 
I during the day but, at that time, he was unable to determine

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

। ft U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1967-0-273-878
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any specific details in this regard.
advised that heOn February 28, 1968, 

had learned that CARMICHAEL had arrived in Atlanta from 
San Francisco/ California at 5:35 a.m., February 27, 1968. 
Other information available to| |reflected that 
CARMICHAEL was scheduled to speak at Morehouse College 
at 2:00 p.m. on the afternoon of February 28. 1968. 
The source said that originally| ~

|of Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee : S^OC", was supposed to address a group of 
students at trie Atlanta University complex, but because 
of travel restrictions placed on______  CARMICHAEL would'
fulfill this speaking engagement. The invitation for 
CARMICHAEL to speak had been extended by the Black 
Student Alliance, an organization which was believed 
to have had its formation at a meeting held recently 
at the Mount Moriah Baptist Church, located at the 
corner of Ashby and Fair Streets, Atlanta.

I I advised later on February 28, 1968 
that CARMICHAEL had spent considerable time on February 27 1968 In the company of| I reportedly CARMICHAEL'S

in Atlanta, Georgia. A considerable amount of ' 
time was also spent at the apartment of] I
____________________________who resides ini

-28

b2
b7C
b7D

b2 
b7C 
b7D

I
b2 I
b7C I
b7D I

____  |advises that
she is the owner of a 19b5 Ford NMustang fastback. winter 
green in color, bearing 1967\Georgla. license | J____
According to I . who resided at I

AtlanM, until Thursday, February

In regard to

19687[_____________________
Georgia. The source advises that is not SNCC indoctrln-
ated, .does not espouse the SNCC nhllosonhv and her associations 
with CARMICHAEL stems from

vr-
-2-
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At approximately 12^-5 a.m., February 28, 
1968, a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau, of 
Investigation observed CARMICHAEL,| and two 
other unidentified individuals in a 1965 Ford Mustang b?c
at the intersection of Del Mar Lane and Linkwood Avenue, 
Southwest. Immediately after this observation, the 
automobile proceeded to the vicinity of a Negro 
community in Atlanta known as Vine City, where one 
of the or.cunants exited the automobile and CARMICHAEL, 
_____________ |and a third individual were last observed 
going west on Simpson Street in the vicinity of its 
Intersection with Northside Drive.

___________ ladvised that about 12vU0 p.m.
I?ebruary 28, 1968, a crowd of more than 200 Negro 
students gathered In a -class room in Sage Hall, 
Morehouse College, for the purpose of hearing b2
STOKELY CARMICHAEL. According to these sources, b71
it was obvious that the limited space at Sage Hall b71
would not, annnmmndate the crowd that Was gathering 
and____ _________________| a known. SN(E associate by

1 suggested that they all move to the gymnasium 
on the campus.

advised that the crowd
moved to the gymnasium and that at about 2:00 p.m. *2
CARMICHAEL appeared and addressed the approximate b71
2,000 students that had gathered In the gymnasium 
to hear- his speech.

According to these sources, CARMICHAEL said 
that those in attendance must be aware of the beauty or 
blackness, as black is beautiful and we are a black people. 
He said that they must realize that they are Africans as 
their mother country Is Africa and their heritage began there. 
CARMICHAEL said that they could not believe what the "Hunky" 
(white) tells you and that if you did you would look, back 
at your beginning and realize that it started with slavery.
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During his speech, CARMICHAEL said that the 
"Hunky" has many tricks to keep the Negroes under control 
and said that the poverty program Is one of these favorite 
tricks. He said that the "Hunky" gives the Negro family 
problems as he will give the eighteen or nineteen year old 
kid in the family a good Job and will make him the bread 
winner of the household, but that if he really wanted to 
help, he would get the fathers good jobs so that they 
would become the bread winners, as they should be. 
CARMICHAEL said that if a Negro is working on the poverty 
program and earned. $24,000 a year, he should keep $10,000 
to live on and give the other $14,000 for the purchase 
of guns. He did not say to use these guns but that they 
should be handy just in case the. "Hunky" started something. 
He added that the "Hunky" has, for many years, been 
afraid of black and he has tried to make the black afraid 
of the gun., but they are not now afraid to fight or willing 
to die for the cause.

He stressed the necessity for black people to 
remember that the blacks should r,ome first, then the individual. 
He claimed that America does not exist now and never did 
exist as far as the black masses are concerned as their 
mother country is Africa and the Negroes have been 'brought 
co America for ore purpose and one purpose only, to build 
an empire. Now that the purpose has 'been fulfilled, the 
"Hunky" Is getting rid of the Negro and for- every Orangeburg, 
Louth Caroline. Iroid.ent there should be ten Detroits, ten 
Watt's (California) and ten Alahams this summer. He urged 
those in attendeeto unite and support the Arabs In their 
struggle with the brailles, as rh- Ir-sbs are our people.

CARMI CHA Jul made reference to the boycott by the 
Negroes of the Olympics pointing out. that without the Negro 
the United States would lose, and a loss for the United States 
would be a victory for the Negro. He said that the Negroes 
are the warriors and when the Whi-;®s lose, the'blacks 
can take pride in this fact and that If all the black men 
were to withdraw f'-’orn Vietnam, the White society would collapse.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Information made available by______ reflected
that at 11:30 a.m. on February 28, 1968, CARMICHAEL was 
at Paschel Brothers Restaurant located on Hunter Street, 
where he remained for a short time before going to the 
Morehouse gymnasium located at the Atlanta University 
complex.

|_______|said that at approximately 1:45 p.m.
CARMICHAEL began his speech urging a uniting of the 
N®gro in a consolidated effort to prevent being wiped 
out bv the White race. During the speech by CARMICHAEL, 

said that CARMICHAEL accused the United States of 
having taken the gold and silver from Africa as well as 
other valuables from other countries, and that they had 
tried to run these countries with their ideas but the 
black people are just as superior as the Whites. CARMICHAEL 
urged the black people to stop fighting among themselves and 
destroying each other, but to unite and become individuals. 
CARMICHAEL urged that the black people eliminate undesirable 
associates and environments, as it is a plan of the White race 
to keep the Negroes in these environments which would prevent 
their possible Improvement of their moral standards, which 
improvements in the long run would be to the benefit of the 
entire race. According to CARMICHAEL referred to the
poverty program as nothing but a lot of "Hog Wash". He 
then related how the poverty program is catering to the 
young Negro element as opposed to the older "bread winner" 
of the family.

b7D

b2
b7C
b7D

According to the meeting was orderly
and no Incidents developed ana at the end of the meeting 
CARMICHAEL went to the Robert Hall Building on Morehouse 
campus, for a | Imeeting with members of the Black J
Student Alliance. Also in attendance at this| meeting j
were several SNC# members. After this meeting broke up, 
nf rmthhaet, want tn I H the off ice of

CARMICHAEL was here for a 
short time where he was picked up by an automobile driven 
by an unidentified individual and driven to the Atlanta airport. 
CARMICHAEL, in company of one H boarded Delta Flight
Number 105, which was scheduled to depart Atlanta at 4:50 p.m. 
for Dulles Airport in Washington, D. C. CARMICHAEL was travel-
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Ing under the name of A. KUTTATI with reservations to Washington, D. C. only and his companion, [_______' 
had continuing reservations on Northeastern Airways 
Number 316Y, destined for Boston, Massachusetts.

b7C
b7D

I said that the plane left Atlanta at 
approximately 5 J10 p.m.

|______ |advised that at the conclusion of
CARMICHAEL'S speech at Morehouse, he read a letter b2
which had been written by H. RAP BROWN, the National b7D
Chairman of SNCC.

|made available a copy of this letter b2 
which is set forth as follows: b?D

-6-



A LETTER FROM PRISON FROM H. RAP BROWN

Parish Prison 
New Orleans, La 
2/21/68

Being a man is the continuing battle of one's life and one loses a bit of manhood 
with every stale compromise to the authority of any power in which one does 
not believe.
No slave should die a natural death. There is a point where caution ends and 
cowardice begins.
For everyday I am imprisoned I will refuse both food and water. My hunger is 
for the liberation of my people. My thirst is for the ending of oppression.
I am a political prisoner, jailed for my beliefs — that Black People must be 
free. The Government has taken a position true to its fascist nature: Those 
who we cannot convert, we must silence. This government has become the 
enemy of Mankind.
Death can no longer alter our path to Freedom. For our people, Death has 
been the only known exit from slavery and oppression. We must open others.
Our will to live must no longer supersede our will to fight, for our fighting 
will determine if our race shall live. To desire Freedom is not enough.
We must move from resistance to aggression, from revolt to revolution.
For every Orangeburg there must be 10 Detroits. For every Max Stanford 
and Huey Newton, there must be 10 dead racist cops. And for every Black 
Death there must be a Dien Bien Phu.
Brothers and Sisters, and all oppressed people, you must prepare yourself 
both mentally and physically, for the major confrontation is yet to come. You 
must fight. It is the people who in the final analysis make and determine his
tory, not leaders or systems. The laws to govern you must be made by you.
May the deaths of '68 signal the beginning of the end of this, country. I do what 
I must out of the love for my people. My will is to fight; resistance is not 
enough. Aggression is the order of the day.

NOTE TO AMERICA

America, if it takes my Death to organize my people to revolt against you, and 
to organize your jails to revolt against you, and to organize your troops to re
volt against you, and to organize your children, your God, your poor, your 
country, and to organize Mankind to rejoice in your destruction and ruin, then 
here is my life! But my soul belongs to MY PEOPLE.

Lasime Tushinde Mbilashaka. (We shall conquer without a doubt.)

H. RAP BROWN
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

I •
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

March 13, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka.
A, Kuttati

Character Is . “ SNCC; SEDITION

Reference Atlanta report of SA dated 3/13/68

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past. ..

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 

of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.
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■■ --Date: March 13, 1968

To: , Director; FBI'

pin:. Legal'Attache, Ottawa ;}

Title ..

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

• (Bufile’ : 100-446080 • < }

Attention : __L__  ■ •___•■_■,• ' 1

X’ ( 100-1564
■■ y,- ■ .. • - .5

.. Character . , " -

IS-MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION
Reference ’

00: WFO

b7D

b7D’

. Enclosed are the following communications received’from

Three copies of Department of State Airgram dated February 
Remarks: 28, 1968, ’’Unclassif ied. ”

For info.

’•Dissemination ■■ ■, <
.Ik I . May be made-as received - ?,

’ [I I / May be made as indicated by stamp on enclosure 
|| । Vnvmt be made without, further.clearance withl

Following, offices would be interested’iri'receiving copies of enclosures:

WFO (100^43503) .
Status with this’ office:

Do not write in space below
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AIRGRAM

Department of State

J-161

FRCM Amconsul MONTREAL

2-24

1 FILES

I ACTION:
I DATE;
I INITIALS:

y 28, I960

Separatists.SUBJECT Stokely Carmichael Supports Quebec

u

't6^
'? 48

| Hi"

Montrdal-Matin, a French-language daily, printed the following story 
in its edition of February 28 stating that Vallieres and. Gagnon have 
received, a telegram of support from Stokely Carmichael.
"Pierre Vallieres, who is now standing trial before the Assizes Court, 
and Charles Gagnon, who will stand trial in the March session, are 
receiving Support not only from a movement formed for their defense 
in Quebec, but also from abroad. The following telegram brings to * 
Valliferes and Gagnon, two presumed members of the neo-ILQ, the support 
and the good wishes of Stokely Carmichael, President /sic/ of the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee*.

"(The underlined words are in French in the text of the telegram.)

"»Courage brothers. Our group is also grappling daily with the dirty 
tricks of government /chinoiseries gouvemementales/ and we are 
deceived every day. We refuse to disassociate ourselves from our 
brothers of the FIQ by uttering vicious lies. Accept our sympathy 
during the trial which you are now facing. Your present experience 
differs in no respect from that of true patriots everywhere whenever 
they oppose tyranny. We are confident that you will be acquitted. 
We will win /Nous vaincrons/.

UNCLASSIFIED
b7c

■ b7C
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-Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (lOO-.4ij.6O8O)

0 (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M; SEDITION
(00: WO)

(P) b7C

date: 3/18/68

Reference New York airtel 3/8/68.
Telephone number DU 7-1000 is the public 

telephone number of The Chastelton Hotel, 1701 16th. Stree 
N.W., Washington, D.C. Sources are unable to advise WF0 
as to who was contacted there on 12/21/67* NYO requested 
to advise WF0 of any additional information developed 
which might tend to identify person contacted at the 
above hotel on 12/21/67«

ano

,a MAR 19 1968Bureau
1 - W0

(RM) (100-153731)New York

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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; Date:. 3/13/68

Transmit the following in _____

AIRTEL
Via _ __ _________ ■ ________

. (Type in plaintext or code)

‘ (Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)
STOKELY^CARMICHAEL

IS - MISC; i
SEDITION j
(00-.WFO)

b7C •

ReBuairtel, 2/28/68.

Enclosed herewith are eleven copies of an 
LHM regarding the above-captioned matter.

It is to be noted the information furnished by 
___________________________________ _____ ___________________________Metro - 
politan Police Department (MPD), was predicated to a 
large extent on information received by the MPD from an 
undercover policeman operating against CARMICHAEL.

The source referred to as having furni shed 
information on, 3/12/68 is|~ |

b2 
। b7D

Numerous sources of WFO are'Deftig contacted- 
regarding the specific allegation mentioned in the k 

' . mar is«
^2> 

■ • • ■■ ■ . ■
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1-WFO
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Approved: ‘Sent
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attached LHM. Negative results ■have been received from 
a number of ' sources to date; Additional sources;- are yet 
to be heard- from. WFO is following this matter cipsely 
and add!tional info as developed will be f urni shed to

■;?the;'Bure:au.^%\ - ■' ' • ■
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

File No. Washington, D.C. 20535 
March 13, 1968

STOKELY GAEMICHAEL '''/■•

According to a press release dated February 20, 
1968, Stokely Carmichael was reported to be conducting a 
secret school for black militants in Washington, D.C.

MetropolitanPolice Department (MFD), advised on March 4, 
1968, that the MPD has followed the activities of Stokely 
Carmichael closely since his arrival in Washington, D.C. 
to take up residence on January 4, 1968. He advised the 
MPD has remained aware of his activities in establishing 
an organization called the Black United Front (BUY), and 
his affiliation with the Washington Office of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). | stated 1
Carmichael has attended a number of organizational meetings 
of the BUF since his arrival and has also attended various 
meetings of the Steering Committee of that organization. 
Carmichael has visited several high schools in Washington, 
D.C. and on several occasions, has spoken before student 
groups at the schools./ In addition, he has attended many 
parties since his arrival in Washington, D.CO, many of which 
were held in private homes, where Carmichael was the guest 
of honor. In addition, Carmichael has been known to hold 
office staff meetings with the Washington Office SNCC per
sonnel from tine to time concerning administrative operating ' 
procedures./'

7C | advised that no information has come to
the attention of the MPD that Carmichael is conducting a 
secret school in Washington, D.C. to train black militants 
from various cities in the United States, who then return 
to their own comnunities-to conduct similar schools. He

//-..A-®closu&'''':,/ t v
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j '■ .. '•/-■■■ / .•„ . ■' r. / .. / / ,-/ 'i---' .• ■
stated fee. feels’ sure no suchsehool is being operated by

/ Carmichael in Washington, D.C. because if he were, it 
would have in all probability been discovered by now by 
.investigative action of the police. He added that he 
has not observed a large Influx intoWashington, D.C. of 
so-Called black militants from other cities since 
Carmichael’s arrival.

The follbwihg additional persons affiliated with 
law enforcement or intelligence agencies in the Washington, 
D.C. area were contacted bn the dates indicated regarding 
the allegation contained in the above-mentioned press 

//release: . " ' • -/'\/;-/

United states Park Police 
■ Mar^i 7 , 1968 -' // ^ ,;'//-

■ Jack Parker. ',’'-;/-..
Assistant SpecialAgentin Charge, 
Intelligence Division, United States 

.■■ ’Secret .Service. .
-■ ...March. 6, 1968'//'•/

b7C

; / General Services Administration ’ ■ 
- March 11 >190

United States Capitol Police
March 12, 1968 / 

116th Military intelligence Group,
■.United States Amy < ' ■./ T'*< 
March 4, 190
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Office of Special Investigations, 
4th District, United States Air Force 
March 7, 1968

Naval Intelligence Security Office,
United States Navy
March 5, 1968

The above individuals advised no information lias 
come to their attention that Stokely Carmichael is operating 
a school in Washington, D.C. to train out-of‘-state militants.

_______________ |Washington, D.C., advised on March 13, 1968, 
he has been following Carmichael’s activities since his 
arrival in Washington, D.C. on January 4, 1968, particularly 
regarding matters which might affect Selective Service 
or recruitment matters. He advised that no information 
has come to his attention that Carmichael is operating a 
school for racial militants in Washington, D.C. He advised 
that he was doubtful such a school was being operated 
because if It were being Operated, it would have In all 
probability come to the attention of authorities by this 
time.

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past and who is in a position to be 
aware of Carmichael’s activities, advised on March 12, 
1968, that much of Carmichael * s time since Ms arrival in 
Washington, D.C. has been directed toward the establishment 
of an organization called the Mack United Front. Source 
advised that the BDF is an organization being created 
with the announced, purpose of attempting to unify the black 
community of Washington, D.C. In this connection, source 
stated that Carmichael has held a number of general meetings
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of the organization, as well as various meetings with the 
Steering Committee. The general organization meetings

I have been held at the New School for Afro-American Thought, 
2208 14th Street, N.W.,Washington, D.C. The meetings Of 
the Steering Committee of the organization have been held 
in private residences of members or in a local church.

f Carmichael, according to the source, has 'used the Washing-
I ton, D.C. Office of SNCC as his headquarters since his
I arrival in Washington, D.C.and has held several meetings
! with the staff personnel working in 'that office. Several

of these staff meetings were held at Carmichael’s residence. 
Source continued that Carmichael has attended a number of 
parties in private residences since his arrival in 
Washington, D.C., many of which were fund-raising parties

| sponsored By SNCC. he has also attended a number of
[ parties of a public nature. Source advised that Carmichael
। has appeared at several of the public schools In the District

of Columbia and has made talks a few classes, apparently 
with the approval of the school administration. Carmichael 
has also attended conferences and meetings with other civil t 

! rights organizations, such as the Southern Christian Leader- 1 
i ship Conference (SCLC), sponsor of the Wasuington Spring
I Project, Source stated Carmichael has^eiso met with Dr. ?
I Martin Luther King of SCLC.I
j inJfoMngton, D.C.

! '' ■ Source advised there is no Information available
! Carmichael is operating a school for out-of-town racial 
I militants In Washington, D.C. On the contrary, according 
| to source, Carmichael appears to be visiting so-called racial 
I militants in the cities where they are located rather than 
; having them come to Washington, D.C. Source stated 

Carmichael has visited the Roxbury, Boston area in Massa
chusetts, the Dayton, Cincinnati area in Ohio, and the San

। Francisco, Oakland, Los Angeles, California, areas since
| he took up residence in Washington, D.C. Dur ing each of

these visits, he made speeches and held discussions of 
black power with leaders there. Source has noticed no



large inf lux of out-of-town Negro militants in contact 
with Carmichael in Washington, b.C. Source was of the 
opinion Carmichael, if he were inclined toward estab
lishing such a school to train racial militants, would 
not establish it in Washington for fear it would be dis 
covered easily since it is the cap!tol of the country.

Other sources, who have furnished reliable infor
mation in the past and who have knowledge of Carmichael’s 
activities, as well as knowledge of racial matters generally 
in the Washington, B.C. area, advised when Contacted they 
have no information about Stokely Carmichael operating a 
school for training of out-of-town militants in Washington, 
b.c. ' '

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the property of 
the'FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be. 
distributed outside your agency.

5*



FDr3j igy. 5-22-6’4) *
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
^HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
’■DATE 03-30-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

Date 3/14/68

Mr. Tolson 
Mr. E-efbach. 
Mr. Mohr.....-_ 
■Mr... B ’.shop—. 
Mr. Casper__

Callahan. 
Conrad— 

Felt-___

Transmit the following in 1
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via ; AIRTEL
(Priority)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. ________
Tele. Room_ __
Miss Holmes.-...

FROM

STOKELY
IS - M;

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P) b7c

CARMICHAEL 
SEDITION

Rosen___
Sullivan-- 
Tavel...— 
Trotter_ _

II Miss Gandy„

advised that STOKELY CARMICHAEL may'give a 
the Presbyterian Church of; the Redeemer, 15th and Girard 

WDC, on Sunday evening of 3/17/68. According to
talk at
Streets, N. W., WDC, on Sunday evening of 3/17/68. According to 
the source this activity is part of a regular Sunday night church 
service fantiMBwhich is held each Sunday evening for Negro

. churchgoers.

A pretext telephone calL to the church on 3/14/68 
ascertained that if CARMICHAEL was in town he would attend the 
regular Sunday night church fellowship forum attended by the 
congregation. It was stated that CARMICHAEL's talk would 
include a question and answer period followed by a social hour.

MPD has advised that because of the religious con
notation involved and the high risk, potential for embarrassment, 
they will not attempt to record the program.

, -• , * • • 1.7 ’■ -. - -
WFO will cover CARMICHAEL'S activity through live 

sources; however, In view of the fact that the nature of.
A : I s 3 I "/cY
3/ - Bureau
1 - WFO



WFO 100-43503 f

CARMICHAEL's appearance is reported to be part of the regular 
Sunday night church program, no attempt will be made by WFO to 
record the activity because of potential embarrassment involved 
in recording a church program in this all Negro congregation 
church.



MAR 151968

EN CD PH ER ED207 PM URGENT 3-15-68 LCS

FIELDTO DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-30-2006 BY
.60309 / AU C / T AM / D C G/ bls

VIA TELETYPE

RE MOBILE TEL MARCH FIFTEEN INSTANT ■ b7C

CARMICHAEL ARRIVED ATLANTA DELTA AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE

AT AIRPORT BOTH INDIVIDUALS MADE TELEPHONE CALLS FOR SEVERAL

SIX FIVE AT TEN: FIVE TWO PM, ACCOMPANIED BY UNKNOWN NEGRO MALE

FROM ATLANTA

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Mr. Tolson...-------
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr——-----
Mr. Bishop.——
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad.....—
Mr. Felt------------i
Mr. Gale--------- -J
Mr. Rosen—~j— 
Mr. SullivanY— 
Mr. Tavel---------

Mr. Trotter-------
Te8e. Room--------

Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy-------

MINUTES, THEN PICKED UP BAGGAGE. CARMICHAEL AND OTHER INDIVIDtj

THEN SAT ON BENCH AT CAB STAND AND AT ELEVEN: FOUR FOUR PM ©J

WEIj?E

WITH

PICKED UP BY WO NEGRO FEMALES IN GREEN FOUR DOOR PONTIAC

SIXTYEIGHT GEORGIA TAG TAG
b7C

ISSUED TO
•'i

ATLANTA .r" V

; SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN PAST
I

IDENTIFIED STUDENT NON-VIOLENT

b7C
b7D

COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC)

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE IS AT

b2

b7D ' . . t i U
atlBW following?

CLOSELY AND WILL KEEP BUREAU AND WFO ADVISED

13 WAR 19 igsg

RECEIVED: 217 PM RNK

TWj/bu WASHIN^T

162 MAR

1'



ev. 5-22-6S7"^

Transmit the following in

Via ! TELETYPE

b7C

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

■DATE 03-30-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

(Priority)

PLAINTEXT
O/JU/DO

; • ji
(Type in tifciint'ext or code)

URGENT Al n

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
/ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
SAC, WFO (100-43503)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION
RE WFOTEL 3/16/68
SUBJ OBSERVED DEPART

MT. Tolson.-----—
|Mr. DeLoach—— 
|Mr; Mohr'.,-------
|Mt. Bishop.--------
| Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad.-----
Mr. Felt------- ■—
Mr. Gale-------- y

Z'1 I Mr. Rosen------/
Mr. Bullivan.X- 
Mr. Tavel--------
Mr? Trotter.—— 

— "TeiF. ■Roonr.rzj=-' 
[ Miss Holmes-

Miss Gandy—

RESIDENCE EARLY AFTERNOON INSTANT IN LATE
BEARING NY LIC

ACCOMPAINED BY TWO
MODEL BLUE PLYMOUTH FURY 
PREVIOUSLY DETERMINED TO 
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALES* LATER RETURNED IN/ANOTHER VEHICLE DRIVEN BY

ACCOMPAINED BY

BE

WHO ENTERED RESIDENCE
WITH SUBJ. SUBJ AT SIX PM APPEARED AT THE CHURCH OF THE REDEEMER
FIFTHTEEN AND GIRARD STS;,NW,WDC, FOR TALK SPONSORED BY CHURCH
FELLOWSHIP FORUM? HE WAS ACCOMPAINED BY WHOM HE
'introduced TO CROWD? ATTENDANCE APPROXIMATELY THREE HUNDRED? TALK

CONCERNED WHITE WESTERN CIVILIZATION] AND HOW IT HAD ’’COLONIZED” THE 
; . ■■' . ■ . NEGRO IN THE UNITED STATES AND ELSEWHERE* STATED NEGROES SURVIVAL 1 i: ii

; MAR raao

M ? PerSent

K$Bureau
1-New Yofck (RM) (AM) 
;1-WFO
WWHtmrah 
| (5)

b,Y© WAR'____;; Approved:

U

Special Agent in Charge



' ' i ■ FBIJ ■ ? ■ !
; ■■■ Date: ; • )

I
Transmit'the following ,in _______ _ ___________ ___________ __J___________________ »__ __________I . ' (Type in plaintext or code) • ■ . • .

Via j — ■■ ' ______________P
, (Priority) ' ।

_____________ ._____________ _______________--------______________________ J____

PAGE TWO
WFO 100-43503

:at stake as u.s^ planning genocide against them. subj stated

COMMUNISM NOT ANSWER TO PROBLEM OF NEGRO WHO MUST CONNECT UP WITH 
THE OTHER NINE HUNDRED MILLION NEGROES IN THE ’’THIRD WORLD” TO 

I LIBERATE HIMSELF FROM ’’YOKE” OF WHITE MAN* STATED NEGROES SHOULD
!SUPPORT ARABS OVER ISRAELIS; PRAISED AND STATED HE
I WAS NOT GUILTY OF ANYTHING;

'ADMINISTRATIVE
I COPY TO NEW YORK AIR MAIL

i »■ . :
Approved’:  Sent 

\ Special Agent in Charge



ev. 5-22-64) ^ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
Therein is unclassified
JDATE 03-30-2006 BY
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

F B I ।

Transmit the following in

Date

PLAINTEXT

v. TELETYPEVia ____________

(Type in tflAntext or code)
URGENT /)/

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR (100-446080)j /ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
FM: SAC, WFO 00-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION
■ ----- ■ ~ .n’lr -mr.n. i   '
RE MYTEL 3/15/68

Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Tolsoii
Mr. DeLoach__
Mr. Mohr..,____
Mr. Bishop____ ,

Casper._ _
Callahan..—

Conrad-----
Felt____
Gale.......
Rosen__
Sullivan..
Tavel__-
Trotter

Tele. Hobm.IL
Miss Huhnes— 
Miss Gandy,-.

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

b7C

SUBJ FIRST OBSERVED THIS DATE AT ONE FORTYFIVE PM IN VICINITY
OF RESIDENCE* HE THEN PROCEEDED DIRECTLY TQ SNCC HDQTS, ONE TWO
H .. ' t ; ■ -■

THREE FOUR U ST,, NW, WDC. LATER LEFT SNCC OFFICE WITH TWO UNIDENTI
FiED MALES AND ENTERED A GREEN VOLKSWAGEN BEARING CURRENT D.C. LIC

1 WHICH IS REGISTERED TO
b7C

WDC*
VEHICLE PROCEEDED TO ABOVE ADDRESS WHERE SUBJ AND TWO UNIDENTIFIED

b7C

1—WFO
RNW:mmh 
(4)

ADDRESS*I
ADMINISTRATIVE

MALES WERE SEEN TO ENTER* SUBJ SPENT REMAINDER OF EVENING AT ABOVE

b7C

Tjipproved: _

MAD Az? 4 nt? ft

WFO WILL ATTEMPT TO FURTHER IDENTIFY

Sent
in Charge



* ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
W HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

“AFPMRGicnOwi-,!.. DATE 03-30-2006 BY
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENg^ „ g/Au" ' TjW DCG/ bls

Memorandum
TCJ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

. from : , NEWARK (100-49533) (RUC)

subject: STOKELY harm thwart.

IS - MISCELLANEOUS

Re Newark tel, dated 3/7/68.

date: 3/19/68

b7C

Referenced teletype set forth information the subject 
did not appear in Camden, N.J., on 3/6/68.

Inasmuch as the subject did not appear in Camden, 
and there is no information concerning scheduled 
appearance in Camden in the future, no additional investiga
tion will be conducted.

Newark has obtained informant coverage in the 
organization which had reportedly invited subject and is 
in a position to be aware of any scheduled appearances in 
Camden,,N«J.

EX 101

REO68

^Bureau (RM) 
2-WFO (100-43503) (RM) 
1-Newark 
HSB/maj- 
(5)

I MAR 20 1968

0.

R Bonds Pegularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 ALL INFORMATION CON TAlNE D
MAY 1962 EDITION ________ — _.
G^a'FTM^^.CFr) 101-11.6 HEREIN I kJ

UNITED STATES GO VMFMENTnATR 03-3 0
1 jf / 603 0 9/ AUG/Memorandum

UNCLASSIFIED
-2006 BY
TAM/DCG/bls

to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 3/19/68
ATTENTION: C. C. MOORE, Section Chief, Racial

A Intelligence Section, Division 5
from; SAC, WILK (1UU-18‘587T?)---------------------------

' $
subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

IS - MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION

Reference is made to Mobile telephone call to Bureau, 
and Mobile teletype to Bureau, 3/7/68.

Attached hereto are 2 copies each of Act No. 232 b7C 
and Act No. 233 referred to in referenced conununicat ions.______
which were furnished to the Mobile Division by|

[Alabama State Attorney General's
Office, Montgomery, Ala. *

(2)- Bureau (Encs. 4ENCLQmJRE

2 - Mobile |l
CAR-j es U
(4)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Plan



AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D

I HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-30-2006 BY
603 0 9/ AU C/TAM/DC G/bls

Drake, Shumate, Dowers, 
Brown, Waggoner, rurgess, 
Starnes, Smith (C)

H, 402

.Enrolled, Zin Act, To define and create the statutory offenses of 
inciting to felony and of inciting to misdemeanor; and to prescribe 
punishment therefor.__ _ _________ ___ ______ __ ___ .
BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF ALABAMA:___ _ __

Section 1. (a) Inciting to a felony is the effort or endeavor
by one person to induce, procure or cause another to commit a speci
fic felony.________ ______ ____ ____________ .. .........

(b) Inciting to misdemeanor is the effort or endeavor of one 
person to procure or cause anotner to commit a specific misdemeanor.

^Section 2. Any person who incites to a felony shall be impri
soned in the penitentiary for not less than one nor more than ten 
years; provided, however, that, if such person incites to a felony 
under circumstances and with results which would render him an aider 
or abettor in the commission of such felony, he may be indicted, 
tried, .and punished as a principal in the commission of such felony 
or, at the election and- choice of the State, he may be proceeded 
against as a violator of this statute; but in no event may a person 
be convicted and punished, for the commission of the same criminal 
act or acts, both as a violator of this statute and as a principal 
in the commission of the felony to which he shall have incited.

-Section^3. Any. person who incites to misdemeanor must be fined 
not more than five hundred dollars, and may also be imprisoned in 
the county jail or sentenced to hard labor for the county for not 
more than six months._ _________ .................._ _____ ______ ................

■i Section 4. This Act is intended to be cumulative and supple
mentary to existing law or laws. It is not intended to supersede 
either the common law or any penal statute now in force. The common 
law offense of criminal solicitation shall continue to be recognised 
in this state._____________ _____ ___ _ ____ ______ _______ _

Section 5. Should any provision of this Act, or the applica
tion thereof to any person or in any particular circumstance, be 
held invalid, such holding shall not affect the remainder of the 

j Act and the application of such provision to other persons or in 
other circumstances._

Section 6, This Act shall become effective upon its passage 
and approval by the Governor, or upon its otherwise becoming a law.__

| I nereby certiry that the within Act originated in and was passed 
! by the House July 13, 1967.

John i'I. Pemberton 
Clerk



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

ACT NO. 233 HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-30-2006 BY
603 0 9 ./ AU C / T AM / D C G,/ b 1 s

Drake, Shurrra t e 
Brown, Burgess 
Starnes. Smith

Bowers,, 
waggoner.
(C)

H. 403

prohi-Enrolled, /mi Act, To preserve law and order by proscribing 
‘Siting and penalizing incitement to crime or to riotous conduct...
BE IT^ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF ALABAMA:......   1........

Section 1. Definitions. For the purposes of this Act, the 
following words and phrases shall have the respective meanings here
inafter in this section assigned to them:________  __ .... .

(a) ''Incite” means to urge, encourage, counsel, command, di
rect, enjoin, charm, beguile, inveigle, cajole, conjure, demand, 
summon, stimulate, threaten, arouse, stir, agitate, suggest, induce, 
provoke, exhort, beg, beseech, entreat, ask, tell, signal, call, 
motion, gesture or otherwise seek to move to concrete action either 

; immediately or at the first opportune occasion. It does not include 
' the advocacy or teaching of abstract doctrine unaccompanied by any 
’ effort to bring about concrete action.___________ _____  __ _ ____ _
' .(b) "Immediately” means either presently, or upon completion,
or recess or adjournment of a meeting or program in progress; or 
upon the assembling or gathering of three or more persons pursuant 
to an act of incitement as hereinafter defined. For the purposes 
of this act, the taking of concrete action need not occur instan
taneously in order to occur immediately.____ ______ ______ ___

; (c) ”Act of Incitement” means any conduct, whether entailing
( the use of words or otherwise, by which a person or persons incite 
; any other person or persons._____________ _______ _____ ___ ___ .....

(d) "Person” includes natural persons, corporations, associa
tions and all other juristic entities... ... .........__ _ __  ___

Section 2. Creation and Gradation of Statutory Offenses._
(a) Any person who incites any other person or number of per- 

:sons to do any of the following shall be guilty of a felony: (1) 
;kill any human being or one or more human beings or group, body or 
; class of human beings; or (2) with force and violence, to do bodily 
harm to, or inflict bodily injury upon, any human being; or (3) 

:commit mayhem upon any human being or-one or more human beings or 
any group, body or class of human beings; or (4) unlawfully or for
cibly confine, inveigle or entice away any human being, with intent 
'to cause him or her to be secretly confined or imprisoned against 
; his or her will, or to be sent out of the state against his or her 
will; or (5) set fire to or burn a dwelling house, warehouse, store, 
or any other structure usually occupied or used by any human being 
Jor by one or more human beings or by any member or members of a 
'group, body or class of human beings; or (6) assemble unlawfully 
with others and, being so assembled, demolish, pull down, destroy, 
•or begin to demolish, pull down, or destroy, any dwelling house or 
.other structure; or (7) sell, give or otherwise furnish arms, 
fnition, weapons or explosives to any person participating or, 
;the knowledge of the seller or other furnisher of said items, 
about to participate in any riot, tumult or other mob action;
(8) take away from any' human being any .jo,£Jbi4js~o.rher-iBoue.-Y^Qg 

“pf-val-un by=fofce "or“'bfy~putf'ing
the intent permanently to deprive such human bein? ’
or property rights in such .----
rize the dwelling house or othe: 
to any human being or to any one o 
group or class of people, or to

arcinu- 
to 
being 
or

of his ownershio 
gla-" 
ging

money or goods of value; or (9) bur 
-"-ner building, occupied by or belon 

n more numan beings or to an, 
other juristic person; or (10) 

cn.miL.any reiony against the person or property of any human bein- 
or against any group, body or class of human beings, or other juris 
tic person, wnetner such felony be a statutory offense, a common 
law oxiense, or both; or (11) assemble with others, and bein» so



I-I. 403
assembled, engage in riotous conduct, disturbances of the peace and 
civil disturbances threatening or endangering life or property, 
after being warned to cease and desist inciting such conduct by any 
duly authorized law enforcement officer.

(b) Any person shall be guilty of a misdemeanor if he, she or 
it incites any other person or persons to commit a misdemeanor
which, if committed, would inflict bodily harm or injury upon any 
human being or upon one or more human beings or upon any group, 
body or class of human beings. Actual commission of any misdemeanor 
so incited shall not be an element of the statutory misdemeanor 
hereby created.  -V/j* ■ ■•■.i wn- mi ■ i u ■■ — i 11 mu. ■ n >■   ■ ■ । ■ — ■— . ■ । ■ n

Section 3. Punishment.
(a) any person convicted of inciting any other person or per

sons to the commission of any of the acts enumerated in Sub-section 
(a) of Section (2) hereof shall be imprisoned in the penitentiary 
for not less than one nor more than ten years._______

(b) liny person convicted of the statutory misdemeanor created 
in and by Sub-section (b) of Section (2) hereof must be fined not 
more than five hundred dollars, and may also be imprisoned in the 
county jail or sentenced to hard labor for the county for not more 
than -six months.-- ---- -- ------------------------------

(c) If any person engages in an act of incitement under such 
circumstances and attended with such results as to constitute such 
person, under the law of Alabama as it exists prior to the passage 
of this Act, an aider and abettor in the commission of crime, then 
such person may be proceeded against as a principal in the commis
sion of the crime to-which he has incited; or, at the election of 
the State, such person may be proceeded against for violation of 
this ztct; but in no event shall a person be convicted and punished, 
for the commission of the same criminal act or acts, both as a vio
lator of this statute and as a principal in the commission of the 
crime to which he shall have incited another or others... ...... —...

Section 4. Interpretation and Severability of Provisions.
(a) This Act is not to be interpreted as requiring that con

duct include or involve verbal communication in order for such con
duct to constitute an act of incitement. If conduct reasonably 
adapted to the purpose of incitement be employed for the accomplish
ment of that purpose, it shall be immaterial that neither spoken 
nor written words are so employed. Nothing herein provided, howev- 

; er, is to be deemed, construed or interpreted as limiting the acts 
: of incitement here denounced to non-verbal acts. An act of incite- 
'< meat may or may not consist in whole or in part of the use of words, 
' oral, written, printed, drawn or otherwise formulated. (b) The
only intent requisite to the commission of the crimes in this Act 

■ denounced is the intent to do the act of incitement. (c) The 
; crimes herein denounced shall be'deemed to be completed upon com
pletion of the act of incitement, whether the specific acts of 

: wrongdoing sought to be incited be committed as a result or in con- 
■ sequence of the act of incitement or not; but the efficacy or inef- 
: ficacy of an act of incitement may be considered in imposing pun
ishment. (d) If any provision of this Act, or the application 

i thereof_to any person o^_ in any_particular circumstags 
! invalid, the remainder ,of the Act and the applicat iorF or 
vision to other persons or in other circumstances shall not be af
fected by such holding of invalidity.



H. 403 3

Section 5.. Effective Date. It is hereby specially provided 
that this Act shall become effective upon its passage and approval 
by the Governor, or upon its otherwise becoming a law.-----------

Speaker of the House of Reoresentatives,
-■-J—— > 11 1 Illi !»■■ ■■ ■! ■ H.ft— ■■ .11 II ■ I ■■ ■■ —I— II I

President and Presiding Officer of the Senate
-r**--*——;! - ■    ■  -—_ j-L ■ _T ■_ Ll j „ ■ _ _   

House of Representatives 
August '8, 1967

I hereby certify that the within Act originated in and x^as 
passed by the House July 13, 1967.

Senate

AUG 17 1957
TIME R ■ H . 

Secretary of State



Transmit the following .in

Vin. , AIRTEL'

\ A. ■. ■ -X I
-- - •• . a. . >•- . i

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ' -I
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED [

,"'W date 03-30-2006 BY . .. I

■ 603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls ' '

Dateii ’ 3/6/68 ; <'• ' . {
.. ' J' O’' . ' ' ' J ' / ■ d

■________ ,? - , ' . ' " ~ , ■- ... ,, r ■ ■. I
. . (Type in plaintext or- code) •„ < j ’ ” 1

.> ; AIR MAIL - ■ '■-/ ' / ■ V ' ' ~ |

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
b7C

-*'6r i ’1 
r??;

x yi ,, * i
I
w \ « $

14 ’ ’
, ’’ 5-' , '

; "" 'i'X‘

I Alt- W

Ue ■< -

FROM

SUBJECT

SAC, SPRINGFIELD (100-J10697) RUC

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS r^M_; SEDITION

Re Chicago airtel to Director dated<1/10/68, Atlanta 
airtel to Director dated 2/7/68, and WFO airtel to Director 
dated 2/20/68, < ■ A ' f

b7C ’
The f ollpwi ng investigation.was nondnr.ted by IC

r ■ <

• £E-U " ' > 'n <5 {j \

r> a
-

- • r<

|_____ ________________________  Selective Service
Headquarters, • Springfield, Illinois, advised on 3/4/68 that a 
check of records failed to reflect any record for

(3?- Bureau (100-446080)(RM)
^2 - WFO (100-43503) (RM) _ RFC-7R :

i 1 - Atlanta (i00-6812)(Info)(RM)/ .;#VUU / ‘^^^^^ 
1 - Chicago (157-1207)(Info)(RM) ex-log

: 1 -Springfield (100-10697).
: JDH:css • .
; <8>

® MAR @ TO
' «»'• -

■ '3 ,

MAR 26 j96^-. 1 A

Approved: Sent M Per



•I; 3’6 ( Bev. 12-13- ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

I
'HE RE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-30-2006 BY
603 0 9/ AU C/TAM/DCG/bls

Date: 3/11/68
Transmit' the foilow ing in

(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL

DETROIT (100-34122) (?)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISC 
SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

Mr. I Tolson____
Mr. I DeLoach___
Mr. I Mohr 
Mr. । Bishop
Mr. । Casper_____
Mr. [ Cal 1 ahan___
Mr. Conrad____
Mr. Felt___ '___
Mr. J G ale_______
-Mrr| j'' os?n 
Mr. । Sullivan___
Mr. । Tavel 
Mr. | Trotter___ .
TMtj. Room_____

Miss Gandy.

Enclosed for Bureau are 9 copies of LHM 
entitled "Visit of STOKLEY CARMICHAEL to Eastern 
Michigan University-Campus-, ” 4/25, 26, and .27/68. ■

The source referred to in this LHM is___
Detroit IzOff ice .

This LHM is being classified conr^^Tntia 1 
to protect the source of continuing value.

b7C 
b7D

It is suggested that offices covering 
CARMICHAEL substantiate his speaking engagement at 
Eastern Michigan University, and report info, to Bureau 

interested offices.
Bureau (Enc. 9) (RM)
Atlanta (100-6812) (Enc. 2) (RM)
New York (100-153751) (Enc. 2) (RM$t
WFO (100-43503) (Enc,. 2) (RM)
Detroit <■ J, L H/vi

d
3 J-
2 
2
2 
2
WS/msl 
(11)

fOG <7 t &

AGENCY s ACSI, 0SI, SEC 
DEFT: ISD.CRI

Q WClfcfalR®
I ~ date F0RW_ H /^Ja

,2C.6/^

& 0. a.
(LC 'SuLLIU/W

SEC.

ecial Agent in Charge
Sent



5-1 13a ((9-29-65)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-30-2006 BY
603 0 9 ./ AU C / T AM / D C G,/ b 1 s

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 3/15/68

Information in the attached 
indicates Stokely Carmichael, a militant 
black nationalist, Senator Robert Kennedy, 
Ex-Governor George Wallace of Alabama, 
and Vice-President Hubert Humphrey, have 
been invited to speak at Eastern Michigan 
Dhiversity, Ypsilanti, Michigan, during a 
symposium, April 25-27, 1968.

Carmichael is presently in Alabama, 
vhere he has been speaking at several 
<egro colleges.

This is first information we have 
received concerning this affair. We will 
continue to closely follow. Pertinent 
offices instructed to determine validity 
of this information. Detroit is being 
Instructed to obtain full details through 
established sources. We are advising the 
office of the Vice-President.
WLS:lrb



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNIT

Detroit, Michiga 
March 11, 1968

Mr. Callahan.
Mr. Conrad... 
tw,.. Feit

DECLASSIFIED BY 603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1

eLca

ivir
Mr. Tavel__
Mr. Trotter.. 
Tele. Room 
Miss Holmes.
Miss Gandy-

Re: Visit of Stokley Carmichael 
to Eastern Michigan University

On March 8, 1968, a confidential source who -----------------
has furnished reliable information in the past advised b7C
that the Eastern Michigan University (EMU), Ypsilanti, „
Michigan, Administration and Social Student Organizations,^---------
are sponsoring a symposium that is scheduled to be r* 
held on April 25, 26, and 27, 1968, on the EMU campus./

The source advised that the following speakers ) 
for this symposium were invited: /

Stokley Carmichael f

Ex-Governor George Wallace of Alabama / _________

Senator Robert Kennedy

Vice President Hubert Humphrey

He also stated that other local state senators 
and congressmen, the names of which he did not know, were 
also invited.

The source stated that Carmichael and Senator 
Kennedy had accepted the invitation and were to appear 
and that Vice President Humphrey stated he either would 
accept the invitation, or send a representative to 
replace him.

The source further stated that the EMU 
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) Chapter was 
not able to endorse this group officially because the 
SDS organization on the EMU campus had no funds, 
available to share with the expenses involved.

ENCLOSURE



Re: Visit of Stokley Carmichael 
to Eastern Michigan University

A characterization of the SDS will be found in 
the appendix pages attached hereto.



STUOSKTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC -SOCIETY

IThe Students for a Democi'atic Society as it
is lrno«;n today came into being at a founding convent ion ■ held 
at Port Huron. Michigan in June, 1962. Thu SD-S is an 
'association of young people on thc^left and has a. current 
program of protesting- the draft Z/proraoting a campaign for 
youth to develop a conf? cient loriar objector status, denouncing 
United States intervention.-in 'fie war in Vietnam and to 
’’radically/transform" the uniZn'sity commoni15', and provid.:- 
for its complete control by ^students. GUS HALL. General 
Secretary/ Communf st Party ,/USA, when Interv 1 cv-cd by a repre
sentative of United Press /nternationnl in San Francisco, 
Ca iiforufa on May 14. 196j? described the '8'A’S as a part ct- 
the "responsible -left” w/ich the Party has ’’going, for /is", 

the June , 1GG5 Fart j.onal'Convent ion ; an ant i--CcKU«vai?;x 
proviso -ang; removed .f.ro(i the EDS const i tv.tl on , Jn t he 
Get fiber .7, 3 966-issue Z-f "New left Notes", the official 
publication of STS, run SSS spokesman stated that there ate 
some lets in SZA and - they are welcome. The national
h^adcuat'tcrs of th .f organization as of April 33. 1967 was 
located in Roc-m 1C08 Vest Madison Street , Chicago, nilriois. /

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

3



Re: Visit of Stokley Carmichael to 
Eastern Michigan University

This document contains neither recommendations 
noi' conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its con tents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.



FDj-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) ISfe Tolson___
DeLoach._

Mohr____

Date: 3/2/68
PLAINTEXT______L_____

(Type in plaintext or code)

I IMr. 
|lMr. 
| 'Mr. Bishop ------
| 'Mr. Casper----- --
| *Mr. Callahan----

I
 Mr. Conrad ____ '
Mr. Felt________ '
[My. Gale________i

jiMr. Rosen-------- .JTransmit the following in

FROM

Via TELETY URGENT
\(Priority)

FOUR U

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
SAC, WTO-s (100-43503)
STOKELYCARMICHAEL, IS-MISC.; SEtJITIONW

/■

RE WFOTEL THREE ONE SIXTYEIGHT,
SUBJECT FIRST
ST; N,lh, WDC

PM THIS DATE, LATER

W Tavel;
I Mr. Trotter....—_ '

— 4 Tele. Room—
IMiss Holmes ....._

_ -LMiss- Gazrdjt------ -

4

OBSERVED ENTERING SNCC HDQTS, ONE TWO THREE
WITH UNKNOWN MALE AND FEMALE ABOUT ONE THIRTY

----------------------------------- !---------------------------------------------------- b7CWENT TO OFFICE !OF

M's/ ;

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE’S WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT OFFICE. ONE-

AND THEN RETURNED TO SNCC.
DURING THE EVENING, SUBJECT VISITED AT SOURTHERN CHRISTIAN

fao>
kli'T

A:

FOUR ZERO ONE U ST., N.W,, WDC*

Bureau 
WFO

RNWitkm 
(5)

i MAR 20 1968

Approved M J Per, __________________ Sent
Special Agent in Charge



FD-3fo (Rev? 5-22-64)

«
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

/--DATE 03-30-2006 BY
.'. .603 0 9/AUC/ TAM/ DCG/ bls

. r B 1■ '•.. •' \ :

* Date : 3/14/68

Transmit the following in _
(Type in plaintext or code) . ■'

Vin AIRTEL
J (P-fiority)'

Mr. Tolsdn_ir_ 
Mr,. : ..
Mr. Mehr _
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Caspar
Mr- .
Mr. Conrad.
Mr. Felt—
Mr. Gsi’a;
Mt. Rdsan___
Mr.. Sullivan_
Mr? Tav<>l„__
Mr. Trotter__
Tele. Room___
Miss. Holmes— 
Miss Gandy_a_

Calia.'.am.

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

:: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M; SEDITION 
(OO:WFO) <

,. Jb7C

Re New York airtel 3/7/68 entitled ’‘NATIONAL BLACK 
ANTI-WAR ANTI -DRAFT UNION, RM” (NBAWADU). : / \

New York requested to ascertain details concerning 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S scheduled speech before NBAWADU, being . 
held New York City, April 12, 13, 14, 1968; and cover 
pursuant to Bureau airtel 12/21/67; j

r

Bureau ‘
3 - New York (100-153751) (
; (1 - 157-2085) (NBAWADUr ■ /

2 - WFO -■ . v.
(1 - 157-1513) (NBAWADU) i

i WR /.<p . - .

WWH:cjk 
(8)

V?

AIRTEL /

Per-• 1 Approved



.................

' 60309/ AUc/ TW
Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE_ 3/13/68

We are continuing- to follow the 
activities of Stokely Carmichael, the 
former Chairman of the Students Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee,

The attached pertains to speech he 
made last night at Stillman College, 
Tuscaloosa, Alabama. In view of his 
comments, pertinent information is being 
furnished to the White House, the Attorney 
General, and interested agencies.



103 A

MAR 131968 
/X 

encipher™
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

URGENT 3-13-68 ' n__ _ , \ ,
bOJLiy/AUC/ TAM/DCG/bls

TO 1RECTOR MOBILE AND WASHINGTON FIELD

FjfOM BIRMINGHAM 2P

__ . t /% sce/4/7^J

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, Iff-^-MTSCo, SEDITION

REMYTEL MARCH TWELVE SIXTYEIGHT

b7C

EVENING MARCH TWELVE SIXTYEIGHT CARMICHAEL ADDRESSED

Felt... 
Gale_

M j-Mr. Rosen.
Sullivt

Shop J

CM

Mr. Callahan.
Mr. Conrad...
Mr.

/) Mr-

Mr.
Mr. Tavel —
Mr. Trotter. 

| Tele. Room.. 
I Miss Holmes

Miss Gandy.

GROUP OF APPROXIMATELY FIFTEEN HUNDRED PERSONS AT STILLMAN

COLLEGE. PRESENT AT SPEECH WHICH WAS OPEN TO PUBLIC.

CARMICHAEL GAVE USUAL BLACK NATIONIST TYPE ADDRESS CALLING

FOR A BLACK AFRICIAN REVOLUTION IN THIS COUNTRY. CARMICHAEL

REFERRED TO PRESIDENT JOHNSON AS "HONKEY" AND CARMICHAEL

ADMITTED THAT HE MET WITH HO CHI WHILE IN NORTH VIETNAM

DURING QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD AFTER SPEECH CARMICHAEL

COMMENTED THE WHITE MANGIN AMERICA WANTS A CIVIL WAR WITH

THEM AND.WHEN THAT .THE BLACKS, WELL WE SAY WE ARE’READY FOR

CIVIL WAR COMES WE WILL GET JOHNSO.N <
1 ' i,»nirrritnr . ■“••■ss’s’wsawsu*; / O O"

62 MAR 2
£910 COPIES TO WFO

MARI® 1968

0 ■*



PAGE TWO

; AST RECORDED SPEECH BUT NOT QUESTION AND ANSWER 

PERIOD., TRANSCRIPTION OF SPEECH WILL BE SUBMITTED TO 

BUREAU IN FORM OF LETTER HEAD MEMO.
I • • '

CARMICHAEL INDICATED HE WILL TRAVEL TO UTAH, ALABAMA 

TOMORROW AND SPEAK AT FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, UTAH, TOMORROW 

NIGHT. . >=7c

ADVISED CARMICHAEL WILL STAY ON CAMPUS UNTIL APPROXIMATELY 
i ■ ■ -fr"

NOON MARCH THIRTEENTH NEXT. £

INFO REGARDING CARMICHAEL’S ACTIVITIES WILL BE APPROPRI- । Co.

ATELY DISSEMINATED TO LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES, MILI<? i

/Huffed
TARY INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES, U.S. SECRET SERVICE AND USK. '

BIRMINGHAM WILL FOLLOW AND ADVISE.

RECEIVED: 2:19 AM MSE



FBI WASH DC*

BI BIRMGHAM

CoWutOTlONS SECTION 

MAR 1419&8

I:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-30-2006 BY

512J?fi URGENT 3-14-68 h^309/AUC/TAM/ DCG/ bls

0 DIRECTOR, MOBILE, WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM BIRMINGHAM (157-2546) IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS -MISCELLANEOUS; SEDIT

REMYTEL TODAY AND BIRMINGHAM TELCALL TO MOBILE TODAY

SUBJECT DEPARTED GREENE COUNTY, ALA., INSTANT DATE AT

b7C

Mr. Tolson--------
DeLoaeh——

Mohr______
Bishop_____
Casper_____

Callahan___
Conrad____

Felt- 
Gale

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Rosen__
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Tavel__
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy____

APPROXIMATELY NINE A.M. EN ROUTE SELMA, ALA. SUBJECT DUE TO

SPEAK AT SELMA AT TEN THIRTY A.M. INSTANT DATE

MOBILE WAS ADVISED BY RETELCALL

END

BAP

FBI WASH DC*

P



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
■■ HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 03-30-2006 BY
'60309 / AU C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

1 - !kdministratj<ve Divisi
1 -

ion
b7C

% MW* at W w fssrns-M to yoab
w aw MwW .

reliable aa< inimwt'icm is ite $sst* w .
W i© saa&G & ©& your edw

' :

1 ■* iwtiHOt <W'
0-- W-iW ;

■Mtwiitwr -J
■ . ,; ”■. ■' . ■ ?

1 * Mae ©t tsmratlWl®>w§ .
■ -\ ■, ■■ / ■ ..;.

■ : MH#. M^Asiw

1 - Assistant Attorney General
Internal Security Division



Director, U.’S. Secret Service .:

NOTE

;: Corrective action being taken..regarding infprmation
'discontinued‘''-E'os^Ahge-ies: informant in accordance 

b2 '-with membrandtiml Ito W. C. Rnl 1 i va n 2/2/68 rega r d 1ng.:
b7C :,i ____ __________________ ■ Racial .Matters. "2 '■ 2 .2

Administrative; act ion handled- J' 2'



may‘ZA2Le^onNo:'!0 ' ' “'“ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
□S* gen. reg. NO. HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
UNITED STATE|gOVERNMENTDATE 03_3D_2006 BY

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O) date: 2/29/68TO

SAC, LOS ANGELES (IOO-68783)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS
00: Atlanta

Re Los Angeles airtel andlLetterhead Memorandum 
to Bureau dated 6/8/67.

b7C
b7D

Confidential source mentioned
in referenced communication has been reclassified from 
"reliable" to a source "who has furnished both reliable and 
unreliable information in the past."

Bureau and Atlanta are requested to make above
listed change. Los Angeles copies have been changed and 
pertinent serials have been marked accordingly.

If referenced communication has ;; been disseminated 
by the Bureau and Atlanta, they are being requested to advise 
agency or agencies to whom disseminations were made in accord
ance with instructions set forth in Volume IV, Manual of Instructions, Section 107. k

p 
p

b2
b7D

Bureau (RM'l_____(1 | A
1 - Atlanta (100-6812) (RM)
2 - Los Angeles

(1 -|
JWW/dlp -----------
(5)

0^ '



Mpr all information contained i
IpTrff £ev. 5-22-64) HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED |

O DATE 03-30-20 0 6 BY P|

603□9/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls j

- ' FBI ' : ! ’ I
Date: 3/4/68 I [

Transmit the following in______________ __ _____ . . I . , r • •.... .... .:---------------------------- 1
(Type in plaintext or code) s . '

v.a AIRTEL AIR MAIL 'I- ______ '
" ' (Priority) ।

__________________________________ ___________________________________________ __ ______ _______________________________1_

TO : Director, FBI (100-438794)

FROM: SAC, Indianapolis (100-14416)

COMINFIL
SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CO] 
IS - C
OO: Atlanta

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are nine copies of LHM 
which the Bureau may desire to disseminate. ‘

Enclosed for Chicago, Atlanta and WFO are two copies 
each of above LHM.

b7C
b7D

_____ Confidential source is __________________________  
I who furnished information to SA

|2/29/68. Source's identity should be protected and 
she has furnished reliable information in the past.

o

LHM is classified CONEf^NTIAL because information reported 
from the confidential source could reasonably result in the tx 
identification of a confidential informant of continuing value 
and compromise her future effectiveness in furnishing infor- El 
mation concerning the national defense. u

b2
b7D

One copy of LHM is being disseminated 
Fort Benjamin Harrison, Indiana.

- Bureau (Enc. 9) (RM)
2 - Chicago (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - Atlanta (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - WFO (Enc. 2) (RM)
3 - Indianapolis

AGENCY:

to MIG, U. S.Army,

ACSI-, OSIjSECo

DATE F0RW:_____v
HOW F0RW: ______

CRD, .RAO J <11

HSK/rel, 
(12) h

n (WpproW:

NOT RECORDED
136 AA1T15 19G8..

Sent .M
Special Agent in Charge

CARBOH COP^

C5 
c£ 
a

Per______ ________



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

D STATES DEPARTMENT OF J^TICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Indianapolis, Indiana 
March 4, 1968

DECLASSIFIED BY
ON 03-30-2006

603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/
hristian Leadership Conference

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, bn February 29, 1968 advised as follows:

On February 28, 1968 three individuals from South Bend, 
Indiana, who were interested in civil rights, conterred with

|at SCLC headquarters, 
3543 West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois, | ~| advised one
of the individuals from South Bend that he expected her to participate 
in the ’’first wave” of Reverend Martin Luther King’s "Poor Peoples" 
Campaign, tentatively set for April 7, 1968. There will be around 
3000 individuals in this first wave and 200 to 300 of this number 
will be from the Chicago area. The first wave will camp by the 
"cherry trees" in Washington and if necessary will cut down the 
trees for use in fuel for cooking meals. If members of the first 
wave are arrested, replacements will be available.

_________ [stated that Stokely Carmichael, former head of 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), will publicly 
disavow this approach of SCLC to the' problem of poverty but privately 
will give support. SCLC will publicly disavow violence but 
stated "Many of us feel self-defense is essential" and "If someone is 
hit, there is no way of telling him not to defend himself". Also, 

I [stated in effect that the official stances of SCLC is one of
non-violence but "SCLC can’t police everyone".

b7C

_________ [related that the first stage will last up to three 
weeks followed by a second wave where those participating will be 
more from the middle class and will engage in more massive civil 
disobedience such as blocking the roads leading to Washington with 
their bodies and setting up large tent cities on government grounds.

Er; CLOBUiilS



Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
(SCLC)

b7C
_________ characterized the campaign by stating "This

is not a march; this is resistance”. He indicated that if the 
United States Government is forced to use' troops to police the 
areas occupied by the ’’poor people”, it would focus the attention 
of the world on the racist society of the United States.

b7C

indicated that SCLC was setting up child care 
centers to care for the children of those mothers who would be 
participating in the campaign. SCLC has just had a meeting with 
the Chicago Department of Public Welfare and obtained assurances 
that the Department of Public Welfare will not take any action 
against those who do participate in the campaign.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency.

2 #



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-106
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GC^RNMENT

Memorandum

AL L IN F 0 RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-30-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls

b7C

)lson ---------------
jLoach ------------
>hr------------------
shop ---------------
isper---------------

Callahan ------------
Conrad ---------------

Felt-------------------

I furnished Liaison for the Bureau’s 
information the attached memorandum dated 2/6/68 concerning

It is noted that the members of the|____________________  are
not set forth. [advised that among other militants
present were Stokeiv carmichael,|

b7C

b7C
b7D

advised that this information was furnished 
to the Bureau on a confidential basis and should not be 
disseminated outside of the Bureau. r“ '--- —— /7

' '' ' ' ' " ...... .................................. I"'
ACTION:

OlM 26196V



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64.)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

SECRET i
DATE: 04-20-2006
CLASSIFIED BY 60309/AUG/TAM/DCG/b

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
■WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

DECLASSIFY ON:
FB 1 0 4-2 0-2 031

Date: 3/6/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via ■AIRTEL AIR MAIL____
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-168197)

\#0M:
/I SUBJECT

SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-70038)(RUC)

SM-SNCC

OO: Atlanta

b7C

b7C

3 (1)

Re Los Angeles e^rtel and Letterhead Memorandum (LHM) 
2/26/68 captioned "STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS - MISCELLANEOUS, 
SEDITION; BLACK CONGRESTTFOTSGWrALLY FOR DEFENSE OF HUEY P. 
NEWTON. LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, 
2/18/68, RACIAL MATTERS."

Transmitted herewith ai’e five copies of LHM for 
the Bureau, two copies to Atlanta, and one copy each to 
Nev/ York, New Orleans, Richmond, San Francisco, and Washing 
Field. I A A ' II U

Sources mentioned in LHM are as follows^

*$3

b7C

O
lK

aN
A

kf
tM

D
 E

l

1

1

1
1
1
1

- Bureau (RM) (Enc. 5)VjNC-^
- Atlanta (100-7098)

(RM) (Enc. 2)
- Nev; York (100-160701)

(RM) (Enc. 1)
- New Orleans (100-17568)

(RM) (Enc. 1)
- Richmond (RM) (Enc. 1)
- San Francisco (RM)(Enc 1)
- Washington Field (RM), (Enc. .
- Los Angeles

:CY: tJWW/gJa /

____ 1__ ... pPATEgORff,

Approved:
R in charge

- i. •' O' . : ■ ' ■' -■

20 A96B

Sent



SECRET

LA 100-70038

Special Agent of the FBI., was
present and observed the Black Congress sponsored rally for 
defense of HUEY P. NE VITON at Los Angeles Sports Arena, 
Los Angeles, California, on 2/18/68, and a mechanical record
ing of the rally was made. A verbatim transcript of H. RAP 
BROVIN'S speech at the arena appears in attached LHM.

Enclosed LHM is classified conl^gntial inasmuch 
as data from could
reasonably result in the identification of confidential 
informants of continuing value and compromise future effective
ness thereof.

- 2 -



6 0 3 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/b1

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File i\’o.

DECLASSIFIED BY
ON 03-30-2006

UNIT^ STATES DEPARTMENT OF J^TICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU -OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angel.es, California 
March 6, 1968

SECURITY MATTER - STUDENT NON-VIOLENT 
COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC)

b7C

Sources utilized in this memorandum have furnished 
reliable information in the past.

On February 18, 1968, a Special Agent of the FBI, 
vias present and observed a rally sponsored by the Black 
Congress (a coalition of militant, black nationalist 
organizations in Los Angeles, California) for the defense 
of Huey P. Newton at the Los Angeles Sports Arena, Los 
Angeles, California, on February 18, 1968. One of the 
featured speakers at this rally was H. Rap Brown, and the 
following comments were made concerning Brown’s presentation 
by a representative of the FBI.



2/28/68

v On February 18, 1968, a rally sponsored by the 
Black Congress scheduled from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. was 
held at the Los Angeles Sports Arena at Santa Barbara and 
Figueroa Street, Los Angeles, California, to raise funds for 
the defense of HUEY P. NEWTON. There were 3>3OO persons in 
attendance. The rally was delayed and did not commence until 
2i ;22 p.m. because STOKELY CARMICHAEL refused to enter the arena 
unless all police officers were removed from the premises. A 
compromise was reached by the management of the arena and 
CARMICHAEL when Negro police officers were permited to remain 
in the arena.

The purpose of the rally was to raise funds for 
the defense of HUEY P. NEWTON, Minister of Defense, Black 
Panther Party for Self-Defense (BPPSD) who is presently 
incarcerated in the Alameda County Jail, Oakland, California 
awaiting trial on charges of murdering an Oakland Police 
Officer in October, 190? at Oakland, California.

H. RAP BROWN was first introduced to the audience at 
the beginning of the rally as he made his way to the speaker’s 
platform with STOKELY CARMICHAEL and other, black nationalist 
leaders. At this time, BROVIN was mentioned as being a "repre
sentative from New York City." BROWN sat on the spea,ker’s 
platform between STOKELY CARMICHAEL and RON KARENGA, who is 
Chairman of US, a militant black nationalist organization based 
in Los Angeles,- California.

At approximately 6:30 p.m. H. RAP BROW was 
introduced by WALTER BREMOND, Chairman of the Black Congress, 
as the Minister of Justice of the BPPSD and Chairman of the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).

On 2/18/68 at Los Angeles, California [?ile Los Angeles 100-70038

---------------- b7Chv SA gcw . ... . j 2/22/680} ----------------------- ,-------------------- IV---------------------------------------------- Date dictated —----- -------■■■■■.......... ..........

This docuinen* contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is tlio property of the FBlar.d is 'caned to 
your aser.cy; it and its contents ere not to be distributed outside your agency.



LA 100-70038
During his speech, H. RAP BROW referred to the 

audience as "chumps" because they believe any lies that the 
white people tell them, and he stated substantially the 
following:

He began his dissertation by asking the question., 
"What happens when there is no redress of grievances?" There 
will be a revolution of dispossessed people.

They used to call it Detroit, now they call it 
"Destroit".

Black people must understand you have to control 
everything or you don’t control anything. You must control 
the economics, the education and the political situation.

America tells Negroes that everything white is 
good and everything black is bad.

We call ourselves revolutionaries} but how many 
white cops have died since NEWTON has been in Jail? He ' * 
killed the last honkie cop., "The only thing HUEY NEWTON 
is guilty of is that he didn’t tell me he was going to get 
a honkie that day."

Everyone is born free and you must begin to 
exercise your rights because you are either free or slaves. 
Freedom is absolute.

MAO says, "Freedom comes from the barrel of a 
gun." Brothers should acquire guns because America only 
understands force.

Plainfield, New Jersey was a successful rebellion* 
because they had guns. America only respects guns. "LYNDON 
JOHNSON is a two-gun. outlaw from Texas." If you want to 
have a revolution you have to have something to fight with.

Black people have equated progress with concession, 
but we have made no progress. They took chains from our feet 
and put them on our minds.
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There is no difference between the Democrats 
or the Republicans or between GOLDWATER or JOHNSON. The 
only difference between GEORGE WALLACE and President 
JOHNSON is one of their wives has cancer. There are no 
classes of Negroes. They are just "niggers".

BROWN stated that he saw a sign that said, "I 
wonder what happened to LEE HARVEY OSWALD nowr that we need 
him." BROW said that he wondered the same thing.

Negroes must go beyond "racist pig cops" because 
he is just a too], of the white power structure.

Black People cannot be capitalists because war is 
profitable to this country and it must fight to keep the 
economy up. America says it is fighting to stop communism 
and it lies because we only drop Napalm on communists of color.

Negroes are facing genocide and extermination in 
America.

They told us we are making progress when THURGOOD 
MARSHALL was appointed to the Supreme Court. Senator JAMES 
EASTLAND in no uncertain terms told MARSHALL he was "the top 
nigger. Is that progress?" Progress is determined by the 
amount of power you have.

American will send "niggers" to concentration 
camps, and you can ask the Indians and the Japanese Americans.

As far as America looks at it, they have a surplus 
of "niggers". America will exterminate people of color 
because they did it to the Japanese when they bombed Hiroshima. 
You must fight for survival. *

America, has given an ultimatum. Either live or die, 
and we say "freedom or death."

BROVIN terminated his speech at approximately 6:48 p.m.

- 4 _



LA 100-70038
BROW was attired in a 'blue sport jacket with a 

red hankerchief in his left breast pocket. Ke wore brown 
trousers and dark field boots. BROW departed the arena 
at approximately 7:^0 p.m. with STOKELY CARMICHAEL, JAMES 
FORMAN, RON KARENGA, and other black nationalist leaders 
who spoke at the arena.



HUBBRT GERO ID BROvIN

____ । _____________ b7C
~~| lor the Dos Angeles Sports Arena, vias present 

and oOserven H. Rap Brown at the Black Congress rally, 
which was held at the arena on February 18, 1968.
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was interviewed at his place of employment.f
| Los Angeles, and furnished 

the following information:
On Sunday, February 18, 1968, he was present at the 

Los Angeles Sports Arena, 3939 South Figueroa Street, Los 
Angeles, California. While at the Sports Arena, he observed 
the following individuals there:

H. RAP BROWN
STOKBLY CAR4ICHAEL
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HUBERT GEROID BROWN

A recording of H. Rap Brown's presentation at the 
Black Congress rally, Los Angeles Sports Arena, on February 18 
1968 was made by a Special Agent of the FBI, and the following 
is a verbatim transcript of that speech:



WALTER BREMOND: Next man on the program, like the 
other brothers, really doesn't need an introduction.  
that brother JAMES FOREMAN talked about. It’s my pleasure to 
introduce to you the minister of justice for the Black Panther 
Party for Self Defense, the chairman of SNCC, Bro. RAP BROWN, 
(applause)

RAP BROWN: Solid brother. They tell me that we 
running overtime but I figure if they can give the Los Angeles 
Lakers overtime, and the Los Angeles Lakers ain't never burned 
nothing but cigarettes, they can give us overtime, we burned 
Watts. (applause)

■I want to raise the question with black people here 
tonight. A question that’s relevant to all black people and 
oppressed people across the world. The question is what happens 
when there is no redress of grievance. See, black people in 
America have never had a machinery that spoke adequately for the 
redress of grievances and to the lack of redress of grievances 
in this country. In other words justice has never been a reality 
for black people in this country. You’ve got to begin to look 
at America and its oppressoiis nature and then you begin to under
stand the revolutionary struggle that oppressed people are engaged 
in throughout the world. The revolution that this country is 
facing will be a revolution of dispossessed people. That means



Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, blacks, American-Indians ■ •
and any dispossessed class in this country, (applause) Our

 brother once eulogized Detroit. Perhaps it would be the 
eulogy for America. He says there was a town called  town, 
now it ain't no town. He said they used to call it Detroit, 
now they call it "destroyed." (laughter) America, will fit in 
this same situation if she doesn't begin to address herself to 
the problems 01* black people in this country, (applause) Black 
people must begin to understand that if you don't control, 
everything that you don't control becomes a weapon against you. .. 
The educational system today is a weapon against black people. 
It expounds and teaches white nationalism. (applause) An example 
of white nationalism that's taught in the educational system of 
America which perputates this society is that COLUMBUS discovered 
America, a continent.full of people. How can you discover a 
continent full of people. It tells you further that anything white 
in this country, anything white across the world is good. Every
thing black is bad. Black cows don't give good milk, black hens 
don't lay eggs. You wear black to funerals and white to weddings. 
Angel food cake is white, devils food cake is black. Even band
aid plastic strips flesh color are pink. (applause) But we go 
for it. We go for it because we're chumps. We're chumps of the 
highest order. HUEY P. REV,'TON is now confined in jail because of 
our lack of action. We accuse ourselves of being revolutionaries.

- -10-



How many white cops have died since HUISY P. NEWTON has been 
in jail? One. He killed the last hunkie that died from a 
bullet from a black gun. (applause) The only thing that HUEY 
NEWTON is guilty of, perhaps, is that he didn’t tell me he 
was going down on the hunkies that day. That's the only thing, 
(laughter) that's the only tiling. But HUEY P. NEWTON's freedom 
depends upon what black people do. Nobody else. You see freedom 
is not a commodity, you are born free. You must
exercise your right to be free. The man cannot give you freedom. 
He can't pass it out. You can't run around  talking about 
we waiting to be free. You must begin to become free. Begin 
to exercise that right. There is no such thing as a second class 
citizen. You are either free or you are slave. Freedom is 
absolute. There is no in between. You have to stop thinking 
along those lines. (applause’) To tell me that you are a second 
class citizen is like telling me that you will never get pregnant. 
You can't be a little bit pregnant. You're either pregnant or 
you're not. You're either lying or you're telling the truth. 
These are absolutes. Freedom is an absolutism. Black people if 
they're going to be free must begin to seize power. says 
power comes from the barrel of a gun. (applause) You better get 
your gun brother. I don't care if it ain't nothing but a bebe 
gun with poisoned bebes. (laughter) America has shown us that 
she does not respect anything but counter force. Plainfield,



New Jersey, one of the most successful examples of a rebellion 
this year was successful because the brothers had only recently 
stole some 46 automatic 'weapons, each one that would shoot 2000 
times and throw bricks foi' a half hour. And the police refused 
to go down there and warned them shoot up Plainfield so they 
signed an armistice with the brothers and they say, well gee, you 
let us go look for the weapons so we can look good on the news. 
The brothers say "groovy" cause they hid the weapons. The 
National Guard went down there and begin to kick down doors and 
destroy property and the word went out "you kick down one more 
door we going to shoot your leg off." (laughter) They left 
playing field, that’s counter force, the brothers were armed. 
America does not love China, she respects China, (applause) 
Force. America runs the game on  and tells you that you 
are being violent. This is the most violent country that has 
ever been conceived. LYNDON JOHNSON is a two-gun outlaw from' 
Texas.(applause) He believes in the showdown concept. That’s 
what’s going on in Vietnam. That's what's going on in this 
country today. That's why white folks are arming themselves. 
JOHNSON has told them "You got to be the fastest draw." , But my 
advice and my news for the Minutemen is if you can't fight but 
a minute, don't come to my community, (laughter) You’ve got to 
arm yourself. That's the basic right. You can't talk about



revolution if you don’t have anything to fight with. You're . 
caught up in a revolution era whether you approve of it or 
not. Black people for years have equated progress with con
cessions. We have made no progress from slavery. We are still 
slaves in this country. They took the chains off our feet and 
put it on our minds, (applause) There is no political structure 
in this country that's relevant to black people. The only 
politics we can be concerned with is the politics of revolution, 
(applause) There is no difference between the Democratic and 
Republican parties. What's the difference between GOLDWATER and 
JOHNSON? Yet black people run around the country talking about 
their Democrats and the Democrats have them thoroughly fooled 
because they tell them "We for the good of colored folks, but 
it ain't our fault it's the Dixiecratsj" there is no such animal 
as a Dixiecrat. The only difference between GEORGE WALLACE and 
President JOHNSON is that one of them's wife has got cancer. ' 
Nothing else, (laughter and applause) Two of the most potentially 
dangerous Negroes in this country are Democrats, HATCHER and 
STOKES. Now understand this. Their allegiance is not to the 
black community. It's to the Democratic Party whether by "lynch 
em" JOHNSON or racist, red neck,  honky from Texas, 
(applause) This is the same game that was run on the Jews in 
Germany. It was not the Germans who began to move Jews, it was



other Jews. When JOHNSON tells STOKES to move out the 
agitators and the trouble makers, what you think he going to 
do? He's going to move them. When he tells STOKES to move 
out the trouble makers, hds going to move them. This is why 
black people must quit dividing themselves and talking about 
classes. We can ill afford the luxury of class structures in 
our community. There is no such thing as a black middle class. 
You don't believe it go to Detroit and ask the brothers who 
thought they were in the middle class. The cops whip middle 
class here with middle class sticks. No difference, (applause) 
If you think that you can divide yourselves into classes then you 
are lost already, because first of all they got to remove the 
troublemakers. Then they going to remove the athletes because 
they talking about boycotting the Olympics. And the entertainers 
going to sit back say "Well it ain't us" but ERTHA KITT got 
them so far in even they ain't going to get out of it, (applause) 
and it becomes a matter of time before they eliminate everybody. 
The resistance is weakened. Everytime they take off a different 
stratification of black people we cannot afford for HUEY NEWTON 
to sit in jail. We cannot afford for any black person to be 
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political prisoners  in this country. This is our country. 
It was built on our backs by our labor'. We've built the country 
up, we'll burn it down if they don't hurry up and come around, 
(applause) People' are running around here scared of black power.



What you going to do when you need black power. That's the 
thing you got to be talking about. That's what's going to defend 
you. We cannot run around and let the white man dictate and tell 
you who you should follow. The movement at this point seems to 
be a leaderless movement. We must begin to expouse an ideology 
that covers everybody in their black community. The brothers 
know that they are fighting, they have expressed the will to 
fight, but they only know they are supposed to fight the 
policeman. You see I saw a sign once that said "I wonder what 
happened to LEE HARVEY OSWALD now that we really need him?" 
(laughter) See, you're chumps. You believe the sign. ROCKEFELLER 
probably put that sign up. (laughter) You see, it's not only 
JOHNSON. It's not only those people in Washington. ROCKEFELLER 
has investments in S. Africa. These are the enemies. (applause) 
You must begin to broaden your concepts. You got to get beyond 
the racist pig cop, you see, because he is a tool of the man 
who really controls this system. We not only talking about 
destroying a power structure, we talking about ruination of a 
system. (applause) Black people cannot afford to become 
Capitalists. The military industrial complex that old  
EISENHOWER even had sense enough to know about is real. It's 
very real. The military industrial complex means that over 
70^ of the people employed in this country has some dealings



to do with the military. In other words war.is profitable in 
this country. Vie must fight war to keep the economy up. This 
is why we are in the war in Vietnam. It's not because we’re 
trying to stop Communist aggression, that’s the biggest lie 
ever told. If we was so interested in stopping Communist 
aggression why has America never moved to stop Communist 
aggression in white community countries with the use of napalm? 
They always use Radio Free Europe . (applause) Black 
people in this country face extermination. That’s it, brother. 
You face extermination daily. Vie are facing genocide on about 
foui’ different levels. The war is active genocide. It’s no 
accident that of the casualties in Vietnam are black. That’s 
no accident. The courts of America, any black man who faces a 
court in America can expect a maximum sentence and a maximum fine.

(Continued Next Page)
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Well then you said vie were making progress.
Very good MARSHALL is a nigger and JAMES EASTLAND told him 
he was a nigger, (applause) Herefore good MARSHALL supposedly 
go on before the high extension of the country, was subjected 
to a type of hustling by a cracker whose old man was a 
lynchman of black people. In other words, what EASTLAND was 
telling IRVIN MARSHALL is that you the top nigger in the 
country but you still a nigger to me. (applause) 

That’s not progress, (applause) 
They gave you an astronaut. I said they were going 

to lose the nigger in space, but they didn't let him get that 
high, (applause)

What you say we makin' progress. That's not progress.. 
Progress is determined by the amount of power you possess in 
wheels.

See brothers, we must begin to prepare ourselves 
mentally and physically, for the battle is yet to come -- the 
battle is not descended down upon black people like it will in 
the next few years. 

t 

The concentration camps are real, and if you don't 
believe America is capable of sending 'niggers to concentration 
camps, or people of color to concentration camps, ask the 
Japanese American, ask the Indians, (applause)



They don't need you any more. You. are commodity 
in this country. A surplus. America got a surplus of niggers, 
(applause)

RAMSEY CLARK, Attorney General, got on T. V. a few 
months ago and said within the next 20 years, the entire 
population'of this country will be a leisure class, with the 
exception of 20 percent of that population because of auto
mation and sovereignation. And then you examine to see who 
they're training for automated and sovereignated jobs. They 
ain't training you, double ol' soul. (appluase) They're 
training white people.

We were brought here to do work. There is no more 
work to do. They will exterminate you. Our history proves 
she is capable of extermination of people of color. She 
dropped the bomb on-Hiroshima and not in Germany and not 
because she didn't have the bombs, but because the Japanese t 
were yella'. (applause)

You must begin to understand that your fight is a 
fight of survival. People of color must be concerned. We 
must become allies. These are our allies: Mexican Americans. » 
Puerto Ricans. American Indians. These are the people who 
vre align with, (applause) •

Yes brother, America has given us an ultimatum. 
She say you live oi’ die. We say freedom or death. Fuck it. 
Black power, brother, (applause)

i 'S >! !i 1
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Sources ________________[reported that they had
personally observed H. Rap Brown at a rally at the Los Angeles 
Sports Arena on the afternoon of February 18, 1968, and that 
he v/as in the company of Stokely Carmichael and James Forman, 
who are both associated with the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee, a militant black nationalist organization.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and‘is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be dis
tributed outside your agency. .
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Negroes Here 

’o Take Arms
t. Black Power advocate Stokley i 

. Carmichael spoke here last [ 
.night, said white meh are arm-1 

' jng themselves to kill Negroes, 
band urged his ‘‘African 
■brothers” to unite, secure guns
and revolt.
/ Referring ~ to , Carmichaels 
presence in T u s c a I o os a , 
Congressman Armistead Selden; 
candidate,.for. the United States. 
Senate, described him as a na
tional disgrace and a man who 
openly incites mob action. 1 *

: Selden spoke at the state con
vention of the Daughters of the 
American Revolution at the 
Stafford Motor Hotel last night 
and called ‘for. the Justice 
Department to find laws to pro
secute and jail Carmichael. 
Selden said he had introduced 
legislation in Congress .that 
should be passed if no other, 
laws can be found to ?do the; 
job. '

The Selden bill w o u 1 d./pro
vide up to five years im
prisonment or fines of up; to

,000 for any person who 
* crosses state borders or uses in-- 

terstate facilities to institute or 
encourage riots. A similar fine 
of 10 years imprisonment could 
be meted out against, anyone 
giving aid or comfort, to any' 
foreign ■ country or armed group 
fighting against the United 
States or U.S. forces.
Y Speaking before an applauding 
crowd at Birthright Auditorium 

. at Stillman College, Carmichael 
n Jfnade a direct appeal to Negroes

■Who he said had been robbed of 
Ja. rich culture , and heritagej-in 

! /Africa wheri Ltheir ancestors
‘were stolen by white men from i 
there at gunpoint
LH. Rap Brown, Student Non

-violent Coordinating Committee, 
^chairman, was jailed n o t 
[because he shot someone or 

' ■‘fcurned a building,- he said: i 
/^’Brown was placed m. jail | 
- because of his .political beliefs, 

Carmichael said. . ' v ;
: A Sprinkling his talk with 

’several anti-Vietnam phrases, I 
/-:Carrnichaerboasted’'of!'the"tease'i 

with which;he9was able to,talk 
with Ho Chi Minh in NorthnViet-

. ./nam at a time when American 
leaders were unable to get him 
to a conference.table.
i Newsmen’ were’ not allowed to: 

•?. .lake notes or shoot pictures dur 
. ihg. the two - hour speech .of 
=? 'Carmichael Several individuals. 
• were escorted from the building 

when they attempted to do so.
‘ The Stillman Student Govern- 

.men- Associatibh^p/dm^s o r e d 
‘CarmichaeFs/..appdarance. -

1
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

REWFO TEL MARCH ONE EIGHT LAST
SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE MID-MORNING OF MARCH ONE/NINE

AND PROCEEDED TO SNCC HQTS. REMAINED AT SNCC UNTIL MID-AFTERNOON

AND THEN VISITED CAMPUS OF HOWARD UNIVERSITY (HU) WHERE STUDENT

SIT-IN IN PROGESS. LATER RE TURNED TO SNCC HQTS. IN EVENING

PROCEEDED TO LINCOLN MEMORIAL CONGREGATIONAL TEMPLE WHERE'MEETING 

OF BLACK UNITED FRONT (BUF) BEING HELD. A SOURCE ADVISED REGISTRATION 

FOR NEW MEMBERS OF BUF WAS HELD FROM SIX PM TO EIGHT PM, FOLLOWING 

WHICH A MEETING WAS OPENED^ BY SUBJECT. APPROXIMATELY ONE HUNDRED

TWENTY PEOPLE PRESENT. THE MAIN TOPIC OF BUSINESS, WAS A PROPOSAL

MADE THAT A BOARD OF

THE BLACK COMMUNITY.

COLLECTIONS TAKEN UP

ARBITRATORS SETTLE DISPUTES AMONG BLACKS IN

FIVE’ PEOPLE ADDED TO BUF STEERING COMMITTEE.:

FOR STUDENTS AT

BROWN.

3-Bureau
. 1-WFO
(4) ■

AAMjrmj '

(IB MAR 22 1968

Approved: ■ b7C ■ '

Special Agent in Charge
k ?Vi»Ne.

Sent  M Per ___ ._________________ :



. Transmit the following in

F Bl

Date: ' ...

(Type in plaintext or code)■

Via _
(Priority)

PAGE TWO 
100-43503

ADmSTRATIVE:
ABOVE SOURCE ARE . ';

_________________________________________________________________ b2 .
----------------- -------------------------------- ------------- ------------------- b7D

LHM FOLLOWS.

P.

. • ■■■

Approved: __ _______ ;______________________ __ Sent ....._____
. . Special Agent-in Charge ..

M Per ________ _____ ______ ;



FD-36 ffee^-5-22-64) /ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
* •. ■/ jHEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED p

■/ ' \ ^DATE 03-31-2006 BY । '
■' ■ • \ 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls <

FBI A- ' . /

' / . - ’ 7 Date: 3/15/68

Transmit the following in __ - _________ ,__:__ ■■■■•. _
■ (Type in_plaintext or code)

... AIRTEL 'Via _________ - _____ _______ - . • ■ ________ _____
I ' ■ ■ (Priority) .

FROM

TO 'DIRECTOR. FBI (.100-446080) 

|SAC, PITTSBURGH (100-15615) (RUC)

SUBJECT STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION 
COO: WASHINGTON FIELD)

b7C
b7D

b7C

,f>7C

b7C

Re New York airtel-to Bureau dated 3/8/68, which set ou 
that on 12/12/67.T

The current Pittsburgh telephone directory indicates 
that telephone |is listed to]

nPa.

who accompanied CARMICHAEL on his return frofhM 
Iis subject, of Bureau file_____________

1 | A summary report was submitted by
Pittsburgh concerning ___ dated 3/12/68, and he has been
recommended for the Rabble Rouser Index.

In view of the fact that the above telephone call 
was made one day after I [return from
with the subject ana was made to| |mother, no further
investigation is being conducted into this matter by. Pittsburgh

/3/Bureau (RM)
2-New York (100-153751)(RM)
2-Washington. Field (100-43503) (RM)
2-Pittsburgh

1-100-15245

LMC/alb 
(9)

REQ. &

? MAR 18 1968



5'!ALL INFORMATION contained 
HEREIN is unclassified
..DATE 03-31-2006 BY

■' 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls
Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Dnte 3/14/68

Stokely Carmichael, a militant black 
nationalist, has been speaking at Negro 
colleges in Alabama.

Information in the attached 
indicates that he spoke before an all
Negro audience of 300 to 400 persons at 
a church in Eutaw, Alabama. Source 
indicated that Carmichael spoke about 
Vietnam and his talks with Ho Chi Minis 
in Hanoi, North Vietnam. Concerning the 
draft, he stated that if Negroes had to 
fight they should fight here in the 
United States..

The attached information is being 
furnished to the White House, Attorney 
General, and interested agencies, by 
summary teletype.
RCD:chs



AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
'.DATE 03-31-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls

MAR 141968

Mr. To

REMYTEL TO DIRECTOR, JACKSON, MOBILE AND WFO , MARCH THIRTEEN

r. Mohr------—
Mr. Bishop------ --
Mr. Casper—.— 
Mr. Callahan.— 
Mr. Conrad^t— 
Mr. 6^ /-^ 
Mr./Swee^M^— 
MryRose|M!L-_— 
Mr. SullivanC— 
Mr. Tavel---------
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes------

Miss Gandy-------3;3

FROM BIRMINGHAM

M URGENT 3-14-68 JGA

DIRECTOR MOBILE AND WASHINGTON FIELD

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, PB" - MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION

LAST, BIRMINGHAM TELEPHONE CALL TO MOBILE, MARCH FOURTEEN, LAST.

^SUBJECT DETERMINED TO LEAVE BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA, AND TRAVELED 
• i ***

ENROUTE TO1EUTAW, ALA., ARRIVING FIRST AFRICAN BAPTIST CHURCH AT > 
:r*

APPROXIMATELY EIGHT ZERO FIVE PM, MARCH THIRTEEN, LAST. LOOSE aB - * ' £-7
DISCREET SURVEILLANCE MAINTAINED IN ROUTE.

b7C GREENE COUNTY, ALA., ADVISED LOCAL

COUNTY AND STATE OFFICERS ON SCENE AT EUTAW, ALA., AND NO INCIDENTS
REPORTED. _______|ADVISED MEETING AT CHURCH RESTRICTED TO NEGROES AND TWO
UPI REPORTERS TURNED AWAY. ■REC-W [ Od ■

'■AFTER SPEECH,! to^^MEETIHS

AT CHURCH^APTENDED BY APPROXIMATELY THREE HUNDRED - K&UR-, HUNDRED PERSONS, 

b2
b7D

ALL NEGROES. SOURCE ADVISED. SUBJECT SPOKE ABOUT U. S. INVOLVEMENT IN 
'.W Q L H. .. ‘ *

VIET NAM3, HIS (CARMICHAELS) TALKS WITH HO CHI IN HANOI AND T(HE 
XWO COPIES IO



PAGE TWO FROM BIRMINGHAM
/SFACT NORTH VIET NAM FIGHTING ONLY WHITE AMERICANS NOT THE NEGROES. —

CARMICHAEL ALSO MENTIONED THE DRAFT AND SAID IF THE NEGROES HAD TO

IFIGHT THEY SHOULD FIGHT HERE IN THE UNITED STATES. . NO SPECIFIC COMMENTS

■MADE RE DRAFT EVASION. CARMICHAEL ALSO MENTIONED STRUGGLE BETWEEN THE

NEGRO AND THE WHITE MAN AND SAID THE NEGRO MUST ARM HIMSELF TO STOP THE 
[WHITE MAN. SOURCE ADVISED MOST OF CARMICHAELS COMMENtFwI^^

IN NATURE. 
---------------------------------- b7cBOTH LOCAL NEGROES, t7D

CONFIDENTIALLY VERIFIED ABOVE INFORMATION FURNISHED BY SOURCE PLUS

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS MADE BY CARMICHAEL RE LOCAL PROBLEMS IN EUTAW,

ALA .
ADVISED MEETING

b2

ENDED APPROXIMATELY TEN FIFTEEN PM. SUBJECT MADE NO STATEMENT 
b7D

AS TO FUTURE PLANS AND THAT APPROXIMATELY EIGHTYFOUR DOLLARS WAS
COLLECTED IN DONATIONS. I ADVISED FURTHER THAT CARMICHAEL INDICATED

HE WOULD SPEND NIGHT OF MARCH THIRTEEN, LAST, IN GREENE COUNTY, ALA.,

AND THEN TRAVEL TO SELMA, ALA., FOR MEETING PLANNED EVENING OF MARCH

FOURTEEN, INSTANT. b7c

IaDVISED LOCAL AUTHORITIES SELMA, ALA., NOTIFIED,

AND CARMICHAEL AND ASSOCIATES TRAVELING IN LATE MODEL YELLOW MUSTANG,

IP >

us 5 r • n* A'» • .1 » • ’ - ’ * • '
■



PAGE THREE FROM BIRMINGHAM

NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT ALA. LICENSE
b7C

NINETEEN SIXTYSIX VOLKSWAGEN SEDAN, NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT ALA.

L I.CENSE REG ISTERED TO
|TUSCALOOSA, ALA., AND A NINETEEN

SIXTYFOUR GREY PLYMOUTH, NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT ALA. LICENSE|~

_______________________ REGISTERED TO 

SELMA, ALA.
DUE TO PRESENCE OF PRESS AND FACT THAT GREENE COUNTY, ALA., IS

A RURAL SPARSELY POPULATED COUNTY WITH PREDOMINATELY NEGRO POPULATION,

SURVEILLANCE WAS DISCONTINUED

NIGHT OF MAfiCH THIRTEEN, LAST, IN ORDER TO PRECLUDE ANY POSSIBLE 

INDICENTS.

BIRMINGHAM WILL CONTINUE TO FOLLOW AND ADVISE.

RECEIVED: 5:06 PM FJB

it0 Ml



Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO:
FROM:

RE:

' ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
^HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
(date 03-31-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

FBI

Date: 3/15/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL______
(P riority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, MOBILE (100-18,58) (P) b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION

Re Mobile teletype to Bureau dated 3/15/68.

Enclosed herewith to the Bureau are 11 cppies of 
letterhead memorandum pertaining to CARMICHAEL’S appearances 
in Selma and Montgomery, Ala. on 3/14/68. Four (4) copies 
of the letterhead memorandum are being forwarded to Atlanta, 
and two (2) copies of the letterhead memorandum are being 
forwarded to the designated offices.

K SA |___________
^had previously observed

identified as he

confidential source who furnished in- 
etterhead memorandum _______________________

Montgomery. Ala., a liaison source 
or the Mobile Office. TEe _______ confidential source who
furnished information in letterhead memorandum

\ *3 The
formation in

b2 
b7C 
b7DJ:4

M

2 
2
2 
8

g: (.♦< 
C 
a a

tn cu o 
< o

Ala., a liaison source of the Mobile Office.
Montgomery,

Dissemination is being made to military intelligence 
S. Attorney, Montgomery,agencies, U. S. Secret 

Ala°C. C- 8 Bishop.

Bureau (Encs
Atlanta (100-6812)
Birmingham (Encs. 2)(RM)
New York (100-153751)(Encs. 2)(RM)
WFO (100-43503)(Encs 2)(RM) 
Mobile 

b7C 

JRC:jes 
(21)

Service, and U.

URE REC-43
M)'(Encs. 4) 92 MAR 18 1968

(2 — 100-1858) (1 - 100-1693, SNCC)

Sent 
in Charge

M Per



FD-376 (Rev. 8-1-66)

In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D. C . 20535

March 15, 1968
Director
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. | | Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2. [~~~] Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means.

3. | | Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as’member 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. | | U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. |~xl Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a) | | Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) | | Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) [~X1 Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. | | Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph □ has been furnished | | enclosed □ is not available 
□ may be available through _____ :______________ :_________________________________________ . .

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 1
U. S. Secret Service , Birmingham, Alabama.

Enclosure(s) 1 - ? -(Upon removal of classifies .closures, if any, this transmittal form 
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

•
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-31-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Mobile,. Alabama 
March 15. 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
b7C

On March 14, 1968 ,|____________________________ | Alofcoms
State Department Of Public Safety, Selma, Alabai?.*-. bdvised that, 
at 10:50 A.M., Central Standard Time, March i l.£U,r<? L t'-y 
CARMICHAEL arrived in Selma, Alabama, and his itinerary is 
unknown.

CARMICHAEL was observed at 11:15 A.M., March 14. 1968. 
in the downton area of Selma. Alabama, accompanied by| ~| 
_______[previously reported as|__________________ |of the Student 
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), and three other 
unidentified young Negro males.

b7C

Established sources, which included law enforcement 
agencies and racial sources, stated that CARMICHAEL did not 
have any speaking engagement at Selma, Alabama.

CARMICHAEL departed Selma, Alabama at approximately 
11:30 A.M., Central Standard Time, March 14, 1968.

During the course of the afternoon of March 14, 1968, 
CARMICHAEL and his associates were in the vicinity of the 
Whitehall Community in Lowndes County, Alabama. They were at 
a residence usually used by representatives of the SNCC when in 
Lowndes County, Alabama.

A confidential source, with whom contact has not been 
sufficient to establish his reliability, made available a 
throwaway pamphlet, which reflected that STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
would speak at the Beulah Baptist Church in Montgomery, Alabama 
at 8:00 P.M., Central Standard Time, on March 14, 1968. A| 
confidential source, with whom contact has not been sufficient

ENCLOSURE



STOKELYi CARMICHAEL 

to establish his reliability, verified this information, but 
stated the minister of the church involved had retracted the 
invitation to CARMICHAEL to speak at the church. He stated, 
however, if the church could not be used, CARMICHAEL would 
make an address on the churchgrounds.

CARMICHAEL arrived at the Beulah Baptist Church in 
Montgomery, Alabama between 8:00 and 8:15 P.M., Central 
Standard Time, March 14, 1968, accompanied by fou c-t.’ 
Negro males at the time church services were Just end. 
and there were some 50 Negroes on the churchgrounds at •. 
time of CARMICHAEL’S arrival. Most of them appeared to be 
students from Alabama State College, Montgomery, Alabama. 
CARMICHAEL briefly addressed the group. He made but a few 
remarks, such as telling the girls that "No one should tell 
you that black is not beautiful" and "Whitey, the FBI, followed 
me from Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and,because I was followed, I 
will have to change my plans in the future".

During this,time, an unidentified associate of 
CARMICHAEL addressed the group, complaining about the fact 
that CARMICHAEL was denied the privilege of the facilities of 
the Alabama State College, an all-Negro school at Montgomery, 
Alabama.

b7C Shortly thereafter, CARMICHAEL came out of the church 
and had a_______ meeting with approximately |individuals,
The meeting was of a short duration.

b7C

CARMICHAEL and|______________ [departed Montgomery,
Alabama via Delta Air Lines Flight Number 356 for Atlanta,
Georgia. leaving Montgomery at 12:00P.M., Central Standard 
Time, March 14, 1968, arriving in Atlanta, Georgia at 10:46 P.M.,
Central Standard Time, March 14, 1968.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

2*



0-1 4p (Rev. 2-3-6S)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-31-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/ b 1 s

Federal Bureau of Investigation

MAR 2X1968

Director of Special Investigations 
The Inspector General 
Department of the Air Force 
Building Tempo E 
4th and Adams Drive, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20333

Dear Sir:

Lxx’- p or your information, I am enclosing communications which may be 
of interest to you.

[ | 2. No further investigation is contemplated with regard to this matter.

3, You will be advised of the pertinent developments in connection 
with this inquiry.

[~~~] 4. Please note change in caption of this case.

p | 5. Status of case: | | Completed | | Incomplete

Very truly yours,

Enc. (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, 
this transmittal form becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



0-6 (Fv?v. 9- HI-66)

Federal

From
Director

Bureau of Investigation
To 2^1968

l_ 1 Solicitor General
[22] Deputy Attorney Genera]
[ | Assist.'int Attorney General

□ Director, Bureau of Prisons
1221 The Pardon Attorney
□ Cha irmnn . Parole Board

. 22 ] Assistant Attorney General for 
[ ] Immigration and Naturalization 
[ | Office of Alien Property

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-31-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

Administration
Service

22] Chief - Accounts Branch
□ Chief - Administrative Services Office
[ ] Chief of Personnel
j ~] General Litigation Section, Civil Division 

XX] Records Administration Office
Attention: 221 Antitrust Division

2Z1 Civil Division
221 Civil Rights Division
| 2 Criminal Division
LKS Internal Security Division

2 1 A. No further action will be taken in this case in the absence of a 
specific request from you.

22] B- Please advise what further investigation, if any, is desired in this matter.

22] C. For your information, I am enclosing a communication regarding the 
holder-of a diplomatic or international organization visa.

For your information.

22] E. Please note change in caption of this cnse.

.. ...1 (XD_____________________________________
_ I - INTER-DIVISION INFORMATION UNIT

John Edgar Hoover
Director

Enc. (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



0-T4fr(Rtw. 2-3-6 5)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-31-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

Federal Bureau of Investigation

WAR 2%1968

Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence
Department of the Army
The Pentagon
Washington, D .C. 20310

ATTENTION: Director of Security

Dear Sir:

ggjg 1. For your information, I am enclosing communications which may be
of interest to you.

| | 2. No further investigation is contemplated with regard to t his matter.

| | 3. You will be advised of the pertinent developments in connection
with this inquiry.

[ | 4. Please note change in caption of this case.

| | 5. Status of case: | | Completed | | Incomplete

Very truly yours,

Enc.

Direvto

(Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, 
this transmittal form becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



0-6 (Re?. 9-13-66)

From

Federal Bureau of Investigation 2^1968.

To
[~~] The Solicitor General
| | Deputy Attorney General
32] Assial.ont .Attorney General 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-31-2006 BY

| | Director. Bureau of Prisons 6 0 J U 9/ AUG/ TAM/DCG/ bls 
|~~~| The Pardon Attorney
3~] Chairman, Parole Board
I I Assistant Attorney General for Administration
32] Immigration and Naturalization Service
[ | Office of Alien Property
[32] Chief - Accounts Branch
[_ J Chief - Administrative Services Office
| । Chief of Personnel
| | General Litigation Section, Civil Division
[XJitRec:oi’<ls Administration Office

Attention: Antitrust Division
32] Civil Division
JiXl Civil Rights Division
[231 Criminal Division
[32] Internal Security Division

[ ~~1 A.. No further action will be taken in this case in the absence of a 
specific request from you.

| ] B. Please advise what further investigation, if any, is desired in this matter.

32] C. 3or your information, I am enclosing a communication regarding the. 
holder of a diplomatic or international organization visa.

ixxu. For your information.

[ | E. Please note change in caption of this case.

1 El)_______________________________________________

...1UNIT .....

John Edgar Hoover
Director

Enc. (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



0-6 (Rev, 9- 10-C.lj)

From
Director

Federal Bureau of InvestigatioMr r .
To MAR< 21.1968

The Solicitor General 
Deputy Attorney General 
Assistant Attorney General

Director, Bureau of Prisons 
The Pardon Attorney 
Chairman, Parole Board

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-31-2006 BY
603 0 9/ AU C/TAM/DCG/bls

Assistant Attorney General for Administration
Immigration and Naturalization Service
Office of Alien Property
Chief - Accounts Branch
Chief - Administrative Services Office
Chief of Personnel
General Litigation Section, Civil Division
Records Administration Office
Attention: |__ | Antitrust Division

| | Civil Division
| [ Civil Rights Division
[23 Criminal Division 
[ | Internal Security Division

XX INTER-DIVISION INFORMATION UNIT 
I | A. No further action will be taken in this case in the absence of a 

specific request from you.

[ | B. Please advise what further investigation, if any, is desired in this matter.

[ | C. For your information, I am enclosing a communication regarding the
holder-of a diplomatic or international organization visa.

XXI D. For your information.

| | E. Please note change in caption of this case.

1 - ISP
1 - CRD

Enc

John Edgar Hoover
Director

(Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-31-2006 BY
603 0 9 / AU C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s ___ :/68

AIRTEL

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

Mr. Tolson----
Mr. DeLoach-L--/. 
Mr. Mohr- 
Mr., Bishop-------
Mr. Casper-------
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad........ .
Mr. Felt...—..___
Mr. Gale_____ .1
Mr. Rosen:____J
Mr. Sullivan—V- 
Mr. TaveL —J-
Mr.' Trotter
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes___/
Miss Gancly

SAC, WO (100«43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS => MISCj SEDITION
(OOs WO)

b7C

ReWOairtel to Bureau 2/29/68, with LHM setting fort 
of .subject0© activities for 2/W15/68® b7c

Enclosed herewith for th® Bureau. ar® 11 copies of 
LHM suitable: for dissemination setting forth a summry of sub 
j@et®s activities from 2/28/68 to 3/10/68. Two copies each 
are furnished the offices listed in the copy count- for Infor® 
®ationo , b7c

It is noted subject departed Washington,' D» C«, on 
2/15/68,.for SF and returned to Washington, pg CL, on 2/28/68o 
H® departed Washington, D« C., on 3/10/68 reportedly en'route 
to areas of Atlanta, Birmingham, Habile and New Orleans,,

\ Th® information contained in the LHM was developed 
by physical surveillance and sources available to HFO,

al dissemination made'to Secret Service, AUSA 
y. intelligence agencies o'" ~~

(jpBureau (Eneso 11)
2®Atlanta C100-6812) (Encs. 2) (W)
2®Birminghsia (157-2546) (&cs6 2) (HM)
2®Mobile (100«>1858) (Encs* 2) (RM) :
2-Nw Orleans (100«16568) Unc®, 2) (RM)
l«yW0 ' '

■ IB MAR 22 1968
69

' WWHscjb 
(12)

. • AIRTEL

* Bishbg \/ v\
S<1 MAR 2 ‘ w

C/fZM
AGENCY: ACSI,KIC,OSX,SE0.SEK$i

DEPT: ISD "***'
HOW FOR?/: ' ' '

DATE FORW
BY:

/C<L ;;
Po 4- ?

II

7



WO 100-43503

All receiving offices submit promptly LHM suitable 
for dissemination containing sumary of subject’s activities 
while on visits to those areas followed by reports containing 
any evidentiary data developed.

2



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

- ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
- .HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

■DATE 03-31-2006 BY
UNITED ~°3 0 3 ■/ TAM/ DCG'/ blS

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535 
March 12, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The following pertinent activities of Stokely 
Carmichael from February 28 to March 10, 1968, are set 
forth as follows:

On Wednesday; February 28, 1968, Stokely Carmichael, 
traveling under the name A.T'Kuttati, arrived at Dulles Airport 
\Washington, D* C. (WDC) . viETT^ftlT Airlines Flight Number 106 
*at\6:24 p.m. from Atlanta, Georgia.*. He was accompanied by one.- ■ 

] They were met by arxL-went to^National
boarded EaSCern Airlines Flight, WDC, where_________ _

646 for Boston, scheduled to depart at.77:35 p.m. After
1 |traveled to the headquarters

of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 1234
the departure, Carmichael and

U Street, N..W., WDC. Carmichael later went to his residence, 
2200 12th Street, N. W., WDC. Subsequently he returned to SNCC 
Headquarters and later attended a movie at a local theater.

On Thursday, February 29, 1968, Carmichael spend the 
day at his residence and SNCC Headquarters. In the evening, 
he visited briefly the New School for Afro-American Thought, 
2208 14th Street, N. W., WDC, with a female companion, where 
a social appeared to be in progress. Later than evening, 
they visited a night club.

On Friday, March 1, 1968, Carmichael departed his 
residence and went to SNCC Headquarters. In the evening he b?c 
left SNCC Headquarters and went to the residence of I ___

 WDC, accompanied by 
six other individuals. '



STOKELY'

b7C

b7C •

: . A source advised a- SNCC -fund r aising party ' was. held 
that; evening at the________residence with Carmichael being
the guest.of honor.

■ ... : ; ■■ ■. '< J ■ '>
On Saturday , March 2., 1968, .Carmichael went to SNCC 

Headquarters\ whefe?hfe remained the afternoon. Later he
went to the office-of|

WDC. Subsequently he: returhed to SNCC Headquarters.
In; the- /gvening he visited the. newliy established headquarters 7
of the.'.Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), ! 1401 
b Street, . N. W.,.WDC, headed by Martin Luther King, sponsor . 
of the Hashingtori Spring Project./l- ;

-OnSundayy March; 3 > .1968?, Carmichael attended religious ; 
services at the New-Bethel Baptist; Church, WDC,| |'

_______________________ | He later went to Eddie , Mirphy’S-Supper • . 
Club, 2227 Georgia:-Avenue, N. W., taXK Subsequently, that; after- b7c 
noon he 'went-to tjae residence off
 |WCi fwhere; a social; was be'l^qg held; ; '

: A source advised a fuhd raising social for SMCC was 
held at the residence pf [mentioned above, during
the afternoon and evening of Marchr3. 1968. and that I I , ;b7c 
___________________ |was the guest of honor. After attending
the above party, Carmichael went tb.l: [held at I psr:——^7^-—1 :
■’ ' ' ' . -4 ■ ' '• \ ‘ •• - • "' - •

; Qn Monday.,' , l<Iarch 4, 1968; Carmichael returned .to his / 
residence-late in the:afternoph. Latet he went to SNCC Head- . 

'.'quarters*..;: ’ ■, '■:;-

■ :, -; A :seurce advisedithat on.j.the evening of March 4‘, 1968, 
Carmichael was Scheduled to attendee meeting of the Board of’ 

. Cohveeners of the Black United Frpht (BUF). He went to the 
address where it was to be held, however, duei'tb an. apparent .; 
.mix up in dates; only a f ew-members} in1 addition to Carmichael 
appeared. For this reasoi!the meeting was cancelled and re- , 
scheduled for ;the evening of ;Marchl7‘, 1968, to. be held at the ; 
.Lincoln Memorial. Congregational' Temple, WDC. ■ . 7 /
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On Tuesday5, "MarcA 5, 
meeting•xthat-':.d$te at

:<' ■;■<''■ I ■. ' ' ' ■■ '■ '

196'8, a source: advised thata SNCC 
_____„o____  __ ___the apartment'of Stokely Car-/ .

: michael'. The source -stated it appeared that fricbion had ; 
developed' and a split between Carfliichael ?and] ______ [; *

of the WO Offiee. of SNCC7;wajs evidenty CarmichaM .

_____________ ■ 'Accdrding^to the source, it? ■ abneared that, sbme, 
SNCC workers "deemed' toy be lined Up: against:__ ______ in ah
effort to .remove himf |; The meeting, was

: punctuated by arguments cdncerning the lack of.efficient
’ . operation Of the SNCC office. 1 I.

Later that.'date; StdkelyjiCafmichael wejnt‘:t:b:;'WCC.: .
. Headquarters. In the evening.he returned to his residence.

' A: bn Wednesday, Mar ch 1968a source advised, that .
another meeting dX ;SNCCoff ice workers held that date at 
Carmichael’s residehce;.”.-.At this meeting it waa decided to

• , make a press release containihg- .excerpts from, writings .of 
H. Rap? Brown-; Sincehis...ppnfitiemen| It wais also,
decided to release a statement to the press concerning Dr.

’ Martin Luther King’s Washington Spring Froject pointing out : 
thatA SNCC had a; program.in WDC berore King’s project was '

, contemplated and that SNCC would continue to implement this 
program after his’departure.A.'’A^cjbrdihg:---tp' source the ^release 
would, state, in effect the prMs i|h WDC has used. SNCC;as a

: '’whipping boy” claiming SNCdymigJ^b.ccaus.e Violence; whereas . 
the real problem in the city is over-reaction by the police 
to si tuat ions .^arising in the ghetto areas . - Source;; advised 
.the release would, emphasize that;, the biggest problem con-. ; 
nected with the proposed march of’ Dry King will in all 
probability be the reaction of the police rather than any ‘ 
unlawful behavior an the part of SNCC members. < . ; -
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• In the afternoon Carmichael went to? SNCC Headquarters
' Whete he remained into the evening hours. ; ?.-A--X-?

On ThursdayMarch 7\ 19,68, Carmichael departed his 
•residence and went to SNCC Headquarters. .In the early after-? 
noon he visited the office of , the SCLC, Washington Spring 
Project, 1401 U Street, N. .W*, WiXJ. He subsequently returned' 
to SNCC Headquarters, 1234 U'Street, N. W., WDC, In the 
evening; Carmichael went -to the’ Li.iicbln‘ IfemoriM Congregational 
Temple,' 11th and R

. A source advisedthata meetingoftheBUF,Board 
of Conveeners, was held at the Lincoln Memorial Congregational 
Temple, /?WC.-,:, on the?dvenitig of .Maa^bh 7, 1968. Stokely Car-/ 
michael was in attendance. The meeting centered -around three 
math issues: .member ship, SotganizaBional procedure and meeting . 
places^ Regardingmembership> th^ discussion primarily con
cerned whether 'a membership fee- should be charged. ■■ It was - 
decided over Carmichael Vs'nbiectiOn;.that an organization / 

: should pay $10? and??a fhe;'of $1 or $2 should be charged for 
; individuals. Parmithael.felf an Organization should.not 
have .to pay .a ' fee/'\?'Regairding~the/^iscu:ssibn bn organizational 
procedures no decisions wefO-m^^’O T&is ?discusSion was con- 

■ cetned .with whether the BW: fs a,ctualiy an organ!Zat ion type 
of a. group :pr?‘?whdthef or not it is? a mass movement. Concerning 

:?orgapizntiphai meetings to. be held^in the future it was ?
deqided that additional OpncO i^ul^ 
agreed that ? the next meeting would be held at ‘ the? Lincoln

; Membrial Congregational, temple, M^;,? rather than at the New 
School for. Afro-Anerican Thought. the next organizational ,. ■
meeting J of the BUF'was scheduled £br.March 19 ^ 1968.

. ?A source further advised] that?a?SNCC meeting was • 
;held „ih another portion of the .Linpoin .Memorial 'Cor^fegatidnal-.--. ’ 
.Temple;following theabove mentibr^d meeting of the Board of ■' 
Conveeners of <he:‘BUF.•,.'the,?purpos^?df .the SNCC meeting'was . 
to express sympathy1 for the three ‘ "
recently ;durihg ?a? racial incident

S'~~ ,.W<LU|-MS w^vv ...wcw .

, egrd students killed’1 .'• ■'•■' ’
at Orangeburg, South Carolina*
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■■'■ V ' "' ' : "7<' ■■■'■'■ -.' '' ."J■ ■ '■■:■■

Clevelapd'|Se Ilers, a SNCC representative who had been present 
in OrMngebtjrg during the incident;, addressed the meeting. He 
discussed, the recent racial developments in Orangeburg and 
gave his view of what had taken place causing the death of 
tferee students. Sellers urged, the audience to support and 
show sympathy for the persons •whpVhad'-be^h arrested in Con^ 
riection with racial problems such'as. teroi Jones and H. Rap 
Brown." He maintained they had b^en' jailed for fighting for 
the rights of black people. . J . '
' ' ■ • " ' ’ . J'' ' ' „ \ ■ ' { . ■ ' ' - '

On Friday, March 8, 1968,' Carmichael visited the 
campus of Howard University^/HOC$ in the afternoon where he 
listened to a speech by Cleveland Sellers mentioned pre-, 
Viously. Sellers spoke of the eyenta which took place at / 
the recent racial incident atSpirt h/Carolina State College 7 b7c 

in Orangeburg. Subsequently Caring, dnael went to National 
Airport,. WDC,, where he Saw) /l>ff on a flight to
Binghamton,. New York.

On Saturday, March 9, 1968, Carmichael went to 
National Airport, WDC, where he Inquired‘about travel ar- " 
rahgements to Montgomery, Alabania. In the afternoon he < 
visited SNCC Headquarters priorjto returning to his residence.

b7C

On Sunday, March 10, 1968, Carmichael, accompanied 
by an individual believed to bef~ \ departed
j£Q£L.at National Airport 8:50 a.ti. ' via'’Sast^,n''''A^linas' Flight 
Number 135 en route td,;Montgomery,^Alabama. Carmichael 
traveled /under name V.^ Walcher arid his ’ fitsnpanion used the

r%~
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

"Good afternoon. I want to,talk about a couple 
of things today and then we want to end by talking 
about Brother Rap Brown on the Importance of the 
situation today for black people in the country. 
Now we started off at the McFall(phonetic) Chapel 
talking about where black people are in this country 
today, and it is crystal clear that we have to 
begin to talk about our survival and nothing else, 
just how we will survive because it is crystal clear 
that the hunkies are getting ready to wipe out 
everybody whether you are Bourgoise(phonetic), 
whether you are militants, whether you are revolut
ionary, whether you are college students, whether 
you Delta(phonetic), whether you this or whether 
you that. If you black you go vote.

"Now then, we want to talk about survival on 
three levels, but first we have to try and repeat 
what we said earlier about understanding the ingrained 
superiority of white people around the world where 
they are subconscious of their own superior attitude 
and subconscious of their own racism. Now we began 
by explaining the moods of the white Western World 
against the Colored World. They first began to 
expand in this country and in order to establish 
a country, they wiped out the Indians. They 
committed genocide against that race. They then 
moved to South America. They did the same thing 
to the Aztec Indians. They came to our motherland, 
Africa, and they stole us, they steal our gold, 
they steal our copper, they steal our uranium, they 
steal our cocoa. Today they still plunder and 
steal everything from our motherland. They went to 
Asia and they did the exact same thing in Asia. 
Wherever this white man has gone, he has felt the 
people who were not his color are supposed to serve 
him. It is time for us to tell him that junk is 
over.

- 2
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"Now then, we have to develop three very 
important concepts as we move to organize our people 
today, and the first is very important. It is an 
undying love for our people, and we have to develop 
that concept more and more and understand what it 
means because we have our people turning against 
each other, fighting each other, destroying each 
other, only because of the system under which we 
live. An undying love for our people will begin 
to recognize that we can forgive the individuals 
who are black inside our community who commit crimes 
against us if we understand the system that aroused 
them to do those things. For example, I find a 
lot of people who say they are organizing but they 
don’t want to organize prostitutes, or pimps, 
hustlers or ex-convicts, and there are approaches 
to take these people as Individuals, to try to 
get a dope addict to stop using dope, But that’s 
absolutely nonsensical. If you get a dope addict 
to stop using dope and you do not remove the. 
pressures that caused him to use dope, it’s really 
inevitable that he is going to go back to using 
dope anyhow. So there is no need to approach that 
individual. We have to approach the system that 
makes them use dope, that make pui? women become 
prostitutes, that make our men become pimps, that 
make everybody in this society become a hustler 
for each other to live. An understanding of the 
system will mean that we will be able to forgive 
our own people who are caught up in the system. 
There is one other thing I think we ought to 
understand about the hustlers and the ex-convicts. 
They are the most courageious people in our community 
without a doubt. In this society if you are black 
you make it two ways. Either you get an education, 
which is by definition a compromise of our manhood 
or dignity, or you go'out with a gun and you face

- 3 -
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the man. The hustlers and the pimps face the guns. 
They face the man every day by themselves, single 
handedly. When they go out to hold up a store, 
rubbing the (unintelligible) hands up against the 
wall and (unintelligible) stick up enough taking it 
all, but they do that individually. They do that 
individually, where we have to understand this 
where we can collect all of the hustlers, all of 
the pimps, all of the ex-cons, everybody with a 
gun go (unintelligible) and that we want the 
government. That means that we could organize 
the people so they do not confront hunkies one at 
a time, where we confront them together, and we 
must move to a confrontation of this system, we 
must understand that in defense of ours one does 
not change the status quo. One just stays alive 
within the status quo. If you want to change the 
status quo, you got to move against it. Defense 
of ours does not change the status quo, it just 
protects your life. So it’s very important, the 
undying love for our people. The first concept, 
then, is first our people, then and only then, 
meaning you.

"Following that comes the second issue that 
every Negro is a potential black man and that must 
be understood because too many of our black masters 
are alienating a majority of our people who they 
feel are not black enough. And we have to under
stand that it is our job to take time out with 
those who are still Negroes and make them black 
then, because if we believe the fight is going to 
be against the entire community, that every Negro 
is a potential ally and we never alienate our 
potential allies. Nobody who is fixing to have a 
confrontation ever alienates their potential allies. 
We must understand that concept and we must work 
at it consciously. Every Negro is a potential black 

- 4 -
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man. Let's work with our people and bring them 
home. That is our desire and this is very important. 
(Applause)

"Now then, the third concept, which is a little 
bit more difficult to deal with, but which is fund
amental to our movement is very simple. For black 
people, the question of community is not the 
question of geography, it is a question of color. 
I want to repeat that so we can expand on it. For 
black people, the question of community is not the 
question of geography, it is the question of color, 
it is simply wherever our people are, wherever our 
people are, we are at home because we do the same 
things, if it's in Watts, if you are in Los Angeles, 
you want to be with your people^. You go to Watts, 
you feel at home. South side Chicago, Detroit, In 
Atlanta, Georgia, the Hunter Street District, it 
used to be on the bottom but they just*renovated 
the place moving South. In San Francisco, it's 
the Fllmore (phonetic) District, wherever you go, 
when we want to be in a community, we go where our 
people are. We must begin to understand that, 
because if we understand that concept then we under
stand that we are part and partial the same people. 
So that whatever happens in any one area effects 
us and if we really understand that, then we break 
down national geography and we recognize that 
there are now 100 million occupants in the world 
today and we are part of them, but we have to break 
down that concept. We have to. (Applause)

"And the only way we can conscientiously break 
down that concept is to stop talking this nonsense 
about America. We talk about our people, black 
people, Africans, that is all that is important to 
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us. This country is nothing, this country never has 
been, this country never will be, and unless we come 
to that realization, we are going to be lost. But 
it is very important for us to view that concept in 
International relationships. There are 900 million 
Africans in the world today. Chairman Mao Tse Tung 
talks about 750 million Chinese, we have 900 million 
Africans in the world today. From South Africa to 
Novia Scotia, we have been scattered by the white 
man and he saw fit, not that we saw fit. We do not 
know who we are, where we came from, who our sisters 
are, who our brothers are. We know absolutely nothing 
about our peers, the flesh of our blood, and the 
(unintelligible) and unless we come to that realiz
ation we are going to be lost. The white man 
scattered us in the West Indies, he scattered us to 
Cuba, he scattered us in Brazil, in Panama, in 
Guatamala, in Santo Domingo, in Mexico, United 
States, and Canada. Wherever he wanted to be he 
scattered us and he put thousands of miles of water 
between us, but we have to tell them that blood is 
thicker than water. (Applause) If we begin to 
understand that concept then we will not allow them 
to divide us from our brothers in Africa. When you 
see an African student here on your campus who comes 
from Africa, the only reason he is here now is 
because of the Mayflower mission. That's the only 
reason. The only reason. (Applause) So that 
makes him no different than us, the only difference is 
that we were caught and his parents were not. For 
all we know he might be our brother because our 
parents might have been the brother they swapped, 
and he is the one that they left. We cannot allow 
them to divide us, they have decided to conquer us 
on power, they are afraid of blackness. They have 
tried to make us afraid of blackness. We must get
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up and tell them we are being black. It is the 
most beautiful thing in the world. (Applause)

"Now then, we have to begin talking about organiz
ing techniques and all the programs that the hunkies 
run down that will save us and we must understand 
them very clearly. The first thing is that all of 
them are saying now today that Black Power represents 
the vote, and we find a lot of our people jumping 
up and saying Black Power is the vote. We ought 
to recognize as the people that the vote is now and 
always has been irrelevant to the survival of black 
people. Is now and always has been irrelevant to 
the survival of black people. We survived in 
Mississippi, Georgia, Alabama, Louisiana, Texas, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia, before they 
passed their jive voting rights act in 1965. We 
survived without it, we are surviving without it 
today and we are not voting in large numbers. When 
they took Julian Bond from his seat he was out of 
his seat for a year and one-half, we survived right 
here in this district without Julian Bond. They 
take Adam Clayton Powell, we are surviving without 
Adam Clayton Powell. We must recognize the vote is 
nothing but a trick beg by the white man. It is 
absolutely nothing, because they have the power to 
renew everybody we possess that is not ours, that 
is not ours. (Applause) And until we conscientiously 
begin to deal with it, we will be caught with every
body running around voting for somebody and when that 
person gets in there, if he is the slightest bit 
black, they will kick him out. And they can do it 
to everybody in the dark people elect in this country. 
Including the Stokes, the Clevelands, if they ever 
try to get a little bit black all they have to do is 
find a commissioner, find him guilty of fraud, kick 
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him out of office, and we are going to stand there 
voting. The vote is irrelevant to black people. 
(Applause) Unless you have real power to back up 
the people you put in power, you have no power. 
Mao Tse Tung says political power goes out of the 
barrel of the gun. He is correct. (Applause) 
And we must begin to understand that’s not it, 
because none of us here can do anything about 
Adam Clayton Powell if they took out Stokes and 
Hatchet (phonetic), we could do absolutely nothing.

"if we use the vote today it must be used only 
as an organizing tool for our people, for bringing 
us together, not as a solution to our problems. 
It will not solve any of our problems, only as an 
organizing tool to bring our people together do 
we use the vote. And as f£r as the 1968 election 
is concerned, we should forecast the whole damn 
thing. (Applause)

"now then, we have to move to the next thing, 
which is the poverty program. (Laughter) We must 
understand the poverty program and its concepts. 
The poverty program is the most sinister program 
the hunkies could have developed. It does two 
things. It strips the community and strips our 
families. Let us examine the poverty program. We 
need not, we all know what it does in the community, 
they organize this group, they organize that group, 
they organize about four groups and then they say 
they can only fund one group. And then these groups 
get to fight each other for the crumbs, for the 
bones. If these groups had any kind of sense, they 
would stop fighting for the bones, get together, 
and we could all get the meat, which belongs to us.
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But the poverty program is a clearance to visit 
our neighbors in the black community. No one can 
deny that. Watts, which was the first community 
to be funded by their jive poverty program system, 
is now completely divided. The black people voting 
white Instead of for black people for a couple of 
hundred thousand dollars, and the white man sits 
back there laughing at all of us fighting each 
other. We must understand the poverty program in 
its correct prospective.

"Now, the way it divides the family, and this 
is important. At any rate, the most dlstincitive 
revolutionary people ar e the youth, that is a 
fact. In our race, the most revolutionary, vin
dictive revolutionary people are our youths. 
They will fight at the drop of a hat. They will 
do anything. The youths will fight at the drop of 
a hat. The poverty program is paid to stop the 
(unintelligible). It is right for our youths to 
get $50 to $75 to $150 a week for doing absolutely 
nothing but stopping the rebellion. That is all. 
But look what it brought to the fathers. Now the 
modern man preaches all this junk about the Negro 
father (unintelligible), but he talks about the 
need for bringing family together, you know he takes 
$150 and gives it to a youth, a young man 18 or 19. 
This young man 18 or 19 (unintelligible) at $150 
a week and our fathers have to sit there and look 
at our children become the breadwinners of our 
family. If they cared about our families, they 
would give the money to our fathers, who must be the 
breadwinners in our structure. Must he the 
breadwinners. (Applause)

"it is because the poverty program is used once 
again as the division element of our community that
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we are caught up in it. If we use the poverty 
program today it must be used only to organize and 
bring our people together. Nothing else. If a 
man is making $2400 a year, $24,000 a year, on 
the poverty program, he should live on $10,000 
and use $14,000 to buy guns. (Applause) I’m 
not saying we going to use the guns, but I said just 
in case he decided to come down on us, it would be 
good if we had them. (Laughter) Now if you had 
the stuff and they came down then we could meet 
them two for two and life for life. Won’t be 
notrouble, cause if they come with the guns, we 
ought to know we are going, and since we are going, 
let us take a couple with us. And this must be 
preached to our people and dorft tell me black 
people are frail because we are not afraid of guns. 
All our hustlers and pimps carry guns every day. 
(Laughter) All of you young men as soon as you 
get out of college, you will be carrying a gun in 
Viet Nam unless you have got the guts to die for 
your own principals and not his. (Applause)

"We are not now nor have we ever been afraid 
of a gun, the trouble is that we have been using the 
gun to (unintelligible) this country against our 
people. We have been using the gun for the white 
man but individually not selectively for our people 
today. If we are going to use the gun, it ought 
to be used for the benefit of the masses of our 
people. We are going to have to get a gun.

"Now then we want to talk about education. Last 
year when we spoke we talked about Franz (unintelligible) 
when he said that education is nothing but the re
establishment and re-enforcing of values and 
institutions of a given society. That is a fact. 
That is a fact. That’s all education is. All you 
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you get in education is an ideology and a few 
technical skills, but the real messing up of the 
minds of our people, the ideology — you know 
when you used to have reading comprehension tests. 
We had to memorize and answer back and see what 
range you were. I'll give you a little story 
about George Washington, a beautiful man who never 
lied, always told the truth, cut down the cherry 
tree and he came in and told his father and for that 
he became president of the United States. You had 
to remember it and you had to remember and jot down 
the answer. All they were doing was white washing 
us. That's all they were doing. And we thought 
we were trying to Improve our reading skills. We 
were reading about George Washington, Abraham 
Lincoln, United States presidents. (Applause). 
And what we have begun to understand today, and 
must be clear about it, is that we need an ideology 
in this country that speaks for the benefit of black 
people. That means we must cut across the ■values 
system of this country. This country preaches the 
value system of the individual, the individual, 
that's the Horatio Alger nonsense that you read 
when you are in kindergarden. That if you are 
strong, if you are brave, if you are trustworthy, 
if you work hard, if you sweat, then by God, you'll 
make it if you believe in motherhood and the United 
States. But that is not true. It is not true, and 
we ought to know it as black people. It is not , 
true. We need a new value system. First our people, 
then and only then, the Individual. First our people 
then and only then, the individual. If.we could 
begin to get that ideology across then we could send 
any one of our children to Harvard and when they got 
through with their technical skills, they would come 
back and give it to their people. (Applause)
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"First our people. In order to do that it 
means we must look and examine the schools in our 
community. An education is supposed to fit you to 
live into your community, to prepare you to live in 
your community. Let us examine our communities. 
Let us examine the big cities, and since we are in 
the South, the rural South. In the big cities. I 
live in Washington, D. C. I live at 14th and U. 
It is the hippies neighborhood north. I get home 
every morning about 3:00 or 4:00, when I pass there 
are five prostitutes, sometines four, if one got 
lucky, there are pimps, there are hustlers, there 
are gangsters, there are racketeers, there are 
young teenage gangs, there are numbers men, there 
are runners, there are hookers, there are teachers, 
there are hippies, there are maids, there are 
porters, there are preachers, there are ditchdigger , 
and there are some factory workers. Our schools, 
if we sent our youth to them, should prepare our 
children how to be good prostitues, good pimps, 
good maids (Laughter) — You may laugh but It is 
a fact. If you are going to live in your community, 
then you need to know how: to be a good pimp, a 
good prostitute, a good hustler, a good preacher, 
good teacher, good porter, good maid, good ditch- 
digger, good factory worker, if not, what are they 
preparing you for? If they cannot do that, then 
they ought to teach you how to change your community 
so you can live like a human being.

"But our schools do neither. Neither, that is 
why we have to take them over. We have to take 
them over because no race takes their youth and 
gives them to another race to train. No race does 
that. We take our children and kick them into 
the hunkie institutions and then our children, who 
are much more intelligent, drop out of school, and 
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they dig, man, that junk ain’t helping me. We 
kick them back. We point fingers at them, you drop 
out, get back in school. You do this, you do that, 
get back to what? To white washing institutions 
that destroy our people? Let's change the school 
system. Let's take them over. (Applause) Unless 
we take them over, we will never teach our children 
and I will tell you why. In order for you to want 
to learn you must know something about yourself, 
you must have dignity and pride in yourself, or else 
you will never learn anything. That's why we don't 
learn, because we have no pride and dignity in our
selves. What do we know about ourselves? We were 
slaves, happy and contented, a few of us, even 
though we were slaves, helped America oppress us 
some more. We need to know who we are. Africans, 
Africans, Africans. (Unintelligible). We need to 
know that we have a history 4,000 years old and we 
gave civilization to the hunkies, we gave civilization 
to the hunkies. We gave it to them.

"We need to know that the first university in 
the world was the University of Timbuck Two in Africa, 
in Africa. We need to know the sciences that he got, 
he got from us. We need to know about the mighty 
Hannibal, who marched ovex’ the Alps, and beat the 
Romans to death. We need to know that we are 
Africans and that we have ancestors. And unless we 
begin to understand Africans, as opposed to Negro, 
we are going to get wasted, because to begin Negro 
is to begin a history defined for you by your 
oppressors. You cannot define Africans becaus e 
we rule the world, and all of its gold. We cannot 
define Africa because our ancestors would fight the 
sun before they would bow down to anyone. We need 
to know Africa is where we come from. And unless we 
understand that concept, we will never make it, 
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because we were trying to be Negroes in a white 
man's country. We have to understand we are 
Africans.

"Now we want to talk about the concept of 
black united funds across the country. Now we don't 
understand very clearly what the fight is about, 
see. But hunkies got all kinds of games, I mean, 
they really got the games. After every rebellion 
they jump up and they gather what we call the 
Catechism of Rebellions and they recite the 
Catechism. They rebelled because there was no 
money and because of unemployment, because of 
poor housing, because of bad facilities, because 
of bad transportation, all of the reasons they 
are telling us we are rebelling is because we 
don’t have money. And see everybody gets tired up 
on that and they talk about power, poverty program, 
we want money. They don’t recognize that this is 
not a fight for money, it is a fight for our 
humanity. There are thousands of poor white people 
in this country, they don't fight. You think we 
are fighting because of money, we are fighting for 
our humanity. If you had a million dollars, you 
are still a Nigger, still a Nigger. (Applause)

"Unless we begin to understand what we are 
fighting for we are going to be caught up fighting 
for some jive poverty program, and some Jive money 
when the system is going to fall in the next three 
years anyhow. Anyhow. And we know, we know it, 
cause the system is going to fall because they are 
trying to convert it. They're trying harder and 
harder. We cannot fight for money. , There must be 
something above money. It must be love of our 
people. That is all. Don’t talk about money.
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You are going to get wasted, cause it is the one 
thing they have used to divide us time and time 
again. Time and time again — Money. No green 
power, black power is the only kind of power we 
can talk about.

"Now we want to understand those concepts in 
terms of dealing with oppression, exploitation, 
cause more and more you finally got a new game 
coming. They are talking about, well, they want 
to organize poor whites and poor blacks because 
they are both poor. We must understand that 
poor whites and poor blacks in this country do 
not have the same problems. They are entirely 
different. Let me explain this.

"There are two types of op-p ression in the 
world. There is exploitation.and there is colon
ization. Poor whites are exploited. The black 
people of this country are colonized. Let me tell 
you the difference. When you are exploited, it is 
the same race of people taking advantage of each 
other, but they have the same values, the same 
culture, the same history, the same way of life, 
so the people are just poor. What they are fight
ing for is money. Right? When you are colonized, 
it is one race of: people exploiting the entire 
race of another people and it’s not just a question 
of being poor; our culture, our history, our 
language, our way of life, our everything is 
destroyed and we become further dehumanized that we 
respond to the every action of the master.' There 
is a difference. It's a big difference. For the 
white people don’t have to fight for their culture, 
for their history, for their values system, for 
their way of life. It has never been destroyed.
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'I

Ours has been destroyed. It has to be destroyed in 
order for the man to do what he has done to us. We 
are a colonized people.

"Now let me explain to you the difference. Poor 
white people hate. I mean they really hate. They 
hate everybody, and they hate us, and they hate rich 
white people. But black people don't hate. We 
have been so dehumanized that we do not hate. So 
dehumanized that we do not even feel we have the 
right to hate. Now what kind of a man are you when 
you are sitting in your house, a hunkie comes in, 
slaps yoirwife, rapes your daughter, slaps you, and 
walks out the door, and you say I still love him. 
(Laughter) There are --------- that even college
teaching they give you cannot answer the question. . 
You know you live in a world that revolves around 
dialectic philosophy, there are opposites for every
thing. For hot there is cold, for Joy there is 
sorrow, for laughter there is crying, and for love 
there is hate. It is a real emotion. If you do 
not have hate you cannot differentiate love. But 
they tell us and we tell ourselves that we can't 
hate. You can't love if you can't hate, cause you 
don't know the difference. It is because we are 
so dehumanized, we are afraid to stand up and say, 
'Yes, Daddy, we hate you for what you have done to 
our people and what you continue to do to our 
people. But we are afraid to say it, I know. 
(Applause)

"We have been so dehumanized we are like dogs. 
You kick, you spit on, you beat up, you push outside, 
and when you snap your finger, he comes running. We 
are not dogs, we are human beings. We have emotions, 
and we cannot allow ourselves to dehumanize to that
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level. We cannot.
"Now then, exploitation and colonization becomes 

very Important for us to recognize where the world 
is moving. Communism and socialism is not an 
ideology suited for us. It is not an ideology suited 
for us because the doctrines of Communism and 
Socialism speaks to the problems of exploitation. 
They say we want the wealth divided up among all of 
the people. That’s an expression of exploitation. 
Communism and Socialism does not speak to the 
problem of colonization. We just don't want the 
wealth divided up in the country. We just want to 
reclaim our dignity and our humanity, our culture, 
our history, and our way of life. Communism and 
Socialism does not see to that. We have to under
stand that as Negroes today. That is not assuming 
Communism is no good cause the hunkies says its 
not good. Later for the hankie. If Communism was 
only right we would take it and tell them so and 
he couldn't do nothing about it. Nothing about it. 
And you ought to understand how they use this thing, 
Communism, to divide us. Like they are running this 
program down in SNCC saying it is infiltrated with 
Communists and the main hunkie, Ralph McGill, talk
ing about we -are having meetings with Communists. 
Lyrion Baines Johnson had a three day meeting with 
the top Communist official in the whole world and 
they put it on television. And they put bn 
television. The last meeting was a meeting where 
one hunkie had a meeting with another hunkie. One 
was Communist and one was Catholic, but they got 
together every news commentator praised it as a 
beautiful thing that the Communists are getting 
together. They are coming together so that we can 
have peace in the world. The Communists are getting 
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together with the Capitalists. Yet when a black 
man is for a Communist he can’t get together with 
his own people. We have to recognize those tools 
are used to divide us. We cannot have any respect 
for anything the hunkie says about any of our 
people. Let him talk about his own. And you have 
to recognize the importance of that drive onvme. 
It is simply a question of the world colonizing on 
the question of color. Russia gives guns to 
North Viet Nam. How can Lyndon Johnson sit down 
with a man and be friends when he is giving guns 
to the man he is fighting. That don’t make no 
kind of sense to the dumbest Nigger in the world. 
(Applause)

"We have to begin to understand it is just a 
question of color. Check this country out. They're 
not. They’re the white man from South Africa, our 
country, the richest country in the world, with 
all the gold in the world, being ruined and run 
by these hunkies. They are white men over there 
with guns. Our people can't move in their own 
country unless they are cautious. (Unintelligible) 
a hunkie doctor to take the heart of a black man, 
move it into a white man, and then bring him over 
here and make him a national hero. It is a question 
of color. A question of color. They make him a 
national hero and then they say it is scientific 
development. It is the slow destruction of the 
most beautiful race of people on the face of this 
earth, Africans, and unless we become aware of it 
we are going to be wiped out. Check this country 
out. This was the country what voted for South 
Africa to participate in the Olympics. The United 
States of America voted for the South Africa, Union
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of South Africa, to participate in the Olympics, 
and they want to know why black people want to boycott 
the Olympics and they always say they can't find 
out what it is. I'll tell you what it is. Tell 
them that our brothers are going to boycott it and 
when they ask you what you hope to gain, say you 
are going to lose and that's enough, we want you 
to lose, without us. (Applause)

"We must understand that. If they lose without 
us, it's a victory because for us because it will 
demonstrate to our people that we are the warriors 
of this country. We are the warriors of this 
country. It is our flesh and our blood that re
presents the real warrior force in the United States. 
In the field of sports, they would not win one 
Olympic medal without black warriors. In the wars, 
they would not win one war without black warriors. 
We are the warriors of this country, we are the 
warriors of this country. We are. And unless we 
begin to understand that, we are the warriors, 
and stop waring for them, but make war for. our 
people, we are going to be wiped out. We are going 
to be wiped out.

"Now as we go into our concept Internationally, 
we must begin now to make hook ups with groups around 
the world and to make hook ups with people where 
there is going to be war. The next one is going to 
be the Middle East. Black people must be crystal 
clear on that position. We can be for no one but 
the Arabs. We can be for no one but the Arabs, we 
cannot be for the Zionists. We can have no 
relationship with any Jewish group in this country 
that support Israel. Because let me tell you 
about Israel. Do you know how it was created? In 
1917j the British were controlling Palistine. A 
hunkie gave the land to the Zionists. Gave it to 
them. And then they decided to move the Arabs out.
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They didn't pay for it. They didn't have the Arabs 
where they wanted. They took Palistine and gave it 
to the Zionists. They went there and they started 
to blow up, and make terrorist gangs, and run the 
Arabs out, and then in 1948, they created what was 
called Israel. And notice how they created it. 
The Justification was that the Jews were persecuted 
all over the world. They absolutely (unintelligible) 
the Jews had been persecuted all over the world, 
but they persecuted the Jews. Other hunkies 
persecuted the Jews, we never did. (Applause) 
Russia, England, France, Germany, the United States, 
Hungary, they are the ones who persecuted the 
Jews. Germany was the one who started to wipe them 
out. If they wanted peace over there, take it 
from Hitler. He lost the war. Don't come to us 
and take it from our country.

"Ours are the ones we have to support. But 
make it more clear for you why we must support the 
Arabs. Israel is a creation of 1948. You have 
young Jewish kids who will be ready to fight and 
go die for Israel today. In the last invasion 
they took over Northern Egypt. Do you not know that 
Egypt is in Africa and Africa is out? motherland and 
we have (unintelligible), not since 1948, (unintell
igible) 4,000 years ago. And here we are supporting 
Zionists to take over Egypt, our mother country. 
We are so confused. The arabs, the Arabs, the 
Arabs. And when they tell you about the Arab 
soldier people, ask them what did they give the 
Arabs. A very important question. This question 
about black people selling black people. What 
could a hunkie give a black man in Africa when we 
have everything they wanted. We have everything 
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they wanted. They came to Africa to take it, 
what did they give us? Green dollars? Gold? We 
have the gold. Silver? We have the silver. Food? 
We have the food. Copper? We have the copper. 
Uranium? We have the uranium. What could they 
give us? What could they give us? Yeah, Jesus 
Christ. (Laughter)

"We must begin to clarify our minds. We must 
begin to understand very clearly all of the tricks, 
all of the lies that have been told to us. We 
must begin to understand today a number of things. 
Three things.

"Number one. Black people, our people, are 
willing to fight today. There is no question 
about that. No one will stop that. We are going 
to fight. Every time they get one of us, then 
all of us are going to have to go down, whether 
we like it or not. But we must.begin to organize 
consciously, where that when they attack one of 
us, there is maximum damage to them and minimum 
risk to us. Understand that concept. Understand 
that concept. Maximum damage to them, minimum 
risk to us. If we do not, we will play into their 
hands. They are prepared to deal with major 
rebellion to some extent. They are prepared to 
some extent to deal with major rebellions. Let 
me tell you something. The people who want 
rebellions in our community is not really the 
cat on the street. The persons who wants it most 
is the middle class person cause he gets the pov
erty program after the rebellion. They are the 
ones you see talking about it on TV. If you don’t 
give us the money, well, then, we are going to give 
the program to Stokely Carmichael or H., Rap 
Brown and you know what will happen. You better 
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give us the money. Ain’t no money going to buy 
us a rebellion, because there ain’t going to be 
no rebellion. There’s going to be organized 
retaliation against the hunkie white people. 
(Applause)

"We must be conscious that our people are 
willing to fight. It is not a question of condemn
ing our people when they want to fight. I will 
tell you why. To condemn one people, said Mao 
Ese Tung, is to take the side of the enemy. 
Understant that. To condemn ones’ people is to 
take the side of the enemy. What if you had a 
rebellion in Atlanta tomorrow and hunkie got up 
there and started saying, ’You black people should 
rise (Unintelligible). You do it this way.’ 
And a Negro comes behind him and says, ’You black 
people should rise.' He's saying the same thing 
the hunkie is saying. What good is it? You 
can't condemn your people. If the Negro had any 
sense he would say, 'Hunkie, you are to blame for 
what you have done to our people. You and your 
entire race of people have tried consciously to 
destroy us, and now you are moving physically 
to do it by selling white people guns for $1.00 
in Atlanta.'

"Whether or not we want to fight is not the 
question today. It is solely a question of survival. 
We have to survive as a race of people. We must 
survive as a race of people if even we didn't want 
to. We owe it to our ancestors to survive. We 
owe it to our brothers and sisters in slavery, who 
took all of that to survive. We owe it to our 
brothers and sisters during the Reconstruction Period, 
during the rise of the Ku Klux Klan, during the 
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depression, during World War II, during the Korean 
War. We owe it to our mothers who stuck to us for 
it. We have to survive as a people. We have to 
survive as a people, and that is the only question' 
that we have to deal with today. The question of 
survival. And brothers and sisters, the (unintell
igible) is right. When it is all over, all black 
people will survive, few Negroes will make it, and 
no hunkies at all. (Applause)

"it is simply a question of survival. We cannot 
make to convince people when they talk about pranks, 
when they talk about guns, when they talk about one 
arm shotguns, when they talk about Mlgs (phonetic), 
when they talk about chemical warfare, when they 
talk about Communists. Who do you think they are 
talking about? Us. Us. Us. It is we they are 
preparing to wipe out, because they no longer have 
need for us. We have done what we were brought 
here to do. Build this country to an empire. Now 
that it is done, we can be gotten rid of. Do 
not underestimate the hunkies. They have committed 
genocide and attempted to commit genocide every place 
they went to people of a different color. I would 
like to end by reading a statement from Brother Rap 
Brown, who is in jail now. Brother wrote the state
ment while he was in jail. Rap Brown is my leader. 
He speaks for me. I would like you to listen to 
the entire statement before you applaud. It ends 
with ’We shall conquer without a doubt.’ But please 
listen to the entire statement, because I think 
that Brother Rap is saying the same thing. It is 
simply a question of survival.
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'Being a man is the continuing battle of one's 
life and one loses a bit !of manhood with every 
stale compromise to the authority of any power 
in which one does not believe.

'No slave should die a natural death. There is 
a point where caution ends and cowardice begins.

'For everyday I am imprisoned I will refuse both 
food and water. My hunger is for the liberation 
of my people. My thirst is for the ending of 
oppression.
'I am a political prisoner, jailed for my beliefs 
— that Black People must be free. The Govern
ment has taken a position true to its fascist 
nature: Those who we cannot convert, we must 
silence. This government has become the enemy 
of Mankind.

'Death can no longer alter our path to Freedom. 
For our people, Death has been the only known 
exit from slavery and oppression. We must open 
others.

'Our will to live must no longer supersede pur 
fight, for our fighting will determine if our 
race shall live. To desire Freedom is not enough.

'We must move from resistance to aggression, from 
revolt to revolution.

'For every Orangeburg there must be 10 Detroits. 
For every Max Stanford and Huey Newton, there 
must be 10 dead racist cops. And for every 
Black Death there must be a Dien Bien Phu.
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'Brothers and Sisters, and all oppressed 
people, you must prepare yourself both mentally 
and physically, for the major confrontation 
is yet to come. You must fight. It is the 
people who in the final analysis make and 
determine history, not leaders or systems. 
The laws to govern you must be made by you.
'May the deaths of '68 signal the beginning 
of the end of this country. I do what I must 
out of the love for my people. My will is to 
fight; resistance is not enough . Aggression 
is the order of the day.

NOTE TO AMERICA

'America, if it takes my Death to organize my 
people to revolt against you, and to organize 
your jails to revolt against you, and to organize 
your troops to revolt against you, and to 
organize your children, your God, your poor, 
your country, and to organize Mankind to re
joice in your destruction and ruin, then here 
is my life! But my soul belongs to MY PEOPLE.
'(We shall conquer without a doubt.)' "
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. and goyernment. ■ •' . •'

6. ; | | Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making; .. \

Photograph Q has been furnished | | enclosed: - | | is not available. :
□ may be available through ■ ■ ■ ______ ,_____ _________ ■ - ■ ' ■ ; , ■ - - _■

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE_s// i/f7—
1 - Special Agent in-Charge (Enclosure(s) 1) 

U. S. Secret Service, Birmingham, Alabama

Very truly yours, .

Enclosure(s) 1 (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal'formX' becomes UNCLASSIFIED:). ' :.
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

D STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUDICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Mobile, Alabama 
March 11, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

STOKELY CARMICHAEL and a Negro male travelling with 
him under the name of| [arrived at Montgomery, Alabama
via Eastern Airlines at 11:4» A.M. , Central Standard Time7~on 
March 10, 1968. It was the speculation, of local authorities 
at the time that | a represents t
the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCt). •. . 
previously been in the Alabama area with CARMICW>L\~\ ■>. , yi. r.. 
subsequently, a positive identification was not mad^’ ' ______1 They were met jft the airport by an 
individual reported to be |____________________ a Negro male also
reported as a member of SNCC from Selma, Alabama, and another 
unidentified Negro male. They proceeded in an automobile, 
which, according to records of the Alabama Motor Vehicle Division, 
Montgomery, Alabama, was registered to _____________ of Selma,
Alabama, also identified bv local authorities as a representative 
of SNCC.______________________________________________________________

b7C

CARMICHAEL, with his group, visited various residents 
of Lowndes County, Alabama, and at 4:20 P.M., Central Standard 
Time, on March 10, 1968, CARMICHAEL was in attendance at a mass 
meeting of Negroes at the Mt. Uriah Church, twelve miles 
southwest of Hayneville, in Lowndes County, Alabama. No white 
persons were allowed in the church. There were approximately 
150 Negroes who attended this meeting. The context of the speech 
is unknown at this time; however, according to a confidential 
source, who has not been contacted sufficiently to determine 
his reliability, the speech was made in commemorative of the 
third anniversary of the foundation of the Lowndes County 
Christian Association. The meeting lasted until approximately 
6:15 P.M., Central Standard Time, after which CARMICHAEL was 
driven back to the house next to the| residence.

> fid <1^

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED' 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Alabama State Troopers, advised 
that during their observations of the activities of STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL and his group the troopers in one of his cars were b7c 
challenged in front of the residence of | at
approximately 2g40 P.M., Central Standard Time, by members 
of the| [Family as to their presence in the area and
stated if they did not get out of the area steps would be 
taken to get them out.

__ [advised he would have sufficient manpower b?c 
to.handle any situation that developed.

No significant developments occurred during the 
course of events on March 10, 1968,

_ Tuskegee, Alabama 
1968 that, he has beenPolice Department, advised on March 10 

in contact with____________ _
SNCCj, and who is staying at[ _______________________
Tuskegee, Alabama, who stated CARMICHAEL would not arrive at b7C
Tuskegee &ntil shortly before his scheduled speech at
8:00 P.M., Central Standard Time, March 11, 1968, and he would 
leave righj>-after the speech. The speech will follow a play entitled<^*BACK TO BLACK”, which is being sponsored by the 
Tuskegee Institute Student Government Association, but the 
throwaway pamphlets indicate thar it is a SNCC presentation 
and is being directed! [also reportedly a
representative of SNCC. ,

I Domestic Relations Diyision, 
Montgomery, Alabama Police Department; ___________ _______ Alabama
State Troopers, Montgomery, Alabama; ]Military
Intelligence, Montgomery, Alabama; andf [United
States Secret Service, Mobile, Alabama; were all advised on 
March 10, 1968 of the arrival of STOKELY CARMICHAEL in 
Montgomery, Alabama,

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are hot to be 
distributed outside your agency.

2*



■ , D<3i_ (Rev.. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Vin AIRTEL

TO:

FROM

RE?

<

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL'
(Priority)

' STOKELY- CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS/
SEDITION '

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FBI

Date; . 3/13/68
fl

Re Mobile airtel of 3/11/68, with accompanying 
letterhead memorandum, Mobile teletype of .3/12/68, and 
Birmingham teletypes of 3/12/68 and 3/13/68.

■Enclosed herewith to the Bureau are 11 copies o-f' 
letterhead memorandum pertaining CARMICHAEL’S speech at 
Tuskegee Institute., Tuskegee, Ala;. Four (4) copies of the 
letterhead memorandum are being forwarded to Atlanta, and two 
copies of the letterhead memorandum are being forwarded to the 
designated offices

is
■ Confidential source mentioned in letterhead .memorandumL/

b7C 
: ^>7Dwho requested that his identity be protected.

b7C

agencies, 
Ala

37-
4^ CO

2 —
2 -
2 -
6 -

Dissemination is being made to military intelligence
U. S. Secret Service, and U. S. Attorney, Montgomery^, 

AGmY:ACSI,NIC,OSI,SEC.S^V^* ■
DEPi: t^,CRD,W^  ̂

'hA. ----------
lATEFORwZZZ^-------------

$7^Bureau' (Encs. 11) (RM)
Atlanta (100-6812) (Encs .
Birmingham (Encs. 2)(RM)
New York (100-153751) (Encs. 2) (RM) mm « wttWFO (100-43503)(Encs. 2)(RM) W
Mobile (2

b7C

CBC 3

- 100-1858)
- 100-1693)(SNCC)

(1
' (1 M

54 MAR2 7 19W
Approved:

Special Agenr'in Charge

9
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FD-376 (Rev, 8-1-66) '

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDEBAL BUREAU OF LN V E ST I G AT I ON’ .

In Reply, Please Refer to
File IVo.

Director
United States Secret Service 
Department Of the Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

March 13, 1968

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the’ agreement between, the FBI and Secret-Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or.categories checked. ■-

■ 1. 'I | Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S.,: because of his official status. - •:

2. -| | Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any;public official by other 
• than legal means. ■■■'.'■ ■

3. " [~l Because of background is potentially.dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has beeri.under active investigation as member

' of other group or organization inimical to U. S.'j .

4. f | U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. |~xl Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria": ; ,

[~U Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior: ‘ .•

□ Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
[x] Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements • , 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy'toward good order 
and government. ?.

6. | Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

(a)

(b)
(c)

Photograph [~~| has -been furnished □ enclosed □ is not available 
. □ may be available through i' ______ -

Very truly yours

oover
Directo

John Edg^r

' 1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 1
U. S. Secret Service, Birmingham, Alabama

■ Enclosure(s) 1 (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.) ■’



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Mobile, Alabama 
March 13, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Alabama State Troopers, Alabama 
Department Of Public Safety, Montgomery, Alabama, advised on 
March 11, 1968 there were no reported activities of STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL in Lowndes County, Alabama during the morning of 
March 11, 1968.

CARMICHAEL was observed at 12:15 P.M. on March 11, 
1968 at the residence of

in Lowndes County, Alabama.

b7C

At 1:15 P.M., Central Standard Time, two cars departed 
the residence. CARMICHAEL was a passenger in a 1966
Blue Pontiac, bearing 1968 Alabama License| | which,
according to the records of the Motor Vehicle Bureau. State Of Alabama, Montgomery, Alabama, is rpgigt.prpri tn I \ 
Camden, Alabama. The car was driven by of
Lowndes County, Alabama, and contained two other passengers., 
one of whom was believed to be| ~~| of Selma,
Alabama. The occupants of the second car were unknown. This 
car was a 1967 Chevrolet, bearing 1968 Alabama License| 
registered to| | of Camden, Alabama. The cars
proceeded to Montgomery, Alabama and stopped at Radio Station 
WMRA for some five minutes. The 1966 Pontiac with CARMICHAEL 
as a passenger then proceeded to Interstate Highway 85 toward 
Tuskegee, Alabama, and arrived at Tuskegee, Alabama at 2:50 P.M., 
Central Standard Time.

b7C

| Tuskegee, Alabama,
Police Department, advised on March 11, 1968 that, through his 
officers, he determined that CARMICHAEL, upon arrival at 
Tuskegee Institute, proceeded to the Student Union Hall on the 
campus. There was no mass welcome for him, and, during the 
course of the afternoon, he visited students on the campus. 
At approximately 7:00 P.M., he went to Logan Hall, Tuskegee 
Institute, where he was to give his speech.

b7C

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREINJS UNCLASSIFIED , 
DATE T BY SfrLflJ’M 7

f



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b7C

Montgomery, Alabama, ad
vised on Haren 11, iwt>» ne attempted to gain entrance to the 
meeting, but he was told the1 press was barred. This was 
confirmed by| | Montgomery, Alabama, who had
entered the meeting but was tasked to leave. [estimated
that some 1500 to 2,000 persons were present.

b7C

On March 11, 1968,
Alabama State Department Of Public Safety, Montgomery, 

Alabama, advised he attended! the meeting held at Tuskegee 
Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama!, on March 11, 1968, and he esti
mated the attendance at 2,0u0. The play, "Back To Black”, 
dealt with African Culture, and the cast was dressed in 
African Costumes. He stated CARMICHAEL’s speech lasted from 
9:30 P.M., Central Standard (Time, to approximately 10:50 P.M., 
Central Standard Time. There were no incidents.

b2
b7D On March 11, 1968,] a confidential source who

has furnished reliable information in the past, who attended 
the meeting at Logan Hall, Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, 
Alabama, on March 11, 1968, described CARMICHAEL'S speech as 
highly inflammatory and as repeatedly urging Negroes to arm 
themselves and to pursue violent action against white persons,
characterized by him as "hunkies". This source informed 
CARMICHAEL attacked state ah'd federal law enforcement offic©rs> 
in bitter, profane, and obsejene language, stating that ’’for 
every black man that dies, ten cops should die”. CARMICHAEL 
told the audience they should not go to Vietnam, but should die 
in the streets here. He stated he would not say whether he 
was a communist or not. ”1 am black. That’s all I will say,” 
He urged hearers to applaud [the black man who broke a store 
window or robbed a store with a gun, saying "I want everything” 
as being brave enough to take that which belonged to him. 
Black men were told to go to] the Capitol with guns and say 
"Hands up. This country is Jours. But, you've got to get guns. 
Everybody get a gun." CARMICHAEL was critical of Tuskegee 
Institute, its policies, andj the attitude of the black man 
who sought financial security in the form of "green power" 
(referring to money). "If wje got it, the 'hunkies' would 
change it to blue. We are all slaves. No slave should die 
a natural death." I.

I \ 
- M . . •- ' •.
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

This source further informed that during CARMICHAEL'S 
speech a few of his companions stood on the platform at parade rest closely observing the auhience, and with little effort to 
conceal pistols which they were wearing.

b7C

On March 11, 1968,
Tuskegee,Alabama Police Department, advised alter tne meeting 
at Logan Hall, Tuskegee Institute, broke up on the night of ;March 11, 1968, CARMICHAEL anh his party proceeded to a 
res idence at [_ 
would be enter 
of one

b7C

b7C

___ _Tuskegee, Alabama, where they 
It was!believed thiswas"the residence

_______________| Tuskegee, Alabama Police 
Department, advised on March 12. 1968 he learned through |who attached himself to CARMICHAEL'S * 
party, alter speecn ana question and answer session at Tuskegee! 
Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama,;on the night of March 11, 1968, ; 
CARMICHAEL and close associates attended a party at the residence 
of|________________________________________ [Tuskegee, Alabama.- | : , 

During the-* early morning hours, CARMICHAEL left this 
party with| | ^iso Known As | - l°fTuskegee, Alabama, who took him to the residence of I I

b7C

[in Tuskegee., Alabama, where CARMICHAEL reportedly spehf~~nTg~~ remainder of the night. I -
I . -I

Later in the morning of March 12. 1968, | ~|
reported CARMICHAEL and|_________________[went to the College
Union Building, Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama, attempting 
to organize a cast of drama entitled "Back To Black” to go to 
StillmanCollege, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, where CARMICHAEL has 
a speaking engagement on the night of March 12, 1968.

3



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b7C

reported CARMICHAEL left Tuskegee Institute, 
Tuskegee, Alabama, at about noon on March 12. 1968 in 1966 ;
Yellow Mustang belonging to| I accompanied by__2__|and two other unidentified Negro males, presumably 
en route to Stillman College', Tuscaloosa, Alabama, possibly 
via Lowndes County, Alabama,

No incidents occurred.
'This document contains neither recommendations nor 

conclusions of the FBI. It is the property.of the FBI and is i 
loaned to your agency; it ami its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

4*
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ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
IDATE 04-21-20 0 6 BY
603 0 9 ./ AU C / T AM / D C G,/ b 1 s

Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

J. Walter Yeagley
Assistant Attorney General 
Internal Security Division

March 7,196S,

Black Nationalist Movement in the United States; 
Racial Matters (BPPSD)
Reference is made to your teletype of February 18, 1968, 

containing information concerning the BPPSD rally at Oakland, 
California, on February 17th. Your teletype noted that Leroy 
Eldridge Cleaver announced a merger of the BPPSD and the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). Your teletype also 
stated that various individuals made a numbei’ of statements as 
follows:

JAMES FORMAN, International Director of SNCC, said 
reprisals must be taken for the assassination of any 
black leader.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, presented as the Prime Minister 
of the Afro-America to all Africans throughout the 
world asserted that all blacks must unite socially, 
economically and militarily in order to avoid 
extermination by Whitest

Reference is also made to your teletype of February 19, 
1968, containing- information concerning the Black Congress 
program at Los Angeles on February ISth. This teletype also

>06 •
NOT RECORDED

46 MAR 20 1968
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advised that various statements were made by a number of individual 
as follows:

J MIES FORMAN said every Negro should be armed due 
to the eventual revolution of black people.

b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL reiterated his remark that all 
blacks must unite socially, economically and 
militarily.

Sections 2383, 2384 and 2385, respectively, of Title 18, 
United States Code, proscribe the crimes of rebellion or insur
rection, seditious conspiracy and advocating the violent overthrow 
of the United States Government or the government of any political 
subdivision thereof. While the statements attributed to the fore
going speakers ostensibly are aimed at uniting Negroes for the 
purpose of obtaining their rights, the violation of one or more 
of the mentioned statutes is implicit in these statements. We 
would therefore appreciate receiving, on a continuing basis, all 
information indicating a conspiracy on the part of the named 
individuals and organizations to violate one or more of these 
statutes.

In regard to the above, reference is made to my memorandum 
dated January 29, 1968, captioned | |- Security
Matter - Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.** in which 
I refer to a statement made by______  on November 24, 1967, at
Debs Hall in Chicago, that SNCC is no longer a protest group but 
is now a. revolutionary movement. ’.7e would appreciate receiving 
any information which would indicate that the merger of SNCC 
with the BPPSD is for the purpose of implementing the alleged 
revolutionary policy of SNCC.



^-.-FEDERAL #UREAU OF INVESTIGATION-

LOS ANGELES
TITLE OF CASE

WASHINGTON FIELD 3/19 /|8 2/17/68 - 3/11/68

b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka 
C. Welcher

CHARACTER OF CASE
dip

IS - MISCELLANEOUS. SEDITION
AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
-DATE 04-21-2006 BY ------------------------------
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

: waBiiiiigcun neia airtel to Bureau dated 
2/20/68.
Los Angeles airtel and Letterhead Memoranda] 
dated 3/5/68. S'

RUC b7C

b7C

C O N V I C.

ADMINISTRATIVE

Special Agent of 
and observed activities at 
for the Defense of HUEY P. 
Los Angeles, California, on 2/18/68 
CARMICHAEL 
statements 
has been incorporated in the details of this report.

the FBI _________________ |was present
a Black Congress sponsored rally 
NEWTON, Los Angeles Sports Arena, 

• , California, on 2/18/68, which featured STOKELY 
made a mechanical record of all speeches and 
made by CARMICHAEL an d a verbatim transcript

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED
FINES

COPI ES MADE:

SAVINGS

IN CHARGE

RECOVERIES
ACQUIT

TALS
CASE H AS BEEN:

PENDING PROSECUTION

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

/4 7 y EC-20

NotationsDissemination Record of Attached Report
Agency

How Fwd.

Request Reed.

Date Fwd.

(2?- Bureau (1OO-446O8O) (RM)

2 - Washington Field 
(100-43503) (RM)

1 - Los Angeles (IOO-68783)
M MAR 251968
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LA 100-68783

This report is being classified con£X|ntial 
because information furnished by confidential sources 
could reasonably result in the identification and com
promise their future effectiveness.

INFORMANTS

b2
b7C
b7D

SOURCE LOCATION

100-68783-294

100-68783-294

- B -
COVER PAGE
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FD-204 (Rev. 3-3-59)

UN'’ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
^Federal bureau of investigation

Copy Io:

DECLASSIFIED BY 603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls
ON 04-21-2006

Report of: 
Date:

_________________________________ b7C

3/19/bd ■
Office: Los Angeles, California

Field Office File #: 100-68/83 Bureau File 100-446080

Title: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character: INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION

Synopsis: CARMICHAEL in Los Angeles./California, between 
February 18 and 20, 1968. He was featured speaker 
at a Black Congress sponsored rally for Defense of 
HUEY P. NEWTON at the Los Angeles/Sport s Arena, 
Los Angeles, California. 2/18/68.__ Statements of

concerning 
rally and CARMICHAEL'S speech set forth. A 
verbatim transcript of CARMICHAEL'S speech at 
Black Congress rally set forth. CARMICHAEL 
featured speaker on 2/19/68 at a rally held at the 
Second Baptist Church, 2412 Griffth Street, Los 
Angeles, California. Details set forth.

- RUC -

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



LA IOO-68783

DETAILS;

BACKGROUND

TRAVEL

b2 
b7C 
b7D

On February 18, 1968, source indicated that
STOKELY CARMICHAEL |and JAMES FORMAN, executive
members of the Student Non violent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), a black nationalist organization and several black 
nationalist leaders from Oakland, California, were pre
sently en route to Los Angeles, California, on United 
Airlines Flight 511, which departed San Francisco, California, 
at 11:45 a.m. and will arrive Los Angeles at 12:40 p.m.

b2
b7D

On February 20, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL departed
Los AngSles at approximately 9=00 p.m. and flew to San 
Francisco, California, in order to make a speech in Oakland, 
California, on that date.

b2
b7D

On February 20, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL departed 
Los Angeles for San Francisco, California, where he was 
scheduled to appear on February 23, 1969 at Sokol Hall, 
739 Page Street, San Francisco, California, and spoke at 
a rally being sponsored by the Black Students Association 
of San Francisco City College.

..CARMICHAEL'S ACTIVITIES

BLACK CONGRESS SPONSORED RALLY 
FOR DEFENSE OF HUEY P. NEWTON, 
LOS ANGELES SPORTS ARENA 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

,FEBRUARY 18, 1968

HUEY P. NEWTON is publicly', known as the 
Minister of Defense for the Black 
Panther Party for Self Defense (BPPSD), 

2



LA IOO-68783

in Oakland, California. The BPPSD is 
described as a political organization 
to combat "police brutality" to unite 
militant black youths in order to 
determine the destiny of the black 
community, and to educate black people 
in African history.. NEWTON is confined 
presently in the Alameda City Jail for 
shooting a policeman.

The Black Congress is publicly known 
as a coalition of militant black nationalist 
organizations in Los Angeles, California.

b2
b7D

above sources were 
held at the Black ■ 
Angeles Sports Arena

On February 18, 1968, the 
present and observed the activities 
Congress sponsored rally at the Los 
Los Angeles, California, when 3500 people were present 
with approximately ten percent of the audience being 
Caucasian. ’ Upon entering the Sports Arena, they were 
frisked by Negro males wearing black berets who acted as 
security guards for the rally. The rally, which was scheduled 
from 3:00 to 6:00 p.m. did not commence until approximately 
4:30 p.m. • The master of ceremonies was WALTER^BREMO^D, 
Chairman of the Black Congress.

Speakers for the rally included JAMES $ 
a representative of SNCC, THOMAS^ILGORE, Wes„ 
representative of the Southern -Christian Leader'ship 
Conference (SCLC), a civil rights organizatioh^headed by 
lie Reverend MARTIN LUTHERa/iNG, BOBBY GE ' 
airman of the BPPSD, CRISTOBAL/tIJERINA

RMAN

REIES LOPEZ

3



LA IOO-68783

REIES LOPEZ TIJERINA is the leader of 
the Alianza Federal De Merced (AFDM), 
which is publicly known as an organization 
representing local land interest in the 
State of New Mexico, to descendants of 
original owners.
^he^featured speakers at th^rally were RONIE 

MC KINLEY^EVERETT, also known/as ROJtyCARENGA, Chairman of 
'"US’", a militant black nationaiist group based in Los 
'Angel'es, California, H. RAJ^BROWN, Chairman of SNCC and 
Minister of"JustTco'for the'.BPPSD, and STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

4



FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

DERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date 2/28/68________

On February 18, 1968, a rally sponsored by the 
Black Congress, scheduled from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., 
was held at the Los Angeles Sports Arena at Santa Barbara 
and Figueroa Streets, Los Angeles, California, to raise 
funds for the defense of Huey P. Newton. There were 3^300 
persons in attendance, with approximately 12 per cent being 
Caucasian. A majority of those present were between the ages 
of 18 and 25.

The rally was delayed and did not commence until 
4:22 p.m. because Stokely Carmichael refused to enter the 
arena unless all police-officers were removed from the 
premises. A compromise was reached between the management 
of the arena and Carmichael when only Negro police officers were 
permitted to remain in the arena.

The purpose of this rally was to raise funds for the 
defense of Huey P. Newton, Minister of Defense, Black Panther 
Party for Self-Defense (BPPSD),.who is presently incarcerated 
in the Alameda City Jail, California, awaiting trial on 
charges of murdering an Oakland Police Officer in October, 
1967 at Oakland, California.

Stokely Carmichael was first introduced to the 
audience at the beginning of the rally as he made his way 
to the speaker’s platform with James Forman and H. Rap Brown, 
who are both associated with the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC), a militant, black nationalist organization.

At approximately 6:55 p.m., Carmichael was interviewed 
by Walter Bremond, Chairman of the Black Congress, as Prime 
Minister for the BPPSD.

On 2/18/68 at Los Angeles, California [?ile /Los Angeles IOO-68783

SA
by---------

gcw b7C 2/22/68
—Date dietated------------------------------------

This document contains neither reccmtr.endations nor concduWors oi the Flit. It is the property of the- FBI and is >oauod to 
your agency; it end its: contents ere not to be distributed outside your agency.
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During his speech, Stokely Carmichael emphasized 
the fact that Negroes should love one another. Carmichael 
related substantially the following:

Carmichael said that he’s always gonna go where he 
wants to go and he’ll talk to anyone he wants to talk to, and 
go to whatever country he wants to go to, andno white people 
will tell him where to go or what to do.

It is possible for the honkies to commit genocide 
against black people. They committed genocide against the 
Indian. The indian showed him how to raise corn and survive 
and then he wiped them out. The white people enslaved the 
Negroes and brought us to America from our home in Africa. Our 
people are the African people. If this country burns to the 
ground, we will be happy. We don’t care about the American 
people.

The.Negro slogan should be, "One dying love for our 
people." Negroes must understand the concept of love for 
one’s people. Our only enemy is the honkie. The Negroes'must 
organize themselves or they will be exterminated. The Negroes 
should never forget they are Africans. This concept breaks 
down all geographical barriers because we are all black people 
from Africa even though we live in other parts of the world. 
The United States works in three m’s. First the missionaries, 
then money, then the United States Narines, and that has been 
its pattern all over the world.

The Negroes must realize that the vote will.do 
nothing for the black people. The Negroes have survived 
without the vote and vie will have to continue to survive 
without it.

The Poverty Program is a payoff to stop rebellion. 
Negroes are fighting each other over crums from the Poverty 
Program which is keeping us from organizing in the ghettos. 
We must control the educational systems in our communities. The 
educational system now’ is teaching honkie philosophy and the 
honkie way of life. The white people have stripped the Negro 
of his culture.
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The main concern of the Negro in America is 
survival. The whites are attempting to dehumanize the ' 
black man.

The Negro must be able to say3 "We hate you white 
people for what you are. We hate white people for what 
they’ve done to our race".

He related that communism and socialism is not 
the ideology suited for the Negro. Communism and socialism 
deals with ways of exploiting a people in the same race.

We must be concerned over how black people are 
being treated throughout the world. We must be concerned 
because they are of our blood and are our people. That is 
why we must support our' brother Huey P. Newton. We must 
become executioners within our own community3 and if brother 
Huey Newton dies, we must kill 15 honkie copies, and if any 
person in the black community says anything about it, we 
should kill him too.

"We want the Vietnamese to win in Vietnam". The 
honkie is Just killing yellow people in Vietnam. It is a 
racist war.

The Negro must organize into groups which will 
do the maximum damage against the whites with minimum risk 
to us. He recommended small groups so they will be scattered 
throughout the community. Carmichael was encouraged to see 
that the Vietnamese were whipping the Americans.

If Huey Newton is convicted, there will be retaliation 
There must be retaliation because the white power structure is 
killing off our African leaders.

The cry of the Negro community should be to 
organize our people. If any black man talks to a honkie 
about what is going on in our community, he should be 
killed.
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When the brothers in Vietnam take over the • 
American Embassy, you should hollar for Joy and encourage 
them to get whitey. He encouraged tl& black people to 
rise up in order that they might survive.

Stokely Carmichael terminated his presentation 
at approximately 7:4o p.m.5 and at approximately 7:42 p.m., 
departed the arena.
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Date _____2/28/68_________

On February 18/ 1^68} a rally sponsored by the 
Black Congress,for the defense of Huey P. Newton, was 
held at the Los Angeles Sports Arena at Santa Barbara
and Figueroa Streets, Los Angeles, California. There 
'were approximately 3^300 person in attendance, with 
approximately 12 per cent being Caucasian. The rally 
vias scheduled from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. but was delayed 
and did not begin until 4:22p.m.

The featured speakers at this rally were James 
Forman of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), Bobby George Seale, Chairman of the Black Panther 
Party for Self Defense (BPPSD), Reies Lopez Tijerina, leader 
of the Alianza Federal de Merces, Ron Karenga, Chairman of 
US, H. Rap Brovin, Chairman of SNCC, and Stokely Carmichael 
of SNCC.
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A mechanical recording of this rally which included 
speeches by the black nationalist leaders listed above, vias 
made by Special Agent | ~| who attended and observed
this rally.
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The following is a verbatim transcript of the 
speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the Black Congress rally 
at the Los Angeles Sports Arena, Los Angeles, California, 
on February 18, 1968:
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. . STOKELY CARMICHAEL: Brothel’S and sisters. Good

evening. They tell us they gonna' put us out at seven o'clock, 

but I'm a talk pass seven o'clock tonight, (applause) I'm a 

do had 'cause we have to talk to each other. Got to do that, 

huh. Before we do, I just want to introduce some people....uh,.. 

Atlanta Communications Director Miss ETHEL MINER, (applause) 

A bad brother from Boston who was arrested for inciting to. 

riot, when the little thing went down in Rocksbury just 

returned from across the waters, and incidentally, we are 

always gonna go where we wanna go, talk to whom we wanna talk 

to, go to what country we want to talk to....no honkie gonna 

tell us where to go, KEYTOE EDWARDS, (applause) As far as 

we're concerned, we born free. We go to China, we go to Cuba', 

we go to Africa. We'll go wherever we want to go and if the 

honkie don't like it, he can go to hell. He can go to hell. 

He can go to hell, (applause) Can't nobody tell you where to 

go, who to see, and whoyou talk to. You got to know so ,you 

can understand what this honkie is puttin' down. We have got 

to go across the waters to talk to our brothers, (applause) 

To our brothers, (applause)
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. Now then today we want to talk about one thing-- 

survival. That's all. How is this beautiful race of people, 

black people, gonna survive Babylon. That’s all we have to 

talk about. Survival transcends economics. It transcends 

politics. It transcends the poverty program. He are talking 

about survival. About our people. Black people all over the 

world. That's all we are talking about. Survival. Survival. 

Nov; you have to understand survival because I have to repeat 

some or the things Brother RAP said.

Is' is possible for the hookies to commit genocide 

against black people. Nov; if you don't think it's possible, 

check out the history or this country. In order for this 

country to be bora, they committed genocide against the red 

man. They can and will do it. They can and will do it. 

Not only have they committed genocide against the Indian, but 

what they have done is they romanticize that genocide. That's 

what they do when they put that cowooy and Indian junk on 

television for you to flap. That is nothing but romanticizing 

the genocide of a race of people. They are so unaware of their 

superiority complex, they do not know what they are doing. 

The fight is gonna be a fight of color. Nothing else. Nothing 

else, (applause) It is going to be a right of color because 

wherever the honkie goes, he rules. Whether the majority or 

the minority, he rules wherever he goes-.

He came to this country. The Indians showed him hot; to 

prepare corn. The Indians showed em how to hunt. After the Indian 
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showed em that, after the first Thanksgiving, he wiped them 

out.(applause)

He went to Mexico. He went to South America. He 

found the Aztec Indians'. They said to him this is our silver. 

This is our gold. We are relig— we are a religious people. 

We build symbols, monuments. We make little jewelry. He 

took the jewelry and he wiped them out. He wiped them out. 

(applause)

He went to Africa. He saw the greatest people in 

the world alive. They thought he was a human being. They 

said come. This is our gold. This is our way of life. We 

dance, we sing, we get high. They showed him the gold. He 

took the gold. He enslaved us and he rules Africa today. 

Today, (applause) Today. Go get em.

No need to get excited today, baby, we gonna get em. 

We gonna get em. No need to get excited. We gonna get em. 

As sure as I’m standing here, black people gonna survive this 

country. We ain't got to worry. We just organize.

He went to China. The Chinese had gun powder. They 

said we use this for fire works. For our festivities. He took 

it. Make it a gun and enslaved the Chinese. Where has he 

gone that he has not enslaved people. Where has he gone.

I ask you tell me one place that ho-ikie has gone where he has 

acted as a human being. Not one place on this earth, (applause)
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So that today when we talk about our survival, we 

do not talk about this country. Which is America. Which is 

white people. We talk about our people. Nothing else. Our 

people. That's all we care about. Our poeple. If this country 

burns down to the ground, we rejoice and we dance. We care 

about our people. Our people, (applause) Nothing else. Our 

people. Our people, (applause)

In organizing our concept this year, there are 

three. There are three slogans that we need to take with us. 

Number one is that we must develop consciously an undying 

love for our people. Undying love for our people. That means 

that our slogan becomes first. Our people. Then and only then, 

me and you. Our people come first. First. You must under

stand the concept of love for one's people because we're 

talking about HUEY P. NEWTON, who personifies love for his 

people, (applause)

Our second slogan--every Negro is a potential black 

man. Let's work with our people and bring them home. Bring 

them home, (applause) Bring them home, (continuing applause) 

Why do we say every Negro is a potential black man. Because 

400 years ago, when that honkie stole us and brought us here, 

we were African or black people. Today we are Negroes. It 

took us 400 years to make us Negroes and we've been black for 

four thousand years. Four thousand years. Four thousand years.



To be a Negro means that you begin with your history 

400 years ago and your history is defined by the honkie to 

be an African or a black man is to be a man who rules in his 

own land. We are black Africans. Black Africans. (applause) 

We must understand that concept fully. A lot of our peoples' 

minds are messed up. We will not fight with our people.

We will sit down. We will talk. We will take time. We will 

use love and brotherhood and bring them home. Our major enemy 

is the honkie. That's where our energies go. Go. Go. Go. 

(applause)

You cannot fight inside the black communey and fight 

them at the same time. Also. If every Negro is a potential 

ally, you never alienate your ally. Everybody in our community 

comes organized from the bourgeoisie to the man in the street. 

Everybody is gonna be organized because they are black. Black, 

(applause) If you understand that concept, it means that when 

you sit down with one of your brothers., and their minds have 

been messed up by the honkies. And they start arguing when you 

say the word black. Don't get excited. If you do, the honkie 

has won. Don't get excited. Sit down. Take time with your 

brother. Use the example if I have got a brother and a*white 

man came into my family and turned that brother against me, if 

I didn't have enough strenth to bring my brother home, the 

honkie was stronger than I am. They are not stronger than we
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are. We will dominate our people. Bring them home. Bring 

them home. Bring them home. Bring them home, (applause) 

That means that when we move against our people, we do not 

use force. We do not use force against our people. We use 

love, Brotherhood, unity, and patience, and we take time, 

(applause) And we take time, (continuing applause)

The third concept that we talk about is that for 

black people, the question of community is not a question of 

geography, it is simply a question of color. Understand that? 

That means that if you live in Watts. If-you live in Detroit, 

Southside Chicago, Washington, D. C. You are the same people 

belonging to the same community cause you are black. You are 

of African descent. You are an African people. Wherever you 

are. Wherever you are. (applause) We must begin to understand 

that concept. Because if we understand that concept, we break 

down the geographical barriers and we become part of black 

people in Africa, in Cuba, in Brazil, in Guatemala, in 

Santa Domingo, in the West Indies, in the United States, in 

Nova Scotia. We are one people nine hundred million strong. 

That's us. That's us. (applause) That’s us.

Those are the three concepts we have to move with. 

Let me repeat them. One. Undying love for our people. First 

our people. Tnen and only then, you and me. Everything goes 

to our people. Everything including our life goes to our 

people. Our people. Our people, (applause) You've got to
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understand that that does not mean this country. Because this

country has been and always will be against our people. So 

to help this country is to be against yourself. We must be 

for our people. Cur people.

Secondly. Every Negro is a potential black man. 

Let's work with our people and bring them home. Understand

that

We need the people who vie call the bourgeoisie. They 

have tecnnical skills that we can use. Their minds are messed 

up. They're giving those technical skills to the honkies. 

Let's bring them home and let them give it to us. hTe must 

open up the channels for that. Let's bring our people home, 

(applause) Let's bring our people home, (continuing applause) 

Thirdly. The question of community for black 

people is not a question of geography. It is a question of 

color. We do the same dances that people in Watts do yo do 

in New York. The Boogaloo gets transplanted so fast that

without television, without radio, without any of their 

communications' systems, we do the same dances. Mot only here, 

but in Africa. But in Africa, (applause)

Now then we want to talk about survival in a practical 

context. The United States works in the three M's. First the 

missionaries. Then the money. Then the Marines. That's its 

pattern all over the world. vie have sent the missionaries out 

of our community. The money is going out because our brothers 

in Viet Nam is taking it and the Koreans gettin'.ready to get
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it on again. So the money's going. Next cones the Marines. 

If we are going to survive as a people and we must survive 

if for no other reason than for what our ancestors has been 

through with this honkie. We have got to organize. Got to 

organize. That means that the question of the vote for black 

people be conked as a relevent issue unless to use it as a 

vehicle for organizing black people. Nothing else. Nothing 

else.

It is foolish to assume that the vote is gonna do 

anything for black people. It is always been irrelevent to 

our lives. We have survived without it. We survived in the 

deep south without the vote. In-- two years ago when JULIAN 

BOND was elected in Georgia, they took him out for two years.

His people are still surviving. ADAM CLAYTON POWELL is outside 

of Harlem. Our people are still surviving. The vote is 

irrelevant. It's a trick-back the hoakies put down on us. 

It don't mean a thing to black people. We can survive 

without it. We can survive without it. (applause)

That means that if we go into the vote, we use it 

only as a political vehicle for bringing more of our people 
» 

together. That is all. We do not depend upon the vote. Do 

not depend upon the vote.

Secondly. The Poverty program. We have to understand 

the concept of the Poverty Program and what it has done. The 

Poverty Program has been for one purpose and < pose only.
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Stop the rebellion. Stop the rebellion. And they stopped the 

rebellion Dy dividing the clack community. That is been 

their tactic and it has worked. It has worked.

Take a look at Watts. It was the first community 

be swamped with the Poverty Program and today we are fighting 

each other over the crumbs that we cannot even get together. 

They have succeeded in dividing us. And how have they done that.

The most instinctive revolutionary cadre of people

in any race, except theirs today, is the youth. The youth will 

fight at the drop of a hat in any race, (applause) In any race. 

In any race, (continuing applause) The youth have always been 

the warriors. Except for their race where they becomin’ 

hippies. But thas’ good. We will develop the warriors. Let «<r 
them develop the hippies. We’ll get em. We'll get em. 

(applause) .

They have given money to the youth to keep them

quiet. And while they have done that, they have split the 

family which they talk about so much. How would you feel if 

you were a father, couldn’ t get a job and you son was coming 

home with $120.00 a week in his pocket for doing nothing. 

For doing nothing. What do you think they have done to our 

families but divide em on that simple concept of the Poverty

Program. If they were concerned about us, they would see to 

it that our fathers got the job because they are the bread 

winners of the family, (applause) They are the bread winners
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of the family, (continuing applause)

We knock out the vote. We knock out the Poverty 

Program. Only as an organizing vehicle for our people can 

it be used. It does not, will not, and cannot solve our 

problems. We use it only as an organizing vehicle.

- Thirdly. The question of education. Nov; Brother 

RAP ran it down very nicely. I'll just add to it. Education 

don't help us in this country. It cripples us. That is a 

fact. In our communities. Our.communities are filled with 

hustlers, pimps, dope addicts, prostitutes, number men, 

racketeers, preachers, teachers, maids, porters, and some 

factory workers. Notone black school in the country has ■ 

a curriculum here to teach us how to be a good pimp, good 

hustler, good preacher, good teacher, good anything, (applause) 

Not one. (applause) Not one. (continuing applause)

If the education is to teach us how to live in our . 

community, then it must do one of two things: Prepare us 

to live in that community by teaching us how to be good 

prostitutes, good maids, good preachers, or by teaching us 

how to change our community so we can live like human beings. 
» 

(applause)

Our school system does neither. And when our young 

people who are very intelligent drop out of school cause they 

recognize the game the honkie is running on era, they have us



fighting them saying get back in school, get back to work, 

white nationalism?

If we want our children to go, we have to educate 

them, (applause) We have to educate them, We have to 

educated them, (continuing applause) Nobody else.

There is no race in history that gives their young 

to another race to educate. No race at all No race at all. 

We are the only race that allow our enemy to educate our 

youth against us. We must educate our people. We must 

educate our people. In order to educate our people, it 

means that we must take over the schools. Nothing less. 

Take them over. By any means necessary. But we start by 

organizing our people. We start by organizing our students 

into black student unions. We break up the Parent Teachers 

Association because they're dominated by the teachers and by 

the union and those teacher unions don't speak to us. We 

form Parent Associations with parents alone and with African 

American teachers. We form African American Teachers Association.

We bring the three groups together and we take the school by 

any means necessary. (applause) And we must understand that 

concept means that we have to get out and organize our people. 

We must organize our people. Now let us talk a little about 

the concept of a black united us. It is crystal clear that
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no matter what happens in the coming summer of this country, 

it is going to be black against white. If I’go out today and 

I throw a brick, when they come down, anybody who's black is 

in trouble. Is in trouble. Not only that, the very fact that 

they give us money depends upon us being black. The brothers 

in the middle class may yell when Brother RAP BROWN yells burn 

the country down. But every time RAP yells burn the country 

down, they get five million dollars in Poverty Program. That 

is a fact. That is a fact, (applause) They need RAP BROWN and 

we need them. We are one people. An African people. We must 

get rid of these divisions in our community. We must come 

together for the survival of the greatest race on earth. 

African people. African people. African people, (applause) 

Nov; we want to go into talking about alliances and 

coalition and why it is that.the only people we can, in fact, 

ally ourselves with are the Mexican American the red man and 

the Puerto Ricans. We're gonna go into it now.

I do not deny the fact that there are poor people 

in this country who incidentally happen to be white. I do not 

deny that fact. There are a lot of poor white people in this 

country. But you are not just fighting money for----well---

let me do it another way.

There are two types of oppression. There is 

exploitation and there is colonization. Exploitation deals 
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with when you explight somebody from your own race. 

Colonization is when you exploit somebody from another race and 

colonization is more brutal than exploitation because when 

white people exploit other poor white people they do not 

dehumanize them. But when white people colonize people of 

other races, they dehumanize them. They strip them of their 

culture, their language, their history, their society, their 

values, (applause) There's a big difference (applause) 

There is a big difference, (applause) A big difference 

(continuing applause) There is a big difference between 

exploitation and colonization. Poor white people in this- 

country who are exploited can always hope to reach the top. 

People who are colonized can never hope to reach the top 

until they overthrow their oppressor, (applause) Their oppressor, 

(continuing applause)

There is another reason. White people who are poor 

have the same values as LYNDON BAINES JOHNSON. The same 

institution and the same culture. Vie are a different people 

with different languages, different cultures, different 

history, different way of life. That is a fact.

Vie gonna keep on talkin'. They can't get us off. 

(applause) If everybody would Just keep their seats we can 

get it together. We can get it together. We don't react 

to him. Let's carry on our program, (applause) 
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Now then we have to understand the concept of

exploitation verses colonization because what is happened is 

that people of color around the world have been colonized and 

we also have been colonized inside this country.' So our 

natural alienees is with people who have been colonized.

Brother TIJERINA is colonized cause he can’t say, "eldeberde 

todo revolucionario es hacer de revelucion." (applause) Yeah, 

Yeah, Yeah, (continuing applause)

His language has been taken from him. His culture 

has been striped from him. And it has been done consciously 
- • 

as it has been to us. But our people have always resisted.

That's what we never understand. You can find a honkie from 

France, from Italy, from Poland, 'from Scandinavia. They come 

over here. In two generations they speak English perfectly. 

Our people refuse to speak it perfectly. We know it's not 

our language. We have resisted, (applause) We have resisted, 

(applause)

We must begin to understand the form of resistance 

in our community so we can grapple for the ideology we need 

for our survival. That means all other ideologies is 

irrelevent.

Now let us speak about dehumanizing, then Communism.

and Socialism. We have been so dehumanized that we cannot 

even hate our enemy. That is to say that if we were sitting
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in a room. A honkie kicked in the door. Whipped our wife.

Raped our daughter. Beat us up. Walked out. We would sit there 

and say we don’t hate you. Just like a dog. If a man kicks 

era, spits on em, don't feed em, starves em, put em out in 

the rain, linen he snaps his finger the dog comes running 

back. We are not dogs. We are human beings with emotions, 

(applause) With emotions. With emotions. (continuing applause)

And, therefore, everything in dis world there is 

an opposite. For hot there is cold. For joy there is 

sadness. For love there is hate. If you don't have hate, 

you don't know when you were in love. You move from one pole 

to the other and we are afraid to say, "Yes, God dammit! We 

hate you for what you did to our people. To our people. To 

our people." (applause)

We are afraid to express hatred. Yet, in this 

country is a fact that white people hate us more than we hate 

them. And we haven't done a damn thing to um. A damn thing 

to um. (applause)

We have been so dehumanized we cannot recognize our 

humanity and that's what this fight is all about. It is not 

a question of poor housing, poor jobs, unemployment, an’all 

that junk they run down. It is a question of our humanity. 

They're whole lot of poor white people in this country. They 

ain't rebelled yet. We are rebelling. It is a question of
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humanity, he are fighting for oui1 humanity. Our humanity. 

That’s what we're fighting for. And we are fighting against 

the destroyer of humanity in the world today. White western 

countries.- They have destroyed humanity wherever they have 

gone. We are fighting for our humanity. Not for money.

Not for jobs. Our humanity. That's very., very important. 

Very important.

Now let us talk about Communism and Socialism.

You ready for me brother? Communism and Socialism is not 

an ideology suited for black people. I'm a tell you why. 

Communism and Socialism deals with the question of exploitation 

of people in the same race. We are dealing with the problem 

of racism which transcends exploitation. We need an ideology 

to talks to racism. Communism does not. It does not. 

Communism does not because for us if you rich, if you poor, 

you still black. You still black. Even if'I were exploiting 

every black man in here today, thru' imperialistic structure.' 

•When I walked outside to face the honkie cops, he hit me up 

side the head cause I'm black. We need an ideology for us 

that deals with the problem of racism which is above exploitation. 

I-Secondly--We do not have that many class structures 

in the society among us. Communism and Socialism speaks to 

classes. We are talking about races o-f people. There is a 

difference. That means to say that we read Chi-mlnh and MAO 

Tse-sung. We can read chi-minh MAO Tse-sung. Because he 
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has a lot of good things to say. Chi-minh and HAO Tse-sung 

is a great Chinese leader. The greatest Chinese leader there 

is. But we need African leaders. That's who we must follow. 

African leaders. We are Africans. We are Africans. We are 

not Chinese. The Chinese don't go around and bow down to an 

African. They bow down to someone in their own image. We 

have to find people in our own image who we will bow down to. 

African leaders. African ideology. Straight down the middle. 

Straight down the middle. We're comin straight from a black 

thing. No right, left, -- none of that junk, straight up 

black. That's where we're comin from.

Now let us move-on. It is a fact see a lot a people 

might of got upset when Brother TIJERINA said that the man 

'daddy' is the devil but the man's got to be the devil. Read 

your Bible. You see what they're doing. The honkies are 

stealing our hearts in South’.Africa to put it into their 

hearts and that's not enough. When they finish do that, they 

bring that honkie witch doctor and put him on television across 

the nation so we should bow down to him after hefe.taken the heart 

of our brother. The Bible says'beware, the devil will come to 

you and way to you that he can restore life after death.' 

(applause)

We must begin to understand our concept. We are 

' bounded to people of color wherever they are. We have been 

strewn across the western hemisphere by the white man. Look 
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at us. We don’t know who we are. Where we came from.

Are we Goosa (phonetic)., are we Zoolu (phonetic), are we 

Malicali (phonetic), are we Baila (phonetic), are we 

Zuboo (phonetic), where have our ancestors come from. . Where 

have our ancestors come from. Where have they come from. 

It is a question of fighting to regain our humanity, our 

culture, our history, and our particular way of life which 

is different from theirs. We are talking about humanity. 

Not money. Not dream power. That's their game. Money has 

never been something that interested us. ’We survive with or 

without it. With or without it.

Now then it is important to understand how the 

honkie are moving to organize. When they brought that honkie 

from South Africa, they tried to give South Africa a 

respectable image. So respectable an image that the United 

States voted to let South Africa come into the Olympics. 

And if any black athlete from this country goes to that 

Olympic, that nigger ought to stay there. Stay there, 

(applause) Stay there. Stay there. Stay there. .Stay there, 

(continuing applause)

It is no longer a question of how we are treated in 

this country. It is a question of our flesh is our flesh, 

and blood of our blood is treated in South Africa, in 

Mosambee (phonetic), in Zimbwadee (phonetic), in Portuguese 

Guinea, Everywhere on this earth they control us. We are like
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a race of dogs. We can’t go anywhere without asking urn, 

'Master, can we move?' We are a mighty race of people. 

We have got to get up and devise. We have got to get up 

and devise. Our fathers were warriors. Our fathers ruled 

the world. Our ancestors are great people. We have to pay 

them the respect. We must get up. We must get up. (applause) 

We must get up. We must get up. We must get up. We must 

get up. (continuing applause)

Nov; then we have to understand that as we tied

into the concept of Brother HUEY P. NEWTON. He is flesh of 

our flesh. And blood of our blood. We cannot hold any mock 

trials unless we are the executioners. We must become the 

executioners inside our community. That says very clearly 

if you off Brother HUEY, we off 15 hunkie cops. Fifteen.(applause 

Right out. Right out. (continuing applause) And we off them 

and if anybody in the black community says anything about It, 

we off him too. (applause) We off him too.. We off him too. 

(continuing applause)

And we off him because as MAO Tse-sung says, "To 

condemn ones people, is to take the stand of the enemy." 

(applause) Of the enemy, (continuing applause) You cannot 

condemn your people. You cannot condemn your people. Undying 

love for our people.
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As we understand that, then our mind moves 

internationally to the most important issue that gonna 

affect this country. The question of the Middle East. 

And we have to make it clear. We can have no relations 

with any Jewish group that support what they call Isreal. 

Which is occupied Palestine.

And I will tell you why we cannot support what 

they call Isreal. They got that state in 191?. The British 

was ruling Palestine. The British gave it to them. They 

didn't consult the Arabs. They didn’t say to our brothers, 

"You know, do you want to sell it?" They just took it. And 

the scientists went to Isreal and started to use terrorist 

bombs to run our brothers out. And when we talk about being 

brothers with the Arabs, they say, "well, don't you forget 

the Arabs told you sell them. We sold their momma's and 

let it go at that." The Arabs are our brothers. Our brothers. 

.We have to understand that because they have developed the 

concept of love for a state developed in 19^8 and they're moving 

into Egypt. Egypt is in Africa. Africa is in our mother land. 

We owned it for four thousand years, (applause) For four 

thousand years, (applause) And here we are who should have a 

love for our mother land for four thousand years gonna let some 

simple scientists run a game down on us. Send his young 

children to Isreal which he sold and made Isreal in 19'18.
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They're willing to die for itt. And we sit 'chere while they 

invade Egypt. Egypt, the country that gave civilization to 

mankind. Our country. Our ancestors. Our mother land.

We are opposed to the creation of the state called Isreal.

The Arabs are our brothers. We stand united. Let's run it 

down. Run it down, (applause)

Let us not get afraid to tell them outright,"Yes, 

we want the Vietamese to win in Viet Nam." (applause) Yes, 

we do. (continuing applause)

So get caught up in the honkie's silly games. He 

gets up and says, "Well, Well. We're wrong but we have 

commitments and before we get out, we have to save face." 

And. while that honkie is saving face,he'skilling millions of. 

yellow people who are our brothers. Don't worry about his 

face. Wipe his face out. Let the Vietamese take their 

country. Let em take their country, (applause)

We don't have to be afraid of them any more. Our 

time is coming brothers and sisters. We winners and we movin' 

on up. (applause) We movin' on up. We movin' on up. (continuing 

applause)

Now then. The concept of becoming executions is one 

we have to talk about because if we are going to move to build 

and understand we're not moving against the bonkies. We don't 

give a damn about'em. We're moving to build a concept of 
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peoplehood to move to a concept of nationhood inside this 

country that attack and talks to the nine hundred million 

Africans in the world today. If that honkie tries to stop 

us, we off him. (applause) We off him. (continuing applause) 

We're not talking about destroying their system.

We're talking about building our system. Regaining our 

humanity. If they don't mess wid us we won't mess with them. 

But God knows, if they mess wid us, then everyone of us 

going to the streets. Going to the streets, (applause)

We are concerned with building a concept of 

peoplehood where we will have undying love for our people. 

Where we will be willing and happy and glad to die for our 

people, (applause) For.our people. And in building that 

concept, we must organize groups which will when they come 

down against us have the maximum damage against them and the 

minimum risk to us. That means we organize little groups. 

When they off us, that group offs a number of them. If they 

get caught, it's a small group. The community keeps moving. 

They must be consciously willing to do that for their people. 

Everybody else has done it. Everybody else has done it. To 

talk about rebellions today without being organized is to give 

them the chance to come down. They have tanks. They have 

sonar rifles. They have machine guns. ’ They have got one armed 

shotguns. They got everything they wanna get but they forget 
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one thing. A war is never decided by technology. It is 

decided by the will of the people to fight for what belongs 

to them, (applause) What belongs to them.

A war is not Just decided by numbers. It is 

decided by the determination, the dedication, the love of 

the people who are fighting. The Vietamese show us that every 

day. They’re whippin' urn to death, (applause) Their whippin1 

urn to death. (continuing applause)

But if we move the concept of a community as to 

wherever people are, we outnumber them. General MAO Tse-sung 

says seven hundred and fifty million Chinese. We have nine 

hundred million Africans in the world today, (applause) In 

the world today, (continuing applause) And we have all been 

colonized and we have been colonized by the same man. The 

honkie. The honkie has colonized us all. Our major enemy is 

the honkie. We move to build in our community. Our people 

have to survive. We have to survive. Our ancestors went 

through too much not to survive. Not to survive. Not to 

survive, (applause)

If we did not survive we should bury ourselves alive 

after what our parents went through in slavery. After what they 

went through the reconstruction. After what they went through 

in World War I. What they went through through the depression. 

What they went through World. War II, the Korean War, and the 

Vietnamese War. We have a responsibility to our people to
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survive, (applause) To survive, (continuing applause)

We are the most beautiful people in this country.

We are. (applause)

We are not a war-like people. We have warriors but 

we are not a war-like people. We are a peace-loving people. 

But there comes a time in order to insure your peace you must 

pick up your spear and fight. (applause) And fight, (continuin 

applause) If we do not do that, brothers and sisters, we will 

be exterminated. Not only for our ancestors do we have to 

wage a battle but for our beautiful young children coming up 

today who are digging what it is to be black. We have a 

responsibility to them to survive, (applause) To them to 

survive, (applause)

When Brother HUEY gets messed around, if they try it. 

There will be some retaliation, (applause) There has to be a 

retaliation for many reasons. Brother HUEY represents progress 

in our race. They wasted our saint Brother MALCOM X for what 

he was saying. For what he was saying, (applause) For what he 

was saying, (continuing applause) Understand Brother MALCOM X 

did not do anything. He was just talking. And they wasted 

him cause he was waking us up they wasted him. Nov/ they got 

Brother HUEY in jail at least for getting two of them. That’s 

progress. That’s progress. We've moved from talking to doing. 

Nov; we have the responsibility to Brother HUEY NEWTON. Cause



when Brother MALCOLM got ace--- wasted, we was so confused,

we didn't retaliate but we got to retaliate if they get 

Brother HUEY NEWTON. Got to retaliate, (applause)

. We have got to retaliate because we are the only 

people where they wipe out our leaders and we do nothing. In the 

last five years we have lost the BUCA (phonetic) from South 

Africa. We have lost BATRICE LA MUMBA (phonetic) from the 

Congo, and we have lost MALCOM X. And now we gonna lose 

HUEY NEWTON.

We must protect the people who care about us. We 

have got to retaliate brothers and sisters. Got to retaliate 

brothers and sisters, (applause)

We must cut down the in-fighting in our group. These 

brothers are the Evondon (phonetic). They're already to carry 

on a struggle. Whether or not we agree or disagree with their 

ideology. They think they're doing a educational job for the 

black community to teach them how to organize. We have to 

recognize that. We have to appreciate that. Because they have 

not been too many black people who have been willing to fight 

for their people. We have them now. We have a generation of 

warriors now. (applause) We have a generation of warriors now. 

(applause) We have a generation of warriors now. (continuing 

applause)
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Our people have resisted. Our ancestors have 

resisted for this generation to wait the final struggle so 

our people can regain their humanity. Wo must organize our 

people. We must organize our people. We must organize our 

people. We must organize our people. If we do not, we will 

perish. We must organize our people and when groups are 

organizing in our community, you see nothing, you hear nothing, 

you know nothing, (applause)

Because on this new level of organization there are 

no Uncle Tom's because we're bringing people together. There 

are Just traitors. And you off traitors, (applause) Off- 

traitors, (continuing applause)

You Just off traitors. Every black man in this 

country. Every black man around the world is flesh of my 

flesh, and blood of my blood. But if he gets in the way 

of my people. I'm gonna off him sure as I'm sittin' here. 

Sure as I'm sittin' here, (applause)

We have people today who are willing to off. We 

do not want to off our own people. Because all of them are 

potential allies. But if any black man talks to any honkie 

about what we do in our community. We are gonna kill him. 

(applause)

Now then brothers and sisters, we have to go. The 

three concepts. First. Our people. Then and only then me -
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me and you. Undying love for our people. Every Negro must■ 

become a potential black man. Do not discourage our people. 

Let's work with them. Bring them home. For black people, 

the question of community is not one of geography but one 

of color. That means that the brothers of color all --

will everyone please stay seated. Because of security. 

I'm told. Just please stay seated. We'll be off in two 

minutes.---- The brothers of color around the world are our

comrades in arms.

> When. the students in Santa Domingo rebel. You jump 

up and yell, "Hallelujah. They gettin' in one more place." 

They gettin' in one more place. (applause)

When the brothers in Viet Nam take the embassies, 

you holler, "Hallelujah. They gettin' era good. They gettin' 

era good. They gettin' era good." (applause)

And when our brothers in Africa take era in Portuguese 

New Guinea, take era in Zambezi (phonetic), take era in 

Mozambique, take era in South Africa, you holler, "Hold it, 

baby! I am comin to help you too."(applause) I'm comin to 

help you too. I'm comin to help you too. (continuing applause) 

We are a beautiful race of people. Our forefathers 

would rather fight the sun than bow down to anyone. But look 

at us. Just look at us. We are like dogs living in this 

place. Our people are drinking wine. They taking dope.
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They're fighting each other. They're cutting each other. 

We must be concerned with our people. The hell with this 

God damn country. Let's be concerned with our people, 

(applause) Our people. Our people. Our people. We must 

be concerned wid our people. We must be concerned wid our 

people. (continuing applause)

Our young spend half their time in reform schools. 

Our youth spend half their time sleeping on roof tops and' 

then when they're finished they send them to Viet Nam. What 

kind of a life is that for a human being. What kind of a 

life is that. Get up black people. Get up. We will survive 

America. We will survive America. We have survived too 

much not to survive now. And if they waste Brother HUEY, 

you take it from me, Brother HUEY P. NEWTON will be freed 

or else. Thank you.(applause)
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL RALLY
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH 
2412 GRIFFTH
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
FEBRUARY 19, 1968
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b7D

On February 19, 1968 at 8:00 p.m., a rally 
featuring STOKELY CARMICHAEL was held at the Second 
Baptist Church, Los Angeles, California, where approximately 
300 persons were in attendance with a majority being young 
Negroes between 18 and 25 years of age. REIES TIJERINA 
of the AFDM spoke prior to CARMICHAEL'S presentation.

■ CARMICHAEL, who was the last speaker on the 
program, stated that the white man was the cause of all 
Negro problems. "The whites have robbed the Negro of 
his dignity." He indicated that the police were the force 
that maintained the white power structure.

CARMICHAEL indicated, "it's time the Negroes ’stop 
playing games, because the man (whitey) doesn't play games 
with you." CARMICHAEL related that an example of this was 
Detroit, Michigan, when the white man used bazookas, guns 
and carrcns against the Negro. The Negroes were urged to arm 
themselves and to use these weapons.

CARMICHAEL received a standing ovation and great, 
enthusiasm for CARMICHAEL was expressed by the audience.

No news media or police were permitted to enter 
and observe the rally. All persons entering the church were 
searched and only persons known to the Negro Security 
Detail were permitted to enter the building.

CON L
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In Reply, Please Refer to

FUeN°‘ 100-68783

♦ ED STATES DEPARTMENT 0 STICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Los Angeles, California 
March 19, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference

INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS, 
SEDITION ------------------
Report of SA .___________ b7c
dated and captioned as above, 
at Los Angeles.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

- 41 -
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



AL L IN F 0 RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 04-21-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date ___ 3/16/68

Stokely Carmichael is 
former chairman of Student Non
violent Coordinating Committee, 
a militant civil rights organization.

The attached pertains 
to subject’s return to Washington, 
D. C. Subsequently WFO verified 
his arrival. Subject proceeded 
to his residence.

Carmichael is returning 
from a series of speeches made 
primarily at Negro colleges in 
Alabama. Pertinent information 
concerning his activities will be 
furnished to the Criminal and 
Civil Rights Divisions of the 
Department and interested agencies. 
RCD!0110;X/
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CMMICATI0N SECTION
MAR 151968

Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.

son__
eSoach.

i__
■op..V

FBI WASH DC*

FBI ATLANTA

Callahan___
Conrad____

Mr. Felt.
•Mr. Gale________

Rosen /•

TO DI

8 s 1' PM URGENT 3/15/68 LBN

CTOR (100-446080) AND WFO

FROM ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

O WFO

'Mr. Tavel___
iMr. Trotter...

Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes.. 

_Misa Gandy._

(100r43503)

zZAls C£.///9sy&0 S.'S

RE AT TEL THIS DATE AND PHONE CALL 

SUBJECT, TRAVELING UNDER NAME J. WALSHER, ACCOMPANIED 'k>7C

BY INDIVIDUALS GIVING NAMES OF

DEPARTED ATLANTA VIA EASTERN AIRLINES FLIGHT ONE THREE SIX AT.

SIX FOURTEEN PM MARCH FIFTEEN DESTINED NATIONAL AIRPORT WASHINGTON

DUE TO ARRIVE

END

SVW

FBI WASH DC*

b7C

55MAR 281!
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--------- zZ7<f7n</
FORTY PM. ADDITIONAL DETAILS AND LHM FOLLOWSSEVEN
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A \

■Transmit the following in

,, AIRTEL
V ia ' ___________

Date? 3/14/68

- ;' ' . ' -(Type in'plainle'xt or code),

AIRMAIL ;■ ' ji a
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI *

SAC, BIIgINGHAM (157-2546) 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL ;
IS - MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION

Remytels 3/12/68.
Enclosed are 11 copies of a letterhead 

memorandum suitable for dissemination.
Copies of this letterhead memorandum have 

been disseminated locally to military intelligence 
agencies, U. S. Attorney, and U. S.,Secret Service.

One copy of letterhead memorandum is being
furnished to Washington Field;,andI Mobile for 
in for ma t ion . / <7 L

So& '

AGENCY! ACSI,®,OSI,SEO.SERV.,
’ ■ DEPT: ISD, CRD 2>JT IA--

HOW EORW: XV --- ---- ---- -------—
DATE F-------

a f . BishoP.
c- ; ENCLOSURE
- Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM)

1 - BirminghamCBS:jam : ’
(4) :

512 MAR 18 1968



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

b7C

UM1W) states department of juwice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
1400 -■ 2121 Building 

Birmingham, Alabama 35203 
March 14, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 04-21-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The following information was obtained from 
Alabama State Troopers:

Stokely Carmichael entered the Birmingham 
Division at Centreville, Alabama at 2:35 p.m. (C.S.T.) 
March 12, 19685 riding in a 1967 yellow mustang, 
1968 Alabama license_______  He proceeded directly
to Stillman College, Tuscaloosa, Alabama, and 
thereafter conducted a seminar at the student center.

|advised that 
Carmichael would speak at 8 p.m. at Birthright 
Auditorium on March and the speech would be open 
to the public, IfrgffAlabama license | |is
listed to I । ।
_____________________ Tuskegee, Alabama...

b7C

FBI agents observed Carmichael’s appearance 
at Stillman College and obtained the following 
information:

On March 1.2, 1968, Carmichael addressed 
a group of appr» 1,500 persons at Stillman,
College, Tuscalu&sa, Alabama. Speech was open to 
the public. He gave "Black Nationalist" type of 
address calling for a black African revolution in 
this country. He referred to President Johnson as a 
"Honkey" and admitted that he met with Ho Chi Mien 
while in North Vietnam. During a question and answer 
period after the speech, Carmichael commented, "The 
white man in America wants a civil war with the 
blacks. Well we say we are ready for them and when 
that civilwar comes, we’ll get Johnson."

VUriES DESTROYED

343 FES 24 1971 10 o -
ENCLOSUKE

_ a



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Carmichael stated he would travel to 
Eutaw, Alabama, on March 13, and would speak at the 
First Baptist Church on that night.

b7C

Stillman College, advised Carmichael would stay on 
the campus until approximately noon March 13, 1968.

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the Eel. it is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency: it 
and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
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603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls

.. Date,: 3/15/68
Transmit the following in _________ .________ _______ ■ ' ■ :

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via______  AIRTEL AIRMAIL ; :
' - - ■ . (Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) ■

FROM: SAC, JACKSON (100-123) (P)
b7C

c.

SUBJECT:STOKELYCARMICHAEL : 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; ; 
SEDITION 
(OO:WFO)

Re New York airtel to Bureau dated 3/8/68

The following investigation was conducted at 
Hazlehurst, Miss.,, by SA on 3/14/68.

, Miss., revealsInvestigation at Hazlehurst 
___  belongs, to______ ______________  

_ Hazlehurst, Miss ____  a Negro male,
is approximately sixty years of age. Credit check s 
negative. Sheriff’s Office, Copiah County, Hazlehurst, 
Miss., and COP, Hazlehurst, Miss., advised their records 
contain no individual identifiable'with

telephone

b7C!

b7C

On 3/13/68, [advised he has
known for approximately twenty years and knows b?c
him to be a very substantial citizen of ttie community.
He further advised 
four children.

C. ■ Bishop
.^•Bureau (RM) 
2-Chicago (RM) 

"2-New York (RM) 
2-Atlanta (RM) 
2-Washington Field 
2-Jackson 
SBK:mah

that tie knew

(RM)

to have at least

12 MAR 20 1968

0

Approved
® Charge ■

Sent ■ ;M Per



JN 100-123

. b7C

____________ advised that the 
discrete inquiries by himself haff revealed __________

who currently

On 3/14/68,

to have a son by the name of __________
' resides in Chicago, and who sis married _____________ ____
___________ ______ fur the r a dv is e d that he had ascertained that 
___________had been in Hazlehurst^ Miss;, for the holidays
through January 5, 1968, visiting'fiTs~parents/ ,

Local sources negative: regarding any information 
concerning either > b7c

LEADS: •

CHICAGO DIVISION i
• . ■ . ■ . .J ■ . . ~ '

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS S

Will review indices and attempt to identify 
__________ to determine if he has' potential as source of 
information. ; " .

' ... '! t :
JACKSON DIVISION . j

il • ■ -

AT HAZLEHURST, MISSISSIPPI

Will conduct discrete -investigation into background . 
of and attempt to determine if he has potential
as source of information.



FD-36 (Fiev, 5-2.2-6 4 ’ I' . ~ . ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED • ' ।
.y - HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' '■ ।

' DATE 04-21-20 0 6 BY . {
' 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls I

. • - . - - : ; . *• I

Date:: 3/19/68 : I

Transmit the following in  :______________ :_________ 1_______________ ____________________________ : :_______________ '     :  _____________________ _ —j
■(Type in plaintext or code.). •

v. AIRTEL ■ AIR MAIL ~ REGISTERED - 1
■ (priority) i

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-W080)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-68783)
STOKELy^ARMICHAEL

IS - .MISCELLMEOUS; SEDITION

I Re WF0 airtel to Bureau, 2/20/63.

' Los Angeles is not submitting Selective Service 
data concerning in form -suitable for
dissemination due to the fact that Selective Service records 
are confidential and can only be utilized in Selective 
Service cases.

___________ Referenced communication stated that ----------- |attended a speech of STOKELY.CARMICHAEL at 
Lincoln Memorial Congregational Temple -} ■ Washington, D. C. 
on May 16, 1967.

b7C
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•’DATE 04-21-2006 BY
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

Tolson__
DeLotfeh, 
Mohr..— 
•Bishop.... 
Casper:„

Transmit the following in • '

Vin- : . AIRTEL:

. TO

FROM:

Date:!'- 3/20/68

: (Type in plaintext or code) :■

' (priority) .

■■ I Mr.
’ । j Mr.

• 11 Mr.
: W. ’ J | Mr.
' - ■ !| Mr-

f Mr,.Callahan.
| Mr. Gonraci:;. 

; j- -Mr. Felt..__/?. 
«| Mr. Gale.-_

M ™r. " . .. '.
Mr. -Sullivan.
Mr.

18- Mr.
I ?, 'Tele, Boom__
III Miss'.' Holmes..
11 Miss Gandy.

Rosen.

DIRECTOR; FBI (100-446080)

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P) b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION \

Tavel...
Trotter

■b7C

y Enclosed herewith are 11 copies of an LHM regarding
above captioned matter. The LHM is being furnished for 
information and possible dissemination.

The source referred to in the LHM is 
contacted by SA|___________________

b2
b7C
b7D

THp info contained in the LHM has been furnished 
verbally to ] Intelligence Division,

; MPD. ' - : : ' Z- ■ ■
b7C

WFO will report any pertinent additional information 
received regarding this matter from sources.

0 $ (Enc. 11) / Cb-

WWH:tab 
(4)

AIRTEL

c C.> BishPP
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

-.Aall information contained."^HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
.7../>date 04-21-2006 by
UNIT6030 9/AUG/ TAM/DCG/ bls E '
- * FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ,

Washington, Pi1 C. 20535
7 March 720, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

| a .white person.

A confidential source who has furnished reliable . 
/information in the past advised on; March 19. 1968. that . 
f Stokely Carmichael reportedly had/ \

7 of Peoplea;Jprug Store, J14th and/U ,Streets, N. W,, Washington,; b7C
7 D.' (/, on March 161968, over the arrest of a Negro ."woman. jy.'b7D
O caught shoplifting in the store the previous day. Carmichael ; 
/ allegedly came .into the store during the morning of March 16, 

/ 1968 and asked f,or "Honky”, apparently referring to | |
j | |a white person. Carmichael was
V told by/ I was not in arid
Ou Carmichael statedhe wouldreturn liter. Source stated 

Carmichael reportedly returned to the store at a later time 
and told] hedid riot want to hearabout anymore
of ”his people" being arristed; arid locked up. Source advised 
that some reference was apparently, inade about picketing the.- 
store but he did not knoiw. if Carmichael had made this state* - 
mentor any other direct threats. Source advised .that the . .
impression was left with J persons familiar with the incident / \ 
that Carmichael was trying to have Stealing and shoplifting 1 
condoned in the area. Source rioted the drug store is located 
near the Washington Office of the; Student Nonviolent

7Co^Prdinatirig Committee (SNCC), 1234 U Street, N. W., Washington, 
. D. C., where Carmichael ‘’hangs out" a lot of the time. Source / 

stated officials of Peoples Drug Stores had reportedly become 
quite concerned about the .incidents 7;.

77 ^ _____________________________  advised on March 19, -
1968,/ that on March 15, 1968, at/about 8:30 p.in.___________

b7C
■b7D

COPIES DESTROYED' 
V 343 FEB 24 1971
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The next day_____ did, not report ‘to1 work. • / ; :
-. .. unt 11, in the after noon.? Wherihe . arrived ■ -he learped from

| 1 that Stoke ly Carmi chae 1 had been in :' y ■'
/tI^V’M9^^0|iF'llet!?inquirliig for' him. He was told;____________  -
would, be in later. In the, evehinjg | Was Working,,-

. hear the front of the store arid Carmichael entered. Carmichael 
approached him and .-asked if he was I T

___________ ..dbknp&Iedged rhe was I I Carmichael told .
I lhe wanted five mimte^s of‘liis time and identified i /
himself as Stokely Carmichael, Carmichael then asked. Jltjhy , .r 
do you have the special pplicemari! in the store?" 
replied it was necessary because pf stealing that:-$ent on in‘ 

; the•■store. Carmichael said something about there riot being 
special policemen in- Peoples Drug', Stores in white;riaighborhoods.

~ I'replied? there should jbe because thefts occurred in
both white and Negro heighbofhoods. Carmichael/then turned ; \

■- to leave; statinfe-yffigriky.-kthe•■..spiedial-'policeman.■goes'or; 
else". I I asked tarmicna:el what he meant .b'y:?.that’\'-
stateinent And Carmichael replied;)"’’The policeman goes or’ 
else". Carmichael then stated that he ’would'v).’.":' 
store sometime on Mar,ch 19, 1968,;, probably at night.;;,,’/CAr-

;> michae 1 then left the store. ] |advised;'thrit^'heihad ,
no indication what Carmichael intended to do. yy'-';.,-1-

; V , 1 further advised on the morning of
March? 20, 1968, Carmichael-had not> again, returned to the. 
store to pursue the matter.
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FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6-41)

SAC, WFO (157-433) (P)

OSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE ■ 
AJOB URBAN AREAS 
ASHINGTON, D. C.

Re WFO airtel and LHM of 3/5/68.

Bh O M 
o tn 
as « 
° 4

ft

IS:
w h at 
1-3 U. .-j

b2
b7D

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of 
uNM captioned as above. Copies are being disseminated 
Secret Service, 
local military intelligence agencies.

an 
to

the Assistant United States Attorney and

The following is 
0 in captioned matter:

dab

183 MAR 28 1968 
Liaison on a daily basis with the Intelligence 

1avision of the Metropolitan Police DepartmentsCT^MPD^G~~the 
commanding officers of the MPD precincts, United States Park 
Felice and local military intelligence agencies. 
Liaison Sources provide coverage of demonstrations by civil 
rights groups. The CP and related activities are covered

| security informants and I I panel sources. The s'' 
Nation of Islam is covered by I______ |______
.security informant, and |
...formant (PRI) . Racial matters are covered by [______
informants. Regular contacts are had with | |PRIs

.o reside in ghetto areas and are employed therein. ' Thes^*”5®’ 
Lave all been informed of the urgent need for immediately 
furnishing WFO with all information which might show racial 
ension. Additional investigation is being conducted to

... .iverope more PRIs. AGENCY: CRD, ISD, IIU, •RA0-, -CS»

AC3I, OSI / -<Y, 
HOW FGRW

1 racial inf ormh'rDFs ' 
| Pr oba tionaify

MAR 2 5...W

eau (Encl. 11)

Per

Room 836 
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'faRRiir'in Charge



WFO 157-433

The monitoring of MPD radio calls provides WFO 
th prompt and timely notice regarding conditions in the 

various MPD precincts.
All Criminal Informants and Potential Criminal 

Informants have been advised to immediately call WFO if they 
obtain any data concerning racial tension.

The Supervisory staff and all Special Agents of 
WFO have been made aware of the need for being constantly 
alert to pick up any information related to racial matters. 
This includes information received from individuals, radio 
and television news.

The following sources as reported in the attached 
LHM were contacted as-follows:
SOURCE CONTACTED BY SA

b2
b7C
b7D

2



WFO 157-433

The enclosed LHM is classified "Confiaetfrtial" in 
view of information received from

I I which could reasonably result in the identification 
of this informant of continuing value and compromise the 
future effectiveness of the informant.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL is on the Rabble Rouser
Index, (RRI).

3



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

"iTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Washington, D. C. 20535 

March 20, 1968

POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE 
MAJOR URBAN AREAS 
WASHINGTON, D. C.

This current document contains neither recommen
dations nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation. The information set forth is based on the comments 
and views of the individuals mentioned herein. These 
pertained to the racial situation as it existed at the time 
the comments and views were expressed. The possibility 
exists that the racial situation in any particular area in 
Washington, D. C., may change suddenly. Due consideration 
must be given this fact.

II. GENERAL RACIAL SITUATION
The individuals familiar with conditions existing 

in the ghetto areas in Washington, D. C., have advised as 
follows:

The racial situation is very uncertain. People
are apprehensive about Dr. Martin Luther King’s "poor 
people’s campaign" which he plans to bring to Washington,

C. (WDC) in April, 1968. Some believe the demonstration
will be beneficial and will show the underprivileged that 
efforts are being expeng^d in their behalf. A riot could happen over some unexp^^ted incident as has happened in other 
large cities. Stokelv Carmichael__urged a gathering of . 
people in WDC, on March 17, 1968, to arm themselves and that 
every black man in the United States should get a gun. Some

/z/, x
Shi



POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

people in WDC are not in sympathy with Dr. King’s demonst
ration plans. WDC leaders are attempting to evaluate the 
potential of Dr. King’s impact on WDC, in April. Howard 
University students began a sit-in at Howard University on 
March 19, 1968, protesting possible disciplinary actions 
against students involved in previous disruptive action 
on the campus.

III. CURRENT EVALUATION Off VIOLENCE POTENTIAL

works in the|______
on March 11, 1963:

who lives in the |and
sections of WDC, advised as follows

b2
b7D

The racial situation in WDC appears to be very 
uncertain. Nobody knows what is going to happen in WDC 
and many people are scared. They are not sure what will 
happen when Dr. Martin Luther King’s "poor people’s campaign” 
begins in April. Even though Dr. King has asked the 
militants to stay out of the activities, there is no 
assurance the request will be honored.

The March 11, 1968, issue of the "Newsweek" 
magazine, page 45 contained a paragraph captioned "Washington". 
It stated Washington had never been considered to be a 
major racial tinderbox as much of its Negro population works 
for the Eederal government and is insulated by civil service 
security from the worst chills of black despair. It stated 
Washington was facing the summer with nervous uncertainty, 
and Dr. King was bringing 3000 demonstrators to Washington 
to begin a summer-long campaign of picketing and marching 
for jobs and income.

The March 12, 1968 issue of "The Evening Star", 
a daily WDC newspaper, page B-l reported that District 
Safety Director Patrick V. Murphy had said the Washington 
police hoped to train as many as 2,800 volunteers for 
emergency duty this summer in an enlarged "Police Reserver

2



POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS'
WASHINGTON, D.C.

Corps". Most of them would be' used for station" duty and 
thus free additional policemen during emergencies.

The March 12, 1968 issue of "Washington Afro-American'
a Washington, D. C. newspaper, page 12, reported that The 
National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders had said 
that "Abrasive relationships between police and non-whites 
have been a major source of rioting in the racial ghettos 
of American cities".

On March 14, 1968, who works
in ,the ghettos of WDC and is acquainted with many of the 
under privileged advised as follows:

b2
b7D

The "poor people’s campaign" which is a demonstra
tion being planned by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. has been 
given the support of a number of the larger religious groups 
in WDC. The demonstration will show the underprivileged 
that much effort is being expended in efforts to improve 
their life. It is believed the demonstration will be 
beneficial. Plans are being made to have volunteers from 
among the demonstrators, who will agree to be arrested if 
necessary. It is not believed that any racial trouble will 
result from the demonstration.

further advised as follows:
Stokely Carmichael is in Washington, D. C. and has

organized the Black United Front, (BUF), but it is not 
believed that Carmichael will have much support from BUF 
members if Carmichael decides to create violence in WDC. The 
majority of the BUF members are not expected to support 
any plans for racial violence.

in the
On March 14, 1968, who resides

section of WDC advised as follows:
It is his belief that a riot could take place in

WDC over some unexpected incident such as the arrest of a Negro 
This has happened in the past in other large cities. Other 
than the above situation, the conditions are such that the 
source is optimistic about a riot-free summer in WDC.



POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE 
MAJOR URBAN AREAS 
WASHINGTON, D. C.

who resides and works in the
ghetto areas of Northwest WDC, advised as follows on
March 18, 1968:

On March 17, 1968, Stokely Carmichael gave a talk 
at The Church of The Redeemer, 15th and Girard Streets, 
N. E., WDC at the invitation of the Fellowship Forum of the 
church. Among other things, Carmichael said the black people 
in the United States must connect with the 900 million black 
people of the "third world" to liberate themselves from the 
control of the white man. He described the "third world" as 
including the black people of Cuba, West Indies, Haiti, 
South America and Africa. He said the United States is 
planning genocide against the Negroes and for this reason 
Negroes should arm themselves. He said he did not mean a 
.22 caliber either. He advocated that every black man in the 
United States get a gun. He stated that if Negroes obtained 
an arsenal, relations between whites and blacks would be equal

further stated as follows:
Carmichael said he realized many black 

people do not agree with his ideology and that there are many 
"Uncle Toms" in the community. Carmichael said his group 
proposes that if they develop information about a person 
"being that way", someone will talk to that person and 
attempt to change his mind and "if he does not change his 
ways, he will be considered a traitor to his community and all 
traitors die". Carmichael said black people should support 
the Arabs in any conflict between the Arabs and the Israelis. 
He said the WDC Public School System is 93% Negro and the 
curriculum must be changed to be more relative to the Negro 
community.

The March 18, 1968, issue of "The Washington 
post and Times Herald", newspaper on page B-3 reported that 
Stokely Carmichael had spoken to a racially mixed audience 
on March 17, 1968 at The Church of The Redeemer, WDC. Among 
Carmichael’s comments to the group were "We are advocating 
simply that every black man in this country should get a 
gun. The only reason the honkie (white man) is able to rule 
is because he has a gun". . .



POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

The March 18, 19G8 issue of "The Evening Star”, 
a daily WDC newspaper on page B-3, reported that the District 
chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People had voted to support the goals of the Reverend 
Dr. Martin Luther King’s "Poor People’s Campaign”.

____________________ | who lives and works in the
Northwest section of WDC, on March 18, 1968, advised as 
follows:

b2
b7D

It is believed there are some individuals in WDC 
who may be inclined toward the creation of racial trouble 
in WDC, but these are not likely to initiate any actions 
toward the starting of trouble. The feeling among many in the 
Northwest ghetto is that in order for the "poor people’s 
campaign" to be successful, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 
will have to bring in outsiders for his reported "civil 
disobedience" in WDC. In the event large numbers of outsiders 
are brought in, their behavior will be very difficult to 
control. Therefore anything may happen.

Marc h 18, 1968:
further advised as follows on

b2
b7D

In the Northeast area near the source’s residence, 
there has been a lack of enthusiasm by the WDC citizens for 
Dr. King’s "poor people’s campaign". These people are not in 
sympathy with Dr. King’s plans as they fail to see that any 
benefits may result from any demonstration involving civil 
disobedience.

___________________ |who resides in Northwest WDC
and is employed in a Northwest ghetto area, advised as
follows on March 18, 1968:

b2
b7D

The foremost concern of people in WDC is the unknown 
potential for racial trouble which could take place when Dr, 
Martin Luther King-and his "poor people’s campaign" begins 
in WDC in April 1968. Many leaders of organizations in WDC 
are attempting to evaluate the current and future potential 
of Dr. King’s impact on the racial scene of WDC. These 
leaders are very concerned and are trying to determine what 
response WDC citizens may give Dr. King.

■ ~ 5 - .



POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE
MAJOR URBAN AREAS
WASHINGTON, D, C.

___________ |who resides in the Northeast 
section of WDC and has a wide acquaintanceship in WDC advised 
as follows on March 19, 1968:

On March 19, 1968 at about 1:30 PM about fifty to 
seventy-five students began a sit-in in the lobby of the 
Administration Building, at Howard University to protest 
possible disciplinary action against students who had 
participated in previous disruptive activity on the campus.

On March 19, 1968, ____ |Intelligence
Division, Metropolitan Police Department, advised that at 
about 4:45 PM, on March 19, 1968, approximately one hundred 
and fifty students were engaging in a sit-in in the Adminis
tration Building, Howard University and planned to remain all 
night. According to__________________Stokely Carmichael
appeared briefly at the building, but did not participate in 
the sit-in and then departed.

THEFTS OF GUNS AND AMMUNITION
_____________________ |who is employed

west section of WDC, on March 18 and 19, 1968 
follows:

b7C
b7D

in the North- 
advised as

6*



AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
(DATE 04-21-2006 BY 
603 0 9/ AU C/TAM/DCG/bls

AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI d \ -

FROM: SAC, WFO (157-1537) (RUC) ,

CHANGED ___ '<1 ' ■'
■ b7C . ■ 1 . ■.

RM- SNCC ““ I
(OO;NY) ' j

■ ■< .
Title being marked ''CHANGED11 to reflect true

name of subject as I Was previously carried b7c
as

_______ [stated recently Several student groups in 
U.S. reportedly invitedl Ito visit U.S, and was all set 
to do so.

__________________(stated did not believe much chance)_______  
will be permitted to leave country any time in near future. 
However, speculated he might flee■ country. In that event he

/K-J' Bureau "
(i- 100-446080) (Carmichael)

3- New York (RM)
(1-100-153751) (CARMICHAEL)

’ Vl- 100-43503) (CARMICHAEL)
WWH:js
(9) Amg,

NOT RECO^D^, 
202 MAR 26 1968
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WFO

requested to be advised in b^c 
comes to the U.S.

may 
the

b7C

visit the United States, 
event any information is received 

: ‘ I'
requested above not be disseminated outside

the Bureau without prior clearance from the U.S.D.S*

WFO will continue to follow this matter,in CARfrflCBAEL 
case since CARMI QiAEL might meet with [if he comes to 
U.S. ' !| ■ ' ’ ----------  ■

b7C.
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Date: 3/21/68

PLAINTEXT.

TO

Transmit the followinqyfn

Via : TELETYPE -
(Type in plaintext or code)
URGENTJ ■ -

■ .(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI, (100-446080). b7C

l/ROM: SAC, WO (1OO-435O3X

• .-■ STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

I Mr. Tntiuin

I
 Mr. DeLoach_
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. Bishop 

Mr. Casper..__
Callahan- 

Conrad....
Felt______

Gale_____
Rosen....._

Sullivan—. 
Tavel____
Trotter

Tele. Room___
I Miss Holmes__

~ T TSflas-Gahriy ~

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr., 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

J , ’PEWOTEL WIRCH TWENTY LAST v I
' SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE LATE MORNING MARCH TWOONE^^ 
INSTANT AND PROCEEDED TO SNCC HDQTSJ LEFT SNCC EARLY AFTERNOON

'AND PROCEEDED TO NUMBER THREE THOMAS! CIRCLE. THEN RETURNED TO
;SNCC HDQTS. LATER WENT TO ONE FIVE jiZERO SEW; NINTH STREET 

;AND RETURNED TO RESIDENCE IN MID-AFTERNOON. LATER RETURNED 

W,

TO

iSNCC HDQTS. THEN VISITED CLEANERS AND BARBERSHOP IN NEARBY AREA.

I AT FOUR TWO FIVE PM, SUBJECT ENTERED THE PEOPLES DRUG
: ■ - ■ r ' ■
(STORE LOCATED AT FOURTEENTH AND U SWETS, NW, AND .INQUIRED'OF( ■ ■ ■ - < IL -
(MANAGER IF THE UNIFORMED POLICEMAN WAS STILL EMPLOYED THERE.
1 . i .
'SUBJECT 'SAID HE HAD PREVIOUSLY TOLD THE MANAGER TO GET RID OF
(THIS POLICEMAN OR ELSE. MANAGER REPLIED AFFIRMATIVELY. SUBJECT

(INQUIRED IF THIS WAS STORE POLICY. T0| HAVE A GUARD. WHEN TOLD

THIS WAS TRUE

j3~Bureau 
ll-WFO

A'AMrrmj
(:4)

. 11 .
Sent _u:_____ ___ ______ M Per_______ :_______ : ___



: fbi1

I ■. v ■ ' . ,! ' -
Approved; ___ __________________ ' Sent  M .Per 
; Special Agent in Charge I

! ■ Date: |

Transmit the following in_________ ______________ ' __ ,___ Jj___________ '____ __________________ J
t (Type in plaintext or code) '

v 1 ’ • ' ' ’ • • ■ • ■ '
Via ___________________________ ____________________________ l___ _________________  ।

j ((Priority) ।
__4_-____________ _ _________ :_______________ '__ ____ ________ ______ _ ______ K__.

■page two- ' ’ f
WFO 100-43503 (

! '

t ■ . ■

i SUBJECT LATER RETURNED TO SNCC HDQTS WHERE HE REMAINED
। ;

INTO THE EVENING HOURS.

ADMINISTRATIVE:
< ....... ” ’!

j EFFORTS BEING MADE TOjjDETERMINE REASONS FOR
Visits by subject to number three ti^mas circle and one five

zero seven NINTH STREET, NW. v ■
I ■ ■ ■

p
I

i 
i

I

i
1
I



FBI WASH DC

TO

FBI ATLANTA 
10:00 AM URGENT

FtBtRAL BUREAU QF INVESTIGATION 
«, BIPARTMFNT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION
MAR 23 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIE D
DATE 04-25-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls

b7C

3-23-68 JWE
fEAU 100-446080 AND CHICAGO 157-1279

ROM ATLANTA 100-6812

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. IS - MISC. SEDITION

RE CHICAGO TEL MARCH TWENTYTWO.LAST
SOURCES ATLANTA UNABLE TO FURNISH ANY INFO RE PROPOSED

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
M

G

ivan.-tr 
el....

'rotter...
| Tele. Room.—
I Miss Holmes.
I Miss Gandy

orfrad_

Tolson___ _
De Loach___
Mohr._
Bishop.. 
Casper. 
Callahan.

F

ITINERARY OF CARMICHAEL OR AS TO HIS REPORTED PARTICIPATION 
i

IN ACTIVITY SET FORTH IN RETEL.

WFO ADVISED AIRMAIL.

— 6 0 0 ~
SAA
FBI WASH DC c=s3===° CSSa==3

sMW26 1968

1

'•W S3
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P.‘ >' FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) Aall information contained
gAHEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
| DATE 04-25-2006 BYF'.-603 0 9/ AUG/ TAM/ DCS/ bls

Date:)' 3/18/68 /

, Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

airmail registered
(Piriority))'

] Mr.Toksm.__.___
Mr. DeLcadu-----
Mr. Mohr. ........ ...
Mr. Bishop-.____

। Mr. Casper___ _
। Mr. CaSJa’nan-----
। Mr. Conrad—___
। Mr. Felt 
| Mr. Gale,;

"| Mr. Rosen—:____
I Mr. -SsjUivan—__
I Mr. Tavel

-I Mr. Tswiter
I Tele. Room—_

■I Miss—Hahnes—..p.- 
Miss Gandy__

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM: SAC, BIRMINGHAM (157-2546)(P)
STOKELYCARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION

Re Birmingham teletype, 3/13/68
y; Enclosed for the Bureap are 11 copies of a 
letterhead memorandum suitable for dissemination.,

Enclosed for Washington Field Office is’one 
copy of this letterhead memorandum.

b7C

is confidential source
b2
b7D

b7C

14

i

inated 
Secret 
Birmingham.

This letterhead memorandum has been dissem- 
locally to military intelligence agencies, U. S. 
Service, Birmingham, and United States Attorney,

j C3>- Bureau (EnC. 11) (AM-RM) "
; 1 - Washington Field (100-43503)(Info)(Enc. 1)(AM-RM)
; 1 - Birmingham
; CBSicap
! (5)

agency!acsi,(®,osi,sec.s<G 69^*^
.. ' DEPT: ISD,CRD,^TP±‘C<
. HOW FORW; W

. DATEjOrw,, SrZi
.. BY:

mW
'Approved: _
' ■ SpecifapAgent in Charge

Sent-—!L



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
fix HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
A DATE 04-25-20 0 6 BY

UNITED «6O3_O_9yAUC/TAI'>l/pCG/bls

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Birmingham9 Alabama 35203 

March 18, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Birmi ngham Conf i dent 
the following information:

Informant furnished
b2
b7D

On March 13, 1968s Stokely Carmichael, a 
Black Power advocate, spoke at Miles College, Fairfield„. Alabama, on this date. Carmichael inferred that|

whom he considers an
1 "UMjie toi", should be killed n he and others like him 
cannotrbe won over to the Black Power cause. He called 
upon students to get guns and protect their "fellow black 
loved ones”. In closing, his speech to a packed lecture 
room of excited students and some instructors, he read

1 what he called a letter written by his counterpart, Rap 
Brown, from jail where her is confined for violating a 
court order. The letter stated the following:

b7C
b7D

1. That he is a political prisoner.
2. The Negro must move from resistance to 

revolution.
3. From resistance that’s not enough, to 

aggression.
' 4. 1968 must signal the beginning of the

end for this country.
The after effects of the speech left the 

students with gossip and mixed emotions. Carmichael came to the Miles campus without the sanction of the /~jf_ 
school administration. I~ I b7C

I spearheaded the effort to^cget Carmichael on b7D
the campus and had charge of a large delegation of
Mileans who went to Tusca?loosa, Alabama, on the night of 
March 12, 1968, to hear his speech at Stillman College.

On the morning of March 13th, petitions were 
circulated throughout the student body getting signatures 
asking that Carmichael be permitted to speak on the______
Miles campus. b7C

b7D



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

by the presence of Fairfield and county police officers 
who kept watch from the street at the school’s main 
entrances several hours after Carmichael left the campus. 
During the meeting the notes taken by a white reporter 
of the "Southern Courier'”' newspaper were torn up by one 
of Carmichael’s aidess and he was put out of the room. 
No other incidents occurred.

Some "Black Power58 advocates on the Miles 
College campus claim to be disappointed at what they 
call the mildness of Carmichael’s speech.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions ©f the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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I 
FBI WASH DC*

FBI INDAKOLS 
1144Pj/uRGENT 3-24-68 JR 

TO /DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND WASHINGTON FIELD

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

FROM INDIANAPOLIS (100-15504) b7C

Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy-------

Rosen____ -jt
Sullivan.\Z_.

Tavel______
Trotter_____

Mi-. Tolson------
Mr. DeLoaeh ... 
Mr. Mohr_____
Mr. Bishop___
Mr. Casper .— 
Mr. Callahan ... 
Mr. Conrad ..... 
Mr. Felt______
Mr. Gale_____
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-Ms SEDITION. OO: WFO

b7C

- 'i‘
J SOURCE ADVISED CLOSED STORE ON TWO ONE FIVE NINE BROADWAY. GARY

INDIANA, WAS OPENED UP FOR PROPOSED SPEECH BY CARMICHAEL. LES

THAN FIFTY

CARMICHAEL

PEOPLE SHOWED UP AS OF TEN THIRTY P.M., C.S.T 
£

HAD NOT APPEARED AND PEOPLE BEGAN DRIFTING AWAY. SOURCE

UNIDENTIFIED YOUNG MALE NEGRO APPEARED TO BE IN CHARGE,

NO ORGANIZATION SPONSORING SPEECH, JUST FRIENDS OF

GARY PD ADVISED NO SPEECH TOOK PLACE, AND GROUP LEAVING 
umo

STATED ONE i 1
WHp STATED

CARMICHAEL.

BUILDING^ 
(' v-4 cr-
I 17

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA: *
i ’

REIPTEL THIS DATE. q MAR 26 1968

SOURCE IS

; LHM FOLLOWS. - i .
END _

1 A

62-&U>R 2 1968 .
FBI WASH DC*

b2
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FBI WASH DC*

945PM URGENT

FBI INDAPOLS

3-24-68 JR
TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND WASHINGTON FIELD

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

FROM INDIANAPOLIS (100-«®»)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS-M

SOURCE ADVISED LATE

REPORTED TO BE COMING TO

■ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-25-2006 BY 
‘60309 ./ AU C / T AM / D C G,/ b 1 s

b7C

THIS AFTERNOON THAT STOKELY

GARY. INDIANA. FOR A SPEECH

GARY PD ADVISED AND PD LATER CALLED BACK AND ADVISED

9T<fe<m
•Mr. DeLoach___
Mr. Mohr.....____
Mr. Bishop___ _

Casper 
Callahan___
Conrad___

I
 Mr. Felt._______
Mr. Gale________
Mr. Rosen______
Mr. Sullivan—^’" 
Mr. Tavel__ _____

Mr. Trotter_____
Me. Room_____Miss Holmes____

sb Gandy..___  |

Mr. 
i Mr- 

Mr.

CARMICHAEL

THIS EVENING

LEAFLET BEING

PASSED OUT IN GARY TO EFFECT CARMICHAEL WILL SPEAK AT NINE P.M

C.S.T. AT TWO ONE FIVE NINE BROADWAY, GARY. THIS IS EMPTY STORE

WHICH CAN HOLD NOT OVER ONE HUNDRED PERSONS
f SOURCE RESIDING THIS AREA WAS CONTACTED AND WAS UNAWARE, “d

BUT IS NOW PLANNING TO ATTEND. GARY PD AFFORDING APPROPRIATE

COVERAGE BUT NO INDICATION CARMICHAEL IN AREA
ADMINISTRATIVE DATA:

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED

LHM FOLLOWS MAR 26 1968
END

FBI
JMS
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 04-25-2006 BY

MAR 2 31968
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I

FBI WASH DC*
b7C

FBI BOSTON
H:08Pl/uRGENT 3-23-68 RDS

TO DIRECTOR, WFO & CHICAGO

FRotI BOSTON (157-437) IP
sjpKELY CARMICHAEL, AKA, RM - SNCC; SEDITION.

Bfe. Tolson,-----—
Mr. DeLoach —
Mr. Mohr______ _
Mr. Bishop ____
Mr. Casper____
Mr. Callahan---
Mr. Conrad -----
Mr. Felt____ J—
Mr. Gale.... ____
Mr. Rosen-------- A

Mr. Tavel__ ..
Mr. Trotter 
Tele. Room___
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy__

L REMYTEL THIS DATE.
BOSTON SOURCES AND LOCAL POLICE HAVE NO ADDITIONAL INFO 

CINCERNING SUBJECT'S ACTIVITIES OR CURRENT WHEREABOUTS. SOURCES 

REMAINING ALERT 
W^LL BE MADE TO 

DESTINATION.

FOR FURTHER INFO. INVESTIGATION CONTINUES. EFFORTS

ESTABLISH SUBJECT'S TIME OF DEPARTURE FROM BOSTON AND

END
JMS

I

I

FBI WASH DC*

fcEEAfVED TO_

f 26 id6d



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)I . HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

| DATE 04-25-2006 BY
I ' . 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls
i FBI,

Transmit the following in

Via Z. TELETYPE
it

TO
ROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

(Priority)

Gale______—
Rosen__
Sullivan^—
Tavel______
Trotter___ —

Tele. Room_____ _
Miss Holmes__
■Miss-Gamly^LX/

FY

Date1: \ 3/20/68
PLAINTEXT____ l| .—

(Type injplaintext or code)

URGENT

Mt. Tnlanp
Mr. DeLoach____
Mr. Mohr_______
Mr. Bishop-__ __
Mr. Casper_____

B Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad...... —
Mr. Felt—______
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
. b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC?;'! SEDITION
SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE MID-MORNING MARCH T

[AND LATER ARRIVED SNCC HDQTS? DEPARTED SNCC AND ENTERED VW
INGTON LICENSE DETERMINED REGISTERED TO

V

ARLINGTON, VA.
SUBJECT PROCEEDED TO ONE FOUR ZERO ZERO BLOCK OF SWANN ST?, N.W?

j ‘
[WHERE HE ENTERED A PRIVATE RESIDENCE? LATER RETURNED TO SNCC HDQTSi

b7C

IN AFTERNOON SUBJECT WENT TO DIXIE REALTY CO? WHERE HE CREATIjD^CENE 
IN EFFORT TO HAVE MONEY REFUNDED PREVIOUSLY PLACED BY

II ■- U--------,-------- —
AS DEPOSIT ON HOUSE RENTAL? CARMICHAEL BECAME BOISTEROUS AND POLICE ii-- T .
CP&LEQ* PART OF MONEY REFUNDED TO HIM TO PREVENT TROUBLE AND HEI -
DEPA'BTED, RETURNING TO SNCC HDQTS? NO FURTHER POLICE ACTION

[required? . .0
I IN EVENING SUBJECT WENT TO ONE SIX TWO FIVE FRANKLIN ST. N.E.
SUBJECT LATER APPEARED ON TV PANEL PROGRAM, QUOTE CONTROVERSY

T‘. . i: *

I 3 - Bureau 
; 1 - WFO W MAR 26 1968
AAM:tkm ! (4)

Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge
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F Bl
Date

Transmit the following in _
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via J
(Priority)

j PAGE TWO
! WFO 100-43503
] FOURTEEN UNQUOTE? WITH OTHERS? SUBJECT RE PAST REMARKS ADVOCATING
j VIOLENCE AND COMMENTED THAT THESE REMARKS WERE MADE IN CONTEXT OF
J EQUALITY? ftE REMARKED THAT WHITE PEOPLE HAVE GUNS, POLICE HAVE 
GUNS SO IT IS NECESSARY THAT BLACK PEOPLE GET GUNS?

' ADMINISTRATIVE .
; EFFORTS BEING MADE TO DETERMINE IDENTITIES OF PERSONS VISITED
; ' v ’■ ’ " ■ ■ ■

' AT ABOVE ADDRESSES, AND DETERMINE FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING THE
I NATURE OF SUBJECT’S REMARKS ON TV* j!

! Approved: __.______ __  - ’ Sent M. Per
Special Agent in Charge
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 04-25-2006 BY
6 0 3 0 9/AUG/TAM/DCG/bls

Mr. Tolson______
I Mr. DeLoach____

Mohr 
Bishop 
Casper 
Callahan___

Conrad.........

R 62
URGENT 3/20-68

b7C

TO DI CTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM NEW HAVEN

STOKELY (JARMICHAEL, IS-M; SEDITION

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Mr. Tavel____
Mr. Trotter__
Tele. Room___
Miss Holmes.... 
Miss Gandy___

Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale

JWr. Rosen___ _

b7C

NEW HAVEN POLICE DEPT ., ADVISED THIS DATE

THAT A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE REPORTED THAT INFORMATION HAD COME TO SOURCE^

ATTENTION INDICATING THAT CARMICHAEL WAS TO MAKE AN APPEARANCE AT 
i

HARTFORD, CONN., FRIDAY, MARCH TWO TWO, ONE NINE SIX EIGHT, PURPOSE

UNKNOWN. WFO REQUESTED TO CONFIRM AND ADVISE TYPE OF COVERAGE

DESIRED

2CC WASHINGTON FIELD REC- 38
RECEIVED: 4:58 PM MKP

a”’-/
■' -M.-L

® MAR 21

MAR ? 91968
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^T«’-™NO’° HEREIN IS
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.S DATE 0 4 “5
UNITED STATES C^EKN^ Q g /

Memorandum
(100-446080)

(100-179) (RUC)

date: 3/25/68

subject- STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
,n , IS - MISC; SEDITION.;//> (OO:WFO)

ReNYairtel to Director, 3/8/68.

Telephone number_____________________________ is listed
to the residence of |

This telephone number noted on personal checks ofF las made available bvI __
______________________________________________ |whose identity 
must be protected.

b7C

- Bureau (RM)
1 - New York (100-153751)(Info)(RM)
2 - WFO (100-43503) (RM)
1 - Columbia
FHA/fha 
(6)

1 MAR 27 1968

,1/

501^-100-01 ‘j.

PR 2

0

my U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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' ' ■' ■-•ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
! ; ^HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

«
DATE 04-25-20 0 6 BY
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

_ Date: 3/18/681 :
Transmit the following irr. ' " ' ■ • - \ ~ '■-■■■J’ ■ • ~ \ - -

| - ■ . . (Type in plaintext or code)

Vin । AIRTEL AIRMAIL ; a|| ■
) ■ ' ; , >■ (Priority)

__ '______________ ____ . __ __i ___ ____ -___________________ --—-L- ______
.1 , ■ • ‘ J --p '■ ■ ■ J ■ ■ ■ • - • ■ . . . - : .. \ ■ j’ ■’ i /

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI(100-446080),
FROM: J~>SAC, BIRMINGHAM (157-2546):(P) 

. ’(/ A-' ■ ■: A' ■ ''j//- ' ' ?; ' -
J STOKELY CARMICHAEL ;j IS - MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION

Re Birmingham teletype to Bureau, Mobile and 
WFO, 3/14/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of a 
letterhead memorandum reflecting CARMICHAEL’S trip 
to. Eutaw, Alabama, and comments made at a meeting 
held 3/13/68.

. ' • ■ ' ; ' ’■ ; J ’ 1 ■ ■ i

Enclosed for Washington Field. Office is 
one copy of this letterhead memorandum. ;

Dissemination of this letterhead memorandum 
has been made to interested local agencies.

The identity Of the confidential sources 
utilized in the letterhead memorandum are as follows:

b2
b7C
b7D

/a) - Bureau (Eric. Tl) (8 RM) /
2 - Washington Field (Enc. 1)(100-4^-503)(AM-RM)

2 - c -1^ELW:cap. AGENCY: ACSI,^,OSI,SE^^pR^ ; ’
■ (7) ' ;? t^WF0RW;-^g^ ~ -;...  f . /■ '

_____ __  Sent
« Ag^jnt in Charge ]'

Aus



in Reply, Please Refer to 
Fils No.

. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^BdATE 04-25-20 0 6 BY

UNITED 6U309/AUG/TAM/DCG/bls

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Birminghamg Alabama 35203 

March 18, 1968

RE • STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Stokely Carmichael determined to have traveled 
from Birmingham, Alabama, t© Eutaw, Alabama, arriving at 
the First African Baptist Church at approximately 8:05 
P.ML on the evening of March 13, 1968. Carmichael and 
associates traveled in the following vehicles:

1968 Alabama License
Fastback.

Late model.yellow Ford Mustang bearing|a 1966 Volkswagen sedan 
gray in color, bearing 1968 Alabama^ License  ]determined t© be register®^ to' I ~ 

I__________________ pEusca.lo.o.s.a.,, Ala.bama /and a 19 »■ gray
Plymouth, bearing 1968 Alabama License I I
determined to be registered to. 1 Selma, Alabama. V

b7C

Birmingham confidential source ____advised
that approximately 300 to 400 persons were gathered at 
the church to greet Carmichael, all of whom where Negro.

I advised that this meeting lasted approximately two 
hours, and that Carmichael spoke for about one hour to 
one hour and twenty minutes, the other time being taken 
up by speeches from local civil rights leaders. | 
advised that Carmichael spoke about American involvement 
in Vietnam and how, in his talks with the leader of 
North Vietnam, Ho Che Minh, he (Carmichael) learned 
that' the people of 'North Vietnam did not want to fight 
the Negro, only fie white «an„ Carmichael also spoke 
about the draft and how it would be better for the 
Negro, if he hau to fight, t© fight in America protecting 
his family, rather than fighting in Asia against other colored people. | |also 
spoke about the history of 
and how the Negro had been 
build America, but was .not American society. [ 
about all the beatings, lynching* 
used by the white man against the Mgro, 
it was time for the Negro to fight back, if necessary. ‘ ‘

b2
b7D

advised that Carmichael 
the Negro people of America 
used by the white man to 
allowed to participate in

stated that Carmichael spoke 
d other violence 

and that now 
using violence

stated that Carmichael told how

encloses,,



STOKELY CAR,MICHAEL

non-violence had not worked for the Negro, and now was
the time for the Negro to arm himself in order to 
protect his family and his future. | advised that 
Carmichael did not make any specific comments concerning

b2
b7D

draft evasion or the w in Vietnam, but confined his
comments to generalities about Negro-white relations 
in America todayo | ladvised that a collection was 
taken at the end of the meeting., and approximately 
$84,00 was taken in. ,

C- ..>■ '. - _ _____
Birmingham confi’dwtlal source) (advised

that a meeting at the First African Baptist Church, 
Eutaw, Alabama, held March 13, 1968, was attended by 
approximately 350 persons, and that before Stokely
Carmichael, who was the featured speaker, made his 
talk, local Negro Vahndidates and civil rights workers, 
including WilliailhJsranch, who is running for Congress 
for the Fifth District of Alabama, spoke about their 
campaign and solicited the support of the audience. _ 
advised that the audience at the First African Baptist 
Church was composed entirely of Negroes. | [advised 
that Carmichael’s speech was anti-white in nature and

b2
b7D

that he used Biblical quotations as an outline for his 
talk. ____ advised that Carmichael criticized the white
man, saying that he had persecuted the Negroes for 
over 400 years, that the Negro had never done anything
to the white man, but that the white man had always 
hurt the Negro. | [advised that Carmichael mentioned 
that the Negro had built America and that the white 
man was not goin® to mat him out of America ©r to 
whip him any furxher. | [further stated that Carmichael 
spoke about the war in Vietnam and how the Vietnamese
people did not want t© fight the colored person in 
America, and that the colored person5 if he had to fight, 
should take up arms in America in order t© protect his 
family and his own rights.

soure© | .furnished
furn isfeed by Birmingham
Birmingham confidential 
learned that Stokely

1968,

Birmingham confidentia1 
virtually the same information a© 
confidential sources | 
source | [further stated that h« 
Carmichael would spend the evening of March 13

b2
b7D

at Eutaw, Alabama, and then sometime during the day of 
March 14, 1968, he would travel t© Selma, Alabama, where
he would make another speech.

2



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

________________________________________________Greene
County, Eutaw, Alabama, advised that local, county and 
state officers were in Eutaw, Alabama, during the visit 
by Stokely Carmichael on March 14, 1968, I I advised 
that there were no reported incidents except that no 
white persons were allowed in the First African Baptist 
Church, and that two UPI reporters had been turned away 
from this church,

b7C

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned t© your agency; it and its 
contents are not to be distributed outside your 
agency,
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-'ALL INFO RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
' HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
"DATE 04-25-2006 BY

'• ; 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

Transmit the following in ____
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
' .(priority)

1 Mr. Tolson.......
' Mr. DeLpach.l 
[ Mr! Mohr!

Mr. Bishop.....!.
I Mr.' Casper...,;.
। Mr. Cjaflahan... 

Mr. Conrad.....
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. — z sMr. Sullivan_ )/ j

Qll Mr. Tavel_L_^_— T' 
II Mr. Trotter..,—.. j 

.Tele.,Room;__
Miss Holmes.-. 
Miss Gandy....;.

Felt-';__ ,__ |
'Gale-.—j:—1_. | 
Rosen........—../f

<' D^e:!i 3/20/68

MXHZL

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) :

FROM: SAC, WFO (100443503) (P) b7c

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M .. ■a' aO-..
SEDITION
(OO:WFO)

ReWFOairtel with LHM dated 3/13/68

b7C

7.
Enclosed herewith are eleven copies of LHM 

regarding the aboye captioned matter.

The confidential source referred to in the
LHM as having provided information is _______________

who isunder consideration for development as
• b7C

a PRI, contacted by SA

In the interest of brevity the identity of the 
numerous other sources contacted regarding this matter 
are being set forth in subject’s file, WFO, and not 
being repeated in instant communication.

WFO continuing to follow this matter closely 
and any pertinent information developed will be furnished

REC-21

; (^Bureau (Encs, 11) b AGE®^CSIiHlC.afl^EC.sm^ • 1'

[ (1-157-1426) (BLACK UNITED FRONT) HOWFORW:
! ■ ! ..

WWHibap „. ,-n <<2<o ' BY

AIRTEL X- K
Approv _ _ ___/_ J d_X5ent j.

Spepfl I Agent in Charge/ ' - .
M Perl —



Reply, Please Refer to 
e No.

«
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED A’ A -
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED \ '

A.A- DATE 04-25-2006 BY A. '
A . ’ 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls A?

UNITru uErAni viLi'i w ;-y

FEDERAL BUREAU.OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D.C. 20535
March 20,-

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 

SEDITION

According to a press release dated February 20, 
1968, Stokely Carmichael was; reported to have been 
conducting a secret school for black militants in Wash
ington, D, C. \ ■:/ .

a native Washingtonian, advised 
on Match 14, 1968 that although the Washington Office of 
the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) is not active, he 

a is regarded as| advised
he is generally aware of current raciaL problems in the 
District of Columbia and the organizing efforts of Stokely 

. Carmichael to unify the Negro community through the b7c
establishment of zthe Bla£k United Front (BUF)* In this 
connection he stated it is aknown factCarmichael is 
meeting with various individuals in Washington, D*C» but 
these contacts are not for the purpose of organizing 
secret groups■to rebel against the community. He stated 
he knows of no secret school having been established by 
Carmichael to train out-of-town racial militants in how 
to promote violence.

U5 A

_ _______________________ | of the Washington, 
D.C. branch of the t^tional Association for the Adyancement 
of Colored People (NAACP)advised on March 15, 1968 that 
he;is aware of the.racial conditions prevalent in the 
Washington, D* C. area. He further advised that he has b 
followed the activities of Stokely Carmichael and the 
newly organized Black United Front (BUF), ______
that he has received no .inf drmation that Stokely Carmichael

advised



STOKELY CARMICHAEL
•ir

has organized a secret schoolinWashington, D.C* for thei 
purpose of training out-of-town racial militants ih

■ violeiit tacticE* ; Ji ?■/.'
•. -J ‘ ■■■.'■"■ '■ /■

J ; A confidential coiirse who has furnished J 
reliable information in the past, advised on March 20, ?
1968, he has scrutinized theactivities of Stokely ■ .
Carmichael carefully Since; his arrival in Washington, 

z D.C. on January 4,. 1968, ’ii^,j»tajt^;paiMchael^has:-- >;• 
participated in many meetings,discussions and social

< functions concerning the Establishment of the Black r ? 
United Front and the activities pf the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee; (SNCC). .Source stated ho. informa-- : : 
tion has Come to his attention that Carmichael or SNCC 
has established any secret schools in Washingtori, D.C, \ 
for training out-of-town racial militants, Source

: stated hevcldes not IreliEve ;sUch '.E school has been- estaby.-' /’ 
lished, otherwise he would have information of its 
existence because of his position in .racial niattersin 
Washington, D.C. .7.-.

^Additional cohfidentlai sources familiar with 
■ racial activities in WashingtoniikD^C. advised that they 

are aware of Stokely Carmichael ,:s efforts to organize 
, the Negro community into the Black United Front and 
< that in this connection he- is holding various meetings* ... 

However, no information has;come: to their attention that 
he has organised:aJsecret school: to train racial militants 
how to commit .acts of violence*"Ji;.•'

Skis document contains JieltliM, \ 

recommendations; nor conclusions • of 
the FBI. It is the property of'4?< 
the FBI and is- loaned .td'your agency 
if^ami its contents, are no.t to be. 
distributed1, outside, your];agency; •’ -distributed outside,



. FD-3,'6; (Rev. 5-22-64) ' (ALL IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

i®DATE 04-25-2006 BY 
^60309 / AU C / T AM / D C G/ bls

Trans mit the following in

Via > AIRTEL 
d ■

TO
FROM

. Date;: 3/20/68

(Type in' plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL - REGISTERED
(Priority)

, ■ b7C

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
SAC, BIRMINGHAM (157-2546) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
is - miscellaneous, Sedition 
OO: WFO

Re Birmingham airtel to Bureau dated 3/14/68.
Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of letter

head memorandum suitable for dissemination. Enclosed for 
WFO are two copies of letterhead memorandum.h •

Copies of this letterhead memorandum have been 
disseminated locally to military intelligence agencies, 
U. S. Attorney, and U. S. Secret Service, Birmingham.

b7C
b7D Confidential Informant

recording furnished by 
On.

IS

S
(.By request). Tape 
eing retained in

AGEICp

HOW F vjp™ *. ' > ~ / —i-
DAT E FORW

.. >—

DEPT:
FORWs X

b2 4

3A- Bureau (Enc. 
2 - WFO (Enc. 2) 
2 -f Birmingham 
LGG:mas ' ,
(7) , z

11) (RM) 
(100-43503) (RM) ® MAR 25 1968

& n!> a nr> ii6 UApgroyjed: Sent
Sj^eHial Agent in Charge.

M ' - Per



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Birmingham, Alabama 
March 20, 1968

DECLASSIFIED BY 60309 / AUC/ TAM/ DCG,/ b
ON 04-25-2006

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

On March 13, 1968, Confidential Informant| 
advised that at 8:00 p.m. on March 12, 1968, Stokely 
Carmichael addressed a group of approximately 1,500 persons
at the Birthright Auditorium, Stillman College, Tuscaloosa, 
Alabama. | [furnished a tape recording of the first 45 
minutes of this speech. ____said the tape does not include
the last 30 minutes of the speech and does not include the 
question and answer period.

b2
b7D

The attached pages set forth the tape recording b2 
of Stokely Carmichael’s speech as furnished by

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and 
its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



We want to talk tonight about survival - whether 
or not the black people are going to survive in America. 
It’s important today that we talk about survival because 
it's crystal clear in the minds of many of us that the white 
people are getting ready to commit genocide against black 
people. While that concept may sound strange and impossible 
to many black people, it is important that we examine our 
history and begin to understand whether or not it is possible 
for white people to consider committing genocide against us.

Now we can ...(inaudible) very simply. Now, genocide 
means very simply the advent to wipe us out physically - that 
is, kill everybody, that’s what we mean when we say genocide.

I’d swear that in the new- ...(inaudible) emphasis 
they are burying their own people for a physical showdown with 
black people. They do that every day when they talk about 
their tanks - they do that every day when they talk about 
their stolen guns - they do that every day when they talk 
about their mace - they do that every day when they talk about 
their chemicals - they do that every day when they talk about 
their concentration camps. They do everything and they bury 
their own people for eventual showdown with black people.

It is very simple that we black people must prepare 
for this showdown so that we will survive, and that is all that 
we need to talk about...(inaudible)...(applause)...(inaudible)

We’re not talking about politics - we’re not talking 
about economics. We’re talking about a certain type of ingrained 
superiority to be found in all white people when it comes to 
dealing with Negro color.

Let’s examine the (inaudible) history of Europeans 
as they moved around the world. They came to this country - 
the Indians took them in - they showed them how to plant - how 
to fish - how to adapt to this country. After the Indians did 
that, they systematically wiped them out. They committed geno
cide against the Indians, and they do not even feel sorry about 
committing genocide. As a matter of fact, they laugh about it 
every day. They put it on TV - the cowboys and Indians, and 
they laugh about it when the cowboys shoot the Indians, and 
they have everybody else laughing at it so that people will 
begin to accept it as a way of life. They have completely com
mitted genocide against the Indians.



They went to Sooth America. They found the Aztec 
Indians. The Aztec Indians had a civilization. They had a 
lot of silver and they built a lot of monuments, religious' 
monuments. They showed them to the white man. When he saw 
the silver, he stole it and tried to commit genocide against 
them. They went into the entire land and subjugated them to 
their way of life.

They went to Africa. The colored showed them gold 
and diamonds and all the minerals that we had. He stole the 
gold ■= he stole the diamonds - and he wasn’t satisfied, and 
he stole us. (applause)

He went to China, and the Chinese had gun powder 
because they used gun powder to shoot fireworks...The Chinese 
showed him the gun powder. He took it and developed the gun, 
came back and conquered all of Asia.

We’re talking about a type of superioty among the 
white people that makes them think that because they are 
white they’re better than everybody else - and their entire 
system, not only in this country but around the world,...to 
show them favor today. Wherever the white man is today »• 
whether he is the majority ©r the minority - he rules - he 
rules. He rules America - he says he’s the majority. He 
rules South Africa °= he is the minority. He’s trying to rule 
in Vietnam - but the Vietnamese (inaudible) (applause).

Is it possible, then, to recognize what he’s done 
to people's color around the world? Is it possible for him 
to develop genocide against us? We were brought to this 
country for one purpose - to build = and we did that ... 
(inaudible) Black people will decide. We were brought to 
this country to pick cotton. When we were brought to this 
country, the United States was an agricultural country. 
The cash crop on the market was cotton. Who picked cotton? 
...(applause)...We picked the cotton - and since we picked 
the cotton, we built the economy of this country.

After the Civil War...we all read about whether 
this country would be agricultural or industrial (partially 
inaudible); and at least once when this country became indus~ 
trial, it was we who was used once again to develop industry 
in this country. We built the railroads, the ...(inaudible) 
■=» we did it - all the menial tasks to develop the country...
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... (Inaudible) ...We have done what we were brought 
here to do ~ build this country =• and today it’s the most 
powerful, country in the world...

... (inaudible)...Th® first thing » what they have 
been able to do to us as a people - is to destroy the love 
that we have for each other. They have been able to make us 
see ourselves as individuals ratter than as a people. We 
must begin prompt action. We must see ourselves as a people« 
We must understand that our people come first - that we as 
individuals are not important - only our people is important. 
We must preach that concept more and more to our people. We 
must begin to develop an undying love for our people • the 
type of love where y©w are willing to die for your people » 
not for yourself, but for your people. So that our slogan 
must become: First, our people - then, and only then ~ yob 
and me as individuals - but our people must come first. And 
in order to do that, we must develop an undying love for our' 
people, an undying love for black people.

The second thing we say -> today, while some of Us 
have become very black, while some of us are still in the dark, 
we must be able to stand willing for the dark are still bur 
people, and we cannot alienate them. So, our second slogan 
must be; Every Negro is a potential black man, and we can never alienate our sisters who are still wearing w<gS (applause) 
and those who are so concerned that the only thing they ca'ri' go 
out with is a high, light, bright man who... (inaudible) 
They need help, and the only people who are capable of helping 
them are their own brothers and sisters. Our second slogan' 
must be very, very helpful ~ Every Negro is a potential black 
man...(inaudible). That means that we have in our race' Uriel© 
Toms. We do not begin to crush the Uncle Toms nor do we turn 
our backs on the Uncle Toms. We need to sit down, explain arid 
talk with them and show them why they do something against the 
Negro, and shew to them love, understanding, and patience «* 
because we know Uncle Toms... because white people make them 
Uncle Toms. So there is no need to fight with the Uriel© Tdfiis,' 
but our real fight is with the white man - not with our people » 
so we sit. down and try with the uncle Toms we try him: arid we 
try him and we try him «• if he doesn’t come home, we classify 
him as a traitor. And you don’t t-alk to traitors -■ you kill 
them, (applause)
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But we must understand the concept of every Negro 
being a potential black man =• because you never alienate from 
potential allies - you never do that, you should not do that... 
(inaudible)...

The'third concept has more force and is more difficult 
to understand - for us, for black people - the question of com
munity is not a question of geography. It is simply a question 
of color and where our people are. I will repeat that - for sb, 
the question of community is not a question of geography - it 
is simply a question of color, where our people are - we are 
at home. That means, for example, if we went to Detroit, we 
would not be at, home until we got to where our people were - 
east side, west side, and so on. If you went to Los Angeles, 
or until you got to Watts, you would.not be at home - New York, 
Harlem; Washington, D. C., the entire city. (applause).

And if we understand this concept, that the question 
of geography is relative to us for a community, that will 
break down barriers of national geography so that not only are 
we at home in Harlem , in Watts, in Southside Chicago., Westside 
Queens, and Washington, D. C. » but we’re also at home in Cuba, 
where 65 percent of the population is black. We’re also at 
home in (inaudible), which is in Africa. We’re also at home in 
(inaudible), which is in Africa. We would be at home in Brazil 
where 45 percent of the population is black. We would be at 
home in Panama where 40 percent of the population is black. 
We would be at home in Bova Scotia where 55 percent of the 
population is black.

So we break down the national barriers the white man 
has pulled around us, telling us that you are the Negro people. 
We are not Negroes - we are Africans. The blood of Africa 
runs in our veins,, and this is what we must talk about. Let 
me explain to you the difference between a Negro and African.

A Negro begins in America. If you are a Negro and 
you began in America, you began in slavery. Is that not 
correct? Yes. When they sold us from Africa and they brought 
us here, they sold us like we were Africans - but when they 
put us here, we became Negroes, and Negroes...(inaudible)...

If you say that you are a Negro, or your history 
begins with a Negro, your history begins in slavery - and if 
your history begins .la slavery, you can never aspire to be



something more than a slave. The best thing you could want 
to be is a good slave, (applause)

...(inaudible)... Everything leads back to slavery.
What we’re saying is that we are a people born out of slavery. 
You cannot admit that your people were born out of slavery. 
If your people were born out of slavery, you can never jump 
over them.

Why is it that you’re called Africans? Because 
that’s whe*e we came from. Not only that - if we say we’re 
Africans, we recognize the history of a culture that is rich. 
We’re African people - the world calls us so. Yes, we’re 
Africans! We produced the first university of the world - 
the University of Timbuktu, in Africa. Yes, we're Africans! 
We gave some riches to the orphans (?) . Yes, we’re Africans! 
Unless you understand that concept, we’re going to fall. We 
can never have any more riches - because no people can have 
more riches unless they feel that they are somebody - and if 
you are a slave, you have no riches. Yes, we are Africans! 
And that’s what we’re saying...(inaudible)...

Do you know where you come from? You might say your 
grandmother might have come from Alabama, or your great grand
mother might have come from Alabama, your great-great-grandmother 
might have come from Alabama - but somewhere back there, some
body had to come from Africa. Don’t you be ashamed of this - 
we came from Africa!

...Black people... now, we must understand concept 
number four (?) .. (inaudible)... Now, I know that this is 
going to be difficult to see...(inaudible)...but there may be 
some of you who will believe and there are some who don’t - 
because everything the white man says is a lie - that we know. 
But there are white people reasons why we cannot believe it. 
The white man came to Africa. He came to Africa to steal us. 
That’s why he came - he came to steal. What did he buy us 
with? Gold? We had our gold. We still have it. Regardlessof what it might be worth, South Africa is still stealing it.,., 
(applause)
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What did he buy us with? Diamonds? - the largest 
deposits in the world were found in Africa. What did he buy 
us with? Copper? Wanium? Sine? ...(inaudible). Everything 
you want you find in Africa - it is the richest continent in 
the world’s history.

What would he have bought us with? A green dollar 
bill? The dollar bill wouldn’t be any good to you in Africa... 
(inaudible)...The green dollar bill that you have is backed 
by gold. If you hav.e the gold, why do you need the dollar 
bill? (applause)

So you have to understand that when he says that our 
people sold our people out, he is doing two things. The first 
thing he’s doing is getting divided,, but you do not want to 
hear that our people sold you out. They sold me out...in Cuba 
...(inaudible)... Once, you say, our people sold us out - 
what you’re saying is that if they did it once, they can do 
it again - and once you have that idea in the back of your 
mind, you don’t want to come close to somebody so troublesome. 
It's due to the ridiculous price.

The second reason is that he’s got to admit that he 
sold us himself, so he’s got to share some of the blame... 
(inaudible)... He did it - he sold it and he proved a point - 
so all we can say is Crackers, stand by us.

We have cotton in Africa and tobacco - the best... 
(inaudible) comes from Africa - and the best "pot” in the 
world comes from Africa.

...(inaudible)...so that if we go we must go for 
tobacco ...We have the real...(inaudible)...there was some
thing that was saved for us to do. That’s what we...(inaudible) 
It was sheer robbery - he stole us from Africa. He did not buy 
us...(inaudible)... What else did he buy us with? ...(inaudible) 
..but he did not buy us - he stole us.

Nobody sold our people out. We must, understand that 
concept...(inaudible)...Now we must understand a number of 
things. The world today is divided on the question of color = 
nothing else - on the question of color - nothing else -I’m 
not advocating that it should divide on the question of color; 
I’m telling you that, the world is divided on the question of 
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color. We have always been divided ©n the question of color. 
But today it’s coming to an end.... (inaudible) .. .You think 
that because they tell you... ((inaudible) „. .that the world is 
being divided by communists and capitalists, and all of that 
nonsense, that is totally correct - but let me give you an 
example.

In Washington, D. C., ...(inaudible).... We see all 
black people - from the Urban League and the NAACP to the 
revolutionaries who want to blow up Washington, D. C. - have 
come together and sat down under one roof and one color, and 
polled the black united vote, which means that all of these 
organisations (inaudible) and talk about how we can work for 
the benefit of the masses of our people. Well, do you know 
what the white man did the next day? Through the newspaper 
and TV argued that we rejoiced during the conference with 
LEROY WILKINS and MARTIN LOTEER KMG sit down with communists 
like STOKELY CARMICHAEL. I’ve never said I am a communist, 
but they say I am - but that’s not important - because I’m 
not going to tell them because they don’t have no business 
knowing no how! (laughter ... inaudible).

Do you ksiow what they're trying to do? ...(inaudible) 
that of our light-dark Negroes...(inaudible)... LYNDON BAINES 
JOHNSON...(inaudible)...a man by the name of KOSYGIN. KOSYGIN 
happens to be the leader of the communist world. They had 
meetings for three days in Glassboro, New Jersey, and they 
flashed that all over the nation..They said how good, how 
great, how wonderful that the communists and capitalists are 
coming together - but when a black communist sits down with a 
black capitalist, it is no good. What they’re saying is that 
it’s great and it’s pood that white people are coming together, 
but it’s not great ?nd not good when black people come together 
because they want to wipe us out - that’s what they want; and 
if we recognize that they are going to stop., they can never 
wipe us out. If we think they’re not going, to wipe us out, 
they will wipe us out. I’m going to «ay it. again - if we do 
not think they’re going to wipe us out, then they will wipe 
us out - but if we know that they are going to wipe us out, 
they can never wipe us out. Are we saying t^i^t?

So you say the problem i.s communists - and you try 
to answer the problem. Russia did (inaudible’* and (inaudible) 
every to North Vietnam.•.North Vietnam is an enemy of the 
United States, or is it that th© United States is ah emeny of 
the Viet Cong?,..(inaudible)...Yet the United States can sit
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down with Russia and talk about- joining hands. Don’t you 
think that it is tru® that I an fighting with...(inaudible) 
...There are yellow people over there and white people. We 
are not white people ~ some of us like to think that we are!

And so we must understand the concept that the
world is divided on color -= for if we begin to understand 
that, then we know how we have to move. But if we continue 
this nonsense about we are all one people, we are all 
defending our country, we’re goin’ to wake up in hell (?) . 
We're goin’ to wake up in two valli.es ■=■ ...(inaudible). 
When the young people start telling the old people what’s 
happening, we’re through. (laughter - Inaudible).

(inaudible)...A few years ago when we were talk
ing about black power, everybody was talking and said, No, 
we can’t have it - or, This is not what we should have - 
blah, blah, blah, blah ■=• If you g®t it, you will not be 
satisfied •= so, we talked about black power - but because 
they didn’t stop black power, they have not accepted black 
power, now they want to define black power. Then how do you 
define black power?

Well, first of all...(inaudible)...education..
(inaudible)...Everybody has it. I didn’t tell you ...
(inaudible)...but that’s not black power! (laughter » 
inaudible)...Education and money is not now and never will
be black power. (end of tape)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

Birmingham s A labama 
March 20, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS, 
SEDITION

Reference Letterhead memorandum., dated
March 20, 1968, at Birmingham, 
Alabama»

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
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SAC, WFO ■ March 21, 1968

Director, FBI PERSONAL ATTENTION
STOKELY^ARMICRAEL ' '.

IS - MBC; SEDITION ~
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
IS- SNNC

Reurlet 3/11/68 re the above-captioned matter. Based on____
information submitted, Bureau has concluded that services of SAs|

Iwere riot so unusual or beyondctnat
expected which would warrant commendation. 7

1 - Personnel File of

1 r Personnel File of

b7C

Tolson — 
DeLoach 
Mohr -----
Bishop. — 
Casper — 
Callahan 
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Felt_____
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Rosen ___
Sullivan __ 
T avel ___
Trotter —' 
Tele.
Holmeu__
Gandy .

(6) _____ , .
Based on -Sullivan memo 3/13/68 and addendum 
Administrative Division 3/15/68 re captioned matter.

. ' . ‘T. »>-■? V-OT’ -
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... t$0 y. •• ' ’ ; ■I .MAILED g

MAR 211968.
I COMM-FBI •

:®bpr 4MAIL ROOM I____ I TELETYPE UNIT E

MAR 26 1968
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DATE 04-25-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls

:xwmsrswioK

OFC®?®? JUSTICE
S£C1TO1?3

2 41968

Mr. Tolson___ ,
Mr. DeL' uch _ 
Mr. Mohr......_ 
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Casper... 
Mr. Callahan....,,. 
Mr. Conrad.,,., 
Mr. Felt......___J,
Mr. Gale_______
Mr. Rosen 
Mr. Sullivan...?7 
Mr. Tavel___
Mr. Trotter.... 
Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes__ ~
Miss Gandy.

FBI BOSTON

1013PM URGENT 3-24-.S8 WMG
TO DIRECTOR WFO,CHICAGO & NEW YORK MAIL

FXOM B0ST0fUT57-437 
fw ■

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL RM - SNCC; SEDITION
RE MY TEL MARCH TWENTYT^EE LAST. A SOURCE

RE
b7C

HAS FURNISHWHO
b7C

PRESENT AT MEETING BOSTON CHAPTER CONGRESS OF RACIAL EQUALITY (CORE)

THREE SEVEN THREE BLUEHILL AVE. ROXBURY LATE

PRESENT AT UNION METHODIST CHURCH FOUR EIGHT

AFTERNOON MAR. TWENTY

FIVEi COLUMBUS AVE.

LATER ATTENDED PARTY OFBOSTON THAT EVENING WHERE LEROY JONES SPOKE.

WELFARE OFFICE PROBABLY IN GROVE HALL ROXBURY. TWO UNlDEN^feFj^ 261968

NEGROES PRESENT FROM BEDFORD - STYVESANT AREA NEW YORK CITY-^—DEPLORE®==
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THEFTS. FROM BOSTON ARMY BASE. EXPLAINED MONEY OBTAINED FROM NEW YORK
BUSINESSMEN BY JblPLIED THREATS. DONATORS RECEIVED STICKERS TO DISPLAY

ON WINDOW. PLANS MADE TO DRAW LETTER TO SEND TO BOSTON MERCHANTS.
SOURCE BELIEVES CARMICHAEL TO SPEND TONIGHT AT| ]RESIDENCE. b?c

BOSTON WILL ATTEMPT TO FOLLOW AND REPORT ACTIVITIES.

ADMINISTRATIVE; SOURCE MENTIONED AS| ALL OF 

ABOVE INDIVIDUALS UNDER INVESTIGATION IN THIS OFFICE. APPROPRIATE 

AGENCIES NOTIFIED. LHM WILL BE SUBMITTED. ' 

END • 
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{herein is unclassified
.DATE 04-25-2006 BY
603 0 9./ AU C / T AM / D C G,/ b 1 s

-FBI

■ DaW 3Z1/68
Transmit the following in CODED_________ I!________

. (Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE1? URGENT
(Priority)

■w- DeLoaeh------
। Mr.’ Mohr——— 
j Mr. Bishop--------
I Mr. Casper——, 
| Mr. Callahan..— 
J Mr. Conrad— 
| Mr. Felt— 
I Mr. Gale— 
fl Mr. Rosen.

-fl Mr. SullivaM. 
fl Mr. TavelJi. 
[I Mr. Trotter-

-H Tele. Room—
|| Miss Holmes——— 
1L Miss JCtandjb r

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) 
ATTENTION: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM: SAC, WFO 7100-43503)
STOKELY 'CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

b7C
b2
b7D

SUBJECT AFTER DEPARTING RESIDENCE TODAY WENT TO SNCC HDQTS0
• • Il

' IN EVENING SUBJECT ENTERED RESIDENCE; AT

4
FUND RAISING PARTYWDC. SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT; TO ATTEND A

GIVEN FOR HIM AT ABOVE ADDRESS PM THIS DATE..
ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE IS
RE WFOTEL THREE ONE SIXTY EIGHT

AM COPY TO ATLANTA; b7c
WFO WILL FURTHER IDENTIFY P.

b7C

i
1

Bureau 
Atlanta (RM) (AM) 
WFO

RCC:tkm ! (5)

REC-110

CS
F?

 iiE
S)

 jr$

I



airtel

„ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
kHEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

. DATE 04-25-2006 BY
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

3/26/68

: 1
-'1 ' b7C

To: SAC, Mobile (100*1858) 

from: Director, FBI (100-446080)

DeLoach —_____ 
Moh r’__ ■ -■
Bishop _

. •Casper 
Callahai ____ __l
Conrad. _ 
Felt—P .
Gale .------;________
Ro sen' 
Su 11 i v an.'__-- _ 
T avel
Tratter"-! ) /
Tele. Room 
Holmes'_____ -
Gandy '■

STOKELYCARMICHAEL ■ 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

ReMOteletype dated 3/7/68 and airtel with letterhead 
memorandum (LHM) dated 3/13/68.

Advise-by return airtiBl whether or not a recording 
was made of Carmichael’s speech'at Tuskegee Institute, 
Tuskegee, Alabama, on 3/11/68. In the event a recording was 
made, a verbatim transcript should be prepared and promptly 
submitted to tteBui’eau in a forb suitable for dissemination.

PTB:1 
(5)

NOTE:
Mobile previously advised that arrangements had been 

effected with the Alabama State Police to record Carmichael*s 
speech at Tuskegee Institute on 3/11/68. Mobile in referenced 
airtel and LHM submitted information concerning coverage of the 
speech but did hot indicate whether or not it had been recorded

. G==

0© MAR 25 1968-

MAR ? 61968 I

MAIL ROOM'
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date- os-oi-cnne ' ALL information contained k—
CLASSIFIED BY 60309/AUG/TAM/DCG/AAG HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT___
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3(1) WHERE SHOWN
05-01-2031 

ill a. lUEiwawjiuiwii ixsauutd
FBI WASH DC* SJCTOOW

FBI CHICAGO yjMWg

OTHERWISE

210 AM URg/n£JT 3/25/68 ERH
J
TO DIRECTOR (100-446080), WFO AND BOSTON (157-347)

Mr. Callahan----- !
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt------------
Mr. Gale-----------  .
Mr. Rosen------
Mr. Sullivan\Z--
Mr. Tavel----------
Mr. Trotter-------
Tele. Room----- —
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy-----*

WFO VIA WASHINGTON

FROM FROM CHICAGO (157-1279)

STQKELr-'CARMICHAEL RM - SNCC (SEDITION)

|| RELIABLE IN THE PAST, ADVISED THREE 

TWENTYFOUR, LAST, THAT CARMICHAEL APPEARED APPROXIMATELY FOUR PM, 

THREE TWENTYFOUR, LAST, BEFORE WEST SUBURBAN NAACP YOUTH COUNCIL, 
MAYWOOD, ILL., AT MASONIC TEMPLE, THIRTEENTH AND MADISON, MAYWOOD.

b2
b7D

CARMICHAEL SPOKE APPROXIMATELY ONE HOUR, AFTER INTRODUCTION BY 

FREID HAMPTON, PRESIDENT, ABOVE YOUTH COUNCIL. SOURCE ADVISED 

CARMICHAEL TRAVELING BY CAR, WITH THREE MALE COMPANIONS, ALL 
UNKNOWN. HAS NO IDEA OF CARMICHAEL'S ITINERARY OR WHERE STAYING
LOCALLY.

MAYWOOD PD HAS ADVISED SOURCE OF THEIRS, CONSIDERED '

RELIABLE HAS ALSO ADVISED CARMICHAEL PRESENT IN MAYWOOD AFTERNOON

THREE TWENTYFOUR, LAST, BUT WAS NOT AT MEETING. PD ADVISED
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SUBURBAN YOUTH COUNCIL MEMBER, MAYWOOD, ADVISES LEARNED CARMICHAEL 

APPEARED BEFORE THIS GROUP AFTERNOON THREE TWENTYFOUR, LAS0. 
MEETING WAS HELD "SPUR OF MOMENT", NOT PRE-PLANNED, LIMITED TO 

NEGROES AND BY INVITATION ONLY. SOURCE UNABLE TO FURNISH INFORMATION 

REGARDING CARMICHAEL ITINERARY OR WHERE STAYING LOCALLY.
[reliable IN PAST, ADVISED THAT

CARMICHAEL DID NOT APPEAR AT FUND-RAISING AFFAIR CHICAGOS WEST a—8■ Willi T ~I1|||H Illi u-
SIDE, EVENING THREE TWENTYFOUR, LAST, AS PUBLICIZED. AFFAIR HELD 
UNDER AUSPICES GARFIELD ORGANZATION (GO) NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVE

MENT GROUP ON CHICAGO WEST SIDE, AND EARTHA KITT, DICK GREGORY, 

CASSIUS CLAY AND REV. JESSE JACKSON WERE SPEAKERS. KITT URGED 

NATIONAL UNITY AND PREACHED AGAINST RACE HATRED, JACKSON CALLED 

FOR UNITY OF NEGRO CLERGY TO SOLVE PROBLEM OF GHETTO DWELLERS;

CLAY URGED BLACK WOMEN BE PROTECTED FROM EXPLOSTATION AND GREGORY 

STATED IF CONDITIONS OF NEGRO DO NOT IMPROVE, THIS SUMMER MAY SEE 

RESUMPTION RACIAL VIOLENCE. NO INCIDENTS, DISORDERS OR DISTURBANCES, 

OCCURRED AT AFFAIR, WHICH ENDED APPROXIMATELY ELEVEN PM, THREE 

TWENTYFOUR, LAST. ANNOUNCED AT AFFAIR THAT CARMICHAEL WILL BE 

IN CHICAGO THREE TWENTYFIVE, INSTANT, AND WILL APPEAR AT BLACK 

ARTS AFFAIR, TO RAISE FUNDS FOR SNCC CHAIRMAN H. RAP BROWN, AFFAIR

END PAGE TWO
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TO BE HELD PM, CHICAGO SOUTH SIDE.

ADMINISTRATIVE;

RECGTEL THREE TWENTYTWO, LAST, AND BOSTON TEL THREE TWENTY-

FOUR LAST, BOTH THIS CAPTION.
bi CHICAGO SOURCES IN ORDER OF USE ARE|PR I 

(PROB)
NO CHICAGO PD SOURCE OR CHICAGoJsOURCE HAS DEVELOPED ANY INFOR

MATION RE CARMICHAELS ITINERARY OR WHEREABOUTS. PD STOPS WITH

b7C
b7D

AIRLINES,&PRESS MEDIA AND OTHER SUCH SOURCES HAVE PRODUCED NO IN- 
FORMATION." CHICAGO SOURCES ASSIGNED TO DEVELOP ALL PERTBRINENT 
INFO RE SUBJECT. IN EVENT CARMICHAEL APPEARS AT AFFAIR THREE 

---
TWENTYFI<:, INSTANT, PD WILL ATTEMPT TO RECORD HIS REMARKS.

CHICAGO FOLLOWING CLOSELY. BUREAU AND INTERESTED OFFICES WILL

BE ADVISED ON ALL DEVELOPMENTS. TO BE b2
---------------------------------------------------------------------- b7D

COMPLETELY DEBRIEFED RE CARMICHAEL REMARKS, THREE TWENTYFIVE,

INSTANT, AS UNABLE TO DO MORE THAN MAKE BRIEF CONTACT PM, LAST.

LHM FOLLOWS. MILITARY AND CHICAGO PD ADVISED CARMICHAEL LOCAL 

PRESENCE. USA AND SECRET SERVICE TO BE ADVISED BY LHM.

END
ELR
FBI WASH DC*

MR. TRAINOR
>/ZtlOOM 836 9&Q



ALL information contained 
5-if3a-<(9--rt-65) HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

.DATE 04-25-2006 BY
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Dntfi 3/22/68

Stokely Carmichael, former Chairman, 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, 
militant civil rights organization, 
departed Washington, D. C., 3/22/68. 
There are indications he may appear at a 
fund-raising affair in Chicago, Illinois, 
3/24/68.

Attached states Carmichael arrived 
in Boston, 3/22/68, and made appearance 
at Boston Technical High School.

Pertinent parts of this, and other 
information received this date relative to 
Carmichael, has been furnished Inter
Division Information Unit of Department, 
and copy of each teletype sent Attorney 
General. We are following Carmichael’s 
activities closely.
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!AL BUREAU OF INVESTlCOte'l 
, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIW 

MUNICATION SECTpN 

MAR 2 2 1968 flh

TELETYPE
FBI WASH DC*

Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad—
Mr. Felt------ - '
Mr. Gale--------- j.
Mr. Rosen—
Mr. SulIivanY—.
Mr. Tavel,.:-------

FBI BOSTON

10:20PM URGENT 3-22-68 RDS

TO DIRECTOR & WFO

Mr. Trotter..... —
Tele. Room--------
Miss Holmes .
Miss Gandy----- .

FROM BOSTON (157-437) IP ;z . z ,
STOKELY (CARMICHAEL, -tS- - SW&e~, SEDITION. >-------

RE WFO TEL DATED MARCH TWENTYTWO INSTANT. /

SUBJECT AND COMPANION ARRIVED LOGAN AIRPORT, BOSTON,JAS?. ON

KeHt SCHEDULED APPEARANCE?AT BOSTON TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOL, BOSTON 
MASS. \THIS£»EVENING. 7-.ARPEAJANCE BEING COVERED BY BOSTON SOURCES.

BUREAU<AND£^FO WILL BE KEPT 
r z?7 ezno

POSSIBLE. JzrHPT FOLLOWS.

ADVISED OF SUBJECT S ACTIVITIES WHERE

END

BGM

FBI WASH DC*

EX-102.

\ - -

b0* ® /o a -44 %o' 4^0/

Hl MAR £8 W' "■
* Z'.1
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Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE -A

CODED_____ l!____
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT j;
(Priority)

FB I I, 
Date!: 3/22/68

SNCC: SEDITION

| J Mr. Tavel...
—11 Mr. ^Trotter 

11 Tele. Room
’ # Horniest

| Miss Gandy__

Sent
n MAR 28 1968

_M Per----------

i j —————, 
I | Mr. Tolson. _ 
I 8 Mr. DeLoach

I Mr. Mohr.
I Mr. Bishop..
S Mr. Casper..

I I Callahan..
. j Mr. Conrad 
j j Mr. Felt._ 
I | Mr. Gale...

IwJ TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O) 
SACS BOSTON (157-437) AND 
CHICAGO .
NEW HAVEN , , ' , x

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (?)FROM

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, AKA. RM

SUBJECT OBSERVED AT NATIONAL AIRPORT, WASHINGTON.D.C.. TO

BOARD ALLEGANEY AIRLINES FLIGHT NUMBER NINE TWO SIX SCHEDULED TO

DEPART WDC ONE P.M. INSTANT DATE AND ARRIVE IN BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

THREE P.M. INSTANT DATE. SUBJECT WEARING LIGHT BLUE TURTLE NECK

b7C
SHIRT, CARRYING BROWN SUEDE COAT, A BLUE BRIEF CASE WITH HANDLE

AND A SOFT-TYPE BLUE SUITCASE. SUBJECT ACCOMPANIED BY NEGRO

MALE WEARING GREEN CORDURQY SHORT SLEEVE JACKET, BROWN

SHIRT, DARK TROUSERS AND GLASSES, AND CARRYING BLUE SOFT-TYPE

SUITCASE AND A BLUE RAINCOAT OF

SNCC, WDC

METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT SOURCE ADVISED THAT SUBJECT WILL 

TRAVEL FROM BOSTON TO CHICAGO MARCH'tTWENTYFOUR NEXT AND RETURN TO 

■WDC ABOUT MARCH TWENTYSIX NEXT. REC ' /3&
BOSTON TELEPHONICALLY ADVISED OF DEPARTURE

Bureau ——J XEROX
Teletype Unit MAR 1968. b7c

2 ’ MR. TRAINOR '

CAF:ROOM .
16)

Approv^
aesial Agent in Charge
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Transmit the following in

TELETYPE
Via _____________ ;__

TO:

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
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DATE 04-25-2006 BY
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Date 3/22/68
CODED
(Type in plai 
urgent/ 

:_________ -k...
■ (Priority)

DIRECTOR, AND SACS BOSTON 
CHICAGO 
NEW HAVEN 
NEW YORK

FROM: SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD

Mr. Tolson,, 
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr. 
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Casper_____-। sir. rasper.

I
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. FeltMr. Gale .......—.

JfeasRosen--------
Mr. SullivanLsjS 
Mr. Tavel----- -—Mr. Trotter 

Tele. Room ......
Miss Holmes___

-Miss-Gandy^LJZ.

STOKELY-CARMICHAEL, AKA; RM -|SNCC; SEDITION; OO:WFO
RE WFO TEL AND CHICAGO TEL INSTANT DATE
FOR INFO BOSTON, RE CHICAGO TEL ADVISED SUBJECT WILL

APPEAR CHICAGO FOR FUND RAISING AFFAIR MARCH TWENTYFOUR NEXT

WILL POSSIBLY ARRIVE CHICAGO EARLY A* M* THAT DATE.

Bureau 
Teletype Unit 
WFO (100-43503)

LAC:rh;

Approved:

' C Cb *'

_________ _ Sent 
Charge

.'I; ■ gn MAR 28 1963

M Per
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. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
■..HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
’’‘date 04-25-20 0 6 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

FBI WASH DC*

IVESTIGATIOB 
IF JUSTICE 
; SECTION

MAR 2 21968 /

FBI CHICAGO

615PM URGENT 3-22-68 TAB RFJ

TO; <DIREXTOR (100-446080) ATLANTA (100-6812) WASHINGTON

Mr. Tolson.--------J
A. DeLoach------
Mr.. Mohr.———

1
‘ Mr. Bishop-----------

Mr. Casper—.—.
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr, Conrad .
Mr. Felt------------
Mr. Gale______ y

Rosen——4 
llivan yl. —

Mr. Tavel______
Mr. Trotter 
Tele. Room---------
Miss Holmes..... -
Miss Gandy .

’b7

(VI A BUREAU)

FROM: CHICAGO (157-1279)

FIELD

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL. IS- MISCELLANEOUS (SEDITION)

RELIABLE IN THE PAST, ADVISED

TODAY THAT CARMICHAEL TENTATIVELY EXPECTED TO APPEAR, CHICAGO,
MARCH TWO FOUR NEXT AT FUND RAISING AFFAIR CHICAGO WEST SIDE,

IN BEHALF GARFIELD ORGANIZATION (GO). GO IS NEIGHBORHOOD

REHABILITATION AND IMPROVEMENT ORGANIZATION, GARFIELD COMMUNITY 

ON WEST SIDE

EART KNOWN NEGRO ENTERTAINER ALSO BEING

ADVERTISED AS FEATURED GUEST THIS AFFAIR, WITH CARMICHAEL

EXP

SPE
ECTED TO PUT IN APPEARANCE ONLY, NO^fRESENT AS FEATURED 

flKER-
IN EVENT CARMICHAEL COMET TO CHICAGO, TENTATIVELY SCHEDULED

FOR APPEARANCE AT URBAN TRAINING CENTER (UTC) FORTY NORTH ASHLAND
AVE

GRO
END
6

belayed

NUE , CHICAGO, MORNING TWO FIVE NEXT. UTC TRAINING 
an MAR 28 1968

UND FOR CLERGY FOR WORKING IN SO CALLED INNER CITY MISSIONS,

PAGE ON'
2 APR



PAGE TWO

AND CURRENTLY HOLDING TRAINING CLASSES UNDER SPONSORSHIP, 

CHICAGO CITY MISSIONARY SOCIETY. A NUMBER OF LOCAL CIVIL RIGHTS 

AND BLACK NATIONALIST FIGURES ALSO ATTENDING THESE TRAINING

SESSIONS.

NO FURTHER APPEARANCES FOR CARMICHAEL KNOWN AT PRESENT,

SOURCES ADVISING PRIMARY PURPOSE OF CARMICHAEL TRIP TO VISIT

NO

SPECIFIC ARRIVAL TIME FOR CARMICHAEL KNOWN, OTHER THAN 

POSSIBLY EARLY AM MARCH TWO FOUR NEXT. CHICAGO ASSOCIATES OF 
CARMICHAEL CONCERNED OVER HIS SAFETY HERE, AS | ~|rEPQRTEDLY 

HAS RECEIVED THREATENING LOCAL TELEPHONE CALL, BOTH FOR

CARMICHAEL NO INFORMATION AVAILABLE

REFLECTING ANY PLANS FOR DISTURBANCES OR VIOLENT TYPE

DEMONSTRATIONS IN CONNECTION WITH POSSIBLE APPEARANCE OF 
CARMICHAEL LOCALLY.^CHICAGO PD AWARE OF CARMICHAEL'S POSSIBLE

ARRIVAL CHICAGO THIS WEEKEND AND ALTHOUGH WILL NOT PROVIDE ANY

PROTECTION, WILL MONITOR HIS ACTIVITIES TO EXTENT POSSIBLE IN 
ORDER TO PRECLUDE POSSIBILITY OF AN^Y INCIDENTS.)

END PAGE TWO



PAGE. TJiREE
EARTHA KITT EXPECW TO ARRIVE CHICAGO TODAY AW HAS

APPEARANCE SCHEDULED AT SOCIAL AFFAIR VETERANS FOR PEACE IN VIET

NAM THIS PM. THIS ORGANIZATION MILITANT ANTI-VIET NAM

ORGANIZATION CHICAGO AREA. KITT HAS SCHEDULED ALSO TOUR OF WEST

SIDE CHICAGO TAVERNS AND LSUNGES, EVENING OF MARCH TWO THREE NEXT.

NO RALLIES OR PUBLIC APPEARANCE AS SUCH SCHEDULED.

ADMINISTRATIVE ... ... ..... ..

SOURCES ABOVE ARE

LATTER SOURCE IN PERSONAL CONTACT
b2 
b7C 
b7D

MARCH TWO ONE LAST AND GAINED IMPRESSION CARMICHAEL*S 

VISIT HERE STILL TENTATIVE.

WFO AND ATLANTA ADVISE OF ANY INFORMATION REFLECTING PLANS

OF CARMICHAEL TO APPEAR CHICAGO THIS WEEKEND. ACCORDING TO

AFFAIR OF MARCH TWO FOUR NEXT INITIALLY ORGANIZED
b2
b7D

BY GO FOR APPEARANCE OF KITT AND PRESENCE OF CARMICHAEL THIS 

AFFAIR NOW BEING ADVERTISED ONLY SINCE POSSIBILITY EXISTS HE WILL BE 

IN CHICAGO

END PAGE THREE



PAGE'FOUR
SESSIONS AT UTC jj^VE, WILL BE CLOSED TO PUBj^, PRESS, AND PD. 

ATTENDANCE IS BY INVITATION ONLY. CHICAGO ATTEMPTING TO 
ARRANGE SOURCE COVERAGE THIS SESSION IN EVENT OF CARMICHAEL'S 

APPEARANCE. AS NOTED CHICAGO PD COGNIZANT OF CARMICHAELS 

POSSIBLE PRESENCE HERE THIS WEEKEND AND ALERT TO POTENTIAL 

FOR DISTURBANCES. PD WILL FOLLOW HIS ACTIVITIES CLOSELY AND IF 

POSSIBLE WILL TAPE RECORD ANY PUBLIC APPEARANCE, UTILIZING COVERT 

SQUAD, PD INTELLIGENCE UNIT. CHICAGO ALERT TO BUREAU INSTRUCTIONS 

REGARDING COVERAGE OF CARMICHAEL AND SOURCES. BEING ASSIGNED.
... ■  b7C

SOURCES LIKEWISE ASSIGNED TO COVER ACTIVITIES OF AND BUREAU..

AND INTERESTED OFFICES WILL BE ADVISED ANY PERTINENT 

DEVELOPMENTS.

CHICAGO FOLLOWING CLOSELY. LHM FOLLOWS. MILITARY AND

SECRET SERVICE ADVISED. USA WILL BE ADVISED BY LHM. AMSD

COPY LOS ANGELES. FOR INFO BUREAU,

NO DETAILS PROVIDED.
END

BAP

FBI WASH DC*
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J|aL L INFO RM AT I ON C ON T Al M E D 
Wherein is unclassified 
•date 04-25-2006 BY
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Transmit the following in

Date|3/25/68
plaintext!

Via TELETYPE
(Type in plaintext^ code) 

Ln
URGENT M

(Priority)

b7C

TO:

FROM SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

RE CHICAGO TEL THIS

WFO INDICES CONTAIN

IS-M

DATE.

Mr. Tolson;___
Mr. DeLoach—. 
Mr. Mo1ir„.-i__
Mr. Bishop..— 
Mr. Casper___
Mr. Callahan.— 
Mr. Conrad__
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Felti.____
Gale___ ...
Rosen___
Sullivan.! 
Tavel.. __ 
Trotter__

Tele. Room___
Miss Holmes.- 
Miss Gandy__

COLUMBIA AND CHICAGO

SEDITION

NO IDENTIFYING

COLUMBIA EXPEDITIOUSLY

CURRENT DESCRIPTION OF AS HE MAY BE THERE.

,b7C

INFORMATION RE

FURNISH CHICAGO

P



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED .
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED '
DATE 04-25-2006 BY 
603□9/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls .

A ’ — 

1-
SAC, MlaBta ' I; / / " 3/IS/W

b7C

sedition ■

:O0) 
t.®

’■'WATaiMsl. dated S/S/S^ -with, a copy of a booklet ■ 
entitled Stokely from- Africa.n

Atlaatu-.advised it appiored that two pages Md • 
been left coat of tMs booklet; a .'review of the
•booklet that the ,p©gesii were stapled'_ ij^roperly
and if the four pages w|th the wrd '"geccmdly0

placed' imide, tte --®Wier''fduri; pages, teariag the caption , 
-*Wdugu- Stokely Jrcm Africa®- ..pages of the booklet will I 
be la. oHer. . ■

. .. By return sail Atlsat®.^ should sabjait 11 copies of 
a letterhead aeaprandsa ini' a. .form.suitable for .dis- L 
sesiMtlom setting forth- pertinent iMorwtiou as to bdw 
this booklet' was -obtained., tis&- should include as a»

' enclosure a Mroi copy. of the above referred to booklet, 

inasmuch ds wo is of i|ae of origin conceralw 
captioned subject you should make eertoi©..' that a ' copy

' - of your ciwuaicttiOa. is, deSigSsied for W€> and that lathe 
future infOT®ati©n obtained by ywr- ofiiee: eenceraiag ..
Carmichael is promptly f urnishedr to the- off lee of origin*

c=Bj. 1 r W x.
J PTB:lrar .-i ■■ ''

NOTE:
!

Tolson ____
DeLoach
Mohr _______
Bishop ___ —
Casper_____
Callahan ___
Conrad _____
Felt ______
Gale -------- --
Rosen____ —

'Sullivan ___
T avel ______
Trotter__ __
Tele. Room _ 
Holmes -±- ' 
Gandy

Atlanta in referenced communication advised they ob
tained the above mentioned booklet from a racial 

probationary ghetto informant. Atlanta noted the contents of 
this bookht are a very succinct outline of revolution. It was 
suggested that the Central Research Desk consider dissemination • 
of this booklet to Agentppersonnel particularly in areas where 
black nationalist activities are prevalent. In order that in
formation concerning the booklet ApajjJ be promptly disseminated v 
to the Department and other interested ag’bOHaBv, AT is being re
quested to resubmit the information in a form suitable for 
dissemination. Instead of disseminatipij^gf^ ■ g^nphlet to Agents, 
consideration is being given through q^q-ntierintelligence program to disseminate to-the,public. This is being handled separately.

■TELETYPE UNIT



Date: 3/5/68 |
■ ' . - I

smit the following in -______ __________ .___ ;__ 1__ A____________ _2____ __________ ____ J
— - ’ (Type iu plaint text or'eerie) ; I

_AIRTEL / _____ __  REGISTERED ' MAIIT ' 1
. . - (Priority or Method of Mailing) . ।

- - - -------- - - - ---------------- -■ _ ---------- --  _ _ .__________ __________________ j____

TO:

FROM:
SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
ATTENTION:. CENTRAL RESEARCH DESK
SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P) 

0 ' -STOKELY CARMICHAEL; -
IS-MISCELLANEOUS; b7c
SEDITION

Enclosed for the inforrrn tion of the Bureau is one 
copy of a booklet entitled, ”NDUGU STOKELY FROM AFRICA."

I ...
_ _________ This booklet was furnished to the Atlanta Office by 

|who attended a gathering at the
Atlanta University Center on 2/28/68 at which STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
was the featured speaker. Atlanta has only two copies of this 
item and it, is suggested if additional copies are needed that 
it be reproduced by the Bureau.

It is noted that the booklet has two places where 
there appeared to have been a page left out and these are obvious
by the reading.

It is noted that the contents of this booklet are a 
very succinct outline cf revolution. CARMICHAEL’S remarks seem 
subdued compared to press reports of fiery speeches prior to his 
world travel. However, CARMICHAEL’S remarks indicate that

I considerable thought, planning, analysis and study of revolutionary I methods went into this»particular work.

ALM/hjm 
(7)



A.T 100-6812

Agents working closely With the militant Black /Nationalist in Atlanta Kayo? noted a distinct lack of 
understanding on the part of.the white citizenry, as ,
expreffied in casual remarks in day to day contact. y

While ig is fully understood that most Agents !
not connected with this type of investigation are more '
fully aware of the problem than the general public, it is । 
felt that the full value of Agent’s contact throughout the

\ county might be enhanced if the contents of this document were . 
made available for reading and the seriousness of the situation /underscored. :

It is suggested that the Central Research Desk con-/ 
■sifer dissemination of this booklet to Agent personnel. :
particularly in areas where Black Nationalist activity is 
prevalent. ?
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XL—^DMCTOR, FBI (100A446080)
ATTENTION: CENTRAL RESEARCH DESK

;-FROM / SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812):(P)
f SUBJECT: (-STOKELY -CARMICHAEL) .

■ ; IS-MISCELLANEOUS )
.SEDITION _ ___
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FROM
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NOUGU
STOKELY

<

STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S MESSAGE TO BLACK YOUTH
FROM OUR MOTHERLAND - AFRICA!

Today is November 13, 1887. We are sitting in the Motherland, 
Africa, Tanzania ... On this trip we have seen a lot of things and 
we have come to know a lot of important things and Wc think that 
now is the time for us to begin to move as a coordinated unit.

We face a lot of problems today, especially the African-Ameri
can, but the first thing that we all must begin to understand is 
that we are not isolated. First, we are Africans, living in the United 
States, but we are first Africans. Our ancestry and our roots are 
in Africa. The African has been scattered aU oyer the Western 
World. We are to be found from South Africa to Nova Scotia and 
we must begin to recognize this fact—this is the first thing we must

- 1 -



understand. It must be crystal ciear in our minds tnat today the 
African represents 900 million people in the world today. We can 
be found all over Africa. We can be found all over the West Indies. 
We can be found all over the Antilles. We can be found in Cuba, 
where we are 60 per cent. We can be found in Bolivia where we 
are thirty-five to forty per cent. We can be found in Panama, in 
Colombia, in Venezuela, in Guyana, in Nicaragua, in Guatemala- 
all the way up into the United States and into Nova Scotia. Today 
in Nova Scotia the African-American represents the majority of the 
people. Once we begin to understand as Brother Marcus Garvey 
tried time and time again to explain to us and as Brother Marcus 
himself understood when he took his trips through South and Central 
America, how strong we are, then we will begin to stop feeling 
that we cannot do anything. That is first and foremost!

Secondly, we must begin to understand that wherever the Afri
can is oppressed, be it in the United States, be it in Nova Scotia, 
be it in Puerto Rico, or be it in Africa, WE are oppressed. That’s 
first and forejnost in our minds and it must ALWAYS be in our 
minds and we MUST be crystal clear about that.

Now then, we have to talk about the problems that the African 
faces in the world today. We must talk about the problems the 
900 million Africans face in the world today. The first problem is 
that we are oppressed wherever we are because of our color. We are 
oppressed because of our color and we must begin to understand 
that it is this that we are going to use to unite us and bring us 
together. We must begin to talk about this and not make apologies 
to anybody—anybody at dll for what we have to do.

Number One: We begin to decide inside the United States to 
form what is called a United Front. That is to say, we will form 
a United Front with all groups from the N.A.A.C.P. to the Muslims. 
And this United Front will say very clearly that all of us are the 
same people and we are fighting for the same things and that pub
licly we will never attack each other. We will never publicly attack 
each other because the masses of our people need to see us united.

2 -



Secondly, whenever the white man comes down on any one 
group, ALL of us will rally to the support of that group. Our dif
ferences will be settled in the backrooms; never publicly, frother 
Malcolm tried time and time again to emphasize this, but siiice this 
trip we have come to understand how very important it is because 
the honldes played that up outside—especially in Africa—where it 
seems as if we are divided and we don’t know where we are going.

The second thing is that we must remember that whenever we 
talk we must be concerned with our Motherland, Africa. Africa is 
our't Motherland. That is where we were raped from. That is 
where our ancestors are. That is where the blood of our blood 
and the flesh of our flesh is. We must always talk about Africa be
cause United Africa today can become the power in the world that 
will serve as protection for the Africans; especially the Africans inside 
the United States, but also other African’s outside of Africa. We 
must revive the concept of Marcus Garvey and understand what 
he was talking about when he said '‘Africa is our Motherland” If 
our blood is to be shed today we must make is clear it will be shed 
for three reasons and these three reasons only: Number one, for 
Black people wherever they are; Number two, for the Motherland, 
Africa; or Number three, for the oppressed people of the world. Our 
blood will never be shed for the white man. We have shed our blood 
too long for the white man with nothing for it. Our people, Our 
Motherland, and the oppressed people of the world.

Now then, since this is addressed to a youth conference, we 
ought to talk about the role of the youth in our movement. The 
first thing is that it is very important for the youth of our race to 
have a meeting by themselves. But it is also important that they 
do not use age as a criteria to eliminate many of our people, be
cause many of our people who are older are very, very clear and 
know precisely what must be done and have the experience that 
we need in order to help us map out a program for our future 
strategy and to help us form an ideology. I do not need to mention 
Brother Malcolm X who was over 30 nor do I need to mention Dr,

- 3 -



DuBois who was in his nineties nor do I need to mention Marcus 
Garvey or many of the other brothers today who are over 30 and 
are fighting. So we cannot let age be a criteria to separate us. The 
youth need to have a meeting. They must begin to plan and to find 
out ways in which they can support and supplement the struggle. 
But they cannot isolate themselves from people over 30. There are 
too many people today over 30 who can really help us and really move.

The first role, then, of the youth in our race today is, Number 
One, to begin to organize themselves first. In our countries today 
our youth are divided by gang structures which fight and murder and 
plunder and kill each other. The first role of our youth if they’re 
going to be serious is to contact all of these gang leaders and to 
begin to bring them together and to explain to them that we will not 
fight each other any more, nor will we wage gang wars among our 
Puerto Rican brothers because many of them are from Africa and 
the blood of Africa flows through the veins of Puerto Ricans. Nor 
will we w&ge war on our Mexican brothers. We will not wage war 
on them. That is the first thing that you as youth are supposed to 
do and if you are to be serious you must, when you leave this c 'in
ference, go back and contact those gang leaders and begin to bring 
them together to the first thing to map out a peace strategy where 
we will not fight each other.

Number Two: Many of our people today need a pride in them
selves so they can begin to feel that they are men, so they can begin 
to feel they are women, so they will not feel degraded and dehu
manized. The job of die youth is to begin to give pride to our 
older generation. The way they can do that is to set an example 
of unity and love among our people, outside of words. Those must 
begin to come about and to begin to show a great deal of respect 
for our race.

Number Three: Fortunately many of the youth of today in our 
race are literate. Many of our people are illiterate. We must begin 
to render services to our people. This is very, very important. Our 
people will back us and will fight. But they will only fight if they can 
see that they are getting something concrete from the fight. If the 
fights are just being wasted in frustration they will refuse to fight. 
We must begin to get our people to fight but we must give them 
something concrete in that fight so they can see that they’re gaining 
things so they will continue to fight. The role of the youth then 
is to begin to set set up organizations inside our communities that 
will love Number One, begin to teach our people who cannot read 
and write TO read and write. We must first begin to talk about 
wiping out illiteracy in our community.

Next, the youth must begin to show to the older generation 
the mistakes that they have made and that we must explain to them 
carefully so that we do not alienate them from our ranks. We cannot 
alienate them from our ranks. We must begin to show them the 
mistakes they made and show them that we are willing to move to 
correct those mistakes and to find the path that is going to lead us 
to our liberation. The first way, of course, is to show them the mis
takes they made in fighting for the wars of the white man. That 
is a slow and tedious job. But we must slowly begin to explain
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to them that we cannot fight in this war and why it is important 
fof them to back us in a resistance movement to the war in Viet Nam.

Next, the youth of our country must begin to prepare themselves 
for paramilitary training.; That is clear. There is no need for us 
to dodge the issue any more. We prepare ourselves for military 
training and we make it clear we recognize that they are going to 
move to commit genocide against us and we must be prepared, 
We are not going to let them provoke us into a mass war now be
cause we are not prepared to wage that war. But we make it dear 
that every time they touch one of us all of us will fight whether we 
are prepared or not. Any time they touch one of us oH of us must 
fight and the reason is so that we let them know that when they 
come to get us they must be prepared to lose some of their peoplel 
That is to say we are always prepared to fight, but we will decide 
when to fight.

There are many of us who frown on the question of reading 
books and understanding what is going on, but in your cadre you 
should select a number of people whose job it is to read everything 
that comes out in the newspaper and begin to analyze those things 
and to produce solutions for the benefit of the masses of our people. 
Never for a few intellectuals or the few bourgeois in our people but 
for the masses of our people. A clear understanding of the political 
situation of the United States is necessary before we move.

There are a number of youth in our community today who run 
around shooting off their mouths about Black Nationalism, etc., etc. 
Our job is to begin to corral those youths who have the energy and 
begin to give them precise things to do. I do not want to outline 
for you your specific program. That is your job. It is your organi
zation. But it is clear that talk is no longer going to fill a program 
for us—for our people. You must begin to organize precisely and 
give people things to do; no matter how little those things are. This 
leads us to the question of organization.

We have to begin concretely and seriously to organize our people 
in everything they do. We will organize everybody and everything and 
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the simplest thing, from sewing dubs to political organizations. But 
the question is organize. Organize our people, organize our mothers, 
organize our teenage girls, organize our teenage boys, organize our 
fathers, organize our poor people, organize our babies, organize, 
organize, organize! And those organizations must be sound. We 
cannot just talk about organizing. You must have a conference. 
Your job is to begin to find out what organizations are viable, how 
they can continue and how they can all hookup into a national struc
ture for our youth. I have many suggestions, but agin, I think it is 
important for you to begin to try and map these out for yourselves.

You must begin to find new ways to try to finance our movement 
Our movement is going to be financed by us, Black people. You 
must concretely work out ways to finance that movement

The federal government today is pumping a lot of money into 
our communities. The reason this money is coming in is not to help 
us. The reason is to divide once again and to Conquer us. You 
should begin to map out a strategy for the youth with whom the 
poverty program is concerned, because you represent the force that 
they are unable to deal with. You represent die force that is ready 
to fight for our people anytime, anyplace and anywhere. And so 
it is you they are going to seek to try qnd divide and delude and 
and whitewash. Therefore you should begin to see how in our 
community wp can control the poverty program and use it for our 
benefit. If we cannot control it you should seeks ways to disrupt 
and destroy it.

The question of culture is very, very important. It is very closely 
hooked to> the question of history. We must begin to reclaim our 
history and our culture. We must begin to push to our people the 
need for them to stop imitating the standard of beauty of white 
society. The wearing of “natural” is a very important political 
weapon. We must try to convince our people to stop frying their 
hair. The youth can do this because you represent the beauty of 
our race. If we are going to participate in the nonsense of beauty 
queens, etc., etc., we should begin to find people who are black and 
who represent us from the sense of blackness. That is to say, regard
less of the shade of their skins people who appreciate themselves 
and do not wear a lot of nonsensical makeup and fry their hair. That 
you can begin to do.

The youth must begin to create an atmosphere of self-sufficiency 
in our communities. That is to say that we depend upon ourselves; 
on no one else. And unless the youth in our community is willing 
to demonstrate that they do not depend on any white people we 
will not be able to encourage our older generations or our genera
tions to come. Self-sufficiency should be your law number one. 
We depend on ourselves, Black people, all 900 millions of us wher
ever we are, we depend on ourselves.

We begin to read books published by black people, written by 
black people. We can read other books by other revolutionaries, 
but our first task is to begin to create heroes among ourselves whom 
we can admire and who can inspire us. Your job is to begin to read 
Franz Fanon. Your job is to begin to read Marcus Garvey, Richard 
Wright, LeRoi Jones. We must begin to read to analyze those peo
ple. Then we can read other revolutionaries like Che Guevara. We
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must begin to understand that to get an analysis of our problem we 
read our people and we draw from other revolutionaries around the 
world. Your slogan should be: “THE BLACK YOUTH IS A REVO
LUTIONARY YOUTH BY NATURE.’’ We are revolutionaries, 
nothing less.

You should establish a cultural department in your conference 
whose job it is to further Black Culture across the country. You 
must begin to consciously organize a program to further Black Cul
ture. To talk about furthering it without organizing to do it is going 
to be our downfall. You must organize a cultural department.

You cannot be isolated. We cannot be isolated. You should 
seek then to move to build a national youth organization. A national 
youth organization, which receives its programs from the bottom, never 
from the top. That is to say the president or vice-president of the or
ganizations do not decide the programs The programs will be decided 
by the local chapters who are working with the masses of our people 
then carried out and articulated by the leaders of that national organi
zation.

In our organization we cannot eliminate ANYBODY! We must 
organize everybody; the drunks, the prostitutes, the pimps, the gang
sters, the hustlers, the preachers, the sisters in the church, the welfare 
mothers—we must seek to organize EVERYBODY/

We must begin to learn Swahili. We must begin to learn Swahili. 
We must spread it all over the country.

In summing up: The youth should try and subjugate itself to a 
national organization which must be created among our elders, sup
porting the political ideology where we can agree with it. If there are 
to be disagreements, then we meet and try to work out those disagree
ments behind closed doors and we will try and support those programs 
to begin to give some continuity to our struggle. We must recognize 
that our struggle did not start in 1960 nor did it start in 1954. Our 
struggle started four hundred years ago when the first white man came 
to Africa and tried to rape us. We have a continual struggle. Our 
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struggle does not end in 1970 or 1972. We must be prepared to wage 
a long struggle and we must recognize that our fight will not even 
begin to show any sort of solutions for at least ten to twenty years and 
we must be willing to commit and dedicate ourselves to these years of 
straggly. We must be willing to say thdt if this entire generation of 
black youth must fight and be wiped out so that our generation that 
comes behind us can live like human beings we are willing ta commit 
this generation to that fight.

Finally, the most important thing for the youth is to begin to show 
love for our people; undying love for our people which we have never 
been able to find. Love. Love, love, love and we do not and NEVER 
apologize for hate. If we hate white people we tell them we hate them 
because we love our people so much and because they try to hurt our 
people we are willing to die fighting with guns in our hands. Let us 
not be discouraged. There are going to be many of us who are going 
to die. But let us tell them it is from the blood of Patrice Lumumba, 
it is from the blood of Huey Newton, it is from the blood of a hundred 
and thirty brothers and sister^ who have died in die last three years 
of rebellion, it is from the sweat of twenty-eight thousands of our 
brothers and sisters who are in jail all over the United States today be
cause of rebellions, it is from THEIR blood that we will continue to 
fight. And if Rap Brown dies it is from his blood that will spread mil
lions more ready to die! Blood and death will not stop us! We must 
march on! We must move on!

This is the generation of Africans that is going to reclaim the 
humanity of our people. This is the generation of Africans that is 
going to reclaim our Motherland. We cannot lose once we begin to 
struggle. It is a question of liberation or death, that is all. But we 
riiake it crystal clear to the world that this generation of Africans are 
going to have Black Power in the world one way or the other.

Thank you brothers and sisters. Keep on fighting. I’ll be home 
within a month. BLACK POWER!! And no matter what, we got to 
TC B.
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Washington, D. C. 20535 
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 

SEDITION.

A confidential source who has furnished reliable 
information in the past advised on March 18, 1968, that 
Stokely Carmichael appeared at The Church of The Redeemer, 
15th and Girard Streets, N. E., Washington, D. C. at 6:00 p.m. 
on March 17, 1968, where he gave a talk at the invitation of 
the Fellowship Forum of the church. Source advised that 
approximately 350 persons were present which consisted of both 
Negroes and whites. The audience was composed primarily of 
adults, with some teenagers present.

"\^^Source advised the Pastor of the Church, Reverend 
Jeff er son‘Rogers, gave, the invocation-^opening the program. 
Carmichael was then introduced by James^obinson who presided. 
Carmichael introduced'his wife:/-to’-be, Miriam Makeba, who a- 
accompanied him and sat in the audience. He also introduced 
William (iTfit^ZWall whom he described as working with the 
Black United Front (BUF) to organize the school system in the 
District of Columbia.

Carmichael introduced his remarks by stating that 
what he had to say related to Black unity, black power and 
the survival of the black man. He commented the remarks that 
he would make he has made many times before and will make them 
manyhtimes in the future. He stated the white man and primarily 
white western civilization has historically and systematically 
’’colonized" the Negro, the white man has also attempted to . 
"dehumanize" him. He stated that the white man has always had 
an evil motive in dealing with black people.



/■ . ''X f;'; . f.-.'/;■/<

f . jSTQKELY CARMBbHAET: < h-;/

••'•. He stated the7 black, people in the United States must
! connect tip with the other- 900 million black people of the

’‘Third World”, fin birder to liberate" themselves from the Control .
1 of the white raan. He. described the”Third World” as including
i ..black people in Cuba, West Indies, Haiti, South America and 

Africa. He emphasized the survival7 of the Negro is at stake in 
America as the United States ia planning genocide against them

jv and for this reasoh Ne^ods should 'arm themselves. He;commented
. ! he did not mean a .22 caliber either. He stated he was

advocating simply that every black man' in the U. S. get a gun arid 
that the only reason the ’’honkie” is able to rule is because

I
 he has “the gun’1. He statjedC:;'that if.Negroes obtained anarserial, 
relations between whitesand blacks would be equal. He commented 
that this i a’’iwhy the brothers on the block call the gun an

; equalizer">‘-5;

! .Carmichael stated he realizes many black people
; I do not agree with his ideology and that there are a lot of . 7

j ’’Uncle,Toms”? intheNegrocpmmunity.Hedisclosed his group f 
i proposes that when they develop information about a person 
j ’’being that way" that someone, sit down and talk with them in 

J an attempt to get them;to change their minds. Aft er, "they.
j\ call him< in and tAlk :to^ 'him,:T i^ hd; dpes^not change hih' ways , 

he will be. conai^red a rtfaib^f to his community and all
; traitors die”. ' .V •;■"

; emphasized black people must develop an ’
undying love for their race, riot their country. Further that.

; theymustbe^wiX-lihgr'bh'^i.e for their race and if they 'must die,:
< they should die in the streets of the United States ,' riot in
I Vietnam/ He commented he was .willing to. die for his .people.

p . Carmichael, further stated that the right to vote in
I the ..United States means nothing to black people and that they ; 

would not be able to develop any power through bloc voting. .



STOKELY 'CARMICHAEL'

He stated that' jjL'f''you 're#lite^.'the vote means you can play
• games with Kennedy, Mc‘Carthy, Johnson and Wallace. But they're
; all the same when it comes to. us“. He quoted from Mao Tse Tung, ■
; I Chairman of the; Chinese Communist; Farty that ’’Political power 

I comes out of the barrelof a gp:nn.

! 1 ■■■•.-- Carmichiei also advised that black people should support
/•’I r the Arabs in any. conflict that might develop between them and the

I Israelis. He stated that this stand has caused many Jewish?people 
; to call him anti-semitic but that’this is not true because the

A^aba are also a Semitic people according to racial origins<
; Carmichael continued that while the Negro has many problems., .
• Communism is not the answer to solve these problems because of
!'■ the fact that his problem is more racial than political. Carmichael 

stated that a lot of people questioned the need for a Black United
. Front (BUF) but that the need for this type of an organization was 

•. • t; ■' necessary regardless of ideology so that black people could sit down 
j and talk together and reach an understanding as to their problems. . 
I He commented that the only reason the press had been barred from.
: the past meetings was because of the fact the press has a tendency
; to distort the truth concerning efforts for the Negro to unify . 

himself., He commented that the D/ C. Public School System is v 
93 percent Negro and that the .curriculum must be changed to be, 

I made more relative to the’Negro community. He stated that “we
| must. take over the school system'/,!, as it is hot teaching what, 
^should be taught to black people.

I Carmichael read a statement from H. Hap Brown written
by>him in jail. Brown spoke Of fasting because he had done nothing 
wrong but had been merely attempting to. liberate his people.

i Brown wrote that .'life;, was. being held a political prisoner. Carmichael 
stated that Brown is willing to die for his people. ?

) Carmichael also stated that on March 20, 1968,there .
would be an ’'International; Rap Brown Day" and at that time, money 
would be solicited for Brdwn's legal defense.

. •’ I-''X-3.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Regarding AdamClaytpn Powell, Carmichael stated that- 
when Powell made a mistake he was. ’’choked out” by the white man 
but when Senator Dodd, a white man made a mistake, he was merely 
censured. . '

During an answer and question period that followed the 
talk, Carmichael stated the. United States can never win in

7 Vietnam unless it uses .the. atomic bomb because, of the determination 
of the North -Vietnamese. , .EVen if the atomic bomb were used the 
United States would face a more formidable foe in Red China because 
of its many people.

. ' .. '' ■< ■' . ■ , .. ' ''7 ,'7J ' ' ■ : ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ 7

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property ' 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and . 7-v 
its contents are not to be distributed outside, 
your agency. . 7/-.- •
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TO.-: DIRECTOR., IB I (10.6-446680)

FROM: SAC, MOBILE (100-1858)(P)
’ ’ ©. 7 v ■ 7-

RE:. STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS -- MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION

Re Mobile airtel of 3/15/887

. Enclosed;herewith for:the .-Bureau are! 11 copies.'.©! a 
letterhead memorandum suitable for aisseminaiUton regarding
CARMICHAEL’S speeches in Lowndes'/and -Montgomery Counties, Ala. 
on 3/10 and 14/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Atlanta and WFO Divisions 
are 2. copies, and for the Birmingham Division 1 copy, of this 
1etterhead memorandum.

is being recommended as

.Dissemination of this letterhead memorandum is 
being made to militaw intelligence agencies, U. S. Secret . itak$ 
Service, and.u: S.j^^drney, Montgomery, Ala. 
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

March 19, 1968

unWbd states department of .iiWice
FEDERAL BURE AU. OF INVESTIGATION

in Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

■ Director , 
United States Secret Service 
Department-of the Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir: . ’ .

The information furnished herewith'concerns an individual who is believed to be 
’ covered by the agreement between the EBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked. \ . .■

1. | | Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
1 ■ including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status. • ' ■' .

2.,. [~~1 Has attempted or'threatened to redress a grievance agdinst any public official by Other, ' 
. than legal means. . ’ •' ' ■ ' ?

3?-■ | | Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or.has been under active investigation as member

. of other group or organization inimical, to U. S. . •

4.. [~U U. S. citizens, or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return. ■ .

,5. [X] Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists whoimeet one or more’of the following .
■ criteria': ' \ ' ’ ■ . ' ,

(a) [~| Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and .. 
employment’record) or.irrational or suicidal behavior:

•■(b) [~I Expressions of strong or violent an'ti-U. S. sentiment:; :
■(c) |x~| Prior acts (including,arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements .

• indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order,
and. government. ■* ■ •■'.■ ■'

6. |~~| Individuals -'involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making. ■

Photograph O has been furnished □ enclosed ' ( | is not available. ’ 
□ may. be available through ■■ ' ’ ' ■■ ■ '

. . Very truly yours, • ■ ’

. 1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 1) "■ ..
■ U. S. Secret Service , Birmingham, Alabama.

;. _ 2 - ' . . ■ \
Ericlosure(s) -1 .(Upon removal of classifies, suslosuresif any, this transmittal form

■' ■ .. . . , , . becomes UNCLASSIFIED.) . -



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
<*DATE 04-25-2006 BY
^60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

Mobile, Alabama 
March 19, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Previous memorandum was forwarded concerning the fact
that STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke at a mass meeting of the Lowndes 
County Christian Movement For Human Rights at Mt. Miriah Church, 
Beechwood, Alabama, on March 10, 1968, and at the Beulah Baptist 
Church, Montgomery, Alabama, on March 14, 1968.

A confidential source, who has provided reliable in
formation in the past, advised that CARMICHAEL arrived at the 
Mt. Miriah Church, Beechwood, Alabama, at approximately 5:00 ,
and the duration of his speech was about forty-five minutes.
There were some 250/Negroes in attendance at the meeting, which 

. . 1 was held commemorating the third anniversary of the organization.
Reverend SOLOMONfGRANT , from the Delta Ministers Association Of» llisgtBBippT7"*Wgs.!EKe"~inviteifguest spehkerT ^ARMICHX§ir^was~n3rF
specifically invited to attend this meeting, and no invitation 

; was openly sent to him. CARMICHAEL, however, has an open 
invitation to attend and speak at any type of function, due to 
his popularity with the Negroes.

CARMICHAEL used three scriptural references from the
Bible to emphasize his talk and it related to the Negro and 
to the injustice of the present. He compared the coming of Christ 
and his followers to the present day Negro revolution. CARMICHAEL 
said he was speaking in behalf of the Mexican Americans, 
American Indians, and the Negroes, who have been dealt a gross 
injustice by the white man. He advised those present to learn 
and know their background, which?is of African Heritage, and 
they should be proud to identify themselves as such. He told 
the audience they should prepare themselves the same as the

COPIES DESTKOXW 
atimis .SR

ENCLOSARB



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

and learn who their enemies are. 
not preaching hatred of the white 
to look at the record and realize 
and who is responsible if not the 
continued that CARMICHAEL did not 
particular.

white man is preparing himself in the use of firearms, as 
evidenced by the white citizens of St. Louis, Missouri being 
instructed by the police in the use of guns. He advised those 
present that the protection of the Negroes is the responsibility 
of the Negroes, and Negroes should stop killing each other 

CARMICHAEL alleged he was 
man, but telling the Negroes 
the plight of the' Negroes, 
white man. This source 
mention the Vietnam War in 

CARMICHAEL advised that in all wars the people 
should learn who they are fighting, and who is friend and who 
is not. He stated the power of the black man can be used to 
good advantage, as evidenced by the fact that they placed 
ADAM CLAYTON POWELL-in a position of power and then took it 
away from him, because they did not lend their support to him 
in time of need. He stated that GEORGE WALLACE can travel 
in every state in the country speaking his racist program, 
but RAP BROWN and he do not have the same privileges. CARMICHAEL 
stated that when WALLACE speaks and a riot or disturbance occurs, 
it is blamed on the demonstrating group, but if CARMICHAEL or 
BROWN speaks and a demonstration breaks out, it has been caused 
by the direct action of BROWN or CARMICHAEL, and they are 
threatened with lawsuits and jail. CARMICHAEL did not mention 
the term ’’Black Power” at any time, but he showed how black 
power could be used to further the Negro revolution and place 
it on the right road.

b2 
b7C 
b7D

_____________________ with whom sufficient 
contact has not been had to establish his reliability, advised 
that STOKELY CARMICHAEL arrived at the Beulah Baptist Church, 
Montgomery, Alabama, between 8:00 and 8:15 P.M. on March 14, 
1968. There were five occupants of the car in which he was 
riding. One ofthe Negroes with CARMICHAEL was carrying a 
light brown plastic-type briefcase, which had two latches on 
the cover and a strap which came over the top opening. 
CARMICHAEL greeted all of those present, made^a few remarks, and then entered the churcji, where he remajja^q a few minutes. 
When he came out,|_______________________________________[together
with CARMICHAEL and two unidentified“Negro males, went to a “ 
room on the side of the church, where all five entered.

2
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL b7C
b7D

CARMICHAEL made the comment that
here, and, further, he did not want any informants in his 
organizationjand if his words got out, the person would be 
"missed like dead, Baby”, and to emphasize his remarks he had 
one of the unknown Negro males open the briefcase, previously 
described, and display a machine gun, which had been broken 
into two parts. There were also three clips in the briefcase. 
CARMICHAEL indicated they could get more where this gun cane 
from. He stated that WALLACE is speaking all over 7 i efi. 
States, telling people how he handles demonstrations, - ' t 
will be seen how he handles the next riot, stating "We ara 
going to burn this honky town down", and "The National Guard 
and whites are getting ready, but we are going to strike quick 
and fast. We will leave and be like NERO, off fiddling 
somewhere while the city burns". CARMICHAEL indicated there 
will be riots in every Southern State. CARMICHAEL further 
stated Berkley, California and Chicago, Illinois are "in for 
a hot spell, but Montgomery, Alabama is in for a long hot 
summer". He indicated he intended to use students to start 
the riots. He further indicated that he intends to organize 
in Montgomery, Alabama and move an office to Montgomery, using 
a club name to throw "whitey" off guard.

CARMICHAEL stated he would like to talk longer, but 
he had to catch a plane to Atlanta, Georgia, where he plans 
to raise $10,000.00 for RAP BROWN. He said he then was going 
to proceed to Washington, D. C.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

3*



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 UPDPTM T 0
MAY 1962 EDITION MtiKhlDl lb
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.^^M

UNITED STATWGOVERNDATE 04”^5
_ 60309/AUG/

Memorandum

UNCLASSIFIED
-2006 BY 
TAM/DCG/bls

to :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 3/2 7/68

FROM NEW ORLEANS (100-17362) (RUC)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - Misc; SEDITION

ReWFOairtel to Bureau, 3/12/68, advising of 
subject's proposed itinerary which would have taken 
him to Atlanta, Birmingham, Mobile and New Orleans on 
3/10/68.

Information was received from other offices, 
as well as from local sources, as to the proposed visit 
of stiject to New Orleans. CARMICHAEL, however, did not 
come to New Orleans, and this case is therefore being 
considered RUC at this time.

Bureau (AMRM) REC 27
1 - Atlanta (100-6812) (AMRM)
1 - Birmingham (157-2546) (AMRM) /
1 - Mobile (100-1858) (AMRM)
1 - Washington Field(100-43503) (AMRM)
1 - New Orleans «MR29SSj

JWG:mbc 
(7)

5010-108-01

l

WlAL

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Pegularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



oRr.oN*i.FORMNo;io ' ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
.0,-,,.. ' HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

UNITED STATES GOVERNMEDATE 04-25-2006 BY
1 JF " 1 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/blsMemorandum

FRO

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 3/27/68

subject:

b7C

SAC, MEMPHIS (100-4492)(RUC)

STOKELX CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
(00: WFO)

Re Memphis letter to Bureau 10/31/67

____ ,_______Efforts have been made to obtain from I ___  
__________________ _______ a copy of CARMICHAEL'S 
speech delivered at Wisk University. Nashville._ __
Tennessee, during April 1967. ________________________
advised that he has been unable to locate a copy of 
said speech after an extensive search and has to 
presume that it is lost.

In view of the above, no further investigation 
will be condudtedin this matter and the case is being 
placed in'Auic’RUC^ status.

REC-21

105
12 MAR 29 1968

TO '

V I

1-WFO (100-43503)(RM) 
1-Memphis
WDMjwp
(4)

U~S. Savings Bonds



TO

FROM

-OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1862 EDITION 11 E R E
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

- unitei^stXTes G(W:rdate
-■ jr -j b IJ 3 0Memorandum

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

: 04-25-2006 BY
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 3_29-68

SAC, RICHMOND (1OO-1O532) -RUC-

subject:

c

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

Re WFO airtel to Bureau, 3-5-68.
b7C

The following investigation was conducted by IC I at Richmond, Va.:

On 3-11-68 
Division of Motor Vehi

b7C

________________ File Section, 
). advised their files reflect

1967 Virginia license was issued to
|Va., for display on a 1959 Peugeot Station

b7C

b7C

Wagon,
10perator'sOn 3-19-68, 

License Section. DMV, advisdd their files reflect,______
ya., was issued operator's license 
on 9-5-67j which expires on 5-31-70* 

", brown eyes, 
listed as

number _____________________
She was then described asWF 
brown hair and born| 
"none •" —. 1 \

120 lbs., 5'7 
Her occupation was

________(apparently has another car 
switched the license plates from one car to

and 
the

has merely 
other.

2- WFO (100-43503) (REGISTERED MAIL) 
1 - Richmond

CSK/lnm 
(6)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Ray toll Savings Plan



<ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-25-2006 BY
603 0 9/ AU C/TAM/DCG/b1s

5263

SAC, Washington Field Office (100-43503) March 25, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - 
MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION

Reurairtel 2/20/68.
/A*

, A camera mount has been completed for use at b2
SNCC Headquarters, 1234 U Street, N.W., and at subject's b?E 
residence at 2200 12th Street, N.W. I

b2
b7E

"t CM
a

m

§
o

The equipment being furnished you should be added 
to your inventory but should be returned to the FBI Laboratory 
when you no longer have any need for this particular equipment 
since only a small number of the lenses like the one being — 
furnished you are available at the Bureau. s'

Tolson --------
DeLoach -----
Mohr-----------
Bishop --------
Casper--------
Callahan 
C on rad ---- Lt-
Felt 
Gale

Tele. Room ---------
Holmes-----------------■
Gandy ------—---------

I7:lcb (6)
b7C

Rosen — 
Sullivan

Trotter _

WAIL RO0MU ■TELETYPE UNIT □

v .K



FD_-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) '.■ALL INFO RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D
''HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
.' DATE 04-25-2006 BY
..603 0 9 / AU C / T AM / D C G/ bls r

Mr.'Mohr—_

Mr. Tolson—- 
‘ Mr. DeLoach.. 
Mr.'Mohr----

Mr. Casner..—;
Mr. Bishop-- 
T'/T-v. PocriAT*

Felt__
; Mr. Gale— 
. Mr. Rosen.. 
; Mt. Sullivan- 
* Mr. Tavel----
>i Mr. Trotter— 
| Tele. Room—. 

!i Miss Holmes- 
si Miss Gandy—

/iahan—

Transmit'the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

' Date;: " 2/20/68

(Type in plaintext opcode)

(Priority)

OM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P) I-
attn.j special! photographic

UNIT, FIJI LABORATORY

stokelttcarmiChael 
INTERNAL SECURITY • 
MISCELLANEOUS; / 
SEDITION

As part of WFO’s investigation of subject, it is 
desired that more intensive photographic coverage be effected from lookouts established on SN(bc Headquarters, 1234 U Streets, 
N.W., and on subject’s residence at 2200 12tli Street, N.W., 
for purposes of identification of subject’s contacts and 
associates. c z" if

The.nhvsical circumstances of these LO’s preclude(
I The physical aspects indicate that 

n are most desirable.
b2
b7E

\ I eHW Wii
Te£ts conducted bv WF0 indicate thatI

b2 
b7E •

could give acceptable results if a compact
- Bureau

2 - WFO.
(1-100-41626) (SNCC)

RCCfdgp<5> ™
ATRTET. - -X

Approved: ___ ________ ' , -E; ■ • Sent _
I . ■ Special Agent in Charge

Per



WFO 100-43503 

and easily portable support is available. Equipment tested by 
WFO is bulky and a suitable support is not available to WFO.

Bureau is also requested to give consideration to the 
feasibility for the utilization of a 16mm movie camera at this 
location in the future.

■ t _ ■

It is requested that the Laboratory assist WFO in 
establishing the most appropriate photographic equipment for 
the above installation. It is suggested that laboratory 
representatives may wish to visit above lookout for this 
purpose. “ ;



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

UNITED STATES GOMBRLNMENTd AT E 04-25-2006 BY

Memorarutum 60309/AUC/DCG/bl
: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) dATE: 3/28/68

■ SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-721)

subject: STOKLEY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION 
00: Atlanta

Re New York airtel and LHM dated 
designated for San Francisco or Los

12/27/67, no 
Angeles.copies

b7C 
b7D

Tcalit., and suggested that his Local Board might 
be located in that area. /

It is to be noted that current Stanford University" 
policy precludes the furnishing of background information re 
students without the written consent of the student involved.'

The foregoing information is being furnished for 
the assistance of Los Angeles in locating Local 
Board.

b7C

2.^- Bureau (RM)
2 - Atlanta (100-6812) (RM)
2 - Los Angeles (RM)
2 - San Francisco
RET/pae
(8)

JlEC 18

J z APR 1 1968



FD-36 _(Rev..5722-6^),

^-Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-25-2006 BY
603 0 9 ./ AU C / T AM / D C G./ b 1 s

FBI

A bate: ~ 3/22/68
' ____________ • ' - - -

(Type inplaintext or code)

. - ' ' AIRMAIL '• . ' .A - ’
(priority)

, >1
®!- ■-Am,

b2
b7D

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
- - • A A; >,' ’ .

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)
SUBJECT: STOKELY^CARMICHAEL

IS - MISCELLANEOUS; ’
SEDITION '

.. b2

Re Bureau letter to dated 2/2/68i.
■ . ' i ' - -

Enclosed are 11 copies pf LHM concerning inquiry
made in Atlanta relative to the possibility that CARMICHAEL 
wrote the article ’’The Third World - Our World’s*

is identified as
is identified as



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Atlanta, Georgia 
March 22, 1968

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-25-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls LY CARMICHAEL

____ NAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION

On February 8, 1968,____________________ |both of
whom are personally acquainted with Stokely Carmichael, 
were shown an article entitled "The Third World - Our World’.’

b2
b7D

These sources were asked if they knew whethe r 
or not Carmichael had personally authored this article. 
The sources said that the context has many of the phraseologies 
of known to have been used by Carmichael on previous occasions. 
These sources said that while in contact with other known 
associates of Carmichael, they would make inquiry to determine 
if in fact he had written this item.

On February 16, 1968, these sources were again 
contacted to determine if they had developed anything of a 
positive nature relative to this matter, and they advised 
that they could develop nothing to indicate that Carmichael 
had personally written this article.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

COPIES DESTROYED 
343 FEB 24 1971

ENCLOSE , .



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

e •UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
March 22, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference

INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION
Letterhead memorandum prepared 
at Atlanta, Georgia, dated and 
captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed, below) whose identities 
are concealed, in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
infoimation in the past. ' :

- 2 -
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



' ■ FD-31 (Rev. 5-2.2r(54 ■ ’gAL L INFO RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D
■HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

'\/DATE 04-25-2006 BY
A 60 30 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls

A 3/21/68
•“ ' •|. Mr. ..FeTt?^'
.; . |FMr.-Gale:—..i

? || Mr. Rosen.:_ —
. Transmit the -folToxing. in

(Typc-in plaintext or code).

Via AIRTEL
('Priority)

1

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)
STOKELY ^OMICHAEL A 
IS - M 
SEDITION 
(OO-.WFO)

■M •'

’ irMr.-'Typtter-bi-: 
llj Tele. l?voom._.

—11 Miss HoImesR..._
' .18 Miss Gandy.—

b7C '

__ M • Per __—__—.—

Enclosed for Bureau are eleven copies of an LHM 
regarding the above-captioned subject. The LHM is being 
furnished.for information arid possible dissemination. Two 
Copies are furnished NY for information purposes.

of the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) advised on 3/21/68 
, that he is aware of the inciderits mentioned in the LHM. X.

______ ______ stated he does not ,'contemplate pressing charger- 
regarding the matter with CARMICHAEL' as he feels it might 

’metely..ncompptmd-his prdbI'em^FA.'’'r/;;--.'.-.r |

WFO will report dny additional pettipent information
\ received from.sources regardingthis matter. 4 ■

.tersg/.M
. 1 - New York (Enc. 2) (RM) (100-153751) .J D _ . 10CQ

AIRTEL -

Approved: _/. /   L_L_——_____Z cA; :_^Serit _
'•//• /Special\&gent’jfcn Chtygejz ■ ’ . •*• ,•



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

-ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
‘ Jherein IS UNCLASSIFIED "date 04-25-2006 BY
UNI603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Washington, D.C. 20535 

March 21, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b7C

COPIES destroyed 
7 243 FEB 24 1971



STOKELYGARMICHAEL ... /' ■ / - j

'b7C':

Whli$ the premiseis were being decorated on March 18, 
1968, Stokely Carmichael ahd three other male individuals 
arrived at the res idence and announced to the painter "they 
were taking over." | |stated that this was about the
same time that Carmichael’s|____________ _______________ |had
been announced in the press. Carmichael and his companions 
insisted the painter give them the keywhich he did reluctantly 
but felt nedessary to do sb under the circumstances due to . 
apparent pressure from the group. Carmichael reportedly 
"stalked" indicating displeasure writh the facilities. ; 
Subsequently, Carmichael arid his companions appeared at the 
off ice of I I They demanded to see

___________ immediately who was busy with another customer 
at the time. Carmichael and his companions were invited to 
have seats for a moment. Instead, they - began hissing and 
clapping their hands while ihsisting on seeing!
dlately. | met with . them as soon aS possible, Carmichael
indicated that he was not Bleased with the condition of the 
premises | ____________ ______ ______________________________ I

| He Wanted additional decorations made and insisted 
on a new stove being installed, I I told Carmichael that 
he would not make the additional;repairs to the premises 
that he demanded and told him that he had not dealt with him

inane

He told Carmichael that he did not know who he was and did



STOKELY CARMICHAEL /
■’ ' i———•’

not desire to deal with himnaboUt matters concerning_____
Carmichael indignantly

replied that he was Stokely Carmichael and "we’re taking
over honky." | [reiterated to Carmichael that he felt 
he should deal with! ~~| directly about the matter, but

: this did not satisfy Carmichael, and he demanded in[
Ibe returned as well as

. I b7C

desired to do so, but
] told him that they could cancel| |if they

desired to do so. but[~ I would have to visit the office. 
Carmichael insisted that [deal with him, and | |
told him to bring in the receipts he had given to| 
and the money would be refunded.I This did not: appear to 
please Carmichael as he wanted the money then in cash.

| [then became afraid violence might develop and 
attempted to call the police; however, one of Carmichael’s 
companions took custody of the telephone and prevented 

,| ^from getting the call through. The switchboard 
operator was able to get a call through to the police. 
Carmichael then engaged in further harangue using abusive 
language about the matter. He left, however, soon thereafter 
before the police arrived.: . - ।

, |_______ [stated that the incident terrified his office
■ b 7 C employees as they are for the most part older people and

inclined to be frightened easily.- He pointed out that he 
has been in the______ business at that address for over
forty years and never had any similar problems. He stated 
he was intimidated and threatened by Carmichael. In addition, 
he discovered a "parrot” knife missing from his desk which 
he had used to open mail and believes one of Carmichael’s 
companions took this during the incident.

On March 2-W: 1968, Carmichael returned with three 
of his male companions to| [off ice. | [advised .
that he had hired a guard in the meantime to sit in the office, 

b7C and 'they had kept the outside door to the office locked.
The guard had been directed to permit only persons into the 
office previously recognized by office workers through the 
glass door. When Carmichael arrived, he found the door 
locked and began rapping loudly on the glass.. He shouted



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

“hey honky, I’ve got the receipt, I want my money." The 
office staff was afraid of him, and they refused to let 
him inside the office. He then became boisterous and 
profane. They summoned the police who arrived shortly 
thereafter. Carmichael was not permitted to enter, and he 
was invited to push the receipt under the door. He refused 
to do this. Carmichael persisted in demanding a return of , 
the money in cash. To prevent further trouble.| 
relented and agreed to give Carmichael a check for the

, a check was prepared

He then insisted that the be returned to him also

Carmichael refused to accept this and demanded cash and 
said he also wanted the| |

I In the meantime, a check was prepared 
and pushed under the door which Carmichael finally accepted. 
He then insisted that the I I be returned to him also.

|explained that it was written on a New York bank 
and had not cleared yet. Carmichael appeared not to accept 
this reasoning and said he was going to get that money or 
else he was going to | asked him
to repeat what he had said, and he repeated that if he did 
not get the money he was going to tear up___
told him that he was threatening him. I I then told 
Carmichael that if he would bring in a receipt for the I 
that had been given to| Ithey would return the money 
to him, I [stated he did not fe>l he was obligated to 
deal with Carmichael since he had: made all his previous 
arrangements about | ~| however, he
acceded to Carmichael’s demands under the circumstances. <

If elt he did not have to legally return the I I -

b7C

|however, he advised that he planned to do this 
in order to prevent further trouble.

Thi» document contains neithet 
xecommondo tiong nox conclusions 0t 
ths FBI. It is the property of 
fa FBI and is loaned to tout agenafj 

and its contents are net» ba . 
distributed outside sou assoc?.

- 4* -



5 April 1968 hhhh 3 CUBA

STOKELY CALLS STRIKE TO PROTEST KING'S DEATH

Havana in Spanish to the Americas 1200 GMT 5 Apr 68

[Excerpt] The North American Negro leader, Stokely Carmichael, last night called upon 
the U.S. Negro population to stage a nationwide genera! strike today, Friday, to 
repudiate the vile assassination of Rev Martin Luther King. Carmichael made the 
declaration by phone to the PRENSA LATINA Press Agency in New York from the offices of 
the Student Nonviolent Coordination Committee in Washington.

The youthful Negro leader's appeal stated that with the general strike the North 
American Negro population will bring home to the white racists that they have the 
necessary strength to pay back for the outrages that have' been committed against the 
Afro-Americans.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 04-26-2006 BY
603 0 9 / AU C / T Al1! / D C G/ b 1 s

FOREIGN BROADCAST INFORMATION SERVICE \ i APR 23 1968
DAILY REPORT
Page hhhh 3

LATIN AMERICA

April 5, 1968



04-28-06
MENT

Memorandum

FROM

SHOWN OTHEPKT gp
SUBJECT:

DAT ET—ITS- 0 5 - 2 0 0 6
CLAS SIFIE D BY 6 0 3 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
WHERE

W. O. CREGAR

5010-106

GSA GEN. reg. NO. 37
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SECRET

b7C

Memorandum from W. 0. Cregar to 
RE; STOKELY CARMICHAEL

RACIAL MATTER

(S)

ACTION:
The above is directed to the Racial Intelligence 

Section for its attention.

- 2



FBI WASH DC*

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 04-26-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

ffl. &. ©SFWraEHT OF JUSTICE “ 
COMIM SECTION

MAR 2 61968

TELETYPE

Mr. Tolson  —
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr------ —
Mr. Bishop----- ---
Mr. Casper.. 
Mr. Callahan......-
Mr. Conrad—.
Mr. Felt-----------
Mr. Gale_______
Mr. Rosen-----
Mr. SullivanjteS^T 
Mr. Tavel—. 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room ......
Miss Holmes—. 
Miss Gandy... —

FBI BOSTON
923AM URGENT 3/26/68 IP JPM
TO DM^ECTOR, WFO & CHICAGO

FRW1 BOSTON 157-437

STOKELY^CARMICHAEL, RM-SNCC; SEDITION

REBOSTEL DATED MARCH TWENTYFOUR LAST.
BOSTON SOURCES AND POLICE AGENCIES ARE UNAWARE OF SUBJECT'S

CURRENT ACTIVITIES OR LOCATION. NO RECORD FOUND AT AIRLINES 
OF SUBJECT'S DEPARTURE FROM BOSTON. SOURCES REMAINING ALERT.

BUREAU AND INTERESTED OFFICES WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.
END

GFH
FBI WASH DC*

P
RtO69

' b MAR 29 1968



CB

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 04-26-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls

VIA TELETYPE «
mar 2 51968

[ENCIPHERED

■J R 8

TO DI

F

URGENT 3-25'-68

M INDIANAPOLIS

CTOR, WASHINGTON FIELD, CHICAGO

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-M

Mr. Tolson.--------
Mr. De Loach—— 
Mr. Mohr.-------—
Mr. Bishop------ -
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr.

I Mr.
i Mr. 
: mi-

Casper— 
Callahan. 
Conrad-

Felt____
Gale.—.

Jran-fL-

TAvel----------
: ivir. otter------ —
I Tele. Toom------- -

Miss Holmes------.
Miss Gandy-------

s

b7C

SEDITION. 00: WFO

Mr.

6

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE

, PAST, AND GARY PD ADVISED CARMICHAEL APPEARED AT APPROXIMATELY ONE ZERO:

j FOUR FIVE P.M., MARCH TWO FOUR LAST, AT TWO ONE FIVE NINE BROADWAY,
I s1*-

' GARY, AND GAVE SHORT "BLACK POWER" SPEECH TO APPROXIMATELY SEVEN FIVE^
1 . /

PERSONS. GARY PD AND SOURCE ADVISED CARMICHAEL RETURNED TO CHICAGO,

ILL., AT APPROXIMATELY ONE TWO A.M., THIS DATE. GARY PD ADVISED SPEECH
i

WAS ORDERLY AND THERE WERE NO INCIDENTS.

%\ ADMINISTRATIVE:

ST js MAR 29 1968

RE INDIANAPOLIS TELS TO BUREAU AND WFO MARCH 3MUFQ.La.L.A^r

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE IS
b2
b7D

LHM FOLLOWS.

RECEIVED: 11:29 AM DHH

2 CC WFO

P APR 5 1968



17-1 (Rev. 8-11-03)

ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

□ FOIA/PA Q Litigation d Executive Order Applied

Requester: _____________ _______________________________________________________________________________
Subject: _______________ _______________________________________________________________________________
Computer or Case Identification Number:__________________________________________________________________
Title of Case: _______ __________________________________________________________ Section _________________
* File ____________________________________________________ _____ ______________________________________
Serials Reviewed: _______________________________________ _ ____________________________________________

Release Location: *File Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit

File Number: _____________________  ______  Section ______
Serial(s) Reviewed: ~~______________________________________________

FOIPA Requester:______________________________________________________ _________________________
FOIPA Subject:________________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: ,

File Number:Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed:___________________________________________________________________________

FOIPA Requester:_____________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Subject:____________________________________________________________________________ _
FOIPA Computer Number:_______________________________________________________________________ ______

File Number: Section
Serial(s) Reviewed:

FOIPA Requester: AL L INF0RMATION CON TAlNE D
FOIPA Subject: HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
FOIPA Computer Number: _________________ -----DAT-E—----------------

603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

SCANNEDBYDocLabW SCANNEDBYDocLab(RW)

DATE:--------- -----------—----- attention DATE: ________

T A c T LAST SERIAL: J36£

—-1 _ -■ ____ : r TT": " -  ~ .



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED —
J^EREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 05-01-2 0 (}ArY ' W
603 0 9/AUC/TAI'lZqpG/bls :

' ' ~ ■ ■' • Date: -.-3/19/68 '

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plain text or code)

" AIRMAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI (100=446080)

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P) 1 'f
(J) b7C

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL ' /
IS =■ M; SEDITION /

Re Mobil® teletype 3/15/68 and Atlanta'teletype, 
3/15/68. .

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM 
setting forth summary of subject’s activities while in. 
Atlanta, 3/14=15/68.

Additional copies are designated for offices 
listed in the copy count.,

b7c X>‘x_
Ageinit observing subjset’s arrival at At lanta1'*”*^ 

at 10:52 p.m., 3/14/68, -is identified as SA
|=| --------- - <

1 = Mobile (Enc. 1) (Rli) (100=1858) (Info)
1 = New York (Enc. 1) (RM) (100=153751) (Info)
2 = Albany ? (M) ' (Eh®. 2) . 4y
2 -.Atlanta ~
EUCsmet
(11) AGENCYs ACSI.sasr1 ncr 

dept’^ os^sec.serv, 
howforw. 
date FOW 
BYs ~

jroved:

f MAR 21 1968

K/1
Sent

10 Agent in Charge
' ■ ' tin



9
AT 100-6812

Agents observing departure of subject from
Atlanta at 6:14 d.m. on 3/15/68. identified as SA

and SA

LEAD

ALBANY

AT .ALBANY/, N.Y. ‘ ;

Identify individual to whom New: York license 
issued. Check indices and report pertinent infor~

mat ion .to Atlanta and New York.

MOBILE (INFO)

Copy of this airtel being furnished Mobile for 
information in view of subject’s recent visit to that 
area.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
March 19, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS;

SEDITION

On March 14, 1968, an Agent of the FBI observed 
Stokely Carmichael and another Negro male arrive at the 
Municipal Airport in Atlanta, via Delta Airlines Flight 365, . 
at 10:52 p.m. Carmichael subsequently made several tele- 

' phone calls, went to the pick-up baggage area, secured his 
luggage, and went to the cab stand area, where at 11:44 b?c
p.m. he. was picked up by two Negro females driving a 1961 
four-door Pontiac bearing 1968 Georgia license

b2 
b7C 
b7D

According to the records of the Motor Vehicle 
i license was 
Atlanta-_____

Unit, Georgia JStatte Department of Revenue- thi 
issued to 
Georgia. .^scording to|

or the'Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee 
(SNUCJ). | advised’that "Carmichael - and 'his traveling
companion spent the rest of the night and early morning 
hours of March 15- 1968 at the apartment of|

Atlanta.

b2
b7D

On March 15, 1968, ________ [advised that Carmichael
visited the local SNCC Office at 360 Nelson Street, S.W., 
Atlanta, late in the afternoon of March 15, and apparently 
had just-left the offices of the Southern Christian Leader
ship Conference (SCLCb located at 234 Auburn Avenue, N.E., 
Atlanta. 1 advised ©n March 19, 1968, he had been
unable to develop the identity of Individuals visited by 
Carmichael at the offices of the SCLC, but believes that 
this visit had something to do with SNCC’s support of Dr. 
Martin Luther King’s forthcoming Washington Spring Project.

-2 ^aas advised in the past that the policy
■Dz' of Carmichael is that SNCC will not openly and physically
b7D support Dr. King’s efforts in Washington during the month

Ba.®®’®® ZW C <5



t
STOKELY CARMICHAEL

April, 1968, and that the limit of their participation 
in this endeavor will be confined to ’’lip service” only.

b2
b7C
b7D

advised that when Carmichael returned 
to the SNCC Office late in the afternoon of March 15, 
1968, and immediately prior to his departure from Atlanta 
for Washington, D.C., he had met with three Mexican- 
appearing individuals at SNCC. The source was unable 
to determine complete details of this meeting, but it 
was learned that this group asked Carmichael what he would 
do about the racial situation in Albuquerque, and also 
how he was able to get around so easily. They also men
tioned that they had recently come into possession of a 
large sum of money and desired to know how Carmichael 
would put this money to use in regard to the civil rights 
movement. The source was unable to learn in detail 
Carmichael’s observation or answer to questions put to 
him by this source, but did Learn that he explained his 
ease of getting around to the number of friends that 
he has. ________  said that Carmichael did not appear too
interested in any problem that this group of Mexicans 
may have, as he was somewhat in a ’’holiday mood” over 
the announcement Just that day of his engagement! I

b2 
b7C 
b7D

advised that this group of Mexicans
was traveling in a white Chevrolet Impala bearing New 
York license]

b2 
b7C 
b7D

| ] advised that at about 5:00 p.m. on
March 15. 1968. Carmichael, using the name of J. Walsher, 

(left the SNCC Offices 
in the company of |~ I
SNCC | I en route to the Atlanta Municipal Air
port for a trip to Washington, D.C.

Agents of the FBI observed Carmichael and 
three other individuals board Eastern Airlines Flight 136 
at 6:14 p.m. on March 15, 1968. This flight was destined 
for National Airport, Washington, D.C., due to arrive 
there at 7;40 p.m.

2



b2
b7C
b7D

••

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b2
b7C
b7D

On March 16, 1968,1________ [advised immediately
after Carmichael?s departure from Atlanta, |

|of SNCC, issued 
the following directive to all members of the SNCC staff:

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency.

3



II Daring the past week, the Atlanta Communications office has been bombarded with press 
II calls from 'Washington, D.C. and all parts of the country. Reporters constantly seek 
I to verify: (1) when and where the staff meeting will be held, (2) Stokely1 s schedule 
Land-(3).rumors circulating concerning the possibility of Stokely going to organize 
Lin Wash. D.C. . NOW---- we all know that as long as we use the U.S. Post Office to
II'send staff correspondence and use tapped, bugged phone lines to discuss organization- 
i ,al business and details of stqff meetings, that organizational business is bound to 
I !1 leak" to the press and other interested parties. Also, cis long as we openly talk 
| to ’’friends" and others outside of staff, such leaks are bound to occur. However, 
| we feel that such leaks can be controlled somewhat if we follow the policy outlined 

below:

1, All calls from reporters and others not in our strictest confidence con
cerning organizational business should be handled by saying that "we have no 
information or no knowledge" of whatever it is they are calling about. In 
facj, we do not heed to speak to the press or respond to their questions.
You can always say you have "nothing to say to the press."

2. Under No circumstances should information concerning otokely’s schedule 
be given to.the press or to anyone not in strict confidence. This is 
absolutely necessary if we are to maintain some semblance of security and 
for btokely’s physical protection. Reports from the 3NCU folk who went on 
the campus tour emphasize the need for keeping otokely's schedule, or 
anyone elses in the organization for that matter, a secret—thereby keeping 
reporters, cops, and other unnecessary persons out of his way and off of his 
trail.

3. Business such as whether or not Carmichael is to go to D.C., or any 
other internal business does not belong in the press and should not be 
circulated outside of SNCC. We are not obligated to answer questions of 
other people who think they are entitled to know SNCC’s internal business. 
When and if it is desirable or necessary to publicly circulate SNCC plans, 
it could be done through a press conference or statement. Then and only 
then, should we have any dialogue with the press.

U. All questions and calls from the press concerning any public SNCC 
statements should be referred to the Atlanta Communications office, unless 
such.statements originate locally in your office or project. Copies os 
statements issued locally should be sent to the Atlanta communications 
office.-

4



The only exception to this policy should be to confirm a SNCC statement 
which you have read and know, in fact, was issued to the public; or to ' 
deny mis-information and distortions of public statements which you 
know,in fact, are incorrect,

5. PLEASE DO NOT GIVE OUT INFORMATION CONCERNING SNCC STAFF MEETINGS TO 
ANYONE'OUTS IDE OF STAFF OR NOT SPECIFICALLY INVITED TO ATTEND. The press 
has shown great interest in the coding meeting, and we do not wish to be 
surrounded by reporters and others hanging around the site of our meeting, 

.To all reporters who have called to get information on our meeting, we 
'K A^spoad that we ’’have no knowledge of any impending staff meeting, nor

Jkhdw-if, when or where any such meeting will be held.”

WE HOPE THAT AIL StAtPj^MBERS WILL COOPERATE AND- FOLLOW THE GUIDE-LINES ABOVE. 
IP WE DO, THEN WE W REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF INFORMATION WHICH LEAKS TO THE PRESS 
AND OTHER B^TVEWAL^ ANXIOUS TO KNOW OUR BUSINESS FDR OTHER REASONS..

5*



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

ITED STATES DEPARTMENT OfTuSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
March 19, 1968

Title:

Character:

Reference:

STOKELY CARMICHAEL'

INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION

Memorandum prepared at Atlanta, 
Georgia, dated and captioned as above.

All sources whose identities are concealed in the 
referenced communication have furnished reliable information 
in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be dis 
tributed outside your agency.

-6-



u-ta pf fg,2 9-.6 5)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date___ 3/6/68.
b7C

____________________ Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee official, was 
arrested during the recent racial dis- 
turbance __________ | He
has been released on $20,000 bond.

Information previously received that 
Carmichael is scheduled to speak Tuskegee 
Institute, Tuskegee, Alabama, 3/11/68, 
and Stillman College, Tuscaloosa, Alabama 
3/12/68. Arrangements have been made 
cover these appearances and to record 
speeches Carmichael makes.

to 
any

Information in the attached will 
the White House, Attorney 
interested agencies.

be
furnished to 
General, and

JFM:chs

^64^

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED . 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE--05^ 01^2 0 0 6' BY_____ ;
'6030 9/AUC/TJU^/DCG/b-ls’



ev. 5-22-6.4) ■ '

ALL INFORI'^piON’ CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS|WCLAS SIFIED 
DAT E 05- 0^2 0 06 BY

603 0 9/AUG/TAM/DCG/bls .FBI'

Date:

Transmit the following in CODED
|3/6/68

Via
TELETYPE

(priority)

(Type in plaintext or codi
URGENT' A

il Mr. Tolson 
DeLoa 

||*Mr. Mohr... 
I? Mr. Bishop_
| Mr. Casper„._ 
I Mr. Callahan 
I Mr. Conrad.. 
I Mr. Felt 

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. Sulli 
Mr. Tavel— 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room_
Miss Holmaa.

i MisS—Qandy-

b7C

A

b7C /.

TO

FROM

SEDITIO'

BIRMINGHAM, COLUF®fAf=

IS vs

MOBILE, NEWARK, NEW ORLEANS, NEW YORK, PHILADELPHI

SAC, WFO (100-43503)
t5e<?ZZ/2z'2y'

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 4-S-“- MISC

A SOURCE ADVISED ON MARCH SIX LAST

SCHEDULED TO BE IN WASHINGTON, D C., ON THE EVENING OF MARCH

SEVEN NEXT TO ATTEND A SNCC MEETING LINCOI2T MEMORIAL CONGREGA

TIONAL TEMPLE ELEVENTH AND R STREETS, N. W., IN SYMPATHY WITH

THE RECENT ORANGEBURG

THAT IF ENOUGH MEMBERS

OF CONVENORS WILL HOLD

SOURCE FURTHER ADVISED

SOUTH CAROLINA, RIOT. SOURCE STATED

SHOW UP, THE BLACK UNITED FRONTBOARD

A MEETING BEFORE THE SNCC MEETING

CARMICHAEL WILL DEPART WASHINGTON ON

MARCH EIGHT NEXT, TIME UNKNOWN, FOR NEW YORK CITY

SAID HE IS TO MEET WITH

(2) - Bureau.
2 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO!

ALA:cjk/jma 
(6)

$

b7C

TIME AND PLACE UNKNOWN

MAR iaoo
Approved:

Sp

XEROX-

6 1968

Sent M Per



gFQj^xi&iev. 5-22-64)

F B
Date:

Transmit the following, in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
| (Priority)

PAGE TWO .
WFO 100-43503

TO SOURCE, SOURCE SAID CARMICHAEL WILL LEAVE NEW YORK FOR

ALABAMA, WHERE HE HAS ENGAGEMENTS DURING THE ENTIRE WEEK OF

MARCH ELEVEN TO FIFTEEN NEXT

ADMINISTRATIVE: SOURCE REFERRED TO ABOVE IS

b7C
b7D

WHO IS UNDER

AS PRT BY WFOl (DESCRIBED

CONSIDERATION FOR DEVELOPMENT

BY THE GOVERNMENT

COLUMBIA ADVISE WFO AVAILABLE INFO REGARDING PLANS

TO BE IN WASHINGTON, D. C
b7C

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge

Sent___L
1

M Per



,v. -5-22-6 4) b AL!/' INFORMATION 'CONTAIN 
BfeEREIN . IS. 'UNCLAlBtFIEp ' 
'w|'ATE7 05-01-2.bjj6 BY < ’ >

’ HO30 $7 AUC.^.^I/ D :G/-bls

Date: 3726/68

Transmit the following in _
.(Type .in. plaintext} or code)

Via____AIRTEI.
(Priority)

■ b7C '

> TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: WFO (100-43503) (P) .

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS-MI SCELLANEOUS ; . >. <'

- SEDITION- • 4V-- ;•
■ ■ (OOSWFO) ; /' ...

Re Los Angeles airtel 3/19/68. ■

Enclosed herewith are 11 copies, of an LHM regarding 
the above captioned subject. Qne copy is being furnished 
to LoS Angeles for information. ; 1/

b2
b7C
b7D

California, Set forth in Los Angeles airtel J/iy/oa.

LHM containing data set forth and prepared by 
request of J. WALTER YEAGLEY, Assistant.Attorney General, 

. Internal Security Section, United States Department of
Washington^ D. C. ‘ \ ; < 4Justice,

;RM)(Enc. 1)1 - Los' Angeles (100-68783) (INFO) (i 
• 1 - WFO ..

' WWH:cabb 
(5)

. b7C

AIRTEL

i - /) ' . . i Zi A A f j- '

■ Z4;e,. \ , gek MAR 271968 •

A. -

\j^-___  ' • . Sent L.
■Special Agent in Charge

_ M Per ___



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

•'-..ALL- INFORMATION' CONTAINED/ \ .
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED •• ’’

■ ’ ••'date' OS-O1-2PO6' -BY ’•

UNITED JUSTICE • ’

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Washington, D. C. 20535 

March 26, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
■ INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION.

___________another government agency which maintains 
personnel records advised on March 8, 1968, __________________

b2
' b7C
b7D

. background data was set
As of that datfe,, the following 

forth;

Name:
Address:

Born

Sex: 
Race: 
Hei^it. 
Weight 
Hair: 
Eyes: 
Parent

b7C
• b7D

Occupation 
Employed:

COPIES DESTROYED. ; 
343 FEB 23 1971



STOKELY1 CARMtCWL ;

- ‘ ’ Records further/ disclosed that aS- of July .28, 1961/. 
____________ was residing :ait_____________ ______ _______California and 
as of Sep temper ? 5; 1961^ was-residing at |

I Calif orniai. -.On, - Januir^ 14, 1965, _____________
_______ahd/ris /presently classified in that 

cataonry; On June 2. 1965. his addtess was changed to 
_I New York.. - The records

was reclassified-

-b7C
b7D

.This document Contains.;neiffier

■ the FBI and -

disft'buM 'outside .your: ^nc,; . ,■ ,



- ALL INFORMATION-CONTAINEDUNITED STATESGC^RNMENT HEREIN IE UNCjifc^IFIED^.

' -DATE 05-01-2duWbya ;•Memorandum M3o9/AuC/TAM/DcGms ;

DIRECTOR-, FBI (100-446030) DATE: 3/20/68

from : SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812)(P)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M; SEDITION

ReBulet to Atlanta, 3/15/68; Atlanta airtel to 
Bureau, 3/5/68.

which

b2
b7D

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM 
is self-explanatory.

Enclosed for WFO is one copy of the above LHM.

referred to in LHM is

- Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM)
1 - WFO (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
2 - Atlanta
ALM:met 
(5)



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

AL Lji, ’I N FORMATION C ON T Al N E
HERE INDIES UNCLASSIFIED A

°F JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Atlanta, Georgia 
March 20, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS; 

_ SEDITION
b2

1 who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, advised on February 28, 1968, that a copy of 
a booklet entitled ’’NDUGU STOKELY FROM AFRICA” had been 
obtained from a supply which was left on a table at the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee Headquarters, 
360 Nelson Street, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia, on February 28, 
1968.

The following is a xerox copy of this booklet:

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency.

ENCLOSURE



FD-36. ("Rev.'s-22-64) ■

Transmit the following in

Via JTELEEYPK

IMFORMAW.ON.
^Brein IS UNCLAS

DATE 05-01-2006
603 0 9 / AU C / T AM / D C

FBI
Date1: 3/27/68

PLAINTEXT _____ »_________
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
'[(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM: SAC, WFp^(100-43503)

STOKELY^ARMICHAEL, IS-MISC;

RE WFOTEL THREE TWENTYSEVEN.
SEDITION

CONTAINED
LIFTED

■/bls

Mr. Talaoii^_ 
Mr. DeLoach. 
Mr. Mohr___
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Bishop__
Casper..- 
Callahan. 
Conrad..

Felt__ _
Gale-----

Mr. Rosen....
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Tavel._
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room_
Miss Hulmes- 
Miss Gandy_

SUBJECT AND
b7C

RETURNED TO WDC AFTERNOON THIS
I ■

DATE AND WENT TO SUBJECT’S RESIDENCE, SUBSEQUENTLY SUBJECT AND |WENT TO AREA OF HARVARD ST,, I NW WHERERTHEY APPEARED TO BE

LOOKING AT HOUSING FOR RENT. THEY ALSO VISITED ONE FIVE ZERO SEVEN

b7C
b7D

NINTH ST., NW, WHERE A REALTOR is LOCATED. BOTH THEN RETURNED TO 

SUBJECT'S RESIDENCE AND CARMICHAEL LATER WENT TO SNCC HDQTS. WHERE 
HE RAINED INTO THE EVENING HOURS, b7c / \

ADMINISTRATIVE: . b
A SOURCE ADVISED THAT PREVIOUSLY RENTED A HOUSE AT

WHICH| lAND CARMICHAEL
----- '-------------------------------- --PLANNED TO OCCUPY. HOWEVER, NEGOTIATIONS ON THIS HOUSE FAILED TO 
MATERIALIZE AND THEY ARE AGAIN SEEKING A PLACE GE RESIDENCE.

■ ____________ __ _______________ b7cABOVE SOURCE IDENTIFIED AS b7D

nt in Charge



b7C

ALL INFORMATION CONTA 
H E R EI A[ S UN 0 LA S SIFIE 
DATORS-01-2 0 06 BY 
603W/ AUG/ TAM/ DCG/.blS

FBI

PLAINTEXT

MED

Dajy 3/29/68

^rTranjsmit the followingzin

TELETYP

SAC, WFO(<fJp0-43503)M:

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

TO:/DIRECTOR (100-446080), CHICAGO, DETROIT

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC: SEDITION
RE WFOTEL 3/28/68

Mr. Tolson— 
Mr. DeLoach.. 
Mr. Mohr___
Mr. Bishop— 
Mr. Casper— 

„ Mr. Callahan. 
J Mr. Conrad___

3 Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen.__.__ 
Mr. SullivanUf 
Mr. Tavel

■II Mr. Trotter 
! i Tele. Room—.

1 Miss -H$-l
Miss Gandy___

SUBJ DEPARTED HIS RESIDENCE IN LATE MORNING AND WENT TCFSNCC
HDQTS. SUBSEQUENTLY HE AND EXAMINED A HOUSE FOR RENT ON

THEY THEN RETURNED TO SUBJ’S RESIDENCE AFTER
BUYING GROCERIES. SUBJ LATER SPENT SEVERAL HOURS AT SNCC IN THE
AFTERNOON

b7C IN THE EVENING, SUBJ AND WENT TO
AND EXAMINED A HOUSE LISTED FOR RENT. THEY RETURNED

TO SUBJ’S RESIDENCE AND WERE NOT AGAIN OBSERVED TO DEPART*

b7C
WFO ASCERTAINED THIS DATE, CARMICHAEL HAS RESERVATIONS UNDER

NAMES TO LEAVE WDC MARCH THIRTY NEXT AT EIGHT
TWENTYFIVE AM VIA UNITED AIR LINES FLIGHT THREE SEVEN FIVE FROM

2-Teletype
2-WFO
JJOtmmh
(6)

i APR 2 1968

Sent M Per
^.gent in Charge



F B I

Transmit the following in

Via ____________________

PAGE TWO 
WFO 100-43503

Date: ’ 

___________ i__________  
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

I 
I 
I 
I 

1
I 
I

4 
I

WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT TO ARRIVE CHICAGO NINE TWENTY AM CST.
AT CHICAGO WILL MAKE CONNECTIONS WITH NORTH CENTRAL AIR LINES FLIGHT 
EIGHT ZERO FIVE TO DEPART CHICAGO ELEVEN FORTY AM ARRIVING IN 
KALAMAZOO^ MICHIGAN AT ONE FIFTY PM EST MARCH THIRTY NEXT. NO INFO 
REGARDING CAR RENTAL DEVELOPED;1 RESERVATIONS FOR RETURN FLIGHT 
CONFIRMED VIA NORTH CENTRAL AIR LINES FLIGHT EIGHT HUNDRED DEPARTING
KALAMAZOO SEVEN FIFTYEIGHT AM, EST, MARCH THIRTYONE NEXT, ARRIVING
IN CHICAGO SEVEN FORTYFIVE AM, CST. jl TO DEPART CHICAGO EIGHT FORTY 

' ! 1
AM,CST, VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT TWO EIGHT FOUR TO ARRIVE WDC
NATIONAL AIRPORT ELEVEN FIFTEEN AM MARCH THIRTYONE NEXT.
ADMINISTRATIVE |

WFO WILL VERIFY SUBJ’S DEPARTURE FROM WDC MORNING OF MARCH
THIRTY NEXT, AND ADVISE CHICAGO TELEPHONIC ALLY.5

Approved:  Sent h . .... ......................... M Per ----------------------------
Special Agent in.Charge -



■: FD-36’(Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE
Via ____________

INFORMATION CONTAINED 
IN I S ' UNCLAS S Z FIE D

DATE 05-01-2006 BC//
■60309 / AUG/ lAM/'.DCWb^s

? F JB .1/7 ■
< j Date:, 3/28/68

PLAINTEXT
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
-4

(Priority)

Mr. Tolson------ —
Mr. DeLoach-----

Mr. Mohr..---------
Mr. Bishop--------

Mr. Casper-™.— 
Mr. Callahan— 
Mr. Conrad—™ 
Mr. Felt___ -—

Mr. Gale-----------
Mr. Rosen-----—>
Mr. Sullivan-kG 
Mr. Tavel------—
Mr. Trotter,.----- -
Tele. Room——— 
M;«s Holmes-.,—

J_ _Misa_ Gandy—

TO:DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FM, SAC, Wro(100-43503)

STOKELYMJARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION
RE WFOTEL 3/27/68

• b7C

DATE. ABOUTCARMICHAEL AT HIS RESIDENCE DURING THE MORNING THIS
ONE PM, SUBJ WENT TO SNCC HDQTS. WHERE HE SPENT MOST OF AFTERNOON

b7C

HE WAS LATER JOINED AT SNCC BY LATER SUBJ AND
WENT TO AN APARTMENT HOUSE AT

WHERE THEY REMAINED INTO THE EVENING HOURS.
ADMINISTRATIVE:

EFFORTS BEING MADE TO ASCERTAIN REASON FOR SUBJ’S VISIT TO ABOVE



'FD-36(Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

TELETYPEVia ______________

T(D:

A^ INFO RM AT I ON C GN T Al M E D 
H-jpiIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.

AUC/ TAM/ DCG/ bls
.FBI

Datl: 3/31/68

PLAINTEXT
(Type in plairft&xthqr code)URGENT //V//-

(Priority)

OECTOR, FBI (100-446080) |
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FM: SAC, WFO
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION
RE CG TT INSTANT DATE.

b7C

iss~~H5lmes
T Miss Gandy

। Mr. DeLoach— 
। Mr. Mohr_____ _
। Mr. Bishop...
| Mr. Casper
I Mr. Callahan___
I Mr. Conrad..-^__
|Mr. Felt_______
IMr. Gale_______ .
iMr. Rosen /

Mr. TrotteZ

SUBJ UPON RETURNING WASHINGTON,D.C;, THIS DATE WENT TO HIS RE
SIDENCE. IN EARLY AFTERNOON DEPARTED RESIDENCE AND WENT TO NEW
SCHOOL FOR AFRO-AMERICAN THOUGHT WHERE SOCIAL APPEARED TO BE IN
PROGRESS* LATER WENT TO SNCC HDQTS* AND THEN TO
LEFT HIS RESIDENCE IN EVENING AND PROCEEDED TO A
IN NORTH WEST WASHINGTON, D.C.'

SOCIAL FUNCTION
HIS RESIDENCE.

b7C



1 I;D-‘36 (Rev. 5^-22-64)
AL L 'I N F O RM AT I ON SON T A*I N EDt 
Perein is'unclassified 
DATE 05-01-2006. |3Y ’ ”■

603 0 9/AUC/T.py'pCp'bls ■ ' '

’■ >. -Date:! 3/27/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext dr code)

AIRTEL
Via _________ :______ :

(Priority)

*

TO:

FROM:

sb7C CT:

M1’

L .(

DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O) . '
(Att: Domestic Intelligence Division) 

' ' il ■ ' ■ "
SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751) / b7c

STOKELY CARMICHAEL J
IS-MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

b7CReNY airtel to Bureau, 12/29/67. Bureau Routing 
Slip, 3/20/68 with attached eonvil of Office of Economic 
Opportunity from 2/14/68.

ii • ‘

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven (11) 
copies of LHM, two copies eachVtp WFO, Atlanta, Boston, 
Pittsburgh, New Haven and Newark1.

Copies of enclosed LHM are also being disseminated 
locally to OSI 
SDNY and EDNY.

NISO. lOSth&MI, Secret Service and USA's 
■ ■ . if

BI-j/Bureau (Ends 11) (RMP^ .
(Att: Domestic Intelligence Division) 
Atlanta (Ends 2) (RM) 
Boston (Ends 2) (info) (RM) 
Pittsburgh (Ends 2) (info).(RM) 
New Haven (Ends 2) (info) (rm) 
Newark (Ends 2) (RM) jj •
Washington Field (Ends 2) (RM) 
New York

2-
2-
2-
2-
2-
2-
1-

BJW:mmh .a
(i^) / a-w

AGENCY W&, W, SEC. SERV^
1 Jfc *

rec-71
Voa- - /J’*?/

DATE FORW

54 APRS 1
Approved: __ ___ '

Speci

2^
_M " Per

Agent in Charge



NY 100-153751
’ / "' - - ‘£ ■ '' * <" ' ' ' ' <, ■ '

The LHM is classified "'Confidential" since data _ 
reported from source coulcl reasonably result in the ' ‘
identification of a' confideritia'llf. s'durce of continuing value arid 
compromise'future?effectiveness"^thereof.

i, • ~ O / « h . -I- " - ’ -
________ Informatiori-set forth in' enclosed LHM pertinent to , ,

Iwas furnished" by Pittsburgh and Boston • 
. riespectively^in teletype-dated 12/23/67 and.12/22/67» ' ; 

captioned "as above; -- ' /



Jn Reply, Please Refer to
■. File No.

DECLASSIFIE
ON 05-01-Mh

D: B Y 6 0 3 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/b 
°j6

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
CONFIDENTIALFEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
March 27, 1968 ;

Stokely Carmichael 
Internal Security-Miscellaneous; 
Sedition

On December 22, 1967, Special Agents of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) observed Stokely Carmichael leave 

b7c his residence at | New York, and enter
an automobile occupied by two other unidentified Negro males. 
This car was a 1968 maroon Chevrolet bearing Rhode Island 
license EX162.

After entering the above car, Carmichael was driven 
to 19 West 123rd Street, New York City; Student Nonviolent_____
Coordinating Comm1ttee (SNCC) headquarters.I __ |
New York City; and ___________________________________________ |New York.
At the last address Carmichael met with two unidentified Negro 

b7c females who subsequently accompanied him and! the other 
unidentified Negro males back to SNCC headquarters, thence to 
123rd Street and Lenox Avenue, New York City, where still another 
unidentified Negro male entered the 1968 Maroon Chevrolet 
and finally back to New York,
where all left the vemcie ana enrerea tne nouse.

It is noted that Rhode Island license EX162 is issued 
b7c to Chrysler Auto Leasing, | |

| | for a 1968 white Plymouth sedan.

It is further noted that Executive Car Rental, 
b7c Providence, Rhode Island, the address of which is the home of

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). 
It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside yyour 
agency.

COPIES DESTROYED
343 FEB 23 1971



Stokely Carmichael 
Z./W - ________________

On December 22, 1967, 
advised that -hi/ car rental Invoice Number- 
that 

emhioyee 01 ___________________
rented a 1968 maroon Chevrolet bearing Rhode Island

mentioned above, 
_____ Lindlca te s

\ who resides
I and who 1s an

license number EX162 and presented Pennsylvania license 
I las Identification. Government Invoice shows

was presented Travel Auto Number 
 said there were severalOrder Number ___________ _ i_______________

missing from the above' invoice on the GSA order form.
digits

On December 22, 1967,_________________ GSA. Providence.
Rhode . Island, advised he ha had no record of a I I rental 
through a Prlvidence, Rhode Island car rental agency for _____ '

I states his records show
I employed byl |

I New York.Clty, requested a rented car.
[slid his records show-an Executive Car Rental vehicle 

was furnished to I I at Theodore E. Green Airport, Worwlck, 
Rhode Island, |~ |

Concerning__ ______  
United States Marine Corps, 
an honorable discharge.

mentioned above. he served In the 
Serial Number receiving

b7C

__________ I is a Negro male, was born on'|  
| is 5*7", 167 pounds, and has black 

nair ana brown eyes. He attended! Ifor two years
and in the past has resided at I

_ | August 19, 1956 to November, 1956; at_______
[Washington, DC, in September, 1959; and at[

[ Washington, DC. in November, 1959. His 
Wife is I

] whoifr he marrlecT

empioyea by[
she was granted an absolute divorce from 
Washington, DC.

In 1902, she was emp1oyed as a 
Tin Washington,; DC and was 

] On May 
in

formerly 
17, 1962,

co: XL ,

-2-



b7C

b7C

b7C

Stokely Carmichael

As of 1962, no information developed that I I had
been or was engaged in any subversive activities in 
area.

Hconcerning the activities of| I advised,
"because of the increasing hostility toward white T I in 
ghetto neighborhoods, | |has been attempting to establish 
and keep open a line of communication with militant blacks in the 
urban areas. | | who is himself a militant Negro,m
has been working very closely with the militants in Connecticut 
and New Jersey. On December 22, 1967,1 I in the company
of two militants from Connecticut, journeyed;to New York and 
chauffeured Stokely Carmichael around the city in a rented ear 
charged to the Government. | _1 reported this to
the following Day." According toP ~|was aware
that they were being followed by rhe FBI and although he would 
have liked to have reported the 
circumstances prohibited it.

incident immediately

_L_______ Another| I employee of I _
who lives on| |in New York Cityffihas been

^'doTng similar work in blew York city. I rHas°reported that his 
residence is being watched by the FBI and that he is sure FBI 
reports will be forthcoming concerning personal visits by known 
Black Nationalists in New York City.

1 advised "these men are on a mission of 
information - gathering and sensitivity data ! for| ~| They
are not interested in being spies or finks but 
vitally concerned in keeping! functional.

;hey are
1 is 

readily concerned over the fact that we are fast approaching 
a situation where white I can no longer work in black
neighborhoods. From information garnered to idate,f~ | 
believes that the black militant is bent in seeing the white 

fail.

can no longer work in black

co: :al

-3-



Stokely Carmichael

b7C

On the basis of his information,] (considers
Atlantic City to be the most volatile urban [center on the east, 
coast today. In addition, he feels that any metropolitan 
area with a large. Negro population is capable of erupting 
in riot activity at any time. | jalso mentioned that
he fully expects Camden, New Jersey, to erupt during the summer 
months. In the past this city has been apathetic but under 
militant leadership it has now reached the broiling point.



5-113 (1-10-61)

ALL INFORMATION CONffljlNEO 
HEREIN AS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 'tnl.elfiaejipe Division

:__
INFORMATIVE NOTE

3/26/68

t

Date

The attached contains information 
regarding two appearances of Stokely 
Carmichael in Chicago yesterday, 
Carmichael is former Chairman of the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee and in his appearance las 

. evening at a fund-raising affair 
urged the Negroes not to fight in 

stated that Negroes should 
and fight for rights of 
Pertinent information in 

being included in today's 
summary to the White House

Vietnam, 
get guns 
Negroes, 
attached 
teletype 
on selected racial developments

TDRifhd A
______ U’HJ



J
r AL^INF ORMAT ION CONTAINED 

IS UNCLASSIFIED
■ DATE 05-01-2006 BY

603 0 9/0M

SECTION. MAR261968.r. J;>/-
FBI WASH DC*

FBI CHICAGO

4:49 AM URGENT 3/26/S8 ERH/GMU

TO DOCTOR, WFO AND ATLANTA

WFO VIA WASHINGTON

FROM CHICAGO (157-1297) 3P

b7C

00: WFOSTOKLEY CARMICHAEL IS -MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

ADVISED EIGHT PM THREE

TWENTYFIVE-, LAST, CARMICHAEL APPEARED AT ONE FIVE

WEST ROOSEVELT RD., CHICAGO, FOUR PM, THREE TWENTYFLVE, LAST

b7C
b7D

TWO SEVEN

AND GAVE SHORT T'ALK. SUBJECT, BLACK MEN MUST STOP KILLING. EACH OTHER 
' ■ ,w.

ABOVE jADDRESS IS7OFFICE OF WEST SIDE ORGANIZATION DESCRIBED AS

A MILITANTLY ORIENTED NEGRO ORGANIZATION ACTIVE ON CHICAGO S

APPROXIMATELY SIXTY PERSONS

WEST SIDE IN SECURING EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR NEGROES 

IN ATTENDANCE WHICH INCLUDED FOtlR

b7C

WHITES AND FIFTYSIX NEGROES. MEETING ENDED SIX THIRTY PM. NO

INCIDENTS OCCU^fiEO^^REA REMAINED NORMAL DURING CARMICHAEL'S

APPEARANCE.f @

*?W-W/.U V » * ,7^ r—
THREE TWENTYFIVE, LAST, THAT FUND RAISING AFFAIR AT A FRONTS

END PAGE ONE)#

THEATER THREE NI FOUR SEVEN SOUTH DREXEL BLVD., CHICAGO WAS

_ T Vihi.te House/Incluaeu. -tn £u ww*- -z/^z HgX ...... ■*—r
and Attorney General.



PAGE TWO ...... ... . . . .. . ........ ,
Stiidfent Nonviolent €odrdin^ting>CQnmi

HELD FOR H. RAP BROWN, NATIONAL DIRECTOR, &N€C. THIS AFFAIR COMMENCED 

APPROXIMATELY EIGHT THIRTY PM, THREE TWENTYFIVE, LAST. ABOUT 

TWO THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED PERSONS IN ATTENDANCE. SOME WHITES

TO BE PHOTOGRAPHERS AND PRESS REPORTERS WERE ASKED TO LEAVE THE MEETING 

AT OUT SET. A FEW REMANING WHITE PRESENT DURING PART OF MEETING

WERE ASKED TO LEAVE DURING MIDDLE OF MEETING.

ONE MALE AND ONE FEMALE NEGRO (NAMES NOT OBTAINED DUE TO 

EXTENSIVE NOISE) TALKED BRIEFLY POINTING OUT NEED FOR BLACK 

GROUPS TO JOIN TOGETHER THIS SUMMER TO TAKE OVER THE CITY. (NO 

SPECIFIC DETAILS MENTIONED IN THIS REGARD.) '

ROBERT BROWN, ACTING DIRECTOR CHICAGO SNCC, TALKED BRIEFLY 

AND COMMENTED BLACK GROUPS SHOULD JOIN TOGETHER TO ACHIEVE THEIR 

OBJECTIVES.

. CARMICHAEL SPOKE FROM ABOUT NINE THIRTY PM TO ELEVEN PM. HE 

SPOKE OF LOVE THAT NEGROES SHOULD HAVE FOR EACH OTHER; THAT NEGROES 

SHOULD NOT FIGHT IN VIET NAM; THAT NEGROES SHOULD GET GUNS AND FIGHT 

FOR RIGHTS OF NEGROES AND FOR WHAT THEY NEED; THAT NEGRO GANGS SHOULD 

STOP SHOOTING EACH OTHER; THAT POLITICIANS AND CIVILXXX CIVIC LEADERS 

SHOULD TAKE INTEREST IN GANGS TO GET THESE GANGS TO FIGHT FOR NEGRORIG

CARMICHAEL ALSO READ LETTER FROM H. RAP BROWN WHICH MENTIONED

END PAGE TWO



„ '' L «"iv’ ■ ■ ‘

PAGE THREE

THE ANTAGONISTIC TREATMENT BEING AFFORDED HIM BY PRISON AUTHORITIES.

BROWN IN LETTER ALSO INFORMED THAT FOR EVERY NEGRO KILLED TEN WHITE 

COPS SHOULD BE KILLED. ABOVE SOURCE ADDED THAT ADMISSION

CHARGE TO THIS MEETING WAS TWO DOLLARS PER PERSON.-NEAR CONCLUSION OF 

MEETING BOXES WERE PASSED OUT TO COLLECT ADDITIONAL FUNDS TO BE USED 

TO GET H. RAP BROWN OUT OF JAIL. MEETING ENDED ABOUT ELEVEN PM. NO 

INCIDENTS OCCURRED DURING COURSE OF MEETING AND SURROUNDING AREA

REMAINED NORMAL. AREA PRESENTLY QUIET.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

CHICAGO FOLLOWING, SOURCES ASSIGNED, MILITARY, SECRET

SERVICE, AND COOK COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE ADVISEDi LHM FOLLOWS

WITH COPIES LOCALLY TO USA. “d i

|WAS TO HAVE ATTENDED THIS AFFAIR

BUT FOR SECURITY REASONS HAS NOT BEEN ABLE TO CONTACT CHICAGO OFFICE 

AS YET. THIS SOURCE WILL BE DEBRIEFED AT EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATE

AND BUREAU WILL-BE ADVISED. NO FURTHER INFORMATION DEVELOPED RE 

CARMICHAEL'S ITENERARY. SOURCES CONTINUE ASSIGNED?.

END

JRX

FBI WASH DC*



■f

..'D-36. (Rev... 5-22-6 4)

R
lLL •' INFORMATION 'GOtlTAiNE 
[EREIN.IS’ UNCLASSIFIED.:.

■ DATE :01' .
603O.9-7AUC/fJg4^d|?G/b.ls .

0 0 6!i B,Y.

.Date: 3/27/68

Transmit the following in
■ ■

W ' AIRT.EL . -
(Xype.in plainte'xt or code)

. !• Mr. Tolson___
. ' 5. Mr. DeLoach..

j1 Mr. -Mohr__ _.
j Mr. Bishop— 
j' Mr. Casper.— 
j| Mr. Callahan., 
f Mr. Conrad— 

■ ji Mr. Felt...___
x A Mr.
X/liMr. Rosen—„

Sullivan..
ZrMr. .Tavel___

~ 1,1 Mr. Trotter—
! Tele. Room__

Miss Holmes- 
~ Miss Gandy....

Gals!

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P).
’ ' & 'J-"'

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M; SEDITION v 
(OO:WFO)

Enclosed herewith
Mobile is one photo each of 

for Atlanta, Birmingham and
■ ,b7C

as well as to

believed identical toL who 
accompanied CARMICHAEL from Washington, D. C. on trip to 
Atlanta and Alabama on 3/10-15/68. 

.
, Atlanta, Birmingham and Mobile display photo of

______to Sas observing CARMICHAEL^ and________ _’ l 
other appropriate sources as necessary to determine if[ 

|are identical. !! ■

Bureau. 'ij 'JSCS’.

2 -Atlanta (RM) (Enc. 1) (100-6812)
2 - Birmingham (RM) (Enc. 1) (157^-2546)
2 - Mobile (RM) (Enc. 1) (100-18£8)
2 - WF O

t APR 3 1968



ED^3~6 (Rev. 5-22-64)

- ALLMFORMAT ION CONTAINED.;.
'' HERHfflS UNCLASSIFIED' ' r '

■ •' DATE. 05-01-.2p06 B.Y-
603 09/AUG'/TAM/Dtp®'bl s- .' . ( .

Date: 3/29/68

Transmit, the'’following in
(Type in plaintext, or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority),

f Mr. Tolson..—^—
Mr. PeLoach—; 

j’Mr. Mohr-I—-----
Mr. Bishop-------

j Mr. Casper-------
! Mr. Callahan..—

Mr. Conrad..—
■■ ;;Mr. -Felt-------- :
i~Mp -Gala_____-

MrX Rosen—-----
Mr. ''Sullivan—._ 
Mr.- Tavel—------
Mr.' Trotter------

. Tele'.' Room.:---- -
Miss Holmes.— 

| Miss Gandy------

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY tJARMICHAEL 
IS - M;

. SEDITION 
(OOiWFO)

ReATairtel 3/19/68, no Jcc Chicago.

For information of Chicago, 
advised that about 5 p. m., _____________

using name of J;PwALSHER:| 
left the SNCC Office (Atlanta) in- the company o

I employees of Atlanta SNCC 
Atlanta Municipal Airport for flight to 7’ ’- 

’ '■-•••■’’■ I '' /
, | advised on 3/19/6^8.

> above, identical with
Chicago branch of SNCfi. . I!

on 3/15/68, STOKELY CARMICHAEL, b2
‘ . b7C

b7D

nroute to 
Yngt on, D. C,

‘ mentioned

C/O Bureau 
2 
3

b7C

Atlanta (100-6812) (RM)
' Shiraon (PMl _ _

(1- 
2 -WFO,.

(1

WWHislb
(11) J

■ - ■ ■ '

.- REC 8 x. ■ •

b2
b7C
b7D

b7C

AIRTEL/

■ Approved
... // Special Agent., in Change

M ; : Per —



WFO 100-43503

Efforts being made to establish if[ identical
with SNCC worker | Identity of|
or if true name not established. JI Upon arrival, National. Airport,
Washington, D. C., on 3/15/68J above-mentioned individuals
went to Washington, D. C., SNCC Headquarters via taxi where 
CARMICHAEL, and? ^entered. I (continued via ,CARMICHAEL, and 
taxi. .

entered. [

WFO sources unable to provide any information 
~| WFO indices contain no record b7C

identifiable with

Chicago contact sources for pertinent information 
regarding) visit to Atlantia and travels with CARMICHAEL.
Check indices regarding_______________ attempt to identify, and
ascertain if from Chicago area. II .

Atlanta report any additional information developed 
from sources regarding | visit to Atlanta and travels
with CARMICHAEL, as well as any other identifying data regarding

b7C

b7C



Q WMCATIONS SECTION 

03 01968

■ALL INFO RMATION CON TAlNE D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ■■
DATE 05-02-2006 BY
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

Mr. Tnlftnn
Mr. DeLoach-----
Mr. Mohr..
Mr. Bishop....____
Mr. Casper_
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad.
Mr. Felt_______
Mr. Gale_______
Mr. Rosen.
Mr. SullivanJS^
Mr. Tavel______
Mr. Trotter____
Tele.. Room..
Miss Holmes____
Mias Gandy ... ..

FBI WASH DC*

FBI DETROIT

i 7:57 PM /URGENT 3-30-68 SPW IP

TO: DIRECTOR 100-446080, CHICAGO, WFO 100-43503

....~"ZI~,n ..I

FROM* DETROIT P
STOKEL^CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

RE WFO TEL TODAY.

CARMICHAEL ARRIVED AT WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY

KALAMAZOO, MICH., FIVE THIRTY P.M. TODAY VIA PRIVATE

AUTOMOBILE. UNDER SURVEILLANCE. P.

END

LCC

FBI WASH DC* .

TU

-■ 7M714

57 APR 1.01868

relayed to,—----- ■■

© APR H 1968



IWORMATI ON CONTAINED 
lEXElN IS UNCLASSIFm 

05-02-2006 BY' fl

603 0 9/ AUC/TAM/DCG/bIs

FBI WASH DC*

FEDERAL BUREAU OF IfIVESTIGATIOfjl 
U, 8. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

MAR 3 01968

FBI CHICAGO

744PM URGENT 3-30-68 RFJ

TO DIR

Mr. Tolson------—
Mr. DeLoach——
Mr. Mohr----------
Mr. Bishop_____
Mr. Casper...-----
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt_
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen---------
Mr. SullivanJ^T
Mr. Tavel-------—
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy------

TOR (100-446080) AND WASHINGTON FIELD

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

FROM CHICAGO (157-1297)

(100-<43503)

b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. IS-MISC: SEDITION. 00: WFO

BUAGENTS OBSERVED CARMICHAEL ARRIVAL CHICAGO on united airHines

FLIGHT ONE FOUR SEVEN TWELVE FIFTEEN PM INSTANT ACCOMPANIED

BY UNKNOWN NEGRO MALE. WAS MET BY TWO UNKNOWN NEGRO

MALES. FOUR MEN ENTERED NINETEEN SIXTY FIVE PLYMOUTH

AUTOMOBILE, BEARING NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT ILLINOIS LICENSE 

|REGISTERED TO|

[CHICAGO, 

ILLINOIS.

I ADVISED ABOVE DESCRIBED AUTOMOBILE WITH 

OCCUPANTS DROVE FROM O'HARE FIELD, CHICAGO, THROUGH

b7C

b7D

CITY PROCEEDING EAST ON INTERSTATE HIGHWAY NUMBER NINETY

FOUR. LAST OBSERVED TRAVELLING EAST OF GARY ON INDIANA

I0LLR0AD- /.... gxiio REC 8
ADMINISTRATIVE: / ’ '' 7 ' 6f. ; asKSS=S> j

RE WFQ/JELTIYPE MARCH THIRTY, INSTANT APR. & 
1 fl/ Y ’ ■

Sp 'CHICAGO b7D
A M*' H «---- swmw—:---------------------------------------- ---------------------------- '—-1

END PAGE IONE



FOLLOWING. SOURCES ASSIGNED. MILITARY, SECRET SERVICE 

ADVISED. LHM FOLLOWS WITH COPIES LOCALLY TO USA. DETROIT 

TELEPHONICALLY ADVISED. ON CARMICHAEL'S ARRIVAL, CHICAGO, 

PD INTELLIGENCE UNIT INSTITUTED SURVEILLNCE OF 

CARMICHAEL AND COMPANIONS. DETROIT ADVISE CHICAGO

ANY INFO RECEIVED RE CARMICHAEL'S SUBSEQUENT TRAVEL;PLANS 

NOTED REFERENCED TELETYPE REFLECTS SUBJECT 

SCHEDULED TO SPEAK KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN.

END ’

MXS ;

FBI WASH DC*



ALL INFORMATION COIO&INED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASS I E^D

Z DATE 05-02-2006 BY ‘

603 0 9/AUC/ TAM/DCG/ bls

OF INVESTIG/y^j 
_ 8. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTI®
COMMUNICATIONS SECT®

MAR 311968^7/

/T"
I Mr. Tolaaw...

Mr. DeLoach___
Mr. Mohr._____ _
Mr. Bishop____
Mr. Casper____
Mr.
Mr.

FBI WASH DC*

FBI DETROIT

418 AM URGENT 3-31-68 VMC

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) CHICAGO AND WFO (100-43503)

FROM DETROIT (100-34122)
b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISC., SEDITION

REMY TEL TO BUREAU THREE THIRTY LAST AND DE TEL CALL TO

Callahan.....
Conrad

Mr. Felt___
Mr. Gale__
Mr. Rosen.... 
Mr. Sullivan.VZ.... 
Mr. Tavel......
Mr. Trotter____

-Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes___
Miss Gandy

CHICAGO THIS DATE

CARMICHAEL DEPARTED KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN, TWO THIRTY AM THIS

DATE IN BRONZE PLYMOUTH TWO-DOOR SEDAN, BEARING 'SIXTYEIGHT ILL.

LICENSe| |TRAVELING WEST ON INTERSTATE

NINETYFOUR PRESUMABLY EN ROUTE TO CHICAGO. 

CARMICHAEL SPOKE AT WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY BEFORE

APPROXIMATELY NINE HUNDRED PEOPLE AT MIDWESTERN REGIONAL CONFERENCE

ON BLACK POWER. SPEACH RECORDED. SURVEILLED ENTIRE TIME IN KALAMAZOO

NO INCIDENTS OR DISTURBANCES

END.

LHM FOLLOWS.

BGM

FBI WASH DC*

84 APR; 8 1968



Date: 4/1/68

Transmit the following in

((Priority)

TO:
FM:

SUBJ OBSERVED LATE MORNING INSTANT DATE TO
FOR TO

OF AFTERNOON SPENT

EARLY EVENING

b7C

b7C

^/-Bureau 
1-WFO
JTA:mmh 
(4)

NEARBY HDQTS. OF

SAC, WFO (100-43503) P

SCLC, WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT. REMAINDER
SNCC HDQTS. DURING AFTERNOON SUBJ WENT

STOKELY-'CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC*; SEDITION

„ TELETYPE
Via _______________

PLAINTEXT
(Type ijlfplaintext or code) 

/J MJURGENT M ///I

TOR, FBI (100-446080)

ev. 5-22-64)

Sent

DIR

KL INFORMATION'IldNTAINE'D
REIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-02-2006 BY 
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC S/'bls ■

FBI

Mr. Tolson- 
Mr. DeLoach. 
Mr. Mohr___
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Bishop- 
Casper_

Callahan 
Conrad-

Felt____
Gale___

Rosen__ 
Sullivan. 
Tavel— 
Trotter

Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes.

DEPART RESIDENCE

AT SNCC HDQTS. SUBJ LAST OBSERVED TO RETURN TO RESIDENCE IN

■ 'Approved
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev.j-5-22-64) DECLASSIFIED
ON 05-02-2006

F B ,

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIKIEL. AIR MAIL 
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

3/25/68

SUBJECT:

FROM: SAC, INDIANAPOLIS (100-15504) (RUC)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M 
SEDITION

00: WFO

Re Indianapolis teletypes to Director, 3/24/68 
an'd 3/25/68.

b7C:

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of LHM 
J on 3/24/68 of STOKELY 

receiving offices are two
re appearance at Gary, Indiana, 
CARMICHAEL. Enclosed for other 
copies of LHM.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

—<7^1
secret 

advised.
Service.and

to ,o 
$

<4
<4

TION CALL IW

HEREIN IS
ED

IED EXCEPT

OWN OTHEB 
in LHM. is_______

is ft

local military intelligenc

Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM)'
2 t- Atlanta (100-SNCC) (Enc. 
2 - Chicago (1 - 100-STOKELY 

(1 - 100-SNCC)- ,
2 - WFO (100-STOKELY CARMICHAEL) (Enc.._2) 
3 - Indianapolis (1 - 100-15504) tr~ ""

(1 - 100-16050) Caa^--MAR 28 1968 V 
(1 - 100-SNCC>VGSNCY: A*CSI ,NIc j-OSI/SEC. SERV-- °

ECW: cdv DEPT’’ CRD,W»^
/1 HOW E0RW:

A - --------------DATOURST
BY;______

2)j (RM) « 
CARMICHAEL) (Enc. 2) (RM)

/ \ ’ - C' Special Agent in Charge

_b7D

' (U)

M Per



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UWED STATES DEPARTMENT OF * TICE' 

FEDERAL BUREAU OFINVESTIGATION <
Indianapolis, Indiana i.
/'-March - 25,"19®®classified! by. 603 0 9/aijc/tam/dci

; ■ ;■■ ■' "ON.- 05-02-2-0 OB ' ' ''

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL - :

< On March 24,. 1968, a confidential source, who has pro-, 
vided reliable informatipn in the past, advised he': w#^>a<cp'ntac-t 
oh that; date with[ |aIso known as| a
Gary, Indiana, Negro and| ___

|.Indiana. Source advised|__________[Has been
in contact with members, of the Chicago, Illinois Student Non- 
Violence Coordinating Committee (SNCC) because he wanted to 
organize a SNCC Chapter at Gary, Indiana. Source further stated

~|advised that Stokely Carmichael, former president of SNCC, 
was to be in Chicago. Illinois. on March 24. 1968.1

b7C
b7D

Source stated arrangements had been made bvl Ito have Car-
to Gary, Indiana at 9 pm on March 2^, 1968, to give a 
at a vacant store located at 2159 Broadway, Gary,

michael come 
short speech 
Indiana.

On March 24, 1968,| |Gary, Indiana
Police Department, was advised of the proposed appearance at Gary, b7c 
Indiana, of Stokely Carmichael. He advised the Gary Police De
partment was unaware of the planned speech and would afford it 
appropriatecoverage. J

On March 25, 1968, I
has provided reliable information in the past, < ' 
the speech by Stokely Carmichael given on March 24, 1968 at 
to appe^af^ at 9 prnj: but he did not appear until approximately 10:45

__ _____________ | who 
advised he attended

]Gary, Indiana. Source stated Carmichael was scheduled

b7C
b7D

pm.

Source stated|of Gary, Indiana, was in b7c 
charge of the meeting which was attended by approximately sixty b?d 
persons from Gary. Indiana. He stated an additional fifteen persons

HEREIN EXCEPT.



• RE^TOKELYCARM AaEL .A./-'
■■ : -S-; : '? 1 : ■

'^c.ame' with Carmichael from Chicago;, .Illinois to attehd^. Source 
stated Carmichael remained for about 14 hours during which time 
he spoke about having interestedGary Negroes form a chapter of 

,SNCCA Source advised Carmichael spoke about the ’’black people 
loving each; other"' and abdut having them "organize themselves 
under SNCC to >stand up foj? their rightSy’V He stated Carmichael 

; . said; the ’’blacls man must stop giving into the white man."
Source advised -Carmichael’s talk was short and ithat he mentioned 

■ his trip pto ..Cuba -^Source-/minutes - 
■. .af ter - midnight; to return top Chicago ' •• ‘

.P.p' ' , ■ . , ' , ■ ' > ■ ’ .
■;...pn March 25, 1968, I

■Gary, Indiana, advised Stokelv Carmichael appeared”at 
| | Gary, Indiana, at approximately 10:451 pm on
March: 24, 1968 and spoke to approximately 75 persons 
stated the. meeting was orderly .and.'that\there;w'as noincidents»■

. He advised Carmichael departed for Chicago, Illinois, at ap- 
■■'■proximately 12 am. 'J"

This document contains neither recbnmendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It i? the property ofI the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its. contents .are not to ,be 
distributed outside your agency^- ; A



Via

TO:

RE

FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

AIRTEL

FROM:

Approved:

Transmit the following in

MlL liMFGiRMATI ON-
JbREIM IS UMCLAS, 

ft ATE 05-02-2 0 0-6 
603 0 9/ AUC/ TAM-/ DCfc/bls- /F Bl

CONTAINED,
31‘FIED / 1

Date 3/28/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

Air mail ?
'(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
SAC, MOBILE (10^-1858) (P)
STOKELV'CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY 
SEDITION

Re Bureau airtel of

MISCELLANEOUS

b7C

3/26/68
The source who was to make available an anticipated tape recording of CARMICHAEL’S speech at Tuskegee InstitjuX 

Tuskegee, Ala., i 
Mobile has i 
speech.

11., on 3/11/68 was ejected from the meeting^ 
no knowledge of anyone|l having a recording of the

Bureau 
2 - Mobile 
JRC:j es 
(5)

10 APR 1 1968

____ ' ■ Sent 
in Charge ■ ~

M : Per



X
Ftj-36 (^ev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AM IN F O RM AT I ON C ©N T Al NED 
HfefiEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' ■ 
DATE 05-02-2006 BY ■ / ' 
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/IBedj'bl^^

DaW'3/27/68

------------- ----- ------- rPLMNTEXT. ----(1 ype m plaintext or code)

Via_______ TELETYPE___ — ______________ URGENT _______ ,
. (Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR AND SACS, ATLANTA, BOSTON

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) .

STOKELY^CARMICHAEL; IS - M'J SEDITION.

RE CHICAGO TELETYPE MARCg «NTY-SEVEN, INSTANT.

I

- Bureau
2 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO
WWH: sme

ss APR a 1968



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 05-02-2006 A

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

Date 4/1/68____ '__
Attached relates to speech 

made by Stokely Carmichael, 
former .Chairman of Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, 
militant civil rights organization. 
3/30/68, at Western Michigan 
University, Kalamazoo, Michigan.

This information is being 
furnished to the Inter-Division 
Information Unit and the Internal 
Security Division of the 
Department, the military, and 
United States Secret Service.



FBI WASH DC

DETROITFBI

URGENT35

ALL INFORM^TION CONTAlNE D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAT^hO 5 - Meaft iMMmi w investigation

APR 11968

4-1-68 JRM

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080)

FROM DETROIT (100-34122) 4P

U dttsbka* sbcuhti
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION !

RE DETROIT TELETYPE TO THE BUREAU, DATED MARCH

b7C

I

TH

?•_ ToIsoilA*
DeLoaaZ 

I Mr. Mohr____ 
| Mr. Bishop__

I ™r' CasPer__
I Caliahan__ 

Conr&d__
I Mr. Felt 
TSir- Gale~^ 
1 Mr. Kosen/A 
/ Mr. SulHva^^ 
i Mr. Tavel...
I Mr. TrotterZ22!

•Pele. Room 
Miss Holmes'TF 
Miss G&ndy. /

ONE LAST

ON MARCH THIRTY ONE, SIXTY EIGHT, A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE

WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED

THAVIHE FOLLOWING COMMENTS, IN SUBSTANCE, WERE MADE BY

STOKELY CARMICHAEL DURING CARMICHAEL'S SPEECH ON I THE EVENING

OF MARSH THIRIK, SIXTY EIGHT, AT THE UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM

WESTERN.MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN; AT THE

MIDWESTERN REGIONAL CONFERENCE ON BLACK POWER

"THEY” TALK ABOUT THE CONFRONTATION BETWEEN THE WESTERN, 

WORLD AND THE-COMMUNIST WORLD. THAT'S NOT THE REAL CONFRON- 

TATION -<THAT % BETWEEN BLACKS AND j $()

"WE-'LL" TELL THAT HONKIE YOU TOOK IT WITH A! GUN AND

WE'LL TAKE IT BACK WITH A GUN. WE MUST ORGANIZE! OUR PEOPLE 
b APR 4,1968

WITH GUNS SINCE ITS CLEAR TO U.S THAT WHITE PEOPLE INTEND

TO COMMIT^&ENOCIjpE UPON US 
/ <■-' J . £ -■**

;. WE 'VE GOT TO .'HAVE GUNS JUST IN

. ..
END PAGE ONE

MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR
4’



DE 100-34122

PAGE TWO 
- . I

CASE THEY ARE GETTING READY TO PLAY COWBOYS AND-NEGROES,
I

MAO TSE TUNG SAYS POLITICAL POWER GROWS OUT OF THE 

BARREL OF A GUN AND HE IS RIGHT.
i

"l" AM NOT TOO IMPRESSED WITH NEGROES AT COLLEGES.

THEY COME OUT OF COLLEGE LIKE A WHITEWASH. YOU CAN*T EVEN 

GET A COLLEGE STUDENT TO PACK A GUN.

WE HAVE TO TALK THIS YEAR.ABOUT SURVIVAL. THAT'S ALL.

NEGROES HAVE TO GET OUT IN THE STREET.

WE MUST HAVE AN UNDYING LOVE FOR OUR PEOPLE. "l" MEAN

THAT YOU MUST BE PREPARED TO DIE FOR OUR PEOPLE NOT FOR THE 

WHITE MAN.

IF YOU GO TO SCHOOL, GO TO SCHOOL FOR YOUR! PEOPLE. 

NEGROES WHO GO TO COLLEGE TO BECOME PROFESSIONAL MEN CONTRIBUTE 

ONLY TO THEIR OWN WELFARE.

WE HAVE A LOT OF UNCLE TOMS. THEY ARE TRAITORS AND YOU 

KILL TRAITORS, BUT WE SHOULD EMPHASIZE SAVING OUR BROTHERS. 

END PAGE TWO



DE 100-34122

PAGE THREE

IT WILL TEAR US UP INSIDE, BUT WE WILL HAVE TO KILL THEM. 

WE HAVE TO KILL ANYONE WHO IS AGAINST THE MASSES OF THE 

PEOPLE.

THIS GENERATION IS THE ONE WHICH HAS GOT TO START DOING 

RETALIATION. THE FIRES IN CHICAGO WERE JUST THE BEGINNING.

IF "NIGGERS" CAN'T DO NOTHING, THEN "OBSCENE" THEY 

ARE GOING TO HAVE TO STAND UP AND DIE LIKE MEN. ’ THEY HAVE 

BEEN LIVING ON THEIR STOMACHS TOO "OBSCENE" LONG.

WHY GO TO VIETNAM? DIE RIGHT HERE. WE'RE JHE WARRIORS. 

THE HONKIES ARE NOT.

KENNEDY IS TRYING TO PUT US TO SLEEP. THAT'S RIGHT.

THE KENNEDYS TRY TO PUT US TO SLEEP.

IN ANSWER TO A QUESTION FROM THE FLOOR AS TO WHAT 
w twQ Co^PS, 

CARMICHAEL WOULD SUGGEST THE ftG-TC CADETS AND ACADEMY CADETS

DO WHEN THEY GET INTO THE ARMY, CARMICHAEL SAID:

"NOW THERE ARE TWO THINGS THEY CAN DO. NUMBER

ONE, IF THEY REALLY HAVE AN UNDYING LOVE FOR THEIR

PEO^JE, THEY CAN TAKE THEIR TRAINING AND.USE
END PAGE THR’IeP^XO r



DE 100-34122

PAGE FOUR j

I
"their training for their people, number two 
THEY CAN TAKE THEIR TRAINING AND USE IT FOR 

THEIR PEOPLE, IF THEY CAN'T DO THAT, THEY 

SHOULD GET OUT. GET OUT. TELL THE HONKIE, ! 

NO. STAND UP AND SAY NO FOR ONCE. JUST TELL 

THEM NO, IT MAKES YOU FEEL GOOD". ;

CARMICHAEL ALSO SAID THAT "YOU" MUST TAKE FIVE YEARS 

IN JAIL OR DEATH.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

THE CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE IS|

m .
SOURCES ARE BEING CONTACTED AND AN LHM WILL FOLLOW.

END. '

HOLD PLS j

JMS

FBI WASH DC 1

' .. , i
$4' r ' ' ''

• ' * t .

-’Jl.

‘ ' -A,”
CO- MR. SULLIVAN

b7C
b7D



FD-36 (Rev. .5-22-64) <L L! IN F O RM’AT I ON
PEREIN IS UNCLA
'DATE 05-02-20 0 6
603 0 9/AUG/TAM/D (ft G/b1

fbi;
' Date•3/27/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

.CCWTAINE
JSIFIE'D' ■
BY . ;

Via AIRTEL
(Priority) ‘

b7C

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) b7C

SAC, DETROIT (100-34122)

/ STOKELEY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

1 SEDITION
(00: WFO)

Re Detroit airtel and LHM, 
Bureau airtel, dated 3/19/68. I

Enclosed for the Buieau 
relating to captioned matter and 
and Washington Field, two copies

dated 3/11/68, and

are 
for 
cjf LHM-.

11 copies! of an LHM 
Atlanta, New York,

The" source utilized in IiHM is 
Detroi t Of ficM<

' b7C 
' b7D

Will follow this matter through appropriate 
informants and established sources' and will report all 
pertinent information imme diately (Ito the Bureau and 
interested offices in form suitable for dissemination.

■ • / ' ■ :
The LHM-is cla^pFried •cori’fc^entihl, to protect 

a source of continuing? ©alue. -

V

JL-~-^Bureau (Enc .-lI^r(RM)
2 - Atlanta (Enc.-2) (RM)
2 - New York (Enc.-2) (RM)
2 - Washington Field (Enc.,-2)
2 - Detroit 
JEK/mcm 
(11)

(RM)

AGENCY: ACSI,NIC,OSI,SEC.SER^>» ’ _ iS MAR 29 1968
DEPTS ISDj,CRD,’ 

HOWFORWs. 
DATE FORW 
BY: .

------------------------------------------------ b7C

UST, ’YO____________
iks. it. Vo t .

Sent. M : Per
Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

<• TED STATES DEPARTMENT O >• STICE i

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Detroit, Michigan , , '
March 27 SIFTED' BY 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bl

___________ ON 0 5-02 -2 J 0 6

Re: Stokeley Carmichael

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, advised that along with the legitimate campus 
organizations on the Eastern Michigan University (EMU)
campus, Ypsilanti, Michigan, a newly formed campus group, 
the^ilpman Rights and Relations Committee (HRRC) has taken 
over“re’a^e-rship“i'nr the~pTa’nnrng''‘f6r' a symposium scheduled 
to be helcl at EMU, (Ypsilanti, on April 25\to 27, 1968.

!• * t *\

/' Source advised that the HRRC is composed of 
faculty and student', members of EMU and that a\steering 
committee from the HRRC lips been selected to plian and 
organize! this symposium. '^Source advised that the steering 
committee is guided by eight faculty members and^eight 
students’ on each, serying each section as chairmarKand 
co-chairman. The "overall"^ Z_________ u______________ »■ 1 .............. » 1_______________________________________________________________________________

at EMU, and that 7 V

b7C 
b7D

student

-------*------------------------------------------------------------------
Source adyised that 

has been very sympathetic 
on thewith ail anti-war demonstrations 

EMU campus.

Source said the other committies are as follows:

Prog r a mm i n g. Cpmm i.bte e

CONFIDENTIAL^ 
ROUP I

utoma tic
ng an 

assification

Excluded 
down

/a-w M2/
ENCLOSUBE



Re: Stokeley Carmichael

b7C 
b7D

Co-Chairman: Not named

and Publicity Commit.Xee^____

E=^E-M-"ATT7
- 2 -



Re: Stokeley Carmichael CON AL

b7D Security Committee ft A-S" TGM? A/
---------------------- - -----------------------------------------

y ^5 r L

The source stated that Stokeley Carmichael has
accepted and that this information was furnished him

The source further stated that Senator^ Robe.r_t. FL 
Kennedy advised that his present commit tmeri“ts~7nay keep him 
from accepting a speaking engagement, but if time permits, 
he will come.

He said tha t Vice President Humphrey will send 
his expert on urban problems because he will be unable to 
attend.

The 
no acceptance 
of Alabama.

source said that stated they have had
as of this date for ex-governor George Wallace

b7C
b7D

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It 
is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.



AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-02-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls

T2:i2AM URGENT 5-27-68 RSM

TO ERECTOR WASHINGTON FIELD AND ATLANTA

ROM CHICAGO

'WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT (WSP). RM. 00:

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM-SNCC. (SEDITION) .

o
ri

g
in

a
l 

ri
te

o
 M

 /
Y

7
- 

/4
4

7
/L

 q
g]

RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISED TODAY HAS

LEARNED OF DISAGREEMENT BETWEEN FORCES WASHINGTON, D .C ., WORKING FOR W

AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE AND SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE (SCLC) PERSONNEL ARE EACH ACCUSING OTHER OF

NOT WORKING ON BEHALF WSP AND PROGRAM HAS COME TO ALMOST COMPLETE b7C
b7D

BREAKDOWN WASHINGTON D .C . ,

REPORTEDLY IN CENTER THIS PROBLEM BUT NO FURTHER DETAILS KNOWN.

SOURCE ADVISES WSP MEETING TO BE HELD ATLANTA, GEORGIA, SCLC

HEADQUARTERS, COMMENCING MARCH TWENTYSEVEN NEXT, TO LAST 
/ao =■ ‘/■(so

APPROXIMATELY THREE DAYS, FOR PURPOSE OF DISCUSSING WSP ORGANIZING

EFFORTS. PRESUMABLY WASHINGTON

SUBJECT FOR DISCUSSION. ' '

D.C. PROBLEM REFERRED TO ALSO TO BE

s’ji' .r
>w—»n; Ai i. ih,

Com
s. APR 2 1968 N0T RECORDED!]

100 APR 5 1968 J



PAGE TWO

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, CURRENTLY IN CHICAGO, PRESENT AT 

HEADQUARTERS WEST SIDE ORGANIZATION (WSO), ONE FIVE TWO SEVEN 

W. ROOSEVELT RD. MARCH TWENTYFIVE LAST AND URGED THOSE PRESENT TO 

SUPPORT WSP AND PARTICIPATE THEREIN. ' CARMICHAEL REPORTEDLY PREACHED 

HATRED OF WHITES AND STATED REVOLUTION IS COMING. WSO IS SMALL WEST 

SIDE CHICAGO CIVIC RIGHTS GROUP, CONCENTRATION POINT FOR LOCAL WSP 

EFFORTS. CARMICHAEL HAS INDICATED WILL ATTEND ATLANTA MEETING 

CONCERNING WSP MARCH TWENTYSEVEN NEXT.

CHICAGO WSP STAFF UNCHANGED FROM PAST SEVERAL WEEKS; STAFF 

FEELS WILL HAVE APPROXIMATELY TWO HUNDRED PARTICIPANTS FOR WSP . 

MOST WILL BE WELFARE RECIPIENTS AND. YOUTH GANG MEMBERS CHICAGO NEAR 

WEST SIDE. MONEY FOR TRANSPORTATION THESE PARTICIPANTS TO WASHINGTON, 
INFORM GREYHOUND BUSES, REPORTEDLY AVAILABLE TO CHICAGO WSP I

SOURCE ALSO LEARNED LOCAL WSP STAFF HOLDS

REGULAR WEEKLY ORGANIZATIONAL MEETINGS

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE CG TELCAL INSTANT b2
b7D

SOURCE FURNISHING ABOVE IS ________________________________________

SOURCE WAS NOT PRESENT AT WSO MEETING WHERE CARMICHAEL SPOKE, LEARNING 

STATEMENTS ATTRIBUTED TO CARMICHAEL FROM ASSOCIATES WHO WERE 

PRESENT. NO SPECIFIC DETAILS AVAILABLE AT PRESENT CONCERNING 

CARMICHAEL’S ITINERARY RELATING TO TRAVEL TO ATLANTA.



PAGE THREE

EXPENSES FOR TRAVEL OF ABOVE SOURCE TO ATLANTA WSP MEETING 

HANDLED RETELCAL. CHICAGO FOLLOWING CLOSELY AND INTERESTED OFFICES 

WILL BE ADVISED OF ANY SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENTS CONCERNING WSP OR 

TRAVEL OF CARMICHAEL. LHM FOLLOWS. MILITARY AND CHICAGO PD ADVISED, 

PERTINENT PORTIONS ABOVE. SECRET SERVICE TO BE ADVISED BY LHM.

RECEIVED: 2:02AM RM

2 CC WASHINGTON FIELD.



F B .l
Date

0 3 0 9 / A< T AM / D C G/ b

3/27/68 ■
Transmit the following in

airTel
Via

,s 
riNG

TO

FROM

tn

M tn

W

» « m

vApprov/

SUBJECT:

©

ANb FIELD OTO

SLIP '.SI BYZ—A

(Type in. plaintext or code) pKb
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off ices
Information |ddp|s krf-|UHMA4re being furnished 

previously suhnTlTtlnfeTOT^receiving details in this
case .

The sources mentioned in LHM are as follows:
b2 
b7C 
b7D

Chicago is following this matter closely and the 
Bureau will be kept advised of pertinent developments.

As of this date there are no known recordings 
of any of CARMICHAEL’S speeches. :



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

157-1297

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois 60604
March 27,1968

[American 
Airlines, O'Hare Airport, Chicago, i1lino is, adv rsed that 
their flight number 115 Manifest from Boston, Massachusetts, 
to Chicago, Illinois, on Saturday, March 23, 1968, indicated 
Stokely Carmichael was one of the passengers. This flight 
arrived at O'Hare Airport at 6:29 p.m. on this date. This 
individual paid for his fare with a Travel Agency Check
aidorsed S. Carmichael.

[stated at this time Stokely 
Carmichael has made no reservations with the American or 
United Airlines for return flight to Washington, D.C.

b7C

Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 
Chairman Stokely Carmichael, 24, was raised in the 
slums of Trinidad, The West Indies, New York City and 
Washington, D.C. where he attended Howard University. 
Toughened by his ghetto life, Carmichael was a 
militant leader of Howard University Student Govern
ment and gave direction and leadership to the Student 
Activist Group in Washington called the Nonviolent 
Action Group.

Carmichael, a Howard 
five children put through 
____________  He graduated 
High School of Science of

Graduate. is one of 
school________________
from the select Bronx 
New York in 1960.

b7C

Arrested over 12 times while participating 
in Movement activities, Carmichael has seen 
action in Jackson, Mississippi, New Orleans, 
Tennessee, Maryland, Virginia, New York and 
Alabama. He has worked with SNCC since its 
inception. When asked why he joined the
This document contains neither recommendations nor con
clusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and is 
loaned to youi’ agetents are not: to be d 
tributed outside voAiUasf^HdW)? I JHt.
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Movement and wanted to work for SNCC Carmicnael 
said, 'I have worked with SNCC since its beginning. 
I believe that while most other organizations are 
working for reform, SNCC is trving to lav the 
foundation for a revolution. I do not feel that 
a reform movement will solve the socio-economic 
problems facing us. The best it can do is bring 
the problems to the public'.

b2
b7D

On March 25, 1968, advised that on7 rSunday afternoon. March 24, 1968, [
The National Association for the Advancement

of Colored People (NAACP) Youth Council, Maywood, Illinois, b7D 
personally contacted Negroes in the Maywood community to 
attend an impromptu meeting at the Masonic Temple, 13th 
and Madison Streets, Maywood, Illinois, where Stokely 
Carmichael, former director of SNCC would speak. Approximately 
200 Negroes responded to this invitation and paid $1.00 apiece 
admission fee to hear Carmichael speak. At approximately 
4:00 p.m. on this date Carmichael arrived at the Masonic 
Temple in a late model Cadillac accompanied by five unknown 
Negro males.

Carmichael spoke for approximately one hour on
the themes of Negro segregation from the white race and the 
history of the Negroes. He also commented on how to achieve 
'black power” in Maywood, Illinois. He recommended that 
the immediate objective should be total boycott of white 
merchants in Maywood, who after they are forced out of business 
should be taken over and operated by Negroes. A tentative 
target then set for inciting the boycott was May 20 or 21, 1968, 
which would coincide with the death of a martyred Negro 
leader. The source was unable to recall the name of the 
martyred individual.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The source recalled that Carmichael stated in 
a question and answer session following his speech, 
"While Martin Luther King goes about his non-violent way, 
I am getting the guns ready."

The source stated Carmichael was paid $100 
for his appearance

b7C

The source advised that the program was well 
incidents and there were no arrests 
Maywood Police.

attended, held without 
or harassment from the

1968, |_______ (advised that the
a Chicago West Side white community 
direction of primarily religious

On March 25, 
Garfield Organization, 
organization under the 
leaders, which attempts to maintain and improve the conditions 
of this Negro neighborhood, held an annual fund raising 
program on the evening of Sunday, March 24, 1968, at a Union 
Hall of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, 
5247 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois^ Tickets were 
sold and women from the neighborhood prepared food, which 
was served. Eartha?^Kitt, nationally known Negro female actress 
and entertainer performed at this affair.

Alsk appearing on the program were local musical 
groups, Dick^Gregory, Negro comedian civil rights activist 
and Muhammad Ali, formerly known as Cassius Clay.

Stokely Carmichael made an impromptu appearance and 
said a few words which were generally in a humorous manner.

The source advised that the program was well 
attended, held without incidents and there were no arrests 
made by the Chicago Police Department.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The source ad’ 
commented as follows:

^Tla £ove“ listed individuals

Eartha Kitt urged national Negro unity and 
preached against race hatred. Cassius Clay commented 
that black women should be protected from expbitation. 
Dick Gregory commented thd if conditions of the Negro do not 
improve, this summer may see a resumption of racial violence.

Richard Gregory is a Negro male and nationally known V 
entertainer. He ran for Mayor of Chicago as an independent 
write-in candidate in the local elections in March, 1967. 
He has led and participated in numerous civil rights 
demonstrations in Chicago in the past. He has been arrested 
in Chicago on a number of occasions in connection with these 
activities. He is considered a 'Maverick" who does not 
lend his support exclusively to any particular civil rights 
group but will participate in civil rights activities which 
appear to appeal to him personally.

Cassiu^Clay was the former Heavyweight Champion 
of the World. He is known asp/MuhammadJ^LLi in the Nation 
of Islam Organization of which he is a^member.

b2
b7C
b7D

b7D

On March 25, 1968, _______ [advised that Stokely
Carmichael occupied room 105 of the Roberts Motel located 
at 3756 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago,, Illinois, during 
Saturday night, March 23, 1968, and checked out of the motel 
on Sunday morning, March 24, 1968. Three unknown Negro males 
who accompanied Carmichael occupied room 
rented by

These rooms were 
Chicago, Illinois

4
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

On March 26, 1968, 
Roberts Motel 3756 South Michlgan, Chicago, advised that 
rooms 105 and were rented by |
___________ Chicago, at 3:1,8 p .m. on March 23, 1968. Three 
unknown Negro males wearing African hair styles occupied room 
____________________ checked ou-t of the rooms at 11:30 a.m. on 
Monday, March 25, 196g/ and/jpaid a total of $72 for room service 
and rent . \_____________________ |

b7C
b7D

Chicago,-Illinois, a former member of Congress of 
Racial Equality (CORE), assumed the position of

On March 26, 1968,_______ [advised that on Monday,
March 25, 1968, between the hours of 4:00 and 6:20 p.m. 
Stokely Carmichael spoke at the West Side Organization Head
quarters at 1527 West Roosevelt Road, Chicago, Illinois. 
Approximately 60 people were in attandance. Carmichael stated 
that the reason he is in Chicago is to stop the black people 
from killing each other. He commented, "The black man must 
stop killing themselves and start killing the white man." 
The source advised that no incidents 
calm and no arrests were made by the

occurred, the area remained .
Chicago Police Department. Mlh

The West Side Organization is a militant grassroot 
type welfare union organization which concentrates on 
locating jobs for the West side slum residents. It has an 
office at 1527 West Roosevelt Road, Chicago, It is 
supported by the Chicago City Missionary Society.

b7D
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b2
b7D

1968, |_______ [advised that a fund
at the Afro Arts Theatre, 3947 South

On March 26, 
raising rally was held 
Drexel Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois, beginning at 9:15p.m. 
and ending at 11:05 p.m., Monday evening, March 25, 1968.' 
This rally was held for the benefit of H. Rai? Brown, National 
Director, SNCC, who is currently in jail in New Orleans, 
Louisiana. There were approximately 700 people in attendance 
and the Theatre was filled to capacity. Among the speakers 
recognized by the source at the rally were Stokely Carnuichael , 
Robert Brown, Robert Lucas and Edward ’Fats" Crawford.

Several white males were observed waiting outside 
the Theatre prior to the affair, bdt these individuals were 
told to leave the area. Various/news men attempted to attend 
the rally but were refused admission.

Robert Brown, Rober^ljucas and Edward 'Fats’ 
Crawford spoke briefly and only by way of introduction 
to the featured speaker, Stokely Carmichael.

Stokely Carmichael spoke for approximately an 
hour and a half, frequently repeating himself and giving the 
impression of disinterest. Among the often repeated remarks 
by Carmichael were, "Blacks must love blacks', 'The black man 
must know that the honkey is his enemy", Blacks must unite".

Carmichael stated, "The white man has done nothing 
for the blacks except cheat them, as is evident, from the days 
of slavery. ' "When the white man first came to this country 
he learned from the Indian and then he killed him." "It is 
not going to be a long hot summer but it is going to be a long 
hot year ."



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Carmichael stated he did not want the various
Negro teenagers fighting and killing each other, but rather 
that they should unite and fight their common enemy. He stated 
that H. Rap Brown was in jail because he 'rapped too much" 
pointing out the truth. Carmichael read the audience a letter 
he had received from Brown which commented in the same manner 
as he had been talking.

Source said students were able to attend the 
meeting for a cost of $1.00, while adults had to pav $2.00 
admission fee. During the affair a collection was taken up 
for H. Rap Brown. There was no announcement made as to how 
much money had been collected.

The source stated there were no disturbances during 
the rally, order was kept reasonably well, there were no 
incidents and no arrests by the Chicago Police Department.

On March 26, 1968, _______ advised that on Monday
evening, March 25, 1968, between 7:00 and 12:00 p.m. a fund 
raising rally was held at the Afro Arts Theatre, 3947 South 
Drexel Boulevard, Chicago. The feature speaker of the evening 
was Stokely Carmichael who addressed approximately 700 people 
of which 50 were representatives of black power organizations 
in the Chicago area.

Carmichael stated that the black people need black 
supremacy. The black man must have guns not votes and that 
votes are useless, guns should be used in place of votes. 
Carmichael protested America's Education System for the Negroes. 
Carmichael said every black man should get a gun to defend 
himself and that the Blackstone Rangers should not destroy 
each other but rather go after the white man. Carmichael 
took a collection for H. Rap Brown to help obtain his release 
from jail and referred to Brown as a hero.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b2
b7DOn March 26, 1968, advised that on

Monday evening, March 25, 1968, Stokely Carmichael 
spoke for approximately one hour at a fund raising rally
held at the Afro Arts Theatre, 3947 South Drexel Boulevard, 
Chicago. Carmichael's speech was lack luster and obviously 
off the cuff. Carmichael seemed bored with the meeting and 
the crowd and quite disinterested. The crowd was extremely
enthusiastic at first but sensed his disinterest and responded 
accordingly.

Carmichael commented that this summer will 
undoubtedly see "whitey" out to get the Negro. He 
counselled the audience to become armed and be prepared 
to defend themselves and their community . He said they 
should learn black brotherly love and stop! fighting each 
other, stop gang fighting and tearing up their own property. 
He said there is strength and power in black unity. Black 
youths need to study their own history and get ia good black 
education. They cannot do this under the inadequate educational 
facilities available to the Negroes under today's conditions.

Carmichael made mention of H. Rap Brown on only 
one occasion and then later to a collection in his behalf.

Carmichael repeated himself constantly and spent 
alot of time preaching the necessity of all factions within 
the black power movement to unify. Carmichael's comments 
concerning Negroes arming themselves was limited to defensive 
purposes and not of the usual inflammatory nature.

The source advised that the speeches were poorly 
organized and Carmichael was introduced by Robert Brown 
who made only brief remarks not nearly as violent as is his 
usual manner. Robert Brown urged Negro unity of themselves 
and their neighborhoods

8



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The source observed that Stokely Carmichael had 
body guards among whom was| | Several
of the body, guards were observed to be armed with .45 caliber 
automatics. //

b7C
b7D

proclaimed |
is a male Negro, self

TChicago Chapter, and 
has recently proclaimed himself | |

|was 
organized by to teach Negroes over 18 years of
age the laws pertaining to the use of firearms.

At 6:48 a.m. on March 26, 1968, over a Chicago 
radio station, WBBM, the announcer commented that Stokely 
Carmichael made the following remarks at a meeting last night:

'He promised a summer of violence ,that the 
the honkeys are preparing genocide race destruction, and that 
the blacks must have a gun to fight them. '

On March 26, 1968, _______ |advised that as of this
date Stokely Carmichael has received $900 for his speaking 
appearances in the Chicago area and that through his efforts 
the Chicago Branch of SNCC has received $2,400.

The source advised that on Monday morning, 
March 25, 1968, Stokely Carmichael spoke at the Urban 
Gaining Center, 40 North Ashland, Chicago, Illinois, to 
a group of approximately 40 to 60 students in training. 
The Urban Training Center is sponsored by several religious 
groups primarily for the training of ministers for the urban 
and ghetto areas, however, a sizeable percentage of students 
are members of the Black Power Community Organizations. The 
source stated Carmichael made a brief speech to this group and 
commented mainly on the theme of black unity and black brotherly 
love. He advised the students that if they can get organized, 
educated and plan a constructive program, he will return to 
Chicago in the near future and assist them in the progrants 
implementation. .>»■fit



S TOKELY CARMICHAEL

The source stated Carmichael's speech was
extremely conciliatory and mild in comparison to previous 
speeches by him.

The source advised that Carmichael is not expected 
to leave Chicago until |

b7C
b7D 

b7C 
b7D

The CORE is a militant type orientated civil 
rights organization primarily of Negro members whose 
present aims include independent political campaigns 
concerning slum housing, employment, minimum wages 
and recruitment of Negroes for the anti-draft move.

of the Chicago Chapter.
b2
b7D

SNCC is known as the chief exponent of the 
"Black Power1' philosophy . The Chicago Branch of 
SNCC is very loosely organized and has no coherent 
program of activities. [Stokely
Carmichael, national leaders, have publicly espoused 
the use of violence to achieve Negro equality and have 
used the phrase, "Hell no, I won't go" in reference 
to Negroes being drafted.

b2
b7D WU)
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. r TM UUrtl ML- ' .A copy of this communicat ion is being furnished 
to the following Agencies:

United States Attorney, Chicago, Illinois

United States Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois

Region 1, 113th Military Intelligence Group, 
Evanston, Illinois
The following individuals were advised of pertinent

portions of this memorandum as pertinent events were ascertained:

on March 26, 1968

March 26, 1968
United States Secret Service, on

Illinois
Sheriff's Office, Cook. County, Chicago,

Chicago Police Department

The following organizations are characterized in the
attached appendix pages:

Deacons of Defense and Justice, Incorporated

Nation of Islam
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DEACONS OF DEFENSE AND JUSTICE, INC.,
Aka.'Deacons for Defense and J ns t i ce,

......^[7
The Articles of Incorporation of the Deacons of

Defense and Justice (DliJ) &s on file with ths Secretary of 
State for the State of Louisiana, reflect xjhar, the Deacons of 
Defense- and Justice, Tne., is a Louisiana corporation domiciled 
at Jonesboro, Louisiana. The location and business office 
address of its registered office shall be Amos Service Station 
(rear)., 'Beach Spring Road, Drawer a., Jonesboro, Louisiana.

"This corporation is organized for rhe following 
purposes and to carry on. the following purposes;

"To instruct, train, teach, and educate Citizens of 
the United States and especially miziorlty groups in rhe funda
mental principles of the republican form c«f government and our 
democratic way of life; to instruct, teach, train and educate 
said persons in the provisions of the constltut i.on and laws of 
the United States and the State of Louisiana,’ as well as the 
constitution and laws of any other state wherein this corporation 
may operate; to instruct, teach, train Mid educate said persons 
in the use, value, and purpose of the ballot and the right to 
vote; to instruct, teach, train and educate said persons as to 
the duties and responsibilities of good citizenship relative- to 
.the obligation and duties of the community toi the citizen; to 
further instruct, teach, train and educate said persons in the 
value of economic security and in the effective use of their 
spending power; to inspire in said persons a sense of responsi
bility and to develop leadership. This corporation has for its 
further purpose, and is dedicated to, the defense of the civil 
rights, property rights and personal rights of said people and 
will defend said rights by any and all honorable and legal means 
to the end that- Justice .may be obtained. This corporation may 
establish chapters and conduct its business at any place in this 
State and elsewhere as permitted by law.,"

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



1- APPENDIX
NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly referred to 
as the Muslim Cult of Islam, also known 
as Muhammad's Temples of Islam

In January, 1957, a source■ adv|.§ed ELI JAH MUHAMMAD has described his organization qp f Trio r ■ jM 0 as the "Nation 
of Islam" and "Muhammad's Temp LeWf "of Hi UmL

On May 5, 1967, a second source advised ELIJAH MUHAMMAD 
is the national leader of the Nation of Islam(NOI); Muhammad’s 
Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, 
Illinois, is the national headquarters of the NOI; and in mid-1960 
MUHAMMAD and other NOI officials, when referring to MUHAMMAD'S 
organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using either "Mosque" 
or "Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad's Temples of Islam."

The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was originally 
organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan. MUHAMMAD claims to have 
been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to lead the so-called 
Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness of North America by 
establishing an independent black nation in the United States. 
Members following MUHAMMAD'S teachings and his interpretation of 
the "Koran" believe there is no such thing as a Negro; that the 
so-called Negroes are slaves of the white race, referred to as 
"white devils," in the United States; and that the white race, 
because of its exploitation of the so-called Negroes, must and 
will be destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon."

In the past, officials and memoers of the NOI,including 
MUHAMMAD, have refused to register under the provisions of the 
Selective Service Acts and have declared that members owe no 
allegiance to the United States.

On May 5,1958, the first source advised MUHAMMAD had, 
upon advice of legal counsel, tempered nis personal statements 
and instructions to his ministers concerning the principles of 
his organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by the 
United States government; however, he did not indicate any 
fundamental changes in the teachings of his organization.

On May 2, 1966, a third source advised MUHAMMAD had, 
early in July, 1958,decided to de-emphasize the religious aspects 
of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic benefits to 
be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI. This policy 
change, according to MUHAMMAD, would help him acquire additional 
followers and create more interest in his programs.
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CG 157-2269 b7C

Source mentioned herein is currently b?c
under consideration as a Probationary Racial Informant. The 
LHM has been classified conj£3rftgnTtial to further protect this 
source. Source has declined to furnish this information in a
written, signed form. JXf <U)

Information concerning STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S appearance 
in Maywood has been previously furnished to the Bureau under
his caption

Chicago is opening cases on 
to determine if they meet criteria for Agitator index.

One copy each of said LHM is being furnished to the
USA, Chicago, Secret Service, Chicago, and Region 1, 113th MI 
Group, Evanston, Illinois. H

Chicago is following developments in Maywood, Illinois,
through sources and Maywood Police Department, Bureau will be 
kept advised.

X-S-tXAJLA 'i F/i 1
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J-J7Q ON 05-02-2006

b7C

RACIAL TENSIONS 
MAYWOOD, ILLINOIS 
1968:

b7c In March, 1968, a source, who has furnished reliable
information in the oast, stated he learned from friends that 

the National
Association foi' the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) , in 
Maywood, Illinois, has directed all of the recent disturbances 
at Proviso East High School, Maywood, Illinois.'txf (Ui

b7C

In March, 1968, source stated that at a meeting on 
the afternoon of March 17, 1968, at the Cultural Center, 1009 
Madison Street, Maywood, Illinois, there were 75 to 80 Negroes 
in attendance with the majority being teenagers, but some in 
their early twenties._ I I____

b7C

________ The meeting was also attended by _____________________  
|NAACP, and the subjects 

discussed at the meeting included calling for more disruption 
at Proviso East High School until the teachers who discriminated 
against Negroes are replaced and until officials, such as 

are removed. Other
discussions Included a desire for a swimming pool and a liquor

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.q

AGENCIES AND FIELD
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RACIAL TENSIONS 
MAYWOOD, ILLINOIS 
1968: :

b7C

store lin Maywood, Illinois, and to attain these goals, 
called for more disruptive activities in Maywood. | '
also called .for the picketing of the Shell Service Station, 
17th Avenue and Madison Street, and picketing at the Tasty 
Freez Store, 
which are

12th Avenue 
owned by white

and Madison Street, Maywood, both of 
men (Uj

b7C

25, spoke 
advocated 
booed and 
obtaining 
brutality.

advised that oneSource further ______________
out at the meeting against disruptive tactics and 
working for goals in an orderly manner, but he was 
jeered. ________  also spoke of the possibility of
firearms to protect themselves in the event of police

age about
b7C

Also in attendance at this meeting were two 
individuals known to be students presently attending Proviso 
East High School and according to source, these two are 
probably the individuals who carry out the disruptive tactics 
at the school planned by | 1 They are |
_______________  Source further stated that all of the individuals 
m attendance have paid $5 to join the NAACP Youth Council. 
According to reports at the meeting, money seems to be no 
problem with the Youth Council as they are making money selling 
various goods at the Cultural Center.^/ (U)

Source stated that he has heard through an associate 
of that the leaders of the group mentioned above meet
each Wednesday night at their private homes and discuss their 
aims and goals. Source stated that this individual has told 
him the f ollowing : fu i

b7C

b7C,

________ |is seeking to cause a race riot in the near 
future in Maywood in order to gain more power than he now b?c
possesses. |stated he has connections in Chicago and
can obtain all the firearms he needs. allegedly has
planned to have a fire started in the woodworking shop at Proviso 
East High School, which is in a separate building from the 
main high school.

co: L
2
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b7C

b7C

RACIAL TENSIONS 
MAYWOOD, ILLINOIS 
1968:_____________

b7C

l Discussion in this private group has reached the 
point whereT

| has 
refused to go along with the movement of |To cause
disruptions in Maywood until it is a totally Negro village. In 
addition,| [wants to personally own Tastv Freez. referred
to above, because it is a lucrative business. is seeking
to own the Shell Service Station, referred to above, for the 
same reason. These private discussions also indicated that the 
group has a grudge against |a Negro |in
Maywood, and they have talked about blowing up his office. ' (U)

In late March. 1968, source learned from an associate 
"land his aides held a private meeting on 

_________________________________________________  gave orders to continue 
the rock throwing at Tasty Freez and the Shell Service Station. 
Source stated thatI____________________________________ I who mix
with juveniles and stir tnem up to ao ine actual damage, 
pointing out to them that because they are juveniles they 
cannot be charged with crimes.__ Also at this meeting they ;
discussed using_______________________________________________

is believed to border on oeing crazy so tnat ne couia not 
be convicted of murder if apprehended. Soiree further . J
stated that and his aides usually meet at about 5:00 p.m. I
in the pool hall at 19th and St. Charles and mingle with the 
youths and through talk of violence are able to get them to do 
what they want them to do. Another target which they spoke of 
at the pool hall was the O.K. Food Market, 11th and Madison, jtti■Maywood. This is a personal grudge because a Negro had been '
discharged by this store. Here again rocks would be thrown -J.
through windows in an effort to drive the white owners from Maywood he

tha tf

Source advised that spread the word
that Stokely Carmichael would speak in Maywood on March 25, 
1968, and paid Carmichael $100 to speak. About 200 persons, 
all Negro, and mostly young people, heard the speech at the 
Masonic Temple, 13th Avenue and St. Charles Road, which lasted

3



CO] AL

RACIAL TENSIONS 
MAYWOOD, ILLINOIS 
1963 :

b7C

from 3:00 p.m. to 4:05 p.m. Carmichael discussed the Negro 
from slavery to the present time, showing the separation of 
tbs races and stating that they should continue to be separated. 
He called for boycotts to achieve goals, whether aimed at 
merchants, schools, or any other area. He stated that while 
King talks non-violence, he is getting together guns. In 
answer to a question from the audience, he stated that to b?c 
get guns all the people have to do is raid the Police 
Department and take them. Carmichael arrived in a Cadillac____
accompanied by six of his aides and left the same way. | 
spoke after Carmichael left and called for boycotts to begin 
at the school and at the places of business of the white 
merchants on May 20 or 21, 1968, the anniversary of some slain 
civil rights leader. (U)

Department and 
Illinois, were

______________________Maywood. Illinois Police 
_______________________________ Cook Cou n ty , b7c 
orally advised of above information

At a meeting at Proviso East High School, on
March 28, 1968, _____ ___________ __ _____ told a group of
approximately 600 students and their parents, that during the 
period of March 14 and 15, 1968, while the school was closed 
as a result of racial disturbance, the student lockers were 
searched and a number of weapons were found therein.
stated that some of the weapons were homemade and some nad been 
fashioned in the shop classes of the school. He said that 
knives, steel rulers, and jack knives were found. The meeting 
was the first of a series designed to ease racial tensions in 
the school i tt-i

b7C

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished to:

Region 1, 113th Military Intelligence Group, 
Evanston, Illinois.

United States Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois.

United States Attorney, Chicago, Illinois.



k'5-22-64) .INFO RMATION ' pON TAlNE D 
EIN'IS -UNCLAS

6 0 3 .'0 9 / AU C/ I IjJ C

ISIFIED . : 
BO* ' .
S/'bls .

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

. . . Date •3/27/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

I
 Mr. Tolson:-/—:---
| Mi. DeLoach----
I Mr: Mohr——----
| Mr. Bishop———. 
:|Mr. Caster—?— 
jl Mr. ■ Callahan.— 
I Mr. Conrad----
I Mr. Felt----- 1—

J Mr. Gale...--------
/!» Mr. Rosen-------
MMr. Sullivan..'^

Mr. Tavel-------
■J Mr: Trotter- 

Il Tele. Room----
|jl Miss Holmes— 

_|i Miss Gandy—--.

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
' ' ' 1'r 1 ‘

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P) 
'I

stokely'^carmichael 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION 
(OOiWFO) /

TO:

FROM

ReJNairtel 3/15/68

For information, |_ 
ton, D»C. advised on 3/26/68

■ (Priority)

116th MI&, Washing

Previous residences listed as Care Of

New York, N.Y*: after December
1^66, resided for an undiscldsed| period of time at_____

iNew York. N.Y.. which is the residence of

2-Chicago (157-1279) (RM) 
2-Jackson (100-123) (RM) 
1-WFO

^0.6 V® 1 ’

n
WHzbap)
(8)

Sent
>ecial Agent in Charge

Per

APR s 19I

Approved:



WFO 100-43503

_____ ______ According to I______________________________________

I that date and reported to $an Francisco, Calif* for 
overseas assignment, being processed through Oakland, 
Calif..__ His current address reported to bel

b7C

and according to is now apparently in
■f

__________ _____ attempt to ascertain if__________________  ________________ |mentioned above, is identical with|______ J
[reported to be living in Chicago area in| | 

airtel, 3/15/68* If determined to be identical. Chicago 
d< srnntJniio aFForts fn Incatpl as it appears

b7C



■S- .'lev. 5-22-64) Tolson.

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

TO

FROM

STOKELY.
IS - M; 
(OO:WFO)

05-02-2006. B’f ■.
■■ 6'03 0 9/AUG/TAM/'bls' '

Date

Mohr___

Caa-iar.'h.
Cr.llaban.

.4/2/68

' (Type in plaintext or code)

'(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
SAC, WFO (100-43503) L) b7C /

CARMICHAEL/ 
SED

‘V f Mr.
[J Mr. 
' ME

■! Mr.
■ r-Mr.'

■ Mr-
ji; Mr.' Conrad___

• ■ |l<'Mr. Felt.;....__ _
|f ME ___ __

i
. Mr.^ Rosea___

I)' Mr. TaveL____
I;, Mr. Trotter-__

—:---- 1.', Tele. Room.____
I;'- Mias - 'Heiiaes___

b7C - On 3/31/68, SAS of the WFO observed a late model
yellow convertible Corvette, bearing 1967 Virginia License 

parked in front of the residence of CARMICHAEL, 
WDC . Vehicle later observed inf front-x of New'School for 
Afro-American Thought, where CAiMCHAEK-izas yi si ting. 
CARMICHAEL later departed.above school and'shook hands.with 
unknown Negro male who left area in the vehicle.

RH ascertain to whom above car registered and 
develop background information, 
credit and criminal.

Check indices and conduct

- Bureau
/ 2 - Richmond (100-10532) (RM)

1 - WFO
■ /n>

WWHzpsm 
(6)

AIRTEL

. I APR 5 1968 .

V ■ 0 G®

t

Appi Sent :M Per !



Transmit the following, in

Via AIRTEL 7.

. information- f bdNT4lNE-.W'.W
. «?EIN IS. UNE.LASjp/lED7/ 
■IJATJ’U Q.5- 02-S.0;0 61 .BY-
.heoafle/Aue/.iA^FffizK/'bi;^; ,<

.. -v; ■ ■.■■:' Date: 4/2/68

' (Type ‘in plaintext .or code)

r' TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4466^0), 
FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P))

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M; SEDITION 
(OO:WFO)

(Priority) •

At 8:05 pm 3/31/68,P
Number 10 Precinct, Metropolitan/Police Department IMPDJT WDC, stopped a tan mustang bearing Ohio license I

I I being driven by| :
|WDC., for driving.jo rapt!'in a ju mpn zone, rne 

car confaihed another female and four males, one of whom was 
STOKELY CARMICHAIX.I [protested to| 
that she was stopped becaase-^ofilher race. She was allowed 
to take the group, to | where all entered
except and her male companion who accompanied her
to the 10th Precinct where she was given a $5 ticket for 
failure to have a registration card for the car in her pos- 
session. At 8:30 pm she and her companion returned to|

[told I |that she was]
and attended Howard University, WDC.

WFO indices negative re
’ b7C

2 - Cincinnati (100-16858) (RM)

AIRTEL
on* R'shQP.

WWHjbah 
(6)

1 - WFO

1 APR 5,1968

: Sent M ? Per- _



WFO 100-43503

CI ascertain to whom 
develop background information 
conducting credit and criminal

above car registered and : 
through established sources,



FROM

SUBJECT:

b7C

b7C> ,

i0,0_,^LL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIF

UNITED STATES GGTeRNMEIW-TE 05-02-2006 BY 
b AT 1 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/blsMemorandum

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

DeLoach
Mohr ___

ALLEGED PLANNING 
OCCURRING DURING 
RACIAL MATTERS

b7C

DATE: April 8 1968

b7C

Callahan --------------
Conrad-------------- —
Felt _____________
Gale ----------------  —
Rosen ------------------
Sullivan ----------- :—
Tavel -- - ---------------
Trotter-----------------
Tele. Room ---------
Holmes ■-
Gandy .

OF RACIAL DISTURBANCES
APRIL, 1968

On 4/8/68.

Liaison that he had been talking to I

According to statement to
had been talking to a flegro chauffeur at the 

pentagon, and the chauffeur alleged that plans had been made 
by Martin Luther King, StokeIjPcarmichael, and others to 
cause riots during the Poor peoples-IFarch during the latter 
part of April, 1968. However, in view of the assassination 
of King, these plans were put into effect immediately, 
Further, according to the chauffeur 
started later than Washington, D.C. 
getting the plans under way.

I advised

the riots at 
because of a

Baltimore 
delay in

stated that he did

no idea as to the accuracy of this inform 
that the Bureau might wish to ^nterv^ewlb7C

ACTION:

For information of the Racial Intelligence Section

b7C

Q 
UJ

identity of 
the chauffeur and' had no further details. He stated he has 
no idea as to the accuracy of this information but suggeste

not know the

1968

A 7

RHH:hkeOv
__

1
1-Liaison~
1

NOT RECORDED
176 APR 10 1968

APR



. DECLASSIFIED BY
•. ON 05-02-2006

oi - Mr . DeLojach '
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Rosen ■
1 - Mr. Sullivan

. The: A ft ©rmy. SenePSl

' Mrseter, j>r>•.
- b7C

April 10. um
i
1 
i

. w moim wws| tm, M

forth infcont.ion. ■■
- .• van^M'tasir reprba^fttfttive 'is the sJoBisieait.'Ssjmblie■ by a iMAiMleaa nationsi .doseern^sg' >'n tilesati©n mde by- *■"■■

. • gLminiaati coasnaist. that Mtefcsiy .carslnlissl had
■' |har»'sdvoeatea the
■/.. .femtt# Jr;, by « white auu '/ •, 

■ ■ . fj
This laforsatuxss is a is® Mai furM'ahW t©- tber

Wit* festo aunt other i»iereste4 ©ffleiala.

.Enclosed is & wwr>ii4um wttiM

a M' Ma,rti® :,u tater
b7C

:£iw’l«aare ■'; ' ■'■' ■ . • '; " • - 5 '■ ? ■■
1- - The tMputy. 'MtemeyWWBJ /” ^wlosure-- .

•’1. ■- Mr. y. waiter Twiglsy: - . /•■
, , Iseistaat'

• 1   ^r. frecf U. fiBBvsh/ir.wie'to«sri>
.■'Assistant Attorwjr ceaersl. >i

I

1 b7C
chaeiJi<X> 100^445680 U.b . '^wiaas 

(14) NOTE: Classified since unauthorised disclosure of
cRvEa"herein could result in serious damage to national defense 
interests by jeopardizing our operations in the Dominican 
Republic.

i n .1

: ‘... best copy availabLe •■■■

(GO .■

NOT
I/O APR 10 1968

downgrading and 
declassification

GROUP, 1 Tx 
Excluded >6m. automat 1 c
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■

.DECLASSIFIED BY
ON 05-02-2006-.'

- Mr. DeLoach 
1 - Mr. Bishop , 
1 - Mr. Rosea

603 0 9/AUG/'TAM/ DCJ/ big*-. Sall Ivan ' 
i < 7 1 -jb7C. 1
Wpril 10, 1968 
$r&iAX8or

we white House 
..Washington,- D. C
.Dear

:.b7C

Enclosed is a memorandum netting forth information 
volunteered to our representative in the Dcminiean Republic r77. ....•■by a Dominican national concerning an allegation; made bv a D/u 
Dominican communist that Stokely Carmichael and I 
have advocated the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr., 
by a white man. ; . 7 ■ '

These data are being furnished for the information 
of the President. The material is also,being furnished to 
the Attorney General and'other-interested Government 

. officials. 4

Sincerely ^yours

Enclosure b7C
100-446080 (S.^Carmichael)^nHAiass - ’i '

7 (11) < >. •' ■■' ■
NOTE: Classified 'S^p<et" since unauthorised disclosure of
■Sala herein could resulx inserious damage to national defense 
interests by Jeopardizing our operations In the Dominican 
Republic. . .7; '

79 APR 111968

Groh 
- Excluded 

downai 
dwGlsdsificatio

m automatic

NOT N-'OORDRD .170 a™ io 1968 '



aCLAS'STFIE.D .BY* 60 AU(

1‘ •

. b7C
■ 1 ■*

1 —

(Route through 
fog yetiawl

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 * Mr. feinhop' ■■■
1 - Mr. Rosen (Route through 

■ for review)'
-.y 1 '*■ Mr. Sullivan ...

'■■ April i©,.l©dh. ’ .

. OF - MARTIM IA9BR - KIMI. A. ’ ■ • ■*MBSRI*WW*WW*P SWWt WWr WRIWM|W!WI WWBWWB Wl^mS

' th* following infornatKm was volunteered to oar.
• ■ representative la the Doeiniean Ikipublic on April S, 19SS, -' ’ : 

- -' by a Dominicas national Wo has !jnmi<Mj»ly furnished both 
.■■jq’70'- ■' infommtion that han bee* Mhn^wrtly verified an* inforaa- '

7b 7 C 
' b7D

justaf ter 195©.” haring prior.jiiiitervlces the source when ' 
- pressed for specifie details has meotiMm boeOBS evasive. .

th*, coerce advised ho . liBarned firns a feeale, Wee
. he refused to' Identify, that the latter bad **«<ted dwvtse 

1 the atternoos of April 9. 1©6».a the rooidimeo of F ~|

~| IMrlas such visit overheard a partial 
satloa Wtweenl_______________________________________

St

b7C
b7D

>arty (SCB).

Aeeordl the source. the above fenale advised 
that |____________________ | told I I that since possible ■

. penes- la Vietnam was.wea&ening coMM»lst acttoss, an **evonit 
strong enough to shahs the ®.S. to its foundations was 
needed to .create a - national atm<whcre *t war whichvould. -

. load to the overthrow of. the nroiwnt Cowrnment” la the -
; Waited States. J_ , [commented that Stotoely

■ Carmichael and|______ lard agealeees or they Weed ■
perfectly assimilated the lees^nc they have received

.■: during the paM'tw years. - ' j

noted-that for wwthas 
haw. been advocating the . ..

' b 7 C : ’ '________
'b7D - fifteen cawMaoi/aad-______ , . ___  .. . ,__________ ,

. . - ' death of Martis Lather Mine. Kl^ wan described bvl I
|as a fawned.the.’wo of th* right of the s

."pseudO‘4)o«M»ata'With his politics of noatvloleace ahd;
b-7 '< ' 1Q©*44«^> (St^elv Cai Well -...,

■ b7C 7
. . . > _ <u> . . ...

WA:sed (20) GRpprP I SSK MOtR PAGE TWO \
Excluded from automatic 
downgrading and 

• declassification < .
. ' ■ ... YJasw'.v7.'t 77



oMMiimw w lorn urn®-'faw*;. ar.

"ddllM.t&e 'utob of- black power ;wl*lch is one of violence.*’ /> - 
n»tatod. it wsj ’Ithoreforo^ propitious for '

■ tne cause ot oiack vlolence** front all point* pt win* to 
miMifiate' Martin IMhor King' with the. assassin feeing ■<••••■■ - 
white nan. As < resultthe "guiTfc* tor tiii* deed would -' 
fee attributed to Prosident Aobnsom and Wall Street.

Thesource advisedthe i;ibov*«<dM»crib*d fenale could 
' furnish no further inforaatlon ^incoming thin natter.

a a-; -■ ; . • .(i ■■, . ■ ' :■.-' • . ■ -
' the source possessed noinfoi^aticn astoho* . 

Heonld possibly have been . 
in contact with caralcbaei .erf l ife expressed the - '■ 
opinion, - however, that those Boniiiticaiw aro in close ?■

' ecwmnication through ctmriers umti indlvldoals tn Cuba. , 
■an rehruarr 2S. 1S68. he advised thntl I

_______ I l-w< Stofceiy Carmichael are the 

land fsmoFWtlman. resihectiwely^ of tho Stndoftt
Coordinating Coonittee, an- ertrenelf militant ■■ 

Black Xationaliat organisation. .

' Classified "S^e^et*'sluice 'unauthorised disclosure of 
data herein could result in serious damage to national ■-defense 
interests by jeopardising our operations in the Bonin lean Republic 

- ■. '■ \ i! ’ . ' ,. . ■ .. ■ ,, . • - ■
IJBM prepared''for dissemination to White'-Mouse by 

separate letter. Copies will be furnished the Attorney General, 
Deputy Attorney General, Assistant Attorney* General Teagloy 
and Vinson by sei»rat^_con»un  teat ion. St will also fee furnished 
to State Bepartnentyl | BIA, Secret Service and the'..'Military. ■..



APR 2 1968 ;

ENCIPHERED

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

WA S HD C EUUgE. -05-02-2 0 0 6 BY
603 0 9 / AU C / T AM / D C G/' bls

3-19PM URGENT 4-2-68 LLR

TO IRECTOR (100-446080) AND WASHINGTON FIELD

b7C

(100- 03)

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON PLAINTEXT

FROM LOS ANGELES (100-68783)
b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION

Mr. Tolson--------
Mr. De Loach-----
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop-------
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt_______
Mr. Gale—-------

. Rosen____—,
uliivan.J^—

Mr. Tavel----------
Mr. Trotter-------
Tele. Room--------
Miss H; lines------
Miss Gandy-------

tf

AN-’ARTICLE , ENTERTAINMENT SECTION,.EVENING EDITION 

OF "LOS ANGELES TIMES", APRIL ONE LAST, CONCERNING MIRIAM 

($AKEBA, -REPORTED CARMICHAEL EXPECTED TO ATTEND FIANCE’S

OPENING FLIGHT COCONUT GROVE, AMBASSADOR HOTEL, LOS ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA, THIS DATE

SOURCES AND POLICE AGENCIES ALERTED,HAVE NO INFO TO

SUBSTANTIATE THIS REPORT.

WASHINGTON FIELD REQUESTED TO FURNISH INFORMATION

CONCERNING TRAVEL STATUS OF CARMICHAEL

END

MSE R RELAY

FBI WASH DC



Transmit the following in

TELETYPE
Via

FR

TO:

STO1

b7C
b7D

,ALL -INFORMATION CONTAINED 
^^IREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' 

05-02-2006 BY
eWoS/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

FBI
Date: 4/2/68

CODED I /
(Type in plairtte&f or code)

\ (Priority)

DIRECTOR AND SAC NEW YORK b7c

SAC, WFO

LXCARMICHAEL; IS - M;
WFO/SOURCE ADVISED THIS DATE STOKELY CARMICHAEL ft / —.W " I

Mr. Tolson------- -
Mr. DeLoach—— 
Mr. Mohr..-....—..
Mr. Bishop.—-----
Mr. Casper—
Mr. Callahan.——
Mr. Conrad------
Mr. Felt.;____ „
Mr. Gale..____-
Mr. Rosen—_

I Mr. Tavel__ ____
| Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room .......
MissL'Holmes—__

Miss Gandy.-___

SEDITION

BE MARRIED IN NYC APRIL TWENTYSEVEN NEXT
' llCARMICHAEL INVITED SOURCE TO WEDDING AND

FOR PARTICULARS SUCH AS TIME AND LOCATION

OF MARRIAGE. NY OFFICE ASCERTAIN SUBSCRIBER TO ABOVE NUMBER

AND PLANS REGARDING CARMICHAEL'S MARRIAGE

ADMINISTRATIVE

ABOVE SOURCE b7C
b7D

Approved:

WWH:tab 
(6)

Cjb- Bureau
2 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO (100-43503)

b7C

________ Sent 
harge

S: APR 5 ™

M Per



Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

L INFO RMATION 
^■IREIN IS UNG LAS

DATE 05-02-2006
603 0 9/ AUG/ TAM/ DC t/bl s

FBI
Date 4/3/68

CODED i
(Type in plaintext oroide)

wrgenKZ^-
'(Priority)

CONTAINED 
BI.FIED I Mr. Tolson »■>»« |

| Mr. DeLoach---- - |
Mr. Mohr-.-----— |

' Mr. Bishop-------- 1
j Mr. Casper------

Mr. Callahan---- -?
Mr. Conrad------- ;
Mr. Felt------------- ■
Mr. Gale---------- y
Mr. Rosen------J-
Mr. SullivanAZ-
Mr. Tavel----—-
Mr. Trotter—,—

I Tele. Room--------
J- “Miss'

Miss Gandy.------
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC (100-43503)
b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS-MISC; SEDITION

RE WFOTEL APRIL TWO SIXTY EIGHT.

b7C SOURCE ADVISED WENT WITH CARMICHAEL ON PLEASURE TRIP TO

BALTIMORE INSTANT DATE. DEPARTED SN’CC HDQT

BY SOURCE'S FRIEND WERE SPWTOWED

MOST OF DAY. CARMICHAEL MET IN ONE AND ONE BOTH

(LNU), WHO LEFT FOR ABOUT TWO HOURS WITH CARMICHAEL AND WENT

FOR WHAT WAS DESCRIBED AS " A RIDE

CLAIMED TO HAVE MET CARMICHAEL TWO

TO TOK OVER

YEARS AGO IN

SOME PLACES."

ATLANTA. SOURCE

AND CARMICHAEL LEFT BALTIMORE
REC

PM RETURNING TOUT SIX FIFTEEN

WDC

CARMICHAEL ARRIVAL SNCC HDQT RESERVED ABOUT SEVEN TWENTYFIVE 
PM AND DURING REMAINDER OF EVEN IN?} ASSISTED OTHERS IN TRAN SPORT IN G

SNCC EFFECTS TO NEW QUARTERS, THENTYTWO ZERO EIGHT FOURTEEN ST. NW.

Per



i FD-3.6 (1’iev. 5-22-64)

F B
Date:

Transmit the following in —_____________________ j ;___ :__i____ .

(Type in plaintext or code)
Via ___________________ ,_____ __ :____ :_____ __________ I__________ :__

| (Priority)
' I • " '

PAGE TWO 
100-43503

b7C
—'AGREED TO TAKE ONE YEAR LEASIf ON HOUSE AT

WDC, WITH OPTION TO BUY. PLAN TO RENT FOR

THREE MONTHS, FOUR HUNDRED AND FIFTY PER MONTH, WILL THEN EXERCISEil
OPTION TO BUY PAYING FORTY SEVEN THOUSAND AND FIVE HUNDRED CASH.

n 
___________________________________ j___________________

HOUSE NOW OWNED BY| |ALL NEGOTIATIONS IN

NAME OF| |WHO IS PUTTING UP MONEY, INCLUDING ONE THOUSAND b7C

DOWN. OCCUPANCY-DATE UNKNOWN. SOURCE STATED THEY PLAN TO BE MARRIED

TWENTY SEVEN AND WILL HONEYMOONCIVIL CEREMONY NEW YORK CITY APRIL

BALTIMORE COGNIZANT OF TRAVEL THERE APRIL THREE

P

Approved: Sent Per
Special Agent in Charge



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 'J|,
MAY 1962 EDITION JMK 

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.

UNITED STATePgOVERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL INFOMJ.TION CONTAINED 
HEREIN I WwNCLASSIFTED

DATE 05-02-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/ b 1 s

IRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 4/5/68

SAC, JACKSON (100-123) (P)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION I 00: WFO

Re Jackson airtel to Bureau 3/15/68, and 
WFO airtel to Bureau 3/27/68.

b7C _________ The following investigation was conducted by
SA |at Hazlehurst, Miss., on 3/30/68:

b7C

b7C

overseas. He stated that he did not know where overseas 
or to what particular branch of the military he^wgs^attached. 
He further advised that he how knows

that|_____________had
in 1963 and had only

advised that it had come to his attention 
moved away from .Mississippi approximately 
returned on a couple occasions.

LEAD;

CHICAGO
SI 114

REC- 7 ^OO— j

I'-XAHr C=K=X=3

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
b7C 8 APR .9 1968

inasmuch
Discontinue efforts to locate 

as he is in the Armed Forces somewhere-overseas

b7C

5010-108-01

'2/ - Bureau
2 - Chicago (157-1279)
2 - WFO (100-43503)
1 - Jackson

luy U. S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bay roll Savings Plan



FDcVJ.- 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via .—..TELETYPE

Al information ।contained 
^Brein is unclassified. 
t^TE 05-02-20 0 6 BY
60309/AUC/TAM/DqG/bls .F B

PLAINTEXT M 
(Type in plaintext oj^cb.d

URGENT! 1

FBI (100-446080)

(Priority)

TO: DI

FROM: ^AC, WFO (100-43503) |j

STOKELY UARMICHAEL; IS-MISC; SEDITION 

RE WFO TELETYPE APRIL ONE L^ST.
II

b7C

| Mr. Tolson—
Mr. DeLoaeh.

Mr. Mohr-----
: Mr. Bishop— 
■ Mr. Casper— 
; Mr. Callahan, 
i Mr. Conrad-

Mr. Felt____
Mr. Gale______ y

fc" Mr. Rosen___ _4
f Mr. Sallivan V .

ivxr. Pavel J—.
-— Mr. Trotter—___

;l 
SUBJ DEPARTED RESIDENCE LATE MORNING APRIL TWO INSTANT AND

WENT TO ALLIED MEDICAL SERVICES, ONt ONE ONE TWO W ST., NW, WDC, 

WERE HE VISITED WITH I DEPARTED
----------------------------- 0-------------- '----------------------------------

AND PROCEEDED TO SNCC HDQTS. LEFT SNCC HDQTS EARLY AFTERNOON FOR

RICHMOND, VA., WHERE ACCORDING TO SOURCE HE WAS GOING TO ATTEND

COURT HEARING FOR ALONG WITH OTHER SNCC MEMBERS

RETURNED TO SNCC. HDQTS., WDC IN EJSRLY EVENING. LATER

VISITED HOWARD UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL BUILDING. SUBSEQUENTLY 

RETURNED TO SNCC HDQTS. WHERE HE REGAINED INTO LATE EVENING.



Date-

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

Page Two 
100-43503

b/C
LOOKED AT RESIDENCE,

WASHINGTON, D.C., TO POSSIBLY BUY OR RENT.

1

Approved: .______________________________ Sent
Special Agent in Charge

M Per



' FD-3 6' (Rev. 5-22-64) MjL • IHFORHMTTON. ’ 
«RE'IN '■ I S UNCLASl 
D’AT.E ' .Q5- 02-2 0 0 6 
603 0'9 / AUC/ T AM/ DC 

.FBI

CONTAINED
SI'FIED W
BY . '-I ' QP 

3/bls

_ Date: 4/6/68
Transmit the following in. __ ______ _____________ :___ ' _

; (Type in plaintext or. code):

Via AIRTEL '-JI •
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
■ ■ r-

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (B)
STOKELyQaRMI CHAEL
IS - MISC; SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

ReWFOairtel and LHM dated and captioned as
Enclosed for the Bureal are five copies of 

dated and captioned as above.
b7C



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

I VgALIr INFORMATION CONTAINED^ ' ' A’L 
I^HEREIN IS- UNCLASSIFIED 1 £ '

. -. “date 05-02-2006 i;BY-.

' UNITIES -OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D.C. 20535
April 6, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

__________ On Anr-il 6, 1968, ________  
_____________________  Washington, D.C
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation that as 
covers the various schools in the Washington area

> On April 5, 1968, he covered a meeting of students 
and officials of Howard University decrying the assassination 
of Dr. Martin Luther King at Cramton Hall, Howard University, 
which lasted from approximately 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m.

stated that he left.this meeting before it was 
over and during the time he was present he did not see Stokely b7C 
Carmichael and did not hear Carmichael say. anything. He said 
he has never heard Carmichael make any statement in person. 
When he called his newspaper, he learned that some other 
activity may have occurred at Howard; however ,_____________ -.
did not see it. He did not know who covered this news for 
“The Evening Star” and. could furnish the name of no one who., 
may have been present at this act-ifviifcy.-

advised Special Agents b 7 C
he

. This documont contains neither 

b recommendations ‘nor conclusions of ’• 
tho^FBIbvIt- is the property of .... 

fho FBE-chd is loaned to-your agency; 

it and. its contents are.not to be 

distributed outside your agency.

- I ElU i' ;•
1*



; f’D-36,(R ■22-B4) ALL INFORMATIpN '■ CONTAINED"/;
HEREIN IS -UNcLAS.SIFiED;

DATE 05-02-2O U6 'BY. ;
603 0 9/ AUC/'TAM,'i^C^' bls - A

Date: 4/6/68

Via

. Transmit the

AIR'™

OM: ' • S AC,

(Typ'e in plaintext or code)

(Priority) .

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS -MI SC;' SEDITION 
^OG^^WFO)

aboveReWFOairtei and LHM dated and captioned as

Enclosed for theJBureau are five copies of 
dated and captioned as above.

The Agent who contacted individuals mentioned inb7C. .
‘ LHM is

an LHM

J _ - e

' ^TiX-iOS. 3

Bureau.5) 
- WFO ;

JJO:tjd 
(4)

AIRTEL

" 5SApfetiiae",“c"A

A W J ; /lea,;/

b2

Sent - M.. Per



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

information CONTAINED
IS UNCLASSIFIED. ■/ A . 

05^-02-2<Q6' BY.< '; M .

of jU^td.ice -
0 FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washingtori, D1C. , 20535April 6, 1$M'

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

On April 6, 1968, an articleappeared in "The 
Washington Post" newspaper tinder the byline of Phil Casey, 
Staff Writer, which included the statement "Later, at the 
Howard University rally, Carmichael rose and chanted over 
and over, his voice rising, *Stay off the streets tonight, 
if you don’t have a gun because there’s going to be shooting.’ 
Then he held a revolver over his head.”

Relative to the above quote, the following investi
gation was conducted on April 6, 1968:

I Washington, u.u.. advised a special Agent ot the
Federal Bureau of Investigation he was not personally at b7C
Howard University on April 5, 1968, when Stokely Carmichael 
talked to a crowd assembled there. F [stated that

was there at the time

advised that he was at Howard 
University on April 5, 1968, but was not familiar with the circumstances concerning th^-Carmichael article. | 
stated that was present
at Howard University and could possibly turnish information 
concerning the article.

stated that he had arrived at Howard -j q 
University at approximately 1:30 p.m. , April 5, 1968, and 
was-on the fringe of the crowd when Stokely Carmichael spoke.
He advised the contents of the article were accurate and he 
could add nothing to supplement it. He heard Carmichael speak

■ _:b7C --



STOKELY CARMI

and saw a , not defi<JF“k “etal
#to taeetJFrtely 3tat®

- - ! r . . ■ ■
revolved raised in the air but could 
Carmi/chae! held the gun. | [declined 

mBFwith-Agents of i© Federal Bureau of Investigation 777 C 
^gj^M^he purplefohfirming his observations at Howard 
Bruniversity on the basis he personally felt it would compromise 

his effectiveness as a reporter in the future* | | would
not personally meet with Agents of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation to confirm the contents of the article appearing 
in his newspaper without discussing the matter with his 
Managing Editor. He gave no indication that this would be 
done. ■ ’• '1! "k ■ '

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions ol 

the FBI- W M the Pr0PertY oi 

the FBI and 'is lccncd to Four a?6110?' 

■ it. and its contents are not to be 

distributed .outside your agency..



FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64) 
■

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON CON T Al N E D
IS UNCLASSIFIED 

|mTE 05-02-20 0 6 BY

□ 03 0 9/AUG/TAM/DCG'/bls ■
FBI

Date: ; 4/6/68
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

. Air 
■ r£r

Ixclrz—

AIRTEL
(Priority)

Via

TO:

FROM:

b7C

b7C

b7C

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) b7C
SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MI SC; SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

Iax. Trotter—
Tele, r’.oom— 

olrnts.
Gsiidy.-

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of an LHM 
reflecting an interview with

Reference is made to telephone conversation between 
and Section‘ChiefIsa[________  ______ ________________ _

2:15 p.m., 4/6/68, authorizing WFO to contact Radio Station “ 
WAVA in order to obtain any transcript made by WAVA this date 
of comments of STOKELY CARMICHAEL or any representative of 
SNCC or associates of CARMICHAEL. This is in response to 
a radio broadcast by WAVA at about noon today concerning 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S presence at a fire in N.E. Washington, D.C 
and comments made of an inflamatory nature at that time.

b7C

_ |advised that he did not tape the conversation 
between himself and CARMICHAEL and his associate. > <5/ b

_________________________________________ advised that
he had no tape recording of the comments made by CARMICHAEL's 

of the abovermentioned interview.
I V II ' ..

ph J - K:

associate at the/stime
b2

/3> Bureau (Enc. 11) 
b? - WFO

b7C (1-157-New)
RNW:tjd C .

--- C5)-------

, .b7C

Approved: ___________________________
* ■ . . - Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

W^? ?7?- ’
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ' • •

Washington, D.C. 20535 <
April 6, 1968
7 'Af ■ ’ ■ " , A-LL' INFORMAtION.-COKIMNED -

... . : ..^HEREIN- is. UNCCASSI^JE-b; ' \ ■
. ■ ■ - ' • <'.DATE 05-02-2QOA BY •
' '••• ’7'60309/AUC/T-ANXiiCG/bl-s 'STOKELY CARMICHAEL

At approximately 12:30 p.m. on April 6, 1968, b7C
Stokely Carnfichael and an associate who was introduced as

](phonetic) approached
Inear the scene of a tire at the corner

of 16th and F Streets, N.E.
Attached hereto is an FD-302 reflecting the conversation held between and Carmichael and his Jo7C

associate.

COPIES DESTROYED? ..." " 7 ;
. 23 1971

7. /C>O I



FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dote.
4/6/68

b7C _________________ _____ |advised on this
date that about 12130 . he'wt at the scene of a fire in 
a warehouse near the corner of 16th and F Streets. N.B. |

srorax

' b7C ashed mam if he wuld care to be intervi^d bat declined. C.MCm then int-radue^d
companion as| [(phonetic) and said that he|________

ask the young people to stay st home. '

b7C

b7C

b7C

b7C

who 
said in substance the follewirig: He have our ovm Urban Renewal 
here. Ke are going to burn dc-wn the slung and have a Blade 
Urban Renewal and- I think that; it is wnderful. ■

At that point >[ I Cut off the microphone and
informed 1 that he would lose his job if he permitted
any further inflamtory statements to be made. | 
said that It did not matter about the iob because they were

te rest of the ci tv. I_________joked ■ that 
____________________________ [when they 
also laadEi a statement to the effect

____  I said that the whole conversation lasted about 
ten minutes. He said that CAIMCHiAEX. appeared on foot in the 
area and that he did not see my vehicle from which CABUCKAEL 
aiight have com*

______ | also said that: there was a third person with 
CARMCHM&, but that he could not identify that person* ■

.On._________4/6/68 °t Washington, D.C,
SAs

by______________________

____ __ r File .•/.I^a.XOO.^43503_____ :____

b7C. '
. Date dictated. -4/6/6S____________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents are not.to be distributed outside your agency.



b7C

This document contains neither 

recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is £je property of 
the FBI .and is leaned to your agency; 
it and .its contents are not to be 

distributed outride yourjj agency.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

if

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE
Via

TO

FROM:

A^L INFORMATION CONTAINED
ME IN I S UNCLAS S] FIED 

05-02-2006; B’i
6tl 3 0 9 ./ AU C / T AM / DOG/ bls

PLAINTEXT

URGENT

Date:

(Type in plaintext encode)

(Priority)

IMr. Tolson___ ,
IMr. DeLoach_
IMr. Mohr„_„ 
IMr. Bishop___
'Mr. Casper..— 
Mr. Callahan.... 

Mr. Gonrad__
]Mr. Felt

Gale_____
Rosen__ _

HFjVIr. Sullivan-/. 
' |Mr. Tavel ..._
{ ]Wr. Trotter......
■jj-Tele. Room____

it Miss Holmes__
1 Miss-Gn.r-d-fcj^

| Mr.
1 Mr-

| I —_
DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND SAC, LOS ANGELES (1^0=687^3^

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL: IS

AT

SOURCES

b7C
MISCELLANEOUS: SEDITIO]

LOS ANGELES TELETYPE APRIL TWO INSTANT

SEVENTHIRTY PM INSTANT DATE SUBJECT IN WDC. WFO

PRESENTLY HAVE NO INFORMATION SUBJECT PLANS TO VISIT

WEST COAST

Bureau
2 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO

b7C

Sent:

WWH:tab 
(6)

M Per

APR 5 1968

Vo WT



'FD-36 (Her. 5-22-64)

F ti I j

Transmit the following in

Via . AIRTEL.

FROM:

SUBJECT

Date: 3/28/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL :F
(Priority)

DIRECTOR. FBI (100-446080)

SAC, NEW^-ORLEANS (100,t-17362) (P)

STOKSLY-CARMICHAEL
IS - SNCC ’ :

b7C

„b7C
b7D

n* 5/97/fift

) conxictentxaiiy aaviseo that on March 2U, a request 
had been received from the Student Liberal Federation 
(SLF), a campus group at LSUNO/ for STOKELY CARMICHAEL to 
speak at that institution at 8:00 a.m., 10:00 a.m. and 
2:00 p.m., on April 19, 1968.

b7C
b7D

advised that ftp personally feels that 
this is a test ox the administration by the SLF and that 
CARMICHAEL would not be well received if he appeared at 
the LSUNO campus. He further advised that he is personally 
inclined and in all probability:, will okay this request-

3

3

- Bureau (RM)
• At lanta (RM)

(2 - 100-
(1 - 10p-

- WFO (RM)
(2 - 100-
(1 - 100-

- New Orleans
(2 - 100-17362) 
(1 -
(1 - 
(1 -
(1 -

100-16890)
106-17574)
157-10239)
15,7-2604)

KJH:srl
(15)

6

Sent
Special Ag^nt-in Charge- ■ ■ . >

(stokely carmichael^LL INFORMATION CONTAI 
(SNcc) 4 HEREIN.IS UNCLASSIFIED 
(STOKELY (MRMICHAElPATE _ BYSbfM
(UNITED: fWjSJqj

(STO
(SNC
(SLF, LSUNO)
(BLACK NATIONALIST -MOVEMENT) MAR lsGd
(POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE, ■
MAJOR URBAN AREAS) ' __

._M Per



NO 100-17362 
RJHisrl

LEADS:
ATIANTA AND WO . ' ' /

' Immediately advise New- Orleans if information is 
received, that.: CARMICHAEL plans to travel to speak- at LSUNO.



TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 ,
MAY 1962 EDITION . ,
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 i,

UNITED STATES GlBftRNMENT

Mernorandum

5010—106

MR. J. A. SIZOO I

ALL INF ORMATIOMOITAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLaIeFIED
DATE 05^02-2006
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/ b 1 s

MR. W. C. SULLIVAN DATE: 4-5-68

b7C
STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - RACIAL MATTER

Tolson
DeLoac

Callah an 
Conrad _ 
Felt___
Gale -----
Rosen —4 
Sullivan . 
Tavel — 
Trotter _
Tele. Room ---------
Holmes----------------
Gandy .——--------- •

With reference to Stokely Carmichael’s press 
conference this morning, Mr. J. Walter Yeagley of the 
Internal Security Division, called me and asked if we 
had or could acquire a verbatim transcript of Carmichael's 
remarks. ; He said, according to the press release, 

। Carmichael had used "inciting” language and he was anxious 
to have a verbatim copy, if possible. ;

I checked with the Washington Field Office (WFO) 
and was advised by SAC Purvis that an Agent carrying 
identification as a reporter attempted to enter the room 
where the press release was to be made. He and several 
other reporters were rejected, but one reporter was 
permitted to enter. After the press statement this 
reporterccame out and said that in essence Carmichael's 
statement'was:

JAS

1 - Mr

’"Martin Luther King is the last of his b7C 
generation. He represented nonviolence 
White America has declared war on the 
Negroes and now it is Black America's 
turn to declare war on the whites. t 
There is going to be fighting in the t-j 
streets and it will have to be done 
with guns. It will not be done with 
rocks and bottles as it was last night. 
War cannot ;start until Negroes get guns.”

REC-40

DeLoach c 1 - Mr. Bishop,-^ 
1 - Mr. Sulliyah

62 APR 171968

1 -
1 -

APR 9 1968 

b7C

CONTINUED - over



MEMORANDUM FOR MR . SULLIVAN 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

In addition, television coverage was provided 
this conference by both NBC and CBS. WFO has contacted 
NBC and has been advised that a copy of the audio tape 
will be made available at 2 p.m, this afternoon. Efforts 
are also being made to obtain a copy of the CBS tape. 
These will be furnished to the Department upon receipt.

Mr. Yeagley has been advised of the above.

ACTION:

This is for information.



F.D-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)*;

Transmit the following in _

AIRTEL
Via

b7C

■ (U 
a; 
w

V

KT' '.INFbRMATI(pN:< 
|pRE.I.N • I S'- UNCtiAS . .

■Bate 05-02-20’0'6,3¥;- •'
/6 0 W 9/A&U/.'EfoBPfcjq A/ MA

(sifted '

A&t/. aifoBfi bq b ts ■'''.
' ■ E ate

Z0NTATNE

3/27/68

(Type in plaintext-or, code): 1 •

; (Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446(^80)
SAC, WFO (100-43503) (?)

STOKEtY^CARMICHAEL :• . • * '-
IS - MISCELLANEOUS;. . A ;*■’M-- ?

' SEDITION ~ M.’■ (00: WFO) ' *' f... : 7

TO
FROM:

Re WFO<■ airtel to Bureau, 3/12/68, setting forth 
summary of subject’sactivities from 2/28/68- 3/10/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies 
of a letterhead memorandum suitable for dissemination, 
setting forth a summary of subject’s activities from 
3/15/68 to 3/22/68. Two copies each are furnished the 
offices listed in the copy count for information.

It is to be noted subject departed Washington^ 
on 3/10/68 en route to Montgomery, Alabama, and 

3/15/68, He again 
22/68 en route to Boston

D. C returned to Washington, D. C. on] 
departed Washington, D. C.f on3/
Massachusetts., |

r *;• ■* The information contained in the LHM was developedby physical sUr^Ollance and sourjces available to WFO.
7 (^-Bureau (Enc. 1

2-Boston (Enc. 2) '1
2-Chicago (Enc. 2)
1-WFO
WWH.-llw 
(8)

« w - U

; tv

^347) (RM) l 
1279) (RM) y

IbD.CWAW* / •

\ BY

Approved

-'^Pr

-S'eni

f 4

M. ■. Pet.—

i^5-



WFO 100-43503

Local dissemination made to Secret Service, AUSA, : and military intelligence agencie^.
- Boston and Chicago submit promptly LHM suitable 

for dissemination containingsummary of subject'sactivities 
while on visits to those areas’, followed by reports containing . : any evidentiary data developed. ’!



' /■ Kffi£Sa^ ■ ’ ^k'AEL . IN'F ORMT'IQN./'CdNTAINEM ■ ; _ . .
' ' Wherein is' ’'unclassified .' W •

a&pk JtSat•& (nIHfl ‘ . - UNIT©6Wjftfe^Sj^.%gr]g]eN.T OF JUSTICE
■ ...;■ ■•••' ; .■• •603Q9/AUCZ.TAM/-DCGZ.bls . ■

I . FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Washington, D. C. > 20535'

In Reply, Please Refer to / March 27 , 1968
File No. ■ . ■ - ■ ? T,’-A . -I ■ ; .

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

. The following pertinent activities of Stokely 
Carmichael, from March 15, 1968 to March 22, 1968, are 
set forth as follows:

] the shine, 
who departed' Washington, ID. ____ rafey went to the

On Friday, March 15, 1968, Carmichael returned to 
WashingtonjD. C,, from a visit to Atlanta and several 
cities in Alabama. He arrived at National Airport, Washington, D; C., on Eastern Airlines Fligfit Number 136 fr 
Atlantaiat approximately 7:40 PM. >He traveled under the name Jv.jj^alsher and was-accbmbanied M/three Other male 
indiviauaX^with names _ 1 is believed toybef 
individual using name] _ |wh 
on March 10, 1968 with Carmichael 
Washington headquarters of the StudenWHon-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 1234 U Street, N._ W., 
Washington, D. C., via taxi, where they entered. The 
individuals using the names] |later
left SNCC headquarters and departed the area via taxi. 
Carmichael and the person believed to be|

I I subsequently went to Carmichael*s residence, 2200 
12th Street,K. W., Washington, D. C.

On March 15, 1968, the Evening Star, a Washington, D. C., daily newspaper, contained 
article stating as follows

i । ’’Black power advocate Stokely C«wuAChael 
and South African singing star MiriamWakeba 
are engaged to be married

an
. A ,■ A

"A spokesman for Miss Makeba, 35, said 
no date has been set for the wedding. The



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

songstress is currently in Nassau, the Bahamas, 
and will open at a club in Chicago Monday.,

; ; H "Carmichael, 27, former chairman and now < i
Washington-based field Secretary Of the Student ‘ 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, has not'■ been 
married previously. ' -V'

"Miss Makeba's marriage; to Hugh vifasakela, a South African recording star, terminated in 
•' divorce* She has a daughter:, Bongi, 17. ,

. . -W "Miss Makeba came to the Uni\tOa\States in 
.1959 as a protege Of Singer HarryABelafonte.\ • Besides singing, she designs^African-styled fashions.

.’. :■ ■ / ■.?? '-..-.-A';/" .....

On Saturday, March 16, 1968, Carmichael departed his
<. residence in the early afternoon and went to SNCC headquarters, 

. after having stopped at a restaurant in the area. He 
subsequently departed .SNCC headquarters with two other 
individuals and drove in alat0 mbdel Volkswagen to 
Carmichael’s residence. Subsequently they departed Carmichael?sd 
residence and drove to| I Washington.D. C., believed to be the residence off |
where they remained into the evening hours. \

d' A source advised that a social, was believed to 
have beenheldat the above residence during the eveningof /

; March 16, 1968, with Carmichael in attendance. ;
On Sunday, March 17, 1968, Carmichael departed 

his residence and entered.a late model blue Plymouth?
^sedan bearing New York license! | which contained two unidentified females. It was determined that this vehicle 
is registered to I____________________________ ____________ [

, New York. WithXCarmichael "
c ■. ass an occupant, the car departed the area of his residence, ,

Carmichael subsequently appeared at the New School of ’ -
; Afro-American Thought, • 2208.14th Street, N. W., Washington, 

: D. C., where a social appeared to;be in progress. He 7left the above address aenompani Fnkl __ |?ahd
was driven to his residence by_________________where he '. and entered his residence.!?: In Whd evening, Carmichael/

2



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b7C' accompanied  ̂byj | went to the: Church of the Redeemer., 
15th and Girard Street, N. W;, Washington, D. C., where 
Carmichael waS scheduled to give a talk sponsored by the 
Church: Fellowship’ Forum. Carmichael introduced Makeba 
to the audience of about ^'SSd^pprjsbns^ as well as William 
(Bill) Hall, whom he.described as working with the Black 
United Front (BUFX to organize the school syStemi in the '

7 District of Columbia? Carmichael spoke of black unity, 7 
black power, arid the?’’survival df the black man,"? He 
statedwhite westerncivilization has historically and ? : 
systematically "dpldnized the Ndgro” and attempted to ’’dehumanize” him. He Stated the\ black people in the, . 
United States must connect up with the other 900 million black people of - the ^Tliird' World1' in order to liberate 
themselves from the control of the white man. He described 
the ’’Third World” as includirg black people in Cuba, - • 7 / 7

: West Indies, Haiti, :South America, and Africa. He emphasized the survival of the Negro is at istake,in America as the 7 
United States is planning gerbcfde against them and for 
this reason Negroes should aim themselves. He commented he did riot mean a *22 caiibei either. He stated he was 
simply advocating that every .black man in the United States 
get a. gun arid, that the only reason7tdjdL^vhdnkie’'•• is able . ?tb rule is because he has ’’the gun<^e stated that if

7 ifegrbeS; Obtained an arsenal, rejatidhsr between' whites arid
blacks would be equal../''-‘He commented that this is "why the 
brothers oh the block called:the; gun. ah equalizer. "J He . 
stated NegroeS must be willing to die for their race and 
if they must die they should die on the streets of the Un i ted States, not ’ in Vietnam. _• Ji He? commented that he was - 
willing to die for his people. «He quoted from Mao Tse 7 ' 
Tung, Chairman bf the Chinestv Cbrnmuhist’ Party, that "political 
power comes put of: the barrel of a gun." ;

? : < Carmichael continued that the District Of ; '
4 Columbia Public School System is 93% Negro ,and that the 
curriculum must be changed to be made more relevant to V 
the Negro community. He stated;"we must take over the

7 school system” as it' is:not teaching what Should be taught : 
to black people. Carmichael also stated that black people . ' should Support the j^abS in: any ^conflict that might 
develop between the Arabs and the Israelis. ? ■ - >



STOKELY CARMICHAEL '

. -^^'."^jGarmi^hael, near the coneluSiph of<hi.s talk, 
read-^ statement reportedly: written by H.,,^Rap Brown from 
jail. / Brown spoke of fasting and claimed;that he had 
done nothing£wrong. He staled he was bding held a political 
prisoner . CarmichELel commented that Brown is ^willing;
p ;die-f6r his -people and urged support fpr his cause.

z On Monday, March ; 18, 196g, Cari^uchaelwas at .
' his residence in the morning. In the early afternoon,I visited 'Cirmi^chaeL’-sresidence. Subsequently, 
? They went to the Windsor Park. Hotel, Washington, D. C. J 

where they reportedly met I I
_______________________ who was in/Washington, D. C.for a Visit .frpmvDp's:, Angelas, Califdrhia; yThe nature of - their meetitfg 'was hot .dis^ipsed-?';^'.';

; > / In ^the evening/pt March 18, \ 196$, Carmichael v ■'.>
; traveled t6 Blfetlinofe Schfere^he attended a speech by 7^' 
Negro playwrijB# terpj^ph'es, held before an: audience of 

about 350 at The Harlem Pa Unity Methodist Church. Near ■ 
the end Of the program, Carmichaelspoke briefly about

. the racial issue, ’ 7
On Tuesday, March 19, 1968, Carmichael left ; . - 

his residence in the morning and wentzto SNCC headquarters.
-He remained at SNCC headquarters until midrafternoon.
He then visited the CMipus :of Howard University. (HU) 
where a student sit-in .had<otten under way. Subsequently that afternoon he returnedjto SNCC headquarters. In : 
the evening, Carmichael went to the Lincoln Memorial / 
Congregational Temple, 11th and R Street, N. W.,

. Washington , D. C., where a '^meeting of the BUF Was to be 
held, i -

. ' A source advised! that a meeting of the BUF was
held at the Lincoln Memorial Congregational Temple onthe 
evening of March 19, 1968. > According to source,registration 

■ for new BUF members was held fron. 6 PM to 8 PM. TJtie BUF ' - meeting which was opened bjjh Carmichael, got under way about 
8 PM with approximately 120 people reported to have been 
in attendance. The main topic of business. was a proposal ; ' 
that a Board of Arbitrators be established within the BUF
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

to settle disputes between blacks in the Negro community. 
Carmichael reportedly stated lie believed that in order to 
be effective and; carry out its’mission, those who served 
on the/Board/of Arbitrators would have to have sbme kind of power to enforce :its^deci5s:ipnis7 ’• A suggestion was -then 
madefrom the floor that a police committee be formed

■ a.nd that members of ’the committee carry guns since force
■■/■ wouldbe needed to, carry out the/ decisions of the Board .

of Arbitrators. /The general feeling of those present 
seemed to be that.it was unnecessary to carry guns and / 
that a ’’police committee” should be part of the Arbitration 
Committee and:’assist, that; cominitteein carrying out decisions.
7 Source adyiised a motiop was macle and adopted7to

appoint a 16man committeetostudy the situation further 
and bring a report to the next general meeting of the 
BUF to be held on April 22, 1968; at the New School for \ Afro-AmeriCan Thought^ / 7;. .

Source continued a motion was approved stating-
the BUF believed it? was the ^righ^ of | ]

___ ~~|to obtain/; nibmber^’fcip.;4»|.-the steering committee of ’ 
the BUF and also 'serve bn the District of Columbia Council,. : b7C 
owever, this/right was not to be construed as approval

dr support of aCt ibhs/. of the 3. C. Government or -
action as an off iclal^of; the D. C. Government . 7

' 4 Source" continued a student at 7.
HU, announced -at the meeting that Wpprpximately 500 ■;/ 7:4^students at/HU were stagihg a si.t-ih demonstration on the’ 
campus and had taken over the first floor of the Administration 
Building’to protest hearings scheduled for 40 studentsfor • their participation in the disruptifiBof the Founder’s 
Day exercises. Soutcd stated that ^||er listenihg/to 
a collection wasTtaken tip and /$4*t. 25 was raised for food ror * 
the students. The membership of; the BUF then voted to approve the action taken by HU students and instructed

; Ito convey the BUF’s. support to the students
engaged in the demonstration. :f/4 '

The incarceration of Hj Rap Brown was discussed 
at the BUF meeting and;the question of raising bail for 
his,release. A collection was taken but it was. reported 
to be only $5-br'less. ’';/v?/':

5
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; After the BUF meeting^ mentioned above, Carmichael 
went to HU campus where the £>tudeht sit-in continued, to 
be in progress. He announced to the participants that 
BUF had unanimousIjr adopted a resolution supporting the 
student sit-in. •’> \

On Wednesday, March 20, 1968, Carmichael.
departed his residence in th<3 morning and went to ; SNCC ; ; < 
headquarters. In the afternoon r he visited the office of ? ;
Washington, D. C. f where a CohtrOVCfSV ftbOUt 
of a residence in Washington, D, C. I 
Source advised that |~ ~

; | to c&rmicnaeiwasannoiincea, according to source ,
hd tried to take overI I < ;

.; arrangement. ।Carmichael-- renortealy visited the of f ice s ; < 
of] |company several days prior to March 20,1968 and demanded additions be made to| ' [

■ | | refused to:do. Carmichael reportedly .
pecame loud ana boisterous,and.> heated argument ensued.

■ ‘ ti no -i n t.hf> ririT-i .__ I I .

tha Carm

Sourcereported;that 
declined "to deal with Carmichael . stating 

ie prior | l and not
Carmichael was informed that| H

He was told that if he would produce | 
1 l it would be returned to /him. He did not have I 1 
__________ Iwith him and stated, that he would obtain them from
1I Unon ■ ■

returning to the omce .on March 20, 1968.
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returned to him. " The office to company was locked
and Carmichael was not;;per mi tted--|x>. ■'enter He again became b7C
loudand boisterous 'and police were s\immoned. The 
management of the company was reported to. be reluctant to deal■. withhim -rather than!1 

to him to prevent further troublea / b.7- .. ■’.
. --"J . b'bb ' ■

On the evening of March 20, 1968, Carmichael 
; appeared on the televisipn panelprogram "ControversyFourteen" 

broadcast by WFAN (UHF) and moderated by John Hightower.
' A reviewv was held in the form of adiscussionaboutthe
■ stand that Carmichael has taken concerning;the racial 
question. Carmichael reiterated on the program thatNegroes 
should arm themselves.. He reportedly stated that; \diiteh??<7; 
people have guns, police have guns, so it is necessary : 
that black people get guns.

On Thursday, March 21, 1968, Carmichael departed 
his residence in the morning and went to SNCC headquarters.. 
In the afternoon he visited a people’s lhrug Store in the 
area of SNCC and spoke with a store official. Accordihgto/ 

■ aspurce/Carmichaelhadappearedat the store prior to
March 21 ,• 1968, after a young woman had been =■ arrested , at 
the store on the previous day for shoplifting, andquestioned 

. ;■ a. Store of ficial about, the policy; of keeping a special 
uniformed’policeman on the premises. ICarmichael reportedly
Asked /'why do you have the special policeman in thie store?" . 
The official replied it was nedesjsary because of stealing 
that went oh in the store. Carmichael said something 
about there not being special policemen in People’s Drug 
Stores in white ndfehborhoqds. The official replied that 
there should be because thefts occurin both white and 

. Negro neighborhoods. : <Dafmichaai then turned to leave 
stating: "hohkie,. the sped al policeman goes or else." / 
The store official asked;Carmichael what .he meant by that > 
statement and Carmichael replied "the policeman goes or
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else.” Carmichael then stated'heg; would return later, 
probably that night. ■. /- ' /.■’{v

/ Uponreturning tp.the store on March 21, 1968,
. according to source, Carmichael further questioned the , 
of ficial about having the'..^e<^ai;4pblidefiu^;orithe- 
premises. Carmichael reportedly asked upon entering, ; 
”is; that policeman still here?V 7He was informed in. the 

. affirmative. Carmichael stated "is it the policy of the .
store to have One?” He was informed that this was the 
store’s policy. Carmichael rthan left the store without 
further discussion concerning thei matter. - !

On Friday, March 22, 19,68, Carmichael departed 
- * his residence in the morning accompanied by another male 

individual carrying a suitcase. They traveled to National s 
Airport, Washington, D. C*, >where!i they boarded Allegheny . * 
Airlines Flight 926, bound for Boston, ‘Massachusetts. In ? 
purchasing tickets for the tlightji, Carmichael -used his true b7C 
name and his cpnipanloh used the name | Subsequently
that afternoon, Carmichael and his companion arrived at .

' Logan Airport, Boston, Massachusetts on the above mentioned
' ■?'. flight. ■-■■■■/■ 7.' - 4??- ’'-4^ ‘ 4'4'x’4 ?;4- ■</.4. /

■ ■ ' li .■ : ■' fl' :. ’’U < ‘ ' ■■
This-documeht .cohlal-as, aelther: ' :il

■ . refcoirimendaSGns'-Bbr<exclusions « ’■

the FBI. it. ij'- the ix’ope:\ty':of, ■' »'

the FBI qr.d-is loaned to, ycui agency;. 

it and. lis'ec-nienis' pre. nil* ro b? - •
■ •. chstribiited outside .your Jagency. ■ . .

8*
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Date: 3/27/68
________PLAINTEXT_________
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TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, NEWARK (100-49533) (f»

stokely- Carmichael
SM-SNCC
(OO: WFO)
Re Atlanta Airtel to Bureau and all offices except 
Honolulu 2/7/68.
On 3/26/68,|____ I who has furnished reliable

information in the past, and|__________________________  whose
reliability has not been established, advised that a 
meeting sponsored by the United Brothers Association, Newark, 
N.J., on 3/22/68, an announcement was made that CARMICHAEL 
is scheduled to appear 4/26/68 in Newark, N.J., at the Central High School. / J

Newark will afford informant coverage. I

Arrangements are being made to obtain a verbatum 
transcript of CARMICHAEL*s speech.

/ C! & "3- Bureau /
2- WFO
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO

SUBJECT: WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT (WSP) 
RM • :
(00: WFO) 
(Bpfile 157-8428) 
(CGfile 157-2474) 

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM-SNCC (SEDITION) ; 
(00: WFO) 
(Bufile 100-446080) 
(CGfile 157-1297)

Re- Chicago teletype dated 3/27/68, above captions„

Enclosed for the Bureau are 12 copies of a 
letterhead memorandum (LHM) concerning the captioned matters, 
■with copies f.or interested offices as indicated below„
_____________ I lutilized in the enclosed LHM is 

| Due
to the use of this source, who enjoys a sensitive relationship 
with the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC),the 
enclosed LHM is being classified conf*i>l^ntial as unauthorized 
disclosure of the information could conceivably compromise 
the source and his continuing effectiveness.

Bureau (Ends „ .12) (RM)
Atlanta : (Ends .2) (RM)
(1 - 157-2924)(WSP)
(1 - 100-6812)(STOKELY CARMICHAEL)
WFO (Ends ,4) (RM)
(2 - 157-1395)(WSP)
(2 - STOKELY CARMICHAEL) b2
Chicago _--- [ b7C
(1 - 1571 ~1 b 7 D

(1 - 157 T

NOS? RECORDED
136 APR 10 1968

in Charge

'"deffoite



CG 157-2474
CG 157-1297

a=s?h
The source for the information concerning the 

controversy between the Washington, D.G. American Friends 
Service Committee personnel and the WSP staff wasl I
___________who was in telephonic contact with| 
and during the course of this contact" he furnished this 
estimate of the Washington situation to the source.

 In connection with local WSP efforts,) 
above has advised that there has been no material 

cnange in the progress of local organizing efforts. Low 
1 key efforts are being made by the staff, who in many 

instances appear to be simply going through the motions. 
The sourcer advises that it is through efforts
that many people affiliated with the West Side Organization 
(WSO) have committed themselves tentatively to travel to

, Washington in .connection with the WSP, however, this
is in many cases because the WSO has obligated these pbople, 

; through intercession for them with the Cook County Welfare
Department and the like. The source, as well as others 
on the WSP staff, considers it very questionable whether <■ 
many of these ^persons will, in fact, go to Washington / 
when the time comes and feels that many have agreed simply 
in order not to alienate WSO personnel. WSP staff meetings 
are poorly attended and there is little or no publicity

’ given to the WSP other than on an occasional basis and
, there is no real enthusiasm or support for it on the part 

of local people who have been contacted. The source 
advises that it appears the principal reason for this is due 
to the feeling of most individuals that the project is a 
waste of time and will not in the final analysis be productive

: of any positive results. The wide publicity given to 
remarks which have been made by MARTIN LUTHER KING and others, 
reflecting that most people who go will be arrested, or 
should be prepared to be arrested, has served to discourage 
participation,, with many people feeling that if they are ’ 
going to be arrested, they can do this in Chicago just 
as well as in Washington.

The source stated that he feels that it will be 
possible to get approximately 200 ’people to participate 
in the WSP from Chicago, but emphasized that until the



CG 157-2474
CG 157-1297 ;
morning of trie day in which these people will leave Chicago, 
it will not be possible to make other than an educated 
guess as to the number of those who will be willing to 
actually participate.

Chicago is following this matter closely on a 
continuing basis and the Bureau and all interested offices 
will be advised of any information developed, in accordance 
withstanding Bureau instructions

In connection with remarks attributed to STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL at the Urban Training Center, 40 North Ashland 
Avenue, Chicago, on March 25, 1968, Chicago is opening a 
new case on the Black United Front.

Copies of this LHM are being provided locally 
to appropriate military authorities and Secret Service»



In Reply, Please Refer to
Pile1 No. 157-2474

UNITED STATES' DEPARTMENT OF .)( STICK

F E I) E K A L B U K E A U ’(.) F I X V E STIC AT I O X 

Chicago, Illinois
March It. 7 , 1968

157-1297 C.ONra ^TfAL

WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT (WSP)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Martin Luther King, Jr., President, Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) has publicly 
announced that he will conduct a massive civil disobedience 
campaign in Washington, D. C. during the latter part of 

■ April, 1968, in an effort to pressure Congress into passing 
legislation favorable to the Negro and the poor people 
in this country. This campaign has been given the name 

.I Washington Spring Project (WSP).

In connection with the WSP, a confidential 
i’ source who has furnished reliable information in the past 
has recently advised as follows:

In conversation with individuals involved with 
local WSP organizing efforts it has been learned that 
there has arisen a serious disagreement between the forces 
in Washington, Do C. working for the WSP„ American 
Friends Service Committee and SCLC personnel there are each 
accusing the other of not working hard enough for the 
WSP and the program has come to an almost complete breakdown. 
No further details concerning this particular matter, 
however, were.available to the source.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigationo It is the property of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency.
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A ' WSP meeting is to be held at the Atlanta, 
Georgia headquarters of SCLC commencing on or about 
March 27, 1968, to last for several days, for the purpose 
of discussing and finalizing certain WSP organizing- 
details. Presumably the Washington, D. C. problem 
referred to previously will also be subject for dis
cussion at this meeting.

The source continued that it has been learned 
that Stokely Carmichael, in Chicago for the past several 
days, was present at headquarters of the West Side Organiza
tion on March 25, 1968, and urged those present at this 
meeting to support the WSP and if at all possible, to 
participate in it. Carmichael also reportedly preached 
hatred of whites during his remarks here and stated that 
the black revolution is coming. No specific details 
of his remarks were made available to this source.

It is known, however, that the WSO is a small 
West Side Chicago civil rights group and that it has been a 
concentration point for local WSP efforts. During this 
appearance Carmichael had also indicated that he would 
be present at the Atlanta, Georgia WSP affair which is to 
commence March 27, 1968.

In connection with local Chicago WSP efforts, 
the staff has remained unchanged within recent weeks. b7C

1 I WSp
staff meetings are held regularly, on a weekly oasis, 
however, they are somewhat poorly attended and it appears 
that many people working locally on behalf of the WSP

' are simply "going through the motions," and have aroused 
little local enthusiasm and support for the effort. Funds 
for transportation of those individuals who have expressed 
a willingness to participate in the WSP are available and 
will be utilized to rent Greyhound buses which will transport 
them to Washington. The details of this transportation,

' however, are currently awaiting some final estimate of the 
number of individuals who appear to have made a serious 
commitment to participate. The staff has indicated that

■ . : _ 2 _
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some 200 participants are expected to go to Washington 
from Chicago,; most of whom will be welfare recipients 
and youth gang members from Chicago’s near West Side, 
principally near the headquarters and influence of the WSO, 
The staff is aware, however, that many of these individuals 
have made commitments to go only because they feel an obligation 
to WSO or to the WSP staff, and it is general agreement that in 
the final analysis many of these individuals who have stated a 
willingness to participate will not actually show up when the 
time comes to.travel to Washington.

Attached to this memorandum for information are copies 
of an article in the "Daily Defender," a South Side Chicago 
newspaper, the article relating to the remarks made, by Stokely 
Carmichael on Monday, March 25, 1968, in Chicago,, The article 
appeared in the March 26, 1968, edition.

b2
b7D

Concerning Carmichael, ________________________________
an agency which conducts intelligence type investigations 
locally, advised in January, 1968, that he has publicly 
espoused the use of violence to achieve Negro equality 
and has used the phrase "Hell no, I won’t go", in 
reference to Negroes being drafted. Carmichael is 
former Chairman of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee, the Chief exponent of the militant "Black 
Power" philosophy, and continues at present as a leading 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee spokesman.

In connection with remarks made by Carmichael, 
as set forth in the attached newspaper article, _________b2 who has furnished reliable information inb7D the past advised on March 26, 1968, that these remarks were 
made at a meeting at the Urban Training Center (UTC), 40 North 
Ashland Avenue, Chicago, in connection with regular meetings 
which are held there on the problems of ghetto dwellers in 
urban areas. These classes and the UTC are operated under the 
general auspices of the Chicago City Missionary Society and 
the UTC primarily serves as a training ground for members of 
the clergy who will work in so-called inner-city missions.

GQNF>JffiNTlAk
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The: following page sets forth additional detailed 
data relating: to this project»

Copies of this communication are being made 
available to Region I, 113th Military Intelligence Group, 
Evanston, Illinois,and Secret Service, Chicago.

4
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; Reporting office: Chicago

Address of Headquarters: American Friends Service
i '■ ■ Committee, 3543 West

Jackson Boulevard, Chicago

Known number of individuals 
recruited to date: Not available

Known names of individuals 
recruited: Not available

i Estimated number of individuals 
recruited: Approximately 200

Number of buses and other commer
cial type transportation chartered 
and total capacity: Not available, possibly 

a total of five Greyhound 
buses to be utilized.

Number of private cars to 
participate: Not known.

Identity of driver, make, model 
and license numbers of cars to 
participate: Not known.

Route cars are scheduled to use: Not known;

Areas buses and drivers are to 
discharge passengers upon arrival 
in Washington, D. C.: Not known.

Address demonstrators are to 
report to upon arrival: Not known.

5
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By B.ETTY WASHINGTON "t 
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!; i i
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Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTEt 4/5/68
Attached sets out activities of 

Stokely Carmichael during day and evening 
of 4/4/68, indicating his presence at the 
scene of disturbances in Washington, D. C. 
following the assassination of Martin 
Luther King. At one time Carmichael 
led a group to several businesses asking 
them to close in remembrance of King . 
Part of the group began breaking windows, 
looting, and harrassing white motorists.

•The Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee, a militant Black nationalist 
group, plans a meeting in the remembrance 
of King at Howard University some time dm 
4/5/68.

Copies are being furnished to the 
Inter-Division Information Unit of the 
Department and the Attorney General.
ABF.lrb
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hr.

Transmit the following in

Via

TO:

TELETYPE

IRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM:

ABOUT FIVE P. M

FBI
.Date: 4/5/68

PLAINTEXT
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

■ b7C
SAC, WFO (100-43503)

ier____
Mr. Callahan__

. Conrad___
Felt_____ =

en_._
Sullivafc!! 

Tavel___
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes.. 
Miss Gandy—

STOKELYuARMICHAEL, IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

■ WSHWW |
REFERENCE TELETYPE FOUR THREE LAST

I

ECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE MID MORNING WITH

AND PROCEEDED TOASN®@ HEADQUARTERS, TWO TWO ZERO
A [I

I b 7 C

EIGHT FOURTEENTH STREET, N W. SUBJECT RETURNED TO RESID
b7C

SOURCE ADVISED THAT AT THREE FORTY P.. M. CARMICHAEL

VISITED PEOPLES DRUG STORE FOURTEENTH AND U STREETS, N

ANDeSPQKE TO STATING, QUOTE THIS

b7C ’ STORE-, SEEMS .TO BE CAUSING ME A LOT OF TROUBLE. IT’S PUTTING

BROTHERAGAINST BROTHER. UNQUOTE REPLIED THAT THE

MAJORITY OF PEOPLE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD ARE GOOD AND ONLY A
FEW CAUSE TROUBLE. CARMICHAEL STAffcD>.yQUQTE THERE WAS A STQRE^

EX-1051 Dre on - W7|LIKE THIS IN CHICAGO THAT^URNED DOWN LAST WEEK. UNQUOTE THEN



F^-3.6 (R%v. 5-22-64)

$4. st

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

WFO 100-43503 
PAGE TWO

b2
b7D

b2
b7D

STATED CARMICHAEL, AT ABOUT EIGHT P. M.,

VISITED SCLC HEADQUARTERS, FOURTEENTH AND U STREETS, N. W., 

AND INQUIRED ABOUT THE SHOOTING OF MARTIN LUTHER KING IN MEMPHIS. 

SCLC EMPLOYEES ADVISED HIM OF AVAILABLE DETAILS AND ADDED THAT 

DR. KING HAD BEEN TAKEN TO A HOSPITAL AND WAS UNDERGOING

SURGERY. CARMICHAEL WANTED TO KNOW WHO SHOT HIM AND WAS TOLD 

THEY DO NOT KNOW, BUT ASSAILANT WAS WHITE. HE SAID, QUOTE SO 

HONKEY GOT HIM, THAT’S ALL I WANTED TO KNOW. UNQUOTE 

CARMICHAEL THEN SPOKE, TRYING TO AROUSE ANTI-WHITE PASSIONS 

OF SCLC EMPLOYEES. THEN HE MADE A TELEPHONE CALL TO PERSON 

UNKNOWN AND DEPARTED. SOURCE STATED THAT AT THIS TIME THE 

DEATH OF DR. KING HAD NOT BEEN ANNOUNCED. SOURCE REMARKED 

THAT HE WAS FEARFUL CARMICHAEL MIGHT STIR UP TROUBLE, DUE TO 

HIS REMARKS.

ADVISED THAT HE HAD SEEN CARMICHAEL AROUND

FOURTEENTH AND U AT ABOUT NINE TEN P. M. APRIL FOUR:LAST.

SOURCE STATED FOUR STORE WINDOWS AND SOME LOOTING HAD TAKEN

Approved: ___________ :______ ;_____________ Sent M Per ----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



F£-3J?JRev. 5-22-64)

. FBI

Dat

Transmit the fnilnwina in _____

9

- ।

Via

' (Type in plain text or code) ।

‘(Priority) j
WFO 100-43503 
PAGE THREE

| PLACE AT THAT TIME HOWEVER DID NC

| PART. SOURCE DEPARTED AREA SOON 
1 AGAIN.

T OBSERVE CARMICHAEL TAKING

AND DID NOT SEE CARMICHAELi1 ' ■1
3 2 ADVISED CARMICHAEL WAS AT THE NEW SNCC

]C / U
HEADQUARTERS, TWO TWO ZERO EIGHT

WITH OTHER SNCC LEADERS AT EIGHT

FOURTEENTH STREET, N. W.,

THIRTY P. M. APRIL FOUR

LAST. DISCUSSION TOOK PLACE REGARDING DEATH OF MARTIN LUTHER
KING. SOME INDIVIDUALS PRESENT WANTED TO CALL PRESS CONFERENCE

OR MAKE PRESS RELEASE REGARDING FEELINGS IN GHETTO ABOUT

ASSASSINATION, BUT CARMICHAEL TALKED OF BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS i!
CLOSING WHEN PRESIDENT KENNEDY WAS ASSASSINATED, AND FELT THE

SAME MUST BE DONE NOW. CARMICHAEL, FOLLOWED BY GROUP

VISITED SEVERAL BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS IN THE AREA OF

FOURTEENTH STREET, N. W., REQUESTING THEM TO CLOSE. THIS
ACTIVITY WAS PEACEFUL IN NATURE UNTIL A GROUP OF YOUNG PEOPLE

BROKE AWAY FROM CARMICHAEL AND COMMENCED BREAKING WINDOWS,
* I)1 p II -LOOTING, AND ATTEMPTING TO ATTACK]! OR HARASS WHITE MOTORISTS.

Sent । _________ M P.er -----------------------------Approved: --------------------------------------------—
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 ;(H,ev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via__________________ .__________ :______________________ L______________ ;______________ 4
^(Priority) ।

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ j------------------------------------------- 1-
WFO 100-43503PAGE FOUR i

SOURCE ADDED SNCC AGREED A MEETING WOULD BE HELD AT HOWARD

UNIVERSITY SOMETIME APRIL FIVE INSTANT IN REMEMBRANCE OF 
KING. NATURE OF MEETING UNKNOWN ;!aT THIS TIME.

ADMINISTRATIVE

b2 
b7C 
b7D

ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING CARMICHAEL'S ACTIVITY IN

RELATION TO CIVIL DISTURBANCE IN WASHINGTON, D. C., WILL BE

SUBMITTED EXPEDITIOUSLY.

Approved: ________ :______________________ Sent
Special Agent- in Charge .

M Per



AET IN F O RM AT I ONC ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-02-2006 BY 
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

The Attorney General

Director, Ml

sasmosacw
^nroa

April 9, W3
1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr, Bishop
1 - Mr. Rosen_______
1 - Mail Room b7c
1 “I

Reference to to y0r letter deted April 6, 1859, 
wlierein you reguested an investigation of the incidents in 
Wshlngton, D, C., involving $H<Mly €»rMchael cn April 4, 5, ana 6, W8. '

an

co
CD

In lire with your wpe$t. a preliminary report 
dated April 8, 1SS8,. has been received fro® cmr Vashington
Field Cffice, A copy of this report is being furnished tc- Aeslstsnt Attorneys eaneral J. Setter Teegley and fred W. 
Vinson, Jr. Included to the toipoyt is e aligned statement, frow 
a witness wh© observed CarMchael ^urtog the evening of April 4, 
1968, lead a group of 15 to 20 yo^ng degrees fro® the area of

Student t4unvtotont Geminating Corasittee Beadtjusrterr st 
298 14th Street, Northwest, to the victoi^r of 14th end U 
ftreete, Barthwest, Washington, £■«• S. Cawtsiehsel and eesbers 
|f this group reeguested store managers in the vtolMty to close 
heir stores to respect for the death of Fania Luther King, Jr. 
'arMchrel told the group, °lf you! don’t have a gun, ,gc hone 
nd. get cme.s? Be thereafter exhibited a smll caliber handgun

lWjf" Qm xe^etc else cantsifc; • transcript of e hq, „p„
n -' I recctoixm of resartts ssde by 6t•jsheiy vawichsel at a press 10 ybb

-conference on April 5, 1M8. It. to noted that during tMe= <=. r press conference, Qswtofeael stoted* -l»d all of those

i

youngsters up end down the streets ;to close every store.,f IM
Tolson — 
DeLoach 
Mohr____
Bishop _
Casper_
Callahan
Conrad _
Felt____
Gale____
Rosen __
Sullivan - 
Tavel __
Trotter _
Tele. Roo 
Holmes_
.Gandy___

..said, sm of the® htotod glass store windows to. We ere'
not stopping Hub® fra® Mchtog in the store uttoowai w are 
stopping the® fr^c<«tog cut w the streets without guns.



The-Attorney General , ..[■;■//■

'VtaR they eo®e ’eg on; the -stwtw, !wtm then with ®a«a.M 

vaitEicdwelal»osaid,nTM rebel!Ionsthat have been occurring 

arottnd the cities of tMs country Just light stuff to what 
is about te happen. Me have to retaliate for the death of w 

'leaders* TIw execution deaths will"not .be. in the
eourtroc»e--thcy are. going to H oh the streets of the United 

States of Aeexica,”
. ■ ■ ■ - . .. , -. . r.- ■ ' ’ . ■

. _ • ■ , Il . .•’. ■

On the efterncon'of ,Apri!i<S»'''Wft* the above- / 

mentioned witness bbsatved..GarwleW-1 addrasa s group at Howard 
University! Washington, -I?.- C«, wWre Carmichael stated, ♦‘Co :. 
not he out cm’the streets for looting tonight j we wanbus Incas. 
If you don’t co« cut; tonlgirt ye® gttsa stay hose.’’* ■ .While • 

Tasking these remarks, CarBdchasl ^sved a samll caliber gun. ;-' 

with’respect to ywrrevest in the last paragraph- 
of your letter for e contlrealn^ investigation aasd survelllance ; 
of Cawi<&eel9 we wish.to again point out that a-full-ties 
physical surveillance bf.Cer«lciha0.is both iepreetleal and. 
impossible* We aret however, continuing to press/.tMs loves- ;■,. 
tigatim to detsretne the identities, of ac^itlcmal potential 
witnesses and-to Interview ibe^-J "■. '■■:"/■• ■■ ' / .

.1 - The deputy 'Attorrwy Gehersl/;.

/■ Assistant Attorney General ■ '

1 - Mr* .Fred M. .Vinson, Jr« (si 
. -Assistant -Attorney General

NOTE: , See memorandum
caption, 4/9/68, PTB:fhd

to Sullivan, same

' !>



■t’L INFORMATION CONTAINED'
Orein 'is unclassified

DATE ' 05^02^20 0 6 &Y. '
60309/AUG/TAM/DC^/bls 

: : ■!! .

DIRECTOR, ’FBI (100-4391M 3/26/68

SAC, W (100-41626) (P)

STUDENT NOWIOWIT GOQRDINATIMG COI^ITTEE (SNCC)

•ReBuairtel 2/19/68.
Referenoed Bureau alrtel requested WFO and 7 

Atlanta to resolve if Southern Christian leadership Conference (SCW) has given financial assistance to SNCC .. 
and if SNCC intends to participate in the Washington Spring Project as such or thrcugli Black United Front (BUF).

Review of information Available to WFO reflects 7 
following: ;

advised on 2/3/68 that at a meeting 
x^f SNCC office workers, in the: apartment of STOKLEY ''CARMICHAEL. on 2/2/68, a radio station announced that 

CAiWlCHAJSL and SNCC would aid Dr,MARTIN LUTHER KING in his 
planned demonstration at Washington, D. C. during the 
month of April. This statement was immediately repudiated by CARMICHAEL and | called
the station fro® Carmichael’s apartment to advise the 
announcement was in error. He advised the station that 
CARMICHAEL and SNCC would not openly support April 
demonstration. As Bureau has been advised, according to | CARMICHAEL has previously stated he would not 
opemy support KING’S April d<!mopsti«tlon but would not 
oppose It either.

■ i; . --------------- ;---------- :--------- -—

As set out in the report of SA
WFO, entitled Black United Front, Racial Matter - organisation, . j

b2 
b7C 
b7D

" b7C

^-Atlanta (100-41626) (BM>- I
3-WFO ■ _ ■ : ■ l ■ :■ t ■(1 - 157-1426) (BLACK UNITO FRONT)

(1 - 157-1395) (WASHINGTON .SPRING PROJECT)»»n

Hosaiw (8)
F

J5tBEC0RDED b .136 APR ■ 5 1968 J-



WPS 100-41626

dated 2/21/68 £ at a BUF press. conference on 2/14/68#
Igtated that membevs of BUP would support -b7C 

the Soring Campaign of KINO fimhtlally and ©orally.
|also advised BUF would provide housing for the 

mavcners and support KIW in any way possible,
WO has surveyed 13 of ,14 banks, in Washington# 

D. C. fox* SNCC accounts. Only the National Savings and 
Trust Company has an account Ji'or? MXJ. None surveyed have 
any banking x*elationship with ET0KI&Y CARMICHAEL, If any 
banking relationship is located at the remaining bank , this account will be monitored ninthly, To date there 
is no indication SCLC has given financial assistance to 
SNCC in Washington, D. c. J
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Transmit the following in

Via
TELETYPE

TO:

FROM:

ALL_INFORMATION CONTAINED
HE|teN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA™ 05-02-2 0 0 6 BY

603 0 9/AUG/ TAM/ DCp/gb|ls

Date: ft/29/68
PLAINTEXT

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR AND SACS, CHICAGO AND DETROIT

SAC, WFO (100-43503) b7C
MIDWESTERN REGIONAL CONFERENCE ON BLACK POWER, WESTE

i' < torn.

MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, KALAMAZOO., MICHIGAN, MARCH TWENTYNINE TO

THIRTYONE, SIXTYEIGHT, RM.
STOKElV^ARMICHAEL. IS -M ; SEDITION

b7C

z

RE DETROIT TELETYPE MARCH TWENTYEIGHT LAST. ---------------

WFO SOURCE ADVISED THIS DATE CARMICHAEL PLANS TO TRAVEL

TO KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN, ON MARCH THIRTY LAST. CARMICHAEL WILL

DEPART WAs|j. D. C. ABOUT ELEVEN AM AND FLY TO CHICAGO. AT 

CHICAGO, HE WILL TRAVEL TO KALAMAZOO VIA RENT-A-CAR, ARRIVING 

THERE IN AFTERNOON. WFO FOLLOWING CLOSELY. FURTHER DEPARTURE

DATA OBTAINED WILL BE FURNISHED.

ADMINISTRATIVE.

b7D

NOT RECORDBD
178 APR-4 ’1968 ”

--------- • —"W-iB

Sent ■■. ... ■ - -- ■... M Per_______ ,_ .... _____



; " ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED J
^’67) ~ HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ~

^kDATE 05-02-20 0 6 BY

federaiFbureauofinvi^tigation

REPORTING OFFICE

BOSTON
OFFICE OF ORIGIN

WFi
DATE

4/4/68

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

1/25 - 3/24/68

TITLE OF CASE /j

STtKELifcARMICHAEL, aka
REPORT MADE BY TYPED BY

maf1 b / u

CHARACTER OF CASE

b2
b7C
b7D

157-437-109

Instant report
Instant report

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED

5

1

ioo-446p8o) (rm)
-435O3HrM)

ACQUIT
TALS

C ASE HAS BEEN:

PENDING PROSECUTION

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

.3 APR 9 196g

REC-40



BS 157-437
ADMINISTRATIVE

The Boston agents who participated in the fisur on 1/25/68 are SA*si |
_ |intelligence Division, Boston, Mass.
■Police Department, also participated in the surveillance on 
/that date. ;

The Boston agents who participated in the surveil
lance on 3/22/68 were SA1 si

b7C

b7C
This report is being classified CONf^^NTIAL since 

the information furnished by_____could
logically result in identification of confidential informants 
of continuing value and jeopardize their future activity.

■. - ;B«;. -< .

’ COVER PAGE



5fd-!?04 (Rev. 3-3-5 9)

UfWED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

DECLASSIFIED BY 60309 / AUC/ TAM/ DCG,/ b 1 s
ON 05-02-2006

b7C
Report of: 
Date: 4/4/68

Office: Boston, Massachusetts

Field Office File #: 157-437 Bureau File #: 100-446080
STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character: RACIAL MATTER - STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING
COMMITTEE; SEDITION
STOKELY CARMICHAEL came toz Boston, Mass. on the evening of l/25/68z and spoke at 
the YMCA, Roxbury, Mass., at a gathering 
of representatives of local Negro organ
izations in an effort to convince them 
of the need of establishing a 9united 
front.CARMICHAEL again appeared at 
Boston.on 3/22/68 and made a scheduled 
speaking appearance at Boston Technical 
High School, Roxbury, Mass., before an 
audience of approximately 1,200 persons; 
Caucasians and news media were excluded. 
CARMICHAEL attended a meeting at the 
Boston office of CORE on 3/23/68.

RUC
Details

On January 25, 1968, the Washington Field Office 
of the FBI advised that STOKELY CARMICHAEL had departed from 
the National Airport, Alexandria, Virginia, aboard Eastern Airlines flight 646 at 7:35 p.m. on that date. CARMICHAEL 
was traveling to Boston, Massachusetts, under the name of V. 
WELCH. -

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

■ft U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE! 1967—0 — 273-878



BS 157-437
Flight 646 of Eastern Airlines'was observed to

arrive at Logan International Airport, East Boston, Massachusettsy at 7s03 p.m., January25, 1968, although 
blizzard conditions prevailed.

CARMICHAEL was met by an unidentified youngNegress and both entered an ITOA cab driven by a young male u z 
Negro. The cab bore Massachusetts registration| 
CARMICHAEL was driven to the Young Men’s Christian Association 
(YMCA) at 401 Warasi Street, Roxbury, Massachusetts., The 
young.girl accompanying him entered the YMCA and returned 
with two unidentified male Negroes who conversed at the cab 
for a couple of minutes, when they re-entered the YMCA and 
the cab continued on its way. The cab drove down Townsend 
Street, Roxbury, and as it crossed the intersection of 
Walnut Avenue, a panel truck pulled out of Walnut Avenue, 
blocking the intersection so that no traffic could follow 
the cab. . . .

On January 25, 1968,1 advised that a 
meeting was held at the YMCA, Warren Street, Roxbury, Massachusetts, on that evening, at which representatives of b2 
various Negro organizations in the greater Boston area were b7C 
present. The meeting was orgeinized by] | a
member of the local Boston office of the Student Non-Violent . 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC). r 

advised that the representatives of thevarious organizations present had been invited there for the 
purpose of discussing the formation of a.Jgn^fc^d. front."| stated that this was the second o|J^S||fifitaieetings 
held at the YMCA for that same purpose andHSrbn previous 
occasions the representatives had been advised that the b2
formation of a united front was the brain child of STOKELY . b7D 
CARMICHAEL. It was explained that CARMICHAEL believes that , 
if a united front is formed in each major city and the 
representatives from the various united fronts form a national 
united front, the Negro people would have a coalition which 
would give them tremendous black: power.t |stated that at
the previous, meetings the representatives or local organizations 
had for the most part rejected the idea principally because 
it was proposed by CARMICHAEL arid they feared that CARMICHAEL 
would control such an organization.



3

■b

BS 100-157^3^/
^stated that because of the blizzard conditions

npnnipwprp la-tA in Arriving and the meeting was started by 
atxapproximately Qi^O p.m. At approximately10:00p.m., STOKELY CARMICHAEL, whom| Hidentified as 

one of the national officers of SNCC, entered the meeting 
and was introduced and addressed the meeting. CARMICHAEL 
spoke in,favor of a united front and told the group that the 
plan would notcause any of the organizations to lose their 
/identi^y^r^. purpose and he stressed the power which a united 
front^would giveh to the black man. Source stated in spite xiof^the fact that CARMICHAEL made a personal appearance to 
push this plan, the plan was still not, favorably received by 
the majority of those present; , ‘ Z.ZZZZ
left the YMCA at approximately 10:30 p.m.

Later in the evening the taxicab which had brought 
CARMICHAEL from Logan Airport to the YMCA was observed 
traveling on Warren Street with a panel truck immediately 
behind it.

___ _____ :__ On_Januarazi 26, 1968^__________ _____ _ 
___________Boston, Massachusetts, advised that he 

had been operating the IT0A cab with Massachusetts registration
Ion the evening of January 25, 1968. The cab is owned by

. |Dorchester, Massachusetts,
operates the cab frm 4i:00 p.m. to midnight four 

days a week.
He advised that a young Negro girl, known to him 

only as| | had arranged with him on the evening of.
January 25, iyb8, to dr|ve hey to the airyort to pick up a 

went into the Eastern Airline^
1 [stated he 

introduced the man to______ &
name used. J

He drove to the YMCA on Warren Street in Roxbury. 
Massachusetts, where[claimed both| and her 
companion paid him and . ent eisd, the YMCA,

■ ____________ 41 'I then delivered the bags belonging to this 
man to ~l Dorchester . Massachusetts, and
stated max ne aia not see |or .the man again that night. ■■ : 1 '• . . ■ ' .

advised that CARMICHAEL

only as
friend.. At the airportterminal and returned with a male Negro whom 
had nf>var seen before. _____ 
but does not recall the

b7C

3



BS 157-437 I
On January 31a 1968., | [advised that.___

previously mentioned, is believed by him to be ,| who is known by him to?be inclined to be a militant 1
Negro and who is reported to be engaged to marryl | . .

|of the Boston SNCC. : , . /
... ' ■ A , ' i' ' ■ ■ 'A

’ On March 22, I968, agents of the FBI observed
STOKELY CARMICHAEL board Allegheny Airlines flight number . .926: at the National Airport, Washington. D. C. CARMICHAEL 
was accompanied by one| __ |of the
SNCC office at Washington, 1).„ C..; Elight number 92b was 
scheduled to depart National Airport at 1:00 p.m. and arrive 
in Boston, Massachusetts, at 3:00 p.m., March 22, I968.

- I! ;
On March 20, 1968,_____  made available a flyer

advertising a program, "Black Revolution,” to be presented 
on Friday, March 22, 1968, at 6:30 p.m., at Boston Technical 
High School Auditorium, Roxbury, Massachusetts. The flyer . 
identified as invited guests STOKELY CARMICHAEL.of SNCC, 
Washington, D. C.; MUHAMMAD ALI, identified as World’s 
Heavyweight Champion'and a minister in the Nation of Islam (NOI); and the Honorable OGINGA^DINGA, identified as the 
Kenya nationalist leader, President of Kenya Peoples Union, mL 
member of Parliament and former Vice President of Kenya.

On March 20, 1968, _____________________Intelligence
Division, Boston, Massachusetts Police Department, advised 
that the permit.to use the auditorium of Boston Technical 
High School had been applied for by] 
who is a native of| I .and a student at Boston university,
Boston, Massachusetts. The purpose of the. program was to ' ■ 
raise money to help defray the travel expenses of Honorable 
OGINGA ODINGA, who was reported to be making a speaking tour through the United States. A donation of one dollar would 
be asked for that purpose. .

. . On March 22, 1968, ST01CELY CARMICHAEL and a 
companion were, observed by agents of the FBI to disembark Allegheny flight number 926 at 3:25 p.m. The anair was met 
bvl __ , |of Boston SNCC, and I I
--------- ----- They were driven to |

Massachusetts, the residenee or] 
in a rar hnfiratftci.hyl r



advised that STOKELY
BS 157-^7 • „ . ; •

x On March 23, 1968} advised that STOKELY
. CARMICHAEL appeared at Boston; Technical High School on the evening /pf^"March/ij22, 1968, as> advertised on flyers distri- 

buted>t^p.u0i thevRoxbury areh of Boston, Massachusetts.
7/4', ^ASsIUS^LAY, also known as M0HAMMAD ALI, did not put in 

- / appearance although the flyers had scheduled him to be a* guest. Mr,._FRANK H^OCHIENG /announced that the Honorable 
OGINGA ODINGA would not appear since the government of Kenya Mad refused to allow him to leave the country. r

_______ [advised that the auditorium at Boston 
Technical High School seats Approximately 1,200 persons and 
was practically filled. STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke for about an hour, during which he discussed the,<lstory of slavery in 
America, oppression of the black people^by"the whiterrace, 
the poverty and inequality under whicjrolack people live and 
on several occasions stated, in substance, that the white people must be killed or the;blacks will die. |[stated 
that the audience for the most part was between the ages of 
sixteen and twenty-five and deceived CARMICHAEL'S, talk with 
enthusiasm although less response was given by the audience 
when CARMICHAEL mentioned killing whites.,

________ stated that: six guards were stationed at 
the entrance, to the auditorium and prohibited members of the 
press and members of the white race from entering the hhll.

• ■ .1, '■ ■ . ' ■ ■■ ■■

The Boston Globe, a daily newspaper published at Boston, Massachusetts, in its edition of March 23, 1968, 
carried an article storing that STOKELY CARMICHAEL had spoken 
at a "Black Revolution Forum" at Boston Technical High School 
on the evening of March 22, 1968. The article stated that 
six husky Negro guards kept all white persons, including the 
press and two nuns, from entering. According to the article, 
CARMICHAEL reportedly told the crowd that all Negroes must 
love one another; that every Negro has a potential identity 
as a black man; and that the black community is the result 
of color rather than geography,

The March 28, 1968 edition of the Bay State Banner, 
a weekly Negro newspaper published at.Roxbury, Massachusetts, 
carried an article concerning,CARMICHAEL’s appearance at 
Boston Technical High School. CARMICHAEL is quoted as

- 5



* BS '157-437 j ; ... ”• ■ - "
^ayirig,?"Every Negro is ,a potent141 black man," and,: ’^We 
must begin'to have undying love for bur people or fabe 
genoeide from the whites.- The article stated thatz ."
CARMICHAEL, two other speakers from SNCC and JOHNWILSON, 
Chairman and founder of :the National Black. Anti-War Anti- *
•Draft Union, addressed the crowd with a real sense of 
urgency about’ the plight of the black man,in the United

■ States. ■;
i CARMICHAEL criticized the system of education in
the United States, saying, “For black people, it is just a 
reinforcement of the values of the whitesociety which teaches 
bur children to be ashamed of themselves," and, "White Americans think that the only wayJ to solve our problems is 

; with money. Thldestroy racism would be to destroy them- 
selves."

b2 On March 28. 1968, | [advised that CARMICHAEL
b7D during his speech at Boston Technical High School on/ 

March 22, 1968, read verbatim a letter whichponder- , 
stood CARMICHAEL to say he had? received from H. kab^BROWN of

, SNCC. CARMICHAEL told the audience that the letter had been 
written from BROWN'S prison cell.I advised that the letter is identical to the one appearing In the March 22, - '
1968 edition of Muhammad Speaks. identified Muhammad7 Speaks as the official news orgahi*or the NOI.

A characterization of the NOI appears in the appendix.
,t b2 made .availabie a I'copy of Muhammad Speaks
b7D and the letter appearing on page twenty-seven, in substarice, 

states that no slave should die a natural death; there is a 
point where caution bnds and Cowardice begins. BROWN states 
that everyday he is in prison, he will refuse both food and 
water. His hunger is for the liberation of his people and 
his thirst is for the ending of oppression. He claims to be 
apolitical prisoner jailed for his belief that the black 
people must be free. .The Government believes that those 
whom they cannot convert, they must silence and the United 
States Governmentjhas become,- the enemy .of mankind.



bs 157-437 •
BROW tells the black people their ■will to live 

must no longer supersede their will to fight. For their 
fighting will determine if the black race shall, live. The 
desire for freedom is not enough.• Black people must move 
from resistance to aggression and from revolt to revolution. 
For every black death, there must?be ten dead racist cops; \ 
He states that the black people must prepare itself mentally 
and physically for the major confrontation is yet to come. 
They must fight. Laws to govern black people must be made 
by black people. The letter is ended by the statement, "We ’ 
shall conquer without a doubt.“

On March 23, 1968, | 
। '___.__ :
the evening of. March 22, 1968. [_______
concerning CARMICHAEL’S talk the same as set out under 

above. ■ ■

On March 23, 1968, advised that STOKELYCARMICHAEL had spoken at Boston Technical High School on 
the evening of.March 22, 1968. | 1 stated, in substance,

I stated on March 24, 1968, that STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL had stayed oyernight oh Friday and Saturday. 
March 22-23; 1968, at the residence Of| , ,

Roxbury. On the afternoon of March 23,
1900, Carmichael attended a meeting at the Boston office of b' 
the Congress Of Racial Equality (CORE), 373 Blue Hill Avenue, - 
Roxbury. According to at,; the CORE meeting a sit-in
was planned for March 2/, 1900, to take place at a welfare 
office. believed that the, welfare office in: question
would probably be located in Roxbury.

|stated that two unidentified Negroes from 
the Bedford-Styyesant area of New'York City, New York, were 
present and deplored the scarcity of guns in the Roxbury 
area. It was their suggestion that the possibility of stealing 
guns from the nearby Boston Army Base be explored. They also 
discussed a method used by them to obtain money from New York 
businessmen. They stated that either by letter or in person 
these businessmen were told that donations by them to assist 

of the Negro could prevent possible civil areas. ] 1stated it was decided to
in the Roxbury area.

the rehabilitation 
disorders in their 
explore thfe method



APPENDIX

NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly Referred Co as 
THE MUSLIM CULT OF ISLAM, also known 
as MUHAMMAD'S TEMPLES OF ISLAM

In January, . 1957, a source advised Elijah Muhammad has 
described his organization on a nationwide basis as the "Nation 
of Islam" and "Muhammad’s Temples of Islam."

On May 5, 1967, a sepond source advised Elijah Muhammad 
is the national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI); Muhammad’s 
Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, 
Illinois, is the national headquarters of the NOI; and in mid-1960 
Muhammad and other NOI officials, when referring to Muhammad's - 
organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using either "Mosque" 
or "Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad's Temples of Islam."

The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was 
originally organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan. Muhammad 
claims to have been selected by /Lllah, the Supreme Being, to 
lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery ip. the wilderness 
of North America by establishing an independent black nation in 
the United States. Members following Muhammad's teachings and 
his interpretation of the "Koran" believp there is no such thing 
as a Negro; the so-called Negroes are slaves of the white race, 
referred to as "white devils," in the United States; and the 
white race, because of its exploitation of the so-called Negroes, 
must and will be destroyed in thp approaching "War of Armageddon."

t .

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, including 
Muhammad, have refused to Register under the provisions of the 
Selective Service Acts and have declared that members owe no 
allegiance to the United Stales,

On May 5, 1958, the first sourpe advised Muhammad had, 
upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal statements 
and instructions to his ministers concerning the principles of 
his organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by the 
United States Government; however, he did not indicate any 
fundamental changes in the teachings of his organization.

On May 2, 1966, a third source advised Muhammad.had, 
in early.July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious 
pects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic 
benefits to be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI. 
This policy change, according tp Muhammad, would help him acquire 
additional followers and create more interest in his programs.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES \ XENT ALL INF0RMATI0N CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 05-02-2006 BYMemorandum

Tolson __________
DeLoach ________
Mohr_____________
Bishop __________
Casper__________
Callahan 
Conrad __________

TO

SUBJECT:

60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls 
— —---- -date: - 4/5/-68

FROM

receive reports to the effect that Stokely Carmichael, former
Chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, 
has been seen in their territory. In practically all instances 
these reports are subsequently determined to be inaccurate.

The proposed attached letter to Albany, copies to 
all continental offices, points out that Washington Field 
Office is office of origin in the Carmichael case and is 
responsible for knowing his whereabouts at all times and that 
in the event an office receives an allegation that Carmichael 
has been seen in its territory, Washington Field Office should 
be immediately contacted to resolve the allegation.

ACTION:

If you agree, there is attached a proposed 
Albany, copies to all continental offices.

letter to

DeLoach 
Sullivan

Mr 
Mr 
Mr. Bishop

J-

59.

Enclosure 
100-446080 /
TDR:fhd (7) 7

b7C

1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

B APR 10 1968
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ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

□ FOIA/PA O Litigation D Executive Order Applied

Requester: 
Subject:
Computer or Case Identification Number:__________________________________________________________________
Title of Case:  ____________________________________________________________Section _________________
* File _ ________________________________________________________ ______________________________________
Serials Reviewed:______________________________________________________________________________________

Release Location: *File Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unitl

File Number :
Serial(s) Reviewed: eh Section

FOIPA Requester:________________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Subject: ________________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: V, 3 3 i ___________________ _____________________________________________

File Number: Section
Serial(s) Reviewed.

FOIPA Requester: __________________________________________________________________ __
FOIPA Subject:__________________________________________________________________________ _____
FOIPA Computer Number:'

File Number:
Serial(s) Reviewed:

Section

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number:

AI^..-XM.EQJMA-TXCai-J^OM!E-AXNEL)

DATE 05-02-2006 BY
THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL6^? RW^ISALIZED.

SCANNED BY DocLab (RMD)

DATE: ATTENTION

LAST SERIAL: DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE



TO

। OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

' UNITED STATES

Memorandum

5010—106

ERNMENT

b7C

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Rosen

DATE: April 6, 1968

Tolson \ 
DeLoach
Mohr -----
Bishop —
Casper _ 
Callahan
Conrad _

FROM

1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 -
1 -

Sullivafe—-
T avel --------
Trotter ------
Tele. Root.
Holmes-----
Gandy -------

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS
SEDITION

AL L INFORMATION CON TAlNE D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-02-2006 BY

b7C

r. eCLTO^g/AUC/TAM/DCG/blsBy teletype dated April 5, 1968, the San Francisco 
Office advised that according to a San Francisco Police Department 
informant, the Black Student Union, San Francisco, California, 
reportedly received a telegram April 5, 1968, from Stokely 
Carmichael instructing all black people to"hit the streets 
tonight." The informant did not see the telegram and investi
gation at San Francisco has been unable to verify that, in 
fact, such a telegram was received by the Black Student Union. 
The above information was furnished to the Department.

This afternoon Henry Peterson, Departmental Attorney 
in the Attorney General's office, telephonically requested that 
a review be e of Western Union records, Washington, D. C 

sassination of Martin Luther King, Jr/, to determine 
ife^apy।i lammatory telegrams had been sent by Stokely Carmichael 

___________|of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC), W^htTiK^5hT"Dr"C~.’7| ' [2SNCC2" "
official. and believed to be connected with SNCC,

since the

^Washington, D. C.

Peterson stated in order to make the review of 
RWesterrb Union legal , ; he had instructed Assistant United States 
Attorney Strazella, Washington, D. C., to draw up a subpoena to 
be used by our Agent?.

WFO was instructed to expeditiously review Western 
Union records as requested. ■ ■ z

irrrrri rimu’iiw -| । J! CKXsaRECOMMENDATION:
irl f' 17 \Forfyour information. 

100-446080 ' ' 
PTB:b£f !



v. 5-22-64)

AIjil iNFORMATlWxON'TAIN'ED;-- 
^KEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED- 

^Ee"' 05-02-2006 BY k 
™3 0'9/AUC/TAM7DCGAbls

’ '.(r ' ■

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT

FBI
D^T’4/8/68

Via

(Type in plaintext opcode)
URGENTTELETYPE

SAC, WO (66-9737)FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI

(Priority)

Mr. Tolson—------
.Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr----------
Mr. Bishop—-----
Mr. Casper.------ :
Mr. Callahan,——
Mr. Conrad.------
Mr. Felt..----- -—
Mr. Gale—-------

I
 Mr. Rosen------- —
Mr. Sullivan
Mr. Tavel.---------
Mr. Trotter-------
Tele. Room-----—-
Miss- Hohnea- pj 
Miss Gandy— —

b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, INCITE.TO RIOT

WO, ON APRIL EIGHT INSTANT IN RECEIPT OF INFO FROM

SECRETARY TO ASSISTANT AG J. WALTER YEAGLEY THAT HER
b7C

HUSBAND

WASHINGTON, D. C., HAD INFO REGARDING SUBJECT

Furnished him by one of his employees at it

WAS REPORTED TO WFO THAT " A GIRL IN OFFICE HAS A

COUSIN WHO ATTENDED AMSNCC MEETING ON APRIL SEVEN LAST AT

WHICH MEETING SUBJECT STATED THAT J’WDC IS JUST THE BEGINNING

AND THAT PHILADELPHIA AND OTHER LARGE CITIES WILL HAVE THEIR

TOPSBLOWN OFF." ,

2jBureau
■2-Teletype Unit 
2-WFO

® APk 9 1968.

RCW: llw
(6) 1 _ XEROX 

196BAPR

A^prwed^ 
z : .. Special.Agent in Char

_M Per _



Date

Transmit the following in--_
(.Typ'e in plaintext or code)

Via
■ (Priority) ■■

PAGE TWO

ON APRIL EIGHT INSTANT

; WHO TOLD HIM ABOUT SUBJECT WAS

ADVISED THAT THE EMPLOYEE

;b7C
HE ALSO STATED THAT ALL OF HIS EMPLOYEES HAVE BEEN CONTINUALLY

DISCUSSING THE RIOT SITUATION IN WDC AND THAT HE DOES NOT'

PLACE ANY CREDANCE ON ’’THEIR GOSSIP.” HE ALSO STATED THAT

HE HAD HEARD SO MANY RUMORS AND GOSSIP THAT HE WAS CONFUSED

AS TO WHO SAID WHAT 'AND'COULD NOT SAY FOR SURE THAT THE .. JI

ABOVE STATEMENT ALLEGEDLY MADE BY SUBJECT WAS IN FACT

STATED BY

ON APRIL EIGHT INSTANT STATED. b7C .

SHE SPOKE LONG DISTANCE WITH HER COUSIN

IN ATLANTA,. GEORGIA, ATTENDING SPELMA^COLLEGE ON APRIL SEVEN

LAST. AT THIS TIME HER -COUSIN STATED THAT ’’THE WHOLE

Approved:.’ Sent
/ Special Agent in Charge.i

M Per



Transmit the following in______ ' _______________ —J  —___ —  .—— ------------------!
. - . (Typeinplaiht’extorcode) , j.

: ;' r ' ’■ ■ : ' ’ :■ i ■■
Via __ £_______ ______ _ ____ _.'b___ :___ ,__________________________________ _ ____ ,____ —4 .

(Priority) - ।
___ _____ _ _______ ’______________________ _

PAGE THREE /

SOCIETY IN THE U.S. IS SICK AND PEOPLE MUST WAKE UP."
I STATED THAT SHE AND HER COUSIN DID NOT DISCUSS

- --------— . - - 1! -/■ ■ <

SUBJECT, BUT THAT HER COUSIN HAD STATED THAT. SHE RECENTLY

ATTENDED A SNCC MEETING IN ATLANTA. JSHE ALSO STATED THAT

SHE, DOES NOT BELIEVE IN' VIOLENCEAND HAS NOT , b7C'-.‘

ATTENDED SNCC MEETINGS IN WDC AND HAS NOT.SEEN SUBJECT IN

PERSON. SHE STATED SHE "HEARD" THAT SUBJECT LEFT WDC

THE MORNING OF APRIL EIGHT INSTANT ENROUTE TO RICHMOND

VIRGINIA. STATED SHE,RESIDES AT

TELEPHONE

SHE DENIED MAKING THE ABOVE STATEMENT.

'TO OR TO ANYONE ELSE

IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT THE ABQVE ALLEGATION IS

UNSUBSTANTIATED AND IN FACT DENIED, NO FURTHER ACTION IS

RECOMMENDED.

Approved: _____________ ; :~ . Sent
Special Agent in Charge

M Per



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED' 
DATE 05-02-2006.BY
6 0 3 0 9 / AU C / T AM / D C G./ b 1 s

4/3/6®

airtel 1 -
1 -

b7C

To:' SAC, W©

From: Director., FBI (100*44606^
STOKW QrMICHAEL 
intwal security - mscsaMmus
SEDITION

Authority is granted tecpay $62.30 for one .month’s 
rental of the dwelling, previously'requested by your office. .

1 - Mr. M. F. Row (6221 IB)
PTB:lmr

NOTE: Above authorized pursuant.to telephone request
WFO to supply lookout coverage on Stokely Carmichael.

from

Tolson __________
DeLoach _________
Mohr _____________
Bishop ___________
Casper _______' .
Callahan _________
Conrad .______  -
Felt_____________
Gale __ __________
Rosen _______ ____
Sullivan _________
Tavel __ _________
Trotter KA EA A
Tele. RjjJ? QJldpi

Holmes__________
Gandy ____________



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) ^VLL- ' INFORMATION 
JBkERETN IS 
| 'DATE.- 05 Z0

' 6 G.3£l 9'

'CONTAINER
UNCLAESIFIED -;
-2Q0&-BY-.' 1

AU C / -T AI'I / D 2 G/ b 1 s
FBI

Date 4/2/68
Transmit the following, in

(Type in plaintext or code), . ,

Mr. .Tolson....._ 
Mr. DeLoaeh.— 
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. B shop—_ 
Mr. Casper 
Mr. Caliahan—. 
Mr. Cunrad__

, Mr. 
Mr. 
Mi-. 
'Mr. 
Mr;

Vin AIRTEL
(Priority) .

. b7C
TO: IRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM AC, DETROIT (100-34122)

STOKELY ARMICHAEL. 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION

Re Detroit teletypes to;'the 
3/31/68 and 4/1/68.

Bureau, dated

Rosen...—____
Sullivan.—kl 
■Tavei__ r__
Mr. Trotter.!____

Tele. Room..—__
Miss Holmes_ ;__

Miss Gandy-------

Feit.

b7C

V 
V

11 copies of an LHM 
_______  _______  CARMICHAEL at 

Mich., on 3/30/68 and 3/31/68.
. ‘ ' It ■

< . ' ■' ■ ■ . ■ Two,; copies of the LHM are being furnished to Secret Service, Grand lipids, Michi!

Enclosed for the Bureau |j are 
relative to the appearance of STOKELY 
Kalamazoo

One copy of the LHM is being furnished to the. 
following:

NIC, Chicago, Ill.
OSI, Dayton, Ohio ..■•
G-2, Detroit, Mich. y
USA, Grand Rapids, Michi
Detroit confidential informant,D
who furnished information to SA

xs.

b2 
b7C 
b7D

_____  - ___ The ennfi riontial cnin-opmpnti nnerl in LHM is b7C
_____ ______ ______________________ Kalamazoo Co. SO. Kalamazoo 
Mich., whj&'was contacted by SA/ .

Bureau (Enc.-11) (RM)
2 - Chicago (Enc.-2) (RM) .© H1 _
2 - Washington Field (100-43503) (RM) (Enc.-2)
6 - Detroit (100-34122) } =«=». (1\- 1V-2000) (RACIAL SITUATION KALAMAZOO)

17-01 1«ll ___ _________JL_______ - < 'n<a SEC.SEB#
. AGtAb ACSI .SIC. OCR- -

■DATES’O^i—i 
si

157-2222) (MrC ON BP)

■—Q (13).)

• Special Agent-in Charge
Sent t_1

/I

APR 9 1968

b7C



DE:100-34122

SAs
RiirvpiTTanrpnf fAPMTrHARi, Was conducted bV b7C

It is noted tfrat advised that CARMICHAEL*s
compan ions were carryi ng a r11le ano a pistol.

'•"..■■..s’; 4-.. :''E
This LHM is classified corlT^lential to protect 

sources of continuing, valuers 2 - •. : q :

b2
b7D



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

iAtED STATES DEPARTMENT OfWbsTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Detroit, MichiganApril 2, 1W&AS SI FI ED BY 6 03 09/AUG/TAM/DC G/b

Re: Stokely Carmichael

b2
b7C 
b7D

At 5i25 PM, March 30, 1968, Detroit confidential informant, who^has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised tnat Stokely, Carmichael had .list 
arrived at the home ofl
Kalamazoo, Michigan,

_________ ____________ I BAM sponsored the
Midwestern Regional Conference on Black Power held at WMU 
March 29 to 31, 1968.

b7C
b7D

Carmichael arrived in a bronze colored, 1965 _____  Plymouth, two-door sedan, bearing 1968 Illinois license)_____ 
Carmichael was accompanied bv three Negro males, one of whom 
was called

Records of the Illinois Secretary of State disclosed that 1968 Illinois licenser ____ |is registered to | ~|
Chicago, Illinois, for a 1965 

pi y mourn. ~
| also advised that Carmichael and his three b2

companions then went to the residence ofl 1 b7c
____________________________________________________ _________________________ b7D
Kalamazoo, Michigan,|

Carmichael and his three companions then drove to 
the University Auditorium, WMU, arriving there at 7:13 PM 
in the 1965 Plymouth, supra.

FIDENTI4 
UP~T

Excluded 
down ng an 

assification
automatic



e
Re: Stokely Carmichael CON FZ3^©=-B=4dZ I A L

On April 1, 1968,advised that| was
observed to be in possession of a rifle which appeared to 
be a Mauser and which held a cartridge clip about ten inches 
long. One of Carmichael's companions was wearing a black 
and white sweater and this man carried a pistol.

On March 31, 1968, a confidential source, who has 
furnished reliable information in the past, advised that the 
following comments, in substance, were made by Stokely 
Carmichael during Carmichael's speech on the evening of 
March 30, 1968, at the University Auditorium, WMU, Kalamazoo, 
Michigan, at the Midwestern Regional Conference on Black 
Power:

b2 
b7C 
b7D

"They" talk about the confrontation between the 
western world and the Communist world. That's not the real 
confrotation - that's between blacks and whites.

"We'll" tell that honkie you took it with a gun 
and we'll take it back with a gun. We must organize our 
people with guns since it's clear to us that white people 
intend to commit genocide upon us. We've got to have guns 
just in case they are getting ready to play cowboys and 
Negroes.

Mao Tse Tung says political power grows out of the 
barrel of a gun and he is right.

"I" am not too impressed with Negroes at colleges. 
They come out of college like a whitewash. You can't even 
get a college student to pack a gun.

We have to talk this year about survival. That's 
all.

Negroes have to get out in the street.
We must have an undying love for our people. "I" 

mean that you must be prepared to die for our people not for 
the white man.

- 2 -



Re: Stokely Carmichael

If you go to school, go to school for your people. 
Negroes who go to college to become professional men contribute 
only to their own welfare.

We have a lot of Uncle Toms. They are traitors and 
you kill traitors, but we should emphasize saving our brothers. 
It will tear us up inside, but we will have to kill them. We 
have to kill anyone who is against the masses of the people.

This generation is the one which has got to start 
doing retaliation. The fires in Chicago were just the 
beginning.

If ’’Niggers" can’t do nothing, then "obscene” they 
are going to have to stand up and die like men. They have 
been living on their stomachs too "obscene" long.

Why go to Vietnam? Die right here. We’re the 
warriors. The honkies are not.

Kennedy is trying to put us to sleep. That’s right. 
The Kennedys try to put us to sleep.

In answer to a question from the floor as to what 
Carmichael would suggest the ROTC cadets and academy cadets 
do when they get into the Army, Carmichael said:

"Now there are two things they can do.
Number one, if they really have an undying 
love for their people, they can take their 
training and use their training for their 
people. Number two, they can take their 
training and use it for their people, if they 
can’t do that, they should get out. Get out. 
Tell the honkie, No. Stand up and say no 
for once. Just tell them no, it makes you feel 
good."

Carmichael also said tha t "you" must take five 
years in jail or death. At least you’re on your feet. That’s 
important, man, because if a "Nigger" can be a man once in 
his life, he should die for that.

3



t

Re: Stokely Carmichael

b?c _______ On March 30, 1968, _______________ _____b7D I advised tha 11 ]oi the University
Auditorium, estimated there were approximately 900 persons 
in attendance at the speech by Carmichael.

b7C

b7C

At 10:33 PM, March 30, 1968, Special Agents of the 
Federal Bunau of Investigation observed Carmichael leave the 
University Auditorium, WMU, and enter a bronze colored, 
1965 Plymouth, two-door sedan, bearing 1968 Illinois license I Carmichael was accompanied by four Negro males. 
They drove directly to the residence of|

~| Kalamazoo, Michigan, arriving 
there at 10:40 PM. Numerous Negroes were observed entering 
and departing from that residence while Carmichael was 
present.

At 12:20 AM, March 31, 1968, Carmichael was observed to leave [residence and ride in a green. 1965 Oldsmobile
sedan, bearing 1968 Michigan license) | to the Masonic
Temple, 309 North Rose Street, Kalamazoo, Micnigan. He 
arrived at that location at 12:26 AM where he made an appearance 
at a dance sponsored by BAM for delegates to the Midwestern 
Regional Conference on Black Power.

At 1300 AM, March 31, 1968, Carmichael was observed 
to depart from the Masonic Temple and accompanied by four 
Negro males. Carmichael rode in the 1965 Plymouth sedan._____
supra, |_______________________________________________ ________________
Kalamazoo, Michigan, vtere he entered Apartment

At 2:13 AM, March 31, 1968, Special Agents of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation observed a group of Negroes leave Apartment) Carmichael was
observed in this group. Carmichael and three Negro companions 
entered the bronze colored, 1965 Plymouth sedan, supra, and 
the Plymouth departed the area. At 2:30 AM, March 31, 1968, 
the Plymouth was observed to drive onto Interstate Highway 
94 and proceed in a westerly direction on that highway. 
The-oPlymouth continued to the end of Interstate Highway 94 
and at 3:58 AM crossed to Indiana on Indiana Highway 39.

C ON A L
4



Re: Stokely Carmichael c L

, Records of the Michigan Secretary of State disclose that 1968 Michigan licenser Jis registered to J
tKaiamazoo, Michigan, on a

b7C

1965 Oldsmobile sedan

parents' nome

ladvispri in the mat that!

Kalamazpo, a nd~[ ]resides at hils
b2 
b7C 
b7D

On March 31, 1968 
State Police 
sedan, bearing 1968 Illinois license 
on Interstate 94 near Paw Paw, Michigan

__________ ___ _ M i di ga n 
advised that a bronze 1965 Plymouth, two-door 

'_________ | was stopped
_______ by Michigan State 

Police |__________________________________________________ [because of
a defective taillight on the Plymouth, at 12:48 AM on March 
31, 1968. The occupants of the Plymouth identified themselves 
as follows:

b7C
b7D

i

b7C
b7D

Left Rear
Name Stokely Carmichael
Address 360 Nelson SW

Atlanta, Georgia

5



Re: Stokely Carmichael C ON A L

Date of Birth
Heigh t
Weight
Eyes
Hair
Operator’s license 
Number

June 29, 1941 
6’1”
170 pounds
Brown
Black

Georgia 0-434616
Right Rear 
Name
Address
Date of Birth
Height^
Weight
Operator’s license 
Number

b7C
b7D

On March 31, 1968, Kalamazoo,
Michigan, Police Department, advised there were no incidents 
or disturbances in connection with Carmichael’s appearance at 
Kalamazoo, Michigan, onlhrch 30 and 31, 1968.

b7C
b7D

This document contans neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

CON I A L
6*



TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

' . - ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
'^rX“oT’° A ffi^BIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

GS* GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERN^WF 05-03-^006 BY
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

Memorandum
Mr. W

A

Sullivan/t/
is

DATE:

rh.: -
4/9/68

Tolson ----------------
DeLoach --------------
Mohr  ---------------- »
Bishop -----------------
Casper----------------
Callahan--------------
Conrad--------------—
Felt---------------------
Gale --------------------
Rosen -------------- —
Sullivan---------------
Tavel ---------------- —
Trotter----------------
Tele. Room____ —
Holmes----------------
Gandy --------------- —

STOKEL ARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY RACIAL MATTERS 
INCITING TO RIOT - SEDITION

Supervisor) of the Washington Field
Office called today in connection with our investigation of 
Carmichael and asked for authority to expend $120 to obtain 
a complete sound reproduction of a color film which had been 
made of the Stokely Carmichael press conference on 4/5/68.

ACTION:
In view of the importance of developing a case 

against Carmichael at this time, I authorized the expenditure 
as requested.
JAS :mls/**(4)

b 7 c
1-Mr. Sullivan_____

® 2 APR 181968



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED  ̂
hgJtEIN IS1' UNCLASSIFIED 1

DATE 05-02-2006 i BY ' 4
*60)3 0 9/ AUG/ TAM/'DfjG/ bls . 1

FBI •

Date: ‘ 3/29/68

Transmit the following in • _________::_____________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL____ -
(P riority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) b7c

FROM: SAC, BOSTON (157-437)(P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY~/CARMICHAEL
IS - SNCC; SEDITION

Re WFO teletype 3/22/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of a 
letterhead memorandum concerning subject’s visit to Boston 
3/22-24/68. Two copies are being sent to New York for their 
information since they may find it necessary to conduct 
investigation concerning information set out in the letterhead 
memorandum. Two copies are being furnished WFO because they 
are Office of Origin.

Copies are being disseminated locally to 108th 
Military Intelligence Group, Naval Investigative Service Office 
and the USA, Boston, Mass.

The letterhead memorandum is being classified 
CONF^Bfi&TIAL dnce the information furnished by the sources 
mentiorsi in theJetterhead memorandum could logically result
in identification of confidential informants of continuing 
value and jeopardize their future activities. b2 

b7C 
b7D

Snurras mantinnad ara

£3^ Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM) 
z**- New York (Enc. 2)(RM) 
2 - WFO (Enc._2)(RM) 
2 - Boston

. JFN:maf 
(9)-

C. C .BIsfiopH ENCLOSURE

Appravea: Sent

EX-1 IS 0 a w

DAita M W 
BY:

— M Per __________



. BS 157-437 -
k The agents who participated in the. surveillance of 

. = ■•• CARMICHAEL on 3/22/68 were SA «s!|
b7C

basis

£

_________________________ _ ______________________  The identity? :■ 
of the agents participating in -WOysurveillajiice; are not known./

/ With ref eren.ce. to theLclaim,that -guns are stolen; yy 
from the army base’' inNew York City? even though source y?'f fi / : ? 
believes,; statement is7a; bragging' one and probably withouty-?/ ? / ? 
basis,; it is suggested New York? may ;ddsire- to contact' authorities 
at the base concerning possible!!-theft of guns. •. ? . ; •■-/
■/■??’■..: ■//?' • /' „>■ :-1 '■ ?/ ■./ ■■■■'r i ''i' •? > ’ ■." ■- ... ,y
?, 1 . Information concerning -possible thefts of guns from
the army; base has been furnished -local: police authorities ■; 
and 108 MI Group. /■ • '' > y-V/jy-y !;l ?' -y ■/’ ’'.i-'' ?,; "<>?■?■



IE D BY 6 0 3 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/b

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

ON 05-02-200b

•nited states department Ajustice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Boston, Massachusetts
March 29s 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
On March 22, 1968, agents of the FBI observed 

Stoke! v .Carmichael accompanied by| '________ |of the Washington, D. C. office or tne student 
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), board Allegheny 
Airlines flight 926 at the National Airport, Washington,

b7C

b7C

b7C
b7D

D. C. This flight departed Washington, D. C. at 1:00 p.m. 
and was scheduled to arrive at Boston, Massachusetts, at 
3:00 p.m.

On March 22, 1968, Stokely Carmichael and a male
Negro companion believed to be| [were observed to
disembark from Allegheny Airlines flight 926 which arrived
at Logan International Airport, East Boston, Massachusetts 
at 3:25 p.m. on that da±j»------- .

The pair were met cyl
the Boston SNCC, and his wife,____
Carmichael and his companion were driven by
__________ | residence at|
Massachusetts.

fo

On March 23, 1968, a source who has furnished
reliable Information in the past advised that Stokely Carmichael 
was scheduled to appear as a guest at a program called "Black 
Revolution'’ at Boston Technical High School, Roxbury, Massa
chusetts, at 6:30 p.m. on March 22, 1968.

The source advised that Mag permit to use the hall 
had been obtained by one

| and currently astudent at Boston University, Boston, 
Massachusetts. [ '
to present _
whom source stated he understands is supposed to be making'a 
speaking tour through the United States. Source stated that 
during the program J [announced that| _ [would not
be able to appeal" since the country of| refused to
allow him to leave the country

1 had scheduled the affair primarily

<PQF1ES DESTROYED 
343 FEB 23 1971

bGisatic

enclosure — 13 6?



S TOKEIY CARMICjBEL

The source stated that Carmichael spoke for 
approximately an hour before an audience of approximately 
1,200 persons„ The audience was predominantly between the 
ages of sixteen and twenty-five. Carmichael discussed the 
history of slavery in America, oppression of the black 
people by the white, the poverty and inequality under which 
black people must live and several times stated in substance 
that the whites must‘be killed or the black people will die, 
This ' source stated that Carmichael.’s talk was received with 
enthusiasm although less response was given when he made 
reference to killing white people.

The source stated that half 
were stationed at the entrance of the 
people from entering. All members of 
also excluded.

a dosen Kegro males 
hall to prevent white 
the news media were

No incident occurred either during the program, or 
after Its conclusion.

b2
b7D

A|with whom sufficient contact has 
not been had to determine his reliability- advised on March 23.? 
1968, that Stokely Carmichael had appeared .as scheduled at 
Boston Technical High School on the evening of March 22, 
1968. This source stated in substance the information pre
viously set out above.

b2 
b7C 
b7D

Oxi the afternoon of March 23, 1968, Carmichael 
was present at a meeting held at the Boston Chapter of the 
Congress Of Racial Equality (GORE), 373 Blue Hi.il Avenue, 
Roxbury, Massachusetts, The‘source advised that he learned 
that at the CORE meeting, a sit-in was planned for March 27, 
1968, at vv( )' !R <' 1 a -1 1 - in Boston, Massachusetts. 
The source could not learn where the sit-in was to be held 
but believed .It would be at a Roxbury office, possibly the 
one at Grove Hall.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



STOKELY CARMICHAEL
The source al.so advised that two unidentified male 

Megroes from the Bedford-Styvesant arm of New York City were 
present at the CORE office. They deplored the lack of avail
able guns in Boston and suggested that since the Boston Army 
Base was adjacent to the Roxbury area., the possibility of 
stealing guns from the Army Base should be explored. They 
pointed out that this was one of the methods by which guns 
were obtained in New York City. The source stated that both 
of these men appeared to be braggarts and whether or not this 
information has any basis in fact could not be determined. 
Source stated as far as he could, find out, it could possibly 
have been said in jest.

These two men explained that money was obtained in 
lew York from New York businessmen 'by implied threats. Busi
nessmen are contacted sometimes in person and sometimes by 
letter and it Is pointed out to them that by supporting Negro 
programss they could possibly insure themselves against civil 
disorder and consequent property loss. Donators are given a 
CORE sticker to place on their window. Source stated that 
the Boston group decided that some sort of effort would be 
made to do this in the Boston area.

Source advised on the evening of March 23. 1968, 
Carmichael attended a meeting at the Union Methodist Church, 
48? Columbus Avenue, Roxbury, where Ron Karenga of U.E spoke.

Subsequent to this affair, Ca^ichael went to a 
party at the home of|

~| Massaenusetts. >eowrcc aava.sea tnat

Source advised that he is not aware of Carmichael’s 
time of departure from. Boston or his destination, but believes 
he spent at least part of Sunday., March 24, 1968, in Boston.

.A|__ pho has furnished reliable information 
in the past advised on March 2-4, 19&S., that. Stokely Carmichael 
appeared before the Best Suburban National Association for

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



the Advancement of Colored People Youth Council in Maywood., 
Illinois^ at approximately 4:00 p.a. on that date. The 
affair took pja-ce at the Masonic Temple in Maywood»

This? document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBIo tv a n. ip-1 ly o* 1U' t?’T and 
is loaned to your agency। It and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22.-64) i|<LL . INFORMATION ' CONTAINE

Therein is unclassified
■DATE ■ 05-02-2 0'0® , BY ' ■ ■.,
' 6030.9ZAUC/ljAg./|PCG/bls’ <

■Date: 4/4/68

Transmit the following, in
(Type in. plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
'(Priority) ’’

TO:

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
• ■ u

. -"J ■
SAC, WFO (100-43503) (» b7c

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M; SED 
(00:WFO)

ReNOairtel, 3/28/68. ;

Mr. .Tolson__ ■
Mr. DeLoaeh:. 
Mr. Mohr...1.... 
Mr. Bishop..... 
Mr. Casper._
Mr. Callahan. 
Mr. ■ Conrad'... 
Mr. Felt____

Mr. Gale____
Mr. Rosen..:... 
Mr. Sullivan. 
Mr. Tavel___
Mr. t. Trotter... 
Tele. Room.]... 
Miss Holmes..

No information received from WFO sources regarding 
plans of CARMICHAEL to speak at Louisiana State University, 
New Orleans, on 4/19/68, Any information received indicating 
such a speech will be furnished promptly.

New Orleans continue to follow closely and, if . 
speech made, contemplate covering same per Bureau airtel, 
12/21/67.

3y- Bureau i . ■
z- New Orleans (100-17362) (RM) (AM) App 9 jggg
1 - WFO

I.

4 APRl
Approvhfik

AIRTEI^ ' . ; '

Speciar
Sent -__l M Per



„ F O-36z-(Rev. 5-22-64)

4
INFORMATION''CONTAINED •

E IN I S UNCLAS S IFIED 
TE 05-02-2006 Bf 

5U309/AUC/TAM/Dcd/^ls .

4-
5 T£r. DeLoach------

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE

PLAINTEXT
4/9/68

(Typ£ in plaintext or code)
URGENT

Via
\\ (Priority)
'i " ___

TO:

FROM:

DIR

C, WO (100-43503) (P)

OR AND SACS ATLANTA AND MEMPHIS

; j-fe Mohr.------
Mr. Bishop-----
Mr. 'Gasper----
Mr. Callahan- 

j Mr. Conrad— 
i Mr. Felt------- -

-|! Mr. Gale—-j- 
Il 1/Ir. Rosen—U 
I; Mr. EullivanJg

■41 Mr. Tavel------
I' Mr. Trotter—
11 rw r • __
II —•*------
i Miss Holmes—
D Miss Gandy—

CARMICHAEL, IS - M; SEDITION. (00: WFO)

RE ATLANTA TELETYPE APRIL EIGHT, LAST

ADVISED THAT SUBJECT VISITED HIS
b7C
b7D

APRIL EIGHT LAST, :AT EIGHT AM FOR PURPOSE OF

ACCORDING TO HE

TOLD SUBJECT THAT THE ONLY PIECE OF CLOTHING OF HIS WHICH

REMAINED WAS HIS TURTLE NECK SWEATER, AS TOE STORE HAD
BEEN LOOTED DURING THE RIOT. HE IsTATED THAT CARMICHAEL

UPON HEARING THAT HIS CLOTHING WAS LOOTED, BECAME ANGRY

AND LEFT THE STORE CARRYING ONLY HIS SWEATER.

2/Bureau 
2-Teletype 
2-WFO

Unit

CAF:llw 
(6)

S APR 9 1968

Approved: Sent M Per



Date:

Transmit the following in_______ _ _________________ :______________ I
(Type in plaintext dr code) I

Via_____________ :___________  _____ '_____ ■_____________ Il ______ ;____________________ [
II (Priority) ।

------------------ -- ---------------- ।--------------------- -- :---------- --  - - J ______ _■____ .______________ J_

PAGE TWO

SOURCE ADVISED THAT HE DID NOT OBSERVE SUBJECT IN 

WDC THIS DATE, HOWEVER, HE BELIEVED THAT CARMICHAEL WAS 

IN ATLANTA AS HE HAD PREVIOUSLY INDICATED TO THE SOURCE 
■l|

THAT HE WOULD BE IN ATLANTA ON APRIL EIGHT, LAST, FOR
ll

KING'S FUNERAL THE NEXT DAY. I| 
ii ' •

MPD ADVISED THAT THEIR SOURCES INDICATED THAT

CARMICHAEL WAS BELIEVED TO BE IN ATLANTA FOR THE PURPOSE

OF ATTENDING KING’S FUNERAL. MP I

FIVE PM APRIL EIGHT LAST AND THAI?

THE SUBJECT HAS NOT BEEN IN TOUCH

FURTHER ADVISED THAT

ARRIVED WDC APPROXIMATELY

THEY HAD DETERMINED THAT

WITH .HER AS OF MIDNIGHT,

b7C
b7D

_________________Il :

4&RTL EIGHT LAST AND THAT MADEEHOTEL 

RESERVATIONS IN ATLANTA FOR APRIL NINE INSTANT.

Approved: ---------------------------------------- Sent
Special Agent in Charge

Per___________________





7
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
ObE 05-02-2 0 0 6 Bf

eOMMUNIOATIOKS SECTION

APRIOWO7

Ti
j vi;. Tolson
« 'It-, DeLoach------
| tot. $Iohr
& $ 3ishop.._ 

Casper_
Callahan

FBI ATLANTA

Mr.
Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt__
Mr. Gale—

Rosen_ 
Sulliva 
Tavel— 
Trotter.

Mr.

105AM IMMEDIATE 4/10/68 LWG

TOJHtfECTOR (100-446080) AND WFO (100-43503)

FROM ATLANTA (100-6812) 2P

8

I
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.

| Tele, Room_
' 3 Miss Holmes.
| Miss Gandy-

£

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, AKA; IS M; SEDITION.

|ADVISED THAT SUBJECT ARRIVED IN FRONT OF PASCHAL 
MOTOR HOTEL, EIGHT THREE ZERO HUNTER ST., S.W. IN NINETEEN 
SIXTYFIVE BLUE AND WHITE DODGE SEDAN BEARING UNKNOWN SOUTH 
CAROLINA LICENSE AT APPROXIMATELY ELEVEN FORTY PM ON APRIL EIGHT. 
AS SUBJECT ALIGHTED FROM CAR, HE SPOKE TO CROWD SAYING QUOTE

b2
b7D

BROTHER, TOMORROW NIGHT WE GONNA BURN THEM UNQUOTE.

ADVISES THAT SUBJECT ARRIVED VICINITY OF

EBENEZER BABTIST CHURCH, FOUR ONE THREE AUB^N AVE 
APPROXIMATELY TEN TWENTY AM APRIL NINE W$S<E FUN

L57/
FOR DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. WERE IN PROGRESS. AS 
PROCEEDED IN VICINITY OF CHURCH AND ALTHOUGH SPEAKING TO^NO^TW

IN PARTICULAR REPEATED TIME AND TIME AGAIN QUOTE BLACK POWER,

BLACK POWER UNQUOTE AS HE HELD UP HIS HANDS. SUBJECT WAS NEATLY
r-.tt ! ~ '■ ■

DRESSED IN A BLACK BUSINESS SUIT. AFTER SERVICES AT CHURCH AND

WHILE EN ROUTE TO MEMORIAL, SERVICES AT MOREHOUSE COLLEGE RUMOR WAS

END PAGE ONE Mc' j
_ „ ■ Clayed

O 0 151968 J" —



PAGE TWO

THAT SUBJECT HAD SAID QUOTE PLAY. IT COOL AND AFTER WE BURY THE MAN, 
THEN THE RIOTS CAN START UNQUOTE.

~| NEXT OBSERVED CARMICHAEL AT MOREHOUSE COLLEGE 
CAMPUS STANDING CLOSE TO CASKET OF KING AT APPROXIMATELY TWO OR 
THREE PM AP/f^L NINE. SUBJECT MADE NO SPEECHES OR COMMENTS AT THIS 
TIME.

~| ADVISED THAT AT APPROXIMATELY 
NINE THIRTY PM APRIL NINE A CROWD OF APPROXIMATELY TWO HUNDRED 
FIFTY TO THREE HUNDRED FIFTY PERSONS WERE GATHERED IN FRONT OF 
PASCHAL MOTOR HOTEL AND| |aDVISED SUBJECT WAS INSIDE

HAVING DINNER WITH SMALL GROUP KNOWN STUDENT NONVIOLENT

COORDINATING COMMITTEE PERSONNEL.

[ADVISED THAT AT APPROXIMATELY TEN THIRTY

FIVE PM APRIL NINE, THE CROWD IN FRONT OF PASCHAL*S DISPERSED AND 
CARMICHAEL WAS NOT KNOWN TO HAVE ENGAGED IN ANY ACTIVITY OR SPEECH

MAKING UP TO THAT TIME.

EFFORTS CONTINUING THRU INFORMANTS SOURCES AND OTHERWISE TO

DETERMINE ACTIVITIES AND STATEMENTS. LHM FOLLOWS.

END

JCR

FBI WASH DC*

@



ED-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-02-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG,/bls ' Date: 4/7/68

'Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT
(Type in plaintext or code)

TELETYPE

TO:

URGENT
| (Priority)

I {Mr. Tolnon-4^
Mr. DeLoach.™ 

II Mr- Mohr—.---- ’
i| Mr. Bishop...----

I Mr. Casper...—:
Mr. Callahan.—

I Mr- Conrad___1
Mr. Felt.,.™.----
Mr. Gale...„-----
Mr. Rosen-------L
Mr. SullivanAA
Mr. Tavel——- 
Mr. Trotter...---
Tele. Room----- -(
Miss Holmes—

j ’Miss-

IRECTOR AND SACS ATLANTA AND RICHMOND i|
b7CFROM: SAC, WFO (157-1576)

, D.C

ASSASSINATION OF MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., RACIAL MATTERS

NEWS REPORT ON A LOCAL RADIO STATION, WASHINGTON

(WDC), AT ABOUT ELEVEN FORTY P.M>., APRIL SIX, LAST, STATED

STOKELY CARMICHAEL TO LEAVE WDC APRIL SEVEN, INSTANT, FOR

ATLANTA, AND WOULD BE IN RICHMOND APRIL EIGHT, NEXT, FOR

COURT APPEARANCE OF H. RAP BROWN;! CM

ANOTHER REPORT ON WTOP TELEVISION AT TWELVE THIRTY A.M. Q

APRIL SEVEN INSTANT, STATED CARMICHAEL GOING TO ATLANTA
o
QQUOTE TOMORROW END QUOTE, FOR KING FUNERAL

WFO SOURCES ALERTED

& - Bureau

g

u,“ '**»»• ocsoBMcucas ttssmtcttiKn*

1 - Teletype Unit
4 - WFO

(1 - 100-43503)
(1 - 100-46722)

S2 APR 10 1968

Sent _ M Per



-FBI WASH DC Fgom SURgAU (5? JJMSWriOM 
■ U. S. DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE 
~ COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

APR 91968
FBI ATLANTA

/ Lil

1:10 AM URGENT 4-9-68 JWE

TO DIRECTOR

Mr. Tolson______
Mt. DeLoach____
Mr. Mohr_______ ,
Mr. Bishop_____
Mr. Casper........
Mr. Callahan____
Mr. Conrad_____

FROM/ATLANTA ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-02-2006 BY

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS &0SW.C4UC/TAi'-i/DCG/bls

RE WFO TELEPHONE CALL INSTANT AND ATLANTA PHONE CALL TO

WFO.

illxisJ

STOKELY CARMICHAEL OBSERVED AT APPROXIMATELY ELEVEN FORTY

P.M. ON APRIL EIGHT SIXTYEIGHT DRIVING UP IN FRONT OF PASCHALL’S 
RESTAURANT, HUNTER STREET, ATLANTA, BY ATLANTA POLICE OFFICER WHO 
HAS PREVIOUSLY SURVEILLED CARMICHAEL AND KNOWS HIM. CARMICHAEL IN

SIXTYFIVE BLUE AND WHITE DODGE SEDAN WITH UNKNOWN SOUTH CAROLINA

TAG. AS HE ALIGHTED FROM CAR STATED QUOTE BROTHERS TOMORROW

NIGHT WE GONNA BURN THEM

ATLANTA SOURCES HAVE BEEN REALERTED AS TO CARMICHAEL’S

-

^73

PRESENCE ATLANTA HAVE BEEN INSTRUCTED TO IMMEDIATELY ADVISE OF ANY

PLANS, CONTEMPLATED ACTIVITIES OR OTHER MOVEMENTS OF CARJWCMEX*3

SECRET SERVICE SPECIAL DETAIL AND MILITARY INTEL^E^^968 
ALERTED. PD ALREADY AWARE.

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED AS INFORMATION BECOMES AVAILABLE

«■ .. I

FBI WASH DC Gil
ft^lAPR’l 8IS38 -



TO

OPTIONAL FORM ^O. 10 
MAYlrrrrToiTioN 

gsa'gen, reg. NO. 27

UNITED STATES (^’ERNMENT

Memorandum

5010-106

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLJ^IFIED 
DATE 05-02-200^BY :
603 0 9/AUC/.TAM/^S/.bls . .

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan

Tolson ___________
DeLoach --------------
Mohr ------ :—:---------
Bishop ----------------
Casper----------------
Callahan .----- :-------
Conrad-----------------

FROM

Mr. W. C. Sulli
b7C

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Felt---------------------
Gale - -------------------
Rosen ___________
Sullivan---------------
Tavel ------------------

L) / C Trotter-----------------
Tele. Room ---------
Holmes —--------------
Gandy

INTERNAL SECURITY -MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITIO1

-Mr. Bishop 
-Mr, Rosen

DATE: April 5, 1968

1
1
1
1

This morning a brief press conference was held 
at the Headquarters of the Washington/ D. C., chapter of 
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). 
Stokely Carmichael, former Chairman of SNCC, stated that 
the press conference had been scheduled before
Martin Luther King, Jr., was assassinated and had originally
been called to protest the jailing of H. Rap Brown, 
Chairman of SNCC who is presently incarcerated, Orleans 
Parish Jail, New Orleans, Louisiana. Carmichael declared
that a hearing for Brown is scheduled to be held in 
Richmond, Virginia, next week and the SNCC organization 
wants to see him released from jail at that time. The 
purpose of this hearing is to determine whether or not Brown 
should be extradited from Virginia to the state of Maryland 
where he has been charged with inciting to commit riot and 
inciting to commit arson at Cambridge, Maryland.

Carmichael stated that white America made its 
biggest mistake when she killed Martin Luther King as he 
was the one man of the Negro race who was trying to teach 
love, compassion, and mercy for what the white man had 
done. Carmichael stated that the rebellions around the 
United States cities “is light stuff" compared to what is 
about to happen, 
of their leaders
be in the court room but 
United States of America |get guns.

He said they would retaliate for the death 
The execution of those deaths would not 

would be on the streets of the 
and black people know they have to /

In answer to a on SNCCqueECfpwn as to w lintends to take in getting H.^ Rap Brown oi 
Carmichael’ replied that the Central Commit^^r6f"SNt£r has 
'decided that if the State of Maryland persists in charging 
H. Rap Brown for the Cambridge incident, Governor Spiro 
Agnew of Maryland "has*not seen anything yet." He said 
[that they would turn that state inside out and upside down 
•He further indicated they were going to get Louisiana and

CONTINUED “ OVER
PR1 61968 COPY SENT TO MR. TOLSON



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
Re: Stokely Carmichael 

that they have some brothers working in Florida, Ohio, 
and are going to get Richmond, Virginia. He did not 
further explain this statement. A transcript of this 
press conference prepared by the National Broadcasting 
Company and the Columbia Broadcasting Company was obtained 
by our Washington Field Office through contact arranged by 
Mr. Bishop's Division and furnished to the Criminal Division 
of the Department. The Department is presently reviewing 
the transcript to determine if a warrant can be obtained 
charging Carmichael with inciting to riot in Washington, D. C.

For information.



AL L INFORMATION CON TAlNE D

TO

orTl^lAI c'~l~ 10
MAY^962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES

50H’E°REIN IS UNO LASSIE IE
0 0 6 BY i

Mr. W. C. Sullivan

Memorandu
9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Bishop —
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _

DATE: 4/6/68 !osen

FROM
J b7c

b7C

Tavel ___ y
Trotter__L.
Tele. Room
Holmes ___
Gandy ____

subject STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS - SEDITION

^7 At 5:30 p.m., 4/6/68, SAC Purvis, Washington Field
/ Office, called to advise of the following request received from 

U.S. Attorney David Bress, District of Columbia, concerning 
Stokely Carmichael, a member of the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee.

b7C

Mr. Purvis advised that he and Supervisor]_______ |had
been requested by Mr. Bress to attend a conference at which two 
Assistant U.S. Attorneys were present, as well as| Metropolitan Police Department 
(MPD). Mr. Bress said that he wanted an investigation conducted 
concerning Carmichael in order to make a charge of inciting 

to make a chargeto riot under the D. C. Code. He is anxious 
that would stand up in the District.

Mr. Bress asked for three specific investigations 
and the one he would like the FBI to conduct concerns the 
march on the evening of 4/4/68 where Carmichael called on 
merchants to close their doors in honor of Martin Luther King. 
Mr. Bress wants the FBI to interview store owners, employees, 
customers, and anyone else who can be identified as present 
to determine Carmichael’s statements and actions. Supposedly, 
during this march, two white men were pulled out of a 
Volkswagen and itsis desired that our investigation cover this 
incident. The MPD had an undercover man present during this 
march, but his evidence is not sufficient. Mr. Bress advised 
that the Attorney General has specifically asked that he make 
the request to the FBI to investigate this incident.

the MPD toMr. Bress advised that he wanted 
investigate the press conference of Carmichael held on 4/5/68 
and also Carmichael’s appearance at Howard University this 
same date

- Mr. DeLoach i
- Mr. Bishop
^7 Mr. Rosen
- nG^W.C. Sullivan

b7C

if!.1' i -*
b/C

® APR 10 1968CONTINUED - OVER
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Memo to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

After checking, SAC Purvis was advised that he 
could inform Mr. Bress that we would conduct the requested 
investigation, but would not interview the store owners in 
their homes and would conduct the investigation starting 
Monday.

Subsequently, SAC Purvis called back to advise that 
the MPD had informed U.S. Attorney’s Office that in view of 
current conditions, it was impossible for them to conduct the 
investigation requested of them at this time. He, therefore, 
tasked if the Bureau would conduct the investigation concerning |the press conference of Carmichael on 4/5/68 and his appearance 
|at Howard University.

It is noted that we have already conducted 
considerable investigation concerning both of these incidents 
and have furnished considerable details to the Department. 
In view of this fact, SAC Purvis was advised to go ahead and 
conduct this additional investigation and to so inform 
U.S. Attorney Bress.

ACTION:

For information. This investigation will be closely 
followed and we will furnish the results to the Department 
and U.S. Attorney promptly.



DC* ALL INFORMATION .CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
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SAN FRANRELAY TO WASH FIELD APR 61968

lTHEETYFE

202PM DEFERRED 4/6/6S LFH/ TO DIRpefoR AND WASHINGTON FIELD WASHINGTON FIELD VIA DIRECTOR

Tolson—_ 
DeLoach— 
Mohr____
Bishop 
Casper 
Callahan- 
Conrad_

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. Felt- 
Mr. Gale...

r. Rosen___
Mr. Sullivan- 
Mr. Tavel—

/Mr. Trotter 
Tele. Room. 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy.

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-721) 2P (P)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IRAM-ISC

REBUTELEPHOME CALL THIS DATE INSTRUCTING INVESTIGATION TOSECURE ADDITIONAL.DETAILS CONCERNING REPORT THAT BLACK STUDENTSUNION AT SAM FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE RECEIVED TELEGRAM FROMSTOKELY CARMICHAEL ON APRIL FIVE LAST WITH INSTRUCTIONS TO BLACKPOWER AFFILIATES TO HIT THE STREETS TONIGHT.
CONTACTED THIS DATE ADVISED THAT HIS RELIABLE SOURCE AT SAN FRANCISCOSTATE COLLEGE REPORTED ORIGINAL INFORMATION HAD 'NOT OBSERVED TELE-GRAM, BUT HAD SECURED INFORMATIONBLACK STUDENTS UNION AT COLLEGE. FRAM INDIVIDUALS CONNECTED WITH b7c

b7DTELEGRAM SUPPOSEDLY SENT TO ALLBLACK POWER AFFILIATES. ADVISED THAT TELEGRAM COULD HAVEBEEN ANY OTHER MEANS OF COMMUNICATION OR EVEN AN IMAGINED ONE TOENFAMCE SOMEONES STATUS. VOLUNTEERED THAT AROUND NOON PST

■’5i! !^O u Vfe0*0 z 3 7^

161368' " 30 , Lt: -i?- e APR 10.1968

DECAYED X

END



PAGE TWO
ON APRIL FIVE LAST STOKLY CARMICHAEL APPEARED ON UNKNOWN CHANNEL ON .TELEVISION ORIGIN OF THE BROADCAST UNKNOWN, BUT PRESUMED EASTCOAST. HE URGED. BLACK MEN TO HIT THE STREETS AND TO GO AND RETALIATE. THIS PROGRAM REBROADCAST LATER THAT DAY. WESTERN UNION SAN FRANCISCO RECHECKED ALL MESSAGES TO BRANCH SERVICING SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE FROM TWO PM APRIL FOUR UNTIL FIVE PM.APRIL FIVE LAST AND NO TELEGRAM FROM STOKELY CARMICHAEL FOUND.ENDGFH



FBI‘“WASH DC*' FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

PLS RELAY TO WASH FIELDFBI SAN FRAN
AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-02-2006 BY228PM DEFERRED 4/6/gg LFH 60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/blsTO DIR TOR AND WASHINGTON FIELDWASh/FIELD VIA DIRECTOR 'FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-721) P 2P

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IRAM-ISC

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Mr. Tolson
Mr. DeLoach____
Mr. Mohr

Bishop______
Casper_____ _
Callahan____
Conrad.
Felt___
Gale___
r. Rosen__

Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Tavel__
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

b7C

REMYTEL THIS DATE.IN AN EFFORT TO. DETERMINE IF STOKELY CARMICHAEL SENT ATELEGRAM TO AFFILIATED BLACK NATIONALIST ORGANIZATIONS INSTRUCTING THEM TO TAKE ACTION UPON THE DEATH OF DR. KING, WESTERN UNION WAS REQUESTED TO DETERMINE IF A TELEGRAM.HAD BEEN SENT TO BLACK STUDENTSUNION, SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE. WESTERN UNION ADVISED THEY WERE UNABLE TO FIND ANY SUCH TELEGRAM. WESTERN UNION PRODUCED A TELEGRAM DATED APRIL FIVE, LAST WHICH WAS SENT FROM WASHINGTON, D ,C., ON APRIL FOUR AS FOLLOWSs

SAN FRANCISCO. A SLCK COUNTRY. DESPAIR, WHERE IS OUR HEART?AMERICA ONCE AGAIN DESTROYS A BEAUTIFUL HUMAN BECAUSE OF HIS BLACKNESS. TOO LATE?END PAGE ONE
54 APRWW

TOO LATE? FOUR HUNDRED YEARS TOO LATE? WE MUST

E APR 10 1968

lOKMMMe

-'v; * p .<■

RELAYED TO.



PAGE TWO
MAKE A CRY FOP. LIFE. DR. KINGS' CRY FOR LIFE, "l HAVE A-DREAM"r

jC '------ b7cTODAY WEMUST ACT FOR BLACK AMERICAS' LIFE SIGNED V_
__________________________________________________ /WASHINGTON, D.C. IS UNKNOWN TO SAN FRANCISCO AND A SIXTY SEVEN -SIXTY EIGHT SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE STUDENT DIRECTORY DOES NOTLIST A STUDENT BY THAT NAME. WASHINGTON FIELD SHOULD ATTEMPT TOIDENTIFY THE PERSONS WHO SENT THE TELEGRAM TO DETERMINE IF THEY AREPOSSIBLY CONNECTED WITH STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

b7C
*- P.1 JCORRECTION ' PAGE TWO-.LJl^-g---S-HD-&E---- .---------ULFE---^I-G-N^©~~B-Y-GFHFBI WASH DC*



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

ALL INFORMATION'CON TAlME D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-02-2006 BY 
603 0 9 ./ AU C / T AM / D C G,/ b 1 s 

Transmit the following in

Via

TO

TELETYPE

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC (100-43503)

b7C

jdiI aJ Sulliva
|f Mr. Tavel—

(Type in plaintext or code)

DEFERRED
(Priority)

Date 4/7/68
PLAINTEXT

■ r

b 7C

FBI !
' .Ur. 

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Toison__
DeLoach.. 
Mohr____
Bishop__
Casper__
Callahan- 
Conrad...
Pelt__
Gale__
Rosen..

Mr. Trotter-
Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC;|j SEDITION

RE SF TELETYPE TO BUREAU AND, WFO APRIL SIX, SIXTYEIGHT

TWO TWENTYEIGHT P.M

WFO INDICES DISCLOSE NO INFORMATION CONCERNING

b7C
b7D

TWO ONE ONE FIVE S STREET, N.W., LOCAL HEADQUARTERS OF

THE NATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION^, INTERVIEWED BY

WFO SPECIAL AGENTS FEBRUARY ONE,| LAST, AS A RESULT OF FAILURE 

TO REPORT FOR INDUCTION ON NOVEMBER FOURTEEN, SIXTYSEVEN.

-<m<o/37^
11 |p E5Bta35SESai C3SSStfJJHJ53l1 - Teletype Unit

1 - San Francisco (AM)
2 - WFO ® APR 10 1968

Sent _L M PerApproved:
(Charge



FD-36-jfRev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date;

Transmit the following in

(■Priority)

PAGE TWO '

AT TIME OF INTERVIEW, SUBJECT SAID THAT HE HAD BEEN ADVISED
! '

BY COUNSEL NOT TO MAKE ANY STATEMENT IN ABSENCE OF COUNSEL.I • f

A SOURCE WHO IS FAMILIAR WITH STOKELY CARMICHAEL AND
OTHER MEMBERS OF SNCC, WASHINGTON^ D.C., ADVISED THAT SHE

IS UNFAMILIAR WITH THE NAMES ABOVE AND HAS NOT HEARD ANY OF 
J. ’

THEM MENTIONED IN CONNECTION WITH STOKELY CARMICHAEL OR SNCC.

WFO CONTINUING.
ADMINISTRATIVE. SOURCE MENTIONED IS I

H l___________________________

-------  'I
■I

AIRMAIL COPY TO SAN FRANCISC^.

Approved; Sent I. M Per
Special Agent in Charge



Transmit the following in

Vin airtel

'Ob' . ALL't’NFQRMAT^ON? CONTAliB
-H ER EI NT IS U^L AS®T FIE D -

■ '' .DATE : 05-0272'[|d<<BY\ . 1
■ ;.6H33 0 9;/ ATJCy^^/‘DCG/,bls A

•• E)aJe: 4/3/68
'PLAINTEXT '

(Type in plaintext or code)
' - ', ■ - ■ ' ’ !i -■ "•<' .. .

.. . 11 (Priority)

'' I-
. .. r 

-i.
' i

t J’
•i

i ■ 
i
i
i
i

—1
i
i.

—i 
i

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O) 
(ATT: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751) (P) 
■ ' / j- ' , ■ -

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL >
IS-MISC5 SEDITION
ReWFOtel to Bu and NY, 4/2/68.

Telephone number 98.9-1313,. is listed to SNCC head
quarters, .100.5th Ave., NYC. . ?• ; .

NYO has a list of confidential sources to ascertain b7c 
information concerning wedding of subject | b7D
scheduled for 4/27/68, at NYC, L 

.■ . • ■ it ’
NYO will advise immediately upon receiving any 

additional information. ■>

f3^/'Bureau (RM)
^2- Washington Field (RM)
1- New York

BJW:amb
(7)



5-1 13a ((9-29-65)
N^RHAT I ON. C ONWcTTfE D

HERt:iN®b UNCLASSIFIED
DjME 0^02-2.006 ' BY < <

6p309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls
Domestic Intelligence Division

IN FORMATIVE NOTE 

Date __________4/7/68_

Attached is a memorandum from 
the Attorney General requesting inves
tigation concerning Stokely Carmichael's 
activities on April 4, 5, and 6. This is 
practically the same investigation which 
was requested by USA Bress, Washington, 
D. C., on 4/6 and which is subject of 
memorandum same date. It should also be 
noted that we had these matters under 
investigation before receipt of Bress*s 
request. Washington Fie^d Office (WFO) isgiving these matters^expeditiou&i 
investigative attention as condition in 
pertinent areas permits. Copies of 
Attorney General memorandum have been 
furnished SAC, WFO, with instructions to 
submit report to Bureau as soon as 
possible setting forth investigation 
conducted to date. Attached also is 
copy of WFO airtel 4/7 setting out 
pertinent D.C. Code Section.



F B I

Date:
4/7/68PLAIN TEXT jTransmit thefollowing in

(Type in plaintext or code) /

URGENT
II (Priority)

TO:

FROM

A HOLIDAY BE DECLARED ONCHAIRMAN, CORE, TO THE EFFECT THA'

APRIL NINE
ATTENDANCE
CARMICHAEL

DEPART WDC FOR RICHMOND
SOURCE

Mr. Tolson
'Mr. DeLpa

VA. AT
OF SNCC, WDC

2-Teletype Unit 
2-WFO
AAMi.MJB. ,

. NEXT, IN CONNECTION WITH

7/ n .
FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64)

Via TELETYPE

■ AL L % W E Q RM AT I ON C DWT AIN E'D 

HEREIN I.S UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE US-02-2006 . BY
603.0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/T-l-s ' -

v ■

|l Mr. Cesper— 
7 II Mr. Callahan.

Mr. Conrad...
•& Mr. Felt—- 
V Mr. Galaxy

Mr. RosenyT, 
l?fe. Sullivan 
; Mr. Tavel—
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy—

b7CDIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) AND SAC, RICHMON
SAI, WF(E (100-43503) . “ '

' ^MaBSWALi SECURITY J

STOKELY'cARMlC'fiA'EL, IS - MISC., SEDITION, f

Ac-SOURCK/WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN 
Z^THE P^ST, ^DVISElf AT FOUR FORTYFIVE P.M., APRIL SEVEN INSTANT 
THATrHE AT'&DED A PRESS CONFERENCE' HELD AT ED MURPHYS SUPPER

"CLU&T TWO TWO TWO SEVEN GEORGIA AVE., N.W., WDC, AT THREE P.M 
'a , r ■WHT6H WAS TO ENDORSE THE STATEMENT OF FLOYD MC KISSICK, NATIONAL

NEXT IN MEMORY OF DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. IN
AT THIS CONFERENCE WAS LESTER MC KINNEY AND STOKELY

SOURCE.. ADVISED AN AUTO CARAVAN WILL

IVE THIRTY A.M., APRIL EIGHT
H. RAP BROWNS APPEARANCE THERE

DID NOT KNOW HOW MANY WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE CARAVAN AND WAS 
‘W^B^WO DETERMINE ANY TRAVELc^ANS OF CARMICHAEL.

ADMINISTRATIVE; ^SoWcE IS |

io APR 11.1968

b7C 
b7D

6W
Sent _M Per
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

JALL INFORMATION’ CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED- ■' 
DATE. 05^'02.^20 0 6 BY
603'0 9/ AUG/ TAM/DCG/ bls

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)date: 4/9/68

FROM SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) P

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M; SEDITION

Enclosed are 11 copies of LHM for the Bureau and 
two copies for New York and WFO containing information 
secured from

b2
b7D

^-''Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM)
2- “ - '
2- 

’ 3-•b2 
b7D '

New York (Enc7 2) '(RM) (100-153751) ' t s ,WO^e. 2) (X00-43503) (BM) /

(2 - 100-6812) 7 J
E4 APR 111968

EUC:jhs 
(9)

j r
AGENCY: ACSL^^ST,SEQ.SEI^ZL

. ? ' Isjj ,CRD,RAO. f 4
- / HOWZoOr

.DATE FORWiil **

'b7C/ i



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta. Georgia April 9, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-02-2 006 ' 'BY '
603 0 9./AUC/TAM/DCG./bls

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - M; SEDITION

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, advised on April 9, 1968, that the wedding 

|Stokely Carmichael is scheduled 
to take place<in New York City, on April 27, 1968.

1*

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.

COPIES DESTROYED 
243 FEB 23 1971

©WXOSUBB



F D - 3 6 (Rev,' 5-22-64) 
z<r~" ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

«
EREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
ATE 05-02-200/5, BY

6 0 3 0 9 / AU C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s 
FBI

Date: 4/1/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

A I R T E LVia
(Priority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (157-1297) (P) 
O' 

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS'- M; SEDITION 
00: JFO

b7C

Re. Chicago tels to the Bureau dated 3/31/68, and 
Chicago airtel and letterhead memorandum (LIU1) dated 3/27/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11) copies of a 
LHM dated and captioned as above. A copy of the LHM is being 
furnished the USA, Chicago; Secret Service, Chicago; and 
Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

d

b2 
b7C 
b7D

Information copies of the LIBI are being furnished 
to offices previously submitting or receiving details in this 
case
3y~ Bureau (Encl. 11/ ,('RM)

- Atlanta (100-6488) (SNCtf) (Encl. 2) (RM) (Info.)
- Columbia (RM) (InfQ.) (Encl. 1)
- Columbus (Encl. 1) '(Info.) (RM) -
- Detroit (Encl. 1) (Info.) (RM)
- Indianapolis (Encl. 1) (Info.) (RM)
- Los Angeles (Encl. 1) (Info.) (RM)
- New York (Encl. 1) (Info.) (RM)
- ,/F0 (Encl. 2) (RM)
- Chicago'

(1 - 100-40342) (SNCC)
(1 - 157-1148)(BLACKSTONE RANGERS)
(1 - 157-2343)(FRED HAMPTON)

i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i
2 
9

K.
XCEBCY • ACSI ■BUl0!™SS»T-,SF'

DEPTs Si®-,' 
HOW FORW^4 i -A-—- 
DATE EORW, d * -*——

by»____

(1

157-New) 

157-413) 
157-New) 
157-New)

DEH:flk 
(22)

J968

MSent 
arge



CG 157-1297

Sources mentioned in LHM are as follows:

LEAD

CHICAGO

______ AT CHICAGO. ILLINOIS, Will contact
lane inquire it 

tape recording was made of STOKELY CARMICHAEL’s speech on 
3/24/68.



FED STATES DEPARTMENT OlWUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
Fiiei^o. CG !57-i297

Chicago, Illinois 
April 1, 1968

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
DATE 05-02-2006 .BY 
603 0 9/AUG/ TAM/DCS/ bls.

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated 
March 27, 1968.

On March 29, 1968, a confidential source, who has 
not been contacted sufficiently to deteimine reliability, 
advised that source was among an audience of approximately 
130 people at S t, Ma rga..r.e.t_.Ls.^.Ep i,s.gop.a Li a n JOhur.ch, Ha 11, 2555 
East. 73rd Street, Chicago, Illinois, on Sunday evening, 
March 24, 1968. The St. Margaret’s Episcopalian Church 
membership consists of approximately 300 members composed 
of about 10% Negro membership./ The Episcopalian youth 
organization is composed of about 40 high school teen-agers _ with the same racialXbalance which is I

b7C 
b7D

Sunday evening, March 24, 1968, that Stokely Carmichael, 
former National Director of the Student Non-Violent Co-Crd 
Committee (SNCC), had been invited to sneak, before the 
Episcopalian youth group ___________ The audience,
which numbered approxina tely'130, was composed of 20 to 30 
Episcopalian youths, seven adult parishioners, and 100 Neg' 
none of which were parishioners. Many of the Negroes wore 
beatnik and African style hair and attire.

Stokely Carmichael and about 100 Negroes arrived 
approximately 45 minutes late. He apologized for the delay 
stating he had spent the past five hours arbitrating a Negro 
youth gang dispute between the Blackstone Rangers and another 
south side Chicago gang. He then retired to a room to the 
rear of the speaker’s platform with a few of his accomplices.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of ’Investigation (FBI). 
It is the property of the FBi and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your 
agency.

ESSllgl



STOKELY CARMICHAEL’

|________________ then had a collection taken to be
presented, to Stokely Carmichael as a honorarium..

' _______________  then fnt'rdd¥“ced -a^xiolleague of Stokely
Carmichael by the 'name.-of - C level and<Mrow=ni0S' Brown is described "Tl/t- 
as a Negro male, 30 years 6TcI, 5’8" wall', 140 pounds, medium 
complexion, brown hair cut normal, cl\an shaven,' neat /
appearing, slender build, and a soft speaker. Cleveland 
Brown spoke for about 15 minutes on the theme of police 
brutality against Negroes. -He told of alrecent experience 
he had with police when he tried to lead h peaceful 
demonstration at Orangeburg,-. South Carolina, at a Negro college. 
He was badly beaten by the Orangeburg Police,-then hauled 
off to a hospital and placed in an isolation ward for 21 days. 
Brown said he is now considered a fugitive by police because 
he has been charged with seven local violations in Orangeburg, 
South Carolina, and Atlanta, Georgia.

Brown then, introduced Stokely Carmichael who spoke 
for approximately 30 minutes, principally on the theme that 
Negroes must arm themselves and unify. Carmichael appeared 
surprised to see white people in the audience and explained 
that he thought he would be talking to an all Negro audience 
so would have to change the nature of his speech. He said his 
main reason for coming to Chicago was to create peace between 
Negro groups. Carmichael through his speech would state a 
point and then repeat himself at least three times which 
source thought was disconcerting, dull, and repetitious. 
Carmichael made the following comments: "If any white men 
touch our black brothers we’ll kill them"; "Black people must 
learn to stop fighting with each'Other"; "Organize and carry 
the fight to the streets"; "Black people must get guns and 
ammunition to defend themselves"; "To hell with the United 
States. To hell with Vietnam. The black people of the United 
States have always had to do the lowest and dirtiest jobs, 
i/hy should they go over and fight the white man’s war?"

The source stated the meeting broke up without 
any incidents. The neighborhood remained calm and there 
were no arrests by the Chicago Police Department.

Attached to this memorandum are the following ' 
articles concerning Carmichael’s visit to Chicago and speech 
at St. Margaret’s Episcopalian Church taken from local 
newspapers:



’ RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

’’The Chicago Defender" weekly edition, dated 
March 26,. 1968, an article entitled "Carmichael, Local Black 
Grups Meet. He Details United Front Operations";

’ "The Daily Calumet, a daily edition, dated March 
26, 27, and 28, 1968, articles entitled respectively.

"Preaches at 73rd and Coles Church. ’Eliminate’ 
Hie. Opposition: Stokely"; -

"Church Sanctions Militant Black Power Speeches";

"Bishop Aide, Warden View Stokely".

b2
b7D

On March 28, 1968, a|_____________ _________________
who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised 
that Fred Hampton, President, The national Association for 
the Advancement of Colored People Youth Council, Haywood, 
Illinois, recently commented that when Stokely Carmichael 
was in Maywood, Illinois, on Sunday, March 24, 1968, that 
he promised Hampton he would return to.Mayrood in the future. 
Source said that one of the reasons why Carmichael came to 
Chicago was to talk to leaders of the Blackstone Rangers and 
other Chicago Negro youth gangs to stop their intergang fighting 
and attempt to have them unite with the Black Power Movement' 
sponsored by Carmichael. The source did not know if Carmichael- 
was able to contact the Blackstone Rangers or other youth gang 
leaders.

b7C 
b7D

b7C 
b7D

On March 30, 1968, Friendship Airport Police at 
Baltiffcre, Jdaryland, advised that Stokely Carmichael, using 
the name Accompanied by a Negro male using the
name "departed there on United Airlines Flight 147 at
11:15 AMASaturday, March 30, 1968, with destination Chicago.

On March 30, 1968, United Airlines,
Washington, D.C., advised that on Haren 29. 19687 round trip 
reservations were made for S. Leigh andI for the
above mentioned United Airlines Flight. Reservations were 
also made for a return trip from Chicago to Washingtbn, D. C., 
via United Airlines Flight 284 scheduled to depart Chicago 
at 7:30 AM Sunday, March 31, 1968, and to arrive at 'Washington 
D.C., at 10:00 AM that date. The telephone number given 
to confirm these reservations is listed for SNCC, Washington, 
D.C.

3



BP""

<_v ' RE: STOKRT.Y^RMTCHA^T. W

At 12:15 PM, March 30, 1968, Special Agents of the 
bvc FBI observed, Stokely. Carmichael arrive in Chicago on United 

Airlines Flight 147 at O’Hare Airport. Carmichael was accompanied 
by an unknown Negro male. They were met by two unknown Negro 
males. The four men then entered a 1965 Plymouth sedan bearing 
1968 Illinois License] |

A ____________________________  an agency which collects
b2 . intelligence type information in the Cnicago area, advi.sed on 
b7D March 30, 1968, that Carmichael and the others drove from

. 01Hare Field, Chicago, through Chicago, proceeding east on 
Interstate Highway 94. They were last observed traveling east 
of Gary,, Indiana, on the Indiana Toll Road.

1968 Illinois Licenseb7C
b7D

b7C
b7D

b7C

|is registered to 
Uiicago, Illinois.

___________On June 15. 1965,__________________________________
_______ Chicago Police Department, advised that 
among the individuals arrested on June 11, and 12, 1965, in 
rnnnppf-inn with a dpmnn.<»ration at Chiraan__ T1 1 i nni s ________

who resides at| ____ I Chicago, Her Chicago ‘ ’T®-
Police Department-Central Bo dicing Number” is

At 5:30 PM on Saturday, March 30, 1968", Stokely 
Carmichael was observed arriving at Western Michigan University, 
Kalamazoo, Michigan, by Special Agents of the FBI.

The Kalamazoo, Michigan, Police Department, advised 
on March 30, 1968, Stokely Carmichael spoke at Western 
Michigan University before approximately 900 people at a 
mid-west regional conference on black power.

At 2:30 AM on March 31, 1968, Stokely Carmichael 
was observed to depart Kalamazoo, Michigan, in a bronze 
PIvmouth two-door sedan, bearing 1968 Illinois License 
__________(traveling west on Interstate 94 in the direction 
of Chicago.

On March 31, 1968,|~ . [United
Airlines, O’Hare Field, Chicago, Illinois, advised that Stokely 

b7c Carmichael departed on Flight 284, at 7:30 AM, Sunday, March
b7D 31, 1968, His flight was' due to arrive at Baltimore,

Maryland, at 10:00 AM this date. Carmichael was traveling 
under the name S. Leigh and his Negro male companion was 
traveling under the name



RE; \ STOKELY WRMICHAEL

SNCC is known as the chief exponent of "The Black
Power Philosophy". National leader________ Stokely b7c
Carmichael have publically espoused the use of violence 
to achieve Negro equality and have used the phrase, "Hell no, 

" I won’t go" in reference to Negroes being drafted.

Pertinent portions of the above memorandum were 
furnished to United States Secret Service, Chicago; Region I, 
113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois; Cook County Sheriff's 
Office, Chicago, Illinois; and Chicago Police Department, 
Chicago, Illinois.

A copy of this memorandum is being furnished to 
the following agencies:

United States Attorney
Chicago , Illinois

k United States Secret Service
Chicago, Illinois

Region I, 113th MI Group
Evanston, Illinois.
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By BETTY WASHINGTON 
II Daily Defender Associate Editff

■neratois V
BUF, may not attack any other 
black organization. For teen 
gang members, this m:ians , 
an 'absolute end to hostilities 
vented by black youths against 
other blacks youths.

“Nothing is more important । black

tp bring black people 
gether.” .

He said he also rejects ! the 
value of green power, “which 
is'- a materialistic concept and 

■ does not speak to the issue of 
power”. ■ Carmichael

to-The black rights leader said 
that BUF membership is open 
to a:3 black groups and to 

Stokely Carmichael met here!racially integrated organiza- 
Monday with about 50 repfe-. tjons that have a black mem- 
sentatives of black organiza-'bership of at least 50 per cent! 

tions from across the city and anc] are headed, by a black per-! ■ ■ , _______
"------ 1 .... ।—h„ i|.n Chicag£)j now> than- t0 stop' described the war on poverty

concerned I these gang fights,” said Car- as “the most divisive pre
programs, Imichael. He said he and several gram we have,” and said it is 

' members of local rights groups geared to pit segments of .the 
“ ‘ r:'~ ..... 'u^, m£b!,bl!<ck community against ijne

, . ■ I [
ghetto ahother, and ultimately slows- 

down the “rebellion.” “

discussed in detail the umbrella 
rights organization, the Black 
United Front.

Sitting in were spokesmen 
representing CORE, SNCC, 
ACT, the Deacons for Defense 
and Justice, SCLC, and mem
bers of several teen gangs, 
along with ■ other community
based rights groups.

Carmichael was brought here Toms, non-violent and. violent 
by the black rights organiza-. philosophies.” ;
tionsi “in order that we could , BUF is still, in the organizing 
all hear more about the Blackd J: , .. , , ,,
tt.-,11 j i i. ! stage, and the “ground ru es •United Front, how it Is organ- ! * ’ _ ,
ized>how it works,” » spokes- j are currently being drawn' up 
man said, adding that there - by 17 people who may not 
has been' some interest in estab- necessarily serve in leadership
lishi.ng a similar organization in 
Chicago. '

son.
BUF is not now 

with developing 
and recognizes that 
tion must take place before 
programming, said Carmichael. 
He described BUF as a loose 
organization, where there is 
room for “God, Allah, radicals, 
militants, conservative, Uncle

organiza
“spent five hours St

. breaking up a gang fight” that j p 
| was brewing in one 
j community.

Cai-michael 
that he has no _______ . .
as s' tool for developing black 
power. He said, “We cat, use 
the vote, but only as a means

told the group' 
belief in the'vote

izedg how it works," 
man said, adding

capacities once the organiza
tion gets rolling, he said.

Carmichael set fourth the 
three following “basic ideolo
gies” which he said character- - 
ize the nature of BUF: !

— “Undying love for our 
people,” which he .said neces-

He revealed that the organi
zation in Washington is made 
up of 100 groups and includes 
followers of Elijah Muhammad' 
as well as high ranking NAACP ; 
officials. ' ’ • '

sita.tes commitment to the jvel- 
fan! of all black peple. i

•“t. Recognition that every-- -il ---- - -... - - -i
‘ “Negro” is a potential black 
j'mmi. !-
; ■ — Realization that for black 
! people the question of “com
munity” is not a question of 
land blit of the degree of unity.

BUF :was organized by Car
michael and other members of 
SNCC in Washington, D.C. But/ 
thd; membership - has now . been1, 
broadened to include conserva/ 
tiv'a . Negro organizations, oi;

.varying degrees of militancy/ A,

The Washington group, which 
could become a model for 
similar umbrella set-ups across 
the country, is to be directed 
by Council of Elders, an arbi
trary council which will have as 
one function the settling of 
differences that develop be
tween groups of differing ideo
logies. ;.. i’

One essential iground rule is 
that organizations belonging to



Stokely fbarmichael,-.of the Student Non-Violent Co
ordinating Committee, stands between Calvin 'Lock- .
ridge, left, and Charles Hooks, representatives of local 

rights groups who invited the black power advocate 
to come to Chicago to discuss the Black United Front. 
(Daily Defender Photo by John Gunn.)
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three-piece musical group 
named The Soul'Power.

The trio entertained until 
Brown took the rostrum at 
7:30 p.m. He looked out at 
an audience which included 
a halfrdozen white teenagers, 
about 20 hippies of both races,

-J
-; - ' ( 

; (By The Daily calumet Staff) 
\ ' ii . ■’ ' . r . - --------- ......v-

, ... Stokely Carmichael, mili- | duped as Cleveland Brown, j 
; tant black power l.eader, 

preached a. gospel ’ of Negro 
armament for the summer 
ahead in St. Margaret’s Epis
copal Church hall, 2555 E. 
73rd St., Sunday night. . ’ 

“If someone . touches any 
of our black brothers, we’ll 
kill- hirir,” Carmichael. de-' 
dared to an audience of teen
agers, hippies, parishioners 
and spectators.'

Carmichael charge fl his 
black brothers to arm fihem- 
—4 ■"..... - - -J/
■ selvas with guns -and ‘riullets 
under his leadership. He said 
black or whites who resist 
or oppose would “have to be' 'nearly 100 Negro adults and 
eliminated.”' He said Negroes a handful of white adults.

. should spend their . time . Details of the meeting were 
.■“fighting in the streets,” not 

in Viet Nani. . , ■
The meeting'was apparently ' 

arranged’! for.' the benefit of 
the church’s .youth group.by. 
Father William tvetzel/’St. 
Margaret curate. ’’ •; .'• 

TfiarUrs nt ihp

meeting were Fr. \v-atzel •» -Ca.rmichael, a man int J' far ofre:,ri"ls' a 
. t St. Margaret’s pastor, Fa-

1 >: ther Albert Peters, who was
and another speaker.who was; riot at the meeting was not 
not identified. J . available for comment'yes-

Persons who knew of the terday. Neither were Fr. 
gathering in the church hall ; '■ — -------- „ * . ,•were told to be present by Wetzel °r T"? t 

„.h„„ th„ _ ser.ior warden of tne church
vestry, the church’s lay ad
visory board.

7:15 p.m., when the doors 
to the. basement meeting room 
would be closed. .They were V13UIJ' (o-rppf«H h.. - Carmichael and Brown were :• 5xeecea Dy a rock-an-rnH . i°-introduced by Fr. Wetzel, a >

’ Negro curate who has served ' 
■ at the church for about a I 

year. . /
Brown was the first to 

speak, and according to the 
information, laid the ground-' 
work for Carmichael.

He reported on militant ac
tivities on a college qampus 
iii South Carolina, and said 
white authorities “just want-

J

revealed to The ^ily'Calu-^ toiured Negr°\s to ?ie”. J • 
‘ met yesterday by two parish- after ttiek were s o . . t ;
' inner;; who attended. Thev" Cpanselad at S .0 ; 

said they found outtabout the “«m for self-protection.” ; ;.
. meeting almost by accident .“We must .always be ready . . 
through members of the teen 40 Protect ourse ,ves».
group . The parishioners' is reported to have:- said. . ..

Carmichael arrived at about <

8



i seen tJiie hall so packed.” 
They pointed out they could 
identify only two or three 
.persons as St. Margaret par
ishioners. They noted that 
Brown prefaced his comments 
with,, “I’ll have to speak a 

■ little differently” because 
• whitfi persons' werp present. 
' Brown said he thought he would 

be addressing an all. Negro 
audience. il -

, 8:15. When introduced,,.heJ Before B.rown spoke, a col-
received a. standing ovation, 'jection was taken. '

, : To ^udience amens, yeh^ The ^persons who reported 
and applause,.Carmichael, as- -the'meeting to ThecDailyi'Cal- 
sertedil Negroes needed guns. met s^id they had "never ' 
and ammunition ‘‘so they)----  ■v.rf'oif”
(whites) don’t kill us.” J

He declared ‘‘to heli” with 
the United States, the war in' 

- -------- !| - . il. ■ 
Viet Nam -and white’.lpersons 
‘‘who are responsible” for 
Negro problems. ‘‘They don’t, 

■mean a thing,” he is reported ; 
to have said.

Carmichael apoligized for 
.being late.-. He said he was 
on the city’s west side ‘‘mak
ing peace” between two rival , 
gangs. He referred ,to a j 
gang leader who had been ! 
shot over the, weekend. He : 

'.claimed authorities made “no । 
attempt” to provide swift ? 

■ medical aid to the youth, who ( 
he said was shot in the^face. ' 
He claimed authorites ‘‘want- । 

ed him to die” and went on ' 
to preach black unity and death 
to those in either -race who.

■ would oppose his movement.

A third speaker reportedly 
was to follow Carmichael. 
When Carmichael concluded, 
there was a brief question and 
answer period in which a man 
asked what was to follow the 
“blood and killing.” ';Fr. Wet- j 
zel, reportedly cut tl'^e ques- i 

• tioner (iff after Carmichael i 
said, “If’.someone touches any J 
of our black brothers, we'll i 
kill him.” . • j
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By JOSEPH SEV1CK
’ (Of The Daily Calumet Staff) 

A Sunday evening Black 
Power.j speech by militant 
Stokel:y Carmichael at St. 
Margaret's Episcopal Church, 

, 2555 E. 73rd St., yesterday 
was sanctioned by ttie’church’s 
diocesan office.
’ Fr. William Wetzel', St. 
Margaret’s curate aridij ap-’ 

. parently the middle-mar] who 
• far ranged Carmichael's ap- 
■. pearance, revealed yesterday 

that he has been banned from
Commenting on the appear-.! 

< ance".' i
■ Reaction came from mem- ; 
bers of the church’s vestry ■ 
(lay advisory board), but Fr. J 
Albert Peters, pastor, could ■ 

i 'hot be contacted. p ■ 
: ■ Canjon Paul Kyger| an., 

■Episcopal priest and assis- 
. tant to Bishop Gerald ^Dur- 
rill, said yesterday, the bish-r 
op in a letter to diocesan 
parish churches “encourages 
the use of pulpits as forums” 
so that “all points of view 
can be disseminated in the 
community!”

The bishop’s freedom of 
expression directives in the 
letter, pertained only to the 
diocesan cathedral. However, 
Fr. Kyger said, based on a 
previous incident where ;the , 
Students for a Democratic So- 

;• ciety were allowed to conduct 
“a huge”..rally at an -Epis
copal .'church, he believed C ar— '. 

■michael’s -appearance would» 
.' ' not betbanned., ' ■ ’. ■ ;| ■. />;

He noted that in ftict the 
bishop could only indicate dis- 

. .-pleasure, but could not stop. ' 
,._ an activity in a parish-churchj j . michael Black Power .speech.\^unday.’s.; services or, in the ' 

- Fr, Kyger said the diocesan' consisted of..about 100- Negrc cilur<ih '.bulletin. HeSsaid he

office was not aware off,the” 
Carmichael’s appearancr; in; 
advance, though.

The priest said his office 
had prepared . ho statement' 
to explain Carmichael’s ap
pearance. ' |

In .his talk before 135 per- ; 
sons Sunday night, Carmichael । 
said Negroes should, arm 
themselves with guns and am
munition and be prepared to 
fight in the streets to defend 
themselves.

A full report of the meet- i 
' ing, at which a man identified '■
as Cleveland Brown also ex- 

. pressed,views similar to Car - 
■ michael’s, was given to The 
Daily Calumet by two parish- 

. ione.rs who attended.
Though the parishioners 

said there were only about 
25 youths present, Fr. Kyger 
said yesterday Carmichael’s 
appearance was for the bene-, 

' fit of the church’s youth group.!
He said the Episcopal Youth j 

• Organization conducted a 
t dance at the church Saturday ' 
’ night. The invitation ,to at- 
■ tend armichael’s speechwas 
। issued at that dance, fl 
~~ .. ..-

When asked why the an
nouncement of Carmichael’s 
appearance was not made in 
the church bulletin or during 
services Sunday, Fr. Kyger 
replied, “We weren’t trying 
to make a big blast. This 
was just an opportunity for 
the youth , to have, the oppor-.

, tunity .to be exposed” ?.o Car
michael’s views “so when they 
grow up -they will be pre-., 
pared do deal withthv world, 
as they1 find it.” . . . j'.

.The. audience for the Car-'

According to parishioners 
who attended, Fr. Wetzel,.St.- 
Margaret's curate, apparently : 
had a major role in arrang
ing the appearance.

When contacted yesterday, 
Fr. Wetzel said, “I am not 
allowed to make any state
ment by order of my boss.” 
He explained that his boss is 
Fr. Albert Peters, St. Mar
garet’s pastor. He stated, 
“He (Fr. Peters) told me 
yesterday evening (Monday) 
he would appreciate me not 
making any statements.”

Fr. Wetzel was ordained 
in June of last year and was 
appointed to St. Margaret’s, 
in his first assignment in 
July, 1967.

Fr. Peters was not avail
able for comment yesterday. 
Fr. Wetzell said he was on 
the norfh side of the '.city 
conducting a retreat fc'r a 

group of 'Episcopal wome.i.
Clarence. C. Curtis, 2860 

E. 76th St., junior warden 
of St. Margaret’s vestry, when . 
told of C2.r1r.1ch2.9ps speech’ 
said there were no announce
ments of the^_ajipogrance-. at

adults,"'"parlsnioners aiwuu- , 
ing said. They noted about 
20 hippies on hand, and a few 
white teenagers and adults.'.

Fr. Kyger indicated Car-; 
michael’s appearance was ar-■ 
ranged “through contacts. 
He contended the appearance 
was “a legitimate use of the 
church, and church building.” 
The meeting was conducted 
in a basement meeting hall. 
He noted the existing church 
policy is to “preclude no point 
of view whatsoever from being 
kept out.’’

think it was. This is a

said a number of per- 
had called hi-jn to ob-

Curtis indicated he felt the 
appearance “should have been ■ 
taken- up by the vestry. I 
ddn’t (
very peculiar sort pf deal.” 

(He 
sons 
ject to the appearance.

“The man’s (Carmichael’s) 
reputation is such that I think 
it would be very foolish to 
invite him into the church. 
Wf at he has to say .‘tas no . 

. religious bearing”’ Ciu r t i s 
-said.,. 3'- .
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By JOSEPH SEVICK ' 'ii
(Of The Daily Calumet Staff) 

f ii• New developments emerged 
; yestercay on all fronts but 

one in|'the wake of a Sunday 
evening appearance by black 
power militant Stokely Car- 

.. michael at St. Margaret’s 
Episcopal- Church, 2555 E. 
73rd St. • ....... . .

■ Rev. Albert Peters, church 
pastor, yesterday-continued to 
•be unavailable for comment. 
A.designated'spokesman was 

'•'also not able to be reached.
New disclosures' came, 

: however, from an assistant 
to the Episcopal archbishop 
of the Chicago diocese and 
the senior.warden of St. Mar
garet’s vestry, a lay advisory 
board.

Charges of a “hatch-job” 
in reporting Carmichael’sap- 
pearance were made, and it 

■ was disclosed the church’s 
vestry will conduct a special 
meeting within a week to con
sider the appearance.
- It was alsc learned that Fr. 
Peters- was not told of Car
michael’s .appearance before 
hand.
. Carmichael told an audience 
of about 125 persons Sunday 
night pin the church hall that 
Negroes, should- ami them
selves. ■ Carmichael derided 
the United'. States, the war in 
Viet Nam and the white race, 
according 'to two parishioners

■ who.attended'the-meet’hg.
• ‘'The. ’parishioners reported 

- session-ter The Daily Cal
umet, Monday.. They-isaid. the 
audienc’e was consisted mostly 

;of. Negro; adults and .teenage

i • Stasiak observed that re- 
: action to the appearance has 
' been that parishioners “'don’t 
believe in extremism” and are 
against Carmichael’s use of, 
the church hall, and. “’would 

■ feel the same way if it were • : 
hiopies who ’ ihev could net - This thing/to. die out?’;Tues-^ Governor (George) Wallace.”

" / ■“' ---. -day Fr.. Kyger said.he inter-■ . ■

identify as church members, 
' Cannon Paul Kyger/: assis- 

-tant .to the Episcopal, arch
bishop of the Chicago diocese, 
and other persons interviewed 
in’ the past three days had 
stated the meeting was held 
as a function of the church's 
youth group. " ' - -

Fr. Kyger acknowledged 
Tuesday that Fr. William Wet
zel, St. Margaret curate since 
July, was apparently the mid
dle-man who arranged Car
michael’s appearance.

Fr. Wetzel has stated he is 
under orders of Fr. Peters 
to make no statements about 
the appearance.

Since Monday when the 
meeting was reported to The 
Daily Calumet, Fr. Peters 
has received daily phonemes-’ 
sages asking that he speak with 
The Daily Calumet, his sec
retary, Mrs. F. A. Duplissles, 
said yesterday.

Mirs. Duplissles said yes
terday Jack Hizer, a former 
vestry member, had seen 
authorized to make a state
ment. When contacted, Mrs. 
Hizer said her husband would 

. not be available for comment 
until last evening. She stated 
she and her husband attended 
the meeting, but that only Mr. 
Hizer wbuld comment, il.

•I ii , ,Cannon Kyger, when i^sked 
for coriiment yesterday, said 

'he received a report of The 
.' Daily Calumet-news story re- 

• ' porting Carmichael’s appear- 
. ance. He termed his source •

■“trusted” and claimed .the । 
article .was “a hatch-job;” 
He. .asserted the account ,was .

I '. slanted, and declared,'1 “I want I

prets past statements and ac
tions by Episcopal Bishop 
Gerald Durrill as favoring 
freedom of expression in 
churchs, including presenta
tion of extreme points of view.

He said had the diocesan of
fice known of the appearance 
in advance, Carmichael’s ap
pearance would probably not 
have been discouraged.

Yesterday, senior .“t. Mar
garet vestry warden-Edward 
B. Stasiak expressedia mid
dle of the road and opposing ' 
view. '
. “My feeling is that more 
preparatory work than was 1 
done” was in order, said Sta
siak. He said he was aware... 
of Bishop Dur rill’s policy of 
unrestricted use of the dio
cesan cathedral. He noted 
“it (the policy) could prob
ably be extended” to include 
.neighborhood parish cb.nrch- 
es,- - 4 ' i

Stasiak contrasted “prep-^ 
i aration” to “surprise.” He. 
l said there was no general; 

announcement of the appear- > 
, ance to parishioners. There ■ 
were no announcements at
Sunday services or in the 
church bulletin, he said.

“I do not condone or con
demn” Carmichael’s appear
ance, Stasiak said, but noted, 

’“It could have been handled 
better.”

| Stasiak also said he had' 
i spok3n“wIth~Fr. Pete’rS Tltes* 
day night, “He (Fr. Peters) 
tell^ me he wasn’t informed” 
of Carmichael’s appearance 
beforehand, Stasiak said.

Fr. Peters “assured me 
■ that all future actions of Fr. 

Wetzel would be gone over 
and approved before they hap
pen,”. Stasiak. stated.

He said Fr. Wetzel “has 
been, .doing' a wonderful job

■withpthe youth group Iknd ev-• " 
erything else. It’s been en
tirely satisfactory, so far.”

Stisiak said also that if 
Carmichael’s appearance had

-’ll



been ■ generally known In ad- , ; 
-vance, '.'If probably never- ! 
' would hav.e occurred.]’ He 
: declined* to say why Carmi- 
' chajel would not have appeared.-'

. ]rr.. Kyger, said earlier this 
- v/euk the only announcement 
; .of the appearance that he knew 

of was made at a youth group 
• dance Saturday night. The 

youth group moderator is Fr. 
Wetzel.

Stqsiak, who is head of the 
’ church vestry which has the 
power, to “hire and fire” re
ligious personnel with the a,p- ' 
proval of the Episcopal bishop, 
desclosed the vestry will meet ' 
in a special session ,wit!iin 
a week;;to discuss Carmi-- 
chael’s'.appearance and decide '

-if action is necessary.
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60309/AUG/TAM/DDC/bls' "

FBI /

Transmit the following in

Dafe/3/30/68 
PLAINTEXT

(Type in plaintext or code) ,

Via TELETYPE.

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI, SAC CHICAGO AND DETROIT

FROM SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL: IS - M; SEDITION

RE WFO TELETYPE MARCH TWENTYNINE, LAST

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

Bishop.,— 
Casper— 
Callahan. 
Conrad-
Felt. 
Gale.
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8 Mr. Rosen...

11 Mr. SullivalK
-j I Mr. Tavel___

। i Mr. Trotter_
। j Tele. Room._

-| | Miss Holmes.. 
I Miss Gandy.

VISED

MARCH THIRTY INSTANT THAT CARMICHAEL USING NAME FNU LEIGH (PH)

ACCOMPANIED BY INDIVIDUAL USING NAME FNU (PH) DEPARTED

THERE ON UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT NUMBER ONE FOUR SEVEN AT ELEVEN

FIFTEEN AM THIS DATE DESTINATION CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

b7C
b7D

ON MARCH THIRTY INSTANT UNITED AIRLINES

WASHINGTON, D. C. (WDC) ADVISED THAT ON MARCH TWENTYNINE, LAST

ROUND TRIP RESERVATIONS WERE MADE FOR S. LEIGH AND| |fOR

ABOVE UNITED FLIGHT. RESERVATIONS MADE FOR RETURN TRIP TO WDC

VIA UNITED FLIGHT NUMBER TWO EIGHT i FOUR SCHEDULED TO DEPART

CHICAGO AT SEVEN THIRTY A.M

MARCH THIRTYONE,.
•/zb- Bureau—-----

TO ARRIVE IN WDC AT TEN AM

ait '
t GWP:arw (6 )Sent 

Agent in Charge
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\(Priority) . ।
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WFO 100-43503
PAGE TWO i '

ii :

3 :TELEPHONE NUMBER ISSUED TO SNCC, WDC, GIVEN AS CONTACT WHEN

RESERVATIONS MADE.
b7D ------------------------ I' ;| ADVISED THAT CARMICHAEL HAS REPORTEDLY

MADE SEVERAL RESERVATIONS UNDER ’VjiARIOUS NAMES FOR RETURN FLIGHT 
TO- WDC ONE OF WHICH REPORTEDLY lJ TO ARRIVE WDC APPROXIMATELY

.SEVEN PM MARCH THIRTY-ONE, NEXT. I IT IS NOTED UNITED FLIGHT

NUMBER EIGHT FIVE ZERO IS SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE WDC FROM CHICAGO It
AT SEVEN ELEVEN P.M. MARCH THIRTY-ONE, NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE: CHICAGO ANDi DETROIT ADVISED TELEPHONICALLY.

CHICAGO AND DETROIT HANDLE CARMICJiAEL VISIT PER BUREAU AIRTEL

DATED DECEMBER TWENTY-ONE, LAST. ।

IT IS NOTED RE TELETYPE SHOWS ADDITIONAL RESERVATION MADE

BY CARMICHAEL FOR RETURN TRIP TO WDC. P

XEROX

Approved: -_____________ ;------------------------- Sent _ _ _______ :_____ M Per -- --------------------------
Special Agent in Charge
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airtel

4/8/68

b7C

To; SAC, Detroit 3

From Director, SBI 
SWKBY^KHICHAa 

INTERNAL SECURITY * MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

ReDEtel dated 3/31/68 .ami DEai'rtel dated 4/2/68.

Referenced teletype indicates that Carmichael’s speech 
at Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo (> Michigan, on 3/30/68 
was recorded.-. You should expeditiously submit in a form suitable 
for dissemination a verbatim transcript of Carmichael’s speech. 
Include in the letterhead memorandum (LHM) the identity of the 
person who obtained the recording of Carmichael’s speech.

1 * WO

NOTE;

00 co

Detroit in referenced LHM submitted a resume of 
Carmichael's speech at the Western Michigan University, 
Kalamazoo, Michigan, on 3/30/68. This speech contained 
several inflammatory statements and the LHM resume ,;has been 
disseminated to pertinent divisions in the Department, as 

Detroit has advised that a 
recording was made of the speech and accordingly is being 
requested to expeditiously furnish a verbatim jtranscript of 
this recording

well as interested agencie^. gjrecording was made of the spe

r Tolson _ 
|. DeLoach

Mohi __ _
I Bishop —
I Casper _
I Callahan
ILl Conrad —
E^elt------
H »ale ___
H !osen — 
■ ullivan . 
M |ivel — 
■ ^otter^

.Indy
1619
MAIL ROOM

nish a verbatim transci
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L Tolson _  „ .. ____
DeLo’ach _________
Mohr -i___________ '
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Conrad________.
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L‘ Sullivan : ,
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INFORMATIVE NOTE

4/8/68
Date

Attached relates to press 
conference held 4/7/68, which was 
attended by Stokely Carmichael and 
Lester McKinney. Purpose was to 
endorsesa statement of Floyd 
McKissick, National Chairman of 
the Congress of Racial Equality 
that a holiday be declared 4/9/68 :.h 
memory of King. Carmichael and 
McKinney are connected with Studem: 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. 
As of 7:30 pa.m., 4/8/68. Jthe 
Caravan had not departed for 
Richmond, Virginia.

Data has been furnished the 
White House, Secret Service, Army, and Inter-Division Information Unit:
CAP:lrb



UNITE^iS^TES GOVER^^ENX’T'E 05- 02 -2 0

Memorandum

'■ ALL. INFORMAT.ldN; COrj^AINED- , .. 
HERElji' IS- UNCLASSIFIED

6'" BY; ■;
60309/AUC/TAM/pGGZbl

.RTMENT OF J

TO

FROM

J. Edgar Hoover ■ V
Director ' ।
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

w^Ramsey Clark 
< T^ttorriey General .

date: Apri

• I . »'

subject: Stokely Carmichael--DJ 146-1-51-19654 '
(Internal Security, Miscellaneous Seditibp)

11 .

iMr.-'Toison
Mr. DeLo: 
Mr. Mohr.

Bishop.— 
Casper_
Callahan. 
Conrad 

Mr. Felt___
Gale ..... 
Rosen—

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room-
Miss Holmes____
.Miss Gandy.____

This is to request your assistance in developingThis is to request your assistance in developing factual 
information on the incidents involving Stokely Carmichael on 
April 4, 5, and 6, 1968. b?c /

As to the events on April 4^ 1968, I wish inTutliiaLiou ulj 

his conduct in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, N.W., com
mencing at approximately 8 p.m.. ^Specifically,. I want inter
views of the storekeepers or others who may have observed his 
efforts to close the stores or who may have spoken with him 
or heard him. Carmichael confirms his presence in these 
circumstances in his news conference of April 5, 1968.

* Concerning the events of April 5, 1968, I want hard facts 
the incidents which occurred at about 2 p.m. in the vicinity 

of Howard University. I wish information on: (1) what Mr. / 
Carmichael said in his remarks at Howard University and (2) (
what occurred immediately following his remarks. This in- / 

„ ' ves'tigation should also include inverviews with any persons ! v 
who .may have been present on. the 'Howard Campus- and with store- - 
keepers and business people in the vicinity of Howard University 

‘•It should also include a check of all newspapers and interviews 
with any persons who they may have assigned to cover this event. 
It should also include a check of all.radio and TV stations, 
with particular reference to the'possible existence of tape 
recordings or Video tape of Carmichael's remarks or the sub- 
sequent.events.

A continuing investigation and surveijl^.^p^ cjfjC^g^iichael shoul 
be made

b/C. -



•ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' '

K
ate 05~02~2006' by .
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TELETYPE

4/10/68

URGENT b7c• -■-• ! ■' ■

TO SAC WASHINGTON FIELD ’ PERSONAL. ATTENTIO?
j ■ ' ■. '
1 ■ !• .

FROM DIRECTOR FBI
STOKELY<~tARMICHAEL, INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS,

SEDITION

gsi
REFERENCE IS MADE TO LETTER! FROM THIS ATTORNEY GENERAL

DATED APRIL SIX ONE NINE SIX EIGHT CAPTIONED "STOKELY

CARMICHAEL— DJ ONE FOUR SIX - ONE - FIVE ONE - ONE NINE SIX FIVE 
co5W FOUR, INTERNAL SECURITY* MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION," COPIES OF

WHICH HAVE BEEN FURNISHED YOUR OFFICE.

IN CONNECTION WITH THE LAST PARAGRAPH OF REFERENCED LETTER

WHICH CALLS FOR A CONTINUING INVESTIGATION AND SURVEILLANCE OF,

CARMICHAEL, WE HAVE ADVISED THE ATTORNEY GENERAL THA’ 
. . i-

TIME SURVEILLANCE IS BOTH IMPRACTICAL AND IMPOSSIBLE.^ ADD - - 1QC0 . I, ■ w apk jJ 1968

IN ACCORDANCE WITH PREVIOUS;’ INSTRUCTIONS, HOWEVER^=YOU _

MUST AFFORD THE FULLEST FEASIBLE, COVERAGE OF CARMICHAEL’S

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Bishop _ 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _
Felt .____
Gale ____
Rosen __
Sullivan _ 
Tavel ___
Trotter __
Tele. Room ______ / •_ .
Holmes__________  ( ' J
Gandy ------------------ ~ MA'IL’roOM-.I

ACTIVITIES, TRAVEL, SPEECHES, ETC., AND ADVISE.THE OFFICES 
COVERING AREAS TO WHICH HE MAY TRAVE^ IT IS ABSOLUTELY

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

RECTOR’S OFFICE

UNIT

tdO



Teletype to Washington Field
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

iilSSENTXAL THAT EVERY EFFORT B^-^E TO DEVELOP NECESSARY EVIDENCE

FORTHEDEP/RTMINT’S CONSIDERATIONWITHRESPECT TO POSSIBLE

PROSECUTION CONCERNING INSTANT MATTER AS WELL AS FUTURE MATTERS. 
. ‘ ii.

THIS INVESTIGATION MUST. RECEIVE YOUR PERSONAL ATTENTION ON
■ ■ . " - • ■ ■ . ■ . ■ . ■ • . ■? .

. A CONTINUING BASIS AND YOU SHOULD CONTINUE TO FURNISH THE BUREAU

A DAILY TELETYPE SUMMARY OF CARMICHAEL’S ACTIVITIES AS PREVIOUSLY
■■ — ' ■. ■ ■ j ■' ■ _■ - ..

. INSTRUCTED., ■ ' --p.- ”

NOTE: • '-'J'
Referenced letter' from the Department requested:the 

development of factual information 6n incidents involving 
Stokely Carmichael on, 4/4,5,6/68y ‘ It also requested a 
continuing investigation and surveillance of Carmichael. We. < 
have advised the Attorney General today that the full-time ; 
physical surveillance is impractical and impossible. Detailed 
instructions have previously been issued the Washington Field 
Office as to investigative attention that must be afforded the 
'Carmichael case. . ."J '



ALL.' INFORMATION •C'pNTAINED A.

•
ER ETN IS UNO LA
ATE -05-02-20 0 6

"• '603’0 9/AUG /TAM/ DCG/'bl

?EIED-

Your letter of April 5th has been received and 
I appreciate the interest which prompted you to write.

In response to your inquiry, Stokely Carmichael was 
born on June 29, 1941, at Trinidad, West Indies, and is a citizen of 
the United States by derivation. He is, therefore, not subject to 
exclusion from the United States as an alien. In addition, the FBI is 
strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Government and, as 
such, does not determine whether prosecution will be undertaken in 
any situation. Such decisions concerning violations of Federal law 
are within the province of the Attorney General.

I can assure you, however, the FBI is aware of the 
activities of the indiyidualyou mentioned and voluminous data 
regarding him has been furnished tot the Department of Justice for 
its consideration. • |

T' . miuS’Z . I. Sincerely yours, ; • a-
APR 111968 | XEdgas Hoover:...

Tolson ___
DeLoach _. 
Mohr______
Bishop __ _
Casper ___
Callahan _
Conrad ___
Felt______
Gale ■
Rosen.___ _
Sullivan _L_ 
T avel _____
Trotter'__ __
Tele. Room

KOTE: Bufiles contain no record identifiable with correspondent

HGSilrs (3)

',K>b'



iOkLL INFORMATION CONTAINED’ 
^^EREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 05-03-2006 BY
603 0 9 ./ AU C / T AM / D C G,/ b 1 s

TRUE COPY

b7C

April 5, 1968

J. Edgar Hoover 
Director of F. B.I. 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

I have just listened to the news report in which 
Stokely Carmichael was quoted as urging black people to get 
guns and kill white people. Surely any man, white or black, 
making such a statement must answer for it. Freedom of 
speech can be abused. Can no grounds be found for deporting 
this man?

Respectfully yours, b7C

Copy to the Attorney General 
_____________________J

f b7C

rf(O

if. fo-tS*
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=b7C

® APR 12,19168:
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k FEDERA® BUREAU OF INvJfeTIGATIONc\/
A . \/

REPORTING OFFICE

WASHINGTONFIELD
TITLE OFCASE

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

4/4 - 8/68
OFFICE OF^ORIGIN DATE

i^p^TON FIELD 4/8/68
REPORT MADE BY b7C
SA llw

ST0KELY CARMICHAEL
CHARAL ILR Uh LASL

INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS

Reference: WFO air tel 4/7/68
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b7C
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Intelligence Division)
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WFO 62-9737
ALA:CMS 
1

b7C
'b7D

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA:

V;'-; who IS under consider at ion ■
for dfevelopmeni; as a pkjl,aavisea on the late evening of 4/4/68, he wasat 2208 14tfe- Street, N.W^, Washington, D.C., 
of individuals affiliated with the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) wejpfe [bresent. ? Included in this group were 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL: and! They were discussing
the shootinfe of D^i MAte KING, JR., with specific :

, reference to what’ action they should take here in Washington^ ;
D.C.

b7C
- ' 'b7D

'/■ b7C
• 'b7D :

/ > [^~__|said CARMlCHAELwasreceiving numerous telephone 
callsfromunknown individuals that evening, and when he had 
completed his conversation in one instance, he turned ;to the 
group and said that the business establishments wereclosed 
when (President JOHN F.) KENNEDY was assassinated and they, should 
close now* He suggested that they visit the business establish-, : 
ments in the area for the purpdse?of requesting that these : 
establishmentsclose.l [saidCARMICHAEL then departed there 
with a. group of individuals, including| ~| and visited several 
business establishments in the area; requesting that they close 
as a tribute to Dr• KING. He said CARMICHAELtold those accompany
ing him to be rolite in their requeststo have the businesses .

- close. I |added;that in some:instances CARMICHAELdid not 
enter the business establishments but Sent other indiv iduals in J

■ < • to make the request. | | said that when CARMICHAELf irst
", suggested visiting these establishments/ requested

I to prevail upon CARMICHAEL to not make these requests.
' |that It would not do any good ffer

him to make this suggestion toCARMICHAEL. •
statfed that until a group of young people broke away from xJAHKTCHAEL, the affair seemed to be very well disciplined. 

But, when this group broke away,[ they commenced breaking windows 
in.the business establishments^ looting in some instances,and 
harassing the white motorists who were passing through the area. 
In one instance he personally saiw a young Negro male, identity [ 
unknown, strike;the window of a .passing auto making.a fist and

' smashihnihe? car wihddwil :This rfesulted in the fact that his fist 
was badly cut.1I



WFO 62-9737 
ALA:CMS .
2 ? ■

b7C ■
/ b7D

b7C ' 
b7D

b7C

? said it was agreed a meet ittg would, be held at 
HowardUniversity sometime during the afternoon of 4/5/68 in 
memory of Dr. -KING. '' <?,' ■?

advised on 4/6/68, he cannot testify to the 
above, information in open courtbecauseit would ruin him in 
the Megro community, both politically anti economically. He 
pointed, out that if there was seine way this could be done 
without divulging his identity to the public, he would be most 
happy to give such testimony. ? ?':???

 • '; ■ r bi-.'. L'- ’■

|_______________ ______________  advised on 4/5/68. that
STOKELYCARMICHAEL and] |in the company of
three or four other individuals], appeared on the Howard 
University campus at approximately 1:45 p.m., 4/5/68.

Source continued that]i CARMICHAEL addressed a crowd 
of approximately 300 persons at; the conclusion of.a memorial 
program for Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING and advised the crowd 
that "tonight bring your gun; don’t loot, shoot.” Source 
continued that CARMICHAEL stated that the individuals in . 
the crowd should tell their "little brothers" to stay off the 
streets tonight because there would definitely be trouble. 
Source continued that CARMICHAEL pillled a gun from his pocket, 
held it up before the crowd, andindicated thathe had his gun 
and everyone else should get guns. CARMICHAEL also stated, 
according to the source, that thewhite man killed Df\ KING 
who was the one man who could keep! Negroes.on a non-violent 
path. The white man would have done better to kill him

.. (CARMICHAEL). ....

PRI was asked if hewould be willing to testify 
to the above information in court. PRI responded by saving ?;

■ he definitely did not wish to testify and reminded SA| | Jthat at the outset of his relationship With the ESI 
and SA| | he was assured hie identity would be kept .
confidential and StouIdheever have to testify, his family 
and friends would never be able to understand why he was 
furnishing information. PRI reiterated that he would not 
testify under any circumstances.



WFO 62-9737 ; -7'; :'.''7. J.’./ : <? ' . X?7 'X <'XXX
X.-XXX r BX'-'. ;-7..'txxBXXX 7X77- •.■";•'•BX;

■ I ' I: ■ 'A'±)7c X'
| ________________ / and a member of . ,
SCLC, is out of the city arid will not return until the 
evening of April 9 f 1968. at- the:! earliest» \ I

I | will be interviewed promptly oft .his return.
; Copies of NBC and CBSi prepared tapes, of the 

comments of STOKELY CARMICHAEL iat the press conference 
held 10 a.m.:on 4/5/68, at SNCC headquarters, were hand 
carried to the FBI Laboratoryon that date. Copies have 
been previously furnished to Division 5. Copies are also

•. being.'retained-by WFO. . --X'"
■——,—.—_ ■ ■ V ■ ■■ ■ ■. ■■■' ■ . ’’b7C 

' -7,7.77" . 7 ■ b 7 D

B advised SA | |~bn 4/ a/ ba tnat
they are currently in the process of: estimating the property , ,
damage done during the civil disturbance in WDC. He said 
that this is being done for the Mayor and will be the 
official estimate of damages. I [advised that the
estimate would not be; ready uhfiltalater date;

X s^l I heard. observed and is
b /c ; competent to testify regardingY^hX statements attributed 

, to CARMICHAEL concerning the press conference held 4/7/68 
7 atEd Murphy’s Supper Club. X XX•' XX

LEADS vX.. -7 :X'-; \//X-77'X'7: ■■
WASHINGTON -FIELD' QFFiC^^h^- j-'■ X7 X'''/BXB-' "

-x \at washIngtoNXd^cXv -■ X-h XX ■' X-'XX
1. Will interview | • ■

upon - his return to the WDC b ; e-'-X'- ■- ■.
■■ 'XX X ■; \ ,X XX.■7'Xb--.'.';;:^X>/;X:7'BXX-- ?b':<: ’ / -.XX -V !■'■ ■ '■< 2\ b^^O\:is: 'atte^tiiig:Xo lbcaie7additiohhXX ' :: • 

witnesses of CARMICHAEL’S statementsand activities during
.the pertinent period with particular emphasis oh.his activities 
--In the 14th Street, N.W. area and on Statements made at ;

.7-■'■■77 Howard. University. 7? -..-7’7 XX; 7/
X'1 '* 7. o ■■■- XX X"': X>- X --'.’.XXX'"' X:X'/)! -'^XX^B -X-. X'--- ’ X7-XXB-BxB'X^B'-X.; 1 ;lX ■- 77 7 3. ,; Contact is also being made, with appropriate , 

news media toobtain witnesses and/or tapes of any statemerits
- 77; 7 by CARMICHAEL. X . 7 XBB/X^-, "'.-;-::;-bXX>-X->^' B^X
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Report of: ,
Date: .z

. ' ■
Field Office File Ni.:

SA_____
4/8/68 
62-9737

Office: Ufa,s hing t on Fie id

Bureau File No.:

J»I« STOKELY CARMICHAEL

INCITING TO RIOT -MISCELLANEOUS 
Character: . . • - ■

Synopsis: ■' .' 5 - '. '

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, age 26, former National Chairman of 
the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), on 
the evening of 4/4/68, after the assassination of Dr. MARTIN 
LUTHER KING, JR., led a group of some 15 - 20 young Negroes 
from the area of SNCC headquarters, 2208 14th Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C., to the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, N.W,, 
Washington, D.C. CARMICHAEL and this group requested store 
managers in the vicinity to close their stores in respect for 
KING’S death. This group swelled in number as it moved north 
on 14thSt. Upon reaching the vicinity of 14th and Chapin 
Sts., N.W.,; CARMICHAEL told the group, "If you don't have a 
gun, go home and get one,” and thereafter exhibited a small 
caliber handgun to the crowd. One of the members of this 
group then fired two shotst^fefiB a handgun into the air, at 
which time CARMICHAEL rebuMMRhis individual by saying, "This 
is not the time." The moooZttEthe people reportedly became 
increasingly hostile and sutHMbentlv the crowd fragmented 
and moved in different dirc^jmhs.. -breakj.ng store windows and 
causing other damage. Duri^mbu|flnnH|||Mg||.the night, 
fires, .looting and other de9BK|9HH^^H||flmn Washington, D.C. 
CARMICHAEL, at SNCC press 4/5/68, stated"We led all of those young^nHlHup and dowH^rae streets to XX 
close every store." He said^^Now, some of them.kicked glass 
store windows." He added, "But when they get guns, we’ll be 
on the streets." On the afternoon of 4/5/68, CARMICHAEL told 
a large group on campus at Howard University, after a KING 
memorial service, that they should not be out on the street 
for looting that night since, "We mean business. If you don’t 
come out tonight with your gun, stay home." CARMICHAEL, while

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: it and 

its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



WFO62-9737 ?
making these remarks, was waving, a small caliber gun in 
the air. On 4/7/68, he stated, ’’Too many niggers were 
calling for peace,” and that he wanted no part of any peace 
movement. Eight deaths and property damage estimated over 
iO million dollars attribhted tb; 'rioting. CARMICHAEL’S 
identi$ioati,onrecord set’ forth with FBI Number 853 121-D.

p -
1 . ■’ * -



WFO 62-9737
CJJ:C1I!S 
1 ■

On April 6, 1968, United States Attorney DAVID G. 
BRESS, and the Attorney General requested an investigation 
concerning incidents on April. 4," 5,and 6, 1968, involving 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL. The investIgation relates to Public 
Law 90-226, enacted December 27,!’ 1967, 81-Stat. 743. This 
statute reads as follows: >

"Sec. 901. (a) A riot in the District of 
Columbia is a public disturbance involving an assemblage of 
five or more persons which by tumultuous and violent conduct 
or the threat thereof create grave danger of damage or 
injury to property or-persons.

”(b) Whoever willfully engages in a riot in the 
District of Columbia shall be punished by imprisonment for 
not more than one year or a fine of not more than $1,000, 
or both.

"(cj Whoever willfully incites or urges other 
persons to engage in a riot shall be punished by imprison
ment for not more than one year or a fine of not more than 
$1,000, or both. !

**(d) If in the course and as a result of a riot 
a person suffers serious, bodily; harm or there is property 
damage in excess of $5,000, every person who willfully 
incited or urged others to engage in the riot shall be 
punished by imprisonment for not more than ten years or a 
fine of not more than $10,000, or both.
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Date dictated.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 1 
it and* its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

your agency:



WFO 62-9737 
ECR:MJB ;

"The Washington Post," a Washington, D.C. daily 
newspaper, on page A-9, in its issue of April 8, 1968, 
carried an article, reflecting that insurance spokesmen 
gave a preliminary damage estimate of more than ten million 
dollars for properties affected during the first 48 hours of 
rioting in Washington, D.C.



WFO 62-9737

_______ | " . b 7 C
~| Washington, p. c. cwpcj,, gave the following b7D 

signed statement to Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigationon April 8, 1968:



Washington, D.C 
April 8, 1968

b7C 
b7D

Washington, D.C. (WDC), voluntarily make

the following statement to Special Agents of the Federal Bureau.

of Investigation

I know that this statement may be used in a court

of law. I have been on and I

was on an undercover assignment ca the evening of April 4, 1963, 

in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, N.W., WDC,

During my undercover assignment, I was in the

headquarters of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 

(SCLC) located on the corner of 14th and U Streets, N.W., WDC. 

Shortly after 8 p.m., approximately fifteen to twenty persons 

were present in the headquarters of SCLC inasmuch as Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr., had been shot in Memphis, Tennessee.

At this time I observed Stokely Carmichael sitting quietly 

in a chair also awaiting the outcome of Dr. King’s condition.

I can positively identify this individual as Stokely Carmichael 

because in the past I have had occasion to see and listen to him 

when he was making speeches throughout the WDC area. In addition 

to Carmichael, also present at SCLC headquarters were an elderly 
l

white couple and a young white male and female and other Negro 

males and females, both adults and juveniles, whoa I cannot 

identify by name



Prior to the announcement on the radio ttet Dr^ King 

was dead, Carmichael appeared to become impatient, got up from 

his seat, and said something to the effect, ”I*m not going to 

wait for a final verdict. I’m going to get my guys.” After 

Carmichael’s departure, the eldex*ly white couple in SCLC 

headquarters appeared to be frightened and made attempts to leave 

when a Negro male, whom I could not identify, advised them not 

to leave inasmuch as they were more welcome at SCLC than was 

Stokely Carmichael. The couple remained.

Sometime after Carmichael’s departure, I departed 

SCLC and entered the People’s Drug Store located next door on 

14th Street. In the People’s Drug Store there were approximately 

twenty people listening to a radio news broadcast about Dr. King.

Almost immediately after the announcement that Dr. 

King had died, Carmichael, accompanied by ten to fifteen young 

Negro males, entered the People’s Drug Store. Carmichael, within 

earshot of an employee near the front of the store, asked 

"Where’s the manager? Y/e’re going to close this store because 

when Kennedy was shot the businesses were closed and they are 

going to be closed now that King’s dead.” Carmichael and the 

individuals following him then proceeded to the back of the



store and after a few seconds returned and walked outside. b7D 
Carmichael left People’s Drug Store and and

the young Negro males to the southeast corner of 14th and U 

Streets. They proceeded south and some of the group entered 

various business establishments, requesting them to close, and 

continued to Wallach Place, N.W. At this time, they crossed to 

the west side of 14th Street and proceeded north, again entering 

business establishments for the same purpose. At the intersection 

of 14th and U Streets, Carmichael and his followers crossed over 

to the northeast corner and proceeded in an easterly direction 

on the north side of U Street. Carmichael then entered a 

theater in the 1300 block of U Street, N.W. Upon re-appearing, 

his group was interspersed by a number of people who were coming • 

out of the theater at this time. Due to this, it was impossible 

to estimate the size of the crowd. While the crowd was gathered 

in the vicinity of the theater, a plate glass door was broken; 

but I did not observe who had broken it oi’ how it had been 

broken. Carmichael stopped and said, "’We don’t want any 

damaging. We just want the stores to close." He then continued 
east towards 13th Street and I remained in the vicinity of the 

theater. Shortly thereafter, Carmichael returned and then 

proceeded in a westerly direction on the north side of U 

Street, and when he and his group arrived at the intersection 

of 14th and U Streets, they proceeded to the side where People’s 

Drug Store is located (west side of 14th Street) and ¥?alked 

north.
10



At this time I observed no other destruction of 

property or any looting in the general area of 14th and U Streets.

I then left Carmichael and the group with him and 

made a phone call to the 13th Precinct, MPD. When I returned, 

the group and Carmichael were at the intersection of 14th and 

W Streets, N.W. As they went north on 14th Street, the crov/d 

appeared to be approximately 200 in number and as they passed 

business establishments, I was at the rear of the crowd and 

noticed windows brohen at a television and radio store along the 

route. Carmichael at this time was at the front of the crowd. 

They then proceeded to the 2400 block of 14th Street, which is 

located between Belmont and Chapin Streets, N.W. At the corner 

of 14th and Chapin, Carmichael stopped and the crowd stopped 

behind him. As- he faced the gathering, a Negro male described 

as five feet ten inches, 180 to 195 pounds, approximately thirty 

years of age, heavy set, and wearing his hair in natural bush 

style, approached Carmichael and said something to the effect 

that he was wrong in what he was doing. Carmichael turned to 

this individual and asked him, "Do you have your gun?" The 

individual replied, "No,” and Carmichael then said, "Well, I 

have mine." At this time Carmichael removed a small caliber 

handgun which appeared to be 'a .32 caliber from inside his waist



band and held this weapon above his head. After this, 

Carmichael turned and began walking south on 14th Street, 

on the west side, and the group, which had been with him, began 

going in different directions. It appeared he had no control 

of them. At this time I heard two shots fired, and I then 

observed windows being broken in a Safeway store located on 

the east side of 14th Street in the 2400 block, I also observed 

that windows of Eddie Leonard’s Sandwich Shop and the Belmont Radio 

and Television Shop, both located on the west side of 14 th Street 

within the 2400 block, were broken. During this period I 

noticed that two white males in a blue Volkswagen, who were 

parked in an alleyway behind Eddie Leonard’s, were attacked by 

stones and other flying objects which hit the car as they 

attempted to leave the area. I farther saw a Negro couple 
sitting in a car on the cdrne3?‘-of--Chapin--a»dr14th Streets-, when 

someone hit the windshield with a rake, smashing it and causing 

the Negro female to fall on the seat for protection.

On April 5, 1963, I was on the campus of Howard 

University, WDC, at approximately 1:30 p.m. A group of students 

numbering between 500 -700 were gathered near the steps of 

Douglas Hall, where they were being addressed by a small group 

of young people concerning the death of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.



Stokely Carmichael appeared through the crowd and 

walked to the steps of Douglas Hall. He then addressed the 

crowd by saying, ’’They should not have killed Dr. King. They 

have killed the wrong man, they should have killed me.” He 

further stated, ”Do not be out on the streets for looting 

tonight. We mean business. If you don’t come out tonight 

with your gun, stay home.” While making these remarks, 

Carmichael waved a small caliber gun. His appearance before 

the gi'oup was very short in duration and at the conclusion of 

the above remarks, he was observed leaving the campus.

Prior to Carmichael’s appearance the mood of the 

crowd appeared very hostile, and when he (Carmichael) left. I cis..
heard voices in the crowd saying in effect, "Do you .have -your 

gun?" "I have mine or I wish I had mine.”

During the time Carmichael made his statement I

could not identify any person within the crowd, however, on 

the steps of Douglas Hall from which he spoke, I recognized
(First Name Unknc-vJnk)-J both Negro males

b7C
b7D

I then left the and returned to the 13th

Precinct, prior to departing I observed no fires in the 

immediate zrea where Carmichael had traveled.

13



I have read this statement, consisting of this

and six other pages, and I believe it to be true and correct.

b7C
b7D

Witnessed:

b7C

I
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? FEDERAL BUREAU OF’INVESTIGATION
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I was interviewed at~F
__________________|Washington, D.C. 

following information:
furnished the

b7C
• b7D

He resides at _ ____________Washington, D.C (Taicoma Park), telephone! ________ He is 37 years ofage, is 
married and has four dependent children.

is in

He has been employed in his present capacity at |________
I for approximately one year -. His primary interest 

1 and he hopes to get a position ini I
I He hah had experience in |

b7C
b7D

He stated that at the present tioe|____________  
has no I in the Washington Office, and since he 
is theT Iin the office, he has been I

Following the news of the assassination of Dr.
MARTIN LUTHER KING on the early eyening of April 4, 1968, he 
went out to the vicinity of 14th And U Streets, NW. At 
approximately 9:20 p.m., he observed STOKELY CARMICHAEL, whom 
he knows by sight, in the vicinity of 2208 14th Street, N.W., 
which is the current office of the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC).

CARMICHAEL began walking south on the west side of 
14th Street and a group of male Negro teen-agers, estimated by 

las being IS - 20 in number, followed CARMICHAEL* The 
mood of the people on the street was militant as exampled by 
common expressions overheard, such as "Kill Whitey," "Get the 
Honky," "Whitey Killed KING," and "The Horiky killed KING."

nn 4/6/68_ot Washington ,_JEL^CL_____ ... _ -Rile# WFO 100-43503
SAsI | 'b7c'

k. I J -1 W/MJB 4/7/68

This document conloins neither, recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the. FBI and Is loaned to your agency; 
If and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. - • ’ . i : ' .. :. '
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1 |joined the group which followed CARMICHAEL
south on 14th Street. As he caught up with the group, he 
noted CARMICHAEL entering the business establishments along 14th 
Street and emerging a few second later. Be reached CARMICHAEL’S 
immediate proximity as CARMICHAEL entered a beauty salon near 
the Safeway food store at the corner of 14th and U Streets, N.W.

[heard CARMICHAEL say to the shop manager. "KING is dead.” 
He asked the manager to close the shop. | looted at this
point that CARMICHAEL appeared to be highly emotional, maintaining 
a constant frown on his face, and tears appeared from time to 

b?c time in Ms eyes. ;

b7D In the middle pf the intersection at 14th and TP_______ _
Streets, N.W., CARMICHAEL encountered|

yj ______ _________ ______ I who appeared to be in a state
\ >’ of "Shock, and who held CARMICHAEL by the arm and said, "Look
/ what they have done to Dr. KING." CARMICHAEL, in his state 

of emotionalism, raised his hands with bowed head in complete 
disgust. | [separated from CARMICHAEL,

By this time the crowd And swelled to several hundred 
people, consisting ofbothjuveniles and adults, males and. 
females, most of whom appeared to, be discussing and mourning 
the assassination of Dr . MARTIN LUTHER KING.

stated that CARMICHAEL then proceeded east 
on the north side of U Street requesting people to close 
their businesses out of respect for the death of Dr. KING. He 
went as far as the Lincoln Theater located in the 1300 block of 
U Street, N.W. At this point a groupof teen-agers at that 
location approximated 40 in number. A portion of the teen-agers 
continued east on U Street as far as the Republic Theater, which 
is in the 1200 block of U Street. As they proceeded along, they 
too were entering businesses, and it was| [opinion that
they were asking proprietors to close their businesses out of 
respect for the death of Dr* KING*

"[temporarily lost, sight of CARMICHAEL; and a 
few minutes later he again observed him at 14th and U Streets, 
N.W. At this time CARMICHAEL anda group of approximately 25 
teen-agers, whose ages| [estimated at 13 to 17 years of age,
proceeded north on the west side of 14th Street. After 
crossing the intersection at 14th'and Florida, N.W., CARMICHAEL 
again began entering business establishments on the west side 
of 14th Street asking proprietors to close.



WFO 100-43503 o . . . ' ■ • .. ,b7C
■ - ■ ‘ ’ r' 1 ' . ' : • ' ". b7D

In the 2400 block of 14th Street (between Belmont 
and Chapin Streets, N.W.), CARMICHAEL stopped and addressed 
the teen-agers who still numbered approximately 25. | 
recalls CARMICHAEL saying, ’’The white man is coming to kill you, 
so if you don’t have a gun, go home and get one. I Don't want 
any blsck blood in the street.”

Someone in the crowd asked CARMICHAEL if he had his 
(CARMICHAEL’S) gun and CARMICHAEL replied by displaying a small 
caliber weapon which he had beencarrying.

b7C
b7D

stated that________________________ I account of
these statements which were made by Carmichael reflected that 
the crowd at that point numbered approximately 400. He stated 
that he had not reported to| [that any crowd numbered
400 until some time.after he naa first reported CARMICHAEL’S 
statements to the crowd of 25; and that when the crowd had 
swelled to 400, CARMICHAEL had not assumed any position of 
leadership.

I ~| advised that when CARMICHAEL made the.____ '__
statements concerning the guns tot1 the teen-agers, he | 
observed two individuals with CARMICHAEL whom he interpreted 
to be ’’aides.” He gave the following description of these 
two individuals:

1. A Negro male, approximately tall, weighing 
approximately 200 pounds, 25 yea^s of age, brown complexion, 
Wearing blue Jeans and -■& short-wsisied blue jacket. His hair 
ws long and worn in a natural bush style. With receding hairline 
and slightly balding.

2. A Negro male, approximately 25 years of age, 
weighing 170 pounds, short and s|bckjt in build, 5*5” - 5’7” tall. 
He wore a green military jacket With dark pants. His hair was 
extremely long and worn in a natural bush style. ’ b7c

- 7 • . ■ ~"r ■. . b7D
After speaking to this group, carmtchael proceeded 

south on 14th Street. As the group followed,! overheard
two Negro teen-agers, between 15 and 17 years of age, ask one 
another if the other had a gun. One replied that he did, and 
he drew a handgun from under his jacket, and fired two shots 
into the air.

When CARMICHAEL heard the Shots, he immediately stopped 
and told the youngster to put the gun away, because ’’This is 
not the time.” /
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CARMICHAEL returned to the 2100 block of 14th 
Street and remained there with his two ’’aides.”

The mood of the people ih the area had become 
increasingly hostile and| | heard glass breaking and
commotion in the vicinity ox tne Peoples Drug at 14th and 

b7c U Streets, N.W. <2000 block of 14th Street, N.W.) inasmuch
b7D as his assignment was to cover the racial disturbances* he

shifted his attention from CARMICHAEL to the outburst*

______ stated that he then telephoned 
the activities surrounding CARMICHAEL and that when he returned 
to the intersection of 14th and U Streets, N.W., he noted that 
the crowd had swelled to approximately 400 in nmmber.

b7C
■ . b7D

When the edition of ’’The New York Times" of 
April 5, 1968, came out, with the account of the activities 
in Washington, D.C., it was noted that the Times account 
Which was based on the facts thai| had telephoned in
were somewhat dissimilar with theaccount of that evening’s 
events that appeared in the "Washington Post." | 
stated thd| ____ |had contacted the "Washington Post’1
concerning the differences in the two accounts of the facts, 
and that the "Washington Post" had confirmed thatl 
account was factual. ----------------

In response to a specific question,__________
emphatically stated that he would not testify concerning 
■this matter.
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:; Lookin’ in Washington
to T:ie New Y?rk Tinus - j 

/: .Washington, April 4—van-;

■NEW YORK, FRIDAY, APRIL 5,1968LOOTING ERUPTSIN WASHINGTON^ „ ,soul a „- - - - .
ti ' •-------------- r-— President Johnson was making Carmichael and Mr. Fauntrby.

t TaT 7 his televised address from the!pastor of the New Bethel] I jContmued From Page I, Col. / white House Carmichael led a £hurch who is director of . the 
Ming, and some shouting in the'=fouP„of -Nefroes~mo"!Washington^ Bureau- of Dr., 
iLir hnf thA-AAiiro aa 1npithan o0 at first—south on I4,th;King’s Southern Christian Lead-' 
,:iair but the police sa.d no one.street shouting, "Close thc e ■ - - - 
llihad been shot. Traffic was di-:.s:ores_Martin Luther King is!,,

Trouble Began at 9 P.M.
The trouble on 14th Street 

(started at about 9 P.M., as

"Close the-ershjp Conference, was dramat-I! 
led oc’nly::ir‘aa Deen 5no1" irair,c was “‘‘(-stores—Martin Luther King is||C_ , l: .

th-^mil-'- rted from the troub!ed ac5a- idead-” . ' ' | Mr. Fauntroy, a slightly built,.
U -There were apparently noi The group, gathering man-;moredate w|10 has been severely-( . 
.^immediate attempts to arrest! power as it moved entered two.criticised- in Congress for main-, 

■ JCarmichael or anyone else in!pl=t“re thea^.r3' the;taining close contact with Car-, 
'“rhp nnn.lv «mnn At 11 PM L,nco!n and the Republic, on U j hael during the planning for: 

. /the unruly group. At U P-M-; street N.W. Mr. Carmichael de-'Dr Ki -s Po0or Pe£ple-S Cam.i 
lihowever, the police were form-!tnanded that they close imme-; ion °in Washington, np- 

a cordon to make sweep of: diately. The startled patrons aP-,prOached the’ youthful ’Negro' -.
■ to-patently did not know.that Dr.,nnilitant as he led about 100;1 yZiTvznr it'nr Aa^A , . I

tOi A
I 200 

go. 
to; 
at , beauty shops, drug i 
in (stores and pool halls along rain- 
-'lf, . 5treet cius,:diby Shouting “They killed King”! .

■section of Washington’s Negro tn8Jf ,ors'. «- _ I The marchers moved on. . i.
'slum |i Th.8, 1?otin- conrmed to a. .Mr. Fauntroy, apparently near;

’„ , rtwo-block area north and south:,.,,.... ,nn,,,rpri nn lonri “When the white man comes. nf 14rh ,nd tt Wash-- , ’• • ‘ aPP'-dre<3 orl. 10C31.,
.. - : 9‘ an“ . ht»euts Ajun television stations appealing to.

ington s equivalent of Ls2Ln;eitizens to stav at home!
T done want. Street and Amsterdam Avenue, . , ' . *,!•

i-broke out about an hour after1 Br,er clashes between Ne-„
‘ the march began. iSroes aad PoI‘ce brof ■
■ t . .. 'in scattered sections or theA reporter on the scene saw last af,er the assassi.;
Negro youths smash the win- Martin!-
dows of a Peoples Drug Store L h Kj Jr

:a pawnsnop, a liquor store and Xr rItwo electrical appliance stores.: ,J" 
i enter the stores and runoff;Sl-asbsdn^h a 0
I with piles of merchandise. jn.:'o yoan i_ e0,o students trom. . 
(eluding at least 25 television:?baw, University, a Negro, 
: sets ° ;school, who invaded-the city s:

Uniformed city policemen;ma*n btism’ss street and over- 
■were ordered to stay., clear ofturned automobiles and smashed. ■; 
‘the-area but plainclothes offi- store 'YIf?5i0!’v?‘ .. !

e'etT' cers began moving in as the! similar incident was re<;
. Hooters fled. ‘ |P°urted •" B°s'con- ?->iphis,:,

. (where the Negro leader was1
400 in the Area |sIain> Police Chief Frank Hollo-’

Perhaps 400 persons filled.man went on television to re-i 

wentiout in parts 'of the city- and - 
ted ’ loo ting was taking .place. “Loot-: . 

Beep. Beep, black power” and ing is rampart.”- he said. The' ' 
Z. i__  . J g..t a gun.” -National Guard is ’coming-
Thp confrontar.io > between hack.” . i

- dalism’ and looting, 1 ° * * 14 Vby-Stokely Carmichael, the mil-,] 
itant black nationalist, erupted-■ 
tonight in a small area of ' 

section 
within hours after the death of 
the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther-,.

.-King Jr. . ® _,i; y . . , ., . , . I the area. TheyI Carmtchael, the former chair-: । , ■I . . , :, , , ,, . , i'arrest anyone•man. of the Student Nonviolent; ■. J_ »:__ ______ । (move On.
‘If you don’t 

Carmichael shouted 
a group of Negro youths 
14th and U Streets, N.W.,

' .Washington’s

I’ Carmichael, the former chai 
itnan’nF NOtlvioIcr
Coordinating Committee, reject-! i 
ed pleas to avoid trouble by-, 
the Rev. Walter c. rauntroy,!' 

he District of' 
a;

vice.chairman of
(Columbia’s City Council and ; 
close associate of Dr. King’s.

’ (Clashes between groups of 
; Negroes and the police were 
.reported in scattered sections 
of the . country after-the as- 
sasination of Dr. King.]

-. Carmichael told about 400i 
Negroes to “go home and get: 
your guns.”
■ ' There , were reports of loot- 

Continued ori Page 26, Column 5

had orders 
who failed King was dead. _ . (marchers. I

As the crowd—-now about. «piease don’t make any trou-, 
_.J persons—moved south from b[ „ Mr.-Faun troy said, seek-: 

S^eeV??Utu n-Ule grasp Carmichael’s arm.;
oi the White House, Ne°ro;rhrowing-both of his arms into; 

_ ana liquor.^ ajl. c'jrm^^gni symbolically5 
a.iu u jiucu, IU pool nails along rain-rejected the c[ergvman’s p]2a;

the heart of the commercial ^drenched 14th Street closed-, shouting “They killed King.”: 
! fhAir nnnrc • *_  ® J ° ■

have a gun,

■he is coming,to kill you,” Car-- 
‘michael yelled;
■ any black blood in the. street.! 
Go home and get you a gun- 
and then come back because T 
got mea gun." i

J He then brandished what ap-: 
ipeared to be a small pistol, 
i As he did so, a slight Negro: 
youth, perhaps 15 years old,! 
fired two shots into the air! 
from a pearl-handled pistol.: 
The reports startled the crowd1 
into' silence. But Carmichael 
quickly added: 

“Don’t shoot unle 
body’s got their gun:’ 

■ In the crowd there were cries, 
of “I got my gun—you got your: 
gun?’.' ' ........_r_ ... t______  ____ .... ... _________ .. .. .

At one point, three special'the two-block section, of 14thiport _ that rioting has broken; 
policemen, all Negroes,, pulled street while the looting 
up-in a car in front of > the On. As they ran,,thev shout,

I
 crowd end jumped to the curb “E . 2.... 
with drawn guns. With nis “Go home'and 
ibands raised; Carmichael ;p- 
-’preached them and remon.-,tr.-- 
. ted with them. As a crowd 
!gathered, the-special policemen 
•^.-[returned to their car-and drove.

[away.
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ITense Crowd' of'Hundreds. - 
Smashes Inner-City Stores Here

uth'sr
Areals
Sealed Off

A fresh wave of heckling '■ 
. people pelted 
and gas-masked 
leased tear gas 
out their night 
pistols to move ___ _ - ■ . _ . . T .
down the block away from Dugas, Police Chief John 
the flames. B. Layton, the Rev. Walter E.

After midnight, reporters Fauntroy, vice chairman of 
noted carloads of youths roam- ’ .®n,d Sliinton
ing outside the sealed-off 14th Mitchcli of the city s Human 
street strip area. Window Relations Council in constant 
breakage occurred at such conference^ 
widely scattered spots as

.. _ MOOD, From Al
firefighters,
police re- was set up at the 13th Precinct 

and pulled station house, with Mayor Wal- 
sticks and ter E- Wahington, Licenses 
the crowd and Inspections Chief Julian

Tense, milling crowds of 
Negroes—angered by the slay
ing of the Rev. Dr. Martin ; Qeorgja Avenue and" Prince- 
Luther King —swarmed along ton Street, Georgia Avenue 
14th Street’s inner-city strip and Irving Street, Florida 
last night and early today, Avenue and 7th Street, Flor
wrecking and looting stores and ida and 9th, and Mount Pleas- 
heckling policemen. ant atld Lamont Streets. A

Hundreds of people in clust- ; window was broken at Hecht’s. ,
ers, at first embittered, moved at 7th and r Street and at D. '°f the city s Human Relations 
haphazardly through the area ,J; Kauffman’s, in the 1000 council in constant confer-

The incidents began to erupt

ter E. Washington, Public 
Safety Director Patrick V. 
Murphy, Licenses and Inspec
tions Chief Julian R. Dugas, 
Police Chief John B. Layton, 
the Rev. Walter E. Fauntroy, 
vice chairman of the City 
Council, and Clinton Mitchell

haphazardly through the area 
and baited police into the use 
of tear gas at one major fire. 
It started as a parade that 
Stokely Carmichael and others 
began and later could not con
trol.

At 12:30 a.m. four to five 
hours after it began, Public

Director Patrick V. Mur- 
Safety Director Patrick V. 
Murphy reported “some suc
cess in urging people to go 
home . . . the officers are 
talking to as many people as 
possible telling them to go 
home.”

Murphy said the cautious 
pullback of police during the 
scattered disturbances was 
planned to avoid direct con
frontations and to await the । 
arrival of “sufficient men to ; 
move.” '

i By 12:45 a.m. police had 
■ closed 14th Street from Spring 
Road to N Street.

; A major confrontation be
tween police and a crowd de- 
' veloped shortly before 1 a.m., | 
when a large fire broke out I 
at Steelman’s Liquors, 2746’ 
14th st. nw.—one of five 
“sizable fires” reported.

J. Kauffman’s, i_. __
block of D Sstreet. Lootin; 
curved in some cases. . ., ,, - . ~

Shortly after 1 a.m. today, shortly after the news of r. 
the 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. shift of King’s assassination spread 
policemen was called to duty, through the streets, by a i 
putting all three shifts on the and word _of mouth. A group 

I street.
i Three policemen and one 
fireman.were repored to have 
suffered minor injuries during 
the course of the night.

The night’s raucous activity 
—neither under control nor 
completely out of hand—was 
contained largely by police in 
a 19-block narrow strip along 
14th Street.

Police worked to seal off the 
area from Park Road tofcR 
Street and from 14th to 18th 
Streets nw.

। But before it was over, a 
I large number of stores had 
' been ravaged by bands of peo-; 
pie—a great number of them: 

■youths—and occasional arrests; 
had been made. By midnight/ 
police had arrested uv persons. ( iurnin^ oi

An informal command post' in„. doors0__
j See MOOD, A3, Col. 1

assassination spread

of about 15 people gathered at 
Student Nonviolent Coordinat-

' ing Committee headquarters, 
2.208 14th st. nw.

At first, there were fears, 
and Lester McKinnie, local 
SNNC leader called, quickly I 
for “a period to react to this! 
great tragedy.” i

Carmichael burst in to sug-' 
““, gest that the group close down 

the area’s stores out of respect 
for Dr. King. “If Kennedy had 
died, all these stores would 
have closed,” he said. “Martin 
Luther King is our leader and 
we are going to show him 
some respect.”

As the small band began 
shouting its request to store 
owr.rs along the way—and 

; many answered them niiickly 
! by turning off lights and ems- 
l..o ■ the number of
people began to swell.
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As it did, quiet respect and|DeoDle he was read„ but thev! By 11:15, Layton advised' The interreligious Commit- 
polite requests turned to angry । Mayor Washington that the ini tee on Race Relations, headed
shouts, broken windows, more ,..ovo cidents had localized m tnei, - -- ..looting and calls for extra. Methodist Bishop John
policemen to handle an uglier ln™uon rne nignr to go nome.
iriood that began to overtake ! ®,orPe?ne, la.„ cluster 
■the impromptu march. ; yelledback, don/ 

• As windows of stores ] no leader. We lost our leader.” 
cracked and TV sets and other 
appliances were yanked out 
of stores, Carmichael shouted, 
“No, no! Not now, not now!” 
He ordered the looters he saw 
to “Go home, go home.”

Near 14th and W Streets, Mr. 
Fauntroy appeared and at
tempted to persuade the peo
ple to break it up. “This 

he felt the situation was com-Wesley Lord, and the Wash
ing under control. ington Cathedral set a special,

He gave this report as eight "simple interreligious memo
squad cars and two buses ofi rjai service” for noon today 
tactical squad members moved at the Cathedral, for all resi- 
in to the area. i dents. '

At 11 p.m., Mayor Washing-]____ ’ __ ; .
ton issued a'statement on the r,. , T disturbances, which he said! Blshop Lord sald T 

‘localized in the area of mittee was “stunned by the 
____  ___” He added: mad act of violence” that 

“There has been some prop- brought Dr. King’s life to an 
erty damage. The situation end «we must now enter more

v— 'completely into his labors.” 
nPnn frni Patrick Cardinal O’Boyle, 
coniroi oi arehbishop of Washington, 
continuous' called>t00’ for renewed efforts

“You won’t get one like 
this,” Carmichael yelled back. 
“You’ll just get shot.”

Among stores in the 2000 
block of 14th Street that were 
damaged were a carryout, a were “lucauzeu i 
TV repair shop, a hardware 14th Street nw.' 
store, and a dress shop.

Police initially stayed clear 
of the immediate area, fol- appears under control and it 
lowing Public Safety Director ] is expected that 
Patrick V. Murphy’s on-the-! hand will retain 
street order to “keep cool”; the situation, 
and pull away from any im-j 
minent confrontation. |

At 10:40 p.m., police moved] 
to detour northbound traffic] 
around the area where the 
crowd had gathered, sending 
cars west on R Street. Sporacli-, 
cally, windows of cars were; 
cracked by flying debris. !

At about 11:10 p.m. police,] 
including the Civil Disturb

is

April 5, 1968 The Washington Post 

Affected Area.

“I have been in 
touch with the situation and 
I urge the citizens of the Dis

trict to pull together during 
these tragic times.”

Detectives on the midnight- 
I to-8 a.m. shift, called in an 
hour early to help clear the

ance Unit, were ordered to be- 'area> were instructed to dis- 
gin moving in and disperse 
the crowd and make arrests, 
if necessary. The command 
came as a steady rain began. ] 

By then, about 40 stores ] 
had 1 
ranging from the 1900 block |

at understanding among peo
ples.

Terming Dr. King “an apos
tle of nonviolence” who “ad
vanced the cause of justice for 
millions,” the Cardinal said, 
“We shall honor his memory 
by striving constantly to 
achieve the goals for which he 
gave his life.”

perse the crowd. About 40 
footmen joined in the patrol. 

Looting continued around 
Florida Avenue, with some

A small outbreak of window-
been - reported looted, ] hquor stores victimized.

ranging from the 1900 block] A small outbreak of window- 
to the 2400 block of 14th ] breaking occurred around 7th 
Street, and some side streets.!! Street and Florida Avenue nw.

A car in a lot at 14th and; The disturbance was quickly 
Chapin Streets nw., was set quieted by police who came 

i afire. ].in four cruisers and a patrol
As the milling continued in wagon.

the rain, Mr. Fauntroy traveled; Windows were broken at 
from, one television station to, Manhattan Auto, 7th and R 
another, appealing for calm, street nw., Quality Music 
asking “black brothers and; StOre, at 1836 7th st. nw., and 
sisters.” to “handle our grief in a shoe store nearby.
the spirit of nonviolence.” a midnight memorial serv- 

‘ ice was 
and the 

------------- -- - - -. Church, 
McKinnie issued a call for, streets

cf’riV’P tndav uof Sill! Qiiffra a

called at St. Stephen 
Incarnation Episcopal

16th and Newton 
nw., with Episcopal 

Suffragan Bishop Paul Moore 
officiating.

Meanwhile, other communi
ty leaders were hastily 
gathered, to plan still other 
memorial services and state
ments to the community.

Mayor Washington called 
Dr. King’s death “a grievous!

in their areas that we may! loss to the entire Nation and 
’ grieve the tragedy of Dr.lall humanity.”

not the way to do it, Stokely, | He impiored people to sta; 
this is not the way,” he said, and

: gently . holding Carmichael s i
iarm' , „ , la general strike today “of all
' But Carmichael pulled away ■ § people ”
and continued the zig-zagging bIaclc peop . 
parade, yelling at more store (< 
owners to close down.

As » >- -
.from 14th and Gliftbn Streets' country is doing to us 
back toward SNCC, two gun- We ire urgm all SNC.._, 
ishots were fired, ?,nd. Car-fices aroughout the •'-ountn 
‘michael grabbed one gun from to e ncourage general si-v.

In this way, he declared, 
‘we can all begin to analyse'lose down. • — . . • 4.

roup moved down:what this racist, imperialist.

back toward SNCC, two gun-

a man, saying, “None of this, 
cie'p^l. he pulled eul JKK Hm.. M >;

a sun Mmwir, waved It. told Ile»h llKh “d b,°“d ol, 
our blood. , • I
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that immediately folloMhg the .press '.conference they must • 
.." ■ get' their gear out of the premises.qui<My. ' MC KIWIE

.. thereof ter introduced CAI' '

~l stated eulogized - ■■■
MARTINLUTHER KING, M.* -and. ornamented that they

shouldn’t ..have killed him as W. KING'was the only non-
■„■ -violent person left in. .the- wvefflept. CARMICHAfI* related’ •

’it. wold haw been better if it.h<d been RAP BROWN or
- STOm.Y CARMICHAEL killed instead of K1W. I [

.. • recalled CARMICHAEL wnt'. on. to'tell the people he did not
'.'. want people coming out. on- the'streets Just to ramble around
■. and that-it wold be better for them, to stay inside but

’ if the people did come out.'Of the house* they should come 
out with .guns.

1 also recalled CARMICHAEL mentioned ha had
■. told some of. the kids on ’ the stress. to go home - on Thursday 

night (April 4, 1968) as'-the kids were■.^uslt roaming around 
.the streets and looting.the stores.

' b7C 
'.b7D

b7C
b7D

BEST’COPY-- ’
AVAILABLE- ' ' ■

- • . .3;

;< ■■ ■;. 26
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A press conference was called for 10:00 a.m., 
April S, 1968, by the StudentNon-Violent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) to be held at SNCCHeadquarters, 2208 
14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

The following is a transcript of a tape recording b7c 
of remarks made at the press conference prepared by

|at the above time and location:

Commentator: Iwant you people to listen clearly. This 
press conference will be only five minutes* 
And*•*as soon as the press conference Is 
over, you gentlemen will not leave anything 
in here that you didn't bring in here* Your 
films, your cigarette butts, you take them 
with you* If youwaste any water you have 
to clean i t up * Ah...we will have a few 
questions...of two minutes questions. To 
my right, extreme right, is Mr* CLEVELAND 
SEWERS, Directoy of the Orangeburg, South 
Carolina, project of SNCC. To my right here, 
immediate right, is STOKELY CARMICHAEL, who 
is on staff here in Washington, D:*C. And to 
my left is Mr* WILLIAM HALL, who is also a 
member of the staff in Washington. And 
LESTER MC KINNIE, Director of the Washington 
SNCC office. Mr. CARMICHAEL will speak to 
you for five minutes*

CARMICHAEL: As you may dr may not know, this press conference
was called before Dr . KING was murdered* We 
called it then to deal with our Brother RAP 
BROWN because we were very upset that Brother 
BROWN had been in Jail for 41 days and Governor 
AGNEW of Maryland still seems to persist with 
his nonsensical charge and so the Brother can't 
get out of Jail. Now we want the Brother out 
of jail. .ah. .next week when he comes to trial* 
Now, as to Dr. KING'S murder, I think white 
America made its biggest mistake when she killed 
Dr* KING last night because when she killed Dr. 
KING last night, she killed all reasonable hope. 
When she killed Dr. KING last night, she killed 
the one man of our race in this country, in the 
older generation,; which, the militants and also

27
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CARMICHAEL: the revolutionaries and the masses of black
(cotitd*) people, would st ill listen to, even though 

sonetimes he did not disagree•.ah..(interupts 
and says)..agree with them they would still 
listen to him. When - When white America 
killed Dr. KING last night, she opened the 
eyes for every black man in this country. 
When white America got rid of MARCUS GARVEY 
(phonetic), she did it and she said he was 
an extremist, he^was crazy. When they got 
rid of Brother MALCOLM X, they said he was 
preaching hate, he deserved what he got • But 
when they got rid of Brother MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, they had absolutely no reason to do so. 
He was the one man in our race who was trying 
to teach our people to have love, compassion, 
and mercy for what white people have done. . 
When white America killed Dr. KING last night, 
she declared war on us. There will be no crying, 
there will be no funerals. The rebellions that 
have been Occurring around the cities of this 
country is Just light stuff to what is about to 
happen. We haveto retaliate for the death of 
our leaders. The execution of those deaths will 
not be in the courtrooms...they are going tobe 
on the streets of the United States of America. 
When white Amer lipa killed Dr. KING last night, 
she made a whole lot easier for a whole lot of 
black people today. They no longer needs to be 
intellectual discussions.,.black people know 
that they have to get guns* White America will 
live to cry that<she killed Dr. KING last night. 
It would have been better if she had killed RAP 
BROWN and/or STOKELY CARMICHAEL. But when she 
killed Dr. KING, she lost. That♦s it.

Unidentified: Before any Question, I would like to give one 
statement from the organization. We the students 
Of the Non-Violent Coordinate Committee wish 
to extend our condolences to the family of the 
late Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., who was 
brutally murdered today InMemphis, Tennessee, 
in his death the^e is a lesson which white America 
has taught ps many times before. This lesson 
Was clear in the murder of our four brothers in 
Orangeburg. This lesson was clear in the murder .

;28
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Unidentified: of a 16-year-old,LARRY PA¥NE (phonetic) in 
(coat'd) Memphis. This lesson is clear in the day-to- 

day torture of fchck people by white people in 
America and throughout the world* It was to 
end this toriw*^ that ;Dr. KING bravely faced 
death many times, non-vlolently. Dr. KING 
was a brother who dedicated his life to 
liberate his popples through non-violence* 
Dr. KING wasapymbol of non-violence and 
white America shot him down.'

CARMICHAEL: There is one last comment about these naw
things - about last might* We will tell you 
Where we were last night. Last night, we led 
all of those youngsters up and down the streets 
to close every store in this area because Dr. 
KING was shot add they should have closed those 
stores* Now, some of them kicked glass store 
windows in. We;are not stopping them from 
kicking in the store windows. We are stopping 
them from coming out on the streets without

. - guns* . When they cone out on the streets, we 
want them with guns* If they don't have guns, 
we’re not gonna, let’em throw bricks and bottles 
at guns* But when they get guns, we’ll be on 
the streets*

Unidentified:' Question (me) i| you have any questions.

Unidentified
Reporter: Mr. CARMIfWKLr'don't -yed believe the yast

majority of Americans feel Just as badly as 
you do about wh|t happened in Memphis?

CARMICHAEL: The white press'land that's from "honkey" LYNDON
JOHNSON to "honkey” BOBBY KENNEDY will not 
co-opt (phonetU) Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING. Dr. 
MARTIN LUTHER KING fought for his people. It 
was not but fouy weeks ago when JOHNSON told 
KING that if he i came marching into the District, 
he would meet a,force because he should bring 
his troubles itdi-i him* And now tonight he is 
trying to make As if Dr. KING was his hero. 
He fools no one. BOBBY KENNEDY pulled that
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CARMICHAEL: trigger just as Well as anybody else*
(cont’d) Because when Dr. KING was down in the South 

and BOBBY KENNEDY was Attorney General, every 
time h black person got killed* KEWED7 would 
not move because he wanted votes so he is 
just as guilty..*all of White America killed 
Dr* KING. And those who feel sorry ought id 

- feel sorry. ?

Unidentified - .
Reporter: Mr. CARMICHAEL, whatdo you intend to do...

what action do you intend to take relative to 
RAP BROWN and your intent to get him out of 

■ JaU’ ■ - ■ r ' 

CARMICHAEL: We decided at our central committee meeting
that if Maryland persists with this (nonsensical) 
charge, even though the reports said that RAP 
did not incite any riot in Cambridge. Well then 
Governor AGNW, he -ain't seen nothing if he 
thinks he saw something on that Bowie State 
thing. We will take our troops back into Mary
land and all of us are veterans from Cambridge, 
Maryland, and frpm. Baltimore, Maryland, and we 
will turn that S(iate inside out and upside down. 
And we've got Louisiana to get. We’ve got some 
brothers Working in Florida. We’ve got some 
brothers working in Ohio and we are gonna get 
Richmond, Virginia.

Unidentified
Reporter: Mr. CARMICHAEL, what do you think will happen

to the poor people’s campaign now?

CARMICHAEL: I understand that the Southern Christian Leader
ship Conference 'Will carry it on and as -we? said 
before We will be glad to give them any support. 
Whatever Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
asks for today, we will give to them. Except 
our tears. We will give no more tears for any 
black man killed in this country. ,

Unidentified
Reporter: Mr. CARMICHAEL, do you see anybody replacing

Dr. KINGas a non-violent leader?
■* . . 'I . . ■
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CARMICHAEL: No, that*S why America lost, when she shot him
down last night.

Unidentified /
Reporter: Mr. CARMICHAEL, is there any truth to the rumor
(Woman) that you are going to call a general strike

here in town? : 
- ■> . ■ ■ ■ . .

CARMICHAEL: We are waiting for what the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference wants us to do.

Unidentified i,
Reporter: What you say the execution of those deaths will

be, not in the courtroom, but in the streets, 
can you be a little more specific about the 
course of action you expect?

CARMICHAEL: I think that is quite explicit.

Unidentified
Reporter: Do you expect an. organized rebellion?

CARMICHAEL: I think it is quite explicit.
ft . • •

Unidentified
Reporter: Mr. CARMICHAEL, suppose ® lot of black people

have to die...(garbled). (What would it do to 
please you—This is thought what the reporter 
said.) ■ ■ ,

CARMICHAEL: That they take as many White people with them
as they can.

Unidentified
Reporter: Yes, but what about the black people who have

' ■ ' to die?. '
’ ’ . • - -'1 - . ■ ■ ' 

CARMICHAEL: Ah,..we die every day. We die in Vietnam for
the ’’honkeys”, why don’t we cone home and die 
in the streets for our people. We die everyday. 
We die cutting and fighting each other inside 
our own communities. Why cut and fight each 
other and kill each other off? Let’s kill off 
the real enemy. Black people are not afraid to 
die., We die all the time. We die in your jails, 
we die in your ghettos, we die in your rat 
Infested homes. We die a thousand deaths every 
day. So we are not afraid to die. Today we are 
going to die for our people.
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Unidentified ‘ 'J.
CoEiiaentator: 1 would liketo say this before we have any

More questions, that on Monday our Chairman, 
H. RAP SROWM, will be in Richmond, Virginia, 
according to "honkey", Federal Government, 
and there will be a car caravan from air directions 
leading to Richmond, Virginia, on Monday morning* 
We are urging all our black brothers and elstors 
to come to Richmond.

Unidentified .
Reporter: nr. CARMICHAM,, What is the alternative to

the kind of retribution in the streets that 
you are talking jabout? is there any way to 

-stop'it?

CARMICHAEL: I don’t think sp;. I do hot think so. I think
white America incapable of dealing with the 
problem.

Unidentified
Reporter: How will Dr. -KING’S death affect your leadership

as you see it, l|r. CARMICHAEL?

CARMICHAEL: Well, Dr. KINGM death will not affect my
leadership or affect me as a black man. Because 
he was my brother, flesh of my flesh and blood 
of my blood. You see, the mistake they made 
when they Shot Dr. KING was even though Dr. KING 
talked about non-violence he was always in the 
streets. Ready to lead a demonstration. All 
of the other so-called leaders who are...talk 
about non-violence are not on the streets with 
their people. Many people respected Dr. KING 
even though, they didn’t agree with his philosophy 
cause at least Re was in the streets. So now 
there is really no one else to respect who talks 
about non-violence because the people who talk 
about non-violence are not in the streets.

Unidentified
Reporter: Mr. CARMICHAEL, are you declaring war on

White America? '
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CARMICHAEL: White America had declared war on black people.
She did so when she sold the first black man 
from Africa. The black man has been sufficient, 
has been patient;, has been resisting and today 
the final showdown is coming. That is clear. 
That is crystal clear. And that black people 
are going:to have to find ways to survive. 
The only way to survive is to get some guns. ; 
Cause that is the only way white Americakeeps 
us in check is because she’s got the guns.

Unidentified 
Reporter: STOKELY, What do you see this ultimately leading 

to? A blood bath in which nobody wins?

CARMICHAEL: First, my name IS Mr. CARMICHAEL, and secondly,
black people will survive America.

unidentified
Commentator: Last Question.

Unidentified
Reporter: What accomplishment or objectives do you visualise

from the retaliation that you speak? What do 
you think you will accomplish?

CARMICHAEL: If black man can’t do nothing in this country
then we gonna stand up on our feet and die like 
men. If that is our only act of manhood then 
GOD DAMMIT we gonna die. We’re tired of living 
on our stomach®^* . ‘

Unidentified
Reporter: Do you fear for your life?

CARMICHAEL: Hell with my life. You should fear for yours.
I know T am gonna die. I know I am gonna die. 
(Applause!

Unidentified
Commentator: There is still a possibility that there will

be a general strike throughout the United States. 
So that our black brothers and sisters can take 
off that day from their slavery and working for 
the master and tjo think about and to re-analyze 
What the ’’honkeys” are doing to the black people 
in this country and me. And perhaps then some
thing can be done, That is the end of the press 
conference.
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It was a. strange, and hos
tile, news conference. Report
ers and photographers were 
searched by tw’b solemn-faced 
Negroes. —!—»

Lester McKinnie, Washing
ton head of SNCC, was stem: 
“You gentlemen will not leave 
anything here.. . . Your films, 
cigarette butts, you take them 
with you.”

Carmichael received the 
press in a small, cluttered rear 
office.

He spoke always in his 
usual soft voice and raised it 
only once, when he was asked 
if he feared for his life.

“The hell with my life!” he 
j snapped. "You should fear for 
yours. I know I’m going to die. 
I know I’m leaving.” There 
was loud applause from his 
followers. .

At one point, in response to 
a question about' Rap Brown, 
he said that if Maryland per-' 
sists in its charges against! 
Brown, “we will turn that! 
State inside out and upside 
down.”.

। The Negroes who die in 
j street violence should “take as 

many white people with them
, as then can,” he said. “We die 

! every day. We die in Vietnam,- 
.'for the honkies. Why don’t we 
'come home and die in the! 
!streets for our people? We die

every day. We die cutting and 
fighting each other inside our 
own communities. We cut and 
fight and kill each other off. 
Let’s kill off the real enemies. 
Black people are not afraid to- 
die. We die all the time. We die । 
in your jails. We die iu youn 
ghettos. We die in your rat-in-i 
fested homes. !

“We die a thousand deaths! 
every day. We’re not afraid to 
die, because now we’re going! 
to die for our people.” I

The conflict between the- 
Negroes and whites is the 
white man’s fault, he insisted. 
“White America has declared 
war on black people. She did 
so when she stole the first 
black man from Africa . . .1 
and today the final showdown 
is coming . v . That is crystal 
clear. And black people are 
gr ng to have to find ways tc 
survive. The only way to sur
vive is to get some guns, be 
cause ' that’s - the only way 
white America keeps us in 
check, because she's got the 
guns.” z~ "

Carmichael 
Warns of 
‘Retaliation9

By Phil Casey !
: Washington Post Staff Writer ,

Black power spokesman
Stokely Carmichael said yes- 

: terday “white America is in- 
:. capable of dealing with the 
; (race) problem’’ and warned 
■ of increasing violence in the 

streets. ' :
- He spoke first at a news 

conference in the headquar-
■ ters of the New School of 

Afro-American Thought at 
2208 14th st. nw. and appeared 
later at a Howard University

' rally. .
Speaking softly at his news 

conference, Carmichael told 
the newsmen, “When white 
America killed Dr. King last 

£ - ----------- ------ .
y night she declared war on tV 
p . .We have to retaliate fcir 
■the deaths of our leaders. The 
executions of those deaths wiil 

"not be in the courtrooms. . :
They’re going to be in the 
streets of the United States of
America. ■

He went on to say: “The 
kind of man that killed Dr. 
King last night made it a 
whole lot easier for a whole 
lot of black people today. 
There no longer needs to be 
intellectual discussions. Black 
people know that they have to 
get guns. White America will 
live to cry since she killed Dr. 
King last night. It would have; 
been better if she had killed i 
Bap Brown and/or Stokely! 
Carmichael. But when she! 
killed Dr. King, she lost it.” j

Carmichael termed Dr.' 
King's murder America’s “big-( 
gest mistake”, and added:!; 
“When white .America killed; 
Dr. King, she opened the eyes’ 
of every black man in this 
country ... He was the one-1 
man in our race who was I 
trying to reach our;people to! 
have love, compasJc.j and; 

» mercy for - what .white people!
had done. When white Amer-t 
dca killed Dr. King last night,! 
(she declared war on us...” |

His voice .rose slightly and I 
there was a note of anguish 
when he told a reporter what 
Negroes could accomplish' 
with violence: “The black man 
can’t do nothing in this coun] 
^y, then we’re going to stand 
pp bn our feet and die like.

men. If that’s our only act of 
inanhood, then, God damn it,, 
we’re going to die. We’re tired; 
of living on our stomachs.”

(Later, at the Howard Uni
versity rally, Carmichael rose 
and chanted over and over, his 
voice rising, ‘Stay off the 
streets tonight, if' you don’t 
have a gun because there’s 
going to. be shooting.” Then he 
held a revolver over his head.)

At the news conference, he 
implied that violence is inevi-

1 table, when he was asked if 
jthere was any way to stop it. 
!:“I don’t think so,” he said. I 
do not think so. I think white 
America is incapable of deal- 

: ing with the problem.”,
And his voice seemed sud

denly firm and suddenly sad, 
w’hen he was asked whether, 
anyone would replace, Dr. 
King. f

‘No!” he exclaimed. ‘That’sj 
why . America lost when she| 
snot him down last night.” (i

United Press International

Car-mickael: ‘White America has declarectirjizl-
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[Washington, D.C., advised RAI I
on April t>, 1968, he did not personally appear at Howard 
University, Washington, D.C., op April 5, 1968« when STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL spoke to a crowd assembled there. I was of 
the opinion| attended
this affair : “ ' ~

Washington, D.C., advised SA on April 6, 1968, that
he was at Howard University on April t>, 1968, but is not familiar 
with the circumstances surrounding the appearance and comments 
made by CARMICHAEL* I [stated that

Iwas present at Howard university on this
occasion.
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Speefel A-gsats to coaiUa to ewtois of to article Mtomt 
ftoi dismisBitig' the mte ®ith|

On---------- -—Wash.to^0a^B.C^------------------------ :—F ’le- # . WO

by.------------ g&- Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. i



FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA

Do,. 4/6/68

b7C
b7D

advised on this 
date that about 12:30 p.m., he was at the scene of a fire in 
a warehouse near the corner of 16th and F Streets, N.EO As 
he was preparing to make a live report to the station, STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL approached him and began a conversation.

asked CARMICHAEL if he would care to be 
interviewed bun CARMICHAEL declined. CARMICHAEL then introduced 

a companion as __________ |( phonetic) and said that he ________
ask the young podple to stay at home.

|began his report and 
said in substance the following: We 
here. We are going to burn down the 
Urban Renewal and I think that it is

introduced ||who 
have our own Urban Renewal 
slums and have a Black 
wonderful.

b7C
b7D

On

by.

- At that point, 
informed

and

said that it did not matter about the job because they were
going to take over the rest of the ci tv. __________joked that

would make_____ _________________________________when they
over. |also made a statement to the effeet 
the revolution has begun.

they 
took 
that

_______ |said that the whole conversation lasted about 
ten minutes. He said that CARMICHAEL appeared on foot in the 
area and that he did 
might have come.

not see any vehicle from which CARMICHAEL

_______ | also
CARMICHAEL, but that

said that there was a third person with 
he could not identify that person.

4/6/68 at Washington, D.C.
SAs b7C

FiIe, WFO 100-43503__________

Date dictated. 4/6/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



WFO 100-43503

identified
described as follows:

a photograph of CARMICHAEL and
b7C 
b7D

Height:
Weight:
Hair:
Characteristics:
Attire:

5 feet 7inches or 8 inches 
150 pounds 
"Natural" hair cut 
Full beard; sunglasses 
Long dark rain coat, dark 
trousers and black shoes.

38



This /.document, contdins -ne'ither,re.cornmenddtion's nor :conclusion$_.of the- FBI. It ;is\ 
it and its contents ar.e! not tdJb'e’disUibuted. .outside/yoyr^-'agency^.' sS■

Date dictated^——
the^property’t of -the?FBI and is loaned^to your agency;



6219757-
NWH.eb-

'/The files df'-:thie-'‘Immi^ratioh' and hatufaliZatiohf./;/- .-. .../ 
;?Serv±ce//Nashingtoni/pN,Cy/,^xsBlbSbd;-ST<JKELY'.'CAHMlCHAEB/;
, ■ was born; June ■ 29, 19M//at■■.Ibrt sfdf5-/Spain/ ■ Tri-ni’dad^ ,’Sri* x-sb; -West ••_•. 

.- indies/ ? His' father /ADOLPHUS S^AHDBOED pARMlCHAELy now / /-. s</ 

. deceased ' was?born'‘ in /pert /..of:■'.'.Sgaip/-;trihidad. Bfitish __  ? ■' /■''.
N?est--Tndies-NWI >,' oh Februaf y-. l'iN913 > I .;

1 TO:CARMICHAEL on-
• J October 7. :1939;-at -thd-.Pori/bO Sriaih.- Trinidadi BWIN.I

■^LPHUSb'STOXKlRD CARMICHAEL >, - ?.', ■-.■• entered the United states at/Hof.York, New" York/■ '.on/5uly 15, ..
. ■ •■;-1946/-<s? a.-;'.transients'to' the/BWi/attd:"0ri..-March•■..■28j, ’. 195-1-,.?; an ..
•/■ px’dprf.by”the..Assistant :'Cbmmissibndr of the Inmigration'and;. :/ ,;

;.'■"'■ Naturalization, Se'ryi ce t ha’t. /hi s/deport at ion - as a alien who
N . had Nom-ained./'f or--a -lodger; perfo,p'.than .. aiithorized be suspehded • 
/./and- that his 'Case be ■ ref erred/tp-Congfess.',-'/ 'The'-'-suspensich.-'...-,'/.■':
-/ was baspd on a \f inding/bf; edonojnid■ detriment- -ip.-.- his lawful-' -,- ■ '■'/ 

/</'.xesideht; alien. wif e//^hbul i/hb/^ie--'deported.•'- A ^Concurrent
Resolution of Congress,' 03-29892, approved the action. A 
record of entry for. permanent residence, retroactive to , : 

•// •^uly'-15/-;i.946i '.wdsXdreated/pa;«fenuar^.;H8j? 1952. ;/,.
J--' i ■."■-■ '; ; ' ? " • NN ■■ 'N-';'-/; ' ■/ - Nf/NNNN; :■

<N/.;';-N ■ ■■■' ■■ //■. STOKELNNAW'aiASL/exjtered ' the United JStatebi'fpr/ ' /n ' 
'y ’/permanent/fesidence>en-; ;3uhe/.15N1952y'\and was. destined to

'his.-father./- .STOKELt■CAWiCHAE^'..-automatically. ;bbcame-.'a ■ .
citizen of the United States on April 27, 1953,. the date of // 

• the naturalization of/hiS second parent under provisions of ..
r Section 321(a) of/the/lmmlgra^ion and Naturalization 'Act/,/ /■-

.’ -. 'BABMiCHAEB; applieid/Nor;<a-/de!riy'4tiVe'. eertificatd:.pf 'citizeh/N ’
;... v.shipfahd/afterjbeLhg/iht'btv'ie^ld jwi-th/ his parents^- ;was.'\ -N// ;
" /issued/pertificate^AS^SbBZ/bn'^pril/i/,- 195^/by' jm^fgratjloh 
.’-?.,-'and/Naturalizatioh/Servlee/''ai<<e  ̂?Ybrk,/Ne’®;Nprk'../;- ..?.. .//.'.-' ■'

/ ' ' .■'•.'■'?^3//Nf//Nf/‘ ".. ' /-'N/N./ ./../;• N '
..'. N/ . '■ f'' ■ ■' STOKELY xMlfiCHAEj/is further. :describbd; as.'follows/ ■ - ■
.////'N/N-'' N/W////^^ ''/NN'-' ;-/ •..-/ NN-.'' I•.... Date’ and Place;. o:f;Birth-:. ■■Port-?of. Spain; "•■/'' ■'..
■'• N:/ ■■/ N:‘; :y . :./\/'N//-';/"?-?.;'?T^illbad/;BritiSh West .Indies... /?.,?..<’■:

- /■■ / //N'' '\////N:/N-^ "N/:;■■' ■’/■ ■'/ ///;///Naturalizaifoil://.;/'"f.'NN// .Na-thrai.ized..-'a;.United’. -States-: ...■ -.,.■■
. ■■ .■-. /../?/f/?/-/.;N'/?'.' //•'<c:ft^zbh,./Api.ii 27, 1953, ■//;../'/• ..^./,;

Certificate #A 338082 ‘ '



■■ "WWH'tteb' '

'Race..:..
iSexi' .'■
■■•Jjai-ghti ?
W-bight:-' j:
.Eyes.:;, ;>

;;.Hair.:S-■ .>..

■ Compl'ex'i on
■ -Scars ' anti• ’ Writs

. 'Marital'. Status:

/Sdu cation:?;

'f''.'jjegrosi?'>.'■'■ ?•'■'';; • ’:.-.;

v/';.B?'iee|ir'l '.inch''•
•?160''?j-|-i.7O'?pounds ' :■
■'Mra#nV
BIac<W; j y

- yMediup-.
jl.^arR. Brown? ; ■ , .............
None | • f—— •■■

: ■ -■■Singlfe

Graduated ircm Bronx ililgn acnool

b7C

Curr entRe si

. .Parents:

. of Sdiehce Bronx, New ■,. York,’ ?
. June^-t .

^GraddaWd from .Howard’ UniVeisity, 
'/Masti-ifa^onr,;- D;< C. June 5,; 1964 , 
.receiving‘:;B.'. A. 'degree. „• in :-

X;Wii<1sQpby->' \ ; . . r-
1 2.200jl2th Street, NW', Washington, 

•■■Apartment 3. • . . '
;VAJ»lWjS -STANDIFOBD CARMICHAEL:, - 

fath^ .'’.(.deceased) • ..

FBI . Number .: - 8531£1D

b7C



IDENTIFICATION RECORD

The following is the identification record of 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL as contained in the records of the 
Identification Division of the Federal Bureau of Investi- 
gationo



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
' WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 4-8-68 318 DC!

. is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.The following FBI record. NUMBER 853 121 D

CONTRIBUTOR OF 
FINGERPRINTS

Police Department
Jackson, 
Mississippi -

Sheriff's Office 
Jackson,

. Mississippi

St Hwy Pat 
Jackson Miss

PD Selma Ala

PD Atlanta Ga

PD Selma Ala.

PD-Atlanta Ga

NAME AND NUMBER
ARRESTED OR 

RECEIVED CHARGE

Stokely 
Carmichael
#20978

June 
8, 1961

breach of peace

Stokeley 
Carmichael
#40

June 
13, 1961

breach of the 
peace

Stokely 
Carmichael

Stockely ? 
Carmichael
#19951

Stokely 
Carmichael 
#242521

10-18-64

1-26-65

9-8-66

disobeying an 
officer & 
blocking '■ 
roadway
unlawful 
assembly

have Is 
be Fee1) DC inciting 

to riot
2) DC dist

Stokley 
Carmichael 
#11773'

11-5-66 inciting to 
riot

Stokley 
Carmichael 
#242521
Residence: 360

6-18-67

Nelson St

DC(failing to 
move on)

Atlanta Ga

43

-

DISPOSITION

City Crt $200 
& 4 me last 
susp Co Crt- I 
Contendere $200 & C das susp 
$200 fine and | 
4 months with 
60 days 
suspended 
unavailable 
per contr 
3-22-67

$100 & $7 C & 
60 das Hl
Rel on Bond $500 
(Case believed to; 
een disposed 
eral Court) 
unavailable 
per contr 
3-22-67

$100 & 
60 das

$53 or

of

$7 C 
Hl

50 das

Information shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint contributors. 
Where final disposition is not shown or further explanation of charge is desired, communicate with agency 
contributing those fingerprints.

Notations indicated by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but are listed only as investigative leads 
as being possibly identical with subject of this record.



N FORMATION CON TAlNRD
• HEREIN .IS UNCLASSIFIED V 

date, os-os—-anoa'i by t'. ' ■
.. 603-0 9/AUC/TAM/Dfe'G/.bls . }

;Ajprll 11, 1968

i—_________ _______ PI ' '___ ■—_______ f

Dear

; . b7C

Your letter of April 5th has been received

With respect to your inquiries, the FBI is strictly 
an investigative agency of the Federal Government and, as such, 
does not determine whether prosecution will be undertaken in any 
situation. Such decisions concerning violations of Federal law 
are within the province of the AttorneyGeneral. I can assure 
you, however, the FBI is aware of the activities of Stokely 
Carmichael. Voluminous data regarding him has been furnished 
to the Department of Justice for its Consideration and you may 
wish tacontact the Attorney General in this matter.

.APR 1 X 1968

COMM.Egr

Sincerely; yours,

b7C
NOTE: Bufiles indicate

m , ^6,4
Tolson - •' 
DeLoach _____
Mohr, _ 
Bishop 
Casper 
Callaha 
Conrad 

. Felt’"_
Gale_
Rosen . 
Sullivan 
Tavel _ 
Trotter ___________
Tele. Room____ l_

- Holmes__________
Gandy ____________

Our laboratory has had a number 
oi contacts with him in the ^past. our last outgoing to him was 4-26-64 
in response to new film he hhd7deAre^oped 

/ • p B 
WMG:mer (3) -

. ?,* . ■. ’ ‘ - I* . • »-

ft

MAIL ROOM I. —I TELETYPE UNIT



AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-03-2006 BY
603 0 9/ AU C/TAM/DC G/bls

TRUE COPY

b7C

April 5th

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Dir 
F.B.I.
Washington D.C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

and I are in St Petersburg for the winter,, 
and leave for home April izth.

We were shocked this noon by a news program on 
Radio Station here W. S. S-A. their 12.00 noon News Round-up, in 
which remarks by StoklejrCarmichael were broadcast on the air.

As near as we can remember they were as follows: 
’’One of our leaders has been shot, now it is nessary to shoot a 
white leader. When Dr. King was shot, it was the start of a black 
revolution in the United States, and time for all colored people to 
arm themselves. We have no intention of having this settled in the 
courts, but in the streets by revolution and violence.” end quote. 
The full and complete text can be obtained from Press International1 
Network of News.

Isnt this seditious? cant he be jailed and the news- 
media stopped from broadcasting such remarks? Sincerely

REC-75

b7C

“Trnrnmi uj.

16 APR 12 1968





„containSd®|- _ 
? h.

MpLL INFORMATION
■ WlER EIIJ. T S UNO LA S S X'PI E P A 

/-.DATE'- 05-0.3-2QO;,6 jBY.
■' ' 603090 AU.C/ TAM/iMG/blA" *

April 9, 1968

b7C

<REC-68 2> -
A

Dear

b7C

CM-'" VL
Your telegram of April 6th has been received.. -

■’ ' ■ * - - V || . ... _ ■ '
With respect to your Comments, Stokely Carmichael 

was born on June 29, 1941, at Trinidad, West Indies, and is a Citi
zen of the United States by derivation. He is, therefore, not subject 
to exclusion from the United States as an alien. In addition, the FBI 
is strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Government and, 
as such, does not determine whether prosecution will be undertaken 
in any situation. Such decisions concerning violations of Federal 
law are within the province of the Attorney General.

Sincerely yours,MAlkEQX
APR 9 1968 (

COMM-FBE

’Q;

1 - New York Enclosure
b7C '

It is believedNOTE: Bufiles contain no record of|_____________ |
a perfunctory reply is in order in view of the tenor of her telegram.

Tolson __ _
DeLoach _ 
Mohr_____
Bishop ___
Casper___
Callahan — 
Conrad •___
Felt_____ _
Gale —
Rosen ____
Sullivan __
Tavel ___ _

.Trotter__ _
Tele. Room
Holmes___
Gandy,_. -—

HRH:gky (4)
A.-),

A

L^A’^7 t4^



APR 61968

n -
uolL'’.'<'3n.- 

■ ;Mr. Conrad 
A ;ZMr. —--

!(f *Mr. ----
■,' Mr. TawL--,-----

Mr. Trotter.__
. Tele. Uoom---- -

Miss Holmes—- 
Miss. Gandy—_

BIAOQ 533P ;EST APR 6 <58 KPPLSYB380 . i
-• •' ■ '. ■ . , . ... ’ *-i ■ i -r

ZNCA198 -PD NEW- ROCHELLE NY 6 45SP EST '

J EDGAR HOOVER

WASHDC
<W. YORK CITY FBI-MEN THINK STOKELY; CARMICHAEL GREAT '
MANJSHAME, HE IS RE^SpNSIBLE FOR■ WASHINGTON RIOTS REVOKE HIS

* . CITIZENSHIP • b7C

5

> Mr.,Bishop MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR

I h v

’-i® APR 12.1968 ; ,



INFORMA'ri’ON. contained 
'■TtEREI-N'. IS ^UNCLASSIFIED'

DATE;-05-03-2Op6 BY ■ '’i •

603 0 9 / AU C / TM D C G/ bls. ' . ■ ■'

April 8, 1968SAC, Albany

DeLoach 
Sullivan

STOKELY CARMICHAEL |! 1 ~ Mr. Bishop
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 1 “
SEDITION 1 "

pp.® . ' p ■ 1 "I——-----------------

It has been noticed that many offices receive reports 
from varying Sources that Stokeljr Carmichael, former Chairman 
of the.Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committeei has been seen 
in their territory* As the summer season approaches when 
disturbances and riots most fretjuehtly occur, increased 
allegations of Carmidhael*s appe^aiice may be expected.

Washington Field Office: is the office of origin in 
the Carmichael case and is responsible for knowing his where
abouts at all times. In the event an office receives an 
allegation that Carmichael has be^n seen in its territory, 
contact with the Washington Fieldj Offide should be the first 
step taken to resolve the allegation.

2 - All Continental Offices , 
‘ . b7cu "

NOTE; See 
same caption,

TDR:fhd (127)

memorandum 
TDR:fhd.



FBI WASH DC*

CHICAGO

829

FBI

AM URGENT

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

t U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

’COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

MAR 311968

ALL INFORMATION .CONTAINED. 
' ■ HEREIN IS UNCLAS-SIFIED

DATE 05^03-2.0 0 6 BY '
' . eOaOO/AUC/TAI'l/DCG/bls

3/31/68 ERH

Mr. De'Loach-----
I Mr. Mohr----- -—

Mr. Bishop — 
Mr. Casper -----

Mr. Callahan— 
Mr. Conrad---- —
Mr. Felt____ .—

| Mr. Gale---------- »
. | Mr. Rosen— 

?' Mr- Sullivan.
Mr. Tavel—— 

j Mr. Trotter— 
J Tele. Room— 
i Miss Holmes..

Miss Gandy—

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080), WFO (100-43503) AND BALTIMORE

WFO VIA WASHINGTON b7C
t

FROM CHICAGO (157-1297)

Z/l/TZPA/rfl- Sect/n~ly~ A?/Sc €3tL/1fl/r£at/.S

stokelycJarmichael, esse. ,A sedition.

TRAVELING UNDER NAMEJ3_

UNITE

GHT WO-EWtr-FQ-tJIt

/typpepT?
"AIRLINES, O'HARE^ CHICAGO

J? jtZ n
THAT CARMICHAEL DEPARTED ON E 
WS&BASE FOR BALTIMORE

ADVISED 
Z' 3a

AT SfcV4LN-XiLIfe£Y -AM?
Cm) tr* ' 

RRIVING TEN AM. CARMICHAEL

EIGH. HE IS TRAVELING WITH COMPANION

AND BOTH HAVE SEATS SIXTEEN B—WHOSE NAME IS GIVEN AS

b7C y
b7D -

AND C.

ADMINSTRATIVEi

REDETEL TO BUREAU, AND WFO THMO >3
MILITARY, SECRET SERVICE AND CHICAG-QO^D ADVISED. LHM 

Off ' .==snt=S«e=^
FOLLOWS WITH COPY LOCALLY TO USA. F- b7C
END

GJM

FBI WASH DC*

<2. :



fd-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) ALL INFO TI ON CONTAINED 
HEREIN I NCLASSIFIED 

-DATE 05-uu 2006 BY
60309/AUG/TAM/DCG/bls 

.F B I

1

Da't/f 4/6/68

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE

PLAINTEXT
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT '
Via

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI AND-
CHICAGO (100-35356)

FROM. SAC, WFO (157-NEW)

D Ffc. TMson---
|i Mt. DeLoach..
lii Mi. Mohr----
11( Mr. Blsh-'p-------- J

Mr. Casper-------- J
Mr. < dlahan----- i
Mt. C’hrad------
Mr. F It______- |
Mr. Gale-------------1

r. Rosen----------- j
Mr. Sullivan.ite^r’ 
Mr. Tavel---------- S
Mr. Trotter-------- I

nXTelej. Ro_onu——J
Miss Holmes...—71
■Miss Gandy------- I

ASSASSINATION OF MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., RACIAL MATTERS^-

RE CHICAGO TELETYPE APRIL SIX INSTANT.
SOURCES WO HAVE NO INDICATION STOKEI.Y^RMICHAEL PLANNING 

TO LEAVE THIS AREA THIS WEEKEND, jSOURCES WILL BE ALERT AND WILL 

PROMPTLY REPORT ANY INFORMATION REGARDING CARMICHAEL'S PROPOSED 
TRAVEL. I

3) - Bureau
2 - Teletype Unit
1 - WFO

ALA: jle 
(6)

Sent.

(CTaraMncsca^i BKSSSseKsflES teygascsstfShl



FD-36--;(-Rev.‘ 5-22.-64)

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

^fi&ALL INF O.RM AT TON CONTAINeJKL' 
^BhlERElN' IS '.UNCI AS SI.FI'EE^.

'.DATE 05-03-20C6 BY '.4 :'
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/fccG/bls ' .

F B I' 
. ' '

:' Daie: 3/28/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL !! ' . •

TO

EROM

SUBJECT:

^(Priority)

DIRECTOR, RBI (1OO-44.6O80)

SAC, MOBILE (100-1858)- 
o ■ -rSTOKELY CARMICHAELjl

IS - MISCELLANEOUS} SEDITION

i. b7C

Re Mobile'airtel and LHM, 3/19/68, captioned 
as above. . ||

land who was formerly femnloved Bvf

b7C
b7D ■

|was contacteid on 3/14/68 while STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL-whs in the Mobile territory . He advised that 
CARMICHAEL was scheduled to be at| |that day at
about 4-.OO P.M. A check witWl him at about 6:30 P.M. 
revealed that f was at that time‘at and he
could not speak with the Agenit.' This was verified thrpu, 
other sources and through observing the car at I_________

Efforts to

b7C
b7D

later on. 3/14 and 15/68 -were negative.
An anoointment was set for 12:20 P.M., 3/15/68 

but since |was changing jobs and the 15th being
his last day of.employment at| 11 ‘ \ ’2
to' his wife, < ’
P.M. flight to Indianapolis. _
15th at about . 4:00 P.M. ‘ "

- Bureau (RM)
1 -r Indianapolis (rm) 
3 - Mobile (2\- IOO-I858 

1 X157-2504

recontact

he had, according
a change in plans ana decided to take a 1:00 
o Indianapolis. 'iHe- said he departed on the

b7C ® APRS

CAR:mb 
C?) •

Specia-fAg^nf"in Charge



MO IOO-I858

■b7C
.b7D

b7C
b7D

b7C '/
■b7D

i s now, embl 0 ve d [

■ , For information „df; Indianapolis., CARMICHAEL •' ’■
|at about 8:00 P.M. on 3/14/68 \ 

ana proceeded co cne Eeula Baptist Church, 625 South. Union 
Street, Montgomery, Ala., were a meeting had. previously 
been, scheduled but- approval was later withdrawn by the 
church. They remained there;!abdut 15 minutes. During 
this-time and while a revival, meeting; was in progress 1 
in the church, a-short , speech was given on the steps in. front of tjie' church by-.an individual described as being - 
a Negro male, age about 23-25, 5'10", 160 pounds, medium 
build, with some'teeth missipg in. upper front (possibly 
in lower ) .'Afro haircut and who . is believed to be|

•.' INDIANAPOLIS, at Indianapolis, Ind. Interview '
re contact with CARMICHAEL and attempt to determine 

perspns~crave111ne with CARMTCHAET,. (it is believed they 
we r e _________
Also determine whether! [observed the above described
Negro male and, if so, if he Lean identify him. as •



FD-3.6 (Rev. 5-22-64) L INFORMATION CONTAINED
REIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 05-03-2006 BY ■ '
603 0 9/AUC/T^I^DCG/bls

Date: 4/4/68
Transmit the following in

. (Type in plaintext or code)

Via
AIRTEL AIRMAIL

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M; SEDITION

b7C

Re New Orleans airtel 3/28/68, indicating subject 
mayfe speakh at Louisiana State University, April 19, 1968.

b2 
b7C 
b7D

On April 3, 1968, ___________ advised that ____________~| a known SNCC associate, and also described by source 
r as working with the Atlanta Summit Conference (ASC), a function 

of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, has invited 
CARMICHAEL to come to Atlanta on April 19, to participate in 
a conference sponsored by ASC. Source unable to secure any___
details re this conference, and believes)

of SNCC, has also spoken to CARMICHAEL about attending
this conference.

LEADS: 9

WFO
AT WASHINGTON, D.C.
Alert sources re possible travel of CARMICHAEL to 

Atlanta on weekend of 4/19/68, and advise Atlanta of any
positive information developed.

Bureau (RM)2 - WFO (100-43503) (RM) tfEC-
2 - New Orleans (100-17362) (RM)
5 - Atlanta (2 - 100-6812)

(1 - 100-5718) (SCLC)

M Per _______ :______________



,,#>^■3-(Rev. 9-17-65) INFORMATttON_£ONTAINE
WRrEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' W

“ r FEDERAL^ WR^AUdfelN VESTIGATION

REPORTING OFFICE

SAN FRANCISCO
TITLE OF CASE

OFFICE OF ORIGIN DATE

WASHINGTON FIE^D 4/11/68

b7C
STOKELY CARMI CHAE L

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

4/1-8/68
TYPED BY 

kc.h

CHARACTER OF CASE

IS - rllSCj
SEDITION

REFERENCES: Washington Field Office airtel to Director, 2/20/6#'.
-------------------- - Ssn Francisco airtel to Director, 3/6/68, enclosing, 
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Synopsis:
STOKELY CARMICHAEL visited San Francisco Bay Area during periods 
2/15-18/68 and 2/20-25/68. Speech of CARMICHAEL on 2/17/68 
at Oakland Municipal Auditorium under sponsorship of BPPSD 
is set forth verbatim. Information relating to other speeches 
and appearances in San Francisco, Oakland, San Mateo and Berkeley 
is set forth.
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DETAILS:

STOKELY CARMICHAEL arrived at San Francisco International 
\ Airport at approximately 8:25 p.m. , February 15, 1968, via

United Air Lines Flight 57 from Washington, D.C. CARMICHAEL was 
met by a group of six male Negroes and was transported by auto 
to 850 Oak Street, San Francisco. As of 11:30 p.m. CARMICHAEL 
remained at 850 0ak*C6treet, San Francisco, which is the residence 
of LE ROY ELDRIDGEvCLEAVER.
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LR ROY ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, commonly known as 
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, is publicly known as the 
Minister of Information of the Elack Panther 
Party for Self Defense (BPPSD).

A' characterization 
in the appendix.

of the BPPSD is contained

On February 16, 1968, at the University of California, 
Berkeley, STOKELY CARMICHAEL failed to appear as a speaker for a 
previously announced noon rally under the sponsorship of the 
Campus L'.E.B. Du Dois Club '“■('see appendix)./ Following the rally 
and shortly after 1:00 p.m. on February LB, 1968, STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL in company with eight to tenjnembers of the EPP3D 
arrived at Sproul Plaza, University of jCa 1 if.or.n.ia, Berkeley (UCB). 
The CARMICHAEL group encountered REIEEyCTIJERINA who had appeared 
as a speaker at the rally. CARMICEAEL and TIJERINA embraced 
each other in a spirit of solidarity and ^expressed mutual desire 
to meet and confer in the near future.

b2
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REIES TIJERINA is publicly known as leader of 
the Alianza _Federal—De -Me-rce-s-, an organization 
which “demands that lands in New Mexico be 
returned to the descendants of the original ovzners.

In company with members of the BPPSD, STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
appeared at the Alameda County Court House, Oakland, Calfiornia, 
at approximately 1:45 p.m., February 16, 1968. CARMICHAEL 
visited HUEY P. NEWTON in the Alameda County Jail. CARMICHAEL 
declined to hold a press conference and ignored questions of 
newsmen. Just before leaving tjre Court House, STOKELY CARi-lICHAEL 
stated loudly, ’’Brother HUEY P^/rlnWTON will be freed or else”. 
CARMICHAEL departed from, the Alameda County Court House at 
approximately 2:15 p.m.

Personal observation 
by SAs of FBI on 
2/16/68
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HUEY P. NEWTON is publicly known as the Minister 
of Defense of the BPPSD. NEWTON is presently 
incarcerated in the Alameda County Jail 
trial on a charge of having murdered an 
police officer. .

awaiting 
Oakland

STOKELY CARMTCHART. snpfit the evening of 
California.,1968. at

of ___________ __________________________________ ____________ . _____
Regional Offiep nf tha Cnngrpss nf RacHal Er.na 1 T ty fCDRE

February 16, 
the residence 

the. .Western
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL appeared as the last and principal 
speaker at a rally at the Oakland Municipal Auditorium on 
February 17, 19S8. The rally lasted from approximately 8:30 p.m. 
until approximately 12:30 a.m. , February 18, 1968. The rally was
sponsored by the BPPSD for the purpose of raising funds for the 
legal defense of HUEY P. NEWTON. The rally was advertised as 
a birthday party for HUEY P. NEWTON on his 26th birthday. Admission 
was $3 and $2 for students was charged those attending. The 
audience was frisked for weapons, cameras and recording devices. 
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, who is publicly known as the Minister of 
Information of the BPPSD, acted as Master of Ceremonies. CLEAVER
announced the merger of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) with the BPPSD.

Personal observation 
by SAs of FBI 
on 2/17/68
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The foliowin, 
speech on ^February 17,

verbatim—aeeount—ofS TOKE LY CARMI CHAE L ’ 
1968, made available on February 19, 

who—tape--reeorde^"“th’e"''WtTre'~p‘f!O’gram:
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jail and he’s just returne 
He to revolutionary c

TEBLETT (uh)

We’re
Now then',

brother HUI

(Unr<ncwn~Male—Introducing STOKELY CARM1CHA.EL)

We have a candidate tonight for prime minister of 
Afro-America. The Black Panther Party for Self Defense says 
that STOKELY CARMICHAEL is the prime minister of Afro-America. 
(Applause) We want to know how you feel about that? Is 
STOKELY okay with you black people? Can he speak for you? 
(Roar of ’’Yes” from audience.) Well, all right, come on
STOKELY and speak. (.Applause)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL: " . . '

4

Good evening. It’s getting late, but we'have a lot 
to talk about tonight because we have to be serious. Before
I beginj' I ’want to; introduce just two people, one is our A l 
communications director who- came out from Atlanta to_spend (s- J. 
birthday with brother HUEY NEWTON, Miss ETHEX^317rR\ ETHEL, 
where are you? (A.pplause) The newt person is one of our 

the Roxbury (ph) rebellion 
of charges. He’s out of 
trip across the waters, 
where hunkies can’t go, 

: to talk about several things 
}Y P. NEWTON’s birthday.
IUEY NEWTON, the individual,

but as HUEY NEWTON, part and parcel of black people, wherever 
we are on the world today* 1. And, so in talking about brother 
HUEY NEWTON tonight, we have to talk about the struggle of 
black people, not only in the United States, hut in the world 
today, and how he become part and parcel of that struggle, how 
we move on so that our people will survive America. Therefore, 
we are not talking about politics tonight. We’x-e not talking 
about economics tonight. We are talking about the survival of 
a race of people. That is all that is at stake. We are talkin 
about the survival of black people. Nothing else. And, you 
must understand that.

Now, why is it necessary for us to talk,'about the 
survival of our people? Many of us feel, many of our generatio 
feel, that they’re getting ready to commit genocide against us. 
Now, many people say that’s a horrible thing to say about 
anybody. But, if it is a horrible thing to say, then we should



do as brother MALCOLM said, we should examine history. The 
birth of- this nation was conceived in the genocide cf the 
red nan, In order for this country to come about, the hunky 
had to completely exterminate the red nan. and he did it. 
And, he did it where he does not even feel sorry, but he 
romanticizes it by putting it on television with cowboy and 
Indian. And, the question we must ask ourselves is if he’s 
capable of doing it to the red man, can he also do it to us? 
Let us examine history some' more. People say that it’s a 
horrible thing to say that white people would really think 
about commitsing genocide against black people. Let us check 
our history out. It is a fact that we built this country, 
nobody else. Z •'

• . . I’ll. explainthat to you. . . When, .this .country started,. 
economically it was an agricultural country. The cash.crop 
on the world market was cotton. V.7e picked the cotton. So, it 
is we who build this country. It is we vzho have fought in the 
wars of this country. This country is becoming more- and more 
technological so that the need for black people is fastly 
disappearing. When the need for black people disappears, so 
will we, and he will consciously wipe us out.

Let us check World War II. He will not do it unto 
his own. Notice who he dropped an atomic bomb on, sone helpless 
yellow people in Hiroshima. If you do not think he’s capable 
of committing genocide against us, check out what he’s doing 
to our brothers in Vietnam. Check out what he’s doing in 
Vietnam. We have to understand that '.?e're talking about our 
survival and nothing else, ’whether or not this beautiful race 
of people is going to survive on the earth, that’s what we are 
talking about, nothing else. If you do not think he’s capable 
of wiping us out, check out the white race. Wherever they have 
gone they.ruled, conquered and murdered and plagued. Whether 
they are the majority or the minority, they always rule, always 
rule. And, check out the pattern in which they move. They came 
to this country. They didn’t know a damn thing about this 
country. The-red man showed them how to adapt to this country. 
He showed them how to grow corn. He showed them how to hunt. 
And, when the Indians finished showing it, he wiped them out.

♦ *

He was not satisfied. He went to South America. The 
Aztec Indians said this is our silver, this is our copper, 
these are our medals, these are our statues, we build them for 
the beauty of our people. After the Indians showed it to then, 
he took it and he wined them cut.
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He went to Africa. Our ancestors said dig, this is 
our way of life. We beat drums, we enjoy ourselves, we have 
gold, we make diamonds and stuff for our women. He took the 
gold, he made us slaves, and today he 'runs Africa.

He went--to Asia. The . Chinese ■ showed them everything 
they had. They showed him gunpowder. They said we use this 
for fireworks on our anniversaries, on our days of festivities. 
He took it, he made it a gun, and he conquered China.

We are talking about a certain type of superiority 
complex that exists in the white man wherever he is. And, 
that’s what we have to-understand today, so that everything 
goes out the window, we talk about survival, that’s.all. They 
can cut all that jurik' about 'poverty "programs, education., 
housing, welfare. He are talking about survival, and brothers 
and sisters, we going to survive America. Now then, we have 
to understand what is going on, not only in this country, but 
in the world, especially in Africa, because we are an African 
people, nothing else. V’e have always been an African people, 
we have always maintained our own value system, and I will prove 
that to you. As much as he has tried, our people have resisted 
for 1113 years in this wilderness, and they resisted for this 
generation to carry out what must be cone. We cannot fail our 
ancestors.

We resisted in every way you can point to. Take the 
English language. There are cats who come here from Italy, 
from Germany, from Poland, from France, in two generations they 
speak English perfectly. We have never spoken English perfectly. 
(Applause) And, that is because our people consciously resisted 
a language that did not belong to us. Neve? did, never will. 
Anyhow they try to run it down our throats; we ain’t gonna have 
it. You must understand that as a level of resistance. Anyone 
can speak that simple hunky’s language correctly, anybody can 
do it. We have not done it because we have resisted. Check 
out our way of life. No matter how hard he’s tried, we still 
maintain a communal way of life in our communities. We do not 
send old people to old people’s homes, that’s junk. (Applause)

We do not call children illegitimate in our community, 
we take care of any child in our community.. (Applause) 
It is the level of resistance that we must begin to look for 
among our people, pick up their threads, and do what has■to be 
done so that cur people will survive.'

Three things. First and. foremost. He has been able 
to make us hate each other. He has transplanted that hate and 
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the love for each other for the love of his country. His 
country. We must begin to develop number one, and this is 
the most impoi'tant thing we can do as a people. We must 
first develop an undying love for our people. (Applause) 
We must develop an undying love as is personified in brother 
HUEY P. NEWTON, Undying love for our people. If we do not 
do that, we will be wiped out. We must develop an undying 
love for our people. Our slogan will become, "First our 
people, then, and only then, you and me as individuals, our 
people first." (Applause)

Following from that comes secondly the slogan, 
"Every Negro is a potential black man," we will not alienate 
-them... (Applause). .. And, we must understand -the concept of ..... 
Negro, and the concept of black man. We cau.ie to this country 
as black men and as Africans. It took us t00 years to become 
Negroes. Understand that. That means that the concept of a 
black man is one who recognizes his cultural, his historical, 
and the root of his great ancestors, who were the greatest 
warriors on the fact of this earth, Africans. (Applause)

Many of our peoples minds have been white-washed. 
If a Negro comes up to you and you turn your back on him, he's 
got to run to the hunky. We’re going to take time and patience 
with our people because they’re ours. All of the "Uncle Tons," 
we’re going to sit down and we’re going to talk. And, when 
they slap, we’re going to bow, and when they slap, we’re going 
to bow, and we’re going to try and bring them home. And if 
they don’t come home, we going to off them, that’s all. (Applau

We have to recognize who our major enemy is. The 
m'ajor enemy is not your brother, flesh of your flesh, and blood 
of your blood. The major enemy is the hunky and his 
institutions of racism, that’s the. major enemy. And, whenever 
anybody prepares for revolutionary warfare, you concentrate on 
the major enemy. We're not strong enough to fight each other 
and also fight him. We will not fight each, ether today, we 
will not fight each other. There will be no fights in the 
black community among black people. There will just be people 
who will be offed. There will be no fights, there will be no 
disruptions. We are .going to be united. *

Thirdly, and most importantly, we must understand 
that for black people, the question of community. is not a



West Philadelphia, Georgia, Mississippi, Alabama, wherever you 
go, the first place you go is to your people, not to the land, 
to your people. For us the-question of community is a question 
of color and our people, not geography, not land, not land, 
not geography. That is to say that we break down the concept 
that black people.- living inside the United. States are black 

'Americans, that’s nonsense. We got brothers in Africa, we got 
brothers in Cuba, we got brothers in Brazil, we got brothers 
in Latin America, we got brothers all over the world, all over 
the world. (Applause) And, once we begin to understand that 
the concept of community is simply one of our people, it don’t 
make a difference where we are, we are with our people, and 
therefore we are home.

■ - • Now then■ in'speaking of survival1 it is necessary to 
understand the moves of one’s enemy. The United States works 
on what we call the three Ms. The missionaries, the money, 
and the Marines. That is precisely the way it’s moved all 
over the world. It is the way it moves against us. They have 
sent the missionaries in. V/e send them out. They have sent 
the money in with the poverty program, the Vietnamese and the 
Koreans are pulling the money out. The next thing comes the 
Marines. .And, if we're talking seriously, we get prepared for 
the Marines. (Applause) .

Mow if some black people do not think that the white 
man is going to wipe us out completely, them it won’t be no 
harm being prepared, just in case he decides to do.it. So 
there’ll be no harm in us preparing ourselves for the Marines. 
There’s a lot of tactics we can learn. The VC are showing us 
the best way to get it done. Arid, don’t be afraid to say. and 
tell them, yeah you want the Vietnamese to defeat them’cause 
they’re wrong from the jump, they wrong from the jump. (Applause) 
Don’t get up there and play games with them. You ever see them 
on TV? Well, actually we were .wrong going into Vietnam, but we 
can’t get out unless we save face. To save that hunky’s face, 
million of Vietnamese got to die. That’s a lot of junk. If 
you're wrong, say you’re wrong and get out. (Applause)

We have to then go down the programs that they run 
through our throats and see how they relate to us. The first 
one is the vote. They got a new thing now. Black power is the 
vote. The vote in this country is, has been, and always will 
be, irrevelant to the lives of black people. That is a fact.
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We’ve survived in Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, 
Louisiana, Texas, South Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia, 
and Washington, D. C. without the vote. . Two years ago when 
JULIAN BOND was elected by black people in Georgia, they took 
him off the seat, there was no representation, the black 
people of Georgia .’.are surviving today. They took ADAM CLAYTOM 
POWELL out of office, they've had hLu out of office for a 
year and a half, black people in Harlem are still surviving, 
that should teach you, the vote ain’t nothing but a hunky’s 
trick. If we talk about the vote today, we talk about it as 
one thing, an organizing tool to bring our people together, 
nothing else. It becomes a vehicle for organization, it 
cannot be any thing else. To believe the vote is going to 
save you is to.believe the way brother ADAM CLAYTON P O'TELL 
did.'' He’-'s in'Bimini'now. ' That ’ s what we have to understand.

The second thing they ran down our throat is this 
poverty program, and you have to understand the poverty program. 
It is designed to number one, split the black community, and 
number two, split the black family. There is no doubt about 
it splitting the black community. V'e know all those people who 
started fighting over crumbs, for that’s all the poverty progres?. 
is, the crumbs. If you leave the crumbs alone and organize, 
we can take the whole loaf because it belongs to us. (Applause)

• So, what happens, is that the poverty program sends 
a couple of hundred thousand dollars into the community and 
goofs start setting up to fight over that money, so, automatically, 
you’ve got splits in. the community. Watts is the best example 
that we have today. It was the first one to get the poverty 
program, after the rebellion and today, it is the most divided 
black community in the country. The second thing we have to 
recognize is what the poverty program, does. In any race of 
people, the most instinctively revolutionary people are the 
youth, because the youth is always willing to fight at the drop 
of a hat. In anybody's race. And, the poverty program is 
geared right at our youth, to stop them. from, fighting. That's 
all the poverty program is, stop the rebellion, not take care of 
black people, stop the rebellion. How is it, that you felt if 
you were a father, and your son, who you're supposed to be 
providing for comes home with $90.00 a week, and you're still 
unemployed. What is the poverty program doing to our fathers?-' 
What is it doing to our fathers?



If they were concerned about the black community,
if they believed the garbage they run down about the black 
families, they would give the jobs to our fathers, the bread
winners of the family, so we could have some respect for,him. 
But it is precisely because the poverty program is aimed at 
quelling our youth that they do that. And, all of the people 
‘that administer the poverty program won’t even put their 
’children in those programs that are supposed to be so good 
for us.

- . -
Let us move on to education. And, we must talk 

very clearly about this concept of education. FRAMZ^AkON 
says very clearly, education is nothing but the re-cstablishmen 
and reinforcement of. .values, and- institutions of a given society 
All the brother is saying is that, whatever this society says 
is right, when you go to school they tell you‘it’s right, and 
you got to run on down. If you run it on down, you get an A. 
If I say to you Columbus discovered America in 1492. If I was 
your teacher and you said, no Columbus didn’t discover America 
in 1452,.there were Indians here, I'd tell you you flunked the 
course. So, education doesn’t mean what they say it means.
So, now we must use education for our people and we must under
stand cur communities. '

In our communities there are dope addicts, there are
pimps, there are prostitutes, the;re hustlers, there are teachers
there are maids, there are port , there are preachers, there
are gangsters. If I go to high school, I want to learn how to 
be a good maid, a good porter, a good hustler, a good pimp, a 
good prostitute, a good teacher, or a good porter. An education 
is supposed to prepare you to live in your community, that's 
what cur community is like. If the educational system cannot 
do that, it must teach us how to change our community. It 
must do one or the other. The schools that we send our children 
to do not do one or the other. ’They do neither, they do 
Something absolutely opposite. And 'when our youth, who are more 
intelligent than all those hunkies on those boards, drop out 
of those schools ’cause they recognise it’s not going to help 
them, then we turn around and yell at then, dividing our community 
again. . ■

V7e have to understand that unless we control the 
.education system where it begins to teach us how to change our

r_E.
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community where we live like human beings, no need to- send 
anybody to school, that’s just a natural fact. We have no 
alternative but to fight, whether we like it or not. Cn 
every level in this country black people have got to fight, 
got to fight. (Applause) 

. » • t

Now then, let us move down and talk about organizing 
in a concept. We have in our community, black people, the 
masses and the bourgeoisie. That’s about the level of break
down. The bourgeoisie is very, very minute inside our 
community. We have to bring them home. We have to bring them 
home for many reasons. We have to bring them home because they 
have technical skills which must be put for the benefit of 
their, people, not- for -the • benefit ■■of this- country-,- which • is-- 
against their people, we’ve, got to bring them home. (Applause)

One of the ways of bringing our people home is by 
using patience, love, brotherhood, and unity, not force. Love, 
patience, brotherhood, and unity. We try, and we try, and we 
try. If they become a threat, we off them. (Applause) But 
we must begin to understand that in a concept of forming inside 
our community a united front, a black united front, which 
engulfs every sector, every facet, and every person inside our 
community working for the benefit of black people. And, that 
is for each other’s survival. A lot of people in the bourgeois 
tell me that they don’t like RAP BRO'.Bi when he say;? "I’m going 
to burn the country down," but every time RAP BROWN says "I’m 
going to burn the country down," they get a poverty program. 
A lot of people say to me, we don’t like the Black Panthers for 
Self Defense walking around with guns. I’ll tell you now, if 
the hunkies in San Francisco take off the fighters who happen 
to represent the Black Panthers for Self Defense, ain’t nobody 
in this community prepared to fight right now.

Everybody gets offed, everybody gets offed. We need 
each other, we have to have each other for our survival, we. 
have to have each other. From the revolutionaries to the 
conservatives, a black united front is what we’re about. (Appl

Now,’there’s some people nay now understand brother 
RAP when he talks about who to ally with. He said we have to 
ally wi th Mexican-Americans, the Puerto Ricans, and the dis
possessed people of the earth. He did not mention poor whites.
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We must understand that. I will not deny that poor whites in 
this country are oppressed, but there are two types of 
oppression, one is exploitation, the other is colonization, 
and we have to understand the difference between both of them.

Exploitation is when you ezcploit somebody of your 
own race. Colonization is when you exploit somebody of a 
different race. We are'colonized, they are exploited. (Applause)

Nov? let us explain how the process of exploitation 
and colonization works. If I am black and I am exploiting you 
who are also black, we have the same values, the same culture, 
the same language, the same society, the same institutions, so 
I .do not -have, to destroy, those institutions for--you. But, if you • 
are of another race, if you have a different culture, different 
language, different values, I have to destroy all of those to 
make you bow to me, and that is the difference between poor 
whites and poor blacks. Poor whites have their culture, have 
their values, have their institutions. Ours have been completely 
destroyed. (Appluase) So’,' when you talk about alliances, you 
recognize you form alliances with people who are trying to re
build their culture, trying to rebuild their history, trying 
to rebuild their dignity, people who are fighting for their • 
humanity.

Poor white people are not fighting for their humanity, 
they’re fighting for more money. There arc a lot of poo?' white 
people in this country, you ain’t seen none of them rebel yet, 
have .you? Why is it that black people are rebelling? Do you 
think it’s because it’s just poor jobs? Don’t believe that 
junk the hunky is running down. It’s, not poor jobs. It’s a 
question of a people finding their culture, their- nature, and . 
fighting for their humanity, for their humanity. (Applause)

■ We have been so colonized, that we are ashamed to 
say we hate, and that is the best example of a person who’s ■ ’
colonized. You sit in your house, a hunky walks in your house, 
beats you up, rapes your wife, beats up your child, and you 
don’t have the humanity to say, I hate you. You .don’t have it. 
That is how dehumanized we are. we are so dehumanized we cannot . 
say, yes, we hate you for what you have done to us. Can’t say 
it, can’t say it. And, we are afraid to think beyond that point. 
Who do you think has more hatred pent up in them, white people for 
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black people, or black people for white people? White people 
for black people obviously. The hatred has been more. What 
have we done to their, for them to build up this hatred?
Absolutely nothing. Yet, we don’t even want to have the chance 
to hate then for what they have done to us. And, if hate should 
be justified, we--have the best justification in the world for 

' hating hunkies.

But, we have Leer, so dehumanized, we’re like a dog, 
which the master can kick, which the master can throw out of 
the house, which the master can spit on, and whenever he calls, 
the dog cones running back. We arc human beings and we have 
emotions, we’re fighting for our humanity, wa’re fighting for 
our humanity. And, in regaining our.humanity., we recognize all. 
the emotions that are in us. If you have love, you.got to. have 
hate. You don't have one-sided emotion. Than’s a lot of junk. 
You always have two sides, hot, cold, white, black. Everything 

.going,, love, hate, cause if you don’t have hate, you cannot 
differentiate love. You cannot do it.

Now, that brings us to the point of this thing about 
communism and socialism. Let’s get to that, once and for all.

Communism is not an ideology suited for black people, 
period. Socialism is not an ideology fitted for black people, 
period. And, I will tell you wh^, and must become crystal 
clear in our minds. Now, we don’t say that because the hunkies 
call it communist, we don’t care what’they call it, it don’t 
stake a difference. The ideologies of communism and socialism 
speak to class structures. They speak to people who oppress 
people from the top down to the bottom. V.’e are not just facing 
exploitation, we are facing something much more important. We 
are facing, because we are the vic'ims of racism. ‘Communism or 
socialism does not speak to the problem of racism. And, racism 
for black people in this country is far more important than 
exploitation, 'cause no matter how much money you make in the 
black community, when you go into the white -world you are still 
a nigger. (Applause) So, that for us the question of racism 
becomes uppermost in our minds.

How do we destroy those institutions that seek to keep 
us dehumanized? That is all we're talking about. On the 
question of exploitation, it comes second. now, for white peopl 
who are communist, the question of communist comes first, becaus



■they’re exploitated by their own psople. If 'we were exploited 
by other* black people, then it would be a question of how we 
divide the profits. It is a question of how we regain our
humanity and begin to live as a people, and we do not do that 
because of the effects of racism in this country. We must, 
therefore, consciously strive for an ideology v.?hich deals with 
racism first, and’’if we do that we recognize the necessity of
hooking up with the 900 million black people in the world today, 
that’s what we recognize. (Applause) Arid, if we recognize that, 
then it means that our political, situation must become inter
national. It cannot be national, it cannot be national, it
must be international, must be international. (Appluase) It 
must be international, because if we know anything, we would
recognize that the hunkies just don’t exploit us, they exploit
the whole- ”third .world,”,.Asia, Africa, ..Latin America, ..They tak.e j 
advantage of Europe, but they don’t colonize Europe. They / 
colonize Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Understand that. If . 
we begin to understand, then the problems that America is heading 

for becomes uppermost in our minds. U

And, the first one they’re heading for is the conflict 
in the Middle East. We must declare on whose side we stand. 
Me can be fcr no one but the Arabs. There can be no doubt in 
Our minds, no doubt in our minds. (Applause.) We can be for no 
one but the Arabs because Israel belonged to the Arabs in 1217. 
The British gave it to a group of Zionists who went to Israel, 
ran the Palestinian Arabs out with terrorist groups, and 
organized the state, and did not get anywhere until Hitler came 
along and they swelled (ph) the state in 1943. That country 
belongs to the Palestinians. Not only that, they are moving to 
take over Egypt, Egypt is our motherland, it’s in Africa. (Applaus

We do not understand the concept of love.- Here are a 
group of Zionists who come anyway they want to and organize and 
feeling for a place called Israelwhich was created in 1948, 
where their youth are willing to and fight for Israel. Egypt 
belonged to us 4000 years ago and we _________ •__________ ^’e
got to be for the Arabs, period. (Applause! That means that 
we also moved the rest of the "third world” and understand 
precisely what is going on. z

It is no coincidence that the hunky who stole the heart 
out of our brother and put it into another devil was brought
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here on nation-wide TV. There’s no coincidence. (Applause)

Now, for those of the older generation who said I 
may be harsh because I said the devil, let me give you a Biblical 
quotation. It says, beware that they will come, the devil will 
corrie telling you that he can give you back life after death.
•If that's not what they’re doing, I don’t know what it is. 
(Applause).

We have to understand that just today, the United 
States voted for South Africa to come into the Olympics, and 
black people here are debating whether or not black athletes 
should be part of the Olympics. That is not a debate. The 
question is final. There can be no black athletes with any 
-dignity-participating. in ...that white, .nonsense,■■ . (Applause.) . ..

Now then, we have to understand more and more as 
our people talk about survival. It means that when we talk 
about survive], we organize politically, we organize consciously, 
that’s what they call education, we call it black consciousness, 
’cause that speaks to us, education speaks to them, we organize 
economically and we organize militarily. (Applause) Because 
if we don’t do that, if you don’t have a gun in your hand, they 
can snatch the ballot from you, but if you got a gun, it's either 
them or us. (Applause) And, the preparation of that fight on 
all struggles must become conscious among our people. We are 
ahead of the Jews, we know what they are getting ready to do.' 
They tell us every day in their "Esquire" magazine, they tell 
us on their television, they tell us with their 15,000 soldiers 
they're putting in the cities, they tell us with their tanks, 
they tell us with their sonar (ph) guns, they tell us. We got 
to wake up and tell them, we are going to get you back. (Applause)

Wipe out of your minds the question of minority, 
wipe out of your minds the questions of technology, technology 
•never decides a war. It is the will of a people that decides a 
war. It is the will of a people. (Applause) Wipe out of your •’ 
mind the fact that we do not have guns. The Vietnamese didn't 
have it when they started, now they got American guns, American 
tanks, American everything. (Applause)

If they come to get us they got to bring some’ to get 
some, we gonna take it and the guns, and the guns, and the 
guns.' (Applause)
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And, unless v;2 raise our minds to the level of 
consciousness where we have an undying love for our people, 
where we’re, willing to shed-our blood like HUEY KEWTOH did 
for our people, we will not survive. Now, there are many 
people who know.that. All of the brothers sitting on the 
stage, all of the-brothers around here. We all know that

-when something goes down, we are the first ones on. There's 
no question in any of our nines, only things gonna stop us 

. today is a bullet, and we’re spitting then back.

But, the question is not whether or -not we can move, 
how this entire black community moves for survival in a world 
that’s clearly heading for a color clash. That is what we 
must ask ourselves. That is the only question. • .We can only 
do that’ by"organizing bur' peopl’d, 'and orienting them 'toward 
an African ideology 'which speaks to our blackness. Nothing 
else. It’s not a question right or left. It’s a question 
black. You dig where we coming colored from, we coining from 
a black thing, that’s where.we’re coming from. Because we can 
begin to pick up the threads of resistance that our ancestors 
laid down for us. And, unless we begin to understand our people 
as a people, we will not do that, because they will split us 
and divide us. That means consciously we have to begin to 
organize our people, organize our people, organize our people, 
organize our people, nothing else, organize our people. (Applause)

We have no time for them, all our sweat, all our blood, 
even our life must go to our people. (Applv.ase) We have fo
under st and this consciously. Our youth must be organized with 
a revolutionary perspective.

A revolutionary perspective says that we’re fighting 
a war of liberation. In order to fight a war of liberation, you 
need an ideology of nationalism. We do not have this country. 
The nationalism can be nothing but black nationalism. It is 
insane to think of anything else. Black nationalism has- to 
begin to be our ideology. While blackness is necessary, it is 
hot sufficient, so we have to move on. We move on then to 
consciously organize in our community. And.- we recognize today 
why we are organizing. We do not have the money to feed our 
people, so there’s no use to say organize, we cad get you a job. 
We can’t get them. They control them. That is d fact. That 
isn’t a reason for you to sit down, it is only more of a reason 
for you to fight, to think that you "can’t give your people a job. 
That’s more than inspiration tc fight- so can give them a job,
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rather than to sit down and say the hankies got us on every 
end. They are not God. We are a beautiful race of people, 
we can do any thing we want to do, all we got to do is get 
up, get up, get up. (Applause) .

Now then, we have to discuss very cold, the question
.of rebellion. It is a fact that they’re prepared to meet 
rebellions anywhere in the cities. New what is going to 
happen if one of our brothers get offed? What happens if they 
go ahead and off HUEY NEWTON? ’de must develop tactics where 
we do the maximum damage to then with minor damage to us. (Applause) 
And, v.’hen we move into that arena' that means that this black 
community must be organized. So, if HUEY NEWTON goes and ten 
hunky cops goes, won’t a black man in this community get up

...and. open his mouth,.’cause if. he does, he .goes too. -(Applause)- 
That means that in organizing for the maximum damage against 
them, arid the minor damage against us, we must be consciously 
aware of the fact that there will be. people in our community 
that will be going around doing just that. In our community we

'.see nothing, we hear nothing, we know nothing.

Now, the question of agents is becoming a question 
where it’s making us paranoid. ’de cannot become paranoid 
because whet they can do is make you so afraid you won’t move. 
So, we’re not going to do that. V’e’re going to plan what we’re 
going to do. Little groups arc going to plan theirs, big groups 
are going to plan theirs. If an agent is found, there is no 
question. He is going to be offed in such a manlier that any 
other blac-c nan who dares talk to the hunky will have three 
thoughts before he even talks to a white man about reporting an 
_____________________ _. (Applause)

Our people have demonstrated a willingness to fight.. . 
Our people have demonstrated the courcige of our ancestors, to 
face tanks, guns, police dogs, with bricks and bottles. That 
is a courageous act. We must understand that. And, since our 
people have demonstrated a willingness -to fight, the question is- 

■how can we. organize that fight so we become the winners. If a 
major rebellion were to break out, our people may or may not 
become the losers, but if a small group was doing maximum damage, 
we remain on top. (Applause) That is what we rn^-st undersvcind. 
Consciously understand it. It is- not a question of what they 
might do, it is a question of how and when they’re going to do 
it. That is all that’s in their minds. That is all. . .



1 For us the question is not going to Vietnam anymore, 
the question is how can we protect brothers who do not go to 
Vietnam from going to jail. That's the only question'we have ' 
•to face in our community today. So, that when one brother says, 
hell no, there are enough people in that community around him 
that if they dare come in they’re going to face maximum damage 
in their community. (Applause) We are talking about survival. 

'We are talking about a people whose entire culture, whose •
entire history, whose entire way of life has been destroyed. 
We’re talking about a people who have produced in this year a 
warrior,, a generation of warriors who are going to restore to 
our people the humanity and the love that we have for. each 
other. That’s what we're talking about today. (Applause) 
V.’e are talking about becoming the executioners of our executioners. 
For. example, you . should give a ?lot .of. money., to their defense. . . ..
fund, because while sone of that money going to go for court 
scene, the rest of the money gonna go for the executioners, so 
that if they execute HUEY, the final execution rests in our 
hands. (.Applause) . ’

• It is simply the-question of a people, they control 
everything, they make us fight, they make us steal, they judge 
us, they put us in prison, they parole us, they send us out, 
they pick us up again. Where in God's name do we exercise any 
sense of dignity in this country, where, where, where? (Applause)

What in. God's nane dp we control except the church „ 
whose ideology is based to be compatible with this system which, 
is against us. Where in God's name do we exercise any control 
as a people whose ancestors were the proudest people who .walked 
the fact of this earth, where? (Applause) Where, do I ask you, 
where. Everywhere he’s gone, he’s controlled our people. In 
South Africa he steals the gold from our people. In the West 
Indies he steals the materials from our people. In South‘America, 
where he scattered our people, he's raping us blind. In America 
he rapes us. In Hova. Scotia he rapes us. Where in God's name 
are we going to find a piece of earth that belongs to us, so 
we can restore our humanity. Where are we going to find it 
unless this generation organize to fight for it, fight for-' it, 
fight for it? (Applause) . .

And, if this generation begins to fight, there can. be 
no disruptive elements in our community. There can be none, we 
will tolerate none. There will be no disruptions. Anyone who 
fights for their people, we put our lives on the line for them.
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HUEY MEWTON fought for our people. VEnether or not 
HUEY NEWTON becor.es freed depends upon black people, nobody 
else. Other people nay help, but the final decision of 
brother HUEY depends upon us. He didn't lay .down his life 
for other people, he laid it down for us, for us. (Applause) 

.And, if he did that, we. must be willing to do the same, not 
only for him, but for the generation that’s going to follow 
us. (Applause)

Consciously we rust understand about organizing every 
element of our community. That work must begin. That means 
that people must be willing to give money to an organizer 
who is willing to spend 2'-\ hours a day organizing. He cannot 
organize from the .poverty .program -because they, tell him-what- to-do, 
but if black people are giving him the money, he can do anything 
for the benefit of black people. (.Applause)

It means that people have to consciously give money_ 
for their people. Must. V.’e have to run all of the exploiters 
out of our community, by any means necessary. (Applause) You 
ask yourself, if you were white, why would you want to be a cop 
in a black ghetto today when you know they looking for you. 
Why, if you weren't sick in the mind, and thought you were so 
superior that you had the right to rule them? Why would you 
want-a lousy $5,000.00 a year job when you ’white, and you can 
make it in this society? Why would you want the job as a cop 
if you weren't sick? Tell me. 'would you want to bo in their 
community if they wore ready to off you. for $l;-000 , $5000, $5000 
dollars a year?

We ha.ve to-understand the politics of those hunkies 
in our community.- They arc there to patrol and to control it,, 
that is all. . We are going to do the patrolling, we are going 
to do the controlling. We are building a concept of people- 
.hood. We do not care about hunkies, but if. in building that, 
concept cf peoplehood, the hunkies get in our way, they got to‘ 
go, there is no question about it, no question about it. (Applause

We are not concerned with their -way of life, vie are 
concerned with our people. We want to give our people the 
dignity-and humanity that we know as our people. And, if they 
get in our way, they going to get offed. We're rot concerned 
with their system. Let them have it. We want our way of life, 
and we're going to get it. We're going to get it or no body’sO <U> O 0.0 o •
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going to have any peace on this earth. (Applause)

Now then, finally before I sit down, let me say 
two things. I want to read a statement that brother HUEY P. 
NEWTON wrote yesterday when I saw him in jail. We have to 
understand this statement. He said, as the racist police 
escalate the war in.our'community against black people, we 
reserve the right to self-defense and maximum retaliation. 
(Applause)

All of the things we spoke about tonight centered 
around brother HUEY P. NEWTON because all of the things we 
spoke about tonight exemplifies what he was trying to do. 
Now., we have to. understand. something.There is no-need for-'- • 
us to go to ja.il today for . what we say. They did that to 
brother MALCOLM X. They just of fed him for what he' was saying. 
We have to progress as a race. Brother HUEY may or may not 
have wiped out that hunky, but at least it shows a progression, 
at least we’re not getting offed for what we say, we're to get 
offed for what we do. Understand this concept. When they offed 
brother MALCOLM we did nothing. If they off brother HUEY, we 
get to retaliate, we get to retaliate. (Applause) Do you 
think that any other race.of people will let them off somebody 
and the rest of them sit there? Where in God’s name would you 
find a race of people like that?

We have lost in the last five years some of ova? best 
leaders, LAMUHBA, MALCOLM X, they offed brother'KRUMAH, and we 
do nothing, we do nothing. How they effing our leaders, they 
take ou.r youth and send them to Vietnam, send them to Korea, 
we are slowly getting wiped out. We must retaliate, we must 
fight fox' oui' humanity. • It is our humanity that is at stake. 
It is not a question of dollars and cents. We are going to 
survive because we have survived what they couldn’t survive 
.through, that’s a natural-born fact. We have survived through 
slavery, we survived through their jive reconstruction, we 
survived through World War I, we survived through the depression, 
we survived through World War II, we survived after World War II 
when, they threw us out of the jobs in the North, we survived 
the Korean War. We going to survive. There ain’.t no doubt 
about that in my mind, no doubt at all. (Applause) We will 
survive.
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Our problem is to develop an undying love for our 
people, an undying love for our people. V.-e must be willing ' 
to give our talent, our sweat, our blood, even our life, 
for our people, nothing else, not this country, our people, 
our people. We must develop the concept that every Negro is

-•a potential black man. You do not alienate your potential 
allies. Let’s bring our people home, let’s bring our people 
home. (Applause)

We must understand the concept that for us, the 
question of community is not geography, it is a question of 
us, black people wherever we are, so v?e have to consciously 
become a part of the SOO. million black people that are separated 
over - this world.■ We were separated by them. . We- are blood of 
the same blood and flesh of the same flesh. We do not know 
v;ho is our sister, who is brother, or where we came from. 
They took us from Africa. and they put thousands of miles of 
water* between us, but they forget, blood is thicker than water, 
we coming together, we coming together. (Applause) We are an 
African people with an African ideology. We are wandering in 
the United States. We are going to build a concept of people
hood in this country or there will be no country, or there will 
be no country. (Applause) . ■

As I end brothers and sisters, brother HUEY P. NEWTON 
belongs to us. He is flesh of our flesh, he is blood of our ' 
blood. He may be Hrs. NEWTON:s baby, he’s our brother.' (Applause) 
We' do not have to talk about what we’re going to do. if we’re 
consciously preparing and consciously willing to back those 
who prepare. All we tay, brother HUEY will be set free, or 
else. (Applause)

End of Speech
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SF 157-721
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S speech at the February 17, 1368 
rally was witnessed by Special Agents of the FBI as well as 

who furnished the^information on March 4, 196 8 _
on February 19, 196 8 |on February 28 , 196 8 ;. and _________
who furnished the information on February 28, 1968.

b2
b7D

Following the rally of February 17, 1968, and as of
2:00 a.m., February 18, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL attended a__________
social gathering at the residence of| __________________________ I

California.

Personal observation 
by SAs of FBI on 
2/17-18/68

On February 18, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL was one of
1.4 persons who boarded United Air Lines Flight 511 which departed 
San Francisco International Airport at 11:45 a.m., scheduled to 
arrive at Los Angeles, California, at 12:40 p.m.

b7C
b7D

Subject departed Los Angeles at approximately 9:00 p.m., 
February 20, 1968, en route to San Francisco via air.

b2
b7D

A handout advertisement revealed that STOKELY CARMICHAEL
would address the black students of Car. Francisco at Sokol Hall, 
739 Page Street, San Francisco, at 11:00 a.m., February 21, 1968. 
This appearance was to be under the sponsorship of the Black 
Students Association, City College of San Francisco^

b2
b7D
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL addressed approximately 400 persons
, at Sokol Hall, 739 Page 
CARMICHAEL's speech was: 
out the i:honkey?i (white man) .

on the afternoon of February 21, 1968 
Street, San Francisco. The theme of 
All black people must unite to stamp

b2
b7D
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purpose and indicated there was’'love 'of one African for another 
between .them*

From the floor a.young Megro woman who could not
be clearly heard appeared to castigate CARMICHAEL. She 
continued on to the stage where CARMICHAEL listened to her 
and then gave her the microphone* She stated* in effect* 
that the way to lick the white man was with our minds. 
She was applauded quite well by the audience* CARMICHAEL 
responded* vehemently, that the white man gained his 
superiority with guns* with ropes* and with every means at 
his disposal except his mind to gain superiority over the 
blacks. He received a standing ovation and'much cheering 
but it is estimated that about 40 per cent of the crowd did 
not rise and did not cheer. -

To a question about organizing he urged the crowd
to join.the Black Students Union, then urge their parents 
to organize a Black Parents Union* not a Parent-Teachers 
Association* and then organize all the teachers into;an 
Afro-American Teachers Union--theh ,5we” will have complete 
control of the schools.

It was the opinion of the agents that though
CARMICHAEL was received very well by the crowd* there were 
many who were not in whole-hearted agreement with him.
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Information corroborative of STOKELY CARMICHAEL’s
speech at approximately 3:00 p.m., February 21, 1968, at Merritt 
College, 5714 Grove Street, Oakland, California, has been 
furnished.

b2
b7D
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

> 1 2/28/68 J<.
Date—i____ > < ': -

’ At approximately 10:00 ppi,’, STOKELY .CARMICHAEL was < 
observed' entering the stage at -’?ferritt? "College auditorium,;
57th and Grove Streets, Oakland,California'. CARMICHAEL, was 

/ -present to address-, the .evening7fsession of an all-day rally, .
held to commemorate the death-of•’MALCOLM -X. This rally was 
sponsored by the; Black Student- Union at Merritt,-College. . '

• There were approximately 1000 individualsgathered
. in the auditorium, and-it was noted that .approximately 95% of <■; 

these individuals were Negroes. A.-"donation” of $1*00 was
. collected at the door. U.' r”..?-.-

During the entire period.rdf CARMICHAEL'’ s'- speech,,„ten 
Negroes were noted standing on,the stage near CARMICHAEL. It 
was apparent that these individuals were ostensibly placed 
on the stage to act as a guard for .CARMICHAEL.

■-/ CARMICHAEL ,spoke fdr appi^pximately thirty minuted and, 
his speech was followed by a question and answer period. His; /' 
principal theme was that the- survival of the, Negro’ race depended 
mainly on all Negroes having love ipr the Negro race. .CARMICHAEL 
reiterated this theme over -and oyer again during his speech, 
indicating that Negroes must ,band together in order to -survive ' 
the hostility of the whites. Hd; st-ated that MALCOLM X had

:. • attempted to alert the Negro race to the real struggle going on ’ , 
- in the United States , that of whites against non-whiteS. Until 
:the Negro race recognized the-fact<thdt?Negroes have to unite 
together against white hostility, all Negroes will be at the 
mercy'-of "theA;M'fascist’pig/cops.;’’.

Qn 2/21/68 at Oakland, Californiaaf Filn, SF 15^721

. Date.clictated 2/26/68
SASI____________________

by - 1 1- -1F

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the, FBl.,iilt is the property of the FBI.and is loaned to your, agency: 
it and its contents are not to'be distributed outside your agency^ . , . t •
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On February 20, 1968, information was received 
revealing that a cross section of the leadership of the San 
Francisco Bay Area Negro community was being invited by letter 
invitation in the name of STOKELY CARMICHAEL to attend a meeting 
a Downs Memorial Methodist Church, 61st and Idaho Streets, 
Oakland, on February 22, 1968, at 11:00 a.m. The meeting was 
to be held for the purpose of exploring ways and means of 
eliminating existing antagonisms within the Negro community.

b2
b7D

On February 22, 1968, from noon to 4:00 p.m., 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL attended and was in charge of a unity meeting 
at Downs Memorial Methodist Church, Slot and Idaho Streets,
Oakland. Approximately 225 persons, all Negroes, were present 
by invitation only. Those present represented a cross section 
of the leadership of the Negro community of the entire San 
Francisco bay Area. The purpose of the meeting was to promote 
unity and understanding among all members of the black 
community. In order to help unite middle and upper class Negroes 
with young black militants, a Black United Front organization
was proposed by STOKELY CARMICHAEL. b2

b7D

Icommunist Party COP) club meeting at aAt a 
private residence xn 
_____  of the CP members present related that they had managed 
to attend a recently held| [meeting addressed by STOKELY
CARMICHAEL. They asserted that they had difficulty in entering 
the meeting because they did not possess special numbered cards, 
but due to their insistence, the| [were allowed to enter. 
They related that the meeting was attended by approximately 200 
people and that STOKELY CARMICHAEL stated that the black people 
in the U. S. face possible extermination due to uprisings and 
racial tension prevalent in this society. CARMICHAEL reportedly
stated that all black people should arm themselves as soon as 
possible and he stated there are many black people around the 
country who do nor realize the problem they fact,- CARMICHAEL 
reportedly stated that he would make a proposal that would rock 
the government from the East Coast to the West Coast. This

b7C
b7D
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b7D

proposal was the reason, for calling the ________ [meeting and avoiding
publicity and avoiding any possibility of federal or local law 
intervention. It was also to prevent any newspaper .leaks from
getting his story to the public before his plan could get off the 
ground. CARMICHAEL'S plan is that all black groups and 
organizations bandtogether to for a Black United Front. 
CARMICHAEL stated that all blacks would be invited whether they 
were involved in political activity or not, regardless of the 
political organization, whether NAACP, Urban League or even 
CP, USA. CARMICHAEL reportedly stated that every Negro person is 
a potential black and if one falls, all fall until blacks unite 
now before it is too late. CARMICHAEL reportedly asserted that 
all blacks should make plans for self protection and that all 
blacks upon entering the Black United Front should be prepared 
to defend themselves at any cost using knives, guns or sticks.

Printed invitations were sent announcing a reception
with STOKELY CARMICHAEL at a private residence at I b7c

California, | |from 8 : 3U to b 7 d
10:30 p.m. The invitations stated that the event was a benefit 
for the Nuey P. Newton Defense Fund and that donations were 
$10 per person and $15 per couple. b2

b7D

STOKELY CARMICHAEL appeared and spoke at Benjamin 
Franklin Junior High School; San Francisco, California, on 
February 23, 1958. Admission was by a donation of $1 and was 
limited to blacks only. Speakers on the program asserted that 
police would be killed, industrial plants blown up, and three 
Southern governors killed if anything happened to H. RAPP BROWN, 
and that the same reprisals applied in the case of HUEY P. NEWTON. 

k2-------- ---------------------------b2 
b7D -------------------------
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H. RAP? DROWN is publicly known as CARMICHAEL’s 
successor as leader of the SNCC and is presently 
incarcerated on a federal charge of obstructing 
j ustice.

At the February 23, 1968 meeting at benjamin Franklin 
Junior High School, San Francisco, STOKELY CARMICHAEL read a 
letter from II. RAPP DROWN which had been written in jail. 
Following the reading of the letter, CARMICHAEL urged all black 
people to have an undying love for one another.

Information corroborative of CARMICHAEL’S presence at 
the February 23, 1963 meeting at Benjamin Franklin Junior High 
School, San Francisco, has been received.

b2
b7D

On. February 24, 1968 , 
morning, luncheon and afternoon 
East Palo Alto, California.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke at 
sessions at the Green Oaks School,

STOKELY CARMICHAEL addressed a gathering of approximately
300 people at the Green Oaks School, East Palo Alto, California, b2
at approximately 1:00 p.m., February 24, 1968. CARMICHAEL urged b7
the recruitment of Negro college students into Black Student
Unions and tutorial programs for blacks. CARMICHAEL urged that all 
black people develop an undying love for each other.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL was a guest speaker at an evening 
gathering of approximately 5 0 persons at a private residence.______
________________________________________  California, ____________________________  
At this gathering STOKELY CARMICHAEL urged all black people 
to have "undying love1' for each other and to ban together in order 
to free themselves from the "honkey'' who has brainwashed the 
Negro for hundreds of years. CARMICHAEL urged his listeners not 
to listen to (,honkeys-i and not to vote in elections.

b2
b7D

b7C
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The ’’Berkeley Daily Gazette', a newspaper of general, 
circulation published at Berkeley, California, carried articles 
on pages.1 and 2 in the issue of February 27, 1958. These 
articles reveal that STOKELY CARMICHAEL was present among a crowd 
of approximately 300 persons who gathered at the Berkeley Civic 
Center area to protest the arrest and prosecution of BOBBY SEALE, 
his wife and others on charges of possessing illegal weapons.

BOBBY GEORGE SEALE is publicly known as the 
Chairman of the BPPSD.

The newspaper account reflects that CARMICHAEL read 
from what he said was a letter from H. RAPP BROWN. This letter 
stated in part, "It is time to move from resistance to aggression, 
from revolt to revolution. I am a political prisoner jailed for 
my beliefs. This government is the enemy of mankind. For our 
people, death has been the only end to slavery and oppression. 
We must fight. It is the people who determine history, not the 
leaders. If it takes my death (to bring about the end of this 
country) then here is my life, but my soul belongs to my people.”

During an undetermined portion of the period February 20 
to February 26, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL is reported to have 
been quartered at a private residence, _____________________ ________

 California, the home of one

February
STOKELY CARMICHAEL arrived at Atlanta, Georgia, on 

27, 1968.

b7C
b7D

b2
b7D
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF-DEFENSE (BPPSD)

A source advised that the Black Panther Party For b7c
Self-Defense (BPPSD) was formed by HUEY PERCY NEWTON. Minister b7D 
of Defense,| in Oakland, 
California, in vecemner, as a militant clack nationalist
political organization to combat "police brutality," to unite 
militant black youth, to determine the destiny of black 
communities, and to educate black people in African history. 
The political philosophy of the organization was taken from the 
writings of MAO TSE-TUNG of Communist China and black militant 
writers.

The official BPPSD publication "The Black Panther - 
Black Community News Service" indicates the leadership of the 
BPPSD advocates the use of guns and guerilla tactics in the 
violent revolutionary program to end oppression and to oppose 
the drafting of black men to fight in Vietnam.

A second source advised that in early 1967 
NEWTON, and their associates carried carbine rifles 
pistols in plain view on the streets of Oakland and 
while on "defense patrols."

and hoistered 
elsewhere

b7C
b7D

________ ____ |was one of the persons arrested by 
the Sacramento, ‘California Police Department on May 2 , 1967 , when 
members of the BPPSD invaded the California State Legislative 
Assembly in Sacramento while in session, carrying loaded guns to 
protest restrictions on the carrying of guns.

A Grand Jury of Alameda County, California, Oakland, 
California, on November 13, 1967, indicted HUEY PERCY NEWTON on 
charge of murder of an Oakland, California police officer on 
October 28, 1967, in Oakland, California.

The advised that the headquarters office b2 
of the BPPSD at 5624 Grove Street, Oakland, California, is closed b7 
and that no membership meetings have been held since August, 1967.

The November 4, 1967, issue of "the Sun Reporter," a 
San Francisco, California Negro community newspaper, states that 
a HUEY PERCY NEWTON defense fund has been established and that the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and the Congress 
oh Racial Equality (CORE) through the national offices have pledged 
their complete and continuous support to the defense of HUEY PERCY 
NEWTON.

APPENDIX
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W.E.B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA (DCA)

A source advised that on October 26-27, 1963, a con
ference of members of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), including 
national .functionaries, met in Chicago, Illinois, for the purpose 
of setting in motion forces for the establishment of a. new national 
Marxist -oriented youth organization which would hunt for the most 
peaceful transition to socialism. The delegates were told that it 
would be reasonable to assume that the young socialists attracted 
into this new organization would eventually pass into the CP 
itself.

A has advised that the founding convention
for the new youth organization was held from June 19-21, 196'+, b2
at 150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, California, at which b7D
time the name W.E.B.DuBois Clubs of America (DCA) was adopted. 
Approximately 500 delegates from throughout the United States 
attended this convention.

____________The _________________ advised in September, 1966, that
|stated that in Negro communities 

the Party still supported the plan to build "left" socialist 
centers and to solidify the Party base through the DCA. This 
source also advised in September, 1966 that b2

_______ _ __________ stated the Party believes b?c 
the DCA should have a working-class outlook and be a mass organiz- b7D 
ation favorable to socialism, socialist countries and Marxism, 
and in April, 1967, advised GUS HALL, CPUSA General Secretary, 
had indicated the DCA primary emphasis should be on developing 
mass resistance to the draft.

____________AI________________ ladvised in September, 1967 , that
of the DCA on September 10, 1967, at 

the Third National Convention of the DCA held in New York, New 
York, from September 8-10, 1967.

A advised during August, 1967, that
is a member of the National Committee of the CPUSA.

A| ___ advised on September 21, 1967, that the b2
headquarters of the DCA is located at 34 West 17th Street, New b7D
York, New York.

APPENDIX
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W.E.B. DU BOIS CLUBS OF AMERICA (DCA) 
SAN FRANCISCO DIVISION

A source has advised that as of April, 1965, the records 
of the DCA reflect that the following Du Bois Clubs and/or Chapters 
in Northern California are affiliated with the parent organi
zation, the DCA:

1. Berkeley Du Bois Club (BDBC), (Chartered)

2. Fillmore Du Bois Club (FDBC), (Chartered)

3. San Francisco Du Bois Club (SFDBC), (Chartered)

4. San Francisco State College Du Bois Club 
(SFSCDBC), (Chartered)

5. San Jose Du Bois Club (SJDBC), (Chartered)

6. San Jose State College Du Bois Club (SJSCDBC), 
(Non-chartered)

b2
b7D

7. Stanford University Du Bois Club (SUDBC), 
(Non-chartered)

A|__________________ |has advised in April, 1967 , that for
all intent and purpose, the DCA is defunct in the general San 
Francisco Bay Area,, although certain elements in the Northern 
California District Communist Party are attempting to revive 
interest in the DCA.

APPENDIX
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

April 11, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference
b7C

INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS
SEDITION

Report of SA|_______
I Idated and captioned

as above at San Francisco.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. I.t is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your 
agency.
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SAC, WO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITIO

NEW YORK 
skN FRANCISCO

•b7C

WFO

REFERENCE SAN FRANCISCO TELCALL TO WO APRIL TWELVE INSTANT

CONCERNING BURIAL OF A BLACK PANTHER PARTY MEMBER IN SAN FRANCISCO
•. ■ I

THIS DATE. SAN FRANCISCO HAS RUMOR CARMICHAEL WILL ATTEND

FUNERAL

A SOURCE HAS ADVISED THAT CARMICHAEL STATED HE WOULD DEPART

WASHINGTON, D. C. (WDC) NINE P.M;. APRIL ELEVEN LAST

NEW YORK CITY (NYC) AND THAT
b7C
b7D

BY AIR FOR 
WOULD MEET HIM $

AT THE AIRPORT. HE PLANNED ON BEING ACCOMPANIED BY

BOTH' KNOWN SNCC AFFILIATES IN WDC.
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2 - WO

THE SOURCE,
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PAGE TWO ij

WILL TRAVEL TO NYC ON APRIL TWELVE INSTANT. SOURCE FURTHER

STATED OTHER SNCC MEMBERS PLANNED TO TRAVEL TO NYC APRIL ELEVEN

LAST AND WOULD STAY AT DIPLOMAT HOTEL, NYC.

NEW YORK ADVISE SAN FRANCISCO RE ANY INFO COMING TO THEIR

ATTENTION CONCERNING PLANS OF CARMICHAEL TO TRAVEL TO SAN 

FRANCISCO.

ADMINISTRATIVE
b7C
b7D

SOURCE MENTIONED IS

A p mn. i im.fWA

Moom
Approved: Sent M Per

Special Agent in Charge
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I Mr. Tolson.—. ...
| Mr.
' Mr. Mohr„„____
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Mr. Casper______
Mr. Callahan.___
Mr. Conrad_____
Mr. F°lt—______
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FBI (100-446080), WFO (100-43503). ATLANTA (100-681

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-721)

157-2135), NEW YORK (100-153751)
b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RACIAL MATTERS

J

RE SF TEL CALL TO WFO APRIL TWELVE INSTANT

RICHMOND. CALIFORNIA PD ADVISES RUMOR CURRENT THAT STOKELY

CARMICHAEL IS IN SAN FRANCISCO AREA OR MAY BE COMING FRIDAY

APRIL TWELVE. IN CONNECTION WITH FUNERAL OF BOBBY HUTTON, MEMBER

OF BLACK PANTHER PARTY SLAIN LAST SUNDAY MORNING IN OAKLAND

OAKLAND, BERKELEY AND RICHMOND POLICE DEPARTMENTS ANXIOUS TO KNOW

IF RUMOR TRUE AS THERE MAY BE TROUBLE ARISING AS FUNERAL AFTERMATH

RECIPIENT OFFICES REQUESTED TO ADVISE PROMPTLY IF CARMICHAEL

WHEREABOUTS KNOWN. HUTTON FUNERAL SET FOR ELEVEN A.M. PST IN

BERKELEY. CALIF

END OTHER OFFICES ADVISED SEPARATELY

MXS

FBI

M APR IS W-
WASH DC*
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FLA

ADVISED THIS DATE THAT HE HAD RECEIVED INFORMATION FROM A

EFFECT THAT THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED SUBJECT IS COMING TO
b7C
b7D

SOURCE, UNIDENTIFIED. AT ST. PETERSBURG.FLA., TO THE

1149

FBI TAMPA

b7C

AL L INFORMATION CONTAlNE D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-03-2006 BY

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, . IS - M*j

ST. PETERSBURG, FLA. T CLAUSE TROUBLE AT MAAS BROTHERS 
DEPARTMENT STORE THERE, AND THAT IT IS EXPECTED HE WILL

THEREAFTER COME TO TAMPA, FLA.

THIS IS THE FIRST INDICATION TO TAMPA OFFICE THAT

CARMICHAEL IS PLANNING A TRIP TO THIS AREA

THE BUREAU AND WFO ARE REQUESTED Tfl^AI^ISE IF ANY 
INFORMATION HAS BEEN DEVELOPED TO INDICATE THAT C^VRMIC.

INTENDS TO VISIT FLORIDA IN THE NEAR FUTURE. SUTEL TODAY.
is 1968

END
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UF^ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF J^TICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Bos top, Massachusetts 

'• April 8, 1968

MINUTEMEN

ALL' INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-03-2006 BY ' 
60.3 0 9/AUG/TAM/DCG/bls 

was received from a 
source who claims to be familiar with activities and plans 
of the Minutemen:

The following information

The Minutemen had a general plan to foment civil 
strife bv killing Negrq^Leaders, Martin Luther King, 

and, Stokely Carmichael and, therefore, seize 
powerin tne conf us £on7“””No specific time table set and 
darmiqhael had least priority/because he was already 
fomenting civil strife himself.

b7C
b7D

The Minutemen also planned to kill
and to kidnap and Mil the United states 

Attorney in Kansas City. Missouri. for prosecution against 
the Minutemen and I I and Alcohol. Tobacco and
Tax Unit Agents [ '
Missouri, |- --

Tobacco and 
I _ ~~l °f Kansas City,

and FBI Investigator of the Minutemenin Kansas City 
Whom they described as elderly, short and with gray hair.

They planned to place a bomb at the door of the 
FBI Office in New Haven, Connecticut, after working hours 
not to injure people but to cause confusion.

b7C
b7D

From time to time, the Minutemen have conducted 
surveillances of individuals in their offices concerning 
these plans. Thp Mi nuf-.PTnpn msmbsrs in CnnnRetirnt are < 
identified as t.

meetings are held onF
__________________________7 The 

~l Connecticut. 
_______ ________________ _____ ]to blow up the courtroom or 

{ cpurt house rather than let himself be tried and convicted

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of'the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency.



APPENDIX

"MINUTEMEN"

b7C
b7D The "Minutemen" was organized in June, I960. Its present 

headquarters are Norborne, Missouri. |

has stated the membership of the 
"Minutemen" to be in excess of 35,000 members, however, confidential 
sources state this figure is greatly exaggerated and that a more 
true estimate would be between 800 and 2,000 members. Statements 
by and literature distributed by the organization indicate
its purpose to be the resistance to, and exposure of, the spread of 
Communist influence within the United States; for the formation of 
a guerrilla or underground organization to combat the troops of any 
foreign powers which might eventually occupy this country; and 
resist passage of laws which would regulate private ownership of 
firearms.

b7C
b7D

The Kansas City Star newspaper has on numerous occasions con 
tained articles concerning the "Minutemen", wherein it was stated that 
members of the organization participate in maneuvers utilizing 
guerrilla tactics with machine guns, mortars, grenades, and other 
firearms. ]has publicly stated the "Minutemen" as an organ
ization does not buy or store arms or ammunition; however, individual 
members are urged to maintain arms and ammunition, which is their 
constitutional right. "Minutemen" has given instructions in the use 
of explosive compounds from such readily accessible ingredients 
as common fertilizer, ammonium nitrate.______________________ along with
his close associate!

were convicted in U. S. District Court 
o.t violation ot tne Federal Firearms Act. All were sentenced to 
prison and all are free on bond pending their appeals to the 8th 
Circuit Court of Appeals, St. Louis, Missouri.

On October 30, 1966, the New York City Police Department 
arrested 19 members of the "Minutemen", charging them with "conspiracy 
to commit arson", and "Illegal possession of firearms". An inventory 
of firearms seized as a result of these arrests included 115 rifles, 
26 handguns, 8 automatic weapons, 3 bazookas, 2 mortars, 1 anti-tank 
gun and an unknown quantity of ammunition.

- 2 -



b7C

APPENDIX

"MINUTEMEN"

In April, 1966, stated the "Minutemen" organization
was then dividing itself into two bodies: one group to be members 
who have been able to maintain their identity in complete secrecy 
from the public and government investigative agencies, and the other 
group to be made up of members who have been publicly identified and 
who will become active in the Patriotic Patty. The first group will 
go completely underground and will continue to emphasize intelligence 
activities and resistance warfare training programs. The first nat
ional convention of the Patriotic Party was held July 3 and 4, 1966, 
at Kansas City, Missouri, About-300
individuals attended this convention. The second annual convention of 
the Patriotic Party was held July 2, 3, & 4, 1967, Kansas City, Kansas, 
with approximately 240 persons attending.

at the convention, however, he stated he would, continue m an
advisory capacity. The delegates, at
former Governor of Alabama. George Wallace, and

urging, endorsed
J

- 3 -
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FBI WASH DC4?29 PM EST 4/8/68 URGENT VSC 1. * A iZ

TO DIRECTOR, MEMPHIS, RICHMOND, WFO

b7C

5 SEDITION b7C

NOT RECORDED 
165 APR I O 1968

OM.-ATLANTA
b7C

IS
AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-03-2006 BYS N C S £13 0 9 / AU C / T AM / D C G/ bls

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, AKA. IS
ASSASSI.ANEION OF DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. RM

ADVISES STOKELY CARMICHAELPRESENTLY IN RICHMOND, VIRGINIA, TO POST BOND FOR b/C 
b7DAFTER SECURING RELEASE OFWILL ACCOMPANY CARMICHAEL TO MEMPHIS, TENN.., ON APREIGHTH INSTANT, PROCEEDING TO ATLANTA, APR. NINTH NEXTTO ATTEND FUNERAL OF MARTIN LUTHER KINGRICHMOND AND MEMPHIS ATTEMPT TO ASCERTAINDETAILS AND ADVISE PERTINENT SOURCES OF ANY PROPOSEDITINERARY FOR CARMICHAEL AND/ORSECRET SERVICE AND MILITARY AUTHORITIES ADVISEDA.M. COPY SENT NEW YORK. P

CABFBI WASH DC* MR. TRAROR 
ROOM 336 9!T



Transmit the following in

TELETYPE
Via_________________________

«
LL_, INFORMATION: CONTAINED
ERfcN IS UNCLASSIFIED > I 

'DATE 05-03-200 d; BY
603 0 9 / AU C / T AM / tit G/ /1 s

FB,r#
DatyZ4/ll/68

CODE _________
(Type in plaintext or code)
URGENT

Mr. Tolson—_— 
J Mr. DeLoach-----

. Mr. Mohr—.-----
! Mr. Bishop-------
' Mr. Casper 
J Mr. Callahan___
4 Mr. Conrad____
■ Mr. Felt
>' Mr. Gale----------

Mr. Rosen 
Mr. SuliivanJr^
Mr. Tavel---------
Mr. Trotter-------
Tele. Room--------
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy____^Priority)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS -

WO SOURCE ADVISED THIS

MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION 
i _______________
DATE

RETURNED WASHINGTON, D.C. VIA FIVE P.M. FLIGHT, APRIL
b7D

ELEVEN INSTANT FROM NEW YORK CITY AND CARMICHAEL RETURNED
I

b7C
b7D

FROM ATLANTA.

EARLY EVENING

AND CARh^CHAEL (MET (WITH SOURCE 
______ 'i ____________  
______INSTANT, AT

WASHINGTON, D.C.,

. \t
,2-BOTMu (100-4460MW
2-Teletyrfe Unit % i/’h2-WF0 (W0-43503J W’ ■ O r ( 1 -

WH:dan
fl s AtfR 16 1968 ■Sen? M Per

Special Agent in Charge '



Transmit the following in

FBI,

Date:[I
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via____________________________________________________ :_______________________________ q
(Priority) ।

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ’_____________________________________J_

WFO 100-43503
PAGE TWO

b7C
b7D

ADVISED THAT CARMICHAEL STATED HE f.

b2 
b7C 
b7D

WOULD DEPART WASHINGTON, D.(^. NINE P.M., APRIL ELEVEN
J ■________

INSTANT BY AIR FOR NEW YORK CITY AND THAT

WOULD MEET HIM AT THE AIRPORT

PLANNED ON BEING ACCOMPANIED

ACCORDING

WILL LEAVE FOR NEW YORK CITY

BY______________________
TO SOURCE,| 

with! Ion April

TWELVE NEXT. SOURCE STATED OTHER SNCC MEMBERS PLAN

TO TRAVEL TO NEW YORK CITY APRIL ELEVEN INSTANT AND

WILL STAY AT DIPLOMAT HOTEL,' NEW YORK CITY. SOURCE 
■ :i

.pproved: _______________________________
il ' ! 

Sent J. M Per'
Special Agent in Charge



FD-3| (_Re.v. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
'.(Priority)

WFO 100-43503
PAGE THREE b7C

b7D

STATED CARMICHAEL AND WERE TALKING TO OTHERS AT

b2 
b7C 
b7D

SNCC HEADQUARTERS, APRIL ELEVEN INSTANT, AND CARMICHAEL

STATED,' "WE’RE MARRIED" AND MADE NO FURTHER COMMENT

REGARDING THIS. : „

ADMINISTRATIVE

REFERENCE WFO TEL APRIL ELEVEN INSTANT.

NEW YORK COGNIZANT OF TRAVEL

Approved:  Sent J_______________ M Per 
Special Agent in Charge ji
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ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

□ FOIA/PA □ Litigation D Executive Order Applied

Requester: ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Subject:_____________________________________________________________________________ _
Computer or Case Identification Number:_______________________________________________________ ___
Title of Case:Section 
* File_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Serials Reviewed: ________________ _____________________________________________________________________

Release Location: *File Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit, k2

File Number: 10.0'HQ- _________________  _______ Section ______

Serial(s) Reviewed: AU__________________________________________________

FOIPA Computer Number:____________________________________________________________________ _________

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number: X ______________________________________________________

File Number: Section
Serial(s) Reviewed: noooii

FOIPARequester: ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
FOIPA Subject: HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
FOIPA Computer Number:__________________________ DATE 1 2-l~l Fl-2 l~l FlR FlY 0009 ATtr______

TAM/MLT/JHF
File Number: Section
Serial(s) Reviewed: „ ,

/bls
FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

SCANNEDBYDocLab(RMD)

DATE:_. g'3-0 rT
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DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE
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WFO 62-9737

The following Special Agents of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation (FBI) participated in the negative interviews 
conducted 4/8, 9, 10/68 in the vicinity of 14th and U 
Streets, N.W.:

b7C

B
COVER PAGE



WFO 62-9737

LEADS

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON, D.C.

Will locate and interview D.C. Recreational b7C

Will attempt to obtain handbills reportedly 
handed out by CARMICHAEL on evening of 4/5/68 regarding 
keeping children off the streets.

Will interview all reporters and other personnel 
of ’’The Washington Post" newspaper not already inter
viewed, which investigation reveals were assigned to 
coverage of STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S activities during the 
period /6Q.

___________Will interview, when avallable,_________________ 
___________________________________  newspaper concerning 
her eye witness account which appeared in that newspaper, 
4/9/68, under caption of "First Night - Stores Looted, 
Rocks Thrown at D.C. Police."

b7C

Will await Bureau decision regarding obtaining 
copies of logs of "Washington Post" newsmen who were 
reporting on events on 14th Street, N.W. and vicinity 
on night of 4/4/68.

Will interview all individuals in the news 
gathering community whose names turn up during investigation 
who may have witnessed pertinent events during period of 
4/4-7/68.

Will make transcriptions of the audio portions 
of the sound color films of STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S press 
conference of 10:00 a.m., 4/5/68, at SNCC Headquarters as 
furnished by WTOP and ABC, for inclusion in next report.

C
COVER PAGE



WFO 62-9737

Will continue attempts to identify and interview 
students who were present during CARMICHAEL'S remarks on 
4/5/68.

Will specifically attempt to identify those 
students arrested during the disturbance and arrange 
for interviews to determine if they heard CARMICHAEL'S 
remarks on 4/4/68 or 4/5/68, and whether or not the remarks 
had an effect on their actions.

Will interview additional employees on duty 
at Peoples Drug Store #3, 14th and U Streets, N.W.

Will locate and interview additional Special 
Police officers, employees of Seaboard Service Systems, 
Limited, Washington, D.C.

Will attempt to identify and interview officers 
of the Metropolitan Police Department in the area of 
14th and U Streets, N.W. on Thursday evening, 4/4/68.

Will continue to locate and interview other 
owners and/or employees of business establishments in the 
area of 14th and U Streets, N.W.

D*
COVER PAGE



FD-204 (Bev. 3-3-59)

UNTi ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to: 2 - United States A.ttorney, Washington, D. C
b7C

Report of: 
Date:

SA
4/ .2/68

Office: Washington. D. C

.Field Office File #:
62-9737 Bureau File #=100-446080

Title:

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INFORMATION CONTAINED

S' UNCLASSIFIED
08-2005 BY 60309 AUC

Character:

ALL
HEREIN I
DATE 12-
TAH/MT.T/.THF

# 983317 /bls

INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS

Synopsis:

Press reporters stated STOKELY CARMICHAEL observed leading 
group in area of 14th and U Streets, N. W. evening of 4/4/68 
prior to the breaking of store windows and looting. CARMICHAEL 
reported that evening snatching a weapon from an unruly 
individual in crowd and kept weapon in his hand. When looting 
began crowd reportedly scattered and broke up into groups. 
Press reporters in variance of CARMICHAEL’s remai'ks on night 
of 4/4/68. Numerous store owners and employees in area of 
14th and U interviewed and some reported CARMICHAEL in group 
telling businessmen to close after assassination of MARTIN 
LUTHER KING, JR. which they did. Seven students advised they 
observed CARMICHAEL on afternoon of 4/5/68 at Howard University. 
Several of these students reported CARMICHAEL exhibiting a pistol 
to a group gathered on campus and making such statements as 
“Don’t go on the streets unless you have a gun and here’s mine’’. 
One student believes CARMICHAEL’S remarks could have excited 
the crowd. Prior to CARMICHAEL’s appearance on Howard 
University Campus afternoon of 4/5/68, neighborhood investi
gation that vicinity determined breaking of windows of various 
businesses and automobiles took place. Results of interviews 
with representatives of Reuters News Agency, WTOP, ABC, NBC, 
UPI and AP who attended press conference at SNCC Headquarters 
morning of 4/5/68 set forth. Official District of Columbia 
damage estimate of disturbance reported as $13,300,000. D. C. 
Weapons Law also set forth.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to 

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



WFO 62-9737

CARMICHAEL SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS 
SINCE INDIVIDUALS HAVE REPORTED HIM IN POSSESSION OF A GUN ON 
EVENING OF 4/4/68 IN VICINITY OF 14TH AND U STREETS, N. W. 
AND AGAIN ON AFTERNOON OF 4/5/68 AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY.

- P -

DETAILS; AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

2
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FD-302 (Re^. 4-J 5-64)

r r
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

nntft 4/12/68___________

b7C

b7C

b7C

________________________of the
’’Washington Post" was contacted at his office, lb 15 L 
Street, N.W. for information concerning the article which 
appeared in the "Washington Post" on April 5, 1968 regarding 
civil disturbance in the District of Columbia on the preceding 
evening. At the request of

Joined the interview.

was questioned as to the source of the 
article. He advised there were three reporters in the 
immediate vicinity of STOKELY CARMICHAEL on the night of 
April 4, 1968 and the story was based on their account. 
Aftei’ publication of the article in the "New York Times" 
quoting CARMICHAEL as telling the crowd, "Go home and get 
your guns," the almost simultaneous reports of these three 
reporters were reviewed and they were personally questioned 
about the matter. No reporter recorded CARMICHAEL making 
such a statement, and each definitely stated such a state
ment was not made by CARMICHAEL. said that all
three reporters were experienced and reliable. He was of 
the definite belief that the Washington Post article was 
correct and the New York Times article in error. He furnished 
the names of these reporters______  I

| all Negross.All three had been dispatched 
at the time the bulletin was received as to the death of KING, 
and prior to news of any disturbance.

In addition to these reporters, the "Washington 
Post" had six other reporters and four photographers covering 
the happenings of the night of April 4, 1968. However,____
none of the others observed the activities of CARMICHAEL. No 
photograph was obtained of CARMICHAEL with a weapon.

____ stated it was the desire of his office 
to cooperate with the various law enforcement agencies; 
however, some reporters felt if informants and sources of 
information became aware of their (reporters’) cooperation 
these sources would cease to furnish information, and their

( 4/10/68 of Washington, D.C. WFO 62-9737

SAs HDP:bap 4/10/68
_____________Date dictated_____ _ ____ _____

This document contains neither recommendollons nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

6
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WFO 62-9737
2

livlihood or possibly lives would be jeopardized. He also 
said that he did not like to have his reporters tied up for 
long intervals in Court. [informed Agents they
were at liberty to contact the above-mentioned reporters 
and photographers to ascertain if they would be willing to b'< 
furnish facts concerning their observations of CARMICHAEL 
and others on the evening of April 4, 1968. He said that 
__________________ who did not desire to be interviewed by 
Agents, had been present, along with CARMICHAEL, at the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee headquarters shortly 
after news was received of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING'S death 
and had observed CARMICHAEL'S march on 14th and U Streets, N.W.



FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date.
4/12/68

After Agents had contacted
~~| of the "Washington Post" in his office, 1515 

L Street, N.W., for Information concerning an article which 
appeared in the Washington Post on April 5, 1968, regarding 
civil disturbances in the District of Columbia on the preceding
evening he requested
the interview.

reiterated

Join

statement that
three experienced, reliable, reporters had been present and 
observed CARMICHAEL'S activities as reported in the Post 
article. He stated that the "New York Time's" article quoting 
CARMICHAEL as telling the crowd to go home and get their 
guns was in error. When this incident was supposed to have 
occurred, one Post reporter was in the crowd, another in a 
car, and the third in a phone booth. Each independently 
reported approximately the same information. CARMICHAEL 
was reported as telling the crowd when it began to get unruly, 
"This isn't the way to do it"; and he kept repeating, "Go 
home, Go home, Go home." And CARMICHAEL made a statement to 
the effect that they were not going to "do it tonight.'/ 
CARMICHAEL also was quoted as making a statement to the effect 
that he had a gun and inquired if the members of the crowd 
had theirs, but at no time did he tell the crowd to go home 
and get theirs. ,

advised that told him"
that he would not consent to an interview by Federal Bureau 
of Investigation"Agents "under*  any circumstances."

4/10/68 Washington, D.C
.File#.

WFO 62-9737
SAs

Date dictated

4/10/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI end is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

April 11, 1968

b7c advised that he has been a reporter for "The Washington 
Post" newspaper I

On the evening of April 4, 1968, after a bulletin 
had come over the news service of the death of Dr. MARTIN 
LUTHER KING, JR.,| |left the "Post" newsroom at about 
8:00 p.m
endeavor to contact

and was driven to New Bethel Baptist Church in an 
He was advised 

was distraught 
Streets, N. W.,

b7C

b7C

and had left his church to go to 14th and "U 
to calm down the crowd. He later learned that|________  I had
gone to the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 
Headquarters. _______ wife drove him to 14th and "U" Streets,
N.W. , where he arrived at about 9:00 p.m. _________ explained
that his sense of time might be off since things were 
happening so fast.

 Upon arrival at 14th and "U" Streets, N.W., 
_____observed a crowd of about. 100 people north of "U" 
Street on 14th Street, led by STOKELY CARMICHAEL, proceeding 
south. He recognized others in the crowd as being SNCC 
members whom he had seen in the past but whose names he did 
not know.

The crowd came south on the west side of 14th 
Street. He observed CARMICHAEL talking with a person whom 
he believed to be the manager of Peoples Drug Store, at 
14th and "U" Streets, N.W., and he noted that this person 
nodded his head as if in agreement with CARMICHAEL. As

WFO 62-9737

by.

4/11/68 q( Washington, D.C.

b7C
4/11/68

Dote dictated_________________________
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b7C

CARMICHAEL was leaving the store, |heard CARMICHAEL 
tell people that the store was being closed in respect to 
the memory of Dr. KING. The crowd crossed to the east side 
of 14th Street at "U" Street, where a liquor store was 
asked to close. _________ remained at 14th and "U" Streets
and made a call to his office:. Upon completion of the 
call, the crowd apparently had gone south of nU" Street 
on 14th Street for only a short distance as it returned 
quickly to 14th and ”U” Streets and turned east on "U" 
Street, going as far as the Republic Theater, telling the 
various business establishments which were open that they 
should close in respect to KING. He observed that some of 
the members of the crowd were endeavoring to restrain 
others who were trying to destroy property, and recalled 
that earlier some of the individuals had been restrained
from breaking a window in the: Safeway store on 14th Street. 
The crowd, CARMICHAEL in the lead, proceeded to 12th Street 
and turned back toward 14th Street. lagain called his
office from 12th and ”U” Streets. He next observed the 
crowd at 14th Street as it turned north and crossed over 
to the west side, about one-fourth block north of "U" 
Street, at which time someone broke a window at Peoples 
Drug Store. Members of the crowd admonished others to be 
"cool” and not lose their heads. _________ followed the
crowd as far as 14th and "W” Streets, N.W. He believed the 
crowd went as far north as Clifton Street. The crowd re
turned south on 14th Street, again on the west side, and 
other windows were broken. Several persons tried to get 
in front of the crowd to the store fronts, trying to prevent 
looting. again called his office from 14th and
nV” Streets.

' When_________  rejoined his observation at 14th
and ”U” Streets, he observed that a person was brandishing 
a hand weapon on the steps of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference. |said that he did not know

10
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b7C

b7C

b7C

whether the weapon was a pistol or a revolver. CARMICHAEL 
‘'snatched11 the weapon from this individual and told him to 
go home. | said that as far as he could remember 
CARMICHAEL kept this weapon in his hand. He never saw him 
put it away, and saw it in his hands as long as 30 minutes 
later. ____ observed the breaking of windows of business
establishments, including a dress shop and a television 
repair shop. Persons in the crowd again tried to protect 
the stores from looting. However, he had noticed that looting 
was beginning as he had called his office from 14th and "V" 
Streets.

The crowd which had been led by CARMICHAEL had 
moved somewhat as a unit, but as the looting began the 
crowd scattered and broke up into groups ot' mobs, which had 
no cohesiveness. Some people went north on 14th Street, 
others went south. Another window was broken at Peoples 
Drug Store and at two pawnshops on the west side of 14th 
Street between "T" and "U" Streets. Looting broke out in 
several areas. _____ (tried to get into the National Associ
ation for the Advancement of Colored People office to make 
a phone call. From this point on, there was just a general 
melee and there were no cohesive units.

_said at no time did he actually hear 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL tell any storekeeper to close his business 
but it was clear that while the crowd was moving about in 
the general area of 14th and "U" Streets telling the stores 
to close in respect to Dr. KING, CARMICHAEL was leading the 
group and was their spokesman. The only store _____ actually
entered was the Peoples Drug Store, previously referred to. 
As the crowd became unruly, CARMICHAEL and others tried to 
calm them. He did not recall the exact words of CARMICHAEL, 
but in effect, CARMICHAEL wanted to close the stores but not 
to cause trouble. However, people in the crowd yelled such 
things as: "Go get guns," "Let’s kill," or "Let’s take some
thing." recalls specifically two points where CARMICHAEL

11
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b7C
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tried to cool tempers and argued with persons who were 
apparently getting out of hand -- once just north of the 
Peoples Drug Store and the second time, a few feet south 
of the Zanzibar Restaurant on 14th Street. At the latter 
place, CARMICHAEL said, ’’Let's cool it. We're not ready. 
If you don't have your gun, go home." He did not recall 
that CARMICHAEL had brandished a gun at this time, 
reiterated he had never seen CARMICHAEL put away the gun 
which he had taken from the person on the steps of the 
Southern Christian Leadership Conference earlier, and that 
he assumed the gun he saw on these various occasions was the 
same gun.

_estimated he was in the 14th and "U" 
Streets, N.W. area for about two hours, commencing at 
8:30 or 9:00 p.m. to about 10:30 - 11:00 p.m. He lost 
contact with CARMICHAEL shortly after the crowd split 
up into groups. He last observed CARMICHAEL talking to 
some people at 14th and "U" Streets.

_advised that he was hesitant to take 
notes during the foregoing activities. He advised that 
he had noticed early the anger of the crowd because of 
Dr. KING's murder. The closing of the stores seemed to 
add to the excitement of the crowd, and the crowd's temper 
was stimulated by some in the crowd who wanted to exploit 
the situation. |__________ said he was struck by the fury
of some people who were bent on destruction but not looting. 
At no time Thursday night or later has he observed anyone 
trying to incite or lead others in destruction or looting. 
People seemed to be acting individually. He commented that 
on one occasion he observed a man ignite an awning; others 
advised this person that people resided in the building 
and the man then unsuccessfully tried to put out the fire he 
had lit. At one time, observed an individual exhorting 
the crowd not to loot, and an hour later he saw this same 
individual himself looting.

12
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Other than the weapon)_____ saw in the hands of
CARMICHAEL, the only other weapon he saw was what appeared 
to be a sawed-off shotgun extending below the jacket of 
an unknown male he observed walking north between "W" 
and Clifton Streets on 14th Street.

______ said the only other comments he heard 
CARMICHAEL say was, "Get off the street," "They have 
tanks," "We are not ready yet," "We are here to close 
stores," "Let’s be cool. Let’s not have violence." || 
did not recall seeing CARMICHAEL brandish a gun and say 
"Go home if you don’t have a gun as I have mine."

: the only direct action he observed 
was in leading the crowd in the closing

_____ said
CARMICHAEL to take ' 
of the stores.

has not seen CARMICHAEL since the evening
of April 4,1968.

13
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

4/10/68

__________ 1____________________________ | for WTOP news, home address, 
----------- --------------- ladvised that in connection with his 
employment --------------------  he arrived at the corner of 14th
Street, N. W. and U Streets, N. W. at approximately 10:00 p.m. 
on April 4, 1968. He heard trouble had developed in the area.

b7C

He said when he-arrived in the area he noticed groups 
of people gathered on all four corners and nearby with maybe 50 
people in one group, 75 in another and maybe 100 in another 
apparently just standing around. He said he went near the group 
of maybe 100 people who were on the northwest corner partly in 
front of Peoples Drug Store which was then closed and the head
quarters of the Southern Christian leadership Conference (SCLC).

Shortly afj/^r" arriving there he noticed STOKELY 1 ' 

CARMICHAEL, | and several others whom he knows
to be members of the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC) in the group and heard CARMICHAEL say "Go Home, Go Home, 
this is not the way, this is not the time." He said he also
heard CARMICHAEL say "Go Home and get your guns”, but said it was 
his impression that CARMICHAEL’s pleas to "Go Home" actually 
was an attempt by him to disperse the crowd and he did not 
interpret CARMICHAEL’s saying "Go Home and get your guns" to 
mean come back that evening with guns, but rather to arm them
selves for some future action, the time not being specified.

Right after CARMICHAEL made the statement about getting 
guns, a drunken Negro male in the crowd hollered "I got a gun", 
and held it high over his head to display it to the crowd.
There was a brief scuffle in the crowd and after it was over 
CARMICHAEL appeared with the gun which he had apparently taken 
from the drunken Negro male and was holding it over his head.

by

4/9/68 ot Washington. D-, C
SAs ------- 1 b7C

WWH:jle

WFO 62-9737

4/10/68
Date dictated_____________________
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About that time, two, three or four Special Police 
guards, all Negroes, drove up in a yellow convertible who were 
apparently hired by the Peoples Drug Store to guard their store. 
The crowd moved menacingly toward them and CARMICHAEL still 
holding the gun high moved between the crowd and the guards 
and held the crowd back and said to the guards "Now, get the 
hell out of here" and the Special Police left immediately.

b7C _______ |said the appearance of the guards, did not 
arouse CARMICHAEL'S anger, but he apparently acted in this way 
to prevent further trouble.

b7C

He related that to the best of his memory, he was 
aware of CARMICHAEL being in the area for twenty to twenty 
five minutes after his arrival there. He said he last remem- 
bered seeing him across the street from Peoples while he 
_________ |was still in front of Peoples. His attention was 
then diverted to some other area and he doos not recall seeing 
CARMICHAEL again. He said he ________  was in the general
area until about 4:00 a.m. or so the next morning.

b7C
He said sometime which he believed was before he 
arrived a window had been broken in Peoples Drug Store, 

but during the time CARMICHAEL was there, he did not recall 
any looting except possibly a few small children may have taken 
some candy from Peoples.

He said the breaking of windows and looting which 
later ensued was sporadic and disorganized.

b7C

________ said it was his impression that the activities 
of CARMICHAEL which he witnessed, did not precipitate the 
disturbances, and in fact, his actions may have stalled some
what the activity which followed.

also noticed
said when he first arrived in the area he 

in the crowd

15
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above.
said he would be willing to testify to the
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b7C

b7C

b7C

b7C

On April 10, 1968J________________ _________ _________
residence telephone number |was interviewed
at the Washington Field Office (WFO). Federal Bureau of Investi
gation (FBI), by Special Agents (SAs) 

 ________ |who was born ini___________________________
______ advised he presently is   

which conducts______________ in the Greater Washing
ton, EhC. (WDC), area. Recently his business office was_____
located in one of the shops located on 
but, because of a recent fire damage incurred during the week 
of April 1-6, 1968. he has been conducting his business from 
a newly opened I located at I

number is
Maryland, where telephone

_______ I explained he formerly was a full-time news 
reporter ________________________  but, for business reasons
during the past year and a half, he has devoted full time to 
his business and has worked for|_____ |on a part-time basis as

explained that because of his being a 
member of the Negro race, it sometimes is necessary for 
to seek his services as a news reporter, particularly with 
regard to racial matters. He stated in the cot^se of such 
coverage, he has come to knew personally such/personnel of 
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), including 

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, FLOYDaMC KISSICK, and

Hrelated that as the local racial tension in
creased on Thursday night, April 4, 1968, he went out on the 
street about 9:00 - 9:30 p.m„ with a tape recorder and remained 
on the streets until about 4:: 30 a.m., Friday, April 5, 1968. 
He said he did not utilize his tape recorder but merely made 
notes of his observations.He said he ranged up and down 7th

,4/10/68 ot Washington, D.C.FHou WFO 62-9737____________
b7C

CEGj_sk_t____ Dctc dictated 4/10/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FB!_ It is the property of the FEI and is loaned to your agency, 

it end its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Street and 14th Street, N.W.; this area between Pennsylvania 
Avenue and as far north as Upshur Street; in addition he also 
traversed Georgia Avenue and repeatedly traveled on these 
three main thoroughfares, observing fires burning, business 
houses being looted and other destruction being committed. 
He said he specifically was looking for CARMICHAEL or some 
of the other well-known leaders of SNCC, but throughout 
that evening did not encounter any of them.

b7C

b7C

________|said he resumed coverage on the streets 
on Friday evening and remained on the streets, covering 
the same areas, until about 5:00 a.m., Saturday, April 6, 
1968. He said during the course of these travels and obser
vations he did not see CARMICHAEL nor any other SNCC leaders.

 Concerning the violence in Washington as a whole 
_______  expressed the opinion that on Thursday night and on 
Friday night, previously indicated, he concluded the mood
of the people was not violence based on anger, but was more 
in the spirit of a lark or within a carnival atmosphere. 
He said as the violence reached the height of its pitch and 
ebbed by reason of the presence of military personnel as 
well as police officers, he felt the mood of the protesters 
turned more to anger because of the imposition of the curfew 
and the ever presence of an armed soldier standing in readiness 
to restrict the crowd or any individual.

________ |said it was his personal opinion, based upon 
his association in the black community, that WDC, as well as 
other major cities, would see greater examples of violence 
and protest from members of the black community.  
attributed this to inaction and lack of attention on the part 
of Congress and others presently in power.
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b7C

On April 8, 1968, WMAT—TV.
Washington, D. C, (WDC), was interviewed by SAs

I Hconcerning his knowledge of events
leading up to the disturbances; and looting which occurred in 
WDC following the assassination of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr.

__________ stated he personally did not observe the 
happenings which took place on 14th Street, N. W„, on the 
evening of April 4, 1968 and that most of his information in 
this respect came from [reporter for
WMAL, who was on the scene for a few minutes.

_________ [furnished interviewing Agents a copy of 
his 11:00 pm newscast regarding the reactions of citizens in 
WDC to the news of the death c-f Dr. KING.
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b7C

b7C

D.C. 
area 
9:00

(WDcK
_____________  Washington
stated he went to the

of 14th Street and Florida Avenue, N0W0, at approximately
pomo on the evening of April 4, 1968, to attempt to

get on tape some comments regarding the reactions of people 
in that area to the news of the assassination of
Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING.

_______[stated when he arrived in the area there 
was a group of about seventy-five to one hundred people, 
mostly in the age bracket of mid-teens to mid-twenties, 
who were walking with STOKELY CARMICHAEL on Florida Avenue
east of 14th Street, N<>WO After going east on Florida 
Avenue for several blocks, the crowd turned around, came 
back to 14th Street, and walked north on 14th Street.

______ | advised he asked STOKELY CARMICHAEL if he 
would care to make any comments concerning Dr. KING’S death, 
and STOKELY answered "No."

| stated he was in the area for about only 
ten or fifteen minutes and left when the mood of the crowd 
began to get angry and unruly. He commented, however, that 
he personally did not hear STOKELY or anyone else make 
any inflammatory statements to the crowd while he was on the
scene.

SAs
by_____________

»

On. 4/8/68 at Washington, DOCO Filen WFO 62-9737____________
b7C

JLS : skt Dote dictated 4/9/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI end is loaned to your agency:
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 n , April 10, 1968
— Dote_____ __________’_____________

b7C
Office. "The New York Times," 

Washington, D.C.

b7C

resides at

_________ was exhibited several photographs of 
Negro males and females in an effort that he might be 
able to identify the two Negro males whom he had described 
when interviewed on April 6, 1968, as being "aides" of 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, whom he had seen in the vicinity of 
14th and Chapin Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C., with 
CARMICHAEL on the evening of April 4, 1968.

|obs erved the photographs and^without 
hesitation pointed to one containing________ ] as one
of the "aides" and in fact, was the taller individual.

•. b1 i ■’ ‘ v*  (f t U y I—

was unable to positively identify the 
second person in any photograph but added that while he 
was attending a press conference at Ed Murphy's Supper 
Club, 2227 Georgia Avenue, N.W. , on the afternoon of 
April 7, 1968, he observed the shorter individual wearing 
a brown suit with white shirt and tie.

On

by_

4/9/68 Washington, D.C.
SAs

dan
b7C

WFO 62-9737
File#________________________________

4/10/68

This document con/oirfS neither cecommendofions nor conclusions of H.e FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C

b7C

___________________ [ Washington, . D. C., was telephonically 
contacted at his office in effort to arrange a personal 
interview with him. After being advised as to the identity 
of the caller,______ inquired as to the nature of interview
desired of him. He was advised that at the request of the 
Attorney General, the FBI was conducting an investigation 
concerning various aspects of the recent civil disturbance 
in the District of Columbia and that a personal meeting 
vzith him was desired in connection with this matter.

_______[advised he has no comment to make, stating 
he has made no statements to representatives of any agency 
regarding the civil disturbance and that he does not want 
to be interviewed.

Before terminating the conversation he was asked 
if he was on 14th Street, N. W., on Thursday night, April 4, 
1968, when trouble started there. He then stated if 
reference was being made to STOKELY CARMICHAEL’s activities 
on 14th Street, N. W., at that time, "I don’t know anything 
about that.” He did state he was on the street during the 
civil disturbance on various days while the disturbance 
was in progress.

_______ [then reiterated again he did not wish to 
be interviewed. He did accept the Special Agent’s name 
and telephone number, agreeirg to contact him if he changed 
his mind.

On 4/12/68 ot Washington, D. C.F]।e# WFO 62-9737

hy SA /llw
b7C

Date dictated 4/12/68__________
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of 'he FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
It and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date
4/11/68

b7C ___________On April 10, 1968, ______________ ___________________  
|Washington, D, C., Apartment was Interviewed

in connection with his assignments with the "Evening Star" 
newspaper during the period April 4 through 8, 1968.

b7C

____[advised he returned to the United 
States approximately one month ago from| where he was
on assignment covering the_____________ I He stated he had
received permission from _^of the "Evening Star",

to work out of his,_____________  home preparing
articles on the conflict and for this reason was not
at the newspaper office on April 4, 1968, when word was received 
of the assassination of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., in 
Memphis, Tennessee. He said that upon hearing this information 
over the radio, he called his newspaper but at that time they 
had no specific assignment for him. 
evening, he went to ___
and prepared a broadcast 
he received a call from, 
the "Evening Star" wanted |of Dr.
KING for the newspaper. He immediately went to the Star 
offices and was occupied with this assignment until approximately 
1 a.m. the morning of 
not on the streets at

At about 10:00 that

t for them. At approximately 11 p.m., 
i informing him that

April 5, 1968. Consequently, he was 
all on the evening of April 4, 1968.

b7C

He remained in the Star offices and recalled that 
as the deadline for filing his story approached around 5 a.m. 
the morning of April 5, 1968, 
_________ showed him a "Washington Post" story concerning 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, and stated it was obvious that the 
"Washington Post" had a Negro reporter on the streets who 
had been able to obtain a good story. |was then
instructed by to go up town and find STOKELY
CARMICHAEL and his friends and attempt to check this story out.

4/1.0/68 Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
On ot_ ° ___ F lie#._____ __________________________

SAS b7C
HGE•1aa 4/10/68

b y________________ ________________________________________ Date dictated _ ________________________ .

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of 'he FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
II ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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He said he parked on the northwest corner of 14th and U 
Streets and went across the street to a Peoples Drug Store 
located on 14th Street near the intersection of 14th and U 
Streetso The store was still closed since it was 
early in the morning but by showing his press card he was 
able to gain admittance.

According to no one present at the 
drug store would identify themselves but a man, who from his 
appearance was the manager, advised that he was
present the evening of April 4, 1968, when CARMICHAEL first 
appeared at the drug store. This individual advised)
that CARMICHAEL and about fifteen other men appeared at his
store around 9:05 or 9:10 p.m. and CAIU4ICHAEL announced he 
wanted the store closed in honor of Dr. KING.
questioned the store manager as to whether or not CARMICHAEL 
had a gun at this time. The manager said, "No, I did not 
see a gun in CARMICHAEL’S possession at that time."

The manager said, according to that he had
turned and walked to the back of the store and upon arriving 
at the rear of the drug store was surprised to note that 
CARMICHAEL had followed him. The store manager said he 
turned and told CARMICHAEL, "Look, I heard you. I'm going 
to close the store." CARMICHAEL then turned around and said, 
"Everybody out! Everybody out!"

The store manager related, according to ________
that CARMICHAEL then departed from the store and walked 
across the street to a Safeway store. said that
upon receiving this information he attempted to retrace
CARMICHAEL'S steps and walked across the street to the Safeway 
store and asked an employee if he had been on duty the evening 
before when CARMICHAEL appeared. This employee advised that 
he had been on duty and that the store had already closed; 
however, CARMICHAEL rapped on the window and said in a loud 
voice, "Look, we want this store closed." The store employee 
told |that he had informed CARMICHAEL that the store had
already closed, whereupon CARMICHAEL departed.
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| said that at this point he could no longer 
retrace CARMICHAEL's steps because the people he talked to 
at the Safeway store did not know where CARMICHAEL had gone 
from that store, but being somewhat familiar with the neighbor
hood, he walked south on 14th Street for several blocks to 
the Unique Barber Shop, which he sometimes patronizes.

 asked the barber if he had seen CARMICHAEL the evening 
was home. I close at 8:00."before and the barber said, "No, I

old gentleman, whose name 
this barber shop, was 

asked him if
The old man 

asked him if he had seen 
he's got 

then inquired where CARMICHAEL 
Up on the corner," and 

believed that he meant on the corner of 14th 
Drug Store.

_________ [related that an - 
he does not know but who frequents 
in the barber shop at this time and 
he had seen what happened the previous evening, 
said, "Yes," whereupon 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL and the old gentleman said,"Yes, 
nothing but nerve, 
had been and the old gentleman said, 
by this__________
and U Streets near People

____ |said upon questioning, this elderly 
Negro stated "1 savz him up on the corner waving a gun and 
saying ’ Go home. The only thing you can do with whitey is 
get killed. ’11

_____advised that he had then returned 
to the newspaper office and had written the story based on 
the above information. He remarked he was disappointed to 
learn that his newspaper had not used this story but had run 
an account of the above incidents which, had been printed by 
the "New York Times." advised he believes the 
"New York Times" account to be in error and stated he based 
his belief on the fact that ________________________  for the
"Washington Post" stated he had been present when the incident 
concerning CARMICHAEL waving a. gun in the aix' had taken place, 

stated that he over heard arguing with a
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writer from the “New York Times" about the incident and 
______ categorically refuted the Times story. He heard 
______state to the Times reporter, "I was there and STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL did not say what you reported in your paper."

b7C

____ (advised this was the extent of his 
knowledge regarding the above incident.

2 7
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b7C

Washington, D. C

b7C

b7C

b7C

4/11/68

furnished the following information:

.He is a volunteer worker for the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference. His permanent address is _______________

New York, and temporarily resides 
address,at

On April 4, 1968, he was at the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference office at 14th and U Streets, N. W., 
Washington, D, C., when the death of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING 
was announced. He saw STOKELY CARMICHAEL in the office 
between the time of the announcemtnt of the shooting of Dr. 
KING and the time of the announcement of Dr. KING'S death. 
CARMICHAEL tried to get the people to go home and made the 
statement that anyone who does not have a gun should go home. 

did not know if CARMICHAEL carried a gun.
did not observe anything that CARMICHAEL did or said that 
would encourage people to take any action other than go home.

_______ | advised that on Friday evening, April 5, 
1968, CARMICHAEL helped pass out handbillson the streets 
requesting people to get their children off the streets. 
These handbills were prepared in the office of the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference. |______________also passed
out these handbills and was assisted by STOKELY CARMICHAEL. , 
and several other people from the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee who did not know.

nn 4/10/68 n, Washington, D. C. F.I.*  ™ 62-9737

SA laa b7c 4/10/68
b y----------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- Date dictated

This documenl contains neither recommendalions nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
It ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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cP

4/11/68

b7C

b7C

Washington, D. C., advised that he 
arrived at the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
office, 14th and U Streets, N. W., Washington, D. Co, shortly 
after the death of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING was announced on 
the radio on Thursday, April. 4, 1968. He said he stayed 
at the office until about 11:00 p.m., that evening, and then 
went home. He said that he did not see STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
in the building.while he, |was there, but did
see CARMICHAEL on the street near the office shortly after 
the announcement of the death of Dr. KING. He said that 
CARMICHAEL vras with a group of people that was walking down 
the street telling the shop keepers to turn off their lights 
and close their businesses out of respect of Dr. KING. He 
said that the group was loud but was not rioting at that 
t ime.

could furnish no other information 
about the activities or STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

on 4/10/68 , Washington, D. C.F.,eWFO 62-9737

SA| |laa b7C 4/10/68
b y_______________________________________ ,____ _____________ Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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1 n , April 10, 1968
Dote.. r________________________  

[Peoples Drug Store
Number 3, 2002 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., fur
nished the following information concerning the activities 
of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at that store on Thursday, April 4, 
1968:

b7C

At about 9:05-9:10 p.m., Thursday, April 4, 1968, 
CARMICHAEL reappeared at that store with a following of from 
15-20 Negro male individuals whose identities and general age 
group were not known to CARMICHAEL and his as
sociates entered via the front doorand proceeded through 
the store to the rear where was then located in
the pharmacy area thereof.

Immediately upon entering the store and also 
while proceeding through the store to the pharmacy area, 
CARMICHAEL demanded in a loud voice that the store be 
closed in memory of Doctor MARTIN LUTHER KING who had just 
died. CARMICHAEL was more arrogant and demanding than on 
the occasions of his previous visits to the store, so 
__________________________________  the store closed in 
deference to the demands of CARMICHAEL. Ten or fifteen 
customers were in the store at the time and CARMICHAEL 
ordered them out with statements to the effect that, 
"The store is closing!" The customers were ushered out 
by CARMICHAEL and his associates and the front door to 
the store was closed as CARMICHAEL and his associates 
departed. The employees on duty were then dismissed for 
the evening and individual areas of the store were secured.

On.

by—

4/8/68 of Washington, D. C.
SAs

WFO 62-9737
b7C 4/8/68
_______ Date dictated________ ,_________________

Thic document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. }t is the property of the FBI and Is Jponed Jo your agency;

it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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CARMICHAEL and his associates made no display of 
firearms and no other statements made by them during this 
visit to the store could be recalled by b7C

Upon departure from the store,CARMICHAEL and his 
described group of associates proceeded diagonally across 
14th and U Streets. N.W., to the southeast corner of that b7c 
intersection where I lost track of them. Shortly 
afterward left the store for home.

receivedBetween 10:00 and 10:30 p.m. 
a telephone call at his home from

Peoples Drug Store Number 3, who reported to him that 
the show windows of the store had been smashed and that the 
store was being entered by looters,lhad been informed b7c 
of this activity by store employee who had re
mained in the area of the store after it had been closed on 
orders from CARMICHAEL. The store had been closed since 
then and||did not return to th 
On the following date noted
looted of various items of merchandise.

store that night, 
the store had been

The identities of the customers in the store when it 
was closed by CARMICHAEL were not known to | The 
employees of the store were identified by as fol
lows :

b7C

3 3
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A Guard named (first: name unknown) 
on the drug store premises at the time. 
by

___ also b7C
______ is employed 
Washington, D.C.
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b7C

1

Numbpr .3._ 2002 14th StreetStore 
resides at 
telephone ___________
cerning the activities
Thursday, April 4, 1968,

n > April 10, 1968
Date—£_________________

Peoples Drug
N.W.. Washington, D. C., who

Wa shi ngt o n, 
furnished the following information con- 

of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at that store on

b7C

Between 3:30 p.m. and 4:00 p.m., Thursday, April 4, 
1968, CARMICHAEL appeared at that store'and made adverse com
ment to of the store, with
the statement, "Why this store want to give me so much trouble?" 
CARMICHAEL then made the statement to the effect that "Of all 
of the stores, this store gives me the most trouble". CARMICHAEL 
then expressed a greeting to the guard on duty and departed the 
store.

When CARMICHAEL entered the store he appeared to have 
been accompanied by a Negro male individual wearing an African 
bush haircut. This individual remained inside of the front 
door to the store while CARMICHAEL spoke to |_____________________
Tills individual left the store as CARMICHAEL departed. He made 
no statements while on the premises.

_____ completed duty at the store at 4:00 p.m. and 
left for his place of residence. He did not return to the 
store that night.

b7C

Between 10:00 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. that, date 
ceived a telephone call at his residence from______________ .
store employee, who reported he had observed from the street 
that the show windows of the store had been smashed and that 
the store was being looted.  conveyed this information 
telephonically to

re

On.

SAs

WFO 62-9737

by.

4/8/68 Qt Washington, D. C.
b7C

n , , 4/8/68
Date dictated_______________

Ibis doccmenl contoins neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date
4/11/61

b7C

b7C

Peoples Drug Store Number 3, 2002 14th Street, Washington, 
D. C«, furnished the following information concerning the 
activities of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at that store during the period 
of Tuesday, April 2, 1968, and Thursday, April 4, 1968, as 
well as other activities deemed pertinent to this investigation:

After 8 p.mi, 'Tuesday, April 2, 1968, a Peoples 
Drug Store guard, then on duty at that store, caused an 
incident by grabbing a young Negro boy who had caused a 
commotion in front of the store. The guard brought the boy 
to the rear of the store and then the guard's attention was 
immediately called to the front of the store where a large 
group had congregated in protest of the guard's treatment 
of the boy. A fracas resulted during which the guard sustained 
a cut on his lip allegedly made by a razor. In the interim, 
the young boy disappeared from the store unnoticed. The turmoil, 
which erupted was quieted by the local police on two occasions, 
and more guards of the Peoples Drug Stores were summoned to 
the scene. During this turmoil, also heard an
explosion somrHnP like a f i recracker explosion. I I_____

who was present at the time, described the noise as being 
similar to the discharge of a. .22 caliber pistol. Both 
___________________________________  were in the rear of the 
store behind the prescription counter during the described 
activity. Toward tne end of the turmoil when the police 
had arrived for the second time, STOKELY CARMICHARL also 
appeared on the scene and instructed the crowd to clean up 
the mess and leave the area. The crowd followed the directions 
of CARMICHAEL.

On 4/9/68 ot Washington, D. C. F.।e# WFO 62-9737
SAS b7c

u------------------------ ECC:laa---------- n , ( , 4/11/68
by________________________________________________________________________ Date dictated_____________ ■.____________________

This document contains neither recorn m endations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned io your agency;
il and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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_____was on the store premises between 3:30 and 4 p.m., Thursday, April 4, 1968, when STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL allegedly reappeared at the store, but she did not 
see CARMICHAEL at that time nor heard any portion of the 
remarks he allegedly made to the other store employees.

store followed by "about a doizen" Negro male associates 
ranging in ages from about twelve years to their early twenties. 
CARMICHAEL and his associates proceeded to the rear of the

b7C

b7C

store via the aisle along the north side of the store and 
they then turned to the center aisle where CARMICHAEL stopped 
in front of the prescription counter.__During this activity,
__________________________________________ was attempting to 
telephon.e the local police precinct to report the appearance 
of CARMICHAEL and his group on the premises but he was not 
successful in reaching the police. As CARMICHAEL walked to 
the rear of the store the customers were leaving the store 
hurriedly, giving the impression to_______________ that CARMICHAEL
was ordering them to leave.

When CARMICHAEL came within earshot of 
________ he was stating words to the effect of "Let’s close 
the store! Let's close the store! Everybody out in respect 
for Dr. KING. Close the store!" He might also have referred 
to Dr.KING by his full name of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING at 
sometime during these demands. In any event,______________
clearly understood that CARMICHAEL was referring to the 
death of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING which 
evening.

had occurred that same

Immediately thereafter, the manager of the store 
hung up the phone and agreed to close the store in deference 
to the demands made by CARMICHAEL. CARMICHAEL then turned 
around and walked out of the store via the center aisle.
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b7C As his group followed him, the younger boys in the rear of 
the.group pilfered soft goods from a nearby counter. 

did not believe CARMICHAEL had become aware of this 
pilferage.

As soon as CARMICHAEL and his group left the store 
and the last customer departed, the manager closed the store, 
and he locked the front door. The employees closed down 
their individual operations and left the store, presumably 
for home.

b7C
____ _________ |left for home at 9:35 p.m., at which 

time
were still on the premises. _______________

returned to the store on the following morning and noticed 
the store had been forcibly entered and looted during the 
night.

When CARMICHAEL ordered the store closed on the 
night of April 4, 1968, he was forceful and aggressive in his 
demand and arrogant in his demeanor. He made no display of 
any firearms or other dangerous weapons and he made no 
statements concerning them.

following per
was displayed photographs of the

b7C STOKELY CARMICHAEL

3 8
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From this group of photographs she selected the 
photograph of CARMICHAEL and identified him as such. She 
stated she had seen CARMICHAEL on various occasions in the 
past and that she is certain it was CARMICHAEL who had appeared 
at the store on the night of April 4, 1968, as described by 
her.She was unable to identify any of the other individuals 
portrayed in the photographs as persons known by her or 
seen by her in the store premises in the past.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

4/10/68

Washington, D. C., employed as|_______________________  for Peoples
Drug Store, Number Three, 2002 14th Street, N\ W. , Washington, 
furnished the following information regarding the evening of 
Thursday, April 4, 1968:

At approximately 9:05 p.m., STOKELY CARMICHAEL and a 
group of approximately twelve young colored males entered the 
Peoples Drug Store and CARMICHAEL demanded the store be closed 
in that Dr, MARTIN LUTHER KING had been murdered. The store 
manager told all the customers to leave and then immediately 
closed the store. The employees left the store. CARMICHAEL 
and his group left the store and crossed 14th Street, N, W. , 
walked east on U Street to the Republic Theatre which was open 
at the time. The Republic Theatre then closed and CARMICHAEL 
and his followers walked north on 14th Street, N. W., apparently 
telling the store owners to close their businesses. By this time 
about 200 teenagers were following CARMICHAEL, and the stores 
that were open at the time were closing immediately after the 
group departed.

b7C
_______ said he was 

from Peoples Drug Store and
parked on 14th Street,, N. W., across 
about 10:00 p.m. he saw the windows

being broken in the Peoples Drug Store. He drove to his house 
and telephonically informed| lof Peoples
Drug Stores of what he had observed.

4/8/68 Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
------- —_____ ... at File #_____________________________________________________________ ____

s As]__________________________ _______ b 7 c
bv lile n □ □ 4/8/68
by------------_____________________________________ ___________ _________ __________ Date dictated___________________ ____________ _____

This docurnent contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date.__________4/12/68______ _

b7C

J

advised he received a telephone call at about 9:30 p.m., April 4, 
1968, from his office advising him of disturbances at Peoples 
Drug Store, 14th and U Streets, Nt W. He immediately proceeded 
to the area in partial uniform via his 1966 blue Ford Galaxie, 
arriving at about 9:40 p.m., and proceeded to evacuate 
________ to his automobile. Having so done he then proceeded 
to Store Number Eight at 14th and Park Road, N, W., and 
evacuated to his automobile.

He then returned to Store Number Three at 14th and U 
along with_______________________ Upon
arrival he noted a large crowd of Negroes assembled in front 
of the store. Some of the crowd about 25 in number, appeared
to be attempting to overturn a 1966 Plymouth automobile, yellow 
in color, with black vinyl top. This auto was occupied by

________________________________ The crowd consisted mainly of 
adults, three or four of whom walked over to___________ auto
with hand guns in their hands. One individual had a gun in 
each hand. At this point _____________________ were ordered out
of the area with their autos. It was later they were able to 
return to the store on foot __________________________________

~|unidentified, were stationed in Store Number
Three for the night. . |was stationed at
Store Number Eight. | denied observing STOKELY CARMICHAEL
during the evening however the large number of people and 
turmoil prevented him from identifying the participants.

While at Store Number Three he overheard people 
advising others to attend a meeting at Howard University

WFO 62-9737

b7C 4/11/68

_______ .Dote dictated_________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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the following day at 1:00 p/m. No details were furnished by 
these individuals.
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Date
4/12/68

advised he was working from 2 to 10 p.m., on April 4, 1968 at

b7C

Peoples Drug Store 74 at 2529 Pennsylvania Avenue, S. E.
Sometime shortly after 7:30 p.m., he received a telephone call 
from Peoples Warehouse, 77 P Street, N, W., advising him of a 
disturbance at Store Number Three, 14th and U Streets, N. W. 
_______ proceeded directly to this location arriving at about 
8:00 p.m., he found conditions not conducive for him to stop 
and enter the store. He turned his car around and -pulled 
down in front of the store behind the auto of

was driving slowly south on 14th Street. Neither 
stopped completely and, being unable to stop they proceeded to 
a secluded area and joined____________________ auto, a
1962 White Rambler. They then proceeded, to the warehouse after 
making a pass in front of the store.

b7C

At the warehouse all got into the automobile of 
late model maroon Chevrolet Super Sport 

hardtop and proceeded to return to Store Number Three. They 
found conditions too perilous- and returned to the warehouse.
They almost immediately returned to Store Number Three at which
time they were able to gain entrance. Assuring the store vzas
secured as well as possible 
of

_________ upon instruction 
proceeded to Store Number

Sixteen, 14th Street, and Thomas Circle, N. W., where they
remained for the remainder of the evening until, the following
day.

b7C __________  does not recall having seen STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL during the disturbance on April 4, 1968, but noted 
everything vzas in a turmoil find is unable to identify any of
the participants.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions c4 the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

4/11/68 Washington, D. C. m -»■ 62-9737
SAs

by---------------
T-.T , b /EWR:jle 

________________________________ Date dictated___
4/11/68

it and its contents ore not Io be distributed outside your agency.
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Date.
4/12/68

b7C

J_____________  with residence address of ________
advised he received a telephone call on Thursday 

evening April 4,1968, from his office located at the Peoples 
Warehouse, 77 P Street, N. W„ was informed rioting was
in progress at the Peoples Store Number Three, 14th and U 
Streets, N. W. | immediately proceeded to Store Numbei' Three
arriving in fifteen minutes but was unable to stop due to the 
riotous condition and therefore returned to the warehouse. At 
the warehouse contacted ______________________________________
residence and advised him of the situation at the 14th and U 
store. He thereafter returned to the store accompanied by

They again 
found conditions the same and were unable to get to the store 
and returned to the warehouse.

b7C

They again returned, to the store with at which
time they gained access to the store after parking their automo
bile some distance. After guards for this store were in position 
he telephonically contacted ___
for Peoples who ordered him and 
14th Street and Thomas Circle, ' 
until 6:00 a.m. after arriving 
then proceeded to Store Number i 
N. W., where he remained until 
April 6, 1968.

_to proceed to the store at 
They remained overnight 

there at about 12:30 a.m. ______
Eight at 14th and Park Road, 
approximately 4:00 p.m., on

w.

b7C not recall having seen STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL at any time on Thursday, April 4, 1968. He did 
observe numerous instances of breaking and entering, arson 
and looting.

stated he does

On____SAs
4/11/68 Washington, D. C.

EWR: jle

__________ Fife#. ™ 62-9737

b7C
4/11/68

b

b y_____________________________________________________ ■ Dated i eta ted

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions ol the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C

b7C

 recalled that on April 2, 1968, a disturbance 
occurred at Store Number Three, 14th and U Streets, N. W. On 
this occasion he was notified at about 8:45 p.m0, of the distur
bance. Arriving at about 9:00 p.m. he noted upon arrival there 
were about 30 people milling around the store, consisting of 
teenagers, minors and adults. A fire truck was on the scene 
extinguishing a fire in a tree apparently set afire by lighter 
fluid. [learned one of had been
in an altercation with some teenagers between 7:30 and 8:00 
p.m., same night. In the altercation was cut
with a knife or razor by one of the boys and was set upon by 
another armed with a fishing rod. The boys were arrested by 
Metropolitan Police Officers,. After his arrival the crowd 
increased to an estimated 50 to 75 or more persons. About 50 
or 75 of these came into the store attempting to fight with 
store personnel. After hearing a gunshot and a crash of some 
glass in front______________________________________ to close up
and assisted him in clearing the people out. Sometime
later, between 9:45 and 10:00 p.m., STOKELY CARMICHAEL appeared 
at the front door and _________ permitted CARMI CHART,
in along with a bodyguard. At this time CARMICHAEL inquired 
as to the whereabouts of ______________  After learning

~~| was not readily available, CARMICHAEL made a statement 
to the effect "I done warned you, now you've had it". While 
making the statement he gestured with his hands across his 
throat three times. ______ followed CARMICHAEL and his body
guard out of the store and he inquired of the bodyguard what 
CARMICHAEL wanted. The bodyguard replied with a statement to 
the effect that "we done had it, we're gonna blow this store 
up." During this time CARMICHAEL was talking to the crowd of 
people and said to the effect: "we don't want white managers 
around this store" to which statements CARMICHAEL was cheered 
by the crowd. There was considerable rockthrowing up until 
about 11:00 p.m. at which time several windows were broken. 
He recalls a white male free lance 
who had a rather hard time keeping

writer who was on crutches 
from getting injured.

advised CARMICHAEL has been in the store on 
several occasions during 1968 indicating he did not like white 
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people working in that People's Drug Store particularly he 
did not like a white manager in the store.

b7C

______ |advised he understands STOKELY CARMICHAEL was 
in Store Number Three on Thursday morning. April 4. 1968. and 

_______________ and advised ___________he 
_____ I beating on his "black brothers," This 
according to  to the disturbance on

talked withl ____  
did not wish]____  
incident relates, 
April 2, 1968,

_______ advised he recalls that while Store
Number Eight on April 6, 1968 an unidentified mailman in 
uniform claimed to have observed CARMICHAEL with a gun in his 
hand on the evening of April 4, 1968, sometime during the 
evening.
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Safeway Stores
Incorporated, 1931 14th Street, NOW., Telephone 265-9818, 
advised although he was not present in the store the night 
of April 4,. 1968J
Telephone the store told him
STOKELY CARMICHAEL came to the store about 9:05 pom., 
April 4, 1968, and requested the store be closedo Since 
the store had been closed at the usual time, 9:00 pem„,

advised CARMICHAEL of same.

, 4/8/68 ot Washington, DaCo:File * WFO 62-9737

SAs
JLE:skt Dote dictated- __4/^Z6.a

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency:

it ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date. 4/9/68

home
address advised he is
of the Safeway Store, 1931 14th Street, N, W. , and is currently

stated that in regard to the trouble
bvc erupted in the area of 14th end U Streets, N. W., after the

news of the death of Doctor MARTIN 'LUTHER KING, he was working 
at the Safeway Store and at 9:00 p.m., April 4, 1968, he was 
preparing to close the store, when he noticed a crowd of approxi
mately 175 people walking toward the store from the corner of 
14th and U Street, N. W. He stated he had started putting the 
key in the door when STOKELY CARMICHAEL wearing glasses with 
yellow lenses and a bright green sweater, followed by the crowd 
came to the door of the store with arms in a raised position, 
and in a loud voice stated, ’’Close down the store, Doctor'KING 
is dead". With this remark and the door of the store locked, 
CARMICHAEL and the crowd proceeded south on 14th Street, N. W.

He stated CARMICHAEL was accompanied by two Negroes
with bushy hair whom he believed to be from another neighbor
hood as they were not familiar to him.

stated he believes CARMICHAEL to be
leader of the group because CARMICHAEL would point toward an 
establishment and the crowd would immeditately proceed in 
the direction CARMICHAEL had pointed.

related he did not see CARMICHAEL with
any weapons of any kind, and his hands were free when he 
motioned with his arms in an up and downward motion indicating 
he wanted the store to close down.

On 4/9/68________ Washington I), Fj।e# WFO 62-9737
SAs

JI.E:jle
Date dictated

4/9/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C
__concluded by stating that while he was 

closing the store due to closing time, had it not been 9:00 
p.m. and time to close the store; with the threat of CARMICHAEL 
and the crowd, he would have closed the store regardless of 
the time in order to protect the store and the employees.
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b7C

b7C

On.

by___ __

This do< 

it and it

1

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

on.n 4/9/68

Safeway Stores. Incorporated,
1931 14 th Street, NOWC, home address, ___________________

Telephone furnished the following
information concerning events at above store the evening 
of April 4, 1968:

According to|_____  a crowd of about 100 people
were milling about the area of 14th and U Streets around 
9:00 pcmo Around 9:05 p.me, STOKELY CARMICHAEL, who 
appeared to be leading the crowd, came by the store and 
said, ’’Close the storeo Drc, KING is dead," _____ stated
the store was already closed at the usual time of 9:00 pom 

After the "clean-up" 
did not see a weapon

of any kind in possession of CARMICHAEL.

and the personnel were cleanin 
returned to his homeo 

could furnish no additional details

4/8/68 -Washington, D.Co F , WF0 62-9737
b7C

JLE:skt Det? dtcfclec!___4j/9/j58_

SAs
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1 April 10, 1968
Dot e H *_______

b7C
On April 8, 1968,______________________

Liberty Liquors. 2200 14th Street, N.W. ; home address 
[silver Spring, Maryland, telephone 

__________ furnished the following information concerning 
events in the 2200 block of 14th Street, N.W. , during 
the period April 4, 1968 to April 6, 1968:

b7C

On Thm-sdav. April 4. 1968. at 7:30 p.m. J_______
along with ___________________________________________________
_____________________Silver Spring, Maryland, telephone 

of Liberty Liquors, were operating 
Liberty Liquors. About 8:00 p.m., crowds of from 25 - 50 
Negroes led by an undetermined number of Negroes with 
"bush-type haircuts" gathered outside the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) headquarters, a few doors 
away from Liberty Liquors and diagonally across the street 
at the New School for Afro-American Thought.

went outside to talk to a police officer at 
a call box near the store concerning the death of Dr. 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, but the officer was unaware of KING'S 
death. _____ returned to the store and had an employee
secure the folding metal gates in front of the windows as

b7C

he felt there might be some trouble because of the crowds.
At around 8:30 p.m.,_____ heard words from an unidentified
Negro with a "bush-type haircut" to the effect that
"whitey's blood is going to be spilled tonight." or words 
of a similar nature. At 8:50 p.m., P 
closed the store and went home.

_________On Friday. April 5, 1968, at around 10:00 a.m.
 I returned to their store and found it 

to be untouched. heard that STOKELY CARMICHAEL held
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b7C

a news conference at SNCC at 10:00 a.m. that date and 
later saw CARMICHAEL,followed by large crowds on both 
sides of 14th Street, walk south past his store and 
proceed to the vicinity of the Washington headquarters 
of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING'S Southern Christian Leader
ship Conference, located at the northwest corner of 
14th and U Streets, N.W. |_____  then contacted the 13th
Precinct, Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) to 
determine what was happening. He was told nothing had 
happened as yet, but that many business establishments 
were voluntarily closing because of the crowds. Short 
before noon, closed the store and 
returned home.

On Saturday, April 6, 1968, __________
returned to Liberty Liquors around 8:00 a.m. 

and noted the window of their store on the W Street side 
had been broken and looted.

b7C

 Later during the morning of April 6, 1968, 
______ who was inside his store, saw|

~| talking to STOKELY CARMICHAEL on the 
sidewalk in front of Liberty Liquors. According to
_____ _____ ______ does not know CARMICHAEL but
told_____  the individual, he was talking to said something
like "you killed my main man, my brother and we are not 
through yet." At approximately 10:30 a.m.., April 6, 
1968, although no one told them to do so,___________

closed the door of their store and went home.

b7C

At 3:00 p.m., on April 6, 1968, was tele
phoned by an individual in the Texaco Station on the 
southwest corner of 14th and W Streets, N.W., advising 

that Liberty Liquors had just been firebombed.

_____ | stated that at no time during the periods 
mentioned above did he see STOKELY CARMICHAEL or any other 
persons in the crowds with weapons of any kind.

6 3
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On April 9, 1968,_____ |was telephonically
contacted to arrange an interview that date at his 
convenience for the purpose of obtaining any additional 
details |may have possessed and to display photo
graphs to lin an effort to identify any leaders of 
the crowds. _____ requested that rather than come to
his home he desired to be interviewed on the telephone.

b7C

As the interview progressed and|_____ |was
responding freely, a woman's voice conid be. overheard 
alternately screaming and crying at_____  not to say
anything to anybody, that he did not know anything, 
that if "they" found out he was talking, "they" would 
come and firebomb their home as they did their store. 

______became hesitant and attempted to retract his state
ments of April 4, 5 and 6, 1968, stating he did not 
know STOKELY CARMICHAEL but it was someone who looked
like.CARMICHAEL.

_____ |then stated his wife was becoming hyster
ical and very frightened. requested the interview
be terminated since he did not expect "things" to go so 
far and did not want to become involved. The interview 
was terminated at that point.

BX XIs
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b7C

b7C

with him to develop information regar 
might have caused the trouble in 
Streets, N.W., Thursday evening, 
shooting of Doctor MARTIN LUTHER

ding events which 
the area of 14th and U 
April 4, 1968, after the 
KING, JR.

out." On Thursday, the day in question, after they had 
heard that Doctor KING had been shot, they became alarmed 
for their safety and welfare because of the poor neighbor
hood; and after seeing several s 
people standing around the street corners 
had their delivery man put the iron bars on 
front for protection as they did every night 
closed. He stated that at about 8:50 p.m., 
their store and went home.

mall groups of colored 
talking, they 

their store 
when they

[stated that they closed 
on their own and were not informed to close 
On the following morning, Friday, April 6, 1968, they went 
to their store at about 9:50 a.m. and looked over their 
store and left near noon and returned home.

their store 
by anyone.

stated he does not know STOKELY
CARMICHAEL and he did not see anyone with weapons of any 
kind. He stated that due to his advanced age, he does 
not recall or remember whom he may have talked with
in the store or on the street during the period April 4-6

4/9/68 qt Washington, D.C. , piIe#_WEQ_6.2A97-37—
| b7c
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1968. A photograph of STOKELY CARMICHAEL was exhibited 
to him and he stated he did not recognize the individual.
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4/10/68
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Thursday, April 4, 1968. Between 6 and 6:30 p.m. about 100 
Negro youths came to his place of business and told him to close 
up. He closed up the shop and vzent home. They did not give 
him a specific reason for closing but he heard members of the 
group shouting that they vzere going to burn the block. He 
stated that he did not know STOKELY CARMICHAEL and could not 
identify him by photograph as being a member of the group that 
told him to close. He said that he would be afraid to testify 
in court as he is a new businessman in this area.

on___4/9/68 of Washington,
SAsI

by____________________________________________________

D. C. Fi,e# WFO 62-9737
" ■■ b7C

JAV:jle 4/9/68
 Dote d i ctoted__________________________ „
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if end its contents ore not to be distributed outside your ejency.
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Dote April 10, 1968_____1

She has been employed by Eddie Leonards' Sandwich 
Shop, 2428 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C., ___________
________ for approximately two years. On the evening of 
April 4, 1968, she vzas working as usual, beginning at 7:30 
p.m. Business activity was normal. About 9:00 p.m. the 
sandwich shop did very little business and no one was hanging 
around the shop. Sometime around 10:00 or 10:05 p.m., exact 
time.not recalled, a group of Negro males, approximately 15 
to 20, entered the shop. One of the Negro males whom I had 
never seen before stated, "who is the owner here?" I answered 
that the owner was not present. He then asked, "Who is in 
charge?" I told him I vzas the night manager. Then he asked 
if I vzas going to close the shop in respect to the death of 
MARTIN LUTHER KING. I replied "I do not know, I'll have to 
check with the boss". He then said a number of businesses 
were closing along the street and. if I did not close I would 
"get hurt". He said they would return later to see if I had 
closed..

b7C

During this conversation noticed another
Negro male, a tall Negro male, holding a switchblade knife in 
his hand. He never made any gestures or threatening moves. 
Soon after the conversation they all left.

the above conversation vzas more of 
than a request. She thereupon

|______________ | felt
a command to close the shop 
locked the front door and telephoned  

and advised him of what had taken 
place. This vzas about 10:10 p.m. _______ advised her to close
as he did not vzant anyone to get hurt.

b7C
WFO 62-9737

—Filo#.___________________________

^/CJ/6Q
Date dictated_________________________
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Shortly after her telephone conversation with 
a customer knocked at the door for his pick up order. She 
opened the door and served him. He then left the shop.

b7C Almost immediately after this, exact time not re
called, another group of Negro males, fewer in number than 
the first group, but believed to be part of the first group 
came back to the shop and. wanted to know if she was closing. 
She told them she was and. while she was locking the door after 
the group had left, someone from the crowd on the street threw 
an object at the front door breaking the glass. She believed
it was about 10:20 p.m. and sire and the other employees left 
the shop at this time. immediately left the area
and went straight home.

She pointed out that the two groups that had entered 
the shop were unknown to her and as nearly as she could deter
mine they were all strangers to her. She estimated their ages 
to be in the low twenties. Most of them had long hair. She 
related that none of these individuals had been customers of 
the sandwich shop and got the impression they were not local 
residents.

She furnished the identity of the following in
dividuals who were or had been in the shop during this time:

b7C

All are employees.

knows STOKELY CARMICHAEL from appearances 
in the neighborhood and stated that he was not a member of either 
group which came into the shop on this night.

She knows only STOKELY CARMICHAEL from his appearances 
in the area, but she does not know any member of his group.

5S
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She reiterated that she did not know any of the in
dividuals in either group and doubted that she vzould be able 
to identify any of them if she were to see them again. She 
was frightened and felt that her safety had been threatened 
because the groups wanted her to close the shop. She felt the 
groups coming into the shop was a spontaneous act as a result 
of the announcement of the death of Dr. KING.
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1 nntB April 10, 1958

Apartment
Washington, D. C., advised as follows:

_______ was working at Eddie Leonard's Sandwich Shop, 
2428 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., on Thursday evening, 
April 4, 1968. Her shift was scheduled to work from 4:30 p.m. 
April 4, 1968, until 4:00 a.m.,-April 5, 1968.

b7C In regard to the happenings on the evening of April 4, 
1968, she stated she prepared written notes of hex' impression 
of what occurred during that evening. She produced these notes 
consisting of two and one half handwritten pages, read them to 
the interviewing agents, stated that they were true and signed 
the notes in the presence of the agents. Her notes are set out 
as follows:

"D. C. Riots

"I was working on 14st st when I heard that Rev.
MARTIN L. KING had been shot. I had dreamed every since last 
year that he had been assassinated. I prayed that he would 
recover but \ hi' later we heard he was dead. I told my co. 
workers that I had also dreamed that a full-scale civil war 
would follow. I said that the youths would now follow the 
militants like STOKLEY CARMNEL about 1 hour later there 
is a great commotion outside. This girl who worked with us 
but you was only there to pick up her check sail you are. 
those people coming up the st.

"A man burst in and said you is the manager here 
close this shop up. Then who should appear with tears in 
his eyes but STOCKLEY CAMARMICHAEL he said I quote 'I'm asking

4/10/68 Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
O n a t b q F11 e ■#.---------------------------------------------- >-------

SAs_________________________
. I PGM:cib . . 4/10/68
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you to close this shop in respect to our leader who was slain 
tonnight in Memphis.' Just about then a real fair complexion 
co-worker yelled don't killed me mister. He says I not going 
hurt you ladies because you all my people but close this place.
I was all excited and steadily hollering wer'e closing CARMICHEAL, 
were, closing then they left and continued up the street and we 
heard the Safeway on 14st windows had been broken. By this time . 
we were all excited. Our manager called down town and we we 
told to close up and stay there. I said you all can be a 
fool if you want to I'm going home.

"The above conclusions were
on April 4 or 5 1968.

prepared by me
b7C

"Witness:

Special Agent 
Special Agent, FBI,

FBI, Washington, D.C. 
Washington, D. C."

[related she cannot definitely recall when the 
notes were written but it was either later on that evening 
of the fourth or the morning of the fifth. She said she 
frequently puts her thoughts into notes. It was pointed 
out to  that she had not set out the times at which 
the events set out in her notes had occurred and she stated 
and reiterated that a small group, possibly four or five 
Negro males entered the shop at about 9:15 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., 
and that one of these persons, a light skinned Negro whom 
she did not recognize, asked "Who'is the manager" "Who is the 
manager here close this shop up," 

b7C

_______________ |~A 
noticed a man she identified 

aphs and articles as 
with tears in his eyes 
this shop in respect to

few moments later
from newspaper and magazine photogr 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL in the group 
saying "I'm asking you to close
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our leader vzho was slain tonight in Memphis". At about this 
time her fellow workers appeared concerned and upset about 
their personal safety as set out in her notes and as further 
set out in her notes CARMICHAEL reassured her she would not 
be hurt. After CARMICHAEL assured them they would not be 
harmed he and the group departed and the shop was closed.

She pointed out that at no time during the above 
conversation did she see any one in possession of weapons.

b7C

______  stated the shop was closed at 10:00 p.m, 
but she waited around awhile before leaving with the other 
employees but could not give an exact time of departure. 
She stated that during the course of the evening she only 
looked at a clock at 10:00 p.m. and that the times of the 
related events were strictly an estimate on her part.

MICHAEL 
she was

|was positive 
in the group because 
excited and thrilled

that she had identified CAR- 
she is an admirer of his and 
at seeing him in person.

b7C

A photograph of STOKELY CARi.'-lICHAEL was shown to 
her and she identified the person in the photograph as 
CARMICHAEL and said this was the individual who appeared 
in the shop. ______  said she did not know any of the other
individuals in this group.

| was asked if she would incorporate all of 
the above information into a signed statement at which time 
she said she signed her notes and since they contained es
sentially all she knew, she could see no reason for fur
nishing a signed statement and would stand on her notes 
as her statement. She said she would be willing to testify 
to the information furnished.

6 3
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Date April 10, 1968______1

b7C She has been employed by Eddie Leonard' 
Shop, 2428 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., fo 
of seven months. On April 4, 1968. her nieht 
into the sandwich shop to repay 
ployee some money that she owed to 
rival was around 10:00 p.m. 
after repayin 
shop onto 
back into

s Sandwich 
a period 

_off, she went 
also an em~ 

Tne time of ar- 
She attempted to leave the shop 

however, as she stepped out of the 
14th Street a Negro male, name unknown, waved her 
the shop. Before she re-entered the shop she 

noticed a large group of Negro males walking north on 14 th

b7C

Street toward the shop.

She then re-entered the shop and hid behind a
partition. The other female employees asked her what was
wrong, but she was too scared and nervous to 
time a group of about 25 Negro males entered 
Negro male spoke out, (she did not see him), 
was| She be1ieves______________  
the Negro male continued asking if they were

reply. At this 
the shop. One 
and asked who 
answered, and 
eoing to close

the shop. At this point she recalls no further conversation 
because she was too nervous and had noticed a tall Negro
male holding a knife in his hand over his head. She de
scribed the knife as the type commonly used as a table steak 
knife. She did not observe this individual do anything with 
the knife but hold it over his head. He was one of the group 
which had entered the shop.

The group was comprised of strangers to her. None 
of them frequented the sandwich shop to her knowledge. She 
doubted she would recognize any of the group. After the

n 4/9/68
SAsI

by-------------------

Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
at------  -----k____________________F fie #

—b7C , ,HWJ:cjb 4/9/68
------------------------------------- Date dictated
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group left the sandwich shop all she recalls was that ______
told her to lock the door and gave her the keys to the door. 
________ then telephoned the night supervisor who instructed 

to close the shop.
b7C and all the employees left the shop, got into 

a friend's car and immediately left the area.

is not acquainted with STOKELY CARMICHAEL and 
was unable to recognize a photograph of CARMICHAEL which was 
displayed. She advised the individual whose photograph was 
displayed was not in the group.

6 5
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Date._________ 4/11/68________

On April 8, 1968,

D. C., telephone
Washington, 

who resides in an_apartment above 
]furnished 

STOKELY
residence telephone numb

the following information concerning the activities of 
CARMICHAEL at as well as other activities deemed per
tinent to this investigation:

On the night of Thursday, Apri1 4, 1968, 
noticed from the window of__________  that a large group of Negro
male individuals had congregated on the East side of 14th Street, 
N. W. just North of U Street„ A Representative of this group
entered either the barber shop or Miller’s Carry Out Shop as 
well as the Zanzibar Chinese-American Restaurant- on the East
side of 14th Street and caused these places to close. The
group then crossed 14th Street in the direction of Peoples Drug
Store Number Three and the 1 iquor store to the. North of the drug
store. They then proceeded past_________
adjacent to the North side of
this group then closed the Yankee Tavern.

to the Yankee Tavern 
Representatives of
Before the. departure

of this group from the area of the Yankee Tavern a Negro man in 
the. group waved to The group then walked to Big
Boy's Carry Out Shop in the intersection of 14th and V Streets,
N. W. and closed the establishment, The group then disappeared 
from view.

The only other person in the closed 
the time the described group passed by was employee 

whose home address was not known to I 
telephone number was thought to bo _________________
changes her place of residence often but was believed to reside 
in the vicinity of the Washington Hospital Center. had
informed) that the man who had waved to her as the de

was STOKELY CARMICHAEL.
informed |
cribed group passed

4/8/68 and 
4/10/68On.
SAs

, Washington, D OF.... ° f

by.

____  b7C
ECG:jle
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was
was

not personally acquainted with STOKELY CARMICHAEL and 
unable to recognize him on sight.

b7C

Ten to twenty minutes a.fter the CARMICHAEL group 
disappeared, ____________________________and entered the street
She became interested in two women fighting each other for 
some purpose and remained on the street to watch the action, 

had already left pre- 
 was on the street there 

Negro male individuals who
__________ also heard an instruction 

youths that they should not throw rocks 
could not

When _____________________ ______
sumably for home. While ______
was some rock throwing by younc 
were smashing window 
issued to some of th
through the windows above _______________
identify the source of these instruction

b7C

_  then entered hex' apartment but 
a rock came through her open window. She then left 
merit and entered her automobile which was parked on 
around the corner from 14th Street, N. W. While in 
automobile 
in the local stores was in progress. During this period 
some of the looters solicited the use of ___________ automobile
to transport a number of stolen television sets from the scene 
At this point)(feigned a fainting spell and she was 
left alone by the looters.

before long 
her apar t - 
V Street 
her parked

noted that window breaking and looting 
s in progress. During this

b7C
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b7C
_ | was unable to identify any of these 

individuals in relation to any of the specific activities 
which took place as described above but she recognized 
CARMICHAEL, and ___________ persons who were on 14th Street in 
the vicinity of| _____ Ion the night of April 4, 1968, dur
ing the period of the described incidents which took place.
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Dote r_______ I_____

Washington, D.C., furnished the following information:

On Thursday evening, April 4, 1968, at approxi
mately 10:00 p.m., an unidentified Negro male stopped at

and told him that he had better close
business as there was trouble ’'brewing" later in the 
evening. The unknovm Negro man stated that a group had 
formed at the corner of 14th and U Streets, N.W., and 
was going to cause trouble.

said he stopped, at the front door and
looked north toward 14th and U Streets, N.W. and observed 
a crowd in that area. He then retraced into

and obtained a shotgun and some shells. He stated
that he had determined that none of those "young punks" were 
going to smash his windows and, therefore, stationed him
self at the front door. He said he had made ud his mind 
that he was going to shoot the first person who threw bricks 
or rocks at his window. He continued, as it turned out, 
the crowd of young hoodlums did not bother his place of 
business.

advised he was not in a position to
hear any remarks made inciting these people. He heard 
comments from passers-by that STOKELY CARMICHAEL had been 
talking to the people at 14th and U Streets, N.W., inciting 
them to the subsequent looting and rioting. Ho stated 
that neither the individuals causing the disturbance nor 
the passers-by were known to him.

on 4/8/68 nt Washington, D.C.WFO 62-9737
SAs

smm:dan n , ,, , . , 4/8/68
f_____________I — 1_____________________Date dictated__ u/ __________________
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A photograph of STOKELY CARMICHAEL was 
exhibited to and he advised he did not see
CARMICHAEL in the crowd.

b7C
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information concerning events on night of April 4, 1968:

At 8:00 p.m., April 4, 1968, he and employees of 
his store heard’that Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING had been injured. 
At about 8:15 p.m. they heard KING had died. Shortly thereafter 
100 or more persons led by an undetermined number of negroes 
with "African - bushy haircuts" from other than local neighborhood 
started walking up and down 14th Street and then east on U Street.

b7C
knowledge 

and

Prior to the above an individual known to 
__________ ___________  (upstairs) told______  

|to go home as there might be trouble 
had apparently receivedto

of trouble
his employees could protect themselve

a friend,

b7C

Later that night the crowd

clS 
and others

advanced

told and his
employees to close the store because, of Dr. KING'S death.
No one in particular gave the orders, although stated
STOKELY CARMICHAEL could be seen diagonally across the inter
section of 14th and U Streets standing near Dr. KING'S head
quarters on N. W. corner. | |did not see CARMICHAEL with
a weapon of any kind. ______ (closed the store between 8:30 an
9:00 p.m. because of the crowd and to avoid trouble.

(.1

late 
than

_ said the age of 
teens to twenty-five, 
five persons in a group.

the crowd appeared to range from 
said there were never less

, 4/8/68 Washington, Do C. - WFO 62-9737
i________ _ ___________________ *  _______________ .G2.  /__________________________________ r 11 e -rr  ______________________ _____________________________
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b7C
Telephone _  

Incorporated, 1941 14th 
furnished the following 
night of April 4, 1968:

_ an employee of Carter's Liquors, 
Street, N.W., Telephone DU7-7600, 
information concerning events on

At 8:00 p.m., he and other employees heard that 
Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING had been injured and about 8:15 p.m. 
that Dr. KING had died. Shortly thereafter, 100 or more 
persons led by an undetermined number of Negroes with 
’’African bush haircuts" from other than the local neighborhood 
started walking up and down 14th Street and then east on 
U Street.

The crowd later came to Carter’s Liquors and told
the employees to close the store because of Dr. KIJ 
death. No special person gave any orders although

IG's

could see STOKELY CARMICHAEL across the intersection of

b7C

14th and U Streets standing near Dr. KING’S headquarters 
did not see CARMICHAEL with 

a weapon of any kind.

_________ [believed the crowd 
teens to twenty-five years of age. __________|and other
employees and closed the store and
went home around 8:30 to 9:OU p.m. because of the crowd 
and in hopes of avoiding any trouble.

to range from late

,4/8/68 o, Washington, D.C.File, WFO 62-9737

by|7ZZZ__ JLE: skt Dot. aictotcd4/9/68
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b7C Telephone| an employee of Carter’s Liquors,
Incorporated, 1941 14th Street, N.W., Telephone DU7-7600, 
furnished following information concerning events on night
of April 4, 1968:

At 8:00 pom0, he and other employees heard that 
Dr, MARTIN LUTHER KING had been injured and about 8:15 p.m0 
that Drc KING had died, Shortly thereafter, 100 or more 
persons led by an undetermined number of Negroes with 
’’African bush haircuts” from other than local neighborhood 
started walking up and down 14th Street and then east on 
U Streeto

b7C

The crowd later came to Carter’s Liquors and told 
the employees to close the store because of Dro KING’S 
death, No special person gave any orders although he 
could see STOKELY CARMICHAEL across the intersection of 
14th and U Streets standing near Dre KING’S headquarters 
on the N,W. corner, _______ did not see CARMICHAEL with a
weapon of any kind.

18 to 25O 
closed the

believed the crowd to range in age from 
and other employees and

and went home between 8:30 pom. and
9:00 poiiio because of the crowd and in hope of avoiding 
trouble.

On.

by_

4/8/68 nt Washington, DcC,fiIea WFO 62-9737 
SAs b7c

JLL: skt____ Date dictated 4/9/68
loaned to your ogency;This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and

it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

nntft 4/8/68

Phoenix Society
Thrift Shop, 2005 14th Street, N. W., advised that about 
8 PM on Thursday night, April 4, 1968, he closed the 
thrift shop»

He noticed a group of Negro males walking south
on 14th Street and saw them enter into Peoples*  Krug 
Store at 14th and U Street, N*  W. He. stated that upon 
'closing, it was necessary for him to circle the block 
to get home and he noticed another large groun marcliing 
north on 14th Street, south of U Street, N. W, Ke said 
there was much hollering going on but he did not hear .any 
specific words anyone said.

said be did not know if STOKELY
CARlilCHAEL was in either group. No one told him to close 
the thrift shop but he closed it at its usual time.

On File#—:__________

SAs

J45ZS/.11W___ -.Date dictated____A/-3/-

This document confoins neiJher recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. Ji is the properly of th& FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
it ond its contents are not To be distributed ouTside your agency. ,
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

nn(R 4/8/63

advised that he was in the shop on
the evening of April A-f 1963. He left the shop between 
8 and 8:30 PM inasmuch as it was the usual closing time, 
however, he forgot something and returned to the shop 
between 9:30 and 10:00 and immediately left.

noticed that on both occasions the streets
were crowded but no one said anything to him and his shop 
suffered no damage.

o n 4/3/63—a _______ -____f i I e # HEO -&3-M32________ :______

by_.. EVS/llw Date dictated. 4/8/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the F_BI ond Is loaned to your agency; -
it end its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
4/8/63

_________________________  advised that on Thursday evening, 
April 4, 1968, an unidentified voinan opened the door and 
told her that MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., had been shot. b7C

___noticed groups of men walking on 
the street, so insnediately closed the carry out. She 
called for her husband to come and pick her up. She waited 
in the restaurant until approximately 2 AM before her 
husband could get to the restaurant to pick her up.
No one said anything to her about closing the restaurant nor 
caused any damage to her restaurant.

on_. 4/8/68 at Washington, D, C,______ .___ .
a A* b7C

-
rre‘f r*  i 'iMb/ j

Filea WFO 62-9732______________ _

Date dictated_________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI I* is the properly of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
it and Ils contents are not to ba distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date.__April 9, 1968_____
1

Meyers Sunoco Service
2125 14th Street, N.W., advised that he was on duty at thi
station during the night shift'on Thursday, April 4, 1968.

b7C

■During the evening, after word had been spread that 
Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. had been killed, small groups of 
young Negro men and Negro boys milled around,-walking up and 
down 14th Street and walking past the station. On one 
occasion, at about 10:30 p.m., someone from such a group 
yelled out that he had better close up. ______ said he was
busy servicing a car at the time, did not look up, and does 
not know who made the statement. No threat accompanied the 
above remark and______did not close the station at that time
but waited until almost 11 p.m., the usual closing time, 
before he actually closed the station, | said that at
no time in the evening did he see what he would consider to 
be any organized group near his station.

When the above remark was overheard, 
only person on duty in the station.

was the

b7C ______ (stated that although he would probably 
recognize STOKELY CARMICHAEL if he sax? him, CARMICHAEL, to 
his knowledge, was not a member of any of the small groups 
which passed the station that evening,

on---- 4W68--- ot ----- ------ File *—WE9-62-97-37-----------
■ SAs  b7C

by_____________  Dot*  dictated_______ ________________________ -__

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned.to your agency:

it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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1 Date 4/11/68

b7C

Washington. D, CL. advised that he is the owner oil___________
Washington,

D. C. He related that he was at the store during the evening 
of April 4, 1968, and at approximately 8:00 p.m. a group of 
four or five teenagers, plus an unidentified Negro male, 
stopped at the door and told him to close up. _________|said
he subsequently closed up at 9:00 p.m., and could furnish 
no further pertinent information. He stated he could not 
identify STOKELY CARMICHAEL as having been with the group 
that told him to close up.

on 4/10/68 ot Washington, D. C,Fj।e# WFO 62-9737
SAS b7c

------- '---------------- JAV:laa--------------' 4/11/68
by___________________________________ :______________________D a te o i eta tea__________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond Is loaned Io your agency; 
it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1

b7C

4/11/68
Date

D. C. He stated he was working at the store'; on the. evening
of April 10, 1968, and observed essentially the same as
related by| |stated he knows STOKELY CARMICHAEL
by sight, and he (CARMICHAEL) definitely was not in the group 
that told to close up.

4/10/68 Washington, D. C, Cll WFO 62-9737
____________ ,_______ at________________________________________________ r i I o it-____________________________________________

This document contains neither re c.omni endc Hons nor conclusion?, of the FBI. Il is the property of the FBI and Is loonea to your

it end iis cuntar.Ss are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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4/10/68

b7C

_____ ______________ Silver Spring, 
Maryland, advised that he is the owner of|

Washington, D, C. He 
stated that he was not at this store on Thurs d ay, Apri1 4, 1968, 
however at 7:30 pom. he received a telephone call from his 
employee,_________ ______________ ________________________ Washington,
D. C. She was working alone at
She told him that a whole gang came in and told her to leave 
as they were going to tear the place apart. He told her to 
get outo He advised that when he went to his store on April 5, 
1968 he found all the windows busted and the stock missing.

on 4/9/68 ot Washington, D. C.Fileu WFO 62-9737
SAs b7 c

|-- JAV:j1e 4/9/68
by D ate dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your ogency:

it end its contents are not to be distributed outside your ogency.
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1 On,. 4/U/68

b7C

b7C

Apartment)_____[Washington, D. C., telephone number
furnished the following information:

|advised that she is employed!I

______ Washington, D. C., and was working alone at the shop 
during the evening of April 4, 1968. She stated that at 
approximately 8:00 p.m. several unidentified persons came 
running into the shop and told her that the Reverend MARTIN 
LUTHER KING, JR,, had been shot. Shortly thereafter other 
unidentified persons came in and related that KING was dead.

At approximately 9:45 p.m. a small group of 
unidentified teenagers entered the shop and told her to close 
it up. About five or ten minutes later, a small group of 
older, unidentified Negro males came in and again told her 
to close up.

began closing up at approximately 
10:05 p.m., but before the door was locked, a window was 
broken by the crowd that had formed outside. She immediately 
locked the door and vacated the premises at approximately 
10:10 p.m.

________ J was unable to identify STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
by name or photograph as having been in the groups that told 
her to close up, but she did hear unidentified persons in the 
crowd say that CARMICHAEL was in a group at 14th and U 
Streets, N. W., telling shop keepers to close up.

advised she would be willing to testify 
in court concerning tne above information..

On 4/10/68 nt Washington, D„ C.FiU# WFO 62-9737
SAS b7C

7-------------------------- JAV-.laa----------  n , , ,4/10/68
by_________________________________________________________ Date dictated__________________________

Ihis document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. II is the properly of lhe FBI and Is l(3&ned Io your agency; 

it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C

b7C

1 Pain APr11 8> 1968

Neighbor
hood GrillJ 1/34 14th Street, N.W., advised that on the
evening of April 4, 1968, he had noticed people milling 
around on the street in front of the Neighborhood Grill 
and fearing that they might become unruly he had closed 
his business. No one told him to close; he did not see 
anyone trying to incite others to burn, loot, or commit 
other illegal activities. He did not observe any march 
along 14th Street.

_____ A photograph of STOKELY CARMICHAEL was exhibited 
to|_________who advised to his knowledge CARMICHAEL was
not present in the crowd on April 4, 1968.

nn4/8/68 nt Washington, D.C.Fj|e# WFO 62-9737__________
SAs/ b7C

________________________ jld:dan 4/8/68
b y__________________________________________________ _______ Datedicfoted

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of 'he FBI. U is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
It ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency. _ A
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4/8/68

b7C

1
Date

advised that on
April 4, not is of business until
11:00 p.m. No one told him to close. He did not see any
one urging anyone else to break windows, set fires, or 
loot, nor did he observe any march or procession. There 
was a crowd milling about but it appeared to be orderly. 
He observed no one who seemed to be the leader of the
crowd. He commented that things did not get rough in the 
neighborhood until the following day.

b7C A photograph of STOKELY CARMICHAEL was exhibited 
to and he advised he did not see CARMICHAEL in the 
crowd on April 4, 1968.

F., „ WFO 62-9737 rile ___ __________

4/8/68

nn 4/8/68_____ot Washington, D.C.
SAs b7C

jId:dan ------------- --- ---
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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n_. 4/10/68

b7C
advised that she is the owner of

Arlington. Virginia,

___ ___ __________________________ Washington, D. C. She stated 
that she had closed this place of business on Thursday, April 4, 
1968 at 7:00 pom. No one came to her and requested the closing 
of this store. She had not noticed any unusual incidents in
the store or its vicinity prior to when she left at 7:00 p.m. 
She advised that her store had been completely destroyed after 
she had left.

On 4/9/68 At Washington, n r Fi| WFO 62-9737
SAs-----------------------b7c

[JAVzjle 4/9/68
b y  Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the F Bi ond is loaned to your agency: 

it ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date.______________ 4/8/OS

b7C

_________________________ advised that on April 4, 1968, she had 
left her establishment about 10:00 p.m. She observed people 
mil11ng around on 14th Street, but she did not observe any 
march ox*  procession nor did she notice anyone trying to get 
others to burn, break windows, or loot.

On-----------4/8/68--- a*-- Washi-ngton-y—IX»—C,--------- File #---- 62-3737-------- -----
________________________ b7C

SAs ___________________________ I
by LlUi Date dictated_______ 4/8/GS___________
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your oyency:

it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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4/10/68

b7C

~| Washington, D. C. advised as 
follows:

At approximately 8:00 p.m., April 4, 1968, he was at 
the lounge preparing to open but after hearing that Dr. KING 
had been killed, decided to remain closed for the evening in 
respect for Dr. KING. A disturbance had erupted at a Peoples 
Drug Store at 14th and U Streets and a large crowd had gathered 
on 14th Street. Shortly after 8:00 p.m. he observed an individual 
whom he recognized as STOKELY CARMICHAEL , standing in front 
of the lounge talking with some other Negroes. He heard 
CARMICHAEL say words to the effect that "we must get these 
young fellows off the street before this crowd gets out of hand".

Idid not see CARMICHAEL do anything else or say 
anything else and could furnish no additional information in 
this regard.

On.„.4/8/68 ai Washington, D. C.__________ File #______WFO 62-9737________
S■ - b 7 C .

WPG:jle 4/9/68
b y  ______________________________________________________ __ Dote dictated

This c'o-umer.t conjoint neither recom.r,er,cations nor conclusions of the r!5l. It is the property of the FBI end is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents o’f not to be distributed outside your agency.
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4/10/68

b7C

[Washington, D. C., advised that on April 4, 1968, about 
9:00 p.m. some men came in the restaurant and told him to close 
in honor of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING. There were few customers 
and he ordered them out and closed the restaurant. He could 
not recognize the men who came in and does not know STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL. At about 9:30 p.m. the front windows of the 
restaurant were broken.

Also present during the interview were| 
employee, and ________________________________ who both assented

b7c to the statement | |

A photograph of STOKELY CARMICHAEL was exhibited to 
the above individuals, but none could identify CARMICHAEL as 
any one of the men who told to close on April 4, 1968.

on 4/8/68 Washington. D. C. Files 62-9737
SAsI T b7C

1 ECB:jle 4/9/68
by Dote dictated

the property of the FBI ond Is loaned to your agency:This document contains neither recommendotions nor conclusions of the FBI. It is

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 8? -
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Reese Barber Shop, 2009
14th Street, No W., advised that on Thursday night, 
April 4, 1968, at approximately 7:30 PM, a man believed 
to be STOKELY CARMICHAEL and 14 or 15 other Negroes, opened 
the barber shop door and advised that they were asking 
all store owners to close in respect to the death of ■ 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. The barber shop usually closes 
at 8:00 PM and had already taken steps to close at that 
time. The group with CARMICHAEL did not enter the barber 
shop nor stay in the doorway for over a few seconds.

The barber shop was open on Friday and Saturday
and was not victimized in the riots.

A photograph of STOKELY CARMICHAEL was exhibited
who stated he could not say for sure whether

STOKELY CARMICHAEL was in the above group that came to his 
store and asked him to close on April 4, 1968.

4/8/68 , Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
1---------------------------o ।________________ ______________________ F i I e *_________________

SAs K/
EVS/llw

Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your ogency; 
It ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your ogency.
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4/12/681 Date,

___________On Anri 19.1 968. ______ ____  
furnished the following

information concerning events on the night of Thursday, April 4, 
1968:

had been serving customers between 9:00
p.m. and 9:30 p.m. when a crowd of from 20-30 Negroes came to 
the restaurant and told her to close because of the death of

b7C Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING. Various individuals in the crowd stated 
if she did not close they would have to close for her. She 
could not identify any of the people in the crowd and noted 
they were not familiar to her as individuals who frequent the 
neighborhood. She stated she does not know STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

On April 11, 1968,____________|was exhibited a photo
graph of STOKELY CARMICHAEL and she advised she did not see 
CARMICHAEL in the above crowd.

4/9/68 and
On 4/11/68 nt Washington, D. C. Fain*  WFO 62-9737

SAs b7C
JLE:jle 4/11/68

by------ ----- ;__________________________________ .____ _____ - Date dictated_________________ ,________

is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. II
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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April 12, 1968

employee, Dottie's Delicatessen,
2217 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., advised that 
a group of about 100 persons came up 14th Street, N.W. 
during the evening of April 4, 1968, and indicated to 
him that the store should be closed because of the death 
of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. He said the store was 
closed. He said he knows who STOKELY CARMICHAEL is but 
did not see him in this group or on that day.

nn 4/8/68 Washington, D.C.Fi|e# WFO 62-9737
SAsJ

by------------ ian Date dictated 4/11/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency 

it ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. Q ft
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Dote
4/8/68

telephone, ____________Iwas interviewed and advised
on April 4, 1968, while he was |of

the Republic Theater at 1353 U Street, N, W., Washington, 
D. C., at about 9:30 PM, a group of 50 - 75 young Negro 
males gathered in the lobby of the theater. He advised 
that this group was led by 1three or four men, including 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL. ________stated at this time he was in
the box office selling tickets to the theater patrons and 
then immediately discontinued the sale of tickets. 
He stated that upon the 
theater, they shattered 
doors of the theater.

home 
that

b7C

entrance of the crowd into the 
a pane of glass in one of the front

An individual walked up to the box office whom 
~| described as a Negro male, about 25 years of age, 

small of stature, dark complexion, wearing sport coat and 
hat. who had a "vicious” look on his face and said to 
________ "close the theater." advised that he 
assumed that this man was one of the leaders of the group. b7C
Although he could not be positive of this, he stated he 
did not recognize the individual but that he thought he 
could recognize him if he saw him again.

Following the remark made by the above described 
individual,! stated that he looked into the crowd
and spotted STOKELY CARMICHAEL standing in the background. 
CARMICHAEL, at this time, looked at 
negative type nodding motion with his head and told

 "don’t worry, nothing will happen to you."

and made a

________ | further advised that the group remained in 
the lobby for a period of 12 to 15 minutes, during this 
time shouting black power slogans. They then were led out 
by the leaders to proceed to the Lincoln Theater, located

b7C

on 4/8/68 ot Washington,. D. C.n|o# ppp 62-9737
CJ A „ '/'/ r b 7 C^AsJ// jr/J*

. JFW:llw 4/8/68
by________ ___ _ \ —1_______________ Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of Hie FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond Is loaned io your agency; 
it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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in the 1200 block of U Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

b7C ___ concluded by advising that with the 
exception of STOKELY CARMICHAEL, he did not know the 
identities of any of the other individuals present,,

-2-
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Date
4/11/68

b7C On April 10, 1968,
________ __________________ Apartment_____telephone number 

ot the Lincoln Theatre, 1250 U Street, N. W. , 
the following information:

furni shed

p.m.
persons 
the lobby 
the

b7C

__ advised that approximately 9:30 
Thursday evening, April 4, 1968, a crowd of about 300 
primarily consisting of young Negro males walked into 
of the movie theatre and walked through the aisles of 
theatre, saying ’’Close the theatre” and/or "let’s close the theatre”,

stated that he did not think the mood of the crowd 
was "vicious” in view of the fact that no damage was done to 
either the exterior or interior of the theatre and also from 
the fact that the crowd moved in an orderly fashion. ____

|stated that it appeared that this crowd had no particu
lar leadership and he also advised that no single individual 
approached him to tell him to close the theatre. He advised 
that some people in the crowd stated that they would be back 
but did not make any specific threat of violence. _____________
also advised that he did not recognize any individual, in the 
crowd and he added that he knows STOKELY CARMICHAEL and ________

|along with other "lieutenants” of Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) from the fact that SNCC Headquarters 
had been located directly across the street- and that CARMICHAEL 
and others had frequented the theatre. concluded
by stating that he did close the theatre because of the crowd 
and from the fact that they had disrupted the audience to the 
point that the audience left the theatre. stated
that none of his employees were intimidated or threatened by 
the crowd.

TT

On 4/10/68 o, Washington, D, C.________ File# WFO 62-9737__________
SAs] r-------------- ---------- b7CJAM:jle 4/10/68

by Dote dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI end is loaned to yxLf? agency: 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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nnto 4/8/68

 advised 
that his office was opened Thursday evening, April 4, 
1968, at about 9.30 PM when disturbances erupted on 
U Street, N. ¥/. 1 stated that he observed
a group of about 50 individuals, primarily consisting
of young Negro males, none of whom he recognized’, walking 
down U Street, but that he was not bothered by this 
group nor were any of his properties in the area
damaged.

____  stated that he knows STOOL Y 
CARMICHAEL from the fact that up until Wednesday 'evening. 
April 3, 1968, SNCC headquarters was located~| He advised, however, tiff he did not see CARMI CH AEL 
in the above mentioned group of individuals.

b7C

b7C

On 

by.

4/8/68 nt Washington, D. C. f,io#WFQ 62-9737_____________

SAs
b7C

JAMlllw__Date dictated^/S/GS.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. II Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; 

it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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4/8/63
Dot e___________________________________

b7C _________________
employee of ths Jumbo Nut Shop,

1361 U Street, N.v/., advised of the following information:

On April 4, 1968, at -approximately 9 p.m.', a 
group of young Negroes entered the shop and demanded that 
the store be closed down because of the death of Dr. 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR, She advised that she refused to 
close the shop and the group then departed the shop. A 
short while later, they retui'ned and again dema-aded that 
the shop be closed. Cue of the group, whom she could not 
identify, stated in a very threatening manner, that they 
would give her five minutes to close the store. She stated 
that she became scared at this threat, closed the store down, 
and went home.

She advised that she does not know any of the 
group that came into the store, although she recognized 
three or four of them, as being from the neighborhood. She 
described the group as young hoodlums.

b7C

further advised that STOKSLY CARMICHAEL 
was not in the group that entered the store and demanded that it be closed. She stated that the diop is owned byf 

who was not in the store during 
this time.--------------

It was noted that 
interview of 
too fluently.

assisted in the 
since she does not speak English

, 4/8/68 ot Washington, D.C.fiiea VTFO 62-9737

n j• , t □ 4/8/68Dote dictated_________ _______

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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1 pnto April 8, 1968

b7C
_______________ advised SAs| T
_________________ that he was in his place of business on
the evening of Thursday. April 4, 1968. At approximately 
10:00 p.m., _____  advised, a large group of colored persons
entered his shop and asked him to close his place of busi
ness in deference to the recent death of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, JR.

| stated that he was frightened and that he 
immediately closed his place of business, not so much in 
deference to the death of Dr. KING, but due to the size of 
the crowd which he said was so large that it could not get 
inside his place of business.

_____ | stated that he was unable to recognize or 
identify any individual in this group.

___ A photograph of STOKELY CARMICHAEL was exhibited 
to|------ and he advised he did not see CARMICHAEL in the
crowd on April 4, 1968.

on 4/8/68 o} Washington, DOC.
SA; b7C

by.
REW: smm:dan

WFO 62-9737

n .. t . 4/8/68
Date dictated________________ _________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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April 8, 1968

b7C __________advised SAs
that he was here alone in his office throughout the entire 
evening and night of Thursday, April 4, 1968, and was not 
visited by any person or group of persons.

on 4/8/68 ot Washington, D„ C.________ File# V/FO 62-9737

SAs
by.___________

b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

: smm Dote dictated 4/8/68
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n„„ April 8, 1968

b7C advisedSAsf _ ] xna c
he resides irF| |at this location and
that on the evening of Thursday, April 4, 1968, he spent 
the night at this location and was not visited by any person 
or group of persons asking him or threatening him to close 
his office-.

on 4/8/68 at Washington, D„ C.File #______WFO 62-9737________

SAs b7C
by____ _SBim__________________ Dote dictated_________4/8/68_______________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

it end its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date
4/9/68

b7C

b7C

advised

employee of the Washington Field
Office. Federal Bureau of Investigation, who resides at______

Washington, D. C., Apartment
that at approximately 1:30 a.m., April 5, 1968, he was awakened 
by the noise of a crowd outside his apartment building- and 
observed a group of approximately 100 young people standing at 
the intei'section of 14th and Euclid Streets, N. W.

He described the mood of the crowd as being ugly but 
apparently leaderless, and stated there were many young girls 
in the group. He estimated the ages of the young people in 
this group ranged from 10 or 11 years old to 20 or 21 years of 
age.

For approximately one hour the crowd milled around 
the intersection of 14th and Euclid Streets throwing rocks and 
bottles which exploded on impact. Several times during this 
interval, police cars came into the area and the crowd scattered, 
running West on Euclid Street toward 16th Street, N. W.

After retreating west on Euclid Street, the crowd 
stopped, and on at least one occasion he observed youths 
throwing rocks and fire bombs towards the police officers. 
The police then withdrew from the area and the crowd surged 
back to the intersection.

By this time, according to|____________ the plate
glass in the store fronts at this intersection had been smashed 
and the crowd had thrown rocks at the traffic signal in an 
attempt to put the traffic light out of commission. He noted 
that some looting also took place during this period, partic
ularly from a grocery store located at this intersection.

On 4/5/68 af Washington, D. C.F1U# WFO 62-9737

SA tab b7c 4/5/68
by............... ....................................................................................__......... D ate dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond Is loaned to your agency; 
it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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At approximately 3:00 a.m., a group of individuals 
entered the grocery store and set fire to it on the inside. 
Two other stores were also entered and fires were set inside 
the premises. A small store owned by a Negro which is located 
beside the grocery store was damaged by flames and smoke from 
the fire set in the grocery store.

b7C

The fire department was called and was able to bring 
all of the fires under control quickly. When the firemen 
arrived at the scene, the crowd backed off and allowed the 
fires to be put out.

___estimated that from approximately 1:30 
a.m. until 3:00 a.m. at least 100 fire bombs were thrown in 
the immediate area of 14th and Euclid Streets, N. W. He 
stated he did not know how children as small as some he had 
observed in the crowd knew how to make fire bombs or were 
able to obtain the materials necessary, unless older teenagers 
in the crowd or young adults instructed them. In this connec
tion he was of the opinion that those involved were from the 
immediate neighborhood, however, he did not recognize any 
children he knew.

He further advised that to his knowledge, no private 
homes or apartment houses were damaged in this area and he 
knew of no personal injuries sustained by any members of the 
crowd or members of the police department.

He recalled that at one point in this disorder, a 
large barrel similar to the type used by the Highway Depart

ment to store sand for emergencies during the winter months, 
was rolled out into the middle of the street. Three cars 
were stopped by the youths, however, no attempt was made to 
molest the occupants, and after a short interval, each car was 
allowed to continue on its way. He was unable to ascertain if 

the occupants of these cars were white or Negro.

1 0 2
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b7C _ | further advised that many adults came 
out of their homes and watched the entire episode, however, 
none of the older residents in the community attempted to 
take part in the vandalism. On the other hand, none of the 
adults present made any effort to stop the actions of the 
young people x'esponsible for the disturbance.
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b7C

b7C

b7C

1; bma April 11, 1968

____________ S i vpr Spring, Ir o '
__________  employed as

________________|for ABC, Washington, D. C., at about 8:45 p.m. 
on the night of April 4, 1968, while in the offices of ABC, 
1124 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., received a report that STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL was in the area of the headquarters of the "Poor 
Peoples' March On Washington" at 14th and U Streets, N.W., 
and that there was some kind of a disturbance going on there.

_______| and his partner ______________________  
employee immediately headed for that. area. They approached 

the area of 14th and U Streets at an estimated 10:00 or 10:30 
p.m., and noted a throng of people in the area. ______ looked
toward the headquarters of the "March" but did not see CAR
MICHAEL though he would have recognized him on sight.

continued to cruise in this area with________
passing the intersection of 14th and U on three different oc
casions, and noted crowds of people shouting and chanting, as 
they broke store windows and began looting. ______  took no
pictures because the area was dark, and he feared to throw a 
light on the scene. He noticed no groups of marchers 
questing stores and theatres to close in honor of Dr. 
At no time did he see CARMICHAEL. After leaving 14th 

parked on 16th Street between S and 
N.W., to watch developments, A short time later they 
by ABC employees

KING. 
Street, 
T Streets, 
were met

__________ _______ ________ did not go into the 14th and U Streets 
area, but______ who is colored, went into that area on several
occasions after ioiningl and had been in that area earlier.
____________________________later cruised in the area of 14th and
Harvard Streets, N.W., around midnight of April 4 and noticed 
large crowds of looters running in all directions. Later they 
toured the 14th and Swann Streets area. At no time during the 
night of April 4 did see CARMICHAEL.

4/9/68 Washington, D. C.
O n o t________________________

This document contains • neilher recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

WFO 62-9737
File #.________________________________

Date d i eta te d A/10/68__________
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n , April 11, 1968Dote r_________’_______

b7C

I____________ __________________  residence
telephone employed as___________ by ABC, on Thurs
day, the night of April 4, arrived by motorcycle in the 

where he expected to 
___ Not locating 
Poor Peoples1 March 
thinking
arrived in the above 
to the "March" head

vicinity of 14th and U Streets, N.W, 
join up with ABC employee]___________  
in the vicinity he went first to the 
Headquarters at 1401 U Street, N.W., 
possibly be there. When first 
area he noticed that two stores next

might

quarters had been broken into, and there were crowds.of 
people roaming the streets. At "March" headquarters he was 
met by a "priest" who told him no one vzas there, that they 
were keeping their doors locked, and not allowing people in.

that
| knows STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

he did not see him in the area. It

b7C

by sight, but stated 
vzas obvious to him

that people were looting in the area but he did not see any 
people marching on 14th Street, N.W., demanding that stores 
and theatres be closed. Not finding] "[returned to
ABC offices at 1124 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., where he later 
learned that______ vzas stationed at 16th and Swann Streets,
N.W., joining him and at that location at about
10:30 p.m.

b7C

_______ [stated that being colored he had no hesitancy 
about being in and out of the disturbed areas on the night of 
April 4, 1968, and that he was in and out of the 14th and U 
Streets area on his motorcycle numerous times up until about 
2:00 a.m. April 5, 1968. At no time did he see CARMICHAEL.

stated that at 9:00 p.m. nearly all of the stores 
in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets were already closed. He 
assumed that the theatres in the area were still open at that 
time, but paid no attention to them as he was concentrating

On______

SAs
4/9/68 Washington, D. C. 

o t.
WFO 62-9737

File #__________________

by.
TAM: cjb

b7C
4/10/68

Dote dictated____________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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on finding _______________________________________
He could furnish no information of 

additional significance to this matter.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b7C

b7C

1 r>nte April 11, 1968

Silver Spring, Maryland, residence telephone em-
ployed by ABC, advised that he and his partner, ABC employee 

1 were in ABC offices on Connecticut Avenue, at 
between 8:30 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. on the night of April 4, 1968, 
when they learned there was trouble brewing in the vicinity 
of 14th and U Streets, N.W.

_________  in an automobile with________proceeded to 
the area, and cruised around for a short time. ________ noted
numerous groups of persons yelling and breaking store windows 
and beginning to loot merchandise from the store windows in 
the area.
would not have recognized him had he seen him

does not know CARMICHAEL by sight and

_________[remained with_______until 
of the morning of April 5, but could add no 
mation concerning CARMICHAEL.

the early hours 
additional infor-

4/9/68 Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
On_________ _ot . ... _______ _File #__________________

SAs.l ~~| b7c
_______________HAM: c j b________________ 4/10/68 

b y___ __________________________________ _____________________ _ Dote dictated
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b7C

b7C

April 11, 19681

vicinity of 14th and Swann Streets, N.W., at about 11:00 p.m. 
When they arrived at this location from ABC offices on Con
necticut Avenue, the police would not permit them to go any 
further north on 14th Street. They began cruising in the 
general area of 13th and 12th Streets, N.W., staying in the 
area until approximately 2:00 a.m. on the morning of April 5, 
1968.

_________ | stated that he knows STOKELY CARMICHAEL when 
he saw him, but did not see him on the night of April 4. 
Neither he nor_______ were able to get into the area of 14th
and U Streets, and he could offer no additional significant
information.

_ 4/9/68 Washington, D. C. .... „ WFO 62-9737
SAs ----------------------- bIC

.  TAM:cjb _ ( , 4/10/68
by_________ ________________________________________________Dote dictated__________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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*>
D nte April 11, 1968

Maryland residence telephone employed as
by ABC, on April 4^ 968. at about 11:00 p.m.,

along with fellow employee arrived in
the vicinity of 14th and Swann Streets, N.W. They had been 
working together all day on April 4, 1968, but not in con
nection with the disturbances which broke out in Washington 
during the night of April 4. They left the offices of 
together to go to the above area, and remained in the vicinity 
until 2:00 a.m., April 5, 1968. However, by the time they 
arrived, the area on 14th Street, north of Swann Street had 
been sealed off by police and they never got in the vicinity 
of 14th and U Streets, N.W.

knows CARMICHAEL by sight, but did not see
him on the night of April 4, 1968. He could furnish no ad
ditional pertinent information.

, 4/9/68 t Washington, D. C.FHe#WFO 62-9737

SAs
C b Date dictated 4/10/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond Is loaned to your agency;
It ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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by

1 April 11, 1968
- Dale Kt______

Virgi nia. residence telephone! [employed
by ABC, arrived at the corner of 14th 

on the night
He had been requested to join| 

at that location. Unable to find
~|car in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, _____

[returned to ABC offices on Connecticut Avenue, N.W., 
and after making contact with joined him on 16th
Street,

as_____________________
Street and U Street, N.W., at about 10:00 p.m. 
of April 4, 1968.

N.W., at about 11:00 p.m.

b7C

Unable to 
U Streets,

Find

knows CARMICHAEL by sight, but did not 
see him on the night of April 4. He saw no groups marching 
on 14th Street demanding that stores or theatres be closed, 

(remained with the rest of the night.

, 4/9/68 Qf Washington, D. C. F1|e# WFO 62-9737

SAs b7C
TA — ■I:cjb

Date dictated
4/10/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
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1

The Washington Daily News 
1013 13th Street, N.W.

b7C

b7C

b7C

b7C-

advi sed that reporter]was
on the scene in the vicinity of 14th Street and U Street, N.W. 
on the night of Thursday, April 4, 1968, covering the activ
ities there for the paper.

Later in the day on April 8, 1968, ________________
telephonically contacted the Washington Field Office and ad
vised SA ~| that he had been working in the vicinity
of 14th and U Streets on the night of April 4, 1968. He 
stated that he estimated that he was in the area from around 
9:00 p.m. on, but stated that he did not see any group of 
men marching on 14th Street and demanding that stores and 
theatres close because of the death of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING.

| stated that at the time he was in the vicinity 
of 14th and U Streets, N.W., on the night of April. 4, he did 
not know STOKELY CARMICHAEL by sight but mentioned that while 
he was in that area, a colored man came up to him and asked 
him what time it was. He said that when he returned to his 
office he observed a photograph of CARMICHAEL, a nd felt it 
was CARMICHAEL who asked him for the time. |could fur
nish no additional information concerning the activities or 
statements of the man who had requested the time of him, as he 
had not previously noticed this man, and took no subsequent 
notice of him.

]could fur-

Daily News, advised SAs
The Washington 

on April 8,
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1968, that the paper had assigned]________________ |to the campus
of Howard University on April 5, 1968, to cover the memorial 
services for Dr. KING held there on that date.

b7c stated, however, that_________ had been "kicked off the Campus
at that time, resulting in the paper having no coverage of the 
reported appearance of CARMICHAEL on the campus durino the 
memorial service. He stated for that reason_________ would
be unable to furnish any information concerning CARMICHAEL 
in connection with the above occasion.

1 i %
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1

United Press International Newspictures 
1013 13th Street, N.W,

b7C On April 8, 1968,| _______ _________ | United
Press International (UPI) Photos (.newspictures) , Washington 
Bureau, 1013 13th Street, N.W., was interviewed by SAs|

advised that
his office had no coverage of CARMICHAEL on the night of 
April 4, 1968. He stated further that UPI Photos had not cov
ered the memorial services for Dr. KING on the campus of Howard 
University on the afternoon of April 5, 1968.
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WHW.cjb 
1

_______________ I Silver Spring, Maryland, telephonically ad
vised SA___________________________________________ __________
____________________________________________________ Apr i1 8,
1968, concerning the civil rights disturbance in Washing
ton. D. C.. on the evening oF Anril 4. 1968.1

b7C

expected back on April 11, 1968. 
he

land 
advised that

[which was a sketch ot the high points ot the lite 
ot MARTIN LUTHER KING. stated, and verified
the statement with fellow employees, that ______________

 had not sent anyone to cover the disturbance on 
Thursday night, April 4, 1968.

was based solely on information gleaned from the wire 
services and from acticles appearing in the New York Times 
and the Washington Post.
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Martin Luther King 
juoot Across A anon

WASHINGTON, D.C.
A sturmed America faces up tilts week 

to the implications of near-insurrection.
While mourners march in Memphis, an 

urgent joint session of the U.S, Congress 
meets Monday night to hear President 
Johnson’s appeal for “constructive action, 
instead of destructive action, in this time 
of national need.”

While the Rev. Martin Luther King, 
Jr., is laid to rest in Atlanta, the leaders 
of some 50 U.S. cities cope with the after
math of Negro violence unleashed by the 
assassination in Memphis, violence which 
swept from San Francisco to the very 
gates of the White House.

J America learned last week, months 
before it fully expected to. that it can 
happen here, the kind of terror and in- 

■ sensate violence that has rent such far- 
off cities as Caracas and Algiers, Santo 
Domingo and Saigon. Most places it was 
the same old story—-predominantly looting, 
then young Negroes setting fire io Negro 
districts. While the death toll, both black 
and white, was relatively small, hundreds 
were injured, thousands arrested.

In New York City’s Harlem, an aged 
cripple is trapped on an upper floor of a 
fire-bombed building and dies when fire
men finally get him to a hospital. In Tal
lahassee, Fla., 13-year-old Travis Crow, 
Jr., dies as well in another fire-bombed 
building while, a few blocks away, a small 
band of snipers on the campus of Florida 
A & M University keep policemen at bay. 
And in itta Bena, Miss., highway patrol- 

^Bwa^wound two students after receiving

.1
fire from snipers at a local college, an all
Negro institution.

Riots occurred in city after city: Den
ver, Chicago, Detroit, Savannah, Hart
ford, Boston, Raleigh, Newark. Michigan 
Gov’ George Romney called up 3,000 Na
tional Guardsmen for Detroit; 6,000 pa
trolled in Chicago; they were on alert in 
Boston, in Washington, Regular Army 
troops from nearby camps were deployed 
along with National Guardsmen, 4,000 in 
all, and then 2,000 airborne infantry were 
flown in. Nowhere was the situation more 
critical than in Washington, - partly be
cause it gave the Federal Government'^ 
home grounds an air of siege.

Unbelievable things happened.
Even as President Johnson was ad

dressing the nation on Thursday night 
after Dr. King’s murder, a mob of 50 
Negroes led by firebrand Stokely Car
michael raged down 14th"Street in North
west Washington demanding that motion
picture houses, stores, beauty parlors, 
and other business establishments close 
to honor Dr. King's death.

‘I Got Me a Gun’
The mob grew until it reached 400 per

sons, and Carmichael was heard to yell; 
“When the white man comes he is coming 
to -dll you. I don’t want any black blood 
in the street. Go home and get you a gun 
and then come back because I got me a 
gun!”

There was a dramatic confrontation 
between Mr. Carmichael and the Rev. 
Walter Fauntroy, vice chairman of the 
District of Columbia City Council _ and a 
close associate of the late Dr. King'.

ill 6
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I Mr. .Fauntroy is a polsacl^slishtly built 
। IndividuaiTaimost natty In his appearance.

Of late he has been criticized by some 
members o’ the U.S. Congress for allow
ing Stokely Carmichael to be in on the 
planning of the Poor People’s March on 
Washington crr.s month. A :e'.v weens ago 
in his office in the District. Eudckng, Mr. 
Fauntroy expressed tear of Mr. Carmich
ael since the latter’s return from a five- 
month tour o' Communist countries, say
ing that Mr. Carmichael had developed 
into a clever organizer who would have 
to be watched closely.

On Thursday night, Mr. Fauntroy ap
proached Mr. Carmichael in the midst of 
the mob, imploring him not to stir up 
violence.
' Stokely Carmichael stepped back, 

x brushed Mr. Fauntroy aside, and ex- 
>, claimed: “They killed King.’’ The mob 

.* rushed on, and Mr. Fauntroy sped to a 
television station to appeal to Negro cit 1- 
zens to be calm In their hour of trial.

The Police WMt i
For nearly two hours after the first 

reports of looting about 9:30 p.m. Thurs
day, the Metropolitan Police made few 
arrest attempts, apparently forced to 
bide their time until more police could be 
mustered. Many police on the scene ap
peared confused, sitting in their sound 
cars while Negroes smashed store win
dows, grabbed merchandise, and tossed 
fire bombs.

“Won’t'someone please tell us what to 
do?’’ came the pleading voice of one 
policeman over the police radio at 10:30 
p.m.

Within a few hours, reinforcements
* P'Tta'ss Turn to Peps 13, Co'.air.n 1



—GaniL'iued From Page One_
wearing white helmets'with plastic face 
shields appeared on the streets in great 
numbers and started sweeping the streets 
of roving gangs. And then it happened, 
the first fatality of the riot: A white man 
was attacked in a service station and 
stabbed to death.

With first light Friday, the violence 
had ebbed and most fires had been 
brought under control. U.S. Government 
workers streamed into the city as usual 
from their homes in Maryland and Vir
ginia, few of them completely aware of 
how serious the situation had been the 
night before.

Shortly after noon on Friday, a chilly, 
sunny day, the winds quickened, fanning 
embers to new flame in the riot area. 
With the new fires, the rioting broke 
out afresh.

Offices Close Early
Within two blocks of the White House, 

■ looters smashed the window of a haber
dashery before the startled eyes of pe
destrians waiting at a bus stop. Great 
billowing clouds of smoke roiled up 
from the riot area and the wail of police 
sirens and ambulances began to be no
ticeable above the hum of traffic. Word 
went out to. Government offices to let the 

; workers go home, early. By 3:30 p.m. 
: the routes out of Washington were snarled 

Tin a monstrous traffic jam. ']
There were no police available for 

traffic duty and hundreds of citizens, both 
black and white, spontaneously took over, 
directing traffic by waving their handker
chiefs.

There was almost a picnic air, despite 
the traffic jams. On street corners, 
groups gathered to listen to the riot news 
on transistor radios. Restaurants began 
closing their doors, and tourists here for 
the Cherry Blossom Festival, which had 
had to be canceled, wandered the streets 
aimlessly.

On the campus of Howard university, 
Negro students hauled down the Ameri
can flag and raised in its stead a black 
flag trimmed in red, its centerpiece a 
gold wreath with a sword in the center: 
the symbol of black power.

At Washington National Cathedral, 
President Johnson and other Government 
dignitaries attended a memorial service 
for Dr. King. Iz was here, just five cays 
before, that the. civil-rights leader had 
enthralled a predominantly white con
gregation or persons witn a sermon 

*'orrTHe'‘subject of nonviolence. •>

When the President returned to the 
White House he was exhausted, his eyes 
red from lack of sleep. _

With the coming of darkness, the Ex
ecutive mansion put one in mind of a 
palace besieged. Policemen prowled the 
grounds. A string of more than 20 power
ful floodlights were set up on the front 
lawn, their beams Hashing across an eerily 
empty Pennsylvania Avenue to Lafayette 
Square beyond. By the northwest entrance, 
dozens of suitcases of newsmen, packed 
for the President’s postponed trip to Ha
waii, sat tagged and ready to go.

Few white people were now to be seen 
on the streets. On 14th Street a few blocks 
from the White House, a pair of policemen 
held four well-dressed young Negroes— 
two men, and two women—at bay against, 
the side of their 1563 Pontiac. From the 
trunk of the Negroes’ car, the policemen 
withdrew vases, lamps, jewelry, wine and 
liquor bottles.

: “They just busted hell out of a store 
buck there somewhere,’’ said one of the 
policemen, visibly nervous. ’<

Suspects Go Free •
Both police and the accused Negroes, 

were elaborately poiite to one another. 
Then gangs of toughs drifted up. A car
load of Negro men passed by, the driver 
pausing just long enough to scream ob
scenities at the policemen. Suddenly the 
policemen climbed back into their blue- 
and-white patrol car, leaving the four to 
go free, minus their loot.

In late afternoon. Walter Washington, 
tne District’s appointed Negro mayor, had 
declared a 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 a.m."curfew, 
but it was not being enforced by the 
harassed policemen. U.S. Army trooos 
and National Guardsmen began to rumble 
into the city.

The National Observer’s Tom DeFeo 
and Dan Greene, who toured the riot 
areas throughout Friday night, reported:

“Fourteenth Street above U Street, this 
was perhaps the worst section. There 
Vvsre soldiers srid. police evsrvwners. On 



burnmg_ojmwere charred remains...
"Fire trucks all over. Blocks of 14th 

are devastated. Manikins and merchan
dise lying all over the streets. Here and 
there a looter dashes away. A group of 
soldiers ‘vith riiics os-for-? iKist-I-? ?. 
bunch of Negroes along the sidewalk.”

In a church, DeFeo and Greene talked 
with women and children who had been 
driven from their nearby aoartments bv 
smoke from fires. Cots had’ been set uo 
and people were being fed coffee and 
sandwiches.

"Behind the altar,’’ said Greene, "was 
a banner with gold letters on a blue back
ground reading: ‘Together let us make 
this a city of God.’ ’’ The banner included 
a picture of a white hand and a black 
hand clasped together.

"Everywhere we went, you could hear 
fire alarms clanging incessantly—the 
music of the riot.”

Said one Negro woman, a self-styled 
militant: "They never thought it would 
happen in Washington, but it did. They 
talked about a long, hot summer. V.’c-'l, i 
guess it’s going to be a hot spring.”

They never thought it would happen in 
Memphis, either, reported Observer cor
respondent Angus McKachran from that 
city.

Dr. King, the Nobel laureate, had come 
to Memphis to demonstrate for striking 
sanitation men and when his march led 
to violence on March 23, many people in 
Memphis were surprised.

. People Take Notice
"We have had a small black-power 

group for a couple of years,” said Mc- 
Eachran, "but they have never been taken 
too seriously before now. But as the mcod 
grew nastier, people suddenly started tak
ing notice.

"One black-power organizer is Charles 
Cabbage, 23, a will-o'-the-wisp, a man in 
motion, a half-glimpsed figure without a 
known address, moving from phone booth 
to phone booth.

"Cabbage and other members of the 
group call themselves the ‘Invaders’ and 
orten wear Army fatigue jackets and Afri
can medallions around their necks. In 
t.ne:r pockets, thev carry a single .31- 
caliber bullet, which symbolizes the death 
of one white man. The In-.-? Mrs wear

,_“There used to be a Joke >hai_Meni- 
phis’could never support a race riot be
cause ‘Memphis has never supported any
thing.’ It was a fair analysis o’ the com
placency that exists—or did exist—In the 
community, white and black. The long 
racial calm had perhaps lulled the white 
civic leaders.”

<v tn

After the March 23 violence, the white 
i leadership of Memphis was at a loss to 
i explain why the riots started, or what 
! must ba done to get the city moving 
! again toward racial harmony. Most of 
“ the white community appears to be be

hind Mayor Henry Lceb and his inflexibl 
stance toward the strikers wnom Dr. Km 
had come to town to help. Certainly, they 

1 were expecting trouble when Dr. King 
returned again last week to plan for yet 

| another march.
j Some expected more trouble during the 

< march on Monday, which Dr. King’s fol- 
$ lowers had made into a memorial for 
| their slain leader. And the strike of the 

garbage men, the all but forgotten start 
■ of the Memphis trouble, still had to be 

settled.
* The Memphis curfew, which Memphis 
.. Negroes had complained was only a black 

curfew, was enforced tightly, even in the 
miedie-ciass white suburbs of East Mem
phis that have been the source of the 
mayor’s political strength.

Dr. King was shot while standing on 
toe second floor balcony or tne norrame 
Motel, a few blocks from the Mississippi 
River. Thirty minutes later he was pro
nounced dead at St. Joseph Hospital. Folice 
and the FBI sought a white assailant 

: from the time they found a .30-.Co Rem
ington pump rlf-e with a telescopic sight, 
believed to be the murder weapon.

"There are subtle differences now,” 
concludes McEaehran. "Las: week you 
sassed a Neuro on the street and you 
felt funny. wondering if you shouldn't 
nod or something. Now you don't worry 
about it: You keep going fast.”

In more than one American city this 
week white men and black will-ire—:w:i- 
dering whether or not to nod.
..---- ----- - —PETEF. T. CHEW

Invaders, 
^numbers
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_______ On April 9, 1968,
_______of the "D. C. Examiner." 3600 M Street, N. W., 
Washington, D. Ce, was interviewed by SAs 
______________________ ■ b7C

|advised that no one connected with his 
newspaper was on the street during recent disturbances in the 
Washington, D. C. area with the exception of himself on the 
afternoon of Friday, April 5, 1968. On this occasion,! 
stated one of the secretaries in his office drove him to the 
14th Street and Park Road area for the purpose of taking 
photographs of the fires and riot scenes. He related that 
after having taken some good photographs, he was attacked 
from behind by a group of young Negroes who knocked him to 
the pavement and fled with his camera. In consideration of 
his secretary’s safety, he then left the area.

_ (stated that he has no personal knowledge 
of anyone making any inflamatory statement which may have 
incited the recent disturbances but, in his own opinion, he b7c 
felt STOKELY CARMICHAEL could have had a hand in precipitating 
the recent developments.

It should be noted that STOKELY CARMICHAEL was not 
in the area at the time_______ was out taking photographs,
or at least no source has reported him being in that vicinity 
at that time.
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b7C

________________________ ___________________ I "Washington
Afro-American and Washington Tribune" newspaper, 11th and'S 
Str'eet's.’''N~.'W., Washington, D. C., was interviewed on April 8, 
1968 by SAs| |and furnished
the following miorniation concerning ner newspaper's coverage 
of activities in Washington, D. C. since Thursday, April 4, 1968.

She advised that a ___________ ___________  one of her
reporters, covered activity on 14th Street Thursday night, 4 
Apr'iT~4", 1968. She stated that she covered activity on 
14th Street Friday during the day, April 5, 1968. She stated 
that from her observation she could not detect any leadership 
or direction by the group and saw no one in the group that she 
recognized.

She stated she stopped in at Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SWCC> tfearlmiartprs on 14th Street, N.W., 
where she observed She stated that there
was no activity there.

b7C She advised that another reporter of hers,|___________
covered STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S press conference on Friday morning, 
April 5, 1968. She stated that he had a tape of the conference, 
but his tape only covered CARMICHAEL’S formal statement and did 
not cover the question and answer period which followed.

b7C
She advised that no one from her paper covered 

STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S march Thursday night nor his appearance 
at Howard University on Friday afternoon, April 5, 1968. She 
stated that, to her knowledge, the only reporter who covered 
the activity at Howard University was| Ha student at
Howard University and a part-time reporter for "The Washington 
Post" newspaper.
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 On April 9, 1968,|________________________________
________ "Washington Afro-American and Washington Tribune" 
newspaper, 1300 11th Street, N, W„, Washington,. D, C. was 
re interviewed by SA s I -r~
She advised that in addition to her duties as

mentioned that
a reporter for the above mentioned newspaper, whose article 
appears in the April 9, 1968 edit ion of the news p a p e r, ________

|said that______________did not cover
the march on 14th Street on the night of April 4, 1968 and did 
not cover the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
press conference of STOKELY CARMICHAELfs on the morning of 
April 5, 1963. ______________  article in the April 9, 1968 
edition of the newspaper included observations she made of
the riot devastated area on the morning of April 5, 1968.

I ________ _____ [advised that| ______ _____ |was not, ,
available in the office. She described ______as a reporter
for the above mentioned newspaper, and mentioned that his /)//-» 
article concerning the riots anneared in the April 9. 1968 ' 
edition on page 22. | advised that| | was not
present for the march on 14th Street, N. W. on the night of
April 4, 1968, but that his newspaper article contained his 
observations made much later that night in the riot torn area. 
She said was not at the SNCC press conference.

_______________ [stated that, in the event the records
were needed later for court proceedings, if the records concerned 
newspaper articles themselves or records of the newspaper.________
then a subpoena should be issued to the newspaper. ______________

a reporter for the above mentioned newspaper, made a tape
of the SNCC press conference of April 5, 1968. If this tape____ L
had to be produced in court, a subpoena should be issued to
as the tape is his personal property, A/7 ■ t.j

J
 for the above ,/L
newspaper, 'advised he did not attend the SNCC press

conference of April 5, 1968 and was not in the immediate area 
at the time of the march on 14th Street, N.W. on April 4, 1968.
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BY MARY E. STRATFORD.

WASHINGTON
They chased him. He fled 

and his stark wlilte fear 
was transmitted .to the 

.black bystanders. some ci 
whom cried cut, .“Don’t kill 
him.”
. But the predominant 
shout to “Get him.” was 
the one winging :he feet of 
the pursuers, urged on by a 

cheering section lusting to 
revenge the slaving of rhe 
Rev. Martin Luther King in 
particular and the plight of 
tie black race as a whole.

V. HEN THE man was 
caught and surrounded, he,’ 
being ■ shorter than they; 
looked up at them, mouth 
working, face gleaming in 
open appeal, the hands in
stinctively thrown up to 
cover his head.

They, didn’t strike in. 
haste. The attackers forced 
the pleading man into a, 
bent position, so that the 
bald spot on top of his head, 
was vulnerable to the blow. 
Then, the tall slim one. 
c a re full y aimed and 
planted the brick on the 
skull.
Though in pain, this sym

bolic white man looked re
lieved, as if thinking, it 

wasn’t so bad, now it's over 
and I’m still alive.
. HE STAGGERED down 
the sidewalk, face stream
ing with blood.- Across the 
street, some onlookers 
mumbled, “he should have 
had better sense. He should 
have stayed out of here 
(upper . 14th St.. NW). A 
white, man.” His audacity 
at having come among 
them when they had taken

complete control of the 
area for black people, ang
ered them more.

“Get him,” they shouted 
anew and the attackers, 
only a few paces behind re- 
captured tills wobbling, 
frightened man, now an 
enemy in their midst, rip
ped his clothing, beat him 
with fists, knocked him to 
the ground, picked him up 
and threw him into the 

street.
Where he lay. Teenagers 

ran up, stomping, yelling, 
stomping, revengeful, 
stomping, hating, stomping, 
terrifying.

“Don't kill' him.” The 
yells for mercy were lou
der. The teenagers left. The 
white man was red in. iii» 
own blood, nothing like it 
seen by most, except on TV 
where police have been 

shown clubbing black rio
ters or demonstrators into 
senselessness.

THE MAN rose, stag- 
gered-to a gas station, fell 
beside one of the punv’s. 
The adult attackers fol
lowed, stood over bdm, 
began another assault on 
the prostrate form.

“Don’t kill him.” Not like

(Continued on Page 22)



n- (Continued from Page 1)

A GROUP of young 
women gathered around the 
guard, who stood there, 
saying nothing, shaking his 
head in a negative gesture, 
smiling cooly.

King was killed, show him 
mercy. “Don’t kill him.” 
The y ells-, had-, become a 

u den.
The assailants had a 

"quick conference, then left. 
_ Somebody must have sent 
r for police for shortly after- 
'"'wards. they drove up. and 
”_took the injured man with 

them.
« » «

THIS WAS Friday - the 
,‘day the violence of the 

previous night resumed. It 
' began ominously enough. 
- Bands of men. women and 
< teenagers roamed tiie area 

. from 14th St., NW un to 
Park Rd. openly stuffing 

-• brown paper bags with 
•- spoils from stores broken 

into or burned the night be
fore. Few police were seen 

Tin the area and those who 
were there, ignored the 

'.looting. <
In front of People’s Drug 

- Store on 14th St. near U. a 
- man warned a colored spe- 
- cial guard blocking the en

trance to leave.

■ IN HIS voice, there was 
■ 2" 'wcency stronger than a .

ir*'  ’ ’ ’ • ’
’. “We don’t want to hurt 

. you, brother.. I’m' telling 
■ you to. leave. They’ve sold 
‘ more' gasoline in the past 
s two hours than they’ve sold' 

in the past two months.
“Don't be here when it 

happens, soul brother. You 
know white.v owns this

• store and when you get it, 
you know .where whitey will 
be? He’ll be in Florida.”

The girls spotted a re
porter. A frozen silence — 
then, one ventured, “I think 
it's awful what we’ve been 
doing but it can’t be help
ed. None of it is going to 
bring Martin Luther King 
back b”- 
about a

of it is going (□

I’m ' hot 
:1 d—m thi 

“And be sure you 
black power is still on the 
move.”

sorry

A companion interrupted, 
‘‘We k n o w Dr. King 
wouldn’t want us to do this. 
J don’t know why we’re 
doing it but you know, 
some of us are iggy.”

THE OWNER of one es
tablishment which had been 
spared was on the sidewalk 
surveying file scene. He 
said he gave the roamers 
coffee Thursday night.

“I b.ate to see a lot of 
these people get their place' 
torn down but a lot of good 
things can 
bad.”

" COLORED drivers com- 
jn<*  [nt'N t'po ’VQ’,e v-nr-
ned. “Turn on your lights.” 
Cr»-c v ifh tjghts on were 
not harmed.

As white motorists gun
ned their motors, Irving to 
escane-in''"wL’there wore 
shouts of “There’s one. Get 
white.v. Get him.” Tiie yehs 
were lunged from one 
group to morihe’- as c^h 
car progressed up the 
SfrM.

“Whitey comes in here, 
opts ppr momw and then 
leaves town, “one woman 
said pn^rjlv. “You om's tn 
see .whitey at night, getting 
out of town. We got a col
ored mayor and he ain’t 
done nothing.”

come out of

FARTHER VP 14th St. 
another 1. 
whose buildim 
been touched, v.

businessman, 
?d not 
'.onethe- 

iess hitter over the loss of 
customers.

“This has had an adverse 
effect on my business. It 

■ has fallen off to practically 
nothing.”

At 14th and Irving, rocks 
were hurled at passi.------
with white drivers. 

. ■ the pasttime _ was 
enacted .'for .blocks.

’■ kers. ducked . from 
.- bricks', debris, rocks, 

at death' sneed.

WHITE D.C. Transit dri
vers’ buses were stoned al- 

. fh^nah if fhpi’* nrp-
dominately colored passen- 

..-pro forced to flee 
from the buses.

hit- drivers n-orp 
permitted to pass if they 
nut Vs
c'rou’afed. white bus dri- 
r:* v r5-—-f-q r- frj 
signify they v. crc cclrred.

Soon.

flung - •
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FIRST NIGHT

By LILLIAN WIGGINS
Most Americans, black 

and white reacted to the 
death of Dr. Martin Lather 
King with calm grief and 
■indignation but as word 
spread through the streets 
of Washington, it touched 
off a wave, of violence des- 

fpite the Thursday night 
irainfall.
J: .The most serious out- 
.breaks of looting and des- 
‘truction of property took 
the police force and specta
tors by storm as teenage 
gangs and^ young black mil
itants began breaking into, 
stores, burning property 
and throwing, rocks, glass 
and other items at law en- 

. forcement officers. For that 
matter, at anyone who hap
pened to get in the line of 
fire.

I arrived on the scene at 
approximately 10 o’clock 
with a fellow reporter and 
could hardly believe my 
eyes. All of a sudden, cold 
perspiration made my body- 
clammy.

!>IN THE vicinity of llrh 
end You Sts., whiskey ’n 
large quantities was being 
lifted from the stove 
through the broken plate 
glass windows. Televisions 
were being carried from a 
T.V. repair place and cloth
ing was being stripped 
from the windows. Manne
quins, colored and white, 
were scattered from one 
end of the street to the 
other.

I was taking notes on the 
situation when I noticed 
that several “soul broth
ers” were staring and 
pointing at me. so withoi-t 
hesitation, I put my pencil 
and pad back into my. 
£ur$e.
j It didn’t take much to re
alize from this, that report
ers and photographers were 
not popular for the “on the 
scene action.” But as just 
one of teem many on the 
street, no one paid me any 
attention.

Everyone was calling 
each other “brothers and 
sisters.” So as I passed 
large gatherings, a bit un
nerved, I would say “Hello, 
brother” and the reply 
would always be ... “soul 
sister.”

ONE >LXN, who admitted 
he was a little drunk, came 
up to me and said, “They 
shouldn’t have done this. 
Killing Dr. King was the 
w o r s t thing the white 
people could have done.”

He did not appear to b'_ 
pmong the “in crowd” but 
sympathized with their act- 
ipns..

At Florida and 14th St.’, 
’an officer stopped me and 

said I had to go the other, 
'-•way. I showed my press 

credentials and as he let 
me through, he looked at 
me as if to say, You are 

. crazy."
A’ little ways up the 

i street, six policemen were 
I holding ground with a 
‘ group of about 50 hecklers. 
; They were (cursing, the of- 
'■ fleers and in general creat- 
• ing a very unpleasant 

scene.’ The officers . said 
- .they had been instructed to 
.keep the peace without 

. touching anyone.* * *
• FURTHER UP.llth near 

ij, Euclid, I was caught in th?-, 
ii middle of a glass,- rock; 
it throwing session and had to 
’’ duck into a D.C. Transit.

bus for cover to avoid the ‘ 
.-. glass and tear gas. This 

was one of the many buses . 
■ which brought the police

men into the strife area. A 
Capital Transit driver man
ned the bus which re
mained in the area.

From a tourist home on 
one-side and an apartment 
located in the 2500 block oi 

- 14th St., young militants 
were using guerrilla type 
warfare against the offi
cers.

The bombardment of the 
officers was so L.avy at 
one time that reinforce
ments was rushed in com
pletely armed with hel
mets, gas masks and gas 
guns.
. Shortly after 2 a.m. fire 
broke out at the Empire 
Super market on the north
west corner of 14th and 

’'Clifton. The fire lit up that 
area like daylight and 

^spread to an ajoirdng build- 
i,ing when firemen were’ 
“"hampered, by rock throw-1 
;ing crowds, from exti-;- 
-nguishing the blaze.
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^TTFIREE-STORY~hm^'’ . 
. on the Clifton Street side of 

the market was evacuated. 
Women in housecoats and 
children in night clothes 
stumbled into ’ the streets, 
choking on the tear gas. It 
was like vapor in the air, 
so much of it had been 
Cred. It was impossible to 
keep from crying as the 
gas irritated the eyes.

When the fire w..^ out, at 
approximately 3:30 a.rn. 
only charred remains weer 
left.

Young militants ■ referred 
to the fire as being 
“beautiful” and declared 
this is only'the beginning!’’ 
■Others chanted “They ask- 
ied for it and padyers wonl’t 
do them any good.”

At 4 a.m. when the 
b - A
^streets were calm, a tour of 
ithe general riot area waj 
Reflected general destrue- 
’tic-n. Establishments' with 
“Soul” written all over the 
windows were spared.

Other “Soul Brother” es
tablishments located on 
14th Street above Columbia 
Road were less fortunate. 
“Mr. Man,” a new clothing 

■ store for men which was 
.opened nearly two months 
ago by a “soul brother” 
was left in complete chaos. 
Windows were broken, thf: 
spore stripped of clothmji 
and the decor smashed. '
T * » ♦ i

! ''ANOTHER-~souT broth- 
i er,” who was nearly clean?

ed out was Hart Shoes al 
: 14th and Irving. A pawn-. 
; shop owner carrying two 
'• guns, one in each hip poc- 
; ket, said that he saved his 
’ shop from destruction by 
; firing two shots into the 

ceiling of his store as 
• looters approached the en- 
: trance.
i “I would never try to 
' shoot an;; one,” he said.
‘ “The whole thing :s a trag- 
i ic.” He said that his place. 
: carried riot insurance, but 
he was sad for the small 

' places which did not have 
such insurance.

He did not consider the 
events of the night as being 
a race riot. His logic was 
that not only did the looters 
destroy white property but 
colored as well.
■ Stores like Perry Nelson, 
Krashner, Mr. G’s Town 
and Country Wear, Brook
land Hard-wear, Federated 
'5 and 10 cent store, Fran
cines, Federal Cab Assooia-; 
Von and Lite Radio and. 
l.V. were left in shambles.

.DAY WAS breaking on an 
angry community and as 
the streets on upper and ■ 
lower 14th Street were 
being cleaned of debris, 

■ new reports of violence, 
looting and burning were 
breaking out on 7th, You 
Streets and Georgia Ave.

■ Store windows were bro
ken in nearly every estab- 
1 i s h m e n. t on lower 7th 

■ Street and near N a lino
leum store was nearly bur
ned out. York Haberda
shers on Georgia Ave., had 
“no windows” and stores 
like Mel’s Hardward and 
the Giant Food on 14th 
Street were hard hit.

As the town awaken, 
stunned citizens travelling 

. south on 14th Si.around 3 
a.m., Friday morning, 
slowed traffic down to a 
snail’s pace as they viewed 
the destruction of the- early
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 n » April 10, 1968Date_____r ____ I___________ _

_____
_____ | was interviewed at the Washington, D.C. office of 
the "Washington Afro-American and the Washington Tribune" 
newspaper. 1800 11th Street, N.W. , where he is employed as
a reporter. _____ |advised he writes under the byline of 

le stated that the April 9, 1968, red edition
of the above-mentioned newspaper includes an article on 
page 22, under his byline,

said this article concerns a press
conference held by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the Afro-American
School of New Thought, 2208 14th Street, N.W., at 10:00
a.m. on Friday, April 5, 1968.

|stated that CARMICHAEL announced at the 
start of the press conference that he had. originally 
scheduled it to comment on the Student Nonviolent Coordi- 
nating Committee's (SNCC) efforts to assist 
but that in view of the assassination of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, JR., he was going to use the press conference to 
comment on that event, as well as on ______________________
stated that CARMICHAEL spoke for approximately five minutes 
after which he answered questions put to him by the news 
media representatives present for two minutes.

The whole press conference lasted only seven 
minutes.

______|stated he had a tape recorder with him at 
the press conference and that he had made a tape both of 
CARMICHAEL'S five minute talk and of the two minute 
question and answer period which followed. |said his
newspaper article of April 9, 1968, contained much of what 
CARMICHAEL had said in his statement to the press, but did 
not refer to what was said during the question and answer 
period.

4/9/68 at Wa shtngto_n,_JD_.C.___
SAs | |

I VHW:dan
b7C

File #__WE.Q_62A£737________ _

n . .. . , . 4/9/68 Dale diCiQtea______ _ r________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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______ said CARMICHAEL, in his statement to the 
press, referred to the assassination and then commented 
on what one could expect to happen as a result of the 
assassination. mentioned that he is

Because 
formed the impression that 

CARMICHAEL was very careful, in making his statement, 
so as to make it-clear to his listeners that he, CARMICHAEL, 
was not advocating violence but was merely stating his 
opinion as to what one could expect to happen as a result 
of the assassination.

______|did not wish to comment on what CARMICHAEL 
had said during the question and answer period. ex-
plained he was afraid that he might quote CARMICHAEL out 
of context, and in so doing, might give a different im
pression than what CARMICHAEL might have wished to convey, 

stated he is retaining the tape he made at the press 
conference and is willing to make it available to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) at any time, should 
the FBI wish to make a reproduction of the tape._____ said
he believes his tape contains no information other than 
that taped by the major networks for broadcasting purposes

______|stated that in the event his tape is ever 
needed in court proceedings, it can be obtained by a 
subpoena issued to him.

______(stated that prior to the press conference, 
he interviewed CARMICHAEL at approximately 9:45 a.m. on 
April 5, 1968, at 2208 14th Street, N.W. _____ said he
asked CARMICHAEL what had happened during the march on 
14th Street, N.W. on the night of April 4, 1968. | 
said that CARMICHAEL told him that when he, CARMICHAEL, 
had heard the news that Dr. KING had been assassinated, 
he wanted to have a quiet demonstration in the form of 
a march downtown. CARMICHAEL told_____ that the march had
proceeded south on 14th Street for only two blocks when
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some boys got out of hand. When this happened, CARMICHAEL 
said he stopped the march for the purpose of "cooling 
down" the boys. CARMICHAEL told that he had called 
upon other SNCC leader^zwho were present to assist him in 
"cooling down" the b<y^s and sending them home.
that one, ____________________ a SNCC leader|
__________ was standing by CARMICHAEL when he, 
interviewing CARMICHAEL.

said

was

a 3 1? ”
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STOKELY ON KING

' V I 2 J •< j-k h ii d ''W’ U I)

:- ■ By GDI 0K01I
WASHINGTON

-' "I think white America 
■made the biggest mistake 
•when she killed Dr. Martin 
■Luther King last Thurs
day.”

•. Stokely Carmichael, 
Black Power advocate, 

■with tears almost dripping 
from his weary red eyes, 
made these remarks as he 
spoke to the press here Fri
day.

‘‘They have declared war • 
on 'us and we will reta
liate,” Carmichael sobbed 
in a broken but clear voice.

He remarked that when 
White America killed Dr. 
Kirig, she killed all reason
able hipes.

■ ‘WHEN SHE killed Dr.;

King, she killed the one 
man of our race. in ' this 
country, in the generation, 
who is non-militant and a 
revolutionist in the masses 
of colored people, who has 
been sincere ever, though 
sometimes they did not 
agree with him,” he said.

Carmichael, who had 
scheduled a press confer
ence to analyze ■ SNCC’s 
move to help Rap Brown 
out of jail, before Dr. King 
was shot, said they will 
march to Richmond to res
cue Brown.

* ♦ . * *

a |
court on Wednesday a;t.er 
Ilfs sympathizers made ap
pearances there and , in

: Cambridge, Aid., to protest 
pending court action

■ against him. ■• ■•
. The Rev. Dr. Martin 

Luther King Jr., a man 
. who lived by non-violence, 
was shot and killed Thurs
day evening by a sniper as 
he stood alone on the balco
ny of a motel in Memphis.

* * *
CARAHCHAEL said the 

death of Dr. King has 
opened the eyes of colored 
people in America.

“When . white America 
killed Marcus Garvey, they 

.did it and said he was an 
' extremist, when they got 
hold of Malcolm X, they 

:did. it and said he was 
■preaching hate and de- 
;served what he got; but 
iwhen they got brother Dr.
King they had no reason to 

i do that,” he said. ‘
He said Dr. King was the 

■one man “in our race who 
'had tried to teach our 

i people to have love, com- 
; passion and mercy for what 
i white people have done.

I “THERE WILL be no 
i crying, there will be no fu- 
? nerals.‘The rebellions that 

have been occurring in 
. cities of this country has 

been light stuff to what is' 
about to happen. We are 
going to retaliate,” he warn
ed. -

Carmicheal said the re-, 
venge will not be in coort 
room, nor rational dis
cussion, “it will be in. the 
streets of America.

-•* “White America will ’we 
■ to regret that she killed Dr. 
;jiing,” he said. v i

ATTORNEYS FOR th? 
militant civil rights leadep 
(Brown) turned up for ai 
unscheduled bond hearinj 
in .a Richmond federal

13 21
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Investigation was conducted by Special Agents 
of the FBI on April 8, 9, and 10, 1968, in the area of 
14th Street, N.W., from R Street to Chapin Street, and 
on U Street, N.W., from 12th Street to 1.4th Street, in an 
effort to determine the activities of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
on Thursday, April 4, 1968, subsequent to the death of the 
Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING,JR.

The following owners and/or employees of busi
ness establishments within this area who were contacted 
in connection with this investigation stated they had either 
closed at their normal time without incident, or that they 
could furnish no information concerning STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
or the destruction that occurred in the area, which has been 
previously reported:
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1728 14th Street, N.W.

1728 14th Street, N.t-h
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b7C

Dixie Janitor Supply Company, Inc 
1716 14th Street, N.W.

Opportunities Industrialization Center, 
1715 14th Street, N.W.

Commercial Laundry Equipment Company, 
1714 14th Street, N.W.

Head Start - United Planning Organization, 
1719 14th Street, N.W.

b7C Wiggins Beauty Salon, 
1732 14th Street, N.W.

PMI Parking Lot, 
1735 14th Street, N.W.
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Flamingo T.V. Rental Company 
Flamingo T.V. Repair, 
1736 14th Street, N.W.

Capitol Pawnbrokers, Inc., 
1738 14th Street, N.W.

Fox-Kelle.r
Used Car Dealer, 
1801 14th Street, N.W.

1802 14th Street, N.W.
Unique Barber Shop

Hydraulic Equipment Service Company, 
1803 14th Street, N.W.

WittStatt's Radiator Repair, 
1804 14th Street, N.W.

WittStatt’s Radiator Repair, 
1804 14th Street, N.W.

Automatic Transmission Centers, Inc., 
1805 14th Street, N.W.

Quick Electric Motor Service, 
1807 14th Street, N.W.
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Copenhaver, Inc. Engraving Plant, 
1809 14th Street, N.W.

Federal Mogul Service Division, 
Federal Mogul Corporation Bearings, 
1810 14th Street, N.W. b7C

Keeta’s Restaurant, 
1814 14th Street, N.W

Mattos, Inc. Paints, also known as 
Standard Automotive Supply Company, 
1811 14th Street, N. W.

RPS Products, Inc., also 
Creel Brothers, Inc., 
1819 14th Street, N.W.

know, as

Manufacturer's Automotive Warehouse,
1821 14th Street, N.W. b7C

Strick's Automotive, 
1816 14th Street, N.W.

Union Chevron, Union Taxi, 
1820 14th Street, N.W.
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Phelps, Robert Corporation 
Weaver Mfg. Company
Wolfs Head Oil Distributor
1825 14th Street, N.W.

Ohio Piston and Pin Company 
1835 14th Street, N.W.

b7C

Adams-Burch, Inc.
1840 14th Street, N.W

Jones Variety Shop, 
1902 14th Street, N.W., 
Telephone 667-9883

Lee Chung Laundry, 
1904 14th Street, N.W., 
Telephone NO 7-7953 b7C

Louis Billiards, 
1905. 14th Street, N.W. , 
Telephone DE 2-9818

Newman Liquors, 
1908 14th Street, N.W. 
Telephone AD 2-6961
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1912 Three C’s Pig'-N Pit Barbecue, 
Telephone HO 2-3228________________
Home address:

i-l-aidMln Delicatessen, 
1916 14th Street, N.W., 
Telephone DU 7-8034

Chicca Grocery, 
1918 14th Street, N.W., 
Telephone 232-9447

Maryland
Lincoln Clothiers, 
1924 14th Street, N.W., 
Telephone 462-9333

Maryland
Sam's Pawnbrokers, 
1930 14th Street, N.W., 
Telephone 234-5552

Wing’s N Things Restaurant, 
1932 14th Street, N.W.

Variety Store, 
1936 14th Street, N.W., 
Telephone 232-9873

1 3 9
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Kee Sam Laundry, 
1938 14th Street, N.W., 
Telephone CO 5-2095

b7C

Apollo Valet Shop, 
1940 14th Street, N.W 
Telephone 232-9574 
Residence:
Telephone —

Columbia Lighthouse for the Blind,
2015, 2019, 2021, and 2025 14th Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C.

United Planning Organization, 
2013 14th Street, N.W., 
Washington, D.C.

Eaton Ivin Barber, 
2100 14th Street, N.W.

b7C

U.S. Parts Corporation 
2101 14th Street,N.W.

D.C. Speedometer Rep ail' Company,
2102 14th Street, N.W.

Beck's Sandwich Shop, 
2104 14th Street, N.W.
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Leon's Barber Shop, 
2106 14th Street, N.W.

Auto Parts and Machine Company, 
2108 14th Street, N.W.

United Planning Organization, 
2109 14th Street, N.W.
___________________________ b7C

Service Printing Company, 
2110 14th Street, N.W.

Carry-Out, 
2112 14th Street, N.W.

National Auto Top Company, Inc., 
2114 14th Street, N.W.

Elite Laundry, 
2117 14th Street, N.W. 
2119 14th Street, N.W.

b7C

Capitol Radio Wholesalers, 
2120 14th Street, N.W.

Texaco Service Station, 
14th and W Streets, N.W.
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Burt's Shoe Shine, 
2209 14th Street. N.W.

Margaret's Steak House Restaurant, 
2211 14th Street, N.W.

Jewel's Beauty Salon, 
2217 14th Street, N.W.

b7C

Flamingo Playmate Lounge, 
2204 14th Street, N.W.

Abatt Air Conditioning and Heating Company, Inc 
2206 14th Street, N.W.

Florida Liquors, 
2222 14th Street, N.W.
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Barry Pate Chevrolet, 
2300 14th Street, N.W.

Barry Pate Chevrolet, 
2300 14th Street, N.W. b7C

Barry Pate Chevrolet, 
2300 14th Street, N.W.

Barry Pate Chevrolet, 
2300 14th Street, N.W

Eddie Leonards Sandwich Shop, 
2428 14th Street, N.W.

Eddie Leonards Sandwich Shop, 
1007 9th Street, N.W.

Central Cardoza Credit Union 
2418 14th Street, N.W.

b7C

Eddie Leonards Sandwich Shop, 
2428 14th Street, N.W.

American Liquors, 
2400 14th Street, N.W.
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The Metropolitan Paint Company, Inc., 
1200 U Street, N.W.

b7C

Uptown Barber and Beauty Supply Company, 
1208 U Street, N.W.

Robinson's Cleaners, 
1214 U Street, N.W.

Ethical Opticians, 
1236 U Street, N.W.

Fuller Products Company, 
1217 U Street, N.W.

Peerless Barber Shop, 
2012 12th Street, N.W.

b7C Lovely Lady Beauty Salon 
1234 U Street, N.W.

Hamilton PrintingCompany, 
1320 U Street, N.W.

Republic Market, 
1307 U Street, N.W.

Smith's Transfer and Storage Company, Inc. 
1313 U Street, N.W.
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Fantasy Bar,
1355 U Street, N.W.

b7C Aetna Employment Agency, 
1343 U Street, N.W.

"Sam's Valet"
1342 U Street, N.W.

B & E Signs, 
1328 U Street, N.W

b7C U Street Barber Shop, 
1320 U Street, N.W.

Henson Jewelry, 
1320 U Street, N.W

McKinney and Bomar, 
1924 13th Street, N.W.
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b7C

1336 U Street, N.W.

1332 U Street, N.W.

1326 U Street, N.W.

1310-20 U Street, N.W.

Kathy’s Beauty Salon, 
1203 U Street, N.W.
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On 4/8/68, SAs _____________
conducted the following survey:

b7C

The following business establishments located 
in the 1900 block of 14th Street, N.W. are closed and 
apparently not doing business prior to the evening of 
4/4/68, as all appeared vacant:

Spa Restaurant
1901 14th Street, N.W.

Brown’s Seafood Restaurant
1906 14th Street, N.W.

Blue Angel Restaurant 
1907 14th Street, N.W.

Sam's Pawnbrokers 
1918% 14th Street, N.W.

Bargain Fair Clothing 
1929 14th Street, N.W.

Johnnie's Tailoring 
1934 14th Street, N.W.

Samuel's Men's Shop, Inc.
1942 14th Street, N.W.

b7C
___________On 4/10/68, ______________________________

I advised SAs

of business had been closed several months prior to 
band that due to lack of business, he did not 
anticipate reopening
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Inquiry and observation determined that the 
premises located at 2016 14th Street, N.W., is now and 
has been vacant for some time. A sign was observed on 
4/9/68 on the window of this store advertising "For Rent, 
Call 234-5552." Numerous attempts on 4/9/68 and 4/10/68 
to reach that number were unsuccessful as there was no 
answer.

b7C

It was noted by SA| on 4/8/68
that Colorado Electric, 2113 14th Street, N.W.,and 
Buckberg Cleaners, 2118 14th Street, N.W., were completely 
destroyed. I~~ of the cleaners and

| of Colorado Electric. Other businessmen in 
the area advised that both these establishments were not 
opened at 9:00 p.m., 4/4/68. They generally close 
at 5:00 - 5:30 p.m.

b7C
advised SA on 4/8/68 that the

| Marge1s Linens, 1349 U Street, N.W., had 
discontinued business several weeks prior to 4/4/68.

I 4 8 --4
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_______ On April 8, 1968, Special Agent (SA) ___________ b?c 
_______ | contacted the following Washington, D.C. (WDC), area 
broadcasting stations concerning their coverage of events 
in WDC from Thursday, April 4, 1968, to April 8, 1968.
None of the following had any on-the-spot coverage:

WAMU, American University

WASH, 1334 G Street, N.W.

WEAM, 2131 Crimmons Lane, Falls Church, Virginia

WFAN, 5321 First Place, N.E.

WGMS, 5100 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.

WJMD, 815 V Street, N.W.

WOOK, 5321 First Place, N.E.
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II. EVENTS AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
ON AFTERNOON OF APRIL 5, 1968
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A. RESULTS OF STUDENT INTERVIEWS
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64) & s
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date

, McKinley Senior High School, 
Washington, D. C., was inter- 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
information:

b7C

b7C

_________________student
residing at| 
viewed by a Special Agent of the 
(FBI) and furnished the following

On Friday, April 5, 1968, a group of 150 to 200 stu
dents departed from McKinley Senior High School, 2nd and T 
Streets, N. E., Washington, D, C., of their own volition, in 
a "silent march" to the campus of Howard University, in 
deference to MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. He said the group was 
non-violent in nature and arrived on the campus about 12:20 
p.m. They arrived as a group, remained in a group while on 
campus and returned to McKinley in a group. He stated that 
during their "silent march," there were some uneasy moments, 
but they managed to keep the group together. Not long after 
their arrival on campus, he noticed that disturbances had already 
begun on Georgia Avenue, N. W.

| advised that about 1:40 p.m. he saw STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL arrive on campus and heard him speak for approxi
mately ten minutes. He stated that CARMI'. CHAEL began by saying 
something to the effect,"good evening brothers and sisters." "I 
came for one purpose and one purpose alone; to let all of you 
know of curfew tonight." "Don’t go on the streets unless you 
have a gun and here is mine." CARMICHAEL then held a gun high 
above his head. _________ said that the gun was black in color
with a dark brovm handle and appeared to be of .38 caliber. He 
said CARMICHAEL did not say anything about looting, but told 
everyone to "carry your guns, some people are going to die 
tonight." CARMICHAEL said they should use violence, that was 
the only way.

4/11/68 Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737

SA | |jle b7c 4/11/68
b y__________________________________________________________ Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond Is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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According to 
advised that '

CARMICHAEL then departed, 
ne opinion that the people

who heard CARMICHAEL speak, may have thought about what he said

b7C

and could have been influenced by CARMICHAEL’s statements. 
Although the group who listened to CARMICHAEL did disperse 
peacefully, they could have subsequently become involved in 
looting, etc., and that he in fact did later observe some Howard 
University students involved in looting. |did not
know them by name, but said he knew them to be students of 
Howard University.

_further advised that he does not advocate 
the teachings and methods of CARMICHAEL and stated that he 
would be willing to testify to the above information in a court 
of law.



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

4/12/68
Date

b7C

b7C

student, McKinley Senior High School 
 Apartment Washington, 

the Federal Bureau 
information:

residing at__________________________
D. C., was interviewed by a Special Agent of 
of Investigation and furnished the following

_|advised that on April 5, 1968, a group of 
approximately 150 students departed MC KINLEY Senior High 
School, 2nd and T Streets, N. E., Washington, D. C., and pro
ceeded to the campus of Howard University to pay tribute to 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. They arrived on campus about 12:20 
p.m. and he noticed a group of teenagers leaving about that 
time who appeared very unruly. He noticed various teenagers 
on the campus who were wearing the letters of other Senior High 
Schools, in the Washington, D. C, area, such as Dunbar, etc. 
He overheard several of these individuals talk of looting and 
"going to get their Easter outfits." Some of them suggested 
that they wait until summer and others said that if they waited 
until summer, "there won’t be any of us left," and "We waited 
toolong, leth go now."

_advised that he first noticed STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL present on campus when he saw CARMICHAEL waving a 
gun in the air, and stating, "I have mine and I am going to 
use it." CARMICHAEL told the crowd that if they did not have 
a gun, they should not go into the streets because they would 
be shot at. __________  did not know what kind of gun CARMICHAEL
had in his possession.

According to___________ he did not hear CARMICHAEL
say anything about looting and that following the above remarks 
CARMICHAEL departed in the company of some other unknown males.

4/11/68 Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
O n_________________ at F i I e #.

SA| |jle b7c 4/11/68
b y_____________ ,_____________ ,_______________________________Date dictated__________________________ .

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents ore not Io be distributed outside your agency.
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_said he did not believe that the people 
who listened to CARMICHAEL "paid him any mind." but said that

. ' ■< .the group leaving the campus at the time he.I larriv
?-,b7c■ '*  r'l- influenced by CARMICHAEL if he was present at
/• ■■••"■•'.76--*'•  i ”td not know if CARMICHAEL was on campus then

’ '’be hard for him to say if CARMICHAEL did
< iucd .or influence anyone to violence.

CARMI CHAE' 
or

 stated that he did not like what he heard 
say and that he is not an advocator of CARMICHAEL

____________advised that the group from McKinley was 
broken up into "one brother for every two sisters,” and that 

b7c shortly after 2:00 p.m., he and the sisters he was with among 
mothers, begin to feel uneasy about the situation and the 
majority of the group returned to McKinley High School.

| stated that he would be willing to testify 
6to the. above information in a court of law.

ft55
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST1GATI

Date.

b7C

b7C

student. McKinley High School, 
Washington, D. C., furresiding at ______________________

nished the following information:

On April 5, 1968, at approximately 11:30 a.m. he and 
about 150-200 other McKinley pupils conducted a silent march in 
memory of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING from the school to the Howard 
University campus. After arriving on the campus, the group 
remained in the vicinity of Douglass Hall and observed several 
unknown individuals make speeches to a large crowd. At 
approximately 2:00 p.m. his group began forming for the return 
trip to McKinley when he noticed STOKELY CARMICHAEL began to 
address the crowd. | ~ was sure that this individual was
CARMICHAEL because he had seen him on a few other occasions,_____
and also recognized him from many newspaper photographs, 
stated that CARMICHAEL spoke for about five minutes, and in 
effect, stated "I have only one thing to say and it will take 
me only five minutes." When they shot Dr. KING, they killed 
non-violence. The only thing that’s talking now is this." At 
this point CARMICHAEL exhibited a pistol which_______ believed
to be a .38 caliber, black colored weapon. CARMICHAEL then 
held the pistol in his hand and waved his arm for a few seconds. 
_______ stated that CARMICHAEL concluded his remarks with some
thing like "tonightb the night", and walked away from the speakers 
area.

and 
the

________(advised that the crowd began to break up 
were extremely noisy. However, he did not know if any of 
group then left the campus to participate in racial disturbances 
which were already under way in the vicinity of the University, 
and other parts of Washington. However,_______ believed that:
the crowd had been excited by CARMICHAEL and other speakers and 
this could have resulted in later rioting on the part of those 
present.■ 

4/11/68 Washington, Do C. WFO 62-9737
O n__________________ o t File #

SA | |jle b7c *4/11/68
b y_________________________________________________________ Date dictated_______1_, I
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBK It is the properly of the FBI ond‘is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C
________ stated that after CARMICHAEL’S speech, he and 

the other students returned to McKinley, and he has not seen 
CARMICHAEL since that occasion.

________ | stated that he would prefer not to testify to 
the above information in a court of law, but if required, he 
would do so after discussing it with his parents.
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.b7C.

b7C

()

» •
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

D ale April 12, 1968

Eastern High School,
Washington, D.C., furnished the following information:

On April 5, 1968, at approximately 11:30 a.m. he 
received a telephone call from an unknown female caller who 
identified herself as only an affiliate of the Student Non- 
Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). This caller directed 
that Eastern High School be closed within one-half hour. 
______  stated he did not engage in a conversation with this 
caller, and immediately called the school board to determine 
if any such instructions to close the high school had been 
issued. He learned that no order to close the'-school was in 
effect at that time. | could furnish, no additional7" 
information regarding the telephone call.

_______ advised that, after rioting broke out in 
Washington on April 5, 1968, ______________________________

________ of the Recreation Department of the District of 
Columbia came to Eastern and requested that_____________

accompany them 
meeting designed to 

stated he per-
to the District Building to attend a 
aid in curbing the riot situation.
mi11ed Ito go with!
who were identified as

.File#.
WFO 62-9737On 4/10/68 ot Washington, D.C

Date dictated 4/11/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. it is the property of the FBI ond Is loaned Io your agency; 
It ond its contents ore not Io be distributed outside your agency.
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4/12/68

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dote.

____________  I student. Eastern High School, 
Washington, D. C., residing at______________________ Washington,
D. C., was interviewed on April 10, 1968 and furnished the 
following information:

b7C » L____ 
to the office?

 would accompany

stated that on April 5. 1968, at about 12:30 
requested him to come 

Upon arrival, he was"fold that he and|______
of the Washington__ _ ____________ _ $

D. C. Recreation Department to attend a meeting of student and 
community leaders at the District Building in downtown 
Washington, in an attempt to curb rioting which had already 
progressed in Washington, D. C, | ~ said that he,|________
and _________________________  names not recalled, left Eastern
High School and drove to the campus of Howard University.
While enroute, he learned that they were going to Howard 
attempt to persuade STOKELY CARMICHAEL to accompany them

to 
to

this meeting.

When they arrived at Howard just prior to 2:00 p.m., 
a large crowd of persons were gathered in the vicinity of 
Douglass Hall. Shortly thereafter, he observed CARMICHAEL and 
listened to him speak as follows: CARMICHAEL said, ’’they 
killed the wrong man, they should have killed myself or RAP." 
"Now it’s time for the honkies to learn." CARMICHAEL stated 
that America had killed all hope for non-violence and the 
time for talking was over. He said that now they were going 
to do it their way. He told the crowd to keep the sisters off 
the street at night and to tell the young brothers not to loot 
because "we are out here for serious business." CARMICHAEL 
stated that "I know I am going to die, but I don’t give a damn 
for myself, I know they are going to kill me."

4/10/68 Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
On_---------------------------at____________ ____________ .____________ File #

SA| |jle b7c 4/11/68
b y------------- ,----- --------------- , --------------------------------- ------------------------Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency. 1 5 9
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_______  advised that CARMICHAEL then pulled out what 
appeared to be a .38 caliber revolver and waved it in the air. 
CARMICHAEL then stated "I’ve sot mine." and walked away.

He does not
"I’ve got mine, 

_______ |said that everyone cheered and screamed, 
know where CARMICHAEL then went.

________ | said he had heard a rumor that CARMICHAEL, 
during the rioting, told a group of individuals not to riot or 
loot and on another occasion, went into a crowd and disarmed 
someone. _______  said he did not know this to be a fact and
said he was unable to account for CARMICHAEL’s varied actions.

_______ | stated that he would not be willing to testify 
to the above information in a court of law. He said he feels 
that CARMICHAEL is a good leader in some ways and does not______
believe that he was totally responsible for the rioting. _______
said that the rioting had already started at the time CARMICHAEL 
finished his speech on the campus at Howard University.

________ | said they abandoned their plan to ask 
CARMICHAEL to go to the District Building with them and that 
the meeting was called off because rioting had already gotten 
out of control._________________ were then driven back to Eastern
High School.
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I •
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

______ student. Eastern High School, Washington, 
D. G., residing at_______________________ Washington, D. C., was
interviewed on April 10, 1968, Prior to his interview, in view 
of| who was
telephonically contacted, granted permission tor his son to be 
interviewed.

stated that on April 5, 1968, at approximately
12:30 p.m., summoned him to
the office. After he arrived at the ottice,~He was told that 

would accompany| of the
District of Columbia Recreation Department to attend a meeting 
of student and community leaders at the District Building in

b7C

b7C

downtown Washington. The purpose of this meeting was to pro
vide instructions designed to curb rioting which had already started 
in Washington. _______ stated that he, _________ and_______

~| names not recalled, left Eastern High School, and drove 
to the campus at Howard University. Enroute, he learned that 
they were going to Howard to attempt to persuade STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL to accompany them to the meeting.

When they arrived at Howard at approximately 2:00 p.m. 
a large crowd of persons were assembled in the vicinity of 
Douglass Hall. _______  stated that he had been there only a
brief time when he observed CARMICHAEL speaking to the crowd, 

stated that he has seen CARMICHAEL on several other 
occasions, and was therefore able to be certain that the speaker 
was CARMICHAEL. The speech by CARMICHAEL lasted about three- 
five minutes. CARMICHAEL told the crowd that KING was the 
wrong man to kill, and "they should have killed ’RAP’ or me"., 
He told all sisters to stay off the streets at night. He then

on 4/10/68 nt Washington, D. C.F((e# WFO 62-9737

SA | 3le b7C 4/11/68
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said, "If you don’t have any heat,, stay off the streets."
I stated the word heat in this instance referred to a gun. 

_______ advised that CARMICHAEL then stated, "I have mine," and 
held up a pistol, believed to be a .38 caliber with a black 
barrel.

b7C

b7C

___ |stated that CARMICHAEL moved away from the speaker’ s 
platform, and was loudly cheered by the crowd. advised
that he next observed the crowd to disperse peacefully, talking 
in small groups, and walk away from the area in various direc
tions.

| stated that|________________________________ [abandoned
their plan to ask CARMICHAEL to come with them to the District 
Building. They entered Douglass Hall and called the District 
Building. They were then told that the previously scheduled 
meeting had been cancelled because rioting in the downtown area 
had gotten out of control.

__ advised that_________________ were then driven through 
the area of Georgia Avenue and 7th Street. N. W. and ultimately 
back to Eastern High School. _______  stated he has not seen
CARMICHAEL since the occasion at Howard.

__ [advised that he did not desire to testify regarding 
the above information because, in his opinion, prosecuting 
CARMICHAEL is no solution to the problems causing the rioting. 
He felt that to put CARMICHAEL in jail would only cause further 
problems involving the black community.
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4/12/68
Date

___ _______  student. Eastern-High School, 
Washington, D. C. residing at _______________________________  
Washington, D. C. furnished the following information:

b7C On April 5, 1968, at approximately 2:00 p.m. he and 
a large group of students from Eastern High School walked to 
the campus of Howard University. After arriving in the vicinity 
of the flag pole near Douglas Hall he observed STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL addressing a crowd of people.

[refused to provide 
regarding JCARMICHAEL, his speech, 
to the speech by CARMICHAEL.

any additional infoi.-mation 
or the reaction of the crowd

SAs

by-----------------

4/10/68 Washington, Do C. WFO 62-9737_________________ p • IQ #________________________________

b7C
AAM:jle 4/11/68
_____________Dote dictated_____ __ __________________ .
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1 April 10, 1968
— Date r *. ____________

b7c ______________________________________________ at Howard
University, was interviewed at his off campus residence, 
_________________________________________ apartment, Washington, 
D.C. He furnished the following information:

He was on the campus of Howard University on 
Friday, April 5, 1968, where he attended a memorial program 
for Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. in Cramton Auditorium. The 
memorial services began at about 12:00 noon and ended about 
1:20 p.m.

After leaving the services at Cramton Auditorium, 
he stood in the crowd of about 500 people and listened to 
speeches by several campus activists.

____ [advised that about 2:00 p.m. or shortly 
thereafter, the crowd dispursed except for a small group 
of campus activists that was close to the steps of Douglas 
Hall where the speakers were.

b7c He did not see STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the rally
but before leaving the rally heard someone request that 
CARMICHAEL should be allowed to come forward through the 
crowd.

____ [advised he does not recall by name any indi
viduals in attendance at the ceremony. He saw no one 
waving or displaying a weapon. Because of his position at 
the rear of the crowd, he was one of the first to leave 
and therefore cannot furnish information as to what the 
crowd did upon leaving the campus.

He stated he could not furnish any further infor
mation of value.

on4/9/68 qt Washington, D.C.F.le# WFO 62-9737

by dan Date dictated_ 4./1-0 /-------------------
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nnfe April 11, 1968

_________ ____________ a senior in the Howard University 
___________ Fwas interviewed at his off-campus 
residence,_________________________Apartment _____
Washington, D.C. He furnished the following information:

He was present on the Howard University campus 
on Friday, April 5, 1968, during the memorial services 
for Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING. These services were held at 
Cramton Auditorium.

At about 2:30 p.m., during a rally in front 
of Douglas Hall which was being held by the "militants" 
at the University, STOKELY CARMICHAEL appeared and spoke 
to a crowd of about 200 students.

According to CARMICHAEL said that "the 
honky killed the wrong man. He should have killed me or 
RAP. The honky killed the white man's friend. KING was 
a dreamer...and he was dreaming."

_____ stated that at this point in the rally 
there was some shouting and hand clapping by the students 
and since he was standing near the rear, he shifted his 
position to get a better view. He was unable to see 
or hear the remainder of CARMICHAEL'S statements.

He did,
saw no weapons being displayed by anyone, 

however, feel that several students were armed.

CARMICHAEL spoke for about five minutes and 
when he finished, the students gradually dispersed.

on 4/9/68 at Washington, D.C.F,।e# WFO 62-9737
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4/12/68

_________________ student. Howard University, Wash!ngt on,
D. C. , residing at | ""[Washington. D. C. ,
furnished the following information:

b7C

On April 5, 1968, at approximately 11:40 a.m. he left 
his residence to go to Howard University to attend a memorial 
service for the late Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING. Shortly after 
2:00 p.m., following the conclusion of the services in Crampton 
Hall, [observed a crowd assembled in the vicinity of
Douglass Hall. He believed that this crowd was composed of 
mostly outsiders, since he was unable to identify many Howard 
students in the group. He stated that as he approached this 
group he noticed pistols in the hands of two unidentified 
individuals. He immediately left the campus and returned to his 
home.

________ [stated that he later learned, through friends, 
and the local, newspapers, that STOKELY CARMICHAEL made a short 
speech at aprroximately 2:00 p.m. in the vicinity of Douglass 
Hall. However,_________stated that he did not see CARMICHAEL,
or hear anything CARMICHAEL said.

On
4/10/68
SAs

Washington, D. C.

AAM:jle

WFO 62-9737
____ .File #________________________________

b7C
4/11/68

____ Dote dictated__________________________
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1 nntft 4/9/68______________

b7C

b7C

Diplomat Cab
Association, 2336 Georgia Avenue, FT W., who resides|

I Washington, D. C., furnished the following 
information:

___ |was working alone in his office which 
is located south and in sight of Howard University at 
approximately 12:45 p.m., Friday, April 5, 1968. He observed 
a group of approximately 200-250 Negro teenagers walking 
north on the east side of Georgia Avenue past his office. They 
were orderly and walking two to three abreast. They proceeded 
onto the campus of Howard University. He did not observe 
their activities on the campus.

About 1:15 p.m. he observed a group of approximately 
200-250 Negro teenagers, both male and female, leave the 
campus, cross Georgia Avenue and head south past his office. 
He assumed this was the same group. As they crossed Georgia 
Avenue they began running and several teenagers began throwing 
objects at passing cars and buses. Two Negro college age 
females were standing by his office at the intersection of 
Georgia and Berry Street, N. W. , waiting on a bus. They ran 
when they saw the crowd and a bus did not stop for them.

Several individuals in the group hit his front window 
with their hands as they ran by, but did not break or damage 
any of his property. went outside and asked some
of the group where they went to school and was told by several 
that they attended McKinley, Eastern and Ballou High Schools.

did not observe any individuals in the group 
that appeared old enough to be Howard University students.

After the group passed his office he observed they 
continued south on the west side of Georgia Avenue. He also 
observed that several windows were broken in the stores south 
of~hTs~bffTee;

4/8/68 Washington, D. G. r . „ WFO 62-9737
b7C

“ JWNilaa 7“,. , , . 4/9/68
by.__________ ______________________________________________ Date dictated____ _____________________
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b7C
is certain this occurred about 1:15 p.m. 

because he received his usual telephone call from his wife 
while the group was running past his office. | 
remained at his office until 6 p.m. and did not observe 
any other group leave the Howard University campus. He did 
not observe any additional damage being done in the block 
during this period.
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4/9/681
Date

b7C ______________ Washington, D.C0 (WDC), advised that he did 
not notice anyone going by his place on April 5, 1968p 
He stated that he did see groups of youths milling about 
and looting in the vicinity of Florida Avenue and Georgia 
Avenue between 1:00 pem. and 2:30 pom. that day; however, 
they did not appear organized, and he did not recognize any 
of the participants„

On (4/8/68 ot Washington, P.O.F;Iet WFO 62-9737
SAs b7C

b y ________________________________ J JR. Skt Date dictated 4/8/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to y<vur agency:

it and its contents orc not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Hampton Engineering,
2316 Georgia Avenue, N.W., Washington, DOCO (WDC), advised 
that on April 5, 1968, he had seen a large group of Negro 
males in the vicinity of that addresso He advised that 
they were very militant, breaking car and store windows. 
He advised that he could not idE<ntify any leaders of this 
group nor could ne identify any of the participantso

, 4/8/68 ot Washington, P.O.Fi,eWFO 62-9737 
SAsI b7C

J JR: skt Dote dictated 4/8/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
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Hampton Engineering
b7c 2316 Georgia Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. (WDC), advised 

that on April 5, 1968, shortly after 1:00 p.mo he observed 
an organized group walking north on Georgia Avenue towards 
Howard University. They were marching in line more like 
soldiers then a mob. He stated that all day long groups ’ 
were milling around Georgia Avenue. He stated that prior 
to his employer pulling the time clock at 1:24 p.m. some 
members of a large mob broke the window of Hampton 
Engineering. He advised that he could not identify any 
leaders nor participants of the groups.

on____ 4/8/68 or Washington, D,C.File ... WFO 62-9737

SAs
JJR: skt Dote dictoted 4/8/68
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b7C
1 4/9/68

Hampton Engineering, 2316 Georgia Avenue, N.W,, Washington, Dtc. (WDC), advised 
that about 1:GO p,m. on April. 5, 1968, he had seen a large 
orderly group of young Negro males going north on Georgia 
Avenue, He stated that this group did not cause any dis
turbances, Shortly after 1:00 p,mo, he estimated a group 
of thousands came south on Georgia Avenue from the direction 
of Howard University, They were shouting, laughing, and 
yelling "bomb them out," "get whitey," and other remarks 
which were not clear due to the crowd. They seemed to be 
high school students, grown-ups, and young children. He 
estimates that at approximately 1:15 p.m, they broke his 
window. He and his associates decided to leave. They took 
the time clock off the wall at 1:24 p,m, so that he could 
positively fix the time of this activity prior to 1:24 p.m. 
He stated that the broken window was the only damage to his 
business. He advised that he could not identify any leaders 
of the mob nor could he identify any of the participants.

nn 4/8/68 ot Washington, D.C.Fiie« WFO 62-9737
SAs b7C
by s JUvJL S_kt__ Date dictated____4 / 8/68
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Wa sh i ngton, D.C. (WDC), Apartment advised that she was
not at home on April 5, 1968, but around 11:30 a.m. or 12:00 
p.m. she had seen packs of young boys, mostly high school 
students, on Florida Avenue near 9th Street, N.W., WDC.
She stated that they were organized, but she could not 
recognize any of the leaders.

On 4/8/68 ot Washington, D.C. File# WFO 62-9737
SAs

J JR: skt Date dictoted 4/8/68
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Washington Plating
Company, 2020 Georgia Avenue, N.W0, Washington, D.C. (WDC), 
advised that on April 5, 1968, he was considering leaving 
the area at about 11:30 a.mo due to the activities of young 
groups on the streets At approximately 12:00 noon a group 
of young Negro males about ten to twenty-five in number 
were observed breaking the window of a car across the 
street from Washington Plating Company. They then smashed 
the window of the Washington Plating Company and tried to 
get in the door. A police cruiser appeared in the neighbor
hood, and they fleda He stated right after this he left 
the areao He advised that the building did not receive 
any further damage. He stated that he could not identify 
the participants of the disorderly groups nor their leaders.

4/8/68 at JWa shington,.D.l}..File 

SAs
by.____ J JR: skt Date dictated 4/8/68
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4/9/68Date

b7C
_________________________ |Motorcycle Shop, 2004

Georgia Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. (WDC), advised that 
he noticed a group of 200 to 300 kids come by his store 
sometime between 1:30 and 3:00 pom. on April 5, 1968c 
He stated that he could not be more specific about the 
time. He stated that they were an orderly group of young 
Negro males; however, he did not notice their activity 
or direction of travel0

।4/8/68 ot Washington, D.C.File a ^FO 62-9737

by I JJR: skt Date dictated 4/8/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 
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Union Medical Center, 2024-2026
Georgia Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. (WDC), advised that 
she was working at this address on April 5, 1968; however, 
this center had not sustained any damage on this date; 
however, a window was broken on the previous eveningo She 
left the Union Medical Center prior to 2*.  30 p.m, on 
April 5, 1968, She noticed crowds all day long; however, 
the most unruly group went past the Medical Center heading 
south about 1:30 p,m.

।4/8/68 ai Washington, DOCO File - WFO 62-9737
saJ

JJIUskt 4/8/68
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1 4/9/68
Date____________________________

b7C

who resides __________________ Silver Spring, Maryland,
furnished the following information:

__|was working at his company at approximately 
1 p.m. Friday, April 5, 1968, when he observed a group of 
approximately 200 to 250 Negro teenage boys and girls 
walking north on the east side of Georgia Avenue, past his 
company. They were orderly and proceeded two to three abreast 
onto the campus of Howard University which is north and in 
view from the front of his company. Several minutes later 
he observed a group which he considered the same group running 
south on the west side of Georgia Avenue past his company.

After they passed his company he observed several 
windows had been broken in the block. He remained at the 
company for several hours and did not observe any other 
groups or damage being done in the block.

qn 4/8/68 ot Washington, D. C.Fj।e# WFO 62-9737
AS I b7c

= 4/9/68
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Washington, D. C., who resides
Washington, D. C., furnished the

following information:

observed a group of fifty or more Negro
teenage boys and girls walking north on the east side of 
Georgia Avenue, N. W., past his store at approximately 12 
noon to 1 p.m. Friday, April 5, 1968. He observed they were 
orderly and walking two to three abreast. They proceeded onto 
the campus of Howard University which is north and in view 
from the front of his store. About fifteen minutes later 
he observed a group of Negro teenagers running south past his 
store on the west side of Georgia Avenue. He assumed this was 
the same high school age group and not students of Howard 
University.

An unknown individual threw a brick through his
front window while the group was running by. No one attempted 
to loot his store. After the group passed he observed they 
continued running south on the west side of Georgia Avenue. 
Several other windows in the block were broken.

remained at the store for several hours
and did not observe any other groups or additional damage 
being done in the block.

nn nt Washington, D, C.Flla# WFO 62-9737
b7C

by________________________ :laa_________________ Dafe djt-tnteH 4/9/68,
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Washington, D.C.,
ashington, D.C.,

furnished the following information:

was in the rear of his store at
approximately 1 p.m., Friday, April 5, 1968, when he heard 
the front window of his store being broken. He then observed 
a group of approximately 75 to 80 Negro teenage boys and girls 
running south past his store on the west side of Georgia 
Avenue. They proceeded south on Georgia Avenue and 

obsei'ved that several other windows were broken in
the block.

remained at his store until 6 p.m.
and did not observe any other groups or damage being done in 
the block.

On 4/8/68 Qt Washington, D. C.F.।e# WFO 62-9737 
SAS

JWN:laa __________
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Dote

Washington, D. C., who resides 
Greenbelt, Maryland, furnished

the following information:

was working in his company yard at 
b7c approximately 1 p.m. to 1:30 p.m., Friday, April 5, 1968, 

when he observed approximately 300 Negro teenage boys and 
girls running south on the west side of Georgia Avenue, N.W. 
Some of the group were throwing objects at windows and passing 
cars. _____
out of sight until th< 
south of Georgia Avenue.

closed the gates to ]and remained
group passed his company and continued

_|left the area at approximately 2 p.m. He 
did not observe any other groups or damage being done in the 
block.

4/8/68 Washington, D. C. Fi. # WFO 62-9737
AS | b7C
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observed a group of Negro teenage boys and girls running 
south on the west side of Georgia Avenue, past her store. 
She was unable to estimate the number in the group. One 
teenage boy threatened to break the front window but another 
teenage boy in the group said the store belonged to a 
"Soul Brother."

b7C

b7C

~| did not observe any other groups 
in the neighborhood that day.

pn4/5/68 

SAS

nt Washington, D. C.

JWN-.laa
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4/9/68
D o t e_________________________________

Wonder Bread, 
2301 Georgia Avenue, N. W., advised that he observed between 
100 and 200 Negro youths, Junior High and High School age run 

b7c South on Georgia Avenue from direction of Howard University on 
April 5, 1968. He is not sure of the time but believes it was 
about noon. Some of them had clubs and others stopped to put 
rocks in their pockets. They broke windows as they went down 
the street. This was the only large group that he observed on 
April 5, 1968.

On 4/8/68 ot Washington, D, Co.File* VFO 62-9737

SA |______________________|:jle 4/8/68
by Date dictated
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b7C

Wonder Bread, 
2301 Georgia Avenue, N. W., advised that he went to lunch at 
12:15 on April 5, 1968. He drove through Howard Campus and it 
was crowded but calm. He returned at 1:40 p.m. and let off 
_______________ at 2301 Georgia Avenue and continued to County 
Fair Bakery at 641 S. Street, N. W. He was not aware of the 
rioting until he got to County Fail- and received a call from 

at about 1:50 p.m. stating that the personnel at 
Wonder Bread were nervous because of the rioting that had 
occurred.

on 4/8/68 ot Washington, D. C.File# WFO 62-9737__________
----------------------- b7cSA|_______________________ Dle 4/8/68

by________________________________________________________________________________________________ Dote dictated _________________________________________________
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Wonder Bread
2301 Georgia Avenue, N\ W., observed a large group of Negro 
youths coming down Georgia Avenue from the direction of Howard 
University at about 1:45 p.m. to 2:00 p.m. on April 5, 1968. 
She cannot be sure of the time and has no way to recall the 
time. This group was yelling and breaking windows. There were 
no other groups which she observed after this.

,4/8/68__ of Washington, D. C.Fite * WFO 62-9737

SA ]le
Dote dictated

4/8/68
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_______________________________________ | Wonder Bread,
2301 Georgia Avenue, N. W., recalls that at about 12:30 p.m., 
on April 5, 1968, she looked out the window and saw broken 
windowso She was not near the window to see anyone on the 
street or any groups.

Qn nt Washington, D, C.Fi,e WFO 62-9737

SA| ble b7c 4/8/68
by;Dote dictated
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date
4/9/681

b7C __________________________________
____________________  of Wonder Bakery, 2301 

Georgia Avenue, N. W., advised that between 12:45 p.m.
and 1:00 p.m., on April 5, 1968, a large group of Negro teenagers, 
possibly a hundred or more in number, went by the bakery. They 
were yelling, running over the hoods and tops of cars, and 
breaking windows in shops along the west side of Georgia Avenue 
as they proceeded rapidly from north to south. She said these 
teenagers appeared to be of high school age and both male 
and female Negros were in the group.

She said she was quite 
had returned from lunch at 12:45 
occurred shortly thereafter.

sure of the time because she 
p.m. and the above incident

She said she did not notice
during the remainder of the afternoon.

any other large groups

On 4/8/68 „t Washington, D. C.F([e* WFO 62-9737

SA| |laa b7C 4/9/68
by_________________________________________________________ D ate d ictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; 

H and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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4/9/681
Date

b7C
__________________________________of Wonder Bakery,

2301 Georgia Avenue, N. W., advised that between 12:30 p.m. 
and 1:00 p.m. on April 5, 1968, she heard a commotion on
Georgia Avenue and looked out to see a large group of about 
100 Negro teenagers whose ages were approximately 15 to 19, 
running south on Georgia Avenue yelling as they went by. 
They were breaking windows of some of the shops on the west 
side of the street and some made their way down the street 
by running on the tops of cars.

She said she did not see any 
to the above groups during the rest of

other groups similar 
the afternoon.

1 nn 4/8/68 nt Washington, D. C.plle# WFO 62-9737 

SA| |laa b7C 4/9/68
by__ __________________________________________ _____________Date dictated

This document contains neither rccommendatTons nor conclusions of the FBI. B Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; 

it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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]at Wonder Bakery,
2301 Georgia Avenue, N. W., advised on April 5, 1968, 
shortly before 1:00 p.m., he observed a large group of 
Negro teenagers who were probably between 15 and 20 years of 
age proceeding wildly south on Georgia Avenue, N. W. They 
were yelling and breaking windows as they went south and some 
carried sticks. They were of both sexes and even though 
they broke windows, he could see no looting of the stores 
after they broke the windows.

He said he did not notice any other groups similar
to the above described group during the rest of the afternoon.

O n 4/8/68_______ a t Washington, CL. C_--- ------- f < I e #------ WEQ..62-9737-------------------------

------------------------ b7C
SA laa , 4/9/68

by______  —______________________Date dictated__________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. II is the property of the FBI and Is loaned Io your ogency; 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your ogency.
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4/9/68

_______________________________________|at the Wonder
Bakery, 2301 Georgia Avenue, N. W., advised that on 
April 5, 1968, between 12:30 p.m. and 1:00 p.m., a large

b7C

group of Negro teenagers, probably about 200 in number, went 
south on Georgia Avenue past the bakery. They were yelling 
and breaking some of the windows in the shops on the west 
side of Georgia Avenue as they proceeded south. Some carried 
sticks and rocks with them. They appeared to be of junior 
high school or high school age, from about 13 to 16. Some 
walked on tops of cars.

He said he did not notice any other groups during 
the remainder of the afternoon.

On 4/8/68 at Washington. D, C.fije# WFO 62-9737 
SA | 3-aa b7C 4/9/68

by________ _ J____________________- Date dictated.________________________ _

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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4/9/68

b7C

___  who is employed at Wonder Bread, 2301 
Georgia Avenue, N. W., advised that at about 12:45 p.m., on 
April 5, 1968, right after returning from lunch, she observed 
a group of Negro boys and girls running South on Georgia Avenue, 
breaking windows and running over the tops of cars. She 
observed about seventy five in the group and they appeared 
well dressed. They came from the direction of Howard University. 
She did not know any of them. She did not see any group 
coming down the hill after this first group.

On 4/8/68 __ ot Washington, D. C. Fiie# WFO 62-9737
c A •~ b 7 Cs A_______________________ble 4/8/68
by Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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4/9/68

b7C

b7C

Wonder Bread Company, 2301 Georgia 
Avenue, N. W., advised that at about 12:30 p.m. on April 5, 1968, 
he went to the parking lot across from the plant on Georgia 
Avenue so that he could go out and make his
As he drove out of the parking lot he observed a large 
of Negroes running over the lawn at Howard University and 
coming down Georgia Avenue. They were running behind a bus 
and yelling. They started to run over the tops of cars and 
breaking windows.

Some citizens on 
the street took refuge in the plant.

The group of Negroes were about 16 to 19 years of age. 
They came from Howard University campus and were through the 
area in about ten minutes.

knows of no other large group coming down
Georgia Avenue on April 5, 1968.

On 4/8/68 gf Washington, D, C.FiIe „ WFO 62-9737
-------------------------- b 7 CS Al________________________  1 e 4/8/68

by Dote dictated ■

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to agency: 

it ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C

________(Peerless Sales, 2237 Georgia Avenue, 
N. W. , advised that about 75-100 Negro youths, about 17 to 18 
years of age, came down Georgia Avenue from the North breaking 
windows and yelling, at about 12:20 p.m, on April 5, 1968.

________ |left at 1:15 p.m, and he could see smoke 
rising on Georgia Avenue to the South,

(recalls the above time of 12:20 p.m. because 
he was on his lunch hour.

On 4/8/68 ot Washington, D. C. Fi)e„ 62-9737
I------------------------- b7Cs A______________________ | j le 4/8/68

by_____ ____  - _____ _____________________________________________ Date dictated 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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1 Dnta 4/9/6 3

b7C

b7C

_____________________________ |of the Peerless Sales
Company, 2237 Georgia Avenue, N. W., advised that or April 5, 
1968, between 12:30 p.m. and 1:00 p.m., he observed about 
200 Negro teenagers in a mob proceeding south on Gee ?gia 
Avenue, breaking windows in shops on the west side o' the 

ily 200 in the g ?oup
He said the■group was

Le age 
: the 
le of the 
Lnned 
:eet ten 
land some 
?t and

Avenue, breaking windows in shop 
street. He estimated there were eas 
ranging from about ages 12 to 20. IL. ____ ___
apparently being directed by a well-dressed Negro ma 
25 to 30 who was proceeding south on the 
street while most of the group went down 
street. He described this Negro male as 
slender Negro who wore a sport coat, was 
inches to six feet in height. He said he was quite 
and believed he wore a sport shirt rather than a shi 
tie.

east side o 
the west si 
a darked sk 
about five

|| was shown a photograph of STOKEL 
CARMICHAEL, but said the individual described above 
CARMICHAEL.

ras not

n„ 4/8/68 Washington, D. C.c.i.j WF0 62~?737

SA | |laa b,c 4/9/tB
b y_________________________________________________________ Datedictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. Il is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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4/9/68
1

Date

of Peerless Sales Company, 
b?c 2237 Georgia Avenue, N. W., said that on April 5, 1968, 

shortly after 12:30 p.m., a large group of Negro teenagers of 
both sexes came down Howard Place, N. W., to Georgia Avenue, 
N. W., and turned south on Georgia Avenue and vzent past their 
business place breaking windows of shops on the west side of 
the street. He estimated there were almost 500 in the group 
and said they appeared to be in the age group of 16 to 20. 
He observed them proceeding at least as far south as Florida 
Avenue, N. W.

They apparently did not break windows in his business 
place because several of his Negro employees on their lunch 
hour were standing in front of their windows watching them as 
they went by.

He said this vzas the only large group he observed 
on the afternoon of April 5, 1968.

4/8/68 nt Washington, D. C.FWFO 62-9737___________

SA Laa 4/9/68
b y_______________________________________________ :_________ Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. it is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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4/9/68

|_____________________ | Peerless Sales, 2237 Georgia Avenue,
N. W., advised that some time between 12:00 noon and 12:30 p.m. 
on April 5, 1968, a group of about 300 Negro youths, from 16 to 

b7c 19 years of age, boys and girls, ran South on Georgia Avenue 
yelling and breaking windows. They came from the North on 
Georgia Avenue.

left at about 2:30 p.m. There were no
large groups that ran by after the first group.

o„ 4/8/68 at Washington, D, C. Fi)e* WFO 62-9737__________

. SAI hle b7C 4/8/68
by _______ _________________ __________________________________________________ Date dictated_______________________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date.

b7C

Peerless Sales, 2237 Georgia Avenue, 
N. W,, observed a group of Negro youths formed on the sidewalk 
at Bryant and 6th Streets, N. W. at 12:20 p.m. There were two 
Negroes in their 20s in front of the group. One had a sign 
on a stick but he could not read it. They walked West on 
Bryant and turned North on Georgia Avenue.

then went in the yard to the rear of Peerless 
Sales and was not aware that any group came down Georgia Avenue 
until he talked to his brothers later.

_ recalls the above time because he was late 
for an appointment with a welder at 12:00 noon.

on 4/8/68 Washington, D. C.Fik, WFO 62-9737

lie b7C 4/8/68
Date dictated___________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of tnc r£l. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to yxL’r agency: 

it and its contents are not to be distributed cutside your agency.
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|_____________ | Peerless Sales,2237 Georgia Avenue, N. W.,
advised that at about 12:30 p.m. on April 5, 1968, a group of 
young Negroes came down Georgia Avenue from the North and 
began smashing windows. He left work at 1:15 p.m. and he could 
see the smoke from stores South on Georgia Avenue.

n 4/8/68 Washington, D, C. WFO 62-9737
« . -------------------------- b7C , ,SA||jle 4/8/68

hX___ _______ _ _________ ___________ ___________ Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents are not to he distributed outside your agency.
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1

A source advised on April 5, 1968. that 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL_______________________ appeared on the
campus of Howard University on April 5, 1968 in the company 
of several other individuals at approximately 1:45 p<m 
The source continued that CARMICHAEL addressed a crowd of 
approximately 300 persons at the conclusion of a rally 
and memorial service for MARTIN LUTHER KING which was held 
in the vicinity of Douglas Hall, and stated, "Tonight, bring 
your gun; don’t loot, shoot". The source continued that 
CARMICHAEL also stated that individuals in the crowd should 
tell their "little" brothers to stay off the streets tonight 
because there would be trouble. The source stated that 
CARMICHAEL pulled a gun from his pocket, held it up before 
the crowd, and indicated that he had his gun and everyone 
else should get guns. The source advised that CARMICHAEL 
also advised the crowd that the white man killed Doctor 
KING, who was the one man who could keep Negroes from 
becomming violent. The white man would have done better 
to kill him (CARMICHAEL).

b7C

The source stated that CARMICHAEL received an 
ovation from the crowd., and after his departure, the 
crowd dispersed in a peaceful manner.

This source advised he is not available to 
testify under any circumstances.
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b7C

b7C

4/10/68

On April 9, 1968, _____________________________ [Associated
Press, 1300 Connecticut Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C., advised 
that at 11:30 a.m., April 5, 1968, he arrived on the campus of 
Howard University, Washington, D. C., to cover the memorial 
services for Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING. Shortly after his arrival, 
students from the Black PowTer Movement took down the United 
States flag and raised a black flag in its place. Later, there 
students went to the front of Douglas Hall and began making 
speeches castigating the white race.

Between 1:30 p.m. and 1:45 p.m., as______ [recalled,
STOKELY CARMICHAEL arrived at Douglas Hall, Howard University.

I went into Douglas Hall to advise the Associated Press 
Office of CARMICHAEL’S arrival, as all Associated Press Newsmen 
had been instructed to advise the main office of his whereabouts.

I stated CARMICHAEL was proceeding to the lectern to speak 
as______ entered Douglas Hall and when |returned, in
about two minutes, CARMICHAEL was departing from the lectern 
and left the area. _____  stated he did not hear CARMICHAEL’s
speech.

stated he could furnish no other information
on CARMICHAEL.

on 4/9/68 ot Washington, D. C.File # ^0 62-9737
SAs_______________ ________ b7C

. I WLS:jle n J 4/10/68
by__________ ________________________________________________________Date dictated__________ ;___________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency: 

It ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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In connection with this case, SA
made inquiry at Dunbar High School, First and N Streets, N. W. 
concerning any students who may have been present at a rally
held at Howard University on the afternoon of April 5, 1968 
at which time STOKELY CARMICHAEL reportedly spoke.

On April 11, 1968, [
Dunbar High School, First and N Streets, N. W, advised that on 
April 5, 1968, the school was concerned with a review of cadets 
which lasted until after 1:00 pm. He stated that 91% of the 
male students participate in the cadet program and there were 
no unusual absences on that date. He recalled that this 
function was well attended by all students.

also recalled that Dunbar was the last
school to receive notice that the pupils would be released 
early. He stated that as a result students at Dunbar were 
not released until after 2;30 pm, which is after the time 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL allegedly spoke at Howard University.

stated he was not aware of any students
who visited Howard University on April 5, 1968, although he 
could not account for those who may have been absent on that 
date.
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The following persons were contacted bv Special
Agents (SAs) ___________________________________________  on
April 8, 1968^ at Washington, D.C. (WDC), in reference 
to the activities which occurred on Georgia Avenue, N.W., 

b7c on April 5, 1968, but were unable to furnish any positive 
information:

_________________Hampton Engineering, 
2316 Georgia Avenue, N.W., WDC, advised that on April 5, 
1968, he had returned to Hampton Engineering after all the 
disturbances had occurred and did not see any of the 
activities.

b7C

____________________________ Washington Plating
Company, 2020 Georgia Avenue, N.W., WDC, advised that he 
was not present at this company on April 5, 1968, when the 
damage occurred to the building. However, he did return 
at 12:45 p.m. and talked to____________________________who
told him what had happened prior to his arrival.

___________ |Union Medical Center, 
2024-2026 Georgia Avenue, N.W., WDC, advised that she was 
not at work at this address on April 5, 1968.
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1

On April 8, 1968, the following investigation was 
rnndiietpd with npgaf^vp rpsiilts hv Spprial Agents (SAs) 
_______________________________________ in the 2600 block 
of Georgia Avenue, N.W;

2600

2602

2608

Kampus Corner Restaurant (two unknown Negroes 
were contacted and advised that they did not know 
the name of the owner nor his address)
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b7C
The following individuals were interviewed by 

Special Agents (SAs) _____________________________________
______________  on April 8, 1968, who advised they did not 
observe any disturbance on Georgia Avenue, N.W., Washington, 
D.C. (WDC), near Howard University on April 5, 1968:

b7C
____________ | American Industrial Rental Services, Incorporated 
2306 Georgia Avenue, N.W.

Ace Junk
Company, 2220 Georgia Avenue, N.W.
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D a tfl April 11, 1968

b7C
I

 Reuters News Agency, 
hat he attended the 
press conference held on April 5, 1968, at 2208 - 14th Street, 

N. W., headquarters for the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee, at approximately 10:00 a.m. During the course of the press conference,! |made notes on statements
made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL as roiiows:

"White America declared war on black America last 
night. What is needed now are guns and more guns — last night 
here those kids tried to fight guns with rocks and bottles and 
it just didn’t work. We will wait but only until we can get 
enough guns. There’s no need for a lot of intellectual talk 
now — that’s all over. When Dr. KING was killed the last hope 
of the white man was also killed."

b7C

____ [advised he prepared his news dispatch 
from the above, which he called in to the office of Reuters 
News Agency immediately at the conclusion of the press 
conference.

___stated he is willing to testify to the 
above at any proceedings which may be held.

Indvispd that Hp presently resides at 
Maryland.

On 4/10/68 nt Washington, D. C. File £ WFO 62-9737 .

Date dictated 4/10/68_________
This document conjoins neither recomm endoHons nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond Is loaned to your agency;
it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency. /
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rw 4/10/68_____________

b7C

_________.__________________ VJTOP, advi sed 
that he had and would retain custody of the original video 
and audio tapes taken at the CARbllCILASL press conference 
on April 5, 1968,|_______________________________________ |

remarked that he was the person to 
be subpoenaed it these tapes were desired«

n 4/5/68 ot Washington, D. C.
SAs b7C

ASB/llw
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; 

ft and its contents ore no! to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7c residence Apartment
Maryland, telephone
information:

He believes

nn>fi 4/10/68

furnished the follovzing

WTOP, called him at home on April 5, 1968, and requested 
that he come to the office earlier than usual for an 
assignment. When he reached the WTOP office, he was 
given the assignment by I___________________________

to cover a press conference
to be held that morning at 10 AM by STOKELY CAR1-HCHAEL 
at SNCC Headquarters on 14th Street, N. W.

arrived at SNCC Headquarters about 9:45 AM.
When he and his crew entered SNCC Headquarters, they 
were frisked and their equipment was checked. He was 
frisked by an unknown Negro male who said nothing. From 
then on and while attending the conference J had a 
feeling of uneasiness and hostility toward him and the 
white press. It was generally an uneasy situation as 
it was a very hostile group and he was glad to get out 
of SNCC after the conference.

They set up their equipment in the rear of a
room and were present when LESTER MC KINNIE arrived with 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL and CLEVELAND SELLERS. Those in 
attendance were told that they were being watched by 
a man on top of a ’'privy” which was a compartmentalized 
section of the room.

MC KINNIE introduced CARMICHAEL and SELLERS, made
other remarks and said that CARMICHAEL would speak for about five 
minutes following which there would be a question and_____________  
answer period for a few minutes.

, 4/8/68 ot Washington, D. C,F1|e# WFO 62-9737

SAs
ASB/llw

This document contains neither recommendotions nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;

it ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C

b7C

______ stood beside________ [during the entire
•press conference_______________________________________

^recorded the press conference on tape for 
WTOP Radio.

There were about 20 reporters in attendance 
plus a group of SNCC people, or individuals associated 
with SNCC, in the next room. The members of this group 
appeared to be in their 20’s.

______ | said that he had never seen CARMICHAEL 
It was his observation that CARMICHAEL appeared 
a very emotional state and was making a great 

He advised that CARMICHAEL

before. 
to be in 
effort to control himself, 
spoke in a very soft tone but|______ felt that CARMICHAEL
was giving a warning. _______speculated as to whether
CARMICHAEL was trying to make his remarks appear as a 
warning instead of a threat, because otherwise he would be 
accused of inciting to riot.

_______commented that during the question and 
answer session, he asked two questions. He did not recall 
one of the questions but explained that his other question 
was whether there was not some other alternative to what 
CARMICHAEL had advocated. As he recalls, CARMICHAEL 
did not think there was any alternative and that White 
America had made its worst mistake.

b7C
______ [remembered that CARMICHAEL was asked a 

question regarding whether he had any fear for his life. 
He recalled that CARMICHAEL answered that he had no fear 
for his life but the person who asked the (question, unknown 
to |"should fear for yours." The SNCC group in the
adjoining room applauded CARMICHAEL for his answer.
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b7C

_______ advised that there was not a large 
gathering on the street outside SNC(, Headquarters when he 
entered. When he came out, the gathering had grown a 
great deal and a passage way had been formed from the door 
to the street with approximately 50 people on each side 
of the passage way.

____ (stated 
the conference.during 

him what to shoot. ______ |r—-----
proceedings and heard what was taped 
____________________________ | but he was
his job.

that_______ | shot about 600 feet of film
_He stood beside| |and told 
.__ Iwas present duri. ng the entire

by I
also preoccupied with

______ |said that he arrived back at his WTOP 
office about 11.30 and left oral instructions with some 
unrecalled employee concerning how the press conference 
film should be edited.

b7c ------------------------------------------- land
selected the portion thereof to be used for the 1 PM 
news show. The portionF I selected for the 
television news ran about one and one-half minutes.

ran for about 47
6 PM and 7 PM WTOP

-------- ^returned to
the office, again edited the film. 0n this edit,| 
selected a section of the film which 
seconds. This film was shown on the 
television news cast.
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4/11/68

b7C

Date

14th Street, to cover a press conference on April 5, 1968. 
They arrived about 9:30 AM or 9:45 AM and parked in 
front of the SNCC Office. He was searched when he 
entered the Headquarters by an unknown Negro man and the 
equipment he carried was also checked. He had a tape 
recorder and worked together with_______in; setting up
the sound equipment.

He recalled that after their camera and sound 
equipment was made operable, STOKELY CARMICHAEL entered 
the room with LESTER MC KINNIE and another man. He recalled thatI I shook hands with CARMICHAEL.

b7c Shortly thereafter, MC KINNIE introduced
CARMICHAEL who read a statement, speaking in a soft 
voice. After CARMICHAEL concluded his statement, a 
question and answer period was held for about five minutes. 
____________ stated that after the conference, they packed 
their gear and got out as soon as possible. He recalled 
that when they got outside they had to edge their way 
through a crowd of about 50 people, the majority of 
whom were between 18 and 25 years of age.

b7C

believed about 45 to 50 people attended 
the conference. There was a group of non-press individuals 
who ranged in age from 18 to 30 years.

_|said that he could see at all times 
during the press conference and taped the proceedings 
for WTOP Radio. He commented that he felt uncomfortable

on 4/5/68 nt Washington, D. C

of the FBI. It is the property
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Date dictated 4/10/68__________
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during the conference and believed the only reason it 
was called was to get publicity for CARMICHAEL. He 
said that CARMICHAEL appeared in control of his 
emotions until the last question was directed to him. 
This question seemed to upset CARMICHAEL and appeared 
to make him excited and "worked up.” _______ was
unable to recall the question which aroused CARMICHAEL 
and he was also unable to recall CARMICHAEL’s answer there
to

b7C
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Dote
4/10/68

b7C

b7C

b7C

residence 
telephone

_____________________Maryland, 
furnished the following information:

_At 9 AM,April 5, 1968, he. received an assignment 
from______________________________________ to accompany

to cover a press conference 
to be held by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at SNCC Headquarters 
on 14th Street at 10 AM that morning.

They arrived at SNCC Headquarters about 9:30 AM 
or 9:45 AM and parked in front of the SNCC office. A.t 
that time there were about 15 people, all less than 24 
years of age,’ gathered outside the office. When_______
entered SNCC Headquarters, the first time, he vzas not searched. 
He had to leave the office shortly after his entrance 
to obtain his equipment. On his return to the SNCC Office, 
he and his equipment were searched by some unknown Negro 
man.

On his return, he, with_____ set up 
the camera and sound equipment for television and radio 
news coverage.

After their equipment was prepared, STOKELY
CARMICHAEL, LESTER MC KINNIE, and another man entered the 
room. |said, "Hey, STOKELY" whereupon CARMICHAEL
turned to him and shook hand in an unusual series
of three grips, which apparently had some significance 
which was unknown to Then CARMICHAEL proceeded 
to sit on a desk in front of the room. MC KINNIE called
all to attention and introduced CARMICHAEL. He said that 
CARMICHAEL would read a statement for about five minutes 
anH there would be a period of about five minutes of -
questions and answers. CARMICHAEL then proceeded to read

4/5/68 Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
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his statement. CARMICHAEL spoke in a very soft, mellow, 
smooth tone. _______did not pay much attention to what

b7c CARMICHAEL said‘for he was busy with his camera. He
did recall that during the question and answer period, Hof NBC asked CARMICHAEL if he thought it
was right for Negroes to take up arms and be killed. 
CARMICHAEL replied that they were dying every day, in 
rat infested homes, etc.

b7C

b7C

After the question and answer period, which 
lasted about five minutes, MC KINNIE announced that the 
conference was over. [packed up his equipment
and got out with__________________as soon as he could.
As they were leaving, he got some "dirty looks." When 

[got outside, about 50 people were standing in the 
immediate vicinity of the SNCC office. The majority of 
them were young people, girls and boys between 
25 years of age. He, ___________________had to
way through the gathering to get to his car.

18 and 
edge their

_______  said he thought the purpose of the press 
conference was just for CARMICHAEL to get publicity. 
_______ remarked that he felt a little uncomfortable at 
the press conference where about 45 to 50 people were in 
attendance. The non-oress people observed at the 
conference were between 18 and 30 years of age.
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b7C

b7C

b7C

1
Data 4/10/68

WTO?
turned over to Special Agent [a reel of
video and sound film which he said represented the complete 
film taken | |at CARMICHAEL's
press conference on April 5, 1568.

He remarked that it vzas his opinion a portion 
of the film had been cut out when edited because it was 
considered too inflamatory to use on television.

______ |advised that a reel of film of approximately 
was received in the WTOP Processing Room at 11:31 AM 
1968. On the 820 feet of film were 650 feet 
the CARMICHAEL press conference, 100 feet covering 

and 70 feet on the riot.

820 feet 
April 5, 
covering 
an affair at Eastern High School,

The total 820 feet of film was out of the 
processing machine at 12:14 PM. The film was processed 
by or both. Whoever processed
the film placed it in the film rack outside the Processing 
Room door.

on 4/5/68 nt Washington, D. C .File# 62-9737

/llw b7C 4/10/68

Date dictated

SA
by------------
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Date 4/10/68

b7C

b7C

b7C

______ I7T0P, advised he took the press conference film 
from the film rack outside the processing room door and, 
pursuant to instructions, cut a two minute and eight 
second section of the film to be used on TV News. This 
section of film was aired on April 5, 1968, on the 1 PM 
Newsday r and 6 PM Newsnight television programs.

_______________________ [related that after______________
________________________  selected a 38 second strip of film 
to be used. The 38 second film was aired on the 7 PM and 
11 PM television news reports on April 5, 1968. ________
advised that none of the film was used on Saturday, 
April 6, 1968. On Sunday, April 7, 1968, the 38 second 
strip with audio was used at 4:30 PM. It was used on the
news program again at 6:30 PM, however, on this occasion 
the audio portion was not transmitted as the newscaster’s 
narration’accompanied exhibition of the press conference 
scenes. The 38 second strip of film was shown again on 
the 11 PM news roundup program, /.gain there was no 
audio but just the news commentator's commentary. This 
was the last time any of the press conference film, taken 
by was used.

advised that he has had custody of 
the press conference film or has been aware of its 
whereabouts ever since it was in the WTOP office. The 
film was kept on his desk when it was being used. He 
advised that the parts used were kept on a rear side J 
rack and the part that was cut out was kept in a rack in 
front of his desk.

on 4/5/68 t Washington, D. C.F.,e# WFO 62-9737

. Sa| fllw b7C n , .., , . 4/10/68
b y_______ 1 __________________________ Dafeaicfafea__________________________
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Dnfe 4/10/68____________

advised he was on 14th Street, N. W., April 5,
1968, approximately one and one-half blocks from 2208 
14th Street, N. W., SNCC Headquarters, vzhen he called his 
office and received the assignment to cover the press 
conference to be held by STOKELY CARMICHAEL about 10 AM 
at SNCC Headquarters, He had been on 14th Street since 
approximately 8 AM conducting interviews with people on 
the street concerning the events of the previous night.

b7C

proceeded to SNCC Headquarters and 
entered. He was not searched. V'hen he arrived, CBS was 
in the process of setting up its equipment and NBC was 
set up.

Shortly after he arrived at SNCC, 
arrived with

b7C

Around 10 AM, STOKELY CARMICHAEL entered the 
room with LESTER MC KINNIE and CLEVELAND SELLERS. MC KINNIE 
introduced CARMICHAEL and SELLERS. CARMICHAEL spoke for 
about five minutes following which there was about a five 
minute question and answer session. During this session, 
______asked CARMICHAEL a question. He does not recall the 
actual words he employed, but his question pertained to 
whether CARMICHAEL thought his statement would lead to a 
blood bath in which no one would w7in. _____ |remarked
that he made the mistake of addressing his question to 
CARMICHAEL by calling him by his first name, STOKELY. 
CARMICHAEL informed in reply that first, his name
was Mr. CARMICHAEL. | |did not recall CARMICHAEL’s
answer to his question but stated he was present during the 
entire conference and heard everything that|_______________
recorded on tape for V7T0P radio during the conference.

, 4/8/68 nt Washington, D. C.F,।e# WFO 62-97 37
_ , b 7 C
SAs

___________________________ASB/llw n.,.Hlr,nl.4 6/10/68
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b7C

recalled that [_____________
questions but he did not know what 
replies were given to them.

asked CARMICHAEL two 
they were or what

He stated that MC KINNIE 
concluding the conference.

made a brief statement

advised there were_______  between 35-40 news 
representatives at the press conference. This number 
included the technicians. In addition, there were about 
12 other individuals who appeared to be SNCC staffers or 
people who looked and acted as though they belonged there. 
He said the group of about 12 consisted of people between 
the ages of 18 years and the mid 20’s.

b7C

(explained that his personal reaction 
was that the whole affair was a little frightening and 
that CARMICHAEL had succeeded in bringing out his feelings 
concerning white people. He was unable to explain the 
reaction of those in attendance but related that what 
CARMICHAEL said did not seem to strike the group of about 
12, mentioned above, as strange.

After the conference was concluded,______ prepared
to leave. In the process of departing, he recalled that 
he was told three or four times by unknown individuals who 
had been in attendance that he had better be out of SNCC 
by 11 AM or noon.

______  said that as he left SNCC Headquarters, he 
saw approximately 200 people, predominantly young, 
outside on the street. He commented that this gathering 
formed the nucleus of the group which later marched south 
on 14th Street.
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He remarked that CARMICHAEL was fully aware that 
during the press conference, his image was being recorded 
on film.
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American Broadcasting Company 
1124 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.

b7C

On April 8, 19 6 Ek
residence telephone employed

American Broadcasting Company
as.
(ABCj

broadcasting news bureau, 1124 Connecticut Avenue, 
ington, D, C., was interviewed by SAs|

a radio and
N,W. , Wash-

_______[furnished the names of ABC employees who cov
ered the civil disturbances in Washington in the vicinity of 
14th and U Streets, N.W., on the night of April 4, 1968.

With regards to the press conference held by CAR
MICHAEL at the headquarters of the Student Nonviolent Co
ordinating Committee (SNCC), 2208 14th Street, N.W., on the 
morning of Friday, April 5, ~~[advised that

|of this 
news conference for ABC. He stated that had
also the news conference for radio broadcasting
purposes.

b7C _______[stated that the audio and visual tapes of 
CARMICHAEL would ordinarily be sent to ABC's New York, New 
York, headquarters, but said that he would make arrangements 
to have all original tapes held in Washington, D.C. Upon 
request he agreed to have copies made of all ABC tapes obtained 
on April 4 and 5, 1968, which concerned STOKELY CARMICHAEL in 
any way, and would furnish these to the Federal Bureau of In
vestigation. He reiterated that he would maintain the originals 
of all of this material in Washington.

[advised that ABC did not cover the gathering 
held at Howard University between 1:00 p.m. and 2:00 p.m. 
where CARMICHAEL reportedly made an appearance, saying that 
therefore ABC could furnish nothing concerning this gathering.
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Hate April 11, 1968

b7C

____________Washington, D. C., Answering, Service Number _____  
presently employed by

the American Broadcasting Company (ABC), 1124 Connecticut 
Avenue, N.W., attended the news conference held Friday, 
April 5, 19682 at Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 
Headquarters, 2208 14th Street, N.W., at approximately 10:00 a.m., 
by STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

____________________________(camera began to 
roll when CARMICHAEL walked into the room, and did not stop 
until CARMICHAEL left the room after the press conference.

b7C

_____shot approximately 500 feet of Ecktachrome 
mm color movie film, known as Eastman 72-42 reversible 

estimated that the news conference lasted about
ER 16 
film.
15 minutes including the question and answer session held by 
CARMICHAEL after he finished speaking. ________  based this
estimate of the time on the fact that he was shooting about
36 feet of film per minute. | explained that the single
film he took contains both the audio and pictures.
was accompanied by ABC[ 
both he and ____
members prior to

and 
went through the search routine by SNCC 
zhe commencement of the new conference.

_________|did not linger after the news conference, 
but packed up his camera and sound equipment and left. He was 
unable to furnish any additional information concerning the 
news conference.

4/8/68 Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737

SAs b 7 c
TAM:c i b 4/10/68

by_________ _______________________________ ________ __ ____ Date dictated
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1 nntR April 11, 1968

b7C

b7C

b7C

Maryland, residence telephone number________________ employed
Washington, D. C., attended the 

news conference held on the morning of April 5, 1968, at 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) Headquarters 
in Washington by STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

_________________arrived at the news conference later than his
|was standing

at the door of SNCC Headquarters waiting to get in when CAR
MICHAEL walked through those assembled at the door and entered.

______ (explained that there were a number of different 
groups of correspondents trying to get into the conference in
cluding a crew from Germany. He stated that these groups re
presented the various television and news broadcasting companies 
servicing the Washington area.

______ (stated that every white man entering SNCC Head
quarters was first searched, and such things as pocket knives 
and cigarette lighters were taken and placed on a table in the 
room. According to______  this was done by SNCC representatives
in a polite, but grim and firm manner. He stated they even
examined closely the heels of the shoes he was wearing, pos
sibly because they were slightly over-sized. SNCC explained 
that this search was for the protection of the newsmen, in 
that they trusted their people.

Just after entering SNCC Headquarters,______ noted
some sort of scuffle at the back of the room, and believed 
that "some guy had been tossed out." He had no details on 
this episode. He stated that they all stood around for 
about 10 or 15 minutes after which CARMICHAEL and a number 
of other SNCC officials were introduced.

4/8/68 Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
O n._______________ a f F11 e #

SAs____________________ _______ b7c
. 1 TAMicib n , , 4/10/68
by______  __  ___  _  _____ 1___________ Dote dictated__________________________
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_______ stated that his partner had gotten 
the. entire proceedings on tape, and that he would be unable 
to add anything additional to what was contained on the tape.

As soon as the news conference ended)______ left
immediately, saying that he did not think it "healthy" to 
remain. He could furnish no additional significant infor
mation.
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1 nnte April 11, 1968

b7C

b7C

b7C

Virginiaf residence telephone employed as
|by ABC, arrived at Student Nonviolent Coordinating 

Committee (SNCC) Headquarters, 2zUS. I4.th Street, N.W., at 
about 9:45 a.m. on the morning of April 5, 1968, to attend 
the news conference called by STOKELY CARMICHAEL. He stated 
that he entered with his accessory case in his hand and his 
tape recorder slung over his shoulder. He was searched by 
SNCC representatives, and his accessory case opened and ex
amined. He stated that he thereafter set up his tape re
corder to tape the conference for later re-broadcast'over 
ABC radio network.

According to| it was about 10:05 a.m. that 
morning when CARMICHAEL made his appearance at SNCC Head
quarters . 
was : 
turned on 
and is in 
be played 
guage that CARMICHAEL had used, 
willing to testify concerning his taping of the conference 
and could produce the original tape at any time if called 
upon to do so. |taped the entire proceedings including
the introduction of SNCC officers and CARMICHAEL, and the 
question and answer portion which occurred at the end of 
Carmichael's statement.

, ______ |noted that the back door of SNCC Headquarters
first bolted before the conference proceeded. |

his tape recorder and taped the entire conference 
possession of this tape which he stated could not 
over the ABC radio because of objectionable lan- 

He stated that he would be

After the news conference, SNCC officials cleared 
a path through the assemblage for CARMICHAEL, and that was 
the last ______ saw of CARMICHAEL in the vicinity of SNCC
Headquarters that day.

4/9/68
On________ ____

SAsI

by------------------- -

Washington, D. C. .ot

TAM:cjb

cl # WFO 62-9737
____ F i I e #__________________

b7C
J J 4/10/68

____Dote dictated___________ .
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b7C
immediately after the news conference, left 

the building and noticed that a free-lance cameraman had set 
up his camera on the street „t'd take pictures of SNCC Head
quarters' building. _____________ < _ ’__
knocked over the cameraman's tripod using very abusive and 
derogatory language toward this individual. ______ did not
know the identity of this cameraman. ,

, I I !

a member of SNCC deliberately
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1 id a tft April 9, 1968

¥;'RC~TV, National Broad
casting Company (MBC), was interviewed at her place of employ
ment, 4001 Nebraska ^veaue. N. W.., Washington. D. C. (W.DCT. by 
Special Agents

b7C

b7C

_ | stated her reporting duties mainly involve 
civil rights and poverty matters. She related she- has observed 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL on two occasions since April 4, 1968. The 
first occasion oecux'rcd on April 5, 1268 when she attended a 
press conference at SNCC'headouarters, 2208 - 14th Street N. y.r TOC. when CARMICHAEL was introduced by LESTER EC KINNIE. | 

|was a member of the bliC-TV crew which recorded the pro
ceedings of the news conference for both video presentation as 
well as for radio distribution.

_ _| volunteered that she did not consider 
CARMICHAEL’S remarks to be as inflammatory as remarks he has 
reportedly made in the past. She related she did not recall 
the identities of othei’ reporters who attended the press con
ference, with the exception of | |W0L
Radio Station, TOC. She noted she was completely surrounded 
by the NBC crew and she was intent on the proceedings.

____________consulted hex*
only remark of any consequence she 
that CARMICHAEL made to the effect

notes and stated that the 
recorded was the statement 
’’the only way to survive is

to find sorae guns

|___________ |stated she next observed CARMICHAEL on
April 7, 1968 when C. SUMMER STONE called a press conference at 
ihe Ed Murphy Supper Club, 2227 Georgia Avenue, H. TV,, TVDC, 
STONE was discussing the merits of a ’’work stoppage” honoring 
Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., for April 9, 1968. CARMICHAEL did 
not address the reporters; howevex", he made some opening remarks 
to the other people assembled. She advised that CARMICHAEL 
stated he was "sick of hearing niggers calling for peace, peace, 
peace”; however, he did not state any alternatives with respect 
to the above remark.

On 4/9/68 t Washington, D. C._________fiIe# TOO 62-9737
SAsI | b7C

b y_________ SEffil____________________________________________D a t e d i c t a t e d.____4/9/63----------
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C

____________ related
at this news conference, and
reporters on this occasion.

that only NBC was represented 
she did not recognize any other

__________ I advised that I
| ] waOTV, was the person to contact in order that the
recordings of the afoi’oiaentioned press conferences could be 
produced.
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1 Data AprXl 9, 1968

b7C

Oxi April 9, 1968, 
imO-TV, Rational Broadcasting Company, 4001 Nebraska Avenue, 
H. VtB LVashxngtop, p, C.._ was contaet.pd bv Rp^ninT Agents

__________ |advised he intended to preserve recordings 
of CAR&XCHAEL*s  press conierencGB held on April- 5 and 7, 1968, 
and that said recox*dings  are maintained at iVRC-TV offices.[stated he wuld make these recording's available on 
request.

On------ 4/9/GS-------- ot--------- —£4—-G4--------------------------------------- F110 #—SEO 62^9737-------------------------

SAsI J b7c

by________ fesim_____________ Date dictated__ _ 4/9/68______________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. Il is the property of the FBI ond Is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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4/11/68

b7C

b7C

b7C

United Press International, was interviewed at his office 
located at 1017 New Jersey Avenue., S. E. I I advised 
he lives at| 
home telephone numbe 
following:

related the

On the evening of April 4, 1968, he received 
notification from the United Press International (UPl) 
City News Wire Day Book, that STOKELY CARI-HCHAEL would 
hold a press conference at 10 AM, Friday, April 5, 1968, 
_____  decided he personally, along with a television 
camera crew under his direction, would cover this press 
rnnfp-renr.o of CARMICHAEL. I was accompanied by_____

_____________ This UPI camera and news crew went to 
headquarters of Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), 2208 14th Street, N. V., and "setup" in 
advance of the meeting, it being noted by _____  other
major news services and members of the press were 
represented in the crowd at SNCC Headquarters.

I estimated there were approximately 25 
’’pen and pencil” reporters present, including himself, 
with about 25, more or less, persons in the room, 
being made up by camera, sound men and electrical 
technicians who were members of various news crews who 
were photographing the press conference.

_______ stated his cameraman ’’shot" approximately 
400 feet of sound and film footage in black and white 
and, in addition, possibly another 50 feet of film 
without sound. He stated the meeting was opened by 
LESTER MC KINNIE who first admonished all reporting

on____ 4/9/68 at. Washington, D« C.__________
SAs

by.

b7C
rEG/llw

Fl,^ UFO 62-9737 _________

4/10/68
Date dictated_________________________
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b7C

b7C

personnel present with their crews to be sure they 
cleaned up thoroughly following the press conference, 
taking all their debris, including cigarette butts, with 
them. He stated CARMICHAEL was introduced by MC KINNIE 
who thereupon directed his remarks to the cameras and 
reporters. (stated he made a few penciled notes 
himself but was more concerned in directing his camera 
towards various ’’shots’1 and actually paid little 
attention to what CARMICHAEL said inasmuch as the 
press conference was being recorded both on film and on 
sound track. He said after the news conference was 
over, he and his crew returned to his office with the 
film and it was thereafter turned over to|

who prepared a total of 68 feet of film, amounting 
to one minute and fifty-three seconds of exposure time 
for transmission on television.

The narration or summation describing the 68 
feet of film footage which was made available to UPI 
clients, described the film as follows:

"Black power advocate STOKELY CARMICHAEL has 
warned that there will be'retaliation in the 
streets' for the killing of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER 
KING. CARMICHAEL told a news conference 
in the nation’s capitol that when white 
America killed Dr. KING, she killed all 
reasonable hope."

______ stated from his notes,)______________________
had made a paraphrase of what had been uttered by CARMICHAIL 
at the press conference and this paraphrasing is set 
forth as it was prepared by

"(paraphrasing) Carmichael says: When White 
America killed Dr. King last night she opened 
the way for every black man in this country... 
they had no reason to get rid of Dr. King.
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He was the one man everyone would listen to... 
they didn’t always agree with him. The rebelion 
that went on last night is just light stuff to 
what is going to happen. We have to retaliate 
for the execution of Dr. King. Our retaliation 
won’t be in the courts but in the streets of 
America...White America made it a whole lot 
easier for the black man. When she killed Dr. 
King (END CUE: 'she lost.')’'

b7C

b7C

b7C

[stated his own notes, which he had made 
at the scene of the news confei’ence, were destroyed and 
thrown away. | stated to his knowledge CARMICHAEL 
did not exhibit any firearm at any time during the 
press conference. It was his considered personal 
opinion that the utterances of CARMICHAEL were inflamatory 
and highly militant.

During the question and answer period following 
CARMICHAEL’s major announcements,______ asked CARMICHAEL
"Don’t you think the majority of Americans are as shocked 
(at the assassination of Dr. King) as most Negroes?" 
______stated in reply CARMICHAEL gave some sort of oblique 
answer, the nature of which______was unable to recall,
but which he said should have been fully recorded both 
by his camera and sound.

AlthoughI |and his crew "shot" in excess of 
400 feet of film, | explained that for purposes of 
selling the news footage to clients of UPI, only 68 feet 
of actual film was used and this was reproduced in the 
total number of 40 copies. The remaining footage which was 
not "printed out" is considered the "master" film and it 
was forwarded to the New York City Headquarters of UPI 
for storage in the Film Library. ______said the full
footage minus editing clips would be available for use in 
any legal proceedings upon service to him of a proper 
subpoena duces tecum.
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pnte 4/11/68_____________

b7C _________________________________________  '
_____________________________________ (United Press

International, 1017 New Jersey Avenue, S. E., was interviewed 
at his office this date.

b7C

b7C

________ (advised he resides at|_____ ___________  
Washington. D. C. ______ I related he was ____________

______________________________________________ on the assignment 
to cover the press conference of STOKELY CARMICHAEL held 
Friday at 10 AM, April 5, 1968 at Headquarters of the_____
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). ______
related he operated_____________________ (while approximately
400 to 450 feet of television news footage was run off 
covering all the happenings at the news conference, including 
the opening remarks by LESTER MC KINNIE, announcements 
by CARMICHAEL, and the brief question and answer period 
which concluded the press conference.

______  stated inasmuch as he was more concerned 
with the operation and protection of his equipment than 
with the actual utterances of the speakers, he did not 
pay a great deal of attention to what CARMICHAEL actually 
said. ______ did recall he considered CARMICHAEL's utterances
as inflamatory and highly militant although he had no 
specific recollection of actual phrases of CARMICHAEL. 
______ stated he did not see CARMICHAEL exhibit any type of 
firearm during this press conference.

On_ 4/9/68 ot Washington, D, C._________ fiIe# WFO 62-9737

b,_______________________________CEG/llv n„,, 4/10/68 
( L'z 

This docunxent contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. Il is the property of the FBI end Is loaned io your agency;
It ond Its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 D a te April 10, 1968

b7C

b7C

b7C

b7C

b7C

employed by United Press International (UPI), 1017 Nev? 
Jersey Avenue, So E., was interviewed this date at the House 
of Representatives, Press and Television Cameramen’s Gallery., 
United States Capitol. | |advised his home address is|

[Virginia. Ho related the following
_ ___________ On Friday morning, April 5. 1968.1_____  
_____________________________________________________UPI, to the 
headquarters of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
located at 2208 - 14th Street, N. W., where STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
was scheduled to hold a press conference at 10:00 a.m, I~lwere accompanied by 1^ Z2ZZZ^ZI^Z

|was primarily concerned with the operation and 
protection of his camera equipment and, during the course of 
the press conference initiated by LESTER. liC KINNIE who preceded 
and introduced STOKELY CARMICHAEL, | |said he was unable to
devote full attention to statements made either by MC KIHNIE or 

CARMICHAEL. He said th® entire occurrence probably consumed 
approximately 30 minutes, during which period he ”shot” a little 
more than 400 feet of black and white film which included all 
of the action with sound.

_____ | said he did not make any notes of comments made 
by either MC KINNIE or CARMICHAEL, but he did recall CARMICHAEL 
making a statement, in substance amounting to "Nov? is the time 
to shoot.” |_____ |also recalled having heard CARMICHAEL state,
again in substance, ‘'Tomorrow we are going to Richmond and if 
they don’t release RAP BROW, we are going to burn Richmond 
down.”

| stated the entire theme of CARMICHAEL’S utterances 
was “hate." _____ said at no time did he see any exhibition of
weapons of any kind either by CARMICHAEL or by anyone else 
present at th® news conference. Ke stated this was the only 
occasion on which he saw STOKELY CARMICHAEL during th© week of 
April 1-6, 1968.

O n___ 4XigX@8___ a t.___ Uaslrtngtonr^D^C^-------------F < । e #-----4?EO-62-9Y37------------------
b7C

by SA Siam____________________ -Date dictated___4/10/68------------- —
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your ogency.
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______(related that on Tuesday, Aoril 9. 1968. he was 
assigned to .Atlanta, Georgia, to act as
for UPI during the course of the funeral services for Dr. MARTIN 
LUTHER KING, JR. | (pointed out that he had seen STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL on many occasions and knew him by sight, and he said 
just about the time funeral services had ended at the church
and as the motorcade was preparing to proceed to Morehouse 
College, he saw STOKELY CARMICHAEL in Atlanta. He said he saw 
CARMICHAEL for just a very short period of time and CARMICHAEL 
was not talking to anybody.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

4/10/68

b7C

On April 9, 1968,_______________________________
Associated Press, 1300 Connecticut. Avenue, N, W., Washington, 
D. C., advised he had been assigned and had covered the press 
conference held by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) Headquarters, 2208 14th Street,. 
N. W., Washington, D. C., at 10:00 a.m. , April 5, 1968.

He stated members of the news media were "frisked" 
upon entering SNCC Headquarters. | [stated he sat in the 
second row at the conference and recorded the proceedings on 
his portable tape recorder.

During the conference CARMICHAEL made no specific or 
direct threats of violence against white people. He spoke of 
getting guns and that there were debts that had to be paid.

b7C

[stated, in his opinion, there was an implied 
threat of violence toward the whites, in CARMICHAEL's statements, 
but stopped short of being an open and direct call for violence.

the custody of
stated his tape of the press conference, is in 

Associated
Press and is being held by Associated Press for 
protection against libel action for misquotes, 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation is welcome

their legal 
stated 

to listen to or
make a copy of this tape. He stated that as he was in the
second row and his was a portable recorder the quality of the 
tape was not of the best. He stated the television and radio 
media had good equipment near CARMICHAEL which was probably of
high quality.

On

by.

4/9/68 Washington, D. C.
______ __________ 01_______________________________ ___SAs J__________________________

WLSjjle

WFO 62-9737
File #_______________________________ .__________

b7C
Date dictated

4/9/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C
On April 10, 1968./ ~

________  Associated Press, 1300 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., 
Washington, D.C,, furnished the following information to
SAs |

On April 5, 1968, he attended a news conference 
at the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 
Headquarters, 2208 14th Street, N.W., at which STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL spoke for approximately five minutes. Upon 
entering the room in which the conference took place, he 
was searched by one of the SNCC members.

He did not at any time see CARMICHAEL brandish 
a pistol or other weapon. He stated that CARMICHAEL’S 
remarks were accurately reported in the newspapers, and 
he could add nothing to what has already been reported.
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1 April 11, 1968

b7C

b7C

Special Agent (SA) __________________ of the Washington-
Field Office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, advised 
he was present to attend a press conference of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
which he had called for 10:00 a.m. to be held at the headquarters 
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 2208 
14th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C„, on April 5, 1968.

Upon arrival at SNCC headquarters at approximately 
9:58 a.m., 5A [noticed a crowd of about 50 Negro males
standing outside the address (between the ages of about 20 to 
35). There did not appear to be any females in the crowd. Two 
young Negro males appearing to be in their early twenties guarded 
the door and appeared to be checking everyone entering. White, 
members of the press were trying to get inside. Some were car- b7c 
rying camera equipment. As SA_________ approached the doorway
a white member of the press was seen exiting. He was asked what 
was going on inside. He replied that STOKELY CARMICHAEL was 
holding a press conference. He was further asked if he had 
been able to get inside. He said, no, that he was refused ad
mittance by the guards. He said he was with "Newsweek" magazine. 
Another member of the press exited the doorway and inquired of 
SA_______
suming SA_________ was with the press,
said he tried to get inside but they would not admit him. 
also said they had kicked him while trying to get inside, 
eral other white males appearing on the scene carrying camera 
equipment were observed to be denied admittance. Other white 
members of the press were admitted but were being given a body 
search by the guards posted at the door before entering. Other 
newsmen denied admittance stood outside in a cluster along side 
the estimated 50 Negro males.

lif he had attempted to get inside, apparently as- 
When informed no, he 

He 
Sev-

b7c SA_________ recognized there was no likelihood of
being admitted to the press conference without being qualified

4/5/68 Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
O n : :__________ af_________________ *___________________ File #__________________ ._______ _

SA| ~]cjb 4/11/68
b y______________________________________ __________________ . Date dictated_________ _ ______________ .

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it ond its contents ore not to be distributed out$«de your agency.
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by the guards at the door as being with a member of the press 
acceptable to them. He joined the members of the press who had 
been denied admittance to the press conference standing outside 
waiting until it terminated. A group of about 50 Negroes also 
stood outside waiting for the conference to end. The crowd 
outside was ruly. They appeared expectant and curious about 
what was taking place inside. About 10:33 a.m. newsmen began 
to emerge from the building, indicating the press conference 
was ended.

SA|_________ [approached one of the emerging members of
the press, whose name he did not know, and asked him what had 
taken place inside. The newsman had a paper containing notes 
in his hand which he read from. He said that during the news 
conference, STOKELY CARMICHAEL stated MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., 
was the last Negro civil rights leader of the older generation 
who preached nonviolence, brotherhood, love and good will, and 
now he is gone. He further said CARMICHAEL stated there will 
be no funeral and there is no need for crying. CARMICHAEL 
continued that black people must organize to fight the white 
society in which they live, there is no longer any need to 
press for love because what is needed is guns, because Negroes 
must arm themselves. He stated violence will come but Negroes 
must first arm themselves. CARMICHAEL continued that on the 
previous night, Negro youths fought policemen's guns with rocks 
and bottles. Next time, he stated, it won't be this way, there 
will be war in the streets.

b7C
After the press conference was over, CARMICHAEL was 

not observed to emerge from SNCC by SA__________ The crowd
that had gathered outside the building dispersed soon there
after in an orderly manner.
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b7C
___________ _______________________ AUCO Broadcasting

Company, Station WWDC, 8800 Brookville Road, Silver Spring.,_______
Maryland, was contacted at his place of employment by SA | 

  Prior to this interview,! Ihad been contacted 
by|___________________________________ I of AUCO, concerning the
interviewing agent’s inquiry regarding whether or not personnel 
from that station covered a news conference held on April 5, 1968 
at 10:00 am, by STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

b7c ______________ advised that none of his station covered
this news conference. He stated that the station was furnished 
with a tape of the conference by United Press International and 
part of the tape was used at the 11:00 news broadcast and a 
thirty second spot of it was used on the 12:00 news, an opposite view expressed by| was broadcast.

1
 furnished the interviewing agent with a 
e above tape and also with the tape 
itself. He furnished a transcribed copy of the 12;00 noon 

broadcast referred to above. These items were furnished to 
|of his staff.
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It will be recalled 
in this case, in an interview with 
WAVA Radio News

as has been reported previously 
___ _____________________ ^or 

he related his experience with regard to his 
having encountered STOKELY CARMICHAEL on Saturday afternoon, 
April 6, 1968, in the vicinity of 16th and F Streets, N. E., 
at the scene of a fire in a warehouse. It is recalled 
CARMICHAEL, according to| declined to be interviewed on
a "live” broadcast, but, m his place, CARMICHAEL told to interview his companion, whose name was given as [ 

(phonetic). .—
] or

In effort to establish an identification ol Lliu dividual I ______________________ _________________________Iwas re~S
interviewed A*pril  9. 1968, by Special Agents

at Radio Station WAVA. located at 1901 North 
Ft. Myer Drive, Arlington. Virginia. F 
advised he resides at Washington, D.C

With a view of possibly identifying  
reviewed a series of photographs, including pictures of

a photograph of an individual known as
1 anc

After examining these photographs, _______ [advised
none of the persons pictured in the photographs was believed bv 
him to be identical with the individual known to him as 

___________ however, the person whose photograph most c1osely 
resembles____________________________________________ [pointed out
he believedf ^had a darker skin than the inaividual in
the| photograph, and he at__________
have his hair nearly so long as hair is shown in
his photograph.

did not

It is noted the photograph oi| picture made February .... —- - - 
Jackson, Mississippi

_________ ]was thatL
23, 1968 by the Police Department (PD) 
Jackson PD Number
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Dote____ April 9, 1968
1

b7C
of Planning and Design, 

District of Columbia Redevelopment Land Agency, advised that 
the District of Columbia official estimate, as best could be 
determined at this time, as to property damage caused by the 
civil disturbance starting on ^pril 4, 1968, “was $13,300,000.

b7C 4/9/68by Dote di ctated

°n.-------------4/^53----------»’-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------File a-----^0^2-97^7-
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Intelligence 
Division, Metropolitan Police Department, Washington. 
D.C., on April 11, 1968, advised SA| 
that STOKELY CARMICHAEL has not been issued a permit 
or any other authorization by the Metropolitan Police 
Department to carry a handgun in the District of 
Columbia.

b7C

The District of Columbia weapons law appears 
in Title 22, Sections 22-3202 to 22-3217 of the District 
of Columbia Code (1961 Edition). The law was originally 
enacted on July 8, 1932.

Section 22-3204, Title 22 provides as follows:

"Section 22-3204. Carrying concealed 
weapons.

"No person shall within the District of 
Columbia carry either openly or concealed on 
or about his person, except in his dwelling 
house or place of business or on other 
land possessed by him, a pistol, without a 
license therefor issued as hereinafter provided, 
or any deadly or dangerous weapon capable of 
being so concealed. Whoever violates this 
section shall be punished as provided in 
section 22-3215, unless the violation occurs 
after he has been convicted in the District of 
Columbia of a violation of this section or of 
a felony, either in the District of Columbia or 
in another jurisdiction, in which case he shall 
be sentenced to imprisonment for not more than 
ten years. (July 8, 1932, 47 Stat. 651, ch. 465, 
Section 4; Nov. 4, 1943, 57 Stat. 586, ch. 296; 
August 4, 1947, 61 Stat. 743, ch. 469; June 29, 
1953, 67 Stat. 94, ch. 159, Section 204(c)) ."
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Section 22-3215, Title 22, provides as follows:

"Section 22-3215. Penalties.

"Any violation of any provision of this 
chapter for which no penalty is specifically 
provided shall be punished by a fine of not 
more than $1,000 or imprisonment for not more 
than one year, or both. (July 8, 1932, 47 
Stat. 654, ch. 465, Section 15)."
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Mr. Tavel___
Mr. Trotter... 
Tele. Room— 
Miss Holmes.. 
Miss Gandy—

r
APR 131968

DIVISION

T DIRECTOR (100-446080) ENCODED

URGENT 4-13-68 AMS

Mr.
Mr. De 
Mr. Mo 
Mr. Bish 
Mr. Caspei 
Mr. Callaha 
Mr. Conrad..! 
Mr. Felt- 
Mr. Gale... 
Mr. Rosen.

b7C

ATTTN, DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE

.X' FROM NEW YORK (100-153751)

# 983317

—-13---■ 

ALL JNFUhiM!
HE-O .1$ ^CLASSIFIED

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

IP

INTERNAL SECURITY, STUDENT NON -VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE »/
>/

 -L
/ff

/ V
-3

‘/

CARMICHAEL OBSERVED INSTATES DATE BY FUREA4T AGENTS

DEPARTING NEW YORK

RESIDENCE OF AT TWELVE TWENTY FIVE PM, AND ARRIVING

DIPLOMAT HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY TWELVE PM.

b7C
CARMICHAEL DEPARTED DIPLOMAT HOTEL, NYC, SIX FOURTEEN

PM INSTANT DATE AND PROCEED IN DIRECTION OF HARLEM AREA, NEW

YORK CITY. AT EIGHT PM INSTANT DATE SUBJECT OBSERVED
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Tolson <___
'DeLoach 
Mohr___
iBishop - 
(Casper____
Callahan _
Conrad____
Felt _;__ L_
[Gale _______
[Rosen .____
Sullivan ___
Tavel ______
Trotter__ _L.
Tele. Room 
dolmes -» 
l.andy, ft

■ b7C\

■' Dear

I received your letter and its enclosure on April 9th 
and appreciate the concern which prompted you to contact me.

Widi respect to your inquiry, the FBI is strictly an 
investigative agency of the Federal Government and, as such, does 
hot determine whether prosecutive action will be undertaken in any 
situation. Such decisions concerning Violations of Federal law are 
within the province of the Attorney General/ ? 2 ?

The FBI has furnished voluminous data^ regarding 
. Stokely Garmichael to the Department of Justice for its consider* 
atioh. ahdyou may wish to contact the Attorney General in this 
matter*- |is now in' custody , on- Federal charges .

^WT?L1968 L
COMM-FBl |

Sincerely ypuirS, 
Jo Edg^r Hoover'

NOTE:’' Bufiles ccintAin no reoord-of 
currently in custody >on Federal charges.t TT^TT. b ‘

TYPE UNIT

,b -
§

-Sa:

I • t^Vl • ’ . ,?■ ’ «■ -
■X

-' ^o.

4
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TRUE COPY

Dear Mr Hoover

Know how busy you are and all the Problems
confronting you, will you please spare a few minutes to read 
the enclosed artical that appeared in the Philadelphia Bulletin 
Newspaper. What I want to know is how in this Great country 
of ours a thing of this sort is permitted- Why aren t the laws 
enforced to prevent this from happening, it seems that there 
is a complete breakdown of law and order, which brings fear to 
me and every other citizen I am married with a family a boy 
2 1/2 and an infant daughter What steps are being taken by our 
goverment to insure safty for my family and I. What steps are 
being tgken to apprehend and rid our streets of people such as 
StokleyCarmichel and I I I love my family and Country
Very'much I am afriad for the Safty of both will you kindly give 
me the courtesey of a reply as to what is being done to help make 
this a more Secure and safe Country. P. S Just one sane 
reason why he is not in Jail just one Thank-you

Sincerley

REC n °
L - -

$ APR 17 ^68
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/ l^^^s^l^u^kill^hitps, 
Stokely Carmichael Says ?

Washington — (UPI) — Stoke should fear your 
lyCarmichael said/today that am going to die.? 
Negroes will_ “have to get (| 
guns” and take to, the streets^ 

■ to ^retaliate ■. for’ the . execution^ 
■of the Reve'Dr./.Martin.-Luthdr 
King Jr ’ I

> Dp , King, it "'declared'war ><JfI 
■ .us,” the Black; Power extremfet 

tbldj reporters., - -l.-A"
i.,."Black people know-' that

• /thefrjyyay'.is'ndt by intellectual 
, jtjjspussions.'-. iThey- 'know -they 
have to1get guns, '
Y'^We'have -to-retaliate- for the 
;eke'cufion of our leaders. The 
execution; of those debts wili 
not be in the courtrooms. They 

’ will, be in the streets of the
United States of America.”
Leads Looting / .

■ ••Carmichael, who led severan 
hundred' < demonstrators la/t 
night: during ■. several hours 

"violence' and . looting in, a „ 
■ .block area,of Washington, said 

he- did it so i-the " youths cot id 
ask storeowners 'to close 'do1 /n 

,• 'their shops out >of respect f i>f

Z>/J~'Want. it - clear, howey :r, 
/■that,we are not stopping, th 
I ,from.f' kicking ifi store 

'-’dows,”- Carmichael added-.
. ? V‘if. ./they don’t have gu 
wotre hot . going to let, th;

• throw bricks, and bottles i 

, . guns we’..wili’„let .them come.'i 
on "the street.

I linow; I

‘Dying F.very Day’—•■- 
‘"Asked' if his'- course .of‘ac- 
tion -might result in -the ..death 
•of. mShy 'Negroes,- Carmichael 

v“When wlute-America killidL ? ■........... v ’
.Lim .*.■» «4- rrx /-I n A v • m<W*1 *' * r 4 .. 4- -&•* -

| “Black men-.are dying every 
"day. In. .Vietnam for example. 
They; -might as well take as 
many white men as, possible, 
with them.” ’

He called PresidefflCJohnson 
and Sen. Robert F. Kennedy (D- 
NY) “honkies” and included 
them as part of- the >“white 
America” that he held respon
sible for Kin^’i riaatli.. ...... - 

’■ During the looting and other 
disturbances last night, Carmi
chael told the crowd of youths: 

“When the white man comes 
he is coming to kill, you. I don’t 
want any black blood in the. 
street. Go home and get -you’ a; 
gun and • then . come: back be
cause'. I got-me a, gun.” . - \- 
"] Carmichael then brandished a 
: mall, black pistol, ~ -

As he did -so, a Negro boy 
i'fed two shots into .the,-air. •' 
- Police tried to disperse'.defn- 
mstrators in .various .areas, and 
at, one point used tear. gas. ": 
: There,-were seyeral-fires ?in. 
whichd .arsons-’.was/suspected.• 
Firemen.’:were_. the target.- of 
rock'throweis'"' . | J*;?' ■*

:5-

1 :m 
w in-

is, 
im

i- , 4l
.'-sguns,’” hg^said;. “-When we hi ye 

, guns we,wilf, let them come'(Lit

'y-r-'ftsked- by a: white reporter !
. he. Reared’ for his^life/Carmy 

■ chacl rcpli.e(l:<’ ? .
You

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-26-2006 BY
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls
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(Priority)
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IlMr. Conrad:—
iMr. Felt.— 
I Mr. Gale-ii 
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k- IJ jir. BuiiiVan-i 
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TO: DIRECTOR AND SACS ATLANTA; BALTIMORE, BOSTON, CHICAGO; V 
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.PITTSBURGH, RICHMOND AND SAN FRANCISCO

FROM<SAC, WFO (100-43503) ;b7C-

A; STOKELYtLARMI CHAEL,. INTERNAL J S ECURITY - / MI S CELLANEOUS

/ SEDITION

. 0 CARMICHAELDEPARTED WDC NINE; 'THIRTY AM )THIS DATE NATIONAL

AIRPORT- VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHTNUMBERTWO, FOUR EIGHT

EN ROUTE NYC.5 DUE TO.ARRIVE LAGUARDIAAIRPGRT;TEN^TV TYONE AM. .

CARMICHAELREPORTEDLYTO SPEAK; AND'ATTEND CONFERENCE NYC APRIL 

; TWELVE,I THIRTEEN AND FOURTEEN BEING HELD HOTEL DIPLOMAT. ^

s CARMICHAEL TRAVELING WITH SNCC REPRES 3:

p.

NY;GOGNTZANT^S’ TRAVEL.
' ' 07-',; -7 lI-Q

o.1968

c'-OO,, .. - -V XvitA ■ ■

P—2<>-='- ■ Bureau : >
2 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO

b7C

7WWH:meh 
(6); ?

Special, Agepit' in- Charge

(■

• :Pef



. Transmit the following in _

FROM:

• SUBJECT.

b7C ' '

• - Bureau
2’ - Richmond )•
2. - WFO ././
2 - Baltimore 
GD/gcv

F Bl ■: :/<

• . Date: .4/11/68

■v: AIRTEL" /Via ________ :—;—-

V '■

■:’/ . TO.:"

. (Type.in plaintext or code)’

■ 'REGULi^ MAIL

FD-3f6 z(Rev., 5-2 2-6 4)

_M ., PerSentI •..0f ’•JlSpieSTali^gent .in C harge

DIRECTOR FBI :

7 SAC/)BALTIMORE (100-24220.)
;stokely Carmichael//

/■RACIAL MATTER.; '

. Re Baltimore"telephone' call to Washington Field 
on 4/11/68 at 9:2$ A.I4. ' ‘ • - -

-A2L/. /-b Information received' from \who is

__ /advised that .STOKELY 
... , ' •• CARMICHAEL called SCLC Office between’ 8:00 ’ and 8:30 PiM ■ 

■ 1 -____last, GABMICHAEL-itfirst asked' to' 'speak with,|
t| ~ t * ______________ |was only one present at SCLC ■

' ;.-yO-ffice. and'he talked 'with CARMICHAEL. J /related to| \:
|. that. STOKELY'was calling from Ashley/. .Virginia and advij 

/£,that if 'things/stay :.as ’ quite, as they are at..present he would 
i.J see >hirff/in: Baltimore this' coming weekend . "Washington Field 

cognizant and will handle. > '

%LL - IN E O'R'M AT I ON-' 'C ONT Al N E D 
'■ HEREIN..IS' UNCLAS'SIE.IED. _ 
■/'■'DATE’. 05^26/2006 .'BY, ■ .. - ; g- a

6'03O'O/AUC? TAIfl/'DCG/'bls. :

■’ WF/
APjafc^? -.



MEDALI^JMFORMATION CONTAjNED
HEREIN IS UNCLAS
DAT E 0 E~ 2 6—2 U U 6 BY
>'ri3 □ 97 W^-i%Pi^rsion

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date —4/11/6.8

Stokely Carmichael, former 
Chairman of the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 
traveled to Atlanta, on 4/8/68, and 
attended the funeral of Martin 
Luther King, Jr., on 4/9/68. 
Attached indicates he has returned 
to Washington, D. C.

Secret Service, Army, and 
Mnter-Division Information Unit of 
the Department advised. WFO 
has been instructed to alert 
sources and advise when his where
abouts are established.

WLS:Irb



FBI

FBI

4

WASH DC*

Mr. Tolson™
Mr. DeLoacl

FEOeSAl DUPtAU OF INVgSTIBATIflN U. 8, DEPARTMENT OF W™

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION .

URGENT 4/10/68 VSC
b 7C

Mr.' Callahan..
I Mr. Conrad...

Felt____Mr.
Mr. Gale______ j
Mr. Roseii__

j Mr. Sullivan><_ 
yMr. Tavel_____
1 Mr. Trotter___

Tele. Room.... .... .
Miss Holmes __
Miss Gandy.___

AL L IN F O RM A1J.I QN C QN T Al N E D 
HERE IN I S UNCLAS SI'F IED - " 
DATE 05-2 6-2 0 0 S-lffY 
60309/AUG/TAM/DCG/bls

ATLANTA

PM940

TO DIREG'foR AND WFO

FROM ATLANTA 100-6812 IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. SEDITION.

RE WFO TEL. APR. TEN. INSTANT

CARMICHAEL KNOWN TO BE IN ATLANTA AS OF TEN THIRTYFIVE "

PM, APR. NINE, LAST INFO RECEIVED FROM SOURCE OF ANOTHER

OFFICE. WHO WAS IN ATLANTA, REFLECTS CARMICHAEL RETURNED

TO WASH., D.C., ON APR. TEN, INSTANT, MODE OF TRAVEL UNKNOWN,

ATLANTA IN CONTACT WITH SOURCE IN EFFORT TO RESOLVE %

CARMICHAEL'S PRESENT WHEREABOUTS

END

LCC

' / 0° "
9 BEC-0 fii5H0>

FBI WASH DC*
r n APR 16 1968

Jiu 11 a
©

1'0'0191968
RELAYED XQj ..... ....



w

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

4/11/68

At the specific request of the 
Attorney General we are conducting an 
investigation to develop information on 
the incidents involving Stokely Carmichael 
on 4/4-6/68. A preliminary report dated 
4/8/68, has already been submitted to 
the Department concerning this matter.

Information in the attached indicates 
our Washington,Field Office has utilized 
50 to 60 Agents in the investigation 
and has conducted 170 interviews with 
50 additional interviews contemplated.

We are continuing to vigorously 
press this investigation. A supplemental 
report will be submitted 4/12/68.

PTB:chs

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 05-26-2006 BY
-6-0-3-0 9 / ----------



FD:y (Rev. 5-22-64) 'ifI FORMAT I CM',' CON T AIMED "
.E-In! IS .■ UNCLASSIE-IHD •” '

DATE 0
■■6 Q3 tf 9./.AU£/.T^x^s/’bl i

Date:- 4/11/68
Transmit the’following in;

| | MrXSfLoacRT— 
1 1Mr- M&tZ
| .Mr.
I .• ‘ Mr; Casper..—-.
I j- Mix-.Cailahan—..
I Mr. Conrad

Mr. F’olt 
Mr.
«Mr

Via AIRTEL

X FROM

< J TO

. .(Type in-.p'laintext or code) " ■

DIRECTOR, FBI 1

SAC, WFO (62-9737)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INCITE TO RIOT - MISC

78/68

’ (Priority)

b7C

Re preliminary report submitted under date

Rr.se

■z

of

.Trotter—,.
Tele; Room-—— 
Miss Holmes.—-- 
Miss Gandy-—

For the information of the Bureau; between 50 and 
60 Agents have been used daily in the investigation of 
instant matter, aimed at determining the extent of CARMICHAEL’S 
direction and participation in the rioting conditions on 
<4/4, 5 and 6/68 in WDC. In excess of 170.>i^terviews have been 
conducted to datb concerning the march oh^L4th jS;treet, NW, 
during the early evening, of 4/4/68 and thd.;-Georgia and Florida 
Avenue, NW, arda during, the afternoon of‘4/5/68. An estimated^ 
50 additional.interviews are contemplated concerning the.14th/S 
Street disturbance? To date, investigation indicates tha^aX^ 
group ,of high-school age’ juveniles. began^desttpyihg jpropertyf^ 
and looting along Georgia Avenue between 12:30 and 1:30 PM, \ 
on 4/5/68. This group originated in the area of Howard

; University, and the disturbance, including looting, began prior 
to the appearance of CARMICHAEL-at the University.

In excess of 50 interviews have been conducted of news- 
An additional .14 interviews .media personnel in instant matter, 

are contemplated. .

Bureau
WFO,. , •

CJJ:teb 
(4)

KC^is
. (‘/VC -

: ...b7C’

•Approved: ______________________________ : Sent . _1
' - ■ ... . v. Vs’/ »• • ' ' b. • •

Special Agent in Charge ■■
-M Per.



WFO 62-9737

Two audio-visual and three audio tapes, primarily 
concerning the STOKELY CARMICHAEL press interview on 4/5/68, 
have been obtained.

With respect to CARMICHAEL'S appearance at Howard 
University, investigation has determined that there were three 
gatherings on, that, date at the University and that CARMICHAEL 
appeared only for the third meeting; Our best information to 
date indicates he arrived at about 1:45 - 2:00 PM and six 
students at this third gathering, who are considered extreme 
militants, have, been identified as having been there. Efforts 
will be made to interview them. Five high-school students and 
six Howard University faculty members who were present at this 
meeting have been interviewed. Continuing efforts are being 
made to identify additional spectators at this meeting. Howard 
University students are on Easter recess and will not return to 
school until Monday, 4/22/68. ;

All leads are being, given expeditious attention and sufficient manpower will be used to insure that investigation 
receives prompt attention.

Next investigative report will be submitted 4/12/68.



Domestic Intelligence

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 4/11/68
Information in the attached 

indicates that an unknown indi
vidual reportedly stated in 
San Antonio on 4/5/68 that he was 
going to blow Stokely Carmichaels 
head off. Our San Antonio Office 
is attempting to further identify 
this individual.

We have instructed our 
Washington Field Office to fur
nish this information in the 
attached to the Washington, D.C., 
Metropolitan Police Department.
PTO:bjb

A*
P ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED



FD-36 (Rev. ,5-22-64);

■ AmLtRF ORHATI Oil 'CONT. AT NED; '
'•HeW'S^T'S
,,I5ATJ2,7-^E--2'.6^.2O'0'6 Hy A;,-, ...
t" ■' .'AUC/^AM/Bdfckbli’‘

,d. - 'I . ■' a■■ -\ Datc: -4/11/68

.Transmit' the following in
•'(Typ.e in;plaintext pr-.code'):'

Via , AIRTEL

.Mr. TolsonJJ^H

Mf./Casper., 
Mr. Callahan— 
Mr. Com 
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale 
■Mr. Rosei 
Mr./Sulli 
Mr. Tavel— 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room- 
Miss’Holmes 
Miss Gandy.:

TO DIRECTOR, FBT (100-446080)

FROM: . ^SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY^CARMICHAEL '/.jA... ...... '.b7c
- s IS‘ - M; SEDITION w'ternai. security.;.isr&t .•
■A (OOiWFO) •;'A?AT-

'■'•'a .vB-’A Re airtel to WFO,a4/6/68. /

(Priority)

& Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies; • 
offabove referenced SA airtel. dated 4/6/68. . -

b7C
' a"*- । San Antonio ascertained td whom 1968 Texas License?, 

______ Jregistered, and attempt&e? to further identify (FNU) 
through SA Police Department and other established 

jsources as well as his propensity for violence

.. . 2

■■. i ..-

Bureau (Enels\/F ?llJ/h ' 

Safrj^tohi^ f

W0..: ; j7bS».; : J '

. C. 1 <.
AIRTEL

Per.-.
Chabge,,.'“’n

: Sent.



D-36 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

Date: 4/6/58

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM: SAC, SAN ANTONIO (100-103 00 HRUC)

RE: STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-26-2006 BY

TO:

b7C

603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls 
On 4/5/68|

advised that he had observed an individual in a San Antonio 
restaurant who stated he was a retired soldier and that he 
was going to blow STOKLEY CARMICHAEL's head off. | 
advised this individual had shouted that he- wanted to make 
an announcement, and then he made the threat, 
said this person did not aonear to have been drinking, 
He advised he went outside and checked the man’s license 
on his car, which was a 1965 Chevrolet station wagon. The 
license number was 1963 Texas The waitress
called this man

described the individual as follows:

b7C
iName 
Race 
Sex 
A.g e 
Weight 
Height 
Hair

Characteristics

(FNU) _______
Whi "t s
Male 
55-60 
170 
5 ’ 8" 
White, combed straight 

back
Wears glasses

1953 Texas licenses not yet in file, and there
fore San Antonio is unable to determine to whom that car 
is registered.



SA 100-10300

This is being furnished UFO for information and 
any .action deemed appropriate,, San Antonio takinr no* further 
action UAC. ■ °

2



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

5010—106

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSj«A 

DATE 05-26-2006 BW
60309/AUG/TAM/D C G/bls

TO

b7C
FROM

SUBJECT:

DeLoach

Callahan 
Conrad

Sullivfn

Tavel ___ L_
DATE: 4/9/68

Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr

1
1
1
1
1

DeLoach 
Sullivan 
Bishop 
Rosen

Gan dy

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS ]_ _
SEDITION

b7C

By letter dated 4/6/68, the Attorney General requested 
the Bureau’s assistance in developing information on the incidents 
involving Stokely Carmichael on 4/4-6/68.

We have received a preliminary report dated 4/8/68 
from our Washington Field Office concerning this matter.

Included in the report is a signed statement from a 
witness who observed Carmichael lead 15 to 20 youngsters from 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee Headquarters in 
Washington, D. C., to the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, North-^ 
west, Washington, D. C. Carmichael told the group, "If you 
don’t have a gun, go home and get one." He thereafter exhiM,ted} 
a small caliber handgun to the crowd. This occurred 4/4/68.

The report;also contains a transcript of a tape 
i recording of remarks made by Carmichael at a press conference 
on 4/5/68. During this press conference, Carmichael acknowledged 
that- he led the Negro youngsters to 14th and U Streets the 
evening of 4/4/68 and acknowledged that he would not stop them 
from kicking in store glass windows 
stopping them from 
When they come out

ACTION:

He declared, "We are 
coming out on the streets without guns, 
on the streets, we want them with guns/,"/, 

1*^-0 - fl'i

There is 
copies fo
Copies//for Assistant Attorneys General Yea gley and

rneys Verier al Yea'gl^yRah^General, 
Vinson.
Vinson contain as any,enclosure a copy of Washington Field Office

ss thisreport dated 4/8/68'2 <-Wd are 
investigation

PTB:fhd (7)
APR? 2 1968^

continuing to vigorously

b7C



FKTiB (Rev. 5-22-64) INFORMATION;..CONTAINED £
EIN IS UNCLASSIFIED' ' "

'DATE 05-26-2006; BY- .
603.0 9/AUC/TAM/DCS/bls '

FBI:.’-

Date: 4/11/68

Transmit the following in
PLAINTEXT

Via
TELETYPE

(Type in plaint.ex(^or-,code)
urgent’ 7t7X'--

My

Ir
Mr.. Tolson J 
Mr. DeLoach—_I

। Mr. Mohr 
। Mr. Bishop-------- J

। Mr. Casper 
। Mr. Callahan— 
| Mr. Conrad.) 
j Mr. Felt-i— 
| Mr. Gale___

dr. Rosen.—
SullivanTavel—- 

| Mr. Trotter-
-7 Tele. (Room— 

« Miss Holmes.-
-j-Miss "Gsiidy—

1/

' (Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) AND 
SACL BALTIMORE

!ROM: SAC, WFO (62-9737) . 6

stokel^armichael; inciting to riot-miscell.

THE WASHINGTON POST, APRIL TEN LAST, REPORTED[

b7C

BOTH WASHINGTON,D. C., WERE FINED FIFTY DOLLARS AND.GIVEN

SIXTY DAY JAIL -TERMS AFTER CONVICTION OF CURFEW VIOLATIONS IN

A SPECIAL NIGHT“COURT BY CRIMINAL COURT JUDGE WILLIAM J. O'DONNELL.

ACCORDING TO ARTICLE THEY CLAIMED THEY WERE ENROUTE PHILADELPHIA

DEFENDANTS ARRESTED BALTIMORE EIGHT P.M. APRIL NINE LAST

AND WERE CARRYING. A CAN OF; GASOLINE IN THEIR AUTOMOBILE AS THEIR

CAR HAD. A FAULTY FUEL PUMP.

BALTIMORE INTERVIEW IN AN EFFORT TOb7C

6 APR 16 1968

Bureau
Teletype Unit 
WFO



%X^ev. 5-2 2-64) ■

•' / ’ ' " F B I '■ |

' <.. ■ ■ ■■ . . Date: • । \ '.

Transmit.the following in • ■ ■ - , ’' ' ■____________________ i__________ J-
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via • ■ ■ ’ ,I'
' (Priority) •' ।

-------_____■__ _ ^ _ _______ _  ___ _ _ 411 _  _____ ____ j________ :

WFO 62-9737

PAGE TWO

? ESTABLISH THEIR RELATIONSHIP AND ASSOCIATION, IF ANY, WITH

CARMICHAEL AND ANY ACTION TAKEN BY THEM BASED UPON HIS COUNSEL.

Approved: ____ _________  ' ~ ' Sent ■ ________ M . Per 
. \ ; Special Agent'in-Charge ?■. \



4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL FOAM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

G$A GEN. AEG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO The Director DATE:

FROM N. P. Callahan

OBJECT: The Congressional Record

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-26-2006 BY
603 0 9/ AU C/TAM/DCG/b1s

Pages gosi-sasss. Seaator Iftmaoad* (S) careltaa, 
ggok® waeorafeg the recent riot is Mtagbto aad commsaled ©a th@ activities 
©f Mmto IMter Sgjg. Me ©toted says that te B aowtotai. 
Wmthetess, to ha® Hsk®d hi® emiara wite th® aesl ©stsp©t®a advocate of 
vlotesm to th® Umted aste®, ~ aad hte
ioUwers are sofetog to tie bp to® orgaas ©t gdverawai ®® that dsweraey 
will be MaeMzsail aa4 mob rate tew sw gart to system of
geremetf. - - - i b@u@v© that Pmtoteat J©has©o kaaw what 
Ktog to teytag to cto, wl teat te should * s@s^8g about it. I mil 
PreeWat J©ima©n to public th© iotorrnMlou about King which to avaitobte 
to him. This taforx&sttoB to opsaly talked about to WMbtogto®." fifc Thurmwl 
iaeluded an arttete from th® Charlesto© (^th Camilla) Mew© an«l Coumr ©f 
mtetary M ®Mitted Ormictael To 4oto mess” wrm®» by Fmfe ¥. 01 

^a.amcte twm IM tetbm ¥togteto Sua wittea.by ¥. F« "■'
©Mitten Mteiag Sehool to th® ©totetot ©t Cotabte.

B7 APR 11 1968

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Recofcj-fof was rev-'ewec^ an'^ pertinent items were
maried7B tteDR^rCaf^ntion. This form has been prepared in order that 
porl&isLf a £9P/4ofAh%oriSinal memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and place 
in <^r^i(^^MrlaSjSS& subject matter files.



5-113.(1-10-61) W
_____ ALL INFORMATION CONT A^jriv

~~' HEREIN IS ®b^SSIFI.ED
• DATE. 0-5-26-2Off BY '

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date March 23, 196 S

We are continuing to follow 
the activities of Stokely 
Carmichael, former chairman of the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee. Attached concerns 
speech by Carmichael at the Boston, 
Massachusetts, Technical High 
School, and Carmichael said whites 
must, be killed or blacks would die, 
1,200 people were present and whits 
people and newsmen were excluded. 
Information in the attached will bs 
furnished the White House, Attorney 
General, and other interested 
agencies.

TJD:kmj

U



AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-26-2006 BY
6 0 SB ® / M&TOWl / D C G/ bls

3/23/68 U

TO DIR

NT PJB 12:08PM

AND WFO

FROM'BOSTON

TOR

STOKELY

«
r. Tolson—^.
r. DeLoaAb..

Mr. Mohr.__
Mr. Bishop__
Mr. Casper----
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad_
Mr. Felt...
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr.

Gale_
Rosen.. 
Sulliva
Tavel_____ ..
Trotter *T 

Tele. Room_ I__
Miss Holmes V 
Miss Gandy__Q

on

b7C
AKA -RtT DAS+f SNCcT SEDITION

TWENTYTWO LAST.

BOSTON TECHNICAL HIGI^CHOOL^S

. FSDtRAl BUREAU OF.INVESTIGATION 

A U. §. PEPARTMEN.T OF JUSTICE 

W COMMUNICATION ACTION
MAR 2 3 1968

(157-437)

CARMICHAEL

REMYTEL

SUBJECT

DATED MARCH

APPEARED AT

SPEAKER ON PROGRAM ADVERTISED.BY FLYERS DISTRIBUTED IN ROXBURY 
1

SECTION BOSTON, MASS. AS QUOw’bLACK REVOLUTION7B#WeTE 
b 7 C -------- -—

APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO USE HALL FILED IN NAME OF ONE

■ 77
STUDENT, IN BEHALF OF ROXBURY BLACK PEOPLES* FORUM 4WW*.

INFORMANTS ADVISE CAUCASIANS WERE REFUSED ADMITTANCE AND NO

NEWS COVERAGE ALLOWED. HALL SEATS TWELVE HUNDRED PERSONS AND
c:

II APPEARED ALMOST FILLED TO CAPACITY. AUDIENCE PREDOMINANTLY IN

SIXTEEN TO TWENTYFIVE AGE BRACKETT. CARMICHAEL SPOKE FOR ABOUT

ONE HOUR DISCUSSING THE HISTORY OF SLAVERY IN AMERICA OF BLACK

PEOPLE,., OPPRESSION BY WHITES, POVER^Y^AND INEQUALITY UNDER 
£1* » •*

WHICH BLOCKS LIVE AND SEVERAL TJMES STATED IN SUBSTANCE THAT THE

.c
WHITES MUST BE KILLED OR THE BLACKS WOULD DIE. TALK RECEIVED WIT

delayed to

• vW

/l/aWi/.'o

t APR 10 1968



PAGE TWO

BS 157-457

|ENTHUSIASM ALTHOUGH LESS RESPONSE GIVEN WHEN REFERENCE 
> 1 " f

{made TO KILLING WHITES. OTHER SPEAKERS ON PROGRAM INCLUDED |

JAMEOTSRMAN OF STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE, \

IjOtttarroUNG, CHAIRMAN OF,BOSTON CHAPTER CONGRESS OF RACIAL )

EQUALITY AND FRANK OCHIENG, PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED. NO INCIDENTS

^OCCURRED. CARMICHAEL INDICATED PLANS TO BE IN BOSTON DURING

SATURDAY, MARCH TWENTYTHREE BUT DID NOT ELABORATE.

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCES MENTIONED AS PRESENT ARE

EFFORTS BEING MADE

b2 
b7C 
b7D

TO FOLLOW CARMICHAEL'S ACTIVITIES THROUGH SOURCES.

BUREAU AND WFO WILL BE ADVISED. BOSTON SOURCES HAVE HAD NO

PREVIOUS ACQUAINTANCE WITH ROXBURY BLACK PEOPLES' FORUM.

end . ■' r ■ .f

SAA ...

FBI WASH DC*

^wLer 'WfSynihea



TO

0-1 (Rev. 3-5-64) ;

UNITED STATES^HU MENT

Memorandum
jdSSafceanasKBSBfeamKg-.

SAC,___SanFranc 1 sco___

ALL INFORMAT
HEREIN IS UNCL
DATE 05-26-2006 BY -
60309/AU C/T AM/DC G/bls ■ ’

100-68783
(Your file 157-721 ) DATE: 3/28/68

from : Director, FBI (Bufile and Serial 100-446080

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 

SEDITION___________

ost in file and 
destroy 0-1 
(For SOG use 
only)

SEARCHED .INuEalD ..

1. Bufiles indicate this case is delinquent.

Re WFO airtel dated 2/20/68

.. Give specific reason fo j'ggg"

tol — LUO Ai\buLLS~

□ airtel 
DATE^ report 

□ letter

□ letterhead memo submitted *2? ' (

□ 90-day progress letter Xg will be submitted_________________

Reporting employee_____________________________________________________
□ 3. If valid reason exists for not submitting report at this time, state reason specifically and 

when report will be submitted__________ :________________________________________

□ 4. Status of □ Appeal 
□ airtel

□ 5. Submit □ report
□

Jnqpiry^, 
letterhead mtaio

□ Prosecution

□ letter □ 90-day progress letter by_______________________________ —
, /* * ‘ ‘ (Date)

(Place reply hereon and return to Bureau. Note receipt and acknowledgment on top serial in case file.)

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1965 O - 781-652
907-7 48



0-1 (Rev. 3-5-64) 4

UNITED STATE 'NT
ALL
HERE

CONTAINED
SHIFTED

, Memorandum
CBostoni^^ 

2**S/ : SAC, Cincinnati

DATE 05-26-2006 BY 
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

157-437
(Your file 100-16858 ) DATE: 3/28/68

Director, FBI (Bufile and Serial 100-446080
3

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
TS g MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION____________

ost in file and 
destroy 0-1 
(For SOG use 
only)

□ 1. Bufiles indicate this case is delinquent. Give specific reason for delinquency.

ix Re WF0 airteldated 2/19/68.

□ airtel
O 2. DATE XX report

□ letter

□ letterhead memo

□ 90-day progress letter

□ submitted

O will be submitted —

3.
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1. Bufiles indicate this case is delinquent. Give specific reason for delinquency.

Re WFO airtel dated 2/19/68

□ letterhead memo □ submitted

□ 3.

□ airtel 
DATE O report 

□ letter

Reporting employee
If valid reason exists for not submitting report at this time, state reason specifically and 
when report will be submitted________________________________________________________

□ 90-day progress letter IXpCwill be submitted 4/10/68

4.
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Status of □ Appeal 
□ airtel

Submit □ report 
□ letter

□ Inquiry □ Investigation 
letterhead memo

□ Prosecution

□ 90-day progress letter by
(Date)
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SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMT CHART. 
INTERNAL SECURITY 
SEDITION

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDI
b7C

as follows is the a

ING C

which we have 
to information developed by our Washington

1968, that • b7c

Set forth 
instituted pursuant 

b7c Field Office (WFO) on the evening of April 7, 
. Stokely Carmichael, black nationalist militant, would go with 
| a caravan of his followers to Richmond, Virginia, early tomorrow 

| morning in connection with| |court appearance

Pursuant to your instructions the Richmond 0 ice was 
:advised to endeavor to tape record any statements which Carmichael 
’or his militant followers might make in connection with this 
’’matter. In addition Richmond was instructed to endeavor to(L. J 
thoroughly cover the assemblage through observations??vof Agents”! 
on the spot, as well as use of photographic equipment*.;noting 

| the necessity of developing any possible evidence' in connection 
therewith, *'

■ -•>
t

. WFO was instructed to maintain physica-P-'surveillance
|of Carmichael and his caravan and coordinate with the, Richmond
I Office in order that the Richmond Office could assume' the 
rsurveillance at a discreet position after they were on their way

Ai 
o Q 
i

□ 
a 
§

It was impressed upon both Richmond and WFO that it is 
most essential that the Bureau be kept fully advised of all . developments in this matter. )4

/Ilf
We have been Keeping the Department fully advised of 

activities of Carmichael and will, continue to do so.

DeLoach 
Bishop 
Sullivan 
Rosen

r Mr 
-■’/Mr 
- Mr 
- Mr

GCM:brrv" (7)

b7C

CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

ACTION:

For information. This matter will be closely 
followed and you will be kept advised of all pertinent 
development s.

2



' AL XJBU J F 0 RM AT I ON CON T Al N E D
■ he^Ben. is ..unclassified ' 
,-DAwh 05^2.6-2-00 6 BY ? •:
.6 0 Sy / AUG/ T.AMZDCGZ- bl s’

■' • ®

W.. Fred M. Vinson, Jr, ;
■'. - '■ Assi stant. Attorney General - ■ -; ■; - 

■ . director,,Wl

1 Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. C. Sullivan

. ; April 11, 1968. -
•- - -•_ _ : .7 i • . i.

1 Mr. Bishop

■. intwnal ssomrf -j 
smrm

co co co cd gj

, Tolson ___
DeLoach _

' Mohr
.u Bishop ___
Casper____
Callahan- —

•Conrad ____
Felt _• 
Gale____ —
Rosen —__

. Sullivan-___
Tavel __—
Trotter - — 
Tele. Room 
Holmes 
Gandy _____

1 ;
'b7C

]: On April 10:,. 1968,|______________________.
. | |of the ’’Washingthn'Wst1! newspaper* was " ■.. ■ ',b7c

/ interviewed for information cdneerning'.an article appearing-' >. -
. in the 9’Washington .Wst” on Ajjril .5*. 1968* regarding the 

disturbance at 14th and t? Streets,,,N*W,,'Washington,/ B,' C. ,7.i . 
on the night of April 4,-1968*

_advised that his office has a running 
log of messages telephoned and radioed in by reporters of 

.' '■ events, which pertain, to the •civil - disturbance‘-in /'
Washington. B. C. . on the night of April 4. 1968. and the 
morning of April 51968. |said that the log
is considered as private working papers of his office and 
may contain personal notes and cements that may not be 
desirable for the public- to review* He stated he would 
like to cooperate with law enforcement officers but has 
some reservations about having his reporters tiediijp in 
court. He added that the lives and livelihoods of these 
reporters might be jeopardized by disclosure of information 
in this’ matter . However , he -.believed he could make this 
log available if it was. treated on.a "privy”'. bas€s,\ -J t-' 

'■ . 7. ■ . 7; -. • . -. 'i' 7 . ; : ■ ' '. i
■; Mease' advise/'whether it is desirable. Lf or out 

Washington Field Office to. accept- the'-above -Ibgifrom ' : 
Iwider the restrictions placed on its use by 
og'sho.ulB^b'ebthe fSout-Q^ --of considerable. lead .' 

■^'.material'. 7'■ ' ■ .<
' . • ■ ‘ ‘ - • ' I ■ ' - ■,

-— An early- replywill; 'be appreciated..

~~ .1 - Mr, J. Walter- '’Teagley 
zzj ■ Assistant, Attorn^. General' ——. . -- .bi-:--

PTB:ekwW '
— O-Obv-

ELETYPE UNIT L_

b7C '

b7C

4i

7. ■b ' - C': !<:• b- "
:SEE NOTE PAGE TWO



Hr. Fred M. Vinson 
;>■ . 

' Is-" ■'■
, NOTE: <. 
'r"!'v- ;:‘'5v- • 
'’Pf? ‘>?"^ ’ •'* ‘ •'J'-'' '

’ By letter dated April 6, 1968, the Attorney General.. requested an investigation of. the’lneidSs in Washington, D.C..^ 

,involving Stokely Carmichael oh April 4, 5, and 6,. 1968. -He 
have submitted to the Department a preliminary report- from our ' 
Washington Field Office^ dated April 8, 1968, which.,contains > . 
considerable inforsi<& .concerning CermictaeVs involvement



. _»D-36 5-22' N;F ORMA® I ON, .jj
■N ■ •£s■
'fe/26^'2'0.136; W'/H;

' •‘6030 9/AU'G/TAM/DCG/'bls
'' F B 1 ;. ■

' ’IV'A • Da^ . 4/10/68

I;Mr. Toison.'J.
•/ I Mt., •JJef.na.ch.'J. 

''Mr. Mohr-

' Transmit, the-.following in'_
(Type in plaintext- or‘ code)

via . Airtel
(Priority)

■ fl Mr: 
’■ ; I .Mr.

; Mr- 

. ■ ■ । Mr.

' j M1';
. ,•.'pKlr.

i| Mr.' RosenG..:

-T7I Mr;., livid; A.
j Mr. Trottgi'is 

A'-;-: j T.ele. RoojrA—-__
'■ '•' Miss Holmes.£,__

.; | Miss G'ahdy__d_..

Casper.__ L
CaBahjan__
Coarad-S..-
FelU

TO:
FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI 3/ 

SAC, WFO (62-9737)
b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INCITE TO RIOT .

■ Attached are 5 copies of LHM containing results
of an interview of representatives of the ''Washington Post" 
newspaper on 4/10/68 with respect to the<presence of a log < 
at the newspaper office setting forth the events which were 

’, telephoned in' by reporters on the' scene, covering the. riot 
/ which occurred on 4/4/68;. . . 2■ .A... — -’ ;

|| , WFO recommends that this office be authorized to
|| accept the log and review it for lead information. '

Of cdncurrent interest was information Supplied by4 / 
|that 3 the ''Washington Post", newspaper hhd three L 

reporters on the scene at 14th -and Chapin Streets when >
CARMICHAEL made comments about using guns. The "Washington 
Post" has no objection to FBI interviews of these individuals; 
however, the final decision lies exclusively with the 
reporters. ? Interviews will be requested‘ of| | '

I Name s ,6f add! t i o ha 1 
reporters working for the "Post',' on 4/4/68 have been obtained 
-and they will be interviewed ..fdr whatever information they 

. can contriTShtje-concerning STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

b7C.

{3) ■- ''Bureau ,<5‘ Encs)''’ < ' '7
1 - WFO -27 A .' •

;b7C'

-A Cjj:teb
7 (4) " .. y ry •,V'& .w»y.

■: APR16'l968 r

Approved: —__  ;■ '■__ _ ___ • ' -' ■ ’ ■ ’' Sent
v " .b ' “ Special. Agent in Charge

M . Per



UNITED

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D. C. •
April 10, 1968 '.'XX'--

■ : ALL .. INFORMATION ;CONTAINED
’■ ’ HEREIN IS' UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 05-26-2.0,06 .’BY-- • ;;
’ 603 0 9/AU-C/TAH/pCG/bls

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INCITE TO RIOT

b7C..

b7C-

On April 10, 1968. representatives df the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation interviewed!

of the "Washington Post", newspaper, for / 
information concerning an article appearing in the "Post" .. 
newspaper on April 5, 1968, regarding the 14th Street 
disturbance on the night of April 4, 19,68.

advised that his office has a 
running log ot messages telephoned and radioed by reporters 
of events which pertain to the civil disturbance in . 
Washington, D. C., on the night of April. 4, and the 
morning of April 5, 1968. When asked if he would make 
that log available for review, | I that the
log is considered as private working papers of the office, 
may contain personal notes and comments and may not- be 
desirable for the public to review. He stated he would 
like very much to cooperate with law-enforcement officers 
but has some'reservations about having his reporters tied 
up in court. . He added that lives and livlihoods of these 
reporters might be jeopardized by disclosure of their 
sources of information in this matter. However, he believed 
he could make this log available if it were treated on a 
"privy" basis. | |was advised that the representa
tives could not give such assurance at this time; that a 
check would be made with appropriate authorities and he 
would be recontacted. bi

copies destroyed '
2-86FEB 23 1971 ’-X . X- 'X-\



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

OSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-106

UNITED STATES Gi RNMENT

Memorandum

ALL INFORMATION fiMiT AIMED
HEREIN IS UNCLASiqglED
DATE 05-26-2006
603 0 9 ./ AU C / T AM / D C G,/ b 1 s

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

'SAC, BOSTON (157-437)(RUC)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
\ IS - MISC; SEDITION 

\ \\ (00: WFO)

date: 4/16/68

b7C

b7C

b7C

Re New York airtel to Director dated 3/8/68, requesting 
listings on phone numbers called from nhone maintained in 
subject’s residence, New York.

On 3/12/68, the listing service of the New England Telephone 
and Telegraph Company, Brookline. Mass. Business Office, 
advised that telephone number is listed to]

Wass.

0n^4/2/68, personnel of the Credit Bureau of Greater Boston 
Inc., 6 St. James Ave., Boston, Mass., advised that they 
could locate no information in their files identifiable with

k) 7 C On 4/2/68, personnel, Office of the Mass. Commissioner of
Probation, Suffolk County Courthouse, Boston, Mass., a 
central repository for all criminal and traffic conviction
records in the Commonwealth of Mass., advised that the files 
of that office contain no information identifiable with

b7C Telephone number 

'on 3/12/65

was found to bW/an unlisted number.

b2 
b7C 
b7D

__________ ___________________________________________________ (Protect 
Identity) advised that the above number was listed to|

______ __________  ______ | In connection 
with an investigation of| __ | Racia 1 Matters. it
was determined that I fr-esidqfti with her mother.I

I |was mairried to |_______  ________________________________
I in March, 1968, and curre|it\v resides at | 

~| according on 3/26/65.

Bureau (100-446c80) (RM)
y - New York (100-153751) (RM) '
2 - WFO (RM) ™ E3=®^
1 - Boston (157/437) 
JFN/jpm 
(7)

57 APR24196!

M APR 17 1968

7^
W



ALL INFORMATION COMB 
'HEREIN I S°" UNO LAS SIFJ

.DATE 05-26-2006 BY 1 
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/b1

/(?Z-2/7&&&&,/G&&&&&&&&

FBI NEW YORK

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Mr. Tolson____
Mr. DeLpach__

Mr. Mohr._ ___
Bishop____
Casper____

Callahan__
Conrad___

Felt'______
Gale______

Rosen__ _ _
Sullivan..^ 
Tavel_____

Trotter___

10y23 PM URGENT 4-14-68 AMS

40 DIRECTOR ( 100-446080)-4“- ATTN. DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVI

AND BALTIMORE

TO WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON ---ENCODED

Mr.
Tele. Room___
Miss Holmes—
Miss Gandy—

FROM NEW YORK (100-153751) 2P

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

IS - STUDENT NON - VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

CARMICHAEL OBSERVED INSTANT DATE BY BUREAU AGENTS ^DEPARTING

NEW YORK CITY. SUBJECT DEPARTED DIPLOMAT HOTEL TWO FIFTY PM 1 b7C
AND PROCEEDED TO NEW

YORK CITY, RESIDENCE OF

AT FOUR TEN PM, TRAVELLEE) TO

NEW YORK. SUBJECT DEPARTED

SUBJECT DEPARTED

SIX THIRTY PM AND WAS

NEWARK --1-

OBSERVED CpSRSSING GEORGE WASHINGTON BRIDGE AND ENTERING NEW

JERSEY TURNPIKE AT WHICH TIME HE DISAPPEARED IN HEAVY TRAFFIC

SUBJECT TRAVELLING IN ONE NINE SIX SEVEN OR SIX EIGHT YELLOW b7C

ANtyi$N.,jUN|K

V? M;APR 18 1968

PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON, NY LICENSE atirW -rff]
" ■** i -ruma < uuujJinMa rTTITB IWITH

END OF PAGE ONE



PAGE TWO

BUREAU OF SPECIAL SERVICES NEW YORK CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT 
I

ADVISED THIS DATE THAT SUBJECT TOLD NEGRO DETECTIVE THAT HE WAS

PLANNING TO GO TO WASHINGTON, D.C. . !

ADMINISTRATIVE

BUREAU AGENTS MENTIONED OBSERVING SUBJECT WERE  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1

BUREAUfS NEWARK AND WASHINGTON FIELD TELEPHONICALLY ADVISED

THIS DATE. i

BALTIMORE ADVISED BY WASHINGTON FIELD.

END AND ACK

WA..'..HWL

FBI WASH 'DC

CAS g



TO

OPDONA1 FORM NO. )0 50)0-106
may 
GSA GEN. REG. NO? 37

UNITED STATES (^^ERNMENT

Memorandum

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D
HEREIN IS UNCLA^fcFIED

DAT E 05-26-2 0 0
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/D^/bls ■

DATE: April 13Mr. W. C. Sullivan

FROM
b7C

1968

b7C

Tolson ____
DeLoach __ 
Mohr _______
Bishop ____
Casper ____
Callahan __ 
Conrad - 
Felt____
Gale . 
Rosen _ 
Sullivan 
1*avel _ 
Tetter _

Tele. Room _______

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL ‘ /
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITIONS * /

At the specific request of the Attorney General, we 
are conducting an investigation of the incidents in 
Washington, D. C., involving Stokely Carmichael on April 4, 5, and 
6, 1968. One phase of this investigation is the interviewing 
of persons rnnnprfpd with the news media and in this connection, 
we interviewed_________________________________________________|of
the ’’Washington Post’’ newspaper.

b7C

| I advised that his office has a running
log of messages telephoned in by reporters of events which 
pertain to the civil disturbances in Washington; D. C., during 

1 April 4-6, 1968. He said the lives and livelihoods of these 
reporters might be jeopardized by disclosure of information 
in this matter. However, he believed he could make this log 
available if it was treated on a ’’privy’’ basis.

Our Washington Field Office in recognizing that 
obtaining the log under such conditions could possibly create^ 
technical legal problems, advised the Bureau of the conditions 
set forth by I Hand we immediately forwarded the
information to the Department for its advice.

By letter dated April 12, 1968, Assistant Attorney 
General Fred M. Vinson, Jr,, has requested that we obtain 
the log from| | Accordingly, the attached airtel

j with Mr. Vinson’s letteras an enclosure instructs our 
Washington,Field Office to recontact| 1 and advise
him that the matter of making the log available under ’’privy" 
was presented to the Department and the Department has made 
the request we obtain the log as set forth in the letter from 
Mr. Vinson, that is without any absolute promise of 
confidentiality.



Memorandum to Mr* W. C. Sullivan 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

With respect to the last paragraph of Mr. Vinson’s 
letter, he noted that it is his understanding that the Bureau 
is making contact with all other news media and pointed out the 
need to contact out-of-town news media. We have been doing this 
and have to date contacted a large number of persons connected 
with the news media. We are continuing to press this as well 
as all phases of this investigation.

ACTION:

If you approve, attached airtel to Washington Field 
Office will be sent containing instructions as set forth above.



OPTIONAL FORM Nng: 10 5010-106
MAY 1^62 EDITION* 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES ^/ERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLAS^OlED 
DATE 05-26-20 0 6 K 
60309/AUG/TAM/DcWbls 1

Callahan j__________
Conrad ___________

the Bureau’s assistance in developing information on the incidents 
involving Stokely Carmichael on 4/4-6/68.

We have furnished the Department a preliminary report dated
4/8/68 from our Washington Field Office concerning this matter.
Included in this report is a signed statement from a witness 
who observed Carmichael on the evening of 4/4/68 .tell a group 
in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, NorthwestWashington, D. C., 
"If you don’t have a gun, go home and get one." ..This report b7c 
also contained a transcript of a tape recording of highly 
inflammatory remarks made by Carmichael during a^press conference 
at Washington, D. C., Student Nonviolent Coordinating / \
Committee (SNCC) headquarters the morning .of 4/5/68. /

We have received a second report from--Washington Field 
Office dated 4/12/68 consisting of over 250 pages which is 
being furnished to the Criminal Division and to the Internal 
Security Division of the Department. Included in this report ('N-'’- 
is detailed information obtained from witnesses who observed \<y 
the-activities of Carmichael in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, 
Northwest, Washington, D. C., the evening of 4/4/68. Persons 
interviewed, including press reporters, v.ariance_as__to..what
Carmichae1 said. However, several witnesses saw Carmichael in 
the possession of a hand gun. One news reporter heard Carmichael 
say "Go home anti get your guns." Also, numerous store owners and 
employees in the area were interviewed and some observed 
Carmichael in group telling businessman to close their business 
after the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. In addition 
it was reported that seven students observed Carmichael on
afternoon of 4/5/68 at Howard^University® Several of these students reported Carmichael lexh'ibit^d’ Saupistol to the group
on the campus and made such statements as "Don't go on the 
streets unless you have a gun and here’s mine."

100-446080



I
Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
100-446080

The report also contains results of interviews with 
representatives of news media who were present at the press 
conference on 4/5/68 when Carmichael made highly inflammatory 
statements.

We are continuing 
determine the identities of 
and to interview them.

to press this investigation to 
additional potential witnesses

ACTION:

2 -



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 50I0-104
MAY 1962 EDITION .
GSA GEN, REG. NO. 27 '

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

Mr. W. C. Sullivan

A. Slzoo

ICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - RACIAL

AL L IN F 0 RM AT I ON^ON T Al N E D'
HEREIN IS UNCLA^«:FIED

DATE 05-26-2006
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

SAC Purvis, Washington Field, telephonically furnished 
the following information at 2:05 p.m. this date:

b7C
b7D

___________Washington Field has received a telephone call from
| at Howard University 

who stated that a eulogy-type meeting in honor of Martin 
Luther King had just been concluded at Howard University. 
Stokely Carmichael showed up there accompanied by _

_______________ Carmichael held a gun up in the air and 
"Bring your guns tonight. Don't loot, but shoot

ACTION:

b7C

This information was telephonically relayed to Mr 
Yeagley of the Internal Security Division of the Department 
Additional details will be obtained as 
can be made with the informant and WFO 
advised.

JAS:mls (5) 
1-Mr. DeLoach 
1-Mr. Sullivan 
1-Mr. Sizoo 
1-

soon as direct contact 
will keep the Bureau

b7C

a-no
EC- IS'

Il APR 18 196B



4-5-72 (Rev. 7-1B-63)
OPTIONAL fQRM. NO. 10 

MAT 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL INFORMA'I^BM CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UN^|s SIFTED

DAT E 05-26-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/ b 1 s

fro The Director

FROM N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

r

o

staM©* cw V~T

toeratoM wMs @f vjeteie a®< \
» wt iht« fee Witte W. Btew®

®e>W 4ttosw wt wg«l mt itm pais® astm „
ta tolSsg ttes imtete mt all fwt®

te to ftto mt iawfer®Mr®. Mr. ByH state ©&&» refer®®
to tetetorUtote MW C«rtolto®l ato MMeete &M to ashto Stott 
^s&lagtoa ”®tot was teteg gives to toe ®£ BafeW
Cwsafehwl aaS fee sates w&s are gwea Uy toe
Mito I a« wm® tag to to& toe Bgansm @t M®
^gatWw *" Mr- wst«® to Mato '. 1- w» to ewtotoi top
ag^Mto to Wtor Wtotagtoe, W» toe Wto Mm

O« W. Bas®* sMetMto, W WtoiMWttttttb 
Oh ;®toefc to toe to fertog a morn eetou « At

/st - ^46
not”recorded’
46 APR 17 1968

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
o % / / $ - I. \ was reviewed and pertinent items were^ark°L^r the Director's"atteAn. This form has been prepared in order ^at 

5XW2a2oWMri^fflal ^emorandurn may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in appropriate Bureau casVlor subject matter files.



Transmit the following in

A I R T E L'

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

captioned

of an LHM

0

INFORMATION CONTAINS 
^Therein is unclassified - 
d^ATE 05-26-2006 BY

03 0 9/AUC/TAM/DC G/bls

F B I

Date: 4/4/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, CHICAGO

RACIAL TENSIONS
MAYWOOD, ILLINOIS

00: CHICAGO
Cg File 157-2269 (P)

FRED ALLEN HAMPTON
RM 
00: 
Cg

CHICAGO
File 157-2343

Re 
as

(Priority)

b7C

Forw

How Forw.

Chicago airtel and LHM dated 4/2/68 and 
a bove.

Enclosed for the Bureau are twelve copies 
dated and entitled as above.

One copy each of said LHM is being furnished *
to USA, Chicago; U.S. Secret Service, Chicago; and Region I, 
113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

4/- Bureau (Enc.
" 1 - 10Q-44608dJ(ST0KELYeCARMICHAEL)
1 - Springfield (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM) 
9

&OT RCOOMOED
-W® APR 16 I9gg

Chiqairo 
1 
1 1o7-2579 (Acquisition of Firear ms)

■-''A‘qF 157_
1 - 157- • ________________________
1 - 157-1148 (Blackstone Rangers)
1 - 157- 1297 x(STOLELY CARMICHAEL).^ ’

WJB/kab 6\ ‘

b2 
b7C ' 
b7D

APRY8 1368

Sent _ ---- M



CG 157-2269
CG 157-2343

The information in the LHM was given to 

] Chicago, I1linois.

_____ The source mentioned in LHM is ____________  
____ who is under development as a Probationary Racial 
Informant. The LHM has been classified con^>d^ntial 
to further protect source’s identity.

b7C

b7C
b7D

Chicago is following the situation in Maywood, 
Illinois, through sources and the Maywood Police Depart
ment and will keep the Bureau advised.



hi Repty\ Please Refer to 
rue No. 157-2269

157-2343

•
_ DECLASSIFIED BY 603 0 9/A?/ TAM/'DCG/ bls 

. ON 05^2 6^2 0 0'6 ", ■ ~ ■ ’*

UN®D STATES DEPARTMENT OF ^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Chicago, Illinois
April 4, 1968

RACIAL TENSIONS 
MAYWOOD, ILLINOIS

FRED ALLEN HAMPTON

Reference is made to Chicago memorandum dated 
April 2, 1968, and entitled as above.

On March 28, 1968, a confidential source who 
has furnished reliable information in the past advised 
that he learned the following:

Fred Hampton and Stokely Carmichael are friends, 
but the closeness of their friendship is not known. 
Hampton stated that Carmichael will return to Maywood 
sometime in the future and stated that one of the reasons 
for Carmichael's recent visit to Chicago was to contact 
the Blackstone Rangers and request them to stop fighting 
with other Negro gangs and to unite behind the Black 
power movement espoused by Carmichael.

Hampton and his aides are receiving a good 
deal of money and very little of it is being spent for 
the benefit of the people who contribute. The profits 
of the Cultural Center Store, 1009 Madison Street, Maywood,

b7C

Illinois, also go jto Hampton and he has stated he intends 
to buy a new car, possibly a Cadillac. Hampton also 
stated that he may return to work for the International 
Harvester Company, where he was formerly employed, but
left because he was not made the shon steward. Hampton

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and 
its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.

7-7



RACIAL TENSIONS
MAYWOOD, ILLINOIS

FRED ALLEN HAMPTON

Illinois.

is a long time employee of

On April 2, 1968, source further advised that 
Hampton held a meeting with his five aides on March 31, 
1968, and stated that on that date a boycott of gas stations 
in Maywood owned by white persons would begin. The stations 
^were identified as the Shell Station, 17th Avenue and 
Madison Street; Standard Station, 19th Avenue and Madison 
Street; Sunoco, 9th and Madison;' Mobi1 Station, 9th and 
Madison Streets; an off-brand station, Sth and Madison 
Streets; and the "S and A" Station at 4th Avenue and Lake 
Street. Hampton also stated that a boycott of white- 
owned grocery stores in Maywood would begin the following 
week and he would advise Negro-owned stores to stock up 
for this purpose. Hampton and were seen -fL;
visiting Negro-owned stores on April '1, TUBS.

Source stated Hampton urged that efforts be 
made to obtain guns as they had only one rifle, one shot
gun, and some pistols, which may be hidden in the homes 
of Hampton's aides. Hampton and his aides thought that 
three or four guns would be found in the trunk of _________

|car, but the attempted theft of said_______
guns was thwarted when I __________ _________________

were caught by during the theft and
<' arrested. Hampton was confident that they would not be 
convicted and he, has paid their bond money and hired an 
attorney. |
was recently arrested by _____________________  on an unknown
charge and Hampton and his aides spoke of blowing up

 Hampton also again spoke of blowing up

CONF IAL
2



RACIAL TENSIONS 
MAYWOOD, ILLINOIS

FRED ALLEN HAMPTON 

the Ted Allen Realty Company in Maywood, Illinois.

Source stated Hampton also spoke of starting 
fires in the white-owned stores which are not put out 
of business by the boycott. He stated he developed this 
idea from the recent fires in Chicago stores.

On March 30, 1968, Hampton and|____________
were driving around Maywood with a shotgun in the car. 
Hampton and his aides do not conceal the fact that they 
all expect to get rich by continuing their efforts in 
Maywood.

b7C

One copy each of this memorandum is being fur
nished to the United States Attorney, Chicago; United 
States Secret Service, Chicago; and Region I, 113th Military 
Intelligence Group, Evanston, Illinois.

___________On April 4, 1968. I ________
Chicago, Illinois, was advised 

of the information set forth herein.
Source has previously advised that Hampton 

who is the leader in Maywood, Illinois, of the Youth 
Group of the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People, has instigated racial disturbances 
at Proviso East High School, Maywood, Illinois, I

lis onf> of Hampton's l~

b7C
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ALL INFORM^^DN CONTAINED
HEREIN IS TjWlAS SIFIED

DATE 05-26-2006 BY
60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY%82 EDITION

-GSA GEN. REG. NO.-27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, WFO (62-9737)

SUBJECT:

date: 4/10/68

Attention: Domestic Intelligence 
Division

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INCITING TO RIOT - 
MISCELLANEOUS

In order that the Bureau might be fully in
formed concerning my conference with United States At
torney DAVID G. BRESS on 4/6/68, there is enclosed the 
original of a memorandum I prepared on 4/9/68, setting 
forth such information.

At one point in our conversation, Mr. BRESS 
indicated he personally would be willing to proceed 
against CARMICHAEL on the basis of information already 
obtained but he did recognize a definite need to b 
strengthen the evidence. ' j

I suggested to Mr. BRESS that due to the 
nature of this matter it might become necessary for him 
to exercise some of the muscle of his office by calling 
some potential witnesses to testify before a Grand Jury. 
He said he realized this might have to be considered.

W APR 191968^

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



ALI^ INFORMAT I ON COTf^ENED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 05-26-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUG/TAM/DCG/bls

Washington, D. C. 
April 9, 1968

memorandum

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INCITING TO RIOT - 
MISCELLANEOUS

_____________ On Saturday afternoon, 4/6/68, accompanied by|
I______  I I responded to a request received from
United States Attorney DAVID G. BRESS that we confer on a matter b?c 
which he described over the telephone as being very important.
With Mr. BRESS were two Assistant United States Attorneys, EARL 
SILBERT and HAROLD SULLIVAN. At the conference it developed Mr. 
BRESS wished to discuss possible prosecution of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
for violation of a new statute against Inciting to Riot within the 
District of Columbia (Public Law 90-226, Enacted 12/27/67, 81-Stat. 
743). Also present for the conference in Mr. BRESS’ office was 

/ /of the Metropolitan Police Department, In
telligence Division.

Mr. BRESS said he would like to speak for a few minutes 
and he did so making the following comments:

Three things relating to possible prosecution are known. 
They are: (1) On Thursday evening, 4/4/68, CARMICHAEL brandished 
a pistol and started a large group of persons north on 14th Street. 
Along the way he asked that stores be closed in respect to the 
late Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. It is not known whether 
this group increased in size as it went along, nor are the names 
of the participants known nor do we know the identities of the 
stores or people who were contacted. Likewise we do not know 
what employees of the store operators were contacted. In fact, b7c 
we have no witnesses at all. We know of no connection between 
this activity and the breaking out of fires. The only thing we 
know in fact is that a single individual,/ I
of the Metropolitan Police Department, heard CARMICHAEL ask others 
at 14th and Chapin Streets, N. W., whether they had their guns. 
Upon receiving a negative answer, CARMICHAEL reportedly stated 
well he had his. There was a report that two people in a Volks
wagen automobile were attacked 
not know who they were or what

m the immediate area, but we do 
happened.

iX WFO (62-9737)
JDP:MCP
(1)

ENCI

SEARCHED- - - - - - - - - INDEXED -
SERIALIZED- - - - - - - - FILED 

APR 91968
FB| „ WASH. F. O.//' uc' 0



WFO 62-9737

Mr. BRESS is charged with the responsibility to see 
that the events of Thursday evening, 4/4/68, are fully investi
gated. He noted a more formal type of request for investiga
tion by the FBI would be forthcoming. Meantime he had been 
authorized by the Attorney General to get the FBI to do the 
investigation with respect to point (1) as outlined. He recog
nized it was impossible under the circumstances for the MPD to 
fully investigate CARMICHAEL’S activities on that evening. 
This is as far as ”we are asking the FBI to go,” Mr. BRESS said. 
MPD would be requested to do nothing further concerning activi
ties on 4/4, but was being requested by him during the con
ference to cover points (2) and (3) as follows:

(2) CARMICHAEL held a press conference on 4/5/68, 
and further details should be developed. For example, how did 
this conference come about? Who called it, etc.?

(3) What took place at Howard University on the 
afternoon of 4/5/68 when CARMICHAEL reportedly made a speech? 
Who was present? What did he say? What did he do? We have b?c 
no information as to what he said during such a speech or 
what he did afterward or what he or his followers said later.
We do have but his testimony alone will probably not
be sufficiently impressive or articulate to sustain conviction.

Upon making the three requests cited above, Mr. BRESS 
spoke in more general terms as follows: Of course, CARMICHAEL, 
technically, could be prosecuted for carrying a dangerous weapon 
without a license but in the prevailing atmosphere no consider
ation would be seriously given to singling him out for such a 
charge. In fact no charge should be made unless we can be certain 
the Government will prevail. A question exists at the present 
time as to whether! [testimony and the other limited b
information at hand would enable the Government to prevail. 
Consideration must be given as a practical matter as to the make
up of any jury which might be selected within the District of 
Columbia.

Mr. BRESS then went over the provisions of the Riot 
Statute cited in the first paragraph of this memorandum, and 
said that after all the information had been obtained and re
viewed by him, he would have to submit it and his judgment

2



WFO 62-9737

"to half a dozen persons upstairs.” He stated he would have 
the assistance of Mr. SULLIVAN and Mr. SILBERT but it was his 
personal responsibility to report to the Attorney General on 
what develops from the investigation and how it fits into the 
law.

Following the conference with Mr. BRESS, I talked 
privately to | land learned from him that his
view, and probably the view of his Department, would be that 
the MPD would not conduct any further investigation. It was 
felt a violation on the part of CARMICHAEL had been established 
sufficient for the Government to proceed if it cared to do so. 

_____ ________ subsequently telephoned to say he had discussed 
the conference withl

had stated tnat while his Department would make
I available and otherwise cooperate fully with the FBI, 

the MPD itself could not conduct any additional investigation 
at this time. ||told me Mr. SULLIVAN and Mr. 
SILBERT were conferring at that time (5:4.0 p.m.. 4/6/68) with

~l but I did not feel
this conference would result in any statement contrary to what 

had said.

b7C

At 7:10 p.m. on 4/6, Mr. SULLIVAN called me to advise 
of the view of the MPD and stated he had made this fact known 
to Mr. BRESS. At 7:38 p.m., Mr. BRESS himself called me. He 
stated that while the MPD would do anything and everything asked 
of it, he must readily recognize the inadequacy of the MPD’s 
Intelligence Division to do very much at this time. Therefore, 
he would like to enlarge his prior request of the FBI to in
clude the request that we handle items (2) and (3) as pre
viously described.

After checking with Inspector JOSEPH A. SIZOO at the 
Bureau, who in turn had been in touch with Mr. DeLOACH, I 
called Mr. BRESS and told him the FBI would handle the investi
gation as requested but no effort would be made until regular 
hours on Monday, 4/8, to Contact the business people in the 
burned out area.

Joseph/ D. Purvis
SA'e'>

- 3 -
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L INFORMATION CON TAIL
REIN' IS UNCLASSIFIE D .

DATE 05^26^2006;BY.
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Date: 4/10/68
Transmit the following in .

Via
AIRTEL

(Type inplain text or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

H »• s> 
H T.i

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)
b7C

SUBJECT STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M; SEDITION

b2 
b7C 
b7D

Enclosed for the Bureau 
WFO 2 copies, of an LHM regarding 
vities in Atlanta on 4/8 and! 9/68

______ ______  I I referred to in T.TTM 1«

are 11 copies, ;and for 
subject’s reported acti-

referred to in

''.b2 J
?b7D I

referred to in LHM is

isLHM

referred to in LHM is

16 s 
SY; /

' Hi: ■ ■ :
J

111

III .

r

referred

referred

3P- Bureau (Enc. •^PVrm) 
2 - WFO (Enc. 2) (RM) 1 
4 - Atlanta (2 - 100-68121

EUC:met 
(9)

Special Agent.,!) arge

in

to in

® APR 13 J968

to

LHM is

M Per

b2
' b7D

Sent

l .,s\ ■

Agency; acsi,««,osi,sec.serv;“, .fluffs '.ISP.CRD.



AT 100-6812

Regarding Atlanta teletype 4/9/68 reflecting 
•that CARMICHAEL had stated. ''Brother. tomorrow night 
we gonna burn them",|

I I was subsequently contacted to deter
mine the identities of the officers who could testify 

b7c to CARMICHAEL'S making this <?ype of statement while in 
front of the Paschal's Motor Motel on 4/9/68. I

' I

ladvised he had determined that
Iwere the officers originally 

reporting this statement by CARMICHAEL; however, upon 
recontacting them, they advised that they could not 
definitely state that this statement could be attributed 
to CARMICHAEL as they had merely heard this expression 
coming from the group surrounding CARMICHAEL. J



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

’) STATES DEPARTMENT ()F>5: CE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
April 10, 1968 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-26-2006 BY
603 0 9 ./ AU C / T AM / D C G,/ b 1 s

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS; 

SEDITION

b2
b7D

On April 8, 1968, _______(advised that Carmichael
arrived in front of Paschal’s Motor Motel, 830 Hunter Street, 
S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, in a 1965 blue and white Dodge sedan 
bearing an unknown South Carolina license plate, at approxi
mately 11:40 p.m. on April 8, 1968. Immediately upon his 
arrival and the recognition of him by several people in the 
immediate vicinity,a congregation assembled around the auto
mobile from which he was alighting, and the remark ’’Brother, 
tomorrow night we gonna burn them” was heard coming from the 
crowd surrounding Carmichael.

1 On April 9, 1968,_______ (advised that Carmichael
arrived in the vicinity of the Ebenezer Baptist Church, 413
Auburn Avenue, N.E., at approximately 10:20 a.m., where the 
funeral services for Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. were in 
progress. As Carmichael walked toward the entrance to the
church, and although not appearing to speak to anyone in 
particular, he repeated time and time again, as he held up 
his hands, "black power, black power.”

b2
b7D

Carmichael was dressed neatly in a black business 
suit, and upon reaching the entrance to the Ebenezer Baptist 
Church found that the doors had been locked on the inside. 
After the crowd had shouted "let him in" several times, the 

dQjors were opened and Carmichael entered the church.
According to|(after the services at the 

Ebenezer Baptist Church and while en route to memorial ser
vices for Dr. King which were to be held on the campus of 
Morehouse College, the rumor through the crowd was that 
Carmichael had said, "Play it cool, and after we bury the 
man, then the riots can start."

|advised that Carmichael, while standing 
close to the casket of Dr. King at the Morehouse College 
campus at approximately 2:00 or 3:00 p.m., made no speeches 
or comments.

COPiho LELixiUYEli 

2 8CFE2 23 1971.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

___________________ |advised on April 9, 
1968, that at approximately 9:30 p,m. on that date a 
crowd of around 250 to 350 persons gathered in front of 
Paschal’s Motor Motel, and according to______  Carmichael
was inside the motel having ditBraer with several known 
associates of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee

b2
b7D _______ | advised that at approximately 10:35 p.m.

on April 9j 1968, the crowd in front of Paschal’s dispersed 
and Carmichael was not known to have engaged in any acti
vity or speech making up to that time.

Information received from| [failed to indi
cate that Carmichael was subsequently engaged in any type 
of speech making or other activity in the vicinity of Pas
chal’s Motor Motel up until Midnight, April 9, 1968.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency.
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

D STATES DEPARTMENT 0 ttCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
April 10, 1968

Title: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character: INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION

Reference: Memorandum prepared at Atlanta, 
Georgia, dated and captioned as 
above

All sources whose identities are concealed in the 
referenced communication have furnished reliable information 
in the pasto

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.





PAGE TWO

ON PUBLIC SOURCE MATERIAL WHICH HAS BEEN ABUNDANTLY AVAILABLEREGARDING THE HISTORIC 'ISSUES OF 1 Hl PAST WELKS* THEIR COMMENTS REGARD-THE ALLEGED TRAINING OF CARMICHAEL AND IN ADDITION TO THEALLEGED ADVOCATION 0? THE VICTIM’S DEMISE, WOULD APPEAR AS HOPEFULCONJECTURE.

OF DOMINICAN PARENTS* HISADDRESS 'J A SANTO
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ALL 'INFORMATION' CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS ' UNCLASSIFIED ' '
DATE 05-2'6-2 0 0 6' "BYll ''
603 0.9/AUC/TAM7i.DCG/l!bls ■

4/15/68

Airtel

InFCHU •

SAC, W0 'W*97W) ■ <
Ecia - : . • ,.f,; ■ '

Director* JBI (100-440080)

1 - Mr. Deloach
1 - Mr, Bishop
1 - Mr. Rosen
1 - Mr , Sullivan i -I 
i -

SlDKMbY CABMXCH^I* '
WMAL SECWIW - MXSCEIXAOGUSi; SEDITION

Beuralrtel 4/10/68, i

b7C.

Attached Is a letter from Assistant Attorney General 
Fred M. Vinson, Jhr., dated 4/12/68, In accordance wi±h_______L

_ Mr. Vinson*s request, you should ..obtain the log irpm| 
|of the "Washington Post.,1* !

. . It should be pointed out to| _ b------ — —
of making the log available on a "privy’'’ basis; was: presented to 

' the Department -and. the. Department has- .made the request., as set i 
-forth in -the- attached letter,.i j

You '-should continue.' to-expedite your interviews .of j 
individuals connected with the news media including ..out-of-town 
media' representatives who may have- 'pertinent information, '' ।

. : - < ; . ' h
Enclosure ' ’ . I

that the matter -

PTB:as 
(9)

,'b7C, •• ■

See memorandum ___________ Sullivan,dated 4/13/68, captioned as atoove, preparedUbj^Pl-JB:as,^, |£p
r ■••.shrriAvw .• i

■'.■■^11.51 orson 
1 DeLoach - \ 
। Mohr_______y ....■> ^? ।

“Bishop -------------------q
Casper ------------------- 1
C a 11 a'h cm ‘
Conrad’'.__ J. f «: '

Felt -T.- Jj 
Gale--------L________

Rosen----------- k .
Sullivan — __

. Holmes____________ _ • • ।—■—।
' Gandy , MAIL ROOM I I TELETYPE UNIT

w.e«. MSHE0 12

COMM-FBI



Forn/bj-150
(Ed' 4S26-65) <ar.

;^UNITED*«T?5TtS GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENT OF

Memorandum
to <' director, Federal -.Bureau.

■ ' Investigation' *. . . • f <• ’ - - . - -
of date:

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Mphr_____

Uasper______
Callahan____
Conrad______
Felt 
Gale 
Ro)

■FROM^Fred M. Vinson, ,Jr< '
• ■ Assistant Attorney General ■■ 

• Criminal Division’

subject:Stokely Carmichael ~ Internal Security Miscellaneous Sediti

This is to" request that...the -Washington" Field Office, 
obtaih the "log of' messages" of the?'Washington"Post7=f-rom-

b7C

t

-./■a. ■. x

Mr.
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy

b’7C

- • Although we desire the informal cooperation of 
the log ^should not be obtained with any absolute' -promise of confi- - 
dentiali’ty. While we .appreciate . the problem of we
cannot, guarantee that they will neverSbe subpoenaed or interviewed. 
However, we can proffer cooperation in developing alternative sources

. for the same .information. ____________ is undoubtedly aware that
his log could probably be obtainedby a subpoena. ' '

It-is bur understanding that the Bureau is, making contact 
with all other news■ medi a. -..In this connection/ we. would particularly 
call your attention to the need for making contact with'some of the 
out-of-town, media, We were -'advised,' for. example, that the American 
Broadcasting Corporation sent s.ome ibf its New York staff to' '

; Washington during the emergency. It is .also important.io contact 
WOOK, WOL, WAVA, and ary stations of the BBC; • , '■

•ru
' Ji'

COPIES destroyed 
2 86 FEB £3 1971,

EX-105 : .-S6APR 18 1968 ■

<KE.'.-.FBT -INFORMATION' CONTAINED '
'EffiREIIf --rs’,'UNCLASSIFIED

■:;.j.;DXTE ‘.>5y26^20'p.6, BY.; ' ■ .
' ' -6b3fl^WC/.TAH/DCG/bis- i ' '• .



0-1 (Rev. 3-5-64)

UNITED STATES Gl^RNMENT

Memorandum

AL L IN F O RM AT I Qjl, C Q^AI N E D 
HEREIN IS UNC^KSiWeD 
DATE 05-26-20^FbY

SUBJECT:

60309/AUC/TAM/DCG/bls

100-68783
(Your file 157-721 ) DATE:

STOKEI.YCARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION___________

TPost in file and 
destroy 0-1
(For SOG use 
only)

1. Bufiles indicate this case is delinquent. Give specific reason .quency.

□ letterhead memo □ submitted□ airtel 
0 2. DATE0 report 

□ letter

Reporting employee
If valid reason exists for not submitting report at this time, state reason specifically and 
when report will be submitted________________________________________________________

□ 90-day progress letter will be submitted

3.

4.

5.

Status of □ Appeal 
□ airtel

Submit □ report 
□ letter

xED
□ Inquiry □ Investigation □ Prosecution 

letterhead memo

by

SF.P.U

90-day progress letter

(Place reply hereon and return to Bureau. Note receipt and aclcnowledyment'pntop serial in. case file.)

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1965 O - 781-652
907-7 48
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fd-36^vj>-22-64) .INFORMATION CONTAINHj^ '...-> -I
■ ''^JBmEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED''''^®-' ’

J’ DATE 05-2.6-200/6 BY I ■; ® ' I
.' • .-••'■ ' 60309/AUC/TAMZDCG/bls. • ?YZ ' . !

F B I ' ' i ‘ ।
.. Date: 4-10-68 < .!

Transmit the following in ____________________ :_ '• ,_______________  •■ .. __ _j_ :___ __ :_____ J
’ (Type in plaintext or code) ■ . 'i I

Via.___ AlRIEL_____ ■■ _______ '. . i. - , '■___ ' ' ____ ■___ _[
. . ... , (Priority) .i . ।

_ _ ____________ _ '__________ _ _ _ _ ______■ _ __ i ■___ J_

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROMi^^SAC, RICHMOND (100-10532) -RUC- 
^STOKELY CARMICHAEL i

. IS - M; SED 
(00: WFO)

i 
i 
i

I

b7C

b7C

Re WFO airtel to Bureau, 4-2-68.
In connection with 1967 Virginia license F 

referred to in reairtel,|_________ ____________ J Virginia
State Division of Motor Vehicles (DMVXadvised oni4-10-68. 
that this license issued to |

IN. C., for a 1967“6b Chevrolet Corvette con- 
reT™"F^’fther. that a lien exists against this automobile 

in the amount of $4,623.48, obtained in November, 1967, from 
the Citizens Bank of Maryland; Riverdale, Md. :

Above records contained no further background re
garding

Richmond indices are negative re
City Directories do not list]

It is noted that Virginia ranks highest among the ; 
states in.the Nation that issues automobile licenses to out- i 
of-st«j.te residents. , ; !

// In view of. the above, Baltimore is requested, to review 
^ank of Maryland for;residence

______ _ _________ i/. 4 g 0 

Baltimore.•-(REGISIEReITmAID) ■

Richmond

2
1 _____
WBW/lnm

pertinent records at Citizens BanK 01 Marviana ror:residence b7c 
and other backgrounlanding | | : /nPf
Al- Bureau (REGISTERED MAIL)^

- Baltimore (REGISTERED MAIL) —- —= ' !
WFO (100-r43503) (REGISTERED;-MAIL) |.cc (SFo^ . X* :
Richmond/ _ .z ; APR IS ''968 .

'—---------
- - .. C-: ‘ ■

Approved: ____ _________ Sent
: @(BAre2^^grniinChar’e'' /■

M Per



RH 106-10532

For Baltimore‘s. information, WFO, in reairbel ad- ' 
vised Special.Agents of the Washington Field.Office;observed 
a convertible Corvette ..with above/]Virginia license parked in 
front of residence of. STOKELY CARMICHAEL; .Washington,? i). C., . 
bnf3-3i-68. Vehicle later observed in front;of.New. School 
for Afro-American' Thought, where- .C^ARMICHAEL was visiting.

. v/ i . - Richmond was requested<$oii&enii^ 
gistered and -furnish backgroundr ' ‘ - 1 ■■ . - : . • ./
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ALL INFORMATION'' CONTAINED 
Herein is!unclassified vd 
Pat'E 05-26-2006. BY ■ ”
"603 0 9/AUG/TAM/DCG/bls '

: f; b i

Transmit the following in

Date:/ 4/15/68 
rnnmarX ______ -

(Typeyin plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT
; ■ (Priority)

b7C

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI, SACS BALTIMORE 
/ NEW YORK

FROM: SAC, WFOH00-43503)

ST OKELv/AR MICHAEL, IS-MISC.; SEDITION

RE NY TEL FOUR FOURTEEN SIXTY EIGHT

w.

Mr. Tolspn_ _
DeLoacp-

Mohr___
Bishop.L 
Casper >

b7C

M Per

; Mr.
[ Mr.
; Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Callahan.
Mr. Conradi
■Mr. Felt..;.-!.
Mr. Gale__ j.
Mr. Rosen_..j.

Suliivaril’U
Tavel_ 1__

Mr.
| Mr. _____
| Mr. Trotter.!_
I Tele. Room./__
j Miss Holmes]._

?Iiss_GandxJ—

i/3
FRIENDSHIP AIRPORT POLICE ADVISED LATE MODEL PLYMOUTH

STATION

IN NAME

AIRPORT

ADVISED

AND WAS

WAGON BEARING NY LICENSE

OF FROM HERTZ;;INC. TURNED IN AT FRIENDSHIP

AT THREE THIRTY AM FOUR FIFTEEN SIXTYEIGHT* WFO SOURCE
CARMICHAEL RETURNED TO WDC LATE FOUR FOURTEEN SIXTY EIGHT VI 

PRESENT AT SNCC HDQTS EARLY AFTERNOON FOUR FIFTEEN SIXTY

EIGHT WHERE HE REMAINED INTO THE EVENING HOURS* ACCORDING TO SOURCE

CARMICHAEL SPENT TIME TALKING CASUALLY WITH VISITORS TO SNCC HDQTS;
; 'i . ' l

BUT WAS NOT WORKING ON ANY PARTICULAR MATTERS. MENTION WAS MADE

HOWEVER OF HOLDING A BLACK UNITED FRONT MEETING SOON*

ADMINISTRATIVE

ABOVE SOURCE IS

b2
b7D

Bureau 
z - Teletype 
2 - WFO

2S APR 18 W

RFO:tkm 
(6)

Special Agent in Charge.
' Sent’
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HEREIN' IS UMCLAS'.SIFTE'D > 
■DATE/J'5 -2 6> d‘0 0,6. ‘BY ■ C •; ■’ 

■ 603 0 9/ATJGZ-TMm/DCG/bls '

-■7.777;.

'• 7^ ' ' 7. * -772

b7C. ■

Dear

:'b7C

April 16, 1968

Your letter of April 9th has been received and I want 
to thank you for your kind comments concerning my work'.

Stokely CarmichaelL was born on June 29. 1941. at 
Trinidad, West Indies, and is a Citizen of the United States by deri
vation. He is, therefore, not subject to exclusion from the United 
States as an alien. In addition, ihe FBI is strictly an investigative . 
agency of the Federal Government and, as such, does not determine 
whether prosecution will be undertaken in any situation. Such deci
sions concerning violations Of Federal law are within the province of 
the Attorney General. ■

I want to assure you that we in the FBI are very much 
aware of the dangers posed by irresponsible demagogues, and that 
we will continue to discharge our, responsibilities with the highest 

, degree of thoroughness and dispatch,; '
HP: Sincerely yours, 9 , H t ?

7. '■ ... bWvtAVW
J. Edgar Hooves 1A. . ■... .jjcv*4!-, ? •/

'V *’•

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 

;Mphr •._
Bishop' L
Casper — 
Callahan 
Conrad.. 
Felt___
Gale__

Rosen _ 
Sullivan 
■Tavel •_ 
Trotter .

.Tele. Room —_■—
Holmes_____ xa?—i
Gandy. O 1

NOTE: Bufiles contain no record identifiable with correspondent.
J". ' ’ -J.'.: ■' > ’/.J-.'1 ■£.'

HCS:je<
(3);a.

:type UNIT E
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I N F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al M E D

EIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 05-26-2006 BY 
603 0 9 / AU C / T AM / D C G,/ b 1 s

Dallas, Texas 
April 9, 1968

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Director of Federal Bureau of Investigation

Dear Sir:

I have followed your career over the years and want 
you to know that I believe beyond a shadow of doubt that you 
are one of the greatest American Patriots of our times. You 
have done a tremendous job and I am proud of you for it.

b7C

Another reason for this letter was to ask no beg you 
to do something about Stockley Carmichael. I believe beyond 
any doubt that he has been trained by the Communist to try> 
and destroy our American government. He has been allowed 
to preach hate, urge the black man to kill, burn & loot and I 
think it is time for him to be put away. Now I am not trying to 
tell you how to run your office, but I believe the Carmichaels, 
________________ etc. should either be locked up or run 
out of the country. Can’t your department act before it is 
too late?

Sincerely

b7C

COPY:nm

g H
b7C





FEDERAL JREAU OF INVco dGATION

WASHINGTON FIELD
TITLE OF CASE

WASHINGTON FIELD
REPORT MADE BY

DATE INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

4/19/68 4/13-19/68

0
STOKELY CARMICHAEL

SA
b7C
______I tjd

INCITING TO RIOT-MISCELLANEOUS

b7C

REFERENCE: WFO report of SA dated 4/12/68,

P

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 05-26-2006 BY
603 0 9/AUC/TAM/DCG/b1s

b7C

A P P RO V

PIES M

6)- B (100-446080)
(ATTN: Domestic Intelligence 

2 - USA, Washington, D, C.
3 - WFO (62-9737)

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED None _ ___
RECOVERIES

ACQUIT
TALS

Division)

. Date Fwd.

b X.

Dissemination Record of Attached Report

Request Reed. (%-Ab ' 0-

, If’bJ _ L __ A£32ua__£>--------
jK--—

Notation s

PENDING OVER CME YEAR | ] YES C33 N ° 

PENDING PROSECUTION
O VER SI X MON THS I ] YES K],NO

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

b/C ,e\.

30 APR 23 1968
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In view of information that CARMICHAEL, after 
hearing of the news of KING'S death on 4/4/68, had in
structed or requested businessmen in the area of 14th 
and U Streets, N.W., to close early that evening, it was 
suggested that inquiry be made of logs kept at the 13th 
Precinct of the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) 
which might reveal the identities of businessmen who had 
been approached by CARMICHAEL.

____________Ac cordingly, SAs
____________  contacted
13th Precinct, re the above. _______  stated that such
inquiries or complaints by business establishments would 
not be kept on any type of log at the precinct level. He

b7C

stated that all incoming telephone calls are recorded on 
11 separate recorders at Headquarters.

_____________________________  stated he learned that 
______________  who was on duty at the time of KING'S death, 
was aware of CARMICHAEL’S purported statements to business
men along 14th Street, N.W. He stated that since he 
personally knew nothing further of this incident, he 
doubted that any formal complaint had been made by any 
businessmen. He stated he would remain alert for any 
information along this line and would advise WFO.

b7C

- B - 
COVER PAGE
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WFO 62-9737
GET.: dan
1

mately 3:00 a.in. on April 5, 1968, and was originally 
charged with looting but charge reduced to petty larceny 
and he was released on $1,000 bond (P.R.).

b7C

_________  was unable to furnish any information 
regarding any particular individual as being a leader 
during the disturbances. Also, he stated he watched 
the looting for several hours before he took anything. 
He took a vase from an antique shop located at 14th 
and Newton Streets, N.W., valued at about four dollars 
($4.00).

_________ indicated he would cooperate and if 
any information comes to his attention, he will immediately 
contact WO,

- C -
COVER PAGE
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The transcripts from WTOP and ABC, which appear 
in this report, were transcribed by SA 
of WFO. ---------------------------------

- D - 
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LEADS

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON, D.C *1. Will locate and interview
D. C. Recreational Department
(FNU) R”

*2. Will attempt to obtain handbills reportedly 
handed out by CARMICHAEL on evening of 4/5/68 regarding 
keeping children off the streets.

*3. Will continue to locate and interview other 
owners and/or employees of business establishments in the 
area of 14th and U Streets, N.W.

*4. Will interview of
the "Washington-Afro-American” newspaper, when available.

5. Will interview any other members of the news 
media whose identities are developed through investigation 
and who may have covered events surrounding STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S 
activities during the period 4/4-7/68.

MPD, as being in the 14th and U Streets area the night of 
4/4/68.

b7c 7. Will obtain
b7D held by |on A/Z/bb.

8. Will obtain "The Washington Post" log of events 
relating to the period 4/4-5/68.

- E - 
COVER PAGE
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9. Will attempt to identify and locate other 
individuals present in SCLC headquarters the evening of 
4/4/68.

10. Will interview)______________ [regarding
his knowledge of CARMICHAEL'S activities in the vicinity 
of 14th and U Street, N.W., the evening of 4/4/68. b7c

11. Will attempt to identify and interview!
(LNU) mentioned by ___________________________________________ who
reportedly saw CARMICHAEL on the street after KING'S death.

12, Will await results of investigation on leads 
set out in WFO airtel to Director, FBI dated 4/16/68, to 
interview vacationing Howard students possibly present 
during CARMICHAEL'S remarks 4/5/68.

13. Will continue attempts to locate and inter-
• view high school students present at Howard during CARMICHAEL 

remarks of 4/5/68.

*14. Will specifically attempt to identify those 
students arrested during the disturbance and interview to 
determine if they heard CARMICHAEL'S remarks on 4/4 or 4/5/68, 
and whether the remarks had an effect on their actions.

15. Will at MPD Headquarters, locate records 
concerning logs kept by the 13th Precinct, which might reveal 
identities of any complainant businessmen who had been 
approached by CARMICHAEL to close on 4/4/68.

16. Will submit for Bureau consideration 
recommendations for permission to interview________________ _ b7c
___________________  both on Agitator Index and ________________  
the subject of a current Selective Service case.

COVER PAGE



FD-204 (Bev. 3-3-59)

L'W'ED STATES DEPARTMENT OlWuSTlCE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

DATE: 06-12-2006
CLASSIFIED BY 603 09/UC/TAM/DCG/b1s
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCE

3.3(1-derivative) 06-12-2031 WHERE -SHOWN OTHERWISE

Copy to: 2-United States Attorney, Washington, D. C.
b7C

Report of:
Dcie:

sa|
4/19768 Washington, D. C.

. Field Office File i?: 62~9737 ’ Bureau File 100-446080

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character: INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS

Synopsis:

MPD officer stated in signed statement that he observed CARMICHAEL 
on evening of. 4/4/68, as the leader of a group vzhich requested 
business establishments in the area of 14th and U Streets, N.W., 
to close and that CARMICHAEL stated "We don't want any violence, 
as long as they close. But if they don't, take it". Press re
porter vzho accompanied crowd this same evening stated CARMICHAEL 
was very polite in making requests to close the storesand when 
CARMICHAEL was the leader of the group he did not condone van
dalism. .Reporter observed CARMICHAEL take a gun from an in
dividual who fired twice in the air and CARMICHAEL not observed 
by this reporter with gun at any other time. Another press re
porter who accompanied crowd on evening of 4/4/68, observed 
CARMICHAEL exhibit a short- barrelled gun which he had taken 
from inside his trousers at the belt. Press chronology of 
events the evening of 4/4/68 and morning of 4/5/68 set forth. 
Transcripts of WTOP and ABCs coverage of SNCC Press Conference 
4/5/68, also set forth. Six students saw CARMICHAEL on campus 
of Howard University on the afternoon of 4/5/68. One of these 
students observed CARMICHAEL tell a group gathered on campus 
that "They killed the wrong man" referring to MARTIN LUTHER 
KING and then raise a pistol over his head. A press reporter 
stated CARMICHAEL’s appearance on Howard University's campus 
neither created nor dispelled violence; however, she heard

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
• your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



WFO 62-9737

CARMICHAEL say ”If you don’t have a gun, go home”, but did not 
observe him with a gun at any time. Transcripts of Radio 
Havana broadcast of CARMICHAEL’s telephone interview on 4/5/68 
set forth. ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

- P -

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

2
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I. EVENTS INVOLVING STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
ON EVENING OF APRIL 4, 1968



Washington, D.C

Metropolitan

Police Department (11PD), Washington, D.C. (WDC), voluntarily 

make the following statement to Special Agents of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation

I know that this statement may be used in a court 

of law. I have been on the police force approximately nine 

and one-half years, and I am assigned to the Vice Detail 

the 13th Precinct.

During the evening of Thursday, April 4, 1963, 

I was assigned to plain clothes .duty in the vicinity of the 

Peoples Drug Store located in the 2000 block of 14th Street, 

N.W., WDC. At approximately 8:50 p.n., while sitting in a 

priVi^te automobile in ths 2000 block of 14th Street, N.W.,

I was joined by

cruarters o

Martin Luther King’s Poor Peoples March, and had hoard

Stokely Carmichael say he vas not going to vza.it for any



Shortly thereafter, I observed Carmichael, 

followed by approximately fifteen to twenty unidentified 

persons, proceeding south on the west side of the 2000 block 

of 14th Street, N.W, I readily recognized Carmichael from 

newspaper photographs, although I had not previously observed 

him in person. The group entered the Peoples Drug Store in 

the 2000 block of 14th Street, and I observed an unidentified 

person or persons in conversation with the manager of the 

store, I was not close enough at this time to determine who 

talked with the manager.

The group then exited the Peoples Drug Store and 

proceeded diagonally across 14th Street, N.W,, to the 1900 

block, where they stopped briefly at a Safeway Store, Inside 

the Safeway Store at this time were two or three employees 

and some special security officers, I did not observe the 

group to enter this store and do not know if any conversation 

ensued between the employees and members of the group.

The group, with Carmichael in front, continued

south to the Wings Carry Out located at 14th and Wallach Place,

N.W. There Carmichael was confronted by an individual I b7c

believe to photographs of whom I

had previously observed. After a brief conversation, Carmichael

7



b7C

appeared to brush aside and entered the Wings Carry

Out Shop. At this point, the group had grown to approrcimately 

eighty to one hundred in number. A snail group of individuals 

■followed Carmichael into the Wings Carry Cut Shop.

Shortly thereafter, the group, with Carmichael 

in the lead, departed the Wings Carry Out Shop. I thereupon 

overheard Carmichael say to the group! ”We don’t want any 

violence, as long as they close. But if they don’t, take it.” 

The group, with Carmichael still in the lead, then crossed 

14th Street to the west side. The group proceeded to the 

Pig M* Pit Restaurant in the 1900 block of 14th Street, M.W., 

and a small part of the group entered this restaurant. I 

was unable to observa if Carmichael personally entered this 

restaurant. After departing the Pig N* Pit, the group 

continued north to the Wings and Things Restaurant, also 

located in the 1900 block of 14th Street. Some of the group 

entered this restaurant, but again I was unable to observe if 

Carmichael hinsdf went in.

Upon editing the Wings and Things, the group 

proceeded north on 14th Street to U Street, crossed 14th 

Street and continued east on the north side of U Street. In



• X •

the 1300 block of U Street, Carmichael and part of the-group 

entered a delicatessen, the name of which I cannot recall.

Upon departing the delicatessen, they proceeded to the vicinity 

of the Republic Theater, also located in the 1300 block of U 

Street.

At the Republic Theater, Carmichael remained 

outside on the sidewalk, while part of the group filed through 

the lobby and into the theater itself. The group broke windows 

at the Republic Theater, and again I overheard Carmichael say: 

•’We don’t want any violence as long as they close. But if 

they don’t close, take it.”

The group then proceeded east on U Street to the

Lincoln Theater, located in the 1200 block of U Street. Some 

of the group, which now numbered approximately 150 to 200 

persons, entered the Lincoln Theater. At this point, my 

attention was distracted by the presence of an unidentified 

white male, who was standing on the south side of U Street and- 

carrying a camera and camera case. The group also spotted this 

individual and about eighty to one hundred members of the 

group rushed-him, shouting "kill him,” and ’’get him.” The 

unidentified white male was thro'zn to the ground by the nob, 

and I yelled to the rob to let him go. At this point, I was 

identified by several persons in the crowd as a ’’roller”



the nob shout, ’’Got the film.” The unidentified white male 

thereuoon opened the back of this 35 niliceter cam-era, and 

an unidentified member of the nob snatched the film from it. 

The vzhite male was then assisted to his feet by an unidentified 

Negro male, and he and I pushed our way through the crowd 

and led the white male to safety. I last saw the unidentified 

Negro male and white male running north across U Street and 

vest on U Street towards 14th Street. I did not observe 

Carmichael as being part of the groxtp that attacked the 

unidentified white male.

At this point, I noticed that the group, now 

split in two sections with Carmichael leading the front section 

proceeding west on U Street towards 14th Street. They went



located at 14th and Clifton Streets and other premisess the 

names of which I cannot recall. I also observed unidentified 

persons looting the drug store window at 14th and Clifton 

S u. -- a a a s *

Subsequently, the main part of the crowd stopped 

at the corner of 14th and Chapin Streets, and led by Carmichael, 

reversed direction and proceeded south on 14th Street* At 

this point, I heard two gunshots* I was, at this time, one 

block north of the crowd around the corner at 14th and Clifton, 

where I had attempted to telephone the precinct* I did not 

sea who-fired the shots, and did not at any time observe 

Carmichael in possession of a gun* While following the group 

subsequent to the incident in the 1200 block of U Street, I 

received several threats against my person from unidentified 

members of the group.

After hearing the shots, I crossed to the east

11



aoout

and I

B. APPRoX* 
individual

The only member of the group that I recognised

Peool

male
B. APPROX. / / 

s

During the movement of the Carmichael led crowd 

on the evening of A-pi-il 4, 1968, I noticed that the group 

engaged in much handclapping and chanting of ’’black power*”

I have read this statement, consisting of this 

and six other pages, and I believe it to be true and correct*

Witnessed:___________________
| [bpSciaT~Agent, FBI

b7c vi asiimg t on, D. (J 4 4/17/68

[Special Agent, FBI
Washington, D.C.---- 3717/68
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On April 16, 1968,
of "The Washington Post" newspaper,

advised SA as follows:

"The Washington Post" article in the Sunday
edition, April 14, 1968, captioned "The City’s Turmoil: 
The Night It Began," was prepared from a mass of "pieces 
of paper" which have not been assembled. These pieces of 
paper represent a log of chronology of events telephoned 
in to the paper by their reporters on the street.

advised that, of course, a news
paper does not desire that its activities be pried on; 
however, at the same time, if its reporters secured 
information in the performance of their duties which is 
of evidentiary value, then there is a duty to make this 
information available to the authorized authorities.|

jsaid he is not particularly concerned that the
reporters might have to testify, but is concerned that 
privileged sources not be disclosed. He stated that he 
would go through this "log" of events to make certain 
that it does not contain privileged matter. Once this 
is done, which he estimated would take about two days to 
review, the "log" will be made available to the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation.

further stated that the chronology
which appeared in last Sunday's edition of "The Washington 
Post" contained about every quotation of STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL that is available.

IO
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The intersection at 14th and U Streets 

nw. is, in many ways, the hub of the 

Negro community in Northwest Washing

ton. Theaters, restaurants, shops and 

major bus stops make it one of the city’s 

most traveled intersections, especially in 

the early evening hours.

Officials have always feared that the 

intersection’s four corners could be 

launch pads for rioting. Last week, fears 

were confirmed.

In the wake of the news of the assassi

nation of the Lev. Dr. Martin Luther King 

Jr., on Thursday, April 4, 1963, crowds 

took to the streets, smashing windows, 

looting and setting fires. That Thursday 

night was the trigger for the wave of loot

ing, vandalism and arson that rolled over 

Washington’s ghetto areas for the rest of 

the week and that left more than 7000 

persons under arrest, hundreds of burned 

out buildings and 14,000 troops on hand 

to keep order.

Washington was already a city on edge 

before Dr. King's murder. Dr. King’s 

Southern Christian Leadership Confer

ence was to conduct the Poor People's 

Campaign. here April 22. Stokely Car

michael, of the revolution-minded Student 

Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, had 

made the city his base of operations. Both 

groups have their offices near 14th and U 

Streets.

And it was at 14th and U on Tuesday 

night, April 2. that an angry crowd gath

ered after a tussle between a Peoples 

Drug Store guard and a youth. Police 

made two disorderly conduct arrests and 

withdrew quickly. The crowd dispersed.

This type of brush fire is endemic at 

14th and U. It is, simply, a tense spot. 

And it is where Washington blew on 

April 4.

Reporters for The Washington Post 

have assembled the following chronologi

cal report of what happened on 14th 

Street that night. It was drawn from on- 

the-scene observations Thursday night 

and from exhaustive interviews since.

The chronological approach has helped 

resolve conflicts in the first reports of 

Thursday night’s events, and has brought 

new Information to limit. For instance, it 

was found that Carmichael was involved 

in two separate gun incidents, and not 

one. as previously thought. In one, he 

pulled a gun from his belt to show a

By Matthew Lewie—The Washinjtcn Post 

Looting began at 14th and U Thursday.

youth. Later, he took a gun away from an

other young man and waved it in the 
air telling the crowd to “go home.”

Many . of those interviewed did hot 

know exact times and the times below 

are extrapolated from the various ac

counts:

7:05 p.m.—The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther 

King Jr. is shot in the neck as he stands 

on the balcony of Lorraine Motel in Mem

phis. Tenn.

7:12 p.m.—'.'.‘ire services send bulletins 

on the shooting. President Johnson, meet

ing in the White House with aides on 

Vietnam, hets word cf the shooting from 

his news ticker.

7:13 — Mayor Walter E. Washington 

is in his District Building office. He is
See STREET. AS, Col. 1
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Light rain did not deter looters Thursday night at this store near 14th an



a
STREET, From Al

told of the shootin; by community or

ganizer John Staggers. Corporation 

Counsel Charles T. Duncan learns of 

the shooting from his car radio as he 

drives home. At their homos when they 

get the news, at about the same time, 

are Public Safety Director Patrick V. 
Murphy, Police Chief John B. Layton, 

Assistant Chief Jerry V. Wilson and 

the Rev. Walter E. Fauntroy, Dr. King's 

Washington representative and vice 

chairman of the Washington City 

Council.

7:17 p.m.—President Johnson orders 

Attorney General Ramsey Clark to 

order the FBI into Memphis. He tells 

aide Joseph Califano to draft a state

ment for a television broadcast.

7:19 p.m.—Recovering from the first 

shock of the news, officials begin to 

act. Mr. Fauntroy is on his way to his 

church, the New Bethel Baptist Church 

at Sth and S Streets nw., as Murphy 

drives toward 14th Street, fearing 

trouble at the hub. Assembled in 

Mavor Washington's office are Deptuy 

Mayor Thomas W. Fletcher, Staggers, 

press aide Sam Eastman, Program Di
rector Sherrill Luke and others.

7:30 p.m.—Mayor Washington alerts 

the District’s Civil Defense Communi

cations Unit to provide him with in

formation on what is happening in the 

city.
7:31 p.m.—Deputy Chief of Police 

John S. Hughes returns to police, head

quarters and asks his intelligence men 

for a description of what is happening 

on the streets.

8 p.m.—Stokely Carmichael, C. Sum

ner (Chuck) Stone of the Black United 

Front, and Lester McKinnie. SNCC’s 

"Washington director, confer in a small 

room at SNCC's new offices at 2208 
14th st. nw. About 15 people wait out

side in a larger room.

8:95 p.:h.—Dr. King dies in Memphis. 

The public is not yet aware of it. The 
FBI * immediately potties President 

Johnson.
8:08 p.m.—Stone asks Carmichael 

and McKinnie without success to go 

on television and urge Negro citizens 

to remain calm.

8:11 p.m.—The President tells Cali

fano to revise the statement in view 

of the death. Fie discusses canceling 

his scheduled trip to Honolulu and a 

speech he was to give that night at a 

fund-raising dinner at Um Washington 

Hilton Hotel. Califano, Frrr, Secretary 

George Clinician and Defense Secre

tary Clark Clifford concur that both 

should be canceled.

8:12 p.m.—The President decides to 
go on television. His barber, standing 

-by to trim his hair for the Hilton din

ner, begins instead to prepare him for 

the broadcast.

8:19 p.m.—News of Dr. King's death 

flashed here. Assistant Chief 'Wilson, 

driving on 3rd Street nw. toward police 

headquarters, hears it on the radio. So 

do Carmichael, Stone and McKinnie at 

SNCC.

8:20 p.m.—Mayor Washington hears 

the news in his office. He telephones 

top aides and prepares to leave for 

home.

8:21 p.m.—Mr. Fauntroy, in his study 

at the church, has been trying to call 

the Lorraine Motel in Memphis and 

Mrs. King in Atlanta. The lines are 

busy. He has just placed a call to Dr. 

King’s Atlanta secretary, Dora Mc

Donald, as his father, William T. Faun

troy, interrupts him. Dr. King is dead. 

■Walter Fauntroy is crushed and asks 

to be alone.

8:22 p.m.—The President calls Mrs. 

King to express his and Mrs. John

son's sorrow. Mrs. King says she is 

proud to live in a country where the 

President would call her personally.

8:25 p.m.—Mayor Washington, leav

ing for home, is told that fre_ewax_op- 
' portent Samrrue^AM-ott and his group 

are using the occasion of Dr. King's 

death to picket the Mayor's house.

8:25 -— The Rev. Arnold Davis, at 

SCLC's Washington headquarters, calls 

Mr. Fauntroy and says an angry crowd 

is gathering at the office at 14th and U. 

Fauntroy agrees to come to calm them.

8:31—Mr. Fauntroy, at SCLC,. asks 

15 staffers to meet with him on the 

second floor. First floor lights are turn

ed off.

8:32 p.m.—At SNCC, Carmichael, 

McKinnie and Stone are still discuss

ing what should be done. Around 

them is first aid equipment.

8:33 p.m.—Citizens, stunned by tne 

assassination, stand all aionj 11th. 

Street, particularly at 14th and U.

8'34 p.m. — Stone suggests SNCC 

deploy people around to ward off 

trouble. They discuss a massive boy

cott to honor Dr. King.

3.42 p.m.-—Police, plainclothesmen 

are moving into the 14th and U Street 

area.
8:45 p.m.—The President cal’s Vice 

President Humphrey at the Hilton 

dinner and reads him the- statement 

he will deliver on television.

8:45 p.m. — Mayor Washington ar

rives home. He rets in contact v.it’i 

rim nr.lhm comm;.- co:Mn-s center, to 

determine the wnotwwmuts o: Murpny, 

and Layton. The Mayor begins receiv

ing periodic reports from the center.

8:46 p.m.—At SNCC, Lester Mc

Kinnie comes out of the inner office, 

and tells those in the front, larger 

room that they need “a period of time 

to react to this great tragedy.” He 

suggests they all wait until everybody 

has a chance to get their senses to

gether.

8:19 p.m. — Stokely Carmichael 
bursts out of the back room. He says: 
“We’re going tc close them d o w n 
now."

8:51 p.m.—Corporation Counsel Dun

can and his wife at their home agree 

that “all hell could break loose around 

the country."

8:52 p.m.—Carmichael leaves the 

SNCC office and starts walking south 

along 14th Street, a crowd gathering 

around him as he goes.

8:54 p.m.—Carmichael and the grow

ing crowd are .being observed and 

followed at a distance by Police Lt. 

Frye of the 13th Precinct. Plainclothes 

policemen are in the crowd around 

Carmichael, with instructions to ob

serve.

9:02—The President begins his three- 

minute television broadens;.

9:05 p.m.—Stokely Carmichael and a 

crowd of about 25 to .30 others barge, 

into the People’s at 14th and U where 

some people had been listening to the 

President's speech. The group shouts: 

“Martin Luther King is dead! Close the 

store! Go home!"

The band dissolves and individuals 

run down the aisles. Carmichael con

fronts the manager, G. N, Simirtzakis, 

and tells him (politely, according to 

Simirtzakis) to.close up. The store was 

closed.

9:12 p.m.—The crowd, led by Carmi

chael, rushes out of the drug store, 

pushing people (including one re- 

(porter) out the door.

9:14 p.m.—Carmichael and those 

with him cut diagonally across the I4th 

and U intersection toward Carter's 

Liquors at 1941 14th,

9:14 p.m.—Upstairs at SCLC, Mr. 

f auntroy sees what is happening in 

the intersection and darts for ~ the 

stairs to go outside.

9:14 p.m.—At Police Headquarters, 

Deputy Chief Hughes starts calling his’ 

full intelligence staff into work. '

9:15 p.m.—Carl McKinley Harris is 

at his grandmother’s house at 14th and 

Belmont sts. nw. He has just turned on 

the television set and learns that Dr. 

King is dead. A short time la!."- 'h? 

leaves the home and "ogj -.■■> w- . 
Street. . ’ ........... ....
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9:15 p.m.—Public Safely Director 

Murphy is meeting with Lt. Frye at 

16th and U for a briefing.

9:15 p.m.—Carmichael and the crowd 

are now on the cast side of 14th Street, 

moving south, having closed Carter's 

Liquors.

_ 9:16 p.m.—.Assistant Chief Wilson, 

at Police Headquarters, gets a list of 
all plainclothesmen on duty in the city 

. and a list of officers due on duty at 

midnight.

9:17 p.m.—Mr. Fauntroy catches up 

with the crowd and shoulders his way 

to the front where Carmichael is.

9:18 p.m.—"This is not the way to ■ 

do it, Stokely,” Mr. Fauntroy shouts. 

“Let’s not get anyone hurt. Let’s cool 

it.”
“We’re tired of them killing black 

people," Carmichael replies. “We want 

them to close out of respect for Dr. 

King.” One reporter overhears Carmi

chael saying, “.Ail we’re asking them 

to do is close the stores. They killed 

Dr. King.”

The confrontation takes place at the 

southeast corner of 14th Street and 

Wallach Place, about 25 feet from 

Wings ’n Things at 1917 14lh.

Those around Carmichael number 

about 100. .All but four are mon be

tween 18 and 30 or so, with four wom

en in their early 20’s.

9:20 p.m.—Berkley Chaney, the night 

manager of Wings ’n Things, looks out 

and sees the crowd. Some come in and 

ask him to close, and he starts to do 

so.
9:20 p.m.—.A white reporter enters 

Billy Simpson's Restaurant at 3815 

Georgia ave. nw., the gathering spot 

for the city’s Negro elite. One customer 

is overheard to say, “He must have 

come to the wrong place.”

9:23 p.m.—Mr. Fauntroy, satisfied 

that asking storeowriers to close was 

a “useful channeling of the frustra

tion,” leaves the crowd.

9:24 p.m.—The crowd makes a U- 

turn on 14th Street and begins zig

zagging northward up the street, ask

ing storeowners to close. They co

operate.

9:24 p.m.—Religious leaders like the 

Rev. Philip Newell of the Council of 

Churches and the Rev. Gcno Baroni 

of the Catholic .Archdiocese are furi

ously trying to set up a service for 

Fridas- at the National Cathedra! to 

honor Dr. King and, at the same time, 

defuse what they fee; js a potentially 

explosive situation in the city.

9:?"> p.m.—Mr. r.nuntroy meets with 

a •mlii-e official p.r.M.l near 14th ,-ml 

U. He tells the policeman that, in his 

judgment, great numbers of pnlicer.u-n 

should not be called into the area.

9:26 p.m.—Mr. Fauntroy goes back 

into the SCLC offices.

9:30 p.m.—Murphv finishes his 16th 

and U brieiing by Lt. Frye and heads 

to the Hilton to cheek on the Police 

Departments large detail there and 

on the streets leading to the hotel. 

The detail had been dispersed to 

cover the President's trip ‘to the 

hotel.

Murphy tells a reporter: “We're 

giving it the light touch. There are 

no great numbers of men visible.” He 
drives off in an unmarked Ford.

9:30 p.m.—The crowd turns right 

—east—on U Street. One of the 

milling clusters heads into Success 

Cafe and tells the bartender to close.

9:31 p.m—The l-Tesiclent has a 

mack. This done, he returns to his 

office io make plans for Friday. His 

aides go over a . list of civil rights 

leaders to be invited to the White 

House Friday. Thev consider declar

ing a national day of mourning.

9:36 p.m.—The crowd, gathering 

momentum arrives at the Republic 

Theater, 1343 U st. Reporters note 

that tin-: mood is becoming ugly. One 

person yells, “This is it, baby.” An

other yells, “It’s gonna hit the fan 

now. They got our leader.”

9:37 p.m.—The crowd moves into 

the Republic's box office area and 

tells the ticket seller to close the 

theater. A glass door Is broken—the 

first known act of vandalism in the 

disturbance.

9:37 p.m.—Murphy is now Inside 

the Washington Hilton Hotel. He 

stays there as dinner guests, includ

ing the Vice President, begin depart

ing.
9:33 p.m. — Murphy receives call 

about the crowd at the Mayor’s house 

(but he does not realize they are anti

freeway pickets). He decides to move 

the large Presidential detail to the 

13th Pteeinct. 1620 V st. nw., for pos

sible use on 14th Street.

9:33 p.m.—The City's ethnic radio 

stations—those that program their 

fare for Negio audiences—have 

dropped their “soul” programs and 

play religious music in deference to 

Dr. King. Disc jockeys try to calm 

the situation WOL's Bob Terry tells 

listeners, “This is no time to hate- 

hate won't get you anywhere."

9:41 p.m.—Corporation Counsel Dun

can, his wife and Julian R. Dugas, 

head of the District’s Licenses and 

Inspections Department, are touring 

the tronbkd area, on tMir way to 

Ma;, or Washingw r.'s home.

9:43 p.m.—The crowd arrives at the 

Lincoln Theater, 1215 U M., and. 

closes it. Carmichael and others are 

hustling more towdy persons out of 

the crowd.

9:45 p.m.—The outer edges of the 

crowd now extend out as far as the 

middle of the 1100 block of U Street, 

while the main body begins an about- 

face to return to 14th Street.

9:49 p.m.-—The group reaches 14th 

and U and turns north to resume its 

demands on storeowners to shut 

down.

9:50 p.m.—The crowd on 14thStreet 

is nearing V Street and the mood 

continues to grow uglier. Some in the 

crowd begin to shout for people to 

get their guns and kill some whites. 

Their cries become so loud that Car

michael and others ahead stop the 

crowd.

9:51 p.m.—Carmichael argues with 

a man who appears to be about 25.

“Are you ready to kill?" Carmi

chael demands. “How you gonna' 

win? They got guns, tanks. What you 

got? If you don't have your gun, go 

homs. We're not ready. Let’s wait un

til tomorrow. Just co-ol it.”

This sets off a wave of echoes in 

the crowd: “We’re not ready. Let's 

wait and get our stuff together.” 

. 9:52 p.m.—People circulate through

out the crowd, telling them to wait, 

repeating tne phrase, “We'll be 

back."

9:53 p.m. — Carmichael tells the 

people to “Go home! Get off the 

streets! This is not the time, broth

ers!" People ignore his advice. Some 

cf them move to the west side of 14th 

Street to the ft ent of People's.

' 9:54 p.m. — A glass window is 

broken at People's. It is the second 

known instance of vandalism. From 

his office at SCLC, Mr. Fauntroy 

hears the sound of splintering g’.a.-s.

9:56 p.m.—Part of the crowd moves 

up the west side of 14th Street past 

closed stores. Nothing is smashed.

9:57 p.m.—Murphy leaves the Hil

ton. heading: for Mayor ashington s 

house on T Street.

9:59 p.m.—Carmichael and eight 

others walk into the Van Kce Tavern, 

2026 14tii. and go to the rear, asking 

for the owner. He is How K. Cnen. 

He comes cut, ana Carmichael a-ks 

him to close in honor of Dr. Kmg. 

Chen r.ods his head in assent.

“Solid,” Carmichael sacs. .''.nd he 

leaves.

10 p.m.—The cnM ha; er w a to 

about 2wJ. It moves no FatorM Bstbcr 

Shop, 2100’2 14th Street, and tells 

the-only barber there, Johnny Jones,



10:01 pm. —Dunean. his wife and 

Dugas arrive at the Mayor's home. At 

about the same time, Deputy Chief 

Hughes calls Chief of Police John B. 

Layton at his home and tells him of 

trouble on 14th street. Layton heads 

for that area.

10:05 p.m.—The first part of the 

group led by Carmichael reaches 

14th and Clift-ju Streets. The crowd 

seems to be running out of vigor. It 

turns around and moves back toward 

the -S.XCC office.

10;07 p.rn.—The crowd is near the 

Belmont Radio and TV shop at 2414 

14th Street when Carmichael hears 

the breaking of glass.

He races up io a youth, takes him 

by the shoulders and shakes him. He 

tells the youth that breaking windows 

is not worthwhile.

2J V)block_ of ,14th _Str.eet_JYj.nrl.ow 

Carmichael then tells the youth that 

if he means business, he should have 

a gun. He readies inside his jacket 

and pulls a gun from his belt, and 

shows it to the youth, implying that 

the youth wasn't ready for “the 

thing.” The march south continues.

10:16 p.m.—Assistant Chief Wilson 

has arranged for buses to take the 

Presidential detail to the 13th Precinct 

stationhouse.

'Wilson drives his unmarked white 

cruiser toward 14th Street in a light 

rain, wishing “it would rain like hell.” 

10:18 p.m.—The main body of the 

crowd is approaching the middle of the 

breaking is spreading and looting is 

becoming commonplace.

10:19 p.m.—A reporter observes a 

man walking by with a television set 

under each arm. Men break away from 

the crowd and guard windows to keep 

looters away. Other men pull people 

out of display windows to stop the 

stealing.

10:20 p.m.—Lt. Frye tells all police

men at 14th and U Streets to pull 

back from the area. The crowd 

reaches 14th and U.

10:21 p.m. — A heated argument 

breaks out in the crowd. Talk focuses 

on whether blacks should take re

venge right now.

10:22 p.m.—Two loud reports are 

heard, and one young man brandishes 

a gun. Carmichael wrests the gun 

from the youth.

“Go home!” Carmichael tells the 

youth. Waving the gun over his head, 

he says: ‘’.'.one of this, none of this, 

we're not ready.

A voice in the crowd says: “But we 

don't have no leader. Wc lost our 

leader!”

“You won’t get one like this,” Car- 

riicli.acl snaps back. “You'll just get 

shot.”

10:23 p.m.—Police have received a 

call for looting at Sam's Pawnbroker 

at 1930 14tii St. "i

10:24 p.m.—Police receive a call 

that a window of the Rhodes 5 & 10 

Store at 1920 11th St. has been 

broken. Police Headquarters sudden

ly becomes feverish with activity. All 

available detectives are ordered to re

port to headquarters.

10:24 p.m.—Murphy is back out on 

14th Street. He drives up 14th from 

U and sees looters pillaging a liquor 

store. He hups out of his car and 

chases them. As he gets back in the 

car, he hears by radio that the crowd 

has gr-'.vn at 14th and U Streets and 

he heads back that way.

10:25 p.m.—Carmichael slips away 

from the crowd at 14th and U and 

ducks into the U Street entrance of 

SCI.C. He stays inside for about two 

minutes, emerges, cuts diagonally 

across the intersection, gets into a 

car and is driven away. He is not to 

be seen in the vicinity again.

10:26 p.m.—After Carmichael 

leaves, the crowd begins to drift aim

lessly; More serious trouble is begin

ning.

10:26 p.m.—Calls are pouring into the 

police radio communications center 

from policemen seeking orders.

“We're surrounded by a mob of 

about 50 people,” says one officer. 

“What do we do? They're looting. Do 

we arrest them or do we leave? Or 

what the hell do we do?

10:27 p.m.—Policemen say they are 

being stoned in the 2600 block of 14th 

Street. Again, the call: “What do we 

do?”

Each time, the radio dispatcher asks 

for Murphy. Each time, a calm, cool 

voice replies:

“Do whatever you think needs to be 

done.”

10:30 p.m.—Deputy Chief Hughes 

tells a reporter that those men of the 

specially trained Civil Disturbance 

Unit who are on duty are being called 

into their headquarters room to draw- 

equipment—helmets, gas masks, jas, 

etc.

Apr;: : s, 1S3 vvj.hrr.vton Po.v.

Area where the trouble started.

10:32 p.m.—Looters pass the corner 

of 14th and V Streets with dresses and 

bottles of liquor. A wide section of the 

west side of the 21(10 block of 14th 

Street has been looted.

10:33 p.m..—Mayor Washington is at 

his home, watching the news on tele

vision. With him are Duncan and Du

gas, who have reported on their trip 

along 14th Street.
10:35 p.m.—Chief Layton tolls the 

Mayor that incidents have localized at 

the 14th and U Streets hub and he 

says he thinks the situation is begin

ning to come under control.
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■ 10:40 p;m.—The Mayor decides to 

see for himself what is going cn. He 

leaves in Duncan’s new Pontiac Temp

est, with the Corporation Counsel, Mrs. 

Duncan, Dugas and a reporter. They 

head for 14th Street.

16:50 p.m.—As looting proceeds, the 

first fire call comes in from the area— 

a car burning on the lot of Barry-I’ate- 

Addison Chevrolet, 14th and Belmont 

Street.

10:52 p.m.—Fire Chief Henry Galotta 

is called at home and told about the 

trouble. He prepares to come in.

10:53 p.m.—Dugas and Duncan decide 

to go out and see for themselves what 

it was like on 14th Street. They get in 

Duncan’s new Pontiac Tempest, telling 

the Mayor they will report to him later.

10:55 p.m.—The decision has been 

made to bring the midnight-to-3 a.m. 

' police shift in an hour early to help. 

All detectives come to headquarters to 

put on special jump suits and to get 

riot paraphernalia. Riot helmets are 

rushed to the 13th Precinct station

house.

10:56 p.m.—A man standing in front 

of a pharmacy at 14th and Girard 

lights a match to a wad of paper and 

throws it inside. He also lights a paper 

sign hanging out of the broken window 

of the store—Judd’s Prescriptions. As 

he does, several women across the. 

street scream ar. him not to do it—that 

people live above the store. He tries 

to douse the flames, but he is too late. 

The store is burning; the people up

stairs evacuate.

11:01 p.m.—Youths are attempting 

to-break into Empire Supermarket, at 

14th and Euclid. The grating holds.

One man steps out of a crowd of 

about 30 persons, rips a Xo Parking 

sign out of the pavement and shoves 

it through the grating breaking it. The 

heavy grating is pulled down, youths 

pour inside and begin wrecking the 

place. The youths try to set the super

market on fire, but thev do not succeed.

11:05 p.m.—By this hour, police feel 

they have massed enough men to make 

a show of force. The word is spread to 

start making arrests.

Police cruisers, four men to a car, 

are sent up 14th Street. Patrol wagons 

follow. As rhey go. youths heave bottles, 

bricks—anything they, can find—at the 

ca rs.

11:07 p.m.—The sight of the ap

proaching police vehicles angers many 

of the youths. One youngster, from 20 

feet away, lobs a bottle through the 

windshield of a patrol wagon into a 

policeman’s Mu.

11:12 p.m.-—i’oliee on 14ih Street be

tween Harvard and Irving Streets are 

chasing ’osiers, flailing at them with 

nightsticks. A general melee is break

ing ou* along 14th from T Street to 

Park Road. ' .

11:14 p.m.—With police escort, Mr. 

Fauntroy is being rushed from tele

vision station to television station to 

make appeals for calm.

11:21 p.m.—Reporters notice that po

licemen are backing away when con

frontations with large groups of youth 

appear imminent.

11:31 p.m.—White House aides have 

been informed of the trouble. They get 

the impression that the city feels it 

can handle the trouble without outside 

help.

11:34 p.m.—A brief rainstorm seems 

to have quieted the looting and burn

ing somewhat and to have driven some 

people off the streets.

11:40 p.m.—On the street, the Mayor 

has decided that the situation is truly' 

serious and heads for the 13th Precinct 

stationhouse to meet Murphy, who is 

already there. b. approx; .
11:44 p.m.—The first riot suspect is 

booked .at tne 13:h precinct. He is 

Charm's^Herman, 31, of 1360 Belmont 

st. nw. ‘He is charged with burglary. 

Police say they arrested him with, a 

radio-phonograph at 11:35 p.m. in front 

of Belmont Radio & TV. 2414 14th st.

11:45 p.m.—The police cordon off 

14th st. with a human wedge. They 

line up side-by-side across the street 

and then up both sides of the inter

section to seal off any further move

ment north and south, east and west 

of the bob mterseclion.

11:45 p.m.—Mr. Fauntroy returns 

to SCLC offices and immediately 

talks by phone with the Rev. Ralnh 

Abernathy of SCl.C in Memphis. 

During the 15-minute conversation, 

he hears from below on 14th Street 

the sounds of glass breaking and 

sirens wailing.

11:43 p.m.—The youngsters ’ who 

have ripped apart the Empire Super

market nave kept trying to burn the 

store. When police come by they scat

ter. When the police move on, they 

come back. After 45 minutes of try

ing. they succeed. The Empire Super

market goes up in a swath of flames.

11:50- p.m.—The Mayor arrives at 

the 13’h Pceemct stationhouse and 

walks by green footlockers filled with 

tear gas ana tear gas launchers. He 

goes into tile Captain’s office with 

Dugas, Duncan, Murphy. Layton and 

Clinton Mitchell of the citv’s Human 

Relations Count:'.

11:51 p.m.—Fire Cn:-?t Galotta tells 

his men to cut • Plan F" into effect— 

splitting emime companies into' two 

be hrmarng in oi; ccty tire men.

FRIDAY

spending to an earlier call from the 

jt'.yDf’. V> 3>b.;r;";him

ou;:ht to b-? together rhr/im: this crisis.” 

1:2:0“ a.m.—Assistant Chief Wi’son.

in all off-duty policemen to boost, 

strength to 2'100 men.
12:05 a.m.—President Johnson tells 

Attorney General Ramsey Clark to go 

to Memphis with Clifford Alexander 

of the Equal Employment Opportunity' 

Commission and Roy' M ilkins of t.ie 

NAACP. They are to check on the’ 

FBI’s probe. ;

12:06 a.m.—Carl McKinley p^arris, 

who had heard the news of Dr. Kings j 
death at 9:15 p.m.., is arrested at 1351 

U st. nw. Police charge him with taking 

seven men’s hats from a clothing store. 

He is the second rioter boosed. Harris, 

freed on $500 bond, is scheduled for a 

jury trial on May' 15. .

12:15 a.m.—About 100 policemen

face a crowd of 150 persons at the in

tersection of 14th and V Streets nw. 

Chief Layton is on the scene. The po

lice march up 14th Street, herding, the 

people in front of them. Some police 

are armed with tear gas dispensers.

12:23 a.m.—Another fire breaks out 

at Barry-Pate-Addison Chevrolet at 14th. 

and Florida Avenue.

12:25 a.m.—The Fire Department 

notifies its men to use extreme caution 

in responding to fires because of dis

orderly crowds. At the same time, the 

firemen receive a call for a blaze at 

2510 14th st. nw.—the Blue Ribbon Dry 

Cleaners, near Chapin Street.

12:32 a.m.—Chief Galotta tells his 

men to speed up and return as soon 

as possible. The Department does not 

have enough men to fight all of the 

fires that are burning.

12:35 a.m.—A fire is set at llth and 

Fairmont Streets nw. Firemen and 

police are met by an ugly crowd made 

up mainly' of men in their late teens 

and early 20’s. A bottle is thrown from 

a roof and four policemen, drawing 

their guns, seek cover behind a re

porter’s car. Soon, the area is blan

keted with tear gas. It is used exten

sively for the first time, with grenades 

and cannisters being launched. By the 

end. 140 cannisters will have been ex

pended here as people came out of 
their houses to form new crowd.:.

12:42 a.m.—Firemen are ordered to 

wear goggles and protective screens 

are put over the driver’s compartments 

on all trucks.

12:45 mm.—Having received reports 

of sporadic looting and burning out

side of the 13th Precinct, the Mayor 

and Tdurphy confer and decide to 

move to Police Headquarters so tney 

can monitor the entire city by radio.

12:52 a.m.—The Central Market. 2623 

• 1-th st. nw.. is In flames. Crowes 

zas X—.- m arrive. They qiwrkiy 
put out the fire.



12:55 a.m.—Another grocery burns in 

the 2700 block of 14th Street ntv, near 

. Fairmont Street.

12:57 a.m.—A hostile crowd bom- 

hards firemen as they more in to 

fight a blaze at Steelman’s Liquors 

at 2745 14th st. nw. Police wearing 

gas masks fire tear gas into the 

crowd. The group breaks up, but re

form farther down the street.

1-a.m—The Mayor and his entour

age arrive at Police Headquarters. 

300 Indiana ave. nw. and head direct

ly for Murphy's fifth-floor office. It 

is closed. -

They go down one Poor to the com

munications center, which is by this 

time the command post, and an aide 

knocks on trie locked door.

A policeman looks out at the group 

apprehensively and is about to close 

the door when one of the aides says. 

“The Mayor wants to sec Mr. Mur

phy.” The officer hesitates briefly, 

and says, "The Mayor can come in;

' the rest stay outside."

The rest sit outside on hard wood 

benches. Mr. Fauntroy,- by now near- 

- ly distraught with grief, holds his 

head in his hands.

1:15 a.m.—Murphy and his aide, 

Gerald M. Caplan, emerge carrying a 

map of the city mounted on a board 

and all but two lower-level aides arc 

invited into the room to study data 

- and listen to the radio channels.

1:17 a.m.—The Fire Department’s 

Plan F is turning up enough additional 

men to field the first dual company, 

. Engine Co. No. 6, as the force begins 

its growth from 32 to 64 companies in 

all.

2:00 a.m.—There are now nearly 

2000 policemen on duty, and they are 

regaining control of 14th Street. Fire

man are still battling blazes, as they 

will through the night, but crowds are 

beginning to diminish. Looting inci

dents are dropping.

2:02 a.m. —A general officer from 

the Pentagon arrives at Police Head

quarters to establish liaison with the 

District government. Later, Mv.rpny 

goes to the Pentagon to discuss con

tingency plans.

2:16 a.m.—A.store at 14th and Euclid 

nw. starts to burn. Firemen know it is 

arson. They see that it was started in 

several places.
3 a.m.—Murphy goes to the Pentagon 

to meet- with top officers of the Army 

and National Guard and representatives 

from tlie Justice Department. They are 

concerned about what might happen 

Friday night.

They decide to have Guardsmen on 

the streets Friday night. At this point, 

Federal troops that had been earmarked 

for possible duty if rioting- broke out 

in Washington had been alerted for a 

possible call.
4:03 a.m.—The President’s staff 

finishes contacting civil rights leaders 

who will meet with Mr. Johnson.

4:38 a.m. ■— Corporation Counsel 

Duncan drives Mayor Washington 

and Dugas to their homes (Mrs. Dun

can hac been driven home earlier). 

The unarticulated consensus is that 

the trouble is over.

What came next was a gradual 

buildup during the day. At first it 

was youths throwing rocks at cars. 

Then, shortly alter r.oon Friday, the 

fires startea multiplying and the fire

men began ro encounter more and 

mere trouble battling the blazes.

The calls came rapidly. At 12:13 

p.m. there v,as a blaze in a Safeway 

at 1941 14tn st. nw. At 12:15, firemen 

were alerted not to use their sirens 

and use 'extreme discretion." At 

12:39, Mr a fire in the 2!W() block of 

14th Street, the firemen asked for po

lice assistance because of hostile 

youths. It got worse and worse, and 

by 4 p.m., as workers clogged main 

arteries in their attempt to flee, the 

city told the President it needed Fed-

’ oral help. The riot was on.

2
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b7C
Post" for 
one year. 
D.C. (WDC)

.b7C

nntR 4/16/68

_(advised that on the night of April 4, 
1968, he arrived at the office of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC) shortly after 8:00 p.m. His 
purpose in going to that office was to obtain the reaction 
to Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., having been shot. He said 
that the office was quite crowded and everyone was trying to 
obtain news on the condition of Dr. KING. He does not recall 
the identities of individuals who were there except he does 
remember STOKELY CARMICHAEL and one white man whom he 
believes to have been on the President’s Crime Commission.
______ said that he finally obtained the news of Dr. KING’S 
death from__________________automobile radioo The attitude at
SCLC was one of grief. However, he heard mutterings to the
effect "Non-violence, Hell 1 Now there is no way left except 
the STOKELY way."

I . , ■ ,. !
i ' /

Soon thereafter, he left SCLC and proceeded to
SNCC headquarters where he joined a group in<the/back of the 
room. recalls _____________________________________________
were there but does not recall the identities of other

b7C

individuals. Soon after his arrival at the SNCC Office, 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL came in and advised that he was going out 
and see that the stores were closed, as they closed when
President KENNEDY was shot and they should do the same for 
Dr. KING. ______  said he, personally, agreed that the stores
should close and also thought the schools should do likewise

11 pined CARMICHAEL when he left SNCC headquarters to 
have the stores closed. ________ (remained at the

Dther individuals who were at SNCC joined 
could not recall their identities.

by.

SNCC Office.
CARMICHAEL, but

On 4/15/68 nt Washington, D.C,

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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_Dote Hirtnfpr! 4/ 16/68____________
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accompanied the crowd into Peoples Drug 
Store. They proceeded down one aisle to the rear of the 
store where CARI4ICHAEL asked an individual, whom 
presumed was the manager, to close the store in respect for 
Dr. KING. He also heard CARMICHAEL request several other 
stores to close but does not recall the specific stores. 
CARMICHAEL was very polite in making the request although 
others in the crowd were shouting "Close the store. Dr. 
KING is dead." ______ said no trouble developed- tintil they
reached the Republic Theater where a youngster broke a 
window and a lot of popcorn was taken. When this occurred, 
CARMICHAEL grablbed the individual and said, "Don’t do that. 
We don’t want any trouble." |said that vzhile CARMICHAEL 
was the leader of the crowd he did not want vandalism and 
tried to stop it whenever he saw it occurring.

b7C

According to|________ the crowd got out of control
at about the 2000 block of 14th Street and started looting. 
CARMICHAEL stopped and called to them to, "Cool it" and 
home. We don’t want trouble."

'Go

_______ said there were a lot of children as 
as ten, years, of age and CARMICHAEL did not want any of 
hurt
trying to stop vandalism,but does not know their names

b7C

young 
them

said there were other SNCC members on the street

_______ |said at one point he heard what he thought 
was two shots and then saw CARMICHAEL grab what appeared to 
be a gun (pistol or revolver) away from a sixteen or eighteen 
year old individual, wave . it in the air, and say, "We will have 

Go home, go home. We are not ready." Someone 
CARMICHAEL

did not see what
did with the gun after he waved it in the air. 
see CARMICHAEL with any other gun that evening 
hear CARMICHAEL tell the crowd to go and get their 
had his.

none of this
in the crowd responded, "We lost our leader 
replied, "You won’t get one this way." 
CARMICHAEL 
He did not 
nor did he 
guns as he
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_______  recalls that soon after CARMICHAEL started 
his tour to close the stores he was approached by ____________  
___________ who took him by the elbow and asked what he was

CARMICHAEL replied that he was 
their stores as they had

doing; that this was not the way 
only asking the people to close 
killed Dr. KING.

(stated he did not see CARMICHAEL leave the 
crowd and does not know when or how they departed. He is of 
the opinion he was with them less than an hour and believes 
that the events took place about fifteen minutes earlier 
than reported in "The Washington Post” article of April 14, 
1968.

b7C

_______ |saw no evidence that the looting had been 
planned and thought it was a spontaneous thing. As a matter 
of fact, he had been surprised that such activities had not
occurred previously. He said that Washington ghettos had 
been tinder boxes for a long time. _______ referred to
Dr. KING as the greatest living American, and the people were 
upset over his death.

He has not seen CARMICHAEL since the night of 
April 4, 1968.

b7C

|said that he thoughf'The New York Times” 
coverage of the events pertaining to STOKELY CARMICHAEL on 
the evening of April 4, 1968, was ’’unfair” in that this 
article made no comment that CARMICH/XEL was trying to "cool" 
the crowd and protect the stores. Concerning these happenings, 
_______(commented that he believed CARMICHAEL was disturbed in 
that he could not control the people. He said this was a 
moderate attitude for CARMICHAEL and that he believed CARMICHAEL’S 
participation was in respect to Dr. KING.
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4/16/68Date____________

_________________________________ for "The
Washington Post, was interviewed in the Washington Field 
Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation. _____
resides at I __ land has tele
number ___________  He has been ____________ for
Post since June, 1967 prior to which time he 
college.

phone
the Washington 
attended

MARTIN LUTHERAs soon as he heard the news of Dr.
KING's death on the evening of April 4, 1968, he left the 
'Post'J and immediately drove around the streets in a 
radio-equipped automobile. His purpose was to write a 
mood article as to the city's reaction. | [explained
that he was "fuzzy" as to the times involved; he didn't 
actually keep time, and the times used in the"Post's" 
chronology were approximations. first drove up
7th Street, N. W.; and then to 14th and "U" Streets, N. W., 
where at about 8:30 PM he went to the SCLC headquarters 
after having parked his automobile on "U" Street, just 
west of 14th Street. |was unsuccessful in getting
into SCLC headquarters, which was just closing. ___________
then went to the Peoples Drug Store at 14th and "U" 
Streets and called his office. At that time people in 
the store were listening to the President's message 
concerning KING's death on a radio. Just as the President's 
message ended, a large group of people came through the 
door making statements to the effect that, the storq was 
closed in respect to MARTIN LUTHER KING. ___________ saw
STOKELY CARMICHAEL in the store walking up and down the 
aisles telling the people that the store was to be closed. 
He did not actually see CARMICHA1X talk to the store 
manager, but, he,| several days later interviewed
the manager who told him that CARMICHAEL had a ske.d him to 
close the store in respect to Ur. KING. said he
phoned these happenings in to his office.

n____ 't
SAs

!

b7C

VW llw

f.ip# WFO 62-9737

n . f 4/16/68 Date dictated_______________________
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
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b7C

Following his phone call,|___________ joined the
group which had crossed 14th Street diagonally to the 

~ront of "Wings * n Things’' at 
________ came into the 
not the way." 

CARMICHAEL

south-east corner. In 
about 14th and Wallach 
crowd and said: "STOKELY, 

believes this is an exact quote).
replied in effect that the group just wanted to close the 
stores. again made a call to his office.

b7C

__________  rejoined the crowd it was turning 
up 14th Street from "U '. The crowd stopped at various 

places asking them to close.
very many places were open and he and other reporters of the 
Post finally came up with the number of 12 or 13 establishments 
which were open and were asked to close. During this 
activity the crowd was growing, and he,
seen any window breaking; although he has heard from other 
reporters that a window had been broken at the Republic 

probably during one of his phone calls.

When

advised that not

had not

Theater,

b7C

About 14th and "V" Streets he witnessed a male 
a bus and smash a window with his fists, and at 
time injure his hand. This person was pulled 

bus by others in the crowd, but broke away

approach 
the same 
away from th 
and endeavored to hit at a small foreign auto which
contained several white people. did not see any
damage to this small auto, which moved away.
he did not know the individual who hit at the bus and 
small foreign car;
Volkswagen.

said

nor did he know whether this car was a

b7C
then went to the "Yan-Kee" restaurant 
CARMICHAEL talking to the manager, and 
the part of CARMICHAEL’S statement

...in honor of MARTIN LUTHER KING." The manager said that

where
The crowd
______  saw 
overheard
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he would close. A few days later |___________talked to the
manager who told him that CARMICHAEL had asked him to 

close.

b7C

b7C

At about this point in time the group began to 
break up. About 40 people were with CARMICHAEL; another 
group was across the street; people were milling all over 
the street. The group following CARMICHAEL went up 14th______
Street. North of "W" Street, someone, not known to 
asked a pool hall to close. The group proceeded North on 
the west side of 14th to Belmont T.V. where someone broke 
the window, which was the first vandalism observed by

| Someone broke the window of a nearby novelty store. 
CARMICHAEL came back into the crowd and grabbed a person 
by the arm and made a statement to the effect that this 
should be stopped, that the person would get himself 
killed, and that if the person did not have a gun he should 
go home. He asked the person if he had a gun and when 
the person replied that he did not, CARMICHAEL said that 
he had one and exhibited a black, short-barrelled gun, 
which___________ who estimated he was four or five feet
away, believed to be smaller than a .38 calibre, which he 
had pulled from inside his trousers at the belt. The 
person replied "OK.” CARMICHAEL made a statement, not 
shouted, that he did not want any dead Negroes.

b7C

Shortly thereafter,__________  left the crowd to
make a phone call from a gasoline station at 14th and 
Clifton. ___________walked down 14th Street to "U" where
a liquor store was being looted, and Peoples Drug Store 
windows were broken. He observed a crowd in front of 
the National Liquor Store at the Northeast corner of 14th 
and ”U". CARMICHAEL was heard by| to exhort the
crowd to go home or they would be killed. A response was 
made from the crowd that '’They’ve killed our leader.”
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CARMICHAEL responded that they would not get one "like 
this." STOKELY CARMICHAEL walked around the corner and

did not again see him that night.

_ |said that he did not observe CARMICHAEL 
take a gun from anyone. The only time he saw a gun in 
CARMICHAEL's possession was in the aforementioned instance 
on 14th Street, between Belmont and Chapin. stated
that not once did he hear CARMICHAEL incite or urge
anyone to vandalize, loot, or commit other illegal acts. 
He is sure that CARMICHAEL never told anyone, while he 
was present, to go home and get a gun.

_ recalled that he had observed CARMICHAEL 
lean over a railing in front of a variety store at about 
"W" or Florida and talk to someone, but he did not 
hear what CARMICHAEL said. b7C

Following CARMICHAEL's departure,]___________
walked along "U" Street where people were looting a custom 
shop. A man with a polaroid, endeavoring to take a picture, 
told the people to get away as he did not want their 
faces in the photo. returned to his office
before 12:30 AM but went back on the streets and drove 
around. There was not much trouble on 7th Street; however, 
he observed looting of a clothing store about 14th and 
Columbia Road.

that in the crowd lead by CARMICHAEL__________  said
he had seen several persons whom he had previously seen 
at SNCC, but whose names he did not know. After CARMICHAEL 
left , he observed ||(last name unknown) whom he had 
seen at SNCC, trying to prevent the crowd from looting a 
liquor store where a window had been broken. He advised he

b7C

29
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knew no one in 
|of HTOP 

(phonetic) and
along 14th Street, but did not know whether they had 
present when CARMICHAEL was there.

the crowd. During the evening he had seen 
at the SCLC office, and had seen|

of the Star somewhere 
been

_| advised he did not see CARMICHAEL after 
Thursday night, April 4, 1968. On Friday he worked "H" 
Street, N. E., and Saturday he was all over the city,
ending up in the south-east section. At no time did he 
see anyone trying to incite the mob. He described the 
activity as a general melee, with no leader.
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nnto April 18, 1968

residence telephone employed as
"The Evening Star" newspaper, 225 Virginia Avenue, S.E., 
advised that in the evening of Thursday, April 4, 1968, he was 
eating with a group at Mr. Smith’s Restaurant on Pennsylvania 
Avenue, S.E., when he learned of the shooting of Dr. MARTIN 
LUTHER KING in Memphis, Tennessee. [returned to
the Star Building at about 8:00 p.m. and sometime later, 
decided to "get out on the street" and cover any story that 
might be breaking. He went to the vicinity of 14th and U 
Streets, N.W., arriving there at about 9:45 p.m. After 
parking his car, near 14th and U Streets, he walked westward 
on U Street. When he got to the corner of 14th and U Streets, 
he noticed a group of about 15 
14th Street led by a young man 
inch board approximately three 
whose identity
two inch by four inch board which he carried and break store 
windows as the group moved down the street. Then the other 
"youngsters" following him would run into the windows and 

at

did

for

teenagers walking south on 
carrying a two inch by four 
to four feet long. This boy 
not learn, would swing the

stores and begin looting. Not many people were around 
the time and the group of boys did not say anything as 
moved along.

Shortly after this,|______________[back tracked
15th up to Belmont Street and noticed a lot of damage to 
store buildings and looting in the area, 
he arrived on 14th Street, 
closed, although some were 
but with the doors locked, 
lighted stores with people 
to call the "desk" and let
but he was refused admittance.

along

He stated that when 
all of the stores were already 
still lighted, people were inside, 

He tried to get in one of these 
inside in order to use the phone 
the paper know what was going on

1

On. 4/17/68 nt Washington, D.C._____
sa j n

.File# WFQ 62-9737

TAM:tjd,  x™uj >< n .. , , 4/18/68by__________ ________________________________________________ ___________ D a te a i eta te a  _______ ____________________
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remained in the vicinity of 14th and 
U Streets for about two hours, watching developments until a 
police bus arrived. He stated the police began a "sweep" at 
Wallach Place, moving north on 14th Street, and he followed 
the police up to Clifton Street. Then he continued north 
almost to Harvard Street, remaining in the area until about 
4:00 a.m. He stated that he believes he would have recognized 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL from pictures of him he had seen, but that 
at no time did he see CARMICHAEL on the night of April 4.

__  did not cover 
at Student Non-Violent Coordinating 

the news conference held
Committee (SNCC) Head

quarters at 10:00 a.m. on April 5, 1968, at which news 
conference CARMICHAEL spoke.

b7C

___ [arrived at the Howard University campus 
at about 10:00 a.m. on Friday, April 5, to await the memorial 
service for Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING to be held there at noon 
on that date. It was his understanding that the doors to 
the Cramton auditorium would be opened at 11:30 a.m., but 
the doors were not opened until 12:00 noon at which time 
the service began._________________ said that this service was
presided over by a chaplain and that EWART BROWN, president 
of the student body of Howard and JAMES M. NABRIT, president 
of Howard University spoke. Later a number of clergymen 
offered prayers. According to_______________ BROWN in his
address stated that racism had killed Dr. KING; that Dr. KING 
was a buffer between the moderates and the extremes among 
colored people; and that Dr. KING’S absence forecasts trouble. 

[stated that NABRIT's speech was more conciliatory 
and NABRIT dwelt on the worth of the man (Dr. KING) but 
pointed out that Dr. KING was not the last of the effective 
Negro leaders.
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stated that Cramton auditorium was 
filled for this memorial service and that 15 to 20 present 
of the audience was made up of white people. He stated that 
at about 12:50 p.m., the memorial, service ended and he left 
just as the closing song, "We Shall Overcome", was being sung, 
as he had a 1:00 p.m. deadline with the paper which he wanted 
to meet. He telephoned the "Star" from the campus and was 
told to go to 7th Street, N.W., as it had been reported that 
a group of young •people had left the campus and were headed 
for 7th Street. |stated that while he was on the
campus, he saw no such group leave, and certainly none had 
left the memorial service.

b7C

From the campus, went to the vicinity
of 7th and U Streets and saw that a number of fires had been 
set in business establishments. Subsequently, he saw bands of 
teenagers (and younger) racing along 14th Street, breaking 
the glass out of store fronts and looting at will. He stated 
that these looters were all "kids" at first but that after 
about an hour and a half, the adults too joined in the looting. 
For most of the afternoon of April 5, ______________stayed in
the vicinity of 14th and S Streets and observed the looting 
of stores, and fires being set in them after they were looted.

|stated that he did not see STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
at the Howard University campus as he evidently left the 
campus before CARMICHAEL arrived. He stated that at no time 
on the afternoon of April 5 did he see CARMICHAEL.

b7C

stated that he had not attended the 
held by "CHUCK" STONE, former 
ADAM CLAYTON POWELL, on Sunday,

press conference reportedly 
administrative assistant to 
April 7, 1968.
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On the night of April 4, 1968 was at the 
home of I__________________ _____________________  At about 10:30 p.m
he toured the city with______________He did not see STOKELY
CARMICHAEL on the night of April 4.

b7C
After being up nearly all night Thursday, April 4, 

_________ slept most of the following morning, coming to work 
at about noon. covers the District Building and
spends most of each day there. On April 5, he was in the 
District Building until 3:00 p.m. He did not cover the 
memorial service at Howard University held in Cramton auditorium 
at around noon on April 5, 1968, and was not on the campus 
later when CARMICHAEL spoke there after the memorial service.

b7C

__________ advised that he has covered no news or 
press conferences since the riots at which CARMICHAEL spoke, 
and did not cover the conference held at the headquarters 
of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 
on the morning of April 5, at which CARMICHAEL spoke. He 
stated that he has not seen CARMICHAEL since the latter 
returned to live in the Washington, D.C. area.

did not work on Sunday, April 7, 1968 
and did not attend the news conference held by "CHUCK" STONE 
on Sunday afternoon at Ed Murphy's Supper Club on Georgia 
Avenue, N.W., just south' of the Howard University campus, 
at which CARMICHAEL was reportedly present.
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On 
13th Precinct, 
interviewed by 
purpose of the

April 17, 1968,1 |of the
Metropolitan Police Department (MPD), was 
Special Agent (SA)______________________  The
interview being to obtain any information

pertaining to the actions of STOKELY CARMICHAEL and/or
any statements made by CARMICHAEL during the recent riot. 
It being noted that the 13th Precinct covers that area on 
14th Street which was looted and burned.

related that soon

b7C

after it was 
announced that Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING had been killed, on 
the early evening of April 4, 1968, it became quite obvious 
that a highly explosive situation was in the making; therefore 
in order to minimize the gravity of the situation he pulled 
practically all of his men out of the 14th and U Streets, 
N.W., area. stated that the very presence
of a number of police officers in this critical area would 
have intensified the tempers of the gathering crowds; that 
since it was not possible to have a sufficient police power 

action ofto cope with the situation he considered this 
pulling his men out a "strategic withdrawal." 
stated that only_____of his officers who were directed to go
into the 14th and U Streets area in order to keep in touch 
with conditions as they developed and that these
were the only who in his opinion were in any' position 
to observe STOKELY CARMICHAEL if CARMICHAEL was in that area 
from early Thursday evening, April 4, 1968, through Monday 
morning, April 8, 1968. leave the names of
thesel I of f icers

officers

uniformed as

35 <
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4/18/68

__________________ informed that from 
approximately 2:30 p.m., April 8, 1968, he was on duty with 
broken hours until Monday at 8:00 a.m,, April 8, 1968O During 
this period of time, he covered the 14th and U Streets area. 
___________________stated that at no time did he observe STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL nor did he hear any rumors of any actions on the 
part of CARMICHAEL or any statements attributable to him, 
inflammatory or otherwise. (stated he knows 
CARMICHAEL and could identify him. He wanted to point out, 
however, that there was such a large crowd on the evening 
of April 4, 1968, beginning shortly after 8:00 p.m. which 
crowd was surging south on 14th at U Street it was impossible 
to recognize any particular individual.

__________did advise that about 8:20 p.m., 
1968, while he and his partner, ___________
_ were parked on the N.E, corner of 14th

N.W., facing south at U Street
_ who was not among the crowd but was standing on the

corner with two other individuals came up to their automobile, 
sticking his head inside, and talked directly to him, 

asking them not to arrest "these people;" 
le felt

Thursday, April 4,

Street.

that they were "just expressing themselves," and 
certain the crowd would disperse and do no harm.

said he did not recognize the two other individuals, 
did not introduce them.and

_____ |advised that his last encounter 
with STOKELY CARMICHAEL was Tuesday night, April 2, 1968, 
about 9:30 to 9:45 when there was a disturbance at the Peoples 
Drug Store, 14th and U Streets, N.W. A crowd of approximately 
fifty persons had gathered on the street outside of the drug 
store. CARMICHAEL, who had been in the drug store, talking to 
the manager, came out and walked among the people asking them 
to go home._____________________ I said he did not see any firearm
in CARMICHAEL’S possession nor did he hear CARMICHAEL make any 
-i-n^LamtnaLory--s-ta^temerrts-.----------------------------------------------------------------------

o n 4/17/68 nt . D.C .File

1

. v SAby------------------ Date dictated__ /'LQ/£>Qi.
b7C

This document contoins neither recommendalions nor conclusions of lhe FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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1 n.,. 4/18/68

_________________________________________________ advised that he was 
from approximately

2:30 p.m., April 8, 1968, through 8:00 a.m,, Monday, April 8, 
1968, that their assignment was to cover the riot area of 
14th and U Streets, N.W, _____________________  stated that at no
time did he see STOKELY CARMICHAEL nor did he hear any rumors 
pertaining to any actions on the part of CARMICHAEL nor of 
anv statements made by CARMICHAEL, inflammatory or otherwise.

[stated he is acquainted with STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
said he wanted to

that by the very reason of the commotion 
of the surging crowds in the 14th and U Streets area it was 
practically impossible to recognize any particular individual 
who might have been a member of the crowds.

and would 'recognize him, 
point out, however

________ stated that at about 8:20 p.m,, 
Thursday. /A.pril 4, 1968, while he and _____________________________
______  were parked on a N.E. corner of 14th Street facing south 
at U Street came up to their
car and after sticking his head inside talked with_____________
_____ I he himself did not speak with___________ He did observe 
that___________ was not among the crowd which was surging down
14th Street but was standing on the corner with two other 
individuals who he, did not recognize.

explained that he last saw 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL on Tuesday night, April 2, 1968, between 
9:30 and 9:45 when there was a disturbance at the Peoples 
Drug Store, 14th and U Streets, N.W. A crowd of approximately 
fifty people had gathered on the street outside of thetuilding 
He observed CARMICH/iEL walking through this crowd of people 
asking them to go home, said he did not
observe a firearm in the possession of CARMICHAEL nor did he 
hear CARMICHAEL make any inflammatory statements.

On 4/17/68 nt Washington, D.C, WFO 62-9737

skt
b7C

Date dictated 4/18/68___________
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C
_________________________  "The Wash

ington Post" newspaper, was interviewed by Special Agents (SAs)
I April 15, 1968, at

Istated he resides at|
|with Washington, D. C. (WDC), telephone

his office.
Anartmont

number

related that on the evening of Thursday, April 4, 
1968, he was working the 4:00 p.m. to midnight shift and was 
assigned___________________ to cover the Democratic dinner at the
Washington-Hilton Hotel. He stated after the dinner he returned

b7C
to his office and proceeded out on the street alone in a radio 
car, beginning at approximately 10:00 p.m. related he
remained on the street, principally on 14th Street, N. W.,
ranging between Florida Avenue and as far north as the Columbia
Road and Park Road areas. I I

b7C

said he observed liquor stores being looted, 
clothing stores being looted and other businesses being broken 
into, but was not sufficiently close to the scene to get clear 

|as he was somewhat concerned about his own personal 
safety.

 1 said he was joined by a fellow 
about 11:30 p.m., and the two of them 

street until about 4:30 a.m., Friday, April 5, 
he and| |stayed close to the police
attempting to curtail the movements of the people, 
time did he see STOKELY CARMICHAEL,|
the other militant Negro leaders who were known personally to 
him by sight.

employee,  
remained on the 
1968. He said 
who were 

and at no 
or any of

b7C
_[stated on Friday, April 5, 1968, he came to 

work at 3:00 p.m. and spent five to six hours covering various 
areas of disorder I_________________________________________________ ~

He said 
they remained out until approximately s:uu p.m.. ano at no time 
did he see STOKELY CARMICHAEL, _____________ ______or other persons
known by him to be associated with the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee.
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b7C
____________ On April 15. 1968, S p e c i a1 Agents_____  

interviewedP
I ~| "Tne wasnlngton Post" newspaper7~f
related he resides at___________________ ___________
land, home telephone number 

TTary-

stated on Friday. April 5. 1968. he worked

beginning about 11:00 a.m. and remaining out until 4:00 p.m., 
principally on 14th Street, N. W., working as far south as 
Florida Avenue and north to Irving.

b7C
stated he and |observed many fires,

some of which were set while they were in the immediate vicinity.
Icould not get sufficiently close in 

|to identify 
fires. He said in numerous

order for
the persons responsible for the
instances they had to keep some 
as frequently they had missiles 
filled whisky bottles, in order

distance away from the rioters 
thrown at them, including_____  
to discourage___________________

b7C

_| stated on the following day, Saturday, 
April 6, 1968, he started working about 11:00 a.m. and remained 
out for some few hours, including coverage of the large fire at 
16th and F Streets, N. E., where an ice house was burned down.

STOKELY CARMICHAELstated he would recognize
on sight, but at no time during any of his 

did he see CARMICHAEL or
or
tours, either on Friday or Saturday, 
any other members of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.

39
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|__________ (related on Thursday, April 4, 1968, he was
assigned to cover a press conference the following day, April 5, 
1968, scheduled to be held by STOKELY CARMICHAEL; however, on 
Thursday night, at home, he got a telephone call from the City 
Desk of the newspaper, advising him the press conference had 
been cancelled.

b7C

In the light of events which transpired on Thursday 
night with reported disorders, ___________ on Friday morning,
went to 2115 - 14th Street, N. W., to The New School of Afro- 
American Thought in anticipation of covering any events which
might transpire there, and also he had heard CARMICHAEL was, 
in fact, going to hold a press conference. At any rate, by 
the time__________ arrived in the vicinity of headquarters for
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), at 2208 
14th Street, N. W., he learned the press conference was over. 
He, thereafter, returned to his office.

__________ (stated beginning about 11:30 a.m., Friday, 
he began patrolling streets in a radio car of "The Washington 
Post" and traversed 14th Street as far as Euclid Street, N. W., 
and observed the activities going on in that vicinity until 
approximately 5:00 p.m.

He stated he made intermittent telephone calls to 
his office to report events and noted that at approximately 
5:00 p.m., Friday, April 5, 1968, he counted 13 fires in the 
vicinity of 14th Street between Columbia Road and Park Road, 
and also observed three fires being set. He said he did not 
actually witness any specific individual setting fire to any 
one store but recalled a liquor store on 14th at Irving Street, 
N. W., was in the process of being looted and apparently was 
about half emptied out when some unidentified Negro youth 
gathered up pieces of cardboard boxes, set fire to them and 
began a fire in this store, which was thereafter burned up.

He said he was in the vicinity of another clothing 
store nearby which, while in the process of being looted, was 
set on fire by apparently some sort of fire bomb as he said
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b7C

there were young Negro youths still in the store looting when 
that fire was started. said he also observed a men’s
wear store on 14th Street, probably Irving’s Men’s Shop, explode 
into fire after it had been thoroughly looted. He said due to 
the size of the crowds milling around, he could not see who 
threw the fire bomb device which ignited Irving’s Men’s Shop.

recalled he stayed on the street until approximately 
2:00 a.m., Saturday morning, observing the general disorder.

b7C

On Saturday, according to|___________  he spent most of
the time cruising the streets downtown in the 7th and 14th 
Street areas and eastward as far as Capitol Hill during the 
hours of 12:00 noon to 11:00 p,m„ At no time while he was out 
on the street did see any evidence of any organization
whatsoever, and he said he did not see STOKELY CARMICHAEL or 
others known to him to be associated with or identified as 
members of SNCC.

b7C

___________[stated all of the things he saw gave him 
the impression the disorder was more in the nature of a carnival 
or gala event, rather than the results of hatred or sorrow at 
the death of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Apartment[

five years.

On April 11, 1968
1 that he resides ___________________________

I (telephone __________ J and has been employed _____
 for "The Washington Post" newspaper for approximately

advised SAs

[advised he was assigned at 
Department (MPD) headquarters on Thursday 
he remained until approximately 4:00 a.m. 
Therefore, during this period he observed 
or burning taking place in the city.

Metropolitan Police 
April 4, 1968, where 

on April 5, 1968. 
none of the looting

b7C On April 5, 1968, reported about 
., area 

proceeded to the

______  for work at
4:00 p.m, and was assigned to coyer the H Street. N. E 
with He and ' '
vicinity of 9th and H Streets, N. W., arriving in that area at 
approximately 5:00 p.m. He remained in that vicinity, mixing 
with the crowds on H Street between 9th Street and Bladensburg 
Road, until approximately 10:00 or 10:30 p.m.

During this period, he observed the burning and loot
ing of a number of business establishments, interviewed police 
and fire officials and spoke with citizens on the street. He
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noted that being of the Negro race himself, he was able to mix 
freely with the crowds and, in fact, was handed several bottles 
of liquor while in the vicinity of a liquor store that was being 
looted.

At about 10:30 or 11:00 p.m., that date, he returned 
to the Washington Post building for a lunch, after which he went 
out to 7th Street, N. W., and for the next several hours 
observed the activities of the fire department in that area.

b7C

During the entire period mentioned above, stated
he observed none of the known activist leaders in SNCC or other 
militant Negro groups. He further observed that the vandalism, 
looting and arson attendant during this period appeared to be 
unorganized, spur-of-the-moment activities without leadership 
or guidance.

b7C

______  related that a fellow
had made arrangements to accompany the SNCC contingent planning 
to travel to Richmond, Virginia, on Monday morning, April 8, 
1968, to a11end the hearing in court for|
Accordingly, with ______________proceeded to SNCC headquarters
about 5:30 a.m., Monday morning and noted the area was completely 
sealed off by police and military vehicles.

said they parked their car on 15th Street, and 
he could not even pet close to SNCC headquarters on foot, but 
_______________________  did manage to get to SNCC headquarters. 
He said the police and military authorities prevented the SNCC 
people from leaving their premises until after 6:30 a.m. at 
the termination of the curfew. Thereafter, a group of young 
Negro males came out of SNCC headquarters and proceeded to get 
into automobiles.

b7C

where
At this point, |______[approached and talked to

___________  at approximately 6:30 a.m. He asked 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL was, and _________ parried the question,
wanting to know why______was interested in STOKELY. | [pointed
out that as a newspaperman it was his business to know the______
whereabouts of such prominent persons as CARMICHAEL. ______
never did answer his question but proceeded to show to| | 
objects which | [identified as fragments of a tear gas
cannister which he alleged had been thrown into SNCC headquarters 
the previous evening by someone believed to be an officer of 
the MPD. Thereafter, ___________ drove off with his other companions,
presumably heading for Richmond, Virginia.

_______advised that in the period April 5 through April 8, 
1968, he had seen no other leaders or activists of SNCC or other
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militant groups and noted that he had heard rumors at various 
times during this period that STOKELY CARMICHAEL was in 
Arlington, Virginia; New York, New York; or Memphis, Tennessee. 
He noted that he spoke to no one during this period who had 
seen CARMICHAEL since Thursday evening, April 4, 1968.

b7C

____________On April 11, 1968._________________
_____  Jhe resides at. I

I (telephone I ___________________ |stated
on "The Washington Post 

approximately two months.

advised

he has been 
" newspaper

SAs
Apartment 

employed 
for

From approximately 11;30 p.m., April 4, 1968, to 
3:00 a.m., April 5, 1968, _________ was on the street in the
vicinity of 7th and M Streets, N. V/., observing the fires 
and the firemen in action. He observed no known leaders of 
SNCC or other militant groups in this area.

On April 5, 1968, between the period 12:30 and 
5:00 p.m., he worked on 14th Street and 7th Street, N. V/., 
observing the crowds and looting and again observed none of 
the leaders of militant black power groups. At approximately 
7:30 p.m., he moved to the Anacostia area where he spent the 
remaindei' of the day and observed no significant activity.

b7C

at 14th Street and Florida
o interview him. | hurried

The only exception io his above observation concern
ing leaders vzas his encounter withl Iwhom he iden
tified as connected with ___

| He encountered
Avenue, N. W., and attempted ______
away, stating he had heard there were fires in the vicinity 
of his home and he was going home to ascertain if, in fact, 
his own home was being burned.

stated his own notes in his reporting his 
observations to the newspaper described his observations as 
being like a carnival or a big party, entirely without leader
ship and apparently mere spontaneous action on the part of 
the persons taking part in the looting and burning.
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____________On April 12, 1968 J_____ _________________ 
_____________________________________for "The Washington
Post.11 wprp i nt.prvi pwp?i bv SAs F
_________________________________________________  advised
that they did not observe STOKELY CARMICHAEL at any 
time between April 4, 1968 and April 7, 1968, nor 
could they furnish any information concerning his 
activities except what they had read in the newspapers.

b7C
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In connection with interviews with reporters 
and photographers of "The Washington Post" who were on 
duty the night of Thursday, April 4, 1968, and in the 
morning of Friday, April 5, SAs| 
_________________________interviewed on the dates indicated 
the following employees, none of whom had observed the 
activities of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at any time during the 
disturbance in Washington, D.C. beginning the night of 
April 4:

b7C

April 11, 1968

April 12, 1968

b7C
Employment: Reporter

Employment: Reporter

b7C

Employment: Photographer
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b7C

b7C

b7C

D. C., a self employed[
Washington,

telephone ___________
under contract with various business establishments in Washington, 
furnished the following information:

_________ | works primarily in the area covered by 
Precinct Number Two of the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD), 
Washington, and maintains a radio in his automobile which is 
tuned to the MPD frequency.

_______ |was in the 14th and R Streets, N. W. , vicinity 
night of Thursday, April 4, 1968, when the rioting began, 
heard that riot action had started farther North on 14th 
and he observed a large group of Negro male individuals

This group came as far south as 
N. W

on the 
He had 
Street 
walking South on 14th Street, 
the 1700 block of 14th Street, N. W. , where they inflicted 
severe damage to a pawn shop, two television shops and a 1aundro- 
mat, among other business establishments, in that block, 
did not see this group proceed any further south that night.

visited the riot area of 14th Street, N. W., 
and the vicinity thereof, on various occasions that night and 
during the subsequent nights of the rioting, during the course 
of which he observed various instances of destruction and looting. 
The only store guarded by him which had been damaged was a 
plumbing and miscellaneous supply store at 1624 14th Street, 
N. W., Washington, the rear door of which had been smashed.

was unable to identify any of the rioters and 
he was also unable to identify STOKELY CARMICHAEL,

by photographs of 
these persons displayed to him.

On 4/16/68 Washington, D. C. ______Flip# WFO 62-9737
SA b7C

ECG:jle 4/17/68
Date dictated._______________________________by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond Is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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4/12/68
Date______________

b7C _ _____________________________
________ _____ ________  Southern Christian Leader

ship Conference (SCLC), 1401 U Street, N. W. , Washington, D, C. , 
advised as follows:

On the day and night of April 4, 1968, she was working 
at SCLC. When she heard the news that Reverend MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, JR. had been shot she went home to get her television set 
to bring to headquarters so everyone could be kept abreast of 
the latest news. Upon returning to headquarters she saw STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL there. For a brief time both she and CARMICHAEL made 
attempts to reach Atlanta, Georgia with no success. She said she 
did not hear him make any statements, but when she went out into 
the street to try to get the young children and young adults to 
get off the street and home, he, and the people with him, also 
went out and she heard him trying to get people to get off the 
street. She further advised that the next day, April 5, 1968, 
some of the people from CARMICHAEL’s group, the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), returned to the SCLC and helped 
her distribute leaflets asking people to keep their children off 
the streets. She again stated she neither saw nor heard CARMICHAEL 
do anything to attempt to arouse anyone and she did not see him 
have a gun or any other weapon.

4/10/68 Washington, D. C.
On at_________________ _____________________ _______

WFO 62-9737
File #___________________________________ , , ,

SAs b7C
tab Dote dictated 4/10/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Washington,
D.C., a volunteer worker for the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference (SCLC), Washington, D. C, , advised as follows:

b7C

b7C

Oil the day and night of April 4, 1968, he was at his 
post at the SCLC, when the news was heard that Dr. KING had been 
shot and killed. He could not recall the times but did remember 
seeing STOKELY CARMICHAEL in the building during that period 
which he estimated to be from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
was unnerved by his presence because he recalled some of 
CARMICHAEL's earlier statements about "black power" and since 
there were several white volunteers in the building he feared 
for their safety. He said he did not see or hear CARMICHAEL 
suggest anything that might tend to arouse people but then his 
desk is located at the back of the building, perhaps thirty- 
five feet from where CARMICHAEL was while in the building. 
Although CARMICHAEL was not causing any trouble________ still
insisted that many of the white people leave and he personally 
escorted several to their cars and got them out of the 
neighborhood.

While C ARM ICHAE L was th er e, also saw 
there with CARMICHAEL and at 

to his desk and asked him if heone point he called
could not do something about getting CARMICHAEL to leave. He 
could not recall if even answered hirn.

recalled that 
he has had occasion to talk to 
(LNU), who lives on|

sometime since Dr. KING1s death, 
one of his acquaintancesJ_______

________________ | about two blocks from ________  
_____ told him that fie had seen CARMICHAEL on the street after 
KING's death and while the early rioting started, and had 
heard him making some statements which _______  was unable to
remember exactly. He said he could find out his friend's last 
name a~hcT axTdf-sssTTf~ft~wajs~~heeded~.“ "

, 4/10/68 ot Washington, D. C. Fi|e* WFO 62-9737

SA | | tab b7c 4/11/68
by Date dictated , 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of tin? FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C ________ | also stated that one|(another 
worker at the SCLC, told him that she had heard CARMICHAEL 
talking about ’’honkies" and it had frightened her. Both shh 
and her husband were at the SCLC while CARMICHAEL was there 
and he could not recall when they left.

He was unable to furnish any additional information.
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Washington,
D. C., an employee at the Southern Christian Leadership Con
ference (SCLC), 14th and U Streets, N. W., Washington, D. C., 
advised as follows:

On April 4, 1968, at the time it was announced that
Dr. KING had been shot, he was at home. He then went to the 
SCLC building to see what he might be able to do and to find 
out further news. When he arrived he saw STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 
in the building, trying to call Atlanta. Georgia to get further
details of the shooting then returned home to get
his radio to take it to the SCLC, where he remained through 
that night and the next day. After he returned to the SCLC, 
CARMICHAEL was still there but left at approximately 9:00 p.m.
and did not see him again never heard
CARMICHAEL make any remarks which he could have interpreted 
as attempting to arouse people to commit violence, nor did he 
ever see him in possession of any type of weapon,

further stated that he had also seen
in the area and had gotten

the impression they were there to perhaps calm CARMICHAEL should
he attempt anything, rather than as part of the group with 
CARMICHAEL from the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.

stated he was unable to furnish any further
information

4/10/68 Washington, D. C.
WFO 62-9737

tab
Date dictated

4/11/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions cf the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 
it and its contents arc not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Dote—_______________ ______________________ .____

b7C

__________________ v s_____________________ _l_____________________________

Mar y 1 and, a volunteer worker at the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference, (SCLC), 14th and U Streets, N. W., 
Washington, D. C., advised as follows:

She and her husband,|_________ _________  were at the
SCLC on the night of April 4, 1968. He was there to pick her 
up from work and is not normally at the SCLC. While there 
they heard the news about Dr. KING and waited to hear the later 
news that he had died. While waiting there she saw STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL come into the building. She said she did not like 
his attitude throughout the whole time he was there but would 
not elaborate on what she meant. She was asked if it was what 
he said or did that frightened her but she merely answered she 
did not like his attitude, it frightened her.

Further questioning failed to elicit any additional 
information.

On 4/10/68 ot Washington, D. C.File g WFO 62-9737

SA | |tab b7C 4/11/68
by Dote dictated„ 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 

if end its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C who had been 
previously interviewed at the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference (SCLC), 14th and U Streets, N.W., Washington, 
DeCs (WDC), on April 10, 1968, furnished the following 
information:

She said that on the night of April 4, 1968, when 
Dr, KING was killed she saw STOKELY CARMICHAEL carrying a 
silver and black transistor radio in his hand. She remembered 
this now after thinking about it since her previous interview, 
because she had heard that some member of the SCLC was saying 
that he had been carrying a pistol or revolver, and she wanted 
to clear up that point. She recalled the radio vividly 
because it belonged to some member of the SCLC, who had brought 
it to the SCLC for the workers to keep up with the news about 
the assassination and although the color may have made it 
appear to be a revolver or pistol, it very definitely was not; 
and in fact, they are now trying to contact him to find out 

.what he did with the radio because they want it back.

She could not recall the name of the party who 
made, the claim about the revolver and could furnish no 
additional information.

on 4/17/63 ( Washington, D.C. F,।e* WFO 62-9737
SAsI b7c

e GSB ; skt Dated i efated ___4/J/7/_6_8.
This document contoins neither recommendations nor conclusions cl the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency 

ilond iis conlenIs ore not Io be distributed ouHide your agency.
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b7C

_______________________ Via shington, D 0 C. 
at______________________________ WDC, Telephone
the following information concerning the activities

at the Peoples Drug Store Number 
Thursday, April 4, 1968,

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
14th Street, N.W., WDU, on 
as other activities deemed

who resides 
furnished 
of
3, 2002 
as well

pertinent to this investigation:

_______ |had been employed in a second job capacity 
at Peoples Drug Store Number 3 for several years but terminated 
his employment there in favor of transfer to another store of 
Peoples after his experience of April 4, 1968, in the vicinity

b7C

of Store Number 30

 |had a night off from employment at Store 
Number 3 on Tuesday, April 2, 1968; and he, therefore, did 
not witness any of the activities which took place there 
on that date. After hearing of the activities of April 2, 
1968, also decided against reporting for work on the
night of April 3, 1968. _______|did report for
of April 4, 1968, and worked behind the cigar 
usual employment locatione

work on night 
counter, his

Following the announcement of the death of 
Dr0 MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., on April 4, 1968, the store 
became unusually quiet with a minimum of customerso There 
then began a buildup of people on the street in front of the 
store.

At exactly 9:10 p.m., according to the wristwatch 
of a group of at least fifteen adult-sized young Negro
male individuals stormed into the store from the street 
behind STOKELY CARMICHAEL and loudly demanded that the store 
be immediately closed. All of the members of the group seemed 
to have been yelling at once at the top of their voices in

Fiie# WFO 62-9737

by

, 4/11/68 at Washington, DoC.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the t-fil. It ir. the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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this regard. They yelled "This store is closed!" and that 
the store was closing because of the death of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, JR. _______ was unable to state that he actually had
heard any utterance from the lips of CARMICHAEL because of 

b7c the loudness of the entire group, but he had no difficulty
in recognizing CARMICHAEL as the group leadero The group 
moved almost hand-in-hand in single file through the store. 
CARMICHAEL and the group proceeded to the rear of the store 
where they repeated their demands directly to the store 
manager, who agreed to close the store in deference to their 
demands.

b7C

b7C

b7C

CARMICHAEL then led the group to the store entrance, 
during the course of which,one member of the group, noting 
that______ continued to wait upon a customer, cursed
with a familiar Negro expression and demanded that he stop. 
The group then passed out of the store. No firearms or 
dangerous weapons of any nature were seen by| in possession 
of the group.

The store was then immediately closed by the manager 
and the employees left the premises as soon as they x-zere able 
to balance their accounts.

store between 9:20 p.m. and 9:30 p.m 
which was parked facing west on U 
14th Street. There were many

 left the 
and entered his automobile 
Street, N.W., just west of 
people on the streets at that time and a group of Negro male 
individuals began crowding him as he approached his auto. One 
member of the group .said "Let’s take him!" _______ recognized
two of the members of the group as men he had seen in the area 
on various occasions in the past 
group that was a "soul
alone. Although is a Negro,
for a white man.

These members told the 
and that they should leave him 

he is occasionally mistaken

Wien______  entered his auto, he made a "U" turn
on U Street and proceeded eastward across 14th Street to 13th 
Street, N.W., where he turned north and traveled to his residence
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While entering his auto, |noticed a group 
of Negro male individuals congregated on the street in front
of the Republic Theater between 14th and 13th Street on U 
Street, N.W, When he passed the Republic Theater, he then 
noticed the same or a similar group walking toward the Lincoln 
Theater in the next block,. ______  could not state whether
the group or groups seen by him in the theater areas was 
the previously described CARMICHAEL group which had entered 
the Drug Store,

As | rounded the corner of 13th and U Streets, 
N.W., he noticed for the first time that night that rocks 
were being thror-zn through store windows by persons unknown 
to him, [continued on without stopping and went home.
He has not returned to the 14th and U Streets, N.W., area 
of Washington since that night.

|was displayed photographs of the following 
Negro male individuals'.

b7C

_______| immediately identified CARMICHAEL, by photograph 
and name, as the person who had led the parade of the group 
into the Peoples Drug Store Number 3 on the night of April 4, 
1968, when demands were made for the store to close.

_______ |recognized|_ by photograph, as a 
person who had been in the Drug Store on many occasions. He 
described as a "hanger-on" in the area for about six years
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b7C He noted that(______[is an alleged
constant female companion, 
but recognized his photograph.

______ and that 
did not know

__has a 
by name

_______ could not recognize or identify 
other persons portrayed on these photographs.

b7C

any of the

________(stated he had heard that on the night of 
Friday, April 5, 1968, or Saturday, April 6, 1968, a note 
written by STOKELY CARMICHAEL had been delivered to the guards 
assigned to Peoples Drug Store Number 3. The note warned the 
guards that the store would be burned down.

_______ (stated he 
of value to this inquiry.

could furnish no further information

5 9
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date April 16, 1968

On April 15, 1968, 
_______  Veterans Administration, Washington, D.C., residence 
2235 12th Place, Washington, D.C. (WDC), advised that during 
the evening of April 4, 1968, he was working at Peoples Drug 
Store Number 3, 14th and U Streets, N.W. At approximately 
9:00 p.m., he was at his station, ____________________________

listening to the news broadcast on the 
radio. There wasa small crowd around him listening to the 
latest reports on Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING. A large crowd burst 
into the store, being led by STOKELY CARMICHAEL and shouting 
words to the effect, This store is going to close, close this 
store right now in honor of MARTIN LUTHER KING. CARMICHAEL 
went to the rear of the store where he was met by the store 
manager. The manager agreed to close the store and the group 
started out of the store. After leaving the store, CARMICHAEL 
and group walked across 14th Street, N.W. on U Street.

said that the store manager told the customers 
_______  closed and then locked the front door.

Iput his c'ash drawers in the safe at the rear of the 
store and departed the store about 9:30 p.m. when the manager 
departed the store. _______ then walked to his residence on
12th Place. He saw no firearms displayed while the crowd 
was in Peoples Drug Store.

that the store was

On April 2, 1968, continued there was a
disturbance at the Peoples Drug Store, one of the store 
guards had a run-in with a teen-ager about 8:30 p.m. The
guard pulled a gun, the police were called, and the store 
was closed. The store was opened again that night and another 
crowd gathered in the store and there was some pushing and 
shoving. |said there was one or two shots during this
time; he believed one came from within the store and one from

on 4/15/68 n, Washington, D.C.

SAs
b7C
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without. However, he did not see a gun during this disturbance. 
Everyone was put out of the store and the door locked. About 
this time, STOKELY CARMICHAEL came by and quieted the crowd, 
told them to go home, this is not the way to handle this.

b7C |said he believed that CARMICHAEL'S appearance 
was accidental and he just happened to be walking by the 
store when this disturbance was taking place.

6 1
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 April 12, 1968
— Dote___ f___________ ’_________

On April 10, 1968, 

advised that on April 4, 1968, during the evening he was 
working at the Peoples Drug Store Number 3, 14th and U 
Streets, N.W. At approximately 9:00 p.m. a large crowd 
of persons entered the store and walked to the rear of the 
store where they met the manager. Hie group was led by 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL and he was saying words to the effect 
clear the drug store, close the store in honor of Dr.
KING. The manager of the store said he would close the 
store and the group walked out of the store.

~[described the 
about 75 with the ages running 
ties. The manager' closed the 
departed the area.

group as being a crowd of 
from teenagers to the thir-

store and |said he

4/10/68 Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
O n a f__________________________ ,____________________F i I e #

SAs b7C
. ECB:cjb _ .. . 4/11/68
b y_________ ___ __________ ________________ Date dictated________________________________
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 .. April 12, 1968± Dote r___________ *_________

____________ On April 10, 1968,1_________________________________________

advised that on the evening of April 4, 1968, he was 
working in the Peoples Drug Store Number 3, 14th and U Streets, 
N_.W. At approximately 9:00 p.m. there was . a' cornmotion at the 
front of the store and a large group of colored male individuals 
were in the store proceeding to the rear of the store. There 
was one person leading the group, waving his hands, saying in 

effect,'close the store, close the store, in honor of Dr.
KING''.' The group reached the rear of the store and turned to 
proceed up another aisle and out the front door.

_from photographs, identified the person 
leading the group as STOKELY CAKMICHAEL.

__________ had the impression that the store should be 
closed and that the group was a show of force to cause the 
closing.

completed 
and then departed the stnre 
him to his residence,

working on an order for a customer 
with another customer who carried

4/10/68 Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
O n.____________________ a t F i I e #.________________________________________

SAs | b7C

by.------------- ECB:cjb n , , t . 4/11/68____________________________________________ -1___________ . Ualeaicfated
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 April 12, 1968
Dote__________ __________

b7C

at People's Drug Store Number 3, 14th and U Streets, N.W.:

duty at the 
p.m., he 
violence had 
p.m., the

noted a rather unruly 
The crowd was engaged

On April 2, 1968, |~ was on
store at H and North Capitol Streets, N.W. At 8:45 
left this store to proceed to Store Number 3, where 
been'reported. Arriving at the store at about 9:05 
same night with 
crowd ass emb1ed at the front ot the store.
in throwing of bottles, etc. He immediately entered the store. 
The violence continued outside and at one point a group of about 
75 entered the store to attempt to engage in an altercation with 
a porter. This porter had previously during the evening given 
aid to another private officer on duty at the store in connection 
with some teenage boys who had attacked the officer. When the 
crowd entered the store, the manager upon orders of one of the 
superior officers of the guard force, closed the store whereupon 
the crowd dispersed from inside; however, they continued to 
crowd around the front door outside of the store.

b7C

At approximately 9:30 p.m., an individual)___________
knows as STOKELY CARMICHAEL gained entrance to the 

store by knocking on the front door. CARMICHAEL was accompanied 
by either one or two Negro males, obviously bodyguards or close 
associates. CARMICHAEL talked with the manager of the store 
and____________________ overheard him say to the manager "I talked
to you about this days ago. We're out to get you." CARMICHAEL 
left after conversing with the manager briefly. When outside 
the store, CARMICHAEL was heard by____________________ to say to
the crowd "All right let's clear the streets; we don't want to 
go to jail. I have a better way, we'll either burn it or we'll 
bomb it." CARMICHAEL was then observed by  to pro
ceed across Fourteenth Street from the store and in a

4/11/68 . Washington, Do C. F., „ WFO 62-9737
i___________________________ o T__________________12______ 2_________________________________ rile rF______________________ :_____________________________ _ 

b7C

by. EWR-.cjb n , . 4/12/68Date dictated_______________
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believes CARMICHAEL has an office 
up 14th Street or did have at one time. He presumes he was 
headed toward that office. ____________________ believes CARMICHAEL
left around 11:30 p.m. After CARMICHAEL's departure the crowd

northerly direction.

b7C

b7C

seemed to disperse progressively and it appeared all had left 
about 30 to 40 minutes later. He estimated the crowd con
sisted of about 300 to 400. advised that the crowd
of about 75 who entered the store to engage the porter in a 
scuffle, kicked out some of the window panes in the front doors. 
The remainder of the night was relatively calm.

On Thursday evening, April 4, 1968, after it was 
learned MARTIN LUTHER KING had been shot and killed, _________
remained at his station at the Peoples Drug Store at North 
Capitol and H Streets, N.W., until about the closing time of 
10:00 p.m. He believes he left about 9:50 p.m. to assist
in guard duties at Store Number 3. He got into a taxicab 
and proceeded to Store Number 3. Upon arrival he noted a 
crowd in excess of 200 and possibly as many as 300 in front 
of Store Number 3. He ordered the driver of the cab to go 
to Store Number 8 at 14th Street and Park Road. N.W.__
that store I met

_________ They were in the process of closing Store Number 8. 
left the store with the manager- and proceeded 

to deposit the days receipts in the bank across the street, 
and then with they were
to take the manager eit ler home or at least to his automobi1e.
The other guards, then
got into automobile, a yellow 1966 Plymouth hard
top with black vinyl top and proceeded down 14th Street to 
Store Number 3. All | got out of the Plymouth and pro- 
ceeded to the front door. At the front door it was noted by 

that _some glass was broken out, and that a small boy 
was leaving the store by way of the opening made by the broken 
glass. As the were about to open the door to the store,
they noted a large crowd come around the corner onto 14th Street
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b7C

from U Street and proceed towards the______  officers. They all
left hurriedly for the Plymouth automobile. In the automo
bile they closed the windows, locked the doors. The crowd
swarmed around the auto preventing an instant getaway and 
a number of about 25 or 30 of the crowd commenced to grab 
hold of the car commenced to rock it. At that instance, 

CA1<MICHAEL with two 38 caliber snub 
hands. The revolvers appeared to be 

the crowd also 
"the police 
We have guns 
is stay away

CARMICHAEL also 
going to take

handles. Two others in 
announced to them_
who have guns tonight, 

all we need. Best you can do
We're going to burn it.

I am 
believes the time this 

After CARMICHAEL 
headed down 
block or so 
was in his

officers left and 
About a 

who

 noted STOKELY 
nose revolvers in his 
blue steel with brown 
had guns. CARMICHAEL 
are not the only ones 
and ammunition, 
from this store,
made the announcement 
over where KING left off". |______
all occurred was about 10:30 to 10:45 p.m. 
told them to leave, the 
14th Street in a southerly direction.
away they were ove r t a k e n by __________
automobile. ______________said he did not intend them to
get involved with so many people which_________
must have been close to 500. ~| along with the rest
of the officers in the Plymouth, as well as those in 
auto,left the two cars in an area removed some blocks from 
14th and U and walked back to Store Number 3 and they posted 
themselves across the street 
remained until shortly after 
was dispersed by the actions 
as well as the rains. After 

__ entered Store Number 
April 5, 1968 (Friday).

estimated

from the store to observe. They 
1:00 a.m., after which the crowd 
of Metropolitan Police Officers 
things quieted down some, 
3 and remained until about 7:30 

a.m., April 5, 1968 (.Friday?. Then he proceeded to Store 
Number 8 where he remained until 1:45 p.m., April 5, 1968 
(Friday). Upon leaving Store Number 8,_________________________
took up his regular assignment at|

where he remained until the following Sunday at 7:30 a.m.

o 8
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b7C

advised he is absolutely positive
he observed STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Store Number 3 on the evening 
of April 4, 1968, and he is identical with the individual he 
previously observed on April 2, 1968, at the same store. CAR
MICHAEL vzas definitely holding two guns at the time of the 
April 4 incident. CARMICHAEL impressed him as being the leader 
of the crowd.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

‘ 1 Dofe _4/15/68_______________

b7C

b7C

Seabord, Ltd.
(a subsidiary of the Peoples Drug Stores}, 927 H Street, 
N.W., Washington. D.C. (WDC). who resides at| |

WDC, Telephone| furnished the following
information concerning the activities of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
at the Peoples Drug Store Number 3, 2002 14th Street, N.W., 
WDC, on Thursday, April 4, 1968, as well as other activities 
deemed pertinent to this investigation:

Thursday, April 4, 1968, 
of employment at Peoples Drug Store 
that date from 5:30 p.m. until 9:30

was || first day 
Number 3O He was on duty 
pom.

At about 9:00 p.m. that date, a large group of 
about eighty Negro male individuals congregated in front of 
the storeo The members of this group were generally in their 
twenties as to age. A large number of this group then entered 
the store and shouted words to the effect, Close this store 
up! Close this (two word obscene expression) store! They 
gave no stated reasons as to why the store should have been 
closed.

_______ | had been standing near the front entrance 
to the store when the commotion began, but he retreated two- 
thirds of the distance to the rear of the store in the aisle 
adj acent to the soda fountain as the group entered the store 
From this position,_________ view of the described group was
completely obstructed by a wall dividing the soda fountain 
aisle from the remainder of the store. A short while later 
when|_______(ventured back to the front of the store, the
described group had already disappeared. _______ then learned
from other store employees that the group had left the store 
By that time, the manager had closed the store in deference 
to the demands of the group.

nn 4/10/68 ot Washington , D.C.File #_WEO_6 2^97-37-
SAs]________________________I b7c

,>y ECG : skt Date dictated 4/12/68
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_______ |then noticed that the group was then 
proceeding south on 14th Street, N.W.

b7C

Ten minutes later when again seen by|________
the group was walking north on the opposite side of 14th Street 
across from the Drug Store, where some of the members entered 
several stores for short intervals and then returned to the 
street. Their purpose was believed to have been to also 
close these establishments although 
observe these stores actually closing 
north on 14th Street until

_  did not personally 
The group continued 

no longer observed them.

______  witnessed no violence on the part of this 
group and did not observe any firearms or other dangerous 
weapons in the possession of any of the group’s members.

b7C
STOKELY CARMICHAEL was not known to|________ except

by reputation, and- |did not recognize CARMICHAEL as a 
participant in the described activities of the group in the 
Drug Store or on the street.

Photographs of the following Negro male 
were displayed to but he claimed he could not 
any of the persons portrayed as participants in the 
activities or as persons seen by him in the past:

individuals 
identify 
described

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b7C
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dnta, 4/17/68_____________

b7C
_____________________________ Seaboard Service System

Limited, 927 H Street, Northwest, was interviewed at his 
post at 77 ? Street, N. W. , the Peoples Drug Store________ 
warehouse. ________ re s i dence is______________________________  
Hashington, D. C.

b7C

post on 
tour of 
include

__________________ |advi s e d he
Thursday, April 4, 1968, at 
duty was 3 PM to 11 PM. he
taking all calls from other

was on his regular 
the vzarehouse. His 
advised his duties 
guards checking in

regularly and in emergency situations. An emergency call 
was received at about 9 PM on April 4, 1968, from Store #3, 
at 14th and U Streets, N. W, The call came from the manager
who advised a crowd was gathering or had gathered in front 
of the store after one of the guards had attempted to
make an arrest, and a scuffle resulted. 1 immediately
contacted _______ _________ who was at home and _______________

 whom he believes were on duty at other'
stores.

b7C

being relieved at hisJust prior to 
assignment at 11 PM,_____________________ Jappeared at the
warehouse along wit n~| They reportedly
had been up to #3 and were unable to get into the store 
and therefore came to the warehouse. _______ got into his
auto as did ____________________and drove up to v3. Arriving
at the 13th and U Streets area they noted citizens throwing 
bottles, bricks, rocks, etc., and as they approached 14th 
and U the crowd became more unruly, 
suggested______  pull his auto up on the sidewalk to block
the front door of Peoples Drug Store, however, 
declined and pulled around the corner onto 14th Street 
headed in a northerly direction. At 14th and W Streets, 
they approached a Metropolitan Police scout car and

On. 4/12/68 Washington, D. C.________________ a I__________12______ i__________

b
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b7C

requested assistance for Peoples, however, they advised 
nothing could be done at the moment. All three returned 
to the warehouse. At about 11:50 PM, they returned to 
the 14th and U Streets, N. W. , and still were unable to 
get into the store, however, the Police Department was 
attempting to break up the crowd,, They shortly thereafter 
returned again to the warehouse At the warehouse,_______
was instructed tekphonica11y by_______________________________
__________ Peoples Drug Stores, to remain available at the 
warehouse which he did. ___________________________________took
up posts at other stores.

b7C
________advised he is unable to identify any of 

the participants in the activities at 14th and U during 
the evening and advised he did not see STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
during the evening or anyone he could connect with 
CARMICHAEL. ' '
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b7C

SECRET

1 Date_________4/13/68_________

ing information, concerning events on the night of April 4, 1968:

At 9:15 p. m. __________ was stationed at Peoples Drug
Store, 4837 Benning Road, S. E., when he received a call to 
proceed to Peoples Store Number 8 at Park Road, N. W. He 
arrived at 9:40 p. m.

From Store Number 8, ____________________________________
also of Seaboard Systems were told

b7C

b7C

by their supervisor to go to Store Number 3 at 14th and U 
Streets, N. W., to see if they could afford protection as 
Store Number 3 was being looted by a crowd of rioters.

At about 10:00 p. m. they arrived at Peoples
Store Number 3 at 14th and U Streets where they double-parked 
____________  1966 Plymouth and attempted to enter the store.
They were stopped by a crowd estimated by|__________ |at 300-500
persons, ages eighteen to twenty-five, who appeared to be led 
by three individuals, two with bush type haircuts.

_________________________ |were all in special 
police uniforms of Seaboard Systems, Limited. The [indi
viduals, who appeared to be leading the crowd, according to 
__________ "shook and waved" pistols at them. He said each of 
the three had two guns apiece, each gun believed by| 
to be of thirty-eight caliber. The three individuals told 
them not to enter Peoples Duug store-as "you all aren’t the 
only ones with guns." They were also told "don't fire a 
shot or you will be killed," I I thought the guns to be
older weapons, possibly types which may have been purchased 
in a pawn shop. He stated it was difficult to further describe

by.

f.u# WFO 62-9737on 4/11/68 qt Washington, D, C,

SAs
b7C
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the guns and the events that were going on at the time because 
of the excitement and confusion.

_| said, during this time, 
leaving Peoples Drug store with television

he observed looters
sets and pole lamps.

b7C

b7C

_said an individual, whose name he could not 
recall, told the others in the crowd to "let__________ go, he
is okay." ___________said he remembered the individual as
someone with whom he had played "pool" on one occasion, but 
could not recall his name or the place he had met him.

| ________stated. he,________________________ made their
way back to ____________ car and locked themselves inside. The
crowd began to rock and bounce the car as if attempting to 
turn it over. ___________ started the car and left the area,
experiencing great difficulty in getting through the crowd.

according to| were
"scared" and feared for their personal safety because of the
mass confusion and excitement. They were in the area approxi
mately ten minutes from about 10:00 p. m. to 10:10 p. m.

was exhibited a photograph of
| STOKELY CARMICHAEL and|

stated he could not identify anyone in the photograph by name, 
b7c but noted the following:

Two of the individuals who "shook and waved" guns 
at the officers appeared to res emb1e

stated he did not see STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL. __________  pointed out he is from Southeast
Washington and has been stationed at Peoples Drug Store at 
14th and U Streets on only two occasions in the past. He 
said he is not familiar with either the people or the acti
vities in the area of 14th and U Streets, N. W.
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b7C

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 n 4/17/68
Date.___________

b7C

[advised he was enroute to Peoples 
Drug Store at Thomas Circle on Tuesday evening April 2, 1968, 
on a city bus. Passing 14th and U Streets, he observed a 
crowd forming and got off the bus to lend assistance to the 
officers on duty. He found __________________ was on duty by
himself; the other officer had left to handle some unruly 

who had been taken to the Police Precinct. Upon 
noted the front door glass had been broken, 

cks, bottles, rocks,
Further on one occasion, he heard what 

fired although he did not observe the 
a weapon nor did he see any weapon.

on duty until sometime after daylight on the following

b7C

teenagers 
arriving 
While there, the 'crowds tossed bx 
etc., at the store, 
sounded like shots 
firing of 
remained 
day.

At about 9:00 p.m., on April 2, 1968, an individual 
he knows as STOKELY CARMICHAEL personally appeared at the 
store and he believes he was accompanied by another individual 
he is not able to identify. CARMICHAEL was let in by

| CARMICHAEL advised ~|he
had "had it up to here" pointing to his neck with both hands. 
He said he did not want a white manager in that store for 
"five minutes longer." Having made his statement to the 
mamager, CARMICHAEL left by way of the front door. Since 
the door pane had been broken, could hear
some of the talk CARMICHAEL made to the crowd outside of 
the store. He indicated they should scatter and should not 
get locked up. He also indicated he would see to it the 
store was blown up that night. After the brief talk the 
crowd dispersed.

SAS

b7C
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b7C
__________ advised some remained,some throwing bottles, 

bricks, etc. He overheard conversations indicating lighter 
fluid had been poured on the wall of the store and that 
they were unable to make it burn. A tree was set afire and 
was put out by the time fire fighting equipment arrived. The 
firemen were sneered at upon arrival.

b7C

____________ A photograph on which appear STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 
was exhibited to|

identified CARMICHAEL as the individual who personally 
appeared to protest the white manager and identified

 as possibly identical with an individual in the crowd
outside the store during the talk by CARMICHAEL. He is 
unable to advise if came into the store that night.

~I advised he remained on duty at Store Number 3 until

b7C

the following day at 9:30 a.m., April 3, 1968.

__________ advised he was enroute to Thomas Circle 
by bus on the evening of April 4, 1968, when he arrived at 
Store Number 3. Noting a crowd of about one hundred people 
gathered he decided to get off to render any assistance 
necessary to officers on duty. Inside the store was 
_______________________________________ and possibly a few other 
officers. Word was received trouble was brewing at Store 
Number 8 at Park Road and 14th Street. All personnel then 
proceeded to Store Number 8.1___________________ riding in the
automobile driven by__________________  Upon arrival at
Number 8, the store was closed up. The manager was escorted 
to the bank across the street to make a night deposit and 
taken to his private automobile. then got into
________  automobile with________ driving along with one or 
two other officers. They proceeded to Store Number 3. Upon 
arrival they noted a large crowd had now assembled. No 
attempt was made to enter the store, however, he believes the 
other car in which officers had traveled from Number 8 to 
Number 3 attempted to get in but were prevented from so doing by 
the crowd. The other car’s occupants reportedly were threatened 
and therefore they pulled off.
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b7C
automobileThe group which were in

met with the group in the other automobile about three or 
four blocks distance. They removed portions of their 
uniform and proceeded on foot to 14th and U Streets, N. W. , 
where they took up informal posts across the street to observe. 
He estimated the crowd in excess of four hundred persons.
No attempt to enter the store was made until sometime later 
when Metropolitan Police Department Officers were successful 
in breaking up the mob. This was after 12 midnight, exact 
time he cannot determine.

b7C -----------
__________|did not observe STOKELY CARMICHAEL in the 

crowd nor anyone he is able to identify.
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1 . n , 4/17/68
Date_________________

Peoples Drug Store Number 3, 14th and U Streets, N. W. He 
caught a youth for stealing and as a result some scuffle 
resulted. The end result was that four youths were taken
to Metropolitan Police Department Precinct Number 13 by 
police officers. He remained there until after 10 p.m., 
when he left for his residence and did not return to the 
store. He observed no activity after his departure from the 
store for Precinct Number 13.

While _______  
of whom had struck him, 
(phone t i c) criea out, '! 
accusing

was handling the youths, one or two 
a woman he knows as |

Police brutality" and became violent, 
of beating up the youths. He stated had

this woman not become so violent in her actions the activities
which he understood occurred later in the evening and which 
also brought one STOKELY CARMICHAEL to the store would not 
have happened.

|described as a Negro, female, age
33-35, small build, five feet three inches to five feet 
five inches, medium brown complexion. He stated she is a 
frequent visitor to store number 3.

I________advised STOKELY CARMICHAEL has been in
store on frequent occasions when has been there,

and CARMICHAEL talked rather lengthy 
during which CARMICHAEL attempted to persuade) not
one occasion

the
On

to
work for Peoples any longer since the store was operated by 
white people including a white manager. advised he

r,. j, WFO 62-9737Hie#____________________ot Washington, D. Co„ 4/15/68

WBS:laaby.

b7C

Date dictated 4/16/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned Io your agency; 
it and its contents ore no! to be dis tribu led ou tside your oqcncy. *
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b7C

told CARMICHAEL he
beliefs or actions
store. Since that

was not sympathetic to CARMICHAEL's 
and he had no intention of leaving the 
time CARMICHAEL has steered clear of

~| was not at the store during the disturbances 
which occurred after the death of MARTIN LUTHER KING.

6 0
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1

Limited,

Da>e April 18, 1968

_________________________  Seaboard Service
927 H Street, N.W.. with residence address 

telephone advised his
Store Number 3, 
Occasionally, 
other stores.
Store Number 3, 
made an arrest 

an indi-
tore previously known to him as

System, 
of_____________________________ ________
usual duty is that of guard at Peoples Drug 
14th and U Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C. 
as circumstances require, he is assigned to 
While on duty on Tuesday, April 2, 1968, at 
at about 8:45 p.m., after another guard had 
which resulted in some disturbance at the store 
vidual he. has seen in th:
STOKELY CARMICHAEL and an unidentified Negro male appeared 
at the store and conversed a few minutes with the manager, 

CARMICHAEL advised the
it, I've warned you before. We're going to blow this 
place up." ____________ advised this may not have been the
exact wordage used by CARMICHAEL but it is the best he can 
now recall of the conversation. |took this to
mean CARMICHAEL or his group were dissatisfied with the 
guards at the store carrying out their assigned duties by 
arresting offenders of the law for shoplifting, etc.; he had 

previously and now he was going to blow the

manager: "This is

warned the store 
place up.

Haying so advised the manager in the presence 
of and other officers, including

CARMICHAEL and the unidenti-
fied individual left the store. On the outside of the store
CARMICHAEL made an informal talk to the crowd, instructing 
them not to do anything that night because they may be 
arrested. However, he said, "We're gonna get them." By 
this____________believes CARMICHAEL or his friends would get
even with the store for the arrests made previously in the

9

4/12/68 , Washington, D.C. ... WFO 62-9737

SAs ___________________________________ b7C
Idan 4/16/68

_______ ___________________________ Date dictated________ '_______________________

Ibis document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. it is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C

evening and at other times. Based upon CARMICHAEL'S 
conversation with the manager, he believes CARMICHAEL was 
telling the crowd the store would be destroyed. Shortly 
after CARMICHAEL’S talk, the crowd dispersed; however,
the store continually had rocks and bricks thrown at its 
windows during the night. estimated a crowd 
on the outside numbered over 100 when CARMICHAEL came in 
and after he left. ___________  advised the panes of the
door were broken earlier in the evening by bricks and
possibly by some gunshots. A workman attempted to board 
up the door during the evening but was prevented from 
so doing by the crowd. Sometime during the period the 
large crowd was at the store, some of the crowd attempted 
to burn the store by pouring lighter fluid on the outside 
front walls but was unable to make it burn. They were 
able only to burn a tree.

On the evening of April 4, 1968. after the 
death of MARTIN LUTHER KING was announced,! 
was on duty at Store Number 8 located at 
and Park Road, N.W. While at the store,____________Iwas
alerted there was trouble brewing at Store Number 3. 

| got into the automobile of

.4th Street

along with| and was driven down
to Store Number 3. The exact time cannot be. recalled. 
_ ________________  automobile was preceded by the automobile 
of______________________ which was a late model yellow Ply
mouth convertible. Arriving in the area of the store, he 
noted____________  automobile was not in front of the store
but had pulled off and was about a block ahead of 
automobile when they arrived at Store Number 3. Noting 
a large crowd assembled,| did not attempt
to stop, driving on about three blocks where he parked 
the automobile and joined the other officers who were in 
the Plymouth. He understands the officers in the Plymouth 
attempted to gain entrance into the store, however,, were 
prevented from so doing by the crowd. He understands some 
of the officers observed some of the crowTd had guns and
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they threatened the officers in the Plymouth with violence 
if they remained in the immediate area or went to the store.

b7C

After having parked the automobile some blocks 
from the store,____________and the officers returned to the
14th and U Streets area and remained across the street, 
observing the activities going on. He indicated the crowd 
was extremely large, approximately 300 persons. He did 
not observe STOKELY CARMICHAEL in the crowd and recognized 
no one else. Sometime after midnight, he was able to gain 
entrance to the store, along with the others, and remained 
there throughout the night.

b7C

____________ A photograph of CARMICHAEL, including]____________  
___________________________________ were exhibited to 
who identified CARMICHAEL as the individual in Store Number
3 on April 2-, 1968, who conversed with the manager. He_____
believes CARMICHAEL was accompanied at that time by

__ advised he did not 
a signed statement at this time.

desire to furnish
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nntB 4/17/68_____________

b7C

was not involved in any of the 
activities at Peoples Drug Store #3- at 14th and U Streets, 
N. W., or Store #8, 14th and Park Road, N. W. , during the 
disturbances on April 2 or April 4, 1968. ________ did advise
he was on duty at #3 on Wednesday. April 3, 1968, which 
was the day after___________________________had an altercation
with four youths and a resultant civil disturbance occurred 
in front of the store. On Wednesday his duty was 8 AM to 
4 PM, however, he remained until 10 PM. At about 9:30 Aid, 
STOKELY CARMICHASL appeared personally at the store and 
inquired of who is a colored man,
the whereabouts of the " honky". By honky CARMICHAEL 
was referring to the white manager of the store. CARMICH  AWL 
made no other comment or request and left the store, 
having been advised the manager would not be in until 
about 1 PM.

b7C

Due to shortage of personnel, __________________
remained on duty until 10 PM. At about 7 to 7:30 PM, 
CARMICHAEL returned. at which time he inquired of the manage; 

the reason guards were still in the 
store and advisee he wanted the guards out of the store. 
Some of his exact words were "get the guards out or else." 
He also indicated he did not want anymore of his people 
locked up. CA1R4ICHAEL was only in the store for about two 
or three minutes and he left getting into a 1962 or 1963 
white Chevrolet. After__________ shift was over he departed,
not to return until April 5, 1968, at about 3 PM. He 
has not seen CARMICHAEL again since the April 3rd instance.

r 4/16/68 ot Washington, D. C. WO 62-9737
File #__________________ ____________________

b7C
by.

4/16/68
Date dictated_______________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the 
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1 D a te__April_10-,—19H3________

b7C ___________________________  National Liquors,
2001 14th Street N.W.. advised his residence is 
________________________________________  Mary1and.

He advised that on the night of April 4, 1968, 
he closed the National Liquors Store at about 9:00 p.m. 
He had previously heard that Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING, 
JR., had been killed in Memphis, Tennessee. At the time 
he left, his store there were not any unusual number of 
people on the street. No one said anything to him about 
closing the stere, He did not see any persons on the 
street carrying guns or other weapons.

4/9/68 ot Washington, D.C« File# 62-9737

b7C
Date dictated 6/9/68________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
II and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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On April 14, 1933, the Washington Post newspaper, 
a morning newspaper in the Washington, D.C. (WDC), area, 
published a chronological list, of events which reportedly 
took place on the evening of April 4, 1968. It was mentioned 
in this list that a group of Negroes led by STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
closed the Carters Liquors Incorporated, 1941 14th Street, 
N.W., at 9:15 p.m.; and also closed the National Liquor 
Store, 2001 14th Street, N.W., at 9:30 p.m.

b7C

Inasmuch as the above information conflicted with 
information previously obtained by Special Agents of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (.FBI) during interviews at 
the above-mentioned establishments, .----- I----
___________ National Liquor Store, and____________________________ 
Carters Liquors Incorporated, were reinterviewed on April 15, 
1968. Results of these interviews and an interview with

Carters Liquors Incorporated,
follow:

87
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b7C

On April 15, 1968,__________________________________
National Liquor Store, 2001 14th Street, N.W., advised the 
normal closing time for his store, in accordance with the 
regulations set by the Alcoholic Beverage Control Board, is 
9:00 pom.

_____________ stated that
1968, he closed his store promptly

on the evening of April 4, 
at 9:00 pomo and went home.

b7C

_____________ [stated that on
1968, after closing his store at 9:00 
any crowds gathering in the area, nor
unusual in the neighborhood.

the evening of April 4, 
pom. he did not notice 
did he notice anything

_| further advised that at no time on the 
evening of April 4, 1968, did anyone come into his store 
insisting that he close0

, 4/15/68 at Washington, D. C. File # WFO 62-9737__________

by REM: ^skt Dote d i c t o t e d 4/15/ 68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI end is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents arc not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C

__________________________ Carters Liquors Incorporated,
1941 14th Street, N.W. , advised on April 15, 1968, that on 
the evening of April 4, 1968, he left his store early and 
was at home when he heard the news of the death of MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, JR.

He stated that at about 8:15 pom. on that evening 
he called his store from home to make certain everything 
was in order. He said he kept in touch with by
calling him on the telephone every ten or fifteen minutes 
until closing time, and no trouble was reported to him at 
that time.

on 4/15/68 ot Washington, D.C.File# WFO 62-9737

SAs b7C

by________ REM: skt Date dictated 4/15/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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1 n„,. 4/15/68

On April 15, 1968,|
Carters Liquors Incorporated, 1941 14 th Street, N.W., 
advised that on the evening of April 4, 1968, he closed 
the store as usual at 9:00 p.m. and departed the area about 
9:10 p.m.

_ stated that a large crowd was building 
up in the area, and he feared for his safety but had no______
trouble driving from the store to his home in| 
Maryland.

b7C

_ | stated that at no 
of April 4, 1968, did any crowd enter 
that he close. He said, 
on that night.

time on the evening 
his store and insist 

that at about 8:30 ptm0vs V CL f
a Negro male,|~ 

____________________  came into the store and advised him that 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., was dead, and he had better close 
the store.

_____________ (stated he took this to be a friendly 
concern for his safety on the part of| land not as a threat.

.4/15/68___ oi Washington, D. C. Fiu ..WHO 62-9737
SAs I J b7C

by______ . .......REM: skt 4/15/68
This docuiac-nr con/oi'is noitr.er recommcnc a : i or.r nor conclusions of tne r . 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside yevr agency.

ro your agency:
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b7c The following re in terview of|___________ |was
conducted as a result of information obtained from

I set forth on pages 61 through 63 of the April 12, 1968, 
report in this matter:

91
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Dote April 15, 1968______

b7C
Maryland, was recontacted 
evening of April 4, 1968, 
Shop, 2428 14th Street, N

regarding the events on the 
at Eddie Leonards Sandwich 
W., Washington, D.C.

Relative to the information she previously 
furnished, she stated it was an actual account of the 
events that took place. She reiterated that the first 
group of Negro males, consisting of about 25 men, entered 
the shop about 10:05 p.m. and one of the individuals, 
identity unknown, asked, "Who is the manager?" and she 
motioned with her hand that she was the manager. In the 
meantime, someone else in the group, identity not known 
to her, said, "I'm asking you to close because Dr. 
MARTIN LUTHER KING has been slain, would you please 
close," or words to that effect, exact wordage not recalled. 
Someone in the group also said they would be back later.

she 
had 
the 
of them with a knife in his hand. 
seeing the 
frightened 
group left 
was afraid

b7C

said she "got the message" and added 
meant by this that it was her definite impression she 
received a command rather than a request. She got 
feeling they were "mean," especially after seeing one 

In connection with
knife, a co-worker, I_______________ was so
she ran into the back of the shop until the 
and later said she had done this because she 
of the knife.

___________said that in her opinion no employee in 
the shop could have missed seeing the knife because of 
________________ actions.

b7C

^/n/68 L  Fi,„.« WTO 62-9737
SAs__________________________ b7c

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. II is the property of the FBI and is loaned Io your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

"pan 4/15/68
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b7C

stated she was positive that STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL was not in the group or groups that entered 
the shop. She reiterated that if he had been in the 
shop, she would have recognized him. She stated he 
definitely was not a member of the group and that he 
definitely was not either of the individuals who requested 
that the shop be closed.

__________ was also positive that at no time, 
while the group was in the shop, did speak
or call "CARMICHAEL” or say anything to anyone. After 
the group left or when they were leaving the shop, 
said they were CARMICHAEL'S group and when asked how she 
knew this, replied, "I just know” and nothing more
was said about this.

b7C said it was her opinion that
______  likes to leave the impression that 
formed and knows many people. She feels 
to exaggerate in,order to further convey

she is well in- 
that 
this impression

tends

9 3
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Dote___ 4/8/68

] Fox-Keller, Inca (used cars)
1801 14th Street, N* We, advised that he had closed his business 
at 9:30 pun* on ilpril 4, 1968« He stated that he had not observed
anything unusual$ he did not see anyone urge anyone to steal, set
fire, or destroy property• He did not observe any march in the 
area, 0

was exhibited a photograph of STOKELY
CARMICHAEL and he advised he did not see CARMICHAEL the 
night of April 4, 1968.

4/8/68 ot Washington, Do C«»File #62-9737

JTro Dote dictated 4/8/68
This document JblUUlHS nUlHIU! t6CU'IUIU'IIdd!lOil!» llor conclusion* of the FBI. It is the property'of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. «’'>■■■ ■■ ■■■ ■■■■
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1 April 12, 1968
- b7C Date-----------------------------------------

Hunter Liquors, 1900 14th
Street, N.W., furnished the following information:

He stated that on the evening of April 4, 1968, 
he closed his store at approximately 9:00 p.m., which is 
normal closing time. He stated that he did not at that 
time know of the death of MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., and 
no one asked him to close the store. He did not depart 
the store until 9:30 p.m. due to difficulty in reconciling 
cash register receipts which were $45 out of balance. 
Between 9:00 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. of April 4, 1968, he 
learned of KING'S death in a telephone call from his 
brother.

When he departed the store at 9:30 p.m. he 
noticed a large crowd of people north of the store around 
14t.h and U Streets, N.W. He did not observe any unruly 
action of this crowd and he departed the area en route 
to his residence.

He said that he does not know STOKELY CARMICHAEL. 
He was shown a photograph of CARMICHAEL by the interviewing 
agents and stated that he did not recognize the man, nor 
had he seen him in the crowd.

WFO 62-9737
File#._______________________ ________________

4/1.0/68
Date dictated_____________________________

4/10/68 Washington, D. C.
O n.____________________a t________________________________________________

SAs ____________________ ____ b7c
, r GBN;c jbhv J -J

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned Io your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

On April 16, 1968,

n„,. 4/18/68

of Wings Carryout Chinese Restaux’ant, 1917 14th Street, N. W., 
Washington, D. C,, advised that on the night of April 4, 
1968, he was playing bridge at a friend’s home. The 
friend's son advised | ]of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr.'s 
death about 7:30 p.m. that evening. From the bridge game, 

[drove to his restaurant on 14th Street, where he arrived 
about 12 midnight and observed his place was closed. He
unlocked the door, then left after a cursory look revealed
no apparent damage. He surmised that based on the evening’s 
receipts the restaurant was probably closed about 8:00 p.m.
He stated that I '
D. C.. and ____________________  address unknown,

| were employed in his restaurant on the evening of
April 4. On Friday, April 5? 1988, | ~| related to |
that about 8:00 p.m., April 4, STOKELY CARMICHAEL entered 

us a favor

____  1968,
April 4, 

Wings Carryout Restaurant and

Washington 
Telephone

, Would you do 
and close the store." ~[agreed to close the 
immediately and did so. She told| [there was a 
deal of commotion on the street which worried her. 
advised.| that when she left no damage had been
to the store.

great 
She 

done

advised that did not appear to
sympathize with STOKELY CARMICHAEL or his activities. He 
felt, however, that she might, out of fear, slant her 
comments concerning the happenings around the restaurant 
on the evening of April 4, 1968.

4/16/68 o( Alexandria, 
SAsT~

/ead

Virginia

____ b7C

WFO 62-9737

Date dictated 3-8/o8

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the 
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.

FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
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On April 16, 1968, _____
|or wings-n-Things

Carryout Restaurant, 1932 14th Street, N. W, , Washington,
D. C., advised SAs________________ _____

| I that on the night of April 4, 1988, he was in Norfolk. 
Virginia, tending to business matters. _______ _____________

| was placed in charge of the carryout restaurant 
in his absence .
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Date 4/18/68

b7C

____________ On Anril 16. 1Q68.I____________________  
of Wings-N-

Things Carx’yout Restaurant, 1932 14th Street, M. W., 
Washington, D. C.,_advised he arrived at Wings-N~Things 
Restaurant, 1932 14th Street, N. W., about 8:55 p.m. on 
April 4, 1968, to check the change of shifts, as his usual 
responsibility. Everything appeared normal from 8:55 p.m. 
until Q:10 n.m. when he left. ] | of Wings-H-
ThingsJ J did not mention any unusual disturbance
in the area. returned to the restaurant about 9*30 p.m.
and began closing, anticipating possible trouble. At this
time he observed a few broken windows in the nearby stores. 
He did not see any large crowds in the area although large 
numbers of people ax’e common in this area. He proceeded 
to another Wings-N~ThIngs Carryout Restaurant on 14th and 
Kenyon Street, where he closed the restaurant about 10:30 p.m. 
due to the unruly crowds on the streets. stated he
heard a shot fired from the mob but could not determine
where it occurred.

b7C
On Friday, April 5.* 1968, while driving through 

the intersection at 14th and U Streets, N. vJ., about 11:30 a.m., 
(recognised STOKELY CARMICHAEL addressing a crowd, 
fdid not stop to further observe these activities.

On 4/16/68 Washington, D. C.Filo # WFO 62-9737

SAs lead b7c
by_________________________________________________________ Dote dictated 4/17/68___________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date. 4/13/68

On April 10, 1968,______________________________________
furnished the following information concerning events 

on the night of Thursday, April 4, 1968:

Between 7:30 p „ m. and 8:00 p. m was a.t his

b7C

b7C

residence
when he heard that Dr. MARTIN LUTHER

KING was dead. He noted crowds were beginning to gather on 
14th Street. Shortly thereafter, be walked outside and went 
to Carter's Liquors where he suggested they close as trouble 
appeared to be in the making. I stated he frequents Carter
cashes checks there and considers 
to be a friend. He told 
damage- would come to the

them to close as a friend so that no

saw crowds walking south on 14th
, estimated at over 200 people. Between 
saw STOKELY CARMICHAEL at 14th and W

] CARMICHAEL made the statements 
"Anybody for non-violence stay

Thereafter, he 
toward s U Street 

m., he 
where according to _

"Anybody for violence go home, 
with me." The crowd shouted "Hey, Hey, Black Power!

8:30 and 9:00 p 
Streets,

Thereafter, he observed CARMICHAEL and a crowd 
walking about the four block area from approximately W to S 
Streets on 14th Street asking negro businesses to close and 
leave on the lights, because Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING is dead. 
According to| |who was in CARMICHAEL'S presence for 
approximately two to three minutes, near U Street, 
told and others in the crowd, " 
a cool head." | |said CARMICHAEL, 
the area, stated "Dr. KING is dead, 
we did when President KENNEDY was killed, because KENNEDY was 
the United States President and KING was our President."

CARMICHAEL
Brother KING is dead, keep 
during his walk around 
we must do the same as

F„ WFO 62-9737 .rile V______ .__________On 4/10/68 <-,t Washington, D. C.

This dcicumenl contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI'. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

n J 4/12/68
Date dictated_____________________________
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b7C
____  concluded his statement by volunteering it is 

his opinion that CARMICHAEL is for non-violence just like 
Dr. KING.
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Dote.------ Apr-U-l-GT-l^SS

Reesa Barber Shop,
2009 14th Street H.W. advised That on Thursday, April 4, 
1968, he closed the barber shop about 8:00 p.m, Shortly 
after the shop was closed, possibly as late as 9:30 p.m, 
someone case to the door and stated words to the effect 
that 'in memory of Bro MAhTIN LIFTHCR KIHG, close the 
shop. Inasmuch as the shop was already closed and crowds 
were gathering on the street, he remained in the shop until 
about midnight. There was no damage to his shop. He did 
not know who told him to close the shop.

on 4/9/69 ot Washington, D.C. -_________ F>'e 62^9737

SAs
Date dicta ted

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency: 
It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

n , Aoril 12, 1968D a te *•___________ L________1

evening of April 4, 1968, was making deliveries and
returned to the store about 8:30 p.m. He parked the'truck
in the rear of the store. As he was in the alley behind the 
store he saw three adult Negro' males run past him and he over
heard someone remark "Let's get some gasoline and start
a fire". He could not identify any of the men. One of them
was about 28-30 years of age, the other two were about 25 
years old. _________ said he then entered the store, which 
was being closed at the time, and then departed for home.

On Tuesday night, April 2, 1968,_________ said there
was a large crowd of people in front of the Peoples Drug Store 
Number 3,200.2 14th Street, N.W., when some of the young people 
in the area were having an argument with the guards at the 
Peoples Drug Store. _________  said that he saw STOKELY CARMICHAEL
that night in front of the Drug Store and heard him say words to th 

.this ain't the time, we will let you know . vhen._

The police did arrive that night and dispersed the 
crowd.

4/11/68 Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
O n a t F i I e #

SAs 1 b7C

by----------
ECBjcjb ____ Date dictated_

4/12/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents ore not Io be distributed outside your agency.
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n t April 10, 1968Date_____ £___________ *_________

b7C
I________________ Zanzibar, 2017 14th

Street N ML 8 residence/ \ advised
that on Thursday night, April 4, 1963, prior to 8:00 p.m. 
he notices a number of people on the street, possibly as 
many as one hundred. Be had heard that Dr. MARTIN LUTHER 
KInG JR. had been killed, so decided to close the restaurant 
at about 8:00 p.m. He stayed in the place until about 
11:oO p.m, then police arrived, No one said anything to 
him aoou'c closing the restaurant, nor caused any damages 
to his restaurant that night, lie has not opened since 
Thursday night.

o n---- uA/SZfiB-----a t—Ilashtogfcouy-XMlw----------------- F ’10 I-TFQ—62^9732

b7C
by. Date dictated__4/-9/.6B-

This documenl contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of ’he FBI. It is 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
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1 Hate 4/12/69______________

of Diamond Jim’s Restaurant, 
2300 14 th Street, N.W. , advised that on the night of 
April 4, 1968, he opened his restaurant as usual at 8:00 
p.m. A short time later, a man came into the restaurant 
and told him that a large crowdras assembling at 14th and 
"U" Streets, N.W. He was advised to turn out his lights and 
lock up as STOKELY CARMICHAEL was down there at 14th and 
"U" and there was going to be trouble. _________ advised
that he closed his business at this point and departed the 
area.

on 4/12/68 nt Washington, D.C.F.|eWFO 62-9737

SA | |fet o1C 4/12/68
b y._____________________________________________ :_________________________Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. Il is the properly^ of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency. -PR-ApR- ||^«
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b7C

|of the Pool 
Hall, 2302 14th Street, N.W. , advised that he was seated 
in Hill's Esso Station across the street from his pool
hall when a gang of Negro youths approached him and told 
him to close his pool hall out of respect for the death 
of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING. At this point [noticed
that a number of these youths had crossed the street and 
entered his pool hall. He told the man who had told him 
to close that he would gladly do so, if the other men who 
had entered his shop would leave. The man called out to 
another who was across the street and told him to have 
the others leave. All the men at this point left the pool 
hall and proceeded north on 14th Street. There were about 
150 men mi111ng around the sidewalks and in 14th Street 
at this point. [advised that this event occurred
about 9:30 p.m., on April 4, 1968. He recognized one man 
in the crowd to be.

b7C

 [advised that he knew STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
by reputation and photograph. He described the man who told 
him to close as resembling CARMICHAEL. He described him as 
about six feet tall, 190 pounds, and a light smooth "British 
Nest Indies" complexion. This man had a small gold earring 
in his left ear. A photograph of CARMICHAEL was displayed 
to who advised that although he greatly resembled
the man that he had talked to on the night of April 4, 
1968, he could not make a positive identification.

_________ advised that on closing his shop, he proceeded 
south of 14th Street, away from the flow of the crowd, and 
went directly home.

c., . WFO 62-9737 
.File#_____________________on 4/12/68 ot Washington, D.C

n , t , . 4/12/68
Dote dictated________________
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On

by.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 n * 4/12/68-L Oat e___________________________________

of Hill Service
Station, 2301 14th Street, N.W., advised that he was in 
his station the night of April 4, 1968, when some time 
about 9:00 p.m., a grou> of man in their twenties entered 
the station. One, whom| 1 did not recognize, said, 
"Close up, or we’ll kill you." Then another man, who 
seemed to be their leader, came forward and said in a 
calm voice "Will you please close in respect to Dr.King?" 

agreed to close his station, which he did and the 
men then left, some proceeding north on 13th Street and 
the rest going across the street.

[related that he did not know STOKELY
CARMICHAEL and could not, therefore, identify him as
being in the crowd.

4/9/68 Washington, D.C. ____________ c t_______ b___________
b7C

WFO 62-9737
File #________________________

4/12/68
Date dictated________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. II 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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1

that on

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

the evening of April 4, 1.968,

Dote.___4/1 2/68

was m hi
advised
1 Service

Station on the night of April 4, 1968. Sometime after 
9:00 p.m., a group of individuals in their twenties demanded 
that the station be closed. The group was described as
having long hair, beards, and- definitely not clean-cut. Some 
younger boys joined the crowd and they proceeded north on 
14th Street. has seen pictures of STOKELY CARMICHAEL
but did not recognize him or any other person as being in
the crowd.

, 4/11/68 nt Washington, D.C.F.(q# WFO 62-9737

Date dictated..

b/C
by________ SA fet
lhi$ document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond Is loaned io your agency; 
it ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

4/12/68
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by

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dofe__^WZ68

____________ On April 15. 1968,
|of Caruso’s Flower Shoo. 2014 14th 

street, N, w., advised on April 5# 1988, __________________
opened his flower shop as usual. Later in 

the morning and early aftei’noon, looting activities 
increased in the area around his shop. While boarding up 
some broken windows on his store front, an unidentified
Negro male told him it was no sense nailing that up; we
are going to burn it down tonight. You're on the list. A 
few minutes later I asked some passersby why they
were going to do this. An unidentified Negro male replied
that we have got our orders. Another unidentifled Negro 
male explained to | |that he had just spoken
with STOKELY CARMICHAEL. | ^advised he was thoroughly 
familiar with STOKELY CARMICHAEL’s face and stated that no
one in the crowd resembled him. After studying a photograph 
of CARMICHAEL furnished by SA |
stated that at no time on Friday did he observe any person 
who looked like CARMICHAEL.

_________ advised he had developed a good business 
over the past 30 years with a solid Negro clientele. 
All those he witnessed participating in the looting were 
complete stx’angers to him.

1*

File S. WFO 62-9737nn 4/15/68 Washington, D. C

b7C
Date dictated 4/16/68
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DCte„..4/16/68______________

_______ On April 15. 1968, ______________________________________
________________________  Maryland, employee at Caruso's Flower*
Shop, 2914 14th Street, N. W.. advised he arrived at 
Caruso's Flower Shop about 7:45 a.mo, Friday, April 5j 
and noticed that the entire group of* windows on the Columbi

b7C

Road side of his stox'-o were broken. Increasing numbers of 
people began looting the surrounding stores. At about 
3:00 p.m. while| 
of the shop, boarded up the broken windows, an unknown 
Negro male advised them it was no sense nailing that up; 
we are going to burn it down tonight. Moments later an 
unidentified Negro male pointed down the general direction 
of Columbia Road and stated that STOKELY CARMICHAEL i£______
down there, When showed a photograph of CARMICHAEL,| 
advised he was familiar with CARMICHAEL'S appearance 
through pictures in the newspaper. He stated he did not 
recognize CARMICHAEL among any of the people he saw in the 
area of his streeto. He added that the persons participating 
in the looting were strangers to him. | ~| advised)

closed the shop about 
4:00 p.m. and went home.

1*

on 4/15/68 ot Washington, D. C.Fi|efe wf0 62-9737 
SA  b7c

by SA  Dote aicfted 4/16/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency: 
it end its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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dafe April 18, 1968 ___
1

b7C
_____________________ Virginia, advised that he has been 
working part time at Chambers Funeral Home, 1400 Chapin 
Street, N.W. On the night of April 4, 1968, he was at 
Chambers when he heard the news of the death of Dr. 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. Shortly thereafter, a group of 
persons appeared on the street and began to break windows 
and loot the Safeway Store across the street.

At the first sign of trouble, he sent the other 
employees of Chambers out of the area with the ambulances 
so that both personnel and equipment would be safe. After 
9:00 p.m., he was there alone. He advised that he did not 
recognize anyone in the crowd that was milling in the 
street below, and did not see STOKELY CARMICHAEL or anyone 
else lead or exort the crowd.

On 4/12/68 nt Washington, D.C.pi|e WFO-62-9737
S As 

by----------

b7C
dan n t ( . 4/18/68

_____________ Uate dictated________________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
It and Its contents ore not to be distributed ouiside your agency.
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b7C
The following investigation was conducted by SAs

AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

On April 10, 1968,_______________________________ |of Nine
Seventy Five Optical Company, 1921 14th Street, N.W., advised 
his store went out of business on April 1, 1968, and was not 
occupied after that time; consequently, he has no personal 
knowledge of neighborhood activity subsequent to that date.

b7C ___________________________
On April 10, 1968,________________________  Optometrist,

1944 14th Street, N.W., advised that on the afternoon of 
April 4, 1968, he closed his shop at approximately 4:30 p.m. 
He explained that he is under a doctor's care, following 
recent surgery for the removal of a chest tumor, and the 
doctor has permitted him to operate his shop only from 10:00 
a.m. to approximately 3:30 p.m. He said he had no personal 
knowledge of neighborhood activity on April 4, 1968.

On April 10, attempts to contact someone at the 
Lord's House of Prayer, 1939 14th Street, N.W., were negative, 
as this establishment was locked and closed.

____________ On April 10. 1968, _____________________________________  
|advised that he does not know who is the

Pastor of the Lord's Prayer which is located on the street 
floor of this address. He pointed out, though, that the 
only time he has ever seen the establishment open is on 
a Sunday and does not believe it was open on the evening 
of April 4, 1968.

On April 10, 1968, attempts were made to contact 
someone at 1916 % 14th Street, N.W., the location of Williams 
Barber Shop. It was observed this shop had a vacant, abandoned 
appearance to it.
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On the same date, records of Precinct Number 13, 
Metropolitan Police Department, revealed that this establish
ment is owned by BOYST.E WILLIAMS, 717 Varnum Street, N.W.

On April 10, 1968 
_____  advised that BOYSIE WILLIAMS is deceased and 

the Williams Barber Shop has been closed since July, 1967.

____________ On April 10, 1968, _____________________________________  
_____________________________________________ advised that his store 
was closed at 8:00 p.m. on April 4, 1968. He said that at 
that time he did not notice crowds on 14th Street, N.W., or 
anything of an unusual nature and closed his store because 
of the normal closing time. He said he is not familiar with 
STOKELY CAIS’IICHAEL and did not see him in the area.

________________ is 
same time.

said that
actually part of his store and closed at the

b7C

b7C
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WFO 62-9737
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On April 8 
conducted the

1968, SA 
following investigation:

Brookland Hardware 
2010 14th Street, N. W. , 
Washington, D.C.

 Washington, D. C. ,|______ |left 
at 6:00 p.m. when store closed. Returned 
1968. No contact with rioters.

store April 4, 1968 
to store on April 8

__________________________ left the store when 
it was closed. About 10:00 p.m. he returned to the store and 
the front windows were broken. He began boarding the store 
front. He stayed in the store with the lights on. He did not 
see STOKELY CARMICHAEL during Thursday evening.

Lite Electronics 
2012 14th Street, N. W 
Washington, D.C, 

advised he was not in the
area during April 4, 1968, He departed at 1:00 p.m., April
1968 and returned Friday morning. ______ _____ resides______

Maryland,|

4,

________________ | advised that at 8:20 p.m., 
April 4, 1968, he and_________ _______________________ _____________ 
___________________________________  Maryland, ___________  closed the 
store, barred the windows and left. He saw a crowd north on 
14th Street, N. W., but did not see STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

resides 
left the store on April4, 1968,

at_____
at 6:30 p.m
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and returned on Friday morning. On April 3, 1968, Wednesday 
evening he did see STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Evelyn's Pastel Lounge, 
12th and U Streets, N. W. , however, he had no conversation with 
him.

b7C

Cunningham Paint Company 
2020 14th Street, N. W., 
Washington, D. C. ______

b7C

| left the store at 7:30 p.m., 
April 4, 1968, and at that time there was no activity. Windows 
were broken in store fronts and were then boarded.

Federal Taxi. Cab Company
2022 14th Street, N. W., 
Washington, D. C.________  F

I closed the store and no one is' 
was there during evening on April 4, 1968. s

11 4



■ The following, persons were contacted by Spe c i al 
Agents I regarding
the activities of STOKELY CARMICHAEL in the area of 14th 
Street between Florida Avenue and Chapin Street, on the 
night of April 4, 1968. They could furnish no pertinent 
information:

Linda’s Valet, 2306 14th Street,
N.W, . 4/9/68; ________ ________________
_____________________________________ _ _________________ Maryland (he 
was in the area the night of 4/4/68) 4/10/68; 
________________ Chambers Funeral Home, 1400 Chapin Street, 
N.W. 4/10/68: .

Addison Chevrolet, 2222 14th b7c
Street. N.W. . 4/10/68:

Addison Chevrolet, 2222 14th
Street, N.W, . 4/10/68;
_____________________________________  Chaconas Florist, 2500 
14th Street, N.W., 4/11/68;_______

Chaconas Florist, 2500 
14th Street, N.W.. 4/11/68; 

Safeway Store, 2429 14th Street, 
N.W. . 4/9/68:
______________________________  the Honey Ball Restaurant, 2404 b7c 
14th. Street, 4/9/68;_______

the Honey Ball Restaurant, 2404 
14th Street. N.W7., 4/9/68:_____
____________________________________  the Honey Ball Restaurant, 2404 
14th Street, N.W., 4/9/68;

~|the Golden Nuggett, 2504
14th Street, N.W., 4/12/68;

| Clifton Liquors, 2502 14th Street,
N.W,, 4/U/68;________________

the Temple Grill, 2416 14th 
Street, N.W., 4/10/68;

| at the Temple Grill and who resides
__________________________________________________________  Virginia.

|Honey Ball Restaurant, 2404
14th Street, N.W.
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The following persons were interviewed by SAs 
__________________________________________________ on April 16, 
1968, and furnished no pertinent information:

11 7
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The following individuals were contacted during 
the period April 16 and 17, 1968, concerning this investigation 
by Special Agents[ but
could furnish nothing of pertinence:

118
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b7C

On April 15, 1968,
address I ___________ ______________
telephone  employed as
Branch of the National A
Colored People (NAACP), 1 
422 1st Street, S«E,, by

residence
Maryland, residence

association for the Advancement of 
was interviewed in his office at

b7C

advised that he had no specific 
information which he could furnish regarding the recent 
civil disturbance in WDC other than the fact that he personally 
observed some of the damage which had resulted from this 
disturbance., _______________ stated that he knows STOKELY
CARMICHAEL by sight but has not seen him for over a year, 
He added that he could furnish no information concerning 
CARMICHAEL in connection with the happenings subsequent to 
April 4, 1968; during which time rioting took place in the 
District of Columbia,

.12 0
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Regarding interview withT
Ap ar tmen t______________________________________________________
Maryland, which appeared in the report of April 12, 1968, 
in this matter on page 55:

However, as 
CARMICHAEL,

b7Cwas present during the 
interview and at the outset both were very cooperative, 

specifics were mentioned concerning STOKELY 
anc other pertinent events of April 4-6, 1968, 
___ became excited and attempted to answer all

questions for hex' husband who was sincerely responding to 
interviewing Agents. As the interview progressed, it was_____
impossible to obtain positive answers from|______________________
because of____________________  disruptive influence. Consequently,
_____________________ appeared to reluctantly answer in the negative 
at the urging of his wife.

It is pointed out both 
about the health of 
Ag e nts that 
that_______________________________
detailed account of events of April 4-6 
interviews,

_____ appeared concerned 
advising interviewing

was not to be excited. It is also noted b7c 
_ who furnished a more 
, 1968, during separate

April 8, 1968 and April 9, 1968, mentioned that 
should not be excited because of his health.
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b7C

On occasion, he is given reporting assignments outside the
office.

On April 4, 1968, his duties confined him to the 
Washington. Post Building. On April 5, 1968, he stated he was 
out on a reporting assignment for several hours and then 
returned to the building for the remainder of this shift. 
On Saturday and Sunday, April 6 and 7, 1968, his assignment 
was to endeavor to locate and stay with STOKELY CARMICHAEL. 
On Sunday evening, he spent several hours at SNCC headquarters; 
however, he never located or observed CARMICHAEL. During the 
time he was at SNCC headquarters, he observed no weapons and 
heard of no discussion concerning firearms or the use of same. 
During that period at SNCC headquarters, there was some 
discussion by unidentified individuals concerning their 
attendance at the Richmond, Virginia, hearing concerning 
________________________  There was no indication in this discussion 
of any contemplated violence in connection with that hearing.

b7C __ During the above-mentioned period, April 5 to 7, 
1968,________  stated he had observed none of the leaders of
SNCC or other militant organizations. He stated he observed 
several instances of looting and was in the vicinity of several 
of the fires; however, he was unable to identify any of the 
individuals involved in arson or looting.

SfeeRET
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b7c'
On April 12, 1968,

"P.C. Examiner”
Washington. P.O. (WPG) advised SA

news paper, 3600 M Str ee t, N. W. 
d SA that she

was with at the time he had a camera
taken from him on the afternoon of Friday, April 5, 1968.

She stated she and had driven from the "P.C.
Examiner” office in a 1965, white, two door hardtop Mustang and 
had parked this car on U Street between 14th and 15th Streets, 
N.W. To the best of her recollection, between 5 and 5:30 p.m.,
she and were on the south side of Florida Avenue between
14th and 14 th Streets, watching a house fire across the street.

was on one knee taking pictures with a LEICA
camera when he was struck on the head from behind, knocked 
to the pavement and had his camera stolen. While she personally
did not see the actual attack, she stated that although
he momentarily lost his glasses and was temporarily stunned, 
described his attackers as two big Negro youths in their late 
teens. After taking his LEICA camera these two assailants fled 
down an alley between Florida Avenue and U Street.

stated that after the attack, she and
did not return immediately to their car but he stopped

to take a couple of pictures on Florida Avenue with another 
camera which he had with him. At the same time, however, 
they were edging toward 15th Street in order to get to their 
car and get out of the area.

She stated she knew of no other photographer who had
been attacked in that area on Friday afternoon but she had 
heard or read, about two Ui’I men being attacked in a phone 
booth in the area of 7th Street and H Street, N.W., on 
Friday, p.m.

123
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She added that vzhile she and were in
their automobile, there was no time during which anyone 
tried to molest them or pelt their car* with rocks, bottles, 
sticks or other missiles.

n April 12,
he .concurred, 
surrounding

with description
1968, advised 
of events

the loss of his camera on April 5, 1968, and
further stated that he knew of no other photographer being 
attacked in that particular area at any time.

b7C
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b7C

of 14th and U Streets, N.W., arriving in that area between 
2:00 and 3:00 a.m., April 5, 1968. ~~| proceeded to take
photographs of the burning and looting in the area until 
about 3:30 a.m. when a group of young Negro males seized his 
camera case, removed the film from his camera, broke his 
camera, and fled with the camera case. Without a camera.
there was no need to remain in this area, and went home

attended a press conference, held by 
STOKELY CAPRI I CH AEL a t the headquarters of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, 2208 14th Street, N.W., 
at 10:00 a.m., April 5, 1968, did not have a good
vantage point at the conference and was able to take only one 
photograph with a borrowed camera which he was unable to sell 

could add nothing of substance, 
at the

which appeared in various

to the news media, 
regarding statements made 
press conference to those 
newspapers.

by CARMICHAEL or others 
reports

__________|again visited 
where the looting and burning was 
noon, April 5, 1968. He saw more 
but he did not actually see any establishment 

[remained in this area taking pictures 
until about 3:00 a.m., April 6, 1968, when he 

was successful in selling

the 14th Street, N.W., area 
taking place about 12:00 
looting and burning buildings 

set aflame, 
most of the time 
went home.
three photographs

he had taken during the above period to ’’The Washington Post 
which photos appeared in that newspaper.

Id id not see STOKELY CARMICHAE
press conference on April 5, 1968, was concluded.

fter the
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A. WTOP
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Interviews previously conducted in conjunction 
with the following transcript of WTOP's coverage of the 
April 5js 1968, press conference are located on pages 210 
through 222 of the April 12, 1968, report in this matter:
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A press conference was called for 10:00 a.m., 
April 5, 1968, by the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) to be held at SNCC Headquarters, 2208 
14th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

The following is a transcript of the audio portion 
of a copy of a sound color film of the press conference, 
which copy was furnished by|

Station WTOP. The original film was taken at 
the press conference, at the above time and location, by 

|for WTOP. This copy is an 
edited version of the original film.

b7C

CARMICHAEL:

Unidentified 
Reporter:

CARMICHAEL:

Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING fought for his people. 
It was not but four weeks ago when JOHNSON 
told KING that if he came marching into the 
District, he would meet a force because he 
should bring his troubles to him. And now 
tonight he is trying to make as if Dr. KING 
was his hero. He fools no one. BOBBY 
KENNEDY pulled that trigger just as well as 
anybody else. Because when Dr. KING was down 
in the South and BOBBY KENNEDY was Attorney 
General, every time a black person got killed, 
KENNEDY would not move because he 'wanted 
votes so he is just as guilty'. . .all of white 
America killed Dr. KING. And those who feel 
sorry ought to feel sorry.

Mr. CARMICHAEL, what do you intend to do... 
what action do you intend to take relative to 
RAP BROWN and your intent to get him out of 
jail.

We decided ,at our central committee meeting 
that if Maryland persists with this nonsensical 
charge, even though the reports said that RAP 
did not incite any riot in Cambridge. Well then 
Governor AGNEW, he ain't seen nothing if he 
thinks he saw something on that Bowie State 
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thing. We v/ill take our troops back into Mary
land and all of us are veterans from Cambridge, 
Maryland, and from Baltimore, Maryland, and we 
will turn that State inside out and upside down. 
And we've got Louisiana to get. We've got some 
brothers working in Florida. We've got some 
brothers working in Ohio and we are gonna get 
Richmond, Virginia.

Unidentified 
Reporter:

CARMICHAEL:

Unidentified 
Reporter:

CARMICHAEL:

Unidentified 
Reporter: 
(Woman)

CARMICHAEL:

Unidentified 
Reporter:

Mr. CARMICHAEL, what do you think will happen 
to the poor people's campaign now?

I understand that the Southern Christian Leader
ship Conference will carry it on and as we said 
before we will be glad to give them any support. 
Whatever Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
asks for today, we will give to them. Except 
our tears. We will give no more tears fox’ any 
black man killed in this country.

Mr. CARMICHAEL, do you see anybody replacing 
Dr. KING as a non-violent leader?

No, that's why America lost when she shot him 
down last night.

Mr. CARMICHAEL, is there any truth to the rumor 
that you are going to call a general strike 
here in town?

We are waiting for what the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference wants us to do.

When you say the execution of those debts will 
be, not in the courtroom, but in the streets, 
can you be a little more specific about the 
course of action you expect?

CARMICHAEL: I think that is quite explicit.
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Unidentified 
Reporter:

CARMICHAEL:

Unidentified 
Reporter: 
(Woman)

CARMICHAEL:

Unidentified 
Reporter: 
(Woman)

CARMICHAEL:

Unidentified
Commentator:

Unidentified
Reporter:

Do you expect an organized rebellion?

I think it is quite explicit.

Mr. CARMICHAEL, suppose a lot of black people 
have to die...(garbled). (What would it do to 
please you-This is thought what the reporter 
said.)

That they take as many white people with them 
as they can.

Yes, but what about the black people who have 
to die?

Ah...we die every day. We die in Vietnam for 
the "honkeys," why don't we come home and die 
in the streets for our people. We die everyday. 
We die cutting and fighting each other inside 
our own communities. Why cut and fight each 
other and kill each other off? Let's kill off 
the real enemy. Black people are not afraid to 
die. We die all the time. We die in your jails, 
we die in your ghettos, we die in your rat 
infested homes. We die a thousand deaths every 
day. So we are not afraid to die. Today we are 
going to die for our people.

I would like to say this before we have any 
more questions, that on Monday our Chairman, 
H. RAP BROVIN, will be in Richmond, Virginia, 
according to ..the’ "honkey" Federal Government, 
and there will be a car caravan from all 
directions leading to Richmond, Virginia, on 
Monday morning. We are urging all our black 
brothers and sisters to come to Richmond.

Mr. CARMICHAEL, what is 
the kind of retribution

the alternative to 
in the streets that

you are talking
stop it?

about? Is there any way to

131
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CARMICHAEL:

Unidentified
Report ex1:

CARMICHAEL:

Unidentified
Reporter:

CARMICHAEL:

I don't think so. I do not think so. I think 
white America is incapable of dealing with the/ 
problem.

How.will Dr. KING'S death affect your leadership 
as you see it, Mr. CARMICHAEL?

Well, Dr. KING'S death will not affect my 
leadership, it will affect me as a black man because 
he was my brother, flesh of my flesh and blood 
of my blood. You see, the mistake they made 
when they shot Dr. KING was even though Dr. KING 
talked about non-violence he was always in the 
streets. Ready to lead a demonstration. All 
of the other so-called leaders who are...talk 
about non-violence are not on the streets with 
their people. Many people respected Dr. KING 
even though they didn't agree with his philosophy 
cause at least he was in the streets. So now 
there is really no one else to respect who talks 
about non-violence because the people who talk 
about non-violence are not in the streets.

Mr. CARMICHAEL, are you declaring war on 
White America?

White America has declared war on black people. 
She did so when she sold the first black man 
from Africa. The black man has been sufficient, 
has been patient, has been resisting and today 
the final showdown is coming. That is clear. 
That is crystal clear. And that black people 
are going to have to find ways to survive. 
The only way to survive is to get some guns. 
Cause that is the only way white America keeps 
us in check is because she's got the guns.
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Unidentified 
Reporter: STOKELY, What do you see this ultimately leading 

to? A blood bath in which nobody wins?

CARMICHAEL: First, my name is Mr. CARMICHAEL, and secondly, 
black.people will survive America.

Unidentified
Commentator: Last question.

Unidentified 
Reporter: What accomplishment or objectives do you visualize 

from the retaliation that you speak? What do 
you think you will accomplish.

CARMICHAEL: If black man can't do nothing in this country 
then we gonna stand up on our feet and die like 
men. If that is our only act of manhood, then 
GOD DAMMIT we gonna die. We're tired of living 
on our stomachs.

Unidentified 
Reporter: Do you fear for your life?

CARMICHAEL: Hell with my life. You should fear for yours. 
I know I am gonna die. I know I am gonna die. 
(Applause)

Unidentified 
Commentator: There is still a possibility that there will 

be a general strike throughout the United States. 
So that our black brothers and sisters can take 
off that day from their slavery and working for 
the master and to think about and to re-analyze 
what the "honkeys" are doing to the black people 
in this country and me...And perhaps then some
thing can be done. That is the end of the press 
conference.
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CARMICHAEL: I think white America made its biggest'mistake 
when she killed Dr. KING last .night because when 
she killed Dr. KING last night, she killed all 
reasonable hope. When she killed Dr. KING last 
night, she killed the one man of our race in 
this country, in the older generation, who the 
militants and also the revolutionaries and the 
masses of black, people, would still listen to, 
even though sometimes they did not dis.... 
agree with him they would still listen to him.

When white America killed Dr. KING last 
night, she opened the eyes for every black man 
in this country. When white America got rid 
of MARCUS GARVEY (phonetic), she did it and she 
said he was an extremist, he was crazy. When 
they got rid of Brother MALCOLM X, they said he 
was preaching hate, he deserved what he got. But 
when they got rid of Brother MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, they had absolutely no reason to do so. 
He was the one man in our race who was trying 
to teach our people to have love, compassion, 
and mercy for what white people have done. 
When white America killed Dr. KING last night, 
she declared war on us. There will be no crying, 
there will be no funerals. The rebellions that 
have been occurring around the cities of this 
country is just light stuff to what is about to 
happen. We have to retaliate for the death of 
our leaders. The execution of those debts will 
not be in the courtrooms... they are going to be 
in the streets of the United States of America. 
When white America killed Dr. KING last night, 
she made a whole lot easier for a whole lot of 
black people today. There no longer needs to be 
intellectual discussions...black people know 
that they have to get guns. White America 
will live to cry that she killed Dr. KING last 
night. It would have been better if she had 
killed RAP BROWN and/or STOKELY CARMICHAEL. But 
when she killed Dr. KING, she lost.
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Interviews previously conducted in conjunction 
with the following transcript of ABC's coverage of the 
April 5^ 1968, press conference are located on pages 224 
through 229 of the April 12, 1968, report in this matter
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A press conference was called for 10:00 a.m., 
April 5, 1968, by the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) to be held at SNCC Headquarters, 2208 14th 
Street, N. W.3 Washington, D. C.

The following is a transcript of the audio portion 
of a copy of a sound color film of the press conference, which 
copy was furnished by 
_______ American Broadcasting Company (.ABC), Washington, D. C. 
The original film was taken at the press conference, at________
the above time and location, by| 
for ABC. This copy is an edited version of the original film.

CARMICHAEL: When white America killed Dr. KING last night, 
she declared war on us. There will be no crying, 
there will be no funerals. The rebellions that 
have been occurring around the cities of this 
country is just light stuff to what is about to 
happen. We have to retaliate for the death of 
our leaders. The execution of those debts will 
not be in the courtrooms... they are going to be 
in the streets of the United States of America. 
When white America killed Dr. KING last night, 
she made a whole lot easier for a whole lot of 
black people today. There no longer needs to be 
Intellectual discussions ..black people know 
that they have to get guns. White America 
will live to cry that she killed Dr. KING last 
night.

CARMICHAEL: White America has declared war on black people. 
She did so when she sold the first black man 
from Africa. The black man has been sufficient, 
has been patient, has been resisting and today 
the final showdown is coming. That is clear. 
That is crystal clear. And that black people 
are going to have to find ways to survive. 
The only way to survive is to get some guns. 
Cause that is the only way white America keeps 
us in check is because she's got the guns.

Unidentified 
Reporter: STOKELY, What do you see this ultimately leading 

to? A blood bath in which nobody wins?
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CARMICHAEL: First, my name is Mr. CARMICHAEL, and secondly, 
black people will survive America.

CARMICHAEL: Black people are not afraid to die. We die all 
the time. We die in your jails, we die in your 
ghettos, we die in your rat infested homes. We 
die a thousand deaths every day. So we are not 
afraid to die. Today we are going to die for 
our people.

Unidentified
Reporter: What accomplishment or objectives do you visualise 

from the retaliation that you speak? What do 
you think you will accomplish?

CARMICHAEL: If black man can't do nothing in this country 
then we gonna stand up on oux- feet and die like 
men. If that is our only act of manhood then 
GOD DAMMIT we gonna die. We're tired of living 
on our stomachs.

Unidentified
Reporter: Do you fear for your life?

CARMICHAEL: Hell with my life. You should fear for yours. 
I know I am gonna die. I know I am gonna die.

Commentator: I want you people to listen clearly. This 
press conference will be only five minutes. 
And...as soon as the press conference is 
over, you gentlemen will not leave anything 
in here that you didn't bring in here. Your 
films, your cigarette butts, you take them 
with you. If you waste any water you have 
to clean it up. Ah...we will have a few 
questions., of two minutes questions. To 
my right, extreme right, is Mr. CLEVELAND 
SELLERS, Director of the Orangeburg, South 
Carolina, project of SNCC. To my right here, 
immediate right, is STOKELY CARMICHAEL, who 
is on staff here in Washington, D. C. And to 
my left is Mr. WILLIAM HALL, who is also a 
member of the staff in Washington. And myself, 
LESTER MC KINNIE, Director of the Washington 
SNCC office. Mr. CARMICHAEL will speak to 
you for five minutes.
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CARMICHAEL: As you may or may not know, this press conference 
was called before Dr. KING was murdered. We 
called it then to deal with our Brother RAP 
BROWN because we were very upset that Brother RAP 
BROWN had been in jail for 41 days and Governor 
AGNEW of Maryland still seems to persist with 
his nonsensical charge and so the Brother can't 
get out of jail. Nov? we want the Brother out 
of jail..ah..next week when he comes to trial. 
Now, as to Dr. KING'S murder. I think white 
America made its biggest mistake when she killed 
Dr. KING last night because when she killed Dr. 
KING last night, she killed all reasonable hope. 
When she killed Dr. KING last night, she killed 
the one man of our race in this country, in the 
older generation, who the militants and 
the revolutionaries and the masses of black 
people, would still listen to, even though 
sometimes they did not dis....agree with him 
they would still listen to him. When white 
America killed Dr. KING last night, she opened 
the eyes for every black man in this country. 
When white America got rid of MARCUS GARVEY 
(phonetic), she did it and she said he was 
an extremist, he was crazy. When they got 
rid of Brother MALCOLM X, they said he was 
preaching hate, he deserved what he got. But 
when they got rid of Brother MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, they had absolutely no reason to do so. 
He was the one man in our race who was trying 
to teach our people to have love, compassion, 
and mercy for what white people have done.

CARMICHAEL: ...and/or STOKELY CARMICHAEL. But when she 
killed Dr. KING, she lost.

Unidentified: Before any question, I would like to give one 
statement from the organization. We the students 
of the Non-Violent Coordinating Committee wish 
to extend our condolences to the family of the

3 9 SElJ&REI
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Unidentified: 
(Continued)

late Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING, Jr., who was 
brutally murdered today in Memphis, Tennessee. 
In his death there is a lesson which white America 
has taught us many times before. This lesson 
was clear in the murder of our four brothers in 
Orangeburg. This lesson was clear in the murder 
of a 16-year-old LARRY PAYNE (phonetic) in 
Memphis. This lesson is clear in the day-to- 
day torture of black people by white people in 
America and throughout the world. It was to 
end this torture that Dr. KING bravely faced 
death many times, non-violently. Dr. KING 
was a brother who dedicated his life to 
liberating his peoples through non-violence.
Dr. KING was a symbol of non-violence and 
white America shot him down.

CARMICHAEL: There is one last comment about these news 
things -- about last night. We will tell you 
where we were last night. Last night, we led 
all of those youngsters up and down the streets 
to c?iose every store in this area because Dr. 
KING was shot and they should have closed those 
stores. Now, some of them kicked glass store 
window in. We are not stopping them from 
kicking in the store windows. We are stopping 
them from coming out on the streets without 
guns. When they come out on the streets, we 
want them with guns. If they don't have guns, 
we're not gonna let'em throw bricks and bottles 
at guns. But when they get guns, we'll be on 
the streets.

Unidentified: Question.;, .if you have any questions.

Unidentified 
Reporter: Mr. CARMICHAEL, don't you believe the vast 

majority of Americans feel just as badly as 
you do about what happened in Memphis?
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CARMICHAEL: The white press and that’s from "honkey" LYNDON 
JOHNSON to "honkey" BOBBY KENNEDY will not 
co-opt (phonetic) Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING. Dr. 
MARTIN LUTHER KING fought for his people. It 
was not but four weeks ago when JOHNSON told 
KING that if he came marching into the District; 
he would meet a force because he should bring 
his troubles to him. And now tonight he is 
trying to make as if Dr. KING was his hero. 
He fools no one.

Unidentified 
Reporter: Mr. CARMICHAEL; what do you intend to do... 

what action do you intend to take relative to 
RAP BROUN and your intent to get him out of 
jail.

CARMICHAEL: We decided at our central committee meeting 
that if Maryland persists with this nonsensical 
charge, even though the reports said that RAP 
did not incite any riot in Cambridge. Well then 
Governor AGNEW, he ain't seen nothing if he 
thinks he saw something on that Bowie State 
thing. We will take our troops back into Mary
land and all of us are veterans from Cambridge, 
Maryland, and from Baltimore, Maryland, and we. 
will turn that State inside out and upside down. 
And we've got Louisiana to get. We've got some 
brothers working in Florida. We've got some 
brothers working in Ohio and we are gonna get 
Richmond, Virginia.

Unidentified
Reporter:

CARMICHAEL:

Mr. CARMICHAEL, what do you think will happen 
to the poor people's campaign now?

I understand that the Southern Christian Leader
ship Conference will carry it on and as we said 
before we will be glad to give them any support. 
Whatever Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
asks for today, we will give to them. Except 
our tears. We will give no more tears for any 
black man killed in this country.
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Unidentified
Reporter:

CARMICHAEL:

Unidentified 
Reporter: 
(Woman)

CARMICHAEL:

Unidentified
Reporter:

CARMICHAEL:

Unidentified 
Reporter:

CARMICHAEL:

Unidentified 
Reporter: 
(Woman)

CARMICHAEL:

Unidentified 
Reporter:

CARMICHAEL:

Mr. CARMICHAEL, do you see anybody replacing.—-—
Dr. KING as a non-violent leader? ... /
No, that's why America lost when she^shot hirif 

down last night.

Mr. CARMICHAEL, is 
that you are going 
here in town?

there any truth to the rumor 
to call a general strike

We are waiting for what the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference wants us to do.

When you say the execution of those debts will 
be, not in the courtroom, but in the streets, 
can you be a little more specific about the 
course of action you expect?

I think that is quite explicit.

Do you expect an organized rebellion?

I think it is quite explicit.

Mr. CARMICHAEL, suppose a lot of black people 
have to die...(garbled). (What would it do to 
please you--This is thought what the reporter 
said.)

That they take as many white people with them 
as they can.

Yes, but what about the black people who have 
to die?

Ah...we die every day. We die in Vietnam for 
the "honkeys," why dorit we come home and die

1 4 2.
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CARMICHAEL: 
(Continued)

in the streets for our people. We die everyday. 
We die cutting and fighting each other inside 
our own communities. Vlhy cut and fight each 
other and kill each other off? Let's kill off 
the real enemy.

Unidentified 
Commentator: ....that on Monday our Chairman, H. RAP BROWN, 

will be in Richmond. Virginia, according to 
the "honkey" Federal Government, and there will 
be a car caravan from all directions leading to 
Richmond, Virginia, on Monday morning. We are 
urging all our black brothers and sisters to 
come to Richmond.

Unidentified 
Reporter: Mr. CARMICHAEL, what is 

the kind of retribution 
you are talking about? 
stop it?

the alternative to 
in the streets that 
Is there any way to

CARMICHAEL: I don't think so.. I do not think so. I think 
white America is incapable of dealing with the 
problem.

Unidentified 
Reporter: How will Dr. KING'S death affect your leadership 

as you see it, Mr. CARMICHAEL?

CARMICHAEL: Well, Dr. KING'S death will not affect my 
leadership; it will affect me as a black man because 
he was my brother, flesh of my flesh and blood 
of my blood. You see, the mistake they made 
when they shot Dr. KING was even though Dr. KING 
talked about non-violence he was always in the 
streets. Ready to lead a demonstration. All 
of the other so-called leaders who are...talk 
about non-violence are not on the streets with 
their people. Many people respected Dr. KING 
even though they didn't agree with his philosophy 
cause at least he was in the streets. So now 
there is really no one else to respect who talks 
about non-violence because the people who talk 
about non-violence are not in the streets.

14 3 <
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Unidentified 
Reporter: Mr. CARMICHAEL, are you declaring war on 

White America?

Unidentified 
Commentator: ....a general strike throughout the United States. 

So that our black brothers and sisters can take 
off that day from their slavery and working for 
the master and to think about and to re-analyze 
what the"honkeys" are doing to the black people 
in this country and me...And perhaps then some
thing can be done. That is the end of the press 
conference.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
4/18/68

b7C

____________ On Apr!1 8, 1968,_________________________________________  
Radio Station WOL, 2000 P Street. N. W. .

Washington, PT C. advised SAs _______________________________
________________  the station is owned by the Sonderling Broadcast
ing Corporation, headquarters of which is in Long Beach.________
California. | ~| further advised he resides, ________________
________________________  Maryland.

b7C

______ | stated the press conference at Headquarters of 
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (.SNCC) held on 
the morning of April 5, 1968 had been covered by_____________

WOL who made a tape recording of it. | |tape recording of it. | |
further stated after he heard the tape he decided not to put it 
on the air, because he considered it to be "too inflammatory", 

said, "we tend to play things down. Moreover, we do not 
even say ’cool it1 on the air." Whether the tape would go on 
the air or' not |said, "was my decision to make and I
decided not to play the tape."

On. 4/8/68____Qj__Washi nvton__JI.—C.
SAsI_____

_____________ ri»* WFO 62-9737
b7C 

RES:jle 4/18/68
b y_____________________________________________________________________ Datedictafed

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. it is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C

____________ On April 9, 1968, SAS__________________________ I 
linterviewedl____ ______

CBS News, 
2020 M Street, N. W., Washington, D. C._________ stated his

crew consisting of__________________________________________ filmed
the press conference of CARMICHAEL's at Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) Headquarters on the morning 
of April 5, 1968, and he understands the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) is in possession of this information. 
_______stated that CBS thought that CARMICHAEL1s news conference 
might be too inflamatory under the circumstances and they
did not use the film for broadcasting. This film is also 
available through the CBS office in New York.

stated that his crew did not cover the

b7C

Howard University activities which were covered by the local 
affiliate, WTOP-TV. |stated that none of his personnel
covering the activities in Washington during the past 
weekend observed CARMICHAEL.

_______  stated he preferred to have|_|and 
other employees that might be involved in this investigation 
be interviewed in his presence in order that the employees 
might be given the proper legal counsel if necessary. I 
directed the conversation to STOKELY CARMICHAEL and stated
he is sure none of his crew saw CARMICHAEL on 14th Street, 
N. W., on Thursday evening.

b7C

_[stated that______  
cameraman who accompanied a reporter, 

area for CBS. He stated no soundman was used by_______
._______ stated that he spoke with_________and neither

saw CARMICHAEL on that evening. 

was the 
_____to the

nor
the cameraman and reporter heard that STOKELY was in the area, 

did not know what action is recorded on film, but is 
quite sure CARMICHAEL is not on the film.

stated
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b7C

_______ |stated he is sure, about 99 percent sure, that 
STOKELY does not appear on the film as it was reviewed by 
the producers and editors and they look for newsworthy 
individuals. _______ stated the film can be made available
for viewing, by the FBI through the CBS office in New York. 
______ stated it is company policy that the film be subpoenaed 
and this can be done through__________________ ____________________

~|CBS News. _______ stated that
all of their film is shipped to the New York Office.
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date.
4/18/68

b7C
born 
Washington, D. C. 
the permission his father, __
_________________  Washington, D. C. 
the following information:

student, McKinley High School,

was interviewed in the presence of and with

furni shed

b7C

On April 5, 1968, at approximately 10:30 a.m. he was 
part of a group of McKinley High School students who left McKinley 
and walked in a "silent march" to Howard University in deference 
to MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. After arriving at the Howard campus, 
his group became part of a large crowd assembled in an area near 
the flagpole. This crowd was composed of about 200-300 persons, 
and was addressed by various individuals. At approximately 
2:15 p.m. a person known to_________as STOKELY CARMICHAEL___________
walked through the crowd and to the speaker's platform. __________
was sure, that it was CARMICHAEL because he has seen him before 
in person, and has also .seen numerous newspaper photographs 
of CARMICHAEL. _________  claimed that he was standing approxi
mately 30-40 feet in front of CARMICHAEL during the speech.

b7C

stated that CARMICHAEL spoke for about three 
to five minutes, mentioning the death of Dr. KING, and that 
"they killed the wrong man". CARMICHAEL also stated something 
to the effect that 14th Street was oil fire. He then raised a 
pistol over his head and remarked that he had his gun. ________
believed that the gun in CARMICHAEL's possession was a .38 
caliber pistol and he described it as having a long, black 
barrel.

CARMICHAEL finished his speech, walked through the 
crowd and disappeared from___________ view. __________ stated
that, in his opinion, aside from loud cheering, the speech had

on 4/16/68 ot Washi ngton, D. C
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no noticeable effect on the crowd, and the people slowly dis
persed.

__________ left the campus shortly after the speech, 
b7c and returned to McKinley High School.

__________ stated
to the above information

that he would be willing to testify 
in a court of law.

■» \ 9 jL O
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D o t e___ 4/16/ 68__________ ________

___ _____________ student, McKinley High 
School, residing at______________________________ [Washington,
D. C. , furnished the following information:

At 11:45 Ail on April 5, 1968, he participated in 
a silent march in honor of Dr. M\RTIN LUTHER KING from the 
high school to Howard University. The group of students 
walked to the area near Douglas Hall on the Howard campus 
and remained, listening to several persons address a large 
crowd which had gathered. About 2:00 PM, a person known 
to______as STOKELY CARMI CH/kEL began- to speak to the crowd
for about five minutes. | |stated that he was standing
approximately fifty yards from CARMICHAEL, but was still 
able to hear his speech. -He recalled that CARMICHAEL 
mentioned that they had shot the wrong man in the wrong 
place at the wrong time, and that they should have shot 
him instead. I [understood that CARMICHAEL was referring 
to the killer of Dr. KING. CARMI CH z\EL then cautioned those 
present to stay off the street. CARMICHAEL finished his 
speech and immediately left the area. The crowd quietly 
dispersed, and the group of students from McKinley 
returned to their school.

______ [advised that he later learned that CARMICHAEL 
displayed a pistol while he was speaking, but he _________
did not actually observe this because he was standing too 
far away from CARMICHAEL.

[stated that he would not be willing to 
testify to the above in a court of law.

on 4/11/68 „t Washington, D, C.F.,6WFO 62-9737 
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Date___4ZlA/A8____ _____

School, residing 
D. C., furnished

__________  student. McKinley High 
at_______________________________ Hashington,
the following information:

On April 5, 
he and a large group 
from the high school 
a memorial march for

1968, at approximately 12:00 noon, 
of McKinley students' walked
to the campus of Howard University in 
Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING.

Hhile on the campus, at approximately 2:00 PM, 
STOKELY CARMICHALL appeared in the vicinity of Douglas 
Hall, and began to address a large crowd which had 
assembled. | 1 however, when CARMICHAEL started to
speak, was standing a long distance from the group, and 
was unable to hear what was said. ________  also claimed that
he was too far away to observe CARMICHAEL in possession 
of a pistol. He later learned from his classmates that 
CARMICHAEL waved a pistol during his speech.

After CARMICHAEL finished his speech, the group 
from McKinley, including formed and returned to
the high school.

4/11/68 Hashington, D. C. M 62-9737
i_______________ .. _______a t___________ _ __________________________________ r He tr______________________________

b7C
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____________________________________ | Me Kinley High School,
2nd and T Streets, N.E., Washington, D.C. (WDC), furnished 
the following information:

_____ On April 5, 1968, at 11:40 a.m. while at the 
school,received a telephone call from an unknown male 
who identified himself as a member of the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC),'WDC, The caller asked if the_____
school had held an assembly; and if so, how long was it.
replied that an assembly was held (in honor of Dro MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, JR.), and it lasted one and one-half hours. The caller 
stated that this was not long enough for a man as great as 
Dr. KING. The caller then told________ that he wanted to notify
the school that it was to close within one-haIf four, or 
"we will be in to close it for you." ^replied that he
had no intention of closing the school unless advised to do 
so by the proper authorities. The caller again instructed that 
the school be closed within a half-hour and the conversation
ended.

stated that he interpreted the above remarks 
as a direct threat, and he immediately notified the 12th 
Precinct of the Metropolitan Police Department and requested 
that a squad car be sent to patrol the school. ________ stated
that the school did not close until later in the day and that 
no incident occurred when the caller's demands were not met.

,4/11/68 ot Washington, D.C. WFO 62-9737
b7C
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Spingarn High

b7C

School, 26th and Bennin.e Road, H.S.. vas contacted on April 11. 
1963, by SA'sl

for the purpose of obtaining 
the names of Spingarn students who attended a gathering at 
Howard University on Friday, April 5, 1968. ______
after consulting]__________________ _____________________________________

|at the School, determined that 
students,  were the only students
that he could determine that had joined a group of students
from Eastern High School to attend the gathering at Howard
University on April 5.

_____ [stated that on the morning of April 5, 
approximately 75 to 100 students from Eastern High School, 
Washington, D.C. (WDC), came to Spingarn where they walked 
through the halls and attempted to have students from Spingarn 
join them in attending the gathering at Howard University.

b7C
______________ |could furnish no additional 

information concerning names of students from Spingarn who 
might have attended the gathering at Howard University.

|1 a t er determined tha11
a Spingarn student, had attended the gathering at Howard 
University on April 5, 1968.

I 5 ■?, <
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date
4/12/68

Spingarn
High School, 26th and Benning Road, N.H., furnished the fol
lowing information concerning activities at the school on the 
morning of April 5, 1963.

said that at approximately 10:20 a.m., on 
April 5, students from Eastern High School arrived at Spingarn 
in an attempt to have Spingarn students join them in attending 
a gathering at Howard University. He said that he invited the 
leaders of this group, consisting of three boys and a girl, into 
his office to discuss the situation.- Me described one of the 
Eastern High School students as a Negro male having a bush hair
cut and pimply face. He believed that he also had been a 
member of the Eastern High.School basketball team. He could not 
recall the other two Negro males. He stated that the Eastern 
High School girl student was a He stated that
while they were in his office, the group of students from 
Eastern High School, consisting of approximately 150 to 200 
students, came through the Spingarn halls and requested the 
Spingarn students to join them in attending the gathering at 
Howard University that day. He said that the Eastern students 
verbally made comments to the effect that all the students 
should leave, the school.

student leaders from 
or not the school

 (recalled that the. four 
Eastern High School had asked him whether 
had conducted any activities in tribute to Dr. MARTIN LUTHER 
KING. I stated that he told the students that the
school had held a memorial service that Friday morning.

 stated that as the Eastern students left 
ligh School, he noticed that one student,Spingarn _________

________  joined the group leaving the school around 10:50 a.m.
He stated that few, if any, other Spingarn students were observed 
by him joining the Eastern High School group.

On 4/11/63 Washington, P.C.___________ WFO
SA's| I

| | AJStrmh
by-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------Date dictated-

62-9737
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b7C

Age
17, a student at Spingarn High School, 26th and Benning Road, 
N.E., was interviewed at the school in a room adjacent to the 
principal's office. He furnished the following information 
concerning his activities on April 5, 1968.

[stated that he came to school on April 5, and 
attended his homeroom class. He left after this class and 
went across the street to Rip's (ph) pool room, which is just 
across the street from the school. He said that while he was 
in the pool room, around 10:30 a.m. ,-a group of Eastern students 
came by who were on their way to attend a gathering at Howard 
University to demonstrate. He stated that he followed along 
in the crowd. He commented at this time that he felt that it 
was going to be a peaceful demonstration and also believed 
that the group had the right to demonstrate. He said that the 
group went through Spingarn High School soliciting other Spingarn 
students to join the group and also did the same thing at Phelps 
Vocational High School. He said that the group, consisting of 
students from Eastern, Ballou, Cardozo and Me Kinley High Schools, 
walked out Benning Road, Florida Avenue up 4th Street to Howard 
University. He stated that they arrived at Howard University 
campus at. approximately 12:15 p.m.

b7C

He stated that when they arrived at the campus, for 
approximately 20 minutes "militant students" talked to the 
students. He recalled one "militant" girl student whose iden - 
tity was not known to him but who had an African bush haircut 
made comments that the group should "burn fast and burn quick", 
commenting that "they killed our leader" (Dr. KING). | |
stated that he thought that the demonstration was going to be a 
peaceful one. He said that they listened to the speakers for 
approximately 20 minutes and during this time, he recalled that 
people were saying that CARMICHAEL (STOKELY) had told us to get 
guns before they fought the' Honkys He could not attribute

4/11/63 Hashington, D.C.
O n____________________ a t._____________?______ .__________
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these statements to any particular students or speakers.

He stated that after the speeches, the high school 
students left the campus. He does not know about the activities 
of any Howard University students.

b7c ______ said that as a result of speeches by the
militants at Howard University on April 5, the emotions of the 
high school students were aroused and as a result when they 
left the campus, they went down 7th Street in force breaking 
windows in various stores along 7th Street. He stated, how
ever, that the students did not begin looting the stores until 
they arrived at the Cavalier Clothing Store in the 1100 block 
of 7th Street, N.H. He said for a short time thereafter, he 
observed the breaking of store windows and looting but did not 
participate in these activities.
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b7C

b7C

_________________________________ age 16,
a tenth-grade student at Spingarn High School, 26 and benning 
Road, N.E., was interviewed outside his residence and voluntarily 
furnished the following information:

by students 
He stated

(stated that on Thursday, April 4, 1968, he heard 
an announcement over radio station VOL that memorial services 
were to be held for Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING at Howard University 
at 12:00 noon, April 5, 1968. He advised he left his house at 
approximately 11:30 a.m. for the purpose of attending the 
memorial service at Howard University. As a result, he joined 
a group of Eastern High School students’who were also en route 
to the memorial services, and who had been joined 
from Spingarn and Phelps Vocational High Schools.
while en route comments were made that they would be late for 
the services, however, one of the student leaders 
High School, identity not recalled, commented "They know we're 
coming". He said that the group proceeded on foot out Florida 
Avenue and up 4th Street to Howard University, arriving there 
at approximately 12:05 p.m.

from Eastern

_______  said that he was under the impression that the 
services for Dr. KING to be conducted at Howard University were 
to be nonviolent in nature. He stated, however, that when the 
students arrived at Howard University, the American flag was 
"dropped" down, but not descrated and either an African flag 
or a Black Power flag was put up. He stated that one of the 
speakers who talked to the students made the comment that they 
should take back what the white people had taken from them. He 
did not know the identity of this individual. He said that 
while there, various people in the crowd spoke about killing a 
"Honkie", which| [described as a "White Nigger". He could 
not recall any other specific statements made by the speakers 
that day. He did, however, recall that while on the Howard

on 4/11/68 nt Washington, P.O.
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University campus that someone made the remark ’ "I'm going 
to get my Easter clothes today" and in response to this state
ment, another unidentified individual stated "I'm going to get 
them now". Following this statement, the students began running 
across the campus and proceeded down 7th Street. He commented that 
en route down 7th Street, N.W., the students began breaking 
windows, however, did not begin looting until they arrived at 
a liquor store at 7th Street and Rhode Island Avenue. They also 
looted the Cavalier Clothing Store located in the 1100 block 
of 7th Street, N.W. He also recalled that the police came while 
the crowd was at 7th and H Streets, N.W., and the crowd became 

■’’riled up". He stated that although the male students were 
blamed for breaking windows of the various stores, that girl 
students participated to a great extent. He stated that the 
group that originally began as approximately 300 or 400 students 
increased in size to approximately 500 or 600. He also commented 
that the group broke up and some of the group went down 7th 
Street while the other group proceeded down 14th Street, N.W.

b7C

stated that he did not participate in the 
looting as he was afraid of being shot. He stated that approxi
mately 2:15 p.m., he later proceeded back up Georgia Avenue, 
and that afternoon returned home.

________ said that the students loft the Howard University 
campus at. approximately d-2:45 p.m. and that during this period, 
he did not observe STOKELY CARMICHAEL as being present on the 
campus. He stated that the students in the crowd at the campus 
were from Me Kinley, Spingarn, Phelps Vocational and Eastern 
High Schools.
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when he returned home.

________ (advised that on Friday, April 5, 1968, 
he left for Spingarn High School, arriving at 8:45 a.m. 
After an assembly honoring Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., 
a large number of Eastern High School students arrived 
at Spingarn urging the students to assemble outside to 
go to a rally at Howard University.stated that 
he left the school about 10:30 a.m. and went to the 
Wigging's Restaurant, located across from Spingarn High 
School, where he played records until about 11:00 a.m. 
At that time, accompanied by another student known as

(Last Name Unknown) and another unidentifiable boy, 
they took a bus to Howard University. _______  advised he
was not sure of the time he arrived at Howard. He stated 
that a man and a woman, both unknown to him, were speaking 
about the unjustices committed by the white man against 
the black man. During the rallyH recognized 
students from Eastern High School taking pictures of the 
proceedings. Shortly thereafter, about 1:30 p.m 
crowd moved dovzn Nev; York Avenue to 7 th Street, • 
________witnessed people breaking windows. | 
he accompanied the crowd but when they began 
windows he sat in a park on New York Avenue, 
from a library and did not participate.

i. , the 
where

I advised 
breaking 
across

_________ advised that he did not see STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL at Howard University on April 5, 1968, nor did 
he observe him in the crowd that moved out from Howard
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University, although he heard that CARMICHAEL would be in 
the group. Icould not identify a photograph of
STOKELY CARMICHAEL that was shown to him.
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b7C

_______ [advised that on Friday, April 5, 1968, 
he did not go to school but went to[ 

the home of a friend, 
11:00 a.m.. he left, accompanied by

About

b7C
tried to cash a check. ____________ formerly worked at this

They proceeded to the Hecht Company 
downtown but found the store closed. _______ mentioned he
had formerly worked part-time| |

_______ and his group then moved on to the bus stop at 
Hahn’s Shoe Store, where police grabbed ~~|and told him 
to move on. ______ advised he became separated from his
companions at this point. He ran to the next bus stop_____
near Hahn$ caught a bus and went directly home,_____________

__________________ where he 1ives with|___________________________ [ 
________________ _____________ mother lives at __________________

Father lives in Washington, D. Co, address

b7C

unknown.

advised that although he witnessed window 
breaking and some looting activities, he himself did not 
participate in the rioting. | [stated he would not 
risk being shot for attempted theft. He stated that in his 
opinion, if it had not been for the assassination of Dr. 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. the black power militants would not have 
had an excuse to make the people riot.
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b7C
Apartment

age 17, residence
Washington, D„ C,, was interviewed

at Eastern High School, Washington, Do Co, and provided the 
following information:

On April 5, 1968, he arrived at school at approximately
8:15 a, m0 From approximately 9:20 ao m. to 9:45 a. mo he 
attended a school-wide assembly in the auditorium.

At the conclusion of the assembly he and 20-25 other
fellow students left the school without permission and pro
ceeded to Spingarn High School, 26th Street and Benning Road, 
No Eo, Washington, Do Co, with the intention of lowering the 
school flag to half mast in honor of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, 
JRO He stated that the group from his high school was joined 
by additional students from Spingarn High School and at 
approximately 10:25 a. m. they left the above area and 
proceeded to Phelps High School, Washington, D. C.

He advised that, the group remained at Phelps High
School until approximately 10:55 a. m. at which time they 
were joined by students from said school and proceeded on 
foot to Howard University, Washington, D. C. He stated 
that the group of students from the three high schools 
totaled approximately 50 individuals.

He stated that their intention in going to Howard
University was to attend a rally held in honor of Dr, KING. 
He stated that they arrived at Howard University at 
approximately 12:05 p. m. and attended a memorial service 
located by the university chapel., He stated that at the time 
of their arrival there was approximately two to three hundred 
individuals, the majority consisting of college students.

,4/11/68 ot Washington, D. C,Fi)e„WFO 62-9737 
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He advised that an additional reason for his presence 
at Howard University was that |was sched
uled to speak at the memorial service.

b7C He stated that he could not recall when the rally and 
memorial service started; however, it was scheduled to commence 
at 1 p, m. . April 5, 1968. He stated that______________________

|was either the first or second speaker on the platform .
He stated that_________ spoke for approximately 15 minutes and
praised the services rendered by Dr.' KING throughout his life- 
time in the area of civil rights. He stated that_____________
speech was not inflammatory and did not in any way arouse the 
crowd.

b7C

He stated that while at the above function a rumor 
was heard by him that STOKELY CARMICHAEL was scheduled to 
attend as a speaker. He advised, however, that at the con- 
clusion of___________ talk he and his girlfriend, |
left the Howard University campus and therefore did 
actually see CARMICHAEL or hear him speak.

not

He advised that he ■walked his girl friend home and 
then returned to his residence for the remainder of the day.

He stated that of all the individuals from the 
three high schools that attended the memorial service and 
rally he knew only the identity of one, his girl friend, 
set forth above.

b7C
He stated that he had heard that __________________

Eastern High School student, had also attended the above 
rally and memorial service and had listened to STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL's speech. He stated that________  to his knowl
edge, was not one of the original party of students that 
departed Eastern High School in his company.

He stated that to the best of his knowledge no one 
got up and walked out of the Eastern High School assembly during 
its duration. He stated, however, that at the conclusion of 
the assembly he and other students, as set forth above, left 
the assembly and left the school premises.
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b7C
He stated that while at the Howard University 

memorial service and rally he recognized only 
on the speaker’s platform although there were other indi-
viduals present.
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________________ __________________________ Apartment ________________________
________________Washington, D0C0(WDC), was interviewed at this 
address in the presence of "his guardian and aunt," a woman 
who refused to identify herselfn It is noted that the name 
on the apartment mail box was______________________________ furnished
the following information:

The morning of April 5, 1968, he went to Ballou 
High School on 4th Street, S,E., and with the other students 
attended an assembly.. After hearing several teachers talk to 
the students he, ____________ and a group of students left the
assembly to go to Howard University, WDC, to attend "Memorial 
Day Services" for Dro MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

____________|and the students with him, about eight 
boys and twenty girls, traveled by public trans
portation to Howard University0 The only students he can 
identify were_____________________________________  The others he only
knows as students at Ballou and does not know them by name.

On arrival at Howard University, 
fellow students heard a couple people speak 
gathered. These, speakers wore telling the people to stay off 
the streets and be calmo | and his group then started
to leave and were in the back of a very large gathering of 
people at the time "STOKELY CARMICHAEL" arrived and started 
talking at Howard University to the gathering,. The "sound 
machine" was bad and |could not hear all that
CARMICHAEL was saying, but he did hear CARMICHAEL say "brothers 

Due to the 
and the group he was with decided to

0 However, before leaving he
EJ unknown to him say that they 
actiono This unknown group said 

and his

___________  and his 
co the persons

and sisters this is the time to band together 
poor sound, 
leave and return to their homes 
did hear another group of student 
were tired of talk and ready for 
they were going down to 14th Street and left ____________
group then left Howard University and took a bus back to S.E., WPG

by

On 4/11/68 ot Washington, D.C,F,|C, WFO 62-9737
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1 pntQ April 16, 1968 

b7C

of his father,
___________ was
____________ at
He furnished

interviewed in the presence 
their residence at

the following information:

b7C

b7C

On the morning of Friday, April 5, 1968, he and 
approximately a dozen students from Frank W. Ballou Senior 
High School, where he is a student, left school after the 
assembly and traveled to Howard University by public trans
portation to attend a "rally" being held there. When they 
arrived at Howard University, they saw other students there 
from Ballou. However, ______stated he could not recall the
names of any of the students from Ballou, including'those 
who accompanied him.

______ noted that he is a member of the Black Student 
Union. He stated that members of the Black Student Union groups 
from several Washington, D.C. high schools were present at 
Howard, including all those active in the Black Student Union 
at Ballou.

He did not observe a formal platform or public 
address system at Howard University. Various individuals whom 
he could not identify were speaking to different groups. He 
recalled hearing one individual make statements about "tearing 
the town apart" and other individuals who opposed such action. 
One individual made the statement that "the white man had 
declared war". Other individuals were debating the question 
of who had killed Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING.

The groups broke up and left the campus, but he did 
not recall what time this occurred because he did not have a 
watch. He returned to Southeast Washington to begin work at 
his place of employment around 3:00 p.m. stated that

4/12/68 t Washington, D.C. c.. . WFO 62-9737
b7C
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one group departed from Howard stating they were "going 
downtown," but he could not further explain their intentions 
or objectives.

He stated that to his knowledge STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
did not appear or speak while he was present at the "rally". 
He stated that most of those he heard speak were not able to 
express themselves very well, and he had trouble hearing what 
was being said.

b7C stated his personal reaction to the remarks 
he heard at the "rally" was one of "confusion". He stated 
that he would not consider the remarks he heard by the speakers 
to be of a nature to incite violence.

17 3
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b7C

SA
The following investigation, 

at Washington,
was conducted
D. C. :

by

b7C

On April 12. 1968, 
mother of______________________ ______________________Ballou High

School student, was contacted and advised her son,__________
was not available for interview on this date. She stated 
_________ was out of town at the present time and when he is 
available for interview, the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
will be promptly notified.

174
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1 4/15/68

b7C Howard University, Washington, DOCO (WDC) , advised that he was 
not present at a student rally held on the campus of Howard 
University in front of Douglas Hall on the afternoon of 
April 5, 1968, at which time STOKELY CARMICHAEL was reported 
as allegedly raising a pistol, in the air and making inflammatory 
remarks .

b7C

_(stated that two Howard University students 
had advised him on April 5, 1968, that they were present at
the rally during CARMICHAEL1s appearance and related to him 
the details thereof. (refused, however, to supply
the names of these two students, stating that he felt that they 
had approached him, knowing that he was| ~|

|and that he
would keep in confidence what they related to him. He stated
that he felt that due to his official capacities he should 
not reveal the identity of the two students.

On 4/10/68 ot Washington, DoCc FUe#__WFO 62-9737
SAs | J b7c

by RCC S skt Date dictated 4/1J,/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI- It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your ogency.
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Dote 4/12/68___________________

b7C

b7C

University was interviewed on April 8, 1968 and again on April 11, 
1968 and advised that he was present on the campus of Howard 
University on April 5, 1968.

stated that three separate ceremonies took 
place on the Howard campus on April 5, but only two of these 
were University approved functions. A University approved 
flag raising ceremony in memory of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING was 
scheduled for 12:00 noon and was to be conducted by the ROTC 
department. This was to end at approximately 12:15 at which 
time a second more formal memorial- was to commence at Cramton 
Auditorium on the Howard campus. This was to be attended by 
the University faculty and staff members and was to end at 
approximately 1:15 p.m. Both these events had been hurriedly 
scheduled since the death of Dr. KING had only occurred the 
day before. Also to take place at about 1:00 was a rally by 
the militant element at Howard University which had been 
called by self appointed militant leaders who are not recog
nized by the University.

_________|advised that events which occurred on the day 
and night or April 4 caused the group of militants to form 
early. They were joined by groups from several different high 
schools in the District, who had originally appeared for the 
flag raising ceremony. ]stated that there were students
present from McKinley, Dunbar, Spingarn and Eastern high schools 

|continued that he observed the rally conducted by the 
militants and observed several hundred high school students 
leave at approximately 12:45 p.m. | [stated that STOKELY
CARMICHAEL had not put in an appearance as of this time and 
after observing the high school students leave, he returned 
to his office.

’On4/8 and 11/68 Washington, D. C. P., . WFO 62-9737

SA | |tab b7c 4/11/68
by--------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------Dote dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned Io your agency
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Dnu, 4/12/68______________

____________________  Hovzard University was interviewed on
April 8, 1968 and advised that his residence address is
______________________  Apartment number 

b7C advised that on April 5, 1968, at approximately 
1:40 p.mo, he observed on the campus of Howard University, what 
appeared to be a 1966 Plymouth automobile, tan in color, which 
contained several persons, one of whom he believed from physical 
observation to be STOKELY CARMICHAEL.- __________stated that he
immediately telephoned this information into the office of the 
guard force.

stated that a rally of some type was being 
held at this time and he believes STOKELY CARMICHAEL joined this 
rally although he was not in position to effect a positive 
identification and did not hear the remarks of any of'the speakers.

b7C __________ stated that the crowd from the rally broke up 
around 2:00 p.m. and the crowd dispersed in a normal way, that 
is,- some people walking off..in different directions and others 
standing in the vicinity of the rally site and conversing.

stated that he was in a position to observe, had a group 
left via the 6th Street gate and headed toward .Georgia A.venue 
but he did not observe any such group leave the campus following 
the ending of the rally.

b7C

| ~| stated that a group of high school students
had assembled on the Howard campus earlier in the day and some
time just prior to 1:00 p.m. a large group of them left the 
campus and headed toward Georgia Avenue. _________  stated that
this group left the campus prior to the time he observed STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL and although he did not observe them commit any acts
of violence, anything could have happened after they proceeded down
Georgia A.venue.

L 4/8/68 at Washington, D. Co Ff।e# WFO 62-9737
b7C .

by.
SA tab

Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI.lt is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency; 
it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C The following investigation was conducted by 
Special Agents (SAs)

 at Washington, D.C. (WDC):

On April- 8, 1968, the following individuals were 
contacted. They all advised that they were on the campus 
at Howard University, Friday, April 5, 1968, but left before 
the rally at which STOKELY CARMICHAEL reportedly spoke took place 
They advised that they could not furnish the names of any persons 
who may have been present.________________________________

Howard University

b7C



4
WFO 62-9737
RCC:tj d
1

b7C

The above persons advised that they were not 
present at the rally held at Howard University campus on the 
afternoon of April 5, 1968, at which time STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
was reported to have allegedly raised a pistol and made some 
Inflamatory remarks. Neither| was able to
supply the names of any individual who was present at the 
afternoon rally.

b7C

____________  Howard University, advised that he was not present 
at the April 5, 1968, afternoon rally during the time that 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL reportedly spoke. He said he had briefly 
visited the rally but left evidently before the appearance 
of CARMICHAEL. He supplied the name of| 
of his office as an individual who was possibly present 
during the CARMICHAEL talk.
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b7C

b7C

______________________________________________________ Howard
University, was contacted on April 10, 1968, and he advised 
that he had not obtained the names of any individuals who had 
attended the afternoon rally of April 5. 1968, at which STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL reportedly spoke. added he did not 
attend the affair himself.

____________ On April 11, 1968,
Howard University, advised he was not 

present at the rally held in front of Douglas Hall on April 5, 
1968, when STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke. He said that he had 
been present at this rally prior to CARMICHAEL’S appearance 
but due to his official duties was not in attendance continuously. 
His only observations regarding CZRMICHAEL was that as he left 
the Student Union he saw CARMICHAEL accompanied by ____________

 and four unidentified Negro males coming from the 
direction of the rally. He said that the crowd at the rally 
had cleared a path and he gained the impression that CARMICHAEL 
and his group had just walked through the path away from 
Douglas Hall. He was unable to furnish the names of any 
student or faculty member who might have been there.
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b7C

_____________ [Student 0 Howard Univer si 
who resides at______________________________Washington, D.C.
advised that she was present at___________________ held in
of Douglas Hall. Howard University, at about 2:00 p.mo, 
April 5, 1968. ____________ stated that during this rally
STOKELY CARMICHAEL appeared as a speaker. She observed 
to wave some unidentified object in his hand during the 
of his talk.  advised that she witnessed this

(WDC) 
front

him
course

____________ scene
from the rear of a rather large crowd and hence could not 
identify the object CARMICHAEL held in his hand0 
further stated that during CARMICHAEL’s talk sh 
attentive to what he was saying 
with her boyfriend at that time 
rally continued after CARMICHAEL

not too
as she was having an argument 

______ |stated that the
Is remarkso

She stated that also present at the rally were 
the following Howard University students:

Washington, D0C.

Washington, D.C

b7C

Washington, D.C.

on 4/11/68 ot Washington, D0Co

RCC-.skt

me# WFO 62-9737__________ __

Dote dictated 4/11/68____________
This do curnent contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency:

it ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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1 4/15/68

■______________________ Studenta Howard University,
who resides at___________________________ Washington, D.C. (WDC) ,
stated that he was present at a student rally held in front 
of Douglas Hall, Howard University, at about 2:00 pomo, 
April 5, 1968e During the course of the rally, STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL talked briefly about support for the black brothers 
and sisters in the ghettos; he. generally talked about welfare 
for the people in the ghettos0 |stated that he
was about fifty feet from CAR14ICHAEL during his talk; and 
although he had observed him wave, his arms, he never observed 
CARMICHAEL holding any object in either of his handso

He stated that also present at the rally were 
the following Howard University students:

WFO 62-97374/11/68 _ a. Washington, DOC.

SAs -b7C

by____ RCC:skt Date dictated 4/11/68_
This document contains noi’her i cc ommen do t«on s nor con c lu ion 5 of ’he F2I. It U the property of the FBI --nd is loaned to your agency: 

it and its corden'iS are not lo be distributed outside your cgcacy.
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The following individuals were contacted on_______
April 16, 1968, by Special Agents|

____  concerning activities on the campus of Howard 
b7c University on the afternoon of April 5, 1968. Everyone 

except________ ladvised he was on the campus and
attended the MARTIN LUTHER KING memorial services at 
Crampton Hall, and immediately thereafter left the 
campus. _____ advised he was not on'campus, but was in
Memphis, Tennessee, covering the situation there for the 
"Washington Post," and did not return to Washington, D. C., 
until Tuesday, April 9, 1968:

Washington, D. C.
Student, Howard University

Washington, D. C.
Student, Howard University b7C

Washington, D. C.
Student, Howard University

Washington, D. C.
Student, Howard University

184
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Washington, D. C.
Student, Howard University

b7C

Washington, D. C.
Student, Howard University

advised that she was on the campus of Howard University 
the afternoon of April 5, 1968, but took no part in any 

MARTIN LUTHER KING memorial ceremonies or other 
_further advised she did not 
it any time during the period

b7C
of the 
rallies held that day.  
observe STOKELY CARMICHAEL . 
she was on the Howard campu
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b7C

Date. 4/16/68

N.W., on Thursday night, April 4, 1968, did not arrived on 
the scene in the vicinity of 14th and U Strelets, N.W. , until 
around midnight of that date. While there, she did not see 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

The following day, Friday, April 5, 1968, she was 
scheduled by her paper to cover the news conference at Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) Headquarters at which 
CARMICHAEL spoke. She, however, was not able to make this 
assignment, and thus did not cover the news conference. However, 
since part of her news beat the previous week was the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), she went to the 
headquarters of that organization, 14th and U Streets, N.W., 
on Friday morning, April 5, 1968, arriving there at about 
11:00 a.m.

At SCLC Headquarters, she met with 
in charge of the forthcoming Poor Peoples March on Washington, 
and_______ _____ _______ of the Teachers1 Union, District of
Columbia (D.C.) Board of Education Building, 13th and K 
Street, N.W. She remained at SCLC Headquarters until approxi
mately 12:50 p.m. on April 5, 1968.

While at SCLC 
about his plans for 

the 
and plans for

of Education and with 
unrecalled, 
Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.’ 
day, April 4, 1968.

Headquarters, she asked|
a proposed meeting with the Board 
President of the school union, name 
school closings in honor of

s, death in Memphis the previous

_____ a________ In discussing plans of SCLC with|_______ |and with 
____________________ |of SCLC, she asked_______if he was planning 
to attend the "rally11 at Howard University scheduled for that

On ~ 4/15/68 at Washington, D. C.

SAsI | b7c
by WBtskt

Fue « ™ 62-9737__________ _

Dote dictated 4/16/68____________
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency:
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C
afternoon.
invited 
as well as

and 
to

decided
a minister 
join him.

name of this minister and did not
he was affiliated.
automobile.

They left for

to attend this rally, and 
who was at SCLC Headquarters, 

did not recall the 
recall the church with which 
the rally in the minister’s

On the way to the rally at the Howard University 
campus, the group stopped off first at the Franklin Administra
tion Building, offices of the Board of Education, remaining 
there until shortly after 1:00 p.m. They arrived at Howard 
University at about 1:30 p.m. and thus were late for the 
start of the rally which had begun at about 1:00 p.m. Because 
of the crowd, the leaders left the building where the rally 
was originally scheduled to be held and moved to the front 
of Frederick Douglas Hall, so that the rally could be held out 
in the open to accommodate all those in attendance.

b7C
|_____________ | did not know the names of the student

speakers but recalled an individual whom she presumed to be 
a Howard student introduce two other presumably student 
speakers, the last of whom was an African student who spoke 
about black unity throughout the world. All of the speakers 
were eulogizing Dr. KING and exploring the circumstances of 
his death.

b7C speak. ___ 
speak were 
charge of

|went up on the steps of Douglas Hall 
fully expecting to speak, but the student who was conducting 
the rally and acting as a sort of master of ceremonies 
requested that not speak; and|_______I thereupon acquiesced
to this individual’s wishes and made no effort to 
hopes of having the minister who accompanied him 
also quashed by his own rebuff by the student in 
conducting the rally.

stated that suddenly from across the 
campus STOKELY CARMICHAEL came striding. She stated that as 
he neared the speakers platform a cheer arose, and he immediately 
started to speak. She stated that the students in attendance
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b7C

had seen him coming across the green; and when he reached the 
platform, the crowd pressed forward to hear him. She stated 
that as she estimated it, CARMICHAEL appeared on the campus 
at about 1:45 p.m. and stayed no longer than about fifteen 
minutes. She said that he spoke for only three ox* four minutes 
She noted that the. mood of the crowd at the rally was militant, 
pointing out that it was for that reason that_______had been
told that the leadership at the rally preferred that he not 
speak, knowing that his theme would be non-violence. She 
said that it was obvious that the crowd was in no mood to
listen to a speech urging non-violence as advocated by SCLC, 
and she was of the opinion that CARMICHAEL recognized this 
immediately and geared his-speech accordingly. ____________
explained that the students were angry over the death of 
Dr. KING. She stated that she noted that the students looked 
angry, and many had ominous expressions on their faces, and 
all were very serious. She said it was evident to her that 
the meeting was called as a sort of "catharsis" to enable them 
to display their anger, and express their mood. She stated, 
however, that during the speeches she heard no direct retalia
tory action urged or planned.

b7C

_____________ |vrent on to state that when CARMICHAEL 
appeared he walked directly to the platform, faced the crowd, 
and immediately began to speak. She said in the crush of the 
crowd he was for a time lost from her sight. CARMICHAEL spoke 
of Dr. KING’S death as "the death of our leader." According 
to her, he said to the crowd, "If you don’t have a gun, go home." 
She stated that he talked as though he did not want the 
assemblage "to play games," because they were "not prepared." 
She stated that the theme of his speech was "go home." She 
stated that as soon as CARMICHAEL had finished speaking he 
walked straight through the crowd, crossed the center of the 
green, and evidently left the campus, as she did not again 
see him that day. She stated that as he walked across the 
campus||was preparing to leave the campus, and her 
attention was centered on joining him, and she thus made no 
further effort to follow CARMICHAEL'S movements. At this time, 
the crowd began to disperse, moving off in all directions.
She stated that she did not notice any large group handing

ld9
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together and moving off in such a manner as being indicative 
of moving toward some common objective.

_ was certain that CARMICHAEL had a gun 
at this gathering. She stated that she did not actually see 
a gun in his possession, but stated that for a time he was 
lost from her sight because of the crowd. She said, however, 
that she. heard some of the students make statements concerning 
CARMICHAEL to the effect, "he’s got his,” stating that she 
was certain they were referring to a gun CARMICHAEL was carrying 
with him.

In summing up CARMICHAEL’s appearance on the Howard 
campus, opinion was that he neither created nor
dispelled violence. She said that she was certain that 
_______________ would have been booed off the platform had he 
attempted to speak of non-violence to the crowd. She stated 
that CARMICHAEL must also have known the tenor of the gathering
and stated that he is "enough of a performer" to have understood 
the mood of the crowd and spoke accordingly. She said that if 
he had advocated non-violence at the campus he too would have 
been booed off the platform. She said that CARMICHAEL did 
not tell the students to do, or not to do, anything. He indi
cated to them that the group "better think about what you are 
doing."

b7C

was made
felt that it was
school students at the rally, 
them as such
but many of them she could not name 
recognized _____________________________
newspaper "Hilltop 1,1 in the crowd.

other5 
were present.

__________ |had no way of knowing whether the crowd 
up of predominently Howard University students but 

stated that there may have been high 
but she could not recognize 

She said that she saw familiar faces there, 
_._  She stated that she
__  of the Howard student 
She also recognized _______

_______________________________________ there, noting that 
names unrecalled, in the Howard student government

She also mentioned that __________________
________________ of the Black United Front was ' present and had 
spoken briefly with her, telling her that he had decided not 
to speak at the gathering. She stated that she believed there
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were also a number of Howard University white students in 
the audience, none of whom she knew by name. She added that 
it was entirely possible that there were high school students 
in the audience at the campus but said she had no way of 
telling whether they were from high schools.

b7C

After _____________
~lief t the campus,

When
told the group that she

Therefore when she, _______________________
 car at about 7th and Q Streets, 

nd drove off alone. She

they proceeded south on 7th 
Street; and______  suggested they pick up some food on the
way to take back to the Poor Peoples March on Washington 
Headquarters for SCLC people and others who were there, 
they stopped for food,_____________
intended telephoning her whereabouts to her newspaper at 
which statement who was with them became angry
because he thought she intended informing the paper about 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S speech. | who was driving
told her that he would not take her back with him if she 
called the "Post 
got out of_______
N.W. ,_______________ | left them there
stated that the three of them then planned to walk back to 
SCLC Headquarters. Noting "young kids" in the area who 
appeared to be between six and nine years of age on 7th 
Street between P and Q who were, looting stores, she decided 
to remain in the area for a while to see what developed so 
that she could report back to her paper on the activities in 
the area. She stated that she remained in the area on 7th 
Street between Q Street and Mt. Vernon Place until about 
3:30 p.m. She said that the police had cordoned off the 
area at Mt. Vernon Place, and it was some time before she was 
permitted to proceed on 7th Street south of Mt. Vernon. Finally 
at around 7th and G Streets, N.W., she and other "Post" people 
who had joined her on 7th Street were able to secure a cab. 
At that time "Post" was with her,
having previously joined her on /th street; and they proceeded 
by cab to the vicinity of Newton Street and 16th Street and 
secured | car which was parked there, and they
returned to the "Post" building.
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b7C _[advised that on Sunday nipht, April 7, 
1968, she had flown to Atlanta with_____ _________________________
________________________________________________ She flew back alone 
on Wednesday, April 10, 1968.

b7C

_____________ | advised that she was acquainted with 
CARMICHAEL, having on one occasion, some time ago, had him at 
her residence for dinner. She stated that CARMICHAEL at 
that time had indicated to|_________________________ ________ [that
he would like to meet her and that subsequently_________ had
brought CARMICHAEL to her residence for dinner„ She stated 
that she did not consider CARMICHAEL "a friend,” but thought 
he was a nice looking young man and very personable.

_______ [stated that she had not filed a story 
concerning CARMICHAEL; because after talking with the "Post," 
the paper was more concerned with the rioting and told her 
to report on that rather than on CARMICHAEL*s campus 
appearance.
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______________ On April 10, 1968,|_____________________________________
Virginia, a photographer for the "Evening Star" 

nevzspaper was interviewed by Special Agents (SAs) ______
________________________________________ at the office of the 
"Evening Sta.ro"

stated he was sent to Hovzard University
the morning of April 5, 1968, to photograph the memorial 
service being held on the campos of Howard University,, He 
arrived on the campus a few minutes late and observed an 
incident taking place on campus which involved a group of 
militant black students lowering the flag of the United States 
and raising another flag in its place.

of the incident before going 
memorial services were being

tated he stopped to obtain pictures 
to Crampton Auditorium when the 
held.

Upon arriving at the auditorium., he found it was 
too dark to obtain a photograph and so crowded he could progress 
no further than the rear of the auditorium.

He departed from the auditorium and was making 
his way off campus when he observed a crowd in front of 
Douglas Hall. He did not see STOKELY CARMICHAEL and proceeded 
on his way leaving the campus at approximately 1:55 p.m. or 
2:00 p.m.

He was on the way to the office of the "Evening 
Star" when he noticed disorder and looting on 7th Street, N.W., 
and proceeded to take pictures of these events for his paper.
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b7C

4/17/68
Date

to Washington, D. C., for several days.

On April 15, 1968,

b7C

b7C

but he was not present
at the time CAIU.4I CHAEL received the telephone call mentioned 

therein. _______ stated that as a matter of fact, he was
not even in the vicinity of where the events occurred, but 
that his information came from a number of sources, 
whom he,________described as being "close” to CARMICHAEL.

_______  stated that he therefore has no personal knowledge 
as to whom CARMICHAEL may have received the "mysterious 
telephone call" from, and presumably neither do his sources. 
In further commenting about his sources,)______ (stated that
they also could be considered militants, that they have 
mentioned being suspicious of CARMICHAEL, and conceivably 
may even have wanted to take a "jab" at him by this means.

|_______| stated that in his contacts with his
sources, he gains the impression that CARMICHAEL intentionally 
fluctuates from his militant stance on occasions, that 
possibly his wild aberrations are a maneuver, and that
others are "orchestrating" his actions. In this regard,

On 4/15/68 n(Washington, D. C.F,,e# WFO 62-97 37
b7C

SAs
by.------------ VHWrllv_____ Dote 4/15/68____________
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. Il 
II and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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b7C stated, he is of the impression that JAMES FORMAN
Int er na t ional

individual so involved.
Representative) of SNCC may be the

b7C

As concerns the very recent rioting and looting 
which occurred in Washington, D. C.,_______ stated that,
based on his conversations with his sources, the 
number of fatalities which occurred, and more or 
the general manner or approach of containment of 
authorities, may have taken some of the y.dge off 
counter actions 
under s t a nd s, had 
this could have 
of the militant

minimum 
less 
the 
the

of the militants. _______ said that he
a large number of people been killed, 
triggered the next plateau of escalation 
groups. Isaid he has the impression

they may have been looking for such an event. Further, 
that the talk now is that since this did not occur, the
militants will have to resort to other measures of guerilla 
warfare.

b7C

In making these observations, pointed out
that these are his impressions from comments of his 
sources, but that he has no idea as to where the sources 
may be getting such information, adding that this could 
be ’’pool hall" conversation or widespread talk within 
the militant community and elsewhere.

did not reveal the identity of his sources.

SEp^ET
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1

Apartment 
advised as

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date 4/18/63

for ''The Evening Star" newspaper 
follows:

Co SUMNER STONE 
Avenue, N.W. , o: 
the assignment >

______  attended a press conference held by
- at the Ed Murphy’s Supper Club, 2227 Georgia 
n Sunday, April 7, 1968. ___________ was given
of covering the' press conference after an

anonymous telephone call had been received at his newspaper 
office that the conference was going to be held. The press 

scheduled to begin at 3:00 p.m. However, 
________did not arrive there until.approximately 3:25 p.m. 
nd at that t/ime, the conference had not begun.

conrerence was

dinatin

When he arrived at Ed Murphy’s, observed

was tai
for his pr

a representative of the Student Nonviolent 
tec (SNC’C), standing out

ing with  
d: but when

laugh ed
started to

nd indicated he knew

___________ described
"hanging around" SNCC and who is 
money

one who
always looking to 

has not borrowed any money from

t

alwaysis 
borrow

STOKELY CARMICHAEL was just coming out onto the 
street when was entering Ed Murphy’s. They exchanged
greetings but had no further conversation. CARMICHAEL went 
over and engaged in conversation.

At approximately 3:30 p.rno, STONE came onto the 
patio of Ed Murphy’s and indicated that the press conference 
was to begin. STONE sat at a long table with CARMICHAEL to 
his immediate right.

4/16/68 nt Washington, D.C.___________

SAs | b7C

JLS:skt

File#_WF0 ___________________

Date dictated 4/16/o3_________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions cif the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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STONE started the press conference by reading 
a prepared statement of two or three pages, which reading 
lasted approximately two or three minutes. In his statement, 
STONE said that they were calling for a national work stoppage 
on Tuesday, April 9, 1968, out. of respect for the late 
Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., who was being buried that day. 
STONE said that Dr. KING' had been a victim of white racists. 
STONE indicated that as a result of the erruptions which had 
followed Dr. KING'S assassination, novz perhaps "you will' 
listen to us." According to STONE's statement was
a moderate one.

b7C

As soon as STONE completed his prepared statement, 
CARMICHAEL left. CARMICHAEL made no statement.

The press conference continued with a question 
and answer period which lasted ten or fifteen minutes.

______Immediately following the question and answer 
period,___________________________________ WTTG, a Washington, D. C.
(WDC), television station, and a reporter (whom does
not know by name but whom he believes works for,iThe Washington 
Post and Times Herald" newspaper) talked briefly with STONE.
During this conversation, STONE said that the press conference 
indicated there was "black unity." STONE said that he and 
CARMICHAEL have their differences but that even he, CARMICHAEL, 
approved of STONE’s proposal of a work stoppage. STONE indicated 
by his remarks that CARMICHAEL, by his presence at the conference, 
had yielded to the moderates in the Black Power Movement.

The press conference broke up at approximately 
3:52 p.m. __________  said he did obtain a press release at the
conference, but he has since disposed of it. ___________ said
he did not have a tape recorder with him at the conference.
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b7C

b7C

Date. 4/15/68

On April 12, 1968, 
Metromedia ‘ 

Washington
Incorporated (WTTG-TV), 5151 Wisconsin Avenue, 

NOWO, Washington, D.C. (WDC), advised that he had been 
assigned to cover and did cover the Chuck Stone News Conference 
held at Ed Murphy’s Supper Club, 2227 Georgia Avenue, N.W., 
WDC, on Sunday, April 7, 1968. He stated the conference 
was at 3:00 or 3:30 p.m., but he did not 
was correct.

recall which time

__________  advised that before 
began STOKELY CARMICHAEL and some of his 
CARMICHAEL came up to STONE and stated, 
be any peace conference is it?" STONE replied 
of that." CARMICHAEL then said, according to [ 
to the effect "Yeah, 
talking about peace.

ST ONE’ s conference 
lieutenants arrived. 

"This isn’t going to 
, "No, no, none

, ciuuuiuxug ।____________________ words
I'm sick and tired of these niggers

___________(stated that one of CARMICHAEL’s lieutenants 
said, "No, no, this is war." /After CARMICHAEL made the statement 
to STONE about "This isn’t going to beany peace conference 
is it?", stated he could not pinpoint which of 
CARMICHAEL’S lieutenants made this statemento

___________ advised that STONE then gave CARMICHAEL 
the statement, which was later made available to the press by 
ST0NEo CARMICHAEL sat at the table, set up for the press con
ference, and read the statements When he finished reading, 
he appeared pleased with the statement as he 
exchanged some remark with STONE; and STONE, 

recollection, touched CARMICHAEL.

was smiling. He 
to the best of

stated that right after___________ this the press 
conference began, during which STONE read the statement he 
had shown CARMICHAEL. This statement, according to __________
was about two pages in length,, It called for a general work

on 4/12/68 at Washington, D.C.
-------------------------------- b7C

SAs
WLSiskt 4Z15Z&8.

1

F<ie #_WF0_62ji2232

by V/IhiO Z S rC C Date dictated
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the f'BI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
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stoppage in Washington on Tuesday, April 9, 1968, ___________
characterized the statement as being "middle of the road" in 
that it called for neither war nor peace but for a general work 
stoppage.

b7C

b7C

(advised that CARMICHAEL did not say 
anything during the conferences which lasted about fifteen 
or twenty minutes. At the conclusion of the conference, 
CARMICHAEL and his lieutenants departed immediately.

__________ (advised HTTG-TV had film of about ten 
minutes of the STONE press conference and also a copy of 
the press statement. However, the film and statement were 
not readily available due to the fact that these items are 
mixed in with the large volume of film exposed during coverage 
of the riots. |___________ advised attempts to locate these items
at WTTG had not been successful.

stated other members of the press had 
attended the STONE news conference.

stated he vzas willing to testify in court

2 0 7
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1 r, . April 18, 1968
D a t e t___________ ?________

b7C

_________________________________________ National
Broadcasting Company, 4001 Nebraska Avenue, N.W., advised 
he would make available to the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
a dubbed copy of audio tapes taken by the National Broadcasting 
Company at the press conference held by C. SUMNER STONE on 
April 7, 1968, at the Ed Murphy's Supper Club, 2227 Georgia 
Avenue, N.W. said instant tapes would be made
available as soon as they could be dubbed„

4/18/68 Washington, D.C, WFO 62-9737
O n a t____________ Z.___ __________________ F i I e #_________________________ .__________ _

________________________ ' b7C
SA tjd 4/18/68

b y................... ....... ........ . ___ ....... .. ........................................................... Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
it end its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. 08 SESTET
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N. W. , advisod

On April 15, 1968,__________________________________
______  Broadcast House, 40th and Brandywine Streets

Special Agents ___________________________________
as follows:

On Sunday, April 7, 
conference held by C. SUMNER 
Club, 2227 Georgia Avenue, N 
was scheduled to begin at 3:00 PM 
because of adverse traffic condit: 
there until 
lasted only 
ascertained that the press conference was < ..............
to propose a "work stoppage" on Tuesday, April 9, 1968 
in deference to thefuneral of the late Dr. MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, JR.  said he did pick up a copy of a press 
release at the conference, but he does not have it now.

1968, ______
STONE at th

W. The ■ 
but 

ions and die not arrive 
ipproximately -3: 30 PM. The press conference 

i few minutes after arrival. _______
called by STONE

attended a press
Ed Murphy Supper 

press conference 
. was delayed

| stated that STOKELY. CARMICHAEL was not_____
present at the press conference while he was there. ______
recalled he had spoken with STONE following the press 
conference, at which time STONE mentioned that CARMICHAEL. 
had been there earlier and that CARMICHAEL had indicated 
approval of STONE’s ’’work stoppage" proposal.

|(mentioned that he had heard no one make 
any inflamatory statements while he was in attendance at 
the press conference. ______ said he had a tape recorder

out that the tape recorder did not function 
_______ said he knew of no one else from WTOP- 

Radio or Television in attendance at the conference, but 
he was aware that the National Broadcasting Company had 
representatives there.

with him, 
properly.

u 9
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' . Date: . 4/12/68 |

Transmit the following in______________________________ .___________ ,____________________ |
(Type in plaintext or code) ’

Vin AIRTEL__________ _____________ ___________ ._________ ]
(Priority) ।

--------------------------------------------------- ,----------------------E__------------------ ;---------------------------------L-____________________________ L______
To: Director, FBI ATTENTION:

□ CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION
From: SAC, SAN DIEGO (RUC) GENERAL INVEST. DIV.

□ DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.
'Subject- STOKELY CARMICHAEL

□ CRA-64 

□ BM □ BM-Threats f^l Racial Matters
□ Klan I I Organization

b7C Summary of Complaint:

/ and one
Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of an LHM 

“ reel of recording tape. Two copies enclosed for WFO.

vrnformation contained in the attached IHM was recorded
ICallfomla. whot>y{_________ __________ _____________

is employe A at a Texaco Gas oling^.t^ti on j 
| paj.lfornla. s\f> .

■> Howowf"s /?2’CRD>M0^-. 
asmL'". . i

Bureau (Enc. 12) '
2 - WFO (Enc. 2) ,
2 - San Diego (1^100-13995) *

(1-157-159JUCIAL RIOTS MAJOR URBAN AREAS)
^ukcB: • • - ■ "
nri No further action being taken and

rxi LHM enclosed m Copy furnished to USA> San Diego.

□ Preliminary investigation instibifoH — —-*• '
[~l Limited investigation instituted

Approved: •___________  -TV^X_________ Sent
/ ; '■1 ZZ ,zA Z’ ■'Sp'e'cfdT Agent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

* <
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Diego, California 
April 12, 1968

ALL FC PALL?
14E P.E Z X Z S CX FT.A A S Z F Z EI

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The following program was broadcast from Radio 
Havanna, Cuba on April 5, 1968, at 10:30 PM, Pacific Standard 
Time:

This is a statement from the Afro-American Leader 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL made by telephone from Washington on MARTIN 
LUTHER KING.* s murder,

’Hello?

STOKELY.
Yes. \/

This is MIKE IMUARDIA (Phonetic) from Radio Havanna,
Cuba.^ .. . _ \

Hello.

Hello Sir.

Cdmo Estaf?

Bien, Bien Y Usted?

Ah Ah

Say STOKELY.

Ah.

We would like to have a statement from you on MARTIN 
LUTHER KING'S assassination.

COPIES destboyeb
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Right.

And how you see the reaction of the African-American 
in the face of this crime.

Right.

So what do you have to saycn that?

Are you ready?

Are you ready?

Just a second.

Go ahead.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL speaking:

A white America has dropped on its ear right now and 
America killed Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., last night. When 
they killed Dr. KING they made a mistake, because Dr. KING was 
the man who was trying to ask, ah, black people not to burn down 
the cities. Now that they have killed Dr. KING there is no 
black man who will ask black people not to burn down the cities. 
What it means is that we have gone full slate into the revolu
tion. Last night thirty five cities had major incidents, that 
was last night, thirty five cities in the United States where 
there was burning and shooting and killing over the death of Dr. 
KING. It is clear that, ah, more of this will continue. It is 
going to become more and more a guerrilla, urban guerrilla war
fare, because it is clear that we cannot win with the, ah, with 
the police, in open rebellion so more people are now beginning 
to plan seriously a major urban guerrilla warfare where we can 
begin to retaliate, by the right to the (?) death of Dr. KING to 
where we can begin to move seriously to do a serious revolution 

-2-



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

in this country and bring them to their fate. It is crystal 
clear to us that the United States of America must fall in 
order'for humanity to live. We are going to give our lives 
in this cause to our brothers and sisters in Cuba and Washing
ton .

Hello.

And it's good to hear you all.

Thanks very much STOKELY.

Right.

We!ll be coming, back to you again and say something 
more later.

Very good.

All right all right.

And, ah, to Prime Minister FIDEL, say hello.

All right.

Have a good time.

Good-bye.

Good-bye.

That was STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S voice in a special 
message on MARTIN LUTHER KING'S death directly made from 
Washington.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be dis
tributed outside your agency.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10
MAY 196! EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATE^jOVERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 4/17/68

<6, SAC, ALBUQUERQUE (100-3100) (P)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

ReBulet to all offices, 4/8/68*

JACK CARINS, Director of Campus Security, University 
of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, advised on 4/15/68 
that subject is not scheduled to speak at the University 
of New Mexico to date*

Sources have been alerted and if subject is 
scheduled for an appearance in Albuquerque, the Albuquerque 
Office will notify Washington Field Office in accordance with 
relet*

2-Bureau (RM) 
2-Washington Field ;(RM) 
2-Albuquerque
JBB:dlb
(6)

16 APR 22 1968

5010-108

■ j

M2 301968
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



OPTIONAL FORM NO, 10
MAY 1982 EDITION
GSA FPMR (4) CFR) W1-11,0 —

"united states ♦ ERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, BALTIMORE (100-24220)

0

,LL ~ X FORMAT Z OX C OXTAZ XE
HE RE XX Z S ON FT. A P PEZZER
T- S '~TTi JT f, (T £ ” 6 f. 3 3 •**'' “A “J”**' •***' F.'T^

date: 4/19/63

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

Re New York airtel to Bureau, 3/8/68.

The above is not to be made a matter of public 
record without the issuance of a subpoena duces tecum - 
directed to the attention of| | o/C

I b7D
| Baltimore, 

Maryland.

A review of the indices of the Baltimore Office 
failed tn reflect anv Information concerning I

On 4/9/68 ,J J Credit Bureau
of Baltimore. Inc., rffade available a credit report dated 
4/26/67 on I 
Baltimore. Maryland. This reflected th&t her DOB was

2 - WFO (REGISTERED MAIL)

5510-1 oa

1 - Baltimore
FJW: Jtk f e APR4- gg 1968
(7) 

/cc- b6
> b?c
/ r/\

. ^"T

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



BA100-24220

On 4/9/68 ,\| I Clerk. Traffic
Records Division, Maryland Department of Motor Vehicles, 
advised that she was unable to locate any record on an .

IhntXshA did Ihnat.A a rpnnrri rpflpetIng

IpaiLiniore , i^iciry±ar\gnag appiiea lor an ooei^tor1s 
permit. The application .reflected that

b6
'b7C

County Pf>iicPrTliirpaii. advlaari that, she war unable to locate 
any record on

On 4/9/68,1 
Balt imore, MapLLauxL- 

any record on|________

_________ 1
Pn adv1 Rpd rKp

Central Records, 
was iinahi a to locate
_____ 1

On 4/5/68, Central Records, Baltimore

2



FD-3o<(Rev. 5-22-64)

E’ATE i". - 2 B”£^f 4™* wt. *— 5 ‘
uate: h/9/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-8982)

FROM: SAC, MOBILE (105-772) (?)

SUBJECT: YOUNG MEN'S PROGRESSIVE COMMITTEE 
INTERNAL SECURITY

Re Mobile airtel 3/18/68, captioned as above, 
and Bureau airtel, 3/28/68, captioned Student Non-violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), RM-SNCC.

|__________________________________ |(Prob.) - Ghetto, was
contacted on. vj/oo ar .which time he.advised the following:

Wa Wfl g r* rtn to nfoH

home* f 1 told the informant!
I at. M a

The informant adv! F

4 - Jackson (Encl. 3) (RM)
1 - WFO (info.) (RM) (Encl. 1) mW®.W (1-170-208 j 

(STOKELY CARMICHAEL) . .(1-100-1858)
1 - Atlanta (info.) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL) (RM) (19) CG:mb

b6
b7C
b7D

Approved; ___________ _________________ Sent _____ :_________ M Per_________________
- ■ Special Agent in Charge



MO 105-772

Terminal on April 5> 1968 > reflects that there was a bus 
departing at 3’^5 A#MO on 3/31/68 from Montgomery to 
Vicksburg- He advised that F

________  A ease is being opened by Mobile,;Office on
I I is under development as an

informant. • ’

b6
b7C
b7D

described bvl
With TOAga-nd t.r, thA -iini donti f*i -.Wetr-ro malp

b6 
b7C 
b7D

following investigation is set forth

2



MO 105-772

_____________ fin find 19/68,
Montgomery, Aia.,.aavisea tnat a Negro 

male* b1^". 100 pounds, with an unidentified “Negro female 
|bar at 9 s 00 P0M. on Thursday night, 3/14/68 

and want.Pd t.n use the banquet room for a meeting. According 
tp|________ | the unidentified Negro male made the arrangements
for approximately fifteen persons, believed to be fx’om.._________
Alabama State College, to meet there, A photograph ofI I

|was exhibited to| [stated that the
1 oozed like the photograph but that he could not ‘’t b7C
state that he was the unsub. On 4/5/68,1 1
that a Negro female student from Alabama state
tacted him during the week of 4/1/68 and requested 7 . ■ 
to use the meeting room at his bar. She.referred tu ^... 
as having been with! |on 3/14/68 when,they uaad-Xbe 
banquet room to hold the meeting. According to|________ | hr
believed that these students are affiliated with SNCCh

On 3/18/68,1 I
Alabama State College, Montgomery, Alabama> advised that

I Iwas observed on the campus of.Alabama State
College during the time STOKELY CARMICHAEL.was in Alabama. 
He stated he saw| ^and CARMICHAEL together at Tuskegee 
nn Monday n1 erht. «</1 1 7n8. He desnr-Thedl las Negro male.

This is essentially the same desnrlntion-given bvl I
[with the exception of the locatior[ |

Tof the unidentified Negro ..male who was in 
possession of the machine gun with CARMICHAEL on 3/14/68.

On 3/27/68, I [advised, after
viewing photograph, of | that , this was a good
likeness of the unidentified Ndgho male' who was in possession 
of a machine gun on 3/14/68 but he could not definitely state 
that this was the individual.

On 3/29/68 J I
Beulah Baptist Church.‘ Montgomery. Alabama, advised that 
efforts were made to use I |op 3/11/68 for a
meeting. He advised that there is a t small: room on the 
left rear side of the church, and that it was unlocked 
during church services on 3/14/68. He stated, however, that 
he was not aware that this room had been used by anyone on 
that evening.

b6
b7C

3



KO 105-772

On 4/4/68, I I Community Relations_________
Montgomery PD, stated that he recalls seeing I_________ |

on the steps of the Beulah Baptist Church on j/iq/bti, 
ar wnich time he was speaking? He said he did not hear 
his comments but that he did recall seeing him.

------------------ She above investigation would tend to identify 
as the individual described by informant 

speaking.on steps on 3/14/68 and the individual who was b6
in" possession, of the brief case which, according to the b7c
infonnant, contained a submachine gun.

._____________.Close contact is being maintaih^T t-h
| |in the investigation of captioned ©rgarlrf
and particular emphasis is being given to, .developing 
any information as to possession of weapons and 
sources.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau. WPO. Jackso: 
and Atlanta I

I x'exex’x'eu uu aijuve,

It should be noted that

|any disclosure or 
the above information through open investigation could 
result in informantTs being killed. This-should be borne 
in mind in covering the following leads. /

.______________ JApKSON, at Jackson, Miss. „ Attempt to identify
I bhrough established sources and report any

At Vicksburg, Miss. Attempt to identify|______
1 (phonetic) through established! sources and report

----------------------[MOBILE, at Demopolis, Ala. Attempt to identify 
------------------- I through established sources? and .'report any 13
1 I b7D

At Montgomery, Ala. Will continue to follow and 
report activities) |

4
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Mr 
Mr

1

BY LIAISON

Sullivan
G. C. Moore

b7C

ra. Mildred Stegall 
he «7hite House 
ashi ng t on, D. C.

Soar Mrs. Stegall:

Enclosed is a memorandum setting forth information 
volunteered to our representative in the Dominican Republic 
by rb Dominican national concerning an allegation made by a 
Dominican communist that _Stokely TOjreniahael and H. Rap Brown 
have^advocated th© assassination of Martin Luther King/ Jr.? 
by atwhite man, , .

Sincerely yours.

1G5-16S197 (H. Rap Brown)
10Q-446t)S0 (S. Carmichael)

’4i These data are being furnished for the informati< 
of th# President. The material is also being furnished‘to 
the 4^‘tcrney General and other interested Government 
officials.. b7C

^elc. Room _____
119

YPE UNIT

NOT RECORDED
87 APR 22 1968

Enclosure.

(11) KM v .
GTE: 'J Classified ,fS$er^t" since unauthorized disclosure o 
Hi~herein could result in^seri’ous damage to national defers 

Jeopardizing Qur. operations in the Dominicaninterests by 
lenublic
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1

1
1

- Kre G<>C# Hoore 
Cloute through 
for rev lev/)

~ Lr. Wanna11
- L5r. Atkinson

1
1
1

;lr o De Loach

1

- Ur o hosen (Boute 
for review)

-Hr. Sullivan

through

April 10? 1963

Awssm™ of umam

by

The following information was volunteered to our 
optative in the Dominican Republic on April 8? 1968 
ominican national who> has previously furnished both 
:ation that has been subsequently verified and inform 

been proven to be inaccurate» The source is 
respected family la Santo Domingo? Dominican 
is bitterly anticommunist and anti-Castro®

He reportedly had some "bad experience in Cuba during and 
just after 1956%" During prior interviews the source when 
pressed for specific details has sometimes become evasive®

. nas 
of a

.© The source advised he learned fro© a female? whom 
to identify, that the latter had dnri?^T

oon of April 6. 1963. the residence ofII

such visit overheard a martial couver b7C
active moiuhers of the Dominican Ccm’-auniS’;

.rxy

According to the source, th® above 1

"e’t

Suilivc;

room —„.—_

peace' in Vietnam- was weakening eosmnist actions3 ar. "event 
strong enough to shake the to its foundations was 
needed to create a national atmosphere of war which would 
lend to the overthrow of th® nresent Go ver d'Bineat” in th®

X tzOd Statesof |commented that Stokely
Carmichael and Gap isrox^n ar® geniuses or they have 
perfectly assimilated the le;
during the past two years®

they have received

I I noted that
fifteen days Carmichael and Srown 
death of Martin Luther King

Jas a person who favored the men of the righT^ 
with his oolitic© of nonviolence and * *npseudo-Deaocr

b7C

have
King was

for ?aor© than 
been advocating 
described by|

1 - 100-446030 (Siokely Carmichael)
1 - 105-163197 (H. Bap Brow.)

d (20) //C-y lOBP S^E ;ArGTE FAGS TuO

mg a
ssif&catJ

Excluded 
downgr 
de

a automatic

/o.
I M

*C11'
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th® xx-lans of black power which is one of violence/1 
I Istatcd it was, therefore, propitious fora

-the cause of "black violence” from all points of vie;? to 
ass incite Martin Duther Eing with the ussassiss being a 

white san» Ao a result the "guilt^ for this deed v/ould 
be attributed to President Johnson and Wall Streets

£ho source advised the above^deseribod female could 
furnish no further information concerning this matter.

kt ■ re ran v* g? r? nr>.^ <? a f?vi ■ ■? y ■Fru^n t •?■ n n as to hG\7
I |could possibly have iGoea

in contact with Carmichael or' Erc\rn« ■ Ec expressed tho fog
opinion, however, that these Dominicans . are in close .-^
communication through couriers with individuals in Cura?
Cn ffeb:aiarv 25., 190G, he advised tha11 ~|

I I in Havana n

_________ I_____  | and Stokely Carmichael are the
Ifo-meff Chairman, respectively, of the Dtufsnt 

’UonviGleat Coordinating Committee, an extremely militant 
Diack Nationalist organisation<>
iSEs Classified ’rS^^t,e since unauthorised disclosure of 
data herein could result in serious damage to national defense 
interests by jeopardising our operations in the Dominican Republic

t/p? prepared for dissemination to Whit© Souse by 
separate letter. Copies will be furnished the Attorney general, 
Deputy Attorney General, Assistant Attorneys General Weagley 
and Vinson by separate communication« It will also fee furnished 
to State Department, CIA, MA, Secret Service and -the Military0



Domestic Intelligence sion

INFORMATIVE NOTE

The National Black tati*47ar 5 
inti^Draft union (HB.W.ADU) held a 
national conference at New York 
City during recent past . attached 
relates to statements allegedly 
made by Stokely Carmichael in a 
special session ox that conference

The Nev; York Office and other 
interested offices are seeking to 
corroborate this information0 
Dissemination is being made to 
Secret Service, military intelli
gence agencies, and appropriate 
Divisions of the Department .
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URGENTTO DIRECTOR ANOWASHINGTONATTENTIONFROM NEW YORK
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4/15/63 WPK

DOMESTIC157-2085
DRAFT UNION (NB AW AD U)-,. ...... .... > . ., 1 1 । * 1 1. iA N11“W A R
INTELLIGENCE division

WASHINGTON FIELD (CODE)FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

-J1

b7C

& 
O

SOURCE WITH WHOM INSUFFICIENT CONTACT HAS
A p Ma D E RELIABILITY;, ADVISED .ON I(£STANTATTENDED A SPECIAL SESSION OF CAPTIONED ORGANIZATION

leaders at

THAT
APRIL ONE THREE INSTANTo SOURCE nOT RecORDED

APR 19 ’QAs ADVISED STOKELY CARMICHAEL OF SNCC WAS THE MAIN SPEAKER ’TO .APPROXIMATELY TWO FIVE REGIONAL LEADERS. AT THIS SESSION

END RAGE ONE

‘U



P^GE TWO
MASSACHUSETTS. SOURCE .ADVISED THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALSARE KNOWN LEADERS OF THE CADRES TO BE FORMED IN THEIRRESPECTIVE CITIES-

b6
b7C

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

>'T„ MICHIGANT EL E P HO N E N UMS ERIN ADDITION IS IN POSSESSION OF SEVERAL FIRE ARMS
MAKll AND MODEL UNKNOWN 0 b6

b7C

NEW YORKj NEW YORKTELEPHONE NUMBER

NEW YORK CITY
SOURCE ADVISED ALL NAMES APPEARING ABOVE ARESPELLED PHONETICALLY, ADMINISTRATIVENEW YORK TEL TO THE BUREAU APRILONE THREE INSTANT, SOURCE WASHINGTONP D,C, NEW YORK IS PR I FROMSOURCES CONTACTED REGARDING

b6 
b7C 
b7D

9

PAGE THREE



FOURTHE ABOVE INFORMATION ADVISED THEY WERE NOT IN ATTENDANCEAT THIS SESSION, NEW YORK CONTINUING EFFORTS TO CORROBORATE THE ABOVE THROUGH ADDITIONAL SOURCES, LHM TO BE SUBMITTED,
LEADS- ALL RECEIVING OFFICES TO ADVISE WASHINGTON FIELDAND NEW York OF PERTINENT BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION AND ACTIVITIES OF BLACK NATIONALIST NATURE REGARDING INDIVIDUALS THEIR RESPECTIVE DIVISIONS, FOR INFORMATION OF OMAHA AND BOSTON WHO HAVE JNOT BEEN PREvbuSLY ADVISED^ CAPTIONED ORGANIZATIONHELD NATIONAL CONFERENCE NEW YORK CITY APRIL ONE TWO THROUGH- ONE FOUR INSTANT, STOKELY CARMICHAEL ANNOUNCED FORMATION OF SMALL GROUPS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY WHOSE PURPOSEWILL 8E TO BEGIN DISRUPTIVE TACTICS AGAINST THE "ESTABLISHMENT" CARMICHAEL STATED METHOD TO BE EMPLOYED WILL BE UTILIZATION OF SMOKE BOMBS MADE OF SULFURIC ACID AND SULPHER, TARGETS OF THE "ESTABLISHMENT" BY THE .ALLEDGEDCADRES NOT KNOWN TO DATE, ALL OFFICES EXTEND EFFORTS TO DEVELOP ACTIVITIES AND TARGETS OF CADRES THEIR DIVISIONS, MAIL COPIES TO DETROIT BOSTON OMAHA AND PHILADELPHIA, p m r>WA , o , FOB FBI WASH DC



■ FD-397 ( 12-8-67)
OPTIONAL ’O»m no. 10 3010—106

FROM

Director, FBI (Bufile- 1OO-446O8O

UNITED STATES G(^|RNMENT

Memorandum

SAG, Wj^ (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka 
IS - M; SEDITION.

RABBLE ROUSER

[)A'IK: V16/88

Cardjfijed •,

| ' | New Subject QQ^Change j | Delete

Name
■ M .

rSTOKELYXJARMICHAEL

A7KUTTATI, V/WELCH, 
/VLSHfcRi "MrJWEBSTER"

FBI Number

853121 - D

ELCHER, V. 1WALCHER, S.- LEItH

Native-Born* Naturalized | | Alien

Subject. al sfo on Race Sex

Q RI Negro Male . | | Female

brganiz^tional Affiliation
■

EZJjUj ANP ■ LZ0.7J KLAN ___ [121 PEP- kxl.17. 1 SNCC ' f
j__ _1H21SA.VN^S 1_ Jfig-I LA 1 1.3.1 PRN L.. 118 Hrwp

L_Jo^Cbnat^) 1 JnaJ MIN . . ..L L4J RAM 1___LlqJ wwp

EZ_104 | BPP L ho 1 NOl J-L5J SCLC ■ 1___ LaoJ misc

L__l 05 1 COM 1_-In 1 NSRP . -‘-LlfiJ SDS. (Specify)

I J 06 ! CORE

Date of Birth
6/29/41

Position in Organ i zation

Organizer

place of Birth port of Spain, Trinidad/ British
W,0S'fr- J^ndleo-

Occupation, Business Address (Show Name of Employing Concern)
Student [Son-Violent.Coordinating Committee 

(SNCC), 2208 14th Street, N. W., Washington,D.C.

Residence Address . /T /

2200 12th Street/'N. W., Washington.

TO
REGISTERED MAIL

Bureau 
2 - WFO 

(1-157-1275) 
y^Ipdab

66 APR 2919681

■v

/ v, C* P

* M
1 NOT RECORDED

42 - APR 17 1968



WFO 100-43503

Subject is a black nationalist employed as an 
"Organizer" by the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee, a militant civil rights organization openly 
advocating a policy of violence.

Subject has made numerous inflammatory speeches 
and statements on racial matters and urged negroes to 
arm themselves.

2



FD-33 (

ALL CEL XED

BY WTCG/bLs

Date: 11:30 AM ।

Transmit the following in -
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via URGENT
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI, SACS BALTIMORE AND RICHMOND

FROM: . SAC, ii?O (157-1576)

RACIAL SITUATION FOLLOWING ASSASSINATION OF MARTIN
LUTHER KING, JR., WASHINGTON, D. C. RACIAL MATT#X

AT TEN AM, M?D STATISTICS LIST: TOTAL ARREST? SEVEN

p-

SIX ZERO THREE; FOUR FOUR SIX FOUR CURFEW VIOLATIONS;

INJURIES TOTAL ONE ONE EIGHT EIGHT, INCLUDES FIFTY THREE

POLICE, NINETEEN FIREM3J AND TWELVE SOLDIERS.

REFERENCE MADE TO WO TEL ELEVEN THIRTY PM, APRIL 

ELEVEN LAST, CONCERNING GEORGE STOREY AS SPEAKER AT 

MISTING ST. STEPHEN’S CHURCH, WASHINGTON, D. C., APRIL 

TWELVE FIVE PM. "THE SUNDAY STAR", PAGE A DASH EIGHT, 

MARCH THIRTEEN NINETEEN SIXTY SIX, DISCLOSED MARION BARRY, 

WASHINGTON DIRECTOR OF SNCC AND ORGANIZER OEJ'EREE.D... ,C^<



r L)-3 6 (Rev. 5-22-6*1)

.FBI

Date:
I

Transmit'the following in _________________________________________________________________|
(Type in plaintext or code) »

(P riority)

PAGE TWO

MOVEMENT" ANNOUNCED REVEREND WILLIAM A. WENDT, PASTOR OF 

ST. STEPHEN AND INCARNATION EPISCOPAL CHURCH, AND GEORGE 

STOREY, PRESIDENT OF THE UPPER CARDOZA MEN’S COUNCIL, WILL 

HEAD THE "FREE Do C. MOVEMENT" DRIVE IN FOURTEENTH STREET 

AREA BETWEEN U STREET AND’PARK ROAD, Ne W., WASHINGTON, Do 

C.

MPD ADVISED TEN TEN AM AS FOLLOWS J PURPOSE OF ABOVE 

BSiETING TO OPPOSE WHITE STORES, WHITE SLUMLORDS, AND OTHER 

^■PLOTTERS OF BLACK PEOPLE IN BLACK COMMUNITIES; TO OPPOSE 

WHITE UNIONS WITHOUT BLACK MEMBERS; TO OPPOSE SLAVE WAGES 

OF LESS THAN TWO DOLLARS AND TWENTY. FIVE CENTS AN HOUR.

HAS ADVISED M?D PROCESSION KNOWN

aS "WAY OF THE CROSS53 WILL BE LED BY

b6
b7C

THROUGH SE^ZERAL .STREETS .ADJOINING THE ST. STEPHEN’S CHURCH

Approved: ------ ----------------------------------------- Sent  M Per ________ ;__________
Special Agent in Charge



• •

F B !

Date:

Transmit the following in _________________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via_________________________  ___________________________________________
(Priority)

1 1 
I i i i

PAGE THREE

IMMEDIATELY AFTER MEETING AT FIVE PM AT THAT CHURCH AND

THAT PROCESSION WILL CONCLUDE AT THIS CHURCH WHERE SUPPER

WILL BE SERVED. WILL NEITHER DENY NOR 

CONFIRM TO MPD ABOVE INFO FURNISHED By|MPD INDICATES

NO PERMIT APPLIED

HUNDRED SIXTEENTH

SAS OBSERVED

FOR PARADE NOR HAS ONE BEEN ISSUED. ONE

MIG ADVISED.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL DEPART NATIONAL AIRPORT

NINE THIRTY AM, AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT TOO FORTY EIGHT, 

SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE NEW YORK CITY AT TEN TWENTY AM. CARMICHAEL

SNCC OFFICIALS. NY OFFICE, LOCAL MPD AND ONE HUNDRED b6
SIXTEENTH MIG COGNIZANT.

MPD ADVISED TEN FIFTEEN AM MAYOR WASHINGTON HAS

STRUCTED MPD TO LIFT PREVIOUS CURFEW ORDERS WITH FOLLOWING

a

Approved: _;_____________________________ Sent M Per ________ ;---------------
Special Agent in Charge



FD-3 5 (Rev 2-6<;

F B I

-Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

EXCEPTIONS: PURCHASE OF GASOLINE LIMITED TO FIVE DOLLARS,

AND BARS CAN SERVE LIQUOR UNTIL MIDNIGHT. ONE HUNDRED

SIXTEENTH MIG COGNIZANT I:

ONE HUNDRED SIXTEENTH MIG ADVISED TEN THIRTY AM EIGHTY

SECOND AIRBORNE UNIT BEING PULLED OUT OF WASHINGTON, D. C

APRIL TWELVE AND SIXTH CAVALRY UNIT LEAVING WASHINGTON, D. C

APRIL THIRTEENTH AFTER COMPLETION OF RALLY AT ST. STEPHENS

CHURCH. MPD COGNIZANT

Special Agent in Charge
Approved: Sent M Per



FD-Z^l^ev. 9-17-65^

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATI
CON

REPORTING OFFICE

CINCINNATI
OFFICE OF ORIGIN

WFO
DATE

4/16/68
INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

2/8/68 - 3/5/68
TITLE OF CASE

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

REPORT MADE BY 

sa|
CHARACTER OF CASE

TYPED BY

mjw

0

REFERENCE:

SUSS. & -y- ... ....
REASON-PCIH IS/ 1’2,4.2 
DATE OF REVIEW

IS - MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION

b7C

Bureau a el to Albany, 12/21/67.
WFO teletypes to Cincinnati, 2/6/68, and 2/8/68.
Cincinnati teletypes to Bureau, 2/8/68,and 2/9/68.
Cincinnati airtels to Bureau and WFO, 2/12/68*,
and 2/26/68. awwvtwjtawA
WFO airtel to Cincinnati, 2/29/68. 
Jackson letter to Cincinnati, 3/7/68.

airtel ’4/2^68 •

T’SW’

S&o*9
WEP - 1

। ACCOM PL!9HMB 8T8 OGAIMBTH None tf-QUI#
TAA-8*ce^vtc. AUTO. '' *UO. At C OV CRIBfl

s [ ~ | No; Pending prosecution over six months | ] YesCase has been: Pending over oris year

COFIES-MADE: \ l/U
(4>- Bureau (100-446080) (RM) 
3 
2

APPROVED \f II/* SPECIAL AGENT
Ji IN CHARGE DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

2

- WFO (100-43503) (RM) / W-l / A
- Atlanta (1 - 100-6812) (CARMICHAEL) (Info) XBMj/. 

(1 - SNCC)
- New York (1 - CARMICHAEL) (Info)

REC-52

1

(RM) 12 APR, 22 1968

- Jackson (1 - 100-941) |
I | (Info) (RM)

- Cincinnati (iuu-16858)2
Dissemination Record of Attached Report Notation* b€ ypt

b/c ’
Agency MPC
Request Recd. > C/U
Date Fwd. S~hM / 7 ‘ "
How Fwd. ;;

By ■&

_______ __________ _________________________________________________________________________________________________



CI 100-16858

LEADS

Information copies being submitted to auxiliary offices 
because of their interest in subject, SNCC, and/or associates.

CINCINNATI

4/2/68.

AT CINCINNATI, OHIO

Will attempt to ascertain background data regarding hg 
"land information concerning Ohio License M

|as requested in referenced airtel to Cincinnati,

ADMINISTRATIVE 

This report is classified "Confidential” since it
contains information from confidential sources of continuing 
value, the disclosure of which might tend to compromise their 
future effectiveness.

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source Location

(ghetto) CI 100-16858-56

^Prob.) This report. Contacted 
bv SAI n

This report.

This repa 
ed to SA

b6
b7C
b2
b7D

This report.

to sa[
Furnished

This report.

- B - 
Cover Page



CI 100-16858

Identity of Source

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

confirm

Location

ITsed to characte

CI 100-16858-97

The SAs who first observed subject arrive in 
Davton. Ohio, on 2/7/68. were SAs| |

The SAs who observed subject leave the Sheraton 
Gibson Hotel at approximately 8:30 p.m. . 2/8/68. were 
saJ

The SA who observed STOKELY CARMICHAEL at 10:30 n.m. 
on 2/8/68. at the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel was SA| |

The SA who observed! [depart from the
Sheraton-Gibson Hotel at 2:30 a.m. on 2/9/68, was SA

SAs who observed CARMICHAEL and associates depart 
the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel the afternoon of 2/9/68 and 
depart from the Greater Cincinnati Airport for Washington, 
D-C- . were SAsJ ~| b6

b7C

- C* - 
Cover Page



-204 (Hev. 3-3-59)

Copy toi

Rtport of:
Dote:

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

SAI_________________________ | Office: C INC INNATI
4/16/68

Field Office File « CI 100-16858

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Bureau File 100—446080

Character: INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

Synopsta I AtTa.nnrnyiwta.te ly 11:30 p.m., 2/7/68, subject and 
~| member of Central Committee of the 

Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC),, 
arrived at Cox Municipal Airport, Dayton, Ohio, 
where they were met by| |

__other Dayton, Ohio, SNCC members. ^Subject and 
_______ [fflet with other Dayton, Ohio, SNCC members at 

I___________house-in Dayton, where they remained several
hours. |another SNCC committeeman, met
with CARMICHAEL at the I I home. L-CAlSlICHAEL and 
associates discussed SNCC's new policy of ostensibly 
taking a "soft” lin^in order to bring more Negroes 
into the fold. CHpwever, they also mentioned during 
this time that they could not make meaningful 
changes without destroying the system of government 
in the U.S., and that "true liberation cannot be 
accomplished without violence** and that the Negro 
must,develop an army to win the revolution.

^CARMICHAEL told Dayton SNCC members the analysis by SNCC 
of all riots in the U.S. had revealed that they were 
unorganized with no real leadership. tHe^saidLfuture 
disturbances would be better organized. UAf^pproxi- 
matelv 4:00 a. m., 2/8/68, CARMICHAEL ,| | and

| [checked in at the Shevat on-Gib son tioiei, 
Cincinnati, Ohio,/where CARMICHAEL was scheduled

b7C

t&ASS. EXtA 
Heason-fcim Ii 
tATE OF REVIEW oiautialuM

This document contains neitherirecommendatlons nor(p4mcluslons of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; It and its contents are not lo be distributed outside your agency.



CI 100-16858 CONFJRfNTIM.
to speak before the National Conf^pefice of Negro Methodists* 
Convention later that evening* ^CARMICHAEL left hotel later
that day with local SNCC members to hear speech by JAMES 
FARMER, former Director of thepongress of Racial Equality 
(CORE), at a nearby church, ^-CARMICHAEL returned immediately 
to hotel, where he later spoke to convention group. ^Text 
of CARMICH^EtT* s talk set forth by informants and local news 
media. was reported, however, to be relatively tame 
and toned down as compared to previous speeches. ‘-CAllMICHAEL, b7C 
accompanied by| peft Cincinnati at 12:50 pyn. , 2/9/68, 
for Washington, D.U., via American Airlines.

CON^ntiai



CI 100-16858

DETAILS: CON^ffiNTIAt
On February 7, 1968, Special Agents of the FBI 

observed.at approximately 11:30 p.m., STOKELY CARMICHAEL and
I [arrive at Cox Municipal Airport, Dayton, Ohio,
aboard Trans World Airlines Jet Flight #442. This flight 
departed Washington International Airport, Washington, D«C», 
9:30 p.m., with one stop in Columbus, Ohio.

CARMICHAEL and [

drove directly to the Residence Off

Iwere met at the airport by 
land others, and from there.

sed that I I is a member 
of the Central Committee of the ^Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC)♦

b2 
b6

] b7C 
b7D

FLORENCE TATE

_ various dates, advised that
STOKELY CAftMlCHAEL, on April 29, 1967, while in 
Cincinnati, Ohio, stated that| |is
the SNCC representative in Dayron, unio, ana
plans are already formulated to give her assistance 
in organizing SNCC in Dayton during the summer of 
1967.

_______________ IAdvised that
I "Ipavron.uniol____  |

I |t he Day to n Alliance for
ta.i wqnn n ry 11>awki a 11 , militant. local 

civil, rights group.| prescribed |~ |as an
advocate of coordination afid cooperation or Black 
Nationalist groups to promote Negro rights.

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

| bn February 8, 1968, advised that prior to
the arrival of CARMICHAEL, there were approximately 28 persons 
at the| residence holding a meeting, ostensibly concerning 
the racial situation in Dayton, Ohio. When CARMICHAEL arrived, 
they were all surprised and elated since they were not aware

CONFIjSENM
2



CI 100-16858 

he was coming>to the meeting.

__________  on February 8, 1968, sta^^cfthat included 
among these persons was | [who arrived
in Dayton, Ohijo, earlier in tne dav (February 7. 1968), and 
was being hosted by| ______ Ils a member of the
Central Committee of SNCC. a tv "TT^’zj

__ on February 8, 1968, ^aclvised thatl ~1 would 
be in Dayton, Ohio, for the next threeJ to four months to 
organize a SNCC group. Dayton appears/to be a SNCC priority 
city for the

^b7c

following reasons:

Dayton is centrally located; that is, close to 
Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Columbus, Ohio.
Also, Dayton is near two predominantly Negro 
colleges, referring to Central State University 
and Wilberforce University, both Wilberforce, 
Ohio.

2) Dayton has an Afro-American Center, 309 North 
Broadway, Dayton, Ohio, which has facilities 
and space to headquarter a SNCC chapter.

3) SNCC believes that because of three previous 
disturbances in Dayton, and the recent one at 
Central State University, Dayton appears to be 
ripe for SNCC recruiting.

4) I Ihave indicated that
there are a number of people interested in 
Joining SNCC in the Dayton, Ohio, area.

5) | ~|has a great admiration for
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, and it appears he also 
admires her.

b2 
b 6 
b7C 
b7D

| on February 9, 1968, advised that CARMICHAEL
was originally scheduled to travel directly to Cincinnati 
from Washington, D.C., to speak before the National Negro 
Methodist Convention at the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel, Cincinnati,
Ohio, on February 8, 1968. However, it appears CARMICHAEL 
decided to travel to Dayton, Ohio, to lend prestige tol 
extended visit in Davtnn and tn yisitF 

who are his friends,

3



CI 100-16858

CONFipeNTWL
I _______ I on February 9, 1968, advised that

CARMICHAELIgenerally discussed SNCC's 
new policy, which is to attain unity among all Negro groups 
with the ultimate goal of Black Power. They indicated 
that SNCC is presently taking a "soft" line on Black Power 
in order to bring all Negroes into the fold. In Washington, 
D.C., this is called "Unified Black Front." They stated 
even "Uncle Toms" will be taken in and attempts will be 
made to convert them into SNCC followers. If they do notjflky 
convert, they will be treated and handled like traitors.

CARMICHAEL stated that on February 7, 1968, he 
was with H. RAP BROWN, National Chairman of SNCC, and others 
in Washington, D.C., organizing the various groups.

I I advised that in each area,
unify the community, they will organize and 
around the needed goals of that particular community, 
exampletl the programs in Washington, D«C«, are centered 
around community organizations, civil rights groups, and 
the unifying of all Negro organizations. In New York City, 
the organizing is centered around the schools, PTA, Teachers 
Guild, and parents.

SNCC, and others

in order to 
set up programs 

For

b7C 
b7D

advised that CARMICHAEL stated the voter 
registration drives in the South were not the way to make 
changes since the Negroes feel they do not have any power.

I ~l stated that included in this new approach 
is that conferences and speeches are being decreased and 
instead, these SNCC workers are going but and working directly 
with the people.Also, SNCC is no longer going to issue 
press releases. K61U7

In connection with the above, it is noted that 
the "Dayton Daily News," a daily newspaper of general 
circulation in the Dayton, Ohio, area, carried an article 
titled, "Carmichael Visits SNCC Here," on page two of the b7D
February 8, 1968, edition.

According to the article, the news learned that 
CARMICHAEL and WARE were in Dayton on February 7, 1968, 
to help map future activities of SNCC in Dayton. Mrs. CHARLES 
(FLORENCE) TATE, when contacted by the news, refused to

- 4 -
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confirm the visit, but commented that "Black people^all
over this country are..coming together, making plans(^r^OnO/Tjflf[ 
their survival." H

According to the article, TATE declared that 
whites "are becoming more and more irrelevant to us,” 
TATE further stated, "We mean to survive by whatever means 
necessary.”

A further advised on February 9, 1968, that 
mentioned they could not make meaningful changes 

without destroying the system of government in the United 
States. CARMICHAEL stated, "To attain equality in the 
system is not possible without destroying the system." 

CARMICHAEL stated, "True liberation cannot be 
accomplished without violence," and mentioned that the 
Negro must develop an army to win the revolution. CARMICHAEL 
stated, "No matter what happens, we (Negroes) will survive."

I ~|said that CARMICHAEL mentioned that the 
Negro people all over the United States are ready to fight, 
including Washington, D«C« He stated, "The black people 
do not cause the incidents to the trouble, but are
ready to fight if necessary.

b7D

b7D

CARMICHAEL stated that they (presumably meaning 
SNCC) analyzed all the riots in the United States during 
the past few years and determined that they were unorganized 
and had no real leadership. According to CARMICHAEL, one 
group would be in meetings attempting reconciliation with 
the power structure, while the other groups would be in 
the streets rioting. He said that in the fjhjzure, the 
disturbances would be better organized. pf (?)

I | advised that CARMICHAEL stated that the
revolution is ready in its final phases all over the world, 
and the only ones holding it up are the "niggers" in the 
United States. Vietnam and Korea already have their 
rebellions, and other Asian countries - Africa and South 
America - are also preparing for their rebellions. Eventually, 
this situation will lead to war between the white and black 
people.

b7D

- 5 -
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: 1: 
; r

CARMICHAEL stated that the person who designed 
Washington, D.C. constructed it so as to be built in a 
circle of defense. He stated that they have "looked over” 
the armored vehicles in Washington, D.C., which will be 
utilized by the police department, and they determined 
that if oil was poured on asphalt streets, the vehicles 
would slide and become immobile. He also mentioned that 
in the event of a riot in Washington, trenches could be 
dug in the Negro areas which would prevent the armored 
vehicles from flushing the rioters. He mentioned that 
Washington is solid with black people and increasingly the 
people are becoming organized.

CARMICHAEL also mentioned that they understood 
that in the event of a riot in Washington, the S. Govern
ment could move 35,000 troops in immediately.

CARMICHAEL stated that they were doing research 
on the approaches to and control of riots conducted by law 
enforcement, both local and Federal. The purpose of this 
is that during a riot, this knowledge would be invaluable 
in order that appropriate action could be taken to combat 
action by law enforcement authorities w) >—1

Ion February 9, 1968, advised that I I 
generally discussed guerrilla warfare. I Istated that 
maintaining secrecy among a militant group is extremely 
important and referred to the Algerian Rebellion and the 
fact that even the leaders knew only a few of their followers 
He further stated that the Revolutionary Action Movement 
(RAM) always appears to get into trouble since they discuss 
their strategy and plans in open meetings, vyfa']

A characterization of theKCvolutionary Action 
the appendix attachedMovement is contained in 

hereto.

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

a police officer does something 
policeman assaults or kills 
a meeting with members of the .

Istated that if 
to your group (for example, a 
a black man), you should have 
community who will hold a trial and sentence this officer.
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If the officer is found guilty, a local militant group 
would carry out the sentence of eliminating the officer.

J |mentioned that the militants should carry 
Th A Silencer and that it is better to shoot a 
police officer than be charged with carrying a concealed 

weapon. Px

|advised that emphasized that under no 
circumstances should a Negro militant allow a police officer 
to take a gun away from him, | |stressed the fact that
a secret militant security group is necessary since to cari;y 
on a rebellion trained soldiers are needed.

b7C 
b7D

advised that it appeared at times that 
CARMICHAEL took a "back seat" to| [gives
the impression of being smarter, more militant ana more 
aggressive than CARMICHAEL.

During the evening, CARMICHAEL mentioned that he 
would be departing Cincinnati, Ohio, on the evening of 
February 8, 1968, for Washington, D.C. I I indicated he
was going to New York, but possibly would be going to 
Washington, D.C., first. |[indicated he was going to 
Nashville, Tennessee, and would be back in Dayton, Ohio, 
during the week of February 11-17, 1968.

| advised that CARMICHAEL,| |
ton, Ohio, 2:30 a.m., by car, en route to Cincinnati,departe 

Ohio, X

ladvised that STOKELYOn February 8, 1968 J 
CARMICHAEL, accompanied by| 
checked in at the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohioj 
at about 4:00 a.m. on February 8, 1968. Source identified 

n as being Field Representatives 
CAWMTCTTART. I ITor SNCCoSourc< 

were residing in

----------------- >
I Isaid that CARMICHAEL was in Cincinnati,

Ohio, for the sole purpose of speaking before the National 
Conference of Negro Methodists, who were holding a three-day 
conference at the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel in Cincinnati. Source 
said that CARMICHAEL remained in the hotel all day on

b7C

- 7 -
CONFMentml
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February 8, 1968, attending various workshops of the 
National Conference of the Negro Methodists,

____  related that in the early evening of___________  
February 8, 1968, CARMICHAEL, accompanied bd I
and several local SNCC members, went to the Wesley Methodist 
Chapel in Cincinnati, Ohio, to hear a speech by JAMES FARMER, 
former Director of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), 
and now a professor at an eastern college. CARMICHAEL did 
not speak at the chapel but remained there for several 
hours, listening, to other speakers, and returned to the 
Sheraton-Gibson Hotel at about 10:30 p.m; From approximately 
11:00 p.m. to 12:00 midnight, CARMICHAEL spoke to approxi
mately 250 Methodist Ministers who were attending the 
conference, as well as with local SNCC members. All of the 
ministers at the conference did not attend this speech, but 
only those who were interested. Irelated that this was
a closed speech in that no white persons were permitted to 
be present. After speaking for approximately one hour, 
CARMICHAEL remained for about one-half hour or 45 minutes 
answering questions put to him by the ministers in attendance. 
The speech was held at the Roof Garden of the Sheraton- 
Gibson Hotel. After the speech, CARMICHAEL returned to his 
suite for a private party.

_stated that in attendance at this party 
were approximately four Negro ministers from the conference, , 
as well as local SNCC members, the number of which was 
estimated at about 15. He said that there were several b7C
other people there whom he was not acquainted with, but b7D
stated there were about 35 persons in attendance.| |
said that CARMICHAEL’S speech to the ministers was relatively 
tame and on a much higher plane than some of his previous
talks. He said, in essence, that the Negro ministers should 
attempt to bring all Negroes together aS a unit and should 
concentrate more on the poor than on the middle class. In 
some of his discussions at the party, CARMICHAEL related 
that when he got back to Washington, D0C., he and| |
who was to accompany him, would try to organize and take 
over the school system there with the help of school 
officials, schoolteachers, and anyone else they could get 
to assist them, including pimps and prostitutes. CARMICHAEL 
implied that this meeting with some school officials was 
going to be closed and/or secret, and it was hoped that 
through the cooperation of the Negro people in Washington,

- 8 -
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D.C. , 
way."

puld take over the schools and "run them their
i^TIAL

that thesaid ____ ___
mately 3:00 a.m.

j On February 8, 1968, 
I Sheraton-Gibson Ho#el

party terminated at approxi-

ISheraton-Gibson HoteJ, Cincinnati, Ohio, advised 
SA| |that hfs^records failed to disclose
any registration unaer the names of STQKELX-CAEMICHAEL_________

I I He said]
] Preferred to by rne notei as rne
presidential suite. He said this room contains two bedrooms 
with twin beds in each and a living or sitting room. He 
said this room is registered to| |one
Of the Negro ministers attanriing thp NatlnnAI Npdto MpFhod-ict 
Cnnfprpnnp Mp gairi f ha fl

b7C
b7D

|_____________ ___________ land it was furnished to the conference
on a complimentary basis.

\ *

At approximately 8:30 p.m'. on February 8, 1968, 
Special Agents of the FRT nheerved STOKFT.Y CARMICHAEL, 

I _ nF local SNCC Chairman,
\ andP leave the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel and' drive

off in a J are mnae 1 maroon Buick hearing Ohio. T.inpi)sp 
which is registered to one

■------—
| on March 5, 1968, ^dvose 

] a student at Tougalob^College 
Ippi, is Chairman of the Politi

d that
___ _ , Tougaioo 

Mississippi, is Chairman of the Political Action 
Committee there, which is a militant Negro organiza
tion and is considered the contact for SNCC in the ( 
State of Mississippi.

x

1 sfeWed thatl ———■ | is not a SNCC '
. memheivhubAs a friend of| | Regarding^

I identified him as a former ministerial student who is
"currently attending or was attending Tougaioo College in 
Mississippi, and ,is now believed to be a full-time SNCC 
representative.

b7C
b7D

| remarked that CARMICHAEL and his associates
went directly to the Wesley Methodist Chapel and returned

9
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directly to the hotel after the talks were over.
At approximately 10:30 p.m., February sJ^l^GS, 

a Special Agent of the FBI observed STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
and associates, previously mentioned, at the Sheraton- 
Gibson Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio.

________ advised on February 9, 1968, that while 
L’s party was in progress, CARMICHAEL received a 

long distance telephone call from possibly Orangeburg, South 
Carolina, and was informed that there had been a disturbance 
there at a Negro college, and that several Negroes had been 
killed. I_________________ 1who was present, packed and left .
immediately, presumably for Orangeburg, South Carolina.

At approximately 2:30 am.. February 9r 1968, a 1 
Special Agent of the FBI observed! pepart from |
the front entrance of the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, carrying two attache-type cases and enter a taxicab.

advised on February 9, 1968, that CARMICHAEL 
was scheduled to depart with| | from Cincinnati,
Ohio, via American Airlines Flight 4/b, at 12:50 p.m., 
February 9, 1968, for Washington, D,C*, arriving at National 
Airport, Washington, D.C», at 2:00 p.m. on that

At 12:25 p.m. on Febr^sS^ 9, 1968, Special Agents 

nf the FRT advigpd that CARMICHAEL, accompanied by I I
| ~1 a local S^gC—member, and|
left the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel and proceeded to the Greater 
Cincinnati Airport at Erlanger, Kentucky. Special Agents 
of the FBI also observed that CARMICHAEL’S car was followed 
.by another vetiicle-wi-t-hf~ } both
local SNCC members. At z:ou p.m., coin sivjusxjX uakmiuhAEL 
an<4 | departed Greater Cincinnati Airport via
American Airlines Flight 476 , f > , j . , .

The February 8, 1968, edition of the "Cincinnati 
Enquirer," a daily newspaper of general circulation in the 
Cincinnati, Ohio, area, contained an article captioned 
"Negro Methodists Told To Stand Fast." This article 
indicated, in part, that some 300 Negro Methodist Ministers 
and laymen were here in Cincinnati for a three-day meeting 
to plan their role in the United Methodist Church.

b7D

b7C .■
b7D

CONF^ENTMl
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: CONFipTI
The February 9, 1968, edition of the ’’Cincinnati 

Enquirer” contained an article captioned, ’’Carmichael Here 
At Church Meeting.” This article read as follows:

"Stokely Carmichael, militant Black Power 
advocate who ran into State Department troubles 
for tours behind the Iron Curtain, was in 
Cincinnati Thursday to speak to the National 
Conference of Negro Methodists at the Hotel 
Sheraton-Gibson. The public was not invited to 
the session.

’’Carmichael was accompanied by George Ware, 
his principal aide, who was freed of sedition 
charges in Nashville, Tennessee, last August. 
Ware visited Communist Cuba with Carmichael last 
fall.”

The February 8, 1968, edition of the ’’Cincinnati 
Post and Times Star,” a daily newspaper of general circulation 
in the Cincinnati, Ohio, area, contained an article captioned, 
’’Carmichael Here For Talk.” This article stated as follows:

"Stokely Carmichael, former national president 
of SNCC and militant black power advocate, is in 
Cincinnati to speak at a workshop at the National 
Conference of Negro Methodists, now meeting at the 
Sheraton-Gibson.

"The Rev. James Lawson, Memphis, Tenn., 
conference chairman, confirmed that Carmichael 
is in town, but would not say where he is staying.

”He says Carmichael will speak at a workshop 
entitled 'Black Churchmen-Black Revolution* 
tonight, but it will be closed to the press, as 
are all other workshops of the conference.

”Rev. Mr, Lawson says Carmichael was brought 
here because the churchmen ’want to hear what he 
can tell them’ and not for the publicity his 
appearance might arouse.”

The February 9, 1968, Seven Star Final edition of 
the "Cincinnati Post and Times Star," contained an article 
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captioned "Black Power Unanimously Approved." This article 
indicated that in a speech by JAMES FARMER, former National 
Director of CORE, at the Wesley Chapel before a group 
attending the National Conference of Negro Methodists, 
FARMER stated that the Negro "has got to stop being ashamed 
of being black and develop ethnic pride and identity." 
FARMER, according to this article, once considered a 
radical militant but now regarded as almost an elder states
man in the civil rights movement, is Director of Social 
Welfare at Lincoln University in Pennsylvania. The article 
stated that during FARMER'S speech, the "slight, stooped 
figure of Stokely Carmichael, former National President of 
SNCC, tiptoed quietly up to the front of the church and sat 
down. Carmichael, who coined the slogan ’Black Power’ was 
not introduced. He refused to talk to newsmen after the 
meeting, but rode with friends back to the Sheraton-Gibson, 
where he conducted a seminar for the church delegates on 
’Black Churchmen-Black Revolution.7"

The February 9, 1968, edition of the "Dayton 
Daily News," a daily newspaper in general circulation in 
Dayton, Ohio, contained an article by EMIL DANSKER, Daily 
News Staff Writer, captioned, "’Turn World Upside Down’-----
Stokely." This article, which is datelined Cincinnati, 
refers to the talk made by CARMICHAEL before the National 
Conference of Negro Methodists, on Thursday evening, February 8, 
1968. This article read as follows:

"A Bible-quoting Stokely Carmichael urged 
black Methodist ministers to 7 turn the world upside 
down’ in their efforts to help the poor in a talk 
before the National Conference of Negro Methodists 
Thursday night. '

"Taking his 
recalled for his 
words, ’And when

text from Acts 17:6, Carmichael 
audience of about 250 persons the 
they found them not, they drew 

Jason and certain brethren unto the rulers of
city, crying these that have turned the world 
down are come hither also.7

the 
upside

"And citing also Jeremiah 1:10----- ’See, I
this day set thee over the nations, and over the 
kingdoms,\ to root out and to pull down, and to 
destroy, and throw down, to build, and to plant’—

have

12 CONFl^NM
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he told the clerics they are as chosen people 
in their mission to work among the poor as did 
Jesus.

"Black ministers basically should be dealing 
with poor people, Carmichael said, and should 
try to get away from the middle-class Negroes 
and quit appealing to him.

"’Your job,’ he said, ’is to turn the world 
upside down.’

"To nearly every question following the hour- 
long talk, Carmichael replied, in effect, that 
if Jesus could direct his message work among 
the poor, so can the church today.

"How, asked one questioner, can the Methodist 
Church combine the two factions represented on 
the one hand by the poor and on the other hand 
by; a middle class reluctant to be directly involved 
in the civil rights movement?

"Carmichael, a Methodist, said, ’Jesus did 
it.’

"The former chairman of the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating committee received several rounds of 
applause, including a standing ovation, in a low- 
key talk scheduled as part of a new separatist 
movement between black and white Methodists.

"The talk officially was open only to registered 
delegates to the conference, but about 20 SNCC 
members attended as observers. They had been told 
not to participate in the question-and-answer session 
on grounds it might hinder a realistic exchange 
between Carmichael and regular delegates.

"Carmichael and his aide, George Ware, were 
in Dayton earlier in the week. They refused to 
be interviewed by reporters, asserting conference 
officials had asked them not to seek publicity.

I don’t have 
declined comment as

much to say,’ said Ware, who 
to when he expects to return 

13 -



to Dayton to setup activity on the city^s west 
side. ’Asa matter of fact, I don’t have anything 
to say.’

"One source said the Dayton activity will 
include a combined effort with Negro Methodists.”

The February 11, 1968, edition of the ’’Cincinnati 
Enquirer” contained an article captioned, ’’Go Help The 
Poor, Stokely Tells Pastors.” This is another article 
concerning the speech made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL before 
the Negro Methodist Conference at the Sheraton-Gibson 
Hotel. This article read as follows:

"Stokely Carmichael, black power advocate, 
told a group of Negro Methodist Ministers to 
go into the streets and help the poor.

"Carmichael made the statement to about 
250 delegates last week in a closed session of 
the National Negro Methodist Conference at the 
Hotel Sheraton-Gibson. He told the ministers that 
the church should not be geared toward the middle 
class, but that its job was helping the poor.

"’You should do as Jesus did, go into the 
community, seek out the poor, preach to them, 
administer to them and bring them together as 
a unit. If the Negro minister fails to bring 
the poor Negroes together as a unit, then he is 
nothing more than a hustler in the community,’ 
Carmichael said.

"The former Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee national, chairman who has a Methodist 
background, said the church was the only agent 
within the Negro community which could bring about 
cohesiveness among the Negro people.

"He pointed out that the church can do this 
because dating back to slavery and after the slaves 
were freed, the Negro church was the one free agent 
in the Negro community controlled by them.

"Speaking to a quiet but tense audience, 
Carmichael began to generate emotions from the

I
- 14 -
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gathering as he told them that the church was v 
the place where Negro culture was preserved.

"He said, 'When the black man wad supposedly 
freed in this country, his culture began and 
was developed in the church. The rhythmic music 
forms which are so prevalent today in .many other 
types of music other than spirituals, had their 
beginning in pews of the black churches. Ray 
Charles sings gospels. Aretha-Er.anklin-sings 
gospels, the late gam Cooke sang gospels and 
brother James Brown had his" beginning in the black 
church.*

"Carmichael pointed out that evidence of 
this free expression is prevalent in the Negro 
churches today.

"'The black man, today, sings,acts and 
talks like ablack man when he is in his own 
church. We sing. We shout and we utter such 
common black man expressions as "amen, preach on, 
brother"; "uhun and yes, Lord,™’ Carmichael said.

"The black power advocates said the white 
Methodist churches use hymns written by white 
song writers, such as John Wesley, 'Blit our 
black people want to hear "Ezekel Saw the Wheel,1" 
he said.

"Carmichael called for the Negro Methodist 
ministers to define black power. He told them 
not to accept the white man's definition of black 
power. 'Define it for yourself, see what it 
means to you and move on with it,' he said.

"HO also said the black churches should take 
another look at Christianity and see if it really 
works for Negroes. He said Christianity was a 
white man's religion and might not work for 
Negroes.

"’This white man's religion shows Jesus 
Christ as a white man and this to a poor poverty- 
stricken black man represents an oppressor. How >
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then can a black man really be taught to worship 
an oppressor?’

’’Carmichael received a standing ovation as 
he closed by telling the ministers, ’Preach to 
them about black consciousness, instill pride 
in them, tell them black is beautiful and it’s 
so beautiful to be black.’”

The February 10, 1968, edition of the ’’Cincinnati 
Post and Times Star,” contained an article by JAMES ADAMS 
captioned, ’’Leaders Fear Voice of Change Unheard by Society." 
This article contained comments, in part, of Reverend JAMES 
LAWSON who chaired the National Conference of Negro 
Methodists meeting in Cincinnati. According to this 
article, Mr. LAWSON had the following comment to make 
concerning STOKELY CARMICHAEL:

"Mr. Lawson says he has known Stokely 
Carmichael since 1960. Stokely is a Methodist.

"’Stokely has the basic compassion that 
is called for in the Christian faith’----- noticing
my puzlled expression, he quickly added—— 
*1 know white America can’t grasp that.’

"’Stokely doesn’t really know where he 
is going himself. He is trying a means to 
revolutionize society.’ Carmichael was brought 
to the conference here at the request of some 
of the more militant ministers. Others objected 
and threatened to leave in protest.

I feel we ought to listen to wha.t he 
has to say-—-even if we didn’t agree,’ Mr. Lawson 
says."

The February 9, 1968, edition of the "Cincinnati 
Post and Times Star," contained an article captioned, 
"Tense Peace Prevails in S.C* After 3 Students Die in 
Riot.” This article, which was datelined Orangeburg, 
South Carolina, indicated that the South Carolina State 
College had suspended classes and urged students to stay 
in their dormitories today in the wake of a bloody battle
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between Highway Patrolmen and Negro students that 
claimed three lives and injured 36 persons. According 
to this article, among the injured^ of whom two were 
listed as critical, was one CLEVELAND SELLERS, an official 
of SNCC, who was arrested on a number of charges at a 
hospital emergency room and jail. This article quoted 
SELLERS as stating, “STOKELY (CARMICHAEL) will probably 
come down if they incarcerate me." SELLERS, according to 
this article, had told newsmen earlier that he had been 
in touch by telephone with CARMICHAEL and H. RAP BROWN, 
head of SNCC. SELLERS, who had been organizing a “Black 
Awareness Committee" on the campus, was charged with inciting

b2 
b7D

to riot, destruction of property, arson, and assault and 
battery withintent to kill.

_______  advised on February 13, 1968janat 
CARMICHAEL, on the evening of February 8, 196o, spoke 
before a group of approximately 200 Methodist ministers 
and friends at a closed session at the Sheraton-Gibson 
Hotel. The^ ministers were a part of a group of Negro 
Methodist ministers attending a National Negro Methodist
Conference there. He said CARMICHAEL spoke from a prepared 
speech and it was directed more or less to the Negro 
ministers attending the conference. He said, in part, 
that the Negro should go into the streets and help the 
poor, and that the church should not associate itself with 
the middle class. During his talk, he made several 
references to sections of the Bible to illustrate his
comments. He made no comment about the Negro Methodist 
separating from the white Methodist Church, and mentioned 
the difficulty: the Negro ministers were having in getting 
into the policy-making prdcess within the framework of the 
entire Methodist ChurchJ ■

iJfrsed that STOKELY CARMICHAEL. who was
accompanfe^T by [______________________ ___________ _______________
of SNCC. was at,the Wesley Methodist Church to hear a speech 
by I | the evening of February 8, 1968. He said
ministers from the National Negro Methodist Conference 
were in attendance—-a-onxrxxJjnaieLy ,15 local SNCC 
members. to hear | Jtalk,___________ I fMT'Bfter advised
that| ^speech, although 1SChOia.riT^ done, did not
create the same enthusiasm as the speech made by STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL at the Sheraton-Gibson Hotel later that evening.

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

CON&foENTlAL
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HAKT’a I___________ luffed that he was in attendance at CARMICHAEL’S 
uspeecnr* which was directed primarily to the ministers 
present, and was relatively tame in comparison to some 
of his other speeches. He said there was a question and 
answer period which followed CARMICHAEL’S speech, but no 
questions were put to him about his travels in Communist 
countries, but most of them pertained to the subject matter 
of CARMICHAEL'S speech.

b7D
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^REVOLUTIONARY ACTION MOVEMENT (RAM)

On November 3, 1964, a source made available a^doci WAL 
entitled, The Revolutionary Action Movement Manifesto," the 
document having been obtained by the source from an individual 
known to be a member of the Revolutionary Action Movement (RAM),

This document stated, in part, that RAM was officially 
organized in the Winter of 1963 by Afro-Americans who support the 
revolutionary objectives of Robert F. Williams, then residing in 
Cuba, and his concept of organized violence to achieve the 
liberation of the Afro-American people in the United States. 
This Manifesto disclosed that RAM had oriented its program to one \ 
of education and political revolution and the organization of a 
"black" political party with revolutionary objectives, having 
recognized the need for a "black revolution" that could and would 
seize power. RAM philosophy is described in this document as one 
of revolutionary nationalism; that is, one involving the struggles , - 
of the non-white races of the world against exploitation and 
enslavement by the white capitalist and imperialist nations.

This source, in September, 1964, advised RAM is dedicated 
to the overthrow of the capitalist system in the United States by 
violence, if necessary, and to its replacement by a socialistic 
system oriented toward the Chinese Communist interpretation of ^6 
Marxism-Leninism. RAM is entirely non-white in membership, b7C
clandestine in nature, and owes its primary allegiance to the 
"Bandung World," that is, the non-white races of the world rather 
than to any national entity, as such.

On November 16, 1964, a second source advised he learned 
recently from a RAM member that the organization began in Detroit, 
Michigan, largely under the impetus of|_____ ___ | described as

. the "Father" of RAM:andreferred to as RAM’s "Black Stalin/ <

- 19
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APPENDIX

REVOLUTIONARY ACTION MOVEMENT (Continued)

On May 12, 1967, a third source advised that the RAM \ 
still remains active; however, there is no formal headquarters* . 
as such, for the RAM, The source advised that| :•
of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, is considered the leader or kam ?
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In Reply» Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Cincinnati, Ohio 
April 16, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference

INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION ___________________________
Report of SA| 
dated and captioned as above.

b6
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All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in. the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nf>r conclusions of the FBI, It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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Dear

Your letter of April 8th has been received.

Regarding your question concerning H. Rap Brown 
and Stokely Carmichael; the FBI is strictly an investigative agency 
of the Federal Government and, as such, does not determine 
whether prosecutive action will be undertaken in any situation. 
Such decisions concerning violations of Federal law are within 

'the province of the Attorney General.

I can assure you, however, the FBI is aware of the 
nativities of the individuals you mentioned. Voluminous data 
regarding them has been furnished to the Department of Justice 
for its consideration, and you may wish to contact the Attorney 
General in this matter.

MAILEQ 12

APR 151968

Sincerely yours
J. Edgar Hoover

COMM-FBI
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WFO 62-9737

b6 
b7C 
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Concerning the Department’s reference to making contact 
with all other news media, WFO has contacted all of the major 
wire services such as AP and UPI, has contacted ABC, NBC, CBS, 
and their affiliated TV and radio stations in the Washington 
metropolitan area. Radio broadcasting stations WOOK, WOL, WAVA 
and WFAN of UBC have been contacted. All Washington, D. C. news
papers have been contacted and all logical leads growing out of 
interviews are being covered.

WFO is giving this matter continuing and expeditious 
attention.
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AIRTEL

Date: 4/18/68

Transmit the following in __________________________________ __________
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority) |

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-4350

STOKELY XARMICHAEL 
IS-M; SEDITION 
(00:WFO) 

/
New York set forth 

z regarding subject’s activiti
4/12-14/68 followed by repor 
evidentiary nature, Newark 
data developed resardine sut 
Baltimore contact 1_____________
visited anyone in Baltimore 
WDC, It is to be noted acco 
telephonically contacted the 
evening of 4/10/68 and repor 
Baltimore during the weekenc 
model Plymouth station wagor 
used to return to WDC was tu 
Airport 3:30 a,m, 4/l£/68ii 
developed in LHM,

C_3^“ Bureau
2 - Baltimore (100-24220) (J 
2 - Newark (RM) f REC-21
2 - New York (100-153751) X?
1 - WFO

WWHzmeh a yO
(10) , C

| *

AIRTEL 
_________ \______________________________ _

-446080)

3) (P)

in IBM pertinent data developed 
es while in NYC during period 
t containing information of 
set forth in LHM any pertinent 
ject’s presence in NJ on 4/14/68, 
(PROB) and ascertain if CARMICHAEL 
on 4/14/68 en route from NYC to 
rding to| | (PROB) subjeciTj

SCLC office in Baltimore on
■tedly indicated he would be in 
, It is also noted the late
bearing NY license 5Z2693 subject 

irned in to Hertz Inc, at Friendship 
BA set forth any pertinent data

EM)
{. 1^3'

!M) . 1

0.5 1 APR 18 1968
) /



,LL

I have received your letter of April9th and appre
ciate your kind comments. All of us in the FBI hope our efforts 
will continue to merit your approval.

As to your question concerning Stokely Carmichael, 
this Bureau is strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Govern
ment and, as such, does not determine whether prosecutive action 
will be undertaken in any situation. Decisions concerning violations 
of Federal law are within the province of the Attorney General.

I can assure you, however, the FBI is aware of the 
activities of Stokely Carmichael. Voluminous data regarding him 
has been furnished to the Department of Justice for its consideration 
arid you may wish to contact the Attorney General in this matter.

DCM.'jas (3)

Sincerely yours.

. X Edgar Hooves*

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles.

b7C

ETYPE UNIT

Tolson __________
DeLoo ch ________
Mohr____________
Bishop _____
Casper — 

Callahan 

Conrad 

Felt _ 

Gale _ 

Rosen 

Sullivo 

Tavel _y 

Trotter ,_ _
Tele, Room 

Holmes _ £
Gandy __

(3 kfc



Date: 4/19/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(P riority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) ____________________

FROM SAC, NEWARK (100-49533) P

SUBJECT STOKE LY CARMICHAEL__________________________________
TO RIOT

Attamn+e b6
b7C

negative.

Relatives of _____ [stated 4/18/
that exact whereabouts of these two is unknown, although 
both students plan to return to Howard University, 
Washington, D.C. jr

r I advised 4/18/6R.
that! I

I in Washington, D.c. and the 
that he would not return to Howardpossibility ex

Univer sity. F”_____________________________________________________
Washington, u.C.* ana the poaomiHLity existoct-—tnae-ne-wouaxt

Vi <4*

Washington, ju.u. ------------------------------------ 1 b6
Due to the fact that these three students are b7C 

unavailable for interview, Washington Field is requested 
to handle these interviews.

Investigation continuing Newark Division to locate 
and interview! I

v Bureau (RM) JREC-75
2 - Washington-Field (62-9737) (RM)
2 - Newark . ..
MLCsamd EX-115.

SB APR 20 1968'



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
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F B I

Date: 4/16/68

Transmit the following in __________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (?)
q b6

STOKELY CARMICHAEL b7C
IS - M;
SEDITION
(OO:WFO)

CARMICHAEL returned to WDC from Atlanta on April 
11, 1968, driving a red volvo sedan bearing temporary Tennessee 
license 089703, placed in rear window.

Memphis ascertain to whom temporary Tennessee license 
089703 registered, and if other than CARMICHAEL, develop back
ground information through established sources.

3n Bureau
2- Memphis (RM)
1- WFO <0-21
WWHiage
(6)

AIRTEL

I APR 23 1968

M Per



5-1 13a ((9-29-65} “U-i-L — ?, Z !.^r.l*lri,.r _:.^A A A E A.'
--» ■ . . HE RE Z a ZS UXCLJ? S S Z FEED

DATE C5-1C-2GC5 BY 6C 3 GS/AYC/YAEl/r-

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

□ate________April__6, 1968

On April 5, 1968,_StokeJx_ 
darmichael appeared at Howard University, 
Washington, D. C., and allegedly made the 
Statement ’’Tonight bring your gun, don’t 
loot, shootV’ The Criminal Division of the 
department last night advised determination 
is being made with respect to getting warra 
for arrest of Carmichael based on above and 
other activities. Criminal Division reques 
ve expeditiously determine whether our sour 
of above statement is willing to testify an 
whether any other evidence, such as press 
coverage, tape recordings, other source 
coverage and Metropolitan Police Department 
coverage is available.

Attached is the result of inquiri 
Last night. It is noted source is fearful 
of life if he testifies. Further inquiries 
ire continuing.^, Copy of attached memoranda 
las been furnished Criminal Division of

■s .* j, .. i-A ■ “ VI
department? J,t X



F B I

Date: 4/6/68

Transmit the following in• ■______________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL __________
(P riority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM : ^AC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISC.; SEDITION 
(00:WFO)

' ReWFOtel dated 4/5/68, captioned, ’’ASSASSINATION OF
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., RACIAL MATTERS."

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies of an LHM 
dated and captioned "STOKELY CARMICHAEL."

The source mentioned in attached LHM i s | If

PRI •
WFO indices reflect past contacts betweer|______

and Soviet personnel, but such contacts would appear to be in 
connection with his duties as a newspaperman. Indices are 
negative regarding| ]

b
In connection with further inquiries of the above



WFO 100-43503 

to this case, Bureau authority is requested to interview 
these individuals in order to determine their knowledge 
regarding the incident.

Additional inquiries are being made in an attempt 
to locate other witnesses.

b7D
b7E

2



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

,LL

■^T'l/ 1_’C
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

7 Washington, D. C, 20535

April 6, 1968 . .

■b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL .

source, who hasOn April 5, 1968, a confidential 

 

reliable information i^the past, advised thatf urni shed

Stokely Carmichael and Clevelanc^XSellers of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee^, appeared on Howard

Mr^TolsdWl 
DeLdlrf! 
Mohr— 
Bishop

Mr, 
Mr, 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr, 
Mr.
Tele. Room___ ;
Miss Holmes_ l
Miss Gandy—_

Conrad „L 
Fc] 
Gal 
Rc-sVrf 
Sullh 

’Tavel 
Trotter.

University Campus,, Washington, P on that date at about 
1:55 p.m., where a Eulogy-type program in honor of Martin 
Luther Kghg, Jr., was breaking up, •

According to.the source, before the crowd of about 
300 [departed and in clear view, Carmichael held a gun in the 
airHSefoi^ the crowd and stated, ’’Tonight bring your gun, 
don’t loot, shoot.” The source continued that the crowd began 
to-peacefolly disperse, leaving the campus.

The source advised on the same date that he would 
nbt be willing to testify to the above ;information at 
this time. In view of the current atmosphere prevailing, 
he would be fearful of his life if he testified.

An article, appearing in ’’The Washington Post”
1 newspaper, dated April 6, 1968, under the byline of Phil 

Casey, Staff Writer, stated that, ’’Later, at the Howard 
University rally, Carmichael rose and chanted over and over, 
His voice rising, ’Stay off the streets tonight, if you don’t 
have a gun because there’s going to be shooting.’ Then he

^Zheld a revolver over his .head,”

. -/ --------------- ---------
' •',< Further inquiryi,is being made regarding 

knowledge of the above in®iue3it j!] -I sgg b6
b7C

*86MAHi? . ■ I I) 1 ,■
I copy made for -jnCTroLSON^ty^gg^--
~ ~~~~ ■ £l96LO$URg



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

’’The Evening Star" b7C
ne wspaper, advis'ed on April 6, 1968, that |__________________________|
a reporter for the newspaper, was present on Howard University 
Campus during the rally;’ however, he was not available at 
this time. ’ .

Further inquiry is being made regarding 
< knowledge of. the. above incident.

There is no known recording of Carmichael*s remarks, 
but additional inquiries are being made concerning this matter

This document contains oI
recommendations nox cqadusiOM o 
"TrpT li is the prope^y of Se S’ and is loaned- to your agency, 
bandits contents a;e not to 
distributed outside your agency.



TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, WFO
(J)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INCITING TO A RIOT

ATTENTION: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE 
DIVISION

- MISCELLANEOUS

Investigation being initiated by this office 
with the Bureau’s telephonic approval to develop details 
of possible violation by STOKELY CARMICHAEL of District of 
Columbia statute on willful inciting riot. Investigation 
requested on 4/6/68, by U. S. Attorney DAVID G. BRESS 
following conference with Attorney General. / >

; G Initially BRESS requested only that FBI develop 
full facts surrounding CARMICHAEL’S activities on evening 
of 4/4/68, when he reportedly led a group of individuals 
along I4th St., spoke to various merchants enroute, and at 
one time brandished a weapon. Later, Mr. BRESS expanded 
request to include details of press conference conducted 
by CARMICHAEL on 4/5/68, and facts surrounding his appearance, 
statements, and action at Howard University, at a meeting
apparently called to honor the memory of the Reverend
MARTIN LUTHER KING.

I

Bureau
2 - WFO



WFO

Merchants will be contacted beginning tomorrow 
as the Bureau has instructed.

The statute involved was enacted in December, 
1967. It is Section 901 of Title 9, District of Columbia 
Code. The statute reads as follows:

"Sec. 901. (a) A riot in the District of Columbia 
is a public disturbance involving an assemblage of five or 
more persons which by tumultuous and violent conduct or the 
threat thereof create grave danger of damage or injury to 
property or persons.

(b) Whoever willfhlly engages in a riot in 
the District of Columbia shall be punished by imprisonment 
for not more than one year or a fine of not more than $1,000, 
or both.

(c) Whoever willfully incites or urges other 
persons to engage in a riot shall be punished by imprisonment 
for not more than one year or a fine of not more than $1,000, 
or both.

(d) If in the course and as a result of a riot 
a person suffers serious bodily harm or there is property 
damage in excess of $5,000, every person who willfully 
incited or urged others to engage in the riot shall be 
punished by imprisonment for not more than ten years or a 
fine of not more than $10,000, or both."



Airtel

4/10/68

To:

From:

SAC, Washington Field (62-9737)

Director, FBI (-100-439190)---------i
SNCC

CARMICHAEL T>STOKELY 
INTERNAL SECURITY - 
SEDITION

b7C

Reurairtel 4/9/68,

b7D

NOTE: Washington Field Office is attempting to develoo 
Snd^"taCt\°fl,Ca^,niChael Snd SNCC durin§ the8riotous 
conditions which the District has gone through in recent 
beamed Fi®ld ®tated that the aboV® checks can
be made with full security assured.

TDRtfhd (4) '
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DeLoach 

Mohr___
Bishop _
Casper _ 

Callahari 
Conrad j 

Felt 

Gale -:Rosen i ->r J 
Sl>lltVn*«r'
Tavel ■ i - 
Trotter > -
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
.LL

.1 ....

Dale: 4/9/68

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext dr code)

Mr,
ora..

(Priority)
■ Miss GL..idy.

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
ATTN:

FROM: SAC, WFO (62-9737)

STOKELY CARMI CHAEL
INCITING TO RIOT-MISCELLANEOUS 
(00:WFO)

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

ReWFOreport of SA 4/8/68

b6 
'b7C 
-b7D

Mr. TMMjh

&

F B I

1

This review will be accomplished with full security 
and the Bureau's interest will be protected.
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F B I

Date: 4/16/68

Transmit the following in __________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

J

Via AIRTEL_________________________________________
(P riority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
b6

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (?) b7C
0

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M; Sedition
(OO:WFO)

CARMICHAEL recently observed in Washington, D.C. 
(WDC), riding in late model White Peugot bearing Virginia 
license A 335-214 occupied by two males and two females. 
RH ascertain to whom above license registered and develop 
background info through established sources.

RH also set forth in LHM form pertinent dat^“X^ 
developed regarding CARMICHAEL’S visit to RH area on ( 
4/11/68.

^770 -

@- Bureau
2 - Richmond (RM) (100-10532)
1 - WFO

I APR 23 1968

WWHtbkd 
(6)

AIRTEL

Approved.. _
7b- ASpecial7Agerij in Charge

A a tot

Sent M Per



OPTIONAL^FORM NO. to 

may i; Edition 
gsa’fpMr («i cfr) 101-n.e

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

LL Z VZOFMA n ””.^v pnvn-. — v,J7F- 
HEREIN ZS UNCLASSIFIED
EASE G5~1C™2CA6 BE 6C3G S/ANC/TAJ-

TO Director, fbi (ioo-446O8O) date: 4/18/68

FROM , WFO (100-43503) (P)

T: Stokely  Carmichael 
IS - M; SEDITION 
(OOsWFO)

Enclosed herewith are 11 copies of an LHM 
regarding the above captioned subject.

A tape of the program ’’Controversy 14” on 
which CARMICHAEL appeared has been obtained and is being 
furnished to the Bureau under separate cover.

C2)- Bureau (Enc. 11) 
1 - WFO

WWH:arw 
(3)

, OlC. AC
-33 £) * GJtfccAz; \) uuj^T

AGENCY: ACSI, NIC, OSI t SEC. SERV., 
■R.CRD7RA0 ;

0^ ? . 73 U
■■

/>r^jAkk ~ .

HOWFORW:.
DATE FORW
BY:_______ '

50ID-I08

16 APR g3 1968

APRS? 9 mfr,5\ Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

f ♦UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF^USTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535 
April 18, 1968 __

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 

SEDITION

Stokely Carmichael appeared on television program 
"Controversy 14”, broadcast from 7:00 to 10:00 PM on March 20, 
1968, by station WAN, Washington, D. C. The program was 
moderated by John Hightower who advised it was a discussion 
in nature involving Carmichael and others, Hightower advised 
the program was on the air from 7:00 to 10:00 PM, but 
Carmichael did not appear during the full time, Hightower 
also advised a tape was not made of the first 15 minutes 
of the program due to an oversight.

Statements made by Carmichael on the program are 
as follows:

Carmichael:
(CAR:) because in the West Indies there were more

Africans than there were white folks. There 
were a lots of us, a lot of slaves, a few white 
folks, so one day in the middle 1830’s all the 
Africans got together and wiped out the white 
folks and took the island. So that was that, 
there was no more problem, I mean there was no 
emancipation, we drove the white folk out of 
the island. ........... »

Commentator:
(COMM:) It was like then the take-over in Haiti.

CAR: Right, Haiti and right on. After it spread
in H<iiti all around the West Indies. And so the 
African heritage was always stronger, it was 
passed down. My grandmother, on my fathers 
side was a Zulu and she maintains from her 
grandmother a lot of the Zulu’s heritage which 
she passed on to me, so that I know that one 
part of me is Zulu.

COPIES DESTROYED

8 86 FEB 23 1971

l44'
ENCLOSURE '



CARMICHAELSTOKELY

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

ROLAND
MACK: 
(MACK)

COMM:

MACK:

COMM:

MACK:

COMM:

MACK:

COMM:

MACK:

Well then how would you relate that to other 
people that are "hlbos" (ph) or ’’houses” (ph) 
or what ever?

Well the same is true I mean, we are tribal people 
of African descent and Africa is the richest country 
in the world* It has the richest language in the 
world. For example, in Africa a child 6 years old 
speaks three different languages, by the time they 
are six, they speak three different languages.
They are to be found in one country, as many as 
30 rich languages.

Mr. Mack, you have been sitting off stage, sir, you 
live in the Shaw area?

Yes, I do. I*m speaking specifically for the 
Alabama tenant Association, the tenant group within 
the Shaw area.

Could you say what they had to say or have they 
given you a message that ought to be heard in 
Washington?

Well you recently heard about Sidney Brown up here 
at Clifton Terrace.

Yes, sir.

Now down here at the Alabama...........

Sixty days, is about a year dr two or three or more 
than that, too light a sentence?

Would like to put the owners of our building in for a 
little bit longer.

Who owns your building?

This Carl S. Vollmer (ph)

2



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

COMM: Varnian (ph).

MACK: Vollmer (sp).

COMM: And what are the conditions that are in your
building?

MACK: Well, in 1966 we had 500 housing code violations in
our building; in 1967 we had 800 housing code viola
tions in our building. And the recent inspection 
which took two weeks this year, we had 1000 housing 
code violations....

CAR: They ain’t burned that place down yet?

MACK: I don't think I have to say anything else....

COMM: What was your question, Stokely?

CAR: That place should have been burned already, fire is
the purifier says the Bible, and fire would do that 
building some good.

COMM: And where will those people live.

MACK: I don’t think we're going to burn the building down.
What I think we’re going to do, since we have a tenants 
organization that's very well organized, I have one 
spokesman from the tenants organization here, he’s 
on stage right now and I am the President so I suppose 
I'll have to be the spokesman more or less. But we’re 
negotiating with HDC, we’re working with "Curac*1 (ph) , 
with UPO and other organizations. And we would like 
to take over the building we live in, have it rehabili
tated and turn it into....

COMM: You mean like a co-operative..

MACK: Like the co-operatives, yes.

COMM: How much money would this cost.

MACK: The estimates that I've heard so far run between 150
and 200 thousands.

3



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

COMM: Do you think that the tenants in the building are going 
to be able to afford this between them?

MACK: No, the thing is that the tenants will not definitely 
be able to afford this, we can’t afford it but we would 
very much appreciate Federal assistance and we think 
that any loan or grant that the Federal government could 
give us, we could repay within 5 years.

COMM: Stokely, what do you think about a move like that?

CAR: Whatever the brother is doing to help our people, I 
am in favor of.

COMM: Does this go against your way of doing things?

CAR: We have different ways but the brother is doing it his 
way, I will back him one hundred percent.

COMM: This is really what you are looking for, isn’t it? 
Self-determination on a local level.

CAR: That is absolutely correct, I’m looking for us to rule 
. ourselves. The laws that govern black people must be 

made by black people. And what the brother is doing is 
good, if we can help in any way, we would. I think 
that ah....what did you say the "cats" name was?

MACK: Carl S. Vollmer.

CAR: I think that it’s a crime that a man like that is able 
to live, you know really.

COMM: You’re not advocating killing him, are you?

CAR: Let me ask you a question, man. If somebody forces 
somebody to live in sub-human condition like that, 
what would you advocate they do to him?

COMM; Well, I would imagine put him in jail as these people 
are undoubtedly going to attempt to do,...

CAR: For 60 days?

4



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

COMM: I don’t know.....

CAR: If a black man...

COMM: .I’m not the ( ) and I’m not the judge.....within
a given system.

CAR: Right, letb work within this given system. If a black
man 16 years old went into a store and stole 300 
dollars and he got caught, do you think that they would 
send him to jail for 60 days?

COW: No, I don’t.

CAR: How long do you think they’d send him to jail for?

COMM: I have no idea.

CAR: Come on, take a guess.

COMM: Alright what is it, armed robbery? Strong arm robbery?

CAR: Alright, letls say it wasn’t even arm robbery. Let’s
just say he just snatched 300 dollars out of the cash 

. register.

COMM: He’d probably get a year.

CAR: He’d get a year. ' Now here’s a honky, who has a 1000
violations on a house...........

COMM: How does that term come about?

CAR; Forget that. Here’s this honky whose got a 1000 
violations on a house and he’s forcing our people 
to live in this house in these run down conditions, 
the laws hasn’t picked him up, if the Judge ever 
picks him up he goes to jail for 60 days and comes back 
out and do the same thing. In order for the people 
to get the building they got to put up 150 or 200 
thousand dollars. Now this honky has already made 
flat 200 thousand dollars, probably in one month off 
of our people. He shouldn’t be walking the streets. 
Now, you can figure out what should be done yourself.

5



STOKELY .CARMICHAEL

COMM: What do you think about the difference one bureau 
wants, you know, between Marion Barry attempting to 
low rate Mr. Mayfield by trying to stop his press 
conference?

CAR: Marion Barry is the flesh of my flesh and blood of 
my blood, he is my brother. Rufus "Catfish" Mayfield 
is flesh of my flesh and blood of my blood, he is my 
brother. I will not in any way encourage black 
people to fight. The time for us fighting each other 
is over, it is past, it is time that we begin to move 
together in a spirit of love and unity to fight our 
major enemy.

COMM: Which is?

CAR: Which is that we bury all of our differences and we 
begin to development an undying love for each other, 
which this white man has been able to push against 
us, make us fight each other, make us hate each other, 
make us hate our color. We have to override that and 
begin to love each other, love our color, love our 
heritage and have a undying love for each other where 
we will not fight each other, we will come together 

. and fight our major enemy.

COMM: Do you think or do you feel inately a hate for any 
white man?

CAR; Let’s get that out of the way once and for all because 
I’m just tired of this question of hate. Now do you 
believe in dialective philosophy?

COMM: Sometime.

CAR: Well, clearly dialective. philosophy works because all 
it says is that there are opposites in the world, is 
that correct?

COMM: I believe.

CAR: For hot there is cold, for joy there is sadness, for 
laughter there is tears. Is that correct?

6



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

COMM: Right.

CAR: There are opposites for everything, is that correct?
Alright you have love, then there must be hate. So now 
if someone says to me that they don't hate white people 
then'it means they don't have love for their own people. 
Because if they had love for their own people they would 
have to hate white people who are trying to destroy their 
people. If you're a father and you have children and I 
came.to destroy your children you'd have to hate me, 
wouldn't you? Or try to stop me from destroying your 
children, wouldn't you?

COMM: Yes.

CAR: Right, because you love your children. So you don't
have to preach hate and we don't have to preach hate 
for white people.

COMM: I answered yes to two questions. I think I would....

CAR: Alright, clarify them.

COMM: I think that I would try to stop you from killing those
. people, I think that hate is on an individual basis and 
not.....

CAR: You’re absolutely wrong...

COMM: You hate me because I'm white.

CAR: Your people hate me because I'm black, dig that. You
stoled me from Africa because I was black,

COMM: I didn’t steal you from anywhere.

CAR: Your ancestors stoled me from Africa....

COMM: So therefore I’ve got to pay for what they did,
theoretically did to your parents.



CARMICHAELSTOKELY

CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

CAR;

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

No, it’s not theoretical, it’s actual, and not only- 
do you have pay,.*.

Yeah, but I said your parents and it wasn’t even your 
parents, it was on before that.

No, no, no, baby, it was my ancestors, my people, my 
race, it is my race that has been destroyed; my race 
that has been destroyed, has been spattered all over 
this world; my race by your race, by your race* So 
its clearly now that we’re talking about this race of 
people, this beautiful black race of people regaining 
their consciousness and taking care of business and 
doing what is necessary so that we will survive, because 
we have to survive, we can’t go on the way we been going 
on for 400 years, I mean you just get tired of being 
tired and I swear black people are just tired of being 
tired. So you just say that well look if we come to the 
end of the road, this is the final showdown, let’s get 
the confrontation on, you know,

What sort of a confrontation are you looking forward to?

The confrontation that will make black people survive. 
That means there can be no major rebellions in the cities 
because white people are prepared for major rebellion, 
you’re not prepared for other kinds of things.

What sort of rebellion is effectual in the city?

Ha, ha, ha.

How long can you control a city if the pipelines to the 
food which obviously come from the country because you 
know they don’t grow in the supermarkets.

How long can you control them if white people can’t get 
into the cities? Where the heart of production of the 
cities are?

You really believe that people can just exist on 
machines?

8



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

COMM: A rebellion?

CAR: That’s not what I’m saying. You set up a parallel 
situation. We can’t get food; you can’t get in to 
produce. The heart of production of this country is 
where? Where your machinery is? Where your industry 
is?

COMM: Stokely, you can’t eat machinery.

CAR: Where are your industries?

COMM: In New York, in Chicago, in Detroit.

CAR: In the cities. Where’s your steel? The largest steel 
plants are in Gary, Indiana, 60% of that is black. You 
can’t function without steel.

COMM: There’s enough of (it) it starve you out.

CAR: Well, we could try. Better to die on my feet than live 
on my stomach crawling for the rest of my life. I’d 
rather die at 26 with a gun in my hand than live to die 
like my father did, because he gave all his sweat and all 
his blood to white folk and I ain’t got nothing to show 
for it.

COMM: How did your father die?

CAR; Of a heart attack at a young age, working hard, 
working, bowing scraping, saying yas sub, yas suh. 
But he was an Uncle Tom, not for me to be an Uncle 
Tom, he was an Uncle Tom for me to be a man and I’m 
going to be a man one way or another.

COMM: Do you foresee what is termed a riot in Washington 
this summer?

CAR: No, there’s not going to be any riot in Washington 
this summer.

9



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

CAR: There ain’t gonna be no rebellion in Washington
this summer. The police are gonna start their 
little stuff and when they do we’re gonna be cool. 
But we gonna get them back. Its not gonna be no mass 
thing because they got the tanks so we not gonna go 
out there and meet you with the tanks but everytime 
a policeman gets a brother...the policeman got to 
ride in our community.

COMM: So the reference is there that you’re going to-get a
policeman?

CAR: (laughing) Not one (laughing) One ain’t gonna be
enough, brother, really.

(COMM, questions another panelist. CAR joins in.) 
CAR: See the people we’ve been talking to, we’ve been making

a mistake, we’ve been talking to white people. They 
have not been listening, that is the mistake. We’ve 
got to talk to our people that is what we've got to do. 
Now they are out there, forget these two cats, talk to 
our people, tell them what we’ve got to do.....right on, 
state blowing, take the time......

CAR: Well I think that the problem that the brother, the
brother faces a problem that we all face, that is how 
can black people communicate without the interpretation 
of the white media, because white people you know have 
to interpret everything that somebody says, a black man 
says, to black people, and what the brother is trying to 
do is get his own organ going where black people can talk 
to black people without white people saying what they 
doing, cause Honkies do that all the time like........... ..

COMM: That would be better without saying black in it.

CAR: Well look, I’m black and I am proud of it and I say it
all the time...ah..you know I’m black and I’m beautiful 
and will say it a thousand times a night, that irrevelant...

COMM: What do you want me to say that I’m white and ugly?
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STOKELY

CAR:

CARMICHAEL

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

That’s your problem, not mine, really........... ah for
example when we formed the Black United Front the main 
honkie press in this city, the Washington Post came 
out and said ’’why all these moderates leaders like 
Sterling Tucker sitting down with a communist like 
Stpkely Carmichael, bla, bla....now what they what 
they were trying to do was to confuse the minds of our 
people, that was clear* About seven months ago a 
honkie named Lyndon Johnson sat down with another 
honkie named Kosygin in Glassboro, N. J* Johnson
is the leader of the white free world and we know
what that means, and Kosygin is leader of the Communist
world, now these two honkies can sit down for two days
and they get flashed all over the T.V., the Washington 
Post say what a beautiful thing that it is that these 
leaders are coming together and working out their 
differences bla, bla.but when two black people get 
down together the honkies don’t want to hear it. Now, 
that what the brother is trying to do he is trying to 
get his own press so all those........... ..

Are you a Marxist Stokely?

Marxism, I don’t.....what is a Marxist?..Man I’m going 
to get you good. Tell me what is a Marxist is.

If you don’t know I’m not going to tell you...........

No, No you asked the question. Tell me what a 
Marxist is.

Go ahead...........

Tell me what a Marxist is.

I just asked you a simple question...........

Well, I don’t know what it is and I want to ask you 
the question.

Are you a black and beautiful man?
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STOKELY -CARMICHAEL

CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

JOHN:

CAR:

Well I know that I am black and beautiful, that's 
evident, I mean...........

OK, then, don’t argue a Marxist.

Ah, well no, what is a Marxist?

Stokely, I ... you and I could talk about three more 
hours so.... There is a caller who called in with 
mention to Hannibal, Hannibal did not wipe out the 
Roman empire. His march over the alps came to a 
standstill before Rome because his government would 
not send equipment and supplies..............

Tell the man, did you ever see a Sicilian. Look at 
the color of a Sicilian man he’s just as dark as me. 
That is Hannibal.

John, did you have a question for Mr. Carmichael?

Well yes, I want to get some figures a little later 
on in the show. I was just telling him that I’m 
sure that the Washington Post didn’t call him a 
communist because that’s a ( ) and you would
undoubtedly have had a lav/ suit within the hour.

The Washington Post said that Stokely Carmichael who 
has just returned from communist country who is espousing 
the downfall of the United States of America, are that 
these responsible Negroes should not set down with him. 
Kosygin is a communist. He lives in a communist country. 
He espouses the downfall of the United States. Yet 
when he sat down with Johnson the Washington Post did 
not say that Johnson should not set down with Kosygin. 
What I am saying is that the world is moving closer and 
closer on the Comi (??) question, the white man is 
coming closer and closer together to wipe out the 
black man and what the white man fears is the black 
man coming together, any sign of unity by the black 
man and the white man get upset. Any sign of identifi
cation by the black man and the white man get upset. 
Can’t nothing upset a honkie like a man wearing a bush. 
A policeman gets shaken everytime he sees three brothers 
walking down the street with a bush.
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

COMM:

CAR:

JOHN:

CAR:

JOHN:

CAR:

JOHN:

CAR:

What is a bush natural?

Natural is our beautiful hair coming out......

Well wouldn't you get shook if you saw a Klansman 
walking through your neighborhood with a shot gun?

I most certainly would get shook, Not only would I 
get shook, I would blow him to kingdom come. Ah, 
you know I don’t think a man with a bush is equivalent 
to a man with a gun. Especially since the klansman 
is in my community, the brother with the bush is in 
his community. The white cop ain’t got no business 
in our community ( ) cause the Klansman with the
shotgun is the same, like the Honkie cop with the 
badge and the gun. make that analogy....

It was my understanding that during the Watts riots 
(Carmichael corrects Rebellion) rebellion, revolution, 
whatever you want to call it (Carmichael rebellion 
moving toward revolution) That Police Chief Parker 
one of the things he offered to do was to withdraw 
the police protection from the community and he was 
asked definitely not "We don’t want that done".
Because he got tired of it Charlie we'll Just draw 
them out of there if you don't want them. 
(Carmichael, he’s not fooling anyone). Now this was 
a white press that wrote that, (garbled) lies.

(repeats) He is not fooling anybody, it is lies, 
he is not fooling anybody. White policemen in our 
community is to do one thing, to protect property, 
not to protect us. Everybody knows that. —

How about black policemen in your community?

Now we are not going to fight them..we are not going 
to fight with our black policemen. No sir, every 
time I walk down the street and see a black man in uniform 
I say hello brother because I am not going to alienate 
myself from that brother. But every time I see a blue 
eyed man wearing a cops gun in my community today when 
he knows he has got no business there I Just look him 
dead in the eye and just tell him I’m waiting. I'm 
waiting. So you know....I not going to fight...........
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

JOHN: How much longer are you going to wait?

CAR: Not too much longer, baby* I can feel*...

JOHN: You know Stokely I read a very interesting letter
to the editor in the New York Times Magazine that 
pointed out the fact that you were from Trinidad... 
and that this type of path (?) that you are putting 
down makes a lot of sense to a country that has a 
black majority. But in a country with a white 
majority.......

CAR: I don’t want to hear that nonsense. Wherever the
white man is he rules. Whether he is the majority 
or the minority, he rules. In South Africa he's 
the minority, he rules. Wherever you go he rules. 
Because the white man got this superior thing that 
he is supposed to rule the whole world. He came to 
this country as the minority, as the minority. Indians 
told you how to adapt to this country, you wiped him 
out. Took the country. Came to Africa, you were the 
minority, stole us, brought us here. Gave us a 
(superiority?) complex.............
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

JOHN: Interrupts Carmichael and says, I think your black 
brothers have been . selling you for a few hundred 
years ....

CAR: Carmichael interrupts and says, Wait a minute . . . 
Let’s get to that now because I am tired of you white 
folks telling me how black people sold us. Now you 
came to Africa to steal gold. What did you buy us 
with? You didn't have no gold cause all the gold is 
in South Africa. You didn’t have none.

JOHN: Some of the Soviets ....

CAR: Interrupting, What did you have? You didn’t have .. . . 
Don't tell me about the Soviet Union because the Czar 
had that up tight. What did you have? Trinkets? 
We had all the diamonds. You didn't have no diamonds. 
What did you have? Cotton? Africa’s got cotton and 
we had to pick the cotton to develop the country. 
What did you buy us with? Green money? Green money 
aint no good unless it’s backed with gold. And we go 
back to the gold nor for ...

JOHN: ■ Hold up your hand when you are through here . . . .

CAR: What did you buy us with? Tell me? What did you 
buy us with? What (coins?) did you use? You always 
say that our people sold us out . . . What did you 
buy us with?

JOHN: I asked you that with a question mark on the end of it. 
Has black people ever sold black people?

CAR: No, they have never sold black people. White people 
say that because they want us to divide among ourselves. 
No, never.

JOHN: Which you are not going to do?
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STOKELY CAEMICHAEL

CAR: We will not divide among ourselves. We are one 
beautiful race of people. We will unite today and 
take care of our ....

JOHN: Interrupts and asks, Do you think people like Roy 
Wilkins.and Whitney Young see eye to eye with you? 
On the basic problems? '

CAR: Whether or not they see eye to eye to me is irrele-J 
vant in public. They are flesh of my flesh and blood 
of my blood. I will sit down with them and I will 
talk to them and I will try to reason with them.

JOHN: Fine. Now answer the question. Do you think they 
see eye to eye with you? You said not in public. 
Have they indicated to you in private that they would 
like to come out and say to they are for what you . . 
or would they dare ....

CAR: What they say in private I wouldn't tell you.

JOHN: I wouldn't expect you to but I expect you to be honest 
about it.

CAR: Ah well I see them in private.

JOHN: And they say different.things than they say in public.

CAR: I see them in private.

UNKNOWN 
INDIVID-. 
UAL: Stokely ah ... .

CAR: Let the brother talk about figures and show them to 
you ...

COMM: I will ... I have a couple of more questions . . . 
Do you feel that the . . .

CAR: We can get em back. Let the brother ( ) so we
can take a break . . . (garbled)
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

COMM: Do you feel that the black community tomorrow (garbled 
by Carmichael)

CAR: You are trying to split us again . . .

COMM: I am not trying to split ...

CAR: I am like James Brown ....

COMM: (Garbled) Do you think the black community should 
physically arm itself with guns, shotguns, pistols, 
et cetera.

CAR: I'll get back to that along thing as soon as the 
brother do the number because that' a long thing. 
We just can't answer yes or no.

COMM: Stokely, we have a question that was directed to you. 
I believe it said to the beautiful Stokely Carmichael 
where can people find out more about Black Power.

CAR: Black History.

COMM; Right, same thing isn't it?

CARM: Yes, in a .sense it is. There are a lot of books 
that can be . . . One of them is Riches (pho) of 
the Earth by Franz (pho) Fanon (very pho). Brother 
Fanon has also written another good book called 
White Skin, Black Man. The story of a black man in 

\a White Society. Another one to read which is very 
very good is by J. A. Rogers, which is Africa's gift 
to America. It is really not the right title because 
we didn't give anything to America. They just stole 
it. Another good book, of course too, is written by 
Brother■Eerone (pho) Bennett is Before the Mayflower. 
Confrontation Black and White W. E. DuBois, The 
Brilliant Black Author, has written several books, 
one of the best ones, a little pocket book, The Soul 
of Black Folks, which is an excellent book. We also
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

(Continued)
CAR: have the invention of the Negro by Earl Carou (pho),

which is very good to explain just how the term 
Negro came up and what its uses are. There are 
several new books on the market today that. The 
Crisica of the Negro Intellectual by Harold Cruise 
(pho). This is an excellent book to read and^ there 
are lots more coming out. What we are trying to do 
is compile a lot of these books and to open a black 
book store. As a matter of fact, we will open a 
black book store in the District which will be on 
14th Street and Fairmont. If people want courses 
they can contact the New School for Afro-American 
Thoughts which is on 14th Street between Florida and 
W, which has an awful lot of information on this.

COMM: Stokely Carmichael, have you urged the black community
in America to arm themselves?

CAR: Well, see I do that in the context of equality. I
believe'in equality.

COMM: Then again as an equalizer.

CAR: Well in a sense you see White People got guns, that’s
a fact. White folks got guns. Now if you believe h 
equality if a white man got a gun then a black man 
should have a gun, that being equal. But white folks 
got a game, if they get the gun they don't want nobody 
else to have the gun like the Atomic Bomb. White 
countries have the Atomic Bomb, the Hydrogen. Nov? 
they come up with some joke about we ought to have 
nuclear test treaties (long laughter). And no more 
testing. And no more developing of bombs, they got 
the bombs, if you don't have any nuclear testing it 
means you won't get the bomb. So they tell the rest 
of the Third World, Africa, Asia and Latin America, 
you all don't do any more testing cause we don't need 
no more bombs, they got all the bombs. The white folk 
are doing the same thing, they got all the guns, and
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

(Continued)
CAR: now today they talk about we got to stop the sale of 

guns because they got em, Did you see in the papers 
white women in Kansas, the police are teaching them 
how. to shoot. Atlanta, Georgia, two months ago, 
the police department sold guns for a dollar a piece 
to white people. The necessity that black people 
get guns. We need em in case you come down. It’s 
better to have your stuff than not to have it. It’s 
always better to be prepared.

UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: To pursue this question of equalization a little bit 

further, as far as employment quotas are concerned, 
do you put any stock in those if a community is ten 
per cent black, that some of the businesses should 
employ at least ten per cent black people. Do you 
hold stock in that at all? Population versus 
percentage of employees .

CAR: I don’t understand.

ANOTHER '
UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: In other words if we go along with Mr. Ragland’s 

statistics, that 90 per cent of the people in 
Washington are black, should 90 per cent of the 
job holders in Washington be black.

CAR: No, No, I’m not talking about job holders, I’m 
talking about ownership and control.

FIRST
UNIDENTIFIED
MAN:
(ABOVS)

If there are ten per cent black people in the United 
States, should ten per cent of the Federal jobs be 
black?
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

CAR:
f

Ten per cent of the ownership.and control of their 
. country should be black. ,Jobs don’t mean nothing 
unless you have ownership and control. So let’s 
talk about ownership and control. White people 
don’t want to talk about it. They-want to talk 
about we will give you ten per cent of the jobs.

UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: In a black community do you think things should be 

commonly ownpd?

CAR: Yes, no dpubt about it. There is going to have to 
be in our community. This concept of private 
property and private ownership and profits is a 
strict white concept. We’ve never had it.

UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: That sounds a little Marxist there, doesn’t it?

CAR: What’s Marxist? (laughter) I’m talking about 
Africa that’s Africa, the usual way of life - 
straight up African and a Marx is a white boy 
who came along after Africa, so you know.

UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: Where are there communal societies on the' world 

that have worked out?

CAR: Africa, until you came along and disrupted it.

UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: . What kind of standard of living do they have in 

Africa?

CAR: They had a beautiful standard of living. You have 
a standard of living now that tightens everybody 
up because you raped the world. You steal the gold, 
you steal the uranium, you steal the copper, you 
amtgot no gold in this country.
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: - You have a warped sense of history.

CAR: You aint got no gold in this country, yet your whole
■ country is backed by gold (?). Do you back your 

gold currency 25.per cent on the dollar bill for 
your gold, hell no, and you know it. Uranium, copper, 
diamonds, zinc, where do you get all these from, 
that’s not white economics, that’s black stuff that 
you steal. Nov? what about your rest of metals and 
materials, where does it come from?

UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: What’s your point?

CAR: My point is the United States raped the rest of the 
world.

UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: Do you want our gold and uranium?

CAR; No, I want my gold, my gold is in South Africa, my 
people gonna get it.

COMM: Ends discussion, time is up.

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor eenchisions of 
thn FBI. It Is the property of 
the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; 
ft and ita contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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STUDENTS AT VIRGINIA UNION
SEIZE BUILDING, BAN WHITES

■ RICHMOND (UPD—Militant students seized the ad
ministration building of predominantly Negro Virginia 
Union University yesterday and vowed to occupy the 
structure for “a long, long time.” -

The 300- students turned the three-story building into a 
! dance hall-later, with couples dancing and mingling to 
rock and roll music blaring over loudspeakers. ' i

Whites were warned to stay away from the building U i 
' ;''by the students, who enthusiastically welcomed black ! 

power advocate Stokely Carmichael as a visitor. Carmi- ; 
chael, in Richmond to attend a bond hearing for H. Rap 
Brown, head of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Com
mittee, remained in the. administration building about a 
half hour'.

The students took control of the building after talks 
between boycotting students and officials broke down.

Dr. Alix B. Janies, vice president of the school of about 
'‘1,300 enrollment, said the administration planned “to keep f ■ 

■ going as much of the normal operation of the university | 
T as possible.” <; •

Student grievances are known to include mandatory^ 
class attendance, the right to evaluate-teachers and im- ’ 
proved campus facilities.
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date: 4/24/68

SA| I surveyed all WDC banks during the
period 2/15/68 - 4/15/68 in an effort to locate an account for 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL. The survey failed to disclose an account 
or other banking relationship for CARMICHAEL#

Efforts will continue to locate financial data regard 
ing CARMICHAEL.
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Memormdum
' TO Director, FBI (100-446080) date: i 4/22/68

.SAC, Indianapolis (100-15504)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL ';'-
7 ? 7 IS -MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION -

Re Mobile .’airtel to Director, 3/28/68. ...

On -4/11/6'8 .J_, I was contacted by
SA| |and SaF 1 He advised .. b7G

. that: UAKM1UHAEL was. on: a money-raising campaign and had spoken. b7D 
at three colleges near Montgomery, one being Tuskegee Institute,

■ the other two were" unknown to him. -/
• He identified WILLIE^felCKS.as the individual who 

gave the short speech on the church steps. He stated it was 
his impression RICKS is from New Orleans'.

ntified I |
Jas the individuals 'who were traveling with /Z' /7 Jahd| 

/CARMICHAEL.
Z 1 "■ - . ■ J ' ■1 ,r

. ' .. ' B " L ■ F ■ L H ' r 7 ■ . ' / '■ / ’ ■ V ’

He advised' CARMICHAEL had no definite plans for any 
demonstrations and that the conversations he had with him were 
general in nature.

advised if he heard further from CARMICHAEL 
he will advise SA[ ■b7C

I is , under consideration, by this officb -as a 
possible racial infprmant. Mobile 'advise Indianapolis if any 
reason. exists for not considering him and all hpc.kgrnund 
informatioh available your office^ re]
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Mr. Callahan___ i

Ro FBI (100-446080
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STOKELY'CARMICHAEL
INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS

At appraxiaateiy l?50 p 
E'epsftedly appeased at a s-ally In

4/16/68 b6
b7C

Mr. Conrad_____)<
Mr. Felt i'
Mr. Gals'z
Mr. Kosen<
Mr.
Mr. Tavp.l^Jv || 
Mr. Trotteri_ |!
Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes____ |j
Miss Gandy/

UsKsdS'sKiMoa
MwtadKM ' 
Sen Taj) Wai 
Fona 4-774

a , 4/5/68, STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
the vicinity of Douglass

Mil on the Hovard University ©aspus, brandished a pistol* 
®nd mde several inflammatory remarks ineluding the statements? 
”Don?t loot* shoot” and ”Go ho®e and get your guns.” Howard 
University students are presently on spring vacation and are 
net due baek for ©lasses until 4/22/68.
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2 - Chicago ..
B ” Cleveland
2 - Columbia
2 = Indianapolis
2 - Louisville
2 - ^iaml
g „ Newark
2 - Kew Haven
2 - Nev York
2 - Norfolk
2 - Pittsburgh
2 » Tampa
1 - WO

REC. 22*

is APR 231968

WGDgla© 
(39)

A1RTBX



WO 62-9737

Attempts to loeat® the following students who 
ware reportedly present during the CARMICHAEL remrks haw 
Wen sr&egative anti the possibility exists that they my haw 
goste h«e for vacations

gOSTO?

] (Haward UMwrsity stadesat) 
Harvard teiversity

CHICAGO

CXWMAND

b6
b7C

Akrosa

LOUISVILLE

MIAMI

2



^0

b6
b7C

&

3



WO $2-9737

at Hw&rd University on 4/5/68, the interviews 
stenald determine if CARMICHAEL was seen .to wave © pistol i7 as 
fe®st-as ©®n fee rewmfeered Ms exact statements0 th®

©f the @wwd following Ms appeeras^e.

0 The following Howard University students were
z '), , to have been arrested <hsring the distwbanee at

4



Tte st&sdtefcs ar^est^ ©ffwses dte'Wg
tgfes distwfeasE©® shmsld W smtewiewd t© deSeraaste if t>my 
h®?$ fey CAMZCHAM at a^w^i®st®ly 9;SO ipa®-,->
AA/^BC w fch® w<§£rfty ©f 14tfe srf U S£i?^ets0 $OU\V Wshi^gt©: 
X C< (CA^ICMSL ve^S’tedly ®&d© ressadks £ta
prfo at teag$ « <^/5/&8) @r tfe® day
at Wcrarf IWwsMy &rf ta£©wi®w stas&d dst@^aist@ if 
CAWro&W?§ fe®d a©y iaff@©£ @f
StedfelfijtSo

@®pi@8 @f thig ©@K^i©£ti@irr> 

t© teadl© &s @^@ditiwsly qs p@2Mfel®
erf malt8 @sa F® 302 o

CmCOL SHOULD BE COWSSDERgD m^D W 
O&WWUS SIWCE mwffluas HAVE RTOR^is.TO 
— . t~n-~r~— _ ~~ ^r*“-•■• -*•:* 'naair.w■n■ 1..1 1 ■

W R?SSgSSI0% OF A CTW 31'- THE EVEITCKG OF 4/4/68 
1® THE WHin OF Uth J®D W STREETS- W„ AHO 
AGAIW OH THE AFTERKOOM OF WS/SBMTOARa 
WWM



FD-36 <Hev. S-22-64) hEREZX ZS GXCLASSZFZEZ 
BABE G5-11-2CCG BY 633C3/ABC/YGH/ECG/sLs

F , 1/

Transmit the following in

Da&: 4/16/68
PLAINTEXT

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT

Mr.
Mr. Del^a^ ------
Mr. Mohr—™ 
Mr. Kolr-p.—— 
Mr. Cbaper „ 
Mr, Callahna 
Mr.
I& 
Mr,

FM:

TELETYPEVia -------------------

DIRTO:

RE WFOTEL 4/15/68

SUBJ

OR, FBI

(Priority)

C, WFO (100-43503)
(£)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

AND

! Mr. 
J Me. 

Mr.

Omrnd..
Felt-

Rocej 
Sulliv: 
TaveL.' 
Trott-31' 

li Tele. Rcobl. 
tzxsl 

Miss Gandy

*

DEPARTED FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEEN ST

NW, WDC, ELEVEN A.M. AND DROVE TO WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT WHERE

BOARDED FLIGHT FOR NEW YORK CITY. SUBJ RETURNE D TO ABOVE

ADDRESS AND LATER VISITED N.W. ,

WDC, AND A LOCAL LAUNDRY AND RESTAURANT BEFORE GOING TO SNCC HDQTS. 

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED SUBJ SPENT MOST OF AFTERNOON AT SNCC 

HDQTS. AND IN EVENING ATTENDED A MEETING OF THE STEERING COMMITTEE

OF THE BLACK UNITED FRONT.

ADMINISTRATIVE

ABOVE SOURCE IS

LHM RE BLACK UNITED FRONT MEETING FOLLOWS.

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

3-BUREAU
1-WFO

/os—-

RFOrmmh 
(4) 4 APR 231968

Approve#
ial Agent in Charge

Sent M Per-------------------------



R_D-35UFiev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE
Via

,LL

F B I

Date: 4/19/68 
PLAINTEXT

(Priority)

Mr. TnUnn „„ 
sMr. DeLoach „....

Mr. Mohr, ____ _
Bishop 
Casper 

Callahan___ _
Conrad_____

Mr.
। Mr.
। Mr. 
t Mr. 
| Mr. 
I Mr. 
I Mr.

TO: DIRECTOR AND SACS ATLANTA, CHARLOTTE, LITTLE ROCK. HER 
ORLEANS, NEW YORK AND SAN DIEGO

* Mr. Tavel
I Mr. Trotter_____

Tele. Room______
Miss Hulmes-___ .

“Miss ~fignrty~“. t~ ~

FROM: SAC 7 (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISC SEDITION

AS OF SEVEN O’CLOCK P.M. E.S.T. SUBJECT IN WASHINGTON

D. C. NO INFORMATION DEVELOPED INDICATING SUBJECT PLANS

TO TRAVEL OUTSIDE WASHINGTON, 

TO TWENTYONE.

D. C. WEEKEND OF APRIL NINETEEN

b6
b7C

@ " Bureau
2 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO

oi>
REC 27

■' ’J APR 23 1968



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
ALL A: 0PI4ALACX COXPA.-.XED

F B I

JnK/
i IMF. Toltffi 

IMr. n"T - 
Mr.

Date: 4/21/68

DeLoach L 
— - Mohr.

Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Casper

Callahan__Mr.

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, WFO (100-43503) 
I

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC.’; SEDITION

RE WFO TEL FOUR TWENTY SIXTYEIGHT.

Mr. _______
Mr. Rosenwl Lpy 

_Mr. SullivaXfiKj 
ty*. TaveLZELxL 
A-Trcdtor,___ 1___

Tele. Room
Miss Hulmes ;
Miss Gandy____ _ j

Gale...

TaveL.

SUBJECT DEPARTED FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH STREET, 

N.W., WDC, MIDAFTERNOON, FOUR TWENTYONE SIXTYEIGHT, WITH ANOTHER 

NEGRO MALE AND WENT TO N.W.,WDC.

LATER VISITED SNCC HEADQUARTERS, BOHEMIAN CAVERNS CAFE, AND

CONSTITUTION HALL, BEFORE RETURNING TO FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH

STREET

FOR

b7C

N.W. IN EVENING SUBJECT RETURNED TO CONSTITUTION HALL

PERFORMANCE OF RAY CHARLES.

i
Bureau 
WFO

REC 27

WWH:clr 
(4)



DrSSE •? 3--11-2 G C 6 BY 623 GG/rYGC/ly-K/E'GG/bls

FBI |
।Date: 4/19/68 I
I

Transmit the following in ______________________________ _________________________________ [
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via AIRTEL____________ AIRMAIL__________________________________ [
(Priority) ।

----------------------------------------------------------------- h—
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: ^SAC, TAMPA (100-1103) (RUC)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS 
(00: WFO)

Re WFO airtel to the Bureau dated 4/16/68.

Q F
1 Fla .. advised that[

In view ofabove, no le2xLs-J3GJJ12| set out for
New York and WFO will interview| hp°n return to
school. >////>

tffri /^' ’ / V? 7fi C. 8 Bisfiop

/3y- Bureau (RM)
2 - WFO (100-43503)
GWT:nh 1 - Tampa 
(6)

2 APR 22 1968

iMUSML IMl. JtUL

Sent M Per



(Hev,

F B I

Date: 4/18/68

Tolson---------
DeLoach-----
Mohr-----

_zLz?/ .0..S ■—

Mr. Caspar— 
}! Mr. Callahan 
;< Mr. Conrad.. 

['! Mr. F<:____

Mr. Cala------
||i Mr. Rosed—

V’jrJlr. Ta^el-----------
H| Mr. Trotter--------

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

lit Tele. Room---------
“I Miss HMmos-------

I ■■ Miss Gandy--------i
r4

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (62-9737) (P)
stokel/carmichael 
INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS

--------------------- L In-ic-bv-j^J- of CAliimhia

~| interviewed 
lor approximately au minutes 4/ib/bb. He advised unable to 
be available for further interviews until 4 p.m. 4/19/68.

b6 
b7C 
b7D

During interview 4/18/68, re instant matter, FAUNTROY 
furnished the following information:

In response to a telephone call from SCLC office, 
14th and U Sts., N.W., about 8 p.m., 4/4/68, he went to the 
SCLC office. At the office he endeavored to call SCLC officials
in Memphis, Tenn., but call not completed. Upon hearing street 
noise he went to SCLS office window. He observed CARMICHAEL
leading 50 - 60 predominately young people south on 14th St. at 
IJ St. He feared break-ina and v-inTenne might ernnt. I ~

b6
b7C 
b7D

group was doing was just asking the store merchants
to close their shops out of respect to Dr. KING’S death and 
that he ^©ARMICHAEl) could not stp this, /zb)-(A// (Zd - ze

( 3JBureau 
M£wfo

(1-100-43503)

REC-7
w APR 88 1968

ASB:MJB 
(5) c> C. - BishoP

AIRTEL



WFO 62-9737

—__ _______ I I saw no sticks, bricks or gunsF I

I The conversed
with a police officer and requested that no further police 
officers be brought to the area inasmuch as their presence 
might antagonize people in the area to violence. He commented 
that he last observed CARMICHAEL from his office window. At 
this time CARMICHAEL was leading the group east in the 1300 
block of U St., N.W. 

stated that he wanted to make it clear 
that he did not observe.any violence or disruptive tactics 
by CARMICHAEL and the group following subject while he was 
in their immediate vicinity.

Interview with expected to continue 4 p.m.
4/19/68. J—-------------- 1

b6 
b7C 
b7D

- 2 -



। rm;FD-^^Rey^S-22-64y

Transmit the following in

4/17/68

PLAINT

Via

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
Mr. Trotter.

Tolaon

iMh Mohr—
1 Mr. H 1 h'ibi

1 Mr. CaG^er----- --
Mr. Callahan—.
Mr. Conrad..—»

y Mr, Felt—--—
1 M*. Gcilo-—-X

Mr. Rosen—
Mr. SuUivaraQS
Mr. Tavd—^-4—

.1
tf’Ol/DIRECTOR. FBI

(Priority)

-b7C

/M: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

Miss Holmes , ,, 7
Mias Gandy——,

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

RE MYTEL 4/16/68

SUBJ WITH DEPARTED FIVE ZERQjO^^IVE SIXTEENTH

STREET,NW, TWELVE TWENTYEIGHT P. M. AND WENT SHOPPING AT LOCAL

SAFEWAY LATER RETURNING TO ABOVE ADDRESS. MID AFTERNOON SUBJ RE-

VISITED ABOVE SAFEWAY AND HOT SHOPPE RESTAURANT WITH UNKNOWN

MALE AND FEMALE, SUBJ SUBSEQUENTLY WENT TO SNCC HDQTS, MPD

NEGRO

ADVISED

ARRESTED FOURTEENTH AND U

STS,, NW, EARLY AFTERNOON. WFO SOURCE RELIABLE IN PAST ADVISED .

CROWD GATHERED AFTER ABOVE ARRESTS, SOMEONE IN AREA REPORTEDLY

WENT TO SNCC HDQTS. ASKED SUBJ TO COME QUIET THE CROWD WHICH HE DID

SUBJ LATER RETURNED TO SNCC HDQTS ACCORDING TO SOURCE, WRC TV

3^Bureau 
1-WFO
RFO:mmh 
(4)

APR 231®

Approved Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



F B 1

Date:

Transmit the following in__
f Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

PAGE TWO
WFO (100-43503)

REPORTED SUBJ APPEARED D,C. COURT OF GENERAL SESSIONS DURING EVEN

ING WHERE HEARING RE ABOVE ARRESTS BEING CONDUCTED SOURCE

ADVISED RELEASED ON BAIL AND RETURNED

TO SNCC HDQTS. WITH SUBJ

ADMINISTRATIVE

b6
b7C
b7D

Approved: ______________________ - • ■ -_ — Sent -----------------------M Per...................  —
Special Agent in Charge



■ ornONkl FORM NO. 10 ’ 
MAY VMi ED til ON 
GSAlfPMR Ml CFR> IOI-11.6 ,UNITED STATES GoffctNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR <• FBI (100-446 0.80 )TO

LEG AT , ' PARIS-' (10 O'- 2 6 8 3) • (RUC )

, STOKELY- CARMICHAEL
IS MISCELLANEOUS;. < 

' SEDITION 'j :'
.,■(00 — AT.) ': .

Remylet -t.b-Bureau 3/18,/.68-.-. '

date: 4/12/68

c

bl

b7C

■ r APR JrT 1968

fotO-

Bureau ‘ ‘
- (i _ Liaison,.’Section) ;■

■ Cl - . Atlon-tu^ Info,) ■. - .^5
1. Paris '
NWP: eini ■' -

rS!®W-W^CV
Savings. Bonds'Reg,;At^+'vingr.Plan



ED-36 (Rev. $^22’-64)l —.LIL: _X z _OX CCXl*^—sEl'

•hl*

F B I

Date: 4/20/68

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT,...X _ 
(Type in plaintextjffrfapde)

TELETYPE URGENT

Tolson__
Kir. DeLoach- 
Mr. Mohr------
Mr, Bishop— 
Mr. Casper__
Mr, Callahan.. 
Mr. Conrad... 
■jtfr. Felt_.___
JVIr. Gale

. Rosen__ _
.Srf!ljvan_ 
' Tavel

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI Jtt’D SACS CHARLOTTE
/ COLUMBIA
/ NEW YORK

FROK: SAC, ITO (100-43503)

STOKElV“£aRMCHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION.

REWFO TEL APRIL NINETEENTH SIXTYEIGHT.

Miss Holmes...
Miss Gandy—.,

SUBJECT DEPARTED FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH ST. NH, I DC

TWELVE FIFTY PM

THEY PENT

FOUR TWENTY INSTANT WITH_____________________

TO, NW, TJDC AND LATER

TO SNCC HDQTS. SUBJECT DEPARTED SKCC EJQTS :'ITH

|aI:D RENT TO DOWNTOWN AREA LDC WHERE APPEARED TO BE Si QPPING
b 6 

AT ABOUT TWO PM.

LDC SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT LATER 3ETURBED TO SNCC 1IDQTS

’.HERE PARTY IN PROCESS. SOURCE ADVISED SONE TALK OF SUBJECT

TRAVELING OUT OF TOWN DURING TEEKEND. HOWEVER SUBJECT DID NOT 

INDICATE TRAVEL DETAILS. MPD SOURCE ADVISED I



F.D-36 (Rev. ^-22-64jt

FBI

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

PAGE TUO 
(100-43503)

ADMINISTRATIVE

ABOVE IFO SOURCE IS PRI UNDER DEVELOPMENT.

CHARLOTTE AND COLUMBIA DETERMINE IF MEETING TNITK
b7C

SCHEDULED TO BE PRESENTLY BEING HELD IN AREA AND ADVISE l.'FO.

Approved: ___________________ :_________ Sent M Per --------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



Transmit the following in

v. AIRTELVia____ ____ _______ •

(Type in plaintext or cod^)

(P rioriti

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: ^SAC, WFO (62-9737)

STOKELY^ARMICHAEL 
INCITING TO RIOT 

^^MISCELLANEOUS

■/

Attached are photographs of a small\Japanese-made 
transistor radio capable of monitoring, with good^larity, 
the 'various radio frequencies used by the FBI, Metropolitan 

\ Polity Department, Fire Department, and other nearby police 
..agencies for their regular voice communications networks.

bb
b7C

This radio was furnished to Special Agents of this
'*'>^<yOffice on 4/10/68 by| J under development as

l 7 a' PRI, who c laims he obtained the radio at Wa shlngton SNCC /
Headquarters. | Istated that similar radios are.used^-

I by STOKELY CARMICHAEL] ]and other member ar?
A | of SNCC to monitor police ana rm broadcasts. .It £s* not^B
B that pasted to the back of the radio is a small ?caf*a
B which appears to be a listing of the exact plae«s bh the.’
■ dial where the listed agencies can be monitored: _ u.

WFO

155 - D. C. Police 5
156 - (Middle Dot) Fire Department
159 " (Between 1 and 5) Prince .George's County
170 - Park Policy Dto 7/1 xb
171 - FBI J(-105 Rt^*a J'~
160 - Arlington County

This radio can be purchase^from,^he Rgdio Shack B
Company, which has stores ln^%i*IbW&arge/citie^, for $24.-95. B 
Similar radios covering the ffeeqWerfpies fi*om 1^ to 174 Mhz. B
can be purchased for as littl^ as $17.95 from IsaFayette B

yughout^the B

Sent M Per
ent in CZSrge



' l“t H q ““ ““ £ 1.; . is ' v

Domestic Inte 11 igenc^j^iv i sion

INFORMATIVE NOTE

4/12/68

Attached indicates that 
Stokely Carmichael and other 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee leaders in Washington, 
D. C., are utilizing an inexpensive 
small, Japanese-made transistor 
radio to monitor local police and 
FBI broadcast^*

This information is being 
furnished to Criminaltand Internal 
Security Division of the Department 
Secret Service, military intelli
gence, agencies, and local police 
agencies. y

PTB:lrb
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I-

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

optional fo»“no. io 
Ml? 1961 EDITION 

GS* GEN. REG. NO. 17
UNITED'STATES GOVER^lENT

Memorandum^

50tO-106

Mr. W. C. Sullivan

W. R

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTERS; 
INTERNAL SECURITY ■

ALL ZXFORMATZOX CCNCAZXEE^

DATE: 4/9/68

C<Ssfi?L 

Callahan 

Conrad _ 

Felt------
Gale -----
Rosen__
Sullivan . 
Tavel _

■liiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
CLASSIFIED BY 6C319/LC/TAM/DCG/bls
DECLASSIFY CX: 25X 3.3(1 - derlTstivei C6-12-2 i 31

CUBA

4

j

bl 
b6 
b7C



Memo to Mr. V/. C. Sullivan 
Re: STOKELY CARMICHAEL



,LL
L.

APR 191968

Mr. Tolson
Mr. De Loach____
Mr. Mohr_______

Bishop____ _
Mr. Casper______

Callahan____
Conrad..... ....

Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Felt-
Mr. Gale.

L

b7C

WASH D.C. --4

Mr. Tavel 
Mr. Trotter 
Tele. Room_ __
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy _

539PM URGENT 4/19/68 JLS

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE. LOS ANGLES

SAN FRANCISCO AND SACRAMENTO (PLAINTEXT)

FROM SAN DIEGO (100-13995)

STOKLEY-'CARMICHAEL, IS - MISCs SEDITION

S$E Sgi DIEGO TELETYPE TO BUREAU AND WASHINGTON FIELD 

APRILrilGH^EN LAST.

H SOURCES IN SAN DIEGO ADVISED FIVE P.M. THIS DATE
7 J %

THATLsTOKELY CARMICHAEL WILL NOT COMEEfiR. SAN DIEGO BLACK ------
CONFERENCES.

ENii_i ~

RDR

FBI WASH DC



I
FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64) - ^.~LL _ X z CRMrYJ _ OX CCX^.-^XEO

HEREIN ZS "JNCLASS ZFZED 
DAYE G5-G1-2GG6 BY 6G3 GS/AYC/YAM/DCG/xjIs

I
FBI [

Date: 4/17/68 I
l

Transmit the following in______________________________  _____ _____________________________ !
(Type in plaintext or code) j

v. AIRTEL AIRMAIL 'Via _________________________  ____________________________ ___________________________ 1
(Priority) ।

________________________________________________________________________________________J________

FROM SAC, NEW ORLEANS (100-17362) (RUC)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

ST0KEL1TCARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY -
MISCELLANEOUS
SEDITION

Re Bureau letter to Albany 4/8/68, captioned
as above

b6
b7C

Reference is also made to New Orleans—adxtal__ _
q/sa/fiR nn tn Atlanta and WFO, reflecting!___________________ |

[Louisiana State University, New Orleans, 
La. (LSUNO), had confidentially advised a request had 
been received from the Student Liberal Federation (SLF), 
a campus group at LSUNO, for STOKELY CARMICHAEL to 
at that institution at 8:00 AM, 10:00 AM, and 2:00 
on 4/19/68.

speak 
PM,

advised instant date________  _ he
had been advised this morning of the cancellation of 
the proposed talks at LSUNO by CARMICHAEL. I 
believes the cancellation may have resulted from a 
lack of funds at SLF inasmuch as he believes CARMICHAEL 
charges a large fee for his appearances.

b7D

c, c.

Dr. ALBERT W. DENT, President of Dillard 
University, New Orleans, an institution primarily of 
colored students, advised 4/17/68, neither he nor his 
Dean of Students is aware of any expected appearance 
of CARMICHAEL in New Orleans for 4/19/68.

Bureau
2 - WFO (100-43503)
1 - Atlanta (100-6812)
1 - New Orleans
JWG:me

(info)

Sent M Per

b6 . 
b7C

w APR 19 1968

Specia. harge



ALL ZaFCRMATZOX ccxfafxed 
HEREZlx ZS UX:3LASSFFFEF
DATE C 6-12-2-Ji'S BY ■'' N/:»'■:/o ■ = \

SAC, Hatclork (100-15375D
MW - . „ j

Director, FBZ (100-446080)^wf * 1 '

MAILED 24
I MM2 1968

j COMM-FBI
Triltaifeg- nil ■ .i.u.—

DeLoach . 
Mahr — 

Bishop _
Casper__
Callahan . 
Conrad __
Felt____
Gale -------
Rosen __
Sullivan £ 

Tavel - f;
Trotter 
Tele. Room _____
Holmes_________
Gandy ___________

REC-126

May 2 1968

STOKELY CAKMICHAEL
RACIAL Mffirms - swcc
SEDITION

&eOTlet dated 4/24/68,
b6 
b7C 
b7D

PTB: ekw 
(4)

MAIL BOOM ETYPE



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAXJ5M EDITION 

gsa ppmr UFcSr) 101-11.0

UNITED STATES G RNMENT

Tl T T ”” ”” T3 Fa 7k T”! ”” y"^ i”’’’! 7k ”” X” TT’ T”\
I..1.1.1 ... Z S   jf"!  „ , .ft.

rz IT ]R JE ...,„ S ►—* OX-j^S? t? ...,„ z ...... IE 1..J

1_--J- E L 3 -__ — £ =„ L- C* B ; OL ; 5 .•• v- • ~rdE./ L Ub • .€

FROM

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751) (P)

subject: STOKELY uARMICHAEL 
IS-MISC; SEDITION

b7D

5010-1 Da

/ oy Bureau j
^2.<- Washington Fleld

1- New York

BJW:amb

date: 4/24/68

10 APR 26 1968

b6
b7C

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY IM2 EDITION
GSA FPMR (« CFR) I01-11.B

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

“--L-L:_ ’I Z Jztl'Zzzz____\zz> _* —__ \ £. 1_
* *>-* *“»'**» -r* ** ,>“** <“** -** *-* -** T“ T“\H H. pC .ft. .  \ .  *3* ’4 * J , .  z . ,H.. i...

■" — 2 r.(5- B"'*" (?•"• 3 r. 5 / ABC*

TO DIRECTOR, EBI (100-446080)

subject:

FROM J O (100-43503) (P)

STOKEL xGARMICHAEL
IS - M;
SEDITION 
(00:WFO)

Re WFO let dated 4/18/68.

date: 4/23/68

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies 
of an LHM concerning the above captioned subject. Also 
enclosed for the Bureau is one reel of tape containing 
both audio and^video of Stokely Carmichael8s appearance 
on TV_ program A?Controversy 14“ broadcast on March, 20,, 
1968 by statioi^ WFAN, Washington, D,C. A written (type) 
translation of the tape was furnished by WFO to the Bureau 
in letter dated 4/18/68.

A copy of the above mentioned tape was prepared 
by the FBI laboratory and is being retained in the file 
by WFO.

’2y- Bureau 
1 - WFO 
WH:typ 
(3)

1 H

The tape being furnished to the Bureau as an 
enclosure was obtained from the station on 4/15/68 by 
SA| |and need not be returned.

f

(Enc.^^^V^

ttMieo ,‘fi oTj tfAO£ -

Bonds l&gularly on the Rayroll Savings Plan



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Washington, D,Cj'2O535

x V; ■' April 23, 1968'

' STOKELY CARMICHAEL
■-'INTERNAL' SECURITY MISCELLANEOUS 

. ‘' SEDITION .

Stokely Carmichael appeared on television program 
’’Controversy 14”, broadcast from 7:00 to .10:00 PM on ■March 20, 
1968, by .-station HFANy Washington,- D#Ce! The program was 
moderated by John Hightower who advised it was a discussion' 
in nature involving- Carmichael and others#' Hightower advised 
the program was on the air from 7:00 to 10:00PM, but 
Carmichael did not appear during the full time, Hightower 
also advised a tape was not made of the first 15 minutes 
of the program due to an oversightJ

The original tape prepared by the station and 
made available to Special Agent Paul E. Morrison of the 
Hashington Field Office: of the Federal Bureau Of Investigation 
on April 15, 1968, is enclosed herewith^

ALL ZXFORMAT!OX COXTAZXED
' ■ ■ ' ■ • . : ■ HE RE EX IS OX XT, A E S LEXER

. ■ i ‘ ;■ . DATE C5-11-2CG6 BE 613CS/ATC/TAM/DCG/hls
docunient coo tains neither . ' -

■ reanntnend?.tionB nor- conchwionB -
FBI. It Is the property at

tb* FBI and *» laawd to yvur aeatwt

* 1*-

COPIES DESTROYED 

. 2€6 F£B 23 Wli.



FD-36 (Rav, 5-22-64}
ti

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE

F B I

Date: 4/16/68
PLAINTEXT

/ T°r C°de) b7C
Via

(Priority)

5

p—V— j
r---------J

-------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- j

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI AND SACS NEW YORK, DETROIT, BOSTON^, 
/OMAHA AND PHILADELPHIA X

OM: SAC, WFO (157-

NATIONAL BLACK ANTI WAR DRAFT UNION (NBAWADU), RACIAL

MATTERS

SOURCE WITH WHOM INSUFFICIENT CONTACT HAS BEEN MADE

TO ESTABLISH RELIABILITY, ADVISED ON INSTANT DATE THAT

DURING THE CONFERENCE OF THE CAPTIONED MATTER WHICH WAS

HELD IN

CADRES"

GENERAL

NYC DURING APRIL TWELVE TO FOURTEEN LAST, uREGIONAL

MET IN VARIOUS ROOMS IN THE DIPLOMAT HOTEL AND HELD

DISCUSSIONS CONCERNING THEIR PLANS FOR GUERRILLA

SOURCE ADVISED THAT

REVOLUTIONARY ACTION AND TACTICS TO DISRUPT THE U.S

2 - Teletype Unit 
2 - WFO

ERW:laa 
(6) ALL INFORMATION COWAHW '

M)T RECORDED 
!§3 AFS 23 19

Per

©

b7C

Special Agent fn~Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) - |- x n : . I
FBI jlDote: II

Transmit the following in ____________________________ .______________________________J
(Type in plaintext or code} I

Via _______________________ ____________________ ;______________________ _________ J
(Priority) ।

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- K

WFO 157- PAGE FOUR

b7D

ADMINISTRATIVE:

REFERENCE NEW YORK TEL APRIL FIFTEEN LAST. SOURCE IS

■PRf, WASHINGTON, D. C.

TPAns, ALL RECEIVING OFFICES ARE REQUESTED TO 

CONTACT SOURCES IN ORDER TO CORROBORATE AND TO DEVELOP 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THIS MATTER.

Approved: ---------------- :_________________ Sent ___________ _ _M Per
. Special Agent in Charge



TO

FROM

subject:

< SAC, BALTIMORE (80-720)

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

INTELLIGENCE
AND CRIME RECORDS

OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 1C
MAY J&fii EDITION
GSA FPMR <41 CFFr} 101-11.5'

UNITED STATES GC^ptNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, RBI 
.ATTENTION: DOMESTIC

date: 4/17/68$ : a

b6
b7C

Re Baltimore letter to Bureau, 2/5/68

SAC met with ______ |for approximately two hours on 4/17/68. 
A synopsis o± the conversation, whereinl responded to 
specific questions, is as follows: ।

The recently concluded disorders and riots in Baltimore showed 
signs of organization, considering the places that were looted 
and burned. Most businesses looted and destroyed were stores 
and shops operated and owned by whites, or operated by Negroes 
but owned by whites who live in distant suburbia. The .dis
orders might not have been planned for the weekend of 4/5-7/68. 
As a matter of fact.T (heard rumors beforehand that there 
would be "trouble." on Easter Monday in Baltimore (4/15/68), 
which is the traditional date Baltimore has had racial diffi
culties over the years. | |feel's the disorders broke out
earlier because of the murder of MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. He 
has no "hard evidence" that the disorders were deliberately 
provoked or organized, but he had been hearing for weeks in 
advance of the April 5th weekend,.black militant mutterings 
and remarks concerning the "economic rape of the'ghetto" by 3

5
 A

 A
P

R
 1

8
1

9
6

8

absentee landlords and white proprietors. • The angry talk in
1 the ghetto was against many white shop owners who used the
j "thumb method” in dealing with Negroes who come in to purchase 
food with Welfare checks. These people get 75$ of their money’s 
worth of food, and 25$ thumb on the scales. The black militants

(have been agitating people in the ghettos with such observations 
and their purpose is 
control it themselve

- Bureau
2 - Baltimore . x-x 

1 - 80-720) / Uu 
1 - 157-857)!—-7- 

m . ’'SO'S

Y15M968

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Begularly on the Bay roll Savings Blan



BA 80-720

I I fools the p. r i m i nal plftmpnt. 1 Ad bv individuals like ^6
1 | b7C

’ may not nave instigated the disorders, but they .were prepared 79 
to exploit them, and Friday night (April 5), when many in the
black ghettos were muttering resentfully about KING’S assassina- 
ition, these hoodlums were encouraging'the "kids and teen-agers”
Bto get something going.' I 1

I western Baltimore Negro area, and subject of a
I separate case in this office.) I Icannot prove it, but b s
Ihe feels there was some understanding or some loose agreement j . J 
Jbetween the black hoodlums like I Land the black/ ^7
^militants, like I | j

I The disorders were?
.to their'liking 'arid furthered their ends. 1 Ipointed out

b6 
b7C 
b7D

does not feel that "outsiders" played any significant 
jroie m the riots. He said the Negro hoodlum element in Balti-- 
imore and the black militants do not need "outsiders" and would 
1)be suspicious of them. I [pointed out that Governor SPIRO
T. AGNEW of Maryland was wrong when he stated that STOKELY CAR
MICHAEL was in Baltimore April 3 and met with Baltimore *s black 

^militants before the riots occurred. He said CARMICHAEL was in 
^Baltimore April 3 to discuss plans for his wedding and primarily 
Ito contact an unknown Negro who is either to "foot the bill" 
| for CARMTCRAEL ’ s. wedding or 1s tn give him a pti?hRfran1-.1 al wedding 
Lpresent.r Irelated thatl

b6 
b7C 
b7D

I pointed out a fairly established fact that the disorders 
[in Baltimore were aimed at property rather than people. He is 

-2-



BA 80-720

fearful, however, that in similar situations in the future, 
angry whites may confront the Negroes and severe race riots 
could result.

In response to my specific request, advised me that he 
would furnish "pertinent information” coming to his attention 
where he felt the Bureau had an interest and concern.|

b6
b7C
b7D
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1W2 EDITION
GSAFPMh(41 cfr) WVll.a

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL Z X FORMATZ ON C OXZAZ ZE D
HE RE EX X S XXCT A E S X E X E L'
DATE 15-11-2166 BY 662 6 6/AZC/TAH/DCG/hls

TO FBI (100-446030) date: 4/23/68

FROM

DIRBpjTOR

SaCaWO (100-43503) (?)

subject: / STCOLY'b 
IS - M; 
SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

Re WFO let dated 4/18/68o

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies 
of an LIE! concerning the above captioned subject. Also 
enclosed for the Bureau is one reel of tape containing 
both audio anduvideo of Stoke1y Carmichag1‘s appearance 
on TV program,/^Controversy 14’,. broadcast on..Marchw2.0_> 
1968_by statiorivWFAN, Washington, D.Cc A written (type) 
translation of the' tape was furnished by WFO 'to the Bureau 
in letter dated 4/18/68a

6A copy of the above mentioned tape was pre pare
by the FBI laboratory and is being retained in the 
by WFO.

b7C ■
The tape being furnished to the Bureau as an 

enclosure was obtained from the station on 4/15/68 by 
SA | |and need not be returned.

IwH; typ

Bureau (line

q® ...

'Wl'k319
1 ■' s y. i ngJ i~ppy''&ZS4'1Sdvings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

APR 2
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Scotch VIDEO TAPE
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DATE C5-11-2CG6 BY 6C3CS/ATC/TAM/ECG/bls

Airtel

April 24, 1968

1 Mr. G. C. Moore
1 - Mr. Basher

To: SAC, VFO (62-9737)

8
co
CD

i
CM

From:

STOKELY

Director, FBI (100-446080)

CAW
INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS

Enclosed is a copy of a letter from Assistant 
Attorney General Fred M. Vinson, Jr., dated April 22, 1968, 
captioned *®Stokely Carmichael, Inciting to Riot - Miscellaneous

It is noted that the enclosed letter was prepared 
before the Department received your report dated April 19, 
1968, and that the details of that report contained a 
considerable amount of the information requested.

The additional data requested by the Department 
should be handled promptly. Your attention is specifically 
invited to Item Number Five in the enclosed letter which 
requests information concerning ssall of Carmichael’s 
activities from April 4 to April 9, 1968 J9 It is realized 
that the activities of Carmichael on April 7, 8, and 9 have 
been reported separately by daily teletypes and other 
communications to the Bureau. You should incorporate this 
information in your next report. Of course, any additional 
information developed covering this pertinent period should 
be included.

Enclosure
Tolson __________ —j—
DeLoach PTB
Mohr /
Bishop __________
Casper__________
Callahan ________
Conrod __________
Felt _________ _
Gale . 
Rosen „_ _C._____
Sullivan _______ _
Tavel . -.
Trotter__________
Tele. Room______
Holmes_________
Gandy

SEE NOTE PAGE TOO



Airtel to SAC, HFO
' STSKgLY CARMICHAEL ' ■ : '■ ’

100-446080 ; . : _ '. . ' ’ '

EDIE; •' \

:-Sy letter.' dated April 6, ,1968, the Attorney' 
General requested tfe Bureau’s assistance -in developing 

: information On the incidents involving-Stokely Carmichael' . . 
on April ..4-6L,-;.'1'968,."'and to conducts continuing investigation. 

' and'surveillance of. Carmichael.; By -letter dated April',9,.-.-■. 
: -1968, ’we^Advised'the.‘Attorney • General. that a full-time’ ' 

' ■ physical surveillance is impractical and impossible. ■' ■ 
■ However/,we-, are maintaining a continuing 'investigation of 1 ’ 
...Carmichael. ' Concerning the request'of the’Attorney ■' r ' 
.'General, in.his ; letter of .-April 6, 1968, we have'.to date .

■ furnished- the Department three reports totaling, wer; - ; '
500 .pages and-'are continuing, to press, this’.investigation.’'

;;'r

■ ■ ’ L' B' IJ-" ■
^52.' Ifi



,LLForm DJ-150

^otted states GOV^N

Memoranaum
TO .Director., Federal Bureau of Investigation date:

[r. tofson------
Ir. DeLoach-jY_
Ir. Mohr---------y

^''Sasper-,.
Callahan------

, Conrad,—.
Ir. Felt______

ale......dL
fosen,/?

•fr. Tavel——
4 r. Trotter_____FMVtSB _ 

1-1-51“Tele. Room
FROM Fred M, Vinson, Jr.3 Assistant Attorney 

General, Criminal Division
Mis;s Holmes-------
Miss Gandy--------

subject: Stokely Carmichael
Inciting to Riot - Miscellaneous 
Bureau #100-446080

Your extensive report on certain activities of 
Stokely Carmichael on April 4? $ and 6S 1?68 in the
District of Columbia opened several new areas of possible 
inquiry. We request your continued assistance in 
developing facts relating to the following matters:

1

2.

Dissemination 'Of the press conference of 
April 1968.

0

TV, Radio 'and newspapers should be checked for 
time of broadcast or publication on the press 
conference. We are particularly concerned 
with precise time of broadcast, number of 
listeners at the given hour, the hour at 
which any newspapers with accounts of the 
conference may have reached readers and 
transcript of the broadcast or a copy of 
the news article.

Other knowledge which the news media may have.

L'/i! 
f n*1 ■ U 'I.

LR> f

b7C
The fruitful interviews with some of the 

news media indicate the need for further 
development of this source. We ask additional 
interviews withl____ las well as the stations
hnSTnAd at the Tdocrrn p.r^wm]nity} i. e . j| 

or any others ’khdwh td 

mess inuerviews should relate to 
have observed or he 
activities from An

you
what their reporters may 
about Carmichael and his

. April 4 to date

b7D

S APIS’



-2-

b 6
b7C

3. The knowledge of the Community Relations Service.

CRS people may have been about town during 
the recent events. We ask broad inquiry 

jconcerning their knowledge of particular 
incidents like the press conference as 
well as all matters relating to Carmichael’s 
activities during this period.

U. The knowledge of the Roving Leaders.

' Your reports suggest that roving leaders 
may have been on the streets during 
crucial times. We ask that they be 
interviewed both as to their knowledge 
of specific events and as to information 

| on how these events got started.

All of Carmichael’s activities from 
April h to April 9> '19&8.

While we have some knowledge of 
Carmichael's activities from April h. 
to April 9> 1968; -he was not visible for 
some substantial periods of time. What 

4 he was doings persons with whom he was 
I conferring^ etc.; may shed light on his 
I intent in going to Howard and/or the 
I manner in which the riotous conduct was 
8 started or sustained. Furthermore; if 
n any of the alleged supplies of firebombs; 

purchase of gasoline; etc. can be traced 
to him or to SNCC charges of possessing 
implements of crime may be involved. 
Likewise his communications with persons 
outside the District via telegraph or 
~lnnrr di 'stance may prove fruitful.1/

and my staff will be available to
discuss these matters with your agents.

Thank you for your cooperation

1/ We are aware that the telegram check on the 
California matter produced nothing.



Date: 4/23/68 ;
।

Transmit the following in _ ____________ ------------- ------------ - --------------------------- :--------------------
(Type tn plaintext or code) j

Via AIR-TEL __ _______________________ AIRMAIL ________
(Priority) ।

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, BUFFALO (100-19370) (RUC)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL.
INCITING TO RIOT
MISCELLANEOUS

Re Washington.FieId airtel, dated 4/16/68 requesting 
Buffalo contactI ~I Buffalo,
N y. 1------------- !----- < . ...-------------~--------------  1 b6

' * ' ' " ' . b7C
On 4/23/fiaI

Buffalo J____ |stated ne naa goffe 
hack to~Washington. D. c.. -to Howard university. She said 

" on t.hp namms at Howard 
University, She referred to|
and stated she was anxious concerning his involvement m 
disturbances at Washington, D. C., but that he had never told 
her anything about them. She stated he had never mentioned 
STOKFT.v fiARMTCWAEL in his oonversations. He had mentioned

b6
b7C

| Lain rHa TjaR going to Washington. D, C,.
4- rs a 4* 4-

I ane indicated sne aia not 
think it. would oe a gooa idea ror FBI personnel to attempt to 
interview her.son on the Howard University campus.



Date: 4/23/68 I
I 

Transmit the following in__________________________________________________________ j
(Type in plain text or code) I

AIRTEL IVia ____________________________ ________________________________________________________________ ।
(Priority) .

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J_

1 jj________W7

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, NORFOLK (100-6592)(RUC)
stokely CArmichael 
INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS 

(OO: WFO)

Re WFO airtel to Bureau, 4/16/68.
On 4/19/68,1. |a Howard University

freshman was interviewed at the house of his parents in the 
presence of his mother,| | He appeared an
intelligent y>u$h who was fortjjright in his answers to 
questions. He commented that he was sorry to have caused 
the FBI anv trouble. I hreatqd

There are enclosed three copies of FD 302 covering 
interview of| |for the Bureau and six copies of the same 
FD 3 02 for Wf7T

No further action^cpntemplated by Norfolk.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS ’

Approved:

b7C

Sent
Agent in Charge

M

rx z ,uBureau ( Enc. 3 ) ( RM)
2- WFO (Enc. 6) (RM) (62-9737) oef* ft
1- Norfolk

^LWK:dmb
(6)





NF 100-6592'
2 ----- -

was certain he did not hear.CARMICHAEL.. 
make several inflammatory, remarks in the vicinity of . 

* Douglass Hall-at Howard University at approximately
1:50 p. m. , on April- -5,1968./“ 

said he
-N.W. , Washington, D;C 
because he was in his

was not near IMth and N. Streets, * <■ 
s at 9:5p;p.m., on .April 4,1968-, 
room.at Cook Hall studying at that time 

said he .did/|see or-hear CARMICHAEL:on
^ril 4 or April 5, 1968 . He also said he. did not know if 
CARMICHAEL possessed a weapon because he had not seen One. 
in CARMICHAELrS possession. /



OPTIONAL FOtM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION 
G$A GEN. HEG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

_ _._v
i. Jxxl-± xL-± xxxxxx xxxx xxLx£ xli xlx XXXXX xxxxxX ‘-Z xxx*t Xxxx' *xxxx? xxxx*t xxxxx x±x xt xxxxxx xxx -± xZx xlxxx*

HERE EX Z S 7~Z€CTA > S Z FZEE'
DAYE C 5 Z Z ~~ 2 3 G 6 BY 6 C 3 3 3 / ABC / DAM / BCG /bls

Memorandum
to : Mr. W. C. Sullivan > date: April 13, 1968

Bishop _________
Casper —_____
Callahan 
Conrad ----------------
Fell ____ ___ __ _
Gale --------------------
Rosen ----- .------------
Sullivan ________
Tavel ------- --------

from : Mr. G. C. MooreZ<',V

o .
SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

T ro 11 e r .......... ........
Tele. Room ---------
Holmes __—___ _
Gandy __________

RACIAL MATTER - STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

b6
b7C

I Bureau Headquarters on 4/13/68 
and stated sbe is a Negro and a Government employee. She said 
she works at the Library of Congress. She stated she is upset
over the events of the past week and thinks the Government 
should arrest agitators like Stokely Carmichael.

|stated that she was listening to the 11 p.m. 5
News on tv cnannel 7, 4/12/68, and she saw Carmichael and he 
was advocating that Negroes burn down American cities. She $
said she always felt the: type of violence that had hit other >
American cities could not hit Washington, D. C., but now it 
has. She attributed the violence here to Stokely Carmichael. " X 
She said anyone who can run around near 14th and U waving a gun 
as Carmichael did should be arrested. —M S

--------------1 ■ /Mi 
______ I further stated that she believes Carmichael ?£ 

violated the Sedition Statutes when he advocated burning t
American cities. She closed her remarks by stating "For God's 
sake get that man off the street." •..<

___________________said she is a Negro.I I______ 'fe

ACTION:

Unit of
of the Xnter-Division Information 

Tn view of the above

IPR 23 1968

ne Department was advised. 
information it would appear thatl 

|and the above information will be furnished to the 
for consideration in that regardWashington Field Office

1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Sizoo 
1 -Mr, G. C Moore
1

CAP:as:djf 
(6)

b6 
b7C 
b7D



FD-36 (Rev. 12-13-56)

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL_____

L „X : =JF.b-i_-__' CX CCX L-r^m aEc
REZX ZS UNCLASSIFIED

EAFE G5-11-2GS6 BE 6G3GS/AUC/TAM/DCG/hls

F B I

Date: 4/25/68

(Type tn plain text, or Code)

________AIRMAIL________
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM:7V f SAC, ATLANTA (100=6812) (P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
• IS - M;

SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

Re Chicago airtel to TH vector / 4/22/68. forwarding 
to Atlanta two photographs of| [which was
taken on 2/2/68 by the Police Department at Maywood, Ill.

The source observed the photograph of | and ad
vised this photograph is not identical to either oi the 
individuals accompanying STOKELY CARMICHAEL on this parti
cular occasion. The source added that the photograph does 
not resemble anyone with whom the source is acquainted.

C3>-
3 -

1 -
3 -

Bureau (100-446080) (RM)
- 157-1297) (CARMICHtEL) (RM) 
- 157-1653) 
- 157-2694) 
<100-43503) (RM) 
- 100-6812)

Chicago (1 
(1 
(1

WFO (Info)
Atlanta (2

EUCsmet 
(10)

C- C. o .Bfeg^

Approved:

$ APR 1968



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Date: S/25/68

Transmit the following in

Via_______ AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

_____________ AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, COLUMBIA (100-179) (RUC)
STOKELY^ARM ICHAEL

INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS

______________ Efforts to contact

IS. C., on 4/19/68 were negative as no one 
ice.

______________ On 4/24/68 J | advised
| |did not come to Anderson during tne spring holidays
1 and remained1sofaras she knows in Washington. D. C. He can be 

reached by telephone number jashington, D. C.

(Jp-Bureau (RM)
2-WFO (RM) (100-43503) 
1-Columbia

b6
b7C

FHA:pel
(6)

/cc. c
b7C

g. & o HsW

a° APR 27 1958



FBI ’

Transmit the following in

Date: 4/24/68 |

(A
(Type in plaintext or code) II

r. Tolst>g>~'..
r. DeL«aclvr23|
r. Mohr______

Mr. Bishop---------
Mr. Casper______
Mr. Callahan___

Mr. Conrad_____
Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale................

Via_______ AIBIEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
b6

PROM: SAC, WFO 6100-43503) (P) b7C

stokely'Carmichael
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION 
(00 :WF0 )

According to an article appearing in
Guardian, dated 4/20/68, page 14, columns 3 and

Mr. T fif’d_____
Mr. Trotter___.
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes—
Miss Gandy___

the National 
4 (bottom

of page), the Southern Conference Educational Fund invited 
persons to dinner reportedly to pay tribute to ELLA J. BAKER.
According to the article, the dinner would be held at the 
Grand Ball Room, Hotel Roosevelt, Madison Avenue and 45th
Street, New York City, on Wednesday, April 24, 1968. The 
article stated that cocktails would be served at 6:00 p.m. 
with dinner at 7:00 p.m., and a fee of $10.00 for admittance 
would be required. The article listed people expected to be 
present as follows: BOB ZELLNER, MRS. ROSA PARKS, STOKELY /■ 
CARMICHAEL, LELA SCOTT, HOWARD ZINN. ;/A

The article further listed that for Information 
one could call the Southern Conference Educational Fund at 
212-475*8775, located 799 Broadway, Room 412, New York City.

M Per __________________



HFO 100-43503

NY ascertain what part STOKELY CARMICHAEL will have 
in the above function and whether or not he is scheduled to 
speak. If CARMICHAEL’S attendance at the function is verified, 
NY requested to cover activity per Bureau airtel dated 12/21/67.

NY cognizant^. 1

2



Mr.
i Mr. 
iMr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Trotter.

DeLoac^^H 
Mohr.-J^H 
Bishop.._J^B 
Casper...
Callahan__ _
Conrad
Felt__
Gale__
Rosen..
Sulliva
Tavel_

Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy_____

FBI NEW YORK

126AM4-25/68 DEFERRED WTH ENCODED //2//

TO DIRECTOR 100-446080 ( — ^ATTENTION DID) AND WASHING!
/ WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE VIA WASHINGTON

FROM NEW YORK 10015351 b6
b *7 C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

IS-MISC, SEDITION

BU AGENTS OBSERVED STOKELY CARMICHAEL ARRIVE HOTEL ROOSEVELT,

MADISON AVE AND FOURTY FIFTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY AT SEVEN FIFTY FIVE

PM INSTANT DATE. APPROXIMATELY TWO HUNDRED PEOPLE , WHITE AND NEGRO, 

OBSERVED IN ATTENDANCE AT SOUTHERN CONFERENCE EDUCATIONAL FUND(SCEF) 

DINNER IN MAIN BALLROOM, HOTEL ROOSEVELT•

ATT-A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, RELIABLE, ADVISED INSTANT DATE THAT IN

TWO COPIES TO WFd



PAGE TWO b2

BU AGENTS OBSERVED MANY NEGRO MALES STRATEGICALLY PLACED ABOUT MAIN BALL-

ROOMAND ADJACENT AREAS OF HOTEL ROOSEVELT PRIOR TO COMMENCEmBt OFM 

SPEECHES. SECURITY PROVIDED CARMICHAEL, AND OTHER SNCC OFFICIALS APP- 

EARED EXTENSIVE.NO RECORDINGS OF SPEECHES ATTEMPTED. —

LHM TO BE SUBMITTED ON SNCC ACTIVITY AT SCEF AFFAIR. r.
o END

RDR

FBI WASH DC



Airtel

To: SAC* WFO

From: Director, FBI

CARMICHAEL-STOKELY
INTERNAL SECURITY - MIS CELL AHWUS
SEDITION

April 29, 1968

1 --Mr. G. C. Moore
1 - Mr. Basher

ReWOairtel 4/24/68

reel 
T.V. 
they

Authority is granted to purchase one 50-minute 
of video tape at approximate cost of $65 to lend to 
Station WFAN until such time as the original reel 
furnished your office can be returned to them.

1 6221 IB) b6
b7C

PTB:ekw 
(6)

to
CO 
CO 
O> co

o Ld CO S
< CM S

olf"x
<=2

Tolson _
DeLoach 

Mohr___
Bishop _
Casper _
Callahan 

Conrad_
Felt____
Gale___
Rosen __________
Sullivan --------- ,—_ // •'
Tavel Z ifyi
Trotter----------
Tele. Room A____
Holmes 

Gandy

£!OTE: In connection
Stokely Carmichael, WFO 
by T.V. Station WFAN, Channel 14, of an 
Stokely Carmichael on that Station on 3/20/68 
being retained 
determined the 
value, it will 
of tape loaned
where it Trw\iHl be used in our video coverage 
certain of our intell igence^$p^at$cni^

with a Sedition 
obtained a reel

investigation of 
of video tape made 
appearance by

This tape i s 
for possible evidentiary use. When it is 
tape furnished by WFAN has no evidentiary 
be returned to them at xhich time the reel 
to the Station would be/r eturned to WFO 

ntn

 MAIL ROOM UZd TEL

a 3 MAY ■= 61368

b7C



yFD-36„(Rev. 5-22-64}

FBI

Date: 4/24/68

Transmit the following in__________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

__ AIRTELVia _________________________  ____________________________________
(Priority)

FROM:

STOKELY-CARMICHAEL
IS - M 
SEDITION

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

ReWFOlet 4/22/68 forwarding reel of video tape 
made by T.V. station WFAN, Channel 14, of an appearance by 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL and others on that station on the evening 
of 3/20/68.

T.V. station WFAN has advised that they maintain 
only a very limited supply of video tape and that they have 
a need for the above-mentioned tape in order to erase and 
re-use it. 
reel 
reel

They are entirely willing to accept a substitute 
of blank tape for use until such time as the original 
can be returned to them.

WFO requests authority to purchase one sixty-minute 
of video tape, at an approximate cost of $65 to lend 

station WFAN until such time as this original reel 
can be returned to them. The reel of tape loaned to the 
station would then be returned to WFO, where it would be 
used in our video coverage in certain of our intelligence 
operations.

reel 
to T.V

3 - Bureau 
' 1 - WFO

EHB:eadw
a APR 1958

AIRTEL

Special Agent in Charge
Approved: _______________________________ Sent M Per



WASHINGTON—05—
NEW YORK—03 —

Mr. Tolson
Mr. De Loach____
Mr. Mohr-----------
Mr. Bishop---------
Mr. Casper______
Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad_____
Mr. Felt_______ - ;
Mr. Gale________ I
Mr. Rosen........ ... j
Mr. SuihvanJ^T1 
Mr. Tavel------ ----
Mr. Trotter--------
Tele. Room---------
Miss Holmes-------
Miss Gandy-------

10:03 PM URGENT 04/25/68/ JPK

TO DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON FIELD, AND NEW YORK (CODE) 

(ATTN DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION)

FROM NEWARK (100-49533)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION. g

_____________y b7C
S1IRVFJI I AMCF NEIGHBORHOOD 0f| |

| | NJ, EVENING OF THIS DAIl uwNUl UlblLUBE”HHESENCk “dh'— ■ ’

SUBJECT AND/OR AUTOMOBILE USED BY SUBJECT FOR TRANSPORTATION ft PAST/.

SURVEILLANCE CONTINUES. RESULTS FOLLOW. ff

-------- ADMINISTRATIVE---------

RENYTEL AND TELCALL TO NK FOUR TWENTY FIVE SIXTY EIGHT
END

WASH LRC R RELAY

FBI WASH DC
& APR 30 1968

IWO COPIES 1'0
if



NEW YORK--02—1258PM ELF

URGENT 4-26-68

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080)
ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

WASHINGTON FIELD (100-43503), NEW YORK( 100-153751)

FROM NEWARK(100-49533)

STOKELY ^RMICHAELs IS-MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION. ' 
7 •?

TODAY THAT PROPERTY AT

NJ, WAS SOLD BYJ

T0|

Mr. Tolson
Mr. DeLoach..—
Mr. Mohr--------- —
Mr. Bishop--------
Mr. Casper_____
Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt-------------
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen—
Mr. Sullivan____
Mr. Tavel------ —
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes----- -
Miss Gandy--------

PLAINTEXT

NJ, ADVISED

IN AUGUST, NINETEEN SIXTY SEVEN 

NOT FURTHER IDENTIFIED.

ADMINISTRATIVE
RE NEW YORK AND NEWARK TELS, FOUR TWENTY FIVE SIXTY EIGHT
SURVEILLANCE DISCONTINUED ATf |

END

HWL

a APR 30 I960$

■ JCC

RELAYED to,



FD-36 (Bev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 4/28/68

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT / 
(Type in plaintext or ccffift}

Via TELETYPE
(.Priority)
Z

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM:/ SAC, UFO (100-43503)

STOKELY QtKkICHAEL, IS-HISC ; SEDITION

k Mr.
!| Mr.। ! Mr. Fult 

| jf Mr. GM? 
। i Mr- Rosen. _ 
1‘ >? . Sullivan

M Tavel _.. 
M/- Trottar- 
Tele. Room— 

I ! Miss Holmes 
1- i -Miso -Gandy-

I Mt.

Mr. ,-^r
Mr. rp,L’-ach^— 
Mr. Mohr-----
Mr, Birh-p

Casper

1

KEUPO TEL APRIL TIE? TY SEYEE LAST.

OK TI/1C 5’03'EG OF APRIL TWENTY LIGHT ESTAKT, SUBJECT US

AT UTS BESnoCii, FIVE ZfiRO 0K3 PHE SIXTEEN ST. KU, I. DC.

AFTER? 00K SUBJECT &EPA1WD ABOVE ADDIIESS IN A LATE L0.0EL YEL.0L 

STATION k’AGOL BEARING IffiT YORK LICENSE FIVE Z BASU TUO SIGiiT ZERO 

SIX AND LENT CO SNCC LEADQU/A'.TLRS, I'DC.

FROM ALOFT 70131 TO SIX 1-M SUBJECT TALKED CAUSL'ALLY ABOUT

VICDITY OF FOURTEENTH AKD U STREETS, NW, GREET JIG AND BEING 

GRB3TLD BY PERSONS STROLLING IN THE AREA i SUBJECT LATER RETURNED 

TO ABOVE RESIDENCE* b6 

b7C



17-1 (Rev. 8-11-03)

□ FOIA/PA

:,ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

5

Q Litigation □ Executive Order Applied

Requester: ________________________
Subject: ___________________________
Computer or Case Identification Number:
Title of Case: ______________________
* File _____________________________
Serials Reviewed: __ ______________ _

&

Section

8$

Release Location: *File Section
£

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see foe documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unil

File Number:
Serial(s) Reviewed:

Section

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject: ’
FOIPA Computer Number: W33/7

File Number:
Serial(s) Reviewed:

Section

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number;

&

s

File Number:
Serial(s) Reviewed:

Section

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number:

LWA±

AM / MC w $
%

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

DATE:

SCANNED BY DoqLab (RMD)

ATTENTION

f // V DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE
LAST SERIAL: ______

£'5



COM

'ng in

IRTEL

TO:

FROM:

HEREIN IE
DATE OS..0

F B I

BY ;/hls

Date: 4/23/68 
PLAINTEXT

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR; FBI (190-446080)

SAC, MEMPHIS (100-4492) (ROC)

SUBJECT: STOKELT CARMICHAEL
IS - M
SEDITION
00: WTO

Re WO. airtel t© Bureau, 4/16/68
On 4/18/08,1 Temporary
Department, Tennessee Bureau of Motor
Nashville. Tennessee, advised that temporary|Import Motors, 

_ , «asnviiie, ana temporary license
_____ |was issued to Sadler Moore Motors, Gallatin, 
Tennessee. It is pointed out in retel that temporary 
Tennessee license furnished by WFO was 089703 with 
no additional letter following the number'.

On 4/18/68 J ~| Tune
Import Motors, was ‘"interviewed concerning his comeanv*s 
issuamse of temporary Tennessee license] |

[stated that he would check his recoras relaxing 
TO issua aid license plate. Upon reviewing
his records, tated that?^hese records show
g?-Bureau (RM) 
4-WFO (RM)

(2 - 100-43503')
(2 - 25-32120)

1-Detroit (25-346lfe)(RW (INFO
4-Memphis

(1 - 100-4492)
(1 - 25-1,4444)
(2 - 100-4415)

WDM:PEH b Q, B bN,-1
(12)

Licensing 
Vehicles^, 
license
1310 RrohdwAy

PEC-40

tern

b6

8 APR 25 1968

bved:
1968 Specjfll Agent in Charge

Sent M Per



i2

Negro male using .the name|______ [brought a
red Volvo sedan into his'company to have a motor 

rhaul performed.
| adv-i ss^ri that on 4/3/68 when the repairs

were completed I who stated his true name was
paid $430

is casn lor.tne engine overnaur. a is ■cue lime this person 
visited the company, he 'was accompanied by threeother Negro 
males, names unknown. .....

______I Istated that this person representing himself
as I |as
he has seen photos oil I, So stated that this person
claiming to be| [did all the talking concerning the 
transaction and had requested ;that Tune Motors grant him b6 b7c
a temporary Tennessee license .for the Volvo as the Alabama 
plates on same had expired and they would need a temporary 
license to return to Alabama in order to obtain re-registration 
for said car. | [stated, that temporary Tennessee licenseIwas issued to| |was questioned as to
whether or not any noltakios was maae concerning the Alabama 
license that was supposed to be oh said Volvo. | [said 
he cannot recall the number and that the Alabama license 
was not noted on the repair slip. Other than this, 
could furnish no further information. --- :---

For the information of all offices receiving this 
communication J I

2



j /D-36 (Ref. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 4/22/68
Transmit the following in

fType in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44680)
FROM:
SUBJECT:

SAC, CHICAGO (157-1297) (P)
STOKELY'"CARMICHAEL.
IS - MISC.; SEDITION
00: WFO

Re Chicago airtel to Director, 4/10/68, captioned 
as above.

Re airtel set out identifying information concerning a g. O. BELL who accompanied STOKELY CARMICHAEL,! 1
| |from Atlanta, Georgia, to Washingt«>n,
D.C., on 3/15/68.

________ Enclosed for Atlanta and WFO are two photos each
of! I taken 2/2/68, by Maywood PD, Maywood,^
Illinois. Captain BERNER KELLOUGH, Acting Chief of Police^ Majrood PD, made available a photograph from which these £ 
were made on 4/12/68.
LEAD

ATLANTA AND WFO
Display| |photograph tn .nnrng, observing

group ana determine ifabove mentioned, 
is identical tq । >

2) (RM) (100-6812) 
(100-43503) (RM)

3z- Bureau
Atlanta (Enc 

2 - WFO (Enc. 2)
3 - Chicago

1 - 157-1653
1 - 157-2694

M Per __________



TO

FROM

QFBQHAl FOtM HO. »0

ALL TNEGRMA:
HEREIN IE TJ1 

te oe...oi...:

UNITED STATES A1ENT

MemordnUum
MR. W. C. SULLIVAN

MR. G. C. MOORE

COM T A 
EIFTE 
BY 60

DATE: April 23, 1968
Tele. Boom --------

Holmes_________
Gandy __________

subject iSTOKELY CARMICHAEL- 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

7a SEDITION

By letter dated 4/6/68, 
requested the Bureau's assistance 
on the incidents involving Stokely Carmichael on 4/4-6/68

the Attorney General 
in developing information

My memorandum dated 4/5/68 advised we have 
. furnished the Department two reports totaling over 300 I pages from our Washington Field Office concerning this 
matter* Included in these reports is detailed information 
obtained from witnesses who observed the activities of 
Carmichael in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, N.W., 
Washington, D. C., the evening of 4/4/68. Several witnesses 
saw Carmichael in the possession of a ha ndgun and one 
witness stated Carmichael said, "If you don't have a gun, 
go home and get one." Also included in one of these 
reports is a transcript of highly inflammatory remarks 
made by Carmichael at Washington, D. C., Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee headquarters on morning of 4/5/68 
and Carmichael's activities at Howard University the 
afternoon of 4/5/68 where several witnesses reported 
Carmichael exhibited a pistol to a group of students on 
the campus.

We have received a third report"' from our Washington 
Field Office consisting of over^OOpages which is being 
PTB:ekw 
(7) 
1 -

: J. V

1 -
1 -
1 -
1 -

Mr • DeLoach
Mr. W. C. Sullivan
Mr. Bishop^:./
Mr. Rosen !
Mr. G. C. Moore 
Mr

CONTINUED - OVER

1 APR 26 1968



Memorandum to Mr* W. C. Sullivan 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

furnished to the Criminal Division and to the Internal 
Security Division of the Department* Included In this 
report are the results of additional interviews with a 
large number of individuals* One witness stated In a 
signed statement he observed Carmichael on the evening of 
4/4/68 as the leader of a group which requested business 

J establishments in the area of 14th and U Streets, N.W.,, to 
^close and Carmichael stated, ”We don’t want any violence 
as long as they close, but if they don’t, take it*” 
Six additional witnesses, who are students^ saw Carmichael 
on the campus of Howard University on the afternoon of 
4/5/68* One of these witnesses^ observed Carmichael 
rad^e»^^pXstol^oxer_hls head. A press reporter heard 
Carmichael state at Howard University / ”If you don’t

I have a gun, go home*” This report also contains the 
transcript of Radio Havana broadcast of Carmichael’s 
telephone interview on 4/5/68 wherein Carmichael commented 
that as a result of the death of Martin Luther King, Jr., 

। "more people are now beginning to plan seriously a major 
1 urban guerrilla warfare where we can begin to retaliate 

not only for the death of Dr. King but where we can move 
seriously to ••• serious revolutions with this country 
to bring it to Its knees*”

We are continuing to press this investigation 
to determine the identities of additional potential

- 2 -



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

TO:
FROM:

!

l!CD£ DY

PLAINTEXT

URGENT

FBI, AND SAC BALTIMOREDIRECT©
SAC, (100-43503)
STOKELY^ARMICHAEL, IS-MISC*: SEDITION

RE WFO TEL FOUR NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT.

(Type in plaintext or code)

■' TAPI/E?G/ bls

Date: 4/19/68

(Priority)

Mr. Tolson---------
Mr. DeLoach _
Mr. Mohr_____
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bishop-------
Casper-----
Callahan .. 
Conrad

Mr. Felt_______
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen
Mr. SullivanJC. 

Tavel ___
Mr. Trotter------
Tele. .Room ._____
Miss iiohiies-----
Miss Gandy____

SUBJECT WITH
DEPARTED FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH ST. NW, ELEVEN ZERO FIVE AM
PROCEEDED TO NATIONAL AIRPORT WHERE TOOK
NOON EAL SHUTTLE FLIGHT FOR NEW YORK CITSf. AND SUBJECT RETURNED
TO SNCC HDQTS. SUBJECT AND DEPARTED SNCC TWO FIFTEEN PM IN
LATE MODEL DODGE BEARING D C TAG FIVE TWO FIVE DASH THREE THREE

NEGRO FEMALE, AND DROVE TOTHREE, DRIVEN BY
MD. WASHINGTON TELEPHONE ADDRESS DIRECTORY DENOTES

ABOVE ADDRESS THAT OF SUBJECT AND DE-
PARTED ABOVE RESIDENCE FOUR THIRTY FIVE PM AND RETURNED TO SNCC.
SUBJECT DEPARTED SNCC EIGHT FORTY PM RETURNED TO FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE
SIXTEENTH ST. AT NINE PM. EFFORTS CONTINUING TO DETERMINE

Bureau
Teletype Unit 

2 - WFO
RFO:tkm 
(6) 'VW

REASON

,n-AP_R 2RJ96&

Sent M Per

4?

Approved? 1
SpeciaPAgent in Charge



FD-36 '(Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

9 •
FBI

Date:

(Type in plaintext or code)

---- :----- 1
no i

Via

Approved: .----- ----------------------------------------- Sent M Per 
Special Agent in Charge



rFD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) ALL, J..NEGK.PI.A. 
^FREIN TE TJ1 

DATE OS.01... :

:o:n t a 
TFTE

! AM/DCG/hl

F B I

Date: 4/25/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority}

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, COLUMBIA (100-179) (P)
STOKELY^CARMICHAEL

IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

Re WFO teletype to Director, ET AL 4/21/68, and 
Charlotte teletype to WFO and Columbia, 4/21/68.

Established sources in the Columbia Division 
have furnished no information indicating that the subject 
was within the Columbia Division during the weekend of 
4/20-21/68.

Q;-Bureau (RM)
2-WFO (100-43503) (RM)
1-Charlotte (Info) (RM) 
2-Columbia (100-179)

FHA:pel 
(8)



HEREIN IE IIIJ
DATE OiS-Ol- HI HY TAEl/ OCX

F B I

Date: 4/10/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code!

Via
AIRTEL

(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

‘ FROM SAC, CHICAGO (157-1237)

SUBJECT: STOKELYY CARMICHAEL 
IS - Miscellaneous; 
SEDITION
00: WFO

Re UFO airtel to Director 
as above.

3/29/68, captioned

Re airtel set out lead to identifvl J who
accompanied STOKELY Cx^RMICHAEL, I land

I from Atlanta, Georgia, to Washington, D.C. on

■ Chicago indices contain no reference for

Chicago file 157-2269 entitled "Racial Disturbance A- 
Proviso East High School, First Avenue and Madison Street. 
Maywood, Illinois. 9/22/C7" indicates that on 2/2/68j

IMaywood PD, Maywood, Illinois, advised that F 
1 uialp _ afagro, 17 years of age , |

____ I is a Jj^idber nf tty NAACP T 
Suburban Branch Youth Council, May w o od//| |resided a11

I I Laywood, 11llnois, and has been involved I
ih numerous racial disturbances|

Bureau
2 - Atlanta (100-6812) (Info)(RM)
2 - UFO (100-43503) (Rid)
2 - Chicago

(1 157-1653)

9; ,Sl

io APR 12 196g

DEiUbjo 
(9) ""

A-

V;f
S Approved: ___________

‘AY 6 1968 Special
Sent ____ M Per



CG 157-1297
On 3/22/68.1 I PRI. protect. reliable.

advi ctpci t.ha t. I

On 4/8/68.1 I'(PROB) . reliable , advised that .
I In as be e n
associated with members of theMavwood NAACP Youth'Counsil-.
Source had no personal knowledge of | ""|

Chicago is of the opinion| . ^'iQ
probably identica 1 to| jon the basis that|
association with Maywood Youth Council.

LEAD

CHICAGO

AT MA WOOD . 1I ,LI NO 18. Contact ■ Maywood PD and determine 
if photograph of] |is available, if so obtain
copies to be sent to Atlanta and VJFO.



FF,D-36'(Rev, 5-22-64}

HEREIN
I'dNTAi:
RIFLED

FBI

PLAINTEXT
Transmit the following in_____________

Date: 4/10/68

Via

TO:

TELETYPE

RECTOR AND SAC ATLANTA

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

nnncH 
Saliva 
? H vol™ 

ittQF.

■ neteaK-Z

p-

11:30 AM Lm!

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

K V AM / MC

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, INTERNAL SECURITY DASH MISCELLANEOUS;

SEDITION

RE ATLANTA TELETYPE THIS DATE

WFO RECEIVING INQUIRIES FROM OTHER OFFICES AS TO

WHEREABOUTS OF CARMICHAEL AND ACCORDING TO RUMORS MAY VISITS

THEIR AREAS

ATLANTA ASCERTAIN CURRENT WHEREABOUTS OF CARMICHAEL

AND TRAVEL PLANS, NOTIFYING APPROPRIATE OFFICES PROMPTLY

2j- Bureau 
^-Teletype Unit 
2-WFO

WWH:llw 
(6)

APR 12 1S68

KI' HU

Approved; __

171968^

*
u

Sent M per
Special Agent in Charge,



HERE I'
■ONTAIPJE 
IEIED

S------------- ,-------
I Mr. Tolson.__

*-2 2-64 >
AM/DCS/Sts

^b2 F Mr. B

Transmit the following in

TO;

FROM:

<1

13 -

'AIRTEL

' (1
<1

F B I

SUBJECT:'”COTAN PROPAGANDA ACTIVITIES

‘ . Enclosed herewith are 
.memorandum, dated and captioned 
,* dissemination.

15J- Bureau (Enos. 21) (RM) 
Q 
(1 
(1 
(1

- Legat,-Bern)
- Legat, Bono) 

Bhenos Aires) 
Hong Kong)

- Legat,
- Legat ,•
- Legat ,■ London)
- Legat, Manila)

2
1
1
1
1 - Newark (Enc.

- -Atlanta (Enos. 2) (RM)
- Birmingham (Enc, 1)(RM)
- Jacksonville
- Memphis (Enc

(Enc. 1) (Ml
1) (RM)

1) (RM)

Miami
(1 - 105-11500)(Radio
(1 - 44-1854)(Murkin)

fl - r(T -[_
(1 - 1'

. JDH: j hkrfLJy

c. C-e

Date: 4/18/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Pri

SAC, MIAMI (105-2138)(P)

21 
as

DIRECTOR, FBI (64-45716)

SP’11’
*|Mr

Conrad...

of a letterhead 
suitable zfor,

copies 
above,

c'.iii!van,_v_

Ta-vct_______

Trotter—:___
Koom______ I
Hjhnes____ i
Gandy____ i

a

(1 
(1

- Legat, 
- Legat, 
- Legat , 
- Legat, 
- Legat, 
- Legat,

Mexico) 
Ottawa) 
Paris)
Rome )
Santo Dornin
Tokyo).

2 - New York (Encs. 2)(RM).
1 - San Francisco (Enc. 1)(RM)

- San Juan (Encs. ------
- Tampa ,(Dnc. I) (B
- Washington Fielc 

(EVTlfTTUfl O ^T3Ttlt\ I

2
1
2

Havana)
157-2354)(Poor People’s Campaign)V y 
105-14836) (Traini-ngA of Negroes) 
100-15451)(Stokely^Carmichae1) 
100-15068)(SNCC) 
157-1087)(PRV) 
105-11010)(OSPAAAL) 
100-15392)(CORE)

i

\f'6b

i\ 136'8" IC opy IA/Stat a /RAO --jsb
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Extra copies are being' furnished the Bureau for trans
mittal to the Legats noted0

b6 b7C
b2 b’7D • On-4/15/68 and 4/16/68.T I

| | Miami/ Florida* advised that he was unable to ascertain
the extent' of distribution of the' ’’Black Power9’ .poster received 
from Cuba, He stated he was.still attempting to ascertain th® 
extent of ...distribution* as well as specif ic.. localities to which 
this mail had 'been distributed. He advised that mail is received 
weekly from Cuba each Tuesday and is generally distributed in 
the Miami area on. Thursday,

Copies of the enclosed letterhead memorandum ■ have .Jjeen 
furnished locally 'to INS*' CIA* 'Coast' Guard/'Custcpr Pnrdmir 
Patrol.* USAFAD/ State Department (Cuban Affairs) J 
and 'Secret Service* Miami*. Florida* and to the 111th M. I, Group* 
Orlando* Florida-9 NISO* Charleston, S, C,, and OSI* Robins AFB, 
Georgia. .

The enclosed letterhead memorandum has been classified CON^WBIQIAL in order ■ to protect the identity of a security 
informant of continuing value.
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No, 105-2138

DECLASSIFIED BY- 6Q3DbUC/TWDCG/bl.s 
c?;

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Miami , Florida' 
April 18, 1968

CUBAN PROPAGANDA ACTIVITIES

■ On April 4, 1968, Martin Luther King, Jr., 
President of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
(SCLC), was assassinated in Memphis, Tennessee,, Prior to 
his death, King, as President of the SCLC, publicly announced 
that he would conduct a massive civil disobedience campaign 
in the nation’s capital in the spring of 1968, in an effort 
to pressure Congress into passing legislation favorable to 
the Negro.

Statements by Stokely' Carmichael
On April 5, 1968.1 I an individual acquainted,

with certain phases of both pro and anti-Fidel Castro 
activities in Cuba and in the United States, -furnished the 
following information:

On April 5, 1968, Radio Liberacion, Havana, Cuba, 
broadcast a statement by Stokely Carmichael that the Negroes 
should arm themselves with rifles 'and pistols and take the 
city streets in'the United States by assault. Carmichael 
was described in the broadcast as the leader of Black Power. 
He was reported as blaming both Presidential Candidate 
Robert Kennedy and President Lyndon B. Johnson for the death 
of Martin Luther King. During .this broadcast, Carmichael 
predicted that as a consequence of the killing of King, there 
would be executions in the streets and he warned that the 
violence unleashed by the Negroes because of King’s death 
was meager compared with what will and must occur in other 
cities of.the United States.

b2
b7D
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Exclud®d^rom Autofet^c 
Dow^gserfing and Declassif i©M
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CUBAN PROPAGANDA ACTIVITIES

b'2

Telephone Interview with Stokely b"?D
Carmichael by Radio Havana, Cuba

According to on April 5, 1968, Radio Progreso,
Havana, Cuba, made a broadcast in Spanish of a telephone inter- ■ 
view by Radio Havana, Cuba, with Stokely Carmichael concerning 
the assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. A summary trans
lation of the broadcast is set forth below:

’’White America has Rap Brown in jail, and last 
night they killed Martin Luther King. In murder
ing Dr. King, they have made a serious mistake, 
because he had been the leader of a movement 
which urged United States Negroes not to burn 
the cities, not to commit acts of violence. Now 
that King has been murdered, there' will be no 
other Negro leader who can tell his brothers not 
to burn the cities. This means entering fully 
into the revolution.

’’Last night, there were serious incidents in 35 
cities, fires, shooting, fighting and killing, 
as a consequence of the crime committed against 
Dr., King. It is clear that other events like 
these will take place. The guerrilla warfare in 
the cities will develop rapidly, now that it is 
evident that we cannot face the police in open 
rebellion. .

’’Now there are many people who will support this 
method of fighting, because it is the only way 
in which we can answer the violence unleashed 
against, us. With the death of Martin Luther King, 
we can seriously take the road to revolution, in 
order to bring about the fall of this system in 
the United States,, so that humanity can live in 
peace. And we will dedicate our energies, to 
this battle.”

Stokely Carmichael ended his statement by sending 
affectionate regards' to the revolutionary people of Cuba and 
their leader, Fidel Castro.
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According toI I Radio Progreso and Radio
Liberacion, Havana, Cuba, repeated many times the statement of 
Carmichael and added that Carmichael had said it would have been 
better to have killed Rap Brown than King because then "they 
would have been able to say ’he who lives by the sword will die 
by the sword.2” These broadcasts also reported that Carmichael 
had said it was necessary for the United States to be completely 
demolished so that the Negroes could survive.

Statement by Puerto Rican ;
Representative in Cuba ■■

On April 5, 1968, according/ to F I Radio Havana, 
Cuba broadcast a statement by Carlos/\Padilla, head of the_,PuertO—. 
Rican Independe.nce....Movement...Mission^ln->Havanaj-Cuba"..<-:-/padilla 

’"'stated that with the assassination of King, "the racists in the 
United States, placed in the highest government ranks in 
Washington, D. C., had committed one of the most repugnant crimes 
in recent times." Padilla added that the life of King and above 
all King’s death eloquently displayed that the Negro in the 
United States could not gain freedom except by destroying the 
system, which oppresses him, "the white power structure." He 
concluded by affirming that the murder of King exhibited to the 
Puerto Rican independence supporters how far the Yankee

■ imperialists were .willing to go when it was a question of 
liberating the oppressed.

Statement by the
Dominican Communist Party

On April 6, 1968, according to ________ Radio Liberacion,
Havana, Cuba, announced that the Dominican Communist Party had 
expressed its shock at the assassination of King and urged 
support of the Negro war of emancipation in the United States. 
The Dominican Communist Party was reported to be supporting 
the statements of Stokely-Carmichael.

Statement by Floyd .
According to] I Radio Havana, Cuba broadcast in

Spanish on April 8, 1968, a telephone interview with Floyd 
KcKissiCk^; national leader of the Congress of Racial Equality 
(CORE)-. A summary translation of the broadcast is set forth 
be low.
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’’The National Board of CORE was horrified and 
saddened at learning of the death of Dr, Martin - 
Luther King, Jr, in Memphis, Tennessee, The death
■of Dr. King is a .tragedy and horror for all 
Americans, That this Negro leader, winner of the 
Nobel Peace Prize, and the most outstanding apostle 
of nonviolence, was shot in the heart of an American 
city is a sad proof of the racism existing in our 
present society,

"Dr, King was the last apostle of nonviolence 
■ and with his death the ideology of nonviolence 
has also died. It was not Negroes who killed him;

. it was white violence and racism. It was the shot 
in Dallas, repeated in Memphis, Once more, the 
United States has shown the world that this is a

. violent nation, With the assassination of a 
president and now the assassination of a man of 
peace, dedicated to God, in the same decade, 
racism and white violence have produced not the 
American Dream but the American Nightmare, 

”1 am astonished that the murderer -of Dr, King 
was able to escape so quickly through the ring 
of police around the motel at the time the crime 
was committed; and it is still more unusual that 
the suspected assassin was able to flee in a city 
like Memphis,■ which was already on the alert. 
It is ironic that President Johnson does not

. mention racism as the root of the problem which 
provoked the murder of Dr, King, Tragic as it 
is, the death of Dr, King points up the importance 
of unity among all segments of the Negro community. 
We are not warning, we are not predicting, ’ but 
the .American Negroes will not remain as impassive 
witnesses to the brutal murder of our leaders, 
our heroes, our people,"

When questioned by Radio Havana, McKissick said: 
flWe cannot teach the people not to be violent while we are 
involved in a violent war in Vietnam; we cannot preach non-

C O A L
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"Violence to the Negro people who must face violence in United 
States streets every day."

Finally, MacKissick told Radio Havana that nobody can 
predict events in the United States in the next few-days.

Statement by Vietnam
Representative in Cuba ''/z\} \

On April 6, 1968, according to (Radio
Liberacion, Havana, announced that Juan, yx.nr.Son, head of the___
Mission of the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam in 
Cuba, had sent a message to Afro-Americans, expressing sorrow’ 
and indignation at the assassination of Martin Luther King.
He said this crime had shown the truth about the government and 
racists in the United States, since "Johnson’s crocodile tears 
fooled nobody" and they cannot put down the indignation felt 
by the Afro-Americans and the honorable people throughout the b2 
world. The broadcast also indicated that since Vietnam was 
a victim of th® imperialistic policies of aggression and b7D
exploitation, the people of South Vietnam understood very w® 11 
the situation of the Afro-Americans who suffered today under 
the cruel segregation .policy of the United States. He said 
the South Vietnam National Liberation Front was resolved to 
intensify its offensive against the Yankees in order to honor 
the memory of King.

b 6
Statement by Representative t^c
of Black Panther Party (BPP) _ 
----——       — ■ 1  —    — '■

On Apr 1^^1-27^1968, radio Liberacion, Havana, according 
.tol I broadcast in Spanish a telephone interview between

■ Bobby- Si^lT*(phonetic), official spokesman for the JHack Panther 
J£ar_ty (BEP) in the United States,-and Radio Havana, CubaT- '—
A summary translation of"’ this broadcast disclosed that Silk 
reported^on the health ofJIAverilIqClivers (phonetic) , described 
as a^leader^of^the BP?'5^who--was—seriously—wounded a week 
previously^by the Oakland, California Police Department. Silk 
alleged that there was still some remains) of tear gas in 
Clivers’ lungs and that Clivers had been/brutally beaten in

G- S X P ft /.»? GJ&A VE&
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jail, although he had been'seriously-wounded by .-a' gunshot in 
■the leg. Silk alleged that Clivers ”was the victim of the same 
kind of brutal treatment given to all the Negroes in the- United
States by'the white racist policemen J’ During the broadcast., 
it was explained that Clivers had been arrested while'members^ A// ■' 
of the BPP were distributing arms to members of the Negro Tj7. 7* 
community in order that the latter could defend themselves 
racist attacks by the police. Those arrested were ordered to .... &
remove their clothing and at the same time' Bobby Hou&toiTwas^ 
shot while proceeding to a police car, -Further, other Negroes 
were tortured and brutally mistreated by the police during 
these arrests. Silk furnished plans for the funeral service 
of Houston to be held that same day, after which a planned
demonstration would take place in front of the jail where Clivers 
was being detained. Silk also mentioned Hi<iS'tNew-ton^ (phonetic), 
described as a top leader of the BPP, was a/so under arrest in 
Oakland. ■-..  -

According to the broadcast, when questioned about 
the assassination of Martin Luther King, Silk said that in 
spite of differences in philosophy, the BPP believed King was 
brutally, murdered by racists. He 'said they had information 
that King never told anyone privately he would not defend himselfr 
and he only- supported nonviolence publicly but privately 
believed,everyone had the right to defend himself from racist 
attacks. He said he attended the funereal of King in'Atlanta, 
Georgia, and believed the racist who murdered King was part 
of a plan of the ’’racist power structure” to eliminate him.

With regard to the civil rights legislation which 
had been approved by the United States Congress, Silk stated 
the BPP did not consider it effective in solving their problems. 
He said none of the laws were valid, because they could not 
be enforced, and for this reason, the Negroes should arm 
themselves in order to defend themselves. He stated the 
fight for liberation was intended to bring about the necessary 
economic and political -changes in the decadent and racist 
capitalist system.

In conclusion, Radio Havana 
Cuba support the fight of the BPP.

announced that they in

6
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! 
Black Power Posters Seat * ■
to the United States by Cuba * |

On April 13, 1968, ’’The Miami Herald,” a daily news- j
paper published at Miami,--Florida,' contained an article by

Q William'7Montalbano, 'Herald Latin.America Correspondent, entitled j 
• "Black’Power Posters Seht~~to U. S. by "Cuba.” This "article stated. i 

■ Cuba was jnaili.ng to. the .United States...Black Power posters, 
urging“Negroes to initiate ’’revolutionary violence" in retaliation 
for the assassination of Martin Luther King. Copies of the 
poster showing a panther with flaming red eyes, its fangs bared, 
with the words "Black Power" inset in its mouth, were received =
by mail in Miami . A slogan, in English, French, Spanish and j
Arabic appears in the poster’s lower left’ corner and reads: ■ |

. "Retaliation to Crime: Revolutionary Violence" (Response to i
the Assassination: Violent Revolution.) These posters were j
being distributed under the auspices of the Tricqnt inent.al !
^Peoples Solidarity.....Organization,_a communist_group_with head- ;
quarters in Havana-/ Accompanying the poster was a mimeographed :

' message, signed by the Executive Secretariat of the OSPAAAL, 
which reads as follows: "On the occasion of Dr. Martin Luther 
King’s assassination we have' published a poster that is now 
being circulated all over the world. We are sending you here- i
with a certain amount of these posters, which may be used in 
your country for the activities to be carried out in this 
regard." ; ■

The article continued that the OSPAAAL Secretariat .'y. (■“ 
is an outgrowth of a meeting of revolutionaries from Africa, 
Asia and Latin America held in Havana in January, 1966. A 
"spin-off" group called LASO/(Latin American^Solidarity 
Organization) met in Havana last"summer in a conf erence
^attended by several hundred Latin American revolutionaries. 
American Black Power leader, Stokely Carmichael, was among 
the honored guests.

On April 12, 1968.T I an individual acquainted b2 
with certain phases of both pro and anti-Fidel Castro b7r.
activities in Cuba and in the United States, furnished a 
plain brown manila envelope, approximately inches by 10*g

C O'N I A L
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inches, which had been delivered via the U. S. Mail. This 
envelope bore the return address on the flan of the envelope *

I kCubald J
Havana, Cuba.) This envelope did not contain any postage, 
but the words "Port (illegible—possibly paye)" (Postage 
Prepaid) were rubber stamped in the upper right hand corner 
on the face of the envelope.

Enclosed in this envelope was a copy of the afore
mentioned poster, which is approximately 13 inches by 22 inches, 
A reproduction of this poster is as follows:

8
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Additional Statements from Cuba b2 ,
Inciting Racial Violence in b7D j/<
Imperialist Countries of the World

. On April 15, 1968, |~ I reported Cuban radio stations
have continuously repeated messages from various parts of the 
world concerning the death of Martin Luther King.

A message from the^ Joi nt ...Commi t tee of the. Union, of J 
Communist Youth (UJC) and theXFederation of. University_Students / 
(FEU), signed by their Presidents, Julio Cesar/Castro/Palomino / 
and JaimeXcrombet/Baquero, stated they supported the just ' /
decision of the Negro movement to answer the reactionary I
repression of Yankee racist imperialism with revolutionary | 
violence. This message was sent by the Cuban youth to the Negro 
youth of the United States through the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC).

The message also related that the assassination of 
King had served to show that Yankee imperialism did not 
differentiate at the hour of treacherous assassination between 
a fighter, who preached a violent fight like Malcolm X, and a 
person like King, who adopted a position of peaceful resistance. 
The message referred to inciting racial violence in imperialist 
countries throughout the world.

Message from Cuban Women to 
Negro Women of the United States 

1/On April 15, 1968, an article appeared in^"Ggamna ” 
.-.official organ of the Central Committee of the. Communist Party 
of Cuba, printed'daily in Havana, Cuba, captioned: ' "Message *"-^ 
of the EMC to the Negro Women of the U. S.n This article 
indicated the Cuban women, members of the Federation of Cuban 
Women, had watched with fervor the growing progress of the 
fight of the Negro in the United States. It reflected the

■ Negroes were recruited to serve as cannon fodder for the 
most unjust and criminal war being waged by the United States 
Government against the people of Vietnam, as well as the

10
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merciless exploitation of the Negro,
Vilma/^Espin/ wife of Raul’-Castro, Vice Minister of 

Cuba, is a member.l_of-.t.he-Central.Committee.jof_thewCommun.ist’’ 
Party of Cuba and the organizer and leader of the FMC.

Cuban Propaganda in the United 
States and Throughout the World

advised that since the first part of January, 
1968, Radio Progreso, Radio Havana and other radio stations 
in Havana, Cuba, have continuously reported on activities 
concerning Vietnamese in Cuba and Cubans in Vietnam. He noted 
a scheduled air flight travels between Vietnam and Cuba weekly

Ifurther stated that Radio Havana, Cuba 
transmits a program in English on the 49 meter band, 7150 kcs., 
called "The Voice of Vietnam." He stated this program can be 
heard nightly in the United States and in northern Europe. 
He also advised that Radio Havana broadcasts this program 
in various languages to all parts of the world at various times 
throughout the day and night, including Guarani, Quechuan, 
Portuguese, Spanish and Creole to the Caribbean and South 
America; in Arabic to the Mediterranean; and in French to the 
Mediterranean, Europe and Canada. | ~]described Radio
Havana as a very powerful radio station, having 100,000 watts, 
which transmits via short wave throughout the world in 
various languages violent anti-United States propaganda. 
It is the official voice of the Fidel Castro communist 
government of Cuba.

With respect to "The Voice of Vietnam" program, 
Radio Havana also transmits this broadcast at 9:10 p.m. and 
10;00 p.m. on the 31 meter band, 9525 kcs., at 11:40 p.m. 
on the 49 meter band, 6130 kcs., and at 2;40 a.m. on the 31 
meter band, 9655 kcs.

A representative of the United States Post Office, 
Miami, Florida, has advised that mail arrives from Cuba via 
■Mexico weekly, generally on Tuesday. He stated that in 

11
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accordance with postal union agreements with practically all 
nations of the world, mail is accepted and delivered if received 
from a country which is a member of this union. He advised 
Cuba is a member of this union, as well as the United States, 
and therefore all mail received in the United States from Cuba 
is accepted and delivered. There is no additional postage 
required once Cuban mail has been received in the United States. 
Concerning the afore-mentioned Black Power poster, he advised 
the United States Post Office had received word this poster 
had been sent to the United States from Cuba via the mail 
system. However, he was unable to state the extent of its 
distribution.

On April 16, 1968.1 I reiterated that Radio Havana, 
Cuba and ’’Granina” have repeatedly announced statements by 
Stokely Carmichael that there should be many "Vietnams” in all 
major cities in the United States. Also, after the death of 
Martin Luther King, the Negroes were again instructed by 
Carmichael to make violent revolution throughout the imperialist 
nations of the world. It is noted the great activity of burning 
and looting occurred in the United States after the Carmichael 
statements broadcast by Radio Havana, Cuba. I Halso 
speculated it was not outside the realm of possibility that the 
assassination of Martin Luther King was possibly planned and b?D 
perpetrated by anti-democratic factions outside the United 
^States.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 105-213!105-2138

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Miamis Florida 
April 18, 1968

Title CUBAN PROPAGANDA ACTIVITIES

Character

Reference Memorandum, dated and captioned 
as above, at Miami, Florida

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

has not furnished sufficient information
o7D to determine his reliability.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your..agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your- agency.
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Date; 4/24/68
Transmit the following in

airtel
Via_ _ _ _ _ —- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(Type in plaintext t>r code)

(Priority)

TO :
FROM :
SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
SAC, CHICAGO (157-1297) (P) 
stokelySjarmichael, 
IS - BN; SEDITION
00: WFO
Re Chicago airtel and LHM to Director, dated 

4/1/68, captioned as above.
Referenced airtel indicated Chicago would determine 

if a tape recording was made of subject's speech, 3/24/68, 
at St* Margaret's Episcopal Church, 2555 East 73rd Street. 
Chicago, Illinois* The LHM also reported that a| 
introduced CARMICHAEL at this meeting. It was believed that 
this individual was identical to| |

On 4/22/68.1

residence 2b
[Chicago. Illinois 

a Street. Chirapn.Tllinnig advised
] He determined that none of 

tne parishioners present at CARMICHAEL'S speech made a tape 
recording of it.

On 4/2/68.1~ I I
Chicago, Illinois, who was present at CARMICHAEL'S speech, viewed 
a photograph of| | taken 2/9/68, p™* nr.iinonly comment that the side view resembles that of____________ I

1 first speaker at St. Margaret's Episcopal Uhurcn, on 
3/24/68. She could not see any resemblance to BROWN in viewing 
the front face, of the| |photo|raph.^ _

This case is continued in a pending‘status to determine
3/- Bureau (RM) K l■:• v_-^-Atlanta (100-6488) (RM) --
2 - Columbia (RM)
g : W$°-43503) <RM) ■ 8 APR 26 1968 I

(1 - 100-40342) (SNCC)DEH/vel

.j C ',1 * Approved;

Y6 196.R
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ownership of cars with Illinois licenses 
Gary. Indiana cnPPrh nn ^i/24/Afi alcn^ £o 

I an
at CARMICHAEL’S 
resolve if |

______________ ______ - individual*who accompanied CARMICHAEL from Atlanta to Washington. D C. on 3/15/68._____________________________________________ ’
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Memorandum ”t^Ir
ZATT 2 b 21 2C 0 £ DY 6 32 0 3.' JC/ TAPI/ E*CG/ bls

to •

FROM

SUBJECT :

■ □ 

□

□

□

SAC, Chicago______________ (Your

Director, FBI (Bufile and Serial _ 100-446080

5I0KEIALCARMICHAEL 
IS MI SCELIANEOUS 
SEDITION_____________

Rc^ourzLirtelaHlLHMdatedA/l/^K

DATE:

Post in file and 
destroy 0-1 
(For SOG use 
only)

1. Bufiles indicate this case is delinquent. Give specific reason for delinquency.

□ airtel □ letterhead memo
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FD-136 (Rev. 10-29-63)

F B I

Date: U/25/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plain text or code)

Vin AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-9U6080)

FROM: y$AC, NORFOLK (100-6592)(RUC)

(y
STOKELY CARMICHAEL

1/ INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS
7 00: WFO

Re Norfolk airtel to Bureau, 4/23/68, forwarding 
copies of FD 302 reporting results of interview with

| [Virginia.

Upon first reading of ED 302, it was noted 
in last paragraph that the word "NOT" was inadvertently 
omitted from first line of las$ paragraph. The last 
paragraph of the FD 302 should read as: "ROZAR said he 
did not see or hear Carmichael---------- .7

Norfolk has changed the original FD 302 and 
file copies.

Bureau and WFO are requested to make necessary 
changes in Bureau and WFO copies.

(jp- Bureau (RM)
2 - WFO (62-9737)(RM)
1 - Norfolk
LWK:jbd
(5)

Sent

NOTR ECORD ED

1
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WFO 62-9737
ECR:skt 
1

The information which appears in this report relating 
to the alleged telegram from STOKELY CARMICHAEL to the Black 
Students Union at San Francisco State College was previously 
furnished the Bureau and the San Francisco Office by WFO 
airtel and LHM dated April 25, 1968.

WFO by airtel dated April 26, 1968, to the Bureau 
and Atlanta has requested the Atlanta Office to attempt to 
develop specific information regarding all inflammatory 
statements made by CARMICHAEL while in Atlanta during the 
period April 8 through 10, 1968, in an effort to show continuity - 
on CARMICHAEL’S part to incite.

ConcerningI I who was interviewed
on April 8, 1968, in connection with instant case* it is_______
pointed out that|

B
COVER PAGE



WFO 62-9737
ECR:skt
1

The following investigation was conducted as a
result of lead number fifteen set forth in Washington Field 
Office’s (WFO1s) - report dated April 19, 1968. This information 
is being included on the administrative pages of this report 
since the data vzas furnished on a confidential basis by the 
Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) with a request that it 
be maintained in that manner.

On April 11, 1968, Communi-
cations Division. MPD. made available to Special Agent (SA)

C
COVER PAGE



WFO 62-9737
ECRzdan
1

.LEADS

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON, D,C.

* 1) Will attempt to locate and interview 
any other owners and/or employees of business establish
ments in the 14th and U Streets, N.W. area.

2) Will contact and interview members of the 
news media concerning their dissemination of the 4/5/68 
SNCC press conference as to precise time dissemination was 
made and number of people this dissemination reached,

* 3) Will locate and interview! 
mentioned by Privatef ^|~MPD, as being
in the 14th and U Streets area the night ot 4/4/68.

* 4) Will await results of investigation on leads 
set out in WFO airtel to the Bureau, 4/16/68, regarding the 
interviews of vacationing Howard University students pos
sibly present during CARMICHAEL'S remarks the afternoon of 
4/5/68.

* 5) Will continue attempts to locate and inter
view high school students present at Howard University 
during CARMICHAEL s remarks on 4/5/68.1

* 6) Will continue to attempt to identify 
those students arrested during disturbance and interview 
to determine their knowledge, if any, of CARMICHAEL’S 
activities during pertinent period.

I in accordance with instructions in Buairtel, 
4/26/68,concerning any information they may have con
cerning activities of CARMICHAEL during period 4/4/6S 
through 4/7/68. D

COVER PAGE

____________ 7) Will interview _____________________________



WFO 62-9737 
2

9) Will locate and interviewf

10) Will attempt to locate additional employees
of the Wheeler Ford Center, Inc,, 4139 Wheeler Road, S.E,., 
to ascertain extent and nature of CARMICHAEL’s activities 
in that area on the afternoon of 4/5/68,

1 1> U411 QU

of the Community
Relations Service, for any information they may have con
cerning CARMICHAEL*s activities on the streets of Washington, 
D.C. during the pertinent period.

12) Will attempt to identify, locate and inter
view!___________________ | who was reportedly active in the 
area of 14th and U Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C., on 
the evening of 4/4/68.

13) Will attempt to locate and interview any
other individuals present at SCLC headquarters the evening 
of 4/4/68 relative to their knowledge of CARMICHAEL'S 
activities.

14) Will report any information developed by
the Atlanta Office regarding inflammatory statements made 
by CARMICHAEL while in that area, 4/8/68 through 4/10/68.

E*
COVER PAGE



FD-2Q4 (Rev. 3-3-59)

v

rED STATES DEPARTMENT OF J1&T1CE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to: 2-USA, Washington, D.C.

Report of: 
Date:

SA 
4/3U/b8

Field Office File #: 62-9737

0^ Washington, D.C. 116
b 1 C

Bureau File #: 100-446080

Til,e: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED-

Character: INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS

Synopsis:

FlL'iUli LG UpuLhOoil iLU .

DATET/^bM

I advised that on evening of 
ed a group of 50 - 60 pre

dominantly young people in the vicinity of 14th and U
Streets, N.W,, Washington, D0C, [

the evening of 4/4/68.Representatives of Columbia
Broadcasting System advised CARMICHAEL1s remarks at 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee press con
ference on 4/5/68 deemed too inflammatory to be broadcast 
on television, ’’The Washington Post,1' in all editions 
of 4/6/68, printed accounts of CARMICHAEL's remarks at 
the 4/5/68 press conference and the circulation of these 
editions was estimated to have been between 410,000 to 
414,000 copies. One Howard University student recalls

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

e FBI and is loaned to



WFO 62-9737

CARMICHAEL appearing angry on Howard University campus 
on afternoon of 4/5/68 and making vehement remarks to 
get something going. This student stated CARMICHAEL 

pulled out what appeared to be a pistol and held it up. 
Another Howard University student who observed CARMICHAEL 
at that time felt he was not trying to incite the crowd 
to violence but was only trying to urge the audience not 
to come out on the streets if they wanted to be safe or 
were not willing and ready to kill. CARMICHAEL reported 
in the 4100 block of Wheeler Road, S.E., Washington, D.C., 
on the afternoon of 4/5/68 and allegedly stated "We are 
going to get this area." Subsequent looting and destruction 
by fire of several business establishments in this neighbor
hood took place. ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

- P -
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FO-302 {Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 . n^tA 4/19/68

observed small groups of approximately eight people but 
commented that he did not know whether they were waiting 
for transportation at the bus stops or not-. He observed no 
unusual conduct by /anyone in the area of 14th and U Streets.

|some priests,and 
other SGLC work'Sts were present.7 He said that all in 
attendance on the second floor were in a dazed and stunned 
condition, in view of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING’S death. Their 
comments were incoherent. He rernlled thatl I

feSB;skt

on 4/18/68 o। I Washington. D. C

SAs 
by--------

WFO 62_<973I____________

Dole dictated__4/1 9/63----------------------------

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the properly of the FBt and Is loaned to your agency.

It and its contents are no! to be distributed outside your agency. ‘
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2

_______________________________________ |he heard people shouting 
on the street and milling around. He thought there might 
be fighting on the street. He looked out the office window 
and saw STOKELY CARMICHAEL leading fifty or sixty predominently 
young people from the N.E. corner of 14th and U Streets to 
the S.W. corner. He thought that this group, led by 
CARMICHAEL, might lead to violence, break-ins, and shooting

At this time, he noticed that CARMICHAEL and the group stood 
in front of the Safeway Grocery Store located on the S.E. 
corner at 14th and U Streets.

■ ■ b6
b "1C
b7D

[related that he saw no sticks, 
bricks, or guns as he surveyed CARMICHAEL and the group:

^commented that he last saw STOKELY
CARMICHAEL from the SCLC Office window. At this time, CARMICHAEL 
was leading a arnup east in the 1300 block of U Street, N.W, 

|______________________(advised that he wanted to make it clear
that he did not observe any violence or disruptive tactics 
by CARMICHAEL or members of the group following CARMICHAEL



FO30? (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date, 4/24/68

provided the following information regarding S.TOKELY CARMICHAEL:

b7D

i his recollection that CARMICHAEL had worked several years 
in the South assisting voter registrations and the Negroes 
in other matters. CARMICHAEL had seen Negroes beaten.

4/23/68 o( Washington, D. C, F.।e# WFO 62-9737

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of lhe FBI. It is lhe properly of the FBI ond is looned to your ogency; 
it ond iH contents ore not to be distributed outside your ogency.
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2

believed CARMICHAEL's experience in the South
during those several years, caused him to become an advocate o7c 
of violent tactics. He advised that| ] b?D

| |he believes subject is a militant extremist
who believes in violence. CARMICHAEL advocates violence
"to protect yourself against the honky". He does not recall
subject saying this in these words but this is what|
has understood CARMICHAEL to mean. At this., pointT I
referred to CARMICHAEL'S statements made at subject's
April 5, 1968, press conference where he advocated Negroes 
get guns and fight the white people. .

f l^the SCLC office, 14th and U Streets, N. W. , on
the night of April 4, 1968, he heard the noise of a crowd 
outside on 14th Street. When he looked out of the third 
floor office window (not the second floor as 
previously stated), he saw CARMICHAEL leading a CFOWU 01 
50 to 60 predominantly young people south on 14th Street 
at U Street. He recognized CARMICHAEL because of his walk, 
his familiarity with the army hood-type jacket CARMICHAEL 
was wearing,| | He
believed CARMICHAEL was leading the group because CARMfCHAEL 
was in the front center ranks of the group.| [stated
that he did not hear any shouting or other remarks made by 
members of the group subject was leading.

Upon reviewing CARMICHAEL and his followers.

b'7C
b7D

12
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3

I |informed that ___________________________
Ihe observed CARMICHAEL go to the doors of the 

Safeway Store and Wings and Things in the 1900 block of 14th
Street, N.W., and wave his arms in front of him in a criss-cross 
manner which indicated to| | that CARMICHAEL was asking
or telling these stores to close up. [
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He first thought that it was CARMICHAEL1s purpose that night 
to lead a civil disturbance! I

He was of the opinion CARMICHAEL had complete control over 
the crowd he was leading and was in a position to prevent 
or incite violence. He did not believe from what he 
observed that CARMICHAEL’s actions would lead to violence and 
civil disorder. I Icommented that he did not.
believe CARMICHAEL’S request for the stores to close in 
respect to Dr. KING was improper; however, he would not 
have asked the store merchants to close on the night of 
April 4, 1968, as CARMICHAEL did. | did not know who
or where the idea to request the stores to close originated.

__________  explained that CARMICHAEL exhibits at 
times a dual personality. CARMICHAEL believes in violence 
but at the same time has compassion for the'conditions 
resulting from violence. He is of the opinion CARMICHAEL 
believes in the efficacy of civil disorder and is influenced 
by some people who are very much anti-American. He did not



WFO 62-9737
5

b "1
know how far CARMICHAEL would go or participate in a riot 
or civil disorder. When asked to identify the people who 
influenced CARMICHAEL, I I furnished the following
information: He believes that CARMICHAEL is influenced

who is connected with the SNCC New Y.ork!Citv office. I I
said that hates the United States and white people.
He advised that he believed betwe’en the night of April 4, 
1968, and the time of CARMICHAEL’S press conference at the 
SNCC Headquarters office, 2208 14th Street, N.W. , on April 5, 
1968. CARMICHAEL received information from someone, possibly

I lor other unidentified indi v iduals around SNCC,
because CARMICHAEL changed his tactics. I Ibelieves
that CARMICHAEL’S statements at his press conference influenced 
some people to violence. He noted that this conclusion was 
mere conjecture on his, part for.he had not talked
to anyone who said they looted, etc. because of what CARMICHAEL 
said and___________lhad no proof CARMICHAEL’s statements at the
press conterence incited anyone to riot or civil disturbance.

| [remarked that at his press conference on April 5,
1968, CARMICHAEL was calling for civil disturbance. The 
remarks CARMICHAEL made would incite angry people. CARMICHAEL’s 
remarks were an open articulation of a cause of action that 
was not justified. |was unable to provide the
names of any other individuals who could have possibly 
influenced CARMICHAEL to make his press conference statement.

Iwas referred to his participation

15
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6

bo b7C
b7D

b 6 b 7 C
b7D

| stated that to his knowledge STOKELY
CARMICHAEL was not in the SCLC office at 14th and U Streets. 
N. W. at anytime on the night of April 4, 1968. | |
does not know of anyone who can furnish information regarding 
CARMICHAEL's activities on April 4 or 5, 1968. /He has no 
information that STOKELY CARMICHAEL incited anyone to riot by 
his statements or actions on April 4 or 5, 1968,

_ commented that he had seen STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL twice since April 4, 1968; once at Dr. KING'S 
funeral at Atlanta, Georgia. The second time was in Atlanta, 
Georgia when CARMICHAEL was in a car which passed the West 
Hunt er S t,-Baptist Church in Atlanta the day after Dr. KING'S 
funeral. |______________________________________________________________ |

__  stated that the press conference remarks 
made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL on April 5, 1968, could have 
incited a riot but he has no proof that CARMICHAEL did 
incite a riot and knew of no individual who could firnish 
such information. Although it was his observation that 
CARMICHAEL could have lead the crowd following him on the 
nieht of April 4. 1968. to violence, he did not, while 
_____________________ |was in the vicinity of CARMICHAEL'S 
activities with the crowd in the 14th and U Streets, N.W. 
area.

|______________________ | advised after having observed
CARMICHAEL proceeding east in the 1300 block of U Street, 
he never saw him again, and could provide no information 
as to how CARMICHAEL might have departed the area of 
14th and U Streets on the night of April 4, 1968.

16
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C. SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP 
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' FD-302 (RaVl 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

4/22/68

Pride Incorporated. 1534 U________
Street. NJ~WTT telephoriically advised that! I

| She advised that a person would have to be a 
sociologist to determine if CARMICHAEL had incited a riot 
by what he said. She stated that she observed CARMICHAEL 
on 14th Street but would not be able to say if CARMICHAEL 
was leading any crowds. She advised that the crowds she 
observed were orderly.

I I continued that people in the community
would not furnish any information to the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation (FBI) since whatever is said to the FBI 
usually returns to the streets and is public information. 
When asked by the interviewing agent of some examples of 
information not being handled in the strictest confidence 
by the FBI, she was unable to furnish any. She was evasive 
in her answers to questions and did not sound as though 
she wanted to be cooperative.

on 4/18/68 nt Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737

by.
SA 4/18/68

__ Dote dictated______________ —------------------------

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is looned to your agency;

11 ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your ogency. ■



FO-3O2 (Re*. 4-15-641

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

He recalled either seeing or being told that 
CARMICHAEL had taken a black and silver transistor radio, 
which belonged to someone working at the 
this might be the "gun” that some people 
in CARMICHAEL’S hand that night.

SCLC, and felt 
thought they saw

He was not able to furnish any 
information.

additional

4/25/68 , Washington, D„C. ... „ WFO 62-9737
b6

S' b7c 4/26/68
by - L __ — __________________________ Dotediclated______________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of lhe FBI ond is loaned to your agency;
it ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FD-302 (Re*. 4-15-64J

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 n t April 23, 1968— Dote, _ r_________*____________

was interviewed at the 
Southern_Christian.Leadership Conference (SCLC) Office, 
j.4th and U Streets, N , W.,. Wa shi ng ton, D. C /
that he was at the SCLC Office on the’evening of April 4 
1968, the night that Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING was killed. 
He^said he saw STOKELY CARMICHAEL in the SCLC Office 
that evening but did not see or hear: anything that 
CARMICHAEL did. He terminated the -interview by stating, 
”X don't have time to talk to white people." He then 
abruptly stood up and walked away.

This document conjoins neither recomm endolions nor conclusions of the FBI. JI is rhe properly of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
il and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency,

. 4/22/68
Un_____________ ___ot___

Washington, D.C. el WFO 62-9737
_____ r i le #___________________________________________

SA
b 6

4/23/68
by-----L..... _____Date dictated ________________________
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F[>302 (Rev. 4-15*64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date 4/19/68

an 4/18/68 nl Washington, D. C.fu,.# WFO 62-9737
b 6

SA| n7c 4/18/68
by___________________________________________________________________________ D ole dictated

This dowmenl contains neither recommendations nor conclusions al the FBI. Il is the property ot the FBI and is loaned to your ogency; 
it and its contents are not io be distributed outside your agency.
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64) * <
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 Date________ 4/22/68_________

On the night of April 4, 1968, after learning that
Dr« MARTIN LUTHER KING had been killed, he went to the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference Office (SCLC), 14th and U

When he arrived at the intersection of 14th and U 
Streets, No W«, he observed large crowds assembled, and evi
dence of looting and property destruction, He remained in the 
area for about 30 minutes, and left after he learned that the 
SCLC office had been closed0

He advised that he did not observe STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
during the entire course of the evening of April 4, 1968, or 
during the afternoon of April 5, 1968, when CARMICHAEL allegedly 
made a speech at Howard University, He stated he was present 
on campus that day, and attended inside memorial services for 
Dro KING, but he only observed the crowd around Douglas Hall, 
and not CARMICHAELO

Ihis document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. II is the properly of the FBI and is loaned Io your agency;
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside youragency.
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?. PEOPLE'S DRUG STORE
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 rw„ 4/29/68

in a loud voice, ’’Lets close this store. Show some respect 
for Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING,11 CARMICHAEL appeared to be 
looking for| I and upon
locating him immediately appeared to direct his remarks to ..-ALL

I 1 CARMICHAEL appeared angered. He was accompanied
by two or three adult males and what appeared to be a' small 
group of children who had followed him to the rear of the 
store. According to CARMICHAEL remarked that the
store had been closed following the assassination of 
President KENNEDY. ,, \

_______________________________________________py this time the small 
number oi~ customers who had been in the store had departed

|was observed following CARMICHAEL 
toward the front of the store. CARMICHAEL and followers departed 
the store, having been in the store for onlv two or three

Thii document contains neither recommends Hons nor conclusions of the FBL If is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; 

It and Its contents ore nof Io be distributed outsfde your agency.
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-15*64}

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date.
4/23/68

April 2 and 4, 1968

4/18/68 n, Washington, D.C. ____ F.|e* WFO 62-9737

SA WBStriBh b?c 4/22/68
by------------ ______________________________ ; Date dictated_____ __ _________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. 11 is lhe properly of the FBI ond Is loaned Io your agency;
It ond Its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency..



FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dale. 4/23/68 bg

] En route he noted a large, unruly crowd assembled
along the sidewalk in the vicinity of a moving picture theater 
on U Street# He noted an individual he identified as STOKELY 
CABMICHAEL appeared to be leading this crowd at the theater. 
He can furnish no additional details as to the activities of 
c?TnyT?rv r>y AnvnnA aIsc in this crowd. I

On 4/22/68____atWashington j P.O.;fiIe# _. VffiO . 62-9737____________

Ibis document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions ot the FSl.lt is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
If and Ils contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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f

does not recall
STOKELY CARMICHAEL being in this crowd, but it is entirely 
possible he was present and it is possible CARMICHAEL could

On the previous Tuesday, April 2, 1968,
just after a crowd had attempted to

cause a disturbance after a guard at that store had held a 
youth for a violation of the law. The store was closed when 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL entered the store and made a statement 
after entering he was’"fed up” with things at the store. As 
he made the statement,, he motioned with his hands to his 
throat indicated he was fed up. | Idid not understand wh< 
CARMICHAEL was fed up with but presumed he was dissatisfied 
with the manner the drug store was being managed. CARMICHAEL 
left the store and made some sort of speech outside the store 
to a crowd which was gathered. He can furnish no information 
as to what CARMICHAEL said outside of the store.

A photograph of STOKElrf CARMICHAEL was exhibited to 
who identified CARlilSHA^t from the phottagrap^T This

photograph included

40
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4/22/68Date

Hrt t-ho, n<y n'F Anril 4 2 1968.1

store was closed and arriving noted a 
at 14th and U Streets. N«W» J

| does not recall, seeing SIUKE1.X uakmiuiuusl.
during the evening of April 4. ....----  

n„ 4/18/68 Washington, D.C.Fil^ WFO 62-9737 

by SA| WBS trail Date rflflnterl 4/22/68

This, document contains neilhec recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Fs loaned IO your agency; 
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your ogency.
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_____ The following investigation was conducted by 
SA|___________________ as a result of information set forth
on page 59 of the April 19, 1968 report in this matter 
regarding the possibility of a note from CARMICHAEL 
being delivered to the guards assigned to Peoples Drug 
Store Number 3 warning them that the store would be 
burned down: ,

On Anri 1 25. 1968. I ~

Washington, D.C., advised he had no knowledge of any* 
gUatd's^t^Peop'fds Drug Store Number .3 receiving a note 
from STOKELY CARMICHAEL at any time during the recent 
civil disorders in Washington, D.C.I I

In addition to the above. the following indi
viduals were contacted by SA| [between April 25
and April 26, 1968, and specific inquiry was made re
garding the existence of the alleged note in question but
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E. BUSINESSES ON 14TH
STREET, N.W. , WASHINGTON, ■ D,C.



* w
“ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 n.M AprU 2*. 1968

_____________ ________________________________ b6
1 N.W.. Washington. D.C.. . b? 

telephone! _ I

J| residence telephone! [furnished the
ormation concerning events supplemental to the 

activities of the night of April 4, 1968, as related by her 
during, previous interviews, which she considered might have 
bearing on the rioting in Washington, D.C. during April 4-6, 
1968:

On about Monday, April 1, 1968, or Tuesday, April 2,
1968, an adult Nppto male individual, vzhose identity 
wa.q not knowt tel I

On the night of Tuesday, April 2, 1968, after an 
incident occurred at the Peoples Drug Store Number 3 in the 
same block, of 14th Street, an adult Neero male individual not 
known to!

4/19/68 Washington, D.C. WFO 62-9737___________at_________ x ’__________ :______ rile #______________
SAs

by------- , ‘CGLtjd_- Date dictated 4/22/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of lhe FBI. I! is the property of the FBI ond is loaned Io your agency; 
it ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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believed she had seen this 5Z
man on one occasion since her receipt of this warning, which"' 
upg a nrrag-inn whom hp walked alone down the block

On the night of Thursday, April 4, 1968, between
8:30 p.m. and 9:00 p.m., after the death of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, an adult Negro male individual not known to|

This man was Negro, male, about 39-40
years of age, about five feet nine and one-half inches 
tall, with a medium build, sharp features and a very dark 
complexion. He was clean shaven rather than bearded as most 
of the black power activists appear to be. He appeared well
dressed in a dark suit and a gray felt snapbrim hat.| 

| | could not recall whether or riot he had been wearing a
. mustache or necktie. | "| has not seen this man since

v that date. The only other persons! |

During tho dav nF Friday. An-rnl 5 1968

two Negro
male individuals not known to her who were 19 to 21 years of 
age, about six feet tall with medium builds and medium brown 
complexions. One of them was clean shaven, whereas the other
was bearded. has not seen them since that date,
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All of the persons who had visited _____________  as
reflected above, were separate individuals and none of tnem 
were identical with the persons portrayed on the photographs 
displayed to her on April 10, 1968. It is noted that photographs 
of the following persons had been displayed to her on April 10, 
1968:
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

April 22, 1968
Dote ______________

6n April 18, 1968 J
N..-VL,

| N.W.j furnished the following information regarding 
the evening of Thursday, April 4, 1968:

4/18/68 Washington, D. C.O n______________ a t_________ ° *_______ c., „ WFO 62-9737.File #______________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; 
tt and ils conlonls a re not to be distributed outside your agency.

n , . 4/18/68 b7cDote dictated-.____________________
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a picture of CARMICHAEL. Two-to-three minutes later a mob 
of about 50 people crowded into the restaurant. Persons 
from the mob stated they were asking stores in the area 
to closed I

On 4/17/68 t Washington, D. C. P., . WFO 62-9737 .File #___________

„ J. J 4/19/68__ Date dictated f ___: by_

this document contain: neither recommendolions nor conclusions of the FBI. II 
■ i it a nd its contents ore not Io be distributed outside your agency.

is the properly of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency,
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Pin Atmo-i i oil i
wasnmiiLon. jj. u. .^advisee

Jr.. was dean . f
Itold her that Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KTNG.

heard nothing about STOKELY CARMICHAEL or his activities.
She advised she did not know CARMICHAEL nor did she recognize 
a nintnra of him. I
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4/22/68

Ort flnnl 1 17 . 1 q£R I

aayisea mt on the evening or Abril 4. lQ6'8T~a ^grourHof
unidentified Negro menf

lPr. MARTIN LUTHER KING
dr., had been killed.!

| n~He advised he was not familiar with
bTUKiiLX UAKI’HUHAKL. He could not identify CARMICHAEL from 
the photos showed him. He felt that the photo of CARMICHAEL 
was not identical with any of the persons! [

It was noted that throughout this interview
appeared frightened and nervous and only spoke reluctantly.

n„ 4/17/68 Washington, D, C.F„.a WFO 62-9737
SAsf

Dote dictated __ 4/19/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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n ( 4/22/68Dale______ z z

It is noted that| trembled throughout the 
interview. In spite of attempts to put him at ease, he 
appeared frightened and spoke only reluctantly.

b 6

On 4/17/68, nt Washington, D, C. °'u FUe# WFO 62-9737
SAs | |

b I___ D a te dietated 

This docjmenl contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. ft is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency;
It and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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____________ On April 8, 1968,1____________________________________
_ Tn. w
Washington, D. C., advised SA| he
Sh^tinthe'area of 14th Street, N. W., the night of 
April 4, 1968, and could furnish no information concerning 
any events of that evening.
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1 Dore_______ 4/22/68_______

J
_____________________________  advised that he had never met STOKELY
CARMI’CHAEL and had never seen him other then on television or 
in the newspapers, [\a / M k wV/krr'. & C-

following the death of Dr, MARTIN LUTHER KING.

He said he did not know of. any person or persons con
tacting any stores in the area with regard to closing and did 
not know the identity of any persons who had looted or destroyed 
stores in the area.

A photograph of STOKELY CARMICHAEL was exhibited to
| |and he advised that he recognized CARMICHAEL from the
photograph, however, he reiterated that he had never met him 
or seen him other then in the news media.

On

by_

4/18/68 nt Washington, D, Ce
SA

nt.* WO 62-9737 ____ ;

b" 4/19/68
b '' Dale dictated_______________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the Ffil. Il is the properly of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency; 
if and its contents ore not Io be distributed outside your dgency.
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marches nor did he notice anyone who tried to incite others 
in any manner during his trip home.

feared for his safety, he did not notice that the. crowd was 
under any leadership.
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a great deal of pedestrian traffic on the street ana 
heard comments from the crowd to the effect that I

similar remarks implying that damage was to be expected
but there vzere no threats directed to him personally.

I I tried to ignore the comments, did not look around and 
could not identify anyone in the groups which passed by or

| |did get increasingly
nervous and, when a Metropolitan Police Department officer 
passed by.I

I [repeated he had avoided looking at the group
and could not identify any of the participants in the taunting. 
He said he saw no weapons of anv kind exhibited and he and

unable to identify a photograph of STOKELY CARMICHAEL as any
one he had seen on that Friday morning.-

On April 16, 1968,
| | Silver Spring, Maryland, advised b6 b?c
that at about 9:30 a.m. on Friday, April 5, 1968, he together
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Icould not attribute these remarks to any
specific persons as he did not look around and attempted to 
give the impression he was ignoring them. He did not recognize 
anyone in the crowd and could not identify anyone as a leader. 
When shown a photograph of STOKELY CARMICHAEL, he stated he 
recognized him from pictures he had previously seen: hnwpypr. 
he had not seen him on Friday. April 5. 1968. I________ I said______

He recalled that they talked to a policeman who advised them

Silver
Spring. Maryland, advised on April 16. 1968. that he-.
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them and deliberately did not look at them but did hear them 
make remarks | He.did not specifically
recall what was said but it was to the effect thatl

| said he floes not Know SIMELI UAKM1UHAEL although lie 
has seen pictures of him and did not recognize him from a 
photograph as anyone he had seen in the vicinity of the
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about 20 Npprn men wal ki np south on 14th Strppt nn the

They appeared excited, were jumping up and down and were 
shouting but he saw no specific act of destruction. One 
Negro man seemed to maintain a distance of one or two steps 
ahead of the group and thi q man periodically turned around 
to talk to the group but|______  could not hear what was said.
The crowds in the area were yelling ’’Yeah STOKELY” or words 
to that effect and | felt that he was perhaps swayed 
by this in thinking the leader of the group was STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL, whose picture he had previously seen. He was 
shown a photograph of CARMICHAEL but he was unable to identify 
this individual as the person who led the group down 14th 
Street a nd he pointed out he only had a brief allmp s e of 
this man

Prior to this, people in the crowd, which was
on 14th Street,! I

hp rr>iiTH not attribute these remarks to any specific people. 
was aware at the time there appeared to be numerous 

fires in the neighborhood and about 30 minutes later, he 
nH coryoiA a 1 aroo nf'nwrl r> Wz*\+-Vi ci n-f- 1 tU-> C 4--^ o m/A

ould not identify anyone from this crowd.

I Hyattsville. Maryland, 
advised on Aprffil 17, 1968I

1 ’P kL '

he could not recall specifically what was said.He said
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]the crowd consisted of 50 or more Negro men
and it was chanting although the words could not be under
stood by him. He said he did not see any leaders in the 
group, did not hear the name STOKELY CARMICHAEL mentioned b 
and when shown a photograph of CARMICHAEL, advised he had not 
seen this man as a member of the crowd. I [pointed out that 
fire engines and ambulances were running around, there was 
very much excitement and he made a definite effort not to 
stare at the crowd. He said when the situation got very tense.

Maryland., advised^ on April .17. 1968.1
Pnrlrwi 1 1
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N.W,, WASHINGTON, P.O.
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The following investigation was conducted as 
a result of information contained in ’’The Washington 
Post” article of April 14, 1968, a portion of which 
appears on page 19 of the April 19, 1968 report in this 
matter. This article indicates the Success Cafe was one 
of the businesses ordered to close during the course of 
events on the evening of April 4, 1968:

6 6
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Thp a bn vp invpstipAtJnn was conductpH by SAs
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nnlc April 24, 1968

______ |the Success
CafeB which id' located in the vicinity of 14th Street 
and U Street. N.W.. was interviewed at his residence, 
_____________________________________________________  Washington, 
D.G.., and advised that he was in the bar on the eVenin^ " 
of April 4, 1968. He continued that sometime around 
9:00 p.m.t he noticed a large crowd of people across the 
street from the bar and immediately went to the doorway 
of the bar to get some idea of what was happening. About 
this time , accnrrlinp to I I the rrnwd hpfldpri toward the 
Success .Cafel I

b6 b7C

I I stated that he did not recognize any of
the members of the crowd and since he does not know 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, he could not say if he was presento

I "|at this time was shown a photograph of CARMICHAEL 
but could not identify him as being among those in the 
crowd that advanced on the Success Cafe.

This, document conioins neither recommeodotions nor conclusions of Hr0 FBI. tt is Iho property of the FBI ond Is looned to your ogeocy;

it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your ogency.
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On April 26 a 1968 J
~"|~~Community Relations Service 

QCRSJ , United States Department of Just!ce, Washington, D.C. . 
furnished the following information to SA| T
concerning activities of STOKELY CARMICHAEL during the violence 
in Washington, D.C,, April 4-6, 1968:

Inni nted nut hi s fitnct.ir»n.q as

therefore, information received by him is second hand. I 
said, however, his over-all impression of information received 
tended to reveal STOKELY CARMICHAEL was active in trying to 
’’cool things down” during the pertinent period. Also, that 
CARMICHAEL is ’’too smart" to take overt action and riot with 
gun in hand as reported in the "New York Times".

related that a look at the arrest records
for the pertinent period shows no particular group, organisation, 
or individual was involved in the looting and burning, but 
rather a cross section of individuals within the community.

___ volunteered that in connection with his 
employment. he has made a study of STOKELY CARMICHAEL and his 
strategy. According to| | CARMICHAEL Is hot a
violent insurrectionist who would advocate guerilla warfare 
backed by communist forces inside or outside the United b/:
States. He believes CARMICHAEL to be an intelligent person 
who knows full well he cannot push "white America" too far. 
CARMICHAEL, therefore, desires to cause "alarm" rather than 
"panic" in the "whites" to get them to take action on Negro 
grievances. In the event of "white panic", | |beli eves
CARMICHAEL understands the Negro would lose to an overwhelming 
white population. Also, that CARMICHAEL has taken note of violent 
action on the part of | I which resulted in| |
jailing and CARMICHAEL does not desire this to happen to him.
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In | _________(opinion, CARMICHAEL will talk less
violently in the future and will move the Negro communities 
to take action on Negro problems through registration of more 
Negro voters.

Concerning specific details of activities during
April 4-6, 1968, including CARMICHAEL? s press conference at 
10:00 a.m. on April 5, 1968»T [suggested that the
following individuals of CRS would probably be In a better 
position to comment concerning details:

During the interview J _________ [made particular
note of the confidential nature of CRS Information and work, 
especially In connection with the activities of employees 
such as| | He said the confidential clause was
Witten into the law when CRS was founded. He mentioned that 
because of this, CRS reports are furnished directly to the 
Attorney General of the United States and that without the 
observance of the confidential rule, the individual CRS field 
personnel.would.be unable to effectively operate within the 
community.
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be in a better position to relate specifics concerning 
April 4-6F 1968*
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Central Office, 
(ADT), 1012 14thAmer ican District Telegr;

Street, N.W.., Washington-. _D..JC._.._ stated that the first 
alarm received at fche Central Office of ADT relating to 
the recent civil disturbance in Washington, D.C. was 
at 9:08 p.m., Thursday, April 4, 1968s reflecting trouble 
at the H and T Furniture and Appliance Company. 2811 
14th Street, N.W., Washington. D.C£ I [stated
that ADT emoloveel d |responded to
the alarm, [related that reports began coming
in of crowds gathering and trouble brewing in the 14th 
Street, N.W. area and shortly thereafter, the ADT Central- 
Office received a telephone call from the Metropolitan 
Police Department advising ADT not to send any more cars 
into the 14th Street, N.W. area. said ADT
complied with this request.

7 4
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n t April 22, 1968Date F_______ * __________

(white), Serviceman, American
District Telegraph?' Company.(ADT) , Cpntral Office. 1012 14th 
Street, w w. Was^lngtnn. D.C.. telephone ~| who
resides ad ArlingtonL Virginia^
telephone] |furnl Sited CR5 follow! ng inf or ma t i on:

___ was on duty at the Central Office, ADT, 
on the night of Thursday, April 4, 1968. At 9:08 p.m., 
April 4, 1968, the ADT burglar alarm located at the H and. 
T Furniture Company. 2811 14th Street, N.W., Washington, 
D.C., sounded and__________ I was immediately dispatched to the
scene in a marked automobile of ADT. The Metropolitan 
Police Department (MPD), Washington, D.C., had been simul
taneously notified of the sounded alarm and officers of the 
MPD were already there when| (arrived at the H and T
Furniture Company at 9:17 p.m* Inspection of the outside 
of the front of the store by the police andl I
failed to reveal evidence of forcible entry into the store 
or evidence that the store premises had-been vandalized in 
any manner.

At that timed (noticed a crowd of Negro
people had congregated on the sidewalk in front of the 
Rio Club located directly across 14th Street from the H 
and T Furniture Companyo Ke also noticed a crowd of Negro 
people was also forming around the outside of another bar 
at.the intersection of 14th and Harvard Streets, N.W. He b7c
heard the people across 14th Street commenting that Dr.
MARTIN LUTHER KING had died. Several automobiles traveling 
north on 14th Street, N.W. then stopped near the H and T 
Furniture Company and the occupants of these automobiles :
informed the police officers that crowds were forming 
farther south on 14th Street, N.W. | also received

This document contqins neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI- It is the property of the F81 ond is loaned to your agency; 
it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency*
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this type of information via the MPD radio. The police 
officers who had answered the call to the H and T Furniture 
Company then equipped themselves with helmets and billy 
clubs and departed the area in their automobiles headed 
south on 14th Street, N.W.

At that point,|__________ was left alone at the
premises of the H and T Furniture Company until he re
ceived further instructions as to whether or not a repre
sentative of that store intended to visit the premises for 
inspection purposes. |__________ waited in front of the
store for about fifteen minutes in this regard and he then 
decided to inspect the back entrance to the store. He 
entered his automobile and proceeded to the vicinity of 
the alley behind the building, but due to the lack of 
satisfactory lighting, he was unable to determine the 
exact location of this rear door. He decided that due to 
the inflammatory conditions created by the death of Dr. 
KING, he would not leave his automobile in the further 
pursuit of this matter.

_ then elected to drive around the local 
area of the store while aviating further instructions from 
his office. During this tour, he proceeded south on 
14th Street, N.W. to U Street, east on U Street to 13th 
Street, north on 13th Street to Harvard Street, and west on 
Harvard Street to 14th Street, N.W.

During his described automotive tour.1 
noticed that 14th Street was unusually crowded with Negro 
people, both males and females but primarily males. . He 
arrived at the intersection of 14th and U Streets at about 
9:40. p.m. While waiting for the traffic control signal to 
change color, he saw an object of some nature shatter a 
plate glass front window of the Peoples Drug Store on 14th 
Street in that vicinity (Peoples Drug Store Number 3). He 
also saw the plate glass window to a variety store im
mediately to the north of the drug store also shatter.
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This store had mannequins in its window. He saw looters 
enter these windows and steal merchandise from within. 
He also heard members of a group of Negroes in the area 
yelling, "Get that honky !" There were about five auto
mobiles in the area at the time, one of which might also 
have been driven by a white person, so||was 
uncertain as. to whether the "honky ’k comment had, been 
directed toward him.

continued on his described course with
out further incident. Shortly after returning to the 
vicinity of the H and T Furniture Company store, 
was ordered by radio to return to his office via a route 
other than 14th Street. He returned via 13th Street to 
Thomas Circle and then along lower 14th Street to his office, 
where he arrived at 10:05 p.m.

BELONCTS remained on duty that night and during
the subsequent nights of the rioting in Washington, D.C. 
While on duty, he witnessed various instances of looting 
but did not see any firearms or other lethal weapons in 
possession of any of the rioters. He was unable to 
identify any of the rioters, although he stated that 
numerous of them wore mustaches and goatees.

ihotographs of the following persons were displayed 
for inspection:

fiTOKELY CARMICHAEL

I
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immediately recognized the photographs 
of CAKMICHAEL andI I but he was unable to
identify them, or any of the persons portrayed in the 
other photographs, as persons seen by him during the 
rioting.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dntfi 4/25/68

_ |hoiterelated ths following information cGncarning 
, Hrs*"activities on/Thursday-> April 4p 1968 and on Friday& April 50

1568: '•.. . •.
. . •■4— «-* • - 0 — .

Jig reported' for work st his place-of employmentg '■
' /. ' Hie Cannon Shoe Store7th Street and Florida Avonue& N*W*-, 

at IT- aonu on-April- 4y 1*968^ Th©- store closed at 8 p*m*- to 
customers but he did not leave the store until 8:30 or 8:45 pom* 

be n7c because of the additional work required to straighten up the 
store* Upon leaving the storep he walked to i4 th n «y 
IbVJap arriving in this area about 9:15 p*mo I I said
when-he arrived at the area of 14th and U Streets ? N*W., he 
observed a crowd of people and that he observed STOKELY 
CARlilCHAEL also with the crowd* At this timen they were coming 
south on 14th Street between U and V Streets * I I said
he joined the crowd as they continued marching south to Peoples 
Drug Storep' located at the Corner of 14th and U Streets s N*W*, 
whereupon CARtilCHAKL went into the drugstore with some of the 
"brothers’1 and asked the store to close out of respect for

. Dr* MARTIN LUTHER KING* J |said he believed CARMICHAEL
talked to the manager of this Peoples Drug Store* The crowd 
then continued south on 14th Street for about one block below 
U Streetp asking that the various business houses close out of 
respect for the death of Dr* KING* The crowd reversed itself 
and went &orth on 14th Street to U Street 9 then east on U 
Street for about two blocks^ asking the "business establishments 
on U Street to close but of respect for Dro KING* The crowd 
reversing themselves-waited'west on U Street back to 14th 
Street* They then marched north on 14th Street* It was only 
after the crowd went north on 14th Street that some "brothers” 
began breaking glass windows* When this breaking- of glass 
windows started5 CARMICHAEL asked the crowd to stopa telling 

b(? b7c them to go home& "that this was not what we want." The march

on 4/18/68 nt Wash!ngtong D * C *F.je# WFO 62-9737
SAsI 

CCC:sas »
b y--------------------- -------------------------------Dalediclated 4/19/o8

Jhis document ns of lhe FBI. Il is lhe property of the FBI ond 1$ loaned to your agency;
it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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continued north on 14th Street to near Euclid Streetp when 
CARMICHAEL made his final appeal for the "brothers" to stop 
breaking windows and go home® I I said he estimated
this time- to be 9:45 p;m®, .CARMICHAEL®[ __ 1 related >
after making this final appeal left the crowd®] 
said that he^ h-fmsol f - al «n left at this time returning to the 
Dunbar Hotel® I Istated that at no time did CARMICHAEL
say anything in the way of encouragement to the crowd for them 
to break windows or engage in other actions of violence®

| | stated that during the inarch north on 14 th StreetP
someone in the crowd fired two shots from a firearm® He did 
not SAP thp firgarm but other “brothers" said it was a pistol® b6 b;

I paid he could not identify the "brother" who
discharged the pistol and quoted CARMICHAEL as saving "Don’t 
do that for that is not what we waht®" I I declared
that at no time did he see CARMICHAEL display or in possession 
of a firearm of any kind®

]specifically stated that hep at timess

Mth-respect- to his own activitiess on the following 
day& April 5P 196g J Isaid he reported for work at
Tile Cannon Shoe Store9 7th Street and Florida Avenuep 
about 12 o’clock noon?? -‘Wen he arrived at the storep he noticed 
that the showcase windows had been broken but the store was in 
operation® The store remained open until between 3 and 4 p®m® 
Immediately after -closing-pl |said he went directly to
the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) Head charters 
where he stayed for about 20 minutes® I I

time betwen 7 and 8 p®m® He went directly to SNCC Headquarters 
again where he stayed only a few minutesp thereafter9 going 
"Uptown®1 s&id he was referring to the area of 14th
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■ Street and Euclid Street as "WtQWo11

Tn addition to the above informationJ I
stated, that although he is not a formal member of SKCC or 
The Southern Christian Leadership Conference,. (SCLG) he. has. 
associated. vith members of both. groups^ ' In-this-regardfl
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Date______4/.23/6_8__________

"The New Thing” Art 
and Architecture Center. ZJ35 18th street. N* Wo 9 Washington,. 
D * C *, residence J I Washington, ’ D * C o,
furnished the below information* |________/n bn
viewed in the presence of his associate,_________________________

Washington, D* C?!

_____ On the night of April 4, 1968, at approximately 8:00 
p* m* was with friends on Connecticut Avenue, N* W* , when 
he learned that Dr* MARTIN LUTHER KING had. been shot and that 
crowds were forming in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, 
No Wcs Washington, D* C* He immediately proceeded to this 
intersection* As he approached, walking east on U Street he 
observed several large groups of people in the vicinity of 
14th Street* He stopped at this intersection and watched as 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL and a large group of individuals walked down 
U .Street”, He believed that CARMICHAEL and his group were 
entering various businesses, telling them to close immediately 
in memory of Dr* KING*

_______  advised that he was in this area for approxi
mately two hours, 9:00 po m* to 11:00 po mo, and during this 
period saw CARMICHAEL about three or four times* He stated 
that on each occasion he observed CARMICHAEL from a distance, 
and could barely hear what CARMICHAEL was saying* He believed 
that CARMICHAEL was urging the crowd to return to their homes* 
At no time did he see CARMICHAEL in possession of a gun, and 
he did not hear anyone, including- CARMICHAEL mention guns*

[stated that during the time he was at 14th and 
U Streets that night, he observed some looting and damage to 
property* He believed that feelings of the crowd were running 
strong because of Dr* KING'S death, and that the looting and 
disturbance were going to increase* He claimed that he left 
the-ar-es-at—8-ppre->b-ima-telyM:-l:-00--p?-nro--- =-------------------------- -

On 4Z12/A8___ at___ Washington, 12. Cr___________F11 eWEO... 62-9237_______________

by sAs| JTA:nlr dirlntPH 4/17/6.8
This document conloins neither recommendotions nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond Is loaned to your qgency; 
it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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April 23, 1968
j Dote_________ __________
Reporter, "Afro-American.and

Washington Tribune” newspaper, 1800 11th Street, N-.W., advised 
as follows:

On the evening of April 4, 1968, had attended
a dinner party at the Ivory Coast Embassy, Washington, D. C., 
from approximately 6:50. p.m. to 9:30 p.m. Shortly after 10:00 
P.m. ,r |drove to the vicinity of 15th and U Streets, N.W-., 
where she parked her car. I I then walked to 14th Street,
N.W., and thereafter observed looting and destruction of prop
erty on 14th Street in the general area of Fairmount, Euclid 
and Clifton Streets, N.W. Later she visited the area of 7th 
and N Streets, N.W. She remained on the street, on assignment b6 
for her newspaper, until approximately 6:00 a.m. b?c

stated that the violence was well under way
by the time she had arrived on the scene shortly after 10:00 
p.m. I [observed nothing which would indicate that the
looting and destruction were organized or were directed by any 
individual or individuals. | | said she did not see
STOKELY CARMICHAEL that night.

4/18/68 Washington, D. C.
p,Ia# WFO 62-9737

SAs
4/19/68

Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. 11 is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it end i!s contents are nol to be distributed outside your agency.
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The following investigation was conduc ted in an attempt - 
to identify I previously mentioned by

| volunteer worker for the Southern Christian be 
Leadership Conference (SCLC)a Washington, D.C. (WD’C), as a br, 
person who had told him,| 1 that he had seen CARMICHAEL
on the street after KING’S death. This information appeared 
on Page 49 of the April 19, 1968, report in this matter:
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1

On April 26. 1968.[
Zigent (SA)

advised Special
Ithat on April 24, 1968, he

was talking to an acquaintance of his, whose name he does 
not know, about the events of the night of April 4, 1968,

During- the- rmrrsra- nf~ thta cnnwgr<aati nn, he asked his
friend' if he had seen a mutual
acquaintance of theirs, whom he thought may have some 
information about STOKELY CARMICHAEL1s .actions on April 4, b7c 
1968.

The man asked if he meant the who had
the goateeland when answered in the affirmative, the man 
said that I
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1

____________ /In regard to the interview with 
____________ Seaboard Service System, Limited, Washington, D. C., 
. on April 11, .1968 which appeared on page 46 of report dated
April 12l(r 1.968 in this matter. I I recalls seeing an
unidentified mailman in uniform at Peoples Drug Store_J& 
(14th and Park Road, N. W.)/ who reportedly observed 
with a gun in his hand on the evening of Aprils, 19&TT 
following investigation was conducted $ :

the

not enforced.

If a post office employee was observed in the 14th 
and Park Road area it could be one of the three carriers men
tioned above. It could also be any of the pickup men who work 
out of the Main Post Office, and it could lie—ajm-post office 
employees who happened to be in that area. _______ I stated it is b?c
possible the uniformed carrier could have been off duty.
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On April 17, 1968.1 I Letter carrier.

on April 6, 1968, there was 
no delivery to Peoples Drug Store Number Eight because of the 
riot conditions. On the evening of April 4, 1968,| said
he was not in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, N. W. He 
also said that he had never seen STOKELY CARMICHAEL. be

_____________ Qn April 17, 1968,| | Letter carrier,
| | advised that on April 4, 1968, he left the post
office building on Irving Street, N. W., at approximately 2:00 
p.m. and went to his residence 4831 Jefferson Street, Lanham, 
Maryland, where he remained until the following morning, when 
he returned to work. said he had never seen STOKELY
CARMICHAEL. -------

he 
in 
he

-------- Qn April 17, 1968,_________________  Letter carrier, 
advi sed that dnri no f-hp pypni nc nf Anri 1 4, 1968, 

was at his residence, ________________________ I and was not
the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, N. W. |said that 
does know STOKELY CARMICHAEL but that he did not see him

on April 4, 1968.
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L
Roving Leader

Pr. District ot Columbia ID.G.J Recreation Denart~ 
merifeWashington\ D. Cadvised SA| 
on April 25, 1968, that of the 17 Roving Leaders who are 
utilized in various parts of Washington, D.C. by the D.C. 
Recreation Department, the/ohly ones who might logically 
have been on the streets Xn the riot-torn areas during the 
^crucial time werel
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II, PRESS CONFERENCE HELD 
APRIL 5t 1968
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1
no,/ April 26, 1968

Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) News, was inter- 
v i pwp.d at h is office, | JVia s hi ng ton,
D.Ce_______ related that with reference to the CBS

V^covo??age of the STOKELY CARMICHAEL news conference at 
the headquarters of’ the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) on Friday morning, April 5, 1968, he 
viewed the material which consisted of approximately 
500 feet of sound film as soon as it was processed.

| |said he felt the material was too inflammatory for 
a television broadcast and so transmitted 
wire to New York, requesting confirmation 
in this regard. He said the people in 
with him that the ma ter i a1 should not be 
news roundup that date. I I stated that 

, broad- 
there was M.

use that day in 
the material by 
of his decision 
New York agreed 
used on the CBS 
on the CBS news roundup featuring WALTERj^&RONKITE 
casted on CBS network, 7:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., 
brief mention by CRONKITE of the CARMICHAEL press con
ference and CRONKITE used about one or two sentences of 
CARMICHAEL'S remarks. I b tated he does not have
a recording of the CRONKITE broadcast but that such 
material as was used by CRONKITE relating to this press 
conference would be readily available at New York City 
Headquarters of CBS. stated the CBS news
roundup has a regular television audience estimated to 
range between 17 and 20 million viewers. | |
stated that the Friday, April 5, 1968, news coverage of 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL consituted the last time the Washington 
D.C. Bureau of CBS had seen CARMICHAEL. He stated CBS 
News did not cover CARMICHAEL1s subsequent appearance 
on the afternoon of April 5, 1968, at Howard University.

b6
■ b7C

4/25/68 Washington, D.C. , WFO 62-9737

SAs
CEG:dan 4/26/68

b y----------- 1—__________________ Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions ot the FBI. |1 is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency; 
it ond its contents ore not Io be distributed outside your agency.
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n,fl April 26, 1968

Sound Engineer
Columbia Broadcasting System LGBS9 News, was inter
vie wed at his office, 2020 M Street. N-W.. Ua^hinpi-nn.
P.O.. in the presence ofl___________________________

]advised 
he resides atf [Silver Sprang, Maryland o

related the following:

the press conference at the head
quart ers of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), located on 14th Street, N.W., on Friday, April 5, 
1968, scheduled for 10:00 a.m.. at which time STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL was to sneak- T I

when STOKELY CARMICHAEL and three other associates appeared 
before the group and CARMICHAEL was introduced by a 
bearded Negro male of average size, unknown by name to

I I He stated he did not know any of the other
speakers with the exception of STOKELY CARMICHAEL and 
is not certain he could identify photographs of these men.

4/25/68 ‘ (Washington, DOC WFO 62-9737

SAs
CEG:dan

Date dictated
4/26/68

lliis document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned io your agency; 
it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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_______ |stated CARMICHAE.L was introduced 
by the unknown person, who in a threatening manner an
nounced that Hr. CARMICHAEL was going to have a press 
conference and would give the news people only five 
minutes time and there would be no questions. He also 
made a stern announcement that following the press con
ference, all members of the. press must get out of the 
premises immediately and take all their equipment, dirt, 
trash and cigarette butts with them. Thereafter, 
CARMICHAEL got up to speak but then sat down at the 
table in front of the microphones and in substance 
explained the press conference initially had been called 
to announce their plans to go get RAP BROWN out of jail. 
CARMICHAEL said the assassination of 'Dr, KING caused can
cellation of the press conference as initially scheduled, 
but he later rescheduled a press conference to discuss 
the effects of the death of Dr. KING. CARMICHAEL said 
it was he (CARMICHAEL) who was out on the street the 
previous night leading the people.

In substance, according to|__________________
CARMICHAEL related, "This is civil war. The whites 
against the' blacks. Negroes should get their guns. This 
is the only way they can get their freedom. When the 
whites killed Dr. KING, they declared war on the blacks." 

stated the whole air of the press conference 
was threatening in manner towards the press and he stated 
he was apprehensive. He recalled after CARMICHAEL’s 
brief dissertation, one reporter asked a question about 
Governor AGNEW of Maryland and some trouble which had 
occurred at a small Negro college in Maryland. In response 
to the inquiry of the reporter, CARMICHAEL replied in 
substance, "If AGNEW thinks he had trouble, then he should. 
wait until we go there. We’ll tear the place up." 
_______________^recalled another reporter, in asking a 
question relating to the death of Dr. KING, inquired of 
CARMICHAEL if he was not afraid of also being killed.

1 said CARMICHAEL responded in substance, 
"I am not afraid to die but you fellows will be afraid 
to die."
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----------- 1------ 1 |said he agreed with CAL MARLIN, 
that the film recording of this press 

conference by CARMICHAEL was too inflammatory to be 
broadcast over television.
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1 n„,„ April 26, 1968

representatives of various major networks, United Press 
International,. Associated Press, and some local repre
sentatives from the news media. He stated also present 
were quite a few Negroes who appeared to be associates 
of the speakers.

10:00 a.mo the news conference was. announced, by. a Negro 
male whose identity was not furnished and who was unknown 
tol I He described this individual as a medium size
man, wearing a beard and stated he thought he might be

WFO 62-9737
.File #_________________________

by.

SAs

4/25/68 Washington, D.C
O n___________________ t_____________________________________

j d 4/26/68
Date dictated__________________

This document conjoint, neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond Is loaned to your agency;
it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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able to identify, this individual by viewing a photograph. 
He stated he did not think he could identify the other 
two participants and was not familiar with any of the 
names of the participants except he knew STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
by sight. He said the first speaker who introduced 
CARMICHAEL outlined the provisions of the news conference 
in that it would be short, not more than five minutes, 
and that when all persons in the news media left the 
premises, they were to take everything with them that 
they brought in. He said CARMICHAEL was then introduced 
and CARMICHAEL explained the news conference initially 
had been! called for the purpose of announcing plans to 
get RAIMBROWN out of jail in Richmond one way or another, 
and going to Richmond for that purpose, but that after, 
the deat|h of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., he had changed 
the purpose of the press conference. I "Isaid in sub
stance CARMICHAEL related , that it was he “(CARMICHAEL) who 
was out on the street leading the crowds on the previous 
night. | ~|said he believes CARMICHAEL probably men
tioned 14th Street, N.W., although! bould not be
certain of this. He said another point made by CARMICHAEL 
in his utterances at the press conference was in substance, 
’’Now is the time to use guns. The time to demonstrate 
is over.” I ~|also recalled CARMICHAEL made a point 
in substance recommending that the kids should not burn 
and loot but should get guns. ~|stated to his know
ledge. CARMICHAEL did not exhibit any weapons nor did 
________ |see any- weapons on CARMICHAEL or nprgnn- 
nel present. I Istated he estimated! _ |

|did not 
take any other notes. | |advisedj~ |
when the o.onfp.rp.nc.p began. Hp stated hp war net rprta-'n

CARMICHAEL had stopped talking, MARLIN said he recalled 
at least one question by some unknown reporter inquiring 
if there was no longer any hope, to which CARMICHAEL 
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replied in substance since Dr. KING has been killed, 
there is no hope now.

_________ [advised that after returning to his 
office following the termination of the press conference 
on April 5, 1968, at SNGC headquarters, he made the 
recommenda ti on to| . |

1 that the material |__________________ |on the tele-
vision camera was too inflammatory to be used for broad- b6 
cast purposes. .

said on the following Monday, April 8, 
1968, he was assigned to go to Richmond to cover the 
hearing being held there, in court relative to the removal 
of H. "RAP11 BROWN. I Istated he did not get to

]did not see CARMICHAEL 
or BROW. MARLIN stated he had not seen CARMICHAEL since 
the news conference on April 5, 1968.
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| pThe-'Washington Post1’ newspaper, Washington,
^D.c_C.o, (WDC) , advised that the "Post” printed an account of ~
STOKELY CAR14ICHAEL’ s press conference held at Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) headquarters at 
10:00 aem.j Friday, April 5, 1968, which was covered by 
WTOP Television and Radio Broadcasting Station, WDC, and 
furnished to the "PostJ1

The story on the press conference appeared in the 
first edition of the newspaper of April 6,. 1968, which 
reached the street about 10:45 pomej April 5, 1968, and was 
carried in all subsequent editions of the paper on April 6, 
1968c,

^-subpoena duces tecum should be addressed to 
[concerning the production of records relating

to the above in any legal proceeding0

On 4/25/68 ot Washington, DOC»fi।e# WFO 62-9737 

SAs
PHW:skt dirtMPr! 4/26/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is tho properly of the FBI and Is loaned !o your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be dislribvted outside your agency.
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the transcribed. text 
t' cd? of 5bd:d-j Car- 
mid’cei’s press conference 
i'.srt; yesterday micrntyg. 
3rief sections were inaudible 
ckd id same instances the 
exact wording of the speak
ers were obscure.

Lester McKinnie speak
ing:

This press conference will 
be for only five minutes and 
as soon as the press confer
ence is over you gmtlemen 
will nob leave anything in 
here . . . Your films, your 
cigarette butts, you take 
them with you. You waste 
any water, you will have to 
clean it up. We will have a 
few questions ... To m3* 
right, Cleveland Seilers, di
rector of the Orangeburg, 
S.C., project S.YCC. . . Right 
here, immediately, right, is 
Stokely Carmichael, who 
will start here in Washing
ton, D.C., and to my left, 
Winkie Hail, who is also a 
member of the staff of 
Washington. Carmichael will 
speak to you five minutes.

Carmichael: You may or 
may not know that this 
press conference was called 
before Dr. King's murder. 
We called it then to deal 
with Brother Rap Brown be
cause we were very upset. 
Brother Rap Brown had 
been in jail for 41 days and 
Gov. Agnew of Maryland 
still seems to persist with 
his nonsensical charges so 
the Brother can’t get out of 
jail and we want the Broth
er out of jail next week 
when he comes to trial.

As for Dr. King's murder. 
I think white America macle 
its biggest mistake when she 
killed Dr. King last night 
because when she killed Dr. 
King last night, she killed ail 
reasonable hope. When she 
killed Dr. King lost night, 
she killed the one man- of 
our race that this country’s 
older generations, the mili
tants and the revolutionaries 
and the masses of black 
people would still listen to. 
Even though sometimes he 
did not agree with them, 
they would still listen to 
him.

W hen white A m erica
killed Dr. King she opened 
the eyes of every black man 

•’in this country. When white 
America get rid of Marcus 
Garvey, she did it and said 
he was extrenUst, (that) 
he ’was crazy. When they got 

■ rid of brother Malcolm X. 
they said he was preaching 
hat?, (that) he ciestrved what

’ ’hen they gs; rid of. 
Leather Martin IX’her King 

li-.’.tf had absolutely no rca- 
do so. Ho was the or.e 

mW^in our race who ’was 
trying to teach our people to 
have love, compassion and 
mercy for what white people 
had done. When white 
America killed Dr. King last 
night, she declared war on 
us. There will be no crying 
and there will be no funeral.

The rebellions that have 
been occurring around these 
cities and this country is just 
light stuff to what is about 
to happen.

We have Lo retaliate for 
the deaths of our leaders. 
The ercecution for those 
deaths will not be in the 
court rooms. They’re going 
to be in the streets of the 
United States of America.

The kind of man that 
killed Dr. King last night 
made it a whole lot easier 
for a whole lot of black peo
ple today. There no longer 
needs to be intellectual dis
cussion. Black people know 
that they have to get guns. 
White .America will live to 

■ cry since she killed Dr. King 
last night. It would’ have 
been better if she killed Rap 
Brown and/or Stokely Car
michael. But when she killed 
Dr. King, she lost it.

Q. We want a statement 
from the organization.

McKinnie: We, the Stu
dent Non violent Coordinat
ing Committee wish to ex
tend our condolences to the 
family of the late Rev. Dr. 
hl art in Luther King Jr„ who 
was brutally murdered in 
Memphis, Tenn. This is a 
lesson which wuiite America 
has taught us many times 
before. This lesson was 
clear in the murder of our 
four brothers in Orangeburg. 
This Lesson was clear in the 
murder of the 16-year-ola 
Larry Payne in Memphis. 
This lesson was clear in the 
day-to-day torture of black 
people by white people in 
.America and throughout the 

'world.
It was to end this torture 

that. Dr. King brax'ely faced 
death many times — nonvio
lent. Dr. King was a brother 
who dedicated his life to 
liberating his people through 
nonviolence. Dr. King was a 
symbol of nonviolence and 
white Americans shot him 
down.

Q. Mr. Carmichael don't 
you believe that the vast 
majority of Americans feel 
just as badly as you do. about 
what happened to Dr. King?

Carmichael: The honky 
from honky Lyndon Johnson 
to honky Bobby Kennedy 

■ will lint co-opt D;-, Martin

4

United Press 7-He ma lions I

Carmichael (left) and McKinnie at press conference.

Lulher King — Dr. Martin. 
Luther King or black people. 
It was not but four weeks 
ago when Johnson told King 
that he if came marching 
into the District he’d need 
a voice because he should 
bring his troubles to him 
and now tonight he’s trying 
to make as if Dr. King was 
his hero.

He fooled no one. Bobby 
Kennedy pulled that trigger 
just as well as anybody else, 
because when Dr. King was 
down south, Bobby Kennedy 
was .Attorney General.

Every time a black person 
got killed Kennedy wouldn’t 
move because he wanted 
votes, so he is just as guilty 
as all of white America who 
killed Dr. King. And those 
who feel sorry ought to feel 
sorry.

<£: Air. Carmichael what 
do you intend to do?. What- 
action do you intend to take 
relative, to Rap Brown?

Carmichael: We decided 
at our central committee 
meeting that if .Maryland 
persists with this nonsensi
cal charge, even though the 
reports said Rap did not in
cite any r|ot in Cambridge 
—’well, then, Gov. Agnew-- 
hc ain’t seen nothing if he 
thinks he’s done something 
on that Bowie State thing.

We will take our troops 
back into Maryland and all 
of us veterans from Cam
bridge, Aid., and from Bal
timore. Md., and we will 
turn that State inside out 
and upside down, and we’ve 
got Louisiana io get.

We’ve got some brothers 
working in Florida. We’ve 
got some brothers working 
in Ohio and we’re going to 
get Richmond, Va.

Q: Mr. Carmichael, what 
do you think will happen 
with the Poor People's Cam
paign: ■ .

Carmichael: I. understand- 

■' i

that the Southern Christian. 
Leadership Conference will 
carry it on, and as we said 
before we will be glad to 
give 'them any support. 
’Whatever the Southern 
Christian Leadership Con
ference asks for today we 
will give to them, except our 
tears. We will give no more 
tears for any biack man 
killed. ‘

Q,: Mr. Carmichael, do 
you see anybody replacing.
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Dr. Kins as a nonviolent 
leader.

Carmichael: NO! That's 
why America lost when she 
shot him down last night.

Q: Inaudible.
Carmichael: We're wait

ing for what the Southern 
Christian Leadership Con
ference wants to do.

Q: What do you say to 
black people who have to 
die to do what you say?

Carmichael: That they 
take as many whim people 
with them as they can. We 
die every day. We die in 
Vietnam for the honkics. 
Why don’t we come home 
and die in the .streets for 
our people. W'e die every 
day. We. die cutting and 
fighting each other inside 
our own communities. We 
cut and fight and kill each 
other off. Let's kill off the 
real enemies.

Black people are not afraid 
to die. We die all the time. 
We die in your jails. We die 
in your ghettos. We die in 
your rat-infesced homes. We 
die a thousand deaths every
day. We’re not afraid to die. 
because now we’re gonna 
die for our people.

McKinnie: On Monday our 

chairman, flap Brown, will 
be in Richmond, Va., accord
ing to the honky Federal 
Government. And there will 
be a car caravan with all 
directions leading to Rich
mond, Va.. on Monday morn
ing. We're urging all our 
black brothers and sisters to 
come to Richmond.

Q.: Mr. Carmichael, what's 
the alternative to this kind 
of retribution in the streets 
that you :are talking about. 
Is there any way to stop it?

Carmichael’. I don’t think 
bo I do not think so. I think 
white America is incapable 
o£ dealing with tire problem.

Q.: How will Dr. King's 
death affect the leadership?

Carmichael: Dr. King's 
death will not affect our 
leadership. He will affect 
the black man, for he was 
my brother, flesh of my 
flesh and blood o!: my blood.

You see the mistake they 
made when they shot Dr. 
King was even though Dr. 
King felt about 'nonviolence, 
he was always'in the streets 
ready to lead a demonstra
tion.

Alt the other so-called 
leaders who talk about non- 
violence are not on the 

streets with their people. 
Many people respected Dr. 
King,' oven though they 
didn't agree with his philo
sophy, because at least he 
was in the streets. But now 
there's really no one else to 
respect who talks about non
violence. The people who 
talk about now violence are 
not in the streets.

Q: Mr. Carmichael, are you 
declaring war on white 
America?
■ Carmichael: White America 
has declared war on black 
people. She did so when she 
stole the first black man 
from Africa. The black man 
has been . . . has been 
patient has been resisting— 
and today the final show
town is coming.

That is clear. That is crys
tal clear. And black people 
are going to have to find 
ways io survive. The only 
way. to survive is to get 
some guns. Because that’s 
the only way white America 
keeps us in check, because 
SliC-’s got the guns.

O: What do you see tins 
ultimately leading io? A 
blood bath in which nobody 
wins?

Carmichael: First, my 

name is Mr. Carmichael, 
and secondly black people 
will survive the.bath. Last 
Question.

Q: What accomplishments 
or objectives do you visual
ize from the encounter? 
What de you think you will 
accomplish?

Carmichael: The black 
man can’t do nothing in this 
country. Then we’re going 
to stand up on our feet and 
die like men. if that’s our 
only act of manhood, then 
Goddammit we’re going to 
die. We’re tired o£ living on 
our stomachs.

Q: One last question: Do 
yo'u fear- for your Life?

Carmichael: The Kell with 
my life! You ’should fear for 
-yours. I know- I'm going to 
die. I know I’m leaving.

(Applause.)
McKInnie: There will be a 

just fight throughout the 
United Slates, so that black 
mnlhers and sisters can 
take'off that day as slaves 
working for the master and 
think about, realize -what the 
honky is doing to the black 
people in this country and 
perhaps then something 
can be done. .That’s the end 
of the press conference.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date. 4/22/68

__  student.
McKinley High, Wa^hj..pgton, D^^C^ , residing at

I-v^s'interv-fev/cd vzith the permission ot ms mother.

furnished the following infofmafiohT

At approximately 12:15 p0 nu on April 5, 1968, he 
left McKinley High School and drove in his own car to the 
campus of Howard University to. attend memorial services for 
Dr, MARTIN LUTHER KING* He went to the area near the flag 
pole, which is near a building located across from the Adminis
tration Building* While in this area he joined a group of 
persons assemMed tn listen to speeches by various persons 
unknown to

| |stated that at approximately 1:30 p* m, he
obser ved STOKELY CARMICHAEL walk through the“crowd„to the 
speaker’s platform,, I ~| recognized CARMICHAEL because he 
has seen him in person before, and he has seen numerous photo
graphs of CARMICHAEL in the newspapers.| | stated he
was standing in front of CARMICHAEL at a distance of about 30- 
40 feet when. CARMICHAEL started to speak* According to |
CARMICHAEL spoke for about 3-4 minutes, telling tlie crowd to get 
off the. streets and to stay off them* He also said something 
to the effect that "now is the time" and "anything can happen." 
CARMICHAEL also talked about Ir. KING’S death, and inquired 
why should KING be killed because he stood for non-violence* 
CARMICHAEL then stated, "They killed the wrong man," and jO° 
concluding, stated, "if you don’t have a gun, then there’s no b-;c 
use coming on the streets/'

| claimed that he did not observe a gun in the 
possession of CARMICHAEL, but the following Monday at school, -

O n 4/17 / 68____a t Washington. EL—C ci----------- F He #----- HEO—6-2-^-97-37-

by SAs Date dictated A/JJ9Z6&
this documen! contains neither rccommendalions nor conclusions of ’he FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and is loaned Io your ogancy; 

it and its conlents are not to be distributed outs.de your agency.
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he heard that CARMICHAEL had displayed a pistol. believed
that.his position in the crowd would have made it difficult 
for him to see a gun in CARMICHAEL’S possession, if CARMICHAEL 
actually had a gun.

stated that, in his opinion, CARMICHAEL’S re
marks had no effect on the crowd, and the people slowly and 
quietly broke up.

also advised that

working. but went to the area of 14th and U Streets to visit 
a friend,
U Street, N. W. He arrived in the area at approximately b:uu 
p. m. and went into People’s Drug Store at 14th and U Streets, 
N. W. When he came out of the drug store, he noticed a large
crowd, led by STOKELY CARMICHAEL, moving across 14th Street 
toward him.I ~lbelieved that CARMICHAEL was ordering 
stores in the area to close in memory of Dr. KING. He believed 
this because he was .close enough to CARMICHAEL at one poi nt 
hear CARMICHAEL say he was going to close all the stores. | 
stated that at this time he did 
destruction of property in pthe area

not observe any looting or

I Is t a t ed tha t a t a bout 8:30 p. m. he walked to
the Republic Theater and talked td 
(phonetic). told him that CARMICHAEL had come into the
theater and said that he (CARMICHAEL) was not there to hurt any- 
one. but he wanted the theater closed in memory to Dr0 KING, 

stated that the theater soon closed.

_________ related, that he left the theater and walked 
east on U Street to 14th Street. At the corner.he observed 
CARMICHAEL talking to several special police guards like the 
kind that are, hired to work in People’s Drug Storeo According 
to_______  these guards had their guns drawn, but, after talk
ing to CARMICHAEL, put their guns away, got into a car, and 
drove away.
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_ advised that at no time did he see CARMICHAEL 
in possession of a guno He stated that about 9:30 po mo he 
departed the area of 14th and U Streetso

_ stated that he would be willing" to testify 
to the above information in a court of law/
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L
On April 16, 1968«

I I nptnnarlxH gp? Sflsl Irha-t- he
i s emp 1 o y edl________________________________________________________
Street, No W.. Washington, D» Ca On the night of April 4, 
1968 J I At approximately
9:00 p<> m0 , he left the theater to get something to eat0 
While on the street, he noticed large crowds of people 
congregating in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets 0 HeJ 
stated that he did not observe STOKELY CARMICHAEL on this' 
particular evening, but, through a friend, he learned that 
CARMICHAEL had been in the area closing down businesses in 
deference to the death of Dre MARTIN LUTHER KING. | |
stated that he heard CARMICHAEL had ordered the closing of 
tvzo other theaters in the area, but to his knowledge, 
CARMICHAEL did not make any appearance at the Booker T,,

' Theatero

_| stated that the friend who told him 
CARMICHAEL was closing down the stores i*
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1 on,a 4/25/68
■J

a student .at McKinley High School, 
Second and T Streets, N^E., Washington, D.C. (WDC), furnished 
the following information::'

________________ [advised that he resides at _•• • 
J~WDC» . He stated that on April o, ne was 

one^jf^ approx imately 150 .students who departed McKinley High 
School about noon and proceeded to Howard University to pay b, b ( 
tribute to MARTIN LUTHER KING*

_  said he did not see or hear STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL speak on campus at Howard University on that date- 
He stated that he departed the campus to attend a nearby 
church service and did not return to McKinley High School with 
the above group.

___ stated that in his opinion, CARMICHAEL is 
extreme in some ways, but.believes that he has done some good 
things for the ’’black people”.

4/11/68 Washington, D.C. .... a WFO 62-9737
1------------------------------- -------- QI------------------------—_______ i---- ------- --------------- . _________rilo ___________________ ■ -_____ ,__________

Si AAMtrmh b7c n , . 4/16/68
__________________________________________________________________ Dotedictotea______ ___________________ ____

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of lhe FBI and is Tooned to your agency; 
it and its contents ore not Io be distributed outside your ogency.
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I

1 Dnte 4/25/68

________ a student at McKinley High 
School, Second and T Streets, N.E., Washington, D.C,, was 
interviewed and the following information obtained:

---------------- -----------------JlZ
_________  identified himself as

which he later said was his African name, and declined to 
furnish his place of residence. He said he wa^ present on 
the campus of Howard University on April 5, 1968, with a 
group of students from McKinley High School, but claimed-he 
did not pay any attention to STOKELY CARMICHAEL. - -

________ | said he could not understand why it is that 
when “black people11 have a simple gathering, “white-agents” 
have to come around and ask questions.

VJh^n asked if he was in sympathy with CARMICHAEL’S 
actions, ________ replied that he was in sympathy with all
“black people”.

_________ |was uncooperative throughout the interview 
and indicated that he did not care to discuss the matter any 
further._________________________________ '

Date dictated

c„ , WFO 62-9737File #___________________

4/11/63

This docunient conloins neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 Dale. 4/23/63

| age 17, student. McKinley Hl ch
School. Washington, D 0 C o / residingatl I

[Washington. DO,JCo J was interviewed in the presence 
of his mother,] I who ^ranted permission
for her son to be interviewed0 furnished'the follow
ing information: I

On April 5P 1968, at approximately 11:00 a0 m0 he 
left school with a large group of other students to go to 
Howard University in deference to Dro MARTIN LUTHER KING. 
He remained on the campus in the vicinity of Douglas Hall 
until approximately 12:45 pQ He heard various persons 
address the crowd but he claimed that he did not hear or see 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL on this occasion^

Hp> It t- g> or\ 1 ng to a
friend, l_Wa.shing.ton.,—-

.Dp wno tolld him that CAKHiGHAEL came to the campus and had 
a gun in his p^ossession0

any additional infor-

Washington

was unable 
mation regarding CARMICHAELo

to furnish

it ond its contents orc not to be distributed outside your ogency.

Date dictated _.___4Z197H8.hy SAs

on 4/16/68  □ i File#_____WEO-_62=9lZ3Z
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/ ______________ On Anril 24. 1968. efforts were made to contact
/ I | student, McKinley High School.

J |at her residence J _____________ |
I , I Washing ton. /oTcl (W 3C) « On

I this occasion, her mother„ advised
that| |was not at home and that fit she were home, she
would not allow Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 

\ (FBI) to talk to her daughter about anything, | 
was extremely hostile and uncooperative, and advised that 
it was none of the FBI’s business regarding/events that took 
place on the Howard campus on April 5, 1968.
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The following investigation was conducted at Wash- 
JLf. (WDC) by SAs I

On April 1 5. 1968 J
High School »• feorn J______________ _____ o - -

| [advised that he lie ft school e arly on
. April 5, 196'8, but did not go to the campus at Howard 
University as did numerous other McKinley students.

student. McKinley

On April 16. i .1 ___ | student, McKinely .
High School, born| [residing at^ |

| ~j~WDC> advised thaTon April 5, 19oo, at approx-
imately 11:00 a.m. he went from McKinley to the Howard 
University campus. However, he claimed he was on the/"campus 
only briefly and did not^observe STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

On April 17, 1968,|________________ ___________________L
student, McKinley High School, residing at

WDC, advised that she was on the Howard campus on 
April 5, 1968, until approximately 1:30 p.m. when she left 
to rejturn to her home. She stated that she did not observe 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL on this occasion.

The below listed individuals ’’ere contacted on 
April 18, 1968, regarding STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S speech at 
Howard University on April 5, 1968, but were unable to 
provide any positive information:

FTV
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The foil ovine investigation was conductpd bv SAs

On April 119 1968,
Ballou Senior High School, 34ui 4th Street^ S.E., WashingtonJ 
U.C. (TOC)’, advised that on the morning of|Friday, April 5, 
1968, members of the Black Student Union, a black militant 
informal group not officially recognised by the school, 
attempted to get the students at Ballou refrain from attending 
classese They suggested the students should go to Howard 
University for ceremonies being held there in memory of 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

__ (advised that in order to keep the students 
in school as requested by officials of the District of Columbia 
Board of Education J____________ I an assembly during the second
period that day | (members of the teaching staff,
including a decorated veteran or the Vietnam war and an ordained 
minister, to speak to the student body.

_____________Purine the assembly program, a small group led by 
of the Black Student Union walked out of the 

assembly ancA left school indicating they were going to the 
campus of Howard University. | (stated other students

. he recognized in the group which walked out o\kf„ the assembly 
\ and were believed to have accomnanlpdr 1 to the
J Howard University campus were
-t------------- 11------------------- 1. W U)-/
\ ____________ (stated that the gf^up^which=-walked"out of
the assembly, left the school at approximately 11:15 a.m. ■ 
The rest of the student body and faculty remained at the 
school until 2:00 p.m, at which time school was dismissed.
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4/17/68

age 17,
was interviewed.at ms residence and provided the toilowing 
information:

He attended a rally and memorial services for Dr*
MARTIN LUTHER KING at Howard University on Friday, April 5, 
1968, arriving at the rally site in front of Douglas Hall at 
approximately 1 po m* He stated he was accompanied by several 
students of Ballou High School, but did not wish to reveal the 
identities of any of these students., .He stated several speakers 
lectured on the death of Dr* KING and "ideology/* He stated 
he left the rally at approximately 2:30 p* m* while it was 
still in progress*

advised he knows STOKELY CARMICHAEL well, and
at no time during his presence at the rally at Howard University 
did he see CARMICHAEL* He stated he did not hear CARMICHAEL 
make a speech on April. 5, 1968*

advisee
| |tne alack Student Union.(BSU), a "black awareness
group" at Ballou High School* He advised "the masses of 
black students" at Ballou are members of BSU* He advised, 
to his knowledge, at least 11 public high schools have chapters 
o.f the BSU and three parochial schools, which he identified 
as the Academy of Our Lady, Sacred Heart and Immaculate*

advised that

on 4/16/68 Qt Washington, D* Co WO 62-9737

b y SAS air Date Ji ctated4/17/68
This d o cum e the FBL H is the property of the FBt ond is loaned to your agency:

it and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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A description of  from interview and observation 
is as follows: I

Name:
Race:
Sex:
Age:
Date of Birth:
Place~3f Birth:
He i ght: —
Weight.:
Complexion:
Hair:
Eyes:
Characteristics:

Current Address:

Telephone:

1 1 9
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Cn Ar^ri ' . 11, 1968, SAaI 
interviewed_______________________ s tudent,

Ballou High School, Washington, D.C.,-at His residence, 
| - - - । Washington, D.C.,
concerning Ballou students who may have attendemi^Tafly^
at Howard University on the afternoon of April 5, 1968,. 

| [stated he did not attend the rally; however, he is 
t aware that several students departed Ballou High School 
during the morning after an assembly was held. At this 
point in the interview,| |

D.G., arrived home and joinedin the interview. The" 
purpose of the interview was explained to| | at
which time she instructed her son that since he was not 
present at the rally, he was not to become involved in 
it. After this admonition from his mother, 
Xtated he had no further information to offer and did not 
actually know who from Ballou may have attended tie rally.
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1 B. APPR0X_ /.' ? ‘I ’£ _ Date------- 4Ztt8-------

, 1 ape 21. was interviewed at his
re s i d ence~J | N. W., Wa shington, D. C* (WDC) ,
and advised that/he is a student at Howard University and 
was present on c’ampus on April 5, I960,

_stated that a rally was held on the steps .of 
Douglas Hall in the upper quadrangle of the University at 
about 1:00 p.mo Close to 2:00 pom, after most of the speakers 
had finished their remarks, STOKELY CARMICHAEL appeared and 
made several remarks from the steps of Douglas Hall, I 
stated that he believes that CARMICHAELS* appearance was

. unscheduled since he did not hear anyone refer to .CARMICHAEL 
before his appearance.

________ stated that as best he can remember CARMICHAEL 
said ’’Brothers and sisters, we are going to shoot tonight/1 
1’They shot the wrong man yesterday/’ ’’They should have shot 
me/1 I____ [continued that during these remarks CARMICI-IAEL
pulled out what appeared to be a pistol and held it up.

I_____ stated that CARMICHAEL was vehement in his
statements and appeared to be angry, | also stated that 
he felt that the intent of CARMICHAELS1 remarks was to incite 
violence or to get something going,

I "1 stated that there were many people and much 
confusion at this time, and he could not say whether anyone 
followed CARMICHAEL from the campus or not, I 1 advised 

, that he left immediately following CARMICHAELS* statements b 
because there were no more speakers . and no reason to hang t 
around. He- stated that the crowd was still in the vicinity 
of Douglas Hall when he left.

WFO 62-9737'On_____ V23/68 D.CO

Date dictated A/ 2A/_68__ ________
>f the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency;
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Dote 4/25/68

/ _____________________  age 19, a student at Howard
University, was interviewed in the Office of the Dormitory 
Supervisor of Wheatley Hall. Howard University and advised 
that her home address is New York.

| ] advised that she was present at a rally held
on the steps of. Douglass Hall on the Howard University campus 
on April 5, 1968, when STOKELY CARMICHAEL appeared and made 
several statements*

i advised that as best she remembers, CARMICHAEL 
:30 p.m., and said that all the girls should 
stay off the streets tonight because there would be trouble* 

He= also stated according to| I that the guys should not
be bothered with looting, that if they were going to be on the 
streets, they should be prepared to kill or be killed. I "I 
continued that CARMICHAEL said the white man made his biggest 
mistake when he killed KING, because he should have killed 
RAP BROWN or STOKELY CARMICHAEL. | |stated that she does
not remember him using the word"gun" nor does she remember 
that he displayed a pistol.

_________ stated that she felt that CARMICHAEL vras not 
trying to incite the crowd to violence, but was only trying to 
urge the audience that they should not come out on the street 
if they wanted to be safe, or were not willing and ready to bfc
kill. b-C

1 stated that after his remarks, the crowd 
y. She added that she did not feel that the 
crowd was any more excited than they had become from listening 

to the previous speakers.

on 4/24/68 ot Washington, DoC*

SA'| I
by ------------------------------------------

f„r#W0 62-9737-____________

n , 4/25/68
Date dictated-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its coolants ore not to ba distributed outside your agency.
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Ooio 4/26/68_______________
__________________ , B. APPROX / £ Z "

________ age 21, a student at 
Howard University, was interviewed in the lobby of the 
Meridian Hill Hotel, 2601 16th Street, Washington.

She advised that her home address is
Ohio* ------------------

________ stated that she was present on the Howard 
University campus during the remarks made by STOKELY CAR
MICHAEL on April 5, 1968O [stated however, that she b6
only saw CARMICHAEL when he approached the steps of Douglass b? 
Hall, which was just for a few moments* She continued that 
from the position in which she was standing at the time, she 
could not see him when he began his remarks* She could,, 
however, hear him over the public address system, but did not 
pay any attention to what he Was saying because she has 
heard him speak many times aF I advised that she was 
standing quite a distance away from CARMICHAEL during his 
statements, and gauged an approximate distance in the lobby 
of the hotel which the’interviewing agents estimated to be 
about 80 feet*

________ stated that the only thing she can remember 
CARMICHAEL saying was that they should stay off the streets 
because it.would be dangerous* She seemed to remember him 
also stating that there might be some shooting, and that 
the white man had killed Dr* KING* She stated that she does 
not remember him using the word gun, and did not see him 
display one since she did not have him in view*

------- bC
stated that CARMICHAEL could not have spoken b7> 

more than tive minutes, and following his remarks she believes 
the crowd dispersed normally, but she is not sure because she 
was preoccupied with an impending trip she was supposed to 
take beginning at 3:00 p*mc

PiuaWFO 62-9737________

Date dictated, 4/ 26/68______

On__ A/.25Z6.8.... atJIa-Shingion g ..D-oCb-,___________
SAs

by----------___________________________________________
This document contain; neither recommendations nor conclusions ol the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and Us contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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_________ __________ |No We , advised SA
I Foh April 16. 1968.Jthat he attends Howard

University but was not on ‘campus‘on April 5, 1968, and knows, 
of nothing that happened on the eyening of April 4, 1968, and 
the following days except that which he has read in local

' newspapers. '1 L _ ;
r r ■ ■ L VU-—\r~J3 \ j -

___  stated he is a native of Kenya and is 
studying economics at Howard University*

_  further advised that he was arrested the 
evening of April 5, 1968, for violating the curfew but said 
his arrest was due to the fact he did not understand what was 
happening in the city rather than a deliberate violation of 
the law*
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Tha Fnl InwiriO 1 Vi rliia! q. Tjav-Q ID t QfV 1. OWCd
SA:j __________________ |on the dates
indicated regarding their knowledge of events which 
occurred at Howard University on April 5, 1968, with partic
ular reference to remarks made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL^ These - b7c 
persons indicated that although they were -on campus at some 
time during the day, they were not present at the rally at 
which CARMICHAEL spoke : . . 
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On April 16, 1968, Special Agentsi I
[contacted the following Howard

University students who were arrested on April 5, 1968, 
by the Metropolitan Police Department for burglary,, They 
advised they were not on the streets Thursday night, 
April 4, 1968, nor were they on Howard’s campus Friday 
afternoon, April 5, 1968, consequently were hot aware of 
CARMICHAEL’S remarks on either dateo They did not know 
anyone who may have heard CARMICHAEL’s statements on either 
occasion,, /
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/ b 6
__________ On April. 921 1968, | | b?c
|__________________________ | Howard University, WDC’, advised that
on the afternoon of April 5, 1968, he was in his office at 
Howard University and was aware that a campus rally was in. 
progress near the steps of Douglas Hall, However,| |
stated that such events are common and he did not observe 
the rally. He advised that he later learned from somewhere 
that STOKELY CARMICHAEL had appeared at this rally, but he 
did not see.or hear -CARMICHAEL on this occasion.
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On
Cardozo High

April 11, 1968, |__________________________ __
School J£ashi ng ton, D.C. 5/advised SA’ 

_______________________  he knew of no Cardozo students who 
might have attended the memorial services for Dr, MARTIN 
LUTHER KING, JR. held on the afternoon of April 5. 1968 
on the Howard University Campus, | |
students were dismissed at 2:00 p.m, on April 5, 1968; 
however, it would have been quite easy for a student to 
leave the campus undetected before 2:00 p.m, on his free 
period, lunch period, or otherwise.
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1 HM. April 29, 1968

knovm locally as

I wa"sintprwi pwaH on t'bio morm’np nf 
April 26, 1968,. at his office J I
resides at Telephone
483-8710, ------------------------7". ‘ ■.1 t—1

was informed the inquiry concerned certain 
activities of STOKELY CARMICHAEL following the assassi
nation of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. , and specifically 
the activities and remarks of CARMICHAEL on the afternoon 
of April 5, 1968, during a rally at Howard University.

| advised he did not wish to. discuss anything
which he had observed or heard concerning STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 

| | also stated he would not discuss anything pertaining
to the riots, looting, and arson which related to the work 
in which his organization was engaged, | ]said he was 
acting on his own counsel in assuming this position and 
it was not a matter pursuant to any instructions or advice.

jstated further

On.

SAs
by.

4/26/68 Washington, D.C

MAT:dan

c.. „ '.JO 62-9737File #____________________

n . .. . . . 4/26/68
Dote dictated_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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| |indicated his
awareness of the responsibilities of the Government to 
inquire into riots and looting and of the duty of citizens 
to cooperate. I 1

I ladmitted he had attended the rally at
Howard University on April 5, 1968. He arrived on the 
campus sometime around the noon hour and subsequent to 
the memorial service held earlier indoors for Dr. KING. 
He stated the rally was held outdoors and he was there 
for about one hour. He admitted being present when 
CARMICHAEL was on the scene but made no statements re
garding any remarks or activity on the part of CARMICHAEL. 
In reply to query [stated he had no personal know
ledge concerning the events in Washington, D.C. on the 
early evening of April 4, 1968, nor was he aware of any 
activities of CARMICHAEL on that evening. L ]

[stated he had not 
attended the press conference given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
on the morning of April 5, 1968, at the headquarters of 
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee.
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4/24/68

1 was inter viewed in the vicinityof his residence.^ ---- - ^_^Warshingtgn><;^D..jCJ. (WDC) ,
and advised that he was on the campus of Howard University on 
April 5, 1968, when STOKELY CARMICHAEL put in an appearance 
and spoke briefly from the steps of Douglas Hall *

stated that he cannot remember CARMICHAELS’
remarks verbatim but believes that CARMICHAEL stated that 
"It is time to get together" and not "To come out on the 
streets tonight unless you are prepared." He believes that 
CARMICHAEL continued that "They, killed Dr. KING, who was the 
only person everyone loved." "They would have done better to b6 
kill me" "Don’t come out and give the ’Man’ an excuse to kill b?c 
you." "Be ready to defend yourself." .

stated that at no time did he see CARMICHAEL
with a gun nor does he remember CARMICHAEL referring to a gun, 
but he does remember CARMICHAEL raising his arm and at this 
time hearing someone else say "He has a gun."

stated that he believes CARMICHAEL was
definitely trying to incite the crowd and imply that it was 
time to rise up and revolt violently. I "stated, 
however, that he does not believe that the crowd was excited 
by CARMICHAELS’ remarks; and to his knowledge, no one proceeded 
to the riot area as a result of these statements.

On 4/23/68 at WashJxgtniLUL>Ca File# WFQ__62-9737-____________
SAs

Date dictated 4/24/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of lhe FBI and Is loaned Io your agency;
it and iis contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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nnte April 23, 1968

Lanham, Maryland, ^voluntarily furnished the following infor- 
matron:

On April 5, 1968, at approximately 11:00 a.m.
were senft to Eastern High

K.Sohool. Washington, D.C., to pick up

and his three companions leftr Eastern High ;j'
'' School at 12:45 p.m. and drove in| Icar- to Howard ■Uni-’ k

versity, where they were to pick up|(Howard

I । ।| | The unsuccessful search (J:or|_________________________
]—TTo the rear of Douglas Hall where a large crown of 300-

■ ; 400 people had gathered, and several persons were making speeches 
vL from the steps. I 1 went to the rear of the steps
/v^and from th4 .q no: nt were watching the activity. At approximately 
\ 1:15 p.m.| observed STOKELY CARMICHAEL with whom he is.
1 casually acquainted, come through the crowd and walk up on the 

teps , which were being utilized as a speakers platform. |___ ]
^spotted I

I I pn rhp stPDs. and . believing he was with CARMICHAEL. ao -
I land CARMICHAEL|

4/18/68 -Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737
On______________ at ,1 __________ FiIe #__________ ...   ■ ■

. SAby-----------
4/19/68

Date dictated

his document contains neither recomineadations nor conclusions of the F8i. !t is the properly of the FBI and is loaned to your agency: 
'vid its contents ore no) to be distributed outside y,oi>’r oycncy.
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I Tcak- J
MICHAEL began to address the crowd, At this time CARMICHAEL 
was standing about 15 feet away from him, but|________ |was un
able to listen closely to CARMICHAEL because he was conversing 
with| | He recalled CARMICHAEL to state, "I got my stuff,
baby." He then heard an unknown woman in the audience sav. 
"he’s got a gun." While continuing to converse with

over heard. CARMICHAEL say, "if you are jiving, don’t 
come out tonight. They should have killed me or RAP, and 
not the man who believed in non-violence."

Building, he left the steps and entered Douglas Hall to tele
phone the District Building. When he left, CARMICHAEL was 
still on the steps. | ]

| | Alter
approximately 15 minutes, he returned to the steps and observed 
that CARMICHAEL had left the area. He also did not observe

_ advised that he did not see CARMICHAEL with 
a gun in his possession, and the remark by the unknown woman 
was the only reason he had to believe that CARMICHAEL actually 
had a gun. He later heard other people say CARMICHAEL had a 
pistol, but he did not observe it.

I ~~| related that, in his opinion, the people in 
the crowd appeared to be frightened following CARMICHAEL*s 
remarks. He noted no intense reaction to the speech on the 
part of those present and he believed the crowd to disperse 
quietly.
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_stated that______________ _ 
left Howard at approximately 2:30 p.m. | |sep
arated, anc drove the two students back to Eastern
High School.

_______ |______ I advised that, in view of his po s ition wi th
| 1 art^ dose
association with young people in his assigned ar,ea, he pre- b7c 
forced not to have to testify to the above information in a k/d 
court of law.
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Following the assassination of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER-

fhis document contoins nfrither ivtommendotions no' conclusions of the FBI. ft is the property of the FBI and is laon?d to your agency; 
it and its contents ere not to be distributed outside your agency.
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arrived on the
campus of Howard University about 12:45 p.m. on April 5, 
1968, There were some men and one girl, identities unknown 
to who spoke to a crowd of approximately 400 people
assembled there in front of Douglas Hall and their remarks 
generally extolled Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING. They spoke from 
the steps of this Hall. There were about 30 people standing 
on these steps I  |

I stood at the
rear ot-these steps. STOKELY CARMICHAEL-arrived there about 
12:55 p.m. Shortly thereafter he took a position at the 
front of the steps and spoke to the assembled group. |

were standing at this time about ten feet in back 
ot him. He was wearing a long coat with a fur collar and his

13 9
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movements could not .be well observed from thei rear. He was not 
observed by| Ito display a gun, although hezcould have

b6 b7C ■ J____________________________________________________________________________________________
b7D | |inj£ashington,. D.C., While STOKELY was

speaking, in an effort to getl~~ land .CARMICHAEIJ 1

In substance the remarks heard CARMICHAEL
state were as follows:

The black brothers and sisters were ready but CAR
MICHAEL didn't specifically say what they were planning to do. 
He urged the people in the assembled group not to loot and to 
try to persuade other people not to loot. He indicated that 
now was the time but didn’i_JjxLLc-ate what they were planning 
to do. He wasn’t heard by to make any mention of guns
although h^ speaking in a noscile spirit. While he was 
speaking, _______ overheard other men, who were standing in
back of CARMICHAEL and whose identities were unknown to JORDAN, 
to mention that they had guns and were ready; however, they did 
not further elaborate on these.statements.

CARMICHAEL, after concluding his speech, yot intp-.a 
car and left the Howard University campus; however, re
mained there.

departed <from the Howard University in I 
car accompanied bvl I and the two above mentioned I__________

[departed from tham at /th and L
Streets,. N.W. , Washington, D.C., i n order to observe what was 
happening in thet viMn-ltv Tt wn^.1 hindprstanHino' at. 

that time that
back to Eastern High School.

14 0
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IV. INTERVIEWS CONCERNING CARMICHAEL'S 
ACTIVITIES ON WHEELER ROAD, S.E., 
WASHINGTON, D.C., AFTERNOON OF 
APRIL 5, 1968
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did not recognize any of these individuals as coming from the 
Wheeler Road area; therefore, he asked a member of CARMICHAEL-’ s 

they all 
were merely

party where they came from. The individual replied 
came from another section of Washington, D. C., and 
looking over the Wheeler Road area, Re stated they 
to return to their section of the city later in the

viewed'a Photo^raoh of STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 
--- ------------ ■ -----  anci jdentified CARMICHAEL

Iwas not able toas the individual who was in the store, 
identify as being members of CARMICHAEL’S
party. |

stated that [phonetic)' and________
cashiers, were present at the time-CARMICHAEL’s

''party entered the store, hp does no4 think they' overheard his 
with CARMT CHART.. | ^informed his employer, Mr.

of CARMICHAEL’S visit to the store.

.<5 IC4/16/68 -^"^5Washington, D. C. WFO 62-973/
On______________________ at______ •___________________________________________ p j।e _____________________________

s.|--------------------------------------
4/1.6/68 

b y  _________ Date dictated  . .

Ibis doci'oicnl contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the properly of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency;
it ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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CARMICHAEL and his group after departing'the Food 
walked down to the area of the laundry in the shopping 
and for a short period of time CARMICHAEL spoke to a

Center 
center___ ____ __  ~____  r _____
group of neighborhood youths in front of the' laundry/ I ~ 
stated that I I(phonetic) an employee of the store,
walked down to theV group and was there while CARMICHAEL talked 
with the group. According to| [upon his return
stated CARMICHAEL nad said, "'r< e are going to get this area."

stated that shoppers were rushing in and out b 
of the store making quick purchases when| [received
a telephone call at 3:00 p.m. from an unidentified individual D 
who informed him that ’’they" had just got the Sears, Roebuck 
Store and "they" are coming towards thp shopping center.

I stated that neither he nor| |had any idea who
"they" were. Since the other stores in the shopping center were 
closed at this timej [decided it best to close the Food
Center.

stated that he and some of the other store 
employees^- I

I I Some time later they heard a commotion over
towards the shopping center and went to see what was taking 
place. When they arrived at the shopping center they saw 
people running with clothing that apparently came from the 
cleaners. One or more individuals were breaking windows, 
including the Food Center windows. I "Iwent to a nearby
pay phone to call the police, but could not get through. It 
appeared the lines were deadB[~ [stated that when he first 
arrived on the scene, most of the individuals were pas^ivplv 
watching the activities. but later joined the looters. | 
stated he saw|_________ ______ along with other looters taking
I "[recognized somh. of the looters as coming from the area. 
but did not know their names.) things from the stores. | |
stated the drug store was set afire while the police were 
present. They were unable to prevent the fires or handle the 
crowd.

14 4
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_________ [stated he watched the activities for a while 
and returned to his apartment at 4:30 p.m. or 5:00 p.m.

_______  _________ | stated that the cashiers J
_______  were present when STOKELY CARMICHAEL and bis group 
entered the store. I "1 stated that another
employee of the Food Center, was not present aurlnl^XARMICHAEL, s - 
visit as he was out to lunch. I Ibel i evej [lunch
hour was from 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m.

H-5
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Date.
4/23/68

furnished the following information:

She stated that she was employed as a casHLer'Jat"the '
Wheeler Food. Center, Incorporated,, 4139 Wheeler Road., S, Ei, 
until April 5, 1968, when the building burned down.

She said that on April 5, 1968, she went to work-at
about 9:30 a.m. At about 1:30 p.m., she went to lunch, return
ing about 2:30 p.m. As she was crossingJWheeler Road, return
ing from lunch, a Negro male, who she did mt know, asked her 
where she was going. She said she told him that she was going 
to work at the Food Center. She said the man then told her, 
"We’re burning down all these places today11. She said she 
continued on to the store, She advised she had never seen/this 
man before and could not further describe him. She said she 
was not familiar with STOKELY CARMI-CHXfel, and vrhen shown sr 
photograph of CARMICHAEL, 
stated she did not recognize’any of them'. She said, though, " 
that none of these individuals resembled the man who made the 
comment to her.

When she returned to work, ______________ (advised one
of the other employees J I told her that STOKELY CARMICHAEL
had been at the store while she was at lunch. .She. said that 
she understood.CARMICHAEL and others, how many she does not 
know, came into the store and asked for something and then 
left. She said she does not know what He may have said while 
in the store or outside of it. She believes thatl I and
another employee J ~| were in the store when CARMICHAEL
was there, but does not know wno else might have been there.

4/17/68 ot Washington,D, C,fu*# WFO 62-9737
SA

LBB:jle 4/22/68

by_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dale dictated__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ :_ _ _ _ _ _ .- - - - - -

This document contains neilher recommendations nor conclusions of lhe FBL It Is the property of the FBI end is loaned Io your agency; 
it and its contents ore act to be distributed outside your agency.
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|said she went home from work around______
3:00 p,m. on that day. She s aicl

| | decided to close early because ot a
crowd of strange■persons outside the store and strange-persons
coming into the.store, looking around and asking for newspapers 
or other such items, which they did not have.

14 7
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1 Dhia 4/26/68

________________________ | advised she was employed by the IThee 1 er
Food Center, 4139 Wheeler Road, S.E., as a cashier and
had worked in that capacity on April 5, 1968* Her recollections 
of that day were vague, she said, due to her preoccupation
with thoughts revolving about the death of Reverend MARTIN'LUTHER 
KING, JR.

She recalled that on April 5, 1968, between 12:00 noon 
and 1100 n. m shp was working at her cash register and

|_________________ | was "bagging!* groceries for her „ She said ’
that after the departure of several Npv-mcm T.7h-i t-a,who 
were strangers to her she was told by___________________ one of b6
them had said he was from the city (Washington, D.CO) and b7c 
’’There’s going to be a mess over here before it ends?"

She left for her lunch at 1:00 p,m( and returned 
at 2:00 pcm. or 2:30 p„m* to find the store closed*

__  was unable to recall the number of or 
physical descriptions of the strangers who had entered the 
store* /

_/shp observed a nhot.ocrr Aj/h of ST OREL Y C ARMI CH AEL, 

I Itogether and was
unable to identify any of them as the strangers who were 
in the store.

File# WO 62-9737on 4/25/68 nt Washington, D.C

Dale dictated 4/25/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI.lt is the properly of the FBI and is loaned 

tend (Is contents are not Io be distributed outside your osency.
to your agency;
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Dale 4-/22/68 . ...

Ox on Hi11, Maryland, 
furnished the following information: ”

I .V/______________ ____________ ' __________________
He and I

1 I Normal business hours at
this store are from 8:30 a,m. until 6:35 p.m.t Monday through 
Saturday. 

b6
On Thursday, April 4, 1968, business as usual was con

ducted at the store v/ith no incidents. The store opened at 
8:30 a.m. and closed at 6:15 p.m. as usual. The store was again 
opened as usual on Friday, April 5, 1968, at 8:30 a.m. He was 
in the store from 8:30 armg until approximately 2:00 p.m. that 
day,| "1 eat

. lunch. During the period of 8:30 a.m, through 2:00 p.m, on that 
day I I

During this entire period of time he noticed nothing 
unusual either inside the store itself or around the store out
side on the street. When he left the store he was not told by 

|or anyone else, that anyone, had entered the
st or

This documcnl conloins neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

it ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Vent immediately tc
and upon arriving determined that a drug store located immediately 
next door had closed and was not conducting business. Also the 
bank, of course, closed at 3:00 p.m. - Many of the local resi
dents , who were customers of the store, were coming in and 
wanting to rash rheckS.

he thought a potentially dangerous situation b6
was developing because of the large number of people who were 
in the store. While the crowd was orderly and there was no 
trouble he thought it would take very little to set the crowd 
off and start them to looting because of the situation that 
existed elsewhere in Washington, D. Ca | 

directly to his home and remained there the remainder of the 
evening and night.

» When he left the area he saw no looting
or burning at all and ^everything appear/d normal at that time.
However, at 6:30 or 7t00 p.m. that! I

'\ He has seen STOKELY"XARMI CM/iE-L ’ s picture in the
^newspapers and on television many times and is confident he s 
Xpuld recognize him if he were to see him in person. He said 
he has never seen STOKELY CARMICHAEL at any time. He said he^

15>p
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Date________4/18/68________

the foilowing information
furnished

the!Wheeler Food
s. E.; He said the

and did close at this time bS b7 
April 4, 1968* At this time he said there were no

incidents attached to the closing.

He stated\|
Center, Incorporated, 4JL3H v/heeler Koad 
store normally closes at 6:30 p.m 
on Thursday 
unusual

The following day, Friday, April 5, 1968, he advised 
he went to lunch at about 1:00 p.m. and returned about 2:15 p.m0 
When he returned he said a couple of the employees told him 
that STOKELY CARMICHAEL bad been in the store shortly after he 
had gone to lunch. He said he understands CARMICH AEL purchased 
some items and was checked out by_______________ la store employee.
He said no one told him anything that CARMICHAEL said while in 
the store. He said CARMICHAEL was supposedly accompanied by 
three other persons, whose names he does not know. He said he 
does recall which employees furnished this information to him.

b6

n 4/17/68On_____
SAs

by--------

Maryla^WFO 62-9737

__Dale dictated
4/17/68

This dorumenl contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the F8L ft is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it.and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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________________________________ b6
_____ He said that no one asked bvc 

them to close. | [closed the store, around 3:00 p.m.
and left, he said there were numerous persons around the store.
He was shown a photograph of I | STOKELY
CARMICHAEL and He said he recognized
CARMICHAEL and did not see mm or the others around the store 
at the time he left.

15 2
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-The following investigation was conducted by SAs

AT FORT FOOTE VILLAGE, MARYLAND

On Anr-fl 17. 1968. f
Tadvi sed| |the Wheeler Food te

Center, Incorporated, 4139 Wheeler Road, Washington, Do C.
He said that on April 5, 1968, he was working at the store 
and went to lunch shortly after 1:00 p.m. , returning around 
2:15 p.m. Wh^n Hotaiimied, he said a couple of the employees, 
one of them  told him that STOKELY CARMICHAEL had\ 
been in the store while he was at lunch. ' He said he understood 
CARMICHAEL purchased some items and was checked out b~j

I another employee, but does not have any further ’ informs- ' 
activities in or near the store.tion regarding CARMICHAEL’s

was /shown a photograph of CARMICHAEL,I I
] and advised he recognized CARMICHAEL,

but had seen none of the three men around the store.

On Apr-? 1 18, 1968, 
I advised he was employed

the Wheeler Food Center, 4139 Wheeler Road, s, E., until it 
burned down ^>n April 5, 1968. He said that on April 5, 1968, 
he went to work at 8:30 a.m., left for lunch at 1:00 p.m. and 
did not ret/irn after that time. He said there was no particu- 

other 
work

lar reason/why he did not return to work that afternoon, 
than it was pay day and sometimes he does, not go back to 
on pay daj/s. .. , A x nr>+'..A "a C

He stated he does not know STOKELY CARMICHAEL. He
was shown a photograph of CARMICHAEL,I I

[and he advised he did not recognize any of 
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them and could not tell which one was CARMICHAEL. He said 
he had not seen any of them around the Food Center.
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Washington, D. C. , {furnished the following information':

qh,-^n Al 99 Whepl pt Road. S- E. . Washington. D. C. f
the Wheeler Road Barber

] The normal business hours of this barber shop are 9 :W
a.m. through 7:30 p.m.. Monday through Saturday.

1968.Throughout the day he heard reports of looting and 
burning in other parts of the city over the radio. At approxi
mately 3:30 p.m. on Friday, April 5, 1968, someone, whom he 
does not recall, came into the barber shop and said that 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL was in the area and was at that time talk
ing to a group of people who were gathered on Wheeler Road 
at the North end of the shopping center in the 4100 block of 
Wheeler- Road. then stepped immediately outside
the shop and from that point he could see a crowd .of 25 or 30 
people gathered around a person he recognized as STOKELY CAR
MI CH AFT., He did not recognize any of the other people in this 
,crowd. I ~|was approximately 100 or 125 feet from
CARMICHAEL and he could not hear anything CARMICHAEL was saying. 
He watched CARMICHAEL for two or three minutes and he, 

<*. .5 n i i ___ jl-T __1 then went back into the barber shop. Shortly
thereafter | |

4/19/68 . Washington, D. C. WFO 62-9737

4/22/68
by________________ Dale dictated---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------- -----------------

this document contains neither recommendations not conclusions of the FBI.lt is the property of. the FBI and Is. loaned to your oger.cy;
il ond its. conlcnls urc not Jo be distributed oi/Uidc your o^ency.
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his home and remained there the remainder of the evening and 
night.,
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4/23/68
D a t e________________________

I—'■------------------------------—
—J_______________________________________ [Washington.

p^C^, I [Wheeler Hoad Barber
Shop, 4129 Wheeler Road, S, E. , Washington, D, C., furnished 
the following information:

On___ 4/17/68 __Washington. D, C,_____ _____
SA»

J MW:jle 
by -------------
This documenl contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of lhe FBI. 11 Is the 

it ond its conlents are not to be distributed outside four agency.
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nothing unusual.
| He said he does not
know STOKELY CARMICHAEL and does not believe he would recog
nize him if he were to see him. A large photograph in which 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, |
appeared was exhibited to him. Upon viewing this photograph ' 
he said he did not recognize any’ of these individuals and 
could not recall ever having seen any of them before.

15 8
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I I San Franci s co c California,
Police Department( advised on April 6, 1968, that he had 
received information from a reliable source that!

I ^continued that about noon Pacific
Standard time on April 5S 19689 the day after the assassination 
of Dr. Martin Luther Kingp Stokely Carmichael appeared on tele
vision t believed to have originated on the East Coast9 and 
according to p he urged black men to "hit b6
the streets and to go and retaliate." Subsequently, the 
program was rebroadcast again during the day.

16 0
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A check of the San Francisco State College Student 
Directory fbr 1967 to 1968 failed to disclose a student’s 
name1.1 b e

The address-telephone directory of the Chesapeake 
and Potomac Telephone Company, Washington, D»C.t disclosed 
address 2115 S StreetP N.W.P Washingtons D.C., to be the 
location of the following:
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National Students Association
United States National Students Association

No connection between the above-mentioned, individuals 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL or the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee was established.

On April 6, 1968, the United States Department of 
Justice, Washington, D.C., in an effort to ascertain if any 
telegrams were being sent from Washington, D.C. (WDC) , by 
Stokely Carmichael or his associates to other parts of the 
United States ordering racial strife during the upheaval 
caused by the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, ordered 
a subpoena be issued and served on Western Union for any 
such information. The subpoena vzas issued by the United States 
District Court for the District of Columbia on behalf of the 
United States in regard to possible violation Title 18, 
United States Code 371, Section 901, Public Law Number 226, 
90th Congress1st Session; 81 SI Stat. 742, It was directed 
to Mr. John R.WSkelton, Jr., Regional Manager, Western Uniop 
Telegraph Comp any _ ..or other authorised representatives, 1405 
G Street, N.W J0_Washington.6 - D.-C. and ordered him to bring 
all copies of all messages and/or telegrams sent by any of 
the following named from the District of Columbia to any other 
persons or organisations during the period of 8:00 p.m., 
April 4, 1968 to 2:00 p.m., April 6, 1968:

Stokely Carmichael bo b'7

Student Nonviolent Coordinating Con$nittee.



WFO 62-9737
4

The subpoena was issued pursuant to authority of 
David G„ Bressff United States Attorney for the District of 
Columbia and The Honorable Edward Curren, • Chief Judge of the 
United States District Court for the District of Columbia* 
Tiie subpoena was obtained from. Assistant United States Attorney 
Al Hantman at 5:10 p.m0 on April 6, 1968 and was served on 
Mr. Skelton at 5:35 d.in. on April 6. 1968. bv Special 
Agents of
the Washington Meld urrtce of the federal Bureau ot b c
Investigation.

_______ ______ On April 9. 1968. at 8:10 , |

I I Western Union* mentioned
aboveg advised Special Agent| ~~|that he had
caused a search to be made consistent with the above-mentioned 
subpoena served on him on April 6S 1968 p for any messages of 
interest* He advised that he had been unable to locate any 
messages emanating from Stokely Carmichael or the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee or the other individuals 
mentioned in the subpoena*

16 3
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On April 8, 1968 the Washington Field Office of 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation received information to 
the effect that ~|Lansburgh* s
Department Store, Washington, C.^WDC) had information, in 
his pnRsp.Rs^ on -recrardi ng STOKELY CARMICHAEL-which had been 
furnished to I by one of the employees in Lansburgh*s

I This information reportedly was that 
this employee!

»/Z On Anril 8. 1968 SaT |Contacted
|_______ _____________ I Lmtsburgh*s.Department Store,

\ , ’WCnajSa advised that the employea who had furnished
information concerning CARI4ICHAEL was] I

| I added that all.of his employees have
been continually discussing the riotous situation in WDC; 
however,.he does not place any credence in "their gossip". 
According toI I he had heard so many rumors and so
much gossip of late that he was confused as to who said what 
and could not in fact be sure that the above statement allegedly 
made by CARMICHAEL was furnished to him ^>y

_____________On April 8, 1968| „ ;: r
I 1 Lansburgh’ s DapartmeVit Store, WDC'advised-'
SA1 [that she had spoken via long-distance telephone



WFO 62-9737
2

stated, that she does not believe in ^6 l<
violence and has never attended any SNCC meetings in WDC 
and has never, seen CARMI CHAB16 in person * I "denied 
making the aforementioned statement attributed to her by

or anyone elseo

1 6 5-
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1

The Federal Bureau of Investigation in Atlanta, 
Georgia is in possession of information that CARMICHAEL,- 
aceording to an unconfirmed report, upon arrival in front 
of the Paschal Motor Hotel, 830 Hunter StreetSo VU, 
Atlanta, Georgia, at about 11:40 p<>nu on April 8, 1968, 
spoke to a crowd stating.;- "Brother tomorrow night -we? gonna 
burn them"® Subsequently, at about 10:20 a®m® on April 9, 
1968, CARMICHAEL arrived in the vicinity of the Ebeneser 
Baptist Church, 413 Auburn Avenue, N® E®, Atlanta, Georgia, 
where funeral services for Dr® MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR® were 
in progress® As he proceeded in the vicinity of the church 
and although speaking to no one in particular he repeated 
time and again "black power, black power" as he held up his 
handSo After services at the church and while en route to 
memorial services at Morehouse College for Dr® KING, rumor 
was that CARMICHAEL had said "Flay it /cool and after we bury 
the man, then the riots can start"®

Efforts are currently being made to corroborate 
the above information®

16 6
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1

^NationalApril 18, 1968,1 _
Company (NBC); 4001 Neb'zlas'ka Avenue. N.W...^

On 
Broaden sting 
viewed by SWI I re
called that earlier, on instant date/ he had advised that he had 
located a video-audio taps which NBC personnel' had made of the 
press conference held by C. SUMNER STONE at Ed Murphy’s- Supper 
Club. 2227 Georgia Avenue, N.W,’, the afternoon of April 7, 1968. 

]recalled he had stated that he was having a. dubbed copy 
made of the audio portion of the video-audio tape, which he 
fwould make available to the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI), I _ | stated that he. has since learned f rom|~ |

1: News' Director, WRC Radio-Television, NBC, that it 
WOUld ’against NBC policy for. him to make available the copy 
of the audio tape to anyone outside of NBC. [referred
the Special Agents to MARGOLIS . 1

On April 18, 1968, I recalled he had previously
been contacted on this matter by SA| |and had directed
him to I ^stated that he had since learned from
NBC officials in Nev/ York, New York, that NBC policy would be 
against making available the originals or copies of any NBC 
tapes. | [stated that if a subpoena duces tecum were to
be issued to produce the original video-audio tape of STONE*s 
press conference, it should be directed to him. | |
noted, however, that NBC had not televised or broadcast all 
or any part of the tape. For this reason,| [believes
that NBC would regard the tape as being privmged and not 
subject to a subpoena.



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 nntG 4/17/68

Ne i ghborhood Jhegal—Se^v-fc e, 416 5th Street, N.W.Washington, L>?C0 (WDC), advised that he 
had not"seen STOKELY%CARMICHALL”sihee Tuesday night, April 2,. 
1968 o | [further advised that he had not been present
either on April 4, 1968, or April 5, 1968, when STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL allegedly had made certain inflammatory statements 
in the area of 14th Street, N,W,

_ advised that he had heard that CARMICHAEI 
had actually attempted to ’’diffuse” the very tense situation t 
that had developed shortly after the assassination of 
Dre MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR0 ; that CARMICHAEL had disarmed 
an in<1 -ividim 1 in n rrnwr, having taken from this individual 
a pistole I__________stated that he was unable to furnish' ■
the identity of the disarmed individual or that of anyone 
by name who observed this action,.

CARMICHAEL was a "cut above his critics” and had a good 
deal to offer to the community in the way of leadership b "1

ai.# WFO 62-9737

by.

nn 4/16/68 Washington^, D»C
SAs

CTCiskt Date dictated J /3$.

This document contains neilher recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. it is the property of the FBI and fs loaned to your ogency- 
>1 and ils contents ore not Io be distributed outside your agency.

16 8
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1

________ |and SA 
jreporter

On Aor i 1 1.7 , 1968, S A | 
I I i nt er vie wed ‘
for the HU. S. News and World Report.

On April 18, 1968. SAsI
I I interviewed I ____________

aalso of the ”U. S. News ^rid World Report.”

All of the above advised that they did not observe 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL at anytime between April 4 to 7, .1968, 
nor did they cover any of the meetings, press conferences 
or demonstrations in Washington, D.C. between the dates 
previously me nt io ned. | |fur ther
’’U.S. News and World Report” usually reli 
Press and United Pr 

' of such activities.

• advised that 
..elies on the Associated 
for'on-the-spot coverage

nd World Report” usually 
International



100 ■ HQ- 446080 1480
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*100-HQ-446080“1480*

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

swawta,.





WA -7-

931AM URGENJ^4-24-68 JAM

TO DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON

VIA TELETYPE ♦
APR 2 41968

ENCIPHERED/^
FIELD (ENCODE)

ATT DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 IP

Mr- Tolson--------
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr-------—
Mr. Bishop------- -
Mr. Casper------ —
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad-----—
Mr. Felt------------
Mr. Gale--------- —
Mr. Rosen--------
Mr. Sulbvan.."^-
Mr. Tavel----------
Mr. Trotter—-----
Tele. Room---- .—
Miss Holmes —
Miss Gandy——.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

AN ARTICLE APPEARING IN THE GUARDIAN, DATED

APRIL TWENTY, NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT, STATED SOUTHERN

CONFERENCE EDUCATIONAL FUND WAS HAVING A DINNER TO

PAY TRIBUTE TO ELLA J. BAKER WITH BOB ZELLNER 

MRS. ROSA SHARKS, STOKELY CARMICHAEL, LEA SCOTT

HOWARD ZINN, AT THE GRAND BALLROOM, HOTEL ROOSEVELT

MADISON AVENUE AT FORTY FIFTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY

ON WEDNESAY, APRIL TWENTYFOUR, SIXTYEIGHT

ADMINISTRATIVE ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE O6-O1-2OO6 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bIs

NYO ALERTED SOURCES TO COVER APPEARANCE OF SUBJECT

AND ATTEMPT TO RECORD ANY SPEECH MADE BY SUBJECT.

NYO CONTINUING EFFORTS TO LOCATE SUBJECT.

ENi) 10 APR 291968

MAL R RELAY " _

FBI WASH DC



r"'L>-36 (ifiJl^b-22-64)

INFO RMATION CON TAlNE. 
REIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ’ 
TE 06-01-2006 BY \ ' 
30 9/UC/T AfP liCG/bls V

Date: 4/25/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code.)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM SAC, CHICAGO (157-1297)(P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M; SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

’’STOKELY
Re WFO airtel to Director 4/16/68 captioned 

CARMICHAEL INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS.”

b7C

Referenced airtel desired Chicago locate and 
interview Howard University students home on Easter vacation 
concerning an incident on Howard University campus, 4/5/68, 
regarding STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

b7C

b7C

Chicago indices contain no references idpntifiablP 
with the names

________ On 4/24/68,
| Chicago, father ot | | advised she

had returned to Howard University, Washington, D. C. He 
said his daughter did not relate any unusual incidents to 
him regarding STOKELY CARMICHAEL during her Easter visit to 
Chicago. He said she would cooperate if contacted by the FBI.

b7C
On 4/24/68, 

Chicago.|

He said

- Bureau (RM)
2 - WFO (100-43503) (RM)
1 - Chicago 
DEH:CMS
(6)

b7C

Sent
in Chrrrnp

______ J-presently assigned to 
advised he is father of

pOft Returned to Howard

KO APR 27 1968



CG 157-1297

University campus. I Hdid not relate any unusual 
incident to him regarding STOKELY CARMICHAEL during his 
Easter vacation to Chicago.

I "Idoubted if his son would truthfully
respond to an interview by the FBI concerning an unusual or 
inflammatory exhibition by STOKELY CARMICHAEL. He thought 
if I I did observe CARMICHAEL’S actions and truthfully
reported it to the FBI, he would never testify to it in court 
on the behalf of the U. S. Government. He said| |is

| | at Howard University and as
such, he is recognized as being part of the Howard "power 
structure** and his performance is approved by both faculty 
and students, both favoring the current policies of the "in ** 
leadership, which reflect a ’black power" position. I ~| 

I Isaid his son is a ’temart, shrewd politician" and would 
never publicly condemn actions of CARMICHAEL and risk loosing 
his support by the faculty and students by turning against a 
"brother black power advocate." | ]is certain his
son does not share the radical, violent views of CARMICHAEL 
and has never been associated with or a member of SNCC.

777' I ~| said he would call | ~|and tell
him to contact the wro regarding this matter^ He doubts if 

| Hwill do as he desires.

It is being left to the discretion of the office of 
origin whether they desire to cover these leads.

2



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

AL L IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06-01-2006 BY
603 0 9/U C./T AM/ D C G/ b 1 s

Transmit the following in ________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via_______AIRTEL________________ __________________
(Priority)

F B I
Date: 4/26/68

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)
STOKELY^CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION 
(OO:WFO)

ReNKteletype, 4/26/68.

|j Mr. Tolson...... |
If Mr. bi ach t
I? Mr. M'.hr______  I
l| Mr- O .. -
l| Mr. Omor ____ I

b7C
___ Newark determine if[ 

at |_____________________________  
credit and criminal.

previously resided /' 
New Jersey, and conduct I

b7C

■ In an effort to ascertain financial data 
necessary to the CARMICHAEL investigation, 

through established sources, attempt to ascertain financial 
details of purchase and sale bvl ]of house located at 
__________________________________  New Jersey. Submit LHM.

regarding 
Newark

- Bureau 
2 - Newark 
1 - WFO

(100-49533) (Rtf)

WWH:sas 
(6)

AIRTEL

0^



10956

4/2i/«

Mrtal

To:

WuMagton Field Of Me* (WO)

MM*rt FBI

b7C<ma>

b7C •

b7C

14C*at AUMuay 
CSMclott*

■ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DAT E 06-01-2006 BY 
60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls

b7C

IwTa*

svbjaat of a. 
Office «Mi r

en tihe Iw T«A Stat* Felice* Aik«w<

b7C Albany shMtld coatCet.______________ .
if Mtf adCltloMJL ■’data has bM& irairralTarf by IdL* la Idkl* 1
Bawvdk tlWiM oasldar itaalf office of origin in tMo oaoo 
mmI dwirtr flloe tpjttro^riato souroM 1» aa affect to idkmtlfy 

■■ tha oobjoet*
Enclosure //)A sum

b7C

100-444040 (C®michael)

NOT RECORDED

46 APR 29 1968

- XXD:ebb
7 0 kilf i - vlo80li?l£;ul YBUBW SEE BOTE PAGE 1W

•vt



Mrtal to SdC^ 
mu <mw>

b7C
10957

b7C •
Sew lark and ttuhingtosi Field Offlae should 

advise of any lafornation taeii ragoeding a Booting 
in Washington* D. C* as set forth in the mat teport* 

wfagah was attended hv Coral shawl* and Mho
subject*

b7C

la addition to contacting__________iMbaoy
jritoald ascertain tBartdasr the isforaation lasolrad 
has been fomlshad to aoorooriata aowhons la the 
ttWLtad States Saw and/or Oaf***! Staten Marina Cores 
la ardor. theft aathorltiao at Cang MfMin* Sorth Carolina* 

^an Jk>dW#M^I wi^ «m wmmWw

■®B*
I I recaiwd inf creation from an infomant

of wdmm reliability regarding a naating allegedly 
held in Haohiagton, D. C« which wea hy the

Carwlehael* and | | Ihgertedly* the
.aonjawt^is wyot in demolition and was Mfoneible 
for many of the fire* in the diotmtanaes in Samak 1b 
!M7 •..Jognrtndljr* a raid has been plumed on 
Caftp lopMMa Wdtad States Marine Corps base in 
Sorth Carolina*

- 2 •



Airtel b7C

.MAT I ON C ON T Al N E D
UNCLASSIFIED

HOWN OTHERWISE

4/23/68

EXCEPT

QJ
(S)

b7C

(S)

To:
From:
STTHrgT.V fAHMTHWAgT.

1C, WO <100-43503) PERSONAL ATTENTION
tractor, % 1|100-446080) / y

RACIAL MATTERS SNCC; SEDITION

 For the information of New York, subject | I 
applied for a marriage license la Vaehington, D.C., on April 22, 1968. They intend ta pick up this license 

on April 29, 1968.
During the continuing investigation of Carmichael, 

it is important for recipient offices to establish when and 
where Carmichael | |are to be named. Adequate

j coverage should be afforded the gadding to determine the___identity sf ttoea in attendance. I_____________________________

2 - New York (PERSONAL ATTENTION)
. v

Tolson __________

DeLoach -------------  PTB I CdS (7)
Mohr

Bishop----------------

Casper ----------------

Callahan -------------

bl

b7C

bl



Airtel to SAC, WTO 
RX: STOCKY CARMICHAEL 
100-448080

The above inforsattoa la to be used for lead
purposes only and is not to be dlu 
Bureau.

> . •

. - 2 -

tseainated outside



^N C ON T Al N
S UNCLASSIFIED^

MTE 06-01-2006 BY "

603 0 9/U C/T AM/DCG/b1s

Transmit the following in

... TELETYPE
Via ______________

TO: DIRECTOR. FBI

FM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY

F B I
Date: 4/22/68

PLAINTEXT
(Type in miiinext or code)

URGENT /} '} ■

(Priority)

IS-MISC: SEDITION

|Mr.
|Mr.
|Mr. Mohr-J^^H
| Mr. Bishop—
I Mr. Casper------
I Mr. Callahan-----
I Mr. Conrad-------
I Mr. Felt—------—J
j Mr. Gale----------J-
Mr. Rosen----- J—
Mr. SullivanY—7
Mr. Tavel----------
Mr. Trotter.-------
Tele. Room---------
Miss JHohnes——-

"Miss GandyC—T

b7C

SUBJ DEPARTED FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH STREET, TWELVE FORTY

FIVE PM WITH AND WENT TO DIXIE REALTY CO. WHERE

MADE BRIEF VISIT. SUBJ THEN PROCEEDED TO D.C. MARRIAGE
x . b7C

XR)LICENSE BUREAU WHERE APPLIED FOR MARRIAGE LIC TO BE PICKED UP FOUR
5iTWENTYNINE NEXT. SUBJ THEN DROVE TO FOURTEENTH AND F ST

NW. WHERE DEPARTED AUTO. SUBJ CONTINUED TO SNCC HDQTS RE

MAINING INTO EVENING HOURS.5 SOURCE ADVISED SUBJ ATTENDED MEETING OF

IS b7C

so AP.R 30 1S68

BLACK UNITED FRONT COMMENCING EIGHT P*M

ADMINISTRATIVE

b7D SOURCE

3^Bureau 
1-WFO 
RFO:mmh 
(4)

Approved:
SpepanffAgent in Charge

Sent M Per



FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64)

ALL INFORMATION CON TA D
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATEz.-0X“ 01-2 0 06 BY
603 ^$7 U C / T AM7 D C G/ b 1 s

Transmit the following in

Via ~___ AIRTEL_______

F B I
Date: 4/26/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: . DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: -SAC, WFO (62-9737) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INCITING TO RIOT 
MISCELLANEOUS 
(00:WFO)

Re AT airtel with LHM, 4/10/68.

’ Mr. Tolson__
Mr. 1 ■ >'ich

; Mr. Mjhr
’ I .p__
; ?.Ir. ‘ per— 
’ Mr. S' '?.ihan. 
; Mr. I’.fad.. 
, It _

G L____
llosen__

Sullivan,
, Mr. Ta vol___
! ?.Ir. Trotter_ 
. Tele. Room__

Mis-j iloimes. 
Miss Gandy_

b7C

Investigation disclosed CARMICHAEL apparently in 
Atlanta, Georgia, from 4/8 through 4/10/68.

While in Atlanta, it appears CARMICHAEL made a 
number of inflammatory type statements. On 4/9/68, Atlanta 
Office advised that Atlanta Police Department reported 
seeing CARMICHAEL in front of Paschall’s Restaurant and 
Motel accompanied by three or four other unknown individuals. 
Members of the Police Department reported that CARMICHAEL f 
stated, "tomorrow night we’re gonna’ burn". On 4/10/68, 
Atlanta reported CARMICHAEL arrived in the vicinity of 
Ebenezer Baptist Church and repeated time and time again
"Black Power" as he held up his hands. After services at 
church for MARTIN LUTHER KING, rumor was that CARMICHAEL 
had said "play it cool and after we bury the man, then* the/ 
riots can start". REC U ! . (J

CA= x UQi f * f iqcq
The Department has requested that specif^cftpR 

information be developed regarding any and all inflammatory

<3 - Bureau
2 - Atlanta (100-6812) (RM)
1 - WFO ;
WWHtcabb C. C. - Bishop
(6) M

M Per __________________



WFO 62-9737

statements tending to Incite made by CARMICHAEL while in 
Atlanta during the above period. This would include state
ments made to the press, newspapers, radio or TV, as well 
as statements made to other groups.

Attempt to determine if statements made were an 
organized plan of CARMICHAEL or SNCC to Incite.

This information desired to show overt activities 
of CARMICHAEL as well as continuing disposition of 
CARMICHAEL after leaving Washington, D. C.

Atlanta requested to expeditiously ascertain 
information regarding inflammatory statments made by CARMICHAEL# 
While in Atlanta, develop witnesses who can corroborate such 
statements and set forth in FD 302 submitting same in LHM form.

2



^0-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAI 
HEREIN/IE dN0LAS SIFIE D 
DATE . II 6™ 01™2 0 0 6 BY ' 
603 0' 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ bl s ' F B I

Date: 4/25/68
Transmit the following in_____ ____________________________________

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL_______
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (62-9737)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INCITING TO RIOT-MISCELLANEOUS

.9

ReSFtels 4/6/68

j^^-Suilivan—X^

Mohr.

b2
b7C . of LHM
b7D SF for 

s ation*
x ' contacted by SA

Mr. Tolaoiu—
Mr. DeLoach..
Mr.
Mr. Bishop..
Mr. Casper- 
Mr. Callahan.
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt________
Mr. Gale________
(Mr. Rosen______

Mr. Tavel______
Mr. Trotter_____

Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy_____

Enclosed herewith are eleven copies for the Bureau 
re above captioned subject* One copy is being furnished 
information* The LHM is being furnished for dispemin- 
The source referred to in the LHM Is

b7C

v IBOLOSU^ /

Q/- Bureau (Enc. 11) ?
1 - San Francisco (Enc* l)(RM)(AM)<r'
2 " WFO K’V in/i

(1-100-43503)

A.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No,

IlTED STATES DEPARTMENT (^JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 
April 25, 1968

20535

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 06-01-2006 BY .

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T API / D C G/ b 1

INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS

b7C

San Francisco, California, 
Police Department, advised on April 6, 1968, that he had 
received information from a reliable source that the Black 
Students Union at San Francisco State College had received 
a telegram from Stokely Carmichael on April 5, 1968, with 
instructions to Black Power affiliates "to hit the streets11 
that night. | [advised that the source of
the information had not actually observed the telegram in 
question but had obtained the information about the receipt 
of the telegram from individuals connected with the Black 
Students Union at San Francisco State College. He stated 
that he understood from the source that similar telegrams 
had been sent to all Black Power affiliates apparently in 
the United States. | stated conversely
the alleged receipt of the telegram from Stokely Carmichael 
by persons affiliated with the Black Students Union at San 
Francisco State College could have been made up in an effort 
to enhance some unidentified person’s status. He also stated 
that the information received vias that the message was a 
telegram; however, he acknowledged it could have been another 
means of communication instead.

b7C
___________ [continued that about noon Pacific 

Standard time on April 5, 1968, the day after the assassination* 
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Stokely Carmichael appeared on tele
vision, believed to have originated on the East Coast, and 
according to|_______________________ |he urged black men to "hit
the streets and to go and retaliate." Subsequently, the 
program was rebroadcast again during the day.

COPIES DESTROYED 
2 86 FEB 23 1971

Tessas



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b7D

b7C
San Francisco, California

”A sick country. Despair, where is our heart? 
America once again destroys a beautiful human 
because of his blackness. Too late? Too late? 
Four hundred years too late? We must make a 
cry for life, Dr. King’s cry for life, ’I have 
a dream’. Today we must act for black America’s 
Life.” ■

Signed by

b7C

b7C

Tutorial Assistant Center 
2115 S Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

A check of the San Francisco State College Student 
Directory for 1967 to 1968 failed to disclose a student’s
name 

The address-telephone directory of the Chesapeake
and Potomac Telephone Company, Washington, D.C., disclosed 
address 2115 S Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., to be the 
location of the following:

-2-



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

"^"National Students Association j -i'-

jAJniYed States National Students Association!
.... .... - - - - - ; - .... . j . .
A confidential source, who has furnished reliable 

information, in the past, and who is acquainted with Stokely 
Carmichael and some of his associates, advised on April 7, 
1968, the names of the above individuals were not known to be 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee members or affiliates 
with Carmichael,



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

ALL INFORMATION COMTAT 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 06-01-2006 BY 
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

F B I

Date: 4/12/68
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext ur cade)

A I R T E L
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, SAN DIEGO (100-13995) (p)

STOKELYCARKICHAEL
IS - M; SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

b7C

San Diego informants and sources have advised that 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL has been invited to speak at the San Diego 
Committee of the California Black Conference, also known as 
The San Diego Black Conference, which is to be held in San 
Diego on *1/11,20 and 21/68.

WFO is requested to furnish any information concerning 
CARMICHAEL’S proposed travel to San Diego to speak and attend 
the above conference.

"JO- Bureau (REGISTERED) 
P - WFO (REGISTERED) 
2 - San Diego

Special Agent in Charge



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIE,

603 0 9 / UC/ TAM/ DCG/ bls
I VIA TELETYPE

APR 2 51968

Mr. 
' Mr. 
j Mr. 
J Mr.

Mr.
I Mr.

Mr.
Mr. 

| Mr.J) WASHINGTON—01—

NEW YORK--01-- 1135

URGENT 4 68

AM ELF

TO DIRECTOR AND NEW YORK PLAINTEXT

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
b/C

Tdson______
l>'T.-"aeh.___
Mohr______
Bishop____
Casper ____
Callahan___
Conrad____

Felt________
Gale_______

Tavel__
Trotter_

Rosen___
Suiiivan_ 

Olr. 
f Mr.
| Tele. Room__
I Miss Holmes____
I Miss Gandy_____

FROM NEWARK (100-49533)

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS

SEDITION

REFERENCE WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE TELETYPE TO BUREAU

NEW YORK, AND NEWARK, APRIL TWENTYFOUR LAST

INFORMATION FROM NEWARK CITY BOARD OF EDUCATION CONFIRMS

CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL LEASED FOR EVENING OF APRIL TWENTYSIX b7C
SIXTYEIGHT,| [PRINTED FLYERS BEING DISTRIBUTED

IN NEWARK AREA STATE UNITED BROTHERS OF NEWARK PRESENTING

CARMICHAEL ALONG WITH

AND OTHERS, A 'RAL HIGH SCHOOL,

FRIDAY, APRIL TWENTYSIX, SIXTYEIGHT, AT SEVEN PM

SOURCE ADVISES CARMICHAEL TO ARRIVE NEWARK IN nSrFOR

APPEARANCE AND TO LEAVE IMMEDIATELY AFTERWARDS TO ATTEND

SOCIAL FUNCTION IN,.rNEW. YORK CITY. SOURCE FURTHER STATES 
" 'J; 5'

MILITANT WHITE RACIST GROUP LED' Bl HAS

ENCL PAGE ONE

b7C



NK 100-49533

AGREED NOT ATTEMPT TO DISRUPT THE MEETING

NEWARK POLICE DEPARTMENT INTELLIGENCE UNIT AFFORDING 

COVERAGE AND WILL ATTEMPT TO TAPE RECORD STATEMENTS OF 

CARMICHAEL.

ADMINISTRATIVE

t

Ci

b7C
b7D

SOURCE IS|_________________________________________________________

INTERESTED AGENCIES ADVISED. NEWARK AFFORDING INFORMANT COVERAGE.
LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM FOLLOWS. -----------------------

END

WA PLS AC

FJB

FBI WASH DC



INFORMATION CON TA
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIE 
DATE 06-01-2006 BY
603 0 9/' UC/ TAM/' DCG/' bls

Airtel

From

4/26/68

b7C 1
1

oy

co

SAC, WFO (62-9737)
& 
Director, FBI (100-446080)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS

b 7 c ReWFOairtel 4/22/68.

____________ Bureau permission is granted to interview)_____________  
I________________________ I for any information they may volunteer con
cerning the activities of Carmichael during the period April 4 
through 7, 1968.

The approach to these interviews should be in the nature 
of securing overall information regarding the recent riots in 
Washington, D.C., and their possible knowledge of any criminal 
violations on the part of Carmichael or any other individual.

3 
I 
s

In view of the fact that these individuals may not be 
cooperative witnesses, you should make certain the interviews 
are conducted at a time and place that will not cause embarrass
ment to theTBureau.
b7C

| The Bureau agrees that in view of the current selective
co jl^ervice investigation of| |he should not be inter-
oi S viewed at this time. ;

PTB:lst 
(4)

b7C ,, NOTE:

Tolson — 

DeLoach 

Mohr___

Bishop 

Casper 

Callahan 

Conrad _ 

Felt ___

Gale-----

Rosen — 

Sullivan . 

Tavel __

Trotter _ 

Tele.

Holme 

Gandy

At the specific requesjt?o&the Attorney General we 
are conducting an investigation to* develop information on the \J 
incidents involving Stokely Carmichael during the recent riots \ 
in Washington, D.C. WFO in referenced airtel pointed put^that

, <jur jng the perTod, 4/4-7/68 ■, 
been observed in the company ox Carmichael. |

|of the Washington, D.C. Chapter of SNCC, and[ ]is the

^JnOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO



Airtel to SAC, WFO 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INCITING TO RIOT- MISCELLANEOUS

NOTE CONTINUED: ' _
|of Cultural Activities for the New School of

Arro-Amer ican Thought, Washington, D.C. ’ A center for 
the development of Negro art and a meeting place for 
Black Nationalists. While it is very possible these individuals 
may not be cooperative, an interview with them will enable 
us to place on the records their attitudes and sympathies 
prior to any trial.



'FD-36 (Hev, 5-2 2-64}

Transmit the following in

... AIRTELVia______________

OM:

.. ,_ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
jh»EIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
^HtTE 06-01-2006 BY

6 0 3 0 9 / U C /1 AM / D C G/ b 1 s

Date: 4/22/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(P riority)

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Tolson.... .
O 'ijoaeh . 
Mohr......
EAhop.....
Casper__
Callahan...
Conrad.._

Felt_____

Mr. Tavel
Mr, Trotter_____
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
ATTN: DOMESTIC INTEL

LIGENCE DIVISIOSAC, WFO (62-9737) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS 
(00:WFO) 
b7C

b7C

ReWFOreports of SA dated 4/12 and 4/19/68.

F B 1

~1

During the course of the investigation of captioned^** 
matter information has been developed that| |

[have some time during the pertinent 
period of April 4 through 7, 1968, been observed in the company 
of CARMICHAEL. In this regard the Bureau’s consideration is 
being asked as to the advisability of attempting to interview 
these individuals two of whom are subjects of individual racial 
matter investigations in WFO and one of whom is the subject of 
a current selective service case.

b7C
.___________, |(WFO file| | presently is
| |or cultural Activities for the New School of Afro-
American Thought, 2115 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. (WDC), 
a center for the development of Negro art and a meeting place 
for Black Nationalists. In addition,| ps on the Agitator 
Index of WFO. ------

(^2. Bureau 
1-WFO

ECR:cjb 
(4)

&&ITEL
20 APR so 1968

£. _C. a Bishop

Approved: _______________________________ Sent M Per

OC M

Special Agent in Charge



WFO 62-9737

r«J Til *1 <• ► ' < l:|» * tT*4
is presently active in the Student 

Nonviolent coordinating committee (SNCC) Anti-Draft Program in 
WDC. | [refused induction into the U.S. Army
at Fort Holabird, Maryland, and at the present time is

b7C subject of a current selective service case (WFO file|

| |(WFO file | j
of the Washington Office of SNCC, 2208 14th Street, N.W., WDC.

I I is also on the Agitator Index of WFO.
It is very unlikely that eitherf I

will be cooperative witnessed for the Government's case against 
b7C CARMICHAEL^ however, it is noted that when this matter comes 

to trial these two individuals will most likely appear as 
witnesses in CARMICHAEL'S defense. In view of. this. WFO 
recommends that authority be granted to contact both! |

I I and attempt to interview these in
dividuals thereby making it possible to place on record their 
attitudes and sympathies prior to any trial.

In light of the current Selective Service Act inves
tigation being conducted on| lit is not felt that
an attempt to interview him would be feasible at this time.

IT IS NOTED THAT CARMICHAEL IS BEING CONSIDERED 
ARMED AND DANGEROUS. i ----------- ----------------------

2



Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

b7C
Date

4/24/68

Attached relates that Stpkely 
Carmichael. and|

I ]have departed
Washington, D. C. for New York 
City,

Pertinent parts of attached 
to be furnished Internal Security 
Division of Department.

JFMtchs

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 06-01-2006 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C /1 AM / D C G/ b 1



(H&v. 5-22-64) _ _ t, TWPnPMilTT Pi KT 1'"4 r"-iKT T1 i TN ilJu J-J -L J. ’J xZ X -X Sw/UXs s—Ji » X 1 IL X M

JUT7D17TKT TQ tT^r^y o Q T 17 T 17 Fl
Xx XX -L. X ’J ™L. eO L-J1FJ O XZ X-j L7

Ib0 6-01-2 0 06 BY
603 0 9/ UC/' TAM/bDCG/ bls

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

TO; DIRE 
SA

AND
NEW YORK 
NEWARK

(Type in

URGENT

PLAINTEXT

(Priority)

aintext or code)

Date: 4/24/68
KGala 

___
Mr. T-cotter.^...
Tele, Room
Miss 'Hpiinfes___ ‘
Miss Gandy___T

M*. Cardan
Mt. Conrad.

b7C

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) , ,

STO&LY CARMICHAEL, IS-M5 SEDITION

REWFOAELTXL TO BUREAU AND NEW YORK APRIL TWENTYTHREE LAST

NYAIRTEL APRIL TWENTYTHREE LAST

| EASTERN AIRLINES, NATIONAL AIRPORT,
WDC, ADVISED THIS DATE SUBJECT ACCOMPANIED BY | ~| AND

mKE 
INDIVIDUAL BELJSVED-TO BE

b7C
DEPARTED WDC TEN P.M

APRIL TWENTYTHREE LAST VIA EASTERN SHUTTLE FOR LAGUARDIA AIRPORT

NYC*

RENYAIRTEL XAPRII^; TWENTYTHREE LAST REPORTING THAT SUBJECT WOULD 
- 1 •• ■ rt> >

SPEAK.AT CENTRA!?HIGH SCHOOL, NEWARK, NEW JERSEY SEVEN P.M. APRIL

TWENTtSIX NEXT.

NEWARK PROVIDE COVERAGE OF SPEECHIN ^ACbORDANCE WITH BUREAU

TYSEVEN. NEWARK AND NEWAIRTEL TO ALL OFFICES DECEMBER TWENTY!
. / '. '■ !•= "3 .. .... ,. ,K . .

YORK PROVIDE FULL COVERAGE OF SUBJECT’S ACTIVITIES WHILE IN THOSE

/

FOR DISSEMINATION.

2^ - Bureau 
2 - Teletj 
42 WFO— 
WWH:dg^Z 
on___J

AREAS SUBMITTING DAILY TELETYPE SUMMARIES FOLLOWED

APR

M PerT.o.ved: __ . _ ____
STYPE Sn^cial Agent Yn Charge .

A
Sent



^MALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLAS IED 
DATE 06-01-2006

2/-./S&

FBI NEW YORK

VIA TELETYPE

ENCIPHERED

323AM DEFERRED 4-27-68 WTH b7C

Mr. Tolson— 
Mr. DeLoach 
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Casper . 
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Felt-----
Mr. Gale-----

r. Rosen—
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Tavel— 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room™ 
Miss Holmes 

*Miss Gandy.TO DIRECTOR AND WFO (ATTEN.DID)

APR 2 71968^^^5

TO WFO VIA WASHINGTON

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 //3// PLAINTEXT

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

IS- Wise, SEDITION
b7C

SUBJECT OBSERVED ENTERING RESIDENCE OF MOTHER J |

InY.. TWO AM THIS DATE BY SAS g"

OF FBI. LIGHTS OF HOUSE EXTINGUISHED TWO THIRTY PM. 
■ •

ADMINISTRATIVE
b7C AGENTS OBSERVING SUBJECT WERE[

/DO—
END.V



-"St - 2 77Z'/-r,7W

</IA TELETYPE
APR 8 61968

ENCIPHERED

WA

FBI NEW YORK

Mr. Tolson--------
Mt. DeLoach----
Mr. Mohr---- ----
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper-------
Mr. Callahan— 
Mr. Conrad------
Mr. Felt_______
Mr. Gale----------

jMi.VWilbvan-te’
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter------
Tele. Room-------
Miss Holmes----
Miss Gandy------

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFTED 
DATE 0 6-01-2 00 6 BY 
603 0 9 /' U C / T AM / D C G/' bls

b7C6-12\PM URGENT 

TO DI CTOR (CODE) .

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

4-26-68 AWS

FROM NEW YORK 100-155751

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS-MISC; SEDITION

NYCPD ADVISED THAT AT ONE PM THIS DATE, STOKELY 

I BOTH OF SNCC, WENT THROUGH CAMPUS POLICE LINES

CARMICHAEL

ANDf

AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NYC, AND ENTERED HAMILTON HALL TO MEET
b7C

WITH BLACK STUDENTS AND SIT-IN DEMONSTRATORS THEREIN. AT ABOUT

TWO TEN PM BOTH LEFT CAMPUS

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED RAP BROWN READ PREPARED STATE
MENT UPON EXIT FROM HAMILTON HALL PORTION OF WHICH WAS "WE ARE

GOING TO LET COLUMBIA KNOW THAT IF THEY DON’T DEAL WITH BLACK

BROTHERS IN HERE THEY

BROTHERS IN HARLEM

ARE GOING TO HAVE TO DEAL WITH BLACK 

BROWN ALSO COMMfXr^P^IT-IN WAS TO. FIGHT

RACIAL POLICY OF THE UNIVERSITY REC- 31

I [reliable IN PAST, SAID THAT AS OF THREE PM

THIS DATE, CARMICHAEL AND BROWN NO LONGER ON CAMPUS AtfeSITUATION

b2
b7D

WAS CALM WITH MOSTLY WHITES MILLING ABOUT CAMPUS b7C

-rYnT~— IT-L'U



PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE:
INFORMATION FROM NYCPD FURNISHED BY

(REQUEST)

b2 
b/C 
b7D

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.

LHM FOLLOWS.

END

WA...RM FBI WASH DC

DCR FTB

u

G'

THIS SUB EE SHOD BE NR 11, VICE 10 RITE K 
‘■’U! f <• . _



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
rl tb lb ± U JN x Jj A io u 11! 1 H JJ

n i - □ n n p v*L’Al P U U1 x U U O Di

— —
Mr. TalBorL__ 
rtfr.

. Mr.,
IJeLnucki

Transmit |the following

LETYPE

TO

from

b7C

UNKNOWN

F B I
Canpar.

Date: 4/27/68 
PLAINTEXT

plaintext or code)

h.r- F.'lt.

-]$£■

<1 Hr.
—Tele. Hoors___
I^Miss Holmes—

- —
DIRECTOR, FBI, AND SAC BALTIMORE, NEWARK, AND NEW^YOREC---

b7C

in

URGE
(Priority)

Trottr-

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELYCARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

SUBJECT ACCOMPANIED BY

NEGRO MALE RETURNED TO WASHINGTON, D.C. EVENING OF

EoiJEfl__
Sullivan

£

AND ANOTHER

APRIL TWENTYSEVEN INSTANT IN LATE MODEL PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON

BEARING NEW YORK LICENSE THEY WENT

TO RESIDENCE LOCATED FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH STREET

WDC.

N.W

Approved:. M PerSent
Special Agent in Charge



OPTIONAL FOHM NO. 10 50’0-106
MAY IV62 fOllrON 

G5A GfN. REG, NO. 2?

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLAS sjfclED 
n a t f nni? n niWfJ™’ •* L X Xu Lu Lu Lu —IL Xj Lu Lu Lu Xu X 1

to MR. W. C. SULLIVAN DATE: April 24, 1968

T'olson ___ Sr
DeLoach _?■ .. 

Mohr ________

Bishop -----------

Casper_______

Callahan  

Conrad _ __ ___

Felt _______ —
Gale ____ XL

Rosen------X—
SuHiva/^C

FROM

b7C

SUBJECT:STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

|T rotter _________

Tele. Room —.-----

Holmes _________

Gandy __________b7C

Stokely Carmichael, former chairman of the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, extreme militant 
black nationalist organization, is scheduled to speak this 
evening at a meeting in New York City of the Southern 
Conference Educational Fund, a mixed Negro-white group 
which was formed as the educational wing of an organization 
which has been cited as a communist front by a committee of 
the United States House of Representatives, We have 
instructions outstanding to all our offices to attempt to 
tape record Carmichael's speeches whenever this can be 
done legally and with full security assured.

On the afternoon of 4/24/68 the New York Office 
telephonically requested authority for an Agent to attend 
the above-mentioned meeting and to record Carmichael's 
remarks by means of a concealed tape recorder. New York 
has indicated this can be done with full security assured

b7C

2 APR 30 1968

In view of the time element involved and after 
checking, New York was authorized to tape record Carmichael' 
remarks 
be done

and it was reiterated to New York that this should 
with full security

ACTION:

JJDtekw
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.

1

For information
(7)
DeLoach
W. C. Sullivan
Bishop_______

* Mr. Durin b7C



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
riiL KIL X1M XJp uIm L* JL fj 1 r X Jl D

DATE 0 6-~£] 1-2006 BY
603 0 9/ W TAM/ DCG/ bls

APR 2 51968

WA...15

FBI NEW YORK
ENCIPHERED

Mr. Tolson
Mr. DeLoach____
Mr. Mohr______ ,

Bishop._____
Casper
Callahan___

Conrad_____
Mr. Felt_________

Mr. Gale .

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

9-06

TO DIREC

URGENT 4/25/68

WASHINGTON

ION DOMESTIC

WPK

FIELD AND NEWARK (CODE)

FROM NEW YORK 100-15375! IP

INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

b7C

f’£>STO-K£L1f^®RMICHAEL; IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION
I

. RENPTEL TO BUREAU, FOUR TWENTY FOUR SIXTY EIGHT

Mr. Trotter_____
le. Room_____

iss Holmes___ _
iss Gandy- .

AND'WYTEkCALL TO NK, FOUR TWENTY FIVE SIXTY EIGHT*

CURJJfNT THEREABOUTS OF SUBJECT NOT KNOWN. SUBJECT

LAST SEEN NIGHT OF FOUR TWENTY THREE SIXTY EIGHT AT ROOSEVELT
b7C
b7D

HOTEL, NYC, TM COMPANY OF 
SOURCE ADVISED)

NEW JERSEY, TELEPHONE | |

BUREAU WILL BIT KEPT ADVISED.

ADMINISTRATIVE

' NEWARK

ING EFFORTS

CONDUCT APPROPRIATE INVESTIGATION. NYO CONTINU- b2

b7DTO LOCATE'SUBJECT AND BUREAU WILL BE NOTIFIED

END

.SOURCE MENTIONED .IN DETAILS IS

far IS’

S APR 30 1968

WA...EFH R RELAY 

TWO' COPIES. TO tii'O



4-572 (Rev? 7-18-63}

OHIONaI FO»m NO. 10 S010-104
MA* 1441 EDITION
OSA GtH. «1C. HO. IT

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL INFOF^TION CONTAINED
LT T7 D T? T T T T TFT ft C3 F T 17 T 17 Flbl&i\xbd. 1 ’J ±,kjJNC,JjAb d 1 r 1EU

DA.TE 0 6-01-200 6 BY
60309/UC/IAM/DCG/bls

TO The Director DATE:

FROM N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

i
E3&78 asS Congrassaiin (r.) LoaiaMmn, 

states ?Castr«!a 1 agest asv tae a C-iiisaler«£actluaisa» | 
t&tt MOng etvil rtg«ts atiraate, ^oael^CartKieiaal Ert «o art giw aofeaty I 

Csurtro all Use credit, Sa ^as satss hgit&Ss la taiga pisce# Sa oar C&ytrasMnS 
— wi;& aviit rBl&ita. - - -Shame on thoW absrtrtgMsd baraaacrata wsa have 

forests c&r etaiairj- to &• £«m?, battle casaaitie* and cSacw here i*
tae Cdited Lteiee. ' &t> 4nc»ad»d «s article the Waahingtoa Sveaiag L>tar

. writtaa JtttiiMii &iM»y eattiled “Csfcas# Csrta Carodctart Qa Vrbaa 
%Wtfore.ss Wa arUc^e stated ©aradaMel’a aatMttw VhMrtUn&toa ta» aight 

. .. Stag W ailedare alraaiy GRder £e<bralasid Cae^la,;te goaee uvaatigation 
t&drtar@ig» .tf Ww rtrtawrts warraat proaeiatgoa uader aW-rioi wks.. » 

also on* stitewt a.aca fcy Sargent Btcaer, Jr. t
— districtatt&mffrfortbia.EarMdtEartEatoaiWase, S*trtafi|n ..

raeart tareaieaad laa^ractisw. Se ^iaesd S.T. K-Uiiaar’a rtatnmam fo the 
Hecoxt. Mr. >iteher strtsd "Jsafce a& n4rt*&» aSout w pcsitioa. To me a h 
itslel rt a ttdei, and a laardarer a-shsrsJerer, regardlsaa oi w»sat inaplrsa or g 
uotiWwfatcJLM, IlTze far, we have fcwa terlanat* Sa tde re»pon»&ie "
fot&nW# la Ufo perUa teiBg abie to suatrtain relative tranqulUiv?, feat to 
those few wlitj woald tatee the law iato their own fauuis, let sae aasara tiMittat 
this tim that t£etr apprehension aad urosecutfon wil' L» awiit and certain. We 

_. . Will not tolertte »n»rel;y jn iisls i-iartau,&i'i% SarisSj ad^td"! trsjat SSr. Elteber.® 
...J__ _ tytssatks wOi Snspire oar. dedicated lav enSwcaEieat olileiale to apeafi forin and J
j ^reajMBHseta® great xaaiariVal oar follote c&sBtrfsaes tfoi* despite iwisjiv®* V"
i siafa»rastivn» Jxed eauiatailcatioas jugglers saxii itsotera may cr^ and esgiouse, i

fer^Btr^lanrtahosittofcewiwedorertoiije. grfcxdiutieiejseit.” >■. '

NOT KEC03D3D 

' APR 30 1868

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional
Record for was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the. Director's attention. This form has been prepared in orde,^hat 
portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and place



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64} IN F ORMAT I ON CONTAINS D
TC TTMPT flCOTFTUn rijgaBp _Llu JL kj Un C JjA io u X e 1 d L>

DWE 06-01-2006 BY
603 0 9 / U C /1 AM/' DC G/' blsFB [

Date: 4/25/68

Transmit the following in _______________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via______ AIRTEL________________________ REGISTERED MAIL__
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-445080)

FROM: SAC, BALTIMORE (100-24220) -P-

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b7C
b7D

b7C1 t“? TA b7D
to SA[

IS-M; SED 
00: WFO

Richmond airtel to director, 4/10/68. *

Enclosed is one copy each 7iorr/the Bureau. TCrchmien,d.

Re:

; and WFO off

'r J - T- lOTJW Ml — M

These records were provided on—a~~con fident i al basis

'they are not to be used without the issuance of sub 
duces tecum directed to

Bureau (Enc. 1) (REGIS.MAIL)
"2 - Richmond (.100-10532) (Enc. 1) (REGIS.MAIL)

2 - WFO (.100-43503) (Enc. 1) ( REGIS.MAIL) Q , , , z V7S
2 - Baltimore Oj£.C ® s t/tyCOoV
RGW: lei —— —— ——-
(9)

Sent

EX-1051 ™
. b7C

M
rent in Charge



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
h^TE 06-02-2006 BY
*0 3 0 9 / U C /1 AM,/ D C G/ b 1 s

April 24, 1968

b7C

the request of the Attorney General, has been and is investigating 
the activities of Stokely Carmichael. As a matter of policy, we 
notify local law enforcement authorities of his presence in their 
area, and this was done when he traveled to Baltimore. Since data 
in FBI files is confidential pursuant to regulations of the Department 
of Justice, no information as to the purpose of his visit was dissem
inated except to appropriate law enforcement and Intelligence author
ities.

While I can certainly understand your concern, the 
confidential nature of our files makes it impossible for me to answer 
your specific inquiries.

I want to assure you, 
our investigation of Carmichael and othe^M^^^®^ 
disseminated to the Attorney General

Sincerely your
MAILED 8

APR 2 41968

Tolson _______

DeLoach ______

Mohr_________ _

. Bishop ________

Casper £______

Callahan 

Conrad _______

Felt__________

Gale_________ ;

Rosea ________

Sullivan ______

T avel ________

Holmes_______

Gandy ________

GEMijlk (4)

1 - Baltimore - Enclosure 
ReButelcall 4-18-68

See Note Page 2

■ ?
MAIL ROOM



b7C

NOTE: Buttles contain no record Identifiable with correspondent.
, Our files contain no derogatory information regarding Governor Agnew. 

On 4*18-68 ASAC Charles D. Chapman, Baltimore Office, advised 
that the information regarding the whereabouts of Carmichael was 
disseminated to law enforcement agencies in Baltimore but that the 
Baltimore Office definitely furnished no such information to Governor 
Agnew or his aides. Carmichael was in Baltimore on April 3rd; however 
there is no indication he met with any group regarding the Hots. Our 
relations with The Evening Sun have been cordial.

2
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April 17, 1963

fr- SUN

d. Edgar rtoover, 
Director, 
Federal Bureau of 
Washington, D.C.

Investigation

Dear Mr. ^oover

Since the end of the Baltimore riot

olson....

Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Callahan...
Mr. Conrad.

__

Mr. Sulli 
Mr. Tav 
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy_ _

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
D P TT>.T T C T TM C!T fl.CPTPT'G’riFl XL JK IL J-1M X kJ U LA b M 1 £ 1 D D

DATE 0 6-~ 02~~2 0 0 6 BY

a week ago, several

public officials and officeholders have directly stated

or implied that the troubles were "controlled," "organized’1

or "influenced" by outside agitators

In fact, Governor Spiro T. Agnew, addressing newsmen April 1'1

flatly stated that Stokley Carmichael met with known criminals

and civil rights militants on a visit to Baltimore prior'to

to start of civil disorders. The Governor quoted Carmichael

as telling some of them that "black power comes from guns"
EX-105 RK 5 / - Y/6 /j

and that nriobby Kennedy is the last white hope this country

has." 1 1968

Mr. Agnew said he received his information from « "police

agency," which one of his aides identified as the Federal

Bureau of Investigation (more)
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BALTIMORE. MD., 21203

1 In light of these disclosures sir, can you, in the interest 

of public understand!ng and clarity, say:

1. Whether the FBI has any knowledge that the Baltimore 

riots or any others following the assassination of 

Dr. riaptin Luther King, Jr., were deliberately planned 
D ' 

and started.

2. Whether your agency has information concerning the

activities of x'‘r. Carmichael or other out-of-State

residents pertaining to the Baltimore disorders.

3. Whether the Bureau can shed any light whatsoever on 

statements aade by ^overpor Agnew and or others,

b7C,

X. that the riots were either organized

or planned.

Thanking you in advance for any evidence or information

you may shed, I remain, sincerely,

b7C
E

ne Evening Sun, .Z

a 1 ti mor a . Md . 21 203
Phone : I T(area code
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60309/UC/TAM/DCG
VIA TELETYPE#

APR 261968

NEW YORKy01-1245PM ELF

WASHINGTON--®1-- enciphered
■M

URGE 4-26-68

Mr. Tolson—- 
Mr. DeLoach— 
Mr. Mohr------
Mr. Bishop—- 
Mr, Casper— 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad.... 
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale . 
My/nosen. 

iv

DIRECTOR (100-446080), WFO (100-43503), NEW YORK

TIK
Mr/ ter-------
Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes——-
Miss Gandy-------

(100-153751), -LOS ANGELES PLAINTEXT

LOS ANGELES VIA WASHINGTON

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEWARK (100-49533) b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL: IS-MISC.; SEDITION

AN INDIVIDUAL WITH WHOM CONTACT HAS BEEN TOO LIMITED Wu

DETERMINE RELIABILITY BUT WHO DOES HAVE CONTACTS IN THE RACIAL 
o

FIELD ADVISED TODAY AS FOLLOWS

STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS SCHEDULED TO BE MET BY REPRESENTATIVES

OF THE UNITED BROTHERS OF NEWARK IN NEW YORK CITY DURING THE AFTERNOON

OF APRIL TWENTYSIX SIXTYEIGHT

SCHOOLFOLLOWING A SCHEDULED AFFAIR AT CENTRAL HIGH

CITY WHERE THEY WILL ATTEND A MEETING AT THE TANZANIAN

b7C

MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS AT TWO ZERO FIVE EASR FORTY

NEW YORK CITY REC 5

END PAGE b7C
SECOND STREET

RELAYED TO



PAGE TWO

NK 100-49533

IT IS POSSIBEL THAT WILL b7C

APPEAR IN NEWARK AND AT THE TANZANIAN MISSION OR AT

THE LATTER ONLY.

SOURCE INDICATED CARMICHAEL MAY BE ARMED WITH A THIRTYEIGHT 

AUTOMATIC.

SOURCE ALSO ADIVSED THAT A POSSIBLE CONTACT WITH THE 

TAKIaNIAN MISSION

IN NEW YORK CITY

ADMINISTRATIVE

i*SO UR6SI-

b7C
b7D

END

OIEMP FBI NEW YORK

TU

RNK R RELAY

FBI WASH DC

SAL STB FBI WASH DC / RNK



5-113 (1-10-61)

^ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED v 
DATE 0 6-02-2C^k BY

fete®
---------------------- :------------- —---  

INFORMATIVE NOTE

nntP 4/27/68

Stokely Carmichael, former 
chairman of the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee, has been in 
the New York-Newark area for the 
past several days. Attached relates 
to a speech given by Carmichael at 
a Newark, New Jersey, high school 
on 4/26/68. According to a racial 
source, he broke an agreement and 
made several inflammatory remarks, 
such as encouraging people to secure 
guns and burn out local white 
merchants.

This will be furnished 
pertinent divisions of the Depart
ment and the military.

J A M: br r______________



AMT' I NT O RM AT I ON C ON TMN E D 
HEREIN IE UNCLASS IFTM 
DATE 0 6™ 02----2 0 0 6 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

VIATELETYPE
APR 2 71968^/1 ■

enciphered

WASHINGTON NEW YORK —01— 4-00 AM ROM

URGENT 4-27-68 b7C
TO DIRECTOR, WFO, AND NEW YORK (PLAINTEXT) 

^ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION)

FROM NEWARK (100-49533)

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Mr. Tolson z
Mr. DeLoach V' 
Mr. 'ohr Z

SLkrM'fABishop
I Mr. Casper l____

(j Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad.
Mr. Felt___
Mr. Gale___

Rosen__
Sullivan'y f
Tavel.
Trotter____

Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes.—__

Miss Gandy_____

STOKELEY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC SEDITION

CARMICHAEL ARRIVED NEWARK, NJ, EIGHT THIRTY PM, FOUR TWENTY 

SIX LAST AND WENT TO RESIDENCE OF  ARRIVED CENTRAL HIGH 

SCHOOL, NEWARK, NINE TWENTY PM FOR SCHEDULED APPEARANCE. HE WAS 

THE LAST OF FIVE SPEAKERS AND PROGRAM TERMINATED AT TWELVE TWENTYc 

FIVE AM, INSTANT. LEFT SCHOOL AND RETURNED TO HOME.

LEFT| |HOME ONE THIRTY AM IN LATE MODEL YELLOW PLYMOUTH

STATION WAGON WITH UNIDENTIFIED DRIVER. CAR BORE NY LICENSE

END PAGE ONE

b7C
83 may 1 1968



PAGE TWO.
PROCEEDED TO [

NY AND ENTERED HOME AT THIS ADDRESS. b7C
NEWARK PD ESTIMATES ABOUT EIGHT HUNDRED PEOPLE ATTENDED PROGRAM

AT CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL.

SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN PAST STATES 

CARMICHAEL BROKE TERMS OF AGREEMENT REGARDING HIS APPEARANCE At

NEWARK BY MAKING SEVERAL INFLAMATORY REMARKS SUCH AS ENCOURAGING

PEOPLE TO SECURE GUNS AND BURN OUT BUSINESS PLACES OF LOCAL WHITE 

MERCHANTS.

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

ADMINISTRATIVE-

RE #K TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR, WFO, NY AND LA, FOUR TWENTY SIX SIXTY

EIGHT

SOURCE IS

b7C
1 *“7 T“\b/D

MEMBER OF NEWARK PD INTELLIGENCE SQUAD ADVISED ARRANGEMENTS'MADEZ?

WITH SOURCE OF THAT DEPT. TO RECORD CARMICHAEL’S REMARKS AND ©PIES

TO BE MADE AVAILABLE TO NEWARK. L
MW] &
WFOLLOWS

C

o

WA...RDR

FBI WASH DC

e* J( • I* . SC1 
.-’J

VFTB ACKS JCM



7PM URGENT® 4-18-68

TO DIR

STOKELYCARMICHAEL

ALL INF8P.MA-TI0N CONTAINED

WASH

TE O6~“U2““2OU6 BY
6 03 09/UC/TAM/D C G/bls

JLN

VIA TELETYPE
APR 181968 Mohr....

ENCIPHERED

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE (VIA DIRECTOR)

FROM SAN DIEGO (100-13995)

IS DASH Ms SEDITION

Mr. Tolson---------
Mr. DeLoach___
Mr.
Mr. Bishop------ —
Mr. Casper------ --
Mr. Callahan ...—

Conrad.... _
Felt______ -
Gale_____ y
Rosen

*“StiilivanVL-.
Tavel___
Tmtter____

Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy_____

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

00 WFO b7C

4

STRONG INDICATION BASED UPON INFORMATION RECEIVED

FROM INFORMANTS, SOURCES, AND LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES ARE T(J

THE EFFECT THAT STOKELY CARMICHAEL WILL APPEAR AT THE SAN’ / 

DIEGO BLACK CONFERENCE AND SPEAK AT EIGHT P .triWS APRIL NINETEEN, 

NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT,|AT THIS CONFERENCE WHICH IS BEING HELD 

AT SOUTHCREST RECREATION CENTER IN THE HEART OF SOUTHEAST

SAN DIEGO PREDOMINANTLY POPULATED BY NEGROES.

U.S. ATTORNEY, SECRET SERVICE, LOCAL MILITARY INTELLIGENCE

AGENCIES, AND LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES HAVE ALL BEEN

ALERTED .

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE IS REQUESTED TO FURNISH SAN DIEGO

SAN

END
b7C 70R RELAYEXR

FBf-WASH^C

WITH.2A.NY SPECIFIC INFORMATION CONCERNING HIS

DIEGO.J\ND ESTIMATED TINE OF ARRIVAL AND MEANS

DEPARTURE FOR

23 may 1 1968



(Rev. 5-22-64)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
^HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED A
JdaTE 06-02-2006 BY "

603 0 9 /' U C / T AM /' D C G/' bls

F B I

Date: 4/26/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority)

TO IRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM: /^V^SAC, MIAMI (100-15451) (RUC)

O '. b7C
RE STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION 
(oo: wfo)

b2
b7D

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Mr. Tolson___
Mr. DeLoach...

Mohr.......
Bishop___

Casper
Callahan...

Conrad__
Mr. Felt_____
Mr. Gale

Rosen______
uliivanJs^T

Tavel______
Trotter

Tele.: Room_____
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy_____

Ir.

Mr.
Mr.

Enclosed herewith are 13 copies of an LHM, dated 
and captioned as above, suitable for dissemination. Two 
extra copies of the LHM are being furnished the Bureau for 
transmittal to Legats, Buenos Aires and Mexico City.

f
ource who furnished information referred to inI r***—

This information is being furnished as it appeared 
in the Cuban press,inasmuch as it is not known whether the / Bureau is aware of the proposed itinerary of CARMICHAEL. I

I will remain alert for any additional 
information concerning possible travel of CARMICHAEL.

///ENCLOSURE
-.£|

b2
b7D

1 -
1 -
1 -
3 -

&hbBureau (Enc. 13) (RM) 
(1 - Legat, Buenos Aires) 
(1 - Legat, Mexico City) 
Atlanta (Info) (Enc. 1) (RM) 
New York (100-153751) (Enc. 1) 
WFO (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM) 
Miami

REC W

(Enc. 1) (Info)
(1 - 100-15451) 
(1 - 100-15068) (SNCC)

JDH: j 
(11)

b7C

HOW EORW: 
DATE FORM 
BY:_______

(Info) (RM)1 — _
® MAY J. 1968

AGENCY:

62MAY 7 1968
Approved: _____________ Sent M Per ------------- i---------------

Special Agent in Charge



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Radio Liberacion is a long-wave radio station 
operating under complete control and direction of the 
communist government of FIDEL CASTRO, Havana, Cuba. Radio 
Havana, Cuba is a short-wave radio station beamed throughout 
the world in various native languages including transmissions 
in English to the United States propagandizing the CASTRO 
communist government of Cuba and violently attacking the 
United States.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

2*



i4.

In Reply, Please Refer to 

100-15451

UNIT STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Miami, Florida 
April 26, 1968

INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06-02-2006 BY
60'3 0 9 / UC/ TAM/ DCG/ bls

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

On April 25, 1968.T I an individual acquainted 
with certain phases of both pro and anti?-FIDEL CASTRO 
activities in Cuba and the United States, furnished the 
following information:

An article appeared in the April 23, 1968 issue 
of "Granina", official organ of the Central Committee of 
the Communist Party of Cuba (CPC), Havana, Cuba, as follows:

CARMICHAEL will Travel to Uruguay

United States Negro leader STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
will soon go to Uruguay, accompanying his wife MIRIAM MAKEEBA, 
who is making an entertainment tour throughout Latin America. 
She is the originator of the new musical rhythm "El Pata-Pata" 
and reportedly has been hired by various radio and TV stations 
in Latin America.

The article stated the military regime of General 
JUAN CARLOS ONGANIA of Argentina had forbidden CARMICHAEL to 
enter the country of Argentina, "so Uruguay will be the last 
country to be visited by the United States Negro leader^.

b 2
b7D

b2 
b7C 
b7D

This same announcement was broadcast over Radio 
Liberacion and Radio Havana, Cuba, on April 24, 1968.

I________ s t a ted that no snecific date for
of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
mentioned. ---------------------------------

this travel 
was



In Reply, Please Refer to

fsbJV*>! 100-15451

• •

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Miami, Florida
April 26, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

Reference
Memorandum, dated and captioned as 
above, at Miami, Florida.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

- 2-
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the F0I. It is the property 

of the FBI and ts loaned to your agency; it and Us contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



ALL INFORMATION CO WHINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 06-02-2006 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

1 - . DeLoach
April 23, 1968

1 Mr. W. C, Sullivan 
STOKELT-CARMICHAEL * ‘ b/C

Hi? I

Captioned subject was born June 26, 1941 
Trinidad, West Indies* He entered the United States 
for permanent residence in 1952 and automatically became 
a citizen of the United States on April 27, 1953, the date 
of the naturalization of his father, Adolphus Carmichael*

Carmichael has been employed by the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, 360 Nelson Street, S.W., b7C 
Atlanta, Georgia, for the past several years* From 
May, 1966, to May, 1967, he served as National Chairman 
and is currently employed as a field representative of 
this organization*

In 1966 Carmichael resided at 2222 Telhurst 
Street, S.W«, Apartment 1A, Atlanta, Georgia* He is also 
known to have given his resident address as 311 Gregory 
Place, Tuskegee, Alabama, during 1966.

In 1967j Carmichael used the addresses 535 Fairburn 
Hoad, N*W*, Atlanta, and 850 West End Avenue, S*W*, 
Apartment 12, Atlanta. During the latter part of 1967 he 
also resided at the residence ofI I

I Ibtew York. New York.
He currently resides at 2200 12th Street, N«W«, 
Washington, D* C*

b7C

Tolson __

DeLoach . 

Mohr -------

Bishop __
Casper__

Callahan . 

Conrad__

Fell --------

Gale ____

Rosen __

Sullivan — 

Tavel __ M

Trotter__

Tele. Roor

Jdolmes —

It is requested that two uncertified copies of 
Federal Income tax returns of Stokely Carmichael for the 
past three years be made available* It is also requested 
that the results of any investigation involving t 
income tax status of Carmichael be made availabl 
100-44608Q ; x IM ~

PTBiekw (8) ' RtC- ' ,^-,,^ 3
ORIGINAL TO INTERNAL REVENUE S&Vi 
NOTE; See memorandum! 
date, 'captioned_________________ "also Known

I ^Racial Matters - Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
ee (SNCC); Stokely Carmichael/ IS - Miscellaneous,"^ 
id by DMW-.ekw. $ I' , * .
>1968 A <7?^/ V

ivan * sameas.l 1

Commit' 
prepar

MAI lOM I------ 1 TELETYPE UNIT
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) 0 6™ 113 ““2 031

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
TJ’TT’ T", tp ’T’Ft'F T C? TTTjT/^ T C."1 C T P T IT T't TT 'V IT T1 ’T’
it h.X .1.1 u ■=■■ tO UJjJ I.j UtO iZ) 1 r I X L H X b 1

ra
fl5^ n it rn^TiTKT ±‘“\tTX2nr n ti T it3&K&. rJxlUWM U I xlXKUJ

- Mr. J. J. Dunn
4/30/68

d XT" .1... oL tl 1 ^E5 1
b7C 1

Director, FBI (100-446080)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - SNCC PERSONAL ATTENTION

b 1
anu ihubl hoc ce uicmueu 111 tuiiHwuiixuciuxwii pj.tjpGU.eu 
for dissemination. It is to bemused for lead purposes 
only and the fact that the Bureau is in possession of 
such data must not be revealed to? outside agencies or 
individuals, ■ t

During the period of■the recent riots which 
occurred in Washington, D. C. and several other cities, 
the telephone numbers of Stokely Carmichael in 
Washington, D. C«, the Congress of Racial Equality in 
Harlem, the office of the Students for aDemocratic 
Society, Chicago, Illinois, And the "information minister of the Black Panthers in Oakland, Cali f orriia I

MAIL 
,TJD:el>

bl

v bl

8
§
I

QO 
CD 
CD

Tolson — 

DeLoach 

Mohr___

Bishop — 

Casper —

Callahan 

Conrad — 

Felt___

Gale___

Rosen —

Sullivan - 

Tavel __

Trotter — 

Tele, Room 

Holmes -----

Gandy -------

- Atlanta (PERSONAL ATTENTION) 
- Chicago (PERSONAL ATTENTION) 
7 NWeXork (PERSONAL ATTENTION) 

ERSONAL ATTENTION
.ETYPE UNIT O
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CHANGED TO
7!

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 06-02-2006 BY
603 0 9/' UC/ TAM/' DCG/' bls



AIRTEL

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
U Ip Ip 17 T "KI T C? '■ TTKTPT fl. O C? T T7 T 17 Fl 
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603 0 9 Wc / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

DIRECTOR^ m
SAC, WTO (100-43503) (157-1513)1

SpWu:1

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; NATIONAL BLACK 
AWTT.WAR DRAPTUHION (NBAWADU) }

b7C

b2
b7D

Mr. Tolson..
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
.BJr. 
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

_I\l.r. Rosea__
.0 ii v’an.

DeLoach..!
Mohr____ 1
Bishop___ 1
Casper____
Callahan-.^ 
Conrad__
Folt ......

Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes._
Miss Gandy___

b7C------
RACIAL MA'ITEHB

ReWFO teletype 4/16/68; Bu teletype to New York 
and WFO 4/17/68o

For the intnrmation of receiving off ices s on 4/10/68p 
at approximately 1:30 PMft I ___ Itelephonically contacted
the Washington Field Office of th© FBI and advised that he had 
infoxnation to furnish concerning STOOLY CARMICHAEL and the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Coamittee (SMCC).__ When initially__interviewed on 4/10/68 by SAsI D 1 c

determined that it is capable of |______________
I stated that both STOKELY CARMICHAEL and

Head of SNCC in WDCc usually have one of these

)« Bureau 
- New York
- Detroit (RM)
- Boston (RM) 
- Omaha (RM) 
- Philadelphia (RM) 
- Kansas 
- WFO

I identified hlnsel f as I ___ _ b 7 D
~|which he stated had been given to bls on 4/5/6 

ny arumavY gahmTgHAELo He also turned over to the interviewing 
agent a I * I * *

b7C
b7D

Ion their

b/C

persons°

b/C

(RM)

/Ab7REC-68

|has since been tested and it 
able of I .

2
3
2
2
2
3
CWsteb

if

4 N1AY_S^1968City (RM)

C.C.*



WFO

Since that timed Ih&s furnished additional
information (to the WNO and N®w York offices) concerning his and . 7 CARMICHASL*s attendance at the Conference of the NBA&UJ which D/u
was held in NYC during the weekend of 4/12>14/68• The details of b7D 
the information furnished b j| I concern!ng this conference
will be set out hereinafter.

BAcaoRoaro and personal history

The following information was taken from a psychiatric study of I ~1 which was made by the U. 8« Bureau of Prisons in
6/64, at the tiae he was last incarceratedo It should bo pointed 
out that in the Bureau of Prisons summary the comment is made that / since his first commitment at age gevaaj I has never been out z
of confinement longer thagisix twftha ai ■

~Tthe only child of the union ofT T bl C
| claims that both of these parents are

land never were marflecL E® has on numerous occasions described 
himself a® a "bastard" and a "telf==te&ed<»" Official Agency reports in Staten Island indicate that I leas born onl Ibut in the 
year | | and lists him a^ a maaibar of the white race. Bis parents
are axven as I________________________ lin TOC in aooroaiaately 1933.ar*a| J Jis
described variousljunh--whlta^J5Jnegrpo &nd of Puerto Ricin extraction» AnotWF-r®p<srt"gIves his mother as| ta^flvri^SouFh
Bivers New Jerseya who was employee] I As far as can
be ascertained^ | lhas no brothers or sisters and he indicates 
his only relative is| |who resides in| |
Now Jerseyc --------------------

I I claims that he has been knocked about from pillar
to post all of his life and has never had any familial affection. It 
should be noted that during his recent contacts with WTO, he has 
indicated that for the first time in hls^lifo* he is experiencing a love for another human being,!" I

_ Than advised interviewing
agenxe gnaw at tne present rime^rT

b7C
b7D

2



wfo

b7C 
b/D

b/C
b7D

firing his recant contact wit& WO Agents*[ I stated 
that he is motivated in his present endeavor with the FBI by his desire to save nany "young black ^mple fracs being killed in the b z c 
street»o" Ba has also indicated wry definitely that he will b7D
expect financial remuneration for all services rendered to the FBIC

ASSOCIATION WITH STOOLS CA&MIfflAtt AND THS SHCC IN 
IN WASHINGTON 0 Do Co

<J V? <>
During the Interview of 4/10/68 

in TOC on Friday e 4/5/68> after having call* 
earlier that week from!_________ _____
livings He has known CAkkichak for about 14 years (sinca^abaut 
1951) when ftAmrrpgAWL wm residing in the Bronxp NTC0 I stated
ho was living at 1 and he believer CAMITCRAWL. lived at

stated he arrived
b7C
b7D

»

4



Upon hie? arrival at 9a@hingto& national Airport -sa 
4/5/68 0 took a taxicab to the Punbnr Eotol (exact address
unknown)* He r?&® met at th® Shinhar Hotel by C&B&XCS&EL and two 
other negro mica and ^aa driven to within threg block® of the 
Pitts Hotels vm@re he was advised &hat ho should register^ He registered at th^Mtts Hotel in Boom| |

before the time of curfws he was picked up at the Pitts Hotel bv an individual when h® has con® to know aa| |
| | was driving what appeared to be a Zkxig®fiblack and r&U in ^61orf/ with a burnt area on th© trunk* He was 
driven to Headquarters where he remained for the remainder of 
the night o &cst of the member^ h&^vo?, left the SKCC office and 
went out on tte street where th© &i^turwioe was taking place 0 CABMXC&A&L ms on the street with th® oth^r memberso l" I stated , „ 
he stayed at th© $SCC office for m&t two nights (Saturday and n ; 
Sunday>. tlrs© to tlmy be tes observed individuals^ approsi* b7D 
mately »ew in amber p enter the office vMth pistols. He is 
unable to i^ntlfy these indlvidu^lOo

W stated that while bo had been in the office^ approsi* 
mately thr^ telephone calls wzns from Cuba to th© SJfCC office b7C 
for Ihirlng one of tho^e calls5 he heard CARM1OKA& v -n.sayp "the r®volution is on0” He nested that prior to this call9 13 ZL)
there was a aessag© from a (OlOl on th© bulletin boarde 
advising »cm to call Cuba1 &m&mtely<>

(1) A check made payable to SfCO^Y (UBMiaUBLo 
in the amount of (source of check 
unknow) c

Mo stated that on Tue^day^ 4/9/68. four telegrams 
addressed to CARMICO& arrived at the SKCC office from Cuba
and that be for one of the&o ^he contents of these telegraas
are unknown to blau He further stated that on W$swsday& 4/10/680 
throe checks were received in the SHCC office^ Be was unable to 
describe ow of the checks but he gave the following descriptions of 
the other twos

5



wo
(S) A check sate payable to 31<Hb£UY 

GABMICMA8L in th® rf SSM-_____ (
bearing the ,n«™* nfl----------------- |
(nhohotlc) ft I _______ I

| ]rag unable to recall the city 
SM SCSTe but believes it was abbreviated 
as **Moon or "Hdow>

b7C
b7D

I I baa stated that tha other individuals in the 
SHCC office have accepted him only because of the warm greeting 
he had received from CABMXC&&SL on 4/5/68o

^xvxtibs in m at a owebskcz of otb 
WMAOO BCMIMG OF 4/12*14/68
(It should be noted tMt on every occasion! I has 

been contacted by WO Agents, h® appeared to have been crinSIng 
alcoholic bavarAK®s° Muring the l^&gthy interview which took place 
on 4/18/68s| Iiadlcsted that ^Ml© i® MTC, he had been b7C
"partying** cm 'talking all over York*9 trying to locate old 
acquaintances it is felt that ns a consequence, be has been D /JJ 
unable to recall on what'.hpeciflc days the various meetings took 
plate» the names of Individuals, twat of when he encountered for 
the first time« Furthermore, it is speculated by the interviewing 
Agent that because of his long history of confinement ,| |was
probably preoccupied with having a good time, and he paia no 
attention to specific details or t?hat actually went on at these 
conferences')

Concerning the eonfermceg|__ I stated that during
the speeches white were sate by COTflXCaWfo and others in the main 
hall, he estimated the crowd to eioaa tn isoo. Ba stated
that he was given the position ofl I for______
cansicaMeL, during the conference and he carried] I

I I previously mentioned in this cammumcatlon, while
be was in attendance at these conferences'

Istated that as a result of this
situation, no nas been accepted to a greater ©stent by several 
persons who are close to GABIHCEUU&c

b7C
V b7D



WFO

stated that in addition to the main speeches 
which were madefi "regional cadres" met in various rooms in the 
Diplomat Hotel and held general discussions concerning their 
plans for guerrilla revolutionary action and techniques to disrupt 
the U. 8. Ho stated that from time to tine hee CARMICHAEL, and other 
leaders9 would individually and sometimes collectivelys visit those 

"cadres" and sit in on their discussions9 and offer suggestions andb7C
1 *“7 T“X b/D

b/C 
b7D

encouragement . ___________
,ja<________ I I
fl_______ | also stated that' on one occasion during the

weekend (and ho cannot recall on which day), a special seating was 
held in tne apartment of XFNPn I(phonetic). I I

rtelephoneI I which was
LyCAttMICHAWLl ';" -Z "J —

________ flFHUir 1(FHU)| RpEonetic)» 
|and several other leaders from the various groups which were 

in attendance at the aforementioned conference^ I I states that 
ho considered those other individuals^ whose oases he cannot recall0

attended

to be leaders because at most of the "regional cadres'% he seems 
to recall that they appeared to be the leaders of the discussions^

(When interviewed on 4/18/68J ____ ladvisad that on
4/17/68he observed a alio of paper in the 8HC(r office ^hich 
reflected that (FNU) I | mentioned above, is I Iwhose
apartment is on the I gloorn Apartment| |

I
 stated that at the address! 1
•rent apartments5 one on the I I floor and one 

on the| ~~| floor. When ha was interviewed on 4/15/68p he was 
unable to recall which of the two apartments the meeting was actually 
held iUo He stated, however, that the apartment in which the 
meeting took place was littered with photographs, literature and 
posters depicting various slogans and organizations associated r/lth

z I |stated that at the special mooting many proposed
disruptive tactics and plans of action wore discussed freely among 
all present ° In response to specific questions concerning which 
individuals at the meetings actually made the various statements or 
initiated the different topics of di ecu salon J [replied that 

7
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he is unable to recall exactly who le^ the discussions from 
topic to topic? Be states that, to the best of jtiip recollection, 
the different topics sere simply mentioned by one of the individuals 
and everyone made whatever comment he had to offer concerning it?

According to 
at the special meeting:

the following items were disMmssed

14 ~
b7C
b7D

(1) The preparation of smoke bombs made ' 
from a mixture of sulphur and sulphuric 
acid. It was mentioned that these bomba 
in addition to causing thick smoke? also 
cause a choking sensation to anyone who 
inhales the fume^c It was mentioned that
they could be used in possible bank 
robberies, as well as in causing chaos 
in highly populated areas? During the 
discussion. someoEi® mentioned that! I 

| 1 a high school student in WDC, who
was also in attendance at the conference, 
but not at the special meeting, would handle 
the making of thee® boabs since he had some 
knowledge of the costal cal ingredients which 
were necessary?

b7C
b7D

(2) Throwing dynamite cii the floor of the New 
York stock to cause chaos on Wall
Street. | | minted that he seems torecall that someone who mentioned this 
specific item also mid something about 
having been employed, or knowing someone 
who had been employed at the Hew York Stock 
Exchange?

W Placing dynamite in the Empire State Building? 
(4) Destroying the electrical circuits in NYC 

/ thereby causing another ”blackout” situation / on the eastern eeabcsvl of the V.
J | Istated that he is of the opinion that all, or 

mnmt^ctg the sl&na for violent disruptive action have originated with 
I wham he described as the individual who attempted to destroy] |a few years ago. Be stated that he

feels he uncerstanas the mine of I Ibecause they spent some time
together in I IPennsylvania. He

8



WFO

stated that I Jgas always been a strong revolutionary who
eanoueed the views of MAO TSE-TUNG and GUEVEBA* |_______ [believes
that] |is probably insane because of his preoccupation with
discussing acts of violence* I I also believes that in this 
respect, SMELY CARMICHAEL takes orders from| [because
he does not feel that CARMICHAEL is cAbsble of planning the b7C
disruptive acts which were discussed at the special meeting. b7D

I I stated that the group also discussed possible 
retaliatory measures for the murder of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING* He 
stated that he recalls that the names of RICHARD NIXON, RONALD 
REAGAN and GEORGE WALLACE were mentioned as possible targets in 
this connection* | [stated that no definite plans were made 
concerning this*

I I stated that in his opinion much of the talk 
concerning these acts of violence represented nothing more than the 
careless boasting of young men who quite possibly may have been under 
the influence of alcohol* He stated, however, that their statement* could not be discounted in view of the fact that men such as| | 

| land STOKELY CARMICHAEL had participated*
I | stated that amphasiised to the group that

CASTRO had overthrown Cuba "with only nine ■wm"* I I stated that 
the group at one point considered very humorous the statements of 
WHITNEY YOUNG p* th* nrhan League who said that CARMICHAEL had only 50 followers. I |was very impressed by the number of persons 
who did attend the conference and he has continually stated that ho 
is of the opinion that CARMICHAEL does have a large following, 
spread across the U* 8., and the backing of CASTRO and the Cuban 
Government *

b7C
b7D

I [stated that throughout the special meeting, it 
was generally agreed by everyone that any disruptive acts wht^h 
would take place, should take pine* wjthin a month or two and that, 
they should be simultaneous and nationwide .

During the interview of f |on 4/15/68, it was noted 
that ho continually referred to various individuals as "that dude" 
or "this duda"fi and was unable to recall names, or furnish 
identifiable descriptions. Ho stateds however, that during his 
visits to the "regional cadres”, he had on occasion approached the 
various individuals and asked them to write their names and addresses on a piece of paper lor him for future contact purposes• | |
cannot recall how many names he acquired in this manner but no stated 
he furnished this information to Agents of the NYO of the FBIO

9
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| |waa nnnttnUd an th* warning of 4/19/68D at Which
he informed SAs| __________ I that he suspected there
bit of animosity between gahiiickaku and I I the

He said that Sitonholed his within the past couple of days and inquired 
B_to the events which transpired in NYC. It was apparent

time 
is a ___
latter being the ostensible head of SNCC in WDC.| Ibut '
thatf I had been told by unnamed'individual (s ?) about'certain 
of the hannmningg inNVC. In the ensuing conversation between

I I certain Information supplied by| ___ |______
refreshed] Imemory. thus allowing him to einbo^etA on1
previous story concerning the special meeting at|

b7C
b7D

||stated that he is now of the opinion that the 
! special meeting took place on Sunday9 4/14M£8frottt approximately 6:00 , PM to 9:00 PM, at the apartment of onel KnhonaticK b
which is located on the] I float at| b7D

He also stated that I Iwas apparently In attendance
at the special meeting. He stated that during the weekend he had . visitedl I s apartment which is on the| [floor; that ho had 

> describedT | apartment correctly when interviewed earlier; and
that I I apartment, to the best of his recollect ionis
identical, including the Cubaswtype posters and literature.

10
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GBSEBVATIONS AW W&S
Gn the basis of Information set forth heretoforeit 

appears that! Ils in a position to be of assistance to the FBI0 
His credibility and bona fides need to be corroborated. Thue, 
recipient offices are requested to furnish connents concerning the b ' LJ 
accuracy of the information set forth and any other pertinent 
observations.

Recipient offices are requested to furnish any 
available photographs of individuals mentioned herein as attending 
or believed to have attended the conference of the NBAWADU.

Ml receiving offices covering the residences of those 
mentioned as possible targets in retaliation for Dr. KING’S murder ’ 
should alert police and pertinent Federal agencies on a local level 
and notify individuals mentioned. Xn disseminating this information 
it should be stressed that this infomation has not been corroborated 
to date.

________ &H_£®ceiving offices should insure that the identity 
of| |i® protected during the investigation.

HFO vill continue contact with I lin an attempt t< 
develop additiosxal corroborating information concerning the state
ments which h& has made.

b7C
b7D

KO8AS CITY
Will consider the advisability of making inquiries among 

the criminal element concerning I I Will cover any other leads b7C 
aimed at determining his bona fides which appear practical.

grill ftttCttiot tn dlaftyfefttlv identify f 
d< scribed as I _____________  ______
identify the Congressmanff if possible

b7C

I Will Also

11
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL INFO^^TION CONTAINED
HEREIN I KN C L A S SIFIE D
DATE 06-02-2006 BY
603 0 9/ U C / I AM / D C G/ b 1 s

TO The Director DATE:

FROM : N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

y " Pages E3557-E3558. Congressman Broyhill, (R) Virginia, .
stated "I received a request from Mr. Charles D. Brown, 1721 Maxwell County f 
McLean, Va., a constituent of mine, to insert an article written by Crosby S. ’vs/ 
Noyes in the Evening Star of April 25, 1968. This article is an excellent m 
description of the deplorable situation now existing in our Nation. I believe ** >V 
it would be of interest to every American and should be made available to §
them. " The article entitled "Crackdown Urged on Inciters of Violence" is 2
set forth in the Record. The article states "The laws to put Stokely and his $ 
friends out of business are on the books.--------But though the Justice § ■
Department has been investigating Carmichael’s case for weeks, he is still 
very much at large. The final decision rests with Attorney General Ramsey 
Clark, who would be well advised to stop pussyfooting and crack down before | 
it is too late. " I

*41may 9 aa

In the original/of a ..memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
for '-//?/ was reviewed and pertinent items weremarked for X4re4£<Q^>This form has teen prepared in order that 

pMs:of a.GOPXoUhe^original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and place 
iOWe BufeM^e or subject matter files.
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UNITED STATES G^^RNMENT

emora ndum
: SAC, Detroit

► »h » w »»«*« » <»•<« j»» y**e •p.jr E"4**S’?t T /***< T 1*1*1 e™] T ?a_T TH m

‘ A-LiJj ■’ Iry £ UKrlJHK. UJJN LUl'y X AX1M Hi JJ

LT 17 D T? T LT TO T AQOTT7TT7ririXL I\IL X1FJ 1 u CWhRL Id A D u 1 £ 1 D JJ

t'iatp n nyL'.ri.lX U w U 4-»

(Your file 100-34122 ) DATE: 5/1/68

subject :

Director, FBI (Bufile and Serial 100-446080;
Roi

1.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS ^ MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION__________

Bufiles indicate this case is delinquent. Give specific reason for delinquency.

troy
For SOG ttse 

only)

S Re Bureau airtel dated 4/9/68, concerning CARMICHAEL1s speech 
at Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan, on 3/30/68.

□ airtel □ letterhead memo
□ 2. DATE □ report

□ letter □ 90-day progress letter
Reporting employee_______ _ _______ '

□ will be submitted

□ submitted

□ 3.

□ 4.

5.

If valid reason exists for not submitting report at this time, state reason specifically and 
when report will be submitted______________________ i----------- ' ” '

Status of □ Appeal 
□ airtel 

Submit □ report 
□ letter

□ Inquiry □ Investigation y Prosecution i
□ letterhead memo "' ' . ‘

verbatim transcript of;CARMICHAEL’s speech
□ 90-day progress letter by ■ immediately 1 .._ .__ •__

(Date)

(Place reply hereon and return to Bureau. Note receipt and acknowledgment on top serial in case file.)

U/S, GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1965 O - 781-652
907-7 48



FD-36 (Hev. 5-22-6‘i) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DjA 06-02-2006 BY
6 oWl 9 / UC / TAM,/ DCjC/gtyL s

Date: 5/1/68

Transmit the following in’
(Type in plaintext or code)

V ia AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-8471)

FROM: SAC, WFO (157-1426) (P)

BLACK UNITED FRONT

ReWFO airtel and LHM, 4/23/68.

dated
b2 
b7C 
b7D

the

Enclosed for 
and captioned as

Room

cl..

b/C

the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM 
above. Sources mentioned in LHM are

The LHM is being classified "CoTTJ>«Kui£ialn due to 
fact that information contained therein is from sources

of continuing value and the unauthorized disclosure of this 
information could compromise their future effectiveness.

ILOP.

Bureau (Enc. 11)
WFO '
(1-100-43503)(STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

LHM furnished U. S. Secret Service, AUSA and 
military intelligence agencies locally./ $$ Q.C\ O

t id

st;

Sent _____ ____

NOT RECORD®® *
*g3 MAY 9 1968

130, & xRA0z

bTC—

M Pref

b7C



In IWwjw Rifer to
-V.x

UArfto STATES DEPARTMENT OF j#r ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D.C. 20535 
May 1, 1968

BLACK UNITED FRONT

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised that on the evening of 
April 30, 1968, a Black United Front (BUF) meeting was held 
at the New School for Afro-American Thought, 2115 14th Street, 
N.W., Washington, D.C. According to.the source, approximately 
70 persons were in attendance at the meeting which began shortly 
after 8:00 p.m. An announcement was made that Stokely Carmichael, 
Chairman of the meeting, had been detained but would arrive 
later. According to source, Carmichael arrived at approximately 
8:40 p.m. and acted as Chairman for the. remainder of the * 
meeting.

Source advised that among those present at the 
meeting were the following:

Stokely Carmichael 
Temporary Chairman, BUF

b7C

GROUP I
Excluded from nutter atia 
dowrgrading and . ■ 
declassification.

ENCLOSE®



BLACK UNITED FRONT

b/C

According to this source, who actedb7C | ^announced that after this meeting she would >
no longdi4 bd able to perforin the duties of I

Source further advised that the main topic of 
discussion at this meeting was the rebuilding of the areas 
in Washington, D.C. which were burned out during the riots. 
Source stated that everyone present who wished to speak on 
this subject was allowed to express his thoughts.

-2-



BLACK UNITED FRONT

b2 a| [confidential source, who has furnished
b7D ' reliable information in the past, advised that Stokely Carmichael 

did not arrive at the meeting until approximately 8:40 p.m.
As soon as he assumed the chair, he called upon a young Negro 
male, whose name was not given but was a high school student 
and a member of the Black Student Union (BSU). This young 
man advised that the BSU is planning to celebrate May 19 and 
May 20, 1968, as Malcom X Days and the BSU is preparing a 
letter which will be sent to the District of Columbia School 
Board requesting that May 20, 1968, be made a school holiday* 
This young man requested that the BUF support the BSU in 
this regard and endorse the proposed letter* This young man 
also advised that the BSU is applying for a permit for the 
use of Bannaker Playground commencing at 9:00 a.m,, the 
morning of May 20, 1968* After holding .this rally at the 
playground, the BSU proposes to hold seminars and work 
shops and requested help from the BUF in obtaining permission 
from one of the local churches in the area to make space 
available for this project* Source advised that no final 
action was taken by the BUF in regard to the above request*

This source further advised that| [
then announced that on May 30 and 31, 1968, tne grand 
opening of the Drum and Spear Bookshop located in the 2700 

b7C /clock of 14th Street, N.W0, Washington, DOC,S will be held.
He described the bookshop as a project of the New School for 
Afro-American Thought and stated he hones to havel |

| I (phonetic) and | ]present if at all
possible* | | advised he hopes to obtain permission to rope
off 14th Street, NOW., from about.Florida-Avenue toFairmont 
Street, N0W,, in order to stage a'parade and show in the middle 
of the street* He stated in this regard that he needs money 
for the project and requested that any persons present who are 
heads of organizations sign a request which he stated he would 
present to proper, authorities in order to obtain 'permission to 
go ahead with the above plans.

This source further advised that _________________
then was recognized by Stokely Carmichael and advised those 
present that the main topic of discussion at this meeting was 
the rebuilding of those areas in Washington which had been

3



BLACK UNITED FRONT

b7C
burned cut during, the recent riotsn Source stated that one

[(phonetic) inquired of | at this point if
Stokely Carmichael and I ~| were rehearsing things prior 
to the meeting* | stated that I _ [apparently
acts on a cue at such meetings* | [and Carmichael
exchanged a few words and then denied the accusation* ■

b7C

Many 'speakers then talked about how to get started 
on rebuilding the riot torn areasfl and| [made a motion
that BUF should request city officials including the Mayor 
and members of the City Council0 the head of the Redevelopment 
Land Association-) . and others in authority& that a moratorium 
should be declared on all planning and building in the burned 
out areas of Washington until such time as a comprehensive 
plan had been developed*

This source further advised that 
was 'then recognised and suggested that the above motion be । 
recorded to state “rebuilding1 e instead of building* | 
accepted this change in his motion*

b7C

____________  was then recognized and suggested 
that the above motion be reworded ‘to specifically show that 
it applied.only to riot torn was gndl I also agreed'to
this* According to the source^ | then suggested
the motion be amended to state that the moratorium should apply 
to negotiations on rebuilding and| | seated the motion
should include a ‘ statement that the moratorium should stop- pay- 
irsnt of losses by the Small Business Administration to riot torn 
areas*' | ~|accepted both of the above changes and the motion
as' amended was passed by a majority .vote* - .

According to the source^ ways’ of enforcing the above 
motion were then brought up and it was agreed..that a telegram 
should be .sent to Mayor Walter E* Washington and all other city 
officials on either Wednesday0 May I’.or Thursday^ May 2e 19689 
informing Mayor Washington arid other officials of the . 
sbove^mentioned BUF motion and requesting that all officials 
adhere to it* It was further agreed that after the telegram 
had been sentp a press conference should be called at which 
time the moratorium should be announced publicly* In regard

-4-
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to enforcement, iz officials choose to ignore the request for 
a moratorium, an unidentified individual suggested that' 
people in the street might enforce it. Stokely Carmichael 
then said that the street has been enforcing everything else 
but now might be the proper time for the BUF to start controlling 
the street. He stated if this was not done and burning started 
again, houses might be burned instead of stores. This subject 
was then dropped.

According to source, an unidentified Negro male then 
stated the city might begin to play politics and check into 
the membership of BUF, This individual stated he felt if 
this happened, and the city officials determined that the BUF 
membership was no more than 100 persons and that the BUF did 
not have the support of people who reside in the burned out 
neighborhood, city officials would simply by-pass BUF. Stokely 
Carmichael stated it was his opinion that this is the time the 
BUF has to take :a 4 calculated risk and find out who is 
willing to support the BUF and just what individuals are 
afraid to take a risk, even if it means that someone would 
have to be. indicted and go to jail. Carmichael stated this 
is part of the risk and he and some others are prepared to 
take this risk.

b7C

Source advised that another unidentified Negro 
male then made a motion that a committee be appointed to work 
out a comprehensive program for rebuilding the burned out 
areas of Washington' This motion was adopted and | |

I Iwas named I Hof the committee. | |
| |and 13 other persons were
also appomtecoto this committee. It was further agreed 
that in addition to the 17 persons on the committee, all 
members of the BUF would be subject to call by the committee 
for advice.

According to the source, a committee was then 
appointed to set up a press conference regarding the above 
moratorium and| ] of SNCC and ■Qi® person from
each organization represented on the BUF was appointed to 
this committee.

^TIAL
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b7C

b2 
b7C 
b7D

Source further advised that | Jthen
stated he had learned that the United States District Attorney 
has subpoenaed all television film taken during the riots 
in order to show this film to the Grand Jury. He stated 
that he and three other people have protested to Mayor 
Walter E. Washington concerning this and have asked the Mayor 
to have the United States District Attorney withdraw the 
subpoena since he was of the opinion that some people on the 
film might possibly be recognized and indictments procured 
against them. At this point,[ [stated he did
not think anyone could be indicted on the basis of such 
pictures alone but remarked if the pictures show a person 
looting, it might be possible to obtain a search warrant 
and if stolen material was then found in an individual’s 
home, that individual might be indicted *by the Grand Jury. 
According to sourceaI then suggested that
everyone present spread the word that the Grand Jury will 
be reviewing television film of the riots and that if anyone 
believes his picture was taken, he should get rid of any 
loot he has at once.

A| ~|confidential source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, stated that during the 
discussion on rebuilding the riot torn areas of the city, I |gained the floor and in apparent reference to
the events in early April, said "You know a lot^of us—some 
of us—got out and acted, then there are those who didnot 
burn”, This was followed by laughter. | |then stated,
KWe are trying to get those who did act to join in the 
rebuilding plan and get suggestions from them. BUF will be 
open to suggestions from anyone with good plans for rebuilding.

Carmichael then asked, according to the| | 
•confidential source, if anyone would, like to make a suggestion 
either as an individual or on behalf of an organization. One 
unidentified Negro male then gained the floor and suggested 
building high rise, low rent apartments, with stores and 
commercial areas located on the first floor so that there 
would be an incentive for businessmen to operate a variety 
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of businesses* He said if this could be done, with plenty 
of good business opportunities available, there would be 
no incentive for any further burning in the ghetto areas* 
This individual further, remarked that it was impossible to 
ignore white investors or the backing of white people as it 
simply would not be good business to ignore this segment of 
the community* Another individual then advised that one obstacle 
in the rebuilding in the areas would undoubtedly be the extremely 
high cost of insurance.

b7C

T The source further advised that announcements were 
passed out at this meeting with reference to the appearance 
of| |in the Court of General Sessions] |
asking that those present support] "~|who was arrested
in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets recently on a narcotics 
charge*. According to source, the leaflets passed out made 
reference to the dangerous honky gestapo cop who arrested

b2
1 *“7 T“X b/D

A_______  confidential informant, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, and who was present at this 
meeting, advised that at one point Carmichael became impatient 
with a speaker who stated that he feared another wave of 
burning might hit the city* According to the source, the 
speaker was objecting to the fact that sites were being cleared 
by the ABC Wrecking Company and that they would not desist in 
this operation* Source advised Carmichael stated,that random 
burning was not effective* ..

Source advised that Carmichael closed the meeting 
shortly before 11:00 p*m* by stating that any and all proposals 
for the rebuilding of the city by members of BUF would be given 
careful consideration* He announced'that the next meeting of 
the BUF would take place on May 22, 1968, at the New School 
for Afro-American Thought at 8:00 p.m* that evening* 

col^e^nAu
■ ■ This document acntcriua ncittiox

‘ rcca.'muQnJi.iic-nr, ncr conclusions
the Fl'I. it is i:« -.■party ol ’ 
the FF1 c.ni is hiouod to your agcnSy; 
it i..; ccni<..'c die net to ba 
disirijc'.-Jed c-itiido your agency.
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DIRECTOR.; TBI (157-8982) DATE: 5/2/68

FROM :

SUBJECT:

SAC, MOBILE (105=772)(P)

CHANGED
THE YOUNG MEN FREEDOM MOVEMENT, 
FORMERLY KNOWN AS THE YOUNG MEN’S 
PROGRESSIVE COMMITTEE
INTERNAL SECURITY

b/C
b7D

The title of this case is marked changed to reflect t^he 
change in name of the Young Men’s Progressive Committee to the ’ 
Young Men Freedom Movement, as furnished byl I /

। 4/18/67^ ----------------------------------- A

ReMOairtel to Bureau, 4/9/68o

I I was con
tacted on 4/ld/bb, at which time he advised the foil owing:

___________ He stated that a meeting was called on Tuesday,

I Who according to the informant, is a SNCC worker 
or organizerj | He stated that the

- Bureau (RM) ■
(2-157=0982)V-100-STOKELY CARMICHAEL)
(1-100-439190)

’ /' ' (2 x, V )

- Atlanta (Info)(RM)(100-SNCC)
- Mobile f2-1 05-772)

1 - WFO (Info)(RMHSTOKELY CARMICHAEL)
1 - Atlanta (Info)(rm)(100-SNCC)

11 - Mobile f 2-1 05-772)

b2 
b7C 
b7D

1
1-44-439) 
1-100-1342) 
1-1^7 - I

1=

1 =

1-
M_____________ r1-157= FNUl

CG/agf
(17)

bj
U

G
IN
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D 

fit

nSt*RECORDED
29 MAY 9 1568

51 MAY 2 1 1968



MO 105=772

following persons were in attendance at this meeting?

b7C
b7D

b7C
b7D

b7C
b7D

He advised that the purpose of the . 
meeting was to discuss what was to be done about 1 
According to the Informant. I

| ~| for the
purpose or organizing The Young Men's Progressive Committeea 
It was brought out at the meeting that Icould not be
a C C oijrit.pd for h vl I a nd f wa st th ahpl 1 af of frhnsAnrpspnt:
that I

I Imade a motion to vote on whether
or not to allowl Ito continue as a member of The Young 
Men's Progressive Committee, A vote was taken, and | |
was ousted from the organization,, I lleft the meeting
and stated he would form his own group. It was further 
suggested by| I
this organization, that the name of the organization be changed 
to The Young Men Freedom Movement, This was agreed upon.

It was learned at this meeting that| |
who is a representative of SNCC, has been in contact with\ 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL and calls him by the nickname l”SAM>\ She^ 
stated she was responsible for getting STOKELY CARMICHAE/L^to^ 
come to the Beulah Baptist Church on 3/14/68,

At this meeting a rough draft of a leaflet to be'1^ 
printed and distributed by The Young Men Freedom Movement 
was prepared by I I

I Ifurnished a rough draft of the proposed leaflets
which reads as follows?

’’April 4, 1968 will be a day for every black 
Negro to remember, on this day MARTIN LUTHER KING, was 
shot down by an assassin’s bullet.

’’The white man had committed another murder to 
prove to; the., black man and woman that the establishment 
Is still 1b The lone gunman did not kill Dr, KING
that night ih Memphis, but he had the backing of a million 
people, <

2



MO 105“772

"A letter on the editorial page in the 
Birmingham News, from a white lady, supported the killer 
when she salcT&i writing, 'It's good Dr, KING, is dead, 
but I would like to say to you, my friend, did the shot that 
rang out open your eyes? ’

"Have you ever wondered why it is so hard for 
some schools to teach Negro historyo There are,a lo^ ' 
of white people who think and act like white men.

"The American Indians, the true founder of this 
country, have been saying for years the white men speaks 
with forked tongueo The true American Negro have been 
denied from our history booksa Do you know that actually 
nearly 200,000 black soldiers died during the Civil War? 
Do you know that a black man was among the first to set 
foot upon the North Pole? Do you know that during 
Columbus's discovery of the New World that a black man 
shouted out, Master, I see land?

"Think of the feats of GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER; 
the wonders he did with the peanut. If he had been a white 
man like Dr. ALBERT EINSTEIN, he would have been called a 
genius .

"Wake up, my black brothers, and see the light 
because the white man still has most of you blind.

"What other crime does he have to do - kill every 
black man in America? Black soldiers are dying every day 
in Vietnam for the freedom of the country, but in their 
freedom they have been long overdue .

"It is high time for all black men to organize 
to live up to their heritage or go back to being slaves.

"My brothers, in order to become free we must seek 
it outselves by all possible means, so consider this pamphlet 
and ask yourself, Do I want to participate or do I still want 
to be unfree.

n/S/ The Young Men Freedom Movement"

3



MO 105=772

Ac cording to the informanta this pamphlet is going 
to be prod uc ed by| II nan<3 distrloured in tne Negro community in Montgomery 

b7C and on the campus of Alabama State Collegeo This informant
b7D advised that I [stated at this meeting that not

all the money necessary to incorporate The Yotog Men's 
Progressive Committee was T I but thatI _ _ _ _ fend that The Young Men ’ s
Progressive Committee is therefore not incorporated. A case 
has been opened on| Hby the Mobile Office, and
the Mobile Office will continue to follow the activities of 
The Young Men Freedom Movement through the informant| ~

The Informant has been instructed to maintain his 
b/C friendship With ~ I in order to attempt tn obtain
b7D information regarding tne source of the| TI I and in order to follow the possibility of1 ~| st anting another organization along the lines previously

outlined of The Young Men's Progressive Committeeo

4
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Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

FROM: S

TO:

WFO (100-43503)

FBI (100-446080)DIRECT OI

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINER 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ft

DATE 06-02-2006 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

FBI

Date: 5/V68

PLAINTEXT___ fl______
(Type in plcdnlexfr or code)

urgent.

b7C

I Mr- Tolson—------ |
| Mr. DeLoach-— I 
| Mr. Mohr---------- I

] Mr. Bishop-A-----I
I Mr. Caaper------ -- I
1 hdr. Callahan—— I 
I Mr. Conrad—— I
i Mr. Felt------ ------ I

_____ LMr. Gale,---------- I 
\ flzl Mr. R°sen----

WlMr. Sullivan------
/v I Mr. TaveL--- ■— >

fi Mr. Trotter.. । — 
| Tele, Room — 

“ J Mias Holmes:—F
I Miss Gandy-------

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC*; SEDITION

RE WFOTEL FOUR THIRTY SIXTYEIGHT.

SUBJECT LEFT FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH ST. N.W. , WDC, AT 

NINE THIRTY TWO AM, FIVE ONE SIXTYEIGHT, WITh| | AND ENTERED

PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON BEARING NEW YORK LICENSE b7C
AND DROVE TO SNCC HDQTS 
1 THEY THEN DROVE TO D.

h "7 DWHERE THEY WERE JOINED by

C. COURT OF GENERAL SESSIONS

WHERE, ACCORDING TO WFO SOURCE, THEY ATTENDED COURT APPEARANCE OF 

 WHO WAS ARRESTED BY
MPD ON NARCOTICS CHARGE. CASE AGAINStI" INOLLE PROSSED.

CARMICHAEL AND COMPANIONS LATER RETURNED TO SNCC HDQTS, AND
b7C

ABOUT NOON SUBJECT RETURNED TO RESIDENCE.
AT TWO ZERO SEVEN PM, SUBJECT AND| I DE PART ED

RESIDENCE AND DROVE TO VICINITY OF WHERE

LEFT CAR*’ SUBJECT CONTINUED TO SNCC HDQTS*’ LATER IN THE AFTERNOON



JgF3o (Rev. 5-22-64) ’

F B I
Date:

Transmit the following in__________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _________________________  _________________________________
(Priority)

PAGE TWO 
WFO 100-43503

b7C
b7D

SUBJECT AND|(RETURNED TO RESIDENCE.
ABOVE SOURCE ADVISED THAT SUBJECT MET WITH I I ON

THE EVENING OF FOUR THIRTY SIXTYEIGHT PRIOR TO BLACK UNITED FRONT 
MEETING, AND WAS SCHEDULED TO MEET AGAIN WITh| ~|oN EYEING OF

FIVE ONE SIXTYEIGHT* b7C
THIS SOURCE ALSO ADVISED THAT SUBJECT| |LIVING b7D

TOGETHER AND CLAIM TO BE MARRIED, DATE AND PLACE OF MARRIAGE UN

KNOWN TO SOURCE. SOURCE ADVISED THEY PLAN ADDITIONAL FORMAL 

MARRIAGE CEREMONY WITH IMPRESSIVE RECEPTION, BUT DATE AND PLACE NOT 

SET*
~| ADVISED b 7 C 

D. C. MARRIAGE LICENSE OBTAINED ON FOUR TWENTYNINE SIXTYEIGHT GOOD 

FOR ONLY FIVE DAYS, AND IF NOT USED WITHIN THAT TIME WILL LAPSE.

ADMINISTRATIVE ?
SOURCE UTILIZED IS| | b7 C

b7D

Approved: _______________________________ Sent M Per----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

TO:

FROM

<T T_MaTT.H
Well information contained

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 0 6™ 02----2 0 0 6 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T Al'f/ %) t G/ b 1 s

Date. .4/30/68

PLAINTEXT
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC NEW YORK

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS-MISC.; SEDITION

ilMiss. U--b7C-

Cnn-'ad-
FpIV____

Cale
__

? nn ■,”in

I Tv -■
j| Kr,f)L

€:

SUBJECT USING YELLOW PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON BEARING NEW

YORK LICENSE b7C

NEW YORK SUTEL REGISTRATION DATA RE ABOVE LICENSE,

b7C

2^ - Bureau
2 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO

i

WH:tkm 
(6)

t

23 MAY 3 1968

Sent M Per----------------------------
pecial Agent in Charge



A]ai ..INF ORMATI ON CONTAINED
TiSBBp T TJ -TO I IM F* T
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4<g*
DATE 0 6- O’k-k 0 0 6 BY . *

April 23, 1968 1

7

MR. W. C. SULLIVAN

also known as

b7C

b7C

RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT NONVIOLENT 
COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC)

_STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCaXANEOUS

b7C
This recommends we obtain the Federal income 

tax returns for the past, three years for Stokely Carmichael. 
as well as the Federal income tax returns fori
________________________________________________ |of the
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee^ (SNCC).

BACKGROUND
S

his
in SNCC since 1966 and
to May 
to

been a dominant figure 
1966 9 

which

B? 
B 
o

Stokely Carmichael was born in Port of Spain, 
Trinidad, West Indies^ but is a United.States citizen through 

father’s naturalisation, He has
•erved as its chairman from May, 

, 1967. He popularized the term ’’black power”
him signifies ’’bringing this country to its knees’ 

’’using any force necessary” to attain Negro goals * He 
has traveled throughout the country making highly 
inflammatory speeches on college campuses and elsewhere 
advocating guerrilla warfare and urging Negroes in this 
country to prepare for a bloody revolution. ' 

Enclos ures - 2 
PTB^ekw (7)

NOT RECORDED 
199 MAY 1 1968 

(100-446080) (Carmicnael)
b7C ' — ---- -1 Mr

1 ■*- Mr. W. C. Sullivan
CONTINUED

1 -



Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan
RE: | | STOKELY CARMICHAEL 'b7C

b7C

Both of these individuals charged large fees 
as speakers. In the case of Carmichael, he reportedly 
gave many speeches during 1966-67 charging a fee ranging 
from $l?000* to $1,800.

. It is felt that a review of Carmichael’s and
| ~| income tax returns might reveal violations of the
law.

RECOMMENDATION:

That Liaison deliver .the attached memoranda’- to 
Internal Revenue Service for the purpose of obtaining 
Federal income tax returns for Stokely Carmichael| 

for the past three years.

b7C



ALTj H'-JF ORMaT I ON CublT A.INE D
UC'D'C'Tl'.T* T C TTUrT B. C C TT T 17 D 

x Fl.iL Jl\ IL X 1 ’J X kJ U1 c, £1A bull IHU

#VIA~ TELETYPE
MAY 1 1968

t.
WA••.9 

FBI NEW YORK

5s05 PM URGENT 5/1/68

ENCIPHERED

WPK

TO DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD PLAIN

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 

WFO VIA WASHINGTON

from* new ?Sork 100-153751 IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS-MISC; SEDITION

Mr. Tolson
Mr. DeLoach__
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop-----
Mr. Casper------
Mr. Callahan — 
Mr. Conrad___
Mr. Felt______
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen_____

I SftrfHyanb
I Mr. Tavel____

Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes-------
Miss Gandy--------

b7C

h

AVIS-RENT-A-CAR, NINTY SEVEN DASH

FORTY FIVE QUEENS BLVD., QUEENS, NEW YORK, ADVISED THIS DATE 

THAT PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON BEARING NEW YORK LICENSEH | 
------------------------------- 5 ----------------------- 1

WAS LEABED TO__________________ON APRIL TWENTY b 7 C y
SIX LAST, AT NYC. | [ADVISED THAT WAS SCHEDULED TO

RETURN THE VEHICLE TO WDC ON MAY THREE NEXT.

ADVISED THAT LISTED STOKELY CARMICHAEL AS

INDIVIDUAL WHO WOULD DRIVE VEHICLE.

END

WA....EFH R RELAY

FBI WASH DC

DCD FTB 9 (EFH)

25 MAY 3 1968

relayed to JxTn

>'V1;



FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64] ALL INFORMATION CONTAI^p 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^^

DATE 06-02-2006 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C /1 AM / D C G/ b 1 sF B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
PLAINTEXT

4/23/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

Via

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) (ATT: DID)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751)

SUBJECT STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS-MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

b2
b7D

ReNYphone call to NK, 4/22/68,

On 4/22/68.1 I reliable in past, advised from
information developed at SNCC headquarters, NYC, on 4/22/68, 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL is listed as scheduled to appear, with 
at Central High School, 345 High St,, Newark, NJ, at 7:00 
Friday, 4/26/68,

others, 
p.m.,

b2 
b7C 
b7D

On 4/23/68, reliable in past,
it is understood subject is scneauiea to appear at Central 
School, Newark, NJ, at 7:00 p.m,, 4/26/68, and that sub.1 ect 
supposedly plans to be married soon | |

advisei 
High

Above being submitted for Information purposes.

b2
b7D

Bureau (RM)
1- Atlanta (INFO) (RM)
2- "
2-
1-
1-
1-
1-

Newark (RM) (INFO)
Washington Field (INFO) (RM) 
New York (100-147963) (SNCC)
New York 
New York 
New York

KEG- 41

b7C

LGB:amb tx-uo

62M»*
ffoved:

19G

> fit
ffiT APR 24 1968

Sent
Special
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DATE 0 6““02““200 6 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

F B I

Date: 4/30/68

Transmit the following in _____________ ____________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via________AIRTEL_______
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P) b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION 
(00:WFO)

ReCGat, 4/22/68♦

b7C The photographs of I _____________ |were
shown to WFO sources observing] |with
STOKELY CARMICHAEL on 3/15/68 and these sources advised 
they do not appear identical.

b7C

1-
3-

Bureau
Atlanta (100-6812) (info) (RM)
Chicago/R/a)________

REC- IS

WFO 15 MAY 3 1968

1

WWH:bdc 
(8) 
AIRTEL

Z/OV f
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AT.T, TNFrtPMaTTriN ATKTFTiz X ,.LJ ...L. j, ’J JZ I\1 l/X, 1. ...1... *w l M < 1 y I., /a ...h... j, 'J Jlj I...J

nrttj to itmc5tI\ IL X1JJ XkJ Un U 4Ja^- Q i-J -X» £ ± D U 
’ jaPh E 0 6-02-20 0 6 B Y

03 0 9 / TJ C / T AM / D C G/' bls

F B I

Date: 4/25/68

Transmit the following in_______________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via________ AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM:

SUBJECT: STOKELY *CARMICHAEL
IS - M; SEDITION 
(OO: WFO)

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM 
captioned “STOKELY CARMICHAEL", prepared at Atlanta on 
4/25/68.

B I Ireferred to in enclosed LHM isl I

& ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

b7C
b7D



In Reply, Please Refer to 
FUe No.

ed states department o TICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
April 25, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A.LL INFORMATION CONTAINED
“TTlT T ?i O4 £4 T* T? T* TP T"'i tl Hi -Hi X IM X o U1 fJ X- Xi-JA, u b X £ X iX JU 

date: 0 6““02“"200 6 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

b 2 ■—*b7D I I who has furnished insufficient informa
tion to establish his reliability, furnished the following 
information:

He has known Stokely Carmichael for a long time, 
and on the night Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was killed in 
Memphis, Tennessee, this source left his hotel and went to 
the vicinity of 14th and U Streets in Washington, D.C., 
where the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) 
had headquarters for the "Poor Peoples March." The source 
said that while en route he heard of Dr. King’s death, and 
when he arrived at the SCLC office Carmichael was there and 
had just heard of King’s death. He said Carmichael was in 
a condition of complete shock, as were all the others pre
sent. He said that Carmichael’s reactions, both on this 
occasion and other occasions when he has been with him, were 
that of a person very much dedicated to the black man’s 
cause, but that they have been completely normal reactions 
when considered in the light of Carmichael’s convictions.

b2 
b7C 
b7D

I digressed from Carmichael at this point
to mention that this was not the case with| | He
stated he regards |as "crazy."

| ] said he saw Stokely Carmichael again on
the day King was buried in Atlanta, April 9, 1968, and that 
following the funeral of King he attended a meeting in 
Apartment| |in Atlanta,
which meeting was held mainly for the purpose of talking to 
Carmichael and finding out what he intended to do following 
the death of King.

In conversation with Carmichael at this meeting, 
this source was told by Carmichael that "money is no problem 
to me, I could make all the money I want simply by working 
for one political group or another, but this is not vshat I 
would want to do." At this point, the source stated there 
were three main forces to be considered in determing 
Carmichael’s motivation, and they are:

COPIES DESTROYED 

2 86 FEE 23 1A71
ENGLOSVflE n



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b21 t“? T“\ b/D

b 2
b7D

(1) Love of one’s brother

(2) A desire to make every Negro a black man

(3) Total commitment

I 1 stated that concerning number one above 
he has talked to Carmichael about this very subject and 
that Carmichael’s feeling is that love of one's brother 
does include all men, and that Carmichael has remarked to 
him, ’’You can love one without liking him." The source 
stated that Carmichael has told him he feels the Negro is 
in an oppressed position and that the Negro must obtain 
his stature in society first before he can enter into a 
full relationship of love with the white man.

I I noted that Carmichael used the phrase 
"If they put their hands on me" quite frequently, and said 
that in talking with Carmichael he has learned that this 
phrase to Carmichael has a real meaning that his person 
must be respected equally as much as a white person, and 
that if his person was violated in any way he would have 
to resort to violence in defense of his ideals.

In regard to number two above.T I stated 
that Carmichael's feelings are that every Negro in America 
must come to feel that in relation to his contacts with 
others he should give no consideration at all to the color 
of his skin, but should feel completely equal and should 
demand that the whites or others accord him absolute equality 
even in the processes of their thought, if they intend to 
have the confidence and love of the black man.

I 1 stated. in regard to number three above, 
that Stokely feels the Negro has to become an integral part 
of American society in every phase of life. He said for 
example that the 18 million black people in America had to 
have the same weight in guiding society that any other group 
of 18 million people would have. This meant that the black 
man would have to be represented on boards of directors, 
school boards, city councils, and so forth, in direct pro
portion to their number , and that until then total commit
ment would not have been accomplished.

2



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b2
b/D

b 2
b7D

b2
b7D

I I said that when Carmichael talks about 
"freedom now", he means that all the various shackles 
which hold the Negro would have to be removed now, and 
not that there has to be some miraculous change in the 
personal welfare of each Negro. He stated that some of 
this talk is directed to the Negro himself, in that Car
michael means that the Negro must develop the mental at
titude of a free man. He said in talks with Carmichael 
he has learned Carmichael admits that there will be, as far 
into the future as any of us can see, certain mental shackles 
in the minds of both black and white men that will be a 
hindrance to bringing about full commitment, but that 
freedom now means that all the artificial shackles must 
be removed now.

This source commented that in his talks with 
Carmichael on the day King was buried, he got the impres
sion Carmichael is becoming a very tired revolutionary at 
an early age. He pointed out that Carmichael is middle
class, not ghetto.

| |said that when the conference got under
way, Carmichael was asked what he planned to do in the im
mediate future, and Carmichael replied that he would sup
port Reverend Ralph Abernathy as the new head of the SCLC. 
He noted that Carmichael has, to his knowledge, never op
posed the black man directly, and that he would be very 
much surprised if Carmichael would make a play for power 
which would handicap the work of other black peoples 
organizations.

I "I stated that Carmichael has had many white
friends in the past, and that he has on occasion dated white women. Kor this reason.I Idoes not feel that Carmichael 
could ever support a complete separatist theory.

The source stated that he feels sure Carmichael's 
energies could be channeled quite easily into constructive 
fields, if the proper approach was made. He stated that 
first one should review the manner in which King came to a 
position of prominence in the black community.

3



b2
b7D

b2
b7D

b2
b7D

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

I 1 pointed out that King was reluctant to 
support the bus boycott in Montgomery, Alabama, several 
years ago, and that it was only after urging by many 
people who knew him and after considerable delay that he 
finally decided to support the boycott. He pointed out 
that the history of King's development was one of his 
responding to the urgings of the crowd, or to put it 
another way to the needs of his people. He said King did 
not start off with a set plan as to what he was going to 
accomplish.

| | said that Carmichael resembles King in
his persuasive manner of speech, intellectual bent, and 
desire for leadership; however, Carmichael has one trait 
which the source felt King lacked, and that is a genius 
for organization.

, I ]again stressed the idea that King’s 
development was one of chance and that the opportunities 
open to him indicated the direction which he would move. 
The source said that one thing whic h should be remembered 
about both King and Carmichael was that they both must 
lead, but that if Carmichael was given the opportunity to 
lead it would not matter too much what the direction was, 
as long as it resulted in bettering the lot of the black 
man.

I 1 stated that in his opinion the proper 
way to handle Carmichael would be to get him involved in 
a philanthropically financed project which would captivate 
his mind and tie him up in administrative details, and 
then place persons close to him who could gradually move 
him in whatever direction would benefit those who were 
manipulating him.

I I stated that if he were working for a 
philanthropic group and had enough latitude to request 
that Carmichael submit a detailed plan of some program 
which he would like to head up for the purpose of benefit
ing the black man, he feels sure that Carmichael would 
take the bait and would offer a constructive program. He 
said that he would then surround Carmichael with individuals 
whose purpose it would be to guide him, and at the same time 
use his organizational ability and his persuasiveness with 
ghetto Negroes in order to carry out a constructive plan.

4
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

••

b2
b7D

b2
b7D

|________ | was asked at this point if, in the light
of some of the extreme anti-American statements Carmichael 
had made, he did not think Carmichael would be uncontrol- 
able. He insisted that the statements, such as the one 
Carmichael made while in Hanoi about wishing America would 
be defeated in the Vietnam war, were calculated statements 
made to galvanize the following Carmichael has, and that 
he does not actually believe Carmichael would want a defeat 
of the United States.

I "Istated he does not believe for several 
reasons that Carmichael would ever become committed to world 
communism as a cause. He said that for one thing Carmichael 
returned to this country broke, and he said he believes 
Carmichael was actually broke when he returned.

Secondly, source stated that he has talked on 
many occasions with Carmichael about communism, and that 
he can recall some actual quotes of Carmichael, such as: 
"Communism may be okay for some white nations, but it is no 
good for black men in America. What we want is a part of 
this system. We are capitalists and we need to work within 
the capitalistic structure." "Communism is a system of ex
ploitation in which the peasants are exploited from the top 
by government people."

I Isaid that Caimichael always couples the 
second statement above with a statement to the effect that 
what needs to be done is that all exploitation must be 
stopped.

I I said that finally he would conclude that 
Carmichael would not be a communist for a very practical 
reason, and that would be that Carmichael realizes that if 
he attempted to be a leader of a communist movement in this 
country, he would be dead, and the source said he has often 
heard Carmichael remark that a corpse cannot lead.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency.

5*



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
JfcEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
WDATE 06-02-2006 BY

"60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls
F B I

Date: 5/1/68

! Mr. Telson...-------
i Mr. DeLoaeh------
p Mr. Mohr-----------
|i Mr. Ri-hcp--------
H 'Mr. Ccsper---------

Mr. Cr’i-han-----
|| Mr. Conrad-------
I? Mr. Fc’-t

Transmit the following in__________________________________  _____
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL______

B Mr. Rosen------- --/
fCvan J'S~ 

Mr. Tuvel-----------
Mr. Tretter.--------

Tele. 1’oom...
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
b7C

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)
stokelxQarmichael

IS-M; SEDITION
(OO:WFO)

b7C

1 Miss Gandy

Records Central Files. INS. WDC, disclose INS file 
regarding charged to INS, New

New York Office locate and review above INS file 
regarding) |and set forth results in LHM under
CARMICHAEL caption.

EU09
- Bureau

2 - New York (RM)
1 - WFO

WWHjska
(6)

g. c. * Bishop

Sent M Per________________ :_



SOltklQJOPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1062 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 2?

UNITED STATES wERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS. UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06-^^-2006 BY
603 0 9/' TJC^AM/ DCG/ bls

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 5/2/68

FROM :

subject:

SAC, SAN DIEGO (100-13995) (RUC)

STOKELY^CARMICHAEL
IS - M; SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

ReSDtel to Bureau and WFO 4/18/68.
b2
b7C

/' I ~ Tail of
whom have furnished rename information in tne past and are 
conversant with various phases of racial activity, advised SA 

/[ I 1 between 4/19 and 22/68 that STOKELY CARMICHAEL
did not appear as scheduled at the San Diego Annual Black 
Conference held 4/19> 20 and.21/68 at Southcrest Recreational 
Center, 40th and Keeler Streets, San Diego, California, in 
Southeast San Diego, which is predominantly populated by Negroes.
(£)- Bureau (REGISTERED)
2 - Washington Field (REGISTERED)
1 - San Diego

BAS :mel
(5)



F’D-SS (Rev. 5-22-64) ■ L INFORMATION CONTAINED 
REIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 0 6-02-20 06 BY

Date: 5/2/68

ED'ticp___
Caspei’___
CalU-:an....
C mi’ad.
Feit_____

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Vin AIRTEL
(Priority)

8 Mr. 
S Mr.

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Tele. Uouni____
M iss 71 .aws . .. 
Bliss Gandy___

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P) b7C
STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M;
SEDITION

b7C

Ros
SuL 
'lav

■n__
'van.
'A .....

observed
Michigan license |parKea in front
in WDC at 6:45 p*m, on 4/30/68,

white Chrysler bearing 
of subject’s residence

Detroit ascertain to idiom above car registered 
conduct credit and criminal and check indices.

REC- .18 /A..

( 3; - Bureau
2 - Detroit (RM)
1 - WFO

WWH:tab 
(6) 
AIRTEL

Qt c, B Bishop

IB MAY 6 1963

M Per __________________SWlM Sent
Charge



D-36 (Rev, 5-22-64)
ALL INFORMAT-ION CONTAINED
•REIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

IE 06-02-2006 BY//
603 0 9/ UC / TAM/ DCG/

F B I
Date: 5/4/68

Transr&rt^the following

Via ELETYPE

PLAINTEXT

?TO:
J
PROM:

in
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

FIVE

SNCC

N*W.

DIRE OR, FBI (100-446080) 
/

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELYuARMICHAEL, IS-MISC.; SEDITION

RE

ON

WFOTEL FIVE THREE SIXTYEIGHT

MORNING OF FIVE POUR SIXTYEIGHT SUBJECT WAS AT

Kr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Tele, Roffwu— 
Miss Huhnes, 
Miss Gandy^.

Telsen______
DeLoach.___
Mohr______ _
Bishop^™__
Caspar___ ...
Callahan___
Conrad ___
Felt________
Gale_____ .....
Rosen , / 
Sullivan.?/..
Tavel______
Trotter_____

b7C

ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH ST. N.W., WDC. IN AFTERNOON HE VISITED
4-

HDQTS. AND WHILE IN AREA STROLLED ABOUT FOURTEENTH AND U STS.

ZERO

SHAKING HANDS AND GREETING PEOP^L.

A SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT WAS TO ATTEND A SNCC SPONSORED PARTY

DURING EVENING OF FIVE FOUR SIXTYEIGHT AT THE FLAMINGO CLUB WDC*

SOURCE ALSO ADVISED SUBJECT TALKING VERY GENERALLY ABOUT TAKING A

TRIP, BUT NOTHING SPECIFIC.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

ISSOURCE
b7C
b7D

3 - Burega
1 - WFO 100
WWH:tkm 
(4)

Approved:

b7C

Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



ALL information cont .aimed 

HEREIN IS UMCLASSIFIM 
DATE 06-02-2006 BY W 
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

FEDERAL WU OF ^'V^TIGATION 

U. S. DMFFFXVrT J:\7ICE
COMMUNICATION SECTION

3 1968

FBI WASH DC*

FBI CHICAGO

&46PN URGENT 5-3-68 RFJ

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND

GTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

FROM CHICAGO (100-1297)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS

TELETYPE

WASHINGTON FIELD

SEDITION. 00: WFO

b7C

(100-43503)

SOURCE, WITH WHOM CONTACT INSUFFICIENT TO DETERMINE

Telson---------
De Loach-— 

Mohr_______
Bishop----- —
Mr. Casper--------

Mr. Callahan™—
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt_______ _

I Mr. Gale-----------
' Mr. Rosen----- -
Mr. Sullivan-jSS/ 
Mr. Tavel----- LZ-.
Mr. Trotter------ -
Tele. Room------- -
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy------- I

b7C

RELIABILITY, ADVISED THIS DATE THAT CARMICHAEL i'lAY POSSIBLY

b2
b/D

MAKE APPEARANCE ON CAMPUS OF NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY,

DE KALB, ILLINOIS, WEEKEND MAY FOUR - FIVE

AND WHQpJS.I-N POSITION

TO KNOW OF CAMPUS ACTIVITIES, ADVISED INSTANT* DAT^E ^yH%S

|I RELIABLE IN PAST,

b2
b7D

INFORMATION INDICATING CARMICHAEL IS TO APPEAR ONCAMPUSWEEKEND NEXT



PAGE TWO

MILITARY, SECRET SERVICE AND USA ADVISED.

WFO ADVISE IF ANY KNOWN ITINERARY OF SUBJECT INDICATES 

TRAVEL TO CHICAGO DIVISION WEEKEND MAY FOUR-FIVE 

NEXT.

CHICAGO FOLLOWING. BUREAU AND WFO WILL BE ADVISED AND

LHM SUBMITTED ONLY IF CARMICHAEL MAKES APPEARANCE.

END

WPK

FBI WASH DC*



ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN
'Ll Tr’T’Eir’T'ffiT T Cf T T7t T T ?> CJ C" T F T Pn lULKLlrJ ItU Ul'lLLArJrjlr liLL1

DATE 0 6-<■•□ 2-2 OO 6 BY
. 6O3O^kIC/TAM/DCG/bls
' Domestic Intelligence^^ision

INFORMATIVE NOTE

5/1/68
Date

The attached summarizes 
yesterday's activities of Stokely 
Carmichael, Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), T 
Washington Spring Project is 
another name used by the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference 
(SCLC) for its Poor People’s 
Campaign.

We are continuing to furnish 
pertinent information developed 
concerning subject to the Internal 
Security Division and other Divisl* ns
of the Department.

WLS:lrb

Ac/



'V’D-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

TO: DIR

SAFROM:

TEENTH

ALL INFORMATION COMTAIMED
ERE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
ATE 06-02-2006 BY 
0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

F B I

Date: <#4/30/68

PLAINTEXT ^L/.__________
(Type Xn’plapntext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

OR, FBI (100-446080)

WFO (100-43503)

ILTTCARMICHAEL, JS-MISC.': SEDITION

RE WFO TEL FOUR TWENTYNINE SIXTYEIGHT

b/C

SUBJECT AND UNKNOWN MALE DEPARTED FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIX 
mftToW

ST, N.W., >ipC, ELEVEN THIRTYEfGHT AM FOUR THIRTY SIXTYEIGHT,

AND WENT TO SNCC YELLOW PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON BEARING b7C
NEW YORK LICENSE AFTER A SHORT STOP

WASHINGTON*AT INDUSTRIAL BANK OF

SUBJECT MADE A VISIT TO LOCAL RESTAURANT, A CLEANING ESTAB

LISHMENT, AND A BRIEF

NEARBY

NOON.

STOP AT SCLC WASHINGTON SPRING PROJECT OFFICE

PRESENT INTO THE AFTEI?-'
ii 
r

BEFORE RETURNING TO SNCC WHERE HE WAS

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED THAT ON THE AFTERNOON OF FOUR
] b7Cwith[SIXTYEYGHT SUBJECT MIGHT GET TOGETHER 

,r■ ?
REPORTEDLY CURRENTLY IN WDC, IF POSSIBLE.

D^tNG EVENlNAofr FOUR THIRTY SIXTYEIGHT, SUBJECT ATTENDED 

/co - z/y

THIRTY

- Bureau 
1 - WFO

WWH:tkm 
«)

b7C i^'MAY 6 1958

WVO -To

■ Approved:
5 b MAY 1 3j;

Sent ________________ M Per
Charge



-'D-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

b2
b7D

PAGE TWO
WFO 100-43503

MEETING OF BLACK UNITED FRONT HELD AT NEW SCHOOL OF AFRO-AMERICAN

THOUGHT, TWO ONE ONE FIVE FOURTEENTH ST. N.W*, WDC.
a[ ]cONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT ACTED AS CHAIR

MAN OF THE ABOVE MEETING WHICH LASTED UNTIL ABOUT ELEVEN PM, AND 

CONSISTED PRIMARILY OF DISCUSSION ABOUT HOW TO REBUILD RIOT TORN 

AREAS OF WDC.

,A| [CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE HAS NO ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
REGARDING SUBJECTS MARITAL STATUS BUT STATES THAT SUBJECT HAS

b/C
STATED HE I I MARRIED AND ARE APPARENTLY LIVING b7D
TOGETHER AT FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH ST., N.W., WDC.

A SOURCE OF THE MPD ADVISED SUBJECT | ~~| BELIEVED TO

HAVE ALREADY BEEN MARRIED FOR SOME TIME AND CONTINUE TO REFER TO 

THEIR EXPECTED MARRIAGE AND HflfVE GOTTEN ADDITIONAL MARRIAGE LICENSE 

IN WDC FOR PUBLICITY PURPOSES. 

ADMINISTRATIVE

b2 
b/C 
b7D

RE BLACK UNITED FRONT MEETING FOLTZIWS

Approved:  Sent M Per-------------------------- —
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL AIRMAIL

ALL INFORMATION* CONTAINED
HEREIN JBC UNCLASSIFIED
DATE a^Rs-2 0 0 6’ BY 
603 0 9 /Wl / T AM / D C p/ b 1 s

FBI |
Date: 5/1/68 I

I
__________________________ I

(Type inplaintext or code) ।

I
(Priority) !

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, KANSAS CITY (100-12347)(RUC)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL;
NATIONAL BLACK ANTI-WAR, , _
ANTI-DRAFT UNION (NBAWADU); D / C
RACIAL MATTERS

b7C

4 v - t ) y */? £ 
Re Washington Field Office airtel to Bureau,_3/19/68, 

copies to various offices including Kansas City, requesting 
Kansas City to (1) make inquiries to determine the bona tides 
of | । I and (2) identify | H a nd her
empioyer,| |althoug h no circumstances or ba ck-
ground is set out in referenced airtel explaining the reason /) 
for identifying and her employer. 1

KANSAS CITY INQUIRIES AS TO BONA FIDES OF

Pursuant to Washington Field Office telephonic 
request 4/12/68. Kansas Citv memo. 4/12/68. to Wash!ng t o n 
Field captioned I I furnished
to Washington Field T

b7C
b7D

b7D

3 - Bureau (RM) EJtilO REC-J 4 / V C 0 7 b
3 - WFO (1 - 100-43503) (1 - 157-1513) (1 -| |(RM)
4 - Kansas City (1 - 100-12347) (1 - 157-792) (1 ■ 157-771)



KC 100-12347

Although Washington Field has undoubtedly thoroughly 
reviewed the abovel I it is pointed out
that| I

b7C

Kansas City letter to Bureau, 7/12/67. nantioned 
»Snsnents Program, Bank Robbery Matters.H "Re| |

I I - BR Suspect," reflects that | 1 had a mandatory
release plan from the U. S. Penitentiary,| |
as follows:

"U. S. Probation Office

Residence

With Whom

Employment

Advisor

pending

Kansas City, Kansas

Kansas City, Kansas -

Alone

Pending

U. S. Probation Office

Supervision Expires

Full Term Expires

Type of Release Mandatory Release" b7C
In the same matter, Kansas City memo of 7/30/67. 

reflects during U. S. Probation Office supervision ofl I
at Kansas City, Kansas,I Iwas employed by| I

IKansas Citv. Kansas, asl _ I
| [lived
at F ~|~Kansas City, Kansas, untilF Hwhen he moved
to| IKansas City, Kansas. Memo dated 9/26/67,
indicated I was adhering to the terms of his supervision
with no indication of being engaged in criminal activities.

2



KC 100-12347

On 4/29/68,I
Kansas City, Kansas. informed that F

b7C I is no longer available for 
interview. However fT 'Hwell recalled | |as a "loud 
mouth/’ who frequently claimed and boasted of his "white" 
girl friends. After his release supervision expired, late

I on several occasions, say/1 |
in the New Federal Building, Kansas City, Kansas, where

Iwas trying to| I
Possibly early in February. 1968,1 H toldf Jthat 
three lawyers were fighting (competing)to representF 
in a million dollar damage suit against authorities for 
illegally holding I ~1in the Johnson County. Kansas, 
Jail overnight on some charges. | |said this was
obviously a "lie," that |~ [exaggerated or lied to I 
on several other occasions unrecalled. I Isaid| ~
U. S. Probation Office file has been forwarded to Wichita, 
Kansas.

b7C
|__________________________________________________  I Kansas,

Police Department, informed on 4/29/68. that! [was
arrestedI IToth
Negro males, inT TKansas.I I

| f The arresting officer in
chasing! [vehicle observed one of the occupants

| from the vehicle. In the car was found an
18" black wood-handle screwdriver. The charges were dis
missed 1/24/68.

b7C

On 5/1/68, l~ I
Kansas. Police Department. said he well recalls the arrest 
of| [about mid-January, 1968. | |

I
lsaid no suit has ever been filed or indicated by 
[against[ [Kansas, authorities in con

nection with his arrest or detention. Apparently to seek

b7C

3



KC 100-12347

b7C
favor, told enforcement officers during his detention
in January, 1968, that | ~|had been contacted by one of
two white subjects prior to their I I

[said police carefully checked I Istory
and were certain he nliedn abo^t being contacted by one of 
the subjects, although he possibly knew the subjects as
fellow inmates at the U. S. Penitentiary, Leavenworth, 
Kansas.
 On 5/1/68,1 | 

b/C |_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ T miormed no suit was ever imncated
or filed against^ lauthorities relative to
arrest or detention of|

On 4/29/68, | | Kansas City,
b 7 C Kansas, Police De par t me nt, said she had no ide ntifiable record of| |

On 4/29/68, | ~| Kansas
Citv. Missouri. Police Department, informed her3nly record 
of I I reflects a city warrant was filed for his arrest b7C 
12/4/67, for stealing personal property based on complaint 
of | |appare n11yI |r e s i de nee
was indicated as~|~ ^ansasuity, Missouri.

। L ~|a so informed that I 1I I Negro male, Kansas City, Missouri. Police Denartment
~l | last indicated residence! H
| [lias a record of possibly 70 prior arrests,
many of which are for burglary and narcotics. His last 
arrest for traffic violation was4/19/67, after which bench 
warrants were issued.

| ~~| was unable to find current outstanding
bench warrants for either| |

| [Credit Bureau of Greater b7C
Kansas City, iniormed on 0/1/68. she had no identifiable 
record of | I

4



KC 100-12347

b7C
Inquiry on 4/29/68, at | |an apartment

complex for Negro tenants, developed that | |I I was confined in a hospital and unavailable for 1
interview. A Negro mail carrier serving those addresses informed on 4/29/68. that he recalledl [as a tenant at

I I who left Kansas Citv several weeks
ago, leaving no forwarding address. One| |an acquain
tance of| moved several months ago from the apartments
to an unknown address. Shortly after T |left Kansas City, 
a girl friend, possibly white, from New York, picked up a 
television set at| [apartment. The mail carrier had
no additional information.

Reference is made to Washington Field letter 4/26/68 
(WFO file 157-0) to Kansas City (KC fileI I captioned

I IRM (00: KANSAS CITY),” based on information
furnished by] ^to FBI Agents in Washington, D. C.

The non-snecific generalities in that letter, 
attributed to | | appear questionable for the following
reasons:

b7C

b7C

Based on intensive inquiry in Kansas City, Kansas, 
4/30/68- the F if one exists, is apparently

| a Negro juvenile, age 16, residence| I 
| Kansas City, Kansas, who has been arrested several 

times py the Kansas City, Kansas, Police Department Youth 
Bureau, and supervised by Juvenile Court. He was carrying 
a "cap" pistol 11/4/67.

Since| |was released from the U. S. Penitentiary,
Leavenworth, Kansas, in June, 1967, and under supervision of 
the U. S, Probation Office, Kansas City, Kansas, until 
December, 1967, it is difficult to understand how he heard a yw&T "in the street" while at Leavenworth that | |

| | had bought rifles from aii unknown white maie stolen
from Gateway Sporting Goods Company, Kansas City, Missouri, 
in late 1967. (The burglary was actually of a main warehouse 
over Christmas holidays, 1967—the taking of numerous weapons, 
rifles and stock was publicized in the news.) The Kansas City 
Division conducted intensive investigation of this burglary

5



KC 100-12347

(KC file| The burglary was undoubtedly committed
by white mate adults who sold many weapons recovered at 
Columbia, Missouri, for $5,000, subjects undoubtedly being 
the fences which are pending state prosecution. Although 
all rifles were not recovered, it appears highly unlikely 
any were sold to a Negro juvenile" in Kansas City, Kansas, 
when markets were readily available for valuable weapons 
at a lower but still "good*' price. In any event, it is 
anticipatedF ^will be interviewed in KansasCity file 

I I Any pertinent developments will be notified to
Washington Field in instant matter.

It is notedl Idoes not connect I
with SNCC—only that| [heard at the same time he heard
aboutp |there was a »umor a SNCC group was under develop
ment ih HAhSas City, Kansas. For the information of Washington 
Field, the only specific rumor and/or indication of a SNCC 
group in the Kansas City Division followed appearance of a 
news item 3/31/68, that a representative of SNCC was at an 
"open house” at a new Kansas City, Kansas, Police store-front 
center. This article was based on one | [wearing a
SNCC lettered jacket. Numerous sources. including kh^wledgeable 
Kansas City, Kansas, Negxo police officials, doubtT ~ 
claim that a SNCC group exists in Kansas City, Kansas, as

His a known "liar" and publicity seeker. Cur re nt 
inquiry has been underway regarding such a possible SNCC 
group.

Based on the above.I Iveracitv would appear
highly questionable, at least during his presence in the 
Kansas City Division. No further inquiry is being made by 
the Kansas City Division in the absence of specific request 

]q7q from Washington Field. Should Washington Field develop specific information from I |such as the time, date and
circumstances of his alleged telephone call to STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL andl I plane flight from Kansas City, Missouri,
to Washington, the Kansas City Division could probably 
verify or negate such claims by| |

6
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KC 100-12347

b7C

Personal observation on 4/30/68. of the offices of 
I in the New Federal

Building ? Kansas Citv. Kansas, reflected the presence of a 
young Negro femaleF Iwhose desk bore the name sign

____ | who apparently has been F~ I 
since early 1967. Since I ]frequented the New Federal
Building during his U. S, Probation Office supervision and 
later, he undoubted1y knew| 

| office.



fX>-36 (Rffv, 5-22^4)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
T-i\£i IhJ JjA O fj X £ 1 Q D

n jX" no o n n tx dvI hi U □ U x x U U O bi

F B I

Date; 4/29/68

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT . .______ __
(Type inj^aintext or code)

Via TELETYPE

TO:

FROM: S

DIREC

WFO (100-43503)

URGEN
(Priority)

R, FBI (100-446080)
'1 *“7 r“s*b/C

ARMICHAEL, IS-MISC. ; SEDITION

RE WFOTEL APRIL TWENTYEIGHT LAST

b7C

b7C

v -

Mr, To! Ron-------- -
Mr. DeLoach — 
Mr. JI oh r ...........
Mr. Bishop---- —
Mr. Casper---- —
Mr. Callahan.—
Mr. Conrad -----
Mr. Felt------ -----
Mr. Gale-----------
Mr. Rosen______
Mr. SuIlivanJ^T
Mr. Tavel_______
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele, Room—.—
Miss Holme#—

■Ki

1

SUBJECT AT FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH STREET, N.W., WDC

MORNING OF APRIL TWENTY NINE INSTANT. IN AFTERNOON SUBJECT ENTERED
LATE MODEL YELLOW PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON, N.Y. LICENSE[

[accompanied by I
HIS WIFE.I I AND UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO MALE AND FEMALE. DROVE

TO SNCC HDQTS. WHERE| |LEFT CAR. SUBJECT AND OTHER COMPAN-

]and

IONS DROVE TO NORWOOD STUDIOS, NEW JERSEY AVE. AND I STREET, N.W 
WDC, WHERE ANOTHER UNKNOWN NEGRO MALE JOINED GROUP. [

GROUP AND ENTERED B^LE VOLKSWAGEN, D.C. LICENSE

]left

~| WDC. WHICH DEPARTED AREA. SUBJECT AND / „<
——J___7___# /od-

]REGISTERED TO

GROUP CONTINUED TO D.C. MARRIAGE LICENSE BUREAU WHERE ALL ENTERED

INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, MPD, WDC, ADVISED SUBJECT 
, IS MAY. 6 1968]FORMALLY ATTIRED, APPEARED AT MARRIAGE LICENSE § AU

3 - Bureau 
1 - WFO

1 b7C

OX
7VF7T

WWHttkm 
(4) c

b7C

Approved; M Per __________________
Agent in Charge



1 
P&38 (Rev. 5-22-64) I

O A
। 
।

FBI )

Date: {
I

Transmit the following in_________________________ .____ _________________________________ j
(Type in plaintext or code) '

Via_________________________  ______________________________ ___________________________ ।
(Priority) j

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  J_

PAGE TWO 
WFO 100-43503 b7C
WITH COMPANIONS AND SECURED CARRIAGE LICENSE APPLIED FOR THE PREVIOUS 

WEEK. CARMICHAEL AND GRtfUP RETURNED TO FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH 
ST. N.Wf*, WDC, WHERE | | CAR OBSERVED PARKED IN DRIVE

WAY. ABOUT THIRTY MINUTES LATErI I AND SEVERAL OTHERS

DEPARTED RESIDENCE. WFO ATTEMPTING TO VERIFY Iff CARMICHAEL 

I MARRIED DURING ABOVE TIME BY| I AT RESIDENCE.

Approved: _______________________________ Sent M Per 
Special Agent in Charge



FD’3JLi£ev’ 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

b7C
RE WFOTEL MAY TWO LAST.

ALL TNFDRMATION CONTAINED
k® t T“ O r T A C C T T TH1 D

Fl XL 1M X kJ Un L JjA io 1 £ 1 D JJ

Ti Anwn fi- 0 A A pTU /n. U w U 4-i 4 U U U Di

Date: 5/2/68

Tnla^n______
DeLoach____
Mohr______ „
B if hop ______
Caspar
Calin!.an___
Conrri I_____

TO:

FROM:

DI

Via TELETYPE

WFO (100-43503)SAC

PLAINTEXT

URGENT/
ntext or code)

(Priority) b7C
CTOR, FBI (100-446080)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC*; SEDITION

SUBJECT,[

- r Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

; Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

i Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

. Mr..
i .
| | Tele. I/owa .

4 £ Miss Holmts.
Miss Gundy.

Kx n 
tr.uv

DEPARTED FIVE Z 3; »

F B I

ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH ST. N.W. , WDC, AT ONE TWENTYFIVE PM, MAY TWO

INSTANT IN A PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON BEARING NEW YORK LICENSE[

AFTER SHORT STOPS AT A BANK AND A

RESTAURANT SUBJECT WENT TO SNCC HDQTS, WDC

LATER IN THE AFTERNOON SUBJECT AND TWO

FROM SNCC TO THE THIRTEENTH PRECINCT, MPD, IN

UNKNOWN MALES DROVE

THE SIXTEEN HUNDRED

BLOCK OF V STREET, N. W.

INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, MPD, ADVISED 
CARMICHAEL WITH FNU| |APPEARED AT THIRTEENTH PRECINCT WHERE

I EXPLAINED TO THE PRECINCT CAPTAIN THAT HE HAD A VEHICULAR 

MOVING VIOLATION OUTSTANDING AGAINST HIM. | | WANTED TO TURN

b7C

HIMSELF IN

3J- Bureau 
1 - WFO b7C
WWH-.tlsm 
(4)

/OG' Wk
> ■— 'SB g ttea

BUT PLANNED TO RESIST OR NOT APPEAR WHEN CHARGE BROUGHT

Approved

92 MAY 10
Sent M Per

in Charge



FD-36jRev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _________________________  ____________________________ __ ___________________________ I
(Priority) ।

________________________________________________________________________________________ L

PAGE TWO
WFO 100-43503

UP FORMALLY AT A LATER DATE.
PRECINCT CAPTAIN POLITELY EXPLAINED Tp| "]H<W CASE 

WOULD PROCEED FORMALLY WHETHERR I DECIDED TO APPEAR OR NOT.

 STATED CARMICHAEL PRESENT DURING ABOVE DISCUSSION, 

BUT DID NOT SAY ANYTHING.

CONFIDENTIALLY ADVISED THAT THE PRECINCT CAPTAIN FELT

PROBABLY THOUGHT THAT BY VISITING THE PRECINCT HE COULD

GET THE CASE DISPOSED OF ON THE PRECINCT LEVEL, AND THAT CARMICHAEL’S

PRESENCE WAS A FORM OF ATTEMPTED SUBTLE INTIMIDATION. 

NOTED THAT THE THIRTEENTH PRECINCT WAS ALSO INVOLVED 
IN THE ARREST Of| I ON FOUR SEVENTEEN SIXTYEIGHT.

CARMICHAEL WAS ACTIVE IN THE AREA DURING THE ARREST AND WAS PRESENT 

IN COURT ON FIVE ONE SIXTYEIGHT WHEN THE| |CASE WAS NOLLE b7C
PROSSED. SUGGESTED THAT THE CASE MAY HAVE GIVEN 

THEM THE IDEA THAT VIOLATION COULD BE DISPOSED OF IN A

SIMILAR MANNER.

ACCORDING TO LOCAL NEWS REPORTS CARMICHAEL AND THE BLACK

UNITED FRONT HAVE CALLED FOR A PRESS CONFERENCE ON MAY THREE INSTANT

TO BE HELD AT SEVENTH AND T STREETS, N.W., TO DISCUSS REDEVELOPMENT

Approved:  Sent M Per 
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36JjBev. 5-22-64) I

I

FBI |

Date: ।
I

Transmit the following in______________________________ _________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code) ’

Via _________________________   I
(Priority) ।

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- J_______________

PAGE THREE
WFO 100-43503

OF BURNED OUT AREAS OF THE CITY. IT WAS STATED THAT HOWARD UNIVER-

SITY STUDENTS WILL PARTICIPATE, CARMICHAEL REI^gTEDLY HAS STATED 

THAT TENSION IN THE GHETTO AREAS IS INCRESSING AND THAT THIS FACT

SHOULD BE BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION OF AUTHORITES. NO TIME WAS GIVEN 

FOR THE PRESS CONFERENCE.

ADMINISTRATIVE

WFO WILL PROVIDE COVERAGE OF THE PRESS CONFERENCE ON MAY 
‘ b7 CTHREE INSTANT.
EFFORTS ARE BEING MADE TO FURTHER IDENTIFY FNul

Approved:  Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



5-22-64)

JaL1L 31 Tpl I ON CJoNTlA.INED
HEkEJjjilS/ UNCLASSIFIED
D r rirO n n £ is ’’•zAy _L I. k/ . L> U b b 1 ;-
6*5309/ UC/TtAM/DCG/ bls /

FBI

Mr. Tobon—------
Mr. DeLoaeb-----
Mr. Mohr—.------
Mr. Bishop .------
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan----

Transmit the following in

Date: 4/10/68

CODE__________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via -TELETYPE______________ AZ URGENT______________
(Priority)

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt.......
Mr, Gale
Mr. Rosen C?
Mr. Sullivefi 
Mr. Tavel ( 
Mr. Tf.-.ter 
Tele. Room... 
Miss It rt-s

J- ■ ■ MjssA?riHwiy--T-—-

TO:

FROM:

5/"

DIRECTOR, FBI, SAC LOS ANGELES 
/ SAN DIEGO

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC.; SEDITION

RE WFOTEL FOUR EIGHTEEN SIXTYEIGHT.

SUBJECT DEPARTED FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH ST. NW EUEVEN

TWENTY AM AND WENT TO SNCC HDQTS. SOURCE WITH WHOM CONTACT INSUF

FICIENT TO DETERMINE RELIABILITY ADVISED THIS DATE SUBJECT SPENT

I
 MOST OF AFTERNOON AND EVENING AT SNCC HDQTS. SUBJECT DISCUSSED 

POSSIBILITY OF GOING TO SAN DIEGO TO ATTEND BLACK CONFERENCE BEING 

HELD FOUR NINETEEN DASH TWENTYONE NEXT IN SAN DIEGO. SOURCE SAID 
SUBJECT DID NOT DISCLOSE ITHNERARY FOR NEXT SEVERAL DAYS AND NO ___[ 

b 7 C f-

DECISION MADE RE SAN DIEGO TRAVEL. /ADMINISTRATIVE /
b7C ----------------------------------- —r1 SOURCE IS - ------
b7D ___________________________________

2 - Teletype Unit 
n ** kz 1 11 - 1r- 1

RFO:tkm 
(6) 5E 8 1963

Sent M Per



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

TO:

FROM:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
J4EREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
|)ATE 0 6-02-2006 BY 

603 0 9/ UC/ TAM/’ DCG/‘ bls

F B I
Date: 5/3/68

PLAINTEXT X
(Type in plainfe^ or code)

URG
(Priority)

DIRECTOR AND CHICAGO

WA&HINGTO1

1

Mr. Tolson.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

'V

DeLoRch-----
Mohr___ —
Bishop 
Casper--------
Callahan___
Conrad—

Mr. Felt— 
Mr. Gale— 
Mr. Rosen. 
Mr. Sulliva 
Mr. Tavei...
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room—p p
Miss Holmes. _
-Miss-(la

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - M; SEDITION; OO:WFO

RE CHICAGO TEL INSTANT DATE

WFO SOURCES REPORT NO INFORMATION SUBJECT PLANS

VISIT CAMPUS OF NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, DE KALB, ILLINOIS,

WEEKEND MAY FOUR DASH FIVE NEXT.

b7C

b7C



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1961 EDITION
OSA FPMP U1 CFHI 10t-11.6 . ' ■

UNIJEIX-STATE < VERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

T T "T"TT XT T3TehT hJflMEF T /"S?rTlTI T?a,X17 TS
/\X X 11'1 £ L-’ KrL^aML L.U FJ , C- U1 y X *r\X IM. JX JJ 

HD D T? TM ■ TO ’ iWmF* T ft 0’0 T 7 T 7 D 
Fl IL i\ JX X1FJ X kJ ’ LA k) O Xt X H D

DATE 06—02-^2006' ‘BY . ■
60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls' ■ ” ’’

date: 5/2/68

7^^ SAC , PITTSBURGH (100-15615) (RUC)

. STOKELY^CARMICHAEL J

• . INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS

Re Washington Field airtel to the Bureau dated 
4/16/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is one copy of an 
FD-302 and for Washington Field seven copies of same FD-302. 
reflecting interview with| | at

In view of the fact.that no further investigation 
remains at Pittsburgh, this case is being considered RUC’d.

CARMICHAEL SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND 
DANGEROUS SINCE INDIVIDUALS HAVE REPORTED HIM IN POSSESSION 
OF A GUN ON THE EVENING OF 4/4/68, IN THE VICINITY OF 14th 
AND U STREETS, N.W. , AND AGAIN ON IHE AFTERNOON OF 4/5/68,. 
AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY. . 2 ~

X2j- Bureau (100-446080) (Enc. - ^kLOSUxkE. ,

22 - Washington Field (62-9737) (Enc. - 7)
1 - Pittsburgh A

•• GGM/nju ' ... \ ;
' (5) ■. /

' / . 12 MAY 1968

>4 MAY 17 196b

1-02

l«y U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on-the Payroll Savings Plan



/&--302 (Rev. 4-15-64) ALL INFORMATION. CONTAL 
HEREIN 'IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 06-02-2006 BY
FSPJE W MRtABlPBIWISIIGATION

4/29/68 
_^Date'_ ______________ ________

I ■' , 1
b7C I I telephone I I was inter-

v±ewffd“at his home, and he advised he is a.f reshmanat 
^Howard Universlty, and resides at j lat
Howard University in Washington, D. C.

On April 5, 1968, a Friday afternoon, about 
1:30, he went to a meeting at Douglas Hall on the campus 
of Howard University, where a group of students, campus 
leaders, were meeting and discussing Dr, MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, JR.’s, assassination. When he arrived at 1:30 p.m., 
the meeting was already underway, and nearing completion. 

J0/c At about 1:40 p.m., STOKELY CARMICHAEL came into the hall 
and began making a speech. J_____ Istated that to the
best of his knowledge, CARMICHAEL was not expected and 
was not brought there by any group. To the best of his 
knowledge, the following is a description of his talk, 
which lasted five or ten minutes:

"We lost our only non-violence leader, Dr. 
King. There was no reason for killing Dr. King, and 
you should tell your brothers and sisters (colored 
people) to stop looting at night. If you are going to 
loot, do it in the daytime as whitey will be shooting 
at night. If you ain’t got no gun, you shouldn’t be 
out on the streets at all.”

During this speech. CARMICHAEL waved or dis
played a gun, which I" 1believes was a .38 caliber 
revolver, and described it as looking like the type of 
weapon carried by police officers. CARMICHAEL said in 
his speech, "If you ain't got a guh, don't be on the 
street. I got mine and I can use it."

I [believes that CARMICHAEL left Howard
campus right after speaking. He described CARMICHAEL’S 
speech as being an emotional one, and the reaction of the 
students was one of cheering and clapping. The general 
consensus seemed to be they were all going to stay in 
their rooms, especially since stores Where they might 
obtain guns were closed; : ~

Bureau 100-446080
b7C

n 4/22/68
Un____________ ______

b7C SA |
Pittsburgh 100-15615

bvl [RLBTsmS /fid'' II ~ Dote dictated 4/23/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency; 

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your



Bureau 100-446080

PG 100-15615 
2

I I believed CARMICHAEL bad been bn the
campus at least two times previously; however, this was 
the first time! Ihad heard CARMICHAEL speak,

I Istated that in his opinion, CARMICHAEL is an
intelligent and conscientious leader of the Negro people 
and that he generally supports CARMICHAEL’S stand, with 
the exception that T ~"|does hot approve of violence

I [advised he expected to leave)
for Washington, D. C,, April 23, 1968, 1----------



FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64)
ALL INFORMATION COMT AT jyi 
HEREIN IE UNCLASSIFIED*^^

DATE 0 6™ 02----2 0 0 6 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U ^1 / D C G/ b 1 s

Date: 5/3/68
Transmit the following in__________________________________________

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via_________ AIRIEL_____________________________________
(Priority)

t TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) 
0STOKELYTIARMICHAEL

IS-M; SEDITION 
(OO:WFO)

(P) b7C

Mr- Tolson—
Mr. DeLoach.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mohr- 
Bishop,. 
Casper..
Callahan- 

Mr. Conrad.. 
Mr. Felt____

Mr. Gale____
Mr. Rosen__

fMRlSulHvan. 
Mr. Tavei__

Mr. Trotter—_
Tele. Room___
Miss Holmes_
Miss Gandy—

b7C
SA observed unidentified

Negro, female, about JU years of age, well dressed, 
park yellow Datsun convertible bearing Alabama 
Licensel ~l and enter SNCC, 2208 14th Street, 
N.W., WDC, the headquarters of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
at about 3:30 p.m. on 5/2/68.

Mobile ascertain to whom above car 
registered, conduct credit, criminal and check 
indices.

C*3 > Bureau
2 - Mobile (RM)
1 - WFO

WWH-.dlj 
(6)

AIRTEL c. C. - Blsfipp

ia MM 8 1868

M Per----------------------------



4
FD-397 ( 12-8-67) 
OPTIONAL fOtM MO. 10 A
MAT 1962 tOiriON 

GiA GEM. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL IN FORMAT.CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 06-02-2006 BY
603 0 9/UC/TAM/'DCG/'bls

Director, EBl (Bufile- J100-446080

KROM 0 (100-43503) (P)

DAI L; . . .5/6/68

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka 
IS - M; SEDITION

RABBLE ROUSER INDEX

OardsUTD ■
Card sent 0$,

| | New Subject Lxx Change | I Delete

Name FBI Number

Aliases

Citizenship
j | Native Bom Naturalized | | Alien

Subject also on Race 77 Sex
| si ]—| RI ;x. r”’‘* r> I I Male I I Female

Organizational Affiliation

I___ UuJ ANP ri
L 102 I AVN.
I___ hd BN AT
E~_ 104 I BPP
I Ins i com
I___L06j core

<07 1 KLAN £ 1 |12l PLP L... 1 17 1 SNCC
dfl8 1 LA 1 ....1-1x1 PRN 1 1 18 1 SWP

—3op I MIN ;/ 1 1 14 1 RAM I------ 1 19 ! ww
clan 1 NO1 I 1 IS 1 SCLC 1------139 1 MI SC

.... Ill 1 NSRP 1 1.16.1 SDS (Specify)

Date of Birth Place of Birth

Position in Organization Occupation, Business Address (Show Name of Employing Concern)

Residence Address ^>0 ^0

5015 16th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. NoFreco^deo"’

REGISTERED MAIL

(3^- Bureau 
1 - WFO 
WWH;dab 
(3)

70 MAY 22m

b7C

’B MAY 7 1968



.FD-3,6 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Mr

r:

Transmit the following ..in

AIRTEL___

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED^ 
^HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED V

DAT E 06—02—2006 BY o
W3 0 9 / U C / T p C G/ b 1 s

Date: 5/6/68

(■Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)
Via

;|PIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) 
FROM: $^40, WFO (100-43503) (P)
TO: b7C

b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M; (SEDITION) 
(00 :W0)

On 5/3/68, SA | observed two young
negro females enter the headquarters or the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee, 2208 14th Street, N. W., Washington, 
D. C. at 2:10 P.M. They arrived in a red Volkeswagen, bearing 
Florida LicenseI I The above address is the head
quarters of STOKELY CARMICHAEL in Washington, D. C.

istered, conduct 
office indices.

Jacksonville ascertain to whom above car is reg
credit and criminal investigation, and check

b7C

^6^1^

Bureau 
2 - Jacksonville 
1 - WFO

(RM) tE MAY 8 iggg

WWH:cabb c Q. • &vsV'°P' 
(.6)

54
Approve

nt in Charbe
Sent M Per



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)-
^ALL INFORMATION CONTAIM^^
^HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 06-02-2006 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

F B I

Date: 5/2/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

A I R T E L
( Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI <100-446080)
FROM:L^}§AC, PITTSBURGH (100-15615) (P)

subjectmTstokelyYarmichael b7C
[N IS - MISCELLANEOUS; 
* SEDITION

b7c OO: WASHINGTON FIELD
/ b/D /

I . —T(both reliable - conceal) have advised that the subject will [ 
be in Pittsburgh on 6/1/68, to speak before a convention of 
Negro organizations in the predominately Negro Homewood-Brushton J section of Pittsburgh# The convention is being sponsored by a / 
newly formed civil rights organization known as Unity, Inc#, / 
and will be held from 5/31 - 6/1/68. f

b 7 C । II _____ ______ ___ | who is on
the Agitator index of the Pittsburgh Office# This organization 
acts as a coordinating body for Negro groups in the Homewood- 
Brushton area, both militant and nonmilitant in nature#

Pittsburgh has arranged for informant coveiqge of 
the aforesaid convention#

LEAD

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON# D# C.

Will advise if the subject plans to travel to Pitts-
burgh to attend the convention being sponsored by Unity 

Bureau (RM) .EX'llfJ REC-19 /A 
Washington Field (100-43503) (RM)

5 - Pittsburgh

3

b2 
b7C 
b7D (1 -__________

(1 -157-662J (Unity# Inc#)

FFK/emq ---------:---------
ApprXXQ) x 
1 £ r. zb Sp&wa&Agent in Charge

Sent

b7C

M



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDOPTIONAL form no. io

101-11.0 HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
UNITED STATES G^tRNMENTDATE 06-05-2006

1 yf J 60309/UC/TAI'-'I,/DCG/blsMemorandum

subject:

DIRECTOR} FBI (1OO-446O8O)

SAC , BALTIMORE (100-24220)

STOKELY TARMICHAEL

date: 5/2/68

IS-SNCC
00:WFO

On 4/.i8/68f
I |Marylafrd, advised that on 4/7/68
about 9 to 9:30 PM he picked up a Cuban Radio Broadcast on 
the shortwave band of his portable radio receiver. On this 

Jo/C program the comments of a number of individuals, including 
those of STOKELY CARMICHAEL, were broadcast. I ~l said
he made a tape recording of this broadcast. CARMICHAEL's 
name is mentioned at the begnning of the broadcast, but| ~| 

| | inadvertently erased the announcer's Introduction o? 1
CARMICHAEL"at the beginning of CARMICHAEL'S remarks.

The following is a transcript of that portion 
of the tape dealing with CARMICHAEL'S remarks:

SPEECH MADE BY STOKELY CARMICHAEL AFTER 
THE DEATH OF DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

"Because Dr. KING was the one man who was trying 
to ask black people not to burn down the cities. Now that 
they've killed Dr. KING there is no black men who will ask 
black people not to burn, down the cities. What it means is 
that we've gone full swing into the revolution. Last night 
35 cities had major incidents. That was Last night - 35 
cities in the United States where there was burning and 
shooting and killing over the death of Dr. KING. It is 
clear that more of this will continue. It is going to become 
more and more a guerrilla, urban guerrilla warfare because 
it is clear that we cannot fend with the police in open 
rebellion. More people are now beginning to think seriously

soio-toa



BA 100-24220

of major urban guerrilla warfare where we can
begin to retaliate..,. hot only for the death of Dr. KING
but where they., can-move seriously , ■ ■
revolutions .with this country and bring -it *to its feet."

,,It:is crystal clear to us that the United States -of America 
must fall in order for humanity to live -and we are going 
to give our lives to that cause and to' our’brothers and 
sisters in Cuba we’d like to say hello and .its good to see.you 
all.’’ * ' . ' '

‘ The original tape is'being retained in the => •
Baltimore ■" Office file on ’CARMICHAEL and will be returned to

| {Ln the event it-is not desired- for future
use by WO. .

2*



FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64) NFORMATTON- COMTAIMED
N IS UNCLASSIFIED 
06-05-2006 bV \ '

9 / UC/ TAM/ DCG/.bl s 
F B<l<-

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

TO:

Date: 5/5/68

PLAINTEXT___ :________
(Type in plaintext or code)

URG
(Priority)

I
 "Mr. Tolson---------
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr-----------
Mr. Bishop------—
Mr. Casper---------
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad -----
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale......... -z

. Mr. Rosen.. ..-Z—.
Mr, SullivaiC— 
Mr. Tavel—.— 
Mr. Trotter—.----
Tele. Room.— 
Miss H dines------
Miss Gandy-------

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
b/C

FROM:

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC.'; SEDITION

RE WFOTEL FIVE FOUR SIXTYEIGHT.

IN MORNING OF FIVE FIVE SIXTYEIGHT SUBJECT WAS AT RESIDENCE

IN MIDAFTERNOON HE WENT TO SNCC HDQTS WHERE HE REMAINED INTO EVENING, y

HE SPENT CONSIDERABLE TIME OUTSIDE SNCC OFFICE ON FOURTEENTH ST

TALKING TO PEOPLE IN AREA PASSING BY. LATER HE RETURNED TO RESI

DENCE.
DE C
b7D

A$OUf^ ADVISED THAT FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTIETH ST. RESIDENCE

FURNISHED WHEN OCCUPANCY OBS^INED BY SUBJ6Ct|~ ~| f
J?

however! |tOU) PREVIOUS OWNER TO REMOVE FURNISHINGS AS SHE WAS^ "

GOING TO SELECT COMPLETE NEW FURNITURE THROUGHOUT. PRIOR OWNER

REFUSED TO DO SO AND SAID SHE WAYGOING TO STORE THEM EN 
J / Ity -- £/ if G? &

TIRELY IN BASEMENT WHEN NEW FURNISHINGS ACQUIRED.

/V Approved _____________
V Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per



4-572 {Rev. 7-18-63) aLL INFORMATION JooNTaINED

may i»«i tomoN HEREIN IS UMCLAj^BFIED
GSa GIN. (EG. NO, 77

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DATE Ot|-U5-2LJO6 BY 
60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls

Memorandum
TO The Director DATE:

FROM N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

Pages S4978-S4991. Senator Byrd, (D) West Virginia, spoke 
concerning riots and civil disobedience and commented on the recent'riots in 
Washington. He inserted in the Record various articles and editorials on

this subject. Mr. Byrd made reference to the recent crime wave here and 
urged ’That adequate steps be taken now by Mayor Walter Washington to restore 
order and a respect for law in the NatiopJ^ Capital City. I urge that the Justice 
Department take action against Stokely^Carmichael and other-revolutionists who 
incite to riot. .1 urge, most respectfully', that thd President of the United States 
take a firm stand against those who intimidate peace-loving citizens and who 
commit crimes against persons and property. There is no reason to temporize 
with criminals,-------- . It is time that we stop making excuses for the criminals
--------. The excuses of unemployment and poverty have become hackneyed and 
they have never been truly relevant-------- . ” Several other Senators joined
Mr. Byrd in his remarks.

g7 MAY 16 1968

In the original oi a memorandum, captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for -A & & was^reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a copy of thff^^ginaprfemorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in appropriate Bureati^sfe^i^ubject matter files.



FD-^Cr(Rev.,.45-22-64)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

►herein IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 06-05-2006 BY 
603 0 9/' UC/ TAM/' DCG/' bls

Transmit the following in CODE

Via

TO

FROM

b7C

Date: 5/6/68

________ ____ ______
(Type in plaintexl&or code)
URGENT

tfp^fPriority)

DIRECTOR AND SACS JACKSONVILLE 
SAN FRANCISCO

WASHINGTON FIELD
STOKELY<'UARMICHAEL; IS - M; SEDITION; 00:WFO

Mr. Tolson. ____
Mr. DeLoaeh .

■ Mohr 
Bishnti 
Casper- 
Callahan ■ 
Conrad-

Felt____
Gale___
Rosen.__
Sullivan 
TavH

11 Mr.
I Mr.
I Mr.
I Mr. 
j Mr,

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Teh; 
M .

RE JACKSONVILLE AIRTEL TO WFO MAY FOUR LAST ENTITLED

QUOTE

b7C

AKA, ET AL, RM, ENQUOTE, AND WFO TEL TOI

F B I

1
j

BUREAU MAY FIVE LAST.

SUBJECT, ACCOMPANIED BY| |

DEPARTED RESIDENCE, FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH STREET, N.W., b7C

WASHINGTON, D.C. (WDC) , EARLY AFTERNOON INSTANT DATE AND WENT TO

________________________________________________  WDC. AFTER DEPARTING
LATTER ADDRESS SUBJECT T ~| WENT TO INDUSTRIAL BANK, ELEVENTH

AND U STREETS, N. W. , WDC. THEY LATER RETURNED TO THEIR RESIDENCE. 

SUBSEQUENTLY, SUBJECT RETURNED TO SNCC HEADQUARTERS WHERE REMAINED 

INTO THE EVENING. u
A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED SEVERAL FEMALES ASSOCIATED b7D

WITH
~| WDC, AND APPARENTLY! |THERE. a|

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED SOURCE HAD OPPORTUNITY TO OBSERVE

Bureau
2 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO (1Q0-43503) 
WWH:rhs 
(6)

W16 S MAY 8

Sent M Per
.gent in Charge



FD-3& (Rev. 5-22-64} jfa, I
r'," • •

t 
I

FBI |
।

Date: I
I

Transmit the following in______________________________ ;-------------------------------------------------
(Type in plaintext or code) '

Via --------------------------------------  ---------------------------------- ---------------- ------------------------------------- 1
(Priority) ।

________________________________________________________________________________________ 1______________
WFO 100-43503
PAGE TWO

SUBJECT’S DATE BOOK, WHICH INDICATED HE WOULD TRAVEL SOMETIME THIS 
j WEEK TO GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA, TO FILL SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT. EXACT 

NATURE OF ENGAGEMENT OR TIME NOT DISCLOSED. THEREAFTER HE IS 

LISTED AS SCHEDULED TO TRAVEL TO CALIFORNIA FOR TRIAL OF BLACK 

PANTHER LEADER HUEY SEWTON. SOURCE ALSO ADVISED SUBJECT’S SCHEDULE 

AFTER NEWTON’S TRIAL NOT KNOWN. HOWEVER HE INDICATED TO SOURCE HE 

MAY BE GONE FROM WDC UNTIL JUNE FIVE NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE

JACKSONVILLE ASCERTAIN NATURE OF SUBJECT’S PLANNED VISIT

TO GAINESVILLE AND IF SPEECH BEING MADE. SUTEL WFO AND BUREAU 

ARRANGEMENTS BEING MADE FOR COVERAGE IN EVENT HE DOES APPEAR, 
PURSUANT TO BUREAU AIRTEL DATED DISCEMBER TWENTYONE SIXTYSEVEN*

WFO HAS NO INFORMATION SUBJECT CONTEMPLATES QUOTE TESTING 

ENQUOTE NEWLY ENACTED FEDERAL ANTI-RIOT LEGISLATION.

SAN FRANCISCO ASCERTAIN EXPECTED DATE OF TRIAL OF HUEY 

NEWTON AND IF ANY INFO AVAILABLE SUBJECT PLANS TO BE PRESENT.

WFO WILL ATTEMPT TO VERIFY DEPARTURE OF SUBJECT FROM WDC 

AND NOTIFY APPROPRIATE OFFICES. WFO ATTEMPTING TO ASCERTAIN IF 
SUBJECT|~ |OPENED ACCOUNT INDUSTRIAL BANK, WDC. b7C

Approved: _______________________________ Sent M Per ----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



FD-J3b^(Rev,»5-2 2-64)

F B I
Date:

Transmit the following in ______________________________ :________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via _________________________  ____________________________ _____________________________ I
(Priority) ।

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 1_

WFO 100-43503
PAGE THREE

b2
b7C
1 *“7 T“Xb/D

Approved; _______________________________ Sent-M Per 
Special Agent in Charge



FBI WASH DC*

ATLANTA

9 14 AM

TO

FBI

RECTOR (100-446080)

FROM

AJ^L INFO RMATI ON - CONLAINED 
I^pEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DATE 0 6™ 05----2 0 0 6 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

URGENT

ATLANTA (100-6812)

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL; IS-M

' RE SAN FRANCISCO TEL

FEDERAL BUREW OF INVESTIGATE 
U. S. OBWBEin OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICKWSySECTION 

APR $968

4/12/68 HJM

WFO (100-43503), SAN

SEDITION

APRIL TWELVE SIXTY EIGHT

SUBJECT REPORTED TO HAVE BEEN IN ATLANTA

OF SNCC, DEPARTED

' Mr. Tolson
। Mr. 
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

FRANCISCO (157-721

DeLoach 
Mohr— 
Bishop- 
Casper.. 
Callahan 
Conrad_ 
Felt.

Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy

b7C

UNTIL HE AND

b7C
BETWEEN SEVEN AND EIGHT PM APRIL TEN LAST FOR WASHINGTON, D.C.

FUTURE ITINERARY OF SUBJECT UNKNOWN TO ATLANTA.

WFO ADVISED BY TEL APRIL ELEVEN THAT SUBJECT RETURNED
WASHINGTON, D. C. THAT DATE ARRIVING AT FIVE FORTYFIVE PM EST. I tC

END

WPK

FBI WASH DC*



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Via

----  S
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

TELETYPE

TO

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06-05-2006 BY
603 0 9/' UC/ TAM/' DCG/' bls

Transmit the following in

Date:
PLAINTEXT

(Type'in plaintext or code)
URGENT

(Priority)

RECTOR, AND SACS,TAMPA AND JACKSON

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS^/^ S'

SEDITION, OO: WFO. I S

RE TAMPA AND JACKSON TELETYPES APRIL TWELVE SIXn’flGHT.

CARMICHAEL DEPARTED WDC NINE THIRTY A.M. THIS DATE

EN ROUTE TO NYC WHERE HE IS EXPECTED TO ATTEND A CONFERENCE z"y

APRIL TWELVE THROUGH FOURTEEN. WFO SOURCES HAVE NO INFO

CARMICHAEL PLANS TRAVELLING TO TAMPA AND JACKSON AREAS. P

b7C

2 - Bureau
w~2 -Me type Unit
2 -uWFO 
ae

W^|:meh
(0$ *

M Per __________________



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
«n I? T TiT T 0 T TM PT aQOTPTPn 

I\ IL X1JJ X kJ U IM X XiuTTi. □ u X £ X £t U

,TE 0 6-05-200 6 BY
603 0 9/' TJC/ TAM/' DCG/' bls

airtel

■ -a $0]

5/9/68
1 -Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Rosen
1 -I b7C
1 -

To: SAC, WO (62-0737) PER80MAL. ATTENTION
Froa: Director, ^^100-446080)
STOOL? CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC) 
SEDITION
BUDED 5/15/68

Reurrep dated April 30, 1968.
You should make certain all outstanding leads In this 

matter are expeditiously brought to a logical conclusion to 
insure that the results of your investigation are received 
at the Bureau no later than May 15, 1968. This deadline 
must be met without fail.

PTBilmr(9)JUv

NOTE:
See memorandum I ______ ~| to W. C. Sullivan,

captioned as above, dated 5/8/68, prepared by PTB:bff.

b7C

.MAILED. 5 ‘

hob

'COMM-FBI

MAIL ROOM O 'TELETYPE'UNIT

Tolson - 

DeLoach 
Mohr __

Bishop _ 

Casper _ 

Callah an 

Conrad _ 

Felt -__

Gale__

Rosen _

Sullivan 

Tavel _

Trotter _

Tele. Room_____

Holmes_________

Gandy __________



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
othonm FOW HO. >o ^HEREIN IS ‘ UNCLA S SIF
G5AGEN. ttG.-Ho. 37 DATE 0 6™ 05~~2 0 0 6 • BY
UNITED STATES (^^ERNME$|J3 q 9 / TJC/ TAM/ DCG/ fol®

Memorandum
TO MR. W. C. SULLIVAN W

DATE: May 8, 1968

Bishop 

Cusper 

Call

FROM b7C
11 von ________

Tavel __________

Troiter----------------

Tele. Room —------

Holmes----------------

Gandy __________

subject STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
SEDITION

b7C

$ 11.

By letter dated 4/6/68 the Attorney General requested 
the Bureau's assistance in developing information on the 
incidents involving Stokely Carmichael during the recent riots 
inzWashington, D. C. The Director inquired, "What is status 
of our investigation of Carmichael which Department requested?"

To date we have furnished four reports to the 
Department totaling 675 pages containing the results of 
approximately 600 interviews. Included in these reports is 
detailed information obtained from witnesses who observed the 
activities of Carmichael in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, 

\ N,V>,'Washington, D. C., the evening of 4/4/68, Several witnesses 
saw’Carmichael in the possession of a handgun and one witness 
stated;. Carmichael said, "If you don't have a gun, go homeand get 
one."- ^Another witness stated he observed Carmichael on the 
evening.of 4/4/68 as the leader of a group which requested 
business establishments in the area of 14th and U Streets, N~,W,, 

\to close and Carmichael stated, "We don't want any-violence,as 
^Jlong as they close but if they don't, take it." Also included 
'v is a transcript of highly inflammatory remarks made by 
L? at a press conference held at Washington, D. C;
•S 3cud©ftt Nonviolent Coordinating Cpmjnittee headquarters^ the 

ttprnfng of 4/5/68zand the coverage given by the news media
—Ik. of tSld^press conference
IV ~ a - 
4 !v^ & 

gonc^rning Carmichael’s activities at Howard university t 
n Jfte^hoon of 4/5/68 where several witnesses reported

171 Extensive information is set forth in these reports 
ncerning Carmichael's activities at Howard University the

<z>

1
1

DeLoach 
Sullivan

Mr. Bishop
Mr;.? Rosen

1
b7C

< b7C

COPY MADE FOR



Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Carmichael exhibited a pistol to a group of students on the 
campus. Other information reported is a transcript of Radio 
Havana, Cuba, broadcast of Carmichael’s telephone interview 
on 4/5/68 wherein Carmichael in commenting on the death of 
Martin Luther King statedrmore people are now beginning to 
plan a major urban guerrilla warfare "where we can move 
seriously to...serious revolutions with this country to 
bring it to its knees.*' Activities of Carmichael in the 
vicinity of the 4100 block of Wheeler Road, S.E., on the 
afternoon of 4/5/68 are set forth where he reportedly stated 
"We are going to get this area." Subsequent looting and 
destruction of business establishments took place in this 
neighborhood.

Our Washington Field Office has advised they have 
approximately 25 interviews remaining consisting primarily of 
Howard University students who have been out of town during 
school vacation. It is expected that these interviews will . 
be completed in the immediate future.

It is noted that in addition to dur specific 
investigation of Carmichael’s activities during the recent 
riots, we have been conducting an extensive investigation 
of Carmichael’s activities for possible violation of sedition 
statutes. In this regard we have furnished the Department 
voluminous information including over 30 verbatim transcripts 
of speeches containing highly inflammatory statements made by 
Carmi chael.

We are continuing to press vigorously all phases 
of the investigation of Carmichael.

ACTION;

The above is being submitted in response to the 
Director’s request.’ x /



DO-7

.. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED— 
DAT 6 - 0 0 6 B Y

O F F ICE O F M^'4wLsf INVESTIGATION

MR. BISHOP
MR. CASPER

MR. CALLAHAN

MR. CONRAD
MR. FELT
MR, GALE
MR. ROSEN
MR. SULLIVAN

MR. TAVEL
MR. TROT.TER

MISS HOLMES-

MISS GANDY-.

SEE ME

NOTE AND RETURN

PREPARE REPLY

SENDMEMO TO ATTORNEY GENERAI_______ (

for your;recommendation

WHAT ARE THE FACTS?

HOLD

REMARKS:

ENCEOSUR0

I



FD-365 (Rev. £-27-65)
i^LALL INFORMATION CONTAINE

- ; ^BhEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 1

W DATE 06-05-2006 BY I
603 0 9 / UC/TAM/DCG/ bls

F B I

Date: 4/29/68
Transmit the following in __________________________________________________ I

(Type in plaintext or code) I

AIRTEL
(Priority)

Director, FBI (100-4460801TTENTION:
□ CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION > ' 

From: SAC, NEWABK (100-49533) GENERAL INVEST. DIV.
Q DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.

To:

Subject: STOKELYV ^AHMICHAEL
IS-MISC 
SEDITION

□ CR □ VRA-65 □ CRA-64

b2
b7C

J

□ BM

sS-

Tg <jVk

□ BM-Threats I [Racial Matters 
I !■ Klan 1 1 Organization 

and NY, 4/27/6Be Newark tel to Bureau, WFO
Summary of Complaint::
Enclosed for the Bureau are 11

b7C

copies of LHH 
dated and captioned as above. Four copies being furnished 
to USA, Newark; two copies to 108th MI GP, Newark, and one 
opy each to NISO, NY and Philadelphia, OSI, Newark and 
cret Service, Newark. Information copies being furnished 

to WFO and NY in view of their interest in this natter.

I
 advised 4/29/68 that a copy of a tape recording of 
HAEL’s speech at Newark dn 4/26/68 will be made avail- 
abel to the Newark Division.

I
 source in uni! i*J 
mga i*lr act I

b7C
b7D

V development _at_ sources are I 
development -tajfri

A 'ACTION: UAC!^ 
'1-Bureau (enqn 
1-WFO (enc. 1)( 
1-New York 
S-Nevark 
JWB/np 
(O

] both under

b2 
b7C 
b7D

Nb)iftRMker action being taken and 10 APR 30 1968 
LHM enclosed □ Copy furnished to USA 

(enc being submitted ——
□ Report being submitted b7C

□ Preliminary investigation instituted 
I | Limited investigation instituted

. rh. „ special A^anUin Cnarae

<;&C *?
________1 Sent M Per





In Reply, Please Refer to 
File Na.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
< Newark,; New Jersey

Apr 11^29, 1968
ALL INFORMATTON CONTAINED

- ■' IJT7D17TKT TQ rmpr * o -Q T XT T17 Fl
XX XX Xa XX -X- X’J X eO XJ 1 fJ -J— X. -X- XX X™’

■ ’ "DATE- 0 6™ 05““2 0’0 6 BY - '
: 603 0 9/ UC/'TAI,Jl/DCG/bls

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

A source, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, advised on April 27, 1968, that Stokely Carmichael 
made a scheduled speech appearance at Newark, New Jersey, 
Central High School on Friday opening, April 26, 1968. His appearance was sponsored by the^nited Brothers of Newark, an 
organization which claims to be ah alliance of Negroes in the 
Newark area for economic and political progress. Speaking for . 
the United Brothers, John HenrikXClarke announced plans for a fj} 

political convention of black people to be held in June, 1968, < c 
at Newark to select Negro candidates for available city elected positions. Clarke/urged the audience to join United Brothers 
Party and stated there were membership applications available 
in the main lobby\pf the school,

CharlesVKenyatta of Neiw York City spoke in general A 
terms regarding the desirability of black people taking over ' 
political offta^s in the United States.

Phil latchings, Ndwark Area Coordinator for the ;// 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, urged the audience 
to support the United Brothers.

A characterization of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee is contained in the appendix hereto.

Kenneth^Gibson, who unsuccessfully ran for Mayor of r 
Newark in 1966, announced he would seek the nomination and 
support of the United Brothers for the same office in 1970.

; Rev. Horace^harper, Pastor, Abyssinian Baptist Church, Newark^' spoke in general terms of Negro problems in Newark and 
urged support of the United Brothers.

Stokely Carmichael spoke for almost two hours. He 
spoke of experiences and talks he has held with officials in

. ■' < /

enclosurB’



b7C*K-Z i '

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Havana, Cuba, and in China which have confirmed his belief that : survival of black people in the United States can only be 
assured through Negro armament and/destruction of white b7Cbusinesses* Carmichael’sspeech/terminated the program at 
12:25 a.m,. April 27. 1968, XHe/Aeft Central High School and 
went to the residence ofl |Newark, New Jersey/ At| Iresiaence memoers or tne 
United. Brothers and Carmichael held a conference, Their talks 
were concerned with Carmichael’s having reneged on a prior 
agreement with the United Brothers not to make inflammatory 
statements, during his speech or to urge Negroes of Newark to 
adopt a policy of violence and hatred. The United Brothers believe Carmichael was influenced by unknown personal reasons 
to make such statements. The source who furnished this informa- 
tioh stated that the audience at Central High School did not respond enthusiastically to Carmichael's remarks prompting ' 
violence,

At about 1:30 a.mb, April 27, 1968, Special Agents 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation observed Carmichael and 
an unidentified driver leave| | residence in a late modelyellow Plymouth station wagon pearing New York license | H 
They proceeded to | ~~| New York.
Carmichael enterea me nouse at mis aouress, and the driver 
left. • • ' . ’ ■* .

Page 3 of the July 19, 1967 , edition of the ’’Newark 
Evening News,” a Newark, New Jersey, daily newspaper, 
reflected LeRoi Jones and two other men were indicted 
by an Essex County Grand Jury in Newark on July 18, 
1967, and they were charged with having two revolvers 
In their possession when they.were arrested on July 14, 
1967, during the Newark riots. Jones was freed on 
$25,000 bail.
On January 4, 1968, Jones was sentenced to two and a 
half to three years in prison. He and his two 
companions, who Were also convicted on weapons charges, 
were subsequently released on ball pending an appeal 

. ■ of their conviction. They have filed suit against
Newark Police Director Dominick A, Spina and seven police officers on grounds of alleged police brutality 
in connection:with their arrest on July 14, 1967.

. In turn, Spina:and the officers are countersuing the 
trio for alleged slander and libel. .



STOKELY CARMICHAEL b'7Cj-

On Apr1129. 1968,1 |
Newark, New Jersey, Pol ice Department, estimated the number 
of persons in attendance at Central High School on the evening 
of April 26, 1968> at between .800 and 900 people. The crowd 
was orderly, and there were no incidents of disorder.

Two additional sources of the FBI, with whom sufficient 
contact has not been had to establish reliability, advised on . 
April 27, 1968, that Stokely Carmichael appeared at Central High 
School on April 26, 1968,

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It.is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to .your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.



1 APPENDIX

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

nxzer

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)headquartered at 360-362 Nelson 
Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself as not being 
a membership organization, but rather an agency attempting to ,t 
stimulate and foster the growth of local protest movements* 
SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement which erupted across 
the South beginning on February 1,1960. A conference at 
Raleigh, North Carolina, that spring, brought together many 
of the demonstrating Southern students in a loose network of 

. militant youth which was officially named SNCC in October, I960. 
b7C ' : . ■' ■ • ‘ ■ ' ' ■ ' ■ . • • ' : •A source has advised that in May, 1966, Stokely 

Carmichael was elected National.Chairman bv the Central Committee 
In. May, 1967, Carmichael was replaced as Chairman] 
with Carmichael assuming the position of Recruiters
for the SNCC* In August, 1967, at the invitation off_______________
Carmichael participated in the Organization of Latin American 
Solidarity Conference which was held in Havana, Cuba* Subsequent 
thereto, Carmichael traveled to Hanoi and other sections of 
North Vietnam* He returned to the United States:in December, 
1967, at which time his: passport was picked up because of travel 
to unauthorized countries* 

b7C ' ' ■ • 1; ■ ■ ■ ■ ■A source advised that when Carmichael was elected 
Chairman Of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks* With the Selection of 

| |in 1967, it embarked on a world-wide
struggle ror numan ngEfs and to take a firm stand against 
violations of these rights by the American Government and to 
strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft and to the 
United States involvement in Vietnam*

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identifies 
SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard* It 
advocates that to be succpsstul it is necessary to develop a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program*

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in the 
Watts area of Los Angeles, California, H. Rap Brown said "You 
better shape up America, or we*11 bum you down." Later in 
February, 1968, in a publicized note, Brown wrote, "America* 
if it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against 

, you and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to 
Organize your children, your'God, your poor, your country, and 
to organize, mankind to rejoice in your destruction and ruin, 
then here's my life." ,

The above sources have furnished reliable information 
'■ in the past* : . 7 . 4* .
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MAT TVb? tDTDON 

G5A GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
DATE

UNITED STATES GOVEKINM1

rn Memorandum
TO Mr* b/C
FROM

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTERS 
SEDITION

bl

(S)

b 1

(S)

(S)

bl

CLASSIFIED BY
Obi

DATE:

1
1
1
1
1

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
H^ftlN IS UNCLASSIFIED EX( 
W hWe S H OWN OTHER'

3 (1)

Zb

TAM/ DUG/ 
0 6 — 13 — *2^1

5/6/68
- Mr* DeLoach
- Mr* Sullivan
-Mr, Bishop

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING CO
b7C

Tele. Room ______

Holmes-----------------

Gandy ___ ---------- —

b7C

Gale — 

Rosen _ 

Sullivan 

Tavel _ 

Trotter .
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
gteEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
▼DAT E 0 6-05-2006 B Y

603 0 9/' UC/ TAM/' DCG/' bls

F B I

Date: 5/6/68

Transmit the following in__________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: A SAC, WFO
0

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M
SEDITION 
(OO: WFO)

(100-43505) (P)

Re Pittsburg airtel 5/2/68. S

Pittsburg submit to Bureau and WFO I 
arrangements being made to cover subject’s speed? 
sponsored by Unity, Inc., on 4/1/68, pursuant to 
Bureau airtel 12/21/67, in the event he does / 
appear. A

WFO will advise of any information 
developed regarding his plans to travel to 
Pittsburg for the above appearance.

3L Bureau
2- Pittsburg
1- WFO

WWH:b fm
(6)

(100-15615) (RM)

/?££ 55 t

AIRTEL

c c . Bisho?



information - containe
’HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

DAT E 0 6-05-20 0 6 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

i; SAC, Knoxville

Director, FBI (100-446080)

b7C May 10, 1968

o
WOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

According to a United Press International release 
dated 4/15/68 the current issue of the Knoxville College 
student newspaper, "The Aurora,” carried an article by 
Stokely Carmichael. It was reported in the press release, that 
Carmichael stated the civil rights movement has failed to 
achieve goals more rapidly because it operates "from a 
position of weakness.” x K

You should promptly obtain a copy of this article 
and submit it to the Bureau in a form suitable for dissemination. 
Include any pertinent information developed concerning the 
circumstances as to the publishing of this article in 
"The Aurora.”

PTB:ekw 
(4)

EX-110
REC- 69 _ .//££<_*£_

’9 MAY 10 1968

Tolson __________

De Loach ________

Mohr ____________

Bishop __________

Casper__________

Callahan ________

Conrad__________

Fall _____________
Gale____________

Rosen __________

Sullivan ________

Tavel ___ ________

MAILED 19

MAY I □ 1968
CQMM - FBI



f
FD-ae (Rev. 5-22-64) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HE^feiN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DaW 06-05-2006 BY

F B I

Date: 5/3/68

I
 Mr. Tolson_____

Mr. Doir-ach .... 
Mr. Mohr_______

H Mr. Bishup..........
| Mr. Casper____
i Mr. C'shahan......
j Mr. Cuarad .........
* Mr. Kelt________

Transmit the following in
(Type in. plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

Mr. Ilusen > 
fyy Su 11 i van 
?dt’. Tare!______
Mr. Trotter„___
Tele. Uoom 
Miss Hulmes____
Miss_ Gandy_____

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELT'CARMICHAEL
IS - M; SEDITION 
(OOlWFO)

ReCGtel 5/1/68 and Si tel 5/2/68

1 <“? .-4 b/C

Regarding possible appearances
5/18/68 at Black Consortium (BC) in Chicago and at Southern 
Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois on 5/19/68, Chicago 
and Springfield submit to Bureau and WFO arrangements being 
made for coverage 
airtel /12/21/67.

in event he does appear, pursuant to Bureau

EX-110
REC- 69

2 - Chicago (RM)
2 - Springfield (RM)
1 - WFO .16 MAY 10 1968

WWHitab 
(8)

AIRTEL

aPJxMAY 16 tetjj
Spec^

__  ” Sent 
.1 Agent in/Charge

M Per
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835
WA 
PM

9

835 PM 4 27

TO DIRECTOR

TION

FROM NEW YORK

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DME 06-05-2006 BY

^w/ncr./bls

VIA TELETYPE
APR 2 71968

ENCIPHERE

68 RDS

PLAINTEXT

DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

100 153751

STOKELY CARMICHAELS’ INTERNAL SECURITY- MISCELLANEOUS

SEDITION

ON INSTANT DATE,BUREAU AGENTS OBSERVED SUBJECT

AND UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO MALE DEPART HOME OF

b/C

b7C

I
 Mr. Tolson- 
Mr. DeLoach-- -
Mr. Mohr___

Mr. Bishop__

Mr. Casper— 
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Felt____

,j Mr. Gale....-
hjMr- Rosen----

’ KMr. Snliivan^Y
Mt. Tavel----------
Mr. Trotter-------
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy-------

NEW YORK, AT ELEVEN A.M. THEY WENT TO APARTMENT OF

lWYC» THEN
DID SOME SHOPPING AND DEPARTED NYC. AT ONE FORTY-FIVE /

aj, M t REC- M <9 -
P.M. THROUGH THE HOLLAND TUNNEL. ’^OBJECT RIDING IN / ; v / 77^/

A NINETEEN SIXTY-EIGHT PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON, COLOR
So APR 30 1968

YELLOW, BEARING NEW YORK LICENSE PLATE

ADMINISTRATION:

REFERENCE NEW YORK TELEPHONE CALLS

BALTIMORE AND BUREAU THIS DATE.



PAGE TWO

BUREAU AGENTS OBSERVING SUBJECT ARE SPECIAL AGENTS

b7C

INFORMATION FURNISHED TO BSS, NYCPP. COPIES OF TELETYPE 

MAILED TO NEWARK, BALTIMORE AND WFO. 

END 

EFH 

FBI WASH DC 

FBI WASH DC 

V DCR FTB 9 (EFH)



0-19 (Rev.;*7-^V-67) T, INF ORMATI ON CONTAINED
IL I ’J ±. kJ UHL IjA k) U 1 £ 1 ft D > 

DATE 0 6““ 05■“2 0 0 6 BY

b7C

iCTgpp —
(Sasper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt__
Gale — 
^^sen _ 
Sullivan 
Tavel _ 
Trotter .
Tele. Room 
Holmes -----

andy ------

poison _ 
DeLoach

The Washington Merry-Go-Round

Stokely Told Cubans of Guerrilla Plan
K ft - $ r ;  — — ..." *•
By Drew Pearson and 

Jack Anderson
Here Is the record of the 

amazing telephone conversa
tion between Stokely<~Carmi- 
chael, the Negro rabble-rouser7

was trying to ask, uh, black i “We’ll be coming back to you 
people not to burn down the again in case something more

b7C
cities. Now that they have 
killed Dr. King, there Is no 
black man who will ask black 
people not to burn down the 
cities. What it means is that 
we’ve gone full swing into the 
revolution.

“Last night,” Carmichael
height of the recent Washing
ton race riots.

Carmichael had just come in fcpoke on,” 35 cities had major 
. from the streets where he had incidents. That was last night 
been crying for Negroes to go —35 cities of the United States 
get their guns. He was sum-|^here there, was, burning and 
moned to the overseas tele
phone by Mike Laguardia, a 
commentator for Radio Ha
vana. This conversation fol
lows:

■ “Stokely?” i . .
; “Yes.” /

“Oh, this is Mike Laguardia 
: from Radio Havana Cuba.”

“Hello,” Carmichael greeted 
him cordially,

“Hello, sir,” replied Laguar
dia.

“Say, Stokely,” he said.
“Si.”
“We would like to have a 

. statement from you on Martin 
Luther King’s assassination.”

“Right.”
“And what has been the 

1 Reaction of the Afro-Americans 
* in the face of this crime?”

"Right,” repeated Carmi- 
jRjhael. “A white America has 
'Rap Brown (another black mil
itant leader) in jail right now. 
An American killed Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. last night. 
When they killed Dr. King, 
they made a mistake, because 
Dr. King was the one man who

revoir,” said Carmi- 
“Tell Prime Minister 
(Fidel Castro) I said

right," promised La-

shooting and killing over the 
ieath of Dr. King. It is clear, 
uh, more of this will continue. 
Ct is going to become more 
ind more a guerrilla—urban 
’uerrilla—warfare, because it 
is clear that we cannot win 
with the, uh, with the police, 
|n open rebellion.

“So,” he continued, “More 
people are now beginning to 
plan seriously a major urban 
guerrilla warfare, where we 
can begin to retaliate not only 
for the death of Dr. King, but 
where we can move seriously 
to . . .” His next few words 
were indistinct. ". . . serious 
revolutions with' this country 
bo bring it to its knees.

“It is crystal clear to us,” he 
declared, “that the United 
States of America must fall in 
order for humanity to live, and 
we are going to give our lives 
to that cause. To our brothers 
and sisters in 
to say: ‘Hello, 
you .all.’”

“Thanks
Stokely,’

shows up."
“Very good.
“Au revoir.’
“Au 

chael. 
Fidel 
hello.” 

"All
guardia. “Bye, Stokely,"

State Level Politics
The high-powered lobbying 

(pressures brought on state leg-! * 
islators is illustrated in an j 
election now taking place in 
the Cleveland suburbs. The; 
race is between Ron Mottl, a 
member of the Ohio legisla
ture, and State Sen. Francis; 
Sullivan, whom Mottl seeks toj 
replace. Both are Democrats. ‘

Last year Mottl took a cou
rageous stand against the most; 
powerful bank in Ohio, the, 
Cleveland Trust Company. He 
supported a law requiring cu-J 
mulative stock voting which, 
would have permitted minoNj 
ity stackholders to elect direc- > 
■tors "o the Cleveland Trust’s 
Board.

It was 
which the 
tained as
Duffy, vice chairman of the 
Democratic Party in Cleve
land. He registered the fact 
that he was paid $12,000.

Afterward Duffy moved to 
bar Mottl from the ballot in 
the upcoming Ohio primary. 
Duffy is a member of the 
board of elections as well as 
being vice chairman of the

a bitter battle In 
trust company re- 
its attorney Dan

Evening Star (Washington) _____

The Washington Post 
;Tjmes Herald---

/
The Washington Daily News 
The
The Sunday Star (Washington) 
Daily News (New York) _ 
Sunday News (New York) 

■N@fJ-Y;ork Post-------------

'The New York Times ----
The Sun (Baltimore) .. __
The Worker____________

ra?w Leader -----------
Wall Street Journal _

e National Observer

Cuba, we want 
my respects to

■ ’S'fl MAY 14 .1968

..B

very much, 
said Laguardia,

b7C



Democratic Party, and * used ' 
this position of influence to 
strike Mottl’s name. Mottl had 
declared as a candidate for the I 
Senate against incumbent Sen.

.Francis Sullivan, who is regu
larly employed by Republic , 
j Steel at a salary of $9000. ।
J 'Ted Brown, Ohio Secretary , 
!of State and a Republican,! 
./criticized the board of elec- 

} tions for its action. Mottl went;
to court and secured a ruling i 
putting his name back on the 
ballot. It’s there today.

Meanwhile, two interesting 
candidates announced that 
they were running against him 
under circumstances which . 
looked as if friends of Sen. 
Sullivan or friends of the 
Cleveland Trust Company 
might have induced them to 
run.

The Parma election district 
outside of Cleveland is largely 
populated by Czechs, Slavs 
and Ukrainians, mixed with 
Irish. Sullivan automatically 
gets the Irish vote and Mottl, a 
Czech-American; was due to 

i get the Slav vote.
i But Michael Zaderecky, a 
^Ukrainian, suddenly entered 

■ the Democratic primary, to- 
। gether with Richard Mo to us ek, 
ja Czech. Obviously they will 
.siphon votes.away from Ron 
Mottl rather than from Fran-

1 cis Sullivan, the Irishman.
© 1968, Bell-McCluro 0yndf:at,e, Inc. 

i Drew Pearson will predict 
the outcome of the Indiana 
primary in his broadcast 
with Jack Anderson over

- radio WTOP, at 6:40 p.m.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
COMMUNICATION SECTION

MAY 111968

7s06 PM EDT/URGENT 5-11-68 TN TFI FTVPF-
TO DIRE&foR (100-446080) AND WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM JACKSONVILLE (100-870)

Mr. Tblson

(100-43505)

b7C

Mi. Iiplmach.___
Mr Mohr 
Mr. Bishop..— 
Mr. Casper__
Mr. Callahan.

Conrad..
Mr. Felt____
Mr. Gale___
Mr. Roseh__
Mr. Sullivan
■Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter—.

Mr.

CARMICHAEL. IS-M; (SEDITION). OOsWFO

Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes.—_
Miss Gandy____

GAINESVILLE, FLORKlA, ADVISED FIVE ELEVEN SIXTYEIGHT HE RECEIVED

INFORMATION THAT I RECEIVED A TELEGRAM FROM STOKELY CAR-
--------- b7C

MICHAEL ON MAY TEN, STATING TO THE EFFECT HE CARMICHAEL WILL ARRIVE > 
i . ■■ 1

AS SCHEDULED AND ANTICIPATES STAYING AS LONG AS NECESSARY. TELEGRAM"

ALSO STATED CARMICHAEL COUNTING ON STUDENT PARTICIPATION.
I?4 

OF SOUTHER STUDENT ORGANIZING

COMMITTEE

ADVISED HE RECEIVED FROM ________ pH IT E
SHE HAD^D'ISTRIBUTED K^C- - ‘

b7C
THROUGH OUT GAINESVILLE ON MAY ELEVEN WHICH STATES CARMICHAEL WILL

FEMALE, BLACK POWER ADVOCATE, A LEAFLET WHICH

GIVE A MAJOR SPEECH IN GAINESVILLE MAY THIRTEEN, TIME AND PLACE TO
b7C

BE ANNOUNCED A FEW HOURS BEFORE SPEECH

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE WFO TEL FIVE ELEVEN SIXTYEIGHT

MI, GAINESVILLE AND SECRET SERVICE JACKSONVILLE’^D^Ebl 1968

BUREAU AND WFO WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF ALL PERTfflCTT -HEVEL-QP^ENTS

SVW I. , __ .

FBI “WASITTrC*

b7C
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^"teletype 1
(ViAY 10'1968

encipher^'
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
LTI7D17TKT TQ rmpr □ Q T 17 T 17 Fl 
xx lL xa xl wL. x’J wL. £0 LJI eo X x- ~L xxi L-’

DATE 0 6™ 05““2 0 0 6 BY
unncArr t . a co 603 0 9/ UC/TAM/ DCG/ bls 
uRbhrNl

0 DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD CODE

FROM JACKSONVILLE

STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS-M (SEDITION) 00: WFO

b7C

Mr. Tolson..
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr.

De Loach------
Mohr ----
Bishop_____
Casper_____
Callahan___
Conrad____

Mr. Felt 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy

Gale______
Rosen_____„
Sulbvanjfc* 
Tavel_____

Trotter____

SOURCE AT GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE

information advised that at approximately eleven a. m., may ten, instant

ACCOMPANIED BY THREE b7C
COLORED ATHLETES FROM FLORIDA A AND M UNIVERSITY

TALLAHASSEE, WILL ARRIVE GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA, FOR THE PURPOSE OF TAKING

A "WALK" THROUGH THE GHETTO AREA OF GAINESVILLE AND VISIT AND TALK

WITH PRISONERS IN THE ALACHUA COUNTY JAIL AS WELL AS THE GAINESVILLE

CITY JAIL, GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA.

HAD INSTRUCTED HIS AID TO AFFORD NO ADVANCED PUBLICITY TO

END PAGE ONE

TWO CC’S WASHINGTON FIELD

51 MAY 2 1 1968



PAGE TWO

THIS TRAVEL AND GAINESVILLE ACTIVITY.

SOURCE STATED EXPRESSED NO REASON OR MOTIVE FOR b7C 
MAKING THIS TRIP OTHER THAN HAVING EXPRESSED PARTICULARLY KEEN

INTEREST AND CONCERN RELATIVE TO THE PLANNED VISIT OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

TO GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA THIS WEEKEND.

ADMINISTRATIVE: RE PREVIOUS TELETYPES JACKSONVILLE TO BUREAU AND 

WFO, AS CAPTIONED MAY NINE AND TEN, SIXTYEIGHT.

SOURCE REFERRED TO ABOVE IS ~~

___________________________________________ b7C
 AT GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA. b7D

RECEIVED: 2:16 PM MAL/MKP



L, . IN F ORM AT I ON CONT AlNE D
^EREIN IS. UNCLASSIFIED

DATE '06-05-200 6 BY
60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls

5/9/68
‘ b7C

AIRTEL 1
1

Toe. SAC, Seattle (44-371)

From? Director, FBI (44-38861) &
&KJRKIN ;

ReSEairtel and LHM dated 5/1/68, captioned ’ b7C
I _ ISenator Robert Kennedy - Victim,I 1- Victim, Stokely Carmichael - Victim,
Information Concerning,*1

k y
Referenced LHM contains statement allegedly b7C / attributed to| Ithat four or five years ago he had

j been- offered S5,QUO to kill Martin Luther King, Jr, .
. | lis also reported to have made an offer of $10,000 

to| | to kill| 1 or Stokely Carmichael •

| |should be located and interviewed to deter
mine if he possesses any information pertaining to the 
slaying of King or if he is in any way imolicated in this 
slaying. Submit results of interview with| |in form 
suitable for dissemination and based upon results of 
interview with him, take any appropriate action warranted.

RFBzrprX/^
(5) ' SEE NOTE PAGE TWO...

O
RI

G
IN

A
L F

IL
ED

 m



NOTE:

The- employer of | Washington,
advised that|^~Lis a "blow-narcr ano ne recalls that when b7C 
King vzas killed/j | remarked he had been offered $5,000 to 
do this job four or five years ago. Seattle being iasiructed 
to locate and interview | ]to determine any information he 
may have regarding any plot to kill King.

2



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-6-;) -ALL INFORMATION CONT-A-INED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1
F B I

Mr. TcIfkmi______Ji

$ Mr. Callahan— 
|? Mr. Conrad—.

Date: 5/1/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIR.T.EL. AIRMAIL— 
(Priority)

. FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, SEATTLE (175-

SUBJECT:
b7C SENATOR ROBERT KENNEDY - VICTIM 

I- VICTIM 
STOKELX^ARMICHAEL - VICTIM 
INFORMATION CONCERNING

ad..

i van
Ta vet__

b7C
Tele. Room.—. 
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy..

C 4 ; -r"

■ ' TO

Enclosed for WFO are two copies of this LHM.

his office.

Spokane County
been advised.

Senator KENNEDY’

Secret 
this 
LHM

Washington, was orally advised of 
of this

The WFO is requested to advise appropriate local 
. ,,^-ut-hprities in Washington, D.C

Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and three 
copies of a letterhead memorandum suitable for dissemination.

Sent M Per

b7C

Service, Spokane
information on 5/1/68 at 8:30 AM and a copy 
has been forwarded to

The Spokane Police Department and 
Sheriff’s Office have

The Bureau is requested to advise 
headquarters in Washington, D.C.

; ' b7C

3 -zBureau (Ency 4) 
-2"”- WFO (Encl 2)
1 - Seattle / f} -
TBW:klb / U
(6)

Approved: ___________

KO^'RECORDED
. 162 MAY 14 1960 , ^/r7.

Special Agent /in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

b7C

TED STATES DEPARTMENT O^^USTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Seattle, Washington 
May 1, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HERE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06-05-2006 BY

_____________________60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bIs
Re: I 1

SENATOR ROBERT KENNEDY - VICTIM;
| ]- VICTIM
STOKELY CARMICHAEL - VICTIM

On Aoril 30. 1968. I I residence address

| | and engaged
in a conversation ana naa a lewarinKs witn an mdivldua1 who 
identified himself as| | The conversation got aroundto racial problems in the United States and| ^indicated 
he was from the South and subsequently said he would pay|

' $10,000 to kill| ]or STOKELY CARMICHAEL. He mentioned
b/C the Ku Klux Klan and the Minutemen and said "we" will furnish

cars or planes for carrying this out and any kind of gun 
wanted. | |then said ’’The mark has been put on| । I—■
STOKELY CARMICHAEL and ROBERT KENNEDY." He then gavel_________ I
a business card from| f

| | and on the back wrote| then "Yes ",
"No " and "Where______ " . | |said he could be called at
that place and that| |was simply to answer "Yes or No"

• _ and where he could be contacted.b/C ____

I
saidl I had been drinking but did not
. I ~| reported this matter several 

hours later and admitted he had been drinking.
I I advised |was

employed by him aj _ I but that he
has not seen him for about a, week, that^ ]owes him about 

, $150.00 for merchandise. and reportedly is doing a lot of
D/C drinking. He saidl ~| is a "blow hard" and that hg_£ecalls 

that when Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., was killed)|had 
remarked that he had been offered $5,Q^ix00 to do inis job 
four or five years ago. I Isaidl Ihad previously been
employed by| p

This document; contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contens are 
not to be distributed outside 
your agency.

ENCLOSURE



b7C
RE: I I

^fmathp rgrfpt KENNEDY - VICTIM;
I I- VICTIM

STOKELY CARMICHAEL - VICTIM

_____ । It was subsequently determined thatl Iworked fo
I only a month and had been terminated. He was employed 

there through|

 Records of[

b7C

b7C

__________________________________]wife
and a daughter 19, He showed employment

in October, 196 7 . at I Tin May. 196 7,
with | iMay.- 1965
to February. 1967. withT I
San Francisco. California; January, 1960 to May 1965, 
with| I Los Angeles.
and from 1954 to 1960 withT [Los Angeles. I I
Claimed two years college at the University of Alabama from 
1957 to 1969 and service in the U.S. Navy from 1948 to 1952.

I advised they have been unable to collect their 
fee for placing] land that
collection agencies have been trying to secure information 
concerning him.

| |is described as a white, male, about 35 to 38
years of age, 5’7” tall, 140 pounds, brown hair.

2



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE (0 6-05-2 0 0 6 BY jeedERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WifeOAM/'DCG/ bls S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE-=m ^ifliflUNICATION SECTION
MAY 101968 4

TELETYREFBI ATLANTA

5-10-68 LCS

FROM ATLANTA

JACKSONVILLE, KNOXVILLE

100-6812

STOKELY CARMICHAEL# IS-M; SEDITION

RE WFO TEL TO DIRECTOR. ATLANTA

V TEN SIXTYEIGHT

FOR INFORMATION OF KNOXVILLE, RE

RE JACKSONVILLE TELETYPE

FOR INFORMATION ATLANTA

AS FOLLOWS:

b7C
AND WFO

AND JACKSONVILLE MAY

TEL STATES AS FOLLOWS

MAY NINE LAST

RE JACKSONVILLE TEL REPORTED

CONCERNING VISIT OF CARMICHAEL

GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA, WEEKEND MAY ELEVEN NEXT
JACKSONVILLE CALL TO THE BUREAU THIS DATE. 5^

RE PRIOR COMMUNICATIONS

TO b7C

JACKSONVILLE OFFICE

OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND TAX UNIT, U.S.

THIS OFFICE THIS AFTERNOON TO SEEK OUR

’HHSUguf0»T«CTKwl/^ ra

ASSISTANCE AND' HE4»P---------------—

IN FURNISHING ATTU INFORMATION REGARDING CONTEMPLATED TRifi MAY 14 1968

OF CARMICHAEL TO GAINESVILLE, FLA. HE FURTHER INQUIRED —

TO ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION THIS OFFICE MIGHT HAVE CONCERNING 

'THE GUN MATTER'. HE WAS ASKED WHAT HE WAS REFERRING TO

AND HE ADVISED HE HAD BEEN INFORMED BY HIS REGIONAL OFFICE, Ja

END PAGE OKlOELEWW T0d" WHY *
51 MAY 2 Ft) </•&/<■■



*THE INFORMATION AVAILABLE To| |IS EXTREMELY

ATTU REGIONAL COUNSEL AND USA, NDF, TALLAHASSEE, AND

THEY ARE.BOTH IN AGREEMENT THAT IF AND CARMICHAEL

ARRIVE IN FLORIDA WITH AS DESCRIBED

THE ATTU AGENTS SHOULD INTERCEPT THEM, SEARChI

IS FOUND, MAKE AN ON-THE-SCENE

ARREST OF CARMICHAEL FOR VIOLATION OF NATIONAL FIREARMS

ACT.

"I |SPECIFICALY REQUESTED IN VIEW OF THE BACK

GROUND OF CARMICHAEL AND| ]tHAT FBI AGENTS BE READILY 

AVAILABLE AT SUCH CONFRONTATION SO IF| | AND OR 

CARMICHAEL ATTEMPTED ANY ASSAULT ON THE ATTU AGENTS, THE
b7C

FBI COULD IMMEDIATELY ARREST BOTH INDIVIDUALS ON A CHARGE OF 

ASSAULTING A FEDERAL OFFICER. | |STATED INFORMATION

IN POSSESSION OF ATTU AND WHICH IS THE BASIS FOR THEIR

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

CONTEMPLATED SEARCH AND POSSIBLE ARREST IS INFORMATION

FURNISHED BY 'THE FBI IN WASHINGTON, D.C.'

m'AT PRESENT, WFO IS FURNISHING INFORMATION

CONCERNING ACTIONS OF CARMICHAEL IN WASHINGTON AREA. IT ' b7C
IS REQUESTED WFO MAINTAIN CLOSE SURVEILLANCE OF CARMICHAEL 

AND OrI |anD TELEPHONICALLY ADVISE JACKSONVILLE IF AND 

WHEN TRAVEL PLANS OF THESE TWO INDIVIDUALS BECOME KNOWN, 

PARTICULARLY IF IS OBSERVED IN POSSESSION OF  

AND OR CARMICHAEL. SUCH INFORMATION WILL BE FURNISHED 

TO ATTU.

"'JACKSONVILLE RECOMMENDATION, UACB, FBI AGENTS WILL 

ACT AS OBSERVERS AT SCENE OF CONFRONTATION BY ATTU WITH 

------1 b7C|AND OR CARMICHAEL AND THEN IN EVENT ASSAULT IS MADE 

THEY WILL BE APPROPRIATELY ARRESTED BY FBI FOR ASSAULTING 

A FEDERAL OFFICER.'

"FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OF ATLANTA, CARMICHAEL 

PRESENTLY IN WASHINGTON, D.C. AND FROM INFO RECEIVED FROM 

SOURCES, HE IS SCHEDULED TO TRAVEL TO GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 

ON OR ABOUT WEEKEND OF MAY TEN THROUGH THIRTEEN NEXT 

IN CONNECTION WITH FUND RAISING FOR SEVERAL INDIVIDUALS 

INCARCERATED THERE ON INCITING TO RIOT OR SIMILAR CHARGES. 

HIS EXACT ACTIVITIES WHILE IN GAINESVILLE ARE NOT KNOWN. 

END PAGE THREE



PAGE FOUR

CARMICHAEL CURRENTLY HAS RESERVATIONS TO PICK UP RENTED

STATION WAGON, WDC, ON MAY ELEVEN NEXT, REPORTEDLY TO USE 

FOR TRIP TO FLORIDA. WFO HAS NO INFORMATION ABOUT 

PRESENT LOCATION OF | |OR IF HE PLANS TO JOIN

CARMICHAEL ON TRIP TO GAINESVILLE AS MENTIONED IN RE TEL. 

"ATLANTA EXPEDITIOUSLY CONTACT SOURCES-AND CONDUCT
—s-----------  b7C

INVESTIGATION TO ASCERTAIN' WHEREABOUTS OF

ATTEMPT TO ASCERTAIN IF HE CONTEMPLATES TRAVELLING TO

GAINESVILLE WITH CARMICHAEL. FURNISHED ANY CURRENT

INFORMATION AS TO WHETHER HE POSSESSES A FIREARM AS MENTIONED 

BY JACKSONVILLE. IF |wHEREABOUTS NOT LOCATED, ATLANTA

SET OUT LEADS TO LOCATE WITH ATTEMPT IO VERIFY ABOVE INFORMATION.

WFO WILL CONTINUE TO FOLLOW CARMICHAEL'S ACTIVITIES AND REPORT
b/C

PERTINENT INFORMATION DEVELOPED TO INTERESTED OFFICES."

ATLANTA SOURCES ADVISE REPORTEDLY VISITING

HIS RESIDENCE AT __________________________________________________________

 ATLANTA SOURCES HAVE NO INFORMATION AS TO WHETHErT I 
IN POSSESSION OF A FIREARM AS MENTIONED IN RE TEL.

END PAGE FOUR



PAGE FIVE

KNOXVILLE ATTEMPT TO DETERMINE WHETHER) AT PARENTS* 

RESIDENCE In| |AND WHETHER HE HAS INTENTIONS OF

TRAVELLING TO GAINESVILLE, FLA. P. 

END 

MXS 

FBI WASH DC*

b7C



FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64) INFORMATION CONTAINED
H®EIN IS UNCLASSIFIED7'

DATE 06-05-2006 BY '
603 0 9/ UC / TAM / DCG/ bls ■■ ''

F B L.
Date: 5/10/68

Transmit the following in _ CODE

Vi„ TELETYPE /
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

JSEK-Tofon______
Mr. DeLoanh

; | Mr. Mohr_._____ _
I Mr. Bishop___ „
IMr. Casper_____

i IMr. Callahan.__ _
i IMr. Conrad____
11Mr. Felt—_______

. jjMr. Gale-______
A/ | Mr. Rosen__ /
JZ I Mr* Sullivan"

| Mr. Tavel______
] Mr. Trotter.____ '
I Tele. Room

^ananan___ ,
i iMr. Conrad____

DIRECTOR AND SAC, JACKSONVILLE 
(100-446080)
SAC, WO (100-43503) (P)

b/C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - M; SEDITION

RE WFO TELETYPE MAY EIGHT LAST

Gandv

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED AT RESIDENCE MORNING OF MAY NINE

LAST, HOWEVER, WAS LATER OBSERVED AT SNCC HEADQUARTERS IN

AFTERNOON.

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED CARMICHAEL STILL AT SNCC

HEADQUARTERS EARLY EVENING. SOURCE ALSO ADVISED SUBJECT

MADE ARRANGEMENTS TO RENT A CAR FOR A TRIP TO FLORIDA.
b2 
b/C 
b7D

ADVISED CARMICHAEL SCHEDULED

TO ATTEND SNCC OFFICE STAFF MEETING EIGHT PM, MAY NINE

LAST HELD AT HOME OF SNCC MEMBER. [

WDC.

2^Bureau
2-Teletype Unit
2-WFO

WWHzllw
W--------

/ A Sent
[ge nM-n-C harae

M Per



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64}

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE

MARRIAGE RECORDS. FOR D. C. DISCLOSED IN A RETURNED

LICENSE THAT CERTIFIED THAT HE b7C

SOLEMNIZED THE MARRIAGE OF CARMICHAEL

APRIL TWENTY NINE LAST AT _______________________________________

|WDC. 

CHECK OF CAR RENTAL AGENCIES, WDC, DISCLOSED CARMICHAEL

HAS RESERVATIONS MADE TELEPHONICALLY FOR RENTAL OF NEW FORD 

STATION WAGON FROM JET RENT 0 CAR, TWELFTH AND K STREETS, 

N. W., WDC, ZN NAME OF SNCC ASSOCIATE |FOR

TRIP TO FLORIDA. CAEH'f b7, TO BE PICKED UP SATURDAY, 

MAY ELEVEN NEXT, REQUIRING DEPOSIT OF ONE HUNDRED FIFTY 

DOLLARS. 

JACKSONVILLE WILL BE ADVISED OF FURTHER TRAVEL

ARRANGEMENTS DEVELOPED.

Approved:  Sent M Per ------------------------- —
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I
Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _________________________  _______________________.__________________________________ |
(Priority) <

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- k

PAGE THREE

b2
b7C1 t“? T“\ b/D

END.

Approved: _______________________________ Sent M Per ----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



F£>736*fft'ev. 5-22-64) ■ •L INFORMATION CONTAINED
REIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 06-05-2006 BY
603 0 9 / TJ C / T AM / D C G/‘ bls

F B I

Date: 5/8/68

Transmit the following in__________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _______ AIRTEL________
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M SEDITION 
(OO:WFO)

b7C

Subject currently using a red Volvo Sedan 
bearing Georgia license | | This vehicle
previously bore a temporary Tennessee license.

Atlanta requested to ascertain to whom Georgia 
license| | registered and advise WFO.

2- Atlanta (RM)
1- WFO

- - 201 ,,

WWH-.bdc 
(6)
AIRTELC- ® MAY 13 1968

Sent M Per
ent in Chafq



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
Herein is unclassified
KATE 06-05-2006 BY
10 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

F B I

Date: 5/7/68

Transmit the following in

Vi„ AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (62-9737) (P)
stokel/carmichael

INCITING TO RIOT - MISC. 
(OO:WFO)

ReATairtel with LHM 4/25/68, captioned "STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL, IS-M; SEDITION."

b2
b7C
b7D

__Tn rpfnrpnrpri T.HM inf nr mat inn is Set forth indicating 
>hat |__________............. ... I was in CARMICHAEL’S presence
the evening of April 4, 1968, at the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC) headquarters in the vicinity of 
14th and U Streets, N.W., Washington, D. C. (WDC) subsequent to 
the death of MARTIN LUTHER KING.

As the Atlanta Office is aware, WFO is currently 
conducting an extensive investigation to develop details of 
possible violation by CARMICHAEL of a D.C, statute on willfully 
inciting to riot. The U.S. Attorney has requested the develop
ment of full facts surrounding CARMICHAEL’S activities on the 
evening of 4/4/68, when he reportedly led a group of individuals; 
in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, N.W., WDC and spoke to 
various merchants in that area asking them to close their
business in respect to Dr. KING and on occasion was observed to 
have brandished a weapon. This inquiry also embraces statement^; 
made by CARMICHAEL at a SNCC press conference the morning of 
4/5/68, and facts surrounding his appearance, statements and 
actions on the Howard University campus the afternoon of 4/5/68,

Bureau 44 /&t>

2 - Atlanta (100-6812) (RM) 
1 - WFO

AIRTEL

ECRtdgp 
(6)

Apggsued



WFO 62-9737' ‘ • ‘Jt. "• ■ •

* L ‘ h T ■ ■ ' ' t ■ . ’ . * i, ' *"^\7-
The Atlanta Office is^srequested to expeditiously. re~- b 7 C con t a ct| Ire^aird ing his de tailed kn ow l ed ge of

b7D CARMICHAFIj's activities they^v^ning of, 4/4/68, in addition/tq 
any other information he ^ma^^aye* relative to the other 
aspects of thiq/dnquiry as' setv.forth above and include this- 
inf ormation in/ap' FD 302 spitable for inclusion in the next 
investigative report. / " '

ARMED:AND DANGEROUS.•« .



FE-36 (ReY 5-22-64)

INFORMATION CONTAINED
Zi X 1FJ X kJ U JjA O kJ X £ 1 D D 

DATE 0 6““ 05■“2 0 0 6 BY

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

TO:

FROM:

F B I
Date: 5/12/68

PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority

DIRECTOR, FBI 
SAC/ JACKSONVILLE

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

b7C

b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-M; SEDITION, OO:WFO

REWFOTEL MAY ELEVEN LAST.

SUBJECT AT RESIDENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C. MORNING

■m. ■ , n

Mr. Tnlecm imr
Mr. DeLoach—

Mohr—
Bishop
Casper_____
Callahan___

Conrad-------
Felt ____
Gale-----------J

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room_____ _
Miss Holmes____

MAY ELEVEN LAST. IN AFTERNOON DEPARTED RESIDENCE WITH
| |AND WENT TO| |

WASHINGTON, D.C. WHERE A SOCIAL APPEARED IN

PROGRESS, LATER WENT FOR WALK WITH ANOTHER UNIDENTIFIED

INDIVIDUAL RETURNING TO  ADDRESS. SUBJECT| |
| [SUBSEQUENTLY RETURNED TO THEIR RESIDENCE. THEY LATER

DEPARTED RESIDENCE AND VISITED A NEARBY RESTAURANT. THEY

RETURNED TO RESIDENCE LATER IN THE AFTERNOON AND SUBJECT NOT# ^7 6 /
AGAIN OBSERVED MAY ELEVEN LAST.

ADMINISTRATIVE 12 MAY 14 1968

INQUIRY JET-RENT-0-CAR, TWELFTH AND K STREETS,“^tSrrflWS§T

2
2
2

- Teletype Unit
- Bureau
- WFO

. 3

WWH:ssb 
(6)

Approved:
U Special Agent in

Sent M Per



FTTsVTfT&v. 8-22-64}

F B I
Date:

Transmit the following in______________________________ _________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code} I

Via --------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- (
(Priority) ।

------------------------------------- b7c-------------------------------h------

WFO 100-43503 
PAGE TWO

WASHINGTON, D.C., DISCLOSED AT THREE PM

TELEPHONICALLY CANCELLED RESERVATIONS BEING HELD FOR

STATION WAGON FOR SUBJECT TO HAVE BEEN PICKED UP AT SIX PM

MAY ELEVEN LAST.

CHECK OF OTHER CAR RENTAL AGENCIES DETERMINED NO

RESERVATION FOR SUBJECT.

EFFORTS MADE TO LOCATE AIRLINES RESERVATIONS FOR

SUBJECT TO GAINESVILLE PRESENTLY NEGATIVE.

JACKSONVILLE WILL BE ADVISED OF ANY FURTHER TRAVEL

DATA DEVELOPED. JACKSONVILLE ALERT SOURCES TO DETERMINE

FURTHER TRAVEL PLANS OF CARMICHAEL. EFFORTS BEING MADE
b7C --------------—---------------TO ASCERTAIN RESIDENCE)________________________________________

WASHINGTON, D.C. P.

Approved: Sent ________________ M Per ___________________



36 5-22-641

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

Date: 5/7/68
Transmit the following in. . ________________________________

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL _________________________AIR MAIL
(Priority)

I 
i
I 
I
I 
I
I 
( 
1 
I 
I 
l 

1
i 
i

—I 
I

'L

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM SAC, INDIANAPOLIS (100-15504) (RUC)

0 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS

00: Washington Field Office

Re Washington Field Office airtel to Director, 
4/16/68.

_____ The following investigation was conducted by SAEZI

Numerous negative attempts were made between
4/22/68 and 5/2/68 to contact anyone at| I

\ | in an effort to contactf I
H It will be noted that address is in a run down

area with several vacant houses.
On 4/22/68,1 (Greater Gary,

Indiana Credit Bureau, aavisea tnat agency has no record for

b7C On 4/22/68■ F
Office, Gary, Indiana Police Department 
department has no arrest record for| I

 Records 
at

b2 
b7C 
b7D

On 4/26/68, 
information regarding

advised he could provide no

Bureau (RM)
2 - Washington Field Office (RM) (62-9737)
1'

o-c m a9 M /b7C__ /

£MUtr

ECW/plp 
(6)



IP 100-15504

: b2 
b7C 
b7D

On 4/26/68, 
information regarding

" I advised he could provide no

b7C
Inasmuch as referenced communication advised) 

was a Howard University-student, and that classes were to 
resume on 4/22/68, Indianapolis Division believes Washington 
Field Office should attempt to contact) |

2.



FD-3C5 (Rev. g.77-65)

™ y T "T T IT O A HP *T r^lM P" fMM rn A T KT17 Ti ALL XJNz UKlXAlXUl'il U-UJN jL AX1N & JJ

LT17DT7TTT TOH & JK JL X JN lb U JN C- LA b hj X z X H U

DATE 0 6““05-200 6 BY W

F B I

Date: 5/14/GQ

Transmit the following in _

Via AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority)

ATTENTION:
□ CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

From: SAC, OAHK (157-250G) GENERAL INVEST. DIV.
Q DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIV.

To: Director, FBI

Subject: BLACK CAUCUS
5/17,18,19/68
BROOKLYN, N.Y

□ CR □ VRA- 65 □ CRA- 64

b2
b7C
1 *“7 T“X b/D

□ BM I I BM-Threats m Racial Matters
□ Klan □ Organization

Ro UK airvQl dated 5/10/08 & Nil t©lefcyp©
Summary of Complaint:

Eaclosod tljO B&roau 11 copies oi an LilLl in 
captloaod Corios boios Globed to o^llcos ohovo
iadlvldealo iaoatloaed mro *moea to i*celdo,. Uo local dissociaatlou 
is bolag Qado of thio iaforaatioa io vioe of tbo fact that 
taootiag io tosfitativoly sot 
of tbo isaforssaat*

5/13/GS

City. aad tbo aature

not recorded

136 AMY LI '968

1 : Buuroaii (Eiac» rll) (RD) 
1*03 Aagolos?' fRtn(1- [
Hog Vorlx (Enc. Sd II AIWA

Snn ifganeisco tffiiac. za tuOT

WFO (Bnc. 2) (RM) 
(1-100-43503) 
(STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
Itoanrlx _______ __
(1- 
(1- (1-| 

ULCssab 
(14)

4

cz
o

ACTION: UACB:
I | No further action being taken and

□ LHM enclosed □ Copy furnished to USA
□ LHM being submitted
r~~l Report being submitted 

□ Preliminary investigation instituted 
□ Limited investigation instituted

•J

Pli u.v
O 
JkJ) m.

Ml CJ

Sent

&
Per



UK 157-2596)

Source utilised la attached is I _ |
pov? Jersey, 

vmo xs active an I laag is under
developsaoat as a racial laforttaat.

b7C
b7D

The attached LHH is classified ’’con^X^atial” la 
order to protect the source, This iaformatloa, if revealed, 
could identify the source.

2



File No.

XjniWd states department of

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Remark, Jersey 
Hay 14/ 1968 -

DECLASSIFIED BY 60309 / UC/ TAM/ DCG/' b 1 £
UM 0 6-05-^ 011 fa

BLACK CAUCUS
MAY 17,18,19, 1968 
BROOKLYN, IW YORK

RACIAL HATT3RS

b7C

■On Kay 13, 1968, a sourc®, nlth ^bca contact-'hns 
bscn insuff-iciont to detorcdno the reliability of information 

.odvi-god that dato. and place of above neoting, had 
not boon sot# .Scarce indicated that there taer® an unknown 

"of ’-HOgro‘athletes Eho had been invited to.attend the ■ 
meeting, the purpes© to instruct these athletesto enter 
the -coding Olympic Gamaso The black.athletes uer© to receive' 

, instruction -their black heritage, and source stated-that'■' 
th© "fbllc^iag 'individuals ver© to instruct th® athletes'bn 
that .her ita^e:

Stokely Carmichael, according to the source, _is 
to .attend the meeting, but he thinks all black athletes 
should boycott the Olympic Games#

This, document contains neither reccmsendatioas nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation# It is the 
property of th© Federal Bureau of Investigation and Is loaned to 
your agency: it and its contents are not to be distributed 
-outside.-■yoar ' agency ♦

Sj-XS k? \ J a



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
. HE'REIN IE UNCLASSIFIED

DATE <1 6-05-200 6 BY ’ , ‘ |
603 0 9/UC/TAM/DCG/ k?ls "

Mr. Tnls'i’j, 
?.*r.

CtV-T'.T .—

15-14-6S CDCTO DOCTOR AMD WASHINGTON FIELD
Miss GandyFROM NE& ORLEANS

b7C b7CRM SNCCAKA

AND CARMICHAEL WILL TRAVEL

CARMICHAEL TO NEW ORLEANS. LHM ‘TO FOLLOW
PM ■ RNKRECEIVED s

- XVJO CD.

t.r. Trailer-----
'Me. Rcicnn.

CnniT-d____
RiL„_______ ’

ON FIVE FOURTEEN INSTANT,
'NEW ORLEANS ON FIVE FIFTEEN‘NEXT

10X04 PM URGENT Rc.spn

.lLS XO

NOT RECORDED

MAY 17

b2 
b7C 
b7DADVISED FOLLOWERS IN NEW ORLEANS HAVE MADE CONTACT WITHSTOKELY CARMICHAEL I ft- WASHI NG TO N D

O0 REQUESTED TO CONDUCT SURVEILLANCE OF CARMICHAELALERT APPROPRIATE AIRLINES AND SOURCES RE POSSIBLE TRAVEL BY

54 MAVW



FD-122 (Rev. 2-21-68) 
OPTIONAL FORM NQ, IO 5010-106
MAY 1042 EDITION 

G5A GfN. <EG. NO. *7

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL IN F O RM AT I ON T AT N E D
HilRiiXlJ ± kJ Ul^ UIjA r lEU

DAT E 0 6 ““ 0 5 ■“ 2 0 0 6 B Y
603 0 9 / TJ C / T AM /' D C G/ bls

FROM

Director, FBI (Bufile- 100-446080

0 (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka 
IS - M; SEDITION

) DATE: 5/6/68

Re: __________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________
I | It is recommended that a Security Index Card be [xXThe Security Index Card on the captioned individual should

prepared on the above-captioned individual. be changed as follows (specify change only):

Name

Aliases
[ | Native Born

[ | Naturalized

f 1 Alien , c’.O

| | Tab Detcom

| | Delete Detcom

I ! Communist | | SWP | | JFG | ~SPL | | POC | ,j> PPA ==a~

£ 2Q : 1
□ WWP O SOS □ PLP □ ANA □ PRN ( |-BNT- <

Y <0
r~] NOI | 1 RAM | | SNC O Miscellaneous (specify)_____ _—i-----------------------__---------------

Date of Birth Place of Birth 4 Rac^C3 Sex--’

□ Male
| j Female

Business Address, Name of Employing Concern and Address, 
Nature of Employment, and Union Affiliation, if any.

ft 2208 14th Street, N. W., 
Washington, D. C. _ . — .. .

Residence Address

5015 16th Street, N. W., 
Washington, D. C.

1
1
/

/ ■

/ 
___ . —_______________________ . . „

Key Facility Data ‘ . . . /

Geographical Reference Number ______________________________________ :_______ Responsibility—_______
---------- :-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- NOT RECORDED -------J
REGISTERED MAIL :A.;A3 O’HY'D AND
(Jp- Bureau (Encl. 2) '"haNDLSD ^AYASAxELX
1 - WFO .
WWH:dab
(3)



FD-366 (5-6-64)

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

nWeD STATES DEPARTMENT OF AWticeJ
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, 0. C. 20535 
May 6, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06-05-2006 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C /1 API / D C G/ b 1 s

SUBJECT: STOKELY ICHAEL

REFERENCE: Letterhead memorandum dated 
March 27, 1968bat Washington, D. C.

Referenced communication contained subject’s residence and/or employment 
address. A recent change has been determined and is being set forth below (change 
only specified):

Residence: 5015 16th Street, N* W.,
Washington, D, C.

Employment: 2208 14th Street, N. W. ,
Washington, D, C.



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
tiHE REIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

'DAT E ;g 6^ 0 5 -2 -BY’ ■ ■ f
* :■ 60^0 9Z-UC/TAIi-iI].^wlp/t4‘s ■■ ,

«r A' May

b7C ■
7, I96&

./ . 1

TELETYPE
7 W ■.!

I TO SAC JACKSONVILLE (157-1520) .
■' " . ■■..■■“!■’:•.' • ,b7CFROM DIRECTOR FBI (157-0924)

RM - MUCQ '■

I

RKURAIRTEL MAY FOUR -ONE,MW SIX EIGHT. ’ 

..INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING TWMEGENTLY-PASS®0FEDERAL ANTI- 
RlOT LAWS ARE" CONTAINED IN SWEAT AIRTEL TO ALL OFFICES DATED 

APRIL TWENTY-FIVROMe NW SlM S^T CAPTIONED "ANTIRIOT LAWS. 

IMMEDIATELY SUBMITLETWUiEABMB»RAMDUM BY RETURN AIRTEL >; 

CONCERNING INFORMAT.ION CONTMW IN REAIRTEL. IN ADDITION/
, . . \ - ■ ■■■ ...... . ■ .■

CONTACT REPRESENTATIVE OF THE ^EjlTF'S OFFICE WO FURNISHED 

THE INFORMATION THAT STOKELY CJUatl'^HAEL WOULD TEST FEDERAL 
ANTIRIOT LAWS AND’ DETERMINE tT H^ 'MlECTS TO Bt3R®I? CONTACTW ' 

HIS SOURCE OF THIS INFORMATION. NOTr SET FORTH A®PR^Wti®E 

LEAIJS on EXPEDITE BASIS TO CONFIRM THIS INFO] 

CARMICHAEL PLANS TO VIOLATE THIS LANs SUTEL 
■ , ' ■ • •• ■ * . : ■ 

■ SENT BY MAIL-TO WFO... Y '
1 - WTO-(100-43503) (STOKay GAfcMICHAEL)

SEENCTEPAGi^WO

1 ■ '•• > .. -A’- ••■. ••, • ■■■■•- • ’ .h1 ’
- ‘ * - * :T ' - >■ 5

'■ wiaiwm ^s=*a—> •< .7 ««

. ¥ £

Y - ' <wO' ■ Duplicate yellow of llW iM'.■ ^i«E iJ?A8IS#!ITT£p



b7C

Jacksonville advised that Stokely, Carmichael of 
SNCC is scheduled to speakat Gainesville* Florida', on 
5 /ll/ 68 to r aise bond money for I | and other j ailed
civil rights activists'. | ]ls nnder inveStigt41on 
for SNCC activity. Reairtei indicated that Carmichael 
plans to test recently-passed Federal antiriot laws. b7C
The Department isbeingadvised; To date the Department 
has not issued policy instructions on these new laws and 
all offices are under instruction to promptly advise the 
Bureau of any violations folloved by an IBM and to advise 
local authorities if local <vioJ0Xon involved. WFO by 
teletype dated 5/6/68 has confirmed that Carmichael is 
scheduled to go to Gainesville and they have issued 
instructions to Jacksonville to eover Carmichael while there. 
WFO has no information that Carmichael intends to test the 

. laws . "



«£' INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN is unclassifie 

ElATE 0 6-05-2006 BY 
603 0 9 /' U C / T AM / D C G/' b ]?£

VIA TELETYPE g
MAY 111968

enciphered f
WASH DC

PM DEFERRED 5-10-68 VLB

TO

9-12

ECTOR (100-446080) AND WASHINGTON FIELD (100-43503)

•tap. Trtlfcrtti - - -
DeLoach____
•^o'h'r—____
Bishop
Casper
Callahan___

Conrad_____
Felt ______

Gale_______
Rosen______
Sun..van_/^L
Tavel______
Trotter_____

jRoom------- -
; Holmes____

Miss Gandy_____

< Mr.
■Bit.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

b7C
/WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON/

2

VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA, ADVISED THIS DATE THAT THE BLACK STUDENT

UNION, LOS ANGELES VALLEY JUNIOR COLLEGE, VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA, b7C 

ATTEMPTED TO OBTAIN STOKELY CARMICHAEL AS FEATURED SPEAKER FO^BSU RALLY 

AT VALLEY JUNIOR COLLEGE MAY TWENTY THREE NEXT, DUE

TO FACT CARMICHAEL TO BE IN LOS ANGELES AREA ON THAT DATE.

CARMICHAEL REQUESTED ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR APPEARANCE AT RALLY

WHICH BSU UNABLE TO RAISE. CARMICHAEL DELETED AS FEATURED SPEAKER

F0R RALLY- £X-iio Ka52
LOS ANGELES SOURCES UNAWARE AN CARMICHAEL'S Pl AN.q-ami mMRAfl.Y

CONCERNING TRAVEL LOS ANGELES. Tig MAY 14 1968

WASHINGTON FIELD IS REQUESTED TO VERIFY Cfi R MT C HflEfrifi ■PR QPOSED 

TRAVEL LOS ANGELES AND OBTAIN ITINERARY.

END J,IVA 11 5 ”
RM R RELAY

FBI WASH DC BETYPEDTfii
5 7 ma Y 2 o -

<ji



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAT E 0 6-05-200
603 0 9 /' UC/ TAM/' DCW^l s

My memorandum this date (attached) sets forth the" 
status of the investigation involving Stokely Carmichael? s 
activities during the recent Washington, D. C., riots as^/ 
requested by the Director.

It was noted that our Washington Field Office (WFO) 
has advised they have approximately 25 interviews remaining 
consisting primarily of Howard University students who have 
been out of town during school vacation. The Director 
instructed ’’Expedite and set a date for deadline.” 2/

The interviews of these students are delicate and 
must be conducted off campus. In view of the fact that most 
of these students have an extremely militant attitude toward 
the white race as indicated by their recent take-over of the 
Howard University Administration Building, our Washington Field 
Office has been utilizing Negro.Agents to conduct these 
interviews. It is felt all these interviews can be satisfactorily 
conducted in time to meet a deadline of May 15, 1968.

ACTION:

b7C

That the attached airtel be approved instructing
WFO to complete its investigation of this: matter and to submit 
the results'to reach the Bureau no later than May 15, 1968.
Enclosures^— 
PTB:bff 
1 - Mr. 
1 - Mr. 
1 - Mr. 
1 -Mr, 
1 I

54 MA'S

(7) . ‘ 

DeLoach 
W. C. Sullivan 
Bishop 
Rosen

REC/8

MAY 13 1958



ALL IN F ORMA/TI ON CONT AlNE D
HH^IN IS ^kSLASSIFI^D 
DA^S 0 6-05^^3 0 6 BY k
603 0 9 /' U C / T AM / D C G/' bls]

FBI [
Date: 5/9/68 I

t
’ A |

Transmit the following in---------- ---------------------------------- -----------------—---------------------------- :—i
(Type in plaintext or code) '

AIRTEL __ _________________________
(Priority)

------------------------------ 1------------------------------------------ b7C-

TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-1297) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS-M; SEDITION

OO: WFO

Re Bureau airtel to WFO and Chicago 5/3/68.

Referenced airtel desired to know of the 
arrangements Chicago, Springfield and WFO are making for 
subject's coverage in these areas during May, 1968.

Chicago sources had not determined location of 
Black Consortium (BC) black tribunal other than | |

| |of BC is trying to find a church in the Chicago
south siue for the hearing. When this information is 
obtained, Chicago sources will.be directed to attend. 
The tenative date has been set for 5/18/68 this is the 
only meeting CARMICHAEL is expected to address in the 
Chicago area known at this time.

_____________Chicago is presently contact^! |
I I Chicago branch of SNCC as possible PRI. His
monetary demands appear unreasonable at this time; however, 
if he is cooperative, he will be able to give 
information concerning CARMICHAEL’S itinerary

b7C

b7C
b7D

detailed 
and

3> Bureau (RM)
■2T- WFO

(1 - 100-43503) (RM)
2 - Chicago

(1 - 100-40342) - (SNCC)

DEH:dmv 
(7)

Approved:
Charge

^101 b7C 68

Sent



CG 157-1297

activities* To date____________ I has made available the D/U
only known tape recording oi SWKELY CARMICHAELIs speech b7D 
on 3/25/68 at the Afro-Arts Theater, Chicago, This 
tape is being transcribed and will shortly be funished 
to the Bureau.

—2— ' ";



■FD-36 (Rev. 5*22-64) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HERE
DATEt^S-lp-SOOe BY 

■ 6 ouiziio T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

F B 1

UNCLASSIFIED 1 Tolson..___
‘ Mr. DeLoach___
I Mr. Mohr ___
[ Mr. Bishop___ _

Transmit the following in

Dote: 5/11/68
PLAINTEXT

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

v. TELETYPE Via ___________

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

Casper__
Call# ,an __ 

i| Conrad
I Mr. Fr.}t

11 Mr. - •_ — 
11 Mr. Rnsen

A‘J/ Suli.van., 
• > . '*!( Mr. Tavel__

----iTj".
f Tete. Rr.Jfri

SuILvan..

G^le

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC, JACKSONVILLE
b7C * ^antiy*

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

stokelyCarmichael, internal security - m, sedition

REWFO TELETYPE, MAY NINE LAST

ON MORNING OF MAY TEN LAST, SUBJECT IN RESIDENCE. LATER

HE WENT TO EASTERN HIGH SCHOOL, WDC, WHERE HE REMAINED FOR

ABOUT ONE HOUR. IN AFTERNOON HE WENT TO HOWARD UNIVERSITY

THEN TO SNCC HEADQUARTERS WHERE HE REMAINED UNTIL THE EVENING

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED AN IMPROMPTU JAM SESSION

WAS HELD AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY FROM ABOUT ONE P.M. TO ONE

FORTYFIVE P.M. UNDER SPONSORSHIP OF UJAMAA, A MILITANT STUDENT

GROUP AT HOWARD^ THE GROUP DISPERSED AT THE REQUEST OF 

SCHOOL AUTHORITIES, AND NO INCIDENTS WERE REPORTED.

2 - Bureau
2 - Teletype Unit
1 - Jacksonville
2 - WFO

b7C

REC-52

WWH:rmh 
(7)

Approved:
■£

< 11838

Sent M Per



WFO 100-43503 ...

PAGE TWO

ACCORDING TO SOURCE, CARMICHAEL WAS PRESENT DURING THE SESSION.

LEARNED THAT THE SECRETARY b2
b7D

OF SUBJECT MADE A NOTE REGARDING HIS SCHEDULED TRIP TO 

GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA, TO CONTACT AAA IN WDC FOR TRAVEL INFOR

MATION.

AAA, WDC, UNABLE TO VERIFY IF INQUIRY REGARDING TRAVEL 

TO GAINESVILLE ACTUALLY MADE, HOWEVER, ADVISED THAT AAA 

RECOMMENDS TO ALL WASHINGTON INQUIRIES REGARDING TRAVEL TO 

GAINESVILLE THAT UNITED STATES NINE FIVE AND THREE ZERO ONE 

BE USED TO WALDO, FLORIDA, THEN STATE HIGHWAY TWO FOUR TO 

GAINESVILLE.

ADMINISTRATIVE
EFFORTS BEING MADE TO ASCERTAIN REASON FOR SUBJECT’S 

VISIT TO EASTERN HIGH SCHOOL.

b2
b7C
1 *“7 T“\b7D

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE

WFO WILL ATTEMPT TO VERIFY SUBJECT'S DEPARTURE, WDC, AND

NOTIFY JACKSONVILLE. P
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FBI |
Date: 5/8/68 |

i
Transmit the following in ________ PLAZ^TEXT---------- ------- ;------------------------------- 1

(Type in plaintext or code) >

/a airtel_______________________ :_________________ '
(Priority) ।

_______________________________________ ._____________________________________________ L

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

‘t'M FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751) (P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INCITING TO RIOT-MISC

ReWFOairtel to Bu, 4/16/68.
b7C __________________ .

!____________ Several attempts to contact | |
I __ I while on snr-i no- va p.at.i on. were not productive.

NYO indices negative re|

LEADS:

WASHINGTON FIELD

ay WASHINGTON, D.C. Attempt to contact 
|| at WDC.

/'5) Bureau (RM) nj£r^ 
'-2- Washington Field (W?

1- New York

BJW:amb
(7)
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ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

□ FOIA/PA Q Litigation Q Executive Order Applied

Requ ester:
Subject: ________________________________________________________________________________________ ______
Computer or Case Identification Number: .
Title of Case: __________________________________________________________________ Section _______________
* File _________________________________________________________________________________________________
Serials Reviewed: ________________ _____________________________________________________________

Release Location: *File Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit| 1
File Number: /(fy ______________________  Section 3
Serial(s) Reviewed: ______________ y^/X____________________________________________________

Jo 2

FOIPA Requester: ______________________ ________________________________________________ _
FOIPA Subject: _____________________________________________________________________________ ___
FOIPA Computer Number: 7 ^X JX ~

File Number:  Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed:

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject: ___________ ____________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number:

File Number: ________________________________________________________  Section
Serial(s) Reviewed:________________________________________________________________ _______________

FOIPA Requester: _________________ .___________________________________ .___________________________
FOIPA Subject: __________________________ ;_____________________________________________ _
FOIPA Computer Number: ____________________________________________________________ __________________

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

SCANNED BY DoqLab (RMD)

DATE:

LAST , /6 /-J ^nn not remove from file

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06-12-2006 BY

ATTENTION 603 0 uc/TAM/DCG/bls
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EREIN IS UNCLASSIFIE

Date: 5/2/68

Transmit the following in ___ ________ _ ______    I
(Type in plaintext or code) "1

Via AIRTEL_________________AIRMAIL____________________________________ I C
(P riority) ।

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- J______

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

y FROM: •^^^>^LANTA (100-6812) (P) p

SUBJECT: STOKELY^CARMICHAEL J-''I $

IS - M 
SEDITION

in

Re WFO airtel, dated 4/26/68 and Atlanta 
airtel, dated 4/30/68.

one

INK

■ Specfaj^Ag^t in Charge
er

■_ C-K’i ' j
Sent gflQAW/fffrM

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies 
of LHM and for WFO are two conies of LHM containing 
information secured from | |on 4/9/68;

A
•> 4 > r .

I was 
rennntacted relative to information attrlbuted to 

I 1 in ;the LHM of 4/10/68. I
nn4ntflH nnt as that in the first instance, that 

I | [advised they were
r-sfunable to attribute the ststement of "Brother, 

^tomorrow night we’re gonna burn them" to any 
KJ^particular individual in the crowd clustered around 

the automobile from whfch CARMICHAEL alighted in 
front of Paschal’s Motor Motel on 4/9/68.

In addition. I 1 advised that
they are not acquainted with or no the identify? 
of any of the other individuals who were accompanying 

not 
foregoing 
on

? CARMICHAEL. Inasmuch as | ________ |are
able to definitely say that CARMICHAEL made 
statement, an FD-302 is not being submitted 
information attributed to| J, 

^Bureau (Enc. llfWGEJDSUlK 4^ 

2-WFO (Eno. 
2-Atlanta 
EUC:sja 
(7)

1Or ** 1968
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AT 100-6812

It is noted that Paschal's Motor Lodge is 
located in a predominately Negro neighborhood and 
the conducting of investigation Inbth&t area to 
develop witnesses relative to CARMICHAEL'S arrival 
in that area on 4/9/68 is not fea^ble.

__________  Information secured from I 1
I I regarding CARMICHAEL'S statement in ;the
vicinity of the Ebenezer Baptist Church is included ^2
in enclosed LHM. \

• b 1D
It is noted further thatl ladvised 

that after the services at Ebenezer Baptist Church 
and while the procession was en route to the memorial 
services for Dr. KING at Morehouse College, the 
rumor passing through the crowd was that CARMICHAEL 
had said, ?Play it cooOt, after we bury the man then 
the riots will start".

On 5/1/68 this source was contacted relative 
to the possible identity of the individual passing 
this rumor around and the source advised that she 
attended the service alonp and was not acquainted with 
or in a position at this time to identify any 
individual who might have passed this rumor on to .

■ her. ■■ ■

2*



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. 100-6812

X^TED STATES DEPARTMENT 0^7USTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
May 2, 1968

Stokely Carmichael 
Internal Security - 
Miscellaneous 
Sedition

The following information was secured in 
Atlanta on April 9, 1968:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IE UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 0 6™ 12-“"2 0 0 6 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

- 1 -

COPIES
£ 86 FED 23 W7L

&& - y y 4^
ENCLOSURE'



FO-302 (Rev.

<
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTJGATKjN

nnta May 2, 1968________

b2
b7D

| ~| advised that STOKELY CARMICHAEL
arrived in the vicinity of the Ebenezer Baptist 
Church, 413 Auburn Avenue, NE, at approximately 
10:20 a.m. on April 9, 1968; The funeral services 
for Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR, f were already in 
progress. As CARMICHAEL walked toward the entrance 
to the church, and although not appearing to speak 
to anyone in particular, he repeated time and time 
again as he held up his hands, "Black Power, Black 
Power".

CARMICHAEL was dressed neatly in a black 
business suit and upon reaching the entrance-to the 
Ebenezer Baptist Church found the doors had been locked 
on the inside.

After the crowd had shouted, "Let him in*.” 
several times the doors were opened and CARMICHAEL 
entered the church.

4/9(58 Atlanta, Georgia Atlanta 100-6812
O n_________ :__________a t F11 e #

by. SA : S3U________ Date dictated 5/ 2/68
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the !-81. It is the property of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency; 

i) end its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



Stokely Carmichael

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI& It is the property of the 
FBI andrais loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

3*
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL INF0KHATION CONTAlNED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 0 6~~ 12~~2 0 0 6 BY 
60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls

TO

FROM .

SUBJECT:

Director5 FBI (157-8860) date:

SACs Buffalo (157-213) (P)

NATIONAL BLACK ANTI-WAR

4/26/68

ANTI-DRAFT UNION 
APRIL 12 to 14^ 1968 
RM

Remyairtel^ 3/23/685 and mytel^ 4/17/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven (11) 
copies of a letterhead memorandum (LHM) concerning the 
above-captioned organization and its conference held in 
New York City on 4/12-16/68. Extra copies are being fur
nished the New York Office for dissemination to Military 
Intelligence^ Secret Service^ and the United States Attor
ney ? SDNY5 in view of the fact the conference took place 
in that city. ,

- Bureau (Encs. 11) (RM)
- Albany (100-19134) (Encs. 2) (RM)

2 - Atlanta (100-6488) (Encs. 2) (RM)
2 - Baltimore (Encs. 2) (RM)
2 - Boston (100-35267) (Encs. 2) (RM)
2 - Chicago (100-40342) (Encs. 2) (RM)
2 - New York (157-2085) (Encs. 7) (RM)
2 - Newark (100-47818) (Encs. 2) (RM)
2 - Philadelphia (100-46820) (Encs. 2)
2 - Washington Field (157-1513) (Encs.
2 - Buffalo__________

(1 - I I

(RM). ’
2) (RM)

CESsbmp 
(22)

& 161968
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Two (2) copies each are being furnished to desig
nated offices since information is contained in the 1HM per
taining to specific individuals who are listed as in atten
dance at one of the workshops which took place during the 
conference„ Appropriate action with respect to the names 
listed in this attendance roster is being left to the dis
cretion of appropriate offices *

Also enclosed herewith for the New York Office 
is a mimeographed five-page document entitled^ “The Offi
cial Position Paper of the Harlem Black Anti-Draft Union^ 
1968“ and a one-page mimeographed leaflet captioned^ “The 
Position Paper of the Harlem Black Anti-Draft UnionThese 
documents are not set forth in instant LHM since the New 
York Office may have already obtained copies of these do
cuments since their contents pertain to a branch of cap
tioned organization which is of particular interest to the 
New York Officeo If not already obtained by the New York 
Office from other sources5 that office may wish to treat 
this material in its own communication in this case*

The source used in instant LHM isl I
Contact with him for the purpose of debriefing him concern
ing the Anti-Draft Conference was possible only I

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

I ladvised he obtained a list of persc^^T
attending captioned conference from Washington^ D0C* ( 
stated this contingent was a most militant one and/gvfthough 
they did not arrive at the conference with STOKELBlrTAR- 
MICH^L^^they were well organized and supp orTeS^TiIme^h^- 
^KsTScallyo This list will be obtained from informant 
in the next several days and will be made available to the 
Washington Field Office.,

b2
b7D

Informant further advised that there was an at
tendance list kept at the conference^ and he hopes to obtain



BU 157=213

same in the near future [ b6
b7C
b7D

With respect to information furnished from other 
sources that private meetings were held in areas other than 
the Ballroom of the Diplomat Hotel in Wew York City at which 
general discussion of dynamiting and other acts of disrup
tion were discussed, I Tadvised he was unaware of
any such meetings, ~

b2

b7C
b7D

Informant said he overheard some casual ’’bull 
session” talk during the conference about dynamiting Wall 
Street and the Empira State Building and taking some kind 
of action in the event Presidential aspirant GEORGE WALLACE 
should become a frontrunner, He thought the persons making 
these remarks were joking.and did not listen to the remarks 
seriously and he paid little attention to them..

Informant pointed out that the general conference 
area in the Ballroom of the hotel was in a constant state 
of general disorder and confusion due particularly to the 
lack of" organization and particularly because those present 
were permitted to wander about and attend any of the work
shops being held in the Ballroom area. As a result^ there 
was a great deal of conversation at all times of one type 
or another.

In order to protect the identity of I I

-3-
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The enclosed LHM is classified '1Con?p>CT*tiall! 
since it contains information from a confidential infor
mant of continuing value whose identity could be revealed 
and future effectiveness compromised.

-4-



lw/ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Replyt Plessa so 
Fife No.

Buffalo j New York 
April 26, 19^8

DECLASSIFIED BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls
ON 06-12-2006 ' ■ '

NATIONAL BLACK ANTI-WAR 
ANTI-DRAFT UNION 
(NBAWADU)

A source^ who has furnished reliable information
in the past5 advised on April 16 and. 24s 1968 that he at
tended the National Conference, of the above-captioned or
ganization held at the Hotel Diplomat^ 108 W. 43rd Street^ 
New York City5 New York^ from noon on April 12^ 1968 until 
the evening of April 14, 1968,

This source described the conference as follows

Approximately 500 persons were present during 
the course of this conference although this number was not 
all present at any one time., A large number of persons 
were present at the opening session at noon on April 12, 
1968 but were not observed to be present during sessions 
held on the following two days., Source noted there were 
about 25 guards., all young Negro males, designated to main
tain order at the conference; but they were not required to 
perform any special services since the conferences did hot 
get out of hand.

confidentia:

GROUSO

Exc luded/f r oixautomat ic 
downgrading andx 
declassif icationX.

/(9cX



NATIONAL BLACK ANTX-WAR
ANTI-DRAFT UNION
(NBAWADU)

The conference generally was poorly organised 
and much confusion existed during the sessions because the 
three or four work shops being conducted at the conference 
were all held on the floor of the Ballroom., and individuals 
were permitted to enter and leave workshop sessions at will 
and many did so.

The first session was highlighted by a more than 
two hour speech given by the former Chairman of the Student 
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) STOKELEY CARMICHAEL 
who came to the meeting from Washington^ D<,C« His speech 
was conducted generally, in a much milder tone than some of 
his former speeches^ and it was the impression of source 
that CARMICHAEL is now much less militant probably due to 
his marriage.

CARMICHAEL spoke of the role of SNCC in support
ing the need for unity among black people and the need for 
better self-defense tactics. He said it was the responsi
bility of every Negro to obtain a gun to defend himself be
cause it was obvious that the assassination of Dr, MARTIN 
LUTHER KING5 JR. is evidence that the white race will 
eventually try to exterminate Negroes. He called the war 
in Viet Nam a system whereby the white were sending Negroes 
into combat to fight for the white people and that this was 
another method of race genocide. He called upon the Black 
people to resist military service and told them that they 
have the alternative of going to jail rather than to fight 
the war for the white race. He said a person going to 
jail will at least come out in one piece.

Although CARMICHAEL was not as militant as he 
has been in the past5 be spoke of the need for Black people 
to ^destroy the system/* which was taken by source to mean 
the system of racism in the United States. Source pointed 
out that he did not understand CARMICHAEL to mean that the 
Negro should destroy the system of government or democracy 
in the United States. Source was also of the opinion that

-2-



NATIONAL BLACK ANTI-WAR 
ANTI-DRAFT UNION 
(NBAWADV)_______  .

CARMICHAEL’S mild manner of speaking is losing him many 
militant followers.

A characterisation of SNCC appears 
in the Appendix attached hereto.

After the speech by CARMICHAEL^ the conference- 
broke up into a number of workshops all held in the Ball
room area dealing with Black Resistance to the Drafts the 
Role of Black Women in the Liberation Struggle^ How to 
Relate the Nature of the War to the Black Community5 and 
High Schools and Colleges, These workshops continued 
through Saturday, I I

| I served as Chairman of
the workshop relating to women °~T I was the
workshop leader on the nature of the war^ andF I

I | and an assistant led the Draft resistance work
shop.

b6
b7C

Source obtained several documents which were 
hastily printed and run off at SNCC Headquarters in New 
York City for distribution on the final day of the con
ference, One document is headed^ "Workshop; High Schools 
and CollegesA reproduction of this document is contained 
in this report, A second document is page two of a workshop 
report on ’’How to Relate the Nature of the War to the Black 
Community1' and set forth the resolution agreed upon by the 
workshop to present to the assembly on the final day, A 
copy of this document is included in this report, A third 
document captioned^ “Role of Women in the Liberation Strug
gle/’ which is a six-page reports was also obtained, A 
copy is .included in Instant report.

Source ^advised it was his impression that the 
workshop on the “Role of Women’7 was the best, organized 
and most militant of the workshops. This is borne out 
by the type of report submitted by this group to tha con
vention, The workshop on Draft resistance^ led by I I

| | was5 for the most part5 a presentation of Draft



NATIONAL BLACK ANTI-&AR
ANTI-DRAFT UNION
(NBAWADU)

alternatives available to Selective Service registrants■ 
Informant observed no effort on the part of workshop 
leaders to counsel Draft evasion or to go beyond the law 
but it was made clear to registrants what alternatives 
they might have*

There was distributed during this workshop a 
leaflet entitled 'fHell No!” distributed by NBAWADU which 
outlined various deferments and alternatives open to re
gistrants o A copy of this leaflet is attached as a part 
of this reporto

The key speaker at the opening of the Saturday 
April 135 19685 session was| I

I Source did not hear tne opening part or this 
speech but recalledF I urged Negroes to stop paying 
Income taxes as a means of stopping the assistance the 
United States is rendering in the Viet Nam War,

After the workshops on the afternoon of this 
date^ a speech was given byJ I

Iwho tried to wrap up the work of the 
workshopso He talked generally about the role of Black 
people in opposing the Draft and the Viet Nam War*

The conference resumed again on Sunday3 April 
14> 19683 shortly after noon and various proposals coming 
from each workshop were presented to the convention., This 
portion of the meeting seemed to be confused and disorga- 
nixed^ and very little positive action was taken on any of 
the resolutions* One particular proposal dealing with 
Black resistance to the Draft concerned the contacting of 
former servicemen^ setting up training camps for Black 
people^ and guerrilla warfare was regarded as too radical 
and was greatly watered down before it was accepted by 
the conference,

Source also noted the most militant group at 
the conference was the Harlem Black Anti-Draft Union.

b6
b7C



NATIONAL BIACK ANTI-WAR
ANTI-DRAFT UNION
(NBAWADU) 

During the course of the convention^ there were - 
films from North Viet Nam which informant learned were fur
nished by ’’The Resistance’3 from New York City.

The^conference ended at about 7^00 p.mo on 
April 1^5 1968* There were no violent incidents which 
required any kind of police action during the course of 
the conference*
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b) 'Tell them it is ungodly /
i Relate the War to the black community
a) They are making it easier fbr.us to gis$'killed* '
pjtal commitment is not logical how 3 

aj We have to get organised |
Reconstruct the system in the black cowupity

7« instantly remind the black people that tne^ are niggers and
, subservient people. J

8a ^Remind the people that their children are spins to school
-. ’ * learn lieso - ■
: ' 9o Address yourself to the needs of the people*« talk Vietnam on 

■ fr »V i S I
■ 10. 1 

' ’ a.
r ' ni

ls? 
13ot * 

■ u.

sheir level, how it effects them personally.
|Hnd the interest of the Black community
J The people will be mere wining to -work with you 
Be in the streets but EE ORGANIZED >
Use the newspapers to write about Vietnam
Suggest people should make trips around the world 
a) Raise ns?ney fbr folks to go

Talk to people that have made trips to Asia and Africa

RESOLTOXg

That the interest of Black African-Americans requires strong

Independent colored nations in Africa and Asia for our own protection and

- survival# That is the Black man*® stake in Vietnam and ini the Third Wbrld. <
■ ' | . ■ •' i f; •• '

What w have in eonwn with .colored nations elsewhere is the need to over throw f

vhlte mgjremacy whether la South Africa or Newark, Nev Jersey.

^___ ■" h 1 ■ b • ' '

951® abov® sot voted usgm'but it w ihe-gonm! eansendutj the -

.WMwp S^$<2^**==JWL ^ALca.
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^^his attitude^ to dewlap-a r^vdlutichfifry::b{2ilo©k f@^ wcsw^thas® references :- 

i^saay- ^®*h®lpfuls; : •" >'■ *- • ,i‘;' '-. ; ■ *'■'■;■'

.. '[. Vietnamese Womsn^fVietsw’ Studisajp •■.’ - ;'-."' ;. ?‘ ' >':'" 
t,/ SUNHASABA’ EANOI . .•,..■'• _ ..., ..... ,/
,;'-4’32.Hai BaiTrung^Hanol^Vieteia ‘■',“ ■ .« ’ 1 *'

Red Women6s Detachment ((A?raay)=Th©. Bsopl®*s\China., '
** Ifinin: and' ths: Womea- Questiosb^CLsra Setfe®■ir;<'■ ‘ •/ ■ h

’.. Guerrilla and Counter Gus^illa^Wllliasa Pemercy :•■. <,
" . A ByIng Col6nialisaa^Vrang'iPah©^r,,J ;; ’' ’ *'r : >' ■•;° • •.’

J - <i_ . '., .-..’... r. i- * . • >, 1 e ..

j

Survival Mtsgv. . .'■■•’■' J'

le There should b© a list, of •ntecH.eal supplies ^hieh should 1

not only for .-’rebellion periods^.but also for. everyday living’ because ,the.’®ysMa, 
• ■ ‘ . . ’’<! '• * ' ' ''" ■ . . ■ " ' ■ 

1® nc^ tryirig'to clos©; in on th® blaek ■cosmaunity at ©very opyiortunlt^O; >W ®wt ‘ •
, . ... - .<r fl; - ;’: '■’!;;'’ ,( f '• ' '' f ’ < •'’ 'Z- ■' •..• ' ■ i ’ 1 . i'- ’ ? a « : '■' V1- ;

st all tisBe haw eoerceno/supplied in th® hQm0 ©oas©Irins n bandages n'alcohoi\
4-< )-.’.»;■ ■ ; T,;- *;. ; t I./:; \. f P 5 i •- S G,

’V/ ■ ■ '■ ■ • ’ " . * • ■ • ‘ ...'.>■,
.■■/.v ■■.'■ ■ --■ ..A.... /■: ,. . .. . ,,, . .'

*XX* • Efforts Should .be,, mad® to contact black: doctors .to deal with;tW qwtiWv

■and If ;thay should refuse.we should m<pye to boycott^ rticc^.,t^se d@ao£rM"l^8.'' \

reed-to-‘-ttaOTs:to l@am.hw to res^ov^. bullets' frea th® less. sensitive parts’ ©Fthe '
■:>., $,?■'' ■■ ■ ' '■ ■.'.Or.-: ■ 7 ■:!’>:.? -"uq tr t 1 -

bcdy.a^;th®.n@®d;<-Mtof®vt®©hni^uBiao ' . ... , '•'■ .

XXIq A group of. V7c$®h_ @an ask th® red crciss to scasa into'the eoMiunity to ■
'? * 1 • - ' ■ ■Gr V... ' 'J . i.ij ’.U; 4 <?. V . . ' '■«<■' r ' G *' 7 " > -

have 'classes ■first-aid tschniows* ~ ■ .

■ GX9® asd black nurse® .who. hare bodst ^n .Vietnam should haw -a*,re®p®5il®ibiii'ty’

.. io the' black eoaamnitye ■ .Wort® should be made to.eonUci‘th^m'a’ ■ ■ '■'■"' •



t
. .... g A

large quantities of ean go&dSj powered milk# and food 

supplies a Wisest to stord such goods is at the discretion of the sis tars , and 

brothers for safetyireasohs^ ’

, VI*. Begin to dheck^hat radical supplies and,medicines are in^’the local drug y;

' store. Ask docotrsjif you may tee the samples they get <*' ;--?M*??ine. ■
? j ’ ■ . • , , , }"'-■>!■■ .................... ' ' ’

- . 8 •* ; ■ ■ I „ ■ ■ ' ‘

Sisters must wage a propaganda campaign in terns of black people survival® Every 

day in the black community they should read leaflets, literature on the necesi- 
nrj.r

ty of first aid for survivalP We must saturate the community with thispropa- 

ganda so when the shit hits the fan black people will realize the need for get

ting medical supplies when they get the colored TV. Our responsibility should
■ I 1 ■ 4 r *- ■ - 3 ■ ' k

also be in how do we STORE these supplies® Individual communities or persons^ 

will have to make t&at declsiono '

Program ’ f

Communicationss We must move to be of the people* We must move to do effect* 

ively grassroots organizing ill the urban community. A BLACK PHONE#* In each
I'-.’'' / .1 . 1

community a, phone with a tape can be installed which can tell all people who 

call! the times, dates, and nature of events in the black ccmmunity. This should 

be ;done:‘in- everyblack community*-‘ We must strenghthen the grapevine in our com

munity. Certain people should be resposible for passing on information via phone 

;or mouthy We must perfect this great' asset* 1

Horae and Family Ilfs« Program #3': ' : r ? J
■ ■ s ■ . ... -■ '* J'. ■' - ’i.-

!! y WALL of RESPECT in every home^ especially homes with children. ’ Black 

people doing things, photographs, newspaper clippings, ect. and children should 

be .educated around this. Children should be entertained by black events (Black 

Phone will do the communication of these events.) Because we have hot’been 'abl b

to, build, schools, children on Saturdays should be gathered to'have lessons on and 

in blackness * Those' mothers' ttho are ’moving ih :the revolution s tage should write 

a handbook'if or maed -diSseMhatlon dn tsHc®r To Raise1 Blafck Children^ ; ?"

. FTogram A-~Dope: -9„ ‘

• We must move to picket and use other means to awaken the community about



*. ifoc -fiM+e-rf brino*r-i
\ th® dope and our ctag^drend There) must be a c oncer te^Bffort io deal with dope

‘ hrr> sbisod rtjSb o»i+ oi o^bli/ods suerWoU .
pushers M-tnw -ediiimmty'and with dope 'osmera at city halls -‘ .* ” "

'./ •'. MttMttorf.iBid.c<a4^3w4«W*Tt5-m,,'!-s<i niv'***

■ 1 ■• r rt . t _■.*■».•«; o<-’+ ■b-‘ff**'-'•’ <) -J If') El'fedJo’I fl ;g! I'iii-'H 70*1 ©•£
I9 When afeturn home for’ the summer they should be- man-

■ t* ; ■ / o.ne ’’*'‘»»4" Ik?■ '•no'■'’ iei’«i' ii'h ,CXivr vo-H.1, i”r'd dale
. dated to hold classes (that £by ‘x£ they have a" proper ’perspective)' for the young

• ■ • > people,, .ran erfi «( »’i® ®» ’io1 ®S"1^ <w ,m« *r> r'^s £

H. Quenr.HMh<^o^e h33rtdonatM Her land'’in the ’ Catskiflsf to" black ©hildren® y ,. 

orgSMSe^yi^hS^hlidfe^^j^'oij upj fnom across the country to visit ths 

. Mountaino far th® children* This

should happen y^^ii^fhoSj S' ouf/^Black Children*® Camp.

', mittee wiUaWewto”MWdbJtdflM('r' coJ bo:J.lr>.t

Program^/&’0rgani^W WfeiMA»i&ffb 521: ofb" :)i‘1

ns

A sub-com- ■ ■
.* ;■ ?.-> -‘’"if sei t- nr *■

< We must md'J'g from, the ^cliche’0 stage df the movement* Oiir whole lives t > e, ’ 
,.. ■•- • >«< 'K;? ?.eccr-.'?i ‘ ' ’r?“‘ r /

and social lifeumust&b&^ith’ih-' the1 ‘Timework of the revolution^ Sisters must ‘, .i?r*
,• . • ' it nj;fr;OBX»

■' ■ - r ' * - + no^X t'.'ir* j?vf •’ ^-■■r'-■ — i11 ■ . ' / ' ■. even at risksg^taUs^to^pSoplo,JMtT>tne laundry*mats, in the grocery stores^ ect* , 
. ' * ■ . . j ’ s- rri •" f •;>•• H :r!T °P’11 '•'>> C'J 1 7' n "■

We can organize 4jeWiT^i^3iXdsif6h^ol’def ^La'dies and educated within that framework*
; :■. ■ •■ ... > I - - tonA t -lied

, We must learn to/patpnt with those who do hot yet understnad* We must at all
'••• -s' ' • \ t. a ...j'i s-,r< ft -J '.•’'fcjbn-Jf c'iOjSXd
■■ .. • ■*! ■ ->L p*c tn*}*’C'-'"?' c?f3unj Mu. »■ •'-■■5 '■ ■. tiroes show ^pyot^rir <»ba mtsgifl.<I6a’lbWthfet “or sister, but refuse to deal with n.t

T ., 1 oi. oiovst' i£e «o; W d7«KjVe «W
.-‘.those when ii<; may mouses tat iHtb ^’bmeW/hg* meaningfulo r. fK rhrrn

■ * •. . . .... • . «. ertrtrt.^-.v dubdr. Y<i}ritKW3 to*? •
Vietnam an^..fthft^rafts^.^6grMVt:?t‘:,"^'£o'a f° '^'. ‘ ‘ ; ( .u;

••■ ■ W ■'. . . - ,. uiw -a
We must !5^r/jrjJmfb&tnif/iWg&fiist*r’fi>®’-2‘ac£st> agressive war in Vietnam by the ‘ ^i-riA

. ’ .. . i. . . , _ rv ■. rwi to -rU l;i-ir*a^brw ’
U.S0 to a pcs^qhiGf suRaoril^ <a ^ict’o^y'f or the National Liberation Front® a? -w

l" * *■■ ■’ ’■ - ■ ■ .,. yd cruMM0’-'-'-j'-'- t
Sisters who have dedd^ated)*^^!^^ fo^ the making of the' revolution must at

' ' * ■ ' ■ ' (‘ f-Q J ,.-1 * - fJ *1 I'lAO-t i f C'-.-JUXO
all times m^^j.i^ShehblackJ Communityara3 Wife® the t© are brothers in army suits„0w

or police or the like. ThU^may^ eoso^

have rapercus^g^ hji,^ se¥ve as'a propaganda topU", ,. ,vJt c nhidiw

Farnilie^,whoKhav®. loa^.’S'ons'-lh'tfe ’l^r^elster® should go to the, family,’for^ tv^i
( rtf. ;-i-rff.Y .'lOft ^f; l"> Syl’r>X.^ bfiv >'-‘t r; , .

,r a vH®Jpo(?M^Mr^hy waynpbsHblb ^^'at’ tfe® same time talk to.them abt0jUtEwhy;3i?. *nciV!

their sons tAW. lal^a

funerals for tha attend, and quietly give o<tt **



swaasandM arowd their |p@litical deaths* ::''r ouoIj yxkt1
' u'!on if.-li.n-"/? at Aollo Mw:) J; --d

Mothers staxld go to th® draft boards and tsll(th® ■r®sg^Mmr%,.ttet^tte3rri<* '■ olfci ‘■’P9 0.^ 8'fS.nv/O £/-0J.» n»J ‘ '?•'■• v ---
as® rospaslbl® for tealr smnsp and it will be irr®spons.1iblGJ^^s®ndyfofe^e!au^ffer.^

to death for nothing Mothers dis^.^ draf^boards..XW> at

otqouB

I
<S. .’Tj.i,) J J. '■■-•

■hew brothers eaa b® rotated froa mta plao®^ to aao^ro 
’ ftfWUlv rb'X-f) teJ' nr.nJ. V-if ' -;

‘hi. need bo g®t neast to th® sisters who .ar® Isa th® aoisd^fcsto® ©r-whorara^M bluorB 
h;: , • ■ „ -I-<rf!-hf rdO xU-teCI !<f-,,;‘ ~J J-lj ‘ -»■■''■■ ■$<: o-dfiC A ; i/[r\r>7 «. »i.u)1ua ,t . ■
^An th® red cross i&f/ietnasto W® haw talked to© srnmh aboufe ,tto. broths who- l@rT. cu>te.lB 
•&' ' s ' ■■
a-soldier and hav® hot crtieisod th® MsW who igt dM^gvt^v®to

tfkt InH sk
' ’aoGiWAQ

' Sisters must befein to take classes for dra^.epwgliing.djjMe^rsffinwbi £ KB 
> d;:mrr nnrd^■'0----i .• ■

‘. also.take classes in draft.covsellingn and th®n,®c^® tpaoows®!• Wrbrothrt;*
.teis ™*<nr v'vhi^'T c.,j - I

.who do not vfarX to go into th® ara^0 '^his oah,b® .educational(pro^ig®XEda6- .te/r-d’10 r*r'7 I
rj;l*j,0V’O;'if’‘| 1 ii/"*’( ' ifJ '! ’'■■>; " r f ★' ■ I

Fregra®. $8’8. Self.= DofensQp’tailed Struggle , nfi>7 t^nOfft ,rji„ •-, ;■■ ^',a I
rr*\ Jc te-iii’t o'n *'• r-.u .■ -V _■

Sisters’siust wxtototd that th® systea la ^Iso.^hsir^es^b '-W mbt Wterjdc p,afB 
)A ■ .Mrv? £^U- y J"*^' " '■

11© support our on all level® to f ight^ th®.,.$?© Must .tew Mats■”pr^ga

ganda.in th® blaeh comity about th® need for s®lf<=d®f@ns®-&-

ahit hit th® fans important it® will bs libaratsd.and^opgrl^eonf^aMo  ̂ I
. . Ml =ni pr.rcJ.HT «i -.« SV 23<<.A ■ ■ ■

£ O.J oB

nojJrfJ(jJ .............laefc b® discussed horip but. ®a©h coanamit^ saust deak-with. this^robltotete 
+ <• inur, HC^HioV-X ^3 ’.to ^’>1^ W .... —

tlOESo

' r+irr’j va’’tr* r!i '.if1 orf^ f/l C' H !‘‘v ’ . if I
fiwt worfe all easQs whm th@ ®an has, a..o33<r®wlWjrlA<hoswfn-rf©rvd‘©i3;:iinr^^'5^^0l'7B 

poms thteWoi^^'ia'nQOMsaiy,. 17® aurt ala?. Iswa.a^hawrfte rial a^f:!,,o't0t*OT {i 
f<vO I j't'.f'r<"';')"tJ -■ .J i ■ M

within @ wolneidnary SffMawAo » ,to g<^, osi'tW'gtm 3Ktls<>'i I
- ------------ o:, !>'lim! r.3 .o^- n ............. _ ■

H
.G|trxovf mob

Wi ^£^'1



EX

^tn©d &^.t3^8Si©K1^©r^^j^rbW&e^¥r%V%’t^^then moral 

. aupborto mwt b®^ ■

■,..’ ' gin io mow'. aM^d^QhJt^at^’^r®i^dTtH^e6Wtp/,-^hw28rotii®rs'‘irS'.^ideke(i up for
• *. • - A* - i^1-* ^,_ •■ .1 t i jLi-^i' ■ 1 *' r *> - ► <r"S ’ ■■*

■ . : struggling fjo^Mao^isM^pl® W"fflwt'"haW. effective Propaganda'
1 ■ . Xf 'dYO vc*<r.?hu tb4*L’wcl7<r<I ., »')3. <'/;cr(IfH £;■.£ *’<--" • ■ ' ‘

J. for great-‘dia^ei^j^lofflV’ao^tiMi^w-Jfiarf^adij^tii^^ld^W e'enseioiismd^ to ow ’.
. ’ ' ' ■ A.CSIS': -Jv-? ,c-uttoy5 mPfxoK J r ':■■

. people £O0ife; i®iSa,t; m©^jMSfrfe- of f'fenaaxi ^ergujosm
; ' ■-•^OOOs\o»G •>’''. .1 ?d:3 ZW^lp^E-cl “M>Wf?"^. %■

. Max ^^porsd'.to ddtta'
■ . ■■ .- <.hfi 32dta.ttpt^E(£G‘“«>- fiJ^Hpr«an.cotofc • AU j . .

' ■; '-'ahd probaWi^ ojMeat^taritt?^ and
'' ’ . ./Un©^ ov.tot^sb .

teffi vT-Cdi noanJAJO&-* J?1. ' . >’.

.... Program #
■. • ■ >.-.- •■ 4/0001 /Ztffl* ;v£'£OjC. voH " iQ arn^vS’ '^■,-e,3?tf..r-Ti?V
./■;. Th® byji® .^$70^ ■■
^-;7’ ,: POCOX /ij't v-oY WC’M tpynovrt. Q’ - .;'>/•

■ 'to exterminate th® w2>ld or those .pepjjie.who •reAi6e’'t5«'f<51][ljKi’t^§ M& a
• ^FX^r. .><ocr.'\«XX:^r 

racist^ aggrespi^^o^ic^^ i^^j-ind^+aiifaj&^af pw-<
' , ‘ Y>>. ‘.^toT v;<r ,fbrVeuiu3‘ t6‘unj?vA OOXJ;-
plea ofr^^a^-no- •

', o-atinbi ^a©*-r J^dH od-x^ y^-.C<? - .
Th® birth coK^o^np^^as ^tJdlsereaed^xb^t^wfe^iia^^ thi^ ^4*

'■' .. tc/ro'^O ~ ez;t?rxtr .p4-. 1
• • • there and sister^ ,<$seMS ;th^--pi^^MdiW^h® ^3i8,’%ifi^^alfe:^bout

♦»J*aaL»»v’J: >4PLupn.<36wssa ijn£ Miff 4*3?.>' j>obto*>M.•.'<?.. V ; 
the- Mtennffig. pryalue^orWetsgm^sko--.. V^-‘

;•:■ ; ': ;^a'\.,uc^.cll- v+ew:jR HJu.oad-^ OiX’»
■ -iWi&iMM .teoH »e±ve®*rWJ"«S?. - V'c®®.tre.i aitaor! «-v ■ • s

■ • « J .W& k¥ i? < ^OT.K«H .ito^E riJ-VSX ' •?? ■

,.■■ M PjfigQm.s'”^' '‘’taik.^»•»»*■!»' <•'”> ■.’i«A.’,«i'»o,iJB /snbX*,W fe- '--t.UJ£ ®-io.~’i «JE ■ ;

raMndat^d, ’. -1
-. *. ■ Cp:f.{r ’ V V’ ,nif Cc-H obvCK 1■'< t%'©T alonnu’f’QX-Otr - R.’-o^ jm/x'-s. <»V* i

_;.. to take cnWKe Wogr&as'and implement these programs wi&Ma th® eontat of ;

This Is for th® purpose of d®c@tralisatio^ ^aeh ©oamuMt^ ■■■

■ 0

, r 

5?’- 
7$

;o d

' their cosmmlVo ■

' ■ \sill aend t© ths National Of fie® a report of-the-aet&oftsrfrcm ths programs aad ’ ■ 

■ th® SMI ©ml Of fie® will tea ©©rrslatu this Womatlon for aass feaatoo': 

■ tionoand for mass eoraimteatlo^a.xg^;‘ ■'- ■ ; ■ ,-.': ■-■ ■ ■ '••
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We of NBAWADU feel tUhot th® draft 

is unjust because it binds iHh® individual 

to action which may be contrary to his 

personal beliefs. Many American men 

are being drafted and forced to die and 

kill in unjust wars. Therefor® wecire'" 

making available all the ^formation we 

ha'i’^^n draft alternatives in the hop® 

that draft age men may benefit. Our 

fight is at home.

Although we will counsel! you on any 

of the alternatives, th® fin®! decision rests 

with you, .

For counseling or information on th® 

draft Pleas® writ® ©r cell:

Ahfiwijtm ohoki

100-5th Avenue

Room 803

New York, New York

YU 9-1333. . .





SOME ALTERNATIVES

ALWAYS REMEMBER

.' Refers dsoosing a course of action seek 

©Mpc?t draft counseling. Do not substi

tute ^©ighhorhood hear’say for valid 

mformstfen.

L Msvotr waft until! th© lost minute to take 

■ ©etfea ©a you? draft situation. The 

n soans? you plan a course of action the 

;rj m@7Q seewe.your plans.

3}o D@ n@t forget about the draft because 

eft ivdH n©ft forget about you. Think q§ 
the draft as a reality in yow life.

j-j Y@m have as mudh right to plan your 

K fotwe as th© draft bsard does. Re- 

{& member there are alternatives to th® 
rfy 
ft dr eft.

4= Mew assume you cannot be helped 

w Mh w ft rocGiving ©spa-t -ecui »s©I ing.

L Yau have the right to appeal the loss 

of any classification (2-S, VS, 1-Y 

@te.)

■ * V-.

c

2. Conscientious objection (C.O.)

(gfosst ft cation. Being a C.O. means 

y©a feel that war is wrong, D@ not 

boSiev® gossip about the C.O. position; 

contrary to popular belief the C.O, 

deferment is open to both religious and 

man-’reftgious.

3. There ar® 13 legal deferments to the 

dr^ft -> do not assume without having 

fc benefit of draft counseling that you” 

d® not or more of these

deferments.

4= hundreds of men refused induction into 

the armed forces last year - you should 

hnow th® legs! status and legal defenses 

©f induction refusal.

SELECTIVE SERVICE -ft
-■, - *

14 G-A-Q ovaifoMo for noncambotant duty 

©si: By.

2 .) LO-C.O. ovmtablo for civilan work only

3 .J VS -= Deferred to end of school year.

4 .} VY -=* Fhysical or Mental Deferment.

5 .) 00A — Occupational Deferment.

SIC — AgriciTfu?®! Deferment.

74 BBS => Sfedent Deferment.

3.) inA-= Deferred boecus® of dependants.

94 1& Offacmfe d®ferrod by Saw.

19.) !)VC= Aft@n deferment.

U.J IW*= Minister e? Ministersd Student.

T,X} GVF— M@t qualified for any service.,

13.) V-A— Overage.



NATIONAL BLACK ANTI-WAR 
ANTI-DRAFT WION 
(NBAWADU)

APPENDIX

STUDFNT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING' COMMITTEE

Literature aistributed by the .Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) headquartered at 360-362 Nel
son Street^ SQL?05 Atlanta^ Georgia^ describes itself as not - 
being a membership organisation but rather an agency attempt
ing to stimulate and foster the growth of local protest 
movementso SNCC ms born out of the sit-in movement which 
eruped across the South beginning on February 13 19&0o A 
conference at Raleigh? North Carolina^ that spring brought 
together many of the demonstrating Southern students in a 
loose network of militant youth which was officially named 
SNCC in October I96O0

A source has advised that in May5 1966$ STOKELEY 
CARMICHAEL was elected National Chairman by the Central 
Committee., Tn May5 1967? CARMICHAEL was replaced as Chair
man by Ho RAP BROWN with CARMICHAEL assuming the position 
of Recruiter and Organizer for SNCCO In August5 19675 at 
the invitation of FIDEL CASTRO5 CARMICHAEL participated in 
the Organisation of Latin .America Solidarity Conference which 
was held in Havana., Cubau Subsequent thereto^ CARMICHAEL 
traveled to Hanoi and other sections of North Viet Ba, 
He returned to the United States in December5 19&75 at 
which time nis passport was picked up because of travel 
to unauthorised countries„

A source advised when CARMICHAEL was 'elected 
Chairman of SNCC5 the organization embarked on a program 
of ..eliminating Caucasians from its ranks& With the elec
tion of Ho RAP BROWN as Chairman in 1967.? it embarked on 
a world-wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm 
stand against violations of these'rights by the'American 
Government ana to strengthen its programs of opposition 
to the Draft and United States involvement in Viet Nam0



NATIONAL BLACK ANTI-WAR 
ANTI-DRAFT UNION 
(NBAWADU)

APPENDIX

STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING 
COMMITTEE (Cont’d) -

Literature distributed in February, 1968, iden
tified SNCC as an organisation in the revolutionary van
guard « It advocates to be successful, it is necessary' to 
develop a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary programs

On August 13, 1967L while addressing a group in 
the Watts Area of Los Angeles, California, H« RAP BROWN 
said, ’'You better shape up America, or we’ll burn you down/* 
Later in February, 1968, in a publicised note BROWN wrote9 
’’America, it if takes my death to organise my people to re
volt against you and to organize your jails to revolut 
against you and to organize your children, your God, your 
poor, your country, and to organize mankind to rejoice in 
your destruction and ruin, then here’s my lifeo’!



I

NATIONAL BLACK ANTI-WAR 
ANTI-DRAFT UNION 
(NBAWADU)

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBIO It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your;agencyo

-18*-



WASH DC*

FEDH1AL mmu OF INVESTIGATION 

O CWW OF JUSTICE 

(Wmunication section 
MAY 101968

£Sr. Tolsoss___ —
Mr DeLoach__ —
Mr. Edohr______ _
Mr. B ishop_____
Mr- C asper___ _
Mr. ■ allahan___
Mr- Conrad____
Mr. Felt...— - 
Mr. Gale___
Mr. Rosen ._
Jfef. Sullivan2^L_
Mr. Tavel---------
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy_

ALL IN F O RM AT I ON /C ON T Al N E D 
HE.REIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
)ATE 06-12-2006 BY

603 0 9 /' U C / T AM / D C G/' bls

DIR

SPRNGFLD

10/68 MAL440PM URGENT 5

TO TOR, FBI (100-446080) AND WFO (100-43503)

FROM SP NGFIELD <100-10697?

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - M; SEDITION, 00: WFO*

RE SI TEL TO BUREAU MAY NINE SIXTYEIGHT, CAPTIONED

STUDENT UNREST, SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY. CARBONDALE

ILLINOIS, MAY EIGHT SIXTYEIGHT, INFORMATION CONCERNING

BUREAU HAS BEEN ADVISED IN THE ABOVE CAPTION AND

BY OTHER COMMUNICATIONS CONCERNING UNREST AT SOUTHERN'

ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY, CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS.

FOR INFORMATION OF WFO, THE UNREST AMONG A SMALL

MAJORITY OF WHITE PROTESTORS AND NEGRO STUDENTS?^! SIU DURING 

THE PAST WEEK HAS BEEN SPONSORED BY A .GROUP KNOWN A&’^&OALHION

REFORM/ WHICH DESIRES TO TAKE OVER UNIVERSITY, ANOTHER GROUP

CALLING ITSELF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS PEACE COMMITTEE ON APRIL 

TWENTYSEVEN SIXTYEIGHT STAGED PROTESJ-JIARCH ON VIET NAM / 

ON MAY SEVEN, A BOMB WAS"EXPLODED IN THE AGRICULTURE BUILDING 

CAUSING OVER FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS DAMAGES AND ON MAY EIGHT, 
________. G MAY 3.-5 1S38



PAGE TWO 

SIXTYEIGHT, UNIVERSITY POLICE QUELLED AN ATTEMPTED SIT-IN 

IN PRESIDENTS OFFICE FOLLOWING DAMAGE TO BUILDING BY STUDENTS 

RESULTING IN SEVERAL STUDENTS BEING EXPELLED AND OTHERS 

CHARGED WITH DISORDERLY CONDUCT. AN UNCOOPERATIVE STUDENT 

SENATE FIGHTING ADMINISTRATION VOTED TO INVITE CARMICHAEL 

TO SPEAK ON THE CAMPUS MAY NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT, HOWEVER, 

DUE TO PAST WEEK"S UNREST, UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS REFUSED TO 

PERMIT CARMICHAEL TO APPEAR.

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

SECURITY DEPARTMENT, REPORTED TODAY THAT UNFOUNDED RUMORS 

PERSIST THAT CARMICHAEL MAY APPEAR AT SIU IN DEFIANCE OF 

UNIVERSITY POLICY. THE APPEARANCE OF CARMICHAEL WOULD 

MATERIALLY CHANGE THE RELATIVELY QUIET WHICH NOW HAS BEEN

b6
b7C

ACHIEVED ON THE CAMPUS ACCORDING TO AND THEREFORE

WFO IS REQUESTED TO ADVISE WHETHER OR NOT ANY INFORMATION

HAS COME TO THEIR ATTENTION INDICATING TRAVEL BY CARMICHAEL 

TO CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS. WFO SHOULD ADVISE IMMEDIATELY IF 

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

INFORMATION DEVELOPS ALONG THIS LINE IN ORDER THAT AUTHORITIES 

IN CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS AND SIU CAN BE ALERTED FOR POSSIBLE 

TROUBLE.

SI WILL FOLLOW. P.

END

LCC 

FBI WASH DC* 

P



" ' 'ALL INFORMATION- CONTAINED ' ■ 
‘ HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.

DATE 0 6”” 12-^Bo 6 BY"
603 0 9/■ UC/TAM/DCG-/ bls-

J

To

Airtel

Rromt

May 13, 1968

* Mr* W, C. Sullivan
* Mr. Bishop
«• Mr. G. C, Moore

1 * DeLoach
1 
1

SAC, WFO (100-41626) (100-43503)

Director, FBI (100-439190) (100-446080)

KWVIOUKT COORDINATING COffi-JITTEE (SNCC)STUDENT
RACIAL MATTERS - SNCC 
S KBIT TON

/ STOK13LY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTERS * SNCC 
SEDITION

Bureau authority la granted toT

las an
observation post In connection with your coverage of 
Stokely Carmichael and Washington, D. C., SNCC activities*

You must personally insure that this observation 
post la effected with full security. You mat also make 
certainF I fully understands the need to
keep this matter strictly confidential*
1 - M. F. Row (6221 IB)

b6

(11)

NOTE: 
dated

See memorandum G. C. Moore to W. C. Sullivan/ 
5/10/68, captioned as above, prepared by PTBiekw.

b6
b7C1

1 \

■
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5/7/68

AIRTEL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, WFO

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RM - SEDITION; MISCELLANEOUS 
(Bufile 100-446080)
(WFO 100-43503)

SNCC
RM - SNCC
(Bufile 100-439190)
(WFO 100-41626)

In connection with the coverage of captioned matters, 
WFO has been conducting a continuing survey to locate an_______ 
observation point I

I __ as the Bureau 
is aware> SNCC is in the heart of the ghetto area. I

b6
b7C
b7E

b2
b7E

4y- Bureau 
r2 - WFO 
CJJ:teb 
(6)

i»tyr p.^cordbd' 
iTO may 161968



ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN^
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 0 6"” 12 — 2 0 0 6 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AI'-'I / D C G/ bls

SAC, WFO (100*43503)

REC-68 1 -

5/13/68

RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT NONVIOLENT 
COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC) 
SEDITION

On 5/2/68.I 
now employed as I

Iforxaer Special Agent

~1 advised Inspector F I at the Bureau that
he had received the following information from an informant.

Un a plan to ship rifles to 
Chicago where they will be secretly stored for an impending riot in that area/l I is shipping the rifles. Be has ai 
arrest record ini [reportedly for

Based on available identifying data a review of
b7C

WFO promptly endeavor to determine whether or 
not there is any individual by the name of I is currently associated with Stokely CarmicEael and wh££] 
there is any validity to the information furnished by | informant. 1—

b7C

CM
cd 66

2

Chicago should contact informants and sources 
regarding knowledge of any rifles being shipped to Chicago 
and secretly stored for an impending riot in that

2

Tolson ___

DeLoach _
Mohc ____
Bishop ___
Casper ___
Callahan _
Conrad ___
Felt_____
Gale _____
Rosen ___

Sullivan __
T avel ____
Tmitej^ P 
Tele, <^^6 m! 

Holmes___
Gandy ___

2 * Chicago

PTB:c
(?)

area.

MAIL ROQM TELETYPE UNIT



- t'

♦
Letter to SAC, WFO 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
100-446080 

Recep lent offices should be alert to the fact
that it is a violation under the Federal Firearms Act for 
any Individual who is under indictment or who has been 
convicted of a crime punishable by imprisonment for a 
term exceeding one year to transport or cause to be shipped 
or transported in interstate or foreign commerce any firearm 
or ammunition* Recepient offices should also be alert to 
the possibility that if there is any validity to this allegation 
such rifles could be stolen from the Government thereby 
creating a possible violation of the Theft of Government 
Property Statute,

Pertinent information developed should be promptly 
submitted in a form suitable for dissemination.

- 2 -



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

FROM

SUBJECT:

3010-106

NMENT

Memorandum
Mr. Mohr

RIOTS ?T

„ -r x pt pi j-XT Jxs £\ xj J.. IM X O U 1 M X- xJxA, e-J O Hi LJ
DATE 06-12-2006 bSE

6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ HI

date; May 2, 1968

Bishop _________
Casper_________

Callahan_______

Tolson _________

DoLoach _______
Mohr___________

b7C

The following information was received on 5/2/68 by 
Inspector! |from| [former Bureau Agent,
now employed asl I

| said he received
the information from an informant.

b *o
b7C
b7D

I Un a plan to ship rifles to Chicago where they will be
secretly^stored for an impending riot in that aree| |is shipping the
rifles. He has an arrest record in| ~reportedly

RECOMMENDATION:

For such action as seems appropriate.

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Gale
1 - Mr. Rosen
1 - Mr. Sullivan

SEE ADDENDUM - GENERAL
INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION -• PAGE 2

4 MAY 15 1968



b6
b7Memorandum to Mr. Mohr

Re: I I

ADDENDUM: GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION: RIS:hcs, 5-3-68:

Based upon the information furnished, there appears to be no 
Federal violation over which we have jurisdiction. It should be noted, 
however, that it is a violation under the Federal Firearms Act for any 
individual who is under indictment or who has been convicted of a crime 
punishable by imprisonment for a term exceeding one year to transport 
or cause to be shipped or transported in interstate or foreign commerce 
any firearm or ammunition.

The Domestic Intelligence Division in connection with its 
investigation of Carmichael should keep this statute in mind with a view 
toward possibly developing a violation provided the facts can be substan
tiated. It is also possible that such rifles could be stolen from the 
Government, thereby creating a possible violation of the Theft of Govern
ment Property Statute.

- 2 -



AL If' IN F O RM AT I ON C ON T Al M E D 
"HEREIN IS UNCLASS IF 
DATE 06-12-2006 BY 
60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls

R38

I ENCIPHERED

Mr. Tolson__
Mr. De Loach.
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr.

Bishop
Casper____
Callahan 
Conrad.

URGENT 5-7-68

TO DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM JACKSONVILLE

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS-M; SEDITION 00: WFO

] INCLUDING

WHO HAVE MADE

Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes___ _
Miss Gandy

CONCERNING VISIT OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL TO GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA

SOME TIME THIS WEEK, ALL SOURCES,[

BUREAU J

CONTACT WITH PROMOTERS OF CARMICHAEL VISIT, ADVISE NO DETAILS ARE/;

BEING RELEASED CONCERNING CARMICHAEL'S ITINERARY OR PLANS IN

GAINESVILLE AFTER ARRIVAL. NO PARADE PERMITS HAVE BEEN REQUESTED;

NO SPEECH LOCATION REQUESTED OR ANNOUNCED AT THIS TIME.

ALL MILITANT

BLACK POWER ADVOCATES, ARE STILL IN CUSTODY ALACHUA COUNTY JAIL, 
GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA. \ REC 5 WL < / J

_________ * __________ , s MAY 15 19S8______________________ 

NEGRO MALE,!

IS IN CUSTODY IN LIEU OF FIVE THOUSAND DOLLAR

BOND ON CHARGE OF INCITING A RIOT IN GAINESVILLE, APRIL SIX LAST.

NEGRO MALE,[

] IS IN CUSTODY IN LIEU OF BONDS

TOTALING SEVEN THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS ON CHARGES OF INCITING

A RIOT IN GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 

(did 1968 
iwo coms io wo e r

, APRIL SIX LAST AND IS ALSO UNDER



PAGE TWO

CONVICTION APPEAL FROM ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA, ON GRAND LARCENY CHARGE 

ARISING OUT OF RACIAL INCIDENT, ST. PETERSBURG.

NEGRO MALE b6
b7C

IN CUSTODY IN LIEU OF SEVEN THOUSAND FIVE

HUNDRED DOLLAR BOND ON ARSON CHARGE RESULTING FROM RACIAL DISTURBANCE, 

GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA.

SYMPATHIZERS OF ABOVE PERSONS ARE THE PROMOTERS OF THIS CARMICHAEL

VISIT. GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA, REPORTS

PURPOSE OF CARMICHAEL’S VISIT IS TO RAISE BOND MONEY FOR THESE THREE 

PRISONERS.

ADMINISTRATIVE.

REBUTEL MAY SIX LAST.

COVERAGE OF ABOVE VISIT OF CARMICHAEL AND ANY SPEECHES WHICH MAY 

RESULT BEING PROVIDED By| bo

b7C
b7D

OF KNOWN RELIABILITY WHO HAS PREVIOUSLY FURNISHED

SPEECHES BY

OF KNOWN RELIABILITY

SPECIAL AGENT PERSONNEL WILL FURTHER AFFORD PERSONAL COVERAGE

RECEIVED: 4:39 PM JDR
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DAT? 06-12-2006 BY H

□ 03 0 9/UC/TAM/DCG/bls

WIHAL BUEEAU OF IWESHCfflO'l A 
U. S. BEPASTIMEfff OF JUSTICF ’

COMMUNICATION SECTION 
MAY 0195g y

:“’=-------- .

Effr. Tof.non---- — \
Mr. DeLoaeh------
Mr- Mohr-— i
Mr. BisVm-------- ii
Mr. Cr.r^r--- — :

FBI WASH DC*

C a । il* .*.-21*1

Conrad-

Gale _

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Suliiva
Mr. Tare
Mr. Tetter-------
Tele. Loom--------
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy

TOKELY CARMICHAEL. IS-M: (SEDITION). 00: WFO

FBI JACKSVLE

9:53 PM EDI jXGENT 5/9/68 JLC

TO DOCTOR (100-446080) AND WASHINGTON FIELD (100-43503)

FROIV JACKSONVILLE (100-870) 2P

ADVISED MAY NINE SIXTYEIGHT THAT

STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS DEFINITELY COMING TO GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA

SOMETIME BETWEEN MAY ELEVEN AND FOURTEEN SIXTYEIGHT. HE ADVISED

THAT CARMICHAEL IS SUPPOSED TO GIVE A SPEECH AT ONE OF THE

COMMUNITY CHURCHES, NAME OF CHURCH UNKNOWN TO

ADVISED THAT

GAINESVILLE

IS IN CHARGE OF THE ARRANGEMENTS FOR CARMICHAEL IN
,J /

(/ / . 1

A SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST
•« MAY J 5 1968

ADVISED ON MAY NINE SIXTYEIGHT THAT CARMICHAEL IS SUPPOSED TO 

ATTEND A DANCE, A RALLY AND A BARBECUE WHILE IN GAINESVILLETTs

WELL AS GIVE A SPEECH AT AN UNKNOWN CHURCH. SOURCE ADVISED THAT

PLANS ARE NOT FOR CARMICHAEL TO SPEAK ON THE UNIVERSITY, CAMPUS.

iHW
bS/W 2 (d868



PAGE TWO
b6
b7

ADVISED MAY NINE SIXTYEIGHT HE RECEIVED INFORMATION THAT 

 MADE A NEWS RELEASE TO ASSOCIATED PRESS IN MIAMI ON MAY NINE 

SIXTYEIGHT THAT CARMICHAEL WOULD BE IN GAINESVILLE TO RAISE BAIL 

MONEY AND "TO HELP THE BLACK COMMUNITY IN ANY OTHER WAY."

ADVISED THAT THE CITY OF GAINESVILLE IS HAVING A BARBECUE

FOR THE NEGRO CITY EMPLOYEES ON THE NIGHT OF MAY TEN SIXTYEIGHT.

ALSO ADVISED THAT A DANCE HAS BEEN SCHEDULED TO BE HELD

ON NIGHT OF MAY ELEVEN SIXTYEIGHT AT THE VILLAGE GATE, A NEGRO NIGHT

CLUB IN GAINESVILLE ADVISED THAT INFORMATION HE

RECEIVED IS THAT THIS DANCE IS TO RAISE BAIL MONEY.

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE PRIOR COMMUNICATIONS CONCERNING VISIT OF CARMICHAEL TO 

GAINESVILLE, FLA., WEEKEND MAY ELEVEN NEXT.

SOURCE IS|

WHO OBTAINED INFORMATION FROM A MEMBER OF

SECRET SERVICE, JACKSONVILLE AND MI, GAINESVILLE ADVISED. 

THIS MATTER BEING CLOSELY FOLLOWED AND THE BUREAU AND WFO WILL 

BE KEPT ADVISED.

END

CAB

FBI WASH DC*



ALL INFORMATION CON&T 
pj g pj g S UM C LaA S SIFTED

F B I

Date: 5/10/68

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. DeLoaeh
Mr. Mohr..._____
Mr. Bishon.

Casper..____
Callahan___
Conrad
Felt

Mr. Ggle

| Mr. 
j Mr. 
1 Mr. 
I Mr.

Via
TELETYPE

(Type in

URGENT
or code)

TO; DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC SPRINGFIELD

FROM

STOKELY CARMICHAEL: IS - M; SEDITION

I RE SPRINGFIELD TEL MAY TEN INSTANT.

WFO SOURCES HAVE REPORTED NO INFORMATION

TO VISIT :SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

2 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO

Mr. Trotter.(Priority)

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

rJiSg Holmes__' 2.'
Mias Gandy

-I

PLANS

io MAY 15 1969

SUBJECT

WWH:tab 

(6)

^7/ .
Approved5 ^enMlfCharge Sent M Per



5-1 13a ((9-29-65)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED’
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE ^fc-12-2006 BY
603 0 W/ TAM/ DCG/ bls

Domestic Intelligence Division

IN FORMATIVE NOTE

Date -----5/10/68
We have previously furnished Alcohol aid 

Tobaccoinformation rfirapding 

nispxaying a broken-down machine gun and 
carrying case in Alabama* Carmichael 
Ls renting a car for travel to Florida 
this weekends However, It is not known[ 
|that| |

| 1 is traveling with him on this
trip. Atlanta and Washington Field are 
attempting to determine! Hplans and
trip.btlanta and Washington : 
attempting to determine!
ivill keep Jacksonville advised

Should! 1 travel with Carmichael 
with the black bag mentioned herein, it is 
believed that we should comply with the 
]*equest of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Tax Unit 
with respect to having Agents act as 
observers at scene of the confrontation*

TDR:lrb



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREOF fS7 ‘UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06-12-2006 BY
603 09/UC/TAM/D C G/to 13

9:07

TO DIR

URGENT 5-9-68 JLC

AND WASHINGTON FIELD

FROtiKjACKSONVILLE

VIA TELETYPE
MAY 9 1968

ENCIPHERED

Mr'. Tolson. 
£r. DeLcJ(*1 
Mr. Mohr....
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Callahan___„

Bishop____
Casper

Conrad____
Felt.— 
Gale...

O~oseff 
an___

Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter...-__
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes____

'Miss Gandy

~ ORIGINS WFOSTOKELr"CARMICHAEL (SEDITION) OFFICE OF

aRE PRIOR COMMUNICATIONS CONCERNING VISIT OF CARMICHAEL TO

GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA, WEEKEND MAY ELEVEN NEXT AND JACKSONVILLE

CALL TO THE BUREAU THIS DATE.

I lAGENT IN CHARGE, JACKSONVILLE OFFICE OF’
ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO TAX DIVISION

U.S. TREASURY, CONTACTED THIS

OFFICE THIS AFTERNOON TO SEEK OUR ASSISTANCE AND HELP IN FURNISHING

ATTU INFORMATION REGARDING CONTEMPLATED TRIP OF CARMICHAEL TO

GAINESVILLE, FLA. HE FURTHER INQUIRED AS TO ANY ADDITIONAL

INFORMATION THIS OFFICE MIGHT HAVE CONCERNING "THE .GUN MATTERf 
/Ad-W’&atfo-

HE WAS ASKED WHAT HE WAS REFERRING TO AND HE ADVISED HE HAD BEEN^

GA., THAT CARMLGHAELV. ----- 4’INFORMED BY'HIS REGIONAL OFFICE

IN HIS TRAVELS IS ACCOMPANIED BY ONE 

,| [CARRIES A "BLACK BAG" WiiffH —-

DOWN" MACHINE GUN. '0(^71/

CARMICHAEL’S INSTRUCTIONS

CONTAINS A "BROKEN

MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIREI

AND P|^|^T5T^8'.

W0_COP2£S XO BJ’0 ?

M ft



PAGE TWO

THE INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO IS EXTREMELY DETAILED

RELATIVE TO THE DESCRIPTION OF THE BLACK BAG EVEN TO EXACT 
• £ 

DIMENSIONS OF HEIGHT, WIDTH AND DEPTH, NUMBER OF STRAPS, ETC.

[ADVISED HE HAS BEEN IN CONTACT WITH THE ATTU REGIONAL 
£<'sTe>'e.T 

counsel and «srr, n»f, Tallahassee, and they are both in agreement 

THAT IF I |AND CARMICHAEL ARRIVE IN FLORIDA WITH THE "BLACK 

BAG" AS DESCRIBED THE ATTU AGENTS SHOULD INTERCEPT THEM, SER^'cH 

THE BAG AND IF THE AUTOMATIC WEAPON IS FOUND, MAKE AN ON-THE-SCENE 

ARREST OF CARMICHAEL AND| |FOR VIOLATION OF NATIONAL FIREARMS 

ACT.

I SPECIFICALLY REQUESTED IN VIEW OF THE BACKGROUND OF 

CARMICHAEL AND| | THAT FBI AGENTS BE READILY AVAILABLE AT 

SUCH CONFRONTATION SO IF I IaND OR CARMICHAEL ATTEPjtED

NY ASSAULT ON THE ATTU AGENTS THE FBI COULD IMMEDIATELY ARREST

OTH INDIVIDUALS ON A CHARGE OF ASSAULTING A FEDERAL OFFICER.

[STATED INFORMATION IN POSSESSION OF ATTU AND WHICH IS THE 

ASIS FOR THEIR CONTEMPLATED SEARCH AND POSSIBLE ARREST IS

INFORMATION FURNISHED BY "THE FBI IN WASHINGTON, D .C."



PAGE THREE

AT PRESENT WFO IS FURNISHING INFORMATION CONCERNING ACTIONS 

OF CARMICHAEL IN WASHINGTON AREA. IT IS REQUESTED WFO MAINTAIN 

CLOSE SURVEILLANCE OF CARMICHAEL AND OR AND TELEPHONICALLY

ADVISE JACKSONVILLE IF AND WHEN TRAVEL PLANS OF THESE TWO 

INDIVIDUALS BECOME KNOWN, PARTICULARLY IF "BLACK BAG" IS OBSERVED 

IN POSSESSION OF| [AND OR CARMICHAEL. SUCH INFORMATION WILL 

BE FURNISHED TO ATTU . #

JACKSONVILLE RECOMMENDATION, -UACB-, FBI AGENTS WILL ACT AS 

OBSERVERS AT SCENE OF CONFRONTATION BY ATTU WITHl I AND OR 

CARMICHAEL AND THEN IN EVENT ASSAULT IS MADE THEY WILL BE 

APPROPRIATELY ARRESTED BY FBI FOR ASSAULTING A FEDERAL OFFICER.

RECEIVED: 9:28PMLRC

MR. SULLIVAN



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

AL L INFO RM AT I ON C ON T AjB?J E D
UDDIITW T C? TIMPT fi. O C? T T7 T T7 Fl xx JZ-4 x\ xx -X- x’J X eO Lo 1 ’J ’ Jjrift to ~L- x- J— xxe J—’

ns—-i 9 _ 9 n n nvXw/ xx. x. xx 1J Lx -J— Xwt Xwt LJ *~J Cx xx x.
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

F B I

Date: 5/9/08

I *Mr. Tolson—------ ■ 1
1 Mr. DeLeach---   1 >I Mr. Mohr--------- |
| Mr. Bishop------ ■
I Mr. Casper------ ■
I Mr. Callahan.... - 1
y Mr. Conrad ----  :
8 Mr. Felt-----------  -

Transmit the following in _
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via_____ AIRTEL_________
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, DETROIT (100-34122)
o

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M; 
SEDITION

I Mr. Gale___
/ Mr. Rosen—
fv ^tffT'SulIivan

Mr. Tavel—.•

Re WFO airtel dated 5/2/68

Records at the Secretary of State’s Office, Michig^ 
Department of State, East Lansing, Michigan, disclose that 
1968 Michigan license| |is registered to | |

z:^
{ 3J - Bureau (RM)
k2 - WFO (100-43503) (RM)

2 - Detroit
JEK/cmt
(7)

Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Fev. 5-22-64)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HE REMITS UNCLAS SIFTED 
DATeJB-12-200 6 BY 
603 oWuc/ TAM/ DCG/ bls

Transmit the following in

Date:
PLAINTEXT

,, TELETYPEVia ____________

TO: FBI (100-446080)

SAC./WFO (100-43503)

F B I

5/7/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC.; SEDITION

RE WFOTEL FIVE SIX LAST

i Mr.
| Mr.
' Mr.

'Ir, 
Air. 
Mr. 

! Mt.

Mr. Tolson
Mt. DeLeaeh .
Mr. Mohr—-

Bishop_____
Caspar—^___
Callahan.,__

Conrad. ___
Felt___
Gale__
Kos.en~.
Sullivan^..
Tavel__
Trotter_

HMmes____
Mins Gajidy

SUBJ AT RESIDENCE MORNING AND EARLY AFTERNOON FIVE SEVEN INSTANT

WHILE MOVING VAN UNLOADED FURNITURE POSSIBLY BELONGING TO

LATER SUBJ VISITED LAUNDRY WITH | | AND SUBJ THEN WENT '

TO ED MURPHY’S SUPPER CLUB, GEORGIA AVE, NW, WHERE HE REMAINED FOR 

ABOUT AN’ HOUR. HE THEN WENT TO SNCC HDQTS. ARRIVING AT TWO TWENTY 

P,M-

SOURCE ADVISED SUBJ OBSERVED STILL HANGING AROUND SNCC^ HDQTS,

AT SIX THIRTY P.M. SUBJ NOT FURTHER OBSERVED DURING REMAINDER OF

EVENING;

ADMINISTRATIVE

ABOVE SOURCE IS

b6
b7C
b7D

ADVISED YELLOW PLYMOUTH STATION

WAGON PREVIOUSLY RENTED By[

AIRPORT, WDC, FIVE THREE PAST.

lAT NEW YORK CITY TURNED
/$D - V b

IN NATIONAL

6jBureau 
1-WFO 
WWHtmrah 
(4)

Approved
Orf! ■ Sp^ciii Agent in Charge

t- G 1,1 U

Sent M Per

@ MAY 15 1968



FEDERAL bureau of investigation
ALL 'INFORMATION CONTAIlA) U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED^^ J COMMUNICATION SECTION

DATE 06-12-2006 BY [.■ AY 21968
6U3 0 9/ UC/TAI'-'l/DCG/ bls

FBI WASH DC*

FBI SPRNGFLD

552 PM 5/2/68 URGENT CEK

TO

SOURCE b7D

DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND WFO (100-45503) AND

CHICAGO (157-1207)

FROM SPRINGFIELD (100-10697)

ARMICHAEL. IS-MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION*

Mr. Tolson
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr-------- -
Mr. Bishop--------
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahai 
Mr. Conrad. 
Mr. Felt----
Mr. Gale— 

r. Rosen

ADVISED DATE SIU STUDENT SENATE AGREED TO SPONSOR A MAY

NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT SIU APPEARANCE OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL,

AND TO ASK THAT SIU ADMINISTRATION PROVIDE THE FIFTEEN HUNDRED
-----------------“**>

DOLLAR FEE CARMICHAEL IS ASKING* NOT DETERMINED THIS DATE IF

ADMINISTRATION TO GRANT THIS MONEY OR THAT CARMICHAEL WILL

APPEAR*

WILL FOLLOW AND ADVISE OF DETAILS

BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED*

?• ® MAY 15 1S68

END

WPK



'P’D-a^fSev. 5-22-64)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
wL 1« ™L- pO L3 1U eo Jo J™ x-j J™.

dWe 06-12-2006 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

FBI

Date: 5/13/68

Transmit the following in__PLAINTEXT
(Type ihffilaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT

TO: DIR

- (Priority)

OR AND SACS JACKSONVILLE AND NEW ORLEANS

Mr. Tolson.,... , 
Mt. DeLoaeh— 
Mr. Mohr...........
Mr. Bishop--------
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad------
Mr. Felt_______ _
Mr. Gale______ J

r Mr. Rosen____J-
Mt. Sollivan-^fC.

* Mr. Tavel______
. Mt- Trotter
Tele. Room........ .

—__
Mias Gand;—L_

.. -------------•

FROM SAC, WFO (100-43503)

CHAEL, IS - M; SEDITION

REWFOTEL TO BUREAU AND JACKSONVILLE MAY TWELVE, PAST

FOR FLIGHT OR

HE FREQUENTS FOR

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED TO DEPART RESIDENCE MAY TWELVE, PAST

CHECK OF SNCC HEADQUARTERS AND OTHER PLACES

INFORMATION NEGATIVE. COVERAGE OF AIRPORTS

RESERVATIONS FOR SUBJECT DISCLOSE NO TRAVEL DATA. NO RECORD

LOCATED OF SUBJECT HAVING RENTED A CAR SINCE CANCELLING PREVIOUS

RESERVATION FOR RENTAL OF STATION WAGON ON MAY ELEVEN, PAST

PRIVATE VEHICLE USED BY SUBJECT RECENTLY FOR TRAVEL WDC

MECHANICALLY INOPERATIVE

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES ADVISE NO INFORMATION SUBJECT

ACTUALLY LEFT WDC THIS DATE. ANOTHER CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE

ADVISED NO INFORMATION SUBJECT DEPARTED BUT THAT SUBJECT WAS

Bureau
2 

2
Teletype Unit 

WFO

'/oO

WWH:tjd 

(6)

Approved:

REC-20
® MAY 15 1SS8

Sent M Per

r

ec-ig^^ent in Charge



?Jb-36S^ev, 5-22-64)

FBI I

Date: I
I

Transmit the following in__________________________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via----------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- |
(Priority) ।

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ L

WFO 100-43503

PAGE TWO

PREVIOUSLY TALKING ABOUT TRAVELING TO GAINESVILLE, ETORIDA.

FOR INFORMATION OF NEW ORLEANS, JACKSONVILLE ADVISED 

TELEPHONICALLY ACCORDING TO INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM THE 

ATTU, IRS, JACKSONVILLE, SUBJECT DUE IN NEW ORLEANS MAY 

THIRTEEN, PRESENT* NO CONFIRMING INFORMATION AVAILABLE. 

ADMINISTRATIVE

JACKSONVILLE AND NEW ORLEANS ALERT SOURCES FOR TRAVEL 

DATA REGARDING SUBJECT. WFO WILL FURNISH ANY ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION DEVELOPED. ABOVE SOURCES ARE

| THE OTHER SOURCE 

LISTED IS I b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

Approved: ____________________________ Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



FD-365 -9-27-65)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAI 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 06-12-2006 BY 
603 0 9 /' U Cp Mm / D C G/' bls

Date: 5/3/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code!

AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

To: Director, FBI

From:

Subject:

ATTENTION:
□ CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

SAC, SPRINGFIELD (100- GENERAL INVEST. DIV.
a 10697) □ DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

to , 
” Ci

<2

□ VRA-65 □ CRA-64

DIV.

□ BM □ BM-Threats | [Racial Matters
□ Klan □ Organization

Summary of Complaint:

Re SI tel to Bureau, WFI and Chicago, 5/2/68.

Forwarded herewith arethe original and 10 copies 
captioned as above, setting forth investigation 

donducted 
copies of

M of LHM
by SA| 
FD-376.

] Also enclosed are 2 b7

EDI, East 
Illinois; 
and NIS, Chicago

Copies of the LHM have been 
St. Louis, Illinois; Secret 
OSI, Chanute AFB, Illinois;

Illinois.

disseminated to USA, 
Service, Springfield, 
MI, Evanston, Illinois

Springfield will follow and 
advised of pertinent developments.

the Bureau will be

Bureau (Ends. 13) RWBtsjs
2 - Springfield (100-10697) (5)
ACTION: UACB:

V I I No further action being taken and
-- bo— ’ LHM enclosed Copy furnished to USA East St. Louis

□ LHM being submitted fi*
.... „ □ Report being submitted
; □ Preliminary investigation instituted

i I Limited stigation instituted

2 - Washington Field(Enc.- 2)RM

I
Approv

13- MAY ? 1968

Sent M Per
Charge



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
t j-J1} T*?

. -jrFEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
- r ' ® ' 0 -

» nr . WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535tn Reply. Plc&s'J Refer to
me No.. my 31 1968 *

Director
United States Secret Service
Department of the Treasury
Washington, D. C. 20220 ■ ■ .

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

' L , | Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. 8., because of his official status.

. 2. Q Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means.

3. yn Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. □ U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. f^! Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a) | ] Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) fig] Expressions of strong or violent anti-U- S. sentiment;
(c) □ Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. □ Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph □ has been furnished | ] enclosed □ is not available 
□ may be available through_________\'____________________ ___ _______

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 
U. S. Secret Service

. ... • - 2-
-I

Enclosure(s) (upon remaual of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
becomes UNCLASSIFIED J



\ 1 
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In Reply, Please Refer lo 
rile No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Springfield, Illinois 
May 3, 1968

ALL 'INFORMATION CONTAINED ■ 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 0 6—12 — 2 0 0 6- BY 
60303/UC/TAM/DCG/bls

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

I advised on May 2, 
1968, that Southern Illinois University Student Senate 
has agreed to sponsor a May 19, 1968 Southern Illinois 
University appearance of STOKELY CARMICHAEL. The Student 
Senate is asking that the Southern Illinois University 
Administration provide the $1500 fee that CARMICHAEL 
is asking for this appearance. As Of this date, it has 
not been determined if the administration will grant 
this money or that he will appear at all. The appearance 
has been arranged bv I

The following were advised of the above information:

Secret Service, 
Springfield, Illinois;

113th Military Intelligence Group 
Carbondale, Illinois;

ARTHUR GINSBERG,
Assistant United States Attorney, 
Eastern District of Illinois, 
East St. Louis, Illinois.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside your agency.

COPIES DESTROYED 

2S@Ftb 23 197b

- 1*



,/ALL INFzS^ATION contained

HERE IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE —12—2006 BY p g ।
603 0 9 /' U C / T AM /' D C G/' bls

Date; 5/6/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
Via----------------------------------  --------------------------------------------- -

(Priority) -I 
I

, TO:

by

in

/FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK.(100-153751) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS-MISC;
SEDITION

an
is

LHM

Sent M Per

*_____

Enclosed herewith are 11 copies of 
captioned as above. Also encloseddated and 

of the tape reflecting an press conference with 
NYC.CARMICHAEL on 4/12/68, at the Hotel Diplomat

The first source referred to in the

The transcript of the enclosed tape 
SA| Jon 4/18/68.

LHM 
a copy 
STOKELY

was typed

The agents that observed CARMICHAEL whil 
NYC were SAS I

] and[

A second confidential source referred
LHM 131 I

3-Bureau (Encl. 12r) (RM) 
2-Washington Field (Encl
2-Newark (Encl. 2) (RM) , 
1-Atlanta (Encl. 1) (info) (RM)
1-New York **'

" A1A0C

fioY1-Supervlso2p#^3
BJWtiah •'

Approved:



NY 100-153751

A third confidential source referred to
in LHM is | ~|

A fourth confidential source referred to is

b2
b7D

Copies of LHM are being disseminated to USA, 
SDNY; USA, EDNY; 108th MI Group; Secret Service; NISO and 
OSI.

b6 
b7C 
b7P

This LHM is classified "con^M^jffial" 
since unauthorized disclosure of information attributed 
herein to the above sources might impair his future 
effectiveness and such imp aliment could have an adverse 
»^-f*ect on the national defense.

2-



, Please Refer to

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
New York, New York 
May 6, 1968 - DECLASSIFIED'BY 60309/UC/TAW/DCG/bl

□KT 06-“12-“E0Q6
Stokely Carmichael

At 10:25 AM, April 12, 1968, Agents of New 
York Office observed Stokely Carmichael accompanied by I 

1 |and two unidentified male Negroes arrived at Laz
Guardia Airport, Queens, New York*

Camichael and three companions departed airport 
and went to I _ I residence
°fT m,. .

_ ______ Approximately 11:20 AM, Carmihael left I I
I I with the two unidentified
males and took a taxi to the Hotel Diplomat, 108 West 43rd 
Street, New York City, where thMjJattonal Conference _of__the 
Black Anti-WarjAnti-DraftUnionwa^uhdernvay. A source, . 
WO^TS^Turnished reliable information in the past made 
available a tape of Carmichael’s press conference at the
Hotel Diplomat.
Special Agent of

A transcript of this tape was made by a 
the New York Office and is as follows:

First Voice: The purpose of the press conference and the
purpose of this conference is basically....the purpose of 
this conference with you is to explain basically fchat 
the conference that we are having here in the next few 
days is all about. The purpose of that conference is basically 
to fciegln to develop and to build the black anti-war, anti
draft base and to build a black anti-war, anti-draft base 
within the black community. The reason for doing that 
is that it’s the metal (?) blow that we as a people can 
strike against the system. And I think that what happens 
is that if we able to destroy, if we able to destroy the 
military as far as a vast majority of black people are Involved 
in the military, and if we are able to destroy that and 
compulsorary (sic) constriction (sic), we'll be able to do 
a lot of things that the government won’t like very well. 
And that’s basically the purpose of this conference. 
Basically the reason why we organized this group the 
National Black Anti-War, Anti-Draft. Union. And we have 
Stokely Carmichael here this afternoon, this morning, to 
speak to us to open the conference, he was our keynote speaker.

ENCLOSWB



Stokely Carmichael

Second voice: Mr. Carmichael....

i' r • , * 1 . ‘ ;

Third Voice: Mr. (unreadable)call me Brother Stokely..
(laughter)

Second Voice: What is your reaction to some of the
statements (words unreadable) about the King murder, conspiracy 
and the fact that there was a hot trail that.now appears to 
be cold. What’s your reaction?

Third Voice: I am amazed at the fact that..a..within
hours after Dr. King was murdered, that he could come out 
and say it was not a conspiracy. As a matter of fhct, the 
only statement that Honky made was that it was not a conspiracy. 
Which leads me to believe that there must be some specific 
reason why he has been trying so hard to prove that it is 
not a conspiracy..I have worked with.Dr. King, and I know 
when Dr. King is in the South that,he is surrounded by FBI 
agents. And a... it is impossible for a killer to get in, 
shot and get away. Where were the FBI agents? They spend 
24 hours a day on my trail, doing nothing, maybe they ought 
to spend 24 hours a day on the trail of murderers in this country, 
and leave our bliack people alone, 1 cause we haven’t murdered 
anybody....yet. ..

Second Voice: Are you convinced that it probably is a
conspiracy then?

Third Voice: I am totaly convinced it’s a conspiracy,
because Dr. King?s march to... a ....Washington D. C. his 
poor peoples march, was clearly going to turn this country- 
upside down. And that march had to be stopped.

Question: On your recent trip to Hanoi.what
specifically (unreadable) reforms which you got from this... 
as a lot of people who would normally assume that it was 
ideological, rather than,...a....

Third Voice:. No it was not only ideological, it was 
also emotional, I got a real sense of spirit of brother - 

,hood with the brothers from Viet Nam. Because... a... 
they suffer Just like us. Dr. King recognized that because 
as his wife said, he died not only for the garbage workers 
in Memphis, but for peasants in...a... Viet Nam. And a.... 
the recognition is that all of us our oppressed people, are

-2-



Stokely Carmichael

are oppressed by the same structure.

Question: How do you think it would be applicable
to what you got from here?

Third Voice: Oh we’ll -put it to use.

Question: Ramsey Clark made some statements last
. Sunday about you and your actions in Washington investigating 
and so forth. What is your reaction to this?

Third Voice: / I have nothing to say...a... my people were 
in the streets and that’s where I belong in the streets with 
my people. As long as they are in the streets, that’s where 
I’ll be. Ramsey Clark and all his other people can investigate 
until they turn blue in the face. They can bring me to 
courts, and they can put me in jail, they can shoot me. I 
have no respect ftr them for their system of law, for their 
system of justice, because it is all unjust. I pay no 
attention to it, I have absolutely no regard for it. I 
will do what is necessary for the liberation of our people.

Question: Do you think now that they have Rap in
jail, and not letting him out for the time being...are 
trying to get others..ioh....SNCC leaders, black leaders to 
get them all behind bars? '

Third Voice: Yes, but...a...it will not stop what has
to be. They can kill who they think are the revolutionaries. 
:They can' Imprison Brother Rap. They can imprison the rest 
of us. But it will not stop it. Black people will conquer 
without a doubt. ,

Question: What effect do you think the death of
Matin Luther King is going to have within the black movement 
as such?

Third Voice: Well, I think the country made a mistake
when they killed Dr. King. It would have been far better 
if they had killed Rap Brown.or myself. . Because then they 
could say to the black people that...a....we are preaching 
guns, and he who preaches.,, .a.. .who lives by the sword will 
die by the sword. But they couldn’t do that for Dr, King. 
Because he preached love. There Is no possible way for them 
to make an excuse of Dr. King’s killing. So when they killed 
Dr. King, they just opened up the eyes of a lot of black 
people who were afraid to pick up.guns. But now they will 
pick up those guns. ’ -

• ♦ ■ > ' -3- ■



Stokely Carmichael

Question: In other words you think there are a lot-
more revolutionaries among black people today as a

■ result.... ’

Third Voice: ....of Dr. King’s death.

Question: (continuing)...of the assassination of
Dr. King?

Third Voice: . Absolutely, and when they tried to make the
carnival they didi and ;the hypocrasy they made out of his 
funeral, it Just brought more black people more and,more 
aware (?). ■ ‘

Question: What role will you play in the poor
peoples march in Washington? Will you participate in a non
violent way, or what role will you play?

Third Voice: I will play the same role as we played
when we spoke to Dr. King. We will give him our 
moral support.. We may- even help in other ways. But we will 
hot march, because we will not be non-violent. We will not 
disrupt his march, and we hope that the honkies don’t 
hit the brothers, too hard. Because if they hit them too 
hard, we might get mad. 

Questin: Don’t you feel that a certain platform
must be correlated to unite all black men, and if so what 
platform could do this?.

Third Voice: Well, we’re working on that. , We have
three so far. The first is that we must begin to have 
an undying love for our peqple. Where we are willing to die 
for<gur people. Not die in Viet Nam, but if we must die, 
let’s die In the streets of our cities for pur people. We 
also think that we must begin to advocate that every Negro is 
a.potential black man so thatve will stop the in-fighting 
inside our community. And thirdly, we should begin to. 
recognize that for black people, the question of community^ 
is not,Just simply a question of land but it is a question 
of our people and where we are. And whereeyer our people 
are, we’re at home. Now we then break down the national 
structures that have been imposed upon us by the honkies> ; 
and we begin to see that black people are nine hundred 
million strong In the world. And we’re part of that nine 
hundred million force.

-4-



Stokely Carmichael

Question: During the last few days, there have been
a number of incidents in a number of American cities.... 
a...tenement burnings, fires that officials have said 
arsonists have set fires. And some people in the black . 
communities have said that black revolutionaries are doing this. 
What’s your reaction?

Third Voice: Well I don’t know. You know, black people
are basically a biblical people. The bible was handed down 
to us by the white man arid we believe It; And the bible says 
that fire is a purifier. So...a...may be really, 
the people who are doing the burning are good Christian who 
recognize that...a...the country heeds to be purified.

Question: What about the viewpoint taken by some
black that in order for this thing to succeed it shouldn’t 
be basically started in a black community because you1re 
really destroying the homes that...you know...you mentioned 
upstairs some basic things that we needed. Shelter, food, 
and. ..a.,

Third Voice: In the District of Columbia this last
weekend there were only 20 families that were put out of homes. 
And that’s because those 20 families lived above stores.
All of the places that were burned; were white owned 
establishments. There were two stores of brothers that were 
accidently kicked into. All the, other stores that were 
burn^&Jjg&origed to people who did not live inside our 
commjMjBfc'

Question: What about those 20 people?

Third Voice: . Well, we found places for those 20 people
to live and all of them are in high spirits,, and they 
(?),now are all fine. Because we will not make our 
people (unreadable) for this weekend.. That’s what the honkies 
want us to do. . They want black people to feel sorry. We 
cannot feel sorry. We should be proud. ,

Question: Mr. 'Carmichael,-- the mayor of Newark at
first said then somewhat backtracked, but at-first said 
that,possibly whiteracists could have been-behind seme 
of the fires in his city. Do you agree with this at all?

Third Voice: I'agree wholeheartedly with him. All of
the trouble in this country comes from white racists.. All 
of It. So I agree wholeheartedly with him, I don’t think 

-5-



Stokely Carmichael

the specific fires.may be caused by white racists, but all 
the trouble is from white racists.

Question: . As far as the Black Anti-War,
Anti-Draft Movement, is this...do you think that the war 
is giving the black movement a chance to get itself together; 
Or is the war the real issue?

Third Voice: No the war is not the real Issue. The
real issue is the black people being liberated. That is 
the only issue. The war is tangenical (sic) in that 
it hinges upon that. The second point is that black people 
are now clearly fighting for their survival, because it 3s 
clear in our minds that . white Arne riagjtt|.n tends to commit 
genocide against us. And the war agcfflris very tangable 
in the sense that it shows very clearly that White America 
is prepalng with (sic) her genocide.

Question: What do you think is going to happen in this
country when all. the black boys in Viet Nam now start coming 
home (words unreadable).

Third Voice: I think that's when the real revolution
can get on.

Question: (Unreadable)...wouldn't it be sort of like
a (unreadable) to allow black men. to get. into the army 
to get this training?

Third Voice: No we've got enough training. And there
comes a time when you pull out.

Question: . I mean the technical, weapons...because...a
you men are (unreadable).

Third Voice: We have .enough training.

Several Unreadable voices.

Third Voice: . We have enough training now. Yes.

Question: About...(unreadable)....like the (unreadable)
structure that was able to pull up (unreadable) in Saigon, 
and bring (unreadable) the (unreadable) to take over the 
(unreadable) you know like you didn't discuss (unreadable) 
you know like there was no (unreadable) ideas that was
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thrown out...

Third Voice: You do not discuss organization publically,
the brothers who pulled off the Tet offensive didn’t 
talk about it publically. You prepare a people ideologically 
for what has to come about..,.and they will....

?
uestion: What, I’m trying to get at is again, you do
unreadable) most of the ideas of people who are (unreadable) 

blamed, you know revolutions of people...

Third Voice: I did not. I threw away the Marxist ■
Ideology. • . < , '

Question: Well, what about Lenin, who inspired.. .

Third Voice: ...He writes.....

Question (continuing): (unreadable)...and who inspires
Ho Cht Mln? Ho Chi Min was an avowed Communist, and the same 
with Chariman... ' , /

Third Voice: Ho Cha Min is first a Nationalist...

Question: ....a Nationalist?

Third Voice: .... then a Communist.

Question: Right. But I’m not talking about Lenin, I..

Third Voice: Lenin was first a Communist, then....

Question: ....I’m talking about....

Third Voice: ....what are you talking about then.
Are you talking about ideology? There’s the ideology. 
There’s a difference. Ho Cht Min is first a nationalist, 
then a communist, right. Lenin was first a Communist, 
then a nationalist. There’s a difference, a big difference. 
I am a black nationalist....I am.a black nationalist....

Question: (unreadable)....organized..,.

Third Voice: You do not discuss organizational tactics
publically. You cannot do that.



StokelyCarmichael

Question: jfe (unreadable) about whether you thought
the killing of'jjy. King would drive many people into the 
militants camgffip

Third Vdce: Oh I’m sure it will, because..;.a...if
they had killed Rap Brown or myself, then a lot of 
people who are still asleep, they could say to.them, 

.well a....they preached the sword, and he who lives by the 
sword, dies by the sword. I mean that’s what they said for : 
Brother Malcolm X. But a....when they killed Dr. King, 
they couldn’t say that,' because Dr. King preached love and 
forgiveness and mercy. And he was really the last to 
do that of any prominence.

Question: Do you feel that from here 6ri-In they
will have to deal with a militant or....

Third Voice: No, No. I mean. They killed....If they...
If Dr. King died by the sword, then he.preached love, then 
you might as well preach the sword and go out and get it, 
you know.Ifecause, Dr. King did all that and still got a 
bullet in his neck, (unreadable) is coming first. Well 
I know what is coming to me. Before I go I’m going to do 
as much as I can. It adn’t going to be yelling (unreadable).

Question: Stokely, what do you think the direction
of the black community should be now?

Third Voice: I think we have to begin each
other, and look to each^ther for our own prcMjMgbn 
and our own survival .^^Sre is no other way.

Question: In other words armed camps?

Third Voice: ’ We have to find liberation by any means
necessary. We have advocated and still advocate that every 
black man in this country must have a gun. Must have many, 
many guns. Many, many, guns. Not only for their protection, 
but for the protection of their people. If you believe in 
equality, then you believe that black people should have guns, 
because white women are arming themselves. If you believe 
in equality, if white women got guns, black women should 
have guns; That’s equality.
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Question: .Stokely, many of us black college.students
are convinced that this was a conspiracy. Now we find

. Medgar Evers was killed before he started into Mississippi. 
We find that Malcolm X was killed in 1964 before he could 
form a black political party. And we now find that Dr. Martin 
Luther King has been killed before he turned.the economic 
of the system upside down. Would you address yourself to 
that particular problem? The problem of conspiracy. How 
Americans are afraid, particularly about the conspiracy.

Third Voice: Well, I think it’s clear. I mean our
remarks earlier prove that. The very first thing they said 
about Dr. King’s death, before they said anything was that it 
was not a conspiracy. And I was very amazed to find out, 
without even finding the killer or finding anything, how . 
could they first come up with the fact that it was not a 
conspiracy. How could they possibly come up with the fact 
that it was not, a conspiracy?

Question: Are there any implications that the United
States Government in any way shape or form hashad 
anything to do with the killing of Dr. King?

Third Voice: Weil, seeing that the United States Govern
ment kills people wherever it goes, Just murdering Viet 
Namese left and right,: I don’t see why it would not consider 
killing, Dr. King if he were stopping in their path. The 
Viet Namese are stopping them in their path and we see what 
they are doing to the Viet Namese. If Dr. King was to get 
in their path, I know what they would do to him. And he 
was getting in their path. Three weeks ago, Lyndon Johnson 
said very clearly, as far as he was concerned, the streets was 
not the place to bring, a discussion. It must be brought 
to him, to the courts. That’s what he said.

Question: Stokely, Is the non-violent movement, dead?
.Did it die with Martin Luther King? *

Third Voice: I’m /agree with Brother
Me Kissic. Yes. I thime^fiat Dr. King was...a...see Dr. 
King is different from other black people in the United 
States who talk about non-violence. Dr, King not only talked 
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about non-violence, but he was always oh the front lines of 
a march, when violence was to be faced. All the black

- people in this country who talk about non-violence are 
not on the front lines. They’re not willing to sacrifice. 
Dr. King was willing to sacrifice. So when Dr. King.was on 
the front lines, when he talked about Mau Maus, he was on 
the front lines. So at least, there was respect for him, 
from people who did not believe in non-violence. But there 
is no respect for these other people jumping up on TV now,, 
talking about non-violence. There can’t be no respect for 
them. Because they have never been on the front lines.

Question: (unreadable).

Third Voice: Because I believe, every negro is a potential
black man, and because I’m trying to have undying love for 
my people...and try to.*.a...all people who we consider Uncle 
Toms, give them a chance and try with love to bring them 
home. I’m not going to mention names.

Question: But Stokely, because by your own admission,
the people you call Uncle Toms....

Third Voice: You never said that. You never heard me
say that.

Question: Now, Now, the people who some call
Uncle Toms are a sizable segment of the black community, still. 
Do you think the black community Is going to (unreadable) 
the future, to be able to get itself together, as you would 
like to see it.

Third Voice: Oh yes. We are going to get outselves
together, because we are a beautiful people. And we will 
survive America.

Question: Two questions please, two questions.

Question: Stokely, two hundred thousand
brothers and sisters were busted in the last week. That if 
according to the man’s figures, are correct, that’s one per
cent of the black population in the United States.

Third Voice.: Two Hundred Thousand?
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I stay in Washington, working with the 
sisters. ,

LerotvjJones is a militant, and

Stoldey Carmichael

Question: Two hundred thousand, (ureadable).

Question: Unreadable.

Third Voice: No, I think you....twenty tnuaand.
Twenty thousand.

Question: What are your activities for the next week
or so? Where do you go from here?

Third Voice: 
Brothers and

Unreadable

Question:
(unreadable). Now^heseemed to take a different approach.
He was out in the streets trying to cool it in Newark, 
and he was talking about getting rid of the power (unreadable). 
Do you think that message would be of value over here?
Do you support that type of (unreadable)? ■

Third Voice: I would support all types of methods
that would bring our people together. As long as it’s 
working to bring our people together, then I’m for it. 
I know Brother Jones. He’s proven himself time and time 
again, to be out on the front lines whenever there’s 
anything. If the brother was trying to cool It, then he 
wasn’t cooling over the press, he was cooling it in the 

. streets. He was only doing it for the protection of 
other brothers..

Question: :Stokely, you mentioned earlier that this
is not a political war, it’s not an economic war, but it’s 
a question of black and white. And you also said 
that the only things that are required are food, clothing 
and shelter. Now just how do you propose for the black 
community to obtain these necessities?

Third Voice: We’ll find ways to obtain them, we’ll
have to outline a plan. But we’ve found ways every time we 
needed to before. We found ways in slavery to survive. 
We found ways:in reconstruction to survive. When they came 
with their Klu Kliix Klan, and their white night riders, 
we found ways to survive. During the depression, we
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found ways to survive. After World War Two, when they 
kicked us out of the big cities, and put us on .
unemployment and welfare rolls, we found ways to survive. 
We will find ways to survive. /

Question: Do you think there has to be a revision
of the whole country, including the government, perhaps

.even the constitution,

Third Voice: There has to be a complete destruction
of the American system as it now is. If black people are 
to live. Black Human beings.

'Question: Can we cut it off here? I think
(unreadable) End of.reel.

At 6:25 W April 12, 1968, Carmichael left the 
Diplomat Hotel with\three unidentified Negro males in a.______
1967 Ford Mustang, huue in cdLor . New Jersey license | 
registered to |

| |a member of the ,Student ,Non Vi olent
voorainatirig uornmittee (SNCC)f Carmichael left the - 
vehiole^alfl I
I T Carmichael later left this address
and went to J I
residence ot'| | ~ ■ b6

') ■ - ■ ■ r n
On April 13t 1968, Carmichael observed by Agents

of New York Office at I 1
I |during the morning. At 2:40 PM, April 13, 1968, 
Carmichael observed leaving residence in 1967 Plymouth 
Station Wagon, yellow In color, bearing 1967 New York 
license numberI | leased to I I
Carmichael arrived at the Hotel Diplomat and went to the 
conference of the National Black Anti-War, Anti-Draft 
Union, which was continuing at the hotel. At 6:14 PM, 
April 13j 1968, Carmichael observed leaving Diplomat Hotel 
in above mentioned Plymouth and last observed in vicinity of 
120 Street and Lenox Avenue, Barlem, New York City. ______
Carmichael observed entering residence ofI |at I I 

I Iby New York City Police
Department.. ' T
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On April 14, 1968, at 2:20 PM Carmichael 
observed with unidentified. Negro male and one unidentified 
Negro female departing Hotel Diplomat and entering 1968 
Plymouth, New York License | ]

___________  Carmichael drove to | |
I land entered building... “

at 6:50 PM. April 14, 1968, Stokely Carmichael,
I I and unidentified Negro male observed on
New Jersey Turnpike heading south.

b6
b7

Bureau agents observed Stokely Carmichael at 
Hotel Rooseveltj Madison Avenue, 4f?th Street, New York 
City at 7:55 PM, April 25, 1968, and approximately 200 
people, white and Negro, observed in attendance at Southern 
Conference Educational Fund (SCEF) dinner in/nain ballroom,, 
Hotel Roosevelt. J/Z

A. second confidential souraeZwno-hasfurnisjied 
reliable information in the past advised that\the fo/ldwing 

^individuals were in attendance:

V \ V Stokely Carmichael! . ___ ""I
A 1 ___ ~~l all. ofZSNCCJand~Fld Klssick. of "Congress

q? :Racial"Equallty (CORE) . The source isedfl thatT _ p 
Zy ^d""(^miBIraeT"spoke briefly in praise of |~------771

j6f the NAACP. Bureau agents otserved many Negro males ’ OyJZ- 
^/strategically placed about main ballroom adjacent areas

of Hotel Roosevelt prior to commencement of speeches.

r . On April 26. 1968.1 ~"iNew
York City Police Department advised that at 1:00 PM.
April 26, 1968,. Stokely Carmichael andj |went
through campus police lines at Columbia University, New York 
City and entered Hamilton Hall to meet with Black students 
and sit-in demonstration therein. At approximately.
2:10 PM both left the campus.

Confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
information in past, advised! I read prepared
statement upon exit f]?om Hamilton Hall, a portion of which 
was *'We was going to leV Columbia know that if they don’t 
deal with black brothers in here they are going to have to. 
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deal with black brothers in Harlem’1. Brown also 
commented that the sit-in was to fight the racial policy 
of the university.

A fourth confidential source, who has furnished 
reliable inforaation in the past, said that as Of 
3:00 PM April 26, 1968, Carmichael and| |were nd
longer on campus and situation was calm witn mostly 
whites milling about campus.

__ At 2:10 AM April 27, 1968, Carmichael observed b6 
at I_________________________________________________ |At 11:15 AM, b7
April 27j 196b, Carmlchael,| ____  __ land a
unknown Negro male departed in 1900 Plymouth wagon and.
drove to I I where they
placed household goods in vehicle. At 2:45 they were 
observed driving through Holland Tunnel into New Jersey.
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9
APPENDIX

1,

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquartered at 360-362 
Nelson Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself 
as not being a membership organization, but rather an agency 
attempting to stimulate and foster the growth of local pro
test movements. SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement 
which erupted across the South beginning on February 1, 1960. 
A conference at Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought 
together many of the demonstrating Southern students in a 
loose network of militant youth which was officially named 
SNCC in October, 1960.

A source has advised that in May, 1966, STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL was elected National Chairman by the Central 
Committee. In May, 1967, CARMICHAEL was replaced as Chairman 
by H. RAPP BROWN, with CARMICHAEL assuming the position of 
Recruiter and Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at 
the invitation of FIDEL CASTRO, CARMICHAEL participated in 
the Organization of Latin American Solidarity Conference 
which was held in Havana, Cuba, Subsequent thereto, CARMICHAEL 
traveled to Hanoi and other sections of North Vietnam. He 
returned to the United States in December, 1967, at which 
time his passport was picked up because of travel to un
authorized countries.

A source advised that when CARMICHAEL was elected . 
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. With the election of 
H. RAP BROWN as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on a world
wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm.stand 
against violations of these rights by the American Government 
and to strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft 
and to the United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identifies 
SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. It 
advocates that to be successful it is necessary to develop a 
revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in the 
Watts area of Los Angeles, California, H. RAP BROWN said nYou 
better shape up America, or we’ll burn you down.” Later in 
February, 1968, in a publicized note BROW wrote, ’’America, if it 
takes my death to organize my people to revolt against you and to 
organize your jails to revolt against you and to organize your 
children, your God, your poor, your country, and to organize man
kind to rejoice in your destruction and ruin, then here’s my life’.*
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SOUTHERN CONFERENCE EDUCATIONAL FUND, INC.

"The Southern Patriot,” a monthly publication, 
shows that it is published by the Southern Conference 
Educational Fund, Inc. (SCEF).

"The Southern Patriot" was cited as an "organ” of 
the Southern Conference For Human Welfare (SCHW) by the 
Committee on Un-American Activities, House Report 592, on 
the SCHW, June 12, 1947.

The SCHW was cited as a communist front by the 
Committee on Un-American Activities, House Report 592, 
June 12, 1947.

An amendment to the charter of the SCHW changed 
the name of that organization to the SCEF, and listed its 
purpose as being to improve the educational and cultural 
standards of the Southern people in accordance with the 
highest American democratic institutions, traditions, and 
ideals. The amendment was dated April 26, 1946.

A source advised on March 2, 1961, that CLAUDE 
LIGHTFOOT, a Communist Party functionary, stated at a 
meeting of the Communist Party in Baltimore, Maryland, on 
February 25, 1961, that the Communist Party is not connected 
with any progressive movement but indirectly they do have 
some influence in the SCEF.

A second source, who is familiar with some phases 
of Communist Party activity in the New Orleans area, advised 
on May 28, 1965, that during the time the SCHW was in 
existence, Communist Party (CP) members have not been 
encouraged to work in the SCEF. The source stated the 
SCEF is a progressive, liberal organization, which he 
considers a CP front organization because it has gone 
along with the Ccnnmunist Party on certain issues, 
particularly on the racial question.

On May ^8, 1965* the second source advised that in b6
the oast he has considered I I b7C

I ~ of the SCEF> to be a communist, if not an actual 
Communist Party member, because he followed communist 
principles.

The second source also advised on May 28, 1965, that 
many people who are officials and members of the SCEF, while 
liberal in their views, are by no means communists.
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Date

Stokely Carmichael, former Chairman of 
:he Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee, was scheduled to visit Gainesville 
Florida, May 11-13, 1968, to raise funds 
for three jailed militant black nationalist s

Information in the attached indicates 
Governorcof Florida declared that if 
Carmichael visited Florida he would be 
arrested for sedition, 
this, Carmichael 
attorney William 
trip to Florida.

As a result of 
upon the advice of his 
N. Kuntsler cancelled his
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Information 
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Internal Security and Criminal 
the Department.
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Date: 5/10/68

T .. .. f ti PLAINTEXTTransmit the following in______________
(Type in plaintext or code)

* ft Mr. Tofenre a
| ’! L*Sr. DeLoach . |

d Mr. Mohr______ g
. j Mr. Bishop_____ I
. Mr. Casper_____ I
। j Mr. Callahan___ I
। ;i Mr. Conrad______  (j
। Mr, Felt |l
1.^ C-3.........
tX Mr.

II Mr.

Conrad..

Via TELETYPE URGENT 
( Priority)

Mr,

TO DIRECTOR AND SACS ATLANTA AND JACKSONVILLE

FROM: WO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELYjCARMICHAEL IS - M: SEDITION

RE JACKSONVILLE TELETYPE

FOR INFORMATION ATLANTA

■D 4-Miss ~Gm>dy~ t~

MAY NINE LAST

RE JACKSONVILLE TEL

Sthiiva;
TaveL._ 
Trotter.

Miss Hijisieg.

AS FOLLOWS:

"RE PRIOR COMMUNICATIONS CONCERNING VISIT OF CARMICHAEL

TO (AINESVILLE, FLORIDA, WEEKEND MAY ELEVEN NEXT AND

JACKSONVILLE CALL TO THE BUREAU THIS DATE

AGENT IN CHARGE, JACKSONVILLE OFFICE

OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND TAX UNIT, U. S. TREASURY, CONTACTED

THIS OFFICE THIS AFTERNOON TO SEEK OUR ASSISTANCE AND HELP

ASOF CARMICHAEL TO GAINESVILLE

WH: llw

iZ-Bureau
2-Teletype Unit 

2-WFO

HE FURTHER INQUI

IN FURNISHING ATTU INFORMATION REGARDING COi

Sent M Per
Charge



F.D-30 (R&v. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: ।
I 

Transmit the following in _ __________________________________________  |
(Type in plaintext or code) I

(Priority)

PAGE TWO

TO ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION THIS OFFICE MIGHT HAVE CONCERNING 

"THE GUN MATTER." HE WAS ASKED WHAT HE WAS REFERRING TO

AND HE ADVISED HE HAD BEEN INFORMED BY HIS REGIONAL OFFICE, 

ATLANTA, GA., THAT CARMICHAEL IN HIS TRAVELS IS ACCOMPANIED 

BY ONEI |AND PURSUANT TO CARMICHAEL'S INSTRUCTIONS,

CARRIES A "BLACK BAG" WHICH CONTAINS A "BROKEN DOWN'

MACHINE GUN

"THE INFORMATION AVAILABLE TO IS EXTREMELY

DETAILED RELATIVE TO THE DESCRIPTION OF THE BLACK BAG, EVEN

TO EXACT DIMENSIONS OF HEIGHT, WIDTH AND DEPTH, NUMBER OF

STRAPS, ETC ADVISED HE HAS BEEN IN CONTACT WITH

THE ATTU REGIONAL COUNSEL AND USA, NDF, TALLAHASSEE, AND

THEY ARE BOTH IN AGREEMENT THAT IF AND CARMICHAEL

ARRIVE IN FLORIDA WITH THE "BLACK BAG" AS DESCRIBED

Approved:  Sent M Per 
Special Agent in Charge
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FBI |

Date: ।
I

Transmit the following in________    I
/Type in plaintext or code) I

I
Via___________________________________________________. ________________________ |

/Priority) ।
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -

PAGE THREE

THE ATTU AGENTS SHOULD INTERCEPT THEM, SEARCH THE BAG AND

IF THE AUTOMATIC WEAPON IS FOUND, MAKE AN ON-THE-SCENE

ARREST OF CARMICHAEL AND FOR VIOLATION OF NATIONAL
bo
b7C

FIREARMS ACT.

SPECIFICALLY REQUESTED IN VIEW OF THE BACK

GROUND OF CARMICHAEL AND I IlHAT FBI AGENTS BE READILY

AVAILABLE AT SUCH CONFRONTATION SO IF AND OR

CARMICHAEL ATTEMPTED ANY ASSAULT ON THE ATTU AGENTS, THE

FBI COULD IMMEDIATELY ARREST BOTH INDIVIDUALS ON A CHARGE 

OF ASSAULTING A FEDERAL OFFICER. STATED INFORMATION

IN POSSESSION OF ATTU AND WHICH IS THE BASIS FOR THEIR 

CONTEMPLATED SEARCH AND POSSIBLE ARREST IS INFORMATION

FURNISHED BY "THE FBI IN WASHINGTON, D. C."

“AT PRESENT, WFO IS FURNISHING INFORMATION

CONCERNING ACTIONS OF CARMICHAEL IN WASHINGTON AREA. IT

Approved:  Sent M Per 
Special Agent in Charge



< F£>-3B- (Rev. 5-22-64]

FBI ;

Date: ।

Transmit the following in____________________________ ._____________________________ |
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via_____________________________________________________________________________{
(Priority) ।

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- J_

PAGE FOUR

IS REQUESTED WFO MAINTAIN CLOSE SURVEILLANCE OF CARMICHAEL 

AND OR AND TELEPHONICALLY ADVISE JACKSONVILLE IF AND 

'WHEN TRAVEL PLANS OF THESE TWO INDIVIDUALS BECOME KNOW, 

PARTICULARLY IF "BLACK BAG" IS OBSERVED IN POSSESSION OF

AND OR CARMICHAEL. SUCH INFORMATION WILL BE 

FURNISHED TO ATTU.

b6
b7 C

"JACKSONVILLE RECOMMENDATION, UACB, FBI AGENTS WILL 

ACT AS OBSERVERS AT SCENE OF CONFRONTATION BY ATTU WITH

AND OR CARMICHAEL AND THEN IN EVENT ASSAULT IS MADE 

THEY WILL BE APPROPRIATELY ARRESTED BY FBI FOR ASSAULTING 

A FEDERAL OFFICER."

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION OF ATLANTA, CARMICHAEL 

PRESENTLY IN WASHINGTON, D. C. AND FROM INFO RECEIVED FROM 

SOURCES, HE IS SCHEDULED TO TRAVEL TO GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA

Approved:  Sent M Pei 
Special Agent in Charge
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I

FBI ‘

Date: ।
I 

Transmit the following in_____________________________  ___________________________ ]
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via_____________________________________________________________________________ J
(Priority) ।

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- J_______

PAGE FIVE

ON OR ABOUT WEEKEND OF MAY TEN THROUGH THIRTEEN NEXT 

IN CONNECTION WITH FUND RAISING FOR SEVERAL INDIVIDUALS 

INCARCERATED THERE ON INCITING TO RIOT OR SIMILAR CHARGES. 

HIS EXACT ACTIVITIES WHILE IN GAINESVILLE ARE NOT KNOWN. 

CARMICHAEL CURRENTLY HAS RESERVATIONS TO PICK UP RENTED 

STATION WAGON, WDC, ON MAY ELEVEN NEXT, REPORTEDLY TO USE 

FOR TRIP TO FLORIDA. WFO HAS NO INFORMATION ABOUT 

PRESENT LOCATION OF| |OR IF HE PLANS TO JOIN

CARMICHAEL ON TRIP TO GAINESVILLE AS MENTIONED IN RE TEL.

ATLANTA. EXPEDITIOUSLY CONTACT SOURCES AND CONDUCT 

INVESTIGATION TO ASCERTAIN WHEREABOUTS OF| |

ATTEMPT TO ASCERTAIN IF HE CONTEMPLATES TRAVELING TO 

GAINESVILLE WITH CARMICHAEL. FURNISH ANY CURRENT INFORMATION 

AS TO WETHER HE POSSESSES A FIREARM AS MENTIONED BY

Approved:  Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



• F«U36'{Re*. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

PAGE SIX

i i I < 

ATLANTA; IF WHEREABOUTS NOT LOCATED, ATLANTA SET
b o
b7C

OUT LEADS TO LOCATE WITH ATTEMPT TO VERIFY ABOVE 

INFORMATION. WFO WILL CONTINUE TO FOLLOW CARMICHAEL’S 

ACTIVITIES AND REPORT PERTINENT INFORMATION DEVELOPED TO 

INTERESTED OFFICES.

END

Approved:  Sent M Per 
Special Agent in Charge
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Transmit the following in

Date:

( Type in plaintext or codr)

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I
I 
I
I 

1 
<

AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO

SUBJECT: MALCOLM X
BLACK HAND SOCIETY OF THE WORLD, INC. (BHS) 
CHICAGO FILE 157-2690
RM 
(OO: CHICAGO)

BLACK CONSORTIUM OF THE BLACK UNITED 
FRONT, aka, Black Consortium (BC) 
CHICAGO FILE 157-2817 
RM 
(OO: CHICAGO)

D
STOKELY CARMICHAEL
CHICAGO FILE 157-1297
IS-M; SEDITION 
(OO: WFO) 
(BUREAU FILE 100-446080)

Re Chicago teletypes to Director, 5/1/68 and 5/3/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau 
and captioned as aboveo A copy 
5 )- Bureau (Ends, 13) (RM) 

) (BC)
(1 - 100-446080) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

- Atlanta (100-6812) (Encl. 1) (Info.) (RM)
- WFO (100-43503) (Ends, 2) (RM)
- Chicago

(1 - 157-2734)
(1 - 100-3752) A
(1 - 100-34347
(1 - 100-40342 (SNCC)
(1 - 157-413)

2
2

10

Approved:

DEH/svm 
(19)

Sent

O----- Anant in Ch nr,"IP

are 13 copies of an LHM dated 
of the LHM is being

o o - y t/ 6

notrecorded

^□2
b7D

।
।



A

furnished to the USA, Chicago, UOS. Secret Service, Chicago, 
Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois, OSI, Chicago, 
Illinois, and NISO, Chicago, Illinois,, An information 
copy is being furnished the Atlanta Office which is the 
office of origin for the SNCC case,

Sources mentioned in LHM are:
b2 
b 6 
b7C 
b7D

(Protect ° Requested)

Chicago followings Sources assignede Bureau will 
be advised of pertinent developmentso

LEAD

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON FIELD, WASHINGTON. Alert appropriate 
sources and advise-of travel to Chic ago by CARMICHAEL.

2 -
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^federal Bureau of Investigation
/ Records Bra

l___ I Name Searching Unit - Room 6527
I__ '_ I Service Unit - Room 6524

supervisor Room
zk7 •
Ext,

Type of References Requested:
jZ 1 Regular Request (Analytical Search)
L I AJT'References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)
IZ..ZTsubversive References Only
Z.—I Nonsubversive References Only
L. Z Main References Only

Type of Search Requested: 
striated to Locality of

___ Exact Name Only (On the Nose) 
f~ I Buildup ! I Variations

Subjective 

Birthdate & 
Address —



In Reply* Please Refer to
FilelVo. 157-2690

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois ALL information contained 
IU8 HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

y DATE 06-12-2006 BY
603 0 9 /' U C / T AM /' D C G/' bls 

MALCOLM X
BLACK HAND SOCIETY 
OF THE WORLD, INC..

BLACK CONSORTIUM OF 
THE BLACK UNITED FRONT

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A confidential source with whom contact 
has been insufficient to determine reliability, advised 
on May 3, 1968, that the Malcolm X Black Hand Society 
of the World, Inc. (BHS) is reportedly a member 
organization of Black Consortium of the Black United 
Front (BC). BHS will hold its first meeting May 19, 
1968, at the Afro-Arts Theatre, 3947 South Drexel 
Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois. BHS also has a mass 
celebration scheduled for 7:00 PM, May 20, 1968, at 
the Senate Theatre, 3170 West Madison Street, Chicago, 
Illinois.

On May 1, 1968, an anonymous caller apparently 
a Negro male, who refused to identify himself further 
for fear of his life, although vigorously pressed to 
do so, and who indicated he had previously contacted 
the Chicago Office furnished the following information:

Stdkely Carmichael, former national director 
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 
has been invited to attend a public hearing in Chicago 
on May 18, 1968, sponsored by the BC. Carmichael 
will be honorary chairman of this event. It is 
anticipated Carmichael will come to Chicago because 

| | will be in Chicago for a
singing engagement which will end on May 19, 1968.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and 
its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.

b6
b7C



MALCOLM X r
BLACK HAND SOCIETY OF THE WORLDP INC

BLACK CONSORTIUM OF 
THE BLACK UNITED FRONT

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
b 6

I ~|of BC is organizing the 1
public hearing.

On April 19, 1968, a second confidential 
source who has furnished reliable information in the 
past advised that a black power group calling themselves 
BC has formed as a result of the recent Chicago westside 
disturbances. BC is convening a black tribunal to 
investigate these disturbances and will hold a tribunal 
hearing on its findings in the latter part of Mav, 1968, 
Leading personalities in BC are I I
associated with the Urban Training Center. 40 North 
Ashland Avenue andl I of ACT,
inactive militant westside Negro organization.

On April 5, 1968, a thlt±d confidential 
source, an agency that collects security information 
in tie Chicago area advised that the Urban Training 
Center at 40 North Ashland Avenue, Chicago, is a 
local civil rights training organization sponsored 
largely by the Chicago City Missionary Society. The 
Urban Training Center sponsored a conference in 
preparation for &’community action training program 
which began January, 1968, and continued through 
March. 1968. They called together 60 Negro persons 
known fir their expertise in community planning which 
included Negro pastors, organizers and their known 
activists. Their goals were to develop a comprehensive 
plan for the survival of black people in the ghetto as 
a development toward the control of the ghetto by 
indigenous citizens and to seek to insure that such 
changes would be for the good of all black people of 
Chicago. Also to improve relationships with black

- 2



MALCOLM X
BLACK HAND SOCIETY OF THE WORLD, INC.

BLACK CONSORTIUM OF THE
BLACK UNITED FRONT

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

people nationally and internationally. Further to establish 
a planning group composed of leaders of the black community 
who agree with the goal.

Listed as an elected member of this executive b6
committee was| | Listed as attending as a b7C
r e pr e sent at ive of an organization was I I
of ACT. 1----------------------------------------------- 1

Listed as a faculty member and director of Mission 
Developments wasL |

The February 15, 1966, issue of the "Chicago Daily 
Defender", daily newspaper oriented toward Chicago Negro 
community, contained an article entitled "Calvin Lockridge 
Tough 16th Ward Race." It stated he was a candidate for alder
man from Chicago’s 16th Ward. It described him as having been 
born in Columbia, Tennessee, and educated at Morehouse College, 
Atlanta, Georgia, Atlanta University, University of Maryland, 
and University of Heidelberg. He has been employed as a 
teacher, soldier, civil rights and youth leader and is presently 
a sales representative for the Charles Pfizer and Company, 
manufacturers of chemical products. He is a Negro, 35 years 
of age.

Information concerning SNCC may be found on the 
following attached page. Sources utilized have furnished 
reliable information in the past.

A copy of this memorandum is being furnished the 
following local agencies:

United States Attorney, Chicago

United States Secret Service, Chicago

Region I, 113th Military Intelligence Group, 
Evanston

Naval Investigative Service Office, Chicago 

Office of Special Investigations, Chicago 

- 3 -



1
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquartered at 360-362 
Nelson Street. S.W., Atlanta. Georgia, describes itself 
as not being a membership organization, but rather an agency 
attempting to stimulate and foster th® growth of local pro
test movements. SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement 
which erupted across the South beginning on February 1, 1960. 
A conference at Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought 
together many of the demonstrating Southern students in a 
loose network of militant youth which was officially named 
SNCC in October, 1960.

A source has advised that in May, 1966, Stokely 
Carmichael was elected National Chairman by the Central Com
mittee. In May, 1967 Carmichael was replaced as Chairman 
by H. Rap Brown, with Carmichael assuming the position of 
Recruiter and Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at 
the invitation of Fidel Castro, Carmichael participated in 
the Organization of Latin American Solidarity Conference 
which was held in Havana, Cuba. Subsequent thereto, Carmichael 
traveled to Hanoi and other sections of North Vietnam. He 
returned to the United States in December, 1967, at which 
time his passport was picked up because of travel to un
authorized countries

A source advised that when Carmichael was elected 
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks, With the election of 
H Rap Brown as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on a world
wide struggle for human rights ard to take a firm stand 
against violations of these rights by the American Government 
and to strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft 
and to the United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February, 1968. identi
fies SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. 
It advocates that to be successful it is necessary to deve
lop a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13. 1967. while addressing a group in 
the Watts area of Los Angeles, California, H Rap Brown said 
"You better shape up America, or we’ll burn you down.’* Later 
in February. 1968. in a publicized note Brown wrote. "America, 
if it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against 
you and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to 
organize your children, your God. your poor, your country, 
and to organize mankind to rejoice in your destruction and 
ruin, then here’s my life."

- 4$ -



OPTIONAL FORM NO. W 

MAY I M2 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.9

. UNITED STATES G NMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI

ALL INFORMATICONTAINED
IJT7D17TKT TQ I zR" Q T 17 T 17 Flxx ZX xX -J— x’J X eO LJ 1 ’J hx -J— £ xX L-’

nI?—?nnry x7 x i ± xxj ' LJ -J— Xwj Xwj LJ *~J C™' x3 x.
6 0 3 0 9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

date: 5/7/68

WFO (157-575) (C)

IS - MI SC 'f '

Re WO type to the Bureau, dated 3/2/68 

entitled "STOKELYCARMICHAEL, IS - MISC.; SEDITION.1'

I I advised that on one occasion she
heard STOKELY CARMICHAEL advised that he was going to 

visit a doctor, however, the address of the doctor is 

not identical with I I address at I
I _ 1 Source advi sed that

CARMICHAEL visited | |
offices to get a blood test/iAconnection with his' 
upcoming marriage to|  |

Other sources familiar with SNCC activities 

were contacted and advised that they had no information 

concerning CARMICHAEL'S association with| |

Inasmuch as CARMICHAEL's visit to| |
office appeared to be a professional visit and inasmuch 

as he visited only on one occasion, it is recommended that 

this‘case be closed.

Bureau
WO
(1 - 100-41626)
(1 - 100-43503)

ST-103

2 MAY I? 1S68

JDG:llw 

(5)

Buy US. Savings Bonds Begularly on the Bayroll Savings Blan
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GSA FPMR (11 CFR) tOl-11.6
UNITED STATES GOvWvMENT

fj /Memorandum
TO/

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN I S^LTM C LA S SIFIE D 
DATE 0 6-^-200 6 BY

603 0 9 / U C /1 AM / D C G/ b 1 s

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 5/15/68

FROM SAC, KNOXVILLE (100-3623)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTERS;
SNCC

00: Washington Field

Re Bureau letter to Knoxville dated 5/10/68.

Enclosed to Bureau are 11 copies of letterhead 
memorandum pertaining to an article by STOKELY^CARMICHAEL 
appearing in the March 8,1968 issue of "TfaS^Aurora."

Copies have been disseminated to WFO and Atlanta 
Copies have also been disseminated to local intelligence 
agencies and Secret Service^ Nashville. _______

I | stated "Tne AUy&ya"
is published by the students at Knoxville Cdlege (KC) ? ‘ 
with the assistance of afaculty^advisor. They are free . 
to publish anything they desire as long as it is not 
detrimental to KC. Both stated that if they do not have 
a legitimate objection to some article, nothing is done 
about it, and it is their belief that if anything were 
brought up concerning publishing of an article in this 
paper, it would give the students an opportunity to create 
an incident. Both stated that the students connected with 
the newspaper are almost given itgomplete freedom to publish 
what they desire. >

,/ ■

,r\ enclosure /
^2/- Bureau (Ends.11) (RM)

1 - Atlanta (100-6812) (Info.) (RM) (Encl.l)
2 - WFO (Ends.2) (RM)
2 - Knoxville

HAM:lhm 
(7)

50I0-1M

AGENCY: ACSI.NIC^OSI.SEC.SERV.^O 3^ S" fe) ) 
JSD,CRD,RAO C"™

HOW FORW: Z F
DATE mW/ML 
BY: \ '

4 may^i^
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

® MAY 1? 1968

&



FD-376 (Rev. 9-1-66)*

In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

uni”:d states department of justice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

Director
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220

May 15, 1968

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. □ Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2. □ Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official-by other 
than legal means.

3. |~~} Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. □ U, S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. [3F1 Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a) [ | Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) | | Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S.'sentiment;
(c) |x~| Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. n Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph □ has been furnished | | enclosed □ is not available 
□ may be available through __________________ _______________________________________

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent, in Charge (Enclosure(s) (2) (RM) 
U. S. Secret Service, Nashviille

Enclosure! s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
■becomes UNCLASSIFIED J



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Knoxville0 Tennessee
May 150 1968 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 06-12-2006 BY
6 0 3 0.9 / U C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

STOKELY CARMICHAEL;
RACIAL MATTERS?
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING
COMMITTEE (SNCC)

| [advised on May 14g 1968g
that an article captioned ""What we want g 00 by Stokely 
Carmichael appared in the March 8P 1968 issue of “The 
Aurora0“ | | stated that "The Aurora" is a bimonthly
student publication of KC.

Attached is a copy of this articleo

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency.

- 1* -



Whctf We Wanf' ■ 
by Stokely Carmichael

One of the tragedies of the 
struggle against racism is that 
up to now there has been no na
tional organization which could 
speak to the growing militancy 
of young black people in the 
urban ghetto. There has been 
only a civil right movement, 
whose tone of voice was adapted 
to an audience of liberal whites. 
It served as a sort of buffer zone
between them and angry young 

, blacks. None of its so-called lead
ers could go into a rioting com
munity and be listened to. In a 

i sense, I blame ourselves — to- 
- gether with the mass media — 

for what has happened in Watts, 
Harlem, Chic a g o, Cleveland, 
Omaha. Each time the people in 
those cities saw Martin Luther 

l. 'King get slapped, they became 
■! angry; when they saw four lit- 

tie black girls bombed to death, 
,i they were angrier; and when 

nothing happened, they were 
. steaming. We had nothing to of

fer that they could see, except to 
go out and be beaten again. We 
helped to huild their frustration.,

For too many years, black 
Americans marched and had their I 
heads broken and got shot. They 
were saying to the country, 
“Look, you guys are supposed to 

() be nice guys and we you bent 
us up, w’hy don’t, you give us 
whut we ask, why don’t you 
straighten yourselves out?” After 

• years of this, we are at almost 
; the same point — because we 

demonstrated from a position of 
weakness. We cannot be expected 
any longer to march and have 
our heads broken in order to say 
lo whiles: come on, you’re nice 
guys. For you are not nice guys. 

"We have found you oufc-—•

---- ■ An organization which claims 
to speak for the needs of a. com-) 
munity — as does the Student' 
Nonvioleni^Coordinating Commiti 
tee must speak in the tone of that 
community, not as somebody 
else’s buffer zone. This is the . 
significance of black power as . 
a slogan. For once, black people 
are going to use the words they 
want to use — not just the words 
whites want to hear. And they 
will do this no matter how often 
the press tries to stop the use of 
the ‘ slogan by equating' it with
racism or separatism.

An organization which claims 
to be working for the needs of 
a community — as SNCC does —; 
must work to provide that com;, 
munity with a position of 
strength from which to make its 
voice heard. This is the signifi
cance of black power beyond the 
slogan.

Black Power can be clearly de
fined for those who do hot at
tach the fears of white America 
to their questions about it. We 
should begin with the basic fact 
that black Americans have two 
problems: they are poor and they 
are black. All other problems 
arise, from this two-sided reality u 
lack of education, the so-calhsdl 
apathy of black men. Any pro
gram to end racism must addressj 
itself to that double reality.

Whites will not see that I, for
on {>. 5, col. 3

IF HAT WE WANT " !
^ont from p. 1 |

example, as a person oppressed 
because of my blackness, have 
common cause with other blacks 
who are oppressed because of 
blackness. This is not to say that 
there are no white people who 
see things as I do, but that it 
is black people «I must speak to 
first. It must be the oppressed 
to whom SNOC addresses itself 
primarily, not to friends from the 
oppressing group.

As for White America, perhaps 
it can stop crying out against 
“black supremacy,” “black na
tionalism,” “racism in reverse,” 
and begin facing *r^dity.‘ The 
reality is that this nation, from 
top to bottom, is racist; that 
racism is not primarily a problem 
of “human relations” but of an

actively or through silence — by 
the society as a whole. Camus 
and Sartre have asked, can a 
man condemn himself? Can 
whites, particularly liberal whites, 
condemn themselves? Can they 
stop blaming us, and blame their 
own system? Are they capable of 
the shame which might become 
a revolutionary emotion?

We have found that they us
ually cannot condemn themselves, 
and so we have done it. But the 
rebuilding of this society, if at all 
possible, is basically the respon
sibility of whites—not blacks. We 
won’t fight to save the present 
society, in Vietnam or anywhere 
else. We are just going to work, 
in the way we sec fit, and on 
goals we define, not for civil 
rights but for all our lumupi

| rights.exploitation maintained — either

-2-
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ALL INFORMATION CcflBRlNED 

j-jER.EZET'J IS UNCL.A S SIFTED 
DATE 0 6™ 12 — 2 0 0 6 BY 
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Date:
5/9/68

Transmit the following in ______________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via -AI-RTEL AIRMAIL——■
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, JACKSONVILLE (100-870) (P)

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M; (SEDITION) 
(WFO OO)

Re WFO airtel to Bureau 5/6/68, 
Fla. License| |a copy of which is 
to Tampa.

re vehicle with 
being furnished b7

On 5/8/68, IC| |at Tallahassee,
Fla., determined from records of the Bureau of Motor Vehicles 
that 1967-68 .Fla. License T ~~lwas registered tof

|"fbr"use~"bh'196 7 Volkswagen, VIN| |

Tampa at St. Petersburg will ascertain to whom 
above car is registered, conduct credit and criminal 
investigation, and check office indices.

This confirms telephonic communication to Tampa 
of this information.

& C. - 3 ’̂nop

3-Bureau (RM)
2-WFO (100-43503) (RM)
2-Tampa (Enc. 1) (RM)
2-Jacksonville
FWB:bet
(9) \c

Sent

I'Z IW 13 w



FD-36, (Rev. 5-22-64)

—ALL INFORMATION ■CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 0 6-,12-200 6 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / U C /1 AM / D C G/ b 1 s

F B I

Date: 5/9/68

Mr. Tolson ,, -— 
?4r. DeLoftch_ _—

; Mr. Mohr----- --
j Mr. Bishop---- -—
; Mr. Casper..——— 
J Mr. Callahan..-.—

L£r. Conrad._ —
l,Ir. Felt

■Tnanslhit the following in CODE y
Mr. Gale .....

Mr. Ko^cn ...

(Type in plaintext or code)

/Via TELETYPE URGENT
(Priority)

• Mr. Tavel____ -
। Mr. T-- !'er
. Tele. Roosi__
I 1* i^aes__

J___ LAlks.

TO TOR AND SACS, JACKSONVILLE AND NEW YORK

FROM: SAC, WFO
I' I's

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - M; SEDITION

REFERENCE WFO TELETYPE MAY SEVEN LAST

SUBJECT AND[ ] ACCOMPANIED BY[

| |and[

BELIEVED PART OF

MUSICAL TROUPE, WENT TO NATIONAL AIRPORT MAY EIGHT

LAST WHERE SUBJECT SAW THEM OFF ON NINE A. M. EASTERN AIRLINES

SHUTTLE FOR NEW YORK CITY SUBJECT THEN RETURNED TO RESIDENCE,

HE LATER VISITED A CLEANERS AND A RESTAURANT. HE THEN WENT TO

SCLC POOR PEOPLES CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTERS LOCATED NEAR SNCC

FOURTEENTH AND U STREETS, N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C., WHERE HE

REMAINED FOR ABOUT TEN MINUTES. HE THEN WENT TO SNCC HEADQUARTERS 

. 4 I
; 2' - Bureau (100-446080)

2 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO (100-43503) '

f S Vis'

- BSJI, iWjf;
• EWim

WWH:nlr 

(6)

in Charge

i/V C,v

Sent M Per



F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in. plaintext or code)

(Priority)

WO 100-43503
PAGE TWO

WHERE HE WAS OBSERVED SEVERAL TIMES DURING THE AFTERNOON. IN 

EVENING HE WAS OBSERVED IN FRONT OF SNCC OFFICE WITH ANOTHER 

INDIVIDUAL.

ADMINISTRATIVE

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED WAS ABLE TO SURREPTIOUSLY

OBTAIN POSSESSION OF SEVERAL HANDWRITTEN NOTES| |

MAY EIGHT LAST. ONE NOTE STATED QUOTE

STOKELY FOR TRIP TO GAINESVILLE—CABLE, JACKSONVILLE CONTACT,

UNQUOTE. ANOTHER NOTE STATED QUOTE

SOURCE BELIEVED IS THE PERSON SUBJECT IS

MAKING ARRANGEMENTS THROUGH FOR TRIP TO GAINESVILLE. TIME OF 

DEPARTURE AND MODE OF TRAVEL NOT YET MADE KNOWN TO SOURCE;

HOWEVER SUBJECT TALKING OF POSSIBLY RENTING A CAR.

JACKSONVILLE DISCREETLY ASCERTAIN BACKGROUND OF | ~|

AND IF SHE ACTIVE IN MAKING ARRANGEMENTS FOR CARMTCHARTJS________

Approved:  Sent M Per -------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



'^\-35 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

WFO 100-43503
PAGE THREE

VISIT TO GAINESVILLE. LONG DISTANCE INFORMATION OPERATOR

ADVISED b6
b7C

|| HAS RESIDENCE PHONE NUMBER

ABOVE SOURCE IS

COPY BEING FURNISHED NEW YORK FOR INFORMATION. P

Approved: >_______________ :_____________ Sent M Per 
Special Agent in Charge
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

TIC1 / rn rifiiT / / kl
U ■ j’ J- X"xl"i 3’ X—■ \ J { J’n’' —I—

IS UNCLASSIFIED

Date: 5/3/68

>ansmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Zia
(Priority)

I h Mr. Tolson_____ _
I H Mr. DeLoach----

I b Mr. Mohr---------
1 | Mr. Bishop____—
' Mr. Cesper.—.— 
1 JI Mr. Callahan____

J | Mr. Conrad------
| Mr. Felt__________

j I Mr. Gale_________

। 2 Mr. Rosen________
■ Suli;van_J<

Mr. Tavel______
Mr. Trotter______
Tele. Room___ _

X !! Miss Holmes.____
Miss Gandy_____

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

F B I

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS-M; SEDITION 

(OO:WFO)

The "Washington-Afro American" newspaper, 
a semi-weekly Washington, D.C., publication, contained 

an article on Page 13, in the 5/4/68 edition entitled: 

"STOKELY WEDS SINGER MAKEBA." The article went on to 

state: "STOKELY CARMICHAEL, age 26, former chairman of 

the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee and Miss 

MIRIAM MAKEBA, South African singer, were married Monday 

The ceremony was performed by the Rev. DOUGLAS MOORE, 
2628 Monroe Street, N.E., and witnessed by ARTHUR E. >[ 
BROADDUS. The couple applied for the license on April 
22. In answer to a question asking the color of the 

applicants, both wrote, ’beautiful black.’ Miss MAKEBA 

noted a former marriage on the form and listed her age 

as 36. The couple will reside in the 5000 block 16th 

Street in upper northwest, informally called the Gold 

Coast,"
/ r ■ ■ >

Bureau
1 - WFO

r

Bishop

WWH-.dlj 
(4) ■ •

AIRTEL
MAY g(D 1968 '

Sent M Per



WO 100-43503

WFO will attempt to verify subject’s 

marriage through check of records of D»C» Marriage 

Bureau, I I
| |MPD, advised fact marriage performed
apparently not yet filed by | |with
the Marriage License Bureau.

bb
b7C

2



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UMCI^^IFIED 
DAT E 0 6-13-20 oWb Y

6 0 3 0 9 / T C /1 AM / D C G/ b 1 s

Mr# Fred M. Vinson, Jr. 
Assistant Attorney General
Director, FBI

STOKILY CARMICHAEL
INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Bishop

Wy IT, 1963 
1 - Mr. Rosen

b6

Reference is made to our report captioned, ’Stokely 
Carmichael, Inciting to Riot * Miscellaneous,« dated Mhy IS, 
1968, Washington, D. C. This report completes our investigation 
of the incidents involving Stokely Carmichael during the recent 
riots in Washington, D. C.

It is requested that we be furnished a prosecutive 
opinion concerning this matter.
100*446090

PTB:lmr
(»)£

NOTE;

By letter dated 4/6/68 the Attorney General requested 
the Bureau’s assistance in developing information on the 
incidents involving Carmichael during the recent riots in 
Washington, D. C. We have submitted five investigative report 
to the Department totaling approximately 800 pages containing 
the results of over 700 interviews

MAY 20 W

V !71Sc8

jCOMM-FBJ.

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr__

Bishop „ 
Casper _ 
Call ah an 
Conrad _ 
Felt ___
Gale__
Rosen _
Sullivan 
Tavei _
Trotter 
Tele. R^ 
Holmes _ 
Gandy__ ^WAIL ROOM



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN I.S, .UNCLASSIFIED EXCEW^:
WHERE Aown otherwise

CLASSIFIED
U ill L.’ £j A D o X £ X

0>““ -fl -"S6 —13 — Zu U 6 ~
BY 603 0 9 / TC/ TAM/ DCG/ b 1 s ~~ d s r ivat. i ve 1
ON: 25X 3.3 i1) 0 6-13-2 0 31 i

1
Moy 15, 106S

Mr. DeLoach 
Mr* W. C. Sullivan 
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. G. C, Moore

1

honorable Robert p. Griffin 
Bntied Stated Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510
My dear Senator:

Your letter of May 9, 1968, with enclosure 
was received.

■ s j

b 1

Senator Griffin submitted as an enclosure to his 
letter an article in the Drew-Pearson-Jack Anderson 

nn 1 umn nnrripd in the Washington Post11 on Mav 4. 1968J

PTBifltyr
KM4Z

Sincerely yours, 
3. Edge? Hotwetf

J -■ : This infornation, as well as voluminous 3jdata regarding Carmichael, has been furnished to th© 
pl Attorney General for his consideration, and you may 
wish to contact him regarding this matter.

NOTE

Tolson _________

Del. oo ch
Mohr------------------

Bishop ________
Casper________
Callahan _______
Conrad________

Felt------------------
Cale___________
Rosen_________

Sullivan________
Tavel __________
Trotter_________

Tele. Room_____
Holmes_________

G”d,3TlM¥T401

bl

activities of Carmichael are wen Known to mis 
Bureau and he is currently under investigation.

17 We have had previous cordial correspondence with 
Senator Griffin.■? b 7



With best wishes and my kind regards

Si

RPG:PHg 
Enclosure

The Honorable J. Edgar Hoover 
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C.

May 9, 1968
ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED
U17 D T? TT»T TC T Th TT ft C? F T 17 T TP Fl bl tb hi X 1 y X m U I’M X A b d X z X a LJ
DATE 0 6~~ 13~~2 0 0 6 BY

/2ICm£eD -States -Senate
WASHINGTON, D.C.

I am

,.,-J Zi 
ROBERT P, GRIFFIN 

MICHIGAN

Mr. Director:Dear

Drew 
Post

Mr. wasper___
Mr. Callahan..
Mr. Conrad

Mr. Tavei____ _
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes..
Miss Gandy.

I wish to call to your attention an article in the 
Pearson-Jack Anderson column carried in the Washingto 
on May 4, 1968* A copy of the article is enclosed. J

The article purports Igpgive a verbatim account of 
a conversation between Stokely Carmichael and a man in 
Havana, Cuba during the recentriots ln~Washington, D. C.

I would appreciate receiving your comments on the 
article. I am particularly interested in knowing whether 
the alleged conversation was monitored by the 
Government.

United States

r Robert P 
U. S.

nffi 
enator



^ORMA'TTON CONI
^XSJJICLA S^IF |

TOn:3-wrerW"'
■ ■-. ,6 0'3 0 9 / T c/ TAM / D-CG/ bl'

TTW Wasbaragton Merry-Go-Kanmifll THE WASHINGTON POST ..SaturdayMay 4,196&

Stokelr ToldCubcm of Guerrilla Plan
By Drew Pear: > t; f, ..y 

Jack Anderson
t Here is the record of-the 
amazing ■ telephone conversa
tion between ■ Stokcly Carmi
chael, the Negro rabble-rouser, 
and Havana, Cuba, at the 
height ofthe recent Washing
ton race riots. ■ ■

Carmichael had just come in 
from the streets where he had 
been crying for Negroes to go 
got their guns. , He was sum
moned to the overseas tele
phone by Mike Laguardia, a 
commentator for Radio Ha
vana. This conversation fol
lows: ■• ,

"Stokely?” , /
' “Yes." ■

“Oh, this is Mike Laguardia 
from Radio Havana Cuba."

“Hello," Carmichael greeted 
him cordially,

"Hello; sir,” replied Laguaf- 
dia. ■ *

“Say, Stokcly," he said.
. “Si.” ’

“We would/like to have .a 
statement from you on Martin 
•Luther-Ki ng’s assassination." 

■ "Right." . ;
. “And what, has been - the 

reaction of the Afro-Americans 
in the face of this crime?”

“Right,” repeated Carmi
chael. “A .white America has 
Rap Brown (another black mil
itant leader) in jail right now. 
An American killed Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. last night. 
When they killed Dr. King, 
they made a mistake, because 
Dr. King was the one man who

ti‘„jng to'ask, uh, black 
Jc not to burn'down the 

j.ties; Now .that,, they have 
killed Dr. King, there is no 
black man who will ask black 
people not to burn down the 
cities. What it means' is 'that 
we've gone full swing into the 
revolution. .' ' ■ !

■ "Last night," Carmichael 
spoke .on," 35 cities had major 
incidents^ That was last night 
—35 cities of the United States 
where: there was burning and 
shooting and killing: over the 
death of Dr, King.. It is clear, 
uh, more of this will continue, 
It is going to become more 
and more 'a guerrilla—urban 
guerrilla—warfare, because. it 
is clear that we cannot win 
with thp, uh, with the police, 
in open rebellion.

“So," he continued, “More 
people are now beginning to 
plan seriously a major.; urban 
guerrilla’' warfare,- where • we 
can-begin to retaliate not only- 
for the death of Dr. King, hut 
where we can move seriously 
to . His'next few .words 
were indistinct. serious 
revolutions .with, this, country 
to bring-it to its knees. ■

“It. is crystal clear to us1";he 
declared, “that ; the ’ United. 
States of America must fall in 
order for humanity to live, and 
we are going to give our lives 
to that cause. To our brothers 
and sisters in Cuba, we want 
to say: ‘Hello, my respects to 
you .all."’1’ ■_

“T h a n-k s ,- very much, 
; Stpkely," -.f ‘ said. • Laguardia.

“We’ll be coming back to'you 
again in rase ici...
shows up." . ' ■

. “Very'good.” .
“Au rev'bir."' /
“Au revoir," said Carmi

chael. “Tell' Prime Minister 
Fidel ' (Fidel Castro) I said 
hello.”

“All righ-t," promised. La
guardia. .“Bye, Stokcly.".

State Level Politics ,
The high-powered lobbying 

pressures brought on state leg
islators' is illustrated in ’ an 
election now taking -place in 
the Cleveland -suburbs. The 

;racc is between Ron Mottl, a 
member of the Ohio legisla
ture. and State Sen. Francis' 
Sullivan, whom' Mottl seeks to 
replace. Both are Democrats.

Last year- Mottl took a cou
rageous stand against the most 
powerful bank in Ohio,’ the 
Cleveland Trust Company, .He 
supported a law requiring cu
mulative ' stock .voting which 
would Have permitted minor
ity stockholders'to elect direc
tors to.the .Cleveland Trust’s; 
Board. ■ ■

It- was a' bitter 'battle in 
which the trust company re
tained ■ as its attorney Dan 
Duffy,' vice chairman of. the 
Democratic Party in Cleve
land. He registered the. fact 
■that he was paid $12,000. :

Afterward" Duffy moved to 
bar Mottl from'the ballot In 
the upcoming. Ohio- primary. 

| Duffy is a member . of the 
boardi of'elections‘as well as 
being'vice' chairman of the

Democratic Party,' and used 
,,-is position of influence to 
strike Mottl’s name. Mottl had 
declared as a candidate for the 
Senate against incumbent Sen. 
Francis Sullivan, who'is regu
larly employed by Republic 
Steel at a salary of $9000.

। Ted Brown; Ohio Secretary 
of ' State; and a Republican, 
criticized the '• board .of elec- 
tionsjor its.action. Mottl went 
to co.urt and secured a ruling 
putting his name back on the 
ballot. It’s there today.

Meanwhile, two interesting 
J candidates announced that 
they were running against him 
under circumstances which 
looked as if friends of Sen. 
Sullivan or friends -of the 
Cleveland Trust Company 
might have induced them to 
run.

The Parma election district 
outside’of Cleveland is largely 
populated by. Czechs, Slavs 
and , Ukrainians,:- mixed with 
Irish. ■ Sullivan' automatically 
gets the Irish'vote and Mottl, a 
Czech-American, was due to 
get the Slav vote. v ;

But Michael Zaderecky, a 
Ukrainian,' suddenly entered 
the..; Democratic primary, to
gether with Richard Motousek; 
a Czech. Obviously they, will 
siphon votes away from. Ron 
Mott! rather than from-Fran
cis Sullivan, the Irishman.
© 1968, Bell-McClura Syndicate, Inc.

Drew Pearson will predict 
the outcome .of the Indiana 
primary in his broadcast 
with Jack Anderson over 
radio WTOP} at 6:40 p.m, ..

:’V



SUBJECT:

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1963 EDITION 

G$A GEN. REG. NO.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

$010—106

Memorandum

.. .. . . . .
ALL INF ORMAT I OTL4ayfl'JT ATNFH 
herein is unci]^eified
daw nfi-1 a — annh ry J™’ * X Xu Lu Lu ™L® fLj Lu Lu Lu Xu X
6n3 0 9/T0/TAM/'DCG/bls

DATE; 5/15/68

Tele. Room ---------
Holmes ---------------
Goody ----------------

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

"The Washington Post" dated 5/15/68, page A-14, in 
the "Letters to the Editor" column contained a letter from 
Paul Segre, Brown's Town, Jamaica, wherein Segre was critical 
of columnist Drew Pearson repeatedly referring to Stokely^ 
Carmichael as having been born in Jamaica, West Indies, ZT- 
According to Segre, Carmichael was not born in Jamaica arid 
has never been to Jamaica, The Director inquired, "Where? was 
Carmichael born?"

Carmichael was born 6/29/41 in Port of Spain 
Trinidad, West Indies# He received derivative United States 
citizenship on 4/27/53 as a minor upon naturalization of his 
father in the United States District Court at New York, 
New York,

VRECOMMENDATION

(6)

1 -
1 -

Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr1

1 - Mr

> 100^446080 
PTBtfhd

For information

DeLoach 
Sullivan
Bishop
G, C, Moore 
Basher

COPY MADE FOR MR. TOLSON



- l^'pRev. 7-27-67)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 0 6™ 132IJ0 6 BY
6 0 3 0 9/T C/TAM/DC G/bls

Tele. Room --------
Holmes --------------
Gandy -----------------------

Letters to The Editor—
Jamaican Disclaimer^' 117T___ • v SJ not born in Jamaica, has never a
Your syndicated columnist । been to Jamaica, nor has he 

1 Mr. Drew Pearson has repeat-1 ever insinuated any comments 
edly referred to Mr. Stokely to this effect. Jamaican stu-, 
Carmichael as having been dents who come to your coun- • 
born in Jamaica, West Indies, try are usually under tremen- 
The qualifying epithets have dous economic and emotional 
usually been “Jamaican rab- pressures and should not have 
ble-rouser,” “militant Negro their hardships compounded 
from Jamaica,” or, most re- by the assertions of irresponsi- i 
cently, young firebrand from ble journalists who ally them, 
Jamaica who took advantage with controversial personages, 
of an American college educa- , PAUL SEGRE 
tion. For Mr. Pearson’s infor^ Brown’s Town, Jamaica : 
mTuo'n', Mr. Carmichael was

I

The Washington Post
Times Herald ----

The Washington Daily News -----------
The Evening Star (Washington) ____
The Sunday Star (Washington) --------
Daily News (New York.) -----------------
Sunday News (New York) ---------------
New York Post___ :-------------------------
The New York Times ---------------------
/The Sun (Baltimore)
=JThe Worker

‘as MAY 22 1968

The New Leader __________________
The Wall Street Journal ------------------
The National Observer
People’s World--- --- ------ - ---- -----—

Date 1-5 19SC

COPY MADE FOR ME. TOLSON
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 06-13-2006 BY 
6 0 3 0 9 / T C / T AM / D C G/' bls

F B I

Date: 5/13/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FR< SAC, PITTSBURGH (100-15615)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION 
(00: WASHINGTON FIELD)

(RUC)

Re Pittsburgh airtel to the 
Washington Field airtel to the Bureau

Bureau dated 5/2/68; 
dated 5/6/68.

I | (reliable - conceal) and I
| | (irr a position to furnish reliable
information) have advised that | ___ |of
Unity, Inc., has announced that the subject will not be able 
to attend the convention being sponsored by Unity, Inc., at 
Pittsburgh, from 5/31-6/1/68. Sources said that according 
to| I the subject’s personal plans will preclude*
his visiting Pittsburgh.

CARMICHAEL SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS
SINCE INDIVIDUALS HAVE REPORTED HIM IN POSSESSION OF A GUN
ON THE EVENING OF 4/4/68,IN THE VICINITY OF14TH AND U 
STREETS, N.W., AND AGAIN ON THE AFTERNOON OF 4/5/68, AT 
HOWARD UNIVERSITY?

MS p'g/- Bureau (RM)
2 - Washington Field (100-43503) (RM) _
5 - Pittsburgh ic MAY 15 1968

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

b7D

Special Agent in Charge
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL INF0RMATI CObJTAlNE D
HEREIN IS UNC]^ SIFTED

DATE 0 6-13 - 2 0 0 6 BY
6 0 3 0 9/T C/TAM/DC G/bls

W. C. Sullivan Yjj DATE:May 18, 1968

FROM J. A. S1ZOO

Tolson _________
DeLoach _______
Mohr___________

Bishop _________
Casper---------------
Callahan 
Conrad ----- ----- .__ _
Felt___________

Gale___________

Rosen--------- ------
Sullivan-------------
Tavel __________

Trotter________
Tele. Room _____

Holmes ________
Gandy _________

subject: stokley^Ca^micbae1 

 

Racial Matters

I I telephone number f I
telephonically advised Extra-Duty Supervisor, Sebastian S. Mignosa 
at 7:30 P.M., 5/18/68 that the Army had heard that subject was 
on a bus in Baltimore with participants of the Poor Peoples 
Campaign and was enroute to Washington, D. C. He allegedly was 
to have left Baltinujpe 7:15 P.M.

A check with New York determined from Weekend Supervisor
I "1 that subject as of 5:30 P.M. was at a reception in
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

._______ . This information was furnished telephonically to I I
| | at 9:00 P.M. 1--------- 1

ACTION

None. For information

1 - Mr.
1 - Mr.
1 -Mr.

SSM:dcr

Sullivan 
G. C. Moore 
Mignosa

REC 11

s MAY 28 1968



TO DIRECTO

1132PM DEFERR

WA

WASH 20

TTN DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

^XFROM NEW YORK 100-153751

(PLAINTEXT) AND WASHINGTON FIELD 100-43503

5-17-68 UMS

INGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

ALL INFOPMATION CONTAINED 
hepeiij is unclassified 
DATE 06-13-2006 BY 
6 0 3 0 9 / T C/TAH/D C G/b1s

MAY 171968

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. DeLoach___
Mohr____
Bishop__
Casper __
Callahan..

Conrad_
Felt.—

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION OOjWFO

RENYTEL FIVE SIXTEEN SIXTY EIGHT

AT THREE PM THIS DATE CARMICHAEL AND | | b6
b 7

OBSERVED BEING PHOTOGRAPED IN AFRICAN GARMENTS IN FRONT OF

I |RESIDENCE) I
AT THREE THIRTY PM THIS DATE CARMICHAEL,| |AND UNKNOWN

MALE DEPARTED IN FAMILY BLUE PLYMOUTH SEDAN FROM| |

RESIDENCE HEADING IN DIRECTION OF MANHATTAN. DUE TO CARMICHAEL
PHYSICAL SIWEILLANCfc

DRIVING AT RECKLESS SPEED SURVEILLANCE DISCONTINUED. ECS3R

CONTINUED IN VICINITY OF I I HOME. SNCC

PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE

OFFICE, WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS. DISCONTINUED ELEVEN FIFTEEN

PM THIS DATE. RECEPTION FOR CARMICHAEL SCHEDULED MAY EIGHTEEN

NEW YORK

END

FBI WASH IDC HD TO



■j^LL INFORMATION CONTAINE

WhE-RE'IN'. IS UNCLASSIFIED ■ W
DATE 06-13-2006 BY . ''

■ '60300/TC/TAM,/DCG/bls , • ’

i;r. W. C. SULLIVAN May lo, 1968

I®. G. C. MOORE

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC) 
RACIAL MATTERS

• SEDITIONSTOKEL^^IWICHAEL

, RACIAL MATTERS - SNCC
< SEDITION ' • . . .

The Washington, D. C., Office of SNCC recently 
moved to a new location at 2208 14th Street, N.W,, 
Washington, D. C., which is in the heart of the ghetto 
area.

Our Washington field Office (WFO) has requested
, permission tol I
| | which will
provide effective visual and photographic coverage of the 
new S&CC Office. I I

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7E

(1> CL00*446O8G (Stokely Caralchael)
100-439100 (Student Nonviolent Coordinating Cotnmlttee)

Enclosure ■.
PT&sekw (7)
1 w.Mr. DeToach
1 - ^r. W. C. Sullivan
1 Kr. ■ Bishop ■
1 Gai C« Ifoore

NOT. MCORdST" 199 MAY 22 W-
^CONTINUED -•0W.’

’ • i U ............ W.ui*

' L . ■ b6
b7C



Memorandum to W* C. Sullivan’
srowr www c^bstnatw a&^XTm (®)i;. 

swex# »cm ' ■ .
100-439190 (SKC).
160-446080 (Stokely Carmichael) '

.At the 'specific request of the ^epart^mt, ve - 
are conducting an investigation of Stokely Carmichael, 
former' chairman of SIXS, T?ho is presently vorkitm out of 
the Washington, D. C., S1XC Office. Wder Carmichael’s 
direction SIXC, since early 1967, has changed from a 
civil rights organisation to a group axhrocating violence ■ 
and guerrilla warfare. We are currently conducting an 
investigation of.SUCC and its members. .It'is believed 
'an observation post of Washington, D. SlXC • hi-adcuarter s 
will provide valuable. Information in lou’r; coverage of . - 
Carmichael and other' SOC members- in the Washington, 'P. C#, 
a^ea.

That the attached airtel bo aourovod authorisim 
WO to I

|£or the purpose of establishing an observation 
post of Washington,. D. C., SKCC headquarters with full ■ 
security assured.

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7E

- 4? •



FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
UNCLASSIFIED

Date: 5/17/68

Transmit the following in OOD^

Via TELETYPE URGENT

;cotfe J

:^~^(P riority)

TO: DIRECTOR AND SACS 

NEW/W LEANS
BOSTON

FROM SAC, WFO

STOKELY^CARMICHAEL, IS MI SC: SEDITION

REWFOTEL, MAY FIFTEEN LAST

CHICAGO, NEW YORK

Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

11! Mr

]WITH ANOTHER

DeLcadb__
T£ohr___
Biphcp-
Casper- 
Ge11 ah an 
Conrad_____
Felt_________

Gale______ {
P.nr<^ . /
SkIHvctY

Tavel_____
Trittor______

NINE FORTY A.M., MAY SIXTEEN,' LAST

WITH

SUBJECT LEFT RESIDENCE

and[
UNIDENTIFIED COUPLE IN HERTZ RENTED WHITE MERCURY, DISTRICT

F B I

7

OF COLUMBIA LICENSE RA ONE FIVE ONE NINE. THEY DROVE TO 

TRAILWAYS BUS DEPOT, WDC, WHERE | | AND| |WITH OTHER

COUPLE ALIGHTED AND ENTERED TERMINAL.

A SOURCE ADVISED BELIEVED | |AND| |WITH OTHER

COUPLE TRAVELED TO NEW YORK TO BE PRESENT AT CARMICHAEL RECEPTION

BEING HELD EVENING MAY EIGHTEEN, NEXT.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in (Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

PAGE TWO

SUBJECT AND AFTER LEAVING TRAILWAYS CONTINUED TO
b6
b7C

FRIENDSHIP AIRPORT WHERE THEY MET RETURNING

TO RESIDENCE. IN AFTERNOON SUBJECT WI TH | |AND | | LEFT

RESIDENCE AND WENT TO SNCC HEADQUARTERS VIA INDUSTRIAL BANK, 

ELEVENTH AND U STREETS, N.W., WDC, WHERE SUBJECT AND I [ENTERED. 

LATER THEY DEPARTED SNCC AND WENT TO GEORGETOWN WHERE

APPEARED TO BE SHOPPING. THEY THEN DROVE TO NATIONAL AIRPORT, 

WDC, WHERE WHITE MERCURY STATION WAGON TURNED IN AT HERTS.

SUBJECT,T | AND| [THEN BOARDED EASTERN AIRLINES SHUTTLE 

FLIGHT WHICH DEPARTED FOR LA GUARDIA AIRPORT, NEW YORK CITY

AT FOUR P.M.

A SECOND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT ATTENDED 

MEETING OF THE STEERING COMMITTEE OF THE BLACK’ UNITED FRONT 

(BUF) ON EVENING OF MAY FIFTEEN, LAST.

LOS ANGELES ADVISED MAY SIXTEEN, LAST, I

FORMER OWNER SIXTYFIVE BLACK CADILLAC CONVERTIBLE, CALIFORNIA

LICENSE WAS INTERVIEWED

Approved:Sent ——----------------- M Per
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in------------------ ---------- __---------—------------—----------------------------- 1
(Type in plaintext or code) '

Via _______________________  —-------------------------------- • . ■■--------------------------------- 1(Priority) ।

Approved: _ .------------------------- --------------- Sent M Per -----------------:--------
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64)

Date:

Transmit the following in (Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

PAGE FOUR

LOS ANGELES SOURCES AND INDICES CONTAIN NO INFORMATION 

CONCERNING| | AND|

ADMINISTRATIVE

FIRST SOURCE IS

SECOND SOURCE IS

RE BOSTON TEL MAY SIXTEEN, LAST, ADVISING BOSTON POLICE 

DEPARTMENT REPORTED SUBJECT COMING THERE LATE MAY SEVENTEEN, 

INSTANT, OR EARLY MAY EIGHTEEN, NEXT, TO REUNIFY UNITED FRONT. 

WFO SOURCES REPORT NO INFORMATION SUBJECT PLANS BEING IN 

BOSTON ABOVE DATES. FOR INFORMATION BOSTON, SUBJECT SCHEDULED 

TO ATTEND RECEPTION SIX THIRTY P.M., MAY EIGHTEEN, NEXT, MT. 

VERNON, NEW YORK.

IHM FOLLOWS FOR BUREAU RE BUF MEETING ATTENDANCE.

COPY FURNISHED CHICAGO AND NEW ORLEANS FOR INFORMATION.

NEW YORK COVER SUBJECT’S PRESENCE PER BUREAU AIRTEL 

DECEMBER TWENTYONE, SIXTY SEVEN. IF SUBJECT TRAVELS FROM

Approved:Sent - ----------------------
Special Agent in Charge



1

FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

FBI I

Date: I

Transmit the following in ___________________________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code) 1

Via__________________________________________________    1
(Priority) [

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1_ _ _ _ _ _ _

PAGE FIVE

NEW YORK CITY AREA, NOTIFY APPROPRIATE OFFICE WITH INSTRUCTIONS

TO COVER PER ABOVE BUREAU AIRTEL. P.

Approved: ____________________________ Sent M Per--------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



WA...15

11-06PM

TO

FBI NEW YORK

RGENT 5-16-68

ALL INFORMATION CONTAI 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 06-13-2006 BY 
6 0 3 0 9 / T C / T AM / D C G/' bls

WPK

IRECTOR (PLAINTEXT) AND WASHINGTON FIELD 100-43503

Mr. Tolson--------
Mr. DeLoach.... .
Mr. Mohr----------
Mr. Bishop -----
Mr. Casper -----
Mr. Callahan — 
Mr. Conrad......-
Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale-----------
Mr. Rosen------—
Mr. Suliivan-^^ 
Mr. Tavel---------
Mr. Trotter-------
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy—„—.

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 IP

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION OO-WFO

RE WFO TEL TO NEW YORK THIS DATE.

BUREAU AGENTS OBSERVED SUBJECT AND

AND ARRIVE AT LA GUARDIA AIRPORT, NYC, FIVE PM

b6‘

b7C

THIS DATE VIA EASTERN AIRLINES SHUTTLE. SUBJECT,)" | AND [

WERE DRIVEN IN A LIMOUSINE To[

WHERE | ~|WAS OBSERVED LEAVING

COMPANY OF SUBJECT AND SUBJECT AND PROCEEDED BY

LIMOUSINE TO SUBJECT FORMER RESIDENCE

| 1 ARRIVING SIX FORTY FIVE PM, THIS DATE,

AND CARRIED LUGGAGE INTO RESIDENCE.

SUBJECT, AND TWO UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO FEMALES

REGISTERED TO

LEFT THIS RESIDENCE AT EIGHT PM IN ONE NINE SIX SEVEN PLYMOUTH 
'Pre o

SEDAN, NY LICENSE

END PAGE ONE



AGE TWO

 AT EIGHT FORTY FIVE PM SUBJECT, b6 

AND THREE FEMALES ENTERED T I

| WHERE NUMEROUS RECORD COMPANIES ARE LOCATED. SUBJECT ADVISED

A PARKING ATTENDANT THAT HE INTENDED TO REMAIN IN BUILDING

FOR THREE OR FOUR HOURS. BELIEVED TO BE AT

RECORD COMPANY FOR RECORDING SESSION. SUBJECT AND| [BELIEVED TO 

BE STAYING AT|

ADMINISTRATIVE

BUREAU AGENTS OBSERVING SUBJECT WERE SA’S

AND NYO WILL COVER SUBJECT

WHILE IN NYC AND WILL KEEP BUREAU ADVISED.

END

WA...

RNK F R RELAY

FBI WASH DC

CHS FTB FBI WASH DC / RNK



7WA

FBI NEW YORK

5s34 PM URGENT 5-16-63 AWS

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN JS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06^13-2006 BY
6 Q~3 0 9 / T C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

TO DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD (100-43503) (CODE)

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC: SEDITION OOs WFO

Mr.

Miss Gandy

REWFORTEL AND TEL CALL TO NY THIS DATE

Mr. Casper____
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad____
Mr. Felt____
Mr. Gale___

LMn Rosen—

Mr. Tavel__
Mr. Trotter..
Tele. Room--------

Mr. Tolson-------- .
Mr. DeLoach-----

Mohr______
Mr. Bishop___ _

WFO REQUESTED TO HAVE THEIR SOURCE, |~

IcOVER AND REPORT WHAT EVER ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT 

o ; 5

THAT* ARE JpERTINENT WHILE HE IS IN NEW YORK. 
A •)

MENTIONED SOURCE, IF PRACTICAL, CAN CONTACT

NYO THROUGH CONFIDENTIAL TELEPHONE NUMBER, AREA CODEQ



FD.-36 (f?ev. #-22-64 )

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREZjjtf IS UNCLASSIFIED. 
DATE^^5-13-200 6 BY

6 0 3 0 9 / T C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

Date: 5/15/68

„ . PLAINTEXTTransmit the following in-------------------
(Type in plaidt^xt or code)

TELETYPE URGENT
(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, AND SACS CHICAGO AND NEW YORK

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CHAEL, IS - MISC;

REWFOTEL MAY FOURTEEN, LAST.

I
 Mr. Tolntm____
Mr. DeLoaeh _ 
Mt. Mohr. 
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Casper..j Mr. Callahan____

Mt. Conrad____
Mr. Felt._____J
Mr. Gale /
Mr. Rosen__ J
Mr. SullivanM— 
Mr. Tavel______ .
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room_____

T.
| MIsb Gandy _____

SEDITION

SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE WITH

F B I

ELEVEN FOURTEEN A.M. THEY DROVE IN RED VOLVO SEDAN VIA

SPENT SEVERAL MINUTES BEFORE PROCEEDING TO NATIONAL AIRPORT.

AT NATIONAL AIRPORT, BOARDED TWELVE NOON

EASTERN SHUTTLE FOR NEW YORK CITY. CARMICHAEL AND

SECURED RENTED WHITE MERCURY STATICS) WAGON BEARING DISTRICT
KA

OF COLUMBIA LICENSE(ONE FIVE ONE NINE FROM HERTZ, WHICH THEY

RETURNED TO SNCC HEADQUARTERS ALONG WITH THE VOLVO. IN RENTING



F B I

Date:

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

FD-36 (Rev.^A22-64f 

' ' _ "J'

Transmit the following in

Via_________________ T

WFO 100-43503

PAGE TWO

AFTERNOON CARMICHAEL VISITED "RESURRECTION CITY’ BEING ERECTED 

BY THE POOR PEOPLES CAMPAIGN AND WALKED ABOUT THE AREA TALKING 

WITH INDIVIDUALS. (COMMENTED

TO PRESS ABOUT CARMICHAEL'S PRESENCE, THAT HE WAS NO STRANGLE 

TO THEM, WAS REALLY LIKE A BROTHER, WAS ONE OF THE IMPORTANT 

NEGRO LEADERS IN THE U.S. TODAY AND THAT HE HAD KNOWN CARMICHAEL 

PERSONALLY FOR I I YEARS. CARMICHAEL LATER IN AFTERNOON 

RETURNED TO SNCC HEADQUARTERS WHJXE HE WAS PRESENT INTO 

EVENING HOURS. CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED CARMICHAEL STATED 

HE AND HOLDING RECEPTION IN NEW YORK CITY

ON MAY EIGHTEEN, NEXT, AND WERE INVITING GUESTS TO ATTEND. 

ADMINISTRATIVE

EFFORTS BEING MADE TO DETERMINE RESIDENTS OF

b6
b7C

Approved:  Sent M Per-------- -----------------
Special Agent in Charge



♦ • I
I

FBI [
IDate: j
I

Transmit the following in __________ :________________ ______________________________ 1
(Type in plaintext or code) •

V ia _______________________ ,_______________________ ____________________________ I
(Priority) ।

_______________________ L_______________________________________________________L

WFO 100-43503

PAGE THREE

ABOVE SOURCE IS

CHICAGO BE ALERT FOR POSSIBLE TRAVEL TO CHICAGO OF 

BLACK CONSORTIUM MENTIONED IN CHICAGO AIRTEL MAY NINE, PAST, 

AND COVER ACTIVITIES PER SAC LETT® DECEMBER TWENTYONE, SIXTY- 

SEVEN.

NEW YORK ATTEMPT TO ASCERTAIN DETAILS OF RECEPTION BEING 

HELD NEW YORK CITY MAY EIGHTEEN, NEXT. ACCORDING TO RECORDS 

। MARRIAGE BUREAU, WDC, CARMICHAEL AND| ~| MARRIED WDC, 

f j APRIL TWENTYNINE, PAST. ATTEMPT TO ASCERTAIN WHERE BLACK 

, K.

O, CAUCUS BEING HELD IN BROOKLYN, NEW YORK, MAY SEVENTEEN TO 

NINETTEN, NEXT, AND SUBMIT TO BUREAU AND WFO ARRANGEMENTS 

BEING MADE FOR COVERAGE IN EVENT CARMICHAEL DOES APPEAR 

. AS MENTIONED IN NEWARK TEL MAY NINE, PAST, P® SAC LETTER 

DECEMB® TWENTYONE, SIXTYSEVEN.

WFO WILL FURNISH PERTINENT TRAVEL DATA DEVELOPED. P.

Approved: ____________________________ Sent  M Per------------------------- -
Special Agent in Charge



ALL INF CiPHA TIGHT CONTAINED
HEP.EIM IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06-13-2006 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / T C / T AH/D C G/fc 1 s

./-2540PM54 /?&,/6

TO TOR AND WASHINGTON

PLAINTEX

540P URGENT 5-10-68 RPD

MAY 191968

Mr. Tolson__
Mr. DeLoach...
Mr. Mohr___
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
mH

Bishop
Casper____
Callahan___
Conrad___ _

Felt_______
Gale_____
Rosen ,

FIELD 100-43503 AND CHICAGO
travel_____
Trotter____Mr.

Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes___
Miss Gandy

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

PM THIS DATE VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT THREE ONE SEVEN

TO ARRIVE CHICAGO FIVE PM. INSTANT
c

CARMICHAEL WEARING BLUE SWEATER TYPE JACKET, DARK

PANTS, WHITE SHIRT AND NO TIE WEARING WHITE COAT

DARK DRESS AND ORANGE HEAD BAND, THIRD PERSON DESCRIBED

NEGRO MALE, AGE THIRTY ONE - THIRTY TWO, FIUE FEET TEN
REC » /W —

INCHES, MEDIUM BUILD, WEARING LIGHT BLUE SHIRT, DARK

TROUSERS MAY 1®

/

BUREAU AGENTS OBSERVING SUBJECT WERE SA’S

Iand (P)

END

ADMINISTRATIVE

/p/q



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN ZES
DAT?rtr6#i
6 P 3 0 9 / T C /1 AM / D C G/ b 1 s

UNCLASSIFIED Mr. Tolson----------
Mr. DeLoach-------

Mr. Mohr_________
Mr. Bishop-----------

Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan_____

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt_________
Mr. Gale --------------
Mr. Rosen

MAY 161968

WASHDC-- 1--

ifiS Sullivan
if Mr. Tavel _

15 PM URGENT 5-15-68 LLR

DIRECTOR, & WASHINGTON FIELD (100-43503)

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

.. FROM LOS ANGELES (100-68783)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS

-sOTT REURTEL MAY FOURTEEN LAST LOS ANGELES TEL MAY FIFTEEN

LAST, AND WASHINGTON FIELD TEL THIS DATE

PLAINTEXT

Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room---------

Miss Holmes_____
Miss Gandy 

M; SEDITION

A

AT | | ADVISED THIS DATE| |



PAGE TWO > 
,/i 

LA 100-68783

TWO NEGRO MALES CONSTANT COMPANIONS OF CARMICHAEL ON 

MAY FOURTEEN LAST, WASHINGTON, D. C. UNKNOWN TO LOS ANGELES 

RACIAL SOURCES. PERSONS DRIVING AUTOMOBILE UNKNOWN

TO LOS ANGELES POLICE AGENCIES.

INVESTIGATION REl [CONTINUING.

END

C

b6
b7C

MSE FBI WASH DC



OPTIONAL. FORM NO. 10
MAY 19® EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11,0

UNITED STATES GOX^NMENT

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR,'FBI (100-446080)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06-13-2006 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / T C / T AM / D C G/‘ bls

date: 5/22/68

WFO (100-43503)

subject: 'STOKELY^CARMICHAEL 
17 IS - MISCELLANEOUS;

SEDITION

Re Bureau airtel 2/5/68,

In view of the fact that subiect no longer resides at 
] |use of space at | las a lookout

on aforementioned residence is being discontinued. Control of 
this space is being returned to|

| and the appreciation of the FBI for the cooperation[ |
|in this matter has been fully expressed.

During the period this observation point vias in use, 
it was maintained with full security and with the cooperation 
of | | this
matter was kept strictly confidential.

Bureau
2 - WFO

(1 - 66-4410)
WGD: wgd
(2)

5010-100
avings Bonds Begularly on the Bayroll Savings Plan



rD-36.-(Rev. 5-22-64) INFORMATION CONTAINED
EIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 06-13-2006 BY 
6 0 3 0 9 / T C /1 AM / D C G/ b 1 s

FBI

Date: 5/14/68
Transmit-the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via , AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM SAC, NEWARK (100-49533)

SUBJECT STOKELY^CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS 
SEDITION

Re Newark teletype to Bureau, WFO, and New 
York 4/27/68, 
Newark airtel and LHM to Bureau 4/29/68

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM 
captioned as above. Also enclosed for the Bureau 
of a tape recording of STOKELY CARMICHAEL’s 

on 4/26/68,
dated and 
Is a copy 
remarks at Central High School, Newark, N,J

The original tape recording of CARMICHAEL’S 
renarks was made on 4/26/68, by I I

] The original tape was furnished
b7C

to saF Ion 5/2/68, The copy 
which is enclosed with this communication was made by Newark on 5/2/68, and the original tape was returned to 

| on 5/3/68, The tranaerlnt of the tape wagprdpared by Newark Steno [ 
SA1 1 and

e, <•

- ^Bureau (Encs. 12)tWpJoW£
' z-WFO (100-43503) (Encs, 2) (RM) 
1-New York (100-153751) (Bnc, 1) (RM) 
2-Newark .j,!3 JWA^, 15 1968,JWBzJes <8k , ■ F » BlstlOP, 1%...M*

MAY X*r, n?x, Ari^7

Special Agent in Charge A f)-l
Approved: M Per



NK 100-49533

Four copies of the LHK ere being furnished 
to USA, Newark; two copies to 108th Ml Gp, Newark; and 
one copy each to NISO, New York and Philadelphia, OSI, 
Newark, and Secret Service, Newark, Information copies 
being furnished to WFO and New York,

2



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Newark, New Jersey 
May Id, 1968 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 06-13-2006 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / T C / T AM / D C G/ b 1 s

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS
SEDITION

On April 26, 1968, Stokely Carmichael, of the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), made 
a speech appearance at Central High School, Newark, New 
Jersey.

A characterization of SNCC is contained 
in the appendix hereto.
A source I I

I taped Carmichael’s remarks. This tape was 
made available to the Newark Division, a transcript 
prepared, and Is set out as follows:

yd O " Q V 6 iJ

enclosure:



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

I know that you are tired; because I am and 
X think you ought to forgive the people who run the 
program that kept you so long, but in a way you are to 
blase too because they feel they can't get you out and 
when they dp, they have to give you everything at once* 
If you would cone put all the tine we could give a 
little at a tlne» (Applause) So that we ought to begin y 
to understand that if we cone out bur progress would not 
have to be so lengthy* It is unfortunate that the program 
is this lengthy because we do have a lot to talk about* 
Before Ido, I want to say something to you* Brother 
Rap Brown was unable to cone tonight* He sends his love, 
he sends his good wishes, and everything else, (Noise from 

y audience)*
Tonight we want to talk about a lot of,things* 

I hope I do not hurt anyone by what I say* Mainly I say 
things to help you to see this through self contradiction* 
I hope you Just hang into the program beyond the points as 

;■ they come* .
Since Dr* King's death a lot of you are asking 

what does SNCC intend to do about it* Do they Intend to 
fill the gap and preach nonviolence? (Laughter)

Since everybody has been Quoting the Bible, 
I've found two quotes I'd like to give which is going to 
be SNCC quotes*

The first is, I come to bring you a sword not thb shield* I come to bring father against son, daughter 
against mother, nation against nation, for where there is 
unJustice there shall be no peace* (Applause) .

The second quote is Acts 17, verse 6 or 7 depending 
upon which version of the Bible you read* Acts 17, verse 6 or 
7 it says, these are the men who were sent to turn the city 
upside down and:the city authorities were afraid of us* (Applause)

I gave you the verse and the chapter because I want 
you to check it out yourself, so you know we're coming straight 
from the Bible* (Laughter and Applause)

2



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Now ire have to begin to do a number of things in 
this country asa people* I want you to understand sonxe- 
thing with Dr* King’s death* They'veturned it into the 
biggest carnival and the biggest parade that this country • • • 
(Inaudible - Applause)

What they did to Dr* King was a clear insult to 
every black nan in this country*Dr* King’s last statement, 
I want to quote it to you, he said, ”1 have been on the 
mountain top, I have* seen the promise land, I may not get 
there with you, but I tell you that we as a people are going 
to make it”. He didn't say black people, he said we as a 
people are going to make it* (Applause) And thatts what 
you've got to understand* Ye're talking about a people - 
a people* Dr* King didn't have any white followers cause if 
he had any they would, have thrown a brick when he. died* They 
didn’t do nothing* Cause everybody did something who loved 

\ him, everybody* It's a people thing* It ain't no political 
thing, it's a people thing* And that's what we want to talk 

' about* '
We have to build In this: country a concept of 

peoplehood* In order to do that we have to begin to advocate 
three, Just three simple steps, to begin to form an Ideology,

The first one is that we must have undying love 
for our people* Our people, not the country, our people* 
(Applause) We must have undying love for our people* That 
means we don!t die in Vietnam, we die in the streets of 
Newark, our people* (Applause) <

The next thing that comes out of that concept is 
first our people then and only then you and me as individuals* 

’ I want to repeat it, first - our people, then and only then you and me as individuals* That means everything goes out 
the window* Our People Comes First* ; Its About Time! (Applause)

Now then you must begin to understand that you 
cannot be for,your people and also be for America because 

: America is, always has been, and always will be against our 
people* (Applause) So that if we say we are for our people 
we are against America, as hard as those words seem* (Applause)



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Now then the second concept that we have to 
deal with is going to be very hard* It is hard even for 
ne« Every Negro is a potential black nan* (Applause) 
That is very very important. Every Negro Is a potential 
black nan and if you believe every Negro Is a potential 
black nnn then he's your potential ally and you will not 
alienate a potential.ally* You work with then, you bring 
then hone, and make then a warrior* (Applause) (Joke) 
(Laughter)

We've got to wake each other up, if we don't 
the white nan will use us against each other* Every Negro 
Is A Potential Black Man! If you love your people you 
would work with then and bring then hone instead of spitting 
on then, cursing at then, and scorning then* Every Negro is 
a potential black nan* We've got to wake up! (Applause)

I tell you why that's hard, you see, cause some- 
tines I get upset myself* The weekend of Dr* King's death 
I really got upset* I've never seen sornany Niggers run to 
white’ folks in ny life who I thought would be together* 
I'vd never seen (inaudible)* They running to then, begging 
to then, y’alldo this, y'all do that, when you know damn 
well these Niggers (inaudible) (Applause)

But they're potential black nan and we're going 
to talk tp then, we gonna try, we gonna try, and we gonna 
try; and if they don't cone hone, we're not going to talk , , 
to then, they're traitors, we'll kill then* (Laughter and 
Applause)

You should not laugh very loud for killing your 
people because If you love then it will hurt you when you 
have to kill then* (Outburst from audience)

That's the problem with us, we're always so happy 
to jump on each other because we've been trained to hate, 
to cut, to kill, and to shoot each other, that the minute 
we get a chance to doubt each other, we do it* We must think 
positively as a race of people* We must! (Applause)

I'm tired hearing people get up and talk about how 
they gonna kill this Uncle Tom and that Uncle Ton, and they 
running around with governors, and presidents, and nayors and 
everybody else* I£n tired, I'm tired! (Applause)
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We ought not be talking about killing our 
people* We ought to talk about bring then hone* If we 
love then, anybody who gets in our way gots to go, gots 
to go* Ain't no ifs, ands, or huts about it* Now we 
shouldn't talk about killing our people* If you really 
love somebody, you got to save them* If you got to kill 
then it hurts you, but you got to kill them*
vX Third concept* Very difficult* For blackpeople the question of community is not simply a question 
of land, it is a question of our people and where we are* 
1*11 repeat that* For black people the question of community 
is not simply a question of land: or geography, it is a 
question of our people and where we are* That is to say 
that if I , went to New York I would not be home until I was 
in Harlem cause that's where my people are; if I went to 
California, Los Angeles, I wouldn't be hone until I was in 
Watts; Chicago - Southside; Newark - Central Ward, Washington^ 
D*C. - the whole city* (Laughter and Applause)

Now if we begin to understand that concept then we can break down the national barriers on technical bull that 
the white man has thrown at us* If the question of community 
is wherever our people are - then if we go to Cuba, 65% of 
Cuba is black, we're home! If we go to panama, 60% of Panama 
is black, we're home! Guatemala, 60% of Guatemala is black,, 
we're home! Haiti, the whole island is black,, we're home! 
The Westr Indies and when we get to Africa, we know we're back 
where we came from* (Applause)

If we can begin to understand that concept and we 
must, we can break down these concepts this white man talking 
about of American Negro, Canadian Negro, Afro-Cuban, ^obscene) 
that* We're one people from the same person, same class, same 
blood* We were first* Ain't no doubt about that* We are 
the same people* We must understand that concept because if 
we do we understand that there are nine hundred million 
Africans in the world today and that we are 60 million apart 
of that nine hundred million Africans in the world today* 
(Applause)

We have got to understand that concept because it 
is for our survival* The concepts we talk about is not to build a political party, we don't want a political party, the
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concepts we talk about is for the survival of black people. 
Cause that is what we’re faced with today, Not a mayor, 
not a governor, not a senator, we are faced with survival. 
Why are we faced with survival? We are faced with survival 
because the "honky" is getting ready to wipe us out once and 
for all, (Applause) That’s the problem we’re faced with/ 
Now we say the "honky” is getting ready to counit genocide 
against us. The people say, oh no, he ain’t going to do that, 
(Laughter) Alright, let us assume he is not going to do that, 
(Laughter) We say, it is better to be prepared than to not 
be prepared, (Applause) (Joke) (Laughter and Applause)

It is always better to be prepared than not be 
prepared. But let us examine why we must talk about survival 

■ today.
The trials and tribulations of biatek people in 

this country has been nothing, but sorrow. That’s all. 
We were brought here for a specific purpose. To make this 
"honky” a country, to make him the best country in the world, 
and we have served him well, served him well, (Applause) Now 
we have served our purpose. We have built this country. They 
no longer need us. When you don’t need something you store it. 
If it becomes too expensive to store it, you destroy it. 
Brothers right now they’re getting ready to do us in. We’ve, 
got to wake up2 (Applause)

But still some black people will say, it is not 
possible, they're not going to wipe us out. Well let us 
check out the man and the history book. The "honky’s" country 
was conceived in genocide. He killed the Indians and took it 
from them, and he taught everybody about genocide, • « • (inaudible) 
on television, cowboys and Indians, he tells you how glorious, how 
beautiful it was to wip& out a race of people and take the 
country from them. He doesn’t even know what he has done. 
That’s the type of animal we are dealing with. But let us not 
in America, As we begin;, let us stop in South America, The 
Astec Indians took him in. They thought he was a human being, 
(Laughter) They said come brother. Here’s our silver, these 
are our religious monuments, these are beads our people wear. 
He spotted the silver, stole it, and wiped them out. He went 
to Africa, He spotted us. We were laying beside trees, eating* 
getting high, giving fcold to our women, (Laughter) We said 
look, this is<all pur stuff. We ain’t putting no value on 
nothingcause gold don't look anything as when its on somebody 
black. It’s beautiful, (Applause) Not only did they steal our
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gold, ourdiamonds, our copper, our zinc* our oil, he 
stole us* (Laughter and Applause) He wasn't satisfied* 
He went to Asia* The Chinese took him in* They said dig 
brother, what you have? I have gun powder* They wasn't 
even waking guns for it* They said we use this to set off 
fireworks on our anniversaries and festivities* He spotted 
it, took it back, wade guns, cane back and conquered Asia* 
Where has this white nan gone where he does not rule today? 
I ask you to tell me one place that he has gone where he hasn't 
shown his true nature* (Laughter) Whether the majority or 
the minority, he rules! He rules in America* He rules in : 
South Africa* He rules in Asia* He rules in Latin. America* 
Wherever he has gone he has disrupted civilization* He has 
disrupted every type of nation and human rights* He has 
destroyed his own * * • (inaudible) Everybody bows down to 
him* We’ve had it! That's enough* Time to quit* Lets get 
it on* (Applause)

This is not only the concept that comes put from 
fanatics, extremists, etc*, it is a real live problem* The 
world today is divided on color, nothing else* Pure-d color* 
In England they Can't be helped* In Erance, where the folks 
began the so-called State of Israel, they're building missiles 
for the Zionists* Everywhere we go that white man help the 
white man put and trying to keep us divided* The world is 
divided on color*

(Long break in tape) !
They went there and took the land from the 

Palestine Arabs* Took it! Didn't say do you want1 to sell 
it, how much money you want* Took it! Kicked them out! 
Kicked them out and established a state, and they want every
body to feel sorry for them cause Hitler messed over them* 
Cause Hitler messed over you, get your guns and fight Hitler! 
I ain't done nothing to you* Leave me alone! Leave me alone! 
Leave mealone! (Applause).

Don’tlet those Jews run the story down on you 
cause we been persecuted* Yeah we been persecuted* But who 
persecuted us* The white nan persecuted us* We ain't never 
put a finger on you, not a finger! (Applause). The Russians 
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persecuted the*>the Germans persecuted them, the Poles persecuted them, the Americans persecuted them* the English 
persecuted them, the French persecuted them, hut go ahead 
and fight them. The Arabs ain’t never did nothing to them^ 
nothing! Why they want to become the Nazis of the Middle 
East? Why? Can you honestly talk about you supporting 
Israel. You don’t know what’s happening. You don?t know 
what's happening. The so-call State of Israelj they talk 
about Israel belongs to them according to the Proclamation 
of David. Egypt is over 4,000 years old. We had it then, 
its ours! It is ours! They ain't telling you Jewish boys 
they should leave America to go fight for Israel, which he 
Said belongs to them from David's time. That Egypt been ours, 
been ours, was the best civilization, best civilization! If 
You go to, Egypt, in the museums you see the 4,000 year old 
statutes of black men of you and me, and you've got to really 
fight for Egypt, they're marching on Egypt now. Andy we sit 
here talking about why those Arabs hate the Jews. Well now. 
(Laughter) Because they are educated! (Laughter) I'm your 
Nigger and I support the Arabs. (Applause)

• • • (inaudible) It makes my heart feel so 
good. (Laughter) So good, so good. Yeah, I want them 
Palestinian Arabs to get the whole thing back.. It belongs to 
them.

■ Now there’s one other point we must discuss. Now 
you know how they confuse everybody. Now they talk about well 
it was like that, we didn’t get the land correctly, we took it, 
but now that we're here we have to do something about it. Don't 
go for that joke. Lock here. If you had a house which you 
built with twenty rooms in it and I come in and you have one 
room and lets say that your children bikes and all that junk 
And I threw all the bikes out and I take the room, and you 
come back and say I want my room, and I say no, no, before I 
get out we've got to discuss this. (Laughter) Before we discuss 
this you got to get out my room. If I want you back in I will 
let you back in. ^at you back in. (Applause)

Don't be carried away with those intellectual 
argumentsJust ask It you think from the heart you won't 
ever go wrong. Take my word for it. Take the white man to
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talk about you got to think it out* I don’t have to think 
nothing out, when I fall in love I*» in love* Ain't got 
to think nothing out* Ain’t got to think nothing out. No 
sirl Ain’t got to think it out* When you know you*fe right 
you Just go ahead and you do what you’re suppose, cause good 
thinking will always mess the black nan up when its the white 
man doing the thinking* (Applause)

There are three note points that I wish to run 
through real quickly* We’ve got to * * * * (outburst from 
audience - inaudible)

Yeah, well my wife is waiting for me* (Laughter)
There is communism versus capitalism* Now we want 

you to understand both of them* and where each As coming from* 
Communism speaks to the question of people who are exploited, 
it does not speak to people who are colonized* You've got to 
understand this* Communism speaks to people who are exploited, 
does not speak to people who are colonized* If we are colonized 
people, communism does not seek of us* Understand that, now 
we're not against communism, it Just can't help us, cause all 
communism says is that if there is one guy, two guys on top 
working everybody and they/ are popr gnd.they say that poor guys 
ought to get together, beat up the few rich guys, and spread the 
money around* That will appeal to the white people, but as we 
said, for us it's hot a question of money, it’s a question of 
methods, so we must find an ideology*with features beyond 
communism* Beyound communism* For we must get to the essence 
of that* So when they talk about are you a communist we only 
waste time answering any of them/ Don't be getting caught in 
no debate with any of them, are you thiq ard you anything. I’m 

/for my people that's all* Whatever they're for, I'm for* Period*
Period* (Applause)

We all understand it* We don't/meed you* The people 
need you* That's why we put the press out* We're not talking 
to the press, we're talking to our peopleI The cultural 
revolution is a. necessity for us at this point* It's a necessity 
because we are so confused, w are going through so many different 
ways* We have to keep reaching, finding out where it is* The 
world is moving much too fast for us to even keep up with it 
that we did the most technological thing* Everyday something 
world shaken happens* Everyday* We must have a cultural 
revolution that binds us closer and closer together as a people* 
Because in a final analysis, it will only be the love of our
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people that willsave us. Undying love for my people. 
There are no interests in all the governments* We must 
be prepared for them, they are prepared for them. Outside 
many people crying. I’m serious! In Washington, D.C,, 
eleven people got killed. Everybody else says look at 
you preaching the (inaudible). Eleven of your people are 
killed. Nigger you got a thousand million dollars dying 
everyday! They died for nothing! Eleven died in D.C, and 
they brought the community to the government, and lets 
praise those eleven that gave their lives for us, (Applause)

We must • « • (inaudible) 43 people died. On any 
given holiday we have 800, 900 people die on highways, 43 
people died to bring our people together and everybody else - 
donft do that no more* Don’t drive on a holiday cause you’re 
going to die, (Laughter) That's right. Y'all talk about 
death. But I'm not afraid to die, and if your're dying for 
your people you ought to say that you'll be happly to do it* 
We're much betterpff than white people in the country today. 
They have nothing to die for. We have our people to die for, 
We're way ahead of them. We don't (inaudible) as they do 
that!s why they've got to turn against us* We have had over 
22,000 heros in jail over the past three ydars. We should praise them. We should write (inaudible), and we should sing 
their praises for What they Have done to help bring our people 
together. And it does bring our community together much better 
than a thousand Martin Luther King's speeches got us all 
together* Together much better than a thousand Leroi Jones 
or Rap Browns preaching to the same people. Those are natural 
facts* And we must begin to recognize that* And that is all, 
that is all, eleven died, and we are thankful that only eleven 
died for their people. More perhaps died. Let us recognize 

: that* People just don't say, why don't you burn downtown. 
Nigger why don't you.organize and Help me burn downtown? 
(Applause) If you want downtown burned, I'm ready, lets 
organize, lets go downtown to burn. Don't come pointing your 
finger to me about why did you go downtown to burn, there's 
no need to burn,; Nigger its your fight too, it's not just Mine, 
It's, it's all our. fight,whether you want to admit it or not, 
it7s all our fight* Cause if I go out tonight; and throw; a 
brick in a window downtown, they gonna come down on the entire
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black community* The persecution is not gonna be on me 
its gonna be on the entire black community* (Applause)

Now suppose for the minute that you want this* 
Do you understand this concept of black versus America? 
And that's what a lot of people going around here saying 
I'm an American.Negro and I’m proud of it* That’s okay* 
I can understand that. 'I understand it* That's okay* I 

.: remember*. * (inaudible) about young Jews who were trying 
to get the people awake • • (inaudible)* That's okay they 
woke up dea4 the Germans and the Jews* So you know about 
American Negroes, that's okay, we gonna wake up dead American 
Negroes. Xvmay wake up ,a dead black man, but. I'll have done 
enough that I will be satisfied with a bulletin me* (Applause)

if they kill me tomorrow I'm satisfied because I've 
done everything I could do until that day when they Rilled me, 
and until they.kill me I'm gonna keep doing everything I can 
so when I go my death will be worthy of the bullet* When L 
you get the bullet Nigger, what is it worth? What have you 
done to deserve the bullet* If you gonna get it, do something* 
If you can't do nothing Nigger, sit, sit! (Laughter and 
Applause) .

Now as the final concept, I wanna talk About this 
thing love or hate* You gotta understand it very very 
clearly* A lot of people will say * * * (inaudible)• They're 
preaching hate* We're not preaching hate, we’re preaching 
love* We are preaching love for one's people* Now you got 
to understand it. There's two types of philosophy in this 
world* Y5ali excuse me if I get kind of heavjt (Laughter)

There is metaphysical philosophy and there's 
dialectical philosophy* Metaphysical philosophy is always 
constant and there's this change that goes on although the 
%changes remain constant* Dialectical philosophy sets up 
opposites* And as these opposites react, that's how we get 
the changes* Obviously dialectical philosophy is correct* 
There are opposites for laughter, there's crying, for joy 
therd's sadness, for hot there's cold* There are opposites 
In everything* For black there's white, for love there's 

. hate* If yod say you love and you do hot hate or you don't
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know about hate, you do hot love* Because unless you 
know about hate you cannot know about love* Cannot know 

/ about love! If you don't hate then you love everybody, 
: then you'll have to marry everybody* (Laughter) But if 
because you know about hate then you can distinguish between those who yon like, those you like a little bit 
more, those you like a little bit more, and those who you 
finally love* But if you do not hate I'm going to tell you 
sonething, don't get upset* But if you; dp hot hate, you 
do hot love*, When Dr* King got shot I went out and wished 
I could kill every God damn white man alive* I hate them! 
Old man downstairs said no son I don't hate* I said you don't 
hate cause you don't love Dr* King* Cause if you love 
somebody you have to destroy that which is trying to destroy . 
the one you love* You got to do it! Your mother, your 
father, you got children, you love your children* If I try 
to destroy your children, if you love then, you'd destroy 
ne* You said you love black people, you know God dann well 
* • • (inaudible) black people> you've got to hate this country 
for what?s it doing to your people, if you love then* If 
you loved your people you'd have to* Don't you Just go 
crazy seeing the way they shoot us down* If you love you'd 
have to go and save then* You just have to do something* 
But because you have no love for your people then you have no 
hatred for that which Is destroying your people*. I love ny 
people and anything that tries to mess over ny people I’ll kill them. If you loved your people you'd destroy anything 
that tries to mess over them* Thank you* (Applause)
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This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation* 
It is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and is loaned to yoUr agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency*
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. snmm NowiQLK^ cocffiEmTm ctmitoe 
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:-'■'”"'' Literature distributed by ,Nonviolent
CoordimtingCommittee (SNCC)# head^wrtiere^ at 360^362

-. Melson .Street #: SWl*/Atlanta#. '©sof’gia/" descrfKesTltsel? "■''.’ ■'" 
as"nOt being amembership organization.^ "Kt ‘rather an agency attempting” 'to.' stimulate*;an<i:'foster the ’*gEWth~-@f ' Ideal pro*®

■ test ;mdveTOntso'' SNCC tas born mtko£"t3a®J sit-in .
■ which erupted across/the South b^lnning ©<"F®brwry. 17*1060* ■ 
■ A^eobfUeneO ‘ st. .Ralsigh#N©rth Carolina, ■ that~ Spring brought 
t^ether.many off the demonstrating Southern students inJ,s"; . 
loose.'hetwork of militant youth whi@h w officially named -. 
SNCC in October, I960*

A source has advised that in My#."1966/ Stokely^ 
Carmichael'was elected National Chairman by the Central Cbm* 
mi t tee/ In May, 1967, Carmichael was replaced as Chairman 
by H. Rap Brown# with Carmichael assuming the position of 
Recruiter and Organizer for the SNCC• In August# 1967# at the 
invitation of Fidel Castro# Carmichael participated in the Organization of Latin American Solidarity Conference 
which was held in Havana/Cuba, Su^se^uent. thereto./Carmichael 
traveled to Hanoi and other sections of North Vietnam, He 
returned to the United States in December# 1967# at which 
time his passport was picked up because of travel to un« 
authorized countries,

. A source advised that when Carmichael' was elected 
Chairman of SNCC# the organization embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks, With the election of 
H« Rap Brown as Chairman in 1967# it embarked on a world*® 
wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand 
against violations of these rights by the American Government 
and to strengthen its' programs of opposition ~t© 'the draft /■ . ' 
and to the United States involvement in Vietnam, :

Literature distributed in February# 19.69/ identic 
fies SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard 
It advocates that to be successful it is necessary to develop 
a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13/ 1967# while addressing a group in 
the Matts area of Los Angeles# California# H, Rap Brown said 
"You better shape up America# or we911 burn you down/8 Later 
in February# 1968# in a publicized note' Brbwn wrote# "America# 
if it takes my death to organize my people revolt against 
you and to organize your Jails to revolt against you and to 
organize your children# your God# your poor# your country# 
and to organize, mankind: to rejoice in your destruction and 
ruin# then here’s my life,*? -
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OF SUBJECT WHEN VISITING THAT LOCATION ON MAY FOURTEEN, LAST. 

POLICE ALSO ADVISED THE INDIVIDUALS OCCUPIED A BLACK CADILLAC 

CONVERTIBLE, CALIFORNIA LICENSE! IdMV

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA, REPORTED ABOVE LICENSE REGISTERED

OFFICE.

Sent_______________ .M Per--------------------------Approved:--------------------------------—------
Special Agent in Charge
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FD-36 (Bev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in (Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

WFO 100-43503

PAGE FOUR

ADMINISTRATIVE

FIRST SOURCE IS

PER BUREAU, WFO OPENED CASE TO ASCERTAIN

BACKGROUND AND INFORMATION REGARDING PffiTINENT ACTIVITIES.

NEW YORK EXPEDITIOUSLY DEVELOP THOROUGH BACKGROUND INFORMATION

WITH PARTICULAR EMPHASIS ON FINANCIAL STATUS

NEW YORK CONTACT ESTABLISHED SOURCES TO ASCERTAIN FINANCIAL

DATA AT

ATTEMPT TO ASCERTAIN DATA RE

SUBMIT RESULTS AIRTEL AND IHM EXPIDITIOUSLY.
b7C

M PerApproved:
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Transmit the following in (Type in plaintext or code)

-------j--

WFO 100-43503

PAGE FIVE

SECOND SOURCE IS

NEW YORK ADVISE ON MAY SIXTEEN, INSTANT, IF SERVICES OF

NEEDED TO COVER RECEPTION BEING

HEID MAY EIGHTEEN, NEXT,

NEW YORK PLAN TO COVER SUBJECT'S ACTIVITIES WHILE IN NEW YORK.

LOS ANGELES DEVELOP BACKGROUND INFORMATION RE [

b7C
AND SUTEL BUREAU AND WFO. ALSO CHECK INDICES

WHO AT PPC SITE ON MAY FOURTEEN, LAST, GREETED SUBJECT

WITH AN EMBRACE AND WHO MAY BE FROM

COPY TO CHICAGO FOR INFORMATION.

WFO WILL CONTINUE TO FURNISH PERTINENT ACTIVITIES. P.

Special Agent in Charge
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UftilTEb STATES GO

3010-106

'NMENT

Memorandum
MR. W. C. SULLIVAN

from MR. G. C. MOOR^j^y

DATE:

j-A, r-1  . ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
SrEfr I HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT

I WHERE SHOOT OTHERWISE
/ a 

Tolson ---------------
• DeLoach —--------

CLASSIFIED BY 50309/TC/TjSBrCG/bls-derivative ----------------
Bishop ---------------
Casper .__ .______
Callahan------ -----

Conrad 
Fell — 

Gale — 
Rosen 
Su 1J i v a

006

DEC LAS SIFT ON:

OATE: May 15> 1968
Tavel - 
Trotter 

Tele. Room _____

Holmes ---------------
Gandy —----- -----

subject STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
L SEDITION A

S)

By letter dated 4/6/68 the Attorney General 
requested the Bureau’s assistance in developing information 

on the incidents involving Stokely Carmichael during the 

recent riots in Washington, D. C.5

My memorandum dated 5/8/68 advised we have 

furnished four reports to the Department totaling 675 

pages containing the results of approximately 600 

interviews." Included in these reports are statements 

from witnesses who saw Carmichael in the vicinity of 

14th and U Streets, N.W., Washington, D. C», the 

afternoon of 4/4/68 in the possession of a handgun and 

making inflammatory statements. Also included is a 

transcript of remarks made by Carmichael at a press________
conference on<4/5/68 in Washington, D« Cj

Both of these transcripts 

also contain highly inflammatory statements,

Extensive information concerning Carmichael’s 

activities at Howard University on the afternoon of 4/5/68
where several witnesses observed him exhibit a

100-446080
PTBxekw (7)
1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Rosen
1 -Mr. G, C. Moore
1 - Mr. Basher



MEMORANDUM FOR MR. SULLIVAN 

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

100-446080

his activities in the vicinity of the 4100 block of Wheeler 

Road, S. E., where he reportedly stated, "We are going to 

get this area" is also set forth.

Pursuant to the Director’s instructions "to expedite 

and set a date for deadline" our WFO was instructed to complete 

its investigation of this matter by 5-15-68.

We have now received a fifth report from WFO 

| completing the investigation of this matter. This report 

contains interviews of additional witnesses including three 

persons who saw Carmichael at Howard University on the afternoon 

of 4-5-68 displaying a handgun. Also included is information 

concerning the scope of news media disseidnation of Carmichael’s 

remarks at the press conference held 4-5-68, Washington, D. C. 
This report is being disseminated to the Internal Security 

Division and the Criminal Division of the Department and a 

prosecutive opinion is being requested of the Criminal Division.

In addition to the specific investigation of 

Carmichael concerning his participation in the recent riots, 
we have been conducting an intensive investigation of Carmichael’s 

activities for possible violation of the Sedition statutes 

and have furnished the Department voluminous information in 

this regard. We are continuing to vigorously press the 

Sedition investigation of Carmichael and pertinent infor
mation developed is submitted to the Department on a daily 

basis.

ACTION:

A? / Aj



The Attorney CHmeral

viractor, tfBX

(S)

May 21/1M8

1 * Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. W.C. SuXliva-1 * Mr. G.C, Moore bc
1 - Mr. Wannall ' 'b7(
1 * Mr. DeBuck

'■ bl

(S)

(S)

(S)

The iaforwatloa in th, swowranduia hsw also b«sa 
JurBiahad t. Mr., Mildred -Stegall at the Fhlta flouate.
Incloan re

1 The Deputy Attorney General
1- - 100.168187 .1 |
A J. 100^46080- (<?artBlchaBl)

(Sacinsure)

HLD:pag (13)
NOTE: Classified f,ConTjMeAtialn as unauthorized disclosure
of Contents could adversely afreet national security interests.
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ALL INFORMATION; CONTAINED 
herein'-is unclassified'

■■ WHERE ' SHOWN ' CT HE'RWI &E

DATE?. 06'~13™2.0'06 0
CLASSIFIED' BY ^OSQ^/TC/TAI^/DCG/b1
DECLASSIFY ON: 2-5X ''3 . -3’(!)' . . ' ■ 
06-13-2031 ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■'

EXCEPT

w Ms •IOCS •

31 UMSOH

&te.. otegaXl
the Wife House .■ 
WneMn^toa, i>. C.

Xtear Urs. Stegall:

1 - &rr. iJetoach
X - W. bishop
X « ^r. W.C.Sullivan
X • &r. G.C. Moore
1 - Wannall . ’
1 - DeBuck ■

(S)

We have dis^ttoated to . interest ecl .agencies of 
the United States the iHrnv.miinn ymw^ri in
the eaelosea I

■: s j bl

the attachment is farnisheU in vievg of the Presidents interest in| hinited States
racial matters. A copy ox wa wweranous uas been forwarded 
to the Attorney General.
^!~1ooS68197| i^ncer.ly you^,

lit 100-446080^CarMcbaellL bl 
b6 
b7C

", Enclosure ■’
. aww <u) ■■
TOE; Classified s,Cq 
cTFeontents could adversely

.231968. '

tialM as unauthorised disclosure 
feet national security interests



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

^)ATE 06-13-2006 BY ,
^B03 0 9/TC/TAI'-'I,/DCG/bls *

F B I

Date: 5/17/68
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL (REGISTERED)
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M; SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

Reference is made to WFO airtel 5/8/68, advising 
that subject is currently using a 
Georga license 1D59715.

red Volvo sedan, bearing

of the Bureau of Motor 
1968 Georgia license

On 5/17/68, the records
Vehicles, Atlanta, reflected that 
ID-59715 had been issued to STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 360 Nelson 
Street, SW, Atlanta, for use on a 1962 Volkswagen, two-door sedan

It is noted that this registration is for a 
1968 license inasmuch as the 1967 Georgia license expired 
3/20/68,

Bureau (RM) Qer .
2 - WFO (100-43503) (RM) (00
2 - Atlanta 
EUC/pml/jlh 
(7)

Approved1:

- //Z

r0(o

Sent ____M Per
special Agent in Charge



FD-36(Jlev. 12-13-56)
^ALL INFORMATION CONTAINE

<j®hEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 1

DATE 0 6-13-200 6 BY
6 0 3 0 9 / T C / T AM / D C G/‘ bls

FBI

Date: 5/14/68

Transmit the following in ’----- „-----------------------------------------------—
(Type in plain text or code)

Via AIRTEL__________________________________ AIR MAIL___________ _ ______________ ।
(Priority or Method of Mailing) ।__ ___________________1___________________ L.

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROMs SAC, KNOXVILLE (100-3623) (P)
STOKEL^CARMICHAEL

RACIAL MATTERS (SNCC)
(OO2WFO)

Re Knoxville teletype to Bureau, Atlanta, Jacksonville, 
and WFO dated May 11, 1968.

____________ Continued contacts with racial sources and I fog

b7C
has tailed to develop any information that| b7D

I Iwas in Chattanooga weekend May 10-13, 1968* His 
current whereabouts unknown to above sources.

REC H

157-102). 
157-1142)

3s- Bureau (2 - 100-446080) (RM) 
(1 - 100-447847)1

3 - Atlanta (2 - STOKELY CARMICHAEL) (RM) 
(1 - 157-1799) F

6 - Knoxville (2 - 100-3623)

Chattanooga Police Officers, especially Negro 
officers, who patrol E. 9th Street* Chattanooga, a Negro 
business district where| I f requents when in Chattanooga,
have not seen | or received any information regarding 
his activities or whereabouts over past weekend* All of the
above sources will immediately advise FBI if any information 
received regarding [

0 MAY 171968



KX 100-3623

b *o
b7C

During current and past investigations of| | no
information has been developed regarding “Black Bagand/or 
any indication weapons| ~| possession» If any such infor
mation is received it will be immediately furnished to the 
Bureau, office of origin, and interested divisions,

2 -



FD-36 (Hev. 5-22-64)
'l im mil llull „,u„, „ u„,u „ „„„ „ „ „ u,u,u „ „ „ „„ ™ limn im „m„ m dtemuu mm,
I ATiT, TNF FlPM A T T AN F ( jMT ATSSfcnM ' ..
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‘ n AjTP A fi- 1 “^“9 n n A P V 
L'/aI Jae U w J- --J '4UU U JD X

' "' 6 rl3 Q 9 / T C/^TgUfl/DCG/' bl s ■■'

Date:' 5/14/68 ■

Transmit the following in;
(Type in plaintext or code)

,Vjn . AIRTEL AIR MAIL
(Priority)

. T0:z .DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-721) (RUC) .

. SUBJECT: STOKELY^CARMICHAEL 
IS - M;
■SEDITION \ 

00: WFO ■

Re Washington Field tel 5/7/68 . •

. - Reliable sources who are knowledgeable concerning
. ' racial matters in the San Francisco- area advised they possess 

no information which would indicate that STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
intends to be present at the trial of^ HUEY PERCY NEWTON at . Q 
Oakland, Calif., beginning. 6/10/68.

If information is developed indicating that CARMICHAEL 
in Oakland, the Bureau and WFO will be promptlywill be present 

' advised.

C.G-

/ jjXBureau (RM)
( 2-WF0 (62-9737) 

l-San Francisco 
TCtkah #.9.
(6)

(RM)

jo MAY 1^.1968

A ,S( .

M < Per _■ Sent _
ent in Charge



ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN
HEREIN IS UMCLA SSIFIED1
DATE 06-13-2006 BY
60309/TC/TAM/DCG/bls

WA -2 4-38 PM LDD

DEFERRED/ 5-1-S8 LDD

TO DIRECTOR AND SAC WFO

FROftTXHICAGO (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

MAY 1

(CODE)-VIA WASHINGTON

00 WFO

CALLER ,

FEAR OF LIFE

]WILL BE IN CHICAGO FOR

LBC

IS-M; SEDITION

ENGflO

AT TEN FIFTEEN AM INSTANT, ANONYMOUS

MALE. WHO REFUSED TO IDENTIFY HIMSELF FURTHER FOR

Mr. Tolson__ _
Mr. DeLoaeh_ :
Mr. Mohr.____
Mr. Bishop___
Mr. Casper___
Mr. Callahan__
Mr. Conrad___
Mr. Felt.
Mr. Gale__ ...___
Mr. Rosati .. . . / 

ktrYsu li i vanZZZ 
Mr. Tavel 
Mr. Trotter—__
Tele. Room—___
Miss Holmes___
Miss Gandy..

APPARENTLY NEGRO

ALTHOUGH VIGOROUSLY PRESSED TO DO SO AND WHO INDICATED HAD

PREVIOUSLY CONTACTED CHICAGO OFFICE, ADVISED AS FOLLOWS;

STOKELY CARMICHAEL HAS BEEN INVITED TO ATTEND PUBLIC

HEARING IN CHICAGO/ON MAY EIGHTEEN NEXT SPONSORED BYBLACK

CONSORTIUM (BC.) HE WILL BE HONORARY CHAIRMAN OF THIS AFFAIR

ENGAGEMENT ENDING MAY NINETEEN NEXT. IT IS ANTICIPATED

CARMICHAEL WILL COME TO CHICAGO. [

IS ORGANIZING PUBLIC HEARING.

ON APRIL

PAST, ADVISED

NINETEEN LAST, CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, RELIABLE IN

BLACK POWER GROUP CALLING THEMSELVES BC HAS FORMED

AS RESULT OF RECENT CHICAGO WEST SIDE RACIAL DISTURBANCES. BC IS

END PAGE Oft EX-llgRECir
TWO COPIES TO. ® MAY 22 1968



* f

PAGE TWO

CONVENING BLACK TRIBUNAL TO INVESTIGATE THESE DISTURBANCES AND

WILL HOLD TRIBUNAL HEARING ON FINDINGS LATTER PART OF MAY.

LEADING FIGURES IN BC ARE| | ASSOCIATED

WITH| Iand

b6
b7C

ADMINISTRATIVE 5

CHICAGO SOURCE isl USA ,

SECRET SERVICE AN MILITARY ADVISED. LHM FOLLOWS. CHICAGO FOLLOWING,

SOURCES ASSIGNED. BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF PERTINENT

DETAILS. "7

WFO ALERT SOURCES. IMMEDIATELY ADVISE ANY TRAVEL TO CHICAGO

BY CARMICHAEL.

END ~ C

W

KXXMNKKKHOHS

b2
b7D

MKP

FBI WASH DC R RELAY



Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

SUBJECT AND|_____

5217AM URGENT 5-19-S8 JXM

DROVE TO

SIXTY SEVEN PLYMOUTH

ALL INFOPRATION’CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 06-13-2006 BY 
6 0 dW)A / / T AN/D C G/b Ls

MAY 191968

TO DIRECTOR AND WFO. WFO VIA WASHINGTON

ATT. DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION) PLAINTEXT

FROM NEW YORKVC100-153751) 2P

STOKELY CARMICHEAL; IS-MISC, SEDITION

SUBJECT AND| [OBSERVED DURING

INSTANT DATE OF MAY EIGHTEENTH SIXTY EIGHT AT |

|RESIDENCE|

|RESIDENCE OF

NY LICENSE I"" 1 SUBJECT

OBSERVED ENTERING

PM AFTERNOON AT RESIDENCE 0F[

SHE WAS CONVERSING UNTILL ELEVEN PM THIS DATE WITH STOKLEY

when[ 1APPEARED AND. ADVISED STOKELY THAT THE, / 
J M-m REC ii'

PEOPLE HE WANTED TO SEE HAD ARRIVED. HE EXCUSED

HIMSELF AND LEFT THE COMPANY OF THE SOURCE AT ELEV

END PAGE

t o

SOURCE IN TEH IS

Mr. Tolson------- -
Mr. DeLoach-----
Mr. Mohr .■------

Mr. Bishop------
Mr. Casper ------

Calh ’ian-----
Conrad------

Felt----------
Gale -----—

Mr. Rosen-----£
Mr. Sull 
Mr. Tavei-----
Mr. Trotter--------
Tele. Room-------
Miss H-lines-----

Miss Gandy------

b7C
b7D

@ MAY 22 1968



PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE

SAS| 

SUBJECT AT[ 

SAS| AND

AT

END

MSE R RELAY

FBI WASH DC

] AND OBSERVED
b6
b7C

[ADDRESSES.

OBSERVED SUBJECT



Transmit the following in

Vi AIRTEL

INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 06-13-2006 BY 
6 0 3 0 9 / T C / T AM / D C G/' bls

F B I

Date: 5/10/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM :

SUBJECT:

dated and 
furnished 
Illinois.

SAC, CHICAGO (157-1297) (P)
STOKELY ^RMtCHAEL

IS - M; SEDITION 
00: WFO

Re Chicago airtel and LHM, 3/29/68.

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

! 
1 

I

I

I
L

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM 
captioned as above. A copy of the LHM is being 
USA, Seccet Service, 113th MI Group, Evanston,

A copy of LHM is being furnished Atlanta which 
is 00 of SNCC ease.

Information mentioned in LHM relating to verbatim 
excerpt of subject*s speechT
Source is I
________ ________ ] who on 5/2/68, made available P
copy of tape recording of subj ectf« snpfmh at Afrn-Art~ 
Theatre, Chicago, on 3/25/68. I

Chicago following, Bureau will be advised of 
pertinent details. 1

2 - WFO (Encl. 12) (100-4^503) (RM)
1 - Atlanta (Encl. J) (100-6812) (RM)
5 - Chicago 

ii- 
i 
-i

IS MAY 15 1968

/) J fl

b7D

b2

A

Charge

jent --------------M Per

b7C



CG 157-1297

The LHM is classified "Confidential" to protect 
the source, whose identity, if disclosed would jeopardize 
a possible source of importance to the Bureau and not be 
in the best interest of the country.

2



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer to
File No, 157-1297

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois 
May 10, 1968

I...J ”.t ,I.„t jO ...I... £?• ...J... Lz X.

QN 06-13-2006
fcj 0 3 0 y / T C / T AM / D C G / b 1 £

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

On May 2, 1968, a confidential source, who has
not been contacted sufficiently to determine reliability, 
but who is known to be acquainted with the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) activitists and sympathizers 
in Chicago, made available the following verbatim transcript of a 
speech by Stokely Carmichael, former National Director of SNCC 
made at the Afro-Arts Theatre, 3947 South Drexel Boulevard, 
Chicago, Illinois, on March 25, 1968.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.

Ce&£IDENTIAL
Group^L>^_
Exc luded^J^etlCj111 toma ic 
downgj^tTing a

assification

/oo- ^£4,



Stokely Carmichael: Good evening brothers and sisters...! 
can wrap some coats on to you. We have a lot to talk about 
tonight. We want to take our time and understand what we 
have to talk about tonight. I think in part if you see 
any black man you see Negroes, we all the same.

Response from audience.

Carmichael: Now then tonight we have to be very very serious 
and we have to understand very clearly what is happening 
in this country. It is crystal clear that the honkies are 
preparing to commit genocide against this beautiful race of 
people.

Person from audience: Peace brother.

Carmichael: That’s clear and we want to go over that because 
what we’re talking about tonight is not political, not 
economic, not poverty program. We’re talking about 
survival, survival, survival, and survival is entirely 
different from old, poverty program, education, and all 
that junk. After you have survival you can play with that, 
but when your talking about survival you’re talking about 
food, shelter, clothing, that’s all. Now there are some 
of our brothers and sisters who do not believe that white 
people will or getting ready to commit genocide against us. 
So we have to be clear in our minds when we say they are 
getting ready to commit genocide against us, that we can 
at least explain that from grounds over which they can see 
the light. Now it is very easy. All we have to do is to 
let our brothers and sisters read the man’s history. If you 
read the honkies history you’d see wherever the honkies got 
they disrupted societies, disrupted societies. We can 
explain to brothers that the honkies came to this country. 
The Indians took him in and fed him, showed him how to plant 
corn, to hunt, fish, how to adapt to this country and when 
the Indians showed him that he wiped him out„ We have to 
demonstrate to our people exactly what is going on because 
if we do not break off we’re going to be dead. We can 
explain to the brother that when the honky went to South 
America he saw the Aztec Indiana with their silver and 
their copper and all of their monuments. The Aztec 
Indians took him in showed him the silver. He fight, stole, it 
and wiped them out.



We are not teaching it tonight, we're giving 
facts. We'll tell you what we're preaching.

The honkies went to Africa. We were milling 
in Africa. We were the greatest there was. He came, 
he got mad. He stole our gold, stole our diamonds, stole 
our copper, stole our zinc, and turned around and stole us 
as well.

He went to China. The Chinese had gunpowder. 
They used it for fireworks on their days of festivities. 
They sold it to the honkies. He refined it, made a gun, 
and came back, shot them all. I ask you to read the honkies' 
history and show me where he Ijas gone where he has not conquered 
where he is the majority or the minority.

What we're dealing with today is the final showdown, 
the confrontation between the black and white around the world 
especially inside the United States, and since we're dealing 
with a final confrontation of black or white, we have to ask 
ourselves how will we survive, but brothers and sisters you 
don't have to worry because we're gonna survive, and therefore 
he is capable of doing it. We must prepare ourselves... 
preparation. I always tell a little joke about the brother 
in Alabama. This honky came into a juke joint and just 
started hitting on his brother and kicked him all down the 
floor and the white man jumped up, he said, "Nigger if I 
had my gun I'd kill you. The brother said"slide up against 
the wall here. White man you mean to tell me you have... 
(rest of joke unintelligible because of large response 
by audience).

It is always better to be prepared then to be 
not prepared and it is always better to have you than 
caught without it, but there is another reason why we 
say he is getting ready to commit genocide against us, He 
brought us here for a specific reason to build this country. 
We have built this country so it is the most powerful and 
richest country in the world. We built it. He no longer 
has need of us. When you don't need something destroy it.



If its costing you much money destroy it. You get rid of it. 
Now if we say that he is getting ready to do this thing to us 
and if we are talking about survival, then some of the 
conferences we lost last year, we must go beyond.

We have three very important concepts which we must 
all understand very clearly in our minds, and these concepts 
are going to help to build the type of ideology that is going 
to bind us together as a group..to shoot this white man 
once and for all, that’s very important. The first concept: 
We must have undying love for our people, I want to repeat that 
we must have undying love for our people, and that’s the most 
important thing we have. If we have undying love for our 
people we would not be dying in Viet Nam, We would be 
dying in the streets of Chicago, We do not have undying 
love for our people because he has transferred the love 
that we once had for each other for relative things like 
this country. So we are willing to die for his country 
but we are not willing to die for our people.

Response from audience.

...first our people then, and only then you and me as individuals. 
Our people must come first. The only thing is that an undying 
love flfrour people is going to be very hard, because we hate 
each other so much, and we hate each other so much because 
we are taught how to hate each other; and if we are talking 
about building an undying k>ve for our people we must begin 
to want.,All of those things he taught us, the first thing 
he taught us was to hate black because that’s us. It is no 
accident that we have such.,.statements about the blacks he 
taught us...Even today some of our people still want to be 
called Negro rather than be called black. It is because 
we have a hatred of that which is black that we hate ourselves, 
because black is like us which is why we do the things we do 
to each other. If we are going to turn it around, we must 
say we love the blacks.

Response from audience.



Unless we get him to understand that concept he will continue 
to demind us. We must have such a strong love for our people 
that..cannot disrupt us, cannot disrupt us. We must have such 
an undying love for our people that if a brother should have 
to go to Viet Nam we love him so much we will break his legs,

Large response from audience.

and we must do it in a spirit of love, not hate. We must have 
such an undying love for our people that when a brother says 
he does not want to go to Viet Nam that when the MPs come 
to get him, he got to get all of us.

Response from audience.

We must have such an undying love for our people that we no 
longer say anything negative about our people. Nothing, 
from now on everything we say about our people must be positive. 
We cannot say anything, it must be positive.

The second concept which is very important, flows 
from the first, and says every Negro is a potential black 
man, and we have to work with that concept to make all our 
brothers who is a slipping Negro yesterday, today he’s a 
black nationalist...if the brother is a nationalist then who 
should help that boother see the light and come on home. 
If we do not help that brother see the light the honkies 
are going to use him against us, but even more important 
than the honkies using him against us is that he is our 
people, flesh of our flesh, blood of our blood, and the honkies 
can’t have any more they had enough. So we have to understand 
that concept. We must understand because too many people 
are running and talking about the toms...we never was no 
tom, we was a traitor not an uncle tom? but we don’t have 
any more..,we do.not have it because we donnot have an undying 
love for our people. If we had an undying love for our people 
there...we would say to ourselves...we would work together 
in a spirit of love, a total friendship, and we would work 
for them. If they don’t come home they are traitors to...kill 
traitors, but we do not want to emphasize killing our own 
people. That is negative. We want to emphasize bring the 
Negro home and making him black. That is what we must emphasize 
because we cannot fight our people and the enemy. We cannot. 
That is what we must emphasize because every Negro is a 
potential black man and that means he is a potential ally and 



you do not alienate your potential ally. We must understand 
that concept. The brothers and the sisters who are still 
wandering. Let us take time, let us take love brother and 
bring them home, because if you got a converted Negro brother 
you got a strong black man. And let us remember that it was 
not too long ago that brother Malcolm X was speaking to us 
and we were kicking at him. Let us remember thatblack power 
is only two years old and we were kicking at that when it 
first came out. Let us remember where we were and we’ll 
help everyone. We mu£t bring all of our people home.

Now then the third concept and the most important 
concept and perhaps the most difficult concept is one we must 
spend some time with because it really is important. For 
black people the question of commuting is not just simply 
a question of land. It is a question of our people...for 
black people the question of commuting is not just a question 
of land it is a question of our color our people, and where 
we are, that is to say that when Jou go to a place you’re 
not home until you’re with your people. If you went to 
Los Angeles you would not be home until you moved to Watts. 
If you went to New York you would not be home until you 
moved to Harlem. If ;you went to Detroit, you would not 
be home until you were on Riverside. Chicago, you would 
not be home until you were on the south or the west side. 
Pretty soon it will be the home city, and in Washington, D. C. 
the whole city is our’s, but now we have to understand these 
concepts because if we understand these concepts we can break 
down this giant national barrier and it is honkies...In Cuba 
65% of the population is black. In Puerto Rico...In Panama 
45% of the population is black. In Santa Domingo 50% of 
the population is black. In Guatemala 50% of the population 
is black. In the West Indies the whole West Indies is black 
and when you in Africa the whole, the whole (unintelligible 
due to large response by audience). If we can begin to 
understand that concept we break down this giant thing the 
honkies have...you American Negro, you Canadian Neguo, you 
Negro Negro...all of us because if we recognize that we would 
recognize that the black man in the world today is 900,000,000 
strong...We got 900,000,000 strategic, 900^000,000 strategic 
placed situations in the Western Hemisphere. The biggest 
mistake this white man made was to mess with the African. He’s 
going to pay for it.



Now then we have to talk about the concept of 
Negro versus African, because people are going to analyze... 
When we were in Africa we were Africians. We were black 
men. We were free. After he stole us from Africa when 
he brought us to the United States, we became slaves. We 
became Negroes Understand this concept clearly. The Negro 
and the slave are the same thing. We want to work with 
the concept a little bit more because we have to...now he 
stole us from Africa and more when he says we didn’t steal 
you, they sold you out, and then we go around saying our 
people sold us out. The only reason he is sajang that is to 
keep us divided because if you believe your people sold you 
out wouldn’t organize with them. You wouldn’t organize them. 
We’ll get the white concept out of our mind. We have to say 
no Africans sold anybody out, hunkies you stole us all.

Response by audience.

Now the only reason we have to say that is because we need 
it for our own psychological uplift. We got to say it 
because its true. Let me ask you a question...Africa. 
He ain’t had nothing, nothing. Where’s the gold come from, 
Africa. Wher&’s the diamonds come from?

Audience: Africa.

Where’s the copper come from?

Audience: Africa.

Where’s the zinc come from?

Audience: Africa.

What does he have?

Audience: Nothing

The honky then have nothing, nothing at all.



As a matter of fact he stole us to pick the...What 
the honky buy us with trinkets? Our women were wearing the 
best gold and diamonds there is to buy. $hat did the honky 
buy us with fire water? The best booze and the best pot 
comes from Africa. I know what I am talking about. I am 
just laughing (unintelligible due to audience response). 
It is obvious that he had no currency, nothing whatsoever 
to buy us with, but he had the straight attitude. Let us 
think: 1) that we couldn't come together because we 
don’t trust each other if we sold each other out; and 2) He’s 
got to say this because he can’t admit that he would do all 
that stealing by himself. So he’s got to...(unintelligible 
due to audience response). So we must understand that concept 
because if we say weh© African, you say you’re a free people. 
If you say you Negro you say to began in slavery. If you say 
you began in war that means you searched your ancestors back 
into slavery and if your beginning was..you cannot grow up 
to be nothing but a good slave. Because that’s where you 
began, a slave. It follows that your going to be a slave, 
but if you sa±d you were African and you would say that 
you went to the first university in the world, the University 
of Timbukto.

Large response from audience.

If you said you were an African you would come from people 
who are warriors like Hartiibal, like (lists names of other 
warriors, but names unintelligible) you would be somebody.. 
If you want to say the blood of Africa was on you, you would 
have given civilization to that white man. You give it to 
a people who say your an African. Your civilization began 
in the Mesopotamian Valley and...(unintelligible due to 
audience response). If you ever say you’re African you could 
say your ancestors roamed this world and all of its..and 
your ancestors would fight the sun before they would bow 
down to anyone. If you would say you’re African then they 
would not be able to debate us the way they...jive talk about 
the Africans don’t like you and you don’t like the Africans, 
cause they got...If anyone say you got justice you say...pepple 
what you think about Stokely Carmichael.

Large response from aidience.



He has divided us up that we do not know who we are, where 
we came from, what oue ancestry is. He divided us as he 
saw it. He dropped us in the West Indies. He dropped us in 
Cuba. He dropped us in Brazil. He dropped us in Guatemala. 
He dropped us in Panama. He dropped us in Santo Domingo. 
He dropped us in Puerto Rico. He dropped us in the United 
States, even in Candda we are..what did he do this white 
man wanting to do this to us as a people.

We have to understand man, and we're talking about 
color today and nothing else. The world is divided and 
the country that is pushing it the most is the United States 
of America. Let me say the divided of our brother. You 
know we came back into the country. We firied to t$lk to 
black people...don't you sit down and talk to us Stokely 
Carmichael...Communist. That's O.K. communist is a white 
thing we're coming from a straight black thing. We don't 
get you and immediately we got to take some time and explain 
alot of things to unite.

Now the hohkies..responsible Negroes those., 
communists blah, blah, blah. Before we left thisccountry 
about 8 months ago...what a good thing it is that these white 
people are sitting down together to return..in harmony with 
each other. It is the United States and Russia that are 
sitting down today to develop...and that ain't nothing but 
a white fight. We must understand that all the Eastern 
communist world is breaking off to denounce China. So all 
the whites are going to come closer together. There's a 
direct flight from New York to Moscow right now, leaves 
every day. I think Pan American has got it. What we have 
got to understand is that white force is moving closer 
together. It was the United States of America that voted 
for South Africa to join the Olympics, the United States 
of America. Like I said the white man witch doctor in 
South Africa..He was trained in the United States of 
America. When they brought him over JjesetOo put him on., 
telling folks we don't have to kill them we can use some of them 
to steer cars. It is strictly a question of power and the 
United States is moving closer and closer to it and we 
have some of our brothers and sisters who are arguing about 
whether or not they should run for this honky in the Olympics.



What are you going to get foi the Olympics, a gold medal. 
The gold is coming from South Africa, its ours. Its ours. 
Its ours. All he’s doing is burning his heart out for 
gold that belongs to him. The honky stole it all, and when 
the honky gives him...and says thanks alot nigger, and then 
we people..debate about the Olympics .... Ir11 tell you 
honky you’ll lose and that’s enough for me.

Large response from audience.

Don’t be afraid to tell them, if we want you to lose, because 
you been using us to sin for you and you been against us and 
we not going to to nothing for you no more.

Response from audience.
r

Now then we want to move into areas specifically 
about trying to corrupt our movement, cause it is very 
clear that nowhere it is good. We know where it is going 
just some of us scared to get up and say so, but we going 
to get our people and going to get up because this is the 
most beautiful race of people in the world and we going 
to get up to kill..The United States works on what is called 
the 3 M’s, the missionary, the money, the marine, That’s 
right. Everywhere I’ve gone that’s how they count.it. They 
send the missionary... They send the money in and its fizzling 
out, The next comes the marines for protecting some...

Large response from audience.

That means that we are a disease to all these Hack men and 
all black women. You got to get...(unintelligible due to 
response of audience). We have got to get some guns. We 
have got to get some guns to the news for the benefit of 
our people against our enemies. We have got to get those 
guns. I will tell you why we have to get guns,,not only 
because we need protection when you..., but we need it 
because of all of the programs that is run by the...will 
not solve our problems. Because our problem is the white 
man..Let us examine then the...so when I couldn’t stop he 
decided he would refine it. So he..black power. Well 
black power means... black power means the vote. If you
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got the vote then you going to get everything. Brothers and 
sisters let me tell you something. The vote now has never 
been, nor ever will be relevent to the survival of.k black 
people in this country,

Large response from audience.

and I’ll prove it to you. We have not been able to vote in 
Mississippi, Alabama, South Carolina, Virginia, Georgia, 
North Carolina, and even Washington, D. C. We have been 
surviving without a vote. Not only that, the vote doesn’t 
help us a damn....You know that beautiful man from Atlanta, 
Georgia...got elected to his position. They didn’t like 
what he said. They kicked him out, and could survive for 
2 years without the... You know brother Adam Clayton Powell, 
He's been out of office for almost 2 years now...The vote 
does not mean anything because of the. . .political power from 
out of the barrel of..,.They count everything because they... 
and they have us thinking enough for them. It time for us 
to pick up the gun for our people. It is not the question 
of the vote, it is the question of the gun. It is a question 
only of the color. If it is not a question of the gun, it 
is a question of the will of people to fight to the dying 
end.

Response from audience.

So we must understand the vote in its proper perspective. If 
we vote today we do it only for one reason to bring our people 
closer together. That * s all, tha t1s all. We do not 
expect a vote to win us anything because it will win us nothing 

in Gary, Indiana, it will win us nothing in Cleveland, but 
some people are going to be up or you sleep, because we are 
all waking up today and got to get other people to out us to 
sleep. We have got to wake up the Stokes and the Hatchers. The 
votes mean absolutely nothing unless we get the gun. Give 
us a pride in ourselves, tell us about our history, our 
culture and developing love for our people. That’s what 
education is all about. If you had that in you, you could 
conquer the world. If you had that in you chemically, 
physically.. .but its because we have a sense of nothingness, 
cause we’re Negroes, cause we’re slaves. You can use slaves 
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for white trash, then we are in a way completely white-washed, 
dehumanized, and asleep. In order to wake up wenust take over 
the education systen in our schools, and we must start off 
by saying to our brothers black is beautiful. It is so 
beautiful to be black. We must give them a feeling that they 
are somebody with trust and dignity. The whites boy 
gives it to his children and to us. Everytime he says rnese 
things he may not think the white man is superior. He 
doesn’t have to say that. He tells you Christopher Columbus 
discovered America. Marco Polo discovered China. A white 
man discovered everything. If white people discovered 
everything god damnit, they got to be superior. He may not 
have to come out and say their superior, but he tells you 
everyday, he tells you. Thenost beautiful and richest 
country in the world is the United States of America, whose 
running it. White folks. So whose the most beautiful 
and richest in the world, white folks. Cause this ain’t 
our country, I know we got over that.

Audience: Peace brother.

So we have to understand this concept of education...plenty.

Now the first and the last they are going to be 
the most difficult for us, is the one we really have to work 
hard on is this thing about economics, I say they got 
these people down...saying black power means green power, 
and they got all these preachers jumping up saying that’s 
right green power first, green power, that’s what we need. 
Now look here we don’t need monev all that bad, I’ll 
tell you why, because the most materialistic concept he has 
is in the dollar. He will kill his mama for the dollar, 
and here comes some preacher... that we should fight for 
the dollar. He just like the monkey killing for the dollar. 
Ain’t that some junk. We not fighting for no dollar. There’s 
something more important than the dollar. Its our people, 
that’s more important than the dollar. Everywhere they yell, 
get green power, you get green power you get black power. 
Black power is talking about people. What they saying is 
you get money you can buy bpeople. Its the same old concept. 
We cannot be fighting for green power. It is the poverty 
program that's disrupted all of our communities across the 
country when we were coming together.



Response from audience

It is the poverty program that has done it- The poverty 
programmes aimed to do two things: stop the rebellion, we'll 
fire the niggers, stop the rebellion wefll fire the niggers, 
stop the rebellion we'll fire the niggers and that's precisely 
what they have don$, because in any race of peojfe $be warriors 
are your youths. The poverty program is geared for nobody but 
the youthes. Get them off the streets, put them in the parlor, 
puttthem anywhere, get them off the streets and give them 
$50 a wtetek, give $100 a week, give $200 a week, keept them 
off the streets. But the poverty program began its concepts 
saying that the black family was divided. The father was 
unemployed. He was away and he had no moral image. Remember 
when they ran that junk down on us. Now they say that and when 
they come to solve the problem they give the money to the 
youths. Now think what it does to our fathers. My father 40-45 
years old, I'm 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and every week I come and 
through down $70, $90, $100, $200. He's sitting there. I'm 
supporting the family. Wist does that do to my father. . .They 
should give the money to our fathers who are in fact the 
rulers of our family and they are solving the problem.

Response from audience.

So we got to understand the poverty program. If we get involed 
in the poverty program we do so only because we're going to 
use it as an organizing tool to bring our peopibfc together.

Now we want to move in to begin to internationalize 
a little, and we have to talk abort this thing with both sides 
causes” a lot of people don * t really understand the difference 
between both whites and black people. The difference is that 
there are two types of oppression. There is exploitation. 
There is colonization. Exploitation is where one race of 
people exploits or oppresses other people in the same race. 
That's to say that if I a black manwho is exploiting all of 
you who are black people then there would be exploitation, because 
we're the same people and all I'm taking from you is money 
and I'm expediting you. Colonization is when one race of 
people totally oppresses another race of people. Cause when 
they do that not only do they rid them of their money they 
rid them of their humanity. Because they have to destroy 
the culture, the history, the language, the ways of life 
of the people they oppress so the people...can you take that 
its very deep. We got to understand. We got to understand.



We have to understand because there is a difference between 
colonization and exploitation. White people are fighting 
for more money. They have the same culture, the same history, 
the same city, the same way of life as Lyndon Johnson..Lyndon 
Johnson cause they not Lyndon Johnson, that's all, that's all. 
Black people are a colonized people. We have been dehumanized. 
We are fighting for our humanity..There's the difference. 
Its a big difference. We're lighting for our history, our 
culture, our own way of life. We are fighting for our humanity 
because we have been dehumanized. Our history is not the 
same as the honkyds history. There is no use playing games. 
The history the honky can write our history because to write 
it for us is to admit that we gave him civilization and he 
will never do that.

Response from audience.

We’ve got to understand that because the tflght between us and 
the fight between white people are two entirely different 
things. That is not saying we can't use their fight. Sure, 
when the Democratic Convention comes here I woilld advise every 
black man to sit home and fight each other, its about time that 
...(unintelligible due to audience response). I don't need 
for any black person to get involved in that convention. It 
ain’t going to do any good and don’t let Kennedy put you to 
sleep. He's just a honky like all the others.

Response from audience.

and the only reason anywhere because they want to put us 
to sleep. That's the only reason. Kennedy ain't going to 
do nothing more than his brother, which was nothing more 
than Johnson or any other honky ever did. We have got 
to make a clean sweep because if we believe that Kennedy 
passed the civil rights bill. Kennedy did not do anything 
for the civil rights bill. It was the bodies of four black 
ladies in Birmingham, Alabama that passed the civil rights 
bill.

Response from audience.
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It was thousands of our young brothers and sisters out in 
the street... bricks and bottles that passed the civil rights 
bill. Kennedy didn’t pass the civil rights bill. Kennedy 
never passed it. He was just the smart one. He recognized 
that if they didn’t get the civil rights bill the war was 
going to come much sooner.

If we understand those two sides of oppression 
then we begin to see who are our allies. Brothers and 
sisters our allies are the colonized people of the world.

Response from audience.

That’s to say that we are allies of the third world...(unintelligible) 
due to audience response), and we must be allies again because 
they..like us are fighting for our humanity. H-U-M-A-N-I-T-Y.
Its different from money. A lot different from money. The 
brothers and sisters who threw bricks and bottles against 
tanks, they’re not throwing it for a dollar they’re throwing 
it for their humanity. Maybe all they’re saying is god dammit 
if all I can do nigger, get off of your feet and die like 
a man you been living in this slum far too long. Its for 
humanity of our people that they threw those bricks and 
bottles. Can you not hear them yelling, nigger do something 
die like a man on your feet. If that’s all youcan do for them 
die like a man, die like a man.

Response from audience.

We must understand that concept because if the 
United States move to start more of a war and you going toget 
whipped more and more. We got to understand whose side 
we going to be on.

Response from audience: Negro

The next one is going to be the middle East. We must 
be on the side of the Arabs, of the Arabs. We cannothbe on the 
skfe of the Zionist. We must be for the poor. We must be for 
the Arabs because there’s is a just fight. They are fighting 
for the land that was taken from them by the Zionists, the 
British, and tie United States of America.



Response from audience.

We must be for the Arabs because they are fighting in Africa. 
Africa is our mother land. This is important. A young Jewish 
boy....1948 where Egypt 4,000 year a£d, millions of years 
ago and we going to let them march into Egypt sit here and 

talk about them Arabs sure is bad. Them Arabs ain't done 
what they supposed to do. They should drop them into the 
sea.

Response of audience.

You've got to understand what is going on in the world today. 
A Zionist has no business in Palestine. The land belongs 
to the Arabs. The land belongs to the Arabs and the longer 
you sit out there before the Zionists you cutting out your 
own eye, because they moving into Egypt and Egypt is ours.

Now we going to come to a very very important 
concept. This concept of love and hate. Now 50U know people 
say that the reason all like Rap Brown is cause he preaches 
hate, and that's right. Now they don't understand Rap Brown, 
since the brother in jail and since he is my leader, I might 
be able tonight to explain a little to you about the brother. 
Brother not talking about hate. The honky recognizes what 
he is talking about. The honky recognizes that in every 
black man and every Negro there is some Rap Brown.

Response from audience.

He recognizes it, that's why he won't like Rap Brown, because 
he knows Rap Brown...why else does he put Rap Brown in jail. 
Rap ain't steal nothing. Rap ain't had..shot none of them. 
He ain't seen Rap lite no fires. Rap ain't broken no laws. 
Rap is wrapped in the truth and the trust...(unintelligible 
due to audience response). Now we got to understand this 
concept of hate, because I will tell you when those brothers... 
walk out of my house in Washington, D. C. and a fellow came 
up to me asking...! said yes, I said I him. He said, Well 
I don't hate nobody.

Response from audience.



I said well I hate those white folks for what they did. He 
said he don’t hate no white folk. He’s right he doesn’t
hate no white folk, because he does not love his people, and
I'll tell you why we cannot have such a thing as love and
not have such a thing as hate. There’s a thing the honkies
call dialectic philosophy, which says there are opposites 
for everything. There’s a boy; there’s a girl. There's joy; 
there’s sadness. There’s laughter; there’s tears; There’s 
cold; there’s hot. For everything there is an opposite, and 
as these opposites react that’s how you get changes in the 
world. If you got love you got to have hate.

Response from audience.

If you got love you got to have hate cause yen would not 
be able to differentiate. You could love, you coihld hate. 
Some people you don’t like too much. Some people you 
dislike. Some people you hate. If you didn’t have it 
you couldn’t tell who to dislike, you couldn’t tell who 
to marry cause you’d be in love with everybody. So there 
must be an opposite, but if you say you don’t have no hate 
;you say you don’t have no love because if you love your 
people you would hate sanybody who would try to mess with 
them. Yes you would.

Response from audience.

If you had an undying love for your people anybody who touched 
them you’d kill them on the spot, for if you a mother and a 
father and you have children and you love those children and 
somebody come to hurt your children you would want to take 
care of them. Even an animal would protect its own. This 
man has dehumanized us and...he just snaps his fingers and 
weecome back wagging our tails. We are human beings, we're 
people with emotions. If we love our people and... (unintelligible 
due to bongo playing in audience), We cannot stand up on our 
feet if, god dammit, we hate you. You can say it to him, but 
we cannot say it to our people. (mimicing) Ifhate the niggers 
down there. I hate them all they do is shooting. I hate them, 
but I don’t..because I don’t have hate in my heart.

Response from audience.



It is because we do not have love for our people that man 
do the things he does to us. If we had love, if we had 
undying love, if we had undying love (large amount of 
response from audience). If we had undying love for our 
people when they touch one they would have to touch all. 
That then say specifically some things about Chicago, 
There are a lot of so-called Negro leaders in Chicago. 
They do not care about their people. They care only about 
themselves and the few choice niggers around them. They do 
not.

Response from audience.

I will tell you why they do not care about their people. 
They do not care about their people because in the last week 
they seen 18 of our brothers and sisters have been wiped out 
by each other in these gangs....They have not gone down to 
talk to the young brothers and sisters because they are 
afraid of their own people. They are afraid of their own 
people. Rangers are fighting Disciples and fighting the 
Saihts and fighting the Loves to fight the Viceroys and 
all of these Negro leaders ain’t got time to go out 
and beg them to stop killing each other.

Response from audience.

Last night when we were trying to speak to some 
of these gangs one of the brothers ...got shot in the face. 
We couldn’t find one black leader to go to the hospital 
to meet with those gangs to stop the gang war that is going 
on. Couldn’t find one. They didn’t even know the name of 
the gang and they suppose to represent us intfche city. 
Where are the ministers of our community. Where are the 
ministers who are quickest to condemn us when we rebel 
against whitey. Why can’t they...when we rebel against 
ourselves, Why can’t they do that. Where are the ministers 
who beg us to love the white man, but can’t teach us to love 
ourselves. Where are the ministers. Where are the ministers. 
Where are the ministers, who say they are teaching the 
preachings of Jesus Christ, who said of all the commandments 
I give you this is the most important, "Love thee one another." 
Where are our people, where are our ministers. Where are these 
black men if you can find them with their pork chop faces...and 
when we need them we can’t find them. Where are our leaders in 
Chicago. Where are they.

Response from audience.
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Eighteen of our people died. Eighteen of our young glorious 
died and they don't give a godndamn and they call themselves 
Negroes. They call themselves Negroes, and why aren't you 
talking to our young brothers and sisters. Their, flesh of 
our flesh and blood of our blood.. They are the warriors of 
our race. They are the ones who never compromise. They 
fight that honky war every single day of their lives, every 
day of their lives. You want leaders. I'll give you 
leaders. Get the Blackstone Rangers fighting for their 
people and you got some leaders..(unintelligible due to 
audience response) You want leaders. I'll give you leaders. 
Get the Vice Lords, get the Roman Saints, get all those 
groups together to the black club to fight for their people 
and we got the leaders. We'll have some leaders because 
they will fight to the death. They fight to the death now 
for no reason just because they hate the white man and just 
because they're individually frustrated.

Response from audience.

If we can teach them to fight the white man not because they 
hate him but because they love their people we can have this 
situation lock stock and barrel, without...(unintelligible 
due to audience response).

What are you feeling so moral about, We know the 
honky got everything. He got it by stealing it. He not 
gonna give you anything. We got to take it. We got to 
take it. We got to take it.

Response from audience.

And these brothers on the streets everyday take it, but they're 
taking it for themselves. Lets organize them and let them take 
it for our people. But the preachers and the leaders are 
afraid of most black people in their community, The gang 
fighters, the gang fights, because the gang fighters may not 
have any politics, they may not have education, they are not 
glorifying the poverty program, but their hearts are black. 
Their hearts are black cause when something comes down they 
black and fight. They don't try to stop it they want to help 
and people we must understand that we must have an undying 
love for our people. We must begin to love our peole so much 
that we will not let anyone touch one hair on their happy head.

Response fromaaudience.

!■ 19



We are not preaching about hate we are preachhg 
about love. because if you Love your people you will 
destroy your people’s enemies.

Now there’s one last thing I want to do before 
I leave. I want to ask you hot to applaud until I raise 
my hands, I want you to listen very carefully to what 
I am going to read. Brother Rap Brown is in jail. After 
I read thesstatement you may applaud. I will not beg for 
any money. You will simply pass the baskets. You will 
give as you so desire. I am not a preacher. I don't beg 
for money. Rap Brown is in jail not for money but for 
love of his people. If you have love for you people you 
will put some money in the basket to help get....

Response from audience.

Iwant to read a statement that was written by my leader. 
The man I’ll die for in a minute because he’s ready to 
die for me. Rap Brown, the brother, wrote the letter 
while he was in jail. I want you to listen to it very 
closely because I don’t care what you say...

2 0



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Informants mentioned in attached SNCC characterization 
have furnished reliable information in the past.

A copy of this memorandum is being furnished the 
following local agencies:

United States Attorney, Chicago, Illinois
United States Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois
United States Naval Investigative Service Office,
Chicago, Illinois

Office of Special Investigations, Chicago, Illinois
Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois

2 1



1
ALCON

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquartered at 360-362 
Nelson Street. S.W. , Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself 
as not being a membership organization, but rather an agency 
attempting to stimulate and foster the growth of local pro
test movements. SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement 
which erupted across the South beginning on February 1, 1960. 
A conference at Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought 
together many of the demonstrating Southern students in a 
loose network of militant youth which was officially named 
SNCC in October. 1960.

A source has advised that in May, 1966, Stokely 
Carmichael was elected National Chairman by the Central Com
mittee. In May, 1967 Carmichael was replaced as Chairman 
by H. Rap Brown, with Carmichael assuming the position of 
Recruiter and Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at 
the invitation of Fidel Castro, Carmichael participated in 
the Organization of Latin American Solidarity Conference 
which was held in Havana, Cuba. Subsequent thereto, Carmichael 
traveled to Hanoi and other sections of North Vietnam. He 
returned to the United States in December, 1967, at which 
time his passport was picked up because of travel to un
authorized countries.

A source advised that when Carmichael was elected 
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. With the election of 
H Rap Brown as Chairman in 1967. it embarked on a world
wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand 
against violations of these rights by the American Government 
and to strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft 
and to the United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February. 1968. identi
fies SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. 
It advocates that to be successful it is necessary to deve
lop a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13. 1967. while addressing a group in 
the Watts area of Los Angeles, California. H Rap Brown said 
’’You better shape up America, or we’ll burn you down.” Later 
in February. 1968, in a publicized note Brown wrote. "America. 
if it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against 
you and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to 
organize your children, your God. your poor. your country, 
and to organize mankind to rejoice in your destruction and 
ruin, then here’s my life.”
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Date: 5/15/68
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Mr,
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Tolson .
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(Priority) i

TO? DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M; SEDITION 

(00:WFO)

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are ten copies of 

an LHM regarding the above-captioned subject* Two copies 

furnished New York for information.

The records of the D. C> Court of Gyieral Sessions 
WDC, were checked by SAl

b7

W teM t, 
woorw' 
BXl____

(3,. - Bureau (Enc. 10)
2 - New York (Enc. 2)(RM)
1 - WFO

WWH^jtajb
(6) *

AIRTEL

54 MAY2f
Approved: _______

Spe, arge

A/

s MAY 22

Sent M Per
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Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

May 16, 1968

Attached letterhead memorandum relates 

to marriage license obtained by Stokely 

Carmichae1 and| 
| | A source has advised in another com-
munication that Carmichael and| |are 

being given a reception May 18, 1968, in 

honor of their wedding by I I

I The reception 

is being held in Mt. Vernon, New York.

b6
b7 C

Information in the attached being 

furnished the Inter-Division Information 

Unit of the Department and other interested 

agencies. Information about the wedding 

reception being furnished the Department 
and other interested agencies, including 

the State Department.
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In Replyt Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Washington, D. C. 20535 

May 15Z 1968

/ STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANE01

mZ TfeyA_____
Mr. /rotter____
TelZ Room_____
Mi/s Holmes____
Miss Gandy___

Mry 
mZ
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad____
Mr. Felt..... ........
Mr. Gale.... ..........

Ko son.........

The records of the District of Columbia Court of 

General Sessions, Washington, D. C, discloses on May 8, 1968 
that Stokely Carmichael and| [filed an
application for a marriage license on April 22, 1968. In ■ 
applying for the license Carmichael furnished information he 

was a resident of Washington, D. C., twenty-six years of age 

of the "black" race and had no previous marriages. I I 
advised she was a resident of I 
years of age. nf the "black" race and I

b6
b7C

_ ______________] The license, ~ 

number 11514, was sworn and subscribed before the court clerk 

on April 22, 1968. The officiating clergyman was listed as 

. I | The marriage license authorized
] 1 to marry Carmichael and | J and return the
license to the court clerk within ten days. The document was 
subsequently returned with the certification by | 
that he solemnized the marriage of Carmichael andj 
April 29,1968, at I 
The document contained the signature of| 
signature Of | a witness.

|on

land the

/■? Vr

/r
>//

Tto document oeutate. Mfite? 
rtOommendaUQUB «« conchlrtoM * 
th. FBI. It h the property « 
th. FBI uud i» !««>•* yQur 
it and ita content* arc not to to 
dictrfiMtod ontoMn »w •<«“»♦

a
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FBI

Date: 5/13/68

Transmit the following in ___________________________ ______________________________ 1
(Type in plaintext or code) I

AIRTEL AIR MAIL I
Via _______________________ ___________________________—------------------------------------- 1

(Priority) I
_______________________________________________________________________________ 1____________

fQ*
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, MOBILE (1OO-1858)(P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY (JARMICHAEL
IS - M; SEDITION
(00: WFO)

Re WFO airtel to the Bureau, 5/3/68.

Transmitted herewith for Birmingham is a copy 

of reairtel for information purposes.

The following investigation was conducted tele-6__-b6
phonlcally by SA| |at Montgomery, Ala., on 7 ^7
5/9/68: ----------------------------------

I_____  ~I Alabama
Dept, of Public Safety, advised that 1968 llcensel I
was issued to| ~ _ |
I___ I, for a 1965 Mustang, two-door, VINf ]

X)/He advised that 1967 llcensel |was Issued to
I Ifor a 19^7 Chevrolet,

He further advised that he was unable to locate 
a stolen report for above Mustang.

.________ BIRMINGHAM AT I H Will determine
if I [possibly identical with female described in z
reairtel. Will conduct othejfc Investigation requested. // aZ/

C3> Bureau (RM)
2 - Birmingham.(RM)(Ehc. 1)
2 - WFO (IOO-435O3)(RM) 
:2 - Mobile 

DOS
(9)

Special<Age/^tfin Charge
Sent

4 MAY J 5 1968
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address official communications to

WASHINGTON 2Sr D. C.

ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06-15-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls

DEPARTMENT OF ST
WASHINGTON

1? MAY 1968
MEMORANDUM:

TO: FBI b7C

FROM:

SUBJECT:

inr/ddc/ils -I

Stokely Carmichael Interview in French

attached for your information and files aThere is 
copy of a translation of the Carmichael interview which 
appeared in the April 25 issue of Humanite Nouvelie. The 
FBI received through regular distribution a copy of the 
airgram from Paris (A-2054 of April 30) transmitting: the 
newspaper and summarizing the article.

Attachments: 
As stated

, ENOW



DIVISION OF LANGUAGE SERVICES

ls no. 1763 
T-114/R-XVIIX 
French

ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAlijED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED :
DATE 06-15-2006 BY 60-309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls

(Enclosure No. 1 to 

A-2054 from Parisi

(Source: VHumnitA Nouvelle, Paris, April 25, 1968.]

EXCLUSIVE ,

STOKELY CAmCHAEL 

ll0ur ultimate objective: to attack the capitalist 

structure of,the United States”

The Marxist-Leninist Communist Party of France lends its 

political support to the historic struggle being waged by the 

Afro*American3 against the capitalist and racist power of the 

United States that la exploiting and oppressing them. Even 

though it does not share all the present positions of the 

Black Power leaders, it does not thereby consider them any 

less authentic or valuable fighters ip the worldwide struggle 

against American imperialism. The struggle of the American 

blacks is an integral part of the united worldwide struggle 

being waged by the peoples oppressed by imperialism and by 

the proletariats in the capitalist countries themselves, who 

are being oppressed by their own governments. It is in that 

__ spit it that we are pleased today to publish the. fol lowing-----

exclusive interview by one of our African friends, himself a 

militant, of the Afro-American leader Stokely Carmichael, given 

during his last visitstoJParia.
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The great wave of fighting- spirit now spreading through 

the large American cities * Arousing the great Afro-American 

masses in heroic combat against reactionary rifles, the victims 

of racism against the established capitalist order, marks, within 

the Imperialist citadel itself, the beginning of the "final 

struggle.” It also demonstrates the emptiness of the integrationist 

myth invented by the American bourgeoisie.

The outlook is now clear; Memphis has shown that non-violence 

by the oppressed cannot save them from the bloody violence, of 

American capitalism. Memphis therefore marks an important 

milestone in the struggle of the peoples, particularly the 

Afro-American people, which has realised that only revolutionary 

violence can break the bloody cycle of counter-revolutionary 

violence.

■ But imperialism, with its back against the wall, is attempting, 

in a last-ditch effort, to cast discredit on the just struggle 

Of the Afro-American people by likening it coarsely to a , 

"dance of fires and looting," and describing its leaders as 

"psychopaths publicly inciting to murder", (New York Times, 

April 12, 1968). But the capitalists1 bad faith has its limits. 

They ate forced to acknowledge, in impotent rage, of.course, that 

"the voice of the. Stokely Carmichaels is heard even louder in the 

land" (The Economist, London, April 11, 1968).

: What is that voice saying? What struggle is Involved? 

Isit a simple clash between two races , or* is it important 

some other way? Why must all Marxist-ten in. Lets and other 

progressives support it and publicize it?

Some answers come to light in the course of the interview 

recently given to us by Stokely Carmichael, which we now publish 

for the first time. Sometimes, his answers were awkward; but 

they all express unshakable faith in final victory. Other answers
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will come ae this struggle, now only beginning, develops. We 

wish to present the answers that were given in the course of the 

interview. .

Stokely speaks as a leader. There 1$ nothing extravagant 

about him, contrary to the suggestions of a certain segment of the 

press. He was vsry simply dressed; He hadn't had the time to 

tomb his hair;we arrived just as he was getting up. On the night 

before, we had spent the evening together. We were five comrades 

in all; we spoke very freely. An Afro-American comrade, living 

in Paris, made sure the translation was correct. The interview 

lasted four hours.

■ Kimba
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STOKELY: The situation affecting the Afro-American people appears 

to be mainly a new form of domestic colonialism. The situation is 

almost original, and it implies that our struggle has two main 

objectives

Objective No. 1: To eliminate the colonial oppression that Is 

directed at us as black people on the economic, social, and 

political levels;

Objective No. 2: To attack the capitalist and Imperialist 

structure of the United States.

Obviously, objective No. 1 will basically be fought for by the 

Afro-Americans alone. Objective No. 2 will concern all American 

* revolutionaries. It is a job for all.

The relation between these two objectives is expressed in two 

major problems, the problem of racism and the problem of exploitation.

I indicated before that objective No. 2 was a job'for all, 

because it means solving a problem that isn't peculiar to black 

pedpia--the problem of man being exploited by man. That isn't 

necessarily connected with skin color.

But we can say that the problem of racism is specific to the 

black man. We can even make the following equation: black « proletariat 

of the world. Just because of.his color.



White Western man can't deny that he has made gains through 

the sweat of the black man. Take the French, Dutch, or British 

West Indies. They're all the’ same. Take the United States in 

part centuries. Take the United States today. Take Africa. 

History is.eloquent on the subject.

White Western man finds his justification as a Western man in 

the negation of the black man as black man. They made the black 

man a sub-human creature so as to rationalize explolration of the 

black man, so as not to be humiliated as men.

Yes, of Course, there was Colbert's Code Hoir [Slave Law). 

But all the same, the exploitation of the black man ean't just be 

an example of applied psychology, since racism is clearly a 

manifestation of the class struggle. You have only to look at the 

examples,

STOKELY: First, there Is an immediate problem, the awakening of 

the. victim when he faces the executioner. We intend to fight as . 

black men. • '

In the United States, even a "well-to-do1’ black man can’t 

escape racism. You have only to read the American press to be 

convinced of that. In that case, the problem of a racism isn’t 

necessarily connected with the problem of exploitation.

Racism is part of the ideological and practical arsenal of 

American imperialism. The black people are more exposed because 

White Western man has destroyed the African cultures of the black 

man. The black people of the world speak the language of thait 

masters.

As Fanon says, culture is a “cohesive force." So they have to 

resist this imposed culture (Pidgin English, Pidgin French).

Among the Afro-Americans, it takes tlie form of Christianity. 

Christianity is an imposed culture--that is, essentially, an 

imperialist culture, because it is bound up with the idea of the 

universal worth of the master. You must know something about that 

in Africa, with your history of forced conversions.



In fact, cultural liberation is a very important thing. 

It must aim at duplicating the master's educational system (the 

final stage of imposed Culture). Capitalist education is 

intended to renew and perpetuate capitalist society.

In practice, how can all that be achieved?

By organizing the black people. Historically, we all come 

from Africa. By dispersing us all over his world, white Western 

man has taught us-*negatively of course, but he has taught u»-to 

appreciate unity. We now know that unity 1$ power. And it was in 

order to fulfill the imperative of unity that We decided at an 

early stage to fulfill ourselves culturally by rejecting 

Christianity (an Imposed culture, bound up with the idea of the 

supremacy of white Western culture).

The problem ahead of us to Is to create black_rdyolutioharies. 

For us, that means three objectives:

II 1. Adoption of an African national language, Swahili, for example;

2. The destruction of Christianity; .

3. The rediscovery of Africa, but scientifically, in order to * 

draw our own herpes from there, instead of accepting the 

white Western herpes.

In short, we want to re*create our culture in order to turn it 

into a cohesive force.

We want to develop a common political Ideology. In this 

regard, the experience of the Chinese revolution is rich in 

stirring examples.

Our job is to struggle to acquire a correct ideology which can 

unify all black people.

The essential thing is to contribute to developing the awareness 

that will lead the American black man to resist. That awareness 

is necessary. "

What kind of awareness?
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It has to be a political awareness.

One of the objective limitations of the leaders who preceded 

us is this: they appealed to the oppressors, not to the oppressed. 

We appeal to the oppressed. We tell them: "If you want to be 

free, you must fight.”’ Chairman ‘4ao Tse-tung rightly states that 

"power is at the end of a gun.” that*$ right. We will match our. 

liberating guns against the racist guns of American imperialism 

in its own cities.

We will forte it to fight as we want to fight, as our Vietnamese 

comrades do. If they want to use napalm and rockets on their own 

cities, we have no objection to that. But we will fight; that 

much is understood.

Do you see any connection between your struggle and the struggle 

of the Vietnamese comrades and of other peoples fighting 

imperialism, mainly American imperialism?

Obviously, every time that the bases of imperialism are 

undermined abroad, our struggle gains by that much.

We would like there to be one African country that developed 

by its Own efforts, and not by begging from white Western man.

We would have used ft as a psychological and tactical model 

for the mobilization of the masses. But no one can say that there 

is any revolutionary country in Black Africa now. That is why the 

O.A.U. is paralyzed. If American black people today had to go 

into exile to Africa, no African country would accept them, for 

the simple reason that all those countries areunder theyokeof 

American imperialism.

All those counter-revolutionary petty bourgeoisies in power 

in Africa ate vassals of Johnson, and exploit their own black 

brothers.

What ,1s your main job now? WhAt takes priority?



First, eliminate our enemies—X mean all the counter* 

revolutionary movements that want to become integrated into white 

capitalist society.

Then w must organize our people so that they will develop. 

Offensive drive, an essential condition to change the present 

status quo.

That is all that the defensive struggle of Luther King and 

others was.

To win# you must attack. That is the minimum.

[Illustration: A photograph of rioter® with the caption: "They 

are always right to revolt.11}
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A-2054 UNCLASSIFIED
HANDLING IND’t.

: EEPARTMENT OF STATE

FBI INFOPIIATiON CONTAINED ' 
' UNCLASSIFIED '' '

■ ALL
■ . HEREIN T

DATE 06-15-2006 BY 603D9./UG/TAM/DCG/hls'. ?

from : Amembassy PARIS DATEI 4/30/68 i

subject : Stokely Carmichael Interview in French pro-Chlnese Newspaper

REF

Attached Is the text of a purportedly exclusive interview with Stokely 
Carmichael that appeared in the April 25 issue of the pro-Chinese weekly 
newspaper Humanity Hbuvelle* organ of the French Marxist-Leninist Communist 
Party (FOO)* Carmichael says among other things that (a) American 
Negroes are subjected to "interior colonialism"; (b) racism is part,of the 
ideological and practical arsenal of American Imperialism; (c) the problem 
is to create "black revolutionaries’* and for this three objectives are 
implied: (1/adoption of an African language like Swahili, (11) the des
truction of Christianity^ (ill) rediscovery of Africa; (d) Mao is right 
in saying that "power is at the end of a gun"; (e) the first task is to 
eliminate enemies, that is "all the counter-revolutionary movements wish
ing to' integrate with white capitalist society"—and to organize a "bii> 
ing (mordant) offensive" to break the status quo—for It is the status quo 
which the defensive battle of Martin Luther King and others stands for*

Enclosure: 
As stated*
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06-15-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls F B I

Date: 5/20/68

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. Del.oach-----
Mr. Mohr.......___
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

] Mr.

I

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

Bishop_____

Casper___
Callahan___

Conrad___
Felt_________

Gale_____
t Mr. Rosen...
I Mr. SullivanHt^

1 Mr. Tavel___ t
I Mr. Trotter__
t Tele. Room____

Miss Holmes__
J Miss Gandy___

Via AIRTEL 

____

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

OM: SAC, WFO (&0-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
JLS - MISCELLANEOUS;

SEDITION
(00:WFO)

Re WFO airtel 5/2/68 and Detroit airtel 5/9/68.

The car parked in front of su^ject&s residence in 

6:45 p.m. on 4/30/68,bearing Michigan license was a 

It was believed
W.D.C. at
late model white colored Chrysler, 4-door sedan.
to have bore Michigan license I 1

_____________U.S. Capitol Police, W.D.C., adviaddl
|automobile bearing Michigan licenseF I

listed for late model bronze colored Dodge Dart. Possibi .ity 
exists numbers were transposed and car license is| and 

notl I

LEAD
a

& y&

DETROIT.FIELD OFFICE
is MM S3

AT DETROIT, MICHIGAN. Detroit check motor vehicle __ 
regarding Michigan "license] to determine if regist&t&I
to a late model white Chrysler as observed in front of subject’s 

residence 4/30/68.

3 - Bureau
2 - Detroit (RM)
1 - WFO
WWH:laV Q. ® ©shPP

airtj£
ApprOjifedn. -P- ,r , T, r , ,■ r r~

. b JSpediui in Charge
Sent M Per



FEU-WASH DC*

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

A MAY 2 01968

FBI CHICAGO

347PM URGENT PM 5/20/68 LMA
006 B¥ 60309/UC/TWDCG/bls

FO DIRECTOR (100-446080) NEW YORK (100-153751). WFO (100

43503) WFO VIA WASHINGTON

FROM CHICAGO (157-1297) 2P

STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS M SEDITION 00: WFO

CARMICHAEL AND[ | ARRIVED CHICAGO

O'HARE AIRPORT BY PLANE ABOUT FIVE PM MAY NINETEEN LAST.

THEY CHECKED INTO HOLIDAY INN, VICINITY OF AIRPORT

APPROXIMATELY TEN THIRTY PM. MAY NINETEEN LAST

CARMICHAELJ ]AND PARTY TRAVELED BY THREE CARS TO OPERA

HOUSE, DOWNTOWN CHICAGO, WHERE

CARMICHAEL

PERFORMED

AND PARTY DEPARTED OPERA HOUSE ABOUT

MIDNIGHT, MAY NINETEEN LAST. AND DROVE TO O'HARE AIRPORT

TWO NEGRO FEMALE ENTERTAINERS ASSOCIATED WITH DEPARTED

FOR NEWARK, NEW JERSEY- CARMICHAEL AND PARTY THEN RETURNED

TO HOLIDAY. INN. WHERE CARMICHAEL AND SPENT NIGHT

Mt. Tnlrem
Mr. £>eLoaeh____
Mr, Mohr__ „
Mr. Bishop._
Mr. Casper 
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad..
Mr. Felt___
Mr.
Mr. Rosen.
Mr. Sullivan^
Mr. Tavel___ _
Mr. Trotter 
Tele. Room___ _
Miss Holmes___
Misa Gandy____

Gale...

THEY DEPARTED INN SHORTLY BEFORE ELEVEN AM, MAY 

TWENTY INSTANT FOR O'HARE AIRPORT . MISS^^AmERICAN AIRLINES 

FLIGHT THREE ONE TWO, DEPARTING ELEVEN AM FOR NEW YORK CITY.
/ r^F d H H r.

THEY DEPARTED O'/HARE AIRPORT At TWELVE NOON, INSTANT® VIflY 23 1968

AMERICAN A TWO ZERO SIX/'SCHEDULED ARRIVAL^

AIRPORT TWO FORTY - SEVEN. INSTANT

END PAG ONE 'a



PAGE TWO

CG 157-1297

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED IanD 
I WHO ARRIVED CHICAGO ON SAME FLIGHT AS CARMICHAEL, 

DEPARTED AS SCHEDULED ELEVEN AM, INSTANT, AMERICAN AIRLINES 

FLIGHT THREE ONE TWO.

CHICAGO PD SOURCE ADVISED INSTANT NO INCIDENTS REPORTED 

TO CHICAGO PD IN CONNECTION WITH CARMICHAEL'S VISIT.

b6
b7C

ADMINISTRATIVE

REMYTEL AND TELCALL INSTANT. CARMICHAEL'S ABOVE 

ACTIVITIES OBSERVED BY BUREAU AGENTS. MILITARY, USA, SECRET 

SERVICE, CHICAGO PD ADVISED. LHM FOLLOWS. SOURCE IS 

I SOURCE IS I 1

b6
b7C
b7D

END

LCC

FBI WASH DC*

P



FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
Herein is unclassifiedKate 06-1.5-2006 by 60309/uc/tam/dc

F B I

Date: 5/16/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

I’ll.

Via AIRTEL
(P riority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

V;

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (?)
o

STOKELY"CARMICHAEL
IS - MISC; SEDITION

EROM:

Enclosed herewith are 11 copies of an LHM re 

the above captioned subject. One copy is being furnished 

NY for information.

The, information provided by [ 
ni shed to Sa| | of WFO

] was fur-

b7D

9

as MAY 241968'

3 - Bureau (Eno. 11)
1 - New York (Enc, 1) (Info)
1 - WFO

WWH:bjr 

(5)

C/C. - Bishop

Approved: Sent
in Charge

(RM)

AGENCY: ACSI,NXCsOSI,SEC.SERV

HOW FORW:. 
pate mw 
BY:_____ ’

M Per



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION T. ■

Washington, D. C. 20535 

May 16, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ■ .. ' ■ '
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED . ■ 
DATE 06-15-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS
SEDITION

I ladvised on May 15.
1968,1 |had negotiated a contract on behalf of the
owner to sell a house atf I

I lt°l I
He advised that the arrangements for the sale of the house 

had been made by the surburban office of I |
I 1 The
contract, dated May 11, 1968, stated in part that! I
was received from | |to be applied as

the amount of f

part payment of the purchase of| I
|with improvements’ thereon known as

I A check in
I dated May 11. .968. made payable 

I drawn on the

land signed by [ ^accompanied the contract.
The total price of the property was listed as| |
which amount the purchaser agreed to pay in cash at settlement.

The contract stipulated full settlement should be 

completed withing 60 days from date of acceptance by the seller. 
The contract contained a provision that it.was contingent



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

upon the purchaser obtaining.satisfactory financing within 

30 days from acceptance* If satisfactory financing not 
obtained within that time, the contract becomes null and 

void with the deposit being returned to the purchaser* 

The contract further stipulates wall to wall carpeting, 
draperies, wa.sher, dryer, deepfreezer, and three air- 

conditioning units, were to be included in the purchase______
price* The contract was gigned by| |

It was accepted by the seller on May 13. 1968, 
who in a telegram to| I

stated "Contract dated May 11, 1968, is accepted by me, 
the seller, under the following terms. Total price of property 

seventy thousand dollars all cash* Settlement within 60 days 

after release of contingency. Property to be delivered vacant. 

All other contract conditions to remain the same. | |

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI- It is the-property oi 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

2*



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEJ^H^IS CLASSIFIED
DffTE &6^fs~2006 B¥ 60309/UC/TAM/ bls

FBI WASH DC*

8UIOU Of INVESTI6ATI0H A

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE W
COMIWOCATIOM SECTION

MAY 2 01968 #

CHICAGO

307 AM URGEN

FBI

/20/68 ERH

WFO VIA WASHINGTON

(100-446080)

Mr. Tftlnnn
Mr ['eLoach-----
Mr.
Mr. r hop_____
Mr. Camper-------
Mr. Callahan—.
Mr. Conrad____
Mr. F elt_ ,_____
Mr. Gal®______
Mr. Rosea______
Mr. Sinlh.vrrA-*****'
Mr. TaveL.
Mr. Trotter____

TO DIRECT NEW YORK (100-153751 ) AND WFO (100-4^J©§)Room_
Misa Holmes___
Mies Kandy - -

FROM CHICAGO (157-1297) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS-M SEDITION 00: WFO

CARMICHAEL ARRIVED AT CHICAGO 0 HARE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

ABOUT FIVE PM MAY NINETEEN, LAST HE WAS ACCOMPANIED BY

AND UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO MALE AT AIRPORT BAGGAGE

WAS JOINED BY THREE WHITE MALES AND GROUP RENTED

TWO CARS FROM AVIS RENTAL AT AIRPORT. THREE WHITE MALES LEFT

IN NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT GREEN PLYMOUTH STATION WAGON, ILLINOIS

LICENSE r | CARMICHAEL

AND UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO MALE LEFT IN NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT

YELLOW FOUR DOOR PLYMOUTH, ILLINOIS LICENSe[

BOTH CARS DROVE TO HOLIDAY INN MOTEL NEAR Al

ZERO ONE NORTH MANHEIM RD., SCHILLER PARK

ON MAY NINETEEN, LAST, [

ROOM HE

£

ADVISED CARMICHAEL AND RENTED ROOM ONE FIVE FIVE H@L^W^4 1968

INN. MAKING RESERVATIONS FOR ONE NIGHT. HE WAS ACCOMPANIED-^,

END PAGE ON
1 J



PAGE TWO

FOUR MALES WHO RENTED TWO ADDITIONAL ROOMS. I I

AT APPROXIMATELY SIX THIRTY

| |A ND UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO-MALE

MOTEL. AT ABOUT TEN THIRTY PM,

ROOM ONE THREE THREE.  

ROOM ONE THREE FOUR. 

PM, MAY NINETEEN, LAST,| 

OBSERVED ENTERING HOLIDAY INN

ARMICHAEL. UNIDENTIFIED

NEGRO MALE, ROBERT BROWN AND SECOND UNIDENTIFIED

NEGRO MALE DEPARTED HOLIDAY INN MOTEL AND DROVE DIRECTLY TO OPERA 

HOUSE, TWO ZERO NORTH WACKER DRIVE, CHICAGO, WHERE

|lS PERFORMING.

ON MAY NINETEEN, LAST, A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED 

RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED THAT CARMICHAEL HOLDING 

RESERVATIONS TO RETURN TO NEW YORK, MAY TWENTY, INSTANT. HE IS TO

LEAVE FOR NEW YORK, AMERICAN AIRLINES, FLIGHT THREE ONE TWO, 

DEPARTING O'HARE AIRPORT CHICAGO AT ELEVEN AM.

A SECOND SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE

PAST ADVISED ROBERT BROWN IS MIDWEST DIRECTOR OF SNCC AND

RESIDENT OF CHICAGO HAS BEEN ACTIVE IN

DEACONS OF DEFENSE AND JUSTICE, INC., MILITANT NEGRO SELF DEFENSE

GROUP. [ HAS ACTED AS FOR CARMICHAEL ON CARMICHAEL'S

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

PREVIOUS VISITS TO CHICAGO.

ADMINISTRATIVE;

RENYTiEL FIVE NINETEEN, LAST.

MILITARY, USA AND SECRET SERVICE ADVISED. LHM FOLLOWS.

CHICAGO FOLLOWING. SOURCES ASSIGNED. INFO RE ARRIVAL AND

ACTIVITIES OF CARMICHAEL DEVELOPED FROM SURVEILLANCE. FIRST 

Si----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SOURCE IM

SECOND SOURCE IS WHO WILL BE IDENTIFIED IN FOLLOWING

COMMUNICATIONS.
b 6
b7C
b7D

FBI WASH DC*



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 06-15-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls

WA...25

FBI NEW YORK

9-18 PM URGENT

TO DIRECTOR AND

WASHINGTON

VIA TELETYPE
MAY m9G

EHCITKRED

5-20-68 WPK

OO-WFO

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. DeLoach—— 
Mr. Mohr_____
Mr. Bishop-------
Mr. Casper____
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad.... ...
Mr. Felt_______
M

Mft Tavel_____
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holme
Miss Gandy

CHICAGO AND WASHINGTON FIELD 100-43503 (PLAINTEXT)

FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 2P

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. IS-MISC; SEDITION

BUREAU AGENTS OBSERVED SUBJECT AND

ARRIVE LA GUARDIA AIRPORT, NY, VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT

TWO ZERO SIX FROM CHICAGO, AT TWO FORTY TWO PM, FIVE TWENTY

SIXTY EIGHT. SUBJECTS WENT DIRECTLY TO RESIDENCE

| | SUBJECT LEFT

SUCH RESIDENCE AT FOUR TWENTY PM INSTANT, AND RETURNED AT SIX TWENTY

FIVE PM INSTANT, WHERE HE REMAINS WITH

„c8/©«
ADMINISTRATIVE °

BUREAU AGENTS OBSERVING SUBJECT ARE

END



PAGE TWO

AND b6
b7C

NYO WILL ADVISE BUREAU OF ALL PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS.

END

WA...LRC R RELAY

FBI WASH DC



OPTIONAL FORM MO. 10
MAY UK EDITION
GSA FPMR <41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATESW)VERNMENT
ALL INFORI^fcpN CONTAINED
HEREIN IS l^LASSIFIED
DATE 06-15-2006 B¥ 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bl

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 5/22/68

•ms

FROM ' £ S SAC, DETROIT (100-34122)

O J
subject: g STOKELYCARMICHAEL

H Oi IS - M;
g g SEDITION

Re Detroit letter to the Bureau, dated 5/13/68*

Detroit delay in the transcribing of STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL’S speech at Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, 
Michigan, on 3/30/68, due to length of transcription and the 
quality of the transcription which makes it difficult to 
transcribe.

This matter will be completed by 5/28/68.



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS OTIC LAS SIFIED ■
nATF nfi-i s-^nnfi by fiooriQ/TTr/TAM/iwBfbf^
At" 4TX X Xj U► w J™’ X w ' v.* ~Z ,1 w - ,1 X XTXX-X/ ■£■■ TMy? X-* O

1C22FM WA EIGHT NEW YORK THREE FBI PHILA

5-9-68 URGENT ERA V’ v \ \ v\ \c- k -y

TO "DIRECTOR 157-9115, SACS ATLANTA, CHICAGO, DETROIT,

NEW YORK 157-2293, SAN FRANCISCO AND WASHINGTON FIELD 157r. 143‘6‘'

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENT

LOS ANGELES AND WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

FROM SAC PHILADELPHIA 100-48152

TO

ADVISED THIS DATE HE HAD RECEIVED INFORMATION FROM AN.-'.

INFORMANT, HE CONSIDERED RELIABLE, WHO WAS IN TOUCH WITH

PURSUANT TQ_. INSTRUCTIONS HE HAD RECEIVED

REPORT TO STOKELY CARMICHAEL IN WASHINGTON, DC 9 ON RESULTS OF TRIP.

WITHIN TWO WEEKS OF HIS RETURN WENT TO WASHINGTON, DC-9 ON*

FIVE ONE SIXTYEIGHT. ' WITH HIM WERE T I

AT THE

b7C
b7D

RESIDENCE OF

• ASSASSINATE CARMICHAEL. CARMICHAEL AND ALL SNCCji'OFFICE PERSONNEL IJ1 

DC ARE CARRYING GUNS

ND PAGE ONE

•wjT) „«NOT RECOBDf®;hi 
ftU & 03 MM 834968-

55JUN3 1



PAGE TWO PH 100-48152

ON FIVE THREE SIXTYEIGHT, MET WITH CARMICHAEL AFTER

MEETING ARRANGED TELEPHONICALLY. WITH CARMICHAEL TWO AND HALF

HOURS. CARMICHAEL REPORTED AS STATING TO HE PLANS TO TURN POOR

PEOPLES MARCH ON WASHINGTON INTO "BUCKET OF BLOOD." SNCC GROUPS WITH 

PRIOR. ASSIGNMENTS ARE COMING TO DC FROM BALTIMORE, CHICAGO, DETROIT,

NEW YORK AND CALIFORNIA. NO CITIES NAMED FOR CALIF. CONTINGENTS.

NONE OF SNCC GROUPS WILL REPORT TO SNCC DC OFFICE OR CONTACT EACH 

OTHER IN DC, BUT WILL CARRY OUT THEIR PRIOR ASSIGNMENTS.

ACCEPTED ASSIGNMENT TO SECURE DYNAMITE TO

BLOW A BRIDGE IN OR NEAR WASHINGTON, DC. INFORMANT COULD 

IDENTITY OF BRIDGE. Iha.S NOT SECURED EXPLOSIVES TO

NOT' OBTAIN

D^TE. b6

b7C
b7D

ADMINISTRATIVE^

REMYTEL FOUR TWENTYSIX LAST AND PHONE CALL TO BUREAU FIVE NINE 

INSTANT. PHILA'PD IS WATCHING^ | AND IF

DYNAMITE IS STOLEN BY ANY OF GROUP, PD WILL MAKE ARRESTS. ' PHILA IS 

END PAGE TWO



page: three ph- 100-48152

ALERTING SOURCES'RE ANY EFFORTS TO OBTAIN DYNAMITE BY ANY BLACK

NATIONALIST KNOWN TO WILL FOLLOW MATTER CLOSELY WITH
- /n 1 <—•» _y

ADDRESS OF

REQUEST

MzTfapotrfyfJ Police Depw7(iv?.PP
PHILA PD ASKED MPEr,/WD-C, TO CHECK OUT 

UmsfatjqTwi) J)tQ.
POSSIBLY GAVE MPD PART OF ABOVE INFO TO VALIDATE

WASHINGTON FIELD VERIFY ADDRESS OF IDENTIFY HER, CHECK

b6 
b7C 
bVD

INDICES AND ADVISE. CONTACT MPD FOR-ANY ACTION PLANNED BY THEM.

ALL OFFICES ALERT SOURCES AND KEEP BUREAU, WFO AND PHILA 

ADVISED RE PLANS OF SNCC ACTIVIST GROUPS TO TRAVEL TO WDC AND TO

ASCERTAIN TARGETS OR ASSIGNMENTS IN WASHINGTON.

PHILA HAS INVESTIGATED CASES

BEING. OPENED ON OTHERS NAMED.

END

WA FOR RELAYS...

IS THIS LA PLAIN OR CODE GA PLS

LPM PLAIN

PLAIN OK

R RELAY

FJB

FBI WASH DC



006 B¥ 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls

Transmit the following in

F B I

Date: 5/12/68

CODE
(Type in plaintext or cod&P

* .7 
ii'r 3:‘:hcp..

TO:

FROM:

ELEVEN EAST.

WILL ENDEAVOR TO VERIFY

WFO IS MAINTAINING VERY CLOSE CONTACT WITH MPD,

WITH STOKELY CARMICHAEL. FURTHER, WFO THROUGH SOURCES

REGARDING PRESENCE OF SUBJECT IN WASHINGTON. D.C. AND MEETS

RM, 00:PH.

INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, FOR ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

REBUREAUTEL MAY TEN LAST; PHILADELPHIATELS MAY NINE, TEN

ECTOR, FBI 
J BALTIMORE

RICHMOND
PHILADELPHIA

URGENT
(Priority)

Via

SAC, WFO

u

RECENT PRESENCE OF SUBJECT IN WASHINGTON, D.C. AT SNCC; ALSO

WILL DETERMINE IDENTITY OF

WHERE b7

WFO INDICES NEGATIVE RE

Teletype Unit 
2 - Bureau (157- 9115 
2 - WFO (157-1436)

JEK:ssb

ASSOCIATED WITH'"SWJECT'fWAS

MAY 22 1368

not RECORD®^ 
$83 MAY 23 1968

erm
 

o q

Sent M Per
cial Agent in



FD-S:i.(Rev. ^-22'6-^)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in ------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------
(Type in plaintext or code) '

(P riority)

WFO 157-1436
PAGE TWO

FOR INFO OF RICHMOND. SUBJECT

ALLEGEDLY MET WITH STOKELY CARMICHAEL ON

b6
b7C
b7D

MAY THREE LAST, IN WASHINGTON, D.C. WHEN CARMICHAEL INDICATED 

HE PLANS TO TURN "POOR .PEOPLETS CAMPAIGN" INTO A "BUCKET OF 

BLOOD". FURTHER, THAT SNCC GROUPS FROM BALTIMORE AND OTHER 

CITIES ARE COMING TO WASHINGTON,D.C. WITH "PRIOR ASSIGNMENTS"

TO CAUSE VIOLENCES. SOURCE OF INFORMATION

FURTHER STATED ACCEPTED ASSIGNMENT TO SECURE DYNAMITE

TO BLOW A BRIDGE IN OR NEAR WASHINGTON, D.C.

RICHMOND AND OTHER OFFICES INSURE THAT LOCAL AUTHORITIES

ARE NOTIFIED. P.

-.pprovea: M Per
Special Agent in Charge



I

OPTIONAL. FORM NO. W
MAY I Ml EDITION
GSA FPMR (« CFR)

UNITED STATES GOvfkMENT

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS OTCLA^jjj.FIED
DATE 06-15-2006^®. 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 5/23/68

fro: C, KNOXVILLE (100-3623) (RUC)

.RMICHAEL

0

RM - SNCC 
(OOs WFO)

Re Knoxville letter to Bureau dated 5/15/68, and 
Knoxville airtel to Bureau dated 5/14/68*

No additional information developed re | 
being in Chattanooga, Tenn *, or of his current activities

All other investigation in the Knoxville Division 
completed*

Two copies of referenced Knoxville airtel to 
Bureau dated 5/14/68, were mailed on 5/21/68, to WFO and 
Jacksonville for information*

EX-115

2 MAY 2? 1968

Bureau (RM)
2 - Atlanta. (1 - 100-6812 - STOKELY CARMICHAEL! (RM) 

(1 - 157-1799 - | |(RM)
2 - WFO (RM) —----- !----------- :--------
2 - Knoxville (1 - 100-3623)

(1 - 157-1101 -I

5010-108
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Pegularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

GCW/jss
(8)

62 JUN 3 1968



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

006 BY 61 0 9 /LWTAMVD C G/b 1 s

F B I

Date:

Mr,

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

h

Mr.

Mr.

1'lfl'nv

irad

5/23/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(P riortly)

S
Mr. ______
Mr.
Mr. "tZm -1‘4- 

' Mr. Tr.
. ti Tele. Koom..—

17 : v.cikisr
Miss Gandy—

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (?)

; STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
//is - MISCELLANEOUS; 
/ SEDITION 

< (00:WF0)

STOKELY

’■X y ReWFOairtel to Bureau 3/27/68 

/summary of subject’s activities from 3/15-22/68
setting forth

< Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies of
an LHM suitable for dissemination setting forth a summary of 

subject’s activities from 3/27 - 4/15/68# One 

being furnished the offices listed in the copy 

information* , .

copy each 

count for

The information contained in the LHM 

by physical surveillance, through invpstigat 
available to 'WFO. /OO-^ 1/ / & O jr

was developed 

ion “and*sources-

The LHM; is being classified 1 ’Conf idenfefe|g/1 in 

tdpr>Cect sources who are furnishing information on a 

contin^it.g basis*

Atlanta (Ertc* 1) (Info) (RM)
1 - New York (Enb^ D(Info) (RM)
1 - Richmond (Enc* 1) (Info) (RM)
1 - WFO

WWH:tab
(7) r B\sW>?
AIRTEL C V

Sent M Per
Special Agent in C/fapgt



WFO 100-43503

Local dissemination made to U, S, Secret Service, 
AUSA and military intelligence agencies*

Since the LHM is a summary only of data gathered, 
the last period of investigative data is 4/15/68*

WFO will submit promptly another summary containing 

pertinent data subsequent to 4/15/68,



IWI'ED STATES DEPARTMENT oWuSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer 
File No.

la

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Washington, D. C. 20535

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
■HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT

May 23, 1968
DATE: 06-15-2006

WERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

CLASSIFIED BY 60309/TJC/TAM^C,G/bls-d 
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3 (1) .£^15-2031

STOKELY CARMICHAEL P

The following summary of pertinent activities of 

Stokely Carmichael from March 27 to April 15, 1968, are being 

set forth as follows:

________ On Wednesday, March 27, 1968, Carmichael and|_________  

| |returned to Washington, D. C. (WDC) from the Chicago
area where he had filled speaking engagements and she had 

made public appearances. Upon returning to WDC, they went to 

Carmichael's residence, 2200 12th Street, N. W., WDC. Subse
quently in the afternoon they visited several areas of N. W.,

J7DC,where they appeared to be looking for housing. Later they 

returned to his residence and in the evening, he went to the 

headquarters of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 

(SNCC), 1234 U Street, N. W., WDC, where he remained into the 

evening hours.

_ . A_source advised that I 
previously rented a house at|

lhad

Jthrough 
(which

she and Carmichael planned to occupy|
However, the negotiations with the realtor about the house
failed to materialize and as of March 27, 1968, they were
again looking for a place to live

On Thursday, March 28, 1968, Carmichael was at his
residence in the morning^ In the afternoon he departed his 

residence with| (and entered a blue Opel sedan
bearing Georgia license^ -"They drove to SNCC headquarters
Illater appeared at SNCC headquarters with Carmichael 
in the evening Carmichael and I I left SNCC and went to an 

apartment building at where they
spent the evening*

SE^E^ ENCLOSURE



STOKELY CARMICHAEL co:

A source advised that Carmichael and I ______ were
believed to have visited | "[during the evening
of March 28, 1968, to fill a social engagement.

On Friday, March 29, 1968, Carmichael left his 

residence at mid-morning and entered a blue/Opel sedan bearing 
Georgia licensel I occupied by two other unidentified

males. They went to 2109 14th Street, N. W., WDC, the address 

of the United Planning Organization - Pre-Vocational Training 

Center. Carmichael later returned to his residence. In the 
afternoon he departed his residence with| | They
entered the above-described Opel occupied by two other males 

and drove to the vicinity of Crittenden Street, N. W,, WDC, 
where thev inspected a boarded-up house listed for rent. 
Later |________ | and Carmichael visited a grocery store before
returning to his residence. Subsequently Carmichael went to 

SNCC headquarters. In the afternoon Carmichael, with I I 
and two other individuals, went to |
WDC, where they inspected a house listed for rent. Later 

Carmichael and| |returned to his residence.

On Saturday, March 30, 1968, Carmichael and | |
[went to Friendship International Airport where' they boarded 

United Airlines Flight number 147 bound for Chicago, due to 

depart at 11:15 a.m. The reservations were listed under names
I and| ~"| They were accompanied to the airport by| |

land another male and female in a rented limousine.
Jalso departed from Friendship on a flight to 

the west coast, reportedly to fill a night club engagements

A source advised Carmichael was on his way to 

Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan, where he 
was to makez a speech in the evening « Carmichael and | ~~|
arrived Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, Michigan, at 

5:30 p.m. that date.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A source further advised that was to 

open at the Coconut Grove in Los Angeles, California during 

the following week*

On Sunday, March 31, 1968, Carmichael and] ~|returned
WDC via United Airlines Flight number 284 from Chicago, 
arriving at Fnendship International Airport at 10:00 a.m. 
Upon arrival in WDC, they went to Carmichael’s residence* 

In early afternoon he visited the New School for Afro-American 

Thought, 2208 14th Street, N. W., WDC. He later departed the 

above and went to SNCC headquarters before returning to his 

residence. In the evening, according to a source, he attended 

a party in N. W., WDC.

_____________ At 8:05 p.m., March 31, 1968, I I------  

|_____________________________________ | Metropolitan Police Department
(MPD) . WDC. stopped a tan Mustang bearing Ohio license 1967 

1 being driven by _ _ I
I for driving ^35 mph in a^30 mph zone. The car 

contained another female and four males, one of whom was 
Stokely Carmichael. | "1 protested to| |that\
she was stopped because of her race. She was allowed to take x 

the group to | ~| where all entered except/
I land her male companion who accompanied her to the -10th t
Precinct where she was given a $5 ticket for failure to have a I 
registration card for the car in her possession. At 8:30 p.m. 
she and her companion returned tol I
toldl ~| that she was born in | |and attended

On Monday, April 1, 1968, Carmichael departed his 

residence in the late morning and walked to SNCC headquarters. 
He later had lunch in the area at Ben’s Chili Bowl, 1213 U 

Street, N. W. He then returned to SNCC headquarters. In the 

afternoon he left SNCC headquarters and went to the office of 

the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), 1401 U 

Street, N. W,, WDC, sponsor of the Poor People’s Campaign.
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He later returned to SNCC headquarters. Prior to returning 

to his residence in the early evening, he stopped at the U 

Street Barber Shop, 1320 U Street, N. W., WDC.

According to a source,| lopened at the
Coconut Grove, Ambassador Hotel, Lbs Angeles, California, on 

the evening of April 1, 1968.

On Tuesday, April 2, 1968, Carmichael departed his 

residence about noon and went to SNCC headquarters. In early 

afternoon he entered.a 1966 Mustang with three other males and 

one female. They proceeded in this car into Virginia.

A source advised that Carmichael? with a total group 

of about 15“ in several cars departed WDC 1:05 p.m., April-2,------
1968, en route to Richmond, Virginia, to attend an alleged 

court proceeding involving a hearing for H. Rap Brown, the 

SNCC National Chairman. According to source, they were under 

the impression Brown was to be in Richmond that date.

Officials in Richmond advised that no such hearing 

was scheduled on that date for H, Rap Brown and that he was 

at that time incarcerated in New Orleans unable to make bail 
on charges against him. The source further advised that 

Carmichael and a group visited Virginia Union University in 

Richmond on the afternoon of April 2, 1968, where a student 
protest was taking place, prior to returning to TOC. 
Carmichael reportedly spoke to the group.

According to an article appearing in ”The Evening
Star”, a WDC daily newspaper, dated April 3, 1968, approx
imately 300 students had seized the administration building, 
at pr ed ominant ly N egro Virginia Union Uni ver si ty, on. Apr i 1 s 1968$. 
and vowed to occupy the structure for ”a long, long time”.
The article continued that whites were warned to stay away
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from the building by the students who enthusiastically 

welcomed black power advocate Stokely Carmichael as a visitor. 
Carmichael was reportedly in Richmond to attend a bond hearing 

for H. Rap Brown and remained in the administration building 

for about a half hour. The students reportedly took control 
of the building after talks between boycotting students and 

officials broke down.

Upon r eturning to WDC, Carmichael went to SNCC - ■ ' -
headquarters and then later visited the law building at ' ’
Howard University in early evening.

-------'-------------------------------------------------------------------- 1 ' b6
-------------------------------------- ------------ :------------------------- 1 L77

advised that at approximately 8:15 p.m.. April 2. 1968.

la private security guard at Peoples Drug Store-, — 

14th and U Streets, remonstrated with three juveniles who were 

pushing against the outside window of the drug store. The 

juveniles took offense to| [remarks, followed him into
the store and physically attacked^ | Two porters in the
store came to | [assistance. .The juveniles were taken
Into custody by the MPD and were later released in custody of 

their parents to appear in the United States Attorney’s Office, 
WDC, for a hearing. ------

At about 9:00 p.m. other security officers from the
I [arrived on the scene and

a crowd gathered. One of the crowd broke a whiskey bottle on 

the sidewalk. A window glass and entrance door glass were 

broken.

According to| [Stokely Carmichael
appeared on the scene about .9:30 p.m. and attempted to disperse 

the crowd.
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_____________ ___ _(Peoples Drug Store, 
Streets, N. W., WDC, advised on April 3, 1968, 

that he was working in the rear of the store about 8:00 p.m. 
on April 2, 1968, when he noticed a uniformed store guard 

wrestling with a boy about 16 years of age in the front area 

of the store space. The guard managed to push the boy out 
of the store. Several minutes later, the boy returned with 

another boy and they engaged the guard in scuffing and pushing. 
Another youth appeared to join in assisting the other two. 
Several store porters went to the assistance of the guard. ■
The crowd outside appeared to become boisterous and several 
glasses in the entrance door were broken, A general, melee 

appeared to be erupting. The police were summoned and six 

or seven .officers. of the MPD arrived. The police tooVthe — •-
three youths into custody and a police patrol wagon that had ; 
been summoned to transport them appeared on the scene. The 

police removed the youths from the area for questioning. The 

police urged the crowd outside to clear the area in front of 

the store and restored order appeared to be under- way,

Stokely Carmichael shortly thereafter entered the 

store and approached | [appearing somewhat.indignant,
and stated, "See man what I have been talking about. I have, 
been trying to talk to you about this for tvzo weeks. I have 

had 11 up to ‘here”(pointing to his neck) , Now it is you-.11 
Carmichael then went back outside. | |then locked
the door to the store and began trying to clear out the..... 
customers. One male customer with a dog, a doberman pinscher, 
tried to get out of the store. As he went out, the crowd 

mingled near the doorway. The dog lunged as if frightened or 

else urged toward the crowd by the owner, which caused additional 
reaction from the crowd. They began throwing objects at the 

store front which resulted in one of the large windows being 

broken. At the same time, a store employee was attempting to 

board up the previous windows that had been broken.
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kept the store closed for a short period bo 

of time until such time as he thought that the crowd had dispersed.b7C 

Upon unlocking the door, however, several other individuals 

began mingling again and attempted to force their way in. He 

had to again close the store. After Carmichael’s visit inside 

the store he went back outside and urged the crowd to disperse 

stating that, ”We will take care of it our way. No point in 

getting arrested.” The crowd began to disperse and there were 

no further incidents reported.

| [stated Carmichael had visited the store on
several different occasions in the past three weeks questioning 

him about store policy in keeping uniformed guards on premises. 
Apparently Carmichael began showing an interest in the matter 

after a young woman had been arrested for shoplifting earlier. 
Carmichael complained guards were not kept.in Peoples Drug 

Stores in white neighborhoods, | |told Carmichael
there should be, because thefts were occurring in both white 

and black neighborhoods.

In evaluating the matter I stated that
irrespective of the fact Carmichael had warned him previously 

to get rid of the special policeman he did not know whether 

the disturbance on the night of April 2, 1968, had been 

instigated by Carmichael. He stated the incident at the outset 

could have probably erupted without having been organized by 

anyone and after it had gotten under way, other individuals 

stepped in to foment further activities.

On Wednesday, April 3, 1968, according to a source, 
Carmichael traveled from WDC to Baltimore on what source 

described as a ’’pleasure trip”. He left SNCC headquarters, 
WDC, about 10:20 a.m. with another individual by car and 

arrived in Baltimore about noon. In Baltimore, according to 

source, they went to a bar and restaurant located at 1500
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' . ■ b7C
Pennsylvania Avenue where they spent most ofthe day. While 
in the bar, Carmichael reportedly met juaerl rind one[ |

[_last names unknown to source. Carmichael left the ba'f/wi’th ' 
these two individuals and returned several hours later. Upon 

returning, Carmichael reportedly stated they took "a ride to 

look over some places." | [claimed to have met Carmichael 
two years previously in Atlanta. Carmichael returned toWDC 

about 7:25 p.m. Upon his return he spent the remainder of 

the evening assisting others in moving the office effects of 

SNCC from 1234 U Street, N. W., WDC to 2208 14th Street, N. W., 
WDC, the previous location of the New School for Afro-American 

Thought, which had moved to 2115 14th Street, N. W., WDC.

A source advised Carmichael and |________ (agreed to
take a one~year lease on a residence at 5015 16th Street, 
N. W., WDC, with an option to buy. The expected date of 

occupancy was not known. According to source they planned 

to rent the premises for three months at $450 per month, and 

would then exercise the option to buy, paying $48,500 cash. 
Source reported that| [would take title to the
property in her name only and would provide the money for the 

purchase including $1,000 which she put down. Source continued 

they reported they planned to be married in New York City in 

a civil ceremony on April 27, 1968.

On Thursday, April 4, 1968, 
residence at 2200 12th>^treet1 N, W,, 
accompanied by| | They 

of the SNCC office, '2208 14th Street, 
at SNCC into the afternoon.

Carmichael departed his 

WDC, in the early morning 

went to the new location 

N. W., WDC. He remained

| | Peoples Drug Store,
14th and U Streets, N.,W., WDC, mentioned previously, advised 

Carmichael entered his store about 3:40 p.m. and spoke to
| | and the assistant manager stating, "This store

seems to be causing me a lot of trouble. It is putting brother 
against brother" |(replied that the majority of the

8
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people In the neighborhood were good and only a few caused 

trouble, Carmichael stated, "There was a store in Chicago that 

burned down last week" and then he left the store.

The following is being set forth regarding reported 

activities of Stokely Carmichael on the night of April 4 and 

the afternoon of April 5, 1968, as furnished by | |
and | "|of the MPD:

"Washington, D. C.

" 1 f | ~| Metropol i t a n
Police Department (MPD), Washington, D. C. (WDC), voluntarily 

make the following statement to Special Agents of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and ||

"I know that this statement may be used in a court of 

law. I have been on the police force approximately! I
| |years, and I am assigned to the| |at the

13th Precinct.

•Touring the evening of Thursday, April 4, 1968, I 

was assigned to plain clothes duty in the vicinity of the 

Peoples Drug Store located in the 2000 block of 14th Street, 
N. W., WDC. At approximately 8:50 p.m., while sitting in a 

private automobile in the 2000 block of 14th Street, N. W., 
I was joined by MPD, WDC.

I I stated he had been inside the headquarters of
Martin Luther King’s Poor Peoples March, and had heard 

Stokely Carmichael say he was not going to wait for any 

verdict, but was going to get his boys. ■ _
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"^"Shortly thereafter, I observed Carmichael, followed 

by approximately fifteen to twenty unidentified persons, 
proceeding south on the west side of the 2000 block of 14th 

Street, N. W. I readily recognized Carmichael from newspaper 

photographs, although 1 haxe not previously observed him in 

person. The group entered.the Peoples Drug Store in the 2000 

block of 14th Street, and I observed an unidentified person or 

persons in conversation with the manager of the store, I was 

not close enough at this time to determine who talked with the 

manager.

"The group then exited the Peoples Drug Store and 

proceeded diagonally across 14th Street, N. W., to the 1900 

block, where they stopped briefly at a Safeway Store. Inside 

the Safeway Store at this time were two or three employees and 

some special security officers. I did not observe the group to 

enter this store and-do not know if any conversation ensued 

between the employees and members of the group.

"The group, with Carmichael in front, continued 

south to the Wings Carry Out located at 14th and Wallach 

Place, N. W. There Carmichael confronted by an individual 
I believe to be| | photographs of whom
I had previously"observed, After a brief conversation, Carmichael 
appeared to brush| |aside and entered the Wings Carry Out
Shop. At this point, the group had grown to approximately eighty 

to one hundred in number. A small group of individuals followed 

Carmichael into the Wings Carry Out Shop. b6
b7C 

"Shortly thereafter, the group, with Carmichael in 

the lead, departed the Wings Carry Out Shop. I thereupon 

overheard Carmichael say to the group: ’We don’t want any

- 10f-
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violence, as long as they close. But if they don’t, take it.' 

The group, with Carmichael still in the lead, then crossed 

14th Street to the west side. The group proceeded to the 

Pig N' Pit Restaurant in the 1900 block of 14th Street, N. W., 
and a small part of the group entered this restaurant. I was 

unable to observe if Carmichael personally entered this 

restaurant. After departing the Pig N1 Pit, the group continued 

north to the Wings and Things Restaurant, also located T.n the / 

1900 block of 14th Street. Some of the group entered this 

restaurant, but again I was unable to observe if Carmichael 
himself went in.

"Upon exiting the Wings and Things, the group proceeded 

north on 14th Street to U Street, crossed 14th Street and con
tinued east on the north side of U Street. In the 1300 block 

of U Street, Carmichael and part of the group entered a 

delicatessen, the name of which I cannot recall. Upon departing 

the delicatessen, they proceeded to the vicinity of the Republic 

Theater, also located in the 1300 block of U Street.

"At the Republic Theater, Carmichael remained outside 

on the sidewalk, while part of the group filed through the 

lobby and into the theater itself. The group broke windows at 

the Republic Theater, and again I overheard Carmichael say: 
’We don’t want any violence as long as they close. But if they 

don’t close, take it.’

"The group then proceeded east on U Street to the 

Lincoln Theater, located in the 1200 block of U Street. Some 

of the group, which now numbered approximately 150 to 200 

persons, entered the Lincoln Theater. At this point, my 

attention was distracted by the presence of an unidentified 

white male, who was standing on the south side of U Street and 

carrying a camera and camera case. The group also spotted this 

individual and about eighty to one hundred members of the 

group rushed him, shouting ’kill him,1 and 'get him.' The 

unidentified white male was thrown to the ground by the mob,

CO 
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and I yelled to the mob to let him go. At this point, I was 

identified by several persons in the crowd as a ’roller* 

(street language meaning policeman). I then heard someone in 

the mob shout, ’Get the film.* The unidentified white male 

thereupon opened the back of this 35 milimeter camera, and an 

unidentified member of the mob snatched the film from it. The 

white male was then assisted to his feet by an unidentified 

Negro male, and he and I then pushed our way through the crowd 

and led the white male to safety. I last saw the unidentified 

Negro male and white male running north across U Street and 

west on U Street towards 14th Street. I. did not observe 

Carmichael as being part of the group that attacked the 

unidentified white male.

"At this point, I noticed that the group, now 

split in two sections with Carmichael leading the front section, 
proceeding west on U Street towards 14th Street. They went 
north on the west side of 14th Street and unidentified persons 

within the group began throwing objects, such as coke bottles 

and rocks, at passing automobiles bearing white persons. As _ 

these incidents occurred, I observed Carmichael to be leading 

the group, although I did not observe him to personally throw 

any objects. The group continued north on the west side of 

14th Street, and some windows were broken in a drug store 

located at 14th and Clifton Streets and other, premises, the 

names of which I cannot recall. I also observed unidentified 

persons looting the drug store window at 14th and Clifton 

Streets.

"Subsequently, the main part of the crowd stopped 

at the corner of 14th and Chapin Streets, and led by Carmichael, 
reversed direction and proceeded south on 14th Street. At this 

point, I heard two gunshots. I was, at this time, one-block north 

of the crowd around the corner at 14th and Clifton, where I had 

attempted to telephone the precinct. I did not see who fired 

the shots, and did not at any time observe Carmichael in 

possession of a gun. While following the group subsequent to
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the incident in the 1200 block of U Street, I received several 
threats against my person from unidentified members of the 

group.

"After hearing the shots, I crossed to the east side 

of 14th Street and walked southT of the group. Carmichael and 

the group stopped in front of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 

Committee (SNCC) Headquarters, 2208 14th Street, N* W., and I 

crossed back over 14th Street at U Street. I then walked back 

to the 13th Precinct and was assigned to duty in a police 

cruiser. --------------
B.r APPROX

ibers of the group that I recognized and"The only mem' 
knew by name is one | _________________ ____
of age* I observed this individual outside the Peoples Drug 

Store with the Carmichael group, and I immediately recalled 

that I had arrested him Tuesday night, April 2, 1968, for 

throwing an object in the direction of the store*

"At approxjmatjeTv 11:35 p.m. on April 4, 1968, I 

arrested one I iNegro male, age

looting
at 14th and Belmont Road, for appro)

‘During .the movement of the Carmichael led crowd -on 

the evening of April 4, 1968, I noticed that the group engaged 

in much handclapping and chanting of ’black power.’

"I have read this statement, consisting of this and 

six other pages, and I believe it to be true and correct.

■7S/

"Washington, D. C 

April 8, 1968.

"If | |Metropolitan Police
Department (MPD) , Washington, D. C. (WDC), voluntarily make 

the following statement to Special Agents of the Federal Bureau 

of Investigation| |and| |

tAL
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"I know that this statement may be used in a court 

of law, I have been on the police force since______  and I
was on an undercover assignment on the evening of April 4, 1968, 
in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, N. W., WDC.

’’During my undercover assignment, I was in.the 

headquarters of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 

(SCLC) located on the corner of 14th and U Streets, N. W., WDC. 
Shortly after 8 approximately fifteen to twenty persons
were present in the headquarters of SCLC inasmuch as Dr. Martin 

Luther King, Jr., had been shot in Memphis, Tennessee. At this 

time I observed Stokely Carmichael sitting quietly in a chair 

also awaiting the outcome of Dr. King’s condition. I can 

positively identify this individual as Stokely Carmichael 
because in the past I have had occasion to see and listen to 

him when he was making speeches throughout the WDC area. In 

addition to Carmichael, also present at SCLC headquarters were 

an elderly white couple and a young white male and female and 

other Negro males and females, both adults and juveniles, whom 

I cannot identify by name.

"Prior to the announcement on the radio that Dr. King 

was dead, Carmichael appeared to become impatient, got up from 

his seat, and said something to the effect, ’I’m not going to 

wait for a final verdict. I’m going to get my guys.’ After 

Carmichael’s departure, the elderly white couple in SCLC 

headquarters appeared to be frightened and made attempts to leave 

when a Negro male, whom I could not identify, advised them not 
to leave inasmuch as they were more welcome at SCLC than was 

Stokely Carmichael. The couple remained.

"Sometime after Carmichael’s departure, I departed 

SCLC and entered the People’s Drug Store located next door on 

14th Street. In the People’s Drug Store there were approximately 

twenty people listening to a radio news broadcast about Dr, King*

14
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"Almost immediately after the announcement that Dr. 
King had died, Carmichael, accompanied by ten to fifteen young 

Negro males, entered the People’s Drug Store. Cannichael, within 

earshot of an employee near the front of the store, asked ’Where’s 

the manager? We’re going to close this store because when Kennedy 

was shot the businesses were close’d and they are going to be 

closed now that King’s dead.1 Carmichael and the individuals 

followinghim then proceeded to the back of the store and after 

a few seconds returned and walked outside. Carmichael left 

People’s Drug Store and I followed him and the young Negro males 

to the southeast corner of 14th and U Streets. They proceeded 

south and some of the group entered various business establish
ments, requesting them to close, and continued to Wallach Place, 
N. W. At this time, they crossed to the west side of 14th 

Street and proceeded north, again entering business establish
ments for the same purpose. At the intersection of 14th and U 

Streets, Carmichael and his followers crossed over to the 

northeast corner and proceeded in an easterly direction on the 

north side of U Street. Carmichael then entered a theater in 

the 1300 block of U Street, N. W. Upon re-appearing, his 

group was interspersed by a number of people who were coming 

out of the theater at this time. Due to this, it was impossible 

to estimate the size of the crowd. While the crowd was gathered 

in the vicinity of the theater, a plate glass door was broken; 

but I did not observe who had broken it or how it had been 

broken. Carmichael stopped and said, *We don’t want any 

damaging. We just want the stores to close.’ He then continued 

east towards 13th Street and I remained in the vicinity of the 

theater. Shortly thereafter, Carmichael returned and then 

proceeded in a westerly direction on the north side of U 

Street, and when he and his group arrived at the intersection 

of 14th and U Streets, they proceeded to the side where People’s 

Drug Store is located (west side of 14th Street) and walked 

north.

”At this time I observed no other destruction of 

property or any looting in the general area of 14th and U 

Streets.
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”1 then left Carmichael and the group with him and 

made a phone call to the 13th Precinct, MPD. When I returned, 
the group and Carmichael were at the intersection of 14th and 

W Streets, N* W. As they went north on 14th Street, the crowd 

appeared to be approximately 200 in number and as they passed 

business establishments, I was at the rear of the crowd and 

noticed windows broken at a television and radio store along 

the route* Carmichael at this time was at the front of the 

crowd* They then proceeded to the 2400 block of 14th Street, 
which is located between Belmont and Chapin Streets, N. W. At 
the corner of 14th and Chapin, Carmichael stopped and the crowd 

stopped behind him. As he faced the gathering, a Negro male 

described as five feet ten inches, 180 to 195 pounds, approx
imately thirty years of age, heavy set, and wearing his hair 

in natural bush style, approached Carmichael and said something 

to the effect that he was wrong in what he was doing. Carmichael 
turned to this individual and asked him, ’Do you have your gun?’ 
The individual replied, ’No,1 and Carmichael then said, ’Well I 

have mine. ’ At this time Carmichael removed a small caliber* 

handgun which appeared to be a .32 from inside his waistband 

and held this weapon above his head* After this, Carmichael 
turned and began walking south on 14th Street, on the west 
side, and the gx'oup, which had been with him, began going in 

different directions* It appeared he had no control of them* 

At this time I heard two shots fired, and I then observed 

windows being broken in a Safeway store located on the east 

side of 14th Street in the 2400 block* I also observed that 

windows of Eddie Leonard’s Sandwich Shop and the Belmont Radio 

and Television Shop, both located on the west side of 14th 

Street within the 2400 block, were broken* During this period 

I noticed that two white males in a blue Volkswagen, who were 

parked in an alleyway behind Eddie Leonard’s, were attacked by 

stones and other flying objects which hit the car as they 

attempted to leave the area* I further saw a Negro couple 

sitting in a car on the east side of 14th Street, when some
one hit the windshield with a rake, smashing it and causing the 

Negro female to fall on the seat for protection*
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“On April 5, 1968, I was on the campus of Howard 

University, WDC,. at approximately 1:30 p.m. A group of students 

numbering between 500 - 700 were gathered near the steps of 

Douglas Hall, where they were being addressed by a small group 

of young people concerning the death of Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr.

“Stokely Carmichael appeared through the crowd and 

walked to the steps of Douglas Hall. He then addressed the 

crowd by saying, ’They should not have killed Dr. King. They 

have killed the wrong man, they should have killed me.’ He 

further stated, ’Do not be out on the streets for looting tonight 

We mean business. If you don’t come out tonight with your gun, 
stay home.1 While making these remarks, Carmichael waved a 

small caliber gun. His appearance before the group was very 

short in duration and at the conclusion of the above remarks, 
he was observed leaving the campus.

“Prior to Carmichael’s appearance the mood of the 

crowd appeared very hostile, and when he (Carmichael) left, I 

heard voices in the crowd saying in effect, ’Do you have your 

gun?’ 'I have mine or I wish I had mine.’

“During the time Carmichael made his statement I 

could not identify any person withiir the crowd; however, on 
the steps of Douglas. Half" from whj/ch he spoke. I recognized

| | both Negro males.

“I then left the area and returned to the 13th 

Precinct, prior to departing I observed no fires in the 

immediate area where Carmichael had traveled.

“1 have read this statement, consisting of this and 

six other pages, and I believe it to be true and correct.

”/S/

On Friday, April 5, 1968, Carmichael departed his 

residence and went to SNCC headquarters. This is prior to his 

appearance at Howard University in the afternoon, previously 

described above. *—’
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A press conference was called for 10:00 a.m.,' 
April 5/ 1968, by the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 

Committee (SNCC) to be held at SNCG Headquarters, 2208 14th 

Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. '

The following is a transcript of a tape recording of 

remarks made at the press conference prepared. by J I
I at the above time and location.

Commentator: I want you people to listen clearly. This press 

conference will be only five minutes. And...as soon as the 

press conference is over, you gentlemen will not leave anything 

here that you didn’t/bring in here. Your films, your cigarette 

butts, you take them to clean it up. -Ah. ...we will have a few 
questions.. .of tw^rtffnutes que/tions. To my right, extreme right 

" is Mr. Clevelag^Seilers, Director of the Orangeburg, South 

Z Carolina, project of SNCC. y/To my right here, immediate right, 
is Stokely Carmichael, who/is on,staff here in WDC. And to my 

left is Mr. William Hall/who* is also a member of the staff in 
Washington. And Lest^r^feKinnie, Director of the Washington / 

JLNCg ..office. Mr. Carmichael will speak to you for five minutes.

Carmichael: As you may or may not know, this press conference 

was called before Dr. King was murdered. We called it then to 

deal with our Brother Rap Brown because we were very upset that 

Brother Brown had been in jail for 41 days and Governor Agnew of 

Maryland still seems to persist with his nonsensical charge and 

so the Brother can’t get out of jail. Now we want the Brother ou 

of jail.,ah..next week when he comes to trial. Now, as to Dr. 
King’s Murder, I think white America made its biggest mistake 

when she killed Dr. King last night, she killed all reasonable 

hopeo When she killed Dr. King last night, she killed the one 

man of our race in this country, in the older generation, which 

the militants and also the revolutionaries and the masses of 

black people, would still listen to, even though sometimes he 

did not disagree..ah..(interrupts and says)..agree with them 

they would still listen to him. When...When white America
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killed Dr. King last night, she opened the eyes for every black 

man in this country. When white America got rid of Marcus Garvey 

(phonetic), she did it and she said he was an extremist, he was 

crazy. When they got rid or Brother Malcolm X, they said he was 

preaching hate, he deserved what he got. But when they got rid 

of Brother Martin Luther King, they had absolutely no reason to 

do so. He was the one man in our ’race who was trying to teach 

our people to have love, compassion, and mercy for what white 

people have done. When white America killed Dr. King last 

night, she declared war on us. There will be no crying, there 

will be no funerals. The rebellions that have been occurring 

around the cities of this country is just light stuff to what is 

about to happen. We have to retaliate for the death of our 

leaders. The execution of those deaths will not be in the court
rooms...they are going to be on the streets of the United States 

of America. When white America killed Dr. King last night, she 

made a whole lot easier for a whole lot of black people today. 
They no longer needs to be intellectual discussions...black 

people know that they have to get guns. White America will 
live to cry that she killed Dr. King last night. It would have 

been better if she had killed Rap Brown and/or Stokely Carmichael. 
But when she killed Dr. King, she lost. That’s it.

Unidentified: Before any questions, I would like to give one 

statement from the organization. We the students of the Nonviolent 

Coordinate Committee wish to extend out condolences to the family 

of the late Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., who was brutally 

murdered today in Memphis, Tennessee. In his death there is a 

lesson which white America has taught us many times before. .
This lesson was clear in the murder of our four brothers in 

Orangeburg. This lesson was clear in the murder of a 16-year-old, 
Larry Payne (phonetic) in Memphis. This lesson is clear in the 

day-to-day torture of black people by white people in America 

and throughout the world. It was to end this torture that Dr. 
King bravely faced death many times, nonviolently. Dr. King 

was a brother who dedicated his life to liberate his peoples 

through nonviolence. Dr, King was a symbol of nonviolence and 

white America shot him down.
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Carmichael: There is one last comment about these new things-- 
about last nighto We will tell you where we were last night. 
Last night, we led all of those youngsters up and down the 

streets to close every store in this area because Dr. King 

was shot and they should have closed those stores. . Now, some 

of them kicked glass store windows in. We are not stopping 

them from kicking in the store windows. We are stopping them 

from coming out on the streets without guns. When-they come 

out on the streets, we want them with guns. If they don’t 

have guns, we’re not gonna let’em throw bricks and bottles 

at guns. But when they get guns, we’ll be on the streets.

Unidentified: Question (me) if you have any questions.

Unidentified reporter: Mr. Carmichael, don't you believe the . 
vast majority of Americans feel just as badly as you do about 
what happened in Memphis?

Carmichael: The white press and that’s from a ’’honkey1’ Lyndon 

Johnson to ’’honkey” Bobby Kennedy will not co-opt (phonetic) Dr. 
Martin Luther King. Dr. Martin Luther King fought for his 

people. It was not but four weeks ago when Johnson told King 

that if he came marching into the District, he would meet a 

force because he should bring his troubles to him. And now 

tonight he is trying to make as if Dr. King was his hero. He 

fools no one. Bobby Kennedy pulled that trigger just as well 
as anybody else. Because when Dr. King was down in the South 

and Bobby Kennedy was Attorney General, every time a black person 

got killed, Kennedy would not move because he wanted votes so he 

is just as guilty...all of white America killed Dr. King. And 

those who feel sorry ought to feel sorry.

Unidentified reporter: Mr. Carmichael, what do you intend to 

do...what actions do you intend to take relative to Rap Brown 

and your intent to get him out of jail?

J
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Carmichael: We decided at our central committee meeting that 

if Maryland persists with this (nonsensical) charge, even 

though the reports said that Rap did not incite any riot in 

Cambridge. Well then Governor Agnew, he ain’t seen nothing if 

he thinks he saw something on that Bowie State thing. We will 

take our troops back into Maryland and all of us are veterans 

from Cambridge, Maryland, and from Baltimore, Maryland, and we 

will turn that State inside out and upside down. And we've got 
Louisiana to get. We've got some brothers working in Florida. 
We've got some brothers working in Ohio and we are gonna get 

Richmond, Virginia. ,

Unidentified reporter: Mr. Carmichael, what do you think will 

happen to the poor people's campaign now?

Carmichael: I understand that the Southern Christian Leadership 

Conference will carry it on and as we said before we will be 

glad to give them any support. Whatever Southern Christian 

Leadership Conference asks for today, we will give to them. 
Except our tears. We will give no more tears for any black 

man killed in this country.

Unidentified reporter: Mr. Carmichael, do you see anybody 

replacing Dr. King as a nonviolent.leader?

Carmichael: No, that's why America lost when she shot him 

down last night.

Unidentified reporter (woman): Mr. Carmichael, is there any 

truth to the rumor that you are going to call a general strike 

here in town?

Carmichael: We are waiting for what the Southern Christian 

Leadership Conference wants us to do..

Unidentified reporter: When you say the execution of those 

deaths will be, not in the courtroom, but in the streets, can 

you be a little more specific about the course of action you 

expect?
coWjdsntxal
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Carmichael: I think that is quite explicit.

Unidentified reporter: Do you expect an organized rebellion?

Carmichael: I think it is quite explicit.

Unidentified reporter: Mr. Carmichael, suppose a lot of black 

people have to die..,(garbled). (What would it do to please 

you--This is thought what the reporter said.)

Carmichael: That they take as many white people with them as 

they can.

Unidentified reporter: Yes, but what about the black people who 

have to die?

Carmichael: Ah...we die every day. We die in Vietnam for the 

’'honkeys*1, why don’t we come home and die in the streets for our 

people. We die everyday. We die cutting and fighting each other 

inside our own communities. Why cut and fight each other and 

kill each other off? Let’s kill off the real enemy. Black 

people are not afraid to die. We die all the time. We die in 

your jails, we die in your ghettos, we die in your rat infested 

homes0 We die a thousand deaths every day. So we are not afraid 

to die. Today we are going to die for our people.

Unidentified commentator: I would like to say this before we 

have any more questions, that on Monday our Chairman, H. Rap 

Brown, will be in Richmond, Virginia, according to ’’honkey”, 
Federal Government, and there will be a car caravan from all 

directions leading to Richmond, Virginia, on Monday morning. 
We are urging all our black brothers and sisters to come to 

Richmond.

Unidentified reporter: Mr. Carmichael, what is the alternative 

to the kind of retribution in the streets that you are talking 

about? Is there any way to stop it?
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Carmichael: I don’t think so. I do not think so. I think' 
white America is incapable of dealing with the problem, 

r

Unidentified reporter: How will Dr. King’s death affect your 

leadership as you see it, Mr. Carmichael?

Carmichael: Well Dr. King’s death will not affect my leader
ship or affect me as a black man. Because he was my brother, 
flesh of my flesh and blood of my blood. You see, the mistake 

they made when they shot Dr. King was even though Dr. King 

talked about nonviolence he was always in the streets. Ready 

to lead a demonstration. All of the other so-called leaders 

who are...talk about nonviolence and are not on the streets 

with their people. Many people respected Dr. King even though 

they didn’t agree with his philosophy ’cause at lease he was 

in the streets. So now there is really no one else to respect 
who talks about nonviolence because the people who talk about 
nonviolence are not in the streets.

Unidentified reporter: Mr. Carmichael, are you declaring war on 

White America?

Carmichael: White America has declared war on black people.
Shedid so when she sold the first black man from Africa. The 

black man has been sufficient, has been patient, has been 

resisting and today the final showdown is coming. That is clear. 
That is crystal clear. And that black people are going to have 

to find ways to survive. The only way to survive is to get 

some guns. Cause that is the only way white America keeps us 

in check is because she’s got the guns.

Unidentified reporter: Stokely, what do you see this ultimately 

leading to? A blood bath in which nobody wins?

Carmichael: First, my name is Mr. Carmichael, and secondly, 
black people will survive America.

Unidentified commentator: Last question.
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S I..

Unidentified reporter: What accomplishment or objectives do 

you visualize from the retaliation that you speak? What do 

you think you will accomplish?

Cartrtichael: If black man can*t do nothing in this country then 

we gonna stand upon our feet and die like men. If that is our 

only act of manhood then God dammit we gonna die. We*re tired 

of living on our stomachs.

Unidentified reporter: Do you fear for your life?

Carmichael: Hell with my life. You should fear for yours. I 

know I am gonna die. I know I am gonna die. (Applause)

Unidentified commentator: There is still a possibility that 

there will be a general strike throughout the United States. 
So that our black brothers and sisters can take off that day 

from their slavery and working for the masters and to think 

about and to re-analyze what the "honkeys" are doing to the 

black people in this country and me. And perhaps then something 

can be done. That is the end of the press conference.

bl
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_____________ On Saturday, April 6t 1968,[ | b6
■ _ I b7C

______ | advised that about 12:30 p.m., he was at the scene of a 

fire in a warehouse near the corner of 16th and F Streets, N. E. 
As he was preparing to make a live report to the station, Stokely 

Carmichael approached him and began a conversation.

|asked Carmichael if he would care to be inter
viewed but Carmichael declined. Carmichael then introduced a 
companion as| |and said that he | ""

■ ask the young 'people to stay at home.

________ began his report and 

said in substance the following: We 

here. We are going to burn down the 

Urban Renewal and I think that it is

introduced || who 

have our own Urban Renewal 
slums and have a Black 

wonderful.
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At this point. cut off the microphone and b6
informedJ |that he would lose his job if he permitted b7C
any further inflammatory statements to be made, | | said
that it did not matter about the job because they were going to 
take over the rest of the city. | ~~| joked that they would
make I Ithe president of the station when they took over.

| | also made a statement to the effect that the revolution
has begun.

_______  said that the whole conversation lasted about 
ten minutes. He said that Carmichael appeared on foot in the 

area and that he did not see any vehicle from which Carmichael 
might have come.

also
Carmichael, but that

said that there was a third person with 

he could not identify that person.

] identified a photograph of Carmichael and 

I as follows:

Height:
Weight:
Hair:
Characteristics:
Attire:

I feet| ~| inches
[pounds 

"Natural11 hair cut
| sunglasses 

Long dark rain coat, 
dark trousers and black shoes.

A source advised that at 5:10 p.m., April 6, 1968, 
he received information that Stokely Carmichael, in company 

with three or four other males, was at that time riding in a 

late model beige automobile.

According to a press report Carmichael was stopped 

on the late afternoon of April 6, 1968, for curfew violation. 
According to information available, he stated he did not know 

the curfew had been moved up to an hour earlier than the previous 

day by proclamation of the Mayor.
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On Sunday morning, April 7, 1968, Carmichael b6
reportedly attended church services at Hew Bethel Baptist b7C
Church, | |

On the afternoon of April 7, 1968, 
at SzOOpji^a press conference was held at Ed Murphy’s Supper 
Club, 22271 Georgia AyenfdfeT N, W., WDC, Among those present 

were| land

At approximately 3:10 p.m,, Stokely Carmichael. 
accompanied by [ |and |_____________________ |
entered. He told~T ^|"that he was not sure if he would
participate because, "too many niggers were calling for peace,1’ 
and he wanted no part of any peace movement.

| [permitted Carmichael to read a printed
text of the statement and Carmichael expressed pleasure with
the statement by laughing aloud and a hand slapping gesture 

with

The conference began and.Carmichael sat in with the 
others. Throughout the conference he made no statements, | ]
introduced him as| "|of the Black United Front.

After the reading of the statement by | | before
the news cameras. Carmichael excused himself and left. | |

| | and | I left with him. At that time it was 3:24 p.m.

A statement read endorsed a previous statement by 

Floyd McKissick, National Chairman of the Congress of Racial 
Equality (CORE) to the effect that a holiday be declared on 

April 9, 1968, in memory of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr,

On Monday, April 8, 1968, according to a source, 
Carmichael appeared at] I dry cleaning establishment,
WDC, for the purpose of picking up clothing previously left 
there. | Jtold Carmichael that the only

bo 
b7C 
b7D

AL
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piece of clothing of his remaining was a turtle neck sweater 

after the store had been looted during the riot, Carmichael, 
upon hearing that his clothing had been looted, became angry 

and left the store carrying only his sweater.

A source advised that Carmichael departed ETC later 

on April 8, 1968, in order to be in Atlanta the next day for 

the funeral of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. A source further 

reported on April 8, 1968, that Carmichael arrived in front of 

Paschal’s Motor Motel, 830 Hunter Street, S, W., Atlanta, 
Georgia, in a 1965 blue and white Dodge sedan bearing an 

unknown South Carolina license plate, at approximately 11:40 

p.m. on April 8, 1968. Immediately upon his arrival and the 

recognition of him by several people in the immediate vicinity, 
a congregation assembled around the automobile from which he 

was alighting, and the remark "Brother, tomorrow night we gonna 

burn them" was heard coming from the crowd surrounding Carmichael.

On Tuesday, April 9, 1968, a source advised Carmichael 
arrived in the vicinity of the Ebenezer Baptist Church, 413 

Auburn Avenue, N. E., at approximately 10:20 a.m., where the 

funeral services for Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. were in 

progress. As Carmichael walked toward the entrance to the 

church, and although not appearing to speak to anyone in 

particular, he repeated time and time again, as he held up 

his hands, "black power, black power."

Carmichael was dressed neatly in a black business 

suit, and upon reaching the entrance to the Ebenezer Baptist 

Church found that the doors had been locked on the inside. 
After the crowd had shouted "let him in" several times, the 

doors were opened and Carmichael entered the church.

According to a source, after the services at the 

Ebenezer Baptist Church and while en route to memorial services 

for Dr. King which were to be held on the campus of Morehouse 

College, the rumor through the crowd was that Carmichael had 

said, "Play it cool, and after we bury the man, then the riots 

can start."
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A source advised that Carmichael, while standing 

close to the casket of Dr. King at the Morehouse College 

campus at approximately 2:00 or 3:00 p.m., made no speeches 

or comments.

Other sources advised on April 9, 1968, that at 

approximately 9:30 p.m. on that date a crowd of around 250 to 

350 persons gathered in front of Paschal’s Motor Motel, and 

Carmichael was inside the motel having dinner with several 
known associates of the SNCC.

At approximately 10:35 p.m. on April 9, 1968, the 

crowdin front of Paschal’s dispersed and Carmichael was not 
known to have engaged in any activity or speech making up to 

that time.

On Wednesday, April 10, 1968, sources in Atlanta 

advised Carmichael had departed to return to WDC, believed to 

be by auto.

On Thursday, April 11s 1968, Carmichael and several 
companions returned to WDC by automobile. En route they 

visited Richmond, Virginia, where a hearing was taking place 

on April 11, 1968, involving H. Rap Brown, the SNCC National 
Chairman before the U. S. Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals 

concerning Brow’s request for setting of new bond and a 

request for issuance of a writ of habeas corpus. Near the 

end of the hearing Carmichael appeared in the courtroom. 
The court affirmed the previous judgments of the U. S, District 

Court, Eastern District of Virginia, concerning refusal of new 

bond and refusal to grant a writ of habeas corpus. The court 

granted leave for the U. S. District Court to reconsider the 

amount of the existing bond. ✓

After the hearing adjourned, Carmichael anc^rour 

companions, together with Brown’s attorney, | ]
drove to the federal Reformatory, Petersburg, Virginia, where b/C 

authorities allowed only attorney| |to visit Brown,
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Carmichael and his companions returned to Richmond where 
I [proceeded to the airport* Carmichael and his

companions continued via auto to WDC.

Upon returning .to WDC, Carmichael met ||

According to a source, Carmichael and | "[visited 

a local realtor and finalized arrangements for a one-year 

lease of a house located at 5015 16th Street, WDC, with an 

option to buy within three months. They indicated their 

marriage plans for April 27, 1968, in New York City were 

still in effect and that they would exercise the option to 

purchase the above property in three months,, with furnishings, 
paying cash of $48,500* | 1 indicated she planned to
replace the existing furnishings in the house throughout. 
According to source, they took legal possession of the property 

as of that date; however, the date they actually planned to 

occupy the premises was not known.

According to another source, Carmichael and | 1
appeared at SNCC headquarters on April 11, 1968, where they 

discussed traveling to New York. While talking to others at 

SNCC with| [present, Carmichael stated "we're married"
and regarding this topic made no further comment.

On Friday, April 12, 1968, Carmichael departed WDC 

at 9:30 a.m. at National Airport via American Airlines Flight 

number 248 en route to New York City, He was accompanied by 

| 1 and

According to a source, Carmichael was scheduled to 

attend and speak at a conference of the National Black Anti-War 

Anti-Draft Union (NBAWDU) in New York City being held April 12-14, 
1968.

On Sunday, April 14, 1968, during the evening 

Carmichael, accompanied by | and another unidenti
fied male returned to WDC via a yellow Plymouth station wagon
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bearing New York license 5Z2693 that they had previously rented b6 
from Hertz. Inc. at New York City in the name of | | b^C

The Friendship International Airport Police advised 

the above car was turned in at Hertz, Inc., Friendship Inter
national Airport, Maryland, 3:30 a.m., April 15, 1968,

On Monday, A.pril 15, 1968, Carmichael, according to 

a source, appeared at SNCC headquarters in the early afternoon. 
According to source he remained at SNCC headquarters into the 

evening hours. While there he was not working on any particular
matters and spent time talking casually with visitors to the 

SNCC office. Source reported that mention was made by 

Carmichael of holding a meeting of the Black United Front in 

the near future.
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, MOBILE (100-1858) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - SNCC 
SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

ReBuAirtel to Motile 6/21/68.
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b7C

eight copies 
J'of LHM, suitable for dissemination, concerning the possibility 
{of STOKELY CARMICHAEL coming to Mobile, Alabama, during July 
{1968• Copies of this LHM are being designated for Atlanta 
•because of their Investigative interest in SNCC and CARMICHAEL.

This LHM is being disseminated locally to intelli- 
agencies.
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The matter is being followed with racial informants 
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racial no
WFO should, as requested in MoAirtel 6/13/68 advise 

Mobile of any infonnation developed there concerning the 
possibility of CARMICHAEL/visiting Mobile.

K3J- Bureau (Encl.
2- Atlanta (Encl. 2) (RM) (100-6812)
2 - WFO (Encl. 2) (RM) (100-43503) 
2 - Mobile
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Mobile, Alabama
June 2 b, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

AT MOBILE, ALABAMA

On May 17, 1968
made available a-letter received by him.from 

I Mobile, Alabama, dated May 14, 
1968, in which | [indicated STOKELY CARMICHAEL
would.he in Mobile some time during.early part of June 1968.I_________ |inquired of I las to whether I I
still desired to debate with CARMICHAEL on the subject of 
The Constitutionality of His Words and Deeds, and stated 
"that"~if'l~ [still desired to debate CARMICHAEL, he,jstill desired to debase CARMICHAEL, he, 

would contact CARMICHAEL with the proposal. 
____, " ' _ . , _______  i

]the possibility of his debating CARMICHAEL 
st. I 1 advised that he wrote I I

|
__| V WAAAU *<JJi V A V^/V W W, 4. a

advised that during June 1967, he had discussed
wlthl _______ ____ _ _____ ________ o ______
on this subject. I I advised that he wrote I I
a- few days after May 14,19'68, that he was still desirous 
of debating CARMICHAEL under certain specified conditions. 
On May 27, 1968.1 I advised that he had hehrd nothing
further from|

On May 28, 1968

bo
b7C

advised that he had originally conceived the idea or a 
debate betweenl H and CARMICHAEL with the idea of 
promoting the debate and making a fee out of it. He said that 
during June 1967, he had been talking withl lin the 
County Courthouse and the discussion included a public charge 
previously made by| I indicating that CARMICHAEL was

( guilty of sedition. 1 [thought that a public debate
between the two would have considerable appeal. He said be
at that time I lagreed to the debate. ] | b7c
envisioned promoting the debate and selling it td some 
broadcasting network. Nothing further developed concerning 
this situation during 1967.

guilty of sedition. T 
between the two would

:ed.|__________ advised that a few weeks}
date of interview, he had heard a rumor tha:tkBCAlM^^ 
was coining to Mobile during June 1968 and, |accordihglyT^fe

J '
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wrote to I ____ J0*1 May 1968, to see if|_____ |were
interested in the debate if CARMICHAEL came to Mobile .

1 replied that he was under certain specified 
Ions. I said that he had no informationcondlt

to indicate that CARMICHAEL actually was coming toMobile. He gavel lletter. however, to| I b6
|of a Negro organization, b?c

Neighfiornpod, organized Workers. (NOW) in Mobile and he 
suggested to] |that ~ the ^latter.contact CARMICHAEL
and verify that CARMICHAEL was coming to Mobile and to 
propose the debate. A short time later,| told

~I that he had either given the letter to someone 
else to handle or that he had not attempted to contact 
CARMICHAEL.

during state April or 
L it was

_ _________ Qn May 31, 1968, 
______ _____ Jnow advised that, *-----3----  
early May 1968, at a Board meeting of NOW 
decided to invite CARMICHAEL to Mobile and a letter ,
was sent to CARMICHAEL. An answer was received advising h7 
the dates CARMICHAEL was available for the trip to Mobile 
but he did not recall the dates. He advised that he has 
no further information as he is longer president of NOW.

On May 31, 1968, advised^that
when he recently took over as Fre.si-d-Oift, of NOW, he was made 
aware of the fact that a letter had been sent, to CARMICHAEL 
and a reply had been received giving the dates CARMICHAEL 
was available for a Mobile appearance. He said the letter 

\ had been sent without the knowledge of the membership of b6 
NOW and that it had not been properly voted upon. He b7c 
said that some members of NOW felt that they did not have 
a- powerful leader or speaker in Mobile who could unify 
the Negroes and wanted an outsider to come in.
and another group felt that calling in an outsider would 
be considered only if all else failed. | ~~|said that 
as of May 31, 1968, CARMICHAEL had not been invited to 
Mobile and there were no plans to invite him. ’
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This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to 
be distributed outside your agency. ■
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TO:

FROM :
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DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, LOUISVILLE (157-431) P
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b7D

RACIAL VIOLENCE 
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 
MAY.27 - 31, 1968

• RM
b6
b7C

On the morning of 6/28/68, <
was in the hold-over of the Louisville Police Department in' 
connection with his appearance on.6/28/68, in Louisville 
Police Court on a charge relating to alleged plot to dynamit 
some oil storage tank in the West End of Louisville. A

v / k
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Bureau (RM)
Atlanta (RM)
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Local authorities are cognizant of the above informa
tion. .

LEADS;

A TLANTA DIVISION:

Promptly advise Louisville in the event any informa
tion received that SNCC personnel plan to come to Louisville, 
Kentucky.

NEW YORK DIVISION:

Promptly advise Louisville in the event any informa
tion received that SNCC personnel plan to come to Louisville, 
Kentucky.

____ Also advise Louisville if the individuals referred 
to as | [(phonetic) are known to New York 
Office.

b6
b7C

2 —



LS 157-431

WFO;

Promptly advise Louisville in the event any informa
tion received that, SNCC personnel plan to come to Louisville, 
Kentucky.

3



ADMINISTRATIVE EX-103 ----------------
______________________ _ _____________ <» -IHL 9 1968_____

SOURCE IS b7c
CONFIDENTIAL BY REQUEST. k b7D

WFO WAS TELEPHONICALLY ADVISED OF ABOVE.

RE WFO TEL JULY TWO.

END

WA...JWPQR RELAY
MOlS’fe 1968

'llvo C'ClPTrc rn HIT...'____ t
b6
b7C



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
FOPMATION CONTAINED
IS UNCLASSIFIED

6 BY 60309/TC/TAJI/DCG/bl

Transmit the foilowing in

AL
HE

' DA

FBI

Via , TELETYPE

TO: DI TOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, WFO

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM

RE WFO TELETYPE JULY 3 LAST.

. ; Mt. Tolson.---------
I Mr. DeLoach—

b6
b7C

URGENT______
(Priority)

Date: 7/4/68

^PLAINTEXT_________
(Type in plaintext or code)

IMr. SullivaiuZ

b/C

SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE IN AFTERNOON AND VISITED SNCC

HEADQUARTERS. IN THE EVENING HE ATTENDED A MEETING OF THE

BLACK UNITED FRONT HELD AT THE DOUGLAS MEMORIAL METHODIST

CHURCH, ELEVENTHAND H STREETS, N.E., WASHINGTON, D.C.
b6 
b7C-

ADMINISTRATIVE

LHM FOLLOWS RE BUF MEETING

- Bureau
1 - WF O

8 JUL 9 1968

WWH:bah 
(5).

TELETYPE

ROOM 836 9&B
b7C

/Special Agent in Charge
Sent M Per



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
^LL INFORMATION CONTAINED 1

Okrein IS UNCLASSIFIED .fl
■ . WATE 07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAH/DCG/ff b6

b7C

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

Date: 7/5/l68 
PLAINTEXT . 
(Type in platnlexjfbji 

URGENT

TO

(Priority)

I Mr. DeLoach — 1

I

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, WFO

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM.

RE WFO TELETYPE JULY FOUR LAST

b7C,.

F B I

SUBJECT AT RESIDENCE MORNING OF JULY FOUR LAST. IN EARLY
b6
b7C 'AFTERNOON HE ENTERED CAR BELONGING TO

THEY WENT TO NINE HUNDRED V,' WITH FEMALE BELIEVED TO BE
FLORIDA AVENUE, NORTHWEST, WASHINGTON, D.C., TEMPORARY OFFICE P

OF BLACK UNITED FRONT. SUBJECT IN LATE AFTERNOON VISITED

OFFICE OF SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE FOURTEENTH

AND U STREETS NORTHWEST, WASHINGTON, D.C. BEFORE RETURNING

TO RESIDENCE

iSEC-10

b7C

___ -M'. ;Bureau
1 -WFO

EX 106

e JUL 9 19§a

-

M
WWH:bah b6

b7C

TEHm 
Approved; , 

/Sr/ecial Agent in Charge

Sv’ V

Sent M Per



Mr, DeLoach___

F B I

.7/2/68

in
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

TO

FROM

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM

RE WFO TELETYPE TO BUREAU JUNE TWENTY-NINE

SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT WAS

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

ISIFIED |
BY 6 0 30 9/TC/TAH/D C G/h1

SAC. WFQ

b6 !■ 
b7C.

: Transmit the following

b v.a TELETYPE

* -FD^y'^y...S>22f64) .

Date

CODED

INFORKATION CONTAINED 
in is otcla: 
07-24-2006

TOR AND SACS BALTIMORE, 
BOSTON
NEW YORK AND 
SAN FRANCISCO

DIR]

SUBJECT WITH TWO UNIDENTIFIED FEMALES AND b7C

Mr. Sullivaas/’

LAST

DEPARTED HIS RESIDENCE TWELVE FIFTEEN P.M., JULY ONE LAST AND

ENTERED WHITE BUICK CONVERTIBLE. THEY PROCEEDED TO SIXTEENTH

AND FULLER STREETS, NORTHWEST. IgjjfcNfeTON. D.C. WHERE ONE OF 
THE UNKNOWN FEMALES DEPARTED THE VEH^C^/ THE^O^IN^D TO !

SNCC HEADQUARTERS WHERE ALL ENTERED.
:is JUL 9 1968

THE ABOVE SOURCE





FD-36 (R.ev. 5-&Jg64)
■■ -•

AU® INFORMATION CONTAINED

IS UNCLASSIFIED
■DME 07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAM/DCG/Dls^

bo
FBI b7C

Mr. 39eLoach ■■

Date: 7/7/68

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT

Via TELETYPE

TO:

FROM

DIRECTOR FBI

URGENT t
(Priority^-

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM, OO:WFO

REWFOTEL JULY SIX LAST

(Type in plaintext or code) |]Mr.

b6
b7C

5 
6 

JU
L1

21
96

8

$

. b6 
b7C

' b7D •

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED TO LEAVE RESIDENCE DURING MORNINGKOF

JULY SIX LAST

SOURCE ADVISED

ADMINISTRATIVE

ABOVE SOURCE

<3? - Bureau
1 - WFO

WWHzssb 
(5)

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge

b6 
b7C 
b7D

b6
b7C

Sent

b6
b7C

12 JUL 9 1968

M



F®36 (Rs^; 5-22-64)

■ s

Mj^IWFORHATIOI'I CONTAINED
At! IS UNCLASSIFIED |
wM 07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAN/DCGZbls

Mr. Tolson.—, 
r Mr. DeLoach-^—

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT

F B I

Date: 7/9/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

Vin TELETYPE URGENT ___________
(Priority)

DIRECTOR AND SACS BALTIMORE 
X NEW ORLEANS

NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)
0

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM - SNCC;

RM - SNCC.

RE SAN FRANCISCO TEL TO BUREAU, JULY FIVE, LAST.

CARMICHAEL'S PRESENCE WDC EVENING OF JULY EIGHT, LAST,

VERIFIED

BALTIMORE ADVISED APPEARED DORCHESTER COUNTY?

MARYLAND, CIRCUIT COURT, CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAND, JULY EIGHT, LAST,

ON CHANGE OF VENUE HEARING ON INCITING TO RIOT CHARGE. LATER,

ACCORDING TO MARYLAND STATE POLICE,

NO CONFIRMING INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM

TO NEW YORK CITY

AND TRAVELING TO SAN FRANCISCO INSTANT

FUTURE

J/- Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit 
2 - WFO

b7C

WWH:t b6
b7C
Sent ____

b6
BELIEVED RETURNING b7c

’ ; ;■■ ■' •, bo
DATE-QR. IMMEDIATE, b7c

M Per



5-22-64)

fbi ;
Date: ।

Transmit the following in _ _________________________  I
(Type in plaintext or code) '

Via ...................        |
(Priority) I

_____------------------ , _---------------------------------------------------- ---- ----------------------------------------------.------------------------------------------- . _ _ J______

WFO 100-43503

PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE

ANY TRAVEL DATA RECEIVED WILL BE FURNISHED INTERESTED 

OFFICES. P.

b6
b7C

ROOM 836 9&D

Approved:  Sent 
Special Agent in Charge

M Per



FD-3.6 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE 
Via ,.

TO

9

■ t" .

b6
b7C

AL.MMFOtlttTION CONTAINED 
hSjhi is; unclassified '
DM^07-;:4-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAH/DCG/1-13

F B I

Date: 71/3/68 

PLAINTEXT
(Type-in plmnt^xt'or code) ■■

URGENT
~ ' (Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM:- SAC, WF

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM

RE WFO TELETYPE JULY TWO LAST

I Mr. Tolson____—
l! M?. DeLoach

Mr. Sullivan

, b7C

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED TO DEPART RESIDENCE MORNING OF JULY

TWO LAST. IN AFTERNOON SUBJECT ACCOMPANIED BY

ANOTHER UNIDENTIFIED MALE, AND TWO UNIDENTIFIED FEMALES WENT

TO HAWAIIAN APARTMENTS, FORT TOTTEN DRIVE AND BATES ROAD

NORTHEAST, WASHINGTON, D.C. SAME GROUP LATER WENT TO P7.PA-

SANT GARDEN HOUSE APARTMENTS, HILL ROAD AND F STREET, SEAT

REC 26 ! $0^+ / 74”/
IN EARLY EVENING SUBJECT RET^N^g^TO HIS RESIDENCE AND 

WAS NOT AGAIN OBSERVED TO DEPART. ___ _ ...

PLEASANT MARYLAND

ADMINISTRATIVE 16 JUL 9 $68

EFFORTS BEING MADE TO DETERMINE REASON FOR V£S*mtT

HAWAIIAN APARTMENTS AND PLEASANT HOUSE GARDEN APARTMENTS
($ - Bureau
1 - WFO <

WWH: bah ;-----
(5) WOM 836 9&D
TELETXRE'ff/

■ b6
b7C.'

’ -0

Sent
iKg&ol Agent in Charge

M Per w;



^LL IIJFOEHATIOI'I COHTAIMED
^kEEIIJ IS UNCLASSIFIED ,

^RtE 07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAM/DCG7 r

Airtel

To: SAC
From:

7/15/68

1 - C. D. DeLcach

Director, FBI (100-446080)
CARMICHAEL

RACIAL MASTERS
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
SEDITION

STOKELY

ReWFOairtel 7/11/68

b6
b7C

b6 - 
b7C

b2 
b7E 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

1

b6
b7C

(6221 IB)

b6
b7C

PTB:asg 
(«)

HOTS:
b6
b7C

oaptlomd aa above >. datea 7 All/68» prepared r>y m:Mg.

TELETYPE UNIT

Tolson . 

DeLoach 

Mohr ___

Bishop - 

Casper _ 

CaJloh 

Conra 

Felt 

Gale 

Roseh 

Sullivan - 

Tavel __

Trotter_

Tele. Room — . 

Holmes__________

Gandy

51968



Transmit'^© following in

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAJI/DCG/b

FBI

Date: 7/11/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

* AIRTEL ' I
• Vip __________________________________ ___________________________________-___________________________________ I

‘ (Priority) ।
-------- :------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ■-------------------------------J_

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) b6
b7C

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)
<- - V '* STOKELY^CARMICHAEL 

:■ RM - SNCC

b6
b7C..

ReWFOlet 7/3/68. b2 
b7E 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

CARMICHAEL resides at 5015 16th Street, N.W., 
WDC, a private single family dwelling. This is traditionally 
a residential area except for several churches and Doctor 

► offices. Several diplomatic establishments are located in 
the immediate area which is just south of the 
Amphitheatre.

Carter Barron,

CARMICHAEL spends considerable time 
vkhile in WDC. He has a number of visitors at

at his residence 
his residence.

CARMICHAEL has a red Volvo sedan he uses regularly 
which he parks in the vicinity of his residence. He also 
has several cars always seemingly available to him which 
are usually parked in the area. Due to the coming and 
going of CARMICHAEL and his acquaintances at the residence, 
it is felt essential to have an observation post to cover 
his activities. A



w-ev-> inn 4Qcno

2



FD-36 (A'f!ftafc22-Q4) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAM/DCG/^LA

/'■ F B I

Date: 6/28/68
Transmit the fogfewiW »

.. AsiZ.

.it.

WFO (100 -43503) (P)

5/11/68

reau (Enc. 11)

AIRTEL>

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM 
(00:WFO)

I
■WWH; dan 
(4)

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

b6
b7C

Mr. Tn! son.

b6
b7C

ReWFOairtel and LHM to Bureau, 6/11/68, setting
forth summary of subject’s activities from 5/1/68 t?o

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are elevl 
copies of ah LHM suitable for dissemination, setting
forth summary of subject's activities from 5/12/68 to 
5/28/68. I

The information contained in the LHM was
developed by physical surveillance, through investigation
and sources available to WFO

The LHM is being classified "Conf jd 
in order to protect sources who are furnishing valuable \x ' 
information on a continuing basis. xr/tTS,

-5 A®EN£?s Wst Me , 0'SI•.•SEC. SEJM, V

itial”

bo 1
b7C

date m; 7/.gj 
nV. J

I CC LU-' ' ■'

Appro'yecT: ____'K-J >F—"* /iy/ Sent z / M Per
^/Special Agent in Char/e/' J (J L ^1 71968

x -

k



' V," *

WFO |W<503

.K Local dissemination being made to AUSA, U.S. 
Secratlervice, and military intelligence agencies.

Since the LHM is a summary of data gathered, 
the last period of investigation is 5/28/68. WFO will 
submit promptly another LHM containing pertinent data 
subsequent to 5/28/68.

2



<■ ' •UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION '

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

DECLASSIFIED BY 60309/TC/TAM/DCG/bIs 
ON 07-24-2006

Washington, D.C. 20535 
June 28, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A suwaty of pertinent, activities of Stokely 
Carmichael from May. 12 to M&y 23, 1968, is being set 
forth as follows: . . -

On Sunday, May 12, 1968, ■ Carmichael was not 
observed .to leave his residence, 5015 16th Street, N.W,, 
Washington, D.C. A-cheek of the headquarters of the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 2203 
14th Street, N.WO, Washington, D.C., and other places 
he frequented in the past were negative.

Sources advised they had no information 
Carmichael had left Washington, D.C. and were of the

On Monday, May 13, 1968, Carral chael was not 
observed to. leave his residence in the morning. In the 
afternoon, he went to SNCC headquarters, where he spent 
several hours before returning to his residence.



: STOKELY CAEMICHAEL

b6 
b7C 
b7D



b6
b7C
b7D

’ . 1

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

__Mav T4 - 1968 , Carmichael, accompanied
bv his wifCI and a person' believed to fee b6
______________ departed his residence and entered a red b7c 
Volvo sfedan, bearing Georgia License They drove
td where
the person believed to be| [entered the residence.
Carmichael and his,-Wife remained! in the car.

A source previously advised b6 
b7C 
b7D

Shortly thpreaftpr._ th^ In^vlthial believed to be
Left|_____________________________J and reentered the

vehicle. They then visited a washerW-te near 12th and U 
Streets, N.W. , Washingtont D.C., and later drove to 
National Airport. At National Airport. Carmichael and 
his companion, along with_______________ rented a late
model Mercury station wagon,bearing Washington, D.C. License 
RA 1519, at Hertz Rent-A-Car. . They advised they would return 
the ear on May 19, 1968. | | signed for the car,
as did Carmichael, and gave their address as 5015 16th Street, 
N.W., Washington, D.C. | ~~|then departed National Airport 
via Eastern Airlines shuttle for New York City at 12:00 noon. 
Carmichael and his companion, with the rented station wagon 
and the red Volvo sedan, returned to SNCC headquarters.

b6
b7C

In the afternoon of May 14, 1968, Carmichael 
visited "Resurrection City" of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC) Poor People's Campaign, then 
being erected at West Potomac Park, Washington, D.C.

According to a source, b7D



STOKELY CARMICHAEL •

b6
b7C
b7D

, Previously, another source had reported that

b7D

Later in the afternoon after the visit to 
'•Resurrection City," Carmichael returned-to SNCC headquarters, 
where he remained into the evening hours.

Another source reported that

b6 
b7C 
b7D

On Wednesday, May 15, 1968, Carmichael was < 
•not observed to depart his residence during the morning. 
In the afternoon, he visited SNCC headquarters, where he 
remained into the evening hours. In the evening, he 
went to Phelps Place. N.W.. where a-source previously_ _

Carmichael was driving the white Mercury StetiOh

b7C 
b6 
b7D

4



KE: STOKELT CAKMICHAEL

wagon he rented ©n May 14 „ 1968,from Hertss at National
Airport <>

Another smipce ■ advi «£»d that h<P> had learned'

b6 
b7C 
b7D





KE: STOKELY QAWICHAEL ,



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b7C
b6
b7D

On . Thursday , May 16, 1968,, during the corning, 
Carmichael, accompanied by______________________ ___________ '
and his wife,- with another unidentified couple/ departed 
Carmichael’ s . residence. They entered the Hertz .rental v''=r^? 
white Mercury station wagon and drove to the Trailwavs 
Bus Depot, Washington, D.C. At that location,! T~
and his wife, vzith the other unidentified couple, left the 
car and entered the terminal.

b7C 
b6 
b7D

returning on an

Carmichael and|_____ [departed the. Trailways Bus
Depot and drove to Fr-jendshin Tnf-prnaHnnal A-lrpnrfr, 

■ Maryland, where they met
incoming flight. They returned to Carmichael’s residence 
in Washington^*!!.__ In the afternoon. Carmichael, ac
companied by __________________________________  lef t the
residence and went to the Industrial Bank, 11th and U 
Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C. Later they went to 
SNCC headquarters. Subsequently, they departed SNCC .

b6
b7C

headquarters and drove to the area of Georgetown, where 
appeared to be shopping. They then drove to

relational Airport, where they turned in the Mercury station 
wagon to Hertz. Carmichael, then boarded
Eastern Airlines shuttle at 4:00 p.m. for LaGuardia Airport
New York City.

8



KE: ■ STOKELY CABMIGHAEX-

Washington, DiC., advised- oa.196b,, jhe is a.stufient at._ 
Howard University- Law .School andwocld graduate 'aftggy 
another year of study

She "also stated that she -was|___ lyears of age and a graduate
of Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, Nev? York..

~ c: ‘
-^V'LL





STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b6
b7C

■ ______ stated she'feels that Carmichael*s
n&w life with________will harm his image of a person
working in the ghetto for the good of the black people. 
She stated he now lives on 16 th Street, has money, and 
is bound to alienate many of hi,s followers.

b6
b7C

.(stated that Carmichael-gets legal advice 
from Howard University law professors and seems pretty 
much aVare of what he can do and not do and what he can 
say and not say.

bo
b7C

The 1’Washington-Afro American” newspaper, in 
an article dated May 21, 1968, reported as follows:

. ”500 SHARE JOY WITH MIRIAM, STOKELY

“Black Power, national and international 
politics, and the ’greatest human struggle in the 
history of the world’ took a back seat to love 
©nd marriage here Saturday, (iff. Vernon, NY)

“While, these and other topics punctuated the 
multi-accented words and phrases of nearly 500 
people, an ’African lady8 and an .’African gentle
man’ dominated the spotlight of adulation.

“The ’African lady’ was Miriam Makeba, a 
daughter of South Africa.

“The ’African gentleman’ was Stokely Carmichael, 
’a son of Africa living in America,’ as they were

11
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• - r

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

described in the original text of the unique 
ceremony celebration. •

"They were married tri an unprecented wedding 
hosted by the palatial Tanzanian Embassy nestled 
in the bosom of Mtfc Vernon, haven of New York’s 
power elite.

"Stokely and Miss1 Makeba were ’technically 
married’ a few weeks ©go, explained the Rev. 
Douglas Moor®, who conducted the colorful ritual.

"They repeated the exchange of vows Saturday 
becauseStokely said, ‘w tfanted our friends to 
share in our happiness.’

"Their invitation said ’a few friends’ were 
being invited to the ’private reception.*

■ "Before the downpour of rain chased guests 
from the rambling lawn and into the mansion-like 
embassy, the collection of a ’few friends’ had 
grown to nearly 500 people, linked to nations 
from all points of the globe.

. .. "Stokely, the panther-like supreme cownander 
of the Black Movement, cut. a figure of African 
royalty as he greeted admirers. He was regal in 
a flowing, brilliantly white ’grand Bu bu,’ a 
gift from President Sekon Toire of Guinea.

"Miss Makeba, the fiery songstress dedicated 
to liberation of South Africans, was gowned in a 
radiant beige ’Bu-bu,’ made by her mother-in-law, 
Mrs. Mabel Carmichael.

"To the howling approval of their guests, 
Stokely and Miriam embraced following th© exchange

12



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

of vows and tears trickled down the glowing ebony 
face of the brideo

"Ambassador Marof Achkar of Guinea presented 
the couple to the Rev, Mr. Moore, a Methodist 
minister of Washington, who had earllier performed 
the 'technical ceremony.’ ' ■

"A hush fell ©ver the miniature United Nations 
assemblage at 30 Oberhill Rd. as Tanzanian. Am
bassador His Excellency Akili B.C. Danieli, the 
host, opened the proceedings.

"The ambassador lauded the ’linking of two 
contingent in matrimony and prophesized that it 
would hasten the day of freedom for ’all black 
people of the world.*

’’Ambassador Achkar taking note of the large 
contingent of -white guests, called the occasion 
the ’beginning of human brotherhood.’

"’We have given a sister'to an Afro-American 
and we have received an. Afro-American as our son,’ 
Ambassador Achkar declared to thunderous applause.

’’The Rev. Mr. Moore, who said he founded the 
Washington chapter of the Student Non-violence 
Coordination Committee, SNCC -- one chaired by 
Stokely, read the text of the ceremony written by 
the bridegroom.

"It Follows:

Before, the first black cargo' of slaves 
bowed its head in the restless bosom of the 
Atlantic, a beautiful people had made their mark 
on the world.

13



STOKELY CAWCHAEL 00

'"On those ships of agony were the best of 
Africa’s kingly lives, royal houses5 delicate 
craftsmen, head men of the forest, plain plain 
coast, weavers, drummers, and strong black women.

’"The young glory of Africa was sent into a 
new world of terror. Black man in the bush.by the 
muddy rivers, near the edge of the deep forest 
lamented for those stolen brothers and sisters. 
Prayers for their return were offered, but to no . 
avail.

'"And in the midst of slavery, our wish to 
go back found egression in "My Home Is Over 
Jordan.'"

’"The blood lines of all our people flow 
through Stokely Carmichael from turbulent rivers; 
from mountains of sadness; from cities of despair.

■ "’Now our seed of hope has come and stands 
before us. In him we see. the beauty of our people; 
their comely blackness; their vibrant manhood; 
their audacious assault upon the order of tyranny; 
their indomitable spirit to survive and create new 
form. He is the veritable young prince, now destined 
to be our chief.

'"He. has lived and worked among us as a ser
vant in the dusty delta of Mississippi and the 
black belt of Alabama. The waste places of 
Washington are well known to him.

'"He has seen the suffering of our people. 
He has heard their cry. He has felt their pain 
and his tears for th® fallen have saturated the 
earth.

'’"How he stands as the epitome of our black 
manhood. And he has found a wife from the daughter

14
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BE: STOICELY CAMQUEL'

of Africa. She who stands.'beside hi® comes out
of a noble tradition® 8A tradition that has been

. brutalized by a cruel satanic system. Her 
journey to freedom has been long and .torturous.

’’’Armed with' only-the gift of songs,., she 
has kept the fire ©f freedom alive® Her struggle 
for her people and all black people is known®

’’’She; has * not forgotten the insults, the 
cries of agony that come- from the land of her 
birth® Now she comes to share a low with him 
and a sacred tradition with us.

’’’Her songs speak to us and her' resources 
support the struggle on every front and now her 
low, ter greatest .asset, has found an intimate 
expression in Stokely Carmichael®

• ’’’And we, through ter, with him, will r®° . 
discover and re“instate the beautiful ways of our 
people®

’’’This is a blessed day® A significant and 
sacred day. A day of remembrance for us -- black 
people of Africa and America.

”’It is significant for us as a people. Their 
love now serves as a link between black people, of

- two continents.

”’Our conmon suffering, our comon capacity 
to survive, our connnon culture have provided us 
with enduring links.

’“This link of love will strengthen the unity 
of. black people on two continents.

15



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

’’’In .the.presence of this gathered community, 
they have come to say to us what they have already 
said to each other.

“'What they..will now say is an affirmation 
of what was first said in the presence of their 
God and our creator.5

"At this point the Rev. Mr. Moore injected 
a new substitute for the traditional vows ex
changed between bride .and bridegroom.

"‘What is a wedding?9 he asked Stokely.

"The bridegroom answered:

’” A wedding is'a time, for our friends to 
come together and enjoy themselves. -They come 
together to witness us publicly acknowledge our 
love for each other.9

“’'When did you marry each other?’ the minister 
intoned. • •

1,6 We were married when in our hearts we 
recognized we loved each other,’ the bridegroom 
said quietly.

“’Then why did you come here?9 the Rev. Mr. 
Moore asked.

“‘We came here because we want our friends 
to share with us our happiness. After several 
years.of wandering, we have finally found each 
other.

“‘Because we love our friends we want them 
to share our happiness. There is so little to be 
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happy about these days, we would like them to 
have some of this happiness.’

’’The dialogue between the minister and 
bridegroom continued:

"Minister ~ 'There are. many who do not 
want' to share in this happiness. Many speak ill 
of you. What do you say of this?’

"Stokely •» ’We wish they could find one- 
tenth of the happiness we have found.’

"Minister - 'Are you sure you are in love . 
with each other?’

"Stokely - ’As sure as Mother Africa is the 
beginning of civilization. As sure as our 
ancestors are praying for the end of our oppression.

■ ■■ ■ "’As sure as the gods will right the wrongs. 
As sure as we breathe. As sure as we live. We 
are quite sure we love each other.’

"Minister - ’Do you expect a happy life?’

"Stokely - ‘Our lives are busy, but what 
little time we have will be precious and our love 
will grow.

"’Our love will not be selfish. We have to 
work for the liberation of our people -- each in 
his own way.

"’Because our love is so strong;, our lives, 
when we are together or apart, will be very happy.

"’And if we grow weak, we have our family 
and friends to give us strength. Yes, our Life, 
long or short, will be a happy life. ’

17
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"’Stand now and make public to your friends 
your ©ffimation8 5 the clergyman instructed*

"With tears trickling down her faces Miss 
Makeba called ’Zanie2 in the rites whispered:

"’I haw found you- and I need no other*8

"’I have found you and I need no other/ 
Stokely repeated*

"The Rev. Mr. Moore spoke again: .

’’’Now, in the presence of this gathered 
community, our ancestors and God, do you take 
the responsibility of loving this wroan?’

"’Do you promise .to protect her from fear, 
poverty, and loneliness?’-

"’These rings that encircle your fingers are 
precious symbols. They symbolize that a roan loves 
a special woman and that a woman lows a. special 
man.

. "’Beyond that it spiibolises the unity of 
our people',’ the minister said, halting for a 
reply from the couple:

"’I have found a love and she wears my ring,’ 
Stokely said solemnly.

"’I have found a love and he wears my ring,’ 
Miss Makeba answered softly.

"A cup of wine was handed the couple by the 
minister who essplained:
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.’’’The cup that is before you is. a cup of 
blessings It is a cup of sacrifice to our 
ancestors. It is a cup of participation of the 
gathered community. . ■

”’It is the cup of love shared by Stokely 
and Maria® and with the gathered community of 
love. *

"A shower of applause greeted the newlyweds* 
mutual sips from the cup and.the massive embassy 
echoed the sounds of gayety as the bride led the 
audience in.an African ballad, written specifically 
for the occasion.

”It was past midnight when guests reluctantly 
made an effort to leave while the sounds of African 
drums drifted. from the great building into the damp 
air of Westchester New York's most fashionable 
living quarters.

”It was a ’Stokely Spectacular J8 ”

On Wednesday, May 22, 1968, Special Agents 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) observed 
Carmichael board Eastern Airlines 5:00 p.m. flight for b6 
Washington, D.C. at LaGuardia Airport. New York City. b?c 
Carmichael was traveling .alone and________________who
sat? him off at the airport, remained in New York City. 
Upon arrival in Washington, D.C., Carmichael went to 
SNCC headquarters.

A source advised that a BUF meeting was held on 
May 22, 1968, at the New School of Afro-American Thought, 
2115 14th Street, N.W., Washington, DoC’c

According to source, approximately 120 persons 
were in attendance at the meeting, which began at approxi
mately 8:45 p.m.
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Source advised that anjong those present at the 
meeting wre the following: .
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b6
b7C

According to this source, Stokely Caraichael
presided as the meeting began and Lulu Stroud was asked 
to read the minutes of the BUF Steering Committee meeting 
which was held on May 15, 1968® 

According to source, these minutes disclosed
that Charles Jones had been elected by the Steering 
Committee to serve as co-chairman of.the BUF and to act 
as chairman in the event Carmichael is absent® Jones 
will also handle all administrative matters pertaining 
to the BUF.

These minutes also revealed that the BUF desires
to set up its own office, purchase office equipment, and 
issue membership cards®. ■

It was further revealed■from a reading of these
minutes that the Steering Committee had discussed a press 
conference which had been held at 7th Street and Florida 
Avenue several weeks ago regarding the rebuilding of the 
riot torn areas of Washington, D.C. and the committee 
which had been assigned the task of presenting a program 
for the rebuilding of these areas. It was pointed out that, 
a member of. this committee had arranged for a rally to be : 
held May 18, 1968, and used the name of the BUF in con
nection with this rally. The Steering Committee reported 
it had ordered this rally cancelled and.had passed a 
motion that no member of the BUF was to arrange for any 
type of a rally or call a press conference with the in
ference that it was being sponsored by the BUF until such 
a proposal had been cleared by the BUF membership as a
whole

Source advised that Charles Jones then was 
recognized and gave a short summary concerning the press
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conference mentioned above. Jones stated that the ■ '' - .
members of the BUF-Rebuilding Committee has had meetings. 
with the Redevelopment Land Association (RLA)., the Alcohol 
Beverage Commission Boar-d (ABC), the Department.of 
Licenses and Inspection's, the Small-Business/Administration, 
a representative of Mayor Walter E. Washington’s, office, 
as veil as a meeting with Mayor Washington,

According to Jones, the RLA has denied any re
sponsibility- for the riot torn areas other'than 7 th 
Street, N.W. Harry Quintana interrupted at this point to 
say' that RIA also has 'jurisdiction over 16th Street and 
H Street, N.E. Reverend Douglas Moore and Reverend 
Channing Phillips both'advised Quintana he was in error, 
according to source. Jones-then .continued-his report 
by stating that the ABC Board'had-.advised, that the whole 
situation concerning liquor, stores ws under study.and 
the ABC. Board acknowledged that there were probably too 
many liquor stores .in the-ghetto areas,.

■Jones further stated, according to source, that 
the Department of .Licenses and Inspections had agreed to. do 
all in.its power to see that Negro demolition get some of 
the work which will have to be performed in the ghetto 
areas before rebuilding can.begin, .

.Source stated, that Charles Cassell then remarked 
that Negro demolition companies would have a difficult time 
obtaining finances and performance bonds for this task.

Source advised that. Reginald Booker then was 
recognised and announced - that the Emergency Transportation 
Committee, at its last meeting, had reached the conclusion 
that 0. Roy Chalk of the District of Columbia (D.C.) Transit 
Company had built a sprawling financial empire on the backs, 
of poor black people. He stated that his committee wanted 
to force Chalk into bankruptcy or get him to sell the D.C. 
Transit.Company to the city of Washington. Booker stated 
his committee had proposed, therefore, to begin a series 
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of selective boycotts of the buses and he asked the BUF 
to support thi s movement . ■ '

Source advised that Carmichael refused to hear 
a motion regarding this, stating that Booker's proposal •/ 
was .too vague and indefinite. Booker then announced his 
committee would carry on alone..

Charles Cassell was then recognized by Carmichael ,. 
according to source, and announced that his committee had 
received no proposals for rebuilding the city. He requested 
permission from the BUF to allow his committee to draw up 
such proposals. This was put into the form of a motion, 
which carried without opposition.

At this point, according to source, Reese James 
stated.he believed the project would run into trouble. 
James pointed out that many neighborhoods have block 
leaders and small churches which have assumed leadership in 
the community. He said these block leaders and the members 
of the churches who have assumed positions of leadership 
would resent a BUF committee coming into the neighborhood.

After a short discussion regarding this point, 
■according to source, Carmichael appointed the Reverend 
Douglas Moore to meet with all other ministers who are ' 
members of the BUF (Reverend Channing Phillips, Reverend 
David Eaton, Reverend Walter E. Fauntroy) to form a mini
sterial Alliance Committee whose purpose will be to con
tact all other ministers in the city so that when the . 
BUF Rebuilding Committee has its program drawn up, these 
ministers will, allow a representative of the BUF to come • 
into their churches in order to outline the BUF program.

Source advised that James Moon gained the 
floor and announced that he had heard on a television 
news program that H. Rap Brown had been convicted. Moon 
suggested that a motion be passed to the effect that the
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BUF supported Brown. Thisrset off an argument among 
those present with^<]^.imRolaxk finally being recognized 
by Carmichael. Rolark attempted to amend the motion to 
include a fund-raising campaign for’ Brown..-: Marshall 
Brown then asked that .the motion as amended be’tabled, 
pointing out that H. Rap Brown was well aware that the 
black people all over the United States were behind hisi.

Carmichael, then spoke up, according to source, 
and told the members of BUF to ' forget the whole tiling 
because SNCG had-decided to forget‘about the courts in 
the United .States. Carmichael said SHCC ’’will do its 
battling elsewhere” and suggested that.if the members of 
the BUF wanted to raise money, it should give it to him 
(Carmichael) so he could.purchase some dynamite.

Source advised that after much discussion, a 
motion was finally passed calling for'a rally for H. 
Rap Brow which would include support for Cleveland 
Sellers' and various other ’’black heroes.” The BUF will, 
attempt to raise money at this rally.

Source .advised Carmichael again spoke up and 
said that 10% of the funds-raised should be turned over 

' to him so that he could purchase dynamite.

Carmichael then went into a detailed recital 
of Brow’s legal troubles, according to source, ©nd 
advised those present that although he considers such 
a rally as hopeless, he would nevertheless .support it. 
Carmichael then appointed .Le&ter^gKlnnie chairman of A-7 
the H. Rap Brown Rally. . Roef?a^Rand objected to McKinnie’s 
appointment but refused to say’wi^ Carmichael then ap
pointed Rand chairman of this, committee and she accepted 
the appointment. Rand, wo is to appoint her own com-- 
mittee, instantly set the date of the rally as June 3 or 
4, 1968.

Rand then gained the floor, according to source, 
and asked for support for”Resurrection City” and help in 
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the form of money and'supplies. Garatchael objected to 
these, according to source, pointing out that the BUF 
had voted to support the Poor People6s Campaign but not 
to participate in it, Carmichael said that support and 
other forms of aid by members of BUF would have to be a 
personal thing, 'He pointed out that the Reverend Ralph 
Abernathy had not come into the black coffisnmity to ask 
for support, further that if th® campaign is a success, 
Abernathy would become a big political figure and if 
th® campaign fails , the failure will be laid to the 
black community and the reason for the failure will b© 
cited as lack.of mapport from the black community.

Robert Rippy then stated that he was living in 
"Resurrection City" and he confirmed that there was a 
need for supplies. He told those present'he ws working 
hard on this project. Source advised that Carmichael 
then compromised and’ said that.as long as an individual 
did not use BUF’s name, then that individual should be 
allowed, to help in any manner he believed appropriate.

Julius Hobson then was recognized, according to 
source, • After thanking' the BUF for sending him fruit 
while he was' hospitalized, he stated he was holding a 
rally at the Lincoln Memorial Congregational Temple for 
Federal Employees Against Discrimination at 8:00 p.ra.
on May 23, i960. He stated he was trying to obtain 
sufficient information from Federal employees to establish 
that the United States Government discriminates against 
the Negro. If he is successful, he will then bring a 
class action into court.

Hobson also said,- according to source, that he 
believed all the talk about building black was nonsense, 
pointing out he did not believe white merchants would 
give up valuable land or buildings they owned. Hobson ex- 
pressed the view that many Negroes apparently have ideas 
about becoming black capitalists and replacing white 
capitalists, whereas they should be forgetting about 
capitalism altogether.
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^■•■TomBeard, who was recently ‘fir©d by Safeway. 
Stores for rexusing to shave off his beard,, then spoke, 
according to source, and told of events leading up to 
the-loss of his job. He stated he had received no 
outside support' in his fight. .. Carmichael stated he 
would accompany Beard to th© Safeway Store /which is 
located at Piney Branch Road and Georgia Avenue, N.W., 
on May 23, 1968, to get Beard8s job back if Beard 
wanted to go. Source advised nothing was decided on 
this*

On Thursday, May 23, .1968, Carmichael was 
not observed to depart his residence during the morning. 
In the afternoon, he went to SNCC headquarters. .Later . 
he.went to Baltimore by car.

A source advised that I I

b6 
b7C 
b7D
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On Friday, May 24, 196.8, during the morning, 
Carmichael was at his residence. In the afternoon, he 
went to SNCC headquarters. He later visited midtown ■ -■ 
Washington, D.C., where he appeared to be shopping and 
also visited a record shop. He subsequently returned 
to SNCC headquarters. In late afternoon, he strolled 
about the area -of SNCC headquarters with a camera crew. 
It appeared that a pictorial was being made about 
Carmichael. He latex’ returned to the SNCC office, 
where he remained into the evening hours. He returned 
to his residence about 10:00 p.m. with four other 
individuals.

A source reported that he heard Carmichael 
brought some marijuana back with him from New York City 
on May 22, 1968.
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On Saturday, May 25, 1968, Carmichael de
parted his residence in the afternoon and went to 
SNCC headquarters., He later returned to his residence„ 
In the. late afternoon, he entered a late model 
Chevrolet sedan containing three Negro males and one 
femaleo They drove to National Airport, Washington, 
D.C., where two of the above males boarded American 
Air!ines Fl igbt 27.3 bound for Chicago, using the names

According to a source
b6 
b7C 
b7D

Carmichael and the remaining male and female
departed National Airport, . Carmichael later returned 
to SNCC headquarters,.where he remained into the 
evening hours o

On Sunday,. May 26, 1968, . Carmichael was not 
observed to depart his residence in the morning.

A source reported

On. Monday, May 27, 1968, Carmichael departed 
his residence at 11:05 a.su and went to SNCC headquarters.
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He was accompanied by three other individuals who picked’ 
him up at his residence' in a late model blue Falcon <> 
Later he visited a restaurant in the area and then re
turned to SHCC headquarters® In the early’ afternoon, he. 
left Washington, D0Ce- by automobile for Baltimore®

b6 
b7C 
b7D

"The Evening Star," a Washington, D»C. news
paper, in an article dated May 27, 1968, reported as ■ 
follows:

’’CARMICHAELS BID Oil HOUSE

,eBlack power advocate Stokely Carmichael 
and his bride, African folk singer Miriam Makeba, 
are negotiating to buy a $70,000 castle-like 
house in the verdant ’Gold Coast’ area of upper 
Northwest Washington, on the eastern edge of Rock 
Creek Park®
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’’The owner of the house has accepted a 
written purchase, offer from the .Carmichaels, 
subject to further' discussions on financing and 
other matters, according to sales manager Archie. 
Kennedy of th® Floyd E. Davis real estate company.

"Th® three-story, four-bedroom house, at 
4331 .Blagden Ave.- NW, sits-amid about an acre of 
well-kept gardens.. City Councilman William• S. 
Thompson lives tw doors away’ at 4343, and 
prominent investment -broker Belmont Ver Standi'g 
lives next door at 4329. .

"The ower of the'house, F. Vic Guidice, 
said yesterday that 'negotiations with ‘some, 
singer from New York5 had been in progress for 
about a week. '

. "Guidice, who is retired!, said he and his' 
.son haw been living in th® house and plan to 
move out of the city.

"Kennedy confirmed that the singer is Miss 
Makeba, 35, who was married to the 27-year-old 
Carmichael here early this month. Her lawyer 
is to contact the real estate firm tomorrow or 
Wednesday to discuss ’a certain situation that 
we haw to get straightened out,8. Kennedy said.

"’One of the contingencies is financing,’ 
he added, but he refused to be more specific 
about the tentative purchase agreement.

"’It’s all up in the air,’ he emphasised.
*We don’t know what the situation is.’

"Kennedy said the house had been on the 
market at $70,000 for about six weeks. Miss .
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Makeba expressed her interest in a telephone call 
to-Kennedy about a.week ago, he said, but he did 
not recognise the prominence of her name until 
later.

’’The Caraichasls ’probably looked at the 
house one Sunday’ but were not recognised by the 
agent, he added. ■

“The house, which Guidice said is about. 30 
years old, is just west of 16th Street NW a 
short distance from the Carter Barron Amphi- 
theater, where Miss Makeba has performed.

“Carmichael,-who popularized the black power 
ideology and became head of the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee, is now a Washington-based 
field secretary for- the organization. .

■■ .. “There have been, several recent reports 
that Carmichael and Miss Makeba were seeking a 
house, in th® upper 16th Street area. A recent 
newsletter of the GOP Congressional Committee 
pictured another upper Northwest house that the 
Carmichaels purportedly were buying.'

“In New York, one of Miss Makeba’s ©gents at 
Associated Booking said he knew nothing of her 
’personal* business. Neither Miss Makeba nor 
her personal manager was available to comment on 
such a matter, he said.

“Carmichael reportedly was in. Washington 
today preparing for a West Coast trip but could 
not immediately be reached.

“Miss Makeba, whose previous marriage to 
South African recording star Hugh Masakela ended 
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in divorce,■has a 17-year-old daughter, Bongi. 
Carmichael has not been married before/’

On Tuesday, May-28, 1968, Carmichael did not 
depart his residence until the afternoon. In the after
noon, he traveled to Dulles International Airport, vhere 
he boarded Trans World Airlines Flight Number 63 vhich 
departed at 6:00 p.m. for San Francisco, California, 
Carmichael was accompanied bv SNCC associates

I |of Washington, D.C. anc of Boston.

b6
b7C

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI., It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agancy; 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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Memorandum

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFI^®

' DATE 07-24-2006 BY 6oW/TC/TAM/DCG/bl

. Mr. W. C. Sullivan DATE: July 6, 1968

"FROM
b6
b7C

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTER

b6
b7C

b7C

At 1:30 a.m. 7/6/68 a man who refused 
himself other than bv the last name| 

as follows:
to identify 

advised Security ^6^

"Stokely Carmichael is a seditionist who preaches^ 
hate and communism in the United States and abroad. He 
should not be allowed to live in the United States with 
normal people. If the lawful authorities do not take care 
of Carmichael somebody will. You had better take Carmichael 
into custody for his protection."

_________ hung up without answering any questions as 
to his residence, phone number, or full name and before the 
weekend duty Agent could complete a long distance call to talk 
to him.

b6
b7C

ACTION:
For information

RCP:111
(5)

1
1
1
1

-Mr. W. C. Sullivan
b6
b7C

b6 . 
b7C

® JUL 10 1968



UNCLAS ICGP-C-0T-8027

SUBJECT: CORRECTION SPOT REPORT

-—- - ' ALL FBI INFORMATION COirnEIHED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

ATT N * ICOP-IV^.ATE 07 —24-2006.\ BI 60309/TC/TAM/DCG/b

1 REF OUR MSG 0T-8025 SPOT REPORT NR 111-8179-358

2 ITEM 7 SECOND LINE SHOULD READ

AN BOOKED INSTEAD OF HAD AN BOOKEDHAD

b6
b7C

AIC AOC
I .0/ DIV < '2>

AIC 11 STH HQ

P 271825Z JUN 68

TO: USAINTC

INFO: MDW

Rec'd >
From  ,
Off ice’ll Ass11 Chief---------
of Staff for Intelligence b6
Army, ppp b7C

b6
b7C

1 1 16 81 79 637

2 FLOYD MCKISSICK AND STOKELY CARMICHAEL

ArrivedAT APPROXIMATELY 1330 HOURS, 27 JUN 68, FLOYu MCKISSICK
NATIONAL AIRPORT, WASHINGTON, D.C. HE WAS MET BY TOKEL

. THEY DEPARTED THE AIRPORT BY CAB, PRESUMABLY BOUND FOR DOWNTOWN WASH 
INGTON

AT D .C

3 NATIONAL AIRPORT POLICE, WASHINGTON, D.C

4 B-2

5 NONE

6 NONE

hh

,S JUL 9 1968

BT

AIC 11 STH HQ®

KYLE FOR COLE.

& .o. 7-5-is Y



.. FD-36 (Re'»..5-22-.64), ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
RE III IS UNCLASSIFIED f. _ ,
TE 07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAM/DCG

F B I

Date: 7/3/68 ,

Transmit the'following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

b6 
b7C

(LEROY ELDREDGE CLEAVER O 
□;

DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O)

SAC, BOST

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - SNCC

Re Boston teletype to Director dated 6/29/68

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of a 
letterhead memorandum concerning visit of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

,, 1, Mass., on 6/28/68. Copies are designated for
..— '■ "^FO(OO) and Atlanta (Info). Local dissemination is being 

OSI, 108th MI Group, and USA, Boston.

n letterneai 
71/ / to Boston

made to NISO,

z
memorandum is classified "CONFIDJ^ftTFIAL 
contains, furnished by the sources

The letterhead 
since the information it 
mentioned, could logically result in their identification and 
jeopardize their future activities

j^BUrfeau ‘T 16o-446o8o) (enc. 
(1 - 100-447251)

10-Boston (157-437'^ 
11 - 100-37804)
1 " )

1 - )

1 “ )

1 “ )

1 " )

1 - 157-637 L
1 - 100-37499)1 - 100-37622)

RWK:nr 
(17)

.AGENCY?ACSI?NICVDSI, sic.
H0K: ISD.CRD.RAO^d^,^  ̂

HOWFORW:. 
date form

bvc 12 JUL 5 1968

Approved:
Special Agent in Chdj-Jge

Sent M Per _

b6
b7C



BS 157-437

Thpsp sonrnes are in the order mentioned:
b2 
b7D '

Surveillance was taken up at the YMCA, Roxbury, 
Mass., on 6/28/68. CARMICHAEL was not observed to leave 
the YMCA.
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL B.UREAIJ OF INVESTIGATION

Boston, Massachusetts
' DECLASSIFIED BY 60309/TC/TAM/DCG/bIs

July 35 1968' ™ 07-24-2006

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A characterization of SNCC appears in the 
appendix.

Source advised that[ b6 
b7C 
b7D

On June 28, 1968, Stokely Carmichael was observed 
at Logan International Airport. East Boston, Massachusetts, 
by I I of the Massachusetts State
Police. Carmichael was observed entering a car driven by be 
an unidentified male Negro appearing to be between the age b7c 
of twenty-five - thirty years. The car bore Massachusetts 
registration!
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b6
b7C

Records of'uitj Registry ui Motor vehicles/ 
100 Nashua Street, Boston, Massachusetts, checked on 
June 28^-~k968,show this plate was issued Xd _

for b7c
a 1908 white Plymouth u-ean

—y- r ~ r—g TfJJ— -■««&*<-_______________ ]ident if ied b 6 
a photograph of|__ as the driver of the b7c

above-described 19&5 white Plymouth sedan.
On July 2. 1968, the first source advised that b6 

lis the head of the Boston branch of SNCC. b7c

On February 26, 1968.I
I 1 Intelligence Unit, Oakland, 
California Police Department, advised 
that during the period December 12-25, 
1967, a telephone call was made from the 
telephone of LeRoy Eldridge Cleaver and
Apa hi.inetii. ,n ; twu uhk .sijwi, shii h rco,

Calif or nia, t o _____________ The subscriber b 6
to this number is| b7c

On July 2, 1968 was interviewed,
at his place of employments the 'Cambridge“ReS'eaL?'eh Laboratory, 
Hanscom Air Force Base. Bedford. Massachusetts._ stated that

towns a IQ65his sonj, [age
Plymouth-seaan j wmte. and is a friend oT
(known to him as_____________________ b6

b7C

Another friend of his son is 1 who
attended Michigan State University, Lansing_ Ji^HTgSn/ with his son. I Ibelieves thatl |is active in SNCC
affairs and, on occasion.I Istays at the I [residence
when he is in Boston,-Massaehuseits. | believes that

may have been staying at his residence during the 
period December 12-25, 1967. •

b6
b7C
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I I stated he is not acquainted with

Stokely Carmichael and that he is not involved in any 
way with SNCC. He described his son as a person ardently 
interested in civil rights for Negroes, but he was not aware b6 
that his son is actively involved in SNCC or is a militant of b?c 
any persuasion.

On February 17, 1968, LeRoy Eldridge 
Cleaver was publicly identified at the 
Huey Newton Defense Fund rally at the 
Black Panther PartyFor Self Defense 
(BPPSD) held at the Oakland Municipal 
Auditorium, Oakland, California, as the 
Minister of Information of the BPPSD.
The November 23, 196? issue of "The Black 
Panther Party - Black Community News 
Service," official publication of BPPSD, 
listed Kathleen Neal as the assistant 
editor of that publication and listed 
the editor of that publication as 
Minister of Information (Underground).

The January 25, 1968 issue of the "Daily 
Californian," University of California 
at Berkeley student newspaper, on page 3, 
column 1, identified Kathleen Cleaver as 
the Communications Secretary of the BPPSD.

A characterization of the BPPSD is found in the 
appendix.

On June 28, 1968, an unidentified male employee of 
the Roxbury YMCA, Warren Street, Roxbury, Massachusetts, 
advised that Stokely Carmichael had entered the YMCA about 
8:15 PM on that date and was attending a meeting in one of 
the conference rooms in the YMCA. This meeting concluded 
at 10:50 PM.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned- to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

- 3 -
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APPENDIX

1.
BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF-DEFENSE (BPPSD)

A source advised that the Black Panther Party For 
Self-Defense (BPPSD) was formed, bv HUEY PERCY NEWTON, Minister 
of Defense, and] _ , __ Jin Oakland,
California/ in December, 19bb, as a militant black nationalist be 
political organization to combat ’’police brutality" to unite b7 
militant black youth, to determine the destiny of black 
communities, and to educate black people in African historyo 
Tterpolitical philosophy of the organization was taken from the 
writings of MAO Tse-tung of Communist China and black militant 
writerso

The official BPPSD publication "The Black Panther - 
Black Community.;-News Service" indicates the leadership of the 
BPPSD advocates the use of gun and guerilla tactics in the 
violent revolutionary program to end oppression and to oppose 
the drafting of black men to fight in Vietnam.,

A second. source advised that in early 1967. bo
NEWTON, and their associates carried carbine rifles ana. noisrered bvc 
pistols in plain view on the streets of Oakland and elsewhere 
while on "defense patrols 0"

__________ was one of the persons arrested by 
the Sacramento, California Police Department on May 2, 1967, when 
members of the BPPSD invaded the California State Legislative b6 
Assembly in Sacramento while in session, carrying loaded guns b7c 
to protest restrictions on the carrying of gunso

A Grand Jury of Alameda County, California, Oakland, 
California, on November 13, 1967, indicted HUEY PERCY NEWTON on 
charge of murder of an Oakland, California police officer on 
October 28, 1967, in Oakland, California.

The first source advised
b7D

The November 4, 1967 issue of "The Sun Reporter," a
San Francisco, California Negro community newspaper, states that 
a HUEY PERCY NEWTON defense fund has been established and that the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and the ■Congress 
on Racial Equality (CORE) through the national offices have pledged 
their complete and continuous support to the defense of HUEYi.PERCY 
NEWTON. ‘

- 4 -



1 APPENDIX

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquartered at 360-362 Nelspn 
Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, described itself as not being a 
membership organization, but rather an agency attempting to 
stimulate and foster the growth of local protest movements. 
SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement which erupted across 
the South beginning on February 1, I960. A conference at 
Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought together many of 
the demonstrating Southern students in a loose network of 
militant youth which was officially named SNCC in October, I960.

A source has advised that in May, 1966, Stokely 
Carmichael was elected National Chairman by the Central Committee 
In May, 1967, Carmichael was replaced as Chairman by 
with Carmichael assuming the position of Recruiter ana urganizer 
for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at the invitation of‘Fidel Castro 
Carmichael participated in the Organization of Lai^in American 
Solidarity Conference which was held in Havana, Cuba. Subsequent 
thereto, Carmichael traveled to Hanoi and other sections of North 
Vietnam. He returned to the United States in December, 1967, at 
which time his passport was picked up because of travel to 
unauthorized countries.

b6
b7C

b6 
b7C 
b7D ,

Literature distributed in.February, 1968, identifies 
SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. It 
advocates that to be successful it is necessary to develop a 
revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a groiip in the 
Watts area of Los Angeles, California, H. Rap Brown said "You ; 
better shape up America, or we'll burn you down." Later in 
February, 1968, in a publicized note Brown wrote, "America, if 
it takes my death to organize my people to revolt agdinst you 
and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to organize 
your children, your God, your poor, your country, and to organize 
mankind to rejoice in your destruction and ruin, then here's my life.
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IS UNCLASSIFIED 
( DATE 07-24-2006

5-1
’K_Z\

BY 60309/TC/TAM/DCG/B13 ;

Date: 7/H/68

PLAINTE Transmit the following in___ ______ __
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via teletype URGENT
(Priority)

TO OR, FBIDIRT

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)
stokely Carmichael, rm.

REWFOTEL JULY TEN, LAST

b6
b7C

b7C

ULY TEN

11 Mr. SullivMMg

SUBJECT BELIEVED TO BE AT RESIDENCE MORNING OF

F B I

LAST. IN AFTERNOON HE DEPARTED RESIDENCE AND WENT TO SNCC •f '

HEADQUARTERS WHERE HE REMAINED INTO EVENING HOURS
-

MEETING OF BLACK UNITED FRONT (BUF) HELD EVENING OF JULY

TEN. LAST, MEREDIAN HILL PARK, WDC, REGARDING POLICE USE OF.

TEAR GAS AND THE CURFEW IMPOSED ON THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

JUNE TWENTYFOUR, LAST

ADMINISTRATIVE

LHM FOLLOWS

1 - WFO

WWHztjd

1 JUL 12 1968

•V’

cc —ROOM 836 9&D
b6
b7C

Appro:
feD^cial Aae.nt in.Charge

Sent M Per



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

ALLVMFOraiATIOIJ COMTAINED
HERE^MS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE^C-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TWDCG/bls

b6
b7C

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

TO

FROM:

F B I

PLAINTEXT

URGENT

DIR

Date: 7/10/68
" Mr. Sullivan;*.

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

■b6 ■ 
b7C

OR AND SAC CINCINNATI

SAC.WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM

REWFOTEL TO BUREAU JULY NINE, LAST. A j 

AND UNIDENTIFIEDSUBJECT, ACCOMPANIED BY

MALE, DEPARTED RESIDENCE ELEVEN TWENTYFOUR A.M. AND WENT TO

UFIA BUILDING, TWENTYFIVE M STREET, S.W., WDC. THEY STOOD

IN FRONT OF THIS BUILDING ABOUT TWENTY MINUTES TALKING b6
b7C

INFORMALLY WITH OTHERS PRESENT THERE. THEY LATER WENT TO THE

ANACOSTIA PRINT SHOP, TWO THREE TWO ZERO NICHOLS AVENUE, S.E.,
OO

WDC, AND THEN TO A RESTAURANT. SUBJECT DEPARTED RESTAURANT c f

AND ENTERED BLUE MERCURY, OHIO LICENSE

ADMINISTRATIVE

CINCINNATI ASCERTAIN REGISTRATION OHIO LICENSE
b6
b7CAND SET OUT LEAD TO DEVELOP BACKGROUND INFO. P

n

(2/- Bureau
3 * Teletype Unit 
2 - WFO 
WWHttid

--------------- b6
___________ ___ b7C
R00O3&"9&TFp

X
Sent M Per

Agent in Charge



5-1 13a ((9-29-65) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

5?
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-2^,2006 60309/TC/TAlt?DC&7Els

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 6-28-68
Stokely Carmichael, former Chairman 

of Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committ (SNCC), is now temporary Chairman of Black 
United Front (BUF), a pro-black nationalis 
coalition of Negro organizations and group; 
in Washington, D. C.

e

Attached is/a summary of subject’s activities for 7-27-68. Included 1st 

information that BUF is issuinggstatement 
to "Negro press" condemning Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC) and 
the Poor People’s Campaign (POCAM).

Pertinent information developed 
concerning subject is furnished to the 
Internal Security Division of the Departme 
as well as other interested agencies and 
officials.
WLS:lrb



(Re**. 5-22-64) ^1^01^1’1 ON CONTAINED
III IS UNCLASSIFIED

ATE 07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAH/DCGZ

b7C

_ •» ik f II • • CODETransmit the following in _____

F B I

Date: 6/28/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE URCT.NT
(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR AND SACS BOSTON AND NEW YORK

FROM: SAC, WFO

STOKELY ICHAEL, -RM

REWFOTEL JUNE TWENTYSEVEN, LAST

SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE TWELVE ZERO FIVE

J
Mr. SwIlivanVb .

P.M., JUNE

- b7C

TWENTYSEVEN, LAST, WITH YOUNG FEMALE BELIEVED TO

WHO HE PREVIOUSLY MET SEVEN P.M. NATIONAL AIRPORT ON JUNE

TWENTYSIX, LAST. THEY DROVE IN LIGHT BLUE FALCON, MARYLAND 

LICENSE I ITO NATIONAL AIRPORT, VIA BRIEF

STOP SNGG-HEADQUARTERS, WHERE SHE BOARDED ONE P.M. EASTERN 

AIRLINES SHUTTLE TO NEW YORK CITY. ABOVE CAR OWNED BY I b 
_______________________________ . ------ b‘

WHILE RETURNING FROM AIRPORT, SUBJECT 

MET UNIDENTIFIED YOUNG FEMALE ACQUAINTANCE APPARENTLY BY CHANCE 

MIDTOWN WDC AND GAVE HER A RIDE TO FOURTH AND INDEPENDENCE

AVENUE

FLORIDA

S.W. SUBJECT THEN WENT TO NINE HUNDRED - ZERO TWO

AVENUE, N.W., WC,

3 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO (100-43503)
WWHitjd 
(7)

s JUL 11.1968

*................... ............... .......

H J*____ ________ , Sent .
O i ~ Special Agent in Charge

M Per



JStS-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Date:

Transmit the following in______ _____________ ____________ _________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code) '

Via_________________ „ ■______ ___ , ________ ,_________ _______________________________ ।
(Priority) ।

__________________ ________________________________ ■________________________________________ L

PAGE TWO
b7D

A SOURCE ADVISED

SUBJECT WITH
b6 :

ARTED ABOVE ADDRESS AND bvd

LATER WENT TO SIXTEENTH AND UPSHUR STREETS, N.W., WHERE

EFFORTS MADE TO START RED VOLVO SEDAN USED BY SUBJECT PARKED

THERE PAST SEVERAL DAYS. SUBJECT LATER RETURNED TO SNCC

Approved:___ ____________________ ■ Sent M Per , j
Special Agent in Charge i,■■■■



F'DM6'(Ftey. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in___________________ ,____________ ___________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via:___________ 1
(Priority) >

------------------------------------------------------------------ .----------- ------------------------- -______________________ J_______________

PAGE THREE

HEADQUARTERS. IN EVENING HE VISITED SEVERAL LOCAL ESTABLISHMENTS 

INCLUDING A RESTAURANT IN AREA OF SNCC AND THEN RETURNED IO 

RESIDENCE ABOUT TEN P.M.

ABOVE SOURCE ADVISED b7D

ADMINISTRATIVE

ABOVE SOURCE isl l^f
b7C
b7D

BOSTON AND NEW YORK FOR INFORMATION. P.

b6
b7C

ROOM 836 9&D

Approved:  Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



FBI BOSTON

TO DIR

6-29-68 WMG

AND WFOOR

102AM URGE

FROM BOSTON 157-457

/
b7C

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-24-2006 BY

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

JUNS 01968

6 0 3 0 9/TO /TAH/D C G/b 13

A.

b/CSTOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM-SNCC

b'7C

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL ARRIVED LOGAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. BOSTON

b6
b7C

MASS. ON JUNE TWENTY EIGHT LAST ABOUT SIX PM. MET AT AIRPORT BY

Mr Hllllivitai

MALE NEGRO DRIVING SIXTY FIVE WHITE PLYMOUTH. MASS. REG

REGISTERED TO

ATTENDED MEETING OF UNITED

FRONT AT ROXBURY YMCA. WARREN ST., ROXBURY. MASS. ARRIVING EIGHT

THIRTY PM. LEFT AT TEN PM. NOT OBSERVED AFTER LEAVING AND CURRO

WHEREABOUTS UNCERTAIN. BOSTON POLICE ADVISE NOT ABLE TO TAPE MEET

AS NOT FEASIBLE. SOURCES ALERTED TO ATTEMPT TO LOCATE SUBJECT

BUREAU AND WFO WILL BE KEPT ADVISED OF ANY DEVELOPMENTS. INDICES

SHOW ONE

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE HAS A TELEPHONE NUMBER CALLED BY

LE ROY ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, IDENTIFIED AS MINISTER OF INFORMATION OF

END

SVM 1 -ROOM Gzffi 9&g

FBI WASH DC*

TTP

■ ------------- 1 ,'4^
ST-120 B JUL 11 1968 4'1

TELEMT0: vK\\
• 4/^ ft? JUL 181968



ALL IWFORlAfW CONTAINED
HEREIN IS MoisSIFIED

DATE 07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC./TAJI/DCG./hl3

4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL fORM NO. 10 . i 5010-106
MAY 1962 EDIT10H /
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 . '» . V-'

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO The Director

./FROM N. P. Callahan

^4/4./DATE:

SUBJECT.: The Congressional Record

/ Pages E5017-E5020. Congressman Brpyhill, (R) Virginia,
paced in the Record the text of a newsletter he mailed to his constituents y 
concerning his position on Vietnam, crime and civil disorder, the economic 
situation, and welfare problems. Mr^Broyhill, in commenting on crime and 
civil disorders, stated "When Stokely'Carmichael, early in the Washington' 
riots, urged his black power followers to ’go get your guns' he was attempting 
to create a reign of violence. He is now under investigation by the Attorney 
General's office—and I must say rather half-hearted Investigation, although 
th^ evidence dug up by the FBI is clear and complete. ” \

Not
191 JUL 15 b68

In the original, of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for sr/Ct vas reviewed and pertinent items were 
marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
izy'^pbropriate Bureau case or subject matter files.



- ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ;
'^HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

x_zDATE 07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAM/DCGZbls

7/5/68

AIRTEL

TO: SHIM m (157-8471X

FROM: SAC, WO (U7*1426)

black b®t <wr) 
rm (ORomzmov)

Ihctlesed for- the Stareae are 11 copies ©f am IMS 
dated and captioned at aim* nhtah ha a hem classified 
’•Confidential’* sine© infMiatiect eeMaiiaed therein wi 
fumldneoby aoweet ©f ©mtlnuing wlm» and the unMhmrtmad 
disclosure of wch' infamatien eeuld eeaptealse their fwwe 
effectiveness.

second is

L®( fWttidMI Secret Servlee., AUSA, and 
military intelligence agencies.

y 4 Bnreau Cine 11) (M)
(i - i<x>-s3om.r ahiicHou 

2 - wo ' ~ .



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

. < mm* wto hue to toert*t# rt toat« NoMtoe rt trt #n«cfcMhi imi (W w » « Wtarttr >> iw>-*t to* tomUl MMht Mmto# 31th irt B WHSi ' IMU « tai Bit t*uu to ttrB•ttortrt wto* ■'.
^torttog th toto ftme^ to* mwtog Mam w* ’V Itl'j "
®be *f am hB*1* to
Be w* *f » gm hr ttoMWBMia rntai<»S> at MB m H Stwto

f«w mwst «h* tot .grwBtoa to W# ■. .
W itartlt if tw BB eMtotw «b lt' .OB* art trt wtoilai .hmto rt me el tlm* ■
a wart Mto taetomtiiM miitoto tatomtlm 

to trt H«t> M» rtWsrt m a$r <# W» toe tollwtog totomtlm 
to rttom w tost m tato atowi

GROUP 1
Excluded from automatic 
.to sxsgi’adiug and 
.1 e c 1 a s s i f i c a t i o n



WlW WO

to atMtaw at tM* Wtoeto
totMtoeel toe itotoi to# th# fMW to»t to to
to# aimttog at th# ^wilweaW' m M^r t«. Wt* « £W totolt 
to mttolltoto to wim »w tot th <«to#ee#f th* 
ftoftotowlt itmato to tMi -W^ttog* to toto
Whi Cwtototol tottbet .ttitto tht to# W'totfi 
$toitoif etoww ttoto aettow ttot toeir
atitoe® iw« Jwtlfitoto toww etoe ftotoiwea 
#w toatoa It la etoty* tototoib ttoetotoe
it totoW to jegtilUHe toetoW# tom to $towm
ef tomtolm* Will toHtoMto* Wto wo tortom «wts#4 
ttot tottotofcto MwM ttot W^' WW etotolito «B ’ 
etomtitoto to wo toiwh its tto Mato 
tttwUjr too wfe attoea w» towto oMt to ew«gt tow 
te tto» to# w atotoe W tolto t#Xitewm com toto Meto 
wlyhtahMt* 'it bU WW• A wit wm Mw to >#bliely 
WbtW- tfe< aettai iw *M<s th# *®i. iWt .
twltei to flw iMM^mlt ihwii#* •& -#Mi.ttea #f eigM 
w>* tow to a rawtofcim alwg toet*
After #wtoto< to « <<e wb tow wwttt*# wtto » -
Waft ttotteg tout tb* otlw #f to# tims iMtoiwit attwai 
.fw aMettog to*: W^’ affiwto ot jwtiOtoto «litog
fw lap# fw Wgto awmitto* mi to# eltotwiiaw
tf •'tolas toWstoili# to Map# wwitto» Wit twtotlm 
m» W tosM‘ . <

wmi awe alm atotto to*t tow ;w «tn Mil 
ftolto hwtog# tiptoi# tot wMRtsiw w at t««r pt wf 
tot t<S <£ 14to «h m T>O* matotwe
to toe totwe* '

A totoi w@t» to# 1st totoitosi' twBitoto tototmttot 
to 'to* atot *t toe BW mm tog toll w
IfOh SMtlf totwlctoM w* I'astwWl to 'IoIxmi a atmtattoa 

Bwitotog too toe worn* t£ tot' insiitiWal* wemieti 
at th^ttog ♦. pilcwa a# -Mif 1^0# Woto be 
Imtotfttoie wfttiw.-

Thia document contains neither 

recommendations nor conclusions of 

the FBI. ft is the property of 

the FBI and is loaned to your ilgeney. 

it and its contents are not to be 

distributed outside your r'T'"'cy.
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FD-36 (Rev.T5-s22.64)

ILL INFORNATION CONTAINED
■ERE III IS UNCLASSIFIED I
1ATE 07-24-2006 BY'60309/TC/TAH/DCGZ

F B I

Date: 7/12/68
PLAINTEXT

Transmit the following in_______________

b6
b7C

Mr. Sullivan.

Via TELETYPE URGENT

TO DIR FBI

FROM SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM

REWFOTEL JULY ELEVEN, LAST

SUBJECT AND

(Priority)

(Type in plaintext or code)

DEPARTED RESIDENCE LATE MORNING

b6
b7C

JULY ELEVEN, LAST AND WENT TO DRUM AND SPEAR BOOKSTORE, TWO
b6
b7CSEVEN 2ERO ONE FOURTEENTH STREET, N.W., WDC. THEY LATER

DROVE TO THE AREA OF FLORIDA AVENUE AND BENNING ROAD, N.E

WDC SUBSEQUENTLY, THEY RETURNED TO THEIR RESIDENCE

A/- Bureau 
1 . WFO b7c

WWH:tj d_______________
(5) ’ ■ rqoM 836 9&D

Mcs<

b6
b7C

23 JUL 15 1968

Sent M Per
tai Agent in Charge



YrtF^NFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED .

ATE 07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAH

F B I

Date: 7/3/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

ROM:
STOKELY 'CARM I CH AEL 
RM - SNCC 
(OO:WFO)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

ReWFOairtel 6/4/68 and Buairtel 6/11/68

!/

b6 
b7C 
b7D 
b2 
b7E

confidential

In view of the fact information has been 
developed that subject does not plan to go through 
with the purchase of the property at 4331 Blagden 
Avenue, N.W., WDC, it appears he may remain at his 
current address, 5015 16th Street, N.W., WDC, for 
an indefinite period of tig|e. 

ojcx
In view of tne above, it is recommended 

the Bureau approve

jt

WWHjbap 
(4)

(JABureau 
1-WFO

AIRTEL

b6
b7C

------- r
! JUL 5 1968

RACIAL TO SECK
M Per ___________Sent

Special Agent in Charge



' FD*36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
AL^WFORHATION CONTAINED j
HEWp IS UNCLASSIFIED I
DAT^07-24~2006 BY 60309/TC/TAN/DCG/bls

b6
b7C

t (l t ii CODETransmit the following in ,

F B I

Date: 7/15/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
TELETYPE URGENT

(Priority)

TO DIR R AND SACS NEW YORK AND

SAC ,-WFOFROM

STOKELY C. CHAEL, RM

REWFOTEL TO BUREAU JULY FOURTEEN

SAN FRANCISCO

Mr. Sullivan.

b7C
-b6

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED WASHINGTON, D C., JULY FOURTEEN, LAST

SOURCES REPORTED RUMOR AROUND SNCC HEADQUARTERS THAT

SUBJECT IN NEW YORK CITY, TIME AND MODE OF TRAVEL

ADMINISTRATIVE

b6
b7CUNKNOWN

AND SOURCE
b2
b7D

ABOVE SOURCES ARE

NEW YORK CONTACT SOURCES AND VERIFY IF SUBJECT IN NEW

YORK CITY
NEW YORK COGNIZANT. ''i’fc-sa 

INFORMATION SAN FRANCISCO. p. /oo - w 6 ofo 7'
Bureau
Teletype Unit
WFO (100-43503)

10 161968

3
2

(7)
b6
-b7C

836 9&D-------
Sjs<

Sent M Per
gent in Charge



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
IS UNCLASSIFIED

DA7^^)7-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAM/DCG/bls
b6
b7C

VIA TELETYPE
JUL 14 

enciphered

FBI NEW YOR

1051PM WGENT7/ 14/68 JJM

TO DIRECTOR -—4-—CODE AND WFO

100-153751.

ON SEVEN ONE FOUR INSTANT, A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, RELIABLE, j 

ADVISED SUBJECT AND HIS WIFE OBSERVED DEPARTING IN A GREEN

AUTOMOBILE FROM THE VICINITY OF MOTHERS RESIDENCE

ABOUT THREE THIRTY
b6
b7C

P.M., SEVEN ONE FOUR INSTANT. SOURCE UNABLE TO FURTHER DESCRIBE

GREEN AUTOMOBILE, BUT STATED SUBJECT PLACED SEVERAL PIECES OF

LUGGAGE AND ATTACHE CASES IN AUTOMOBILE BEFORE DEPARTING. SOURCE

ADVISED SUBJECT AND HIS WIFE WERE BOTH DRESSED AS THEY WERE

PLANNING TO TRAVEL AND THAT SUBJECT JKISSED HIS MOTHER GOOD-BYE
END PAGE ONE //}Q

REC-65
10 JUL 161968

,IWO COPIES TO WFO

56JUL2il9B®



PAGE TWO

UPON DEPARTING. SOURCE ADVISED ONE OTHER NEGRO MALE, DESCO/yBED 
AS HEAVY WITH BUSHY HAIR, WAS IN AUTOMOBILE WHEN SUBJECT AND 
WIFE DEPARTED. SOURCE ASSUMED SUBJECT AND WIFE WERE RETURNING 
TO WASHINGTON, D.C. 
ADMINISTRATIVE

RE NY PHONE CALL TO WFO SEVEN ONE FOUR INSTANT. SOURCE

MENTIONED HEREIN IS _______________________________________
_________________________________ b6 
_____________________________________________ CONCEAL IDENTITY BY REQUEST. CLASSIFY b7c
CONFTB^TIAL. NY MAINTAINING CONTACT WITH SOURCE IN THE EVENT b7D 
SUBJECT REAPPEARS AT MOTHERS BRONX, NY, ADDRESS.

WASHINGTON FIELD CONTACT LOGICAL SOURCES TO DETERMINE IF 
SUBJECT RETURNS TO WASHINGTON, D.C. 
END

LRC R RELAY 
FBI WASH DC

R0OM 836 9&0

bo
b7C
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FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

OL INFORKATION CONTAINED
WEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED |

RTE 07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAH/DCG/W

FBI

Transmit the following in

Date: 7/6/S8
PLAIN TEXT

Xfj, TELETYPE
(Type in plaintext or cods\

urgent/?7?-

b6
b7C

iiMr.iJMAuasir

TO: DIRl I

FROM: SAC^jJFO (100-43503)

STOKELY ICHAEL

REWFOTEL JULY FIVE LAST

SUBJECT BELIEVED TO

b6
b7C

RM, 00:WFO

(Priority)

BE AT RESIDENCE MORNING OF JULY FI

LAST. IN AFTERNOON HE VISITED OFFICE OF BUILD BLACK, INC

WASHINGTON, D.C., AND THEN RETURNED TO RESIDENCE

AT TWO TWENTY PM, SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE WITH TWO OTHER

UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO MALES. THEY DROVE IN RED VOIKSWAGEN TO

HOT SHOPPES RESTAURANT. LATER THEY WENT TO

ADMINISTRATIVE i.U'U /SO
REC- O

EFFORTS BEING MADE TO ASCERTAIN REASON FOR VISITS T$L I6 1968

f4 " Bureau 
1 - WFO ,. 
WWH:ssb

—b6 '
b7C

b6
b7C

go1
(5) 

^e&pproved: 
56JUL25igWialAaentl”Char5ie

b6
b7C

Sent M Per
r.



ev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

-TELETYPE
Via .. ,

TO:

FROM

DIR

AC, WFi

b6
b7C

NATION CONTAINED
S UNCLASSIFIED

4-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAlI/DCG/b:

F B I

Date; 7/8/68 
PLAINTEXT

(Type in plaintext or

URGENT
(Priority)

TOR, FBI /'

aSTOKELY CARMICHAEL. RACIAL MATTER

RE WFO TELETYPE JULY SEVEN LAST

SUBJECT BELIEVED TO BE AT RESIDENCE

AFTERNOON JULY SEVEN LAST

b6
b7C

Mr. Tolson—------ ■
Mr. DeLoach------

MORNING AND

N.W WHERE

AT TWO FIFTY FIVE P.M. SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE AND

WITH

MOTOR HOTEL, ONE FOUR

APPEARED TO SPEND THE

ADMINISTRATIVE

b7C

ANOTHER MALE, AND FEMALE, WENT TO PITTS

FIVE ONE BELMONT STREET

REMAINDER OF THE AFTERNOON

EFFORTS BEING MADE TO ASCERTAIN REASON FOR VISIT TO PITTS

MOTOR HOTEL

- Bureau
1 - WFO

REC- 471 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

EX-1UWWH:bah 
(5) 
TELETYPE

KUUM 836 9&D
Sent

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

15 JUL 16 1968

M Per
!pecial Agent in Charge



' ALL IIF0RHATI0IJ CClMTAINED
HEffi'IIJ IS UNCLASSIFIED ?

!<DATE 07-^.4-2-606 BY 6030OTC/TMI/Wg/I)13

'BI WASH DC*

FBI SAN FRAN

FB0WL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. (DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE /

COMMUNICATION SECTION, 
JUL 51968 / i

TELETYPE

401PM DEFERRED 7/5/68 JOC

TO DIRECT/! WFO AND NEW YORK

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1204) IP

STOKELY'XARMICHAEL. RM - SNCC. SEDITION. BUFILE ONE

b6
b7C

Mr. ToIbok i
Mr. DeLoaeh—I

b6
b7C

b7C

ZERO ZERO - FOUR FOUR SIX ZERO EIGHT ZERO, WFO ONE ZERO ZERO

FOUR THREE FIVE ZERO SEVEN

RM - SNCC. SMITH ACT OF NINETEEN

Mi- gntfa^y

FORTY, BUFILE ONE ZERO FIVE- ONE SIX EIGHT ONE NINE b6
b7C



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ' 
IS UNCLASSIFIED

07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAJI/DCG/b

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO

FROM
■ r*.

W JUL 15 M

b7C

Per

7/11/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

: DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O) 

: SAC, MOBILE (100-1858) (P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - SNCC 
SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

Re Mobile airtel to Bureau 6/26/68, with LHM, and 
Mobile teletype to Bureau and WFO with air mail copy to 
Atlanta 7/8/68, concerning the possible appearance of STOKELY 
\RMICHAEL in Mobile 7/26/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eight copies .
LHM for dissemination, reflecting this information concerning 

< the possible appearance of CARMICHAEL in Mobile July 26, 1968.
Copies of this memo are designated for Atlanta because of thei$ 
interest in SNCC and CARMICHAEL, and for WFO, office of origin 
The' mem© is also being disseminated locally to intelligence 
agencies, U. S. Secret Servide, Mobile, and U. S. Attorney, 
Mobile.

The sources used In this LHM are asfbllows:

2 - 
2 - 
JTB 
_Lnl

Bureau ^ncs
Atlanta (Encs 2) (RM) (100-6812) 
WFO (Encs 2) (RM) (IOO-A35O3) 
”°^e 

’ AGENCY; ACSI,BIC,OSI.S
----------------------------------- W- t pp,RA0.

. J
Apr

b6
b7Cy|/ A

HOW FORM
JATE FORW_____
BY ? Sent



MO 100-1858

b6 
b7C 
b7D

WFO and ATLANTA, as requested in Mobile teletype 
7/8/68, should notify Mobile concerning any information from 
available sources verifying CARMICHAEL’S expected appearance 
in Mobile. WFO is requested also to advise Mobile when 
information is available concerning CARMICHAEL’S mode of 
travel in connection with his appearance at Mobile.

2



FD-376 (Rev. 8-1-66)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

Director
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

7/11/68

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

□ Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

1.

2. □ Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by oth^r 
than legal means.

3. □ Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. | | U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. [-^Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a)

(b)
(c)

□ Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

□ Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
fjCl Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. □ Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph □ has been furnished | | enclosed, □ is not available 
□ may be available through _________ _________________________________

Very truly yours,

John EdgV oover
Directo

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) J.) 
U. S. Secret Service > MobOe, Alabama -3-

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form 
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

KE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
E 07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAM/DCG;

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Mobiles Alabama 
July 11, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT MOBILE, ALABAMA

4. On July 8, 1968, a confidential source, who has 
furnished reliable information in the oast / advised that

b7D

---------  On July 8, 1968,_________________________
_________ Mobile Municipal Auditorium, advised,- that_______

~~pame intoz,the auditorium that morning and arranged, to 
rent the main municipal auditorium arena for the evening of 
July 26, 1968, for a political lecture, made a cash
deposit of $250, representing one half 01 . the base rental 
for the auditorium. The rental was made by Neighborhood 
Organized Workers, of which _____  listed-himself as
president .! I said thaTI [had orginally tried
to rent the auditorium for Jury—19, .1968, but the auditorium 
was booked on that date.

b6
b7C

_________ advised that did not identify the 
speakers for July 26, but said that this information would 
be obtained later this date. Subsequently, on July 8,' 1968, 
________advised that_________ had advised that the principal b6 
speaker for this occasion would be Stokely Carmichael and b7c 
that the entire program was expected to begin at about 8:30 
p.m. and would > last for approximately three hours.

t -■ t .11. 1 - r'



.V

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT MOBILE, ALABAMA ■----- -«T- - ■ - - j. ■ ' —.

Xbo__ T-- I —__ Q____ 1 [

________________________________________________________________________________ b6 
were advised of the above information, reflecting Carmichael's b7 
scheduled appearance in Mobile.

On July 9j> 1968, |~ I advised that the
Mobile Auditorium Board was considering cancelling the b6
agreement with for the use of the auditorium on b?c
July 26, 1968, m view of a provision in the contract allowing 
for the cancellation where, a speaker is considered 
objectionable.

On July 11, 1968. the confidential source referred

b6 
b7C 
b7D

2



STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT MOBILE, ALABAMA

bo 
b7C 
b7D

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency.

3*



RE WASHINGTON FIELD TEL TO DIRECTOR, JOLY

SIXTEEN, INSTANT

WHEELS BY KINNEY, INC

TEN ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NYC, ADVISED ONE NINE SIX EIGHT £

AMERICAN AMBASSADOR NEW YORK LICENSE TWO b6
b7C

/7

WAS RENTED TO CARMICHAEL*S

ON JULY TWELVE LAST, UNDER A LONG TERM LEASE

END

EFH R RELAY

F I WASH DC REG’ 71/7h

a JUL 18J968

TELEWED T& b6
b7C



■ALL.. INFORtUTION CONTAINED
optional FORM no. to HERE IN \l 5 T1NC LAS SIFIED
MAY 1962 EDITION .. \
gsafpmr(41 cfr) 101-11.6 DATE 07±24-2006 BY 603
UNITED STATES W>VERNMENT \

Memorandum \
/TAH/D C G/h 13

FROM

: DIRECTOR, FBI date: 6/28/68

KANSAS CITY (100-12347) RUC

subject: STokeLY CARMICHAEL;
NATIONAL BLACK ANTI-WAR, ,
ANTI-DRAFT UNION (NBAWADU);

b6
RACIAL MATTERS b7c

Re Kansas 
Bureau, copy to WFO.

City airtels 5/1/68 and 6/13/68 to t

For the information of the Bureau and WFO
bo
b7C

b6
b7C

was interviewed on b/19/bb Dy SAs

___________ said he was entirely unfamiliar with any 
handguns or rifles being stolen in a burglary of Gateway / 
Sporting Goods warehouse during December, 1967. I r
said he has never had any weapon in his possession and was 
more than willing to permit any officer to conduct a search 
of his home to prove his statement.

said he recalled a man namec

mentioned something to him regarding th^ i-hg-F-F nf nnantitv ~c--- ---- c.._o-T---- J _U_;----- -> j htO
L.,—i (

of guns, no further details recalled.
was a "big mouth”, talked freely in general terms of burglarie-s

id06p- a s? b7C?aj
Q

No further action 
the Kansas City office.

is indicated in this matter for

2/Bureau (RM) 
3-WFO (l-100-43503)(RM)

(1-157-1513)(RM)
/oo- y

1-Kansas City
b2
b7D

R&t 54 i! (pt
>21 JUL > 1968

KJ:ssc 
6)

5010-108-01

RACWW- sect-

Buy U. S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Blan



DATE: 07-24-2006
CLASSIFIED BY 60309/TC/TAM/D
DECLASSIFY^ON: 25X 3.3(1) 
07-24-2031

confjwhal b6 ■>
b7C

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE' '

CLASSIFICATION PER OGA LETTER
DATED 07-31-2006 7/15/68

Airtel
EX-103

To: SAC, WasJdLn^ton Field Office

tae: Director, FBI (100-446080)-7 7 Q V
(105-168197)

s ■ y . .z

STOKELY CABMLWa
RM - STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING CXMilTTEE 
SEDITION

RM - STUDENT NONVIOLENT

(C)
bl

bl

Tolson ___

DeLoach __

Mohr______

Bishop ___

Casper___

Callahan __

Conrad___

Felt______

Gale______

Rosen ____

Sullivan__

Tavel _____

T rotter____

Tele. Room 

Holmes .

Ml

™:ebbM)

MAIL ROOM^/^ TELETYPE UNIT

£

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

CONFF NT1AL .



; CONFMOfflAL

AIRTEL TO SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

100-446080

NOTE:

Stokely Carmichael and are both the bo
former National Chairman of Student Nonviolent Coordinating b7c 
Committee. They are black extremists who advocate violence 
and onerrilla warfare.l__________________________________________ I

(C)

CONF TIAL





I WASH DC*
RGE5AL OMAK OF 1$ WWW 

W- s. DEPATFMW OF JUSTICE 
Q COMMUNICATION SE

JUL

FBI MOBILE

4:22k PM URGENT 7/8/68 TEB
TRUETYPE

b6
b7C

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND WFO (100-43503^

FROM MO LE (100-1858) . p ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
r HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TWDCG/tol

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM SNCC. SEDITION. 00: WFO

RE MOBILE AIRTELS

.b6 .
"b7C

TO BUREAU. JUNE THIRTEEN AND TWENTY

SIX. LAST

ON JULY EIGHT. INSTANT

MOBILE MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM. ADVISED THAT ON THIS

DATE OF NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZED

WORKERS (NOW). MADE A TWO HUNDRED FIFTY DOLLAR DEPOSIT FOR

RENTAL OF AUDITORIUM ARENA FOR EVENING OF JULY TWENTY SIX

NEXT. FOR A POLITICAL LECTURE SPONSORED BY NOW

THE MAIN SPEAKER WOULD BE STOKELY

CARMICHAEL AND THE PROGRAfiLJtfOULD BE ABOUT THREEZHOURS DURATION EIGHT THIRTY^. ) ~ ?

AND WFO CONTACT AVAILABLE SOURCES TO VERIFY

BEGINNING AT

ATLANTA

b6 77 
b7C^*

CARMICHAEL'S INTENDED APPEARANCE IN MOBILE, ADVISE WHEN INFORMATION

IS AVAILABLE CONCERNING CARMICHAEL'S TRAVEL TO MOBILE

COPY AIR MAIL TO ATLANTA

END b6
b7C

JTM

FBI WASH ^C* TO;

f®4 j ul 2 4

w>id

$3*



■ FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) IF
07

Ml.' IlIFqraiM’ION COMTAIWED ? F:--
5 UNCLASSIFIED ■ /'

24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAH/DCG/bl
i

b6 
b7C

Transmit the following in

Via

FBI

Date: 7/13/68
__ EWILTJEXI_____
(Type in plaintext or code)

TELETYPE__________________ ' URGENT
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
"S b 6

FROM: S£C, WFO (100-43503) b7c

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM

REWFOTEL JULY TWELVE LAST.

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED TO LEAVE RESIDENCE JULY TWELVE,
b6

LAST.

DAY.

HOWEVER, ■ ■ ■ -' • . ■ b7C.
OBSERVED AT RESIDENCE DURXtuc—_—

SOURCES ADVISE NO REASON TO BELIEVE SUBJECT T.TTT

ADMINISTRATIVE

TOWN AND THAT ACCORDING TO INFO AT SNCC OFFICE, 

WASHINGTON, D.C., SUBJECT STAYING CLOSE TO RESIDENCE..

ABOVE SOURCES,



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
ALL MKPMATION CONTAINED
HERE^^S UNCLASSIFIED . ' ■

DATE 07-24-2'006 BY 60309/TC/TAH/DCG/bls

F B I

Transmit the following in

Via _2|____ IM£TYEE_

S' K>;
\ FROM:

Date: 7/14/68
PLAIN TEXT 

(Type in plaintext or code)

___  URGENT 
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC. WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM

REWFOTEL JULY THIRTEEN LAST.

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED TO DEPART RESIDENCE JULY THIRTEEN LASI.

SOURCES REPORT NO PERTINENT' ACTIVITY REGARDING SUBJECT

FOR JULY THIRTEEN LAST, AND BELIEVE HE IS STILL IN

WASHINGTON, D.C. STAYING CLOSE TO RESIDENCE. SOURCES ADVISE

ADMINISTRATIVE

x

ABOVE SOURCES

b7D^'

d6
’ b7C ‘■ <4
4b "D*■
. *b6

ROOM 336 9&I) b7c
?- Bur eau

-I - WFO

REC 13 1 ' ■ ■

WWH:ssb 
(S))

-----------

Agent in Charge
Sent

r,<’: EX^W'.^ - %



FD«-3>6 fflev. 5-22-64)

■ ALL ll-yBjttTlbll CONTAINED 
IS^QUCLASSIFIED

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT

Via TELETYPE

TO

FROM:

F B I

Date: 7/16/68

URGENT
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

b6
b7C

DIRECTOR AND SACS NEW YORK AND SAN FRANCISCF

SAC (l©0-43503)

STOKELY ICHAEL, RM

REWFOTEL JULY FIFTEEN, LAST

SUBJECT WITH| |:

THREE P.Mo, JULY FIFTEEN, LAST, ANDPURCHASED GROCERIES.

RETURNED TO RESIDENCE. SUBSEQUENTLY, SUBJECT AND

VISITED SNCC HEADQUARTERS, LATERr R^^W > RESIDENCE

DRI VING GREEN AMERICAN AMBASSADOR NE^gK LICENSE
b7C

' b6
ADMINISTRATIVE

NEW YORK ASCERTAIN REGISTRATION DATA RE ABOVE CAR

SAN FRANCISCO FOR INFORMATION P

3 -
2 -

Bureau
Teletype Unit 
WFO

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

WWH:tj<
<7> 836 9&Q

TELETYPE

E&106

11 JUL 18 1§68

Sent M Per
Qjzial Agent ii\ Charge



P|MB. 5-22-64) / ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED . 
'^-HfeREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 07-24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAH/DCG/bls

7/17/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via

Transmit the following in

FROM:

(Priority)

SAC ’UFO (100*43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM

REWFOTEL JULY SIXTEEN, LAST.

GREEN AMBASSADOR BEARING NEW

WHICH SUBJECT USED PREVIOUS

YORK LICENSE

DAY, PARKED AT RESIDENCE

JULY SIXTEEN, LAST. IN AFTERNOON SUBJECT AND b6
b7C

DEPARTED RESIDENCE IN THE ABOVE CAR. THEY RETURNED TO / <

RESIDENCE ABOUT THREE FORTY P.M. IN THE EVENING SUBJECT Sj ** c:
attended meeting of the black united front, lhm FOLLOWS . J" 

CD P” •V’’ b Xl -•

ROOM 836 9&D .III

^7- Bur eau
1 - WFO

WWHitjd
(5) Q --------------- 1-----

59
Approved: ___ _____________________________ Sent ----------------------

§|5ecial rAgent irrCharge
M Per



F DvM >(!Ji ev... 5)412*2-6 4)

ALL INE^I'IATT^^piWIIED
HERE III IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 07—24-2006 BY 60309/TC/TAM/DCG/tol

. r~----
.'■Mr. Tolson.
I Mr. DeLoach------

b6
b7C

F B I St
Date! 7/9/68

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT

FROM

(Priority)

Mr. Sullivan.TT

SAC

DIRECTOR

(100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM

REWFOTEL JULY EIGHT, LAST

b6 - 
b7C

SUBJECT BELIEVED TO BE AT RESIDENCE MORNING AND EARLY

AFTERNOON OF JULY EIGHT, LAST

SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE WITH

AKA MID AFTERNOON. THEY WENT TO TEMPORARY HEADQUARTERS 

b6 OF BLACK UNITED FRONT, NINE HUNDRED FLORIDA AVENUE, N.W., WDC
b7C ‘ ---

LATER THEY WENT TO FAIRMONT HEIGHTS, MARYLAND, HIGH SCHOOL,
a

WHERE
b7C

UNTIL ABOUT EIGHT P.M. SUBJECT TALKED INFORMALLY TO KIDS IN

AREA OF SCHOOL PLAYGROUND WENT TO RADIO

STATION WOL TWO THOUSAND P STREET

VISIT. THEY RETURNED TO RESIDENCE ABOUT NINE THIRTYgPjiM.’16 1968

Bureau 
1 - WFO 
WWHitid ’

8

Approved;, Sent M Per
ipecial Agent in Charge



F^36 (R-B-*. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:
I

Transmit the following in ____________ ,_____ _________ ____ ___________________________________ !
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via
(Priority)

WFO 100-43503

PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE

EFFORTS BEING MADE TO ASCERTAIN REASON FOR VISIT TO 

RADIO STATION WOL. P.

b6
b7C

L'.'.l 83b 9&D

Approved: .............     Sent M Per ______________________________ :----------L
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5.22-64) INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

jMr. Tolson---------
|Mr*.‘D*eLoach

DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/tols

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

F B I

Date; 7^19/68

_ELZJ$ 21___
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT

b7C

(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR. FBI AND SACS MOBILE, NEW YORI< AND ISATTRAN^" 
X3ISC0

FROMiX SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY/CARMICHAEL, RM

subject; accompanied by
b6

DEPARTED WASHINGTON, b?c

D, C. TWELVE NOON JULY NINETEEN INSTANT VIA EASTERN AIRLINES

SHUTTLE FOR LAGUARDIA AIRPORT, NEW YORK CITY.

ADMINISTRATIVE: NEW YORK COGNIZANT. P.

b6
b7C

f2-) Bureau
3- Teletype Unit
2- WFO

WWHiage
(7)

_______ ' b6 
| b 7 C

L’CROQM 836 9&D 1? V
’ •' ■ ' ■■■ ■ f •'



5-U3jM(9-29-65) ALL INFORKATIOWOMTAIMED
HEREIII IS OTClJRiFIED

DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/TJC/TAH/DCG/bls

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

nntB _ 7-18-68
Stokely Carmichael, former Chairman 

of Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), was leader in forming the Black 
United Front (BUF), a coalition of Negro 
organizations in Washington, D. C. 
Subject’s passport was picked up by State 
Department after he had traveled in 
restricted areas.

Attached indicates that subject has 
requested that his passport be returned 
to him. Information concerning subject’s 
activities is being furnished to the 
Internal 
Division

Security Division and the Inter
Information Unit of the Department.

WLS:Irb



FD-p^ (Bev. 5-22-64) NF0RHATI01I CONTAINED 
N IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 07-27”2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCGZbls

Transmit the following in

F B I

Date: 7/18/68
PLAINTEXT

Via TELETYPE
(Type in plaintext or code)

:URGENT

<U|

TO:

FROM:

FBIDIRECTOR

SAQ, WFO

(Priority)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RACIAL MATTER

RE WFO TELETYPE JULY SEVENTEEN LAST

SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE AT ELEVEN

JULY SEVENTEEN LAST AND VISITED

b6
b7C

b6 
b7C

' b6 
b7C

THIRTY FIVE AM.S

LATf

HE WENT TO THE UNITED STATES PASSPORT OFFICE AND SPOKE TO-AN7

OFFICIAL THERE ABOUT RETURN OF HIS PASSPORT. IN SEEKING

RETURN OF PASSPORT HE SIGNED AFFIDAVIT HE WOULD NOT’ USEPASS.
&

RESTRICTED AREAS IF RETURNED TO HIM$ HEPORT TO TRAVEL TO

ADVISED HE SOUGHT

HONEYMOON TRIP TO

b6
b7C

RETURN OF PASSPORT SO HE^I^IFE^AN TAKE 

AFRICA BEFORE END OF SU^RR.

HE DESIRED TO KNOW HOW LONG IT WOULD TAKE FOR DECISION-15 JUL 23 ft.
ON-RETURN OF PASSPORT AND HE WAS INFORMED WITHIN FIVE DAYS^ .— 

LATER IN a THE AFT&lteON SUBJECT VISITED. SN6& HEADQUARTERS.

(^-Bureau 
1 - WFO

WWH:bah 
TELETYPE1)

Sent M Per
S^eci^lr^Vgent in Charge



FD-?6 (F^ey.. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

PAGE TWO

IN EVENING SUBJECT ATTENDED MEETING OF THE BLACK UNITED
(&uf)

FRONT HELD AT NEW BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH, WASHINGTON, D.C.

ADMINISTRATIVE.
/he no
Lffif-FOLLOWS REGARDING BUF MEETING.

KUUM 836 9&D
b6
b7C

Approved: , _____ ■ Sent M Per____________ -______
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) At 
.he: 
.'DATE 07-21-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAH/DCG/'bl3

Transmit the following in

Via
TELETYPE

i

b6
b7C

[JFORKATIOI'I CONTAINED 
b IS UNCLASSIFIED

F B I

PLAINTEXT
(Type in plaintext

URGENT

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) 
SACS PHILADELPHIA

OMAHA 
NEW YORK

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISC; SEDITION

RE PHILADELPHIA TELETYPE JULY TWENTY INSTANT

"GENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA YOUTH CONFERENCE, HARRISBURG

FOR PUBLIC APPEARANCE

b6
b7C

b6
;b7C

Jifr. Tolson
[Mr. DeLoach.

Date: 7/20/68

(Pr

M Per

CAPTIONED

PENNSYLVANIA

JULY TWENTY ONE, NEXT':'. FOR INFORMATION OF OMAHA AND NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA REPORTS STOKELY CARMICHAEL LISTED AS PUBLIC

SPEAKER AFTERNOON OF JULY TWENTY ONE, NEXT AT RE ORGANIZATION’

YOUTH CONFERENCE AT HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA. FOR INFORMATION

PHILADELPHIA, CARMICHAEL CURRENTLY IN OMAHA WITH

AND

ONE, NEXT

REPORTEDLY WILL RETURN TO NEW YORK CITY JULY TWENTY^

WHERE IS SCHEDULED

TO SIX P.M. #THAT DATE IN THE BRONX. OMAHA AND
u.v .d j p «« — (■/-/Q •

NEW YORK KEEP PHILADELPHIA INFORMS®" OF CARMICHAEL'S WHEREABOUTS

THREE P.M

Bureau 
3 - 
2 - 
VPD:nar 
(7) t j 
TELETYPE J jj/

Teletype UpjLt
WFO ? A

z£b7C

Special Agent in Charge
Sent



AL IP INFORMATION CONTAINED -
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED '
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 6D309/UC/TAM/DC G/b la

m. W. C. SULLIVAN July 9t 1968

b6
b7C

. SLACK. NATTOHAT.TST w WATT, <2»f>IIPS
RACIAL IMmXimCB 
(BLACK UNITED FRONT)

This la to recommend that attached item concerning 
Stokely Carmichael’s control and manipulation of the Blach 
United Front (BUF) to create tension in the Washington, D. C., 
Negro communi tv I I

b7D

BACKGROUND:

Considerable publicity has been given by the press 
to a resolution passed by the BUF on 7/3/68 that a white 
policeman’s slaying was ‘’justifiable homicide.” What has 
not been reported is the fact that the resolution was the 
brainchild and work of Stokely Carmichael, according to___

b7D

Carmichael Is the individual who is responsible 
for changing the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 
from a civil rights group to a revolutionary black nationalist 
organization* lie has repeatedly vlaelaimtd that the Negro 
must resort to violence to gain his ’’rights.” 

157*8471
Enclosure
PTB:ekw (10)
1 * Hr. DeLoach
1 * Hr. W. C. Sullivan

b6
b7C

CONTINUED * OVER

*’y Jut 19 1968

§ 3J lflRffi46Q80^^armichael)



Meworandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan
REt WraRiraUXOBiO l BUCK UNITED FRONT 
157*1471

After an extemlve trip abroad Carmichael 
established- a Black Wilted Front of Militant and Moderate ■ 
Negro leaders in Washington, ©. C< Mowever, despite any 
’’new look*’ he my endeavor to project, Carmichael remains • 
c omit ted to violence and irrationality. Carmichael has 
indicated any soft line, taken on black' power is merely an 
attempt to convert Negroes into SNCC followers but If they , 
do not convert they will be treated and handled as traitors-.

2



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GO^<NMENT

Memorandum

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 603 C/TAM/DCG/bls

TO DIRECTOR DATE: 7/12/68

FROM CLYDE TOLSON

DcLooch'

--

b6
b7C

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S 
BLACK UNITED FRONT

b6
b7C

I think it would be most unwise for the Bureau to 
furnish this information, which came to us from highly 
confidential sources which we could not disclose, to news/^ 
media sources in Washington, D. C. /

CT:DSS

O
RI

G
IN

A
L F

IL
ED

 U

z j I00^ / d ‘
1 NOT RECOSDSD 

199 JUL 19 19b8



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 0 7 - 2 7 r 2 0 0 6 BY 60309 /UC /TAJI/D 0 G/h 13

Date: 7/19/68
Transmit the following/in PLAINTEXT

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELEy URGENT
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
b6 ■ 
b7C ■FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) 

0 x 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM.

RE WFO TEL JULY EIGHTEEN, LAST

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED TO LEAVE RESIDENCE MORNING OF

JULY EIGHTEEN, LAST

IN AFTERNOON SUBJECT VISITED SNCC HEADQUARTERS AND

b6
b7C

LATER RETURNED TO RESIDENCE. P.



ALL liffnraATIOIJ CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/T

WA -5-

144PM UE NT 7-23-68 JLW

ENCIP
JUL 2 3196

VIA TELETYPE
Mr. Tolson,...
-Mx_ naT.nwnh

TO RECTOR 100-446080 WASHINGTON FIELD CINCINNATI

MOBILE AND SAN FRANCISCO (PLAINTEXT)

ATT. DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

Mr. Suliivan..4Z

b7C

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL? IS - MISC; SEDITION

b6
b7C

bo
b7C

BUREAU AGENTS OBSERVED SUBJECT AND

BOARD EASTERN AIRLINES SHUTTLE FLIGHT FOR WDC

ONE 0 CLOCK PM THIS DATE

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE WFO TEL TO DIRECTOR, JULY TWO TWO, LAST. SAN 
FRANCISCO TEL TO DIRECTOR, JULY TWO TWO, LAST. MOBILE 
TEL TO NEW YORK, JULY TWO TWO, LAST. NEW YORK TEL^T^DIRECTOR , 
JULY TWO THREE, INSTANT.  '

AGENTS OBSERVING SUBJECT WERE SAS b7c

ANDl ■' .

END

J DR

FBI WASH DC I6/*

T$E&M?1968

b6
b7C





ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREJUJ^ES UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/pCGZbls

/62/?&

WA 7

840 PM URGENT 7-20-68 MAV

VIA TELETYPE
JUL 2 01968

enciphered|

TO DIRECTOR 100-446080, WFO 100-43503 
ATTN.CDOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

OMAHA 100-7101 
CODE

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 IP b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC. SEDITION

BUAG’ENTS OBSERVED STOKELY CARMICHAEL AND b6
b7C

1 ARRIVE AT JFK AIRPORT, NYC, AT FIVE PM

INSTANT DATE, ABOARD UNITED AIRLINE FLIGHT THREE ZERO

FOUR. CARMICHAEL RENTED AVIS CAR AT JFK, AND PROCEEDED

TO b6
b7C

NY. AVIS CAR IS NINETEEN SIXTEIGHT WHITE PLYMOUTH 
FOUR DOOR SEDAN, NY LICENSE EI/HT TWO DASH SEVEN FIVE

ZERO FIVE.

ADMINISTRAT 
BUAGENTS OBSERVING ARRIVAL OF CARMICHAEL

END

EFH R RELAY

FBI WASH DC

VE

AND

HEC 49

b6
1ICHAEL, SA’S b7c

4 JW- 24

54 JUL 301968
TWO COPIES TO W0



(AIL'lfiirORKATION COMTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/D1S

ENCIPHERED
WASH 1

1231AM DEFERRED 7-20-68 WMS

TO DIRECTOR 100-446080 (CODE) OMAHA, WASHINGTON FIELD 
/ OMAHA AND WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHIGTON

ATTN DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC SEDITION
bo
b7C

Mr. Tolson
Mr. DeLoach-__

Sullivan

”b6
b7C

b6 
b7C 
b7D

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHOM INSUFFICl/ENT CONTACT HAS BEEN 
HAD TO DETERMINE RELIABILITY, ADVISED

ADMINISTRATIVE

RENYTEL SEVEN NINETEEN LAST

b/D 14
NY WILL COVER SUBJECT’S ACTIVITIES 

JUL b4
TO ASCERTAIN IF SUBJECT HAS RETURNON RETURN, OMAHA ATTEMPT

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS FOR JULY TWENTY OR TWENTY ONE NEXT

b7C

END ^-.COPIES iQ

RDR R RELAY _
b6
b7C

f 4^
-ybFBI WASH DC. TELETYPED TO.'



FBI DCWASH

H3» JUL 24 1968

b7C

IWO COPIES io WP1



\ < TELETYPE
' Mr. Tolson—, 

Mr. DeLoach.

WA...13

J JUL 191968

ENCI PHERECT
FBI NEW YORK 
4-55 PM URGENT 7-19-68 WPK

TO DIRECTOR 100-446080, OMAHA AND WASHINGTON

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC.; SEDITION

FIELD

b7C

SUBJECT AND

b6
b7C

DEPARTED UNITED
73

AIRLINE FLIGHT NINE ONE SEVEV, TWO PM, LA GUARDIA AIRPORT

NEW YORK, DUE TO ARRIVE OMAHA, NEBRASKA, FOUR FOUR ZERO

PM, THIS DATE

ADMINISTRATIVE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCGZbls

b6
b7C

RE NY TEL CALL TO OMAHA THIS DATE

SOURCE ADVISING OF SUBJECT’S DEPARTURE WAS

OMAHA WILL IDENTIFY INDIVIDUALS CONTACTED BY SUBJECT

/

OBSERVE SUBJECT’S ACTIVITUES WHILE IN OMAHA AND COVER

ANY SPEECHES MADE BY SUBJECT

OFFICES OF SUBJECT’S DEPARTURE

ADVISE WFO AND INTERESTED

FROM OMAHA

END

b6
b7C
b7D b6 ‘ 

b7C

b6
b7C

TELEHPED TO
n~4 JUL 241963

b7C



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TWDCG/tols

FEDERAL BUREAU OF iiWESTIGATlCM 

U. S. DEPAOTENT OF JUSTICE
COMMUNICATION SECTION

JUL2 01968

FBI WASH DC* TELETYPE

FBI OMAHA

3©k3PMi)RGENT 7-20-68 SAC

TO DTRgCTOR (100-446080) NEW YORK, WFO

FROM OMAHA (100-7101) 2P

STOKELY CARMICAEL, IS DASH MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION 
A

RE OMAHA TELEPHONE CALL TO NEW YORK THIS DATE.

SUBJECT AND WIFE ARRIVED OMAHA ON FLIGHT NINE ONE

SEVEN, UNITED AIRLINES, AT SEVEN THIRTYEIGHT PM, JULY

NINETEEN LAST, RENTED CAR IN WIFE *S NAME AND DROVE

AIRPORT INN AND REGISTERED IN ROOM ONE FIVE TWO AS

b6
b7C

W, Y'd- 
Mir. Itebi,

b/C

TO

MAKEBA

COMPANY, FIVE SEVEN WEST FIVE SIX, NEW YORK CITY. _ J

SUBJECT DROVE WIFE TO ROSENBLATT STADIUM WHERE SHE APPEARED /

AS LAST ACT OF SCHLITZ SALUTE TO JAZZ, ATTENDED BY SEVERAL 
THOUSAND PERSONS, MOSTLY NEGRO. &UljE§T" AND- WIFE / . J I

OBSERVED SIGNING AUTOGRAPHS AT CONCLefSTOTOF JAZZ FESTIVAL.

AFTER DINNER AT RESTAURANT IN SOUTH OMAHA, THEY RETURNED______ ——

TO AIRPORT INN MOTEL, TWELVE AM. SUBJECT AND WIFE LEFT* JUL 1968

MOTEL TWELVE TWENTYTHREE PM THIS DATE. AND DROVE TO

EPPLEY AIRFIELD, WHERE THEY

END PAGE ONE

THREE ZERO FOUR

b6
b7C

BOARDED UAL FLIGHT



OM 100-7101

PAGE TWO

FOR NEW YORK AT TWELVE FIFTYTHREE PM. FLIGHT THREE ZERO 
FOUR DEPARTED OMAHA ONE ELEVEN PM AND SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE 
KENNEDY AIRPORT FOUR FORTYFIVE PM THIS DATE. NO UNUSUAL 
CONTACTS NOTED DURING SUBJECT'S STAY IN OMAHA. P.

END

CAB

FBI WASH DC*

P



FD-3E“(ft'ev. $--22-64)

DATE: 07-27-2006
CLASSIFIED BY 60309/UC/
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3 (

JCG/bls

07-27-2031 F Bl

I
I 
I

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ' 

HEREIN pJ UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
WHERE SIOW OTHERWISE

Date: 7/18/68
Transmit the following in ____________________ -

(Type in plaintext or code)
'7 AIRTEL

Via Z_______ ________;.
J '■ , (Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
GAT, LONDON (105-2989) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
S - MISC. (SEDITION) 
(00: AT) (100-6812)

ReLonlet 2/28/68.

bl

tsr

2/- Bureau 
1 - Liaison 
1 - London 
ACM:cm 
(5)

■-*■^103

(direct) . I 1
n n_ 09 1QRR

b7C

51 AUG-t 1968
Approved: ______ :_________ •

Special Agent in Charge
Sent .1___ _________ M . Per

sfeBfiET '



4-22 (Mev- l-2^-6<^ ' ' UL

Federal Bureau Zf investigation 
Records Branch-

19___

[ _  I Name Searching Unit - Room 6527
I I Service Unit - Room 6524
L J Forward to File Review
I___ J Attention ----------- ;----------------------------------  b6
iZbclffieturn to -b7C

Supervisor Room Ext.
Type of References Requested:

L^JB^ular.Request (Analytical Search)
I r-U All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive)r----- 1 I
1____ i Subversive References Only
f~- I Nonsubversive References Only
I ZJ Main References Only

Type of Search Requested:
I Restricted to Locality of 

xact Name Only (On the Nose)
] Buildup I I Variations

Address _____________________________________________

Subjec 
Birthdcke iv i mue ... . -

—bl

Localities __________________________________________

R.___________ Date . 2^___
Prod. __________________________

FILE NUMBER SERIAL

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEFEIIJ IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
LTtnrmr «uriT.n.T riTT^nrDT.TTc-r

DATE: 07-27-2006
LLA1J11’ Ul UU-JU3/UL/ 1 AM/PLiJ/PLS

DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3(6)
07-27-2031 '•

____ :__ SECkEI_______



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED'^>^w"'",'v-j
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED •'
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls

FBI WASH DC*

FBI CINCINTI

ytivxj. ji. a !
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U, S, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
COWMCATION SECTICg

JLIL211968 /

TELETYPE; '

816PM DEFERRED 7-21-68 WRH

TO DIR^xflOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM CINCINNATI (100-16858)

b6
b7C

OFFICE

BGM

FBI WASH DC*

b6
b7C

kfi 1 AUG .fWB8 K0QM 836 w



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

IN IS UNCLASSIFIED ।
07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAH/DCG/bl'

F B I

Transmit the following in

Date: H22/68
PLAINTEXT

b7C

Via TELETYPE

TO

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

CTOR AND SACS, CINCINNATI, NEW

FROM: SAC, WFO

stokeltuearmichael, rm

1 Mr. Tolson—- 
.] Mt. DeLoach..

. •■■i van.l

,b6 . 
b7C

ILADELPHIA
b6
b7C

IE CINCINNATI TELETYPE TO WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE, JULY

TWENTY-ONE, PAST

RE CI TELETYPE ADVISEI

b6
b7C
b7D

*■ 2/4/ - Bureau (p1 
3 - Teletype
2 - WFO

b7C

ROOM 836 W K JUL 24 1968

_____WWH: jicb 
(7)

Approved:

^6 1AUG2 J e
Sent M Per



•SEC
DATE: 07-27-2006
CLASSIFIED BY 60309/UC/TA^CG/bls
DSElASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3 (6) 
07^27-2031

RE

1
b6 1
b7C

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 

SHOW OTHERWISE

CODE 7/25/68

CABLEGRAM

TO LEGAT LONDON (105-2989)

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (100-446080)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS
/

URGENT

- STUDENT NONVIOLENT

COORDINATING COMMITTEE, SEDITION."

RELEGAT, LONDON CABLEGRAM NUMBER NINETY DATED JULY TWENTY

THIRD, LAST

ON JULY SEVENTEEN LAST CARMICHAEL VISITED PASSPORT OFFICE,

WASHINGTON, D* C.» AND REQUESTED RETURN OF HIS PASSPORT SO HE

AND HIS WIFI COULD HONEYMOON IN AFRICA BgFORE

THE END OF SUMMER. HE SIGNED AFFIDAVIT STATING HE WOULD‘NOT

cuUSE PASSPORT TO TRAVEL TO RESTRICTED AREAS. b7C

PASSPORT OFFICE

DEPARTMENT OF STATE, WASHINGTON, D. C., ADVISED THAT BUREAU OF

SECURITY AND CONSULAR AFFAIRS, STATE DEPARTMENT, MAILED ///;/
REC-71 10$ / L

PASSPORT TO HIS RESIDENCE IN WASHINGTON, D. C., ONCARMICHAELS

Tolson___

DeLoach _ 

Mohr_____

Bishop —

Casper___

Callahan _ 

Conrad___

Felt______

Gale_____

Rosen _ __

Sullivan ___ 

Tavel ____

T rotter —__

Tele. Room

Holmes__

Gandy ____

JULY TWENTY

1 / WFO

THIR )

- Foreign Liai Pin ough fo'iTTPfe
PTB:ebb<6) J

/7^
.ETYPE UNIT

6 JUL 26 1968

TWO

AS OF

SEE NOTE PAGE

RET



(S)
bl

CABLEGRAM TO LEQAT, LONDON 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
100-446080

THIS DATE. CANVASS OF INFORMANTS, SOURCES, AND AIRLINES 

REGARDING TRAVEL PLANS OF CARMICHAEL NEGATIVE. YOU WILL 

BE ADVISED OF ANY PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS.

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE BEING ADVISED BY MAIL.

NOTE:

- 2 -



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAN/DEGZbls VIA TELETYPE

2/?&,/6 JUL 2 b 1968

112

WA

URGENT 7-25-68 DCC

ENCIPH< D

0 DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND WASHINGTON FIELD

OFFICE (PLAINTEXT)

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

'FROM NEW/xYORK (100-153751) IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS-MISC; SEDITION

A CANVASS OF INFORMANTS, SOURCES AND AIRLINES 
AT NEW YORK REGARDING TRAVEL PLANS OF SUBJECT 
NEGATIVE.

ADMINISTRATIVE..

REFERENCE WFO TELETYPE TO BUREAU AND NEW

YORK, JULY TWENTY FOUR, LAST. b6
------------------ b7C

NYO INDICES NEGATIVE REGARDING)________________________

sT-ioo REC^^..z/y '/f/7
INFORMANTS, SOURCES AND AIRLINES WILL ADVISE _______________

IF SUBJECT MAKES ARRANGEMENTS TO TRAVEL. P.
34 JUL 26 1968

END

UNM

M FBI WASH DC

0

1968
R RELAY



f*

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC G/b 13

Mr. Fred M. Vinson
Assistant Attorney General

Director> FBI

O
STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INCITING TO RIOT * MISCELLANEOUS

1 - Mr. C. D. DeLoach
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan

bo
b7C

Reference is made to my previous letters 
the last dated June 11, 1968, requesting a 
prosecutive opinion concerning captions! matter.

Please advise when such a prosecutive 
©pinion will be fortheoMng.

1W-446080

PTB:eb
(9) .

NOTE: REC-21

By letter dated April 6, 1968, the Attorney 
General requested the Bureau’s assistance in developing 
information on the incidents involving Carmichael during 
the recent riots in Washington, D, C. We have submitted 
five investigative reports to the Department totaling 
approximately 800 pages containing the results of ovef"   ’ ~“
700 interviews. By letter dated May 17, 1968, we . 29 1968
advised the Department we had completed our investigation 
and requested a prosecutive opinion concerning this . ■■ .  .
matter. By letter dated June 11, 1968, we again requested 
the Department's prosecutive opinion. In view of the 
lapse of time, we are ©nee again asking the Department when 
prosecutive opinion will be forthcoming

Tolson __________

DeLoach ________

Mohr____________

Bishop ._____

Casper__________

Callahan________

Conrad __________

Felt_____________

Gale______ ______

Rosen ___________

Sullivan___ ,_____

Tavel ___________

Trotter__________

Tele,. Room ______

Holmes 

Gandy .

a

JWAILEQ21]

JUL §61968 
gOMM-FBH

3

AU&i&<M968;LETYPE UNIT

■r w

b6
b7C



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64 ) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

K
rein is unclassified ■ (
TE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAJI/DCG

F B I

Date:
7/25/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
AIRTEL

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O)

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SAC, NEi^YORK (100-153751) (P) 

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION 

(00: WFO)

dated and
Enclosed for the Bureau are 

captioned as above.

11 copies of an LHM

A copy of this LHM is being 

local agencies: USA, EDNY; USA, SDNY; 

Service; NISO and OSI.

furnished the following 

108th MI Group; Secret

SAS

b6
b7C

/

The LHM is being classified "Confidential" in 

order to protect sources who are furnishing Information on a 

continuing basis.

New York telephonically contacted Omaha of 

CARMICHAEL'S departure from New York.

J

/ - Bureau (Ends. 11J (RM)

2 - Cincinnati (Ends.2) (RM) Dl

2 - Omaha (Ends.2) (RM)

2 - Washington Field (Ends.2) (RM)

1 - New York (#43)

BJW:lJm 

(H)

York (#43) ______— —

AGENCY: ACSI.^O^SEC. 
WE: ISDdmMAa.CnMu WW#

HOWFORW: fl/5 ' 5,7
DATE FORM 
BY: ____ *

51W-H ._____________ Sent _________________ M
in Charge

b7C



1

In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. Bufile

NYfile

DECLASSIFIED' BY' 603'09/UC/TAM/DCG/bls 
ON '07-27-2006 . .

UT^ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York 
100-446080 July 25, 1968
100-153751

Stokely Carmichael

j \ On July 19> 1968, Bureau Agents of the New 
York/ Office observed Stokely Carmichael and his wife, 

[arrive from Washington, D. C., on Eastern b6 
Airlines Shuttle Flight Number 6 at 1:30 p.m., La Guardia b?c 
Airport, New York. Carmichael and his wife departed at 
2:00 p.m. aboard United Airlines Flight Number 917 for 
Omaha, Nebraska.

On July 20, 1968, Bureau Agents observed Carmichael 
and his wife arrive at John F. Kennedy International Airport 
5:00 p.m. aboard United Airlines Flight Number 304 from 
Omaha, Nebraska. Carmichael rented at 1968 white Plymouth 
four door sedan, Nev? York license 8z 7505 from Avis Rent-A-Car 
at Kennedy Airport and proceeded to 1810 Amethyst Street, 
Bronx, New York.’

On July 21, 1968, Carmichael and his wife observed 
at residence 1810 Amethyst Street, Bronx, New York.

On July 22, 1968, Carmichael observed at residence.

On July 23j 1968, at 1:00 p.m.. Bureau Agents bo 
observed Carmichael and his wife, ----- —b7c 
Eastern Airlines Shuttle Flight for Washington, D. C.

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. 
It is the property of the FBI and is loaned 
to your agency; it ;■ xi its contents are not 
to be distributed c..’ side your agency.

""frWIDENTIAL

GROUP I\ IScTuded^^om 
automatic downgrading 
ancKdeclassif IcaTtion.

copies destroyed

1971; ,



5-113 (l-lo^l) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309^tfC/Tpi/DCG/bl

Domestic Intelligence ^^ision

INFORMATIVE NOTE

7/23/68
Date

Attached relates, that, amon 
other things, Department of State 
returned Stokely Carmichael's 
passport to him.

Pertinent parts of attached 
to be furnished Internal Security 
Division of Department, Secret 
Service, and military.

JFM:chs



«' FD-36 (Rev. 5-22?64)

DATE: 07-27-2006 £
"CLASSIFIED. BY 60309/UC/TAM>^B/bl3

DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3(6) 
07-27-2031 " ■ '

EXCEPT
I lKsi PeJkoKah.

b6
b7C

ALL- INFORMATION WlTAINED
'NEPEIN IS OTCLi^kFIED 
WHEPE SHOW QTB|J&I5E

" CLASSIFICATION PEP OGA LETTER
DATED- 07-31-2'006

Transmit the following in ,/

Via TELETYPE _

F B I

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC, NEW YORK
FROM: SAC, WFO

STOKELYXARMICHAEL, INTERNAL SECURITY
SEDITION .

ON JULY TWENTYTHREE INSTANT,
PASSPORT OFFICE, DEPARTMENT 01!

b7C

STATE, WDC, ADVISED THAT THE BUREAU OF SECURITY AND < 
CONSULAR AFFAIRS, STATE, RETURNED SUBJECT’S PASSPORT TO^

HIM ON JULY TWENTYTHREE INSTANT. PASSPORT WAS MAILED TO
HIM AT HIS WDC RESIDENCE VIA REGISTERED MAIL, RETURN
RECEIPT REQUESTED

ON JULY SEVENTEEN LAST CARMICHAEL VISITED THE PASS-
PORT OFFICE, WDC, AND REQUESTED THAT HIS PASSPORT BE
RETURNED 80 THAT HE AND HIS WIFE COULD HONEYMOON IN AFRICA
BEFORE THE END OF SUMMER. ON THAT DATE HE SIGNED AN

,z2 - Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit
2 * WFO (100-43503)
JRPjrmh 
(7)

(C)

Sent

1 JUL 29 1968

, it । j . J,. i! ...... ।

pecial Agedr in Charge
Per

< .v ■

' V.



WFO 100-43§03
PAGE TWO < ** i
AFFIDAVIT STATING HE WOULD NOT USE'tHE PASSPORT TO TWS>

(S)
bl

(s)

REGARDING TRAVEL NEGATIVE ON.'W TWENTYTHREE INSTANT.
WFO WILL CONTINUE EFFORTS TO DETERMINE TRAVEL PLANS AND ?
OBTAIN DETAILS OF STATE DEPARTMENT . LETTER TRANSMITTING 
PASSPORT TO CARMICHAEL.

NEW YORK CONTACT SOURCES, INFORMANTS, AND AIRLINES ? .”
HOARDING TRAVFT, PLANS ANT) CHECK INDICES_____________________ I

bl j

BUREAU TELEPHONICALLY ADVISED. !



5-22-64) ' ALL JMFOPaWffl CONTAINED J
HEREIN IS OTCElffSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCGZbls

F B I

Date: 7/22/68
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

AIRMAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, BIRMINGHAM (157-2546)(P)
STOKELY SuiMICHAEL 
IS - M; SEDITION 
00: WFO

ReWFOairtel to Bureau, 5/3/68, and MOairtel 
to Bureau, 5/13/68.

Birmingham indices negative regarding b7C

SA
The following investigation was conducted 

I at Gadsden, Alabama: 
f . l^l> ■— . -J--

by b6
b7C

On 6/26/68, the following persons checked 
records of their departments regarding 
with negative results

the
b6
b7C.

b6
b7C

Bureau (RM) 
WFO (100-43503)(RM) 
Birmingham 
2 - 157-2546
1 — 1'^)7-2425 i . z*> L A

LGG:epg
Ei-105 6 JUL 25 1968

/J’O

Approved:
in Charge

Sent M I

z

b7C

0

<3
2
3



BH 157-2546

On 7/8/68, |___________________
________ I advised he believed [ bo

b7C

LEADS:
BIRMINGHAM:

AT GADSDEN, ALABAMA:
__________ L.__ Will determine if I I ,b6 

fits description of Negro female who b7( 
entered SNCC headquarters in Washington, D.C. on 5/2/68.

2. Will rondurt annrnnrintP harkground inves- b6 
tigation to determine if __ __________is a member of b7c
SNCC or any other black militant group.



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
(Rev IN IS UNCLA 

07-27-2006
15IFIED
BY 60309 /UC /TAM/D 0 G/b

F B I

Date: 7/17/68
Transmit the following in ________________________________ __________________ __________________

(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via AIRTEL__________________AIRMAIL________________ •
(Priority) ,

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'__________ ________ J______________
b6

>----X b7CTO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) / \

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

' GSUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - M; SEDITION 
(00: WFO)

Enclosed for the Bureau is one 3:e$$er consisting of 
two pages written in the German language, which was forwarded 
to STOKELY CARMICHAEL at 360 Nelson Street, S.W., Atlanta, Ga. 
The envelope in which this letter was received is also being 
enclosed.

A xerox copy of each of the above items is enclosed 
herewith for WFO.

office of origin in the STOKELY CARMICHAEL case. ., _.
..........  . > • NOTREC®

It is also requested the letter-be” return* 
Atlanta Office for maintaining in the informant’s fi1 
whatever future value it may have. cP- Bureau (Enc. 2)WSra® ' 7 - A' 

----- 2---WFO—(Enc .-2) (-RM-)---------^3 - Atlanta (2 - 100-6812) ’ '1(1 -. 170-287A) ''Ma 
----------- Sent - '

b6
b7C

Per _A
ent in Charge



FD-^’o (R <;v.' S-22-,64 )

F B I

Date: 7/23/68

Transmit the following in

yin. AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

' All INFORMATION CONTAINED

,/

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DATEa.-/r-

DIRECTOR, FB.I (1 00-439190)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-147963)

STUDENTS NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
(SNCC) - FUNDS
RACIAL MATTERS

Enclosed for the Bureau and Atlanta are 
copies of an LHM incorporating current information 
pertaining to SNCC funds.

Sources referred to in attached LHM are 
identified as follows:

The LHM is classified "Confidential" since 
unauthorized disclosure of information/attributed to 
these sources might impair their future effectiveness 
and such impairment could have an adverse effect on the 
national defense. I A A

Dissemination of attached ilade
locally to 108th MI Grou^^OSI and 30 1958

Bureau (Ends.
Atlanta (Ends. 2) (100-6488) (RM)2-
New 
New 
New 
New 
New

1-
1-
1-
1- 
1-
HCOC:tf
(11)
1- Supv. #4:

York(157-2377) (SNCC FUNDS) (43)
York (157-208?) (NBAWADU) (43)
York (157-2355) (SNCC-INTERNATION
York (157-15375D (CARMICHAEL) (43)
York - '

■ ^ptq^rcY Taosi ,OT. osi , sec . serv,.^ 24 W
S ISD, CRD, RAOzq

yHOWFORW: ^/^- y..■ —=

DATE FORW <7 -------
-■r ■ /

AFFAIRSX43)

yOV BY:

Sent M

/ IL h 
0
 / 

* ««
 W

lffiw
so

b6
b7C

Specia^Agent .in Charge



NY 100-11+7963

Tbio__ .9 AS__q_£__ +Hc TTRT__wHa__ ijaifijsuifijjaH b6
b7C



Ill Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT QE^USTICE 
WFEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIG^TCON

New York5 New York 
July 23, 1968

A characterization of SNCC is 
contained in the appendix attached 
hereto.

. This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside 
your agency. ___

GROUP I
Excluded from 
automatic 
downgrading and 
declassification

CO

ENCLOSURES



co Ode

Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) - Funds

A third confidential source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the nast. made avail ahip Infor
mation on[

Special Agents of the Federal. Biirpnn of Tmrpq 
tigation on July 10. 1968. interviewed_________________

b6
b7C

She additionally advised that she is no longer 
associated with SNCC.

A fourth confidential source, who han furniahod 
reliable information in the past, advised onl I

b7D 
b6 
b7C

-2-
CONF AL



Students Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) - Funds

b7D



COT)

APPENDIX

1.

' STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating; Committee (SMCC) , headquartered at 360-362 
Nelson Street, S.W. , Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself 
as not being a membership organization, but rather an agency 
attempting to stimulate and foster the growth of local pro
test movements. SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement 
which erupted across the South beginning on February 1, 1960. 
A conference at Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought 
together many of the demonstrating Southern students in a . 
•loose network of militant youth which was officially named 
SNCC in October, i960.

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identifies 
SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. It 
advocates that to be. successful it is necessary to develop a 
revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13, 1967, while adoressins a group in the 
Watts area of Los Angeles, California, |said "You
better shape up America, or we’ll burn-vou down7" Later in 
February, 1968, in a publicized note wrote, "America, if it
takes my death to organize my people to revolt against you and to be 
organize your jails to revolt against you and to organize your b7c 
children, your God, your poor, your country, and to organize man
kind to rejoice in your destruction and ruin, then here’s my. life’.' 

: -U*-



ALL INFORNTfriON CONTAINED • :a’’ '' '

HEE^IIJ IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAN/DCGZbls

FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

B I

Date; 7/26/68

t u 4 ii • PLAINTEXTTransmit the following in ■
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
TELETYPE URGENT

(Priority)

TO DIR FBI

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM

b6
b7C

REWFOTEL JULY TWENTYFIVE, LAST

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED TO DEPART RESIDENCE MORNING OF

JULY TWENTYFIVE, LAST. IN LATE AFTERNOON, HE VISITED LOCAL

BANK, CLEANING ESTABLISHMENT AND SNCC HEADQUARTERS, THEN

RETURNED TO RESIDENCE.

SOURCE ADVISED

ADMINISTRATIVE

ABOVE SOURCE
b7C 
b6 
b7D

LHM FOLLOWS RE BUF MEETING. P.

Bureau 
1 - WFO

Sent M Per



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
IBM IN IS UNCLASSIFIED

07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAN/DCGZbJ
FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

FBI

Date: 7/18/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext'or code)

Via AIR TEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM : SAC. MOB, (IOO-I858) (P)

b6
b7C

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL . 
RM - SNCC 
SEDITION 
(00:.WFO)

b6
b7C

U.

Re Mobile airtel to Bureau 7/11/68, with LHM.

o

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eight copies
LHM for dissemination, reflecting this information concerning 

the possible appearance of CARMICHAEL in Mobile, July 26, 1968. 
Copies of this memo are designated for Atlanta because of their 
interest in SNCC and CARMICHAEL, and for WFO, office of origin. 
The memo is also being disseminated locally to intelligence 
agencies, U. S. Secret Service, Mobile, And U. S. Attorney, 
Mobile.

w o ■
0 -

nV) \
5S X. ex

I w
[ ■ •< sp
I .1 ’ &

O 
Pm
Wte< 

W

pr. o 
to

o
Q

The sources used in this LHM are as follows:

7

b2 
b6 
b7D 
b7C

33- Bureau (Encs 8) (RM)
2 - Atlanta (Encs 2) (RM) £100-6812)
2 - WFO (Encs 2) (RM) (100-43503)
2 - Mobile
JTB : rare
( 9 ) y v><s

BQ JUL 20 1968

b6
b7C

Sent M Per



MO 100-1858

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

2



FD-376 (Rev. 8-1-66)

STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUWlCE

In Reply, Please Refer to WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

July 18, 1968

UNI 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

File No.
Director
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. | | Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including, foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2, | | Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means.. ’ ■

3. □ Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under-active investigation as member 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. □ U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the- U. S'. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return. ,

5. J^~| Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria: . ,

□ Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) □ Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) .p Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements . 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

.6. | | Individuals involved,in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph □ has been furnished □enclosed □ is not available
□ may be available through______ ' _______ ’ ■: ■■ ’ . '________________________ ■

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) j \ 
U. S. Secret Service „, Mobile, Alabama

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form 
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCjgDls

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Mobile, Alabama 

July 18, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

AT MOBILE. ALABAMA
....... r. ■ ■

Information was set forth in memorandum dated
July 11, 1968, .concerning the report that Stokely Carmichael 
would come to Mobile on July 26, 19680

On July 12, 1968, a confidential source, who has
furnished reliable information in the past, advised that

b6 
b7C 
b7D

A second source, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised [

b6 
b7C 
b7D

A third source, who has furnished reliable information b6
in the past, advised on b7C

b7D



STOKE jlY' CAR MICHAE L

b6 
b7C 
b7D

b7D

b7D

A fntirth snurneJ

A fifth source.. who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, advised 1 .

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI* It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be' distributed 
outside your agency.



ALL INFOPMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

DA^eT W- 27-2006
CLASSIFIED BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bls
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3(6) 
07-27-2031

STATE 05

URGENT 7-23-68 
TO DIRECTOR

FROM LEGAT LONDON NO. 90

0
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC

bo
b7C

. (SEDITION).

REMYAIRTEL JULY ONE EIGHT LAST

bl

BUREAU REQUESTED TO SUCAB ANY TRAVEL PLANS IF KNOWN

® RECEIVED: 11:42AM JDR
4

56 AUG 2 1968

3RD CC______________
bo /
bvc SEWET



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
INFORMATION CONTAINED g 

^Peiij is unclassified " 
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCGZbl

Transmit the following in

F B I

Date: 7/25/68
PLAINTEXT / _______________________

(Type in plaintext or code)

TELETYPE__________URGENT ______________
(Priority)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM.

REWFOTEL JULY TWENTYFOUR, LAST

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED TO DEPART RESIDENCE MORNING OF

JULY TWENTYFOUR, LAST. IN LATE AFTERNOON, SUBJECT WITH

A

LEFT RESIDENCE AND WENT TO SNCC HEADQUARTERS. SUBJECT b?c
b6

FORLATER VISITED CLEANING ESTABLISHMENT AND WITh[ WENT

RIDE BEFORE RETURNING TO SNCC HEADQUARTERS WHERE HE WAS UNTIL

EVENING. HE LATER RETURNED TO HIS RESIDENCE P

EX-100

4 - Bureau be
I - WFO b7C

WWHltjd 
(5)

b6
b7C

C C-KUU1VI «db 3&LI 
> TELETYPE

57 A
Approv^JH Sent M Per

Special Agent in Charge



S-lf3.(1-10-61)41,1, INF0RKATI0N CO ED -

■f HEREIN IS OTCLASS.HIEE-
' DATE 07-27-2006 ■»n3n9 /TTC /TAM/Dr3/h 1

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 7/27/68
relates to a speech 
militant Stokely 
Mobile, Alabama, on

Attached 
made by Negro 
Carmichael in 
7/26/68. He stated that he desire 
no riot while he was in town but 
if there was trouble after he left 
he would know that he has been 
effective. No incidents occurred 
during speech.

d

Copy of attached furnished to 
Inter-Division Information Unit of 
the Department and the Attorney 
General.
JAM:  Jem



*>'■' v
FBI-WASH DC* *

FBI MOBILE

2:02 AM CDT 
TO DIR^TOR 
FROM MOBILE

.FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
I U S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATION SECTION
JUL 2 71968
TELETYPE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAK/DCG/tol

URGENT 7/27/68 LPB

(100-446080) WFO (100-43503)

(100-1858)
b6
b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL,

SUBJECT ACCOMPANIED BY TWO NEGRO MALES, REPORTED AS A 
ARRIVED MOBILE &AL FLIGHT THREE SEVEN

' SEVEN AT WO TWENTYFIVE 
b6 |
b7c/MET BY NEGRO GROUP LED

PM SEVEN TWENTYSIX SIXTYEIGHT. WERE

BY PRESIDENT LOCAL

Mt. Tolson- 
Mr. 'DeLoad

b6
b7C

SpHivan.

NEGRO ORGANIZATION, NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZED WORKERS, SPONSOR

OF CARMICHAEL APPEARANCE.

AFTER SHORT MEETING AT CARMICHAEL WAS

DRIVEN AROUND MOBILE AND ADJOINING PRICHARD, ALA. AND WENT

TO HOME OF ABOUT

FIVE FORTYSEVEN PM. AT ABOUT EIGHT PM, GROUP ARRIVED AT OLD

b6
b7C

WARREN STREET METHODIST CHURCH, THREE ZERO FOUR N. WARREN LV 1

STREET, MOBILE WHERE CARMICHAEL FOR ABOUT TWO HOURS.
CHURCH WAS FILLED TO CAPACITY, ESTIMATED BY POLICE AT IWOUG 1 1968

HUNDRED INSIDE AND ONE FIVE ZERO TO TWO HUNDRED OUTSIDE.

SOURCES AT SPEECH 'ADVISED* THAT CARMICAEL SPOKE OF BLACK POWER,

END PAGE ONE

TELFWED TO:A, A A U . A' A »(r 7/^1 // 6 ”



PAGE TWO

BUT STATED WAS NOT THERE TO CAUSE RIOT, URGED NO VIOLENCE BUT 
SAID ALL NEGROES SHOULD HAVE GUNS. SAID THERE ARE THREE WAYS 
TO GET THINGS - TO BEG, TO WORK OR TO TAKE THINGS, THAT FIRST 
TWO HAD BEEN TRIED A ND. J, J^_LLME_JUQ_J^^ HIS

TALK WAS ANT I-POL ICE AND AJNTI NEGRO POLICE. STATED DESIRES NO 
RIOT WHILE HE*S IN TOWN BUT IF THERE IS TROUBLE AFTER HE LEAVES 
HE KNOWS HE HAS BEEN EFFECTIVE.

AFTER SPEECH CONCLUDED.I I ANNOUNCED THERE WOULD BE

MEETING SAME CHURCH AT TWO P M SEVEN TWENTYSEVEN SIXTYEIGHT,
b6 

WHICH IS TO BE MEETING TO ORGANIZE NEGROES FOR SELF HELP. b?c

ABOUT TEN THIRTY PM, CROWD DISPERSED AND CARMICHAEL GROUP 
WAS DRIVEN TO| [RESIDENCE.

AT TWELVE THIRTYTWO AM SEVEN TWENTYSEVEN SIXTYEIGHT, 
CARMICHAEL AND GROUP LEFT, [RESIDENCE BY CAR AND DROVE

TO HOME OF I

WHERE CARMICHAEL WAS LOCATED AS OF ONE FIFTEEN AM.

NATIONAL GUARD WAS ALERTED AND WERE ON STANDBY AT FORT 
WHITING ARMORY,. NO JNCIDENTS OR DISORDERS REPORTED. MOBILE 
PD AND Sfi-HAVE EXTRA PATROLS ON DUTY.

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE WFO TEL SEVEN TWENTYSIX SIXTYEIGHT.

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, USA AND LOCAL POLICE KEPT INFORMED. 
ARRANGEMENTS HAD BEEN MADE BY MOBILE PD TO TAPE CARMICHAEL 
SPEECH BUT OFFICER WAS ASKED TO LEAVE AND NO TAPE RECORDING 
MADE. NEWS SOURCES REPORTED PRESENT AT SPEECH.

MEETING SEVEN TWENTYSEVEN SIXTYEIGHT TO BE COVERED AND 
CARMICHAEL S DEPARTURE REPORTED, AFTER WHICH bttM TO BE SUBMITTED.

FISUR CONTINUING.

AIRMAIL COPY TO BIRMINGHAM.

END

SVM

FBI WASH DC* 
©

bo
b7C

MR. TRAINOR 
ROOM 836 9&D



5-22-64)

* -4 ■
<■
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07427-21$ ।. /UC/TAM/D

b7C

D

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL

CT

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) , :

JAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARKICHAEL
RU - SNCC
(00:WFO)

b7C

b7C

ReWFOairtel and LIIT4 to Bureau dated 6/28/68 
setting forth summary of subject’s activities from 5/12/68 
5/28/68

\ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven
A copies of an LIili suitable for dissemination setting forth summary 

v .of subject’s activities from 6/4/68 to 6/18/68.

I 1/0- The ^-n^° contained in the LI-IM was developed by 
A physical surveillance, through investigation, and sources availabL 
II to WFO.

If The Ll-Hl is being.classified ’’ConfisieJTtial’’ in
!w~'_ order to protect sources who are lshing valuable dwifo^mation 
. 'on a continuing basis. r iC}i I

—’• ’ Local dissemination being made to AUSA, U.S.
7'. Secret Service and military intelligence agencies._ . .

1 Since the LHM is a summary of <«tAL‘Ggath$^d, the
■ last period of investigation is 6/18/68. WFO will submit promptly 

fc-*--another LIII1 containing pertinent data subsequent tTT7kl^/6^dB*!5!=.

, 3 - Bureau (Enc.1 11)
-1 WFO

WWHiskt r c 
U4)

b6 
b7C

-4----- ’-‘-7-1----------------------—------------
ftGENCY: ACSI , 0SI, SEC. SERV. , c

: ISD.CRD.RAO ■C--vc»»r,
Sent how F0"W • / M .-------

Special Agent in Charge pAl’E ?/ 2 3 /'&~T'



c

In Reply, Please Refer 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF-INVESTIGATION
Washington, D.C. 20535

lE , ’ July 1'6'.1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A summary off pertinent activities of Stokely Carmichael 
from June 4, 1968, to June 18, 1968, is being set forth as

‘ ^follows: .Z<: ZC.XlV < A < .............. , ... .

On Tuesday, June 4, 1968, during the morning} 
■■^-Carmichael returned to Washington", D.C}" (WDC) , from a trip 

.to California. Carmichael was met at National Airport by 
>'.\^/Jpur unidentified males upon his arrival and was joined later ' / 
<bAf,kl?y Stu<3^nt Nonviolent Coordinating Committee CSNCCY associate 

ip. They departed Sfatihnal .irport in a red Volvo
■ sedan Dearing Georgia License___________ Later, Carmichael ' .

- visited briefly the headquarters of the Southern Christian O 
Leadership Conference (SCLC), 14th and U Streets, N.W. , WDC}Jp\^ 
the sponsor of the Poor People’sCampaign (PPC) . ■ Carmichael^^ 

.and I ---- --  returned to National Airport where they md’t- \ \

\ sedan Dearing Georgia License

flight.J
of herMnWical

returned to National Airport where they mdt \ 
11:00 a.m. apparently arriving on an incomingat li:uu a.m. apparently arriving on an incoming 

_ was accOTipanied by two females' possibly Members 
g-rounW onp wfinm uag believed to be

accompanied
nm,w^s believed to be I_______

her husband, was,also 
entered 

ine-other individuals

-b7C

/ ' 'belTeveSr'Vo be presentT^’^^ichael^ 
the abovementioned red Volvo sedan. _ ___________
mentioned abovp pnfprpH a 1atP nnripl white Dodge. Carmichael 
with _____________ returned to their residence, 5015 16th
Streets N.W., WDC. Carmichael was not again observed to leave 
his residence on that date. A source previously advised
is a SNCC associate of Carmichael. . J. .. . ----—

The records of'the~Bureau <Sf Motor Vehicles, Atlanta, GA 
: disclosed the above mentioned Georgia liegja^e ID-57915 registered

to Carmichael.
ROUP 1 

omatlcExcluded fro 
downgrading and 
declassl



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Prior to Carmichael’s departure for California on 
May 28, 1968, a television program^entitled ’’NET Journal” 
featuring Carmichael, Bobby Seale of the Black Panther Party 
(BPP), and Mario Savio,^former leader of the Free Speech 
Movement at Berkeley was broadcast from 9:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
over WETA, Channel 26, on May 27, 1968. The program was 
rebroadcast on the afternoon of June 2, 1968,{before his 
return. The comments by Carmichael which were reportedly 
excerpts from past speeches are being set forth hereinafter:

"TRANSCRIPTION OF STATEMENTS 
BY STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

TV CHANNEL 26, MAY 27, 1968 
WASHINGTON, D.C.

"I was told all the time that I was an 
exceptional Negro. I was an intelligent boy. 
I had scholarships to go to all the Ivy League 
schools and that I could get into that society 
if I played by their rules, but that really 
bothered me because I found myself becoming less 
free. You see, I think that the freest people 
in this society are the people from Mississippi 
because they have not been caught up in the struc
ture of watching your ’Ps' and 'Qs,' so I was 
very worried about that, so I wanted to go South 
just to see how free they really were and what 
the threat was to the whole power structure. 
I got caught up in the Freedom Rides and decided 
that Mississippi was where I’d like to stay and 
work. I learnt (sic) from the people in Mississippi. 
I learnt from the people in Mississippi what I 
never learnt from the most brilliant professors 
I've sat under. They taught me how not to be 
ashamed. They taught me how to say what you want 
to say whenever you want to say it.
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"We've been so riddled and inculcated with 
that American dream (and) nonsense which we were 
never a part of and could never hope to be a part 
of. I think that’s what the problem with 
America’s now facing with the youth both black 
and white that we're all beginning to question 
why is it that she’s the richest country in the 
world. Is it that she exploits other countries, 
is it that she steals, murders, and plunders, or 
is it that she's so smart that she can develop 
her resources to yield the amount of productivity 
that it does, and I think that most of you are 
beginning to see that the United States has been 
exploiting other countries and that we have been 
enjoying that good life at the expense of other 
countries and that,when you match that with the 
American dream which talks about honesty and 
equality and a fair share for everybody to 
recognize that you talk that nonsense at the 
expense of somebody in Vietnam or South Africa, 
or Latin America, Asia, Japan, just makes you 
sick to the stomach. You want’to puke. ..... 
it's time that you use your mouth to say no and 
begin to use your knowledge for the good of black 
people,who surround your campus. 1

"For once they get someone who's speaking 
directly to them who’s beginning to challenge 
what has been defined as success for them on 
their college campuses. Deep down they've 
always felt this, but they haven't been really 
sure how to express it because they were afraid 
they might be called racists or black nationalists. 
They finally begin to see that they have that 
release so that I think you get the catharsis 
there but then an awakening and a beginning to 
re-think what success is all about.

- 3 -
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”In this country you were to think that white 
people were God; that they had the right to give 
us our freedom and sowhat we had to do was to 
beg them or to act the way they want us to act 
before they gave us our freedom. We must stop 
seeking to imitate white society. We must create 
for ourselves to save our very humanity because 
the fight for black power in this country is 
indeed a fight to civilize a barbaric country - 
the United States. We have to be able to gather 
the strength, you must be able to get the (goods?) 
as the intellectuals of the black society to say: 
’We are black, our noses are broad, our lips are 
thick, our hair is nappy, and we are beautiful - 
and we are beautiful - and we are beautiful - 
yes - yes - beautiful .... (speaker drowned out 
by applause and the taking up of the chant, 
”We are beautiful.”)’

”1 think that black students have never 
heard anyone tell them that they are black and 
beautiful. White people like Negroes, but they 
have a role for them. They like them like maybe 
they like their pet dogs, but they like them to 
that extent. Now they have that role. Now when 
they break out Of that role there’s a threat, 
I guess the sociologists would call that a 
threat to status, or what have you, but there 
is that and then they have to react to that, but 
that isn’t just in the South, I mean it’s in the 
whole country. It’s in the whole country. It’s 
in the whole country.

"You ought to tell ’em clear, ’If you don’t 
want any trouble, keep your filthy white hands 
off;our beautiful black girls - keep ’em off - 
keep ’em off - keep ’em off (drowned out in 
crowd response) ...’

- 4 -
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"You want to talk about this thing called 
violence that everybody is so afraid about. 
Here you are talkin’ about you afraid of violence 
and the Honky draftin’ you out o’ school to go 
fight in Vietnam... (drowned out by crowd). Or, 
you gonna sit in front of your television set 
and listen to LBJ tell you that violence never 
accomplishes anything, my fellow Americans. 
This is the most violent society there is.

"I think that the society is headed toward 
suicide, and I really don't think that America 
could share in the guilt. I don't think we could 
ever see ourselves a country, and that people 
have to see themselves as individuals. And that 
is particularly true, I think, for white America, 
that she must see herself as individuals. That's 
the death trap for most liberals. You know, the 
first thing they say to you is that 'Well, I'm 
not like the rest of them.' Like their first 
phrase to you, because they recognize for them 
to share in the collective guilt they would 
just have to drink themselves to death. And I 
think that the people who even just touch on the 
collective guilt of white America must drink 
jthemselves to death, just have to, cause you 
just woke up onemorning and without any reason 
at all you were burning babies, and you didn't 
have anything to do with it, not any reason at 
all - burning babies, even to stop communism, 
burning babies, man you go crazy, you gonna 
blow your mind. (Speaker drowned out by 
miscellaneous background comments, mostly 
unintelligible.)

"We are not only opposed.to the war.in Vietnam, 
we are opposed to compulsory conscription, we are 
against the draft. Now, we are against the draft 
for anybody, black or white. When you are called
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to serve you. have a choice, either you -say„no and 
face the possibility of going to jail or you >J.
become A hired killer, you inflict suffering on 
somebody.

"It is more honorable to suffer. We must 
save our humanity, we cannot allow ourselves to 
be used as the black mercenaries in that war. 
You should join the greatest, Mohammed Ali, and 
tell them, ’Hell, no! I ain’t going! Hell, no!

. We ain’t going.’” (Drowned out by background 
applause.) (It appears the speaker is furthering 
the applause with repeated statement, 'We ain't 

.going,' while audience repeatedly says, 'Hell, no.')"

An article appearing in "The Washington Post," a 
WDC daily newspaper on May 31, 1968, reported that a new 
book store specializing in Negro culture would be opened on 
that date with ceremonies at 8:00 p.m. According to the 
article several individuals including Stokely Carmichael were 
to be among the participants at the opening activities. The 
article continued that the book store would be named the Drum 

..and Spear, r . - ' . ' -. - .____ .

A source advised I
b7D-

On Wednesday, June 5, 1968. Carmichael was not 
observed to leave his residence in tne morning or afternoon.
_ ____ _____ A source advised I I

b7D;

_____ _ At 7:15 p.m. on June 5, 1968, Carmichael and I
___ | departed their residence and went to the Zanzibar .
Restaurant, 2017 14th Street . N.W./ traveling in the previous be 
mentioned red Volvo sedan. They remained at the Zanzibar b7c 
Restaurant for a short period and then went to the New School 
of Afro-American Thought, 2115 14th Street, N.W., WDC.

A source advised that a ^l^knjnl.tecr_Froht~~(BUF)meeting held 
June 5, 1968, at the New School of Afro-American Thought, 
2115 14th Street, N.W., WDC. . - • ,,,

According to source, approximately sixty persons were 
in attendance at the meeting which began at approximately 8:45 p.m.



minutes of the previous meeting of the Board of Conveners but b7c 
she refused and| was forced to give an oral report.

b 6
advised those present that the following subjects b7c 

had been discussed by the Board of Conveners:

1 - Appointment of a task force to organize 
and solicit membership in all black 

communities. __said plans were made
to re-organize the whole membership b6
procedure and to issue new applications b7c 
for membership in the BUF to all present 
members by__mail.
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2 - Received a report from the task force on 
the rebuilding of the city.

3 - Discussed the position BUF should take 
regarding the Washington Federal City 
College and the Washington Technical Institute.

At this point in the meeting,, according to source, 
some ’’bickering” started. _________________ made a motion that
a task force be appointed immediately, to begin organizing the 
entire black community. This motion was seconded, according to 
source, but Stokely Carmichael said the BUF would have to be 
very careful because people would start asking questions con- b6 
cerning the purpose of organizing. According to source, b?c
Carmichael said his idea of organizing was to cover everything 
from the conservative to the revolutionary. He pointed out 
that in the process of soliciting memberships in the black 
community the people should be told they are only joining the 
BUF and not committing themselves to any particular ideology. 
The motion that was passed was worded to express the ideas set 
forth by Carmichael.

According to source, approximately six people then 
volunteered to serve on this committee.

I I then presented a Negro male named _____________
(phonetic), from San Francisco, who stated that with the help 
of Stokely Carmichael hehad just organized a BUF in San 
Francisco.. He gave a short address on unity of the black people.

b6
b7C

A Negro male named spoke next. He stated he 
represented Blacks for American Dream (BAD), which is a group 
of professional men who live in the upper Northwest section of 
WDC. Source advised that it was evident from the discussion 
that______  and Carmichael have been talking to representatives106
of BAD to get them to join BUF. advised the BUF that b7C
BAD has not made any decision as yet in regard to joining BUF 
and that he was not there in any official capacity*

- 8 -
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Build Black was 
about the relationship between the

Source advised that 
ized next and inquired

Board of Conveners and the tota' L membership of the BUF. b6
explained this to him whereupon said ____________ |had b7C

years prior to.the riots and was first 
said his organization

organi
known as the Cardozo Men’s Council; _______

■ had been working in the Cardozo area for a long time and was a 
great deal older than BUF 
organizations joined BUF 
of Conveners.

He said he believed that if older 
they should be represented on the Board

Carmichael then 
three times and 
accused

stated he had talked to 
talked to______  _______________  Carmichael

of hemming and hawing and coming in late."
had

b6
b7C

Source advised that tried to appease 
Storey, saying that as BUF went along, the Board of Conveners 
would be expanded. This did not satisfy Storey, according to 
source and he and four members of Build Black walked out of the 
meeting.

b6
b7C

A Negro female who, according to source, was on a 
committee headed by ___________ |which was planning a rally for

spoke and said that the committee had decided 
not to hold a local.rally as such, but were searching for an 
appropriate day that has some significance to all Negroes. 
This individual said,according to source, that the committee b7c 
had decided to try to get about seven cities on the East Coast 
to arrange and conduct one big rally at WDC. Those present 
agreed to accept this report.

Source advised that an unidentified man working with 
the task force on rebuilding reported that this committee had 
had no meetings with any officials of the Government since the 
last BUF meeting but that the task force was still working on 
the rebuilding plans.
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Source advised that I I then announced that his1 1
personal office at 900 Florida Avenue, N.W., is now being used b7c 
as the administrative office for BUF, and all business could 
be transacted through his office. He stated 
on a magazine which_he will call ’’Black."

he is also working

Source stated that]_______ ______|had
her resignation and Carmichael made a remark 
forget/about her and get 

(phonetic) 
----- '— secretary.

again submitted 
to the effect b6 
young lady named b7ca new secretary. A 

volunteered to act as a temporary

Source advised that_________________________came in
at the very end of the meeting and read off a list of churches 
who have agreed to let the BUF use their facilities for 
meetings. Source advised these churches are: Lincoln Memorialbg 
Congregational Temple; John Wesley AME Zion; Franklin P. Nash b7c 
Memorial Methodist Church; Douglas Memorial MethodLst Church 
and New Bethel Baptist Church. ~~| advised he was
looking for still more churches to offer their facilities.

Source advised that a agreed to b7c
let the next BUF meeting take place in nis cnurcn, the Douglas 
Memorial Methodist Church.

On Thursday, June 6, 1968, during the morning, 
Carmichael was not observed to leave his residence. In the 
afternoon, Carmichael accompanied by ~|went to
SNCC headquarters. Later, they entered the red Volvo sedan 
with another male and female. They visited briefly 2701 14th bo 
Street, N.W., WDC, the location of the newly established Drum b7c 
and Spear book store specializing in African-type books and . 
-African culture. They later visited a grocery and liquor 
store before returning to their residence. Carmichael was not 
again observed to leave his residence on that date.

On Friday, June 7, 1968, Carmichael went to SNCC 
headquarters, 2208 14th Street, N.W., WDC. He later visited 
the Industrial Bank, 11th and U Streets, N.W., WDC, before

- 10 -
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returning to his residence in the early afternoon. In mid- . .
' afternoon, Carmichael and visited the Victor Building, b7c

724 9th Street, N.W., WDC then returned to their residence.

A source advised there are a number of tenants 
located in the Victor Building and that the reason for Carmichael 
and Makeba visiting there on June 7> 1968, was not established.

Another source reported'a SNCC fund-raising party 
was held at the Flamingo Club next door to SNCC headquarters, ’ 
WDC, beginning about 9:00 p.m. on June 7, 1968. According to 
source, about 100 persons were in attendance. Carmichael was 
scheduled to attend but source reported that he did not show 
up, Source 

b6
b7C

' ■ On Saturday. Junp R. 1968 Carmirhanl with|__________
[accompanied by|___________ [and_ another unidentified

couple departed their residence and went to National Airport 
where | [boarded the 1:00 p.m. Eastern Airlines shuttle b6 /
for New York City. According to a source, she was actually b7o-jb 
going to Canada. Carmichael and_____ and the unidentified
couple left the airport subsequently. Later, Carmichael and A 
_  along with two Negro males returned to the airport!. They A/ 
boarded Northwest Airlines Flifeht Number 353 which departed 
2:50 p.m. for Detroit with stops in Pittsburg, and p1p4p1flr|d , v 

. en route 
, tified

for Detroit with stops in Pittsburg
The individuals wit&jCarmichael am were iden-.

■ An article appearing in’*TheWashington Post” dated 
June 9, 1968, reported as follows:

c
11
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•'CARMICHAEL SAYS
SHOWDOWN HASTENED

"Detroit, June 8 - Black power advocates Stokely 
Carmichael said today the death of Sen. Robert F. 
Kennedy has hastened ’the bloody confrontation 
between blacks and whites.'

"Carmichael, who arrived here late this after
noon to address a rally, said Sen. Kennedy was 
the most popular white politician among Negroes 
because of the 'clever public relations job of 
his brother.'

"Now that Robert Kennedy is dead, Carmichael 
told a news conference, there is nobody who can 
placate Negro anger. For that reason, he said, 
the inevitable confrontation between blacks and 
whites will take place sooner. He did not say 
when that might be.

"Carmichael said of Sen. Kennedy, 'We call 
him the last of the good whiteys.' He said he 
doubts any other white political figure can inherit 
the popularity Kennedy enjoyed among black people.

"Speaking of the deaths of Sen. Kennedy and 
the Rev, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Carmichael 
said, 'The lines are now less blurred as the 
liberal sector disappears.'

"Urban Violence

"Carmichael also predicted that the urban 
violence of previous summers would not occur on 
as large a scale this summer.

12 -
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"That was something we tried and it didn’t 
work and now it is time to try something else,’ 
he said.

’’Asked what the new tactic might be, he 
said ’a lot of people go to jail for what they 
say. I am not going to jail for what I say, 
but for what I do.’

"Carmichael said he doubted that any 
conspiracy links the deaths of either of the 
Kennedys and Dr. King. ’The same groups could 
not be responsible for King’s death and the 
Kennedys’ deaths.’

"Carmichael, now a Washington field 
secretary of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee, said he hopes the Poor People’s 
Campaign succeeds ’because they are our people,' 
but he added:

"'If it doesn’t work, then we know where 
we have to go.’

"No White Alliances

"He said that when the armed confrontation 
that he anticipates does come, black people 
'have no one to rely on but ourselves.’ He 
emphatically ruled out the possibility of white 
alliances.

"Asked by a reporter if his confrontation 
did not seem like a ’death wish,’ Carmichael 
responded that there is a difference 'between 
being ready to die and wishing to die.'

"Carmichael is here to speak in support of 
several black nationalists groups in this city,

13



—'-V-'’? which has many black nationalist activists and 
/.<•; 'organizations. . p’

‘'Appearing relaxed in a maroon cardigan and 
white turtleneck sweater, Carmichael said the fight 

p,.'pp in this Country is not going to be along class 
P lines, The fight is going to be clear black 

i-:'/'' against white,".

■ ? On^JWav. .June 9, 1968, Carmichael with~SNCC~Aslsbciate's
{ ____________________ _______ returned to WDC at KaBi^mi^Kirpof’t' ' :
j at 4:46 p.m. viza Northwest Airlines Flight Number 338 from 
i Detroit, Carmichael and | went to their residence at
; / 5015 16th Street, N.W., WDC, They were not again observed

b6
b7C

to depart their residence on that date.

On Monday, June 10, 1968, Carmichael was not observed 
to leave his residence during the morning. A panel truck of 
Lawson Brothers Carpeting’was parked near the residence and 
two workmen were observed carrying carpeting inside. A source 
advised that carpeting was being installed in the Carmichael 
residence by the workmen.

In the late afternoon, Carmichael with_______________
p and_________________ [departed his residence and visited the be

location of the Drum and Spear book store, 2701 14th Street, b7c 
„p . ■ N.W., WDC. Carmichael later went to SNCC headquarters where 

i he remained into the evening hours.

On Tuesday, June 11, 1968, Carmichael did not depart
: his residence during the morning or early afternoon. During 
j that period, carpet workers were at his residence appearing

! to continue to install carpeting from the-previous day. In
mid-afternoon, Carmichael was seen riding in a late model 
Rambler bearing ’ • • •■ -

. 1 headquarters
______ ] in the vicinity of SNCC 
he entered a late model Imperial 
containing an unidentified male

CON
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I and female. They drove to Carmichael’s residence where they’ 
j entered. The.car remained parked at the residence throughout
I the evening. J

_________________________  Kinny Rent-A-Car. Incorporated
New York City, advised Ithe above Rambler^bearing I 

had been rented to b6 
b7C 
b7D

as the individual whb would be 
io a source,using the car. According

had visited there in the past.

__ On Wednesday. June 12. 1968. Carmichael accompanied 
by I_________________________________ I departed their residence and
went, to National Airport where attempted to board the
10:00 a.m, Eastern Airlines shuttle for New York City. Flights 
were reported to be grounded by bad weather, and theyleft the
airport returning to their residence. Workmen were still at 
the residence appearing to continue to install carpeting.

A source advised that over 100 yards of carpet had 
been installed in Carmichael’s residence during the past three 
days, and workmen had cleaned the house throughout,

Carmichael was not again observed to depart his 
residence on that date.

On Thursday, June 13, 1968, Carmichael was not observed 
to depart his residence. SNCC associate was observed
at the residence during the day.

' . . ■ . ■ ' b6 '
b7C
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A source advised
b7D

andIn the late evening, Carmichael, 
■ others traveled to Friendship International Airport

_________ advised Carmichael using ticket under name[ 
accompanied by | and’ a' '

b6
_______________ | and a boarded b7c

American Airlines Flight Number 29 which departed 11:45 p.m. 
on June 13, 1968, for Los Angeles, California.

According to a source, the 
aVinw i <? fool i pvpH to be the same person as 

also mentioned previously.

mentioned b6
------------ b7C

affiliated with
advised 

on June 14, 1968. his company had previously negotiated the 
sale of a house at 4331 Blagden Avenue, N.W., WDC, to________

________________ of Stokely Carmichael, for $70,000. He advised 
the contract closing the sale had not been completed, and 
negotiations were still in the preliminary-stage. He continued 
that after the contract was signed whereby! lagreed to 1
the property, extensive publicity was given the sale by the 
news media. After the publicity, Carmichael telephonically 
contacted Floyd E. Davis Company and complained about the 
publicity, but did not say he or_______ would not go through
with the sale. ______ stated since the publicity about the sale,
his company has received a number of telephone calls and letters 
about the matter protesting the ability of Carmichael to buy a 
house that expensive on a cash basis. He advised that the 
letters and telephone calls were nonspecific in nature, but 
some of them alleged the house would be burned or blown up 
either before or after Carmichael took occupancy. He said 
thathe dismissed the calls and letters as work of pranksters 
or cranks, and most of them were made by persons who did not

~CONFTBEJ£CTAL

buy

b6
■ b7C
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CQ

identify themselves. He added
! the company who actually negotiated the sale to 
! also received a 
; the same line, 

telephone calls
i made by Negroes 

'] ' his 
i had 

:! WDC

a broker for 
_________ had b6 

number of telephone calls and letters along b7c 
He stated[ reported that a number of
and letters to him appeared to be authentic and were 
who expressed disapproval' of Carmichael and 
Some, according to reported theyactivities

lost their jobs during the recent civil disorders in 
and blamed Carmichael for this.

reported further he heard thatl ~ ‘ 
| the owner selling the house, went to Florida and

intended to retire there. However, when news broke she had b6 
sold her home in WDC to Stokely Carmichael, she was ridiculed b7c 
so extensively by her acquaintances there she returned to WDC.

’ . _______ advised he had notified the Metropolitan Police be
- Department, WDC, about the threats received. ■■ . b7c ■

was 
and

]furnished a copy of a letter, which he stated 
previous letters receivedrepresentative of the type of 

destroyed.

b6 ' 
b7C

; -A copy of the letter is 

[advised that 
on the left side of the letter to Floyd E. Davis Company which 
was a carbon copy is not completely discernable due to a 
typographical error.

attached hereto.

it was to be noted the margin b6
b7C

____A al_ crrnrro ntM rpH I

'-b7D

On Tuesday. June 18, 1968, Carmichael and his 
~Iturned to WDC at 7:30 p.m

b6
from New York City b7c

CON
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in a 1968 blue Plymouth station wagon bearing New York License 
4Z725 they had previously rented from Avis-Rent-A-Car. They 
went to their residence.

An article appearing in "The Washington Post” dated 
June 19, 1968, stated as follows: •

"CARMICHAEL LETS 
QUESTIONS GO BY

"Washington’s snappiest young newlyweds, Mr. 
and Mrs. Stokely Carmichael, flew in from California 
last night and showed up an hour later at an Embassy 
of Guyana garden party.

‘”I’m here with my wife to enjoy myself,’ the p 
bridegroom kept.telling people who kept asking him 
such unromantic questions as whether he has any J// 
plans for Solidarity Day today. Then he referred / 
all questions on all subjects to his wife, folk

. singer Miriam Makeba.

"’That’s ironic for a West Indian,’J said the 
Ambassador of Barbados, Hilton AugustusWaughan.

"Carmichael, who was born in Trinidad, laughed 
and agreed and then hastily added, ’Actually, we’re 
Africans-we were just dropped off in the West 
Indies.’

"Mrs. Carmichael’s statement was that as a 
foreigner, she does not interfere in the internal 
affairs of the United States. A refugee from 
South Africa, she is now a citizen of Tanzania.

"Carmichael spent much of his time at the 
party signing autographs. ’SNCC could use the

:0]
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money,’ said the former chairman of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee when someone 
suggested that he could get a good price for 
those signature s,

"The party given by the Ambassador of Guyana 
and Lady Carter was in honor of the Jazz-at-Laurel 
Festival. Aug. 2, 3 and 4 at the Laurel Race Course, 
Rufus Harley, with his wild bagpipes and quintet, 
played on the porch for the party and will perform 
at the festival.

"So will Miriam Makeba, although she wasn’t 
aware of the fact until someone pointed out her 
name on the program. ‘I can’t keep up with 
everything,’ she said.

"She was smilingly accepting bestwishes on 
their marriage, but was annoyed when people congra
tulated her on having bought a house on Blagden 
Avenue.

"’That’s all a rumor,’ she said. ’We live on 
16th Street.’ (She wouldn’t give the address.)

"Carmichael’s was not the only Nehru suit 
at the party, but it was the only double-breasted 

■ one. And he certainly had the only shirt trimmed 
in velvet, gold and black braid. Mrs. Carmichael 
wore a flowing print dress she had designed herself 
and a tall black hat.

"After he had talked with the caterer’s 
manager, Wallace Mason of the Barnett Catering 
Service, Carmichael was quick to point out that 
he knew him as a friend and not professionally. 
Mason added that he has catered for Carmichael as 
well as ’Kennedys, Senators and everybody else.’"

- 19 -
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_________ [mentioned previously, advised 
on June 18^ 1963, that_________________ wife of Stokely Carmichael,
had previously agreed to purchase a house at 4331 Blagden 
Avenue, N.W., WDC, through his company. He stated that in 
signing the contract to buy, ______  agreed that the sale
would be contingent upon her being able to raise satisfactory 
financing within thirty days.

______ I advised that and' Carmichael had notified 
Floyd E. Davis Company they had been unable to raise satisfactory 
financing and in view, of this were unable to consummate the 
sale. They requested that the contract be cancelled.  
advised that the company agreed to this and the down payment 
made by in the amount of $3500 is being returned to her

b6
b7C

jecommendotion^nw

FBI and iUoaned to your agency 
ft and its contents ate not to he 
distributed outside your afiensrs.
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•? ' .DECLASSIFIED. BY 6Q3G9./UCZTAM/DCG7bis-.
■; ON 07-27-2006:. W-Y ■' .

SATURDAY JUNE 1968

JWYD DAVIS CO
b6
b7C

I HAVE A SOM WHO HAS JUST ABOUT CONE CRAZY BECAUSE KE LOST HIS JOB BECAUSE OF FIRE BURNING STORE DOWN WHERE- HE AN A LOT OF OTHER COLORED MEN AMD WOMEN. WORKED FOR SEVERAL'YEARS.MY SON. AND SOME OF THE OTHER HEN HAVE VOWED TO- BOMB ®'BtOr DOWN CARMICHAEL'5 S IK3-E HOME AT XSBxkl b331 LAG DEB AVE NW WHEN HE BUIS-IT OR BEFORE I SONY KNOW WHICH. EY HAD A BIG CANVAS SACK OF DYNIMITE IN MY ATTIC AND NY GASOLINE IN MY BACK BRICK SHED BUT THEY MOVED IT THIS EK. om OF THE MEN IS A CONSTRUCTION WORKER AND TO.’S OUT WHAT TO DO. .HERE IS AB OUT 3 ©f them. AND I KNOW MY SON WILL GET IN ' OUBLE BECAUSE TWO OF THE MEN ARE HEAVY DRINKERS AND TALK 
D MUCH AND THAT MEANS TROUBLE. I DC NT LIKE CARMICHA3KLE 

T ALL .AND FONT CARE WHAT HAPPENS TO HIM BUT I KNOW AFTER HIS HAPPENS THOSE BIG MOUTHS ARE' GOING TO GET COUGHT AND 
TAKE MY SON MITT THEMo
AYBE IF PEOPLE CAN GET THIS NHCS THESE M3?? AND MY SON WILL IP'THE BOMBING AND KILLING PLAN. CAUSE THEY .ALL-ARE DEAD ■?IOUS SAYING HE CAUSED l'I?NY THOUSANDS OF NEGRO JOBS 3213 TO 
3URNED .AWAY AND MA?UT NEGRO NJ3 HOMES OVER STORES TO BE 
JD OUT AND THEY ARE DETERMINED TO GIVE CARMAECKLE THE SAXE THAT THEY HAVE SUFFERED SINCE HIS BURNING AND BOMBING.



STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquartered at 360-362 Nelson 
Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself as not being 
a membership organization, but rather an agency attempting to 
stimulate and foster the growth of local protest movements. 
SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement which erupted across 
the South beginning on February 1, 1960. A conference at 
Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought together many of 
the demonstrating Southern students in a loose network of 
militant youth which was officially named SNCC in October, 1960.

A gnurre has advisedF

A source advised

bo 
b7C 
b7D

b6 
b7C 
b7D

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identi
fies SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. 
It advocates that to be successful it is necessary to develop 
a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in the
Watts area of Los Angeles, California
better shape up America, or we’ll burn1 you uuwju.--- Later in
February, 1968, in a publicized note|^~ |wrote, ’’America, if b6 
it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against you b7c
and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to organize 
your children, your God, your poor, your country, and to organize 
mankind to rejoice in your destruction and ruin, then here’s



BLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF-DEFENSE (BPPSD)

A source advised that the Black Panther Party For 
: Self-Defense CAPPED') was fnrwH bv HUEY PERCY NEWTON, Minister 
: of Defense, and _____________________ Chairman, in Oakland,
California, in December, 1966, as a militant black nationalist b6 
political organization to combat "police brutality," to unite b7c 
(militant black youth, to determine the destiny of black 
communities, and to educate black people in African history, 
jThe political philosophy of the organization was taken from the 
।writings of MAO TSE-TUNG of Communist China and black militant 
writers.

The official BPPSD publication "The Black Panther - 
Black Community News Service" indicates the leadership of the 

i BPPSD advocates the use of guns and guerilla tactics in the 
violent revolutionary program to end oppression and to oppose 
the drafting of black men to fight in Vietnam, i -

A second source advised that in early 1967, SEALE, 
j NEWTON , and their associates carried carbine rifles and bolstered 
pistols in plain view on the streets of Oakland and elsewhere 
while on "defense patrols."

___________ was one of the persons arrested by 
; the Sacramento, "California Police Department on May 2 , 1967 , when . b6 
members of the BPPSD invaded the California State Legislative b7c 
Assembly in Sacramento while in session, carrying loaded guns to 

! protest restrictions on the carrying of guns.

A Grand Jury of Alameda County, California, Oakland, 
California, on November 13, 1967, indicted HUEY PERCY NEWTON on 
charge of murder of an Oakland, California police officer on 
October 28, 1967, in Oakland, California.

The first source advised that the headquarters office 
of the BPPSD at 5624 Grove Street, Oakland, California, is closed 
and that no membership meetings have been held since August, 1967.

The November 4, 1967 , issue of "Thj*_*Sun Reporter," a 
San Francisco, California Negro community newspaper, states that 
a HUEY PERCY NEWTON defense fund has been established and that the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and the Congress 
oh Racial Equality (CORE) through the national offices have pledged 
■their complete and continuous support to the defense of HUEY PERCY 
NEWTON. '



5-22-64)

-ALL IBFQJOIATI-DN-XO.MTAI.HEIL-------------- ..X "
HtpiJJJ 1:3 UNCLASSIFIED "
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/tol^F\

F B I

Date: 7/24/68

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via URGENT

►
TO

FR@M

(Priority)

DIRECTOR AND SACS CINCINNATI 
NEW YORK 
MOBILE 
SAN FRANCISCO

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY-'CARMICHAEL, RM

b6
b7C . Mk Tolson...___ib,

vMt..

RETURNED

b’7C

SUBJECT, ACCOMPANIED BY

WASHINGTON), D. C.» TWO FIFTEEN P.M., JULY TWENTYTHREE, LAST,
b6
b7

FROM NW YORK CITY, VIA EASTERN AIRLINES SHUTTLE ARRIVING AT

NATIONAL AIRPORT. THEY WERE MET BY SNCC ASSOCIATE

AND WENT TO THEIR RESIDENCE.

IN EVENING, JULY TWENTYTHREE, LAST, SUBJECT DEPARTED

RESIDENCE WITH THEY WENT TO JOHN WESLEY
bo
b7C

NATIONAL AME ZION CHURCH, FOURTEENTH AND CORCORAN STREETS, N.W.,

WDC, WWE MEETING OF BLACK UNITED FRONT (BUF) BEING HELD. V
rec-so///it —- ¥V6 w



FD'3'S^R*^. 5-22-64) A ’ "" j

FBI I

Date: ।
I

Transmit the following in _ ___________    I
(Type in plaintext or code) ~ I

Via ... ... _________ ,________________________ ;_______________________________________ J
(Priority) ।

-r---------------------------- - ----------r--------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------- .------------------------------------------------------------------------J_

WFO 100-43503

X PAGE TWO
A

ADMINISTRATIVE

LHM FOLLOWS RE BUF MEETING.

FOR INFORMATION RECEIVING OFFICES. P.



5-113 (£-10-61) ALL INFORKATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN, IS UNCLASSIFIED *’ .

DATE 07-27-2006 BY ^^9/UC/TAH/DCG/t.l

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

7/26#68
Date

Attached 
Carmichael and ^ompanio 

 

departed Washington, D.
lates thgft Stokely 

have 
area for

Mobile, Alabama

e
fromeceived 

ndicates
rified the Black

Information 
San Francisco Off 
Carmichael has inf 
Panther Party (BPPl/in Oakland 
California, that h 
rally there 7/28/6 
given ’’bread 

Pertinent p/rts 
received relati 
travel has bee furni 
Division Information __

Department, arfd Attorri|py General

to

JFM:chs

will not attend 
unless he is

of information 
armichael’s 
hed Inter
nit of



F*D-36* (ReV. 5-22-64)
SE

DATE: 07-27-2006
CLASSIFIED BY 60309/UC/TAlf/DCGZbls
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3(6) 
07-27-2031

Transmit the following in __ CODE

Date;. 7/26/68

ALL INFORHAT:^®OBTAINED
HEREIN IS Uld^BSIFIED EXO

WHERE SHOW OTORWISE

Via TEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI, AND 
AND SAN FRANCISCO

FROM:

b6 
b7C

... ..

i.

. b6 
b7C

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)
/J)

stokely Carmichael Crm-X

SUBJECT ACCOMPANIED BY SNCC- ASSOCIATE! IaND

INDIVIDUAL IDENTIFIED FROM AIRLINE TICKET AS

PARTED FRIENDSHIP INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, MARYLAND, ELEVEN FORTY

FIVE A. M., JULY TWENTY-SIX, INSTANT, VIA EASTERN AIRLINES

FLIGHT NUMBER ONE FOUR SEVEN ENROUTE TO MOBILE, ALABAMA, WITH

STOPOVER IN ATLANTA. IN ATLANTA SCHEDULED TO CHANGE TO EASTERN

AIRLINES FLIGHT NUMBER THREE SEVEN SEVEN DUE TO ARRIVE IN MOBILE

REC 74) 3TWO TEN PM CST.

ADMINISTRATIVE
12 AUG 1 1968

MOBILE COGNIZANT TO COVER SUBJECT PER BUREAU AIRTEL

b6
DECEMBER TWENTY-ONE, SIXTY-SEVEN. FOR INFORMATION, MOBILE, BEb7c



WFO 100-43503

ALERT FOR TRAVEL OF SUBJECT AFTER STAY IN MOBILE. SAN 

FRANCISCO ADVISED PREVIOUSLY SUBJECT SCHEDULED TO BE IN 

SAN FRANCISCO AREA ON OR ABOUT JULY TWENTY-EIGHT, NEXT, 

IN CONNECTION WITH TRIAL OF BLACK PANTHER LEADER, HUEY 

NEWTONJ

bo
b7C 2



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCGZbls

yxC-390?
August 1, 1968

b6
b7C

Dear

Your letter of July 28th, with enclosure, has 
been received and the interest which prompted you to write is 
appreciated.

Regarding your comments concerning Stokely 
Carmichael, the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the 
Federal Government and, as such, does not determine whether 
prosecutive action will be undertaken in any situation. Such 
decisions concerning violations of Federal law are within the 
province of the Attorney General. Voluminous data regarding 
this individual has been furnished to the Attorney General and 
you may wish to contact him.

I can assure you, however, the FBI is aware of 
its responsibilities with respect to the internal security of our 
country. We will continue to make every effort to carry out 
our duties with the greatest thoroughness and efficiency.

Sincerely yours, 
J. Edgar Hoover

MEY ■
■s* ».> c;1

L

Tolson 

DeLoach 

Mohr___

Bishop — 

Casper — 

Callahan 

Conrad _ 

Felt____

Rosl^J. 

SulltJK .

■'* Tavel __

T rotter _ 

Tele. Room - 

Holmes —_______

Gandy ____ _______

AUG1

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles.

MHB:cao (3)

TELETYPE UNIT



T

MLL INFORMATION CONTAINED
■PI IN 15 UNC LAS SIFIED ■BItE 07-27-2006 BT 60309/UC/TAJI/DCG/blS

TRUE COPY

Balt. County, Md. Sunday, July 28 - 1968

' ■ O

Dear Mr. Hoover: A-e.

With all due respects, sir, for you & your position 
as head of the country's law enforcement agency, the F. B, I. - Can 
you please tell me truthfully, why, just why, this revolutionary, this 
traitor, this anarchist, this thing, is not imprisoned? As a loyal 
American, a former soldier, a government employee, and just plain 
John citizen & taxpayer, what in the hell, may I ask, is going on?

Do you people have to wait until the revolution this 
man urges, actually happens? Do thousands have to die & suffer before 
you can take action. I admit that I am highly incensed. What decent 
person whouldn’t be? Can’t law & order prevail anymore? In the 
name of God, what goes on? I am concerned for this country beleive 
me. Please tell me the truth, on why this man Carmichael is still 
walking around free.

Respectfully



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS ^CLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-^006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/bl;

standing outside an Afro-Ameri
can school in the Mobile's pre- 
dominajStly Negro North Side. 
About "twenty white persons at
tended.

“Black people are not in a 
revolution here (in the United 
States), it hasn’t started yet,”' 
Carmi'chael said “We are only 
at thfe beginning of a revolution
-the armed stage. ^CLOSURE



b7C



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAII/DCG/bls

| Stokely Urges 
i Guerrilla War

। Mobile, Ala. ffl—IJlack power 
advocate Stokely Carmichael 
said Friday night th&t. Negroes 
should wage guerrilla warfare 
to caijse max-imum damage with 
a minimuhi loss of black lives.

At a rally sponsored by the? 
Neiglilwrhport paganized Work-’ 
ers, N'O.W., Carmichael shout-' 
ed, “Don’t pray for power, don’t 
beg for power, take it with a 1 
gun barrel.”

The remark received resound
ing applause from the estimated । 
600 persons packed into and; 
standing outside an Afro-Ameri-; 
can school in the Mobile’s pre- 
dorriin^tly Negro North Side. 
About twenty white persons at
tended.

“Black people are not in a 
revolution here (in the United 
States), it hasn’t started yet,”’ 
Carmichael sai'd. “We are only 
at th*e beginning of a revolution
—the armed stage. ! ^CLOSURE



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via

TO

fc.LL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE;07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/tol

F B I

CODED

DI

TELETYPE

TOR, FBI AND

(Priority)

FROM: SAC, WFO

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

SUBJECT ARRIVED WDC

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT

Date: 7/29/6

b6
b7C

SACS ATLANTA 
MOBILE 
NEW YORK AND 
SAN FRANCISCO

RM

VIA EASTERN AIRLINES

Mr. Tolson .... .
Mr. DeLoach—«*>

b6
b7C

b'7C

FLIGHT NUMBER

ONE FOUR SIX

TWENTY EIGHT

AT TWO TWENTY P.M. AT NATIONAL AIRPORT JULY

LAST. HE WAS ACCOMPANIED BY
b7CDEPARTED NATIONAL AIRPORT BY CAB AND WENT ID SUBJECT'S

RESIDENCE

(?. - Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO

WWH-.bah
(7)

R£G-g

TELETYPE

b6
KUUIVI KJb y&U

A3'TO Sent M Per
t in Charge



INFORMATION CONTAINED J
IN IS UNCLASSIFIED fl

DATE 07-27-2006 BY 60309/UC/TAM/DCG/hlT
b6
b7C

|i Mr. Tolsor.__ 
Mr. DeLoaeh.

r
i

FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via _________ ,

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, WFO 

0 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM.

be
b7C

RE WFO TELETYPE JULY TWENTY NINE LAST.

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED TO DEPART RESIDENCE JULY TWENTY

NINE LAST. HOWEVER, OBSERVED
bo
b7C

SPORADICALLY DURING DAY AT RESIDENCE AND CARMICHAEL BELIEVED

BY SAS TO BE THERE ALSO.

SOURCE REPORTED NO PERTINENT INFORMATION OR TRAVEL DATA

REGARDING SUBJECT ON JULY TWENTY NINE.

*•>«« J

b2 
be 
b7C 
b7D

(4 - Bureau 

1 - WFO

WWH:bah

bo***32*4*^®#
-- b7C

Apprp.“

4

Sent
L^IS|Am<%1 Agent in Charge



b7COF INVESTIGATION 

PARTISENT OF JUSTICE 

folCATION SECTION 
JUL 2 81968

JULY TWENTYEIGHT INSTANT. ONE TRAVELING COMPANION USING NAME

MADE REVERSATION ON DELTA FLIGHT EIGHT NINE SEVEN TO SAN FRAN-
I CISCO DEPARTING, ATLANTA TWELVE TEN PM JULY TWENTYEIGHT INSTANT.

. a ----
;rF’ OTHER TRAVELING COMPANION MADE REVERSATION IN NAME OF

ANq | FOR SUBJECT AND HIMSELF DEPARTING ATLANTA EAL

FLIGHT ONE FOUR SIX AT TWELVE FIFTY PM ARRIVING WASJdiN.GT,OfeN-A^.aNAL 
AIRPORT TWO ELEVEN PM JULY TWENT^flGKrPNSTANT i" 1968^ Z

ABOVE THREE INDIVIDUALS MEET NAACBJu WMM&W-ED

AUTO AND CARRIED ABOVE THREE INDIVIDUALS TO PASCHAL'S MOTOR LODGE

ON HUNTER ST. WHERE THEY HAD

THREE SUBJECT'S ESCORTED BACK

BREAKFAST.

TO ATLANTA

AT ELEVEN TWENTY AM ABOVE

AIRPORT BY

NEGRO ATLANTfO ORNEY.

1JETYPED TO:
COPY SENT AG AND IDIU

b7C



PAGE TWO

DEPARTED ATLANTA AS PREVIOUSLY MENTIONED AND
b6
b7C

AND OBSERVED BOARDING EAL FLIGHT ONE FOUR SIX AT

TWELVE FIFTY PM.

LHM FOLLOWS.

AIRMAIL COPIES TO SAN FRANCISCO AND MOBILE.

END.
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174 (Rev. 841-03)

ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

□ FOIA/PA 0 Litigation D Executive Order Applied

Requester: _____________________ _____________________________________________ _______________________ _
Subject:
Computer or Case Identification Number: ___________________________________________________________________
Title of Case: __________________________________________________________________ Section _______ _______
* File _____________________________________________________________________________ _ __________________
Serials Reviewed: ________________ _____________________________________________________________________

Release Location: Tile Section 

b2 r --- --- ------- -- — . ....... — - —  ■ —2

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (PDFS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit,

File Number: fOO- Afr,nlLlWlY-G_____________________________  Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed: ALL- _____________________

FOIPA Requester: ________________________________________ ______________________ _________________
FOIPA Subject: _______________________________________________________ ________ ________________
FOIPA Computer Number: _______ 9,7, R / ________________•____________________________________________

File Number: _______________________________________________ ;________  Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed: ______________________________________________________ ___ ______________________

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number:

File Number: __________________________________________________:______  Section _______________
Serial(s) Reviewed: _________________________________________________________________________ _______

FOIPA Requester: _________________ .___________________________________ . _________ _ ____________
FOIPA Subject: __________________________ ;____________________________ _________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: ______________________________________________________________________________

THIS FORM IS TO EE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OE THE FILE, RUT NOT SERIALIZED.

SCANNED BY DocLab (RMD)
ATTENTION

®O NOT REMOVE FROM FILE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-09-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

983317



. I’’l)-2(i3 (Rev. 3-8-67)

1 J

FEDERAL pJREAU OF INVESTIGATION

ti

Reporting office O FFIC E OF ORIGIN DATE INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD 'it'
4SHINGTON FI ELD WASHINGTON FIELD 7/30/63 1/4/63 - 7/28/68

np
R E P O R T MADE BY

SA

vt 1

f TITLE OF CASE
J CH&NGED^
J STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka
V$*gch 
"Mr/Webster" 
vO^elct^er 
A statta'ti 
V ./<-JaLcbrg£r

CHARACTER OF CASE

RM - SNCC - SEDITION

.aft Title marked "Change^^to include aliases, V1/T7ELGI^^
Mr. WEBSTER", V. WELCHER, A. KUTTATI, V. WALCHER, J. WALSHER
and BILL HALL, used by subject as set forth in

REFERENCE Report of SA 
Atlanta.

I
^SL/~ 6?

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt./tcg

ON VI C.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED

co'p’i5^
i
i
i
i
2

SAVINGS

H ARGE

su

v ED

Washington, D
S. Secret Service, WDC 

M^ISO, Washington, D. C. 
OSI, Washington, D. C. 
Washington Field (100-43503) 
(Copy Count Continued on Page B)

Dissemination Record of Attached Report
Ag’en&jj-

Request Recd.
Date Fwd. wA r id

How FWd„.

By

9 * i

A

dated

RECOVERIES

Notations

ACQUIT
TALS

instant report

at

C ASE H AS BEENli

PENDING PROSECUTION 

OVER SIX MONTHS

po NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

• IS AUG 1968



WFO 100-43503
(Copy count continued)

1 - 116th MIG, Washington, D. C.
2 - Atlanta.(100-6812) (RM)
2 - Baltimore (100-24220) (RM)
2 - Birmingham (157-2546) (RM)
2 - Boston’(157-347) (RM)
2 - Chicago (157-1279)(RM)
2 - Cincinnati (100-16858) (RM)
2 - Detroit (100-34122) (RM)
2 - Indianapolis (100-15504) (RM)
2 - Los Angeles (100-68783) (RM)
2 - Mobile (100-1858) (RM)
2 - New York (100-153751) (RM)
2 - Newark (100-49533) (RM)
2 - Richmond (100-10532) (RM)
2 - San Francisco (157-721) (RM)



WFO 100-43503

ADMINISTRATIVE

This report carries subject as .ARMED AND DANGEROUS, 
since he is known to have possessed firearms in the past 
and in view of the national posture of SNCC advocating a 
policy of violence in racial matters. He is maintained on 
both the Security Index and the Agitator Index of WFO.

INFORMANTS:

Identity of Source File Where Located

C



WFO 100-43503

LEADS;

ALL OFFICES RECEIVING COPIES OF INSTANT REPORT.

(1). Review investigative data available and submit 
current report where appropriate setting forth particularly 
information of an evidentiary nature.

(2). Offices continue to cover subject’s activities 
per Bureau airtel 12/21/67.

WASHINGTON FIELD

AT WASHINGTON, D. C. Will continue to follow and 
report pertinent activities of subject.



FD-305 (Rev. 5-2-66)

1. [x~] Subject’s name is included in the Security Index.
2. The data appearing on the Security Index card are current.
3. |~~] Changes on the Security Index card are necessary and Form FD-122 

has been submitted to the Bureau.
4. A suitable photograph |xl is □ is not available.

Date photograph was taken -----1/ b/ PZ . ..—:__ ____ _
5. | | Subject is employed in a key facility and ...is

charged with security responsibility. Interested agencies are

6.

b2
b7D

PC~| This report is classified because 
fstata reason} data reported by confidential informants 
______________________ could reasonably result in 
identification of informants of continuing value and 
compromise their future effectiveness.

7. □ Subject previously interviewed (dates)
KI Subject was not reinterviewed because (state reason)

CARMICHAEL has over a period of time displayed an attitude 
of defiance and indifference to established law and order. 
He refers to white people as "honkys” and has been 
reported as being of a volatile and unpredictable nature. 
If interviewed he could well attempt to create an incident 
designed to embarrass the U.S. Government and embellish 
his importance in the Black Community. (Continued)

8. □ This case no longer meets the Security Index criteria and a letter 
has been directed to the Bureau recommending cancellation of the 
Security Index card.

9. [~X| This case has been re-evaluated in the light of the Security Index 
criteria and it continues to fall within such criteria because 
(state reason) Subject has demonstrated that he is an extremist 
in the racial field and has a propensity for violence.
As a racial militant, he has repeatedly advocated violence 
and urged Negroes to get arms. In addition, he is an 
activist in the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC),an organization advocating racial violence in 
racial matters.

10. PC] Subject’s SI card | | is [y~| is not tabbed Detcom.
□ Subject’s activities warrant Detcom tabbing because (state reasons)

E*
COVER PAGE



WFO 100-43503

(Continued)

7. Further, there is under consideration, legal 
action against CARMICHAEL involving Inciting 
To Riot and Sedition.

E*(Continued) 
COVER PAGE



FD-204 (Rev. 3-3-59)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

b7C
Report of 

Date:

Field Office File #:

Title:

Character:

Synopsis:

1 - USA, Washington, D. C.
1 - U. S. Secret Service, Washington, D.C.
1 - NISO, Washington, D. C.
1 - OSI, Washington, D. C. 
1 - 116th MIG. Washington. D. C. 
SA| Office: Washington, D. C.
7/30/68

100-43503 Bureau Fll° *! 100-446080
STOKELY CARMICHAEL

DECLASSIFIED BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg' 
ON 11.09.2005

983317

RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING 
COMMITTEE - SEDITION

CARMICHAEL established residence, Washington, D. C., on 
January 4, 1968, and continued affiliation with the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) as an "organiser," 
using Washington, D. C., SNCC Office as headquarters. CARMICHAEL 
sponsored establishment of Black United Front (BUF), Washington, 
D. C. (WDC), January 9, 1968, an organization of representatives 
of black organizations and^Mclividual memberships to effect 
unity among black people. CARMICHAEL was appointed temporary 
chairman of the BUF. As an activist in SNCC and the BUF, he 
has participated in various activities in tho^se organizations 
as well as appearing to act independently ./CARMICHAEL has 
made speeches and public appearances condemning the United 
States and its history, particularly about the race question, 
the war in Vietnam, public officials and racial problems. 
CARMICHAEL has castigated the white race referring to them 
as ’’honkies,” and r^jjortedly urged Negroes to get guns and 
arm themselves. CARMICHAEL has accused the United States and 
white Americans with racial prejudice, speaking often of 
violence in connection therewith and alleging It to be 
inevitable -CARMICHAEL participated in racial disturbances 
in WDC following the assassination of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

_during April. 1968, I 
___________________________________________ In connection with 
activities, CARMICHAEL has traveled to other United States 
cities since establishing residence WDC. CARMICHAEL CONSIDERED 
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to 
your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

■ft U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE! 1967-0-273-878
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DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Employment and Residence

CARMICHAEL is affiliated with the Washington, D, C., 
office of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 
2208 14th Street, N. W,, Washington, D, C., as an ’'organizer,” 
with national headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia,, Prior to 
April, 1968, the Washington, D. C., office of SNCC was located 
at 1234 U Street. N. W.. Washington. D. C. F

CARMICHAEL’S duties at SNCC are not specifically defined. He 
appears to act on his own volition and does not appear to take 
orders from any specific SNCC official,

I Similarly, the duties of SNCC are not clearly 
defined and the term ’'SNCC’' representing Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee is no longer descriptively accurate as 
there are few actual legitimate students left in the organi
zation.

CARMICHAEL is also affiliated with the Black United 
Front (BUF) with temporary offices at 900 Florida Avenue, N, W,, 
Washington, D, C., as temporary chairman. The office functions 
and meetings of the BUF were carried out previously utilizing 
SNCC headquarters, the premises of the New School for Afro- 
American Thought, and other premises including churches and 
private residences made available to the BUF, CARMICHAEL 
presides over general meetings of the BUF, attends meetings of 
the Steering Committee and handles other administrative 
functions.

CARMICHAEL is not known to be gainfully employed 
otherwise. He is not known to receive any salary of significant 
proportion from SNCC or the BUF.

b2
b7D
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CARMICHAEL resides with his wife.
Washington, D. C. He

previously resided while unmarried at 2200 12th Street, No W., 
Washington, D. Cp, a residence he acquired on January 4, 1968, 
when he came to Washington, D. C., to live.

b2
b7D
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B. Rg£X?rd...Cheves

The files of the United States Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS), Washington, D.C. (WDC), disclosed 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL was born June 29, 1941, at Port of Spain, 
Trinidad, British West Indies. His father, ADOLPHUS STANDIFORD 
CARMICHAEL, now deceased, was born in Port of Spain. Trinidad. 
British West Indies (BWI) on February 1, 1913.

| ADOLPHUS STANDIFORD CARMICHAEL entered 
the United States at New York, New York, on July 15, 1945, 
as a transient to the BWI and on March 28, 1951, an order 
by the Assistant Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service that his deportation as an alien who had remained for a 
longer period than authorized be suspended and that his case be 
referred to Congress. The suspension was based on a finding of 
economic detriment to his lawful resident alien wife, should he 
be deported. A Concurrent Resolution of Congress, CR-29892, 
approved the action. A record of entry for permanent residence, 
retroactive to July 16, 1946, was created on January 28, 1952.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL entered the United States for 
permanent residence on June 15, 1952, and was destined to 
his father. STOKELY CARMICHAEL automatically became a citizen 
of the United States on April 27, 1953, the date of the 
naturalization of his second parent under provisions of 
Section 321 (a) of the Immigration and Naturalization Act.

5
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CARMICHAEL applied for a derivative certificate of citizenship 
and after being interviewed with his parents, was issued 
Certificate A338082 on April 17, 1958, by Immigration and 
Naturalization Service at New York, New York.

The files of the United States INS. 20 West Broadway.
New York City, ~l U. S.
Immigration and Naturalization Service file number I

The records of the District of Columbia Court of 
General Sessions, WDC, disclosed that STOKELY CARMICHAEL _ 

|filed an application for a marriage 
license on April 22, 1968. In applying for the license 
CARMICHAEL furnished information he was a resident of WDC, 
twenty-six years of age, of the "black*1 race and had no 
previous marriages.
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The records of the Bergen County Clerk*s Office, 
Hackensack, New Jersey, |

The records of the Bergen County Clerk's Office 
further disclosed

b7C

____________________________________________ New Jersey, which
covers Englewood, New Jersey, advised that the records of 
that agency did not disclose a record fori

7 4
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C. Description

STOKELY CARMICHAEL is further described as follows:

FBI Number:

Name:
Date and Place of Birth:

Naturalization:

Face: 
Sex: 
Height: 
Weight: 
Eyes: 
Hair: 
Build: 
Complexion: 
Scars and Marks: 
Marital Status: 
Education:

Current Residence: 
Present Employment:

Parents:

b7C

< STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
June 29, 1941, Port of Spain, 
Trinidad, British West Indies. 
Naturalized a United States 
citizen, April 27, 1953, 
Certificate Number A 338082 
Negro 
Male 
6 feet 1 inch 
160 - 170 pounds 
Brown 
Black b7c
Medium 
Medium Brown
1 inch scar under rh-in______
Married;]_________________________ |
Graduated from Bronx High School 
of Science, Bronx, New York, 
June, 1960

Graduated from Howard University, 
Washington, D.C., June 5, 1964, 
receiving B. A. degree in 
Philosophy. 
5015 16th Street, N.W., WDC. 
’’Organizer" SNCC, 2208 14th Street 
N.W., WDC. 
ADOLPHUS STANDIFORD CARMICHAEL, 
father (deceased)

853121D
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II. ORGANIZATION AFFILIATION

A. Affiliation with the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC)

CARMICHAEL was previously the national chairman of
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 1966- 
1967, with headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. He was replaced 
by H, RAJP BROWN as national chairman in May, 1967. He. then 
did"organizing" work for SNCC in Lowndes County, Alabama. 
From July, 1967, to December, 1967, he visited Cuba, North 
Vietnam, and other Communist countries, in addition to other 
Asian countries, Europe, Africa and the Middle East. During 
these visits, according to news accounts, by exploiting the 
race issue in the United States, he made numerous speeches and 
comments highly inflammatory and critical of the United States, 
including statements against the war in Vietnam. He met num
erous Communist officials in the countries visited, including 
Cuban Premier FIDEL CASTRO. He returned to the United States 
in December, 1967, at John F. Kennedy International Airport, 
New York City.

In January, 1968, CARMICHAEL established residence
in Washington, D. C. Since his arrival in Washington, D. C., 
he has continued an active affiliation with SNCC on a local 
and national level.

A characterization of SNCC is set forth hereinafter 
in the Appendix.

"The Evening Star," a Washington, D. C., daily 
newspaper reported in an article, dated Decem
ber 12, 1967, that STOKELY CARMICHAEL returned 
to the United States on December 11, 1967, and 
was met by U. S. Marshals who confiscated his
passport for traveling to Communist countries
without authorization. During his trip, which 
began July, 1967, CARMICHAEL reportedly visited 
Czechoslovakia, Sweden, France, England, Tan
zania, Egypt, Algeria, Spain, Cuba, Guinea, and
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North Vietnam. CARMICHAEL’S passport was re
voked according to U. S. Government spokesmen 
because he violated a section of the U. S. 
Code forbidding unauthorized travel to Cuba, 
North Vietnam, North Korea, Communist China, 
and Syria.

B. Affiliation with the Black United Front

In addition to being active in the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), CARMICHAEL is also affiliated 
with the Black United Front (BUF), an organization established 
under his sponsorship since taking up residence in Washington,
D. C. b2

b7

A characterization of the BUF is set forth hereinafter 
in the Appendix.

III. ACTIVITIES

The following includes pertinent activities of 
CARMICHAEL from January 4, 1968, to July 1, 1968.

In connection with and in addition to being active
in SNCC and the BUF, CARMICHAEL has continued to make state
ments as well as speeches of an inflammatory nature about the 
United States and its history, especially the race question, 
public officials, the war in Vietnam, and current racial prob
lems. He has castigated the "white race," referring to them 
as "honkies," and has repeatedly urged Negroes to get guns and 
arm themselves. He has repeatedly accused the United States 
and white Americans of racial prejudice. He has spoken of 
violence frequently in discussing the racial question, alleg
ing it to be inevitable. In connection with CARMICHAEL'S 
activities and statements, he has traveled to various parts 
of the U. S. while using Washington, D. C., apparently as a 
base of operation. ------------ b2

According to an article appearing in "The Evening 
Star," dated December 15, 1967, CARMICHAEL stated that while 

1 0 .4
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on a visit to Howard University, WDC, that he was planning to 
make Washington his home. He reportedly stated to students 
present that he would return in two or three weeks to live 
and commented, "I'm coming back to Washington to stay, baby. 
This is our town, our town." He stated during the visit that 
his plans were indefinite. He added "The whole world is moving 
against the honkie."

On January 4, 1968, Special /gents of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) observed CARMICHAEL arrive in 
WDC in a 1967 blue Dodge sedan, bearing New York license 

H The vehicle was determined to be registered to I 
[He 

was accompanied by________________________________________________
 as well as three other unidentified Negro males 

who returned to New York City. Upon arrival, Special /gents 
observed CARMICHAEL to unload luggage into SNCC headquarters 
then located at 1234 U Street, N. W. , Washington, D. C. Sub
sequently that date he moved the luggage to 2200 12th Street, 
N. W., Washington, D. C., where he established residence.

Subsequent to his arrival in WDC on January 4, 1968, 
he has been observed at the headquarters of SNCC by Special 
/gents of the FBI on numerous occasions. This includes the 
current location of SNCC, 2208 14th Street, N. W., as well as 
the former location, 1234 U Street, N. W., WDC. He has also 
been observed on numerous occasions at the temporary headquar
ters of the BUF, 900 Florida Avenue, N, W., WDC. He has also 
been observed at his current residence 5015 16th Street, N. W. , 
WDC, as well as his former residence, 2200 12th Street, N. W., 
WDC.

The "Washington Post and Times Herald," a daily WDC 
newspaper, in its issue of January 9, 1968, reported that 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL would hold a meeting of local Negro leaders 
on January 9, 1968, at the New School for Afro-American Thought, 
2208 14th Street, N. W. , WDC. According to the news account, 
CARMICHAEL stated the purpose of the meeting was to unite 
Negro organizations in WDC into a solid, unified Black Front 
in connection with civil rights.
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___________On January 9. 1968.1___________________________________

advised that he 
attended the above-described meeting at the New School for Afro- 
American Thought held on January 9, 1968. He advised the meet
ing commenced at approximately 9:20 p. m. after the press and 
other individuals not invited to attend the meeting were ex
cluded. There were approximately twenty individuals present 
at the meeting representing civil rights organizations and 
about 80 other persons who were vouched for by officials of the 
New School for Afro-American Thought.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL was the chairman of the meeting 
who outlined the purpose of the meeting which was to formulate 
an organization to unite the black community in the WDC area. 
CARMICHAEL stated at the outset of the meeting he desired the 
meeting to be an orderly one with no name calling, bickering 
or in-fighting. He stated that further meetings were contem
plated; the purpose of which would be to implement the plans 
of the new organization and these meetings would be scheduled 
in the future.

Following CARMICHAEL'S introductory remarks, various 
comments were made by other individuals present. The sub
stance of the remarks by the other individuals dealt with the 
problems involved in forming a United Black Front as proposed 
by CARMICHAEL. Cjuestions were raised regarding the role each 
individual civil rights organization would play in the Black 
Front and who would be chosen and how they would be chosen to 
run the new organization. Comments were also made as to whether 
the represented civil rights organizations would be willing to 
participate in the BUF.

During the meeting a Steering Committee was formed 
from nominations from the floor whose specific task was to 
check with their own organizations to determine their willing
ness to participate in the new organization.

1 2
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During the meeting on January 9, 1968, mentioned 
above, minutes of what had transpired were prepared. According 
to the minutes, CARMICHAEL stated at the outset that the object 
of the meeting was to unite all organizations into a united 
front. In the united front anyone aside from the militants and 
revolutionaries would retain their own ideology. CARMICHAEL 
stated that out of necessity the militants and revolutionaries 
must be willing to forego their own ideologies and let collec
tive conservative ideology dominate at the present.

2.
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He stated everyone must be clear about the fact that without 
militants and revolutionaries in the racial movement, there 
would be no poverty programs. The poverty programs need the 
militants and revolutionaries just as the militants and revo
lutionaries need the conservatives. Without one there is no 
other. CARMICHAEL then stated that one of the reasons a united 
front is needed is because it tends to act as an umbrella for 
the organizations within; if the police move against one who 
is in a united front, the others will react. In this front 
they want to pull together the black, bourgeois and the black 
militant. He stated that they should not waste their energies 
fighting each other but come together. CARMICHAEL then stated 
a second reason for the united front is to show the black 
community one positive aspect of black people unifying their 
forces; that they must show their own people that on this level 
they are talking about organizing for the right to live as human 
beings with self-determination. He added that the white man 
has pitted Negroes alway s_ against each other and this has 
kept them continuously divided. He stated that when one black 
man is against another, he has to be stopped at any cost. He 
added that if they were united they could stand together in 
resistance of a new proposed anti-crime law; adding that they 
could begin to move in force against the racist influences and 
stop the "police brutality" that exists.

Before finishing CARMICHAEL emphasized that he did 
not want organizations attacking each other and that they 
merely state what the organization planned to do or what the 
organization might be pointing out; if one group said it is 
for integration and there is opposition, there should not be 
any arguments.

A discussion was held about the establishment of the 
new organization, and it was agreed that the past should be 
forgotten in respect to individuals and organizations fighting 
each other; that the first step in forming the united front was 
trust in each other.

Other comments were made by CARMICHAEL which were 
that the pressure of the united front would force the black 

bu 1 3
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businessman to support the black community. When CARMICHAEL 
was asked how he envisioned the united front with respect to 
structure and so forth he replied by stating that he did not 
intend to impose his ideology on the group but rather sought their 
views. Following the above discussion CARMICHAEL again spoke 
at length. He stated that their major enemy is white America, 
its organization is racist, that they could not fight the real 
enemy if they are fighting each other. He stated the white 
manifestations of power in black communities are the enemies; 
that the black man who is against them, has been mesmerized 
by the white man, He stated that this particular black man 
had to be led and shown the right way. He added that among 
those present at the meeting were many individuals represent
ing different organizations; that there were four or five 
organizations geared toward the cultural aspect of black 
people; that the one that gets the most following will move to 
control.

Included in the discussion of whether a united 
front should be established CARMICHAEL said that everyone 
present at the meeting felt that what they were doing was worth 
doing and that what they must be concerned about are the masses 
of black people who were not present. Further that if a united 
front is acceptable they will want a collective ideology, black 
in structure to propagate as they become more established. A 
Steering Committee was established to call meetings, plan the 
agenda, issue statements and guide the organization toward a 
permanent structure. STOKELY CARMICHAEL was made temporary 
chairman of the Steering Committee.

Before the meeting adjourned, CARMICHAEL requested 
every organization represented that wanted to be included in 
the Black United Front to mail a prospectus and program about 
what it had been doing to the SNCC headquarters, 1234 U Street, 
N. W. , Washington, D. C. He stated that by February 9, 1968, 
all individuals and organizations wishing to join the Black 
United Front must have so indicated.

An article appearing in the"Washington lost and 
Times Herald," dated January 11, 1968, reported leaders of
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Negro groups in Washington, D. Co, had formed a ’’Black United 
Front which would begin a massive campaign to organize all 
Negroes in the city.” The coalition was ’’prodded” into being 
by civil rights activist STOKELY CARITLCHAEL at 
a meeting held on the night of January 9, 1968. The article 
reported that as details of the proceedings seeped out, 
CARMICHAEL made it clear to the 100 or so who attended - all 
Negroes - that they and their organizations represented but a 
tiny fraction of the city’s Negroes and that they must get 
together first then organize all the city's black people to 
preserve the cause of advancing civil rights. The article 
reported a diverse group of leaders were called together 
ranging from his militant SNCC to the Urban League and the 
NAACPO The article also reported CARMICHAEL who arrived in 
Washington, D. C., the previous week almost began immediately 
to assemble the meeting. In addition, other SNCC leaders 
reportedly had been gathering in Washington during the past 
few months to get ready for the organizing effort. CARMICHAEL 
according to the article, reported ”it was a beautiful meeting— 
we were really together

The’'Washington Afro-American,” a Washington, D. Co, 
semi-weekly publication, dated January 13, 1968, reported that 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL in his first public statement about his two 
week trip to North Vietnam told a small group before his 
"black unity” meeting that he was impressed by the great concern 
the North Vietnamese had for black people in the U. S. ”We are 
upset about what the whites are doing to your people,” CARMICHAEL 
quoted them as saying. "Even amidst the bombing and wanton 
murder, they were concerned with oppressed peoples around the 
world,” CARMICHAEL said. The article stated CARMICHAEL gave 
his impressions of North Vietnam at the New School for Afro- 
American Thought before he convened the meeting of the ’’Black 
United Front’,1 a coalition of the city's black leaders. He also 
stated that he was impressed by the organization, the willingness 
to fight and the optimism of the North Vietnamese. He stated 
that everywhere in Vietnam, everyone is organized doing some
thing. "They work close to the earth. It is said that the 
poor can never be crushed because they work close to the earth.” 
He emphasized the ability of the North Vietnamese to combine 
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modern techonology with their own type of medicine. He said 
they could cure bomb victims within a period of two months 
using their hybrid form of medicine. "In Vietnam, you never 
see death," said CARMICHAEL passionately. "With the North 
Vietnamese, you see life," he said. He said he was impressed 
by the efficiency of the North Vietnamese in rebuilding a 
hospital in an area he was visiting.

advised a 
meeting of the Steering Committee of the BUF was heldl |

] Washington. D. C.. which was attended 
by STOKELY CARMICHAEL along with about ten members of the BUF 
Steering Committee, A discussion was held during the meeting 
concerning the possibility of creating a 21 member board to 
run the BUF organization; the creation of a rotating organi
zational chairman to serve for a one month duration. In 
addition to this, a discussion was held regarding whether 
individuals without organizational attachment should be 
allowed to participate and belong to the BUF. The above 
matter was not settled; however, it was agreed that if such 
membership was permitted these individuals could not hold 
executive positions.

Radio station WOL, Washington, D. C., on its 
program, "Speak up," moderated by Dr. DAVID EATON, had as 
its guests STOKELY CARMICHAEL, LESTER MC KINNIE, Washington 
Director of SNCC, and COURTLAND COX of SNCC. The program 
was on the air from 11:00 p. m., Sunday evening, January 14, 
1968, to 1:00 a. m., Monday morning, January 15, 1968.

Dr. EATON began the program with a brief interview 
of his guests, with emphasis on how they became acquainted 
with each other and how they became involved in the civil 
rights movement. The questions and answers then began. The 
following is a verbatim transcript of the comments of 
CARMICHAEL in response to questions asked him:

1 6
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EATON: Listening audience the phone number is 462-8150.
And tonight we’re interviewing Mr. Stokely Carmichael, 
Mr. Lester McKinney and Mr. Cortland Cox. Let me 
throw this question to you, all of you have in common, 
being at Howard University and on this program 
we have had several of the Professors who have 
been kicked out of Howard and one of the student, 
student at lav/ school. What was his name? Green 
I think and now he is at Yale. Let me ask you this 
question? What help if any,in formulating your 
opinions about life, what was some of your more 
positive impressions of Howard University? Or 
what is your critique, thafs a better idea of 
Howard University. How would you answer that?

CARMICHAEL: Well, I think it is changing a little at Howard
University, my biggest problem at Howard University 
is that it was trying too much imitate white so
ciety. I mean all of its criterion came all from 
■white society. It was so caught up in imitating 
white society, it never took time to look ?.u their- 
own-people, their own culture. I mean they just 
never really questioned things. They don’t today, 
I mean they talk about education. It is crystal 
clear to me, education means being able to fit 
into-your community. And Howard University is 
incapable of doing that, I mean the students who attend 
Howard University can’t even mix who surround their 
very community. They got to have police dogs to 
fight what they call block boys, and thats just 
absurd to me, because that’s the same people, same 
black people, flesh'.of the same flesh and blood 
of the same blood. And if-Howard University 
couldn’t prepare' me to help live in that community, 
or change- that Community, -then that education 
was absolutely wasted. I think, that more than 
anything.else (garbled) with Howard, I mean I
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I arn not even going into the petty nonsense of the 
administration, they are trying to be so white and 
the petty nonsense of some faculty members. The 
whole institution just in its attempt to imitate 
lock-stock and barrel, white society.and to make 
us .white. I think what caused to rebel, cause 
were all first generation college, you know our 
parents didn’t go to college, they didn't even 
finish high school. And if we didn't get scholar
ships, we wouldn’t be able to go to college.

EATON: You got a good point, let me put it. this way.
You say, it is not only true of Howard, I don't 
think also, the whole educational system.

CARMICHAEL: Right.

EATON: But isn't it natural if .the black man finds him
self the minority, the largest minority in a seas 
of whiteness or the white majority. Is it not 
natural, to have this type of imitation? What is 
your feeling about that?

CARMICHAEL: Man, I just want to pick-up on that. I think 
that’s a line the Honkies just use, you know tell.in 
us that we're not any relationship to Africa,-man 
that’s not true. First of all for black people the 
question of a community is not geography it is a 
question of color, that happens to be a fact, I 
mean you go in this country, wherever you go, if 
your black you're going to the same community, it 
doesn't make a difference where its located, if it 
in Washington, D. C., if its in Harlem, if its in 
Southside Chicago, if its in Watts in Los Angeles, 
wherever the-brothers are thats naturally where 
you're going to be. And the same thing is true 
outside of the country, the same is true for ex
ample in the West- Indies, the same thing is. true
•in Africa. Well now the white folks got to say 
that nonsense because look what they've done to 
us. They have scattered us all over the Western



society because they felt like it. They came to 
Africa they took us, they dropped some of us in the 
VZest Indies, they dropped some of us in Cuba, they 

. dropped some of us in Brazil, they dropped some of 
us in Columbia, in Peru, in Panama, in Santa Domingo, 
in Puerto Rico, in the United States, and they just 
scattered us as their will, I mean we’re 900 million 
strong in the world today and if the black man ever 
recognized that he was 900 million strong in the 
world today and recognized that we're flesh of the 
same flesh and blood of the same blood because we 
are...

EATON: He'd probably faint.

CARMICHAEL: No, he wouldn't faint, the Honkie would faint.
If the black man recognized that the Honkie wouId 
faint.

EATON: Okay, lets take a few calls, the number is 462-8150, 
and we're having a informal discussion here tonight 
with Mr. Stokely Carmichael, Mr. Lester McKinnie and 
Mr. Courtland Cox. If you care to join it they are 
willing to answer any questions that you put to them 
other than those they rule out of bounds and we de
cided that when we went on the air. Lets take a 
couple of calls, gentlemen.. W0L speak-up please.

CALLER: Alright, well may I just say you have such lovely 
participants on there I would love to hear them talk 
much more to the community, you know, rather than 
asking so many questions at first. And I agree with 
these gentlemen. I just wish they could give us a 
better education, black people, I'm not concerned 
about what white people think about us. I think if 
we could do one of these things to more educate, 
the black people that they are black and what they 
are, I would appreciate any comment anybody has' 
about that. We're going to waste our time trying

h 1 9



to teach the white nan that we’re black and we’re 
Africans we can forget it because its going to take 
too long.

EATON: OK. Thanks very much. Any of you care to react 
to that?

CARMICHAEL: Let me just pick up on that because I think a point 
that the lady I think the point that the sister 
made was very important. Because every time black 

' people move in this country the first thing they 
decide is what is the white man going to say about 
thi s.

COX (?) : You’re right.

CARMICHAEL: Yeah. And we have to change our entire way of 
thinking. We must begin to say first our people, 
first our people, we are concerned with what is good 
for our people, and later for anybody else.

CALLER: Stokely at one of ycsur meetings, you know, I was 
there and you said that ah...never knock your 
brother or never knock your brother's organization. 
There’s another organization (around).... in the 

'•( )., you know. But suppose your brother
knocked you, you know, knowing its gonna hurt you, 
you know, vzhat actions should he take behind that?

CARMICHAEL: OK, now understand this, we gotta understand this 
its very, very important. Look I’m gonna tell you 
something brother if we don’t understand it all of 
us are gonna be wasted. Now dig, if a brother 
attacks another brother and the other brother’s 
mind is messed up, his mind is messed up because 
the white man messed his mind up. Right?

h 2.0 * T
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CALLER: True.

CARMICHAEL:

CALLER:

CARMICHAEL:

So that means our primary enemy is the white man 
who has messed up our brothers mind. Our job is 
to begin to be as humble as we can with our own 
people, to try and bring them along to the point 
where we have reached because look a lot of people 
talking black now but remember when brother Malcolm 
was talking about black just think where we were.

Yeah.

And all of us have to grow to that point. And if 
people are not willing to help the brothers and 
sisters who are behind we’re going to get wasted 
because they’ll be able to divide us. We have to 
give our brothers all the slack in the world, I 
mean cut them a whole lot of slack to bring them 
along slowly. Use any methods necessary to bring 
them along except force. We must begin to...begin 
to use as a law that we do not use force on our own 
people, as a matter of fact when they insult us we 
just go to them and take the insults and just keep 
going slowly. I mean wherever'our people are-thats 
where we. go and that’s how we try and move against 
them so that we begin to unite everybody in our 
community, I mean everybody in our community got 
to be united, from kids six. years old all the way 
up to the old folk we people say minds cannot be 
changed but thats not true, we got to work..... 
with them because unless we have a totally united 
community (isn’t ?) going to be able to get us. 
But if we take our time.with our brothers and when 
they make the mistakes v;e just go on after, them, 
you know, like we all grow up in the church, re
member Jesus Christ went after the one lost lamb, 
and that?s who we. got to go after, we got to go 
after our lost brothers whose minds are not straight 
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who are fighting us every time we say the word 
black, who are getting upset every time they hear 
Black Power, and take time out to un-brainwash 
what the Honkie did to them. Now it offers a 
challenge for us because the challenge is can we 
...are we better and are we smarter with our own 
people than the white man? If the white man 
brainwashed our people can we un-brainwash our 
people and bring them home? And I think we’re 
bad enough to do it. And that's what we have to do. 
And thafs why we have to take time and don't get 
upset, you know, when brothers say things that we 
know they don't really mean because they don't 
know what they're talking about, and cut them all 
the slack in the world to bring them home. We got 
to bring our people home and you got to remember 
that every Negro is a potential black man. I job 
is to make black man.

CALLER:

EATON:

CARMICHAEL:

EATON:

EATON:

CALLER:

Why can't Stckely Carmichael tell us his real name: 
And who is paying him?

(to CARMICHAEL) The question is why can't you tell 
us your real name? And who is paying you?

My real name is Stokely Carmichael and I'm paid by 
the Student Non-violent Co-ordinating Committee 
when I get paid.

(to caller) Alright, thanks very much.

WOL, speak-up, please.

So mighty glad to see that Mr.. Carmichael come 
speaking to the community because. I feel the comm-unity 
needs to be educated, expecially or even our so 
called upper class. We are all nothing but Negroes.
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Some of them there seems to be indifferent or 
( ). What makes the white man mad is when
we are united and solid unity and speaking the 
things that should be spoken. And I think this is 
a very good idea.

EATON:

CARMICHAEL:

EATON:

CARMICHAEL:

OK, thanks very much. There is one question that 
comes out of two or three of the listeners and I 
would like to throw open and also get the listeners 
reaction. Should the black man become involved, 
not only in the destiny of his own community but 
the destiny of America, and if so, why?(Cox answered - 
Carmichael continued the answer.)
I mean you could carry it to the present date.

Mr. Carmichael.

We do not want to get involved in a black united 
front but lets use that as an example. Now, we got 
together in D. C. We said, alright, we’re living 
in a black community. We have different ideologies, 
you know, we have different organizations but we’re 
all working for the benefit of the black man, why 
don’t all of us get together, sit down and try and 
work out areas where we can work together and stop 
fighting each other. Now that seems to.....me to 
be what anybody would be happy to have done. Eut 
every white newspaper, every white television 
station, every white radio station in this city came 
out against such a move. They don’t even want the 
black man to get together. Didn’t any body say 
anything about what they’re were going to do, all 
they said was we’re calling a unity meeting, we 
discuss' things by ourselves' away from the press 
because, we know what they do to everything we do, 
they always misinterpret and continue to mess up 
the minds of our people. And yet even something as 
simple as having a unity meeting among black people,

V...
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and white people are trying to destroy it. The 
press is making all these stories about whats going 
on, who’s fighting who and all that nonsense, and 
the reason they are doing this is because they don't 
want the black man to come together because they 
know if the black man comes together its all over 
for them.

EATON: OK. Lets take a few more calls. In other words 
what you are simple saying is that if the black 
man looks after his.,.own..best interests in becoming 
a better individual in terms of ownership of property, 
being responsible for the property he. owns, developing 
businesses and sharing that this....by the very act 
of doing this will have meaningful consequences 
on the statue and the position of America.

CARMICHAEL::(?) Yeah, but not only that see....if the black man 
becomes....

EATON: In other words some basic changes will have to be 
made.

CARMICHA£L(?): Yeah, but look if the black man just began to think.
for himself then they .'couldn’t control us anymore. 
For example if any serious black man started to. think 
for himself he knows he has.no business in Vietnam. 
He's not going to Vietnam, if the black man don't 
go to Vietnam then this country is messed up.

EATON: Right. Ok, lets take a few more calls and gear in 
on some of the areas that we've just discussed.

CALLER: I would like to ask my black brother, Carmichael, 
a couple of questions.

EATON: Ok, go ahead. He is listening.
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CALLER: When he was over in North Vietnam what did the leader 
over there think about our black brothers, boys over 
there fighting, our black brothers whom they are

’ fighting with. What did they think and what did 
they say about them?

EATON: I think the question is, When you visited North 
Vietnam what did some of the leaders think about the 
black men in America?

CALLER: Fighting over there?

CARMICHAEL: I think that they recognize the black man is being 
used in that war. I think they recognize it very 
clearly. They recognize it for a number of reasons. 
Now before the United States moved in against Vietnam, 
the Vietnamese were fighting the French used to take 
the Algerians, Algeria is in North Africa, and they 
used to make the Algerians fight in Viet Nam against 
the Vietnamese. Nov; what the Vietnamese would do, 
when they captured an Algerian prisoner, they would 
take him and put him in a separate cell from a French 
prisoner and they would begin to talk to the Alger
ian prisoner and they would say., now look brother, 
why are you fighting us? This man in France has 
got your country up tight, you can’t move out of 
the. country, you can’t own anything in the country. 
He owns everything and he makes you come and fight 
me and I haven’t done anything to you. I haven’t 
tried to take your country. I don’t rape your 
women. I don’t make them....prostitutes. So why 
are you. fighting me? And they would begin to work a 
re-educational program on the Algerians. So what 
happened was that all the Algerians when they got 
out. of jail from Vietnam, they formed the inner Left, 
the National Liberation Front. And they are the ones 
who carried on the long guerrilla warfare in Algeria 
against France.
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EATOM: Thanks very much for your call.

CALLER: Can I ask one more?

CALLER: This is very important, Dave. .

EATON: Ok, go ahead.

CALLER: Actually, I want to ask him, did he read this 
statement when he was over there, he would like 
to see United States get defeated?

EATON: Let me tell you, one ground rule we have, established 
at the beginning, we don’t want to get in one of 
these type of controversies, so I am not going to 
allot; any question did he say or didn’t he say. 
We won’t get too much accomplished then, OK?

CALLER: OK.

EATON: We are trying to share thoughts, trying to find out 
who these people are, these three individuals,, OK? 
Thanks very much. WOL, speak up please.

CALLER: I would like to ask Stokely who helped finance 
his trip abroad?

EATON: Mr. Carmichael, who helped finance your trip abroad?

CARMICHAEL: Different peoples.

EATON: Mr. Carmichael’s response, did you hear?

CALLER: Different peoples.

EATON: WOL, speak up please. Your on the air.

CALLER: I would like to ask stokely Carmichael and the
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rest of the men vzho are there why aren’t they doing 
anything about the right of Negroes to vote in 
Washington, D. C.? Because I am pretty sure that 
the reason is because the majority....of the people 
in Washington are Negroes and eighty percent of 
the home population would be Negroes, and thats 
the reason we are not allowed to vote. I mean I 
agree with all these other things that are going on, 
you know, and I know (garbled) Negroes (garbled) 
D. ? C. should have the right to vote. So why aren’t 
(?) we doing anything about this?

CARMICHAEL (?) :

CARMICHAEL:

CALLER:

CARMICHAEL:

OK. I think that COX is going to take that question. 
(Cox answered-Carmichael continued.,).
Yeh, but there’s another follow up to that brother. 
Number one, you just don’t, wanna, get the vote, just 
like that, see. Cause you get the vote then the 
man mess you up with that vote, see.

Yeh, I agree brother.

Yeh, what we want to do is to begin to rebuild a 
community feeling in our community which has been 
broken down by all of the forces that work against 
us, that are put on us from white society. Like, 
for example,, not; you walk on down 7th and T or you 
walk on down. 14th and U, you see us out there 
fighting each other, cutting each other, shooting 
each other. We have to begin to address ourselves 
to problems where black people stop taking out their hatre< 
on each other, where we begin to build a feeling of 
community where we'll hustle on each other. So that 
when we. get the vote, .cause we gonna take the city, 
I mean there aint no if, ands or huts about thatj 
but when we get the city we will have developed a 
feeling of community. So that whatever we use the 
city for it will belt the community, the masses of 
our people, not just a few people who are running
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CALLER:

CARMICHAEL

CALLER:

CARMICHAEL:

EATON (?) :

for offices and fighting each other. And that's 
more important for us than the vote. The vote is 
a trick bag the white man put out here brother.

Will I (garbled) saying, if we had the vote and 
(unintelligible) elect our school board, I mean, 
don’t you think we could start educating Negro 
children like, you know, show them the part that 
Negroes, black Americans, did play in this country.

OK, dig brother, See, if you go elect somebody 
to the school board, they gonna function the way 
the school board functions now. It's not gonna 
work. You got to talk about changing the whole 
education system in this country. Now I'll tell 
you why. An education, see, it's supposed to pre
pare you to live in your community, right.

The white community.

Yeh, that's what it's doing now. It's preparing 
us to live in the white community, cause it doesn’t 
speak to the problems of our community. Let's look 
at our community. Our community is full of rats, 
roaches, pros ti tutes., dope addicts, .preachers, 
gamblers; it's also full of maids, it's full of 
gangs, it's full of young fellas out on the street 
fighting each-other. -Now if I go to school, see, 
if that's the community I live in, that school 
should teach me to be a good prostitute or a good 
dope addict or a good preacher or a good whatever 
in my community. If it can't teach me that, then 
it's got to teach me how to change my community. 
And the schools aren't doing any of these things 
man. It's teaching......

Not where it’s not teaching you how to live and it’s 
not teaching you how to change.
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CARMICHAEL: Right. It’s not teaching yon how to live in our 
community, it’s not teaching you how to change our 
community. What’s it teachin us to do is to per
petuate the system that we live under and that’s 
why electin a black man to the board is not going 
to begin to solve our problems. We have to talk 
about our parents takin over the schools, takin over 
the school boards, and dictating to schools the 
type of education that our children get . Cause 
that’s the only solution to the problem brother.

EATON: OK, thanks very much for you call, we’re moving 
on.

CALLER: Radicate (ph) among us, you know, among, I call 
myself an American now, of course I’m not, but 
since I’m here it’s been a benefit, and I’m 
definitely Negro (■--- ?) , I don’t hesitate to
say it. And it just burns we up when another 
Negro or soul brother or black man (looks it??). 
I have so much of Indian in me, you know, it’s 
an instinction (??), you know, you really get 
mad.

CARMICHAEL; Look here sister.

CALLER: You have to club these people into.......

CARMICHAEL: Look here sister, that’s true, what you say it 
true. It’s just our job to begin to help them. 
There’s not need to get.....They’re our people.
They’re flesh of our flesh and they’re blood of 
our blood and we’ve got to help them, no matter how 
long it takes, no matter how tired we get we’ve 
got to keep goin. I mean, let’s just remember again 
brother Malcolm X when he first started about black. 
everybody said, man shutup, we don’t want to hear 
that nonsense. He kept pushing. He kept plugging. 
He kept pushing along and he kept pluggin till, a 
lot of us began to open bur eyes and we have to do 
the same thing vzith-our brothers and sisters. And 
we cannot afford to ^et hostile with them because
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when we get mad with them they gonna run to the white 
man and that’s another one we lost. Vre got to be....

CALLER: (Interrupts) That’s a good point and it really 
takes a lot of patience. You see (unintelligible).

CARMICHAEL: (Interrupts) The black man. is the most patient man 
in the world. We been patient for 400 years. We 
can take patience with our ovm people if we took 
all that patience from the white man. (Woman caller 
was trying to talk at same time Stokely was.)

CALLER: Yes, I’d like to ask Stokely your doing all this 
talk about black power has he stopped to think just 
where will be get, once he get this black power, 
how many of cur people own (?) any shares in the 
utilities here in the District? Have you stopped 
to think about that yet?

CARMICHAEL: I’m sorry ...

EATON: We didn’t quite understand the latter part of 
your statement, would you repeat it?

CALLER: Of all these utilities here in the District has 
he stopped to think how many people, how many Negroes 
own shares in this? If we were to get the black 
power, where do we go from there?

EATON: Right, the word that we are missing is ’utopia 
something, what was that word?

CALLER: The utili ties here.

■ EATON: -Utilities, right?

CALLER: That’s right, the water, the electricity, all of 
these. Where we going from there, once we get the
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black power? How're we going to maintain it?
Now you doin all this kickin (?) about black 
power, now how is he going to maintain once he gets 

. the black power?

CARMICHAEL: See brother, you saying the white man is the only 
man who can maintain a water system and all that 
other utility stuff you talk about?

CALLER: No. (both talk) How you going to maintain it? 
How many Negroes in the District own any shares 
in anything?

CARMICHAEL: I don't think many of us own any shares in any
thing. Why don’t we own it? That's a question 
you ought to ask yourself. Why don't we own shares 
in it?

CALLER: Why because we haven't (?) stopped (?) long (?) 
enough (?) to train this ignorant Negroes that 
really need the training. The only (Stokely 
interrupts).

CARMICHAEL: Brother, there are no ignorant black people 
there are no ignorant black people.

CALLER: Have you stopped to think about all the black (?) 
of ourselves who haven't been (--- .?) that you really
haven't,...

EATON: (Interrupts) I think maybe that-- let me interrupt
and see if I can clarify this. Correct me if I’m 
wrong, but what you three.gentlemen are talking 
about in terms of the black community and black 
people playing the major or proportionate.share of 
the decision making process including.in the black 
community. This is not negating, as I understand 
it, and association.in terms of dialogue and
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cdmmunication with whites, I don’t think we’re 
talking, and correct me if I'm wrong, about some 
type of black enclave within America. Are we not 
talking about a type of real equality rather than 
the facade of equality in terms of communication 
and stature.

CARMICHAEL: I don't think that...

EATON: (Interrupts) I think that's what, you know, cause 
he assumes that white people won't be working and, 
you know.

CARMICHAEL: Yeh, but that is not the way we should go to the 
question. I mean, why is it that whenever we talk. 
about our people we got to go back and talk about 
white people? Does it necessarily mean that, if 
you do things for black people, you have to step 
on white people? We're concerned with our people. 
We're not saying we don't step on white people.
I mean but the...
(Someone says OK and Eaton said, that's what I 
wanted you to clarify)
Stokely continues with--No brother, no. Sec I 
don't waste my time talking about that. We're 
talkin about gettin black people together, or
ganized, united, so we can have the power that 
was stolen from us by the white man. That's all 
we're talking about.

CALLER: What did you have stolen from ya?

CARMICHAEL: My life, he stole me from Africa, git to that.

CALLER: So you free to go back why don'tcha go back?.

EATON: OK, rather than debate this one moot point, 
we’re going to have to move on because we 

have five more minutes before the news break. OK,
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CALLER:

EATON:

CALLER:

thanks very much.

Yes, I would like to direct this call to.Mr. 
Carmichael.

Go right ahead, he’s listening.

All right, I was thinking, I been thinking this (?) 
ever (?) since (?) the program came on the woman 
from the West Indies more or less, you know, kinda 
brought it home. Don’t you find that women as a 
whole are more hard to understand, you know the 
problems. I think women are...well I think that 
this is where the big problem comes in at......

EATON: OK. While he’s......

CALLER:

CARMICHAEL;

Probably but, you know men, they and...they have 
more foresight they can look .further into the future 
and the women just wants to argue all the time.
And another thing that I’d like to know, what can 
women who is really interested in going to, you 
know, get our people together.

I'm not sure that’s true because I think that the 
person who has carried the bulk of the black race 
in certainly the centuries before, has been the 
black women. I mean that I just don’t think that’s 
true. I mean that it was my black mother who had 
to carry ma when my father couldn’t get'a job and 
carry the five of us, you know, all five of us, so 
I just don’t think that’s true.^ I think that our 
young men ought to-be .thankful' for cur black mothers 
that they were able to survive through all the crap 
that they had to take from the white folks. I'm 
thankful for black women, I think that they are the 
most beautiful women on the earth,because they were
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.....able to survive through what no other race 
of people would have been able to survive through. 
They not only took care of white people’s children 

• they took care of their am children. They fed 
their own and they breast fed white people, they 
clean their own houses and clean white people’s 
houses, they cook supper for their children and 
cook supper for white people's children and they 
were still able to give us a feelin of humanity 
through all of that nonsense. Be thankful for 
the black woman sister.

EATON: OK, thank you very much.

EATON: The thing that is puzzling me, I’d like to get
your reactions on this, and this is a genuine 
puzzle I had. I can't see, and I'm speaking 
---I'm trying to speak objectively, I can't see 
■why persons in America, I don't care whether they're 
black, white or green, can't see the value and real 
contribution to this country that can be made if the 
black man becomes more solid more united in his ef
forts. And I really can't understand why people 
can't understand this. Can you speak to that?
In other words, I know that the white community has 
traditionally-'attempted to fragmentize the black 
community and has succeeded, but looking at it as 
objectively as.possible, I can’t understand why 
people don’t realize that by the black .community 
coming closer together, having more genuine commun
ication, have more real understanding of each other 
how that cannot be a more positive contribution to 
America. Can you enlighten me?

CARMICHAEL:- . Well I think David that it’s just a. known fact., 
the white -man recognizes that if the black man gets 
together 'there's going to be trouble becau.?e the
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whole .system of this country is based upon-keepin 
the black man where he is. So if he gets together 
he's, it means, automatically, he's gonna upset the

• applecart. Cause the way the country is fitted now, 
the black man is programmed in every area of his 
life.

EATON: OK

CARMICHAEL: And with the program goin....

EATON: Now I want you to challenge me, as I know you will, 
but here's what I'm saying. My fervent feeling is 
that if America is to be saved then the black man 
has to. save her. That's my feeling. If America 
is to be saved, the black man has to save her. 
Now, speaking purely in a humanitarian way and 
trying to be objective, if the value system in 
America can be changed by the black man, being 
concerned with his blackness and accepting it and 
loving it, then ostensively, oh that's a big word, 
then this would have in a final form a positive 
input to the whole American system.

CARMICHAEL: I got to do it brother. You my (.....) boy, you
know, but we got to go.

CARMICHAEL: The black man cannot be concerned with America.
He must be concerned with his people. To be con
cerned ’with black people in this country is not to 
be concerned with America. It is to be the opposite 
of America.

CALLER:. I'd like to ask Mr. .Carmichael a question in regards 
to his connection with the Nation (ph) or Islam (ph) 
I have been listening to him tonight and I've been 
keeping up with him for some- time. I'm a student of
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the black, revolution here in America and I noticed 
that many of the things he is saying and teachin 
was taught in the Nation of Islam, I believe, even 
before Mr. Carmichael was born, so I was wondering 
what connection, if any, he has with the Nation of 
Islam and, if no connection, what are his thoughts 
and views on the Nation of Islam here in America.

EATON: Mr. Carmichael, you got that?

CARMICHAEL: Yes I did. .Brother, I’m not a member of the Nation 
of Islam, but I have the highest respect and regard 
for the Nation of Islam because I think that they 
were one of the first organized groups in our period, 
our lifetime,' to begin to really organize our people, 
and begin to teach them self respect and a dignity 
and to begin to uplift our (?) system (?), face of 
the whole confrontation with white society that they 
have to face. I have nothing but a great deal of 
respect for the Nation of Islam.

EATON: OK, thanks very much.

CALLER: I’d like to know, can you tell me exactly what 
happened on (?) thata Rufus Mayfield and that 
meeting?

EATON: I’m sorry but I don’t know anything about: that, 
does any of you gentlemen know? What meeting, 
I don’t know what she’s referring....

CALLER: Unity meeting, with Rufus Mayfield, when he was 
there exactly what happened?

CARMICHAEL: That was a....

EATON': That was a no comment, I think wouldn’t it?
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CARMICHAEL: Yes, no comment.

CALLER: I can’t tell you how happy I am that I heard the 
•program this evening because now that I hear these 
gentlemen especially Carmichael, at first hand. I 
can see that the white community has nothing to fear, 
just nothing ,at all. They want much better housing, 
they want better education, they want this and that 
and who are they going to get it from,.... from the 
white community. You know it is too bad that 
Carmichael instead of going over to North Vietnam 
and getting his information over there, he should 
have taken a walk over to Chinatown, to see first 
hand how a non-white community is able to educate 
themselves, make themselves prosperous and live 
with peace and harmony with everyone around them. 
Nov; would they like to comment about that?

EATON: On what, anybody want: to comment? I don’t think 
about an answer forth coming.

CALLER: Well why not?

EATON: 1 said no one seems to want to comment.

CALLER: They’re three 'articulate gentlemen.....

EATON: ■Nobody cares to comment.

CALLER: ..... (something?) in their own defense.

CARMICHAEL: There is no defense. I mean what you mean in my 
own defense, what defense? I’m not defensive about 
anything.

CALLER: ....You know you'three people have been played up 
as ( ) in the newspapers.
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CARMICHAEL: As what?

•CALLER: You’ve been played up as (olgies??), actually 
the three of you have no power, the newspapers have 
built you up, you are what the Chinese would call 
a Taper Tiger. You can form your fronts from 
now until dooms day and you’ll never get anywhere 
because this is a white man’s country, the white 
man had the dream, built the industries and employed 
the Negro, and until you do something on your own, 
which I doubt you ever will do, you’ll never get 
anywhere.

CARMICHAEL: OK, now dig this.

CALLER: (if you are. . . .)

EATON: OK, let him react to your quarry.

CARMICHAEL;

EATON:

Alright now dig this, Honkie, I’m going to tell 
you how you Honkies built this country. You came to 
America....

Let’s take it in order now, let Mr. Carmichael 
speak and if you want to come back then after we . 
leave you can' call in again.

CARMICHAEL: Be cool, if you listen you might learn something. 
Now dig this, you came to the United States of 
America, the Indians were here, you landed, on 
Plymouth Rock, the man took you in he showed you 
how to grow corn, he showed you how to live in this 
country and after he showed you all that you wiped 
him out. You went to South America....

CALLER: Now let me tell you this.
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EATON: Listen he's got to finish....

CARMICHAEL: You went, to South America, the Indians showed 
you their gold, the Aztecs showed you their gold, 
their silver, their copper, you stole it, you 
wiped them out. You went to Africa, our brothers, 
our sisters took you in, you came in there we 
showed you the nappy life we had, you took us, you 
put us in chains, you brought us here. You went 
to China, the Chinese took you in, they showed you 
what they had in Asia,- you went you stole-what 
they had and you enslaved them, and you talk about 
what you did. All you've ever done is rotten 
through and through, you have stole, you have 
cheated, you have killed, you have murdered, you have 
plundered, you have raped. And you have the 
dastardly courage to sit there and talk about what 
you have built. You built off of the swesit of 
other people, and baby what you sow, that you 
shall reap.

CALLER: My question is directed to Stokely Carmichael 
or either one of the others.

EATON: OK, go right ahead.

CALLER: I want to ask about how is his new coalition 
group, Black Leaders, going to co-ordinate with the 
coming of Martin Luther King in April?

CARMICHAEL: Dr. King is flesh of our flesh, blood of our 
blood, he’s our brother and we’re working with 
every brother 'who is out there.

CALLER: I would like to answer the white man's quarry to 
the three guest you have. Remember this now, 
everything this country has built up ( .)
Negro blood. Back in the 1800s even the 1700s

'3S
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this whole country’s economy was built on 
cotton, who picked that cotton? Who had the 
stamina and the ability to go cut there and pick 
that cotton, while they were in chains, while being 
beaten and driven by slave masters? The Negro has 
dene something in this country and the vzhite man 
is trying to, right now, is trying to hide it 
under stones and rocks. And any Negro who tries 
to bring this up to his black bosses that the 
black man has built this country, his blood is 
in France, his blood is in Germany, his blood is 
in Japan, its everywhere, its in Korea, its strung 
in the Hawaiiri Islands, and this white man has 
the audacity to call up and say the Negro can’t 
do anything for himself. look at the city, man. 
who laid out the water pipes, I’ve never seen a 
white man in a ditch in this city, he stands over 
the ditches in this city and he tells the Negro 
what to do, who has the know how? Who laid out 
this great city of Washington” A black man. I 
mean a black man laid this city out. And a vzhite 
man’s going to call in and ask your three ( )
did they want to answer it. Why can’t they-answer 
this man?

They did answer, him, brother,, but I think also 'that 
they preferred a man like you to call, in and 
and talk to hire. And thanks very much for calling.

Thank you, brother.CALLER:

CARMICHAEL:

CALLER:

Keep on preaching, brother, we gonna get it up 
tight, we gonna get it because we gonna survive..

1 have a couple of statements I would like to make 
and I’d like to direct them at Mr. Carmichael.
First of all 1 want to. ask him if I’m correct in
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saying that it vzas a white man who got up off 
of the black man's neck, I know he bought us 
as slaves, but I want him to answer yes or no 
did the white man get up off the black man’s 
neck or did he take his freedom?

EATON: The question is did the white man get off the 
black man’s neck or did the black man take his 
freedom?

CARMICHAEL: The white man is still on his neck.

EATON: (to caller') Did you hear that response?

CALLER: No, I didn’t hear it.

CARMICHAEL: The white man is still on our necks.

CALLER: OK, now I'm going to ask another question. Isn't 
it a fact that he can take a hundred dollars in 
his hand right now and go to Africa and buy his 
cousin from Africans right now?

CARMICHAEL: No that is not a fact.

CALLER: Hell then why do the United Nations have twenty 
different countries on their agenda in trying to 
get them to consider...ah reconsider abolishing, 
slavery in ( ) right now.

CARMICHAEL: Oh, you see. you don't understand, the countries 
they are talking about are. countries that are still 
controlled, today by the' white man, I mean, you 
have all of South Africa today, brother, where our 
brothers and sisters are enslaved by the white man, 
you've got Zimbabwe, you've got Angola, you've got 
Mozambique, you got South Africa, you’ve got South
west A.frica, you got Portugese Guinea, all. of those
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CALLER:

countries, brother, today are controlled by 
white men who walk around.....

(Interrupting) I’m talking about the West Africa, 
in West Africa in fact...

CARMICHAEL: Like where?

CALLER:

.EATON:

CALLER:

CALLER:

On the network here...whose that...one of the radio 
networks they had a documentary, a film documentary 
and you could write to the United Nations and get 
facts and figures, the fact is that in Africa the ■ 
descendents, the children of the slaves who sold 
your mother, my mother, into slavery are still 
selling slaves,- the white man do not have no con
trol over them, its the. understanding that the 
government, even the government of that particular 
part cf Africa (has) been because of the fear of 
losing out (in some sort of an interest there).

(Interrupting) Alright let me ask you this question, 
this is Eaton, the moderator, since wTe are questing 
for truth her?, in all dimensions let me ask you this, 
do you know the countries in which you are talking 
about?

I know its in West Africa. I can find out.

I’d like to tell Mr. Carmichael how beautiful I 
think, that bis movement is. His actions are in this 
black movement in America, that I’m a young 21 year 
old Negro myself, fellow and really believe in all 
his (band), and I have....I know all my friends feel 
the same way that I do when I..-, .that if Mr. 
Carmichael wants this United States .to be straight 
I think that by him being educated the way that he 
is that he know the proper way for us to do it and.
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I say that I follow him and back him up all the 
way.

EATON,: • Mr. Carmichael

CARMICHAEL: Brother thank you, but don’t follow me and back 
me up all the way, you just come on along up here 
beside of me because we got to do it together.

CALLER: Don't you feel that, in the way that the Negroes 
are trying.to prove their peace by riots and all 
are hurting them?

EATON: Who would like to get to that?

CARMICHAEL: Let me get the Hohkie.

EATON: Right, Mr. Carmichael wants to.,,.,,

CARMICHAEL: Look here Honkie, what are you doing in Vietnam?

CALLER: Well, we’re trying to help the Vietnamese.......

CARMICHAEL: You are rioting, you are burning down their houses, 
you are shooting their babies, you1 re bombing their 
hospitals, you’re killing their children. Why are 
you rioting in Vietnam?

CALLER: I beg your pardon.

CARMICHAEL: Why are you rioting in Vietnam?

CAJ-LER: Well we really feel fiat the Vietnam war is helping- 
the United States in any way.

CALLER: Good evening, I want to say....I want to compli
ment Mr. Carmichael because I really think.that he 
is doing a good job and what he said t.o a certain 
extent, that slavery is not completely over be
cause' Negroes today, this minute, are being-
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exploited in this city,find I’m a living proof of 
it. I have two young men here now, that two weeks 
ago went out to find a job, and honest young men 
and they got this job and they..... salesmen, and 
they were told that they would get a. certain 
amount over what they sold. Two weeks of labor 
they used their own time and car fare and they still 
have not got a cent you see but all this ( )
and it really burns me up just to hear-.other people 
who don’t know the inside of what’s actually 
happening and.....

EATON:

CALLER:

CARMICHAEL:

CALLER:

CARMICHAEL:

CALLER:

CARMICHAEL:

Thanks very much for your comments, WOL speak up.

I’d like to ask brother CARMICHAEL what does he 
think personally about the way Rap Brown had people 
doing in the summer burning down their homes.

Brother I don’t think that my good brother and my 
leader and the chairman, Rap Brown, had anybody 
burning down their houses.

Well in his speeches he had the black man out here 
burning.... in these riots their own houses instead
of going'out and burning up the white man’s houses 
that should have been burned down;

I don’t think that Brother Rap had anybody burning 
down anybody's houses.

Well why did the black man burn down his ovzn house 
then?

I don't think the black man burned down his ov?n 
house. He don’t c’./n no house.
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CARMICHAEL: OK, look here buddy, do you ever read the Bible?

CALLER: Yes, I do.

CARMICHAEL: Then if you read the Bible then you know that tie 
Bible says that fire is a purifier, it cleanses, 
it cleans, that when things have become so crum- 
med up so that the only thing you can do is just 
cleanse it. and fire is a cleansing agent some
times .

EATON:

EATON:

You’re really taking that out context, brother 
Stokely, now you know if we’re going to get in
to scripture here tonight I want to go into Bibli 
cal criticism.......

(to calle?') Thank you very much for your call.

CARMICHAEL: The Bible does say that doesn’t it brother.

EATON: Right, HOL speak up please.

CALLER: Mr. Carmichael.

EATON: Right, he’s listening, go right ahead.

CALLER: I’m glad your here and I’d like to know something 
Are you going to put sone protection on yourself?
Cause you know what happened to ----you know,
brother Malcolm(ph) ah Malcolm.

CARMICHAEL: Brother the Lord is tri th me at all. times.

CALLER: Well I’m glad to hear that and I’m gonna keen 
fighting for my people all I can.

CARMICHAEL: You got to do it brother. •Remember, our people 
are the most important thing to us. Our people 
first.
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CALLER: Mr. Carmichael?

CARMICHAEL: Yes sir.

CALLER: Did you see the game today?

CARMICHAEL: V/e was together brother. I didn’t.....! had to miss 
it because we had a meeting (?). It (?) was to
gether.

CALLER: Did you see Bob (?) Adderly (PH)? What did he do 
to the honky?

EATON: Thanks very much for your call, sir.

CALLER: Hello, I’d like to address this question to 
Carmichael, please.

EATON: Right, he’s listening, go right ahead.

CALLER: The answer to his definition of a radical today. 
I hear, often hear, conflicting views about what 
a radical is. Could you define that term for me, 
please?

CARMICHAEL: I don’t know-brother, the only definition I'can 
think of is the classical definition, radical 
comes from latin word which means root, that is to g: 
to the root of the problem. But I’m not sure that 
a definition used today to.describe a radical is 
really a radical.

CALLER: Yeh, but this is what I’m referring to, whan you 
had the conference in New Jersey you. said'there 
wore only two sides to the question, your either 
radical or your the Uncle lorn. Now you moved 
from the side of radical and by the definition in 
New Jersey yon moved toward the Uncle Tom side.
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CARMICHAEL:

CALLER:

EATOM:

CALLER:

EATON:

CALI,ER:

CALLER:

EATON:

CALLER:

RATON:

CARMICHAEL:

I’m sorry brother, I wasn't..’...

Wait a minute, now hold it, hold it. I've read 
every manuscript that've been put. out by you, I 
think you movin, I think the white man, as you 
know, is sort of usin you now. Don't allot’ your
self to be used at this point, your doin good my 
man, but keep it up. Don't be like Marion Barry 
he took Rufus Mayfield's job, which is very dirty 
lowdown, took his job from him.

OR, thanks very much for your comments. We gonna.....

..... I continue....

Right. We gonna try to move on, if you.....

Wait a minute. You won't let me continue fact 
I'm tellin the truth.

Let me rap (??) (or) rat (??) . Let me rap (??) .

Go ahead, rap (?) .

OK,. I'll think of a very dirty*--ah. what Marion
Barry did. He took Rufus Mayfield's job. Just 
like in all revolutions middle class has already 
benefited from (?) the (?) lower class. Carmichael 
I hope you will keep these people in (?) line (?) 
and help the lower classes to progress, not the 
middle class.

Mr. Carmichael please respond to that one.

Brother we got to understand what we're trying to 
do in this city. We’re trying to organize everybody 
in ou?- community. from the man in the streets to the
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black bourgeoisie. That is the only way we're gonna 
survive as a people, when all of us are organized. 
Now we have to understand what we're working against. 
We're working against 400 years of brainwash, all 
of us suffer from brainwashin brother, all of us 
do. We're trying to help each other as we try to 
clear up our minds and get ourselves together.That 
means that as we go along there*re gonna be people 
who*re gonna make mistakes. I don't think, brother, 
that you should depend upon me to keep everybody in 
line. Your, a black man, you should be out hero with 
us fightin and.tryin to-st-rai .. .and keep it straight.

CALLER: I’m over -here witcha, I*m -witcha baby, all the way.-

CARMICHAEL: Well, brother, if you with me, together we gonna
do it.

CARMICHAEL(?): I know we gonna do it.

CALLER: If you keep people like, you happen to keep people
like Haulon Barry in their place and won't (?) try 
to use the lit... ...I mean, exploit the little people 
like Rufus Mayfield..- We shoulda joined on to the 
round up and marched to the Capitol and told Broyhil1 
(??) to have'seen that we gonna keep - Rufus-Mayfield 
and Marion Barry wasn't gonna git his job, I-think 
it was a very low-down dirty thing we allowed him to 
do.

4 8
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CALLER: I’d like to ask him why he goes into an area an 
incites (?) a riot and leaves and people that he 
leaves are the Negro that he ahh.....the people
that he gets together, they are without jobs?

CARMICHAEL: Well, they have to show me where I incited to riot 
and where I ran away and caused all the problems you 
say I caused.

EATON: Do you know of any instances where Mr. Carmichael 
has done this?

CALLER: Well, he went into Nashville, Tennessee,

EATON: Did they have a riot in Nashville?

CALLER: Yes they had a riot at Fisk University and Tennessee 
State University.

CARMICHAEL: And who started the riot, as you call it, brother?

EATON: He started it.

CARMICHAEL: He who?

CALLER: Stokely started it.

CARMICHAEL: Well, that’s whose talking.

CALLER: He instigated the students at Fisk University and 
Tennessee State University.

CARMICHAEL: I did?

CALLER: Some of them were kicked out of school. Sone of 
them had to go home and what not. I just wr.nted 
his comment cn that.

■ ?9 .
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CARMICHAEL: Let ne give you the comment but let me include to 
you some facts which you don’t know anything about 
concerning the Nashville incident. Number one, the 
people who incited that rebellion as has been the 
case of all the rebellions in the major cities
are the policemen..The policemen are the ones who 
create rebellion.

CALLER: I see;

CARMICHAEL: Brother, I.can’t create a rebellion. If you lived 
in a good house and you know, you livin a good life 
and I came and talked to you about gettin together 
to take care of business, what would you do?

CALLEK: Probably tell you come in an have a coke.

CARMICHAEL: Of course (?). I don’t create rebellions. It 
is the system under which we live that creates....

CALLER: All right (?)

CALLER: I would, like to direct my questions to Mr. 
Carmichael.

EATON: He’s listening, go right ahead.

CALLER: I’d like to know (?), do he know anything about the 
black political party called Slant (ph) and'another 
party called Us (ph) .

CARMICHAEL: Yes, Slant (ph) is headed by my good brother, Tommy 
(ph) Jsket (ph) ; and Us is headed by another good 
brother, Ron Coringa (ph), out in Los Angeles.

CALI ER: A.nd...Is there any way of gettin in -touch with these 
people?

' so
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CARMICHAEL: Yes, I’m afraid I don’t have the address with me 
but I’m fairly sure you could get it if you just 
call information and ask for it in Los Angeles, 
Us and Slant.

CALLER: I see, all right, thank you very much.

CARMICHAEL: OK, brother. It’s good that you get in contact 
with the??., we need to contact other brothers who, 
you know, doin other things around the country so 
we can begin to move to get a national organization 
going so we can take care of business.

CALI,ER: I see, thanks a lot.

EATON: WOL, speak up please.

CALLER: Yes, Stokely, don’t you think that possibly a fear 
of mine (?) that the ninety percent of the white 
community is going to be against people who ah, 
incidents, really I should say, of burning and of 
violent speech and of your use, a couple of times, 
of the word honky. They don’t like that and they’re 
going to react to it. Probably they’re numerically 
more, all because you say, they're more powerful. 
So just by (?) chance, I think that your taking a 
chance on ruining yourself" when you (garbled) the 
black community as a rule (?). .....step up and
refuse to harbor people who say honky,'well that’s 
not too bad, but people who really thought burning 
down houses and other things like that. Doesn't 
seem right to me. Your going to alienate all this 
white community,.! don't think you want that. I 
think you need their help.

CARMICHAEL: Well, 1 don’t need any help. The people who need 
help in this country are white people. The white 
people need help in straigbtenin out themselves

r 51
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for >’hat they have done to ’as. That’s who needs 
help. I don’t need any help. All I need is the 
white man to get off of our Lacks and we will go

. ahead. Now you talk about the ninety percent gattin 
upset just because we say honky, don’t you think we 
should get upset for what they have done to us for 
400 years.

CALLER: Yeh, but none of those people are still alive, that’s- 
why they don’t want to pay you. It’s very hard to 
find a white man whose, willing to admit in the first, 
place and, in the second place, it’s very hard to 
find a white man who is alive and who owned slaves 
for some time, see. That’s why he doesn’t feel he 
owes you a debt.

CARMICHAEL: Is it hard to find a white man today whose a racist 
in the United States?

CALLER: Well, I don’t think it’s too terribly easy, I 
doubt that most white people are racist. I don’t 
think they axe.

CARMICHAEL: You don’t think they are. Do you think the in- 
stitutipns.......

CALLER:. I think the'white'people-who passed the Civil Rights 
Act of 1954 and 1965 aren’t racists.

CARMICHAEL: Why did they need to pass a Civil. Rights Act if we 
were c i ti zeas?

CALLER: Got (?) to one of their problems.

C A Krl IC HA El-: Of course, their problem, not mine.

CALLER: I'd like to speak to Stoke-ly Carmichael. Stokedy, 
I was listening to you. a few minutes ago then you ■
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mentioned that interpretation about th?: Bible. 
I think that Jesus stressed that more because I 
read the Bible a couple of time myself and the 

• interpretation of the Bible is strickly under the 
white man’s influence. This all...,, I believe 
this to be a part of the reason for the New Testamen 
coming about, you know, and I'd like to ask some 
kind of way that I can get into contact with you, 
you know face to face because there are a lot things 
that I's like to ask you about..

CARMICHAEL; Well brother I’m usually right around the corner 
1234 U Street at the SNCC office.

CALLER: 12 what?

CARMICHAEL: 1234 U Street, N.W.

CALLER: What time are you there usually?

CARMICHAEL: Well, I'm in and out because I'm doing a. lot of work 
you know, but if you call the number is 337-7445, 
you know maybe we can get together but now in order 
for us to get together now you got to be doing some
thing because we just -can’t... . .

CALLER: I beg your pardon.

CARMICHAEL: 387-

CALLER: I'm talking about in order for us to get together.

CARMICHAEL: In order-for us to get together you got to be doing 
something now because the time for talking is ever. 
We got to wove now in order to organize' our people.

CALLER: Yes, well you see,. I'm ready to .make my move. I’ve 
been ready you know.

O 63 ■
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CARMICHAEL: Beautiful, beautiful, then we can get together.

CALLER: I’d like to direct my question to Carmichael.

WON: Go right ahauul he’s listening.

CALLER; I’d like to know--- enough of this philosophical
dissertation, as a black woman I’d like to know 
what is his program specifically advocate that bla 
people do now that all ■ether efforts have, failed. 
I’d like to know what he really would like for us 
to do. Just what does he advocate specifically 
for the black man to do?

CARMICHAEL: Well, in the first place I don’t think that all ef 
have failed, sister. Number one, I think that the 
first thing we have to do as a people is to begin 
to understand how we have been divided. That’s 
first and foremost. And that vie must begin to 
organize all sections of cur community to come 
together, to aid each other, that’s first. Once 
we begin to do that then secondly we can move to 
take over these institutions which are inside our 
community which we do not control. We should star 
first with the police force. We don’t control the 
police force, that’s why there’s so much police 
brutality. If we controlled the police force, the 
would be no police brutality. We have to move to 
control the Board of Educations in our community. 
We do not control them, thafs why the schools are 
in such conditions. We have to move to control th 
Welfare Department. We' do not control them, that’s 
.why our mother's on welfare get the treatment, they 
get. We.have to move to control all of the instil 
inside cur community which are nts.nif ©stations of t 
white power structure. We have to control and own 
them. Then we also have to move to take over the 
ownership of all of the economic industries inside, 
our communities from the local five and ten cant
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store all the way up to the big industrial complexes 
in Watts.

CALLER: Hello Americans to you Africans (garbled) teach
ing (?) in America. A man came on this show and he 
said that average--- the American Negroes live
better than any other black, people in the world 
and I 'want to tell him that it is completely false. 
We people in Africa are free, we want those here to 
be free too. But if those among the American'Negroes 
down here (?), they do not kid (?) themselves that 
there’s freedom somewhere, they’ll never get freedom 
here because they are being destroyed by the whites 
and they still think that Africa is jungles and 
(----garbled--—■--). I think Stokely Carmichael
should go out and teach his people that Africa is 
free, it io not as bad as some people say. And I. 
think that wherever those Negroes in United States 
want to be free they should fight for it. This is 
the time to fight for it. They should go out and 
fight. Just (?) don’t (?) sit down and talk.

CARMICHAEL: And brother there’s only one thing I’d like to say 
and that is don’t call us American Negroes because 
v/e’re. flesh of the same flesh aid blood, of the same 
blood.- You my brother and I’d die in the streets 
of Philadelphia or'Washington, D. C., just as quick 
as I’d die in the streets of Angola (ph), Mosanbique 
(ph) or South Africa.

CALLER: Well, we are all the same. I agree with you but 
the colored man in United States say he is different. 
He say he is more civilized than those in Africa and, 
therefore (?), that’s why I said America;) Negroes. 
But they think they are different, but (?) we are 
all the same.

CARMICHAEL: Your right brother and. that’s the brainwusbin?. that
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the white'man has whipped on us. That’s the 
game (?) that he put onus but today we are 
beginning to recognize that we are all the same 
and no matter how many trips Humphrey takes to 
Africa to try and clean up, it ain’t goi.n to work 
because today black people are coming together 
around the world..

CALLER: Yeh, we all the same but lets go out and teach other 
peoples, the other blacks, that we are the same. They 
do not understand. They don’t know what they are
about.

CARMICHAEL: It’s true brother, it’s going to take a Jong time but 
a lot of us are out here fighting and I want you, 
since you’re from Africa, cause when every time 
you walk the streets don’t be rennin hear those 
white folk. You come on into the community and. 
you walk down the streets, you just grab a brother. 
You say I’m from Africa, I’m your flesh and I’m 
your blood and you just keep on 1 Is.1. ng to him
and we goin to get it on.

EAa 0.1: OK gentlemen, thank you very much, we have about 
five more minutes and I’d like, if you wish, to have 
a closing statement or something that you would 
like to say. Mr Carmichael.

CARMICHAEL: Well, I just got the address for the brother who' 
called in earlier for ask(?) for Slant. (ph) . I 
just got a card with the address on it. The ad
dress is 1673 East 108th Street, Los Angelos, 
California 90002. In closing I just think that, 
well, we have to recognize chore are.a number of 
things. The first is that we lost brother Malcolm 
(ph) . Now we lost brother Malcolm not because of 
what he was doing but because of what he was saying. 
If wo are going to. move on today, we cannot.allow
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the honkies to'.waste us for what we’re saying. We 
must be wasted today,/if we are going to be wasted, 
for what we’re doing and what we must be doing is 
getting our people together to survive inside this 
hell hole. lhat's what we have to be doing. That 
must be our major concentration today, getting our 
people together. All of our people beginning to 
teach love, beginning to teach respect for each 
other. The. love and respect that has been broken 
down, that’s been trampled upon in our. community 
for 400 years..- Our concern must always be our 
people first. First our people, first our people, 
then and only then me and you. We must begin to 
recognize that individualism is a luxury that black 
people can no longer afford. Secondly, we must 
begin to recognize that in coming together many of 
us are going to have to go. That’s just a fact of 
life,'but we must: be willing to shed ou?.- blood for 
our people. That is the only way weke going to come 
together to survive in this country, and, lastly, 
we don't have anything to worry about for a black 
man has survived, the black man will survive. After 
all they've done to us we still here, we will be. 
around. You don’t have to worry, black people will 
survive America,' black, people will survive America, 
And like Curtis (ph) Mayfield say --  Our blessed
day has come, we don’t care where you come. from we 
just go moving up because we- are winners.
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WOL,
On January 17, 1968, CARMICHAEL visited Radio station

2000 P Street, N. W. , Washington, D. C.

"The Evening Star", article of January 17, 1968, 
reported STOKELY CARMICHAEL who had formed a coalition of 
District moderates and militants said he expected to meet 
Er. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., within a month to discuss KING'S 
plans for a "massive civil disobedience campaign" in Washington, 
D. C., for income and jobs. According to spokesmen, KING was 
coming to Washington, D. C., from Atlanta and would meet with 
leaders of the black community including CARMICHAEL. CARMICHAEL 
stated "Dr. KING and I are going to have a long talk about the 
problems in Washington, D. C." The article stated a 17 member 
Steering Committee of the newly formed Black United Front (BUF) 
met for the first time to map strategy on how to organize the 
black community around the Front. A tight lid of secrecy had 
reportedly been kept on their activities, according to the 
article.

On January 19, 1968, CARMICHAEL visited National 
Airport. Washington, D. C.,| 
_____________  They departed National Airport and drove by limou
sine to Dulles Airport where CARMICHAEL saw her off on a flight 
to San Francisco. On the evening of January 19, 1968, CARMICHAEL 
boarded the Eastern Airlines shuttle at National Airport f |
__________________________________ |bound for New York City. He 
returned to Washington, D. C., on January 20, 1968.
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Radio Station WOL, Washington, D.C., on a special 
recorded program, moderated by WOL News Director, Ron Pinkney,, 
had as its guests Stokely Carmichael and Rufus 'Catfish' 
mayfield, former Chairman of PRIDE, Inc. The program was 
reportedly taped on January 17, 1968, at WOL Studios, 2000 
r Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., and was broadcast from 
7:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. on January 21, 1968.

Also on the program were Robert Maynard of the 
‘ Washington Post' , John Lewis of Afro-American and Bernard Garnett 
of Johnson's Publications, which includes " Jet1 and Ebony' , 
magazines, who acted as interviewing panel of Carmichael and 
Mayfield.

The following is a verbation transcript of the 
comments of Carmichael and response to questions by the inter
viewing panel:

OPENING BY PINKNEY - '"Mr. Carmichael is making his second trip 
to WOL in about a week; he appeared here 
last Sunday on WOL's Speak-Up, Mr. 
Carmichael recently returned from what 
has been called, 4 unauthorized trips to 
Cuba, Hanoi, Sweden and France'5 and here in 
Washington, he has started an organization 
called the Black United Front. He is 
former chairman of the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee and graduate of 
Howard University.8'



MR, MAYNARD (q) - “’Mr, Carmichael, would you be willing to 
outline some of your plans for the Black 
United Front and SNCC here in Washington?*'

CARMICH/XEL (A) - “No sir, I am unable to do that at this time,“

MR. LEWIS (Q) - 6!Mr, Carmichael, when I saw you last winter, you
indicated that you were going to be organizing 
in one of the major cities in this country; 
you came here recently to begin organizing in 
Washington. What made you pick Washington 
as a target city?6’

CZiRMICHAEL (A) - “Well, there are a number of reasons; seems to 
me that Washington represents the clearest 
contradictions of black and white in this 
country, maybe because black people are a 
majority in this city and all of the institutions 
of power in the city are run by whites, con
trolled by whites and for benefits of whites. 
Washington is the nation's capitol; it seems 
to me it must begin to represent clearly in 
the minds of people around the world, precisely 
what this country is about, its relationship 
to the internal colonies, black people inside 
the country, so that we can hook up and develop 
strength with our brothers in the third world. 
So that they will not be brainwashed by the 
United States, for example, Humphrey just took 
a trip to Africa, his job was once again to fool 
our brothers in Africa and if in Washington, 
D.C. the contradictions are hiding my brothers 
in Africa will see through all that nonsense • 
that the Honky's are trying to put down.*

GARNETT (<$ - “Yes, is Washington then supposed to be a
springboard for maybe moving out in other 
cities eventually with similar Black United 
Fronts?6
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's' " / /'■ 
CARMICHAEL (A) - $’No I think there will be a coordinated effort 

around the country today because black people 
reco^ize more and more the necessity for unity 
if W are going to survive in what Rev. King 
calls Babaion.*

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q) - "Speaking of Rev. King, Mr. C., you might have 

noticed recently in the press the stories about 
his camp-in in Washington in the first week of 
April. Do you see a rol<fe in your organizing 
effort coinciding with his?5!

CARMICHAEL (A) - ''Dr. King is a black man, he is flesh of my 
flesh and blood of my blood. Dr. King is 
working for the betterment of the black man 
and anybody who is working for the betterment 
of the black man, our organization is more than 
happy to work with.....we have worked with 
brother King in the past and we will continue 
to work with brother King because we are all 
trying to find the solution for our people to 
live with a decent life as human beings.

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN <Q) - nMr. C. as organizer of the Black United Front 

here in Washington, D.C., so far nothing has 
come up of your meeting to the public newspapers, 
reporters, radio and T.V. reporters have tried in 
vain to just find out what you are doing. Why 
is it that you don’t want to display what is 
happening in these meetings to the public that 
you feel that the average citizen would like to 
know just what is going on, especially the 
black citizens in the city?’*

CARMICHAEL (A) - 6,Mr, Pinkney it is a fact that the average black 
man needs to know precisely what is going on in 
the city as with the Black United Front, un
fortunately for the black man, the way that



CARMICHAEL
CONTINUED C\)< - “we communicate is controlled by the white man 

and he never represents truly what we are trying 
to do, every movement that we start the Honkies 
have always disrupted it. Let us go back for 
example, when Black Power first came up; when 
Black Power first came up, every Honkey and his 
momma was interpreting it telling people what it 
meant so that they could divide black people and 
keep them apart. Now fortunately for us the 
Black Power Slogan was strong enough to go over 
that, so that the Honky has to develop new tricks, 
but everytime we say something he takes it and 
tries to keep us divided. In an attempt to 
stop that division, we must find new ways of 
communicating directly to our people what we 
are doing. In order to do that, we must isolate 
the Honky on what is going on, and since they 
control the press media, it means they have to 
be isolated. While we develop some way of getting 
it to our people.'■

MR. GARNETT -nMr. Carmichael, I go back..... ./■

CARMICHAEL - 1 We are brothers, just call me Stokely, O.K.?

MR. GARNETT (Q)- “Oh, O.K. I would like to go back, something you 
said a few minutes ago, about the reason about 
the present time that nothing the Black United 
Front does behind closed doors is being told to 
the press, you mentioned that you don’t want to 
take the chance of giving the white press some
thing to distort, how does this relate to the 
black press, which is black controlled? Do you 
feel that some kind of distortion on this in
terpretation? “

CARMICHAEL (A) - “The only black control press we have in Wash
ington is the Afro.’1

6 2 i
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MR. GARNETT - ‘ We have a ( ) of another one.“

CARMICHAEL * ‘Which is the Bureau in other words. . . .? John
son's Publications 

: !
MR. GARNETT (q) -‘Yes, these are two black controlled. . • What | 

qualms would you have, say talking to the..., 
even just to the Afro?"

CARMICHAEL (A) - ’’If you can begin to isolate the white press and 
keep everybody isolated for a while, then you 
can move in with the solid black press, you 
can begin to build that black press inside our 
community where it becomes a real voice for the 
community. That is a fact that the only black 
controlled paper in this country that focuses 
through the masses of black people in this 
country is Mohammed Speaks. Whether one agrees 
or disagrees with the ideology is irrelevant !
it is the only newspaper where the masses of 
black people can read the type of ideology 
where they are not afraid to say what they have j 
to say to the black man in this country. And ■ 
until we can build up other press agencies 
which are willing to do precisely that. So ;
even though there are some black controlled |
agencies, they do not speak to the black man the ' 
way that they have to speak to the black man, 
they know it, I know it and we all know it.
And we have to build up a black press which ;
are going to speak to the needs of the black 
people and tell it like it is.u

MR. PINKNEY (Q) -'Do you think that these publisher and editors 
could be persuaded in one way or another by you 
or the reporter to bring it down here to the..7’

CARMICHAEL (A) - “No, they have to persuaded by the masses of our 
people and they will only be persuaded by the
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CARMICHAEL
CONTINUED (A) - ‘by the masses of our people when the masses of 

our people begin to look for the stuff that 
should be said, when that stuff is not there, 
they stop buying those papers.M

MR. PINKNEY (Q)- ‘Stokely, I would like to follow up that question 
about the black press. When you held the initial 
meeting of the Black United Front, as I under
stand it, you made arrangements to sell pictures 
to a daily paper at a high price. It was not 
that daily paper but another daily paper that 
broke the original story about the Black United 
Front, would serve to give the Black Unity 
meeting a kind of publicity that I understand ; 
that you do not want it to have. Why did you 
exclude the black media from the Black Unity 
meeting and then turn around and sell photographs 
to the white press?4‘

CARMICHAEL (A) - t;We are trying to do two things. We are trying 
number one to piegin to control all of the press 
that comes out, all of the news media that comes 
out of our community. We are incapable of 
doing that at this point, for example, the 
leaks in those stories that were not really 
leaks you see because most of all of the leaks 
were incorrect, but that there were reporters 
who do what you call speculative reporting, what 
they think is going on they write down so 
that they can have something to say but they.... 
no, no, there were no leaks because all of the • 
information was incorrect, for example, the 
Post ran a story about the fifteen member of 
the (steering)??? committee and a lot of them 
were incorrect completely incorrect, a lot 
people who they said were on that fifteen were 
not even on the steering committee and they left 
out a lot of other people, people who are unknown 
to the public, but people who were powerful
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CARMICHAEL 
CONTINUED (A) -

MR. PINKNEY (Q)-

CARMICHAEL (A) -

QUESTIONER 
UNKNOWN (Q)

uwithin their own section of the Washington area. 
So that those stories were incorrect. Now what 
we want to do is to begin to play those press 
against the other. I mean that is what the 
Honkies have been doing to us and now we are 
just going to organize and do the same thing, 
play them against each other. We want again to 
exclude the black press at this time until we ■ i 
begin to build up a strong communication where 
we can also begin to dictate to the black press 
what should be said. I mean that it is a fact 
that in many cases the black press takes its 
stories from AP and UPI about the black community 
and AP and UPI are Honky controlled, Honky |
written and here is a black press who comes 
back and takes these stories as they appear on 
the Honkies press and put it in the black press ।
without giving an interpretation to the black I
community of what all those things are about, and ! 
when we begin to build stronger and stronger we 
can begin to force those black newspapers to 
come around because they are being held down too. 
We have more control over the black press than 
we do over the white press.**

“Of course, but what is the reason for denying 
black papers entrance into the meeting and then 
selling photographs to a white paper at a 
price a black paper could not afford?t?

■ ' !
“We would sell them to black papers, too. We 
contacted many of the publications in here and j 
a lot of them said that they were not interested.n | I I

- I
‘ I was at the beginning of the meeting when you
made a short talk on you impressions of North 
Vietnam. I talked with some of the photographers | 
there, I asked for photographs for my paper. !
Later I was told that these photographs were sold, 
were given at that point to a daily paper. A
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UNKNOWN
CONTINUED (Q) - ' few days ago the same photographer as I under

stand it, that sold the photographs to the daily 
paper through of SNCC and the Black United Front 
called up and offered the same photographs, six 
days later, to the paper that I represent,1

CARMICHAEL (A) - ‘Now that was a misunderstanding. He was not 
offering the same photographs, he was offering 
other photographs. However, if we made an 
error, I apologize to you brother John, and I 
promise you that from now on the black press 
will have priority on these pictures,'1

MR. RlNKNEY (q) - ' Stokely, how do you feel, do you feel that you 
have a task ahead of you? You are trying to 
bring together Black Unity in the city, do 
you feel that you have a task ahead of you 
swaying the moderates to your side or having 
the moderates go to the militants side? How 
do you feel about this?'

CARMICHAEL (A) - 'My feeling is that we are a people wherever 
we are. We are a beautiful black people, now 
some of us are more black than others and there 
are a lot of us who are brainwashed, but all of 
us were brainwashed at one time, so that some of 
us who are no longer brainwashed must begin to 
help those who are brainwashed by the white man. 
Now they are brainwashed by the white man so our 
real enemy is not our brother, but the white man 
who has brainwashed our brother. So we are 
going to have to take time with our brothers who 
are what the white man call moderate and begin 
to bring them into our community so that they 
can begin to see and work for the benefit of 
our community and not for the white man. That 
means that it will be time but I think that 
slowly and slowly, our people will come along and 
begin to see the light.”
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QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q) 'Can you give us any idea why you are trying to

get some sort of overall organization that 
involves both the moderate and militants. I 
understand that this is caused a fair amount 
of difficulty for some of the so-called moderates 
and allegedly there are some (strains?) within 
the coalition. First of all, do you concede 
that there are such (strains?) and secondly, can 
you tell us something of the philosophy that 
went into the establishing of such a coalition 
here?11

CARMICHAEL (A) - ‘There are no (strings?) at all. It is impor
tant to note that where the black people get 
together, white people begin to condemn that 
unity. Yet white people get together, George 
Wallace can have a meeting with Lyndon Johnson; 
James 0. Eastland can have a meeting and set up 
some sort of coalition with any other ‘ Honkey 
and nobody in the black community ever questions 
their right to come together and sit with whom 
they will please. Johnson has a meeting with 
Grymoko (ph), nobody in the black community says 
you can have a meeting with Grymoko, because 
he is a Communist, but they have a meeting, 
they sit for hours, they talk about setting up 
a direct flight from Moscow to New York. Black 
people can’t say anything about it. Why in the 
hell does the Honkey think he has the right to 
say something about when we get together. 
Who is he? What right does he have to condemn 
us if we get together? All of the people in 
this community are the flesh and my flesh and 
blood and my blood. And we have to live in 
this community. This is ours. When that white 
man comes into this community he doesn't see a 
moderate, a revolutionary, a radical, a con
servative, he sees a black man! That's all he 
sees! And because of that, we have to come to
gether. That is the philosophy for the Black
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GARMICH-EL
CONTINUED (A) - ‘United Front, unless we unite we are not going 

to be saved. They are meeting 100 police 
chiefs - are meeting in March in this country. 
I have never known a black man to condemn the 
fact that 100 police chiefs are going to meet 
together and decide how to wipe our race. 
Yet when we meet together, they scream for 
holy hell that we should meet together. The 
only reason they scream is because they do not 
want Black Unity. Because they recognize that 
Black Unity is going to mess up their entire 
system and allow black people to live like 
human beings,'

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q) — ’ ' Do you plan to go in with Dr. Martin Luther King 

and his civil disobedience plan on the first 
of April? The first week in /April?'

CARMICHAEL (A) - ’As we said before, Dr. King is flesh of our 
flesh and blood and blood. We have been talking 
and will continue to talk with Dr. King and we 
will work out all of these things when we get to 
that bridge we will cross it. I will say this 
we will never publicly attack or publicly 
oppose Dr. King. Never.'

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q) - ‘Well, Stokely, some of my observations, I have

noticed that one reason that people, I am not 
talking about our people now, still don’t go 
with these black power or anything, or any of 
its connotations, is that they sort of see it 
as some hairy animal. I would like to ask you 
on this ....do you think that such things as 
your being seen going to church in public a 
few days ago here, that if more of this was seen 
that people would not see black power as some 
black immoral hippy movement or whatever they.,.? 
What do you think you could do about the black 
power image, in other words?’
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CARMICHAEL (A) - ‘ I don't think that people could see black power 
in ten.is of my image because black power is not 
my image. Black power is the image of 15 million 
black people in this country. My image is 
totally irrelevant to the image of black power 
and so that is what the white person done. The 
Honkeys have tried to make black power my 
image, but it can not be done. I mean black 

power to me is a (wreath of Franklin?), Black 
Power is ( ) of impressions ( )
moving on up. Black Power is James Brown dancing 
on stage. Black power is Jimmy Brown running 
a hundred yards. Black power is Mohammed Ali 
in the ring. Black power is a beautiful black 
scientist developing things, like Dr. Reed. 
I mean black power is all the assemblance of 
the creativity and the skills that black people 
have put together to make us live like human 
beings. I...the press doesn’t know when I go 
to church, it is none of their business if I 
go to church. That’s totally irrelevant to the 
image of black power. Everywhere I organize 
I go to church because black people are in the 
churches. It happens to be the one collective 
place that our people are. If one is organizing 
one must be where ones people are. I go to 
church. I went to the Howard theatre last 
night. That’s none of their business of the 
press. And I will go again, when Smokey and 
the Robinsons are coming because that’s black 
power. That’s part of our culture and that’s 
where our people are. I don’t think my image is 
important .!i

qUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q) - "How about the middle class Negro working in the 

government? The middle class Negro in the 
White House or Capitol Hill? Do you consider 
that black power?"

C/J^ilCHAEL (A) - ‘I consider the creative skills of those black 
people a part of black power. I think of what
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■ ■ I
CARMICHAEL J
CONTINUED (.A) - "they produce, however, goes to serve as white ;

society and therefore, cannot be considered part 
of black power,1’

MR. LEWIS (q) - :Stokely, I would like to read something to you
that appeared in the December 5th edition of 
the National Guardian, Now this was a conver
sation that you had in a hotel there with a 
representative of the Guardian and the repre
sentative of an Italian monthly newspaper. 
This is a quote from that article, 'Before 
you create revolution you got to heighten 
contradictions. As long as there is hope, 
people are not going to fight. They won't 
fight unless you push. So push. You create 
disturbances, You keep pushing the system. 
You keep drawing off the contradictions until they 
have to get back/5 This is where I would like 
to ask you, Stokely, when you created the 
Black United Front, when you convene the con
ference, was part of your thinking to get the 
moderate leadership in this city to understand 
what happens when you keep pushing?*

CARMICHAEL (A). - ’ I think it is pretty clever brother John..,, 
That is very sharp,,,,.very sharp. It is 
crystal clear as a matter of fact.,,,. That 
maybe sorue of the people who represent us do 
not really see clearly the contradictions,.., 
and if you can get them more and more involved 
with the matters of our people then they can see 
the contradictions clearer, then they must decide. 
You see there is no doubt there are some black 
traitors in our community. There are an awful 
lot of black traitors in our community. But 
I think there are a lot of people who say things 
that traitors would say, are really genuinely 
confused. They think that they are doing the 
right thing. For example, many people felt
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CARMICHAEL
CONTINUED (A) - integration was the best way to solve the 

problems of the black people several years ago. 
They genuinely thought this was the solution 
until they...many of them have found out that 
this not the solution. Some of them still 
have not found out.... So that those people 
may be genuinely confused. They believed they 
are doing something to benefit the black man 
but in fact they are not. So that our job is 
to slowly begin to bring those people together 
and heighten the contradictions so they can 
see clearly. I mean it can be done very easy 
in the District of Columbia. The official 
figures by the Monkeys say that 93% of this 
community is black in the elementary schools. 
That means, according to their figures, 7% are 
white. You can't talk about integration in 
Washington, D,C. unless you talk about getting 
your children up at 6:00 a.m. and sending them 
to Virginia or to Maryland... Which we know 
is not going to happen. What we must be con
cerned with is how we conduct schools. Schools 
which are going to teach our children what 
we wish to teach them. That simply means we 
have to take over the schools. Our parents 
have to take over the schools and begin to teach 
the things that are necessary to be taught to 
our children. The education that they have been 
getting has been hindering them. That's correct. 
Our community is loaded with pimps, hustlers, 
preachers, ah gahgsters, gangs, prostitutes and 
people who work in factories. If I go to high 
school, that high school must either teach me how 
to be a good pimp, good hustler, a good gangster, 
a good preacher, a good factory worker, a good 
maid or a good whatever that come out of my 
community. It is not going to teach me how to 
be one of those things then it must teach me 
how to change my community sc that it becomes
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CARMICHAEL
CONTINUED (A)

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q)

- ‘better. Our high schools are not getting 
near that problem. They don’t even teach kids 
how to be good hustlers. And they don’t teach 
them how to change the community so that people 
don’t have to live as hustlers. Therefore, we 
have to junk the entire education program and 
our parents must be ready to take them over so 
that our children can be taught how to change 
our community,*

How do you compare the school system here in the 
years that you have been here, to that of other 
cities? Do you see any difference or is it 
worse?1

CARMICHAEL (A) - ‘'It is the same for the black man. The question 
of community is not a question of geography. 
It is simply a question of color. Wherever 
you are, if you are black, you make up a community 
and therefore, you would suffer the same in
dignities no matter what part of the country you 
live in.,.. But for us, the question of com
munity has never been geography, it has been a 
question of color. If you go to Africa today 
and you sit with black people, you feel at home. 
If you go to England or France and you see the 
white people there, you feel uncomfortable,but 
when you get and when you meet some other 
Africans you feel once again at home. Because 
for us the question of community has never been 
geography, it has always been the question of 
being with our people.’

QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q) - ‘Stokely, the first time I saw you here was in

1966, you were conducting a rally at 10th and U. 
One of the things that impressed me, that I never 
had read this anywhere before you mentioned that
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UNKNOWN
CONTINUED (q) - 'you advised the people who were there at the 

rally, along with the black power thing, at 
least along with the black power thing as it is 
recorded politically and economically, etc, 
To also clean their neighborhoods and quit, 
I think you phrase was quoted something like ah.., 
quit cutting your brothers on Friday and Satur
day night and lets get together. What do you 
think it is that the other side is reporting 
more than this side?'1

C/\Nl'iICHAEL (A) - ' Well, it is clear that the white press is not 
going to talk or to give any advertisement that 
is going to help bring the black community to
gether . I mean every one knows that...they 
started off their petty anti-nonsensesical 
poverty program which was aimed at doing pre
cisely what it has done in the community,, split 
it. You have now factions fighting over factions, 
the crumbs and that is precisely what they meant 
to do. They have no intention of uniting the 
black community and everyone who thinks they do 
is absolutely absured. It is clear that when
ever a poverty program moves within the masses 
of our people that program is always cut off 
and as long as they can keep the community 
divided, they will continue to function and 
to send that money in. Now the United States 
works on what we call the three M’s: the 
missionary, the money and the Marines. That’s 
how they have worked everywhere around the 
world when they went to conquer people. Now 
they sent the missionaries into our communities. 
We have sent them out with all of those little 
white kids. Now they are sending the money in 
and they are beginning to draw that out. After 
the money, come the Marines.1
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QUESTIONER
UNKNOWN (Q)

CARMICHAEL (A)

QUESTIONER 
UNKNOWN (q)

CARMICHAEL (A)

MR. PINKNEY

' The
at our studios

• Mr. Carmichael, when you...your trip abroad... 
the white media reported that you are going ;
to Cuba, Hanoi and a few other places that you 
are planning or getting information on how 
to go at black guerilla warfare. How true is 
this? Or is this false?1

- 'Well, the first thing let us say Brother ( )
is that the United States tries to tell me, a 
man who is born free, where I can go and where 
I can not go, that is absolutely absurd, I will 
go wherever I want to go, I will see whomever 
I want to see and I will talk with whomever I 
want to talk. So this nonsense about youhre banned 
from going to Hanoi, you're banned from going to 
Cuba, you're banned from going to Egypt, you're 
banned from going to Algeria, you're banned from 
going to Syria doesn't effect me. It effects 
people whom the white people control, they don't 
control me. I will go where I want to go, 
when I want to go and how I want to go. And 
I will say what I want to say, when I want to 
say and where I want to say it. So I pay no 
attention what so ever to anything they say,1

J

■ :0ne final question, we got about a minute. Are 
you going to make Washington your permanent 
residence?'

- It's going to be my home for a while, as long as 
they let me live. As long as I'm living and 
there's breath in my body, I'm going to work to 
bring our people together.'

- ‘Stokely Carmichael we certainly want to thank 
you for being our guest on WOL, This has been 
a WOL Special presented by the News and Public 
Service Department, Stokely Carmichael in Wash
ington, 11

preceding program was recorded Wednesday. January 17th

I
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On January 25, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL departed
National Airport, Washington, D. C. aboard Eastern Airlines 
Flight 646 at 7:35 p. m. He traveled to Boston, Massachusetts, 
under the name of V. WELCH. He returned to Washington, D. C., 
on January 28, 1968.

During January 28, 29 and 30, 1968, CARMICHAEL spent
considerable time at the headquarters of SNCC, 1234 U Street, 
N. W., Washington, D. C. He appeared to be making the SNCC 
office his headquarters while residing at Apartment 3, 2200 
12th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. On January 30, 1968, 
he also visited the Law Building of Howard University, 
Washington, D. C.

b2
b’7D

The ’’Washington Afro-American” in an article dated
January 30, 1968, reported that STOKELY CARMICHAEL wanted to 
get his confiscated passport returned to him. It stated 
lawyers were getting ready to file a suit in Federal court in 
New York to obtain the seized document. CARMICHAEL'S attor
neys reportedly stated the Government had no right to take 
away the passport because travel to a restricted area is not 
a crime. The article noted the passport was ordered seized 
by the U. S. Department of State because CARMICHAEL had 
traveled to Cuba and North Vietnam without permission.
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CARMICHAEL called a meeting of the office staff mem
bers of the Washington office of SNCC to be held on February 2, 
1968. CARMICHAEL announced the meeting was being held to dis
cuss primarily SNCC fund raising programs and to set policy as 
to what part SNCC would play in the forthcoming Washington 
protect of Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING. The meeting was held 
at CARMICHAEL'S apartment, 2200 12th Street, N. W., Washington, 
D. C., on February 2, 1968. The meeting was informal in 
nature and members of the Washington SNCC Office were in 
attendance,, A discussion was held of various things affect
ing the work of the local SNCC office., Specific attention was 
directed to matters concerning fund raising and various 
proposals were made as to how to raise money0 It was noted 
that the SNCC office in Washington was three months behind in 
paying its rent on the office premises located at 1234 U Street, 
N. W., Washington, Do C., and on February 1, 1968, the SNCC 
office received a notice to vacate the premises within eight 
days. This did not appear to disturb CARMICHAEL to any 
extento CARMICHAEL reportedly always seemed to have some 
money available to him; however, the amount of money available 
or the source of his funds were not known. SNCC members do 
not generally appear to have much money if any, but on the 
contrary CARMICHAEL always seems to have some money even if 
a small amount,, The SNCC office does not apparently have a 
lot of money or a big bank account., They discussed the 
possibility of employing a full time female office worker in 
the local Washington SNCC Office but decided they did not have 
the money available at that time,, CARMICHAEL then spoke about 
unifying the ’’black people” in the community. He stated that this 
must be done to relieve them of their economic oppression. 
He commented about the necessity of Negro people spending 
their money within the Negro community. He stated that 
further efforts should be made in behalf of the BUF to orga
nize the Negro community. He did not mention, however, any 
specific plans for the BUF or how previously discussed plans 
of the front would be implemented.

CARMICHAEL also spoke of maintaining the security 
of information available to SNCC members and particularly 
the security of the Washington SNCC office. He emphasized 
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employees should be aware of people who visit the SNCC office 
and should be wary of each other. CARMICHAEL also mentioned 
regarding Reverend MARTIN LUTHER KING’S forthcoming Washington 
project concerning the poor, that SNCC would not openly support 
KING'S programs. He advised that he had heard a radio news 
program that when KING began his project: CARMICHAEL and SNCC 
would work for KING. The Washington SNCC office issued a 
denial that SNCC would work for KING. A discussion was then 
held about membership in SNCC and how a person could become a 
staff member of the organization. CARMICHAEL stated that a 
staff member must have been in the organization for at least 
six months and have attended at least one national staff 
meeting usually held in Atlanta. He reported that the names 
of SNCC Washington staff members were being reported to the 
SNCC National Office in Atlanta, Georgia, for information.

A meeting was held at the Church of the Redeemer, 
15th and Girard Streets, N. W,, Washington, D. C., on the 
evening of February 6, 1968. The meeting was held in order 
for Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC) and STOKELY CARMICHAEL of BUF 
to discuss matters of mutual interest and also the Washington 
project for the poor planned for early April, 1968, by Dr. KING 
and the SCLC. The meeting was presided over by KING who dis
cussed the proposed poor peoples project explaining that 
Washington, D. C., residents would be called upon to provide 
assistance in the form of food, shelter, clothing and related 
support. When the initial meeting by Dr. KING was ended, 
the church was emptied and only those were allowed to re
enter who were personally known to representatives of the 
SNCC who stationed themselves at the entrance. In addition, 
admission was granted to a few who were vouched for or who 
were satisfactorily able to explain their reason for 
attending. Admission was denied to all representatives of 
the press and no tape recorders were allowed in the meeting. 
The meeting was held in the main portion of the building and 
was attended by approximately 200 persons. Of those in 
attendance, approximately 150 were representatives of BUF and 
SNCC while approximately 50 represented SCLC.
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL and||of SNCC 
were in attendance but neither made any type of formal speech 
or presentation. The meeting was presided over by KING who 
restated what he said in the meeting earlier. In addition he 
said there were people in the audience who did not agree with
his project for the poor and asked that these people not hinder 
the project even though they were not in agreement. KING then 
reminisced about past demonstrations and projects of the SCLC

"The Evening Star" in an article dated February 8, 
1968, reported that the Reverend Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., 
met privately for two hours the previous night at a Washington 
motel with black power leaders, STOKELY CARMICHAEL and H. RAP 
BROWN to discuss plans for KING’S massive civil disobedience 
campaign to take place in Washington during the spring. KING 
described the meeting as fruitful but declined to say whether 
he had received or even sought support from BROWN and CARMICHAEL. 
About twenty aides of the three civil rights leaders partici
pated in the meeting on the second floor suite at the Pitt’s 
Motor Hotel. "We went through our program with the leaders of 
SNCC," KING said. "We talked about our goals and objectives 
and some of our tactics. We have been doing this with a 
number of people. There were areas of agreement and disagree
ment." He refused further comment0 BROWN and CARMICHAEL 
upon leaving the meeting declined to comment and referred 
all questions to Dr. KING.

On February 7, 1968, Special Agents of the FBI at 
approximately 11:30 p. m. observed CARMICHAEL and__________

arrive at Cox Municipal Airport, Dayton,
Ohio. In purchasing his ticket, CARMICHAEL used name, "Mr.
WEBSTER.,11 La ter, when returning to Washington by air CARMICHAEL 
traveled using name, V. WELCHER. ’
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|_________________________________ [meeting of the

Black United Front (BUF) was held at the Nev,’ School for 
Afro-American Thought, 2203 14th Street, N.T., Washington, 
D.C. (V.T)C) . Invitations were extended to most of the 
individuals who had been previously invited to attend 
the first meeting of the BUF on January 9, 196-3. Approxi
mately 100 individuals were present and ail were checked 
at the door upon entering the building.

STGKELY’CARMICHAEL called the meeting to order 
at approximately 3:00 p.m. and introduced

a ’’Memorandum of Purpose" of the ’ BUF that was pre
viously prepared by the BUF Steering Committee. The 
’Tlemorandum of Purpo'se'11 stated that the BUF was formed 
to extend the lines of communication between black people, 
to obtain a proportionate share of representation in the 
Government of the District-of Columbia and to obtain a 
proportionate share of economic control within the black 
community. The Memorandum reportedly sets out the standards 
fox* qualificat ion~fdr’ •membership in the BUF and the procedures 
to follow in making application for membership. Further, it 
stated that only all black organizations working fox* the 
benefit of the black community in general were eligible for 
•membership. Those eligible according to the Memorandum 
would have to furnish in writing the name of the organization, 
its officers and a statement regarding the purpose and pro
gram of the organization. The application would then be 
referred to the Steering Committee and would be voted unon 
by the group. The Memorandum also pointed out that members 
of the BUF should conduct themselves in such a manner as to 
bring unity to the black■community.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL then opened the meeting to 
discussion of further activities of the BUF and the position 
the BUF would take on community problems. These included a 
discussion regarding the proposed program of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, JR., for the poor, welfare, rezoning and freeways and 
urban tx-ansportation. The group voted to extend their support 
to the efforts of Dr. KING in the Poor People’s Campaign, 
then being planned to be held in the District, of Columbia. 
After the completion of discussion on the other matters 
mentioned, CARMICHAEL adjourned the meeting after announcing
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the dav of the next scheduled meeting tn be held bv the 
BUF.

b2
b7D

On February 14, 1968, Special Agents (SA) of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) , observed, that the RU-R 
held a nress conference at the 'New School for Afro-American'' 
Thought, 2208 14th Street, N.F. , TOC. The conference was 
onened at anproxiraately 2:15 a.m. by BUF member CALVIN 
P'lLAhr. who reviewed the organization since January 9, 1963, 
when it was began. He stated that the seventeen member 
Board of Conveners (Steering Committee) was selected tn 
■draft a "Statement of Turnnse" -of the BUF and that it had 
been made available in a memorandum published bv the BT.F, 
Re added that. STOtELY CARMTCRAEL had been nnaed'Teamnnry 
Chairman - of the Board of. Conveners and he then distributed a 
•memorandum to the members of the nress setting forth the 
aims and. purposes of BUF as mentioned above. CARMICHAEL 
was present during the above nress conference, but declined 
to ma’-e -any comment. After a discussion of other matters 
'X BUF interest, POLARK concluded the press conference by 
stating that the.BUF would become active in all nsnects of 
community life.

" The Washington Post and Times Herald” in ”n 
article dated February 14, 1968, reported'CARMICHAEL had 
discussed "Negro problems" with 600 students at Roosevelt 
High School the previous day. He was invited by the studen+ 
council according to'the article and students vied among 
themselves to ash questions while others giggled and 
CARMICHAEL's voice was drowned out in clatter. CARMICHAEL 
raised his voice "beseechingly"' and said, "He have got to 
get serious, bec--.u.oe our people are at stake. ' The students 
continued to murmur and move restlessly ir. their seats.

SAs of the FBI verified the departure CAEUTCHAEL 
from Duller International Airport via Unite'’ Airlines flight 
number "7, at 5:4" 7m on February 15, 196o, en route to 
San Francisco, California. .
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On February 28, 1968, SAs of the FBI determined 
that STOKELY CARMICHAEL traveling under the name A., KUTTATI. 
arrived at Dulles Airport, Washington, D.C. (WDC), via 
Delta Airlines Flight Number 106 at 6:24 p.m. from Atlanta. 
Upon arrival he traveled to the headquarters of the SNCC, 
1234 U Street, N.W. , WDC.

During February, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL, former 
National Chairman of SNCC, had reportedly recently indicated 
an interest in organizing the "Soul Brothers" in the 
Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) , WDC.. CARMICHAEL 
felt that in the event of trouble these "Soul Brothers"
T.’ouId support h im.

b2
b'7D

During February, 1953,

reportedly had made the statement that one of the principal 
themes he wanted to accomplish was to remove the Negro 
prostitutes from Massachusetts and Columbus Avenues in 
Boston. He reportedly stated it distresses him to see 
prostitutes selling themselves to "whitey."

b7C
b7D

______ [claimed the prostitutes and their "pimps" 
were backed by mobsters. According to information, STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL proposed a’plan which he claimed had been working 
successfully in WDC for about nine months and put in effect, 
there by CARMICHAEL. This plan called for the creation of 
a black mafia. This group reportedly warned prostitutes to 
discontinue their activities. If they refused, then the 
"muscle boys" stepped in and taught them a lesson. According 
to information, this would arouse the prostitutes "pimp" 
to action in which care the "muscle boys" would handle him.

______ | stated that CARMICHAEL was very pleased with 
the success of the plan in WDC and had found it so effective 
he planned tc start taking a cut of local bookie profits. 
If this was effective and lucrative enough a certain percentage 
of the receipts would be used to support black power programs.
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was considering trying to put.this program into effect 
in Boston.

A meeting of the BUFz was .held
on the evening of | [with STOKELY CARMICHAEL,
Temporary .Chairman of BUF in attendance. There was app ard
ently a misunderstanding about the day the meeting was 
to be held and only| I persons showed un thereby causing 
it to be cancelled.

b'7D

b2
b7D

was held 
appeared

On March 5, 1958, a meeting of the SNCC workers
at the anartment of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
at the

It 
meeting that friction had developed anH

nlit between CARMICHAEL and [
_________ I was evident. CARMICHAEL confronted! __ । 
concerning pooroffice administration and asked _________
if he could be _________of the SNCC staff in Washington
and administer the affairs of the office efficiently. It
appeared that some SNCC members seemed to be lined up 
against |
__________ The meeting was punctuated by arguments con- 
cerning The lack of efficient operations of the SNCC office

However, as a result of the meeting a decision was made
to place routine administration of the office in the hands
of another SNCC office employee. A meeting was also held
on March 6, 1968, at which time it was decided to release 
a statement about DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING’S forthcoming
Washington program for the poor and that SNCC had a 
program in Washington before KING’S contemplated arrival
and that they would continue to implement this program 
after KING’S departure.
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On March 7, 1968, during the evening a meeting 
of the BUF Board of Conveners was held at the Lincoln 
Memorial Congregational Temple, 11th and h Streets,-. N.W., 
WDC. The meeting was previously scheduled for the evening 
of March 4, 1968, but had been cancelled due to lack of 
attendance. STOKELY CARMICHAEL, Temporary Chairman, 
suggested that another member serve in the capacity of 
chairman fox* this particular meeting which was devoted 
to three main issues namely, (I) membership (2). organiza
tional procedures (3) meeting places. .During the meeting 
CARMICHAEL objected to a proposal that a membershin fee 
of $10.00 be charged-for each organization which wanted 
tn become affiliated with the BUF- and $1.00 or $2.00 for 
each individual. He contended this was no way to form 
an organization and the fact a fee was being charged 
would turn many individuals away from the BUF. The pro
posal of charging ? membershin fee was passed over the 
objection of CARMICHAEL who attempted to raise several 
parliamentary procedures to defeat the issue. A discussion 
was had regarding organizational procedure centered around 
whether* or not the BUF was to be regarded as an organiza
tion or as a "mass movement.'1 This issue was not settled 
and was held open, for further discussion by the general 
body of BUF* A discussion was then had about meeting 
places and several locations for future meetings were 
discussed,

------------------ b2
b7D

The following ’information in summary regarding 
the Black United Front, The Student Non-Violent Coordinating . 
Committee (SNCC), and ST9I0ELY -CAPdilCHAEL- is being set forth' 
hereinafter:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Uegai’ding the 3UF, it was formed in "’ashingtoa, D.C. 
on the evening of Jannary 9, 1363, at a meeting held at the 
hew School for Ifrc-American Thought, 2202 14th Street, , 
''DC. This meeting ..' ■ called by STOKFLY CAhwIUHAFL end was 
attended bj’ some IGO persons. At the nut set of the meeting, 
CAU.UICRAFL explained how BUI7 could attain its goals and in 
so doing compared such organizations in the United States 
with the accomplishments of I 
____________________________________________ It was highly 
unusual CAF.Z.LIC!-AFL should use these two men as examples 
in a mooting ox this ratter knowing both, represent communist 
ideologies. So fax’ as it was -ascertained, this .example 
went unnoticed by ethers attendin'1' the meeting and in view 
of this the statement went unchallenged bv anyone present. 
Pu^secyeuthr a discussion was held about various asreets 
of what, the GUY was to /accomplish and what it was to. represent 
A steering Committee composed of seventeen individuals 
was established which latex’ became knewn as the Board of 
Conveners.

Ilegai’ding the SFCC and ST^KT-LY CAFHICFAFL, it was 
reported that CAPcilCEAEL was not communicating his thoughts 
or plans to anyone including
_________ The Sl'TCC followers- are regarded as the most militant 
o? any of the organisations -affiliated with the BUF and this 
is due to CAlWCIIAEL’s influence in SNCC. CARMICHAEL is 
associated with SNCC members in V.-DC and they accompany him 
to BUI7 meetings.

kith regard to CARMICHAEL’S trip abroad during 
the summer and fall of 19'67, it was impossible to under
stand how CAR'iICHAFL could have made some of the comments 
he did about the United States especially if he had observed 
some of the horrible conditions in the Socialist countrj.es 
he visited. CAIUIICUAFL probably only saw what the leaders 
of these countries wanted him to see. On one occasion 
CArJ'/ICI-TAEL was observed on television while traveling abroad 
and the definite impression was developed that CARL;ICHAFL 
was not acting' like himself and could have been under the 
influence of some drug.

Uith respect to CAIfUCHAFL ’ s sources of income, 
he apparently received royalities from his speeches which 
had been released and were being sold in Europe; his books; 
and his speaking engagements in the United States. In the latter
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instances his expenses are paid for by the organization sponsor 
ing his appearances which is the customary method of handling 
these matters. CAhMICTIAEL may be getting a few dollars 
from SNCC, but if he does, so it would not amount 'to much 
since the organization is practically bankrupt.

In evaluating the BUF in its earlier stages it 
has taken a moderate view on most issues. It is believed 
the BUF would be against any form of racial violence and 
the BUF membership for the most part would desire to accom
plish their aims through the election of black candidates 
to public office and economic betterment. The latter 
mentioned above is to be attained through ownership of 
business establishments and better jobs, particularly in 
the black community. It is absurd, to think of the black 
man completely taking over a police or fire -department in 
a large metropolitan area, because there are just not enough 
qualified Negroes at this time to do so. The same principle 
applies to colleges and universities due to the fact, there 
are not enough qualified black professors in the-scientific 
and technical fields.

'>n March 10, 1.963, SAs of the .FBI ascertained 
CAhUTCHAET, accompanied bv an individual believed to be SNCC 

departed ■ Y!DC at National Airport, 
a.m. via .Wastern A1 r 1 ines, flight number 13", en ro”te 

to Montgomery, Alabama. CAFA’ICFAET. traveled under the name 
'r, WALCHEF. and his companion used the name
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SAs of the FBI verified the return -of CARMICHAEL 
from Alabama via Atlanta, Georgia,to Washington, D.C, , at 
National Airnort on Eastern Airlines flight number 136, 
approximately ?:<G PM, March 1-r-, 196?', lie traveled under 
name A..^LiALSHE£.. Upon arrival he went to his residence at 
2200 l^th Street, N.Y., Washington, D.C,

"The Washington Post arid Times Hert.ld”K in an 
article dated March 1?, 1968, .-reported as follows:

"SINGER MIRIAM- MAKEBA AND STOKELY TO MARRY

"Black Power advocate. St o’--eiv Carmichael an'1 S-vith 
African sinking star ".liri'vn Make-ba a^e t a he married,
it ■■’.as announced tod.?”'. 

I

"A srmles'i’n "or Miss Naboba, said no date has 
been set do?’ the ”.,e/idj ng. The svisstress -»h latest ”T >n 
Ten" recording was oopv-larigatinn of the South African fol’ 
cj oyirr ! ">n.trv- F~t, * \r-‘ cvcn’tv ?.n -r ~,

"Carmichael, 27, former Chairman and now Washing!on- 
based field secret’ry of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating- 
Committee (SNCC), has not been married previously. Miss Makena’s 
marriage to Hugh -Ha sake la-, a South African recording star, 
terminated in divorce. She has a. daughter, Rongi, 17.

"Miss Makeba came to the United States in 1959 os 
a protege of calypso' singer Harry Belafante."

. -'n March 17, 1963, STATELY CARMICHAEL smeared at 
the Ch’U-ch of the Redeemer, 15th and Girard Streets, N.E. , ’.'DC,
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at 6 p.m., where he gave a speech at the invitation of the 
Fellowship Forum of the Church. Approximately 350 persons 
were present which consisted of both Negroes and whites. The 
audience was composed primarily of adults with some teenagers 
present.

CARMICHAEL introduced his remarks by stating that 
what he had to say related to Black unity, black power and 
the survival of the black man. He commented the remarks that 
he would make he has made many times before and will make them 
many times in the future. He stated the white man and primarily 
white western civilization has historically and systematically 
"colonized” the Negro, the white man has also attempted to 
"dehumanize” him. He stated that the white man has always had 
an evil motive in dealing with black people.

He stated the black people in the United States must 
connect up with the other 900 million black people of the 
"Third World” in order to liberate themselves from the control 
of the white man. He described the "Third World” as including 
black people in Cuba, West Indies, Haiti, South America and 
Africa. He emphasized the survival of the Negro is at stake in 
America as the United States is planning genocide against them 
and for this reason Negroes should arm themselves. He commented 
he did not mean a .22 caliber either. He stated he was 
advocating simply that every black man in the United States get 
a gun and that the only reason the "honkie” is able to rule is 
because he has "the gun.” He stated that if Negroes obtained 
an arsenal, relations between whites and blacks would be equal. 
He commented that this is "why the brothers on the block call the 
gun an equalizer.”

CARMICHAEL stated he realizes many black people 
do not agree with his ideology and that there are a lot of 
"Uncle Toms” in the Negro community. He disclosed his group 
proposes that when they develop information about a person 
"being that way” that someone sit down and talk with them in
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an attempt to get them to change their minds. After, ’’they 
call him in and talk to him, if he does not change his ways, 
he will be considered a traitor to his community and all 
traitors die."

* CARMICHAEL emphasized black people must develop an 
undying love for their race, not their country. Further that 
they must be willing to die for their race and if they must die, 
they should die in the streets of the United States, not in 
Vietnam. He commented he was willing to die for his people.

CARMICHAEL further stated that the right to vote in 
the United States means nothing to black people and that they 
would not be able to develop any power through bloc voting. 
He stated that if "you’re white, the vote means you can play 
games with Kennedy, Me Carthy, Johnson and Wallace. But they're 
all the same when it comes to us." He quoted from Mao Tse Tung, 
Chairman of the Chinese Communist Party that "Political power 
comes out of the barrel of a gun."

CARMICHAEL also advised that black people should 
support the Arabs in any conflict that might develop between 
them and the Israelis. He stated that this stand has caused 
many Jewish people to call him anti-semitic but that this is not 
true because the Arabs are also a Semitic people according to racial 
origins. CARMICHAEL continued that while the Negro has many 
problems Communism is not the answer to solve these problems 
because of the fact that his problem is more racial than political. 
CARMICHAEL stated that a lot of people questioned the need for a 
Black United Front (BUF) but that the need for this type of an 
organization was necessary regardless of ideology so that black 
people could sit down and talk together and reach an understanding 
as to their problems. He commented that the only reason the 
press had been barred from the past meetings was because of the 
fact the press has a tendency to distort the truth concerning 
efforts for the Negro to unify himself. He commented that the 
D.C. Public School System is 93 percent Negro and that the
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curriculum must be changed to be made more relative to the 
Negro community. He stated that "we must take over the 
school system," as it is not teaching what should be taught 
to black people.

CARMICHAEL read a statement from|_____________ [written
by him in jail. spoke of fasting because he had done
nothing wrong but had been merely attempting to liberate his 
people. | wrote that he was being held a political prisoner
CARMICHAEL stated that is willing to die for his people.

CART ICHAEL also stated that on Larch 
would be an______________________________ and at 
would be solicited for legal defense.

20, 1968, there 
that time money

regarding ADAM CLAYTON POWELL, CARMICHAEL stated that 
when POWELL made a mistake he was "choked out" by the white nan 

b7c but when a white man made a mistake, he was merely
b7D censured.

During an answer and question period that followed the 
talk, CARMICHAEL stated the United States can never win in Vietnam 
unless it uses the atomic bomb because of the determination of 
the North Vietnamese. Even if the atomic bomb were used the 
United States would face a more formidable foe in Red China 
because of its many people. -------------------

b2 
b7D ------------------------------

An article appearing in the "Washington - Afro-American" 
dated March 19, 1968, reported as follows:

"VOTE WILL GET BLACK PEOPLE
NOWHERE, CARMICHAEL SAYS

"Some 400 persons listened Sunday night, as Stokely 
Carmichael warned Afro-Americans: 'If you believe in the vote, 
you will end up in Bimini, if you can afford it!’
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"Speaking on ’Black Unity and American Power,’ at 
the monthly Fellowship Forum of the Church of the Redeemer, 
Carmichael further advised black people that white America is 
'talking genocide’ and the only way to prevent it is to be aware 
of the threat, and arm for it.

"Arguing that the white man has enforced his 'superiority 
on non-whites the world over through force of arms, Carmichael 
asserted that in order to attain the 'equality' inherent in the 
democratic philosophy, the black people must secure the 
'equalizer,' the gun.

"He pointed out that although the white man may not 
always have the gun, physically or visibly, 'in the final 
analysis it is the knowledge that he has it that gives him 
power.'

"Carmichael told the audience, which was about 
one-third white, that the white people of America are bent on 
the extermination of the blacks. 'The only way they can do that,' 
he said, 'is if we are not aware of the threat.'

"THE THREE important concepts related to the 'survival' 
of black Americans, he pointed out, are: an undying love for 
one's people; putting aside all the things that whites have 
used to divide blacks in the past; and for black people to 
realize that 'community' to them is not a question of geography, 
but color.

"'There is a difference between dying for our people 
and dying for this country. Thfe country has been, and still is, 
against the blacks. We must not die in Vietnam, but in the 
streets of this'counti-y, ’ he said.

"The reason black Americans have been oppressed, 
CARMICHAEL proposed, is that they have not realized that one's 
people must come first, and only then, the individual.
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"The important distinction between 'Negro' and 
'Black,' he emphasized, is the fact that until they were 
brought here as slaves, 'Negroes' were known as Africans or 
Blacks. Consequently, attenting to being a 'Negro' is saying 
that one's history begins in slavery, he said.

"Explaining 'community' as a question of color, he 
said: 'If you went to Los Angeles, you would not be home until 
you got to Watts. If you went to New York, you would not be home 
until you got to Harlem. If you went to Chicago, you would not 
be home until you got to the West Side, and here in D.C., you 
are hone in the entire city!'

"ALL DECISIONS relevant to black people were decided 
by the white man, Carmichael said. 'He decided where to place 
us, what to call us, what our language would be. We must begin 
to redefine ourselves.’

"We will not get the gun just to shoot the white man - 
but just in case he decides to play with us. Every black man 
in this country must get a gun, but he must carry it for his 
people, not for himself!'

"If the vote were necessary for survival in the 
United States as so many people claim, Carmichael said, then 
black people would not have survived. 'If we use the vote 
today, we can only use it as an organizing tool to bring our 
people together,' he said.

"He emphasized the need for public school education which 
'perpetuates our type of system.' Since the present system does 
not teach black students how to fit into the society they are 
forced to live in, nor does it teach them how to change the 
same unfit society, then the system must be changed.

"The Black United Front he said, is an effort to get 
all black people 'to sit down and discuss our problems. If we 
decide to integrate, or to separate, let us do it by ourselves, 
together.'
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"The Black United Front is a necessity,' he 
continued. "We are going to take the city. Why should we, 
93 percent of the population, have somebody else run it?' 
'Because that sounds like hate, let's talk about hate.'

"Resorting to certain principles of philosophy, he 
argued that since the world is made up of opposites, then,_____
'If you say you have no hate, you have no love. | b c

b7D

"He concluded with a Bible verse, which he said 
described the role of Black Power advocates: 'These are the 
men who were sent to turn the city upside down, and the city 
officials were afraid.'

"He chided black people who are afraid of the Black 
Power slogan, and said, 'You are not the city officials, so 
why are you afraid?’ 'Those who are afraid realize what we 
have to do, but don't have the guts to face up to it."'

On the evening of March 19, 1968, a Black United 
Front (BUF) meeting was held at the Lincoln Memorial Congregational 
Church, 11th and R Streets, N.W., WDC. STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
convened the meeting at approximately 8:20 p.m. During the 
course of the meeting a resolution was made to establish a 
Board of Arbitrators within the BUF to settle arguments, 
problems and controversies arising between black people and,':' 
black’organizations. In this connection considerable 
argument took place as to how the arbitrators should settle 
differences and disputes involving black people which arose. 
CARMICHAEL said that he believed that in order to be effective 
and carry out their mission, the Board of Arbitrators would 
have to have some kind of powers to enforce decisions. A 
suggestion was then made from the Board that a police committee 
be formed and members of this committee carry guns, since force 
would be needed to meet force in carrying out the decisions of 
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the Board of Arbitrators . The general feeling of those present 
was that it would be unnecessary to carry s?:ns and that _a police 
committee should be part of the arbitration committee and 
assist the committee in carrying out decisions. The matter 
was referred to another committee appointed to further study 
the matter.

In addition, at the larch 19, 1968, meeting of the 
BUF, it was resolved that the terms of office of the members
of the Board of Conveners of the BUF be for one year and 
that the membership of the BUF could re-elect any or all of 
the conveners after they had served one year’s term should 
the members of the BUF so desire. Among the members elected
by the BUF to serve on the Board of Conveners from Larch 19, b2

1968 to l arch 20, 1969 was STOKELY CAFbICHAEl

• IC’-IAEL visilet’ 'the f) ?' 'the ric 1
nc or pomt cd, 1417 L Street, 11.U. , ’'TC, where n- 

de’f’cloped about the lea since- nt a residence
CA"7 TCUAF-L ’-.’anted additional renairp- made to the premises
■”hieh. Dixie l-ealtv .Company declined to do. CA^-iICUAEL becomr- 
loud and boisterous, A heated argument ensued which resulted 
in the police being called. CAT.’JICUAFL demanded the deposit 
money placed __________ |be ret’-rn-ed to him which was done by
the Dixie Realty Company.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL appeared on television program
"Controversy 14", broadcast from 7:00 to 10:00 PM on March 20, 
1968, by station WEAN, Washington, D.C. The program was 
moderated by JOHN HIGHTOWER who advised it was a discussion 
in nature involving CARMICHAEL and others. HIGHTOWER advised 
the program was on the air from 7:00 to 10:00 PM, but 
CARMICHAEL did not anpear during the full time. HIGHTOWER 
also advised a tape was not made of the first 15 minutes 
of the program due to an oyersight.

Statements made by CARMICHAEL on the urogram are 
as follows:

CARMICHAEL: 
(CAR:)

Commentator: 
(C0MM:)

CAR:

because in the West Indies there were more
Africans than there were white folks. There 
were a lots of us, a lot of slaves, a few white 
folks, so one day in the middle 1830’s all the 
Africans got together and wiped out the white 
folks and took the island. So that was that, 
there was no more problem, I mean there was no 
emancipation, we drove the white folk out of 
the island.

It was like then,the take-over in Haiti.

Right, Haiti and right on. After it snread
in Haiti all around the West Indies. And so the 
African heritage was always stronger, it was 
passed down. My grandmother, on my fathers 
side was a Zulu and she maintains from her 
grandmother a lot of the Zulu’s heritage which 
she passed on to me, so that I know that one 
oart of me is Zulu.
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COMM: Well then how would you relate that to other 
people that are "hibos” (ph) or "houses” (ph) 
or what ever?

CAR: Well the same is true I mean, we are tribal people 
of African descent and Africa is the richest country 
in the world. It has the richest language in the 
world. For example, in Africa a child 6 years old 
speaks three different languages, by the time they 
are six, they speak three different languages.
They are to be found in one country, as many as 
30 rich languages.

COISI: Mr. Mack, you have been sitting off stage, sir, you 
live in the Shaw area?

ROLAND
MACK: 
(MACK) Yes, I do. I'm speaking specifically for the 

Alabama tenant Association, the tenant group within 
the Shaw area.

COMM: Could you say what they had to say or have they 
given you a message that ought to be heard in 

. Washington?

MACK: Well you recently heard about Sidney Brown up here 
at Clifton Terrace.

COMM: Yes, sir.

MACK; Now down here at the Alabama.....

COMM: Sixty days, is about a year or two or three or more 
than that, too light a sentence?

MACK: Would like to put the owners of our building in for a 
little bit longer.

COMM: Who owns your building?

MACK: This Carl S. Vollmer (ph)
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COMM: Varman (ph).

MACK: Vollmex’ (sp).

COMM: And what are the conditions that are in your
building?

MACK: Well, in 1966 v/e had 500 housing code violations in
our building; in 1967 v/e had 800 housing code viola
tions in our building. And the recent inspection 
which took two weeks this year, we had 1000 housing 
code violations....

CAR: They ain’t burned that place down yet?

MACK: I don’t think I have to say anything else....

COMM: What was your question, Stokely?

CAR: That place should have been burned already, fire is
the purifier says the Bible, and fire v/ould do that 
building some good.

COMM: And where v/ill those people live.

MACK: I don’t think we’re going to burn the building down.
What I think we’re going to do, since v/e have a tenants 
organization that’s very well organized, I have one 
spokesman from the tenants organization here, he’s 
on stage right now and I am the President so I suppose 
I’ll have to be the spokesman more or less. But we’re 
negotiating with HOC, we’re working with "Curac" (ph), 
with UP0 and other organizations. And we v/ould like 
to take over the building we live in, have it rehabili
tated and turn it into....

COMM: You mean like a co-operative..

MACK: Like the co-operatives, yes.

COMM: How much money would this cost.

MACK: The estimates that I’ve heard so far run between 150
and 200 thousands.
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COMM: Do you think that the tenants in the building are going 
to be able to afford this between them?

MACK: No, the thing is that the tenants will not definitely 
be able to afford this, we can’t afford it but we would 
very much appreciate Federal assistance and we think 
that any loan or grant that the Federal government could 
give us, we could repay within 5 years.

COMM: Stokely, what do you think about a move like that?

CAR: Whatever the brother is doing to help our people, I 
am in favor of.

COMM: Does this go against your way of doing things?

CAR: We have different ways but the brother is doing it his 
way, I will back him one hundred percent.

COMM: This is really what you are looking for, isn’t it? 
Self-determination on a local level.

CAR: That is absolutely correct, I’m looking for us to rule 
ourselves. The laws that govern black people must be 
made by black people. And what the brother is doing is 
good, if we can help in any way, we would. I think 
that ah..,.what did you say the ’’cats" name was?

MACK: Carl S. Vollmer.

CAR: I think that it’s a crime that a man like that is able 
to live, you know really.

COMM: You’re not advocating killing him, are you?

CAR: Let me ask you a question, man. If somebody forces 
somebody to live in sub-human condition like that, 
what would you advocate they do to him?

COMM: Well, I would imagine put him in jail as these people 
are undoubtedly going to attempt to do....

CAR: For 60 days?
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COMM: I don’t know....

CAR: If a black man.0.

COMM: I’m not the ( ) and I’m not the judge.....within
a given system.

CAR: Right, letb work within this given system. If a black 
man 16 years old went into a store and stole 300 
dollars and he got caught, do you think that they would 
send him to jail for 60 days?

COMM: No, I don’t.

CAR: How long do you think they’d send him to jail for?

COMM: I have no idea,

CAR: Come on, take a guess.

COMM: Alright what is it, armed robbery? Strong arm robbery?'

CAR: Alright, lot’s say it wasn’t even arm robbery. Let's 
just say he just snatched 300 dollars out of the cash 

. register.

COMM: He’d probably get a year.

CAR: He’d get a year. Now here’s a honky, who has a 1000 
violations on a house....

COMM: How does that term come about?

CAR: Forget that. Here’s this honky whose got a 1000 
violations on a house and he’s forcing our people 
to liVe in this house in these run down conditions, 
the laws hasn’t picked him up, if the Judge ever 
picks him up he goes to jail for 60 days and comes back 
out and do the same thing. In ordei’ for the people 
to get the building they got to put up 150 or 200 
thousand dollars. Now this honky has already made 
flat 200 thousand dollars, probably in one month off 
of our people. He shouldn’t be walking the streets. 
Now, you can figure out what should be done yourself.



COMM: What do you think about the difference one bureau 
vzants, you know, between Marion Barry attempting to 
lovz rate Mr. Mayfield by trying to stop his press 
conference?

CAR: Marion Barry is the flesh of my flesh and blood of 
my blood, he is my brother. Rufus ’’Catfish” Mayfield 
is flesh of my flesh and blood of my blood, he is my 
brother. I will not in any way encourage black 
people to fight. The time for us fighting each other 
is over, it is past, it is time that we begin to move 
together in a spirit of love and unity to fight our 
major enemy.

COMM: Which is?

CAR: VZhich is that we bury all of our differences and we 
begin to development an undying love for each other, 
which this white man has been able to push against 
us, make us fight each other, make us hate each other, 
make us hate our color. We have to override that and 
begin to love each other, love our color, love our 
heritage and have a undying love foi' each other where 
we will not fight each other, vze will come together 
and fight our major enemy.

COMM: Do you think or do you feel inately a hate for any 
white man?

CAR: Let’s get that out of the way once and for all because 
I’m just tired of this question of hate. Now do you 
believe in dialective philosophy?

COMM: Sometime.

CAR: Well, clearly dialective philosophy works because all 
it says is that there are opposites in the world, is 
that correct?

COMM: I believe.

CAR: For hot there is cold, for joy there is sadness, for 
laughter there is tears. Is that correct?



COMM: Right.

CAR: There are opposites for everything, is that correct? 
Alright you have love, then there must be hate. So now 
if someone says to me that they don’t hate white people 
then it means they don’t have love for their own people. 
Because if they had love for their owp people they would 
have to hate white people who are trying to destroy thei: 
people. If you’re a father and you have children and I 
came to destroy your children you’d have to hate me, 
wouldn’t you? Or try to stop me from destroying your 
children, wouldn’t you?

COMM: Yes.

CAR: Right, because you love your children. So you don’t 
have to preach hate and we don’t have to preach hate 
for white people.

COMM: I answered yes to two questions. I think I would....

CAR: Alright, clarify them.

COMM: I think that I would try to stop you from killing those 
. people, I think that hate is on an individual basis and 
not...

CAR: You’re absolutely wrong...

COMM: You hate me because I’m white.

CAR: Your people hate me because I'm black, dig that. You 
stoled me from Africa because I was black.

' COMM: I didn’t steal you from anywhere.

CAR: Your ancestors stoled me from Africa....

COMM: So therefore I’ve got to pay for what they did, 
theoretically did to your parents.
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CAR: No, it’s not theoretical, it’s actual, and not only 
do you have pay,...

COMM: Yeah, but I said your parents and it wasn’t even your 
parents, it was on before that.

CAR: No, no, no, baby, it was my ancestors, my people, my 
race, it is my race that has been destroyed; my race 
that has been destroyed, has been spattered all ovei’ 
this world; my race by your race, by your race. So 
its clearly now that we're talking about this race of 
people, this beautiful black race of people regaining 
theix* consciousness and taking care of business and 
doing what is necessary so that we will survive, because 
we have to survive, we can’t go on the way we been going 
on for 400 years, I mean you just get tired of being 
tired and I swear black people are just tired of being 
tired. So you just say that well look if we come to the 
end of the road, this is the final showdown, let's get 
the confrontation on, you know,

COMM: What sort of a confrontation are you looking forward to?

CAR: The confrontation that will make black people survive.
That means there can be no major rebellions in the cities 
because white people are prepared for- major rebellion, 
you’re not prepared for other kinds of things.

COMM: What sort of rebellion is effectual in the city?

CAR: Ha, ha, ha.

COMM: How long can you control a city if the pipelines to the 
food which obviously come from the country because you 
know they don't grow in the supermarkets.

CAR: How long can you control them if white people can’t get 
into the cities? Where the heart of production of the 
cities are?

COMM: You really believe that people can just exist on 
machines?
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■CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

That’s not what I’m saying. You set up a parallel 
situation. We can’t get. food; you can’t get in to 
produce. The heart of production of this country is 
where? Where?.your machinery is? Where youi* industry 
is?

Stokely, you can’t eat machinery.

Where are your industries?

In New York, in Chicago, in Detroit.

In the cities. VZhere’s youi’ steel? The largest steel 
plants are in Gary, Indiana, 60% of that is black. You 
can’t function without steel.

There’s enough of (it) it starve you out.

Well, wo could try. Better to die on my feet than live 
on my stomach crawling for the rest of my life. I’d 
rather die at 26 with a gun in my hand than live to die 
like ray father did, because he gave all his sweat and all 
his blood to white folk and I ain’t got nothing to show 
for it.

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

How did your father die?

Of a heart attack at a young age, working hard, 
working, bowing scraping, saying yas suh, yas suh. 
But he was an Uncle Tom, not for me to be an Uncle 
Tom, he was an Uncle Tom for me to be a man and I'm 
going to be a man one way or another.

Do you foresee what is termed a riot in Washington 
this summer?

No, there’s not going to be any riot in Washington 
this summer.

COMM: A rebellion?
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CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

CAR:

CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

COW:

There ain’t gonna be no rebellion in Washington 
this summer. The police are gonna start their 
little stuff and when they do we’re gonna be cool. 
But we gonna get them back. Its not gonna be no mass 
thing because they got the tanks so we not gonna go 
out there and meet you with the tanks but everytime 
a policeman gets a brother...the policeman got to 
ride in our community.

So the reference is there that you’re going to get a 
policeman?

(laughing) Not one (laughing) One ain’t gonna be 
enough, brother, really.

(COMM, questions another panelist. CAR joins in.) 
See the people we’ve been talking to, we’ve been making 
a mistake, we’ve been talking to white people. They 
have not been listening, that is the mistake. We’ve 
got to talk to our people that is what we've got to do. 
Now they are out there, forget these two cats, talk to 
our people, tell them what we’ve got to do.....right on, 
state blowing, take the time......

Well I think that the problem that the brother, the 
brother faces a problem that we all face, that is how 
can black people communicate without the interpretation 
of the white media, because white people you know have 
to interpret everything that somebody says, a black man 
says, to black people, and what the brother is trying to 
do is get his own organ going where black people can talk 
to black people without white people saying what they 
doing, cause Honkies do that all the time like......

That would be better without saying black in it.

Well look, I’m black and I am proud of it and I say it 
all the time.ah..you know I’m black and I'm beautiful 
and w’ill say it a thousand times a night, that irrevelant.

What do you want me to say that I’m white and ugly?
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CAR: That’s your problem, not mine, really..... ah for 

example when v/e formed the Black United Front the main 
honkie press in this city, the Washington Post came 
out and said "why all these moderates leaders like 
Sterling Tucker sitting down with a communist like 
Stokely Carmichael, bla, bla....now what they what 
they were trying to do was to confuse the minds of our 
people, that was clear. About seven months ago a 
honkie named Lyndon Johnson sat down with another 
honkie named Kosygin in Glassboro, N. J. Johnson
is the leader of the white free world and we know
what that means, and Kosygin is leader of the Communist
world, now these two honkies can sit down for two days
and they get flashed all over the T.V., the Washington 
Post say what a beautiful thing that it is that these 
leaders are coming together and working out their 
differences bla, bla but when two black people get 
down together the honkies don't want to hear it. Now, 
that what the brother is trying to do he is trying to 
get his own press so all those......

COMM: Are you a Marxist Stokely?

CAR: Marxism, I don*t.....what is a Marxist?..Man I'm going 
to get you good. Tell me what is a Marxist is.

COMM: If you don’t know I’m not going to tell you....

CAR: No, No you asked the question. Tell me what a 
Marxist is.

COMM: Go ahead....

CAR: Tell me what a Marxist is.

COMM: I just asked you a simple question.....

CAR: Well, I don't know what it is and I want to ask you 
the question.

COMM: Are you a black and beautiful man?



CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

CAR:

COMM:

JOHN:

CAR:

Well I khovz that I am black and beautiful, that’s 
evident, I mean.....

OK, then, don’t argue a Marxist.

Ah, well no, what is a Marxist?

Stokely, I ... you and I could talk about three more 
hours so.... There is a caller who called in with 
mention to Hannibal, Hannibal did not wipe out the 
Roman empire. His march over the alps came to a 
standstill before Rome because his government would 
not send equipment and supplies......

Tell the man, did you ever see a Sicilian. Look at 
the color of a Sicilian man he’s just as dark as me. 
That is Hannibal.

John, did you have a. question for Mr, Carmichael?

Well yes, I want to get some figures a little later 
on in the show. I was just telling him that I’m 
sure that the Washington Post didn’t call him a 
communist because that’s a ( ) and you would
undoubtedly have had a law suit within the hour.

The Washington Post said that Stokely Carmichael who 
has just returned from communist country who is espousin 
the downfall of the United States of America, are that 
these responsible Negroes should not set down with him. 
Kosygin is a communist. He lives in a communist country 
He espouses the downfall of the United States. Yet 
when he sat down with Johnson the Washington Post did 
not say that Johnson should not set down with Kosygin. 
What I am saying is that the world is moving closer and 
closer on the Comi (??) question, the white man is 
coming closer and closer together to wipe out the 
black man and what the white man fears is the black 
man coming together, any sign of unity by the black 
man and the white man get upset. Any sign of identifi
cation by the black man and the white man get upset. 
Can’t nothing upset a honkie like a man wearing a bush. 
A policeman gets shaken everytime he sees three brothers 
walking down the street with a bush.
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COMM: What is a bush natural?

CAR: Natural is our beautiful hair coining out.....

JOHN: Well wouldn’t you get shook if you saw a Klansman
walking through your neighborhood with a shot gun?

CAR: I most certainly would get shook, Not only would I
get shook, I would blow him to kingdom come. Ah, 
you know I don’t think a man with a bush is equivalent 
to a man with a gun. Especially since the klansman 
is in my community, the brother with the bush is in 
his community. The white cop ain’t got no business 
in our community ( ) cause the Klansman with the
shotgun is the same, like the Honkie cop with the 
badge and the gun. make that analogy....

JOHN: It was my understanding that during the Watts riots
(Carmichael corrects Rebellion) rebellion, revolution, 
whatever you want to call it (Carmichael rebellion 
moving toward revolution) That Police Chief Parker 
one of the things he offered to do was to withdraw 
the police protection from the community and he was 
asked definitely not ”We don’t want that done”. 
Because he got tired of it Charlie we’ll just draw 
them out of there if you don’t want them.
(Carmichael, he’s not fooling anyone). Now this was 
a white press that wrote that, (garbled) lies.

CAR: (repeats) He is not fooling anybody, it is lies,
he is not fooling anybody. White policemen in our 
community is to do one thing, to protect property, 
not to protect us. Everybody knows that.

JOHN: How about black policemen in your community?

CAR: Now we are not going to fight them.,we are not going
to fight with our black policemen. No sir, every 
time I walk down the street and see a black man in uniform 
I say hello brother because I am not going to alienate 
myself from that brother. But every time I see a blue 
eyed man wearing a cops gun in my community today when 
he knows he has got no business there I just look him 
dead in the eye and just tell him I’m waiting. I’m 
waiting. So you know....I not going to fight....



JOHN: How much longer are you going to wait?

CAR: Not too much longer, baby. I can feel....

JOHN: You know Stokely I read a very interesting letter
to the editor in the New York Times Magazine that 
pointed out the fact that you were from Trinidad... 
and that this type of path (?) that you are putting 
down makes a lot of sense to a country that has a 
black majority. But in a country with a white 
majority.......

CAR: I don’t want to hear that nonsense. Wherever the
white man is he rules. Whether he is the majority 
or the minority, he rules. In South Africa he’s 
the minority, he rules. Wherever you go he rules. 
Because the white man got this superior thing that 
he is supposed to rule the whole wox'ld. He came to 
this country as the minority, as the minority. Indians 
told you how to adapt to this country, you wiped him 
out. Took the country. Came to Africa, you were the 
minority, stole us, brought us here. Gave us a 
(superiority?) complex.....
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JOHN: Interrupts Carmichael and says, I think your black, 
brothers have been selling you for a few hundred 
years ....

CAR: Carmichael interrupts and says, Wait a minute . . . 
Let’s get to that now because I am tired of you white 
folks telling me how black people sold us. Nov; you 
came to Africa to steal gold. What did you buy us 
with? You didn’t have no gold cause all the gold is 
in South Africa. You didn’t have none.

JOHN: Some of the Soviets ....

CAR: Interrupting, What did you have? You didn't have . . 
Don’t tell me about the Soviet Union because the Czar 
had that up tight. What did you have? Trinkets?
We had all the diamonds. You didn't have no diamonds. 
What did you have? Cotton? Africa's got cotton and 
we had to pick the cotton to develop the country.
What did you buy us with? Green money? Green money 
aint no good unless it's backed with gold. And we go 
back to the gold nor for . . .

JOHN: Hold up your hand when you are through here ....

CAR: What did you buy us with? Tell me? What did you 
buy us with? What (coins?) did you use? You always 
say that our people sold us out . . . What did you 
buy us with?

JOHN: I asked you that with a question mark on the end of it 
Has black people ever sold black people?

CAR: No, they have never sold black people. White people 
say that because they want us to divide among ourselve 
No, never.

JOHN: Which you are not going to do?
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CAR: He will not divide among ourselves. We are one 
beautiful race of people. We will unite today and 
take care of our ....

> JOHN: Interrupts and asks, Do you think people like Roy 
Wilkins and Whitney Young see eye to eye with you? 
On the basic problems?

CAR: Whether or not they see eye to eye to me is irrele
vant in public. They are flesh of my flesh and blood 
of my blood. I will sit down with them and I will 
talk to them and I will try to reason with them.

JOHN: Fine. Now answer the question. Do you think they 
see eye to eye with you? You said not in public.
Have they indicated to you in private that they would 
like to come out and say to they are for what you . . 
or would they dare ....

CAR: What they say in private I wouldn’t tell you.

JOHN: I wouldn’t expect you to but I expect you to be honest 
about it.

CAR: Ah well I see them in private.

JOHN: And they say different things than they say in public.

CAR: I see them in private.

UNKNOWN
INDIVID
UAL: Stokely ah ... .

CAR: Let the brother talk about figures and show them to 
you ...

COMM: I will . . .1 have a couple of more questions . . . 
Do you feel that the ...

CAR:. We can get em back. Let the brother ( ) so we
can take a break ... (garbled)
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COM4: Do you feel that the black community tomorrow (garbled
by Carmichael)

CAR: You are trying to split us again ...

COM4: I am not trying to split ...

CAR: I am like James Brown ...

COM4: (Garbled) Do you think the black community should
physically arm itself with guns, shotguns, pistols, 
et cetera.

CAR: I’ll get back to that along thing as soon as the
brother do the number because that' a long thing. 
We just can’t answer yes or no.

COM4: Stokely, we have a question that was directed to you.
I believe it said to the beautiful Stokely Carmichael 
where can people find out more about Black Power.

CAR: Black History.

COM4: Right, same thing isn’t it?

CAR14: Yes, in a sense it is. There are a lot of books
that can be . . . One of them is Riches (pho) of 
the Earth by Franz (pho) Fanon (very pho). Brother 
Fanon has also written another good book called 
White Skin, Black Man. The story of a black man in 
a White Society. Another one to read which is very 
very good is by J. A. Rogers, which is Africa’s gift 
to America. It is really not the right title because 
we didn’t give anything to America. They just stole 
it. Another good book, of course too, is written by 
Brother herone (pho) Bennett is Before the Mayflower. 
Confrontation Black and White W. E. DuBois, The 
Brilliant Black Author, has written several books, 
one of the best ones, a little pocket book, The Soul 
of Black Folks, which is an excellent book. We also
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(Continued)
CAR: have the invention of the Negro by Earl Carou (pho),

which is very good to explain just how the term 
Negro came up and what its uses are. There are 
several new books on the market today that. The 
Crisica of the Negro Intellectual by Harold Cruise 
(pho). This is an excellent book to read and there 
are lots more coming out. What we are trying to do 
is compile a lot of these books and to open a black 
book store. As a matter of fact, we will open a 
black book store in the District which will be on 
14th Street and Fairmont. If people want courses 
they can contact the New School for Afro-American 
Thoughts which is on 14th Street between Florida and 
W, which has an awful lot of information on this.

COMM: Stokely Carmichael, have you urged the black community
in America to arm themselves?

CAR: Well, see I do that in the context of equality. I
believe *in equality.

COMM: Then again as an equalizer.

CAR: Well in a sense you see White People got guns, that's
a fact. White folks got guns. Now if you believe h 
equality if a white man got a gun then a black man 
should have a gun, that being equal. But white folks 
got a game, if they get the gun they don't want nobody 
else to have the gun like the Atomic Bomb. White 
countries have the Atomic Bomb, the Hydrogen. Nov; 
they come up with some joke about we ought to have 
nuclear test treaties (long laughter). And no more 
testing. And no more developing of bombs, they got 
the bombs, if you don't have any nuclear testing it 
means you won't get the bomb. So they tell the rest 
of the Third World, Africa, Asia and Latin America, 
you all don't do any more testing cause we don't need 
no more bombs, they got all the bombs. The white folks 
are doing the same thing, they got all the guns, and
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(Continued)
CAR: now today they talk about we got to stop the sale of

guns because they got em. Did you see in the papers 
white women in Kansas, the police are teaching them 
how to shoot. Atlanta, Georgia, two months ago, 
the police department sold guns for a dollar a piece 
to white people. The necessity that black people 
get guns. He need era in case you come down. It's 
better to have your stuff than not to have it. It's 
always better to be prepared.

UNIDENTIFIED
14AM: To pursue this question of equalization a little bit

further, as far as employment quotas are concerned, 
do you put any stock in those if a community is ten 
per cent black, that some of the businesses should 
employ at least ten per cent black people. Do you 
hold stock in that at all? Population versus 
percentage of employees .

CAR: I don't understand.

ANOTHER ■
UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: In other words-if we go along with Mr. Ragland's

statistics, that 90 per cent of the people in 
Washington are black, should 90 per cent of the 
job holders in Washington be black.

CAR: No, No, I'm not talking about job holders, I'm
talking about ownership and control.

FIRST
UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: If there are ten per cent black people in the United
(ABOVE) States, should ten per cent of the Federal jobs be 

black?
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CAR: Ten per cent of the ownership and control of their 
country should be black. Jobs don't mean nothing 
unless you have ownership and control. So let's 
talk about ownership and control. White people 
don't want to talk about it. They want to talk 
about we will give you ten per cent of the jobs.

UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: In a black community do you think things should be 

commonly owned?

CAR: Yes, no doubt about it. There is going to have to 
be in our community. This concept of private 
property and private ownership and profits is a 
strict white concept. We've never had it.

UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: That sounds a little Marxist there, doesn't it?

CAR: What's Marxist? (laughter) I'm talking about 
Africa that's Africa, the usual way of life - 
straight up African and a Marx is a white boy 
who came along after Africa, so you know.

UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: Where are there communal societies on the world 

that have worked out?

CAR: Africa, until you came along and disrupted it.

UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: What kind of standard of living do they have in 

Africa?

CAR: They had a beautiful standard of living. You have 
a standard of living now that tightens everybody 
up because you raped the world. You steal the gold, 
you steal the uranium, you steal the copper, you 
aint got no gold in this country.
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UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: You have a warped sense of history.

CAR: You aint got no gold in this country, yet your whole
country is backed by gold (?). Do you back your 
gold currency 25 per cent on the dollar bill for 
your gold, hell no, and you know it. Uranium, copper, 
diamonds, zinc, where do you get all these from, 
that’s not white economics, that’s black stuff that 
you steal. Nov; what about your rest of metals and 
materials, where does it come from?

UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: What’s your point? .

CAR: My point is the United States raped the rest of the
world.

UNIDENTIFIED
MAN: Do you want our gold and uranium?

CAR: No, I want my gold, my gold is in South Africa, my
people gonna get it.

COMM: Ends discussion, time is up.
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Virginia Union University, on April 2, 1968, and vowed to 
occupy the structure for "a long, long time.” The article 
continued that whites were warned to stay away from the build*- 
ing by the students who enthusiastically welcomed black 
power advocate, STOKELY CARMICHAEL, as a visitor. CARMICHAEL 
wa,s reportedly in Richmond to attend a bond hearing for
1H.’ Rap Brown. The students reportedly took control of the 
building after talks between boycotting students and officials 
broke down.
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On the evening of April 3, 1968, CARMICHAEL 

assisted others in moving the SNCC office from 1234 U 
Street, N.W., WDC, to 2208 14th Street, N.W., WDC, the 
former location of the New School for Afro-American 
Thought which had moved to 2115 14th Street, N.W,, WDC.

b2
b'7D

ICARMICHAEL agreed to lease a 
house at 5015 16th Street, N.W., WDC, which they planned to 
occupy in the near future.

The following is being set forth regarding reported 
activities on the night of April 4 , 1968, and the afternoon of 
April 5, 1968, during the period following the assassination 
of Doctor MARTIN LUTHER KING. JR.. as furnished by

I WDC:---- -——— 

’’Washington, D.C.
____ ;___ ___ 2U___________ ____________________ __________________  

Washington, D.C. (WDC), voluntarily
make the following statement to Special Agents of the Federal b?c
Bureau of Investigation!" b7U

”I know that this statement mav be used in a 
court of law. I

__ ”Durihg the evening of Thursday. April 4, 1968, I 
was|_______________________________ ~]in the vicinity of the
Peoples Drug Store located in the 2000 block of the 14th Street, b7c 
N.W., WDC. At approximately 8:50 p.m., while sitting in a bD
private automobile in the 2000 block of 14th Street. N.W., 
I was joined by| ~WDC.

_____________ [stated he had been inside the head
quarters of Martin Luther King’s Poor Peoples March, and had heard 
Stokely Carmichael say he was not going to wait for any verdict, 
but was going to get his boys.
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’’Shortly thereafter, I observed Carmichael, followed 
by approximately fifteen to twenty unidentified persons, 
proceeding south on the west side of the 2000 block of 14th 
Street, N. W. I readily recognized Carmichael from newspaper 
photographs, although I ha\e not previously observed him in 
person. The group entered the Peoples Drug Store in the 2000 
block of 14th Street, and I observed an unidentified person or 
persons in conversation with the manager of the store. I was 
not close enough at this time to determine who talked with the 
manager.

’’The group then exited the Peoples Drug Store and 
proceeded diagonally across 14th Street, N. W., to the 1900 
block, where they stopped briefly at a Safeway Store. Inside 
the Safeway Store at this time were two or three employees and 
some special security officers. I did not observe the group to 
enter this store and do not know if any conversation ensued 
between the employees and members of the group.

"The group, with Carmichael in front, continued 
south to the Wings Carry Out located at 14th and Wallach 
Place, N. W. There Carmichael was confronted by an individual 
I believe to be| |photographs of whom
I had previously observed. After a brief conversation, Carmichael 
appeared to brush | [aside and entered the Wings Carry Out
Shop. At this point, the group had grown to approximately eighty 
to one hundred in number. A small group of individuals followed 
Carmichael into the Wings Carry Out Shop.

"Shortly thereafter, the group, with Carmichael in 
the lead, departed the Wings Carry Out Shop. I thereupon 
overheard Carmichael say to the group: ’We don’t want any
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violence, as long as they close. But if they don’t, take it.' 
The group, with Carmichael still in the lead, then crossed 
14th Street to the west side. The group proceeded to the 
Pig N' Pit Restaurant in the 1900 block of 14th Street, N. W., 
and a small part of the group entered this restaurant. I was 
unable to observe if Carmichael personally entered this 
restaurant. After departing the Pig N' Pit, the group continued 
north to the Wings and Things Restaurant, also located in the 
1900 block of 14th Street. Some of the group entered this 
restaurant, but again I was unable to observe if Carmichael 
himself went in.

"Upon exiting the Wings and Things, the group proceeded 
north on 14th Street to U Street, crossed 14th Street and con
tinued east on the north side of U Street. In the 1300 block 
of U Street, CarmLr.hael and part of the group entered a 
delicatessen, the name of which I cannot recall. Upon departing 
the delicatessen, they proceeded to the vicinity of the Republic 
Theater, also located in the 1300 block of U Street.

"At the Republic Theater, Carmichael remained outside 
on the sidewalk, while part of the group filed through the 
lobby and into the theater itself. The group broke windows at 
the Republic Theater, and again I overheard Carmichael' say: 
'We don't want any violence as long as they close. But if they 
don't close, take it.'

"The group then proceeded east on U Street to the 
Lincoln Theater, located in the 1200 block of U Street. Some 
of the group, which now numbered approximately 150 to 200 
persons, entered the Lincoln Theater. At this point, my 
attention was distracted by the presence of an unidentified 
white male, who was standing on the south side of U Street and 
carrying a camera and camera case. The group also spotted this 
individual and about eighty to one hundred members of the 
group rushed him, shouting 'kill him,' and 'get him.' The 
unidentified white male was thrown to the ground by the rnob, 
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and I yelled to the mob to let him go. At this point, I was 
identified by several persons in the crowd

I then heard someone in 
the mob shout, 'Get the film.' The unidentified white male 
thereupon opened the back of this 35 milimeter camera, and an 
unidentified member of the mob snatched the film from it. The 
white male was then assisted to his feet by an unidentified 
Negro male, and he and I then pushed our way through the crowd 
and led the white male to safety. I last saw the unidentified 
Negro male and white male running north across U Street and 
west on U Street towards 14th Street. I did not observe 
Carmichael as being part of the group that attacked the 
unidentified white male.

"At this point, I noticed that the group, now 
split in two sections with Carmichael leading the front section, 
proceeding west on U Street towards 14th Street. They went 
north on the west side of 14th Street and unidentified persons 
within the group began throwing objects, such as coke bottles 
and rocks, at passing automobiles bearing white persons. As 
these incidents occurred, I observed Carmichael to be leading 
the group, although I did not observe him to personally throw 
any objects. The group continued north on the west side of 
14th Street, and some windows were broken in a drug store 
located at 14th and Clifton Streets and other premises, the 
names of which I cannot recall. I also observed unidentified 
persons looting the drug store window at 14th and Clifton 
Streets.

"Subsequently, the main part of the crowd stopped 
at the corner of 14th and Chapin Streets, and led by Carmichael, 
reversed direction and proceeded south on 14th Street. At this 
point, I heard two gunshots. I was, at this time, one block north 
of the crowd around the corner at 14th and Clifton, where I had 
attempted to telephone ~~| I did not see who fired
the shots, and did not at any time observe Carmichael in 
possession of a gun. While following the group subsequent to
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the incident in the 1200 block of U Street, I received several 
threats against my person from unidentified members of the 
group.

"After hearing the shots, I crossed to the east side 
of 14th Street and walked south of the group. Carmichael and 
the group stopped in front of the’Student Nonviolent Coordinatin 
Committee (SNCC) Headquarters, 2208 14th Street, N. W., and I 
crossed back over 14th Street at U Street, I then walked back

0Q

"The only members of the group that I recognized and 
knew by name is one__________________  Negro male, about 22 years
of age. I observed this individual outside the Peoples Drug 
Store with the Carmichael group.’ and I immediately recal lec 
that |_______________ ____________________ ____________________

lin the direction of the store.

"At approximately 11:35 p.m. on April 4, 1968, 
____________________ I Negro male, ace thirty-one.

"During the movement of the Carmichael led crowd on 
the evening of April 4, 1968, I noticed that the group engaged 
in much handclapping and chanting of ’black power.’

"I have read this statement, consisting of this and 
six other pages, and I believe it to be true and correct.

•7S/

"Washington, D. C. 
April 8, 1968.
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"I know that this statement may be used in a court 
of law. |

Ion the evening of April 4. 1968,.
in the vicinity of 14th and U Streets, N. W., !JDC.

_________________________ | I was in the 
headquarters of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference 
(SCLC) located on the corner of 14th and U Streets, N. W., WDC. 
Shortly after 8 p.m., approximately fifteen to twenty persons 
were present in the headquarters of SCLC inasmuch as Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr., had been shot in Memphis, Tennessee. At this 
time I observed Stokely Carmichael sitting quietly in a chair 
also awaiting the outcome of Dr. King's condition. I can 
positively identify this individual as Stokely Carmichael 
because in the past I have had occasion to see and listen to 
him when he was making speeches throughout the WDC area. In 
addition to Carmichael, also present at SCLC headquarters were 
an elderly white couple and a young white male and female and 
other Negro males and females, both adults and juveniles, whom 
I cannot identify by name.

"Prior to the announcement on the radio that Dr. King 
was dead, Carmichael appeared to become impatient, got up from 
his seat, and said something to the effect, ’I'm not going to 
wait for a final verdict. I'm going to get my guys.' After 
Carmichael's departure, the elderly white couple in SCLC 
headquarters appeared to be frightened and made attempts to leave 
when a Negro male, whom I could not identify, advised them not 
to leave inasmuch as they were more welcome at SCLC than was 
Stokely Carmichael. The couple remained.

"Sometime after Carmichael's departure, I departed 
SCLC and entered the People's Drug Store located next door on 
14th Street. In the People's Drug Store there were approximately 
twenty people listening to a radio news broadcast about Dr. King.
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"Almost immediately after the announcement that Dr. 
King had died, Carmichael, accompanied by ten to fifteen young 
Negro males, entered the People’s Drug Store. Carmichael, within 
earshot of an employee near the front of the store, asked 'Where’s 
the manager? We're going to close this store because when Kennedy 
was shot the businesses were closed and they are going to be 
closed now that King's dead.' Carmichael and the individuals 
followinghim then proceeded to the back of the store and after 
a few seconds returned and walked outside. Carmichael left 
People's Drug Store and I followed him and the young Negro males 
to the southeast corner of 14th and U Streets. They proceeded 
south and some of the group entered various business establish
ments, requesting them to close, and continued to Wallach Place, 
N. W. At this time, they crossed to the west side of 14th 
Street and proceeded north, again entering business establish
ments for the same purpose. At the intersection of 14th and U 
Streets, Carmichael and his followers crossed over to the 
northeast corner and proceeded in an easterly direction on the 
north side of U Street. Carmichael then entered a theater in 
the 1300 block of U Street, N. W. Uoon re-appearing, his 
group was interspersed by a number,of people who were coming 
out of the theater at this time. Due to this, it was impossible 
to estimate the size of the crowd. While the crowd was gathered 
in the vicinity of the theater, a plate glass door was broken; 
but I did not observe who had broken it or how it had been 
broken. Carmichael stopped and said, 'We don't want any 
damaging. We just want the stores to close.' He then continued 
east towards 13th Street and I remained in the vicinity of the 
theater. Shortly thereafter, Carmichael returned and then 
proceeded in a westerly direction on the north side of U 
Street, and when he and his group arrived at the intersection 
of 14th and U Streets, they proceeded to the side where People's 
Drug Store is located (west side of 14th Street) and walked 
north.

"At this time I observed no other destruction of 
property or any looting in the general area of 14th and U 
Streets.
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When I returned,
"I then left Carmichael and the group with him and 

made a phone call to 
the group and Carmichael were at the intersection of 14th and 
W Streets, N. W. As they went north on 14th Street, the crowd, 
appeared to be approximately 200 in number and as they passed 
business establishments, I was at the rear of the crowd and 
noticed windows broken at a television and radio store along 
the route. Carmichael at this time was at the front of the 
crowd. They then proceeded to the 2400 block of 14th Street, 
which is located between Belmont and Chapin Streets, N. W. At 
the corner of 14th and Chapin, Carmichael stopped and the crowd 
stopped behind him. As he faced the gathering, a Negro male 
described as five feet ten inches, 180 to 195 pounds, approx
imately thirty years of age, heavy set, and wearing his hair 
in natural bush style, approached Carmichael and said something 
to the effect that he was wrong in what he was doing. Carmichael 
turned to this individual and asked him, 'Do you have your gun?' 
The individual replied, 'No,' and Carmichael then said, 'Well I 
have mine.' At this time Carmichael removed a small caliber 
handgun which appeared to be a .32 from inside his waistband 
and held this weapon above his head. After this, Carmichael 
turned and began walking south on 14th Street, on the west 
side, and the group, which had been with him, began going in 
different directions. It appeared he had no control of them. 
At this time I heard two shots fired, and I then observed 
windows being broken in a Safeway store located on the east 
side of 14th Street in the 2400 block. I also observed that 
windows of Eddie Leonard's Sandwich Shop and the Belmont Radio 
and Television Shop, both located oh the west side of 14th 
Street within the 2400 block, were broken. During this period 
I noticed that two white males in a blue Volkswagen, who were 
parked in an alleyway behind Eddie Leonard's, were attacked by 
stones and other flying objects which hit the car as they 
attempted to leave, the area. I further saw a Negro couple 
sitting in a car on the east side of 14th Street, when some
one hit the windshield with a rake, smashing it and causing the 
Negro female to fall on the seat for protection.
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”0n April 5, 1968, I was on the campus of Howard 
University, WDC, at approximately 1:30 p.m. A group of students 
numbering between 500 - 700 were gathered near the steps of 
Douglas Hall, where they were being addressed by a small group 
of young people concerning the death of Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr.

"Stokely Carmichael appeared through the crowd and 
walked to the steps of Douglas Hallo He then addressed the 
crowd by saying, 'They should not have killed Dr. King. They 
have killed the wrong man, they should have killed me.'. He 
further stated, 'Do not be out on the streets for looting tonight. 
We mean business. If you don't come out tonight with your gun, 
stay home.' While making these remarks, Carmichael waved a 
small caliber gun. His appearance before the group was very 
short in duration and at the conclusion of the above remarks, 
he was observed leaving the campus.

"Prior to Carmichael's appearance the mood of the 
crowd appeared very hostile, and when he (Carmichael) left, I 
heard voices in the crowd saying in effect, 'Do you have your 
gun?' 'I have mine or I wish I had mine.'

"During the time Carmichael made his statement I 
could not identify any person within the crowd; however, on 
the steps of Douglas Hall from which he spoke, I recognized 
(First Name Unknown)I I both Negro males.

__________  "I then left the area|_________________________
 prior to departing I observed no fires in the 

immediate area where Carmichael had traveled.

b7C
b'7D

b’7D

"I have read this statement, consisting of this and 
six other pages, and I believe it to be true and correct.
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A press conference was called for 10:00 a.m., 
April 5, 1968, by the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) to be held at SNCC Headquarters, 2208 14th 
Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

The following is a transcript of a tape recording of 
remarks made at the press conference prepared by Ralph Webb, 
Radio Engineer, NBC, at the above time and location.

Commentator: I want you people to listen clearly. This press 
conference will be only five minutes. And...as soon as the 
press conference is over, you gentlemen will not leave anything 
here that you didn’t bring in here. Your films, your cigarette 
butts, you take them to clean it up. Ah...we will have a few 
questions...of two minutes questions. To my right, extreme right, 
is Mr. Cleveland Sellers, Director of the Orangeburg, South 
Carolina, project of SNCC. To my right here, immediate right, 
is Stokely Carmichael, who is on staff here in WDC. And to my 
left is Mr. William Hall, who is also a member of the staff in 
Washington. And Lester McKinnie, Director of the Washington 
SNCC office. Mr. Carmichael will speak to you for five minutes.

Carmichael: As you may or may not know, this press conference 
was called before Dr. King was murdered. We called it then to 
deal with our Brother Rap Brown because vze were very upset that 
Brother Brown had been in jail for 41 days and Governor Agnew of 
Maryland still seems to persist with his nonsensical charge and 
so the Brother can’t get out of jail. Now we want the Brother out 
of jail. .ah-, .next week when he comes to trial. Now, as to Dr. 
King’s Murder, I think white America made its biggest mistake 
when she killed Dr. King last night, she killed all reasonable 
hope. When she killed Dr. King last night, she killed the one 
man of our race in this country, in the older generation, which 
the militants and also the revolutionaries and the masses of 
black people, would still listen to, even though sometimes he 
did not disagree..ah..(interrupts and says)..agree with them 
they would still listen to him. When...When white America
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killed Dr. King last night, she opened the eyes for every black 
man in this country. When white America got rid of Mateus Garvey 
(phonetic), she did it and she said he was an extremist, he was 
crazy. When they got rid or Brother Malcolm X, they said he was 
preaching hate, he deserved what he got. But when they got rid 
of Brother Martin Luther King, they had absolutely no reason to 
do so. He was the one man in our race who was trying to teach 
our people to have love, compassion, and mercy for what white 
people have done. When white America killed Dr. King last 
night, she declared war on us. There will be no crying, there 
will be no funerals. The rebellions that have been occurring 
around the cities of this country is just light stuff to what is 
about to happen. We have to retaliate for the death of our 
leaders. The execution of those deaths will not be in the court
rooms ... they are going to be on the streets of the United States 
of America. When white America killed Dr. King last night, she 
made a whole lot easier for a whole lot of black people today. 
They no longer needs to be intellectual discussions...black 
people know that they have to get guns. White America will 
live to cry that she killed Dr. King last night. It would have 
been better if she had killed Rap Brown and/or Stokely Carmichael. 
But when she killed Dr. King, she lost. That’s it.

Unidentified: Before any questions, I would like to give one 
statement from the organization. We the students of the Nonviolent 
Coordinate Committee wish to extend out condolences to the family 
of the late Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., who was brutally 
murdered today in Memphis, Tennessee. In his death there is a 
lesson which white America has taught us many times before.
This lesson was clear in the murder of our four brothers in 
Orangeburg. This lesson was clear in the murder of a 16-year-old, 
Larry Payne (phonetic) in Memphis. This lesson is clear in the 
day-to-day torture of black people by white people in America 
and throughout the world. It was to end this torture that Dr. 
King bravely faced death many times, nonviolently. Dr. King 
was a brother who dedicated his life to liberate his peoples 
through nonviolence. Dr. King was a symbol of nonviolence and 
white America shot him down.
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Carmichael: There is one last comment about these new things-- 
about last nighto We will tell you where we were last night. 
Last night, we led all of those youngsters up and down the 
streets to close every store in this area because Dr. King 
was shot and they should have closed those stores. Now, some 
of them kicked glass store windows in. We are not stopping 
them from kicking in the store windows. We are stopping them 
from coming out on the streets without guns. When they come 
out on the streets, we want them with guns. If they don’t 
have guns, we’re not gonna let'em throw bricks and bottles 
at guns. But when they get guns, we'll be on the streets.

Unidentified: Question (me) if you have any questions.

Unidentified reporter: Mr. Carmichael, don’t you believe the 
vast majority of Americans feel just as badly as you do about 
what happened in Memphis?

Carmichael: The white press and that's from a "honkey" Lyndon 
Johnson to "honkey" Bobby Kennedy will not co-opt (phonetic) Dr. 
Martin Luther King. Dr. Martin Luther King fought for his 
people. It was not but four weeks ago when Johnson told King 
that if he came marching into the District, he would meet a 
force because he should bring his troubles to him. And now 
tonight he is trying to make as if Dr. King was his hero. He 
fools no one. Bobby Kennedy pulled that trigger just as well 
as anybody else. Because when Dr. King was down in the South 
and Bobby Kennedy was A.ttorney General, every time a black person 
got killed, Kennedy would not move because he wanted votes so he 
is just as guilty...all of white America killed Dr. King. And 
those who feel sorry ought to feel sorry.

Unidentified reporter: Mr. Carmichael, what do you intend to 
do...what actions do you intend to take relative to Rap Brown 
and your intent to get him out of jail?
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Carmichael: We decided at our central committee meeting that 
if Maryland persists with this (nonsensical) charge, even 
though the reports said that Rap did not incite any riot in 
Cambridge. Well then Governor Agnew, he ain’t seen nothing if 
he thinks he saw something on that Bowie State thing. We will 
take our troops back into Maryland and all of us are veterans 
from Cambridge, Maryland, and from Baltimore, Maryland, and we 
will turn that State inside out and upside down. And we've got 
Louisiana to get. We've got some brothers working in Florida. 
We've got some brothers working in Ohio and we are gonna get 
Richmond, Virginia.

Unidentified reporter: Mr. Carmichael, what do you think will 
happen to the poor people's campaign now?

Carmichael: I understand that the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference will carry it on and as we said before we will be 
glad to give them any support. Whatever Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference asks for today, we will give to them. 
Except our tears. We will give no more tears for any black 
man killed in this country.

Unidentified reporter: Mr. Carmichael, do you see anybody 
replacing Dr. King as a nonviolent leader?

Carmichael: No, that's why America lost when she shot him 
down last night.

Unidentified reporter (woman): Mr. Carmichael, is there any 
truth to the rumor that you are going to call a general strike 
here in town?

Carmichael: We are waiting for what the Southern Christian, 
Leadership Conference wants us to do.

Unidentified reporter: When you say the execution of those 
deaths will be, not in the courtroom, but in the streets, can 
you be a little more specific about the course of action you 
expect?
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Carmichael: I think that is quite explicit.

Unidentified reporter: Do you expect an organized rebellion?

Carmichael: I think it is quite explicit. '

Unidentified reporter: Mr. Carmichael, suppose a lot of black 
people have to die...(garbled). (What would it do to please 
you--This is thought what the reporter said.)

Carmichael: That they take as many white people with them as 
they can.

Unidentified reporter: Yes, but what about the black people who 
have to die?

Carmichael: Ah...we die every day. We die in Vietnam for the 
’’honkeys", why don’t we come home and die in the streets for our 
people. We die everyday<> We die cutting and fighting each other 
inside our own communities. Why cut and fight each other and 
kill each other off? Let’s kill off the real enemy. Black 
people are not afraid to die. We die all the time. We die in 
your jails, we die in your ghettos, we die in your rat infested 
homes. We die a thousand deaths every day. So we are not afraid 
to die. Today we are going to die for our people.

Unidentified commentator: I would like to say this before we 
have any more questions, that on Monday our Chairman, H. Rap 
Brown, will be in Richmond, Virginia, according to ’’honkey", 
Federal Government, and there will be a car caravan from all 
directions leading to Richmond, Virginia, on Monday morning. 
We are urging all our black brothers and sisters to come to 
Richmond.

Unidentified reporter: Mr. Carmichael, what is the alternative 
to the kind of retribution in the streets that you are talking 
about? Is there any way to stop it?
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Carmichael: I don’t think so. I do not think so. I think 
white America is incapable of dealing with the problem.

Unidentified reporter: How will Dr. King's death affect your 
leadership as you see it, Mr. Carmichael?

Carmichael: Well Dr. King's death will not affect my leader
ship or affect me as a black man. Because he was my brother, 
flesh of my flesh and blood of my blood. You see, the mistake 
they made when they shot Dr. King was even though Dr. King 
talked about nonviolence he was always in the streets. Ready 
to lead a demonstration. All of the other so-called leaders 
who are...talk about nonviolence and are not on the streets 
with their people. Many people respected Dr. King even though 
they didn't agree with his philosophy 'cause at lease he was 
in the streets. So'now there is really no one else to respect 
who talks about nonviolence because the people who talk about 
nonviolence are not in the streets.

Unidentified reporter: Mr. Carmichael, are you declaring war on 
White America?

Carmichael: White America has declared war on black people.
She did so when she sold the first black man from Africa. The 
black man has been sufficient, has been patient, has been 
resisting and today the final showdown is coming. That is clear. 
That is crystal clear. And that black people are going to have 
to find ways to survive. The only way to survive is to get 
some guns. Cause that is the only way white America keeps us 
in check is because she's got the guns.

Unidentified reporter: Stokely, what do you see this ultimately 
leading to? A blood bath in which nobody wins?

Carmichael: First, my name is Mr. Carmichael, and secondly, 
black people will survive America.

Unidentified commentator: Last question.
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Unidentified reporter: What accomplishment or objectives do 
you visualize from the retaliation that you speak? What do 
you think you will accomplish?

Carmichael: If black man can’t do nothing in this country then 
we gonna stand up on our feet and.die like men. If that is our 
only act of manhood then God dammit we gonna die. We’re tired 
of living on our stomachs.

Unidentified reporter: Co you fear for your life?

Carmichael: Hell with my life. You should fear for yours. I 
know I am gonna die. I know I am gonna die. (Applause)

Unidentified commentator: There is still a possibility that 
there will be a general strike throughout the United States. 
So that our black brothers and sisters can take off that day 
from their slavery and working for the masters and to think 
about and to re-analyze what the "honkeys" are doing to the 
black people in this country and me. And perhaps then something 
can be done. That is the end of the press conference.

According to information, Carmichael was 
interviewed from Havana, Cuba, on the evening of April 5, 
1968. The interview was over Havana radio via overseas 
telephone. The text of this interview is set forth hereinafter:

Question: Stokely?

Answer': Yes.

Question: Oh, this is Mike Laguardia from Radio Havana Cuba.

Answer: Hello.

Question: Hello, sir.

Answer (in Spanish): How are you?

Question (in Spanish): Very well, and you?
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Answer: Uh, uh, uh...

Question: Say, Stokely?

Answer (in Spanish): Yes.

Question: We would like to have a statement from you on 
Martin Luther King's assassination.

Answer: Right.

Question: And what has been the reaction of the Afro-Americans 
in the face of this crime?

Answer: Right. A white American has Rap Brown in jail right 
now. And America killed Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. last night. 
When they killed Dr. King, they made a mistake, because Dr. King 
was the one man who was trying to ask, uh, black people not to 
burn down the cities. Now that they have killed Dr. King, there 
is no black man who will ask black people not to burn down the 
cities. What it means is that we've gone full swing into the 
revolution. •
Last night, 35 cities had major incidents. That was last night-- 
35 cities of the United States where there was burning, and shoot
ing, and killing over the death of Dr. King. It is clear, uh, 
more of this will continue. It is going to become more and more 
a guerrilla--urban guerrilla warfare, because it is clear that 
we cannot win with the uh, with the police in open rebellion. 
So more people are now beginning to plan seriously a major urban 
guerrilla warfare, where we can begin to retaliate not only for 
the death of Dr. King, but where we can move seriously to (words 
indistinct) serious revolutions with this country to bring it to 
its knees. It is crystal clear to us that the United States of 
America must fall in order for humanity to live; and we are going 
to give our lives to that cause. To our brothers and sisters in 
Cuba, we want to say: "Hello--my respects to you all."

Question: Thanks very much Stokely. We'll be coming back to 
you again in case something more shows up.

Answer: Very good.
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Question: Au revoir.

Answer: Au revoir. Tell Prime Minister Fidel I said hello.

Question: All right (words indistinct).

Answer: (words indistinct)

Question: ‘Bye Stokely.

Announcer: That was the voice of Stokely Carmichael in a 
statement for Radio Havana Cuba.

On Saturday, April 6, 1968,

[advised that about 12:30 p.m., he was at the scene of a 
fire in a warehouse near the corner of 16th and F Streets, N. E. 
As he was preparing to make| | Stokely
Carmichael approached him and began a conversation.

_______ | asked Carmichael if he would care to be inter
viewed but Carmichael declined. Carmichael then introduced a 
companion as______________ (phonetic) and said that he
asked the young people to stay home.

b7C

______ (began his report and 
said in substance the following: We 
here. We are going to burn down the 
Urban Renewal and I think that it is

introduced who
have our own Urban Renewal 
slums and have a Black 
wonderful.
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At this point,

_______________________________________________________________ [said 
that it did not matter about the job because they were going to 
take over the rest of the city. 
make

joked that they would
___________________________________________ when they took over.

also made a statement to the effect that the revolution 
has begun.

______  said that the whole conversation lasted about 
ten minutes. He said that Carmichael appeared on foot in the 
area and that he did not see any vehicle from which Carmichael 
might have come.

|______ also said that there was a third person with
Carmichael, but that he could not identify that person.

describee

Height:
Weight: 
Hair: 
Characteristics: 
Attire:

identified a photograph of Carmichael and 
as follows:

Five feet seven or eight inches 
150 pounds 
"Natural" hair cut
Full beard; sunglasses 
Long dark rain coat, 
dark trousers and black shoes.
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On the afternoon of April 7, 1963., at 3:00 p.m., 
a press conference was held at Ed Murphy's Supper Club, 
2227 Georgia Avenue, N.W., WDC.

At approximately 3:10 p.m., STOKELY CARMICHAEL,_______
a c comp a ni ed by| 
entered. He told____________ that he was not sure if he would
participate because, "too many niggers were calling for peace," 
and he wanted no part of any peace movement.

CHUCK STONE permitted CARMICHAEL to read a printed 
text of the statement and CARMICHAEL expressed pleasure with 
the statement by laughing aloud and a hand slapping gesture 
with STONE.

The conference began and CARMICHAEL sat in with the 
others. Throughout the conference he made no statements. STONE 
introduced him as the Acting Chairman of the Black United Front.

After the reading of the statement by ~| before 
the news cameras, CARMICHAEL excused himself and left. ________

left with him. At that time it was 3:24 p.m.

A statement read endorsed a previous statement by 
FLOYD MC KISSICK, National Chairman of the Congress of Racial 
Equality (CORE) to the effect that a holiday be declared on 
April 9, 1963, in memory of DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

On April 8, 1968, CARMICHAEL departed WDC for 
Atlanta, Georgia to attend the funeral of Dr. MARTIN LUTHER 
KING on April 9, 1968. He returned to WDC on April 11, 1968 
by car. On April 12, 1968. he departed WDC, at National 
Airport1 accompanied by |via American Airlines
Flight Number 248, for New York City. They returned to WDC
by car on April 14, 1968.
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A meeting of the Black United Front (BUF) Steering 
Committee, was held on the evening of April 16, 1968, WDC, 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, temporary Chairman of the BUF, served 
as Chairman of the meeting. During the course of the meet
ing CARMICHAEL read two letters requesting the BUF to lend 
support to a Malcolm X holiday in May, 1968, and to support 
the International Day of Protest and Student Strike. However 
no decision was reached on the Malcolm X holiday. In both 
instances because the BUF was not aware of who was backing 
these movements, it was reluctant to lend its support to 
these causes.

In discussing the economic development of the black 
community and the rebuilding of the riot torn areas of the 
city, it was generally agreed that Negroes living in the 
affected areas would have to be responsible for such action. 
However, CARMICHAEL argued that the black community must be 
completely organized before the economic proposals and pro
grams could be effective, CARMICHAEL'S attitude in this 
regard precipitated a heated discussion and at one point 
he was emphatically informed that he could organize^ the 
community but that economic development would be the program 
of other concerned individuals and would not wait for the 
community to be organized.

In discussing the organization of the community, 
CARMICHAEL stated that he wants all people living in the 
commimity to be involved'in the planning of all programs 
and policies affecting the community. It was nointed out to 
CARMICHAEL that such a feat is impossible to accomplish 
andi .CAlinCFtAEI admitted it wi.il take five or ten years to 
organize the black community in blighted areas.

Regarding recent riots in HDC, it was proposed as 
a tonic for .dicussion but the committee decided there was 
nothing to be discussed and the matter was passed over.

did sav the ’'Black brothers’-' know exactly what 
they were doing during the r?‘ots and ’'wore b®a.utif'11 ■ He 
remartpr’ that: the nawn shoos and furniture the
first places attacked.' It was pointed' out to him that th ’ s
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was not the situation and that the first, store looted was 
a television repaid ebon and that lienor stores annealed to 
be high on the. priority of stores looted. CARMICHAEL made 
no response to this contradiction to his statement.

Tn speaking of rebuilding, the riot torn, section 
of the city, mention was made that the white man will be 
reluctant to furnish financial assistance to rebuilding 
under black leadership. ,’lso mentioned was the fact tbst 
'Tegro businessmen are motivated, by profit inst as .are 
other businessmen in the community.

Th'; s prompted CARMICHAEL to state, '"’'dec' police 
will co ’’.n anainst your head just as white nolice will." 
He said the only solution was to change the system but 
did not amplify this statement and was not questioned by 
any member of the Steering Committee as to just what he 
meant by the statement.

On several occasions when CARMI CH,\E.i was rebuked 
over a. statement or proposal' he' made, he would crop tne 
subject and proceed to another topic. This left, trie impres
sion CARMTCEAEL is a Hlot of rhetoric*' and ’"a earner tiger'' 
whose influence- in the community had. been blown up and out. 
of proportion to the actual influence he wields. Tlte ftcer- 
ing Committee of the B’TF was characterised as a ’’debating 
society.1' 

b2
. b7D

\Eastern Airlines, 
TUI, advi sed . -‘hs , FBI, that CARMICHAELNational Airport 

accompanied by/ _______________
____|d epar ted at 10 p.m., April 23, 1968, via Eastern ‘ 
Airlines shuttle for New York City. Special Agents determined 
waXretUrned tO T7DC °n April 27* 1968 in a rented station 
wagori •
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The records of the District of Columbia Court of 
General Sessions. WDC, disclosed STOKELY CARMICHAEL?

A meeting of the BUF was held on the evening of 
April 30, 1968. STCKEI.-Y CARMTCWAET was reported to have 
another commitment ann was celw-^ed tn his arrival. hon 
’■■i.s arrival- he act" ’ as Chai^mm for th° renninfer of the 
meeting. Various items affecting the BUF rrv' the Negro 
conw’iitv tn ’T'C were -mscrsoo'j. CA'V''ICluV-'T ronorteely 
stated when sneahing of rebr-ilding riot torn, areas that 
:'rv*.don burning T-Tas' not e^factive.'1

The Saturday, 
'.a other-Bl ack Community 
that STOKELY CAR’-ffCLAEL

May 4, 1968, edition of ’'The Diack 
Vows Service" on Page 21, reflects

1963, to the family of BOBBY 
over the Heath of HTTTT0N.

directed a telegram on Apr-’! 11,
HUTTON expressing svmoathy

This telegram is as follows: 

"1038P PST APR 11 68 LD345 AA013
A ILF37 PD ATLANTA GA 12 1246A EST

"TERRIBLY' SORRY AND SADDENED THAT HE CANNOT 
CO’T? TO OAKLAND FOR vtjnnR AL OF OUR BROTHER 
LITTLE ROBBY JAMES HUTTON HR- WAS A BEAUTIFUL 
BRAVE COURAGEOUS WARRIOR WHO LIVED THIS LIFE 
AND FINALLY GAVE HIS LIFE FOR OUR PEOPLE.
7.TITLE BOBBY WAS IN THE VANGUARD OF REVOLUTIONtRY 
BROTHERS nijc CLEARLY UNDERSTOOD THAT POWER 
COMES FROM A GUN. HIS DEATH PROVES THAT IF 
WE ARE TO SURVIVE AMERICA WE MUST FOLLOW 
BY THESE JLIAIPLES AND PICK. UP THE GUNS. THERE 
IS NO .’TIME'FOR TEARS AND MOURNING THAT TJE
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ALL FEEL WITHIN OUR HEARTS. HE DIED FOR US LET US 
NOW MOVE ON AND CARRY ON HIS STRUGGLE. OUR 
ONLY MEMORIAL FOR HIM WILL COME ON THAT 
GLORIOUS DAY WHEN WE DEFEAT THE ENEMY UNTIL 
THEN THE LOVE THAT HE HAD FOR OUR PEOPLE AND HIS 
SPIRIT WILL REMAIN WITH US AND GIVE US STRENGTH 
TO PUSH AHEAD. IN HIS DEATH THOUSANDS OF OTHER 
BOBBY HUTTONS WILL RISE FROM: OUR COMMUNITIES TO 
CARRY ON WHERE HE LEFT OFF. WHEN THEN WE SHALL 
CONQUER WITHOUT A DOUBT.

11 STOKELY CARM ICHAEL PRIME MINISTER BPPSD SNCC

Bobby Hutton was a member of the
Black Panther Party (BPP) who was 
killed at Oakland, California, April 6, 
1968, while engaged in a gun battle 
with officers of the Oakland Police 
Department.

A characterization of the BPP is attached herewith in 
the appendix.

b7C
b7D

On May 7 , 1968, |left a meeting 
which he had been attending at the Pan American Health 
Organization (PAHO) Headquarters building, WDC. This meeting, 
which commenced May 6, 1968, was sponsored by the Food and 
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. Upon leaving 
the meeting,| |went to a telephone in the lobby of
the building and was overheard to call STOKELY CAP?ICHAEL. 
During conversation between CARM ICHAEL and|________ they agreed
to meet that night (I ay 7, 1968) at 8:30 p.m. According to 
information, just prior to the conclusion of the conversa
tion, ________ told CARMICHAEL to "continue to follow plan A
five." Following the telephone call, ________ reportedly
returned to the meeting which had continued to progress. 
No additional information was developed concerning the 
proposed meeting of and CAFM ICHAEL that night.
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b7C
b7D

b7C
b7D

discuss the reorganization of the Washington SNCC office. 
During the course of the discussion a number of heated 
arguments took place concerning who should be the actual leader 
of the SNCC office in WDC and the nature of this individual’s 
duties. After a lengthy debate, one member finally said "What 
we are arguing about is who is going to be the big boss." All 
those present agreed that this was the basis of the argument. 
It was finally decided that STOKELY CAP} TCHAEL would head the 
overall operation of SNCC in WDC and would be given the title 
of Project officer or Project Chairman._________ __________________
__________________________________________________  '-/DC, but would 
actually be taking orders from STOKELY CAP? TCHAEL. An assignment 
was then made of the various duties to be performed by SNCC.
After the assignment of duties was determined CALLTCHAEL told those 
present that they would now have to stop sitting around in the 
office and start organizing.  

b2 
b7D

On Nay 14, 1968, CAPNICHAEL, according to the 
United States Park Police, visited Pesurrection City of the 
Poor People’s Campaign being erected by the SCLC at West 
Potomac Park, WDC.

Previously CAPI TCHAEL reportedly had visited the office 
of the Poor People's Campaign located at 14th and U Streets, N.w., 
KDC, often sometimes twice a day. He reportedly "iust walks
in*looks around and walks out again."

b2
b7D
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A Steering Committee meeting of the BUF was held 
on Pay 15, 1968. Among those present was STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 
temporary Chairman. During the course of the meeting a 
discussion was held concerning the election of a full time 
chairman. CARIIICHAEL took somewhat of a "hands off" attitude
and attempted to convey the impression that it really did not 
matter to him what decision was finally reached. No formal
decision was reached.

Special Agents of the FBI verified the departure 
o f CART ICHAEL | I a t
National Airport, WDC, via Eastern Airlines shuttle for New 
York City on May 18, 1968. On May 22, 1968, he returned to LT)C 
at National Airport via Eastern Airlines.

A meeting of the BUF was held on May 22, 1968, at 
2115 14th Street, N.W., WDC, Headquarters of the New School 
for Afro-American Thought. Approximately 120 persons were 
in attendance, including STOKELY CARMICHAEL who presided 
at the meeting. During the course of the meeting, a member 
present gained the floor and announced that he heard on a_____
television news program)
It was suggested a motion be placed to the effect that the BUF 
support _______ This proposal set off an argument among those
present. The motion was discussed regarding a fund raising 
campaign concerning| After additional, discussion, it
was recommended that the motion be tabled, pointing out that 

|was well aware that the black people all over 
the United States were behind him. CARMICHAEL then spoke up
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and said that 10 per cent of the funds raised should be turned 
b?c over to him so he could purchase dynamite. He then went into 
b?D a detailed recital of]______________ troubles and advised those

present that, although he considered such a campaign as hopeless 
he would nevertheless support it.

Subsequently, one of the members present asked for 
support at Resurrection City, the Poor Peopled Campaign 
encampment in WDC, including money for supplies. CARtICHAEL 
objected to these pointing out the BUF had voted to support 
the Poor People’s Campaign but not participate in it. He 
said that support and other forms of aid by members of BUF 
would have to be a personal thing. He pointed out that the 
Reverend RALPH D. ABERNATHY, SCLC head, organizer of the 
Poor People’s Campaign, had not come into the black community 
to ask for support and that if the campaign was a success, 
ABERNATHY would become a big political figure. If the Poor 
People’s Campaign failed, failure would be laid to the black 
community and the reason for the failure would be sighted as 
lack of support of the black community. CAR!'ICHAEL later 
agreed that an individual of BUF should be allowed to help 
the Poor People’s Campaign in any manner he believed appropriate 
as long as the individual did not use BUF’s name.

Reverend RALPH D. ABERNATHY succeeded Reverend 
Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING as president of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC) and was the leader of the Poor 
People's Campaign conducted by the SCLC beginning in May. 1968. 

b 2 
b7D
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CARMICHAEL while recently in New York City attended 
meetings reportedly with other SNCC leaders attempting to

At the SNCC staff meeting in New York City, a 
discussion was held about the problems surrounding the conflict 
existing between ~|and CAPNICHAEL. CARMICHAEL and
__________ were both present at the meeting. As a result of 
the meeting.F

No new title or
function was assigned to CARMICHAEL.

A television program entitled "N.E.T. Journal" 
featuring STOKELY CARMICHAEL, BOBBY SEALE of the Black Panther 
Party (BPP) and MARIO SAVIC, former leader of the Free Speech 
Movement at Berkeley was broadcast from 9 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
over WE TA, Channel 26, Nay 27, 1968. The program was 
rebroadcast on the afternoon of June 2, 1968, and comments 
by STOKELY CARMICHAEL which were reportedly excerpts from 
his past speeches are being set forth as follows:
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”1 was told all the tine that I was an exceptional 

Negro. I was an intelligent boy. I had scholarships to go 

to.all the Ivy League schools and that I could get into that 

society if I played by their rules, but that really bothered 

me because I found myself becoming less free. You see, I think 

that the freest people in this society are the people from 

Mississippi because they have not been caught up in the 

structure of watching your 'Ps' and ’Qs,’ so I was very 

'worried about that, so I wanted to go South just to see how 

free they really were and what the threat was to the whole 

power structure. I got caught up in the Freedom Rides and 

decided that Mississippi was where I’d like to stay and.work. 
I.learnt (sic) from the people in Mississippi. I learnt from 

the people in Mississippi- what I never learnt from the most 

brilliant professors I’ve sat under. They taught me how not 

to he ashamed. They taught me how to say what you want to say
i x 351 3? L sy '.U> • i d*. x 1 O O -*2 i J O •

"We've been co riddled and inculcated with that 
American drear, (ano' nonsense which we were never a part of 
and could never hope to be- a part of. I think that's what the 

problem with America's now facing with the youth both black
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and white that we're all beginning to question why is it that ,

she’s the richest country in the world. Is it that she ex

ploits other countries, is it that she steals, murders, and 

plunders, or is it that she's so smart that she can develop 

her resources to yield the amount of productivity that it does, 

and I think that most of you are beginning to see that the 

United States has been exploiting other countries and that we !

have been enjoying that good life at the expense of other 

countries and that when you match that with the American dream 

which talks about honesty and 'equality and a fair share for 

everybody to recognise that you talk that nonsense at the 

expense of somebody in Vietnam or South Africa, or Latin 

America, Asia, Japan, just .makes you sick to the stomach.

You want to puke. ..... it's time that you use your mouth 

to say no and begin to use your knowledge for the good- of 

black people who surround year campus. i
"For once they get someone who's speaking directly ;

to them who's beginning' to challenge what has been defined as 

success for them ca their college campuses. Deep down they've 

always felt this, but they haven't been really sure hew to 
express it because they were afraid they might be called 
racists or black nationalists. They finally begin to see that 

they have that release to ^-hat I think you get the catharsis •

there but then an .awakening and a beginning to re-think what
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"In this country you were to think that white' people 

were Godj that they had the right to give us our freedom and 

so what we had to do was to beg them or to act the way they 

want us to act before they gave us our freedom. We must stop 

seeking to imitate white society. We must create for ourselves 

to save cur very humanity because the fight for black power 

in this country is indeed a fight to civilize a barbaric 

country - the United States. We have to be able to gather 

the strength, you must be able to get the (goods?) as the 

intellectuals of the black society to say: 'We are black, 

our noses are broad, our lips are thick, our hair is nappy, 

and we are beautiful - and we are beautiful - and we are 

beautiful - yes - yes - beautiful .... (speaker drowned out 

by applause and the taking up of the chant, "We are beautiful.').

"I think that black students have never heard anyone 

tell them that they are black and beautiful. White people 

like Negroes, but they have a role for them. They like them 

like maybe they like their pet dogs, but they like them to 

that extent. Nov; they have that role. Now when they break 

out of that role there's a threat, I guess the sociologists 

would call that a threat to status, or what have you, but there 

is that and then they have to react to that, but that isn't 

Just in the South, I mean it's in the whole country. It's in 

the whole country. It's in the whole country.
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"You ought to tell ’em clear, 'If you don't want 

any trouble, keep your filthy white hands off our beautiful 

black girls - keep 'em off - keep 'em off - keep 'em off 
(drowned out in crowd response) .

"You want to talk about this thing called violence 

that everybody is so afraid about. Here you are talkin' about 

you afraid of violence and the Honky draftin' you out o' school 

to go fight in Vietnam... (drowned out by crowd). Or, you 

gonna sit in front of your television set and listen to LBJ 

tell you that violence never accomplishes anything, my fellow 

Americans. This is the most violent society there is.
"I think that the society is headed toward suicide, 

and I really don't think that America could share in the guilt. 

I don’t think we could ever see ourselves a country, and that 

people have to see themselves, as individuals. And that is. 

particularly true, I think,, for white America, that she must 

see herself as 'individuals . That's the death trap for most 

liberals. You know, the first thing' they say to you is that 

.'Well, I’m not like the rest of them.' Like their first phrase 

to you, because they recognise fur them to share in.the collectiy 

guilt thev would Just have to drink themselves to death. And 

I think that the pesple who ever. Just touch on the collective 

guilt of white America must drink themselves to death. Just have 

to, cause you Just woke up one morning and without any reason

*■ ’- ...-i. -- ... U. U ..-'A •-.‘f 1? ..... J. U
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to do with it, not any reason at all - burning babies, even 

to stop communism, burning babies, nan you go crazy, you gonna 
blow your rind. (Speaker drowned out by miscellaneous back

ground comments, mostly unintelligible.)

"We are not only opposed to the war in Vietnam, we 

are opposed to compulsory- conscription, we are against the 

draft. Now, we are against the draft for anybody, black or 

white. When you are called to serve you have a choice, either 

you say no and face the possibility of going to Jail or you 

become a hired killer, you inflict suffering on somebody.

"It is more honorable to suffer. We must save our 

humanity, we cannot allow ourselves to be used as the black 

mercenaries in that war. You should join the greatest, Mohamm 

All, and tell them, 'Hell, no; I ain't going'. Hell, no! We 

ain't going.'" (Drowned out by background-applause.) ’ (it 
appears the speaker is furthering the applause with repeated 
statement, "We ain't going," 'while audience repeatedly says,
"Hell, no.")
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On May 28, 1968, SAS nf the FBI verified the depart
ure of CARMICHAEL from Dulles International Airport, WDC, to 
San Francisco, California, via Trans-Wnr1d Airlines, flight # 
63, departing nt 6:00 p.m. He returned to WDC on June 4, 1968.

advised on June 4, 1958,

ab/ised that he has seen CARMICHAEL on a few occasions since 
that time. Tn February, 1968, when he was working for the 

CARMICHAEL and one 
of CARMICHAEL'S associates met withj ]in his office in
______________________  of the District of Columbia. The meet- 
’ ng Lasted for about 2-k hours. They discussed various aspects 
of the 'racial problem and CARMICHAEL was of the opinion that 
nothing of a concrete nature could be accomp1ishei through 
the social programs then being employed to alleviate the. 
ghettoes. During the discussion CARMICHAEL used the term 
"revolution" in reference to the racial situation. Cnee

of the racial question, 
to be the answer and that Iw 
He added that this was the 

said he was con-

used, however, CARMICH*EL stated his definition of the term was 
that it was a total destruction in order to bring about a 
rebirth of the system. Speaking 
CARMICHAEL stated revolution has 
w^s organizing, not mobilizing, 
only salvation for the black man.
cerned about the country playing into CARMICHAEL’S hands through 
backlash controls and suppression, CARMICHAEL stated that the 
white people were helping by such demonstrations by students,

CARMI CHA FI, 
if he would be willing to help him and told 

CARMICHAEL added that he

by hippies, and by anti-Viet Nam war demonstrations. 
~ sk e d_________
that he could use him is his efforts, 
was winning his own war.

continued that CARMICHAEL does not want a 
viable program but wants to see polarization of the races and 
overreaction on the part of the whites. _________  stated CAR
MICHAEL’S on’yansw&r to the problems is revo’ution and has 
no positive program for rebuilding. In the nation’s canitol, 
CARMICHAEL has cast- a different posture in that he has given the 

b7C
b7D
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indication he rants to work along with ail elements of the 
negro social strata while setting up the Black United Front. 
Tn this connection CARMICHAEL has adopted a nn derate encroach, 
which according to  is just a cover.

had no knowledge of CARMICHAEL receiving any tvc 
assistance from outside the United States. b7D

area of destruction on 14th Street, N.W., WDC, which occtirred 
after the assassination of Dr, MARTIN LUTHER KING, .JR., and b?c
CAPNICHAEL acted like a kid in delight with, the ruins. CAR- b7D
MICHAEI. told them he was preparing for revolution with guerilla 
warfare. He reportedly stated the white man is not convinced 
but during the next riot there will not be any more looting, 
onlv burning.

A meeting of the BUF was held on June 5, 1968, at 
211.5 14th Street, N.W. , WDC. Among those present were STOKELY 
C'RMICHAEL. One of the members ore sent made a motion that a 
task force be appointed immediately to begin organizing the 
entire black community. This motion was seconded, but CARMICHAEL 
said the BUF would have to be very careful because people ran1 d 
start asking questions concerning the puroose of organizing. 
CARMICHAEL said his idea was to cover everything from the con
servative to the revolutionary. He pointed out that in the pro
cess of soliciting member ships in the black community the 
people should be to1d they are only joining the BUF not com
mitting themselves to any particular ideology. The.motion was 
passed and worded to express the ideas set forth by 'CARMICHAEL.

At the meeting on June 5, 1968, it was announced 
that the BUF had began to use offices at 900 Florida Avenue, 
N.W., WDC.

On June 8, 1968, 1968, SAS of the FBI verified 
the departure of CARMICHAEL at National Airport, WDC, via 
Northwest Airlines, flight # 353 bound for Detroit, Michigan. 
He returned to n'DC on June 9, 1968 via Northwest airlines, 
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flight 338, from Detroit-.

 On June 1 3, 1968, _______________________ ___________ 
_____________________________________________________  advi. sed 
CARMICHAEL using ticket under the name BILL HALL. accompanied 
by__________ boarded American Airlines, Flight# 29, for Los
Angeles, California. He returned to JDC on June 18, 1968.

A national staff meeting of SNCC was he1d at the 
Atlanta SNCC Headquarters, 360 Nelson Street, Atlanta, Ceor 
from June 11 - June 14, 1968. Various members cf SNCC were 
pre sent from sections of the U.S. During the course of the 
meat i ng c cm 
plained that STOKELY CARMICHAEL was conducting himself in 
a way which was detrimental to the SNCC organization in the 
District of Columbia. He .'-raid that 
a disrupting influence in the affai
almost intent on destroying SNCC in Washington. ____________
called upon others from Washington to confirm his statements 
Members of the Central Committee of SNCC appeared to take

remarks lightly. . They recommended that since

1RMICHAEL was exercising 
of the office "W seemed 

|he should return to WDC, and handle the problem of SNCC 
in whatever matter he could. CARMICHAEL did not attend the 
meeting. —---- *------------- b2

b7D

1968,
WDC. advised on June 14

__________________________  He advised the contract closing the 
sale had not been completed and negotiations were still in the 
preliminary stage. He advised that after the contract vas signed 
whereby_____________________________________ exten sive pub 1 i city
was given the sale by the news media. After the publicity 
CARMICHAEL telephonica11y contacted I pnd
complained about the publicity._______ stated that since the
publicity about the sale, | received a number of
telephone calls and letters about the matter protesting the abi
lity of CARMICHAEL to buy a house that expensive on a cash basis.
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He advised that the letters and telephone calls were non-.specifio 
in nature but some of then alleged the house would be burned or 
pi own un either before or after CARMICHAEL took occupancy. He 
stated that he dismissed the cal1s and 1etters as the work of 
pranksters or cranks, and most of them were made by persons who di d 
not identify themselves. He added I________________________________

had al so 
received a number of telephone calls and letters along the same b/c 
line. He stated reported that a number of telephone calls b7D
and letters to him appeared to be authentic and made by Negroes 
who expressed it°m)nrova! of CARMICHAEL and his activities. 'Some, 
according to| reported that they had lost their jobs during
the civil disorders in WDC and blamed CARMICHAEL for this.

Regarding the purchasing of a house, CARMICHAEL report
edly stated that he was aware of the reaction to this and that ho 
did not care because he would never move in the bouse anyway as 
he was sure it wou1d be bombed. He indicated that he would not.go

A meeting of the BUF Board of Conveners was held 
on June 2.5, 1968, in U9C, The purnose of the meeting was to 
draf t a statement Which would set out the strong fee1 ing of 
the BUF about the Southern Christian Leader ship Conference 
(SCLC) having failed to establish communication between the 
District of Columbia black community and the SCLC an<4 to- 
sternly warn SCLC against further protests in ’-’PC, which did 
not involve the BUF. Apparently what the BUF had in mind was 
the Poor Peoples Campaign which had been recently conducted in 
1’a sh i ngton by the SCLC. Among the members of the Board of Cov- 
w-ers present were STOKELY CARMICHAEL152 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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and an agreement was reached to issue a press release on June 27, 
1968. The press release stated as hereinafter set forth:

"A BLACK MANIFESTO

on

"THE JUNE 24TH TRICK BAG"

from

THE BLACK UNITTD FRONT 
of Washington, D. C.

"On June 24th, the black people of Washington, D. C. 
were put in a trick bag.

"The trick bag was set up to destroy black unity 
and begin steps to make the D. C. black community a con
centration camp.

"Because we are the black community, the Black United 
Front accepts its obligation to the black community to 
straighten our minds and get ourselves together. We ask 
black people to address themselves to the following 4 facts:

”1) It is a fact that when SCLC used its organiza
tional tool of non-violence, that technique brought 
down massive and brutal violence by honkie cops 
against the entire black community. We have no 
quarrel with SCLC's use of non-violence as its tech
nique to "do its thing".

"The Black United Front has never taken any 
position for violence or against non-violence.

"What we do reject is SCLC's refusal to accept 
its responsibility and the consequences for its 
actions as they affect the total black community. 
Honkie cops didn't go down against SCLC. They 
went down against the entire black community of 
Washington, D. C. 153
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"D, C. black mothers and black children were 
tear-gassed for only one reason — they were blacko

"A curfew was slapped on the D. C. black communityo 
We say the black community because only black people 
were arrested. Whites were permitted to pass unmolested 
by white cops.

”2) It is a fact that SCLC failed to honor the 
commitment made by our late and beloved brother, Rev, 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., to involve the D. C. black 
community in its planning and to keep D. C. black 
people abreast of its plans —— step by step.

"This was not done. The black community of Do C. 
was totally ignored. Instead, whites took over 
many of the key operations of SCLC’s program.

"3) It is a fact that the Black United Front, out 
of its deep respect for Rev, KING, initiated the 
meeting with SCLC, not necessarily to participate 
but to establish communication between the D. C. 
black community and SCLC.

"SCLC then chose to totally disregard the Do C. 
black community.

"4) It is a fact that the so-called "Solidarity Day" 
was a white-conceived exercise to divide the black 
community. District all-black organizations were not 
invited to participate in the "Solidarity Day" program.

"The Black United Front does not suggest that 
District black people would have participated in 
larger numbers. But they were not even asked.,

"We ask: How can any "Solidarity Day" be a reality 
when any segment of BLACK PEOPLE is deliberately 
excluded? 154
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"The Black United Front reaffirms its first loyalty 
to the black community,,

“Black people must not be crushed by honkie racism, 
whether it comes in the form of honkie police brutality or 
misguided whites attempting to program the progress of black 
people by subverting our organizations,,

“The Black United Front realizes that SCLC’s action 
allowed the honkie cops to take the offensive against the 
entire black community.

“Because of the actions of less than 200 people 
connected with SCLC’s program, the entire black community was 
placed “up tight". D, C.'s 500,000 black people themselves did 
nothing to bring on the curfew. In April, following our beloved 
brother’s assassination, the total black community ran it down 
against white racism. We accepted our responsibility and the 
consequences for our actions because what was done was done in 
the name of blackness.

“The Black United Front hereby serves notice on ALL 
organizations throughout the country that no organization - 
black, white or inter-racial - is going to come into this 
city, program a protest and then expect Do C, black people to 
sit back and get put in a white racist trick bag.

“Unless such organizations are prepared to join with 
Do C. black people in helping to build a strong and viable 
black community, then we sternly warn against further protests 
which do not involve the Black United Front.

“Toward this end, the Black United Front invites its 
black brothers and sisters in SCLC to join with us in achieving 
the kind of black community that will stand as a lasting 
shrine to the power of blackness and the integrity of black 
unity.

“Our hands are extended. Our hearts are open to our 
black brothers and sisters in SCLC to meet with the Black 
United Front within the next week at a time and place of their 
own choosing. 155
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"We await their decision in the name of black unity 
an1 bi aok pre e ss.

"(Passed unanimously on June 35, 
1968, at a meeting of the 
Board of Conveners of the 
Black United Front.)"

advised on June 38, 1968, regarding June 34, "'968, a date 
mentioned in the above "manifesto", that it was on that ,7ate
the police converged on "Resurrection City", the Poor Peoples 
Campaign encampment tri UDC and made a number of arrests of 
inhabitants there. f>n the same date, Reverend RALPH 0.
A.BERNATHY, Head of the SCLC, Poor Peoples Campaign, along 
with a number of his followers were arrested, in WDC charged 
with disorderly conduct. Subsequently, on that date a crowd 
began gathering in the vicinity of i4th and U Streets, N.F., 
WDC. Later, sporadic looting in the area commenced. In 
order to quell the activities then underway a considerable 
number of policemen were sent into the area. In some instances 
gas was used to contain lawless activity. As a result of this 
activity the BUF protested’ the police action and issued the 
above mentioned "Black Manifesto".

TV MISCELLANEOUS

____________________________________________|VDC, advised
on May 8, 1968, she is a student at ______________________________  
and would graduate after another year of study. She advised she 
work ed part time a s at
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furni shed her home 
address s~  She 
also stated that-she is -24 years old, a nd a er a d ate of

 advised’ that she has known 3TCI-JJ..T CAR- 
'OTE/nk for annroximately 8 years, having net bin through 
mutual friends when-he was a student at- Bronx ’’io’- School
of Science and she was a student I

 both in Now York. She continued that she has 
been in Washington. D.C.

advised, however, that she knows nothing oc CAR’M Cl.A’j 
business activities as they.had a strictly_________________
______________  31 >e stated that at times they discussed the 
"Black ’Revolution" but only for theraputic reason?. 
advised that CAAMICTTA AT.
of dealing with the day to Way problems and tensions of try
ing to change his .standards from, those of the white world 
in which he had grown un, to a new world which treats the
black man as equal

(advised that when she first met 
'■'ICEAkl was an integration!st but over the years 
to being a "Black Po.weru advocate because he saw 
was not working. 1 stated that she is also 
Power" but to a different degree than CARMICHAEI.

him, ■ C Al
ias changed 
integration 
for "Black 
and when

they did discuss "Blackness", it was a matter- of what she 
believed in versus what he believed in. ~|advised that
CARMI CTTA ET, is confused regarding standards of beauty since 
the American -Negro has all these years been taught to look 
at his natural state as being the. epitome of ugliness and 
has been brainwashed to accept the white mans standards of 
beauty as being good for-all. In order to reject the white 
man's standards of beauty and make the Mep.ro proud of his 
natural African beauty CARMICHAEL has turned to advocating
the "Natural" or "Afro" stylo haircut and African shirts.

b7C
b7D

|’stated that CARMICHAEL returned from his 
trin to Africa during-December, 1967, and did not mention 
much excent his beginning.

stated that she knows nothing of his financia1 nosit ion
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empha si zed again 
that the nature of their relationship was not such that she 
would have reason to question his politics1 aims or means of 
attempting to accomplish them. She stated that he worked very 
hard at promoting equality for blacks and when he was worn out 
and tired of the "Movement".I ~

advised that CARMICHAEL was always certain
that he was going to be killed and did not really concern him
self with it. He accepted it. Now with his new family, he 
is concerned about dying. He is happy for the first time and 
wants to complete a full family life.________ stated that she
is certain that CARMICHAEL did not just marry_______ for con
venience and financial reasons but is really in 1ove with her.

that CARMICHAEL'S new life|_____________
a person working in the ghetto for the 
He now lives on 16th Street and has money

_______  f eels 
will harm his image of 
good of black people, 
and is bound to alienate many of his followers
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An article appearing in the July-August, 1967, issue 
of the magazine "Tri Continental" published by the Organiza
tion of People of Asia, Africa, and Latin America, contained 
an article appearing on Pages 15-22 entitled "The Third World- 
Our World", by STOKFLY CARMICHAEL. The "Tri-Continental" is 
a bi-monthly magazine published in Havana, Cuba, and mailed 
from Prague, Czechoslovakia.

The foregoing is a copy of the article:
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Black Power developed as a slo
gan" because the African-Amer
icans inside , the United States 
recognized that prior to 1965, the 
people who where leading the 
struggle were not calling for 
power, but they were calling for 
other irrelevant things; they 
were calling for . love, they were 
calling for non-violence, they 
were calling for peace, and that 
a clear political, recognition is 
that if one is to implement 
change, cne does not need love, 
one does not need non-violence, 
one dees not need morality, one 
needs power
So a clear understanding . was 
that power' was what the black 
masses of the United States need 
if -they intend to liberate them
selves,. thus we call for black 
power.

What has happened is that living 
inside the United States for four 
hundred years, African-Amer
icans recognized the racism of 
the United States and how deep 
it is. Unlike many peoples of the 
Third World who live outside of 
the United States,- and never get 
a chance to really taste this 
racism,, we have been inside tire 
United States for four hundred 
years and we’ve recognized the 
depths of racism so that we have 
a two-front fight to wage; racism 
and exploitation, which happen 
to be by-products of a capitalistic 
system..

Many people who live on the 
cutside arc not so much concern
ed with racism as they ar.g with 
exploitation, but the lines are
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sharply drawn for us inside .the' 
United States for many reasons. 
We -have an entire* white society, 
which has for four hundred years 
enjoyed a luxury out of our 
sweat; we have been slaves and 
none of them protested it.

When the Civil War occurred in 
the 1860’s, the war was not for 
freeing’the slaves; the War was 
■whether or not the North would 
control the country, or the South 
would control the country. The 
question of slavery was irrel
evant. As a matter of fact the 
war was started in 1861 but Lin
coln did not sign the Emancipa
tion Proclamation until 1863—he 
himself said several times that if 
he could save, the Union without 
freeing the slaves, that is what 
he would do, because his job was 
to be concerned with the United 
States, not with Black people.

We do not think that the people 
in the Third World understand 
the racism that we have to fight. 
The off-times question is why we 
do not join hands' with white 
Workers in the United States. Not 
only is it because of the sub
conscious racism of white work
ers and the white working class 
in particular, who think that be
cause they are white they are 
better than us, but also because 
the white working class is part 
and parcel of the American cap
italistic society, and it is part 
and parcel because when the 
white working class of the United 
States organized, its fight was not 
for the control of the resources 
of the United States, not for the 
redistribution of wealth in the 
United States; their fight was 
merely for mere money. All they 
were concerned about was more 
money.

The United States capitalists, 
who were then ruling' the coun

try, in order, to get more money, 
in order.to avoid the inevitable 
class conflicts Marx talks about, 
began to exploit other countries 
in the Third World. Their profits 

increased, they threw some of 
their profits to the white work
ing class, who accepted it, so that 
the white working class was now 
enjoying the money off the sweat 
of the Third World, so that they 
became part and parcel of the 
system; they have to fight to 
maintain it, because if they do not 
fight to maintan it, they will have 
to fight for a new system.

Though we feel that a new sys
tem would be more beneficial to 
white working class America, we 
are unable to convince them of it 
because they are afraid to give up 
their economic security they now 
have and fight for a new type 
of system which would be 
more beneficial to them. So they . 
throw in their lot with the white 
power structure inside the United 
States. Until they begin to devel
op a revolutionary consciousness, 
where they will begin to fight to 
chage this system, they will not 
work with us—-we cannot wait 
for them, we must struggle 
alone.

We automatically hook up with’j 
the peoples of the Third World,! 
because we see ourselves, and I 
we are in fact colonies inside the i 
United States; the peoples of the * 
Third World are colonies outside 
the United States. The same pow
er structure that exploits and op
presses you, is the very same 
power structure that exploits and 
oppresses us. It rapes us of the 
resources inside the colonies 
where we live, it rapes you of 
your resources outside in the 
colonies where you live. So even 
if our goals were different, even 
if cur aims were different, even if 
cur ideology was different, our
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enemy is the same, and the only 
way all of us will be liberated is 
when we come together and de
feat our enemy. And we must 
come together to defeat the ene
my, because we are not fighting 
isolated capitalism, we are fight
ing international capitalism; and 
since the imperialist powers of 
the world have internationalized 
their system, we must also inter
nationalize ..our system, so that 
cur fight will be international.

That, then, means that the im
portance and the significance of 
Che’s words when he says we 
must create two, throe, many 

/ Viet plains has much relevance 
to us once wo begin to recognize 
the importance of internationaliz
ing our fight.

Our hooking up with tlia Third 
World also moves beyond the 
point of having a common ene
my; therefore it is more impor
tant for us to hook up with tha 
Third World, than it may be for 
the Third World to hook up with 
us. Because the United States has 
used our peoples time and time 
again to fight all of her imperial- 

. ist wars; it is we who are the 
cannon fodder for all of her wars. 
We must develop a relationship 
with the Third World, so that 
our people will begin to recognize 
that their struggle is with the 
struggle of tire Third World, and 
that vze cannot allow white 
America to use us to fight im
perialist wars, where she can 
continue to subdue peoples.. Once 

_we begin to show, that relation- ' 
-Ship to our people, they will not 

. fight in the Armed Forces of the_ 
have re-, 

’.ouced the fighting power of the 
U nifed States, they will_h ave io 
send ether people to" do their~~ 

"lighting on the outside, we can"" 
'then have~our total force ’on the 
'inside,"we can start to wage a . 
■ ] —*—-J 162

^^ht on the inside of the United 

States."'. ' ’ .

We have • viewed the United • 
Stales as an octopus, with its; 
tentacles reaching all across the 
world. The eye of the octupus is 
located inside the United States.. 
Cuba has cut one of the tentacks;! 
Viet Nam has one of the tentacles' 
tied down; the other tentacles, 
are loose; whenever there is j 
trouble, the United States sends . 
the other tentacles... If vze can [ 
get the other peoples to tic clown < 
the other tentacles of the United 
States, while those tentacles are 
busy, vze can stab the eye. That 
will be our job on the inside, so 
if we can make other people on 
the outside begin to fight . the 
'United'States, while we are wag
ing our fight inside, we carl more 
easily defeat the octupus, and we 
must do that, if in fact it is going | 
to be defeated. ’

If we allow the United. Stated to i 
keep waging one struggle and 
then the other, and then the 
other, she will continue for ever; 
but if she is forced to wage all 
the struggles at the same time, 
she will be defeated almost im
mediately. That is precisely the 
importance of hooking up with 
the Third World.

But there is another reason. What 
white western society has done 
wherever it has gone, is that - 
it has transplanted different 
peoples and put them on differ
ent lands; it has taken Africans 
and spread us all across the Ca
ribbean, all across South Amer
ica, clear on into the United . 
.States. It has taken Indians and 
done the same thing; it has 
taken Indians from India and 
dope that also; it has taken 
Chinese ano nas done the-same 
thing; and what usually happens
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these countries begin to move 
for their liberation,, the imperial
ist powers begin'to use the ques
tion of race and culture to keep 

. them divided. A clear example of 
that would be Guiana today, 
where you have Indians fighting 
blacks; an example of that would 
be Malaya, where the British 
have the Indians fighting the 
Chinese, fighting the Malayans.

These tactics are very good, as 
far as the imperialist powers are 
concerned, because while they 
keep these races fighting each 
ether, they are still able to ex
ploit. If we can begin to come 
together, where you no longer 
have Indians fighting blacks in 
Guiana, but both of them coming 
together and fighting the United 
States. If w; can do that in Ma
laya, where you will not have 
Chinese fighting Indians, fight
ing Malayans, but all three 
coming together’ and fighting the 
British, we can more easily de
feat the imperialist powers around 
the world. So the question of the 
Third World coming together as 
a force is very important for us, 
because also within the United 
States we have problems such as 
this; a clear example is the prob
lem of blacks and Spanish-speak
ing people inside the United 
States.

For years these two groups have 
viewed each other with hostility, 
have always fought against each 
other, particularly Puerto Ricans 
and blacks inside of Harlem and 
Chicago; and what has happened 
is that while these two groups 
have always been fighting each 
other, sometimes in bloody street, 
fights, the white power struc
ture has sat back and laughed. 
Unfortunately for them, and for
tunately for us, because of some 
concrete organizing work that we 

hav^^ic, we are getting Puerto 
Ricans and blacks to march in the 
streets together to fight the 
police. If that tactic can be em
ployed successfully inside the 
United States, then we hope to 
use that as an example for 
our brothers' around the Third 
World.

On the question of economics, 
we are somewhat behind other 
peoples cf the Third World for a 
number of reasons; because we 
live inside the United States, it is 
hard for us to seize control of 
the United States and then have, 
a revolution in terms of the re
distribution cf the wealth. Before 
that can come abeut, we need 
other people, particularly white 
people, to work with us so that 
we can begin to wage that strug
gle. We do not think, however, 
that white people will begin to 
develop a revolutionary con
sciousness until the profits of the 
Third World, the external profits 
of the United States, arc out off.- 
Once those profits are cast off, 
and no more profits are coming 
into the United States, and she 
must begin to turn inside to find 
her resources and her economic 
way of life, then and only then 
will the white working class 
begin to develop a revolutionary 
consciousness. So that we must, 
whether we like it or not, aid the 
struggles of the Third World so 
that they can defeat imperiadism 
in their colonies, keep the 
Yankees out, force them to come
back home and force the white 
working class to develop the re
volutionary consciousness, that it 
must develop, to wage a. fight to 
destroy the capitalistic system 
inside the United States,

Black Power must begin to speak 
specifically to the culture of black 
peoples around the world. .Be
cause the imperialist powers raoe-d 

p
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"Africa so bastardly,- that sha 
too!'., us from Africa and scattered 
us all around the world; took us 
from our mother country, took 
us from bur mothers, took us 
from our* fathers, split up our 
families, tool-: away. oui- culture, 
took away our language, took 
away cur heritage, took away our 
dignity. And we are beginning to 
understand more and more that 
unlike other people who have 
land, or countries to fight for, in 
a sense, Black Power is going to 
have to become a nationality for 
us, that our color in many cases 
is going to become our country.

The’ black man has been scatter- 
' ed all around the world, like for 

example, a black man in Brazil, 
or a black man in Mississippi, a. 
black rnan in Trinidad, a black 
man in Guiana, we’ve all sprung 
from the same culture, and we 
do not know that culture. Our 
fight is unique because we have 
to fight to reclaim our culture 
which has been destroyed in a 
cold, calculated method by white 
western imperialist society, so 
that we wou.d not feel any to
getherness ci- any unity for each 
other. As because in probably 
every country of the Third World 
you find black men today; except 
in Asia, in every other country 
you find Africans in the Third 
World, it is because of that, more 
than anything else, that we will 
have close ties with the Third 
World, ties which will transcend 
political and intellectual ties and 
will become emotional ties cnee 
we begin to see ourselves as a 
people. So that if the United 
States decided to invade Brazil, 
if Brazil has a sizable African po
pulation, which it does — 35% —; 
if we recognize that those M- 
ricans are part of us, that we stem 
from the satno country, we wili 
not fight them, we will not fight 
them. This is one of the impor
tant reasons why we can develop

emotional tie. with the Af
ricans in Brazil, the Africans in 
Puerto Rico, the Africans in Ven
ezuela, the Africans in- Santo 
Domingo, the Africans all over 
Africa and wherever Africans 
are.

Many of the African national 
leaders are now beginning to 
have an impact on us; it started 
with Lumumba, Patrice Lumum
ba, but our awareness of Lumum
ba did not come while he was 
alive unfortunately; it came after 
his death, and it did not come 
through Lumumba or through 
Africans; it came through our 
martyr brother Malcom X, who 
began to explain to us. that 
we must internationalize our 
struggle, that we must look 
beyond the United States, and we 
must begin to understand that 
we have to fight the minority- 
complex which the United States 
imposes upon us; and that if 
we begin to internationalize our 
fight, we will begin to recog
nize'that numerically the black 
man outnumbers the white men 
around the world; and that if we 
begin to see that, we will no 
longer see ourselves as a minor
ity, but we will see ourselves, in 
fact, as a majority.

And if the people of color can 
begin to come together, all of us 
who have been'exploited by the 
white man, be we Chinese, be we 
Indian, be we black; once we 
begin to recognize that WE make 
up the majority of the world, and 
the white man is in the minority 
in the’ world—particularly, white 
western powers—we will no 
longer begin to be afraid of him. 
That, for example, would be the 
importance of the fight in Indo
china; the French were fighting 
the Indochinese; the Algerians 
waited until the French had 
finished fighting in Indochina, 
fighting the Indochinese, before
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began their fight. If they 
had recognized their struggle and 
their unity; they would have 
come together and fought the 
French at the same time the In
dochinese were fighting, the 
French, the defeat of France 
would have been more quickly 
achieved. That could be the 
example to us of the Third World; 
the people of Malaya, the people 
of Somaliland, the people of Por
tuguese' Guinea, the people of 
Venezuela, the people of Brazil, 
the people of Viet Nam—all of 
us—land the black people inside 
the United States, if we come 
together, we would quickly defeat 
all of the western powers.

t ‘

White western societies have 
stripped the world of its huma
nity. It is our job to come togeth
er and save the humanity of 
the world. White western society 
has dehumanized all of us. Until 
recently, she had to dehumanize 
us to the point where we would 
not even rebel against ths dehu
manizing process; but we are 
now beginning to come alive; we 
are beginning to understand what 
Che talks about, when he says 
a man wakes up from his death 
and begins to love life so much, 
that he is going to risk his life 
to live for it. I think that is where 
all of us in the Third World are; 
that is, where blacks inside of 
the United States are. And that 
we, more than anybody else, will 
recognize the dehumanizing pro
cess; and we, more than anybody 
else, recognize' the price that we 
will have -to pay for humanity; 
we, more than anybody else, have 
developed real hatred of the 
white West---the hatred that 
Che talks about that is going to 
make us effective, cold, killing 
machines that will transcend 
man, because for four hundred 
years wo have been forced to live 
inside of the West, we have been 
forced to recognize and to under

stand true, imperialistic na
ture, and like a dog who lias been 
trained by its master, no one can 
become a more vicious enemy 
than a dog that has been trained 
by a master, because the dog 
knows the ways of the master.

The United States cannot destroy 
us the way she can destroy other 
peoples, because she cannot drop 
a hydrogen bomb or an atomic 
bomb inside her cities. Her weap
ons will be of no use to her 
inside her cities; she will have 
to fight us in hand to hand 
combat; she will have to fight 
us on our terms in guerrilla 
warfare. She may develop chem
ical gases, to use inside the ghet- 
toes, but if she uses a chemical 
gas inside of Harlem, she’s going 
to have to use it in all fifty of 
her states, because once she uses 
it inside of Harlem, we will start 
in Watts, we will start in Chica
go, we will’start in Cleveland, we 
will put the entire country on 
fire, and we will sit like Nero and 
twiddle our thumbs.

If in the final, end, in order to 
stop the United States, we have 
to fight till each of us die, then 
our lives is not too high a price 
to pay for the humanity that we 
will render to the world, once 
we have destroyed the imperial
istic nature of the United States.
I think that the most important 
thing that we can do is to begin 
to organize and I felt that I could 
use myself as an example, by 
going bad: into the field and 
begin to organize again, perhaps 
other people would begin to 
follow the lead. As I do not think, 
that there is any hope for us in 
the Third World unless we organ
ize our people; I think too many 
people in the Third World want 
to 6e v.-hrt wo call "arm-chair 
revolutionaries’’, that is, just talk 
and tell people how to organize, 

r~i
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rather than themselves going 
and doing the organizing. That 
is one of the reasons why it is 
very important, and also because 
we want to be able to give other 
people a chance to move around 
in leadership roles, so that when 
the United States and the CIA 
arms begin to assassinate leaders, 
there will be a lot of other people 
who. have been playing a leader
ship role, so that the struggle 
will continue and not depend 
upon one man. As you know, it 
has been done in the past; lots 
of movements have been stopped 
for years because they were able 
to kill the leaders; we want 
other people to get a chance

move around in leadership 
sitions.

Wc have tried for four hundred 
years to peacefully coexist inside 
the'United States; it has been to 
no avail. The oppression has not 
stopped. It is clear for us that we 
can only be on the side of those 
in the Third World who are for 
armed struggle; those who talk. of 
peaceful coexistence, talk only 
of maintaining the status quo. 
We’ve already picked up arms; 
it’s not a question - any more for 
us of which way to go; it is mere
ly a question of tactics. We are 
ready to destroy imperialism by 
any means necessary.
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_________________________________advised on May 14, 1968, 
that, an article appeared in the March 8, 1968, issue of 
"The Aurora", entitled "What We W nt". by STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

Attached is a copy of the article.*.
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What We Want'

by Stokely Carmichael
One. of the tragedies of the 

struggle against racism is that 
up to now there has been no na
tional organization which could 
speak to the growing militancy 
of young black people in the 
urban ghetto. There has been 
only a civil right movement, 
whose tone of voice was adapted 
to an audience of liberal whites. 
It served as a sort of buffer zone 
between them and angry young 
blacks. None of its so-called lead
ers could go into a rioting com
munity and be listened to. In a 
sense, I blame ourselves — to
gether with the mass media — 
for what has happened in Watts, 
Harlem, Chicago, Cleveland, 
Omaha. Each time the people in 
those cities saw Martin Luther 

. King get slapped, they became 
angry; when they saw four lit- 

! lie black girls bombed to death, 
■ they were angrier; and when 

nothing happened, they were 
steaming. We had nothing to of
fer that they could see, except to 
go out and be beaten again. We 
helped to build their frustration.

For too many years, black 
Americans marched and had their 
heads broken and got shol. They 
were saying to the country, 
“Look, you guys arc supposed to 
be nice guys-- and we you beat 
us up, why don’t you give us 
what wo ask, why don’t you 
straighten yourselves out?” After 
years of this, we are at almost 
the same point -— because we 
demonstrated from a position of 
weakness. We cannot be expected 
Miy longer to march and have 
our In-ads broken in order Io nay 
I., whil.-o: ,-on>r. on. y.m'ir- nice 
guys. 1'or you are not nice guys. 

'We have found you out.

An organizalion which claims 
to speak for the needs of a com; 
munity — as does the Student 
Nonviolenh-Coordinating Commit! 
tee must speak in the tone of that 
community, not as somebody 
else’s buffer zone. This is the . 
significance of black power as 
a slogan. For once, black people 
are going to use the words they 
want to use — not just the words 
whites want to hear. And they 
will do this no matter how often 
the press tries to stop the use of 
the slogan by equating it with 
racism or separatism.

An organization which claims 
to be working for the needs of - 
a community — as SNCC does — 
must work to provide that com
munity with a position of 
strength from which to make its 
voice heard. This is the signifi
cance of black power beyond the 
slogan.

. Black Power can be clearly de
fined for those who do not at
tach the fears of white America 
to- their questions about it. We 
should begin with the basic fact 
that black Americans have two 
problems: they are poor and they 
are black. All other problems 
arise, from this two-sided reality :• 
lack of education, the so-called! 
apathy of black men. Any pro
gram to end racism must address, 
itself to that double reality.

Whites, will not see that I, lor
coil t. on p. 5, col. 3

WHAT WE WANT 
ion’t jrom p. 1

example, as a person oppressed 
because of my blackness, have 
common cause with other blacks 
who are oppressed because of 
blackmrss. Tin’s is not to say that 
llirrn inn no while people who 
ere. lliing.-i a-> I do, but dial it 
is black people 1 must speak to 
first. It must be the oppressed 
to whom SNCC addresses itself 
primarily, not to friends from the 
oppressing group.

As for White America, perhaps 
it can stop crying out against 
“black supremacy,” “black na
tionalism,” “racism in reverse,” 
and begin facing reality. The 
reality is that this nation, from 
top to bottom, is racist; that 
racism is not primarily a piohlrm 
of "human relations’’ but of an 
exploitation maintained — either 

actively or through silence — by 
the society as a whole. Camus 
and Sartre have asked, can a 
man condemn himself? Can 
whites, particularly liberal whites, 
condemn themselves? Can they 
slop blaming us, and blame their 
own system? Arc. they capable of 
tlie shame which might become 
a revolutionary emotion?

We have found that they us- I 
ually cannot condemn themselves, ; 
and so we have done it. But the 
rebuilding of this society, if at all 
possible, is basically the respon
sibility of whites—not blacks. We 
won’t fight to save the present 
society, in Vietnam or anywhere 
else. We are just going to work, 
in. the way me <wr, fit, and on 
po.'ih; d<d rjx.l for < i vil 

lij-dll.-i bill l,,r all oiji human 

rights.168
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An article appearing in the "Washington-Afro Ameri
can", date-'! April 23, 1968, captioned "Stoke1/ Carmichae1 : 
Hnw Beliefs Guide His Actions" is set out as follows:
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Stokely Carmichael: How 

beliefs guide his actions
.......... ...... By MOSES J. NEWSON

WASHINGTON -Let militant 
Stokely Carmichael talk about his be
liefs and the thing that’s burning in
side him is clear enough to be de
scribed.

It’s like Paul Revere’s “Redcoats 
ar e coming” warning, Patrick 
Henry’s “give me liberty or death” 
militancy and George Washington’s 
“fight if we must” courage, all 
churned up in a black and white 
kettle.

But that’s the easy part, the less 
explosive part.

The unanswered questions are whe
ther what the Howard University edu
cated young black power advocate 
believes is true and whether the 
strategy he’s pushing promises suc
cess or suicide.

SPEAKING IN a soft voice as he 
sipped a drink during a cafe inter
view, Carmichael first expressed his 
feelings about reactions to the assas
sination of Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr.

“White people have been hypocriti
cal. They... hadn’t expected black 
people to retaliate over Dr. King’s

(Continued on Page 11)
>ST . .::-----

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
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death.

“Their reaction now is they realize 
the real threat that black people pose 
to them. . .enough to destroy their 
country.

“With that in mind I think they are 
going to prepare for the wipe-out 
now.

When Carmichael speaks of the 
wipe-out, he deals with something 
that is basic to his thinking and his 
actions.

“I start off from the assumption 
that white people intend to commit 
genocide against black people,” Car
michael said.

The same day he discussed his po
sition with the AFRO, former Con
gressfan Adam Clayton Powell de
clared from Bimini: “. . . .white rac
ism is nothing but the attitude and 
framework for an ultimate policy of 
genocide against black people.”

He asserted that with his “shoot 
looters” statement Chicago Mayor 
Richard J. Daley “has made history 
as the first public official to lay the 
administrative ground floor for the 
extermination of black people.

“First, we shoot to kill looters;. • 
.and finally, we shoot n-—rs for just 
being n-—rs." • t ♦

THERE IS no question at all in 
Carmichael’s mind that white Ameri
cans prefer genocide to equality of 
the races.

It is from this assumption that 
whites intend to resort to genocide 
that Carmichael reasons violence 
must be met with violence.

Unlike the Jewish people of Germa
ny who meekly faced the Nazi hor
rors, colored Americans must reta
liate, even if this leads to revolution, 
Carmichael feels.

“They (whites) can be successful 
(with genocide) only if black people 
don’t believe they mean to do geno
cide,” he said.

Everytime there are rebellions 
(such as the recent disturbances 
across the country), it raises the real
ization of black people to the reality 
of genocide.

“For the majority of blacks, while 
they know the white man is mean, 
they don’t believe yet that he is that 
mean.

“He’s had all the time in the world 
to do right but he is ingrained with 

that superior attitude.
“The white man is not God. We 

don’t have to beg him for anything. 
He has no right to dole out rights.

“Quoting Rap (H. Rap Brown, 
chairman of the Student Non-violent 
Coordinating Committee), the only 
man holding up the world revolution 
is the black in the United States.

“This past weekend showed we are 
not far away from revolution in this 
country.”

LOOKING AT the lopsided fatality 
figures and ghetto destruction of the 
recent outbreaks, Carmichael was 
asked if the colored man in this 
country indeed is ready for a revolu
tion.

“I don’t think people are ever 
ready until they have to be,” he an
swered. “As we fight we will have to 
get ready. It has been this way in all 
revolutions.

“We have no choice. Black people 
will win.”

Carmichael, who says what has 
been happening in predominately col
ored colleges is healthy and sup
ported by SNCC, still feels too many 
students harbor fears of a physical 
nature.

“Most people don’t know there is 
bullet waiting for them. They have 
nothing to die for,” Carmichael ex
plained his lack of fear concerning 
possible death by violent means.

“I think that people who are fight
ing for their people have something 
to die for. We (Stokely and Rap) 
know there is a bullet waiting for 
us.”

Carmichael, a former SNCC chair
man, said he would not want that role 
again if it were, offered him. He pre
fers to stick to his organizing.* ♦ *

HIS WORK, ic organizing; his 
many speeches, are aimed at getting 
colored Americans in the mental 
frame of mind to start moving in the 
direction he feels they must go to be 
self reliant.

If Stokely Carmichael is assuming 
wrongly that whites are bent on a 
genocidal program, and if he is 
wrong about retaliation being the 
only way to stop such a plan, there is 
one other thing he said that ha; a 
message:

“One thing the white people don’t 
know is that when they kill us (Stoke
ly and Rap), others just like us or 
better will take our places.”
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The information hereinafter set forth is an introduction 
to and translation of an interview with .STOKELY C'RYICHAEL which 
appeared in the April 25, 1968, issue of ’’L’Humanite Wouvelle, 
a French newspaper:
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"Our ultimate objective: to attack the capitalist 
structure of the United States"

The Marxist-Leninist Communist Party of France 
lends its political support to the historic struggle being 
waged by the Afro-Americans against the capitalist and racist 
power of the United States that is exploiting and oppressing 
them. Even though it does not share all the present positions 
of the Black Power leaders9 it does not thereby consider them 
any less authentic or valuable fighters in the worldwide 
struggle against American imperialism. The struggle of the 
American blacks is an integral part of the united worldwide 
struggle being waged by the peoples oppressed by imperialism 
and by the proletariats in the capitalist countries themselves 
who are being oppressed by their own governments. It is in 
that spirit that we are pleased today to publish the following 
exclusive interview by one of our African friends, himself a 
militant, of the Afro-American leader Stokely Carmichael, 
given during his last visit to Paris.

The great wave of fighting spirit now spreading 
through the large American cities, arousing the great Afro- 
American masses in heroic combat against reactionary rifles, 
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the victims of racism against the established capitalist order, 
marks, within the imperialist citadel itself, the beginning 
of the '’final struggle.” It also demonstrates the emptiness 
of the integrationist myth invented by the American bourgeoisie.

The outlook is now clear: Memphis has shown that 
non-violence by the oppressed cannot save them from the 
bloody violence of American capitalism. Memphis therefore 
marks an important milestone in the struggle of the peoples 
particularly the Afro-American people, which has realized that 
only revolutionary violence can break the bloody cycle of 
counter-revolutionary violence.

But imperialism, with its back against the wall, 
is attempting, in a last-ditch effort, to cast discredit on 
the just struggle of the Afro-American people by likening it 
coarsely to a "dance of fires and looting,” and describing 
its leaders as "psychopaths publicly inciting to murder" 
(New York Times, April 12, 1968). But the capitalists’ bad 
faith has its limits. They are forced to acknowledge, in impo
tent rage, of course, that "the voice of the Stokely Carmichaels 
is heard even louder in the land" (The Economist, London, 
April 11, 1968).

What is that voice saying? What struggle is involved? 
Is it a simple clash between two races, or is it Important 
in sone other way? Why must all Marxist-Leninists and other 
progressives support it and publicize it?

Some answers come to light in the course of the 
interview recently given to us by Stokely Carmichael, which 
we now publish for the first time. Sometimes, his answers 
were awkward; but they all express unshakable faith in final 
victory. Other answers will.come as this struggle, now only 
beginning, develops. We wish to present the answers that 
were given in the course of the interview.

Stokely speaks as a leader. There is nothing 
extravagant about him, contrary to the suggestions of a certain 
segment of the press. He was very simply dressed. He hadn’t 
had the time to comb his hair; we arrived just as he was getting
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up. On the night before, we had spent the evening together. 
We were five comrade? in all; we spoke very freely. An 
Afro-American comrade, living in Paris, made sure the 
translation was correct. The interview lasted four hours.

Kimba

STOKELY: The situation affecting the Afro-American people 
appears to be mainly a new form of domestic colonialism. 
The situation is almost original, and it Implies that our 
struggle has two main objectives:

Objective No, 1: To eliminate the colonial oppression 
that is directed at us as black people on the economic, social, 
and political levels;

Objective No. 2: To attack the capitalist and 
imperialist structure of the United States.

Obviously, objective No. 1 will basically be fought 
for by the Afro-Americans alone. Objective No. 2 will concern 
all American revolutionaries. It is a job for all.

The relation between these two objectives is expressed 
in two major problems, the problem of racism and the problem 
of exploitation.

I indicated before that objective No. 2 was a job 
for all, because it means solving a problem that isn’t peculiar 
to black people--the problem of man being exploited by man.
That isn’t necessarily connected with skin color.

But we can say that the problem of racism is specific 
to the black man. We can even make the following equation: 
black - proletariat of the world. Just because of his color.

White Western man can’t deny that he has made gains 
through the sweat of the black man. Take the French, Dutch, 
or British West Indies. They’re all the same. Take the 
United States in past centuries. Take the United States today. 
Take Africa. History is eloquent on the subject.175
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White Western man finds his justification as a 
Western man in the negation of the black man as black man. 
They made the black man a sub-human creature so as to rationalize 
exploitation of the black man, so as not to be humiliated as 
men.

Yes, of course, there was Colbert’s Code Noir (Slave 
Law). But all the same, the exploitation of the black man can't 
just be an example of applied psychology, since racism is 
clearly a manifestation of the class struggle. You have only 
to look at the examples.

STOKELY: First, there is an immediate problem, the awakening 
of the victim when he faces the executioner. We intend to 
fight as black men.

In the United States, even a "well-to-do" black man 
can't escape racism. You have only to read the American press 
to be convinced of that. In that case, the problem of a 
racism isn't necessarily connected with the problem of exploita
tion.

Racism is part of the ideological and practical arsenal 
of American imperialism. The black people are more exposed 
because White Western man has destroyed the African cultures 
of the black man. The black people of the world speak the 
language of their masters.

As Fanon says, culture is a "cohesive force." So 
they have to resist this imposed culture (Pidgin English, 
Pidgin French).

Among the Afro-Americans, it takes the form of 
Christianity. Christianity is an imposed culture--that is, 
essentially, an imperialist culture, because it is bound up 
with the idea of the universal worth of the master. You must 
know something about that in Africa, with your history of 
forced conversions.
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In fact, cultural liberation is a very important 
thing. It must aim at duplicating the master’s educational 
system (the final stage of imposed culture). Capitalist 
education is intended to renew and perpetuate capitalist society.

In practice, how can all that be achieved?

By organizing the black people. Historically, we 
all come from Africa, By dispersing us all over his world, 
white Western man has taught us--negatively of course, but he 
has taught us--to appreciate unity. We now know that unity is 
power. And it was in order to fulfill the imperative of unity 
that we decided at an early stage to fulfill ourselves culturally 
by rejecting Christianity (an imposed culture, bound up with 
the idea of the supremacy of white Western culture;o

The problem ahead of us to is to create black 
revolutionaries. For us, that means three objectives:

1, Adoption of an African national language, Fwahili, 
for example;

2, The destruction of Christianity;

3, The rediscovery of Africa, but scientifically, 
in order to draw our own heroes from there, instead of 
accepting the white Western heroes.

In short, we want to re-create our culture in order 
to turn it into a cohesive force.

We want to develop a common political ideology. In 
this regard, the experience of the Chinese revolution is rich 
in stirring examples.

Our job is to struggle to acquire a correct ideology 
which can unify all black people,177
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The essential thing is to contribute to developing 
the awareness that will lead the American black man to resist. 
That awareness is necessary.

What kind of awareness?

It has to be a political awareness.

One of the objective limitations of the leaders 
who preceded us is this: they appealed to the oppressors, 
not to the oppressed. We appeal to the oppressed. We tell 
them: “If ■ you want to be free, you must fight.” Chairman 
Mao Tse-tung rightly states that ’’power is at the end of a 
gun.” That’s right. We will match our liberating guns 
against the racist guns of American imperialism in its own 
cities.

We will force it to fight as we want to fight, as 
our Vietnamese comrades do. If they want to use napalm and 
rockets on their own cities, we have no objection to that. 
But we will fight; that much is understood.

Do you see any connection between your struggle and 
the struggle of the Vietnamese comrades and of other peoples 
fighting imperialism, mainly American imperialism?

Obviously, every time that the bases of imperialism 
are undermined abroad, our struggle gains by that much.

We would like there to be one African country that 
developed by its own efforts, and not by begging from, white 
Western man, 178
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We would have used it as-a psychological and tactical 
model for the mobilization of the masses, But no one can say 
that there is any revolutionary country in Black Africa now. 
That is why the O.A.U. is paralyzed. If American black people, 
today had to go into exile to Africa, no African country would 
accept them, for the simple reason that all those countries 
are under the yoke of American imperialism.

All those counter-revolutionary petty bourgeoisies 
in power in Africa are vassals of Johnson, and exploit their 
own black brothers.

What is your main job now? What takes priority?

First, eliminate our enemies--! mean all the counter
revolutionary movements that want to become integrated into 
white capitalist society.

Then we must organize our people so that they will 
develop offensive drive, an essential condition to change the 
present status quo.

That is all that the defensive struggle of Luther 
King and others was.

To win, you must attack. That is the minimum.

(Illustration: A photograph of rioters with the 
caption: “They are always right to revolt,”)
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an article a?:>2''.ring in the ”./as?::’.njton-z*fro m..;ericaa“ 
clcted Imy 7, 1968, cnptioned, “Jtohely On /orld Issues nnci 
I?.rriace:1 is set forth as follows:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Stokely on world 5 | 
issues and marriage I

BY GIM OKOH
“Black Power is all the 

gcreative skills which black 
Ipeople can bring together 
gfor the good o£ the masses 
Bof black people.” 
iStokely Carmichael, Black 
■Power advocate, in an 
SAFRO interview said 
g“James Brown will be 
I “black power, former Miss 

Miriam Makeba, now Mrs. 
Carmichael will be black 
power, Rap Brown will be 
blacker power, Muhammad 
Ali will be black power.

» « ♦s ’ “ALL THE creative skills 
I of colored individual per- 
$ sons working for the benefit 
lot the masses of “our 
Ipeople” — that is what I 
■ mean by “black power,” he 
■ said.
I “I am not concerned 
■ about how white people in

terpret black power. I ami 
concerned about how im-| 
portant it is” he remarked.|

CARMICHAEL SAID hef 
knew of the Student Non-g 
violent Coordinating Com-1 
mittee when he was in high | 
school. |

“I came down to D.C. to | 
picket the House Com-1 
mittee on Un-American g 
Activities, and I met a loti 
of other colored kids whog 
were all with SNCC. |

“Since then, I have expe-e 
rienced that nonviolence isjt 
not going to do anything. |

“I THINK we are nonvio ! 
lence preachers, morally ; 
But we are not dealing witt . 
moral issues, we are deaf : 
ing with political issues anc ; 
you cannot deal morallj 
within the line of politics. ■■ 
In politics, there is no mor« 
ality.” |

The 26-year-old militant®' 
leader denied he has con-® 
trol over the man in the® 
streets. 1

“It all depends on where I 
you are. Most of the time a 
we spend it in the streets, I 
so we have formed the gen-

(Continued on Page 18) t



—Stokely on world's issues
(Continued from Page 1)

eration and we form the 
streets,” he asserted.

HE SAID the only advan
tage he has over most 
people is that “we could 
talk to each other — that is, 
with mutual respect.”

« * *
CARMICHAEL STATED 

one thing bad “in our com
munity is that colored 
people make references to 
what white people will 
think about anything they 
are doing.”

■He said his marriage will 
not interfere with his activ
ities.

“No—I just got extra wor
ries on my side. My wife 
has already been a fighter. 
She has given her time to 
every African country 
fighting for freedom, de
voted all her time to meet
ings of Organization of Af
rican Unity, gave her time 
in the Bahamas, her money 
to the South African Stu
dents Association to meet 
college expenses for some 
students and she has a very 
close tie with all the Afri
can Freedom Fighters.”

I CARMICHAEL humo- 
rously remarked, “I would 

? think the man in the street 
j will be happy because I 

11 have found someone that I 
\ love and who loves me.”

Speaking about militancy, 
J he said the “nation will 
s have to yield to force.” 
f II e added, the Poor 
t Peoples Campaign has little 
t or no meaning. “We will 
; support them morally and 
; spiritually, but we cannot 
' march with them,” he as

serted.
Carmichael is convinced 

that the murder of Dr. 
King was as a result of 
conspiracy.

“High officials of this 
country did not want him to 
bring the poor people’s 
march to the District.”* ♦ *

“BUT THE DEATH of 
Dr. Martin Luther King has 
made black leaders more 
determined. As things are, 
they are going to be killed 
and we must work harder 
to do what we want to do 
before the bullet reaches 
us.

Carmichael stated their 
role is to restore humanity 
to the world.

“I will continue to organ
ize the man in the streets, 
make them warriors, and 
fight for the liberation of 
our people.”

He remarked that it does 
not make any difference 
how the war will be fought. 
“I think colored people 
will have to fight—there is 
no alternative.”

“YOU SEE what hap
pened in Addis Ababa—the 
students stoned the USIS; 
when Humphrey went to 
the Congo they stoned him, 
of course the black people 
are moving ahead here— 
white people can’t fight all 
these people at the same 
time. In addition to that 
Europe is breaking up.

“Now there is a break up 
in the white world. There is 
a split between China and 
the Soviet Union. Honkies 
can’t help it. There will not 
be a world War — it will be 
a full fledged world fight.”

Carmaichael concluded 
by saying “I am thinking 
that colored people in this 
country will be the most 
improtant. But we live in
side the beast and it is 
going to be our job to des
troy it completely.”

CARMICHAEL asserted 
he thinks that all reaso
nable hopes are already ex
hausted.

He said it was a pity that 
the middle class colored 
person is like any other 
white middle class person.* * «
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“BUT THE REAL soul i 
' brothers and sisters would 

like to see this country bur
ned down — for what has 
been done to our people.”

He said a lot of people 
would like to say burn the 
nation down, but they won’t ! 
say—it so those who can say I 
it let them do so. ]

“Death means nothing to I 
me. If you just think what 1 
this country has done to f 
colored people, you want to I 
kill every white person you j 
see.” ♦ * ♦

HE SAID he thinks white 
Americans hate his words, 
“if, I were white I think 
I would hate Stokely 
Carmichael and Rap 
Brown. I have to hate them 
because they will be des
troyed because of what I 
am trying to db.”

Carmichael said colored 
people are already edu
cated. * » »

“I THINK the education 
given to us by white people 
is to whitewash us and I 
think the smartest type of 
colored guys are those who 
drop out of high school 
ahead of time because they 
recognize what the high 
school is trying to do to 
them.” i

He said his high school 1 
was a waste and his college | 
useless. “I can’t use it be-1 
cause it is not going to do 
me any good.” £* * • a 

CARMICHAEL stated | 
that when he was in high! 
school, he used to save spf 
25 cents to go to a movie to f 
yell to Tarzan to beat up | 
all those Africans — and 11 
would yell—'kill him, Tarzan! 
kill him. I

* * * 1
A LOT OF US went | 

through that but then we| 
are coming out of it. We re- ? 
cognize the whole game the | 
white man has been play-1 
ing in the whole world. Now ; 
I will yell to black men to ' 
beat up Tarzan and send 
him to the cage.”

“I think the brain wash is 
going away more and more 
and Africa is becoming 
more meaningful to us.”

$ * 4t

CARMICHAEL SAID the

middle class colored person 
is afraid because “for one 
reason, money has become 
everything to him.

To the average guy in tie 
street, money is nothing.” :

He said they will try toj 
bring them home—because,; 
according, to him, “thej 
fight is going to be white; 
vs. black. It is not going to; 
be nothing else.” |

Carmichael warned that! 
America will only allow so! 
much rioting and looting! 
“before they bring the! 
troops in full scale — and] 
when they do, people will ’ 
fight just to live.”

« * « I
“I ALWAYS THOUGHT' 

that the honkies were after 
Rap Brown and myself, but 
when they killed Dr. King 
they lost. There was no 
need to kill him — he 
preached peace and every
thing they needed.

“No matter what they do 
with their Poor People’s 
Campaign, “it is going to 
make things worse.

“They are not going to 
get their demands and 
white folks will be push
ing around all the poor 
people and the whole 
people are going to get 
mad and they will start 
blowing up all over the 
piece.

‘■ I think the country will 
be fed up with burning and 
looting this summer.

• « *
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An article appearing in the "Washington-Afro 
American" dated May ?1 , 1968, captioned, "500 Share 'Jo 
With Miriam, Stokely" is set forth as follows:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Fnh: i.v.^n.npa >
BlSkJL) L . .i;.'., .. H lib/ /• ;

T- GEORGE W. COLLINS 

/•rju> Sluff Correspondent

MT. VEUNON, N.Y. — 

Fowcr, national and
’ a <-'.-rn a I i -'»uil politics, and 
ihc "gicutest .human slrug- 
gie in Ihc history of the 
■.'.oili!' Mok a back scat lb 
hue ami marriage here 
t; "i 11: ri i a y.

While those and other 
topics punctuated the mul
ti ■■ accent cd word;: and 

phrases of nearly .500 peo
ple, an ‘African .lady’ and 

."ii ‘African gent Icinan’ 
<’■ iH’inakd iiic spotlight of 
abilmimi

O il'' ' ' : i'K. ;iii I.-dy" Was 
Sir i:iH; ?,'ia 1;cI>:i, a dbllgh- 

tri in' .-'miiil Africa.

The 'African r.entl-'mnn’ 
w;r; Slokciy Carmichael, “a 

.'■< n (0 Africa living in 
America.” as they were 
(h.'scribed in the. original 

: io >i. of the uniriiie cer?-'

ninny celebration.

They were married in an 
unprcccntcd wedding, hosted 

by the palatial Tanzanian 
I'hiihassy nestled in the 
bosom of Ail.. Vernon, haven 

of New York's power elite.

Stokely and Miss Makeba 

were ‘technically married’ 
a few weeks ago, explained 

the Rev. Douglas' Moore, 

who conducted the colorful

ritual. 
• * ♦

THEY REPEATED the 

exchange of vows Saturday 
because, Stokely said, ‘we 
wanted.our friends to share 
in our happiness.’

Their invitation said ’a 

few friends’ were being in

vited to the ‘private re

ception.”

. J’.eforc the downpour of

rain chased .rinobs from 
flic rambling lawn and info 
the mansion-like ombm,w, 

Ihc collection of a "few 
friends" had grown Io near
ly fsOO people, linked |o na

tions from all points of the 
globe.

Stokely, the panther like 

supreme commander of. Ihe. 

I’lael; Movement, cut a fig- 

u.'O of African royally as 

he greeted arlniircr.s. Do 

was regal in a Hewing, brl- 
I’antly white "grand l.lirbu,” 

a gilt, from .[’resident Sc

hon Toirc of Guinea.

Miss Makeba, the. fiery 
songstress dedicated to 

liberation of .South Africans 

was gowned in a radiant 

beige “JJu-bu,”' made by

(Continued on Page 18>
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(Continued from Page ?)

her mother-in-law, Mrs. 
Mabel Carmichael.♦ « ♦

TO THE howling approval 
of their guests, Stokely and 
Miriam embraced following 
the exchange of vows anal 
tears trickled down the j 
glowing ebony face of the 
bride. |
Ambassador Marof Achkar 
of Guinea presented the 
couple to the Rev. Mr. 
Moore, a Methodist mini
ster of Washington, who 
had earilier performed the 
“technical ceremony.’’

A hush fell over the mini
ature United Nations as
semblage at 30 Oberhill Rd. 
ar Tanzanian Ambassador 
His Excellency Akili B.C. 
Danieli, the host, opened 
the proceedings.

The ambassador lauded 
the “linking of two con
tingent in matrimony and 
prophesized that it would 
hasten the day of freedom 
for “all black people of the 
world.”

Ambassador Achkar tak
ing note of the large con
tingent of white guests, call
ed the occasion the “begin
ning of human brother
hood.”

“We have given a sister to 
an Afro-American and we 
have received an Afro- 
American as our son,” Am
bassador Achkar declared] 
to thunderous applause.
The Rev. Mr. Moore, who 1 

said he founded the Wash
ington chapter of the Stu
dent Non-violence Coordi- 1 
nation Committee, SNCC — ' 

- one chaired by Sto’. -dy, 1

read the text of the cere
mony written by the bride
groom.

IT FOLLOWS:
“Before the first black car

go of slaves bowed its head 
in the restless bosom of 
the Atlantic, a beautiful 
people had made their mark 
on the world.
“On those ships of agony, 

were the best of Africa’s 
kingly lives, royal houses, 

delicate craftsmen, head 
men of the forest, plain 
plain coast, weavers, drum
mers, and strong black wo
men.
“The young glory of Africa 

was sent into a new world 
of terror. Black men in the 
bush by the muddy rivers, 
near the edge of the deep 
forest lamented for those 
stolen brothers and sisters. 
Prayers for their return 
were offered, but to no 
avail.
“And in the midst of slave

ry, our wish to go back 
found expression in *My 
Home Is Over Jordan.’
The blood lines of all our 

people flow through Stokely 
Carmichael from turbulent 
rivers; from mountains of 
sadness j from cities of de
pair.
“Now our seed of hope has 

come and stands before us. 
In him we see the beauty of 
our people; their comely 
blackness; their vibrant 
manhood; their audacious 
assault upon the order of 
tyranny; their indomitable 
spirit to survive and create 
new form. He is the verit
able young prince, now des
tined to be our chief.
“He has lived and worked 

among us as a servant in 
the dusty delta of Miss
issippi and the black belt 
of Alabama. The waste 
places of Washington, are 
well known to him.
“He has seen the suffering 

of our people. He has heard 
their cry. He has felt their 
pain and his tears for the 
fallen have saturated the 
earth.

, “Now he stands as the 
epitome of our black man

hood. And he has found a 
wife from the daughter of 
Africa. She who stands be
side him comes out of a 
noble tradition. “A tradi
tion that has been brutal
ized by a cruel Satanic sys
tem. Her journey to free
dom has been long and tor
turous.

“Armed with only the gift 
of songs, she has kept the 
fire of freedom alive. Her 
struggle for her people and 
all black people is known.
“She has not forgotten the 

the insults, the cries of 
agony that come from the 
land of her birth. Now she 
comes to share a love with 

him and a sacred tradition 
with us.
“Her songs speak to us 

and her resources support 
the struggle on every front 

and now her love, her great
est.
est asset, has found an inti
mate expression in Stokely 

Carmichael.
“And we, through her, 

with him, will rediscover 
and re-instate the beautiful 
ways of our people.

“This is a blessed day. A 
significant and sacred day. 
A day of remembrance for 
us — black people of Africa 
am’ America.
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“It is significant for us as 
a people. Their love now 
serves as a link between 

| black people of two con- 
I tnents.

“Our common suffering, 
our common capacity to 
survive, our common cul
ture have provided us with 

; enduring links.
“This link of love will 

strengthen the unity of 
black people on two con
tinents.

“In the presence of this 
gathered community, they 
have come to say to us 
what they have already 
said to each other.

“What they will now say 
is an affirmation of what 
was first said in the pre
sence of their God and our 
creator.’’ * * *

AT THIS point the Rev. 
Mr. Moore injected a new 
substitute for the tradition
al vows exchanged between 

bride and bridegroom.
“What is a wedding?” he 

asked Stokely.
The bridegroom an

swered:
“A wedding is a time for 

our friends to come togeth
er and enjoy themselves. 
They come together to wit
ness us publicly acknow
ledge our love for each 
other.”

“When did you marry 
each other?” the minister 
intoned.

“We were married when, 
in our hearts we recognized 
we loved each other,” the 
bridegroom said quietly.

“Then why did you come 
here?” the Rev. Mr. Moore 
asked.

“We came here because 
we want our friends to 
share with us our happi
ness. After several years of 
wandering, we have finally 
found each other.

“Because we love our 
friends we want them to 
share our happiness. There 
is so little to be happy 
about these days, we would 
like them to have some of 
this happiness.”

MINISTER — “Do you* 
expect a happy life?” ■

STOKELY — “Our lives® 
are busy, but what littl«| 
time we have will bsM 
precious and our love wilra| 
grow. h

“Our love will not be sei® 
fish. We have , to work fo® 
the liberation of our peopl® 
— each in his own way.

“Because our love is so® 
strong, our lives, when we# 
are together or apart, will® 
be very happy. a

“And if we grow weak,1 
we have our family and# 
friends to give us strength, i 
Yes, our life, long or short,| 
will be a happy life.” a

♦ * ♦ '3
“STAND NOW and make! 

public to your friends your| 
affirmation,” the clergy-| 
man instructed. |

With tears trickling down| 
her face, Miss Makeba calj 
led “Zanie” in the rite^j 
whispered: |
“I have found you and 1| 

need no other.” J
“I have found you and R 

need no other,” Stokely re-j 
peated. <

. ♦ ♦ ♦ t

THE REV. Mr. Moore! 
spoke again: |

“Now, in the presence of* 
this gathered community, i 
our ancestors and God, do 
you take the responsibility 1 
of loving this woman?

“Do you promise to pro
tect her from fear, poverty, 
and loneliness?”

“These rings that en
circle your fingers are 
precious symbols. They 
symbolize that a man loves 
a special woman and that a 
woman loves a special ■ 
man.

“Beyond that it symbo
lizes the unity of our 
people,” the minister said, 
halting for a reply from the 
couple:

“I have found a love and i 
she wears my ring,” Stoke- 

I ly said solemnly.
i “I have found a love and 

I he wears my ring,” Miss 
! Makeba answered softly.I * ♦ *
I A CUP of wine was han

ded the couple by the min-

T H E DIALOGUE be-1 
tween the minister and i 
bridegroom continued: |

MINISTER — “There are | 
many who do not want to | 
share in this happiness. | 
Many speak ill of you. 1 
What do you say of this?” I

STOKELY - “We wish | 
they could find one-tenth of 
the happiness we have 
found.”

MINISTER — “Are you 
sure you are in love with 
each other?”

STOKELY — “As sure as 
Mother Africa is the begin
ning of civilization. As sure 
as our ancestors are pray
ing for the end of our op
pression.

“As sure as the gods will 
right the wrongs. As sure 
as we breathe. As sure as 
we live. We are quite sure 
we love each other.” 187



ister who explained:
“The cup that is before 

you is a cup of blessing. It 
is a cup of sacrifice to our 
ancestors. It is a cup (if 
participation of the gath-| 
ered community.

“It is the cup of love 
shared by Stokely and Ma
riam and with the gathered 
community of love.”

A shower of applaust 
greeted the newlyweds’ mu 
tual sips from the cup anc 
the massive embassy ech 
oed the sounds of gayety as 
the bride led the audience 
in an African ballad, writ
ten specifically for the oc
casion. • * *

IT WAS past midnight 
when guests reluctantly 
made an effort to leave 
while the sounds of African* 
drums drifted from the 
great building into the. 
damp air of Westchester, 
New York’s most fashio
nable living quarters. i

It was a “Stokely Spec-1 
tabular!” I
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An article appearing in "The Evening Star" dated 
May 27, 1968, captioned "Carmichaels Bid On House" is set 
forth as follows:
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$70,000 ESTATE IN NW <7

i Carmichaels Bid on House
By BARRY KALB

Star Stall Writer
Black power advocate Stokeiy 

Carmichael and his bride, Afri
can folk singer Miriam Makeba, 
are negotiating to buy a $70,000 
castle-like house in the verdant 
“Gold Coast” area of upper 
Northwest Washington, on the 
eastern edge of Rock Creek 
Park.

The owner of the house has 
accepted a written purchase of
fer from the Carmichaels, sub
ject to further discussions on fi
nancing and other matters, ac
cording to sales manager Archie 
Kennedy of the Floyd E. Davis 
real estate company. .

The three-story, four-bedroom 
house, at 4331 Blagden Ave. NW, 
sits amid about an acre of 

; well-kept gardens. City Council-
; man William S. Thompscn lives 
two doors away at^^U, and 

| prominent investment broker 
I Belmont Ver Standig lives next 
i'dijor at432JL ,

The owner of the house, F. Vic 
Guidlce, said yesterday that ne-- 
gotiations with “some singer 
from' New York” had been in 
progress for about a week.

Guidice, who is retired, said

he and his son have been living 
in the house and plan to move 
out of the city.

Kennedy confirmed that the 
singer is Miss Makeba, 35, who 
was married to the 27-year-old

—Star Stall

This is the house on Blagden Avenue NW the 
Stokely Carmichaels are interested in buying.

Carmichael here early this 
month. Her lawyer is to contact 
the real estate firm tomorrow or, 
Wednesday to discuss “a certain, 
situation that we have to gfti
See CARMICHAEL, Page A-13
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CARMICHAEL
Continued From Page A-l 

straightened out,” Kennedy 
said.

“One of the contingencies is 
financing,” he added, but he re
fused to be more specific about 
the tentative purchase agree
ment.

“It’s all up in the air,” he 
emphasized. “We don’t know 
what the situation is.”

Kennedy said the house had 
been on the market at $70,000 for* 
about six weeks. Miss Makeba 
expressed her interest in a tele-; 
phone call to Kennedy about a 
week ago, he said, but he did not 
recognize the prominence of her 
name until later.

The Carmichaels “probably 
looked at the house one Sunday” 
but were not recognized by the 
agent, he added.

The house, which Guidice said 
is about 30 years old, is just 
west of 16th Street NW a short 
distance from the Carter Barron* 
Amphitheater, where Miss 
Makeba has performed.

Carmichael, who popularized 
zthe black power ideology ano 

became head of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Com
mittee, is now a Washington
based field secretary for the or
ganization.

There have been several re
cent reports that Carmichael 
and Miss Makeba were seeking 
a house in the . upper 16th Street 
area. A recent newsletter of the 
GOP Congressional Committee 
pictured another upper North
west house that the Carmichaels 
purportedly were buying.

In New York, one of Miss 
Makeba’s agents at Associated 
Booking said he knew nothing ■ 
of her “personal” business. 
Neither Miss Makeba nor her 
personal manager was available 
to comment on such a matter, 
he said.

Carmichael reportedly was in 
Washington today preparing for 
a West Coast trip but could not 
immediately be reached.

Miss Makeba, whose previous 
marriage to South African re
cording star Hugh Masakela 
ended in d i vTJTc^e, Kas a 
17-year-old daughter, Bpngi. 
Carmichael has not been mar-
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i v. appendix

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquartered at 360-362 Nelson 
Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself as not being 
a membership organization, but rather an agency attempting to 
stimulate and foster the growth of local protest movements. 
SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement which erupted across 
the South beginning on February 1, 1960. A conference at 
Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought together many of 
the demonstrating Southern students in a loose network of 
militant youth which was officially named SNCC in October, 1960.

A source has advised that in May, 1966, Stokely 
Carmichael was elected National Chairman by the Central Committee. 
In May, 1967, Carmichael was replaced as Chairman by H. Rap 
Brown, with Carmichael assuming the position of Recruiter and 
Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at the invitation of 
Fidel Castro, Carmichael participated in the Organization of 
Latin American Solidarity Conference which was held in Havana, 
Cuba. Subsequent thereto, Carmichael traveled to Hanoi and 
other sections of North Vietnam. He returned to the United 
States in December, 1967, at which time his passport was picked 
up because of travel to unauthorized countries.

A source advised that when Carmichael was elected 
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. With the election of 
H. Rap Brown as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on a world
wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand against 
violations of these rights by the American Government and to 
strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft and to the 
United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identi
fies SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. 
It advocates that to be successful it is necessary to develop 
a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in the 
Watts area of Los Angeles, California, H. Rap Brown said "You 
better shape up America, or we’ll burn you down." Later in 
February, 1968, in a publicized note Brown wrote, "America, if 
it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against you 
and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to organize 
your children, your God, your poor, your country, and to organize 
mankind to rejoice in your destruction and ruin, then here's 
my life." 192



■7F0 100-43503 APPENDIX1 BLACK UNITED FRONT (BUF)

On February 9, 1968, a meeting was held at 2208 
14th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C., by STOKELY CARMICHAEL. 
At this meeting, the BUF, an organization consisting of 
representative of black organization and individual memberships 
of black individuals was formed in District of Columbia in 
order to effect operational unity among and for black people.

b2
______________________________ b'7D

During June, 1968, the BUF in an official statement 
of purpose stated it was establishing for the purpose of 
expanding the lines of communication between, an effecting 
togetherness among all the black people in District of Columbia 
in order that they might obtain a rightful and proportionate 
share in the decision making councils of the District and 
rightful and proportionate control of the economic investigations 
in the black community.

The standards for qualification as a member were 
listed as:

1. Any black individual who has concern and 
interest in the black community.

2. Any organization whose primary involvement 
is for the benefit of black people, provided 
it is at least a 50 percent black constituency 
and its representative- in the BUF is black.

b2
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.TEC 100-435031 APPENDIX

BLACK PANTHER PARTY, aka 
Black Panther Party for 

Self Defense

A source advised that the Black Panther Party for 
Self Defense (BPPSD) was formed by HUEY PERCY NEWTON, 
Minister of Defense, and BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, Chairman, in 
December, 1966, as a militant black nationalist political 
organization to combat police brutality, to unite militant 
black youth, and to determine the destiny of black communities. 
The political philosophy was taken from writings of Chairman 
MAO Tse-tung of Communist China and black militant writers.

In March, 1968, the name of the organization was 
changed to Black Panther Party (BPP)„

The official BPP publication, "The Black Panther 
Party - Black Community News Service," states that the BPP 
advocates use of guns and guerrilla tactics in their violent 
revolutionary program to end oppression of black people.

On February 17, 1968, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Minister of 
Information, announced merger of the BPP and Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and bestowed title of Minis;er 
of Justice, BPP, upon H. RAP BROWN, Chairman of SNCC.

SNCC is a militant Negro organization 
which preaches black supremacy.

NEWTON, aforementioned, is incarcerated in the 
Alameda County Jail, Oakland, California, awaiting trial on 
charge of murder of an Oakland police officer.

Headquarters of BPP and Huey P. Newton Defense 
Fund are located at 4421 Grove Street, Oakland, California.
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The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

d FOIA/PA □ Litigation O Executive Order Applied
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b2
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION ~
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-

UNITED STA

Meme
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, NEW HAVEN (100-19320) (RUC)

STOKELY^CARMICHAEL

INCITING TO RIOT - MISCELLANEOUS

date: 7/31/68

Investigation in the New Haven Division has failed to 
reflect the subject in this area.

Informants have been contacted and alerted to report 
any information which would reflect his presence or 
the possibility that he would appear in Connecticut.

In view of this, there is no reason to maintain this 
case in an active status, and it is being RUC’d 
at this time.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 AUC TAM/MLT/TCG

/2 ^Bureau
WFO (97-9737) 

1 New Haven 
JAD/mmf

(5)

ex no /W- 7/7/

25 AUG 2 1968



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 >
MAY 1962 ttHTION . •»
OSA FPM# (41 CFR) 161-11.6 A /

UNITED STATES (AeRNMENT

4Memorandum
X

to a . : Directbf, FBI (100-446080) //.'
FRC^/^egat, Buenos Aires (65-29)

date: 7/24/68

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
if IS - MISCELLANEOUS
JI SEDITION
/ (OOsWFO)

I W 

I BNS.

ReBulet June

■ Enclosed are
subject.

' This LHM has

4, 1968. . I . -1

ten copies of an LHM on captioned .
■ ■ • A ' ''I/: . , ■ , A'' ‘ ; A Ar 7 ' . • •/' '

____  __ __ _ been classified corr£M^ntial to protect /,4
the identity of a source of continuing value. < 7'Z z

a"'.:. : a ;a.a ■ a'a ,-aZ-aa'a/a-/' a:'.-'/' \ a-'A7?'a*a a-

This LHM has not been disseminated locally as the 
information contained therein is generally known to interested 

■■ agencies. •
The confidential source referred to is

■Otheroffice sources who werealertedto our in ...
terest in this matter have furnished no information^of value.v

•' -b2

A'Z'A'-'a '“' A. ■ ■ A. : A'-^Va ■■ . . A1

7 - Bureau (Encs. 10) ‘
(1 -Liaison)
(1- Miami, Info)

a. (1 - New York, Info) (100-153751)
X (1 - WF0> Info) n RFP.00 

1 - Buenos Aires tX-llv nCU^Q
JJW lic.A./, 'A a-a'I •
(8) ------hi , < x

AGENCY :ACSI-,*,'QSX, SEC. S5SV. » a
/, MB r i SD RA0>

■ HOWFOP.W :/?■
ADA4EE0RWL '

' : by/'-;.'

•* I

&

■
fS3M- cIntaine-d" y.

'HEREIN IS UNCIASSTFIE®; '■ •>./.. 
DATE/' 03-.10-2D'.O6 Bl 60:30italic

THth, ai y t

I^^Bu^U.S. Savings Bonds Begularly onthe Pay roll- Savings Plan
5010-108-02

tam/mlt/tcg '



I 
I

F B I

Date: 7/31/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
AIRTEL

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, WFO

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RM - STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING
Bufile:100-446080
WFOfile:100-43503

COMMITTEE; SEDITION

RM - STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING 
Bufile: 
WFOfile:

COMMITTEE

01-25-2006

ReBu telephone call 7/30/68

CLASSIFIED BY 603 0 9 auc tam/mlt./t.cg 
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3(6) 01-25-203

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of an 
LHM dated and captioned as above pertaining to travel plans of 
CARMICHAEL

bl

(S)

sr»rq I b2 ~
AGENCY: ACSI .NIC,0SI, SEC. SERV. ,X 

WT: ISD, CRD, RAO

HOW FOKW: ______________

BY:

c. 4 Al "Ats 3) 4 ti if r W VH

bl .

*13* WJfcL

harge

JPL:b 'Ji

anM Per



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

July 31, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

STOKELY CARMICHAEL;
b'7C

DATE: 01-25-2006
CLASSIFIED BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3(6) 01-25-2031

and Consular Affairs,ISDS, had returned the passport of Stokely 
Carmichael to him on July 23, 1968. Carmichael’s passport had 
been mailed to him at his WX residence. On July 17, 1968, 
Carmichael had visited the USDS and signed an affidavit that he 
would not use his passport to travel to restricted areas if it 
wa s returned.



ffPOKELY CARMICHAEL;

This document contains neither 

leconiner.d.itions nor conclusions of 
t..n FBF. It is the property of 

• i**"  I" ' F ?*“d ^uanet^ to your Agency; 

it and its contents are not to be 

oi^t$|de your f ‘



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES G RNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 8/6/68

su

TO

CINCINNATI (100-16858) (RUC)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, Aka. 
RM - SNCC; SEDITION

Rerep of SA | 7/30/68, at WFO.

Subject’s last visit to the Cincinnati Division 
was in February, 1968. A report relative to his visit and 
activities while in this Division was submitted by SA| 

dated 4/16/68. Cincinnati files contain no further 
information of an evidentiary nature.

If CARMICHAEL visits the Cincinnati Division, his 
activities will be covered pursiiknt to Buairtel 12/21/67.

CARMICHAEL SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

• 2 - Bureau (RM)
2 - WFO (100-43503) (RM)
1 - Cincinnati (100-16858)

ALL INFORMATION -CONTAINED , ' ' . ' , -•
HEREIN. IS UNCLASSIFIED.. - '■ ■ '
'DATE 01-25-2-006 BY 60309 .auc t.am/mLt’/teg

CWH:jms 
(5)



FDyyMjrgv; 5-2 2-64)

F B I.

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

>fe: 8/4/68 

//PLAIN TEXT 
in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

Mr. Tolson
Mr. DeLoach__
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan__
Mr. Conrad___
Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen_____
M^CSulliyanie*:  
MrC&y41 
Mr^Trctter___

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes___
Miss Gandy

TO: ^DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SACj WFO (100-43503)

STOKELYCARMICHAEL, IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION,00:WFO

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED IN WASHINGTON, D.C., AUGUST

THREE, LAST. P.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 sue

4 - Bureau
1 - WFO

23 AUG 7 1968

JAM: ssb

Sent M Per



^©^’6' (Rev. 5-22-64) 
Z'iar*

PLAINTEXTTransmit the following in____ ______ -----

Date: 8/5/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

sitt. Tolson.. . . -1 
Mr. DeLoactt—.— 
Mr. Mohr

Bishop
Casper_____ .

Callahan____
Conrad_____

Felt_____ _
Gale____ .___

Rosen..............
Sullivan-***.
Tavel_______
Trotter

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Via TELETYPE URGE
(Priority)

FROM

TO

SAG, WFO (100-43503)

RECTOR, FBI (100-446080) AND SAC, NEW YORK

b7C

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM, 00: WFO

Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy__ —

F B I

SUBJECT OBSERVED AROUND RESIDENCE APPROXIMATELY NINE A.M

AUGUST FOUR, LAST. IN LATE AFTERNOON, SUBJECT ACCOMPANIED BY 
Of - .

UNIDENTIFIED NEGROES, OBSERVED DRIVING LATE MODEL FORD STATION

WAGON,yi BEARING CURRENT NEW YORK LICENSE

- UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO OBSERVED TO DEPART SUBJECT'S RESIDENCE AND 
tsc

ENTER^BLACK THUNDERBIRD BEARING CURRENT NEW YORK LICENSE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

ADMINISTRATIVE
DATE 01-25-200.6 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

NEW YORK ASCERTAIN OWNERS

AUTOS. P

(Ty- Bureau
3 « Teletype Unit
2 - WFO

AND CHECK INDICES RE ABOVE

223 AUG 7 1968JPL:tjd
(7) . MR. TRAINOR

cVzilOM 336

:_____ Sent .
^Special Agent in Charge

M Per



WA ...^24--- 

FBI NEW YORK

VIA TELETYPE *

JUL 31 1968

encipherer/

Mr. Tolson__
Mr. DeLoach.
Mr. Mohr

Bishop 
Casper.... 
Callahan. 
Conrad—

45 PM URGENT 7-31-68 AWS 

0 DIRECTOR 100-446080 AND WFO (CODE)

WFO VIA WASHINGTON

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751

STOKELY-XARMICHAEL

IS-MISCj SEDITION

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Felt- 
Mr.
Mri?

Gale________
»opeh_____ _

®ullivan__^L
M/ Tavel------- ---

Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room______

Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy_____

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcgDAT E

(RELAIBLE) ADVISED EIGHT THIRTY

PM INSTANT, CAPTIONED INDIVIDUAL AND

OBSERVED AT SUBJECT
NEW YORK. AT SUCH TIME, SUBJECT

TRAVELING IN LATE MODEL DARK GREEN AMBASSADOR AUTOMOBILE, NY

LICENSE PLATE TWO Z NINE FOUR ZERO

OF

NO

NYTO

REC-39/dY
RE BUTEL CALL TO NY AND WFO TEL AND TEL CALLS TO NY

ADMINISTRATIVE:

INSTANT AND NY TEL CALL TO WFO INSTANT.
CLASSIFY CONFlp^TIAL.

(PROTECT) AUG 6 1968

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES ADVISED.

NY WILL KEEP INTERESTED OFFICES ADVISED.

END

WA....LRC R RELJ^g/^-^ 

FBI
JW/COPIES TO



UR6 NT 8-1-68 IRR

TO DIR

357 PM

OR AND WFO

VIA TELETYPE

AUG! 1968

enciphered

CODE

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS DASH MISC; SEDITION; 00: WFO

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Tolson______
Mr. DeLoach____
Mohr_______
Bishop
Casper
Callahan____
Conrad_____

Mr. Felt.________
Mr. Gale_____ y
Mr. i Rosen /

...
Mr^ffavel 
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room_____ .
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy_____

CONFIDENTIAL AND RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED THIS DATE

THAT SUBJECT DEPARTED

NEW YORK. AT ELEVEN TEN AM WITH BAGGAGE AND LEFT
b'7C

b7D

AREA IN A VEHICLE.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 01-25-2006 BY 60509 auc tam/mlt/tcg

REFERENCE NEW YORK TELEPHONE CALL TO WFO. CLASSIFY

CONFJ^fQIAL.

NEW YORK.

END

JDR

FBI WASH DC

KEC-39./^CJ
' "

15 AUG 6 1968

■TWO COPIES 10 WO

57 AUG W.196



FBI WASH DC*

FBI MOBILE
853 AM
URGEM 7/28/68

Aeral bureau of inveswwn
W S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION
JUL 2 81968

TEEETYP

VFP

f Kir. Tolson— 
j Mr. DeLoteh 
[. l£r. Mote

Mr. Bishop— 
J Mr. Css>;?.r.„ 
| Mr. CaTxhar 
£ Mr. Conrad 
il Mr. Felt........
jj Mr. Gale 
;; Mr. Rosen . 
i; Mr. kii'nvan.

L- -. .■d2r„,
'. 'M Roar®_

DIRECTOR (100-446080) WFO (100-43503) AND ATLANTA (100-6812)
AND NEW YORK (100-153751)
FROM MOBILE (100-1858)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED I
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/to

CARMICHAEL AND ASSOCIATES REMAINED OVERNIGHT AT RESIDENCE
OF MOBILE. ALABAMA

SUBJECT AND ASSOCIATES LEFT RESIDENCE AT SIX TWENTYFIVE

TO MUNICIPLE AIRPORT, MOBILE, ALABAMA
ARRIVING AT SIX FORTYFIVE AM SEVEN TWENTYEIGHT SIXTYEIGHT. THEY 
OBTAINED TICKETS FOR CAS^ IN NAMES OF!

AND BOARDED EASTERN AIR LINE FLIGHT THREE NINE ZERO DEPARTING
/

AT SEVEN AM INSTANT DATE TO ARRIVE AT ATLANTA, GEORGIA AT NINE ZERO
SIX AM EDT. SUBJECT APPARENTLY COULD NOT MAKE ANY CONNECTIONS
OUT OF ATLANTA, GA.

12 AUG 6 1968

ADMINISTRATIVE;
REFERENCE IS MADE

_______  COPY SEKTTfeWfi® IDIU ____

/iff -7/it/bt
\ .......... -ih-i/t. t tejpTO MOBILE TELETYPE OF THREE ZERO SIX AM SEVEhr

TWENTYEIGHT SIXTYEIGHT. ATLANTA WAS TELEPHONICALLY ADVISED GIVING
DESCRIPTION7 O^LOTHING BEING WORN BY SUBJECT AND ASSOCIATES PRIOR TO

X'
CIfy OFFICIALS ALSO OBSERVED DEPARTURE. STATE AND MILITARY

AUTHORITIES ADVISED.^ " '
END
sen—

END
WA GJM
FBI WASH

TELETYPED TO
DC* ;OOM 836 9&D

COPY SENT AC AND IDIth



iFD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64)

FBI

Mr. ToIsoMw .m...
Mr. DeLoach. ।
Mr. Mohr .
Mr. Bishop n...
Mr. Casper 
Mr. Callaha 
Mr. Conrad 
Mr. Felt——

Gale__

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

TO TOR, FBIDIR

FROM: SAC, WFO

stokelVcarmichael. rm

RE WFO TELETYPE JULY THIRTY LAST .

SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE WITH

■■"4

Mr. 
Mr.
M

avel___
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room—- 
Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy—

7/31/68
PLAINTEXT

(Priority)

Date:

ABOUT NOON

SUBSE-

TO A

THEY

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT

JULY THIRTY LAST AND LATER VISITED SNCC HEADQUARTERS

QUENTLY THEY WENT TO A CLEANING ESTABLISHMENT AND THEN

TANZANIAN EMBASSY BEFORE RETURNING TO THEIR RESIDENCE

WERE NOT AGAIN OBSERVED IO DEPART RESIDENCE ON JULY THIRTY, LAST

& - Bureau 
1 - WFO

WWHtbah

TELETYPE

MR. TRAINOR 
ROOM 836 9&0

Approvi

8

REC-J2

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt.

MG 6 1968.

Sent M Per
^Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

mit the following in

F B I

Date: 7/31/68

PLAINTEXT
(Type in plaintext or code)

TELETYPE URGENT
(Priority)

TO: D 1CT0R AND SAC, NEW YORK

FROM: SAC\WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM.

ADVISED THEIR

Mr. Tolson’*,;x.-_^ 
Mr. DeLoach - 
Mr. Mohr-----------
Mr. Bishop---------
Mr. Casper---------
Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad_____
Mr. Felt________
Mr. Gale------------

. Mtc Rosen______
filif? SullivanLae1 

Mr. Tavel---------
Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room---------
Miss Holmes____

--------Masa-Gaady. —,

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED, WASHINGTON, D.C. THIS

SOURCES LEARNED LATE THIS DATE SUBJECT DEPARTED WDC WITH

FOR NEW YORK CITY BY AUTO TO VISIT

NO FURTHER DETAILS AVAILABLE

SUBJECT'S RENTED CAR, A FOREST GREEN RAMBLER AMBASSADOR BEARING

NEW YORK LICENSE TWO Z NINE

HIS RESIDENCE THIS DATE

NEW YORK COGNIZANT

- Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO

FOUR ZERO HAS NOT BEEN OBSERVED AT

12 AUG 6 1968

CEE*It
M TOAfNOK
ROOM 836 S&B



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
OSA FFMM4I CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GO\ ylNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 8/6/68

FROM :

subject:

SAC, OMAHA (100-7101)

STOKELTCARMICHAEL 
IS - M; SEDITION

(RUC)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc taw'mlt/tcg

00: WFO

to Bureau, 7/19/68, 
teletype to Bureau, 7/20/68, and New York teletype 
Bureau 7/20/68.

Re New York teletype Omaha 
to

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of a 
letterhead memorandum concerning subject’s trip to Omaha, 
Nebraska, 7/19/68. Two copies are furnished to WFO, one 
copy to New York and copies are also being disseminated 
to Secret Service, United States Attorney, and 113th MIG, 
all Omaha, Nebraska.

A surveillance log is being maintained in Omaha 
file 100-7101, la.

to SA[

furnished information to SA
^furnished information

It appeared that CARMICHAEL really attempted to 
travel to Omaha incognito since he did not sign the car 
rental, his name did not appear on the motel registration 
and his name did not appear on the United Airlines 
reservations.

No unusual contacts by CARMICHABL were observed
while he was in Omaha

2> Bureau (Enc. if) (REGISTERED MAIL)
-2 - Washington Field (Enc. 2) (REGISTERED MAIL) 
1 - New York (Enc. 1) (REGISTERED 
1 - Omaha 
DGH:dsa 
(6)

AGENCY: ACSI031,SEC. SERV 

&&&£: ISD, CRD, RAO , 

HOW FOKW: 
DATE FG.?.W~ 

BY: ~ '/P

0 A U 2 B°nds ^-e&u^arb on the Payroll Savings Plan

■ AUG 1968



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNIT^ STATES DEPARTMENT OF Jl^ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

On July 19, 1968, | Airport
Inn Motel, advised that earlier in the evening a white male 
requested reservations for four single rooms and one double 
room.

COPIES DESTROYED

■' 17 1971



Stokely Carmichael

On July 20, 1968,___________ Avis Rental,
Omaha Airport, advised that a yellow Dodge Polaro, with 
Nebraska license 1-X5043, was rented about 8?00 o.m..l

_ H The Negro male accompanying] I at the time used 
inis driver’s licenser T no stale shown. The car was 
returnedabout 12:45 p.m., on July 20, 1968, It had been 
driven 14 miles and the charge of $16,73 was paid.

The Omaha World Herald, an Omaha dally newspaper, 
iwue of July 21, 1968, set out in an article entitled 
Wlitant Carmichael Here For Jazz Show.” The article set 
out that Carmichael and his wife Mariam Makeba left Omaha 
Saturday morning following the Friday night Schlits Jazz 
Festival, at which Miss Makeba performed?/ "Mr. Carmichael 
declined Interviews except with Charles^Washington of the > 
"Omaha Star,” a Negro weekly, Mr, Washington said 
Mr, Carmichael said he decided to attend the concert because 
he had a night off.”

This document is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

2*



WA 15

FBI NEW YORK

PM/URGENT 8-5-68 AWS

TO

5320

RECTOR 100-446080 AND

WFO AVIA WASHINGTON

VIA TELETYPE

WASHINGTON IELD 100-43503

ENCIPHER

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

(PLAIN)

Mr. Tnlsonl——.
Mr. DeLoach____
Mr. Mohr..._____
Mr. Bishop.... .......
Mr. Casper______
Mr. Callahan____
Mr. Conrad.. ___
Mr. Felt____ /L_
Mr. (rfllp 1/ 1 1
Mr. Rosen__ X \u
Mr. SullivanM?flW'
Mr. Tavel _
Mr. Trotter/.____
Tele. Room...
Miss i Holmes____
Miss Gandy—_

STOKELY CARMICHA^ RESIDING AT

NEW YORK.

NEW YORK LICENSE IS A NEW

ISSUE AND NOT AVAILABLE AT THIS TIME.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE WFO TEL TO BUREAU DATED AUGUST FIVE, NINETEEN

SIXTYEIGHT
WWW »■ III I3MS

NEW YORK STATE MOTOR 
[I AUG 7 1968

VEHICLE BUREAU AND DETERMINE OWNERSHIP OF NEW YORK LICENSE

NEW YORK WILL CHECK FURTHER WITH

b7C

END ... . /f
.A.... ,^ TELETYPED TO:



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 8/6/68

Transmit the following in PLAINT^
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM SAC, WFO (100-43503)

Mr. Tolson
Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Mohr_______
Mr. Bishop______
Mr. Casper_____
Mr. Callahan____
Mr. Conrad____ b
Mr. Felt._______£
Mr. Gale_____ 2.
Mr. Rosen /
Mr. Sullivan V
Mr. Tavel______
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room..
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy_____

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM, 00: WFO

SUBJECT OBSERVED AFTERNOON OF AUGUST FIVE, LAST AT A

RESIDENCE AND DURING VISIT TO SNCC HEADQUARTERS, WDC

DURING EVENING SUBJECT AND VISITED THE EBONY TABLE

THREE EIGHT ONE FIVE GEORGIA AVENUE N.W., WDC P
/

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcgDAT E

MR. TRAINOR 
ROOM 836 9&D

Bureau
WFO

15AUG 7 1968

JPL: tjd 
(5)

ppro
Aj

Sent M Per
special Agent in Charge



August 6, 1968

b / C

Dear

I have received your letter of July 31st, with enclosure*

With respect to your comments, the FBI is strictly an 
investigative agency of the Federal Government and, as such, does not 
determine whether prosecutive action will be undertaken in any situa
tion. Such decisions concerning violations of Federal law are within 
the province of the Attorney General. Voluminous data regarding 
Stokely Carmichael has been furnished to the Attorney General, and 
you may wish to contact him.

I can certainly understand your concern and want to assure 
you that the FBI is aware of its responsibilities with respect to the inter
nal security of our country. We will continue to make every effort to 
carry out our duties with the greatest thoroughness and efficiency.

AUG 6 - 1968

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar Hoover
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.T.E 01-25-2-006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Tolson _________

DeLoach________

Mohr_____________

NOTE: No record in Bufiles of correspondent. His enclosure is an 
article concerning Stokely Carmichael and a speech Carmichael made
in Mobile, Alabama. The article is from an unidentified newspaper 
Stokely Carmichael is well known to the Bureau.

Bishop _________



TRUE COPY

7-31-68

Dear Mr. Hoover,

Ive always had the greatest admiration and respect for 
you personally, but it seems that the FBI or the Justice Dept, has 
really fallen down on the job concerning these renegades.

Decent honest Americans are sick of long hair professors 
advocating the over throw of our gov’t - ’’Violent overthrow” that is. On 
every hand people are disgusted with failure of elected officials to do 
their jobs because of both political and physical fear.

This failure of duty is the answer*  To the question 
"What’s wrong with America?

Sincerely

b'7C
b7D

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc

’ x Am a o s.L 7^ Jaa|

b7C
b7D

t.am/mlt7t.cg
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Mr. DeLoach 
Mr

603 0 9 auc t.am/mlt./t.cg
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asper _ 
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad;_ 
Mr. Felt_ ■__
Mr. Gale ' 
Mr. Rosen__
Mr. Sullivan _ 
Mr. Tavel J_
Mr. Trotter _ 
Tele. Room _ 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandj^ _

A D Ve>^rt-~TI zv 6

1 h.

A.LL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

006 BY

^1968



—Ho~> does he get 
away with it?

Stokely Carmichael broke a silence of 
several weeks with a typical “revolutionary” ) 
speech Friday night at Mobile. , ;

The last we had heard of this devoted ex- 1 
ponent of violence and Communist “liberat- \ 
ion,” he and his bride, an African singer, were 
shopping for. a house in the $75,000 range in ; 
Washington, D. C. j

Carmichael apparently didn’t change a 
bit during his quiet period.

He called Friday night for Negroes to, use 
guns to gain political power, and said, “We 
must create the maximum damage with a min- ! 
imum of losses of black people. And that is j 
through guerrilla warfare.”

His ultimate aim also has not changed. 
“To destroy this country,” he said, “we must - 
have an underlying love for each of our fellow 
black men.” i

Stokely wants to destroy this country, ac
cording to his own speeches. He wants to do it 
with “guerrilla warfare,” which in less roman
ticized terms simply means murder in the 
streets and sustained terrorism.

And in what form would he rebuild this I 
country if he could succeed in destroying it? 
Well, his political and ideological heroes in
clude Ho Chi Minh, Fidel Castro, the late ! 
“Che” Guevara, and Mao Tse-turig, all expon
ents of political power from the-barrel of a gun, 
and all practitioners of the kind of murderous 
terrorism Carmichael preaches.

, It continues to amaze and demoralize the 
average law-abiding citizen to see such a per-f 
son going around openly advocating these t 
things and getting away with it.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Date. 8/2/68

Via TELETYPE URGENT

TO: SECTOR, FBI

(Priority) /

e in plaintext or code) Mr.
Mr. _ ...
^Tele. Room__

’iss H< lmes_ 
iss-Gaady—

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Tolson__
I'Loach 
Mohr___
I’ hop 
Caspar
C oliahan 
Onrad...

Felt___ _

Rosen..._
Sullivan-
Tavel__
T' tter_„

FROM SAC, WFO
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS-MISC; SEDITION

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE

INFORMATION IN THE PAST, REPORTED THAT CARMICHAEL RETURNED

FROM NEW YORK CITY DURING THE EARLY EVENING OF AUGUST ONE LAST

AND ATTENDED, A PRECINCT MEETING OF THE BLACK UNITED FRONT

THIS MEETING LASTED FROM APPROXIMATELY EIGHT TWENTY PM TO

TEN THIRTY PM ON AUGUST ONE LAST AND WAS HELD AT THE CANAAN

BAPTIST CHURCH, SIXTEEN ZERO SEVEN MONROE STREET, NW

WASHINGTON D.C

SUBJECT OBSERVED DEPARTING HIS RESIDENCE SHORTLY AFTER

ONE PM THIS DATE AND WENT SHOPPING. HE RETURNED TO RESIDENCE 

b? AT FOUR THIRTY PM CARRYING A BOUQUET OF FLOWERS. AT FIVE PM

HE DEPARTED RESIDENCE WITH AND NOT FURTHER^

OBSERVED THIS DATE REC 49

ADMINISTRATIVE
525 AUG 7 1968

—Bureau--------------------

1 43wsb (5)
_ Sent

i ■ IW—

M Per



F'Bi^e^Wv. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT

Via TELETYPE

TO:

FROM:

FBI

Date 8/7/68

URGENT

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, WFO (100-43503)

Mr. Tolson- ..
Mr. DeLoach-__
Mr. Mohr. '.
Mr. Bishop..___ _
Mr. Casper-___i
Mr/ Callahan__
Mr. Conrad.__ .
Mr.
Mr. Gale 
Mr. Rosen_i__ _
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Ta vol 
Mr. Trotter.___
Tele. Room 
Miss Holmes.__ ;
Miss Gandy.......

Felt.

ALL TNFORMATTON'CONTAINED 
HEREIN-IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60303.auc tam/mlt/tcg

STOKELY-CARMICHAEL, RM - SNCC; SEDITION, OO: WFO

SUBJECT OBSERVED DURING MORNING AND AFTERNOON HOURS

AUGUST SIX, LAST. HE ACCOMPANIED TO NATIONAL AIRPORT,

WASHINGTON, D. C

SUBJECT SUBSEQUENTLY ATTENDED

BLACK UNITED FRONT MEETING HELD TWO TWO SIX THREE MT. PLEASANT

VIEW PLACE, S.E., WDC, DURING EVENING HOURS

ADMINISTRATIVE

LHM FOLLOWS

COPY MAILED NEW YORK.

M TRAINOR
HOOM 836 9&D

<4,2- Bureau
1 - New York (AM) (RM)
1 - WFO

JPL:tjd 
(6)

z TELETYPE

b7C

AUG 8 1958

______ -z____________________ ,________ Sent
:pecial Agent in Charge

M Per
r



FBI WASH DC*
?

I CHICAGO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

» U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

jL communication section
W AUG 61968

507PM DEFERRED 8-6-68 BGR
TO:DIR TOR (100-446080) AND

TELETYPE
WFO (100-43503)

1 (SOi-'T____—
. BMhop

Casper-----
. Mr. Callahaffi— 

.Mr. Conrad.
'! Mr. Felt---------
• Mr. Gale--------

1W. Rosen——

WFO (VIA WASHINGTON)
FROM: CHICAGO (157-1297) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM-SNCC 00 : WFO

: Mr. Trotter- 
; Tele. Room__

Miss Holmes. 
Effiss r; d^_

UNCLASSIFIED
-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

INSTANT DATE SOURCE, RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISED STOKELY
DAT E

b2 

b 7 D ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IN CHICAGO AREA, ADVISED INSTANT SUBJECT HAS TENTATIVE SPEAKING
ENGAGEMENT AT CHICAGO HOUSING AUTHORITY PROJECT, FOURTEENTH | 
STREET AND LOOMIS AVENUE, CHICAGO, SATURDAY EVENING, AUGUST TEN
NEXT-_ _ _ _ _ _ _  EX-100

~| COGNIZANT. .
ADMINISTRATIVE:REQ. 38 f Q 0 M 1

(PROB).
b7D

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- AUG 9 1968 •USA, SECRET SERVICE AND MILITARY ADVISED. _ _ _
LHM FOLLOWS. SOURCES ASSIGNED. BUREAU WILL BE ADVISED OF

PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS

END
JTM

WFO ADVISE CHICAGO WHEN SUBJECT S ITINERAR OWN

FBI WASH DC* —



FBI WASH DC

FBI SAN FRAN
315PM UR NT 7/26/68
TO D ECTOR NEW YORK
WASHINGTON FIELD VIA

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

AU. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Communications section

JUL2 61968

LFH

r
TELETYPE

WASHINGTON
FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-721) (P) IP

Mata-....—
4.- UeLofels___
is!fe Mofe_______
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Callahan____
Conrad....
Felt________
Gale________

hvaa_*™.

AND WASHINGTON FIELD

Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes____

iss Gandy_____

: Mrj Rosen. 
SlipSGHiv. 

* Mr. TaveL

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
><? ' HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

- fjSj DATE 01-25-2006

STOKELYCARMICHAEL; RM - SNCC.
60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

b2

CARMICHAEL HAS INFORMED THE

b'7D

ADVISED THIS DATE THAT 
4

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP), OAKLAND
THAT UNLESS HE IS GIVEN THE BREAD IN ADVANCE HE REFUSES TO
COME TO OAKLAND FOR SUNDAY JULY TWENTYEIGHT, NEXT, BPP RALLY
BEING STAGED IN SUPPORT OF HUEY NEWTON, CURRENTLY IN ALAMEDA
COUNTY JAIL ON MURDER CHARGE.

RECEIVING OFFICES ARE REQUESTED TO ADVISE SAN FRANCISCO IF
STOKELY LEAVES OR DOES NOT LEAVE FOR SAN FRANCISCO IN TIME FOR
RALLY ONE P.M., JULY TWENTYEIGHT, NEXT.
END

-4AR. TRAINOR
L ROOM 836 9&D

FBI WASH DC
® AUG 8 1968

TELETYPEDTObta&68
J I tWSENT AG AND IDIU



2-64)

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT

Date: 8/8/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

TELETYPE URGENT
Via---------------------------- ----------------------------------------- —____________

(Priority)

Mr. Tolson---------- 1
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Moljr----------
Mr. Bishop—------
Mr. Casper---------
Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt-----------i
Mr. Gale.--------- J-
Mr. Rosen-------J-
Mr. Sullivan_x— 
Mr. Tavel.-------—
Mr. Trotter-------

TO: DIR^TOR^FBI (100-446080) b

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
herein' is unclassified

f) DATE. 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM - SNCC; SEDITION, OO:

Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy-

F B I

SUBJECT OBSERVED DURING MORNING OF AUGUST SEVEN, LAST,

AT HIS RESIDENCE, FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH STREET, N.W.,
b7C

WDC. AT ONE THIRTYEIGHT P.M., SUBJECT ACCOMPANIED BY

DEPARTED THEIR RESIDENCE AND PROCEEDED TO THE INDUSTRIAL

BANK OF WASHINGTON WHERE SUBJECT ENTERED. THEREAFTER, HE AND

VISITED THE. PITTS MOTOR HOTEL WHERE THEY REMAINED

UNTIL TWO TEN P.M. b7 C—

SUBJECT ATTENDED BLACK UNITED FRONT (BUF) MEETING HEL&

NASH METHODIST CHURCH, RHODE ISLAND AVENUE AND LINCOLN ROAD, |

. b7C

N.E., BETWEEN THE HOURS OF EIGHT THIRTY P.M., AUGUST SEVEN, |



F^3^ifR>T>5-22-64) I

F B 1 |

Date: I

Transmit the following in____________________ _______ . ________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code) '

Via_________________________  __________________ ' _____ , _____________________ _____ ।
(Priority) <

____________________■.________ - _ __ _ _________________ '_________ ..______________-----______ -________________ 1_______

WFO 100-43503

PAGE TWO

MAIN OBJECTIVE ABOVE MEETING WAS TO DISCUSS PROPOSALS FOR 

AMENDMENTS TO GUN CONTROL LAW RECENTLY PASSED BY D. C. CITY 

COUNCIL. NO INCIDENTS DEVELOPED DURING ABOVE MEETING.

ADMINISTRATIVE

LHM FOLLOWS. P.

•v

o

Mt. TRAINOR
ROOM 836 9&D

Approved: Sent M . Per .
Special Agent in Charge



fSJB.6* 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in CODED

Via TELETYPE

TO

F B !

Date: 8/7/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority) b / C,

DIRECTOR, FBI AND SACS, CHICAGO 
NEW YORK

1 - X
j 3 r.
; Hr. Cal\
i .'Kr. Com-a 
j Mr. Felt__
I Mr.

fiandy

Gale.___
r. Rosen__

tty'Snllivan.

“Trotter—
Rooe?__

FROM: SAC, WfO

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RACIAL MATTERS-SNCC; SEDITION

ON AUGUST SEVEN INSTANT A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO

'b / C HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST REPORTED

CARMICHAEL STATED ON AUGUST SEVEN INSTANT THAT HE AND

ARE LEAVING FOR CHICAGO ON AUGUST

NINE NEXT. HE SAID THEY WILL GO TO NEW YORK FROM CHICA<

AND WILL RETURN TO WDC, QUOTE SOMETIME NEXT WEEK UNQUOTE

ADMINISTRATIVE

b2

FOR THE INFO OF NEW YORK, CHICAGO TELETYPE OF AUGUST 

SIX LAST ADVISED

CHICAGO, ON AUGUST TEN, AND THAT CARMICHAEL HAS

2 - Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO (100-43503)

JRP:rmh b c 
(7)

Sent _________ _______ M Per



WFO 100-43503

PAGE TWO

A TENTATIVE SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT IN CHICAGO ON THE EVENING 

OF THE SAME DATE.

WFO ATTEMPTING TO OBTAIN ADDITIONAL DETAILS REGARDING

TRAVEL, AND WILL REPORT DEPARTURE.

■S3
*3

CC~ MR. TRAINOR 
ROOM 836 9&D
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$-100

' rec 46 /6 6 - ? & G ^'ci '

b'7C . ■■

Dear

August 6, 1968

I received yoUr letter and enclosure on August lsL“^^

Regarding your comments concerning Stokely Carmichael, 
the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the FederalGovernrrienFand', 
as such, does not determine whether prosecutive action will be undertaken 
in any situation. Such decisions concerning violations of Federal law are 
within the province of the Attorney General. Voluminous data regarding 
Carmichael has been furnished to the Attorney General and you may wish 
to contact him.

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar Hoover

. . ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED -
’ , HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED. ; ‘

■' • ■ DAYE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/t

NOTE: On basis of available information, correspondent is not identifiable 
Bufiles. Stokely Carmichael is well known to the Bureau.



TRUE COPY

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover 
Director of F.B.I.

Dear Mr. Hoover

I am sure that your department has enough on 
Carmichael to put him and many other characters like away for many 
years. I would like to know why the Justice Department does not do 
something about these people.

I saw where Carmichael is buying a house for $75,000—. 
Where does this guy get the money to travel around the country and the 
world.

I am sure that if I made the kind of statements that 
Carmichael does I would be in jail in five minutes.

Is

Is there someone in Washington that people can write to 
and raise some hell about this kind of business? How about!

He has time to worry about the appointment of 
this not his job ?

b'

b‘

Sincerely yours

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc



Grab Power With Gun, 
Stokely Tells Negroes

MOBILE, Ala. UP) — Black Power advocate stokley 
Carmichael said Negroes should wage guerrilla warfare 
to cause maximum damage with a minimum loss o'f black 
lives. ■ ' - ‘ ■

At a weekend rally sponsored by the Neighborhood 
Organized Workers, Carmichael shouted, “Don’t pray for 
power, don’t beg for power, take it with a gun barrel.”

The remark received resounding applause from the 
estimated 600 persons packed into and standing outside 
an Afro-American school in the Mobile’s predominantly 
Negro North Side. About 20 white persons attended.

“Black people are not in a revolution here in the 
United States, it hasn’t started yet.” Carmichael said. “We 
are only at the beginning of a revolution—the. armed stage.

We must create the maximum damage with a mini
mum of losses of black people. And that is through 
guerrilla warfare.” j

Referring to racial uprisings in Watts and Detroit, he J 
praised Negroes who died there and said, “Look at Cleve- I 
land two days ago and that was even better wasn’t it?” I 

. The audience roared approval. f? ;
* * Concerning Negro soldiers in Vietnam, Carmichael i

said, "they should be shooting white men and not yellow
i men.” ' fc

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

ENCLOSURE



I

FDt36 1(Rev?5®afi-64) :r

FBI
Date: 7/29/68

r

■*

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL_______
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100=446080)

OM: SAC, MOBILE (100-1.858) (P)

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RM 
(00: . WFO)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY ' 603 0-9 ' auc

b7C

tsbn/inlt/tcg

b7C

7/28/68, 
Ala.

Reference is made to Mobile teletype to 
reporting STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S departure

Bureau dated 
from Mobil

u

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies o 
letterhead memorandum reflecting information concerning 
CARMICHAEL’S activities while in Mobile, Ala. Two (2) copies 
of letterhead memorandum are furnished to Atlanta, Office Of A 
Origin in Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) Ca 
and one (1) copy is furnished to Birmingham for information, in 
view of request made by Birmingham. Four (4) copies of 
letterhead memorandum are furnished to Washington Field Office, 
which is Office Of Origin in the STOKELY CARMICHAEL Case, and 
also .enclosed herewith to Washington Field Office are three (3) 
copies''each of two (2) photographs taken by Military Intelligence, 
Mobile, Ala., as CARMICHAEL and his two (2) associates got off 
of the airplane in Mobile, Ala. It is suggested that the 
Washington Field Office properly identify the I I associates
of CARMICHAEL, who were referred to| I
and advise Mobile of the proper identifications. The Washington 
Field Office should then furnish one (1) copy of the enclosed 
photographs and one (1) copy of the enclosed letterhead memorandum 
to the office covering each of these | lindividuals,

(3)- Bureau (Encs. llf('^8 7
2 - Atlanta (100-68121(Encs. 2) (RM)Atlanta (100-68121(Encs. 2) (RM)

Birmingham (Info)(Enc. 1)(157-2546)(RM)
4 - WFO (Ends. 10) (100-43503):(RM)
6 - Mobile (2 -•100-1858) (1 -

AUG 1 196,8
100-1693, SNCC)

157-2466, NOW) (1 - 157-1344, RATHE. SITUAW 
b7c ( PRICHARDg ALABAMA

100-1396, RACIAL' SITUATION, MOBILE.■ALABAMA) 
r-f A . Ar J 

awn. Wen-______

pecfdr'Agent in Charge
_______  M ?

pTBlM'



•»

MO 100-1858

Letterhead memorandum has also been disseminated to
local military intelligence agencies, U. S, Secret Service, 
Mobile, Ala., and U. S. Attorney, Mobile, Ala.

During CARMICHAEL'S stay in Mobile, Ala., the local
police department and military intelligence agencies were kept 
fully advised concerning information developed.

For the information of the Bureau, investigation is 
being conducted on the persons whose names were mentioned in the 
enclosed letterhead memorandum as having been associated with 
CARMICHAEL in Mobile, Ala., and additional interviews will be 
conducted with liaison sources, informants, and other individuals 
to develop more information concerning CARMICHAEL’S activities 
and statements while in Mobile, Ala., which will then be furnished 
to the Bureau.

The agent overhearing the remarks made by CARMICHAEL ,
at his talk on the night of 7/26/68 was I 1 The , b?o
agent overhearing the remarks made by CARMICHAEL at his talk on 
the afternoon of 7/27/68 was|

The identities of the informants used in the enclosed 
letterhead memorandum are:

IDENTITY OF INFORMANT OR SOURCE: LOCATION OF INFORMATION:

Mobile File

Mobile File

b2

b'7C

b‘7D

Mobile File

2



MO 100-1858

_Arrangements had been made in advance and confirmed 
with |

Ion 7/26/68 fori l~to----
tape fecdfd thd febefech by CARMICHAEL on the night of 7/26/68. 
This taping was not made; however, | |who was
do^Lng the taping, was apparently detected, and he was asked to leave 
the building.



fD-376 (Rev. 8-1-66) STATES DEPARTMENT OF jf^lCE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

July 29, 1968

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

Director
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D- C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an .individual .who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. □ Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in of planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2. □ Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means. ’ ■

3. □ Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S. •

4. □ U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return. • ■

5. [x~l Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a) □ Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) □ Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) [jTI Prior'acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. □ Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph ,| | has been furnished □ enclosed | | is not available 
□ may be, available through__________ :_______ __ _____ '_____________ _________

Very truly yours,.

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 1
U. S. Secret Service , Mobile, Alabama< .

Enclosure(s) 1 (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
. becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Mobile, Alabama 
July 29, 1968

■AT MOBILE, ALABAMA;

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Special Agents of the Federal Bureau Of Investigation 
(FBI) observed Stokely Carmichael, accompanied by>

| arriving at the Mobile Municipal Airport' at 2;25 P.M.
on July 26, 1968 aboard Eastern Airlines Flight 377. They were 
met by a Negro group led by

which group was the sponsor, o
| ~Rith CarmichaeXadd hxs~|

drove from the airport to__________ residence,^___________________
and, after a short stay there, the group drove around Jgob.il e &ijd> 
adjoining Prichard, Alabama, before going to the home~~of |

ichael*s appearance in Mobile.-

associates

________________ __________ ______________ in Prichard^Alabama_.
'They arrived atf 1 house at about 5147"~PTM. andlremained
there until about 7;45 P.M., when they drove to the Old Warren 
Street Methodist Church, 304 North Warren Street. They arrived 
at this church at about 8;00 P.M., and Carmichael spoke for 
about two hours to a crowd estimated by the police at about 
200 inside and about 150 to 200 persons outside. The Mobile 
Register, a daily newspaper published at Mobile, Alabama, in its 
issue of July 27, 1968, estimated the persons in attendance at 
the church at 700.

A portion of this talk was heard over a loudspeaker 
broadcast to those outside, and Carmichael was heard to say 
several times that political power comes from the barrels of 
guns, and all Negroes should get guns. He said there are three

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

ENCLOSURE



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

ways to get things, to beg, to work, or to take them, and the 
first two had been tried, and it is time to try something else. 
His talk was anti-police and anti-Negro police.

On July 27, 1968, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised he had attended the speech the 
night before by Carmichael. He recalls Carmichael said the white 
men never knew anything but violence and had been taught to kill. 
Re said it would be impossible for the black man to get guns 
and fight the white man, as the whites have had guns all of their 
lives. He said the only thing blacks can afford is a box of 
matches. He said Russia, Cuba, and North Vietnam were standing 
up to the United States, but he did not specifically praise 
these countries. Carmichael did not specifically urge any 
violence, but he said blackshave to try and stick together.

b7D

On July 29, 1968, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised he had heard Carmichael’s 
speech on the night of July 26, 1968. Carmichael said the black man 
needs to have a gun and needs to take what he wants, and the black 
people in the penitentiaries should be admired because they took 
what they wanted. Carmichael said non-violence died with Martin 
Luther King, Jr., and Negro police are tools of the white man.

The July 27, 1968 issue of The Mobile Register reported 
Carmichael argued the only way Negroes can achieve equal status 
in the United States is through armed insurrection. It is 
reported Carmichael was flanked by an aide, J^illwHall, and West 
Coast Black Panther Field Marshal DonaldWpox, aiya Carmichael said 
Negroes are in the first phase in an upresing against the white 
power structure, and the black revolution? will come after 
Negroes seize power in this country. Th|e article reported 
Carmichael had said blacks have a right to stop police officers 
from invading Negro areas, and Carmichael spoke approvingly of 
arson, looting, and murder taking place in America’s major 
cities.

2



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b7C

b7D

__ On July 29, 1968 J
advised_____________________________ | had attended Carmichael's
talk of Friday Night, July 26, 1968} and | |in
which he wrote Carmichael had urged Mobile Negroes to take 
political power away from whites with a gun. He wrote Carmichael 
criticized Negro soldiers who are fighting in Vietnam, and had 
said ’’They should be shooting white men and not yellow men”. He 
wrote Carmichael said the Vietcong would rather die than give 
their country to the white man and added that so, too, must the 
black man.

b7C

b7D

Following the talk on Friday Night, July 26, 1968. 
Carmichael and his associates were driven to the home of 
__________  arriving at about 10:45 At 
about 12:30 A.M., July 27. 1968. they went to| 
the residence of__________________ |where Carmichael and his
associates spent the night.

b7C

b7D

armichael and his associates left 
bout noon and drove to.the office 

where

On July 27 
.the residence of I 
of 
they met with local Negroes luntil about 2:30 P.M

b2

b7D

Confidential Source |_____ who has furnished reliable
information in the past, was present during this meeting. 
Carmichael was asked if he advocates violence, and he replied 
he advocates settling problems by whatever means are available.
Carmichael said he could not accept the theory that system of 
law and order had benefited the Negro Minority, as Negroes have 
not obtained full freedom. Carmichael was asked if he thought 
the Negro revolt would succeed, noting the Hungarian Revolt had 
been a failure, and Carmichael replied he would not advocate 
confrontation with the military.

b7C

b7D

Following the meeting at the office of| 
Carmichael and his associates drove to the Old Warren Street 
Methodist Church, arriving at about 3:00 PX, a meeting already 
being in progress.__ At the entrance to the church. Carmichael______
talked to]______________________________________________________________ |
On July 29. 1968.I I

I advised he had been present at the time Carmichael spoke 
with Ion July 27, 1968. He said Carmichael

3
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b7C

b7D

questioned]____ [about the arrest the previous night of two (2)
Negroes on a speeding charge, a,nd Carmichael told___  they had
better not have anymore of it„ |told Carmichael
if he had a gripe. "take it downtown”,, Carmichael then asked 
____if he was not |___________________________ |replied ”Yes”, and 
____told Carmichael] |is downtown, and he is

Carmichael then told ____ if they
’’Cleveland, Ohio would seem like ahad anymore such arrests, ’’Cleveland, Ohio would se 

• picnic compared to what would be done to Mobile”,Qlowmjj/e*  Jk wa w vwvuxu taW.M’Cf tv BIUUAAU o Iadvised Carmichael appeared to be trying to goad| 
into taking some form o.f action, but| |did not do so, and
■Carmichael then went on in the churcnT

b2

b'7D ■

Carmichael spoke to a crowd of approximately 400 people 
at this meeting on the afternoon of July 27, 1968, the meeting 
breaking up at about 4:30 P.M„ Portions of Carmichael’s talk 
was broadcast over a loudspeaker to those on the outside, and 
he talked about Negro history, and he was overheard to tell 
the crowd "It’s your town. If you'want to burn it, burn it”.

Confidential Source I on July 29, 1968, advised 
he had been present at the talk by Carmichael on the afternoon 
of July 27, 1968, which talk concerned the history of Negroes. 
Carmichael said the black people are now ready to fight fire with 
fire and take what they want, H® said Negroes should not fight 
the Vietcong, but should shoot the white people beside them.' . j 
He. said Negroes ought to join the communists, as the communists H 
are better to the Negroes. Carmichael said he hopes George J| 
Wallace is elected President, as that would make Stokely a 
bigger man. He said if the Mobile Municipal Auditorium and 
the 'ILA Hall were not good enough for him to speak in, they 
were not good' enough for anybody, but Carmichael did not specific
ally urge any type of action against these two buildings.

b7C

b7D

On July 29, 1968, advised that, during this ,
afternoon speech by Carmichael on July 27, 1968, [left
the meeting and went next door to 308 North Warrent Street, where 
he talked to a group of young boys, having said he was going to 
teach these boys how to organize. There were about.20 to 25 
Negro boys who went next door with and [remained there 
about 35 minutes. Police were barred from this meeting.

4
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Carmichael and his associates left the church area at
5;12 P.M, by automobile, going to the residence of.I J

I 1 They remained there until about
v J7;20 P.M.. and then they went to the residence of

where they remained 
juntiT^bout 8:3p P,m7~ returning~then~ to the I H residence.,
| They left the| residence at about 11:08 P.M. and rode around ^Mobile afipa^earby Prichard, making s^hort stops at several Negro 
clubs berore^returning to the^ 
On July 28, 1968, At 2:30 A.M 
then went to the residence of£____________________

where they spent the balance, of the night.

b7C

b7D

__ | residence at about 12:30 A.M. 
Carmichael and his I I associa tes

Pickets were at the Mobile Municipal Auditorium on 
the night of July 27, 1968 during the performance of a singing 
group, “The Young Rascals’”, These pickets had been ordered by 
NOW, which group was the sponsor of Carmichael’s appearance in 
Mobile. NOW had ordered the pickets, because the use of the 
Mobile Municipal Auditorium had been denied for the Carmichael 
speech.

Carmichael and his |____ [associates left the|__________
residence—at 6:25 A.M, on July 28, 1968 and rode in a car driven by|________ | to the residence of | | who joined them
in his own car. They then drove to the Mobile Municipal Airport, 
where Carmichael and his| [associates obtained tickets under 
the names of| 
_________  and boarded Eastern Airlines Flight 390 departing 
Mobile, Alabama at 7:00 A.M, for Atlanta, Georgia, to arrive in
Atlanta, Georgia at 9:06 A.M,, Eastern Daylight Time, July 28, 
1968.

No serious incidents or disturbances were reported 
during the appearance of Carmichael in Mobile, Alabama.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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August 9, 1968

REC 49 /6 Q" W^I?U

Deai

I have received your letter of August 5th, with enclo
sure, and understand the concern which prompted you to contact me.

Regarding your inquiry concerning Stokely Carmichael, 
the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Government" 
and, as such, does not determine whether prosecutive action will be 
undertaken in any situation*  Such decisions concerning violations of 
Federal law are within the province of the Attorney General. Volu
minous data regarding Carmichael has been furnished to the Attorney 
General and you may wish to contact him.

I want to assure you that the FBI is aware of its respon- 
sibilities-With respect to the internal security of our country. We will 
continue tomake every effort to carry out our duties with the highest- 
degree of thoroughness and dispatch.

Sincerely yours,
MAILED 27

AUG U - 1968
Js Edgar HooverALL INE,0F,MATI0N C0NTAINED '■»*«»»

HE RE-IN IS UNCLASSIFIED .
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mli/t-cg

NOTE: Bufiles disclose in 1936 and in 1941,___________________
was contacted by the Bureau on an information basis only. No previous
correspondence and nothing derogatory concerning him. His enclosure

Toison---------------- is a clipping from an unidentified newspaper concerning a recent speech
M°hL°°ch of Stokely Carmichael in Mobile, Alabama.
Bishop _________

Cosper — 

Callahan 

Conrad .

Felt — 

Gale — 

Rosen - 

Sullivan 

Tavel .

T rotter 

Tele. R 

Holmes 

Gandy .

FMG:mer,v(k)



August 5, 1968

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover 
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED.
HEREIN' IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE. 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc

I am attaching hereto a clipping takne from our local morning 
newspaper which is self-explanatory.

I
I am writing to ask you why and how long are we the people of 
this great Nation of ours going to have to tolerate such charg
es against our Government? When a challenge like this is made 
publicly, I thought it would be considered an act of treason 
against our Nation when he says, "To destroy this Country we ( 
must have an undying love for each of our Black'men". If a 
man challenges the destruction of this Country to me that means 

la destruction of our Government and, therefore, it is an act of 
(treason in making such a statement. If this man was any other 
color than what he is, I believe he would have been placed where 
he belongs, namely, in the jail where his teachings and charges . 
would be under control. Putting it mildly, I think it is a sin 
and a shame that the American people have to put up with such 
a character loose going from State to State over our Nation 
preaching such philosophy.

I
lli Do you have an answer or an explanation why Stpkley Carmichael 
| is permitted to go about the Country making these terrible acc- 
ll usations?
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Carmichael
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Seeks Power 
By the Gun :-N

• MOBILE,. ‘ Ala.ffl — Black ; 
power advocate Stokely Carmi- ■ 
chael urged a. crowd of Mobile ■

if br
acks 
offi- 
lorn, 
itian 
the

5,500 
ie of 
I the 
I the, 
rov- 
fhai 
Lat- 
lars 
fev- 
Ass

Negroes Friday night to take i 
political power away from the ; '
whites with a gun; ~ * ~ >' a

“Don’t pray for power, don’t 
beg for power, take it with a 
gun- barrel,”, he shouted. .The,,,, 
Negroes applauded enthusiastic- 
ally. ’ ■ |'J%s

Police estimated that ■' the ,'i 
gathering numbered about -600. 
About 20 whites, including sev- j j’ . > 
eral Catholic priests, ’ were 
among them. ‘

“We must create the maxi- C 
mum damage with a minimum ' s 
of losses of black people. And i; 
that is through guerrilla war- j; 
fare,” Carmichael added.

He referred to.the armed state • 
of the bii^X revolution, citing 
such places as Watts and De- 
troit, praised; the Negroes who 
had died thefe and: Said, “Look 
at Clveland two. days ago and y ,
that was even better,, wasn’t J I
it?”- ' g J

“To destroy this country we j’ J 
must have an underlying love 3 I 
for each of our ■ fellow black £ ■ 
men,” he.declared. 1
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FBI NEW YORK

805PM URGENT 8-12-68

TO DI CTOR 100-446080

FROM

THAT

VIA TELETYPE
AUG 121968

ENCIPHERED

CODE 9 XXXX 12

aBu DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION AND WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

NEW YORK 100-153751

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS-MISC; SEDITION; 00; WFO

CONFIDENTIAL AND RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED THIS DATE

FIELD

SUBJECT AND OBSERVED AT

NEW YORK AT TWO PM.
ADMINISTRATIVE 

CLASSIFY CONFTDarriAL
NEW YORK

AL L INF ORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS.UNCLASSIFIED

END

MSE R RELAY

Mr. Tolson—
Mr. 'ach.
Mr. Mohr-----
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I Mr.
| Mr.
i Mr.
■Mr.
Mr.

Mr.

Bishop--------
Casper---------
Callahan------
Conrad........ -
Felt________J
Gale ..........-1
Rosen...... ..A.
Sullivan. X.—
Tavel_______
Trotter--------

Tele. Room---------
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy--------

b7D

DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

FBI WASH DC

•COPY SENT AG AND IDIU



8/13/68

Airtel

1 -
1 -
1 -

To: SAC, Mobile (100-1858)

From: , Director, FBI (100-446080)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - SNCC ALL ™F0RMATI0N contained•rwww’w HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

ReMOairtel and LHM both dated July 29, 1968.

Referenced LHM indicates that when Stokely 
Carmichael spoke at Mobile, Alabama, on 7/26 and 27/68 
at the Old Warren Street Methodist Church, portions of 
his speeches were broadcasted over a loudspeaker to 
those who were outside the church.

In your investigation of Carmichael’s activities 
at Mobile, efforts should be made to determine if any 
recording was made of those portions of Carmichael's 
speeches that were broadcasted. The investigation of your 
activities concerning Carmichael's recent visit to Mobile 
should be handled expeditiously and results promptly 
submitted to the Bureau in report form.

1 - WFO (100-43503) REC'21 /
PTB:lst

(7) IP EX-103 ,9 W614 A968
NOTE;

Stokely Carmichael, black ewtareitfist who is on 
the Security Index and Agitator Index, gave highly 
inflammatory talks on 7/26 and 27/68 at Mobile. Efforts 
to record these talks inside the church were unsuccessful.

“ Inasmuch as certain portions of the talks were broadcasted
outside the church, Mobile is being instructed to determine 
if any recordings were made of these portionsidf Carmichael's 
speech

TELETYPE UNIT



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMIVJU^iCATiON SECTSO
A U a

ntet

FBI WASH DC*

Mr.

C'-b van.

Mr. Tolson---------
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr-----------
Mr. Bishop..--------
Mr. Casper--------

Callahan------
Mr. Conrad.------
Mr. Felt------------
Mr. C''i.- ----------
Mr. Rosen-----—
Mr.U/

/'fa.t*  fl Mr. Tavel----------
| Mr. Trotter--------

FBI CHICAGO
212PM URGENT RSM 8-11-68
TO: DI

ALL TMF ORMAT T ON CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

CTOR (100-446080). WFO (100-43403) NEW YORK
'FO IA BUREAU b7C

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy____ _

/ FROM- CHICAGO (157-1297)(P)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL RM-SNCC; SEDITION 00: WFO

b7C
b'7D ADVISED INSTANT DATE STOKELY CARMICHAEL
AND DEPARTED O'HARE AIRPORT, CHICAGO, ONE
PM INSTANT, VIA UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT NINE ONE TWO. SCHEDULED
TO ARRIVE LAGUARDIA AIRPORT, NEW YORK, THREE FIFTY-FIVE PM EDT
CARMICHAEL WEARING DARK BLUE SPORTS SUIT

PREVIOUS INFORMATION INDICATES
IN NEW YORK AREA.

ADMINISTRATIVE:
REMYTEL THIS DATE AND CG TELEPHONE CALL TO NY INSTANT

LHM FOLLOWS.
END

|USA, SECRET SERVICE AND MILITARY ADVISED.



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1062 EDITION
GSA PPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6 ’

/ UNITED STATES GO^BNMENT

■Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 8/15/68

F (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - SNCC 
SEDITION

RM - SNCC

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/t

ReBuairtel to WFO dated 7/15/68.

b / C

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of an 
LHM entitled "STOKELY CARMICHAEL;

b7D by SAs
was interviewed on 8/1/68

 The pretext employed in contacting _______________________
 was based on her father’s friendship with the late 

Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING. When asked whether she subscribed 
to the nonviolent principles of Dr. KING and her father,

I answered in the affirmative and criticized the 
activities of certain black militants, notably STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL. The interview was then centered: on her knowledge 
of CARMICHAEL’S activities. This interview was conducted 
on 8/7/68 by SAs| ‘

enclosure 
3^/ Bureau (Enc. 11) 

(1 -
2 - WFO 

(1 -

REC-7/^ -
105-168197)

100-46722) EX-100
EE AUG 15 1968 )

8010-108

RCQsskt _ _________ _ _____ ___
(5) A®c¥: b ACSI, CSS-,'. OST;SEC. SERS'

ISD./CEA, RAO 2WU- ( 
DATE FORW:_________________________________ '

\ HOW F0RW: __________ _____________ 2____
Iw_________ ca________________ .• AA/ctrV

MJG?7 1969 MOMm* 1**
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan H



In Reply, Please Refer to- 
File No.

married to 
as

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

August 15, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

advised on August 1. 1968. that she is 
land that she is Currently employed

[stated that on occasion ~at! I
she conversed with |___________________________________________________________ |
on various aspects of the civil rights movement. She recalled
one particular conversation with [in late May,
1968, shortly after a photograph of Stokely Carmichael’s _ 
proposed Washington. D.C, (WDC). residence was published in 
the local newspapers, f |tbld her that it was

rumored in the Negro community that Carmichael was purchasing 
a $50,000 home in WDC with funds which he received from the 
Communist Party (CP). She stated that it was also rumored 
that the CP had raised Carmichael's salary from $18,000 per 
annum to $20,000 per annum as a reward for his delivery of 
inflammatory anti-American speeches while in North Vietnam 
and Cuba• |also Indicated tha ' (might
also be salaried by the CP.

On August 7, 1968, representatives of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (^BI), using a suitable pretext, 
interviewed | I

I I advised that she has been
employed by| ]for approximately
three years. She said that her father.| 

I |was a friend of the late
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr*,  but sheemphasized that this 
friendship was based on a religious bond and was in no way

• ' ALL ,TWFORMAT!ON ■CONTAINED
;-..:he.rein i's^uMclassieied,."-•• '

' DATE i3.1^25-20J3(5; B1L-6030auc

COPIES DESTROYED 

2 86 F"' 24. 1971

Wosure



STOKELY CARMICHAEL:

connected to the civil rights movement. She advised that her 
family had confidence in the nonviolent method of attaining 
goals in the area of civil rights and she emphatically 
rejected the philosophy and tactics of militants, such as 
Stokely Carmichael. ] [mentioned that she did not
know Carmichael personally and that her knowledge of his 
activities was confined to reports published in the local 
WDC newspapers. She assumed that individuals such as 
Carmichael and | must be backed financially by b7c
the CP. She based this assumption on the fact that neither b D 
individual has any visible means of support and both call for 
a radical change in the current system of Government in the 
United States. She said that she could not understand how 
Carmichael could afford to purchase a $50, OOOhtwne wlrhnnr 
being employed. |stated that she did not know
whether these individuals were actually salaried by any 
organizations and emphasized that her assumptions were based 
entirely on reports furnished by the national news media.

This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your BgeiiiBgv
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency^

2*
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION
AUG 101968

I Rfe. Tolaogi......... .
I Mr. De.Loaclu—

i 8 Mr.

' Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

; Mr.
: Mr. Felt___
i Mr. Gale___
f Mr. Rosen....

Bishop™ 
Casper.- 
Callahati 
Conrad..

FBI WASH DC*

FBI CHICAGO
846PK URGENT 8-10-68 TAB

j Mr. Tavel_ 
|! Mr. Trottej 
|! Tele. Room 
J Miss Holmes 

Miss Gancv

TEEETWE

FIEUkJl

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/'rr

DIRECTOR (100-446080) SPRINGFIELD , WASHINGTON
WFO VIA BUREAU b7

FROM: CHICAGO (157-1297)(I 57-3063)(P)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL RM-SNCC; SEDITION 00: WFO

b7DONE HUNDRED FORTY SEVENTH AND ROBEY STREETS, HARVEY, ILLINOS FOR PURPOSE
OF PROMOTING PEACE BETWEEN PD AND NEGRO YOUTH IN HARVEY. INDICATED
ONE OR TWO YOUTHS INVOLVED IN RACIAL DISTURBANCE HARVEY-DIXMOOR AREA
AUGUST SIX LAST WOULD BE AGREEABLE TO TO PD IF ACCORD REACHED

STATED HE WOULD BE ACCOMPA AND A FEW OTHER? AUG "14 1QAfiMEMBERS' OF BLACKSTONE RANGERS, A LARGE NEGRO YOUTH GANG ON CHICAGO./S
SOUTH SIDE.[[ADVISED HE WAS AGREEABLE TO MEETING.

MC KINLEY SCHOOL WAS CONGREGATING POINT BY NEGRO YOUTHS IN HARVEY
WHERE DISTURBANCE BROKE OUT NIGHT AUGUST SEVEN

b7

- EIGHT LAST



PAGE TWO
PREVIOUS INFORMATION REPORTED CARMICHAEL WAS TO APPEAR IRVING

SCHOOL MA Y WO OP, ILLI NOIS SIX/PM INSTANT WHICH HAS BEEN MEETING PLACE
UTILIZED BY b7C

b7D

HAS BEEN DESCRIBED BY SOURCE RELIABLE IN PAST AS
PRIME AGITATOR OF RACIAL DISTURBANCES WHICH HAVE OCCURRED IN MAYWOOD 
DURING PAST TWO YEARS.

CHICAGO SOURCE , RELIABLE IN PAST ADVISED AS OF SIX PM INSTANT 
ONLY FEW PERSONS AT IRVING SCHOOL AND LEARNED CARMICHAEL NOT TO 
APPEAR IN MAYWOOD THIS DATE BUT REPORTEDLY WOULD BE IN HARVEY AREA.

ADVISED INSTANT AS OF SIX PM INSTANT CARMICHAEL
AT EXECUTIVE HOUSE (HOTEL) IN DOWNTOWN CHICAGO LOOP AREA WHERE STAYING
WITH SAME SOURCE ADVISED MENTIONED ABOVE
IS REPORTEDLY ASSOCIATE OF CARMICHAEL.

HARVEY PD AND COOK COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE HAVE PERSONNEL STANDING
BY RE POSSIBLE MEET TONIGHT DESCRIBED ABOVE IN HARVEY.
ADMINISTRATIVE:

REMYTEL AUGUST NINE- TEN INSTANT.

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE
IS MAINTAINING SURVEILLANCE OF CARMICHAEL. CHICAGO MAINTAINING CLOSE 
LIAISON WITH CHICAGO PD, HARVEY PD, MAYWOOD PD AND COOK COUNTY SO. 
MILITARY SECRET SERVICE, USA ADVISED. BUREAU WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.
END
LLD
FBI WASH DC*

BB, TBMfc.: 
W01 ® MD

COPY SE’T AG AND IMU



1251AM UR
TO DIR

FBI CHICAGO
8/10/68 RSMNT

FBI WASH DC*

Ft’HK 0F IHV^TI^TIQN
PfPARTMfNT 0F JUSTICE '

communications motion

AUGl 01968

TOR (100-446080) AND WFO (100-43403)
(WFO VIA BUREAU)
FROM CHICAGO (157-1297) (P) (157-2269) (P)

ARMICHAEL. RM - SNCC; SEDITION 00: WFO
RACIAL TENSIONS, MAYWOOD, ILLINOIS, NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT
00 CHICAGO ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
006 BY 60309 auc tam/irilt/tcgDAT E

b7D SOURCE, RELIABLE IN 1 AST ADVISED PM AUGUST NINE LAST
1

CARMICHAEL TOLD
MAYWOOD

INSTIGATOR OF RACIAL DISTURBANCES
YEARS THAT HE WOULD BE UNABLE TO
YOUTHS
WARREN
ATTEND
AUGUST

| Mt. DeLoach....— I
| Mr. Mohr- 1
| Mr. Bishop—------- i
I Mr. Casper--------- 1
I Mr. Callahan------ fl

Mt. Felt- 
Mr. Gale.

I
 Mr. SullivatDy 
Mr. Tavel-- -
Mr. Trotter—■ 
Tele. Room-----

Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy—

AND DESCRIBED BY SOURCE AS PRIME
IN MAYWOOD DURING PAST TWO
ATTEND THE MEETING OF MAYWOOD

TO BE HELD IRVING SCHOOL ,SIXTEENTH AVENUE AND 
STREET, MAYWOOD AUGUSTINE LAST. HOWEVER HE WILL
MEETING TO BE HELD AT IRVING SCHOOL SIX PM

b7D

TEN NEXT

b'7D

AUGUST NINE LAST

END PAGE

oM

ADVISED AREA CALM AS OF ELEVEN THIRTYfM

SOURCE ADVISED ELEVEN THIRTY FIVE PM



PAGE TWO
EIGHT NINE LAST CARMICHAEL PRESENTLY SPEAKING TO GROUP APPROXIMATELY
SIX HUNDRED PERSONS AT AFRO ARTS THEATER, CHICAGO. AREA PRESENTLY
CALM. ~

b2

ADMINISTRATIVE: b73

RE MY TEL AUGUST NINE LAST.
MILITARY, SECRET

SERVICE, USA AND MAYWOOD PD ADVISED. CHICAGO FOLLOWING, BUREAU 
WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.
END
SVM
FBI WASH DC*
TU@

CC-* ’1’; TRAINOR
^QM 836 9&D



FBI WASH DC*

FBI
719
TO

AM
CHICAGO

1GNET 8/11/68 ERH
1RECTOR (100-446080) AND

COIMIMUNICATIOS SECTION 

AUG11 1968 ‘ "

WFO (100/-43403)
WFO VIA WASHINGTON

Mr. Tolson . ., r 
Mr. DeLoanh 
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop „. t 

Casper 
CallahaiL__ 
Conrad

Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale .
Mr. Rosen ,
Mr. Sullivan_^L
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes
Miss Gandy____ _

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

FROM CHICAGO (157-1297)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL RM-SNCC; SEDITION OOjWFO
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

C——DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 ai. tam/mlt/tcg

ADVISED CARMICHAEL
b / C

b7D

ADVISED AUGUST TEN, LAST. STOKELY CARMICHAE
b‘7D

HAD REMAINED AT EXECUTIVE HOUSE (HOTEL), AUGUST TEN, LAST. UNTIL
APPROXIMATELY EIGHT PM

AT THREE AM, INSTANT,
AND RETURNED EXECUTIVE HOUSE (HOTEL).

AT FIVE THIRTY AM, INSTANT, ADVISED CARMICHAEL
----------------------------------- b'7C 

and! I NOT OBSERVED DEPARTING EXECUTIVE HOUSE (HOTEL) SINCE THERE t o

RETURN.
ADMINISTRATIVE:
REMYTELS AUGUST TEN, LAST.

b7D

gEC-47,/W
* - mhmbqm cauaer—aaetMHoE

^MILITARY, SO^^^E
AND USA ADVISED. CHICAGO FOLLOWING. SOURCES ASSIGNEWfflHWMte-.



FBI WASH DC*

FBI CHICAGO

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

^U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

^JBWNICATIONS SECTION

AUG1O1968

452AM URGENT 8/10/68 RSH 
TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND WFO (100-43403)

Mr. Tolson---------
I Mr. DeLoach------
i Mr. Mohr—--------
H Mr. Bishop-----—

Mr. Casper:--------
u Mr. Callahan- 
I Mr. Conrad— 
| Mr. Felt------ -
| Mr. Gale.------
9 Mr. Rosen—- 
R Mr. Sullivan-

Mr. Tavel—- 
I Mr. Trotter— 
I Tele. Room— 
I Miss Holmes-

Miss Gandy—

WFO VIA WASHINGTON
FROM CHICAGO (157-1297) ALL INFORMATION .CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg

0

STOKELY CARMICHAEL RN-SNCC SEDITION OO:WFO

ADVISED THIS DATE APPROXIMATELY SEVEN HUNDRED
PEOPLE ATTENDED MEETING AT AFRO ARTS THEATER ON AUGUST NINE LAST WHICH
WAS HELD TO RAISE FUNDS FOR PERSONS ARRESTED DURING WEST SIDE RIOT FOLLOW
ING DEATH OF MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. KNOWN SPEAKERS WERE JORJA ENGLISH
CORE, STOKELY CARMICHAEL, PAUL MARTIN, MEMBER OF BLACKSTONE RANGERS 
AND PHIL COHRAN, OWNER OF THEATER. SOURCE ADVISED TOPIC DISCUSSED BY
SPEAKERS WAS PROMOTION OF BLACK POWER AND HOW NEGRO HAS .BEEN,, •
SUPPRESSED. SOURCE ADVISED APPROXIMATELY TWENTY FIVE
BLACKSTONE RANGERS ATTENDED fl® AUG 15 1968

CHICAGO SOURCE , WHO HAS FURNISHED ^LIABLE INFORMATOTN TN™

END PAGE ONE

THE PAST. ADVISED INSTANT DATE, APPROXIMATELY ONE THOUSAND PERSONS
ATTENDED MEETING AT AFRO ARTS THEATER AUGUST NINE LAST* PERSONS IN
ATTENDANCE,INCLUDED



PAGE TWO
f

AND STOKELY CARMICHAEL. MAIN SPEAKER,
CARMICHAEL, URGED ARMING OF BLACK COMMUNITY TO PREVENT GENOCIDE
OF NEGRO RACE AND TO PREPARE FOR "THE REVOLUTION".
URGED SUPPORT OF MAO TSE TUNG AND URGED NEGROS GOING TO VIET NAM 
TO KILL AMERICAN SOLDIERS NOT NORTH VIETNAMESE. STATED NEGRO COM 
MUNITY SHOULD MATCH FORCES WITH FBI AND LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AND 
KEEP OFFICERS OUT OF BLACK COMMUNITIES. STATED NEGRO INFOR
MANTS SHOULD NOT BE KILLED BUT POLICE WHO THEY INFORM FOR SHOULD BE
KILLED. SOURCE ADVISED AFTER SPEACH CARMICHAEL LEFT THEATER
TO RETURN TO UNKNOWN HOTEL ROOM.
ADMINSTRATIVE

REMYTEL INSTANT
MILITARY, SECRET b2

SERVICE, USA ADVISED. CHICAGO FOLLOWING, SOURCES ASSIGNED, BUREAU
WILL BE KEPT ADVISED.
END
SVM
FBI WASH DC*
TU©

traiW
A ROOM 836 9&D



FB-«36'(FJJ?v. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 8/9/68

I ■■
I ‘ Vs Oe'Loadh. 
I ' Mr. Tfiofeft___
] j Mr. 'Bishop.—

' Mr. Casper— 
| Mr.

| Mr.
Mr. Felt____
Mr. Gale 
Mr. Rosen 
Mr. Sullivan. 
Mr. Tavel 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tela. Room__

Callahan.
Conrad...

Transmit the following in CODE
. ' (Type in plaintext or code)

Vin TELETYPE URGENT
(Priority)

■ fih

TO

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI AND SACS CHICAGO AND NEW YORK

SAC, WFO

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM - SNCC; SEDITION.

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE'

INFORMATION IN THE PAST, REPORTED THAT ON THE EVSHNG OF

AUGUST SEVEN, LAST, CARMICHAEL AGAIN STATED HE AND

Miss Gandy...

WILL TRAVEL TO CHICAGO ON AUGUST NINE, INSTANT

CARMICHAEL INDICATED THEY WILL DEPART CHICAGO FOR NEW

YORK CITY ON SUNDAY, AUGUST ELEVEN, NEXT TO ATTEND A JAZZ

FESTIVAL IN THAT CITY. CARMICHAEL DID NOT INDICATE WHEN THEY

INTEND TO RETURN TO WDC. ST im 4'Wv‘ : ' '■tn-'. ■

CARMICHAEL WAS OBSERVED AT HIS RESIDENCE DURING.. THE lg 1ggg

AFTERNOON OF AUGUST EIGHT, LAST, AND LATER ATTENDED-BLACK .

UNITED FRONT (BUF) MEETING HELD CHURCH OF THE REDEEMER

FIFTEENTH AND GIRARD STREETS, N.E., BETWEEN EIGHT THIRTY P.M.

Bureau (100-446080)
3 - Teletype Unit 
2 - WFO (100-43503)?

Teletype Unit

ALL. INFORMATION -CONTAINED 
"HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

JPL:tjd 
(7)

tam/mlt/t

ApprcWgc

70 AW
____ _______ ___ • ___ ' ■ Sent' ._ 

Agent in Charge
M Per



F Bl

..Date:

Transmit the following in ’ . ________ _ ______________________________________
■ ’ (Type in plaintext or code) ■ I

Via ______ ____________ :    ____ '_____ :______ ' \ _____________— ।
(Priority) I ’

_ _____ ,_______ ____________ ________L_____1__ -- 

PAGE TWO

AND TEN P.M. MEETING HELD FOR RESIDENTS OF TWELTH PRECINCT 

TO DISCUSS BUF PROPOSALS PERTAINING TO POLICE-COMMUNITY 

RELATIONS. NO INCIDENTS REPORTED DURING MEETING.

ADMINISTRATIVE

" REWFOTEL AUGUST SEVEN, LAST.
; > ' ' ' . ' ■ ' ' , ■ ‘ ' - ■' b2

' ,'b7D

WFO WILL REPORT DEPARTURE FOR CHICAGO. P.

MR. TRAINOR
ROOM 836 9&D

Approved': _— _______,   . Sent ______ M Per
Special Agent in Charge. '



8/14/68

Airtel

To: SAC/ Chicago (157^1297)

From: . Director, FBI (100-446080) ' ^sJ^Sss™ED "
' DATE' 01-25-200b BY.bD309 auc tam/mlt./t.cg

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
SEDITION

ReCGtel 8/10/68 wherein it was reported that Carmichael 
made inflammatory statements at a meeting at the Afro-Arts 
Theater, Chicago, Illinois*  on 8/9/68.

in 

Q 
a

co 
CD v—•
■sj<

co

s 

s 
o

You should by return mail submit in form suitable for 
dissemination pertinent information developed concerning this 

jneieting and, in particular, the statements made by CarmichaeB. 
flf not already handled, appropriate investigation should be. Ha 
■conducted to determine’if a tape-recording was made of' 'Wr% 

Carmichael’s remarks arid, if so, they should be expeditiously v 
transcribed and forwarded to the Bureau for dissemination. y 
It is noted that Carmichael in his speech urged Negroes going 
to Vietnam to kill American soldiers, not Vietnamese. In view 
of this comment, it should be determined whether or not any 
military personnel were in attendance and heard Carmichael J 
make this statement. . , , A, fa „ 11 JA

EX-100 rec- n
You should also include the identities of individuals 

who can testify to the comments made by Carmichael as reported 
in retel. '

Tolson __

DeLoach . 

Mohr ____

Bishop __

Casper__

Callahan

Conrad__

Fell -

Galo____

Rosen ___

Sullivan —_ 
Tavel ___ _

Trotter___

Telc.Roorr

1 - WFO (100-43403)



Airtel to SAC, Chicago / 1
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL ’ ■
100-446080

NOTE : , . 1 ’ *

Carmichael, a black extremist, is currently
.under investigation at the specific request of the Department 
for possible violation of. the Sedition statutes. In view 
of the inflammatory statements made by him oh 8/9/68, . ;
Chicago being instructed to conduct necessary.investigation 
concerning this activity for presentation to the Department 
for their prosecutive opinion.

2



FD-16 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in__ .

.p'| Date:8/9/68 .

\PLAIN /. X ■ ''
(Type in plaintext or code)

Ml-. Tolson
Ml-. DeLoach-t ■ 
Ml. Mohr__ —
Mt. Bishop------
Mt. Casper..--. 
Mjr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad.....

Via TELETYPE URGENT
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR AND SACS CHICAGO 
NEW YORK

ALL TNFORMATTON ' CONTATNE-D ' ’

■M|r. Gale— 
Mjr. Rosen. 
Mjr. Suiliv 

-Mjr. Tavel.
Mr. Trotter,—_

-Ude- Ranta—-»
Miss Holmes—
Miss Gandy—

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)
STOKEL^CARMICHAEL; RM -

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' • • .
DATE ‘ 0 1t'25-20Q‘6.<. BY 60309 'auc tam/mlt/tcg,

SNCC, SEDITION. m

CARMICHAEL DEPARTED WASHINGTON, D. C., VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES

FLIGHT NUMBER TWO EIGHTY THREE AT SIX FIFTEEN P.M., AUGUST

ARRIVE CHICAGO AT. SEVEN FIFTEENNINE INSTANT. SCHEDULED TO

INSTANT DATE.

CARMICHAEL ACCOMPANIED BY

SUBJECT WEARING YELLOW AFRICAN SHIRT

WITH GREEN DESIGN AND TAN TROUSERS.

WEARING

BLACK SUIT WITH BLUE SHIRT AND TIE.

SNCC AND CLOSE ASSOCIATE OF CARMICHAEL.

ADMINISTRATIVE

CHICAGO TELEPHONICALLY ADVISED.

3 -
2 -

Bureau
Teletype Unit .
WFO .

H x MR. TRAINOR ' 
JRP:ltC ROOM 836 9&D

Approved ■ . __ , ■ . .Sent .
i iri' Charge j

ON WDC STAFF _OF

>2 AUG 16 1968

M Per



Regarding your commerits concerning Stokely 
Carmichael in your note of August 5 th, with enclosure, the FBI"”’ 
is strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Government 
and, as such, does not determine whether prosecutive action 
will be undertaken in any situation. Such decisions concerning 
violations of Federal law are within the province of the Attorney 
General. Voluminous data regarding Carmichaellias been fur
nished to the Attorney General and you may wish to contact him.

I can certainly understand your concern about the . 
matters you mentioned and want to assure you that the FBI is 
aware of its responsibilities with respect to the internal security 
of our country. We will continue to make every effort to carry 
out our duties with the greatest thoroughness and efficiency.

Sincerely yours,

XTEdgar Hoove?
’ "... ' •• .AT,'I, -INFORMATION- CONTAINED ' ’ ' ' :

/ ’ ; ‘■■ •. . -;HRREtN.ls.-:'UNCLASSIF±Ep' ’ . ■ .
: .. DA.TE ■ 0.1-35-=-20,p'£ ..BY' :603.Q,9 auvc t-am/mlt/tcg

NOTE: Bufiles contain rid record of correspondent

Tolson _ 

DeLoach 

Mohr___

Bishop _ 

Casper _ 

Callahan

• Conrad — 

Felt___

Gale___

Rosen _ 

Sullivan . 
Tavel __

Gandy

JBT:jas (3)

MAIL ROOM I..—I TELETYPE UNIT



MR. J. EDGAR HOOVER 
F.B.I. DEPT.
WASHINGTON-, D.C.

DEAR MR. HOOVER:

TWO WEEKS A.GO STOKLEY CARMICHAEL CAT® TO MOBILE, ALA,. 
AND TALKED TO THE BLACK PEOPLE. HE ADVISED THETA TO 
STOP TALKING AND START SHOOTING, •s

THIS WEEK, FOUR BUILDINGS WERE BURNED DOli'JN BY FIRE 
BOMBS.

IS THERE NO LAW IN THIS COUNTRY TO STOP SOME ONE 
LIKE CARMICHAEL FROM STARTING THESE BURNINGS AND” 
RIOTS ? PLEASE HELP US.



Why Pnew CarmichaeiihsEf
By ROBERT S. ALLEN 

and JOHN A. GOLDSMITH 
WASHINGTON - Sen. Harry 

Byrd, D-Va., is demanding an 
explanation, from the State De
partment for the restoration of 
Stokely Carmichael’s passport.

It was revoked last December 
after the strife-agitating former 
head of the militant .leftist
leaning Student Nonviolent Co
ordinating Committee (SNCC) 
returned from an extended tour 
of Communist countries during 
which he repeatedly excoriated 
the United States along party 
lines.

The State Department gave 
no explanation for rein
statement of Carmichael’s pas
sport. In fact, there was no 

^announcement about it. It was 
done virtually surreptitiously.. 

. Senator Byrd, formally called 
the Senate’s attention to the 
matter with a blistering 
denunciation of Carmichael and 
the State Department.

“Carmichael’s passport was 
revoked,” pointed out Byrd, 
“because he traveled to res
tricted areas, • specifically to 
Castro’s Cuba and to North Vi
etnam, a nation at whose hands 
the American people have suf
fered 191,328 casualties, 38 per 
cent of those casualties having 
occurred during the past six 
months. Yet the State Departs 
ment has restored his passport, 
thus making possible other such 
trips and other such denuncia
tions of the American people 
and American soldiers in Viet
nam. ■ scenes a so~called Black United

“We hear a great deal today Front. vuuumieu uu
about people losing confidence While he has cannily kept in Caoitof Hill are conies of an 
in their government. Is there the background, he has used ■ P • - - -p-es - an
any wonder that more and more various prominent ' moderate 
citizens are losing confidence in Negro clergymen to spearhead 
their government, when the gov-» his policies and tactics.........
ernment acts in such a foolish'," ‘ '
absurd and pusillanimous man
ner as it has in pampering

idents of. each district would 
determine the personnel of the 
local police force and its offi
cers.

Another Carmichael - inspired 
maneuver was the claimed 
unanimous adoption of a resolu
tion by the Black United Front 
declaring that the slaying of one 
policeman and the serious 
wounding of another by three 
Negroes charged with robbery 
whom they attempted to arrest 
was “justifiable homicide.”

This deliberately provocative 
tha Thou^hast” sent "me .—John pronouncement evoked a storm 
17-20 21 of outraged protests in Congress

‘ - ’ .' . :: ' , and the press. But the Black
. Front leaders, Tinder Carmicha-
incite rioting in this country, el’s backstage spurring, refused 
without penalty.” to retract.

For some time, the Justice ^^s and other truculently 
Department reportedly has been 
investigating Carmichael for 
possible prosecution. But re
peated inquiries about this by 
reporters and others have 
brought no information.

One Justice Department offi
cial is credited with saying, “So 
far we have been unable to put 
together a case that .would hold 
water legally. We have pub
lished accounts of what Carmi- ___ ____
Chael is quoted as having said, ther King, and Carmichael’s un-

■ iESSQM :

(Selected by Rev. G. C. 
Reynolds, Church of Christ) 
Neither pray I for these 

(Apostles) alone, but for them, 
also which shall believe bn me 
through their words; That they 
all may be one; as thou Fa
ther, art in me, and I in Thee, 
that they also may be one in 
us; That the world may believe

militant activities have doomed 
any chance of this Congress’ 
'considering the long-pending 
legislation to give the. District of 
Columbia either home rule and/ 
or representation in the House 
and Senate. Last year, the pros
pects of this being done ap
peared promising.

But since the violent riots 
here last April, following , the 
assassination of Dr. Martin Lu-

chael is quoted as navmg said, iner King, ana uarmicnaers un- 
but we have been unable to get dercoyer machinations through
any witnesses to support these 
reports.^ Without witnesses we 
don’t have a case.,’’ .

Since early, this year, Carmi- 
chael has been active in Wash
ington’s predominant Negro 
population . organizing and 
manipulating from behind the

about people losing confidence

any wonder that more and more

Stokely Carmichael, not only by 
' permitting him to make trea
sonable statements on foreign 

'soil, but also permitting him to

Foremost among Carmicha
el’s aims in Negro control of the 
capital’s 3,100-member police 
force, which President Johnson 
has recommended be increased 
to 4,100. Carmichael’s scheme is 
so-called “community control/’

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

<r - 4 </

his creation, the Black United 
Front, Congress has become 
strongly opposed to relinquish
ing any direct control over the 
capital and its affairs.

TheFe isn’t a chance of the 
District of Columbia gaining 
home rule in >the foreseeable 
future.

Being widely circulated on

interview by Carmichael pub
lished in Sucesos (Events), while 
attending the Conference of the 
Latin American Solidarity Or
ganisation in Cuba as the fan- 
fared guest of Fidel Castro. Fol
lowing are highlights of the tur
bulent Negro activist’s incendi
ary remarks:

“We want power not only to 
control the wealth within our 
community but to divide up this 

-wealth according to the needs of ( 
each community. We don’t want ; 
to establish a black capitalist j 
system; on the contrary, we 1 
want to destroy capitalism eco- 

. nbmically because this system 
i.J>l.wa.ve J—5 *



"or representation in the House 
and Senate. Last year, the pros-

'Department reportedly has been “““““J acwvi^es,.J!aVfL ooomta 
investigating Carmichael for this Congress

. . . possible prosecution. But re- f0Bsl1<1®PnS
with a blistering £eated in^uiries about this by legislation tc. give the District of 
on of Carmichael and ^porters- and -others have^^mfe^hex,home, rule and/-

r nr rhnrncoriFaHnM Hia Uahca I
___MlVUgllV 41V X11JVX ixiauuxl.

“Carmichael’s passport -was - One Justice Department offi- , , ... , - - ., ।
cial is credited with saying, “So Peets of this being done ap- 
far we have been unable to put Pearec* promising.
together a case that would hold But since the violent riots | 
water legally. We have pub- here last April, following ,the J 
lished accounts of what Carmi- assassination of Dr. Martin Lu- j 
Chael is quoted as having said, ther King, and Carmichael’s un- | 
but we have been unable to get J ’ ’ ..........................
any witnesses to support these 
reports. Without witnesses we 
don’t have a case.’’ .

. Senator‘'Byrdformally called 
the Senate’s attention , to the 
matter- ’ ' ‘ .............„
denunciation of Carmichael and 
the State Department "brought no information.

: revoked,” pointed out - Byrd, 
; “because he traveled to res

tricted areas, specifically to 
Castro’s Cuba and to North Vi- 

, etnam, a nation at whose hands 
the American people have suf- 

j fered 191,328 casualties, 38 per 
! cent of those casualties having 
/ occurred during the past six 
! months, Yet the State Depart-’ 
i ment has restored his passport, Since early, this year, Carmi- 
1 thus making possible other such chael has been active in Wash- 
; trips and other such dehuncia- • ■ • . . ..

tions of the American people 
and American soldiers in Viet-

I nam. \ . '.. .
“We hear a great deal today 

! about people losing confidence 
i in their government. Is there 

any wonder that more and more . . . ________
■ citizens are losing confidence in Negro clergymen to spearhead 

। their government, when the gov
ernment acts in Such a foolish', 
absurd and pusillanimous man
ner as it has in pampering 

gStokely Carmichael, not only by 
permitting him to make trea
sonable statements on foreign 

. .soil, but also permitting him to

But since the violent riots
— - — —'  —» F 7 w w

assassination of Dr. Martin Lu-

dercover" machinations through 
his creation, the Black United 
Front, Congress has become 
strongly opposed to relinquish
ing any direct control over the 
capital and its affairs.

There isn’t a chance of the ■; 
District of Columbia gaining ■ 
home rule in -the foreseeable ■: 
future. 3

Being widely circulated on j

ington’s predominant Negro 
population . organizing and 
manipulating from behind the 
scenes a so-called Black United 
Front. , , . . xicuig wruciy uiicuiaiea on i

While he has canmly kept in Capitol Hill are copies of an il 
the background, he has used interview by Carmichael pub- ? 
various prominent moderate ’• • - • - — • - 11

his~policiesand tactics.*  .....
Foremost among Carmicha

el’s aims in Negro control of the 
capital’s 3,100-member police 
force, which President Johnson 
has recommended be increased 
to 4,100. Carmichael’s scheme is 
so-called “community control/’

lished in Sucesos (Events), while ’ 
attending the Conference of the 
Latin American Solidarity Or- ' 
ganksation in Cuba as the fan- [ 
fared guest of Fidel Castro. Fol
lowing are highlights of the tur
bulent Negro activist’s incendi
ary remarks:

“We want power not only to ! 
control the wealth within our 

„ community but to divide up this 
I - wealth according to the needs of 
I each community. We don’t want ;
! to establish a "black capitalist i 

system; on the contrary, we 
want to destroy capitalism eco- | 
nominally because this system i 
always goes hand in hand with T 
racism and exploitation.

“At present, in order not to 
I divide those participating in the 
! struggle for the demands of the 

black race, we support a united 
j front. But the time will come 
! very soon when there will be no 
j reason to discuss and nothing to > 
j discuss, and then we will simply 
j eliminate all those who put ob- 
i stacles in • the way of the real 
I liberation of the black people.

“We are moving towards i 
; guerrilla warfare in the United 
( States. We are going to develop i 

urban guerrilla warfare and we 
; are going to beat them (the 
/ whites) in this field because 
■ there is one thing they do not. j 

have; their men don’t want to / 
fight what they call guerrilla 
warfare, which is really hand- 
to-hand combat. You see, their 
men are cowards. White Ameri- j 
ca is the most cowardly nation i 
in the world.

“The question is simply when 
to employ urban guerrilla war
fare. It is the only means by 
which we can win in the United 
States because they cannot use 
bombs against us; since we are |

P 
i 
a

e
?■ 
e 
'1

inside their country. They will 
l have to fight us hand-to-hand 
y . .and we.will defeat.them.” .



EX 17.0 ffiC- 78 August 15, 1968

Dear

b /C , • ■ ' ' '' 1''.ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED, . .
' HEREIN.IS UTJQLAS SIFTED . . /*'.  . ■

' DATE 0’1—25;—200’6 .BY 60309 auc tam/inlt/tcg

I can certainly understand the concern which prompted 
your Ijlstte^ of August 9th enclosing a newspaper clipping concerning 
Stokely Carmichael.

Insofar as the granting or revocation of passports is 
concerned, this is a matter within the purview of the State Department 
and is not within the jurisdiction of the FBI.

With respect to his other activities, the FBI is strictly 
an investigative agency of the Federal Government and*  as such, does 
not determine whether prosecutive action will be undertaken in any situ
ation. Such decisions concerning violations of Federal law are within 
the province of the Attorney General. Voluminous data regarding 
Carmichael has been furnished to the Attorney General and you may 
wish to contact him*

I want to assure you that the FBI is aware of its respon
sibilities with respect to the internal security of our country. We will 
continue tb make every effort to carry out our duties with the greatest 
thoroughness and efficiency. ® *

Tolson _ 

DeLoach 

Mohr ___

Bishop — 

Casper — 

Callahan 

Conrad — 

Felt___

Gale___

Roson 

Sullivan . 

Tavel __

Trotter 
Tele. RJ

Holmes 3 

Gandy __

■ MAILED. Z

AUG 15 1968

COMM-FBl

be t ovch
Sincerely yours

NOTE: Bufiles indicate one prior letter to her dated 3-27-61 in response 
to her inquiry regarding the National CounCiLpf Churches.

ink

■ ■ XWd
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Dear Mr. Hoover:

Mr. Kasper-----
Mr. Callahan—

Conrad.—
,"mZ Felt 
jUr. Gale...—

'"^serf^Y 
Sullivan.
ravel— 

r .^Trotter..
Tele. Room____
Miss Holmes—
Miss Gandy—

Enclosed is an article from our daily paper, 
Albany Herald, which has shocked and dismayed 
me NO END!

Please write and tell me just why or on what 
grounds this character would be permitted to 
Returned to the United States afiter denouncing 
our country and disobeying all rules and 
regulations of the pass port office by going 
into and aiding and abetting Communist nations. 
I simply do not understand it and I think you 
and| |of the pass port office
are due me an explanation. After all, I am 
a tax payer and a law abiding citizen.

Please answer this letter. Thanking you, 
I aim

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

exh1'

ti v-
10 AUG>S 1968
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Cc ^ichael Gets Passnart,..,
"W@/. Sim' UoSo

By ROBERT S. ALLEN
And JOHN A. GOLDSMITH

Herald Correspondents
WASHINGTON — Sen. Harry 

Byrd, D-Va., is demanding an 
explanation from the State De
partment for the restoration of 
Stokely Carmichael’s passport.

It was revoked last Decem
ber after the strife-agitating for
mer head of the militant left
ist - leaning Student Non
violent Coordinating Committee 

I (SNCC) returned from an ex
pended tour of Communist coun-

■ b7C
\ 1 ! b7D 

tries during which he repeated- 
ly excoriated the U.S. along 
party lines.

The State Department gave 
no explanation for reinstate
ment of Carmichael’s passport. 
In fact, there was no announce
ment about it. It was done 
virtually surreptitiously.

Senator Byrd formally called 
the Senate’s attention to the 
matter with a blistering denun
ciation of Carmichael and the 
State Department:

; “Carmichael’s passport was 
revoked,” pointed out ■ B y r d, 

" “because he traveled to re
stricted areas, specifically to 
Castro’s Cuba and to North 
Vietnam. In each country he 
publicly and violently attacked 
the United States and our 
troops. L

Aids Enemy
“Carmichael obviously gave 

aid and comfort to North Viet
nam, a nation at whose hands 
the American people have, suf
fered 191,328 casualties, 38 per 
cent of those casualties having 
occurred during the past six 
months. Yet the State Depart
ment has restored his passport, . 
thus making possible oilier such 
trips and other such denuncia
tions of the American people 
and American soldiers in Viet
nam. ■

“We hear a great deal today 
about people losing confidences 
in their government. Is there; 
any wonder that more and 

I more citizens are losing confi
dence in their government when 

; the government acts in such a 
I foolish, absurd and pusillani- 
! mous manner as it has in pam-jy 

pering Stokely Carmichael, not; 
only by permitting him to make ( 
treasonable statements on for-, 
eign soil, but also permitting t 
him to incite rioting in this
country, without penalty.”

I For some' time, the Justice 
I Department reportedly h a,s 

. been investigating Carmichael 
for possible prosecution. But re- 

; peated inquiries about this by 
reporters and others have 

j brought no information.
An Explanation

One Justice Department of
ficial is credited with saying, 
“So far we have been unable 
to put together a case that 

i would hold water legally. We 
: have published accounts of what 
! Carmichael is quoted as having 
। said, but. we have been unable 
I to get any witnesses to support 
i . these reports. Without witnesses 
| we don’t'nave a 'case.”

L/

l.LL INFORMATION CONTAINED
IE RE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/t



Since ek~/this year, Car
michael ■ • hay ■bdmva active in 
Washington’s predominant Ne
gro population organizing and 

, manipulating from behind the 
scenes a so-called Black United 
Front.

While he has cannily kept in 
the background, he has used 
various prominent moderate 
Negro clergymen to spearhead 
his policies and tactics.

Foremost among Carmi- 
chael’s aims is Negro control of 
the capital’s 3,100 - member po
lice force, which President 
Johnson has recommended be 
increased to 4,100. Carmichael’s 
scheme is so-called “communi
ty control” of the police; that 
is, the residents of each dis
trict would determine the per
sonnel of the local police force 

_. and its officers.
Likes Violence

Another Carmichael - inspired 
maneuver was the claimed 
unanimous adoption of a resolu
tion by the Black United Front 
declaring that the slaying of one 
policeman and the serious 
wounding of another by three 
Negroes charged with robbery 
whom they attempted to arrest 
was “justifiable homicide,” 

] This deliberately provocative 
I pronouncement evoked a storm 

of outraged protests in Congress 
and the press. But the Black 
Front leaders, under ’ Carmi
chael’s backstage spurring, re- 

!. fused to retract..
This and other truculently 

militant activities have doomed 
any chance of this Congress’ 
considering the long - pending 
legislation to give the District 
of Columbia either home rule 
and - or representation in the 
House and Senate. Last year,

I the prospects of tins being " 
appeared promising.

But since the'violent riots here 
last April, following the assas
sination of Dr. Martin Luther 
King, and Carmichael’s under-1 
cover machinations through his 
creation, the Black United 
Front, Congress has become 
strongly opposed to relinquish
ing any direct control over the 
capital and affairs.

No Home Rule
There isn’t a chance of the 

District of Columbia gaining 
home rule in the foreseeable fu
ture.

Being widely circulated on 
Capitol Hill are copies of an in
terview by Carmichael pub
lished in Sucesos (Events) while 
attending the Conference of the 
Latin American Solidarity Or
ganization in Cuba as the fan- 
fared guest of Fidel Castro. Fol
lowing are highlights of the tur
bulent Negro activist’s incendi- 

. ary remarks:
“We want power not only to 

; control the wealth within our 
community but to divide up this 

; wealth according to the needs 
; of each community. We don’t 

want to . establish a black capi- 
; talist system; on the contrary 

we want to destroy capitalism 
: economically because this 

system always goes hand in 
hand with racism and exploita- 

: tion.
“At present, in order not to 

divide those participating in the 
struggle for the demands of the 

■ black race, we support a united 
[ front. But the time will come 
' very soon when there will be no 
; reason to discuss and nothing to 
i discuss, and then we will' sim- 
■ ply eliminate all those who put 
■ obstacles in the way of the real 
, liberation of the black people. 
- “We are moving toward 
i guerrilla warfare in the United 

States. We are going to develop 
urban guerrilla warfare and we 
are going to beat them (the 
whites) in this field because 
there is one thing they do not 
have; their men don’t want to 
fight what ,-they call guerrilla 
warfare, which is really hand- 
to-hand combat. You see, their 
men are cowards. White Ameri
ca is the most cowardly nation 
in the world.

“The question is simply when 
to employ guerrilla warfare. It 
is the only means by which we 
can win in the United States be
cause they cannot use bombs 
against us, since we are inside 

i their country. They will have 

will defeat them?



Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

n„,. 7/29/68

Stokely Carmichael, Negro militant, 
arrived in Mobile, Alabama, 7/26/68. In 
speech stated he desired no riot while 
he was in Mobile but if there was trouble 
after he left he would know he has been 
effective. Attached relates to subject’s 
activities in Mobile 7/27/68. Subject 
made statement "it’s your town, if you 
want to burn it, burn it". Carmichael 
referred to Negroes arrested for traffic 
violations in Mobile 7/26/68, and report
edly stated if arrests continue, "Cleve
land, Ohio, would seem like a picnic 
compared to what would be done toMobild'.

Subsequent information received 
disclosed Carmichael and associates de
parted Mobile by airplane 7:00 a.m., 
7/28/68, arriving Atlanta, Georgia, 9:06 a.m 
OS^ftiShington, D. C., at 2:20:5p.m., 7/28/58

Copies of attached andsubsequent 
teletype furnished to Inter-Division 
Information Unit of the Department and 
the Attorney General. Will be included 
in summary teletype for White House

PFS:BMS:jcm
ALL INFOPMATTON OO

auc t.am/mlt/l



FBI WASH DC*
-FEbRBUREAU of investigation 
a & DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION

FBI MOBILE teletype
3:06
FBI MOBILE

■. Tolsoi 
1f'’fJetoach 

ir__Mr. 
Mr/ 
Mr. ‘YaspeF 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad. , ■» 
Mr. Felt. 
Mr. Gale 
Mr. Rose 
Mr. SuJ 
Mr. 
Mr.
Tele. Rooi!
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy--------

AM 7-28-68 MMA
OR. AND WFO

FROM MOBILE 100-1858

STOKELY^CARMICHAEL. RM". ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

006 BY 60309 .DAT E

W’

OF
CARMICHAEL AND. ASSOCIATES REMAINED OVERNIGHT IN ^RESIDENCE . : ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

mobMe

ARRIVED AT ELEVEN FORTYNINE AM, JULY TWENTYSEVEN INSTANT
SHORTLY AFTER NOON. THEY DROVE TOpAND CARMICHAEL LEFT WITH

WHERE CARMICHAEL AND ASSOCIATES MET WITH LOCAL
NEGROES UNTIL ABOUT TWO THIRTY PM,. SOURCE WHO WAS AT THIS
MEETING STATED CARMICHAEL ANSWERED QUESTIONS PUT TO HIM. HE
WAS ASKED IF HE ADVOCATES VIOLENCE AND REPLIED THAT HE ADVOCATES
SETTLING PROBLEMS BY WHATEVER MEANS ARE AVAILABLE.
CARMICHAEL SAID HE COULDN'T ACCEPT THEORY THAT SYSTEM, OF LAW
AND ORDER HAD BENEFITTED NEGRO MINORITY AS NEGROES HAVE NOT '
OBTAINED FULL FREEDOM
END PAGE ONE



'PAGE-'TWO
CARMICHAEL'S GROUP THEN PROCEEDED TO OLD WARREN ST. METHODIST

CHURCH WHERE MEETING WAS IN PROGRESS, ARRIVING ABOUT THREE PM
AT ENTRANCE TO CHURCH, CARMICHAEL TALKED TO

ABOUT ARRESTS LAST NIGHT OF NEGROES ON TRAFFIC
VIOLATIONS AND REPORTEDLY SAID THAT IF THERE WERE MORE SUCH
ARRESTS, CLEVELAND, OHIO WOULD SEEM LIKE A PICNIC COMPARED TO WHAT 
WOULD BE DONE TO MOBILE.

CARMICHAEL SPOKE TO ABOUT FOUR HUNDRED PERSONS AT MEETING WHICH
BROKE UP ABOUT FOUR THIRTY PM, TALKING ABOUT NEGRO HISTORY AND 
SAYING " ITS YOUR TOWN, IF YOU WANT TO BURN IT, BURN IT".

CARMICHAEL LEFT CHURCH AREA ABOUT FIVE TWELVE PM BY AUTO 
GOING TO RESIDENCE Of|

WHERE HE REMAINED UNTIL SEVEN TWENTY PM. CARMICHAEL THEN WENT
TO RESIDENCE OF

WHERE HE REMAINED UNTIL ABOUT EIGHT THIRTY PM, WHEN HE
RETURNED TO RESIDENCE

PICKETS WERE AT MOBILE MUNICIPAL AUDITORIUM TONIGHT AT
PERFORMANCE OF A SINGING GROUP. NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZED WORKERS(NOW) I
THE NEGRO GROUP SPONSORING CARMICHAEL APPEARANCE, ORDERED PICKETING
BECAUSE OF DENIAL OF USE OF AUDITORIUM TO NOW FOR CARMICHAEL SPEECH.
NO INCIDENTS REPORTED IN CONNECTION WITH PICKET ACTIVITY.
ENDPAGE TWO



'pAGE^THkEE
..-CARMICHAEL AND PARTY REMAINED AT

RESIDUE UNTIL ELEVEN

ZERO EIGHT PM WHEN THEY LEFT IN AUTOMOBILES OF
RODE AROUND MOBILE AND NEARBY PRICHARD, MAKING

SHORT STOPS AT SEVERAL NEGRO CLUBS, RETURNING TO|(RESIDENCE
ABOUT TWELVE THIRTY AM SEVEN

TWENTYEIGHT SIXTYEIGHT. AT TWO THIRTY AM CARMICHAEL AND

NIGHT.
NO INCIDENTS OR DISTURBANCES WHER^REPORTED DURING DAY

OR NIGHT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:
RE MOTEL SEVEN TWENTYSEVEN SIXTYEIGHT.
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE AND LOCAL POLICE KEPT AWARE OF

DEVELOPMENTS.
SOURCE WHO FURNISHED INFO RE MEETING AT |

__________________________________________________________________________________________ b 7 C

PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE
-FTS&& WILL BE CONDUCTED TO COVER ACTIVITIES SEVEN TWENTYEIGHT

SIXTYEIGHT.
AM COPY TO BH.

END
SVM
FBI WASH DC*
P

MR. TRAINOR 
c Cr ROOM 836 9&D



WA — — 12—

FBI NEW YORK

Tolson______
DeLoach..v__
Mohr_____ _
Bishop______
Casper 
Callahan____
Conrad_____

Felt_______ .
Gale______  /
Rosen /
Sullivan
Tavel_____ _
Trotter j
Room______ :
Holmes____ 1

8:05 PM URGENT 8-14-68 AWS

TO DIRECTOR 100-446080, WFO (100-43503) AND MIAMI ' COM

Tele. 
Miss

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 ’ BY 60309 auc tarn/'mlt/teg

STOKELY CARMICHAEL: RM-SNCC; SEDITION

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE

f'WINFORMATION IN THE PAST, OBSERVED SUBJECT AT

NEW YORK* ON

AUGUST ELEVEN AND AUGUST TWELVE, LAST. 

WHO HAS FURNISHED "

RELIABE^ INFORMATION IN PAST PAST, ADVISED THAT THE SUBJECT MAY ATTEND

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TELEVISION AND RADIO ANNOUNCERS

CONVENTION AT THE SHERATON - FOUR AMBASSADOR HOTEL, MIAMI, 

FLORIDA, AUGUST FOURTEEN, INSTANT, THROUGH AUGUST EIGHTEEN, /| 

NEXT. SOURCE ADVISED THAT SUBJECT IS NOT EXPECTED TO SPEAK, 

BUT IS SCHEDULED TO APPEAR AT THE CONVENTION. L
END PAGE ONE . / , /<?<? — '0 J

A11C “ZgTbbg ‘

l4AUG 23196ff ■ । •
fWO COPIES TO WFQ



PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE:

b2

b7C

b7D

MIAMI, THROUGH LOGICAL SOURCES, ATTEMPT TO VERIFY 

SUBJECT’S APPEARANCE IN MIAMI.

END

WA^w<)WWagBLS.. ^AK&-^EL..1QQtDE

WA.....MSE

FBI WASH DC 

R RELAY

MR. TRAiNOR
BOM'836 90



Transmit the following in.________ :----------- :----- -—:----- i-----------------------------------
/Type in -plaintext or code)

AIRTEL AIRMAIL
Via__________ ;___________________ .________ ________________ —------- - ----------

•Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; 
SEDITION

(100-6812) (P)

AJtt INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY .603 0 9 aUi

Re WFO teletypes, 7/26/68 and 7/29/68; Mobrie^tel, 
7/28/68; and Atlanta tel, 7/28/68.

! Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11) copies of LHM
re visit of subject to Atlanta on 7/28/68. Appropriate copies 
are enclosed for offices listed in the copy count of this airtel.

Coverage of subject’s activities while in Atlanta on 
7/28/68, as reflected in the enclosed LHM, was covered bv fisur, 
conducted by SAs | b7c

by f_______  .
\ A is identified

The source furnishing information re Avis auto rented 
\ also known as f ~~

2 - 
2 -
1 - 
2 -
2 - 
2 -
EUC'.vsc 
(14) HOWFORW: 

DATEFORW 
BY:

Bureau (Enc. ll)’ (RM)
Mobile (Enc. 2) (100-1858) (RM)
New York (Enc. 2) (100-153751) (RM)
Savannah (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
San Francisco (Enc. 2) (157.-721) (RM) 
WFO (Enc.
Atlanta

cved
penial Zvgent i



AT 100-6812

Copy of this LHM is being disseminated locally 
to interested military agencies.

Information copy of this LHM sent to Savannah 
in view of address given by| ~| in area covered by that 
office.

2*



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. 100-446080

AT 100-6812

[TED STATES DEPARTMENT OWJUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
July 29, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION

Stokely Carmichael, travelling in a group of thx^ee 
individuals using the names 
was observed at 9:06 a.m. on July departing
Flight 390 at the Atlanta Municipal Airport. This flight 
terminated in Atlanta, ..Georgia. Carmichael was dressed in a 
light blue shirt with dark blue trousers, while one of his 
travelling companions (unknown subject number one) was dressed 
in a three-quarter length black leather coat and a red turtle
neck sweater. His other travelling companion (unknown subject 
number two) was wearing a dark olive-green suit.

This group proceeded to the luggage claim section of 
the airport, where they secured their luggage and returned to 
the lobby of the terminal. After a short conversation in the 
lobby, Carmichael went to a public telephone booth and made 
several telephone calls. Simultaneously, unknown subject number 
two went to the Eastern Airlines counter where he purchased two 
tickets in cash for Washington, D. C., in the names of ____

|for passage on Eastern Airlines Flight 146, de- 
parting Atlanta, ^Georgia, at 12:50 p.m., July 28, 1968, scheduled 
to arrive in Washington, D. C., at 2:11 p.m. Unknown subject 
number two did not distinguish which one of these two tickets 
was to be utilized by Carmichael.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

(
This document contains neither recommendations nor 

conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI’and 'is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. r

COPIES DESTROYED 
286FEA24 197|



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Unknown subject number one proceeded to Delta , a 
Airlines ticket counter whereAie purchased in cash a Cs/T. 

ticket in the name of for passage on Flight 897>
departing Atlanta at 12:10 p. m., July 28, 1968, for San 
Francisco, California.

The parties then rejoined in the lobby of the 
terminal with Carmichael being constantly recognized by 
other persons. He would talk and shake hands briefly with 
these individuals; however, he appeared to direct most of 
his conversation to a Negro male, about 5’ 8” in height, 
weighing approximately 130 to 135 lbs., wearing a gray 
checked suit and carrying a briefcase. This person was 
later joined by a Negro female, having light complexion, 
being about 20 to 21 years of age, approximately 5’ 6", 
and weighing approximately 100 lbs. These two individuals 
continued to converse with Carmichael. After a short con
versation with this couple, Carmichael and his two companions 
went to the taxi-loading platform of the airlines terminal.

The Negro male and Negro female, mentioned above, 
proceeded to the Avis Auto Rental counter. A source, who is 
in a position to furnish reliable information, advised that 
the Negro male rented a 1968 Plymouth four-door sedan, 1968 
Georgia license 1J51321 in the name of| using a
credit card issued by]

According to the sourcefl I signed
the charge card as

2



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

This Negro male and Negro female then rejoined 
Carmichael and his companions at the taxi-loading platform. 
The entire group entered the above-described Plymouth and 
proceeded to the Paschal Motor Hotel, 830 Hunter Street, 
S. W., Atlanta, Georgia, which they entered at approximately 
10:25 a.m. They sat at a table in the coffee shop, having 
breakfast, until approximately 11:15 a.m., when the afore
mentioned Negro1 ^couple re-entered the Plymouth automobile and 
left the vicinity of the Paschal Motor Hotel.

b / C

■b7D

Paschal Motor Hotel is a prominent gathering place 
for the Negro race in Atlanta and is located in the heart of 
the Negro business community.

/ g-4-
Carmlgftiael and his two companions were met at 11:20 

a.m. bvl who has
____________________________________________  in many instances and was driven 
to the Atlanta Airport, arriving there at approximately 11:40 
a.m. The group remained apart in the "departing"'flight" section 
of the vehicle ramp until approximately 11:50 a.m., when  
Carmichael and his companions departed the automobile and ________

I left the area of the airport.

Unknown subject number one proceeded to Delta Gate 45> 
where he boarded Flight 897 at 11:55 a.m., which flight left 
Atlanta at 12:10 p.m., destination San Francisco, California.

3



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Stokely Carmichael and unknown subject number two 
proceeded to Eastern Airlines Gate 29, where they remained in 
the immediate area from approximately 12:10 p.m. until 12:35 
p.m., when they boarded Eastern Airlines Flight 146, destina
tion Washington, D. C. This flight left Atlanta at 12:50 p.m., 
July 28, 1968.

4*



Routing Slip
FD-4 (Rev; 4-2^67)

JOU---------------- h

Date 7/30/68

fi^ 1OO-UU6O8O (RM)_________

Att-: - Titje STOKELY CARMICHAEL
KJ SAC MOBILE (10Q-18>^hRMT) is-M; SEDITION

SAVANNAH (RM) . u
u wfo (100-173503 IW)--------------------------- ----------------

□ Supv- NEW YORK (100-153751) (RM)
□ Agent SAN FRANCISCO <57-721) (RM)-------------------------------

□ SE — 
□ fe

nce- 

□ Steno 
O Clerk

RE:

□ Rotor #: _____

ACTION DESIRED

□ Acknowledge | | Open Case
I | Assign____ Reassign _____ □ Prepare lead cards
□ Bring file □ Prepare tickler
□ I Call me | | Return assi

[□Deadline______
| | Deadline passed 

| | Delinquent 
| | Discontinue 

□ Expedite

[ | Search and return

[ | For information

□ Send to__________
| | Submit new charge out
□ Submit report by

I | Initial & return 

| | Leads need attention 

| | Return with explanation or notation as to action taken.

Re ATairtel & LHM 7 
to Atlanta on 7/28/ 
’’Delta" should read 
Please correct.

□ Serial #

29/68 re CARMICHAEL’S visit 
8.' Page 1 of LHM, line 3, 
’’Eastern Airlines”.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2 0 0 6/dSY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

SAC

See reverse side Office

FRANM. HITT 
Atlanta



5-1 13%((9-<29-65)

ir

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

n 8/10/68

Attached relates to travel of 
Stokely Carmichael to Chicago, Illinois, 
area, 8/9/68.

Subsequent information reveals 
Carmichael did not appear in Maywood, 
Illinois on 8/9/68, but does plan to 
appear there on 8/10/68. On the 
evening of 8/9/68 he did speak and 
make inflamatory remarks at a rally 
in Chicago.

Appropriate local authorities 
are cognizant. Information concerning 
Carmichael’s trip and activities have 
been furnished to Secret Service and 
the Army. Copies of the attached and 
subsequent teletypes have been sent 
to.the Inter-Division Information 
Unit of the Department and the Attorney 
General.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tc<



I)

Mr. Tolson___ —
Mr. DeLoachJ!— 
Mr. Mohr

Bishop---------
Casper---------
Callahan------
Conrad.— 

Felt______ _
Gale________

FBI’WASH DC*

VIA WASHINGTON

AUG 01QAO N

. Mr.
1 Mr.
; Mr.

Mr.
| Mr.

Mr.
Mr<

. WF
TO DIRECT AND WFO
640PM URGENT 9-68 RMF
FBI CHICAGO

DISTURBANCES WHICH HAVE OCCURRED IN MAYWOOD DURING PAST
MAYWOOD, AND DESCRIBED BY SOURCE AS PRIME INSTIGATOR OF

Mr. Tavef_______
Mr. /fr otter___ _
Tel/ Room______
M:ss Holmes------
Miss Gandy--------

RACIAL
b7CTWO

FROM CHICAGO /157-1297/ Zl 57-2969/ PAIXOOWAI®
PAT

stokely Carmichael, racial matter - sncc: sedition, oo: wfo; racial

TENSIONS. MAYWOOD. ILLINOIS. NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT. OOs CHICAGO

SOURCE RELIABLE IN PAST. ADVISED INSTANT THAT

YEARS, INDICATED TODAY CARMICHAEL TO BE IN CHICAGO THIS

SPREADING WORD

DATE AND MAY
SPEAK AT IRVING SCHOOL, SIXTEENTH AVENUE AND WARREN STREET. MAYWOOD
THIS EVENING, TIME UNKNOWN. SOURCE STATED
TO MAYWOOD NEGRO YOUTHS TO BE AT SCHOOL TONIGHT. SOURCE ADVISED

WIELDS CONSIDERABLE INFLUENCE OVER NEGRO YOUTHS OF MAYWOOD
ILL

NEGROES IMPRINTED "BLACK AWARENESS PRESENTS STOKELY CARMICHAEL AT DWIGHT
END PAGE ONE

ADVISED INSTANT PAMPHLETS WERE DISTRIBUTED THAT CITY TODAY BY UNKNOWN

ft AUG 16 1968



PAGE TWO
EISENHOWER HIGH SCHOOL, ONE HUNDRED THIRTY SEVENTH STREET AND 
CRAWFORD ROAD, CRESTWOOD, ILL. SIX PM INSTANT. SUBSE^NT INFO 
RECEIVED CRESTWOOD AUTHORITIES REFUSE TO ISSUE PERMIT TO HOLD THIS
MEETING AND SAME RESCHEDULED FOR WYNN HAVEN TRAILER CT,, ONE HUNDRED
THREE FIVE STREET AND CLAIRE BLVD, ROBBINS, ILL.

MEETING IN
ADVISED INSTANT DOES NOT INTEND TO PERMIT, 

sheriffs oF-HCfe. 
AND HAS REQUESTED ASSISTANCE OF COOK COUNTY^fSO) ON

STANDBY BASIS IF NEEDED. COOK COUNTY SO TASK FORCE TO BE ON STAND
BY AT HOMEWOOD, ILL. SHERIFF'S STATION FOR THIS PURPOSE AND IN
VIEW OF RACIAL DISTURBANCES WHICH OCCURRED IN HARVEY-DIXMOOR, ILL. 
DURING PAST WEEK. THESE TOWNS ALLOCATED IN CLOSE PROXIMITY TO 
EACH OTHER IN SOUTHERt^ART OF COOK COUNTY.

RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISED INSTANT PAMPHLETS 
----------------------------- b2

BEING DISTRIBUTED ON CHICAGO'S SOUTH AND WEST SIDES AFTERNOON THIS b7D

DATE STATING CARMICHAEL WAS TO APPEAR AT THREE DIFFERENT HOUSING
PROJECTS DURING AFTERNOON HOURS THIS DATE, PROJECTS BEING LOCATED 
ON SOUTH AND WEST SIDES, OF CHICAGO.

FBI WFO, ADVISED LATE AFTERNOON INSTANT DATE CARMICHAEL THEN IN
WASHINGTON, D.C. AND SCHEDULED TO DEPART ON AMERICAN AIRLINES FLIGHT
TWO EIGHT THREE LEAVING DULLES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT SIX FIFTEEN PM,
END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE
CDT. CARMICHAEL BOARDED THIS FLIGHT AND ENROUTE CHICAGO. THIS INFO 
FURNISHED APPROPRIATE AUTHORITIES IN VIEW OF ABOVE INDICATED SCHEDULED 
APPEARANCES BY CARMICAHEL.

b2

b7D

ADVISED INSTANT HAD RECEIVED INFO CARMCIAHEL SCHEDULED TO SPEAK 
NINE PM TONIGHT AT A|FRO-AMERICAN ARTS THEATER, THREE NINE STREET AND 
DREXEL BLVD, ON CG*S  SOUTH SIDE IN ALL NEGRO AREA.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE WFO TEL CALL INSTANT.

MILITARY
SECRET SERVICE, USA AND ABOVE INDICATED LOCAL POLICE AGENCIES
ADVISED ADVISED
INSTANT ON BEING APPRISED ON CARMICHAELS ARRIVAL THAT HIS OFFICERS 
ARE BEING ASSIGNED TO MAINTAIN TWO FOUR HOUR SURVEILLANCE ON CARMICHAEL 
DURING HIS STAY IN CG. CG MAINTAINING CLOSE LIAISON WIThI

AND IN VIEW THEIR SURVEILLANCE CG WILL NOT MAINTAIN
END PAGE THREE



PAGE FOUR
SURVEILLANCE OF CARMICHAEL. CG SOURCES ASSIGNED TO ATTEND SCHEDULED 
APPEARANCE AtFRO ARTS THEATER INSTANT NIGHT AND TO IMMEDIATELY FUR
NISH ANY INFO RE CARMICHAEL'S STAY IN CG. BUREAU WILL BE KEPT 
ADVISED. BUAGENTS WILL CONFIRM CARMICA|HEL *S  ARRIVAL O'HARE AIRPORT 
INSTANT NIGHT.
END
LPT
FBI WASH DC*

COPY SENT AG AND IDIU

MR. TRAINOR1 
C ROOM 836 9&D



Airtel

To:

From:

1 
1
1

SACs» Atlanta (100-6812) 
New York (100-153751) 
WFO (10^3503)

Director, FBI (100*446080)

August 20, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED . 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTERS - SNCC‘
SEDITION

J

(S)

bl

(S)

| Recipient offices should contact informants and
established sources concerning the possibility of Stokely 
Carmichael being in the receipt ;of a large sum of money.
i

DATE: 01-25-2006

Tolson _ 

DeLoach 

Mohr___

Bishop —. 

Caspar _ 

Callahan 

Conrad _ 
Felt____

Galo___

Rosen __

Sullivan . 

Tavel__________
T'Ottor----------------- fl

Tele. Room--------- |

PTBiekw 
(10)

Classification per OGA letter dated 01-30-2006
SEE NOTE PAGE TWO



.Mrtel-to SACs1,. .Atlanta,-<-et.al*  -/•'
STOKELY CARMICHAEL \
100-4460SO

WTE: . 5 ' '' ?V;'

Stokely Carmichael, a black extremist, is on the 
Security Index ancl .the' Agitator Index. He.'Wttently- i_': 
resides in Washington, D. C., where he is active as the 
leader-' of' theBlack United? ^rbn't^ a. coalit ton of moderate /• 
anad mi Ti rant HeftrO leaders and dtgdnizatlons in Washinwton, D



Airtel EI403

8/19/68

(2264 J. B.)
i - 
i - 
i -

To: SAC, Chicago (157gl297)
From: Director, FB?^^jL00-446080)■—**/

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS , STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE 
SEDITION
BUDED: 8/28/68

Enclosed for information of recipient offices is a 
copy of a letter from J. Walter Yqagley, Assistant Attorney 
General, Internal Security Division of the Departmeht, dated 
8/14/68, which is self-explanatory.

It is noted that the information requested in Yeagley's 
letter is similar to that requested in Bureau airtel dated 
August 14, 1968.

Chicago should expeditiously conduct the investigation 
requested in the above referred to communications and submit a 
report to reach the Bureau by August 28, 1968.

Enclosure
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

----------- —1 - WFO (100-43403) (Enclosure) DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt./t.cg

S ]>TB:djb(X
□ - £ (7) /) A
w c’j g xL. ..
I o Rl tote: [

zj '" "l
Stokely Carmichael is a black extremist who is on the 

-- --- Security Index and the Agitator Index. At a speech in Chicago on 
August 9, 1968, Carmichael made highly inflammatory statements. 
This information has previously been furnished to the White#House, 

Tolson Attorney General, Inter-Division Information Unit, Internal Security 
DeLoach-------------Division and Criminal Division of the Department, Secret Service,
rX:---- and Military intelligence agencies. By airtel dated 8/14/68 Chicago
Casper----------------was requested to endeavor to obtain a transcript of this speech
c°n'r°dOn as well as other investigation concerning the identity of the
Foil____

Gale____

Rosen __

Sullivan _ 

Tovel ___
Trotter__

Tele. Rcoi 

Holmes —J 

Gandy ___

audience. Yeagley, by letter dated August 14, 1968, has made a 
similar request concerning Carmichael's speech. Chicago is being

MAIL ROOM

A
SEE NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO



Airtel to SAC. Chicago 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
100-446080

WOTS CONTINUED:
wmsw®"Tsnskpedite investigation. This Batter has bees 
coordinated with Division Six. Upon receipt, the information 
requested from the Field will be furnished, inaddition to 
Yeagley, to the Criminal Division of the DepartBent in order 
to deteraine if there has been a violation of the anti-riot laws



K? Lm .0J-lSo‘
F ^kd. 4-26-65) *

J - UNITED STATES GOVE^MENT

Memoranmm
^PARTMENT OF JUSTICE

subject:

to : Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

date: August 14, 1968.

J. Walter Yeagley
Assistant Attorney General ***'*\l-~-#  
Internal security Division

( J ' ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN?
UNCLASSIFIED
1-2006 BY 603 0 9

StokelyCarmichael
a u c t am / m 11 /1 c g v/ j --/> *

Reference is made to your telegram of August 12, 1968, 
captioned ’’Selected Racial Developments and Disturbances,” which 
contained information that Stokely Carmichael was the main speaker 
at a meeting of about 700 Negroes at the Afro Arts Theater in 
Chicago, Illinois, on August 9, 1968. Carmichael allegedly urged 
the black community to obtain arms to prevent genocide of the 
Negro race and to prepare for the ’’revolution.” Carmichael also 
allegedly urged Negroes going to Vietnam to kill American soldiers, 
not 
Mao

North Vietnamese, and to support the Chinese Communist leader, 
Tse-Tung.

Since his urging Negroes to obtain arms in preparation 
the ’’revolution” is possibly in violation of 18 U.S.C 
his urging Negroes

2385, 
to kill American soldiers is possibly in 
2388, we would appreciate receiving a 
Carmichael’s speech, if such is available 
or names of 

If a
the witness or witnesses who 
verbatim transcript of the 
would appreciate receiving 
the portions of the speech

for 
and 
violation of 18 U.S.C. 
verbatim transcript of 
together with the name
can testify to its accuracy 
entire speech is not available, we 
any transcripts which were made of 
referred to above, together with the names of the individuals who 
made such recordings. If there are no verbatim transcripts of 

s^^any portions of Carmichael’s speech, we would appreciate being 
Q ^’^‘advised whether there were any informants, local police officers, 

or FBI agents present who made notes of what Carmichael said 
and> so» we would like to receive copies of these notes if 
they cover the areas of Carmichael’s speech mentioned

We 
servicemen 
identities

would also like to know whether there were 
in the audience and, if so, the number and 
if possible

If 
composition

any American 
thei

above

it is available, we would also like to know the 
of the entire audience byrsex and agC.Kz,

We would also be interested in ascertainihg who sponSO^fed 
the meeting and whetherJsCarmichael was speaking as an individual 
or as a member of SNCC and on behalf of that organization. We
would also like to know the names of all other individuals who 
spoke and whether any of them gave talks in„-the same vein as 
Carmichael’s. f

1968
A?" I



* FBI WASH DC*
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION
AUG 101968

FBI CHICAGO

Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr-------- —

k*Mr.  Bishop---------
Mr. Casper

. Mr. Callahan____
■ Mr. Conrad.

Mr. Felt____
C.-.l:___
Rosen__
Sullivan 
Tavel._ 

:terTO: DI
8-9-68 TAB

CTOR (100-446080)
1139PM URG

WFO VIA BUREAU
WASHINGTON FIELD (100-43503)

FROM; CHICAGO (157-1297)(P)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM-SNCC; SEDITION

BUAGENTS OBSERVED ARRIVAL CARMICHAEL O'HARE FIELD

Miss 
Miss

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 .

Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

• Mr. TSPRINGFIELD616- Room
auc tam/m11/teg

SEVEN FIFTY
IN THUNDER-^PM INSTANT, AND TEN NEGROES DEPARTED FOR UNKNOWN DESTINATION

BIRD, SIXTY EIGHT ILLINOIS LICENSE WHICH IS

0

4^ ILLINOIS, AND A SIXTY FOUR PONTIAC FOUR DOOR, SIXTY EIGHT ILLINOIS LICEN^'
REGISTERED TO

ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS ALL NEGRO COMM

WERE DISBANDED
FROM VICINITY ONE THREE FIVE STREET AND CLAIRE WHERE THEY ATTEMPTED

O 
O

UNITY ADVISED THAT ABOUT FORTY NEGROES, VARIOUS AGES

REGISTERED TO

o 
Q

TO HOLD MEETING WHICH WAS PREVIOUSLY DENIED BY CITY OFFICIALS.
STATED SEVERAL YOUTHS THEN BROKE INTO LINCOLN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL,

ONE HUNDRED THIRTY NINTH AND CLAIRE, TO HOLD MEETING. CITY OFFICIAL
AND SCHOOL AUTHORITIES AT FIRST WANTED PERSONS REMOVED, HOWEVER/



PAGE TWO
APPROXIMATELY ONE HUNDRED FITY ATTENDED MEETING AND ALL SEARCHED

BEFORE ENTERING MEETING STATED CONSIDERED
RELIABLE, ADVISED VEHICLE CARRYING CARMICHAEL TO THIS MEETING BEARS

b7C

b7D

SIXTY EIGHT ILLINOIS LICENSE
STATE LAST VEHICLE IN MOTORCADE IS HEAVILY ARMED

ADVISED

SOURCES ALSO

WAS INVOLVED IN DISTURBANCE
WHICH TOOK PLACE IN DIXMOOR, ILLINOIS,IN NINETEEN SIXTY FOUR.

STATED MARKHAM, ILLINOIS PD AND COOK COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE
HAVE BEEN ALERTED.

HE ADVISED THAT ABOVE SOURCES REPORTED THAT PEOPLE
WAITING FOR ARRIVAL OF CARMICHAEL DEPARTED SCHOOL WITHOUT INCIDENT
JUST PRIOR TO CARMICHAEL'S ARRIVAL SO NO MEETING HELD. AREA IS QUIET

ADVISED GROUP NUMBER UNKNOWN AWAITING CARMICHAEL
AT AFRO ART THEATRE CURRENTLY

ADMINISTRATIVE
REFERENCE CHICAGO TEL TODAY b7C

b7D

MILITARY, SECRET SERVICE ADVISED. LHM FOLLOWS. CHICAGO INDICES NEGATIVE
CASE BEING OPENED

CHICAGO FOLLOWING CLOSELY. SOURCES ASSIGNED, BUREAU WILL BE KEPT
SED. -

COPY SENT AGABDIDIU '

x-MR. TRAINOR \
ROOM 836 980 \ V'!

WASH DC*  . ^5)^—'



WASH 1
1250AM
TO DIRECTO

WAS

ENCIPHERED

17-68 WMS

Mr. Tolson 
Mr. DeLoach____

Mohr_______
Bishop______
Casper_____
Callahan____

Conrad_____
Felt________
Gale________

r. Rosen / 
ivan.C__

r. Tavel_______
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room 
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

446080 (ENCODED) AND WASHINGTON FIELD 100-43503
FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

AT4N DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
b7

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751

STOKELY CARMICHAEL IS-MISC; SEDITION OOjWFO

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE (RELIABLE) ADVISED EIGHT SIXTEEN LAST
THAT CAPTIONED INDIVIDUAL OBSERVED IN COMPANY OF|AT SUBJECT’S 

NY AT ELEVEN
PM ON SUCH DATE.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

b7C

b7D

A

ADMINISTRATIVE HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

RE WFO TELEPHONE CALL TO NY EIGHT SIXTEEN LAST AND NY TELEPHONE
CALL TO WFO EIGHT SIXTEEN LAST

CLASSIFY CONFTtMs&LT I AL_ _ _

END RDR
FBI WASH DC bvc

COTY AG AIJD IDIU

a AUG 211968

TWO COPIES TO WFO



2/?&,/6WA 7
1046PM URGENT 8-17-68 RPD

VIA TELETYPE

AUG 17 1968

ENCIPHERED J
-----------

TO DIRECTOR 100-446080 AND WASHINGTON FIELD 100-45503
^ATT: DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751

Mr. Tolson------—
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr------- —
Mr. Bishop---------
Mr. Casper---------
Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad-----—
Mr. Felt-------------
Mr. Gale-------- —
Mr. Rosen------ —,
Mr. Sullivan------

""Mr. Tavel--------- -
Mr. Trotter--------
Tele. Room------- -
Miss Holmes-------
Miss Gandy--------

b7

NEW YORK AT THREE THIRTY FIVE
PM THIS DATE. ACCOMPANIED BY YOUNG WHITE MALE AND FEMALE
DRIVING NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT YELLOW STATION WAGON, BEARING

NO FURTHER ACTIVITY REPORTED.
ADMINISTRATIVE

RE NEW YORK TEL, THIS DATE.

jBEC.4'7 /

AUG 21 1968

END
ALL INFORMATION .CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tarn,

LRC FBI WASJk&C
COPY SHUT AG AND IDIU

Co:
/nX loosed



FBI WASH DC*

FBI CHICAGO
1152PM DEFE
TO: DIR

D 8-10-68 TAB

Wi BWRSftW OF
kU. s. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ImimiCATIOflS SECTION

AUG111968 [)

4

TOR(100-446080)SPRINGFIELD, WF0(100-43403) WFO VIA
FROM: CHICAGO (157-1297)(157-3063)(P) b7C

STOKEL ARMICHAEL RM-SNCC; SEDITION 00: WFO

X Mr. Tolson---------
u Mr. DeLoach------
| Mt. Mohr—--------
| Mr. Bishop--------
I Mr. Casper---------
« Mr. Callahan------
| Mr. Conrad. . ■ — 
I Mr. Felt— 
1 Mr. Gale— 
5 JMr, Rosen

ju Mr. Sullivan------
* I Mr. Tavel----------

1 Mr. Trotter--------
3 Tele. Room-------- -
! Miss Holmes------
j Handy—— 
i b / C  ________ ,

RlIRKAIi.

RACIAL TENSIONS, HARVEY, ILLINOIS, AUGUST ONE NINE SIX EIGHT RM
HARVEY, ILLINOIS PD ADVISED INSTANT DATE

MEETING TOOK PLACE INSTANT HARVEY PD BETWEEN

HUNDRED OTHER NEGROES INCLUDING ABOUT FIFTEEN PERSONS BELEIVED TO BE
AND SEVENTY FIVE- ONE

*

MEMBERS OF THE BLACKSTONE RANGERS, A LARGE NEGRO YOUTH GANG ON SOUtA

SIDE OF CHICAGO PLEDGED THAT NO FURTHUR VIOLENCE
WOULD BE CAUSED BY NEGRO YOUTH IN HARVEY AND YOUTHS ATTENDING MEETING 
WOULD ATTEMPT TO LOCATE SEVEN PeSI’Ms^FOR WHOM WARRANTS HAVE BEEN

AREA AUGUST SIX LAST AND WHO A
ISSUED AS RESULT OF RACIAL DISTURBANCE. WHICH OCCURRED HARVEY-DIXMOOR

/Jf b -jx b I 
Sought by harveY pd.

END PAGE ONE
O

s:12 AUG 4U ww



PAGE TWO
ADVISED ONCE ABOVE YOUTHS HAVE SURRENDERED

ADDITIONAL MEETINGS WOULD BE HELD CONCERNING NEGRO GRIEVANCES IN HARVEY.
FOLLOWING MEETING, NEGRO YOUTHS DEPARTED POLICE STATION WITHOUT

INCIDENT. HARVEY-DIXMOOR AREA PRESENTLY NORMAL ALTHOUGH HARVEY PD REMAINS
ALERT TO POSSIBLE DISTURBANCES IN VIEW OF CONTINUING TENSIONS THAT AREA.

PREVIOUS INFORMATION INDICATED STOKELY CARMICHAEL REPORTEDLY TO BE
IN HARVEY AREA INSTANT DATE BUT MTADVISED CARMICHAEL NOT PRESEI
FOR ABOVE MEETING AND NOT KNOWN TO BE IN HARVEY AREA.

ADMINISTRATIVE:
,REMYTEL INSTANT. MILITARY USA AND SECRET SERVICE ADVISED. CHICAGO 

FOLLOWING LHM FOLLOWS. CHICAGO INDICES CHECKED RE PERSONS ARRESTED 
AND FOR WHOM WARRANTS CURRENTLY OUTSTANDING IN CONNECTION WITH HARVEY 
DISTURBANCES THIS WEEK AND REFLECT NO PERTINENT INFORMATION WITH EX
CEPTION OF I WHO ACCORDING TO CHICAGO PD RECORDS WAS

b7C

b'7D

IN AUGUST SIXTY-FIVE

FBI WASH DC*

ROOM 836 9&0



ID-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) B-3
/rTDeLoacK-—-- I

Transmit the following in

Teletype

ADMINISTRATIVE

FROM: SAC, WF£

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

AFTERNOON THIS DATE

CEE:It 
(7)

MR. TRAINOR
3QM 836 90
ecial Agent in Charge

FBI
Date: 8/15/68

PLAIN ;
/Type in plaintext

URGENT
(7>r

MhStBishop——
WjfeSfRer--- —

-----  
MrTp^d—y 
Mr.
Mr*  Gal®— 
Mr. Rosen. 

| Mr. Sullivan'JMj 
Mr. Tavel---

| Mr. Trotter------
L L'peie.-Itaoin—--

I Miss Holmes—
I Miss Gandy-----

।

D SACS NEW YORK 
MIAMI

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. M

SUBJECT OBSERVE®^ LEAVING RESIDENCE WASHINGTON LAIE

RE MY PREVIOUS TELETYPE THIS DATE

NEW YORK AND MIAMI ADVISED BY PHONE

• Bureau
3 - Teletype 
2 - WFO unlt

'"W.Q

DAT E

AL L IN F O RMATION

006 BY 60309- auc t.am/mlt/tcg

WT-
\C0W SENT AG AND IDIU 

- 2 5

Sent

REC 36

Per



NR 5

fviA TELETYPE
** AUG151S68

ENCIPHERED
4/20 PM EDT MFS

U R GX N T 8-15-68

Mr. Tolson
Mr. DeLoach...
Mr. Mohr-------
Mr. Bishop—- 
Mr. Casper----
Mr. Callahan— 
Mr. Conrad.... 
Mr. Felt______
Mr. Gale--------
Mr. Jlosen------
IWtiZJSullivan.^

TOUDIRECTOR 100-446080, NEW YORK 100-153751, AND WFO 100^43503
Mr.4rrrotter._.. 
tCCODE^— 
Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy—NEW YORK AND WFO VIA WASHINGTON

FROM MIAMI 105-15451 (RUC) IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RM - SNCC; SEDITION

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED TODAY THAT SUBJECT HAS

NOT ATTENDED THE QUOTE NATRA UNQUOTE CONVENTION AT THE

SHERATON FOUR AMBASSADOR'S HOTEL. HE SAID HE RECENTLY

TALKED WITH SUBJECT, AND SUBJECT HAD NOT PLANNED TO APPEAR

AT CONVENTION IN MIAMI

RECORDS, SHERATON FOUR AMBASSADOR'S NEGATIVE RE

SUBJECT
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 

auc tam/mlt/tcgDAT E

ADMINISTRATIVE; NEW YORK WILL CONTACT SOURCE RE

SUBJECT'S WHEREABOUTS

RE NEW YORK TELETYPE AUGUST FOURTEENTH.

END

HWL

FBI
C n,

WASH DC/

RELAY TRAINOR 
7 ROOM 836 9&D

TWO COPIES TO WPO

R



4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)

OPTIONAL FORM no. 10 X J 5010-106 !
MAT 1662 EDITION , X^Z
G5A GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum.
The Director DATE:

FROM n, P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Co ngressional Record 

....
 'HIM, w On

wMeb »»tft&m tos. o BeeesOMt XI? XO&.! Mr* MbW «it«t X S
Ctonlet** Fs tour M emtrm »W Mb tftw < ttt WBt Or)
Bind Mb Mtttrntm w»W W »•* it MbW tte isom M tat tanW r*&tW •

Mr. Www atrtatlaai «$,

CanMcMM W faetm m
riGU Bint fee tlittfrw 1.

w biwmwmw wt> a» b ,s
tk« M tathB bK Uv@re^ W Wt M ’3 -g

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ~
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 01—25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

o

/Ob'
NOT RECORDED
29 AUG 15 1968

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for t:‘ was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 

■ original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
•se or subject matter files.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



A IRTHB*

TO:

OOM:
BUBJMCT:

DIRICT08, RBI 

SAC, CHICAGO

IS - CH
ALL INFORMATION 
HEREIN IS UNCLA. 
DAYE 01-25-2006

CONTAINED
SIFIED
BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tc

He Chicege letter to the Bureau dated 6/10/eH.

On 8/fi/08, source advised that aubject was gradually 
describing to her the details of his stay | ~|

Subduct had also aeationed'Oto source that during 13/67

Subject al

differettcea betweea
tioned that he m* acquainted with 
had- that there were some strong

resain la Chicago until a/s/6& aad
plans far trave

‘CKAKL. Subject will 
w ia attempting to 
CHAJUIICHAML, subject's 

i. in the «.«.
A detailed IBM will be submitted after subject 

departs free Chicago.

Bureau (BM) 
100-446080)

2 - Chicago
(1 * 157-12P7) 

jriflr:akp 
<e>

/1 & (J ®

JNOT RECO^DEtt

*<*Aus  o

<isBi»aBESEE3.



^-572 (Rev. 7-18-63) 
OPTIONAL fO«M NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO The Director DATE: /d (-J U & J / j g

FROM : N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT: The Congressional Record

ej

l>

.toe...._
kttrf to

Wgim, torMttotitoStoto
___________ ............................................................................................. j

k to 11^ wto wetotototooa to 1
wmM to ttoto- Wto stotto B m etomr*  to wBiW
ato VtolsMUtiY *j Hagte*4  toft OftMto j&fttos ftto lymaiL « ,**  » B's

few a gmi toM totoft ttoto$to< tor mww ttoa to ftofto ww
^WPlIto’ taRiEBwf- 'JwWwp-w-^Ip

tot to Sutol to ma&a <w*
* R ‘ W ■ * ■ ♦T p ™rw «-W- W*,4  !W Ji* W:. 'WW

O
rig

in
al

 fil
ed

 in
: 4^

- / 
e/.3 

/

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

not' seconded 102 AUG 12 1968

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

/

In the original of a memorandum captioned .and dated as above, the Congressional
Record for was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Direct/r's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a copy oy the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in apZ&prmi-e'’i&re/u^case or subject matter files.

M MzmBB



DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, WFO JUL 26 1968
RM - SNCC

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tain/

Enclosed for the Bureau are elcht copies of 
an WM containing information concerning]

Ihas been identified by reliable sour- 
ces, as

Sources Mentioned in the WM are as follows:

This LHM is classified '‘Confidential’* because 
it contains information, the disclosure of which could 
result in the compromise of sources of continuing value 
and reduce their future effectiveness.

WFO continuing.

2 - Bureau (Enc. 8)
4 - WFO 

<1-100-41826 SNCC)
■> (1-100-43503 STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

not recorded 
136 AUG 7 1968 A
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1

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquartered at 360-362 Nelson 
Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself as not being 
a membership organization, but rather an agency attempting to 
stimulate and foster the growth of local protest movements. 
SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement which erupted across 
the South beginning on February 1, 1960. A conference at 
Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought together many of 
the demonstrating Southern students in a loose network of 
militant youth which was officially named SNCC in October, 1960.

A source has advised that in May, 1966, Stokely 
Carmichael was elected National Chairman by the Central Committee. 
In May, 1967, Carmichael was replaced as Chairman by H. Rap 
Brown, with Carmichael assuming the position of Recruiter and 
Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at the invitation of 
Fidel Castro, Carmichael participated in the Organization of 
Latin American Solidarity Conference which was held in Havana, 
Cuba. Subsequent thereto, Carmichael traveled to Hanoi and 
other sections of North Vietnam. He returned to the United 
States in December, 1967, at which time his passport was picked 
up because of travel to unauthorized countries.

A source advised that when Carmichael was elected 
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. With the election of 
H. Rap Brown as Chairman in 1967, it embarked oh a world
wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand against 
violations of these rights by the American Government and to 
strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft and to the 
United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identi
fies SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. 
It advocates that to be successful it is necessary to develop 
a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in the 
Watts area of Los Angeles, California, H. Rap Brown said "You 
better shape up America, or we’ll burn you down." Later in 
February, 1968, in a publicized note Brown wrote, "America, if 
it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against you 
and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to organize 
your children, your God, your poor, your country, and to organize 
mankind to rejoice in your destruction and ruin, then here’s 
my life." This document contains neither

recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

c . it and its contents are not to be
• * distributed outside your agency.



6-94 (Rev. 1-3 1-63) ‘
09TI0NAI.P0KM NO. 10 S0I01-104 •
MAY 1962 COITION 

OSA OtN. l»eO. NO. 27

UNITED STATES gBfERNMENT

Memorandum
Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal Division

from Director, FBI 
s>'

subject; stokely Carmichael
Racial Matter 
Antiriot Laws

date: August 9. 1968 
ATTENTIVE: ; ________________________
Room 2110 Justice Building

FILE COPY 6
ALL TNFORMATTiW CONTAINED- . ' .
,HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ■
DATE'01-25-2006;BY 60309 auc tam/mlt./tcg t.

Reference is made’ to - ■ , . . ■ memorandum dated ’
(your file ).

There is enclosed one copy of the
W//7 ; teletype , - ______ . dated - 8/9/68 —............
at ____Washington Field Office •

A. | | This covers the preliminary investigation and
no further action concerning a full investigation will be taken 
by this Bureau unless the Department so directs.

B. I I The investigation is continuing and you will 
be furnished copies of reports as they are received.

C. | | The investigation requested by you has now
been completed. Unless advised to the contrary no further in-- 
qulrles will be made by this Bureau.

D. . | | Pursuant to Instructions Issued by the Depart
ment, no Investigation will- be conducted in this matter unless 
specifically directed by the Department.

E. | | Please advise whether you
vestigatlon.

F. I I This is submitted for your infor^tUJQn c^njdggrou 
will be advised of further developments.

G. This is submitted for your Information and no 
further investigation will be conducted unless specifically re
quested by the Department.

desire any further in-

H. | | This covers the receipt of a! complaint and no
action will be taken by this Bureau unless the Department •further 

so directs. .-
NOTE: This confirms the conversation between

EncXi)/ I _ land Special Agent I Ion 8/9/68, at which
time | stated he would take this matter under
advisement prior to making any request for investigation 

• iB&nder the Ahtiriot Laws*  ’ V■ ■ ■ ........ - \



2-16=63)

r “v.

. ^SAC< At Ian tn 'b2

• Director, FBI (100-446080)

8IWLY CARMICHAEL . 
IS * «: SEDITO 
(OOiWFO)

I?? C6-• 1
O CT) = 
rM TT- - CD

o

dated

July 25, 1938

REGISTERED MAIL ;
ALL.'INFORMATION CONTAINED ' . . '' ' '- '
HEREIN, IS UNCLASSIFIED - ' . '/
DATE 0'1-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/.mlt/tcg

Attached is the -translation which you requested by.
7/17/68

* ■ The contents thereof, where pertinent, must, be reported
under appropriate captions and afforded whatever investigative 
attention is necessary. . . -

A- X
Tolson _-A -a- \
DeLoach _ 2 

Mohr —

B1 shop -
Casper X

Callahan . iA.’ 
Conrad . 

felt__ :

Gale__

Rosen — 

Sullivan 

Tavel _ 

Trotter 

Tele. R 

Holmes 

Gandy .

Disposition of: .the foreign language material submitted ii 
this connection is set forth below:

maimed WewOii. .
Washington, rfibW-A 'mUeaW' '. >

A- Mr«rtnSulIi4an (At^fi.: Internal Security Section), sent direct
JO• with.'enclosure>/z/x .

RAV:trsW>- ,M . b' .
(6) ■ not recordeE-

MAIl UNIT



SUMMARY FROM GERMAN

the airmail communication is addressed to Mr. Stokley 
Carmichael*  Black Fewer Movement, S.N.C.C., 6 Raymond Street N.W., 
Atlanta, Georgia/ 30314, U.S.A. This address was corrected to 
read: 360 Nelson Street, S.W., 30313.

The postmark reads: July (?) 7,
1968. ------------ -------------------------------------

The return address reads:

The contents of the communication consist of a two-page 
carbon copy of a typewritten letter addressed to Senator Edward 
Kennedy, United States Senate, Washington/ D.C.

According to a notation appearing at the end of the 
letteri ”28 copies were sent Out/” possibly to political persona*  
lities of several countries*

Congratulations are extended to Senator Edward Kennedy \ 
for his courage in ’’receiving the political legacy” left by his , 1 
two assassinated brothers and carrying on the work that they 
initialed.

The writer foresees many changes in the world situation 
in the near future*  She bemoans the travel restrictions imposed 
on West Germans wishing to visit West Berlin, in her opinion, 
Prague's rebellion to the dictates of Moscow portends a crisis in 
the Soviet Mpion^

The writer goes on to urge Senator Kennedy to seek the 
Presidency in 1968 or in 1972. (She points out that in 1972, 
Senator Kennedy will be 40 years old and perhaps stand a better 
chance of success.)

D

Presumably mindful of Senator Kennedy’s oast injuries, 
she recommends the services of al_____________________________________________ 
who allegedly was also "knowntol

ALL NF O RM ATT ON CONT ATN E D
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tain/mlt/tcg

July 24, 1968
sAv



In the remaining part of the letter, she discusses an

_________ She urges Senator Kennedy to persuade 
to reconcile himself to recognizing Israel?

The letter ends with best wishes for Senator Kennedy's 
parents and words of admiration for the Senator himself who, 
according to the writer, is now "the nailed one."



Date: 7/17/68 I
1

Transmit the following in _______ ■ '___________________________ :_____________________ j
( Type in plaintext or code) '

Via_______AIRTEL _______ ____ ____________ ____ AIRMAIL_________________ j
(Priority) । .

________________________________________ .______ __ __________________ __ __________ __________________________ _1_____________
I

I
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

SUBJECT:. STOKELY CARMICHAEL '' ALL. INP0RMAT.I0N C0NTAINED
IS - M; SEDITION HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

' (00’ V/FO) ■ DATE ■ 01-25-200B BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Enclosed for the Bureau is one letter consisting of 
two pages written in the German language, which was forwarded 
to STOKELY CARMICHAEL at 360 Nelson Street, S.W., Atlanta, Ga 
The envelope in which this letter was received is also being 
enclosed. .

A xerox copy of each of the above items is enclosed 
herewith foi' WFO.

On 7/16/63, ______________advised that on 7/15/68, whil
working at the SNCC Office, he observed this letter being 
opened by a co-worker, who realized that it was written in 
the German language and mentioned that although he could not 
read it he doubted if it contained anything important. This 
person then dropped the Tetter and envelope in the waste 
basket.

Cain,

envelope from
|subsequently retrieved the 

the basket and made it available
letter and the 
on 7/16/68.

Bureau is Requested to translate 
copy of the translation to Atlanta and WFO,

AFth) „ Jhe 
and forward a 
office of origin in the STOKELY CARMICHAEL case.

letter 
the

FUl



■

Domestic Intelligence Di^Rion

INFORMATIVE NOTE.

Date August 24, 1968

Attached reports that Stokely 
Carmichael was invited to speak at 
National Convention of Organization 
of Arab students to be held in 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, 8/26-31/68.

Copy of attached furnished 
Inter-Division Information Unit of 
Department and Attorney General.

' ■ b2

Dissemination also being maaeDissemination alsj__________
the State Department.I I

| military, and 
Internal Security Division of the 
Department.

JFM/REL:ebb

AIMED:
JffiREIN-. I.S_nMCLASSIFIED

006 Bl’ -60309 auc taa/mlt/tcgA



' FD-36 (Rev. 5-^. 2-64) c
a'

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

Transmit the following in

v. TELETYPEVia ,______________

TO: DIR

HEARD

F B I

(Priority)

Date: 8/23/68 

CODE
(Type in plaintext or co

URGENT

Mr Mt 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Cbnrad... 
Mr. Felt—----
Mr. Gale-------
Mr. Rosen-----
Mr. Sullivan- 
Mr. Tavel-----
Mr. Trotter--------
Tele. Room---------
Mijs_Hohn®s—_ 
Miss GhndS' T—'

TOR, FBI AND SACS DETROIT 
LOS ANGELES 
SAN FRANCISCO

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P) b
0 f/if f fg'Af

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. -RM'.

RE DETROIT TELETYPE TO BUREAU AND WFO 8/23/68

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE

IN THE PAST ADVISED ON AUGUST TWENTY ONE LAST THAT HE

INFORMATION

BROADCAST OVER RADIO HAVANA, HAVANA, CUBA, ABOUT AUGUST SIJ

TEEN LAST THAT SUBJECT WAS TO SPEAK AT A CONFERENCE, NOT OTHER-

WISE IDENTIFIED, BEGINNING ON AUGUST TWENTY FIVE NEXT AT THE 

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN. ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN.



F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in ---------------------------------------------------------------
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via-_________________________  ____________________________ _—--------------- ------------------------- 1
{Priority) ।

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 1.

PAGE TWO
WFO 100-43503

(S)

SOURCES STATED THEY ARE UNAWARE WHETHER SUBJECT HAS AC

TUALLY ACCRETED INVITATION AS OF THIS DATE,

ADMINISTRATIVE

FOR INFORMATION DETROIT, SUBJECT DEPARTED WDC AUGUST TWENTY

ONE, LAST FOR CALIFORNIA WHERE HE IS PRESENTLY LOCATED.

LOS ANGELES AND SAN FRANCISCO FURNISH DETROIT ANY INFORMATION

DEVELOPED REGARDING TRAVEL OF SUBJECT TO ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, TO

SPEAK AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN ON OR ABOUT AUGUST TWENTY

SIX NEXT.

IF VISIT MADE, DETROIT COVER SUBJECT.PURSUANT TO INSTRUC

TIONS IN BUREAU AIRTEL DECEMBER TWENTY ONE, NINETEEN SIXTY SEVEN.

Approved:  Sent M Per----------------------------
■<

Special Agent in Charge



Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _________________________  _________________________________
(Priority)

PAGE THREE
WFO 100-43503

DETROIT SUTEL PLANS BEING EFFECTED TO COVER SPEECH BY SUBJECT

IF ACTUALLY MADE.

bl

COPY SENT AG AND IDXU

mp TRA.iNOR 
'ROOM '836.

MT 7 a SO

. .7 iiVhA-

Approved: ______________________________
Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per 

M*»fc.



Airtel

To:

From:

SAC, WFO

Director, FBI (100-446080)

8/20/68

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTERS * ST 
(SEDITION)

NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAJTE 01-25-2’0 0 6 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tC'

Enclosed is a copy of a letter from Fred M. Vinson, Jr., 
Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division of the Department 
dated 8/14/68. This letter is in answer to our request for a 
prosecutive opinion regarding the information we had furnished k 
the Department concerning Carmichael’s activities during the riot 
in WashingtonjD. C.*  4/4-7/68.

It is noted in paragraph two of Vinson’s letter Vinson 
expressed continuing need for details on subject’s interstate 
travel, verbatim transcripts of his statements and disorders 
which may occur subsequent to his visits.

Your attention is directed to previous communications
to your office Containing instructions regarding the coverage of 
Carmichael’s activities; in particular, reference is made to 
Buairtel dated 12/21/67 to all offices and Buairtel to your office 
6/14/68.

As office of origin it is essential that when informa
tion is developed indicating Carmichael may travel to another 
field division, that pertinent offices receive timely instruc- 

p°r°lh tions in order that Carmichael’s activities are fully covered.
Mohr_______ :___

Bishop __________

Casper . 

Callahan ________

Conrad _ ________

Felt _____________

Gale____________

Rosen _ ,________

Sullivan ________
Tavel _ ______

Trotter__________

Tele. Room_____

Holmes_________

61AUG2

Enclosure

PTB:ra/ebb 
(6) SEE NOTE PAGE TWO



Airtel to SAC, WFO 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
100-446080

NOTE:

Stokely Carmichael, a black extremist, is on the 
Security Index and Agitator Index. We conducted an extensive 
investigation of his participation in the riot, 
Washington, D. C., 4/4-7/68. Upon completion of this 
investigation, Department was requested their prosecutive 
opinion of Carmichael’s activities. The enclosure is in 
answer to this request. In view of the recent passage of 
the Federal Anti-Ridt Law and the request for continuing 
information regarding Carmichael by the Department, previous 
instructions to the field are being reiterated.



i-DJ-150 c
4-26-65")

'UNITED. STATES GOVEgfcMENX^^

Memorandum
j^PARTMENT OF JUSTICE

to : Director, Federal Bureau, of 
Investigation

date:
August J 4j 1963

from red M. Vinson^ Jr.
Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal Division

subject: Stokely Carmichael
Inciting to Riot - Miscellaneous

This is to advise you that the above-captioned 
matter is the subject of continuing consideration in this 
Division. All additional information, as it becomes 
available, should be directed to this Division in accord 
with prior arrangements. When a prosecutive opinion can 
be reached, we shall advise you.

At this time we„.particularly note the continuing 
need for details on a) subject's interstate travel, b) ver- 
oatim transcripts of his statements,and c) disorders which 
may occur subsequent to his visits. Federal Anti-Riot Law 
Pub. L. 90-2811 (April 11, 1968).

'9

Mr. Tols 
Mr. Del.
Mjjj .Mahr

Mr. Casper.— 
Mr. Callahan. 
Mr. Conrad.. 
Mr. Felt.. 
Mr. Gale.

JUr. Rosei
Mr. Sulli
Mr. Tavel------J
Mr. Trotter—Z 
Tele. Room__ _
Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy—

ALL FRT INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt./tcg

IB AUG 22 1968

J



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via
TELETYPE

TO

FROM

Date:
PLAINTEXT

(Type in plaintext 0£

URGENT

Mr. Tolson__
Mr. DeLoaeh-

Mohr____
Bishop__
Casper
Callahan..
Conrad__
Mr. Felt_____

Mr. Gala____

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

8 Mr.

I Mr.

8/15/68

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, AND SACS, NEW YORK AND MIAMI

SAC,WFO (100-43503)

STOKELYCARMICHAEL; RM-SNCC; SEDITION

RE NEW YORK TELETYPE AUGUST FOURTEEN 3
MIAMI COVER SUBJECT IN ACCORDANCEWITH SAC

'avel ___
3! Mr. Trotter___

e? SwriCJZi 
Miss Holmes__

Miss Gandy

TTER OF

J
F B I

< DECEMBER TWENTYONE SIXTYSEVEN AND SUBMIT DAILY TELETYPE IF 

HE DOES APPEAR IN MIAMI.
|NOT AWARE OF ANY PLANS BY SUBJECT TO TRAVEL 

FROM NEW YORK TO MIAMI.

NEW YORK KEEP MIAMI ADVISED OF ANY ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION DEVELOPED.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg

2-2. Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO

JRPjnjs 
(7)



/FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE

FBI.

Date: 8/16/68

PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

Mr. Tolson—
, Mr. D Coach..

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

' Mr. 
Mr.

ij Mr.
I Mr 
i M} - 
f M 
J Mr.

Mr.

Mrhr....
I - -p.—

’per ... 
t Hbibarr. 
Conrad ... 
Felt

Tri '.ter...

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

Tele. Room.....
Miss H.,-lmes

-Miss -Gsndy-

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

stokelyCarmichael, rm, oojwfo

SUBJECT AND DEPARTED WASHINGTON,

APPROXIMATELY FOUR PM THIS DATE. OBSERVED

D.C., VIA CAR

AT

RESIDENCE,THIS EVENING.

10QL. ~AL L INFO RM AT I ON C ON T Al N E D
HEREIN-IS UNCLASSIFIED"
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 603:.0 9 auc tam/mlt./t.-cg

2

COPY S.„7T ZG AND IDjy

X^ X - /f s e/v.-
4 - Bureau

5ft AUG 211968

1 - WFO ROOM O 9&D
HHKzssb 
(5)

__________________ Sent
Agent in Charge

M Per



CODE 8/22/68

TELETYPE URGENT

TO SAC’S LOS ANGELES (100-68783)
SAN FRANCISCO (157-721)

* 2.^ -ALL information contained
X '■ r HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg
FROM DIRECTOR FBI (100-446080)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS, STUDENT NONVIOLENT 

COORDINATING COMMITTEE.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH INSTRUCTIONS IN BUAIRTEL TO ALL OFFICES 

DECEMBER TWENTY-ONE, NINETEEN SIXTY-SEVEN, LOS ANGELES SUTEL 

WHETHER ARRANGEMENTS ARE BEING EFFECTED TO RECORD CARMICHAEL'S 

SPEECH SCHEDULED TO BE HELD AT WILL ROGERS PARK, LOS ANGELES,

AUGUST TWENTY-FOUR

PTB:ebb C '
(5) n 4 *

FEDERM-^
U. s. DI 

COMMIT

urnFftU OF
Hs SECTION

NOTE:

Stokely Carmichael, a black extremist, is on the\ 

Security Index and Agitator Index. He is presently in 
San Francisco, California, and is scheduled t6speak at

lol son —- 

DcLoach ________

Mohr ____________

Bishop - ; f
Caspor ■- 4

Callahan  ;_____

Conrad .

Felt____________

Gale — ■________

Boson —_____

Sullivan __ ______

Tavel —________

Trotter__________

Tele. Room_____

Holmes —______

Gandy A-t

Los Angeles 8/24/68 at a Eree Huey Newton Rally. Newton 
is a -leader of the Black Panther Party, presently on trial 
in Sah Ftancisco charged with murdering a pplicema*(W ’-• <» A

Buairtel 12/21/67 to all offices instwets the 
field to endeavor, where possible, to record * CaxTnich^I^' 
speeches for purpose „pf attaining rel'i^bl'b Evidence concerning 
his activities. A / A .

IAIL ROOM I____I TELETYPE UNIT

I



Dote: 8/li?/68 I
I

Transmit the following in ----------------------------------------- --------------------
(Type in plaintext or code)

A III TEL ■ .____
(Priority)

I 
I

-I 
I
L

TO : DIRECTOR,. FBI (100-446080)

FROM :

SUBJECT:

SAC, CHWAGO (157-1297) ( P> ■

STOKELyCARMIC.HAEL, aka
RM .. SNCC - SEDITION

00: WFO
ALT, IMF ORMAT T ON CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc

Re Chicago teletypes to Director, 8/9, 8/10, and- 
8/11/68; and WFO teletypes to Director, 8/9/68, b7c

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven (11) copies 
LHM, dated and entitled as above. <------------

A copy of this LHM is being furnished the f.cTTowing 
local agencies: USA; U.S. Secret Service; NISO; OSI, all //Z 
Chicago, and Region I, M3th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois.

An informalionllcopy is being furnished to Atlanta 
which is the Office ofjbgigin of the 1 Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee| .

© - Bureau (Ends. 1^ <RM)

1 - Atlanta (100-6812) (Ends. 1) (Info) (RM)
2 - New York (100-153751) (Ends. 2) (RM) b7c



b / C

CG 157-1297

Chicago will follow and through sources and liaison with 
lathe Chicago PD and local agencies attempt to develop further 
H information concerning subject’s activities while in Chicago, 
Band furnish such information to Y/FO.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. CG 157-1297

•UN^D STATES DEPARTMENT OF^STICE 

' FEDERAL B UREAL) OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
August Z3 > 1968

ARMICHAEL

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 Bl 60309 auc tam/mIt./teg

Special' rftfs/of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI) observed Stokel^Oarmichael., former National Director of 
the Studen\ tJpn-Violent*  iordinating Committee (SNCC), and ______

______  _________depart Washington, D.C., via
Americah“A“irllhes Flight Number 283, at 6:15 p.m., Eastern 
Standard Time, August 9, 1968, for Chicago, Illinois, scheduled 
to arrive O’Hare Airport, Chicago, at 7:15 p.m., < 
Time.

Central Daylight

A characterization of SNCC is attached hereto. 
Information comprising this characterization was obtained from 
sources who have furnished reliable information in the past.

At 7:50 p.m., Central Daylight Time, August 9, 1968, 
Special Agents of the FBI observed Stokely Carmichael and | 

at O'Hare Airport, Chicago, Illinois. Carmichael and 
_________ |were met at the airport by ten Negroes, and this group 
then departed O’Hare Airport in a Thunderbird, bearing >1968________
Illinois license numberP I (registered to

| Illinois) . and a 1964 Pontiac, 'bearing 
196'8 Illinois license number I | (registered to| |

Illinois).

___ _______ _________ | Robbins, Illinois, an 
all-Negro suburb on Chicago's south side, advised August 9, 1968, 
that approximately 40 Negroes of various ages were disbanded from 
the vicinity Of 135th Street and Claire Avenue, Robbins, where 
they attempted to hold a meeting. Permission for this meeting

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to 
your agency, it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

had previously been denied by city officials. __________ stated
several youths then broke into the Lincoln Elementary School, 
139th Street and Claire Avenue, to hold this meeting, and Robbins 
city and school authorities, who at first wanted the individuals 
removed from the Lincoln Elementary School, conceded to let the 
meeting take place.

Approximately 150 persons 
Elementary School

; attended the meeting at the 
all of whom were searched beforeLincoln 

entering the meeting. _______________________________ [advised that
sources of his department, whom he considered reliable, advised 
August 9, 1968, that the participants inihe above meeting waited 
for the arrival of Stokely Carmichael and when Carmichael failed
to appear at the expected time, the participants at this meeting 
departed the Lincoln Elementary School without incident.

[further advised that his sources 
stated that Carmichael arrived at the Lincoln Elementary School 
in a vehicle bearing Illinois license ____________ This vehicle,
according to these sources, was part of a motorcade, the last 
vehicle of which was heavily armed.

"The Chicago Tribune", in an article appearing in the 
Sunday issue, August 11, 1968, stated that Carmichael was an 
hour late for a speaking engagement at the Lincoln Elementary 
School and found an empty auditorium. Carmichael and his 
entourage then returned to Chicago.

| advised the
owner of rhe vehicle bearing Illinois license number|~ 
was involved in a disturbance in | Illinois, in 1964.

______________________________________ advised August 10, 
1968, that approximately 700 people attended a meeting at the 
Afro-Arts Theater, South 39th Street, and Drexel Boulevard, 
Chicago, on August 9, 1968. This meeting was held to raise / , 
funds forzp”ersons arrested during the rioting on Chicago's west 
side, firflowing the assassination of Martin Luther King. Jr. /

__________________________  and Stokely Carmichael, spolfe on the tojpd.e7 of 
how the Negro has been suppressed and means of promoting biack 
power. Approximately 25 members of the Blackstone Rangers were 
in attendance at the meeting, 

r
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

' ____________ _________ __________ ...
Carmichael was the main* * speaker at this meeting and urge^d 

f^yft^the- black community to arm themselves to prevent genocide of tfhe 
Negro race'and to prepare themselves for "the Revolution".

C0RE ?is‘ a militantly, orientated civil rights 
. group with an active membership of approximately 

25 in Chicago, Illinois.?' CORE aims include 
work iil independent political campaigns, 

? concern with slum housing, education, employment 
and minimum wages. ' .; .; ? ■ ■

? . . - <±0 v'loCS^J ' 'A ' •
• A source of the' Chicagoh/Off'i'&e'; who" has furnished ? ■ 

reliable information in the p.asl/h advised August 10, 1968, thay 
approximately; 3*000 persons attended the above meeting at the b7c 
Afro-Arts Theater. Among thef individuals in attendance at this bvn 

^meeting were] \. ,Z/1

.______ of hjae” Chicago. Of f ice, who has furnished. '
reliable information in thex^ast; advised August 9. 1968. that 
Carmichael told| | h

x Carmichael urged the support-6f and urged Negroes
going to? Vieti Nam to- kill^ Ain^r^ican soldiers /rather than North 
Vietnamese soldiers. Carmichael ’ further stated 'that the .FBI and? 
local law enforcement agencies^ should be kept out of black . ;?/ 
communities; . Carmichael stated Negro informants should not be 
killed, but.police, who they inform for, should be killed.

b2

b'7D

b7C

.. [ Maywood," Illinois, that he would be unable to
attend the meeting ,of Maywood "youths ht the.. Irving School, 16th

.Avenue and Warren Street ,/Maywood, on? August 9, 1968;: however,/ 
hewould attend a?meeting pf Maywood youths scheduled to be held' 
at the Irving School at 6:00 p.m, , August 10, 1968.

_________________________ I was described by the above source
in the Maywood

area during the past? two ? years . ?

7___________________  who has' furnished reliable
information? in the: past, advised August 10, :-1968 , that the 
above meting was held at theIrving School, ^Maywood, at 6:00b.m.; 
■however'*  only a few individuals attended and Stokely Carmichael 
did not.appear.'



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

advised that

b'7C

b7D

Stokely Carmichael stayed at.the Executive House, a hotel in 
the Loop area of Chicago,. whiTe in Chicago, and was in his room 
at that hotel from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m., August 10, 1968, 
when he departed for the Regal Theater, 4700 South Parkway, 
Chicacrp. I

| Carmichael andl 1 departed
the Regal Theater, following there, at
3 :00 aim. , August 11, 1968and . retuEried to their r oom a t "... 
the Executive House. Carmichael and_________ remained at. the
Executive House until their departure for the O'Hare Airport. 
Carmichael and_________ departed. O'Hare Airport, Chicago, at
1:00 p.m., Central... Standard Timet August H'» .1968, via United 
Airlines Flight number 912, scheduled .to; arrive at LaGuardia 
Airport , New York , at.3:55 p.mi, Eastern Daylight Time .

b2

b7C

b7D

advised that Carmichael 
indicated on the evening of August 7.. 1968 . that he and _______

I would depart’/Chffcateo on August 11, 1968,
for New York City to attend a jazz festival, there .

Representatives of the Chicago, Dixmoor, Markham and 
Maywood Police 'Dep ar tment.S, as well as the Cook County Sheriff's 
Office were alerted to Stokely Carmichael's visit to .the, Chicago 
area and his probable vis its. and activity within their areas of 
jurisdiction. The'se Police Departments arid -the Cook County . 
Sheriff's Of f ice', advised during.and following Carmichael's visit 
to the Chicago area’ that their; respective areas were calm and 
activities were normal. /

A copy of this memorandum is being furnshed the 
following agencies:

United States Attorney
Chicago, Illinois

United State_s Secret Service
Chicago, Illinois

Office of Special Investigations
Chicago, Illinois

United States Naval Investigative 
Service Office, Chicago, Illinois

Region I, 113th MI Group i 
Evanston, Illinois ' ;

' - 4 - ■■



’ FBI ST LOUIS

F3JERAL BUOU OF ifWESTIGATION

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

i COMMUNICATION SECTION 
“ AUG241968 ,

M ST
stokely Carmichael

FBI WASH DC*

LOUIS (LOO-20639)
OO:WFOIS-MISC

ST POST-DISPATCH INSTANT DATE IN INTERVIEW WITH

PURPOSE OF b'7C

b'7D

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Felt______
Mr. Gale______
Mr. Rosen____
Mr. Sullivan-^ 
Mr. Tavel_____
Mr. Trotter___
Tele. Room____
Miss Hulmes__
Miss Gandy___

Mr. Tolson__ -
Mr? 'DeLoach— 

Mohr_
Bishop____
Casper___

Callahan__
Conrad__ _

8-23-68 JLS
TO DI CTOR FBI (£00-44608^ AND WFO
1121PM

F

QUOTES AS STATING THAT CARMICHAEL WOULD x
BE COMING TO ST. LOUIS THURSDAY AUG. TWENTY NINTH NEXT
VISIT IS TO RAISE MONEY FOR BOND OF BLACK ■/LIBERATOR' WHO WAS ARRESTED
AUG SEVENTEENTH LAST FOR POSSESSION OF ILLEGAL ARMS.

W^O ATTEMPT TO RESOLVE WHETHER SUCH A TRIP WILL BY SUBJECT.
SLPD, MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, USA, SECRET SERVICE NOTIFED^ /^_ </J

E=- - - - - - - - -TEL SHOUD-BE DBFERRED~4«S^R.G5N-fry-y-^^ '



...... ti .■■■..*

OI BtWffi Wtfflt
* 8/22/68

W-SW1 ■ ‘

T0f . DIRECTOR AND SACS ATLANTA .. A ''

■ '\ ■ ' : LOS ANGELES
/ . mw-:: 

. i ' - W FRANCISCO

FROM: ■' SACiW-43505) (p) ’: Y

. a advised «sri'.j

TWENTYTWO INSTANT THATSUBJECTHASBEEN WPiaAUM QUOTE . ■

- •»..' •'••• ■ ' • ■. • , •!.
•V'-ALL’. TNFDRMATT'ON -CONTAINED-- “ - <
■ A^EREIN '--I-S/UNCLASSIFIED'' -''
■/■‘DATE' 0'1-25-200.6. ;BY •'60'309 auc t.am/mlt/.tcg .

(SHCC) AND THAT JdS OFFICIAL ASWOWCEMBNT WAS MADS TO THIS KTFECT

’ IN W WOT-Wl'W: Wt J«J®NCmNT- WAS MADE AVAlLAM

# m'pEEss.MD'W'SiM rAciimEsv-'- ■
IN WASHINGTON, D.C. ADVISED THREE ARE mm-GIVltf

''' failed to. ms tersOl. wej/Woi '

u 1968 ;i
- Bureau •■•

■ 3 *■  'Wlety^)® Wt

. ■ 31 i:

VIA IEIETYPK
J". AUC231968 ' '

i;$o4m ~fc¥-
ENCIPHERED



b7C

b7D

W100-43$03 .7> 77: .
PAGE TWO..' ^7b7;''; ■yb'^^.bb 7 " • -7-7.7 '
Ml REPORT ON HIS DAILY ACTIVITIES AS RELATED TO SNCC AND THREE:

. HR: HAS-; MEN. A■ THREAT TO THE' SNCC LEADERSHIP IN ■ WASHINGTON, D#Cb7 ‘ 

ACCEDING’ TO. som»^ASSOCIATE: TN. WASHINGTON, .''. ■ 

|STATgD.mi£CT*S  FIRING WAS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF'7’

' JAMES FORMAN ^O FEEI>S mw iS THE PROPITIOUS TIME TO OUST SUBJECT ;

FROM SNCC. . SOURCE AmSED\WIL^ 'CXOSE^

WITH THE BLAOC PANTHKR. PARTT TBB '. >.

BPP M3M :THAN HE M&'SNCG;'IN;W;RECW.PAST.30WE STATED b

-- SUBJECT HAS' 'Bt&I AT ' ;

INCREASED-ODDS WITH

b- SOURCE ADDED

DUALS 7
MILITANT SNCC ADHERENTS BECAUSE OF HOSTILITY TOWARD HIM. S^RCE 

emphasizedtios ^>mjLAiimi o»j#^

DISCUSSIONS im-W ,-b7/b7;



WFO 100.4350
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WASH DC

AUG2 31968

Mr. Tolsoh;__
DeLoach,. 

Mohr____
Bishop 
Casper,.. 
Callahan..

Mr. Conrad.... 
r. Fell,

Mr.
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

430 PM URGENT 8-23-68 SMS
TO DIRECTOR (100-446080, SAN

enciphered
;an.’

Ta ....
Mr.\ Trotter_____
Tele.’ Room______
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy____ _

WFO VIA WASHINGTON
FROM LOS ANGELES (100-68783)

stokelMarmichael; RM

RE LOS ANGELES TELETYPE

FRANCISCO & WASHINGTON FIELD
(PLAINTEXT)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED \ 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ’ 
DATE 01-25-2006 BY '60300 auc

TO BUREAU AUGUST TWENTY TWO
LAST AND BUREAU TELETYPE TO LOS ANGELES DATED AUGUST TWENTY
TWO LAST

LOS ANGELES WILL ATTEMPT TO MECHANICALLY RECORD
CARMICHAEL’S SPEECH AT FREE HUEY NEWTON RALLY, WILL ROGERS
PARK, LOS ANGELES, AUGUST TWENTY FOUR NEXT, SPONSORED BY
PEACE AND FREEDOM PARTY OF LOS ANGELES^IF FEASIBLE. WILL 
ROGERS PARK LOCATION OF RECENT RAcAl^DISTURBANCES IN
LOS ANGELES

7D ADVISED
THIS P.M. THAT FIFTY TO SEVENTY FIVE BLACK PANTHER PARTY
MEMBERS FROM LOS ANGELES AND SAN FRANCISCO TO ACT AS SECURITY 

A '

END PAGE ONE b'7C
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PAGE TWO
OFFICERS FOR RALLY. USUALLY PANTHER SECURITY FORCES SEARCH 
ALL PERSONS ENTERING MW MBOUNDS FOR RECORDING DEVICES 
AND WEAPONS. LOS ANGELES POLICE DEPARTMENT AND OTHER LAW 
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES, LOS ANGELES AREA HAVE NO PLANS TO 
RECORD CARMICHAEL’S SPEECH.

NEWS MEDIA BEING CONTACTED TO DETERMINE THEIR ARRANGEMENTS 
TO EFFECT RECORDING OF CARMICHAEL’S SPEECH, AUGUST TWENTY 
FOUR NEXT.
CORRECTION PG_ _ _ ULSX—WD LAT

END
JDR
FBI WASH DC

MB. •ffvw’iOR n 
fiQOM 83S



VIA TELETYPE

WASHDC--4--
SAN FRAN

AUC 9 2 1968 W,

ENCIPHERED 6

Mr. Tolson------
Mr. DeLoach..-.. 
Mr. Mohr.....—
Mr. Bishop-----
Mr. Casper-----
Mt. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad....
Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale

-.Mrrj Rosen

,?VlivanZ’
Mf.'Trotter—. 
Tjele. Room___
Miss Holmes- 
Miss GandyALL INFORMATION CONTAINE D 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE10-41AM UR NT 8-22-68 LAC

TO DIRECTOR
AND

FROM

(100-446080), CHICAGO, NE/694(, SAN FRANCISCO
ASHINGTON FIELD DATE :

auc tam/mlt/tcg 
.3(1) 01-25-2031

CHICAGO, NEW YORK, & WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON (PLAIN)
LOS ANGELES (100-68783)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL RM

RE WASHINGTON FIELD TELETYPE AUGUST TWENTY ONE LAST
ADVISED THIS DATE/5UBJECT TO

ARRIVE LOS ANGELES FROM SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, THE AM
^OF SATURDAY, AUGUST TWENTY FOUR SIXTY EIGHT, TO ADDRESS 

FREE HUEY NEWTON RALLY, WILL ROGERS PARK, LOS ANGELES,
CALIFORNIA, AT THREE PM THAT DATE. WHITE PEOPLE URGED TO
SUPPORT RALLY WHICH WILL FEATURE CARMICHAEL AND ADDITIONAL 
BLACK NATIONALISTS LEADERS LOS ANGELES' AREA.
END PAGE ONE

TELETYPED TO:

w <« . ^3
®1 AUG 3 0 196P

52.5 AUG 26 1968



PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE
POLICE AGENCIES, LOS ANGELES, ADVISED. MILITARY

COGNIZANT. SOURCES FURNISHING INFORMATION THIS DATE
bl

AND
END
HWL R RELAY
FBI WASH DC

S^ET

„ MR. TRAINOR
C. C ' ROOM 836 9&D



Date: AUG 1 6 B68

Transmit the following in —;-------- —,-------- —-------------------------------------- ------------- ,----------------
(Type in plaintext or code) I

„ AIRTEL I
■ (Priority) ।

_________ ______ ■— ------- --------- ----------------- _j_

‘TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, CHICAGO (157-1297)(P)

SUBJECT STOKELTTCARMICHAEL, aka 
RM-SNCC-SEDITION

b'7C

00: WFO
ALL INFORMATION CONTA 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

letterhead memorandum (LHM)Re Chicago airtel and 
to Director dated 8/13/68.

i
j { Enclosed for the Bureau

■31 -/JJdated and captioned as above.

A copy of this LHM is being furnished to following

are 11 copies of a LHM

• o.
MM

<^1’50
)^{local. agencies:

tn o

1 ;

co

a

c

£ 1

o

g

USA, Chicago; U.S. Secret Service, Chicago, 
Illinois; Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston, 
Illinois; OSI; and NISO.

। An information copy is being furnished to Atlanta,
4rhich is the office of origin of the SNCC case.

Sources mentioned in LHM frre:

Bureau (Ends.W^RM) ■ nrn 0
Jl - Atlanta (100-6812)(Encl.1)(Iftf6)XRM) “* 

- WFO (100-43503) (Ends.2) (RM) 
atf£)7 - Chicago ,2 J
" (1 - 100-40342)(SNCC)

(1 - 157-1148)(BLACKSTONE RANGERS)

6ISEP4 1868

DEH: 
(13) 

Approved:

(1 - b2

>

AUG 21 W8.

____ M PerSent 4J



CG 157-1297 

stated th ey nad no undercover agents or on leers covering
the speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL. They had no knowledge 
if anyone made a tape recording of Carmichael's speech.

__________________ has norknowledge of anyone
taping CARMICHAEL'S Speech, but is Of the oninion if anyone 
did tape the speech, it would have been| I (Agitator
Index Subject). Source will attempt to determine if I I 
did tape proceedings. Source is not personally acquainted 
with| |to the extent that he could obtain the tape.

Chicaigo is of opinion if tape exists, the "Chicago 
Defender"newspaper would have access to it. Chicago attempting 
at present time to determine if contact available to fully 
explore this possibility.

Chicago following. Bureau will be advised of 
pertinent developments.

2



STATES DEPARTMENT OF jMH'ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Chicago, Illinois

In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. CG 157-1297

August | (9 , 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
__________ On August 14.__1968. a confidential source, ____  

|from the Chicago area, 
advised tnat during tne recent trip to Chicago, Stokely 
Carmichael former National Director of Student Non-violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), made from August 9 through 11, 
1968, the following additional details have been obtained:

Carmichael arrived in Chicago at approximately 
7:30 p.m., August 9, 1968, and proceeded to the Lincoln 
Elementary School, 139th Street and Claire Avenue, Robbins, 
Illinois. He arrived there at approximately 9:10 p.m. He 
was met by 30 male Negroes at the rear of the school. Two 
of these unknown Negroes were armed with shotguns or rifles. 
No one was there to hear Carmichael’s speech so he left. 
A crowd had gathered in the evening but left before he 
arrived.

Carmichael then proceeded to a trailer park 
at Kedzie Avenue and Claire Avenue, Robbins, Illinois,and 
arrived at 9:20 p.m. It was not determined what individual 
or individuals he visited. From the trailer park he proceeded 
to the Afro-Arts Theater, 3947 South Drexel Boulevard, 
Chicago, Illinois, arriving at approximately 11:10 p.m.

A characterization of SNCC is attached. Sources 
utilized in this characterization had furnished reliable 
information in ;the past.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation. It is the property of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency.

COPIED DESTROYED
MA., 17 197J ?

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED . ■
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/teg



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

On August 14, 1968, I I b?
________  who has furnished reliable information in the past, b? 
advised that Stokely Carmichael spoke before approximately 
900 people at the Afro-Arts Theater, 3947 South Drexel 
Boulevard, Chicago, on the evening of August 9, 1968.
Source stated that the speech for all practical purposes 
was identical to the speech Carmichael presented at Afro- 
Arts Theater on March 25, 1968. Carmichael stressed 
black unity as the only solution for Negroes to effectively 
forestall their ultimate genocide by the white power structure. 
Carmichael maintained that all black people should "love" 
one another and develop the type? of unity for each other 
which has been displayed bytheCBlackstone Rangers, Chicago 
Negro youth gang. He held the Blackstone Rangers up as 
excellent examples that Chicago blacks should emulate, 
He believed the Blackstone Rangers were the only effective ZT 
black group working for black power in Chicago! v

______ __ I commented that Carmichael 
usually pays approximately $350 to the four or five 
Negroes, who act as his personal hbodyguards. However, 
on this trip he paid them $500.

______ __ stated that on one occasion 
while Carmichael and his bodyguards were in a tavern on 
the South Negro section of Chicago, the bodyguards wanted 
to "tear up" the place. Carmichael pleaded with them not 
to create any disturbance because he is convinced that if 
the police arrive to enforce the law and discover that he 
is on the scene, they will use this as a pretext.to kill 
him even though he is unarmed. He especially fears the Chicago 
police and believe that they are just waiting for the chance 
to kill him. He dislikes visiting Chicago and commented that 
if he lives through this trip, he can see no reason why he 
would ever return to this city.

On August 15, 1968,1 ~| b2
who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised ld 
that approximately 900 Negroes were in-attendance at the 
Afro-Arts Theater, 3947 South Drexel Boulevard, on the 
evening of August 9, 1968, where Stokely Carmichael gave a 
speech. The source advised that Carmichael’s speech was a 
typical black power speech, in which he praised*.the  blacks 
and condemned the white race.

- 2 -



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

On August 15, 1968,1________________________ _____ _ b
who has furnished reliable information in the past advised b 
that approximately 800 Negroes were in attendance at the 
Afro-Arts Theater, 3947 South Drexel Boulevard, Chicago, 
on August 9, 1968, where Stokely Carmichael spoke. The 
main theme of Carmichael*s  speech was that the white man 
is the enemy of the Negro and the ’’chief devil’’ is the 
police. He berated the ’’imperialistic capitalistic’’ system 
In the United States. He quoted favorably some writings 
of Ernesto Che Guevara and MKOTse Tung.

■ b2 ■ | ।|__________________ | said 200 Blackstone Rangers
att~..Jed the meeting and were admitted free. All other 
Negroes paid $3.00 per person admission fee. It was 
announced that the gate receipts totalled $1,900. 

' . •' ' ‘ ' b2
On August 12, 1968, |~ ~ b?

who has furnished reliable information in the past, furnished 
the following information:

Stokely Carmichael was in Chicago August 9, 1968, 
and on that evening made an appearance at the Afro-Arts 
Theater, 3947 South Drexel Boulevard, Chicago. Carmichael 
did not arrive at the theather until approximately 11:00 p.m., 
at which time some 900-1000 Negroes were in attendance.

Carmichael’s remarks were in large measure a 
call for unity within the black communities. He advised 
black people do not need more prostitutes, school dropouts 
or gangs among their number, but need more black togetherness 
in order to survive the oppressor. Genocide is upon us. 
The white man is the blacks enemy and capitalism is the 
system he uses to exploit blacks. Black people should not 
be a part of a capitalistic society but should develop a 
socialist society as more suitable to their needs. Colonialism, 
which is a part of capitalism, works against the needs of 
black people.

3



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Blacks should develop an emotional love for their 
own people so that if one is abused or killed, the brothers 
will immediately rise to the situation and destroy the 
white man or mPn involved. In order to do this, guns are 
necessary and all blacks should have them. Even those 
who are not willing to fight should prepare for the revolution. 
They should get food, clothing and ammunition so that guerrilla 
warriors can have a place of reguge. Money should also be 
provided by those Who are not willing to fight. The people 
today most ready to fight the white man are the hard laborers, 
the butchers and the ditch diggers. Carmichael urged his 
audience to read and listen to the teachings of M»Tse Tung.

Black soldiers should agree to go to Vietnam, 
but once there, should kill American soldiers not North 
Vietnamese.

Blacks should control and police their own 
communities and not allow regular police to patrol these 
areas. Blacks who are police informants should not be 
killed, rather the police to whom they report. Black 
communities must be prepared to match forces with the police 
and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Guns are easily obtain
able by everyone, work for one or steal one. Carmichael’s 
remarks “were received by the crowd with great acclaim and 
applause. Some individuals became quite excited during his 
comments, however, the crowd generally was orderly.
___________On Augufet 14. 1968.1______________ _____________  

| Illinois, made 
available the attached leaflet which he obtained from 
Negro youths passing them out on August 9, 1968, in the 
Chicago Heights area. The leaflet announced a speech 
by Carmichael which did not occur. He had no idea who pre
pared the leaflet nor the identity of those concerned with 
its distribution.
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL
This memorandum is being furnished to the following 

agencies:
United States Attorney, Chicago, Illinois

United States Secret Service, Chicago, Illinois

Region I, 113th Military Intelligence Group,
Evanston, Illinois

United States Naval Investigative Service
Office, Chicago, Illinois

Office of Special Intelligence



FBI WASH DC
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federal bureau of investigation 
4hS. department of justice 
JRmunica™ SECTION

AUG221968 Jy
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fife. Conrad—
J Mr. Felt_______
S Mr. Gale__

Mr. Rosen__
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Tavel— 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes-------
Miss Gandy------- -

152AM FERRED 8-22-68 RLO
TO IRECTOR, FBI, AND DENVER
ROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-721)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM.
TWA FLIGHT SIXTY-THREE, DULLES FIELD, VA. TO
AUGUST TWENTY-ONE INSTANT, DAMV, INFORMATION

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

• DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

RE SF TEL CALL TO BUREAU AND DENVER TELETYPE AUGUST
TWENTY-ONE

TELETYPE

9&D

SAN FRANCISCO
CONCERNING

RO

AT SIX P.M. PDT, AUGUST TWENTY-ONE, TWA RESERVATION
CALLED SF OFFICE TO ASK ABOUT BOMB SCARE ON FLIGHT SIX ‘

THREE. OUR INFORMED HIM HE BELIEVED WE HAD
NOT RECEIVED AND HAD NOT REPORTED A BOMB SCARE FOR THIS FLIGHT
INQUIRY OF REVEALED HE HAD EARLIER MADE

U
N

R
EC

O
RD

ED
 CO

PY
 FIL

ED
 LN

TELEPHONE CALL TO A IN TWA RESERVATIONS AND
INFORMATION, SF, AS TO ARRIVAL TIME OF FLIGHTSIXTY-THREE, . ■ IV.fi&- V/60-44^6 * UWAS INFORMED OF THIS CALL AND WHILE HE HAD FEW FA-G-TS- _ _

AUG 26'1968ON POSSIBLE BOMB SCARE THEY WERE ENOUGH TO SUGGEST 
MISCONSTRUED' CA|$L ^S pRAWiC^aL^’^l

HAD MADE CALL AT FOUR FORTY-FIVE P.M
IDENTIFYING SELF BY NAME AND AS WITH FBI, BUT NOT STATING
END PAGE ONEg^\7^-
>7 SEP 3 1968' 4"g28)968



PAGE TWO
SF 157-721

PURPOSE OF CALL, WHICH WAS TO VERIFY ARRIVAL TIME OF STOKELY
PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCECARMICHAEL IN PREPARATION FOR^FISUR.

SAID HE WOULD CALL DENVER AND THE PLANE AND HAVE
PLANE CONTINUE THROUGH FLIGHT TO SF.

FURTHER INQUIRY OF OTHER FBI SUPERVISOR REVEALED PHONE
QUERY FROM WAS RECEIVED

ABOUT FIVE P.M. ASKING WHETHER OR NOT
OFFICE HAD RECEIVED INFORMATION RE BOMB SCARE
RECEIVING CALL IMMEDIATELY INQUIRED OF HANDLING
BOMB THREATS ON PLANES. INFORMED THAT NO THREATS HAD BEEN
RECEIVED TO HIS KNOWLEDGE TOLD WHO SAID
"ok, you can disregard this call, we will handle."

DENVER OFFICE ADVISED SEVEN ZERO FIVE P.M. THAT  
HAD LANDED PLANE THERE, BUT BEFORE CONTINUING WANTED TO BE
SATISFIED THERE HAD NOT BEEN ANOTHER CALL WHICH WAS A BOMB
THREAT. DENVER OFFICE CALLED LATER ADVISING
TALKED TO TWA IN SF AND WAS SATISFIED THAT HAD
JUMPED TO CONCLUSION AND THERE HAD BEEN NO BOMB SCARE.

WHEN INTERVIEWED BY BUAGENTS
END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE 
SF 157-721

REPORTED SHE RECEIVED CALL FROM MAN WHO IDENTIFIED HIMSELF 
WITH FBI, BUT WHOSE NAME SHE CANNOT REMEMBER, MAKING INQUIRY 
REGARDING FLIGHT SIXTY-THREE FROM WASHINGTON. SHE ADMITTED 
SHE WAS EXCITED AND WHILE SHE CONFIRMED ARRIVAL TIME OF FLIGHT 
SIXTY-THREE, SHE MAY HAVE MISCONSTRUED PURPOSE OF CALL AND 
THOUGHT SHE HEARD THE WORD BOMB MENTIONED. AFTER HANGING UP, 
IN VIEW OF EXPLICIT COMPANY INSTRUCTIONS, SHE DECIDED TO
ADVISE

STATES NO MENTION MADE BY HIM TO
OF WORD BOMB

SEVERAL PRESS INQUIRIES AS RESULT OF UNSCHEDULED STOP
DENVER, BUT ALL WERE ADVISED FBI HAD NO INFORMATION RE BOMB
SCARE TWA, ADVISED THAT

IS NEW AND RU^D THAT PERHAPS COMPANY OVERTRAINS THEIR
GIRLS ON PHONE THREATS. FOR INFORMATION
END OTHER OFFICE ADVISED

FBI WASH DC

ROSEN ,



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg







jg^DSSllAC <U)

Hong Kong 
(date)

Dear Mr.

You should appear at Travel Service Office, 27 Nathan Road, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong, on a day of the week, before 20th September, 
1968. Presentation of enclosed currency certificate will 
serve as credential for travel extension to mainland.

Mainland travel expense will be borne by your hosts but it 
will be required your organisation arrange for transport to 
Hong Kong for which you will be reimbursed.

Visit will be for 34 days and include National Day and 
organised conferences of national and world representatives 
for purpose of coordination of world-wide struggle and to 
launch sustained march to greater victories.

Your visit should only be noted to trusted compatriots of 
your organisation and this announcement should be destroyed. 
No substitution or addition for this invitation is permitted.

The standard must be raised ever-higher,

Fraternally, ?

(signed)



6-94 (H<• v. 1-3 1-63)

OPTIONAL form no. 10
MAY >942 COITION
O»A OCN. Rto. NO. 37

3010-104

UNITED STATES C^ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

Assistant' Attorney General 
Criminal Division

Director, FBI

DATE:

Mtn: 
Room

August 27. 1968____

2110 Justice Building

FILE COPY
BLACK POTHER PARTY, RACIAL MATTERS 
stokelyQarmichael, RACIAL HATTERS 
AKTIRIOT LAWS AL L IN F O RM AT I ON . C ON T Al N E D

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Reference is made to ______________  memorandum dated ______________
(your file • -). 

each
There is enclosed one copy/ of

Teletype- ____________________ dated 8/22/68 and 8/23/68
at San .Francisco .

A. | | This covers the preliminary Investigation and 
no further action concerning a full investigation will be.taken 
by this Bureau unless the Department so directs.

. B. I I The Investigation is continuing and you will 
be furnished copies of reports as they are received.

C. |. | The investigation requested by you has now
been completed. Unless advised to the contrary no further in- 

■ quiries will be made by this Bureau.

D. | | Pursuant to instructions issued by the Depart
ment, no investigation will be conducted in this matter unless 
specifically directed by the Department.

O
RI

G
IN

A
L,

 FIL
ED

'T
O

E. | | Please advise whether you desire any further in
vestigation.

F. I I This is submitted for your information and/you 
.will be advised of further developments. nct'A y.

G. | x%| This is . submitted for your information an^'nb 

further investigation will be conducted unless specifically re
quested by the Department. ’ ---------r

H. | | This covers the receipt of a complaint and no
action will be taken by this Bureau unless the Department1 further

.■ so.directs. This is to confirm conyarflatfinn between $A 
and Jon 8/23/63. This matter vss tassen

requested.Enc • 2.

61 SEP 3 19CB

not recorded 
102 AUG 29 u 168 :



FBI WASH DC*

FBI LOS ANG
3:36PM URGENT 8-24-68 NCH

•EDSKAL SIM® ©F HMVESTI6ATI!

TO DI CTOR (100-446080) AND SAN FRANCISCO, DETROIT, AND

ASHINGTON FIELD

FROM LOS ANGELES (100-63822) IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTER.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED \
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tain./in It./teg

REMYTELS. AUGUST TWENTY TWO AND TWENTY THREE LAST; RE

SAN FRANCISCO TELEPHONE CALL THIS DATE

Mr.
Mr.
Mr. 

j Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

I Mr- 
] Mr. 
y Mr. 
J Mr. 
- Mr.

Mr.

Tolsoa_____
DeLoach___
Mohr_______
Bishop 
Casper
Callahan____

Conrad_____
Felt________
Gale________
Rosen_______
Sullivan—
Tavel_______
Trotter

1 Tele. Room______
1 Miss Holmes____
' Miss Gandy

LOS ANGELES AGENT OBSERVED SUBJECT ON ARRIVAL, LOS ANGELES

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT TWELVE THIRTY P.M., THIS DATE, VIA PSA

FLIGHT ONE THREE ZERO FROM SAN FRANCISCO, ACCOMPANIED BY THREE

MALE NEGROES

TICKETED FOR PARTY OF FOURADVISED THIS DATE THAT ONE b7C

INCLUDING SUBJECT AT SAN FRANCISCO. CARMICHAEL DEPARTED SAN

FRANCISCO ON PSA FLIGHT ONE THREE ZERO TO ARRIVE LOS ANGELES

APPROXIMATELY TWELVE THIRTY P.M.. NO RETURN RESERVATIONS MADE

FREE HYET NEWTON RALLY SPONSORED BY PEACE AND FREEDOM

PARTY FEATURING STOKELY CARMICHAEL STILL SCHEDULED FOR THREE

LACSO, SECRET SERVICE ADVISED.

22
END

SAA

P.M. THIS DATE. MIG, LAPD

AIRTEL AND LHM FOLLOWS.

17 AUG 27 1968

FBI WASH DC*



FBI WASH DC*

FBI DETROIT

®F INVESTIGATION 

U S. JMW JUSTICE 

section

TELETYPE

j Mr. DeLoacn------
| Mr. Mohr-----------

Mr. Bishop---------
Mr. Casper---------
Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt-------------
Mr. Gale--------
Mr. lipsen------
Mjr. Sullivan—I
Mr. Tavel_______
Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room---------

I Miss Holmes------
I Miss Gandy-------

10:54AM URGENT 8-23-68 JRK
TO DIRECTOR (100-446080)AND WFO (100-43503)
ROM DETROIT 100-34122) IP

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tain/mlt/tcg

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. IS- MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

RELIABLE IN THE PAST. ADVISED AUGUST
TWENTY TWO LAST THAT STOKELY CARMICHAEL WAS SCHEDULED TO
SPEAK BEFORE A UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN CAMPUS ORGANIZATION
AT THE MICHIGAN UNION BUILDING. UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN, ON AUGUST TWENTY SIX NEXT. SOURCE
UNABLE TO FURNISH ANY INFORMATION RE SUBJECT*S  MODE OF
TRAVEL OR LENGTH OF TIME HE PLANS TO BE IN ANN ARBOR.
MICHIGAN fiEC 22 /

WFO REQUESTED TO FURNISH DETROIT WITH ANY
INFORMATION CONCERNING INSTANT MATTER. SUBJECT

AVAILABLE

CONSIDER^

TO BE ARMED AND DANGEROUS
b2ADMINISTRATION

END
GMA

• 'V

b7D

, / TELETYPED TOFBI WA&H DC*  .



FD-;

/ t-'

FZB I

A Date: 8/22/68 

CODED

Mr. Tolson---- —.
Mr. DeLoach—
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper___—
Mr. Callahan_— 
Mr. Conrad.
Mr. Felt

•. Galfc.

Via TELETYPE

TO:

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

CTOR AND SACS ATLANTA 
CHICAGO 
LOS ANGELES 
NEW YORK 
SAN FRANCISCO

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE RELIABLE

TWENTY TWO INSTANT THAT SUBJECT HAS

Mr| 
ele. Room_
iss Holmes, 
iss Gandy

Trotter.

IN THE PAST ADVISED AUGUST

BEEN OFFICIALLY! QUOTE

_M Per

FIRED UNQUOTE BY STUDENT NONVIOLENW COORDINATING COMMITTEE

(SNCC)

IN

TO

IN

BY

NEW

THE

AND THAT AN OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT WAS MADE TO THIS EFFECT

YORK CITY THIS DATE. THE ANNOUNCEMENT WAS MADE AVAILABLE

PRESS AND IS BEING REPORTED ON LOCAL NEWS FACILITIES

WASHINGTON, D.C. SOURCE ADVISED THREE REASONS ARE BEING GIVEb

SNCC LEADERSHIP WHY SUBJECT QUOTE FIREDs UNQUOTE; ONE: SUBJECT

FAILED TO REPORT TO SNCC ON HIS PERSONAL LIFE: TWO: HE FAILED

Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO

AAM:bah 
(7)

TELETYPE

rr

i/WviC
'----- \ uec..a r

Sent

17 AUG 27 1968

. ALL' INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 01-25-2006 BY .60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Approve,



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

FBI
Date:

Transmit-the following in
(Type in 'plaintext or code)

Via _____________ _________________ ■
(Priority)

WFG 100-43503 
PAGE TWO

TO REPORT ON HIS DAILY ACTIVITIES AS RELATED TO SNCC AND THREE:

HE HAS BEEN A THREAT TO THE SNCC LEADERSHIP IN WASHINGTON, D.C. 
----------J- r~T j    nniTr~r~-—. ... ■"■*"'  1 —————»-■■ «...—. •■■■   J1L 9 “

(t> x<^CC0RD;NG TO SOURCE, SUBJECT’S ASSOCIATE IN WASHINGTON, D.C.

FIRING WAS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF

IS THE PROPITIOUS TIME TO OUST SUBJECT

SUBJECT ALREADY CLOSELY AFFILIATED

WITH THE BLACK'PANTHER PARTY AND HAS SEEMINGLY SUPPORTED THE

STATED SUBJECT'S

■4

[G FEELS NOW

SOURCE ADVISED

BPP MORE THAN HE HAS SNCC IN THE RECENT PAST SOURCE STATED

SUBJECT HAS BEEN‘QUCTECOURjCING UNQUOTE BPP AND HAS BEEN AT

INCREASED ODDS WITH

SOURCE ADDED THERE IS SPECULATION AMONG SOME SNCC INDIVI-

DUALS THAT SUBJECT COULD BE TARGET FOR ASSASSINATION BY MORE-

MILITANT SNCC ADHERENTS BECAUSE OF HOSTILITY TOWARD HIM. SOURCE’

EMPHASIZED THIS WAS SPECULATION ONLY AND NO OVERT EFFORTS OR

DISCUSSIONS HAVE TAKEN PLACE REGARDING THIS MATTER.

Approved:------_---------------i-- ------------ Sent—________ M Per y
Special Agent in Charge.



Date:

Transmit the following in________  - __________
(Type in plaintext or code)

ViCT,^ ________ ____ ______ ...... .... ........ '________  ' ' . ' '
, ' " ' (Priority)

WFO 100-43503
PAGE THREE

ADMINISTRATIVE

ABpVE

LHM TO BUREAU FOLLOWS.

" . MR. TRAINOR ..
■. -cn-______ —____—___ -

' '.'^U : J
' ' Approved:-__________ ________________ '
L . ■ 'ah'- « Special Agent in Charge

w

Sent M. Per



5-113 (l-ip-61)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE .

8/26/68
Date

Attached relates to 
activities of Stokely Carmichael 
and has been furnished at Seat of । 
Government to ______________________

| State Department, and 
interested Divisions of Department,

JFM:chs

ALL INF 0RMATION CONTAINED. 
HEREIN IS' UNCLASSIFIED ■

0 0 6 B YDAT E auc t.am/' mlt /1 eg



<

FS)ML EUWD ®F WESIJSATO

1!. & ®F JUSTICE

OTMICATION SECTION
AUG 2 G1968

FBI WASH DC* TELETYPE

FBI DETROIT

Mr. Tolson____
Mr. DelioacKW—

JKohr_ _
MAwJfafiop-jf__
B(r z Casper---------
Mr. Callahaa------
Mr. Conrad_____
Mr. Felt 
far. Gale 
Mr. Rosen____.JL
’m». Sullivan^— 
irfr. Tavel_______
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes____
Miss ftnndy

510PM URGENT 8-26-68 JRM

IRECTOR (100-446080)? SAN

FROM DETROIT (100-34122) 2P

FRANCISCO AND WFO

STOKELY
CJic/fyl/fb

CARMICHAEL, ~RM- -SNGC~ <^0^)^)/

RE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ■ 
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

DETROIT TEL, AUGUST TWENTYTHIRD LAST AND SAN FRANCISCO

AND LOS ANGELES TELS, AUGUST TWENTYFOUR LAST, CONCERNING

CAPTIONED MATTER

b / D ADVISED INSTANT

THAT SUBJECT ARRIVED AT DETROIT METROPOLITAN AIRPORT ON AMERICAN

AIRLINES FLIGHT NUMBER NINETYTWO AT APPROXIMATELY THREE FIFT

PM THIS DATE. SUBJECT SCHEDULED TO BE KEYNOTE SPEAKER AT

GANIZATION OF ARAB STUDENTS (OAS) CONVENTION AT SEVEN PM

INSTANT. SUBJECT'S SPEECH WILL BE HELD AT THE MICHIGAN UNION

UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN. SUBJECT, MET.AT . n c, f 
„ , y TOn.7 /oor

AND IS SCHEDULED^AIRPORT

 w MICHIGAN, 
: : S£j;jv25,AUG 28 1968

WHICH IS RESIDENCE OF|| NO OTHER RETAILS AVAILABLE THIS 

TIME RELATING TO SUBJECT'S TRAVEL PLANS FOR DURATION^! STAY

TO PROCEED TO

END PAGE ONE

ft
iFFd



DE 100-34122

PAGE TWO

DETROIT FOLLOWING SUBJECT'S ACTIVITIES AND WILL ADVISE 

BUREAU OF ALL PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS*

AIRMAIL COPY SENT LOS ANGELES.

ADMINISTRATIVE

G-TW< SECRET SERVICE AND USA, DETROIT, ALL ADVISED OF 

SUBJECT'S APPEARANCE AT ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.

END, 

SLB 

FBI WASH DC*

lYin*  • iv

kQ0M836 9&B



FD-36 CRey; 5-22-64;)

Transmit the following in

> TELETYPE

TO:

FROM

FBI
Date: 8/21/68 

PLAINTEXT
(Type in plaintext or cod

URGENT ;
(Priority)

DIRECTOR AND SACS CHICAGO, 
/ LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY^RMICHAEL. RM. ^te

I
I Mr. Tolsoii—L 
I Mr. . DeLoach.
I Mr., MohrX—. 
I Mr. Bishop,—
I Mr. Casper— 
I Mr. " ’’ 
IMr. ..... ,,
J Mr. FeHh—.......J. 
' Mr. Gale 
UMfc Rosen..._  /
MfLA van..V...

। Mr. Tavel’.______
Mr. Trotter—__

ZTeTeT Rboni ~ '
Holmes____
Gandy

Callahan..^
Conrad_ ./■

ALL TNFORMATTON CONTAINED

RE WFO TELETYPE AUGUST TWENTY ONE INSTANT
4;

s

006 BY 60609 auc

SUBJECT DEPARTED WASHINGTON, D.C. SIX P.M. AUGUST TWENTY

ONE INSTANT AT DULLES AIRPORT, VIA TWA FLIGHT SIXTY THREE

ONE WAY COACH EN ROUTE TO SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. HE WAS
a! . L

ACCOMPANIED BY AND ONE AND DUE

TO ARRIVE EIGHT TWENTY P.M., PST. SUBJECT WEARING WHITE OPElf <■

neM SHIRT WITH THREE DARK STRIPES RUNNING VERTICAL ON FRONT

GREY SLACKS, BLACK BOOTS, SUNGLASSES, CARRYING BROWN SOFT

ATTACHE CASE AND LARGE ROLLED UP POSTER*ORANGE  IN COLOR ON

nee**  /A a,INSIDE

NUMBER ONE COMPANION TALLEST OF THREE AND WEARING AFRICAN
? ' ' ' y ■ ■ '■ r -_k

STYLE OPEN NECK ORANGE ,^T, GREEN SLACKS, BLACK .BPOT^', SUNGLASSES □

3 Teletype Unit
2 - WFO L

AAMtbah I

.b7
4 AUG

*• -. 3... ' <1

5

M . Per
'cial Ag in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

FBI |
Date: - ■ . . I

Transmit the following in_____________________  ■ .__________ I
(Type in pldintext^or co.de) , I

Via  ___ _________________ , ____________ . __________ [
(Priority) .--------- ■---- ---- .-- ---- --------------------- J___ :__

PAGE TWO 
WFO 100-43503

AFRICAN STYLE. HAIRCUT, MUSTACHE, GOATEE AND CARRYING HARD TYPE

ATTACHE CASE.

NUMBER TWO COMPANION SHORTEST OF THREE AND WEARING AFRICAN

STYLE OPEN NECK BLACK SHIRX DARK SLACKS, SANDALS, CARRYING

SOFT TYPE ATTACHE CASE AND CLEAN SHAVEN.

TICKETS PREPAID FROM CALIFORNIA BY ONE

CALIFORNIA, TELEPHONE
b7C . '

| |CHARGED TO ACCOUNT

OF CALIFORNIA.

ADMINISTRATIVE

SAN FRANCISCO COGNIZANT TO COVER SUBJECT PER BUREAU AIRTEL

DECEMBER TWENTY ONE SIXTY SEVEN.

INFORMATION COPY TO CHICAGO, LOS ANGELES, AND NEW YORK.

-- MR. W.M0R  ----- ——------—— ---- -- --- -——
(T’ROOM S36 9&D

Approved: ------------------------------ ;__________ Sent-M Per______:____________
Special Agent in Charge



, 4-1 isTiuo-6i)

Domestic Intelligence [Wvision

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 8—20—68_____
Stokely Carmichael is former 

Chainman of the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC). He 
has had contact with members of ths 
Black Panther Party (BPP) and has 
appeared at fund-raising affairs. 
The Black Panther Party is a 
militant anti-white; all-Negro 
extremist organization, whose 
members have advocated violence.

The attached pertains to ICarmichael's plans to affiliate 
[with the gPP®jp Pertinent informa
tion being included in today's 
teletype summary to White House 
and interested agencies and 
officials. J'x-
to. c . l_l. ALLk HEREIN IS rjr^ff|^jt|IED<

f ! Lwi!E Ul-z.b-LUUb,B54bUJliy auc tarn/mlt./tcc



WA ---19--
FBI NEW YORK

VIA TELETYPE

AUG 191968

enciphered

11:32 PM URGENT 8-1-68 AWS
TO DIRECTOR, SAN FRANCISCO AND WASHINGTON FIELD

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
WFO AND SF VIA WASHINGTON FROM NEW YORK 100- 153751 I- - —

STOKELY CARMICHAEL W4~S#GC

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

. Tolson-fY*;

. Del.oaCTL.— 

.Mohr___
Mr^MrepVD-
Mr.Tfesper____
Mr. Callahan__
Mr. Conrad___

Felt-
Gale. 
Rose
Sulli 
Tavel_____
Trotter____
Tele. Room____

Miss Holmes___
Miss Gandy_____

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISED THIS
DATE CARMICHAEL INDICATED ON EIGHT EIGHTEEN, LAST
THAT HE WOULD BE DEPARTING WASHINGTON DC FOR OAKLAND
CALIFORNIA SOMETIME THE LATTER PART OF THIS WEEK
TO AFFILIATE HIMSELF WITH THE BLACK

ACCORDING TO SOURCE CARMICHAEL STATED HE WOULD ANNOUNCE
PANTHER PARTY

OF AFFILIATING HIMSELF WITH THEZXHE WAS RESIGNING FROM SNCC IN FAVORBLACK PANTHER' .PARTY A WEST COAST MILITANT NEGRO ORGANIZATION
HOWEVER, SOURCE ADVISES SNCC PLANS ON MAKING PRESS RELEASE PRIORI
TO CARMICHAEL’S-ANNOUNCEMENT, TO THE EFFECT CARMICHAEL

AND
END

EXHIBITS IMPER-FACT
PAGE ONE

WAS "FIRED” FROM SNCC BECAUSE OF HIS RACIST IDEALS b7C

DAT E

REC

A# tW

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

TELETYPED T



PAGE TWO IALISTIC TENDENCIES. PRESS RELEASE CURRENTLY BEING
PREPARED BY NATIONAL
OFFICIALS OF SNCC
ADMINISTRATIVE

AND UNAVAILABLE FOR b2

b7DIMMEDIATELY DEBRIEFING UNTIL THIS DATE DUE TO

RE CARMICHAEL’S CONTEMPLATED PANTHERAFFILIATE ANNOUNCEMENT.
ALL INFORMATION IN CONNECTION WITHWILL BE FURNISHED BUREAU IN FORM SUITABLE TUR DISS

EMINATION UPON COMPLETION OF DEBRIEFING.
£ND

CODE

RNK R RELAY
FBI WASH DC



FBI

FBI

DC*WASH

ST LOUIS

1120AM

URGENT 8/27/68 TJB

1AW71968 /

TELETYPE

TO DIRECTOR. WASHINGTON FIELD. AND DETROIT

FROM. ST. LOUIS (100-20639)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. IS-MISC. OOl WASHINGTON FIELD

RE ST. LOUIS TEL AUG. TWENTY SIX

INFO RECEIVED INSTANT DATE THAT

| Mr. Tolson_____—

I
 Mr. DeLoach ..-

Mr. Mohr
J.T. Bishop
Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan ...
Mr. Conrad___ _
Mr. Felt.____
Mr. Gale____
Mr. Rosen__
Mr. Sullivan.

। Mr. Tavel___
Mr. Trotter-
Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes.
Miss Gandy-

i

Auta £

■M.

.? • \ / ■: ' ./' Ar ------------------ ------------
ADVISED THAT SUBJECT IS IN DETROIT, MICH

AND WILL FLY FROM DETROIT TO ST. LOUIS ON MORNING OF AUG

TWENTY-NINE NEXT. CARMICHAEL TO SPEAK AT ST. LOUIS, MO.,

RALLY SEVEN THIRTY P.M. THAT NIGHT

DETROIT IMMEDIATELY ADVISE IF SUBJECT IN YOUR DIVISION

WFO ADVISE CURRENT WHEREABOUTS OF SUBJECT AND HIS ITINERY

THIS

END

JTM

WEEK. IF KNOWN. P

FBI WASH DC*

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcgDAT E



^D-36. (R.ev.,jl22^64)

”54"

w'-.;
i A,.*  ■

k;:.. Transmit the„following in.—_

TELETYPE

F B I

' Date: 8/27/68
CODE 4

? (Type in plaintext or code)
Urgent

(Priority)

'ROM:

I#

t* lai 

k.

I .ar., Sishep—— 
11 Mr. Cai yer—— 
• Mr. Callahan-----
[ Mr. Conrad— 

Mt. Felt—-
Mr. Gale__----- i

, (Mr^Roseni..—.— 
| AWullivanJ-s 
Y ‘ Mr. Tavel —— 

I Mr. Trotter. 
D Epopi_ _L ■■

Miss Holmes— 
: Miss‘ Gandy—-

SAC,. WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELT-CARMICHAEL, RM.

6tOR AND SACS DETROIT AND 
ST. LOUIS

RE ST. LOUIS TELETYPE AUGUST TWENTYSEVEN BEXTYEIGHT. .

' ; SUBJECT DEPARTED WDC AUGUST TWENTYONE LAST FOR WEST COAST 

AND CURRENTLY IN DETROIT.

UNABLE TO CONFIRM SUBJECT WILL SPEAK AT

RALLY IN ST. LOUIS SEVENTHIRTY P.M., AUGUST TWENTYNINE NE$f.

ADMINISTRATIVE ’'-!

ABOVE

DETROIT ADV I SEST.LOUIS PROMPTLY OF ANY INFO DEVELOPED 

regarding plans of subjecttotravelor SPEAK IN ST. LOUISyl

Bureau; -
■■^■ ^3- Teletyp.eUnit REC ••

2- WFO

Wfflrjs 
' f<7)

’ALL TNF-ORMATTON-. OOKFTATNED- C , ’’ :\-
HE RETN IS UNCL-AS-SJ.PIED- '■ A,. >;
DATE 01—25^2-OOfp §Y<T60309 ■ au.o tam/mlt/tcg:

/

-'j'S *

‘v<»‘

>rovec|: _____ _±____ L_. .Sent
t in Charge .

’M • Per



' ■' ' (Priority)

WFO 100-43503 
P AGE TWO

•> DETROIT AND ST. LOUIS COVER SUBJECT PER BUREAU AIRTEL

DECEMBER TWENTY0NE4LAST. ST. LOUIS SUTEL WHETHER ARRANGEMENTS

/; ARE 9EING EFFECTED TO ^RECORD SUBJECT/S.'SP IF MADE.

STATEMENTS BY SUBJECT COULD POSSIBLY BE IN’VIOLATION OF
: ■ ? : . •. .' ; ' a ■■ • • ■

RECENTLY ENACTED ANTI-RIOT LAW OR OTHER LAWS.’ NOTES OF

SPECIAL AGENTS OR INFORMANTS COVERING SUBJECT’S STATEMENTS

•-SHOULD BE PROPERLY PRESERVED FOR POSSIBLE FUTURE USE AS

evidence.

5,J

-AVIR. TRAINOR 
\ ROOM 836 9&D

M / Per= >-* ' 'Approve,/__ " Sent
• ■ Special,A^ent in Charge ’



WAV06

VIA TELETYPE

AUG 2 81968/-

ENCIPHERED
1030AM URGENT 8-28-68 MS

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) & WASH FIELD

FRO M SA N FRA NCI SCO (.157-721)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS

Mr*.'  Tolson---------
Mr. DeLojipW-.......
Mr. Mohr_______
Mr. Bishop—-----
Mr. Casper---------
Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad. .. ■—
Mr. Felt________
Mr. Gale................
Mr. Rosen_______
Mr. Sullivan-Lsi*
Mr. Tavel_______
Mr. Trotter__—
Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes-------
Miss Gandy_____

PLAINTEXT

REBUTEL CALL TO SAN FRANCISCO AND SAN FRANCISCO TEL TO BUREAU

AUGUST TWENTYSIX LAST.

SAN

FRANCISCO, INTERVIEWED LAST EVENING. SHE ADVISED ARTICLE APPEARING
" ” ....... !
IN "WASHINGTON^ POST", AUGUST TWENTYSIX LAST ON SUBJECVS SPEECH AT t c

ALL INFO RMATION CONTAlNE D
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DATE 01-25-2006 BY 603-0 9 $uc{ tam/mlt./t.cgTELETYPED TO:
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b'7C

b‘7D

FRANCISCO, CALIF., WAS INTERVIEWED AUGUST TWENTYSEVEN LAST.  

ALSO ATTENDED BLACK PANTHER PARTY RALLY AT WHICH CARMICHAEL SPOKE ON be

AUGUST TWENTYFIVE LAST. ADVISED CARMICHAEL SPOKE CALMLY WITH

NO SHOW OF EMOTION. STARTED SPEECH BY STATING IT IS TIME TO STOP 

ENTERTAINING AND TO START EDUCATING WHITE PEOPLE. CARMICHAEL 

DEFINED TERMS DESCRIBING MILITANCY AND DISTINGUISHING IT FROM 

REV0LUJM4/ 9 

CARMICHAEL STATED THE U. S. HAS DECLARED WAR ON BLACK 

END PAGE TWO
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PEOPLE AND THAT HUEY NEWTON IS A PRISONER OF THAT WAR AND HE MUST 

BE SET FREE AND IF HE IS NOT WE MUST RETALIATE AND SKY IS THE LIMIT 

CARMICHAEL STATED WHITE PEOPLE HAVE GREAT SUPERIORITY IN NUMBERS 

AND WEAPONS AND ONLY RECOURSE FOR BLACKS IS GUERRILLAWARFARE♦ | 

STATED CARMICHAEL'S SPEECH WAS FAIRLY WELL RECEIVED AND CARMICHAEL 

DID NOT ADVOCATE ALL OUT WAR NOR, IN HIS OPINION, DID CARMICHAEL 

ATTEMPT TO INCITE CROWD TO RIOT. | |ESTIMATED CROWD AT ONE

THOUSAND, FORTY PER CENT WHITE. | |STATED HE DOES NOT TAKE

SHORTHAND AND STATEMENTS ARE NOT DIRECT QUOTES F ^0(7^' 

r ONLY

FROM MEMORY.

END

HWL 

FBI WASH DC

MR. TRAINOR 
ROOM 836 9&D
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O Fl I CE OF ORIGIN DATE ' INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

AUG g 7 1968 8/8 - 8/23/68CHICAGO 
TITLE OF CASE

WASHINGTON FIELD
REPORT MADE BY

SA
CHARACTER OF CASE

b7 -

TY PED BY

CMS/MDW

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka
RM - SEDITION

REFERENCES: Chicago airtels and LHMs to Bureau dated 8/13 and 16/68. J
Buairtels to Chicago dated 8/14 and 19/68. '1/

LEAD

CHICAGO HEREIN IS
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

P

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Will recontact sources mentioned 4 
Administrative section to resolve if tape recording of STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL'S speech made at Afro-Arts Theater, 8/9/68.

ADMINISTRATIVE

The following is being set forth on the administrative pages 
as it is felt this data should not be included in attached report.
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Copies: 

8/- Bureau (100-446080)(RM)
1 - USA, Chicago (vU courier)
1 - U.S. Secret Service, Chicago (via courier)
1 - NISO, Chicago (RM)
1 - OSI, Chicago (via courier)
1 - Region I, 113th MI Group, Evanston, Illinois (via courier)
2 - Atlanta (100-6812)(Info)(RM)
2 - New York (100-15371)(Info)(RM)
2 - WFO (100-43503)(Info)(RM)
2 - Chicago (157-1297)

- ii
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The Bureau may desire to submit the following to the
Department by letter:

Re J. WALTER YEAGLEY's letter to the Bureau dated
8/14/68 which asked the following questions:

1) Were tape recordings made at the Afro-Arts Theater
8/9/68? _____ ____ ___________ _____ ____ ________ ___On 8/21/68.1

advised no
police officers or undercover officers attended 
the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the Afro-Arts 
Theater, 3947 South Drexel Boulevard, on 8/9/68. 
This was done to avoid any possibility of their 
recognition and possibly setting off a riot in 
that area. |had no information that anyone
made a tape recording of CARMICHAEL'S speech.

Chicago was exploring the possibility that the
would have information in thisb2

b7C

b'7D

regard.-

lhart nnt beenAs of 8/23/68 ,|”
able to contact]_____________________________________
to determine if he taped CARMICHAEL'S speech.

Informants who attended meeting did not make any. 
notes.

Efforts will be conducted to have sources resolve 
above leads at earliest possible convenient time,

2) Were Negro servicemen in the audience?

Sources mentioned in report were recontacted and 
could not recall observing any Negroes in uniform 
at the speech, however, 200 Blackstone Rangers 
attended the speech and the majority of these 
are draft age Negroes.

3) What is sex and age of audience?

A poll of the sources concluded 90% were male 
and the average age approximately 25 years of 
age, all Negro.

- B - 
COVER PAGE
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4) Who sponsored the meeting?

Meeting held as a benefit for
and sponsored by[

5) Who spoke besides CARMICHAEL?

They
spoxe on suppression oi Negro oy wnnes and 
means of promoting black power.

INFORMANTS

Locat ion

157-1297-571 & 581

157-1297-571

157-1297-581 & instant report

157-1297-571

- C*  -
COVER PAGE
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• UN^D STATES DEPARTMENT OF ^TICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 - USA, Chicago
1 - U. S. Secret Service, Chicago 

(via courier) .
1 - NISO, Chicago (Registered Mail)

Copy to: 1 — OSI, Chicago (via courier)
1 —Region 1, 113th MI Group, _

b7c Evanston, Illinois (via courier)
Report of: SA Office: Chicago
Date: — ■ AUG 2- 7 ~“ j'/A

Field Office File 157—1297' A Bureau File #: 100-446080

Title:/ STOKELY CARMICHAEL
- •• , .. • . '■ iiL INFORMATION CONTAINED-

. . . , -V ■ • ■ ■ ... HEREIN ,-TS UNCLASSIFIED ••• ,
... . DATE- 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc.t'am/mlt/tx

Character: RACIAL MATTERS - SEDITION

Synopsis: Details/of STOKELY CARMICHAEL’s trip to Chicago
8/9 - li/68,—set forth. He spoke at a benefit 
held at the Afro-Arts Theater, 3947 South Drexel 
Boulevard. Chicago. 8/9/68, for purpose of raising 

1)7! funds for release of I

Approximately 1,000 people attended affair. 200 
members of Negro youth gang called Blackstone 
Rangers also attended. Theme of speech was whites 
are preparing genocide of blacks so blacks must 
resist. Blacks should unify and get guns. Black 
soldiers should go to Vietnam but kill Americans, 
not North Vietnamese soldiers.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to 

your agency; it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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DETAILS: //

This investigation wa$ JmM^w'upoitreceipt of 
information advising that STO^fS^^CAltMICHAEL, former National 
Director of Students Non-Violent doS^fnat'ing Committee (SNCC), 
wouId accompany | to Chicago on Satur
day ,| n J

______ [Chicago. Illinois, on that date.^ 
7 r—------ --

A characterization of „JCC is attached in the appendix 
pages of this report.

Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation Z 
(FBI) observed STOKELY CARMICHAEL, former National Director / 
of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee and ____ - /

“[depart Washington, D. C. /
via American Airlines Flight Number 283, at 6 :15 P.M. , Eastern 
Daylight Time, August 9, 1968, for Chicago, Illinois, scheduled 
to arrive O’Hare Airport, Chicago, at 7:15P.M., Central 
Daylight Time.

At 7:50 P.M., Central Daylight, Time, Augus t 9, 1968,
Special Agents of the FBI observed STOKELY CARMICHAEL and

~|at O’Hare Airport, Chicago , Illinois. CARMICHAEL 
and were met at the airport by ten Negroes, and this
group thep^tfeparted O' Hare Airport in a Thunderbird, bearing .
1968 JJ^inois license number! (registered to

____ ____ f Illinois). and a xuon
Pontiac, bearing 1968, LLMh^is ""license^’nuinber 
(re g is tered to |

carmiCHAEL and^litouTSg’e*'proceeded  .to the Lincoln 
Elementary School. 139th and Claire Avenue, Robbins, Illinois. 
CARMICHAEL________ ________  rode in the Thunderbird and left
the entourage at Madison Street and J. F. Kennedy Expressway 
and was last observed heading east into Chicago's loop area. 
CARMICHAEL arrived fat Robbins, Illinois at approximately 
9:10 P.M. He was met by 30 male Negroes ato the rear of the 
school. Two of. these unknown NegroesZwere armed with shot
guns and rifles.Z No one was there to hear CARMICHAEL so he
left. .

2-
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On August 16; 1968,
C hie a go, 11 l ino is , advised tha t

CARMICHAEL had been scheduled to speak at the Dwight D.
Eisenhower High Schoo1> 137th and Crawford Avenue, Blue b7c
Island, Illinois, at 6:00 P.M;, Friday, August 9, 1968. l/d
However, this meeting was changed to the Wyndhaven Trailer \ 
Parjj^f kedzie and Claire Avenue, Robbins; Illinois. This \ 
change in CARMICHAEL’S? schedule was arranged by

On August 14.1968.
made available the

attached leaner, wnicn ne obtained from Negro youths 
passing them out on August 9, 1968 in the Chicago Heights 
area. The leaflet announced a speech by CARMICHAEL at 
Eisenhower High Schdol, which did not occur. :|

had no idea who prepared the leaflet nor the
identity of those concerned with this distribution.

Robbins, Illinois, an
all Negro suburb dri Chicago’s south side^advised August 9, 
196ET, that approximately 40 Negroes of various ages were dis
banded from the vicinity of;135th Street and Claire Avenue, 
where they attempted to hold a meeting ' Pprmission for this 
meeting had previously been denied by city officials. |

stated several youths then broke into the Lincoln
Elementary School, «L39th Street arid Claire Avenue, to hold 
this meeting, and Robbins City and school authorities, who 
at first wanted the individuals removed from the Lincoln 
Elementary School,consented to let the meeting take place.

Approximately 150 persons attended the meeting at 
the Lincoln Elementary School, all of whom were searched
before entering the meeting.F

whom he considered
advised

b?D reliable, advised August 9, 1968, that the participants in
the above meeting waited for the arrival of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
and when CARMICHAEL failed to appear at the expected time, 
the participants at this meeting departed the Lincoln , 
Elementary School without incident.
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[further advised that his 1 

sources stated that CARMICHAEL arrived at the Lincoln 1
Klpmpni.ary School in a vehicle bearing Illinois license

| This vehicle, according to these sources, was , 
part of a motorcade, the last vehicle of Which was 
heavily armed.

The ’’Chicago Tribune," a daily newspaper 
published in Chicago, Illinois, in an article appearing 
in the Sunday issue, August 11, 1968, stated that CARMICHAEL 
was an hour late for a speaking engagement at the Lincoln 
Elementary School and found an empty auditorium. CARMICHAEL 
and his entourage then returned to Chicago.

advised 
the owner Of the we hide bearing Illinois license number 

' was involved in a disturbance in | | Illinois
in 1964

____ I advised that | ________ _____[owner of 
the vehicle bearing Illinois-' 1 icensel I was involved
in the racial disturbances in 1964 in"| . Illinois.
At that time | was observed ' with a walkie-talkie
radio unit and appeared to be directing the activities of 
Negro youths involved in this riot. |_ presently
resides at| Illinois. He is a
close friend of STOKELY CARMTCHART. well as I I

Illinois, where the 1964 riot erupted.

previously mentioned, stated 
that from the Wynd haven Trailer Park, Robbins, Illinois, 
CARMICHAEL proceeded to the Afro-Arts Theater, 3947 South 
Drexel Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois, arriving at approxi
mately 11 : 10P.M.

Source advised that STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke before 
approximately 900 people at the Afro-Arts Theater on the 
evening, of August 9, 1968. Source stated that the speech 
was practically identical to the speech CARMICHAEL presented 
at the Afro-Arts Theater on March 25, 1968. CARMICHAEL 
stressed black unity as the only .solution for. blacks to 
forestall their ultimate genocide by the white power 
structure. CARMICHAEL maintained that all black people 
should "loye” One another and develop the type of unity 
for each otlier Which has been displayed by the Blackstone 
Rangers, Chicago Negro youth gang. He held the Blackstone
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Rangers up as excellent examples that Chicago blacks should 
emulate. He believed the Blackstone Rangers were the only 
effective black group working for black power in Chicago.

___J Source said ___________________________________________L__
served as me masrer oi4 CEremonies. &ne announced inai ~~~ 
$1,900 was raised at tjnis benefit.

UBLDF is a group established in Chicago for the purpose 
of assisting individuals involved in Cha. 1 Rights and related , 
activity in obtaining legal counsel and to provide bail 
money for those arrested while engaged in such activity.

Source said CARMICHAEL, usually pays approximaitely
$350 to the four or five Negroes who act as ______________

However, on this trip he paid them $500. —
rne io up wing were CARMI CH AEL| | throughput
his Chicago visit:

b7C

b7D
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County Jail on bond after having been arrested b7c 
[occurring during the

April, 1968 riots in Chicagp following the b
assassination of MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
Source said CARMICHAEL’S appearance was ’primarily

a fund ra^singiJbenefit to ra ise funds for the re lease of 
i____________________[male Negro, presently incarcerated

1 for his activities
b7C

in
in me above mentioned riot.

and
Source stated ph one occasion while CARMICHAEL 

[were in a tavern on the south side 
Negro s ec t ion of Chic a go, | [wanted to
"tear up" the place. CARMICHAEL pleaded with them not 
to create any disturbance because he is convinced if the 
police arrive to enforce the law and discover that he is 
on the scene, they will use this as an pretext ;to kill him 
even though he is unarmed. He especially fears the Chicago 
police and believe they are just waiting for the chance to 
kill him. He dislikes visiting Chicago and commented if he 
lives through this trip he can see no reason why he would 
return' to this city.. ■ ■

t>2

■b'7D

A characterization of the DDJ and NNRA appear in 
the appendix section of this, report.

A source, .who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, advised that approximately 900 Negroes were in

• attendance at the Afro-Arts Theater, 3947 Sonth Drexel 
Boulevard, on the evening of August 9, 1968, where STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL gave a speech. The source advised that CARMICHAEL’s 
speech was a typical black power speech, in which he praised 
the blacks and condemned the white race.

b / D

inA source,. Who has furnished reliable information 
the past, advised that approximately 800 Negroes were in 
attendance at the Afro-Arts Theater, 3947 South Drexel . 
Boulevard, Chicago, on August 9J 1968; where STOKELY CARMICHAEL

6-
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spoke. The main.theme of CARMICHAEL’S speech was that the 
white man is the enemy of the Negro/ and the "chief devil" 

: is the police. He berated the "imj/erialistic capitalistic" 
system in the United States. He q/ipted favorably some 
writings of ERNESTO CHE GUEVARA ai/d-MAO TSE TUNG.

This source said 200 Blackstone Rangers attended 
the meeting and were admitted free. All other Negroes 
paid $3.00 per person admission fee- it wasaannounced 
that the gate receipts totalled $1,900.

Sourceadvis^XSTOKELY CARMICHAEL’S Chicago 
bus ines s a gent for soe-aking engagement at Afro-Arts 
Theater is]________________________________________________

I'ggcaco .1 I

(phonetic.) as
CARMICHAE1
information abput^t'hese individuals.

Source had no additional

Source Stated STOKELY CARMICHAEL was in the Chicago 
area August 9, 1968, and on/.that evening made an appearance 
at the Afro-Arts Theater , 394,7 South Drexel: Boulevard, Chicago. . 
CARMICHAEL did not arrive at the theater until approximately 
11:00 P.M. , at which time some 900-^1000 Negroes were in 
attendance.

CARMICHAEL’S remarks were in large measure a call 
for unity within the black communities. He advised black 
people do not neecj more prostitutes, school dropouts or gangs 
among their number, but.need more black' togetherness in order 
to survive the oppressor. Genocide is upon us. The white 
man is the blacks enemy and capitalism is the system he uses 
to exploit blacks. Black people should not be a part of a 
capitalistic society, but should develop a socialist society 
as more ; suitable to their needs. Colonialism, which is a 
part of capitalism, works against the needs of black people.

Blacks should develop an emotional love -tfior their 
own people so that if one is abused or killed, the brotha^s 
will immediately; ri&e t° the situation and destroy the white 
man Or men involved. In order to $o this, guns are necessary
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and all blacks should have them. Even those.who are not 
willing to fight should prepare for the revolution. They , 
should get food, clothing and Ammunition so that guerrilla 
warriors can have a place of refuge. Money should aIso 
provided by those who are not willing to fight. TEecpepple 
today most ready to fight the white man are the hard laborers, 
the butchers and ditch diggers. CARMICHAEL urged his audience 
to read and listen to the (teachings of 'MAO TSiE 'TUNG.

'-Black soldiers should agree to go ,to Vietnam, 
but once there, should kill American soldiers not North 
Vietnamese. ' ■'

Blacks should control and police their ©wn 
communities and not allow regular police to patrol these 
areas. Blacks who are police informants should not be 
killed, rather the police to whom they report; ; Black 
communities must be prepared to match forces with the 
police and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Guns are 
easily obtainable, buy one, work tor'1 Qne or steal one. 
CARMICHAEL's remarks were received by the crowd with great 
acclaim and applause. Some individuals became quite 
excited during his comments, however, the crowd generally 
was orderly.

-b2

A source,advised that STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL stayed at the Executive House, a hotel in the loop 
area of Chicago, while in Chicago, and whs in his room at that 
hotel from 6:00 P.M. to 8:00 P. M. , August 10, 1968, whenhe'; 
departed for the Regal Theater , 47Q0 South, Parkway, Chjc agp ,

I CARMICHAEL I [departed the Rega1
TheaterTl

u n l i if
_________ |and returned to| room at the Executive ■ 
CARMICHAEL___________ , remained at the Executive House

I departure for th© O'Hare Airport. CARMICHAEL____
departed O'Hare Airport, Chicago, at 1:00 P.M. , Central 

M.ay-ugnt Time, August 11, 1968, via United, Airlines Flight 
Number 912, scheduled to arrive at LaGuardia Airport, New 
York, at 3 :55 p. M. , Eastern Daylight Tioie, .

b7D

-8-
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Representatives of the Chicago, Dixmoor, Markham 
and Maywood Police Departments, as well as the Cook County 
Sheriff's Office were alerted to STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S visit 
to the Chicago area and his probable visits aind activity V 
within their areas fo jurisdiction. These Police Departments 
and the Cook County Sheriff's Office advised during the ' 
following CARMICHAEL's. vis it to the Chicago area that their 
respective areas were calm and activities were normal. 7 b

A source advised that CARMICHAEL indicated on the b7c 
evening of August 7, 1968, that he| b?i

H WId depart. Chicago on August. 11 > 196«, aror New 
York City to attend a jazz festival .there. ■ ■

b7C
On August 11, 1968, at 3:15 P.M.,

was observed leaving the Rega1 
Theater w i th su bjec t a nd proceeded to the Execu t ive House 
where they were observed entering the lobby.

CARMICHAEL, during his visit to Chicago. spent 
some time at the residence of________________
mentioned. The purpose of the visit not known to the 
source. ■ / '1 ■ - ' j/-.' ■ . ; ■

b

previously 7 b7c
b7D

s 7
Source^learned tbat _______________________ previously

mentioned, commented that SNCC•would shortly merge with the: 
Black Panther'party. No more details were mentioned about
this merger

-9-
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DEACONS OF ; DEFENSE-AND' JUST KCK, • :’Wte :"/'"■"/. . ;-'-.'/
Aka. Deacons for Defense and , Justice;;, .Inc „'• ;'. /

... The .Artvcles of. Incorporation of'■•t'he'.';teacoiss of ; ;. 
Defense and .Justice' ' (DDJ). as on-/ '-file .with Secretary of 1 
State '.for'.''■■.the.- State of'. Louisiana/'ref  lect that/..tee Deacons' of 
Defense' and-’ Justice, ' Inc«,/' is Loui8.iana;';c6rporation domiciled*'  
at Jonesboro-, 'Louisiana-’.' .’The.- Iooa't'ioh:..and:' busineW:- office 
address of its registered' of fice'"shall be " Amos Service Station'- , 
■(rear ),'Beach Spring ,Roadi -Drawer .B./ ’Jonesboro9, Louisiana.

'■'.'■ "... '.’’This .corpoiatipn' is ■■'organized:-for'-'., the.' 'following ■'■
purposes -and*  to: carry.'o'n;''the'.follbwing’purpdse.s:' ; "'/■■' ■;.; ''-

-. . ■ "To instruct , train-,'teach •/..■and-’.educate Citizens.'.'. pfv';:'-
the United States and" especially ■■ minority' .groups in the .'furida-' ’ 
mental’ principles’ o.f;-".the ':repubiican'i/forra.' of government and our • 
democratic way of life j. to instruct/'.’teach, ''train' and educate 
said persons in the'•.provisions of •• t’he'>..canstitution'and laws of.. . 
the United-'States .and''the State of /ipuisiahd-, as well .as the . ’ 
.constitution and laws.’of any other'state'wherein.’ this corporation 
may pper ate;■ to instruct, teach, train .and .educate- said' persons’;.' 
ip the'use,''valueand . purpose-of the ballot'and'/the right -to 
vote;, to instruct,, teach, train and;educate said- persons as/ to '; 
the duties- and responsibilities of good ■citizenship relativeto. 
the obligation and duties of the. 'commuriity s to the -citizen; ’to 
further instruct,. teach, train'and educate .said '.'persons/in the ,. 
value' of' economic security.and in; the effective' use of their, 
spending power;; to'.inspire in. said persons, a .sense. Of responsi- . 
bility and to'develop - leadership. /This- corporation;has '.for 'its . 
further -purpose,' a.nd;-i's dedicated to/g-the defense, of the Civil; ■" 
rights, ' property ..fights- and 'personal 'rights ,.0f.: said people .'.and 
will defend'said rights . by. any 'and' all /honorable and legal means, 
to the;end ..that 'Justice may be obtainedThis/corporation may 
establish chapters’- and ' conduct its 'business, at .'any. place in this 
State and-, elsewhere "as" permitied by '.law.pA',- ' / :■ : ' ,.
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NATIONAL NEGRO RIFLE’ ASSOCIATION - (NNRA)

■b7C

A source advised on February 6, 1968, that during 
1967,: the Nat ional ■ Ne.gm7-Rf ilelAsSoC'iation (NNRAiwas 
in Chicago, Illinois,

" -7,7.?r.-,' "' //./- ''7'; .'■'- /■ ----
This association was incorporated on TNiine 9> 1967, 

Certificate number 5541, as recorded with the records

cJune, 
firmed

under
of the Corporation Division, Secretary of State, Springfield, 

■■■Illinois. .

The^purpose of this association is to encourage the 
people of the ghetto area on Chicago's west side to arm them
selves and to become proficient in the use of firearms?;-.-The-■ 
NNRA was also incorporated to train men and.women of all ages' 
to participate in drill teams, color guards and parades and to 
teach the relating to the use of firearms.

. 7. -The'-'above'-source - advised:________ ‘who yes-id es7ht;- 7:
[Chicago, is a Negro male, born--------

He is known to possess firearms. ______ [i
has stated the NNRA was formed to encourage the people of the 
ghetto to arm themselves for the battle to come. Source ad- 

' .'.vised the w^->ex.is’.ts/.-Qhiy.i:.iri-j |mind.

■'■...■'■>' A second dource advised on July 7.1S>- 1968, the NNRA. . - 
is located at I I and according to

I the' NNRA membership tQt.gls.:apliFO?jim4thly:-50 persons-'.-"-.i.- 
This source advised the NNRA has been inactive since April, 
1968. The source also advised the NNRA was only active in

| mind and statements made by| [.pertaining.’'?-7./7"7
to branch clubs; the obtaining and storage of ammunition and

-. firearms; a nd the fact t ha t regular meet Ings were be ihg he Id f 
were merely ego-building boasts by was
incarcerated-‘Ph .charges ■eyolvl-pg7;puit the. April,.. 19b©/ 
riots on Chicago’s west 'gid.e.'.'fo/i-lpw-ipg.JthO assassination of

-■ Martin Luther King, Jr; As ’ pf August, 1968,1 I was . .
still in ja.il/ 7 - 7/7 ; /'7</ '7; '1' -/./,//-;'//7/

A Chicago Police Department source advised on July //''"'-::.7-/ 
18, 1968, the NNRA was only active in| -mind'and.'t’hpre/.,

. would be no more than ted so-called ; members wno~nave always -: 
associated with | | Th is ;,shurce7 stated. | has made
boastful statements m me oast concerning activities of the/NNRA 
to further his ego. Since incarceration, the NNRA
has been inactive. "-7:'' -'//I/-"

<&A
■12*
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UN?™*-isTATES:'^

... FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
. ..Chicago^-; Illinois-^ bf

/ August.•.2.7 < :1968;>. ; .•■ ;7..
In Reply, Please Ref or .to , “ ' 3
FilaNo. 157-1297 . f

Title STOKELY CARMlCHAEi;

Character RACIAL MATTERS; - SEDITION

Reference is made to report of 
Special Agent] 
da ted and captioned, as above

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
infonnation in the past. 'V ’’

b2

b7D

■(13)

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions .of the FBI.. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are ric?t to be di st ri buted’.out side J 
your agency.



i) *IA TELETYPE

WASHINGTON---02-

ENCIPHERED
2 51968

Mr. Tolson .... 
Mr. DeLoach-.
Mr. Mohr...:__ ;
Mr. Bishop— 
Mr.' Casper__
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Felt—.
Mr. Gale - 
Mr. Rosen.. 

iMr. Sullivan.
Mr. Tavel___
Mr. Trotter... 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy--------

5-34
PM PDST 8^25-68 URGENT PLAINTEXT MXG / I
TO: DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES, SAN DIEGO, AND WASHINGTON FIELD__OFElJ
FROM: z^AN FRANCISCO (157-721 )

( WASHINGTON FIELD VIA BUREAU
£STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE TO BUREAU
EIGHT TWENTYFOUR SIXTY-EIGHT.

AS OF FOUR FIFTY-FIVE, P.M. EIGHT TWENTYFIVE SIXTY-EIGHT, STOKELY
CARMICHAEL SPOKE AT BLACK PANTHER SPONSORED FREE HUEY NEWTON RALLY,
DEFREMERY PARK, OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA. HUEY NEWTON IS MINISTER OF

-Jf

DEFENSE,MLLACK PANTHER PARTY FOR SELF DEFENSE,
PRESENTLY ON TRIAL FOR MURDER OF OAKLAND POLICEMAN SAN FRANCISCO
WILL ATTEMPT TO SECURE RECORDING OF SPEECH. AND WILL KEEP BUREAU AND
OTHER OFFICES ADVISED

END

R RELAY
FJB J*

17 AUG 27 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-;2006 BY 60309 auc t. am Ari It./teg



1 2264 JB)

8/28/68

airtel

To: sac’s Chicago (157-1297) (Enclosure) 
Mobile (100-1858) (Enclosure) 
WFO (100-43403) (Enclosure)

Director, FBI (100*446080) —7EC 4
STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
ALTI-RIOT ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
BUDFD 9/9/68 ' ' ' HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

( DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc t.cg

ReBualrtel to Mobile 8/13/68 and Buairtels to Chicago 
8/14/68 and 8/19/68.

Enclosed for recipient offices is a copy of a letter 
fro® Fred M. Vinson, Jr., Assistant Attorney General, Criminal 
Division of the Department dated 8/22/68 which is serf-explanatory.

WFO’b attention is directed to item *’c'^ of the enclosure 
and WFO should’report any information as to the names of witnesses 
who could testify as to Carmichael’s intent in traveling to Mobile 
and/or ChidAgo. <

Advise all persons interviewed that this investigation is 
being conducted at the specific request of Assistant Attorney

- I General Fred M. Vinson, Jr., Criminal Division, Department of 
co J Justice.cn jbi,
^2 Recipient offices should expeditiously handle .the in-
FjJ 3| yestigatlon requested in Vinson’s letter ana^w>mptiy submit the 
=> «S| results to reach the Bureau by 9/9/68 in report form.
< I
——J PTBiebb

C9) n
Tolson _ 

DeLoach 

Mohr___

Bishop — 

Casper — 

Callahan 

Conrad _ 

Felt___

Gale__ _

Rosen __

Sullivan . 

Tavel __

Trotter_

Tele. Roc 

Holmes — 

Gandy __

NOTE:

L. Stekely Carmichael, a black extremist, is on the 
Security index and the Agitator Index. In the speeches at 
Mobile, 'Alabama, on 7/26/68 and 7/27/68 and at Chicago on 
q/9/6o Carmichael made highly inflammatory statements. Mobile 
and Chicago have been previously iristructed to endeavor to

UNIT

NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO



AIRTEL TO SAC, CHICAGO ET AL 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

NOTE CONTINUED:

obtain verbatim transcripts of Carmichael’s speeches as 
well as to conduct additional investigation concerning 
Carmichael’s activities in their respective territories. 
In Bualrtel 8/19/68 a letter from Assistant Attorney 
General Yeagley was forwarded to Chicago requesting that 
office to conduct certain investigation in connection with 
Carmichael’s speech at Chicago.

This matter has been coordinated with Division 
Six. Upon receipt, the information requested from the 
field will be furnished to both Vinson and Yeagley In 
order to determine if there has been any violation or any 
of the Federal Anti-Riot Laws or any other Federal law 
on the part of Carmichael.



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
^PARTMENT OF JUSTICE

to : Director, Federal Bureau, of Investigation date: August 2 2,196b

from /•. Fred M. Vinson, Jr.

Assistant Attorney General
Crimin^^Divisi on 

subject: stokely Carmichael. ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

This is to request additional investigation of events 
in connection with Stokely Carmichael's appearances in Mobile, 
Alabama on July 26 and 27, 1968 and in Chicago, Illinois on 
August 9, 1968.

With respect to the Mobile appearances, we note that 
Carmichael's remarks were broadcast ptltside the church and 
that his remarks indicate possible violation of Section 101j(a) 
of Public Law 90-28L|. We would appreciate receiving:

a)

b)

d)

A vertabim transcript of Carmichael's remarks t 4
if such can be obtained. 4

£ b7C

A copy of the notes of any informants, local
police officers or F.B.I. agents who were \ 1
present and made notes of what Carmichael said. 1

The names of any witness who could testify to '
the intent with which Carmichael came to 
Mobile.

A report on disturbances which allegedly -----'
■.occurred in Mobile after Carmichael's departure 
including names of witnesses to the events 
and other evidence which would connect the 
disturbances to the Carmichael remarks.

With respect to the 
the same information.

Chicago appearance, we request

REC



- 2 -

As you are aware, successful prosecution under the 
Federal anti-riot law will require car_ef,ul_nno.of--Q£__a__connection 
between travel in interstate commerce and..e.vents which may 
occur some time after the travel. We,.. therefore, need continuing 
reports on Mr. Carmi.chaal-l£L-taiax^^ which-"" 
occur" atpSyTime in the places to which he has traveiled.J



FBI WASH DC

FBI DETROIT

2:03 AM RGENT 8/27/68 ETA

I REC TOR

FROM DETROIT (100-34122)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, SM-SNCC

Mar. Kolte.

Gals.

BLACK MILI TAN

| Me. Caspar!- 
| Mr. Cr.-iahan.

4 Mr. Edit 
Mr.

FEDERAL BUREAU ©FI3MSTIGATI0N 

U. S. DEPARTMST Of JUSTICE
COMMUNICATION SECTIQN

Hr. Tdaea.

PART IN

FORCES

' b7C

TELETYP

Holmes____
i Elisa Gat.dy .

RE DETEL AUGUST TWENTY-SIX LAST

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tain/

SUBJECT SPOKE BEFORE THREE HUNDRED FIFTY AT ORGANIZATION

OF ARAB STUDENTS NATIONAL CONVENTION, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

ANN ARBOR, MICH. AUGUST TWENTY-SIX LAST

SUBJECT STATED BLACK PEOPLE AND ARABS HAVE BEEN EXPLOITED

BY WHITES AND ZIONISTS. STRIPPED OF CULTURE AND FORCED TO

SPEAK LANGUAGE OF OPPRESSOR. NEITHER RACE CAN TAKE

WHITE OR ZIONIST SOCIETY

ARABS MUST MOVE AGGRESIVELY AGAINST OCCUPYING

AND REGAIN LAND

SUBJECT STATED HE IS BLACK REVOLUTIONARY. NOT

ONLY SOLUTION FOR ARABS IS ARMED REVOLUTION.

CARMICHAEL STATED BLACKS WILL HELP ARABS IN STRUGGLE AND

WILL FIGHT IMPERIALISM ANYWHERE IN USA, ALL WHO FIGHT IMPERIALISM

ARE COMRADES IN ARMS.

RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT OVERWHELMINGLY RECIEVED

BY ASSEMBLED GROUP. SOURCE STATED SUBJECT TO REMAIN ANN ARBOR

MICH. EVENING 8/26 AND VISIT DETROIT, MICH. 8/27 AM INSTANT

SOURCE ADVISED TRANSCRIPT OF SUBJECT'S SPEECH FftOM- — ______ f y

ANOTHER SOURCE POSSIBLE.

ADM: G- TWO, SS, USA DETROIT ADVISED

LHM FOLLOWS

WASH DC



6-94 (Rev. 1-3 1-63)
OPTiONAl FOIM NO. 10 3OIO-IO6
MAY 1*42  COITION
OSA OEN. KEO. NO. 27

UNITED STATES G(WeRNMENT

Memorandum
TO Assistant Attorney General

Criminal Division

from Director, FBI

subject: stokely^armichael 

j Racial Matter
x Antiriot Laws

b7C

date August 29. 1968_____ _______
ATTENTION: 
Room 2110 Justice Building

ALL INFORMATION. CONTAINED
'HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc taffi/mlt/tcg

Reference is made to ______________  memorandum dated ______________
(your file ).

There is enclosed One copy of the /////////y/^yo^w 
________ teletype dated 8/23/68 _________  

Washington Field Office .

A. | | This covers the preliminary investigation and 
no further action concerning a full investigation will be taken 
by this Bureau unless the Department so directs.

B. I I The Investigation is.continuing and you will 
be furnished copies of reports as they are received.

C. | | The investigation requested by you has now
been completed. Unless advised to the contrary no further in
quiries will be made by this Bureau.

D. | | Pursuant to Instructions Issued by the Depart-,
ment, no investigation will be conducted in this matter unless 
specifically directed by the Department.

E. 
vestlgatlon.

I | Please advise whether you desire any further in

will be

further 
quested

I I This is submitted for your information and you

/o O-LWdf-0 _
G. I sag I This is submitted for your informatipn and no 

investigation will be conducted unless spedlificalLyLre.r/J 
by the Department. ' ® AUG 29 1968

H. | | This covers the receipt of a complaint and no
action will be taken by this Bureau unless the Department

F. 
advised of further developments.

further 
so directs. -------------------- >

b7 NOTE: This will confirm the conversation between/_____________
En9Jh) r \ and Special Agent | 1 on 8/26/68. This
/vF) matter was taken under advisement ano no investigation was

Requested. fcydr
5GSEP 3 1968



FBI WASH UR ?;iv

* FB&vSAN FRAN
8:47P

FROM

PDST 8-22-68

■6. a. LL'

7/

/)

Ir. Tolson

DEFERRED ?MXG
DIRECTOR (105-165706) AND WASHINGTON FIELD (100-45503)
BOSTON (100-37622)
SAN FRANCISCO (157-1204) (2-P)

II' ‘'Z-’j \

... j

WASHINGTON FIELD VIR BUREAU ■ ,: b7c —
- - \ ' (pF?) I } ‘ ..  .. ...............
_BLACK PANTHER PARTY; RACIAL MATTERS; STOKELY-CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS;—"
BUREAU FILE ONE ZERO ZERO DASH FOUR FOUR SIX ZERO EIGHT ZERO

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcgI its—

M RE TRIAL HUEY P. NEWTON, MINISTER OF DEFENS
V PANTHER PARTY

ADVISED THAT STOKELY CARMICHAEL ATTENDED TRIAL OF HUEY P. NEWTON
ON MORNING OF AUGUST TWENTY-TWO, NINETEEN SIXTY-EIGHT AND AT
TWELVE FIFTEEN PM, HELD PRESS CONFERENCE AT ALAMEDA COUNTY COURTHOUSE,
OAKLAND. CALIFORNIA

THEY
WERE DRESSED IN TYPICAL BPP ATTIRE. CARMICHAEL ANNOUNCED THAT BPP WILL
CALL PRESS CONFERENCE IN TWO DAYS TO ANNOUNCE FUTURE PLANS OF ACTION ■ @OF BPP AND AT THAT TIME CARMICHAEL WILL ANSWER QUESTIONS AS TO HOW / O . / A / . ... £
LONG HE PLANS TO REMAIN IN THE'SAN FRANCISCO AREA. CARMICHAEL. IN AN
AFFABLE FRAME OF MIND, CONFIRMED THE FACT THAT STUDENT NONVIOLENT

HIM
z S

NOT RECORDED

162 AUG 29 1968

COORDINATING COMMITTEE '(SNCC) HAS SEVERED

. ■ ' . ■' -51° '
•4.SEP5- 1968'



PAGE TWO
SF (157-1204)

HE SAID THAT HE HAD NO HARD FEELINGS TOWARD SNCC, THAT HE HAD ENJOYED 
THE EXPERIENCE-OF WORKING IN SNCC FOR MANY YEARS AND THAT HE WOULD NEVER 
SAY ANYTHING UNFAVORABLE CONCERNING THAT ORGANIZATION.

HUEY P. NEWTON TESTIFIED AT HIS TRIAL THIS DATE TRACING HISTORY OF 
HIS LIFE AND HIS ORGANIZATIONAL WORK WITH BPP. NEARLY ALL OF THE 
OBJECTIONS OF PROSECUTING ATTORNEY LOWELL JENSEN WERE SUSTAINED BY

&JUDJE MONROE FRIEDMAN ON THIS LINE OF TESTIMONY. APPROXIMATELY SEVENTY 
U ' »FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED PERSONS CARRYING SIGNS 'QUOTED HUEY LIVES UWUOTE 

PARTICIPATED IN PEACEFUL DEMONSTRATION AT ALAMEDA COUNTY COURTHOUSE.
NEWTON TRAIL RECESSED UNTIL MONDAY, AUGUST TWENTY-SIX. COVERAGE 

OF CARMICHAEL'S ACTIVITIES CONTINUING. ■ .
•END
LPT , .

’ . • • . I,

FBI WASH DC* COPY SENT AG AND IDIU '
. ){€■)( of '

. TRAiNO#
ROOM 836 9&D



WASH 6-

750AM URGENT 8/27/68 NJM

TO DIRECTOR

FROM SAN FRANCISCO /157-721/ PLAINTEXT IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RM

■ 11 r
Mr. Tolson______
Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Mohr......... —
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper 
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad -----
Mr. Felt___ _____
Mr. Gale________
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Tro te&-----
Tele. Ro im_____
Miss Ho mes------
Miss GaVidy--------

REMYTEL EIGHT TWENTY SIX SIXTYEIGHT*  TRANSCRIPTS GF SUBJECT/S 

SPEECHES AUGUST TWENTY SECOND AND TWISTY FIFTH MAILED NIGHT OF AUGUST 

TWENTY SIXTH.

END

HWL

FBI WASH DC

- MR. TRAINOR
ROOM 836 9&D

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED »
DA.TE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg

6 AUG 29 1968



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) 1 H5t>. Tolseii..
3 Mir.

Date: 8/28/68

Moxa*. — - 
Bishop-...,. 

Casper.....
CBBB.n

Mr. Ccnrad.._
Mr. Felt--------

Mr. Gale.--------

Transmit the following in __ PLAIN______
(Type in plaintext p/rlcol

Via teletype URGENT
(Priority)

TO: RECTOR, FBI, AND SACS LOS ANGELES 
SAN FRANCISCO

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

r. Tavel----------
r. Trotter____

ele. Room_____
Miss Holmes-----

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE TO WFO, AUGUST TWENTYEIGHT STANT

F B I

IN VIEW OF POSSIBLE PROSECUTION INSTANT MATTER, LOS ANGELES

AND SAN FRANCISCO IMMEDIATELY SUBMIT REPORTS COVERING PERTINENT

ACTIVITIES.OF SUBJECT WHILE ON THE WEST COAST AUGUST TWENTYONE

TO AUGUST TWENTYSIX LAST. INCLUDE IN REPORT VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT

OF SPEECHES MADE WHERE AVAILABLE PLUS OTHER PERTINENT ACTIVITIES

OF A PROSECUTIVE NATURE. AVAILABILITY OF WITNESSES COVERING

SPEECHES AND ANY OTHER PERTINENT WITNESSES SHOULD BE SET FORTH.

IN. ADDITION, THE AVAILABILITY OF ANY PERTINENT INFORMANTS AS WELL

AS SAS AS WITNESSES SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE REPGRSSL7^?^

3 - Teletype
2 - WFO

Unit

WWH:lt 
(7)

^C'MR. TRAINOR 
ROOM 836 9&D

12 AUG 29 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED.; 
DATE ; re; t am /' m 11 /' t c g

•9SEf?-W%
Approved: \-T'YX-'' Sent M Per



FBI WASH DC*

FBI ST LOUIS

4:33 PM 8-26-68 URGENT REM

FfCEIWL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION
AUG2 61968

TELETYPE

TO: DIRECTOR (TOG-MAWS*-  AND WFO

FROM: ST. LOUIS (100-20639) IP

ji Mr. Tolson---------
j Mr- DeLoach------

; Mr. Mohr-----------

I
Mr. Bishop---------
Mr. Casper------- -
Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt----------—
Mr. Gale----------- -
Mr. Rosen------

f "^mSullivam/—
Mr. Tavel------------
Mr. Trotter--------
Tele. Room----------

iss Holmes-------
iss Gandy---------

SHELDON

AVE.. SLMO

STOKELYCCARMICHAEL, IS - MI SC. 00: WFO*
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY'60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

REMYTEL AUGUST TWENTY-THREE LAST.

ADVISED INSTANT DATE THAT HEAD OF

/BLACK LIBERATORS WAS MAKING ARRANGEMENTS TO RENT . ____ ■>

MEMORIAL HALL. THIRTY SIX FORTY EIGHT WASHINGTON

FOR RALLY THE EVENING OF AUGUST TWENTYNINE NEXT. RALLY WILL

FEATURE SPEECH BY SUBJECT WHICH WILL START AT SEVEN PM.

ALSO ADVISED THAT LEAFLETS ARE BEING

DISTRIBUTED ON SLMO STREETS BY BLACK LIBERATORS ADVERTISING

THE ABOVE RALLY AND SPEECH BY SUBJEC

SECRET SERVICE ADVISED LOCALLY।

WFO ADVISE IF SUCH A TRIP BY SUBJECT IS TO BE MADE AND5 23 1B68 I 

t '
IF SO, PR0BABLW ITINERY. P. “

END

SLB

FBI WASH DC*  VOj COPY SENT AG AND IDI^'



ar\

,.w

<

WASHINGTON —02
1237PM DEFERRED 8/23/68 JOC

J.

TO DIRECTOR (105-165706X100-446080)
WFO (100-43503)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1705)(157-721)
"l 51

BLACK PANTHER PARTY, RACIAL MATTERS
b7

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS
ON 01-

A SPECIAL AGENT OF
TWENTY-TWO A "FREE HUEY
MARIN CITY, CALIFORNIA,

(U)

EIGHT
RECREATION CENTER
MARIN CITY BLACK

t AO 
' 9, 

c\

1 Mi.

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES?;-. 

and FIELD OFFICES 

advised by routing I__

SLIP (S) BY

PLAINT

THE FBI ATTENDED NIGHT OF
RALLY" HELD AT MARIN CITY
SPONSORED BY NEWLY FORMED

BY 6O3O9'auc tam/mlt/

PANTHER PARTY. RALLY WAS IN SUPPORT OF HUEY NEWTON, 
MINISTER OF DEFENSE OF -BPP, PRESENTLY BEING .TRIED FOR

WCE^"

CAP/TAIN OF

MURDER OF AN OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA POLICE OFFICER. A
APPROXIMATELY FIVE HUNDRED BY ACTUAL COUNT. SPEAKERS inclAJdS

BOBBY SEALE, CHAIRMAN OF BPP; ELDRIDGE CLEAVER
MINISTER OF INFORMATION OF THE BPP; KATHLEEN CLEAVER

L.

.-E.ND.PAG.E1 ONE
elaborating on EACH.

FiED ^0

WOMEN OF BPP, AND STOKELY CARMICHAEL. t
PRIME MINISTER OF BPP AND EX-CHAIRMAN OF SNGCv

SEALE READ THE TEN POINTS (AIMS AND PURPOSES OF THE BPP>

NOT RECORDED 172 AUG 30 1968 
mF.(u) ■.

I



PAGE TWO
KATHLEEN CLEAVER SPOKE OF HUEY NEWTON TRIAL AND

DISCUSSED NEGRO HISTORY IN THE UNITED STATES.
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER SPOKE OF HIS CANDIDACY AND HOW GREAT

IT WAS FOR THE PEACE AND FREEDOM PARTY TO NOMINATE HIM, AN EX-CON, 
AS THEIR CANDIDATE FOR PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

CARMICHAEL CALLED HUEY NEWTON A "PRISONER OF WAR" AND INDICATED 
ACTION SHOULD BE TAKEN TO FREE HIM.

ALL INDIVIDUALS ENTERING THE BUILDING WERE SEARCHED. A MARIN 
COUNTY SHERIFF’S DEPUTY WAS NOT ALLOWED TO ENTER BECAUSE HE WAS ARMED. 
AN UNKNOWN INDIVIDUAL WITH ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TAPED TO HIS BACK WAS 
EVICTED AS WERE THREE LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS RECOGNIZED IN CROWD.

ADMINISTRATIVE
RE SF LET ANDr-tHM CAPTIONED BPP - RM DATED EIGHT FIFTEEN SIXTY-EIGHT. 

b2 SPECIAL AGENT WHO ATTENDED RALLY WAS SA .b C :
b7D -

221 BOTH RECORDED PORTIONS OF THE SPEECHES AND COPIES ARE BEING OBTAIN^ 
FOLLOWS.

END
MSE

, R RELAY FBI WAH DC

COFY SENT AG AND IDIU" . kk TRAINOR 
2C r ROOM 336 S&O



OPTIONAL FORM MO, 10
--'jrOW-104

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

• Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI

' . b7C
date: /mg 16 1903

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (P)

subject: ___________
IS - CH

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
■DA.TE -01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Re Chicago letter to the Bureau dated 6/10/68; 
Chicago latter to the Bureau dated 8/6/66; and telephone 
conversation on 8/9/68, between Chicago SAC MARLIN W. JOHNSON 
and SA 'Nationalities Intelligence Section,
Domestic intelligence Division, SOG.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 13 copies of a letterhead 
memorandum (LHM) dated and captioned as above. The LHM 
is headed Washington, D. C., to further protect the source. 
Information copies are being furnished offices that have 
conducted prior investigation in this matter and offices 
having a general interest in Chinese matters. Also enclosed 
for the Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM captioned "STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL”. This LHM is also captioned Washington, D.C. for 
security purposes.

For the information of offices which have not 
received prior correspondence in this matter, subject is a 

^7 - Bureau (Enc. 24) (RM),
4 (2 - Legat, Paris (Enc. 5)

(1 - 100-446080) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL)
(1 - 100-442715) (ATrfiOCT”^-------—
(1 ”1

1 - Los Angeles (Enc. 1) (W0) (R\l)
1 - Milwaukee (Enc. 1) (INFO) (RM)
1 - New York (Enc. 1) (INFO) (RM) b2
1 - San Antonio (Enc. 1) (INFO) (RM) b?c
1 - Seattle (Enc. 1) (INFO) (RM) b7D

1 - 157-1297 . (STOKELY CARMICHAEL)
1 - 105-

JMF:cms
(19)

A o/V
MOt

• 3&AUG 23 1968



2



b7C

________ __ . On August 9, 1968, subject toldl |that 
 | had arrived foi*  him from his | lie indicated 
to her that he would check out of the~~FFotel on the morning 
of_________________________________________________________________________ where
he would continue working for two months. He would then 
return to

On August 9, 1968, telephonic authority was received 
from the Bureau for a Chicago Special Agent to interview 
subject under suitable pretext. This interview was conducted 
by SA on August 9, 1968, using the pretext
of a droiessionai acquaintance of source who had a keen interest 
JjJ________________________________________________________________________________

The pertinent 
information from this interview is set forth in the LHM.
At the conclusion of this conversation, subject asked for

— 3



SA| |address.

I
I and he gave

~hmdicated that

SA___________ was ostensib 1 y from___________
subject the |address of his brother.

he would be at that address for only
a short time but that any mail sent there would be forwarded 
to if he moves froid

In addition to the information set forth in the 
LHM source obtained the following pertinent information 
from subject:

Subject did not mention the above described individuals 
by name but based on the information furnished source, Chicago 
feels it is probable that the above described individuals are 
ident idal wit hl I

. who resided I
I This information regarding

is not being set forth in the LHM in view of the 
sensitive nature of the Bureau’s investigation of

4



Information in the LHM regarding STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
was volunteered to source by subject. Based on subject’s 
claimed friendship with CARMICHAEL, source advised the:_________
subject that she had heard thatP

Subject showed some interest in this 
development and asked source to find out through her employment, 

~] if STOKELY CARMICHAEL would also 
be coming to Chicago and if so where he would reside. Subject 
indicated he wished to contact CARMICHAEL if they were going 
to be in Chicago at the same time.

Source asked subject if he knew CARMICHAEL that 
well and subject replied that he and CARMICHAEL had developed 
a close friendship during CARMICHAEL’S stay|

Source was ultimately unable to determine CARMICHAEL’S 
residence in Chicago and subject left Chicago without seeing 
CARMICHAEL. On the evening before his departure subject left 
at .source’s apartment I I

These included the following: \

5



b7C

b7D

b2

b7C

b7D

b2

b7C

b7D

b7D

notations
In addition, was found containing the following

detail in some areas since source felt she could not logically 
press subject for details on certain topics without arousing 
suspicion.

mentioned in the LUM is

 [mentioned in the LHM is SA
of the Chicago Office who interviewed subject under 

suitaoie pretext. I, I interview is described as "a source"
to further protect-________________ who was present during part of the
interview, goth LHMs are classified coiTTj^gtial to protect

source who is of continuing value to the Chicago Office.

LEADS



SAN ANTONIO

AT SAN ANTONIO;, TEXAS. The telephone numbers set 
forth above as obTained from the source do not specify a 
city or area code. It is therefore assumed that these are 
telephone numbers in the San Antonio area where subject resides 
and is employed.

San Antonio is requested to identify subscribers 
to the above numbers not already identified and to search 
indices on the above numbers as well as subject.

San Antonio is also requested to contact logical 
sources and informants at [ ~] or in _

to determine the scope of subject5s 
activities xn the united states.

CHICAGO

AT CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Chicago will open a new_______
105 case regarcTill^Ene^uEscIribers to|| 
telephone number called by subject and attempt to fully identify 
subscribers to that number.

Chicago will maintain contact with source)__
and immediately furnish pertinent details regarding his 
activities and travel plans to appropriate offices.



Re:

Stokely-"Carmichae 1. 
anomer nmericau j\egro reader, aisagree on me proper means 
for obtaining equal rights for Negroes in the United States.



Re

Carmichael on the other hand advocates the use 
of violence if necessary to obtain equal rights for Negroes 
but he reportedly feels that the basic principals of the 
present United States democratic system must be retained 
in any new society,



Jn Reply, Please Refer to 
File No,

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF W^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Wash ington, D« C. 
August IG) , 1968

DECLASSIFIED BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg
STOKELY CARMICHAEL ON 01-25-2006

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, recently visited withI

presently residing ini I but a !permanent resident of I that during
December, 1967, Stokely Carmichael visited Paris at the invitation 
of the Paris Committee on North Viet Nam. Carmichael was 
apparently en route to North Viet Nam where he reportedly 
conversed with Ho Chi Minh.

described Carmichael as extremely pleasant 
and mild mannered.' He said Carmichael was enthusiastically 
received everywhere in Paris as a champion of the working class. 
____________ said Carmichael was quite fax’ left politically, but 
def in itely not a communist. One of the things Carmichae1 
discussed] was the
best way to attain equal rights for the Negro m the United 
States or the best way for the Negroes to take power in 
the United States if equal rights could not be obtained through 
non-violent means.

_|told source that it is well known among 
Paris leftists that Carmichae1F I
 disagree on wha-t 
means should be utilized in obtaining equal rights for the American 
Negro. advocates violent overthrow of the United States
Government and subsequent installation of a government similar to 
communism. Carmichael on the othei’ hand agrees that violent means 
may be*  used’to cbt a in equal rights if necessary, but Carmichael 
Insists that the basis.of the American Democratic system must be 
maintained in any future government.

i
that he would visit Carmichael in 
Carmichael was in the citv at the sane time as I

S o ur c e a d v is e d t h a t
before determining Carmichael’s place of residence in this city.

This document contains neither 

i-ecennnendation nor conclusions of 
■ ** is the property of the 

rBi and is loaned to your agency/ 
e .tod its, contents are not tj be 

iLutea outside vnnr Ehc



FBI CHICAGO 

804PJOZURGENT 

^/director, 

FROM CHICAGO

FBI WASH DC*

AND SACS DETROIT, ST. LOUIS AND WFO (VIA BUREAU)/!

<157-2410) <157-1297) L

DEMCON

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. SNCC; SEDITION. 00s WFO. BUFILE

ONE HUNDRED-FOUR FOUR SIX ZERO EIGHT ZERO; CHICAGO FILE ONE

FIVE SEVEN-ONE TWO NINE SEVEN. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

CHICAGO SOURCE, RELIABLE, ADVISED INSTANT STOKELY CARMICHAEL

FORMER NATIONAL DIRECTOR OF STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING

COMMITTEE, SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE CHICAGO O'HARE AIRPORT FROM

DETROIT, MICHIGAN, TEN FIFTEEN PM INSTANT ON AMERICAN AIRLINES

FLIGHT THREE FOUR FIVE, IN COMPANY OF <FNU) AND (FNU)
DESCRIPTION UNKNOWN. b7c /

CARMICHAEL SCHEDULED TO DEPART O'HARE AIRPORT ELEVEN PM

INSTANT FOR ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, ON DELTA AIRLINES FLIGHT FIVE

THREE. FURTHER DETAILS RE ITINERARY AND PURPOSE OF FLIGHT
UNKNOWN TO SOURCE . /

NOT
ADMINISTRATIVE 202 AUG 3X5 1968

DETROIT VERIFY DEPARTURE AND ADVISE. ALSO FUOTSK------  —“

DESCRIPTIVE DATA RE ST. LOUIS DETERMINE THROUGH

SOURCES PURPOSE OF TRIP TO ST. LOUIS AND ADVISE LOCAL AND FEDERAL



PAGE TWO

CG 157-2410

AUTHORITIES. SECRET SERVICE. MILITARY ADVISED BY IT. CHICAGO PD

AND USA ADVISED. CHICAGO WILL COVER LAY OVER PERIOD. I
b7C

b7D

WFO FURNISH ANY INFO WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF

END

CAB

FBI WASH DC*



FBI WASH DC*

FBI DETROIT

EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
COMMUNICATION SECTION

AUG 2 71968

EEBEWYP

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
.DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Mr. Tolson--------
Mr. DeLoaeh-----
Mr. Mohr-----------
Mr. Bishop---------
Mr. Casper---------
Mr. Callahan------

Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt-------------

s Mr. Gale
I Mr. Rosen_______
I Mr. Sullivanicti'
I Mr. Tavel_______
| Mr. Trotter--------
8 Tele. Room______
i! Miss Holmes____
B Miss Gandy--------

11:00PM URGENT 8/27/68 LPS

TO: DIRECTOR (100-446080). SACS WFO, ST. LOUIS AND CHICAGO*

FROMi/ SAC, DETROIT (100-34122)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM-SNCC

983317

SUBJECT DEPARTED ANN ARBOR MICHIGAN, EARLY AM INSTANT TRAVELLING

VIA CAR TO TWO FOUR FIVE SEVEN WOODWARD AVENUE, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

WHICH IS OFFICE OF MO-TOWN RECORD COMPANY*  CARMICHAEL DEPARTED

MO-TOWN RECORD COMPANY EN ROUTE DETROIT METROPOLITAN AIRPORT WHERE HE b7

BOARDED AA FLIGHT THREE FOUR FIVE LEAVING DETROIT TEN TWENTY PM FOR/ 

CHICAGO*  CARMICHAEL SCHEDULED TO LEAVE CHICAGO ABOARD DELTA FLIGh/ 

FIVE THREE DEPARTING CHICAGO ELEVEN THIRTY PM CHICAGO TIME ENROUTE^ 

ST*  LOUIS, ARRIVING ST. LOUIS AT TWELVE TWENTV FIVE AM. b7c / 

CARMICHAEL REMAINED UNDER SURVEILLANCE BY OFFICERS OF THE MICHIGA

STATE POLICE AND SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS

CARMICHAEL S DEPARTURE PERSONALLY 0

CARMICHAEL DESCRIBED AS WEARING SILKY LIGHT BLUE SHIRT WITH 
AUG 30 1968 

NEHRU COLLAR AND LIGHT BLUE OR GREY TROUSERS. CARMICHAEL ACCOMPANIED



DE 100-34122

PAGE TWO 

DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUALS ACCOMPANYING CARMICHAEL NOT AVAILABLE 

DUE TO DISCREET SURVEILLANCE ON SUBJECT'S ACTIVITIES IN DETROIT.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

RE DETROIT TEL TO BUREAU THIS DATE AND DETROIT PHONE CALL TO 

ST. LOUIS AND CHICAGO THIS DATE.

DETAILED LHM FOLLOWS REGARDING CARMICHAEL'S SPEECH AT UNIVERSITY 

OF MICHIGAN, AUGUST TWENTY SIX LAST, AND OTHER ACTIVITIES IN DETROIT 

DIVISION.

END.

GMA

FBI WASH DC*

TU@@

MR. TRMHOR 
ROOM 836 9&D



17-1 (Rev. 8-11-03)

ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

□ FOIA/PA □ Litigation Q Executive Order Applied

Requester: _____________________________________________________________________________________________
Subject: _______________________________________________________________________________________________
Computer or Case Identification Number: ___________________________________________________________________
Title of Case: __________________________________________________________________ Section _______________
* File_________________________________________
Serials Reviewed: _________ _______ ■ __________________________________________________________ _______

Release Location: *File Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit

File Number:
Serial(s) Reviewed:

lOo- Ho- Section 41

/ FOIPA Requester: ________________________________________________ ________________________________
FOIPA Subject: ___________________________ ____________ ________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: __________________ _____________________ _______________________

File Number: Section
Serial(s) Reviewed:

FOIPA Requester: ________________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Subject: .__________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number:  '

File Number: Section
Serial(s) Reviewed:

FOIPA Requester: _________________ .___________________________________ .___________________________
FOIPA Subject: __________________________ ___________________________ ________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: ■____________________________________________________________________________

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

SCANNED BY DocLab (RMD)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-09-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt./tcg

DATE: Q-l-O.^ ATTENTION 983317

DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE

LASTSF.RIAI.- HSI



5-$’3<In'(-9^9-«j5)

Domestic Intelligence Division

.a

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

Date 8/27/68___
SUMMARY

Attached pertains to speech by Stokely 
Carmichael at a rally in Oakland, Californ 
8/25/68 in support of Huey P. Newton., Blac
Panther Party official, on trial in Oakland 
for the murder of a policeman.

According to several confidential sourc 
who attended the Rally 
overthrow of the U.S. Government by armed 
revolution through guerrilla warfare. He 
stated the "black revolution is entering a 
period of armed struggle. In order to be
come a revolutionary you must pick up a gu 
He described a black revolutionary as a 
person who wants a complete change of Gove 
nmental system without compromise and said 
the only way to combat oppodtion is throug 
"guerrilla warfare, organisation, and well 
planned tactics." He said if you say "burn 
baby burn" it means burn down the suburbs 
and not your own neighborhood. He was not 
telling the audience to burn down the est 
ablishment" but if they were going to do i 
he was outlining the way it should be done

Copies furnished the Attorney General, 
Inter-Division Information Unit, Internal 
Security and CtMnal Divisions of the 
Department. This information also being 
furnished to the military and Secret Servi

<?s
Carmichael urged tiie

3."

>1

ce

PTBrebb
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-09-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/t< '■<3



WASHI NITON —05

409PM URC T 8-26-68 MS

VIA TELETYP
AUG 261968^

ENCIPHERED

TO DJffiECTeR <100-446080) « WASH FIELD <100-41503)

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-721)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RACIAL MATTERS

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE

Mr.
Mr.

Tolson
DeLoacX

ADVISED SHE ATTENDED FREE HUEY

NEWW RALLY AT DE FREMERY
TWENTYFIVE, LAS?, ANO HEARD AND RECORDED SPEECH BY STOKELY

PARK. OAKLAND SUNDAY, AUGUST-

CARMICHAEL. SHE ADVISED CARMICHAEL WAS INTRODUCED AS

PRIME MINSTER OF BLACK PANTHER PARTY. SHE WAS SURPRISED

Bishop 
'Mr. Casper 
Mr. Callahan.... 
Mr. Conrad-*

Felt...
^^Sale. T 

sen... 
lifan. 

/el__
rotter_____

e. Room____ _
Miss Holmes__
Miss Gandy____

THAT STATEM^TS’Ie MADE WHICH INDICATED TO HER HE WAS 

ESPOUSING R^OLUTIO^AND OVERTHROW OF THE GOVERNMENT OF 

THE UNITED ST^lES. FROM MEMORY AND NOTES TAKEN, SHE STATED 

THAT CARMICHAEB^SA 1$ "BLACK REVOLUTION IS ENTERING A PERIOD 

OF ARMED STRUGG?fe." ’ "IN ORDER TO BECOME A REVOLUTIONARY /

YOU MUST•■•MCI A A GUN." "A REVOW^ONARyA^SONEONMMliWM* 

TO KILL FOR A CHANGE FOR THE MASSES OF THE.0flM@." ftffHWESO I960

WMND PAGE ONE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc’tam/mlt/tcg

TELETYPED TO



PAGE TWO

WILL BE THREE LEVELS OF ATTACK, THE SYMBOLS OF OPPRESSION, 

THE TOOLS OF OPPRESSION AND ATTACK THE PEOPLE THEMSELVES.*

THE SYMBOLS OF OPPRESSION ARE "WE BORN THE STORE OUT." 

"THE POLICE REPRESENT THE TOOLS OF OPPRESSION." "THEN WE GO 

TO THE OPPRESSORS THEMSELVES." "SEIZE POWER AND THEN COMES 

THE REVOLUTION." 

"GUERRILLA WARFARE IS WHERE YOU’VE GOT TO GO. WAIT 

UNTIL THE SUN GOES DOWN AND THEN IT’S ZDEN-STEVEN. GUERRILLA 

WAREFARE BECAUSE YOU CANNOT FIGHT A MILITARY FORCE SUPERIOR TO 

YOU. GUERRILLA WARFARE—YOU DON’T KILL TO DIE, YOU KILL TO 

LIVE AND YOU’RE ALWAYS FORCED UNDERGROUND BECAUSE THEY BREAK 

AND DESTROY ALL GROUPS ABOVE GROUND."

"POLICE ARE TO KEEP THINGS AS THEY ARE." "BY NECESSITY 

THE POLICE FORCE IS GOING TO INCREASE ITS HARASSMENT. WE 

MUST BE PREPARED FOR THAT." "DON’T WEAR A BLACK JACKET 

UNLESS YOU’RE READY TO KILL."

SOURCE STATED THERE WERE MANY REFERENCES IN CARMICHAEL’S 

SPEECH TO THE REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE AND THE RACIST AND 

IMPERIALISTIC POLICIES OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT. THERE WAS NO 

DOUBT IN SOURCE’S MIND THAT HE WAS ENCOURAGING REVOLUTION 

AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT. 

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

CARMICHAEL EXPLAINED THE COALITION OF THE BPP WITH RPE 

< PEACE AND FREEDOM PARTY AS A POLITICAL TOOL AND A POLITICAL 

NECESSITY IN ORDER TO GET PUBLICITY. HE TOLD THE CROWD 

THAT THE BLACKS MUST MOVE ON THREE LEVELS, POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, 

► AND SOCIAL (OR CULTURAL). HE SAID "WE CANNOT RETREAT, WE MUST 

; ENCOURAGE OUR PEOPLE TO GO TO CUBA. YOU CAN’T STOP US. WE 

MU»TLEARN WHAT IS GOING ON IN THOSE COUNTRIES.”

r  ADVISED THAT APPROXIMATELY SEVENTEEN HUNDRED 

TO TWO THOUSAND PERSONS, PREDOMINANTLY NEGROES ATTENDED THE RALLY. 

CARMICHAEL GAVE SPEECH WHICH LASTED APPROXIMATELY FORTY-FIVE MINUTES 

. AND COULD BEST BE DESCRIBED AS AN EDUCATIONAL LECTURE ON THE BLACK 

POWER CONCEPT.

CARMICHAEL FIRST TALKED ABOUT CAPITALISM, COMMUNISM AND 

SOCIALISM. HE TOLD DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THESE MAJOR POLITICAL 

IDEOLOGIES AND DESCRIBED THE ”EVILS” OF EACH. CARMICHAEL SAID HE 

KNEW THAT HIS SPEECH, BEING OF AN EDUCATIONAL NATURE, WOULD 

BE BORING COMPARED TO THE USUAL FIREY SPEECHES HE HAS MADE AND AS 

COMPARED TO THE SPEAKERS WHICH PRECEDED HIM. 

END PAGE THREE



PAGE FOUR

IN TALKING ABOUT CAPITALISM HE SAID PEOPLE DO ALL WORK UNDER 

THIS SYSTEM AN1> THE GOVERNMENT TAXES THE PEOPLE’S MONEY AWAY FROM 

THEM.

HE DESCRIBED THE COMMUNISM SYSTEM OF GOVERNMENT AS A REVOLUTION

ARY OVERTHROW OF A GOVERNMENT BY "PHYSICAL EXECUTION".

HE DESCRIBED SOCIALISM AS SYSTEM WHICH ADVOCATES REVOLUTIONARY 

OVERTHROW OF A GOVERNMENT BY "ELECTORAL EXECUTION."

IN TALKING ABOUT BLACK POWER CONCEPTS, HE STATED IT WAS 

IMPORTANT TO UNDERSTAND DEFINITIONS OF BLACK MILITANCY AND BLACK 

REVOLUTIONARY. HE DESCRIBED BLACK MILITANT AS A PERSON WHO WANTS TO 

CHANGE THE "SYSTEM" BUT STILL LIVE WITH WHITE PEOPLE THROUGH 

COMPROMISE. HE SAID A BLACK MILITANT WILL DIE FIGHTING AND IS A PERSON 

WHO COULD FIGHT IN VIETNAM.

HE DESCRIBED BLACK REVOLUTIONARY AS PERSON WHO WANTS 

COMPLETE CHANGE. OF GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEM WITHOUT COMPROMISE AND 

AS PERSON WHO WILL NOT FIGHT IN VIETNAM BUT WILL KILL TO LIVE. 

AS EXAMPLES OF LATTER, HE NAMED CHE GUEVERRA, FIDEL CASTRO AND 

HUEY P. NEWTON.

CARMICHAEL ALSO EXPLAINED THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REVOLUTIONARIES 

AND COUNTER revolutionaries, stating that 
END PAGE FOUR



page five

VIETCONG ARE REVOLUTIONARIES AND THE USA IS A COUNTER 

revolutionary force, in this connection he stated 
B’PP IS A REVOLUTIONARY ORGANIZATION AND OAKLAND POLICE 

DEPARTMENT IS COUNTER REVOLUTIONARY FORCE.

HE SAID CARRYING A GUN DOES NOT MAKE A PERSON A 

BLACK REVOLUTIONARY AND STATED IT MUST BE UNDERSTOOD 

IT IS THE IDEOLOGY ONE IS FIGHTING FOR THAT DETER

MINES WHETHER HE IS A BLACK REVOLUTIONARY.

HE DEFINED BLACK MILITANTS AS THOSE WHO TALK OF 

ADVOCATING VIOLENCE BUT ARE NOT NECESSARILY AFFILIATED WITH 

ANY PARTICULAR BLACK NATIONALIST GROUP. HE SAID THAT BLACK 

NATIONALIST MAY EXPOUSE THE IDEOLOGY FOLLOWED BY SEVERAL 

BLACK MILITANT ORGANIZATIONS.

CARMICHAEL STATED HE IS CONDEMNING ALL SPONTANEOUS 

RIOTING BECAUSE BLACK MAN ALWAYS LOSES THROUGH THIS 

COURSE OF ACTION. HE SAID THE ONLY WAY TO COMBAT 

OPPRESSION IS THROUGH "GUERRILA WARFARE, ORGANIZATION AND WELL 

PLANNED TACTICS." 

CARMICHAEL THEN CONTINUED BY CONDEMNING RIOTING IN 

END PAGE FIVE



page six

PREDOMINANTLY NEGRO NEIGHBORHOODS. HE SAID IF YOU SAY " BURN 

BABYBURN", THAT DOESN’T MEAN WHAT IS SOUNDS LIKE. IT FEANS 

BURN DOWN THE SUBURBS, NOT YOUR OWN NEIGHBORHOOD. IT MEANS 

BURN DOWN THE HONKIES ESTABLISHMENT. HESAID HE WANTED 

to make it clear he was not telling the audience to burn down 
THE ESTABLISHMENT, BUT IF THEY WERE GOING TO DO IT HE WAS 

HEREBY OUTLINING THE WAY IT SHOULD BE DONE.

IN CONCLUSION CARMICHAEL STATED IF HUEY P. NEWTON, 

MINISTER OF DEFENSE, BPP, IS CONVICTED ON CHARGE OF MURDERING 

AN OAKLAND POLICE OFFICER, "THE SKY IS THE LIMIT". HE SAID 

THE SENTENCING OF NEWTON TO LIFE IMPRISONMENT WOULD NOT 

BE A "PANACEA", MEANING A CURE-ALL OR COMPROMISE AND THAT THERE 

WOULD STILL BE RETALIATION BY BLACK REVOLUTIONARIES AND BLACK 

MILITANTS.

|ADVISED HE HEARD CARMICHAEL 

SPEAK AT DE FREMERY PARK RALLY. HE SAID CARMICHAEL EXPLAINED 

STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURE LEADING TO TOTAL OVERTHROW OF SYSTEM 

BY ARMED REVOLUTION. CARMICHAEL CALLED FOR ARMED REVOLUTION 

AND SAID THERE WAS NO ALTERNATIVE. BLACK PEOPLE HAVE TO 

LEARN TO LIVE TO KILL AND KILL TO LIVE AND THAT ONE IS NOT 

A TRUE REVOLUTIONARY UNTIL HE IS WILLING TO KILL. 

end page six



PAGE SEVEN

CARMICHAEL STATED THAT ALL COLORED PEOPLE OF THE WORLD 

SUFFER AS A RESULT OF CAPITALISM AND IMPERIALISM, AND ANYONE 

WHO FIGHTS AGAIKST THE U.S. IS "OUR ALLY." CARMICHAEL 

INDICATED THAT TO BRING ABOUT REVOLUTION, THREE THINGS HAVE 

TO BE DESTROYED—THE SYMBOLS OF THE SYSTEM—STORSUNI S' THE BLACK 

COMMUNITIES WHICH HAVE BEEN EXPLOITING THE BLACKS—THEY HAVE 

TO BE BURNED; THE TOOLS OF THE SYSTEM—THE POLICE, WHO HAVE TO 

BE ERADICATED BY GUERILLA WARFARE METHODS AND THE OPPRESSOR 

WHO MUST BE TOTALLY DESTROYED BY SEIZINGTYBWER, SEIZING THE BLACK 

COMMUNITY, BLOCKING THEM OFF AND HOLDING THEM. IN THE 

GUERILLA WARFARE THAT WOULD TAKE PLACE HE DID NOT WANT ANYONE 

TO LIVE TO DIE, BUT KILL TO LIVE BY KILLING NOT TWO BUT FIFTY POLICE 

CARMICHAEL QUOTED MALCOLM X IN SAYING THAT WHEN THE SUN 

GOES DOWN IT IS MAN FOR MAN AND THE GREATER FORCE HAS NO ADVANTAGE.

CARMICHAEL MAINTAINED THER IS NO OTHER SOLUTION BUT THE 

GUN AND REVOLUTION, THAT GUNS ALONE ARE NOT ENOUGH. SUPPORT 

OF THE BLACK PEOPLE, FOOD, SHELTER AND CLOTHING, ARE NECESSARY 

AND HE URGED THE BLACK PEOPLE TO ST^IW IMMEDIATELY THE 

SERIOUS PLANNING BECAUSE NOT MUCH TIME IS LEFT.
”\ 

END PAGE SEVEN

CORR—SECOND TO THE~ LAST "EIHE—ETGITTH-weRD TART "START"



b2

PAGE EIGHT b7

 ADVISED HE HEARD CARMICHAEL 

SPEAK, GIVING LONG, BORING LECTURE BASED IN SOURCE'S OPINION 

ON MAO'S RED BOOK, BPP BLACK BOOK, AND MALCOLM X. HE 

EXPLAINED WITH SKILL AND A DEGREE OF DIGNITY THE MEANING OF 

SUCH POLITICAL TERMS AS SOCIALISM, COMMUNISM, REVOLUTION, 

REVOLUTIONARY, MILITANT, GUERILLA WARFARE, CAPITALISM, 

IMPERIALISM, AND ECONOMIC BOYCOTT, ETC. CARMICHAEL CLAIMED 

THAT HISTORY HAD PLACED THE BLACK MAN IN PERIOD OF ARMED 

STRUGGLE AND THIS STRUGGLE WOULD EVENTUALLY BE FORCED 

UNDERGROUND BY POLICE AND A REVOLUTION WOULD FOLLOW. HE 

FELT THE PERIOD OF ARMED STRUGGLE MIGHT GO ON FOR YEARS IN 

THE USA. CARMICHAEL GAVE NO TIMETABLE FOR THE "REVOLUTION." 

HE CALLED FOR ALL BLACKS TO ARM THEMSELVES TO DEFEND THEMSELVES.
L//h/ T 

HE AGREED THAT HUEY NEWTON MUST BE FREED OR THE "SKY IS THE KUW."

END PAGE EIGHT



page nine

administrative data—
RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE AUGUST TWENTYFIVE AND

BUTELCALL THIS DATE.

CARMICHAEL’S SPEECH NOT RECORDED BY OAKLAND POLICE 

DEPARTMENT, ALAMEDA COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE OR BY SPECIAL AGENTS.

OAKLAND TRIBUNE AND BERKELEY GAZETTE HAD NO COVERAGE.

WAS PRESENT, BUT WAS

OUT OF HEARING AS TO SPECIFICS
b2

b7C
b7D

BELIEVES KPFA WAS PRESENT AND

RECORDED AT LEAST PART OF PROGRAM. STATION IS CONTROVERSIAL
Unless rtf

AND WILL NOT BE CONTACTED, -UACB. THERE IS NO REASON, HOWEVER,

THAT SUBPOENA COULD NOT BE ISSUED TO STATION IF ADDITIONAL

TAPES NEEDED.

WASHINGTON FIELD ADVISED THAT| |IS NOT

EMPLOYED BY

ADDRESS UNKNOWN TO POST. MAY BE

NOW MARRIED. UNKNOWN TO SAN FRANCISCO AREA NEWS MEDIA.

ARTICLE WHICH APPEARED IN POST AUGUST TWENTYSIX WITH HER BYLINE 

WAS TELEPHONED IN FOR A FEE. FURTHER EFFORTS BEING MADE TO 

LOCATE AND INTERVIEWEWT 

END PAGE NINE



PAGE TEN

FURNISH NO INFORMATION ON SPEECHES.

AND SA'S

b2

b7C
b7D

b7C
b7D

WERE PRESENT IN AREA, BUT COULD NOT

SAFELY GET CLOSE ENOUGH TO OBTAIN CONTENTS OF SPEECHES.

SHE SAID SHE COULD NOT BE CERTAIN AS TO THE QUOTES,

BUT THAT THE TAPE SHOULD HAVE ALL THE INFORMATION TO WHICH SHE 

HAD REFERENCE. THE TAPE IS BEING OBTAINED AND TRANSCRIPTION

WILL BE FURNISHED IMMEDIATELY UPON COMPLETION. THE ORIGINAL

TAPE WILL BE RETAILED BY HER. COPY WILL BE MADE BY SAN

FRANCISCO.

b2

b'7C

b‘7D

END

JLO- CORR-PAGE-EIG-HT-LAST WORD FbI-MIT*

EFH

FBI WASH DC R RELAY

Md. hvVinOR 
ROOM 836 9&D

COPY SENT AG AND IDIU



6-94 (Rev. 1-3 1-63)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-106 *
MAY 19«3 COITION
OSA OEM. ICO. NO. 37

UNITED STATES Cj^ERNMENT

Memorandum
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

FROM

SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

DATE: August 29. 1968
ATTENTION: |
Room 2110 Justice Building

Stokely Carmichael 
Antiriot Laws

FILE COPY

-ALL. T-T'-JFQRMATTON CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-09-2005 BY 50309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Reference is made to _________ . memorandum dated __________
(your file ).

There is enclosed one copy of the Z/ZZZZZZZZ/WZZZ16 M7W_______ teletype_______________ dated 8Z26Z68
at ..San.Francisco, and one copy of a teletype dated S/27Z68 at

Detroit.----A.  This covers the preliminary investigation and
no further action concerning a full investigation will be taken 
by this Bureau unless the Department so directs.

B. | | The investigation is continuing and you will
be furnished copies of reports as they are received.

C. | | The Investigation requested by you has now
been completed. Unless advised to the contrary no further in
quiries will be made by this Bureau.

D. | | Pursuant to Instructions issued by the Depart
ment, no investigation will be conducted in this matter unless 
specifically directed by the Department.

E. E 
vestigation.

F. E 
will be advised

] Please advise whether you desire any further in-

2) This is submitted for 
of further developments.

not recorded
G. (gwl This is submitted for your inforrpgt^n andqiw 

further investigation will be conducted unless specifically re
quested by the Department.

H. | | This covers the receipt of a complaint and no
further action will be taken by this Bureau unless the Department

■ Enc ‘(2)
b7C

so directs. 
NOTE; This is to confirm the conversation between 

~|and Special Agent I Jon 8/28/68^ This
matter was taken under advisement and no investigation was 
requested. AtA*.

j* Dy! *•



(Rev. 9-17-65)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

TITLE OF CASE

REPORTING OFFICE OFFICE OF ORIGIN DATE INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

SkN FRANCISCO WASHINGTON FIELD 8/30/68 8/21 - 30/68
REPORT MADEjBY

CHAR AC I tR Uh CASE-----

RM-SNCC, BPP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka

REFERENCE; San Francisco airtels to Bureau, 8/26/68, enclosing 
transcripts of speeches by Subject delivered 
at Marin City on 8/22/68, in Oakland, California 
on 8/25/68.

Bureau teletype to San Francisco, dated 8/28/68.
- P -

ADMINISTRATIVE:
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED <
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg

I_______ also attended and openly recorded speeches
made at the Marin City BPP sponsored "Free Huey Rally" on 8/22/68, 
at Marin City. He provided a copy of this recording; however, 
he has steadfastly refused to make himself available to testify 
in the past and continues to do so. To do so would jeopardize 
his marriage and family life since his wife is a CP member.
ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED: -------------- -------- - A -

~ • COVER PAGE

APPROVED

Case has been;

kGENT
DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

COPIES MADE: ~ ~ ______ I5 - Bureau (100-U46080)’(rm)
4 - Washington Field (100-U3503)1 (1 - USA, Washington, D. C.)

(1 - Secret Service, 
Washington, D. C.)
NISO, Washington, D. C.) 
OSI, Washington, D. C. )

(1 -
(1 -
(1 - 116th MI Grp)

2 - San Francisco (157-721)
Dissemination Record of Attached Report

25 SEP 3 1968

Agency

Request Recd.

Date Fwd.

How Fwd.

A .. il

Notations

y
> 13''^

&



SF 157-721
FL:jal

____was present at the Oakland rally on 8/25/68 b2 
but was assigned! |and was out of hearing and b?c 
inattentive to specifics of speeches. b7>

_ believes KPFA was .present and recorded 
at least part of speeches at Oakland; however, this station 
is controversial and will not be contacted.

Agents who observed the Subject at San Francisco 
International Airport on 8/21/68. were SA 
and SA

Agents who observed Subject at Alameda County Court
house on 8/23/68, were SA |and SA 

The Agent who observed Subject aboard PSA Flight 
130 at San Francisco Airport to Los Angeles on 8/2*1/68, 
was SA

b2

b7D

This report is classified COiJT'ipENT’IAL as information 
received from ____ __________  if divulged, could reasonably
result in the identification of confidential informants of 
continuing value and compromise future effectiveness thereof.
LEADS:

SAN FRANCISCO
AT SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA. Will interview 

concerning the Marin City speech by Subject on 8/22/68.
AT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA. Will make further 

efforts to locate individuals who feeard either of the Subject’s 
speeches and determine their willingness to testify.
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character: RACIAL MATTER - SNCC, BPP
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Synopsis:
Subject arrived at San Francisc^xlCalifornia at 11:40 p.m., 8/21/68. He attended the trial of HUEY P-^TJEWTON, Alameda County Courthouse, 
on 8/22/68, during the day and spoke at a "Free Huey Rally" 
in Marin City, California, during the evening hours
of 8/22/68. On 8/23/68, visited’HUEY P. NEWTON at the Alameda' 
County Jail. He departed San Francisco for Los Angeles on 8/24/68, 
returning to San Francisco for a rally held at De Fremery Park 
in Oakland, California, on 8/25/68, at which he spoke. Trans
criptions of speeches delivered at Marin City on 8/22/68, and at 
Oakland on 8/25/68, are included in this report. SUBJECT SHOULD 
BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

DETAILS:
______ (advised on August 22 , 1968, that at the regular 

San Francisco Black .Panther Party (BPP) Wednesday night meeting 
on August 21, 196&</at which a -political education class was 
being taught,____________________________________________ at the

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency;'it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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meeting at about 8:30 p.m. for the purpose of going with 
to the San Francisco Airport to meet the Subject.

A characterization of the BPP appears in 
the Appendix of this report.

advised on July 15, 1968. that 
of the BPP.

him

Special Agents of the FBI observed the Subject after 
his arrival at the San Francisco International Airport at approxi
mately 11:40 p.m. on August 21, 1968. He was accompanied by 
nine Negro males wearing typical .BPI? attire.'

advised that STOKELY CARMICHAEL attended 
the trial of HUEY P. NEWTON on'the morning of August 22, 1968 
and at 12:15 p.m. held a press conference at the Alameda County 
Courthouse, Oakland, California__ CARMICHAEL was accompanied
by local BPP leader

EAVER. Minister faf Ztoformation.

 All were dressed in typical BPP attire. 
CARMICHAEL, in an affable frame, of mind,. confirmed the fact 
that the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 
has severed relations with him. He stated that he had no
hard feelings toward SNCC that he had enjoyed the experience 
of working in SNCC for many years and that he would never sa.y 
anything unfavorable concerning that Organization.

A characterization of SNCC is contained in the 
Appendix.
The Marin City BPP announced publicly a "Free Huey

Rally" to be held at Marin City on August 22, 1968.
_______(advised, on August 23 , 1968 , of source's attendance 

at the Marin City BPP sponsored "Free Huey Rally" at which this 
source made a tape recording of several of the speeches. This 
source advised batteries in the tape recorder began to lose : 
power near the end of the Subject's speech and therefore his
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entire speech was not recorded. This source provided the tape 
which has been transcribed and the following is that portion 
of the speech delivered by the Subject.

HUEY P. NEWTON has been publicly identified 
as Minister of Defense of the BPP. He is 
presently on trial at the Alameda County 
Courthouse for the murder of an Oakland 
police officer.

2A



j. , .. ^OKEL¥aCARMICHAEir ’
• City, California

. ~22-68" 
. \ .

Good evening. It is very late. I don’t know how 
much time we have. If I had an idea then I’d know how much 
we could speak about. Does anyone have any ideas. It is about 
quarter after ten. What time do people have to leave?

I will try to be as brief as possible; however, I 
do think that there are a lot of things that, we have to talk 
about. There are a lot of.terms that we have to define and 
there’s a new attitude that we have to take.

I want to begin by saying that all of the things 
I talk about tonight will hinge upon, center around, and the 
pivotal point of which will be our Minister of Defense HUEY P. 
MEWTOM, so that no matter what I say, I’m always talking about 
Brother HUEY.

Now before I begin I want to explain something.
I am tired of hearing, Free HUEY. I am tired of hearing that 
if you don’t free HUEY or if you touch HUEY the sky is the 
limit. We’re not going to say this anymore. We’re a party, 
we’re organized, and we will deliver, period.

Now then, we have said that we see brother HUEY 
NEWTON as a prisoner of war, and he is. Now many people 
say that that’s not true because the United States, or white 
America, has not declared war on black people. I’d like to 
remind the people that say that that white America has not 
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declared war in Vietnam, yet she’s killing Vietnamese. White 
America never declared war in Korea, but she killed thousands 
of Koreans; and the best example black people have in this 
country is the fact that white America never declared war 
on the Indians, she just wiped them out.' And if we under
stand this, then we understand and we define and we say that 
we are at war. If we are at war, our Minister of Defense is 
a prisoner of war, and if he is a prisoner of war, we will 
do what is necessary to free him, whether we fail or we 
succeed. If we fail and if they kill our prisoner of war, 
then we have to do what we deem necessary. There is no more 
discussion.

Now we want to talk about colonized minds because 
black people inside this country are colonized people. We are. 
And when a colonized people begin to prepare to fight, there 
are a number of things that we have to do, which can be broken 
down into two categories: one called entertainment; the other 
called education. Entertainment is the first phase of a 
struggle, and naturally we have to tell ourselves how bad we 
are. We have to make fun at our oppressor just so that we 
can begin to feel that we are psychologically prepared to 
fight. Yeah, that’s why we had to jump up and say we can
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get the Hunkie, we can burn the city down. We had to act 
bad to convince ourselves because prior to that time we 
weren't even acting bad. We were afraid to call white folk 
Hunkies, we were afraid to do what we knew we had to do.

Now we have passed the stage of entertainment. It 
was necessary. Now we must talk about education. How we 
as a people educate ourselves and move forward to bring about 
revolution in this country. And we have to bring about 
revolution in this country. There is no alternative. We can 
do nothing else. We have to prepare for revolution in this 
country. So we have to define certain things. We have to 
define what we’re fighting; what we are fighting against; 
what our goal is; what our aim is. We have to define words 
such as revolution, armed struggle, revolutionary violence, 
capitalism, imperialism, and civil . And we 
want to talk a little about liberals because the audience 
is sprinkled with members of the Peace and Freedom Party 
who — liberals or radicals? both. Thank you. White 
liberals and white radicals.

Let us begin then by recognizing what our fight is. 
Black people in this country are fighting against two evil 
systems — racism and capitalism, or imperialism. Imperialism 
is a higher stage of capitalism. Let us define racism; and 
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vie just want simple definitions so we can understand it. 
Racism is when one race decides to subjugate another race 
based solely on its race; that is to say, if white people 
decided to pick on black people just because we’re black, 
then white people are racists. I do not think that we have 
to waste time re-defining the fact that this country is 
racist. We all know that. Now

. The Black Panther Party is anti-racist. Black 
people in the United States are anti-racist. That means 
that they’re out to destroy racism and racists. I don’t 
make  definitions anymore about people in systems. 
A system is upheld by the people and the people are responsi 
for that system. So black people are out to destroy racists 
And if black people are out to destroy racists, that does 
not mean that black people themselves are racists because 
they’re destroying racists; they’re just destroying white 
people who think they’re better t-han black people. That 
doesn’t mean black people are now destroying white people 
because they think they're better than white people, they're 
destroying white people just in order for them to live.
So that we don’t have to be arguing anymore about whether or 
not black people are racists. We’re clearly anti-racist and 
we do not have to discuss that anymore. We must move on.



We want to talk then about capitalism because 
that’s very important. It is important because we have to 
know the economic system in which we live, and the economic 
system in which we live is a capitalistic system which has 
produced most of the evil and quite a bit of the oppression 
and brutality that we have to suffer. A capitalist society 
is a society which is geared to r .
It begins with the fact that the man who has capital has the 
right to invest his capital to buy the labor of another 
individual and to make a profit. That’s it simply. It’s 
a lot more complicated but we don't have time to go into 

; . We just have to try to touch on some of
these things. Now, maybe we could give examples of 
capitalism. That would be better. An example of capitalism 
would be my father. All right? My father is a carpenter, 
a very good carpenter. But my father does not have any 
capital. Capital is money. But ‘there happens to be a rich 
white man who has a lot of money. Now he probably stole the 
money in order to accumulate it since he and my father both 

or 
came into the world having no money,/having no capital.
So you see if he's got more capital than my father he had to 
have stolen because otherwise they would all have the same 
amount. But he comes in having this money. He then says to 
my father, I want to build a house. My father builds the 



house. He pays my father about $40 or $50 a week. He then 
sells the house for $25,000 and makes all the profit. My 
father has nothing to show for his sweat except the fact that 
he can say I built that house. The same is true of my mother 
who is a maid. She has nothing to show except to say, I 
raised those children and I was, or am, a part of the family, 

never
although I/understood how.

Now then, the highest stage of capitalism is 
imperialism. The United States is an imperialist country. 
Imperialism means that this country goes to other poorer 
countries, takes the resources of those countries, brings 
them here, develops them, and then sells them back to the 
countries at a high rate of profit. Let me give you a 
concrete example. Let us take one of the most revolutionary 
countries in the world today. The little island of Cuba. 
When the United States controlled Cuba they used to get all. 
the sugar from Cuba. They would have the Cuban people pick 
the sugar cane. They would pay them U0 cents a day. They 
would bring the sugar cane into the United States, manufacture 
sugar, then sell it back to the Cubans for a high price, so 
that all the money again was staying inside the United States. 

• . - - - - • That's basically the - of an imperialist
society, and we have to understand that we’re fighting those 
two things, racism and imperialism. Racism and imperialism, 
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they are both our fight. What then is our goal? Well, our 
goal is a society free of racism. Whether or not we will be 
able to have a society free of racism with white people in 
it is a question which has not yet been resolved, although 
many people seem to think it can come about, and many 
people say you can’t have it until you separate, etc. etc. 
But certainly that is one of the goals that we must have, 

not
a society free of racism. Now I'm/sure I have any solutions 
on it, I don’t know if anybody else has, but I think it’s 
something we have to work on. But one thing is going to be 
clear, there is going to be a society free of racism or 
there will be no society and that has been resolved.

We should not be applauding when things sound bad 
anymore because all rhe bad things have been said by^either 
RAP BROWN, HUEY P. NEWTON, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, BOBB^EALE, or 

somebody. What we need today is the things that are going 
to help us move forward not the bad- things, we done told them 
that we converted• and we done it. What 
else can we show them. We have to show them that we can build 
a revolutionary struggle. And that means hard work and not 
just at what sounds good. O.K. We need a society
that’s free of capitalism. Capitalism is an economic system. 
There are basically three economic systems in the world today: 
capitalism, socialism, or communism. Since we cannot have 
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capitalism we need either socialism or communism. Clear. 
Crystal clear. There’s no need to run from it. No need 
to run from communism or socialism. Most of us do not know 
anything about it and we are afraid of what we do not know. 
What we do know is that we live in a capitalist society, it 
has imprisoned us, and we can no longer have it. So we’ve 
got to break out of it, and we must look to other places and 
see what type of economic systems they have and
where it has been able to work. Now the question that’s 
uppermost in our minds as black people is whether or not 
inside a communist or socialist society you will automatically 
eliminate racism. Many people claim so, many people claim 
not. I tend to think that just because one has socialism 
or communism does not necessarily mean you get rid of racism, 
and so I tend to believe that black people will have to move 
beyond the system other than socialism and communism.

O.K. Now we get to some of the meat of the talk. 
We want to begin to define the terms that are being
thrown around very loosely. We are not a
revolution because a revolution only begins when you have 
these powers and begin to change the system. Let me give you 
an:example. FIDEL CASTRO fought ’in the  
for a number of years, that’s in the mountains. That was not 
the revolution. The Cuban Revolution began when FIDEL CASTRO 



walked into Havana and and ran. 
When FIDEL CASTRO said this government belongs to me for 
the people, that’s when the revolution began because then 
he began to change the entire system. For us black people 
our revolution will never come about until we have seized 
some territory inside the United States, blocked it off, are 
able to maintain it, hold it, and say this is our property, 
we will now divide it among all of the people that live here, 
then the revolution begins.

Then what precedes the revolution? We are in the 
stage that precedes the revolution, or we’re beginning the 
stage that precedes the revolution. That stage is called 
armed struggle. Armed struggle is when you engage in armed 
conflict against the enemy for the people. And that’s what 
we are moving into now more and more. And as we move more 
and more in armed conflict against the enemy, we will begin 
to see clearer and clearer who exactly our oppressors are. 
And we must begin to understand that. So we can’t just be 
talking about we in a revolution. We are beginning armed 
struggle. It is important because we’ve got to define then 
what a revolutionary is. Many people think that merely 
because the/ pick up a gun they are revolutionaries. That is 
not true. Many black people think because they pick up a 
gun that makes them revolutionaries. That is not true. We 
have a lot of brothers who have guns in Vietnam and they are 



not revolutionaries because they’re killing Vietnamese. So 
just picking up a gun does not make you a revolutionary. The 
question is then, what makes you a revolutionary? In order 
to be a revolutionary you’ve got to pick up a gun. Understand 
that. Before you can even talk revolution you’ve got to be 
willing to kill, not just to die, but kill, because sometimes 

it is
it's much easier to die than/to kill. And when you pick up 
the gun, you've got to be willing to kill. Once you're 
willing to kill for your people then you begin to talk about 
revolution. Then you begin to talk about what a revolution 
really is. With gun in hand, once you have a ideology which 
says you’re fighting basically for the masses of our people, 
then you can begin to say you are revolutionary. Too many 
of our people pick up guns and the beginning of ' 
political groups start fighting each other saying that this 
one is stopping the revolution, that one is behind the 
revolution, that one is counter-revolutionary, this one is 
that kind of revolutionary. There ain’t nothing revolutionary 
about one of those groups, niggers ________ shoot at niggers 
Nigger. Ain’t nothing revolutionary about that. Nothing. 
Nothing. Nothing. And I want you to begin to understand 
that before we even get on to an armed struggle against our 
oppressors. We we will be wasted and we cannot be wasted if 
we intend to build a real revolutionary struggle in this count



Now thenj there are two types of violence. I 
don’t think we any longer need to discuss violence. Don’t 
even waste our time with it. There can be no other solution 
for us but the gun. There can be no other solution for black 
people but the gun. That is clear. That is clear. And 
the party will say it ovex' and over again, get guns, get 
guns, get guns, get guns. Get’em any way you can. There 
are three ways you get; anything; you work for it, you beg 
for it, or you take it. Just get ’em. Either work for 
it, beg for it, or take it. But we need guns. Get the guns. 
So we don’t have to argue about that today. We don’t have 
to argue why we need guns. If the Czechoslovakians talking 
bad  -  if they had guns they wouldn’t
be where they were today. . But they were talking bad without 
guns. And the Russians --- — —-- — —that when they
got ready they showed them who really was the master. And 
we cannot let ourselves fall into that trap. We’ve got to 
have those guns so that when they come down on us we’re going 
to blow them away. That’s what we have to get" them for so 
we don’t even have to ar...... e- about the/ •

Now, eople have proven a - . .■- to fight.
They have proven a revolutionary consc . . .^5 When a people
move in a revolutionary consciousness they . ~ in to attack in 
different levels three things: the first if ::he  
symbols of oppression; the second is the tools of oppression;
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and then the final phase is the oppressor himself. Our people 
whether we recognize it or not, have attacked the symbols of 
oppression. The symbols of oppression happen to be the 
____ __________ stores, the stores in our community that 
exploit us and take advantage of us. They were the first 
ones that we can teach. That’s why we burned them out, 
looted them, gutted them, and will continue to do that. We 
now move to the second level. This is very important, because 
the second level is the tools of the oppressor. I think that 
this is where HUEY P. NEWTON becomes very important because' 
he was one of the first to begin to move on that level. He 
said very clearly that the police represented the occupied 
forces in our community, the police is the tool of the 
oppressor. If we're now on the second level, we're moving 
against the tool of the oppressor. We’re moving against the 
pigs. That's who the tools of the oppressor is. But in order 
to begin that move we have to be very conscious. That move 
is a move that is now geared to clear armed struggle. Now 
there's very different forms of armed struggle. The one who 
taught us the best was brother MALCOLM X. He says, I don't 
remember the quote exactly but it says in essence, every time 
you see a white man who's come back, a Frenchman who comes 
from Indo-China, he shakes. Anytime you see a white man who's 
come back from Algeria, he shakes. Every time you see a white 
man who's come back from a war where there's been guerrilla



warfare, he’s got the shakes, because the white man cannot 
deal with guerrilla warfare. That’s Brother MALCOLM X. And 
if we had been reading Brother MALCOLM X the way we supposed 
to be reading him instead of being happy and clapping at the 
things he said bad, we would have recognized a long time ago 
where we should have been moving and we would have been 
ready today, and we have to be today not just listening to 
people who sound bad and clap, but listening to the direction 
in which we’re going. The direction becomes important today. 
It's no longer the cat who talks the badest. It’s the cat ' 
who has the correct ideology that we must follow. Because 
everybody is bad today. Everybody. Ask the Uncle Toms on 
TV. Two years ago they used to be Uncle Toms. Today they 
talking about my black brothers and - unkie, and I say
wowee wow, they make me sound like an Uncle Tom. You know. 
So it’s not any longer a question of who sounds militant, 
who sounds mean, who sounds bad. It's a question of who has 
the correct ideology. The correct political mind for our 
people, and that's what we must begin to sift through. Brother 
MALCOLM X is absolutely correct, guerrilla warfare is the 
answer.

Now, guerrilla warfare means a lot of things. In 
order to have a guerrilla warfare you must have the support 
of the masses of the people. You must have it. You cannot
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move unless you have the support of the masses of the people 
because the guerrilla will need to live and sustain himself 
off the masses of people. This becomes especially crucial 
for black people because we live in the cities. You can’t 
go out there and start no war if you don’t have food for 
people. Because no matter how revolutionary you are, if you 
can’t eat you can’t fight. That means that we can’t start 
open conflict with the man for a number of reasons. He 
out numbers us. But he can cut off our supply of food. We 
cannot grow food in the cities even if we ,
but if you have guerrilla warfare going on and you have 
support from the masses of people, the guerrilla can always 
be moving around, will always be fed, will always be hidden, 
and will always be taken care of. That’s why it is important 
that we have the support of the masses of our people. Then 
how do you get the support of the masses of our people? We 
get it number 1 by beginning to appeal to them, to show to 
them and to explain to them the necessity for a revolution. 
We do not do it by yelling and screaming and shouting and 
fighting and beating them into it. You can’t do that.

- that the people follow you for one of two 
reasons. Either they love you or they fear you. We want 
our people to love us because then they’ll never turn on us. 
If they fear us they will turn on us. That's why the concept



of undying love is so important for black people. It becomes 
a total necessity, a binding force that can create the 
revolution. Very important. '

Now, I’m so nervous about the time, you know, because 
I know that the people have to get up in the morning and go to 
work.

All right. We want to talk about how black people 
then can begin to move. But before we do that, we want to 
examine the roles of liberals because that’s very important. 
It’s very important because the roles of liberals have always 
been basically two in history. Number 1, the liberal always 
wants to avoid confrontation at any cost between the left and 
the right or between what he would call the two extremists. 
For example, the job of the white liberal in the United States 
is to stop a confrontation between black people and white 
people. The reason that they can stop us from 
stopping the confrontation is because the liberal enjoys the 
system in which he lives. He enjoys it. The liberal is 
differentiated from other people who enjoy the system only 
by what he says. Only by his philanthropic feelings. Only 
by his moral values. Other than that, he is no different from 
the Burchites because they both make a whole lot of money, 
most of them have a , they still go for the same,
and enjoy the same, and oppose the same racist institutions



of the society. Their job is essentially one --- stop the 
confrontation at any . Now the mistake the liberal
always makes is that the liberal is bo busy trying to stop 
the confrontation they never build up power themselves, and 
while the right is building power and while the left is 
building power, they’re busy trying to stop everybody and 
they usually get crushed in the middle. Crushed in the 
middle. If the liberals are going to be intelligent, then 
they must build power. For a number of reasons. It is the 
liberal that says to the black man, you don’t need guns. 
But it is the liberal who is incapable of delivering the 
goods. Everytime. White folk will tell us all the time, 
you don’t need guns. Don’t shoot. There’s a better way. 
We say O.K., show us how. They know there’s a better way 
but they’re incapable of showing us how. They’re incapable 
because they have no power. And they have no power because 
they need no power. They need no power because they enjoy 
the crumbs of the system. And so while the right wing is 
arming, we have to arm. We have to arm, and we will arm.
And we will, if we have to, move over the liberals, because 
they are the ones who drug us to sleep. They are the ones 
who tell us not to arm. They are the ones who tell us we 
don’t need guns while the right wing arms. It is also a fact 
that the liberal always talks to the powerless group rather 
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than to the powerful group. The liberal looks to a RAP BROWN, 
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, HUEY P. NEWTON, and says, don’t tell your, 
people to arm, but they never look to GEORGE WALLACE and say 
don’t tell your people to arm, and GEORGE WALLACE continues 
to have his people arming while they try to convince us not 
to arm. We cannot afford to fail because of the liberals. 
There is another reason which is particularly important for 
this country. In this country there are basically two 
parties, the Democratic and the Republican Party. Now the 
difference is none, absolutely none, because in the 
Republican Party you have rich people and poor people; in 
the Democratic Party you have rich people and poor people. 
In the Republican Party you have white people, black people; 
in the Democratic Party you have white people, black people, 
maybe to a lesser extent, but none the less, the basic platform 
of the party is always the same. I will tell you why. You 
cannot have in a political party people who are different 
economic standings, different economic groups, because they 
don’t represent each other. If I’m making $3 a day, I can’t 
be in the same party with BOBBY KENNEDY who is making & 
million dollars a day off of my sweat. We’ve got to be in 
different parties because we're going to be fighting for 
different things. I’m going to be fighting for more money 
for me. KENNEDY will be fighting for more money for him, which 



means less money for me. If I fight for more moneys it’s 
going to mean less money for KENNEDY. The mistake all the 
liberals make is that they tell us political equality means 
everything. That’s not true. Political equality doesn’t 
mean anything unless you have economic equality. And that's 
been the mistake that black people have been believing for 
all these years. And that is why the liberal never comes 
from the same economic standing as black people. It seems 
to me the most liberal people in this country should be poor 
white people because they would join the fight for economic ’ 
equality. But the liberals in this country are rich. They 
are people who can afford the luxury of being liberal. They 
do not come from the same economic standing as black people. 
So we black people have to recognize we’re fighting for 
economic equality. We’re fighting for the redistribution 
of land in this country. That means that when a black man 
ge.ts up he's got to talk about, ROCKEFELLER.'s got all that 
money, we want some. We're not asking, we’re taking. Unless 
the white people can get up and say the same thing, we can't 

* 
use him because we've got to talk about concrete things, land, 
economy, a way to feed and build a nation. But unless we have 
these things, we talk with the liberals on the abstracts, 
freedom, equality, justice, but it's not concrete, it’s not 
tangible. As black people we have a responsibility to ourselves 



and to our ancestors and to our generations to come to be 
concrete. We can no longer talk abstractly about freedom, 
justice, love, and all that nonsense. We gotta tell them

have to tell them
exactly what we meano We want ' and we/how we expect
to get it« ROCKefeller got so much take it from
Rockefeller and divide it up9 JOHNSON got a whole lot.eee
and divide it up® That’s righto : END0
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At a meeting at the Manzanita Center sponsored 
by the Peace and Freedom Party and the Black PantS^r Party^,_ (BPP) STOKELY CARMICHAEL was introduced by ^GEORGeJ^INES , ,X
captain of theXex,Mar.in,....City_^chapter'of the BPP, 'as the a/X • prime mThister of the BPP. CARMICHAEL opened his remarksSL>X- r ' 
by saying that there was no point in discussing freeing 
HUEY NEWTON. He said that HUEY NEWTON is our minister of 
defense and that he is a prisoner ofXwar and that they will 
do what is necessary to free him. \ x

CARMICHAEL, in his address, sa^id that society in 
this country must be free of ra'cism and that the Panther 
Party is out to destroy racism and that it cannot afford 
to fail. CARMICHAEL said that capitalism has failed in 
this country, inasmuch as it enslaved and that he does not 
know whether they could survive under socialism or communism 
and they might have to go beyond those systems to eliminate 
racism. CARMICHAEL said that the black people have to fight 
as they have no place to run and he said that the other 
people are going to come down hard on the black people. He 
stated that either the capitalistic society must be destroyed 
or we must be destroyed.

CARMICHAEL discussed the various stages of revo
lution and stated that in order to be a revolutionary, a 
Negro has to be willing to pick up a gun and kill and that 
includes killing Negroes if that is.required. He said 
that this requires a gun, that there is no solution but a 
gun, and he advised those in the audience to get a gun so 
they would be prepared when the. time comes. He also said 
that the black community must be willing to fight guerilla 
warfare, as the whites cannot cope with this kind of a war 
and such a war could go on for 20 years and such guerilla 
warfare must have the support of the united black community.

CARMICHAEL in his talk said that they are now in 
their second stage in the path towards revolution and this 
stage is the educational stage which black people are moving 
towards revolution. CARMICHAEL stated that their ultimate
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aim is to secure a portion of the United States which 
they would govern and redistribute the land. He said 
they have actually not left the stage of revolution and 
cited FXDEL CASTRO's revolution in Cuba and stated you 
have a revolution when you take over the government. He 
said in CASTRO's Cuba, CASTRO gave them the choice of 
joining his revolution or leaving the country or being 
shot if they opposed him. He said that he mentioned in 
his talk that in Vietnam every time an American is killed, 
that is one less they have to take care of.

CARMICHAEL in his talk said that the revolution 
would not be easy and that some times it is far easier to 
die than to keep on living and keep the fight going. He 
also stated that white liberals have to make up their 
minds as to whether they are going to continue talking or 
whether they are going to help in this fight or they will 
have to get out of the way.
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The newly organized Marin City chapter of the 
Black Panther Party (BPP) and the Marin County chapter 
of the BPP sponsored a meeting at the Manzanita Center, 
Marin City, California, where STOKELY CARMICHAEL, Prime 
Minister of the BPP, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Minister of Infor
mation, hi§kw4fe KATHLEEN, BOBBY. SEALE, Chairman of the A J 
BPP, and AL^OWRY of Home s t e ad J/a 11 e.y^,. M ar i_n.-_ County . of 
the Peace anoSFreedom Party spoke. There were other 
officials of the BPP on the stage. The master of ceremonies 
who introduced the speakers and recited several poems was 
GEORGE GAINES, the head of the Marin Citv chapter of the 
BPP.

The first speaker was AL LOWRY of the Peace and 
Freedom Party who stated that we live in a racist society • 
and that the black people are oppressed and this must change 
and there will be no peace until there is freedom and that 
it is the duty of the Peace and Freedom Party to show the 
white community that this is the situation.

The next speaker was BOBBY SEALE, the chairman 
of the BPP who discussed all of the black party's ten point 
program and during the course of the speech, stated that 
they would use guns to fight for their liberty and survival. 
In discussing guns he stated that the Negroes should arm 
themselves with shotguns and they should keep them in their 
homes and that they are going to use double ought buckshot, 
which he described as being the size of nine .32 caliber 
bullets. He said they would use this when the pigs came 
into their homes and brutalized Negroes. He mentioned that 
the BPP must have an army to defend its program and in general 
discussed this program which concerned employment for black 
people and education excluded them from military service and 
freeing them from prison.

KATHLEEN CLEAVER, in her remarks, said that if HUEY 
NEWTON was not set free, the sky was the limit. She said 
that the NEWTON trial is merely ah educational process in
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which they are showing the establishment the condition 
of the black people. She stated that there was no question 
they were going to get HUEY NEWTON out. KATHLEEN CLEAVER 
discussed the history of the Negroes in this country and 
oppression, and during the course of her remarks, used 
profanity.

ELDRIDGE CLEAVER spoke as the presidential nom
inee of the Peace and Freedom Party and said that it really 
is amazing that he is an exconvict on parole and has been 
nominated for the presidency. He said that there is wide 
dissent and upset in the United States and that the Negroes 
are fighting for survival and said they could not stand 
four more years of what they have under the present admin
istration .

CLEAVER stated he wanted JERRY RUBXN, head of the 
Yippies, as his vice presidential nominee and said he would 
work to have him nominated to run on his ticket.

CLEAVER ridiculed Governor RONALD REAGAN and State 
Superintendent of Public Instruction MAX RAFFERTY.

In connection with RAFFERTY, CLEAVER stated he 
had been asked to appear the next day at the University of 
California in Berkeley to protest the Soviet invasion of 
Czechoslovakia, but stated that when he found out MAX 
RAFFERTY was protesting the same thing, he would not come ou 
and protest the same things that RAFFERTY would.
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The following news item appeared in the"Independent 
Journal", San Rafael, California, August 23, 1968, 
under the by line of FRANK FARRARA:
"ARMS CALL BY CARMICHAEL AT. MARIN CITY PANTHER RALLEY

"Uprising Only Way Out, Asserts Leader
"STOKELY CARMICHAEL, prime minister of the Blhck 

Panther Party for Self Defense, last night saw the United 
States ’on the brink'of a black revolution.

"Black people in the U.S. are colonized and have 
to break out of a capitalistic society which is oppresive, he 
told an audience of about 500 persons at the Manzanita 
Center in Marin City A .

"He issued a call to arms and predicted a long 
hard fight, 'a fight of a generation,'during which black 
people will have to integrate fighting into their way of 
1 i f e .

"’We have to fight. There is no place to run,' 
CARMICHAEL said. 'Even if we didn't want to fight they 
are going to kill us,' he said.

"CARMICHAEL foresaw a gloomy future for black 
people in the U.S. saying 'They are going to come down 
on us. There is no need for us in this society anyway.'

"There is no use for labor anymore and black 
people 'have been stored . . . that's welfare', he said. 
'They can't sell us and they don't want to take care of 
that storage bill anymore.'

"In the style of a college lecturer, CARMICHAEL 
outlined the steps toward revolution and said the goal is 
a society free of racism.
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" "Whether* there can be a society free of racism
with white people in it hasn’t been resolved, and ’I’m 
not sure I have any solutions,’ he said.

"There is going to be such a society or there 
will be no siciety, he warned. The capitalistic-imperialistic 
society must be destroyed ’or we must be destroyed . . . 
one of the two’ he said.

"The blacks are noW in the a revolution, 
CARMICHAEL explained. ’We are now beginning the armed 
stage and we’ll see clearly who the oppressors are.’

To make yourself a revolutionary, you’ve ’got 
to pick up a gun and be willing to kill,’ he contended, 
willing to kill ’one of your people’ if necessary.

"’There can be no other solution for you but the 
gun . . . get the guns,’ he advised. ’So when they come down 
on us, we’ll blow them away.’

"CARMICHAEL explained the stages of attack are 
against the symbols of oppression, then the tools of 
oppression and finally against the ogressor himself.

"He said ’the white man cannot deal with guerrilla 
warfare.’

"Guns only, however, is not the answer, he said. 
The revolution must have the support of masses of the 
people so guerilla fighters can have food, clothing and shelter.

"The black community must be unified, and ’we 
can’t have fights in the black community because we can only 
carry on one battle at a time,’ he advised.

"’We have to think about being serious. It’s not just 
yelling "Burn, Baby, Burn" and letting it go at that, he said.
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"The first step toward revolution is making fun of 
the oppressor and psychologically preparing to fight, 
CARMICHAEL said. ’We have passed this.’

"Then there is eduction and black people move 
toward revolution, and have a revolution, he said. ’There 
is no alternative.’

"CARMICHAEL said, 'What makes a revolution is the 
time . . . the historic movement and we're on the brink,'

"Black people have to fight for economic equality, 
and for redistribution of the land, he said, 'We’re not 
going to get that land with talk.'

"He described the 'major enemy’ as'the institutions 
and the white people who uphold racism and imperialism.

"'We are not in revolution' he explained. 'Revol
ution begins when you seize power. Our revolution won't start 
until we have seized something in the U.S., blocked it off and 
divided it.'

"CARMICHAEL said black people need to show others 
they can 'build a revolutionary struggle.'

"Black people living in capitalistic U.S. have to 
look toward other economic systems, either socialism or 
communism, he said.

"But, he noted, there is a question whether socialism 
or communism would automatically eliminate racism.

"The Black Panther Party for Self Defense is fout to 
destroy racism and racists,' he explained, 'We cannot afford
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to fail.’

"CARMICHAEL warned that a revolution is "hard 
going . . . and it's much easier to die than 
live and continue working. You live to kill . . . and a lot- 
are going to die . . . think of thise already dead . . . 
and you might see blood in the streets.'

"Concerning the role of white liberals, CARMICHAEL 
said it will be up to them to decide. The liberals have 
no power 'because they need no power,' and there is no 
difference between the two major political parties, the 
Republicans and-.. Democrats , he said.

"He said the Black Panther Parly for Self Defense is 
'at war' because, its Secretary of Defense HUEY P. NEWTON 
is a 'prisoner of war' and the party will do what it can 
to free him.
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On August 23, 1968, Special Agents of the FBI 
observed the Subject arrive at the Alameda County Courthouse 
Oakland, California, accompanied by four other individuals. 
Visitors records of the Alameda County Jail reflect that the 
Subject registered as a visitor of HUEY P. NEWTON in the jail.

On August 24, 1968, a Special Agent of the FBI ob
served the Subject accompanied by three Negro males board 
PSA Flight 130 at San Francisco International Airport en route 
to Los Angeles, California, at 11:00 a.m.

On August 26 , 1968.T I advised that this source b2 
attended a' "Free Huey Rally" at De Fremery Park, Oakland, tvo
Californiaon August 25, 1968, and heard and recorded a speech 
made by the Subject. This source advised the Subject was 
introduced as Prime Minister of the BPP. Source was surprised 
at statements the Subject made which indicate to this source 
that he was espousing revolution and the overthrow of the US 
Government. From memory and notes taken this source stated 
that CARMICHAEL said, "Black revolution is entering a period of 
armed struggle." "In order to become a revolutionary you must 
pick up a gun." "A revolutionary is someone willing to kill 
for a change for the masses of the people." "There will be 
three levels of attack, the symbols of oppression the tools 
of oppression and the people themselves."

The symbols of oppression are, "We burn the store out." 
"The police represent the tools of oppression." "Then we go 
to the oppressors themselves." "Seize power and then comes 
the revolution."

"Guerrilla warfare is where you've got to go. Wait 
until the sun goes down and then it's even-steven. Guerrilla 
warfare because you cannot fight a military force superior to 
you. Guerrilla warfare—you don't kill to die, you kill to 
live and you're always forced underground because they break 
and destroy all groups above ground."

"Police are to. keep things as they are." "By necessity 
the police force is going to increase its harassment. We 
must be prepared for that." "Don't wear a black jacket unless 
you're ready to kill."
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Ladies and gentlemen, brothers and sisters (louder, 
louder), brothers, everywhere, we want to take time out day 
and speak at length about a number of things, we want to 
repeat basically the things that were said down at across / 
the bay on Thursday night at Marin. We want to expand a 
little. Now the speech today is not going to be a rough 
talk, go get em speech. I think that we need something 
beyond that. We want and try and define a lot of the terms 
ttet the party uses and try and put them into prospective so 
that all of us can understand what we are talking about. 
It is necessary for us to be-militant and to fight and to be 
revolutionaries but it is not sufficent unless our under
standing is going to match our badness. We are bad we know 
that.. So we must move beyond being bad. Now to begin for 
about 10 months now when we started the campaign for brother 
Huey, we have been saying Free Huey. If Huey is not free 
the sky is the limit, so not only does the bay area know this 
not only does the United States of America know this, but the 
entire world knows this, clapping. We have a Minister of 
Education in and our Captain from Nev? York in Havana, Cuba 
right now and they have release through the world press through 
friends in Argentina and through Radio Peking the facts that 
if Brother Huey is not fet. free the sky is the limit. Since 
we know that there is no need for us to continue to talk about 
it, everybody knows it, the party is well organized, the sky



will cave in i^Juey P. Newton is not set^?ee. clapping* 

And there needs to be no justification for that. We .say 
that Huey P. Newton is a prisoner of war and many people say 
that that’s not true or that the party is exaggerating. I 
think it’s clear, it’s crystal clear that the United States 
has declared war on (intelligible) people, she did that when 
she took the first black man from Africa. Now of course she 
never said so in words and some people expect for her to come 
out and say I declare war on black people, but now the United 
States to this day has not declared war on the (intelligible) 
Vietnam, they have not declared war in North Korea, but they 
fought in North Korea and they did tot declare war on the 
Indians, they just wiped them out, so we must define our

. condition, we are at war. Minister of Defense is our leader 
he is in jail, he is a prisoner of war, we must get him by 
any name necessary if we cannot get him, we must, we must 
retaliate, period, calpping. Now they’re some other things 
we want to talk about today are very difficult for us to grasp 
we in the party have been working mime and more with the 
.concept, theye are no contradictions within the party, the 
party works as the Minister of Information says on the 
principle of unity, discussion, unity, so we want to make that 
clear. Now we're going to talk about•colonizing America, 
black people inside America. We've already established the 
fact that we are colonized people. Now when the -colonized 
people move to fight against the oppressor, there are two 
levels of which we canmove. First we must move like the 



rocket fleet(?^^ That is to say we must ^epare ourselves 
ically 

psychologiy to think that our oppressor is not as bad as 
he says he is and that's important. And we’ve been doing 
that for the last two years, for example five(?) of the last 
two years, even tho we've hated the police department we 
would be afraid to get up publicly and say the pigs ought to 
be killed, we were afraid to do that and psychologically we 
areafraid, but today we are no longer psychologically afraid 
of our oppressors, not only are we not afraid of him 
psychologically, we are to find for ourselves not only our 
own beauty, but our own state of political, economic and 
cultural affairs, so that we have started the psychologiaal 
battle, we are winning on that battle and timenow to move 
on to exact and correct, facing correct political ideology 

tactic
and the correct Satie in order to win and that’s where we
are today. Now then on those two levels, when you begin to 
psychologically prepare yourselves, we call that entertainment 
What we were doing in the last two years was entertaining 
ourselves, we were telling ourselves that we were bad, the 
honkies couldn’t look that bad, he wasn’t worth it, we could 
take him, we could burn, baby burn, we werexatxth „ 
entertaining ourselves. Today we must move from entertaining 
ourselves and we must begin to educate ourselves, so we’re 
moving on a different level today. We’re moving on the level 
of education. Now on that level we have to ask ourselves 

two fold.
what is our fight, fluxxfxght: Now our fight is tsoxhxaad. 
We are fighting against racism and we’re fighting against
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capitalism. or which is^^he highest state
of capitalism. The government of the United States of 
American is racist and imperialist, therefore, we are 
fighting the government of the United States cf America. 
And we must understand that, clapping. But now we must 
define our term, we must define the term racism. What is 
a racist and what ia racism. Racism is when one race decides 
to brutalize, oppress and subjugate another race of people, 
solely because of their race. That’s not Webster’s dictionary 
after all we want to be able to have a wording definition 
rather than a definition from Webster’s dictionary. We aan 
give examples to support our definition. If Jewish people • 
decide because they are Jewish people, they are superior to 
the Spanish people and they subjugate, oppress and brutalize 
Spanish people, then the Jewish people are acting in a 
racist manner. If Portguese people decided because they were 
Portguese, they had the right to oppress



and suppress Arab people, then the Portuguese people are aot°> 
ing within a racist manner and they are racists . If White 
people decide, .because of their color, they have the right 
to subjugateB brutalize, black people because we arc black ,j
they are acting in a racist manner and they are, in fact, 
racists So, we must understand that. Now, if the people 
who are subjugated to racism decide to overthrow the racist^ 
then they are not acting in a racist manner nor are they 
reverse racists© They are moving to wipe out racism, and 
if they are moving to wipe out the group that acts in a racist 
manner they can never be called reverse racists;. So, black 

shall 
people/carnot and will not defend their position when they 
move against racism. We are anti-racists, period. That’s ; 
who we move against, racist people, period. 
Now wo want to talk about capitalism and imperialism, 
I think in defining capitalism we run into a lot of problems, 
because it takes so long to define it, CARL MARX wrote a 
book entitled “Das Capital” which is some five (hundred?) pages 
talking about capitalism. Essentially we can say that in a 
capitalist society capital, which is money,'is the prime motive 

<a 
and the profit motive which is the gaining of more money 
is what runs above everything else© That's not too good a defini
tion, but perhaps it is the best we can do for now, as we begin 
to clarify more-and more our position© j Now, lets give some 
examples of capitalism, because that's perhaps much better 
to understand than the definitionsitself©
My father was a carpenter, a very good carpentere Now, there 
was a white man who lived up town somswheroe He had a lot of
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capital---money0 lie would come to my father5 and says I want 
you to build me a house s My father would build him the house;

, he would pay my father fifty dollars a week© When my father ; 
was finished building the house, he would soli th© house for : : ‘ ' ‘j ?
twenty-five thousand dollars and keep the money himself® 
Therefore, he was a capitalist® He was exploiting the labor 
of my father®
Black people in this country suffer from capitalism® Our

. labor is exploited® We do the work and other people walk 
away with the money® That’s what capitalism is all about® 
We have to understand that® (applause),, We have to 
understand that because what they are doing today is they are 

- trying to tell us that our solution is that we should be called
: black capitalists«• And if we understand that capitalism is 
what we are fighting against we will never become that which

■ we have to fight against® That’s what NIXON is talking about 
black capitalistic All he is saying is he wants, instead of 

: ;■ a white man exploiting my father he wants a black man to do it, 
sorthat when the fight comes I’m going to have to be fighting 

.<?. a black man rather than having the lines drawn the way they 

... are today,. So, we’ve got to. understand that® Got to understand 
that® (applause) Now,then, we want to define imperialism® 
Imperialism is the highest stage of capitalism,, That is not 
only (unintelligible) is reached when a country exploits another 
country® Capitalism is when people inside a country exploits 
people inside that country® AgAin, these definitions are not 
very clear because wo are trying to work them so they fit our



situation,, So, we have to ask you to forgive us if they are 
not cleare Perhaps0 as we move along in the next few months, ’ 
they will become much more clear0 :
Let ma .give an example of imperialism, Wen. the United State®: 
of America controlled the braye island of Cuba, the Cubans ; 
used to grow sugar cane6 Now, the Cubans would take ths 
sugar cane. White America would pay them forty cents a day, 
take the sugar cane, bring it irito the United States, make ■ 
sugar out of it, then dell it back to the Cubans for a profit® 
So, they were exploiting the entire Cuban peopleo The United 
States does this all over the World: Asia, Africa, Latin 
America, and black people inside the United States® Now, we 
must begin to understand those terms, and that’s very, very 
important. If they are not clear, then we must do more read® 
ing and have more discussions with our people so we being to 
understand those terms clearly”‘».cyystal clear in our minds 
they must become. Otherwise, we will end up waging tire wrong 
fight and losing the battle® You can fight, but if you’re 
fighting the wrong thing you can’t win® You can’t win® If 
I’m playing football with somebody and a cat on the fidld 
and a cat on the bench, I’m now playing football against 
another team, and.there are soma people steading outside 
the field and the other football team.runs them down, they 
may run over them, they can’t win the game because they are 
not running ggainst me. So, we have to understand who we are 
running against® We just can’t rune We just can’t fight®
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We’ve got to unc^stand who we’re fighting^^ainst. If we say 

that’s what we are fighting against, we must then define what 
our goals are© What we want© What we want tvodthings© Wo 
want a society free of racism, and we want a society that is 
not a capitalistic society© Now, in the economy systems of 
the World there are basically thro®© Capitalism, Socialism > 
and Communism© If we can’t have capitalism, then we must ■ 
want one of the other twos Socialism or Communism© We 
should not be afraid of those terms; we must begine -to try 
and understand just what they mean© Now, our problem is that 
we donnot think that’Socialism and Communism, from the Western 
W’orld, will fit black people; that is to say, merely because 
America becomes a socialist or communist state does not necessar
ily mean they do away with racism© So,that we will continually 
have to push and fight for a state, riot only free of capitalism 
but also free of racism© And for us racism will always be 
primary because we are black, because we are black© Now,then, 
we want to begin to define some of the terms that are thrown 
around loosely© Terms like ’’revolution", terms like "armed 

» 

struggle", "revolutionary violence", "counter-revolutionary 
•• • 

violence", "defensive violence", "black militants", "black 
revolutionaries", and "black nationalism"©
Now it is important for us to xinderstand the word "revolution’’^ 
because the word is thrown around so loosely that none of us 
know what it means© We are not now in the midst of a black 
revolution, Revolution means that total overthrow of the system©



But revolution never feegins until you seise power 8 You’ve got • 
to seise power® Once you seise power the revolution begins^
;because you can change things as you see fit© Let me give you .

■ an example. FIDEL CASTRO fought in the Sierra Maestras for 
several years® But while FIDEL and his boys were fighting 

.... . they were not engaged in the revolution® When they took the 
city ofeHavana, when they took the City of Havana, they ran 
the (pizza) and the American lackeys out, then the revolution 
be-gan® When FIDEL CASTRO said? Today this country belongs to 
the masses of Cubans® That’s when the revolution began, because ; 
then ho could do what he wanted with the country® We have to

■ understand that, because if they throw the terms around about 
black revolution, wet’ll never get anywhere® 
Now what is the period that comes before a revolution? The

A period coming before a revolution is called ’’armed struggle”® 
That’s what we are feeginning to get engaged in in this country© 
Armed struggle is when the forces of the masses are fighting 
against the political structure, the powers that be, their 
.schools, the police force, the occupied forces, to overthrow 
the government® So, we must be clear® We are beginning to 
become involved in the state of armed struggle® Armed struggle® 
Once we have seized power, then the revolution begins® So, we 
have to ba clear in our minds about those terms®
Now, we also want to talk about”black militancy”® There’s a 
difference between black militant and a black revolutionary®



•A black militaht^^s someone who is angry a 
. but

•he white socioty> .
wants to become part of white society9 A black revolution-

ary wants to overthrow., destroy^ and instruct (ph) new society©
And we have to be clear in our minds® There are a lot of black 
milltant^running around this country; there are few black revolu-
tionaries running the country, and we have to understand that 
term* You see black nationalists all the time* They get up on
TV today and they talk about "We’ll burn your city down, if you 
don’t giveuusum poverty program"t you. know© ' They use anger and 
the frustration of the masses of people to benefit themselves© 
That's a black militant* A black revolutionary says, "We got 
to change the system for all of our people, and until the 
system is changed the struggle will continue*" There can be 
no compromise with.a revolutionary* With a militant there can 
always be compromises and sell-outs© We have to understand that* 
in our minds as we move along®
Now we want to talk about revolutionary violence and counter
revolutionary violence® Revolutionary violence is. the violence 
that is used to destroy the status quo® That is acting and 
preceding and leading to a revolution® Counter-revolutionary 
violence is that violence which is used maintain the status quo* 
For-examplep the police department is a counter-revolutionary: 
force, because it wants to; keep things the way it is® . The 
American forces in Vietnam, are a counter-revolutionary force, 
because they want.to keep things the way they are® A revolution



ary force would be a force fighting to change the status quo 
■ fox’ the benefit of the masses of the people® The Black Panther
Party is a revolutionary force, because it is fighting to 
change the system for.the masses of our people® The Viet Cong 
is a revolutionary force* because they are fighting to change 

. •< the structure of Vietnam for the masses of their people® 4nd 
we have to be clear in those terms® Now, then, the final term© 
What- is. a revolutionary? A revolutionary is someone’who is 

. willing to kill? to bring about the change for the masses of 
, th© people® That’s the revolutionary® Notice I did not say 

'■ someone who is willing to die, but rather someone who is will” 
. ing to kill, because just willing to die don’t make you a

revolutionary® It makes you stupid and a martyr® (applause)© 
. I saw those white cats in Czechoslovakia lay in. front of tanks@ 
They not revolutionaries; they are stupid® They want to do 
something, shoot, the Russians® Don't lay don’t in front of

/ . their tanks®. Kill the Russians, take your country and then do . 
with it what you want,, if you’re revolutionary® But, now, a 
lot of people get confused with, revolutionary, because just 
because you pick up a gun doesn’t make you a revolutionary® 
Cats understand that® A lot of our brothers have guns; they 
are fighting in Vietnam; they are not revolutionary, they are 
counter-revolutionary® So, just because you pick up a gun 
you’re not revolutionary® But in order to become revolution
ary you must pick up the gun® And once you pick up the gun
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armed with the correct political ideologys fighting for the f 
benefit*- of the masses of our people, then you become a 
‘revolutionary® And we have to understand those terms in our 
xalnds® I know this speech is mor® boring than the other 
speeches, but I think this one is more important than the 
others® (applause) ■
Now, then, when a people begin to move in a revolutionary form 

. there are three levels of attack® First, they atta.ck the 
symbols of oppression® Second, they attack the tools of the ; 
oppressor; and, thirdly, they attack the oppressor himself® ; ’
Now, our people have shown that they are moving in a revolu«» • 
tionary fashion. We hAve demonstrated that® The burning of 
stores represents the burning of the symbols of oppression® 
It is the first person that we contact on a day to day level 
that oppresses us~~our nearby store owner, grocery store® They 
sell us rotten goods for highest prices; they insult our dignity; 
they are the symbols of oppression® So, we burn them out, 
Now we move against the tools of the oppressor® The tools of 
the oppressor are those things that the oppressor employs to 
keep us oppressed® The police force represents the tools of «• 
these oppressors, and consciously our people around this "country 
are moving against the police force® They will not tell you 
about it on television, out just because you don’t hear about

• it on television don’t assume it’s not happening® It’s happen®* 
ing all over the country, but because it’s more serious, they

*■ cannot put it on television® And that should be the sign of 
how serious we are, because when we were just playing, they put
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.."•t •
it on TV3 and they used to laugh® But it5 s becoming serious, ■ ••
they cannot laugh anymore, so they do not put it on television® h:' I ' I 

We’ve got to understand that® We’ve got to understand that® Li
then, once we have(moved) and got to the tools of oppression, j

TI 
then we go to the oppressor himself, seize power and we begin 1
the revolution... Few, as we move towards the steps of seizing.
power, there are a lot of political movements that we make©
Webhave to make those political movements because they are, . : !J 
at that time, a political necessity, and if that’s what we . ’ J

•'I 
have to do.that’s what we will do® For example, the coalition ;i
with the Peace and Freedom Party to help to get the publicity !
for brother HUEY P. NEWTON and the freeing of HUEY P® NEWTON,
was a political necessity® And we have to try and understand J

those political necessities and work with them within that J

perspective, within that givenpperspective® ■ J
then, J

Now/if we agree that the police force represents the tool of .. ;
. . ’ • ,j

the oppressor, that we are moving against the tool of the ;
i oppressor, our question is ”How fast can we move against the J• I . ! oppressor?”® Now, this is very simple® Uh, when brother • . i

MALCOLM X was talking and when he was educating,a lot of us
«* ' J

were not paying very close attention to himi We paid attention '[
; 1 

to brother MALCOLM when he entertained® When he said ”We gonna ; !
wipe out the white man, we gonna go down with guns and shoot j:

. • I ■

them up”® And everybody said yes® But when he explained what '

had to.be done nobody was listening® If we were listening
we would know where we had to go today® Let me give you a 
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quote from brother MALCOLM X® I don’t remember it correctly, 
but it goes something like this? He says, ’’Show me a Frenclmian

■ who has fought in Indo China and I will show you a white man
• who’s got the shakes $ show me a Frenchman who’s fought in
Algeria, and I will show, you a white man who’s got the shakes”.© ■ 
He continues? ”A’s a matter of a fact, show me a white man 
who has fought in Asia or Latin America, where there has been 
guerrilla forces and I will show you a white man who’s got

... the shakes”® What brother MALCOLM was saying was clear® .. ' 
Guerrilla warfare is where you got to go® He said it, but 
we weren’t listening to him in that time® We were listening’

; to him when he was bad, not when he was (unintelligible), 
because we would understand that® And he is absolutely correct® 
He’s absolutely correct® Brother MALCOLM says the essence of 
guerrilla warfare is you wait until the sun goes down and then

. it’s even Steven, man for man® Man to man® Man to man® (laughter 

... and applause)® And if we were preparing for that today, we 
could be prepared for the state of guerrilla warfare® But 
since we were listening to entertainment, today we have to be« 
gin to educate ourselves® Guerrilla warfare® Guerrilla Warfare® 

a
Guerrilla warfare® Guerrilla warfare® Guerrilla warfare because 
you cannot fight an armed conflict with a force that is superior 
to you® Guerrilla warfare because the man does not who is doing 
what, when they are doing it, and he is forced to come down on 
the entire black community® Guerrilla warfare® We should have 
been listening to brother* MALCOLM X® Guerrilla warfare because



In a war you don’t fight to die, you kill to live® You kill . 
to live® You don’t go out in th© street and shoot up and 
down like a hero® You’re dead® (applause) If you live you ' 
could kill fifty more tomorrow night; that’s fifty less that 
we have to worry about® But you go out there too soon and 
die, you aint doing nobody no good® Guerrilla warfare is where 
we have to go. (applause) Guerrilla warfare is where® 
And if (ours) is the correct political ideology we begin to 
employ those-- We recognize where we must move® If we were 
reading brother HUEY P® NEWTON he explains very clearly® ,
He said "In the beginning there are above-ground groups® • 
These above-ground groups are always fought underground®" 
It is clear, as it should be clear,in all our minds, that the 
man is moving 'to ^reak up and destroy all groups that are , .

going to be, 
above ground, that we are/sooner or later, pushed underground® 
And unless we begin to prepare ourselves now, we will find our 
struggle set back® Our struggle can never be set back® Our 
motto must be "We must always move forward; we can never 
move back, nor will we ever stand still; we must move forward"o 
Ard we have to have to understand that as our motto® (Fight)on, • « 
brother, (fight) on® ■
Now, we have to talk about the levels on which we move® We 
move on three levels® Now, before I do that I want to talk 
a little about the pigs and why it is a necessity that we begin 
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to understand the war against them, because they will escalate 
their war against us© Their job is to keep things the way they ' 
areo That’s what they call law and order® That’s their job© 
And any tin© there are disruptive elements in the community 
their jobs is to destroy those disruptive elements© Therefore? 
by necessity, the police force is going to increase it’s harrass- 
ment; it’s going to increase its intimidation, and its going to

, increase its brutalization against us0 We have to be prepared 
for that. If we are not prepared (then we’re unprepared)© DoxPt 
wear a black leather unless you are ready to kill, for they’re 
ready to kill ycu© (applause) Don’t wear ito Don’t wear your 
hair natural unless you’re ready, because they gonna call you. 
a nigger agitator if your hair is natural® And you caint (fry) 
your hair, cause you’re still a nigger and they don’t trust 
you® (laughter) So, we have to prepare ourselves whether we 
like it or not® Now, as we move, we move on three levels, and 
we must move on those three levels: The political, the economy 
.ical and the social or, as we call it, the cultural level© We 
have to constantly move cn those three levels at the same time© 
We can never move on one and disregard the other two, or move 

c?
on two and disregard the other one® We must always move«on all 
three levels® Now, there has been some discussion that has 
developed in our cxammunity concernirg the movement afiong the 
cultural nationalist® Many people feel that because they have 
now found out that they are black and beautiful, that they wear 
Afros and Digekes (ph) that they have won the battle© That is



not true® Culture, like the gun, is necessary but not suffioienta.’. 
Being a cultural nationalist is necessary but it is not suffi® 
<cien’t« ‘Having -once tegsn to cognise our uuLrure, vkd-tli .'Is 
needed as a cohesive force for our people, we now say ttI recog«=> 
nize I am black and beautiful^ -I recognize my ancestral heritage 
in Africa, now let us begin the political and economical strug- 

it gio. We have to do that0 Too many times people stop at the 
cultural levelo And the man wants us to stop at the cultural 
level, because the cultural level is no threat to his political 
or economic system* And if we intend to be free, we’ve, got to 
move against his political and economic system, not just his . ' ;.,h
cultural system* Now, he can put on (deep) black programs . : u.u
than the cultural nationalists are* He’s got a program on 
Tuesday night cal*.‘’A Black America” which is as black ,'S-
nationalist as you can get* So, he wants to take over the 
program, of cultural nationalism* He wants to co-op the pro- 
gram, but he can never co-op our political or economic program, 
if we are me against him. And that’s what we have to under
stand*
Now, then, we wantoso.(a baby crys and CARMICHAEL comments: 
They all look so bored, applause) I’m not very good at* 
teaching, but I think we’ve got to stop entertaining* We’ve 
really got to do this type of work, even though it's hard 
we’ve got to do it* (applause) Got to* Got to® And we’ve 



got to take time oht to do it now, because he’s not going to 
let us have too many more rallies like these0 What he’s doing ■ 
he’s going to cut these rallies up and we won’t bo having that 
many of themo So, unless now that we have the chance we are 
able to begin to talk to each other about the correct political 
ideology# we will find ourselves quickly destroyed and our 
struggle stoppedo
Now, we want to talk about the international implication of our 
struggleo And we must talk internationally because more and 
more we can move internationally against the man, because thq 
United States is the greatest imperialist World rower todayo If 
that means she is an imperialist power, she has got to have 
people all over the world protecting her richeso The United 
States got to have faith in Latin America to protest all the 
resources that she steals from the people of Latin Americao 
The United States has- to have bases in Asia and Africa, because 
she has to protect the resources that she steals from Asia and 
Latin America,, 
Now, let me give you an examples The United States says that 
China is going to be their number one enemy and they rau^t stop 
Chinao The Peoples Republic of China does not have one base 
outside of Chinae Not one-odd-ball base outside of China,, 
The United States of America has twenty five hundred bases 

V 
outside of the United States of Americao Who is whose enemy and 
who if fighting who? How come China doh’t have no bases outside 
of China? How come Cuba don’t have no,bases outside of Cuba?



The United States got bases in Viet Nam® The Viet Names© should 
have bases in the United States of America (applause)® That8s 
right! That’s rights (applause)® The United States has got a 
base In Cubas . Guantanamo base, The Cubans should have a naval 
base in the United States of America®
The United States has bases in Germany, in Africa, in Asia and 
Latin America® All of those countries should have bases in the 
United States of America® That1s equality!' (laughter and 
applause) Equality®(applause) Equality®(applause)® ’ And we’ve 
got to understand that® And we must understand this talk about , 
Communism® The United States is not against communism® The’ 
United States wantt to expand her power and conquer the World! , 
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And the oneeforce that is stopping her is the People’s Republic 
of China and the Black Panther Party, of course® (applause) 
And we must understand that expansionist theory of the United 
States® If the United States were against communism, Russia 
is communist® Russia hasn’t been in Checzoslavia0* Russia is 
spreading communism in Checzoslavia ®* (*spelled to proximate his 
pronounciation)® If the United States is against communism, 
let her invade Checzoslavia* and stop the Russians® Hey! Why 
not? Viet Nam? She says she invaded Viet Nam to stop“the 
North Viet Names© from coming into South Viet-Nam®: Why the 
Russians are doing the same thing, in Checzoslavia*® Go to 
Checzoslavia and stop the Russians, LYNDON BAINES JOHNSON® (laughter 
and applause) ' I' ■ J.



They will not go to Checzoslavia-* because they are not against 
communism, they want to expand their bases and they are not going 
to in Checzoslavia because it is a white country^ ‘(Applause) 
Everybody wants tb tell us that the Vietnamese war is not a racist 
war<> Well if they are against•communism, why don’t they go ahead 
and fight in Checzoslavia-*? If I’m against my enemy, every time 
he moves I’m a gonna try and put him .down.. Whyyif they don’t stop 
Checzoslavia^ Russia might be allowed some gall (phonetic) 
tomorrow. The John Birch Society, the Kip: Klux Klan, the Knights 
of America and the old women from the American daughters revolution. 
Go fight the Russians. And that should be our program- constantly 
push that. Whenever you get a chance, tell em. Go fight with 
Checzoslavia-*. Vie want you to stop communism. And lets see • 
what their reaction will be. So, if we could get to understand 
the contradictions in the American system, then we will begin 
to educate ourselves. We have to understand Cuba. Now the little 
island of Cuba is one of the bravest islands in the World, and 
they don’t play. They tell America in no uncertain terms that 
no matter what you do America, if you come in here, we’re going 
to fight you. No matter how big you are America, we going to 
fight you. As a matter o$ fact, last year, when X was at”the 
celebration, FIDEL CASTRO said, ’Let it be clear to America..This 
is an island. Where you invade, there is only water9 around us. 
There can be no retreat.’ Yeah, and we have to say the same thing. 
Let....it be clear, Pigs, that wo are surrounded by southerners. 
There can be no retreat. Vie got to stand and fight where we are. 
(applause) Where we are, Where we are. Hell retreat, (applause)



And Me should be^Bi to encourage our people^^ travel to Cuba 

so that you can learn what the Cuban government is doing, how 
------------------ ---------------------*•*’*' 27 ---2^ 

they are doing it; why they are doing it and begin to see what 
we can learn from them and apply to our situation,, That’s 
important,, The American Government doesn’t want anybody to 
travel to Cuba, to China,_ to North Korea, to North Vietnam, and. 
maybe to the Arab countries© They take passports as they see 
fit© They bundle people in Mexico and throwthem on planes and 
send them back home as they see fito So we have to tell thorny 
the United States of America, LYNDON BAINES JOHNSON, DEAN RUSK, 

* 

we will get our passports, we will go to China, Cuba, North Korea,' 
North Vietnam, Algeria, Egypt, Syria, anywhere we want to go© V
You cannot stop us, we are men and we will go where we want to go© 
Period1© Period! (applause)©
They can’t tell you where to go© He can give you a passport saying 
you cannot use this passport to go there© But if you are black, 
automatically they want you© You don’t have to worry about thst 
passport© And we’re going to go! We’ve got to goto these countries 
because we've got to find out what is going on in thesg countries© 
The United States stopped us from going to China, Cuba, North Korea, 
North Viet Nam, Albania© They used to stop us from going «to 
Russia© You can go now, It is important to note that the United 
.States does not stop us from going through South Africa© You can 
go to South Africa if you’ve got an American passport and if you 
like to© I’ll give you an Uncle Tom© But you can't go to any of 
the other countries© The United States says that she can’t trade 
with Cuba, China, Vietnam, North Korea, but she allows people to 
trade with South Africa©. '



F

■ . .■> And thep she sayl^well those are private pixels and we’can’t 

tell the private people how to trade, but they tell the private 
people not to trade with Cuba, China, North Vietnam and Korea*

■ . Wermust understand the contradictions in the’ world today*
Now then the Black Panther Party has to go on record as moving 
beyond this phase of apology of we’re not .going to Vietnam* We

• have to move beyond that* Now then, we are not only going to 
fight in Vietnam, the Vietnamese are our comrades-in~arms0 They. 

. . are fighting against the United States of America* (applause)
I’m against ito (applause)* Anybody that fights against this- 
country is an ally of us, The more they weaken that country*
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the better it is for use If the South Vietnamese fight, the 
Viet Cong strikes a blow against the American Government and 
its forces in Vietnam, that makes us more powerful because it 
makes the United States weaker* When we strike a blow in the
cities against the United States, its power structure and forces, 
the Viet Cong becomes stronger because we have weakened the 
United States® When the Viet Cong and the Black panther^ the 

Y
black people in this country, with the Black Panther Party 
strikes a blow against the United States Government, the Arabs 
become stronger® Its a shot against world-wide imperialism* 
We have to understand these things* We must study theml We’ve 
got to study them!, Because we can’t no longer just run out and 
yell ’Burn baby, burn’® We’ve got to know how to burn baby, burn 
to live to burn, baby burn* And we have to know that when we 
burn, baby, burn, we going to come out better* Let me explain 
to you the difference between revolutionaries and people who 
just hope* .

----------------------------------- --------------------------------—



A man will get up and say ’I wish they would burn down this city8 
and he will yell ’’Burn, baby, burn”* Then the people will burn 
it dowc But then he doesn’t have the forces to take over the .. 
City once its burned down* Ho. hopes, A revolutionary planse *• ■n™wwnn "U ml t»*'i nm m n nwu» ,mj«i J<n.iu imiMJU
Once he bums the City down, he takes the City, seizes it and 
holds it and runs it the-way he wants ir run. That’s a • ■' 1 • •'» 1 “ ■■ III u I II ■■■ III »— m unnmrai 1 n in ■ rn.ima w i «*nw anevn mnaMk oxaviirwaicsauia CMQ
revolutionary!, That’s a r e v o lu t i on aryl (applause)
And that’s where we have to go today* We cannot just be satisfied 
with saying "Burn”, ’’Shoot”, ’’Kill”* We have to know who to 
shoot, who to kill, who to burn* Afterwards we’ve got to be 
able to seize the power, take it, hold it and give it to the . * . 
masses of our people* Now we’re talking revolution* (shouts of 
wthat‘’s right’J) And if you are talking revolution, you are talking 
about twenty four hours a day* You are talking about training, 
getting your guns, breaking them down at night when the guards- 
putting them together again, knowing a nine millemeter from a 
forty-five, from a forty-odd buck (phonetic) when you put it in 
your gun at night you can fedl the. sizes and tall which is which* 
You got to prepare to do that now, if you are talking about real 
revolution* You got to know that as well as you ’know the political 

«• 
ideology of the books that we must be reading, the works- of Moa-Tsi- 
Tung, the speeches of HALCOMB X, CHE GUEVERRA, and BERNARD and 
HUEY Bo NEWTON* You’ve got to read thos things, understand them 
and begin to apply them to our situation here* Got to do that 
and we’ve got to pick up the little black books by President QWAMI 
(phonetic) ENCO'OMA (phonetic) and read that and understand it too*



That’s beginning to talk about ths coming revolutionariese And 
as we begin to move our forces, we can begin to give solidarity 
pledges to those people,, who internationally are fighting the • V
United States as Cuba, as China and as ths Arabs in the Arab 
worlds We have to give them our solidarity pledges and begin 
to understand how we move with them against the United States 
of America© The time is fast coming when we won't have very 
much to say or very much to do© Our struggle is not going to 
be a quick or short struggles It is going to be a long, involved 
and a difficult struggles, Its not going to be over in three 
southern, its not going to be over in five southern,. The Vietnamese 
have been fighting for twenty-five yearso Black people in this 
country can expect no lesso Be prepared for struggle for at least 
twenty five years and ready to go if it takes three generations© 
We’ve got to understand that0 Now revolution is not made by people 
talking bado Revolution is not made by people running in the 
streets© Revolution is made by people armed with the correct 
political ideology and the correct moment in history© Black people 
whether we like it or not are the force, this is the precise time 
in history to strike to strike their revolutionary blow and whether 

Ct 
we want it or not, history has put us in that position and we have 
got to fight© We cannot slow history© We’ve got to become that 
revolutionary force (applause)© We can do no other© We cannot run 
even if we wanted to© There is no place to run, brothers and sisters, 
we have got to fighti And we might as well prepare for that fight© 
We are going to have to suffer and we might as well prepare for 
that suffering© Whether we like it or not, they are going to move 
to wine us out© ■........ ...... ...........      . . 55. ... :____ _ _______ __ ___ -..



•
So, just for our very survivalt we have to fight® For our very 
survival, we have to fight© You see the goon squads they have in 
San Francisco, the tactical police, it is the beginning of the 
Gestapo forces inside our community® If we do not move now against 
those forces, tomorrow will be too late®* We have got to move, we 
can’t run® We’ve got no place to run® We can’t run to Africa0

. They are fighting in Africa® All we can do with Africa is fight 
with our brothers and our sisters, that’s all® You can’t run and 
be no American negro in Africa® You get there and you are 
just like anybody else and they are going to put a gun in your 
hand and you are going to have to fight® , And we can learn from

. Africa® We can learn the tactics that the United States uses to 
divide the people® Has it not always been a fact that the one

•. thing that has kept us so rich is that we have always been as a 
people divided? Yes® Yes® And do they not use this tactic all 
over the world? Does he not pit brothex» against brother® Is he 
not making North Vietnam fight South Vietnam; North Korea fight 
South Korea; Fast Germany, West Germany® Now she’s got the Afro 
fighting Nigeria® It is alvjays the same thing whereever she has 
moved and she is going to use this more and more against us, so 
we must prepare® We cannot begin to fight each inside our own 
community® Vie have to understand that® And that is revolutionary® 
Whenever you hear the figures in the Vietnamese war, you hear 
Viet Cong, so many dead,.American soldiers, so many dead® You 
very rarely hear about South Vietnamese dying® The reason is

' that the Viet Cong attacks the South Vietnamese soldier® They 
do not attack, the South Vietnamese soldier because they know that 
the South Vietnamese soldiers are not theixs major enemy®
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Their major enemyT.s the vicious forces of ths Imperialist United 
States of America,, And when they strike, they strike a blow at 

, them. As a matter of fact, the Viet Cong told me that if the
South Vietnamese attack them, they run from the South Vietnamese 
and they only fight them when it is absolutely necessary, 
Moa-Tsi-Tung did the sama thing when he split from the Kuomontong 
in 1927, organized the Red troops. When the fbrces of Chang Kai 
Check came after them, they pleaded with their Chinese brothers 
not to fight. They even retreated from several battl’es'and only 
when it was absolutely necessary, did they wipe out their Chinese 
brothers. Did not FIDEL. CASTRO do the same thing? Did he not go1 
to the Cuban bourgeoise and get their support. And after he seized 
power, he said to the bourgeoise, this government is a government 
of the masses of the people of Cuba, Either you are with me., or 
you go against the war. If they weren’t with him, he put them 
against the wall and he shot them. But he couldn’t shoot them 
before he took power, because he would be fighting the bourgeoise 
and BATISTA, We can’t fight each other and the racist imperialist^ 
that we have to begin to understand and fight against. We can 
only wage one wap at the same time. One war at a.time. But it is 
also a fact that the people who are split and divided against us 
are puppets of the American government. The South Vietnamese; are 
puppets of the American Government, If the Viet Cong destroyed 
KEE, they would put SOU in. If they destroyed SOU, they would 
put DIEM in. Every time they destroy a Vietnamese, there is another 
puppet to be pushed. But if you destroy., the puppet-holder, the 

puppet is cut free and you have the power to make the phenomena 
act in a desired manner, • I.



And that we must wrder stand® That we force ^ffe Uncle Toms in our

community® Every time we knock them down, they put another one up® 
If we say that the Uncle Toms do not speak for the masses of our
people, then its obvious* they are in power because tho United States
Government supports them® So that if we fight them, we will cut 
the Uncle Toms loose and .then the Uncle Toms can decide whichs
side they are on® We’ll have the power and we can move against
them one way or the other® Finally, our historic moment is here® 
We must begin to prepareffoi* the struggle that is ahead of us® 
There were several attempts in the past in our history® The GARVEY 
movement was channeled to the side because GARVEY did not bring . '. 
together all three political, economic and cultural® We have to 
begin to understand that® Religous movements in the past have 
brought our people together, but they have not attacked the
political, economic and cultural, social structure of the society® 

■ As we move today, we must attack all threes political, economic
and social and move against them® And move against them ready to

Ci..,*® q- J*. C* V <5U- X- S' tf

one wins or one dies”® Thank you® (a.pplause)



SF 157-721
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An article appearing in the "Washington Post" 
Washington, D. C. issue of August 26, 1968, date lined 
Oakland, California on August 25, 1968, under by-line RASA 
GUSTAITIS is as follows:

"Stokely Carmichael, newly acclaimed as the 
Prime Minister of the Black Panther Party, told 
a ’Free Huey Newton’ rally today .that the black 
revolution is entering 'the period of armed 
struggle.' Just before there is guerrilla war
fare, he predicted the Black Panthers would eventually 
be forced underground.
"Speaking in a park behind a guard of 50 stony- 
face Panthers, all dressed in black leather jackets 
and black berets, he, in effect, gave the crowd 
of 2,000 a revolutionary primer that drew on con
cepts of Lenin and MEO Tse-tung. Carmichael said 
that'Huey P. Newton, the Black Panther Minister of 
Information now on trial in the murder of an Oakland 
policeman, is a 'prisoner of war' in a struggle for 
'a society that is free of racism and a society that 
is not capitalistic.'
"We must get him out,' Carmichael said. 'If we can't 
get him out--we must--retaliate.' Carmichael said 
the Black Panther Party was revolutionary. A 
revolutionary differs from a. militant in that he ac
cepts no compromse with the existing system and 'must 
be ready to pick up a gun.'
"Don't wear a leather jacket unless you are ready 
to kill,' Carmichael said. The struggle against the 
police now underway in the black community, he said, 
is important in the revolution because the police's 
job is 'to keep things as they are--that's what they 
call law and order.'



SF 157-721
FL:jal

"Carmichael was recently expelled from 
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating
Committee because of what he has described 
as 'political and ideologicaldifferences.' He 
has not elaborated on the nature of the disagree
ment .
"Carmichael said the black revolution had passed 
the stage of psychological preparation. Two years 
ago. he said people would have been afraid to say 
openly that 'pigs must be killed.* Pigs is a 
Black Panther word for police and other establish
ment figures. The job is to educate and plan for 
seizing power, Carmichael said. He described the 
revolutionary struggle as being against the U. S. 
Government. 'We are fighting against racism and 
imperialism,' he said. 'The Government of the 
United States is racist and imperialist. Therefore, 
we are fighting against the Government of the United 
States.'
"He said the revolution began by moving against 
symbols of oppression and is now fighting against the 
tools of oppression, among whom are the police.
"The following stage would be movements against the 
oppressor himself and seizure of power.
"In a revolution one wins or one dies,' 
said. "

Carmichael

8 (} *



FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

^EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA^N

Date
8/30/68

advised that|__________ concerning STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S
speech at Oakland, California on August 25. 1968.as it
appeared in the "Washington Post" b7C

b7D

b7C
b7D

She stated that CARMICHAEL never advocated getting
guns to her recollection and never advocated the violent over
throw of the government. In her estimation CARMICHAEL’S 
speech was militant, but was delivered in an informational 
manner and she stated that CARMICHAEL spoke in generalities.

8/27/68 , San Francisco, California^,., „ SF 157-721
________  ____at__________________________________ 1? i le ft  ----------------------

jal
Date dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency, it and it..« contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

(^FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATES

Date 8/30/68_______ ;____

___________________________ |San Francisco, stated that 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke at a Black Panther Party (BPP) 
rally in De Fremery Park on Sunday, August 25, 1968. 
CARMICHAEL spoke calmly with no show of emotion. He 
started out by saying that it is time to stop enter
taining and to start educating the white people. He 
went into a definition of terms, describing militancy 
and distinguishing it from revolution, that one must be 
militant first and revolutionary comes at a later stage.

According to ____________ CARMICHAEL stated
that the United States has declared war on the black people, 
that HUEY NEWTON is a prisoner of that war, and he must 
be set free, and if he is not, we must retaliate. He t?c
said the sky is the limit. He stated that the white b?n
people have great superiority in numbers and weapons to 
conduct this war against the black man and the only 
recourse left open for the blacks is guerilla warfare.

was fairly well received, 
and advocate all out war, 
incite the crowd to riot.

stated that CARMICHAEL'S speech 
He did not come right out

nor was he attempting to

stated that about one thousand 
persons were present and about 40 per cent of them were 
white. He sat at the outer fringe of the crowd and was 
in no way intimidated or threatened. He stated he does 
not take shorthand and could not quote CARMICHAEL.

, 8/2 7/68 nt San Francisco, California Fj।e# SF 157-721

by. SA cem Datedicfafed 8/28/68_________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

6 2



FD-323 (Rev. 1 1-29-61)

-raj t '

In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

u4^£D states department oi^jstice 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

San Francisco, California

SF 157-721
August 30, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference

RACIAL MATTER-SNCC, BPP

Report of SA [_______________
dated and captioned as above, 
at San Francisco, California.

All sources (except any listed, below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is,the property 
of the_FBIjind is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not Io be distributed outside 
your agency?^-..

(65)



FD-Sfli (Rev. 5-22-64)

FBI

Date: 8/29/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

0:

FROM:

b7C

STO

to

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, DETROIT (100-34122) 
0 LY CARMICHAEL

(oo: wfo)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 11-09-2005 BY

b7

auc tam/mix/'teg

Re Detroit teletypes to the 
dated 8/23/68, 8/26/68, and 8/27/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are

Bureau and other offices,

11 copies, for WFO 2 
copies, and for other recipient offices 1 copy of an LHM 
relating to subject’s appearance at Ann Arbor, Michigan ort 
M26-27/68. P

Copies of the LHM are being disseminated to 
Service, G-2, and USA, all Detroit, Michigan.

w 5

P W i

b2
b7C

St PS
K Q 

O bn

St cret

Sources utilized in LHM are as follows

9a

z 6 SEP 2 19682 Bureau (Eny.-li; (RM) PY-101
-Chicago (157-1297) (Enc.-l) (RM)
- St. Louis (100-20639) (Enc.-l) (RM) f
- San Francisco (157-1204) (Enc.-l) (RM)‘ to \
- Springfield (Enc.-l) (RM) \
- WFO (100-43503) (Enc.-2) (RM) \
- Detroit---------- .----------------- 1" b7r \

(1 -I I
(1 - 157-706) (POSSIBLE RACIAL VIOLENCE)'
(1 - 100-35206)(PEACE AND FREEDOM PQL<TICAL PARTY)

JEK/mcm ”
(14)

1 
1
1 
1
2 
5

©7 SEP 11196’
Approved: ______ Sent M Per

Special Agent in Charge

H iQ

4

M



DE 100-34122

______________ advised that he is endeavoring to obtain a tape 
recording of CARMICHAEL’S speech through an undisclosed 
sourceo In the event this tape is received, it will be 
transcribed and submitted in form suitable for dissemination.

b7C

b7D

The LHM is classified con 
sources utilized.

tial to protect the

2



In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No.

uniteO^states department OF JU^fcE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Detroit, Michigan 
August 29, 1968

Re: Stokely Carmichael
DECLASSIFIED BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg 
ON 11-09-20D5

All sources utilized the letterhead memorandum have furnished reliable information in the past.

L2 __________________ Tadvised on August 22, 1968, that
b d Stokely Carmichael, forme^national Student Non-Violent 

Coordinating Committee chairman, was scheduled to be the 
keynote speaker at the Organization of Arab Students (OAS) 
Convention, Ann Arbor, zMighj.gai), on August 26, 1968. Source 
further advised that thescheATled site for Carmichael’s 
speech was the Michigan Union, University of Michigan (U of M), 
Ann Arbor, Michigan, and that his speech was scheduled for 
6:00 PM. Source also advised that the OAS is a recognized 
campus organization at the U of M.

A characterization of Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) appears in 
the appendix attached hereto.

The following is a summary of Stokely Carmichael's 
activities while in the Ann Arbor and Detroit, Michigan, areas 
during the period August 26-27, 1968. Information herein set 
out contains the results of physical surveillance of Carmichael 
involving personnel representing the Detroit PolicevDepartment, 
Michigan State Police and Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).

Subject was observed arriving at Detroit Metropolitan 
Airport on American Airlines Flight Number 92 at approximately 
3:25 PM, August 26, 1968, on a flight from San Francisco, 
California.

COPIES DESTROYED 

2 86 FEB 24 1971



Re: Stokely Carmichael

At approximately 4:00 PM Carmichael was observed 
departing the Detroit Metropolitan Airport accompanied by 
three Negro males who a/rived w/th him at the airport and 
also in the company ofp IAnn b c
Arbor, Michigan^ T------ ■----------------------------- b7D

At approximately 6:00 PM, August 26, 1968, 
Carmichael was observed entering the Michigan Union, U of M, 
Ann Arbor, Michigan,

|___________________ |advised on Aigist 26, 1968, that
Carmichael spoke before approximately 350 people at the OAS b2
National Convention, August 26, 1968, and summarized his speech t D
as follows:

He stated black people and Arabs have been 
exploited by whites and Zionists, stripped of their culture, 
and forced to speak the language of the oppressor. He 
stated neither race could take part in the white or Zionist 
society. He further commented that Arabs must move aggressively 
against occupying forces and regain land. Carmichael described 
himself as a black revolutionary and not a black militant. 
He stated the only solution for the Arabs is an armed revolu
tion. Continuing, Carmichael stated that blacks will help 
Arabs in their struggle and will fight Imperialism anywhere 
in the United States of America and that all who fight 
Imperialism are comrades in arms. Source stated that 
Carmichael’s speech was overwhelmingly received in an enthusiastic 
manner by the assembled group.

Following Carmichael's speech, he was observed 
departing the Michigan Union at approximately 9:30 PM, Atgist 
26, 1968, from where he proceeded to the headquarters of the 
Peace and Freedom Political Party, 109 Miller, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

At approximately 10:00 PM, August 26, 1968, Carmichael 
was observed departing the address of 109 Miller where they 
returned to the Michigan Union.

Following this, they departed the Michigan Union 
location at approximately 10:15 PM, August 26, 1968, when

2



Re: Stokely Carmichael

con: IAL

they proceeded to 
is the address of

nn Arbor, 
supra.

Michigan, which

Carmichael remained at the| address b?c
until approximately 9:25 AM on August 27, 1968. b?D

At approximately 9:30 AM, August 27, 1968, 
Carmichael and other individuals proceeded to a Howard 
Johnson Restaurant, Carpenter Road, near Washtenaw, where 
they were observed eating breakfast.

At approximately 9:43 AM, August 27, 1968, Carmichael 
was observed departing the Edward Johnson Restaurant area and 
they proceeded to drive around the Ann Arbor area.

After departing the Ann Arbor, Michigan, area at 
10:15 AM, August 27, 1968, Carmichael was observed with 
other individuals proceeding to an address of 2457 Woodward 
Avenue, Detroit, Michigan, where they arrived at approximately 
11:30 AM the same date.

It is to be noted the address of 2457 Woodward is 
the office of Mo-Town Record Company.

At approximately 4:55 PM, August 27, 1968, Carmichael 
and companions were observed departing the address of 2457 
Woodward and at 5:10 PM, this date, he was observed being 
photographed at the Grace Episcopal Church, 12th Street and 
Virginia Park, Detroit, Michigan.

At approximately 5:25 PM, Carmichael and his party 
departed the area of the Grace Episcopal Church and proceeded 
to the area of 8333 Linwood, Detroit, Michigan, which is the 
location of the Green Leaf Restaurant.

At approximately 7;05 PM this date, subject and 
companions drove to I [Detroit, Michigan, which is
the residence of |

__________ The subject and his party departed the area of 
__________ at approximately 9:10 PM this date where they 
proceeded to Detroit Metropolitan Airport.

3



Re: Stokely Carmichael

■>

At 10:20 PM, August 27, 1968, the subject departed 
Detroit, Michigan, via American Airlines Flight 345. This 
flight had a scheduled stopover in Chicago and at Chicago 
the subject was to leave American Airlines Flight 345 and 
board Delta Airlines Flight 53 scheduled to depart Chicago 
for St. Louis, Missouri.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to 
be distributed outside your agency.

4



APPENDIX .

STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by th® Student Nora-Violent..
Coordinating Committee (SNCC)headquartered at'360-362 Nelson 
Street^ S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself as riot being 
a membership organization, but rather ara agency attempting to 
stimulate and foster the growth of local protest movements® 
SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement which erupted across 
the South beginning on February 1, I960. A conference at 
Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought together many 
of the demonstrating Southern students in a loose" network of 
militant youth which was officially named SNCC in October, I960®

A source has advised that in'May, 1966, STOKELY "" 
CARMICHAEL was elected National Chairman by the Central""Cbm- 
mittee® In May, 1967, CARMICHAEL was replaced as'Chairman ty ■ 
H, RAP BROWN, with CARMICHAEL assuming the position of 
Recruiter and Organizer for the' SNCC® In August, 1967, at the 
invitation ©f'FIDEL CASTRO, CARMICHAEL participated'in" the 
Organization of Latin American Solidarity Conference which 
was held in Havana, Cuba® Subsequent thereto, CARMICHAEL 
traveled to Hanoi and other sections of North Vietnam. ' He 
returned to the United States' in December, 1967, at which time 
his passport was pelted up because of travel to unauthorized 
countries.

A source advised that when "CARMICHAEL was elected 
Chairman of SNCC, the organization'embarked on a program'of 
eliminating Caucasians' from its ranks.. With the election of 
H. RAP BROWN as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on' a world-wide 
struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand against 
violations of these rights by the American Government:and to 
strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft and to the 
United States involvement in Vietnam. t

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identified' 
SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary wnguard. It" 
advocates that t© be successful'it is necessary to develop a 
revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

5



IAL

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in the
Wattis area of Los Angeles, California, H» RAP BROWN said 
"You better shape up in America, or"we'll burn you down/" 
Later in February, 1968, in a publicized note BROWN wrote, 
"America, if it takes my death toorganize my people to revolt 
against you and to organize your jails to revolt against You 
and to organize your children, your God, your poor, your 
country, and to organize mankind to rejoice in your destruction 
and ruin, then bore's my life/'

con: IAL

~ 6* -



TELETYPE

CODE

SENT BY CODED TELETYPE
August 30, 1968

URGENT

TO SAC ST. LOUIS (100-20639) 1 ~,Mr» Rosen
1 w b7C

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (100-446080)
STOKELY C^MICHAEL, RM-SNCC: ANTIRIOT LAWS, BUDED 9/3/68

REURTEL AUGUST THRITY, ONE NINE SIX EIGHT.

IMMEDIATELY OBTAIN FROM ST. LOUIS POLICE A COPY OF THE^

RECORDING OF SUBJECT'S SPEECH IN ST. LOUIS ON AUGUST TWENTY-NINE,

ONE NINE SIX EIGHT AND FURNISH VERBATIM TRANSCRIPT OF THE

SPEECH IN LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUMFFORM TO REACH THE BUREAU BY

SEPTEMBER THREE, ONE

FIELD BY MAlfe

1 - WFO (100-43403)

ABF:ekw
(5)

NINE SIX EIGHT. COPY SENT WASHINGTON

I VIA TELETYPf6^00
augsoiSjA)^

ENCIPHERED
19 SEP 3 1968

on the Securitya black extremist who isNOTE: Subject is
Index and Agitator Index. He recently has been making highly 

inflammatory speeches and in his remarks at St. Louis, which 

were recorded by the St. Louis PD, he urged guerrilla warfare 

when blacks are sufficiently armed* In view of the possible
DeL°°ch------violation of Federal Antiriot Laws and the interest of the

' department, the verbatim copy of this speech should be promptly 

Callahan —obtained.
• Conrad _________

Felt ____________

GJale-------------------- / /

Rosen ------------■ 1

Sullivan ________ _ - _SfcEE56SEP 101968
Tele. R^om____ _

Holmes _______

Gandy TELETYPE UNIT

• al'L information contained
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE .11-09-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg



August 30, 1968

Dear

Your letter of August 26th has been received and
I can readily understand the concern which prompted you to write.

V/ ■ With respect to the activities of Stokely Carmichael,
the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Government 
and, as such, does not determine whether prosecutive action will be 
undertaken in any situation. Such decisions concerning violations of 
Federal law are within the province of the Attorney General. Volu
minous data regarding Carmichael have been furnished to the Attorney 
General and you may wish to contact him.

b7C
Tolson __________

DeLoach______

Mohr____________

BiShop __________

I want to assure you that the FBI is aware of its respon
sibilities with respect to the internal security of our country. We will 
continue to make every effort to carry out our duties with the greatest 
thoroughness and efficiency.

Sincerely yours,
J. Edgar Hoover 

■ . ' ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
' ' ■ ■ ' ■ .HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

’SCH'O 11-09-2005 BY 60309 auc.tam/mlt/tcg

' L H ■
NOTE: Bufiles contain no information Tderitifiable with correspondent.

is not identifiable in'vBuflie's: r

Casper__________

Callahan________

Conrad__________

Felt ____ _______

Gale. 

Rosen __________

Sullivan _________

Tavel ___________

Trotter__________

Tele. Room —

Holmes_________

Gandy __________

WMG-.llk (3)
/IK r

MAIL ROOM I I TELETYPE

S£_S£2J_LJ2£a



TRUE COPY

August 26, 1968

Mr. John Edgar Hoover, Director, 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover,

If today’s Washington Post has accurately reported Stokeley 
Carmichael’s speech in Oakland, California yesterday, he should be 
arrested for sedition, treason and advocating anarchy. 

___________________ ______
________ |the article found on page two 

of the paper. Quotes Stokelev <6aTrmi.chaeL as saying, ’’The government of 
the United States is racist and imperialistic . Therefore, we are fighting 
against the Government of the United States. ’’Could he possibly make 
his position more clear?

Is the goverment of the United States actually afraid of 
Stokeley Carmichael and his malcontents? I hear it everywhere.’?; When 
I was in school, I learned that a sovereign nation admits no equals and 
tolerates no competitors within its borders. Is this definition no longer 
applicable?

Isn’t it time now for the Justice Department to begiir toj 
protect the nation from its enemies rather than to tolerate them^

It is almost too late now, but would you please do something 
tb protect our nation from anarchy? Thank you. /

Sincerely yours,

b / D

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-09-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/t.cg







FC-36 (Rev. 6-22-64)

i F B I

Date: 8/31/68

Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT
(Priority)

!!
! Mr. Tolson----------
। Mr. DeLoach-----
Mr. Mohr-----------
Mr. Bishop-------Mr. Casper-------Mr. Callahan-----

■ Mr. Conrad.
Mr. Felt-----
Mr. Gale----
Mr. Rosen— 

j ^Mr. Sullivan 
’ Mr. Tavel—

Mr. Trotter-------
_ Tele. Room_____

Miss Holmen------
j . Mtes^anay-.——_

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM, OO:WFO

REATLANTA TELETYPE AUGUST THIRTY LAST

$

SUBJECT ARRIVED NATIONAL AIRPORT, WASHINGTON, D.C., VIA

DELTA AIRLINES FLIGHT NUMBER SEVEN FIVE THREE AT FIVE FORTY

EIGHT PM, AUGUST THIRTY LAST. SUBJECT DEPARTED AIRPORT AND

WENT TO HIS RESIDENCE.

^6" MR. TRAINOR 

ROOM 836 9&D

as SEP 4 1968

_______________M Per _________________



FHUE. VOL Vi/ / u

WA^-5-

74 IPjKURGENT 9-1-68 DCC VIA TELETYPE
0 DIRECTOR (100-446080) /ND W$$HIM$$ FIEL ) 

OFFICE (100-43503) (Pl A VWMed]

Bishop
Casper--------
Callahan___
Conrad____

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASWTWTCrN 

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK (100-153751) IP

Mr. Tolson__
Mr. DeLoach.
Mr. Mohr___
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Felt.____
Gale____

Rosen_.ll 
Sullivan!. 

Tavel__
Trotter....

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, RM-SNCC

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, RELIABLE, ADVISED THIS

fac DATE THAT SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE OF

AT FIVE FORTYFIVE PM THIS DATE, ACCOMPANIED

BY DRIVING GREEN AMBASSADOR,

IDENTIFICATION) AND CARRYING A VALISE 
’ NOFURTHER ACTIVITY REPORTED.

■

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

(NO FURTHER

Tele. Room___
Miss Holmes__
Miss Gandy__

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

ADMINISTRATIVE DATE 01-25-2DDb BY b0309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE BEING ALERTED IN EVENT

SUBJECT IS RETURNING TO WASHINGTON, D.C.

END

IMDI

EFH R RELAY

FBI WASH DC

TELETYPE!) TO;^

61SEP9 W



5-S'y»'( (9->2 9-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date ___________ 8/28/68

Attached relates to travels of 
Stokely Carmichael, and indicates purpose 
of his travel to Illinois is to attend 
strategy meeting regarding course of 
action he should take since disassociatin 
with Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee.

Pertinent parts of attached to be 
furnished interested Divisions of the 
Department, Secret Service, and military. 
We concurred with recommendation in 
attached and instructed Springfield to 
handle same so long as full security 
provided. You will be kept advised of 
developments in this matter.

JFM:chs

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tani/mlt./tcg



FBI WASH DC*

FBI SPRNGFLD

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

AUG2 81968 /t
TELETYPE//

Mr.
Mr.

1&

'. TcIsoieLx—-
\ DeiinMth A 

Mnhr S

Jasper_____
Callahan___

Conrad ____
Felt ,/ .
Gale /XL

C/ir.jfrarT /
Tavel //C

i

425PM 8/28768 .IMMEDIATE PAM

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND CHICAGO (157-1297)

ST. LOUIS (100-20659) WASHINGTON FIELD (100-43503)

FROM SPRINGFIELD (100-10697) 3P
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

■ DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt./tcg
( )

STOKELVCARJ^ICHAEL, 4W. 00 WASHINGTON FIELD

RE ST. LOUIS, AND SPRINGFIELD TELETYPES TODAY

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE AT CARBONDALE. ILLINOIS. ADVISED
■ ■'

TODAY HE LEARNED SUBJECT'S TRIP TO CARBONDALE WAS PLANNED

TO ONLY A FEW PERSONS. PROPOSEBUT A WELL-KEPT SECRET KNOWN

|i Mr. Trotter I 

Tele. Room / 
j! Miss Holmes____
। HHes Gaudy____

OF TRIP TO HOLD STRATEGY AND PLANNING MEETING WITH A FEW

INDIVIDUALS.REGARDING COURSE OF ACTION TO BE TAKEN BY 
o/fAft 

CARMICHAEL SINCE DISASSOCIATION WIIH StiOC. SOURCE BELIEVES

HE MAY BE TRYING TO ORGANIZE HIS OWN GROUP OR ASSOCIATION

WITH BLACK LIBERATORS , LOCAL MILITANT BLACK GROUP

TEL

HEADQUARTERED ST. LOUIS. MISSOUR/, MENTIONED IN RE,ST 
/Z/z

i-

SOURCE HAS NO INFORMATION CONCERNING IDENTITIE-SU1E 
"*

OTHER PERSONS CONTACTED BY CARMICHAEL AT CARB^ONDALEaO^fp 4 

IN CONNECTION WITH INTENTION ToWrG^NIZE GROUP AND-UNABLE

TO PROVIDE ANY INFORMATION REWGARDING DESTINATION AFTER

54 SEP3r19
END OFLPAGE £



SI 100-10697

PAGE TWO ''

VISIT TO CARBONDALE AND ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI.

 HAS ADVISED TELEPHONE TOLL RECORDS CAN BE MADE 

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY UNDER HIS PERSONAL SUPERVISION 

WITH FULL SECURITY AND FULL PROTECTION TO BUREAU'S INTERESTS. 

THERE ARE CURRENTLY NO FEDERAL GRAND JURIES IN SESSION 

IN ENTIRE SPRINGFIELD DIVISION AND, THEREFORE, SUBPOENA 

FOR THIS INFORMATION NOT AVAILABLE AT PRESENT T^IE. 

ALTHOUGH* SUBPOENA COULD UNDOUBTEDLY BE OBTAINED AT A 

FUTURE DATE, IN VIEW OF SUBJECT'S PROMINENCE IN BLACK 

MILITANT FIELD, NATIONAL IMPORTANCE OF HIS TRAVELS, 

DEPARTMENTAL INTEREST IN HIS SPEECHES, AND POSSIBILITY 

TRAVEL TO DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION, SPRINGFIELD 

DESIRES TO UTILIZE TELEPHONE TOLL RECORDS TO ASSIST, 

ONE, IN ALERTING OFFICES WHERE HE HAS CURRENT CONTACTS

AND WHICH, THEREFORE, MIGHT EXPECT VISIT FROM HIM, AND 

TWO, TO IDENTIFY RECIPIENTS OF TOLL CALLS IN COMMUNITIES 

END OF PAGE TWO
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PAGE THREE

SURROUNDING CARBONDALE WHO MIGHT ATTEND STRATEGY MEETING

TONIGHT /

IN VIEW OF FULL SECURITY ASSURED BY I 

I BUREAU AUTHORITY IS

REQUESTED TO OBTAIN TELEPHONE TOLL RECORDS.

END

END

SLB

FBI WASH DC*

MR. TWOR
ROOM 836 9&D
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Domestic Intelligence Division

IN FORMATIVE NOTE

8/26/68

Stokely Carmichael was recently 
’’expelled" from Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (§NCC) before he 
"resigned" and affiliated with the Black 
Panther Party (BPP), a black extremist 
organization.

The attached pertains to speech by 
Carmichael at a Black Panther Rally, 
Marin City, California, 8/22/68. 
Carmichael spoke against capitalism and 
said we "need either socialism or 
communism." He said "we no longer need 
to discuss violence. Don’t even waste 
our time with it. There can be no othe^ 
solution for us but the gun." Carmichael 
in referring to the stores in black 
communities that exploit said "thats why 
we burn them out and will continue to do 
that."

Copy of attached furnished Attorney 
General, Inter-Division Information Unit 
of Department, as well as to Criminal 
and Internal Security Divisions of 
Department. To be furnished military and 
Secret Service.



auc tam/mix/'teg

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 .REBUTEL CALL THIS DATE

FOLLOWING ARE EXCERPTS OF A

AT A "FREE HUEY RALLY* SPONSORED

SPEECH DELIVEREp BY SUBJECT |

BY MARIN CITY -BPP AT MARIN

CITY , CALIF*, ONt AUGUST TWENTYTWO LAST . HUEY NEWTON IS

DEFENSE MINISTER* BPP* PRESENTLY ON TRIAL FOR

OAKLAND POLICE OFFICER.

••••WE HAVE TO BRING ABOUT A REVOLUTION

MURDER OF

IM THIS COUNTRY

THERE IS NO ALTERNATIVE •• •THERE IS GOING TO BE A SOCIETY FREE

OF RACISM OR THERE WILL BE NG SOCIETY.

*••• •CAPITALISM IS AN ECONOMIC SYSTEM. THERE ARE THREE 

ECONOMIC SYSTEMS IN THE WORLD TODAY* CAPITALISM* SOCIALISM

AND COMMUNISM* SINCE WE CANNOT HAVE CAPITALISM* WE NEED , }

EITHER SOCIALlSM OR COMMUNISM*•WHAT WE DO KNOW IS THAT WE
J 1 ""—] —-*=>-—J , .. .

LIVE IN A CAPITALIST SOCIETY* IT HAS IMPRISONED^ ARD AE
CA/i^^LOifetR HAVE IT* SO WE GOT WBREAK/GUT 6

Ermr Kor -V ^/Z'.

^54 SEP 9-19681
TWO COPIES TO WFd
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PAGE TWO

MUST LOOK TO OTHER PLACES.•.WE ARE KOT IN A REVOLUTION BECAUSE 

A REVOLUTION ONLY BEGINS WHEN TOO HAVE SEIZED POWER AND YOU 

BEGIN TO CHANGE THE SYSTEM...THE CUBAN REVOLUTION BEGAN WIEN 

FIDEL CASTRO WALKED INTO HAVANA AND BATISTA RAN...WE ARE 

BEGINNING THE STAGE THAT PRECEDES THE REVOLUTION CALLED 

ARMED STRUGGLE* ARMED STRUGGLE IS WHEN YOU ENGAGE IN ARMED 

CONFLICT AGAINST AN ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE.•«JUST PICKING UP 

A GUN DOES NOT MAKE YOU A REVOLUTIONARY...1M ORDER TO BE A 

REVOLUTIONARY YOU GOT TO PICK UP A GUN. UNDERSTAND THAT EVEN 

BEFORE YOU CAN TALK REVOLUTION> YOU GOT TO BE WILLING TO 

KILL, NOT JUST TO DIE BUT TO KILL BECAUSE SOMETIMES It IS 

MUCH EASIER JUST TO DIE THAN TO KILL. AND WHEN YOU PICK UP 

THE GUN, YOU GOT TO BE WILLING TO KILL. ONCE YOU ARE WILLING 

TO KILL FOR YOUR PEOPLE, THEN YOU BEGIN TO TALK ABOUT 

REVOLUTION. UNLESS WE BEGIN TO UNDERSTAND THAT, WE WILL BE 

WASTED AND WE CANNOT BE WASTED IF WE INTEND TO BUILD A REAL 

REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE IN THIS COUNTRY.

"WE NO LONGER NEED TO DISCUSS VIOLENCE. DON’T EVEN

WASTE OUR TIME WITH IT • THERE CAN BE NO OTHER SOLUTION FOR 

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE 

US BUT THE GUN* THERE CAN BE NO OTHER SOLUTION FOR BLACK 

PEOPLE BUT THE GUN* THAT'S CLASS* THAT'S CLASS* AND THE 

PARTY WILL SAY IT OVER AND OVER AGAIN* GET GUNS, GET GUNS, 

GET GUNS, GET GUNS* GET 'EM ANYWAY YOU CAN* THERE ARE 

THREE WAYS TO GET ANYTHING* YOU WORK FOR IT, YOU BEG FOR IT, 

OR YOU TAKE IT. JUST GET 'EM* EITHER WORK FOR IT, BEG FOR 

IT OR TAKE 1T***WE DONT'T NEED TO ARGUE ABOUT THAT TODAY, 

WE DON'T HAVE TO ARGUE WHY WE NEED GUNS***SO WHEN THEY COME 

DOWN ON US, WE CAN BLOW THEM AWAY***

•NOW OUR PEOPLE HAVE PROVEN A WILLINGNESS TO FIGHT* THEY 

HAVE PROVEN A REVOLUTIONARY CONSCIOUSNESS* WHEN A PEOPLE 

MDVEHWN A REVOLUTIONARY CONSCIOUSNESS, THEY BEGIN TO ATTACK 

IN DIFFERENT LEVELS, THREE THINGS, THE FIRST IS THEY ATTACK 

THE SYMBOLS OF OPPRESSION. THE SECOND IS THE TOOLS OF 

OPPRESSION* AND THE FINAL STAGE IS THE OPPRESSOR HIMSELF* 

OUR PEOPLE, WHETHER THEY RECOGNIZE OT OR NOT, HAVE ATTACKED 

THE SYMBOLS OF OPPRESSION* THE SYMBOLS OF OPPRESSION HAPPEN 

TO BE THE CANDY STORE, THE STORES IN OUR COMMUNITIES, THAT 

EXPLOIT, THAT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF US* THEY ARE THE FIRST ONES 

END PAGE THREE



PAGE FOUR V

WE COULD SEE. THAT’S WHY WE BURN THEM OUT AND WE WILL 

CONTINUE TO DO THAT. NOW WE MOVE TO THE SECOND LEVEL. 

THIS IS WERT IMPORTANT BECAUSE THE SECOHD LEVEL IS THE 

TOOLS OF THE OPPRESSOR. THISYIS WHERE HUEY PERCY' NEWTON 

BECAME VERY IMPORTANT. BECAUSE HE WAS ONE OF THE FIRST TO

I MOVE OB THAT LEVEL...THE POLICE ARE THE TOOLS OF THE OPPRESSOR.. 

IF WE ARE NOW ON THE SECOND LEVEL, WE ARE MOVING AGAINST THE 

TOOLS OF THE OPPRESSOR. WE’RE MOVING AGAINST THE PIGS, 

THAT’S WHO THE TOOLS OF THE OPPRESSOR IS. BUT IN ORDER TO 

BEGIN THAT NOVE, WE HAVE TO BE VERY CONSCIENTIOUS. THAT MOVE 

IS THE NOVE THAT (INAUDIBLE) AND DECLAREARMED STRUGGLE*•• 

GUERRILLA WARFARE IS THE THING...IN ORDER TO HAVE GUERRILLA 

WARFARE, YOU MUST HAVE THE SUPPORT OF THE MASSES OF THE PEOPLE. 

ADMINISTRATIVE poWIM. SECURITY INFORWt

THE SOURCE WHO RECORDED THE SUBJECT’S SPEECH is|

BATTERY-OPERATED RECORDER LOST POWER AND REMAINDER OF SPEECH 

INAUDIBLE. SA | ~~| ATTENDED RALLY AND

HEARD SUBJECT’S SPEECH.

END

NSM

FBI WASH DC

CC -MR. TRAINOR
ROOM 836 9&D

COPY SENT AG AND IDIU..
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335AM URGENT 8-31-68 JLS

VIA TELETYPE
AUG 311968

ENCIPHERED

TO DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD

FROM'ST. LOUIS

Bishop_
Casper.— 
Callahan. 
Conrad-
Felt____
Gale____
Rosen___
Sullivan— 
Tavel...
Trotter

Mr, Tolson- 
Mr. DeLoach. 
Mr. Mohr__
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr.

| Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Tele. Room__
Miss Hor.nes_ 
Miss Gandy—

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM. 00: WASHINGTON FIELD

INFORMANT BY WHO

LNU. ST. LOUIS HAS

IS KNOWN TO INFORMANT ONLY AS

NO INFORMATION TO CONFIRM OR

DENY THIS ALLEGATION OTHER THAN ABOVE

WASHINGTON FIELD DETERMINE IF CARMICHAEL HAS SUCH A z /'/

 AND ATTEMPT TO
PLACE. EXTREME CAR^MUST BE UTILIZED IN ANY DISSEMINATION

RESOLVE IF SUCH A MARRIAGE TOOK
SEP 4 7968

OF THE ABOVE BECAUSE OF POTENTIAL DANGER OT THE INFORMANT

RECEIVED! 4:43AM MSE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

rri MRL
‘ ROCYi 836 9&D



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F Bl

Date: 9/1/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

Mr. Tolson__b_^_-
Mr. DeLoach___
Mr. Mohr.
Mr. Bishop_____
Mr. Casper.____
Mr. Callahan___ ,
Mr. Conrad——_ 
Mr. Felt------- .usS
Mt. Gale___ lit
Mr. Rosen_
Mr. Sullivan___
Mr. Tavel______
Mr. Trotter..___ 
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)
STOKELY^ARMICHAEL

RM
(OO:WFO)

FROM:

ReSLtel to WO 8/31/68.

b7

ALL INFORMATION CONTI 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE'01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

b2

St. Louis advised in above referenced tel that*bn 

August 30, 1968, l(Reliable) advised that ________ .
|for subject during his X 

speech at St. Louis August 29. 1968. advised the source that 

CARMICHAEL
b7D ___________________________________________ CARMICHAEL indicated to

his close associates at St. Louis meeting that he intended to 

according to information furnished the 

informant by| H 'who is known to informant only ..
liCLNU) . St. Louis has no information to confirm or deny 

this allegation, other than above.

as

Washington Field determine if CARMICHAEL has such a 

sister and attempt to resolve if such a marriage took place. 
Extreme care must be utilized in any dissemination of the 

above because of potential danger to the informant."

NY contact sources familiar with subject's family 

activities regarding above for any pertinent info.

- Bureau
2 - New York^f?/**)
1 - St. L6\lis (Info)
1 - WFO 1

Wy:paB

I Agent in Charge

Sent

REC 49
SEP 4 1968

M Per
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FBI WASH DC*

FBI SPRNGFLD

8US&W Of INV^TiWIOW

9 COMMUNICATIONS SECTION 

AUG291968 x 
TELETYPE /

Mr. Tolson—, 
Mr. DeLoach-

910*AM 8/29/68 DEFERRED PAM

Mr. Bishop— 
Casper—. 
Callahan- 

Conrad__
Felt... 
Gale 

osen.
. >.n 
)d

^tter...
. Room—

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr 
Mf 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Tel 
Miss Holmes- 
Miss Gandy—

TO DIR/CTOR (100-446080). AND WASHINGTON FIELD

(157-1297) ST. LOUIS (100-20639)
ALL INFORMATION 
HEREIN IS 
DATE 01-2

CHICAGO
CONTAINED 

UNCLASSIFIED
5-2006 BY 603 0 9 auc tain.

FROM SPRINGFIELD (100-10697)

STOKl^EY CARMICHAEL. RM, OO

RE SPRINGFIED TELETYPE. AUGUST TWENTYEIGHT, LAST.
PHYSICL^ SURVEILLANCE CONDUCTED THROUGlj^ NIGHT AND EARLY 

MORNING HOURS, AUGUST TWENTYSEVEN TO TWENTYNINE, CARMICHAEL

WFO.

OBSERVED OUTSIDE OF APARTMENT SIX FIFTEEN PM, AUGUST ft

TWENTYEIGHT, AND TOOK DRIVE ABOUT COMMUNITY. CARMICHAEL , > x
wec 13RETURNED TO APARTMENT AND THROUGHOUT EVENING IT WAS NOTED

THERE WERE SOME

WERE IDENTIFIED

CARMICHAEL MADE

VISITS BY NEGRO PERSONS, HOWEVER

AS RELATIVES OF FAMILY AND F

NO PUBLIC APPEARANCES. MADE NO SPEECHES

. AND NO DEMONSTRATIONS OR VILENCE OCCURRED AS RESULT OF

HIS PRESENCE. IT WAS POINTED OUT

CARMICHAEL WAS USING VISIT AS A REST AND HIS PRESENCE

COMMUNITY NOT PUBLICIZED TO NEGRO COMMUNITY OR PRESS

INDICAT

INDICATES CARMICHAEL AND ASSOCIATES

ANTICIPATE LEAVING CARBONDALE DURING A.M., AUGUST

END OF PAGE ONE X 
61SEP101968 UR-a *



SI 100-10697

PAGE TWO

TWENTYNINE, SIXTYEIGHT, TO TRAVEL TO ST. LOUIS.

BUREAU AND INTERESTED OFFICES WILL BE KEPT ADVISED 

OF PERINTENT DEVELOPMENTS.

AM COPY SENT BOSTON. P.

EEND

SLB

FBI WASH DC*

„ „ MR. TRAINOR
ROOM 836 9&D



FBI WASH DC*

OEKOreEAU OF INVESTIGATE^ 

y. S. 0WWW OF JUSTICE

C01MMM0W SECTOR
AUG251968 C

FBI LOS ANG
TELETYPE/

9:33PM URGE f 8-24-68 REF

TO DIRE

AND DETROIT

OR (100-446080), SAN FRANCISCO, WASHINGTON FIELD ,

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr.__ ________
Mr. Callahan___

Conrad____
Felt._______
Gale_______
Rosen 
Sullivan?__
Tavel______
Trotter

Tele. Room_____
M H । raes____
Mi«> Gandy____

Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

/FROM LOS ANGELES (100-68783) 4P

STOKELY CARMICHAEL? RM-SNCC

RELATEL THIS DATE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

LOS ANGELES COUNTY PEACE AND FREEDOM PARTY ANO BLACK

PANTHER PARTY (BPP) SPONSORED RALLY TO FREE HUEY NEWTON

HELD WILL ROGERS PARK, LOS ANGELES BETWEEN FOUR PM AND SIX

THIRTY PM THIS DATE. APPROXIMATELY FIVE HUNDRED PERSONS

Tolson______
Defcoach____
Mohr \
Bishop 
Casper i

ATTENDED, ALL BEING NEGRO EXCEPT FOUR WHITE PERSONS. ALL
..... - -- —.. ........ —_____ • ■

PERSONS ENTERING PARK CHECKED FOR CAMERAS, RECORDING DEVICES

AND WEAPONS BY NEGRO MALES WEARING BLACK BERETTS, BLACK

PANTHER SWEAT SHIRTS AND JACKETS. THIS GROUP SERVEDlAS -GUARDS___pt iCra.-AND SECURITY FORCE AROUND PARKH^ Ss SEP 4 1968

MASTER OF CEREMONIES WAS SHERMONTrBANKS, BPP LEASER LOS

ANGELES, CALIFORNIA WHO INTRODUCED ALL SPEAKERS ON PROGRAM.

FIRST SPEAKER, ROBERT HALL INTRODUCED AS BEING WITH THE

BLACK NATIONALIST MOVEMENT IN NEW YORK CITY, WHO PRAISED NEWTON

END PAGE ONE .



PAGE TWO

LA 100-68783

AND THE BLACK MILITANTS. HE CRITICIZED THE ESTABLISHMENT, 

THE WAR IN VIETNAM AND SPOKE CONCERNING THE NEGRO REVOLUTION 

PRENTICE CARTER, INTRODUCED AS A PANTHER SUPPORTER 

REITERATED THOUGHTS OF FIRST SPEAKER.
/ CHICO NESBITT, THIRD SPEAKER WAS NOT IDENTIFIED WITH 

ORGANIZATION. STRESSED NEED FOR NEGRO EMPLOYMENT, EDUCATION 

AND POLITICAL POWER.

THE FOURTH SPEAKER MARGARETTffilGHT, FEMALE, ACTIVE IN 

BLACK NATIONALIST MOVEMENT LOS ANGELES SPOKE CONCERNING 

POLICE BRUTALITY; THE MAJORITY OF NEGRO SERVICEMEN WERE 

BEING KILLED AND NEED TO END VIETNAM WAR, WHITE RACISM.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL INTRODUCED AS LEADER AND FRIEND ' 

BPP. HE SPOKE FROM FOUR FORTY FIVE^PiTTo SIX’TWENTY FIVE PM 

CONCERNING "HONKIES* WHO HAVE SUPRESSED THE NEGROES AND THE 

REST OF THE WORLD. THE BLACK MANS ONLY ENEMY IS THE "HONKIE 

INDICATED NEED TO OBTAIN WEAPONS; PISTOLS, RIFLES ETC. 

CRITICIZED THE GOVERNMENT, SOCIALISM, CAPITALISM AND THE, WAR 

OF OPRESSION IN VIETNAM.BLACK MEN MUST UNITE SOCIALLY,, 

ECONOMICALLY AND MILITARILY TO AVOID EXTERMINATION.

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

LA 100-68783

ALL SPEAKERS WERE RECEIVED ENTHUSIASTICALLY AND WITH 

LOUD OVATIONS. CROWD OBSERVED TO BE BOISTEROUS, NOISEY 

BUT ORDERLY. PREDOMINATELY YOUNG NEGROES IN ATTENDANCE., 

NO INCIDENTS OF VIOLENCE REPORTED AND NO ARRESTS MADE. 

RALLY TERMINATED SIX THIRTY PM. FEATURED SPEAKERS THEN 

ADJOURNED TO WAITING VEHICLES FOR A RECEPTION FOR CARMICHAEL 
I 

WHEREABOUTS UNKNOWN.

RALLY OBSERVED BY SA | |AND SA|

MAJORITY OF LOCAL PRESS DENIED ACCESS TO PARK, BUT SELECT 

TWO OR THREE MEMBERS OF NEWS MEDIA GRANTED ACCESS TO RALLY 

AND SPEAK WITH CARMICHAEL. USE OF RECORDING DEVICES DENIED 

LOCAL PRESS. NO RECORDING OF PROGRAM MADE BY LAPD AND LASO. 

NO RECORDING MADE BY BUAGENTS DUE TO SECURITY BPP AND 

REQUEST OF LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY WHO INDICATED TIGHT 

SECURITY BEING MAINTAINED AND INCIDENT PROVOKING RIOT MIGHT 

OCCUR. CAUCASIANS WERE DISCOURAGED FROM ENTERING PARK.

CARMICHAEL TO RETURN TO SAN FRANCISCO FOR RALLY AUGUST 

TWENTY FIVE NEXT. MODE OF TRAVEL UNKNOWN. 

END PAGE THREE



PAGE FOUR 

LA 100-68783

/ADMINISTRATIVE/

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMANTS AND RACIAL SOURCES, LOS ANGELES 

IN ATTENDANCE. REGION II U.S. ARMY COGNIZANT. AIRTEL AND 

LHM FOLLOWS. AIR MAIL COPIES TO ATLANTA AND NEW YORK FOR 

INFORMATION. 

END 
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FBI WASH DC* 
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FBI

Date: 8/22/68
i -I J

Transmit the following in
• (Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, DENVER (149-2&3)(RUC)

STOKELi CARMICHAEL 
RM

TWA FLIGHT 63, DULLES FIELD, VA 
TO SAN FRANCISCO, 8/21/68. 
DAMV - INFORMATION CONCERNING

..ALL INFORMATION CONTAI 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED * 
DA.TE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Re Denver teletype to Director, 8/21/68, and 
San Francisco teletype to Director 8/22/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau, San Francisco and 
Washington Field Office is one copy each of a news article 
dated 8/22/68, from the Rocky Mountain News, Denver daily 
newspaper, captioned "STOKELY §T0pS”O'VERTn DENVER AFTER BOMB
SCARE."

(FNU) Denver, Colorado,
telephonically contacted the Denver Division at about 
7:00 p.m. on 8/21/68, to advise that TWA had received in
formation of a bomb scare aboard TWA flight #6 3 enroute from 
"Dallas" to San Francisco, and that the flight was being re
routed to stop at Denver, Colorado, for a search. He stated 
further that STOKELY CARMICHAEL was one of the passengers on 
board and the plane was scheduled to arrive at Stapleton 
International Airport, Denver,, at 7:20 p.m.

PerSentApproved: ------- _

£1 SEP 1 in Charge

<3-Bureau (EnclH^^0^

1-San Francisco (Encl-1)
1-WFO (Encl-1)
2-Denver (1-149-2U3) '
RLC:hg (1-100-9U00)Carmichael
(7)

15 AUG 24 1968



DN 1U9-283

Denver Agents immediately proceeded to the airport 
for the purpose of interviewing passengers and not to search 
the plane.

__________________________________ Denver, 
Colorado, advised on 8/21/68, that flight 63 originated at 
Dulles Field, Virginia, and was non-stop to San Francisco. 
He advised further that apparently the bomb scare had originated 
in San Francisco, California, with________________________ who
had been contacted by a San Francisco FBI Agent for the purpose 
of verifying the arrival time of the flight in San Francisco.

, He continued that | [apparently construed
the call as an inquiry concerning a bomb threat.

advised on 8/21/68, that this flight originated at Dulles
Field, Virginia, and was non-stop to San Francisco. He stated 
that at approximately 6:U5 p.m. when the flight was -iust wilt of 
Hill Citv. Kansas.I______________________________________________

[flight plan to land at 
Stapleton International Airport. Denver. Colorado.I

| veri fy
with the FBI Agent in San Francisco the facts surrounding 
the Agent’s telephone call to | | in that
city.

SA|__________ ___________  Night Supervisor, San Francisco
Division, was telephonically contacted on 8/21/68, and advised 
that had landed flight 63 in Denver but before
continuing tne riight wanted to be satisfied that there had 
not been another call which was a bomb threat.

The San Francisco Division was subsequently advised 
in another telephone call from Denver Division on 8/21/68, 

b e that | had checked with TWA personnel in San
b7D Francisco and was now satisfied that|

| | San Francisco, had jumped to a conclusion and that
there had been no bomb scare.

2



DN 149-2U3

___________ _______________ _________  (Denver, ad
vised on 8/21/68, that all passengers from TWA flight 63 
and their baggage were placed on TWA flight 709 to San 
Francisco, and that STOKELY CARMICHAEL and his companions were 
also scheduled to leave Denver on that flight at approximately 
9:30 p.m., Denver time.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL and five other Negro males were 
observed by Denver Agents to board TWA flight 709 and that 
flight was observed to leave the loading area at Stapleton 
International Airport at 10:15 p.m.

3



FD-350 (Rev. 7-16-63)

(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

Sfskely Stops Overin Denver 
After Bomb Scare

CUNNiNGGS^
Reeky Mountain News Writer

Fresh from being disowned by the Student Nonvio
lent Co-Ordinating Committee, Stokely Carmichael, the

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.)

militants’ militant, made an unscheduled and slightly 
zany stop at Stapleton International Airport Jffiednas- 
day night. ~ ■ '~“
!It turned out to be a comedy 

f errors involving a San Fran- 
isco FBI agent, Who was evi- 
ently keeping a long-distance 
ye on the Black Power guru, 

plus an inexperienced reserva
tions clerk who got excited. .
What followed was a bom) 
scare without the faintest hin 
of a bomb.

Carmichael, who said he ii 
now the prime minister of thi 
Black Panther organization, 
was aboard a TWA non-stop 
flight from Washington to San 
Francisco when the pilot was 

1 old to land at Denver.
He and two fellow Panther 

leaders took immense delight in 
the queries of reporters who 
showed up for an impromptu in
terview, replying to most ques
tions with a mocking black hdl 
mor that cracked them up ai 
quickly as they could hurl it.

Map Strategy
Carmichael said he plans to 

set up shop in San Francisco for 
awhile to map strategy for the 
Panthers.

But he waxed cagy when 
queried about reports that the 
Itenther organization had 
merged with SNCC, saying the 
answer hinged on “internal ne
gotiations.”
i Earlier in the day, SNCC’s 
national program secretary,! 
Phil Hutchings, had an-, 
nounced in a politely worded, 
statement that SNCC had 
“terminated Stokely Carmi-** 
chael’s relationship to the or
ganization.”
Hutchings said the Trinidad- 

born disciple of black power 
had “made tremendous strides 
in the fight for black liberation 
over the past eight years,” but 
said he and SNCC now appeared 
to be “moving in different

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

70 Rocky Mtn News 
Denver, Colorado

S-22-68
Home Final
Jack Foster

Date:

Edition:

Author:

Editor:

Title: TWA FLIGHT 63, FRON
DULLES FIELD, VA. TO 
SAN FRANCISCO S-21-68 
Character: DAMV

149-243
Classification: 100-9400
Submitting Office: J)envep 

| | Being Investigated



I CSrwttftraffl, along ■wIti,iTC»co 
Neblett, the Panthers’ East 
Coast field organizer, and Ron 
Hill, their Brooklyn section 
leader, were among 73 aboard 
the flight.

Also in the plane were a trio 
of young men from Ethiopia, 
who quickly made friends with 
ihe three militants and stayed 
vith them as the entire group 
vas transferred to another San 
Trancisco-bound jet two hours 
ater.
Misunderstanding
A TWA spokesman in San wu„ lnls lel- wa, 

Francisco said it all came abouLpresident -johnson will be re:
when an FBI agent, presumably 
keeping tabs on Carmichael’s 
whereabouts, called the reser
vations desk there to ask wherj 
his flight would arrive.

Evidently misunderstanding 
the reson for the call, the young 
clerk notified her supervisor 
that there might be a bomb 
aboard the aircraft. By the-time 
TWA officials got the misunder
standing straightened out, the 
flight was on the ground here, 
a Firemen and members of 
Jthe Denver police bomb squad 
Tushed to the airport. Asst. 
Fife Chief Arthur Newman 

Jand Fire Investigator James 
Jordan searched the plane but 
found nothing unusual.
On the ground, Carmichael 

professed to know little about 
the whole incident and seemed 
totally disinterested as t< 
whether his presence on tW 
flight had anything to do witt 
the unscheduled stopover. ,

When first asked his plans in 
California, Carmichael replied 
he would be “trying to free hu-.' 
man beings by any means nec
essary.”

Asked how many Black 
Panthers there are in the U.S., 
he tossed out an oft-quoted line 
frdlii flit! Idle Malcnlm-X-T , _

"Those who know ’Wrrv'^ay, 
and those who say don’t know.”

Little Interest
He insisted he and other black 

militants have little interest in
creating a disturbance in Chica
go next week during the Demo
cratic National Convention.

“That’s a white man’s bat
tle.”

!
And the laughing blank leader 
-his mocking face in sharp 
ontrast to the shouting, mili- 
int countenance he wears in 
ublic speeches—made a small 

wager with this • reporter that 

nominated at that convention, i
Neblett wore a button which I 

declared, “Huey must be set J 
free,” an allusion to Huey P. 
Newton, the Panthers’ defense 
minister, who is now on trial 
for murder in Oakland.
Wearing a bright orange shirt 

and long, African style hair, Ne
blett seemed unperturbed when 
a young man walked up to him, 

•mistaking him for “acid rock” 
singer Jimi Hendrix, and asked 
for an autograph.

And the three were nearly 
convulsed when a reporter 
asked them to unroll the poster 
which Carmichael was carry
ing. It turned out to be a huge 
Oiotograph of Ernesto (Che) 
Guevara, Fidel Castro’s former 
diilitary aide who has since var
iously been reported as dead ort 

I in hiding in South America. J
Other Carmichael quips: J 
“I’m a peace-loving man. a 

love peace so much I’m willing 
to fight for it.” 

u “I’m not a demagog. Do I 
look like a demagog?

“All the planes that are going 
to Cuba and we had to get on 
one with a bomb'scare!”

Passing a Negro Marine who 
was on his way to catch another 
flight, Carmichael gave the 
young 
“Hello, brother!” The Marine

serviceman a hearty

ignored him .and kept on walk-



Getting an immense laugh out of the inhale 
thing, former SNCC chairman Stokely Carmi
chael—displays a Che Guevara poster while 

grounded in Denver by a bomb scare Wednes
day nig.ht. At left of Carmichael is Chico 
^Kghjett; Ron Hill looks on fromr fgpfjgfj.
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(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

FBI AND SACS NEWARK AND NEW YORK
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

TTPAM* QAP LTE*n HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDrKUM. bAG, WJU DATE 01_25_2006 EY 60309 auc
STOKELTIIARMICHAEL, RM. y

SUBJECT'S PRESENCE AT WASHINGTON, D. C. RESIDENCE DURING

AFTERNOON AUGUST THIRTYONE LAST VERIFIED BY SAS. IN EARLY

EVENING SUBJECT WITH WENT TO PITTS b c

MOTOR HOTEL, ONE FOUR FIVE ONE BELMONT AVENUE, N. W., WASHINGTON

D. C.

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMA

TION IN THE PAST ADVISED AUGUST THIRTYONE LAST SUBJECT SCHEDULED

TO ATTEND BANQUET OF PAN AFRICAN STUDENTS ORGANIZATION IN THE 

AMERICAS, INC., THAT EVENING AT PITTS MOTOR HOTEL.

SUBJECT LATER DEPARTED PITTS MOTOR HOTEL AND WENT TO THE

ENVOY TOWERS, TWO FOUR ZERO ZERO SIXTEENTH STREET, N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
REC-il

\2 - Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO pOO-43503)

ja t 9saw.n SEP 4 1968

bec.d dow irr 4 f

Sent M Per 
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Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via__________________________________________________ _ ________________________ I
(Priority) ।

_______________________________________________________________________________ J_

WFO 100-43503

PAGE TWO

ABOVE SOURCE REPORTED SUBJECT ATTENDED FUNCTION

SPONSORED BY PAN AFRICAN STUDENTS ORGANIZATION IN THE AMERICAS, 

INC., AT THE ENVOY TOWERS.

SUBJECT DEPARTED ENVOY TOWERS ELEVEN THIRTY P.M. AUGUST 

THIRTYONE LAST AND WAS DRIVEN TO DULLES AIRPORT BY|

| AT DULLES SAS VERIFIED SUBJECT'S DEPARTURE FOR NEWARK, 

NEW JERSEY, AIRPORT VIA EASTERN AIRLINES FLIGHT NUMBER NINE

ONE ZERO, DUE TO DEPART TWELVE TWENTYFIVE A.M. AND ARRIVE 

NEWARK AIRPORT ONE TWENTYFIVE A.M. SEPTEMBER ONE INSTANT. 

SUBJECT TRAVELED ALONE CARRYING BLACK BRIEF CASE AND TWO 

DUFFLE-BAG TYPE SUITCASES. HE WAS WEARING OLIVE DRAB COLORED 

TROUSERS AND SHIRT AND SUN GLASSES.

ABOVE SOURCE REPORTED SSUBJECT WAS TRAVELING TO NEW YORK 

CITY TO MEET | | WHO ACCORDING TO THIS

SOURCE BECAME! AND WAS RETURNING TO THE USA.

Approved: -_______________ ,________ , Sent M Per t

Special Agent in Charge
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WFO 100-43503

PAGE THREE

ADMINISTRATIVE

ABOVE

NEWARK AND NEW YORK COGNIZANT TO COVER SUBJECT PER

BUREAU AIRTEL DATED DECEMBER TWENTYONE, SIXTYSEVEN. P

MR. TRAIKOR

Approved:  Sent M Per ----------------------------

Special Agent in Charge
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VIA TELETYPE 

r ? 1968 

enciph&r-ed

Mr.' Tolson---- -
Mr. DeLoach... 
Mr. Mohr-----
Mr. Bishop — 
Mr. Casper— 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mir. Conrad... 
Mr. Felt.-----

le____
osen.

Mr.

Mr 
M 
T<e. Room...

iss Holmes..
Miss Gandy.

Tavel____-
Trotter-----

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM DASH SNCC
z ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcgRE WFO TELEPHONE CALL TO SAN FRANCISCO, AUGUST TWENTY-ONE LASTSUBJECT AND TWO COMPANIONS ARRIVED SAN FRANCISCO ON TWAERO NINE AT ELEVEN TWENTY-NINE PM, AUGUST TWENTY-ONE LAST. THEY WERE MET BY SIX NEGROES WHO APPEARED TO BEBPP MEMBERS, INCLUDING BPP MEMBERSUBJECT OBSERVED TO GO DIRECTLY TO RESIDENCE OFJAJLJFRANCISCO, AND APPEARED TOSETTLE DOWN FOR THE NIGHTADMINISTRATIVE:SF WILL FOLLOW AND REPORT ACTIVITY OF SUBJECT AND ASSOCIATESEND ACK AND HOLD PLSCJDR RELAY FBI WASH

b7C

TELETYPED TO

EX-101.

JViR TRAINOR 

aB™ 836 9&B
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Date: 8/26/68
ransmit the following in _

Via AIRTEL
(Type, in plaintext'or fiode)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FRO' SAN-FRANCISCO (15 7 - 7 21)
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

RM •ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ' 
HEREIN 'IS UNCLASSIFIED 1

006 BY 6030.9 ■ auc tam/mlt/tccDAT E

, J

phone

f b7c
i1

Re San Francisco teletype 8/26/68 and Bureau 
call 8/26/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are original and two 
of a transcript of the speech delivered by Subject at 
DeFremery Park, Oakland, California, Sunday, 8/25/68, during 
a Free Huey rally sponsored by the Black Panther Party.

copies

I 
$

V

___________The source of the tape recording is ________________ 
I She has advised

SA| |that she will testify in Bureau
cases, caption not known, at some future.date at Los Angeles. 
She will be recontacted to determine her willingness to 
testify in this matter. ' ■

b7

The original.recording of this speech will be retu. 
to the source. A copy^.s being retained by San Francisco.^/

. . ' ' '.b7C I

Bureau (Enc. 3)'(AM-RM) I
Washington Field (100-43503)(Info)(AM-RM) |

1 - San Francisco
APC/jr 
(5)

/Wt AciT,oat «i SufT"

01

?ned

TS AUG

M P

■‘a. y

. Vt-w, *1

Approved: ________ .■ ____ :____  ■ Sent

Special Agent in Charge
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(Type in plaintext or code)

Via ATRTET.
(Priority)

b7TO:

SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751) (P)FROM:

SUBJECT:

DAT E

8/20/68,

H

tn

LHM are;

; £

M

K
H

to• o

DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O) 
(ATTN: DID)

This LHM is being classified "Con£ 
to help protect the identity of this source 
tinuing value, whose identity, if revealed, 
an adverse effect upon national security.

p&E^ntial" , 
of con- . 
could have

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTERS - SNCC 
SEDITION ALL INFORMATION CONTAINE

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 1
006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Date: 8/30/68

REC 54

C-

BJW:cms
(9)1 - Supv. #43

M Per

- Bureau (EncLs/^Ll) (RlH
- Washington we Id (Ends. 2) (RM) / A A- Atlanta, (Encls. 2) (RM) / 0

>^^1* •-< <277

■—-—' -----------------

Re Bureau to Atlanta, NY and WFO airtel dated
WFO teletype to Bureau and NY, dated, 8/5/68. 5

J’?
Enclosed for Bureau are 11 copies of an LHM, if 

dated and captioned as above. Also enclosed are two * * ' 
copies each of LHM for Washington Field Office and 
Atlanta.

tn o

b2

The confidential sources referred to irk t tn

■ Fa

Sent

Charge



NY 100-153751

Information copies of LHM are being disseminated 
locally to OSI, NISO, 108th MI, Secret Service and USA,1 
SDNY and USA, EDNY.

A check with Motor Vehicle Bureau. New York 
State on 8/30/68, revealed that NY license! Ils : 
1965 Ford Station Wagon registered t-.nl

~l NY. and that ks ,emn1'o'ved~hy

NY indices negative re

-2-



CONF NTIAL

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No.

DIETED STATES DEPARTMENT OfJUSTlCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York 
.August 30, 1968

. . :■ Stokely Carmichael

.A confidential’ source, who.has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised there is no 
information that Carmichael has been receiving large 
sums of money.

I ______ |who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that Carmichael 
has not received large sums of money.

DECLASSIFIED DY 60309- au’c'tam/mlt/tcg 
ON 01-25-2006 ' ” .

recommendations of the FBIThis document contains neither ___
It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not- to be distributed outside your'
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Date: 9/2/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)
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Via
AIRTEL

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, ST. LOUIS (100-20639) (P)

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

8/30/68

RM - SNCC; ANTIRIOT LAWS 
00: WFO

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Re SL tel to Bureau, 8/30/68; and Bureau tel to SL,

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies, for WFO two 
and one copy each for Atlanta, Chicago, Mobile, and 

Springfield f LHM reflecting subject's activities in the 
St. Louis rea, August 28-30, 1968.

copies,

b7CBp ui o
Bp o

Sources in this LHM are as follows:

1 -
1 -
1 - 
1 “
6 -

Bureau (Encl. 1^' (RM) (AMSDl) 
Washington Field (Encl. $) (RM) 
Atlanta (Encl. 1) (RM) y 
Chicago (Encl. 1) (RM) v / d 
Mobile (Encl. 1) (RM$EC- 126 
Springfield (100-10697) (Encl. 1) (RM) 
St. Louis tA-IUl .
(1 - 100-20639 CARMICHAEL)
(1 - 157-5872 BLACK PANTHERS) 8 SEP 3 
(1 - 157-5958 
(1 - 157-5964 
(1 - 100-20916 
(1 - 25-11095 

JAF:jmf 
d5) 

ft'*----- ------------------— Sent M Per-----------------------------

Special Agent in Charge
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SL; 100-20639
b2

b7C
b'7D

This LHM is being classified "CoiijJ^Mential” because 
it contains information received from confidential informant 
and sources of a continuing value.

Identities of Special Agents referred to in this LHM 
are as follows?

Physical surveillance of CARMICHAEL on morning of__
b'/c 8/28/68; ________________________________________________________

Physical surveillance of CARMICHAEL on afternoon___
b7c and evening of 8/29/68;

Coverage of CARMICHAEL’S speech in Sheldon Memorial 
Hall was effected by;

b2

b7C
b7D

b2

b7C
b7D

_______ Outside coverage of Sheldon Memorial was effected bv
SA _______________________________________ | In addition |___________

[accompanying CARMICHAEL.

Copies of this LHM are being disseminated locally to 
U. S. Attorneys Secret Service, Military Intelligence, and 
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Unit of the Treasury Department.

Recording of CARMICHAEL’S speech at Sheldon Memorial 
was effected by the SLPD, however mechanical failure of the 
recording device made reproduction impossible, as the Bureau 
has been advised. The radio station KATZ taped interview, which 
contained most of the pertinent statements CARMICHAEL repeated 
in his Sheldon Memorial speech, is in possession of the St. Louis 
Division and a complete transcription is being furnished the 
Bureau by separate communication.



In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No.

UNITKD STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

St. Louis, Missouri
August' 31, 1968

DECLASSIFIED DY 60309 -auc tam/mlt/tcg 
ON 01-25-2006 . ''

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
,-ri I!,-,,'!', r, 1-^1

The Ajigust. 23, 1968 issue of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch 
containedN^marticle on page 3A which reflected an interview with. Char le^Koen, Self“I dent if led head..of the Black -Liberator's. 
In the article Koen'stated that.Stokely Carmichael, would be" in " 
St. Louis, Missouri, for a fund-raising speech on August 29, 
1968. FundsTTaTsed^ould. bej:utili?;ed to secure the bond of 
a confined member of the Black Liberators, who had bden recently 
arrested iri St. Louis on a Charge of possessing illegal arms, 
according to Koen.

The St , Louis' .Post-Dispatch is a daily newspaper 
published in St. Lbuis, Missouri. ' ■;

b7C
b7D

The Black Liberators are a recently formed black 
militant organization headquartered at 2810 Easton, 
St. Louis, Missouri. Members of this organization 
have recently appeared inppublic bearing arms.

b2

b7D On August 26, 1968. ~ I made available a leaflet 
was being, distributed -on - the streets of St. Louis bywhich was being, distributed-on the streets of St. Louis by 

members of the Black Liberators. The leaflet read in part: 
’’Stokely Carmichael supports the Black Liberators... .Bail Bond 
Benefit....Sheldon Memorial Churchj 3648 Washington Avenue... 
..8:00 p.ra......Thursday, August 29, 1968. Advance Donation 
$1.50, Donation&atYthe' dpor$2,00.” . A

c down
COPIES DESTROYED b 

0 86FEB24 W7I.

“This document contains neither.recommendations nor conclusions ot . 
FBI. It. is the property of;-,rt.he^EBI .and is loaned to your agency; 'it 
and,, its contents are- not' tdlbei distributed outside your agency.
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

At 12:25 A.M. on August .28, 1968, Carmichael and two 
Negro companions were observed by Special Agents of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to disembark from Delta airplane 
flight number 53 which had arrived at Lambert Fiel,d, St. Louis, 

b?c Missouri, from Chicago, Illinois. The trio were observed- to be 
met by about a dozen members of the Black Liberators. Carmichael 
and companions entered a 1967 white Chevrolet Impala, bearing 
Illinois licensel H which was subsequently, determined to be 
registered to | Illinois.

This vehicle, accompanied by three cars containing 
members of the Black Liberators, proceeded from Lambert Field, 
St. Louis, directly to East St. Louis, Illinois. The vehicles- 
were very briefly detained there by an officer of’ the East St. 
Louis Police but no arrests resulted and the cars were observed 
to continue to the Blue Flame nightclub parking lot near 43rd 
Street and Missouri Avenue in East St. Louis, Illinois, arriving 
there at approximately 1:40 A.M. After a brief exchange of 
vehicle occupants, Carmichael and companions proceeded south 
out of East St, Louis in the previously described Chevrolet -and 
the.remaining vehicles.remained in the area.

Special Agents of the F 
Carmichael proceeded directly to|___________

driving at very high speeds, and arrived in 
approximately 3:20 A.M 
including 
which was

Upon arrival there. 
Carmichael were observed to enter 
later determined to

'BI observed vehicle bearing 
Illinois, frequently 

'| at
Occupants of the car

be the residence of

b7C

On August 29, 1968, Carmichael and Negro companions were 
observed by Special Agents of the FBI to travel across Eads Bridge 
from Illinois to St. Louis, Missouri, at approximately 2;50 P.M. 
These individuals were driving the above described Chevrolet and 
were accompanied by another vehicle, a 1968 yellow Oldsmobile 
bearing Illinois license I

The vehicles were observed to proceed directly to the 
headquarters of Mid-City Community Congress,''4005 Delmar, St. 
Louis, where Carmichael and companions visited briefly.

Mid-City Community Congress is a church funded 
organization which has the stated purpose 'of bettering 
the Negro ghetto mid~city area.' It is the parent 
organization of the Zulu 1200's, a Black militant 
youth organization. Several militants in the Zulu 1200’s 
hold dual membership in the Black Liberators-.

b2 

b7D



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

At approximately 3;05 P.M. vehicle bearing Carmichael 
left Mid-City Community Congress and proceeded to 2810 Easton, 
St. Louis, which is the headquarters of the Black Liberators. 
By this time, Carmichael’s vehicle was accompanied by three, 
other vehicles occupied by members of the Zulu 1200’s and the 
Black Liberators, who gave the impression of acting as body
guards. After a brief tour of the area., which includes the 
’’Wall of Respect”, Carmichael’s party proceeded to the Arcade. 
Building in the 800 block of Olive Street, St, Louis.

The ’’Wall of Respect” is a large sign which occupies 
the entire side of abuilding at the intersection of 
Leffingwell and Franklin Streets in St. Louis. It 
was painted by local Black militants' and features 
pictures .of Black heroes. It has been a focal point 
of Black rallies, speeches, and ”hip sessions” recently.

b2

b7D

Carmichael and his companions were observed to re-enter 
their respective vehicles about 3;20 P.M. and drive directly to 
the 800 block of Olive Street, St. Louis, where they entered 
the Arcade Building and proceeded to the offices of. radio station 
KATZ. Four Black ’’bodyguards” stationed themselves at the entrance 
to the Arcade Building; one was observed to have a walkie-talkie.

At radio station KATZ Carmichael recorded an interview 
of approximately 40 minutes duration, giving his view on Black 
revolution, guerrilla warfare, Black militants, and United 
States treatment of noh-whites here and abroad./

b7C

b2

b7D

At approximately 5;05 P.M. Carmichael and party left 
the Arcade Building and were observed by Specia1 Agents of the 
FBI to proceed directly to a residence at St. Louis,
where the occupants vacated their cars and went inside, remaining 
there for about one hour. At approximately 6:20 P.M, they 
returned to their respective vehicles and proceeded directly 
to 1813-1815 North Grand, St. Louis, which is the Shabazz 
Restaurant, an establishment owned and operated by the Nation 
of Islam, Mosque Number 28.

A characterization of the Nation of Islam is 
attached to this memorandum.

-3-



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Carmichael and companions were observed to leave the 
restaurant and proceed to Sheldon Memorial Halls, 3648 Washington, 
St. Louis, arriving there at approximately 8;10 P.M.

The program at Sheldon Memorial Hall began at approxi- 
mately 8:15 P.M. Included in the audience of over 750 was a 
Special Agent of the FBI. Moderator of the program was Eugene 
B. Redmond, a Black militant affiliated with the East St. Louis 
Monitor, a newspaper whose offices are located at 413 St. Louis 
Avenue, East St. Louis, Illinois. The first portion of the 
program consisted of an African dance and drum troupe of about 
fifteen Negro boys. They were directed by Katherine Dunham.

A column on page 6 of the July 26, 1968, issue 
of the St. Louis Argus, a weekly newspaper published 
in St. Louis, Missouri, identified Katherine Dunham 
as a dancer and artist-in-residence in East St. Louis, 
Illinois, who is the Director of Performing Arts 
Training of Southern Illinois University Center and 
Dynamic Musuem.

b7C

Following this,' Redmond read some of his.'poetry and 
then Charles Koen introduced Stokely'Carmichael. At this 
time on the stage with Carmichael were several of His bodyguards, 
which included both Zulu 1200’s and Black Liberators. Carmichael 
briefly introduced his two travelling bodyguards.F I__

-------------------------------------------------------- h/te' i

The Black Panther Party for Self 'Defb.h'^e .is a 
highly militant Black organization which.began in 
Oakland, California in 1966. Officials of the organ
ization have publicly stated that they are a ’’revolutionar 
party” and on several occasions they have appeared in 
public carrying rifles, shotguns, and pistols.

Carmichael spoke for approximately two hours beginning 
about 9:45 P.M. His speech was frequently interrupted by loud 
applause and expressions of assent from the capacity crowd 
which contained less than ten white people.

He began his talk by speaking of the ’’undying love” 
that Blacks must have for all other Blacks which necessitated 
an undying hatred for all whites. He stated that all Blacks 
must support the Black revolutionalres even if they don’t agree 
with their ideas. Carmichael stressed that Black organizations 
must stop quarelling among themselves and form one united front.

039



STOKE LY CARMICHAEL '

Carmichael indicated that Blacks can obtain power 
militarilyj, politically, and economically in the United States, 
but only if they have ’’the guns and bullets” to back it up. 
He pointed out that racism and United States imperialism can 
be destroyed only by ’’the gun” and he urged the audience to 
buy, steal, or beg weapons and ’’the bigger, the better.” He 
cautioned his audience not to obtain fancy pear1-handled weapons 
of uncommon calibre,, but instead concentrate on getting weapons 
similar to those utilized by the police and the National Guard 
in order that stolen ammunition may be used,'

He praised the Communist countries and revolutionary 
leaders of Cuba, North Viet<=Nam, and North Korea. He said 
all United States foreign policy is directed toward the exploita- 
tion of the non-white world and urged the audience to travel 
abroad and witness the truth of his statements.' He encouraged 
cooperation with all countries who are fighting the United 
States because any enemy of the United States is a friend of 
the Black man.

Carmichael criticised the ’’Black Militants” who appear 
on radio and TV and protest against white oppression and then 
’’sell out” their Black brothers by quietly accepting a high 
paying job with a federally funded agency. ■ He stated such 
individuals should live on $100 a week and then give the rest 
of their large salary to the ’’Black revolutionaries” so they 
can buy guns.

He. stated that the black panther is a ideal symbol for 
the Black guerilla because he is quiet, cunning, kills at night 
and then slips away. He pointed out that Blacks should avoid 
getting arrested because. ”we are outnumbered now” and Black's 
are lost to the movement if they are in jail. He told his 
audience if they had trouble with ’’honkie cop”, merely get 
his badge number and later strike without warning when your escape 
is certain.

The speech terminated at approximately 11;45 P.M. 
ending the program. Carmichael left the hall with his party 
and Special Agents of the FBI observed them travel directly to 
the offices of the Mid=City Community Congress. Carmichael left 

b/c there at approximately 12?58 A.M. in a 1966 black Cadillac b7D bearing Missouri license|I It was subsequently determined 
that "this license is issued to St. Louis
Missouri.

< -j era



STOKELY CARMICHAEL JX)NElDE!^IAL^

This vehicle, accompanied by others occupied by 
members of the Zulu 1200’s and Black.Liberators, drove to Lambert . 
Field, St. Louis. At the airport, Carmichael and party of four 
others boarded Trans-World Airlines flight number 490 at ls22 A.M. 
This is a non-stop flight1-from St. Louis to Atlanta, Georgia.

Within a half-hour of the end of Carmichael’s speech, 
officers of the St. Louis Police Department stopped two vehicles 
for traffic violations, which contained four and two occupants 
respectively. Four hand guns were found, two in each car, and 
the six, all tentatively identified as Black Liberators, were 
taken, into custody on ,charges of carrying a concealed,.weapon.

b2

b'7 D



1
A-P-P-E-N-D-I-X

NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly Referred to as 
THE MUSLIM CULT OF ISLAM, also known 

as MUHAMMAD’S TEMPLES OF ISLAM

In January, 1957, a source advised Elijah Muhammad has
described his organization on a nationwide basis as the "Nation 
of Islam" and "Muhammad’s Temples of Islam.,"

On May- 5, 1967, a second source advised Elijah Muhammad
is the national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI); Muhammad’s 
Temple of Islam No. 2, 5335 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, 
Illinois, is the national headquarters of the NOI; and in mid-1960 
Muhammad and other NOI officials, when referring .to Muhammad’s 
organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using either "Mosque" 
or "Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad’s Temples of Islam."

The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was
originally organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan. Muhammad 
claims to have been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to 
lead the so-called Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness 
of North America by establishing an independent black nation in 
the United States. Members following Muhammad’s teachings and 
his interpretation of the "Koran" believe there is no such thing 
as a Negro; the so-called Negroes are slaves of the white race, 
referred to as "white devils," in the United States, and the ■ 
white race, because of its exploitation of the so-called Negroes, 
must and will be destroyed in the approaching'"War of Armageddon."

In the past, officials and members of the NOI, including
Muhammadj have refused to register under the provisions of the 
Selective Service Acts and have declared that members owe no 
allegiance to the United States.,

On May 5, 1958, the first source advised Muhammad had,
upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal statements 
and instructions to his ministers concerning the principles of 
his organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by the 
United States Government, however, he did not indicate any funda
mental changes in the teachings of his organization.

On May 2, 1966, a third source advised Muhammad had,
in early July, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious aspects 
of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic benefits to 
be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI. This, policy change, 
according to Muhammad, would help him acquire additional followers 
and create more interest in his programs.

-7-



1
A-P-P-E-N-D-I-X

NATION OF ISLAM (NOI) 
MUHAMMAD'S MOSQUE NUMBER 28, 
ST. LOUISs MISSOURI

During June, 1957, a source reported that in 1954, 
Elijah Muhammad, National leader of NOI, sent a representative 
to establish an NOI temple in the St. Louis area.

In May, 1968, a second source stated that the 
teachings in Mosque Number 28, 1434 North Grand Boulevard, 
St. Louis, Missouri, adhered to the teachings of Elijah 
Muhammad as they appear in various NOI publications and 
broadcasts. This source also stated that the Minister of 
Mosque Number 28 frequently contacts Elijah Muhammad concerning 
NOI policy and activity in St. Louis.

8*
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNI^D STATES DEPARTMENT OF ^STICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

St. Louis, Missouri 
August 31, 1968

Title
STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference
RACIAL MATTERS
Letterhead memorandum dated August 31, 
1968, at St. Louis

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced- communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. -

(9) '



12:11 P

RECTOR

RGENT

TO

FROM ST. LOUIS

JVlA TELETYPE
AUG311968

enciphered

8-31-68 DCJ/HWL

Mr. Tolson— 

Mr. DeLoach. 
Mr. Mohr------
Mr. Bishop—

| Mr. Casper— 

.-Mr. Callahan..
r. Conrad— 

Ir. Felt---------
ir. Gale---------
r. Rosen------
r. Sullivan...1!

avel------
' Trotter.—.— 

ele. Room---------
Miss Holmes-------

Miss Gandy--------

STOKELY CARMICHAEL RM

RE BUREAU TEL TO ST. LOUIS. AUGUST THIRTY LAST

MECHANICAL FAILURE OF SLPD RECORDER RENDERED TAPE USELESS 

FOR REPRODUCTION. HOWEVER ST. LOUIS HAS 

CARMICHAEL INTERVIEW ON AFTERNOON AUGUST 

APPROXIMATELY FORTY MINUTES DURATION AND 

PERTINENT STATEMENTS CARMICHAEL REPEATED

MEMORIAL.\ THIS TAPE, TRANSCRIPTION AND LHM REFLECTING SUBJECTS 

VISIT TO ST. LOUIS WILL REACH BUREAU BY SEPTEMBER THREE NEXT.

RADIO STATION tape OF

TWENTY NINE LAST

CONTAINS MOST OF

IN SPEECH LDON

RECEIVED: 1:17 PM HWL
SX110

REC-76

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg

25 SEP 4 1968

ROOM 836 9&D
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4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
G$A GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
ro The Director DATE: £

FROM N. P. Callahan

SL'BJECI ; The Congressional Record
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

ttt at at wmrmt taa
it ©Gt te e atWt HmrniW at twiMrtt? Wrtt tl aa . i
it we at atew ctterm wwa? M at tm* w im wMfe [

k a®, taet.agtiw a tfcmtt W tmtaitW» mao B«« l
OtMOtawlwUtWtWbtimtBlBagariiaKWttt*" J
attiea taiM<W»Wi« W«« t®ag Bw Wb

, l^OTIWOBDw”555^

17i AUG 12 1968

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for 3 was reviewed and pertinent items were

marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 

pgptJpJFSJ^^ajzfopy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in^^mpJoprig.t'e Bureau case or subject matter files.



FBI WASH DC*

KPFRAl UMSTIGATkN

u s df-w® cf justice
CoWrUiwATiON SECTION^ 

AUG 2 G1968

FBI SAN FRAN

117AM URGENT

(Hit Tolson___ /
$ Mr PrLoAcb. W--

jsCaapcr____ _
Callahan__ •
Conrad.

Mr.
Mr.

!WELES, IW^HIN^O&ZZ

CLA
EXTW5

rotter..
Koora_ 

*>H<>bnes.FOR8/26/ RAL
TO DIRECTOR (105-165706), BOSTON, CHIQAGpAS^jtfSAAff&L

a _ /\ /l.i Uaa/7)
FIELD OFFICE, NEW YORK, SAN DIEGO 1

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-1204)

BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP) .AWROPRIATE AGenp „ 
AND field offipfs WtS

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM ADV'SEDTry RnStL
SUP (S) BY

DEMCON

ADVISED THAT, BETWEEN ONE THIRTY
<3nD FIVE FORTY FIVE PM, AUGUST TWENTY-FIVE, NINETEEN SIXTY-EIGHT

A RALLY WAS HELD IN SUPPORT OF HUEY P. NEWTON, MINISTER OF DEFENSE

BPP. ON TRIAL FOR MURDER OF OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA POLICEMAN - AT

DE FREMERY PARK, OAKLAND CALIFORNIA. CROWD ESTIMATED AT BETWEEN

THIRTY FIVE HUNDRED AND FIVE THOUSAND. SEVENTY-FIVE PERCENT WERE

NEGRO. SPEECHES WERE MADE FROM APPROXIMATELY TWO THIRTY TO FIVE FORTY-

FIVE PM. SPEAKERS INCLUDED BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, CHAIRMAN, BPP?

ELDREDGE CLEAVER, MINISTER OF INFORMATION,BPP; AND STOKELEY CARMICHAEL,
is

PRIME MINISTER, BPP. AFTER SPEECHES, CROWD DISPERSEJQlJJITHOUT INCIDENT 
_ _______________________________________________ ;___ ________________________________________________________________

PROPERTY

DAMAGES GROWING OUT OF THIS RALLY.
ON. .01-END PAGE ONE

ADVISED THERE WERE n6 ARRESTS AND NO REPORTS OF ANY

;87 SEP % 1968; '



PAGE TWO ft (U)
b2

' .b7D
ADVISED THAT THE SPEAKERS LISTED ABOVE GENERALLY

DEVOTED THEIR SPEECHES TO WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF HUEY P. NEWTON IS CONVICTED

AT SAID TRAIL. SEALE STATED THERE WILL BE QUOTE- CATACLYSMIC CONSEQUE- 
il

NCES UNQUOTE WHEREEVER THE BPP HAS ORGANIZED BRANCHES. HE SPECIFIED THAT, 

IN ADDITION TO OAKLAND, THE LOS ANGELES, BOSTON, CHICAGO AND NEW YORK 

I AREAS WOULD BE TARGETS FOR RETALIATORY MEASURES.

I CARMICHAEL STATED THAT THE RETALIATORY ACTION WOULD BE BY

I GUERILLA TACTICS RATHER THAN BY HUNDREDS RIOTING IN THE STREETS.

ACCORDING TO THIS SOURCE, NO MENTION WAS MADE OF ANY DEMONSTRATION 

BY BPP AT DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION IN CHICAGO. CARMICHAEL STATED THAT HE 

WILL ATTEND THE HUEY HEWTON TRIAL AT THE ALAMEDA COUNTY COURT HOUSE 

IN OAKLAND ON MORNING OF AUGUST TWENTY-SIX. SPEAKERS MENTIONED THAT 

THERE WILL BE A BPP DEMONSTRATION AUGUST TWENTY- SIX AT ALAMEDA COUNTY 

COURT HOUSE, BUT MADE NO EXTENSIVE PLEAS FOR AUDIENCE TO PARTICIPATE 

IN THIS EVENT.

ADVISED THAT ON THE NIGHT OF AUGUST TWENTY-FOUR

LAST, A DELEGATION OF SIXTEEN BPP MEMBERS FROM SAN DIEGO ATTENDED 

THE BPP MEETING IN OAKLAND AND EXPRESSED THEIR INTENTION OF ATTENDING 

THE BPP RALLY OF AUGUST TWENTY - FIVE. (TJ) ■ 

END PAGE TWO
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PAGE THREE

ADMINISTRATIVE:

(U)

END

SVM

FBI WASH DC*

P

MR. TRAiiWrt .... 
ROOM 836 9^
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DIRXCTOR, FBI (100-448006) 7/9/68

SAC, «f© (157-1292) <R)

ReBnlet dated 7/1/68.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcq »■

WFO Inclined to feel the beet way to inplenent 
the suggested counter-istelligence program against; CARMICHAEL 
is by inaugurating a ’Mxisperi»g canpaign” that he is an 

° agent of the 0. s* Governwent aaadt doing organizing work anong 
Megroes solely for the purpose of helping the government 
identify racial Mlit-*»t» and inter* racial radicals, Further, 
that, after these individuals ere identified by the govern- - 
sent reprisals way be taken against the* lay denial of govem- 
nent e*ploy»ent, social security benefits, welfare .benefits, 
pension benefits and intensive screening of' tax returns g**h- 
nitted. fey ttei. In addition, the inpreasion should he created 
any per**#' found associating with will be suspect.
The. ^whispering cawpaign'*1* whottld Include overtones that 
CARMICHAEL is being rewarded greatly by the government for 
hl* efforts which permits Ms to buy a' uansion type house, 

' liye lavishly, avoid military service* avoid prosecution 
for his activities, and enjoy a regal life with wovten, 
important official* and diplomats.

Itl* suggested the campaign be inaogttra'ted- 
interesttally by 'Si*, while, interviewing sources, infomants 
and. other 'selected contacts and individuals who could be 
expected to carry the messages bach to 'the- Megro comunity 

■ with' an aura, of officiousnes* where CARMICHAEL has substantially 
- all hi* support. Thia would include selected mbers &t police 
departments and; perhaps; other governwent official* working 
la alleviating problews of the ghetto. The inference 
imparted should be timely,, clairvoyant but shrouded with 
restraint *o as not to create the definite iapressloa the 
runor being passed ®«t 1* the .official word of the FBI.

< ^^100-448080) (CARMZCmA^X*> | O^O —
<UlW»43m> (CJmiiami not“recoSded

12* JUL 15 1968
JUMibap (5) /

c£ BEST COPY AVAILAfflir

51 SEP 11 1368



WIPO 157-12S2

The Inference iaaugwratiag the program could b« 
inferred rather indirectly-, while discussing other related 
cases,by innuendo or by rehetorical type questions.

W .2 «*■

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



8/28/68

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, WFO

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
(SNCC); RM
Bufile (100-439190)
WFO file (100-41626) (?)
(00:AT)^

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RM
Bufile (100-446080)
WFO file (100-43503) (P)

’ ALL INFORMATION -CONTAINED\vU»WrUJ ■ . HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ■
DATE 01-2'5-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg

ReCNtel 8/19/68 captioned as above and WFO tel
8/22/68 captioned "STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RM."

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies and for 
the Cincinnati Office, New York and Atlanta Offices two 
copies of an LHM captioned as above.

The LHM is being classified "Coh^i<3gntial" as 
it contains information which could reasonably result in 
the identification of confidential informants of continu
ing value and compromise their future effectiveness.

LHM is being disseminated locally to Secret 
Service, AUSA and local military intelligence agencies.

2) (RM)

3 J Bureau (Enc. 11)
2 - Atlanta (Enc. 2) (Info) (RM)
2 - Cincinnat1/(100-14158) (Enc.
2 - New York (Enc. 2) (RM)
2 - WFO /

(1 - 10P-43503) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL)
HGE:pgp 
(11)

NOT RECORDED
AUG 30 1968



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

*Washihgton, D. C. 20535 

August 28, 1968
• . . ' DECLASSIFIED BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/t-cg-

■ ; ■ ■ ON 01-25.2.006. ’ '

STUDENT NONVIOLENT 

COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A confidential source* who has furnished 

reliable information in the past, advised on August 22, 
1968, that Stokely Carmichael had been officially "fired" 

by SNCC and that an official announcement had been made to 

this effect in New York City on August 22, 1968.

According to source, the SNCC leadership gave 

three reasons for the ouster of Carmichael and they were:

i (1.) Carmichael failed to report to SNCC on 

his personal life.

(2.) Carmichael failed to report on his daily 

activities as related to SNCC.

(.3.) Carmichael has been a threat to the SNCC 

leadership in Washington, D. C.

According to source, Carmichael' s associate in 
Washington, D. C., ~| stated
that Carmichael's ouster was the responsibility of James 

Foreman, SNCC's International Affairs Director, who 

apparently believed that the propitious time to oust Car 
michael from SNCC had arrived. Source learned from| 
that Carmichael had become closely affiliated with the 

Black Panther Party (BPP) and seemingly supported the 

BPP more in the recent past than he supported SNCC.

A characterization of SNCC and the
the appendix attached herewith

BPP appears in

(U)

(U)
deciassi • nation



JXJNFTDENSI^ (U) .

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC) 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Source stated that Carmichael has been at 
increasing odds with|~ "[Washington, D. C.,

b7C |

b7D ”

according to source, had brought this matter up at the 

SNCC conference held at Atlanta, Georgia, in early June, 
1968, but no official action had been taken at that time.

According to source, there is speculation among 

some SNCC individuals that Carmichael could become a 

target for assassination by the more militant SNCC 

adherents because of hostility toward him; however, source 

emphasized this was speculation only and no overt efforts 

or discussions have taken place in this regard, 

__________________________ |who has furnished 

reliable information in the past, advised on August 26, 
1968, that in recent discussions with SNCC affiliates the 

general feeling in Washington. D. C.. appeared to be_______
that Carmichael had attempted to__________________________________

|the SNCC Washington Office without the 

knowledge or consent of National SNCC Officials and 

alienated SNCC officials by this act.

This source further advised that Carmichael 
apparently wanted to assume a more militant posture than 

SNCC officials desired and had made it almost impossible 

for SNCC to solicit funds because of national publicity 

he received regarding the purchase of an expensive home in 

the Washington area. Source learned from Washington SNCC 

affiliates that since this article appeared in local news
papers their efforts to solicit funds had been rebuffed 

with the comment, "SNCC can't possibly need funds if 

Carmichael can buy a $70,000 house. Go see Carmichael 
if you need money!" Source also learned that even the small 
contributions normally received by SNCC had also decreased.

COLJElDENTIAL (U)

- 2 - ...



STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC) 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Source was of the opinion that SNCC; as the 
result of internal friction and the adverse publicity 
would cease to be an effective force in the N6gro 
community before the end of the year. This trend will 
be hastened by defections from the ranks of SNCC by those 
who will follow Carmichael and due to a total lack of any 
effective program by SNCC's national leadership.

7§5ET©ENTlgL^ (U)

-3 -



FBI WASH DC*

federal bureau of investigation
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE .

COMMUNICATION SECTION
AUG3 01968

TELETYPE

Mr. Tolson—
Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Mohr___
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Bishop
Casper_
Callahan 

Conrad..
Mr. Felt------ -
Mr. Gale------

J *jMr. Rosen—

FBI ATLANTA

817 PM URGENT 8-30-68 TXH

TO DIRECTOR AND WFO

FROM ATLANTA 100-6812
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309

Mr. Tavel__
| Mr. Trotter- 
'i Tele. Room—

Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy-

tam/mlt/tcg

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. SM - SNCC.

CARMICHAEL DEPARTED ATLANTA AIRPORT VIA DELTA FLIGHT 

SEVEN FIVE THREE AT FOUR ZERO FOUR P.M. THIS DATE. SCHEDULED 

TO ARRIVE NATIONAL AIRPORT FIVE TWENTY-SEVEN P.M. THIS DATE.

CARMICHAEL OBSERVED BOARDING FLIGHT WEARING BROWN SHORT SLEEVE

SHIRT WITH WHITE STRIPES AND MATCHING BROWN TROUSERS

CARMICHAEL OBSERVED CARRYING BLACK BRIEFCASE

END

EX J

FBI WASH DC*
ss SEP 4 1968

II

TELETYPE TO- d i,^'0



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
" MAY-1962 EDITION

< GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GoAnMENT

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 9/4/68

FROM SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (p)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT NONVIOLENT
COORDINATING COMMITTEE
SEDITION

b2 Per FBI

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Re Bureau airtel. 8/20/68.

b'7D

On 9/3/68, | ladvised that when STOKELY
CARMICHAEL was in Atlanta on 8/30/68, he was in possession 
of a large sum of money but the source was unable to 
determine where the money had been obtained.

b2 Per FBI

b'7C

J-------- On 8/30/68, | advised that
had mentioned that CARMICHAEL was in Atlanta.on 

f 8/30/68 and that he,I I had spoken to him for a
few- minutes while at _____ ________ ___________________

~| in Atlanta. advised the source 
that CARMICHAEL had a roll of 20 dollar bills in one 
pocket and a roll of 100s in the other. This source 
said that CARMICHAEL had not -volunteered any information 
to as to how he had come in possession of this
money.

b2 Per FBI
1 observed that since CARMICHAEL

he does not appear to be suffering financially and this 
situation has not made CARMICHAEL readily acceptable by 
SNCC.

ladvised that they have not 
received any information indicating that CARMICHAEL had 
been given a large sum of money by any individual particularly

6
6010-108-01

someone associated with a foreign government.
~ M BE&68 , a jut
(2/- Bureau -(rm) i () (j / ■

2 - WFO (IOO-435O3) (RM) / . ___
1 - New York (100-153751) (RM)
2 - Atlanta 
EUC/jah 
(7)

17 SEP 6 1968

1 61968 Wl
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Pegularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



F>D-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date; 8/26/68

Transmit the following in

Via
AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED
(Priority)

■4

r

%

TO: DIRECTOR^ FBI (100-446080) 
tuofe/MUl

FROM:' SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-721)
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

RM
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ' 
HEREIN.'IS UNCLASSIFIED '

' DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 a.uc tam/iftlt./t.c’g 0
Re Bureau telephone call 8/26/68, and San Francisco 

teletype 8/26/68.
Enclosed for the Bureau are original and two copies 

of a transcript of a speech delivered by the Subject at a 
Marin City, California, Black Panther Party-sponsored rally . 
the evening of 8/22/68. \

The source of the tape recording is
| She has advised 

_____________ that she will testify in Bureau 
date at Los 
willingness

cases, caption not known, at some future 
She will be recontacted to determine her 
testify in this matter.

Angeles. 
to

b7C

b7C

The original recording of this 
to the source. A copy is being retained

speech will 
by San Francisco

be returned

also furnished recording 
Oakland,

______ of speech made by
CARMICHAEL at DeFremery Park, Oakland, California, 8/25/68. 
This is presently beingtranscribed and will be provided to 
the Bureau upon its coppT’etlon

1
Bureau (Enc. S*
Washington Field (100-43503)(Info)(AM-RM)
San Francisco i-  —*-----

IS AUG 1968

b2
t

(5 } fafe*.XbXU. c vl fc b ST & $ 57,

---------- Sent_____ '_________M 
Special Agent in Charge

b'7C

b / C

Per



y VIA TELETYPE | >
AUG 2 41968

encipheredWASHINGTON---02 8-23-68

Mr. ToIsob------- -
Mr. DeLoach___
Mr. Mohr---------
Mr. Bishop--------
Mr. Casper.
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad__ _
Mr. Felt_______J
Mr. Gale_____ J_

^Mr. Rosen J.
r Sullivan___

Mr. Tavel---------
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes___
Miss Gandy____

1235PM PDSTTO DI DEFERREDTOR , AND WFO MXG PLAINTEXTWFO VIA WASHINGTONFROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-721)
STOKELY

b7C .•

LOCAL BPP MBERRESIDENCE
CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTER SNCC.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/rdt/tcgCARMICHAELAND TWO UNKNOWN NEGRO MALES DEPARTEDSAN FRANCISCO, NOON THIS DATEAND ARRIVED ALAMEDA COUNTY COURTHOUSE, OAKLAND, TWELVE TWENTY NINE PM IN SIXTY SEVEN GOLD CADILLACWITH BLACK VINYL TOP, CALIF LICENSE TODRIVEN BY ONE OF UNKNOWN NEGROES. VEHICLE REGISTEREDSAN FRANCISCOTHE FIVE NEGROES IMMEDIATELY WENT TO COUNTY JAIL ON TENTH FLOOROF COURT HOUSE TO VISIT HUEY P. NEWTON CARMICHAELREGISTERED AS VISITORS, BUT FIFTH NEGRO APPARENT^WAS NOT REQUIRD TO REGISTER. HOWEVER, HE WAS REFERRED TOCHAEL AS BY C^THEREFORE, HE IS POSSIBLY IDENTICAL WITHSED THAT WHILE GROUP WASVISITING NEWTON, IT WAS DETERMINED THAT GGROUP ARRIVED, REGISTERED TO |

... ] TELETYPEDTO:

CADILLAC 4
b7C

b7DEND PAGE ONE SEP. -S M



PAGE TWOSF (157-721)
THE DRIVER WAS QUESTIONED AND STATED HE WAS AND CARWAS OWNED BY STATED HE HAD NO

ADMINISTRATIVEACTIVITY AT SAN FRANCISCO AND ALAMEDACOUNTY JAIL OBSERVED BY SASENDRM FBI WASH DC

TRAINOR 
ROOM 836 9&D

'"“'S’*
(/ 6



F B I

Date: 9/2/68
Transmit the following in______ ._____ :_______________ ______________________________ [

(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL_________ ______________ I
(Priority) .

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------1_

TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, ST. LOUIS (100-20939) P

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - SMCC;
ANTI-RIOT LAWS

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

006 BY 60309 .DAT E

Rebutel to St. Louis, 8/30/68, and St. Louis 
the Bureau, 8/30/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies of a LHM 
setting forth a transcript of the taped interview of STOKELY

tel to

tam/mlt/tcg

CARMICHAEL by radio station KATZ, St. Louis, Mo. Two copies 
are enclosed for WFO.

0

For the information of the Bureau, mechanical failure 
of the St. Louis PD) recorder on the evening of August 29; 1968, 
rendered a tape useless for reproduction of a speech given by 
CARMICHAEL at the Sheldon Memorial Church, 3648 Washington Ave। 
St. Louis. A

___________However. on August 30, 1968,
made available to this Office a copy of al 

taped interview of CARMICHAEL by radio station KATZ, St. Loui 
This interview was taped on the afternoon of August 29, 1968, 
and was scheduled to be 
1, 1968, at 3:00 p.m.

2 - Washington Field (Encl.
2 - St. Louis 
ECW:jmb 
(7)

b7

broad 
Th

t on Sunday afternoon, Septembe 
view was broadcast as scheduled.

HOW FORW
DATE FORW

BY:
M , Per

AGENCY: ACSl,4j|»,0SL,SEU. SERV., 
WK: W, CRD. RAO ZAt iC

Approved:

gent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No.

UNiWd STATES DEPARTMENT OF ^ItICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

St. Louis, Missouri

August 31, 1968

TRANSCRIPT OF TAPED INTERVIEW 
OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL BY 
RADIO STATION KATZ, ST. LOUIS, 
MISSOURI, AUGUST 29, 1968, 
TO BE BROADCAST SUNDAY AFTERNOON, 
SEPTEMBER 1, 1968, at 3:00 P.M. 
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI_______________

Interviewer: Brother Stokely Carmichael in St. Louis this week 
for a lecture. Welcome to Round Table.

Carmichael: Thank you very much, brother. It’s a pleasure to 
be here.

Interviewer; It’s a pleasure to have you, Brother Carmichael. 
Let me get into one thing right away. And that is 
your purpose, total purpose, not only for being 
here but your desire for black people in this 
country.

Carmichael: Well, the desire is only one. It seems to me that 
in order for black people to function in this 
country and live as human beings, we must completely 
change the entire established way of life. That 
is, the social, economic, political way of life. 
That means we must have a total revolution. However, 
I think that people misunderstand revolution. For 
example, many people are in the country now talking 
about a black revolution. A revolution does not 
begin until one sees his power. After you see his 
power, then you can change his structure as you 
see fit. And we must talk about black people seizing 
power in this country in areas where we can, and then 
changing the structure. I’ll give you an example. 
For example, Fidel Castro fought in the Sierra 
Meastras for a number of years. While he was 
fighting, the Cuban revolution was not going on.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
• Ip, &\1WIUJjJ^-4■ DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg



RE:

Carmichael:

Interviewer:

Carmichael:

Interviewer:

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The Cuban revolution started when Fidel Castro 
walked into Havana and chased Batista and the 
American lackies out. When he said, "Today I 
claim this island for the masses of Cuban people", 
then the Cuban revolution began. And before that 
period, there was armed struggle. Now, black 
people have to decide whether or not armed struggle 
is necessary for them to seize power to bring 
about a revolution in this country. Now, I think 
it’s necessary.

Recently, you were in Chicago, Brother Carmichael, 
and you spoke and you said that it is necessary 
for black people to come together and show their 
initial strength in politics and the body politic. 
And how would you define this type of unity?

I ought to make that very clear. When I talk labout 
conventional politics, voting and stuff like that, 
I don’t think the black people can real# show any 
strength, especially given the conventional political 
parties today - the Republican and Democratic Party. 
Well, we saw the Republican Party. It was totally 
exclusive of black people in Miami, and if anyone 
has been watching the Democratic Convention this 
past week, they see how totally relevant it is to 
the lives of the black people. Black people are 
going to be involved in conventional politics and 
it can be used only as an organizing tool to bring 
our people together. We can’t really have any 
faith in organized politics or conventional politics 
because we don’t have any power in there. And of 
course, Adam Clayton Powell showed us that most 
clearly when they want to get rid ; of him, they 
just did, and no body could say anything about it.

What type of relief would you suggest that the 
black man in total should take, should look forward 
to, as far as helping himself to relieve himself 
of this opposed political oppression that’s placed 
upon him?
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I would say the only one is the gun. Political 
power comes through the barrel of a gun, and that’s 
absolutely correct. Again, the Democratic Convention 
shows that most clearly. Everybody was yelling 
about Daley. Daley didn’t have to yell. He had 
the power. He had the police outside and the police 
inside. And all the other supposed to be powerful 
people of the country all had to get up and yell 
names at him, but he had it up tight because he 
had guns. And whethbr or not people like that, it 
happens to be a fact. Once you’ve got the gun, 
then you can begin to decide how to move. Well, 
until jou have that gun, you can’t decide because 
if I have a gun and you don’t have a gun, we’re 
not equal. If black people believe in equality, 
white people are getting guns, we have to get guns. 
That’s just being pragmatic about one’s equality.
I think that once black people have begun to get 
guns, then we can begin to talk about a political 
ideology that will bind us together as a people 
in order to carry on the struggle that’s ahead. 
And our struggle is going to be a long, vicious, 
and hard one, and I don’t think black people even 
thinking seriously about the struggle that comes, 
most people are hoping that it won’t come but it’s 
clear that it is going to come and the best we 
can do is to prepare ourselves for that struggle.

When we speak of preparation, what are the basics, 
. the basic needs for preparation What you would 
suggest?

Well, you need three things to survive - food, 
shelter, and clothing. And if your going to fight, 
you need ammunition. So that means that black 
people need four things in this country - food, 
shelter, clothing and ammunition. Now if we begin 
to think seriously about fighting, about armed 
struggle, then we have to figure out how we can 
always keep our people with these four things - 
food, shelter, clothing and ammunition. Very few 
people have really thought very seriously about 
that. For example, if a city rebellion were to
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occurr in St. Louis, East St. Louis, or Chicago, 
all the National Guard would have to do is to 
surround the city. Once the city was surrounded 
within a week, the fighting would have to subside. 
The fighting would have to subside Number 1 because 
there would be no food because in the cities we 
don’t grow any food and Number 2 because people 
would run out of ammunition. So that if we’re 
thinking seriously we have to think about how we 
would continue a food supply if cut off by the 
forces, how do we continue to fight to sustain 
our people. But those are the four basic things 
we must think about.

Now, I know that you had visited Newark right after 
the uprising that had taken place there and you had 
spoken to many people there and you know that in 
Newark the city was closed down almost immediately. 
They had shut down Highway 21, 22, the Parkway, 
and all of the major highways and traffic that 
helped the city to survive in itself. What do you 
feel we could do in order to, what do you feel 
could be done in this situation, in this city?

Well see, Ii’iii not sure because we have not been 
able to work that out, but I think that our people 
must become conscious of those problems so we 
can begin to work out methods of solving them.
I don’t they’re impossible. No problem is impossible. 
But I just think that once we become attuned to 
really what’s happening and not just a murder 
mountain of men, I mean I think that we’ve murdered 
a mountain of hunkies enough. ■ It’s necessary.
I do not downgrade that stage. That’s a necessary 
stage; when people prepare to fight a bully, they 
have to convince themselves psychologically that 
they’re as equal. I think that’s what black 
people in this country have had to do for the 
past two years. But how we’re psychologically 
equal to the hunky. So now our job now is to 
prepare in a cold blopded manner to move against 
him and to win the struggle that’s ahead of us.
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Carmichael: So that I think that what I learned then from Newark
was that they were still at the stage of murder 
mountain. That is to say, ’’We’re going to burn 
them down", we’re going to do this, and we’re going 
to that, but it wasn’t really serious thinking.and 
tactics. That isn’t to say cool it, because Im' 
not for cooling it. Rebellions may still be 
necessary. I’ll never condem them. If people 
engage in them, there must be some good to them 
because the majority of our people are engaged 
in them, so that we can’t condem them. And certainly 
emotionally one is involved in that. But I think 
there is the other level we must now move to and 
that is the level of slowly understanding, examining, 
analyzing and posing solutions to our problems.

Interviewer: May I ask you this also? Would you say in total 
that we have gone, in your estimation, it has gone 
past the stage of discussion and compromise and 
negotiation as far as the racial problem within 
this country?

Carmichael: Yes. I think that’s clear. It’s gone completely
past that hand. I think that what’s going to 
happen now is more black people are going to be 
used. And some of them are going to be used 
unconsciously, you know. For example, there is 
people always talking about black militants. Now 
there is a difference;between a black militant 
and a black revolutionary. A black militant is 
a black man who’s angry, but he just wants to 
get into the American piece of pie. He wants 
to be part of America. A black revolutionary 
is somebody who wants to overturn the complete 
system and change it. Now see, a black militant 
may not know that he is consciously being used 
against his people. You see them all time. One 
week a cat gets up and he’ll be yelling and 
screaming about these dirty white folk and bla, 
bla, bla, and black people are going to burn the 
city down. And then next week he gets a big job, 
a Poverty Program gant or whatever, you know, 
and then the cat disappears. Well, he was just
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angry. He doesn’t mind being part of the American 
system. He just objects to being left out. But 
the black revolutionary doesn’t just talk about 
how angry people is and bla, bla, Ha, and wants 
a job, he talks about the masses of our people, 
how they must be fed and recognizing that they 
cannot be fed and cannot live a life as human 
beings inside of this system, he talks about the 
complete overthrow of this system.

Who, in your.estimation, would be the four most 
likely people to guide and direct for black people 
in this country to guide and direct?

That’s very hard to say, I’ll tell you why. And 
I know some names for example, right off my mind 
would come the name Huey P, Newton, Administration 
Defense for the Black Panther Party. It’s not 
because the problem that black people face in this 
country is that our generation, this generation, 
the youth, are forced to lead that revolution. 
They’re forced to lead it because we don’t have 
anyone older than us who have the experience, or 
who have our trust. The only man who had that 
was brother Malcom X, and since there’s no one else, 
it’s just among us, the young, how we begin to grow 
and move and try and find methods in which to solve 
our solutions. Now, there are a lot of them around. 
Maybe some of them don’t have a public name, for 
example. But I think definitely all of the guys 
out of this generation will not be capable of leading. 
If they are, we don’t know them yet, of those that 
we know.

Would you in your thinking on this, would you think 
or guess or presume to place in the forefront the 
name of Dr. Hamilton?

You know, brother, I have a policy of not critizing 
or condeming any black man, so I’ll just say that 
I don’t think that anybody outside of this generation 
has yet proven themselves capable of he Iping out 
in that.
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Interviewer: Let us go deeper into you now. You have now made 

your home base of operations, being your home, 
now in Washington, D. C. You have taken to yourself 
a wife, the very beautiful Miriam Makeba Carmichael.

Carmichael: Leave Carmichael out. You can’t hang a slave name 
on an African. I let adopt Makeba.

Interviewer: Let us then say for yourself and for your wife, 
what do you have planned for yourself to generate 
from your home base out of the two of you for all 
of us?

Carmichael: Well, nothing except to be just part of the struggle. 
I mean in where we see fit, where we can help to 
help out. I think that it’s a time for hard thinking, 
for serious thinking and for serious movement. And 
that’s what we have to understand as a people. That 
the yelling and screaming, not only is it gone, 
but there’s nothing new to say. I mean I’ve watched 
television ever since I’ve been back in the country 
and the black militants, or whoever they are, they’re 
saying the exact same thing that was said two years 
ago. So repitition just isn’t going to get anywhere. 
There’s time for new thinking. Until people do 
come up with new types of thoughts and new types of 
ways for us to move, they should just keep their 
mouth shut. Now we have not been saying much 
because there hasn’t been very much to say. That 
we’re in a period now where we’re not quite sure 
where to go, you know, and until people are, they 
should keep their mouth shut.

Interviewer: Let me also ask you this, and that is. You have to 
excuse my throat. It’s not too with me.

Carmichael: Oh, go ahead, brother, rap on.

Interviewer: Two people whom I feel are fairly close to you have 
been hit with the seeds of a great many problems, 
Brother H. Rap Brown and Brother Huey in Oakland, 
California. Would you let us in on this?

Carmichael: Right. Well, everyone knows about Brother Rap’s 
position. He* s got a restriction on him. He
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Carmichael: cannot move outside of New York and he’s got a five
year sentence hanging over his head. My own 
personal feeling is that it’s absolutely absurd 
for Brother Rap to serve five years at this time. 
I mean it’s just absurd for speaking. I don’t 
think the black people can go to jail for what 
they say. We have to go to jail for what we do 
because we’re not fighting for free speech. That’s 
a fight for white liberals. We’re fighting for 
our lives. And Brother Rap, they’re trying to 
put him in jail just over the question Of free 
speech. So that one of things that we have to 
do is to organize more strongly and to organize 
in the manner that when we say, "If you put Rap 
Brown in jail for five years, well then there’ll 
be no peace", and when we say it so insure our 
statement. We have to back our statements up with 
actions these days. In the past, we said things 
and we hoped, we hoped they would come true. You 
know, we say, "Well, if you send so and so to jail, 
the city will burn down", and we hoped the city 
would burn down. In many cases the hope came through, 
you know, people got on the streets. But the 
difference between that type of person and the 
real revolutionary is that the revolutionary plans 
so that when he says if you do x and y and z, then 
a, b and c will follow, he knows that it will 
follow. Then power structure knows that it will 
follow and theybegin to respect his power. So we’re 
trying now to coalesce that base moving around with 
Brother Rap and trying to keep it as quiet as 
possible so that when we say, "If you do to Brother 
Rap x,y,z, then a,b,c, will follow". And it will 
follow. Now then of Brother Huey P. Newton, the 
same is true. Brother Newton is a political prisoner 
who was arrested for the alleged murdering of a 
hunky policeman and the wounding of another, and 
it is the same thing. It is just a political 
arrest. Most of these arrests are political, but 
what the power structure tries to do is to arrest 
the leadership of the movement so that once having 
done that the movement itself will die. I mean
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Carmichael}:, that is the harassment, for example, this week of 
Brother Swede Jefferies of the Imperial War Lords. 
If you can harass and arrest a leadership, you 
hope to kill the movement.

Interviewer: I see. You are in town to speak, you spoke this 
Thursday, concerning the arrest of several members 
of black liberators here in the City of St. Louis. 
Now I would like to know your feeling on the 
organizations that are within this city or in the 
metro area of St. Louis and East St. Louis.

Carmichael: Well, it would be very hard for me to give an
analytical description of each. All I could say 
is that because I move so much, it’s almost impossible. 
If there’s a black man in trouble and we feel just 
from the Overall picture that he’s doing something 
for the benefit for the masses of our people, then 
our life belongs to that people. And that’s how 
we felt about the arrest of the black liberators.
I mean they were doing something which they thought, 
whether it was or was not true, they thought and 
as long as the man feels that he is doing something 
for the masses of his people and he gets introuble, 
then we are willing to back him up with our lives. 
So we feel that then most black organizations that 
think they are doing something for the benefit 
of the masses of our people, we’re willing to help 
them.

Interviewer: Very recently travel restrictions were placed upon 
you. I’d like to get into this.

Carmichael: They took my passport and they gave it back. They
gave it back because we organized many African 
nations to back the appeal for the passport. They 
said that when they gave me back the passport that 
I promised not to go to some countries, but that’s 
a lie. I’m free man. I go where I want, I see 
whom I want and I go when I want. So they can’t 
stop me. I’ll go to China, I will go to North 
Vietnam, I will go to North Korea, I will go to 
Cuba, I will go anywhere I so please.
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Interviewer: Now, if I’m correct, I believe you were supposed 
to have visited one of the smaller South American 
countries.

Carmichael: Right. Venezuela. They refused me entry. Free
countries I cannot go to now. Venezuela, England, 
and my home country, Trinidad.

Interviewer: In your opinion, why should they do this?

Carmichael: Well, I could see why they have done it in all
three, .especially in my home country, in Trinidad. 
There’s the brewing of a revolution - a real 
revolution, a real armed struggle. And just three . 
weeks ago they capture a truck full of guns which 
with some of the people I know and I met with 
outside of the island on my trip. So that the Prime 
Minister, Mr. Williams, who is a lacky of the 
American government, is saying I have planned 
with these people to overthrow the government, 
and that therefore, if I were to come into the 
island, there would definitely be the beginning 
of armed struggle. Now, We’re going to go to 
Trinidad, one way or the other. People like 
Mr. Williams are going to have to be moved out of 
the way, because they do not look to us the 
benefit of the masses of our people but rather 
they look for their own self interest. And anyone 
that does that is indeed a traitor to black people 
and wherever he is, he has to be wiped out. As 
to Venezuela, there is a strong movement in 
Venezuela. Many people don’t know that over 
forty percent of the people in Venezuela are 
black, and that they had asked me to come. The 
government, again, was afraid of the reaction, 
so they stopped me. England, we were put out of 
the country a year ago for organizing the blacks 
and the coloreds in England. We tried to bring 
together a third world.

Interviewer: There’s a brother in England, I can’t recall his 
name.

Carmichael: Michael X.
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Interviewer: Michael X, right.

Carmichael: Right, he just got of jail. I just received word. 
He was with us and we split the country and they 
picked him up and put him in jail. He just got out.

Interviewer: Now, you had, if I’m correct, had visited Hanoi.

Carmichael: Correct.
Interviewer: And on your visit there did you meet or speak with 

Ho Chi Minh?

Carmichael: I most certainly did. It was the most exciting 
moment of my life.

Interviewer: May I ask you this? Your reaction to the people 
withinthat country?

Carmichael: Of Vietnam? I was impressed with the people of 
Vietnam for specifically four things. The first 
is that the people of Vietnam are a technilogically 
backward country. Now don’t say the word backwards 
in the sense of the white man does. I mean they 
have not developed technology as rapidly as the 
West. I don’t think that the devetpment of technology 
is necessarily good.

Interviewer: Well, were they primarily an agrarian country?

Carmichael: Right. But now what little technology they have, 
they are using for the benefit and for the improve
ment of human life. And here is the great irony. 
America, one of the most technically developed 
countries in the world is using its technology 
for the destruction of human life. Is that amazing? 
So here’s Vietnam and they got all these little 
Vietnamese and whenever they get a chance to study 
on the underground schools because they have to 
go underground because of the bombing, the people 
of Vietnam sit down and try to figure for example 
how cure napalm burns. They can cure a napalm
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Carmichael: burn in exactly two and a half months and restore
the skin back to life. They combine Western 
technology with their own medical herbs and stuff 
like that. And for example, if you have a bone 
that is broken what the West do is that when the 
bone is broken, they cut another piece from another 
place and put it together. But in Vietnam they 
have a herb. And they tie that and apply it along 
with still some Western technology and the bone 
grows back. And this what they are, I mean, doing. 
They’re wasting their time trying to figure out 
how to improve human life, and here’s America 
building napalm bombs and paying scientists and 
universities thousands and thousands and millions 
of dollars to try to figure how to destroy human 
life. The second thing I think the thing we’re 
going to have learn from the Vietnamese more than 
any other thing is the fact that they have intergrated 
war into their life. They have not let war defined 
their, they have defined their own way of life and 
they have fit war into it. For example in any 
country where there is war or where there’s constant 
bombing, and so that means that death is eminent, 
it’s around you all the way, where you find people 
who are promiscuous, you find people in gambling 
industries, you find people and the morales are 
loose because they figure well we’re going to die 
tomorrow anyway. But in North Vietnam I saw the 
opposite. I saw people who were not promiscuous, 
who were not morally loose, who worked very hard 
and that they just fit war into their life. For 
example, when I was in Vietnam the bombing was very, 
very heavy, and they bombed a hospital about three 
blocks from where I was staying. Right after the 
bombing, we went to visit the hospital and they 
were carrying away babies, and nurses who had died. 
The next day when I returned to the hospital, 
they were clearing away the bricks. So I asked 
my guide I said, "What’s going on, man? Are 
they getting more bodies?" He said, "No, they’re 
clearing away the bricks to build again." I said, 
"Build again? Your crazy, man. The hunkies are 
bombing you out!" He said, "That’s what they 
have to do. We have to build." I mean that’s 
so beautiful because they consciously know, you
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know, that they’ve got to build later for this, 
man. And I think that’s one thing the black people 
have to get. We have to understand that we have 
to build. And if every time he destroys, and we 
can’t get him back, we build again. But whenever 
he tries to destroy, we can stop him, we stop him. 
But we’ve constartly got to keep in our mind that 
we’ve got to build. That’s very, very impressive. 
The third that impressed me about the Vietnamese 
was the organization of the country. That country 
is organized into every facet, old to the young, 
from the 99 year old man to the nine month old 
baby. There’s always constantly something for 
them to do for the benefit for their country, 
and the benefit for their people. And that’s 
active in their minds, always, because they have 
absolutely nothing to do except to think about 
their people and the development of their country. 
And the finally fourth thing that impressed me 
is their awareness of the international problem. 
Wherever I went in Vietnam, from Ho Chi Minh to 
the lowest peasant, the first thing they said to 
me when they found out that I was a Black American 
was that, "Let me tell you, we are insensed what 
Lyndon B. Johnson is doing to you all in the cities." 
And I would automatically want to laugh because 
here the Vietnamese are getting bombed by Lyndon 
B. Johnson, but they had time out to think about what 
Lyndon B. Johnson was doing to us in the cities 
and they showed a great sense of humanity, a great 
compassion, and a recognition of World Wide Humanity, 
which America does not have.

You took part in the celebrations that took place 
in Havana last year.

That’s correct.

I don’t know whether or not you ever met Che Guevara.

No, I never met Che Guevara.

But you had met and spoke with Fidel Castro.
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Carmichael: We spent three days together up in the hills going 
over the fronts that he and Che had fought over.

Interviewer: Could you elaborate a bit?

Carmichael: Well, I think that Fidel represents the spirit of 
the oppressed today. No matter what the prices 
are that we have to fight, I mean, his favorite 
saying is to America is that, ’’Let me remind you, 
Johnson, we are an island. We’re surrounded by 
water. For the inhabitants of this island, there 
can be no retreat." And the second phrase he always 
says is,"let me remind the imperialist that on this 
island there is no such word as surrender. There’s 
only death or life."

Interviewer: Many things have been thrown at you, Brother 
Carmichael.

Carmichael: That’s right. They talk bad about Jesus.

Interviewer: The accusation that you are communist employed.
The accusation that you work for the CIA.

Carmichael: I got a $70,000 house.

Interviewer: Would you please, on this microphone, still tongues?

Carmichael: O.K. Number 1, I wish I had a $70,000 house 
because if I did, I could write off a lot of 
tax and use the money to buy guns for my people. 
I don’t have a $70,000 house. But I think that 
you know instead of going on to still towns to 
run down the lines saying I don’t have this, I 
don’t have that, I don’t have this, I think that 
the power structure recognizes the effects of a 
colonized people. Now the major effect of anybody 
who colonizes is that they hate themselves. So 
that means that they automatically have distrust 
for each other. And the man always plays On this 
more than anything else. So what he does is that 
he puts out rumors about experts who is trying to
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organize his people. And then what have is that 
this man is constantly trying to defend the rumors. 
But if you’re caught up in trying to defend the 
rumors, you’re never organized. For example, if 
the man gets up and says, ’’Well, Stokely Carmichael 
bought a $70,000," then I’ve got to get up and say, 
’’Look man, I didn’t buy a $70,000 house} I don’t 
own a $70,000 house." Well, my whole life is 
defending that. And when through with that, he 
gets up and he says, "Stokley Carmichael is running 
around with a Jackie Kennedy", then I’ve got to 
spend my whole life defending I’m not running 
around with Jackie Kennedy. And when I get through 
with that, he says, "Stokley Carmichael is a CIA 
Agent", and then I’ve got to spend my whole life 
defending. I never get any work done. But I 
think that the colonized people we have to recognize 
the trick. The man puts out these rumors to 
constantly keep us divided. And that we have to 
give each other the benefit of the doubt until 
proven differently. And that’s why brother Malcolm 
X never got anywhere, because everybody believed 
he was shucking and jiving, and that’s the best 
example of colonized people. They never believe 
that anybody’s for real until their killed. So 
Brother Malcolm never developed until his death. 
Then people said, "Oh man, the cat was really 
serious." And as colonized people we must understand 
we cannot believe anything the man says about any 
of us because his job is to constantly to destroy 
us. So instead of stilling tongues by saying 
I’m not this, I’m not this, I’m not that, I refuse 
to do it. I say those people who fall for that 
trap, I’m sorry for ..them, we have to work with 
them, but we have to move on.

My guest on Round Table has been Brother Stokely 
Carmichael. One thing that I’d like to get into 
and that is Miriam Makeba and her latest album 
and her latest song.
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Carmichael: Right. She has a record called Ebaba Gooni (phonetic) 
which is Down in the Dumps, and the record stations 
are trying to ice it. They won’t play it.

Interviewer: Would you say that again?

Carmichael: It’s called Down in the Dumps. The flip side of 
it is Baba Lasi. And the record stations won’t 
play it because they’re trying to ice it completely.

Interviewer: We will.

Carmichael: Thank you very much, brother.

Interviewer: I’ll repeat that. We will. Thank you.

Carmichael: O.K., brother.
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FOUR FIFTEEN PM THIS DATE BY CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE (RELIABLE).

ADMINISTRATIVE:

WA....JDR

FBI WASH DC

MR. TRAINOR _ c 
ROOM 836 9&D

TWO COPIES 10 W2Q



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

via teletype

Mr. Tolson----
Mr. DeLoach...

Mr. Mohr___
Mr. Bishop— 
Mr. Casper— 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad— 
Mr. Felt------
Mr. Gale ......
Mr. Rosen.....-
Mr. bu. .nn 
Mr. Tavel — 
Mr. Trotter-. 
Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes- 
Miss Gandy—

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR AND SAC NEW YORK

SAC, WF£l

STOKELY CStfllCHAEL, RM

RE NEW YORK TELETYPE SEPTEMBER ONE LAST

Date: 9/3/68

CODE
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

F B I

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE IN

FORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED SEPTEMBER THREE INSTANT THAT 

SUBJECT HAS RETURNED WITH| |tO WASHINGTON, D. C. 

EXACT TIME AND DATE OF RETURN NOT KNOWN. SOURCE REPORTED

RETURNED TO THE UNITED STATES

AND SUBJECT MET| [DURING PAST WEEKEND IN NEW YORK CITY

RETURNING)|TO WASHINGTON, D. C. SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT IS

REMAINING CLOSE TO HIS RESIDENCE SINCE RETURNING

SOURCE DID NOT KNOW THE NATURE OF

BUT BELIEVED IT TO BE MINOR IN NATURE.

ADMINISTRATIVE froeo-fi
ABOVE

(2) - Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO (100-43503)
WWH:lt
(7)

Approved:

91SEPT

ALL INFORMATION '‘CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY ''60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

6 SEP 5 1968

Sent M Per
ecial Agent in Charge



Approved:Sent M . Per 

Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) m Tolson__
Mr. DeLoach. 
Mr. Mohr___
Mr. 
Mr.

Transmit the following in

„ TELETYPE
Via _____________

TO: dir:
FROM: SAC j,

Date: 9/6/68

CODED

F B I

(Type in code) F
(Priority)

STOKELY^CARMICHAEL: RACIAL MATTER DASH SNCC

Bishop
Casper_____
Callahan___
Conrad____Mr. 

Mr. Felt.____
Mr. Gale

'dBfiC Rosen__
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr.
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes____

Sandy— — -

, FBI AND SAC, NEW YORK

Tavel

ON SEPTEMBER SIX INSTANT A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE PASSPORT

OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OF STATE (OSDS), WDC, REPORTED USDS HAD BEEN

INFORMED THAT CARMICHAEL AND DEPARTED b7C

NEW YORK CITY -FOR DAKAR,.SENEGAL AT FIVE P.M., SEPTEMBER FIVE

LAST VIA PAN ‘AMERICAN FLIGHT NUMBER ONE FIVE ZERO

ACCORDING TO INFORMATION RECEIVED BY USDS, CARMICHAEL HELD

A ONE WAY, NO RETURN TICKET
THE USDS REPRESENTATIVE ALSO ADVISED THAT USDS IS CONSIDERING

REQUESTING APPROPRIATE EMBASSIES IN AFRICA TO KEEP USDS INFORMED

OF CARMICHAEL’S ACTIVITY ABROAD

2 - Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit
2 - W’FO (100-43503)

JRPjrmh 
(7)

■graved: _

.S' £7

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN I.S UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 603 0 9 auc tam/mlt/tcg

TUlBeB

iHierr oia

Sent M Per
Agent ifij Charge



WFO 100"43503

PAGE TWO

ON SEPTEMBER SIX INSTANT, A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS 

FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST, REPORTED THAT

ASSOCIATES OF CARMICHAEL IN WDC STATE HE AND HAVE b7C
b'7D

DEPARTED FOR AFRICA. THESE ASSOCIATES EXPECT THEM TO REMAIN

ABROAD APPROXIMATELY TEN DAYS.
i

ADMINISTRATIVE

THE USDS REPRESENTATIVE IS SECURITY

BRANCH, LEGAL DIVISION, PASSPORT OFFICE, CONTACTED BY SPECIAL

AGENT

THE SOURCE UTILIZED IS b2

b7D

NEW YORK VERIFY DEPARTURE AND OBTAIN INFORMATION RE 

TICKETS HELD BY CARMICHAEL I



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

9/5/68
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(P riority)

^Mr. Tolson.....
Wr. DeLoach. 
Mr. Mohr.... —
Mr. Bishop— 
Mr. Casper- 
Mr. Callahan. 
[Mr. Conrad.... 
|Mr. Felt____
[Mr. Gale____
|Mr. Rosen__
|Mr. Suilivan.. 
iMr. Tavel__
I Mr. Trotter— 
I Tele. Room_
I Miss Holmes.. 
(Miss Gandy...

TO

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTERS - SNCC 
SEDITION

ReBuairtel, 8/20/68

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED : 
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies of 
an LHM regarding the above captioned matter. One copy 
each furnished Atlanta and New York for information.

The source3contacted regarding this matter are 
as follows:

b2

b7D

4 SEP 10 1968

WWH:njs

WFO has continuously followed matters perBaiWtT^ 
to CARMICHAEL's finances and no information has been 
developed he has been the recipient of any large sums of. 
money.

3/J- Bureau (Enc. 11)
1 - Atlanta (100-6812) (Enc. 1)
1 - New York (100-153751) (Enc.
i - WF0 J glsViwB

b2

------ , | M

AGENCY: ACS)I, W, 031, SEC. SERV., 

I;
HOW FORW: V*

DATE FQRW ' ft 
BY;

M Per

/ct, IfU 4/ij
__ Sent ____

Jfial Agent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to 

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535 
September 5, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Confidential sources, who have furnished reliable
information in the past, advised they have no information
Stokely Carmichael has been the recipient of large sums of
money.

ALL TNF-QRMATTQN CONTAINED - 
hereiiTis unclassified
DAYE 01-25-2006 BY £0309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

This document contains neither 
Commendations nor conclusions of 

■ h„ FBI It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency, 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

1*



FBI

FBI

FBI

TO DIRECTOR, DETROIT, LOS

b2

b7C

WASH D

SAN FRAN,

315PM URGENT 8/24/68 NJM

WASH DC*

Classification - - -V*-/$;
^AMf'CtrO |.H?A A MH CAM ATE

tckMt,/t.603 0 9 au>

ANTI-POLICE DEMONSTRATION. THIS DATE

FOR INFO OF DETROIT, ADVISED EARLY

7 SUBJECT ACCOMPANIED BY THREE NEGRO MALES, ONE MEETING DESCRIPTION

SF TEL CALLS TO LA THIS DATE;

ANGELES, WFO, AND SAN DIEGOo^'

SAN FRANCISCO (157-1204) (157-721) (P) 2P

SA OF FBI OBSERVED SUBJECT BOARD PSA FLT. ONE THIRTY EN ROUTE

AND SD TELETYPE TO BUREAU, CAPTIONED

BLACK PANTHER PARTY, RM; STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM.

(U)

extend
EEASON FC
FCI&1, H

RE WFO TELETYPE TO BUREAU, ET AL, DATED EIGHT TWENTY-THREE LAST;

TO LOS ANGELES WHICH DEPARTED SF AT ELEVEN TWENTY-FIVE A.M. THIS DATE

OF b7C

THIS WEEK SUBJECT TO SPEAK AT LARGE "FREE HUEY* RALLY AND BAR-B-QUE

AT DEFREMERY PARK, OAKLAND, CALIF. ON EIGHT TWENTY-FIVE NEXT. THIS
£4 
g

INFORMATION FURTHER SUBSTANTIATED BY

SUBJECT'S APPEARANCE AT RALLY PROBABLE INASMUCH AS THIS

■ALLY LAST ONE PRIOR TO END OF NEWTON TRIAL EXPECTED TO END EIGHT . . .■. ,k ■ il‘ I

TWENTY-SIX,- NEXT© A

COURT HOUSE ON EIGHTEKD OF PAGE ONE

DEMONSTRATION IS ALSO PLANNED AT ALAMEDA^COUNTY 

[ 22 S
TWENTY-SIX TO COINCIDE WITH END OF TRIAL..

.uiO: ~~

OlSEPia

NOT RECORDED ^yijsoSEP 9 1968



PAGE TWO

SUBJECT TO APPEAR THERE ALSO PER

SF WILL COVER RALLY AND DEMONSTRATION WILL COVER RALLY AND

DEMONSTRATION WITH SOURCES AND ATTEMPT

WILL BE MADE TO RECORDSPEECHES.

HUEY NEWTON IS MINISTER OF DEFENSE OF BPP AND IS PRESENTLY 

ON TRIAL FOR MURDER OF AN OAKLAND POLICE OFFICER.

FOR INFO OF SAN DIEGO, SUBJECT SCHEDULED TO SPEAK AT A LOS

ANGELES PARK AT THREE P.M. THIS DATE.

LA ADVISED SAN DIEGO IF ANY INFORMATION RECEIVED TO THE EFFECT 

SUBJECT TO PROCEED TO SAN DIEGO THIS DATE. !

SF WILL KEEP BUREAU ADVISED. j
END ’ !

OTHER OFFICES ADVISED

END

SLB

FBI WASH DC*



9/3/68

sroafr wrarr warns (sscc)
RM

‘ Bisai® (loc-ww)
TOfile (100*41625) (?)
(00:M)

Bufile W*163M) 

mu <100*45995) cw> 

(oo:s.r)

b2

b7D
• StaSiiairtel* 8/21/68

___________Jadriaed m 8/W 6S> that aaem^ing to
«mree has able to pick up at SMCC Headquarters^

WaaMugtot?, B* C<s. a deflate .-split between SNCC
.-. and the- W aW. SWIXT (mm will be closely associated 
with the BP? in the”f5B®e*

O
RI

G
IN

A
L F

IL
ED

 IN

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

3J* Bureau
(1*105*165706) (W)

2 * fet Wk OH) ■
(1-100-161993) (W)

2 • TO
(1*100*45995) (S??)

183 SEP 6 1968



September? 1968
/ & a-

1 -

Deas?
ALL’ information contained
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tarn/ in It/ teg

Your letter of September 2,-1268, to which was 
.attached a newspaper clipping relating to statements made 
by Stokely Carmichael with respect to the late Senator 
Robert F. Kennedy has been received.

Your interest in' bringing-this to my attention is 
appreciated.

. a

Sincerely yours.

J. Edgar HoovEFij ■ .MASLED. 7j

; SEP9 1968
i COMM-rBI

b /

John Edgar Hoover 
■ Director

1 - SAC, Los Angeles (For information) - Enclosure
NOTE TO SAC, LOS ANGELES: No further action being taken with 
respect to the above. No record identifiable with the correspondent 
ennid innotpd in Bureau files. Enclosed is cojy of letter from

a 
o.i

DuLoach 

IZoh r_

(4) V <y

NOTE
b Re

tl/'S'

Correspondent refers vto newspaper publicity follow 
_ ing Martin Luther King’s assassination to the 

effect that Senator Kennedy was as responsible as 
others for King’s death, since he had failed to push for 

।—। prosecution of slayers of Negro civil rights workers. 
------------of a. similar nature by Carmichael have previously been ?.n our investigate*4 i«te Kennedrs death; ____



September■2, 19t>b

ALL INFORMATION CONTA.INED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tc

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C.

(Subject: Robert F. Kennedy)

Gentlemen:
Going through some old newspapers the other

day I came upon'a dated issue containing an item re 
Martin Luther King’s assassination, captionedt 

CcKennedy pulled trigger —Carmlchaisl," and which clip

ping I enclose herewith.
Why? — well, I read the article and then 

an amazing thought flashed across my mind. I thought: 
Stokely^Carmichael' speaks of avenging Martin Luther

King’s assassination (please refer to words in clip- 
ping underlined in red),of '’retaliating" and of actu- 
ally naming Robert Kennedy as the one upon whomrevenge
must hfi. taken

145 sn 1.1 ■0,p,p’ 

In view of this, I am wondering if it has
come to the attention of the F.B.I. that there couL 

2 SEP perhaps be a connection between the subsequent assa 
ination of Robert F. Kennedy and this Mr. Stokely 1 t 
Carmichael, using Sirhan Sirhan as their gunman?

Anyway, I thought I’d pass this thought on



non * today u>.u ■

units of..,*&j of Colum

bia Natjonc1 Guard were or
dered to report io their armory.

The guardsmen, most of them 

MPs wHo already received ex

tensive riot training this year-, 

received the call as police 

sealed off i- oubled areas in a 

capital city where a night of 

violence left one man dead, 56 

persons injured and brought

TOKYO (AP) — North Viet
nam denounced the United 
States today, charging it “ob
stinately continues bombing an 
important part’’ of the North.

ernment said it supports Ha
noi’s earlier statement of a will
ingness to talk about a complete 
halt in the bombing. Communist 
China described President John-

more than 200 arrests.

The renewed disturbances, 

meanwhile, spilled over at mid

day into Washington's dp»(?n 

town business district

son’s moves as “a new trick” 
and urged the North Viet
namese to continue fighting.

The North 'Vietnamese said 
the partial halt was not enough 
to testify that the United States 

. „ wants peaceful settlement of the
kite as-to the immediate course war. Peking said President 

* ' ‘-‘be followed. The Soviet gov- Johnson’s bombing order was

This was the strongest state
ment yet throwing doubt on the 
road to negotiations since Hanoi 

nd Washington agreed to con- 
cts earlier in the week. • 
It came amid an apparent’ 
sh between Moscow and Pe- .

intended to "force the Viet
namese people to bend their 
knees and surrender to the ag
gressors by means of a new 
trick.”

It was the first Chinese com
ment on President Johnson’s 
Sunday night bomb pause an
nouncement. Peking stiil with-,/ 
held comment on North Viet
nam’s announcement Wednes
day agreeing to meet with the 
United States to prepare for 
peace talks.

WASHINGTON (AP)—Presi

dent Johnson told the nation 

today he plans to address a 

joint session of Congress to 

deal with the problems stem

ming from the assassination of 

Dr. Martin Luther' King. The 

session was promptly set for 9 

p.m. EST Monday night.

sore

MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —Atty. 

Gen. Ramsey Clark said today 

that "substantial leads" had 

been developed in the hunt for 

the killer of Dr. Martin Luther 

King Jr. Clark said the slaying 

appeared to be the work of 

one man.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Black 
power advocate • Stokely Car
michael urged Negroes today to 
arm themselves with guns and 
take to the streets in retaliation 
for the assassination oi Dr." 
Martin Luther King Jr. *

Carmichael told a news 
conference . he wants black 
America to "kill off the real en
emy/’ ~~ ~~~

"We have to retaliate for the 
death of our leaders,” he said. 
"The execution of those debts ' 
will not be in the courtrooms. 
They will be jn the streets of the 
United States'of America.”

He said there would be execu
tions in the streets.

“When white America killed 
Dr. King she opened the eyes of 
every black man in this coun
try,” Carmichael said.

Carmichael blamed President. 
Lyndon B. Johnson and- Sen. 
Robert F, Kennedy, -D-N.Y.,

along with the rest of the na
tion’s white population for the 
death of the Nobel Peace Prize 
winner.

"Bobby Kennedy pulled that 
trigger-as ~ much as anyong 
eIse?’ ’ C ar mi chael~s~aid,~cKar g- 

'inig the 'senator had failed to 
push for prosecution of slayers 
of Negro cj.vil rights workers 
when he was attorney general.

The militant Black Power 
leader declared that violence 
that erupted in city after city . 
across the nation after King was 
shot in Memphis is "just light 
stuff”, when compared with 

what will happen. ’ ’ 
r‘We have to ' retaliate,” he 

added. -----------
Carmichael has frequently 

urged violence on past occa
sions, in speeches and tours

See Kennedy comment, ■, 
' . page 12.

around the country.
Carmichael also declared that

sensical charge against” fellow 
Black .Power advocate H. Rap 
Brown, who is accused of incit
ing a riot last summer in Cam
bridge, Md., "He ain’t seen_ 
nothing . . . w'e’ll* take our 
troops back.into Maryland . . . 
we’ll turn that state upside 
down and inside out.”

Lester McKinnie, chairman of 
the Washington chapter of the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee, also at the news 
conference, said there was a 
possibility of a general strike 
throughout the United States by 
Negroes. He did. not elaborate 
on this point.
' SNCC’s actual membership is 
small—it was estimated at 100 
late last year. But its leaders 
have been among the most vo
cal on racial matters..

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 01-25-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

SI CLOSURE



OPTIONAl FORM NO. 10 / - 0-106
MAY 1962 EDITION / /
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 I 4^^’ ’ ]

STATES j • MP• #ENT

Memordnuuth
Tolson _ 

DeLoach

T

FROM

SUBJECT.

DATE:

stokelVcarmtchael
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS
SEDITION

8/26/68
- Mr. DeLoach
- Mr. Sullivan
- Mr. Bishop
- Mr. Rosen

^c/sper-----------------

Callahan --------------

Conrad -----------------

Felt____________

Gale --------------------

Rosen ------------------

Sullivan ---------------

Tavel ------------------

Trotter -----------------

Tele. Room ----------

Holmes----------------

Gandy ------------------

1
1 
1
1 
1
1

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

0 0 6 B YDATE auc tain/ml

This memorandum is for the purpose of recording 
instructions issued telephonically to the San Francisco Office 
this morning with respect to obtaining evidence concerning 
remarks of Stokely Carmichael yesterday at a rally in Oakland, 
California.

commented that the

_________ | of the Criminal Division in the 
Department called this morning and made reference to an 
article which appeared in today’s issue of the Washington 
Post entitled "Guerrilla Warfare Near, Carmichael Tells Rally" 
written by one Rosa Gustaitas. The article contained a general/ 
run-down of remarks made by Carmichael at a "Free Huey 
Newton" rally held on August 25, 1968, in Oakland during „ / 
which Carmichael urged the Negroes to obtain weapons and / 
stated Negroes should take retaliatory action if Newton is 
convicted and Carmichael recommended guerrilla tactics rather 
than riots in the streets.
Department was most interested in securing specifics regarding 
Carmichael’s speech and is particularly interested in knowing 
whether any recording was obtained as this may present 
possibility for immediate proses»a£Lge action. ,

EMOO. - -/V' to .. ' / / J
It is noted thatthe San Francisco Office by teletype 

yesterday furnished a brief run-down of Carmichael's speech 
as obtained by three informants who were able to attend and 
it was indicated that efforts were being made to ascertain 
if a recording was made of the speech. With•respect to the 
request of the Department, mentionedtabpve, Supe^wi&QrKa, 
_______ of the Racial Intelligence Squad, San Francisco Office, was contacted. stated that his^r?£€el(ial868 _ JQ

100-446080
GCM:fhd (7) CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
100-446080 

been able to have racial informants attend Carmichael’s 
speech but because of stringent security rules in effect 
at the meeting they had not been able to secure any recordings 
but were checking with the police department to see if they 
had been successful in that regard. | was instructed to 
have his informants thoroughly debriefed and to furnish to 
the Bureau by 4:30 p.m. today a teletype summary containing 
specifics as to just what Carmichael said during his speech. 
In the event a recording could be located, San Francisco was 
instructed to expeditiously transcribe such and furnish 
promptly to the Bureau, taking steps topreserve the tape for 
evidentiary purposes. In line with previous instructions 
given to the field in connection with the Carmichael investi
gation, San Francisco was also instructed to contact news 
media to ascertain if the speech was recorded and, if so, 
to take steps to obtain copies of the recording.

In addition,)______ |was instructed to have any members
of the press known to have attended the meeting interviewed 
for any pertinent evidentiary information they may be able 
to provide. In addition, San Francisco was again instructed 
to make every effort to record any additional remarks made 
by Carmichael at public meetings during his current stay on 
the West Coast.

ACTION: 

receipt 
will be

' b7C
This is for recording purposes. Immediately upon 

of the teletype summary,] of the Department
advised for prosecutive consideration of this matter.

You Will be kept informed of pertinent developments.

2



17-1 (Rev. 8-11-03)

ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

□ FOIA/PA □ Litigation Q Executive Order Applied

Requester: :____________________________________________________________________ _
Subject: ____________ '__________________________________________________________________________ _
Computer or Case Identification Number: ___________________________________________________________ _
Title of Case: _________________________________________________________________  Section 
* File__________________________________________________________________________________________ _
Serials Reviewed: ________________ ■______________________________________________________________

Release Location: *File  Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit] ^2

File Number: | o 0 - \A q - LV~VUo£o Section _______
Serial(s) Reviewed: _____________________________________________ ___ _________________________________________________________________________________________

FOIPA Requester: _______________________________________________________________________ _________
FOIPA Subject: ___________________________ :_______________________________________ _ ___________
FOIPA Computer Number: ______3 17________________ ;___________________________ _

File Number:  Section 

File Number: Section
Serial(s) Reviewed:

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number:____________________________________________________________________ '__________

Serial(s) Reviewed:

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number:

ALL WorofiTlolJ
HEREIN I3"-OTCLA33IFIEE
DATE'0 3-T5 -2006 BY 6032 4/AUT./BAV CB /h Is

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

SCANNED BY DocLab (RMD)

DATE:

LAST SERIAL:

ATTENTION

DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE



COBTAINED
5’UNCLASSIFIED ' ‘ .

DATE 08r 15-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CB/bls

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code

TELETYPEVia

TO: DIRE AND SACS MOBILE
NEW YORK

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
M

JSfr. Rosen 
Mr. Sulhv 
Mr. Tavel._ 
Mr. .Trotter. 
Tele. Rooiiu 
Miss

DeLoach___
Mohr._
Bishop..
Casper.. 
Callaha 
Conrad
Felt___

FROM: SAC WFO (100-43303)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM DASH SNCC.

URGENT
(Priority)

Date: 9/

CODE

F B I

b6
A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMA- b7c

TION IN THE PAST, ADVISED SEPTEMBER FIVE INSTANT SUBJECT

NOW IN NEW YORK CITY

THIS DATKFOR~ AFRICA

WILL DEPART

REMAIN FOR AN UNKNOWN

DURATIONS SOUR’CE DID NOT KNOW THE MODE OF TRAVEL BUT BELIEVED

SOURCE DID NOT KNOW THE COUNTRIES IN AFRICA
«•

TO- BE VISITED

ADMINISTRATIVE

ABOVE SOURCE IS

b6
b7C 
b7D

NEW YORK COGNIZANTeTO VERIFY. Dj

b 2 gse bH

INFO OF MOBILE.v P

1EPARTU^F ^3

roiA
: skt ■ " 'm.D DOW JI

(2)- Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO

.... ■•■■■

Sp//ial Agent iri Charge

■ r r

Sent ___ M Per



ALL IIJFOPinObl'I CONTAINED •
•HEREIN IS OTCLA5SIFIED ' *
DATE 08-15-2006 'BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CB/b'ls

5-1 13a ((9^2 9-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

Date September 5, 1968
Previous information received that 

Stokely Carmichaell I
planning a vacation to Africa for some 
time. | [departed at 5 p.m., 
September 5, 1968, by air for Dakar, 
Senegal, duration of visit unknown;

State Department and Central Intelli
gence Agency advised. Copies sent to 
Inter-Division Information Unit of 
Department and Attorney General. Pertinent 
parts of attached to be included in a 
teletype summary to the White House and 
other interested levels of the Government.

bo
b7C

CEG:jms



VIA TELETYPE!?

DATE: 09=1^-2006
C LAS SJ FIED Y 6032 4/AUC /BAN/ C PB / 
DE CLASSIFY" ON: 25X 3'. 3(1) 
09-13-2031

FR

CLASSIFICATION PER OGA LETTER
DATED 09-13-2006

NEW YORK 100-153751 IP

JRGENT 9-5-68 WPK

WA
FBI NEW YOR 
7-35 PM

ENCIPHERED
■nil-....... . । Liaa.ia.ji

SEP 51968

TO DIRE OR 100-446080 (PLAINTEXT)
TENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

a4Arre^-^

STOKELY CARMICHAEL,

ON INSTANT DATE PAN AMERICAN

AIRLINES (PAA), RESERVATIONS SUPERVISOR, JOHN F. KENNEDY

AIRPORT, NEW YORK CITY, ADVISED STOKELY CARMICHAEL I 
DEPARTED THAT AIRPORT VIA PA:A FLIGHT ONE FIVE

ZERO FOR DAKAR, SENEGAL, TIME OF DEPARTURE WAS FIVE
PM THIS DATE AND DAKAR IS FOUR PM, SEPTEMBER SIX NEXT 

FSTiMATFO ThMC of ARE/VI44--
LOCAL TIME.

CARMICHAEL

Mr. Tolson, ,-^c
Mr. DeLoach..SL_
Mr. Mohr_---------
Mr. Bishop-------
Mr. Casper____
Mr. Callahan..... .
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale_____

.Mr. Rosen_
Mr. Sullivan!-—
Mr. Tavel---------
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy-------

b/C

IN POSSESSION OF ONE WAY TICKETS.

NO RETURN TRIP PLANS MADE WITH PAA

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE BUREAU TELEPHONE CALL TO NEW YORK THIS DATE, LOCAL

ICE, AND NEW YORK CITY POLIC

bl

SEP.10 1968

INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES, SE 
DEPARTMENT TO BE NOTIFIED. 
LETTERHEAD MEMORANDUM TO BE SUBMITTED . / J 
END 
WA .

RNK WASH DC (S)

? 8T3lhiw
51 SEP 16 1968
COPY SENT AG AND IDIU

b7C



5-22-64),
AL^WFOBJaTIOM COWTA'l 

Therein is'.otclassifieii,,^’ ' 
’■DATE- 08-15-2006 BY 6b3^/^ZBAWZ

•M- tr ’ 
# 

;.$7 V ' r

.■7 7

F B l ' ■

. Date: 8/27/68
T-rd'h.s'Mt the following in __

W airtel
(Type in. plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL - REGISTERED
. (Priority)

W:

FROM:
. ’SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
SAC, BIRMINGHAM (157-2546)(P)
STOKELY^ARMICHAEL, aka 
RM - S]hX?; SEDITION

Re Birmingham airtel toDirector dated 7/22/68

(00: WFO)

Db
b7C

/5y- Bureau (AM - RM)
^2 - WFO (100-43503) AM - RM
.2 - Birmingham 
CZRjhss 
(7)

i7 AUG 291968

gX^W5

.7.’Spec]
_ 7'. •' " , 7 ■ ■ : : Sfent, 

tl Agent in Charge . ‘ 7 ;
J!

£4



BH 157-2546

LEADS:
WFO

AT WASHINGTON, D.CO
It is requested that the Agent who initially observed 

the unidentified Negro female at SNCC Headquarters., Washington. , . 
D;Co, on 5/2/68, observe| |
to determine whether she is identical to above-mentioned 
Negro female

2



on this envelope

jr: ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
i ; "HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 08-15-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CB/bls

t

enclosure



s
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXl 
WHERE SHOW OTHERWISE

• . date: 09-1 
^CLASSIFIED

BEST COPY AVAILABLE WCLAssirz 
^|9-18-2031

BY q0 3 2 4/AUC /B AlJ/ C PB/AAG 
ON: ‘25X 3. 3 i'll

3 Buraai’.

23 SEP 7 1968Ex-ioa

.. ■>?

Iin

rai-iy 3g 
’TT') and

n, Cr 
two c

(XaDw _

ASSWY: ACSI,gg£,OSYTSEC.SERV jb6

DAIS w
BY:

J

-■ ojA



LA I.OO-68783

The following sources were utilized in attached • 
LHM:

SOURCS

A mechanical recox’ding was net made concerning 
CARMICHAEL’S speech at the Free Huey Newton rally-at Will 
Rogers Park, Los Angeles on 8/24/68 because members of 
the BPP were utilized as security force and 'would not 
permit any recording devices in the park and denied.any 
recording devices to local press and news media.

Local lav? enforcement agencies indicated that 
tight security would be maintained at the rally and 
recommended that no recording devices be brought into 
the park which could cause an incident producing a riot 
in the park.

Copies of attached LHM are being furnished to 
Secret Service, Los Angeles; 115th MIO, Pasadena, Californi
•ONI, San Diego; and OSI, Norton Air Force Base, San 
•Bernardino, California.



LA IOO-68783

The enclosed. LBM is classified cor^Ea«£5ial 
as information furnished by confidential sources could 
reasonably result in their identification and impair - 
their future effectiveness.



> TO ->fb UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Ju Hepfy, Please liefer to 
Pile No.

Los Ange lesj California 
August 30, 196<3

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB/bl 
011 08-15-2006

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - 
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT 
COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Sources utilized in this communication have 
furnished reliable information in the past. .■ ■

Source One through Source Three indicated on 
August 22, 1968, that Stokely Carmichael, who is presently 
in San Francisco, California, would be traveling to Los 
Angeles the a.m. of August 24, 1968, to address a Free 
Huey Newton Rally at Will Rogers Park, Los Angeles, 
California, which will be open to the public.

Caucasians were 
which would feature local 
as Stokely Carmichael.

being urged to attend the rally, 
black nationalist leaders as well

Huey P. Newton is publicly known as 
the Minister of Defense for the 
Black Panther Party (BPP), Oakland, 
California (see appendix). Newton 
is confined presently in the Alameda 
City Jail for shooting a policeman.
On August 23, 1968, the Los Angeles Police 

Department.(LAPD), Intelligence, Indicated that .50 to 75 
BPP members from Los Angeles and San Francisco were appointed 
to act as security officers for the Free Huey Newton Rally 
at Will Rogers Park on August 24, 1968. BPP security forces 
have been instructed to search all persons entering the 
rally grounds for recording devices and weapons.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS -
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT
COORDINATING COMMITTEE

On August 24, 1968, agents of the FBI observed 
Stokely Carmichael upon.his arrival at Los Angeles Inter
national Airport at 12:30 p.m. August 24, 1968, via Pacific 
Southwest Airlines (PSA) Flight 130 from San Francisco, 
California, accompanied by three male Negroes. He was met 
at the airport by four male Negroes dressed in black 
jackets with black berets.
___________On August 24, 1968,1

| PSA, Los Angeles, advised at
San Francisco, California, ticketed, a party of^Fdui} which 
included Stokely Carmichael, for transportation on PSA
Flight 130 frcm San Francisco to Los'Angeles. PSA Flight 130
was due to arrive.Los Angeles at approximately 12:30 p.m. 
Carmichael and party had no return reservations to San 
Francisco, California.

On August 24, 1968, Special Agents of the FBI 
were present and observed the activities at Peace and 
Freedom Party (PFP) (a legally consituted political party 
in the State of California) and BPP sponsored rally to 
free Huey Newton at the Will Rogers Park, 103rd and Central, 
Los Angeles, California, from 4:00 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
featuring Stokely Carmichael.' ...There were' 
approximately 500 persons in attendance with all but four 
people being Negro.

Upon entering the park, it was noted that all 
persons entering the park carrying attache cases, purses, 
etcetera, were stopped and searched by Negroes wearing 
black berets with BPP T-shirts and jackets who served as 
guards and security force around the park.

- 2



■ STOKELY CARMICHAEL ", . . ■
RACIAL MATTERS - . ,

■ STUDENT NON-VIOLENT • ' • '
COORDINATING COMMITTEE

■ / ' /S

Sherni Q-njiZBan-ks^, leader of the ES^P in Los Angeles, 
Callforniar^acted/s^ Master of Ceremonies^(‘MC) and started 

‘tfieT^TIyT which/ras scheduled for 3^00 p.m., at 4:00 p.m.
on August 24, 1968 by identifying the rally as a Free Huey‘P. 
Newton Rally being sponsored by the .BPP and eulogized 
Newton for his heroics for the black man in that he killed 
"pig cops". Z^’/47'

The first speaker was Robert/^all of Operation 
Bootstrap, a self-help organization ^of~Negroes in South 
EbsTAnge^fes . Hall praised Newton yfd the black nationalists.
■He indicated that the black nationalists were making the 
establishment, change their views concerning the black 
man. He criticized the establishment and their war in 
Vietnam andf/spoke concerning the eventual black revolution. 
s ' '^3=^^Pecond speaker was introduced as Prentice 

^Carter, BPP Prime Minister for the west coast and during
<shi~r'speech he reiterated manyv of the statements of Hall.. 

He related that the black man must be prepared to die for 
freedom and the freedom of the black man around the world.. 
The BPP will protect the blacks from the "racist pig cops" 
and the BPP should be recognized as the police for the black 
community. Carter was extremely militant in his presentation.

The third speaker was Chicts^e sb it t J ieade-r" o f 
the Boston, Massachusetts BPP. "RFT-WaTcTted^that Newton 
is paying the supreme price for blapc freedom.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS -
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT
COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Between the third and fourth speakers, Shermont 
Banks, MC, introduced several leading members of the black 
community'and DavidJpanchez, Prime Minister of the Brown 
Berets^ a Me xican^mericarTmilitantTorgan iz ation located 
teethe-Mexican-American commuxiity of Los Ange les, Jla.ll - 
fornia. Sanchez made a brief statement eulogizing Newton 
for his achievement in that he killed a white policeman.

, The fourth was Margaret^right, who is active in 
the black nationalists mOvemenFinLos Angeles, California, 
and a~ssb^iWek3^wuth^the^BTackI Cxmgrehs^^^^ 
whic^fc^arr^ama^Tgamation bf' mosrof the militant black 
nationalists organizations in Los Angeles, California. 
She spoke concerning police brutality, ^oT^The “military 
draft, and poor education for the Negroes in Los Angeles, 
California. She related that the majority of Negro service
men were being killed in Vietnam and encouraged the Negroes 
to stand out against this racist war. The black man in Los 
Angeles, California, is presently receiving inferior 
education. He is only being instructed in the white man's 
history and heritage. She urged the black female to fight 
along-side and encourage'Her- husband in the movement and. the 
eventual revolution. ““

The last speaker on the program was Stokely 
Carmichael'who was introduced as Prime Minister of the 
BPP. He sppke from 4:45 p.m. to 6:25 p.m. concerning, 
"honkies" who have suppressed the black man and the rest 
of the world; the U. S. are Imperialistic. capitalists who 
must be destroyed. The black man's only enemy is the 
’’honkie".



STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL. MATTERS -
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT
COORDINATING COMMITTEE

The black man must obtain weapons, because "gun 
power is black power and is what the black man needs today". 
He said that there would be guerilla warfare if Newton 
is convicted and "pig cops" will be killed. If Newton 
is convicted., "it will be necessary for the Black Panthers 
to free him". If Newton is killed, all black nationalists 
and BPP leaders will be next. He criticized the ’government, 
Socialism, capitalism and the war in Vietnam. He urged the 
black man to unite socially, economically, and militarily 
to avoid elimination.

All speakers were received enthusiastically and 
with loud ovations. The crowd vas boisterous, noisy, but 
they were orderly. Persons in attendance were predominantly 
young Negroes who rapidly'dispersed from the park when the 
rally terminated at 6:30 p.m. During the rally, a collection 
was taken, but the response was not enthusiastic.

Security and orderwere maintained by Negro 
males dressed in black berets, BPP T-shirts, and black 
leather jackets. There were no incidents of violence 
and no arrests were made by local authorities.

Majority of local press were denied access to park, 
but a selected two or three members Of the news media ’ 
were granted access to the rally. All news media had 
departed the rally before Carmichael spoke. The use of 
recording devices was denied to the press. •

It was noted that Caucasians were discouraged 
from entering the park during the rally.

- 5 ~



STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS -
STUDENT NON-VIOLENT '
COORDINATING COMMITTEE

At the termination of the rally, the featured 
speakers adjourned to waiting vehicles for announced 
reception for Carmichael. The whereabouts of this 
reception was not made public.

A BPP rally was announced for Oakland, California 
on August 25, 1968, at which Stokely Carmichael would be 
featured.

Source Four on August 24, 1968 indicated that 
the BPP guard would be maintaining tight security at the 
Will Rogers Park Rally featuring Stokely Carmichael on 
this date. All persons entering the park would be frisked 
for recording devices, weapons, and cameras. They indicated 
that if anyone was found with recording devices or weapons, 
they would be confiscated by the BPP and would probably 
cause an incident provoking a riot.

All law enforcementagencies were urged to use 
discretion in covering the rally at Will Rogers Park.

Source Three, Four, Five, Six, and Seven were 
in attendance at the rally mentioned above and furnished 
similar information as was reported by agents of the FBI 
on August 24, 1968.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to 
be distributed outside your agency. ■



• •
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APPENDIX■

BLACK PANTHER PARTY . ■
Also Known As

Black Panther Party for Self Defense

A source advised that the Black Panther Party for Self 
Defense (BPPSD) was formed by HUEY PERCY NEWTON, Minister of 
Defense, and BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, Chairman, in December, 1966, 
as a militant black nationalist political organization to combat 
"police brutality", to unite militant black youth, and to determine 
the destiny of black communities. The political philosophy was 
taken from writings of Chairman MAO TSe-tung of Communist China 
and black militant writers,

In March, 1968, the name of the organization was changed 
to Black Panther Party (BPP),

The official BPP publication, "The Black Panther Party - 
Black Community News Service", states that the BPP advocates use 
of guns and guerrilla tactics in their violent revoluntionary 
program to end oppression of black people,

On February 17, 1968, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Minister of 
Information, announced merger of the BPP and Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and bestowed title of Minister of 
Justice, BPP, upon H, RAPP: BROWN, Chairman of SNCC,

SNCC is a militant Negro organization 
which preaches black supremacy,
NEWTON, aforementioned, is incarcerated in the Alameda 

County Jail, Oakland, California, awaiting trial on charge of 
murder of an Oakland police officer.

Headquarters of BPP and Huey P. Newton Defense Fund 
are located at 4421 Grove Street, Oakland, California.

APPENDIX

7#



File No.

UnO<]D states department of^stice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
, ' Los Angeles, California 

August 30, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character ’ RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT NON
VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Reference Letterhead Memorandum, of b6
SA| ~| dated b?c
and captioned as above, 
at Los Angeles.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED '
DATE 08-15-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB/blE

5-1 13a ((9-29-65),

Domestic Intelligence Division

IN FORMATIVE NOTE

Date 8-30-68
Stokely Carmichael recently became 

affiliated with the Black Panther Party, 
black extremist group. On 8-25-68, he 
spoke at a rally in Oakland, California. 
His remarks were described as militant anti 
advocating violence.

The attached pertains to his appearan 
last night at St. Louis, Missouri. Copy 
sent Inter-Division Informati on Unit of 
the Department and thee Attorney General. 
Pertinent information concerning 
Carmichael's activities being furnished 
Internal Security Division of the 
Department, and Criminal Division of the 
Department.
WLS:lrb



FBI WASH DC*

Bfwm BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
IF U. S, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FCOMMUNICATIONS SECTION

AUG3 01968

Tolaofl —, 
Deljoaeh- 
Mo

sper.

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Felt .....
Mr. Gale___
M^Tlosen— 
M?V8telivan

256AM

T

FBI ST LOUIS

RGENT 8-30-68 RJK

— 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy-------

DIRECTOR (100-446080), WASHINGTON FIELD, SPRINGFIELD (100

10697) AND ATLANTA (100-6812)

FROM ST. LOUIS (100-20639)

STOKtefitf CARMICHAEL. RM~. OOsWFO. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-15-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CB/bls

RE SL TELCON TO ATLANTA INSTANT DATE. 
sr uou w u

SUBJECT ARRIVED SLMO TWO FIFTY PM, EIGHT TWENTYNINE LAST

AND PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE TAKEN OVER BY SL BUAGENTS FROM SI BU-

AGENTS. SUBJECT BRIEFLY VISITED HEADQUARTERS OF ZULU TWELVE

HUNDREDS AND BLACK LIBERATORS, TWO LOCAL MILITANT GROUPS AND NOI

RESTURANT. VISITED LOCAL RADIO STATION AND TV STATION. ALL OF „ _ 
sx uovis Ocf

ABOVE ACTIVITIES UNDER CONSTANT SURVEILLANCE BY BUAGENTS AND SLPD.

PROCEEDED TO SHELDON MEMORIAL HALL FOR RALLY WHICH BEGAN AT

APPROXIMATELY EIGHT TEN PM. A AFRICAN DANCE GROUP AND POETRY

READING PREDEEDED SUBJECT SPEECH.

CARMICHAEL SPOKE FOR APPROXIMATELY TWO HOURS BEGINNING AT

NINE FORTYFIVE PM. IN HIS SPEECH CARMICHAEL STRESSED BLACKS MUST

HAVE UNDYING LOVE FOR ALL BLACKS AND

END PA^e Ane'

TELETYPED TO: i
-ggSEP'l»

UNDYING HATRED FOR WHITES.

j
/ci, i ®\i

REC-3.
®»Wld 196^



PAGE TWO

URGED NECESSITY OF ALL BLACK GROUPS UNITING INTO ONE ORGANIZATION

URGED GUERILLA WARFARE WHEN BLACKS ARE SUFFICIENTLY ARMED

STATED BLACKS MUST STEAL, BUY OR BEG ARMS; ONLY REAL POWER RESTS

WITH THOSE WHO HAVE GUNS. _

SPEECH COVERED BY SLPD WITH RECORDER, BUAGENT AND INFORMANTS

PROCEEDED TO LAMBERT FIELD. CARMICHAEL
b7C

DEPARTED SLMO AT ONE TWENTY AM INSTANT

DATE VIA TWA FLIGHT FOUR NINE ZERO NON-STOP TO ATLANTA SCHEDULED

TO ARRIVE THERE THREE THREE THREE AM

INTELLIGENCE. SECRET

NO DISORDER OR RACIAL INCIDENTS WHILE IN SLMO. MILITARY 

SERVICE AND USA ADVISED. LHM FOLLOWS. P

END

JCR

FBI WASH DC*

9

ROOM 836 9&D

b6
b7C



FD-36 (Wev. 5-22-64)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
08-15-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CB/b|

F Bl

Date: 9/6/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

Mr. Tolson______
Mr. Dei.oach—i_-f 
Mr. Mohr* 
Mr. Bis hop--------
Mr. Cas.pcr_____
Mr. CasiahanI__
Mr. Conrad____
Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale—______
Mr. R0sen.__._X4 
Mr. Sullivan r/ 
Mr. Tavel___ ____
Mr. Trotter 
Tele. Room 
Miss H< Jmes____
Miss Gandy

TO: ■ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - SNCC

b7C

8/31/68.Re Saint Louis tel to Director and WFO

herewith for the Bureau are 11 
an LHM regarding the above captioned matter. Two 
are furnished New York and Saint Louis.

Enclosed copies of
copies each

I /f.

The source referred to in the LHM is

The LHM is 
protect the identity 
value on a continuing basis.

being classified to
of a source furnishing information of

In furnishing the information to the Director and 
WFO by teletype dated 8/31/68, Saint Louis advised extreme 
care must be utilized in any dissemination of the information 
provided by' (because of potential danger to the

AGEKCY: ACS-I.0SI,-SEC.

HOW F0RW:. 
DATE F0RW 
BY:_____ _

informant.

||INCL@S
3 - Bureau (Enc. 11) ejUlSflL
2 - New York (100-153751) (Encr2>”(RM)
2 - Saint Louis (Enc. 2) (RM) 
1 - WFO

b2
b7D

WWH:bjr 
(8)

C- c‘'

g

17 SEP 11 1968

e
Sent M Per



WFO 100-43503 • '■ '

The information is being set forth in LHM form 
in the event dissemination is deemed necessary in view of 
the importance of the allegation.

NY contact sources familiar with the CARMICHAEL ' 1 । f •

family to resolve if subject ____________________________
and their whereabouts.

•< Ab’ < ■. ,



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No,

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

September 6, 1968 .

■ DECLASSIFIED BY 60324/AUC/BATiJ/CB:7i)ls' ,
' - ON 08-15-2006 •• ' ’• • :

CO]

stokely Carmichael

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised; oil August 30, 1968, that 
Stokely Carmichael made a. speech .in St. Louis, Missourt, on 
August 29, 1968. According to source, ’’one of the militants” 
that served as a guard for Carmichael during the speech told 
the source that Carmichael was very angry because his Sister 

lhad recently martied a white man. Source, 
reported that according tb the . guaird. who source knows only 
by the f ir st name b7C

Source could provide no additional information

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

covins destroyed. . • ,■ 
2CCn^ 1

'COK

' Exolud^A^froni- 
dow .

classification

1*

ENCLOSURE
A



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

f
l INFORMATION CONTAINED

PEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' ■
TE 08-15-2006 BY ,60324/AUC/BAW/CB

Transmit the following in

Via
AIRTEL

FROM:

F B I

Date: 9/5/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

i-

H
h

Hi

w o: ■trt ...
—.S3 

hi PC 
in c o . 
.f •<?

§

” S: 
Be PS 

Pi o 

O Fr 
Pm M

son

8T0KKLT CARMICHAEL 
IS - M; SEDITION

Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies and 
for WF0 two copies of an LHM concerning subject’s 
visit in Atlanta on August 30, 1968,

The first source referred to is identified

Local and Military authorities wore advised 
of CARMICMAEL's presence in Atlanta and a copy of this 
soMorandus is being furnished to QI th MIG, Region ,T 
Ft*  McPherson, 

>

^^Bsreau (Eli 
W-m (Enc*|

Go

Special Agai^'in'Charge

5) CRM) ' »

<M> & J 2 “W1388 B5

Sent

bec.o ooh iHierr om

SEP 7

b7D



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

uniteVstates department of j^tice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta> Georgia 
September 5, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED -
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-15-2006 BY 60324/ALTC/BAW/CB/D13

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS; 

SEDITION

Special Agents of the FBI observed STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL, accompanied by four individuals including 
one female, arrive at Atlanta at 3:33 a.m. on August 30, 
1968, aboard Trans-World Airline Flight 490.

Immediately upon arrival at the airport, this 
group contacted various airlines at the airport and 
CARMICHAEL confirmed a reservation oh Delta Flight 
106 due to leave Atlanta .at on August 30,1968, at 4:20 p.m., and he aisomade stand-by reser
vations on Delta Flight 753 due to leave Atlanta at 
4:04 p.m. on August 30, 1968.

At 4:13 a.m. CARMICHAEL and the other individuals 
entered a cab and were driven to Paschal’s Motor Lodge 
located on Hunter Street in Atlanta. They arrived 
there at 4:29,>.m.

b2 
b7D 
b6 
b7C

MM bA-jUb U



STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY- 
MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION

Special Agents of the FBI observed that 
CARMICHAEL boarded Delta Flight 753 at the Atlanta 
Municipal Airport, which departed Atlanta at 4:04 p.m. 
destined for the national airport at Washington, D, C.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

2



STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquartered at 360-362 
Nelson Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself 
as not being a membership organization, but rather an agency 
attempting to stimulate and foster the growth of local pro
test movements. SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement which erupted across the South beginning on February 1, 1960. 
A conference at Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought 
together many of the demonstrating Southern students in a 
loose network of militant youth which was officially named 
SNCC ip October, 1960.

■..  1 '.i . :
A source has advised that in May, 1966, Stokely 

Carmichael was elected National Chairman by the Central Com
mittee. In May, 1967, Carmichael was replaced as Chairman 
by H. Rap Brown, with Carmichael assuming the position of 
Recruiter and Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at 
the invitation of Fidel Castro, Carmichael participated in 
the Organization of- Latin American Solidarity Conference 
which was held in Havana, Cuba. Subsequent thereto, Carmichael 
traveled to Hanoi and other sections of North Vietnam. He 
returned to the United States in December, 1967, at which 
time his passport was picked up because of travel to un
authorized countries,

A source advised that when Carmichael was elected 
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. With the election of 
H. Rap Brown as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on a world
wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand 
against violations of these rights by the American Government 
and to strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft 
and to the United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identi
fies SN|CC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. 
It advocates that to be successful it is necessary to deve
lop a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in 
the Watts area of Los Angeles, California, H. Rap Brown said 
"You better shape up America, or we*11  burn you down” Later 
in February, 1968, in a publicized note Brown wrote, "America, 
if it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against 
you and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to 
organize your children, your God, your poor, your country, 
and to organize mankind to rejoice in your destruction and 
ruin, then here’s my life."
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
September 5, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character INTERNAL SECURITY-MISCELLANEOUS;
SEDITION

Reference
Memorandum prepared at 
Atlanta, dated and captioned 
as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
infoimation in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. : .
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|had been detected at CARMICHAEL'S b7D 
speech?of 7/26/68 and had been asked to leave the area and 
had not been able to record the talk as planned. Contact 
with news sources in attendance at this speech reflected 
that none had made tape recordings of CARMICHAEL'S speech 
of 7/26/68., and these news sources reported that they did 
not cover CARMICHAEL'S speech of 7/27/68.

This report carries CARMICHAEL as armed and 
dangerous since he is known to have possessed firearms 
in the past and in view of his national posture in the 
Black Power Movement advocating violence and civil dis
obedience .

The Agents conducting physical surveillance of 
CARMICHAEL and associates at Mobile 7/26-28/68 were SAs

b6
b7C

INFORMANTS?

Identity of Source; File Number Where Located;

Instant Report

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

c
COVER PAGE
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LEADS;

ATLANTA (INFORMATION);

One copy of this report is designated for Atlanta 
in view of their interest in the activities of CARMICHAEL.

SAN FRANCISCO

AT SAN FRANCISCOj CALIFORNIA. Three copies of this 
report are designated for San Francisco in order that copies 
will be available for file on Black Panther Party and their 
file onl

MOBILE

AT MOBILE<, ALABAMA« Will report any additional 
informatiorFde'veloped through sources concerning the activities 
of CARMICHAEL while in Mobile 7/26-28/68.

D*
COVER PAGE
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In Reply, Please Refer to

K ' X '
UNITW) states DEPARTMENT OF .1 uWlCE “

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

September 9, 1968
Director , ' .
United States Secret Service •
Department of the Treasury
Washington, D. C. 20220 ■ ' '

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between'the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. [ | Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2. □ Has attempted or threatened to, redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal, means. , •

3. □ Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member 
of Other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. □ U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. |xl Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following
. criteria:

(a) □ Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) □ Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) TO Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) of conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government. ■

6. | | Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph □ has been furnished □ enclosed □ is not available 
□ may be available through  ■

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclos.ure(s) .1)
U. S. Secret Service , Mobile, Alabama (RM) 

. , -E- ' '

Enclosure(s) ' (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form
■ becomes UNCLASSIFIED.) ...



UNgj|D STATES DE 
'^^EDERAL BURE/

1 - USAs Washingtosi, D.C.
1 - USA, Mobile (RM)
1 - NISO, 6th ND (RM)
1 - G=2, 3rd Army .(RM)

Copy to: 2 - INTO, Mobile (RM)
1 •=> Secret Service, Mobile 

_____________________ . bo
Report of: S A ________________________ b 7 C
Dote: 9/9/68

Field Office File 100-1858

•ARTMENT OF ilfa'ICE 1

I OF INVESTIGATIC^T -A
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-15-2006 B’f 60324/AUC/BAW/CB/tols

(RM)

Office: MOBILE

Bureau File #: 1OO—446O8O

TM«: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character: RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT ' NON-VIOLENT-. COORDINATING 
COMMITTEE - ANTI-RIOT LAWS '

Synopsis:

CARMICHAEL.arrived Mobile, Ala., 2:25 P.M., 7/26/68, EAL, 
accompanied by two Negro males' referred to as I . |

CARMICHAEL
spoke, that night at Old Warren Street Methodist Church to a 
crowd estimated by news article at 700. In talk urged black 
men to get guns. FBI Agent from outside building overheard him b6 
say power comes from barrels of guns^ that there are three ways b7c
to get things, to beg, to work and to take them, and that the b7D
first two ways had already been tried. Two news sources who 
heard the talk from within the church stated CARMICHAEL said 
blacks should ^ake power with guns and that blacks in Vietnam 
should be shooting white men. CARMICHAEL, on 7/27/68, talked 
with local Negro leaders| ]
and said he advocated settling problems by whatever means 
were available, and that he could not accept theory that law 
and order benefits minority groups. He spoke at church oh 
7/27/68 and was overheard by FBI Agent from outside the church 
tell crowd this was their town, if they wanted to burn it, to 
go ahead and burn it. No tape recordings of speeches available. 
CARMICHAEL and his two associates observed leaving Mobile 7:00 
A.M., 7/28/68 by EAL for Atlanta, Ga. ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

P

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. 
your agency; It and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
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DETAILS

AT MOBILE,,ALABAMA:

_______________ I advised on July 8, 1968 that ___  
a ,_local.. Negro Wy i » Neighbor *

hood Organized ('NOW'), had said that NOW had
iWiteT^WOLY'CARMICHAEL; former chairman of the Student
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), to speak in Mobile. 
(A characterization of SNCC is attached hereto.) I I

wanted CARWfICHAEL to speak on July 19$ 1968 
and had tried to rent the Mobile Municipal Auditorium, which . 
was not available for that date.

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

On July. 8, 1968,1
Mobile Municipal Auditorium. advisedF Fthat date
had requested to rent the Auditorium for July 26, 1968 for a - 
political lecture, making a deposit of $250 for one-half the 
base rental. He said that | |

I INOW. which group was sponsoring the program.
Later on that date I Ithat the
principal speaker for the occasion would be STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
and that the program would start at 8:30 P.M. and would last 
for about three hours.

On July 11, 1968.1
been notified the previous date by the City Auditorium that 

I provide insurance in the amount of about
$21,000,000 in connection with using the Auditorium for b;
CARMICHAEL’S speech. He said that the insurance probably b®
could'not be obtained by NOW, and if it could be obtained, 
would cost too much for the group for the one night only.

meeting of NOW the decision had been made to invite STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL to Mobile to speak since the organization felt 
that the racial situation in the Mobile area was very poor, 
particularly in the field of job opportunities for Negroes. 
He said that Mobile did not have any powerful speakers among 
the Negroes who could reach the white community or who could 
be used for fund raising activities. He said a letter had

2
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been .sent to CARMICHAEL inviting him to speak in Mobile on 
July Q6s 1968 and an acceptance had been received. He said 
that he expected! to be able to use the Mobile City Auditorium 
for'this speech..

On July 11; 1968,1 ladvised that on the previous
date a letter had been delivered I I from the *
three City Commissioners,- denying the use of the City Auditorium 
to 'NOW for t.:.e speech by CARMICHAEL. Earlier on that date 

| not if led by the -manager of the auditorium 
that it wiuld be necessary to provide insurance on the audi
torium in the amount of $12,000,000, plus insurance to cover bO
any personal damages in the amount of $10.000.000 if the b|
auditorium was used for a speech by CARMICHAEL. I I b7c

|group had made an appointment to meet with the City .... b7D 
Commission to discuss the question of the insurance, but 
this meeting was cancelled after the. Commissioners notified

|the use of the auditorium was denied for a speech 
by CARMICHAEL.
__________ I H advised on. July 18, 19681
I ' I CARMICHAEL was definitely coming to Mobile on
July 26j 1968 and was expected to stay for several days and 
speak in several churches. He said that if CARMICHAEL had 
been able to use the auditorium, one appearance would have.
beer, e^'v./h;, but since he will have to speak at churches,

will be necessary to make several speeches.

land
On July 26, 1968 the Washington Field Office advused 

that CARMICHAEL, accompanied by I '
an individual identified ___________________________ _____
departed the Friendship International Airport, Maryland 
at 11 Ulf: A.M. that date by Eastern Airlines Flight^M-T" 
enroute to Mobile, Alabama, with a stop over at Atlanta 
Georgia., ’ b6

b7C
Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Invest1-

gation observed STOKELY CARMICHAEL, accompanied by two Negro 
males, arriving at Mobile Municipal Airport at 2:25 P.M., 
July 26, 1968, aboard Eastern Airlines Flight 377. They 
were met by a Negro groupT I They were
driven to

3

6
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a short stay, drow“a--r0uhd-“M0b-ll“e*  and ad.-joining Prichard, 
Alabama, before/going to the home of I

After remaining at |
for several hours, they drove to the Old Warren Street 
Methodist Church, 304 N. Warren Street, arriving there at 
about' 8s00 P.M. At this church CARMICHAEL spoke for about 
two hours to. a group estimated by police at about 200 inside

bo
b7C

and about 150 to 200 outside. The Mobile Register, a daily 
newspaper published at Mobile, Alabama, in its issue of 
July 27, 1968 estimated the persons in attendance inside and 
outside the church as totaling about 700. This same news 
article reported Zhat CARMICHAEL was flanked by an aide, 
BILL HALL, and West Coast Black Panther..Party.,Field
Marshal DONALiMJOX. ‘“T// ~ z \ J

Following this talk on the night of July 26, 196,8 
CARMICHAEL and his associates were driven to the I I

where they stayed from about 10:45 P.M, to
12:30 A.M., July 27, 1968 before going to the| ~~l

Twhere CARMICHAEL and 
his two associates spent the rest of the night.^^" -------

On July 27, 1968, CARMICHAEL and hisVtWo associates----
left the I ----- laround noon and were driven /
to the | I -

I | where they met with local Negroes until around
2:30 P.M. Thereafter, CARMICHAEL and his two associates 
were driven again to the Old Warren Street Methodist Church, 
arriving about 3^00 P.M., a meeting already being in progress. 
At the. church CARMICHAEL spoke to a crowd ofapproximately 400 
people on the afternoon of July 27, 1968, the .meeting break
ing up about 4:30 P.M, During this afternoon speech by 
CARMICHAEL J I

I According tol J
b6 
b7C 
b7D

CARMICHAEL and his two associates left the 
church about 5:1-2 P.M. bv automobile going to the I I

Later that evening they-visibed thel 
and rode around

/ft & b> ‘If ' 
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the Mobile and Prichard, Alabama, area, making short stops
at several Negro clubs before returning to the I
about 12:30 A.M., July 28, 1968. About 2;30 A.M. CARMICHAEL
and his two associates went to thel

~| where they spent the balance
of the night. ' :

At 6:25 A.M., July 28, 1968, CARMICHAEL and his 
two associates were observed leaving the| 
in a. car drlvenl | After being joined by a car
drlvenl" I the group drove to. the Mobile Muni
cipal Airport, and CARMICHAEL and1 his two^associates obtained 
airline tickets I

land boarded Eastern Airlines

bo 
b7C 
b7D

Flight 39O, departing Mobile at 7s00 A.M. for Atlanta, Georgia

> ' 
SPEECH BY CARMICHAEL
NIGHT OF JULY. 26, 1968,
OLD WARREN STREET METHODIST CHURCH, 
304 NORTA WARREN STREET, MOBILE, ALABAMA

On July 29, 1968,r~ [advised that he had attended 
the speech by CARMICHAEL on the night of July 26, 1968, at 
which time CARMICHAEL spoke from about 8:05 P.M. to about ' 
10:00 P.M. CARMICHAEL said that the black man needs to have 
a gun because he must take what he gets, 'and that the Negroes 
should admire other Negroes who are in penitentiaries because 
they had the guts to take what they wanted. CARMICHAEL said' 
that non-violence died with MARTIN LUTHER KING. He said that 
CARMICHAEL told the group that if Negro policemen gave them 
a bad time, they (the policemen) must be gotten rid of. He 
said he did not want a white woman, but he wanted to go. to 
school and study the same books in the same schools as white 
people.

b2
b7D

I advised on July 27, 1968 that he had attended 
the speech by CARMICHAEL the night of July 26, 1968, and that 
CARMICHAEL had spoken ftor about two hours and 45 minutes. 
He reported that CARMICHAEL said the white man never knew 
anything but violence and had been taught to kill. CARMICHAEL 
said that Russia, Cuba, Africa and Vietnam were standing up
to the United States, but CARMICHAEL did not praise these 
countries.

5
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CARMICHAEL said that all men should be treated the 
same, but it was impossible for the black man to get a gun 
and have it out with the white men, as the whites have had 
guns all their lives and the Negroes cannot get enough guns 
to declare war on the whites. He said the only thing the 
blacks could afford was a box of matches. CARMICHAEL said 
that the black policemen should have the right to arrest 
all violators and not just Negroes. CARMICHAEL did not 
specifically urge any violence but told the black people 
to stick together.

On August 5, 1968J

the speech by CARMICHAEL, July 26, 1968,1

lin attendance. This
is set forth below'.:

b6 
b7C 
b7D

___________________ |had been unable to make 
a tape recording of CARMICHAEL’S speeches and had determined 
that no one in the Mobile area had made recordings of these 
speeches.

6



b6 
b7C 
b7D

H©.?' (Stokley..Carzaichsel) started- -talking a-

bout the : black.people"getting togothoiV- .^s said^ the'white "man 

thinks ...at when'-the.-black "y-ople got ■; together they think;. in...terms.' '.'.'< 

of a riot, of looting, but actually the white pan don’t want...the 

black people ■ to got together, boesntoy hoy-tho white has';had \ 

thep sc-.a'ated so., long*;  .They like to 'keep, the black people apart' ■; 

bi...... .sc - e white, 'man figured -if-h@ 7dan.keep."the-black-paoploTa- 

pa-. .. b... conquer ..them;or whatever he .‘aims to do*  All ...the-time . .. 

ta_.... ab-ouc black people can’t ba proud, of themselves because, they - " 

do.:.-> actually know' -anything about tMmsb'lves»''.-VJhen, they "starts : 

tai:...„ng about themsolvos. -then they would bo- proud of themselves 'or g ; 

should bo proud*:' -'Ha''Was '-talking:' about Afrdcs and said if you asked 

the i-kjgro-whor© ho;’-caEse-.; from-then ha.>ould.' say$ from Choctaw County, '•- 

dr X aa an this or that®7'^Actually -ho-said, the •

black people'Areally ■eoE^'.from Africa»';;i''Mow.: they really got here was ;.-;•

th© whit© ma. went'.pvoi’.there.and--.tcdk--And.brought the black people.'

and made slaves put of .them :&nd’.-.made/,them live, in this . country and/ 

the way it is now,-.’. He' also .said, about ..who ..dis covered America'.'- and

■.••'•' '„..-. they tell "you'Christopher Columbus, discowred America when actually

it wasn’t-Christophar' ColWEbus becau3o'.'.:xfhen Christopher Columohs

got her®''..th© Indian'was'already here*  Ho talked .'about whoa th® black



v?;people getting toga the r they start dis turbances and violence whan / 

■ . actually, this Country .was 'fcolntainad by thewhit© .man through" ••-■’.'.v?

violence*-;  ■ That**  'how he j^iixtalrwd'his Country.: ■ Said,: wo;toll;‘# •;

■t .the othor Countries. got .rid of-your 'weapons®' don’t jraske .no mro/bphh.h 

■■/..■atomic bombs® -don’t: make;, no more of'this® "when actually ha.’"s got ■ 

■;;;;all the atomic bombs that , ho needs and all the .weapons he needs

to x-oaintain this C.o'untry® and tells everybody'else put your gun 

;>down.*'  Actually' ths -black -.people/tfcomselves ■ ar©going to have 'tb'.-^.y^ 

■ ■/..■-stop flighting ".and killing among^themselves because the white'-1 aah\^3:' 

ip,really don’t 'oars '.nothing about * the black’-man when-ha starts fight- >,- 

;;;'in..- a'nd killing . .thorns©! vea .because the .-Police' can stop-and look at".';:.

o .-.roup of jJegrbes.-out there "fighting'and.-'cutting and killing one

> another and they-actually'don’t; be concerned ..with■ thea until they ".p'?’- 

'• g-,;-downtown somowhoro or;.some . white,'project., and" start doing that. P' •'-•■ 

then-'he be'' concerned-® ■ than ho start getting';'the;.tanks and tho'lJa-.'?' -..'.’- 

tional' Guard. -and’-oyea?y.thing.'in-trying .to suppress "the Negro. He .;'; 

said if'.the black.; pebple.\ start-forgetting'whs t .the white' saa tells-.y 

.-. Lira * and- s tar th-being; proud'"of themselves'- '.then he can realize that 

X. he's got a part ih this Country;-iik©--anybody-else, because he\ built. 

‘•.-..it*  .The Country was'main taimd:' with';,, the; low laborer and .ths Negro

who works'for nothing 'and built '.this:, :Cpuntry® ■ picked the cotton and ■ 

;.”..the whits', man got. ths., -cotton .and’hs' actually;, sold it "right back to '. 

’.■.-■the Negro for actually-double’for;what ;hsi-■'•had. to-pay' to- go pick .the

'•-. cotton»
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■Ho/' nspsse.d Comunist' Countries*  Red China*:Russia  7

■' and Cuba and ho said 'that,.was■;,th^^/:'.th^e''Cauntfiea-.^at the//';/ 

■ Uni tod. States .'did ..hot 'control and: that oven in Viotnaza- today./ 

they ■ trying.'to::control ■■thht7Coun^^^

■ not; be. 'over' there'.fighting'/thea'"people */.  th© Hogro in partic- 7 

. ular because' they- don’t /'feow .hpir/tb call" you "a '

/ and you' shouldn’t /be: ipvsr... thofe/fightlhg '/thorn. people because 7: 

'/thea people hadn’ t did /anything','to;'you to/, fight./- We don’t 77/ 

have -any reasdn'/td ■bo/over' there to fight'.thexa. / Ho'-went;;=dh|7/ 

.• ‘to ssy-.: his/daddy*/.his  •waa^r.his parents./were Teas .In .there "777 

./ day.-but:.ho'.\wasn*t ;:'.going ..to. be ,no To'a today- nor'were..bls 'Sis-77 

tors,./•/•In "that .incident. in,-Cleveland the. two aistakes-.that

; we re as de •; were': /that'. they /after3 they shot. the so", poll cesen*  ••’■■ ■ 

. instead.'of:'.gbtting'..th©ir-:guns;:they.7fbrgot» .and after an act 

■of violenco-f they should .haw’/taken';off, and once after'killing 

■ those. poMcemnvWey;?dhould:;;have;.;gotten thoix*  gxxns/because, ;7<7 

'■ they. need ' th©r<hands'' on» ’ Then '.he.,/got

on the toachers'/aboixt/thb ?^ney'.''they''mk&7.snd' they 'wouldcittg^ 

''contribute ".to. ■■th©'" cause "by dona ting-.f ends/ba cause -a.,lot of» 7'7 7 

,,, tixses.' they.-'wouid7say'-"som;- things jand/get'-, tbewalves fired, -/j 7: 

:-Thoy" was' .afraid?'.'to- "speak .out•'' "and ■, they ■■'should. give -the -'noney -77 

/ to hist and hd would buy xaore:' guns y 7<7/'7;7;;7-.■-777-7'/ 7 7. ,/77

- (Question asked;././.'Did-ho.-say -..anything about what they were..'.?'.' / 

going to do with/.after .’they^got-\th©ja?).77;./X:-77''7/-./:,7;

■ he; didn9 t;'-)»W..ho..’.:^ir®et remrk..as./'.to:what wouid ba 

/dono':but"ih'essence . ha..’ was/.•sayi^«7the-.>ay/.he \ to7: ■/

/jsaasuring if the white wan docs so’xaetiling to"you>;xxso'it^/an:. ■
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sy© for an cyo> a tooth for a tooth*  and ho jasd© that .'.crystal..- 

clear And naturally th©people rallied to•- that roiaark that 's/' 

was made. by ..him'during that--typo.' sta-tezoent"*  :'; - '■ "&

(Question'asked:;■ Did ha''say .'Anything about burning?.)' ’ "M.-A' 

, Welly -:he' mentioned-- .that- in,question and answer ses-< 

sion>';, Someone " asked him.shout ■ burning . PJobll©*  '.?' Was ' Kbbil© ... - '£'■ 

ready to'-be burned, 'and,' ho -said' it. depended" on the ’white man. ■ 

whether Hob’ll©:'is} ready -to.--ba' bxwnod*  Ho wouldn’t' just^'Say'. 

'burn anything^'•’■■'■ He'.wa'id^'it“depended 'bn'..the..-white ££ariy;-he kould 

be" the- determining -fee tor.-'whether .'Mobile would bq burned-or not 

Ho' -as ■ also asked would' ha y,re turn to... Mobile «'■ '■ He said® well®....-.-}■/:

'•after 'h© 'leaves-• and If- .the}' Brothers, a re. together ''.and ho can see 

■ the results®-, chances- bre.s'hb.-..wquld''--bo’: willing''to return but' un-■ :i;: 

til such ’tim>-.:..-'-ciiance-'S.' ai'f©.'' thst--^

also wasy-asked 'a ■'question®: would ha - have another.- 

' 'speekingjec^sgbjseht'. herb:'. ln??ksbilb>A.and,,Ms. answer-was- .that he ...v;v- 

• would, be heye--'tbfeorr’bW'-.bt.•• •5--.;.b?clbbky '"st" the. -sam church®'-' and he."-'^'; 

would- bo. back 'and g©t?them;in groups,,' and "this-' group he would 

tolk...to; tboa''and teach: the'm.: tq; qrganit®>'f.'He 'also told them that :./ 

'.they ...was;, foolish if ..they ■wo^di-start'jburning- and start throwing b<, 

bricks' now bo'cause they - had • thb. Hationsl Guard: waiting> -Wait' 

■•'and..'^©h-'th®y-HationaX/duard go' baek^-'tbsn'.they-ban'do what they'-- 

;.;want--to do®"got them a7 color-.'TV/and’go, hoxao; with it and 'sit,<';-' 

.down, and wa’tabvit’.:ahd-;.then'’.they-•'would'^'cali .out .the- -national'■ ■: 

^Guard’back out and'vhsh'"'thoy pub^theia back': 'in- then' do:what you ■ j

going to do again*
: •, .... ■•• -.j ■• .; ■•• ’ , 'h
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PAGE FIVE :'':? 

(Quo st ion a ske ds 

to do?)

Did ho over make'-'any statements about what

•ai3?^::;h0...wbiildn*;t'  go- that..for ♦ ".":"'-"v'"-? ;■/.■.,''// ?-..■
• ■ ?:. ’ ■?? ■ ;.-<J ?Z'-' '' ■'■■'■''■'■'? '■ C '"'" - ''

? Didn’t you. say'' he made.a' statement,hot : to do

..N©

••>;■ (Qua 9 tion ' asko d:

'.<any thing 'now but'wait.. a? couple .-.of;-weeks'after I’ve gone- or some-'£
1 '.. ■ ?■ '■- ? .-:■.-?;■:• ■■■ ??:•'.■'-?■-.' 
/:'thing like .that?)-'■? ?;?'??/?/?//?^^^ ?- >■ ■ ■ ■'. • .'X ? '? i
<?.?.' . , ,..?> - ... . ?■'•■''■'-'''.■' -.

.'.No sir^.-..'hs;';s®id-.-tMs/:.hs-:wuld-.'see after" he’s gone• whether?, 

you’re talcing''hoed toiwhat ho’s .talking, about and then h©> 11 read;?

%about it:-;'.and'--l^ill''know,;-uh talked.about you understood/ Ho./

didn’t.'.-.tell?.thosiv'to dodt/O©-.didn’t*.he"did.'say  ho wasn’t going??

/-to? say-’anything;ho■•?would. W;put.'-"in:.jail;for♦ / Yes sir/ he ?dld?say<.

?':? that*  Ke-.said .whon-'ho -'goss ;to?iail*-  he’s 'going .tojail' for 'doing-, 

?? somthing*  'not' tallciug/.'''But'he.:?did.- say.'sbout "■ the 'guns,' -ho.":'said,"' 

:??©vory black ■gun/^W-/aid?^a. whiteaman got-u?gun> //■
■ , ' • • *'/?'/  ’’>?7 ?■-

.. you. need -a gwa»

??'.-(Question'’ ho ’needed -it for?) /-■..-.
jno» he didn’t•

■/'•-(Question;askads/Be /id/say?that??good'-hffid ?c’oae out of - the 

/in'other; ci ties.- ■■■.

burning

'.:E© ;'didn’tVtalX-US''.,diroetly; burn,'? it/down but ho did .tall'?' 

up' that good had. 'eo^ .out ^of:?the?:>txrning o£.?othbr cities •?.(Ii/a // 

■■sly way', tell? you 'it.’was-/, the/t&d'hg"'.to/do?)/
?■?-:> • ?:"'<■ ??;■;? .;?.:<■? .??■/:.■?/:,??:? ■:???'??V-?;???'ft:?.'S

5?ha t’s- r igh t

Soaabody^ asked'.'.a..question.-If- all Negro. off leers

.'resign: on':the...'.pbli.oo.? forc©■ do. you think-'-. they, should 'or; do. you "-.-• ■ -. 

.think••that’s■-.■.tho-best--thing .for.them to do» ..-He said than*  that ■/?:

t



PAGE SIX: 7'

/■you really didn’t need no•policemen, in the.'Hegro- neighborhood*  77 ? 7 ; 

^.because you haw.'your''dwn-.p01iea- force and said when you got 

7your oim; police’ force 'you don’t’ need no", other pollcomen come ••’ ^'•?/// 

.Jin- your /neighborhood* -7 All'.khat ■'go on in. your neighborhood' and" 

,?'tiw only thing;you can'^o.'.yoursslwsjih your neighborhood- Is 

Vflghting ■swong\yowselws/-ahi;if you . had’.your . own 'force than J-CJjj. 

? you ■’could take\;car07bf'::it’^../any7Matu^banc@..' that, take place in? 7'7'7 ; 

/' your neighborhood#.'v-^ou •.wuldn’.t/'nse'd’-.theso /other people-: coming 7/77 

Jin# ’ .He .also/said",/about’.’’the//traitors*/ ’Ilk©-'a you'don’t call;.them???:.
‘ “-•<.7’';"'- ' .'.•”7 ' ’ •7;77777--7;7.7 7 •••;•: ;. ‘-L7. ‘ .,•■?.• J.-. ;.... /• • _ . J Jy*

•:Thiol© ■•2osb>; Wo'onoa that ©<w7down: orTgo down to City Hall or .'?7-:7-: 
7" ' /■' 7 / / 7 ??77 7: '.7:7;.-7;: ;7;.777;: 77/.<77 ? .;’•.■■ 7/ 7,,"?7??: , 7 7777 .■ .■ ?7 ”77
70’ down^pwn;and-g^t7a/-'-paf' . oh5: th@7back - and /go back / and ■ toll; 0vory-7 ;■

■„ thing’ s7alrightiL7'Wh^ :hark?to;:.ypuj7t^u7//'77'

\ actually >the•/i&Xt© ;mn*7him©lf :said^;./actually.;what you'/J:T7777;
’ ’ - ,7; ’•. -.’7‘?7'7;.,'■'• ’••.■? 7' ' '7 /7 .7. 7-’ f 7 ‘7:;\‘-‘,'7'77f ''';.':’'-.;7 7’7'7'7 7?'.; .-7 :"7. 7.- -7v7“ Jir'-- kk■. 77: •' ...C-,"7;/;

■ ought ■ to dofl7khon you' got hcwbody^liki''. that*'.you ; treat ;thpai<777777 

? as; ■& '■ trai.tor*.}:.ypu  ;gh't7rid/'of Jthphi

: ho7wouldn *t . ■■ say X ’ 11 ,’klll; him ’.or.'■■ shoot ykl' 

>7do7in’’.Cub

'Hbw/hs7ssy■'gat rid ofT^osi/; 

down ■'. -’Just like they

In Cuba thoy shot their. traitors*  When they run / 

ero7"trait--; ■• ■ 7 O'-s'M; 77: ' 

uo also said the Police aren’t anygood for th©

downtown they

black peoplo’.-and-the. only thing the Police' ar© good for is an

:'fo3»/’ th©-'pabpl©';^ihen'yoU /starts'destroying;’thelr. property•777;7 :
• '7 • • . • ;7'"7"’<77/. J . ''■•: <?? 7 7 7;.’7:7 ' : 'x'A- '7; 7 ' .'• - •■- < 7' .. 7 : /“v ;t< . .A-;\ -,■

7|®7.lh©yLthink'W^;.of./thp;properprotection;of property*'.A'A/J ■

5:^'^n'':a.;;:huidan''iiib# ”'Ho' also’s to tod : that’s uhon you call' the .7;

v national Guard out# Throw a brick throush a window or start /:?-.7t;/

bumlisg -them you- call the ■S'ational.. .Guard /but- not for .....taking a.’ 7;:77

lifo# •
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Ke’said thuv jsoro would.  .die# ho stated that, what-

over,'took place'-.-‘bu.t/.a,tato-Labor $&?'£&? instance*  ho said*  ■■^■: 

;xaaybo -.. 800.- or 900, would' di®. labor ■ -day* : so''why; don*  t' you just stop '..'S' 

Labor Day altogether ."■•■■].. ^d'. fighting--.Shd fretting assong yourselves/" 

.he,, said# well*  -tho,'whits- M.n/vha’s'':-.-ln'- accord with- that bocauso..-"""m- 
b'-b .- . -7- ; 'b b < ' ''-'b'' ■ M ’ -"• - -bbb;'
you’re steady destroying"yoiwsolwsi"" Wat you* re going to-have "Mm 

to do.'is learn.,t6,',love"eac^--.;qtWr/b.'Ai^. about .areas that, young 7".:""; 

girls* . -1$ .years'"old/walking;the".streets. pregnant*- 'keeping;"out*"MM  
7'--,b ■ 7 ■- - . b--7. b.- ■ ,7 ■’' bb-.-b. ;■ .'-,. '-b'.' b-b;?;.■',b-. ;.;. ,' /.., ■ ■
standing.-bn "corners" and-.don*t  h&TOMjobs-and he..asked if your ’-." 
/-,/ ?bb.' . .-■ ;;7':.'.-;7 7./'b";7?;7.\;/777b- 77,7b "--b/.;;-'7;..7 7. ■- b -, /-,... ,-.
heart • didn*  t;"b'phb . so.oing.ythis.;- aorty'joftype;’.thing happen. >Vtker&'-- ." 

people '-stand"' on- the dormr*  "■up'* ‘ahd~down" the" -streets,'

■/..iUaation 'askodr..-^ haissy;; about ^preachers .that ywouldn’t-M-

•lot :hi»'.hay0 ;tbe jauMtordw?.)^ bM/bMMb ;M.■
;7 7' -'7 .■ : 77 7 7. jb.’b.b.b: 7- '7'". ‘ ■■'' ‘ 'b^'b,-. '7.bb7b7 '''--7 7;;-;’;;.7?:-4777w-,, ' b : '■■■■.' "7 ? 1 '■ ■ ’■ b'". b’-'

' Ho' mde.,the ^atatewnt ./.again/;; that;. is/••those ■ people. / that' is

M not - in' aqdord^. woll-yoU7tr©at,-thsa; as-i.trsitor.st • -Xf'ho ride' around-

in-a 'dadillae/ 'then you - should- ride- around-.'in "a Cadillac, m He live' 
■7 ''.-M ' '■■;-'b-''v<: /Mbb':7r/;b:^ "b ■■-. Mb '.• •- <7
■.M'in.fc fine house#.'-then-he."-think:you.-should liwbin'a fine house.and '■" bb7-;M■b-,77bb-.b-..w^ .;-. .i ; - b';
-/' ;h®':..couldn’t' aaa/why-'ho''; have tq7rid©-/around in a Cadillac and you 7-•/

7•-.couldn’t. And what’s it boiling down to*  he should not’be..driving".

M-'around- in;»;• Cadillac and there aro waysTand toaans-to eliminate that; 
Mb ' .-b b .-________ 7,

H® said*  those people# the churches' actually be*,  "7

M.;longs to -the ;xxs0pla.".7?-Ee,',s8id/"when.:he*s ’?ad;bad*  such © 'sinner*'';  ,-M

the"preachers-;.shduld7want;7hiM"ln""<^^ch/M^^e;"th©^-proachero can.--" 
■Mb'"'. .■; ./.--b ;. ' ■-,"-
./"•'straighton hia out .or r^ybo ho can straighten tho preachers out.- j / 

'■'■•Mm,, 7b, ■■;■/

i.

.7

■Mb-
4
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PAGE EIGHT: DO 
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■,H© said*  but"actually.'.praacherd*'-hlznost"all  'th©

7-town* -' wouldn’t/ want; tb' 1st. hi^i''use./on account 'of what the whit© ’■;■ 

Joan "would ;say ..af tor.he’ s gons*;';.Just  like. th© ILA Hall*  ha-, said*;

b they -wouldn’t lot bias us©.-;tM;. ILA;'W11 ' because .-the .whit© poorer 7, a 

structure got .'to'.soaKj.1>odydown" .the^snd wouldn’t lat'.-thaia use.' 

that*,  so ..that’, s' .what 'they,'.keep; doing. all-..the" tlaso o■: Koop, ■ telling;

pother black.- people -not. to-halp..'on© •another*--;'./And'he  . said those r.f 

;/kind of' people':that'',actually;‘not.' with- the ■ cause*  they’re' nothing2’ 

7but- traitors.i-;:'/H©'./said*/  Southing''should:bs .did about thesu7Ke 

wouldn’t.'say, to ' shoot/theai-dwn*7/He/-said.  the church belong .to./z< 

■ the" people ?and7if 'tho.7p@ople7can’;t-:.use.'•■-.th©'.' church*.:  there:wouldn’t
■ ■ ■ '■ .<'/ -'/'.-/'Abb ■'b'bbb . Xd,,

bo any church*.  ’ ;7bb. b7b.b;b</W >■ •:;. s<y -;:■■ 7
, . , ■ by: ■■■ bb '<-:b-‘.:ibbb;b7' .bi.; b ■ 7': -..• ■ 7

’ ^eYchiipch'';'hol^ :3^0, and:X’:'.d say 200 was standing .-7 

©nd erowdod’insidebin7th©’'dooway^b0i-.-^i©: outside- seaybd 300 or -;j 

'^0pipeop^^7'M^. the rajority-.wes® ^oung. people’* ;
7: ;■ ': "■/7 77;7'<bD7>'7/777'/ ■.-rV'.b'." r—■ - —-—■"-■,<77 
About aa one^third was there.-that'-'I ’knoW'.and

,b >. ?b :',b, .. .zbDbb ?'<.■ .■ '..■ . >7 < ~

■ know'whs 'iddlat^'nndbthey;don’t';W&;anygoadff fell you ..that*,;;  

K07got this;boy;;i^csi thia''Blsck;■panther.;group', with''hla'out of 77-W.
•■ 7.7’7 7-:77-:’.' 7?.7.''7f. .77‘jJ.7b77i' 7-; -7 :. 7-'.v’ " " '•A'। ’• •'। । 'i

'.California*  Ha had one big boy out aids*  big'husky boy*'.'
:.'p.b7b'.;7:D:/'./7-.7S/.b;-•■ ■..'■• D':,-77.-Dba 

was with hi»u And this other boy that ho®s frosa California*  . .f
7 . •-.> -7:^= ; ; ; :7-7-.-.'77y</.'-\7;/i7V-' • -7\7 . ’’ • 7'; 7 •

7 :• 'v"': '■ ■ ■'■ ■< "■ ■ ' 1 .■ -7 ’ 7';:a ;i7 7 " 7’.7-7'7‘'■■-.^•7., ■*■  -7'. 7. <-7' , , ■ ‘ :'(7l
.helped; organize: this’^antber/-group^itb../.thia.;one that’s Ih.Jail/77

'I . ■' 77 ; 7 ■ •-■■■ 7\,'v -’7 ■7'7‘ ’ "■ ■ ' J ■■7-'r : 7'. >;■. 7-7.' ;7>- /■?" ■■ ■ ■',’7 '

"now-for' ^ooting-’;:thoso''policaKJoh''../in';cieTOlandib' Tho*' ’thia ':ono :'..-.'/'7-7 
_______ _ _

follow'' outside*-.-.he  ’a-/bigger^s^- andl put 7together*' 7 Ha ■ 7 A.. < 7
: -V7.A ■ •?' V’1-7 - 'aZ.'-77-’7-... 7;77 -• ................

wouldnt b 'introduce. ■Mjssalf 

we.- -was' --going. ?lnand
.77Z.a:<-’';7Z7777' 'Zi;7”.7 ■•'‘.'•7

7 j /77/W7/K-77;-77h?
‘biv ■/■'':‘ Dbs'V-bi’l-r.?<D :G:

preachers in

■iv 
A?

put/-together.

7W-^®7^^hted;:'tb :-'know '?who. ;;wo- was * why
Abb?.;;AAZ'Avc;A.-:b'SbA'- A. Abd; <A
i ®«w ®k»«'s®» s-

SbWSsWiefesWb

ob? 
W

A
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t (Question qckocte ,..khat, was tho reaction of.the crowd?)

•.They :wa$ roal'-r^ much so*?
''"hX? ■■'"•■'PPPPPppPpPp M.:';-' /hy^y-X ... -■:■■ . ■■ ... ..

t7^c^y;ially .-Wb®n'-he’d y.8sy,-.7when' you tlwow'.a'-bx'lok ©nd you ©tart loot*

'•.takingywhdt^syypint3* ;>hyhu’ro-ytaklng what the 'white."

xX man/.took- from you and they respond to this*  Tho white nan boat

■?:;you-out of that and he took it from you co you just take 
‘-M ■'"■'•.' : ■■•■': /■ ■ .■-■■■■■■. </'''PpPPPPppPp^ypP^-y/y ■ '

. , lt’s; youx3ca
"X.xXXXX;■..■ . - .,. .'. ■ ...;XX:..X;Xx;?xx..:..?x?:x -XX?''/'.??/???.'X-^X/X

it*P

Quotibh' asked:.. , Ho jcontion the boycott?

;.Th0'"onlyy<thii^'W--'said;ab6uty'tho','boycott-' :wa^;thst,y&©'x;. x?x

bla.e^’-pao^©;o^ht^tOf.W0p.'^©ir;nbhey.-.'.in; theijp. pocket*."-HeJ  }

told*:  after' ■ he' got' ■ through ' talking^'" the t he*  ‘h©’ ■■ said-, -1•11? a© ver:' 
xx":?’-- ■^■P:y- Pp^p'ppyyyPp^PPP^ P ■' -. ;

go ..to ' jail for x talking *.y ?When.:;I goy;to: • jail yl’,11- go for. doing and;

actin^.-x*  that’ is; when "he.. said,. .I’ll see "how well: ya’ 11 understand

what I’m talking ■ about' tonight ■ after '• X ?ia" gene *•  .■.I ’ll; ready about
.. ■ .■■■...< :y '?y-..^.■■■■.' ,v. ■ \yy'yyyyy--^..yyhy
It*  •• •■ That’s' 'when/' soa&body -ahked; hiss',y if.. .ho had- another... spoaking: ;ih

; ?■/. ■■ - ■. h ■ ’yy.h.yy'■-?■ P':p
©rigageisant-hore .-In /Mobil©^.hHoyaaid^yos^'-tomorrowjaty^xo^^pckey

■ ■ ■' '• ’P\/P-'pp- -^Sy'r-'y-' ppPpPPPP■' J ;ih
This will b©,.for mor© soriousypooplo that want y.to.-.orgarsiso*  At

•■■.■■' .','y. ..".L -yy ■ y?.■.xy.y-x<. >"■'%*■  .h'^:/h:^xyhyxyvx.■■■ ■■1 -y ■ :; -:,yy.. .W-y^hx;
2.o’ciock b© .back 'hero':in•• group©-.’..and'we’cwill--;pair’you:off inyhy ■:'

■' '. - : y-?y-■'.■yy-. :X ' yyx;7/-.^hixyh: Py
groups and will organise*

^■;th©r© could be?^ny:world 'worse’" thah \dsat'wo are already" confront-
■ ’> • .. • •• • ■’ ; P-- :•. <••'••' ;"V; PpP- - < • *'  * - -.h- ....; : .• • • 1

x-ye'd^wlth/ixl tho Uhl tod' States*  ? '."yyh?
' - ■_____ :____________ :____

He!'said,yif --th©;..Coansanista.■ took. this' Country over, .■ 
yh—।—..>... , —, I. ,,?'..■.'■?■■■ ?■''X '..’ .;?X':..y ';/?’■.< Xr.'Xyh,? ?-/' '. ../.'..■ '•■:
^'America''over, it Wouldn’t:b.a■■■ any.', worso'^for-’.the...black' people*  ?; It 
&;• y.r'feyyChhh.By?'^
p.probably 'bo:;betterybecauso you.y.abqut.yus ylbw. aa -youLy’can. go now*  y?;

( You can’ t go no lower, you probably go up*



'Th© way"' those' people.; responded to hisi and'the way/he» assaying- i;?'/, 

■about .’the. Iffa.tional- Guard ®n,d'. ©bout' the destruction of property ?.■' 

i t' will happen*  /'probably .after,'gone .»7'?He'? told/thexa this*  ; 

he'said*  •you"get .you'd' ';colQr?TV?and &*  hoae and <sn joy it *flien  

■ the. Uatiqnai" Guard' com??ouM.?7v.hon '.'they"go; back in*  - they' can’t'?? 

keep bringing.-; tbesr 'back." in*;  just ?cool;:.it* ’'and? when .--they go^ back 

In'? just loot .som. apf^<i:That<s7th0;- only ■■time' he' said .about.?;-:.’' 

'■.looting*./  '.And said' the' only /.Ms takethey? made- -in-'Clovelsh'd*  "'the-;? 

Brothers-up'' there was "when? they? killed thoso' policenen'''an4 

they'didn’t, take their guns» , ■ -

* ’’
.■w

said^'-'tihab th© i’hite tan. toll.you*'  w want ■?■?■$ 

to atop the bombing in Viotoaxa*̂ -•‘Won'how .on we’going to-stop'--? V’l 

'making the boinks*?;,  a toMc» all -typos "of. destructive weapons, ; He'/? 

said*  you'got/the? atomic-bomb*  ?ail?tM;?Mssles and everything <?'?? 

all? Mocked;back*  Then they go to the other Countrios end say*??  

wo. going to::'eo^3f?'tb 7u?'W't.tidm©nt'?hnd'?hot mnufactur© anymore ■"?;.",7?’?' 

.guns*  ,:That’s' what he. tolls-:the ?6'M©^?:P®dpld'. when actually,.he1 a?■?; 

got' all?"th©/guns;;to?;d@fend<thGX3sel^s'*??toi  keep, the ’other; people' • 

: Sizpprossed??.That®s' what ho-/t©lis?th©?.black, man*  / you don’ t really 

hood?a-;'YbU;don’t .really?hsed?'a gun*  .but he’s got two^ or / '???' 

;threQ 'gans?.hanging'oh;his 'sld©'*;/;/i?aturally  you''going to have to .’ 

!listen?,to' thd.-xaan. because-.you,.'don’t.have a gun;and roslly'/you/.'■.:■?■? 
"S’. ?. .. -i;V ’»?' ?' ?.. ‘ '• •

:noed:'a}gun-yourself•;77That-woMd;'^?;'dqual<?.//We' have'?no' reason; to" 

"haw - no differences,/among /ourselves* -be iwb'en th©? two of? us

/d <4
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Hsat" him on'o"equal' basis Jus •like he moots ma because

got his gun and X W** Kd.no
V.-
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ho’s
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FD-302 (Rev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date JM* _________________

1

On 'the evening of July 26, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
spoke at the old Warren Street Methodist Church, 304 North 
Warren Street, for approximately two hours, which rally was 
sponsored by the Neighborhood Organized Workers (NOW).

A portion of CARMICHAEL’S speech was heard over a 
loud-speaker broadcast to those outside the church.

CARMICHAEL throughout his speech made statements 
that, ’’Political power comes from the barrels of guns and 
all. black men should get guns”.

He further stated the "black men” made a mistake 
in Cleveland, Ohio, in that they did not take the guns of. the 
three policemen who were killed in that city in the recent 
past. CARMICHAEL generally characterized as heroes the 
snipers who ambushed and killed the three white policemen in 
Cleveland, Ohio. He described this as even better than what 
had happened previously in Watts and Detroit.

During the course of CARMICHAEL’S speech he made 
several references to the fact that there were three ways to 
get things-»to beg, to work, or to take them. He stated the 
first two had been, tried and now it is time to try something 
else.

CARMICHAEL described the United States as an im
perialist country in that the U. S. stole raw products from 
other countries and then sold' the finished products back to the 
countries at high prices.

He was overheard to generally praise Russia, Cuba', 
Red China and North Viet Nam and praise the. Viet Cong for 
standing up to the United States.

He made mahyxr^flarences-JtO—t.he—wh-iXe—race—a-s-------- -——

7/26/68 at Mobile, Alabama File # MO 100-1858
b6

qA| blow b7C ' IS r. . . 7/29/68
jjy _________________________IrAE—____________ -_________ Date dictated------------------------------------
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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"Mdes” and accused the' white man of lying and continuing 
to lie to the ’’black man”.

He stated the ’’black soldiers” in Viet Nam should 
be shooting the whites and not theViet Cong.

CARMICHAEL made many references to the fact "that 
the ’’black man” must unite against the white race if they 
were to succeed in securing political power.

A great many of CARMICHAEL’S statements could not 
be understood due to the poor quality of transmission from 
the loud-speaker/ as well as the general noise coming from 
inside the church and from the street immediately in front of 
the church.
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that he had attended the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at
the Warren Street Methodist Church in Mobile on the night 
of July 263 19680 He furnished a six-page typewritten 
report of excerpts from CARMICHAEL’S speech which he typed 
from notes he had made. He advised that he had been inside 
the church at the time of this speech, but that he did not 
attend the speech made by CARMICHAEL.the following date. 
There follows Xerox copy of the report prepared!
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• . a’ speech.:by. Black Power Exponent Stokely Carmichael at th? . Afro-American .
> 7 , ■ ' ' '7y ' . ' 7,7., .■■ b'777’f ''r 7777'' a y7y <7 A. -.7; 7:’/. 777-' 77b6‘‘

Training Sghool (formerly the Warren Street Methodist Church)on north .:Afb7c
7 ■ ■ 7" ' 77'7? ; \ 7 • 7 7*; ■ '';ly ' b7D

■ Warren Street in MobileFriday, July 26, 1968. 7,7/

EXCERPTS FROM,STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S ADDRESS

; ( (Carmichael was .introduced by Noble Beasleyi, president ,of the * 7

‘... y Neighborhood Organized Workers,after comments by the. Rev. Nathaniel
"• •1 > ■ 7 77’7 ■ ■y'77 r/'7: ' 7/7 j. 7
' x■ GdraaT who warned."white reporters" not to take pictures unless authorized.)

,'7 '■ ' /7//b.A\?A<' 7.-b7 .7: ><77 • .y,'77^^ y 7^777^7'77
■ 7 Carmichael began his, addressshy with a tribute to thei late Dr. '.

,. ’ Martin Luther King,: saying,- "Wherever he is,he’s digging it."
7 7'.' 7 •' ■ ' : -7'
; ■ "Dr. King would have stopped violence," the Black Power leader r’ ■■

7 said, "but nonviolence died with Dr. King." > ’

7- .7'Cajrmichael-praised Russia, Cuba, Red.China, North Vietnam and 
7.7' 777 . 7'-7 7b77<7 '-'7'777 yy.7 7 7-<>-'7777'-b
•;{’/, ’■the. Viet Cong'for /"standing up" to the United States^ which .he?, described 7

.7‘ jas. "the monster <bf the world." ’
7‘'. ■ . 7’ *’ ■7” ■■?' j 'r 7 s '7 ■ . \77'7-■'■'7 . • 7 ’■* ‘‘7 77 7 .77 '; ■ -;,'7777 '7- < 7'n X 7,7

y'j .77 He lauded the North Vietnamese and the /Viet Cong ,for -preventing 
7'7:' •> "• A ';■ ■7a7: ■■ .7:777. -77 :.'-7' 7J 77' ■ ■7, <7' ■

, ' tbe.'-jHHtJut' United States from controlling Vietnam, ^declaring, ."They had
f'77. ' '' 7../' 7yf-b77A>7:i'. 7 - ' 77*7  A' /?-'-' ’;; .-.A:7: ; 7a>7"
. - rather die- than bow down to zany white, man." . , , .,?
7,', , 7.'-i ■ 7:,:: f ’b,i-7,'-- y.:.>77. 7"7 ' • T? . '.7777>'

Turning to the U.S. domestic front, Carmichael; predicted that
777' . 7 \' -' >: " . 7a ,/ yy.:7. 77 7‘.'y>.>y''7: 7''">77: 7/ :7y 7 ■ J

7 ■' a'sBJsy "confrontation" is fast ■apprpaching!7'between.\blacks and whites.y 
*' y,1 f '■ . b'; 7-7 7' >’:7'' '7 ''' 7 7 ■■ j 7 / '7" ''' -rfb V

7 The.vtrouble is, he said, that the average Negro .fears the white man. ; 
. ' •■'7 ■:7.77<.y. y.. 7;. 77 :>7.?777 . 7 ':.77'.77?r/7,;77':y-7': ;7:777y;b77f7
7 "It’s much better for whites’to fear us." 7 >'77>7 /' 77:y

• 77 ■ 7 yyy7. t ■' 7,7;'>7■,/',<!.77y, 7,:7,';:y>7 ‘y; ;?y-7yyy> 7'77
,t , ■ , The. Black P@wer7 leader, - who w§.s' wearing what appeared to' be' a '

' I,--7.7'7 .>.■•,'> 7'7'--„7'' yy / ■.'f7'K >777y77:yy;' -7; ■ '7 >■ ?y'. .7 >>7 •
■' ’ 7 ■' >'•; ■ «•.’■.■ ■' ; ' ->• <•» <• ' ’■ 7 fV7 y 7 ’ 7.7 1 7 .< •• _. '7 ■ - 7

Mao Tse-tung shirt, paused at this juncture to assail the, so-called
• ■



2 .. carmicbael speech
kzi5kz ky(±'k■ ■■ ;<k-‘

. Z ■. . /k’.Z. Zz. '.k'y • •••A: ■ Z- Z, I ‘ z - ' . •'■ ’•Z . r'fck<l

■kz/'.-'zz’ :zlz/k/kkkk(kzkzOC(kkz^

'zk'z/
' ;k.. z'-’z 'k^kkkkkzk.kkkzz't. %' (kk f

, j- \ . • ’- • • • . 1 •, , /’ • ' ■ -..i'\ -"■ ' >' '■ ■; . ? ■ ‘ • (• .'■' ■ 1 :'t ' -'.■ .■ ■ •■•;. . . ', ■ kz« iz' k.-.'
>’ "bonkie’*'  (derogatory 'term for white) press# "You can't Relieve what ■ .

■ you read in the white man’s paper# He (the white man) lies and will
p- • „ • ... j .. . k. z - ' < _■ ■ , : :
z continue to lie#" .

At this point Carmichael excoriated "Tarzan," calling bim a ■ t 
k'k ;• Zz z'" . ' '

'' ' figment kof the white man designed to help suppress the true

; V image of the black man# He expressed mock bewilderment-'^si:.tto why

Edgar Rice Burroughs (creator of Tarzan) failed to choose, a .black man 
'' J’' :

" ■ for .the- role of the agile jungle man# r 1

He urged blacks (be'doesn’ t like the (term Negro) to be proud of '
■ z’z/ (jzk'- irklkk:k'kz'.z(5yA ,, : „ r '• :

k’k their African heritage, -Hiaphxai. emphasizing 'that Africa :is the richest ;
Z; ‘ Z i ZZ ■■■■'■ i J.; ’ 7 Z: ?fZZ; ,‘'ZZZ- Z ZZ..Z;-ZzSZ\-. ZzZ-z.Z ,..z Z.ZiZ’Z.
?>,Cori tin ent in tbe world# r .

kz‘z'?z“-'zkz-Z, Z.Z- ?j/-ZZ- zkz;zk(z'>:^? ZZ7z:z<^^ z,;.Zz
z;z ’k Unfortunately, . Carmichael contended, tbe whites ’’are s tealing it
zzz zk, ■''• < Z '■. '^.zz Z:Z yAz,''zkz\.-.<;i; • .•k(k\^;:kk^zkz|z;z/Zj. .V:t;z.'z;:.zz-'zkf z<g
z just like they stole us#" . .■ z z.v . -zzz?

; । ‘ ’ "Africa has the .most beautif ul womep in the world," he ' stated

■jixKd proudly# :k'j_(- 'k’zzk'kz.(■\kkz/(.y.z'Zy . . .. ,r. .. z.kz/'z.k'kykz 1 *

■; z ' '' Re t u rn in g to th® Uni t e d S t at e s again, • Carmi cb ae 1 ’ la, men ted tbe

k*'  fact that tbe "black man’s mind is whitewashed# We need to;. tell tbe. 

truth and blackwash our,-minds#"
'. Z'.ZZ.-.. — zzz / zz ■ > Z'. \z z Z< ...Z ZZ?. zk’ ;’y-,Z Z z y y Z. - ■■■■ z y Z.> >

kz ' k: Commenting on the Kennedy family, be asserted that if they had

z. to work for money, ktbey" would be the ’’ pp ore st bonkie s in the worlds"
ZZz.zZZz -Z'z'-zZ -Z "z:.k zZZ'Z-..z z zz Z .... ky. k.'/zkz-ZZ.Z.Zz/ kZz-. "Z,z Z’: 'Z'.-Z Z'

• k‘ z k Carmichael said blacks should not "pray or beg for power, but.take
“ z‘' • • • ■ .. ■ . ’ /I ■ ;■ ■_ ■ . ■’ x'., i •; 'z « • '■ k . ' r

11!‘ -e-ipwtny (from rha honkla power structure) with a gun#" He reasoned that

whites took thH ^his' country from the Indians wit,h weapons ai d(took z ~; Z
Z'. .yy.,..7VZ-Z(z.0 z.(rzzkz?<z^.(zZ'7'zyz;z , zr

Negroes into slavery with the .same approach"You take /things with guns,?’

'' -.hek 3'aid<k(kkz(z(zkzkrk?(z</zZ/zz^



■ <r ■ • •.■?■--?■■.■-■■■; ■■.■'"■■ ?■_ ??. v, ■ ■■,
. rtLBJ ain’ t taking ,Vie,tnam with nonviolence," be chuckled. ,

■ - ■ i ■< ' '* 7 ' '7 '?■ 1 ' ’ll.- ” . ' ' ' '' i ■ 1 ' ’ ‘J’..' ? ’• '
v. . 11 We < blacks ain’t?scared’ of siiaHBte 1 violence; we’re afraid of

whites," he said, .sxgiais^ : explaining, that by/ 3 a.nu Mgtfi-le jails''- ' 

would be filled with Negroes charged with 'disorderly, conduct, drunkenness .

■ ad? and'assault and battery. ■ :7?.7:?7 ■???.? ■ ■ j • 7.?;:?/4B..? ?77 77?-
. 1: •. . . <Vi. .v . J:.. •' ' 7:' ' J. ■' 'i'.- V:,t • • . J. J t, •' ’ ' ' _ n ' 1 ' ■. . '?’ ■  ’ t ' \ '■ , •.!, • ” • , ' ■ - '' • ' ’ * _ 1 J •,J : s

■ Carmichael, who remarked that; he once lived in 'Selma, Ala®, ranted 

:tbat the white' man'bad taught "us to'bate ourselves‘

• ; Thus,.it is highly important /for blacks to unite and love each : 

other. "To destroy this country we must have an: undying .love/f iPz^v'^ach' 

of £a our fellow black men,' be said, encouraging listeners?to follow 
the: predicates set by Cas Brown^ and Black^Pantber'

leader. Huey Newton® ’ ' '
7;■<■.,?:'?■'■ "-"s-: ' <■ . 7. '77?;'-' .. ?-:.■?777'-?’K■?- ;

,'/7' Carmichael characterized as "heroes” Negro snipers who ambushed and

killed three white policemen in Cleveland, Ohio. He described the

7 murders as even better7bban what happened previously in Watts and Detroit. 
k '7'/"?.'■ '• "■ 7" ?,'■ J. ??'? ?■ < ??:-

i > ' He then paused, to ask wbat black soldiers ' are doing in

Vietnam, "What are they fighting for.: Those little yellow men never 

bought or sold us in slavery. You know who the blacks should be shooting-- 

whites."

1;; , He ‘ s a id in s ur re n t i oni s t s le ar n ed s o me t hi n g in Cle ve l an d—■ t he y ‘ mu s t - ■' 1
? ' 7. . ■ , ■ ■ • ' ■ 't . ■ :‘ : < 7' ?' ; Z . ■'< ' ? ? ■ ? •. ? ;'?< ,, f >; ■ . ... ■ . . «■ ■■

. obtain equipment to match/ armored cars used by Cleveland police. ? . . ‘ ’

7/7./ . "Every nigger:is :a<potential black man," Carmichael said. Those> 
z- ' A 7'77,7. Z: ""-'..'.' : '7 '’'''■’77?? ■? '?'7 ' ■■■ 7'7:77? 7 777'7 7???7«-7 ? ?■?'- .■•■?'. ??'.,>-.7 
7 who cooperate with the a bonkie power structure are not Uncle Toms but
7 : .7 .. ■ 77 z>- 7-7 ?r • 7"?' ?'■'.■?■??' ?-7/>.:7?;?7????77?.;??7' 7■'?J?,.'??- / ' '?' ?< ?■.?.? . , ;
7"traitors,"7he said. , » 1 •'

■ ■" . : 1'. . ■ ■■ ■??■.?•.. : ' ■■ :■ -

■."Youknow what’ you have to do with trait or s, "Carmichael xsdxd shou tec 

. rubbing'his gxjqgax gin finger across bis throat in a slashing manner,7



f Speaking admirin'gly of Cuban Dictator Fidel Castro, he pointed 

out that Castro has ’’traitors"-placed against wall and shot.

..; • Carmichael, angrily denounced Negro policemen, describing them as. ■ 

pawns’ for the ’’honkies.” “Some try to out-honkie Wk the honkies,’’ he -/
. V/ -if-, ■f?-- yy •

said, adding that "Someone ought to talk with them." f. v‘

y He .'rapped Isom Clempn, president of the International Longshoremen’s 

Association, for not permitting him to speak at the ILA Hall. (Firebombs y 
- '• - . i.' "

were thrown at the hall several days after' the. Black Power leader departed

but can•t even be good:honkies

is good for you, shoot it

Leader Mao isec Tse-tung as 

of thebarret of 'a;gun." 

status: in Anxeric an society, ;,

' "Some of our people' try to be honki'es, 

. Carmichael said. -
: : V' ■' ’ ■ ■' ■.

? '"If a white man tells you something 

on sight,"he said. ; ;k/

Carmichael quoted 'Chinese' Communist 

saying, "Political power gmasoa grows out 

Theref ore;; for Negroes .to- achieve proper

• they must 'take power from the white power structure thro ugh armed 

.. insurrection, he said.

.■..'.••’■■He/said Negroes keep on. reading Abraham Lincoln;if they 

want .to., but he personally prefers Mao Tse-tung so d North Vietnamese' 

. Leader Ho Chi Minh. ,

y Carmichael praised Black Panther Leader Huey P. Newton, ’

■ who is; currently in a California jail<for killing a white policeman
\. -c ■ ■ <1 •/ ?."■ . : -- .". A a iy-' ?j?-

•'and critically wounding another, for analyzing the presence of white >
‘■-t- . ... '< 1 ■ ,.yw -

, policemen in Negro areas. > x ;

••• VhNektbn, through a brilliafiJTprocess of reasoning, concluded'that.
' : Has.' .......>■'/'*  . ' 1 , ‘ r i ' ‘

i



So ■Newton

communities;>

A

<■

; the white police were actually "occMpation/forcesT sdnt into black

../■ sections to keep "blacks in placeHe quoted Newton as saying, /’While 
'■ . ■' ■_.' -i .■ . '• 1 ■■ ' ■ J'.' ■ ‘■•■J p ■ r ' ■ ■■
the police are. patrolling' us, we’re going to patrol them#”

■' ■' - >■■• ■ ■ •■ ’ .. .-V 1 v J ■ ■;
■ . , ■ . . ■ - ■ ■ ■■■: J 1 ■ i-

did with a gun, Carmichael said. ■■.■./■' Z'-v// ;'.■•/

.// . <> ‘Carmichael argued, that white police, do not live in Negro 

hence,/they have no right to enter such areas*
■/• ■'•, ' ■ ■ '■ : 1 \ . ' • ' ■ '-i' ■ - VZ ‘ ..V.V V/V ■■ ■•'i:T.. . .....

• '. ? ■ ■ '■ -■ . . ■■ -. ‘ •.

. The only areas in which whites excel blacks, Carmichael said,
. ‘ tv ■; S;' ■ ■<■ >

are in murdering and stealing*  1 v - f;

’■ . Commending again on Dr. Martin Luther Kxn / King, he said it/ls

. ■ Dtjj use to talk about *&Einxii  nonviolence , any longer. “Ain’ t rib- use /to 

■ preach it and be s killed," he laughed.
K' '' ’■ /.-■//'■■■■ -.;■ ''-'J/' " / '/'' -’v>. ?-/'■ I"..-1 ////i'
• $' ’* "Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth," Carmicbael:
'V/. ; .. . • .... . ,■ ; '' . !. ■ ‘ /

'■ ' - ' • ■ ■ ... : :< A ’ • : • ■■■ .■ •.
• quoted from - the Holy Bible. "It.*  s about time, we took /it," be' shouted. 7 ?//

<• v.':> .• t '■■/■ V //..■■ . .t.,’V V V ■■ ■; v ■,+ <

' . But to take?it, he said, blacks must have guns. "If you’ve got.' the

gun,: you’ve got everything," he said. "If white men have a gun, you should
1 t ,t \, ' • ' *,  «■ ." , . • <*..  > ( ' ■ ‘ ! ’ .1 * ’ t j A . *'  . • ’ , J • 1. ’ ' J J... •••'

/have one, tob/V / /// '/^ZT////';//////-. a///////,/. ■//.: //;//: //</■ Z/

• Once Negroes obtain1’guns, then they can talk "business" with whites
■■ V1 ;v»'\ > ■. ■ y

•• J2adunx Carmichael said. . J ///// -Z'-ZC -1'Viv/''■/

/ He-said blacks’are in the .beginning phase ofan armed struggle '
n,.//. . ... ’ .'/A . v.,<//■///?/'',

against the American government, or white, piw power, structure. The' ;
."/• •'..,■>.■/ ... /:'■; '//, /.. <■:.;/,/ Z'X .////>/■'v;'/./'/
. actual revolution will take' place'. after blacks (militants) assume'

control of.the government, he said. 1 , ■

' ,Carmichael, said blacks should wage gHKxiii: guerrilla xax£a> 
’/ '■ ■

’■ ‘against the . xkika hpnkie , power,: s tructure: in the same manned, that 
' ‘ • • / f ! ( *

Viet Cong are'fighting American forces in South Vietnam. 
■ ■ . ’ I I ) v
'• . ‘J . ‘ . . ' ' ’ " 1

£

. ■ ■.’•■ U- ,'j

warfare > . ■■ . ‘if ’
the: 11
/. ‘ < -■ ’. !■ "

• L



this would trigger.the Black Revolution earlier

from voting' for

. He called America an "imperialist country" that steals - raw good?' , 
•V ' -7' ; \ ■'>. ■ ■. <7 7 7-7 ; ..... 7- 7
7 from the rest of the world for its own enrichment« 7 777-.7.,7' 'V

. ■ '7 ■ r ‘ ' •• :
7 7 'Carmichael expressed-hope that George Wallace, wins the presidemcyj

• saying - that ikaxBiakk 

than;anticipated*  >

.• Actually, he .maintained, blacks should refrain 

any of the presidential candidates/ Xhx

’ ."There'’ s no need ;to vote," Carmichael said, "A 
' ' •' .i'-. .-'B. -1;. •
' .-t J;? '7.7.';-. 5^.
- it-has a gun behind it«" .. 7. 7.
’’ ■ •... ■. ■ ' \ • i 7-7.' - 7. - -v 7 ■

■7 . •• ■ ’v 7J ■ 7.' •••'. ■; • J7 ’ ■■ ■■'■' ••’..7 ■;

J3 77. Xh Elaborating on the coming Black Revolution,

.7 "We. may die, but a whole: lot of you are, .±hi too*"
<■ •; 'V ' y ' ■> 7‘':' '• Vi.--' •' ■ 'v-; -.V’V -'V... .. .

;-7: ■ 77 .Quoting from Ho Chi Minh, Carmichael said. defeating the United:. States

vote’s no good unless

he informed whites.

is not a question of numbers but of "the will of the -.peopleio" ' '
'V --7'1. ?’7.77\V <V^V'V;'V'7 ;7' A.7 * . i'7'. ‘^7'7 7- T

i>.

i.
f
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_______ On July 29, 1968J
lhad attended

CARMICHAEL'S talk the nisht of July 26, 1968 and had filed 
a story of the talk. | [Associated Press
did not cover the speech by CARMICHAEL July 27, 1968.

b6
b7s

I I filed the following
story with Associated Press following CARMICHAEL'S speech 
the night of July 26, 1968.

27



■ /MOBILE j ALA.? (AP)-BLACK■ POWERADVOCATE/SfOKELY/; CARMI CHAEL URGED 

A CROWD OF MOBILE •/NEGROES'. FRIDAY/NIGHT, TO•; TAKE-. POLITICAL POWER AWAY 
FROM; 'THE: WHITES'WITH A GUN. /./-•■•./’ /'-///?:/;;// ■; C,://■•. -/ /

, ■ ’’DON’T . PR(AY FOR POWER,-DON’T. /eg/.FOR/POWER, TAKE IT WITH A GUN J 

BARREL ■HE• SHOUTED• . THE .NEGROES APPLAUDED- ENTHUSIASTICALLY. >f
POLICE ESTIMATED THAT THE'GATHERING NUMBERED . ABOUT 600. .. . ABOUT ‘ 

,20 WHITES', I NCtUDING 'SEVERAL^ CATHOLIC- PRIESTS, WERE AMONG/THEM. v ; 

// "WE MUST' CREAT THE MAXIMUM DAMAGE. WITH A MINIMUM OF LOSSES OF . 

BLACK PEOPLE.’’T.aW.THAFMS -THROUGH ’GUERILLA ' WARFARE," ’ , . |
CARMICHAEL . ’ADDED. - 1 / v

HE.REFERRED TO THE’ ARMED STATE OF THE BLACK REVOLUTION, CITING 
. SUCH PLACES AS /ATTS/AND 'DETROit, PRAISED THE NEGROES WHO HAD DIED 

• THERE AND''SAID., ’’LOOK AT .C AND THAT WAS EVEN\

’ BETTER- WASN’T IT?" , /" ' ,
'■'//..'AGAIN'THE NEGROES , , \ , 1
■ ' ’'"TO. .DES^^ :THT^^ HAVE AN UNDERLYING.-LOVE, FOR

.EACH' 0^-OUR,MELLOW; BLACK MEN, ” HE DECLARED

HE..SAID,. ’’.AFTER ALL, EVERY ’NIGGER*  IS A POTENTIAL BLACK MAN."



' THE FORMER. , HEAD OF THE STUDENT.; NONVIOLENT COORDT NATING COMMITTEE:' 
SAID OF- THE REVOLUTION., >A LOT : OF US MAY DTE BUT A,LOT OF WHITES^?; 

"'ARE GOING TO DIE TOO."'/ <-'7? A’ .7' ’> A?-’

; . HE TOLD THE; CROWD NOT TO WORRY ABOUT NUMBERS BECAUSE THE WILL ■' 
TO WIN IS WHAT COUNTS. "IF YOU DON’T BELIEVE ME, READ THE BIBLE

HO CHI

'j!

SAID*

STORY O£ DAVID AND GOLIATH AND IF YOU DON’T BELIEVE THATiREAD 
MINH. "'A-' " :;; .'' ■ i 

■ . ■ ■ . ■ . .......;.............................................................................................. .. • . X-

• CARMICHAEL THEN.WENT ON TO CRITICIZE NEGRO: SOLDIERS WHCfg|
A$E FIGHTING IN VIETNAM.' ' . “ A ‘ \

"THEY SHOULD BE SHOOTING WHITE MEN AND^NOT:.YELLOW' MEN.^kHE
AGAIN THE CROWD RQARED APPROVAL. ' •

? . "THE VIET CONG NEVER HURT E BACK MAN. ’’ HE SAID THE VIET CONCjWOULD 
RATHER DIE THAN GIVE THEIR COUNTRY\TO THE WHITE MAN AND ADDED ;
THAT SO TOO MUST THE BLACK MAN. '> •'’-fO

: ’CARMICHAEL STATED THAT THE WHITE MAN DID NOT WORK TO GET AMERICA, • 

HE DIDN’T BEG FOR AMERICA, HE STMPLY TOOK IT FROM: THE INDIANS, '"JUST 
LIKE HE IS TRYING TO DO IN,VIETNAM NOW^'’HE SAID. THE ONLY\THING-tTHE 

WHTTE MAN HAD DONE FOR TH^ BLACK MAN WAS/ TO:SELL HIM. - ‘'

■ THE BLACK MAN , IS /NOT ASLAZY AS THE? WHITE-WASHERS SAY, HE ' 
CONTINUED. , . "WE WORK THE HARDEST' FOR THE LOWEST PAY. WHO PICKS^THE qi 
COTTON - AND 'DIGS THE DITCHES FOR $3 A DAV?-: WE DO. SO YOU SEE, WE:HAVE' 
WORKED':.tHE; HARDEST AND. GOT NOTHING/SO/W^^

/OSIBII'-. . fl A --X.’M. .7hhA

.1

£



... ■ “ / . 5' . ■ : ..' . . ... •..■•■■■ • ■ ■ ;

i •. •' ■. ■ - A- .47.^

,'V,»1t*-*4 ‘4«» “•■•«■».*■•  -a- •• • ♦ ••■■» • — , »..,.■» . . • —■>*  • .... «u•• L ..i »'...—..:__•.. .. ... _ ., »..^4.-.^._..»-.:...^... - . , 11.1B1 wii qtiiiii <**1:*

p,. CARMICHAEL SPOKE;. FOR. MORE .THAN /TWOLHOURS ANDi: CONCLUDED. HIS 
;..7 y,‘APPEARANCE WITH A QUESTION. AND ' ANSWER SESSION?/ .THE SPEECH WAS

; DELIVERED IN AN AFRO-AMERICAN SCHOOL.IN MOBILE’S PREDOMINANTLY ; Ay
7 / • NORTKSIDE SECTION. ' ; ' 7 y "/7 7; 7 . ‘ 7 1 7y/ /<■■■ ■ Aypg

'7y;\ .THE BUILDING FORMERLY SERVED AS A NEGRO METHODIST CHURCH. x '/Mj 
7 ; : /' ABOUT 350 PERSONS JAMMED INTO THE SWELTERING SCHOOL AND ANOTHER
///; “ 300 OR MORE STOOD: OUTSIDE IN A HOT, WINDLESS NIGHT STRAINING-TO HEA 

' CARMICHALE WAS THE GUEST OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZED WORKERS 
<7?;./ (NOW) WHICH IS DEMANDING THAT THE CITY OF MOBILE CREATE;A ^0 ■ PER 7', 

7/<7 'CENT RATIO :0F ' 7 yv ■
’ NOBLE BEASLEY, NOW PRESIDENT, HAS LED SEVERAL MARCHES AND ;yf 

"7'A 1 DEMONSTRATIONS IN THE MOBILE AREA AND SOME NOW MEMBERS HAVE BEENiy 

V / JAILED.4 ;4y< <4/y'77/ ■■ Yyy 7y 7y;| 
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ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIOI

Date 8/15/68

I Ireporter for the Associated Press. advised that he 
had attended a speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the Old'Warren 
Street Methodist Church'in Mobile the night of July 26, 1968. 
With him had been! I .

I He said that following 
this speech he had filed a report with the Associated Press
and stated that the reporta which he' had filed with the 
Associated Press, was an accurate report of his Impression 
of CARMICHAEL’S speech. '.He did not retain any notes after 
filing this story. He said that|

______ |was also present at this speech but wa~s 
not present inside the church as he,| ___ |had
been. | |not cover the speech by CARMICHAEL on
Saturday.5 July 27, 1968.

b6
b7C

Isince the story file# fey him
was his .only record of his impressions of the talk ■•■^•AHMICHAEL 
and was correctly reported by him at the time, he wo^>d*at  'this 
time just reaffirm the information in the story as tcriafcs 
■correctness.

8/5/68 , Mobile, Alabama „ MO IOO-I858s 1_______at ____________ ________f_____________ File # ______________ ___________ ,__
b6 :

SAl sagf b7C n . ,. t ■ ' 8/15/68
by_______ ______________________ ___ ___________________ Date dictated -------------------------------

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. :
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___ |United Press International, Mobile, be 
Alabama, advised on August 5s 1968 that he had not attended b?c 
the STOKELY CARMICHAEL speech but that| |of United
Press International in Montgomery, Alabama, had been in Mobile 
and had attended the speech and had filed the following report.

“Mobile, Ala. (UPI) —Black Power Leader STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL told 400 Negroes Friday night that "they killed 
nonviolence with Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING."

"CARMICHAEL, who spoke at a Negro church after 
he was denied permission to use the city auditorium, told 
the crowd to be proud of being black and to have "undying 
love" for fellow Negroes.

"If we are going to build the Revolutionary 
Movement in this country we must have undying love — like 
our brothers and sisters in Cleveland two nights ago had 
undying love," CARMICHAEL said, in reference to an outbreak 
of violence in the Ohio city which claimed 10 lives.

"CARMICHAEL flew here from New York via Raleigh, 
N.C., and was met by NOBLE BEASLEY, President of the 
Neighborhood Organized Workers (NOW) which sponsored the ■ 
visit.

"Police blocked off the street by the church where 
CARMICHAEL spoke, but the crowd was small.":

____________ Numerous attempts were made to contact_______________  
I The Birmingham News

newspaper, but he could not be contacted and did not answer be 
any messages left with his office to contact agent. b?c

On August 14, 1968|
advised that he had been present at the speech by STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL on the night of July 26, 1968 but stayed around 
only a short time and did not go inside the church. He 
said that he had heard a few statements but does not recall 
any specific statements made by CARMICHAEL and did not make 
any notes or a recording of the speech. He,said that none of 
the news services who were present on the scene had made any 
tape recordings of the speech,
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RAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATE

Date : 8/19/68________ ____

___________________ ________ United Press International#
[advised that he had been in Mobile# Alabama, 

on July 26, 1968 covering a speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at 
a Negro church on Warren Street. He did not go inside the 
church but could hear most of the speech from outside. He 
left the area a couple of times to phone in information to 
his superior in Montgomery,I

b6
b7C

His notes taken at the■time were thrown away.
stated that among the notes made________________
phoned in| |were the following comments by CARMICHAEL:

He 
of the items

"If we are going to build the revolutionary 
movement in this country we must have undying 
love. — like our brothers and sisters in 
Cleveland two nights ago had undying love."

"There are three ways you get things, you 
work for it, you beg for it or you take it. 
How do you take things? With guns, that’s how 
you take it."

"U. S. ’the monster of the world.
There are only three countries more powerful, 
Russia, Cuba and China."

He could not elaborate any further on CARMICHAEL’S 
speech.

On

by

8/7/68 Montgomery, Alabama
b6

-------------------------------- b7CSA JTBsagf

File # M0 100-1858

Date dictated------- 8/13/68

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency. ;
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_____ On August 2, 1968, I
I advised Special Agents

I that he felt ’that the visit by CARMICHAEL to 
Mobile was good for the City of Mobile, since it enabled 
all Civil Rights' leaders to gather together with an impartial 
outsider to discuss their problems. He said CARMICHAEL' 
proposed the organization, of all Civil Rights groups into a 
loose federation which would meet periodically to discuss 
problems and also had'gotten the various leaders to agree 
that no one leader should visit City Hall to represent the 
Negroes of Mobileg but rather a group of three leaders 
representing the different groups should make the contacts 
with City Hall. | __ |he knew nothing concerning .
any statements by CARMICHAEL favoring any Communist' Govern
ment s,'and in discussions with CARMICHAEL had not heard such 
mentioned.

bo
b7C

He said CARMICHAEL was strictly for-the Negro race 
in all his conversations and did not urge any violence by 
Negroes in Mobile. He said that he had no plans to invite 
CARMICHAEL back to Mobile.

The August 3-4, 1968 issue of The Southern Courier, 
a weekly newspaper published at Montgomery, Alabama, reported 
that STOKELY CARMICHAEL had spoken in Mobile' on July 26, 1968 
to more than 1,000 people,and had expounded the concept of 
Black Power. On the subject of the war, CARMICHAEL reportedly 
said that people of color have a common bond, and the Viet Cong 
will not let America control them. ' This article reported that 
CARMICHAEL made the following statement ?

"We are the hardest-working people in this 
country, but we are the lowest paid. There 
are three ways to get things — you work for 
it, you beg for it, or you take it. When 
the white man came to America, he didn't work 
for it, he didn't beg for it--he took it."

"You take things with guns, period. He (the 
white man) ain't taking Viet Nam with non
violence ."
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On August 13*  1968

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ b6

IWfiad attended the speech of b7
STOKELY CARMICHAEL on July 26.1968.1 I

life
said that he did not feel that STOKELY CARMICHAEL's speech 
had any real effect on the people of Mobile, and that he did-/ 
not consider that CARMICHAEL had made any inflammatory state
ments during his speech. He said that CARMICHAEL had made a 
statement that Negroes should get guns but he Interpreted this 
statment as meaning Negroes should get guns for their own 
self defense. He said CARMICHAEL had not specifically urged 
violenpej however, some people could have gained that idea 
from, hearing CARMICHAEL'S speech.
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MEETING

b2 
bo 
b7C 
b7D

During this meeting, C^I®!ICHAEL was asked,a number 
of questions by the people present and among the questions 
was whether or not CARMICHAEL advocated violence. CARMICHAEL 
replied that he advocates settling problems by whatever 
means are available . CARMICHAEL also was askedif he thought 
that a Negro revolt could succeed, noting the failure of the 
Hungarian revolt . CARMICHAEL commented to this, that he 
does npt advocate confrontation with the military, as'was the 
case in Hungary, as the Negroes certainly could not win 
against the military. CARMICHAEL also was asked if he felt 

i sthat violence was contrary to the philosophy of the late 
Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, but left the matter up in the air

7 ) without a definitive answer.

CARMICHAEL told the group that he could not accept 
the theory that the system of law and order benefits 
minority groups ,,as he does hot feel it has benefitted 
the Negro, as Negroes do not have full freedom.

________________________ CARMICHAEL appeared to be
very persuasive speaker, but source indicated that he ..did 
not feel that any serious activity would occur in Mobilel^s 
a result of CAIMICHAEL’s appearance in Mpbile.
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He said that at this
time/CARMICHAEL suggested that all civil rights groups in 
the Mobile area get together and have representatives of 
each group get together on a regular basis. He suggested 
that three members from each civil rights group be on a 
committee of all civil rights groups, which;committee 
would then decide any action to be taken in the civil 
.rights field. Source said that CARMICHAEL djd not suggest 
any violence at this meeting,| I

SPEECH ON THE AFTERNOON OF
JULY 27, 1968, AT THE OLD WARREN 
STREET METHODIST CHURCH, 
304 NORTH WARREN STREET, 

MOBILE, ALABAMA

CARMICHAEL spoke at the Old
Warren Street Methodist Church on the afternoon of July 27, 
1968, beginning about 3:15 p.m. and speaking until about 
5:20 p.m. CARMICHAEL said that the black people were 
ready to fight fire with fire and repeated that it was time 
for the Negro to take what he wanted. Concerning Viet Nam, 
CARMICHAEL said that Negro soldiers should not shoot the 
Viet Cong, but should shoot, thebeside and .behind, 
them,. CARMICHAEL saidjthat the Communists were better to the 
Negroes PbanPthere were . ■ Concerning. the coming presidential 
election, CARMICHAEL said that he hoped former Alabama 
Governor GEORGE WALLACE was ..elected president, as this would 
make CARMICHAEL a bigger man. CARMICHAEL said that white 
people Say Negroes are lazy, but related a story about how 
'hard the Negro works. CARMICHAEL commented on the refusal- 
of the cify to allow him to: speak in the City Auditorium end 
stated that if the auditorium Was not good enough for STOKELY 
it was ndt good enough for anybrie. He also said that if the 
ILA Hall in Mobile, which had bbfen denied to CARMICHAEL for 
a speechj was ndt good endiigh for STOKELY the hall was no 
good and should be gotten rid of.
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is set forth as follows:
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public meeting'sponsored by NOW, (Neighborhood-'Organized 
■ i i;. ‘ . >.xb ■ 1

..Workers), at the- Old Warren Street Methodist Church, 306 N-.v Warren
' ' b b < -V ' -ib b . < . ' / '■ ' ' . ■ '1^. :
i Street, Mobile-, Alabama, attended by Stokley Carmichael. ,
. . ' b; H ' . . I • . " ■ ' b ‘ ... . -. .. -Z ■

Prior to the arrival of Carmichael and about 2:00 P.M. the meet

a

ing was opened by an unknown minister of. the NOW Organization, i
<|-  -7 ' 1  ------ ----------- --- —— < " . L ■ . A-'

speak about the Prichard Movement

and stated-that the boycott was. still in effect but some people have.
. ■ ' ' - ; . . ‘ " 7-

not been participating and were trying to.make a deal with the Mer- :

chants;. the Merchants of Prichard would .have

.b 6

to get^yith organisation before the boycott would end

and. no other individuals had, any- say so over the boycott.

told of the March (Protest), to be held in Prichard on next Saturday, ’•
r. ■ ■ ■..-.-by,, ■ ' ■ <• I' 'bbj.i/-.' •-..b-- .1
August 3rd, r ~~|if people still bought in Prichardlthey.:

would be taken care of/ - ?h b, b - .. ;

• Several candidates for political office made statements || b

It was -about £}:00 P.M; and Stokley Carmichael arrived

Carmichael stated to the people that he wasn't expecting.a crowd 1 

as large as was there (there were.about.750 including those -outside b?c 

the Church) and that it would be much too large to break into.groups 

to teach about organizing. He said that he would have a question and >*  

answer session instead. . There were .oral questions directed 

Ifrom the audience.

himto

t-i)

i >.



Some of the questi^p asked are as follows 

, Question:

Answer: /

Were white people setting up concentration camps for the 
■ black people? > ‘.;■■■

■■ ■ ■
Carmichael referred this question

I there were 25 such camps and that’ 
these1 camps were:from various bases that had been phased 
out and when black people got out of line they were put 
there. He said that within a 2’+ hour period, 50,000 •
bl^ack people .could be put in these camps.

Question’: ! When looting and burning happen, why'in black ghettos?T

Question

Answer:

■ Carmichael referred

Answer: I Iblack people didn't own businesses as
■ they were run by honkeys'. who also held the mortgages .;

: and ran the insurance companies. It didn't make. any,. •
,r : sense to go to another neighborhood to burn and to

' spread out from the ghetto area and be'hemmed up by 
the honkey and;be destroyed by getting caught.

Concerning the। Black Panther Movement -

I it was getting better and 
better. The movement started in Watts and went to He- ' 
troit and then other cities. Cox also talked about r ’ 
Cleveland and said that the greatest mistakes.made there 
was when they killed the police they didn't get thereM- 
guns 'and when they, hit they didn't get out but stayed.

On how to get guns - < .’ <’* ,

Carmichael answered and said there, was only: three-ways 
to get what you want, work; beg; or take it. He said — 
when.he was in Harlem, he went to the 5 & 100 store and 
bought rubber.bands, two pieces of wood andgot an anten 
na from a car, made a gun and shot 22's from it. He;. . 
said if you want guns bad’enough you can get them. "““ Car
michael said.that in Vietnam when the white honkey tells 
you to take that arsenal,'«yodi take'it, and when youlg>; 
black brother tells you to go to the; police station, 
there's gunsin it, you go get them. He said: that the 
gun law won't hurt because the honkey will sell you any
thing for a dollar, even his mother.: - ?

Question

Answer:A

_________________  Carmichael addressed the group and said 
that any boys 16 years and above.could go there .and ’ t 

| teach them how to organize,. •?

4-0





r'EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date_________ 8/5/68_________

1

At approximately 3:09 p.m. on July 27, 1968, WOKEW 
CAMICHAHi addressed a gathering at the Old Wrren Street 
Method 1st Church in Mobile, Alabama. STOKEtJT 0AOWWL 
told the gathering that in their struggle for power,there 
could be no division within the ranks of the Negroes. 
0AB1OCHAEL stated, however, that presently existing in the 
Country,which is nullifying the efforts of the MeM&r to achieve 

.. power, was the existanee. of a class of Negroes whofeh he termed 
as house, Megroes as compared to the majority of Negroes whom 
he classified as the field Negroes.

CABMICH^S; advised that the house Negro vas one who 
• worked for the white man, received the white man’s hand-me- 

down clothes and who., on occasion,, had tea, food and drink with 
the white man. ©AMMfcfiABX stated that the house Negro was one 
who owed everything to-the white man and consequently he 
referred to the white man as being a good fellow and accordingly 
was not in sympathy' with the present movement of the Negro / ; ’
to gain black power.' CAfllMCflASi referred to the house Negroes 
as being "Uncle Toms*.

0AMB10MAIX stated that the I'ield Negroes were the 
ones on whose strength the success or failure of the Negro 
movement depended and that the field Negro should pay no 
h@ed to the advice received from the house Negro not to participate 
in demon^'^ratlon.s> marches and the like, cABMICHfflit told the 
gathering that if they are field Negroes and work for a house 
Negro and this house Negrojin the course of. t heir work, maltreats 
them or Issues instructions’that bpey do not desire to do, "then 
kill the house Negro tootold the gathering 
that Mobile was not a white man’s town but was the Nigro's 
town, for the Negro built it through labor and hard work

. and that since Mobile was their to’wn. If they'felt that they 
- wanted to burn it then "since it is your town,, go ahead and 

burn it.” x

CARMICHAEL told the gathering that if the field Negro

On 7/27/68 at------- Mobile> Alabama--------------- F,le#—MO 400-1858
b6

by-

This
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----- -r mrc----------------------------------------------------------- --------- -  Date dictated-------- 8/1/68------------------ -
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£

does not own-a television: set, porta W radio, or other items 
that they would like to have,, then he should go out and get 
them.



F^ERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIOj

1 tw.a 8/8/68______________

On the afternoon of .July 27, 1968, STOKELY 
.CARMICHAEL .spoke .At the Old Warren Street Methodist Church 
on Warren-Street ‘ between -'Davis .Avenue and Congress .Street, 
a portion of -which was overheard.. CARMICHAEL talked, about 
the coalition of .all black- civil ..rights groups into a

■ general unification of pride in the black -race. -CARMICHAEL 
stated that Negroes .should seek -a base ..of political power 
and that they should not be afraid of violence.' He said 
that Negroes, are divided into two classes, the .’’house' niggers” 
and the other, type, "field niggers". CARMICHAEL stated.that 
the "field niggers" work twelve .to eighteen hours., a day. and 

.are .suppressed .and submerged by the .white -.power structure .and 
have nothing to show .for "their'.existence except for .'the color 
of. their black ■skins. -On the other hand, .however, the "house 
nigger",, according to -CARMICHAEL, ' is ...a favorite of the 
white power .structure .since he caters to their .every wish, 
.receiving all the hand-me-downs, for .example, ..all .old dresses 
plus the knowledge that all his. needs will be t<ken care .of . 
his .entire life!. In ..return, .the :"house .nigge.P*"'.supplies  
information .-to the white man on .all the '"field..niggers'", 
.telling the white man'what the white man wants to "^npw. He 
.stated' the "house nigger" tries to -imitate .the white .man in 
speech .and' even..’’drinks...tea" with the white man. As a result 
the "field nigger" desires what the "house .nigger"' has..and 
so will eventually gang up on the "house nigger" in order .to 
keep -the. unified coalition, of.,-blacks, for....black’s. ..good.........

b6 
b7C 
b7D

On 7/27/68 at Mobile, Alabama File # MO 100-1858
bo
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Mobile County Civil Rights Movement, a Negro .organization,
advised'on August 13, 1968, that he had attended the
speech by CARMICHAEL on the afternoon-of July 27, 1968,

| He said that CARMICHAEL had not urged any 
violence in his talk and had not made any s tatement I

bo
b7C

____considered to be inflammatory. _________ _____________
[CARMICHAEL'S

visit to Mobile. I I he did not .recall .any specific
.statements made by CARMICHAEL during his speech.

Local news sources at Mobile did not .report 
coverage of the speech on July'2.7, 1968.

VIOLENCE OCCURRING IN THE MOBILE, ALABAMA 
AREA FOLLOWING CARMICHAELBS APPEARANCE

The August 6, 1968, issue .of The Mobile Register, . 
a daily newspaper published at Mobile, Alabama, reported 
that Birmingham, Alabama Fire Chief .JOHN SWINDLE spoke .in 
Mobile on August 6, 1968, before the Alabama Fire Chiefs 
Association meeting at the -Sheraton. Battle House Hotel. He 
criticized the U. S. Department .of Justice .for .not prosecuting 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL. Chief SWINDLE exhibited to the group a 
copy of The Mobile Register of Monday, August 5, 1968, head
lining destruction of three businesses in the 'Toulminville 
area by firebombs the previous night. Chief SWINDLE noted 
that the firebombings occurred a little .over .a week after .an 
.address by CARMICHAEL in Mobile.

News sources at Mobile have reported various fires 
of undetermined origin occurring in Mobile following speeches 
by STOKELY CARMICHAEL. A chronological list of these fires, 

obtained on September 3, 1968, fromI
Office of Mobile Fire Chief, is as follows:

b6
b7C
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1. At 11:09 p,m., July 26, 1968, a fire 
apparently started by. a firebomb thrown into .the front 
door slightly damaged Berman’s. Loan Office, a pawnshop 
at 1112 -Davis Avenue, There .was no .damage To the 
interior and the fire was extinguished shortly.

2. At 9:26 pBm., July 29, 1968, a fire was 
reported at 859 Wellington Street, the address being the 
Art -Craft -Press, Inc., I ‘The
building and contents were slightly damaged and it was 
.noted, that -the fire was .apparently caused by . arson, b6

b7C
3. A report was received.at 10:09 p.m. on 

August 4, 1968, of a fire at Gulf Furniture Store, 1634 
St, Stephens Road,| | The fire was
of undetermined origin and was fought by the fire depart
ment for five hours and thirty-one minutes. The building 
.and contents were a,total loss.

-.4, The .fire .at -Gulf Furniture Store spread 
next door to the building at 1632 St, Stephens Road, 
occupied by the Mobile Mental Health Center™ This build
ing was. also a tbtal .lbss. •'

5. The fire at 1632 St, Stephens Road dn the 
night of August 4, 1968, also spread.to the AB C Auto 
Parts at -1630 St, Stephens ' Road -destroying the'.business-..

The report reflects that these three businesses
at 1630, 1632 and 1634 Sto Stephens Road were all in one b6
large building____________________________ The building was a b7C
total Idss.

6. On the night of Augmt 4, 1968, at 10:23 p.m., 
a fire was reported at Railroad Furniture Sales, 121 Beaure
gard Streeto Witnesses had reported seeing several young 

■Negro males, running from the .-.area ..after .a firebomb was? 
thrown through the front window of the ..building. The fire 
was put out shortly with very limited damage.
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7. On August 7, 1968, a fire .was reported .at
■5:12 .p.m. at ..Sf*..  DominicAs. Churchy .Burma. Rp.a^-.an.d...S'tux.............

■ Dominic * s PliclJ .damaging a rear .off ... ' fire was
of undetermined cause-

8*  4 fife was.. reported '.•at-.. 9 t 17 p.m. on .August 7, 
1968,, des tidying the V C Fertilizer Company, at the Prichard 
■hound^y. ,ahd GM&O Railroad tracks.„ The cause .of the fire 
•■was.. uftknOWh . and the -.value of the property was unknown.

9. ,On August 9, 1968a ^t 2:35 p.m., .a fire was-. . 
■reported.:at .tpe ,Farmers Market-'at,'.2343. Halls Mill--Road." 
This' firp of .Undetermined origin ..and damaged ..an un
occupied building owned by . Associated 'Discount -Corporation, 
damaged a building occupied .by.Buddy Tlllmanls ..Produce 
Market-'and.. 41®.q .damaged .a .space occupied by-feay^s Sea Food. 
The umbunt damage done to the Earners Mdrket was unknown.

1Q< Qh August 11, 1968, a fife Whs .reported ..at 
4:15 ,a.m.' 4t'.''ph4 -Riviera -Lounge, 2CW4 St. Stephens.: Ro ad,

I This "fir’d was of undeter
mined origin!-^hd did considerable i^am^ge td .the 4tt^c^p^' ■, 
the -buiidipg..’' -^e also spread'■.'td’-'the space t.bb|u^|4 
by -the 'Fupn^t^re Salvage CompMn^,. 2054 -St. Stephen's"'!;-Rpadl 
.doing ,.s©me -.ismpke damage in these .places „

bo
b7C

-Qn;: September-9, 1968,__________________________ ______
Prichard,..,;AlapMmd■ Fire Department, furnished the following 
Information pdbbdrning firh®. ip the Jurisdiction of the 
grictibrd 'jjrd-'.'department:

On Attest' 8,.. 1968, .at -9t5^ .p«.m. ,■ fife was reported 
..■at '1117. V[e4p '^Uih Street, Pridti|p4>.! location * of PrineAs.- 
.Grocery .4Investigation''^py^aled .a -'firebomb bqt'iip ■ 
.was thrpwhi,'.dp against the ■'build|h^ and witnesses -repopthd 
.seeing ^twp'4r ^hfee Negro boys . ru4 .from the .area. Ther ifire 
.■was extinguished without doing ...^ny 4'3m^ge to the bUilhipg 
and the ,sus!pefct-s were not identified

■ , . 'r,.

'Qtr^ugust 8, 1968, .an^p|$ir jEqport at 11:46' p.m., 
concernedat KOzy Kreme! 1212. Prichard
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Street. There .were ;WO'-separate fires..bn.,the; Ihside of .the 
building and there was ap odo.£ .of some fl^mmafyle liquid 
indicating .arson. ' The .fire was- put out linked lately with 
little damage.

On the night of August 10, 1968, a firebomb was 
thrown at the American Lp^iOn Hall on Telqgrpph Road in 
■.Prichard. Nd damage was- 4pne,. >as people .on :.£t|e -scene; 
put out the blaze before-phe building was damaged. The 
fire department was not chlled.

On September 5, 1968, a call at 3:30 a.m. was 
received concerning a_fire at an unoccupied dwelling located 

1 The house, which belonged to 
was damaged in the amount of about $2,000 

b6
b7C

and there was Indication a firebomb had been thrown into
the house.

On September 6, 1968, a fire broke out about 
12:40 a.m. at Naman*s  Food Store, 703 St• Stephens Road, 
Prichard, after a firebomb was thrown through the front 
window of the store, but failed to ignite after burning a 
small hole in the floor. The police department had detected 
this incident and prevented any fire from occurring. The 
damage to the store was about $200.00.

________________________| he is conducting an 
investigation concerning all fires occurring in the Prichard, 
Alabama area and works in conjunction with the Prichard Police 
Department. He said that the investigation has not developed bTC 
information which would serve to identify the person or 
persons responsible for any of these fires.

On September 6, 1968,_______________________________
Mobile Police Department, advised that there had been three 
other fires recently in Mobilb reflecting the use of 
firebombs. He said that on thb night of September 4-5, 1968, 
a firebomb was thrown at the rear of Buster’s Eagle Pawnshop, 
650 Davis Avenue. A guard inside the building heard the 
noise and went to the rear where he found the firebomb and 
extinguished it without any datiiage to the building and 
without the fire department being called.
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_____________________ on September 5, 1968, shortly
,after midnight, Berman’s Loan Office, 1112 Davis Avenue, 
was slightly damaged by a firebomb which was put out 
immediately without the fire department being called and 
without any damage being; done to.the building.

| a t about 1:00 a.m., Sep tembe r 
1968, the main building of the Ford Lumber Company, 2451 
St. Stephens Road, was destroyed by fire, which reportedly 
was started by firebombs. He said that a witness reported 
seeing a flash of fire and then seeing a Negro male leave 
the area in an old car. Investigation has not identified 
the car or the Negro male. The fire was brought under 
control in about forty-five minutes without any injury to 
anyone and without damage to any other nearby property.

5,
b6
b7C

_______________ _____ the primary responsibility 
for investigation of arson matters in Mobile is with the. 
office of Fire Marshal C. W. ZUBER, investigation by the 
Mobile Police Department, in conjunction with and assistance 
to Marshal ZUBER has been made concerning the different 
fires occurring in Mobile’s jurisdiction and no information 
has been developed to identify the person or persons responsi
ble for these fires.



APPENDIX

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

'' literature' distributed by the Student Nonviolent 
Co©^diWting Committee' (.SNCC) headquartered at 360-362 Nelson 
Street.. " We./'Atlanta,’ Georgia, describes itself as not...
being a membership organization, but' rather an agency attempting 
to stimulate' and foster the growth of local protest movements. 
SNCC was' born out of' the sit-in movement which^ erupted 
across the South beginning on February 1, I960. A conference 
At Ra,3.eighs North Carolina, that Spring, brought together 
many of the demonstrating Southern students in a loose 
network’of militant youth which was officially named SNCC in 
October, 1960.

A source has advised that in May, 1966, Stokely 
Carmichael was elected'National Chairman by the Central Committee. In May, 1967, Carmichael was replaced as Chairman 
by H. Rap Brown, with Carmichael assuming the position of 
Recruiter and Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at 
the Invitation ofFidel Castro, Carmichael participated in 
the Organization of Latin American Solidarity Conference 
which whs held in Havana, Cuba. Subsequent thereto, Carmichael 
traveled to Hanoi and other sections of North Vietnam. He 
returned to the United States in December, 1967, at which tim^ his passport was picked up because of travel to un
authorized countries.

A source advised that when Carmichael was elected 
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. With the election 
of H. Rap Brown as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on a world
wide struggle fOr human rights and to take a firm stand 
against violations of these rights by the American Government 
and tq strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft 
and to the United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identifies 
SN[CC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. It 
advocates that to be successful it is necessary to develop 
a revolutionary idealogy and revolutionary program.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
(CONTINUED)

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in 
the Waits area of Los Angeles,- California, H. Rap Brown 
said ”ybu better shape up America, or we'll burn you down.” 
Later'in February, 1968, in a publicized note, Brown 
wrote, ’’America, if it takes my death to organize my 
people to revolt against you and to'organize your jails to 
revolt against '.you and to organize your children, your 
God, your poor, your country, and to organize mankind to 
rejoice in your destruction and ruin, then here’s my life.”
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Mobile, Alabama 1
September 9» 1968

Title:

Character:'

Reference:

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

RACIAL- MATTERS = STUDENT 
NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING , 
COMMITTEE - ANTI-RIOT LA^S

Report of SA| | b?c
dated September 9# 1968, at 
Mobile, Alabama.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO

STOKEL ARMI CH/iEL
RM - SNCC

(100-43503) (P)

ReBua/t, 8/28/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven 
of an LHM regarding the above captioned subject. One 
each furnished Chicago and Mobile for information.
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The sources contacted regarding this matter 
follows:
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U NI TED STATE S DE PA R f M E NT 0 F J U Wl C E 

' federal'BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION :

. September \9, 1968 -r

STOKELY CMCH<

•Confidential sources, who have furnished reliable 
information in the past,: and who are familiar with Stokely 
Carmichael’s activities in Washington, D. C. (WDC), could 
provide no iriformatibh as to his intent in leaving WDC and trav- ■ 
eling to Mobile, Alabama onJuly 26, 1968, and Chicago, Illinois 

on August 9, 1968.7 •'-A'.-.:.

This document contains neither ■ 
.recommendations nor: conclusions at 
the FBI. It is th'fe. property, bi . ■ 
the FBI and is loaned to your- agency! 
h and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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'^Department TEIERDAM
ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED ■
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED . . ’ ' . ■■
DATE 08-16-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB/Bls'

LIMITED OFFICIAL uSEi 321

PAGE 01 Dakar. 03815 070959Z

i i
ACTION AF 16

INFO PPT 02,SCA 02,SCS 04,gY

USIA T2,H: 02,RSR 01 aRSC

R 061800Z SEP 68
FM AMEMBASSY DAKAR
TO SECSTATS WAShDC.2884
INFO AMEMBASSY CONAKRY 

STAGE GRNC

03^B£Jj/HNR: 07/Cj-AEI 00/NSA 02,P = 04,

0U/057 W\
• €r 1 \

LIMITED OFFICIAL! USE DAKAR 3815

REF I DAK AR 381T, ____________ . ........ --------------------------- -- -------------

P A D Q M | |

USIS THAT' STOKELY^CARMICHAEL GAVE PRESS CONFERENCE! THIS:

AFTERNOON ATTENDED, BY TWO APS CORRESPONDENTS’

2« PRINCIPAL’ POINTS REPORTEDLY MADE BY CaRMTCHAEL: WEREs _ 

A) HE ,HAD: COME’ TO AFRICA TO STRENGTHEN! TT ES BETWEEN AFR’I CAN 

AND: AMERlCANi NEGROES/ AND TO STRUGGLE AGAINST IMPERIALISM, 

COLONIALISM, AND NEO’COLONl ALISM8 _ , ....... ...

B) HE WAS INVITED TO CONAKRY' BY SEKOU’ TOURE: AND WOULD 

PROBABLY LEAVEiFOR. CONAKRY SEPTEMBER 8i . . _ .

D) AMERICAN NEGROES WOULD NOT qOEl.THEilR! SUPPORT TO EITHER 

PRESIDENTIAL.’ CANDIDATE, AND-'WOULD' ■ BOYCOT T' ELECT! ONE,

b7c Cc kOk % &

limited official use

/ NOT RECORDED^ 

M Sep 9 I96st
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Airtel

To: SAC, Chicago (157-1297)

From: Director, FBI (100-446080)
0

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - SEDITION

Rerep of Special Agent 
8/27/68 at Chicago.

September 12, 1968

dated

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

The administrative pages of referenced report sets, 
forth answers to specific questions requested by the Department 
and furnished to you by Bureau airtel of 8/14/68.

You should promptly submit the answers to these 
questions in letterhead memorandum (LHM) form suitable for
dissemination. Four copies of the LHM should be submitted.

. RM 11 - WFO (100-43503)

ABF:ekw
■fe)

*

CM 

o

3

co
cn -
cu s s
co

Tolson .
DeLoach —_ ____
Mohr___________

Bishop _________
Casper_________

Callahan ______ .

Conrad _________
Feit____________

Gale__________

Rosen .________ .

Sullivan ________
Ta vol - .

T rotter________

Tele. Room___
Holmes^- 

G a n d J

19 SEP 12 1968

By Bureau airtel dated 8/14/68 Chicago was 
burnished the specific questions asked by the Department 

< oncerning the speech by Stokely Carmichael in Chicago 
8/9/68. Chicago set forth the answers to these questions 
the administrative pages of this report and they should 
set out in form suitable for dissemination.

tin 
on 
be

. ^41
j/teLETY^E UNItEZ
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DATE 0'8-16-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAIJ/CBZbls

FBI WASH DC* TELETYPE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
AUG281968

Mr. Toh'ion. __
Mr. DeLoach.___

Mohr______
Bishop
Casper._____
Callahan___

Conrad____

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Felt., 
Mr. Gale.

FBI SPRNGFLD

1144AM UR NT 8-28-68 PAM

(
W. Rosen__
M^^Sullivan. 
Mr. Tavel__
Mr. Trotter- 
Tel®. Room__

Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy_

AND

TO DIRE

LJOUIS (100-20639)

OR (100-446080), WASHINGTON FIELD, CHICAGO (157-1297)

FROM SPRINGFIELD (100-10697) 2 P

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, RM. 00: WFO

RE ST. LOUIS TELETYPE TODAY

AT THREE FORTYFIVE AM, TODAY, SURVEILLANCE ASSUMED FROM

ST. LOUIS AGENTS, CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS. CARMICHAEL

ENTERED RESIDENCE

THIS ADDRESS IN FEDERAL

HOUSING PROJECT. PREDOMINANTLY WHITE NEIGHBORHOOD

INDENTIFIED AS DRIVER

OF VEHICLE TRANSPORTING CARMICHAEL FROM ST. LOUIS TO

CARBONDALE.

CITY OF CARBONDALE, ORGANIZATION ENGAGED IN EMPLOYING 

POVERTY TYPES WIT JOBS
&A IM

SI INDICIES NEGATIVE

BUREAU NOTE

/ i /-

b7C

—12, SEP 13W

HAS BEEN SUBJECT OF

INVESTIGATION, 00 SPRINGFIELD, BUFILE

END OF PAGE P.NEj®WED TOi
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PAGE TWO

"[RACIAL MATTERS - SNCC, 00

b6
b7C

SOURCES CONTACTED AND ASSIGNMENTS GIVEN AS TO PURPOSE 

OF CARMICHAEL'S VISIT CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS, AND AT EAST ST. . 

LOUIS, ILL. RE SPEECH THURSDAY, ST. LOUIS, MO. NO 

INFORMATION DEVELOOED TO DATE INDICATING HE INTENDS TO MAKE 

SPEECH HERE. SOURCES RRPORT NO RACIAL TENSION OF ANY TYPE 

IN EITHER CARBONDALE OR OTHERCOMMUNITIES IN SOUTHERN 

ILLINOIS.

SPRINGFIELD WILL CONTINUE SURVEILLANCE AND CONTACT 

WITH LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND REPORT ALL PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS 

CONCERNING ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT. SPRINGFIELD HAS ADVISED 

MI GROUP AND USA. SECRET SERVICE UNAVAILABLE SPRINGFIELD, 

NOTIFIED AT ST. LOUIS. CHICAGO ADVISE SECRET SERVICE AND 

OTHER AGENCIES INVOLVED DECON

AM COPY SENT BOSTON. P.

END 

SLB 

FBI WASH DC*

ROOM 836 9&D
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FBI ST LOUIS

5O5AM URGENT 8-28-68 RJK

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080)

FEDERAL BUREAU «F jJMSTIGATICH 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMWCATION SECTION

AUG281968

TELETYPE
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-16-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CB/bls .

SPRINGFIELD, WASHINGTON FIELD

CHICAGO (157-1297) AND

FROM ST. LOUIS (100-20639)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM. OOtWFO

RE CHICAGO TEL THIS DATE

SUBJECT ARRIVED SLMO AT TWELVE TWENTYFIVE

VIA DELTA FLIGHT FIVE THREE. TWO NEGRO MALES

GOT OFF PLANE WITH SUBJECT

Mr. ton
Mr. DeLoaeh___ _

Mohr
Bishop_____
Ciis'per___ _
Callahan___
ConrM____

Mr. 
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale,

i j Mr. Rosen__
/{"I Mr. Sullivan. 
*7 j j Mr. Tavel__

DETROIT (100-34122)

( Trotter
$ TeJte. Koom

■:j Miss Hulmes.____
Miso Ofi,£ndy_

I Mr.

PRESUMEDLY

SLPD INTELLIGENCE

AM, INSTANT DATE

THESE THREE MET

AT AIRPORT BY APPROXIMATELY TEN MEMBERS OF BLACK LIBERATORS

A LOCAL MILITANT BLACK GROUP, HEADQUARTERED IN SLMO

UNDER SURVEILLANCE OF SL BUAGENTS AND

DIVISION ALL OF THE ABOVE TRAVELED IN FIVE

AIRPORT TO E. ST. LOUIS, ILL. SUBJECT AND

VEHICLES DIRECTLY FROM

HIS TWO COMPANIONS

TRAVELED IN LATE MODEL WHITE CHEVROLET IMPALA, FOUR-DOOR, BEARING

ILLINOIS LICENSE J V FIVE ZERO NINE ISSUED TO

TWO OTHER NEGRO MALES UNKNOWN . a rr. .

. b'A 110 REC-31 B
TO SL BUAGENTS WERE ALSO IN VEHICLE WITH SUBJECT. THIS VEHICLE

BRIEFLY DETAINED BY E. ST. LOUIS, ILL., PD, BUT ALLOWED TO SEP 16 !9SS 

CONTINUE’, SOUTH IN ILLINOIS. NO ARRESTS WERE MADE. BLACK--------



PAGE TWO

LIBERATORS IN THEIR FOUR CARS REMAINED IN E. ST. LOUIS AREA 

WHILE CARMICHAELS VEHICLE PROCEEDED DIRECTLY TO CARBONDALE, ILL.

PHYSICAL SURVEILLANCE OF CARMICHAEL TURNED OVER TO SI BU- 

AGENTS AT THREE FORTYFIVE AM, INSIST DATE, BY SL BUAGENTS AT 

CARBONDALE, ILL., WHERE CARMICHAEL WILL PRESUMEDLY SPEND THE REST 

OF THE NIGHT.

SPRINGFIELD WILL MAINTAIN TWENTYFOUR HOUR SURVEILLANCE AND 

ADVISE BUREAU, WFO, AND SL OF CARMICHAELS ACTIVITIES. CARMICHAEL 

SCHEDULED TO SPEAK AT RALLY AT SHELDON MEMORIAL HALL, SLMO, 

EVENING OF AUGUST TWENTYNINE NEXT. P. 

END

JCR

FBI WASH DC*
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September 9, 1968

I can certainly understand the concern which prompted 
your letter of September 4th enclosing a newspaper clipping regarding 
Stokely Carmichael.

With respect to your inquiry about him, the FBI is 
strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Government and, as 
such, does not determine whether prosecutive action will be undertaken 
in any situation. Such decisions concerning violations of Federal law 
are within the province of the Attorney General. Voluminous data 
regarding Carmichael have been furnished to the Attorney General 
and you may wish to contact him.

I want to assure you that the FBI is aware of its respon
sibilities with respect to the internal security of our country. We will 
continue to make every effort to carry out our duties with the highest 
degree of thoroughness and dispatch.

Sincerely yours, 
J. Edgar Hoovet

0 NOTE: Bufiles contain no record of correspondent. His enclosure is a clipping 
from the St. Louis Post-Dispatch dated August 30, 1968, which concerns a 
speech made by Carmichael on August 29, 1968, in St. Louis.
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TRUE COPY

St. Charles Mo.
Sept 4, 1968.

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover,
Director Federal Bureau of Investigation,

Dear Sir,

I am enclosing a clipping from the St. Louis 
Post-l5es|)atch about a speech made recently in St. Louis by 
Stokely Carmichael. Please read the first three or four 
pSfagrapEs^nTTSTme'Why this man can not be prosecuted for 
advocating the overthrow/of the Government of the United States.

Not only this statement but many statements he 
has made in the past, his visits to Communist countries North 
Viet Nam, China and so forth.

So please tell me why this man is allowed to 
preach revolution and hatred for his fellow man in this great 
nation of ours.

Sincerely Yours,

22 SEP 16 1968

( ENCLOSURE

emob
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 30, 1958

Missourians Indifferent to
Some Call Him ‘Humphrey’

FRED W. LINDECKE 
StateN^olitical Correspondent 

of thg Post-Dispatch 
CHICAG Aug. 30 — The 

Missouri de g a t i o n to the 
Democratic coh^ention gave 
bland approval yehterday to the 
selection of Senator'Edmund S. 
Muskie of Maine as thbftarty’s 
vice-presidential nominee.

It showed strong support'fqr 
Chicago Mayor Richard J. Da 
ey’s handling of security for 
the convention and displayed 
mixed emotions about a siponta- 
neous demonstration for the 
late Senator Robert F. Kenne
dy.

Most Missouri delegates di 
not seem concerned about 
selection of M u s k i e b ice 
President Hubert H. Hjdfiphrey, 

 

the party’s presidgritiial nomi

 

nee. • They had^Wanted Hum
phrey as the esidential nomi
nee and r succeeding in 
this, they/fiad little opinion 
about skie.

umphrey’s Agnew’
A few delegates offered face

tious reactions to Muskie. 
“He’s Humphrey’s A g n e w,” 
said one, referring to the selec-

tion of Maryland Gov. Spiro T. 
Agnew as the Republican vice- 
presidential candidate.

“Spiro Muskie?” another del
egate asked jokingly.

“Connally was my man,” one 
state delegate said, referring to 
Gov. John Conally of TexpSi 
“Muskie sounds all right Jbut I 
really don’t know an i n g 
about the man.”

A delegate f r 
issouri said 

e

Muskie was announced yester
day. The stateXast all 60 of its 
votes for Muskie.

Misspun delegates were vo- 
cifepous in their support of Dal- 

against the attacks on him 
and the Chicago police force 
over the handling of demon
strators. '

Mayor Alfonso J. Cervantes 
appeared on national television ; 
standing, beside Daley on the । 
convention floor. I

In support of Daley’s strong-! 
armed handling of the conven- i 
tion, Cervantes commented that ? 
“a bundh of dirty-faced kids” 
could not be allowed to take 
over a city. He praised the Chi
cago police force for using 
“manpower rather than fire-1 
po we r” and thereby avoiding 
serious injury to many more 
demonstrators and bystanders.

e a r n e s said that Daley j 
“g criticism either way he j 
goes.''ft would have been worse 
if he h done nothing. I was 
proud to Daley’s policemen 
facing the invaders.”

putchens, state 
id, “All the

som

e s

e

ca 
Dembcrati 
becau 
er

southwest 
u s k i e would 

difficulty on the 
ticket in his area 

Muskie was an East-

any attention to 
tial candidate 

puis delegate

Who pa 
the vice-presi 
anyway?” a St. 
asked.

Hearnes’s Vie
'■ Gov. Warren E. H e a 
called the selection of Muskie 
“fine.” Hearnes said he wa 
not personally acquainted with 
Muskie but that Senator Stuart 
Symington “was very high on 
Muskie and called him an out
standing candidate.”

Symington and some other 
Missouri delegates left Chicago 
before Humphrey’s choice o f

Delton L.
party chairman,

Carmichael Urges Negro Unity
Carmichael after an hour of 
African drum music and danc
ing. Eugene Redmond, a coun
sellor at Southern Illinois Uni
versity’s East St. Louis exten
sion, read several of his own 
protest poems.

Carmichael’s speech was re
ceived enthusiastically by an 
audience of which all but about 
10 persons were Negroes. Orig
inally, the talk had been closed

By Donald E. Franklin 
of the Post-Dispatch Staff 

Stokely Carmichael, calling 
for Negro unity against what he 

I, i termed white oppression, said 
here last night that neither po
litical party spoke “to the needs 
of black people.”

‘‘The vote is totally irrelevant 
I to o u r survival,” Carmichael 
i said before a standing-room . ...... .......
। crowd of about 1000 persons at but the Ethical So-

oiety would not permit use ot 
Sheldon Memorial on those 
terms.

White reporters were not per- ; 
mitted to take notes. Negro 
guards stood by them to see that 
the rule was obeyed.

Liberators Arrested
Four members of the Black 

Liberators were arrested after 
leaving the hall at the end of

r1 Sheldon Memorial, 3648 Wash- 
F ington boulevard.
1 Carmichael urged Negroes to 
i work for the overthrow of the 

American system. __ 1—
”*He  was ringed by a body-

I guard composed of Zulu 1200s 
j in orange sweatshirts and Black 
| Liberators clad in black. The 
1 groups are militant St. Louis 
1 organizations.

Earlier, Jose Renteria, a mili
tant black activist, and an 18- 
year-old Chicago youth were ar
rested. Police said they had 
found a loaded revolver under 
the seat of Renteria’s car.

Detectives Rudy Oehlert and 
Anthony Wachter stopped the 
car at Washingtn boulevard and 
Sarah street at 10 p.m. for a 
defective headlight and failure 
to signal a turn. Renteria and 
the Chicago youth, who said he 
is Billy Turner, denied owner
ship of the revolver. Both were 
booked suspected of carrying a 
concealed weapon.

In March, Renteria, 23, of .the 
4200 block of McPherson avenue | 
was placed on probation after ! 
pleading guilty in police court 
of peace disturbance. The 
charge stemmed from a melee,



groups are militant St. Louis Liberators were arrested after 07 peace disturbance, 
organizations. leaving the hall at the end of char§e stemmed from a

——Carmichael, former head of—th^-^gram. Officers Joseph
the Student Nonviolent Co-ordi- Burgoon and'James. Fitzgerald e
Bating Committee, spoke for .........
nearly two hours on unity, polit
ical and economic organization 
and methods of guerrilla war- 

' fare.
Six men were arrested near

by in automobiles when Car
michael was speaking and 
afterward., They 'Were booked

, ceaied weapons. . t
' Carmichael introduced tw*

■' members of the MX Panthe| 
party, a black nationalist or| 
ganization. He said they were, 
traveling with him.

Warfare Against Police \ 
With a smile Carmichael

reported finding two loaded re-.... 
volvers in the car occupied by 
the youths.' The officers fol
lowed the car from Grandel '*  
Square to 3800 Washington 
boulevard.

Booked suspected of carrying ' 
concealed weapons were Carl 
Ayers, 21 years old, 4400 block • 
of West Belle place; Aaron ‘ 
McNeal, 31, bf the 1200 block of '

stressed that he .was not pre
cisely advocating violence, but 
he urged guerrilla warfare 
AgaiffiST ’ poiibe*  jlsfe» *s®id».^^h® ’ 
police were used by “the op
pressor” to occupy the black 
community.

“We got to get some guns,” 
he said, “the bigger the bet
ter.” - He said the black man 
was in an armed struggle for 
his survival and that a switch
blade knife was no match for 
an M-16 rifle.

Quoting Red China's Mao Tse- 
tung, he said that “political 
power comes from the barrel 
of a gun.” ...~"~trrrj—•■.p*.".  , l-iTjj n«i»nr ** SaiQ, 
them.” The first two he dis
carded, saying that the white 
man did not wonk or beg for 
America, “he took it.”

He said Negroes could learn 
from the guerrilla tactics of 
the North Vietnamese.

Fighting Two Evils
In this country, Carmichael 

said, Negroes are fighting two 
’ evils — racism and capitalism, 
which he equated with imperial
ism. “The United States is the 
leader of world imperialism. 
She has exploited Africa, Asia 
and South America,” he said.

He urged black support of 
Cuba, North Vietnam and Red 
China and said black people 
should stand on the side of the 1
Arabs in the Aralb-Israeli Mid
dle East dispute.

Carmichael said, “The white 
man has colonized and dehu
manized our people. We are 
fighting for our humanity.” He 
urged Negroes to develop an 
“undying love” for one another. 
“We must not only be willing to 
die for each other but to kill,” 
he said.

He warned that the United 
States was trying to control 
Africa and South America. “If 
they ever invade a black coun
try, we will burn their cities to 
the ground,” Carmichael said 
to a roar of applause from the 
youthful audience.

He urged the Negro commu
nity of the St. Louis area to stop 
in-fighting and bickering and' 
establish a black united front! 
to work toward black goals.

He spoke scornfully of the 
teaching of Negro history in 
schools and of the antipoverty- 
program, which he described 
as a tool to divide the black 
community and control its lead- j 
ership. He called for a takeover 
of ghetto schools and the teach
ing of “those things we deem 
necessary to survive.” ;

“Our struggle,” he said, “is 
going to be hard, long and: 
bloody. The,past three years 
will look like a picnic to what j 
we are going to see. The his
toric time is here. We’ve got to ! 
fight.’7- ~ r
.Charles Koen, leader of the _ 

Black'4 Liberators, introduced I

- 2 -
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SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - SNCC

Re WFO airtel to Director dated 9/9/68.
Enclosed for the Bureau are five copies of 

an LHM and for WFO two copies containing information b2 furnished by| | who are bio
referred to as a source and a second source, res
pectively in the LHM.
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
September 13, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-16-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CBZbls

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Confidential sottmces advised they have no infbrm^ionthdt STOKELwCARMICHAEL has been the 
recipient of largesumsofmoney.

On September 3, 1968, a source advised that 
when CARMICHAEL was in Atlanta on August 30, 1968, 
he was in possession of a large sum of money, but 
the source was unable to determine where the money 
had been obtained. •

On August 30, 1968, a second source mentioned 
that when CARMICHAEL was in Atlanta on August 30. 1968.

b7C
b7DThesevXwrf**sources  observed that since CARMICHAEL 

marr ied 
he does not appear to be ring financially and 
this situation has not m ggARMICHAEL readily
acceptable by the Student NonviolentCoordinating 
Committee (SNCC).

A characterization of SNCC is attached heieto.

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside your agency. * I C



STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), headquartered at 360-362 Nelson Street, Southwest, 
Atlanta, Georgia, is a nonmembership organization, which 
was born out of the sit-in movement that erupted across 
the South beginning in 1960.

Today SNCC identifies itself as an organization 
in the revolutionary vanguard. It advocates that to be 
successful it is necessary to develop a revolutionary 
ideology and revolutionary program.

According to SNCC the year 1967 marked a 
historic milestone in the struggle for the liberation 
of black people in the United States and the year that 
revolutionaries throughout the world began to understand 
more fully the impact of the black movement. SNCC 
declared that "liberation will come only when there is 
final destruction of this mad octopus — the capitalistic 
system of the United States with all its life-sucking 
tenacles of exploitation and racism that choke the people 
of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The realities of 
black life, together with the recognition instilled in 
SNCC workers forced its members to further popularize 
the legitimacy of self-defense and rebellions when 
oppression become too great."

From May, 1966, until May, 1967, Stokely 
Carmichael was National Chairman of SNCC. As of July, 
1968, Carmichael resided in Washington, D. C., where he was 
affiliated with SNCC and active as temporary chairman 
of a black coalition group. In May, 1967, Carmiqhael 
was replaced by Hubert Garold Brown, commonly known 
as H. Rap Brown, who served until June, 1968.

In June, 1968, at the Staff and Central Committee 
meeting of SNCC held in Atlanta, Georgia, it was decided 
to restructure the organization by equalization of 
responsibility by creating ten deputy or vice chairman
ships. The primary purpose for this change is to take 
law enforcement pressure off any single individuaL

2*



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

• *

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia
September 13, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference

RACIAL MATTERS - SNCC
Atlanta memorandum dated 
and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable - 
infonnation in the past.

-3-
Thls document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property 
of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; It and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
OPTIONAL FORM NO. IO 50’0-

■ 1962 COITION
O5A GEN. RECE, NO. 27
UNITED STATES G(^RNME 

Memorandum
TO : Mr. W. C. Sullivan

from : G. C. Moore^^^ 

SUBJECT: STOKELY C^MICHAEL 

RACIAL MATTERS

PURPOSE:

To obtain ai 
information to St. Loi 
rally in St. Louis on 
Carmichael spoke. In 
Special Agent (SA) of 
and possibility exist 
local court if local ; 
Carmichael. •

BACKGROUND:

On a Midwes 
rally in Sheldon Memoi 
attended by approxima- 
St. Louis vra's well kn< 
for approximately two 
have undying hatred f< 
when blacks are suffi< 
steal, buy, or beg an 
by the St. Louis Poli*  
and the police departi 
provide it with data < 
attended the rally.

1 that SA|_____________ |mij
lany local prosecutive
We have no definite ii 
action will beinitia-

o« HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-16-2006 BY S^BR/AUC/BAN/CB/bls Tolson_________

NT < ______
Bishop ---------------
Casper---------------

Callahan _______

Conrad---------------

Felt___________

GaLf^________

date: September 11, 1968 *,° ”M F 
T avei Z—X------------

TrottJ^Z______

• TeleJnoom _____

Holnres --------------

A Gandy ---------------

athority for St. Louis Office to furnish 
jis, Missouri, Police Department regarding 
August 29, 1968, at which Stokely;

formation involved was obtained by?
St. Louis Office who attended the rally 

s the Agent might be called to testify in 
prosecutive action is initiated against

t speaking tour Carmichael spoke at a 
rial Hall, St. Louis. The meeting was 
tely 750 people and his presence in 
awn to the news media. Carmichael spoke 
hours and indicated that blacks must

Dr whites. He urged guerrilla warfare 
2iently armed and stated blacks must 
ns. A special report is being prepared 
ze Department on remarks made by Carmichael 
nent has requested our St. Louis Office to 
Dbtained by SA who b C
St. Louis Office stateh there is a possibility 
ght be called to testify in local court if 
action is initiated against Carmichael.

iformation at this time that prosecutive^ 
ted. O f 0 \ /fO

EnclosurZ2 ^^'2I’ 

100-44608GO
JJD:ebb'i/) .

1 - Mr. C. D. DeLoach 1 -
1 - Mr. W. Cjj Sullivan 1 -

? bWsBi^lshop

a SEP M B68 '

■Mr. G. C, Moore
T6 - T,. . ■> W > ■■

b7C

CONTINUED - OVER



Memorandum to Mr. V. C. Sullivan 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
100-446080

St. Louis Office notes that it has had excellent 
relations with the St. Louis Police Department and has 
received valuable information from that department regarding 
the activities of black extremist groups and individuals.

OBSERVATIONS:

As indicated above, we have no definite information 
that St. Louis authorities intend to proceed against Carmichael; 
however, it is believed we should do everything possible to 
further any action which would result in Carmichael’s activities 
and statements finally resulting in prosecutive action. We have 
furnished voluminous information to the Department in this regard;■ 
however, the Department appears to continue its reluctance to 
take the initiative in prosecuting Carmichael who continues his 
vicious antiwhite and terrorist statements.

ACTION:

If approved, the attached airtel will be sent to 
the St. Louis Office authorizing it to furnish the data 
requested by the St. Louis Police Department. St. Louis is 
being instructed to keep the Bureau advised of developments in b6 
this matter, particularly any request for SA| |to b7c
testify in local court.

2



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

JJ/CBZbls

FBI WASH DC*

FEDERAL BUREAU OF JWBWTJOfi 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
AUG2 91968

FBI SPRNGFLD

446

PM 8/29/68 URGENT PAM

DTO

FROM

TELETYPE

CTOR (100-446080), AND WASHINGTON FIELD

Mr. Tavel....
Mr. Tr.itter..
Tele. Room_____
Miss fi limes____
Miss Gandy____

Jfr. Tolson, 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. R.isen..

Del.inv h.. 
Mohr....„_ 
Bxshop
Casper.... 
C-al'ahan.. 
Conrad.™
F-H....

J i
CHICAGO (157-1297), ST. fyJQUlS (100-26039) AND ATLANTA

(100-6812)

SPRINGFIELD (100-10697)

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL. RM. 00 WFO

RE SPRINGFIELD TELETYPE TODAY.
SURVEILLANCE REVELED SUBJECT, IN COMPANY OF 

I LEFT CARBONDLAE. ILLINOIS

ONE ZERO FIVE PM TODAY, APPARENTLY TRAVELLING TO ST. LOUIS
MISSOURI. SUBJECT ^RAVELLING WITH______________________________

IN NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN WHITE

b7C

CHEVROLET BEARING ILLINOIS LICENSE J V FIVE ZERO INE. FOLLOWED

BY SIXTYEIGHT OLDSMOBILE HARDTOP. ILLINOIS LICENSE S F THREE

FIVE EIGHT SEVEN. AND TWO MEN. ONE BELIEVED TO BE

NEGRO MALE. WHO HAS BEEN ACTIVE IN NEGRO AGITATION. CARBONDALE

ILLINOIS, SOURCES INDICATE SUBJECT MAY CONTACT

BLACK ECONOMIC UNION

17SEP«rt TELEPHONE | ~

"4^ end SS^FoisS ‘i960
TELtTTO:

NtC-21—~
MID CITY CGN-GRES

b7C



PAGE TWO

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS, ADVISED

CARMICHAEL CAME TO CARBONDALE. ILLINOIS

b6 
b7C 
b7D

FOR A REST AND EXPECTED TO LEAVE BY NOON TODAY FOR ST. LOUIS, 

MISSOURI,, WHERE SCHEDULED TO MAKE SPEECH, AFTER WHICH HE WOULD 

PRECEED TO ATLANTA, GEORGIA.

WHILE AT CARBONDALE, ILLINOIS,

ON AUGUST TWENTYNINE

b6 
b7C 
b7D

b6 
b7C 
b7D

AVOVE OFFICES SHOULD IDENTIFY CHECK INDICES

END OF PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

AND BE ALERT FOR INDICATION OF CARMICHAEL-S TRAVEL TO YOUR

DIVISION BASED ON ABOVE. HANDLE PURSUANT TO BUEAU AIRTELS TO

ALBANY MAY TWENTYSIX SIXTYSEVEN, JUNE SEVEN SIXTYSEVEN, AND ’

DECEMBER TWENTYONE SIXTYSEVEN.

ST. LOUIS, IN COVERAGE OF SUBJECT-S ACTIVITIES YOUR DIVISION 

DETERMINE ITINERARY TO ATLANTA AND FURNISH ATLANTA INFORMATION 

TO HANDLE.

RECIPIENT OFFICES SHOULD NOTE INFORMATION FROM

b7D

END

END

COPIES MAILED BOSTON, CINCINNATI AND SAN FRANCISCO, P.

JTM b6
b7C

FBI WASH DC*  b7D

ftr;1 i
ROOM 835 9&0



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED;’*’ ■
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' ' ' '

DATE 08-16-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAN/CB/h13

1 - Mr. C. D. DeLoach
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. T, E, Bishop
1 y/l____  I

■ ■" ■ . b6
' ' • • " b7C

Airtel 1 -
1 -

To: SAC, St. Louis (100-20639)
REC-21From: Director,/ FBI (100-446080)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS 01W-

ReSLairtel 9/9/68.

Authority granted to furnish the data requested by the 
Intelligence Unit of the St. Louis Police Department. For the 
completion of Bufiles a copy of the data furnished should be 
madeavailable to the Bureau.

Keep the Bureau advised of developments in this matter. 
particularly any request for the testimony of SA

I in any local prosecutive action.
------------- IV15 •-------

NOTE:

See memorandum G. C, Moore to Mr. W. C. Sullivan, 
dated 9/11/68, captioned as above, prepared by JJD:ebb.
<• ' ■' '• ■■ ■ -I

25/* M/1 “ eF1©



FD-36 (Rev, 5-22-64)
ALL' INFORMATION CONTAINED 

'IS UNCLASSIFIED
08-16-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB/

F B I

Date: 9-9-68
Transmit the following in __ :____________________._____________________

(Type in plaintext or code)

„ AIRTEL AIR MAIL
Via  __________ :___________________ __

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM: SAC, ST. LOUIS (100-20639) P

0RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS 
(00: WFO)
The Intelligence Unit of the St. Louis Police 

Department has been requested by the Office of the Chief 
of Police, St. Louis, Mo., to prepare a special report 
on the statements made by CARMICHAEL in the rally 
at Sheldon Memorial, St. Louis, Mo., on 8-29-68.

A request has been made of the St. Louis Division 
to provide the Intelligence Unit with the information obtained by SA| |of the St. Louis Division
who attended this rally.

The possibility exists that SA____________|might
be called to testify in local court should the Circuit 

I Attorney’s Office issue a warrant for CARMICHAEL based 
on charges of unlawful assembly and should the matter ever 
come to court action.

St. Louis Division requests Bureau authority to 
provide the Intelligence Unit with the requested information 
in suitable form. It is to be noted that relations between

b6
b7C

this division and that agency have been excellent.

b7C
b7D

------------------ EX-10I
It is further requested this request be answered 

by return airtel as the matter is of some urgency to the Office of the Chief bf the St. Louis Police Department .\U
3 - Bureau (RM)1 - Washington Field (Info) (RM)
1 - St. Louis^

Approve^AF-/jtC — Sent —
Special Agent^n’Cnarge



* ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ’

RE III IS UNCLASSIFIED
IE 08-16-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CBj(

FBI

Date: 9/6/68

Transmit the following in _______ ____________________  ... ______________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via ATRTET,___ :__________ ATRMATT, (REGISTERED)
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O)

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (IOO-68783)
O .

RE: STOKEEY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Los Angeles teletype dated 8/24/68 and Los 
Angeles airtel and letterhead memorandum (LHM) to Bureau 
dated 8/30/68. . .. .

Enclosed for Bureau are 11 copies of a LHM 
concerning CARMICHAEL'S presentation at Los.Angeles 
County Peace and Freedom Party and the Black Panther 
Party (BPP) sponsored rally to free HUEY NEWTON at 
Will Rogers Park, Los Angeles, California, on 8/24/68.; 
Also enclosed are two copies for Atlanta and the 
Washington Field Office, and one information copy 
is being furnished to San Francisco.

The source utilized in the attached LHM is

The source obtained a transcript of a mechanic^ 
recording which contained excerpts from CARMICHAEL'S 
speech at the Free Huey Newton Rally at Will 
Los Angeles, California, on 
Negro female who is a member 
California.

b7D

24/68, from an 
t>f the BPP, Los

Rogers Pa:rk, 
unidentified 
Angeles,

Bureau (Encl. 11) (RM 
Atlanta (Encl. 2) (RM,

2 - Washington Field Office (Encl. 2) (RM)
1 - San Francisco (Encl. 1) (rm)
2 - Los Angeles__ A , .------------ »----------

fiEC”64x)d

JWW:fsc 
(10)

- 3
r « B^°^GENCY: ACSI,«, 0SI, SEC. SERV., 

: JO,,CRD. RAO

1*8  SEP 11 1

HOW FORW 
DATEFORW 
BY:______ '

Approved: _ 7^___
Special A

SEP 121968
__________ Sent 
Charge

rJZHTZK

b2

b7C

M Per

?€£ El 4



LA 100-68783

The enclosed LHM is classified 
because information furnished by the above ^source could 
reasonably result in the identification of a confidential 
source of continuing value and compromise future effectiveness 
thereof.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

United states department of-J^s

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGAWON
Los Angeles, California 

September 6, 1968
DECLASSIFIED- BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB/bls 
011 08-16-2006

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS

Source utilized in this communication has 
furnished reliable information in the past.

On August 29, 1968., source obtained a transcript
of a mechanical recording of excerpts from Stokley Carmichael is 
speech at the Free Huey Newton Rally sponsored by the Peace 
and. Freedom Party (a legally constituted political party .
in the state'of California) and the Black Panther•Party 
(BPP) (See Appendix) at Will Rogers Park, Los Angeles, 
California, on August 24, 1968. The following is the' 
text of the recorded speech:

"Burning down the cities is old stuff to 
Black revolutionaries. 'We're not going to go 
around yelling 'Free Huey Newton' anymore. If 
Huey P. Newton is not freed, the Black Panther 
Party will act accordingly.. We will free Huey 
by any means necessary.'.

"Huey P. Newton is a prisoner of war. They, 
may say. there has been no.declaration of war-there 
wasn't any declaration of war in Korea, there isn't 
any declaration of war in Vietnam and the United 
States didn't issue any declaration of war against 
the Indians-they just wiped them out.

"'So it is for us to define our condition, not 
for*  them to define it. Whenever we let them define 
our situation, they say we're making progress. When 
we define our situation, we see that we're at war. 
We are an occupied community. The police are an 
occupying force.

COPIES DESTROYED 

2 86 MAR 1 1971.



STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS

"'Here, in our community the police do as they 
so, well please. We have absolutely no control over 
the police. ' When you have nothing to say about a ■ 
force inside pur community-then it is an occupying . 
force.

"'We must make political moves against the 
Police Department. Until they cool it, we got to 
keep the fire on, 24 hours a day. When'THEY cool 
it, then maybe we can think about coolin’ it 
ourselves.' .

"'Let us make the best possible use of the 
meeting this afternoon. We're not going to be 
able to hold as many of these big rallys in the . 
future.'

"'A colonized people can engage in two levels 
of activity to meet their oppressor-entertainment 
and education. We have entertained ourselves for 
two years. It is time to educate ourselves. The 
question is whether we can find the correct political 
ideology that can bind us together.

"'I'm tired, of seeing Black people on TV. I'm 
not downing those who entertained us in the past, 
cause I entertained in the past too.'

"'Don't expect the white press media to tell 
us what is happening around the country. As long 
as it was just entertainment they were glad to 
report what we were doing.'

"'Just because you don't hear anything about 
what is going on in another city doesn't mean we 
ain't takin' care of business in that other city.'

"'We are fighting the government of the United 
States of America.'



STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS

"'The government is both racist and imperialist. 
When a race decides to suppress, oppress and brutalize 
another group solely because of their race you have 
racism.' •

"'Some people say all they want is a piece of 
the American pie. We can't have a piece of the 
American pie because that pie exploits our brothers 
in Vietnam, in Latin America and in Africa. Imperialism 
is the highest form of Capitalism, where Capitalism 
is exported by force to foreign lands.'

"'Capitalism is when money is the Important 
thing in so-ciety, when the profit motive runs over ' 
the human element.'

"'Imperialism combines racism and capitalism 
and is directed outwards at other peolpes in foreign 
lands.' ' ,

"'There is a brave little island 90 miles from . 
the coast of Florida which used to be one of America's 
most exploited colonies. The Cubans worked the 
sugar canes and Cuban sugar was sent to the U.S. to 
be refined and was then sold back for profit while 
the people starved.'

"'It is hard to be free of racism. We cannot 
ever support anybody who says to us they want to make 
us Black capitalists. Black capitalism cannot function 
in our community because that means that Black people 
take advantage of us. The term 'Black Revolution' 
has been thrown around too loosely.'

"'A Revolution begins when a faction seizes power 
and begins to use it to change society. Armed struggle 
comes before the revolution. That is what we are 
getting into now in this country. Armed struggle 
begins when the oppressed people pick up guns and 
are willing to die for the Revolution.'

"My father a carpenter, was exploited all his 
life for another man's profit. 'He was exploiting 
my father because my father was working for nothing.' 
The old man had built house for $50 a week while 
the ’White man down the road' grew rich by selling 

£1



STOKLEY CARMICHAEL'
RACIAL MATTERS

the houses for $25,000. 'When a Black man kills 
a hory pig policeman who represses, brutalizes and 
oppresses him-that is a political act.

"'Show me a Frenchman who has fought in Indo-China 
and I will show you a white man who has the shakes.
Show me a man who has fought in Algeria and I will 
show you a white man who has the shakes.' Imperialism 
is vulnerable to guerilla warfare and can be defeated 
by a people in arms.

"'Four things are needed for armed struggle; food, 
shelter, clothing and ammuntion.'

"'If each individual will work for these, beg 
for them, or simply take them. As long, we do one 
of these three things for our people, we donot have 
to be ashamed.

"'We must debate getting guns. WE GOT TO GET V. 
GUNS. And don't go for no fancy rifle neither. Gety a gun like the enemy has because that is where the \\ 
ammunition is to come from.

■ "'It will be great hard struggle. The Vietnamese 
have been fighting for 25 years. We may have to fight 
for 50o It's time to learn these things. Understanding 
is the best thing in the world.

"'It is possible to attack the oppressor at three 
levels. One is to attack the oppressor’s symbols, 
his tools(the police), or the oppressor himself. The 
police are occupation forces.'

"'The United States Government is not trying 
to stop Communism. If they were trying to stop 
Communism they would invade countries like North 
Vietnam, Cuba and elsewhere. 'The United States 
Government is not trying to stop Communism. If
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they were- trying to stop Communism they would invade 
them and push them all the way back to Moscow. I: 
say invade Czechoslovakia. Invade if you're not a 
racist. Invade and help the czech people get free 
of Communism. They're not going to invade because 
its a white country and they're not going to invade 
and fight white people.'

"'I will be friends with whom I want, I will 
go where I want, when I want. I am a man! To hell 
with Lyndon Baines Johnson!

"'We must distinguish the black militant from 
the black nationalist. The black militant is one 
who has just found out he's black and now he's getting 
mad so he can sit by the white man. The black 
nationalist works to overturn, root out and destroy 
the racial oppressor. Malcom X was such a black 
nationalist. Huey Newton is such a nationalist.

"'The Revolutionary is willing to kill for 
his-people. To be a revolutionary one must pick 
up the gun and be willing to kill. It is relatively 
easy to pick up the gun. But that is not.sufficient. 
One must have the political ideology to bind us 
together in the coming struggle. We must understand 
the difference between revolutionary violence and . 
counterrevolutionary violence. Revolutionary violence 
is aimed at changing a certain type of system. By 
definition, we mean the LAPD engages in counterrevolutionary 
violence.

"•Vie cannot debate whether we want Revolution, 
because for our very survival we are going to make 
Revolution.

"'Huey was always saying these things. They 
touch Huey, they will see action!

- 5 -
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"'A colonized people waits until the leaders 
die before making them leaders. That is what 
happened to Malcom X.

"'Divide and conquer, that is the way of 
imperialism. In Biafra and Nigeria, North Korea 
and South. Korea, North Vietnam and South Vietnam. 
The enemy varies between brutal oppression and 
spectacular bestures of friendship, while all the -- 
time he is trying to divide the people with agents- 
provocateurs and plain-clothesmen.

"'When Reddin comes on with all those pictures 
of kids and patrolman and the Community Relations 
Program, he's just trying to brainwash the black 
community that the honky pig policeman are not going 
to shoot them down. . The police force belongs to us. 
If. we can't have it, there ain't going to be no 
police force.'

"Carmichael ended his 
of two books-"The Wretched 
Speaks"."

speech with the recemendation 
of the Earth" and "Malcom X

An article appeared in the "Open City", an 
underground newspaper in Los Angeles, California, for 
August 1968, through September 5, 1968, written by 
Robert Igriega concerning Stokley Carmichael and his 
presentation at the Free Huey Newton Rally, Will Rogers 
Park, Los Angeles, California on August 24, 1968. This 
article is as follows:



--------------------- ...•....................... . ... ............... ~~~~~ I

I'qt w? fjF7 LjUftfc jli"

(RO "-.:|J u ulS b ।
J by ROBERT IGRIEGA j

1 Stokely Carmichael, who was lucked out of SNCC earlier 
j this month for "necessarily equating black power with armed 
; violence," did it again last Saturday at Will Rogers Park in :

. j Watts. Less than a week before, the park had been the scenq; 
jof waves of police shotgun fire and helicopter attacks on 
(the crowd at the Watts Summer Festival. Three black pe
ople were lulled and more than 40 were wounded. ” ■'

• J "The stage before revolution," said Stokely to a thousand 
sof his brothers and sisters gathered in the sunshine on the , 
igrass, "is called 'armed struggle.' That is the phase we 1ft. 
: are going into now." . • > [■

, [ Although1’he is known as an impassioned orator, Carmichael 
; (became a teacher Saturday, giving an intense but friendly 
: ; lecture to his people on the facts of life as it will be lived p 

(and lost in the coming period of American history. He was ; 
^relaxed .and -taking obvious pleasure in the crowd of black : 
people and the ranks of uniformed Black Panthers.

He taught by giving definitions. Revolution, he said, 
((begins when we seize power and begin to change the system 

■ ■Juicer which we live. The Cuban revolution did not begin 
;'until Fidel Castro seized Havana and began to bhange 
j tfie lives of the entire Cuban people.

A blacK ’’militant, " he said, is someone who goes to the 
5white man and uses the militancy of his people to get a 
(soft job and a piece of the system. A revolutionary is not 
.(necessarily someone who is willing to die for his people - 
(sometimes it is EASIER to die for one's people than to live 
sand fight for them.
j "A revolutionary is someone who is willing to KILL for his 
; people - kill for change.
j "Now we want to talk about the police.
( 'It is a fact that the police do .in our communities as 
“ they very well please. They are our police, and if we 
■ can't nave "them, men there ain't gonna be none. I am 
s not like those who say 'cool it. ' I never say 'cool it.' When ■ 
j THEY cool it, then we can start to think about cooling it..
( Until then we've got to keep the heat on 24 hours a day. . - —------
j "But I don't say we've got to get out there in spontaneous >
’ rebellion, jumping in the streets. ” He quoted Malcolm X ' lln IQI lyl 
(as saying "Show me a Frenchman who's been to Indochina,' — 
(and 111 shew you a man who has the shakes. Show me a 

Frenchman who's been to Algeria, and I’ll show you a man 
who has the shakes. " What he was .saying, said Stokely,

(■ is show me a man who has been in GUERRILLA WARFARE
; and I'll show you a man who has the shakes. GUERRILLA . .. .. -.....

WARFAREI [Applause.] They can do what they want in
'j our communities in the daytime. But if they want to oc- 
; cupy our communities they have to do it at NIGHT - and ~ 
■ at night it's "Even Steven." —4, .... j 7 - !



| "Do riot expect-the^itete-piess media to tell us what is 
3 happening around this country, " he said, "They used to put 

us on television and say 'Look at them dancing and looting
■jin the streets, ha ha ha.' They're not doing that anymore 
i because in the cities all over this country the brothers are 
i righteously taking care of business. " [Applause], 
j The following parts of Stokely's talk are not verbatim: 
» You sisters and other black people will have your part to 
।-play in guerrilla warfare. You have to supply us with food, 
fShelter, clothing, and ammunition. .With that we can-fight . 
i f or days, fight for years, fight until de^th. Fidel, during 
J his armed struggle, came out of the Sierra Maestra and. 
S->went to the bourgeoisie, and he asked them one simple*  
? kjuestion - "Where do you stand - with me, or against the.

(wall?" ~
j We will fight for the next 5 years, the next 20 years, 

the next 50 years, until we are free or until we are dead.;
j Kwame Nkrumah said that the luckiest ones are those who 1 
ij die at the beginning of revolutionary warfare. Imaging 
j seeing your wife', your mother, your children, shot down in 
; the streets, and you have to step in their blood to run away 
j so you can fight another day. Ij
j! The question is now, can we find the correct political 
ideology that will bind us together and make us victorious 
J ijln the war that lies before us. There are basically three 
({types of systems in the world today - capitalism, socialism, 
jyand communism. Capitalism is when a man who has mon- 

ey hires a man who is broke to do a job; then he sells that
(sjohfor a profit and leaves the second man still broke. Im» 
\ perialism is when they take this system outside the borders 
j hnd practice it on an entire other country.

It is obvious that the black people in America cannot 
^tolerate a capitalist system. We are fighting capitalism » 
|lwe are fighting imperialism, the highest form of capital
ism -we are fivhting the United States of America.
] That means we must become either socialist or commun- 
1st, And we should not. be afraid of these terms. Because 
I4®e_do...Wt know what they mean! [Applause.]

There are many brothers wno say "I won't go to Vietnam 
to help keep another people down.” But the Black Panther 
Party goes one step beyond that. The Black Panther Party 
says the Viet Cong are our comrades in arms, our allies, 
they are fighting our common enemy, the United States of 
America. When they stjike__a_p,owerful blow against the

8



United States, ot America, they make us stronger. When 
we strike a powerful blow against the United States of A- 
merica, we make them stronger. . .7
"7Now',I. want to say something concrete about the brother 
Huey P. Newton. '-.' - - ■' ■" '-7'.'■ ’■ “'- , .■ :V ' -. .

One man does not make a revolution. A combination of 
the correct people, the correct historical time, and the cor- 
rect political ideology is what makes a revolution. We 

. ARE the people - the TIME is here - all we havb to do now. 
is find the correct political ideology.

But we have to start taking care of our leaders while they 
■ are still alive. When the white man defines our condition, 
we are always making progress. When we define our con
dition, we are at war. Brother Huey P. Newton is a pris
oner of war, and we will free him by any means necessary. 
The ’ Black Panther Party is a disciplined organization, and 
if the brother Huey P. Newton is not freed, the Black Pan
ther Party will act accordingly. We can't do anything about 
that courtroom, but we can do something about the streets'- 

i of this country [applause], we can do something about the . 
'cities of this country [more applause], about the police and 
the [applause, and more applause, to drown him out.] 

. For the brother Huey P. Newton, the- sky is the limit - 
.the SKY is the limit - and if you don't do it, the Panthers ■ 
gon' do it, and they're going to come down on you anyway, 
so you might as well get yours in now - GET YOURS IN NOW.

As the clapping rose and fell. Panthers passed through 
the crowd with collection buckets. A 14-year-old said to 
his friends, "When Huey Newton's trial goes down I ain't 
gonna be here. If we don't do it the Panthers will. . Here, 
put this in that bucket. "

A relaxed and cheerful Carmichael conducted a military 
inspection of the Black Panthers behind the platform. La- ’ 
ter, as he left the park down a corridor of two ranks of 
Panthers, the Panthers' clenched fists shot up and they shout
ed in unison an echo of Sharpville and Johannesburg - 
"Free-DOM! ” ' '

Stokely gave them the cool, shoulder? level fists, and 
said quietly - not an exhortation,' but a reminder - "Free 
Huey,". . - .
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Source, who furnished excerpts from Stokley
Carmichael's speech at the above mentioned rally, indicated 
that when he was present at the rally on August 24, 1968, 
he also furnished several pamphlets which were passed out 
by BPP members who acted as security officers for the 
rally. The following is a copy of these pamphlets.



THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY TEN POINT PROGRAM

!!■!»*

1. We want freedom. We want power to determine the destiny 
of our Black Community.

2. We want full employment for our people.

3. We want an end to the robbery by the white man of our 
Black Community. ■ ~

4. We want decent housing, fit for shelter of human beings.

, 5. We want education foi' our people that exposes the true 
nature of this decadent American society. We want 
education that teaches us our true history and our role 
in the present day society.

. 6. We want all Black men to be exempt from military service.

7. We want an immediate end to POLICE BRUTALITY and 
MURDER of Black people.

8. We want freedom for all Black men held in federal, state, 
. county and city prisons and jails.

9. We want all Black people when brought to trial to be tried 
in court by a jury of theii' peer group or people from 
their Black Communities, as defined by the Constitution 
of the United States.

10. . We want land, bread, housing, education, clothing, 
justice and peace. : : .

Los Angeles County Peace and Freedom Movement 484 - 1422
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DEFEND THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY AGAINST RACIST POLICE

The Los Angeles Police; like the police of other large cities; are brutal, arrogant and 
insulting toward all people in the Black and Brown communities. But their most 
savage attacks are directed against the militant organizations through which oppressed 
minority people fight for freedom. It is the clear and unmistakable policy of the 
police department, serving the same function as did the Nazi Gestapo, to crush all 
organizations which threaten the rule of the racist power structure.

In recent months, the LAPD, along with the police departments of Oakland, Seattle, 
and other cities has singled out the Black Panthers for an especially ruthless campaign 
of harassment, frame-ups, and murder. Its aim is nothing less than the liquidation 
of this young, dynamic, revolutionary political movement before it can gain a 
solid foothold in the Black communities.

The LAPD has been systematically harassing members of the Black Panther Party 
with the specific intention of provoking incidents. On August 5, they succeeded. On 
that day, two officers followed and confronted a car in which three Black Panther 
members were riding. In the incident that followed, the three Black Panther Party 
members were killed. Two days later, eight. Panthers were arrested; three days 
later, four more Panthers were arrested— all on trumped up charges. Though nothing 
can be done to restore life to the three young men who were murdered, the police 
practices which led to their deaths must be stopped!

We demand that Chief Reddin immediately circulate a memorandum to all his men 
containing the following points:

1. Lists of Black Panther Party members’ names, pictures and automobile 
licenses shall, no longer be circulated.

2. The practices of following and stopping the cars of Black Panther Party members 
shall immediately and permanently be discontinued.

3. The practice of harassing, accosting and rousting Black Panther Party members 
shall be prohibited.

4. Surveillance of Black Panther Party headquarters and the intimidation of 
their landlord and neighbors must be discontinued.

We further demand that all police assigned to the Black and Brown communities be 
immediately disarmed — because the ready use of guns by police has been one of the 
prime causes of violence in the ghettos.

These are only emergency measures. The problem will not be solved until the police 
are completely withdrawn from the ghettos and replaced by a new force consisting of 
men who live in the communities they patrol; and directly responsible to members 
of that community!

DEFEND THE RIGHT OF THE BLACK PANTHERS TO LIVE, TO ORGANKE, AND 
TO FIGHT FOR BLACK LIBERATION. ALL POWER TO THE PEOPLE; BLACK 
POWER TO BLACK PEOPLE.

Los Angeles County Peace and Freedom Movement 484 - 1422

' -: 0 0
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This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of.the FBI. It is the property of the FBI 
and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency.
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APPENDIX

BLACK PANTHER PARTY 
Also Known As 

Black Panther Party for Self Defense

A source advised that the Black Panther Party for Self 
Defense (BPPSD) was formed by HUEY PERCY NEWTON> Minister of 
Defense, and BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, Chairman, in December, 1966, 
as a militant black nationalist political organization to combat 
"police brutality", to unite militant black youth, and to determine 
the destiny of black communities. The political philosophy was 
taken from writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of Communist China 
and black militant writers.

. In March, 1968, the name of the organization was changed 
to Black Panther Party (BPP).

The official BPP publication, "The Black Panther Party - 
Black Community News Service", states that the BPP advocates use 
of guns and guerrilla tactics in their violent revoluntionary 
program to end oppression of black people.

On February 17, 1968, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Minister of 
Information, announced merger of the BPP and Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and bestowed title of Minister of 
Justice, BPP, upon H, RAPP:..BROWN, Chairman of SNCC.

SNCC is a militant Negro organization 
which preaches black supremacy.

NEWTON, aforementioned, is incarcerated in the Alameda 
County Jail, Oakland, California, awaiting trial on charge of 
murder of an Oakland police officer.

Headquarters of BPP and Huey P. Newton Defense Fund 
are located at 4421 Grove Street, Oakland, California.

APPENDIX
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3. What disturbances Occurred after stOKror.v 
CARMICHAEL’S departure from Chicago? None.

The Bureau may desire to inform the Department of 
these answers. i
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.STOKELY CARMICH^L

APPENDIX
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquarters at 360-362 Nelson 
Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself as not being 
a membership organization, but rather an agency attempting to 
stimulate and foster the growth of local protest movements. 
SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement which erupted across 
the South beginning on February 1, 1960. A conference at 
Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought together many of 
the demonstrating Southern students in a loose network of 
militant youth which was officially named SNCC in October, 1960.

A source has advised that in May, 1966, Stokely 
Carmichael was elected National Chairman by the Central Committee. 
In May, 1967^ Carmichael was replaced as Chairman by H. Rap 
Brown, with Carmichael assuming the position of Recruiter and 
Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at the invitation of 
Fidel Castro, Carmichael participated in the Organization of 
Latin American Solidarity Conference which was held in Havana, 
Cuba. Subsequeht thereto, Carmichael traveled to Hanoi and 
other sections of North Vietnam. He returned to the United 
States in December, 1967, at which time his passport was picked 
up because of travel to unauthorized countries.

A source advised that when Carmichael was elected 
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. With the election of 
H. Rap Brown as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on a world
wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand against 
violations of these rights by the American Government and to 
strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft and to the 
United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identi
fies SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. 
It advocates that to be successful it is necessary to develop 
a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in the 
Watts area of Los Angeles, California, H. Rap Brown said ’’You 
better shape up America, or we’ll burn you down." Later in 
February, 1968, in a publicized note Brown wrote, "America, if 
it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against you 
and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to organize
your children, your God, your poor, your country, arid to organize 
mankind, to rejoice in your destruction and ruin, then here’s my life." This document contains neither 

J * recommendations nor conclusions of
the FBI. It is the property "of 
the FBI and is loaned to you*  agency; 
if and its contents are not to ba 
distributed outside you» agency.

2*
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a

FBI WASH DC*

0:L5AM

URGENT 8/30768 MCC

WWW 
cools&iofe section

AUG3 01966

TO DIRECTOR 100-446080 AND WFO

Mr. DeLoaeh------
Mr. Mohr--------- -
Mr. Bishop.-------- 1
Mr- Casper--------
Mr. Callahan------ !
Mr. Conrad-------- :
Mr. Felt----——
Mr. Gale-----------

Rosen----
Sullivan!——

*Tavel----------
Trotter-------
s. Room--------

Miss' Hulmes------
Miss Gandy-------

FROM ATLANTA 100-6812

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM. OOsWFO

RE ST. LOUIS TELETYPE, AUG. THIRTY, LAST

I?
.1

ACCOMPANIED

ADVISING SUBJECT

DUE TO ARRIVE ATLANTA VIA TWA FOUR NINETY AT THREE

THREE THREE AM, AUG. THIRTY, LAST
XT

SUBJECT ACCOMPANIED BY FOUR INDIVIDUALS INCLUDING ONE FEMALE

ARRIVED ATLANTA ON ABOVE FLIGHT AT THREE THREE EIGHT AM, AUG. 
s

THIRTY, LAST.

Q ABOVE GROUP CONTACTED VARIOUS AIRLINES AT AIRPORT AND CARMICHAEL

HOLDS CONFIRMED RESERVATION ON DELTA FLIGHT ONE ZERO SIX
4 DEPARTING ATLANTA FOUR TWENTY PM, AUG. THIRTY, LAST, FOR DULLES

AIRPORT, WASHINGTON, AND IS ON STANDBY ON DELTA FLIGHT SEVEN FIVE

THREE DEPARTING ATLANTA FOR NATIONAL AIRPORT, WASHINGTON, D. C. AT

FOUR ZERO FOUR PM. ty&o- nip
HAVE OPEN STUDENT RESERVATIONS WITH UNITED

bo
b7C

END PAGE ONE



PAGE TWO

FOR MOBILE, ALABAMA.

ENTIRE GROUP DEPARTED AIRPORT IN TAXI AND PROCEEDED TO PASCHAL'S

MOTOR LODGE ON HUNTER STREET, WHERE THEY REGISTERED AT FOUR b6
b7C

TWENTY NINE AM.

ATLANTA WILL CONFIRM CARMICHAEL'S DEPARTURE AND ADVISE WFO.

AM COPIES TO MOBILE AND BOSTON.

END

BJP

FBI WASH DC*
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WU*  Be w in tw I personally attewim
the cxaMBMXM#lK& meeting me obtained > good or
the activity,. statements **&*  By cmoC8»Ms aw. aWteee 
rwpctwe.

. . tm *«**$*  «w pariicipatw la m actual phystei<«m»Utee» W cHif©WW HIM M w tramlW abewt
st, tew and ate m tea mmmmte m» tarn ^t, a^iW 
to Carbondale Xllteia*  Wil
Th® surveillance of CARMICHAEL was &> difficult one: Be was
accompanied around St. Louis by a carload of ’’bodyguards” 
and often passed through arid stopped in all Negro neighborhoods. 
CARMICHAEL frequently drove in heavy traffic and at times 
traveled at a high rate of speed. Through adapt and discreet 
maneuvers on the part of the surveilling Agents the surveillance 
was never lost and yet was carried out without incident thus 
accounting for all of CAHMXCHASL’s movements without embarrassment 
to the Bureau,



DATE: 09-18-2006
CLASSIFIED B,Y 60324/AUC/BAW/CPBZbls 
DECLASSIFY ON 
09-13-2006 CLASSIFICATION PER OGA LETTER

DATED 09-13-200'6
1 ~ Mr. G. C« Moore
1 -I
1 -

b6
9/20/68 bic

Airtel

To: SAC, Detroit

From: Director, FBI (100-446080)

STOKELY'CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

ReWFOairtel 9/17/68 enclosing copies of speech made by 
subject on 8/31/68 before the convention of the Organization of f*  
Arab Students at Ann Arbor, Michigan. ‘ft—

Detroit should expeditiously furnish Bureau in form 
suitable for dissemination results of its coverage of subject’s 
speech. This should include data concerning witnesses who can 
testify as well as tape recording and copies of the speech obtained 
through your sources. In the event you are unable to furnish 
expeditiously, outline steps being taken to obtain same.

WLS:ebb (ft fit / b C> 6 "(6) J REC 74 ' ' •-----------------------

NOTE: id SEP 23 1968

WFOoobtained
copies of speech by subject at Ann Arbor, Michigan, 8/31/68. 
Speech was anti-Semitic, pro-Arab, and anti-American. He 
referred to North Vietnamese and members of the Arab world as 
"our comrades in arms." Detroit is being instructed to expedite 
coverage of logical leads.

bl

Tolson _ 

DeLoach 
Mohr___

Bishop — 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad — 
Felt___

Gale___
Rosen _

Sullivan .

Tavcl
Trotter _ 

Tele. Room _____

Holmes_________
Gandy _________ MAIL ROOM



FD-36 (r\»v, 5-22-64) .ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
PEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
TE 08-16-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB,

Transmit the following‘in

Via AIRTEL

cn

F B I

Date: 9/17/68
PLAIN TEXT________

(Type in plaintext or code)'

REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
: SAC, SPRINGFIELD (100-10697) (RUC)
: STOKELY^ARMICHAEL
RM - SNCC
ANTI RIOT LAWS
(00: WFO)

RE: Butel to SL dated 8/30/68.
Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies, for

Washington Field, two copies, for St. Louis, one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum reflecting activities of subject in 
the Carbondale, Illinois area August 28th and 29th, 1968,

This letterhead memorandum is being classified ConlicteBtigr"because it reveals Bureau’s investigative interest’ 
in subject and use of a confidential investigative technique,fy 
physical surveillance, unauthorized disclosure of which could V 
be harmful to national defense interests. \

\^this
The identity of the Special Agents referred to in 

letterhead memorandum are as follows:

F- & 
i-> p 
o (=< 

tn

Physical surveillance of CARMICHAEL and associates 
from 8/28/68 to 8/29/68 - SAI I

SC

t-H •• 

< >< 

Q M

this
b7D' —'-------- . ' REC 74

The source referred to in the last paragraph Of LHM is| '
. c. - eishop------- :--------- --------------encjKJSi• Bureau (100-446080) (enc. II) (RM)
- WFO (100-43503) (enc. 2) (RM)

2 - St. Louis (100-20639) (enc. 1) (RM)
3 - Springfield (1 - 100-10697) . 
FEG:BLH 
(io-)A

SEP 19 1968

SentApproved: M Per



FD-36 (Ffev. S-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

SI 100-10697

contacted by SA on 8/28/68
who was

Informat ion concerning____________________ ,_______ _____  
is being handled in a separate communication to the Bureau 
concerning!

Copies of this letterhead memorandum are being disseminated 
locally to United States Attorney, Secret Service, and MI.

Approved:  Sent M Per _______ '
Special Agent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

ED STATES DEPARTMENT 01“jSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Director
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

September 17, 1968

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. □ Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2. □ Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means.

3. □ Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
. participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member 
of. other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. □ U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. m Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a) □ Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) |X] Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) IX~I Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. □ Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph □ has been furnished □enclosed [ | is not available 
□ may be available through_______ _ _____ _________________ ■________________________ _ ____

DECLASSIFIED' by'60324/AUC/BAW/CBZbls 
ON 08-16-2006

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 
U. S. Secret Service

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form 
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU C)F INVESTIGATION
'DECLASSIFIED BY 60324/AUCZBATJ/CBZbls 
ON 08-16-2006

STOKELY CCAR MICHAEL

Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
observed a 1967 white Chevrolet Imoala bearing 1968 Illinois 
license JV509 registered to|

I 1 at approximately 3: 20
A.M. on August\28., 1968. This vehicle and its oKcupants 
were identified\kg\being the driver.I LStokely
CarmichaeCL, |

I 1 Carmichael, I
at approximately 3*38  AM.

Carmichael.| [remained in the above
described residence until approximately 4:50 PM on August 28, 1968 when Special Agents observed Carmichael| ~~|leave
the residence and enter the afore-mentioned 1967 Chevrolet 
Impala and proceed to tour the campus of Southern Illinois 
University. Carmichael and companion never stopped throughout this tour and returned tothef [residence
at approximately 6:45 PM Where they were observed re-entering 
the residence.

On August 29, 1968 at approximately 12:30 PM. Special 
Agents of the FBI observed Carmichael,1 | along
with|____________________________ ___________loosing for photographs
with Carmichael on the lawn off I beside the resi
dence. At approximately 1:15 PM Carmichael was observed________
entering a 1967 Chevrolet described before along withI ~|was driving this vehicle and the 
vehicle and its occupants were observed leaving I I
______________thence to Highway #460 into East St. Louis, Illinois, 
arriving at the Eads Bridge at approximately 2:50 PM.

b6

A source who was in a position to furnish reliable 
inf orma t ion, reported on August 28, 1968 that Carmichael had 
traveled I I

residence and to rest prior to filling a

COPIES

ENCLOSURE



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

speaking engagement in St. Louis. Missouri on August 29, 1968.
The same source indicated that| |had informed him
that he was I I be

I I The Source b?c
indicated that I I

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be dis
tributed outside your agency.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) JKl information contained 
l^EIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ■ V

. WEE 08-16-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB/toT

F B I

Date: 9/17/68
Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via___________

(Type in plaintext or code)
REGISTERED MAIL

(Priority) .

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751) (P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM 17 J

WFO airtel to
ReBuairtel, 8/20/68; WFO airtel to Bureau, 9/1/68; 
Bureau, 9/5/68; and WFO airtel to Bureau, 9/6/68.

LHM 
are

regarding 
furnished

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies of an 
the 
St.

above-captioned matter. Two copies each 
Louis and Atlanta.

The
— identity of a 

H continuing
the

LHM is being classified to protect
source furnishing information of value on a

It
basis

The sources referred to in the LHM are as follows: / 
-------------- ;—i

• ?

J ng-

w

'*1

•• 8s & M 
f'4 O O fq 
£ W BE t-4 •• o <;
® Q A

b2

cc

/ 3*Bureau  x ____
^-Atiant^CEncls^a)2^^^^^^^^? 18 1968

1-New York cd.-e^a^t^

)

Sent M Per
'\w

Special Agent ir/Charge



NY 100-153751

NYO indices negative regarding

. Copies of this LHM are being furnished to Secret 
Service, 10.8th Military Intelligence, NISO, OSI and USAs, EDNY 
and' SDNY. '• ■' ‘ \

-2*-
-<



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York 
September 17, 1968

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB/bls
ON 08-16-2006

Stokely Carmichael

On August 27, 1968, a confidential source,, who has 
furnished reliable information in the past, advised that there is 
no indication that Carmichael has been receiving large sums of 
money from any source,!

On September 3> 1968, a second confidential source, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that he 
has not received any information regarding Carmichael receiving 
large sums of money. This source advised that I

----------------------------------------- :-----------------------------------------
On September 4, 1968, a third confidential source, 

who has furnished reliable information in the past. advised that 
Stokely Carmichael has four sisters,: I

I Source a,dvised b7D

.. ■ ' ' ■ -.. --
'*  ' A fourth source, who has furnished reliable information
] in the past, advised on September 6, 1968, that Stokely Carmichael's 
I sister,] I

A

CON

neither; recommendations 
FBI. It is the property

ngrading
sificati

Group I 
Excluded fro 
autpmavtie 
and dec'‘

This document contains 
nor conclusions of the 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and 
its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. —I OJUR®/ »M



Stokely Carmichael

A fifth confidential source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised on September 5, 1968, 
that Stokely Carmichael I I departed John F. b6
Kennedy Airport, New York City, via Pan American World Airways b?c 
flight 150 for Dakar, Senegal, and that CarmichaelI 
in possession of one-way tickets; no return trip plans were 
made with Pan American World Airwayso

-2*-



FD-36‘(Ffev. 5-22-64)

- '4 - -•

INFORMATION CONTAINED 
III IS UNCLASSIFIED
08-16-2006 Bt 60324/AUC/BAU/CBZb

F B I

Date: 9/18/68
Transmit the following in ______________ • _________ _.

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
Via ________ ' ___________________

(Priority)

Mt. Tolson------ -*!
DyLoach----- ;

M'‘hr....-------
B ;-.'wp--------
( ■per-----—
(^uiahaiU— 
Conrad-——- 

y it_______
V .. .■* -- --------
Risen_____ -x
J.u) ivan.._t„- 

Tavel—-------
Trotter-------

e. Room-------- .

$ I TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-1297)(P)
SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

RM - SEDITION
00: WFO

Miss 11.dines------
Miss Gandy-------

Re Buairtel to Chicago 9/12/68, captioned as 
above.

Referenced airtel desired Department*s  owestions 
answered in Chicago report of SA| 8/27/68,
be submitted in form suitable for dissemination. Four 
copies were specified. No copies being disseminated 
locally.

Sources mentioned in letterhead memorandum are-
(protect-valuable I

Bureau (Encs. 4)(RM)*2- WF® (Encs. 2) (RM)
1- Chicago 
DEH:cae 
(6)

agency :

HOW :
DATEFORW
BY:__-----

13 lb5HOS8i968C. C. « Bishop

hec.o doh iMierr oia

Approved:

560CT^pel9«
Sent 

6nt in Charge
M Per A'T«’. ’

■. *•' '. . .



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. 157-1297

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois 
September 18, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-16-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CBZbls

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
On September 4, 1968, a source who has furnished 

reliable information in the past, made available a tape 
recording of Stokely Carmichael’s speech on August 9, 1968, 
at Afro-Arts Theatre, 3947 South Drexel Boulevard, Chicago, 
Illinois. The tape contained unfilterable background 
noises which made it impossible to intelligibly transcribe. 
Carmichael is the former National Director of the Student 
Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).

A characterization of SNCC is attached.
Four sources, who have furnished reliable 

information in the past, advised on August 19 thru 21, 
1968, that they could not recall observing any Negro 
servicemen in uniform at Carmichael’s speech.

They estimated the audience consisted of 90% 
male, Negroes, approximately 25 years of age. 200 were 
members of the Blackstone Rangers, Chicago Negro youth 
gang.

They stated the meeting was held as a fund raising 
benefit I land was sponsored by b6

|United Bail Bond and Legal Defense b?c 
Committee, (UBLDC)

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency.

EftfcOSW



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

I 1 Negro National Rifle Association. Inc.,
(NNRA), which is now defunct. At the time of Carmichael*s  
speech, I

A characterization of NNRA is attached.

, UBLDC is a group established in Chicago for the
purpose of assisting individuals involved in Civil 
Rights and related activity in obtaining legal counsel 
and to provide bail money for those 
arrested while engaged in such activity.

Sources stated brief talks were made prior to 
Carmichael*s  speech! |

They spoke 
on suppression of Negro race by whites and means of promoting 
black power.

-2*-



STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquartered at 360-362 
Nelson Street. S.W. , Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself 
as not being a membership organization, but rather an agency 
attempting to stimulate and foster the growth of local pro
test movements. SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement 
which erupted across the South beginning on February 1, 1960. 
A conference at Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought 
together many of the demonstrating Southern students in a 
loose network of militant youth which was officially named 
SNCC in October. 1960.

A source has advised that in May, 1966. Stokely 
Carmichael was elected National Chairman by the Central Com
mittee. In May, 1967 Carmichael was replaced as Chairman 
by H. Rap Brown, with Carmichael assuming the position of 
Recruiter and Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at 
the invitation of Fidel Castro, Carmichael participated in 
the Organization of Latin American Solidarity Conference 
which was held in Ha vana, Cuba . Subsequent thereto, Carmichael 
traveled to Hanoi and other sections of North Vietnam. He 
returned to the United States in December, 1967, at which 
time his passport was picked up because of travel to un
authorized countries.

A source advised that when Carmichael was elected 
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. With the election of 
H Rap Brown as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on a world
wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand 
against violations of these rights by the American Government 
and to strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft 
and to the United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February 1968. identi
fies SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. 
It advocates that to be successful it is necessary to deve
lop a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13. 1967. while addressing a group in 
the Watts area of Los Angeles. California. H Rap Brown said 
"You better shape up America, or we’ll burn you down." Later 
in February. 1968. in a publicized note Brown wrote. "America, 
if it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against 
you and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to 
organize your children, your God. your poor, your country, 
and to organize mankind to rejoice in your destruction and 
ruin, then here's my life."

i 8



1 APPENDIX

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING 
COMMITTEE (SNCC), CHICAGO BRANCH

A source advised in May, 1968, that the Chicago 
branch of the SNCC is an affiliate of the national SNCC with 
headquarters located in Atlanta, Georgia. It is a non
membership type group headed in Chicago by ROBERT ALFONZO 
BROWN, a 19 year old male Negro, with the title of Midwest 
Region Director. BROWN maintains strict loyalty to STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL, Recruiter and Organizer and former: National 
Director of SNCC. BROWN attempts to align Chicago’s SNCC 
activities within the framework of CARMICHAEL’S policies.

In a speech at Chicago on March 25,1968, CARMICHAEL 
commented as follows:

"The white people are preparing to commit genocide 
against the black race. What are we feeling so moral about? 
We know the honky got everything. He got it by stealing it. 
He’s not going to give you anything. We got to take it. 
These brothers on the streets every day take it, but they’re 
taking it for themselves. Let’s organize them and let them 
take it for our people."

The source advised the Chicago branch of the SNCC 
operates from BROWN’s residence . BROWN and' several associates 
attempt to implement CARMICHAEL’S policies through contacts 
in the Negro youth gangs, student groups, and black power 
oriented organizations to influence opposition to white power 
structures through boycott and intimidation methods.



NATIONAL NEGRO RIFLE ASSOCIATION (NNRA)

A source advised on May 24, 1968, that the NNRA was 
formed by EDWARD L. ’’FATS” CRAWFORD in Chicago, Illinois, 
in June, 1967, for the purpose of encouraging Negro people 
of the ’’ghetto” to arm themselves and to become proficient 
in the use of firearms. The NNRA is inactive at this time 
because CRAWFORD is incarcerated in the Cook County, 
Illinois, jail on arson charges growing out of disturbances 
which occurred on Chicago’s west side in a predominantly Negro 
neighborhood, following the assassination of MARTIN LUTHER 
KING, JR., on April 4, 1968.
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AIRTEEVia

/- ALI^IIFORKATION COBTAINED
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DjW’ 08-16-2006 BY 60 4/AUC/BAWCB/jl

F Bl

TO:

9

Date: 9/20/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

stokely Carmichael 
RM-8NCC

of an 
being

forth

, Mr. Tolson-----
। Mr. DeLoach— 
। Mr. Mohr 
। Mr. Bishop.— 
| Mr.

Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. Gale 
Mr. Rosen__

j IffiiT'Spiliy an.
M.r.'T'avei.'—. 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. -Room_
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Ttandy,.

Casper 
Callahan.. 
Conrad...
Felt-__ _

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies 
LHM regarding the above captioned subject. Two copies 
furnished to New York,

The information contained in the LHM was set 
in New York teletype to the Bureau dated 9/5/68,

EX-103

311 ehcloWeX

(3$ - Bureau (Encs, 11) 
2 - New York (Encs, 2) 
1 - WFO

WWH:fet 
(6) 25 SEP 26 1968

STATE fry <■&&&>
AGENCY: ACSI, W, o^l, sec. SERV. ’

BY:

2&50 8SHHI388
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Special Agent in Ch'ar4
Sent . _ M Per
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

IINITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

. FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
; Washington, D.C. 20535 

September 20, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

On Septembers. 1968,_________ __________
~l Pan American Airlines (PAA), 

John F. Kennedy International Airport, New ;York, New 
York, advised Stokely Carmichael | 
departed 5:00 p.m., that date at that airport via PAA 
flight 150 for Dakar, Senegal, ______ expected time of
arrival in Dakar was 4:00 p.m., on Septefoer 6, 1968. 

repprtedly held one way tickets and no return plans 
were made with PAA. >•.?'?.'■'>-
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This document contains neither ?. ,.
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: the FBI,and is loaned to your agency;

. it and its contents are not to be 

? ; distributed outside your agency.
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TO

FROM

OPTIONAL fORM NO. IO 5010-106

OSA OEM. MO. NO. 27

UNITED STATES/G®yJ?RNMENT

Memoranda
:MR. W. C. SULLIVi

ALL TNFORHATION.'CONTAINEfl^
HEBE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-16-2006 BY 60324^»BATJ/CB/bls

DAtE:September 23, 1968

olson —_ 

Loach/.

.oisnop
Casper _ 

Callahan 
Conrod _ 
Felt’___

• MR. G. C. MOORE Tele. Room ___ __

■ Holmes________
Gandy _________

subject:STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
- STUDENT NONVIOLENT 
COMMITTEE (SNCC)

RACIAL MATTERS 
COORDINATING 

SEDITION

PURPOSE

This is to recommend that Washington Field Office 
(WFO) be authorized to

BACKGROUND:

Enclosure
/.-I

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. G. C. Moore



s

Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan.
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
100-446080

great assistance in fulfilling our responsibilities of 
timely dissemination to the Department and other interested 
agencies concerning the whereabouts and activities of 
Carmichael.

b2 
bo 
b7C 
b7E

Carmichael, the former national chairman of
SNCC, is a nationally known black extremist whovas recently 
kicked out of SNCC and has associated himself with the 
Black Panther Party (BPP). The BPP is an extremely 
militant and violent black extremist group.

OBSERVATIONS:

____It is believed the[
____  will provide valuable information in our coverage of 
Carmichael and will continue to assist us in fulfilling our 
responsibilities of timely dissemination of information 
concerning Carmichael to the Department and interested 
agencies.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the attached airtel be approved



DATE: 08-16-2006 ''
CLASS I MED BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CTZ|Hfs
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3(1) 
08-16-2031 ■

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

1
PEREI1I IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
(WHERE SHOW OTHERWISE

1 - Mr. G<> C. Moore 
1 -

SAC, New York (100-153751) 9/25/68
b6
b7C

Director, FBI (100-446080) PERSONAL ATTENTION

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

(S)

(S)
MAILED U

Tolson _ 

DeLoach 
Mohr ___ 

Bishop _ 
Casper _ 

Callahan 
Conrad _

SEP 251968

COMM-FBI

n o i m e s

610CT3

Gale —_________
Rosen _________
Sullivan ________

Tavel __________
Trotter_________

Tele. Room — —

smcT • ■ "



5-1.13 (1-10-61) ALL INFORMATION CONTESTED
, HEREIN IS OTCLASSIF^M *

DATE 08-1672006 BY eWwAUC/BATJ/CB/bls

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date 9/25/68
Stokely Carmichael, former 

chairman of Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee, has been 
traveling in Africa. Just prior 
to his departure, he was ’’expelled’ 
from SNCC and affiliated with the 
black militant group known as 
Black Panther Party.

The attached indicates that 
he is returning to this country. 
Data being included in teletype 
summary to the White House and 
interested officials and agencies.



IK^.,:R<D-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) > ,-i;

DATtt 08-16-2006 '
: .■ CLASSIFIED. BY 6d.324/AUC/BAW/CB/bls ■'

DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3',3.(1) ;
08-16-2031 ■'

ALL I1JFORBATION'"-SO']W^Em.&ij..: ’ '
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFlil>vfiXCEPT ■

WHERE SHOWN OTHEI >

FBI ‘

Transmit the following ip
CODE

Date: ?/2|/68

TELETYPE
• Via

‘ ’ CLASSIFICATION PER QGA LETTER

(Type in plaintexfbr*cod'e))

URGENT

Ir. ToIsol 
euoai

Mr. Mohr.------r
Mr. Bishop—

r. Casper...— 
Mr. Callaha'ti— 

r. Conrad.—. 
JVlr. Felt 
■(Mr ale

van

iMr. otter.

•' 7 ■

---- 1 liele— Room- 
Miss Holmes— 

*̂•*1  Miss Gandy—
DIRTO

S WFO (100-43503)

STOKELYTARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTER

TOR AND SAC, NEW YORK

(Priority)

: £

’ Qc’. ROOM 835 W°°H II,1Err ?1*

. •>>

M Per

Included in sugary to 
*• and Attorney General*

ApprofedjVM^^?^ " J . Sent—
^cryCrS’pec^a'?X^ent^in Charge S

M 8

?r.

FR^:

NEW YORK HANDLE PER EXISTING BUREAU INSTRUCTIONS. P
T- ■' 13 ■■ J •

•irL 2- J*  T^reau ■-»*,  
T - Teletype'Unit 
2 - WFO■ — '• ■*

“WWHtpgp 
(7)



FD-36 (R-pv. 5-22-64) COI

DATE: 08-16-2006
CLASSIFIED BY 60324/AUC/BAwR/bls

DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.^(6) T 
08-16-2031 / ' ■

F B I

ALL IMFOBIfATIOiJ CONTAINED
HEBEIN.IS|UNCLASSIFIED'EXCEPT
WHERE SHOflUJ OTHERWISE

Transmit the following in

Via Airtel

Date: 9-20-68

To: •

Legat, Ottawa (157-27)

Re Ottawa airtel 9-13-68

Director, FBI (157-8415 Sub 243)

NOT RECORDED
120 Q.CT -3'' ly&o

(Type in plaintext or code)

VIA AIR COURIER
(Priority)

3 1968vu>.- 5 '

0./

9^^
5; ><•£.. Aj \/

J 'Subject:'’ BLACK NATIONALIST MOVEMENT - CANADA
/ ’ . RM

J/

(CH

5 - Bureau (Enco 6)
1 cc - Liaison Direct
1 cc - New York

1 - OTT 
MLI:jhc 
(6)

C. C. a Bishop

//C

;w se



.'JILL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
^HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT

DATE:
CLASS
DECLA 
08-16

08-16-2006
LFIED BY 60324/AUC/BAU/EB^bls
SSin ON: 25X 3.3(6)
-2031

- ..INHERE SHOW OTHERWISE

1 • Mr. -C. ,0. Breamn
1 Mr.- W. R. Bawall

airtel.

b6

To: SAfeh Sao Francisco <10055.5i0> (Bnclosiae)____ .
iiew York (knclo«rur«8-2)

I ------------- J r.i
hwark I Iw^owo) ’
WO <100«43S03-Stokely (Eactowo)

Blreetor, m <100-447251> §

WOT -
FACIAL WW- * BUCK WTHSR mTY

Ifeclosed for ,«aeh field division receiving this “Z 
enc^>t iw York, ../is one copy of begat, Ottawa*  S: 

alrtel dated t/LB/dS*  entitled “Black Wtionsllst Hoveraar.t - e 
Canada*  facial Hatters,**  .coneemijag. the Congress of Black 
Writers which is to -be- held at ifeCill WMversity, Montreal, 
Canada, from October 11 * 13, 1968. Tm copies of this Ottawa o; 
airtel are enclosed, for Her York,

(C)

San Framisco attempt- to confirm aod develop detailed 
; i«ifomition coaaferzdi'ig the- reported travel arid attendance at tide 
Congress by Cleaver.- Shtott the results by letterhead woorandum 

____*i^tsble..-fsr---d^  bl 
Newark, law .Sfiork -mid' WO smuxo. similarly wssie w.s tatter .tor 
the subjects residing ta your respective.' territories#.

Nnqr'
1 - Foreign Liaison Onit r< SEP/SB 1968 $gg N0JE pAG£ TWQ.
1* begat, Ottawa
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•.FD-36 (Rev.■-22-64)
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
IN IS UNCLASSIFIED . '
08-16-2006 ’BY 60324/AUC/B AWCB,

F B I

•Dote: 9/20/68
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Vin AIRTEL
(Priority)

। ii Mil mln । r '

Mr. Tolson—__ 
Mr. DeLoach,.— 
Mr. Mohr-------
Mr. Bishop-----
Mr. Casper---- -
Mr. Callahan.... 
Jflr. Conrad.... ..

Mr. Felt______
Air. Gale......---- -

Alr./losen------
JMff/Sullivan.-'

Tavel____
Mr. Trotter----

Tele. Room—__
Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy—

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM SAC, CHICAGO (157-1297) \
SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

ANTIRIOT LAWSRM -
00: WFO

Re Bureau airtels to Chicago dated 8/28/68 an /12/68
Bureau airtel 8/28/68 contained copy of lett from 
Attorney General FRED M, VINSON, JR,, Department of 
desiring answers to questions Concerning the subject’s

Assistant
Justice,
Chicago appearance. Per Bureau instructions, 9/12/68 airtel 
4 copies of letterhead memorandum (LHM) being submitted. No 
local dissemination Xi

Sources mentioned in LHM



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No. 157-1297

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois 
September 20, 1968

' ' ■' ALL INFORMATION. CONTAINED
- ' : . HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

■ ’ ■ DATE 08^16-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB/tols

STOKELY CARMICHAEL i

On August 21, 1968j _______________________________ I
source advisedI I|the speech of Stokely Carmichael, former National 
Director of Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 
at the Afro-Arts Theatre, 3947 South Drexel Boulevard, Chicago, 
on August 9, 1968. This was done to avoid any possibility of their recognition! [and possibly causing an
incident or disturbance. ~

Four confidential sources, who have furnished reliable information in the past, advised on August 19 ^through 21, 1968, 
that they attended the speech. They did not take notes. They 
could not provide information concerning Carmichael’s intentions 
for traveling to Chicago. i

Oh August 21, 1968. the! ~
source advised no racial disturbances or riots occurred in the 
Chicago area following Carmichael’s appearance.

A characterization of SNCC is attached and sources 
utilized therein have furnished reliable information in the 
past. i

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the property of 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

COPIES DESTROYED

2 86 MAR 1 Wi l.



1. * " - ?
STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquartered at 360-362 
Nelson Street. S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself 
as not being a membership organization, but rather an agency 
attempting to stimulate and foster the growth of local pro
test movements SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement 
which erupted across the South beginning on February 1, 1960. 
A conference at Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought 
together many of the demonstrating Southern students in a 
loose network of militant youth which was officially named 
SNCC in October, 1960. 4 •

A source has advised that in Mayj 1966 Stokely 
Carmichael was elected National Chairman by the Central Com
mittee. In May, 1967. Carmichael was replaced as Chairman 
by H' Rap Brown, with Carmichael assuming the positionof 
Recruiter and Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at 
the invitation of Fidel Castro, Carmichael participated in 
the Organization of Latin American Solidarity Conference 
which was held in Havana, Cuba ; Subsequent thereto, Carmichael 
traveled to Hanoi and other sections of North Vietnam. He 
returned to the United States in December. 1967, atwhich 
time his passport was picked up because of travel to un
authorized countries

A source advised that when Carmichael was, elected 
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked? on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. With the election of 
H Rap Brown as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on a world
wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand 
against violations of these rights by the American Government 
and to strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft 
and to the United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identi
fies SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard, 
It advocates that to be successful it is necessary to deve
lop a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13. 1967. while addressing a group in 
the Watts area of Los Angeles. California, H Rap Brown said 
''You better shape up America, or we'll burn you down." Later 
in February, 1968, in a publicized note Brown wrote. "America, 
if it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against 
ypu and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to 
organize your children, your God. your poor!, your country , 
and to organize mankind to rejoice in your destruction and 
ruin, then here’s my life." ,

2* - J



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL form NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL .INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 0 8-16-20 0 6 6 0 3 2 4/AUC/BAW/CBZb13

TO The Director DATE: & %

FROM

SUBJECT:

N. P. Callahan

The Congressional Record
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In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in ordpr that 
portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted; and placed 

.Sjj'WygT imc°Wsufciecl matte'llles'___________



laboratory Transmittal Form 
7*-72.->k.

ALL
HEP 
DA

ORJIATI ON C OBTAINED . : ' ■
U1ICLA55IFIED • '

-16-2006 BY 6g324ZAUC/BAW;/CB/bls - il - Mr . Sullivan►(Att. I 1
1 Mr . Conrad

• / ' .7 \ 'l .

■ Y-sfcl.il. LABORATORY v4_ft_Y. x' il ■ •
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

to FBI, Detroit (100^34122) bate: October 10, 1068

R- STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM-SNCC 
ANTI-RIOT LAWS 
00: WFO

.Examination requested by: Detroit
Reference: Letter 9/25/68

Enclosures (2) (2 Lab report)



7-ib REPORT
• of the W
w tt’kk'k. Wl 1 ~ Mr- Sullivan

" - (Att.| 1
_Jli_ LABOMATOBY —4— 1 - Ml*.,  COPfad

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION i ~ 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 ------------ —------ --

- FBI, Detroit (100-34122) Oc^^968
Re: STOKELY CARMICHAEL Lab no M-645-MB

RM-SNCC 
ANTI-RIOT LAWS " ' ' ALL.INFORMATION'CONTAINED
00: WFO ' HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED '

. . . . •• ' DATE' 08-16-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB/bls

Specimens received 10/1/68
K3 One reel of magnetic recofdihg tapeof Stokely Carmichael's 

speech in Ahn Arbor, Michigan, 8/22/68,
Results of Examination:

The K3 recording contains distortions created at the time 
of the recording. These distortions cannot be filtered without 
degrading the speech content. A full-track copy of K3 has been 
made at 3 3/4 inches per second.

The K3 recording and copy will be returned to you under 
separate cover via registered mail *

(7)

Tolson ____ ____
DeLoach _______
Mohr___________
Bishop_____ ;___

Casper_________

Callahan_____ .__
Conrad_________
Felt_______ _ __

Gale----- !---- ,----- :_
Rosen _________

Sullivan ________
Tavel _________
T ro 11 e r_________

Tele. Room —__
Holmes________

Gandy _________ MAIL ROOM I- I TELETYPE UNIT I I



7-2

RECORDED 
10/1/68 
sdh

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

•
PEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ■ '
TE 08-16-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CB^W

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

LAB FILE

Re: STOKELY CARMICHAEL File #
RM - STUDENT NON-VIOLENT Lab. #
COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Examination requested by: Detroit

Examination requested: Engineering
b6

Date received: 9/27/68 b7C

Specimens submitted for examination 
t--?

One tape of a Stokely Carmichael speech.



. OPTIONAL'FORM Nd. 10
MAY IMZ’EDITION ?
GSA FPMR (41 CF$) 101-11.6 *

UNITED STATES®) VERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ,s
UNCLASSIFIED • ■ " ' '

-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB/tols
.HEREIN
DATE 0

TO

FRO AC, DETROIT (100-34122)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) 
ATTENTION: FBI LABORATORY

date: 9/25/68

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RM - STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Enclosed for the Bureau is a tape of 
a STOKELY CARMICHAEL speech made before the Organization 
of Arab Students at the University of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor. Michigan, on 8/22/68. This tape was made 
available! I advised b7D
the tape is of inferior quality. This tape is recorded 
on a Cassette from a Sony Tape Recorder. X

The Laboratory is requested to make a copy of this tape for Detroit so that it can be / 
played on Uher or Roberts equipment which is available 
in the Detroit Office,

A copy of this tape, when received by 
Detroit from the FBI Laboratory, will in turn be 
transcribed by Detroit and eventually be disseminated
by Detroit.

3/- Bureau (Enc 
1 - Detroit
JEK/cmt

5010-103-01



(Rev. 5-22-64)

DATE: 08-16-2006 £
0 LAS SI FIED Wife 0 3 2 47A.UC /B

DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3(1)
F B I

- ALL] INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS (UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
WHERE SHOTjtN OTHERWISE

Date: 9/17/68
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

CLASSIFICATION PER OGA LETTER
■MflB) ■ 09— 3-2006

Via
AIRTEL

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

TO

(S)

STOKELYCARMICHAEL 
RM - SNCC

(Si bl ’

(S)

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies 
an LHM regarding the above captioned subject. Two 

copies are being furnished Detroit.

The source referred to in the LHM| _______
SA

’•3

If not already done, Detroit attempt to develop 
witnesses who attended the speech of subject as well as 
obtaining a tape recording of same

HOW TORW:
date forw.

Bureau (E^.^Lll
2 - Detroit (En<^ 2) (RM)
2 - WFO 

(1-97-912)

WWH’.pgp

Sent
Agent in>

KI SEP 17 1968

' V \

V



In >Reply,JPlease. Refer to 
File No. ..

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OE JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION .

Washington, D. C. 20535
September 17, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A xerox copy of the text is attached hereto:

I •. ■

DATE: 0-8-’1.6-2.'QQ,§'' ■■ : ....
CLASSIFIED BY
DE C LAS SI FI' 05; 1:5" 5. S i' 1 f ”, 
08^16-2031 •' ' , ■ 

ItOBMATIOJT' COfiTAfMED.k.■' 
wwiBii^WOs sTfied: ; EXCEPT 
Wifi' ■ SHEWS''

'CLA55IFTCATI05 P----------- T 'r™'
DATED 09-13-2006 ■ . •• •• This document contains neither *'•  

recommendations nor -conclusions of 
the-.FBI,. It 13 the-property of*
the FBI and. is loancd-to your agency; 
it and its contents arc not to be 
distributed outside your-: agency. • /

Attachment 1

b ' X ' 3-'

I. •7\6PliEsiE.STSOYED 
\ / ■./ sepwifih 4 wi



17-1 (Rev. 8-11-03)

ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

□ FOIA/PA Q Litigation Q Executive Order Applied

Requester: .___________ _____________________________________________________________________
Subject: ________________________________________________________________________________ ___________
Computer or Case Identification Number: __________________________________________________
Title of Case: _________________________________________________________________  Section 
* File ■_________________________________________________________________________________ __
Serials Reviewed: ________________ __________________________________________________________ __________

Release Location: *File. Section
I 

. b2

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit]

File Number: i oo^ //&- ______ __ Section
Serial(s) Reviewed: ___________________________________________________________ ____________________

FOIPA Requester: ____________________________________________________________________ _
FOIPA Subject: ___________________________ _______________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: __________ 3 / _________________ __________________________________

File Number:  Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed: ______________________________________________________________________

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject: _______________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number:  '

File Number:  Section
Serial(s) Reviewed: __________________________________________________________________ ___ __________

FOIPA Requester: _________________ .______________________ _____________ ._______________ __ _____ __
FOIPA Subject: __________________________ '__________________________________________ ___________
FOIPA Computer Number: ________________________________________________________________ _____________

THIS FORM RS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

ATTENTION

NOT REMOVE FROM FILE



TELETYPE
t. .

9/30/68

PLAINTEXT

UR6ENT

TO: BIRECTOg JMB SAC, MEW YORK

FROM: 8AC, WWO (100-43S03)

I STOKELY CARHieWKL, RM, 00: IASHINCTON WELD 
■ ' i. •' • ' ' 'S-.J ’

J : sw»?r obszrvkb at his hebidbkce, rivis .zsto"6NB hvs 
sixrm stbsbt, mmwr, mauiiaw, o.c;, at/apm^ na-ray

THREE PM INSTANT. ■ /
. . . ■ r^St;' ’ O .

" ' ■■ - ' -Ci.-- .

ALL'- INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN ’IS UNCLASSIFIED '

, ’'DA.TE 03-01-2006 BY 60309' auc tam/mlt/tcg

983317

VIA TELETYPE
//; ^s?/=w /eoc 

SEP 3 01968

enciphered

2 - Bureau ■ .
3 Teletype Unit
2 'M WFO' 
JRPjrha 
(7>

20 OCT 1 1968



TRUE COPY

My Honorable J. Edgar Hoover,

■ I desperatly need your help in fighting comnunisun.
I would like all the Facts you can give me. I want to make speeches 
aginst comnunisun. I have Read "None Dare Call It Treason, ” and 
"The Death of a Nation. "

b7C
Please give me Facts on Hubert Humphqry and 

lease 
on my list. Please lock up StokleV^Carlnical, he

Richard Nixion. I sure L. B. J. has had his Burnt 
add
is on the goverment Payroll in Mississippi, forMissuse“Federal
Funds, i .

Yours Truly

ALL INFORMATION' CONTAINED 
IS UNCLASSIFIED :

DATE 03-01-.2Q0'.6 'BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

nz

ilS-SE

191 OCT 1 1»68

54OCT9-1968S



0-4'a (Rev. l-19-67i> ‘ i / / ' rJfek
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVES'lfJB’ION /
WASHINGTON, D. C.- 20535 .
DATE: ^-26-68

TO:. SAC CHICAGO (157-I297)

e: STOKELY CARMI©:»AEL 

RM-SNCC \ • 

ANTI-RlOTVLAWS 

(00: WFO) V ,

'r Invoice of Contents _

MAILEQM K2 1 PE RECORDING OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S SPEECH IN CHICAGO, 
II ILL I MOIS, ON 8-9-68

SEP261968 .
" OOMM.FBr ; ■ ’ ■ . : . . - , . F

mois, on 8-9-68

EVIDENCE J EVIDENCE,' EVIDENCE EVIDENCE* / EVIDENCE EVIDENCE

| | Crypt.-Trans.

padio Engineering 
LFPS

EVIDENCE

Special Instructions*.
Mail Room: Show shipment date .and registry number, ■> 

‘Shipping Room: Show shipment date; bill of lading number; 
initial' invoice; return to Section checked in block; after . 
initialiniup block,^invoice to be.-placed in administrative file

54SEP30 1968
VIA REGISTERED MAIL

FBI File No, )00-W>030

. . ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ' .
AIRTEL Q/g/ggiEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED, '' ■

■■ DATE 03-01-2006 BY ’60300 auc-tam/mlt/fcg



J^l - Mr. Sullivan 
^J(Att. Mr. Dunn) 

L- Mr. Conrad
Zasl'UBOBATORT -XJui j-

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 1 "
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

FBI, Chicago (157-1297)

Re: STOKELT-CARMICHAEL 
RM-SNCC
ANTI-RIOT LAWS
Ob:WFO . Z

Examination requested by:

I: •
Reference: ^1^61 9/6^68

FBI File No. 1Q0-446080
Lab No E-636-MBG

Examination requested: EngitlGGlTillg
A.LL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED <
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcgRemarks 

h e .

For the information of Chicago, the FBI Laboratory does not 
usually make tape recording transcriptions, inasmuch as persons 
more familiar with names, dates, facts and other matters pertinent / 
to the investigation are better able to make accurate transcriptions.

SEP 121968T;

.MAILEQ 3

79 ©CT a 1&8r oia

ADMINISTRATIVE PAGE ■

Tolson :__
DeLoach _ 
Mohr —____
Bishop • * 
Casper ___
Callahan _ 
Conrad ----
Felt __ ___
Gale _____
Rosen -----
Sullivan __

vT av
Trott 
Tele, 
Holmes 
Gandy _

ES:sdh 
(M) ?.

COMM-FBI

OH

'■ ' MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT



T

S
 R“™T • 1-Mr. Sullivan

, 0,the A (Alt. Mr. Dunn)

‘-5' ; 1 ~ Mr* Conrad
LABORATORY ___ 0__ ' |

' FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 1----------- -----------

t WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

! FBI, Chicago (157-1297) Date: September 12, 1968
!i fbi 446O8O

Re " STOKELY CARMICHAEL. tab. no, E-636-MB
RM-SNCC

i ANTI-RIOT LAWS
? OO:WFO ’ , . • ■* ALL' INFORMATION 'CONTAINED'

. Specimens received 9/10/68
4 DATE 03-01-2006 BY-.60309. auc tam/mlt/tcg

K2 Two reels of magnetic recording tape of Stokely Carmichael’s
<> speech in Chicago, Illinois, on 8/9/68.

■ L ■ ■ ■■ ■ •■■ ■■ ■ : ■ . :
Results of Examination:

The two reels of 1/4-inch magnetic recording tape contain 
distortions created at the time of the recording and are not filterable.

The K2 recording will be returned to you under separate cover 
via registered mail.

Tolson __ ;___
DeLoach ___
Mohr _______
Bishop --------
Casper____
Callahan :___
Conrad__
Felt __ _____
Gale ___ -
Rosen ______
Sullivan ____
Tavel _______
Trotter,.____
Tele. Room _ 
Holmes _____

• MAIL ROOM L TELETYPE UNIT'I



RECORDED 
9-10-68 
mcc

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Laboratory Work Sheet

LAB FILE

Re STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - SNCC 
ANTI-RIOT LAWS 
(pb:- WFO)

II : '
>1 1

File # 100-446080 1
Lab. # E-636-MB

Examination requested by: SAC, Chicago (157-1297) (Atl 9-6-68)
I

Examination requested: Engineering Date received: 9-10-68

K2 Tape recording of STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S speech in Chicago, 
! Illinois, on 8-9-68

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg



tl

9/6/68

H W.wwwP

W: DIHXCTOR, FBI (100-446080) (Atta: FBI Laboratory)

'. FR(Ht- SAC, CHICAGO (1S7-1297). (P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RM - SNCC - 
ANTI-RIOT LAWS

(00: WO)

ALL INFORMATION. CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED' , --
DATE' 03-01-2006 BY 60309 '^uc tam/inlt/tcg

Re Chicago report of SA reporting b7c
CARMICHAEL^ 8/9/68^Ch8cSgo^ippearance; and Buairtel, 8/28/68.

J ‘ " Enclosed for FBI Laboratory is tape recording'of STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL *8 speech in Chicago, Ill Inola, on g/B/88. obtained 
9/4/68. frond I

~~H The tape contains so ouch background.-noise that the 
Chicago office is unable to transcribe it. (Protect Per Request)

. • ' • ‘ ’ ■ ■ ■ ’ -■
Accordingly, the Laboratory is requested to eliminate . - 

background noise and transcribe tape for the Bureau and Depart-
sent.

■ Referenced sirtol: contained eopyof letter froaFHED 
W; WIM8GK, Jr., Sopsrtssnt- of Justice, desiring aaasvs .to- 
;followingj|westi«Ms:

Were notes taken by infonaants at STOKELY 
speech? Ho.

- Nares of witnesses .who' can testify to STOKELY - 
intentions for cooing to Chicago? Memo.

<£n£S)*'> '^^7 /a'X
WO (100-43403) (RM) ■ T)/U F-. .

• Chicago 
(1 - 100-40342)

(8)

J

. 2. 
CARMICHAEL’S

4

■ 2 AV

■s



CG 157-1297

disturbances occurred after STOKELY
CARMICHAEL*sdeparture from Chicago? None.

L «ie aareau nay desire to infer® the Department of 
these answers. /■'



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU^IC
fpEPuU BUREAU OF EIV'ESTICATIOhjjk

' WASHINGTON 25, D. C,

■>v3 EAp 9“-30-6G

Dis-ecior.

, is furnished FOR OFFICIALFBI record- NUMBER 853 -121 DThe following

CONTRIBirn 

FINGE&FR
.......

R OF 

NTS NAME AND NUMBER
ARRESTED OR 

RECEIVED CHARGE

Police Depai 'tnient ■Stokely. June

b7C 1

breach

5^=3
City Crt $20,0

Jackson, (
Mississippi!

J"Canaichael._
'#20978,--

8. 1961 & 4 mo last 6LAT susp ?Co-.pri-A

Sheriff’s O: •fice Stokeley J une breach of the
Contendere $200 
& C das susp ' 
$200 fine and

Jackson,- , j 
Mississippi!

St Hwy Pat 
Jackson Ml ss,

Carmichael
#40

Stokely.
;Carmichael

15, 1961

10-18-64

peace

disobeying .an 
officer &

4 months with 
60 days 
suspended 
unavailable 
per contr 
3-22-67 ; '

$100 & $7 C & 
6-0 das Hl
Rel on Bond $500 
(Case -believed to 
sen disposed of 
eral Court) 
unavailable

-
..: ' ■ •

PD Selma A la
1

St-dcke.ly-C 1-26-65

blocking '-/• .' ay 
roadway

unlawful

PD Atlanta Ga

^~CaxWcKael 
'#19951

; Stokely 9-8-66

assembly

■ hi:vo I: 
tee Fee 

1) DC inciting

PD Selma Ala.

: Carmichael 
#242521

■Stokley ’ 11-5-66'

to riot
2) DC diet

inciting to

per contr
3-22-67

$100 & $7 C &

••■PB-At-lantt 1... Ga

Carmichael
#11778--
i . ■ ■ .

'Stokley 6-18-67

:ribt

/
DC(failing to

60 das III
6 -S

$53 oi' -50 das

-

Carmichael' 
.#242521 
(Residence: 3 60

l

Nelson St

W»™«ica Btwxeax^

NOT RECORDED 
Atlsn-^g-jC^ 1968 

b7C

*^L \00

tea:

___

i 1 ■

•

A.LL INFORMATION C 
HEREIN IS UNCLASS 
DA.TE’ 03-01-2006 B

ONT AIN-ED
[FIED '
f 60309 auc t.am/mlt/tcg

V. 
r

j.

s;

Identification Record represents data furnished FBI by fingerprint contributors.
-is hoi shown or further explanation of charge is desired, communicate with. agency 

romributmg those' fingerprints.
Notations- indicated by! * are ’NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but are listed only as inv.-esiigCTive leads

as being possViSly identical with subject of this record.



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUST
FBJEF.AL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATlJfc

WASHINGTON, D.C., 20537

kl director.

The following'FBIrecord,-NUMBER 853 121 D 'OR OFFICIAL USI

Il 1 f
All descriptive factors (if any) furnished hy you match 
those in our identification file unless herein quoted.’

DESCRIPTION AND RELATED DATA:

Race:

Sex:

• Height!;

Weight;:

Hair:

: Eyes:

Date and Place of Birth: Port of Spain, Trinidad

Scars & Marks

Address:

Occupation: !

Subject’s fingerprint file does not contain a photograph; however, 
one may be obtained from PD Atlanta Ga. t

•Information shown: on this Identification Record represents datU furnished 'FBI by fingerprint 
- .aontrihufots. jl Where final disposition is riot shown or further expianatioxr of- charge is desired, com- 

municate with agency contributing those fingerprints.
•Notation^ indicaied'hy- *-are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files hut-are listed only as investi

gative leads dis Being-possibly identical with subject of this record. ’



5 I. ■ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 80 lk 9-30-68
■ - SKDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATES
| Ml WASHINGTON, D.C. 20537

1~BU 'j ■ 4^
. j . . r p I I j Uirector.

Tue following FBI record. NUMBER 853 121 D , is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY. 
_____ i| ~.

CONTRIBUljoR OF 

FINGERPRINTS NAME AND NUMBER ARRESTED OR 
RECEIVED CHARGE DISPOSITION

!

/
7

/SECURITY FLASH: 
or inquiry -rece: 
Control Section 
2 copies l^o BED 
iF100-44o080 ini

0.0. Washington I

\ i
' --5 ■

I .

1 .

: i

: THIS-PAGE S HOU LI ^1™     ; 

Stokely 
.ved refex 
Domes t ic 
Atlanta 1 
rec 10-It 
"ield file

> NOT BE I

Carmichael any ii 
one copy of recc 

Intelligence. Div5 
ile #100-6812 Bu 
-66. . .
: #100-43503 2-8-f

w ?7

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 i

ISSEMIMATED OUTSJ

formation 
rd to Subvers 
sion and 
file

■S

ft-

iuc tam/mlt/tcg

L

DE 'FBI
k Information shown on this Identification Record represents data furnished. FBI by fingerprint 

contrihi3.toTR.li Where final disposition is not shown or further ■esplanallon. of -charge is desired, com
municate with agency contributing those fingerprints.

Noicifloris indicated by * are NOT based on fingerprints in FBI files but are listed only as investi
gative leads :as being possibly identical with subject of this record. u.s. p».Hr.»n omcc =»«



•DERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20537 ’

853 121 D2-BU i ' :
The foliowing FBI record, NUMBER 000 , is furnished FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY.
Information sh'jown on this- Identification Record represents data furnished FBi by fingerprini contributors. WHERE 

FINAL DISPOSITION IS NOT SHOWN OR FURTHER EXPLANATION OF CHARGE IS DESIRED, COMMUNICATE 

WITH AGENCY CONTRIBUTING THOSE FINGERPRINTS.

John Edgar'Hoover 

Director

CONTRiBUTck OF 

FINGERPRINTS NAME AND NUMBER
ARRESTED OR

RECEIVED , CHARGE DISPOSITION

CC: FBI WE0 ■

CC: Internal See. 
Dora Iri!tell Di

■

.Section 
y \/

\ One copy record
St Bu Sacraraentc 

■ maybe identical 
!9-25-68.

and one c 
» Calif A 
with subj

opy fingerprints 
ttn: Intell Unit 
ect of their inqv

were furnished 
as

iry dated

1'

-

THIS 'PAGE SHOULD NOT BE K iSSEAHNATED GUTS II ts FBI

— Notations indented by *'!are NOfbassd-on-fingerprints ir. FBI files but ar® listed only as.;.iuv«s>igu»iv& leads os- 

being possibly identical with subject of this record.



10-3-68

Airtel

To: SAC, San Francisco (157-721)

From: Director, FBI (100-446080)

j1 ■ . . ' ' . ■

STOKE^Y CARMICHAEL

RACIAL MATTERS ’ ALL' INFORMATION CONTAINED •
. !' O' .. . ' ' HEREIN.IS UNCLASSIFIED

'■ ” Reurairtel 8-26-68." " DATE 03~01-2006 BY 60309 auc taiY
; 0 / ' ' .. . ■ ■ ' ' .

j Promptly furnish the Bureau a copy of the tape
recording of the speech delivered by subject at DeFremery 
Park, Oakland, California, on 8-25-68 during a Free Huey 
rally sponsored by the Black Panther Party.

j! ; Additionally, furnish a copy of the recording 
of the speech made by subject sponsored by the Marin City 
Black Panther Party, Marin City, California, on 8-22-68, 
and of subject's speech at Will Rogers Park, Los Angeles, 
California, on 8-24-68, if available.

Tolson ___________
DeLoach __ ______
Mohr__________ i
Bishop _ _______ _
Casper___________

'Callahan .
Conrad __________
Felt •_________
Gale ■
Rosen _________
Sullivan _________
Tavel -
Trotter__________
Tele. Room ______
Holmes________ _
Gandy ___________

5 Handle promptly.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit .the following in _

(Priority) . b7C

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

0 0 6 B YDAT E

FBI

Date: 9/26/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

Sent

- £.^0 DOW !HXErr

Via
AIRTEL

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, CINCINNATI (100-16858) (RUC)

0
STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
RM 
(00: WFO)

auc tam/mlt/'teg

Re SI tel to Bureau and other offices dated 8/29/ 
requesting identification of subscribers to various telephone 
numbers and handling of subject if he travels to the 
office territory in accordance with Bureau instructions;

b7C

Telephone number is listed to_
____________________________________________________ __ I since

5/21/68. according to confidential sourcel___________

The Cincinnati Office indices reveal thatf 
at■this address, is the mother of I
who isl___  I located ini ~

________ No information has been received that subject-has 
traveled to the Cincinnati, Ohio area since he left 
Carbondale, Ill, en route to St; Louis on 8/29/68, as set 
out in referenced eommunicationj a copy of which is ( 
furnished to Louisville for information.

3 ~ Bureau (RM) -
^2' * WFO (RM) ~ ■ ' '

1* Atlanta (100-6812) (Info)DWI-<E*
1 Louisville (Enc. -1) (RM) ’
1 - Springfield (100-10697) (Info)
1 f Mobile (Info) (RM)
1 Cincinnati

SEP 23 1568

TBE/jmh 
(10)

A "A'gproy^ds A / _____________ _
, . . 'Special Agent in Charge



OPTIONAL FORM NO.IIO 
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES Gjf^'ERNMENT .

• Memorcmdum
to : | DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

frc^^^sAC, i DETROIT (100-34122) 

subject: ! STOKELY CARMICHAEL U
I RM - SNCC

i
date: 10/2/68

Re Bureau airtel to Detroit, dated 
9/20/68.

On 9/24/68, a tape of STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S 
speech made before ’the Organization of Arab Students 
at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, ---------------- _ 
Michigan, on 8/22/68. was made available bv-------------------

This tane recording, according to 
was Of an inferior quality and was 

recorded on a Cassette from a Sony Tape Recorder. 
The tape was sent to the Laboratory inasmuch as Detroit 
did not have the necessary equipment to play this tape.

The Laboratory was requested to make a copy
of this tape so that it could be played on equipment 
available in Detroit. When this tape is returned from 
the Laboratory it will be transcribed by Detroit and 
will; be furnished to the Bureau4

^2)- Bureau (RM)

1 - Detroit 
JEK/cmt 
(3)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg



. FD-'36'y(Rev.' 5-_22-6;4) St^ET

F Bl

: Date: 10/1/68

} Mr. Tolson
Mr. DeLoach
Mr. Mohr__ .'
Mr. Ekhop— 
Mr.

; Mr.
| Mr.
; Mr.
j Mr.. GjL 

Mr.

Casper
Callahan..
Conrad....

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Rosen______
Sullivan—£_
Tavel_____ _
Trotter.'.___

Via AIRTEL
(Priority) .

Mr.
Mr.
Tele. Room._____
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy

’ A > TO

. FRO

LY

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

JAC, WO (100-43503) (P)

•bl

STOK 
RM-SNCC

iARMICHAEL •

Re Bureau R/S dated 9/26/68.

ALL INFORMATION COI'M’t.I 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
WHERE ■' SHOWN OTHERWISE

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies of
, ah LHM regarding the above captioned subject.

(S)

bl

- b7C

DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3(1) 03-01- 
ification per OGA letter dated I

U3-LI 1-2 LI LI fa .

f 051 r SEC •SERv-

, date 2’0AlV;i ---- ■

3HBureau (Enc. 11) 
1-WFO

WWHzkte 
(4)

REG-14
006

AIRTEL
,s OCT 8 ,95g

c c *v dqm mierr dia

Approved:
ent in Charge

' Sent .M Per



■In^Repfy^ Please Refer to
File No. '''A 1

•NO FORE^|p DIS SEMI NATION - NO DISSM^NAT ION ABROAD

1.1; U XITE J) ST A TE S' DEPART ME NT; O F \ JE®T IC E

FEDE R A L ■ HI R E A L. OF IAVE STI G A 'L l () \ 
Wash!ngton, I)'. C20535

October 1, .1968 :
s

STOKELY CARMTCWAET

Carmichael is the former National Chairman of the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Gommittee; (SNCC) a character! 
zation of which is attached hereto. ' a '

iSicltam/ijrl-t./tc’g.' . .
03i° 1-20'31;' ' .X

■.date'd.r'03r-'bli'-2.D 0 6' -

NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION --NO DISSEMINATION ABROAD

c-

'.XC 1.L1 = i cur
i'bii

COPIES DESTROYED



S1OKELY; CARMICHAEL
. W APPENDIX

; STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

| Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquarters at 360-362 Nelson 
Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself as not being 
a membership organization, but rather an agency attempting to 
stimulate and foster the growth of local protest movements. 
SNCC was born out of the;sit-in movement which erupted across 
the South beginning on February 1, 1960. A conference at 
Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought together many of 
the demonstrating Southern students in a loose network of
militant youth which was officially named SNCC in October, 1960.

, A source has advised that in May, 1966, Stokely
Carmichael was elected National Chairman by the Central Committee. 
In May, 1967* Carmichael was replaced as Chairman by H. Rap. i 
Brc>wn, with Carmichael assuming the position of Recruiter and 
Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at the invitation of 
Fidel Castro, Carmichael participated in the Organization of 
Latin American Solidarity Conference which was held in Havana, 
Cuqa. Subsequent thereto, Carmichael traveled to Hanoi and 
other sections of North Vietnam. He returned to the United 
States in December, 1967,, at which time his passport was picked 
up (because of travel to unauthorized countries.

Ji ■ - ■ - '

j A source advised that when Carmichael was elected
Chaiirman of SNCC, the organization, embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. With the election of 
H. Rap Brown as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on a world- 
widje struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand against 
violations of these rights by the American Government and to 
strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft and to the 
Unified States involvement in Vietnam.

j Literature distributed in February, 1968, identi
fies SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. 
It advocates that to be successful it is necessary to develop 
a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

i On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in the
Watts area of Los Angeles:, California, H. Rap Brown said "You 
better shape up America, or we’ll burn you down." Later in 
February, 1968, in a publicized note Brown wrote, "America, if 
it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against you. 
and:! to organize your jails to revolt against you and to organize 
your children, your God, your poor, your country, and to organiz 
mankind, to rejoice in your destruction and ruin, then here’s 
my life

Thh doeument contains neither 
recommendations .nor conclusions of 
tne XB’I. It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 

■ . it and its contents are not .to be 
. .distributed outside ymjr agency.

f •- v



0-4a (Rev-.'l- 19-6t7) ” : "'..f “-I • .

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVE ’ 1 " k

WASHINGTON- D. C. 20535
DATE: |0_||_^ :/..• • ^e: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

TQ. ' ? ‘5.’ RM-STUDENT NON-VIOLENT

SAC DETROIT , COORDINATING COMMITTEE

A ■ r ■ L< -'i '' ■: ■ . ■' ■ ’■ v:

-L------------------------------ - ------ :___ .__ ■______________ Invoice of Contents .___ ■

. j. K-3 ONE TAPE OF A STOKELY CARMICHAEL SPEECH

EVIDENCE EVIDENCE EVIDENCE EVIDENCE

■J" - ' ■ - ' : ■

- □ Crypt.-Trans.

: .-.SW
r&TRadio Engineering

EVIDENCE EVIDENCE LZEUFKSlCE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
■/.'herein- is unclassified ■

DA.TE- 03-01-2006 BY 60309 due. tam/'mlt/'tcg

. i; '' ' . • ■ ■ .
' ;1 ' Al - e 1- ' ,,..■■■'■■

Special Instructions: . \...
Mail Room: Show'shipment date and registry number. ' - 
SliiraffingiRodmi’sSKow phipitfewEJdate; bill of lading number; 
inittjgt igvoiQs^eturn tw Senrairlehecked' in block; after ; 
initialing"iri block; invpjig^t^ be placed in administrative file.

■ h ■ '/'■
VIA REGISTERED MAILI

:FBI File No.
718829

^feuEBa ' 7^ 
OCT 111968 >
Y gQMMfBi z

— /



VIA TELETYPE
SEP27 1968

ENCIPHERED

Mr. Tolson
Mr. DeLoach___
Mr. Mohr_______
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad. .. _
Mr. Feltf_______
Mr. G&&__________
Mr-jOn...?/

Jffi? Tj^tl.____ _
Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy .

b / C

VA -9-
1203PM URGENT 9-27-68 JLW
TO DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD (CODE)

ATT. DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 2P

' (NJ
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS

: ' ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
I HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

006 BY 60309 .DAT E

Subject and
auc tam/mlt/'teg

ARRIVED JFK AIRPORT
FOUR AM, NINE TWENTY SEVEN SIXTYEIGHT, ABOARD PAN AMERICAN
AIRLINE FLIGHT ONE FIVE ONE, FROM DAKAR, AFRICA.

CUSTOM OFFICIALS CONDUCTED SEARCH OF SUBJECT AND 
BAGGAGE. NO PERTINENT INFOR^mWn OBTAINED 

MET AT JFK AIRPORT BY SUBJECT#/)/) _
REC-48 jWDEPARTED AIRPORT AT FIVE FIFTEEN

SUBJECT AND

AM IN A RENTED NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT RAMBLER, NEW Y°f^0CT 8 1968



E ■

PAGE TWO
CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED FOREST GREEN RAMBLER 

WITH AfcOVE LICENSE PARKED IN FRONT OF|

NEW YORK, EARLY AM, NINE TWENTY 
SEVEN SIXTYEIGHT.

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE WFO TEL TO BUREAU AND NEW YORK, NINE TWENTYFOUR 
SIXTYEIGHT.

AGENTS OBSERVING SUBJECTS AT JFK WERE SAS|
b'7C

------ :----------------- CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE IS
CLASSIFY CONfrjSCfiTlAL.

END
CJD
FBI WASH DC

Ct—MR. TRAINOR
R00M 836 980

1



WA 1

FBI NEW!YORK

11:00 AM URGENT

ENCIPHERED

10-5-68 EMP

^DIRECTOR AND WASHINTON FIELD

OCT 51968

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINTON

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751

STOKELY CARMICHAEL , RACIAL MATTERS

Mr. Tolson-----
Mv. i' lLoach— 
Mr. Mohr-------
Mr. Bishop----
Mr. Casper----
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad.... 
Mr. Felt-------
Mr. Gale-------

| Mr. Rosen—.■
Mr. Sullivan.*!
Mr. Tavel-----
Mr. Trotter.—.
Tele. Room— 
Miss Holmes- 
Miss Gandy—

b7C

PLAINTEXT

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

REFERENCE WASHINGTON FIELD TELETYPE TO NEW YORK,

OCTOBER FOUR, SIXTY EIGHT. 
■

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE AT NEW YORK ADVISED SUBJECT

END

FJB

FBI WASH DC

ADMINISTRATIVE

THE CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE MENTIONED IS

R REALY

NOT SEEN IN NEW YORK CITY

18 OCT 8 "1968Wf OJA

REMS



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

F B IN/" 
n // 10/1/68 

: Date:
PLAINTEXT .

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)_ 

00-43503) (P)FM: SAC

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM

RE WFO TEL TEN ONE SIXTY EIGHT

Bishop..——
Casper.____
Callahan__
Conrad___
Felt______
Gale______

I Mr. Tofson--------
| Mr. DeLoach__

Mr. Mofir-^—,__
Mr.
Mr.

। Mr.
। Mr.
| Mr: 
| Mr.

,| ^Mi^? Rosen------------ 1
Stub van—

I Mr. Tavel
I Mr. Trotter____

■4 Tele. Room_____
I Miss Holmes___

4 ■ Miss-Gandyr—

IN AFTER-SUBJECT AT RESIDENCE MORNING OF TEN ONE SIXTY EIGHT

NOON, SUBJ AND||wENT SHOPPING DRIVING FOUR DOOR GREEN RAMBLER b7c

AMBASSADOR, NY KICENSE TWO Z NINE FOUR ZERO. THEY SUBSEQUENTLY

RETURNED TO RESIDENCE.

^-Bureau 

1-WFO
WWH: ninth 
(4)

TRAINOR-'
ROOM 836 9&D



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

TO DI

FM

F B I

Date: 10/2/68

'OR, FBI

CODED
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Tolson 
DeLoach.
Mohr___
Bishop_
Casper.... 
Callahan

Mr. Conrad... 
Mr. Felt 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes... 
Miss Gandy__

Gale___
Rosen..-._
fc.uo.van.. 
Tavel___
Trotter.....

SOURCE REPORTED STOKELY CARMICHAEL ATTENDED MEETING OF BLACK

UNITED FRONT (BUF) HELD AT LINCOLN MEMORIAL TEMPLE ELEVENTH AND

R STREETS, N.W., WDC, FROM EIGHT THIRTY 

OCTOBER TWO LAST.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

SOURCE IS| | PRI

UNDER DEVELOPMENT.

PM TO TWELVE MIDN

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

F B I
n t10/4/68
Date-

CODED
(’jJ)Type._inp]lai'ntext or'bode)

URGENT 

TO: DIRECTOR AND SAC , NEW YORK

FROM;

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM

Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Tolson___
DeLo'ach... 
Mohr____
Bishop__
Casper...... 
Callahan... 
Conrad__

_ |j Miss_Hphngs__
Miss Gandy___

Mr. Felt__
! Mr. Gale ..
; Mr. Rosen__
j Mr. Suit-van

Mr. Tavel__
Mr. Trotter..
Tele. Room(Priority)

SOURCES REPORT SUBJECT HAS NOT BEEN OBSERVED IN WASHINGTON,

D.C. DURING OCTOBER FOUR INSTANT, AND RUMORS ARE HE PLANNED 

TO SPEND THE WEEKEND IN NEW YORK CITY.

NEW YORK CONTACT SOURCES TO ASCERTAIN IF SUBJECT IN

NEW YORK CITY AND IF LOCATED COVER PER PREVIOUS INSTRUCTIONS.

ADMINISTRATIVE

5TT OCT 9 1958

QC1 8

M Per ----------------------------



5-1 W8<<(9-29-65)

' i

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Date
10/4/68

Stokely Carmichael, recently ousted 
from Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee, currently holds position as 
Prime Minister, Black Panther Party, a 
black extremist organization.

r ' • ■

J_______ Attached indicates Carmichael told
____ that leadership 

of Black Panther Party in Baltimore_______
would be shaken uni

Attached is being furnished to 
Attorney General and Inter-Division 
Information Unit of Department and 
pertinent data will be included in 
summary teletype to White House and 
interested agencies. Source, of 
course, will be fully protected.



T-

OCT 41968
enciphered

b7C

NY 1 WA3 240PM PWM

URGENT 10-4-68 PWM

TO DIRECTOR, WFO AND NEWYORK CODE

TN; DOMESTIC

FROM BALTIMORE

INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, -RM - SNCC

JpMr. Tolson___
jjl Mr. DeLoach.!

’ Mr. Mohr------
Mr. Bishop..— 
Mr. Casper__
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad— 
Mr. Fdt. 
Mr./Gale,

' Co M WI Ctt> &

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN: 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 6030

Tele. Room— 
M S3 H ' 'T’S 

Miss Gandy...

SOURCE ADVISED TODAY THAT ON OCTOBER THREE, SIXTY-EIGHT 
HE ARRIVED AT THE SOUL SCHOOL, "AT APPROXIMATELY

FIVE TWO TWO FREMONT AVENUE, BALTIMORE

TO STOKELY CARMICHAEL. CARMICHAEL WAS ACCOMPANIED BY

CARMICHAEL DISCUSSED THE BPP IN GENERAL TERMS? RELATED

EXPERIENCES CONCERNING HIS TRAVELS AND ALSO INDICATED THERE

WOULD BE A SHAKEUP IN THE LEADERSHIP OF THE BPP IN BALTIMORE

SOURCE LEFT AT ABOUT

CARMICHAEL INDICATED HE WAS LEAVING FOR NEW YORK CITY.
~| CONFIRMED SOMe' (J? 'flS? 10 1868 

!. ———
ABOVE INFO-j(MA;TIpN AND THAT CARMICHAEL WAS TRAVELLING ALONE ANU 
DRIVING; CAR WITH NEWARK LICENSE TWO .MINSC^UR ZERO. HE DID

DEPART Pjg^NEW-YORK CITY APPROXIMATELY FIVE P.M<
enS3a£^Jn1e^ 1968

TWO COPIES WFO



ii 
ii 
i'

1

ij

!)

i: t".
PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE r •

SOURCE IS RECENTLY UNDER DEVELOPMENT AS

R-PROB. < jB^ftMtGWH^X^CARMICHAEL »

AND INDICATED HE WAS TO BE

BACKGROUND INFORMATION RE  FOLLOWS.

WFO COGNIZANT

END

NSM •.

FBI WSH DC

J

COPY SENT AG AND IDIU

NIR. TRMNOR
CC ROOM 836 9&D



TO DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD 

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON tvc

FROM NEW YORK (100-153751) CODE

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL. RACIAL MATTERS

RE WFO TEL TO NEW YORK DATED TEN FIVE SIXTYEIGHT

SUBJECT OBSERVED AT

NEWJYORK PM OF IGHT

ADMINISTRATIVE- —

END

SOURCE MENTONED IS

FBI WASH DC

RGR REGXXX RELAY

WA...FJB

ALL INFO RMATION CONTAlNE D
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Eli BIA

• WFQ

7C



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE_______________________URGENT_________ _
(Priority)

TO: DjXECTOR, FBI AND SAC, NEW YORK

FROM: SAC, WF(^(100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RM 

RE BA AND WFO TELS 10/4/68.

Mr. Tolson------
Mr. DeLoach—.

■:Mi’-..M?hr-------
Mr. Bishop-----
Mr. Casper___
Mr. Callahan—
Mr. Conrad__
Mr. Felt

। i Mr. Gale_____
| Lhfr. Rosen____

' van..*
| sir. Tavel------
I Mr. Trotter__

-4 Tele. Room___
I ' Miss Holmes—

WFO SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT REPORTEDLY DEPARTED WDC

ON OCTOBER THREE LAST VIA AUTOIFOR NEW YORK CITY. SUBJECT LAST

OBSERVED DRIVING VEHICLE BEARINGNEWYORK LICENSE TWO Z NINE

FOUR ZERO. SOURCE ADVISED

REPORTEDLY HAS SCHEDULED

EXACT DATE NOT KNOWN

OTHER WFO SOURCES REPORT SUBJECT NOT PRESENTLY IN

WDC. CHECK OF RESIDENCE AND OTHER PLACES FREQUENTED WDC AREA

NEGATIVE.

ADMINISTRATIVE

OTHER SOURCES A^J 

PRI UNDER DEVELOPEMENT, INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
OF MPD, WDC, AND SAS, FBI.



FD~3ie*(Rev. 5-22-64) •

• . f b 1 ;
■ ■ : ■ .Date: . ।

Transmit, the following in ______ ___________________:_____ __ :____  *_____ :______________ !
(Type in plaintext or code) J

Via ___ :__ ,_ _ ;____ ________ ' ___________________ ■ ,■_____ - ____ ____________ ।
. (Priority) .

WFO 100-43503 
PAGE TWO

NEW YORK RECONTACT SOURCES TO ASCERTAIN IF

SUBJECT AT RESIDENCE OR NEW YORK RESIDENCE OF

CHECK TO ASCERTAIN IF

Certain status of car bearing new yOrk license

TWO Z NINE FOUR ZERO WHICH IS A RENTAL DRIVEN BY SUBJECT 

AND IF TURNED IN TO RENTAL AGENCY. IF SUBJECT LOCATED COVER 

PER PREVIOUS INSTRUCTIONS.

'Approved:  ___ :____-   ______ :_______ . Sent  ;_____________ M Per _______________ ——
Special Agent in Charge



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 |
MAY 1962 EDITION .
GSA'jFPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES G^ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FR<

SUB

ReBulet to NY dated 9/25/68.

On 9/26/68, Assistant Director in Charge JOHN

SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751)

date:
10/9/68

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/rn.i STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

F RACIAL MATTERS

i DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

stated that he

who is a close personal friend of ADK^IALONE.. 
in regard to______________________________________________ advised that

per■ month. In 1962,_________________ |buaucu unau ___
_]for a better job for the sole pur-

_o ____ __ ____ . He stated that he always
__________]with kid gloves because he was the type 

Njf individual that could not be trusted._____________________
advised that

recommended
\ jjose of ”getting rid of him”.

\ treatedwith kid glove

4/

He stated that from time to
time, there were _____________________________________________________

/and although he could not prove it, he always suspectAc 
/I

Instated he definitely would' not rehireP 
and so Stated in his personnel file at the time of his 
separation. _________________advised | _______I was married and
yas definitely not a good citizen. advised

NY, at which time he was associated with an individual 
called who today would be classified as
a hippie. [stated that I I was not reli-

stated that 
and he has no

a hippie. _________________ stated that [

/able and could not be trusted.
^as far as he knows.
^knowledge of

(P- Bureau (RM)
1- Washington Field (RM)
1- New York 
BJWrtf i

> U) rz

ever having become one.

5010-108-01

ST OCT 11 1968



1001153751 :;

advised that I liriay have gone to school and obtained
| of some sort, but he is vepy doubtfule even of
this. ________ ________ advised that he feels __________has no
right, to use_____________________________ but suggested that,
it be. checked, thoroughly-before, ■accepting his word in 
the matter.-'-vAG

The name ST.OKELJY CAl^ICHAEtlj was- not mentioned 
to ________________ because his acquaintanceship with__________

predated CARMICHAEL ’ s prominence. ?.

■' - A check of NYOindicesXr4 ___________
|both negative.

■■;; credit record check - on_________
with,the Credit bureau of Greater 

I / wi th ■’negative results. >

was conducted■ . . • . , *• V ex, • u .
by IC|__________________
New York on 10/3/68



WA...07

FBI NEW

VIA TELETYPE
OCT 91968

ENCIPHERED
YORK

5-14 PM URGENT/10-9-68 WPK
TO DIRECTOR ANDZ WASHINGTON FIELD (CODE)

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

FROM NEW^YORK 100-153751 IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RACIAL MATTERS.

Mr. Tavel______
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room---------
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy-------

Mr. Tolson______
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr_.---- —
Mr. Bishop--------
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad—— 
Mr. Felt---------- --
Mr. Gale------------
Mr. JJosen.._____

OBSERVEDSOURCE, RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISED SUBJECT

AT RESIDENCE

YORK, AT TEN THIRTY PM, OCTOBER EIGHT, LAST.

NEW

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED THIS DATE.
r •

ADMINISTRATIVE-

END

WA...R RELAY

JDR R RELY •
FBI WAH DCl'j

SOURCE MENTIONED IS

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 603'00 auc tam/mlt./tcg

a OCT 11 1968

51(jCIA.7U868
TWO COPIES WFQ



O-TICNAl FORM NO. '10 
MAY FDiTION 

G*5A GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVL^MENT

Memorandum

5010-106

MrL Bishop#/
I; /"

M.i AQlSnfes^

DATE: 10-1-68

CONGRESSMAN LOUIS C. WYMAN 
(R J'- NEW HAMPSHIRE) 
MEETING WITH THE DIRECTOR 
10-1-68

SYNOPSIS:

1L
b7C

Trotter ____
Tele. Room
Holmes ___
<iandy -------

Congressman Wyman and the Director met in Mr. Hoover^ 
Office this morning. Congressman Wyman asked the Director what he, Wyman, 
could do to force the Attorney General to take legal action regarding Stokely 
Carmichael, people like him, and with respect to our terrible crime problem. 
Congressman Wyman made available to the Director excerpts from the *
"Congressional Record" of September 26, 1968, reflecting his remarks in 
the House of Representatives entitled, "The Strange Case of Stokely Carmichael,^ 
and of September 30, 1968, entitled, "Campus Violence." Copies are 
attached. The Director indicated Attorney General Clark adamant regarding 
crime problem, that in the Attorney General’s opinion there is no crime
problem, it is merely a matter of statistics. The Director noted apathy 
of American people being replaced by genuine concern for law and order. 
At!'conclusion of their discussion a photograph of the Director and Wyman 
was made. Photograph being handled separately.

I' ■ .
■ ■ _ all information contained

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 -auc tam/mlt/tcgRECOMMENDATION: O

RI
G

IN
AL

 fi
le

d
 In

Enclosure

1
1
1
1
1

For information.

Mr. DeLoach -Enc.;-.( 1 - Miss Gandy- Enc.
Mr. Bishop -Enc. ' 1 - Miss'Holmes -Enc
Mr. Sullivan -Enc. Z
Mr. Gale -Enc. , .
Mr. Rosen-Enc. !; i . 4-

^©FRECORDlpr’

DETAILSGTQmls



M.jA. Jones to Bishop memo
RE: CONGRESSMAN LOUIS C. WYMAN

ii .

. j 1 Congressman Wyman visited the Director's Office this 
morning and indicated that his purpose in coming to FBI Headquarters 
was to determine what he, Wyman, could do as a member of the Task 
Force on Crime to force Attorney General Ramsey Clark and the 
Department; of Justice to take some legal action with respect to the 
problem of Stokely Carmichael, people like him, as well as our terrible 
crime problem which Clark and his associates have done nothing to 
allfeviate. Congressman Wyman made available to the Director excerpts 
from the "Congressional Record" of September 26, 1968, reflecting his 
remarks in the House of Representatives entitled, "The Strange Case of 
Stokely Carmichael, ” and of September 30, 1968, entitled, "Campus 
Violence, ” copies of which are attached.

i: Congressman Wyman indicated that while the present
session of Congress is expected to end within the next few days, .he wanted 
to .‘know if the Director felt it would be of any benefit for him to take the 
flqor of the: House of Representatives in an effort to suggest legislation 
arid/or a course of action by the Attorney General with respect to the 
aforementioned problems.

? Mr. Hoover indicated that he felt that there was little
that could be done at this time since the Attorney General was adamant 
regarding the crime problem, indicating that in his, the Attorney General's, 
opinion, there is no crime problem, it is merely a matter of statistics. 
Mr. Hoover advised that he felt that time would take care of the stagnation 
that currently exists in the Department since he doubted that Mr. Clark 
would be Attorney General for very much longer. On this point, he 
confidentially advised Congressman Wyman that there are rumors to 
thie effect that the Attorney General may resign next month to accept 
aposition as President of the University of Chicago.

il

!! The Director also indicated to Congressman Wyman that
one of the problems with the Department of Justice today is that rather 
tlfan prosecute people such as Stokely Carmichael, concerning whom 
the Director added,the Bureau has furnished numerous reports substantiating 
his activities, and risk the possibility of getting an adverse decision in 
tKe Supreme Court, the Department attempts to anticipate what that 
eventual decision will be and then decides to do nothing. The Director
J' J ' •

- 2 - CONTINUED - OVER



M.,? A. Jones to Bishop memo
RE]: CONGRESSMAN LOUIS C. WYMAN

V ! V

staijted that he felt very strongly that cases such as these should be tried and ; 
dedided in the courts and that if adverse rulings are handed down, then 
Congress could introduce appropriate legislation to strengthen the laws 
already on the books.

The Director stated that adherence to law and order is 
the’ solution to our country's grave crime problems and that it is interesting 
to hote that the apathy of the American people is being replaced by a 
genuine concern for the lack of law and order in our society. Mr. Hoover 
said that you cannot palliate crime, to do so is only to encourage the 
criminal.

I;
i;
I: v

? At the conclusion of their discussion, Congressman Wyman
and Mr. Hoover were photographed together. Prior to his departure 
and throughout the meeting with the Director, Congressman Wyman 
reiterated his strong support for the Director and the FBI and offered 
to be of assistance any time we had need of it.

; After leaving the Director’s Office, Congressman Wyman
commented regarding the Director: "He is truly a great man. ”

The photograph is being handled separately.



■ber SO* * 1968 CONGRESSIONAL R^jpRD — Extensions of Remarks Q E84151

' .In the first place, the highway funds . 
. • for the Interstate System are in no ftay 

related to the President’s budget, the 
general fund deficit, or the national debt, • 
since they cannot be used for any other 
purpose. When funds are collected they 
go into a highway trust fund, earmarked 
by law to be spent on the Federal Inter
state System.

But President Johnson issued an order 
anyway to hold up these funds. Why did 
he not carry out the intent of the Con
gress and cut foreign aid, the race to 
the moon, and other wasteful and use
less programs, instead of holding back 
highway construction?

We need highways in the First District 
of Tennessee and throughout the coun-

• try. We need the Interstate System com
pleted and we need more and better 
roads.

-v 14 is hte11 t&ne that the President of
in action in Vietnam; tlie Defense the ^United States stops holding a politi- 
t reported yesterday, j ' ’ "
Sgt. Raymond Powell, Jr., 28, the .

I Mrs. Christie Powell; of 2716 
Load, and Pic. James O. ’Arrowood,

of the Record :
Highway Funds

it might come as surprise to most citizens 
but this has been “National Highway Week.** 
The idea being to stress that “Highways are 

. for People.’*
______ ___ ,. . But it has fallen flat on its face. The well- 

seas ;. . planned event is as tasteless as a meal wlth-
was found Thursday, but further ■ out .salt. In fact, the .man who signed the 
is death and the battleljwere not . proclamation designating the week was the 
le Pentagon said., ' '< ■ cook who.left tho salt out.

While; urging state highway officials to 
‘hold appropriate ceremonies in. recogni-

today In our fishing Industry to the-United States for reassignment October ■ other hand cooled the stove upon which was
impctltiije world-wide. ■ • 

FORTS ’: ’ ■ ii
Maritime Policy must recognize 

sow essential the fleet is, but also 
tlal.are the facilities arid capablll- 
rdle the fleet cargoes, ji ' 
r Administration willencourage 
idernlzation In development of our 
art facilities to meet tl{e needs of .

2.
In addition.to his wife, Sergeant Powell Is 

survived by two daughters, Jacqueline and 
Jeanette; by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
mond Powell, Sr., of 2709 Bookert drive; by 
two brothers, Edward and David, and five sis
ters, Jacqueline, Rhonda, Gwendolyn, Ro
maine, and Mrs. Barbara Conley, all of Balti
more.

IN VIETNAM 2 MONTHS

- Private Arrowood, a rifleman in the 9th 
Marine Regiment, 3d Division,’was killed Sep
tember 13 by grenade fragments while his 
company was taking a hill near Qunag Tri, 
the Defense Department reported.

■He had been In the Marine Corps since 
February and in Vietnam only two months.

Private Arrowood was a guard on Al
leghany High School's championship bas
ketball team in 1964, his senior year at the. 
school. For the past three years he had

cooking such ceremonies when he froze fed-, . 
eral highway funds.

"The cook who spoiled the dish might well 
have been overstepping his authority. The 
highway funds are In no way related to the' 
President’s budget, the general fund deficit 
or the national debt since they cannot bo •’ 
used for any other purpose.

In fact the law that President Johnson 
signed just before Issuing the proclamation ■ 
prohibits the Impounding or withholding the ■ 
funds by "any officer or employe of any de
partment, agency, or Instrumentality of tho 
executive branch of the federal government.", ■

This was a blow to the stomach at the time 
when Tennessee and the other 49 states were 
in high gear in their highway building.

SUMMARY' •

;oals will not be accomplished over- 
storing the United States to the 
3rst-rate maritime power requires 
T.tion of management ,’and labor, 
authorities and government; but 
ship for national policy can and 
. from a new Administration. To 
she present maritime crises, I rec- 
t we have an opportunity and an ovlluwli 
ito reverse tne gross deficiencies.’ worked as a grocery clerk, 
marked the present administra- -- - ...

ormance in this field. Ii
„ adopt -vigorous research and de*  
programs designed to Harness the 
best technology to the needs of 

me fleet. We shall adopt a policy 
nizes the role of government in 
•eing of . an industry so vital to 
ial defense, and stimulate private 
to revitalize the industry.
i adopt a policy that will enable , 
iflag-ships to carry-much more 
jsrade at competitive world prices, 
(ways have failed to the’detriment - 
man, the businessmen’, .the bai
lments, and the national defense.
i has come for new departures, new 
nd new vitality for American ships 
ean crews on the high seas of the

CAMPUS VIOLENCE
He is survived by his parents, Mr. and 

Mrs. James C. Arrowood; a brother, Douglas, 
and a sister, Margaret, all of Cumberland, 
and by a half-brother, William Whitacre, of 
Baltimore.

HIGHWAY FUNDS

HON. JAMES H. (JIMMY) QUILLEN 
OF TENNESSEE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, September 30, 1968

Not so, however, with a small minority 
of deliberate rabble rousers and law
breakers, often aided and abetted by pro
fessional hatemongers and even Commu
nist sympathizers. It is the expressed de- 

' sign of this group to make as much 
trouble , and disrupt as many school ad
ministrations as they can, via the lie
down, sitdown, criminal trespass and 
even sticks and stones approach. Fore
handedness to deal with this element 
should include the steadfast determina
tion at the highest national policy levels 
that such unlawful activity will be dealt 
with swiftly, firmly and as forcefully as 
may be required to preserve order on the 
campuses of our land.

In this cause it might be wise to enlist 
the support and help of the great mass 
of the student majority that are law 
abiding. They must be getting mighty 
sick of the punks and criminals in their 
midst, masquerading as students, who 2 
are giving many of the responsible stu
dents an undeserved public black eye. 
The student majority would relish a 
share of the responsibility in a respon
sible way to help in getting rid of the 
nihilists on their campus once and for 
all.

All of which does not mean, of course, 
that there will be no future dissent. 
There will be; and there should be, for 
such dissent is of the essence of academic 
freedom. But the right to dissent does not 

. include the right to break the law in the 
process, nor tear down the ■ institutions, 
nor arrogate to students the faculty 
function. This is especially so when those 
who destroy offer no substitute system 
and no alternative but sheer anarchy— 
living proof that their activism is in fact 
pure nihilism., < ; '

MARYLAND. SERVICEMEN 
ULLED IN VIETNAM

;. CLARENCE D. LONG 
OF MARYLAND |! ■.

IOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
day,- September 30, 1968
•JG of Maryland. Mr.-iSpeaker,. 
mond Powell, Jr., and .Pfc. 
Arrowood, two fine young men 
yland, were killed recently .in
I. wish to commend their 

nd honor their memory by in- 
he following article? in the

HON. LOUIS C. WYMAN ' '
; or NEW HAMPSHIRE

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Monday, September 30, 1968

Mr. WYMAN. Mr. Speaker, as that 
time of the year marking the return to 
campus of millions of younger Americans 
is here again it is well to reflect that the 
great majority of our young people are 
responsible, dedicated, serious, and thor
oughly patriotic. They are not crime 
prone beyond the occasional misde-

Mr. QUILLEN. Mr. Speaker, when meanor that is often associated with . 
President Johnson issued an order to youthful exuberance. 
withhold highway funds, it was pure 
political gimmickry.

State Killed in War—Baltimore 
JMBERLAND SERVICEMEN LISTED

i Army sergeant from Baltimore 
ne private from Cumberland have

cal hammer over the heads of the people.
An interesting editorial in the Friday, 

September 27, 1968, Kingsport Times 
--- — --------------- -  , points out some interesting facts, and I 
of Mr. and Mrs. James c. Arro- would like to share this with the readers 

umberland. -----------------«---- •
Powell, who had been in the 
his graduation from Carver High 
en years ago, was first' declared 
action September 9 after a battle - 
j Lal, the Defense Department

le Pentagon said.. ' '
Powell, who had spent; most of 
the Army overseas, had been sta-UXLCi AJ V CfhC.lC. , LLL1M. UGUU hlxv- HUl'A UC4 Cilium CO. LAL .

' the 1st Air Cavalry in1; Vietnam , tion of what-highway transportation means 
■ctober. He was due to return to to our nation/*  President Johnson on the

ALL INFORMATION - CONTAINED ' ‘ ‘ .
|' HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED-- - . , . '
I DATE 03-.0-1-200^- B'X. 60’309. auc tam/mlt/tcg -



CONGRE^J)NAL RECORD—Extensions of R^rks September J 0,10 68E’8416
Into the riot by their emotional reac

tion to seeing the police employ defensive 
strength to restrain the now-fighting stu- / 
dents. Once violence develops, the police be
come rough. Often, as In Chicago, they are ' 
guilty of brutal excesses of their own. This - 
Is a classic- example of how to create a riot 
condition and then utilize the shock reaction : 
of onlookers to perpetuate It.

An end product Is the apparent acceptabil
ity of violence. Ultimately, the theory of con- 
frontatlon leads to the revolutionary proc- . 
lamatlon that violence must now be accepted 
by previously passive students.

The events In Chicago were similarly well 
planned long In advance. As far back as No- - 
vember 16, 1967, the Village Voice reported 
the leader of the Youth International Party, . 
Jerry Rubin, as saying: "See you next Au
gust in Chicago at the Democratic National 
Convention. Bring pot, fake delegates’ cards, 
smoke bombs, costumes, blood to throw and 
all kinds of Interesting props. Also football 
helmets.”

What we are faced with is an Increasingly 
militant revolutionary movement on the na
tion’s campuses. We have been told that there 
will be many more Columblas, and many . <: 
more Chlcagos. These must be carefully pre- ■ 
pared for. In doing so, police brutality must . 
be avoided, but firm and effective action must * 

late Columbla-like confrontations across the be taken at an early stage in any such In- 
country: "The Columbia experience is being surrectlon. Only In this manner can such ,k. 
touted by various S.D.S. leaders as an example tragedies as Chicago be avoided.
for other student revolutionaries to emulate , ■ ■;
in the coming school year.. Stealing Che • _ ■_ t'
Guevara’s call for the creation of many Viet- , ■
nams throughout the hemisphere, the ____ _____ _ ' ____
SDSers claim as their goal the ‘creating of' HERBERT TENZER’S RETIREMENT 
two, three, many Columblas.’” FROM CONGRESS

Tom Hayden, one of the founders of S.D.S. ---------- ■ ’

long-planned exercise of power. Writing In puli! 
The New Republic, two graduate students, 
Dotson Rader and Craig Anderson, reported: 
"Months before, at an S.D.S. conference In 
Maryland, the decision had been reached to 
take physical control of a major American 
university this Spring. Columbia was chosen 
because of Its liberal reputation, its situation 
in New York and the fact that It was an Ivy 
League school. S.D.S. felt It was Important at 
this time to disrupt a private, prestige, tac
tically vulnerable. university.”

According to this analysis, the Issues which 
were presented by the student rebels were 
simply pretexts, "the point of the game was 
power.” To members of the S.D.S. steering 
committee, Columbia Itself was the issue: 
“It was revolution, and if It could be shown 
that a great university could literally be. 
taken over In a matter of days, by a well 
organized group of students then no uni
versity was secure. Everywhere the purpose 
was to destroy institutions of the American 
Establishment, in the hope that out of the 
chaos a better America would emerge.” 
- Tire alleged “success” of the take-over of 
Columbia University has added to the mili
tancy of the New Left movement. Phillip 
Abbot Luce, himself a former leader of the 
pro-Peklng Progressive Labor Party, dis
cussed the plans of New Left leaders to stimu-

■/" In this connection I commend a care- 
feul reading of an editorial by Allan C. 
Brownfeld appearing in Roll Call, issue 
of September 26. Mr. Brownfeld makes 
the valid point that much of the violence 
involved in all this student protesting is 

■ calculated and planned, just as were the 
blackwidow . spiders, the bags of urine 
and tlie golf balls with spikes driven 
through them that were used on the 
police in Chicago recently. To meet and 
prevent this? sort of law breaking, on 
campus by firm and effective forehanded
ness has become a must not only for law- 
enforcement’officials but for university ' 
administrators as well.

The editorial follows: 
CAMPyS VIOLENCE PLANNED 

(By'Allan C. Brownfeld) 
The take-over of Columbia University last 

Spring and the violence which erupted on the 
streets of Chicago during the. Democratic Na
tional Convention are only fore-runners of 
the kind of disruption which is planned for. . 
the future by youthful activists.

In both the Columbia and Chicago in
stances, the evidence pointing to a carefully 
planned politics of “confrontation” is over
whelming.

The New Leifs assault against the Ameri
can University is less an effort to reform it 
than to, in effect, destroy it. This point was 
made in an editorial in the Berkeley Barb, 
a leading underground newspaper: "The. 
universities cannot be reformed. They must- 
be abandoned or closed down. They should . 

. be used as bases for actions against society, _______ ____  _____ ___ __________________ _______
but never taken seriously. The professors■ wno Was blamed by Newark, New Jersey offi- ’ nmT TUICAnnDI!? D VITDErDMlM 
have nothing' to teach. . . . We can learn cials for helping to instigate the riots in the ■ HON. THEODORE R. K.U1 FERMAN 
more front any jail than we can from any Negro areis of that city, candidly stated the 

” S.D.S; political approach. Writing in Ram
parts, he declared: "Columbia opened a new- 
tactical stage in the resistance movement 
which began last fall: from the overnight oc
cupation of buildings to permanent occupa
tion; from mill-ins to the creation of revo
lutionary committees; from symbolic civil 
disobedience to barricaded resistance. Not 
only are these tactics already being dupli
cated on other campuses, but they are sure

university.” ’
The fact that student strikes and campus 

takeovers are less related to particular campus 
- issues than to the general desire by militant 

. student leaders to effect a, revolution, not 
only in the university, but in the society at 
large, was reaffirmed by Mark Rudd, the 

' leader of the turbulent rebellion at Columbia 
University.

In a letter; addressed to Columbia Presi- . __  ___ ____  ___ _____  ___ __ __________
dent Grayson Kirk, Rudd did not hesitate to. be surpassed by even more” militant 
to name “revolution" as the real Issue at ...............
Columbia: “*7 
that the situation is ‘potentially dangerous.’ 
For if we win, we will take control of your 
world, your corporation, your university ..... tion into refusing to accept.student demands. 
Your power is directly threatened, since we 
will have to -(destroy that power before we 
take over. . .We, the young people who you. 
rightly fear, say that society is sick and you 
and your capitalism are the sickness.
There is only; one thing left to say. . . . Up 
against the wall . . . this is a stick up!” 

There were'- two major demands presented 
by the Columbia University rebels: (1) A halt 
in the construction of a gymnasium in Morn
ingside Park.iThe project had become'highly 
controversial/It was opposed'by many Harlem 
groups as well as a growing segment of the: 
Columbia faculty. At issue were both the use 
of public park land and the architectural 

■ design which' provided for separate facilities 
and entrances for community users and uni
versity personnel, inviting the charge that 
the structure which was actually Intended 
as a service "to the community might be 

— turned into fa symbol of segregation; (2) 
Termination [of contracts with the Institute 
for Defense Analysis which, ■ Students for. a 
Democratic Society charged, "works on mill- 
t_.„ ___ _____ d ..___ ______-____:
people of Vietnam” and “develops riot equip
ment to commit mass genocide against black 
people” in the United States.

It appears, jhowever, that the take-over of

------ .; tactics.”
'You are quite right in feeling The revolutionary strategy Is to gain stu

dent appeal by raising broadly supported is
sues and then forcing the college admlnlstra-

OF NEW YORK 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ' 
Wednesday, September 25, 1968 , 

Mr. KUPFERMAN. Mr. Speaker, ~ I 
could not let the occasion go by without 
indicating my personal sense of the. 
country’s loss on the retirement of my 
friend and neighbor, Herbert Tenzer. 

When I first came down to Washing
ton after the special election in Feb
ruary 1966, for the 17th Congressional 
District of New York, I was assigned 
room 1709 of the Longworth Building, 
and happily was ensconced in the room . 
right next to Congressman Tenzer of '; 
the Fifth District of New York,

H? could not have been more gracious 
and‘helpful in all circumstances, even 
when we differed on philosophy and on • 
political questions.

As I got to know him better and to 
realize his devotion to the needs of the 
people, not only of his area, but of the . . 
country as a whole, I began better to 
comprehend the fact that the United - 
States has only been able to come to its 
present position of preeminence in the 
world, because a few men of Herbert 
Tenzer’s caliber took the time and the 
trouble to give service in spite of -per
sonal inconvenience. '

It was fortuitous that on the same 
day, we should both have announced our 
retirement and determination that we' 
would not be candidates for reelection. 
I can understand his conclusion, and 
once again, Mr. Speaker, I express my 

. own personal appreciation for his friend
ship and dedication, and look forward to 
a continuation back in our home State

Thus is created a direct "confrontation” 
between the revolutionaries and the Admin
istration. Confrontation as a revolutionary 
tactic works like this: Manipulate people 

. into a posture in which they are in direct 
conflict with a power source. Violence can 
then be created. The first element is to enlist 
broad support for the stated cause through 
the raising of false Issues. Secondly, the 
power source must be asked to make conces
sions which they cannot, or will not, accept. 
The claim is then made that the student will 
has been thwarted and the only answer is 
peaceful but extra-legal measures to gain the 
demanded changes.

While declaring their "non-violence” and 
their desire to make only reasonable changes 
in campus policy the revolutionaries attempt 
to gain strength from outside forces. Unless_. 
the school Administration has taken a strong 
stand against the revolutionaries from the 
beginning, they will soon be forced to call 
in outside help. According to Phillip Luce, 

.vwaao vu hou- “. , , this call for the police is exactly what 
tary projects [aimed at the oppression of the the revolutionaries want at this point in 

... s their program. . . .Suddenly, from some
where, a policeman is hit and he, in turn, re
taliates and hits a demonstrator. This has a 

. „. . ., chain reaction and soon there is a near riot.”
Columbia had nothing whatever to do. with As the violence Increases, spectators, who.
these issues, They were simply pretexts for a have no idea (how the violence, started, are of . New York.
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO Mr. Sulli

FROM

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
/') RACIAL MATTERS

DATE: 10/8/68

- Mr*. DeLoach
- Mr. Sullivan
- Mr. Bishop

1 
1
1 
1

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

1

To advice of highly infl 
extremist/ StokelyjCarmichael dur$n 
conference.

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr ___
Bishop _ 
Casper __ 
Callah an 
Conrad _ 
Felt _ 
Gale _ 
fe6sen
Sullivan . 
Tavel __
Trotter __ 
Tele. Room ---------
Holmes__________
Gandy

atory comments made by black\ 
a recent overseas press '

Carmichael recently.traveled to Africa
___________________________________________________ He returned to the United 

States on 9/27/68. The Department of State has furnished a
। verbatim text of a press interview by Carmichael on 9/13/68 at 

Monrovia, Liberia. In substance Carmichael declared:

Black people do not want peace in Vietnam. Black 
people want Vietnam to defeat America----- White people
are sworn enemies of black people and there can be 
no c'ompromise with them----- The only assistance white
people can give black is, "white people can^^Lther 
kill other white people or give us the m.dney'or guns 
to do it ourselves"-----There is a difference between-
a black militant and a black revolutionary; the 
militant is angry with the system and wants to be 1££ OCT 15 1968 
in. The black revolutionary wants to destroy the _____ 
system entirely. "I am not a black militant."-----The
blacks in the United States should develop a strong 
nationalism to Africa but before they leave the United 
States, "we got to burn it down. We can't leave such 
a beautiful country for them" (whites).

-mi

Carmichael's comments were so violent the press 
interview was not used on Liberian radio.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

RECOMMENDATION: HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 03-01-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg

None. For information. Information concerning the above 
has been disseminated to the Department, 
_______________ and military/intelligence agencies

PTB:fhd (6)
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MAY 1M2 EDITION
GSAFPMR (41 CFR) 101*11.0

.UNITED STATES gO^RNMENT

Memorandum
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 10/14/68

FROM

subject:

WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RM - SNCC
SEDITION

Re Birmingham airtel 8/27/68

b7
SA who observed female enter

SNCC headquarters, Washington, D.C., on 5/2/68 unable 
to positively identify her due to inadequate visibility 
when she entered the establishment. n <=-

b7C

A check of the records of Howard University, 
on 10/10/68 faiVgg^to show

' ] A
WDC, Registrar’s Office, 
any reference to a person named ______________ ____________ _

rcheck of the student roster which included recent school 
year registrants revealed the name and
\the following additional information!

Local Address ,1

Telephone number. 
Date .of. Birth:

Parent:
Permanent address:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 03-01-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg

2 - 
1 - 
WWH:typ

Bureau 
Birmingham (RM) 
WFO I da- >77^"-

5010-106

C,c

15 OCT 15 1968

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



TF 100-43503

The following sources familiar with racial matters
at Howard University. UDC, were contacted on 10/10/68 by
SA who advised they did not know|
or have information she was involved in militant racial 
activities with SHCC or Stokely Carmichael:

b2

b'7C

b7D

The indices of UFO contains no additional information
regarding

In the absence of additional information indicating 
involvement in militant racial activities, no

additional investigation regarding her is being conducted.

2



Airtel
1
1
1

To: Legat, London
From: Director, FBI (100-446080)

STOKELY 'CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

October 15, 1968

b7C

Re 0-7 dated 10/11/68 with letterhead memorandum 
enclosure captioned ’’Stokely Carmichael” dated 10/8/68 at 
Washington, D. C.

Carmichael has taken a strong antiwhite and anti-
Semitic position. It is believed that as a counterintelligence 
measure proper dissemination!

|may serve to discredit 
Carmichael.

co
q S Through your sources abroad endeavor to obtainy Vo s| background information concerning Carmichaell I
| o| It would be of particular significance

Through your sources abroad endeavor to obtain

whether
In order that there is maximum, effective utilization 

of this information, expedite your reply.
1 - Foreign Liaison Unit

PTB:ekw 
(7)

Tolson__________
DeLoach _________
Mohr____ ________
Bishop __________
Casper__________
Callahan _________
Conrad ___________
Felt_____________
Gale _____________
Rosen ___________
Sullivan_________
Tavel____________
Trotter___________
Tele. Room ______
Holmes — . ______
Gandy

(Route through for review) . .
m REC IfiULi —

19 OCT 16

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY D0309 auc tarn,.'



Date: 10/8/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via -.IRTEL
(Priority)

L

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, WFO (157-2000) (P)

W W

CONGRESS OF BLACK WRITERS 
MC GILL UNIVERSITY 
MONTREAL, CANADA 
OCTOBER 11-13, 1968 
RM

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt

! s V-

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 12 copies of 
an LHM regarding the above captioned matter.

The source referred to in the LHM is

being marked ’’Coni^tdCtitial” to protect 
a source furnishing information of value on a continuing ba

The LHM is

Pertinent sources have been alerted regarding the 
above. No WFO source has reported receiving an invitation 
to attend. Any significant information developed will be 
furnished promptly

4>Bureau (Enc. 12)
(1-100-446080) (STOKElVCARMICHAEU^

2-WFO
(1-100-43503) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

X // f ' (9 IS

WWH:jmb (/Cl P Dtcu.k(6) 6 3JU;a?j



b7C

In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535
October 8, 1968

CONGRESS OF BLACK WRITERS 
MC GILL UNIVERSITY

MONTREAL, CANADA
OCTOBER 11-13, 1968

confidential source who has furnished reliable 
in the past, ^dvised on October 7, 1968, that 

1'^;. Stokely^armichael will reportedly visit Canada during

A 
informatfifon

"October, 1968, exact datesZiot known

Source advised Carmichael often accompanies) |
___________ Source added that as 

|in New York City 
ada before returning to

/ of October /, 1968, Carmichael 
and might travel from there to 

 in Washington, D. C

^3/ /I

DECLASSIFIED BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg 
ON 03-01-2006

This document contains neiiBe? 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and Its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency*



WA...15.

FBI NEW YORK

VIA TELETYPE^

I ENCIPHERED‘-----------------—

Mr. Tolson-------- -
Mr, DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr---------- -
Mr. Bishop------ —

Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad. .. —
Mr. Felt.---------—

Mr. Gale------------
< ~yr* ^osen-----C pirTTullivan-J^—
Mr. Tavel--------

Mr. Trotter  -

9-12 PM URGENT 10-11-68 WPK

TO DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD (CODE)

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

FROM N£W YpRK 100-153751 IP

STOKELY’TARMICHAEL; RACIAL MATTERS

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISED

SUBJECT AND

A NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT RAMBLER SEDAN IN FRONT OF

OBSERVED ENTERING

Tele. Room------—
Miss Holmes ...... 
Miss Gandy ■—

NEW YORK, AT SEVEN THIRTY

PM THIS DATE. SUBJECT AND PLACED LUGGAGE IN TRUNK

OF VEHCILE AND MAYBE TRAVELLING TO WASHINGTON, DC.

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE MENTIONED IS

END

WA...R RELAY

JDR

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcq

15 OCT 15 1968

FBI WASH DC
TWO^JOPIES^WFEE r I AC IH’EIT D1A

&6 9&D



WA

FBI NEW YORK

5-27 URGENT 10-10-68 WPK

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751

VIA TELETYPE

ENCIPH ED

DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD (CODE)

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS

SOURCE, RELIABLE IN PAST, ADVISED SUBJECT OBSERVED

AT RESIDENCE

Mr. Tolson______
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr_______
Mr. Bishop_____
Mr. Casper . 
Mr. Callahan__ —
Mr. Conrad....... .
Mr. Felt________
Mr. Gale_______

.Rosen____
^rffNvan.^S

Tavel______
Trotter____

Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy_____

NEW YORK, EVENING OF TEN TEN SIXTY EIGHT

SOURCE MENTIONED IN TELETYPE IS

END

WA...R RELAY

JDR R RELAY

FBI WASH DC

2WO COPIES WFO



FD-36 (Rev.-5-22-64)

Transmit the following in CODE

F B I

Date: 10/12/68

... TELETYPEVia —__________ :---

ode)(Type in plaintex

URGeAtj/?
(Priority)

Mr. Tolson- 
Mr. DeLqach 
Mr. Mohr__ _
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

TO:

FROM

DIR

SA WFO (100-43503)

OR, FBI AND SAC NEW YORK

Bishop--------
Casper--------

Callahan;__ _
Conrad_____
Felt™_____

. Gale______.J
Mr. .Rosen------
Mr. Sm an V.. 
Mr. Tavel —— 
M&. Tratter——- 
Tele. Room... -J. 
Miss Holmes—L 
Miss Gandy., ,„ d..

stokelyRcarmichael
RM

b

SUBJECT RETURNED TO WDC AFTERNOON OCTOBER TWELVE 'NINETEEN

SIXTY-EIGHT IN NINETEEN SIXTY-EIGHT GREEN RAMBLER SEDAN BEARING 
■

NEW YORK LICENSE TWO Z NINE FOUR ZERO. HE DEPARTED RESIDENCE

AND ATTENDED RALLY; OF THE BLACK UNITED FRONT (BUF) PROTESTING 

SHOOTING OF ELIJAH BENNETT |ON OCTOBER EJGHT

LAST, HELD AT NEW SCHOOL FOR AFRO-AMERICAN THOUGHT, TWO ONE

ONE FIVE FOURTEENTH STREET, N.W., WDC. HE REMAINED IN AREA

ALL' INFORMATION CONTAINED . 1
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEjP

0 0 6. BY 6o3o9 auc tam/'mlt/tcg

INTO LATE AFTERNOON.

ADMINISTRATIVE
DATE

ABOVE SOURCE SAS WFO NY INFO.

b'7C

/2j— Bureau
-J - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO MIS
WWH:clr 

(7)

TELETYPE

Ik

l.l e"lH

ent >n Charge

ST-116

REC- 76

Per

,s OCT is 1968



FROM NEW YORK 100-153751

AT RESIDENCE

MORNING OF THIS DATE

ADMINSTRATIVE

SOURCE MENTIONED IS

END

RDR

WASH DC
WFO

NEW YORK —01--

FBI

WFO VIA WASHINGTON

115 AM URGENT 10-12-68 WTH

TO DIRECTOR AND WFO (CODE)

STOKELW-CARMICHAEL RACIAL MATTERS

SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT OBSERVED

SEC 36

lanypED rft
15 OCT 15 1968

, M TRAINOR 
£ ROOM 836

Mr. Tolson— 
Mr. DeLoach. 
Mr. Mohr-----
Mr. Bishop— 
Mr. Casper- 
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Felt____
Mr. Gale------
Mr. Rosen— 
Mr. Sullivan. 
Mr. Tavel— 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room— 
Miss Holmes—

iss Gandy

NEW YORK

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcq



FD-36 '(Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO:

M

N

4.

tn

in •r Q 
w PS if} O o •o

tn

M 
C5

G

FROM:

SUBJECT:

F B I

I

|X

S'

3S

b7C

G-

Date: 10/11/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

DIRECTOR, FBI (ATIN. DID)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS

ReWFOtel to Bureau

Mr. Tolj^n------
Mr. DeLoach 
Mr. Mohr------
Mr. B-shop----
Mr. Casper — 
Mr. t 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter...
Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy...

. n!ian..
''onrad .. 

Felt____

Rosen .
Sullivan.

(Priority)

n/mlt./t.cg

ALL INFO RM AT I ON C OW T Ai N F! 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSI 
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60' 

and NY, 10/4/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies 
of an LHM captioned and dated as above. Two copies 
of LHM are also being furnished to WFO.

The enclosed LHM is classified "ConFp^ntial" 
since it contains information from sources of continuing 
value whose disclosure would adversely effect the national 
security of the United States.

Copies 
OSI, NISO, 108th 
and SUNY.

Agents

Of

MI
LHM are being disseminated locally to 
Group, Secret Service, and USAs, EDNY

of 
Airport, NYC, were SA

NYO observing subject andl 
and SA

Source observing subject at residence at

at JFK

jSource observing subject in Washington, DC was

---------------- 2 iSUBt 
b7D F*

^3) Bureau (micIs. 11V (RM)
2- WFO (Ends. 2) (RM
1- New York

f7)_l-"Supv^ #43------- --------------------

Approved: 1 y

61 0CT2ff^1A” arge
Sent

E2O OCT



coNjrt&ailTAL (U)

TED STATES DEPARTMENT OWUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
New York, New York

In Reply, Please Refer to
File ^Bufile 100-446080

October 11, 1968

NYfiel 100-153751
DECLA001FIE D DY 60309 auo
ON 03-01-2006

Stokely Carmichael

Stoke Carmichael
arrived 4:00 AM, September 27, 1968, at John F. Kennedy
Airport, New York City, aboard Pan American Airline 
Flight 151 from Dakay, Africa. Carmichael and| 
departed airport 5:15-AM in a 1968 Ambassador rented 
vehicle. New York license 2Z940. I

A confidential source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised-the above b7c 
mentioned vehicle was observed in front of b7D

New
York, during early morning of September 27, 1968.

Carmichael observed at residence, 5015 16th
Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C. at 3:®0 PM, 
September 30, 1968.

(U
This document contains neither GEQUPjI
recommendations nor conclusions Excluded fpom
of the FBI. It is the property automa^c^down- 
of the FBI and is loaned to your gradirig and\
agency; it and its contents are declassification
not to be distributed outside
your agency. ....

CONFTDENTIAlj^

EHCUSURE



Stokely Carmichael

______________ Carmichael was observed at 
New York, October 5, 8, 9, and 

11, 1968.

-2-
CONFJISCtlAL (U)

>



S..3CDNFi&BJTW
ALL INFORMII1,TTON ■CO^JTATNED 
HEREIN Isf®CLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
■ HERE SHOIMT^THERWISE

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

r.„,o 10-14-68
Travel to Montreal, Canada, 

by Stokely Carmichael reported 
herein is for the purpose of 
attending a Congress of Black 
Writers at McGill University. 
Mnntroal  I

C)

Copies of attached have 
been furnished Inter-Division 
Information Unit of the Department 
and Attorney General.
ERSilrb



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

sper.._ 
llaban 

Conrad. 
Felt' ..

Transmit the following in,.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

M
Miss Gandy

Date: 10/13/68

CODE „ ' , 
(Type in plaintext^((code)
URGENT X

/ (Priority)

F B I

Mr. Tolson_
Mr. Dol. ach
Mr.
Mr.
Mr!

TO:

TELETYPE

DI

«oom_
: i ;ni<‘S

CTOR, FBI, AND SAC. NEW YORK < r

FROM SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, -RM"

RE WFO TEL OCTOBER TWELVE LAST.
SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT IN -W©€M)U&ING> DAY'OF OCTOBER

THIRTEEN NINETEEN SIXTY-EIGHT, AND PLANNED TO TRAVEL TO CANADA

TRAVEL BY AIR

EXACT MODE OF TRAVEL NOT KNOWN, BUT SOURCE BELIEVED HE WOULD

' b2 

. b7D 

ADVISED SUBJECT AT WDC BESIDEN

OCTOBER THIRTEEN SIXTY-EIGHT, AND CAR RECENTLY DRIVEN BY HIMj

PARKED NEARBY INTO LATE AFTERNOON,

AIRPORT POLICE, FRIENDSHIP INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

ADVISED SUBJECT AND PARTY OF FOUR DEPARTED THERE EIGHT ZERO

fo
wA

f, /
f-/

3~
£J

 Jf
' A

£<
°

FIVE

FOUR

PM, OCTOBER THIRTEEN, VIA EASTERN AIRLINES FLIGHT FIVE

TWO, ENROUTE NONSTOP, TO MONTREAL, CANADA, ARRIVAL TIME

NINE TWENTY NINE PM

ADMINISTRATIVE.

SAS FBI

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE.- 03-£i 1Y..2/006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

i it 2:... -i:
- Bureau ', /
- Teletype-Unit

2 & WFd
MR. TRAINOR
RQOM -836 9&D

- Sent ... ___ M Per
£1H 8
k pp ly^v^d * X^0-j Y (j ial Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Date: 10/16/68

Transmit the following in '__ PLAINTEXT

TELETYPE
Via _ _ __________ _

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

TO

STOKELY

DIR

FROM:

CARMICHAEL

C, WFO (100-43503)(P)

OR, FBI

RM

RE WFOTEL OCT. THIRTEEN LAST

Mr. Tolson---------
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr_______
Mr. Bishop------ —
Mr. Casper—— 
Mr. Callahan,— 
Mr. Conrad------

, Mr. Felt----------- J
Mr. Gale..____ 1
Mr. Rosen—J— 
Mr. SullivaaH- 
Mr. Tavel------

Mr. Trotter-------

Miss Holmes-------
Mis* Gandy——

COVERAGE OF SUBJECTS RESIDENCE AND CHECKS OF PLACE

F B I

FREQUENTED BY SUBJECT FAILED TO INDICATE THAT HE HAD;
*4- -- ... Cfc>

RETURNED TO WASH. D.C. ON OCT. FIFTEEN LAST

CONTACT MAINTAINED WITH SOURCES OF WFO AND " WITH

OTHER INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES FAILED TO DISCLOSE ANY ‘INFO

THAT SUBJECT IN WDC OCT FIFTEEN LAST.
. ALL INFORMATION ' CONTAIN

■ ; ■. HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED!
' DATE 03-01-2006 BY.60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

ADMINISTRATIVE:

WFO FOLLOWING

3-BUREAU
1-TELETYPE UNIT 
1-WFO

(5)

RNW:rnw

2 OCT 17 1968

MR. TRAINOR 
CROOM

'gent in Charge
Sent

oCc*° 3uerr o?.

M. Per





WFO 157-2013

FA® TWO

M A MARCH F»OM IKE F5BCIMCT TO TIB JOB OF MWTQH MATOR

WALTER ViRmgmy, ACCORDING TO amsre J Istatcr time Di&OISTJLATICH 
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10/19/M

Airtol

To: MG, WFO

From Otrantor, FBI

imikMW 1WW
RACXAli MTHEKB

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt./tcg

Beortel MUd 10/11/M*

The 10/U/M otfitioa of The Bnaftay Star** paye B-l, 5^
OOMUKUNB * JPooHmOpHOPM OflC WtOSOXy Clow CMwa SJMBKJLSS *• * IK1>*F Y

we ohowii

IniM oa 10/11/M io vocMP* to captioned natter*. Ml* tolly was \ 

■mmmnI fey tte Bleak Bnltod FfiHrt and woo kriWI ft1* front of tti 
*** WlOOi *X *SP*wMM**«MMI TflMVK* X* wto* p**w****jp* wwwlMM* <__v
ft* *ilTTI>lini1*(1 to* MWfi < a44wiA>olwt Wto* ****** ft* to* *S**MHL*S toft** ^a^wy OB^ow^®mwiw^FW^®aa a®imbb:®iSb^ar^HHOBiioo^F mm^oiw 0^0^’*

Hmm

blank MtlOMllot wvaant
tit dJuMoalM&lMk slooy wAHi jwmf rwoMooetelMtaMBi aw lo wAmHUmt 
***>>****< MWWBrhIJmwB** X* WolB«w*U

1 - 157-147 (Blank Wlted Fmt>
1 - 62-111217 (Bow SMm^T'M Mro-Aoerlcaa TImwMO 

(T) - 1M-44MM (Stokol/ l>r»i«haol>
AWseag — ' ~~—-

(•>
.O

RI
G

IN
A

L F
IL

ED
. i&

mit

Dorlac the above rally Caralchael oale~several 
inflaonatory atateooats inelwdiM owe to tho of fmM 
la order to atop pollen tentallty aeon Mite cops have 
sot to bo klMlM .

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 
* G$A GEN. KEG. NO. 27J UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

tv Memorandum
) TO The Director

5010—106

DATE:

FROM : N. P. Callahan

SUBJECT. The Congressional Record

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 03-01-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg

\76 OCT 231963

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

/'/■
/ *

In the ofiVinaigdf a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record fcfc? & O was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 
in app&OteWuTeau- cgse|&Q;ubject matter files.



F B I

Date: 10/15/68 j

Transmit the following in_______________ ________ .___ ______________________________
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via AIRTEL_______________________________________________________  |
(Priority) ।

_________________________ _ __________________________________________ -__________________________________ L__________
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM

Re San Francisco airtel 10/9/68.

For info WFO. does not have a tape of speech delivered 
by subject at Will Rogers Park in Los Angeles on 8/24/68.

Bureau
1- Los Angeles (Info) (100-68783)
1- San Francisco (Info) (157-721)
1- WFO
WWHtejj 1
(6)

cc sfite 4 H

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED-
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

b7C ________ \ \

— M 4.

UlflllW... ^^*****>^_

6 OCT 15 1968



UNITED STATES GOVEM^IENT

Memorandum
^PARTMENT OF JUSTICE

to : Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation date: October 17, 196b

from .Fred M. Vinson, Jr.
Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal Division

ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

006 BY 60309 auc tam/mltDAT E

subject: Stokely uarmichael.

This confirms the telephone conversation of___ s----
October llj between)________________________________________________
of the Bureau. We seek your assistance in investigation of 
Stokely Carmichael's statements in Washington, D. C. on 
October 12, 1968. Specifically, we request:

A verbatim transcript of Carmichael's remarks 
if such can be obtained either from our own 
sources, Washington MPD or news media.

b) A copy of the notes of any informants, local 
police officers or F.B.I. agaits who were 
present and made notes of what Carmichael said.

c) The names of witnesses who could testify 
to the content of the remarks, and the sur
rounding circumstances.

d) Any information which bears on the intent 
with which the remarks were made.

e) Any information which may show a link 
between the remarks and subsequent distur-

: bances in the city of Washington.

ix
2 OCT Jr 1968



5

Airtel

To: SAC, WFO
From:- Director, Fmf (100-446080)^^

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY
BUDED-November 4, 1968

Attached Is a letter from Assistant Attorney General, 
Fred M. Vinson, Jr., dated October 17, 1968, which is self- 
explanatory.

You should expedite the investigation requested in 
the attached letter and submit a report to reach the Bureau 
by November 4, 1968.
Enclosure 
PTB:lst

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

<6) \5^
NOTE:

Tolson .—________
.DeLoach _________
Mohr _ ___________
.Bishop __________
|Casper__________
Callahan —_______

Stokely Carmichael, a black extremist is on the 
Security Index and the Agitator Index. He recently was 
’’fired” from the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
and presently is affiliated with the Black Panther Party, 
a black extremist organization. He also is the leader of 
the Black United Front (BUF) in Washington, D.C., an organiza
tion of moderate and militant Negro leaders of the area. The 
investigation requested by the Department concerns a speech 
made by Carmichael at a BUF)meeting on October 12, 1968.

Conrad __________ _
belt_____________ _
pale _____ _ ___
posen ___________
bull Ivan_________
ravel __
P rotter |
I'eie,' RooHJ^K—J^ 
holmes ■ ______
handy ___________



TO WASHINGTON, D.Crevealed no information re his return
SOURCES REPORT NO INFORMATION THAT HE

TRIP TO CANADA
HAS RETURNED FROM HIS

ADMINISTRATIVE

WFO FOLLOWING
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DAT E 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

p

Z/

- Bureau

1 - WFO 8
1968

GWP/gwp 
(5)

M Per



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES

Memory

5010-106

Went
i

</ W Ubm
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

: SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-68783) (P)

date: 10/17/68

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
x RM

/ Re Los Angeles airtel and LHM dated 9/6/68, /
t San Francisco alrtel to the Bureau dated 9/6/68. I

Referenced alrtel and LHM set forth a transcript 
of a mechanical recording of excerpts from STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S 
speech at the Free Huey Newton Rally, sponsored by the Peace 
and Freedom Party and the Black Panther Party at Will Rogers 
Park, Los Angfeles, California, on 8/24/68.

This transcript of a mechanical recording was obtained 
by source from an unidentified Negro female, who is a member of 
the Black Panther Party, Los Angeles, California. Los Angeles 
is not in possession of any tape of a speech delivered by subject at Will Rogers Park in Los Angeles on 8/24/68.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc

1
1

2^* Bureau(RM)
-/San Francisco (RM) 
Washington Field (RM) 
Los Angeles



F B I

Date: 10/9/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL AIR MAIL_______________________________ I
(Priority) ,

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J_

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-721)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM ALL INFORMATION C>

DAT E 0 0 6 B Y auc t.am/ mlt/tcg

b7C

dated 8/30/68, at SanRe rep of SA _______
Francisco, which report contained -transcriptions of speeches 
delivered by Subject at Marin City, California 
and Oakland, California, 8/25/68, and 
Francisco, dated 10/3/68.

on 8/22/68, 
Bureau airtel to San

two tape recordings 
by___________________

Enclosed for the Bureau are 
copies of the original recording made _ __________ ~ _______

at above described speeches
by CARMICHAEL

delivered by Subject at Will Rogers Park in Los Angeles on 
8/24/68; however, if sucTT^TTecording was obtained by Los

(/ Angeles, then Los Angeles or WFO may have it
i' . i / ./ .. .

q. - Blshoft

San Francisco does not have a tape of speech

WLOSURS 
(3^- Bureau (Enc.-2)(RM)

2 - Los Angeles (100-68783)(RM)

Sent M Per _______________ :___



4-331 (Rev. 8-28-73)

BULKY ENCLOSURE
BIN # 1^. y.<j

XEROX COPY OF COVER LETTER ENCLOSED
all INFORMATION comtatmfd 
herein is uNCLASSIFIEJ 
date 03-01-2 0 OR



17-1 (Rev. 8-11-03)

ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

□ FOIA/PA d Litigation CZI Executive Order Applied

Requester: ___________________________________________________________________________________________ _
Subject: _____________________________________________________________________________________ _ ______ _
Computer or Case Identification Number: _____________________________ _____________________________________
Title of Case: _________________________________________________________________  Section _______________
* File________________________________________________________________________________________________
Serials Reviewed: ________________ ____________________________________________________________________ _

Release Location: *File Section

b2

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit

File Number: I (90 ' ______________ Section
Serial(s) Reviewed: ______________ .2-0/2-______________________ _______________________________

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number: __________ 9#"33 /7___________ ____________________________________________ _

File Number: _______________________________________________ ________  Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed:________________________________________________________________________________

FOIPA Requester: ________________________________________________________ ______ ________________
FOIPA Subject:________________________________________________________________________ _______
FOIPA Computer Number:

File Number: ________________________________________________________ Section _______________
Serial(s) Reviewed: __________________________________________________________________________

FOIPA Requester: _________________ .___________________________________.___________
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number: ______________________________________________________________________ _______

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

ATTENTION

DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE



/»# fg ff

ENCLOSURES - 2

TAPES OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL

FOR SF AIRTEL TO BUREAU

BU FILE 100-446080

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAYE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg



NOTICE

DOCUMENT CANNOT BE SCANNED

DESCRIPTION

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 03-01-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg



V';f ~ x

BRAND

Scotch
recording tape

3m

DOUBLE LENGTH
DOUBLE STRENGTH

74 IN. x 2400 FT. (6.35mm x 730m)
SILICONE LUBRICATED 7" REEL
.5 MIL TENSILIZED POLYESTER BACKING

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DAYE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/t

sJ



i

I

4

MS

■ : >

r-;ATP

magnetic Products Division |3m^

Double these times for 4-track monophonic recording.

'J

TIME 

CHART

RECORDING ONE DIRECTION
Monophonic Stereophonic 

1 Track 2 Tracks

RECORDING BOTH DIRECTIONS 
Monophonic Stereophonic 

2 Tracks 4 Tracks*

17s ips 33/. ips 71/; ips I’/a ips 3!/< ips 7‘/r ips

1200 Ft. 2 hrs. 1 hr. 30 min. 4 hrs. 2 hrs. 1 hr.

1800 Ft. 3 hrs. Wz hrs. 45 min. 6 hrs. 3 hrs. 1!4 hrs.

2400 Ft. 4 hrs. 2 hrs. 1 hr. 8 hrs. 4 hrs. 2 hrs.

3600 Ft. 6 hrs. 3 hrs. 154 hrs. 12 hrs. 6 hrs. 3 hrs.

INF OBMAT T ON CONTAINED

IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
n n by

NOTICE: The following is made in lieu of all warranties, express or implied: 
Seller's and manufacturer's only obligation shall be to replace such quantity 
of the product proved to be defective. Seller and manufacturer shall not be 
liable for any injury, loss or damage, direct or consequential, arising out of 
the use of or the inability to use the product. Before using, user shall deter
mine the suitability of the product for his intended use and user assumes all 
risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith. The foregoing may not be 
changed except by an agreement signed by officers of seller and manufacturer, 

THE TERM "SCOTCH" AND THE PLAID DESIGN ARE REGISTERED TRADE- 
MARKS OF MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY, ST. 
PAUL, MINNESOTA 55119.

TAPE PATENTED UNDER ONE OR MORE U.S. PATENTS: 2654681, 2711901.



Speech delivered by STOKELY CAHKICHAEL 

at a BL/tCK PAMTHiiR PARTY sponsored rally held 

at Larin City, California, on 8/22/68. The tape 

is recorded single track at a speed of 3 3/4 IPS.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg
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INCHES
PER SECOND 33/l ips 71/? ips 15 ips

1200 FT. 60 min. j 30 min. 15 min.

1800 FT. 1*/4 hrs. 45 min. 221/? min.

2400 FT. 2 hrs. 60 min. 30 min.

FOR DUAL TRACK DOUBLE THE ABOVE TIME

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THIS REEL OF MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE 

WILL MEET EVERY SPECIFICATION OF THE MANUFACTURER, UNDER 

NORMAL USE AND SERVICE, AND THAT THE REEL OF TAPE HAS BEEN 

CORRECTLY LABELED AND PACKAGED. OUR SOLE LIABILITY UNDER 

THIS WARRANTY SHALL BE TO REPLACE THIS REEL OF TAPE THROUGH 

THE DEALER FROM WHOM THE REEL WAS PURCHASED PROVIDED THE 

TAPE IS RETURNED WITHIN 90 DAYS FROM DATE OF SALE. THIS WARRANTY 

WILL NOT APPLY TO ANY REEL OF TAPE WHICH HAS BEEN TAMPERED 

WITH OR ALTERED IN ANY WAY, EXCEPT NORMAL RECORDING, OR WHICH 

HAS BEEN SUBJECTED TO MISUSE, NEGLIGENCE OR ACCIDENT.
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Speech delivered, by STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

at a BLACK PANTH3R PARTY sponsored rally held 

at DeFremery Park, Oakland, California on 

8/25/68. The tape is recorded single track at a 

speed of 3 3/4 IPS.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc t.am/mlt/t.cg



CARMICHAEL 
MARIN CITY, 
CALF. 8-25-68

ALL INFORMATION C0NTATNE 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 03-01— 2006 BY 6030 9



PARTIALLY SCANNED

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 03-01-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg



r
VIA TELETYPE 6

OCT 1 71968

ENCIPHERED]^
10-16-68

DIRECTOR
HONOLULU (100-6465)

ATTENTION FBI LABORATORY
ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

HONOLULU INTENDS TO COVER SPEECHES OF SUBJECT THROUGH
RE HONOLULU AIRTEL OCTOBER FIFTEEN, NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT

627 PM HST PLB
(100-446080) CODE Tele. Room. .

Holmeau.
Miss Gandy—_

*

URGENT
TO
FROM

BUREAU ALSO SHOULD SHIP ADEQUATE GOV#

TWO OF SUBJECT’S SPEECHES ARE SCHEDULED TO B

Mr. Tolitnn
Mr. DeLoaeh——
Mr. Mohr._^_
Mr. Bishop._
Mr. Casper,-^ 

. Callahan

END PAGE ONE . v
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 03-01-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg

20/3
GIVEN AT MID-DAY IN OPEN AIR ANO THIS EQUIPMENT WILL BE JJSED^

WASHINGTON --1

STOKELiuARMICHAEL; IS - MISC.; SEDITION. 00 WFO

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Gale 
Rosen . 
Sullivan 
TaveL..._____
Trotten ..

COOPERATIVE NEWS MEDIA AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES INCLUDI

WHO WILL RECORD SUBJECT’S TALKS; HOWEVER
HONOLULU ALSO INTENDS TO HAVE AGENTS PRESENT AT PUBLIC

SPEECHES TO RECORD SUBJECT. FBI LABORATORY IS REQUESTED TO
AIRMAIL HONOLULU



b?c
4 '•

PAGE TWO

OM BODY CONCEALED ONLY UNDER A SHIRT.IF MORE UP-TO-DATE 
EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE, THIS SHOULD BE FORWARDED.

PHYc,<,:'.L SUPA?E’’-’-AVXc. J
SUFFICIENT MSUR OF CARMICHAELMILL BE CONDUCTED 

TO DETERMINE HIS ACTIVITY AND CONTACTS, HONOLULU.
WFO ADVISED BY AIRMAIL.

END
RM FBI WASH DC



10/18/68

Airtel
1 - Mr. Conrad
1 -1
1 -Mr. Dunn

b7C

From:

SACs, Honolulu (100-3465)
Washington ^ield (100-43503) 

^Director, FBI (^0-446080)— 13
STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY, SEDITION

ffb ReHNtel 10/16/68.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/iilt/tcg

Provided full security is assure^- you are authorised 
to utilize Agents of your Office to record statements made by 
subject at public meetings.

Incorporate transcripts of subject1* speeches while 
in Honolulu in a report.

The subject is presently in Canada.

• For your information, the Bureau end. the Washington 
Field Office .have not. received any regaling the
subject’s trip to Honolulu. Washington Field should keep 

Honolulu advised as to data developed in :Wls regard*

Tolson ___
DeLoach _
Mohr---------
Bishop___ >
Casper___
Callahan _ 
Conrad _ __
Felt______
Gale---------
Rosen ____
Sullivan__
T avel _____
Trotter__ _
Tele. Room 
Holmes'___
Gandy /'

NOTE: Subject, black extremist leader who is affiliated
with the Black Panther Party, is scheduled to arrive Honolulu 
on Ip/24/68 and make public speechest&ire. Honolulu has 
requested equipment from the Laboratory ip order to allow 
Agents to record speeches ©^subject given*In public. Honolulu 
has noted this equipment will be concealed <s><*

, t 1 ?y '

JJD-.fWCSD -

YPE UNIT L



Airtel to Honolulu
Washington Field 

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
100-446080

In connection with our investigation of the subject 
we have been attempting to obtain tapes of his speeches 
whidi are usually very inflammatory and contain remarks calling 
for violent action by Negroes. We are keeping the Department 
advised on a continuing basis of data developed for its 
consideration as to possible prosecution of ’the subject.

■:?-k ';'-.

- 2 — 1)1
■ ■ . .' > -



Date: 10/21/68 Mr.
Mr. Gah-

Transmit the following in CODE_________
(Type in plaintext or code)

v.a TELETYPE URGENT
(Priority) I Miss

-Mtsa-Gendy..

DIRECTOR AND SACS HONOLULU, 
LOS ANGELES, 
MOBILE, 
NEW YORK 
PHILADELPHIA 
SAN FRANCISCO

FROM: SAC, WF^

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM - SNCC

A SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE

PAST ADVISED OCTOBER TWENTYONE INSTANT THAT SUBJECT AND
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The 10/15/68 edition of ’’The 
a daily newspaper of Honolulu, carried 
"No CARMICHAEL-WALLACE Visit Link." The article announced 
that STOKELY CARMICHAEL?, who had recently joined the Black 
Panther movement, was scheduled to arrive in Honolulu on 

(Pan American flight 3:10 p.m. 10/2Jij4fia<_ .CARMICHAEL is 
scheduled to speak 1 p.m. Friday , (10/25/68,' at Andrews 
Theater, University of Hawaii. EA^LZANTHONY, Minister of 
Information for the Black Panthers, will speak at 11:30 a.m 
The same evening CARMICHAEL is scheduled to make an off- 
campus appearance at 8 p.m. but the site of the speech has 
not yet been decided on. The article went on to state 
that there would be a rally on the campus at 1:30 p.m. 
10/26/68 during which CARMICHAEL will speak in the quadrangle 
between.Hawaii, Crawford and George Halls. Saturday night 

will be a dance honoring CARMICHAEL, time and place 
announced at the rally.

there 
to be

Honolulu Advertiser,” 
a story headlined

M

The news article went on to quote Black Student L 
(BSU) President JUNIOUS SIMON as stating that there wasUnion

no correlation between the groups inviting CARMICHAEL to 
Hawaii and the scheduled visit of presidential candidate 
GEORGE C 
men

WALLACE, 
were scheduled

The article went on to relate that both 
to be in town on 10/26/68 but that
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backed out yesterday and will send his brother, Circuit
Judge JACK WALLACE. SIMON denied that they invited CARMICHAEL 
because of WALLACE. He said the newly formed BSU invited 
CARMICHAEL to Hawaii as a means of getting out information 
about the Black Panthers. He said the BSU is sponsoring 
CARMICHAEL’S trip to Hawaii, but it does not mean that 
the group is identifying with Black Panther ideology.

On 10/15/68

SAC PAUL H. FIELDS, Jr., and SA
1 was contacted by

He
advised as follows:

There are perhaps some 50 Negro students among the
almost 17,000 full-time students registered at the University 
of Hawaii. A group of approximately 35 Negroes have attempted 
to organize under the name of the Black Student Union. They 
have not as yet been accredited as a student organization 
at the university and because they have announced that 
membership will only be open to those of the black race, 
they will undoubtedly not be given approval. However, they 
have received an interim acknowledgement and equipped with this, 
the group obtained a student loan from the Associated Students 
of the University of Hawaii to bring CARMICHAEL to Honolulu 
to speak. Contrary to the story in "The Honolulu Advertiser" 
of this date, members of the group were anxious to bring 
CARMICHAEL to Honolulu because of WALLACEb intended visit.
The group had decided they would not picket or harass WALLACE; 
they would not even acknowledge him, but instead would 
invite a black speaker to talk at the university during 
his visit.

stated frankly he dojabts that CARMICHAEL

b / C

b7D

will make the trip inasmuch as it has been announced that 
GEORGE WALLACE has cancelled his scheduled visit.

Honolulu intends to cover and record speeches of 
CARMICHAEL by use of Agents and confidential sources ,_______  
including!

as soon as the sound trained Agent
in this office is able to survey the sites of CARMICHAEL’S 
speeches, the Bureau will be advised in detail of the 
coverage intended.
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Ladies and gentlemen. Once again welcome to Meet the Press. This is 
Ed Bouey (EB) and once again we are at the Press Club at the Ducor 
Hotel. This time our guest is an internationally known leader of 
young people throughout the world, Mr. Stokley Carmichael (SC) and 
of course the moment the newsmen learned that he was going to visit 
Liberia, everyone looked forward to meeting him. I am happy at this 
time to have you hear from Mr. Carmichael. In keeping with our usual 
procedures, we will first ask him to make an opening statement and 
then we will open the floor for questions from members of the press. 
Ladies and gentlemen, Mr. Stokley Carmichael.

SC - Good afternoon. That sounds very American—-Meet the Press. It 
is very un-Afrioan. That is my first statement. Secondly, I would like 
to say that rather than have a statement it would be much better if we 
had questions from the press so that I could find out what's on people's 
minds in Liberia and what questions I could answer. I will try to 
answer as honestly as possible. In that way we could get out what the 
people of Liberia would like to know rather than me just rambling on.

EB - Fine. We will go right over. I know the press manager is waiting. 
Suppose each of you identify yourself and the newspaper or the news 
organ that you represent. —

Mr. Carmichael, I am Ernest B. McClain of the Liberian Age. Could you 
please explain to me the term "black power.'* I understand that you 
maybe coined this word, or I don't know what to call it.

SC - Mr. McClain, power is the ability to make phenomena act in the 
desired manner. Black power would be the ability for black people to 
make phenomena act in a desired manner. Let me give you an example. 
Africa is the richest contimnt in the world. But Africans do not 
control the resources of our very continent. It is controlled by out
side forces, particularly white western powers. So that the resources, 
White western people have the power to make the resources act in a 
desired manner. Those resources act 'towards the benefit of the white 
western powers and against Africans. Now if we had black power in 
Africa, we could make the resources work for the benefit of the masses 
of our people. That is a clear example of black power.

Another question, Mr. Carmichael. I want you to comment on America's 
involvement in Vietnam because last year you went to Hanoi and, upon 
your return to the States, your passport was seized by the State Depart
ment and, after some legal battle, you happened to gain it back.

; /6 6 -
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SC - I should, clarify that I did. not get back the passport after any 
legal maneuvers, I got it back only after several African diplomats 
put pressure on the State Departmentj that legal maneuvers never get 
back a passport. As a matter of fact, legality is only there to 
uphold the status quo and since the State Department took my passport,
no legality could get my passport back because the State Department
is the most legal body there is in the U. S. In order to get the pass- 
t-ort back, I had to use extra-legal methods. As far as the involvement 
wf the U. S. in Vietnam, I think it is just another facet of imperialism. 
The U. S. is there to try and acquire a base in Vietnam so that it can 
attack China which is the main threat and the stumbling block to white
western imperialism. Black people in the U. S* are against the war in
Vietnam. Wg_jia_-npj;jwant peace in Vietnam. We want the Vietnamese to 
.defeat America because the Americans have no business there and we

ourselves, who are figntxng forinamese bed
-»lf-determinationt will win their fight.

’ hi"1 11 111 i>rr ' "" 'f""""~*,'***>^J*M^**^r***<***w***~~~ri1irT—■ .. ..  ...SZ ..

KB - Mr. Carmichael, will you review again some of the places that 
you covered in that last trip-r-that exciting trip that you made around 
so many parts of the globe.

SC - We went to England and we- can no longer return. We went to 
Cuba. We went to China. We-went to North of Vietnam. We went to 
Algeria. We went to the U.A.R. We went to Sierra. We went to Guinea. 
We went to Tanzania. We went to the revolutionary countries of the 
world.

EB - With reference to the opinions that you just expressed about 
Vietnam and China, I wonder if you’d just give your over-all evalu
ation or opinion as to communism as such versus the free world. Do 
you consider communism a threat or do you feel the communists are 
content to stay within their own territorial limits, or do you feel 
they will continue their aggression from one country to another?

SC - Okay. Then we should first make the major assumption correct.
It is incorrect the way you stated. It is not a question of communism 
versus the free world. Communism is an economic system, so it will be 

..... cnmmiinistm versus capitalism, which is also ah economic system. I am 
opposed to capitalism. I am unalterably opposed to capitalism. In a 
world conflict it would be capitalism versus imperialism, imperialism 
being the highest stage of capitalism. I am totally opposed to imperi
alism. Now then to your second question about containing communism.

UNCLASSIFIED
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The United States of America, white people in America, say that they 
must protect the communist world and the main threat they say today 
is no longer Russia, but rather China. The U. S. has 2500 bases 
outside of its continental borders. China has none. There are no ;
armed forces bases belonging to Chinese outside of China. There are 
2500 American bases outside of the U. S. I think the people from 
Liberia can decide who is fighting who.

(laughter and background voices)

EB - How about this—-looking at it just as an outsider far away from 
a communist country but just what we learn from the newspapers—and 
I myself have only been to one communist country, in Czechoslovakia, ,
But however, the opinion we get is that the communists, whatever else 
they are, that each country that is communist today is communist not J
because the people chose communism in a free and open election, but I
even from the Soviet Union itself communism seemed to have moved in a >
path of blood.

SC - I would have to stop you right in your path not because of ill '
manners but because of enthusiasm for the truth. Ho Chi Minh was I
elected in a free election in North Vietnam which was accepted by the 1
■United Nations and signed by every major western power except the I
U. S. So Ho Chi Minh was elected in a free election. So you are in- I
correct when you say any country. You may proceed. I

EB - All right. Let ub assume you are right on that. I

SC - It is a fact. Don’t assume. I

.EB - Yes. I

SC - It is a fact. Anybody in the room who .works for the press should I
know that Ho Chi Minh was elected in a free election as president of I

■North Vietnam. It is a fact. I
EB - All right. Now what I am trying to get to is simply this—a I

■very simple point now. We feel that if the communists or anybody else, I
whatever they choose to do, if they do it within their own territorial I 
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borders and don't harm anybody else, if they choose to get up every 
morning and stand on their heads for two hours and then walk on their 
hands the rest of the day, that is their business and we couldn't 
care less. But when they begin this matter of terror and aggression, 
forcing their way of life upon other people, in their countries, this 
is where we feel the trouble comes, see? Now what do you say about that?

SC - Why I agree wholeheartedly with you. That is why I say I wonder 
why is it necessary for the U. S. to have 2500 bases outside of its 
continental borders. If the U. S. is not trying to push its way of life, 
its value system and its own interests in other countries, there would 
be no necessity for it to have 2500 bases outside. China has no bases 
outside of China, so I do not see the Chinese manipulating and pushing 
their way of life on other people. China is not involved in Vietnam. 
The U. S. is in Vietnam. Why is the U. S. in Vietnam, 8000 miles away 
from home? Certainly it cannot be fighting for democracy, and freedom 
and justice. Nobody believes that any longer. Black people of the U. S. 
are standing proof against that. It is therefore, it’s no reason - 
what I am saying is that what the U. S. says the communists are trying 
to do is, in fact, what the U. S. is doing, has been doing, and will 
continue to do, unless it is stopped by armed force - not by peaceful 
coexistence, by armed force. - -

EB - All right, here's a young man oyer here.

. ___________ I represent the Daily Listener. Mr. Carmichael,
let us go back to your concept of black power. The late Martin Luther 
King advocated non-violence as a means by which to get the negro his 
place among the whites. Now in your concept of black power what • . . 
means by which you hope to attain black power?

.1 . • -
SC - I think there are two assumptions in your statement which I 
disagree with. Let me clarify the latter and then I will talk about 
non-violence. You said that Dr. Martin Luther King, I am paraphrasing 
your words, if I am incorrect, correct me. You said that Dr. Martin 
Luther King wanted non-violence so the negroes could get their place 
among whites. Is that correct? That means that you are assuming that 
black people want to be among whites. Then you have made a conscious 
decision that what white people have is good and that we should fight 
to enter that which is already established. I think that to do that 
is to, what philosophers call, a priori, make a decision.
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You cannot automatically assume that what white people have is good. 
I think what they have is bad. I certainly don’t want to be part of 
Vietnam. I don’t want the history of the white western powers. There 
is not one white western country in the world that came to power without 
raping Africa. Not one. I wouldn’t want that as my history. So to 
assume that the system that white people have is good is incorrect 
thinking. I think the correct way to do is to assume, what is the 
problem of black people, how to solve their problem, and what system 
is going to allow them to live a life as all human beings should live. 
If we view the situation that way, we see the black people have no 
problem. Their only problem is oppression from white people which 
reflects itself in racism and imperialism so that the solution is to 
wipe out racism and imperialism and then we could move on to discuss.

Now, there is then in my ownmind^ncL^iLace^.f.oiL.non^v.iolence in such a 
stjq^gle. XtMr^ThaQ^x^SIZaQeZAf^w5£3i^^^T,,Ia^TreaK,^T 
King. I think Ke was a great manTficSlofmer^TnSl fif* compassion, 
and certainly very divine, because to err is human and tS^give is 
divine. Unfortunately, I am more' human that .1 am divine. If anybody 
slaps me, I am going to kill them. If anybody harms my people, I am 
going to kill them. It is as simple as that as far as I am concerned. 
I do not think that you are going to get anywhere with non-violence 
because western imperialist powers did not make, you slave through non
violence nor do they maintain their systems through non-violence. 
They maintain their system through violence. Then I have absolutely 
no problem with it at all. I am totally against any concept of peaceful 
coexistence. I think^armed-Struggle is,.the,.s^^ 
peoples^£^he_worjd, And jeal^^ally^d^a^^
pere^^a?y^LM4»ng^te^ , :
will continue to do so until my death. ___ 
'____ r_—J ■ 111....

Mr. Carmichael, do you support the ideal of setting out the black state 
in America?

SC - There are a lot of problems with that at this point. ... I 
;think that as black people try to analyze the problem of racism; 
that’s one of the solutions they come up with, but I think at this 
point we couldn’t really ask for that because our safety is in our 
■proximity to white people. Because the U. S. is so close to them, 
they cannot do as they would like to do to us. They cannot drop
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napalms on us or drop bombs on us because we live in their cities. 
To destroy us now would be, in fact, to destroy them.

I think certainly what you are going to find in the U. S. is a mental 
segregation of the races. Black people mentally are going to, as much 
as possible, are going to move away from white people, but in terms 
of geographically moving at this point, no, and secondly, because the 
white man not going to give anybody no states. Because when the white 
man came to America he did not beg the Indians for the land. He took 
it. He killed the Indians and he took the land. So that if we want 
states instead of talking about it we are just going to have to kill 
them and take it.

I hope you don’t get offended at the next question, Mr. Carmichael.

SC - I would never get offended.

'You see, some white American writers consider you to be a radical 
element. What’s your comment about that?

SC - Mao Tse-tung says if the enemy is not disturbed, you are no 
threat.

(laughter)
EB - Mr. Carmichael, may I ask you this, please. On this program some 
time ago we had as our guest Senator Edward Brooke from Massachusetts 
in the U. S. Now, in the course of Mr. .Brooke's remarks, he was asked 
about the position of the negro people in America who were saying that 
the number one problem in the U. S. was the problem of racial harmony, 
;etc. In the course of his answer, he pointed put that he felt the 
fight for survival, I mean he does not say we should neglect the fight 
for racial justice, etc., but he felt that the fight for survival of 
the nation had priority over the domestic problems as such. Now I 
was going to ask you, in terms of some of the remarks that you made a 

while ago, how would you reconcile the position you apparently hold to 
see the communist countries succeed in this conflict at the expense 
of your own nation?

SC - Let us make a number of things clear. Number one, I do not see 
the conflict, and I made that quite clear in the beginning of the 
program. You do. I explained to you I don't see any conflict because

. W UNCLASSIFIED 9
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I don't see China having any bases outside of China* I see the 
U. So having its bases outside of the U. S., so I see no conflict. 
You see the conflict. The imperialists say they see the conflict 
so that for you to say that I want communism to win is at best for 

‘ you to misunderstand me, at worst for you to lie about my state-
; ments, and I don't think you would do that. Since we have clarified
; that, we can now move on to your second point. I^y nation. The

U. S. is not now, nor has it ever been, the nation of any black man.
, It has been the black man's biggest enemy.

EB - May I ask you, you do have an American passport, do you?

SC - Yes. Yes, I do. . Let me explain. A whole is the sum total of 
; its parts, is it not? And if a whole is missing some of its parts, 
1 it is not a whole. For example, if you have a car without a steering 
: wheel, it is not a car. Or if you call it a car, it is a nonfunc- 
' tioning car. Would you say that? Then if you live in America and 

you do not enjoy all the rights and privileges of an American, you 
are a nonfunctioning American. Would you not say? Do you think that 

; people enjoy all of the rights and privileges in America? Since they 
■ do not, obviously they are nonfunctioning Americans. So that we are 

not concerned with the nation. It is not our nation. The nation in 
■ the U. S. has caused us more problems than anything else we know.
: Maybe communism would be better. It certainly can be no worse than 
jfwhat we've lived under for the last 400 years.
I,:.... ■

•• EB - Mr. Carmichael, may I just ask you this. What would be your 
' comments on the statements of some people from America who cite 
' whatever progress has been made, economic, social, etc., as far as 

the interest of the Negro people in America, how would you, do you 
’ completely discount this progress, or do you feel it is negligible 
' in terms of the total situation?

SC - Progress must be defined by the oppressed. It cannot be defined 
■ by the oppressor. Is that correct?. We say that the system of the 
j U. S. is that which oppresses us. Until there is progression in 
! terms of the changing of that system, there is no progress. If

there is progression within that same system, there is no progressions 
there is only delusion.
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Mr. Carmichael, an ex-convict named. Eldridge Cleaver of the Black 
Panthers. He is known as the minister of information. He was 
speaking recently to some young attorneys and he was asked what 
can the white man in America do to help you in your cause, and he 
said kill some white people or make them act in a prescribed manner. 
What do you thinkabout this statement? , , . „ . >_

SC - Let me first say that I am a member of the Black Panther party. 
■I am the Prime Minister of that party and Mr. Cleaver is the minister 
of information. We work very closely together and I agree 100 per 
icent. White people can either kill some of those white people or give 
us some guns or the money to buy the guns so we can kill them.

- Pause -
EB - Mr. Carmichael, there are some other press men who just ...

SC - I can’t understand why everyone seems so surprised. I think the 
trouble is that oppressed people are always afraid to fight for their 
own liberation because the oppressor has so thoroughly dehumanized 

;them, but they are willing to fight at the drop of a hat. Liberians, 
for example, fought in World War II. God knows for what. They are 
not fighting for South Africa. It seems to me that they should be 
more willing to pick up a gun and fight in South Africa than to go 
fight in North Europe for land which they did not even get after they 
fought. It is a fact that people who are oppressed are afraid to 
face their oppressor. But there are some Africans today on the 
continent and abroad who are not afraid to face the oppressor. We 
will face them with bullets and with guns and we are willing to do 
that.

EB - Mr. Carmichael, I think it might be of interest if you would 
clarify, are you saying that you feel there is very little, or perhaps 
ho opportunity for the black man to find what he is looking for within 
the present systems, that you feel an entirely new system has to be 
introduced in order to accomplish this.

SC - That is absolutely correct. There are two types of black groups 
and black spokesmen in the U. 8. today. There is the black militant 
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and there is the black revolutionary. Now the black militant is an 
angry black man who is yelling at the system to let him in. The 
black revolutionary wants to destroy the system. So you find a lot 
of black militants today who are yelling and saying the U. S. is. 
terrible, but as soon as they get a job for about $10,000 a year, 
then, well, then"maybe we could work it out" —that is a black 
militant. A black revolutionary says you must destroy the total 
system so that the masses of our people can live decently. I am 
not a black militant.

Mr. Carmichael, both parties in the U. S. have now lined up their 
candidates for the presidency. Now do you support either of them 
in addition to the black power movement and the Negro problem in the 
U. S.?

SC - You came late so we should explain to you that there is no such 
thing as, I use your own words, Negro problem. There is only a white 
problem. In relationship to that, I do not see that black people can 
vote for any of the candidates, any of the three candidates, please 
do not leave out Mr. Wallace because he is playing a very important 
role and he is gathering an awful lot of people around him. He is 
polarizing the camp. It is the job of the liberals to stop the 
confrontation but Mr. Wallace's job is to heighten the confrontation. 
It is my job to heighten the confrontation also. So you should not 
.leave out Mr. Wallace. But I also think that what electoral politics 
have proven to black people this year is that we can no longer depend 
upon them, that they have never been any group, they have just been 
a trick of the bourgeoisie anyway and that political power grows out 
of the barrel of a gun as Mao Tse-tung says. a.ndJia^i^Ljaoja^fctw«»^

Mr. Carmichael, so in that case do you think that if Senator Robert 
Kennedy was alive and he had been successful in becoming the next 
president of the U. S. he would have helped you to solve some of 
your problems?

SC - White people do not help me to solve my problems. They help 
themselves to solve their own problems because we say it is their 
problem. For example, I did not invent slavery. Black people did 
not invent slavery. White people did. Black people do not keep
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: themselves poor. White people keep us poor. Black people do not 
keep themselves unemployed. White people keep us unemployed and 
when these conditions begin to produce a violent reaction, then it

; is white people who produce that violent reaction. Not black people.
- So that if Kennedy, was elected, then we could go on your statement 

whether or not he would have helped solve the problems. I do not
'»• think so. I think of all the candidates running Kennedy was the

1 most fascist, he was the most fascist. ajSTThaF he woulTTiave*'"set the 
I-1 stage for fascism in the U. S. much easier than Humphrey, Nixon or 
I I Wallace. He was an international white supremicist of the U. S.
I I He thought the U. S. should rule the world.

vou have always advocated that black people should come together.
, In what form do you want this thing to happen - politically? Do
; you want to say that white people should have their own country or 

something, how do you want the black people to come together?

; SC - To come together politically, economically and culturally so 
that we can have a single purpose, a single aim and fight our common 
enemy.

I am Jonathan Massaquoi from the University of Liberia. I want to 
know - you said it is the white man’s problem, it's not a black 
man's problem - but also you talk about a revolutionary group and 

■ a militant group and you are not in the militant group which means -
I am to understand that you are in the next group, and there are 
prerequisites and courses for revolution. So if Kennedy, as someone 
said, was not going to help - you said he was not going to help the 
black man, so, I mean, then just tell me briefly what is the business 
about this revolution?

SC - What's the business of revolution?

JM - The main idea of this revolution.

SC - A revolution means a total abrupt change, an overthrow of one 
and imposing of another. In governmental terms, revolution means the 
overthrow of one government, one governmental system, and replacing

■■ it with another governmental system. You must understand revolution. 
Revolution is not just the replacing of governments. For example,

f you've had in Africa many coups, military coups; they're not revo
lutions; they are just military coups, they are just people at the 
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top fighting for power. .Revolution is. when the system, the old 
jiystem, is changed totallyT^ What does thaTnmeanT'''^^

In the U. S. black people are fighting against racism and imperialism 
The system of the U, S. arouse from institution-racism and, of course 
precipitates imperialism. That means that if you talk about revo
lution, you talk about destroying the system now that’s there and 
replacing it with a system that does not allow racism and does not 
allow imperialism. Okay. So that means that you are not now in
volved in a revolution. Revolution comes only when.vou_ha.ve.aei ze<L-» 
power. For example, Fidel Castro fought in theSierra Maestres for 
several years but that was not the Cuban revolution. The Cuban revo
lution did not begin until Fidel walked into Havana, chased Batista 
and the American lackeys out and said, ’’Today, this day, I claim this 
Island for the masses of Cuban people." On that day the revolution 
began.

The _period preceding the revolution is called armed struggled That’s 
when revolutionary foi^es^Hg^r'^^3na^EeMTtatusnSuoTwl£eir forces. 
And that’s a violent struggle. It’s not a non-violent struggle.
It’s a violent struggle. ^d_whai^aieGU»4Mwe--BW-4n-thaJG.__S. is the 
beginning of. armed struggle*.. For example, the sniping of policemen 
on a regular basis in the U. S. is the beginning of that armed 
struggle and the dynamiting of certain factories and plants is the 
beginning of that terroristic activity that leads and heightens the 
contradictions to a full armed struggle that leads either to the 
victory or the defeat of the revolution.

EB Mr. Carmichael, while you were down in Cuba,, what about Che 
Guevara? What did you think about him?

SC - I thought very highly of him. I still do. He’s one of my 
heroes.

EB - Most of the pressmen were here with us just two days ago 
when we had a press meeting with a visiting Lieutenant General from 
the U. S., Benjamin 0. Davis, the highest ranking Negro general in 
the Army. Now in discussing - I mean just thinking militarily, we 
sort of wonder a little bit how you feel it's feasible or possible 
that one-tenth of a population could militarily defeat the 90 per
cent. - .
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SC - In the first place, we are not one-tenth of the population. 
We are much more, but let us not even deal with that. It is in a 
war not technology that decides who is the victor, but it is the 
Will of the people. For example, let us take Vietnam. Here is a 
small, little country less than, one-tenth the population of the 
U. S., less than one-tenth the size of the U. S., and less than one- 
tenth the economic wealth of the U. S., yet the Vietnamese are defeat
ing the U. S. of America every single day.

EB - Nr. Carmichael, we have discussed this matter with some of the 
people from other communist countries like, say, the North Koreans 
both the North Koreans and the South Koreans and the Russian dele
gates, etc., who try to give us their side of it. However, we were 
generally of the opinion that U. S. - the military objectives of the 
U. S. Forces in Vietnam - was not to destroy North Vietnam, because 
I think’most’people would agree that the might of the U. S. Forces 
could wipe out Vietnam in about ten minutes if they wanted to.

SC - The objective is not to wipe out, to raze, to level Vietnam. 
The objective is to win. In a military campaign, the objective is 
to win ... unless you are a warlike country and your budget is 
just geared to warfare and you need warfare in order to continue 
living. You wouldn't say that of the U. S., would you?

EB - Well, the South Vietnamese that were here, they tell us that 
they invited the U. S. in to help protect, to help them get the 
people, the aggressors, off of their part of the country; in other 
words, from the 17th parallel down, they said, wa.s supposed to 
their part of the country and these people gfcggtVP from the North, 
they said, and swept down on them and took just/all of their country, 
and they called in an outside friend; in fact, one or two other 
Countries they mentioned. There are five of them altogether, I 
believe they said, that were helping in this effort. But the idea 
was they are not fighting in North Vietnam. They feel they are only 
fighting a defensive fight to protect their own homeland.

SC - I have read the figures of the U. S. every day, how many 
Vietnamese they have killed. It seems to me that North Vietnam 
is the fastest producing nation in the world and each of us must 
try to figure it out, and I don’t know" if North Vietnamese can 
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afford, to keep sending those many people every day unless the 
women must have found some way to speed up the reproduction basis 
where they reproduce children every three months, and then the 
children are grown within three years, because they never stop 
coming. Obviously that's not true. Obviously the South Vietnamese 
are fighting against the U. S. and if the South Vietnamese called 
in the U. S., at "test they’re cowards cause they can't fight their 
own fight. Got/call somebody else, (laughter) The North Viet
namese haven't called in anybody and North Vietnam is the same size

; as South Vietnam. North Vietnam - South Vietnam has more military 
, power than North Vietnam, so South Vietnam is overpowered, out- 
’ numbered, out controlled, out maneuvered North Vietnam. Yet they 

have to call in the U. S. of America. That does not make sense to 
me.

' EB - Well, Mr. Carmichael, we have also talked with the Tass people 
: here and they tell us that as much as 80 percent of the military aid 
: coming into North Korea (sic) was coming from their country. And 
? they also stated that both China and all the other eastern European 

communist countries were also contributing to North Vietnam.

; SC - That's a good gesture. They need to. But this is an argument 
i that is raised time and time again against poor Vietnam. I think
it is very unfair. Do you remember the Vietnamese fought the French, 

i Who helped them when they were fighting the French? No one. They
fought it by themselves. The Vietnamese believe in self-reliance.

। They do not' depend on anyone else to fight their fight. It is their 
'fight and they fight it. If they get any aid from any other country, 
it is just a bonus. This is a bonus. So that I think that every 
way you look at it the arguments are clearly refuted against U. S.

■ It has absolutely no business in Vietnam. There can be no justi- 
' fication for it. None whatsoever. None whatsoever. According to 
I that basis, then black people of America had the right to call

Russia in to fight the U. S. because they aggressed against us. 
। They come into our communities and shoot us down like dogs. So, 
> therefore, we have the right to go to Russia, to China or to any 
j other country and ask them to come in to America and fight the 
j power structure.
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But, Mr. Carmichael, the white Americans have said, that they are 
trying to defend, democracy. What do you say about this, in Vietnam?

SC - Since I am black and live in America, I don't know what 
.democracy means. You will have to define it for me and then 
.having defined it, I'd have to tell you if I understand it and if 
■I understand it, tell you if I am willing to fight for it. I can
not fight for democracy for South Vietnamese when I don't have 
democracy in the very country in which I live. It doesn't make 
sense. Now you certainly cannot think the black people have democ
racy in America. I mean even the most brain-washed African could 

■ see for himself the black people do not have democracy in America. 
And so, if you agree with me that we don't have democracy in America, 
doesn't it - does it make sense to go and fight for somebody else's 
democracy before you have your own? It is like the Algerians fighting 

; in Vietnam. The French were oppressing the Algerians and they were 
:running off whistling - what's the French National Anthem - running 
'• to Vietnam to kill the Vietnamese and then coming back home to have 
: the French slap them. A man who does that is totally dehumanized.
i He cannot think. He is a mindless person. All he is is body and 
he is used. Certainly. Do you think that I could leave the U. S.

i of, America and go to Vietnam knowing that a white man can come in 
'and shoot my wife, slap my wife, beat up my sister, or rape my mother.

How could I do that? First I have to straighten out this white man 
and then think about going to Vietnam, (laughter)

Yes, Mr. Carmichael. Yes, I am just coming in so I want to ask you 
one question. And this question is in line with this Vietnamese 
question. I like to know your opinion of these Russians and Chinese, 
whether they are involved in this war, in this Vietnamese war, because 
we understand they are carrying Mig, these Migs and everything else.

SC - Well, I certainly think the Russians and Chinese are giving aid 
to Vietnam. No one has denied that. No one has denied that. As a 
matter of fact, I contributed to the North Vietnamese. If I had Migs, 
I would give them Migs. If I had bazookas, I would give them bazookas. 
Yes, because I believe in standing on the side of the just and as long 
as there's a side that is just, I will fight for the side that's just.
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i No man can shut me up or make me fight against a just side. I will 
I not fight an injust war for anyone and I will always stand on the 
' side of justice. That’s why I support the North Vietnamese. I 
" support the Arabs. I support the revolutionary struggles in the 

world today against imperialism. Because they are just fights.
"• Because they are just fights.

' Mr. Carmichael, isn’t it true that the black people of the U. S., 
1 for example, is not as much concerned as what is happening in 
1 Africa like the Jews of the U. S. are concerned what is happening 
j. in-the Middle East. Because somebody - I read in the paper recently, 

for example, why this thing happened in Nigeria and with coups and 
bloodshed, you don’t get any effective reaction from American blacks. 
Just like the Jews come to put their lot of money and the Arabs, too, 

: in the Middle East crisis.

SC - Let me - I agree with you. I do not think there’s as much 
I reaction for Africa as there is from Jews for Israel, but that 
■ is because Jewish people have never been forced to out their ties 
'with Israel - so-called state. As a matter of fact, they were the 
; ones who built the so-called state of Israel. The Jewish people 
; in the U. ,S. who saved their money and sent . . . because it’s been 
a creation since 1948. Now it’s different because Africans living 

' in the U. S. have been forced politically, economically, culturally 
, and physically to break their ties with Africa. We have been taught 
। to be ashamed of Africa so that we have never wanted to be a part 
’ of Africa, and we’ve been taught that by the white man. But now 

1 I do not think that what you say is correct about the concern for 
Jewish people in America over Israel and black people in America 
over Nigeria and Biafra. They are different situations. In Israel, 

■ it is just a question of you’re for Israel or you’re for the Arabs.
Your people or against the Arabs. In the U. S. it is different. We 
do not want to side with Biafra or Nigeria because what we see is 
a war between our people, our brothers killing each other for the 

'white man's interest, and so we cannot really side. Our job is to 
; try and stop our brothers from fighting. If you came into a room 
land you had two brothers and your two brothers were fighting because 
i somebody was making them fight, you wouldn't side with one brother
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and. beat up the other brother.. You would, try to get in between them 
iand stop them from fighting. Sit them down and then reason with them. 
5The first thing we have to do is stop them from fighting and that’s
why there is no over-reaction. You can’t take sides when your brothers 
jfight. You want to try and stop them from fighting first.

!Yes. Another question. The late Malcolm X said that the best way to 
;solve the Negro problem in the U. S. was to give the black man his 
own community. Do you agree with this preposition?

i \
i SC - We have to go back to that Negro problem again, but we have 
:discussed that several times so we’ll let it slide. I think that 
'it's clear that black people must control our own communities in the 
U. S., and we must do that by any means necessary. Now I think that 

!that’s going to just prolong our struggle because I don’t see how 
we're gonna exist inside an imperialist country and be against imperi
alism. I mean they would just wipe us out. But I think as long as 
we are conscious of those problems, then we'll try ,and see how to

!solve them. f

।EB - Mr. Carmichael, you made a statement in reference to your favoring 
the Arab cause in the Middle East. Would you state the basis or reasons 
for this?

SC - Yes. Absolutely. ''The Zionists went to Lord Balfour of England 
and they asked him, after World War I, for land. He gave them Palestine 
He did not consult the Palestinian Arabs about it. He gave them Pales
tine. They then went and took Palestine. They tried to convince 
European Jews to come to Israel. The European Jews would not go to 
Israel. It was not until Hitler came along and began to massacre the 
Jews that Israel began to be inhabited. Then what the Zionists did 
were, to equate the prosecution of Jews in Germany with the establish
ment of the so-called state of Israel. You have what is philosophically 
called a non sequitur, that one chain doesn’t necessarily mean that 
another follows. Just because Jews are persecuted in Germany is no 
reason for them to get land, from the Arabs in Palestine. So that I 
am against it because they took the land. I am against it because the 
land does belong to the Arabs and it's their land and they have to 
decide what is to be done with their land who can come to their land 
and under what conditions they can come to their land. I am against 
it because the Zionists have a worldwide propaganda of anti-semitism 
so that people are afraid to speak of the problem without being called
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Janti-semitic, and. the European Jews who use that do not even admit 
.that the Arabs are also a Semitic people. So that when they say 
.that you are anti-semitic because you take the stand of the Arabs, 
.they themselves are being anti-semitic because they are not allowing 
jthe Arabs, who are a Semitic people, to be called Arabs. And I am 
against the so-called state of Israel because I think it’s an unjust 
"war because it’s a base of imperialism to help spread its tentacles 
into Africa and control Africa.

■EB - Mr. Carmichael, we realize that time's running out. We appre
ciate so much your having—— I see the fellows are still requesting — 
maybe we can take one more question, huh? They're hitting me from 
all sides here. Three more questions. All right.

;In answer to one of the questions, you agreed that it is good for the 
black people to have their community in the U. S. Please may I know 
-why you insist that this community should be in the U. S. instead 
■of in Africa, as one African leader has suggested once that the 
'black people in America should come back to Africa where they ori- 
Jginally belong.

SC - I think there are a number of reasons. I think that revolution 
■comes about for a number of reasons, but one of the most important 
treasons, two of the most important reasons, must be the right time 
and the right people. Two very, very important reasons. I think 
jthat that's why we're going to find revolutionary warfare developing 
around the world because it is the right time and the right people 
.are fighting. Now I say that because I agree that Africa is our 
.'home. There is no doubt about that. But we had a debt to pay. We 
can do that with an advantage for us. I am African. No matter where 

«I am, I am African. Nobody can convince me that I am anything else 
but African. So that my first allegiance i^jJ^AJie mother continent, 
'Africa. I recognize that Africa is not strongjffiLlitarily to defend 

■ itself against the U. S. I know the U. S. wants to more and more 
icontrol, economically, politically and culturally, Africa. I think 
'the best protection against that would be that Africans living in the 
!U. S. develop a nationalism to Africa so strong that if the U. S.

1 tries in any way to intervene into Africa that Africans living within 
i the U. S. will begin to blow it up and that becomes then a protection
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for Africaj for example, if let’s say that the ANC and PAK (sic) 
began to really move in South Africa and the U. S. decided to 
intervene into South Africa. If the U. S. did that, if you could 
arouse the consciousness of Africans living in the U. S., they could 
begin to blow up the cities and force the U. S. to withdraw from its 
confrontation; that’s one. .Number two there is a debt that must be 
paid because—we_ -built America. I mean black people", ‘wenEu^i’Tt”;^
pur sweat, our blood; we picked^he'’coTronj^wS”ffiad'e—the-^ailroads; 
we built the ditches; we built it and after building the most techno
logical power in the world, just to walk away and let it stand like 
that, I am sorry; I am not that forgiving. No. I have to burn it 
down before I leave it. And I think that that’s precisely the way 
hlack people feel. Before we leave America - just walk out - we got 
■to burn it down. We just can’t leave such a beautiful country for 
them. No, we have got to burn it down.

Mr. Carmichael, as a man of the black power movement, could you please 
comment on Communist China being opposed to enter the UN?

SC - I don’t know what there is to comment except to show the farce 
of that. I mean I guess what the UN is saying is that Communist China 
doe# not exist or, the People’s Republic of China, as it is correctly 
called, does not exist. It is clear that it exists and they don’t 
Want it because what they are saying is that if you want to join the 
UN you have to do as we say* It’s like childish. You know, if you 
had a soccer ball when you were small, a football, if somebody wanted 
to play football you say since it is my football, you have to play 
the way I say play. Isn’t that childish?

How did you feel in regards to the Negro retaliating when Martin 
Luther King was killed? Do you think that violence could remedize 
the situation in America?

SC - I felt good. I felt good when 1 saw all those cities on fire. 
I felt so good, I didn’t know what to do. I was so happy that for 
dnce black people had their manhood and took to the streets and burnt 
and shot and looted and killed and plundered. I was happy.

Mr. Carmichael, in spite of all you have been saying, I will come 
tiack to this Negro problem. You see, you said preceding a revolution

a ■ .
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is1 an armed struggle but there are underlying causes, you see, and I 
fe'el that with underlying causes you must have some sort of problem. 
I mean these two reacting forces trying to overthrow the system, you 
must have some kind of problem and I think it is a Negro problem.

SC, - Well - would you define, tell me exactly what our problem is?, 
Pl'ease tell , me what is our problem? . ■,

Yes, your problem is, as you said, to spoil this system - right? 
Isn’t it a problem in itself? ' v

,) . ■ ■ _ ■

SC:- Oh no, no. That is just to overthrow the system. Oh, I see 
what you mean. Oh, no, no. When people refer to African - American 
problem. What you mean to say is that we are the problem. We cause 
the problem. See, and that’s what I am against. But I am not angry...

EB' — Mr. Carmichael, we want to thank you so much'‘indeed. Again, I 
realize that you’ve certainly given us all very much to think about. 
We;’ve followed your career closely, both in the U. S. as well as the 
many other places that you have been around the worlds and there is 
no। question you have had tremendous impact in just about every place 
that you have been. Again, we are happy.that you have a chance to 
visit us in Liberia. We are happy that you'brought your charming wife 
to: see us and hope that you both'have a chance' to'come back to see 
us! again-soon.

SC?- My wife brought me to. see you. That’s No. 1. • I hope you run 
the entire tape not only on radio Liberia but also on Voice of America 
if,you can. Thank you.

'i ‘- . . ■ .
EB1- We will recommend it to them by all means.

.r • » ■ . ■
Thank you so much. This is Ed"Boney at the Press Club at the Ducor 
now returning you to the studio.
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The tone of Carmichael’s performance was set by his observation that 
the very title of the show was “definitely non-African" and by his 
changing Ed Bouey’s format of an opening comment by suggesting that 
’’you ask me questions so I can see what is on the minds of Liberians.1 
Throughout the interview he put off the usually docile and polite 
newsmen by such remarks as "you have made two incorrect assumptions," 
"let me first clarify that last assumption," "that’s your view, not 
mine," etc.
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Of again to Ed Bouey, "Well don’t say ’Let’s assume you are correct*; 
it is’ correct as I have said that Ho Chi Minh was elected in a free 
election by the people of North Vietnam. Anyone who works with the 
press, should know that."

However, the substance of the visitor’s remarks is far more relevant 
than the by-play. Presumably, his opinions are well known to the Agency 
and the Department:

The U.S. has 2,500 bases abroad, China has none. This proves that it 
is the United States that is trying to dominate others, not China.

White people are sworn enemies of black people. There can be no 
compromise with them.

The only solution to the white man’s problem (It’s a white problem; 
they're the oppressors, the imperialists; not a black problem") 
is through violence.

"Non-violence died with Dr. King. I agree with the Black Panther 
Information Minister that the only assistance white people can 
give us is for them to kill other white people or give us the 
money or the guns to do it ourselves."

Black people want America defeated in Vietnam because America has 
ho business there, 
t

Imperialism is the highest form of capitalism. I am unalterably 
opposed to capitalism.

'It’s wrong to say that there is a conflict between communism,and 
Capitalism. I’m not advocating conmunism. But it might be a 
better system for the black man than what he has had already. 
It certainly couldn’t be worse.
I' •'

There is a difference between a black militant and a black revolu
tionary. The militant is angry with the system and is yelling, 
;"Let me in." Once he gets a job, paying about $10,000, he says, 
"well, perhaps it isn’t so bad." The black revolutionary wants to 
^destroy the system entirely. I am not a black militant.
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As Mao says, power grows out of the barrel of a gun.

Had Robert Kennedy been elected President, he would not have helped 
the black man's cause. As a matter of fact, he was the most Fascist 
of the candidates. He would have done most to set the stage for 
Fascism in the United States. He was an international white supremist. 
He thought the U.S. should run the entire world.

As indicated at the outset, many of these views were upsetting to newsmen 
because they were almost totally unprepared for the violence contained and 
advocated in them. At one point, Carmichael himself recognized this, 
commenting, "I can't understand why everyone is so surprised. Oppressed 
people are always afraid to face their oppressors." He went on to say that 
American blacks are not afraid, that the systematic picking off of policemen 
by gun fire was one evidence of this, that the blowing up of factories was 
another, and that armed struggle is the only solution.

In point of fact, it was Oarmichael's use of such terms as "armed struggle," 
"overthrow of the government," "destroy the system," "kill," "Mao says...," 
etc.,J that seemed to unnerve the newsmen most. Add to this the attack on 
Kennedy (ah almost sacred name in Africa) and the implied attack on Dr. King 
(also a venerable name), and it is safe to say the Liberian newsmen were 
frightened by Carmichael.

I

What they expected, it seems to this writer, was a hard-hitting anti-American 
speech. They got more—much that is anti-American, to be sure, but also a 
good deal that has implications for Liberia and any other country. His talk 
of "overthrow", for example, comes only a few months after Liberia's ranking 
Ambassador was convicted of treason. The killing of prominent people, a 
Carmichael theme, was one of important elements in the treason trial. His 
quoting of such figures as Mao and Ho was somewhat shocking to newsmen in a 
country which has an almost pathological aversion to wn^mism. And his talk 
to newsmen, themselves mainly of "the establishment"/Oppressed people" in 
a society with great problems of tribal integration was, to say the least, 
discomforting.

We understand that Carmichael made a number of similar remarks during a 
briefitalk at the Gabriel Cinema where his wife gave a concert for the 
general public (as opposed to the two for more prestigious groups at the 
Ducor). The report is that he was wildly cheered. He is said to have 
pictured the black man throughout the world as oppressed by white people 
and to have said that killing white people is the only solution to the problem.

LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
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He asked how Africans could be so naive as to believe that white countries 
were interested in helping them in their development when 1) the white 
people were taking out Africa's wealth to begin with, and 2) the whites were 
dominating and mistreating black people in countries, such as the U.S. where 
they are living together. He continued to assert that the whole of Africa 
(presumably Liberia included), not just South Africa, etc., is under the 
domination of white people of the West and called upon Africans to unite, 
take up arms, and get rid of this domination.

As indicated, Carmichael is said to have "brought the house down" with such 
remarks. In a "nameless" or anonymous gathering such as this, it is not hard 
to believe that the reaction was enthusiastic. However, among pressmen who 
are aware of government policy, of Liberia's own social problems, the reaction 
would be far different.

And so it was. Ed Bouey told several people when the interview was over that 
he doubted he would be able to broadcast it. "They wouldn't let me play my 
interview with Malcolm X," Bouey said in reference to authorities of ELBC, 
"so I know they won't permit this. Malcolm was not nearly so rough as ' 
Carmichael."

As it: turned out, Ed Bouey was right. He told the reporting officer later 
that upon his arrival at the station, he "met" orders that the tape was 
not to be played. However, the reporting officer believes this had less to 
do with government's disinclination to antagonize the U.S. as with the dis
turbing nature of Carmichael's performance as a threat to any existing 
government, especially governments in Africa. It is true alsp that no 
Liberian newspaper reported, the Carmichael statements.

Apart from these Carmichael appearances, he was in "the spotlight briefly 
during! | especially the one attended bvl Ion
Friday night. At the close of the|_______ _____________

land greeted the other guests at.,the head table.
|as the audience cheered.

Theri’he summoned Stokley Carmichael to the head table and shook hands with him.
This, too^ was cheered. Word got around later that____________ definitely
did not enjoy
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' The Intelligence Division of the Metropolitan
Police Department advised that they did not record speech 
made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Black United Front rally 
inasmuch as he did not use a “bull horn” when making his 
speech, and it was, therefore, impossible to record his 
remarkso

: Enclosed LHM has been disseminated locally by
WFO to AUSA, Washington, D. C., OSI, NISO, 116th MIG, and 
Uo.'So Secret Serviceo



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535 
October 15, 1968

SHOOTING OF ELIJAH BENNETT, NEGRO, 
MALE. |

AFTERNOON OF OCTOBER 8, 1968

On October 10, 1968, a confidential source, who

1968. The meeting was attended by approximately sixty people, 
arid plans were made to hold a demonstration at the Metropolitan 
Police Department’s Thirteenth Precinct at 1:00 p.m. on 
Odtober 12, 1968, to be climaxed by a march from the precinct 
to the home of Washington Mayor Walter Washington.

। mentioned above, is a publicly identified
pacifist organization who in the past has demonstrated against 
the draft, nuclear testing, and the war in Vietnam.
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SHOOTING OF ELIJAH BENNETT, NEGRO,
MALE J ~l b7c

AFTERNOON OF OCTOBER 8, 1968 __ __
q-------------------------------------------- ------------------------- (U)

• The Committee for Emergency Support, mentioned
above, was established during the Summer of 1967, and 
according to public statements, is prepared to assist the 
Black community should they adopt unconventional means to 
correct social injustice.

; According to the above source, b7c
stated that the demonstration would be conducted by a b7D
coalition, including the WSP, Students for a Democratic 
Society (SDS), the Black United Front (BUF), and the 
Committee for Emergency Support.

; The BUF mentioned above, is a coalition of Negro
organizations in Washington, D. C., formed in January, 1968, 
upder the leadership of Stokely Carmichael, former national 
chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC). Characterizations of SNCC and SDS are attached hereto 
in the appendix.

' On October 12, 1968, Special Agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation observed that at approximately 1:00 
p.!m. a rally was commenced at the Thirteenth Precinct, 1620 
V;Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. Approximately 100 persons 
were present when the rally started, and an estimated 200 tvc
were present at about 2:00 p.m. | mentioned
above, was observed driving throughout the area with loud 
speakers maintained on the top of his automobile urging______
people to attend the rally. ~| also served 

I JONFJDEi^lAl^ ([J)
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SHOOTING OF ELIJAH BENNETT. NEGRO
MALE,

AFTERNOON OF OCTOBER 8, 1968 
CO^EMTOAL (U)

of; the rally and stated its purpose was to protest the 
sh'poting of Elijah Bennett and to make plans for remedial 
action in the street. Among those who spoke briefly at the 
railly were the Rev. Channing Phillips, D. C. delegate to 
thp National Democratic Convention; Rev. William A. Wendt, 
Pastor, St. Stephen and the Incarnation Church, 16th and 
Newton Streets, N. W., Washington, D. C.; William Willett 
of; the SDS; Monroe Freedman of George Washington University; 
Gebrge Washington Hart of Build Black, Inc., an organization 
formed after the April, 1968, disturbance to encourage Blacks 
to.! rebuild and control businesses in Washington, D. C.; John 
Kafr, Co-Chairman of the D. C. Lawyers Committee; Charles 
Cassell, Co-Chairman of BUF; and Mayor Walter Washington. 
The theme of the speeches was community control of the 
police and expressions of sorrow and anger over the death 
of'j Elijah Bennett. Charles Cassell stated that police 
brutality was prevalent in the ghetto area of the city. He 
stated that police are racist, and that Mayor Washington is 
a tool of the establishment who was appointed to office rather 
than elected. He further charged Mayor Washington has had no 
contact with the people and has not been responsive to problems 
in;the community. Cassell stated that the BUF wants the Black 
community to control- the Police Department.

'i

; Mayor Washington urged calm and understanding and
apologized for existing problems in the area of police - 
community relations. He urged the crowd to support him.

'1
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SHOOTING OF ELIJAH BENNETT, NEGRO, 
MALE J

AFTERNOON OF OCTOBER 8, 1968
i JoNh^ENTj^ (U)

' Cassell again spoke and repeated the above
condition concerning control of police for the community.

;; An unidentified Negro, male,-who subsequently was
identified by __________________________________  who has furnished
reliable information in the past, as Cornelius Brown, member 
of| the Board of Conveners of BUF, spoke and advised, the crowd 
to| carefully weigh what had been said. He implied that 
and others were outsiders trying to stir up trouble. He told ■ 
thb crowd to "cool it".

; The rally had broke up at approximately 2:45 p.m.,
and there were no incidents or arrests. There were placards 
in! the crowd, three of which read:

I
I "Shoot me for Jaywalking"
; "Peace in the Streets"
j "Community Control over Fuzz"

.j In addition, a handbill entitled, "Stop The Killings!",
and a petition captioned "Petition to the District of Columbia", 
were distributed, copies of which are attached hereto.

j
I  who has furnished 

reliable information in the past, advised on October 12, 1968, 
that a rally sponsored by BUF to protest the shooting of 
Elijah Bennett would be held at the New School of Afro-American 
Thought (NSAAT), 2115 14th Street, N. W. , Washington, D. C., 
at '3:00 p.m. on that date instead of the Meridian Hill Park as 
originallyxannounced. The source stated that Stokely Carmichael, 
Gaston ;Nei1/ of the NSAAT, C. Sumner Stone, Jr. of BUF, and 
Charles'Cassell were scheduled to speak.

I ^C0NElBEK5^A^ (U)
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SHOOTING OF ELIM BENNETT. NEGRO, 
MALE. I ] bvc

AFTERNOON OF OCTOBER 80 1968
j ^ONE^WIAL (U)
d
J

j The New School of Afro-American Thought, mentioned
above, has been publicly described as the headquarters for a 
small group of self-supporting artists and educators who are 
attempting to spread a message that Black people should be 
proud of being Black through classes given in Negro history, 
African languages, and arts.

: Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and who has furnished reliable information in
the past, observed at the rally in front of the NSAAT, which
began at-approximately 3:00 p.m. on October 12, 1968, with 
approximately 300 people present. Stokely Carmichael, Gaston

(Nei.l^ C. Sumner Stone, and Charles Cassell all spoke and 
stressed the need for community control of the Police Department. 
Carmichael told those present that when a Black citizen is 
killed, someone should kill a white cop, and that the Negro 
community should give the Black man a medal just as they do 
ini Vietnam. Carmichael further stated that if this was done, 
there would not be so many white policemen killing Black men.

1

i C. Sumner Stone, Jr. read a list of names of Black
people who have been killed by police officers in Washington, 
D.’C. He advocated control of the Police Department by the 
Black community, and stated that if within seven days Mayor 
Washington did not name a Negro as Chief of Police, the 
Major’s resignation would be requested.

i

5
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AFTERNOON OF OCTOBER 8, 1968 - ■■■ --  -- ■ -— -- ■  - ■ ■■ . - ■

I
’ Both Charles Cassell and Gaston Neal spoke and

stressed the need for community control of the police.
■ 'I•I

i The above rally broke up at approximately 4:15 p.m.
Donations for the family of Elijah Bennett were solicited near 
the close of the rally. The crown disbursed quietly and 
ordinarily and there were no incidents or arrests.

i
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SITTDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as
it'is knovm today, came into being at a founding convention 
heljd at Part Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is an 
association of young people on the left and has a current 
prqgraa of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for 
yodth to develop a conscientious objector status, denouncing 
United States intervention in the war in Vietnam and to 
"radically transform” the university community, and provide 
for its complete control by students. Gus Hall, General 
Sedretary, Communist Party, USA, when interviewed by a 
representative of United Press International in San 
Francisco, California, on May 14, 1965, described the 
SDSl as a part of the "responsible left" which the Party 
had "going for us." At the June, 1965, SDS National 
Convention, an anti-communist proviso was removed from 
thd SDS constitution.. In the October 7, 1966, issue of 
"He-w Left Notes,” the official publication of SDS, an 
SDS spokesman stated that there are some communists in 
SDS and they are welcome. The national headquarters of 
thfls organisation as of April 18, 1967, was located in 
Rodim 206, 1608 West' Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois. I
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WE THE -UNDERSIGNED CITIZENS OF THE DI STRICT OF COLUMBIA 
i

Dp HEREBY PETITJXlN THE CITY GOVERNMENT TO STOP THE MURDER

OF UNARMED BLACK CITIZENS IN THIS CITY BY ARMED WHITE j ■

POLICE OFFICERSo. WE DEMAND THAT THIS BE DONE BY IMMEDIATELY

l|lPI,EMENTING THE BLACK UNITED FRONT’S PROPOSAL FOR COMPLETE

COMMUNITY CONTROL OVER ALL POL,ICE OFFICERS AND OFFICIALS

ASSIGNED TO OUR COMMUNITTIES,

.1



FBI WASH DC*

FBI BOSTON

IB FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

t U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
COMMUNICATION SECTION

OCT 171968 .

TELETYPE

6:20PM UROENT 10-17-68 RDS
TO DI CTOR. BALTIMORE & WFO
FROM BOSTON (157-437) IP

stoxelhcarmichael, RM

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. DeLoach___
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bish’op.—__ _
Mr. Casper.___i.
Mr. Callahan_ _
Mr.' Conrad—i__
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale
Mr., ®osen_____

Jyfi-y Slnlivan-tii!!!
$r. Tavel—__
Mr. Trotter—__ 
Tele. Room____ _
Miss Holmes___
Miss Gandy____t

THIS DATE,1 Z RE BOSTON CALL TO BALTIMORE 
^5

CARMICHAEL ARRIVED BOSTON AT INTERNATIONAL TERMINAL APPROX.
TWO PM INSTANT. ACCOMPANIED BY TWO FEMALES AND THREE MALE UNKNOWN
NEGROES; • PROCEEDED TO STATION WGBH, BOSTON, MASS. WHERE HE VIDEO
TAPED A PRESS INTERVIEW BY BOSTON NEGRO NEWSMEN. PROGRAM SAY BROTHER^ 
WILL BE SHOWN ON LOCAL CHANNEL TWO, NINE THIRTYPM INSTANT. BOSTON 
WILL MAKE TAPE RECORDING OF SUBJECTS REMARKS. SUBJECT DEPARTED LOGAN 
AIRPORT ABOARD EASTERN AIRLINES FLIGHT NO. FIVE SIX ONE AT FIVE 
THIRTY PM, DESTINATION BALTIMORE, ARRIVAL TIME SIX THIRTY P.M. 
CARMICHAEL ACCOMPANIED BY TWO FEMALES LISTED ON TICKETS|
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Date: 10/17/68
Transmit the following in CODE

v: TELETYPEVia ___________

(Type in plaintdfct or code)

URGENT/*

[fifr. Tolson_____
|Mr. DeLoach—_ 
|Mr. Mohr 
|Mr.. Bishop..____
jMr. Casper—; - 
I Mr. Callahan-----
IMr. Conrad-------
IMr. Felt._______
[Mr. Gale

Rosen__ .___

(Priority)

’ ijMr. Tavel-----
_|Mr. Trotter__

|Tele, Room— 
iMiss H-hnes_

LissTGandv"__

TO;<..

FROM:

DI TOR, FBI AND SAC, BALTIMORE

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKEL ICHAEL; RACIAL MATTERS

SIX FORTY-FIVE P.M/
BALTIMORE FORA I

ARRIVING AT

SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAS

ADVISED-ON 
A ~c: / x>

OCTOBER SEVENTEEN INSTANT SUBJECT

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT FROM BOSTON
.>• -*• 
rr\ r> -<- 

THISlDATE- SUBJECT WOULD TRAVEL DIRECTLY TO

PROGRAM AT MOUNT ZION METHODIST CHURCH, THIRTY FIFTY LIBERTY %

HEIGHTS AVENUE, COMMENCING EIGHT P.M. THIS DATE.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAT E 03-01-200b BY b0309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

ADMINISTRATIVE

2 - WFO

WWH/mee 
(7)
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10/18/68 WJHURG
TO DIR

1220AM WJH

FROM BALTIMORE (100-24220)

STOKEL ARMICHAEL; RM

JTOR AND WFO PLAINTEXT

SUBJECT ARRIVED AT FRIENDSHIP AIRPORT SIX FORTY-TWO P.M

ATTN. DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

Ocrl B 1968

Mr. Tolson____
Mr. DeLoach—

Mr. Mohr_____
Bishop___
Casper___

Callahan__
Conrad-
Felt______.
Gale 777
Rosen___ /
SullivanSI

Tavel____
Trotter___

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy____

EASTERN AIRLINS FLIGHT FIVE SIX ONE FROM BOSTON ACCOMPANIED BY b7(
|AND UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO FEMALE. THEY PROCEEDED DIRECTLY TO MT.

ZION METHODIST CHURCH, BALTO. IN A WHITE OLDSMOBILE, DC LICENSE|
|DRIVEN BY UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO MALE. SUBJECT *

WAS SCHEDULED TO SPEAK AT MEETIN&SPONSORED BY THE SOUL SCHOOL, BALTIMORE
AT THAT CHURCH.

BALTIMORE CITY PD ADVISED MEETING ENDED TEN THIRTY P.M. AND
CARMICHAEL LEFT THE AREA IN SAME CAR AND AS OF TEN FIFTY-FIVE P.M.
WAS TRAVELING TOWARD WASHINGTON, D.C.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

2 OCT 211968



PAGE TWO
BA (100-24220)
ADMINISTRATIVE

RE BOSTON TEL CALL TEN SEVENTEEN LAST.
SOURCES ARE BEING CONTACTED FOR DETAIL INFORMATION.
WFO COGNIZANT.
APPROPRIATE LOCAL AND FEDERAL AGENCIES ADVISED.
LHty FOLLOWS.

END
WA...RM FBI WASH DC

■COpTI SKife AG AND XQXU

1 83(> 9&D
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Date: 1O/246M
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via 4IRTEL
(Priority)

'•d

. *7 H 
r as A+

A
I ' -O '

hr

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) AND
SAC, WASHINGTON FIELD 
(ATTN. DID)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751)

SUBJECT: STOKELYC&RMICHAEL
RM

ALL INFOF

DATE auc .

$

as

pg

ReWFOtel to Bureau and NY, 9/24/68 
Bureau and WFO, 9/27/68.

NY tel to

Siclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies and for 
WO 2 copies of an LHM dated and captioned as above.

Copies of the LHM have been disseminated to 
the following local intelligence agencies: 108th MI Group 
NISO, OSI, Secret Service, USA, EDNY and USA, SDNY.

LHM is 
JFK, NYC

Pan Ampriean Airlinp official mentioned in 
_________ Pan American Airlines,

AgAnfrR obs^rvingr subject and 
airport were SAS________________________

arrive at JFK

Bureau (ikicl 1) (RE£ '
Washington .^S^ld (Ends. 2) (RM) 1 
New York o X, a;i/ 4

;b7C »

BJW:t£ 
(7). s ...s £»$£!£!dfr-Supffg #43 -

a A
Approved: _____ _ Sent 

ChaKgej%^



NY’100-153751

Us Custom officials conducting search of subject*s 
and I luggage at JFK airport were I______  ________
B&dgeNo. [and [Badge No?] | The searcn
of the luggage revealed ho pertinent information. .

’• Confidential source mentioned in LHM is 

■b7C

b7C

i C This communication is classified ”Con£j&3^n.tial”
because disclosure of the identities of sources used 
herein may jeopardize their future effectiveness and have 
an adverse effect on the defense interests of the US.
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Date: 10/23/68
Transmit the following in , __________ ......... ■ ' ■ ■ ' ________ ........... !

. ‘ J. (Type in plaintext or code) / '

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC,WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
ALL INF OF PAINED.'
HEREIN IE LED ■ '
DATE 03-C 50309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Re WFO teletype to Bureau 10/23/68.

For information of Baltimore, the 10/23/68 edition of 
“The Washington Post” reported that Olympic medal winners 
TOMMIE SMITH and JOHN CARLOS dropped from the Mexico City games 
for a black power demonstration last week. They are scheduled/ 
to begin a nationwide speaking tour in Washington, D.C., on \ 
10/24/68. STOKELY CARMICHAEL reportedly said the Washington! 
D.C., engagements were arranged by him and that they would k 
respond to questions at a press conference at 11:00 a.m., on V" 
10/24/68. At 1:00 p.m,, they will appear in front of Frederick 
Douglass Memorial Hall at Howard University. At' 3:30 p.m. * they will appear at the New School of Afro-American Thought, 2115^-^ 
14th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. \

In connection with appearances made by CARMICHAEL. 
Bureau authority requested to provide|

~| to cover the above events and attempt 
to record any seditious or inciting to riot statements made 
by CARMICHAEL. - »«.
/j/- Bureau 
2 - Baltimor 1 - WO Z 
WWH/mea X/ 
(6) J 
AIR TV Li «WK

2^ ' Sent
u*l Tfgent in Charge

1 OCT 25 1968

CIA -

• b / D



WFO 100-43503

In addition, Bureau authority requested 1:o approve 
the availability of SA| of the Baltimore Office
to travel to Washington, D. C., for one day assignment on 
10/24/68, to cover the above activity with concealed tape 
recorder and attempt to record any seditious or inciting 
to riot statements made by CARMICHAEL.

Other approved Bureau sources being directed to cover 
the above events. However, they will not be provided with 
recording devices, but will make notes of CARMICHAEL’S remarks 
where possible.

The Metropolitan Police Department also is planning 
coverage of the above activities and will-attempt to record 
any pertinent statements by CARMICHAEL.

. ' ' . ; J. ' ' ■ . ■

Baltimore cognizant.



WA...06

FBI NEW YORK

VIA TELETYPE
oc।

ENCIPHERED

Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

5-03 PM/URGENT 10-18-68 WPK

TOMrECTOR and WASHINGTON FIELD (CODE)

< ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

I Mr.
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy-

Tolson______
DeLoaeh.....
Mohr... .
Bishop
Caspar
Callahan ,
Conrad
Felt- 
Gale— 
Rosen__

ullivan. 
Tavel__ _
Trotter—

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 2P ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

006 BY 60309 .DAT E auc tam/mix/'teg

STOKELY CARMICHAELS RACIAL MATTERS

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WITH WHOM INSUFFICIENT

CONTACT HAS BEEN MADE TO DETERMINE RELIABILITY, FURNISHED THE.

FOLLOWING INFORMATION REGARDING THE FUTURE APPEARANCES OF

OCTOBER TWENTY, ONE NINE SIX EIGHT, APPEARING

IN PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA; OCTOBER TWENTY FOUR THROUGH

NOVEMBER THIRTEEN, NEXT, AT THE FAIRMONT HOTEL, SAN FRANCISCO

CALIFORNIA; NOVEMBER SEVENTEEN, NEXT, AT WASHINGTON, D.C

NOVEMBER TWENTY FOUR, NEXT, AT DETROIT, MICHIGAN; JANUARY ONE

THROUGH JANUARY THIRTY ONE, NEXT, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN; FEBRUARY

SEVENTEEN THROUGH MARCH TWO, NEXT, APPEARING AT MR. KELLY’S

IN CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. SOURCE ADVISED THAT HE DOES NOT KNOW THE

END PAGE ONE

/NYC

CURRENT WHEREABOUTS OF

4 OCT 25 1958

56 OM1968



PAGE TWO

ADMINISTRATIVE

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE MENTIONED

LHM TO FOLLOW.

END

WA...JDR 
>

FBI WASH DC

ncji■ i ’

ROOM 836 'on



WASHINGTON 01
DEFERRED 10-22-68
TO RECTOR AND WFO

enciphered

10-07 AM HST
ENCODED

HOM HONOLULU (100-6465)

ZZSTOKELY^ARilCHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK Pl
PO / 0 0 u {

SEDITION. BUFILE ONE HUNDRED DASH FOUR FOUR
THER PARTY

REBUAIRTEL OCTOBER EIGHTEEN LAST AND WFORAD INSTANT. ' "

W®T ARRIVETHAT CARMICHAEL HAD CHANGED ITINERARY AND WOULD 
'SIVA ht ktJfWG-WV CtLTofit

1I0N0LU7 7,58) ■T9T5-T89,80-5 9:59934 TWENTYNINE NEXT,

Mohr__
Bishop_
Casper- 
Callahan 
Conrad..
Felt___
Gale___

li£,sen__

SIX ZERO EIGHT

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. I>-Loach___
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

VMn_
Jtbr. Sullivan.
Mr. Tavel__
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy_____

“HONOLULU ADVERTISER,* DAILY NEWSPAPER OF HO NOLULU ,
THIS DATE REPORTED SUBJECT WOULD ARRIVE HONOLULU EVENING OF
OCTOBER TWENTYNINE NEXT, ACCOMPANIED BY EARLE ANTHONY
MINISTER OF INFORMATION FOR BLACK PANTHER MOVEMENT. ANTHONY,
ACCORDING TO ARTICLE, IS SCHgWLED TO SPEAK ELEVEN THIRTY A.M

t

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII. AND CARMICH.
NDrIwS OUTD^R THEATER ON ®iH^CT 25 1968

OCTOBER THIRTY, AT KENNEDY THEATER ON EAST-WEST CENTER CAMPUS,

ORMATION CONTAINED 
IS UNCLASSIFIED
-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

OCTOBER THIRT/YONE NE

end^a^/ne



HN 100-6465
PAGE TWO

UNIVERSITY CAMPOS. ME WILL SPEAK SEVEN THIRTY P.M. SAMSDATE 
AT CHURCH OF THE CROSSROADS, AND DEPART HONOLULU THAT EVENING 
OR NEXT MORNING.

IN ACCORDANCE WITH AUTHORITY GRANTEBEREFERENCED 
AlRTgL, HONOLULU WILL UTILIZE AGENTS TO RECORD CARMICHAEL’S 
SPEECH ANDREWS OUTDOOR THEATER. OTHER SPEECHES WILL BE 
COVERED THROUGH INFORMANTS AND CONFIENTIAL SOURCES.

LOS ANGELES, DO ADVISED AIRMAIL.
END"*
REPHASE PLS

b7C

FJB

FBI WASH DC

- MR. TRAINOR 
ROOM 836 9&o



TO

FROM

MAY 1962 EDITION
G$A GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
: Mr

V b7C /

Tolson

1
1

Mr
- Mr

DATE:

1
1 
1
1

RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY ? 

SEDITION

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

DeLoach
Sullivan

10/23/68

DeLoach _________
Mohr _____________
Bishop ----------------
Casper __________
Callahan
Conrad __________
Felt________y
Gale —-----
Rosen ______
S u 11 i v a --------------
T avel-^T________
Trotter__________
Tele. Room ______

- Mr Callahan

Recommended that Washington Field Office (WFO) be authorized 
to utilize racial source and Negro Special Agent from Baltimore Office 
to tape-record remarks of subject in Washington, D. C., 10/24/68.

. ym/. ' .
•'Y,.. Carmichael, black extremist leader, has indicated that he 

ft-has madp arranoomont-c; En-r I I_____

___________________________________________________________________  Two locations are > 
known at this time and they are a public meeting at Howard University, 
Washington,.'D. C., and the new school of Afro-American Thought which 
is located on 14th Street, Northwest, Washington, D. C.

In connection with our continuing investigation of 
Carmichael and our efforts to develop prosecutable information 
regarding him, WFO has re tested authority to use a racial source - 

____________ a Negro Agent assigned to 
This matter has been coordinated by WFO with 

being utilized to preclude detection of WFO

regarding him, WFO has re era 
- and SA £ 

the Baltimore Office.
Balt imore. SA|
Negro Agents who may be known to Negro extremists who will be present 
at Carmichael’s speeches. The racial source and SA ~|will wear 

concealed recording equipment. ^Baltimore telephonicajly instructed
to have this Agent repor£ to 

/ Washington Field. 1

If approved, the attached airtel will be directed to WFO 
/ and Baltimore advising that if full security is assured, 

____ |and SA | |of Baltimore Office may be 
.^'speeches on 10/ 24/68 utilizing concealed,equip)

Enclosure ( 
100-446080
1 - 157-NEW
1 - 157-NEW

ACTION:

« QGT 351968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60300 auc

b7

b2

b7

b7C



0-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

#1

F Bl

Mr. Tolson 
Mr. DeLoach.. 
Mr. Mohr.

Bishop__
Casper...^, 
Callahan- 

Conrad__

Transmit the following in

Date: 10/18/68 
CODE

Via

TO:

FROM

URGENT

^DIRECTOR AND SAC, PHILADELPHIA

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RACIAL MATTERS

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale .. 
Mr. Rosen___

- ui-.van_l
r. Tavel___

Mr. Trotter__
Tele. Room 
Miss Holmes__
Miss Gandy—_

(Priority)

<de)

SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE

PAST ADVISED THIS DATE THAT SUBJECT WOULD TRAVEL TO LIN- \

COLN^UNIVERSITY, CHESTER, PENNSYLVANIA, IN CONNECTION WITH

APPE^NCE OF AT THAT INSTITUTION
SUBJECT'S MODE OF

source:
TRAVEL AND DATE OF RETURN IS UNKNOWN TO

b7L

ADMINISTRATIVE

^Bureau 
3-Teletype Unit 
2-WFO (100-43503)

ABOVE SOURCE IS

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED.
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2 0 0 6 ■ BY "-603 0 9 auc tam/mlt/tcg

' ■■ ' b2

HGEirak 
(7)

a MR. TRAINOR 
ROOM 836 9&0

54 OCT 30
Approved: | < Sent  M. Per

Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rov. 5-22-64) f

Transmit the following in-.

TELETPYE

Date: 10/23/68
PLAINTEXT
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via

TO

FROM:

URGENT f
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC, SAN FRANCISCO
.C, WFG .'(100-43503) (P)

STOKELTOCAIWICHAEL, RM

Tolson___
DeLoach-.
Mohr____
Bishop__
Casper__
Callahan- 
Conrad ...
Felt....:__
Gale____

I Mr.
I Mr.
[ Mr. 

Mr.
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr.

। Mr.
| Mr.
\Mr. Rosen

JlSuTl .van .1
Mr. Tavel___

Mr. Trotter.....
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes „

REWFOTELS, OCTOBER TWENTY-ONE AND TWENTY-THREE LAST.

FOR INFORMATION OF SAN FRANCISCO, HONOLULU ADVISED BY

TELETYPE OCTOBER TWENTY-TWO LAST AS FOLLOWS
'ON OCTOBER TWENTYONE LAST

J

F B I

 ADVISED HONOLULU POLICE THAT DATE THAJ>^ 
CARMICHAEL HAD CHANGED ITINERARY AND WOULD NOT ARRIVE [ 

HONOLULU UNTIL TWENTYNINE NEXT. ‘

’"HONOLULU ADVERTISER,* DAILY NEWSPAPER OF HONOLULU, THIS
DATE REPORTED SUBJECT WOULD ARRIVE HONOLULU EVENING OF OCTQB: 

X110 p 
TWENTYNINE NEXT, ACCOMPANIED BT THONY, MINISTER OF

2 - Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO

QC1

1S68

tam/mlt/tcg

LL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED. 
DATE 03-0,1-^0-0 6BY 60309 .

::-

WWH:sas 
(7)

14 NOV
Approvedt^'J*. Sent M ■-’Per

Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Date:

Transmit the following in
("Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

WFO 100-43503

PAGE TWO

INFORMATION FOR BLACK PANTHER MOVEMENT. ANTHONY, ACCORDING 

TO ARTICLE, IS SCHEDULED TO SPEAK ELEVEN THIRTY A.M., 

OCTOBER THIRTY, AT KENNEDY THEATER ON EAST-WEST CENTER CAMPUS, 

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, AND CARMICHAEL WILL SPEAK ONE THIRTY P.M., 

OCTOBER THIRTYONE NEXT, AT ANDREWS OUTDOOR THEATER ON THE 
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS. HE WILL SPEAK SEVEN THIRTY P.M. SAMITE 

AT CHURCH OF THE CROSSROADS, AND DEPART HONOLULU THAT EVENING 

OR NEXT MORNING.
"IN ACCORDANCE WITH AUTHORITY GRANTED REFERENCED

AIRTEL, HONOLULU WILL UTILIZE AGENTS TO RECORD CARMICHAEL'S 

SPEECH ANDREWS OUTDOOR THEATER. OTHER SPEECHES WILL BE 

COVERED THROUGH INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCES.

"LOS ANGELES, 00 ______________ADVISED AIRMAIL." !
SAN FRANCISCO BE ^LERT FOR ARRIVAL^O^JCARMlfcHAEL IN

SAN FRANCISCO AREA PRIOR TO PROCEED!]^ TO H0N0LUWT0 FILL THF._^ 

ABOVE ENGAGEMENT /1 sB&iPORTEDLY

Approved:  Sent Per ------------------------.—
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (R-ev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via ________________ ;________  ________________ .____________ ______________________ j
(Priority) ।

--------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- X.

WFO 100-43503

PAGE THREE

SCHEDULED TO HAVE PERSONAL APPEARANCE AT FAIRMONT HOTEL, 

SAlfc FRANCISCO, BEGINNING OCTOBER TWENTY-FOUR NEXT. SAN 

BRANCISCO FURNISH HONOLULU WITH ANY PERTINENT INFORMATION

DEVELOPED REGARDING THE VISIT OF CARMICHAEL OR  

TO HAWAII.

T,.A;WOR

ROOM 836 9&D

Approved: ________ ,______________________ Sent
Special Agent in Charge

M Per----------------------------



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 10/24/68
Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE URGENT
(Type in plaintext

PLAIN

(Priority)

TO: DIR OR, FBI, AND SACS

II Mr. Tolson____
|1 Mr.: DeLoaeh

- H Mr. Mohr ___
J Mr. Bishop 
I Mir. Casper 
I Mr. Callahan__
I Mr. Conrad 
£ Mr. Felt _ _
f|Mr. Gale . .

■j—“T~7nMr. Rosen ... __ 
SullivanJY' 
l|Mr. Tavel______

-|Mr. Trotter.. .__
(Tele. Room_____
Mi§.s—Holmes.—. — 

Miss Gandy___

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

CARMICHAEL; RM

RE WF0 TELETYPE OCTOBER

SUBJECT DEPARTED DULLES

OCTOBER-TWENTYFOUR INSTANT

EN ROUTE TO SAN FRANCISCO

ADMINISTRATIVE

OFFICES COVER SUBJECT

LAST

NEW YORK INFO

2
3
2

HONOLULU 
LOS 
NEW 
SAN 
SAN

ANGELES 
YORK 
DIEGO 
FRANCISCO

TWENTYTHREE LAST

AIRPORT FIVE FORTYFIVE P.M., EST

VIA

DUE

PER

SAN FRANCISCO COGNIZANT

WWH:lt iivAlNOR 
(7) pnoM P38 9&D

\Approved:

UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT FIFTYSEVEN

TO ARRIVE FIVE FIFTEEN P.M. PST

BUAIRTEL, DECEMBER TWENTYONE

Bureau
Teletype Unit 
WFO

P

Sent
Special Agent in Charge

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED A i
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED A LA

DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309

M Per

X_



FBI WASH DC*

FBI SAN FRAN
1:34AM DEFERRED 10.-25-68 GWS
TO
FROM
SUBJECT

FEDERAL BUREAU OF InOLtiOM 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
COMMUNICATION SECTIO

OCT 2 51968

DIRECTOR, WFO AND NEW YORK
SAC, SAN FRANCISCO
stokelyQarmichael

(157-721)

Mr. DeLoach ■—
Mr. Moht-----
Mr. Bishofc— 
Mr. Casper- 
Mr. Callahan. 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Felt-----
Mr. Gale-----
Mr. Rosen.— 
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Tavel— 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes.
Miss Gand*-'

RM

b / C

RE WFO TELETYPE TO
TO SF THIS DATE

SUBJECT ARRIVED SF

DIRECTOR, ET AL AND WFO TEL CALL

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AT EIGHT
TWENTY-FIVE PM THIS DATE ABOARD UAL FLIGHT FIFTY SEVEN ACCOMPANIED
BY A NEGRO FEMALE IN EARLY TWENTIES, APPROXIMATELY FIVE FOOT TWO 
WEARING SHORT NATURAL HAIR STYLE. SUBJECT AND FEMALE PICKED UP

.........  .. .— J - rf. ■■ J W>ilh ~u mi mill i. ii KTnir^^ |ANinnOVO TO FAIRMONT HOTEL IN SAN FRANCISCO BY LIMOUSINE ARRIVING 
AT HOTEL AT NINE FIFTEEN PM.

EARLIER THIS DATE FAIRMONT HOTEL MANAGEMENT ADVISED
b7C

subject! IsTAYING IN A SUITE AT THE HOTEL DURING I ENGAGEMENT
THERE. HOTEL HAD NO KNOWLEDGE SUBJECT WAS COMING AND NO KNOWLEDGE OF
HIS PLANS OR DEPARTURE DATE. 

SF WILL KEEP BUREAU ADVISED. _ —
.A-101

END
BGM

AIRMAIL COPY

FBI WASH
01’

TO HONOLULU AND LOS ANGELES

LI, INF ORMATI ON. CONT AlNE D
EREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
ATE 03-01-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt./tcg



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) I01-H.8 .

UNITED STATES GOWNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-W>080) date: 10/29/68TO

SAC, VJFO (1004|3503) (P)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RM - SNCC - BPP

).\ (OOlWFO)

Re Atlanta letter to WFO 10/22/68,

By WO airtel to Atlanta 7/31/68 information was 
set forth that Stokely Carmichael was observed in front of 
SNCC headquarters, Washington, D.C* talking with an un
identified negro male driving a dark blue Volkswagen, 
bearing 1968 Georgia License_____________ Subsequent investigation J
established that the vehicle was registered to | 1 ‘ "

___________________________________________________________ [ Georgia

NYO requested t» develop background information 
regarding| |and who was using his oar on the above
occasion in Washington, D*C* talking with CARMICHAEL* 
If identity of individual established attempt to ascertain 
reason for contact with CARMICHAEL*

5010-108

2 ** Bureau
2 - New York
1 WFO
WWHstyp
&

(RM) (100-1^37£l)
DATE 03-01-2006 BY D0309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

001.291368

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Plan



4-572 (Rev. 7-18-63)
OPTIONAL FO»M NO. 10 5010-106
MAY 1962 COITION 

G$A GEN. »EG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : The Director DATE: / 0 - I 4 ~ Z A

5 *
FROM

SUBJECT:

N. P. Callahan

The Congressional Record

'Ax

v

,_____ »*<• Csn®rsssmaa Crsmsr. (R) stated~4_~
urge tas Mtomy Gsnarai to taka naeecsary actios aaaiwtt afoteeiy

<argdchaai, ths Black tfottsd /rent chairman, who caatbrnM his travela 
Uuroihcmtlha Natfon preaching vfofoace.--------  As author af ths aniirfot
law sawing the ^tataa an< ths Ufotrlet st Columbia which became a part Qi 
Public Law 10-284, 1 can say that I betieve ths activities of Stokely Carmichael 
clearly fail Within ths ac^ps cf the act and that he fo subject to presecutioa. 
- - - - Such activities by Carmichael, which he undoubtedly learned well 
while la HmoI and Havana, awt bo brought to aa ttd. I, therefore, repeat 
my demand for lull prosecution al meksiy Carmichael. hir. Cramer included 
M article from the October 13 issue st the Sufojr Star entitled Carmichael 
Waste Slaying, by Poilce: Rally Hears Appeal for Retaliation. ■

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED O
rig

in
al

 fil
ed

 in
:

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 03-01-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

n OCT 28 1968

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional 
Record for /1) t Y Z -; was reviewed and pertinent items were
marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that 
potions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed 

rJhl^H/-Bu<e<iy^WAe or subject matter files.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

S.
F B I

Date: 10/21/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
AIRTEL

(Priority)

b7C

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

dated and 
to WFO.

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED /

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED X
DA.TE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tarn/mltltg

ReNYtel to Bureau and WFO, 10/18/68.

Enclosed for Bureau are eleven copies of an LHM/^> 
captioned as above. Two copies are being furnishe

The LHM is being 
to protect sources who are 
continuing basis.

classified '’CofTT^jiexfCial" in order 
furnishing information on a

The LHM is being । 
Service, USAS EDNY and SDNY 
Intelligence Group.

disseminated locally to Secret 
OSI, NISO and 108th Military

Confidential source mentioned In LHM Is

b7C NYO indices negative

(3)- Bureau (Encls.Jg^RM)

z - Washington Field (Ends.2) (RM)
1 - New York (157-2294) w iDQ
1 - New York (#43) b2

BJw:ijm srnrrj______ k 0
(°) AGENCY: ACSI,«*>OSI,SEC.SERV

TfgHt: ISD, CRD, RAO^
HOW FORM: 
dateforw *
BY: f PTS/^ --

re

M PerC. Approved Sent
tj^JCharge



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer to
FUeNo. 100-153757

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York 
October 21, 1968

con:

Stokely Carmichael 
Racial Matters

A confidential source, with whom insufficient
b7c contact has been made to determine reliability, furnished the
b73 foil owing- information regarding the future appearances of

during first week of October:

October 24, 1968 to
November 13, 1968
November 17, 1968

November 24, 1968

January 1 through
January 31, 1969

February 17 through
March 2, 1969

At the Fairmont Hotel, 
San Francisco, California

At Washington, D. C.

At Detroit, Michigan

At Stockholm, Sweden

Appearing at Mr. Kelly's 
in Chicago, Illinois

__Source could furnish no further information concern- 
lnsl _________________________________________________________________________

ih NeW Xdfk City.--------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------- DECLASSIFIED DY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

ON 03-01-2006

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. 
It is the property of the FBI and is loaned 
to your agency; itaand its contents are not 
to be distributed outside your agency.

^confidential' ({J J

Exc luded-AYonTaut o- 
maticji©Wn^ra4ing and 
deelass ificatioh><

(U)



WASH 01

I 129PM DEFERRED 10-26-68 KLJ

TO DIRECTOR AND SAN DIEGO

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-721) IP

96B

(PLAINTEXT)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RACIAL MATTERS

RE SAN FRANCISCO TEL CALL TO SAN DIEGO THIS

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DAYE 03-01-2006 BY 603 0 9 .

i> OCT 29 1968

Mr. Tolson---------
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr-----
Mr. Bishop _ 
Mr. Casper..- 
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad. 
Mr. Felt----
Mr. Gale.....
Mr. Rosen.J 
Mr. Sui 'ai 
Mr. Tavel... 
Mr. Troffer. 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Ho. lies. 
Miss Gandy

A.M

SUBJECT, ACCOMPANIED BY TWO UNIDENIFIED NEGRO MALES DRESSED

TYPICAL

FIFTEEN

ADVISED

END

EFH

FBI WSH

BLACK PANTHER ATTIRE, BOARDED PSA COMMUTER FLIGHT AT TEN

THIS A.M

IN RE TEL

TO ARRIVE AT SAN DIEGO ELE^ggORTY AS 

CALL.

auc tam/rnlt/tcq

DC

TELETYPED TO:
COPY SENT AG AJ'ID LDiu

>/ $ x J i 1; ii i 1 OH

<LNOV4Woom 838

** '■ / - i,?



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

1

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

TO

S:»
FBI

Date: 10/23/68
CODE

* (Type in plaintext or code

URGENT
(Priority)

r.

Mr. DeLoach.------
Mr. Mohr_____ —
Mr. Bishop.........

■-•Mr.- Casper_____
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad____-
Mr. Felt_____ —

Tavel_____
Trotter 

. 'Room
Holinfea___

Mr. 
Mr 
Tel
Mi_ _ _

"Mi ss "GaaHyl

DIRECTOR, FBI AND SACS HONOLULU, LOS ANGELES r NEWZYORK AND SAN FRANCISCO

FROM: SAC, WFO

STOKELY ICHAKL, RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT NONVIOLENT

COORDINATING COMMITTEE

REWFOTELETYPE OCTOBER TWENTY ONE LAST

SPECIAL AGENTS OBSERVED SUBJECT AND

D. C. DURING LATE AFTERNOON OF OCTOBER TWENTY TWO LAST

A SOUR££ WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE

PAST, ADVISE5> ON OCTOBER TWENTY TWO LAST THAT SUBJECT’S

TRAVEL TO WEST COAST AND HONOLULU TEMPORARILY DELAYED DUE

b / C
TO HIS EFFORTS TO

TO WASHINGTON, D. C. FOR SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT
’ THE WASHINGTON POST, A WASHINGTON, D. C. DAILY NEWSPAPER

REPORTED OCTOBER TWENTY

MEDALISTS TOMMIE SMITH AND JOHN CARLOS, BANISHED
30.mu2a.1_ . _____ ________ _ __________

^(23/- Bureau 90»
3 - Teletype UftitA
2 - WFO (10(H435

( Wsp ir| £har

f INFORM

EEROJ IB LINC..-...".". ".'. “. ‘. !

DATE 03-0 1-2 0.0 6 BY 6030!

M



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

'W ...
t. ■

FBI

J) ate:
1

Transmit;the -following" in.
(Type in plaintext or code) •

Via
(Priority),

■I

WFO 100-43503

PAGE TRO

WASHINGTON ON THURSDAY. STOKELY CARMICHAEL;5 RECENTLY NAMED

PRIME MINISTER OF THEOAKLAND DASH BASED BLACKPANTHER PARTY, 

l SAID THE ENGAGEMENTS IN WASHINGTON, D. G. WERE ARRANGED BY 
I HIM BECAUSE QUOTE THEY MUST START IN THE NATIONS CAPITOL

UNQUOTE AND THE CITY SHOULD GIVE THEM A HERO’S WELCOME.

SMITH AND CARLOS, THE ARTICLE REPORTED, AFTER PLACING

FIRST AND THIRD, RESPECTIVELY IN THE TWO ZERO ZERO METER

FINALS STOOD FOR THE MEDAL BESTOWING CEREMONY WITHOUT SHOES

AND IN BLACK STOCKINGS, EACH HOLDING ONE CLENCHED HAND IN A 

BLACK GLOVE. THEY WERE SENT HOME AND ARRIVED IN LOS ANGELES 

MONDAY AFTERHOOK AND REFUSED TO ANSWER QUESTIONS AT THE 

AIRPORT.

CARMICHAEL REPORTED, THE ARTICLE CONTINUED, THEY WOULD

RESPOND TO QUESTIONS AT A PRESS CONFERENCE.AT ELEVEN AM OK 
OCTOBER TWENTY FOUR NEXT. AT ONE PM THEY WILL APPEAR IN FRONT 
OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS MEMORIAL HALL AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY. AT

Approved:
, . , &®gi.akcAS®-nt in Charge

- -»■*.

Sent Per ________________ _

■ag.-.^CK. ..
<!



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) t 9 I 
I

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext-ot code)~ .j

: Vi-- . ''-^0
Via-------

(Priority)

WFO 100-43503

PAGE THREE

THREE THIRTY PM THEY WILL APPEAR AT THE NEW SCHOOL OF AFRO 
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Set out below is a verbatim transcript of the 
television presenbation, "Say Brother," a panel discussion 
program which appeared on Station WGBH-TV, Channel 2, 
Boston, Massachusetts, at 9:30 p.m0,‘ on October 17, 1968. 
This progra^yended at 10:00 p.m. The moderator of the panel 
was Haywood{rHanry and the panelists were Stokely Carmichael, 
Mrs. Andrea;/0/)axum of the Boston Globe, a daily newspaper, 
and Mr. Les^-Raoge of the Christian Science Monitor, also a 
daljly newspaper published at Boston, Massachusetts:

Haywood Henry: "Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. 
Welcome to our show. This evening we have in our 
studios Mr. Stokely Carmichael who will share some 
ideas with us on the international implications of 
Black Power. I am your host and moderator, Haywood 
Henry. To my left is Mrs. Andrea Coaxum, a reporter 
from the Boston Globe, and to her left is Mr, Les 
Range, a reporter from the Christian Science Monitor. 
Mr„ Carmichael is with us this evening after he has 
Just returned from a trip where black writers held 
a conference on the continuing, dynamics of the black 
liberation struggle. At that conference some very 
interesting and provocative political processes 
apparently emerged. We’ve been informed that one 
of the participants, a Brother Dr. Walter Rodney, 
has been excluded from return to his homeland.

"Brother Carmichael, what do you see as the impli
cations of such political activities and decisions 
by governments as that Just made affecting Brother 
Rodney?

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Stokely Carmichael: "Well, I think we have to 
understand that, that’s really the United States, 
that the United States has now developed a new 
technique. Recognizing the danger of black people 
around the world coming together, the United 
States has decided that she must break up this 
process, but without, appearing as if she’s doing 
it, because if she were to appear as if she was 
herself doing it, it would only heighten the con
tradictions. So now, what she’s doing is that the 
countries that she contols, she’s telling them to 
bar people who were born there from returning. 
For example, in Jamaica, the Caribbean, and the . 
latest spot is the Caribbean. The United States 
has done this all over Africa, but now because of 
a lot of work that we’ve been doing quietly in the 
Caribbean which is now beginning to surface, she’s 
moving very directly in the Caribbean. Jamaica, 
the__li..tera4mre of Malcolm X, the literature of

-X®gnc£ Fenofiv(phonetic), the literature of Elijah 
MuHaWSTand the literature of Stokely Carmichael 
is banned. The literature, that is any books 
written by any of these people, cannot be brought 
into the country. And this is clearly not the 
workings of the masses of Jamaican people because 
all the people listed are black people talking 
about the black liberation struggle in the world 
and they have not made any offenses, either physical 
or verbal, against these governments, so that 
clearly it is the United States moving to block 
any of this literature or any of these people from 
entering. Now the case in point of Dro Walter 

r'T'O^odney is very important. Now here's a brother
-who was born in Jamaica, has been all over the 
world, a very together brother. He taught at the 
University of Tanzania where we met. He left 
Tanzania and returned to Jamaica last year. He 
was teaching at the University of the West Indies 
in Jamaica and he’s been, there quietly. He left 
five days ago and -came to the conference in 
Montreal, which was a very explosive conference in 
terms of the international black people that came 

/together, and when he returned to Jamaica, they 
deported him. And certainly, he has made no, 
nothing against the Jamaican government. You take
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

"my point in view, my own homeland where I was 
born, Trinidad. I am barred from Trinidad. And 
again I have made no cffenses against the Trini
dadian government. It’s clearly again the United 
States afraid of the dynamism of Black Power, 
getting hold in those islands and knocking out the 
control that the American imperialists have over 
the Caribbean Islands.

Haywood Henry: "Are you saying then that it is 
the official, or end, or unofficial policy of the 
United States Government to take specific steps to 
prevent the spread of Black Power in other black 
nations?

Stokely Carmichael: "I’m saying that, precisely, 
yes, in this country here its object has been to 
co-opt the Black Power slogan, to have people think 
that you can have Black Power and black capitalism 
work hand in hand which is absolutely absurd and 
nonsensical. It is a way to dilute the definitions 
and to confuse the masses of our people and to com
pletely corrupt the political ideology of Black 
Power. But sensing that around the world, other 
people are now beginning, black people, to look to 
us Black Power (unintelligible) to cut those inter
national ties. I’m saying precisely'and I charge 
the United States with that, yes. For example, I 
cannot travel to England, I cannot travel to Vene
zuela, I cannot travel to Trinidad, I cannot travel 
to Argentina and I have done nothing to any of 
these countries.

Haywood Henry: "What do you interpret as the 
specific reason for the action taken against 
Brother Rodney? Do you think it was because of 
his association with this particular conference?

Stokely Carmichael: "It’s clearly because of that 
association, you see, because this conference 
brought together people from the West Indies, people 
from Africa, people from Canada, people from the 
United States and people from South America. All 
these people were black and we were all talking 
about internationalizing the concept of Black Power 
and moving concretely to find bases where black

- 3 -



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

"people can begin to hang their hats,. This causes 
and spells trouble for the United States; there
fore, it must move against this type of work.

Mrs. Andrea Coaxum: "Brother Carmichael, are 
there other black political refugees in this 
country, such as Rap Brown and others who have 
spoken out?

Stokely Carmichael: '^fes, I think that the United 
States is moving on two battles, on two fronts. 
For example, when I returned to the country last 
year, the United States illegally seized my pass
port and held it for eight months. It had no 
grounds for which to take my passport. I 
traveled to Cuba, I traveled to North Vietnam, I 
traveled to Algeria, to Syria, to Egypt and to 
China. All of these countries, one is forbidden 
to use your passport for entry. See, the passport 
said that this document, it is invalid to use this 
document to travel .into Cuba, North Vietnam, China 
and a list of countries. I never used the pass
port to travel into Cuba, into Vietnam, into China 
or anywhere. I was invited by some people in those 
countries and I went and I didn’t have to have it 
stamped so that they had no right to take my pass
port, but because the United States is afraid and 
more and more because a lot of us are traveling 
abroad and beginning to hook in internationally, 
she cannot afford to have that. She seized the 
passport. Now politically, it wasn’t very well, 
it didn’t go very well with the United States to 
talk about freedom of travel and still seize my 
passport. So after a number of maneuvers back and 
forth, they had to return the passport. But now 

'their aim is to appear as if they have given me a 
passport but to stop other countries where the 
potential of Black Power can become a reality 
which will affect American imperialism, not only 
its racism, but American imperialism, it now moves 
to stop. Now what- it does then is moves on two 
fronts. The second front is that, one, the way it 
moves with Rap Brown, Elridge Cleaver (phonetic) 
and Leroi Jones, by making them refugees where 
they cannot move. For example, Rap Brown is the 
only black man in America that lives' in Manhattan 
and needs a visa to travel to Brooklyn.

- U -



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Mrs. Andrea Coaxum: 
the United' States?

"Does, it does apply within

Stokely Carmichael: "Even within the United 
States. And the United States employs this around 
the world. There are hundreds of thousands, T 
would say even millions, of black political refugees 
around the world and we become political refugees, 
we have absolutely nothing to do with the political 
struggles that go on. The political struggles are 
white political struggles, but they’re white poli
tical struggles over the control of black people 
and we get caught in the middle. Every time 
there's a coup in an African country which is 
brought about by white western imperialistic forces, 
then thousands of black people have to run. But 
again, no one wins because the people who come out 
on top is white people. Let us take the Congo as 
a specific example. In the Congo, you had Tshombe 
and Mobutu and Lumumba. When the white imperialist 
forces killed Lumumba and put in Tshombe, tens of 
thousands of black people living in the Congo had 
to flee the Congo looking for political refuge in 
the surrounding countries. When Mobutu, when 
Tshombe's overthown, then other thousands have to 
flee. And again we're always fleeing, but we get 
nothing. We get nothing because the'people who 
control these puppets like Tshombe and the others 
are Ancara (phonetic) who's now in Ghana, and 
thousands of. people who had to flee when Dr. Nkrumah 
was overthrown, are the white forces that control 
the wealth and we still have to be running around. 
My wife is a political refugee from her own country. 
Born and bred in South Africa, some white invaders 
come and kick people out of thdr own land and tell 
them they cannot return. We have thousands of 
political refugees from South Africa, Mozambique, 
Angola, Southwest Africa, Guinea Bersea (phonetic), 
all of Africa is just flooding with black political 
refugees and now the United States is plotting.to 
move it into the Caribbean and the final step, of 
course, into the United States.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Mr. Les Range: "Brother Carmichael, will the attempt 
to create political refugees, black political refu
gees, do anything to end this, an international 
movement towards Black Power that you speak of?

Stokely Carmichael: "I think that’s precisely 
what the United States is trying to do. For 
example, if she could forestall or hold back the 
people who she thinks are a threat to her economy 
in Jamaica, then she can Just cut us out completely 
and we cannot go in, So she hopes then to forestall 
the black liberation struggle which is really on its 
peak at this point.

Mr. Les Range: "Will it be effective?

Stokely Carmichael: "It will be effective, yes. 
Unless black people now begin to understand how to 
move to stop that. Now what happens unfortunately 
is that again the white man comes out on top. 
Because, for example, the Caribbean Islands, islands 
which black political refugees and people who are 
concerned about the masses of people living in 
those islands, we do not want-to move against the 
black, other black people, but what will happen is . 
that we will be forced because the Caribbean now 
opens itself to a very precarious position. Most 
of these islands in the Caribbean, for example, 
thrive off of the tourist business. To begin to 
stop political refugees from entering opens up a 
course for students rioting and certainly terror
istic activities against the tourist industries.

Haywood Henry: "How do you specifically recommend 
_that the black American with his new awareness of 
the international nature of the struggle, how 
specifically do we move to effectively counteract 
or neutralize the kind of political isolation that 
is occurring?
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Stokely Carmichael: "OK. Number 1. There are a 
lot. Number 1, we have to understand how the 
white west moves. It is clear that whenever they 
want control of a country, they can no longer just 
invade the country. So what they have to do is to 
pit person against person. That’s been a technique 
developed since World War II with the white imper
ialist forces. For example, they split Korea. 
There's North Korea fighting South Korea. And 
they're not invading, they're coming to help the 
South Koreans beat up the bad guys, because they’re 
the good guys. They split North Vietnam against 
South Vietnam. And they’re not invading, but 
they’re coming to help the good guys in South 
Vietnam beat up the bad guys in North Vietnam. 
And now we see they’ve done the. same thing in

’• Nigeria. They have split again. Nov/ there’s 
Biafra versus Nigeria and they’re not going to be' 
invading, but they’re just going to come and help 
the good guys which ever they decide happen to be 
the good guys. Of course, it’s going to be with 
their interests. So we must begin to consciously 
recognize this so that we can’t be out there 
picking sides with Nigeria and picking sides with 
Biafra, but rather talking about these two people 
getting together and stop fighting because nobody’s 
profiting but the white because the.fighting by 
Biafra and Nigeria, while heightened certainly by 
tribalistic differences, certainly is not really 
the sole context of the fight. Biafra is very 
rich in oil and since the Arab countries have 
closed their oil ports due to the conflicts in the 
Middle East, it would be very helpful for prac
tically every white country in Europe to be able 
to get to that oil.

Haywood Henry: "Now, Brother Carmichael, it seems 
that the same kind of process is happening in many 
of the South American nations today in which the 
United States is economically and politically con
trolling them. How do you compare the attempt by 
many of the Asian and African nations to engage in 
liberation struggles as opposed to those in Latin 
America?
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Stokely Carmichael: "l don’t. I think we are 
going to. There’s no alternative. I think that 
in terms of the Asian situation, it’s clear. It’s 
crystal clear. The United States controls com
pletely Japan. Japan is, as far as I’m concerned, 
yellow America. . And through her control of Japan, 
she’s trying to stretch out her tentacles to in
fluence the rest of Asia. Thank God Vietnam is 
stopping her. Because Vietnam really represents 
the real block to what she wants to get to, China. 
Now in Latin America, the only block they’ve had 
is Cuba. But Cuba’s not really a military threat; 
it’s only a political threat.' It’s an island 
which they have to fight the political ideas 
because the political ideas of the Cuban revolu
tionaries might spread to the other Latin American 
countries. But other than that there is no threat. 
Now the next spot left, obviously, is Africa. And 
Africa becomes central, because if black people 
who are aware, becoming aware to political 
consciousness, begin to hook up with Africa inside 
America, then America becomes in a lot of trouble, 
because if, for example, America decided to invade 
South Africa, decided to invade Haiti, decided to 
invade Trinidad, decided to invade Tobago, Jamaica, 
on the side of the good guys, then the black people 
in this country could stand up and say, ’Keep your 
hands off of it; it’s a black man’s fight; stay 
out,’ and if she refuses to, then she has another 
war inside.

Mr. Les Range: "Is there any attempt going on now 
to get this kind of political awareness for black 
people in America for the total picture of the 
struggle internationally?

Stokely Carmichael: "Oh yes, yes, while the 
United States has been trying to dilute- the concept 
of Black Power and make it look as if it’s a local 
nonsense, some of us have been internationalizing 
it because Black Power cannot be seen in a local 
aspect of Black Power in Boston or Black Power in 
Roxbury or Black Power in the United States or 
Black Power in Canada or Black Power in the West 
Indies, it has to be seen in Black Power in the 
world. It must be seen in that context.

- 8 -



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Mrs. Andrea Coaxum: "One of the early black 
political refugees from this country was Robert 

qrt*wllliams. Do you know where he is at this time 
* and what political activities he’s involved in?

Stokely Carmichael: "Mr. Williams was in China. 
He’s now in Tanzania and.he’s working'with the 
people who are setting up the new Republic of 
Africa inside this country. He’s the leader of 
their group and they themselves are now trying 
together, and banding together with a number of 
other political refugees. For example, Tanzania 
is just loaded with political refugees because it’s 
right on the border of Mozambique and, see, all of 
the people who flee from the harsh treatment of the 
Portuguese or even brothers and sisters who get a 
chance to flee from South Africa, as soon as they 
run up, they always come right into Tanzania.

Haywood Henry: "What is your opinion about the 
attempt being made ’to establish the Republic of 
New Africa? Have you had a chance to meet yet 
with any of the brothers and sisters involved.

Stokely Carmichael: "No, I haven’t had a chance 
to really have a serious talk at it. x I think it’s 
another area where people are striving and that we 
should try each in our own area to see which one 
works best. I don’t know very much about it, but 
I think that people who are in it are serious about 
what they’re doing and we have to, if we can, aid 
it in any way we can to make it a successful pro
gram.

Mr. Les Range: "Will there be an attempt to help 
Walter Rodney return to Jamaica?

Stokely Carmichael: "Yes, now, as I said earlier, 
see, wnat the West Indies now does is opens itself 
for really terroristic activities. Because if it 
bans Walter Rodney from returning to Jamaica, and 
already student rioting has begun in Jamaica and 
Trinidad early this morning, then there’s nothing 
left except to begin terroristic activity against,
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"but you see, you don’t want to play into the 
white man’s hands by fighting black people against 
black people because that’s precisely what he wants. 
I mean, that’s why they’ve been creating all the 
friction inside the United States with this black 
group against that black group, hoping to heighten 
the friction within the black groups so that we 
could arm and fight ourselves while they sit back.

Haywood Henry: "Conquer and divide" or "Conquer 
in delight."

Stokely Carmichael: "Right, so we cannot afford 
' to play into their hands. At^this time we must 

de-emphasize any, certainly publicly, political’ 
friction we have with any black group inside our 
communitiesT ITe musf”because ' they will play“on’ 
'that and heighten it. Now we recognize that’s 
precisely what they wanif in Jamaica. But _the wav 
tojnpye..against them in’a terroristic activity**"" 
destroying any sort of a tourist activities will 
Fring“the economy in•those countries to a 
screeching halt.. Also, for example, in Jamaica, 
America has large bauxite companies. People will 
begin to develop a consciousness not to move against 
other black people, but to move against those bauxite 
companies because we recognize who the enemy is.

Haywood Henry: "Imperialism at home and imperialism 
abroad, part of the same continual process.

Stokely Carmichael: "Dr. Nkrumah says when it’s 
domestic, it’s capitalism; when it’s international, 
it’s imperialism. So the black man is internation
alized whether we like it or not, so it must be 
imperialism.

Mrs. Andrea Coaxum: "You mentioned, Brother 
Carmichael, that your wife is a political refugee 
from South Africa. What efforts are being made to 
liberate black South Africans?

10
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Stokely Carmichael: "Well, there’s (unintelligible) 
guerilla groups, that’s the only effort that can 
be made and that, for example, in Africa, there’s 
a lot of fighting going on, but the white man 
never, will never.talk about that fighting because 
he’s afraid that it will heighten political con
sciousness of Africans living inside the United 
States. He will talk about the Biafran War and 
try and begin to show some nonsensical pity about 
black people starving in Biafra. That’s nonsense. 
No white man is ever concerned about black people 
starving and dying. . And certainly Lyndon Baine__ 
Johnson is not concerned, Kennedy is not concerned, 
Nixon is not concerned, Humphrey is not concerned. 
None of them are concernedo Because inside their 
own country thousands of black people die each year, - 
starving to death. So they’re not concerned.
They’re only doing that because of their own 
political interests. The only way that we . will 
free anyway in Africa, the only way we will free 
anyway is with a gun in our hands. All those 
countries must be freed, but by guns, by arms. 
The white man didn’t go into those countries with 
non-violent means. He doesn’t oppress people in 
South Africa with non-violence; he oppresses them 
with the guns. It's our job is to begin to raise 
our consciousness so we can raise money and help 
those brothers get some guns and kill every white 
man they see in South Africa.

Haywood Henry: "Brother Carmichael, what is your 
particular opinion about the unusually large number 
of black men fighting in Vietnam, ostensibly a war 
which is not in the interest of black people, a 
war which is obviously a racist war?

Stokely Carmichael: "Well, I think we’ve been 
crystal clear on that. We said very simple a long 
time, ’Hell no, we won’t go.' I mean, I think 
everyone knows what the position is. There’s no 
need now to reiterate. The time is to move to find, 
try and get some type of tactics that will begin to 
alleviate the drafting of young black men and certainly 
if one cannot avoid the draft, then one should go 
and kill the enemy.

IT
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Haywood Henry: "How do you interpret the recent 
action of the brothers at Fort Hood,, Texas, who 
refused to come to the Democratic National Con
vention understanding that they may possibly have 
to destroy black people?

Stokely Carmichael: "I applauded the action,, I 
throught it was very courageous and it shows that 
black people are heightening their consciousness 
regardless of what they say on the press.

Haywood Henry: "Do you think this is a beginning 
of a kind of internal resistance by black people 
in the situation where they would normally have 
to destroy black people.

Stokely Carmichael: "Right, and it must be coming, 
it must spread^ it must, it will spread. There’s 
no way to stop it. It will spread..

Mr. Les Range: "I.think something many black 
people in America have been interested in is how . 
Africans feel towards them. Can you' tell us 
something about that?

Stokely Carmichael: "Well, you should ask my wife. 
She’s African. I think we can’t .afford to get 
caught up in what the white man says about Africans 
don’t like African-Americans. That’s the white 
man talking. I’ve been all over Africa and every
where I’ve been to Africa, including Liberia, I 
have been welcomed with open arms by thousands of 
people.

/ Mrs. Andrea Coaxum: "Excuse me, will there be a 
/ follow up to the Congress of Black Writers where 
| black political refugees will get together and 

discuss new techniques and new tactics?
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Stokely Carmichael: "Qh, there will be, yes, 
there has to be. Butjl think it’s also important 
for our brothers and sisters in the United States 
to begin to become aware. Now, let me show you, 

i for example, the so-called State of Israel gets 
I thousands of dollars in aid and sells jets to, 
I America sells jets to them, and that's because of 
/ the powerful force of Zionism in the United States 
I where they wage a lobby for the so-called State of 

J Israel. Now we black people have, it seems to me, 
* a stake in this country, since our sweat built it.

Therefore, we should say if X person wants to come 
to this country, he can. come. And we have to build 
a political, for example, we don't know when they 
expel African students. They expel African students 
from this country (snap of his fingers) just like 
that and we’re never aware of it. But certainly,, 
it must become our job to fight out against that 
when they start- to begin to try, that we begin to 
use means to stop it, and begin to, if money is 
going to go, let’s get some of that money. 1

Haywood Henry: "Brother Carmichael, in your book, 
Black Power, the Policy of Liberation, you had.some 
specific"opinions about coalition politics and 
about why such coalitions have not worked to the 
advantage of black people. What do you see as new 
kinds of coalitions for us in the future?

Stokely Carmichael:, "internationalizing our ties 
with other black people around the world, that’s 
the coalition we have to.work for now. Because 
there have been black people who have made the 
mistake in that past, it seems to me, of coalescing 
with so-called white radical groups without insuring 
that those white radical groups would wage a fight 
against racism. They’ve done that in the past time 
and time qgain.

Haywood Henry: "So you’re saying there should have 
been evidence of the extent to which any such parties 
is committed beford making coalition.
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Stokely Carmichael: "Right. And it cannot just 
be in terms of words. It must be in- terms of 
actions.

Haywood Henry: "Do you think that there’s anything 
in particular that we can learn from the experiences 
of men like Dubois and Garvey and Malcolm X who also 
attempted to internationalize the movement?

Stokely Carmichael: "I think that we have to, I 
think we definitely have to follow in their foot
steps. Definitely, I mean, that’s a rhetorical . 
question. You’re the moderator, you can’t say it.

Haywood Henry: "Well, Brother Carmichael, it’s 
certainly been our pleasure to have had you with 
us in the studios today. We think that certainly 
the discussion which we’ve had is a very crucial 
one, a very important one. We will certainly be 
looking forward to hearing more from you on this 
particular subject and ladies and gentlemen of the 
press, thank you for having come."

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the-property of the FBI and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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Oct. 22, 1968

Dear Mr. Hoover,
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Q) I read an article in the news paper last week about 
Stokeley Carmichael speaking in Canada - I am sure you read 
about him.

How much longer are we going to tolerate his terrible 
talk and communist preachings-Inciting negroes to riot and get guns 
and start shooting us - the white who have worked and struggled 
so long to make this country great.

Carmichael and|___________ |both are walking around
free with indightments against them and no one is bringing them in 
to stand trial. Why are they not in jail? If they were poor white 
men they would be already serving terms for doing what those 
men have been doing. Where is justice ?

Where is|_______ |now? He is being so quiet. Is he
in Moscow being trained further to destroy our Country. When are ou^-j 
Country and our leaders in Washington going to wake up Or have we a/ 
gone too far on the Communist way to save us ? ji )

I know you have been a great man all the way but 
have our left wing leaders stopped you from doing what you would 
like to do-?

I pray God that Humphrey will not steal this election as 
the Kennedy crowd did and get him in office.

You know as well as I that from the first day he came 
into the house of Representative years ago he has been the worse left 
winger ever in our Government. If he became President he would very 
soon throw us to the Communist.

X
b7

Please let the American public know where Carmichael 
and are and when they are going to stand trial for their crimes. 
We deserve to know why something hasn’t already been done abput them 

rec-56 fi'ig -
May God bless and keep you , \'



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg
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I have received your letter of October 22nd and 
want to thank you for your kind sentiment and generous remark.

Tolson _____________
DeLoach ________
Mohr____________ _
Bishop __________
Casper __________
Callahan ________
Conrad __________
Felt_______  .

In reply to vour inquiries concerning Stokely 
Carmichael and | | the FBI is strictly an investiga
tive agency of the Federal Government and, as such, does not 
determine whether prosecutive action will be undertaken in any 
situation. Such decisions concerning violations of Federal law 
are within the province of the Attorney General. Voluminous data 
regarding these individuals has been furnished to the Attorney 
General and you may wish to contact him.

I want to assure you that the FBI is aware of its 
responsibilities with respect to the internal security of our country 
and we will continue to make every effort to carry out our duties 
with the greatest thoroughness and efficiency.

Sincerely yours, 
xiuover:

INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

NOTE: Bufiles disclose one|
by outgoing 12«-10-64 was acknowledged for her favorable comments 
concerning a press conference.

Gale — IX 
Rosen
Sullivan _
Tavel ____________
Trotter__________
Tele. Room ______
Holmes __________
Gandy ___________

FMG:sae



NR 2 TO WASHINGTON

TO DIR
DEFERRED 10-29-68

vOELETYPE 1g

OCT 2 91968

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

ENCIPHERED
3-43 PM HST PAN

Mr. Tolson-----
DeLoach-

Mohr------
Bishop—
Casper—

Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Felt----- -

Mr. Gale-------
Mr. Rosen-----
Mr. SullivanJ

WFO VIA WASHINGTON
LOS ANGELES DIRECT ENCLODED

FROM HONOLULU (100-6456)

RE HONOLULU RAD THIS DATE

Mr. Trotter-------
Tele. Room------- -

Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy-------

SEDITION. WFO ORIGIN
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS

ALL

TOR (100-446080), WFO AND LOS ANGELES

CENTER, UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, ELEVEN THIRTY
UNTIL OCTOBER THIRTY®. EARLE ANTHONY WILL SPEAK AT KENNEDY

- BLACK PANTHER PARTY
INFORMATION CONTAlNE D 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 603 0 9 auc tam/mlt./t.cg

b7C

THIS DATE REPORTED THAT SUBJECT IS NOT DUE TO SPEAK AT UNIVERSITY

THEATER, EAST WEST
AM OCTOBER THIRTY CARMICHAEL WILL SPEAK AT ANDREWS AMPHITHEATE
(UH) ONE THIRTY PM OCTOBER THIRTY ONE AND AT CHURCH OF CROSSROADS
HONOLULU SEVEN THIRTY PM SAME DATE

HAS RECEIVED INFORMATION BLACK STUDENT UNION
WHICH IS SPONSORING CARMICHAEL TRIP WILL HOLD COCKTAIL PARTY
FOR SUBJECT EVENING OF OCTOBER THIRTY

HN WILL ADVISE R£ ALL /
PERTINENT DEVELOPMENTS

AT HONOLULU HOME OF

rPEDTOWA...JDR,
FBI WASH DC
TWO COPIES WFO



FD-3§ (Rev. 5;2^-64)

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL-

TO:

FROM:

F B I

Date: 10/8/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

stokely Carmichael
RM - SNCC

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

0 0 6 BY 603 0 9Z

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

Re SLtel, 8/31/68; NY airtel, 9/17/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies 
of an LHM regarding the above captioned matter.

The sources mentioned in the LHM are identified 
as follows:

b2

b7D

The LHM is being classified ’’Conf^req^ial” to 
w "protect the identity of sources furnishing information of 
Rvalue on a continuing .basis o • > tn '

C. C. ■ Bishop,

3 - Bureau (Enc. 11) 
1 - WFO

WWH:bjr 
(4)

Approve'
Special

REC 36

RACiA

Sent M Per

,z W 8 1968 '



WFO 100-43503

In furnishing the information to the Director 
and WFO by teletype dated 8/31/68, SL advised extreme 
care must be utilized in any dissemination of the information 
provided by__________ because of potential danger to the
informant.

________ The LHM is a summary of information regarding the 
and is being furnished for 

possible disseminationT"



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535 
October 8, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
in the past, advised on August 30, 1968, that

A 
information 
Stokely Carmichael made a speech in St. Louis. Missouri, on 
August 29. 1968. According to source, |

for Carmichael during the speech toldthe source that?
____________________________    Source reported that according toI~_________ who source knows only
by the first name |Carmichael indicated to close
associates at a St. Louis meeting he intended to|

Source could provide no additional information 
regarding this allegation.

who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised on September 3vz 
1968< Carmichael was not known to have 

DECLASSIFIED BY
ON 03-01-2006

60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

COPIES destroyed
S86iviAR 1 197^

.EH Ola; u UlUs
-------------------------------------------______-^i**-* -



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b2

b7C

b7D

who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised on September 4,
1968, that Carmichael has ___________I Source advised[
was living in and recently/

b2

b7C

b7D

_____________________  who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised ogi September 6, 
1968, that Stokely Carmiehaelf

An article in Jet Magazine dated September 5, 
1968, indicated Stokely Carmichael’s sister, Judy Carmichael, 
age 22, a former nurse, was married to a white fur designer, 
Marc Massin, at Caxton Hall, Westminister, London, recently. 
The couple had met at Clayburg Hospital where Judy was a

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

(U)
2*



OCT 2 91968

ENCIPHERED

Mr. Tolson------
Mr. DeL-'ach - 
Mr. Mohr----- -
Mr. Bishop — 
Mr. Casper — 
Mr. Callahan... 
Mr. Conrad— 
Mr. Felt------- -
Mr.. Gale--------

rand

I* Mfr. Trotter— 
Tele. Room— 
Miss Holmes- 
Miss Gandy—

NR 2 TO WASHINGTON 
URGENT Xi 0-29-68 9-54 AM HST
TO

I 
FROM

PAN
RECTOR, LOS ANGELES AND SAN FRANCISCO ENCODED

LOS ANGELES AND SAN FRANCISCO DIRECT 
MAMAI t«« *1 ALL information containedHONOLULU 100-6465 here™ ™

DATE 03-01-2006 BY 603 0 9

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

THIS DATE FOR HONOLULU

mlt/tcg

00 WFO. BUFILE ONE HUNDRED DASH FOUR FOUR SIX ZERO EIGHT ZERO
RE WFO RADIOGRAM OCTOBER TWENTY FIVE LAST
HONOLULU PD THIS DATE REPORTS CONFIDENTIAL

AT UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII STATES CARMICHAEL AND
HAVE RESERVATIONS UAL
SAN FRANCISCO SIX PM

FLIGHT ONE EIGHT SEVEN DEPARTING

ADMINISTRATIVE: SAN FRANCISCO COVER PER BUREAU AIRTEL
DECEMBER TWENTY ONE LAST AND ADVISE HONOLULU DEPARTURE*

WFO AND SAN DIEGO ADVISED BY AIRMAIL*

END AND ACK

b /

JRAINOR
M 836 9&D



WASHINGTON NR I

TO
DEFER

DI
WFO

TOR, FBI AND WFO, SF, LA
V

FHWM

VIA TELETYPE
OCT 3 01968

enciphered

D 10-30-68 12-51PM HST HRF

WASINGTON
HONOLULU 100-5465 IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM-BPP 00 $ WFO

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

m&ssxssscs:

THIRTY PM

Mr. Wn____
DeLoach____

Mohr_______
Bishop

Caspor._____
Callahan__ —
Conrad.
Felt—
Gals ..

Mr. Rosen... 
(MA <SuX-'v an

Tavel__
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes. 
Miss 'Gandy-ENCODED

RE HONOLULU RADIOGRAM THIS DATE 
SUBJECT AND ARRIVED HONOLULU NINE

ABOARD UAL FLIGHT ONE EIGHT SEVEN FROM SAN FRANCISCO• NO OTHEF
BPP PERSONNEL OBSERVED TO ARRIVE WITH THEM. THEY WERE I 
GREETED BY NEGRO STUDENTS AND SOME MEMBERS OF THE STUDENT \ 
FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY, AN ORGANIZATION OPPOSING SELECTIVE i

SERVICE AND VAR IN VIETNAM., CARMICHAEL AND NOW LOCATED NINE ONE DASH FOUR ONE b7c
FOUR PAPIPI, WA BEACH, OAHU.
END
RM FBI WASH DC

EX 110

TWO COPIES WFO

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 03-01-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg

1968
900M 836 9&D



WASHINGTON ■
as

VIA

OCT 3 01968

ENCIPHERED

Mr, Tolson 
Mr. DeLoach 
Mr. Mohr... ....
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Casper 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Felt-------
Mr. Gale.

r. Rosen— 
r. SullivanT 
j^Tayel-----
L.lSProtter__

Tele. Room__ -
Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy—

920AM DEFERRED 10/30/684 *9:
AND HONOLULUTO DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON FIELD

CAPTIONED LEROY ELDRIDGE CLEAVER
RE TELETYPE INCORRECTLY TITLED. SHOULD BE STOKELY

CARMICHAEL.
END
WA...JDR
FBI WASH DC

TELETYPED TO
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

EX HO

REC 4- </</&*£•> 4
6 11558

NOV 1 51968 
. TRAINOR ,4



Mr. Tolson______
Mr. DeLoach-----
Mr. Mohr----------
Mr. Bishop--------
Mr. Casper.--------
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad. .. — 
Mr. Felt- 
Mr. Gale... 
Mr. Rose 
Mr. Sulliv 
Mr. Tavel 
Mr. Trotter.. 
Tele. Room. 
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy_____S PLAINTEXT

FBI
FROM: SAN FRANCISCO (157-721) WFO VIA WASHINGTON

8:21 PM DEFERRED 10/29/68 JXR

LEROY E-LDRID6E CLEAVER, RM- BPP.

TO: DIR

WASHINGTON—

ADVISED
SUBJECT ACCOMPANIED BY INDIVIDUAL IDENTIFIED AS BOARDED

0GT291968
ENCIPHERED

TOR WASHINGTON FIELD, AND HONOLULU

RE HONOLULU TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR, THIS DATE

UNITED AIR LINE FLIGHT ONE EIGHT SEVEN TO HAWAII AT SIX PM THIS DATE.
END.
WA...JDR R REAAY
FBI WASH DC

TELETYPED TO:
toF»-----

2 NOV a 1968



T
? Mr,

FD-36 (Rev.. 5-22-64}

Tolson

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO:

ROM:

SUBJECT:

F Bl

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 

'M>’.

Date: 10/25/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, DETRpIT (157-3185)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - SNCC

an

1; n

<; p

Tavel 1

Tele. Room..
Miss Hohiu-s. 
Miss Gandy._

Re Detroit letter to Bureau, dated 10/2/68

The FBI Laboratory has returned to Detroit 
a tape recording of STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S speech which he 
made before the Organization of Arab Students at the 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, on 8/22/68 
The Laboratory has advised that the recording contains 
distortions created at the time of the recording and 
that these distortions cannot be filtered without 
degrading the speech content.

The recording is of such poor quality that it 
is not possible for Detroit to transcribe the contents 
of the tape. There are no other recordings of this 
particular speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL,

For the information of the Bureau,

WAS preSerit dutiiig the ChtifS Speech by CARMICHAEL 
mentioned above ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED . : 
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/ml

3/- Bureau (RM) 
T - Detroit 
JEK/cmt 
(4)

t

> Bishop
1*"*^** *aaws***w«. - __

51 wo^27968
EX-i.

,B Nov 4 1968

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per



FD-« 6 (Bevsi5-22-64)

Transmit the following in____

FBI

Date: 10/29/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

■' Mr. Tolson______ «
Mr. DoCiCaeh____ |

| Mr. Mohr.---------- j

Via_____ AIRTEL_________

_________________________________________  WDC, and who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised 10/28/68, 

pdiere subject currently 
at 5015 16th Street, N. W., WDC. She stated that he 
lease arrangement with an option to buy the propert 
is due to expire in March^ 1969.

resides 
has a 
which

contacted___________ Recently
telephonically informing her they did not plan to 

exercise the option to buy the property.
In fact, *** 

thinking about breaking the lease soon.
|at that point did not desire to discuss the matter 

further via telephone and informed__________if they were incj ined
to contemplate such action they should notify __________________
their intentions by letter. | stated she did not feel

of

they were serious because they have

I To move would apparently result m a supstantiai 
loss. However, ad5>Lsed she understands they have

-------------^26
3 - Bureau
1 - WFO

WWH:sjp p XV ~ 
(4)

Sent 
eci al Agent in Charge

Approve M Per



WFO100-43503

sent a letter which has.been received by

The full particulars of the letter have not been disclosed 
to " ' .

WFO will follow this matter keeping the Bureau advised.

b7C

b7D

2



#*- . . . r .. _ . •

10/21/68

AIRTEL

STOKELY

SACj WFO

0
CARMICHAEL

DIRECTOR, FBI

Re NY tel to BU and NFO 10/13/68.

Referenced NY tel advised a confidential source with whom 
insufficient contact was had to'determine reliability furnished da
ta regarding future appearances of ________________________________
STOKELY CARMICHAEL. On October 20, 1963, at Philadelphia;
October 24 through November 13, 1968, at Fairmont Hotel, San b7c
Francisco; November 17, 1968, at WDC; November 24, 1968, at b7o
Detroit; January 1 through January 3.1, 1969, at. Stockholm, 
Sweden; February 17 through March 2, 1.969, at Mr. Kelly’s

3* Bureau
-3- Chicago (RM)
3- Detroit (RM)

WHialr •. 
(20)

51 NOV 1 4 1368.



<*3

WFO 10043503

In Chicago <>

____________ |_________________________________________ t b7 C
Receiving offices be / 

alert fox’ travel of th® above to their areas and cover / 
STOOXY CARMICHAEL per previous instructions o ' /

2



FD-a^R.ev.. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

Via___ AIRTEL

Date: 10/31/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

. (Priority)

. j j, I Mr. Tolson____
. I Mr. DeLoach__

jj Mr. Mohr-._ 
Mr. Bishop_ _

j Mr. Casper___
Callahan...

Conrad._
Felt-___ ;

.Mr.
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
lir.
Mr.

Rosen______
Sullivan.J>Y
Tavel______
Trotter____

Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy

F B I

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - SNCC; BPP 
(00:WF0)

ALL-'INFORMATION- CONTAINED
HEREIN-IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03.--01-2 OCi 6 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Re WFO airtel 10/29/68

On 10/31/68,
1WDC. confidentially

advised

at 5015 16th Street, N.W. 
had found another place 
and among other things, said

________was vacating the house
WDC, on 11/30/68, inasmuch as 

H said this was

The letter also set forth 
that it was nopea tms matter couiq oe'resolved without legal 

was prepared to go to court.action, but if not

b7C

Q)- Bureau
1 - WFO

WWH:jmh 
(4)

recalled that she telephonieslly spoke with 
'OKELY CARMICHAEL on 10/19 at which time

<L<- G? *1

/ '£jC/*Bish:op ares nov 6 w.

Sent 
pBgnxl .Agent iin Charge '

_ M . ’ Per .



WFO 100-43503

conversation concerned the fact'-^that. they thought; the owner 
asking too much money for the house. After1some discussion 

that they were 
said this must have

the 
■ was _ ? along this line > CARMICHAELtold 
thinking of breaking the lease. ,___ ______

k resulted in the ' letter .rWhich was mentioned above. < V

WFO will follow this matter and report pertinent 
information. 'jA. ,A'’ kA;?k<A' .'f-

2

,1.



INFjBEjNTIflL

SAC, Washington Field (100-43503) 

.Director, FBI (100-446080)

STOKEL)PcARMICHAEL 

RACIAL MATTERS - BPP

11/5/68

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE’

ReBuairtel to all continental offices dated 9/26/68 
entitled "Congress of Black Writers; McGill University;
Montreal, Canada; 10/11-14/68.«

The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS), 
Washington, D. C., on 10/23/68, furnished copies of Canadian 
"Non-Immigrant Arrival-Departure Cards" provided by Canadian 
immigration authorities on Individuals who indicated the purpose 
of\their travel toCanada was to attend the Congress of BlaC£ 
Writers. One such card contained the following information:,

Stokeley Carmichael | born b c
6/29/41, Trinidad; address - Box 3811, Washington, D. G

Tor vour additional information.

oqhiqh luemny me suoscx’ioer io me auove texepnone nugioer 
and furnish this information as well as pertinent information 
possessed concerning the individual to the Bureau and 
Washington Field.

2 - Boston DATE: 03-01-2006
CLASSIFIED BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg
DECLASSIFY ON’: 25X 3.3(6) 03-01-2031

NOTE: We had prior knowledge that Carmichael attended the
Congress of Black Writers. Information concerning the telephone 
call was set forth in Legat, Ottawa, teletype 10/18/68.

Tolson __________
DeLoach _________
Mohr--------------------
Bishop ----------------
Casper__________
Callahan ____ ■.____
Conrad __________
Felt —_ 
Gale — 
Rosen _ 
Sullivan

Tele? Room _
Holmes-----
Gandy ----------

T9 NOV 5 1968.MAILED

NOV 5 -1968

COMM-FBI

■ Tas'®6



. OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAFIMZiEDITION 
GSA^PMR (41 CFR)101-11.0

UNITED STATES GO^INMENT

Memorandum
\ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44608$ date: 10/26/68

FROM

subject:

jTSAC, ST.. LOUIS (100-20639)

STOKLEY (JrMICHAEL

RM - BN " !
i

■ ■ ■ d • ’

Re SL tel to WFO, 8/31/68, and WFO airtel 
9/1/68. /

Being furnished the Bureau under separate 
five reels of recording | (tapes. This is a copy of a 
tape recording made of a public speech delivered by

to Director,

cover are 
copy of a 
STOKLEY

CARMICHAEL, in St. Louis, at the Sheldon Memorial Hall, 3648 
Washington Blvd., St. Louis, Mo., on 8/29/68. The tape from which 
these tapes were made was furnished bv F

(Protect Identity) to SA __ __________________________ and had to be
returned as soon as possible. The tape was recorded as a slow-aodd 
speed about 2IPS, and recorded on a four track recorder. To jftaMe 
these tapes, the original was plaved back onl

Portions of the transcription on the original tapeJw^jre 
very poor and garbled and are, therefore, the same on the copy! 
Because of the length of the tape and the poor quality of partis 
of it, St. Louis has not undertaken the effort to reduce it|tol 
writing in interest of conserving stenographic time, untilLtfte} 
Bureau has had the opportunity of hearing the tape.

If it is determined that statments made by CARMICHAEL 
are of a nature that cpuld be used against him by the Gover^meht, 
and the Bureau recommends that a transcription be undertaken',^the 
tape should be returned. It should be noted that the original tape 
recording is not available and it is not known who made the^oriiginal 
recording. -

A?

5010-108

3^ Bureau (RM)
1 - Via Package (Encl.5) (RM) 

1 - St. Louis 
PW:rcs 
(4)

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED '
DA.TE. 03-01-2006 BY 6U3Liy ayc^am/mltZteg

ALL INFORMATION CONTATNF'

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Pegularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

E



SAC; St. Louis (100-20639)

Director, FM;W:00-446080)

November 4, 1968
1 b7C

1 - Mail Room

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Re St. Louis letter dated 10/26/68.

Returned herewith are five reels of tapes containing
a recording of a speech by Carmichael at Sheldon Memorial 
Hall, St. Louis, Missouri, on 8/29/68.

Reference is made to St. Louis letterhead memorandum 
(LHM) dated 8/31/68 containing the results of Carmichael*s 
speech on 8/29/68 at Sheldon Memorial Hall. A review of this 
LHM indicates Carmichael made highly inflammatory statements 
throughout his talk. In view of this and even though the 
above-referred to tapes are. of poor quality, St.5 Louis should 

to promptly prepare an LHM suitable for dissemination containing 
a transcription of the tapes. It should be stated in the LHM 
that due to the poor quality of the tapes, portions of the 
speech are unintelligible.

It is not clear in referenced letter how the source 
gobtained the original tape and this shpuld be more fully 

oo explained in your cover airtel. If no additional data is 
g developed concerning the source of the original tape, the 

y ^beginning of the details of your LHM should include a statement 
i > 8 t^lat the tape was made available by a confidential source and 
o the original recording is not available nor is it known who 

made the original recording.
. • ' ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr ___
Bishop _.

Enclosures - 5
JPTB:ekw 
±5)

•HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt./t.c

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

Holmes
Gandy _

Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt____
Gale ------

' Rosen — 
Sullivan -
Tavel — 

- Trotter_

MAIL ROOM :type UNIT



: Letterrto SAC, St. L6uis^?"?‘\7 •*- ?<■' - f- .
RE:" STOKELY CARMICHAEL
100-446080 .... .. j. ,'o.:■ ..; ■;.■ .<' <

NOTE: ' ; -;’:W

Stokely Carmichael, a black extremist, gave a talk 
in St. Louis on 8/29/68. St. Louis by referenced letter ■ 
suWit^eA^f ive reels of , tapes of this ■ speech which were .made 

'&<fr.c&/■lihftdri'gihal .tape furnished' by a probationary racial - ? \ 
:.lrifdrDiant.7 St. Louis pointed out that the tapes were of .

■ poorquality,requested theBureau toreviewto determine
• if.statements made by Carmichael could be used against him < 
!•, by the Government. Review';6f'previous information furnished ’ 
/ by St. Louis indicates Carmichael made highly inflammatory 
statements during his talk. In,view of this, St. Louis < s 

W;;lnnffucted;.tp transcribe the tapes^j^^.;'//^



CDNFjfitNTIflL

OTT 0 5 632PM JL
OCT 3 0

DEFERREDxi 0-30-68
TO fRECTOR (100-446080)

/'FROM LEGAT , OTTAWA (100-1564) IP

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXC 
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE . Room_

S3 Holmes, 
iss Gandy.

Mr. Tolson___
Mr. DeLoach... 
Mr. Mohr....—_ 
Mr. Bishop__
Mr. Casper 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad.... 
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale

T-^Kosen 
t. Sullivanl 
r. Tavel 

Trotter

STOKELY CARMICHAEL , IS - MISC .{SEDITION ...
bl

BUREAU TO BE FURTHER ADVISED AND BUREAU SHOULD AOVISE

(C)

LEOAT OF ANY INFO AS TO PLANS FOR TRAVEL TO.CANADA BY
CARMICHAEL.

END.
auc tam/mlt/tcg

03-01-2031sxiio

- y .55 NOV . 6 1968

cdnfi HAL



NR 2 TO WASHINGTON

TO

URGENT

ECTOR (100-446080)

11-1-68 9-47

FROM

AND NEW YORK

NOV 1191

AM HST PAN

Mr. Tolson—. 
Mr. DeLoach.

Mohr___
Bishop__
Casper__

Callahan. 
Conrad...

Felt_____
Gale____

WFO, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES

ENCODED

WFO AND NEW YORK VIA WASHINGTON

HONOLULU*J (100-6465)

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

'ele. Room____ _
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy_____

Mr. Rosen
Jr. Sullivan>«£i_

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RM - BPP

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS'UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

00 WASHINGTON FIELD.

RE HONOLULU RADIOGRAM OCTOBER THIRTY ONE LAST

FOR INFORMATION NEW YORK SUBJECT AND

ARRIVED HONOLULU EVEING OCTOBER TWENTY NINE LAST TO FULFILL

EARt>ANTHONY

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS. CARMICHAEL, ANTHONY ACCOMPANIED BY

DEPARTED HONOLULU ELEVEN THIRTY P.M., 

OCTOBER THIRTY ONE ON PAA EIGHT HUNDRED FOR SAN FRANCISCO

CALIFORNIA. AND ANTHONY HAVE OPEN TICKET SAN FRANCISCO

TO NEW YORK

SHE HAS

BEEN OBSERVED AT SPEECHES OF CARMICHAEL AT HONOLULU, BUT NOT

OTHERWISE’ KNOWN THIS OFFICE TICKET WAS PURCHASED

YORK OCTOBER TWENTY EIGHT LASTTHROUGH HILTON HOTELS AT NEW
NEW YORK ADVISE ANY PERTINENT I MidAMoWiM NING

D0r«TELET W TO
ay ---------Q j^r. iraINOR

WFO ROOM 836 9<W

END AND ACK<r>
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,DIRECTOR

VIA TELETYPE

1 OCT 2 61968

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. DeLoach___
Mr. Mohr

Bishop
Casper
Callahan___

Conrad____
Felt_______
Gale__ . /
Rosen v.
Sulb.van.6^
Tavel______
Trotter_____

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes...
Miss Gandy__

f553PM 10-26-68 URGENT BRS ~
'Sf •. /

z .f\TO DIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES AND SAN FRANCISCO (157-721 ) ENCODE

FROM SAN DIEGO (100-13995)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RACIAL MATTERS 

^RE SAN FRANCISCO TELCALL TO SAN DIEGO THIS A.M.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL ARRIVED SAN DIEGO AND SPOKE AT

AT 30TH AND OCEAN VIEW BLVDS. HE MADE TAPE FOR

CHANNEL EIGHT TELEVISION. CARMICHAEL STATED HE WILL ATTEND

,LY

FUND RAISING DINNER TONIGHT IN SAN DIEGO. HE INDICATED HE MAY

GO TO LOS ANGELES FROM SAN DIEGO, PLANS INDEFINITE

SAN DIEGO WILL ADVISE LOS ANGELES WHEN LEAVING TIME

DETERMINED

ID

EFH

LHM FOLLOWS. PENDING.

FBI WASH DC

k x MR. TRMNOR- 
t Croom 836 w

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc
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FBI WASH DC

/FBI SANDIEGO

806PM 10-26-6.8'' URGENT BRS

TO DIRECTOR

FROMZSAN DIEGO 100-13995

-STOKELY CARMICHAEL RACIAL

CARMICHAEL AND

OCT 2 61968

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEST/?'.' 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICu-" 

COMMUNICATION SECTION

MATTERS

Mr. Tolson__
Mr. DeLoach. 
Mr. Mohr-----
Mr. Bishop— 
Mr. Casper— 
Mr. Callahan. 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Felt------
Mr. Gale------ ,

!. Mr. Rosen----
j! M/. Sullivan: 
J Mr. Tavel— 
|1 Mr. Trotter— 
g Tele. Room— 
j Miss Holmes. 
I Miss Gandy-

b7

.HTPARTY LEFT SAN DIEGO PSA FLIGHT EIGHT

38

CHANGING FLIGHTS AT LOS ANGELES TO FLIGHT EIGHT TWO FIVE ARRIVING X/ 

AT. SAN. FR AN.C I SCO NINE TWO FIVE P.M. THIS DATE.

LOS A#GELES AND SAN FRANCISCO ADVISED TELEPHONICALLY. -I

END ' I

MXS ALL TNFORMATTQN CONTAINED ' ’
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

—_ _ DATE 0'3-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/rnlt/tcgFBI WASH DC

p
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OCT 30 1968
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Domestic Intel I ige^fe Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

10-24-68 
Date . __________________________

Attached pertains to Stokely 
Carmichael's plans to organizea 
group to meet the two suspended 
Negro Olympic athletes who are 
scheduled to arrive in Washington, 
D.C., 10-24-68. The two Negro 
athletes are scheduled to hold a 
press conference and appear at a 
rally today.

Washington Field Office 
affording appropriate coverage. 
Copy of attached sent Inter
Division Information Unit of 
Department and Attorney General.
JW0:cwb ALL INFORMATION contained
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Date: 10/23/68

Transmit the following-in CODE

v. TELETYPEVia ________ ;____

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

TO

FROM

ELEVEN

DI TOR, FBI AND SAC*S HONOLULU, LOS ANGELES 
AND SAN FRANCISCO

SAC, WFO(100-43503)

STOKEL'TXARMICHAEL-RM-

?tKr. Tolsona- 
Mr. DeLoach—

— 
jfay/jj&honr— 
M Casper— 
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad.. 
Mr- Felt— 
Mr. Gale— 

Rpsen.

Tavel...
Trotter

Tele. Room-
Miss Holmes

■4

RE WFOTEL OCT. TWENTY THREE LAST^

SUBJECT ANDI IdEPARTED WDC RESIDENCE ABOUT

AM OCT. TWENTY THREE INSTANT AND DROVE TO FRIENDSHIP INTER

NATIONAL AIRPORT, MD., WHERE BOARDED UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT

b / D

SIXTY THREE WHICH DEPARTED TWELVE ZERO THREE PM FOR c$AN FRANCISC

SUBJECT RETURNED TO WDC.

IN THE PAST

EXPECTED; TO

TWENTY FOUR

ADVISED

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION

ARRIVE NATIONAL AIRPORT WDC NINE THIRTY SEVEN OCT.

INSTANT. SUBJECT ORGANIZING GROUP AT NEW SCHOOL FOR

AFRO AMERICAN THOUGHT, TWO ONE ONE FIVE FOURTEENTH ST. N.W. TO MEET

THEM AT AIRPORT

;2Bureau ■ 
3-Teletype 
2-WFO

REG- 14

JHP:rmj 
(7)

ZF1

THEY WILL HOLD PRESS CONFERENCE AT ELEVEN AM AT

7C

MjT.ript’QRMATTON COWATfcED „ ' 
HEREljf'Ss UNCLASSIFIED-. ; • .

.DATE- 03-01-2006. BY 603&0 .auc'tam/mlt/tcg

I U

, Sent _ M' Per
Special Agent in Charge
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Transmit the following in_____ - - ' : - ■- ■' ..________________________ j
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via-.___ ____ J_  ' _____________ ■' ' ■ ' j
‘ . " (Priority) ।

—— ——T- -- ---- ?h-.—  ------ :______—   '----- 1- — ------ -----: A________ _  — _ _ _ _ J_
PAGE TWO
WFO 100-43503

ED MURPHY’S SUPPER CLUB, TWO TWO TWO SEVEN GEORGIA AVE. N.W. 

AND ALSO HAVE LUNCH. THEY WILL MAKE AN APPEARANCE AT HOWARD UNIV. 

ONE PM. AT^THREE THIRTY PM WILL HOLD RALLY AT NEW SCHOOL AFRO 

AMERICAN THOUGHT WITH: CARMICHAEL IN ATTENDANCE.

- *- ■

ADMINISTRATIVE^

ABOVE SOURCE IS

COPY SENT AG AND: Torn ' '

MR. TRAINOR
"ROOM 836 9&D

Approved: _______ :___________  ~ ______ Sent _____ - ' ’■ M Per.
Special Agent in:-Charge '
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। Mr. Toise®_____
। Mr. DeLoaeh.
। Mr. Mohr_______
। Mr. Bishop

Mr. Casper_____
Mr. Callahan___

Date: 11/4/68
Transmit the following in

vm TELETYPE

PLAIN
(Type in plaintext ota>de)

URGENT
(Priority)

Mr. Conrad___ r
Mr. Felt._______

Mr. Gale._______
Mj.- Rosen /

Mr. SullivanlZL 
Mr. Tavel______

Mr. Trotter_____

TO ECTOR, FBI. AND SACS LOS ANGELES AND SAN F

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELT~CARMICHAEL, rm.

Tele. Room
Miss Holmes- 
Miss

IN VIEW OF THE TENSE RACIAL SITUATION EXISTING IN THE
WASHINGTON, D. C. AREA AND THE NUMEROUS RUMORS BEING RECEIVED

IMPLYING THAT CARMICHAEL IS RETURNING TO THE AREA, RECIPIENT

OFFICES ARE REQUESTED TO NOTIFY THE BUREAU AND WFO ON A 

DAILY BASIS BY TELETYPE OF THE MOVEMENTS OF CARMICHAEL.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/to

- Bureau (100-446080)
3 - Teletype Unit 
2 -

NOV 71968

WFO

RNWrlt 
(7)

Approved: Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge
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FBI NEW YORK

De Loach____
Mohr - 
Bishop 
Casper 
Callahan___

Mr. Tolson. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Conrad.____
Mr. Felt
Mr. Gale_____ —
Mj>-Bosen. , ■— 
Mr. Suilivan_^L 
Mr. TaveL .........
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Boom_____
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy-------

6-05 PM JRGENT 11-1-68

. TO DI

NGELES AND HONOLULU

WPK

CTOR, WASHINGTON FIELD, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

ALL ADDRESSEES VIA WASHINGTON

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS (OO-WFO)

REFERENCE HONOLULU TEL TO BUREAU, ELEVEN ONE

SIXTY EIGHT

PRESENTLY SERVING IN UNITED STATES ARMY.

END

WA...R RELAY

CODE frft-P
EX 106,

PtA±m

. . U U U £il «**~7**

WA...LRC R RELAY'

FBI WASH DC

TELETYPED TO:

,e(W 5 1968 ,

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED-
DATE 03-01-2006 BY 60300 auc tam/mlt/tcg
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ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

Q FOIA/PA □ Litigation ’ / D Executive Order Applied

Requester: _________________________________________ ___________________________ _______________________
Subject: ___________________________________________________________________________________ _
Computer or Case Identification Number: ____________________________________ ______________
Title of Case:  Section 
* File________________________ _____________________________________________
Serials Reviewed: ________________ ■ _________________________________________________________ _

Release Location: *File Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see tlie documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit

File Number: _______ / <9(7 ___________ _____ _ Section w

Serial(s) Reviewed: ______________ ______________________ __________________________________________

FOIPA Requester: ____________________ ______________________ ____________________________________
FOIPA Subject: ______________  _______ ■______________________ _____________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: ^^33/^7
File Number:  Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed: ______________________________ ______________________________________ __________

FOIPA Requester: _________________________ ______________ ________________
FOIPA Subject: ________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number:  '

File Number: ________________________________________________________ Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed: ______________________________________________________ _________________________

FOIPA Requester: _________________ _ __________________________________ .__________________ ________
FOIPA Subject: ' ALL information contained
T?rxrr> A . XT , HEREIN It! UN'C'E'A'ti'tSiFiEDFOIPA Computer Number: _______::m 60309

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.
' 983317

/bls

ATTENTION

DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE
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DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, WFO
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10/30/68
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Enclosed herewith for the
an LHM regarding the above captioned subjects'
also tarnished Atlanta, Boston, Honolulu^. Los..Angeles« >New 

Orleans, New York and San Francisco. Two copies furnished' 
Albany in vie;? of info about being a professor
at Cornell University. Copies furnished Atlanta and Boston y 
in view of info ..set f or th

Bureau are 22 copies
Copies

6,- Bureau (Enc»
- Albany (Eno. 2) (RM)
- Atlanta (Eno. 3) (RM)
- Boston (Enc. 3) (RM)
- Honolulu (Enc. 3) (RM
- Los Angeles (Enc. 3.'
— New Orleans (F.nc

regarding

3) (RM)

3
3
3
3
3 - New York (Enc. 3) 

San Francisco (Enc
5 7%/ • rn*r>_________________________

b6 b7C

/t>0

•n b7Ds® 11 1968

(1 - 100-47225
(1 - 157-1443)'

WITH:mac AGENCY: Aesi.W.OSI,.SBC.SERV>
:34)
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WFO 100-435UJ

■ ■' The LHM is being claspiffed ,’’Confidential” to 
protect sources who are furnishing information of value 
on ' continuing basis.

Copies are being furnished to AUSA, Secret Service 
and local military intelligence agencies.

University end the subsequent rally a.t the New School of 
Afro -American Thought. With Bureau, permission, tape 
recordings of the statements were made. However, a cursory 
examination of the tapes and information received from live 
coverage by sources,' it does net any seditious or
inciting to riot statements were made. A further review 
of the tapes is being made. If no pertinent data is 
c o nt ained^thane l.n.,.the ^tapes will be retained in CARMICHAEL's
file in WFO. If pertinent data developed, translations ’nil. 
bt made where appropriate and set forth in LHM form.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

.UNITED STATESLdEPARTMENT OF J.USTFCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF I?;vES TIGATION

Washington, D/ C„ 20535 
October 30, 1968

. ■■ -,1. O-.-.'.; \ 1 . ■/c1 DECLASSIFIED iO,''60-30 9'auc'tam/mlt/tcg' ’
F-a-' ON ll,l-4./20U5<- ’ ... "-'■■''O-

■■■'■ 0 . s'. s- ■ /bls ■' . '.' a /' ■ . : ■

. -STOKELY CARMICHAEL
HUBERT GEROID BROWN, Also Known As 

Ho Rap Brown

The October 15, 1968, edition of "The Honolulu 
Advertiser," a daily newspaper of Honolulu, Hawaii, 
announced Stokely Carmichael was to arrive in Honolulu 
on October 24, 1968, and scheduled to speak at the 
University of Hawaii on October 25 and 26, 1968O

Stokely Carmichael is the former National 
Chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), 1966-1967, and is currently the Prime Minister 
of the Black Panther Party (BPP).

COPIES DESTROYED

2 86 MAR 1 WL

983317
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

On October 22, 1968, "The Honolulu Advertiser,"
mentioned previously, reported Carmichael would arrive 
in Honolulu on October 29, 1968, and speak on October 31, 
1968.

Attached hereto is an article appearing in
the "Washington-Afro American," a biweekly WDC newspaper, 
dated October 22, 1968, regarding John Carlos and 
Tommie Smith.

Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) verified on October 23. 1968. that 
Carmichael drove _________________________________________
WDC residence to Friendship International Airport,______
Friendship. Maryland,I

Carmichael
returned to WDC

"The Washington Post," a WDC daily newspaper
October 23, 1968, edition, contained an article attached 
herewith regarding Tommie Smith and John Carlos.

_____ I source mentioned_______
previously advised on October 23. 1968. that I I

b2 b6
b7D
b7D

The United States Attorney's Office, New Orleans
Louisiana, advised on October 23, 1968, that



STOKELY CARMICHAEL ALCONF

of the National Airport
Police, WDC, advised on October 24, 1968, that Stokely 
Carmichael, with a group of eight to ten individuals, 
appeared at the airport about 9:10 aom. on that date. 
Several were dressed in African-type attire and wore 
"bush haircuts," They wa^teH about the arrival area 
and were later joined by_____________ who arrived on
the 9:30 a.m. Eastern Airline shuttle from New York City 
Soon thereafter several bus loads of young adults 
arrived at theairport via vehicles of American Tours, 
Incorporated, _______________  stated that they were
reportedly frorp Howard University. WDC. and were to ____
greet arrivipg. 
According to

b6 b7(

Carmichael with
-the above group. procpeqeo to Gate 20 at National Air
port where 
five-piece r>ana arrived to participate in the welcoming 
ceremonies.

reportedly would arrive, A

Special Agents of the FBI observed Stokely 
Carmichael,! land about 150 young adults
gathered at Gate 20, Washington National Airport at 
approximately 9:35 a.m, on October 24, 1968. awaiting______
the arrival of the flight of________________________________
At approximately 9:45 a,m. United Airlines Flight 614 
arrived with| |was not on board.
_______  was greeted with great applause and a report was 
announced that!" I could not make rhe trip to
WDC __________________________________________
brief statements and greetings, Carmichael 
along with others in the entire group, marcl 
terminal to the accompaniment of music p\oy 
band.X SNCC associateslof Carmichael .I

After b6 b7

Yom the 
by the

were observed in the cYAwd. The entire group Entered j 
vehicles and began a ride in caravan style to Ed MurphyLs 
Supper Club, 2227 Georgia Avenue, N.W., WDC, where, 
according to previous announcements, a press conference 
would be held.

ENT I
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised on October 25,

b2 b6
b7C
b7D1968__ thatl Stokely Carmichael,

and about 150 other individuals gathered
at Edward Murphy's Supper Club, 2227 Georgia Avenue, 
N.W., WC, on October 24, 1968, where a press conference 
was held from about 11:15 a»m, to 12:15 p.m. Also 
present wa s______________________________________________
planned boycott by black athletes of the Olympic Games. 
In addition, a large contingent of the press was present. 
During the press conference Carlos spoke of the 
participation of Negro athletes in the Olympics and said 
that the United States may not have a team to send to 
the 1976 Olympic Games. He aid that all good athletes 
would be black and would not attend Olympic games. He 
said ”If the U. S„ does not change by 1972 they will be 
running around a flaming stadium." Carlos stated he did 
not want the medal he won for his third place finish in 
the 200 meter dash to count toward the United States’ 
total medals won stating, "I was stripped and kicked off 
the U. S. team." He reportedly stated "The honkies get 
on the beach to get like us, but we are going to move 
them into the shade." He continued "This country didn't 
want to own me and I don't want them to own my medal." 
He said he wanted to give the medal "to a black museum for 
black people." Carlos also remarked that some of the 
United States representatives participating in the Olympic 
Games were forced "to wear uniforms of the wrong size and 
color." He then attacked the press declaring that he 
had received thousands of letters supporting his demon
stration, not 1000 condemning it as had been reported by 
the press. He was asked if the demonstration by himself 
and Tommie Smith of clenching their black-gloved fists and 
lowering their heads in a defiant salute while the 
United States National Anthem was playing were their idea 
or one of the black power leaders. Carlos responded it

DE
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

col

was their idea and stated "I don’t need Stokely or Rap 
to tell me what to do." He said he would have boycotted 
the Games entirely but he and Smith felt they could 
accomplish more by going and subsequently demonstrating. 
He said he would not stand for the playing of the National 
Anthem any more because "It does not represent" him. He 

\ predicted "a lot of people are going to start wearing 
| black gloves" as a symbol of black power and "you are going 
Ito see a lot of your white daughters, sons and ral.atives 
I wearing them to." He told the press "you had better 
I start getting ready to knock them also." He was asked 
if thinking of the clenched fist demonstration may have 
helped him win the medal and he replied "I can run as 
fast out there on the street as I ran down there," Dur
ing the press conference Carlos was presented with several 
gifts from members of the group present.

According to the source, Stokely Carmichael did
not say very much but did comment he would be glad to 
receive athletic medals won by Negro athletes and would 
use them for a black museum, | |only made one
remark during the conference and that was that he hoped 
the black athletes who did participate in the Olympics 
without demonstrating "get 14 years of leg trouble," a. I

Harry^ikiwards, reportedly a professor at Cornell 
.U.niver.sLty., and me scribed as founderof the 01ympic~”Soycdtt 
movement, criticised the United States Olympic Committee 
and said he was going to call for an investigation of money 
appropriated for the Olympics. He praised Smith and Carlos 
for the way in which they conducted themselves by the 
black power demonstration during the Olympic Games in 
Mexico City.

b6 b7C
b7D

Source continued that during the press conference 
a mention was made of the war in Vietnam but only in a 
brief manner. He advised that there was mild criticism 
about the war but that no highly inflamatory statements 
had been made by any of the participants.

5



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

After the press conference ended Carmichael b2 b6
____________ along with a small group, had lunch at
Ed Murphy’s Supper Club and then proceeded to the campus 
of Howard University, WDC, for.a tally beginning at 1 p.m.

b7C
b7D

_____ Lsourca—adsri-sed—tha±______  
________  atokelv Carmichael]_____________________________
plus others with a group of about 400, most of whom 
were students* gathered at the front of Frederick Douglass 
Memorial Hall shortly after 1 p.m. on October 24, 1968. 
The above mentioned individuals spoke briefly as they 
did at the press conference and along the same lines 
relating to the participation of Negro athletes in the 
Olympics. Carlos was given a relief medallion of the 
late Malcolm X by Q. T. Jackson, President of the Student 
Body.

A characterization 
(MMI) of which Malcolm X was 
the Appendix.

of Muslim Mosque, Incorporated 
affiliated is set forth in

Stokely Carmichael spoke briefly and said "from 
this day forward black people will pick their own black 
heroes." H. Rap Brown reiterated his hope that Negro athletes 
who participated in the Olympics without demonstrating 
"have 14 years of leg trouble." Harry Edwards reportedly 
urged black people "wherever you are, receive the playing 
of the National Anthem" as Carlos and Smith did with a 
black power salute. He reiterated his demand for an 
investigation of the United States Olympic Committee for 
misuse of funds.

The rally at Howard University ended about 
2:30 p.m. | and group then went to the New School
of Afro-American Thought, 2115 14th Street, N.W., WDC, 
for a rally to be held at 3:30 p.m.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A copy of an article dated October 25, 1968, 
and appearing in "The Washington Post," mentioned 
previously, regarding the rally at Howard University is 
attached herewith.,

The New School of Afro-American Thought, 
mentioned above, has been publicly described as the 
headquarters for a small group of self-supporting 
artists and educators who are attempting to spread a 
message that Black people should be proud of being Black 
through classes given in Negro history, African language 
and art.

who has furnished b6 b?c 
reliable information in the past, advised on October 24, b7D b2 
1968, that a rally was held at the New School of Afro- 
American Thought, 2115 14th Street, N.W.. WDC, beginning 
at 3:30 p.m. on October 24. 1968. I Stokely
Carmichael,________________________________ were present
along with about 175 other persons, mostly young males 
believed to be from Howard University. The rally over
flowed from the premises of the School onto the sidewalk 
and street. Brief speeches were made by Carlos, Carmichael, 
Brown and Edwards. Carlos in brief remarks defended his 
action at the Olympics in Mexico City by his black power 
demonstration. He said that some people had criticised 
his stand but he did not think he did wrong. He said 
that he started to take part in the original boycott of 
the Olympic team. However, it is the pride of all athletes 
to win an Olympic medal and he could not resist the 
opportunity to participate. He reiterated he did not 
think he did wrong by what he did after winning the medal. 
He apologized for Smith not being able to be present 
and participate in the honors being given him. Carmichael 
spoke briefly and said the lesson Carlos and Smith showed 
white people is that the 'day is gone when "you mess with

7
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

one black man and he is left there.,’' He stated that now 
they will stick together and rally for support. H. Rap 
Brown spoke briefly and supported the position of Carlos 
and Smith by their black power display at the Olympics 
in Mexico City. He said that he hoped that the rest of 
the people would also support them.

Edwards again praised Carlos and Smith for the 
manner in which they conducted themselves during their
participation in the Olympics. He criticised other 
Negro athletes participating for not taking a similar 
stand. /

Also preslot in the crowd were SNCc associates 
I of Carmichael J

----------------------------------------- :----------------------------------------- ■—-—-------------------------- . • . -■

Source advised that the rally At the New 
School of Afro-American Thought ended about 4 p.m. 
without any incidents.

_______________________________ | Intelligence
Division, Metropolitan Police Department, advised on 
October 24, 1968, that no incidents had been reported 
in connection with the visit of Carlos to WDC or at 
functions subsequently held in his honor.

b2 b6
b7C
b7D

Officer________________ Dulles Airport Police,
Dulles International Airport, advised on October 24, 
1968, that Stokely Carmichael had departed that date 
via United Airlines Flight 57 en route to San Francisco, 
California.

___  Clerk, Eastern’ Airlines, NatinnaT 
Airport, WDC, advised on October 25. 1968. thatl~ 
_______ accompanied by ana an
other individual,„ departed"National Airport for New 
York City via Eastern Airlines shuttle at 10a.m. that
date.



■ r ' - APPENDIX . \

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 
headquartered at 360-362 Nelson Street, S. W., Atlanta, Georgia, 
is a nonambership organization, which was born out of the 
sit-in movement that erupted across the South beginning 
in 1960.

Today SNCC identifies itself as an organization in 
the revolutionary vanguard. It advocates that to be successful 
it is necessary to develop a revolutionary ideology and 
revolutionary program.

According to SNCC the year 1967 marked a historic 
milestone in the struggle for the liberation of black people 
in the United States and the year that revolutionaries 
throughout the world began to understand more fully the impact 
of the black movement. SNCC declared that ’’liberation will 
come only when there is final destruction of this mad octopus— 
the capitalistic system of the United States with all its 
life-sucking tentacles of exploitation and racism that choke 
the people of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The realities 
of black life, together with the recognition instilled in SNCC 
workers forced its members to further popularize the legitimacy 
of self-defense and rebellions when oppression became too great."

From;May, 1966, until May, 1967, Stokely Carmichael t>7c
was National Chairman of SNCC. As of July, 1968, Carmichael 
resided in Washington, D. C., wher© he was affiliated with b7D
SNCC and active as temporary chairman of a black coalition______-
group. In May, 1967, CarmichaelF 

kno served unni
June, 1968.



APPENDIX

BLACK PANTHER PARTY, aka 
Black Panther Party for 

Self Defense

A source advised that the Black Panther Party for 
Self Defense (RPPsn) wag fnrmPri bv httf.v pfrcv newton______
Minister of Defense, 
December, 1966, as a militant black nationalist political 
organization to combat police brutality, to unite militant 
black youth, and to determine the destiny of black communities. 
The political philosophy was taken from writings of Chairman 
MAO Tse-tung of Communist China and black militant writers.

In March, 1968, the name of the organization was 
changed to Black Panther Party (BPP),

The official BPP publication, "The Black Panther 
Party - Black Community News Service," states that the BPP 
advocates use of guns and guerrilla tactics in their violent 
revolutionary program to end oppression of black people.

On February 17, 1968, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Minister of 
Information, announced merger of the BPP and Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and bestowed title of Minister 
of Justice, BPP, upon H. RAP BROWN, Chairman of SNCC.

SNCC- is a militant Negro organization 
which preaches black supremacy.

Headquarters of BPP and Huey P. Newton Defense 
Fund are located at 4421 Grove Street, Oakland, California.



APPENDIX

A.telegram was sent late 
last week from a black stu- 

- dent organization at How
ard University to John 
Carlos and Tommie SnuU£ 

. supporting thelr’racTal pro
test at the Olympic Games 
in Mexico City.

A second telegram was 
sent-Monday with over 2500 
student signatures and a 
thousand signatures from 
D.C. residents, according to 
Bob Maison, vice president 
61 fhb HU ~Tfu^nT~‘*5?

Both telegrams read, 
“We the Black students of 
Howard University urge all 
black athletes to unite in 
support of Tommie Smith 
and* John Carlos in bringing • 
the issue of American rac
ism 'before the judgement 
of the world.”

The second telegram 
began, “We the Black stu
dents of Howard University 

and the people of Washing- 
on, D.C.“

“Carlos and .Smith were 
suspended from the team 
and asked to leave Mexico 
last week when they gave a 
“black unity” gesture from 
the victory stand during 
the playing of the National 
Anthem. Smith won the 200 
meter dash and Carlos 
came in third.

■ • ♦ * '
FRIDAY afternoon, John 

Jones, a member oT 
UJAMAA? a black national
ist student organization at 
Howard, told about 300 stu
dents at a campus rally 
that Smith and Carlos “had 
no obligation to salute the 
United States flag because 
of the murders that have 
been committed against our 
people in the name of white 
racism.”

He said that Howard ath
letes should give the “same 

salute” that Carlos and 
Smith gave during the An
them playing at all Howard 
sports events.

One telegram was al
ready on its way to Mexico 
City while the relay was in 
progress. This first tele
gram was sent only by 
UJAMAA with no list of 
signatures. Over 200 names 
were collected from the 
students at the rally for the 
second telegram and Jones 

’said the goal was 10,000 
student signatures. The pe
tition-telegram was sent 
Sunday.

There are almost 10,000 
students enrolled at How
ard.

“Further actions on our 
part depend on the reaction 
of the other black athletes 
on the Olympic team,” said 
Norman Reid, another

dp-—
Continued on Page 21.)

(Continued from Page 1)

UJAMAA member!" “The 
only thing we can effective
ly do is show support for 
them in any action they 
deem necessary.”

* * *
MIKE HARRIS said that 

another petition telegram 
। would be circulated 
i “ a m o n g the people of 
i Washington D.C., urging all 
1 black people to unite in 
support of Tommie Smith 
and Carlos.”

Part of the rally was de
voted to a teport on the 
Black Writers Conference 
held Oct. 14 and 15 at 
McGill University in Mon- 

, treal.
C * ♦

IRVIN RAY, a member 
61..UTAIWA A executive
board said that a Jamaican 
student, Walter Rodney, 
had been barred from re
turning to his country be
cause the Jamaican gov
ernment objected to the 

_Ggnference. Rodney was the 
conference’s primary spon
sor, according to Ray, and 
he has also been asked to 
leave Canada. Ray said the 
students in Jametea—^vas 
reaction among Jamacian 
been “drastic and violent.”



By Robert. C. Maynard 
Washington Post Staff Writer 
John Carlos, the Olympic 

bronze medalist who ran 200. 
meters in 20 seconds last 
week in Mexico City, was 
triumphantly received in 
Washington yesterday as a 
new here of the black-power 
movement.

“This is the largest crowd 
of black people I have ever 
seen in one place to hear 
anyone speak,” Carlos’told a 
rally of several hundred per
sons at Howard-University.

Surrounded by such black 
nationalists as Stokely Car
michael and H. Rap Brown, 
Carlos appeared shy* and 
hesitant in a morning press 
conference. But by after
noon he had struck a com
fortable stance in his new 
role as a public speaker.

As Q. , T. Jackson, presi
dent of the Howard Uni
versity Student Assembly, 
handed Carlos a relief me
dallion of the late Malcolm 

X, the banished Olympic 
runner quickly quipped, ■ 
‘‘This is the real gold 

medal.” His crowd of follow
ers shouted with delight.

Carmichael had little to 
say, except that “from this 
day forward, black people 

' will pick their own black 
heroes,” Brown said of those 
Negro athletes who partici
pated in the Olympic Games 
without protest:

“I wish them 14 years of 
leg trouble.”

Carlos, who defied the 
Olympic medal ceremony 
custom by standing. beside 
his fellow winner, -gold med
alist Tommie Smith, with 
his left fist in a black 
glove clenched above his 
head, echoed Brown’s senti
ments.

Harry Edwards, the for
mer San Jose (Calif.) State 
College professor who began 
a move for Negroes to boy
cott the Olympic Games, 
urged that: black people, 

“wherever you are,” should 
“receive the playing of the 
National Anthem” as Carlos 
and Smith did—with a 
black-power salute.

Edwards said that Smith, 
who was ro have appeared 
here with Carlos, remained 
behind in California with 
his mother, who was ill. Ed
wards said Smith’s mother 
“nearly had a nervous 
breakdown because of har
assment by the press.”

Referring to reports that 
some members of the U.S. 
Olympic team are under in
vestigation for receiving un
authorized funds, Edwards 
demanded a full-scale inves
tigation of “the U.S. Olym
pic Committee and coaching 
staff, not just an investiga
tion of black people by ra
cist crackers.”

In his own blast at the 
Olympic Committee, Carlos 
demanded that “since they 
disowned Tommie Smith 
and me, let them disown our 
medals, too."



APPENDIX

MUSLIM MOSQUE, INCORPORATED (MMI)

The March 13, 1964, edition of "The New York 
Times," a daily newspaper published in New York, New York, 
contained an article on page 20 which indicated that 
Malcolm X (Little), former national official of the 
Nation of Islam (NOI) who broke with the NOI on March 8, 
1964, publicly announced in New York City on March 12, 
1964, that he had formed the Muslim Mosque, Incorporated (MMI). 
The MMI, according to the article, would be a broadly based 
politically oriented black nationalist movement for Negroes 
only, financed by voluntary contributions. In this public 
statement, Malcolm X urged Negroes to abandon the doctrine 
of non-violence when it is necessary to defend themselves in 
the civil rights struggle, and he also suggested that 
Negroes form rifle clubs to protect their lives and property 
in time of emergencies in areas where the government is 
unable or unwilling to protect them.

Incorporation papers of the MMI filed on March 16, 
1964, with the Business Section, Clerk of Courts, New York 
County, New York, New York, reflect that the MMI was 
incorporated under the Religious Corporation Law of the 
State of New York to work for the imparting of the Islamic 
Faith and Islamic Religion in accordance with "accepted 
Islamic principals," The principal place of worship to 
be located in the Borough of Manhattan, New York, New York.

The May 23, 1964, edition of the "New York Amsterdam 
News," a weekly Negro newspaper published in New York City, 
contained an article by columnist James Booker in which he 
indicated that he had heard that the visit by Malcolm X 
with Muslim leaders during his African tour has changed 
him to become more religious.

On October 6, 1964, a confidential source 
advised that the MMI is apparently affiliated with the 
true orthodox Islamic Religion through its affiliation 
with the Islamic Foundation (of New York), 1 .Riverside 
Drive, New York City. The only teachings of the MMI are 
on the Islamic Religion.



MUSLIM MOSQUE, INCORPORATED

This confidential source advised on May 17, 1965, 
that the headquarters of the MMI are located in Suite 128, 
Hotel Theresa, 2090 Seventh Avenue, New York, New York, 
where they were established on March 16, 1964, These- 
headquarters are shared with the Organization of Afro- 
American Unity (OAAU) which was also headed by Malcolm Xo

Malcolm X was assassinated on February 21, 1965, 
while addressing an OAAU rally at the Audubon Ballroom, 
Broadway, and 166th Street, New York City.
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By Robert C. Maynard 
Washington Post Staff Writer

Olympic medalists Tommie 
Smith and John Carlos, ban
ished from the Mexico City 
■games for a black-power dem
onstration last week, are 
scheduled to begin a nation
wide speaking tour in Wash
ington on Thursday.

Stokely Carmichael, recently 
named^.as prime minister of 
•the Oakland-based Black

Panther Party, said the on-’, 
gagements here were “ar
ranged by. me, because, of 
course, they, must start in the 
Nation's Capital.”

He added:
“This city—because of its 

black majority—should give 
them a hero’s welcome.” •

Smith and Carlos, after plac
ing first and third, respec
tively, in the 200 meter finals 
last Wednesday, stood for the

medal-bestowing ceremony 
without shoes and in black 
stockings, each holding high 
one clenched hand in a black 
glove. ■

The ensuing controversy re-, 
suited in the two athletes’ 
being sent home. They arrived 
in Los Angeles Monday after
noon, but refused to answer 
questions of reporters at the 
airport.

Carmichael said they will 
respond to questions at a 
press conference at 11 a.in. 
Thursday. At lp.m. Thursday, 
the medalists will appear in

Kfs document contains neither 
^“^“dotions nor conclusions of 

e 11 ls the propertv of
« !o£BI..Ond “ loaned lo y°Ur agency-

W00-1113 to be
ibuted outside your agency.

15

front of Frederick Douglass 
Memorial Hall, at Howard 
University and at 3:30 p.m. 
will be at the New School of 
Afro-American Thought,. 2115 
14th st. nw. . ,ir~------- * ■
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Mr. Fred M. Vinson, Jr.
Assistant Attorney General
Director, FBI
STOKELY^ARMICHAEL

RACIAL MAHERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY
SEDITION; ANTIRIOT LAWS

November 7, 1968

1 - Mr. Rosen
1 - Mr. G. C. Moi b?c
1 -I

Reference is made to your letter dated August 14 
1968, advising that the matter of prosecution of Stokely 
Carmichael is the subject of continuing consideration in 
your division, and to your letter dated October 17, 1968.

In connection with our continuing investigation of 
Carmichael, we have submitted numerous reports regarding his
activities. In particular, reference is made to the report of b6 b7
Special Agent dated November 1, 1968, at
Washington, D. G. £ would appreciate being furnished a 
prosecutive opinion whether any of Carmi chael* s pe t i vi ties as 
set out in the report of Special Agentset out in the report of Special Agent ar in the
ether communications pertaining to Carmichael constitute a 
Violation of Federal law within the purview of your division. .

8 eagley, Internal Security is specifically invited to the
verbatim transcripts previously furnished of speeches by Carmichael 
at Marin City, California, on August 22, 1968, and at De Fremery 
Park, Oakland, California, on August 25, 1968. In view of these 
speeches by Carmichael and the other information we have sent the 
Internal Security Division, I would appreciate being advised as 
to whether a decision has been made with respect to the possible , 
prosecution of Carmichael for violation of the Sedition, statute's or 
any other Federal law within the pmrview of. 'the Internal 
Security Division. 
100-446080

Mr. J. Walter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney General

1

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO

TELETYPE UNIT

PTB
17)



Mr. Fred M. Vinson, Jr.

NOTE: ■■ ■

, We havefurnished the Department voluminous 
information concerning the activities of black extremist 
Stokely Carmichael. On several instances in the past we 
have requested prosecutive opinions concerning Carmichael*s 
activities from both the Internal Security Division andthe 
Criminal Division of the Department. To date the Department 
has not authorized prosecution of Carmichael in any instance.

Assistant Attorney General Vinson by letter dated 
10/17/68 requested investigation concerning statements made 
by Carmichael in Washington, D. C., on 10/12/68. Report’ .of... 
Special Agent| [dated 11/1/68 referred to above contains
results of investigation requestedi. In view of the submission 
of this report we are again asking Vinson for a prosecutive 
opinion. In addition, due to the submission of additional b6 
information, we are again asking Assistant Attorney General 
Yeagley for a prosecutive opinion.
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Mr. DeLoach.......
Mr. Mohr’
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TO DIRECTOR,
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enciphered

URGENT 11-1-68 RLH
Miss Gandy

FBI (100-446080) AND SACWFO, SF,AND LA

WFO AND SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES VIA WASHINGTON

CODED

FROM SACt HONOLULU (100-6465) 

stokelOarm ICHAEL: RM-BPP. 00 WFO

RE HONOLULU RADIOGRAMS OCTOBER TWENTY NINE LAST.

. SUBJECT, '' ■ f . . -• •

HONOLULU ELEVEN THIRTY PM TEN DASH THIRTY ONE DASH SIX EIGHT ON

DEPARTED

PAA FLIGHT EIGHT ZERO ZERO FOR SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

HAVE OPEN TICKET SAN FRANC ISCO TO NEW YORK.

FLIGHT EIGHT ZERO ZERO DUE TO ARRIVE SAN FRANCISCO SIX FIFTEEN b?c

AM NOVEMBER ONE INSTANT.

RM R RELAY

END ACK WA AND FOR RELAYD

FBI WASH DC 0’4 LA» 
IF' '/te. GW

TRAINUK
BOOM 836 9&D^MC'
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CODED 11/8/68

TO:

TELETYPE
Mr. R.M. Horner
Mr. G.C. Moot b?c

FROM:

STOKELY

SACs, SAN 
LOS 
WFO

FRANCISCO 
ANGELES 
(BY SPEQL

DIRECTOR

CARMICHAEL

FBI (100-446080)

RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

. 1 
1

C0

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE NOVEMBER SIX LAST CAPTIONED 

’’BLACK STUDENT UNION, SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE (BSU, SFSC),

RACIAL MATTERS (NO COPIES TO WFO OR LOS ANGELES), WHEREIN. IT IS
c

REPORTED CARMICHAEL APPEARED AT SFSC NOVEMBER FIVE LAST.

SAN FRANCISCO SUBMIT BY RETURN TELETYPE SUMMARY OF y 

CARMICHAEL’S ACTIVITIES SINCE HE AHSVED IN YOUR TERRITORY FROM 

HONOLULU, HAWAII ON NOVEMBER ONE LAST. IN ACCORDANCE WITH

PREVIOUS INSTRUCTIONS KEEP THE BUREAU AJg^NTER^STW OEFICES^^^^ 

ADVISED BY TELETYPE ON A DAILY BASIS THE WHEREABOUTS AND >

PTB:lst
NOV 81968 fl p h

ENCIPHERED I ’

19 NOV 12 1368

Black extremist Stokelv Carmichael is presently in the 
San Francisco Bay, area

|In view of ~
Larmichael’s position as Prime Minister of the black extremist or-

NOTE:
Mohr___
Bishop — 
Casper — 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt _ 
Gene _ 
Rosen
Sullivan 
Tavel _

—guerrilla warfare, it Ls imperative that we are continually aware of
Gandy5-- . his wher activities. ■ / z 'ft
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November 8, 1968

STOKELY
Srmichael

Stokely Carmichael was replaced as Chairman of 
the black extremist organization, the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), in May, 1967. Shortly 
thereafter, Carmichael traveled extensively throughout yQ
the world seeking support for the United States* black //
extremists. In Cuba, Carmichael was an observer to the 
Latin American Solidarity Organizations Conference of /”
revolutionary forces. In Cairo, Egypt, on October, 1967, 
Carmichael said ”My political philosophy is influenced 
by the Chinese and Cuban revolutionaries.” In Paris, France, 
in December, 1967, he said ”We do not want peace in Vietnam, 
we want the Vietnamese to defeat the United States of America.”

Shortly after returning to the United States 
Carmichael established residence in Washington, D. C., 
early in January, 1968. He immediately launched a campaign 
to form a black united front of militant and moderate Negro 
leaders in the Washington, D. C., area. Despite any ”new 
look” he may endeavor to project with the Black United Front 
he remains committed to violence and irrationality. At a

b7D

19 NOV 12 1968Tolson _
DeLoach
Mohr____
Bishop _
Casper_
Callahan 
Conrad __
Felt____
Gale____
Rosen ___
Sullivan _ 
Tavel ___ _
Trotter _J 
Tele. Ro<il 
Holmes__
Gandy ___

100-446080
ORIGINAL AND W.Q TO LEGAT, OTTAWA

PTB:ekw 
(4)

M0V1 31968.

^\GR0UP 1
Excluded'^froiri au 
downgradingZ-^tfiiC 
declassification

Itlo

n|^F
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL A

Carmichael’s presence as a leading spokesman for 
black extremists made him less amenable to SNCC direction 
and control and he was expelled from SNCC in August, 1968, 
Carmichael is presently the Prime Minister of the Black Panther. 
Party (BPP), a black extremist organization headquartered at 
Oakland, California. At a rally sponsored by the BPP held at 
Marin City, California, on 8/22/68, Carmichael declared that 
the blacks need to be free of capitalism and to bring this 
about he urged his audience to get guns and engage In guerrilla 
warfare. .1V : .

note:
Classified ’’Cgnftdefitial'’ because information fxpm 

the source, if disclosed, could jeopardize the source and 
be detrimental to the national defense;.
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Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

Date _ ________ IQ-25-68__

Attached relateslto activities in
Washington, D, C., 10-24-68__ in_______
connection with arrival of_____________

6 b7

Copy of attached sent Inter
Division Information Unit of Department 
and Attorney General. Pertinent parts 
of same to be included in summary 
teletype to White House and other 
interested levels of Government.

JFMzlrb

ALL INFORMATION .CONTAINED
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DATE 11-14-2005 .BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg-
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Transmit the following in

URGENT
(Priority)

PLAIN __
(Type in plaint/fxl or code)

Date:

F B I

b6 b7

M Per

Via TELETYPE

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: ZSAC, WFO (100-43503)
STOKELY^CARMICHAEL; -RM?

r Tolson.
Mr^ DeLoachJ 

rohr

£4/68

w. Casper____
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad 
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Felt_______
Gale.._____

Rosen_____
Sullivan.^ 

Tavel______
Trotter____

Tele. Room_____
Miss _Holmes.._
Miss Gandy____

RE WFO TELETYPE OCTOBER TWENTYTHREE LAST

J>AS~ VERIFIED THAT SUBJECT PROCEEDED TO NATIONAL AIRPORT 

(NA), WDC, APPROXIMATELY NINE A.M., OCTOBER TWENTYFOURINSTANT

WITH A GROUP TO GREET

DUE TO ARRIVE ON FLIGHT FROM WEST COAST. THE GROU

WAS JOINED BY WHO ARRIVED ON NINE THIRT^A.M

EASTERN AIRLINES SHUTTLE FROM NEW YORK. TWO BUS LOADS OF

PARTICIPANTS ARRIVED AT THE AIRPORT VIA AMERICAN TOURS

VEHICLES, MOSTLY BELIEVED TO BE FROM HOWARD UNIVERSITY

SUBJECT'S GROUP &ENT TO GATE TWENTY AT NA WHERE ATHLETES

EXPECTED TO ARRIVE. THEY WERE JOINED BY GROUP ARRIVING B

ABOVE BUSES PLUS OTHERS BY CARS. A FIVE PIECE BAND APPEARED

4 - Bureau
1 - WFO / ■

A CROWD OF ABOUT ONE HUNDRED FIFTY MOSTLY IN AGE TWENTIES 
sxiIO /C O 

bbl....rl-6ED?35.. wb-
• - - ’ Hous©

i'cr-.v-’bc;- Da'te/oZa-Z
WWH:lt 
451---

Sent|O|ved2.
. Special Agent in arge



FBI ;

Date: : ।

Transmit the following in _____ _______ ______________ _____________________________________ |
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via _________________________ __________________________ __________ ___ ________________ | ■
(Priority) ।

____________    J-

WFO 100-43503
PAGE TWO

GATHERED AT GATE TWENTY AND AT APPROXIMATELY NINE FORTYFIVE

A.M., UNITED AIRLINES FLIGHT NUMBER SIX ONE FOUR ARRIVED

MUCH APPLAUSE AND IT WAS REPORTED COULD NOT

WITH ONLY ABOARD. HE WAS GREETED WITH

AFTER GREETING AND BRIEF STATEMENTS, THE ENTIRE GROUP MARCHED

MAKE THE TRIP DUE

FROM THE TERMINAL AS THE BAND PLAYED.

ALSO OBSERVED IN
CROWD. /)// •

THE GROUP ENTERED VEHICLES AND AT TEN TWELVE A.M. BEGAN

RIDE CARAVAN-STYLE TO ED MURPHY’S SUPPER CLUB, TWO TWO TWO 

SEVEN GEORGIA AVENUE, N.W., WDC, WHERE PRESS CONFERENCE HELD 

FROM ABOUT ELEVEN FIFTEEN A.M. TO TWELVE FIFTEEN P.M. DURING 

PRESS CONFERENCE COMMENTS WERE MADE BY SUBJECT, H. RAP BROWN, 

CARLOS AND HARRY EDWARDS FROM CALIFORNIA, ONE OF THE ORGANIZERS 

OF A CONTEMPLATED BOYCOTT BY BLACK ATHLETES OF THE OLYMPIC 

GAMES. THEY SPOKE OF THE TREATMENT OF BLACK ATHLETES AND

Approved:  Sent __________ ' M Per 
Special Agent in Charge



F,D-36'(Rev. 5-22-64) —l « . ? |

• F B 1 [.

Date: |

Transmit the following in _______ _______________________ _______________________________ I
(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via  •_____________  . _______ __________________ |
(Priority) ,

-■----------------------------------- ---------------------------- ’-------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ;----------------- -- ----------------------------------------------------- J_______ '_____________

WFO 100-43503
PAGE THREE

THEIR PARTICIPATION IN THE OLYMPICS. BROWN STATED HE HOPED

ALL BLACK ATHLETES WHO DID NOT PARTICIPATE IN THE BLACK

POWER DISPLAY IN MEXICO CITY HAVE QUOTE LEG TROUBLE UNQUOTE.

SUBJECT SAID HE WOULD BE GLAD TO RECEIVE ATHLETIC MEDALS 

GIVEN TO NEGRO ATHLETES AND WOULD USE THEM FOR A BLACK 

MUSEUM. EDWARDS CRITICIZED THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COM

MITTEE AND SUGGESTED IT BE INVESTIGATED. THEY MENTIONED 

OPPOSITION TO THE WAR IN VIETNAM.

AFTER PRESS CONFERENCE SUBJECT WITH SMALL GROUP INCLUDING 

HAD LUNCH AND THEN WENT TO HOWARD UNIVERSITY, ^DC, WHERE

RALLY OF ABOUT FOUR HUNDRED, MOSTLY STUDENTS, GATHERED IN FRONT 

OF FREDERICK DOUGLASS MEMORIAL HALL SHORTLY AFTER ONE P.M.
. . ... ■ b6 b7C

THE PREVIOUS INDIVIDUALS COMMENTED BRIEFLY ALONG THE SAME 

LINES AS AT THE NEWS CONFERENCE. THE RALLY TERMINATED AT

ABOUT TWO THIRTY P.M. AND PARTICIPANTS WENT TO THE NEW SCHOOL 

FOR AFRO-AMERICAN THOUGHT FOR A RALLY AT THREE THIRTY P.M.

Approved: -------- -------- :—:________ ■ . Sent  M Per 
Special Agent in-Charge . ■.
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F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

WFO 100-43503 
PAGE FOUR

AT THREE THIRTY P.M. ABOUT ONE HUNDRED FIFTY YOUNG ADULTS 

INCLUDING SUBJECT, CARLOS, H. RAP BROWN, NEBLETT, SELLERS, 

AND EDWARDS GATHERED AT THE ABOVE SCHOOL. SUBJECT, CARLOS, f 

EDWARDS, AND BROWN SPOKE BRIEFLY ALONG SAME LINES AS AT THE 

PREVIOUS FUNCTIONS. PROGRAM LASTED ABOUT THIRTY MINUTES AND 

ENDED WITHOUT ANY INCIDENTS, AS DID THE PREVIOUS FUNCTIONS 

AT FOUR TEN P.M. 

ADMINISTRATIVE

Uftf FOLLOWS. P.

COPY SENT AG AND IDIU

Approved: ----------------------------- ’_________ ;_ Sent ______ i__________M Per ___ _______________ L
Special Agent in Charge
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DIRECTOR, m (W0-448S06) IpZ&M

SAC, WFO C100-47305) (C) '

aica.
"K3 * "

Re WFO airtel to 7/31/68.
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wfo

I does mt for recofenendatims
for inclusion on the Security or Agitator. Index, and . 
this case presently warrent® no further, investigation.



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

b6 b7
b7D

Washington, D, C. 20535
October 9, 1968

ALL INFOPHATI ON CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-3006 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

/bls

Representatives of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, in connection with another matter, contacted 

_ ]_3__ 1 QAfi__ I I

voluntarily furnished the following information:
b6 b7C

Stokely Carmichael is known publicly as a militant 
Black Nationalist who was the former national chairman of 
Student Non Violet Coordinating Committee (SNCC). SNCC is 
described in the appendix attached hereto

b6 b7C



APPENDIX

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquarters at 360-362 Nelson 
Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself as not being 
a membership organization, but rather an agency attempting to 
stimulate and foster the growth of local protest movements. 
SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement which erupted across 
the South beginning on February 1, 1960. A conference at 
Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought together many of 
the demonstrating Southern students in a loose network of 
militant youth which was officially named SNCC in October, 1960.

A source has advised that in May, 1966, Stokely 
Carmichael was elected NaXixinaJ—Chadj^aajrJiLjthe—Can±ral_Committee. 
In Mav. 1967A Carmichael <In Mav. 1967A Carmichael <

ICarmichael assuming rne position oi Kecruiter ana
organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at the invitation of 
Fidel Castro, Carmichael participated in the Organization of 
Latin American Solidarity Confererr^\which was held in Havana, Cuba. Subsequeht thereto, CarmichjiSu traveled to Hanoi and 
other sections of North Vietnam. He returned to the United 
States in December, 1967, at which time his passport was picked 
up because of travel to unauthorized countries. b6 b7

A source advised that when Carmichael was elected 
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. I

|as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on a world- 
wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand against 
violations of these rights by the American Government and to 
strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft and to the 
United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identi
fies SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. 
It advocates that to be successful it is necessary to develop 
a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in the 
Watts area of Los Angeles, California, H. Rap Brown said ’’You 
better shape up America, or we’ll burn you down." Later in 
February, 1968, in a publicized note Brown wrote, "America, if ' 
it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against you 
and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to organize 

- your children, your God, your poor, your country, and to organize 
mankind, to rejoice in your destruction and ruin, then here’s

. my life . , Ihxs document.contains neither
I’ecomlnenda.tioas ■ nor conclusions of

s. . - the I til. It is the property of
■ ’ j ' ' and is loaned to your agency;

' .■!. and.lts contents are not to be
. , : dlBtr>buted outside your agency.
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)TO:
J FROM-:

STOKE 
CIA

ReBuairtel 10/15/68



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

ALL INFOPHATI ON CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-3003 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

F B I

Date: 11/7/68
PLAINTEXT

/bls

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

v. TELETYPE URGENTVia _________________________  _____________________________________________
(Priority) 
_____________ >__________________________________________

ya : DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC, SAN FRANCISCO

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELYCARMICHAEL; RACIAL MATTER.

Mr. Tolson;—.
Mr. DeLoach .
Mr. Mohr. , .
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper __
Mr. Caliahan — 
Mr. Conrad.
Mr. Felt___ .___ _
Mr. Gale__
Mr^t/Sep^___

Mr. Tavel______
Mr. Trotter — 
Tele. Room. ......
Miss Holmes .
Miss Gandy —

FOR INFORMATION SAN FRANCISCO, LEGAT, OTTAWA, RECEIVED

INFORMATION FROM SUBJECT MAY POSSIBLY TRAVEL TO

CANADA TO PARTICIPATE IN A STUDENT POWER CONFERENCE IN

VANCOUVER, OCTOBER TEN DASH ELEVEN NEXT.

WFO SOURCES HAVE REPORTED NO INFORMATION REGARDING THE

ABOVE TO DATE.

SAN FRANCISCO FURNISH ANY INFORMATION DEVELOPED

REGARDING VISIT OF

@- Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit

1 NOV 12 1968

2 - WFO ’
yL'iR. hJ

WWH:pgp c ROOM 836 9&D
(7) 1

Approved: f jpy ___________
'61. NOy 1^HOBBgentinCharge

Sent M Per ----------------------------



ALT, INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-17-Z005' BY~S0309 auc t-aiu/mlt./t-cg

/bls

D

WASHINGTON —02—

VIA TELETYPE
NOV i 2 W

EN Cl PHOED

Mr. Tolson---------
Mr. DeLoach ——
Mr. Mohr... —
Mr. Bishop ——
Mr. Casper-------
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt------—
M^. Gale -—--------
Jfc, loosen----->
Wii.tistillivanJK-
/Mr? Tavel----------
Mr. Trotter-------
Tele. Room
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy-------

1124AM DEFERRED 11/12/68 JOC 

TO DIRECTOR ANO WASHINGTON FIELD 

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (I5T-721) IP PLAINTEXT

54N0V2 01968
TELETYPED TO: 7

ROOiVi 833 9&0



FBI WASH DC*

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

NOV 81968 <
■Teletype

ALL INFOPHATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-3003 BY 60309 au: tam/mlt/tcg

/bls

Mr. Tolson_
' Mr. DeLoach 
| Mr. Mohr 
' Mr. Bishop—

Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan

1 Mr. Conrad..
I Mr. Mt____
j Mr./f&ale___

j Mac'B&p*'-

Mr. travel__
Mr. Trotter-
Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes.
Miss Gandy-

FBI SAN FRAN

1105M DEFERRED 11-8-68 MS

DIRECTOR (100-446080) WASH FIELD (100-43503) & SEATTLE

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-721) IP

0
STOKELY uARMICHAEL; RM - SNCC, BPP; SEDITION; ARL

RE WASH FIELD TEL NOVEMBER SEVEN LAST.

b6 b7C

SAN FRANCISCO HAS NO INFORMATION REGARDING PROSPECTIV

VISIT OF SUBJECT TO CANADA.

FOR INFO SEATTLE, WASH FIELD ADVISED LEGAT, OTTAWA, HAStA. 

INFORMATION FROM I IsUBJECT MAY TRAVEL TO CANADA TO PARTICIPATE

IN STUDENT POWER CONFERENCE VANCOUVER, NOVEMBER TEN AND ELEVEN,

NEXT. b7D

CKG

FBI

BE INFORMED

END

SHOULD INFORMATION BE RECEIVED, APPROPERIATE OFFICES WILL

XEROX



:uut. BY bUBijy auc tam/mlt/tcg b6 b7C

FBI WASH DC* 450PM xn-5-68 URGENT CLPTOZDIRECTOR, LOS ANGELES, SAVANNAH, WASHINGTON FIELD (44-726) 'FROM SAN FRANCISCO - RUC IP
ELIJAH STILL MC GOWAN, REGISTRAR OF VOTERS (LONG COUNTY), GEORGIA, VOTING DISCRIMINATION, VRA SIXTYFIVEg CRj 00 SAVANNAH*

RE WASHINGTON FIELD TELETYPE NOVEMBER FIVE*ADVISED TODAY THAT STOKELY b2 b7D

CARMICHAEL APPEARED THIS DATE SAN FRANCISCO STATE COLLEGE 'TWO THIRTY P.Mo, PSTO
FBI WASH DC*



5-U.3a ((9-S9-65)

Domestic Intelligence Division

IN FORMATIVE NOTE

11/13/68

Attached relates to speech 11/12/68 
by Stokely Carmichael in Cupertino, 
California, and, among other things, he 
|said his goal is to destroy American 
* society as we know it.

Copy of attached sent Inter
Division Information Unit of Department 
and Attorney General. Also to be 
furnished Internal Security Division of 
Department, Secret Service, and military.

jFM:chs

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-3005 BY 60309 auc t-.a-rri/Tri 1 r./r.og

/bls



WASHINGTON 04

VIA TELETYPE

NOVI 3 1968 /

ENCIPHERED

525BPTDEFERRED 11/13/68 JOC 
TQ/DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND WASHINGTON FIELD (100-43503)

Mr. Tolson
Mr. DeLoach..Y__
Mr.JMp*.___/_

Mr. Caspar ....—
Mr. Callahan____

Mr. Conrad.... _ 
Mr. Felt________
Mr. Gale--------- y
Mr. Rosen yL 
Mr. Sullivan.^— 
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room 
Miss H> lmes____
Miss Gandy

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-721) 2P PLAINTEXT

ZSTOKELY CARMICHAEL

ALIFORNIA, EIGHT P.M

CONSISTED APPROXIMATELY

STOKELY XARMICHAELJ ««-BPP> SNCCj SEDITION. /

SPOKE DE ANZA COLLEGE. CUPERTINO.

NOVEMBER TWELVE, LAST. AUDIENCE

FOUR HUNDRED FIFTY PERSONS PREDOMINANTLY

WHITE. AUDIENCE WAS RECEPTIVE APPEARANCE SPONSORED BY BLACK

STUDENT UNION, DE ANZA COLLEGE, NEWLY FORMED GROUP. NOTED

HOWEVER, MOST NEGROES PRESENT WERE NOT STUDENTS AT DE ANZA

COLLEGE. REPRESENTATIVES OF STUDENT BODY SIGNED CONTRACT WITH

SUBJECT GUARANTEEING HIM ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS FOR APPEARANCE

SUBJECT SPOKE FOR ABOUT TWENTY-FIVE MINUTES.

DURING SPEECH, CARMICHAEL SPOKE OF POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC

EQUALITY DESIRED BY BLACK HAN. HE ATTACKED LIBERAL MOVEMENT

CLAIMING THEY SEEK TO

END PAGE ONE

MAINTAIN STATUS QUO AND AVOID CONFRONTATION,

28 NOV 18 1968

TELETYPED TO:
&T.3



PAGE TWO

WITH AUTHORITIES. HE SAID HIS GOAL IS TO DESTROY AMERICAN 

SOCIETY AS WE KNOW IT AND THAT THE BLACK POWER MOVEMENT WILL 

CONTINUE ITS POLICY OF HARASSMENT OF THE ESTABLISHMENT.

ADMINISTRATIVE DATA—

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE NOVEMBER TWELVE, LAST.

SOURCE IS DE ANZA COLLEGE, CUPERTINO,

AN ESTABLISHED SOURCE (PROTECT)•

EFFORTS BEING MADE TO DETERMINE IF SPEECH RECORDED. IF

SO, RECORDING WILL BE OBTAINED.

FOLLOWS.

END

VXC FBI WASH DC

b6
b7C
b7D

MR. UA1N0K 
C^ROOM 836

COPY SENT AG AND IDlU



FBI WASH DC*

FBI SAN FRAN

ERAl BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

S. DEPARTMENT OF WSTICE 

mmunication section
MOV 01968-

IMF a BHATTON CONTAIMED

auc t-aja/mlt/t-cg

11:13PMPST .DEFERRED 11-8-68 CRW

FRO

TO

SAN FRANCISCO

/bls

IRECTOR, WSHINGTON FIELD OFFICE AND SFATT1 F

Mr. Tolson___
Mr. DeLoach__

Mr. Mohr.____
Mr. Bishop____

। Mr. Casper___
I Mr. Callahan__
' Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt______
Mr. Gale_____ A
Mr. Rosen' < 
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Tavel /!*»• 
Mr. Trotter V 
Tele. Room 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy

©

STOKELY CARMICHAEL: RM-BPP

RE SF’TEL TO BUREAU ELEVEN SIX, CAPTIONED BSU AND BU TELETYPE

TO SF ELEVEN EIGHT.

b7D
b6

AVE NOT REPORTED HIS PRESENCE AT ANY BPP FUNCTION AND HE HAS INFACT 

EEN CONSPIClOUS BY HIS ABSENCE FROM SUCH ACTIVITY WHICH INCLUDE

BPP PUBLIC RALLY IN SF ON ELEVEN EIGHT SIXTY EIGHT.

KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT'S DAY TO DAY WHEREABOUTS WILL CONTINUE 

TO BE OBTAINED THROUGH INFORMANTS, SOURCES AT FAIRMONT HOTEL AND 

HOLIDAY LODGE ____________________________________________________

SOURCES REPORTED SUBJECT AT MOTEL ALL DAY ON ELEVEN EIGHT.

FOR

VAN

END

COUVER.

SF WILL KEEP BUREAU

INFO OF SEATTLE. SUBJECT NOT KNOWNED TO BE PLANNING TRIE*TO

D-INTERESTED OFFICES ADVlsEb

BJP y
-eh'&rZ*” MR. TRMNOR
WASff DC* J*6 - ROOM 836 9&0

983317



17-1 (Rev. 8-11-03)

ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

d FOIA/PA □ Litigation O Executive Order Applied

Requester: ____________________________________________________________________________________________
Subject: ______________________________________________________________________________________________ _
Computer or Case Identification Number: __________________________________________________________________
Title of Case: _________________________________________________________________  Section)_______________
♦File ____________________________________________________
Serials Reviewed: .'

Release Location: *File Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit] ~| b2

File Number: jOO__ H ______________________  Section ^5_______

Serial(s) Reviewed: ______ __________________________________________________

FOIPA Requesters
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number: $£.33/?

File Number: _________ _____________________________________ ________  Section _______________
Serial(s) Reviewed: ______________________________ _______________________

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject: _________________________________________________________________________ ______
FOIPA Computer Number:

File Number:  Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed:

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number:

__________________ :_________________________ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED________________
________________ 1________HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED____________________
___________________________________________ DATE 08-17-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAN/CB/bls

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

ATTENTION

DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE



® FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

HERE III IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-17-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CBZbls

REPORTING OFFICE OFFICE OF ORIGIN

HONOLULU WO
DATE INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

11/13/68 10/15 - 11/6/68
TITLE OF CASE

\ / o
\b STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka
7

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

REPORT MADE BY TYPED BY

SA /sbt
CHARACTER OF CASE

b6
RM - SNCC, BPP b?c

0

SPECIAL. AGENT 
IN CHARGE

/-JJXSO, Honolulu (RM)
/-OSI, Honolulu (RM)
/-MID, Honolulu (RM)
/-Secret Service, Honolulu (RM)
y-WO (100-43503) (RAM)
/-Los Angeles (157-1907)(Info)(RAM) 
2-Honolulu (100-6465)

Dissemination Record of At
Agency

Request Recd.

f^rrt
Notations

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

14jmOO68

' r'll tJnii ' / - > /

How

By



HN 100-6465

INFORMANTS

Identity Date Location
Contacted

ADMINISTRATIVE
This report is classified coiC£^deg£Sal to protect the 
identity of T

Surveillance logs are filed in HN 100-6465-1A.

COVER PAGE 
B*



In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

November 13, 1968
Director
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D..C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. | | Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2. | | Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means.

3. □ Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. □ U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. [X] Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a) | | Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) (XI Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) □ Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. [ | Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph | | has been furnished | | enclosed | | is not available 
[ | may be available through_____________________ :____ !_________________________ :__________

DECLASSIFIED BY 603247AUC/BAU/CB/bls 
ON 08-17-2006

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 
U. S. Secret Service Honolulu (RM) %

Very truly yours,

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form 
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



FD-2 04' (RevT3-3-5 9)T

t
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF J ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1-NISO, Honolulu (RM)
1-OSI, Honolulu (RM) 
1-MID, Honolulu (RM)

Copy to: 1-Secret Service, Honolulu (RM)

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CB/b 1 
ON 08-17-2006

Report of: 
Dote:

________________________ b6SA|_______ b7C
November 13, 1968

Honolulu

Field Office File #: ffN 100-6465 100-446080
Title: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character:

Synopsis:

RACIAL MATTERS - STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING 
COMMITTEE, BLACK PANTHER PARTY
STOKELY CARMICHAEL,! ]arrived/
at the Honolulu International Air nor t. 9;25 PM, 10/29/68> 
____________________________ 10/29/68 .< 
CARMICHAEL gave speeches at University YWCA, 10/30/68,/ 
Honolulu Press Club, Andrews Amphitheater, University of 
Hawaii, and Church of the Crossroads, 10/31/68. -^Subject,
departed Honolulu at ~m30*“PM7 10/31/68 for San —
Francisco, California,.. CARMICHAEL’S trip to Honolulu 
sponsored by the Black Student Union and financed from 
loan of Associated Students of the University of Hawaii, .

- RUC -

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions o£ the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



HN 100-6465

DETAILS:

AT HONOLULU, HAWAII

The October 15, 1968 edition of the "Honolulu Advertiser", 
a daily newspaper of Honolulu, announced that STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL, who had recently joined the Black Panther 
Movement, was scheduled to arrive in Honolulu on 
October 24, 1968, accompanied by EARL ANTHONY, Minister 
of Information for the Black Panther Party (BPP), to 
speak at the University of Hawaii (UH).

The news article went on to quote the Black Student Union (BSU) President., JUO&W^SIMON; , as stating there 
was no correlation between the group inviting CARMICHAEL 
to Hawaii and the scheduled visit of president candidate, 
GEORGE C. WALLACE. /Lzi

ted CARMICHAEL 
about 
identifying

SIMON stated that the newly formed 
to Hawaii as a means of giving out information 
the BPP but it did not mean that the group was 
itself with BPP ideology.

  b2 
On October 15, 1968| [advised as follows: b?D

There are perhaps some 50 Negro students among the 
17,000 full-time students registered at the UH. Recently 
a group of about 35 Negro students have attempted to 
organize under the name of the Black Student Union. 
They have not as yet been accredited as a student 
organization, and because they have announced that 
membership will only be open to members of the black 
race, they undoubtedly will not be given approval. 
However, the BSU has received .interim acknowledgement 
by the university and equipped with this, the BSU 
obtained a student loan from the Associated Students of 
the University of Hawaii to bring CARMICHAEL to Honolulu x 
to speak. Contrary to the story in the "Honolulu 
Advertister" of that date that members of BSU were anxious 
to bring CARMICHAEL to Honolulu because of WALLACE*s

2
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intended visit, they have decided they would not picket 
or harrass WALLACE; that they would not even acknowledge 
him, but instead would invite a black speaker to talk 
at the university during his visit.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL is.the former National 
Chairman of the Students Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) from 1966 to 
1967, and is currently Prime Minister of 
the BPP.

A characterization of SNCC and BPP is 
appended hereto.

The ’’Honolulu Advertiser” of October 22, 1968 reported 
that CARMICHAEL had changed his itinerary and would 
arrive in Honolulu, accompanied by EARL ANTHONY, on the 
evening of October 29, 1968. ANTHONY, according to the 
article, is scheduled to speak at 11:30 AM on October 
30, 1968 at the Kennedy Theater at the East-Wester 
Center, UH, and CARMICHAEL will speak the following 
day at 1:30 PM at the Andrews Amphitheater On the campus. 
He was also scheduled to speak at the Church of the 
Crossroads on the evening of October 31, 1988.
On October 29, 19681 ' [reported that he had received
information that I

The Hawaiian Telephone Company information service_____
reported that l~ I b2

[Honolulu. b7D
■ • ■ bo

Registration for automobile licenses hereinafter recorded b7c
were checked by SA| [through the files
of the Honolulu Police Department.

Agents of the FBI observed the following:
At 9:25 PM on October 29, 1968, STOKELY CARMlCHAELl 

[arrived in Honolulu aboard United Airlines
Flight 187 from San Francisco, California.|

3
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immediately proceeded from the plane to a beige and 
■white Thunderbird, bearing Hawaii license IE-6105 and 
departed from the airport. In front of the Thunderbird 
was a red sports sedan bearing Hawaii license 8E-2627.

At 10:15 PM a convoy of several cars with Negroes arrived 
I I The occupants entered the
residence. Tho cars included a Volkswagen. Hawaii license N163 ’(owner F I a Volkswagen. Hawaii
license 6E-8214. (owner I I
a Chevrolet. Hawaii, license* 5A-7665 * owner I

a Chevrolets Hawaii license IB-9257 (registered to 
Wheels, Ltd..- 2874 Kam Highway. Honolulu. On November 
5, 1968| |Wheels, Ltd i,
advised SA[ Ithat a 1963 Chevrolet,
/bearing Hawaii license IB-9257 was sold tol I
1 [residence
1 I: ,a-dPontiac. Hawaii ~ ~
/license X5078 (ownerI I

1________ [ a Chevrolet, Oahu license ~71719 (owner________
[loca 1 address

I: a/red MG Roadster, California 
license 0NZ101. | 
was a/car bearing Hawaii/license 3B-6133. issued to ~ 

tfftWft(>(
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At 12:10 PM/ October 30. I960. CARMICHAEL, in the company

T were observed beside a Volkswagen, bearing 
Hawaii license N163 and a red Mustang. Hawaii license 
9B-2667 (ownerj Finance Factors• | [Finance
Factors, advised on November 4, 1968 that this car 
had been-p-urchasad bv I I

_ I j f .

Kennedy Theater in a Thunderbird. Hawaii license 
IE-6105, and| [bearing
Hawaii license N163.

At 6:45 PM it was observed that a party was in progress 
___________________________________________ |and another 
Negro male were observed in front of the residence.
Many cars were observed in the vicinity, including 
the Volkswagen with Hawaii license N163, the Mustang 
with Hawaii license. 9B-2667 and the Volkswagen with 
Hawaii license 6S-8214.

At 8:15 PM an announcement was heard at the University 
YWCA, where CARMICHAEL was scheduled to speak, stating 
that CARMICHAEL was at a party and would be 45 minutes 
to an hour late. At 8:47 PM a similar announcement was 
made, stating that CARMICHAEL had left the party on

5
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At 9:02 PM, CARMICHAEL, |____________________________  a
other Negro males approached the YWCA on foot from 
Metcalf Avenue, CARMICHAEL departed the YWCA after 
10:16 PM and entered the Mustang with Hawaii license 
9B-2657. He was driven to| 
where he was later observed! 1 other
Negroes. CARMICHAEL thereafter departed!

Jin the red Mustang and parked in a parking
stall

On the morning of October 31, 1968 ______________________
were observed driving from the Waikiki area to Queen’s 
Surf. They were joiced shortly thereafter by CARMICHAEL and other Negroes, CARMICHAEL I went swimming.
Thereafter CARMICHAEL journeyed to the Ilikai Hotel 
where he was scheduled to meet with the Honolulu Press Chib.

CARMICHAEL spoke at the AndrewsAmphitheater, UH, from 
2:05 PM to PM. He was accompanied to the Amphi
theater by I 1 Prior to his speech, CHARLES
WILLIAMS, formerly Vice President of the Students for 
a Democratic Society, a characterization of which is 
appended hereto5 and a Negro student at the UH, introduced 
himself as Vice President of the BSU0 WILLIAMS related 
that the BSU had been in existence for some six weeks, 
had held two meetings, and was bringing CARMICHAEL to 
Honolulu in order to give the people of Honolulu the 
perspective of a mainland Negro. be

CARMICHAEL departed Andrews Theater in a green Volkswagen, 
bearing Hawaii license 9C-7133, reaistered to] I

from the university in another
Volkswagen and he later joined CARMICHAEL at

where apparently a party was in progress.
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■ Shortly after 5 PMJ I CARMICHAEL drove
into a driveway for addresses
Later in the evening,____________________________ |

I I the Church of the Crossroads where CARMICHAEL
was to give a speech. After the speech, CARMICHAEL_____
departed the Church of the Crossroads| I

I stayed for some time atf
I and then departed for the Honolulu International 

Airport.
____________________ | CARMICHAEL departed Honolulu at 
11:32 PM on Pan American Airways Flight 800 for San
Francisco. California. z
On October 30, 1968 [

The 1967-68 UH Directory Aists I |
residence of | |~ ;

z

On November 6, 1968|_____________________ (Commission on
Subversive Activities, Legislature, State of Hawaii, 
reported that|

b2

during CARMICHAEL'S speeches at Andrews Amphitheaters 
and at the Church of the Crossroads on October 31, 1,968
The current Honolulu City Directory lists__________
______________________ | residing at |
On November 6. 19681
______ _ _________________________ |the Committee to End 
the Wa'r in Vietnam, a characterization of which is 
appended hereto.
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The BSU has only interim acknowledgement at the UH 
and hence the organization is not required to submit 
a list of officers or members to the school. CHARLES 
WILLIAMS, in his speech at Andrews Amphitheater on 
October 31, 1968, identified himself as Vice President 
of the BSU and stated JUNIOUS SIMON was President
of the organization. At that time he remarked the

b6 
b7C 
b7D

BSU had been in existence for some six weeks and had held 
two meetings. I Iadvised that immediately
prior to CARMICHAEL'S arrival in Honolulu.I

Honolulu Police Department concerning Security 
arrangements for CARMICHAEL.

8
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H CARMICHAEL when subject spoke. The 
largest turnout of blacks, numbering more than 30, , 
occurred when CARMICHAELl I arrived at the
Honolulu International Airport on October 29, 1968, 
A good portion of these Negroes appeared to be adult 
and not students. Upon their arrival, CARMICHAEL

I Iwalked directly to a car and had little
contact with the Negroes who were at the airport to b6
meet them. b7cb7D
The following day.l_______________________________________

Ithere were only a hand full
of Negroes in the audience out of about 650 present. 
When the BSU took up a collection, it was necessary for 
several Orientals to volunteer their services because 
there were not enough Negroes present. I ~~I
related that local newspapers had reported that at 
noon on October 31, 1968 CARMICHAEL had appeared 
before the Honolulu Press Club. From press reports 
of that speech, it is apparent that CARMICHAEL'S 
theme was the same as his talk at the Andrews 
Amphitheater oh the UH Campus.

9



.FD-302 (R'ev. 4-15-64)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

November 7, 1968
Date J___________________________

Commission on Subversive b7c
Activities, Legislature, State of Hawaii, advised 
as follows:

Shortly after 2 PM on October 31, 1968 STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL addressed an overflow crowd at Andrews 
Amphitheater on the University of Hawaii Campus. 
CARMICHAEL was introduced by JUNIOUS SIMON, President 
of the Black Student Union. During his speech he 
mentioned that this was the first time he had spoke 
at a white university. There were a few Negroes on 
each side of the platform and near the front of the 
amphitheater•

CARMICHAEL*s remarks, recorded by tape, were as 
follows:

(The recorder was not operating during the first 
few introductory statements.)

The only time you can talk about morality is when you 
have enough power to enforce morality on people you 
control. Before then you cannot talk about morality. 
I think that’s a major problem with many of white 
youth in the United States today, they are always 
concerned with question of morality when tied with 
the question of violence. Now what do we mean when 
we say revolutionary violence• Well, there *s 
violence in the world but different kinds of violence. 
Now within a political arena we phased our violence 
into two areas, basically, revolutionary violence and 
counter revolutionary violence. Counter revolutionary 
violence is a violence that seeks to maintain the 
status quo. It is a violence that seeks to keep in 
power a few people who rule and oppress the rest.

11/1/68 Honolulu, Hawaii HN 100-6465
On at File # 

_________ ._____________ bg x-'
SA /sbt b?c 11/6/68

by ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .Date dictated-------------------------------------
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outsida your agency.
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Revolutionary violence is a violence used against the 
counter revolutionary violence to overthrow the 
established system, but to establish a system which 
speaks through the masses of the people, not just a 
few. For example, you have in South America and even 
in Africa many coups of a violent nature, but most of 
those coups are not revolutionary coups because the 
people who come to power do not speak for the masses 
of the people of their given countries. So that 
revolutionary violence would be violence aimed at the 
status quo to change the situation and bring about a 
new order which speaks directly to the masses of the 
people in any given area. Now we w&it to talk about 
self defense and offensive violence, because again 
that's another area where many people get hung up on 
(to use an SDS word, if I may) and to those who get 
hung up on self defense and offensive violence we 
ought to state very clearly:

Che Guevara says that self defense never changes the 
status quo. He is absolutely correct. If we had self 
defense in the black communities of the United States, 
it would mean that every time a white policeman shot 
a black man, the black man would retaliate, msgbe shoot 
that policeman, or he would shoot ten policemen, but 
that basically would not change the situation of the 
United States, or would it change the situation of any 
given area. Ihorder to change the situation, one must 
use offensive violence. That’s logical. You may 
disagree with it but it’s logical and we are concerned 
with logic, not whether or net we agree with certain 
things. So that one just cannot talk about self defense 
if one is talking about changing the status quo. One 
can talk about self defense only in the mere sight of 
survival while one pushes for sudden changes.

Let us use the Chicago convention as our example. If 
the white students who were being beaten by the 
policemen retaliated against the policemen that would 
be an act of self defense, but it would not change one 
iota the situation in the United States within the

11
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political arena, because after they fought those 
policemen there*d just be more policemen and if they 
just waited for the policemen to attack them, they would 
be reacting to the moves of the people they oppose. 
That's hardly a way to win any game, let alone the 
game of politics. So we want to make those two points 
clear.

Now we want to talk about racism and capitalism. I 
think this discussion becomes important in light of 
the new left and the many new socialist and Communist 
groups that are popping up around the country who are 
trying to say that they, in fact, have the solution for 
the problem. Now the fight of black people of America, 
and I would venture to say, although I would not be on 
solid ground, that the fight of the colored peoples in 
the world today is a fight against racism and capitalism, 
and while these two fights may be closely connected, 
they are also mutually exclusive. That is to say you 
can have one without the other and it is also correct 
to say that you cannot assume that by abolishing one, 
you necessarily abolish the other. Then one would 
come into the area where we would have difficulty with 
the white man because the white man seems to assume that 
the abolition of capitalism and the establishment of 
socialism or Communism automatically leads to the 
abolition of racism. I do not think that that is 
correct. So that what we are going to see is that black 
people are going to have to fight for an ideology that 
combats not only capitalism but also racism, and in many 
cases racism will be uppermost in the minds of black 
people rather than capitalism, simply because we have 
not had that much contact with black capitalists and 
black imperialists because in reality there are none. 
There may be some puppets of black capitalism but 
there are no real black capitalists, so that again the 
institution is going to be against racism recognizing 
the imperialist characteristic of capitalism. I think 
that on that fight we should branch off and begin to 
see the difference between poor white people of the 
country and black people of the country.

2,2
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Now there are two types of offenses. Oh, there are more, 
but Let us deal specifically with two types. One is 
called exploitation; the other is called colonization.

Exploitation is when you rape someone economically of 
their labor and that's it; that's when you economically 
exploit them. But colonization is entirely different 
from exploitation because in colonization you not only 
rape the person economically but you seek to dehumanize 
the victim. You seek to dehumanize the victim by 
stripping him of his culture, by stripping him of his 
history, by stripping him of his language, by stripping 
him of his value system, and by forcing him to identify 
with his master. Black people are colonized in the 
United States; white people are exploited. There is 
a difference. So to assume that the fight of poor 
white people and the fight of black people is the same 
is to make a politically naive assumption. White 
people are not fighting for their history, they are not 
fighting to regain their culture, they are not fighting 
to regain their value systems. They have all those 
things. All the poor white people are fighting for is 
more money, and we cannot allow black people to think 
that that's their fight - just more money. As a matter 
of fact, we see that that's happening all over the 
country. Black people, I find, are pushing very hard 
for the cultural aspects of their struggle rather 
than the economic aspects of their struggle, while I 
think that that's a trick that plays into the hands of 
white society because white society assumes that there 
is no threat if one moves on the cultural aspect rather 
than the overt threat if one moves on the ecomonic aspects, 
but nonetheless, we have to bear these things in mind 
and we must understand them clearly. That is not t o 
say that the fight of poor white people will not help 
black people or even vice versa. We don't know. But 
certainly we do know that we cannot say the fights are 
the same.

And now we want to branch right from that and go and talk 
about the liberals because most people who talk about 
revolution for change in the United States should 
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recognize that while the economically secure, that is 
the, in Maotistic terms, the bourgeoisie, the 
economically secure, may start revolution, it is the 
economically insecure upon whom they depend for the 
masses of their struggle and that is a fact. The 
economically insecure in the United States happens i to represent poor white people; not ecomonically / 
secure people but white economically secure people 
represent the liberal establishment in the United 
States and poor white people represent the entire 
element or the right wing reactionary element of the 
United States.

So to try to apply a situation that they have read in 
a handbook by Marx or Lenin to the United States would 
be incorrect unless they clearly understood the 
difference that takes place within the United States. 
Now then, what is the historical role of liberals and 
what is their role in the struggle today• We contend 
that the role of liberals has always been one to 
stop the confrontation that has always been their 
primary role in all of history. Whenever society begins 
to become polarized, the liberals seek to stop the 
confrontation. They do not seek to redress grievances; 
they seek to stop the confrontation, and they seek to 
stop the confrontation not by themselves buidling a 
power base which will be powerful enough to enforce 
the stopping of the confrontation, but they seek to 
stop the confrontation by appealing to morality, to 
idealism and to platitudes of humanism, and while they 
do that other people build the power base. Certainly, 
in German times pre-Hitler there were many people who 
were opposed to the rise of Hitlerism, they were the 
liberals. But the liberals did not build a power base 
to stop Hitler. Instead, they quoted some mythical- 
platitudes about humanism that all men are created 
equally and endowed by their Creator with certain 
inalienable rights, (I think they got it from America 
or some place like that) and allowed Hitler to build 
a power base to wipe out the Jews and then the liberals 
disappeared, cause they’re not going to be part of the 
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confrontation. But how then do they seek to stop the 
confrontation and to whom do they go to stop the 
confrontation. When they seek to stop the confrontation, 
they speak to the oppressed rather than to the 
oppressor. They speak to the oppressed. Liberals 
appeal to black people in the United States to keep 
cool, to be rational, to be non-violent, to be nice, 
to be nice, to be nice, but they never appeal to 
George Wallace, the John Birch Society, or any of the 
right wing reactionary groups and tell them to be 
cool, be rational, and be nice, and the reason they 
do not is because they do not have the power to confront 
the Wallaceites and those other people. They do not 
have it, and because they do not have the power, they 
do a disservice to the oppressed who are ready for the 
confrontation and they do a disservice because they 
represent the economically secure and, therefore, they 
have something to gain from the very system that they 
think they’re about to fight against. That’s why 
there are so many rich liberals in the United States. 
Poor people don’t have the time to be liberal. 
Liberalism is a luxury of the rich. Because they’re 
so sure nothing can happen to their establishment. 
It’s very audacious if one is liberal you know 
much better to be reactionary. This is truthful." 
We have to understand that. Because as the oppressed 
begins to move, what happens is that the liberal gets 
caught in the middle. Always slipping and sliding, never 
deciding which way to go - the liberal way, until 
finally the final act when he is pushed - on one 
side or the other of the fence, or he jumps on the side 
which he thinks has his interests at heart.

So oppressed cannot listen to liberals - we cannot. 
To do that is to do a great disservice to ourselves. 
Not only that, but the liberals prepare, prepare the 
atmosphere from which the right wing can come up and 
create a power base and because the liberals are 
always politically naive - never seeking to build a 
power base - they allow the right wing to go unchallenged 
while they build a power base. Let us give an example 
of the election 1968 in the United States of America.
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Wallace began to build a power base because Wallace is 
the intelligent man who knows what power is and what 
he can do with it. The liberal, thus, is brought up 
and blocked and _______ until the convention,
and still has not even to this day , for
when he comes to a party within the'political 
conventional system of the United States to which 
they can turn. Merely because they do not recognize 
power - do not recognize power. Had they recognized 
power they would have had a party and they would have 
created a pattern in order to of our liberals
who never present an altnernative.

It is the right wing which presents an alternative, and 
that is why they will always get the masses of people 
behind them, and the liberals will fade out of sight. 
The liberals never present concrete alternatives. And 
that leads us clearly into the election.

Of the three candidates running - George Wallace, 
Richard Nixon, Hubert Humphrey - the only difference 
in any of their campaign speeches is merely a question 
of time. How soon do we get the confrontation. 
George Wallace would like the confrontation in January, 
1969. Richard Nixon would like the confrontation in 
January of 1970, and Humphrey would have the confrontation 
in January of 1972. 11% simply a question of the degrees 
of the confrontation.

And the larger question is really, "What are we going 
to do with the colored people of the world? Outside 
a:hd inside." The question of foreign policy really 
speaks too. "What are we going to do with these 
colored peoples outside?" Because none of them address 
themselves to the Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia. 
And if they were talking about foreign policy, it seems 
to me thatHhis becomes one of the most important aspects 
of foreign policy because it may mean the breakup of the, 
Soviet bloc. Any man who is running for President of 
•fhis country could not just dismiss that that lightly. 
But they talk about Asia, they talk about Africa, and 
they talk about Latin America, and their main problem is 
what are we going to do with these colored peoples of 
the world?
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The second issue is the question of law and order, 
and that's "what we goin’ do with these niggers in here" 
that's the real issue on that. And it's really very 
simple. Because of the three, Nixon and Humphrey 
do not present alternatives. George Wallace presents 
an alternative. You laugh - you may disagree with 
George Wallace, but he does present an alternative, 
and that is precisely why his rise in popularity is 
so great.

What is the alternative to the war in Vietnam of Nixon 
and Humphrey? We'll try to negotiate an honorable 
peace settlement and as soon as we can do that, then 
we want to make sure that the United States is not 
threatened, but we will work to an honorable solution. 
And the degrees of that honorable solution - we might 
stop the bombing, we might do this, we might do that. 
Nixon says essentially the same thing. Ha, but alas 
Wallace! George says, very clearly, "If I'm gonna 
stop the war in Vietnam, what I'm gonna do is we 
gonna try for peace and if it don't work, we gonna bomb 
those Vietnamese to peace.
Here's an alternative. You may disagree with it, but 
it is an alternative. But Humphrey and Johnson do 
not present alternatives. They dillydally because 
playing the role, or trying to play the role of 
liberal conservatives they try to please everybody 
and not attack anybody.

The final fault of the liberal: the liberal would 
have you assume that while there are things that are 
wrong, they just happen to go wrong and they could be 
reorganized correctly without anyone getting hurt. 
That's why they're so strong onronviolence; because 
they really believe that they can restructure 
society, destroy interest groups, redistribute the 
wealth of the United States, and no one will get hurt. 
Wallace is far more intelligent. He attacks the group 
he says is the bureaucrat, the portfolio carrying S 

people, the judges, the interest group, with whom he 
disagrees and he vocally attacks them so that he can 
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collect the people behind them. It’s not a question 
of whether it’s good or bad - it’s just a question 
Of politics. Hitler did the same thing. He gathered 
the Germans behind him by using the Jews for a 
scapegoat. Other people did the same thing in 
history. I’m sure if you read you’ll find a lot of 
them who did it. So we find then, George Wallace 
representing, in fact, an alternative to the 
conflicts of the United States. On the question of 
law and order, he says, "I’ll just get troops and 
put them five feet apart with bayonets and guns." 
It’s an alternative. Humphrey and Nixon are still 
dillydallying, not trying to hurt anyone. They do 
not want to polarize, the state, and they end of 
getting polarized. If one talks about politics 
one has to talk about a strong power base.

Then we want to talk about white youth: what is their 
role. I would say in the world today - and I would 
like to talk specifically about white youth in the 
United States , students - I think of all the students 
in even Western countries, the United States students 
are perhaps the most politically naive. French 
students understand power. British students under
stand power. Everybody understands power except the 
American youth. Because the American activist youth 
has been imbued with this theory of liberalism which 
makes him think that everything can be solved without 
polarizing or without attacking or without doing 
something concrete. And that’s one of the biggest 
mistakes of the white youth in America.

The second mistake is their lack of analysis of 
problems in the United States. The cannot assume 
that black people and white people have the same 
fight. And finally their biggest error is that they do 
not know whom to recruit from. They recognize that 
students are in sufficient number to wage their 
battles but they do not know whom their allies are. 
Because they always confuse issues. If they wanted a 
real revolution or real change in the United States, 
their allies would have to be the economically z
insecure. It cannot be the liberal establishment.
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The liberal establishment is made up of people who 
make an awful lot of money off of the American 
system as it is and are not going to fight to change 
it. They may feel badly about accepting the money 
so that the condemn vocally America, but they will 
still accept the money. So that they cannot be 
caught up in the struggle. And also because I think 
white youths in American never seek to internationalize 
their struggle but rather keep it a simple struggle 
insde the boundaries of the United States - and 
probably within the continental boundaries of the 
United States, I might add.

What then can white students do, if anything? I 
think some of the mistakes that the white students 
make is that they try to attack specific things 
rather than to talk about the general atmosphere. If 
one wants to change the general atmosphere, if one 
wants progress, if one wants to work on changing 
specific things, one must first change the general 
atmosphere of things. Once you have created the attitude 
the specifics can follow - that’s how power works.
Let me give you an example:

The United States says that the Communists are our 
enemy. (Somebody here is a Communist.) (In response 
to applause) Some folks think I'm a Communist. But 
everybody knows - and I’m talking about the majority 
of Americans - they know that the Communists are our 
enemies. That’s because that has been defined for 
them. It has been defined generally - Communists are 
our enemies. And it has also been defined that our 
enemies must be destroyed. So whenever the United 
States has a war, they don’t have to go and convince 
each loyal person that they should fight against 
Vietnam, they should fight against Korea, they should 
fight against Sant Domingo, they should fight against 
Cuba. No! They say you got to fight against the 
Communists. And today the Vietnamese are Communists 
and they’re the enemy. And that’s the importance of 
trying to change the world.
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It seems to me that students have to understand that 
they have to change the general attitude in America 
before they can work on specifics. It is because they 
are really very lazy* Let us examine the role of 
the development of the 1968 political convention. 
The students assume that within the political 
conventional system of the United States changes could 
take place. Their error it seems to me was that they 
never - and this is true of most American students - 
they never deal with economics but only with politics. 
Americans believe that political equality is a 
necessity but economic equality is irrelevant, and 
that doesn't make sense to anyone! How can one talk 
about having political equality without having 
economic equality - how can you? But because the 
American students have been controlled to believe in 
their system,they find trouble in attacking it. They 
find trouble in attacking it. That's a psychological 
problem, and that's really what they're hung up about. 
They don't know it, so we should try and help them. 
You can't talk about political equality unless you 
talk about insuring economic equality. The vote is 
meaningless if you don't have food in your stomach. 
It's nowhere. I'd much rather have the full stomach 
and you can have the vote' Believe me! But unless 
they've had to suffer for it; the people fight for 
political equality, never understanding the need to 
fight for economic equality. All because the students 
don't really deal with force in concertized terms. 
The police department is a power - it's a power for the 
people who rule. And that power can be turned against 
their opponents, as was clearly demonstrated by the 
Honorable Mayor Richard Daley in Chicago. Very clearly, 
he had political opponents; he had the police force; 
he destroys his political opponents. Students didn't 
get that. But again they were talking about political 
power without talking about economic power or without 
talking about their opponent's power. Guns are used to 
maintain the system. You just don't have guns to have 
guns, unless you hunt. I don't know anybody that 
needs an M-16 to go hunting, or a .38 or .44 Magnum on 
their side to go hunting - they go hunting for political
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prisoners with that. And it must be clear - and students 
are in contradiction with themselves over the question 
of guns as political power. Because they do not see 
guns in front of them, they think that guns do not impose 
a system, and that is politically naive! It’s much better 
to rule without the presence of the guns because the 
oppressed have not had guns. The only difference is 
that when the oppressed beings to fight back, then the 
guns become visible. But that’s not saying they’re not 
always there - they’re just not needed. There’s been
no change in the American system in the last six years. 
The only change has been the change of people. Black 
people and some white people - the change within 
them. Their political consciousness has been heightened 
to the point where they’re willing to fight for their 
liberation, and that’s the only difference. There is no 
major difference - no major legislation, no major nothing- 
just a change in the people. Their political 
consciousness has been heightened and they’re prepared 
to fight. That’s the only change. And because of 
this the United States must produce the gun. If you’re 
preparing to fight for power, you must prepare with the 
gun. It’s silly for you to assume that they’re going to 
let you run all over his streets and tear up the city, 
burn down their houses or make his city look like a 
hippie joint - he’s not going to do it. You should 
expect him to bring out the guns. And if you expect 
him to bring out the guns if you don’t have a 
confrontation - you have to have the gun - if you 
don’t have the guns then you fall into the position that 
the students fell in at Chicago. The whole wide 
world is watching you - so what, so what, so what, so 
what, so what. But if you’re going to deal with power, 
you must deal with power from a power basis. The 
Mexican stadents don’t understand that. The French 
students don’t understand that. How can American 
students understand that? American students are totally 
lacking in that area because American students don’t 
really face violence as do students in these other 
countries. As a matter of fact, one thing that the 
white youth of this country is really - what’s the 
word - masochistic - I remembered it a long time ago 
but I forgot it - masochistic - I try to do the best
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with English that I can. Masochistic. One really 
begins to think that white youth in this country is 
masochistic because one sees them run to a confrontation 
to get beaten up, to bandage up their heads, and then 
rush to confrontation again, without any time for 
analysis or without any time for real preparation. No 
one goes to war bringing nurses - you go to war you 
bring weapons, or you have no war. It’s one or the 
other. I think that’s the reason why you have the 
great majority of white students who could be 
politically active becoming hippies, because no one 
in the white student groups takes time out to really 
analyze the situation and, therefore, when they move 
they always meet frustration, and it’s time for the 
white student movement of the United States to get 
serious and to understand those problems. Because their 
dillydallying is only going to end up in their mass 
slaughter. Very few people really entirely disagree 
with Daley, you know, it’s only the people who have no 
power. .

Did you watch the Convention - there was a liberal 
who got up and started to yell at Daley. He said 
”1 disagree with your gross tactics and Gestapo 
squads’* and he yelled and yelled, and Daley sat there 
and said ”So what." Because Daley had the power. He 
didn't have to yell - he had the policemen. The man 
on the stage didn’t - he made a very impressive speech, 
but that’s all it was - impressive. When he went outside 
he had to sneak around or Daley would beat his.head in. 
One does not seek to be impressive when one plays 
politics, one seeks to win.

Finally this: we want to talk about internationalizing 
the struggle. For black people there is no question about 
that - we have to internationalize our struggle. We 
have to internationalize our struggle for a very 
cultural fight. Our ties are with Africa - it is fromx 
whence we cometh - we are Africans. We live in 
America, but we’re Africans, so our cultural ties will 
be with Africa. But also because it becomes a political 
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necessity, because we must be geared to understand 
the international role of the United States, One does 
not dare to play with the United States on a nation 
basis. The United States is a world power. It 
controls 60 percent of the world’s wealth. It has 
2,500 military bases outside the confines of the 
continental borders of the United States. That’s a 
whole lot of powerJ An awful lot. Do you know what 
2,500 military bases mean outside your own country? 
That means you can rule the world, and that’s Just what 
the United States is doing - just what it’s doing. 
And if we intend to defeat that world power we must 
then coordinate our struggle with the revolutionary 
peoples of the world. And that essentially usually 
speaks to the colored world - Asia, Africa and Latin 
America. But Africa has a natural tie-up with us because 
we are Africans. For Latin America the tie-up is also 
significant because a great deal of Africans established 
the northeastern part of South America, where they 
were made slaves, although we were never told this in 
history books in America. But Latin America becomes 
essentially a puppet because the United States has been 
able to control Latin America since the Monroe 
Doctrine - they were going to help South America, 
civilize the Indians,, all that sort of stuff. So that 
you have South America completely under the control of 
America. If the peoples of South America are able to 
break that stronghold and use the economic resources of 
their countries by themselves, they can economically 
weaken the United States of America, and the same is 
true of Asia. The weaker the United States gets, the 
better the chance for real revolutionary warfare. And 
when one fights the enemy one must seek to weaken the 
enemy wherever one can. If white students really seek 
to fight and change the system, as they say they do, 
then they have to internationalize their struggle. They 
have to work. Other youths recognize this. All of the 
student groups are always trying to make ecu tacts with 
each other where their countries are concerned, if they’re 
really serious. What one is led to believe is that 
white students are not really serious about what they 
say, but that they have found college to be a playground 
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for radical activity. It’s almost become the thing to 
do, not only for white students but for black students 
too. It’s a fad. But it’s a dangerous fad, because 
it’s one of the ways that the United States of America 
will defeat that movement, that is, to cull out that 
movement. And that's precisely what they seek to do. 
An the mere white students are railed to become a fad, 
the more they defeat the very ends for which they 
struggle:

# # * #

We have about 15 minutes, and would like to allow at 
least that time for questions so that everyone can 
get a chance, including the Panthers.

Q: (As repeated by Carmichael) Do we think that 
victory for Wallace would increase the chances for 
successful revolution?

A: No. I don’t think that. I think that he would 
heighten the contradictions much more rapidly than 
would Humphrey or Nixon. Yes, that’s the question - 
would the revolutionary forces be ready to fight 
since he would heighten the contradictions more 
rapidly than the others. I do not think they would be. 
But I also do not think America would be - not because 
of its military might butbecause of its own psychological 
problems. It 13 not psychologically prepared for the 
confrontation - white America. But a segment of white 
America is prepared, and their job is to prepare the 
others. As is a segment of black America prepared - I 
don’t think white America psychologically is prepared 
for war so I don’tthink he would be able to do it.

Q: (Repeated) Do I seem to try to reconcile myself with 
Mahatma Gandhi or Veneer, whose tactics run all the 
way back to Thoreau in Massachusetts? It seems that 
what I speak is totally against Thoreau and Mahatama 
Gandhi. Is that th© question?
A: Yes, That’s absolutely correct - it’s against 
Thoreau and Mahatma Gandhi. Lotus examine Thoreau: 
What did Thoreau do? He never joined the transcendenta- 
lists, although he said that he held very closely to

24
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their theories. Is that correct? He did one act - 
tie refused to pay his taxes and, therefore, went to 
jail. He did not attack the status quo, he 
passively refused to be used by the status quo, and 
his one act didn’t do anything really to solve the 
problems in the Spanish American dcnnybrook, because 
America took Mexico anyway.

Now as to Mahatma Gandhi: I though that Gandhi's 
strength did not lie in nonviolence but in the threat 
of violence if the English did not deal with him. He 
said time and time again, if you don’t deal with me 
you must deal with the violent segment, which was 
growing more and more rapidly. And which, incidentally, 
they did not force to an issue. An example would be 
Dr, Martin Luther King. Dr. Zing said time and time 
again, "If you can't deal with me you got to deal with 
them", and then they killed Dr. King. Now they know 
whom they have to deal with. The same thing would 
have been true if the English had killed Gandhi. The 
English couldn’t afford to kill Gandhi at that time.

I do not think that nonviolence solves any situation 
which deals with power. I'm not opposed to other 
people trying the tactic of nonviolence. I will buy 
you some bandages and send you out to fac,a the police 
if you'd like, but I will not go but there with you and 
face the police, .I believe in equality » if the police 
have a night stick, I should have a night stick. If 
the police have a gun, I should have a gun.

Q: Do you see a similarity between the black power 
struggle and the tribal American Indian struggle for 
freedom?
A: I think there are a lot of differences because 
the Indians have been to a great extent colonized. 
Other than that I don't know very much about the 
struggle. We contact and speak with many of them from 
time to time but I couldn't really speak for them. I 
just see the similarities in terms of colonization.
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Q: (Repealed by Carmichael) What would you do if 
you had the quote power unquote?
A: I would use it. Man, I’d have it made! I’d use it 
to end racism and capitalism by any means necessary. 
Once you decide what your object is, you get it. The 
United States of America has decided that it wants 
Vietnam for a base against China and its gonna get 
Vietnam for a base against China, Like Europeans 
decided they wanted the continent of North America and 
they came and killed the Indians and took the continent 
of North America. So if I had power I’d use it to end 
racism and capitalism by any means necessary.

Q: What does the bl«?,ck revolutionary think of the U.S. 
role in the Middle East and is it your contention that 
the black revolution should be internationalized?
A: I think that most of the black revolutionaries 
have said that they side with the Arabs, as I do. I 
think that in the case of the Middle East, one is 
talking about a just war. The cries that are raised 
by Jewish people are not cries that deal with the 
political realities of the so-called State of Israel. 
It is a fact that six million Jews were murdered by 
Hitler, It is a fact that everyone decries, deplores 
and is aghast at. But the destruction of six million 
Jews by Hitler in Germany can never be used as a 
rationalization for setting up of the so-called State 
of Israel in the Middle East. Kt cannot be used. Also, 
they do not go back into the political analysis, 
because they have no ground on which to stand when they 
talk about the so-called State of Israel. As soon as 
anyone politically attacks Israel they’re called 
anti-Semitic, and then they’re supposed to get scared 
and shut up. I’m not gonna do that! The Englishman, 
I believe was, therefore, more doubtful 
to English in 1917 decided" they Setter
give them the so-called State of Israel. They never 
paid for it, they never negotiated with the 
Palestinian Arabs for it. As a matter of fact, they 
went to the Middle East, pushed out the Arabs and 
took over the State of Israel, and one cannot jusitfy 
that no matter how one tries* We are for the Arabs 
because they fight a just war and we believe their 
land should be returned to them. Then after they get 
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their land, they should be able to decide whether or 
not or whom they want to come and live with them, and 
under what conditions.

Q: If we erased all racism and cartalism, what would 
be have in the country?
A; We’d have a country free of racism and free of 
capitalism. What we would call it doesn’t really make 
much difference, does it.
Q: The question is essentially that last night I put 
down a black revolutionary who asked about black 
revolution - l!m honest so you assume I’m honest - 
because I say I’m honest. I say you shouldn’t assume 
it. And you want to know what, then, is a black 
revolutionary speaking to a largely white audience about 
black revolution?
A: I don't think I spoke about black revolution today.
I don’t think I did. I thought I spoke about the problems 
facing America - re^ly mainly white Americans, on how 
they decide to go. I’m here because the Black Student 
Union invited me here, that’s the only reason. And I 
said that last night. And they think that this is one 
of the ways that we nan help them in what they want to 
do. And because they think so, we’re doing it. We’re 
just trying to help. We have spoken before many other 
white students.

Q: (Unheard)
A: Is that iny fault or your fault? Don’t blame me - 
take the microphone and tell them - go get guns.

Q: Are you ready to bury this country, the archenemy of 
revolution, for the sake of world revolution?
A: I think I said so. If you want an affirmative - 
Yes.

Second question: Is Marxism Communism, the answer? 
Cant* hear you - Is Marxism-Leninism the answer to 
world problems? And on that I’d have to answer I am 
not sure, because I’m not sure that Marxism-Leninism 
deals with racism because Marx and Lenin dealt with 
exploitation but not with colonization.
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Q: Is not racism and capitalism linked?
A: I said at the beginning that I thought it was 
linked, but I also know they can be mutually exclusive. 
That is to say that you may have racism in Socialism 
or in Communism. That's my belief.

Q: What kind of Utopian society do you envision? How 
can it be practically implemented?
A: Well, since I didn't have original criticism and I 
haven't claimed to b<a original, I guess I won't have 
an original answer. I will just say a society free 
of racism and free of capitalism. I don't know why 
people get hung up or. the labels. I think that when 
people begin to fight, as they struggle, they develop 
their ideology more completely and that it's clear 
that the black forces inside the United States have 
not yet developed their ideology so, therefore, we 
beg the intellectuals of the world to excuse us if 
we have not as yet developed that, but that does not 
mean we are not going to fight. We will fight to 
the death until we get that ideal - we will not stop.

Q: Here's a two-part type question. De you agree 
that George Lomax is an important figure in the black 
evolution? In an article it is charged that Stokely 
Carmichael did more to unite the black Americans than 
over a century of legislation, but this tactic will 
causa a reversal of sentiment and will backfire in his 
face?
A: I would say this to Mr. Lomax, it may not only 
backfire in my face but also in his face - he has no 
alternative but to join me. And secondly, I do not 
think that the action of black people causes the type 
of reaction that they all claimed it does. What Mr. 
Lomax and people who use this type of argument will argue 
is that we, the oppressed, should sit still and let 
the oppressor define for us how to free ourselves of 
oppression, and if the oppressor decides how we should 
free ourselves of oppression we will always remain 
oppressed. We must decide, and when we do there's no 
reaction - it's just that the people who are .
I think that Mr. Lomax and the people who use this 
argument do not understand the difference between peace 
and justice. Peace is merely the absence of conflict.
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With Justice you have peace, but it doesn't mean when 
you have peace you have Justice. And what the people 
who use this argument assume is that because there's 
an absence of conflict, because there's peace, everything 
is okay, and that's totally absurd! There will be no 
peace until there is real Justice! Now the people 
who use this argument would have us not have conflict 
but Just have peace, even though we're oppressed. I'm 
afraid that some of us can't do that.

Q: (Repeated by Carmichael) Let me try to quote you 
correctly: I'm trying to get rid of racism and 
capitalism, which you- agree are evils, but in doing that 
I'm using means which are also evil such as killing, aid 
what I will eventua lly end up with is a police state 
watching everybody and nobody will be, to use your 
words, "free of freedom”. Is that correct?
A: I accept it. Because if you listen carefully, I 
said in the beginning that I don't see killing as right 
or WFong. I said I see it as Just what is Justified. 
You don't believe in killing? If somebody tried to kill 
your mother, would you kill them? __  That's
the way I am. People that try to kill m',"'I"Intend to 
kill them. Period. (Remark from audience) Nobody - I 
Just imagine it all!

Q: What happens to the whites who agree with the black 
movement? You kill any whites or those creating a 
problem?
A: I think for black people we have to fight, and the 
question for us is do we fight some of them or all of 
them. And I think that the answer will be proved then 
by those whites who were alluded to in the question. 
Because in the final analysis, it’s those whites who 
will prove themselves. Not by their words, because black 
people are - and justifiably so - suspicious of white 
liberals and their tired platitudes, etc., etc. They 
will be proven by their actions, and by those actions 

i those whites will find themselves residing in a society
: free of racism and free of capitalism. It will show by

their actions.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

November 5, 1968
Date..___________________________

|was interviewed at Honolulu, Hawaii. b7D 

Source advised as followss

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, representing the Black Panther 
Party, spoke at the University YWCA on th® evening 
of October 30. 1968o An audience of about 200, mostly 
students, filled the small auditorium<.> There were 
perhaps 20 Negroes la the audience and a number of these 
appeared to ba serviceman rather then students because 
they wore GI shoes.
On the platform with CARMICHAEL was Black Student Union 
president "SLEEPY” SMS, EARL ANTHONY of the Black 
Panther Party, and a local Caucasian minister.
CARMICHAEL was almost an hour late in reaching the meeting 
and before his arrival an announcement was made to the 
effect that he would be 45 minutes to an hour late 
because he was attending a party in Aina Haina.
It is difficult to differentiate between CARMICHAEL’S 
speech at the YWCA and bis talk the following night 
at the Church of the Crossroads0 The content of both 
were almost the same and his answers to questions 
were almost identical.
CARMICHAEL, in his main address, had three themes; one 
that he is not opposed to violence, killing is amoral, 
some people can legitimatize it, and violence is 
necessary for a revolutionary change. The second 
that he is opposed to racism and capitalism and that 
America is a white racist nation; and three that the 
Negro has to heighten the contradiction between 
classes and bring on a confrontation. The liberals 
are the real enemy of the blacks for opposing 
confrontation and white university activists are of 
no help.
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----------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- Date dictated-------------------------------------
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your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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He also stated that numbers did not particularly matter, 
pointing out the United States was' being beaten every 
day in Vietnam.
ffiong those in/attendance at the WCA was I
___________ Z. r

__ ____  [all merfbersdf the
Students for/a Democratic Society.

* IOn Thursday evening, October 31, 1938, CARMICHAEL spoke 
at the Church of the Crossroads. An admission of $2 
was charged and there were about 300 persons present.
There appeared to be more Negroes at che gathering than 
that of the previous evening.

b6 
b7

CARMICHAEL delivered basically the same address with 
the same themes, reiterating that he advocated violence 
for a revolutionary change and opposed racism and 
Capitalism in the United States.

During the question period, a man in the audience stated 
ths.t he knew that CARMICHAEL was a socialist, pointing 
out that he does not work, that he lives la a $70,000 
hctae and travels first class. He asked him why he did 
not share his wealth with the people in the ghetto.
CARMICHAEL pointed out that he lived in his wife’s house 
but he would have to think of an answer, but he never 
replied.
One person in the audience pointed out in conditions 
today anybody who is leader is apt to get it because 
we have nuts on both sides. He asked CARMICHAEL if 
he was afraid to die. CARMICHAEL stated at first he 
was not and then he said, ”Yes, I am, but when I get hit 
between the eye with a rifle bullet, I want to see 
it coming.”

At the Church of the Crossroads CARMICHAEL again 
criticized the liberals for preventing a confrontation 
between the oppressed classes and the right wing. He 
also pointed cut that the university youth should 
realize that their real allies are going to have to be 
the oppressed people rather than the liberals who have 
money.
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In speaking of violences he stated that it is neither 
right nor wrong but that the person who has the power can 
legitimatl-ae it.
in discussing killing} he gave the example the black 
mn who gets a metal for killing in Vietnam and the 
electric chair for killing a policeman in the United 
States.

He categorically stated that he was for the overthrow 
of the United States Govsrniaent because after capitalism 
had been ovei‘throwns racism could be abolished.
CARMICHAEL also discussed exploitation versus colonization.

He criticized American university youths, stating that 
they were naive; that they should unite with university 
students of other western countries. He claimed they 
accomplish little because the violence they commit is 
strictly defensive rather than offensive, and they do 
no realize when jou go to war you have to go with guns.
CARMICHAEL received questions from a few persons who 
were obviously not friendly toward him. One person in 
the audience asked him where he got his money. He 
stated, ”1 can’t tell you that.” He then said ”1 know 
you get if from Red China”, and CARMICHAEL said, ”¥es”.

An Arabian student in the audience asked CARMICHAEL 
what he would do if MAO invaded California and he replied, 
"IM sit on my porch drinking beer and show him the 
right way.”

A. Caucasian asked CARMICHAEL what he, the Caucasian, 
should do inasmuch as CARMICHAEL is advocating violence 
of the black against the white. He stated, "I can’t 
tell you that.”

CARMICHAEL refused to discuss the exact degree of 
preparation the Black Panthers had made for confronta
tion but declared the Negro is going to get guns. He 
stated we cannot blow up tanks but we are getting there.
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Eg stated that all whites are Kiotential racists. When 
a.s>.ed if that, therefore^ meant that all racists are 
whit©, CARMICHAEL refused to answer8 During his 
speech he condemned F/assian action in Czechoslovakia0 
He remarked that America’s youth are socialists while 
going through college, but soon switch when they get 
a degree and enjoy some of the fruits of capitalism.

He also refused to answer a question as to how many 
guns and how much training are-given the Black Panthers.
One young man at the YWCA remarked I Ithat he b!?c
was there applauding CARMICHAEL and that CARMICHAEL 
was stating the blacks would have to use guns on the 
whites and he, therefore, appeared to be applauding 
his own funeral. CARMICHAEL agreed with him and said the 
young man was only there to hear him talk.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

November 4, 1968
Date ---------------------------------------—

was interviewed at Honolulu, Hawaii.
Scarce advised as follows;

S-'XCTLY CARMICHAEL, representing the Black Panther Party, 
appeared before an audience of about 275 persons at the 
Church of the.Crossroads on the evening of October 31. 
X968. An admission of $2 was charged. There were lass 
than 20 Negroes in the audience. On the stage with 
CARMICHAEL was EARL ANTHONY of the Black Panther Party___

Before starting his speech, CARMICHAEL asked for a show 
of hands of those who had heard him at Andrews Theater at 
the University, at the University YWCA and at the 
Honolulu Press Club. After noting that there were 
several people in the audience who had been at his other 
speeches, he stated there was nothing else to talk 
about and asked the group, ’’Should we have a dialogue 
or Just answer questions?” CARMICHAEL then proceeded to 
deliver an address.

In his introductory remarks he stated that the black people 
are going to have confrontation sooner or later with the 
white man and that he is going to be ready for that 
confrontation and have the guns.

The speaker then developed the theme that violence is 
necessary for a revolutionary change; that it is not bad, 
but la a fact of life. He also made the claim that killing 
is moral and it Just depends if you are able to 
legitimatize it. He stated that Americans’ violence to 
override Hitler was not successful because it was just 
but because they had sufficient power. In discussing 
legitimatizing violence, he pointed out that a black man 
can kill Orientals in Vietnam and be awarded a medal, 
while if he kills a white policeman in the United States, 
he will be electrocuted.
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CaOICHAEL also talked of the necessity of doing away with 
racism and capitalism. He declared America was c. racist 
t•.«•••iratry but demanded that -he black also would obtain 
economic as well as political equality.

Xn discussing capitalism, CARMICHAEL stated that in 
socialist countries such as Cuba there is not a grave 
necessity for the use of money. Housing, transportation 
or any other necessities are furnished free and hence, 
in the future the Negroes will be able to get guns without 
a great deal of money*

CARMICHAEL compared colonization and exploitation, stating 
that the former was not only stripping man of his label’ 
but of his history and culture. He stated the Indian and 
the black man have been a victim of colonization in the 
United States. Exploitation was stripping man of the 
results of his labor.

During his speech, CARMICHAEL was extremely critical of 
the liberals, stating that this group did everything in 
the.tr power to prevent a confrontation between the right 
winj and the oppressed peoples. However, he noted that 
they always called upon the oppressed people to ’’cool 
it” rather than directing their remarks to the right wing. 
CARMICHAEL stated that these liberals do a disservice 
to the black people.

Ho aiso characterized white university youths as being 
naive and of little kelp. He stated that their violence 
is defensive rather than offensive and do no good in bring
ing about a change of the status quo. CARMICHAEL warned 
that you need guns to go to war.

When questioned concerning Israel, CARMICHAEL declared he 
was for the Arabs. He said that he was not anti-Semitic; 
had been against Hitler, but added that this could not 
justify the taking of land from the Arabs, and that this 
land had been handed over to Zionists on a silver platter 
by Balfour in 1917.
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In commenting on WALLACE. he clai-ned that he had 
-9.'.Ui:’.ration and respect for the because, he was 
hn^nst and would hasten a confrontation of the races.

When he was questioned as to how much preparation the 
Black Panthers had lucde, he answered, "Do you want fes 
to go to jail?”

One person in the audience stated that police departments 
on the mainland are being integrated and asked him if he 
would shoot a black policeman as soon as he would a white. 
CARMICHAEL answered, no, because all black people are 
our potential allies and the North Vietnamese try to keep 
from killing South Vietnamese.

When questioned concerning his opposition to MARTIN LUTHER 
KING and asked if more progress could not be made by 
following KING’S teachings, CARMICHAEL replied that he 
stood up and opposed KING when KING had made the statement 
nonviolence was the only way to bring about equality of 
opportunity for the black. CARMICHAEL stated he contended 
ths.t it is notj he thinks another way is by violence, but 
he is not contending that violence is the only way. If 
KING had said nonviolence is one way of reaching their 
goal, "I’d have gone along with him."

A£k»j concerning his attitude on Communism, CARMICHAEL 
rtai ad he did not believe Communism was the ultimate solution 
because even under the present systems in Russia and 
China there is racism.

Questioned concerning the progress made in Hawaii in 
integration and race relations, CARMICHAEL stated that 
he would not comment because he did not know.

One person pointed out that the Negro represents only a 
small fraction o~ the population in this country and asked 
him how they could be successful in confronting the white 
man. CARMICHAEL answered that numbers are not important; 
that the Vieteop.g are beating us, every day in Vietnam, 
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t&M- police stations are being blown up on the 'mainland.
see nothing about this in the paper and that hs could 

not tell .you everything because he . does not •want io go to 
jailo He/stated, hpv.ever r the blacks are preparing and 
■they ar.e/waiting and working.
_____ i/Z_____ _______ _________

__________ [Committee to End the
War in’ Vietnam, (a characterization of the Committee to
End the War in Vietnam is appended hereto)! |

[present during the speech. |
JOHN [REINECKE were also present.

b6
b7C
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JOHN REINECKE was one of the Honolulu Smith 
Act Defendants whose conviction was reversed 
by the U.S, 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in 
January, 1958. During the course of the 
Honolulu Smith Act Trials in 1953.1 I

. ZZ
On November 30, 1953|
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^Student money
for Carmichael

-4 , ' .

By Richard Hoyt ■ f Hubert H. 
■ yStar-Bulletin Writer ■ 
><tle student (government* of - 
Uhe ^University of Hawaii is 
giving, financial backing, to 

' the appearance of black mili- 
■: tant Stokely Carmichael here \ 
^.this.inonth. ? ’... ,
‘r l^Carmichaei,' a' I e a d i n g 
. Black Power spokesman and ! 
/.'prime minister of the mili- y 

tant, Black Panther party, ' 
i"was due Thursday, but now 

he isn’t, expected until next 
' .week, according to reliable 

sources. .
Lani Sen, senior senator of 

.the Associated Students of 
tthe University of Hawaii, to- 
".day. said the Student Senate 

: gave, the Black Student Un- 
'• ion, which is sponsoring the 
.. Carmichael appearance $450 
>in a direct grant and a no-in- 
• terest loan of $450, (payable 
, next ■ semester) to finance 
^Carmichael’s appearance. 
’/ : On ’Saturday, the Student 
; Senate also approved a $400 
■I/grantJo, black, student Bob 
iiXTineli’ to: make a half-hour 
: color documentary compar

ing Carmichael’s statements 
J ttb those ’ made by Jack Wal

lace, brother of presidential 
..candidate  ̂George, Wallace, 
jff Jack;.Wallace-is scheduled 
; to speak here at approxi- ■ 
ornately .the same time as 
^Cprmicha^l., ■ * : •

? MISS SEN said the o n 1 y 
stipulation to । the grant is 
that Carmichael speak on 

aeamniuk. where student can 
Wear him free bf charge;

for Ebony, 
zine, and.

"White, a writer 
a Negro maga- 
a member of

N.A.A.C.P., Today deplored 
the student government’s 
move.

“Over the years there has 
been a growing'arrogance of 
the black students on cam
pus,” White said.

“Students at the University 
are getting to the point 
where they don’t want to 
have anything to do with the 
Negroes there.

“The news media on the 
Mainland have done a good 
job of telling us the sorry 
conditions on the Mainland. 
We do not need anyone com
ing here to preach violence.

(Inti Ic't 1 ft name of
ricwHp<f|>er( ally and Htato.)

HONOLULU STAR-BULLETIN
HONOLULU, HAwAl I

A-4

CARMICHAEL IS prime 
minister of the Black Pan
ther Party, having left the 
more moderate Student 
Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee.

Earl Anthony, Black 
Panther minister of informa
tion. is also scheduled to 
speak on campus, Miss Sen 
said. ;

The Black Student Union, 
led by president Junius Si
mon, claims a membership 
of 50. Union spokesmen at 
the University said it was 
formed to combat antago
nism and prejudice towards 
Negroes in Hawaii. t

Miss Sen tsaid the docu
mentary film is sanctioned 
by the Department of Ameri
can Studies as a project for a 
class studying the Negro in 
America.

Tinch said the films will be 
one of the few films ever 
made of Carmichael who 
normally “rejects white 
cameramen” and will not al
low them to photograph him.

Two cameramen working 1 
with Tinch also are Negroes.

Tinch said he hopes to en
ter movie in a film contest. 
The student government 
would retain rights to the j 
documentary after the .con- I
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Urges Violence To
Crush Racism

' . By JANE EVINGER
' Advertiser Staff JFriter
Stokely Carmichael, who 

introduced ’he phrase 
“Black Power” to the lan
guage, yesterday warned 
that liberals and white youth 
are “politically naive” in be
lieving society can be re
made “without anybody 
being hurt.”

Wearing- a yellow and 
black African buba, black 
slacks and dark glasses 
against the afternoon sun, 
Carmichael spoke to a Uni
versity of Hawaii audience 
which overflowed Andrews 
Amphitheatre.

Estimates of the size of the 
■' crowd range from 6,000 by 

University officials to 10,000 
by English Bradshaw of the 

■ Black Students Union which 
paid $900 to sponsor Carmi
chael’s visit to Hawaii.

• Carmichael began his 45- 
minute address by saying he 
would “not hedge” on the 
question of violence.

His Objective
“I am stating affirmative- 

•1 • ly that we are for revolution
ary violence as a way to 

. crush racism and capitalism, 
to change the status quo, and 
to liberate black people,” he 
said.
- “We do not believe that vi- 

.. olenee is either right or 
wrong; it just is. Killing is 
a moral. It is neither right or 

? wrong. It is a simple ques
tion of who has the power to

. legitimatize it.”
Carmichael critizcd lib- 

1 erals because, he said, his
torically their role “has al- 

- ways been to stop the con- 
; Ifrontation whenevCS^society 

_ becomes polarized. #

“They do not seek redress । 
of grievances.

“They seek to stop the con
frontation not by building a 
power base, but by appealing 
to morality and humanism. 
But they speak to the op
pressed rather than the op
pressor .wherr they seek ‘' 
stop the confrontation.

Raps Liberals
“The liberals appeal 

blacks to be cool, be rational, 
be nice. ,

to

to

“But they never appeal to 
the Wallaceites, to the John 
Birch Society, to be cool, be 
rational, be nice, because 
they do not have the power 
to appeal to them, and they 
therefore do a disservice to 
the black people.” The audi
ence, which appeared to be 
mainly made up of white lib
erals, applauded. <

Liberals, Carmichael said, 
are “politically naive be
cause they never seek to 
build a power base, while the 
right wing builds one.”

Carmichael said George 
Wallace, the American Inde
pendent party candidate, has 
long been building such a 
base in preparation for the 
1968 Presidential election, 
but “the liberals, still, to this 
date, are flipping and flop
ping and they still have not 
created a political organiza
tion.”

“They never present an al
ternative. H is the right wing 
which presents an alterna
tive, and that is why they 
will get the masses of people 
behind them, while the liber

are perhaps tho most politi
cal naive, because American activist youth has been mj 

bued with this theory of lib
eralism which makes them 
think everything can be re-

solved, that they can remake 
society, without attacking, 
without polarizing, without

anybody being hurt,” he 
said.

Cites Error
“Their biggest error is that 

they do not know whom to 
recruit from, who their allies 
are. If they wanted a real 
change in the United States, 
their allies would have to be 
the economically insecure.

“The liberals make Ameri
ca and although they may, 
feel guilty about taking the 
money, they are not going to 
fight to change it.”

Carmichael said Ameri
cans are mistaken in their 
belief that “political equality 
is a necessity but that eco
nomic equality is irrelevant. 
That doesn’t make sense.

“You can’t talk about polit
ical equality unless you talk 
about insuring economic 

( equality. The vote is mean
ingless unless you have food 
in your stomach. I would 
much rather h ave the full 
stomach, and you can have 
tho vote!”

Carmichael also said la; 
believes white youth in the 
U.S. are “masochist*®^—
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\ Confrontation
I “One sees them run to a 
(confrontation to get beaten 
up, to get bandaged up, and 
then run to a confrontation 
again.

“No one goes to a war and 
brings nurses; you bring 
guns to a war, or you hqve 
no war.”

In Chicago, he said, “a ______  —----- ------------
white liberal got up and told to break the U.S. control in

-----------J\ n-T... ‘T Acl-------- - 1 • •* ’

disagree with your goon 
squad tactics,’ and he yelled, 
and Daley said ‘so what?’ be
cause he had the power.” 

White youth, Carmichael 
said, should “internationalize 
the struggle.”

The U.S- “is a world pow-

be, but I do not think white when .they killed Dr. King, 
America is psychologically 
prepared yet either. But a 
segment of white America is 
prepared, and their job is to 
prepare the others,” he said.

He was asked if he could 
reconcile his philosophy with 

a . ... ... __  _______ that of Mahatma Gandhi.
Mayor (Richard) Daley ‘I ’those areas, he said, it would , “Gandhi’s success did not 

lie in non-violence, but in the 
throat of violence if the En
glish ■ refused to deal 
him,” Carmichael said.

country. That’s an awitil lot 
of power. It means you can 
rule the world, and that is 
jjust what the U.S. is doing.”

Revolution
If the people of South 

America and Asia were able

weaken the U.S. and make it 
easier for a revolution to suc
ceed within the country.

In the half hour question 
period which followed his ad
dress, Carmichael was asked 
whether a Wallace Presiden
tial victory would mean that

with

King's Role
Dr. Martin Luther King 

... also warned that failure to 
। er. It controls 60 per cent of revolutionary forces within deal with him would mean 
I the world’s wealth. It has the U.S. would be ready to the Establishment would 
[2,500 military bases outside fight. have to deal with more vio-

“I do not think they would lent leaders he said, “apd
2,500 military bases outside 
(the continental border of the

now they know who they 
have to deal with!

“I do 'not think non-vio
lence is effective in any situ
ation which deals with pow
er. If you do, that’s okay— 
I’ll bandage you.

“I believe in equality. If 
the police have a nightstick, 
I should have a nightstick. If 
the police have a gun, I 
should have a gun.”

Carmichael was asked 
“What would you do if you 
had the power?”

“I’d use it to end racism 
and capitalism by any means? 
necessary. Once you decide! 
what your object is, you get! 
it,” he said.

lOne spectator at Carmichael speech was our 
to get a suntan, too. ,

Ito® I
■ W. !*> ■ ..



On KenneHys: Made
Promises, Did Nothing

ByJOHNBILBY
Aflverli.ier Stall Writer

■ From his acceptance of a 
pink lei and a kiss to his final 
words, “'Thank you,” Black 
Panther Stokely Carmichael 
enjoyed a friendly confronta
tion yesterday with the Hono
lulu Press Chib.

His message was serious.
“1 am for revolutionary vi- 

ilence,” Carmichael said 
softly at the outset. ”1 am 
lor killing anybody who tries 
.0 kill me. .

“I do not think violence 
has to do with right and 
wrong,” he added.

‘‘My brother-in-law is in 
Vietnam.

“If. my brother-in-law kills 
.30 Vietnamese, he will get a 
medal. If he sees a police
man push my sister and he 
kills him, he will get the 
electric chair.”

In his speech and answers, 
Carmichael:

1
® Called George Wallace 
‘more honest” than his pres- 
dential rivals.
O Said the ob ject of Black 

Power is “to destroy racism 
and capitalism in the world ”

O Criticized the U.S.S.R. 
for “plainly showing her hy
pocrisy” in Czechoslovakia.

9 Said there was a “possi
bility” of black people and 
white people working togeth
er.

“Black people are going to 
have to fight,” the Black 
Panther prime minister said. 
“The question is how many 
of them will we have to 
fight.”

And then he would do noth- Audience Rands 
ing.” “Just as every white per-

Carmichael said he saw lit- son js a potential Wallace?” 
tie choice hmong the presi- a voice from the audience 
dential candidates. asked.

“Wallace said let’s have “Yes!” said Carmichael, 
the confrontation now and “That’s a reality. Do you dis- 
fight it out,” he said. agree?” ,

“The other two candidates There was a chorus ol:I 
are incapable of posing alter- “no” from the. audience. j 
natives.” “You don’t think every

Later, in answer to a ((ties- black person is a potential1 
tion, Carmichael .added: “I Bap Brown?” Carmichael 
didn’t mean to imply that 1 asked.
was for Wallace. There was a much softer

“We don’t want a coilfton- chorus in the negative, amid 
tation before our time. Oi which a single voice piped: 
the other hand, we don’t “Yes.”
want the rhetoric of Nixon oj The speaker grinned. The 
Humphrey putting our peoph audience laughed.
J _ -1 . •»

What does he mean b; 
“confrontation?”

His almost boyish ton 
brought soft laughter froti 
the audience. “Oh, I thin' 
. . . an all and all fight.”

If Wallace is elected, h 
said, “it would make my jo 
easier. He is more hones 
He would heighten the cor 
tradictions within white sc 
ciety. He does speak lor tl 
poor working man, taken a 
vantage of by bureaucrat'^, 
etc., etc.”

Carmichael was c h a 1- 
lengcd as to what percentage 
of black people he repre
sents.

“I don't know,” he said.
“But I will say I think every | 
black person is a potential 
Rap Brown or Stqkely Car
michael.” J ...

I don t know how large 
the Black Panthers arc,” 
Carmichael said in answer to 
a question.

He compared the organiza
tion’s structure to a “govern-. 
ment in exile . . . similar to 
what de Gaulle did when he 
left Paris .]. . hoping to go 
back.” ;

A questioner insisted upon 
hearing more specific planrfi 
for the predicted eonfronta- j 
tion, referring to Hiller, 

whom Carmichael had pre
viously mentioned, Alexan
der the Great and Napoleon. 
“They had plans,” the ques
tioner said.

“H i 11 e r, Alexander the
Great and Napoleon didn’t 
unmask their plans until they 
were well underway,” said 
Carmichael.

He smiled as he took a sip
of water, pausing for the 
laughter from the audi ”'

Suspicions
He added: “Wo have to be 

suspicious of white help be
cause the white help we re
ceived in the past never 
helped us.”
.Carmichael said Robertf 
Kennedy “would be the sama 
;s his brother — assure 
lack people that everything 

js okay, ‘I’ll take care of it.’ 42
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^TW'PATTI THOMAS* 
. ■ iHe’s-i'for" a-” speedy 
-downfall’.;of the capital
ism. He’s-a proponent of 
revolutionary-^ violence.

. He’s: sceptical *of assist
ance from white men.

J “Yet, B 1 a c k Panther 
Prime, -Minister Stokely 
Carmichael’s “cool” ap
proach ' posed no more 
threat’ to his ‘ University 
audience than the warmth 
of the afternoon sun. 
...£Some -shed their shirts 

?tpi-him... Others; their pre- 
.conceptions of his being 

racist ogre they’d 
heard; of or.read about; 
the man who made Black 

• Powerfa household word.- 
■."--. IMs?'.ma nhe r wasn’t 
iijt h‘re.£ ten i n g. His cool, 
:MyelMyersed line, had the 
white?’ middle class lib- 

jera! audience at each of 
.the, fqur talks laughing at 
.itself; -at- its presidential 
^dhndidates;'^t the contra- 
'.dic-tibns of-a troubled na- 
■.itiori-.-and-'world.

,- :Epr, the. fourth, time in 
j'twq dayd;’ he. repeated his 
^speech, practically vdr- 
.batirrp by .now, to hjs en- 
r a pt u re d . a ud nee.

‘r- - ' ; - '' ~ 
.y^here’s' an aura about the 
|tman,-'-an intensity unmis* 
jfakable-' when he enters 
pSrid when he speaks.. . ' 
‘^■jHe ■ makes no' b ones 
?atjou'tj, being; for revo 1 u-' 
’ftionary violence as th e 
/way. to eliminate' racis’m

mixed at the University 
amphitheatre, was tired 
of waiting.

“The Panthers are 
preparing for a confron
tation,” Carmichael said.

“When?’ was the re
peated question of the au
dience at each function, 
“When will the confronta
tion be?”

“For the black man, it 
would be best if he could 
name the time and place. 
Then he’d be ready,” 
Carmichael said.

That not being possi
ble, the Panther Prime

Minister ■ said that it 
would come when the con
tradictions in the Amer
ican society became so 
apparent that one could 
not be avoided. He wasn’t 
saying it was inevitable. 
But probable.

Here was the plea. Dif
ficult to put your finger i 
on, but it was there.

Dick Gregory’s cam
paign literature for Pres-, 
ident; printed to look like ' 
American dollar bills, 
reads: “America is re
deemable.”

Perhaps, but not to ' 
■ q a..

Car m i’c liae 1 without 
change; rapid, radical 
change away from capi
talism and racism.. What 
kind of change, what di
rection, he doesn’t know. 
Or wouldn’t say.

comes his perspective on 
'-ttr^olutionary viol^iice?-4'

Questions carpe from 
the audience, sbme from 
those obviously aware of 
Panther ism and its posi
tion that political power 
begins at the barrel of a 
gun.

But a white girl nearby 
said “Yom" bullets may 
have my name on them, 
but I think you’re cute.”

Another question was 
asked on what white stu
dents could do, where

they fit in.
. Carmichael regarded 
t h e m ic rophone. T he re 
was a moment in which he 
seemed not to remember 
what “button” had been - 
pushed. And when he 
brightened.

“1 would like to point 
out,’ he said, (and you 
could almost see the 
memory disks clicking) 
‘white, help, urban re
newal, Negro removal,’ 
“that black people are 
skeptical of any help from, 
the white, . . .”

—-a
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,-and .capitalism?
/‘.Curiosity, mixed with 
i ‘ s'uBtle - retse n troe n t greet- 
Qed/him at . each speech. 
it/T-ha. rohontment ca me, noc 

fr.om hls .being a black ml- 
?lltant, but,’because he was 
/•tape, ? T he' p re d o m i n a n 11 y 
• 3w'hHt;e' ■ audienee at all

functions,'^though moM

I “.Americans are mis
taken in their belief that 
political equality is a 
noccssiiy but that econo- 

' mlc equality is irrelev
ant,” Carmichael said.

From the basic uniust- 
_ness of superlority-in- 

rc’M’ority relationships,;
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY, aka 
Black Panther Party for 

Self Defense

A source advised that the Black Panther Party for 
Self Defense (BPPSD) was formed by HUEY PERCY NEWTON, 
Minister of Defense, and BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, Chairman, in 
December, 1966, as a militant black nationalist political 
organization to combat police brutality, to unite militant 
black youth, and to determine the destiny of black communities. 
The political philosophy was taken from writings of Chairman 
MAO Tse-tung of Communist China and black militant writers.

In March, 1968, the name of the organization was 
changed to Black Panther Party (BPP).

The official BPP publication, "The Black Panther 
Party - Black Community News Service," states that the BPP 
advocates use of guns and guerrilla tactics in their violent 
revolutionary program to end oppression of black people.

On February 17, 1968, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Minister of 
Information, announced merger of the BPP and Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and bestowed title of Minister 
of Justice, BPP, upon H. RAP BROWN, Chairman of SNCC.

SNCC is a militant Negro organization 
which preaches black supremacy.

NEWTON, aforementioned, is incarcerated in the 
Alameda County Jail, Oakland, California, awaiting trial on 
charge of murder of an Oakland police officer.

Headquarters of BPP and Huey P. Newton Defense 
Fund are located at 4421 Grove Street, Oakland, California.

O. • '*» tg
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A P P E N D I X

COMMITTEE TO END THE WAR IN VIETNAM 
(HONOLULU)(CEWV)

On June 9, 1968 Mr. Edward Higgins, Commission on 
Subversive Activities, Legislature, State of Hawaii, 
at Honolulu, advised as follows:

The Committee to End the War in Vietnam (CEWV) was 
organized in Honolulu, Hawaii in 1965 by Dr. Willis 
Butler, a local physician; Madalyn Murray, the 
nationally known atheist who formerly resided in 
Honolulu; Dr. Oliver Lee, University of Hawaii 
professor, and others.

Since its conception, the CEWV has held small weekly 
meetings and sponsored rallies, marches and demonstra
tions in protest of United States intervention in 
Vietnam, On April 30, 1963 a source advised 
that the previous day the CEWV had decided to hold 
bi-weekly meetings instead of weekly meetings.

On July 2, 1968 a source advised that the CEWV had 
suspended meetings until after the November, 1968 
Presidential Elections and in the meantime, the members 
of the group would work within the framework of the 
Peace and Freedom Party.

APPENDIX



A P PEN D I X

' STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC? SOCIETY

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as it 
is known today, came into being at a founding convention 
held at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is 
an association of young people on the left and has a 
current program of protesting the draft, promoting a 
campaign for youth to develop a conscientious objector 
status, denouncing the United States intervention in the 
war in Vietnam and to ’’radically transform” the 
university community, and provide for its complete control 
by students. GUS HALL, General Secretary, Communist ; 
Party, USA,, when interviewed by: a representative of. ■ 
United Press International in San Francisco, California, 
on May 14, 1965, described the SDS as a part of the 
’’responsible left” which the Party has ’’going for us." 
At the June, 1965 SDS National Convention, an anti
communist proviso was removed from the SDS Constitution. 
In the October 7, 1966 issue of "New.Left Notes,” the 
official publication of SDS, an SDS spokesman stated 
that there are some communists in SDS and they are 
welcome. The national headquarters of this organization 
as of'April 18, 1967, was located in Room 206, 1608 
Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.



APPENDIX

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 
headquartered at 360-3G2 Nelson Street, S. W., Atlanta, Georgia, 
is a nonssabership organization, which was born out of the 
sit-in movement that erupted across the South beginning 
in 1960.

Today SNCC identifies itself as an organization in 
the revolutionary vanguard. It advocates that to be successful 
it is necessary to develop a revolutionary ideology and 
revolutionary program.

According to SNCC the year 1967 marked a historic 
milestone in the struggle for the liberation of black people 
in the United States and the year that revolutionaries 
throughout the world began to understand more fully the impact 
of the black movement. SNCC declared that "liberation will 
come only when there is final destruction of this mad octopus— 
the capitalistic system of the United States with all its 
life-sucking tentacles of exploitation and racism that choke 
the people of Africa, Asia, and Latira America. The realities 
of black life, together with the recognition instilled in SNCC 
workers forced its members to further popularize the legitimacy 
of self-defense and rebellions when oppression became too great.

From May, 1966, until May, 1967, Stokely Carmichael 
was National Chairman of SNCC. As of July, 1968, Carmichael 
resided in Washington, D. C., where he was affiliated with 
SNCC and active as temporary chairman of a black coalition 
group. In May, 1967, Carmichael was replaced by Hubert Geroid 
Brown, commonly known as H. Rap Brown, who served until 
June, 1968.

In June, 1968, at the Staff and Central Committee 
meeting of SNCC held in Atlanta, Georgia, it was decided to 
restructure the organization by equalization of responsibility 
by creating ten deputy or vice chairmanships. The primary 
purpose for this change is to take law enforcement pressure off 
any single individual.
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HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED .
DATE 08-17-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/C

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

REFERENCE: Washington Field Office report 
dated 11/15/68

Referenced communication contained subject’s residence and/or employment 
address. A recent change has been determined and is being set forth below (change 
only specified): ,

cd?Res idenee*
■n

O
rs>

-•> eft v Employment:
x: w
-y s.

Temporary Co-Chairman, Black United Front, 
Washington, D. C.
Prime Minister, Black Panther Party, 
with headquarters in Oakland, 
California

NOT RECORDED
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; /DATE/08-i’7-2OO6 '-I 1;
' CLASSIflEt).-.BY 60324‘ZAtrC/BAWZCB/bi'

.DECLASSIFY ■'OH: 25X 3.. 3 .(£') f : 
;■ ■ 08-17-2031 '
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"rEIM ‘IS lUUCLASSlFlED' EXCEPT ! 
WERE ’■ SHpljN. OTtSfel W ’ ■ ‘ ’•; £

Date:November5, 1968
■ ; Transmit the following in _

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _ AIRTEL .
(Priority)

TO . DIRECTOR. FBI
.FROM LEGAT, OTTAWA
SUBJECT

- IS-MISC.;SEDITION 
Bufile 100-446080 
00: WFO (100-43503) 
OTT 100-1564

caption;Re Ottawa teletype 10/30/68 in___________
Ottawa teletype 10/30/68 in the Carmichael caption;
Ottawa teletype 10/30/68 in
Ottawa teletype 10/30/68 ir

caption, and 
caption,,

/

bo

bl
V

Please note requests.in Para 3 as well as dissemination jzI

': §
restrictions in Para 4

Bureau (Encs.-13) 
I Liaison Direct 
2 - New York
2 - San Francisco 
1 - WFO

4 - Ottawa
MLIsjl 
(18)

flaS*51'

. • Approved:
ecial Agent in Charge

Sent

NOT RECOMDBP
145 N0Vx^31’968

_ M Per _
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OPTIONAL FORM NO.' 10 /'
MAY COITION /
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 /

UNITED STATES Q:' -T- IENT

Memorandum

106
ALL INFORMATIONCONTAINED
HEREIN IS /rjNl||te'5IFIfD
DATE 08-l£-20'3|pST <b324/AUC/BAU/CBZbls

Director, FBI (Bufile- 100-446080 ) DATE: 11/20/68

i®

sac, WFO^lOO-43503) (P) 

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka 
RM - SNCC;
BLACK PANTHER PARTY; SEDITION 
ANTIRIOT LAWS

Cards UTD
Cards Sent 00

! Re: WFO report dated 11/15/68 . .
I I It is recommended that a Security Index Card be | The Security Index Card on the captioned individual should

prepared on the above-captioned individual. be changed as follows (specify change only):

Race Sex

| | Male
| | Female

□ BNT

I | Communist

>
I

N ame

-Aliases!

: ■(
I ;

| | N ative Born .

| | Naturalized

| | Alien

| | Tab Detcom

| | Delete Detcom

o SPL

!g-fel !
!.{—! i* I Date of Birth
Ife Cl 1

□ SWP □ JFG

□ SDS o PLP

□ RAM u SNC

Place of Birth

| | ANA . □ PRN

| | Miscellaneous (specify)

Business Address, Name of Employing Concern and Address, 
Nature of Employment, and Union Affiliation, if any.

Temporary Co-Chairman, Black 
Dnited Front, Washington,- D, C 
Prime Minister, Black Panther 
Party with headquarters in
Oakland, California

Key Facility Data

Geographical Reference Number

! REGISTERED MAIL

(2p- Bureau (Encl.2) 
Ij - WFO 
WWH:dab 
(3)

Residence Address

not-recorded

17 NOV 211968
Responsibility_ ■

' i-



FEDER<¥ ’WREAU OF INV&i’ylSATiON

ALL INFORKATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

• DATE 08-17-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CBZbl

REPOSTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON FIELD
OFFICE OF ORIGIN

WASHINGTON FIELD
DATE

11/1/68
INVESTIGATIVE^ PERIOD

10/3-31/68; 11/1/68
TITLE OF CASE

STOKELY^CARMICHAEL, aka
REPORT MADE BY b6
c a b7CSA

TYPED

tjd
CHAkACHROr CASE

RM-SNCC; BLACK PANTHER PARTY;
SEDITION;
ANTIRTOT LAWS

REFERENCE: Report of SA dated 7/30/68./at WDC

y

ADMINISTRATIVE

This report carries subject as ARMED AND DANGEROUS" 
^fsince he is known to have possessed firearms in the past and 

n view of the national posture of SNCC advocating a policy oft 
violence in racial, matters and in view of CARMICHAEL* s current 
aff iliation with the Black Panther Party (BPP), a self-proclJai] 
revolutionary group, CARMICHAEL is maintained on Loth thg^>^ 
Security Index and the Agitator Index of WFO. /

fnn FOR \
ACCOM P LI S HM E N TSCLAIM E D

CONVIC. AU TO- FUG. FINES SAVIN GS

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

RECOVERIES

FENCING PROSECUTION 

OVER SIX MONTHS

■CCUIT- 
TALS

CASE HAS BEEN;

38 NOV 19.1968

^PO'PIES MADE;

p^Bureau (100-446080)
I-USA, Washington, D0C
1-U^So Secret Service, Washington,DOC
1-NISO, Washington, DOCO
1-OSI, Washington, DcC.
2-WFO (100-43503)



100-43503UFO t

/
1 - 116th MIG, Washington, D„C,
1 - Baltimore (100-24220)(Info)(RM)
1 - Boston (157-347)(Info)(RM)
1 - New York (100-153751)(info)(RM)
1 - San Francisco (157-721)(RM)

Copy of instant report being furnished Baltimore, 
Boston and New York for information in view of data set forth 
developed by these offices, regarding travels and activities 
of CARMICHAEL. A copy is. being furnished the San Francisco 
Office in view of CARMICHAEL’S current affiliation with the 
BPP, a California based organization.

INFORMANTS

B
COVER PAGE
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LEADS

WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON, D, C.

1, Will continue to attempt to locate verbatim 
transcript of CARMICHAEL’s remarks through news media,

2, Will continue to attempt to locate 
witnesses who can testify to the content of CARMICHAEL’S 
remarks and surrounding circumstances as well as his intent 
in making the remarks,

3, Will interview a representative number of persons 
arrested in the disturbances of October 13, 14 and 15, 1968, 
in WDC, in an effort to ascertain if CARMICHAEL had any link 
with those disturbances.

C*
COVER PAGE



DECLASSIFIED -BY ,60324/AUC/BATJ/CB/bl 
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FD-204 (Rev.' 3-3-59)

Copy to:

Report of:
Date:

Field Office File iz

Title:

ui®ed states department of Justice 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 - USA, Washington, D.C.
1 - Secret Service, Washington, D.C.
1 - NISO, Washington, D.C.
1 - OSI, Washington, D.C.
1 - 116th MIG, Washington, D.C.
o a b 6 ■

 b?c .Office: Washington, D.C. 
11/1/68
100-43503 Bureau File 100-446080
STOKELY CARMICHAEL

RACIAL MATTERS-STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE; 
Characfcr. BLACK PANTHER PARTY; SEDITION

ANTIRIOT LAWS 
» 

Synopsis:

CARMICHAEL, a former activist in the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and currently Prime Minister 
of the Black Panther Party (BPP)/as well as Temporary Chairman 
of the Black United Front (BUF)'maintains residence in Washington, 
DoCo ELIJAH BENNETT, JR. was shot by Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) Officer! on 10/8/68 ,'^and BUF rally held be
afternoon of 10/12/68, at New School of Afro-American Thought, bz( 
WDC, to protest the shooting.^CARMICHAEL traveled from NYC 
to WDC to speak at the rally. During speech,' CARMICHAEL reportedly 
made inflammatory remarks to crowd present.''Rally ended peacefully 
according to observers. / Violence erupted in N0E0 sector of IfflC 
on 10/13,14,15/68. Investigation instituted to determine contents 
of CARMICHAEL’S remarks, surrounding circumstances, intent, 
factual corroboration and if there was/any link between his 
remarks and subsequent disturbances.' No verbatim transcript 
of his remarks located. /Information gathered from coverage 
of rally by MPD, FBI and other sources set forth.'"'"No information 
.developed showing intent of CARMICHAEL in making remarks^" No 
information developed showing direct link between CARMICHAEL’S 
remarks and subsequent disturbances in WDC on 10/13,14 and 15? 
19687y~CARMICHAEL CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS?
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DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D. C.

I o BACKGROUND
A. Organization Affiliation and Residence

CARMICHAEL was previously affiliated with the 
Washington, D. Co office of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) as an "organizer", with national headquarters 
in Atlanta, Georgia. CARMICHAEL’S duties at SNCC were not 
specifically defined. He appeared to act on his own volition 
and did not appear to take orders from any specific SNCC 
official J [Washington. D.C.
office of SNCC. Similarly, the duties of SNCC are not clearly 
defined and the term "SNCC" representing Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee is no longer accurate as there are 
few actual legitimate students left in the organization.

During AugustA 1968, the SNCC organization announced 
that its relationship with STOKELY CARMICHAEL had been terminated 
and that he would no longer have any affiliations with that 
organization. Subsequently, it was announced that CARMICHAEL 
had become affiliated with the Black Panther Party (BPP) and 
that he would hold the position of Prime Minister in that 
organization.

CARMICHAEL is also reportedly affiliated with the 
.Black United Front (BUF), Washington, D. C., where he is Temporary 
Chairman, : During some of the meetings, CARMICHAEL often presides 
and in addition attends meetings of the Steering Committee and 
handles other administrative functions.

CARMICHAEL is not known to be gainfully employed. 
He is not known to have received any significant salary 
from SNCC, the; BPP or the BUF.

A characterization of SNCC, the BPP 
and the BUF is attached herewith 
in the appendix.
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____________ CARMICHAEL resides ____________________________________
____________  at 5015 16th Street, NOW., Washington, D, C. He be 
previously resided at 2200 12th Street, N0W0, Washington, DOCO, b^c 
a residence he acquired on January 4, 1968, when he came to b7D 
Washington, Do Ce to live0

10/68)

Bo Description

STOKELY CARMICHAEL is further described as follows:

Name:
Date and Place of Birth:

Naturalization:

Race:
Sex:
Height:
Weight:
Eyes:
Hair:
Build:
Complexion:
Scars and Marks: 
Marital Status: 
Education:

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
June 29, 1941, Port of Spain, 
Trinidad, British West Indies 
Naturalized a United States 
citizen, April 27, 1953, 
Certificate Number A 338082 
Negro
Male
6 feet 1 inch 
160 - 170 pounds 
Brown 
Black
Medium
Medium Brown
1 inch scar under chin
Married;I I
Graduated from Bronx High School 
of Science, Bronx, New York, 
June, 1960

Graduated from Howard University, 
Washington, D,Ce, June 5, 1964, 
receiving B0A0 Degree in Philosophy
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Current Residence:

Parents:

FBI Number:

5015 16th Street, N,W., WDC
Black Panther Party;
Black United Front
ADOLPHUS STANDIFORD CARMICHAEL
Father (Deceased);
MABEL FLORENCE CARMICHAEL, nee 
CHARLES, 1810 Amethyst Street, 
Bronx, New York
853121D

C, Predication of Investigation

By letter dated October 17, 1968, the Honorable
FRED M. VINSON, Jr., Assistant Attorney General, United States 
Department of Justice, Washington, D.C., in a letter to the 
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), requested an 
investigation of STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S statements at a rally in 
Washington, D.C., on October 12, 1968. Specifically, the 
request contained the following:

(a) A verbatim transcript of CARMICHAEL'S 
remarks if such can be obtained either from 
our own sources, Washington Metropolitan 
Police Department (MPD) or news media.

(b) A copy of the notes of.any informants, 
local police officers or FBI Agents who were 
present and made notes of what CARMICHAEL 
said.

(c) The names of witnesses who could testify 
to the content of the remarks, and the sur
rounding circumstances.

(d) Any information which bears on the intent 
with which the remarks were made.

Ce) Any information which may show a link 
between the remarks and subsequent distur
bances in the city of Washington.
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/' II. PRELIMINARY ACTIVITY

Special Agents (SAs) of the FBI, at approximately 
31:30 p.m. , October 8, 1968, were proceeding north on 14th 
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., by automobile. Shortly after 
passing the intersection of 14th and U Streets, N.W., 
Washington, D.C., they noticed what appeared to be an MPD 
officer in trouble in that he was scuffling with an unknown 
Negro male on the east side of 14th Street on a sidewalk-. 
The unknown Negro male was observed moving menacingly toward 
the officer, who was backing toward the curb. A revolver was 
observed in the officer’s right hand. Momentarily a shot was 
heard coming from the revolver and the Negro male sagged to the 
sidewalk holding his abdomen, eventually falling face first 
toward the police officer standing near the curb. The SAs 
immediately alighted from their vehicle to render assistance. 
The police officer was walking in the direction of his motor
cycle which was parked nearby. The officer appeared to be in 
a dazed condition walking in a wavering manner, bleeding from 
the nose and mouth and carrying his service revolver in his 
right hand with his arm partially extended. He stated, when 
approached by SAs, somewhat incoherently that he wanted to get 
to his radio. He said he thought his shoulder was broken and 
appeared to be favoring his left side. He acted as if he were 
in extreme pain. The officer, identified as|

H was placed by the SAs in their vehicle and his 
service revolver was removed from his right hand. Additional 
police assistance was summoned to the scene, as well as an 
ambulance. A crowd of onlookers began to encircle the car 
and the sidewalk immediately surrounding the area where the 
wounded man was lying. Efforts were made to assist the wounded 
man and first aid was administered to him. He was unable to 
talk and was not conscious. A pulse count was taken which felt 
faint and irregular. He was bleeding profusely from the mouth, 
the nose and the abdomen. Efforts were made to keep the area 
clear for the arrival of the ambulance and medical equipment. 
At this point a few individuals in the crowd insisted that the 
Negro was dead and that there was no need to keep the area 
clear. The crowd was told that he was still alive and they 
appeared reassured,

\Shortly thereafter additional officers, of the MPD 
•appeared, who began controlling the crowd which had grown to 
about 300 people. Soon the ambulance arrived, and after
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. / ■ ■ . -
examining the wounded man, one of the ambulance attendants 
stated in his opinion he was dead. The ambulance moved the 
founded man from the scene. About ten minutes after the 
arrival of the first ambulance, a second ambulance arrived 
for the police officer. While the officer was being placed 
in the ambulance, the crowd began jeering and shouting "Get 
the white cop” and "I hope you die." Others were heard to use 
abusive language toward all police officers, both white and 
Negro. Some individuals were yelling in the crowd that the 
police officer shot the Negro merely for jaywalking. Others 
were overheard to make comments that white police and "Uncle 
Toms" could shoot Negroes any time they wanted. A few members 
of the crowd were yelling "Let's get the white cop."

The wounded Negro was taken to Freedmen’s Hospital, 
Washington, D.C., by the ambulance where, according to the 
MPD, he was pronounced dead on arrival at 3:45 p.m.

The crowd that gathered in the area of 14th and U 
Streets, N.W., shortly after the shooting remained there for 
about 45 minutes and then dispersed.

__  H Homicide Squad, MPD, advised on 
October 8, 1968, that the dead man had been identified from 
fingerprints as ELIJAH BENNETT, also known as ELIJAH BENNETT, 
Jr., a Negro male, born December 20, 1946. b6

b7
Police coverage of the area of 14th and U Streets, 

N.W., Washington, D.C., during the evening of October 8, 1968, 
disclosed substantial acts of violence and vandalism erupted
in the area following the shooting of ELIJAH.BENNETT, Jr 
by MPD officer

7
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•'The Washington Post,” a Washington, D.C. daily 
newspaper, contained an article dated October 9, 1968, 
Regarding activities in the area of 14th and U Streets, N.W. , 
Washington, D.C., on the evening of October 8, 1968, follow
ing the shooting involving ELIJAH BEWNETT, Jr.

A copy of the article is attached herewith:

8
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A show of force by police put down a disturbance by 
several hundred young Negroes last night in the area of 
14th and U Streets nw. The disturbance, which included 
one major fire and a number of broken windows, was
triggered by a protest rally
'Negro pedestrian by a white

PVT. DAVID ROBERTS 
... fired fatal shot

over the fatal shooting of. at 
policeman in the afternoon.-'

Hundreds of riobequipped, 
police spreading a blanket4 
of tear gas in the area quelled 
the disturbance in less than 
•two hours.

One . store — U.S. Parts . 
Co. at 2102 14th st. nw. — 
.was burned out by fire as 
youths roamed -..north and 
south along 14th Street.

Police fired several canisters ■ 
of tear gas into concentra
tions of demonstrators.

The following statement was 
issued by .Mayor Walter E. ' 
Washington at 11:30 p.m.:

“I want to assure the citi
zens that I have called for a . 
full report of the incident at* 
14th and U Streets this past 
afternoon, and that appropri
ate action will be taken. I urge 
everyone to exercise restraint 
so that all the facts can be 
gathered and evaluated.

“I intend to remain in close 
touch with the situation 
throughout the night.” j 

Only one arrest had been, 
reported by early' today.. 
Leroy Thompson, 22, of 
Roanoke, was charged with dis
orderly conduct after his ar
rest in the 1300 block of Irv
ing Street nw., police said.

One fireman, H. W. Pctschk', 
detailed to Engine Co. 21,. 
was ovc-rrcrrKrdry smote at the > 
U.S. Parts fire.

A huge, -almost stationary 
cloud -of teaf~gas“iiung over 
14th Street at midnight. The 
bands of teen-agers had scat
tered, but individual residents 

. walked the streets, handker
chiefs . to their mouths and 
noses. , . ■

’ At police headquarters,. 300 
Indiana ave. nw., hundreds of 

. police who were called in 
milled, about on the ground 

■ floor. They were issued gas 
masks, helmets' and riot ba
tons. Special Operations Divi
sion men were issued shot
guns.

But with the rapid quelling 
of the disturbance, most lof 
{he policemen were not ^lis- 
1'jatehed to the streets. Theyjre- 
pained at headquarters, srcpk- 
mg and chatting.

The ' disturbance erupted 
about 9:45 p.m. after an im
promptu meeting,on the side- 

Avalk in front of the New 
iSchool for Afro-American 
Thought, 2208 14th st. nw.

■ The meeting—protesting the 
shooting at 4. p.m. of Elijah 
Bennett, after a policeman 
stopped him for an alleged 
jaywalking violation—included 
about 60 young people. They 
decided to protest by jaywalk-

See SHOOT, ,A§, Col.' 1
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ing en masse in the rath and 
- ."—rmStweets intersection. T 

police and civilian versions 
of the shooting conflicted, but 
fboth-agreed there was a strug- 
gle-.between Bennett, 22, and 

. the’motorcycle policeman, Pvt.
.David Allen Roberts, before 

> the single shot was fired. Po
lice listed Bennett's address at

•752 Gresham pl. nw.
As the protesters poured 

Jlnto the intersection, 13th Pre- 
cinet Capt. Shirley F. O'Neill 
and' Insp. Tilmdn B. O’Bryant, 
both Negroes, circulated 
among them, endeavoring to 
talk them into leaving.
•■■..'Gars were stopped. Police 
squads remained out of sight 
until a brick was thrown 
through the window of a Safe- 

Jyway Store near the intersec- 
■ jliofi. Several persons entered 

j;the store and started throw
ing cans of food onto the side- 
ijwalk. Within.minutes, most of 
i?fhe windows of- the store were 
^broken. Some persons picked 
!up the cans on the side-walk 
Sand carried them away.
'Mi Three trash barrels along 
r the street were set afire as
JJthe crowd grew to about 250. 
’Traffic was blocked by the 
jrcrowd, and several bricks, bot-; 
.tics and other missiles were 
ijthrown at the cars. ’
'pij-As a small fire erupted at 
■■Addison and Barry-Pate Chev- 
■irolet Cd. at 14th Street and 
Florida Avenue nw. and the. 

ilarger one burned out U.S. 
■ Parts, police started firing 
Steal-gas, scattering the crowd, 
■mostly northward up 14th 
i.Street.
“•Several bands, each consist
ing of. seven or eight Negro 
;>te.eh-agers, ran ahead of the 
ijBkirmish lines of police.
'h-'The entire 3100-man Metro- 
ipolitan police force was called 
’to' duty at 10:24 p.m. The day 
■shift was relieved at 1 a.m. to- 
.’da'y, leaving the other two shifts 
on duty.

I At one point, bottles were 
. thrown at the mesh-covered 

-Windows of the Peoples Drug
store on I'4th Street just north 
of U.
v ^Traffic was diverted from 
the area as fire trucks moved 
W to put out the blaze at U.S. 
■Parts Co. Burning paper was 
..thrown through broken win- 

,r..dnws -at Addison .-Chnv-rsget, 
reporters said, but little
burned there.

•’-r Police moved norJT-nn—14t*
—St-rget', firing tear gas and

warning all persons to get off 
the street. A few objects were 
thrown at them, but most per
sons stayed inside.

Police went north on 14th 
Street as far as Park Road, 
scattering the small groups of 
teen-agers. ‘

.As the persons' dispersed, 
there were scattered reports 

. of break-ins at stores in the' 
Mount Pleasant area, on Sher
man Avenue nw., on’H Street 
ne,,.and a window was report
ed-smashed at Gartenhaus 

. Furs, 18th Street and Cblum-'
bia Road nw.

•A- group cf about 20 persons 
•tried to overturn a police car 
at 14th and V Streets but fail
ed. They then opened the hood, 
threw in burning paper and 

4 set the engine afire. Later, 
other persons set the front 

. seat on fire. No policemen’:

!?

• !i

<
This story was based on re

ports furnished by staff 
writers George Davis, Vincent 

■ Cohen, Jesse W. Lewis Jr., 
Alexander Shownatoff, Rob
ert G. Kaiser, Ivan C. Bran
don, Alfred E. Lewis and 
Martin Weil and was assem
bled by Paul W. 'Valentine.

were present at the time.
Mayor Washington made a 

tour of the area by car about 
1 a.m. today, stopping at loca
tions where damage had oc
curred. .

The disturbance broke out 
at the same intersection where 
a full-scale riot broke out in 
April after the assassination 
of the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther 
King Jr., and where a disturb
ance was put down after* the 
closing of Resurrection City.

It was also the scene of the 
fatal shooting July 14 of 
Theodore Robert Lawson, a' 
Negro, by a white policeman 
investigating'the alleged theft 
of food from a store. A coro
ner’s jury ruled the shooting 
was justifftnrte~iri>micide.

ProtEsters_aUJl<l scene last 
.night expressed concern that 

■ if the Bennett case is handled 
through official channels, it, 
too,- will be “whitewashed” 
and ruled a justifiable homi
cide.

At the 14th and U intersec
tion after the shooting, a 
crowd of about 400 persons 
milled around. They dispersed 
in about an hour.

The policeman involved in 
the shooting is a member of 
the Traffic Division.

Police reported that he suf
fered a dj^Jri£.:Lta£l left shoul- 
... ...i'
; ' ' -1. ■■ ■ ; ■■ ■ . 
ler and bruise^ of the face 
during the struggle with the' 
pedestrian. He was reported to 
be in fair condition at Wash- . 
ington Hospital Center.

Roberts lay on the pavement 
in front of the Zanzibar Res
taurant,' 2017 14th st. nw;, un
til a rescue vehicle took him 

/to the Hospital Center.
[ Police and civilian versions 
of the shooting varied as de-| 
tectives sought last night to! 
reconstruct the incident.

Acting Chief Jerry V. Wil- 
:son gave, this initial account: 
: At about 4 p.m. Roberts was 
; riding his motorcycle on the: 
• way to an accident when he 
• saw a truck which had stopped 
,and was blowing its horn at 
:14th and U Streets as a man 
.crossed in front of ths truck, 
j Roberts motioned for the 
;man'to get out of the street. 
The man kept walking slowly. 
When he reached the sidewalk 

;at the northeast corner of the 
intersection, . Roberts asked 
him to stop. The man kept 
walking. Roberts parked his 
motorcycle and walked up, 
saying, “Sir, I want to talk to. 
you.”

The man said nothing, 
struck Roberts in the shoulder 
•then pummeled his face and 
mouth. Roberts felt he was 
losing consciousness, drew his 
pistol and fired once.

An eyewitness, Leroy Mar-! 
shall, an Interior Department 
clerk, described—th-eb’ incident 
this way:

10
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i 
i 
t

The man crossed .the street,J-'' 
.ignoring Roberts’ ..signal to., 
stop, and continued walking 1 
nprth on 14th Street. Roberts ' 
Rtirked his cycle and grabbed : 
tjie man by the arm. The man 
'trenched his arm away, slap- . 
lung Roberts across the face 
in the process. Roberts pushed ' 
him back, stepped backwards 
himself, bent to one knee and 
fired at the man once. Several 
other civilian witnesses agreed 
with Marshall’s account.

But still other civilian wit
nesses said that after Roberts 
grabbed the man, the man 
struck him down and “was get
ting the better of him” when 
Roberts fired from a crouch
ing or prone position. -

D.C. Morgue officials said 
Bennett was shot once 
through the left arm and the ' . 
bullet penetrated the “region 
of the heart.” An autopsy will 
be performed-today, they said. !'

Roberts’ ,38-caliber service! 
revolver was removed for bal- ( 
listics tests.

Word quickly spread that a 
man had been “shot for jay
walking.” At 4:50 p.m., a man 
appeared on the street a block 
south of the incident wielding 
a shotgun. He was talking 
loudly. About 200 persons 
gathered around him.-

When -police moved toward 
the crowd, individuals helped 
the man hide the weapon, first 
in a. raincoat, later in the

teiiciiiig a. conference ox the 
International Association of 
Chiefs of Police.

■ Police headquarters records 
show that Pvt. Roberts, 
who comes from Clear Lake, 
Iowa, joined the force in 1963, 

V. Murphy, are in Hawaii at- and Has won' four commenda,-

pulled away and the crowd 
scattered. ■ '

Wilson was acting chief of 
the police force because Chief 
John. B. Layton, as w-ell as 
Public Safety Director Patrick

tions for courtesy m tne last 
year. He was .originally as
signed to the Fourth Precinct 
but was transferred to the 
Traffic Division in 1964.

Reports by’his superiors say 
he is a “reliable officer with a 
mature attitude.”

11
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periodic cnecx or tne area or tne snooting by 
SAs of the FBI and members of the MPD during the day of 
October 9, 1968, disclosed the community appeared to have 
returned to normal. The Intelligence Division of the MPD
reported, however, that rumors had been heard about possible 
demonstrations in the area of 14th and U Streets, N.W., 
Washington, D.C., as a result of the shooting but no positive 
information had been developed concerning any proposed dis
turbances or demonstrations.

On October 11, 1968] _________ [affiliated b6 
with the Women Strike for Peace (WSP). reportedly stated that b?c 
a meeting had been held at the home of _____________________

Center for Emergency Support (CES) on October 9, 1968.

The WSP is a national women’s 
organization which in the past has 
demonstrated against nuclear testing, 
the draft and the war in Vietnam.

The CES was described by it’s chairman, 
ARTHUR L. WASKOW, when he appeared before 
the Washington, D. C. City Council on April 3, 
1968, as a "non-profit charitable, educational, 
and scientific organization incorporated under 
District of Columbia law to give emergency 
relief in any event of civil disorder, and to 
carry on research and education programs on 
the causes and solutions of civil disorder."

The meeting was attended by approximately 60 people 
and plans were made to hold a demonstration at the 13th Precinct 
of the, MPD at 1 p.m., on October 12, 1968, accompanied by a 
march from the precinct to the home of Mayor WALTER WASHINGTON.. b6 

the demonstration would be conducted by a coalition b7c 
including the WSP, Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), 
Black United Front (BUF) and the CES.

A characterization of the SDS and the BUF 
is attached herewith in the appendix.

12
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Among those expected to speak at the rally held 
at the 13th Precinct included BRUCE TERRIS, Chairman, D. C. 
Democratic Committee, CHARLES CASSELL of the BUF, and 
Professor MONROE FREEDMAN.

10/11/68) “D

’’The Washington Post," mentioned previously, 
contained an article dated October 15, 1968, regarding the 
rally held at the 13th Precinct of the MPD on October 12, 
1968. A copy of the article is attached herewith.

13
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A coalition of local organ
izations'demanded commu
nity control of the police, 
and prosecution of police
men involved in shootings, 
in a rally Saturday after
noon in front of the 13th

' Precinct house.
About 200 people, includ

ing residents of the neigh- 
b o r h o o d , heard repre
sentatives of the D.C. Dem
ocratic Central Committee, 
the D.C. Lawyers’ associa- 

’ tion and the Institute for 
Policy Studies, accuse the 
daily Washington papers of 
supressing news about po-i 
lice'corruption and charged 
that the U.S. Attorney, 
David Bress, is biased in 
favor of the police.

MONROE FREEMAN, a 
law professor at George 
Washington ’ University, 

..said that a Task-Force Re
port of the President’s 

: Crime Commission on Law 
Enforcement in Washington 
reported that there are 40 
-act!*, of alleged police bril- 

■..talit^'.; for 1000 policemen 
every week. He said the re
port found policemen tak- 

- ing bribes, extortion, and

carrying unlawful weapons 
to plant on the bodies of ci
vilians. (

The report was published

in the New York Times,' 
Freeman said, but not in

(Continued on Page 18)

(Continued from page 1) 
the Washington Post.

Channing Phillips, Na
tional Committeeman for 
D.C., said there was little 
need for civilians to be kil- - 
led by policemen. In most 
cases, he said, a man could 
be wounded instead. . •

♦ ♦ <t

CAPT. Shirley O’Neil and 
pilicemen from the 13‘th 
Precinct stood on the 
fringes of the crowd during 
the rtally, with the uni
formed police, standing on 
the steps of the • building 
and -plainclothesmen lean-' 
ing on- parked cars.

O’Neill was called to the 
microphone after a series 
of speakers. O’Neill told the- 
crowd, “in the. days to'., 
come I would let you de-ji 
cide on the actions of the?!, 
police. I know what the’ 
relationship . between the 
police and the community 
should be. I want my po
licemen to be professionals.
I expect them to be.”

He added, however, “I 
need time.”

Arthur Waskow, the co
ordinator of the rally and 
o’f the coalition then intro
duced Charles Cassell, co- 
chairman of the Black' 
United Front.

. Cassell told the crowd, 
which was about evenly if- 
.tegrated, that the coalition 
“should go. out into Silvqi: 
Spring, go west of Rock 
Creek Park where . you’ve 
got the Wallace suppor
ters;” He also said that 
whites should demonstrate 
where the policemen live.

As an alternative to dem
onstrations, Cassell said 
they should “strike .at tber 
sources of power —- thef 
Chamber of Commerce, the ’- 
Board of Trade, these 
honky landlords who own 
the property where you 
live.”

THE RALLY, which was 
primarily a reaction to the 
shooting of Elijah Bennett 
by a white traffic police
man last week on 14th and 
U Sts., NW'. was intended to 
be a kick-off for a march to 
Mayor Walter Washington’s 
home.

But Washington, instead, 
came to the rally saying 
that there was an 80-year- 
old woman, ill, in his home.

Washington was imme
diately attacked by Was
kow. He introduced Wash
ington as “the colonial gov
ernor, the viceroy of.' the 
District of Columbia.” Was- 

; kow said that a mayor is 
j an elected official respon- 
sible to his electorate and •
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Washington is a presiden- 
"dial appointee. . it.

Washington took the 
myrophine and angrily iic- 
cu^cd V/askow.of mislead
ing; the crowd and having 
t hje m support proposals 
they knew nothing about. . 

. 'Several organizations in 
the white coalition,. includ
ing the D.C. Lawyers Asso
ciation, have proposals 
similar to the Black United 
Fronts demands for • com
munity control of the po
lice. <

Washington opened his 
remarks with “you. want 
something that I can’t give 
you. .. . it’s up to Con
gress.” .He told the crowd 
that he had proposals from 
different groups and was 

. attempting to take some 
action on them. When the 
conversation became a 
shouting match between 
Washington and Waskow, 
Cornelius Brown,, a mem
ber of the BUF board of 
conveners, stepped in and 
took-the microphone away 
from Waskow. -

He told the crowd “We 
have io give Washington. 

■ respect and he’s going to 
get it.” Brown said he ob-. 
jected to seeing Washington 
attacked by white people.

The rally began to break 
up then with Waskow ask
ing for a vote from' the 
crowd. about what to do 
next ’’and asking them ;io 
sign pp for committee tp 
work ■ for ' community con
trol ci the police. ■ ii

■ ADRIENNE MANNS'
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’’The Evening Star,” a Washington, D.C. daily- 
newspaper, in an article dated October 10, 1968, reported 
a rally sponsored by the BUF was to be held. A copy of 
the article is attached herewith.
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BLACK "FRO^T SET 

FOR PARK RALLY 

^-StakelyXCarnuchael, iounder 
of the Black Jlnit-

^a1‘Fi’ont'"hhd prime minister 
-of - the BJack Panther -Party, 

--"Wil! ‘speak at a Front rally
Saturday in Meridian Hill 

' Park. It will be his first public 
speech on major topics this 
year, a spokesman said.

According to the spokesman, 
the rally, which begins at 3 
p.m., will focus on the current 
racial “crisis in the district” 
and present an outline of the 
front’s future goals in the city.

(.Other speakers will repre-’ 
sent Howard University, Fed-! 
ej.-al City College and the New! 
School on Afro-American] 
Thought.

17
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On October 11, 1968, a rally reportedly was 
scheduled to be held at 3 p.m., October, 12, 1968, at Meridian 
Hill Park, 15th Street and Florida Avenue, N.W., Washington, 
D.C., in order to give the citizens an opportunity to ’’blow 
off steam” as a result of the shooting of ELIJAH BENNETT, Jr., 
a Negro male, by___________________________ of the MPD on the
afternoon of October 8, 1968. According to source, the BUF 
would sponsor the rally and planned to advertise through local 
radio and newspapers that the rally would be held. Source 
stated that feelings in the area, particularly around 14th 
and U Streets, N.W. , Washington, D.C., were bad at that time 
and that emotions in the area could only be described as 
•'ugly.” Source stated that any incident could trigger the 
area into violence. The source reported that the purpose of 
the BUF rally was to allow people to get rid of their tension 
and emotion by talking about the matter.

•'The Washington Afro-American,” a Washington, D.C. 
bi-weekly newspaper, in an article dated October 12, 1968, 
reported that STOKELY CARMICHAEL would participate in the BUF 
rally to be held on Saturday, October 12, 1968, at 3 p.m.

A copy of the article is attached herewith.
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' The Black United Front 
has announced, a rally for 
Saturday, Oct. 12, at 3 p.m. 
in Meridan Hill Park. Stok- 
ley Carmichael, prime min
ister of the Black Panther 
Party and co-chairman, of 
the BUF, will be the main 
speaker. ...
<Sther speakers. are ex

pected from Howard Uni
versity, Federal City Col
lege, and BUF, according 
to a front spokesman. The 
spokesman, said the rally is- 
being held to discuss “what 
the black community must 
now; do,” as a result of the 
police shooting of a man on 
14th and U Sts. N-W. earlier 
this week. . . ;
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The ar^ve source advised on October 12, 1968, that 
the BUF rally scheduled for 3 p.m., October 12, 1968, would 
.take place in front of the New School of Afro-American Thought, 
2115 14th Street, N.W. , Washington, D.C., rather than at the 
Meridian Hill Park as was originally planned. Source stated 
that STOKELY CARMICHAEL, a member of the BUF, and other members 
of the organization would speak at the rally.

10/10, 12/68) b,D

The New School of Afro-American Thought has been 
publicly described as the headquarters for a small group of 
self-supporting artists and educators who are attempting to 
spread a message that black people should be proud of being 
black through classes given in Negro history, African languages 
and arts. \

■ ■ v ■

III. TRAVELS OF CARMICHAEL FROM OCTOBER 3
TO OCTOBER 12, 1968 

. ■ ■ .. - . ............* . .................... . .iiwi-n.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL arrived at The Soul School, 
522 Fremont Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland, on October 3, 1968, 
at approximately 4 p.m. He remained in Baltimore until about 
4:45 p.m., at which time he indicated he was leaving for 
New York City.

10/4/68) b2 
b7D.

The Intelligence Unit, Baltimore, Maryland, Police 
Department, reported on October 3, 1968, that CARMICHAEL’S . 
departure from Baltimore for Nev; York City about 5 p.m., on 
October 3, 1968, had been verified. The police department 
advised CARMICHAEL was traveling alone in a car bearing Nev? 
York license 2Z940 determined previously to be a rented 
vehicle.

On October 3, 1968, a leaflet entitled ’’Congress 
of Black Writers," written in English and French, was made 
available. The leaflet related to the above congress, which 
was to be held from October 11 to 14, 1968, at the Students 
Union and Leacock Building, McGill University, Montreal, 
Canada. Among the participants scheduled to appear and speak 
was STOKELY CARMICHAEL from 10:30 a.nf. to 12 noon on Monday, 
October 14,^ 1968. CARMICHAEL’S topic reportedly would be 
entitled "Black Power in the United States."

| 10/3/68) “d
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL was observed at 1810 Amethyst 
Street, Bronx, New York City, the residence of his mother, 
during the evening of October 5, 1968.

10/6/68)

On October 7, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL was reportedly 
scheduled to visit Canada sometime during October, 1968, exact 
dates not known. b2 

b6 
b7C 
b7D

I As of '
October 7, 1968, CARMICHAEL_________________ in New York City
and reportedly might travel from there to Canada before 
re turn!ng |home in Washington, D.C.

10/7/68)

CARMICHAEL was again observed at the residence of 
his mother, 1810 Amethyst Street, Bronx, New York City, 
at 10:30 p.m., on October 8, 1968. He was also observed at 
the residence of his mother during-the evening of October 10, 
1968.

10/9, 10/68)

10/10/68)

STOKELY CARMI CHAELl | “
I observed entering a 1968 Rambler sedan in front of his b7c 

mother's residence, 1810 Amethyst Street, Bronx, New York City, b7D 
at 7:30 p.m., October 11, 1968. They placed luggage in the 
vehicle.

CARMICHAEL was again observed at the residence of 
his mother on the morning of October 12, 1968.

10/11, 12/68)
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An SA4K the FBI observed STOKEL^ARMICHAEL 
shortly after 2 JR., October 12, 1968, at hW residence, 
5015 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.CO He entered a 1968 
green Rambler sedan bearing New York license 2Z940 and drove 
tc the vicinity of the New School of Afro-American Thought, 
2115 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., where a rally of 
th4 BUF protesting the shooting of ELIJAH BENNETT, JR., by 
a member of the MPD reportedly would be held. CARMICHAEL 
pdrked the vehicle on 14th Street heading south across from 
the above-mentioned school and joined a crowd mingling in the 
area. •

J 1

Since CARMICHAEL was apparently in New York City 
from October 4, 1968 to the morning of October 12, 1968, the 
date of the BUF rally, no information was developed as to who 
or how the invitation to speak was communicated to him in New York.

IV.. BUF RALLY AT NEW SCHOOL OF AFRO-AMERICAN 
THOUGHT, WDC, 3:00 P.M. , OCTOBER 12, 1968 

-*-■ ---------> ■ -• ----- ------ ------- *—....................................... -....... ---—

At approximately 3:05 p.m., SAs of the FBI observed 
a gathering of about 300 people standing on the sidewalk and 
street in front of the Nev; School of Afro-American Thought, 
2115 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., on October 12, 1968.

Previous information available indicated that a 
BUF rally protesting the shooting of ELIJAH BENNETT, Jr., by 
a member of the MPD would be held there. Earlier reports 
were that the rally was to be held at the Meridian Hill Park; 
however, later it was reported the rally had been changed from 
the Meridian Hill Park to the New School of Afro-American 
Thought. No reason for the change was readily available.

The crowd gathered in front of the Nev? School of 
Afro-American Thought appeared to be composed primarily of 
male individuals in the 20-35 age bracket. All of them 
appeared to be Negro and some females were also observed to 
be present. No white persons were observed in the gathering. 
No television news gathering crews or other technical news 
media representatives were noted to be present. The crowd was 
facing the entrance to the New School of Afro-American Thought 
and appeared to be expectant about what was to take place. 
An unknown Negro in his early 20’s had a "bull horn” and 
appeared to be beginning to.address the crowd. The crowd 
increased in numbers and traffic flowing on 14th Street, 
particularly in the northbound lane was being affected.
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Officers of the MPD were in the area directing
traffic. Shortly thereafter a truck was observed being parked 
across 14th Street in front of the New School of Afro-American 
Thought, and a number of persons were attempting to get onto 
the rear of the vehicle. Subsequently, members of the MPD were 
successful in getting the truck moved because of the fact it 
was obstructing traffic.

The rally appeared to break up about 4 p.m. , and
the crowd dispersed in a peaceful manner in various directions. 
Some individuals appeared to linger about the area the remainder 
of the afternoon and into the evening. The vehicle of 
CARMICHAEL remained parked across from the New School of Afro- 
American Thought until la,te afternoon.

Due to the sensitive nature appearing to exist in
the area and on observations made by officers of the MPD on 
duty there, SAs of the FBI were not able to move into the 
center of the crowd and attempt to cover it to any great 
extent. SAs remained in the perimeter of the activity due to 
the sensitive emotional nature apparently existing among the 
participants. The remarks by CARMICHAEL were not discernible to 
SAs present. Accordingly, no notes were made about his 
remarks. Due to the nature of the circumstances surrounding 
the speech, no tapes of CARMICHAEL's remarks were made by SAs 
of the FBI. A factor which complicated the matter further was 
the fact that CARMICHAEL attempted to use a "bull horn" but 
it became defective and as a result the remarks he made were not 
clearly audible to many members of the rally.

SAs of the FBI can testify as to the holding of the
event on October 12, 1968, at 3 p.m., CARMICHAEL being present, 
the approximate number of additional persons present, the 
composition and demeanor of the crowd and the. fact it appeared 
to disperse peacefully.

b6
b7C

_____advised on October 22, 1968, that he was on the scene b7D 
during the rally and planned to make a tape recording of 
CARMICHAEL'S speech. He stated, however, that CARMICHAEL at
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the beginning of his speech attempted to use a ’’bull horn” ' 
afforded him and that it did not function. CARMICHAEL dis
carded the ’’bull horn” later and did not use any amplifying 
devices whatever. [advised that he was not
able to move in closer to where CARMICHAEL was standing due to 
the sensitive nature of the area and crowded conditions preva
lent. Due to this and lack of amplification, he was prohibited 
from recording the remarks. In addition, he advised that he 
•did not want to be indiscreet and too obvious in his efforts..
because he thought he might precipitate violence if discovered 
due to the volatile nature of the crowd. He advised that he 
heard part of CARMICHAEL’S remarks from a distance but not 
very well.

further advised that

they heard the remarks of CARMICHAEL. He stated, however, he 
is not desirous of their names being made public due to the 
confidential nature of their work and because he does not want 
to render their future effectiveness useless. He advised
that these did not make any notes of what
CARMICHAEL said,to his knowledge. -However, they could probably 
recall most of his remarks from memory. bo

b7C
He advised that they could possibly testify to what b?D 

they heard should it be necessary at a later date to do so.

advised further that
which is as follows:

"About 3:30 p.m., October 12, 1968, STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL, Negro/Male, 37 years of age, born 
June 29, 1931, 4331 Blagden Avenue, N.W., 
addressed a crowd of approximately 300 people 
in front of the New School of Afro-American 
Thrust, 2115 - 14th Street, N.W.
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■ f
‘'CARMICHAEL stated, ’’When a black brother kills in 

r Vietnam they give him a medal. The only way we /
/ can stop the killing of our black brothers in D.C.
! ■ is to see that a "Honky Cop” is killed when a black 

brother is killed. When the black brother kills fa 
"Honky Cop", I think the black community should 
give him a medal. Now we can’t give him a medal 
above ground because he will be arrested; we should 
honor him underground. If a black brother or sister 
speaks out against a brother who kills a "Honky Cop", 
he should get the same thing.

“ ’I am tired of making speeches and having rallies. 
We should do what we have to do.' "

_______________ | on October 22, 1968, advised that|____________  
number of policemen^assigned to the area of the New School of
Afro-American Thought, 2115 14th Street. N.W., Washington, 
D.C., on October 12, 1968, to handle traffic matters__________
primarily. He advised that |

I were also present in the crowd. He advised 
that no particular problems developed in connection with the 
rally during which STOKELY CARMICHAEL, among others, spoke
about the shooting of ELIJAH BENNETT, Jr., by a member of the 
MPD. He stated that at one point members of the crowd pulled 
a truck across the northbound lane of 14th Street blocking 
traffic. Several members of the crowd attempted to jump on 
the back of the truck. Apparently they intended to use the 
rear of the truck as a platform for the speakers. However, 
officers were successful in getting the truck removed soon, 
alleviating the traffic problem being created. He advised that 
none of the officers on duty there |made
a recording of CARMICHAEL'S remarks. In fact, he stated, they 
did not hear his remarks with such clarity as to be of any use, 
because they were primarily concerned with traffic problems 
and crowd control. He also, advised that to his knowledge none 

officers made any notes of what transpired during the

b6
b7C
b7D
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rally. ________________ noted that the "bull horn': used by the
speakers became inoperative and it was difficult to hear the 
speakers unless one was up very close to the center of 
activity.

______ (estimated the crowd to be about 
300, composed almost entirely of Negroes in the 20-35 age 
bracket. He also advised that no news covering crews with 
technical equipment were observed in the area.

bo
b7C

He advised also that after the rally broke up, 
approximately 4 p.m., the crowd dispersed peacefully and no 
incidents or outbreaks of violence developed.

Hadvised that he could furnish no 
evidence- indicating CARMICHAEL'S intent in making the statements. 
He advised that no information had come to his attention along 
that line.

Confidential sources of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI), who have furnished reliable informa
tion in the past, were present during the rally held at 
the New School of Afro-American Thought (NSAAT), 2115 14th 
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. (WDC), on the afternoon of 
October 12, 1968. These sources were not able to make notes 
due to the sensitive nature of the surroundings and because 
of the necessity to be discreet because of their personal 
safety. They made prompt oral reports to Special Agents of 
the FBI as to what had taken place at the rally. They could 
conceivably testify as to what CARMICHAEL said during his 

• speech, should it become necessary at a later date to do so. 
They could also testify as to the composition and demeanor 
of the crowd at the rally as well as surrounding circumstances. 
These sources could not offer any facts bearing on the intent 
of CARMICHAEL in making his remarks during the rally.

From the oral remarks furnished to Special Agents 
of the FBI, subsequent written reports were prepared from 
the information furnished. Copies of the reports are here
inafter set forth.
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’’At approximately 3; 00PM a rally was held in 
front of the New School of Afro-American Thought, 2115 14th 
Street, N.W. The rally was sponsored by the Black United 
Front, and approximately 150-200 persons attended. The 
crowd gathered on the sidewalk and street which resulted in 
police having to block off that section of 14th Street. 
The rally was held regarding the shooting of a Negro, ELIJAH 
BENNETT, by a white policeman on 10/8/68.

’’The rally was directed by CHARLES CASSELL. Others 
attending included: STOKELY CARMICHAEL.I I

"There were several speeches concerning control 
of the police being placed in the hands of the black com
munity in order to prevent shootings by white policemen. 
Source stated that the speeches related to the five point 
proposal of the Black United Front which calls for black 
control of the police.

"In his speech, CARMICHAEL stated that when a 
black brother is killed by a white policeman, then someone 
in turn should kill a white policeman. He stated that if 
one could go to Vietnam, kill a Viet Cong, and get a medal, 
then the Negro community should give a medal to any black 
who kills a white policeman. According to CARMICHAEL, this 
would stop white cops from killing black brothers.

"STONE stated that Mayor WASHINGTON should be 
given seven days to get a Negro police chief for TOC, and if 
he does not, then he should submit his resignation. STONE 
also touched on the school situation in Washington, stating 
that all school programs should be geared for the blacks 
since 93% of the students are black. ’

"Source stated that GASTON NEAL coined the phrase, 
’The cop you kill may be your own.*

"The rally ended at approximately 4:00PM. Dona
tions were solicited for the family of ELIJAH BENNETT. There 
were no incidents in connection with the rally."

October 12, 1968
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"A demonstration was held in front of the 
13th Precinct, 1620 V Street, N.W., WDC, as a result 

' of the shooting of ELIJAH BENNETT by a Washington police 
officer. The demonstration was held October 12, 1968.

"The demonstration started at approximately
1:00 P.M. and ended at approximately 2:45 P.M. There were 
approximately 200 people attending the demonstration.
Several people spoke at the demonstration including Washington 
Mayor Walter Washington. The demonstration ended with no 
incidents or arrests made.

"At the above meeting, Mayor WASHINGTON told 
the people he was doing all he could and asked the crowd to 
support him in his efforts. An unidentified Negro male 
spoke to the crowd and told them to be careful about 
accepting what had been said by some of the white people who 
also spoke.
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"Later on October 12, 1968, a demonstration was 
held in front of the New School of Afro-American Thought, 2115 
14th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., by the Black United 
Front to demonstrate against the shooting of BENNETT. There 
were approximately 300 people there. STOKELY CARMICHAEL,. 
GASTON NEAL, C. SUMNER STONE, and CHARLES CASSELL all spoke 
at the demonstration. They stressed the need for the black 
community to have control over the police. CARMICHAEL said 
that when a black person is killed by a police officer, some
one should kill a white cop in return and that the blacks 
should get medals for killing whites just as they give medals 
to men in Vietnam. The meeting lasted from approximately 
3:00PM until approximately 4:15PM when it ended without inci
dent or arrests."

October 14, 1968
' . , b2

b7D"Shortly before 3:00PM there were approximately b6
50 persons crowded in front of the New School of Afro-Ameri- b7c 
can Thought, 2115 14th Street, The only recognizable persons 
were| I The people
at this time were holding hands.

"Source stated
Hill Park to determine if

that he would now go to Meridian 
any activity is taking place there.

"Source returned to the vicinity of the New School 
just as CHUCK STONE was finishing up his remarks with the 
statement ’It is not what you say or vzear, but what you do, 
toward black revolution.’

^"STOKELY CARMICHAEL was then introduced as Prime 
Minister. He stated that we shall not stop talking about 
police brutality until we kill some honky cops and control 
the police. When black brothers kill Vietnamese they are 
awarded medals. If black brothers kill honky cops they should 
be awared medals also. He stated that this cannot be done 
publicly without the brother going to jail so the brother 
doing the killing should be rewarded privately. He advised 
the crowd to kill at night instead of the daytime and stab 
the honky cops in the back if necessary.
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’’Whenever a black brother is killed, no black 
man should say anything about it. He should just say 
’that it is OK.* Then he should do something about it in. 
retaliation.

’’GASTON NEAL made several remarks, the gist of 
what was that CARMICHAEL’S remarks should be heeded.

"There were approximately 200 or so persons 
present, but there were no arrests or incidents.

"Leaflets advocating support of Rev. DOUGLAS
MOORE for election to the school board were being circulated.

"There was no program at Meridian Hill Park, but 
many people were there and were asking where the program was 
going to take place.

_____________ _______________________________ Howard
University."  

October 12, 1968

bo 
b7 
b2 
b7

"A rally was held on the afternoon of October 12, 
1968, in front of the New School of Afro-American Thought 
from 3:00PM until 4:15PM. The crowd in attendance numbered 
between 600 and 800 persons.

"The first two speakers were Howard University 
students. One was light skinned with sandy hair worn in a 
bush. He wore a dashiki and sunglasses and was slender of 
build. The name BOB MALSON sounds familiar and that may be 
his name. He spoke for a very short period of time and the 
gist of his comments was ’You see how the police are, now 
what are you going to do about it.’ The other student wore 
a full beard, sunglasses and a dashiki, was about 6'1" tall, 
and a little heavier than the other one. He spoke primarily 
about black control of the police and the black community.

"CHUCK STONE then spoke and stated that he was 
sick of white police shooting black people. He stated that 
Mayor WASHINGTON should come out publicly against police 
action of this type and speak as a black man or resign. in 
seven days. STONE also had a list of black men who have been 
beaten or killed during the year. He also had the names of
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some of the policemen involved and how some of them had been 
involved in more than one incident. He said some guy named 
ADAMS who registered a complaint against police for beating 
him received no satisfaction from the system. He also men- 

tioned that LESTER McKINNlE was beaten by the police.

■ ’’STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke last and advised that he
is sick and tired of rallies. They give black brothers in 
Vietnam medals for killing Vietnamese. Perhaps we should 
give brothers medals here for killing honky cops. He stated, 
that we could set up situations where cops could be killed and ■ 
the brothers doing the killing would be heroes. It would have 
to be done covertly though so the brothers would not be arrested.

’’Before the rally got started good a white police 
officer who appeared to have officers rank attempted to make 
the crowd disperse from the vicinity of a truck and stated 
also that the truck would have to be moved. He was confronted 
by many of the persons in the crowd and GASTON NEAL told him 
in no uncertain terms that the permit for the rally included 
the truck and NEAL removed the rotor from under the hood so 
the truck could not be moved. Shortly after that| ~

]came on the scene and was berated by several persons 
in the crowd.

’’Prior to this rally, the scene at Meridian Hill 
Park was observed but there was no rally in progress there. 
Several persons were asking where the rally was to be held. 
There were several police cars and paddy wagons there.

’’The mood of the crowd at the New School was 
’ugly’ and at 4;20, after the rally, it was possibly getting 
worse as many people were still milling around. One man 
was observed with a sign which said, 'I’m Jaywalking, Shoot 
Me. ”’ ~" -

"There were no arrests." b2
October 12, 1968 b7D
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"The Washington Post", mentioned previously, con 
tained an article dated October 13, 1968, regarding the rally 
held on October 12, 1968, at the 13th Precinct of the Metro- . 
politan Police Department (MPD) and later at the New School 
of Afro-American Thought (NSAAT). A copy of that article is 
attached herewith.
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■ . . By Bob Burchetts—The Washington Post

Arthur AVaskow urges crowd to protest Police Department policies as Mayor Washington listens.

g 1TB 71 "R ~H street Isiocked

Rally Protests Fatal Shooting 
By Vincent Cohen and Robert C. Maynard' 

Washington Post Staff Writers

A rally blocked 14th Street 
nw. for half ah hour yester
day as speakers denounced 
the city’s police and de
manded community control 
of them. '

■ The roadblock was set up 
ias a symbolic gesture," one 
block north of the spot at 
14th and U Streets nw. 
where Elijah Bennett was 
shot and killed by a police
man in a brief struggle last 
Tuesday. The rally was 

called to protest Bennett’s 
death.

The street was closed by 
a parked truck and a crowd 
of -about 250 people. One 
speaker declared: “We have 
to Show that we control our 
community and our streets.”

Bennett, 22, was buried at 
2 p.m. at Harmony Ceme
tery, 7601 Sheriff rd., Lan 
dover. Funeral services had 
Tj'een held the precious eve-

See RALLY, 1)1, Cpl, 1
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' IRALI-A^Rrdin DI 
tiing at the Jarvis Funeral ' 
Home, 1432 U st. nw.

The fatal incident revolved 
around an attempt by Police 
Fvt. David A. Roberts to ar
rest Bennett for jaywalking at 
14th. and U Streets. Witnesses 
said that Bennett struck Rob
erts and, in the scuffle, was 
shot.-,Pvt. Roberts, who has 
been relieved of duty pending 
Investigation, is white. Ben
nett was a Negro.

The 14th Street rally began 
an ‘hour after the burial at the 
New ■ School for Afro-Ameri
can Thought, 2115 14th st. nw., 
a center for black militants.
Mayor. Involved . '

Earlier, at a smaller rally in 
front of the 13th Precinct sta
tion, three blocks away at 1620 
V st. nw., protesters briefly de
bated police policy with 
■Mayor Walter E. Washington.

The rally at the precinct sta- ; 
tion was led by Arthur Wash- 
low, chairman of the Center 
’■for Emergency Support. While 
ithe Center had initiated the 
call for the rally, represenfa- 
itiyes of several other groups 
(that had formed into an ad 
hoe committee following Ben
nett’s death participated.

The rally at the precinct sta
tion was.led by Arthur Was
kow, a white leader in politics 
here. It was attended largely 
by white demonstrators taking 
part in the Center for Emer
gency Support,- an organiza
tion formed to protest Ben
nett’s death.

The Rev. Channing E. Phil
lips, Washington’s Democratic 
National Committeeman, ear
ner had been touring the city 
•&i a motorcade to drum up 
support for the Humphrey- 
Muskie ticket. At the precinct 
(Station rally, he castigated the. 
police policy of shooting to 
kill.

Bruce J. Terris, the city’s 
Democratic chairman, charged 
the police with a failure to J 
“punish their own" in eases in
volving misuse of force.

Monroe H. Freedman, pro
fessor of law at George Wash
ington tdrrtvefSity, ■ declared 
that the “while press,” and' 
particularly The Washington 
Post, fails “to honestly report 
police suppression of ghetto- 
residents.” , >

Police Captain Speaks
Waskownrtsvd-.Capt. S-hirley 

O'Neill, the newly-appointed 
commander of the 13th Pre
cinct, to speak.

■ ‘.'I expect my officers to be 
experts in community rela-. 
lions,” Capt. O’Neill said, “but- 
it will take time.”

■ 'Charles Cassel], cochairman 
of the Black United Front, 

i told the rally “You’re dealing 
with lackeys here. Take your 
protest to the real source of 
power . . . the real estate bro
kers and the Board of Trade.” 
He termed the police “a colo
nial occupying force.”

.Waskow introduced the 
Mayor as “the colonial gover
nor and the viceroy of Wash
ington.” As Mayor Washington 
came to the microphone, he 

. was jeered and booed by the
crowd.

“I will work to get the Con
gress to do what the people 
want,” Washington declared.

Waskow broke in and began 
arguing with the Mayor, who 
retorted: “Don’t deceive the 
people. I understand this situ
ation and am working to solve I 
it;”
Bantering Debate , |

The two men carried on a I 
bantering debate as the crowd ’ 
of about 100 grew silent. Then 
a wave of laughter, apparently j 
at thh~“ntnrt'y of Waskow's cf- i 
fort, broke out. !

Some 30 Negroes walked
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A policeman checks stalled truck that was used to prevent traffic from moving up 14th Street.

Stokeiy Carmichael addresses crowd with bullhorn.

off, one of them saying “These 
white people can't get nothing 
done.”

Waskow then tried to. take a 
vote tu*TFfitfertakc a further 
demonstration, but he got lit
tle support and the crowd dis
persed.

As it ended, the second rally 

of the afternoon was getting 
under way in front of the New 
School of Afro-American 
Thought. It stands next door 
to the fire-gutted hulk of U.S. 
Auto Parts, the store‘burned 
out in the Tuesday night dis
order which started in the 
same block of 14th street nw.

As a crowd of about 250 

gathered, Gaston. Neal, one of 
the directors of the New 
School, ordered a rented truck 
pulled across the southbound 
lanes of traffic. The crowd,, 
flowed out-into the street.
Police Divert Traffic

Five policemen standing 
across the street from the 
New School watched, then 
began diverting traffic.

After a few minutes, Sgt. L; 
C. Hoefer of the 13th Precinct 
walked over to the truck and 
climbed 'behind the wheel. The 
crowd began moving toward 
him. Under a soower of epi
thets, Hoefer climbed down 
and made his way out of the! 
crowd.

Police Tnsp. Tilmon B. 
O’Bryant and Capt. O’Neill— 
both Negroes—moved into the 
crowd, saying to demonstra
tors, “Helio brother, how are 
you today?”

“Hello, Brother O’Bryant,” 
replied one. "Why don’t you 
get that honky beast of yours 
out of here before he gets 
hurt?”
'‘We're Moving Up”

Another demonstrator told 
O’Bryant: “We're moving up. 
At least you’re his boss, and 
he’s no longer yours.”

At 4:47 p.m.^-S&seell, of the 
Black United Front and acting 
as master of ceremonies, ind- 
troduced Stokeiy Carmichael,

the principal organizer of the 
Front, -

Carmichael said, “There is 
no right or wrong about kill
ing. If any of these young 
black brothers were sent to 
Vietnam, he would be given a 
medal for killing Vietnamese.

“If a black brother kills a 
honky cop, the black commun
ity should give him a medal 
. . The crowd cheered.

“Now, we can’t give him a' 
medal above ground, because 
he would be arrested, but we; 
can honor him . . . by nobody 
getting upset.’ ’ A

Neal made an appeal for 
funds for the dead mauls wife 
and children, and the! rally 
ended. But the crowd contin-j 
ued to'mill ar''””'1 ■<hp New1 
School.
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/ The "Washington. Afro-American,” WDC, mentioned
previously, in an article dated October 15, 1968,’contained" 
information regarding the rallies held on October 12, 1968 
protesting the shooting of ELIJAH BENNETT, JR., by a member 
of/ the MPD on October 8, 1968. A copy of that article is 
attached herewith;
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(Continued from page 1) 

i large in the school board 
race, was introduced as; the i

S
.. "'man who proved that; we 
' had a racist school board.”

Hobson said that he was al
most ashamed to make a 
speech because he had 
been making them before 
most of the crowd was born 
and they had done no good. 
.' He. said, "The man is 
shooting you down in the. 
streets like dogs. How 
many times are you going 
to watch your, brothers 
being shot down in -the 
streets? How many rallies 
are we going to have How 
many marches?”

Then Hobson added, as if 
sensing the mood of the' 
crowd, "If I weren’t 
scared, I would have gone 
out shooting long ago.”

He stated the shooting ■ 
Would go on until some
thing is done.

■He said also that the 
Black Front should send a 1 

, f truth squad around to ;see if ? 
J i? all the candidates in the !

By CARL L. SHEARS

The crowd was first 
moved inside and then 
when it appeared that it 
would be too large for the 
small' auditorium of the 
New' School of Afro-Ameri- 

. can Thought, 2115 14th St., 
NW, the crowd was moved 
outside again.I 

■ The rally was the second 
held Saturday to protest the j 
slaying of Elijah Bennett 
by a white policeman on 
14th St. last week not far ; 
from the New School. The ’ 
man was slain as a result 
of jay-walking.

The crowd was all black, 
of all shades and hues, 
many dressed in African 
garb. They seemed angry 
and it appeared that some
thing explosive was going 

- to happen.
THE SUN was hidden be

hind' the clouds when the 
crowd hit the sidewalks to 
listen "to the speakers. At 
first they clustered around 
the small doorway of rhe 
Nev^ School and listened .as 
Chalies Casell, co-chdir- 

■ map, of the Black United 
Front, introduced Julius 
.Hobson as the first speak
er.

Hobson, a candidate at 
__ (Continued .on Base. 21 

: school board race are''giv
ing the same story every
where because some are 
saying different things in 
different areas.

Reginald Booker, chair
man of the Emergency 
Transportation Committee 
against the Freeways, 
■asked how can we survive 
against the police force? 
He said there were, only 
two choices and they were 
to kill or go along with the 
"honky cops”. '.

-——. » * ».
BOOKER SAID the first 

. step in the resolution was 
to strip the black man of 
his guns. He went further 
saying, "IVe must control

this police in our cbmnw.- 
nity. The first battle in the 
revolution will be fought by 
cops and black brothers in 
the streets. Black brothers 
.should form their own po
lice force; The present po
lice force is for the protec
tion of the white commu
nity.”.

He said black people of 
the community should de
cide the punishment given 
to the policemen who shoot 
down black men in the 
streets.

Booker said white poi 
men who killed black : 
should have their 
placed on posters 
ted for murder.

dice- 
men 

pictures 
as wan-

growingTHE CROWD, 
angrier, then moved out 
int<j the streets, blocking, 
passage as Q. T. Jackson a 
Howard University, student 
came before them. He 
shiuted “We are now wak
ing. up to the fact that we 
have no control over our 
lives. Until we do, the man 
will continue running the 
stuff on us.

‘‘It’s our own responsibil
ity to get together to con
trol our own police force. 
We must control our own 
education, police force and 
our own. businesses.
"The cops every day are 

playing with us. We must 
get together and put pres
sure where it should be put. 
We have got to start now. 
We must think biack and 
be black; we have no long
er to wait.”

, A TRUCK rented by the 
demonstrators, blocked the i 
street and made it impos
sibly for traffic to pass. 
Some people, feeling there ?' 
was' going to be a police : 
confrontation, began to''! 
gather their children and ! 
move, away from the I

J crowd.■'The traffic was di- 
, veried by policemen. This 

wasidue to the actions of 
Joseph Yeldell, a District 
councilman.

T w o white policeman, 
went, up to the truck block
ing the street and asketl 
that it be moved. A small 
group nearby began to 
taunt them, as they looked 
under the hoed of the truck.

i POLICE INSP. Tilmon B.
i O’Bryant and Capt. Shirley
i O'Neill, both colored police- 

m e n went through the 
crowd and told the white 
policemen to move on. 
They then moved about lis
tening to complaints about

' police brutality and tried to ■
■ soothe tiie crowd so that no . 

trouble would break out.
> Some of the people in the
। crowd, O’Bryant knew. He 

spoke, smiled, and shook 
hands with them. It.work
ed. Nothing happened.

; CHUCK STONE spoke’

giving the crowd a history; 
of the black men killed, bj^

■ white policemen. He then.” 
asked, “What are we going 
to do?”

Stone said, "This is a. . 
black city and should be 
controlled by black 
people.” This brought a. . 
huge cheer. :

Stone issued a challenge 
to Mayor Washington: “Ei- 
ther Mayor Vasrungton 
comes out for black centre?' 
of this police force in 7 
days or step down.” Again 
tlrij crowd* cheered. Ili-o 
ended with. "You must not
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just think black, you must 
also^aei-hlack.”
- Stokc-ly Carmichael said,

•'“No need to get excited. In 
; order to stop police brut?.!- .

ity we have to kill some 
white cops.
“Just organize and. kill; 

if you can’t kill in the open, 
kill them in the night; in 
the back.”

. He then said young black 
men in the crowd.would get 
medals to kill if they were 
in Vietnam, and that 
medals should be given to 
them here for killing 
“honky” cops. He said, 
“We must legitimatite the 

i killing of honky cops in our 
I communities.” With this 

the crowd went wild.
A drunken woman moved 

up near the speaker’s p’-’t- 
i form holding a beer cv;n 

■ shouting obscenities and, "I 
'•.am black and I am beauti
ful.” It was amusing to . 
those ivho stood near.her.

r • * *
CARMICHAEL ENDED . 

with, “I am tired of rallies, 
I am tired. We don’t need . 

. any more bad speeches.” 
, With this, the crowd began 
to disperse. In the b'ack- 
g round, O’Bryant . and 
O’Neill stood watching. 
When most had gone, traf- 
fice was again directed 
through that block. The 
truck was moved and 
things went on as they had 
before the rally.

Some people stcok tal
king, saying that the crowd 
was not hepped-up enough 

: and that maybe the crowd 
was tired- too. One man 
summed it up by saying, 

' “These things have played 
out. We have been made : 
aware of our blackness. ; 
What we need now is ;ome- ■ 
thing new. j
. Someone commented on 1 
the fact that the sun had 

’ come out. It came oiit as ■ 
• Carmichael finished his

sne'ech. Nothing happened. •. 
Things went on as they had • 
before. r : __ I
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V. TRAVELS OF CARMICHAEL FROM OCTOBER 13 
TO OCTOBER 17, 1968

i "STOKELY CARMICHAEL reportedly continued to
remain in WDC on October 13, 1968, after the rally held at 
the NSAAT, WDC, the previous afternoon. He reportedly was 
planning to travel to Canada soon, probably by air."

________ - b 2
October 13, 1968 b7

Special Agents of the FBI observed on October 13, 
1968, that the 1968 green Rambler sedan, bearing New York License 
2Z940, used by CARMICHAEL on October 12, 1968, remained parked 
near his residence on the late afternoon of October 13, 1968.

The Airport Police, Friendship International 
Airport, Friendship, Maryland, advised on October 13, 1968, 
that STOKELY CARMICHAEL and a party of four departed there at 
8;05PM, that date, via Eastern Airlines, flight 542, en route 
non-stop to Montreal, Canada. His expected arrival time in 
Montreal was 9:29PM.

Special Agents of the FBI verified that CARMICHAEL 
returned to the United States from Canada at International Termi
nal, Boston, Massachusetts, at 2:00 iPM on October 17, 1968. 
After a brief stop over in Boston, for a public appearance, 
he departed Logan Airport, Boston, aboard Eastern Airlines 
flight 561 at 5:30PM, destined to Friendship International,Air- 
port, Friendship, Maryland. He was I I

| His expected 
arrival time at Friendship was 6:30PM.

Upon arrival at Friendship International Airport, 
he proceeded to Mount Zion Methodist Church, Baltimore, Maryland, 
where he was scheduled to speak at a meeting sponsored by "The 
Soul School." Later that evening, he returned to WDC.
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VI. PRESS COVERAGE OF BUF RALLY AT NEW 
SCHOOL OF AFRO-AMERICAN THOUGHT, WDC 
3:00 PM, OCTOBER 12. 1968 
—■ ii i...i.. r - .... . ...-----------

________________________ - - - b6
I Secretary, American Broad- b?c 

casting Company (ABC), News Bureau, 1124 Connecticut Avenue, 
N.W., WDC, advised on October 21, 1968, she had checked the 
Film and Audio Library of ABC and no coverage of the speech 
by STOKELY CARMICHAEL on October 12, 1968, was made. She 
explained that ABC news coverage crews had information earlier 
the rally would be held, at 3;00PM on that date at Meridian 
Hill Park, WDC. Consequently, they went to that location and 
did not find a rally taking place. Later they discovered it 
was being held at the NSAAT. They proceeded to that address, 
but arrived too late as the rally was over. She stated ABC 
later learned most news covering services missed the rally 
because of the erroneous impression it was to be held at 
Meridian Hill Park.

I |News Bureau, CBS, 2020 M
Street, N.W., WDC, advised on October 22, 1968, CBS had no 
coverage of the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the NSAAT 
on October 12, 1968. He advised that consequently no tapes 
were made. He suggested local station WTOP, a CBS affiliate , 
might have had coverage of the event.

~| Station WTOP, 4001 Brandywine Street, 
N.W. , WDC, advised on October 22, 1968, no audio or video 
tape was made of STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S remarks on October 12, 
1968, at the NSAAT.
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--------------------- bo
______________ I local news editor, National ■ b?c

Broadcasting Company (NBC), I4.OOX Brandywine Street, NoVJo, 
Washington, D0C0, advised on October 30, 1968, that NBC 
had no coverage of the rally at which STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
spoke on October 12, 1968, at the New School of A fro “American 
Thoughto He reported that accordingly, NBC had no audio 
or video tape available regarding the mattero

VII o INFORMATION REGARDING DISTURBANCES' 
OCCURRING IN WDC OCTOBER 13, 14 and 1£, 
1968 _______________

The following is being set forth regarding the., 
disturbance that erupted at the DoCa Armory on the evening 
of October 13, 1968O
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I "During the early morning hours of October 14, b6
1968,| ~]precj-nc^ 9, Metropolitan Po~ b7c
lice Department (MPD), advised as follows;

!' "During the evening hours of Sunday, October 13,
; 1968, a musical program w§s_he.ld in the D.C. Armory, 2001 
’ East Capit"or~Stree"t~ JAMES BROWN, the famous singing star, 
participated in the program. After the show ended, some of 
the people leaving the Armory at about eleven thirty began 
throwing rocks and other objects at MPD scout cars, causing 
some damage. An MPD officer was hurt by a thrown bottle and 
had to be sent to D.C. General Hospital for treatment. It 
was believed that approximately several hundred individuals 
participated in the disturbance near the D.C. Armory and 
along H Street, N.E. Five adults and approximately five 
juveniles were arrested in connection with the disturbance. 
Police from the four to midnight shift of October 13, 1968, 
had been held over to help the midnight shift.

1968, advised as follows
MPD, at 2 AM, October 14

"The disturbance had ended and the police, held 
over due to the disturbance, had been released. Windows 
had been broken in about twelve business places between 
2nd and 15th Streets along H Street, N.E. Some places 
appeared to have been burglarized.

MPD, on October 14, 1968, at 8;30AM, advised as follows:

"The disturbance at the D.C. Armory began inside 
the Armory at about ll;30PM, on October 13, 1968. A fight 
between several spectators started the trouble, which continued 
outside the Armory as the people left following the conclusion 
of the show. Some of the people involved in the disturbance 
finally reached H Street, N.E. Some windows were broken in 
business places on H Street, N.E. and some looting occured. 
The MPD used some tear gas to dispel the people near the 
Armory and on H Street, N.E. Four MPD officers were reportedly 
injured during the disturbance and vzere sent to D.C. General 
Hospital for treatment. Another MPD officer received minor 
injuries. It is also possible for some MPD officers to re
port with injuries to the Police and Firemen’s Clinic. At 
least five MPD automobiles vzere damaged by persons involved 
in the disturbance. The disturbance was completely under 
police control by l;00AM, October 14, 1968.
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"Born:„„ 
’’’Mother; 
"Father;
"Race: 
"Sex: 
',Resi_de.sj„ 
' Tfccup a t io n; 
"Arrested: 
"Place of Arre 
"Charged With;

’’Born

’’Father:
’’Race:
"Sex:
"Resides*
"Occupation:
"Arrested:
"Place of Arrest:
"Charged With:

cinct
|_______ _______ ______________________  Pre

9, MPD, on October 14, 1968, advised as follows: _

"He was not present at the D.C. Armory on October 13 
and October 14, 1968. He has learned that the distur- 
reportedly started during the end of the musical program

1968, 
bance 
when some individuals in the Armory piled chairs into a high 
pile. These chairs slid off the pile and started the distur- 
bance. During the disturbance,|~ ~~|Precinct
9, MPD, was hurt by a thrown object. His condition was not 
serious. No further trouble was expected as a result of the 
disturbance."

An article appearing in "The Washington Post," WDC, 
dated October 14, 1968, contained information regarding the 
disturbance that erupted on the night of October 13, 1968, 
following a concert by soul singer JAMES BROWN at the D.C. 
Armory. A copy of the article is attached herewith:
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After Armory Com cert HE WASHINGTON POST Monday, Oct. 14,1963

©

At : least three policemen and robbed by a group of Shoes, -910 
were injured and the windows Negro teenagers who boarded'mannequins

H st. ne., where
__ . .. A .. were overturned 

broken in at least ten busi- the bus at 11:30 p.m. at 18th : in the display window and
nesses and as many automo- and East Capitol Streets se. J stripped of clothing, 
biles last night and early.today about a block from the Ar-I 
when a disturbance erupted mory. g
following a concert by soul Driver David Sullivan, 24, „ 
singer J 
D.C. Armory.

James Brown in the was treated and released at troubled H Street area 
D.C; General Hospital, after

By 1 a.m.. the 4 p.m. to mid
night shifts in all precincts ex
cept No. 9 had been released. 
Number nine's 4-to-12 shift 
was released at 2:30 a.m., butChief Wilson said from 6 to 

baseball-type, tear- gas.
j’enades we<e thrown in the the activated CDU men were

held.
■„ , , , Windows were also broken Those arrested for Burg-

All police in the area of the the youths, hit him and took;a( the Thompson Optical Co., larv II at 9tn and H Streets
Armory were held over and $10. Gabriel Boyle 39, was;723 H st . Edwards shoes, 820 ne.’were Noble A. Whitehead,
about 50 members mr the de- struck m the face and knocked|H st. D.c. Appiiance Co 1014 22 of 3004 25th st. ne.; Arthur
partments Civil Disturbance to the floor mf the bus po-iH st. Brother-S Furniture Rush Jr., 21.-of 345.Tennessee
Unit were activated from.reg- lice said, and $40 ivas taken|st 906 H st Zanz.iba.r Mordecai,

taurant, 1118 H st. ne.; Phil’s 20, of 1401. Girard st. nw. Wil- 
Food Shop, .1116 H st. ne.; an'liam David Jr., 21. of 2102 H 
Esso Service Station at 2651 st. ne., was arrested in the 300 
Benning rd. ne.; the Soul- block of 17th st. ne. and 
burger Carryout, 2507 Benning charged with throwing mis- 
rd. ne., and the Peoples Drug siles. assault on a policeman 
Store, 806 H st. ne. . arid destroying public property.

The short-lived outburst was The three policemen treated 
quelled in about a half hour, at D. C. General Hospital were 
At 1 a.m. today only a handful identified as Pvts. M. P. 
of youths were present on the Mood, forehead cuts; D. L. Li- 
streets in'the area while po-kout, minor leg injury, and 
lice cars and police on footlR. L. Syndor, injuries to right 
patrolled the entire section, 'ear and" leg. ,——,—

lar shifts and armed with from him. He refused hospital 
riot-control equipment just treatment. .
after midnight to snuff out The violence apparently 
the fragmentary outbursts of erupted just as the Brown 
violence by small 
Negro juveniles.

i Asst. Chief Jerry 
j said four persons

bands of concert concluded about 11:40 
p.m. Witnesses said a fight 

V. Wilson in the Armory quickly turned 
were ar- into a bottle and chair hurl- 

rested in connection with the ing incident in which 200 of 
disturbance. Three were the estimated 7000 people at 
charged with burglary JI, the the concert participated, 
charge for looting; and one Police quickly hastened 
was charged with throwing mis- crowd out of the Armory, but 
siles, assault on a policeman once outside members of 
and destroying public property, crowd began hurling bottles

The three police, all of and bricks at the 25 or so po- 
whom were taken to D.C. Gen-!lice present. After this brief, 
eral Hospital where they were! confrontation, however, the ' 
listed in good condition; were'crowd began breaking up and; 
injured by bottles hurled at moving off in several direc-' 
them about 11:45 p.m. at 19th tions. i
and East Capitol Streets, po- Police said smaller groups: 
lice said. .then began hurling bricks and,

■ Most of the window break- bottles at passing cars in the' 
ing, both in businesses and area. The windows of at least! 
cars, occurred on. H Street-one police car were smashed,, 
he., between 8th and 12th they said !
Streets. Police closed off H 
Street, between 1st and 15th 
Streets, just after midnight.

A D.C. Transit bus driver 
and a passenger were struck

the

the

. Just after midnight, win-i 
dows in ten business estab-1 
lishments on H Street were' 
smashed. There.was only one’ 
incident of looting, at Young's'
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A similar article regarding the outbreak of 
violence following a concert by soul singer JAMES BROWN 
appeared in the October 14, 1968, edition of ’’The Evening 
Star." A copy of the article is attached herewith:
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Groups of rock-throwing youths roamed the H Street NE 
business area about midnight last night, looting one store and 
breaking windows at 15. others in an hour-long spree that began 
about a mile away at D.C. Armory, following a concert by “soul” 
singer James Brown. . ' i:

Five policemen received slight injuries and an unidentified
civilian suffered an apparent1 
broken jaw in the disorder 
around the Armory.

Hundreds of youths, most of 
them Negroes, surged out of the 
Armory amid scuffling that had 
begun inside after a firecracker 
was thrown Some began pelting 
police cars with rocks and bot
tles, according to police.

Within a half-hour, about 11:45 
p.m,, small groups of youths and 
some adults had moved west on 
East Capitol Street and north to 
the H Street area, to begin the 
window-breakings and vandal
ism in that area, which still 
bears scars of last April’s major 
rioting.

■ Lt. Burtell Jefferson, acting 
captain of No. 9 Precinct, said 
the window-smashings and loot
ing attempts, heaviest in the 800 
toi! 1000 blocks of H Street, ended 
by l2:30 a.m. after two juveniles 
ail'd three adults were arrested,-

‘Six to 8 baseball-type tear gas 
grenades were used in dispers-j

according to‘Asst. Police Chief 
Jerry V. Wilson. .' “ 
_ Early today, police said 'loot
ing was believed to have oc
curred at three of some 16 
all on H Street between Sth and 
15th Streets. —

However, 9th Precinct Capt. 
Ernest Prete said a survey later 
today showed looting at only 
one business.

Norman Hoffman, owner of 
the Art Young Men’s Store at 
910 H St. NE, said “substantial 
looting” had occurred there.

About 50 members of the de
partment’s Civil Disturbance 
Unit, armed with riot equip
ment, were brought into the 
area to assist police, who were 
held over from 1 to. 2a/2 hours 
past the midnight change- 

. Qf—shift;
Police said the disorder appar

ently stemmed from the fire- 
' cracker-throwing by unidentified 

I persons in the audience of 4,000 
p. ---- ----- . inside the Armory at the end of
mg the groups along H Street., concert [,y Brown, who had 

' appeared here on television 
• during the April riot to ask

youths “to cool it.” 
i There was some chair- 
।throwing and scuffling among a 
(group inside the Armory, ac-

Streets NE, several blocks from 
the_ Armory, a rock hurled 

-against the raised window of Lt. 
Jefferson’s car sent glass frag
ments into the side of his ipce 

.and neck. • "
He leaped from the car and 

arrested a suspect, 20-year-old 
William D. Wheaton Jr. of the 
2100 block, of H Street NE, who 
was charged with destroying 
public property and assault on 
an officer.

Jefferson ■ was treated at 
Washington Hospital Center and 
returned to duty.

At 19th and East Capitol 
Streets, a group of youths got on 
a D. C. Transit bus, overpow
ered the driver, robbed him and 
a passenger.

Elsewhere in that area of 
town, two citizens — both 
Negroes—told police they were 
pummeled and robbed by 
groups of youths around mid
night. . r?

Other injured policemen—all 
hurt in the vicinity of the ar
mory and treated at D.C. Gener
al—were listed by police as Pvt.

'■cording to police. Pvt.. DougiajsJ-Mic’iael P. Mood of the 5th Pre- 
C. Likout of No. 2 Precinct was ! cinct, who required six stitchesC. Likout of No. 2 Precinct was 
.hit on the head t>y a chair, offi
cers said, and was treated at 
D.C. General Hospital.

i As the audience filed out of the 
armory, the turmoil seemed to 
spread through the crowd and 
police cars became targets for 
rocks and bottles.

। Six scout cars were damaged 
— three with broken windshields

■f— and the metal side of a new 47 
['patrol wagon was ripped, police
I said. __ ___ j

: At the corner of 17th and C
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to close a head cut inflicted by a 
thrown bottle, Lt. Samuel Ro- : 
govsky of No. 5, also hit on-the— 
hfiadJiv-'a bottle, and Pvt. Ron
ald L. Sidnor of No. 6, who suf
fered leg abrasions when hit by 
a rock.

Charged with .second-degree . 
burglary (looting) in connection ■ 
with the break-in at Young’s : 
men’s store were Andrea Morde- ; 
cai, 20, of the 1400 block of Gir- ■ 
ard Street NW, Noble Augustus I- 
Whitehead, 22, of the 3000 block 
of 25th Street NE, and Arthur j 
Rush Ja., 21, of the 300 block of 
Tennessee Avenue NE. Police 
said two juveniles also were ap
prehended, one in connection 
with the looting and another 
charged with loitering in the 
800 block of 8th St. NE.

By 12:30 a.m. the crowds had 
all but disappeared from H 
Street, and except for shattered 
glass the short-lived disorder ap
peared to have vanished into the 
swirling fog. During the disorder 
traffic was routed off H Street.

Police commanders were au
thorized to release the held-over 
evening shift and the Civil Dis- —Star Photographer Francis Routt

Aaron Goldkind, co-owner of a surplus goods 
store at 918 H St. NE, removes shattered’ 
window glass.

.trub«|nce Unit at 1 a.m., though 
in tli’e 9th Precinct, they were 
kept jl over until shortly, after 2
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’’The Washington Daily News,” WDC, daily news
paper, also contained an article regarding the disturbance 
on the night of October 13, 1968, in the vicinity of the 
D.C. Armory. .A copy of the article is attached herewith;
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’Soul* Co/heert Aftermath

•2- ii Ha i s
C

U '

Five pcgicemen, including two lieutenants, were 
njured as they fought to disperse roving bands of 
leen-agers who were breaking windows and loot
ing following a soul music concert last night at 
lhe Armory.
I None of the. policemen was injured seriously 
luring the hour of turmoil which followed a chair 
Ind pottle throwing melee inside the Armory just 
It thji conclusion of the concert by singer James 
krowji.
I Most of the teen-agers surged outside the build-

ig and broke into four or five bands of about Another, William D. Wheaton Jr 
-39 and cartwheeled into different directions,

setting small fires and, breaking at least 17 
windows in a seven-block area of H-st ne. 
Benning Road.

FIVE BEATEN

Before the helmeted police could bring 
order to. the roiling groups, five persons were 
beaten and robbed, two on a crowded bus at 18th 
and E. Capitol streets. J I
/ ■ y !Police arrested five persons, two juveniles and 
three adults and charged them1 with burglary.

" . , .. fr.; 20, Negro, was i
charged with assault on police St. Burtell Jeffer-'

store son, also a Negro, destroying government propei1- 
near ■ ty and throwing a missile. • -

1 Lt. Jefferson, of the Ninth Precinct was ‘'hit 
J witli a rock which broke the window of his squad 
t car, stepped outside and was again hit with a 

some; ,yock. He was in good condition at D.C. General 
Hospital with glass slivers in his face.

SQUAD CARD'

The other injured officers are Lt. Samuel 
Rogovsky, Fifth Precinct, hit in the back with a 
bottle; Pvt. Douglas C. Likout, Second Precinct, 
hit with a chair;-Pvt. Michael Mood, Fifth Pre
cinct, six stitches in his head after being hit with 
a bottle, and Pvt. Roland Sydnor, Sixth Precinct, 
hit with a missile.
' Police said six scout cars were slightly dam
aged, three,with broken windshields.

Business along H-st suffered the most damage 
with windows being smashed and isolated cases 
of looting reported. Young's Shoe Store, 910 H-st 
ne suffered looting after the show * window was 
broken and manackins overturned and stripped.

Also victimized were the Thompson Optical Co., 
723 H-st; Edwards Shoes, 820 H-st: DC Appliance 
Co., 1014 H-st; Brothers Furniture Store, 906 H-st; 
Zanzibar Restaurant, 1118 H-st; Phil’s Food Shop, 
1116 H-st: an Esso Station at 2615 Benning Road; 
The Soulburger Carryout, 'EOT Benning Road, and 

^the-People's Drug Store, 806 H-st.
Police said the incident was the result of exu

berance generated by the concert and a false 
rumor that ths singer had been shot backstage 

\which swept thru the crowd. .,
'Police from the Civil Disturbance Unit iwere 

quickly assembled when the trouble started about 
11:15. Several tear gas grenades were hurled at 
the peak,, of the disturbance but the helmele-i 

'.officers dispersed most of the teen-agers, de
scribed as 99 percent Negro, shortly after mid
night. : ~e. w-yy;- '
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The following is being set. forth regarding a 
fn^hber disturbance on the night of October 14, 1968:

"At 8:39PM, October 14, 1968, a call was received
on the MPD radio that a group of juveniles was breaking 
windows in the vicinity of Eighth and H Streets, N.E., and 
that an officer needed assistance. This was the first in a 
series of calls which indicated that bands of juveniles were 
breaking windows along H Street and then moving on before 
police could respond. When the police left an area, the juv
eniles returned and some attempts at looting took place. There 
were numerous false fire alarms and false calls requesting police 
assistance in areas where no activity was taking place. Large 
crowds gathered in the area and it was believed that approxi- 

_mately five to six hundred individuals participated in the
disturbance. H Street, N.E., was closed between Second and 
15th Streets and the MPD Civil Disturbance Unit was called 
to duty at 10:40PM. Two adults and seventeen juveniles were 
arrested in connection with the disturbance.

_"At 2:00AM, October 15, 1968, advised 
that the disturbance had ceased. Police held from the 4PM 
to midnight shift of October 14, 1968, vzere released. Windows 
and stores in about twelve business places along H Street vzere 
broken. A few appeared to have been burglarized. No injuries 
were reported as a result of the disturbance.

b6 
b7C 
b7D

]said that there was no specific
incident which could be cited as the cause of the disturbance. 
He said that five juveniles who were arrested for burglary 
said that they had heard a rumor that JAMES BROWN, the Sou if 
Singer, had been shot and they wanted to get even. I
advised that there was no truth to the rumor. 1----------
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"Name;

frOccupaTion;
"Charge: 
"Place;

"Name;

"Occupation;
"Charge;
"Place;

bo 
b7C 
b7D

.stated that although they did not
forsee any additional disturbance, the patrols in the dis= 
turbance area would be increased for a few days as a deter
rent measure.

An article appearing in "The Evening Star", WDC, 
mentioned previously, October 15, 1968, contained information 
regarding a disturbance that developed on the evening of 
October 14, 1968, along H Street, N.EO, during which a number 
of store windows were broken and a number of people were 
arrested. A copy of the article is attached herewith;
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Blame Ramdrg

By WALTER GOLD . !?
Star Staff Writer ft

A rumor that “soul” singer •' i 
James Brown had been shot to J 
death by a white man touched; j 
off a second night of disorders; J 
last night along. H. Street NE, :‘i 
during which two dozen orh.; 
more store windows were bro- 1 
ken and 21 persons, 17 of them , j 
juveniles, were arrested.

The city’s police Civil Disturb--1 
ance Unit was called into action ■. 1 
for the tim'd time in six days, as. j 
police again used tear gas to j 
break up missile-throwing and' 1 
threatening crowds of youths,’ | 
most of them Negroes. - j

No injuries were reported in j 
last night’s four-hour confronta-i-J 
tion along Near Northeast’s 1 
main shopping street,one of the j 
three areas heavily damaged in. J 
the April rioting. -: it 1

One youth at the H Street I 
scene last night told a reporter J 
that the rumor Brown had been J 
shot had also been spread by . j 
youths Sunday night after a con-,' 1 
cert by Brown at D.C. Armory,: j 
as a pretext for vandalism that i 
night which resulted in broken 1 
windows at 16 stores and the j 
looting of a men’s clothing shop j 
on H Street. ;

Brown, a Negro singer, haq ; 
volunteered to appear here oul i 
television during last April’s^ ,

‘-’See DISORDER, Page A-i
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■DISORDER

Police t

Continued From Page A-l 
riots to ask youths to refrain 
from violence.

Last night, one minor arson 
case was reported in th disturb
ance area and two youths sus
pected of attempted fire
bombing were apprehended by 
police at the Tops Furniture Co., 
10th and H Streets NE.

There was no gunfire reported 
in the area, but the frequent 
popping sound of tear gas “base
ball” grenades cleared the 
streets in the entire ll-block 
area.

Two youths were apprehended 
in the 700 block of H Street as 
suspects in looting, but police 
said the extent of any looting —- 
which they said appeared to be 
very minor — would not be clear 
until merchants finished check
ing their stock later today.

The outbreak, which began ap
pearing serious about 8:30 p.m. 
was declared “firmly under con
trol” by Acting Police Chief Jer
ry* Wilson shortly before mid
night. Ji

Most of the Metropolitan Po
lice Department’s 4-to-12 shift of

s. !“S K M

1 Vv

officers was held over past mid
night and the midnight shift was 
called in early. Those held over 
generally were released by 2 
a.m.

At the height of the disorder, 
around 10:30 p.m., Wilson re
peatedly ordered a crowd of 
about 200 to move away from 
the intersection of 8th and H 
Streets NE.

When the crowd began throw
ing rocks and bottles at police 
and breaking windows, Wilson 
and Lt. William G. Burchette of 
the 9th Precinct threw tear gas 
grenades, quickly dispersing the 
crowd.

But within minutes, the disor
der spread outward along H 
Street in both directions from 
Sth Street, and then,. in a few 
isolated cases, a few blocks to 
the north and south of the thor
oughfare. It was at this point 
that Wilson ordered the activa
tion of CDU personnel on duty 
throughout the city and brought 
some teams to the scene.

At 11:01 p.m., Deputy Police 
Chief Raymond Pyles reminded 
officers over the police radio 
from the scene to “arrest any 
and all violators.”

During the outbreak, at least 
three young Negroes told a re
porter the disturbance had. been 
“planned.”

“We started the same rumor 
(about Brown being .shot) last 
night,” one of the youths^ssfeh 
refused to be identified, said.

Ft C f 'Smrein

“And we really got things going 
with it again tonight,” he added.

Police agreed that the out
break was caused by the rumor 
and “certainly was not sponta
neous or over any real issue.”

“They were just spoiling for 
trouble ... and I think they real
ly knew therumor about Brown 
was false,” commented Lt. Bur
chette. It was Burchette who ap
prehended two youths at 10th 
and H Street NE-as they tried, 
he said, to fire-bomb the furni
ture store.

“You don’t just fire-bomb a 
business establishment because 
of a rumor,” the veteran lieuten
ant said.

Police officials planned a 
strategy meeting this afternoon. 
Indications were that heavy po- 
1 i c e patrols—including some 
CDU teams—would be along H 
Street NE and 14th Street NW 
tonight. The area around 14th 
■and U Streets NW was the scene 
of a disturbance a week ago to- 
night following the fatal shooting 
of a Negro pedestrian by a white 
traffic policeman.

Of those arrested last night, 17 
were juveniles under age 18 and 
four were adults. Charges 
ranged from disorderly conduct 
to attempted arson. All of the 
youths, whose names were with
held because of their age, were 
turned over to juvenile authori
ties.

k. E ■ H B «rwrheas'r
fDuring the disorder, H Street 

was closed to all but police and 
emergency traffic. By 1:30 a.m., 
most of the tear gas had 6een 
carried away by a swirling fog.

The only arson case in the 
area was reported at 11:33 p.m. 
when someone set a street trash 
can on fire at 7th Street and 
Florida Avenue NE. A few false 
fire alarms w'ere pulled in the 
immediate area, fire officials 
said.

Vandals broke windows at Bob 
White Buick, 624 H St,.NE; Ma
bel’s Beauty Salon, 728 H St.; 
Esquire Men’s Wear, 711II St; 
(where police said they caught a 
man in the show windew throw
ing manneguins into the street): 
P & B Valet, 645 H St.; and 
McBride’s, at 7th and H Streets 
NE, where armed private 
guards later took up positions 
inside and spent the night.

Windows also were broken at 
Page’s Dress Shop, 12th and H 
Streets: Tops Furniture, 10th 
and H Streets, and a pawnbro
ker shop in the 1200 block of H 
(which also was looted) as well, 
as Sears on Bladensburg Read 
near M Street NE, which v;as 
broken into.

Other scattered reports of bro
ken windows and minor disturb
ances were still coming into the 
9th Precinct long after daylight 
as the burglar alarms rang up 
and down the littered street.

o
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In addition, the "Washington Afro-American", WDC, 
contained an article dated October 15, 1968, regarding the 
violence which had erupted on the night of October 13, 1968. 
A copy of the article is attached herewith;
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A fight that broke 
among the audience at 
James .Brown Show Sunday 
night spilled over into the 
Northeast community re
sulting in minor looting, 

..window breaking, and at
tacks on the police.
At least three policemen 

-----  injured by rocks and

out 
the

ger told a reporter that thfe_ 
btriWing’s board of direc
tors would probably '‘ex
amine what happened.” he 
said .he couldn’t say whe-

■ ther Brown would be pre
vented from performing 
there again because they. 

’ were ‘‘waiting to get a full
police report.”

, “I DON’T KNOW what 
> the board will do,” he-said.

. Brown had been barred 
from appearing in public 
halls in Baltimore in 1964 
because of fights and other 
violence that have broken 
out after his shows. But the 

. ban was lifted on Brown 
and other rock ‘n’ roll sing
ers when the police depart

began hurling bricky 
jg-nd. bottles at passing cars 
and at least three police 
windshields were smashed, 
police said.

The fighting continued in 
the 8th and H Street areas 
where most of the window 
breaking occurred; The po
lice closed off H St., be
tween 1st and 15th just 
after midnight. Acting Po
lice Chief Jerry Wilson said 
that 6 to 8 tear gas- gre
nades .were thrown in the 
H Street area to disperse 
the crowds. ' ■

’ were injured cy rocks ana
■ bottles and four people >

were arrested.
‘•I * * 4

' ACCORDING TO police- 
reports, there was quite a 

■bit of damage to the Armo
ry and the Armory’s mana-

ment assured the Civic 
Center Commission that 
order’ would be maintained.

« * *
IN THE incident Sunday 

night, .police say that ahout 
200 of the 7000 people at the 

’’'Concert became involved in 
a\fight inside the armory

^Continued on Page! 2)

ALL THE POLICE in the 
area of the Armory were 
held overtime and about 50 
member? of the Civil Dis
turbance Unit were acti-

vated from regular shifts 
and armed with riot-control 
equipment;

The area quieted down

('Continued from page 1)

just as the show was con
cluding. “They G-.t-l i: 
break up ch 
.chairs at each other, 
lie e m a n from the 
precinct reported. ♦ * ♦

POLICE HUSTLED 
crowd out of the Arr 
and the fight resumed out
side with people in the me
lee;' throwing bottles and 
bricks at the 25 policemen 
present. As the crowd began 
to "disperse smaller groups" 
moving across East Capitol

iN

had been broken in 
businesses on H St. 
only looting incident 
curred at Young’s 
910 St., NE where 
quins were toppled in 
d i s n 1 a v w i’ n a o w

m

oc- 
Shoes

started to 
and throw

a po-
5th

.ths. 
ory

Wmeows were also bro
ken at the Thompson Optic
al Co. 723 H St; the 
Soulburger Carryout, 2507 
BenningjRd. NE.* Edwards 
Shoes, 820 H St.;' D.C. Ap-

.. burglary II, the charge for 
looting, were N&bie—A. 
Whitehead, 22 of 3004 25th 
St. NE., Arthur Rush Jr., 21 
of 345 Tennessee Ave. NE.: 
and Adnre Mordecab 20, of 
1401 Girard St. NW. Wil
liam David, Jr., 21, of 
2102 H. St. NE. was ar
rested in the 300 block of 
17th St. NE. He was 
charged with throwing mis- 

i siles, assault on a police- 
' man and destroying public 

property. ■ .
The three policemen in

jured were admitted to 
D.C. General Hosptial and 
listed in good condition.

The manager of the Ar
mory said that this was 
Brown’s first appearance 
there. He usually gives his 
shows at the Coliseum. But 
this year, the Coliseum ma- 

i n a g e m e nt demanded 50 
percent of the proceeds 
from the show. Brown told 
the AFRO a few weeks ago 
that he usually rented the 

, B Coleseum for a thousand 
I dollars or ten per cenL_ai>, 

the proceeds. *
After advertising for pub

lic support to force the* Co
liseum manager to change 
his mind about the 50 per 

__cerii demand, Brown rented 
tie "Armory.

pliance ; Col, 1014 H St.;’ 
Brother’s Furniture ■ Store, 
906 H St.; Zanzibar Restau- 
-r*nt, 1118 H St. NE.: Phil’s 
Food Shop, 1116 H St. NE: 
and Esso Service Station 
at 2651 Benning Rd. NE.

THOSE ARRESTED for
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"The Washington Post," WDC, on October 16, 1968, 
contained an article about new disorders developing in the 
area of H Street, N.E„, WDC, on October 15, 1968. A copy 
of the article is attached herewith:



Pedestrians on II

3d Day .®f Violence

58

By Ken Fell—The Washington Post

Street ne. seek protection against tear gas. s

grarehed up and down H Street, 
hirgijig youths to “cool it” and 
go home.

Police said. the trouble 
started yesterday when about 
75 Negro youngsters.met ata 
rally on the Spingarn High! 
School parking lot, 24th Streetj 
and Benning Road, ne., at 
about 5 p.m. There ,5.they 
burned a tree, then marched 
westward to H Street. i;

The youths were dispersed 
with tear gas at 10th a’nd H 
Streets, ne., after they had 
formed a line across the street 
with their arms interlocked, 
blocking the rush-hour.traffic, 
police said.

The youths retreated into 
side streets but remained in 
the area despite police warn
ings to go home or face arrest. 
Small groups ranging from 
two to ten persons continued 
to wander about after night-

9

Disorders in the H Street.ne. area broke out for the 
third time in as many days yesterday as young teen-agers 
blocked traffic, broke a number of store windows and 
then scattered before, police tear gas. .__ _

r By.8:45 p.m., Acting Police Chief Jerry V. Wilson 
jcalled. the'situation “well under control.” Traffic was re- 
’* • ’opened on H Street, and only

a few pedestrians were on the 
sidewalks. Small groups ’ of 
youths continued to roam the 
side streets.
; Wilson said there was no 
arson and little-looting. Police 
and other officials noted the 
extreme youth of many of 1he 
participants. Some appeared 
to be younger than teen-agers.

Late in the day, District offi
cials set up an emergency cen
ter at 1326 Florida ave. ne., 
where, neighborhood volun
teers workedjtMiis-ee.urage the 
youths- from’ joining the dis
turbances.

■ .Local boys club leaders

AVindows in at least seven 
businesses were broken. Police 

, arrested more than a lialf- 
; dozen youths who had formed 
: the line in H Street, charging 
' them with pedestrian viola

tions.
Among those arrested was 

Rufus (Catfish) Mayfield, 20, 
flamboyant youth leader and' 

. former chairman of Pride, Inc. 

. He was charged with jaywalk
ing and was jailed’.

Later,, he was released and 
at 8:31 p.m., was arrestpd 
again on a pedestrian viola
tion at 11th and H Streets tic.

__by Lt. W. G. Burchette. AVjt- 
i See DISORDERS, A7, Col. 4
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Disorders

DISORDERS, From. Al pleased with the spontaneous 
neighborhood interest a n d 

nesses said M a y f i e 1 d.-iha-d called it “a great break-, 
■ crossed the street against a [through” in coping with' the 
. red light. He was released [phenomenon of sub-teen-hgers

after the second arrest and!on the streets. ![■,_.
. . was. observed as late as 11:15' In quelling the activity, 

p.m. walking with a group of’Chief Wilson estimated only 
youths in the H Street area, .‘five or six baseball-type tear 
Traffic Rerouted

Early in' the disturbance, pry 
lice threw up blockades at 2d

. and 14th Street ne., rerouting 
all traffic, including buses. A 
police helicopter whirred over 
the scene, observing both 

■. traffic and the movement of 
groups, of youths. The traffic 

■ blockades were lifted at about 
8:45 p.m.

' ■-High-ranking police officials 
held a strategy meeting dur
ing the day to discuss the Sun-

.. day and Monday disorders on 
j H street. A decision was made 

: '.'to (all in the midnight shift of 
policemen at 8 p.m. to bolster 
thei regular 4 p.m.-to-midnight 
section.

. , Chief Wilson estimated that 
,150 uniformed patrolmen,'in-- 

eluding members of the Civil; 
Disturbance Unit, ’ were on 
hand in the Ninth Precinct, 
which includes H Street. Nor- 5 

. mally, about 50 men patrol the 
. precinct at night. s

Mayor Walter E. Washing
ton also met during the day ' 
with school officials and Rec-! 
reation Department roving 
leaders in an effort to find 
ways of stemming a restive at- ■ 
mosphere reported in several 
schools.

The Mayor said the emer
gency center on Florida Ave
nue was established after his 
office received a flood of calls 
yesterday from H Street resi
dents expressing the desire to 
curb actions of the children' 
involved in the disorders.

The center was staffed last 
night by both local residents 
and persons from Government—, 
and private agencies. It ivi'll 
be open today.

The Mayor said he was—

gas grenades were used. Be
cause of the extreme youth of 
■the crowds, which at times 

■ numbered 150, police used the 
tactic of arresting persons, 

■rather than using gas on them, 
I Wilson said.
! Tear gas was used to dis-, 
iperse the initial group of 75 

■ that blocked H Street,.and it 
was. used at least three other 
times later in- the evening.'-
Window. Smashed . \
; At 7:20 p.m.' about od young
sters poured out of the Atlas 
Theater, 1331 H st. neli headed 
for the. Safeway Store a few 
doors away and smashed a 
window there. Police scattered 
the group with tear gas.

About 15 minutes later, they 
used tear gas again when 
youths hurled' rocks through 
the plate glass of McDonald’s 
Hamburgers, 1164 Bladens
burg rd. ne., and still again at 
8:20 p.m. to disperse a knot of 
about 100 youths at 8th and 
D Streets ne.

Wilson said a 10 p.m. curfew 
ordinance, forbidding persons 
under 18 to be on the streets 
without adult supervision 
after that hour, would be 
strictly enforced.

Because of a rash of false 
fire alarms in recent days, po
lice were responding to fire
boxes in the Ninth Precinct 
■to verify fires before calling 
in fife equipment. Between 6 
and 9:30 p.m., there were eight 
false alarms in the precinct 
and one legitimate call. 

. Yesterday’s disturbance fol
lowed two consecutive nights 
of’disorders in the H.Street 

-a-rea in which more than two 
dozen store 
smashed and at least six stores

windows . wUfe’j Trov cocktails.

werp looted. :
Assassination Rumor

Monday’s disturbance was 
touched off, at least in pvart, 
by a false rumor that “soul” 
singer James. Brown had been 
killed by a white sniper.

Policemen and City Council
man Joseph P. Yeldell, who 
toured H Street Monday night, 
said- they heard numerous 
teen-agers repeat the rumor 
land announce that their pur- 
!pose was to “retaliate” for 
Brown’s reported death. 
. Radio station WOL, a Negro- 
oriented station here, repeat
edly broadcast during the eve
ning that the rumor was false.

WOL newsman Ron Pinkney 
telephoned Brown late yester
day in Los Angeles and made 
a special' tape recording in 
which the singer said he is “in 
good health- and’alive in liv
ing black color.”

Pinkney said the tape was 
scheduled to be played this 
morning about every two 
hours. .
Seventeen juveniles and four 

adults were arrested during 
Monday’s disturbance on an 
assortment of charges from 
disorderly । conduct to at
tempted arson.

Police dropped the 
tempted-arson charge, against 
orie man, Kenneth N. Petty, 
22, of' 308 10th st. ne., but 
■held another, Gerard A. Cosby, 
24, of 806 10th st. ne., trader 
$10,000 bond pending a ‘pre
liminary hearing on Nov. 4. 
Police originally said the men 
were discovered at 10th '^and 
H Streets no. preparing Molo-

at-
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An article appearing in ’’The Washington Post" on 
October 18, 1968, written by WILLIAM RASPBARRY, concerning 
the disturbances that were taking place, is attached herewith:
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■ • By William Raspbarry
. ; Many who have , observed riots and disturbances 

around the country for the past few summers are
bothered by this week’s, mini-disturbance on H Street.

. Some things about the7 Northeast affair just don’t 
■ ringtrue. \
t ' First, there has been very little real anger,, usually
;<jne:of the necessary ingre
dients. r , - 7:

’ The black Militants, who 
seldom ’ start disturbances 

.? but quickly show up to label 
. them insurrections or re
volts and, thus, lend them 
legitimacy, have stayed 

' clear' of the -nightly H Street 
disturbances. This has been 
strictly a teen-age and sub-

. teen thing. . ’
• As a general rule, civil 

disturbances either grow in 
intensity or they die. But 

. this one came back night 

. after night at just about the 
. same level of intensity, and 
always confined to a few 
blocks of H Street.

■’ The fact that this 
week’s disturbances have 
differed"; so markedly from 
the pa/itern has led so'ne 

"city officials and some sea
soned observers to speculate 
that it may have been “pro- 
'grammed”—that is to say,

RUFUS. MAYFIELD
war on “hustlers V 

if I1
some person or group liras 
deliberately tried to " get 
something going. Folice, 
quite properly, are investi
gating that possibility.

But if two hypotheses can 
be ’ constructed to explain 
the same sets of facts, the 
simpler one is more likely to 
hZ true. Rufus (Catfish) 
Mayfield, an”acRnovTTedgeff 
.yo“u0rieader in that part of 
town, offers a simpler hy
pothesis:

“IT ALL STARTED Sun- 
.day - night with the James 
Brown show at the D.C. Ar
mory,” he said. “The admis
sion was 99 cents if you 
were under 12, but if you 
were over 12, the cheapest 
ticket was $5. Well, these 
black kids “didn’t Rave that 
kind of money, so they were 

just standing around outside 
■the Armory.
''““Then somebody snatched 
2200 tickets and began sell-

■ ing them for 50 cents apiectw 
so everybody was getting 
in-” . . '

Once, inside, Mayfield 
said, the youngsters lost in
terest in the show - and 
started horsing around. 
Someone in the balcony 
threw a chair at a police
man, and fighting broke out 
in the Armory, later spread
ing to the streets. No con
spiracy here.

. Monday night’s resump
tion followed a rumor that 
entertainer Brown had been 
shot. No one is certain how. 
the rumor ..started or how it 
spread, but Mayfield doubts 
that there was any real con
spiracy to start trouble.
" “TUESDAY, I was talking 
to some kids at Spingarn. 
(High School) who told me 
they were ifircd of popping 
pills—half the ’kids in this 
neighborhood are running 
around, half-high all the 
time—and they wanted to 
do something constructive. 
We decided to march to the 
Mayor’s office.”

They never got there. 
During the march, one o£- 
the 'youngsters was arrested 
for jaywalking, and when 
Mayfield turned back to.see- 
what was wrong, he, too, 
was:;arrested on a jaywalk
ing charge.

“I don’t know why they 
picked the two of us out,” 
he said, “since all of us 
were in the street.

“Anyway, the kids out 
there respect me and they 
didn’t like the way the po
lice were acting, so they 
started’throwing bricks and 
bottles. That’s how it got 
going Tuesday night. Noth
ing much happened Wednes
day. • .

“I ddn’t see no conspiracy 
in this, although' I Wave 
heard -these charges. Some
body vjas even saying th it I 
was being paid by Wahaee

61

supporters w ssei something ■ 
—g-eing. ----

“WELL, I. THINK you 
know me better than that. 
In fact, one of our main 
problems is that too many 
people are hustling off the 
young kids, selling them 

_ dope and pills and every
thing else. That’s reilly

- I-
what I’jve want to see l;he 
Mayor’’1 about: We have a

■ program—Dropouts, Inc.— 
that will put the hustlers 
out of business and keep the 
kids in school. We’ve got to 
get more dudes some aca-. 
demic skills and get off 
t his. old buck-sixty-an-hour 
thing.”

Mayfield, who wouldn’t 
guess whether the H Street 
trouble has run its course, .’ 
also has an explanation as to 
why so few black hustlers 
and other adults were in
volved- :

“I could see them riding 
■ up and down H Street, four 
or five to a car, waiting for 
the looting to get out of con-.: 
trol. They won’t ever start 
ui6 looting—they leave that 
to the kids. But after things 
get out of hands, they come 
in and take stuff and make 
a lot of money.”

“Hustlers like this are the 
key to the whole thing. We 
can get all -the programs we 
want, but if people keep 
hustling off the kids it won’t 
do any good.

“The first aim of our pro
gram is to get rid of the hus
tlers, and we’re going to do 
it, too—even if I get bumped j 
off for trying.” ..:
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________________________ ~ ________________  MPD.
WDC, on October 22, 1968, advised that | |

| |no knowledge as to where RASPBARRY had gotten
his information that the Police Department was specifically 
investigating the disturbances on H Street, N.E. , with the 
idea that they had been "programmed." | ad
vised that | , I no communication with
RASPBARRY. He stated thatl |is con
tinuously seeking information concerning the racial situation 
and disturbances and were not specifically investigating the 
disturbances on H Street, N.E. I I advised that
they had no information indicating that these disturbances 
were "programmed."

_________________ (previously advised, on October 14,
1968, that the disturbances at the D.C. Armory on October 13, 
1968, started as the result of a fight between several spec
tators. On October 22, 1968, ~|advised that he
had no knowledge of any theft of tickets for the BROWN show, 
which information is set forth in the article written by 
RASPBERRY.
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An additional article regarding the disturbances 
that had been taking place beginning on the night of October 
13, 1968, appeared in the ’’Washington Afro-American," on 
October 19, 1968. A copy of the article is attached herewith:
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JAMES. BROWN

“I’d like to say thanks to
all my wonderful brothers 
and sisters for feeling that 
way about me. But I assure 
you I’m in good health 
alive and in living black 
colffr, and I’m still fighting 
fori! my people and every
thing is all right, and I wish 
they would take it easy.”

That is the taped mes

sage from ‘soul’ singer 
James Brown to the en-'1 
raged teens, of H St., NE., 
who started a 4-day rioting, 
sporadic looting, missile
throwing and window
breaking spree for four days | 
since Sunday night.

•***..
TIIE DISTURBANCE 

started Sunday night when 
a rumor spread that singer 

.Brown was killed by,-a 
white sniper.

An angry crowd, mostly 
children aged between 9-;L7, 
flowed into the street ifn- 
mediately, pelting stones at 
automobiles and patrol 
cars, breaking windows of 
several businesses along H 
St., leading to minor loot
ing.

Substantial damage was 
done to the Armory beside 
the D. C. Stadium, where 
the James Brown Show was 

■. held and broke into fist
fights among the audience, 

. the police said.
The disturbances contin- 

. tied Monday and Tuesday 
. nights. About a dozen busi
ness store windows were 
broken, and three of them 
looted. More than 100 per
sons were arrested by Wed- 
nsday night; 65 of them, 
are juveniles.

♦ # *

RUFUS MAFIELD (Cat
fish), former board chair
man of the Pride, Inc.j ap- 
peared before several 
groups of youngsters, led 
protest rallies and got ar
rested four times within
three days on charge .of pc- 
' (Coni? ued on page S3)

(Continued from Page 1)

-. destrian traffic violations. 
'. Two minor arson cases 
-T-rwef e reported in Wednesday 
Nhight’s disturbances. Mon- 
’day night, two persons had 
i been arrested on an alleged 
' charge of making Molotov 

cocktails.
$ * #

I BY WEDNESDAY night 
i every block of NE H Si.., 
j was policed by patrol cars, 

one each to a block. Tear.
1 gas was used all the four 
| nights along H St., to dis- 
> perse crowds. About 150 

members of the Civil Dis-
। turbance Unit were put on 
j duty on the fourth straight 
' night of disturbances in the 

area.
Acting Police chief Jerry 

Wilson said that the police 
have changed tactics Wed
nesday night. “The tactic 
was to make arrests rather 
than use. tear gas,” he said.
It was against such a 

tense atmosphere, Mayor 
Walter ’Washington laun
ched the establishment 
ot a Satellite City Hall at 
1326 Florida Ave.. NE. Ad
ministrative •Assistant to 
Mayor, John Staggers set 
up about 15 command cen
ters in the disturbediNorth- 
east area for rumor-control 
and trouble-shooting.

One such command cen
ter, located at the Near 
Northeast Community In
corporation, 1326 Florida 
Ave., NE, is manned by 
volunteers from the com
munity;

. ^obert-jCollins, Commu
nity' 'O’fgan i z a tioii Specialist 
of the community incorpo 
ration, told the AFF?O that 
“the command center is al
ready in operation. We are 
going to check out and re
port the disturbances of the 
area to Mr. Staggers who 
heads the 15 command cen-
ters.”

The volunteers of the cen
ter will be trained by a po
lice official to “neutralize 
rabblerousing speeches. Be
sides, the City is going to 
funrish recreation centers
for the youths in the area,” 
Collins said. .

He also said that his cen

to 12 midnight, seven days 
a week.

DIRECTOR William: 
M i c h a e l s of the Near 
Northeast Community! In
corporation, who is likely to 
coordinate the activities of 
the Satellite City Hall, told 
the AFRO that the “pur
pose of the. little city hall is 
to overcome the existing 
sterility between this com
munity and the District’s 
City Hall.”

Michaels said that the 
little city hall possibly 
could step .up educational, 
recreational and' employ
ment lacuities in the aii'sa.

He condemned the pre
sent poverty program fujius 
being spent for tr.e adults.

ter has at present 30 active 
volunteers, and that, the Z Anr.lny umII Arnvoth. a >11
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Number 13 Precinct, MPD, mentioned previously, advised on 
October 22, 1968, that he saw no significant connection be
tween the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL and subsequent out
breaks of violence in the northeast section of WDC on Octo
ber 13, 14, and 15, 1968. He stated that the speech was 
made in the Number 13 Precinct of the MPD, and the subse
quent violence on October 13, 14, and 15, 1968, occurred 
in the area covered by the Number 9 Precinct of the MPD, a 
considerable distance apart. He advised that from past 
experience, he has learned that usually news developing in 
the Number 13 Precinct, such as the rally on October 12, 1968, 
where CARMICHAEL spoke, does not reach the Number 9 Precinct 
area en mass until about two days later. He staged he feels 
the youth in the Number 9 Precinct may have heard of the 
previous activity in the Number 13 Precinct area bn October 
12, 1968, and decided to get in on the action also, by show
ing they, too, could cause as much trouble as the ’’boys uptown. 
He emphasized that this is theoretical only and he has no 
factual evidence there is any connection between CARMICHAEL’S 
speech and subsequent violence in the Number 9 Precinct area 
on October 13, 14, and 15, 1968.

MPD, advised on October 29, 1968, no significant information 
had been developed that the rally held at the NSAAT on Octo
ber 12, 1968, during which STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke, caused 
the outbreaks of violence on October 13, 14, and 15, 1968. 
He stated that it had been conjectured that CARMICHAEL was 
behind the violence that developed on October 13,14, and 15; 
however, he stated that no factual evidence had been developed 
to corroborate this. He noted that CARMICHAEL was reported 
to have left Washington on the evening of October 13, 1968, 
and did not return until October 17, 1968, being out of Wash
ington during the dates of the disturbances.

I MPD, 
mentioned previously, reiterated on October 30, 1968, that 
there was no connection between the violence that erupted 
in the northeast area of WDC on October 13, 14, and 15, 1968, 
and the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at a rally held on 
October 12, 1968, at 3:00PM at the NSAAT. He described the 
events as unrelated incidents.
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____________________________________________ 9th Precinct,
Metropolitan Police Department, Washington, Do C., advised on 
October 31, 1968, there was no information available to 
tie the remarks of STOKELY CARMICHAEL made on October 12, 1968, 
at the New School of Afro-American Thought with the subsequent 
acts of violence that erupted in the N.E. section of Washington, 
D.C., on October 13, 14, and 15, 1968. He advised that they 
appear to be separate events0

b6
b7C
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_____________________________ United States Park b7c
Police (USPP), Washington, D. C. (WDC), advised on October 31, 
1968, that the USPP has jurisdiction over Meridian Bill Park, 
WDC, where a Black United Front rally featuring STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL as a speaker was to be held on October 12, 1968, 
at 3:00 p.m. He stated it is customary for groups to get a permit 
to hold a rally in the park; however, no permit was applied 
for and none was issued,. He advised that just to be safe, he 
sent a number of officers to the park on that date to cover the 
rally in case they decided to hold it without obtaining a 
permit. Upon arrival at the park, the officers found a group 
of about 60 or 70, mostly Negroes, to be at the scene stating 
that they expected a rally of the Black United Front to be 
held there. Later after 3:00 pA had passed and CARMICHAEL 
had not appeared, the crowd became confused about whether or not 
the rally was to take place. Subsequently, word was “received 
that the rally was being held at the New School of Afro-American 
Thought, 2115 14th Street, N.W., WDCO Most of the members of 
the crowd then left headed in the direction of the New School 
of Afro-American Thought. He advised that the men assigned 
by his department continued with the group from Meridian Hill 
Park to the New School of Afro-American Thought and remained 
in the area during part of the activity. He stated that since 

- this is the jurisdiction of the Metropolitan Police Department, 
his men did not cover the rally very carefully and did.not 
stay around to hear most of the speeches. He advised that he 
was unable to furnish any information about what CARMICHAEL 
said or any information bearing on the intent of CARMICHAEL 
in making the remarks. - '

b 6_________ [further stated that no information b7 
had come to the attention of his department which would show 
a link between the remarks of CARMICHAEL on that date and the 
subsequent disturbances developing in the N.E. section of 
WDC. .
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• • ' STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

/ Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC)t headquarters at 560-362 Nelson 
Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself as not being 
a membership organization, but rather an agency attempting to 
stimulate and foster the growth of local protest movements. 
SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement which erupted across 
the South beginning on February 1, 1960. A conference at 
Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought together many of 
the demonstrating Southern students in a loose network of 
militant youth which was officially named SNCC in October, 1960.

A source has advised that in May, 1966, Stokely 
Carmichael was elected National Chairman by the Central Committee. 
In May, 1967* Carmichael was replaced as Chairman by H. Rap. 
Brown, with Carmichael assuming the position of Recruiter and 
Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at the invitation of 
Fidel Castro, Carmichael participated in the Organization of 
Latin American Solidarity Conference which was held in Havana, 
Cuba. Subsequeht thereto, Carmichael traveled to Hanoi and 
other sections of North Vietnam. He returned to the United 
States in December, 1967, at which time his passport was picked 
up because of travel to unauthorized countries.

A source advised that when Carmichael was elected 
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. With the election of 
H. Rap Brown as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on a world
wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand against 
violations of these rights by the American Government and to 
strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft and to the 
United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identi
fies SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. 
It advocates that to be successful it is necessary to develop 
a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in the 
Watts area of Los Angeles, California, H. Rap Brown said "You 
better shape up America, or we’ll burn you down." Later in 
February, 1968, in a publicized note Brown wrote, "America, if ! 
it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against you 
and to organize your jails to revolt against you and to organize 
your children, your God, your poor* your country, and to organize 
mankind, to rejoice in your destruction and ruin, then here’s 
my life." •

-68
J? o 7 3,^*-. b#
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APPENDIX

BLACK PANTHER PARTY, aka 
Black Panther. Party for

Self Defense

A source advised that the Black Panther Party for 
Self Defense (BPPSD) was formed by HUEY PERCY NEOTON, 
Minister of Defense, and BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, Chairman, in 
December, 1966, as a militant black nationalist political 
organization to combat police brutality, to unite militant 
black youth, and to determine the destiny of black communities. 
The political philosophy was taken from writings of Chairman 
MAO Tse-tung of Communist China and black militant writers.

In March, 1968, the name of the organization was 
changed to Black Panther Party (BPP).

The official BPP publication, ’’The Black Panther 
Party - Black Community News Service", states that the BPP 
advocates use of guns and guerrilla tactics in their violent 
revolutionary program to end oppression of black people.

On February 17, 1968, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Minister of 
Information, announced merger of the BPP and Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and bestowed title of Minister 
of Justice, BPP, upon H. RAP BROWN, Chairman of SNCC.

j. SNCC is a militant Negro organization 
which preaches black supremacy.

is _ijxcarr^eraXed~«r^hg

Headquarters of BPP and Huey P. Newton Defense 
Fund are located at 4421 Grove Street, Oakland, California. '
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APPENDIX

BLACK UNITED FRONT (BUF)

A source advised that on January 9, 1968 a meeting 
was held at Washington, D. C., by Stokely Carmichael. At 
this meeting, the Black United Front, an organization con
sisting of representatives of Black organizations and indi- 

. viduals was formed in the District of Columbia in order to 
effect operational unity among and for Black people.

During June, 1968, a second source advised that the 
Black United Front in an official statement of purpose stated 
it was established for the purpose of expanding the lines of 
communication between, and effecting togetherness among all 
the Black people in the District of Columbia in order that they 
might obtain a rightful and proportionate share in the decision 
making councils of the District, and rightful and proportionate 
control of the economic institutions in the Black community.

The standards for qualification as a member were 
listed as:

1. Any Black individual who has concern 
and interest in the Black community.

2. Any organization whose primary 
involvement is for the benefit of 
Black people, provided it has at 
least a 50% Black constituency and 
its representative in the BUF is black.

’’The Washington Post and Times Herald," a daily 
newspaper printed at Washington, D. C., in an article on page 
A-l, dated July 6, 1968, captioned "Slaying of Police 
Defended," stated:

"The Black United Front issued a statement yesterday 
describing the slaying of a District Policeman Tuesday
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BLACK UNITED FRONT (BUF)

night as a "justifiable homicide.

"The statement said in Part;

’The methods of self defense used by the family charged 
with the alleged slaying of the honky cop is justifiable 
homicide in the same sense that police are allowed to 
kill black people and call-it justifiable homicide.’

"Several hours later, Mayor Walter E. Washington 
asserted that the BUF resolution with respect to the 
slaying of Officer (Stephen A.) Williams.... is
inflamatory, irresponsible and unfortunate."

The Washington Daily News, another daily newspaper 
printed in Washington, D.C„, in an article on Page 5, dated 
July 17, 1968, captioned "BUF Takes New Tact" stated in part 
that the BUF plans to find ways and means to take control of 
the police force in the District of Columbia.

7o
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APPENDIX

STUDENTS FOR A DEKaOCRATIC SOCIETY

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as 
it is knovm today, came into being at a founding convention 
held at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is an 
association of young people on the left and has a current 
program of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for 
youth to develop a conscientious objector status, denouncing 
United States intervention in the war in Vietnam and to 
"radically transform" the university community, and provide 
for its complete control by students. Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, Communist Party, USA, when interviewed by a 
representative of United Press International in San 
Francisco, California, on May 14, 1965, described the 
SDS as a part of the "responsible left" which the Party 
has "going for us." At the June, 1965, SDS National 
Convention, an anti-communist proviso was removed from 
the SDS constitution. In the October 7, 1966, issue of 
"New Left Notes," the official publication of SDS, an 
SDS spokesman stated that there are some communists in 
SDS and they are welcome. The national headquarters of 
this organisation as of April 18, 1967, was located in 
Room 206, 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.
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FBI BOSTON
WOV121968^X

Mr. Tolson.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

x teletype931PM URGENT 11-42*68 WMG 

TO DIRECTOR AND WFO
FROM OSTON 157

■ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB/tol

DeLoach , , I 
Mohr------— I
Bishop I 
Casper———. I 
Callahan-*-. J

Mr. Conrajl 
' Mr. FWHfeSC 

Mr. Gale_— 
S Mr. Rosen— 
P ’‘Mr. Sulliva 
i Mr. Tavel — 

Mr. Trotter-
Tele. Room—.— 
Miss Holmes—, 

Miss Gandy------

STOKELY■CARMICHAEL. RACIAL MATTER. OOsWFO.

ON NOVEMBER TWELVE INSTANT

DEPT. OF SECURITY

CARMICHAEL

UNIVERSITY

TUFTS UNIVERSITY, MEDFORD, MASS., ADVfSED 

IS SCHEDULED TO APPEAR AT COUZENS GYMNASIUM, TUFTS 

CAMPUS, ON NOVEMBER FIFTEEN NEXT AT EIGHT PM UNDER
-Sponsorship OF STUDENTS CONCERNED ABOUT RACISM(SCAR).

STATED SCAR IS CAMPUS ORGANIZATION FORMED

AFTER ASSASSINATION OF MARTIN LUTHER KING.
COUZENS GYMNASIUM CAN ACCOMMODATE AUDIENCE OF THREE

THOUSAND FOR WHICH PREPARATIONS ARE BEING MADE WITH ADMISS^r 
FEE OF ONE DOLLAR PER HEAD. CARMICHAEL'S APPEARANCE WILL BE

OPEN TO PUBLIC BUT PREDOMINENTLY STUDENT AUDIENCE IS EXPECTED.
BOSTON WILL ATTEMPT TO EFFECT DESIRED COVERAGE OF CAR

MICHAEL'S APPEARANCE.. MEDFORD, MASS. PD COGNIZANT, CARMICHAEL S

MODE OF TRANSPORTATION NOT KN0Wlf[41| 

l^S^SPOTi^RSIlTP^^. """™ ■
END

WA...MSE fbb
FBI WASH DC’hCC'ROOM 836 y&D

iKs^mA68<^

14 NOV 15 1968
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FEdObWEAU OF INVtSTIOATIQN 
u WlPARTMtNT OF JUSTICE 

.. COMMUNICAWNSECTION 
V.. ' tlAU.^ 0

¥ FBI

\ FBI

Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr 
Mr

,.b2
b7D

WASH DC* ALL lUroBJIATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
.DATE 08-18-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CBZbls

SAN FRAN

203PM URGENT 11-5-68 MS

TO DIRECTOR, WASH FIELD 4 LOS ANGELES
FROM ftNCISCO (157-721) IP

STOKER CAR^CHAEL,

RE IELD TEL NOVEMBER FOUR, LAST

SUBJECT TO MAKE AN UNANNOUNCED TALK IN SAN FRANCISCO STATE
COLLEGE AUDITORIUM THIS DATE UNDER SPONSORSHIP OF BLACK STUDENTS

TnlanW ■
DeLoach------
Mohr
Bishop_____ ?
r«»par * '<*< 
Callahan.___

d____

.rotter.'Mr.
Tele. Room *
Miss Holmea_-
Miss Gandy__

UNION. PRESS AND ALL WHITES TO BE EXCLUDED FROM THE AUDITORIUM.

SAN FRANCISCO KNOWS OF NO TRAVEL PLANS OF SUBJECT AT T||S TIME.

SOURCE OF ABOVE INFO IS
SAN FRANCISCO WILL FOLLOW AND KEEP BUREAU AND INTERESTED OFFICES

ADVISED OF SUBJECT'S MOVEMENTS

L END
; ; LCC
k FBI WASH DC*

©

lElM IO:



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
INFORMATION CONTAINED

taDI IS UNCLASSIFIED
re 08-18-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CBZb1

F B I

Date: 11/14/68

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT_______ __________ -
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENTTELETYPE
Via_____________

(Priority)

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes. 
Miss_ Gand_jr.

Tdlgoii—____
DeLoach—. 
Mohr_______
Bishop
Casper_____
Callahan___
Conrad___ I

Felt T
Gale_. I
Rosen /
Sullivan-^— 
Tavel_____ _
Trotter.____

to: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM SAC-^WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM . ’

SA FBI OBSERVED
$

TO ENTER SUBJECT'S RESIDENCE FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE SIXTEENTH 
rJ

STREET, N.W. WDC ABOUT TWELVE NOOR THIS DATE
|LATE MODEL WHITE 

OLDSMOBILE, D.C. LICENSE SIX SEVEN FOUR DASH FIVE FOUR NINE^^^ 
ABOUT TWELVE THIRTY, TWO UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO MALES ENTERED / 

RESIDENCE. AT ONE ZERO SEVEN PM, SUBJECT, THE TWO/ 
UNIDENTIFIED NEGRO MALES WHO ENTERED EABLIER AND WO INDIVIDUALS,

POSSIBLY DEPARTED RESIDENCE

AND DROVE IN ABOVE CAR TO HOWARD UNIVERSITY.

A SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST

ADVISED THIS DATE THAT SUBJECT WAS SCHEDULED TO CONDUCT SEMINAR

TITLED RESPONSIBILITY OF THE BLACK^^VERSIT^TO 
COMMUNITY AT TWO PM THIS DATE AT HOWARD

PART OF BLACK UNIVERSITY
THIRTEEN TO SEVENTEEN INSTANT, v
fWfclSCO (AM) 
i—wirn . a - . . Z-/ —-J •>

CONFERENCE BEING HELD AT HU NOVEMBER 
;,B NOV 20 1958

(6) 
RNWTEyp

Sent M Per



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) '

FBI |

Date: ।

Transmit the-following in ______    !
(Type in plaintext or code) . I

Via___ ___ ;_______________ ___  _____________________________ __ _________________ I
(Priority) i

------------ ------------------- - ------------ :--- -------- :--- X-_____
WFO 100-43503 
PAGE TWO

A SECOND SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE 
PAST ADVISED THIS DATE THAT CARMICHAEL APPEARED AS SCHEDULED 

AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY., ABOUT SIX HUNDRED ATTENDED HIS SEMINAR, 

AND HE WAS WELL RECEIVED*

A THIRD SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE 

PAST ADVISED THAT CARMICHAEL RECEIVED A TWO HUNDRED DOLLAR 

HONORARIUM FOR HIS SPEECH LAST NIGHT AND HIS SEMINAR TODAY;
A FOURTH SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RElJlBLE INFORMATION IN 

THE PAST ADVISED THIS DATE THAT CARMICHAEL WAS OBSERVED IN 
ATTENDANCE AT EVENING SESSION OF BLACK UNIVERSITY CONFERENCE 
AT HOWARD UNIVERSITY. £

ADMINISTRATIVE
RE WFO TEL 11/14/fiS. SOURCES__ ARE f

DETAILS OF CARMICHAEL’S SEMINAR SET OUT IN WFOaLHM CAPTIONED BLACK UNIVERSITY CONFERENCE, HOWARD UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, DTC. 
NOVEMBER THIRTEEN LAST DASH SEVENTEEN NEXT. RM, 11/15/68.
AIRMAIL COPY TO SAN FRANCISCO.

ROOM 836 9&

Approved:  Sent M Per ------------- ,---------------
Special Agent in Charge



ALL II TION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CB/bls

Airtel

To: SAC, San Diego (100-13995)

From: Director, FBI (100-446080)
o

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Reurtel 10/26/68 captioned 
dated 11/4/68 captioned

as

November 14, 1968

b6
b7C

above and urairtel

If not already handled. San Diego should promptly 
endeavor to obtainF la copy of the film of
Carmichael’s speech in San Diego on 10/26/68.

b2
b7D

By return mail submit a letterhead memorandum suitable
for dissemination containing a summary of Carmichael’s 
activities in San Diego including his speech on 10/26/68.

Referenced San Diego teletype indicated that

- co
IS

co 
CD S

B)
3 'bU

u-
2
2
o 
Qo

“Carmichael also made a tape for Channel 8 television at 
San Diego. Verbatim transcripts should be prepared by your 
office of tapes of speeches made by Carmichael and submitted 
to the Bureau in accordance with instructions set out in 
Bureau airtel to all offices dated 12/21/67 captioned ’’Stokely 
Carmichael/ IS - Miscellaneous, Sedition.” This matter jimist 
receive expeditious jj£j$$ling^

Tolson ___________
DeLoach________ _
Mohr _____________
Bishop -_______
Casper ___________
Callahan _________

1 - WFO
1/3 OV-24M968

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO \ f



Airtel to SAC, San Diego/ :
STOKELY CARMICHAEL , :
100-446080

NOTE: '

Stokely Carmichael, Prime Minister of the Black 
Panther Party, a black extremist organization, is presently 
visiting in the San Francisco Bay area. On 10/26/68 he was in 
San Diego, California, where he made several speeches, San Diego 
has advised he cut a tape for a local T.V. station and that a

| Bureau 
airtel to all offices dated 12/21/67 contains instructions 
concerning the obtaining of verbatim transcripts of Carmichael’s 
speeches.



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
^ATE 08-18-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/C

FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

F B I

Datell/15/68
PLAIN____________
(Type in plaintext or code)

TELETYPE y __________ URGENT_______
y/' (Priority)

I 
I 
I
I 
I 
I 
I
I 
I 
I
I

Mr. Tolson 
Mr. De Loach____
Mr. Mohr_______
Mr. Bishop_____
Mr. Casper_____
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad____
Mr. Felt________ i
Mr. Gale__^-7 
Mr. Rosen..._X—£>
Mr. SuIlivtipp^P'
Mr. TavelJ*—
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room______
Miss H'.lmes____
Miss_Gandy

I
I 

4
I

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) AND SAC

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) 
o

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM.

SUBJECT DEPARTED WASHINGTON, D. C.

BOSTON

FIFTEEN INSTANT AT NATIONAL AIRPORT VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES

FLIGHT NUMBER FIVE TWO ZERO, ELEVEN FIFTEEN A.M., EN ROUTE TO
bo
b7C

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS. HE WAS ACCOMPANIED BY TWO MALES, ONE

USING NAME OTHER USING NAME

ABOVE FLIGHT DUE TO ARRIVE BOSTON TWELVE TWENTYSIX P.M. SUBJECT

HAS RETURN RESERVATIONS TO WDC VIA AMERICAN AIRLINES, FLIGHT

TWO EIGHT ONE, DEPARTING BOSTON NINE TEN A.M., AND ARRIVING fa

WDC TEN THIRTYTWO A.M., NOVEMBER SEVENTEEN NEXT. '

SUBJECT AT TIME OF DEPARTURE WEARING MEDIUM BROWN LEATHER

THREE QUARTER LENGTH COAT, MAROON JACKET, WHITE TURTLENECK 

SWEATER, KHAKI (TAN) TROUSERS AND BROWN ANKLE-LENGTH BOO

SZ NOV 20 1968

| - Burea^JJ /OO - W <^9
3 - Teletype Unit _
1 - San Francisco (AM)
2 - WFO

b6
b7C

WWH:lt
w__

Approved^

56NW?m gent in Charge
Sent M Per



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in _________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code}

•Via_______________________________________________________ ____________________________ [
(Priority) ,

- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J_

WFO 100-43503
PAGE TWO

NEGRO MALE ABOUT AGE AFRO-BUSH

HAIRCUT, MUSTACHE, GOATEE, WEARING BROWN THREE QUARTER LENGTH

COAT, LONG RED SHIRT,WEIGHING

POUNDS AND ABOUT

INCHES.

NEGRO MALE, ABOUT WEARING BLACK

HAT, OLIVE GREEN COAT, BELT IN BACK, THREE QUARTER LENGTH,

DARK PANTS, CARRYING MEDIUM BLUE SATCHEL, WEIGHING ABOUT

POUNDS ABOUT>

PAID FOR BY SUBJECT.

BLACK PANTHER PARTY, DESCRIBED AS NEGRO MALE, BORN

BLACK HAIR, BROWN EYES, HAVING POSSIBLE MUSTACHE AND GOATEE.

Approved:  Sent M Per ----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via_______________________________________________________ __ __________________________ ;
(Priority) ।

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- __J_

WFO 100-43503 
PAGE THREE

ADMINISTRATIVE

BOSTON COVER SUBJECT PER BUAIRTEL, DECEMBER TWENTYONE

LAST AND ATTEMPT TO FURTHER IDENTIFY

BOSTON COGNIZANT.

COPY TO SAN FRANCISCO BY AIRMAIL. P.

83O&DI

b6
b7C

Special Agent in Charge
Approved: _______________________________ Sent M Per 



ALKINFORMATION CONTAINED
HEI'f IN 15 ~ UNC LAS SIEIED

JJA'te 08-15.-2Q06 BY 60324/AUC/BA1MB /h If---------------------------------------------

“ VIA TELETYPE
NOVI 31968^

ENCIPHERED

WA 06

525PM DEFERRED 11-13-68 MS

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) NEW YORK AND WASH FIELD (100-43503)

(NEM. RK VIA WASH)

Mr. Tolson------- -
Mr. DeLoach------

Mr. Mohr----------
Mr. Bishop--------
Mr. Casper---------

Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad..... —

g Mr. Felt-----------
| Mr. Gale  
jMjr. Rosen----------

u van-k^L
1 Mr. Tavel----------

Mr. T ••otter---------
Tele. Room 
Miss Holmes-------

Miss Gandy--------

PLAINTEXT-

FROM SAN ^RANCISCO (157-721) 2P

STOKELEY CARMICHAEL; RM - BPP; SNCC; SEDITION

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELCALL TO WASH FIELD THIS DATE

UNITED AIR LINES, SAN FRANCISCO, ADVISES SUBJECT IN PARTY OF

THREE, INCLUDING HIM, LEFT FLIGHT FIFTY SAN FRANCISCO

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT NINE A.M., PST, DUE TO ARRIVE DULLES AIRPO

WASHINGTON, FOUR FIFTY P.M. EST

BLACK PANTHER PARTY, NMA, BORN
BLACK KINKY HAIR, DARK COMPLEXION

NMA, BORN
BLACK HAIR, BROWN EYES, MAY HAVE MUSTACHE AND

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

END PAGE ONE

TELOT TO: 

sfelttyma 1968



PAGE TWO

ACCORDING TO THIS DATE CARMICHAEL PLANNED b2 ‘ 
b7D

TO LEAVE FOR WASHINGTON, D.C. AFTER HIS APPEARANCE IN SAN JOSE EVENING 

NOVEMBER TWELVE, AND IS TO BE KEYNOTE SPEAKER FOR CONFERENCE OF BLACK 

UNIVERSITY GROUP WASHINGTON, D.C.

AIRMAIL COPY LOS ANGELES.

END

WA...JDRR RELAY
FBI WASH DC
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ' ' - -
HMMfclJ IS UNCLASSIFIED i

8-18-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CBZbls'D.

FBI

Date: 11/15/68

Transmit the following in ______________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL AIR MAIL
Via _________________________ ________________ ' _________ :___________

(Priority)

Mr. Tolson,...... .....
Mi'. IJ^Loach,-'.-.. 
Mr. 'Mohr._.21___
Mr. BA hop_____
Mr. Casper
Mr. C« aihan-----

i Mr. Cuarad ___
Mr. K 'It i
Mr. C > Lk I 
Mr.

! Mr.
Mr. TCvell_____

[• Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room—___
Miss H-'haes-------I
Miss Gandy_____

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-UU6080)

FROM :/SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-721)

TO

. SUBJECT: STOKELY ^CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS; SEDITION 
RM - BPP

(Protect by Request)

Re San Francisco teletypes to the Bureau dated 11/12/68

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 8 copies- of 
■ an LHM suitable for dissemination captioned as above. Enclose 

for WFO are 3 copies of LHM captioned as above.
Sources utilized are:

(Protect by Request)
b7C

This LHM is classified inasmuch as it
contains data which could reasonably result^Ln the identification 
of confidential sources of continuing value and compromi^ 
their future effectiveness.

ft^Blsfiog

z'3/- Bureau (Ends. 8) (RM) 
“3 - WFO (RM) (Ends. 3)
2 - San Francisco
WRS/dp.
(8)

•B'f

iTT NOV 20 1968
M P er -----------------------------Sent

17 ^Special Agent in Charge



SF 157-721
WRS/dp -

Efforts to -provide coverage that co&ld record CARMICHAEL’S 
speech at- San Jose State .College on 1.1/12/6 8 were negative.

., Checks ' with the College , San Jose Police Department and Santa
;. Clara County .Sheriff’ s'- Office have -failed to locate a complete’ 
■ recording or transcript or produce information that speech was 
recorded in its entirety by radio, television' or news personnel.

■ - A 30 second dub", of■ CARMICHAEL’s speech at San Jose .
.-State College on 11712/68- which recorded 'him as; saying that he 
does believe in violence and killing if necessary to overcome • 

’ the oppressor, was obtained from I ((Protect) |
| 111/13/6 8 and is in San
Francisco File 157-721. ; h

I h ' ■ Efforts are continuing’to obtain the recording and-if.,
r| obtained -the Bureau will be' notified and the . transcript of the .' 
11 tape’provided. "

'b 6



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
.San Francisco, California

November 15, 1968 .

C 0 A L .
. DECLASSIFIED BY 6d324/AUC7BAlj/CB/i)ij

STOKELY ' CARMICHAEL;-/ '' ■ PM 08-18-2006 '' -'■> I

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished locally 
to the U.S. Secret Service and the Intelligence Agencies Of 
the'U.S. Army, Navy and Air Force.

On November 12, 1968
? ' - ■ '■■■ b2

On November 12., 1968 _ _____ advised that STOKELY b?D
CARMICHAEL had appeared in Morris Daily Auditorium on the 

California, at 1:30 
> were 
primarily

San., Jose State College campus, San Jose, 
p.m. on November 12, 1968. Approximately 700 persons 
in the overflow audience,' The auditorium was made up 
of white students. ■

the'The audience was attentive and CARMICHAEL at
•: end of his speech and question and answer period received 
a loud ovation. He used no. profanity and was.. extremely i 
polite to the audience.- The program lasted from 1:30 to 
2:40 p.m. ’-.L ■■

V '■; :T.\ ■■ ■•' ■ ' ■ ' ■ 'j

CARMICHAEL’S appearance was sponsored ,by the 
Experimental School, a department of San Jose Suta^Fe, the 
United Program Board of San Jose State and th<egTnited Black 

, Students for Action (UBSA) at

he wanted to clarify his remarks in that he does believe in 
violence and killing if necessary in overcoming the oppressor. 
He also explained that he was addressing most of his remarks 
to white people since most of the audience was white.

He went on to speak on the theme that the reason 
that there are a few in America who are living so well is 
that the many are being exploited.

CARMICHAEL criticized the liberals in that the liberals 
tried to avoid confrontation between black and white.

V?; D E X T . <<■'• ’'V.
GR0UP l"^-MlWAraED F.R0M ■ ' ' >'■'
AUTOMATFU^OWGRADXNG • ■ . ■ W ; ■

? <^W^^LASSIFICATim^^ 1
This document, contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the ,FBT.: It is the property of the. FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents arg not to be distributed outside



STOKELY CARMICHAEL , '7

At the end of CARMICHAEL’S remarks there -was a 
question and answer period-.’ Some of the questions ’ and 
answers were as follows: ;

Question: What is 'your, program after the. revolution?

Answer: There is no program.' The taking over of power
is the only program. You don't have to have 
a program until you gain power then you decide.

Question: "Who will you oppress if you get in power?"

Answer: "Anyone who opposes me."

Question: What did you see in Cuba you liked?

Answer: CARMICHAEL stated that this question was too
. general to answer unless specific questions 
were asked but'he implied that he was very 
■impressed with what he saw.

With reference to the UBSA, San Jose State College,: 
San Jose, California,! | advised on June 20,1968 that
this organization has also been referred to as the United 
Black Student Association of San Jose State College. Its . 
membership is primarily Negro. The UBSA was formed during 
the fall of 1967 in order to protest the alleged discrimination 
involving minority students at San Jose.State. It demanded 
reforms in college housing practice, in the addition of faculty 
members of minority races and the addition of courses in the 
college curriculum oriented to minority culture.

I has been active with this organization 
The UBSA is.not a campus approved organization. Its membership 
is not fixed but varies with the cause, of the. moment. :

On October 9, 19 68|— advised that the UBSA is
interested, in garnering support of the San Jose black community 
for black students in the San Jose area to combat discrimination < 
against them. This organization is also interested in getting 
more black students into San Jose State College., There are 
approximately,'30 0: black students at San Jose State College and 
efforts are being made to enlist all in the activities or UBSA...
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D-323 (Rev. 1 1) ‘

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDEK AL B E RE AU OF IN VESTIGATIO N
San Francisco, California <

/November 15, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS;
Character J SEDITION
Rpfprpnrp ' t- San Francisco letter dated 

. and captioned as above.

All sources (except any.listed, below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
infoimation in the past.

-3- •
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to.be distributed outside 
your agency. •



.5^13^ ((9-29-65)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ■
DATE 08-18-2^h BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CB/bls '

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

n„t- 11/13/68

& Attached reports appearance of 
Stokeley Carmichael on campus of San 
Jose State College, 11/12/68, where he 
spoke to predominantly white audience of 
700. Theme of Carmichael’s speech was that 
a few people in America live well by ex
ploiting many others. Carmichael scheduler 
to speak at De Anza College, Cupertino, 
California, 8:00 P.M., 11/12/68. San 
Francisco following.

Copies of attached furnished Inter
Division Information Unit of Department . 
and the Attorney General. Pertinent 
portions will be included in teletype 
summary to White House and other interested 
agencies.

HAGtjfb



COMTAINED 
tHKHR-^OTCLASSIFIED „
DATE 0’8-18' 0324/ AUC/B■■TB/bls

?/TO WASHINGTON ^7—
r 8:15 PM URGENT11-12-68 KCK 

TO DIRECTOR — PLAINTEXT-
PROM SAn/fRANCISCO (157-721)

VIA TELETYPE
NOVI 2 1968

ENCIPHERED

2P

STOKELEY CARMICHAELJ IS-MISCELLANEOUS, SEDITION.

RE SAN FRANCISCO TELETYPE TO BUREAU THIS DATE a

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE CAMPUS AT ONE THIRTY PM(SJSC) THIS

DATE WHERE HE SPOKE AT DAILY AUDITORIUM BEFORE 
o

PUBLIC. THE PEGRAM LASTED UNTIL

MORRIS SJSC

STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND 
TWO FOURTYPM. THE OVERFLOW AUDIENCE OF APPROXIMATELY \ 
seven Hundred were attentive, the vast majority of the \

AUDIENCE WAS WHITE AND CARMICHAEL IN HIS COMMENTS ADVISED

THAT HIS REMARKS WOULD BE DIRECTED TO WHITE PEOPLE. HE
USED NO PROFANITY AND WAS POLITE TO HIS AUDIENCE. AT THE

END OF HIS SPEECH THERE WAS A QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD.

THE THEME OF CARMICHAEL’S SPEECH WAS THAT THE REASON THERE
/ARE A^FEW IR AMERICA WHO ARE UVHK WELLR^ ^At _ARE

BEING yXPLOITED. AT THE END OF THE PROGRAM CARMICHAEL 
RECEIVED A STRONGMOVATy N?.^SU^JECT ’S AP^EARANCE AT jSy.SC, 23 NOV 18 1968

TELETYPED TO: n(i?Ax • cT J

...SfNQy 261960’-'^ *1
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SF 157-721
WAS SPONSORED BY THE EXPERIMENTAL SCHOOL , A DEPART E^JT

OF SJSC , THE COLLEGE UNION PROGRAM, AND THE 

UNITED BLACK STUDENTS FOR ACTION, SJSC. be

| CARMICHAEL IS TO SPEAK b7D 

AT DE ANZA COLLEGE, CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA, AT EIGHT PM 

THIS DATE . SAN FRANCISCO WILL PROVIDE COVERAGE. -LWI WILL

FOLLOW.
EEND

WA.. .JDR

FBI WASH DC

COP^SENT AG and mu
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TE 08-18-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CB/
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Date: 11/13/68
CODE

(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, EEI AND SACS BOSTON AND
X SANFFRANCISCO

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL RM
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Deloach____

Bishop 
Casper
Callahan___
Conrad-------

Felt.___ _  _
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Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
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Mr.
Mr. Gale______
Mr. Rosen T
Mf. SnlHva-n'*Sullivan!*__

TaveL___ _
Trotter

Tele. Room 
Miss Holmes____
Miss Ramiv

Mr.

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION

IN THE PAST ADVISED NOVEMBER THIRTEEN LAST SUBJECT RETURNED TO

WDC LATE AFTERNOON SAME DATE FROM CALIFORNIA ARRIVING AT DULLES 

INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT. \

A SECOND CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE 

INFORMATION IN *THE PAST ADVISED NOVEMBER THIRTEEN LAST SUBJECT 

■WAS KEYNOTE SPEAKER AT BLACK UNIVERSITY CONFERENCE (BUC) HOWARD

UNIVERSITY WDC, THAT DATE COMMENCING EIGHT P.M

FIRST CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ABOVE ADVISED NOVEMBER THIRTEEN

LAST ACCORDING TO SUBJECT

b6
b7C

be

CONTEMPLATES EARLY TRIP TO BOSTON.

&/- Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit ,/ 
2 - WFO
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HOWEVER, EXACT DEPARTURE TIME
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WFO 100-43503

OR MODE OF TRAVEL NOT KNOWN.

ADMINISTRATIVE.

FIRST SOURCE IS  b2
b7D

SECOND SOURCE IS

COVERAGE OF SPEECH PROVIDED AND LHM TO BUREAU FOLLOWS

UNDER BUC CAPTION.

FOR INFORMATION BOSTON AND SAN FRANCISCO.

IMIIIMI

Approved:______________________________
Special Agent in Charge 

... '.. - ....... ~ . ........... .........

Sent M Per ________________ ,—
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Mr.

Bishop_____
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Callahan___
Conrad____

Mr. Felt_______
Mr. Gale 

[Mr. Rosen______.
Sullivan-j^^r

Mr. Tavel 
Mr. Trotter___
Tele. Room 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy

STOKELY CARMICHAEL , RM

TO DIREC R (100-446080)

FROM LANTA (100-6812)

AND WASHINGTON FIELD (100-43503)

PREVIOUSLY NOTED
7R&G-tt*WFO REQUESTED TO FURNIS™

ANY INFORMATION SUBSTANTIATING POSSIBLE TRAVEL OF
CARMICHAEL TO ATLANTA. . SJ-.115 * NOV 21 w :j

TWO COPItS WTO
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
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Mohr___
E./nop__
Casper__
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Transmit the following in
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FROM:

Date: 11/7/68
jKCTl

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

(Priority)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-721) - P

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - BPP

On n/S/68J

| Miss Gandy.

Trotter.
£oom_e

(protect), advised that 
_________________ ’ Ibeen staving at the

______________ jsince 10/25/68. | ~|reflect the 
following long distance calls were made from the Subject’s, 
room on the dates indicated: \

SubjectT

dates indicated:

F B I ■It .

10/29/68

11/3/68

11/4/68
In addition to the above calls, on 11/4/68, the

Subject | | calledl^ The
phone number was nor recorded. New York is requested to advise 
Washington Field if this name is familiar to them.

Names of subscribers to the other numbers should be 
determined. A list of local numbers being called from Subject’s 
room is also being obtained and subscribers to these numbers will 
be determined and provided to the 00.

Rnvuoaii f AM-RM

*~2 - New York (AM-RM) ST-115
2 - Washington Field (100-43503)(AM-RM)
1 - San Francisco
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(8L_
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Sent
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVE IGATION

WASHINGTON FIELD
TITLE OF CASE

INVESTIGATIVE PERIODOFFICE OF ORIGIN DATE

WASHINGTON FIELD 11/15/68
REPORT MADE BY

11/1 15/68
_______ i__

SA
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-18-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CBZbls

CHARACTER OF CASE
RM - SNCC,
BLACK PANTHER PARTY; 
SEDITION
ANTIRIOT LAWS

b7C

REFERENCE: Report of SA dated 11/1/68, at WDC

P

ADMINISTRATIVE

as ARMED AND DANGEROUS 
in the past and in

report carries subjectThis
since he is known to have possessed firearms
view of the national posture of SNCC advocating a policy of violence 
in racial matters and in view of CARMICHAEL'S current affiliation 
with the Black Panther Party (BPP), a self-proclaimed revolutionary, 
group. CARMICHAEL is maintained on both the Security Index and theA 
Agitator Index of WFO.
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lr:116th MlGjWashington, D* C.? ? 
1-Baltimore (100-24220)(Info)(RM) 
1-Boston (157-347)(Infb)(RM) 
1-New York (100-153751)(Info)(RM) 
1-San Francisco (157-721)(RM)

Copy of instant report being furnished Boston 
and New York for information in view of previous data set 
forth developed by these offices regarding travels and activities 
of CARMICHAEL in referenced report dated 11/1/68. A copy is 
being furnished Baltimpre in view of previous data set forth 
in referenced report and’in view of data used in instant report 
developed by Baltimore Office. A copy being furnished the 
.San Francisco Office in view of CARMICHAEL’S current affiliation 
with the BPP, a California based organization.

INFORMANTS > ?..V ‘

Identity of Source File Where Located

~~ 100-43503?

100-43503
b b2 ' ■ ■ : : ■„ r . •

100-43503 b?c .
. ‘ .bb7D ■ ' • .. ' ...7 7 ■ •"

100-43503 • b

. B .
COVER PAGE
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LEADS .. < - . J..-'
WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE

AT WASHINGTON, D. C. ■ - •' • . < ■ • ' ' ' ' " - * • • ’ . ‘ ‘1;*
No additional investigation regarding the aspects

of the CARMICHAEL case covered by instant report being 
continued unless further request for such investigation 
received from the Bureau and/or the Department.

\ C*.
COVER PAGE ’
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Copy to:

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CB/D13
ON 08-18-2006

UNI’LL STATES DEPARTMENT OF J ICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 - USA, Washington, D.C.
1 - Secret Service, Washington, D.C.
1 - NISO, Washington, D.C.
1 - OSI, Washington, D.C.
1 - 116th MIG, Washington, D.C.

Report of:
Date:

Field Office File #:

SA 
11/15/68

Office: Washington, D.C.

100-43503 Bureau File #: 100-446080

ST0KELY CARMICHAEL

Character:
RACIAL MATTERS-STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE; 
BLACK PANTHER PARTY; SEDITION 
ANTIRIOT LAWS

Synopsis:
CARMICHAEL spoke at a rally of the Black United Front (BUF) at
3:00 p.m. on 10/12/68, protesting shooting of ELIJAH BENNETT, JR. b6 
by MPD Officerl I held at New School of Afro- b7
American Thought, WDC. During speech CARMICHAEL reportedly 
made inflammatory remarks. Source coverage of remarks of 
CARMICHAEL set forth. No verbatim transcript of remarks located.
No additional information developed showing intent of CARMICHAEL 
in making remarks. No information developed showing significant 
link between CARMICHAEL’S remarks and subsequent disorders in 
Washington, D.C. on 10/13,14,15/68. CARMICHAEL CONSIDERED 
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

- P -

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON, D.C.
I. BACKGROUND

Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI) observed that a rally sponsored by the Black United Front 
(BUF) was held at 3:00 p.m. on October 12, 1968, at the New 
School of Afro-American Thought, 2115 14th Street, N.W., 
Washington, D. C. (WDC). to protest the shooting of ELIJAH 
BENNETT, JR. by Officer^ |of the Metropolitan b7c
Police Department (MPD) on October 8, 1968.

groue^i—— 

automatic
.———declassification ———-

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

£-U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE: 1987-O-273-878
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Among the speakers was STOKELY CARMICHAEL, former- , ,   - — — ,        9 —   —, 
national chairman of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) (1966?67) and currently the Prime Minister 
of the Black Panther Party (BPP). ,

The New School of Afro-American Thought has 
been publicly described as the headquarters 
for a small group of self-supporting artists, 
and educators who are attempting to spread 
a message that black people should be proud 
of being black through classes given in Negro 
history, African languages, and arts.

A characterization of the BUF, SNCC, and 
the BPP is attached herewith in the appendix.

By letter dated October 17, 1968, the Honorable
FRED M. VINSON, JR., Assistant Attorney General, United 
States Department of Justice, WDC, in a letter to the Director, 
FBI, requested an investigation of STOKELY CARMICHAEL1s state
ments at the rally held in WDC on October 12, 1968.

Previous investigation was conducted regarding this
matter and set forth in investigative report dated November 1, 
1968, at WDC.

The additional investigation hereinafter set
forth was conducted pursuant to the original request of 
Mr. VINSON.

II. BUF RALLY AT NEW SCHOOL OF AFRO-AMERICAN 
THOUGHT, WDC, 3:00 P.M. , OCTOBER 12, 1968

The following confidential sources of the FBI,
who have furnished reliable information in the past, were 
present during the BUF rally held at the New School of Afro- 
American Thought, 2115 14th Street, N.W., WDC, on the afternoon
of October 12, 1968; , b2

, b7D

2
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. The above mentioned sources were not able to take 
notes due to the sensitive nature of the surroundings and 
because of the necessity to be discreet for their personal 
safety• They made prompt oral reports to Special Agents of 
the FBI as to what had taken place at the rally* They could 
conceivably testify as to what CARMICHAEL said during his 
speech should it become necessary at a later date to do so, 
They could also testify as to the composition and demeanor 
of the crowd at the rally as well as surrounding circumstances*

These sources could not offer any facts bearing on 
the intent of CARMICHAEL in. making; his remarks during the 
rally. •*

From the oral reports furnished to Special Agents 
of the FBI subsequent written reports were prepared from the 
information furnished* Copies of the reports are hereinafter 
set- forth: ;.

"Washington, D.C* 
October 14, 1968 

"There was a Black United Front meeting held in 
. . front of the New School of Afro-American, 2115 14th Street, 

N.W., Washington, /D.C., on the afternoon of 10/12/68, . .
The meeting started about 3:15^i^m. and .there were about 
250 persons presei it. Charles^Cassell presided )

• ■ | x . “ . . < ...
, C "Julius^K^bson spoke and said that he was tired of 

makingbad speeches at rallies and tired of policemen killing 
black people without anyone saying anything about it. Hobson 
stated that everybody should know what they should do from 
now on* He then discussed the elections for the D.C* School 
Board and said that the Black United Front should get together 
a truth squad to followthe black candidates for the School 
Board around* He stated that some candidates are saying one 
thing on 14th St*, N.W*, and something else on Connecticut , 
Ave., N.W, Hobson said he did not mind the squad following him 

, around as he said the same thing wherever he went.

b6
b7C

3
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■ - ■ ■ ■ " - ’ - • < fl ’ ' - < • - ' -I'-:

. - . - -"^eginald^Bookermentioned honky policemen killing 
black people, Booker only talked briefly and said nothing of 
note, '■■■ "j"7.-

"Q.T><Jack^OTT stated that although he was a student 
. at Howard University, he was also a black person and whatever . 
they decided to do he could be counted onjto assist,’’The next speaker was Robert^Malson, He said that 
411 black people are in danger of being killed. The only reason 
that Bennett was killed, was because he just happened to be 
at 14th and U Streets at a particular time, . Maison said that 
this could have happened to anybody who happened to be walking 
there at that time^/

^j^L -’Chucki^Stone advlsed that Washington is 68% black and 
the Black people should control the District politically. He 
suggested that the black community demand that Mayhr Washington 
agree to communitv^ehntrol of police within 7 days or resign, 

"Gaston<Neal produced a blown-up enlarged picture of 
Bennett, who was shot by the policeman hear 14th and U Streets, 
N,W,, on the evening of 10/8/68, Neal said that he wanted 
everyone to seethis picture which was one showing Bennett on 
the stretcher waiting for the ambulance,

■4 "Cassell said that the next time a honky policeman 
kills a black citizen they should put his picture all around 
the District as being wanted for murder, ... x

’'Stokely Carmichael advised that he was tired of 
making speeches and appearing at rallies; he wants some action. 
There is no such thing as right or wrong when it comes to 
killing, it is a matter of who ordered you to do the killing. 
He said the young men in the audience will be in Vietnam soon 
killing Vietnamese which they should not be doing. If they 
kill enough Vietnamese they will get a medal, Carmichael 

. stated that instead they should get a medal for killing a 
honky cop. He advised that you cannot kill a honky cop 
outright for then you will have to get arrested; you have to 
stab him in the back at night with a knife or any other way 
you can think of. Nobody is to talk about the killing of 
a honky cop and if this person does talk, he is taken care of 

■ also. The community should set up a system of medals by

4
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putting tin cans bh the street and everyone going by drop 
something in it; this will be the reward for the one doing the 

' killing. . . .
^,t'^,'Calv^irRolark also spoke briefly aboutstopping 

the killing of- Negroes, ’ ’.J—.' >
•’It was announced that there was a can oh the speaker’s 

table and they wanted everyone to contribute to the family of 
the deceased man. He is separated from his wife who is pregnant 
and they have four other children and are penniless,

“The meeting was over about 4:15 p.m. and the crowd 
was enthusiastic about Carmichael’s speech, The only problem 
encountered was that the audience overflowed into the street 
but the police maintained order in directing the traffic. Among 
those present" who was to assist in the contribution collection b2 

r.'h \ ' b6

10/14/68)

“Washington, D.C. 
10/14/68

"There was a rally sponsored by the Black United 
Front on 10/12/68, at the New School of Afro-American Thought, 
2115 14th St., N,W«, WDC, The purpose of the rally was to 
protest the shooting of Elijah Bennett by a white police officer 
on 10/8/68, - ,;'V

“Among those in attendance at the rally were the 
following: ^tokely Carmijghael, I

M C77

3“ “The rally began at 3:00 p,m, and between two and 
three, hundred attended.
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, . J "Carmichael. gaveia speech in which he said that
the Brothers knew now what they must do. We are not going to 
get any help or understanding from the establishment. We 
have got to get. together to'put a stop to the killing of 
our Black Brothers. In. Vietnam, he said, Black men get 
medals for killing. Perhaps we should begin to give medals 
to Blacks here in the United States, and I don’t have to 
tell you what I mean. ’

~ “Neal made an appeal for funds for the widow of 
Bennett. ; .... v.;<

“Doug Moore handed put leaflets advertising a 
b soul session to be held at Ed Murphy's Supper Club on 

10/13/68, at which he would speak about his candidacy for 
the D.C. School Board. , ;_    “Following the rally.F I

b6
- - “On the evening of 10/13/68, [drove

’ Carmichaell I to the Dulles Airport where
he was catching a plane to Canada.”

'b7D

10/13,14/68)

’‘Washington, D.C.
October 14, 1968

’’There was a rally sponsored by the.Black United 
Front held in front of the New School of Afro-American 
Thought, 2115 14th St., N.W*» on the afternoon of 10/12/68. 
There were about 225 to 250 people present.

6
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“the rally was opened by Charles Cassell who 
explained that the rally concerned the killing of a black 
man at 14th and U Streets, N.W., on 10/8/68.

"Among the speakers was Stokeiy Carmichael. ; 
Carmichael said that they must do something about the honky 
cops killing black people. He said that murder is bad but 
then sometimes it is right and who can say when it is right 
or wrong. He said that black people cannot say as to whether 
it is right or wrong. It is right to murder black people but 
it is wrong to kill a honky cop. They send our black brothers 
to Vietnam to murder the Vietnamese and give them medals for 
this. Why cannot we give black brother or sister a medal , 
.when they kill a hanky cop? We must fight these killings.
If a brother or sister kills a honky cop we should just say 
that is good, but do not talk about it; Jt happened and it 
is good. What do we use for weapons? If we kill -anyone like 
this above && the ground, we will be arrested and so we have 

, to stab them in the back •» you know what I mean. What 
we try to do above ground is all right, and we have tried it 
but what we do underground is something else. I do not have 
to tell you what this rally is all about. I am tired of 
talking and we do not need anymore rallies. You know what 
you have got to do and I do not have to say anymore.

"A plea for contributions was made as it was 
stated that Bennett's wife is pregnant and like most black 
people he did not have any money. The rally was over at about 
3:45 p.m. and. there were no problems except that the traffic 
was blocked by the audience on 14th Street. Among those

10/14/68)
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The following is a report| 
[regarding STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S speech

an October 12 , 1968:

■" "RE:STOKELY CARMICHAEL
"On October 14th, 68.| ~|

_________ ______________ | onSaturday, October 12th, 68, 
at about 1:45 p.m., STOKELY CARMICHAEL was observed on 14th 
Street between V & W Street in N.W,, Washington, D.C. , at 
the New School of African Thought where he was making aspeech 
to a crowd of about 100 to 200 persons. The gist of what 
CARMICHAEL said atthattime was that,'It*s about time we got these 'honky* white policemen, the time for rallies,is 
over. We must stop them from shooting black people, we must 
kill ourselves some white policemen. We must work for black, 
harmony above ground and go Under ground for whatever is 
necessary.’

this speech was attended
i by persons who are unknown by name but who are believed 
to be identical with the individuals CARMICHAEL used to associate 
with when he was in charge of the SNCC in Washington, D.C. 
It is understood that newspaper reporters were present at 
the speech in question, including at least one white newspaper 
reporter.

"The speech in question was being made shortly before 
the funeral of the negro* ELIJAH BENNETT, who had been shot 
and killed by a D.C. policeman on the previous Tuesday."

' I 110/14/68)

8



Street, N.W., VDC, advised on November 13, 1968, that they had 
ja ’’footman” on the scene during the BUF rally at which CARMICHAEL 
spoke onOctober 12, 1968, atthe NewSchool of Afro-American 
Thought* However, due to the circumstances, he was unable b6

- to tape CARMICHAEL*s remarks* He pointed out that it is b7c
becoming increasingly more difficult to tape CARMICHAEL* s b?D
remarks as his group usually tries to prevent this from being 
accomplished* He advised that he had several men on the 
scene as he,recalls but they were unable to hear CARMICHAEL’ S 
remarks to.any extent* '

I IwAVA Radio News,
Ft, Myer Drive, Arlington, Virginia, advised on November 14, 
1968, he had several men present at the BUF rally on 

' October 12, 1968, during which CARMICHAEL spoke * He stated 
. that they did hot make a tape of CARMICHAEL* s remarks due 
to the fact he used a "bullhorn” alternately in making his 
remarks to a crowdassembled.on the sidewalk and street.

9
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I it appeared CARMICHAEL used the “bull horn” 
deliberately when uttering more acceptible aspects of 
his talk not of a militant nature but when he uttered 
comments apparently inflammatory, he would put the "bull 
horn” aside. He advised that neither of his men were able 
to get close enough to hear anything of a particular 
Inflammatory nature uttered by CARMICHAEL. ~ be

______ -__—___'7 v""__ ___ —__-__J_ -_____ -_ -__ __ :_ "'b7C

______________ |Radio Station WOOK, 5321 First Place, N.E., 
WDC, advised on November 14, 1968, that he did not have v 
any coverage at the above rally. Accordingly, no tape 
of CARMICHAEL’S speech was available.

IWUST Radio Station, 
9th and U Streets, N.W., WDC, advised on November 14, 1968, 
that his station did not cover the rally at which CARMICHAEL 
spoke on October 12, 1968, and accordingly, did not have a 

- tape*

IV. INTERVIEWS WITH PERSONS ARRESTED DURING 
DISTURBANCES OCCURRING IN WDC, 

: OCTOBER 13-14-15, 1968

i ;—'•    ‘’ ----- ■-------------; q.. b6
_______________________________________ ;_________________ _______ I b7C

Metropolitan Police Department,WDC, advised on November 14, 
1968,'that a number of juveniles and adults were arrested • 
during the disturbances that occurred in WDC on October 13, 
14 and 15, 1968. He stated that in processing and interviewing 
these offenders after their arrests, no information was 
developed that there was a significant link between their 
activities and comments by STOKELY CARMICHAEL on October 12, 
1968, at the New School of Afro-American Thought. He stated 
none of those arrested were known to have had any pertinent b 
association with CARMICHAEL inthepast.

' ■ • . ■ . 7 ... b7'.,10b 7-' 7 ■ 77.'<: ■ ■■■ ';7 b



APPENDIX
BLACK UNITED FRONT (BUF)

A source advised that on January 9, 1968 a meeting 
was held at Washington, D. C., by Stokely Carmichael. At 
this meeting, the Black United Front, an organization con
sisting of representatives of Black organizations and indi
viduals was formed in the District of Columbia in order to 
effect operational unity among and for Black people.

During June, 1968, a second source advised that the 
Black United Front in an official statement of purpose stated 
it was established for the purpose of expanding the lines of 
communication between, and effecting togetherness among all 
the Black people in the District of Columbia in order that they 
might obtain a rightful and proportionate share in the decision 
making councils of the District, and rightful and proportionate 
control of the economic institutions in the Black community.

The standards for qualification as a member were 
listed as:

1. Any Black individual who has concern 
and interest in the Black community.

2. Any organization whose primary 
involvement is for the benefit of 
Black people, provided it has at 
least a 50% Black constituency and 
its representative in the BUF is black.

’’The Washington Post and Times Herald,” a daily 
newspaper printed at Washington, D. C., in an article on page 
A-l, dated July 6, 1968, captioned "Slaying of Police 
Defended," stated:

"The Black United Front issued a statement yesterday 
describing the slaying of a District Policeman Tuesday 

1 1



BLACK UNITED FRONT (BUF)

night as a "justifiable homicide. 
"The statement said in Part;

’The methods of self defense used by the family charged 
with the alleged slaying of the honky cop is justifiable 
homicide in the same sense that police are allowed to 
kill black people and call it justifiable homicide.*

"Several hours later, Mayor Walter E. Washington 
asserted that the BUF resolution with respect to the 
slaying of Officer (Stephen A.) Williams.... is
inflamatory, irresponsible and unfortunate."

The Washington Daily News, another daily newspaper 
printed in Washington, D.C., in an article on Page 5, dated 
July 17, 1968, captioned "BUF Takes New Tact" stated in part 
that the BUF plans to find ways and means to take control of 
the police force in the District of Columbia.
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“ APPENDIX W

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

Literature distributed by the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), headquarters at 360-362 Nelson 
Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, describes itself as not being 
a membership organization, but rather an agency attempting to 
stimulate and foster the growth of local protest movements. 
SNCC was born out of the sit-in movement which erupted across 
the South beginning on February 1, 1960. A conference at 
Raleigh, North Carolina, that Spring, brought together many of 
the demonstrating Southern students in a loose network of 
militant youth which was Officially named SNCC in October, 1960.

A source has advised that in May, 1966, Stokely 
Carmichael was elected National Chairman by the Central Committee 
In May, 1967* Carmichael was replaced as Chairman by H. Rap. * 
Brown, with Carmichael assuming th6 position of Recruiter and 
Organizer for the SNCC. In August, 1967, at the invitation of 
Fidel Castro, Carmichael participated in the Organization of 
Latin American Solidarity Conference which was held in Havana, 
Cuba. Subsequeht thereto, Carmichael traveled to Hanoi and 
other sections of North Vietnam. He returned to the United 
States in December, 1967, at which time his passport was picked 
up because of travel to unauthorized countries.

A source advised that when Carmichael was elected 
Chairman of SNCC, the organization embarked on a program of 
eliminating Caucasians from its ranks. With the election of 
H. Rap Brown as Chairman in 1967, it embarked on a world
wide struggle for human rights and to take a firm stand against 
violations of these rights by the American Government and to 
strengthen its programs of opposition to the draft and to the 
United States involvement in Vietnam.

Literature distributed in February, 1968, identi
fies SNCC as an organization in the revolutionary vanguard. 
It advocates that to be successful it is necessary to develop 
a revolutionary ideology and revolutionary program.

On August 13, 1967, while addressing a group in the 
Watts area of Los Angeles, California, H. Rap Brown said ’’You 
better shape up America, or we’ll burn you down.” Later in 
February, 1968, in a publicized note Brown wrote, "America, if ! 
it takes my death to organize my people to revolt against you 
and to organize your jails. :to revolt against you and to organize 
your children, your God, your poor, your country, and to organize 
mankind, to rejoice in your destruction and ruin, then here’s 
my life."
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.< APPENDIX

BLACK PANTHER PARTY, aka
Black Panther Party for 

Self Defense

A source advised that the Black Panther Party for 
Self Defence (BPPSD) was formed by HUEY PERCY NEWTON, 
Minister of Defense, and BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, Chairman, in 
December, 1966, as a militant black nationalist political 
organization to combat police brutality, to unite militant 
black youth, and to determine the destiny of black communities. 
The political philosophy was taken from writings of Chairman 
MAO Tse-tung of Communist China and black militant writers.

In March, 1968, the name of the organization was 
changed to Black Panther Party (BPP).

The official BPP publication, ’’The Black Panther 
Party - Black Community News Service”, states that the BPP- 
advocates use of guns and guerrilla tactics in -their* violent 
revolutionary program to end oppression of black people.

On February 17, 1968, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Minister of 
information, announced merger of the BPP and Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) and bestowed title of Minister 
of Justice, BPP, upon H. RAP BROWN, Chairman of SNCC. «

SNCC is a militant Negro organization 
which preaches black supremacy.

This relationship between the BPP and SNCC was 
later terminated according to a public announcement.

NEWTON, aforementioned, was incarcerated in the 
Alameda County Jail, Oakland,, California, later standing trial 
on a charge of murder of an Oakland police officer.aHe was 
subsequently convicted of voluntary manslaughter and is currently 
serving a jail sentence. *

Headquarters of BPP and Huey P.'Newton Defense 
Fund are located at 4421 Grove Street, Oakland, California.

; coneiwial
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED .
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-f87-2006ijBi’ 60324/J^BbAU/CB/LiIs

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
11/13/68

The beginning of this tape is an UNID MAN 
introducing STOKELY CARMICHAEL....... (much applause)

CARMICHAEL: Good evening. We want to take a lot of time
tonight and go very slowly for a number of very important 
reasons. Number one, because the issues concerning the 
struggles of black people in this country and around the 
world are being confused, both intentionally and uninten
tionally. And that confusion comes from a number of 
things. In order for us to clear it up we have to begin 
today to take time to do things a little bit differently 
than we did then, let's say, even last year.

You are unfortunate. In the sense that as 
college students you are going to have a harder time 
than even I did. Because while for me there might have 
been time for some partying, for you there will be no 
time for any partying. That you are going to be so busy 
with the liberation of your people that you will have no 
time to party. I think that's good. That's good.

Now then, let us begin by saying that black 
people are a colonized people. And we are going to go 
through tonight a number of things. We want to first 
begin to talk about some concepts around which we can 
try and build a basic ideology. Then we want to move 
on with some definitions around the terms (arms) (armed) 
struggle, revolution and militancy, and black struggle, 
so we can begin in our own minds to be coming from the 
same point of reference. And then we want to talk about 
the international scene, because it is going to be very 
relevant to our situation, and, finally, we want to end 
by talking about the Black University itself.

Now if we say we're a colonized people, then 
one of the things about a colonized people is that they 
hate themselves. Now I mean the primary effect of 
colonization is the hatred of the victim for himself, and 
certainly for anyone else who resembles him, therefore 
his own people. I think that PHANON (very phonetic), 
certainly, who has become the Bible for most of us, has 
explained that. So that there is no need for us to 
waste time going over it. For those of you who have not, 
I would suggest that you take time out to read Brother
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CARMICHAEL: 
(Cont.)

EMANON (very phonetic). Now when a colonized people 
move for their liberation, they move on basically (2) 
two levels.

One I refer to as entertainment, for lack of 
a better word, but I think it describes, quite accurately, 
our movement in the.United States. And the second is 
education. The entertainment level is when the victim 
himself begins to publicly make fun of the oppressor. 
Now, that is necessary because prior to that stage the 
victim is afraid to publicly say what he really feels 
about the oppressor. For example, a couple of years ago 
if a white policeman had shot down a brother, people 
would go behind doors and whisper about it. (CARMICHAEL 
whispers, "You know so and so got shot down, here and 
ain’t that terrible.") And today, we can publicly joke 
about it. I mean, you can get to the point where you 
can call the policemen HONKIES and PIGS.

Now that’s a necessity because it’s beginning 
to relieve a certain amount of psychological inferiority 
that’s to be found in the victim. And it begins to make 
him at least feel psychologically equal to his oppressor.

Now the stage of entertainment is necessary, 
but as my friend COURTLAND COX reminds me, it is insuffi
cient. And so we have to move on to another level. 
Perhaps the level we move on to is a level which I would 
like to refer to as a level of education. On this level 
we begin to now move in what we perceive to be the correct 
path, in a way to find our liberation. Now I don’t want 
you to say that I knock entertainment. I think it cer
tainly was a necessity. But I think too.that entertain
ment is going to leave us laughing and calling the man 
names while he marches us off into gas chambers and 
concentration camps. So then let us today begin to try 
to move off of the level of entertainment and into the 
level of education.

Now I know for many of you that is going to be 
very hard, because that means we no longer yell about how 
bad we are and how beautiful we are, MAN, that’s very 
good because we can all clap and feel good, but we begin 
now very seriously to sit down and analyze our situation, 
analyze our problems, define our situation, and pose 
solutions to those problems. And that is not easy. It
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CARMICHAEL: 
(Cont.)

is very difficult because it calls for a certain amount 
of time being given which we are not apt to spend. It's 
much better to go and listen to someone yell and you.feel 
good and then go home.

It's a feel-good session. It's like church, you 
know, go to church on Sunday to feel good about the bad 
things you did last week, but to feel good enough so you 
can do them again next week. But we would hope that we 
would not consider conferences, or political meetings where 
Black People get together, saying they are planning the 
destinies of their lives, to become a feel-good church 
meeting. We want to begin then with (3) three concepts.

If we say, one, that the primary effect of a 
colonized people is that they hate themselves, then we 
must begin to undo that hate. So we advocate a concept 
which we have been advocating for the past year, but we 
think it's a necessity and we think we have to keep 
pushing it. We say concept number one. Black People, 
we must have an undying love for our people. Number one, 
we must have an undying love for our people and we must 
begin to understand precisely what that means.

It does not just mean (tape blank at this 
point. Tape resumes with CARMICHAEL saying).... but that 
is not very important, especially for a lot of new people 
who run around wearing AFROs. Or even the super militants 
or so-called revolutionaries who do have guns. They arm 
themselves. They ah (tape goes blank. Tape resumes, and 
CARMICHAEL says)..... and ten 45's and a couple of carbines 
and they say "We ready, we ready." And we say, "All right, 
Brother,"and they say, "We ready, but before w e go we got 
to get that nigger across the street cause he's in the 
way, he UNCLE TOM. Yeah." (Tape goes blank. Tape 
resumes with CARMICHAEL saying).... killed five HUNKIES 
because they had created the UNCLE TOM. (Applause) .

For he is incapable of understanding that. I 
think many of us are Incapable of understanding that and 
I want to take a long time tonight and go very slowly so 
that we can try and discuss as many of these concepts 
because we are not going to be allowed to have many more 
rallies like this any longer. The time is soon coming 
when they will cut them off. When they will cut them
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CARMICHAEL: off. And so what little time we have we must use to 
(Cont.) the fullest extent.

Now you have to understand the process of 
hatred. For example, if you speak before a large black 
audience, not of Negroes, but of black people who are 
super militants, if you say we’re black, we’re beautiful, 
they’ll clap. (Then he taps the microphone, tap, tap.)

if you say we can do anything we want to do, 
they’ll clap. But if you turn around and say, but there 
are some of them we can’t trust, they jump up and yell 
and say yeeeeeeesssssss Lord. That’s a fact and once 
again not even recognizing that we applaud loudest for 
the negative things about ourselves than we do for the 
positive things about ourselves, only because we don’t 
understand the process of hatred as it affects our very 
lives. If you want an applause, just talk about UNCLE 
TOM, the roof will come down.

Just talk about how you can’t trust your people, 
the roof will come down. But if you talk about having 
faith and trust and willing to work with your people, you 
are considered crazy among your own people. We must have an undying love for our people. (Applause) We must have 
an undying love for our people. (Applause) An undying 
love for our people means that we.are willing to not only 
die for them, but, more importantly, to live, to fight 
and to kill for them. (Applause)

And I think you ought to understand that con
cept. It is to die for one’s people. It is much more 
difficult to live, to fight, and to kill for them, 
especially if the forces are against that type of activity. 
Especially if it is against that type of activity. And 
it is not because they are afraid of killing. Because 
you can take all of the brothers who come back from 
Vietnam who are expert killers, and they are afraid to 
kill a Hunkie Cop if they see him molesting a white woman. 
Not out in the daytime, but even to snipe him at night. 
They are totally paralyzed from doing anything about it, 
because they do not have an undying love for their people. 
Undying love, undying love. It’s very hard, but I think 
if we talk about revolution, we must understand the basic 
concepts around which we move, and the first concept we 
must build is the concept of undying love.
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CARMICHAEL: 
(Cont•)

Many black people are willing to fight white 
folks because they hate white folks. Very few are will
ing to fight because they love their people. It’s very 
deep and profound and we have to understand it. I think 
this all the time — I want to kill them cops, they push 
me around, they do this, they do that, I want to kill 
them. Don’t you love your people, brother? I don’t got 
to worry about that, I just want to kill cops. If you 
talk about a real revolution, then you have to differen
tiate from just fighting. What would be the difference 
of a black man killing in Vietnam and killing a cop, if 
he just did as he was told? If he didn’t have something 
more to (tape blank)....  love for our people.

Secondly, the second concept follows very closely 
upon the first and it is, I think, more important for 
college students than perhaps anybody else in our com
munity. The second concept says that every Negro is a 
potential black man. (Applause) I was a Negro, many 
of you were when MALCOLM X was preaching. Every Negro 
is a potential black man and the reasons you say that, 
it seems to me, are just infinite, but let us just 
outline a few.

Number ohe (tape blank at this point. CARMICHAEL 
resumes, saying)..... because When they captured us in 
Africa, they didn't capture Negroes. They captured 
African or black people — that was the terminology, but 
once we set foot in the United States, we became Negroes. 
So what you have is the term Negro is synonymous with 
slavery. The term Negro becomes synonymous with slavery, 
so if one says that one is a Negro, one traces one's 
beginning back to slavery, not beyond the point because 
there are no Negroes in Africa. And that is, I think, 
the problem that black people who call themselves American 
are going to find themselves in, cause if they say that 
they are Americans and black Americans, or Americans first 
and black people second, they trace their beginning back 
to slavery. And if your beginning is in slavery, if the 
seed is a slave, the best you can have is a good slave. 
If you began in slavery, you can never hope to become 
more than a good slave; that's the best you can hope for.

But if you understood the concept and said that 
you were either African dr black man, you could then trace 
your beginnings beyond the point of slavery to a place
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CARMICHAEL: 
(Cont.).

where you were free and then you can aspire to be what 
your ancestors were. The greatest war is on the face 
of the earth, you could that. (Applause) But because 
people talk about Negroes, they only aspire, to be 
Negroes.

And you could see It all the time oh these 
soul stations, where they have Negro spot announcements, 
you know. "BECKMAN and BANNICKER (phonetic), a good 
Negro, who served and helped to build Washington, D. C., 
designed the country and did all of this even though he 
was a slave." Isn't that nice — he was doing all this, 
even though he was a slave. If I was a slave, I would 
be trying to tear this "mammy.jammer" down, rip.it off, 
rip it off, rip it off.. (Applause)

But a Negro is somebody who helps to contribute 
to the society in which he finds himself oppressed. A 
black man would be someone who would be trying to tear 
that thing down, rip it apart and don't even think about 
putting it back together, until he's ready to do it. It's 
a big difference.

Now then, why do we say that every Negro is a 
potential black man, because it is a fact that there is 
those people who are in the black community who are 
ready for guns, who are ready to shoot, who are ready to 
fight, are in a minority position. That is to move 
aggressively against violence, and we will come to a 
section on violence, where we will talk about self-defense 
and aggressive violence. But we find that those people 
are in the minority, even those of us who are really 
willing to just do any type of thing for our people, are 
still in the minority.

We have to recruit, and we must recruit from 
our people, and we must recruit from our people. We are 
black or we have become black because we have lived in 
certain given environments. And it takes different things 
for each of us to reach that point. But all people living 
in this country, who have our color, live in the same 
conditions; therefore, they too can come to the point 
where we are. Not only that, we cannot afford to alienate 
our own people. And if we do not think that every Negro 
is a potential black man, we alienate our people. Too
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CARMICHAEL: many times I see our young sisters, who are wearing wigs
(Cont.) a week ago and just got new Afros. And you talk to them,

or sisters with a wig or pressed hair comes up to talk to
her. I want to talk to a Negro. You can’t get ahead.
(Conversation stops - tape blank)..... That’s what my 
eminent friend, CORTLAND COX, refers to as the neuvo- 
black. He went to Howard.

(Tape blank)..... People are so proud of their 
blackness that they step on other people, rather than help 
their own people again. (Tape blank)..... has been incul
cated, impressed and has become part of us. Every Negro 
is a potential black man. We must, therefore, take time 
out to work with our people who are Negroes and help to 
make them black. But that responsibility is ours and only 
our responsibility, and we must meet it head on; we cannot 
run.

(Tape blank).... revolutionary that I am, she
had suffered much more than I have and she has seen my 
suffering. Therefore, she is much more potentially ready 
for revolution than even I am. Every Negro is a potential 
black man. We must work. (Tape blank) (Applause)

r Third concept we want to talk about, which is 
perhaps more difficult than the proceeding two, but is 
as important as the other two. Number three, for black 
people, the question of community is not just simply a 
question of land, but it is a question of our people and 
where we are, for us, black people. The question of 
community is not just simply a question of land; it is a 
question of our color, our people and where we are. Let 
me give you some examples.

If you went to New York City, you would not 
really feel at home until you got to Harlem. If you 
went to Los Angeles, you would not really feel at home 
until you got to Watts. If you went to Chicago, the 
south side. Washington, D. C., the whole city. (Applause)

(Tape blank)....  if we are talking about waging
a real revolution and,will again get to the definition of 
those terms a little bit later on. If we’re talking about 
real revolution, we ought to understand that the concept 
of land for Africans living inside the United States is a 
very difficult and not concrete concept with which we can
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deal with at this time. We’re capable of dealing with 
that. Therefore, if we are going to talk seriously 
about waging a real revolutionary struggle, we must 
begin to do what Brother MALCOLM X was trying to do in 
routing our ideology (tape blank)..... only one instance 
(tape blank)..... if you move, you will lose and many of 
our people become weighted down with this feeling of 
minority. (Tape blank)....  that’s our fight, that’s
our hope. Then we automatically internationalize our 
fight which must be done if we are to be successful.

Not only does it internationalize our fight, 
but what it also does is that it does put the white man 
in the minority position, because we are the majority, we 
are the majority. (Applause) But not only that, it 
would,automatically begin to,bring us together without 
us even realizing it. For example, (Tape blank)..... 
black me and you. And could be our blood brothers and 
sisters, we don't know. In Cuba, 60% of the people - 
black. In Panama, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, 
Guatemala, all of the one-third of the population in each 
of those countries and sometimes going as high as 65 
(tape blank)..... different names and, therefore, each 
of us fight each other under different titles, not 
recognizing that we’re fighting the same people.

(Tape blank) It doesn't even occur to us that 
we must be,the same people, cause the black man comes 
from Africa. And the white man will have black people 
fighting Cubans, black Cubans. He will have, as he did 
have, black people living in the United States invading 
the Dominican Republic, invading Santo Domingo and even 
if Puerto Rico begins to move (tape blank)..... black man 
against the black man, African,against African (tape 
blank)....  Cuban one of the black American fighting a
Brazilian and we do not even begin to recognize we are 
the same people. Therefore, this concept becomes vital 
because it means that our ideology must be Pan-Africanist 
in nature, not only for the continent, but for Africans 
or the continent. That means that we have to again, as 
my good friend CORTLAND COX reminds me, become a people 
deeply rooted with, an African ideology. And it’s a 
necessity> it’s a necessity if we are going to survive 
and win the struggle.

It is also a necessity because we do not recog
nize that the United States not only oppresses the black
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man in America# but he oppresses the black man wherever 
he is found today# wherever he is found today. (Applause) 
Secondly, it becomes important because we do not.allow our 
oppressor the boundaries on which we fight. We decide the 
boundaries and we will not confine ourselves to the conr 
tinental boundaries imposed upon us by the white man# by 
the white man. It is he who imposes the boundaries; it is 
he who created Nigeria# he who created Ghana, he who 
created Algeria. The white man divided up Africa, as he 
saw fit# and divided up black people as he saw fit. And 
if we stick by those definitions, we fall into the hands 
of our oppressor. Wherever black people are, wherever they 
are oppressed# if one of our people are oppressed, all 900 
million of us are oppressed.

For us. it is a question.of color along with 
land. (Applause) And we have to work at that concept 
because if we do.our role in the Nigerian conflict would 
become far more important than it is today. If we under
stood that we would be reading and understand.everything 
in the Nigerian conflict and not be used by Zionist and 
other people who are worried about black man fighting 
black man. for their own interest, for their own interest. 
(Applause)

But.lt is because we do not take time out to 
understand these things that we get wasted. It is not 
sufficient any longer to entertain, to talk about the 
white man, like a dog, and just to laugh. It is time 
for clear analysis; let us move on. We say we have to 
fight. I think we do, on every level.

What is our fight? We have a two-fold fight 
in the United States. We must fight against racism and 
against capitalism. And also against imperialism. Im
perialism being the highest stage of capitalism. . We are 
fighting against racism and we are fighting against 
capitalism. One cannot have a capitalist society in which 
black people live free, that is nonsensical. It is non
sensical for black people to talk about black capitalism. 
It’s tantamount to them talking about oppressing themselves, 
themselves. (Applause) We have to fight against racism 
and capitalism, that is. our fight. And our ideology then 
must begin to become an ideology which deals with racism 
and with capitalism.
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CARMICHAEL: Now let me explain something. I do not say that
(Cont.) the mere elimination of capitalism, which is an economic 

system, also eliminates racism. That is to say I do not 
think that if one got rid of capitalism and imposed 
socialism or communism, that one automatically gets rid 
of racism. That I think has been proven by the people 
who came before, to be an incorrect analysis. Our ideology 
must be aimed against both capitalism and racism. And that 
becomes even more important .... (STOKELY asks the audience 
if it is getting too hard for you. Audience replies no. 
STOKELY says) Cause you ain't even seen nothing yet. We 
haven't scratched the surface.

I'm not going to yell about whitey you can have 
that. I see him on television all the time. The man pays 
the black people to entertain him on TV, pays them. 
(Applause) Turn on the TV all the time. He's got a new 
one with an. African. "You a pig, you no good, ain't you 
a pig. Yeah, whitey, you ain't no good. Yeah, white man 
says that's right. I ain't no good, what's ya gonna do 
about it, nigger." (Applause)

And it is this type of talk which is far more 
important, the one we must begin to deal with. Because 
we are at least awake today and we must move on.. We 
cannot continue to entertain ourselves, we cannot continue 
to do that, we must. Because I am’getting totally dis
oriented to seeing black people get upfon television and 
talk about black capitalism is the solution to our problem. 
Just as disgusted as when I see a white left radical, 
hippie, whatever, say that ah, socialism is the answer to 
our problem. And black people not even taking time out to 
analyze or understand what they are talking about.

And I come down most heavilv upon you because 
you are students, you have the (blank) to think, which is 
not afforded many of us, and you (blank) don't take the 
time out to think about this. Even today you are partying, 
today you are partying with naturals. (Applause) I guess 
it is an improvement, I guess, I'm not sure. We build an 
ideology which must deal with racism and capitalism and 
capitalism and we build an ideology which talks about all 
of our people wherever they are found today, all of them.

Now I want to define some terms which I think 
are being thrown around very loosely by white people
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because they want to maliciously confuse us and by black 
people because sometime they don’t take time out to listen 
to themselves, and because they sound good they get 
carried away. Many black people get up and talk about 
the black revolution; we are in the black revolution. 
We are not now nor have we ever been, in this country, 
in the midst of any revolution. (Applause) We are not 
now nor have we ever been, in this country, in the midst 
of any revolution, primarily because people do not know 
what revolution is. A revolution is the complete destruc
tion of the old system, the implementing of the new system 
for meeting the needs and the desires of the masses of 
one’s people.

We don’t have power. How are we going to talk 
about revolution? A revolution does not begin until you 
have seized power. A revolution does not begin until you 
have seized power, because only after having seized power 
can you destroy the old system and recreate the new for 
yourself. We are not in a revolution, we are not in a 
revolution. (Applause) Must understand that, very, very 
important.

Let us give you some examples. FIDEL CASTRO, he 
fought in the Sierra Maestra for several years, he and the 
Cubans on the mountains. Shooting, killing, fighting 
BATISTA and the American Lackeys; while they were doing 
that they were not Involved in the Cuban revolution. The 
Cuban revolution did not begin until FIDEL CASTRO walked 
Into Habana, drove BATISTA and the American Lackeys out, 
and said this date,, today, I claim this island, Cuba, for 
the masses of Cubans. This (blank) the revolution began 
because then FIDEL CASTRO had the power to redistribute 
the land. Before that.he did not have the power.

What, then, is the period that precedes a 
revolution? The period that precedes a revolution must 
be known as armed struggle because we must understand 
revolution is violence. The terms are synonymous, or, 
well; they are not synonymous. You can have violence 
without revolution; you cannot have revolution without 
violence. I think Brother MALCOLM X said that. You can 
have reform without, violence, and I think a lot of black 
people in this country who talk revolution really mean 
reform. They do not understand because reform means you 
do not have to change the basic structure of the society 
in which you live. Revolution means you have to change
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CARMICHAEL: the system and black people talk about changing the 
(Cont.) system and then jump from that to becoming militant 

without even going to a revolutionary ideology. O.K., 
the stage that precedes revolution is known as armed 
struggle. Armed struggle is when the forces who are 
fighting for the revolution are fighting gun in hand 
against the oppressor.

Black people in this country have just begun 
to scratch, the surface of armed struggle. Black people 
in this country have just begun to scratch the surface 
of armed struggle. Within the last.two weeks we had the 
dynamiting of two police stations on either ends of the 
country, one in San Francisco and one in Harlem; that 
is just the beginning. (Applause) That’s just the 
beginning of an armed struggle. _ .

That’s just the beginning of an armed struggle. 
But unless.that armed struggle has a correct coercive 
force, it will just become violence without any direction. 
Unless that armed struggle has a coercive force which 
must become our correct perspective, ideology or what 
will you, that violence will just become violence. We 
must begin to understand very carefully.where we go.

Now I do not think that today in 1968 we need 
to discuss violence. It just is. And I do not even think 
that, black people ought to even defend or become defensive 
about it. We say very clearly we are for revolutionary 
violence. We are for revolutionary violence, that is, 
violence which we hope will lead to a revolution. There’s 
violence, there's basically two types of violence. There 
is counterrevolutionary violence and there is revolutionary 
violence. Counterrevolutionary violence is that violence 
which is used to keep a people oppressed. Revolutionary 
violence is that violence which seeks to liberate a people.

Now counterrevolutionary violence may take 
different forms. Revolutionary violence unfortunately 
can usually take only one, that of bloodshed, gun battle. 
Counterrevolutionary violence takes so many forms that 
sometimes it becomes subtle and the oppressed accepts it 
as a way of life. It is violence, it is more violent to 
let a man live until sixty-six and never be able to pick 
his head up as a man, than to kill him at twenty-six with 
a gun in his hand.
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You get confused with violence. It is violence 
(inaudible)..... one of the richest countries in the world 
to have one black person go to bed hungry. That is violence 
that is violence, that is violence. (Applause) That is 
even more violent than killing the person physically; that 
is even more violent than killing the person physically 
because what happens with that type of violence is that 
you kill the human being, dehumanize on a level where he 
serves you Without recognizing his humanity. CHARLEY COX 
(phonetic) taught me that.

And what this country does is that it has com
pletely dehumanized black people. We are on the level 
where we act like robots, do as we are told and do not 
even feel, because we have been dehumanized, and it is 
much better to kill somebody than to dehumanize them. So 
then revolutionary violence would be that violence which 
seeks to get rid of all of that. So I don’t think anybody 
needs to get caught up with violence.

In order to be revolutionary, one must pick up 
the gun; in order to be revolutionary one must pick up 
the gun and be willing to kill for one’s people, but 
merely picking up the gun does not make one revolutionary. 
In order to be revolutionary, one must pick up the gun and 
be willing to kill for one’s people. But merely picking 
up the gun does not make one revolutionary. Lots of black 
people who have guns, they kill other black peoplei 
There’s nothing revolutionary about that. It’s counter
revolutionary violence, as a matter of fact.' That’s the 
group we talked about earlier, you know. They become 
super militants, bad Afros, dachikis (phonetic) and ten 
guns. They are ready to kill other niggers. There ain’t 
nothing,revolutionary about killing niggers. Niggers been 
killing niggers; nigger, there ain’t nothing revolutionary 
about that. (Laughter)

So merely by picking up the gun doesn’t make 
one revolutionary. Picking up the gun, willing to fight 
to create a system which speaks to the masses and desires 
of the needs of a people, that is when you have revolution, 
that is when you have revolution. We must understand that, 
got to understand that, because if we begin to understand 
that, we will not waste our time with a lot of the nonsenses

Now, how do you create or move up to revolution, 
because you just can’t have it overnight. You must heighten
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the contradictions and prepare for the confrontation. 
In order to have a revolution, one heightens the contra
dictions and prepares for the confrontation. Unfortunately, 
many black people who are entertaining today are heightening 
the confrontation without even preparing and, less, not 
even recognizing that they should heighten the contradictions. 
Because when you heighten the contradictions, you 
politically (inaudible) the masses of our people, therefore 
(inaudible) the necessity to prepare it for the confrontation. 
You cannot heighten confrontation without heightening 
contradictions. You lose, you lose terribly, you get 
wasted. We must heighten the contradictions while we work 
for the confrontation.

Must be understood, especially for college 
students because they like to heighten the confrontation, 
you know. Let’s take the building, man, let’s take it. 
That’s the confrontation. They.take the building. O.K. 
What do you want? Huh. (laughter) If they work on 
heightening the contradictions, when the confrontation 
comes everybody will know why the building was taken 
because the act of heightening the contradictions, that 
is the educational act for our people.

Notice I used the word educational. Heightening 
the contradictions is the educational act for our people. 
Very important, very important for college people because 
if we define heightening the contradictions as education, 
then we know what education is. That is, if we are prepar
ing for a revolution, if we are preparing for a revolution. 
Now, unfortunately for black people, we do not have the 
luxury to decide whether or not we want revolution. It is 
a necessity for black people, not only in the United States, 
but all around the world. For black people we. do not have 
the luxury of deciding whether or not we want revolution. 
For our survival it is a necessity. We’re different from 
white students. They have the luxury of deciding whether 
or not they want revolution. We do not; for our survival 
it is a necessity.

Now, since I mentioned white students, I want 
to go off on a tangent to explain some of the differences 
between the poor whites in the country and blacks, and 
even.to some degree white students and black students. 
Because I think the talk of coalition with poor whites and 
black people fighting for the same thing, and our cause is 
the same fight, is becoming so misleading that we are going
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to get carried away. Poor white people and black people 
are oppressed in this country. Poor white people and 
black people are oppressed in this country, but the 
oppression is different, but the oppression is different. 
Poor white people are exploited, black people are colonized. 
Poor white people are exploited, black people are colonized.

For an example, a poor white person who is ex
ploited is someone who is oppressed and his labor is being 
used. They are taking all his money from him. They keep 
him poor. He got to work in the factories for forty 
dollars a week. That's where his oppression stops. But 
for black people not only do they rape us economically, 
that is, make us work for nothing, they have completely 
stripped us of our culture, our history, our self dignity, 
our language, our everything. They have dehumanized us. 
That is the difference between exploitation and colonization.

For white folks are just fighting for more 
money) black people, we are fighting for our humanity. 
There is a big difference, there is a big difference. 
(Applause) A poor white boy has the same culture, same 
history, same sense of feeling as do LYNDON BAINE JOHNSON. 
A black.man does not, different culture, different history, 
different everything. Because we are completely dehumanized, 
the poor white boy is not. Therefore, it is nonsensical to 
talk about forming coalitions with these people because 
they are oppressed or not. We ought to understand the 
degree of oppression and what the fight is about.

Poor white people will be satisfied once they 
get more money. Black people will not. That's why you 
have the little small number of bourgeoise that we have 
in this country joining the fight because even though they 
are to some degree economically secure, they are socially 
insecure. Because they are dehumanized and money does not 
buy humanity, liberation does. (Applause) BILL HALL 
taught me that. BILL HALL taught me that. So we. must 
begin to clearly understand and analyze our situation 
and wee the difference between our people and poor whites 
in this country.

Colonization comes into play when the question 
of race comes into play. Because in race it is one race 
entirely subrogating the next race. Not only do they 
subrogate the race, but they force the race to identify 
with them. The master race.forces the oppressed race to
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CARMICHAEL: identity with the master, feeling he somehow can, in fact, 
(Cont.) become the master, not only mentally but physically.

That’s been our mistake, and that’s why the straightening 
of the hair and all of those things we have been doing 
for so long, because we begin to believe that we are just 
like the master.. Not only that, but the master defines 
everything for the colonized. And by defining that, he 
strips the colonized of anything that he has of his own. 
And that is why the colonized then develops the self hatred 
that he does, which we talked about earlier, because he is 
stripped completely of anything that he has produced. The 
master claims it all. The master claims beauty, he claims 
everything, everything.

O.K. Now I want.to go back, before I move on, 
and talk about the difference between a black militant 
and a black revolutionary, and I wanted you to get all of 
that under your belt. There’s a big difference. A black 
militant is an angry black man, not an angry Negro. An 
angry black man who is mad at white folks for keeping him 
out, he wants in, for himself, that’s a black militant. 
A black militant is an angry black man who is angry at 
white folks because they have kept him out of the system. 
He wants" to become part of the system. A black revolutionary 
is ah angry black man who wants to destroy the system 
because it oppresses his people. He wants to destroy, burn 
it down, turn it up, rip it up and don’t even think about 
starting till he’s ready — big difference.

There are a lot of black militants in this 
country. There are few black revolutionaries, very few. 
You see black militants all the time. You know they would 
be on the streets. Yeah, go see the mayor. Mayor, our 
people in.the ghetto, they talk and they talk, get ready, 
baby. I’m telling you, baby, they might burn it down 
unless you come across with a poverty program, and they 
will be out on the streets. Yeah, brother, looks like 
we’re going to have to do it, you know. Bad Afro, bad 
dachikia (phonetic). The next time you see them, they 
are On the mayor’s committee. Things ain't so bad, 
brother. The mayor’s all right. I have been working with 
him, you know. (Laughter) You know that. You know that. 
(Applause) Not too loudly. It’s a negative characteristic. 
Not too loudly. It’s a negative characteristic.

A black revolutionary is not satisfied until 
the entire system is destroyed, and a new system is
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CARMICHAEL: replaced, where he can see his people live like human 
(Cont.) beings. And that becomes important because most of the 

people who are talking today of black militants, they 
talk about reform, not revolution, and they seem to tell 
us that black people can somehow live within the given 
society of America as it now is. That is totally 
ridiculous. And I don’t even think we need to discuss it. 
COURTLAND (phonetic) COX (phonetic) told me to be that 
pompous. . :

We want to go on and talk about the fights 
that are occurring around the country against the Police 
Department because I think they are going to increase. 
And as they increase, they are going to heighten the 
contradictions, and we must begin to know how to move.

Or maybe you know, across the country, even 
though they don’t print it, a lot of policemen are getting 
sniped. A lot of them are getting killed. I know they 
don’t print it, and a lot of places are being dynamited 
and a lot of places being burned down. I know they don’t 
print it, but it’s happening. Honest (applause), you, my 
people, I wouldn’t lie to you.

Just got back from California. Sniping people, 
burning down buildings, dynamiting police stations. 
Police got on television and asked for protection. 
(Laughter and applause) (Next sentence blurred at begin
ning and ended by saving).... that's fire protection,
(followed by applause).

New York City, they are getting mad. They don't 
know what to do, they getting dynamited in the East Harlem 
community. Police are getting afraid to travel. They are 
quitting all over the country. They don’t know how to 
recruit them. They do not want to tell us about this, 
because it becomes an educational device for us. Remember 
when the first rebellion started in Watts? They put Watts 
on TV, and the commentators said, "Look at those savages. 
Look at them. Look how terrible they are. Look at how 
ungrateful they, are after all we’ve done for them." And 
all of us were sitting there saying, "Good, bum, I can't 
wait, bum, burn, bum," you know. And they fourid out they 
made a mistake. They not going to do it today.

Another one said, "There's RAP BROWN (next few 
~ words unintelligible).... you don't want to listen to him.
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He's an extremist." The niggers were listening to RAP 
BROW (laughter and applause), so they ain't going to 
make that mistake no more. They not going to come on 
and say they killing policemen, isn't that terrible, 
cause they know what we going say. (Laughter)

Sb what the policemen are beginning to do now 
is that they're moving consciously to pick out from the 
community and to (sound distorted on about six words)....
revolutionaries, extremists or people who they think are 
possible of putting up masses of our people. If they are 
allowed to do that, our struggle will be set back. In 
order to stop that, we must begin to understand this 
process of undying love.

I always see people say, "Heh, man, what's RAP 
BROW doing? Haven't seen him in a. long time. He got 
scared, didn't he?" Nigger, where were you when RAP BROW 
was fighting? Where are you now when RAP BROW is facing 
five (5) years in jail? Do you even want to write a 
letter and send a dollar and say, "Heh, RAP, maybe this 
can help with the bail money." Where is he? He's so bad. 
He's serving five (5) years for all of us. Nigger, he 
getting ready to do it. Don't down the man. Praise him. 
It might do something for your soul. (Applause)

"Yeah, there CARMICHAEL cat. I hear he got a 
$70,000.00 house. Yeah, that's right." You believe him. 
If I had $70,000.00, I'd buy me $70,000.00 worth a guns. 
Guns. (Applause) I already got that house. DREW PEARSON 
writes it. White man. And black people say, "We don't 
believe anything the white man says." But they always 
want to believe the negative characteristics of their people because (next word blurred)...., because of self 
hatred. ... t

The white man is saying that RAP BROW is 
organizing guerilla activity. You won't believe it, but 
RAP BROW is scared, sitting down. That's right, that's 
right. I know he's scared. We always want to believe 
the negative characteristics of our people, because of 
self hatred and (next word blurred)..., your (next few 
sentences blurred)......... and deny the negative nonsense 
that is going to stop us from developing a real struggle. 
That is your primary task. Develop the positive attributes 
of our people so that he can no longer work on the negative 
characteristics to keep us separated.
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CARMICHAEL: If RAP BROWN never lifts another finger, he
(Cont.) has done an awful lot for all of us. (Applause). And, 

secondly, you do not fight, because RAP BROWN tell you 
to fight, you fight, because you are oppressed. I ain’t 
going to fight no more. RAP BROWN, he ain’t fightin’.

If RAP BROWN becomes an Uncle TOM tomorrow, I 
got to fight, because I’m oppressed. When you say that, 
you look for an excuse not to fight which you have always 
been looking for. We must understand that we have to 
move, to raise and talk about the positive characteristics 
of our people so that they will not be able to play on 
the negative characteristics.

(Softly, CARMICHAEL asks how much time have I 
got? Some,response softly from audience and CARMICHAEL 
says) No, no. FIDEL talks for five (5) hours. He’s got 
something to say.. After hours, man, I around for 
twenty-five (25) hours if I still around.

We want to move now and talk a little more 
specifically of the Police Department and the tactics. 
And I want to use an example which all of us were involved 
in. You know when a HARRY EDWARDS began the Olympic 
boycotts, now I’ll be true, I was a nigger about it. I 
would be true. They ain’t going to do it. Niggers ain’t 
going to do it, I’ll be honest about it. I was a nigger 
about it, but you know they ain’t going to do it. You 
know they ain't going to do it. And Brother TOMMY SMITH 
and Brother JOHN CARLOS did what they did. I really . 
flipped, because I recognized what a nigger I was, because 
I didn't have that much amount of faith in my brothers.

Cause all of us have that self hatred. All of 
us, you know, we just gotta constantly work at it, cause 
getting an undying love for one's people is a twenty- 
eight (28) hour a day job. It really is. It's like 
being black. To be really black in this country is a 
twenty-eight (28) hour fight. If you're not careful, 
you find yourself TOMMING without even knowing it. Yes 
we do.

Now, they did it. TOMMY and JOHN CARLOS. White 
man moved to (word blurred) kick them off the team. Have 
some more entertainment. (Laughter) Moved to kick them 
off the team, isolate them, make them think they were 
crazy niggers, extremists. If we didn't move to support 
them, they would today be isolated, so that we must move 
to support the people he tries to isolate.

Consciously, we don't have to wait for TOMMY
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CARMICHAEL: and JOHN say, "Hey, look, man, I’m in a jam." They did 
(COnt.) something for us; we doing something for them. It’s the 

least we can do. That’s undying love. Now he's.doing 
that all around the country, isolating people. HUGHIE 
NEWTON, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, LEROY JONES, RON KARENGA . . 
(phonetic),.RAP BROWN. He moves to isolate. To isolate. 
And we allow the. isolation, because we want to emphasize 
the negative characteristics; we allow for that isolation.

In Washington, D. C., he is going to isolate . 
GASTON NEAL. Tomorrow the brother is going to be in 
court at 10 o'clock in the morning in General Sessions 
for some Jive Concealed Weapon charge. He doesn’t want 
GASTON NEAL, cause GASTON NEAL has a concealed weapon. 
If he did. He really wants GASTON NEAL cause GASTON NEAL 
started the new School of Afro*-American Thought, which has 
heightened the contradictions inside of Washington, D. C.

The question is, how do we now move? We have 
to begin to move to stop that isolation. Now we may move 
rhetorically at first, and then throughout rhetoric 
develop in our own activity, hm? We can say rhetorically 
that tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock a lot of us will be 
down there. Now if you touch GASTON, you know we're going 
to get you back. You know. We can say it, you know. We 
may not mean it now, but six (6) months from now something 
might happen when we'll have to mean it. Talk about 
something long enough you get to believing,it.

SO‘ we have to understand how he moves. We 
cannot allow him to isolate and that could be the job 
of students, because you have time to write. Write 
about the people he is trying to isolate, analyze them 
and pass that material around so that other people might 
begin to understand what he is really doing. And, then, 
it will at least stop that process.

We have to understand, then, how the Police 
Department is moving. And we ought to understand the 
moves against the Police Department; for example, the 
sniping of police and that type of activity which is 
going to increase anyway, and how it will react on 
students. What will your reaction be to it? If, for 
example, for example, what would happen if a police 
station dynamited in your own community? What would your 
reaction be? Would you be willing to condemn your own
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CARMICHAEL: 
(Cont.)

people, right off? Or would you be willing to take sides 
with them? Because that’s really what, to really boils 
down to, in the final analysis. Cause MAO TSE-TUNG says, 
to condemn one’s people is to take the side of the enemy. 
And if, you condemn your people, you are automatically on 
the side of the enemy..

You see them all the time. You know a rebellion 
breakout. That’s not our people; that’s (word unintelli
gible) hooligans. That’s the people, down burning. The 
majority of„ our people don’t want to burn. They condemn
ing their own people. They no different from the mayor, 
who says It’s those extremists burning. What’s the 
difference? Condemn your people, you take the stand of 
the enemy. You analyze the mistakes your people make and 
you try to correct them. You do not condemn them. You do 
not condemn.

Now to the international scene. (End of Side #1) 
(Start Side #2) We certainly don’t have the time for it. 
(Applause) We .don’t have time for it. The black people 
really seek (two sentences unintelligible).... . The
Black Student Unions, Black Colleges around this country 
is too (next word unintelligible) what they want to be 
white, but only with black people in it, and that is a 
tragic mistake. It is a tragic mistake, a tragic mistake. 
We do not even analyze (remainder of sentence unintelligible).

If we analyzed it, we would see they took to 
technical advancement over human development. They worked 
technical development more than they worked human develop
ment. Are we to (sentence garbled) at the price of human 
development. That’s what you say when you seek to imitate 
white education. We must reverse it obviously (part of 
the sentence garbled) for the technical junk. Human 
development becomes important if we're fighting for 
humanity. (Applause)

UNID MALE says: Well, the only way we can get 
the white man is we gotta get the money and the cars he 
got.

CARMICHAEL: Why not? You can get it. You get 
it the way he got it. Find somebody to oppress or you can 
be more concerned with something else.

(Next paragraph very garbled)
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CARMICHAEL: 
(Cont•)

To talk about really being black and talking 
about changing that system (part of sentence garbled) 
methodology and different Ideology if we’re going to talk 
about a real Black University. I don’t want a Black 
Howard. Maybe you do. I don’t want a Black Howard, don’t 
want it, don’t want the structures, don’t want the type 
of methodology, nor the ideology. We need something far 
more important as black students on this conference; 
perhaps to start off by saying, we need different ideology 
and different methodology. Then maybe we can get some
where. (Following sentence garbled) It tries to structure 
everybody up. It says you can’t be emotional, you must be 
intellectual, it’s right. Before you do something, you 
got to think it out. I sit down and think for five (5) 
years and still do the wrong thing.

(Part of next paragraph garbled)....  and they
cannot teach us about emotionalism, because that is 
instinctive, so, therefore, they must deny that, and it 
is far more important to be intellectual. We do not even 
seek to analyze (sentence partially garbled), we accept 
lock, stock and barrel the analysis white society tells 
us about ourselves. Do you not know that TOMMY SMITH and 
JOHN CARLOS doing this awoke more black people than all 
the speeches, television interviews and songs of freedom, 
and speeches MARTIN LUTHER KING, MALCOLM X, ELDRIDGE 
CLEAVER and everybody put together gave. If you would 
begin to understand that, perhaps you would begin to see 
that we cannot just imitate white society. Just can’t 
talk about giving Swahili classes and, therefore, it’s 
different.

Get a Swahili class. The verb is "Asanti" in 
the correct position. And when you say "Thank you," you 
must say "Asanti sona," (laughter in the.background). If 
you teach within the same methodology and the same 
ideology, you’re not creating anything new. You’re only 
imitating the very structures which oppress us. We must 
seek to find a new type of methodology and a new type of 
Ideology.

I would hope that in the thrust, black students 
would begin to say to themselves, we need to stress human 
developments and not be subject to technical developments.

(Paragraph badly garbled)
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CARMICHAEL: 
(Corit.)

Black Student Unions are trying to catch up 
with the white boy. They let the white boy set the pace, 
time, running hard, to catch up with the white boy. He 
running into hell. You gonna run wld him? Yeah, as soon 
as he jumps in the fire, you're going to be right behind 
him and unable to stop. Unable to stop. PHANON (phonetic) 
says we must bring about all of the things which Europe 
with all of its universal doctrines have found itself 
incapable of producing (two words garbled) man. Let us 
live then and march forth in the company of all men. How 
many students really analyzed that? They want a Black 
Swahili course, they want an Americanr-African Course, 
they want this, they want that, same methodology, same 
ideology, because we get caught up on working on the 
specific rather than the general. That’s illogical; it 
is invalid.

First you get the general, then you deduce the 
specific, then you have a valid conclusion. You do not 
get the specific, then run to the general and come up 
with a valid conclusion. Example, all black women who 
attend Howard University are beautiful. That's the general. 
MARY is. a black woman, she attends Howard University; 
therefore, she is beautiful.

You had Logic 101, didn’t you? You got to take 
it. Got to take it. Dr. MANNER (phonetic) here? Where 
is Dr. MANNER (phonetic)? Where is Dr. MANNER (phonetic)? 
Where is Dr. MANNER? (Laughter and applause)

You all had Logic 101. You can’t say that MARY 
is a beautiful girl who goes to Howard; therefore, .....
all Howard University women are beautiful. But is 
illogically. Dr. MANNER should tell you so. Should ....
Should ...... And what black students do is they work 
from this specific and try to deduce the general. 
Incorrect ...... Incorrect ....... If we get the methodology
and the ideology, the specifics will.follow. And they 
must be different. If, indeed, we’re talking seriously 
about the different ideology, different people and revolu
tion. Revolution is not easy. Very, very difficult, 
very hard to wait. I'm happy because black people have 
to be revolutionary whether we like it or not. So there 
we have to fight.

Now, there is a funny thing about fighting. Before 
you begin you are scared. But once you're in it, you think
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CARMICHAEL: 
(Cont.)

about winning. You know, you ever see a bully, getting 
ready to hit you, slap you, and you don11 want to hit 
him back? Your stomach flying, you know, and you're 
backing up against the ..... man, leave me alone ..... 
Then he hits you again, you know. And your stomach is 
still (notchy?) and you think you're going to die. 
Finally, he hit you the third time and you can't take it 
no more and you jump in his chest. You forget. You want 
one thing ....  his blood. You forget about that.

In revolution, says CHE GUEVARA, one wins or 
one dies. For us, black people, either we win or we die. 
Our struggle depends very, very largely, and to a great 
extent, upon the students. Our struggle depends very 
largely on students. Because they have time to analyze, 
when many of us do not. We are too busy struggling on 
the little things that they tie us up with, you know ...... 
Get this one out of jail, get that one out of jail ..... 
But you have the time. You must take the time to work 
for the betterment of your people. You have to. Really 
have to. You have no choice, actually. You do it now, 
you will save us a lot of trouble. Thank you very much. 
(Applause)
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continuing, to obtain >a recording and,, if obtained, it will <
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November 15, 1968
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished 
locally to intelligence agencies of the Army, Navy, Air Force - . 
and Secret Service, San Francisco.

_____ —। b2 On November 13, 1968,_______  advised that Stokely b7D
Carmichael spoke at De Anza College, Cupertino, California, 
at 8:00 PM, November 12, 1968. There were approximately 450 
persons present. The audience was predominantly white and 
was attentive. This appearance was sponsored by the Black 
Student Union (BSU) at De Anza^College, a newly formed group. 
It should be noted, however, that most Negroes present were not 
students at De Anza College. Representatives of the student 
body and the school signed a contract with Carmichael, 
guaranteeing him $1,000 for his appearance.

। Carmichael spoke for about 25 minutes. During his
speech, he stated that the Black Power Movement will continue 
its policy of harrassment, which would include a program of 
’’sniping" at the nation’s police departments. He spoke about 
political equality and economic equality for the black man.

Tn connection with the liberal movement, Carmichael 
said that liberals are seeking to maintain the status quo. 
They are attempting to avoid confrontations. Carmichael 
appeared to be "attempting to attract the disenchanted followers 
of Senator McCarthy who have no way to turn due to the outcome 
of national elections". Carmichael said that his goal is to 
destroy the American society as we know it. Carmichael was 
asked during the question and answer period whether or not he 
was a United States citizen. He answered, "I am a paper citizen.**

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. 
It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its 
contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

i



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

-------- # u z ______ladvised that Stokeiy b7D
Carmichael spoke at De Anza College during the evening of 
November 12 , 1968. The predominantly white audience numbered") l 
about U00 persons and was receptive. Negro Olympic track ystars Johri&Carlos and Tommi^Smith were present and were j ~
introduced. In his speech Carmichael attacked the white liberals. 
He said that they were too involved in the system to bring any 
change in it. The liberals promise that the ppor man will 
become rich and the rich man will be even richer, but the gap 
is still there. The liberals will not take from the rich and 
give to the poor.

Carmichael stated that he advocates the violent 
overthrow of the United States Government with guns. He went 
on to say that everyone else can overthrow the government any 
way they want to, but that he is going to do it with guns. He 
said that he is nothing more than a paper citizen, a necessity 
in order to get a scholarship to go to school in this country. 
Carmichael also said that peace is an absence of conflict, it 
does not mean that justice is involved, so he is not for peace.

Carmichael also pointed out that the black man 
should be freed from prison because they are political prisoners. 
The United States Government in its entirety should be put in 
prison because it is made up of criminals. They are killing in 
Vietnam, they have ravaged and raped the American Indian, and 
have taken his land and they have used theiblack man to build 
the country.

The tickets to this affair cost $2.00 for non-students 
and $1.50 for students.
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All sources (except any listed below) 

are concealed in referenced communication have 
information in the past.

whose identities 
furnished reliable

-3-
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency.
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STOKELy ARMIGHAEL

A confideritial source who hats furnished reliable 
information in the past advised on October 28, 1968, that 
StokelyCarmichaelcurrently resides at 5015 16th Street, 
N,W., Washington, D, C. Source’* ?stai^4yhe''has.; a lease < 
renting the property with an opt 
to run until March, 1969. .
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)•. .

•FROM: • ' SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-721) (P)
' SUBJECT':, STOKEL)T CARMICHAEL

:• ■ RM, - BPP . ■ 1

; Re' San Francisco airtel and LHM, .dated’ ll/lsTEb, .
X concerning Subject’s speech at De Anza College, Cupertino, 

California, on: 11712/68. ■■. XXX ■ . -'
____________|Community Relations Department, 

Santa Clara County SO, San Jose, Calif., and|
_________________________________|De Anza. College, Cupertino, 
Calif., both attended and heard Subject’s speech at
.De Anza College on 11/12/68. Both. have been interviewed arid .

■. ; advised that they do not recall'the Subject having :specifi- '
... cally. stated that he advocates the overthrow of the. U.S.

Government by violence or with guns as| [reported ■
'and was ■ set, out;. in re LHM.~. | [advised that he .

: . could understand how someone . could read implications of .■
... this ’into some of the .Subject * s- statements and| | ■’

• said that the Subject-' stated he believes in violence to .. . ,..t 
relieve the oppression.of the black man and to destroy 
"the system". .' However, .rib specific mention was made to _•

: the violent overthrow of the Government. .' .

.___________________ _____ copy of a tape recording.
; prepared by the college radio station, of the Subject ’s. ’. 

speech. However,, thb acoustics .in the auditorium are not: .
■ ; good and during^his speech,- CARMICHAEL at times wandered - 

■ from the , microphone making portion's.' of his remarks inaudible._
o^ above interviews arid a. transcript ■ ’Of 7': 
rpvided the Bureau by .LHM'as soon as the

pleted. ;' ... ■ . ' cp ar —tXX ■

. , AT>proyed!: A
., < / ■. ' -SpecialAgent/ in .Charge
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SAS OBSERVED SUBJECT ADMIT MOVERS TO HIS WDC RESIDENCE

APPROXIMATELY TEN TWENTY A.M., NOVEMBER TWENTYSIX INSTANT WHO

BEGAN REMOVING HIS FURNISHINGS PLACING THEM IN A TRUCK. THE

MOVERS REMAINED AT THE RESIDENCE UNTIL ABOUT THREE FORTYFIVE

P.M. HOWEVER, IT DID NOT APPEAR THEY COMPLETED REMOVAL OF

THE FURNISHINGS ■,

SUBJECT DEPARTED RESIDENCE AT ABOUT THREE FIFTY P.M., AND
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1 - WFO
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SEVEN ONE ONE ZERO. INFORMATION DEVELOPED HE ACQUIRED THIS

- 7 CAR FROM GULF FINANCE CORPORATION, WDC, OPERATORS OF USED

CAR LOT AT FOURTEENTH AND U STREETS NW, WDC,.? APPARENTLY 
PURCHASING SAME. 7-

<■ ADMINISTRATIVE 7 ? 7

WFO CONTINUING TO FOLLOW SUBJECT'S MOVEMENTS CLOSELY. ‘

■ • 7-^. p. ;7<.: . 77 7. 7 '77'777. .■ ■ ; • 77-'7' -77

Approved: ___ ________ __ - ' - ■'■ J ’ --Sent ' ''■' , 'M Per’
■' Special Agent in Charge ■' '



F D -3 6' rf.R ev"X5-2 2-6?)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS. UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 10-05-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CPB/bls

F B I

Transmit the following in

Date: 11/20/68
CODED

Via . TELETYPE
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI AND SACS ATLANTA, CHARLOTTE

FROM S WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RACIAL MATTER

REWFOTEL TO CHARLOTTE, NOVEMBER NINETEEN, LAS

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE

Mr.
Mt

Mt
Mr

air.

Tolson,., . 
>'.-e Loach------
Mohr_______ _
Bishop---------
Casper 
Callahan___
Conrad_____

Gale...

an
| Sir. Trotter 

Tele. Boom____
Mias Holmes____

iss Gandy

ICHMONU

b7D

INFORMATION IN THE PAST ADVISED ON NOVEMBER TWENTY INSTANT

THAT SUBJECT CURRENTLY IN WASHINGTON, D. C. (WDC). HE

VW&YtiL AGENTS OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
(FBI) OBSERVED THE ABOVE MENTIONED VEHICLE ON NOVEMBER

NINETEEN LAST AND DETERMINED IT WAS A NINETEEN SIXTY EIGHT

OR SIXTY NINE DARK GREEN STATION WAGON BEARING VIRGINIA
LICENSE EIGHT FIVE DASH THREE FIVE THREE. EX-JOG 

ABOVE SOURCE STATED SUBJECT b7C

Bureau3 - Teletype Unit& - WFO -

Approved: _____ // rTr_______

Tl<3 NOV S'?

Sent M Per
Specixil Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev^5-22-&?)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

WFO 100-43503
PAGE TWO

SPECIAL AGENTS, FBI PREVIOUSLY DETERMINED]_______________

LATE MODEL WHITE EIGHTY EIGHT OLDSMOBILE BEARING DISTRICT 

OF COLUMBIA LICENSE SIX SEVEN FOUR DASH FIVE FOUR NINE.

ALL FURNITURE AND PERSONAL BELONGINGS

OF SUBJECT AND MAK EBA AT WDC RESIDENCE PACKAGED AND CRATED

Approved: Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev^^22-^)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

WFO 100-43503
PAGE THREE

AS IF VACATING THE PREMISES PERMANENTLY. DESTINATION

UNDISCLOSED.

ADMINISTRATIVE

ABOVE SOURCE IS

COVER SUBJECT PER BUREAU AIRTEL DECEMBER TWENTY ONE

SIXTY SEVEN WHILE IN YOUR AREA.

FOR INFORMATION CHARLOTTE, ATLANTA ADVISED ___________

REPORTED SUBJECT SAID RECENTLY

HE WOULD COME TO ATLANTA

FURNISH ATLANTA ANY INFORMATION

DEVELOPED HE MAY TRAVEL THERE.

RICHMOND FOR INFORMATION. P

b7C

bo
b7C

Approved: Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



FD -3V(0>vV-S-2 2-6 4)
1 IHFORHATIC® COWAIMED' ■ |
PEIN. IS OTC1A5SIFIEDV • . ’
NE 0 8 - 21 20 0 6 ' BY 60 3 2 4/AUC /BAN/ CB Z

F Bl

Date: 11/22/68

fa

Transmit the following in
(Type inplaintext or code)

vin AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: KtBECXQ*, FBI (100-446080)

FROM SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY 
RM

CARMICHAEL

Re WFO airtel 11/20/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is the original 
a speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL made at the Black 

. * \ , 1968, Cramton
tape of 
University Conference (BUC), November 13, 1968, Cramton 
Auditorium, Howard University (HU), Washington, D. C. (WDC).

The speech was taped 
I as contacted oy SA~f 

of the above original tape| Mto him for use of the audio sectionf 
^^need not be returned to him.

A transcription of the above tape was forwarded to 
Bureau by referenced WFO airtel 11/20/68.

A copy 
made by WFO and returned 

I The above original
b7D

3 
2

Bureau (Enc 1) <^7
WFO . ■ ■■ W-
(1-157-2068) (BLACK UNIVERSITY CONFERENCE)

WWH:jld 
(5)

QxCTO U MO

A
O

il SI NOV ■

Approved: Sent Per



f 'ALL INFORKATION ^CONTAINED ' '
JiEREIN'IS UNCLASSIFIED ■ (
DATE 08-21-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/C

SAC, WFO (100*43503) 11/29/68

Director, FBI (100-446080) 1

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS -BLACK PANTHER PARTY

ReWFOairtel 11/22/68 with enclosure containing 
the original tape of a speech by Stokely Carmichael in 
Washington, D. C., on 11/13/68.

Inasmuch as it is possible the original tape 
of 11/13/68 speech by Carmichael may be introduced as 
evidence in prosecutive action which could be brought 
against Carmichael, the tape is being returned as an 
enclosure to this letter and should be properly maintained 
as evidence in your office.

As;you have previously been advised* the Bureau 
is desirous of obtaining tape recordings of all speeches 
by Carmichael and accordingly, you should submit a copy 
of this recording to the Bureau.

Enclosure.
PTB:bjbVv>
(5) I .

NOTE:
Black extremist Stokely Carmichael has been 

making a series of speeches advocating violence and 
guerrilla warfare. We are conducting an investigation 
of him for possible violation of the Sedition and related 
statutes. To maintain proper handling of evidence, the 
original tape of a speech made by Carmichael on 11/13/68 
is being returned to WFO, the submitting office. WFO 
previously submitted a verbatim transcript of this speech 
which has been disseminated to the Department, Secret 
Service, and interested military agencies.

Tolson __________
DeLoach ________
Mohr _____________
Bishop __________
Casper __________
Callahan ______ __

MAILED §

NOV 2? 1968

C0MM-FBI ’



FD-36 (Rev. ’5-22-64)
ALL INFORHATION CONTAINED
HEREIN UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 0^P-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CBZbl

F B I

Date: 11/24/68
Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (446080)
FROM: S. WFO (KD0-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM

RE WFOTEL ELEVEN TWENTY TWO SIXTY EIGHT

Mr. Tolson__
Mr. DeLoach. 
Mr. Mohr___

Bishop__
Casper__(

Mr.
Mr. ___ _
Mr. Callahan 
Mr.Mr. Conrad 

Felt___
Mr. Gale___
Rosen._ 
SuHiWb 
Tavel__
Trotter_ 

---- 1 I Tele. Room_
I । Miss Holmes 

_ 1_ J.Miss £andy=

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

cn e>_»

SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED BY SA’S WDC ELEVEN TWENTYTHREE LAST,

HOWEVER, SOURCE REPORTS SUBJECT IN WDC THAT DATE.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

ABOVE SOURCE IS

b7D

o

( 4 /■ Bureau
1 - WFO
WWH:tkm
(5)

/£>& - 7z/6 o gy)

18 NOV 29 1968

Sent M Per ----------------------------



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) ..ALL niFMATION COBTAINED
HEBEIN ^jpiCLASSIFIED
DATE 08^n-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CB/bls

--1
F B I

Date: 11/22/68

(
Mr. Tolson__
Mr. DeLoach. 
Mr. Mohr___
Mr. Bishop__

i Mr. Casper__
Mr. dallahan.

। Mr. Conrad— 
|" Mr. Felt____ _

Transmit the following in PLAIN
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR ID SACS ATLANTA 
CHARLOTTE 
RICHMOND

ror-Kosen____
fj|lr. Sullivan^ 
Mr. Tavel___
Mr. Trotter__
Tele. Room___
Miss Holmes—. 

“Miss-GaiidyZK

FROM: SAC/ WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM

SUBJECT RETURNED TO WASHINGTON, D. C. THIS DATE

FOR INFO

2) - Bureau
3 - Teletype
2 - WFO

Unit

WWH:lt b7C

Sent

u

’8 NOV 29 1968

M Per• Approved



5-113 (1-10-61) ALL IWFOMIATig^&a^AINED
herein’is tjjicSssifiedJL

DATE 08-21-2-006 BY 60M»U^5pAW/CB/bl3

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

Attached reports speaking 
engagements of Stokely Carmichael 
at Raleigh and Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina, 11-21-68. He drew 
large audiences and reportedly 
advocated violent revolution.

Copy of attached sent Inter
Division Information Unit of the 
Department and Attorney General.
RLR:lrb

____ ______ _______________



*F^I WASH DC*
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-21-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CE/bls
FBI CHARLT

2:04

TO

AM U

DIR

:NT 11-22-68 JEC

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION
H0V2219S8

FEDERAL BUREAU OF JJWH6AWJ 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

OR (100-446080) AND WFO (100-43503)
FROM CHARLOTTE (100-10358)

CARMICHAEL. Rffr SPP

Tolson.— 
DeLoach. 
M$hr_ _

.asper__
Mr. 'Calls Oan. 
Mr. Conrad,. 
Mr. Felt

' Mr. Gale

livan.
r. Tavel— 

Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room_

Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy_

// ^ ~ & <S
RE WFO XEL TODAY. '

SUBJECT SPOKE ST. AUGUSTINE COLLEGE GYM, RALEIGH, N.C., /
FOUR TWENTY PM TO FIVE FORTY PM TODAY THEN SPOKE CARMICHAEL /■W' 

HALL, -UNG4 CHAPEL HILL EIGHT FIFTEEN TO EIGHT FIFTY PM, BOTH 
APPEARANCES INCLUDED QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION WITH APPROXI-.^^^^ 

MATELY FIFTEEN HUNDRED IN ATTENDANCE RALEIGH, INCLUDING FIFTY J

WHITE PERSONS AND SIXTYFIVE HUNDRED PERSONS CHAPEL HILL, J

APPROXIMATELY FIVE PER CENT NEGRO. AT CHAPEL HILL SUBJECT^ I  

INTRODUCED AS PRIME MINISTER ^F BLACK PANTHER PARTY AND ADVOCATED

VIOLENT REVOLUTION AT BOTH SPEECHES SUBJECT. AFTER CHAPEL HlLi.

N.C. SPEECH, ATTENDED CLOSED MEETING 
(Lt-inpef f-h'i-u

UNC --BHaCAMPUS GROUP
OF BLACK STUDENT MOVEMENT

SUBJECT LAST OBSERVED /RECEDING NORTH

ON HIGHWAY 1-85 DURHAM

END

military Intelligence advisedSECRET SERVICE AND
ftereyi

-LHM-FOLLOWS.

N.C.

S4WMXS ROOM 836 9&D

FBI WASH DC*]

bo
b7Cr>

jig and IDIU



OPTION AC FORM NO. 10

' MAY 1962 EDITION
GSA FPMR,(41 CFR) 101-11.6 - ~

'CNI-rED STATES GQWlNMENT

Memorandum

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS IM|LA55IFIED
DATE 08-21-^K BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB./bls'

DIRECTOR, FBI (TOO-WO8O ) 

from : SAC, MOBILE (100-1858 ) "(Rue )

TO date: 11/26/68

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka 
RM - SNCC - ANTI-RIOT LAWS 
(00: WFO)

Reference is made to report 
9/9/68, Mobile.

of SA

Informants and sources in the Mobile Division have 
been unable to furnish any additional pertinentuinformation // 
concerning STOKELY CARMICHAEL since his appearance in Mobile 
during July, 1968. No information hasbeen developed concerning 
the existence of any tapes cf‘his talks.

Mobile will remain alert to the receipt of information 
concerning CARMICHAEL and any pertinent information received 
will be brought to the attention of the Bureau and office of 
origin.

/2*)- Bureau (RM)
? = WFO (RM) (100-213503)
1 - Mobile
JTB:mrc 
(5)



Transmit the following in

' ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED- ' ■
r jjfcEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED • *

* ' " ’ * ' -■■[tE 08-21-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CEZ

F B I

Date: 11/26/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
airtel

'• (Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR', FBI (100-446080)
FROM: SAC, BALTIMORE (100-24220")'

$SUSfECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL, aka
RM - SNCC, BLACK PANTHER PARTY; 
SEDITION; ANTIRIOT LAWS

dated 11/15/68 at
WDC.

Re report of SA

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies, om 
an LHM concerning the captioned subject and two"copies of Ir
an £D~-37.£• Two copies of this LHM are being furnished to , 
WFO which is the office of origin. A copy of this LHM is W; 
being furnished locally to the USA, Baltimore and Secret 
Service, Baltimore, Maryland. Copies are notbeing furnished 
to the intelligence agencies inasmuch as the Baltimore PD has 
disseminated to both Army and Navy intelligence loqalljr.

/Q0-^%080'MO/
F0RW:_
E FORW

IWCY: ACSI,MB», OSt, SEC.'SERV. JFD1U 
IV tfr: CRD, RAO , ± b '

4 NOV 29 1968

4V*'

1 - Baltimore 
FJW:jtk (6/)r

(3)- Bureau (E^c®^?Jre«istered mail) 
V - WFO (Enc ? 2)(REGISTERED MAIL)

_________ Sent 
Charge

RACIAL

M Per



TTfrfvW UNFlW) STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU^RCE
tMOlW

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

File No.
Director
United States Secret Service
Department of the Treasury
Washington, D.C. 20220 \

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. | | Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2. □ Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means.

3. | | Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

- of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. | | U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the. U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. [XI Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a) | | Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
"-^employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) [ | Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) ■Ixl Prior acts,(including arrests or convictions) br conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government. •

6. | | Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal, bomb-making.

Photograph □ has been furnished [~n enclosed | | is hot available
I | may be available through_____________________ '_______________ :________ ■

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in-Charge (Enclosure(s) 1
U. S. Secret Service Baltimore (REGISTERED MAIL)

-2-
Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form 

becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Baltimore,' Maryland

November 26, 1968

RE; STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Under date of November 19, 1968,
I 

[furnished a.
copy of a transcript of a speech given by STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL on Thursday evening October 17, 1968 at 
the Mt. Zion Methodist Church, Liberty Heights.and 
Wabash Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland. The report and • - 
transcript of CARMICHAEL’S speech follow: ...

ALL IlIFORttATIOJI COMTAINED ' ' :
HEMIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ‘
DATE 0 8 M1 - 2 00 6' BY" 6 832 4/AUC/BAN/CB/B13

This document, contains neither 
recommeriijations nor conclusibus of 
the FBI. It is the property of
the FBI and is loaned to ytrttr agettcy) 
it and its contents are not to be
distributed outside your agency,

COPIES DESTROYED 

2 86 MAR 1 197L





like -to bring help',,-bring khat, death about,.and .begin with th« field of 
'education. 'So that what'w* 11 try t6-db tonight, is to, in -dssencc, split 
the speech into.'tvio. parts, tho first, part as-.being.-f'oi' the entertaiisient 
-part, but where we; hope-we can throw out some good political ideology in .
concepts of ’ cur ‘ h-ting,- as a people, and how-we,-, as-.---a- people,, can begin, 
together and effect the part, and -try to talk--more seriously-about what- 
y.*e have to'do in this country« Now then, as ws begin-, v/e- ought to recog
nize that cblbnirod'people hate themselvesThey liat-s thorns elves.. And ... 
that the reason ?<;-<, as a .people,‘are’so’ divided, is because wo hate our
selves, and we are forced to hate, ourselves, by our oppressor* Nov; I 
don't think there.*s need for us to spend.-time going into discussing how 
wo hate ourselves, and I think there’s boon enough of that-sort -of props- 

4

ganda going around- today. ...The need- for - us to say-that,- "Black is beauti
ful,” and that ”It’s so beautiful to be black”~.-it just shows the fact 
that prior to this time, v:-? never thought that black was beautiful, and 
that just shows how much wo hated ourselves. And I don’t think mm nooff to 
-talk- about-wigs, hair straightening,■and lightening creams. Nov?, if peo
ple are not .going to-love me, I don't think w should work with them.
(Applause) .Nov/, if it. was a fact that we hate, our solve-3, then that’s the 
day that we begin to stay apart—then we must do the reverse of that. As



throb concept? that. wo want to start t/Ith tonight. . Th®■■first is going 
■ 1 -- J. ■ ■ - ■ ■

to try to counteract the•• cor?.s>spt-of-hsitrod..that we have for each other. 
And it’s very .difficult. . It '.says vo must have an undying, love for ou? 
people. We.siust have an undying love- for our people. And that’s very 
hard for/us to undssrete’nd'bscaus-s v.;e have so much hatred for our people. 
But if w had an undying love for our.people, v;a 'would be in the ctroetti 
rather than in Vietnam- fighting for cur’people. (Applause) If wa really 
had an undying love for our people, w would not bo wasting, time attack
ing. our people, but rather trying to love and bring our people homo. Tib 
must have an undying love for pur people. (Applause) If v?s really began 
to understand the concept of undying, love for our people, every time they 
trust one black man, they would, have to trust all black men.- (Applause) 
And now, the concept-dees not necessarily mean that you’re not concerned 
with people,'but if you love yourself as a person, and if you love your 
people,- then-you'll love all other people v.ho act like people. (Anplau-ss 

‘You shouldn’t gat caught up with people who .say that you love only your-
self--you auto?,iatically hate everybody else. That's not true. If you 
have children, you love your children. That dees not ■ necessarily msan 
that because you love your children, you hats ether ’ children. fire lio??, 5 
you love your children, you might hats the ether children who boat up yo



Black. Nationalists today. who .arc. running around the • streets alienating 
our .'people, rathe?: than bringing them''home. (Applause) It'is also 
necessary for many,of us today who.all of a s'uddan have become black bw 
forgot'where v;s- were whan Brother,l&alcolm X v;-.s preaching to us. ■ - 
'(Applause) But it i's.a valuable concept because v.-o must recruit from 
Negroes. That’s right, we’re; black meii-'-'we-hfiva to recruit-from Negroe 
Now',. we want .'to' talk-about-the..concept between Negro with a small ’ n'*. a 
black man with a capital -”B.n (Applause) Tih'en we were in Afhica-’-froo- 
w®--were .known as Africans or black men. We were not known. as Negroes. 
When we-were brought in chains in slavery• inside this country, wa becam- 
Negroes. Yihat that means-is that the concept of Negro and slavery is t’ 
s-ame--thing,-.-because Negro begins in -slavery. ■. (Applause) There, were no 
Nsgroe-s in Africa. Now the reason we were called Negroes was, to begin 
to cut our ties with Africa, not only politically, but -culturally..and p 
chologically. Because in Africa, v,a had raarriors, but w had no warric' 
among Negroes. .(Applause) You’ve got to understand that concept vefy 
clearly. I’m going to work with it some more because people got hung u 
in it.’ A Negro is a product of America. A’black r..-.n is .fighting J .-'-''-lr 
America.’ (Applause) Lot. me shoo; you how it works . Now you take Negro 
history. They ndo'! us! You know, they’re trying so hard to corrupt an 
brainwash and do everything. YAH, lately, they 'have' a thing—•■s-pot 
announesments-on.Negro history. Every five minutes, they tall you abou 
Negro history. You know, they have these five minute spots with local 
soul s t a t io ns . a o 11 j is y o u las . c a ry c ~ o s e x v .j g i... ;«oi v ? «



5

helped his country, blah, blah, blah*” . If you'*ro a slave, how’re you 
going to help fight for your country?!” (Applause) It seems-to me that 
if you aro a slave, you’re fighting to got cut of the- country that has 
made you a clave, and frac your 'brother! (Applause) . So, any tinie they.-, 
start •■with this junk about pNegro history—-’'£o--arid-s& -was a sl&yo, but: 
even .though he a slavef ho helped the .country / . they ’re saying -tho ■ 
san;o thing to you, ’’You’re a slave, but don’t worry about.it,- you helped 
your 'brothcr—dufAb nigger(Applause)" So v.s must begin to -understand 
the concept of Negro, and tho. concept of African or .black.auin* Jfost 
.uhderstund.it! Because in Africa w had ’wa.rs’iors-—Zulus, •(several unin
telligible tribo names) (Applause) V«b had warriors. V<b didn’t.have
■none—»all wo -had 'was slavery!' But let us understand, the most important, 
concept. If' you s&.y you’re a Negro, you begin in slavery, is that cor
rect? (cries of ’’right, -right,” -froa'-auditmee-) Thereforeif you-trace 
your .aiX.cestors back, you go back to being a slave. And if you came out a 
a slave, the best you can hope to bs is a good slave. (Applause) And if 
I begaii my great, great, great beginning as a slave, wall then,-I -,as ben
to be a slave, Sat if.you say you’re an• A_fri.can, you .can aspire to be 
more than a sle.ve---you can aspire- to bs a warrior^ tn (unintelligible 
word) 01’ whatever tho Africans were before they wore- conquered.- But-ths 
concept of every Negro a3 being a potential black man is importer/; for us 
as a people if we’re seriously talking about unity. It- is important be
cause I an; tired of seeing young black chicks, who, two weeks ago, had

t < r ■■■ i, you -:co thorn t..:- xmeko later with s .: Afro,
and when brother sister icrss in has her hair straightened



— '. ' ....  — . . • .- --
■■ . I .■■ ■ ■ ' - .••'■•■

WF 6 ' W
t ‘ ’ ! - ’ - ’

1 .‘-I don’t want to have nothing to. do with you, you'rae Nsg-ro.”. (Applause).
; X

No’ Mo.i-3 than take ties out' to-help that sister get her hair -together, 
■ .she .must take -time out to help other .sisters, get th a mgs Ives ..togs thpr. . .. .

(.Applause) And if. she hag -undying lovo for her people,---then she Trill take 
i . ' the *abuses' that heir sister hands' hex* once she tries ..to straighten her up,

. . ’. because ■ she vd.ll isem.-»mber th© very abuses sho. gave to. somebody .else who
was trying to straighten her up. Eyex-y Negro is a potential black man’ 

, ■ (Applause-) Now then, ‘the third Concept-,'■which- id very 'difficult, but
i ■ which wc must begin to- understand if -we are going--to: bo -Buccoss-ful---c-os:-' - •

. cept nrabor- three. For us, black people, ths question of community is not' 
. .just simply a question of land', but also d question of color. For "black 

people, us, ws,—the Indian-—, the .'question cf con-nuiiity is not just sia- 
a . ; ■ • ply .a. question-of land, but the question of our people and where they arc..

For example, if w went 'to New York, w-s would not bs home or in our ccamxu- 
nity until ~:i. wgre -in Harlem. If ws v.ent to Loa Angeles,"Vfatts, if we 
•wont to Chicago, the West Side., if you go to Philadelphia,. South, if y%>u 

. go to iraahingtC'i, 1). C., all over! (General uproar from audience) Ykat 
... about.. Baltimore?! (Gene ral .up .roar^-pccple. indicat ing- "ths whole city’!!J

So the concept is important just not for Baltimore, but.it is import a nt. 
for the world, which must begin to• become 'our prospectus. lib cannot allo?; 
the white man to confine us. For -example, when he- stole us from Africa--*- 
and he did steal u-s~-(Slight lav,gatei- from audience) --you tell i;-o about 
Negroes'steal! (Laughter) Negroes stbal-’-black rear, liberates!. (Applause) 
Negroes steal from id?-roes (IauShtsr)—but tho black ran libX'T.tss from 

oppressor. scattered us all v;r the kestarr Hsmisphero.



dropped us ih ths hast Indies. ”H-q” di'opped us. in Brazil, -Panama,' Gu'ate- 
c 7 • L . / ... - •■

mala, Santo Domingo.. Dominican i?epubliC"—'8V8U a.n Nova Scotia, Canada—’and . 
none of us had anything to e&y about it! After having dropped us in oath 
of these areas, -’’ho’* said, ’’how you are the Negro Ar-sric&.n. You are. & 
Negro in Brasil* You on the Continent,'you’re still e.n Afri'can. You in 
the ¥?s st / India s, you are a Vlost Ihdia*’~notic0 I said ’’India *!-atods.y-, -.West ‘

I ’’Indian/” (Laughter)‘!and you in Nova Scotia, you are Canadian. "You in

• Santo Ipmlngo,' you are a Santo Do'ml’agan.e You in the Dominican'Republic, 
you're a Dominican Republican.’’ So that bec&uac I begin to believe that- X 
am e. Negro Asez-ican, it io okay, if'America is at va? for me to. fight in

•■•.Santo .Domingo, .because I’m not. fighting Africans, I’m fighting a Santo Do- 
mlngan, and I’m not an African—-I’m a Negro* It is vary important because 
it is that concept that allows the ’’man'3 to send black troops all ov v 
South America where our people are fighting for their- -liberation and 
others fight against thorn. If v;s ware to understand that wherever cur peo
ple are. they’re part of our •cc.vjnuzdty, then vra would not be fighting. a 9 v i <J I O C?

. But' v.c do r.ot. understand. Wa dm Africans’, born bred, everything else, in 
iAfric?'.—'.ihether you like it or not~-you’re'African! (Applause) You- just 
happen to b-e living in America (Laughter) You just happen to bo. existing • 
in America. Africe.ns. So we must begin to understand that concept, be
cause then we will begin to say, "If I am in Brazil,' fifty percent of 
Brazil is'African, I toi with my people, I aa home. If I am in Cuba, sixty 
’five percent of Cuba is African, I am African, I am heme.- If I am in th- 
West Indies, all of it is African, I‘am. at home." And whe'n you hit the 
Motherland, you her you’re at horns! (Applause) And why' else that e-c-ncyt

/ O • . -



is important, . it is important so that ”HoM cannot break us down,. but- not. 
only .that, that we can see cm-.real selves'. ■ Because ”he” keeps talkin." 
about ten percent. 'Sofflo times "he” raises, the figure. One time it vs.8 .
-.twcnty-tw'O. Now I think w-e’r'c thii*t.y~two.' (Laughter) ’But anyway,'"he” • 
says we’re.still a minority .and people get scared. But” wo have to 
broaden—’Yre’ re not a ri’.ii'iority—-’se ’ re the isost* (Laughter and applause) 
•And we cannot s.How the minority thinking to affect our tactical plans. 
v-’C have to se§ ourselves-as international people,. Because we didn’t have, 
no choice about There were born,—how■ we were 'born, or to w’loni 7^5 vhre' 
horn. We didn’t have no choice.. So we don’t need to let the "nian" think 
.that.. must decide the -boundaries. Because 'the colonies are” our poo.'- 
pie and there they are. You have to understand that principle. Now then, 
we want to move in to talk about education, politics, and poverty programs, 
(Laughter) We’ve got to talk about them, because the concept is part of 
the things the "man" is using to break us up. Lot ae give you an example, 
because this thing education messes us up too much> Everybody’s thinking 
you can’t get nobhero unless you havs. you.soso education, That-rz-y be 
true—1 think it is true--but it depends upon whst you. call education. . Ws 
were taught that-^Christopher Columbus discovered America in 1'-S2—with his 
corm-on sense! (Laughter)' And when the teacher asks you on an ex?a, "?ho 
discovered America'?" you write dorr, ' "Christopher Col unices cisoovered 
America in 1492," and the teacher gives you an "A," bso.sus-s you are correct- 
But we know Columbus -didn’t discover America—Magellan’-did. But what you 
are saying'is that nothing happens until the "white man cckos along. (do.-
nls.ucs'i
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be• those things, that body of knowledge that will allovr us-to-provide- 
/ J - ' '■ .

■ those things for ourselves. Then we. really vran’t- need to waste.our’time •
■studying about Freud, Shakespea.rof- blah,- blah, 'blah. We don’t have to 
study those, because the- minute you get out of school, , you forgot it. any- 

way, (Applause) You don’t, learn.anything’until you actually-get out. VA- 
must-.begin to define-education, so-that it becomes a positive element in

I our conanunity, because -right now,' it-is a negative element in our community, 
1 Lot res show you what I -mean.’ An education is supposed to prepare you to
live J.?’ .your’given environment or your given communityis that correct?

. Let us examine the community of any black settlement in this, country. You
have pimps, hustlers,. dope addicts.,, .number men, maids-, porters, -preachers-- 
soma of thorn never make it’ (Laughter) “-teachers, cab drivers, factory 
workers, ditch diggers’ unemployed. If I go to school In my community, 
.they should-teach me .how to.be a good pimp, hustler, dopa addict (Laughter 
and 'applau5e)~~hu-‘vbler, preacher, maid, porter, factory worker, ditch 
digger, unemployed. They must teach me how to fit into tny community.^, If 
they don't teach ms. that,, they should-teach ta-e-how to change tho • community 
so that-1 can live like a human being.' (Applause) And tho education that 
we send our children to- doesn’t meet it. Doesn’t, teach thwi how to live in 
the. community, or how-to.-ch&ngp the community, Tib‘re just'occupying speloo 
and being white. That means we must take over complete control of the edu
cation systems in our schools. (Applause) And that does not mean ti--iroly 
replacing whita teachers with black teachers.- do not want black carton 
copies of a white ideology. (Applause) Vfo want tn education system that
is go ini’- to sneak to the needs of our community and is goin^''to o o * v O c>
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children how to v-rnlk with their heads 'up in the air and their hands on 
tho gun. (Applause) Our -children- ars going to- get back into (Sovoral 
words unintelligible due to crowd noise) and you just try holding your 
hands in your pockets v?h&n you have to hold your gun I We must 'begin to 
’understand that, because ’what. -they are doing is giving .us too--many *
tricks—'these little community controls. And. what they do is} -they..put 
black man in ths position of a v;hit© man and everybody wants to sit back 
and be happy. Wo are not talking about rcfonn-^wo are talking about cos 

’plots change! 'Ccsaplste^chan^e! 7n>'r& not. talking about black'people rc 
resenting white people,. To do-that is going to hurt us in tho -long- run 
because along in our causaf we’re going to. have to fight those san:a blac 
men, Why do that? -Change, it orie tima—ycu. get it over with—don’t pro
long—(Applause) So we must-begin to-understand that. Complete control 
And complete, control moans just that! . No association with nobody but th 
people in. the- community! Period! (Applause)- Now the -second thing is 
this, thing called politics...• I .don't think vre have to dwell cn the point 
about black people getting into convention?! politics representing pd.it 
ce.1 or American independence, 1 don’t, think we need to talk about it, 
because it is crystal-clear-to .us tod?..v that vhilo .neither of. tho three V - *

candidates actively socks the support of black people, tho entire campai 
is about black -psopl-s—how to defeat us! . (Applause) And since that is 
what the campaign is about, we should not bo bothered ac-out whether Hum
phrey may vo-a--little bit bettor. - -(Laughter) Tho casipaign issue is not 
Eu-’ohrav, Nizon. cr Nallacs— th: camo aim Lsaue is, ’'that are wo going 1 
do with these niggers?and I don't have- to answer. You can .(u.nir-tsHi■



Nixon’s wddi’ess, Humphrey's ■addx'ess,—e.in.’t none of thorn noth!ng but a. 
/ ■' i '

bunch of/honklss! (Tumultuous applause) (A few phrases are- unintollig 
ble due to shouting .and. applause by the crowd) (Tvmultuoux; appl-auc®) 
Yfellfs.ee .says,.. ’’Now let no . toll it 'like i.fc is. If I got in there, the 
nigger's going to (unintelligible words)" (Laughtex’ and applause) And 
ths'long/run,. it’o feall&co that’s...going .to help get us together because 
he’s going to tighten the .constitution, .whore Mixon and Hump.hroy if. goi to-worl/against ths constitution to put" us to sleep. Yfe'vg b-s'en slbopi 

too lohgl (Applause). So'the only politics-that black people talk abou 
is. the politics of survival, because that’s -what it’s- all' about—are wo 
going to survive in this-political, history called the. United State's, of 
America? And you can watch’em because as Vfellaco grows, they’re coming 
closer to 'ca. A week ago, Hu-.nph**ay got up there and he'talked-about 
looters and shooters. He gave -a whole half-aa~hour speech and he says, 
w¥*nea I become. President, V£w n I be coms President, • I will have a speci?. 
trailed riot sound. I will have the Ai'my, the 'National Guard, and if®v 
rood them, juct call on ms and I will send them. (Applause) So that s. 
black san running around talking about the Dar.ooratie- Party or .the F.c-pu 
lican Party is certainly docoivin? himself, and certainly trying to cis 
illusion our people. If you see what they did to white.people in Chica 
.imagine what they’ve going to do to us! (Apple.u.3o) It’s the polities 
survival. For later!.' L-st them .go and run their game! Lot Yfellacc, Hu 
phroy, Nixon,--1st then run their game. Because that’s all it is. But 
let us ret ours-elvas tossther and not .cct involved in their sass, for t



talking tb no.; black people. • -In- the beginning he used-to have pictures- 
/ ' . ! ■ . a.'... 'with black-babies» jic's not doing that any more. Nixon ain’t nover. wortl 

hearing? And we know all about Wallace* (Laughter)' No isore talk "about 
that, but let iis tall: about-tho politics .of-survival. . To-survive: food, 
shelter, and clothing—•agai.nst’.tho-natural onviron’ii-out—-nature« - But if 
on* has 'Zaothsr opponent to combat, then, one needs soasthing' cl.so to pro

tect on-/sslf. For example, if we were just here in this wildsrness by oui 
•selvesJ wo would need food, shelter, clothing. Vsb have to firiit animals -. r- ■. -' - - -... ~ .■
and wo try to geu food, shelter, and clotning. But since there’s scmesthii 
else fighting against us too, aside from the weather, ths hawk,- and all 
that, so now w-3 got to proceed to (two unintelligible;words) coat, and go; 
out and protect ourselves against the hawk, because the hawk's trying to 
get us. ■ But now sorrobody els® is trying to get us—wo got to have -'some
thing else to protect- ourselves against them. Right?'. So wo need food, 
shelter, clothing,"and guns' -(Tumultuous laughter and applause) Now I 
know everybody’s against violence and all that blah, blah, blah, bloom, b> 
let's-understand it—I‘sun for equality. If the v-hito wen got a gun, I go
to got one? (Applause) All over the country white women are 'getting gun; 
'and'learning how to shoot. Black woman got to get g';ns and learn hovz to 
shoot. (Tumultuous applause) -And that’s what you call equality. (Laugh
ter) Now if you don’t believe that black womsxi should get guns, then you 
should take the guns away from whits women---then v. even-st-even.
(Applause) And if they have guns and we don’t have guns, ws’ra not rw-w, 
nor nover Trill be thereafter, equal • Never will be! Tho game works not 
only -on uo, but on the international scene. You c-se ali—Russia,■ Franco, 



England, ths United. States—they get together and -say,- ‘‘Vfe- will- stop nu- 
clear-tests I'!' blio ?.rs they ja-fesing—themselves? They got the poly bomb, 
hydrogen .bomb 1 And nor hero costs all those other little-black countries-- 
"Don’ t jvou. get-.none of them 'bombs, you don't need 'em.” (Laughter e.n:> 
applause) If_Ar:or i ca has an fttoralc.J'bornb, ejvory country in the world nsedr, 

•an atoaij bomb! Tl'g-t>s equality! (Applause) And that is the only_w.y. to 

insure justi co—-not peace I Justice’ 1.don't care about pcace-I '.mt 
juatioe/l .(Applause) Bsct-ius® if we have. justics, wo’ll have peace, but' 

you can’t .have peace ■ without justice*. (Applause) Because if America’s ,gp' 
the atomic.bomb and they want something, like from the poor Vietnams-sc, th 
only thing they can. do is fight, to the death. If America decides to borab 
them, they can’t do nothing.’ Nothing! It's like when ths-y'dropped ono on 
Hiroshima,, they .couldn't do nothing but run and hide. If they got on--- too 
they could say, ’'You drop the bomb—wo’ro-coming!’' (Applause) And that 
is, in fact, the only deterrent to nuclear'warfare. Not this table-talk 
nonesneo. Everybody gets in nuclear war, and wj're ready.' You got youj-w, 
I got rains’ 1* n just as crazy £■.*> you are’ (Laughter and applause) You’v 
got to understand this concept. Hut I want to deal with the concept of 
getting guns. Bscause it.is not really ths question of violence. It is:' 
the - question of the black man-attacking.the white nan. There are black.ms 
who own guns. They can shoot all the -niggers in the'world, ain’t nothing 
going to happen to them! .Let them shoot 'at one white man! Esy! (lyp-laos 
The question of violence never arises until, there is a blsok-whiba confror; %
tation. If there’s a black-black confrontation, there is no question of
violence or nonviolence. It is onlv 7.-h.3n there is a black-.t.itc



confrontation that the question of nonviolence comes up, and it’s always 
■ directed• tovrards the black man. It. i.s s. facte It's a fact/' You see 
•people fight all the time with guns, knives, cut cash other--"don't say b 

(Laughter) You have Ban Moore in Chicago.' Eastside young simple nigger 
killing 'Yle st side young simple niggers,, but one night, let them both get 
together and decide to kill a fevr-vvhite-people and secwiiat happens. "i'i 
cannot tolerate -this violence.." (Tumultuous laughter and applause) It 
must bo.crystal-clear in our minds. If. you have a gun, it doesn't aeces 
sv.rily mean you're violent, it. just means you can protect yourself. • And 
that could mean that you survive. It is not the question of guns. It i 
ths question.of the black man protecting himself. Let us take.- D. C. for 
example. They have passed what they call a gun lav,-. Because you sea, t 
District is really ninety-eigb.t percent black. They claim it's sixty- 
three percent, but it's really ninety-eight percent. They say, in esssr. 
’•fall :.v; all people living .inside ths District cannot have guns, and if 
you. have guns, you should register them. But now, all the suburbs is 
whits. (Ssvaral unintelligible v.'ords) black people.' They have not pass 
a guii Lavr for white folks and they’re not going to pass no gun la'.v for n 
white folks. Evcauco guns should be out cf the hands of niggers and t'o 
let the white folks ’have thorn. And I’m going to tell, you, if I die-say! 
it, GET A G’Ji!, GST A GUI:, GET A GUY’I! (Tumultuous applause) ■ IICN’T JUG
LAUGH I GE?'. IT? GET AS AS YOU CAN GET, AS BIG AS YOU CAN GET 'E'l.
AND in AT rflLL AROUSE YOUG. BROTHERS AMD SjSTExS TO 'GET SOuE GUTS'

<w-.^„.w 1 v-.r
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(Applause) Y?hen wo have an undying love for our people, we’re going to 
start getting the guns, tut until w&. ..get that, we’re going to be shuffling 
and jiving. (Three unintelligible words) people'who follow you for oho of 
two reasons—either they love you or they fear you. Black people -peer .
do.v;n the barrel-of ths honkie because he fears us. ’ Black people follow us 
because ho loves us« he wants a gun ho can get ’em! Undying love, un-.
-dying love! (Applause.) Nov; then, we want to talk about poverty programs.' 
(Laughter) And it is imp’&rtant to talk about it, because it is too oonfus- 
ir.g. The-’Poverty Program was never designed, and will never . be< designed • 
to solvo the 'problems of the black community. Dig it! (Applause) The 
Poverty Program was.designed to dilute and corrupt tho liberation struggle 
that was growing in this country for. more than (unintell igible) -.years. 
(Applause) And X know all you poverty workers in here, but it's all right 
(A few words unintelligible due to laughter). Let-mo- show you liov; it 
Yzorks. They started off with this grand survey by Honaghan, -I think was . 
his name’(Several mumbled unintelligible words). And he wrote this program 
and said, ”7ibll... the real trouble is black families. See, they ain’t got' 
no father-image.■ Because they ain’t got r.o father image, they do all the 
things they do.”’ All right, now,' I knowthat's not true, but’ if they be
lieved it, the least they could do v.ws say, "Wall, v;e ought to solvo their 
proble.v.” So dig what ths Poverty ’Program does; It perpetuates the pres- 
lem of emasculating the father image-in ths black community ’ Jk-w you dig

• lio-w Sdiy 1?T:' £1 blts.C'l< cibc-uv. feruy — ^zve ci’ JiTt-y*. J.,V6. gc’5 
vour-.~ k’.ds -tout nineteen—twenty. I'm urorwlovod. I r«&d kouaghan (’) 
(Sounds like: well maybe your daddy’s black. "Como back, little Eva,.";
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out the .dbor.i because I’r.r going'to work. But who do they employ?.. Not me
■ / J ' ■ .... ' • • * .but EyspcJ And v.'hfr.t do they .do? They give his more money then they give 

me because, they want to keep him off tho streets. They don’t give a damn 
about arybody in the black community. Keep them yo.ung-niggers-off the 
street because they’re getting (Applause drowned cut a few words.) emascu- 
late th  ̂father. . How ,dp .you feel'-'if you’re a father and your nineteen-’ 

•year-olri punk kid is tliror/ing around & hundred and fifty dollars a week 
end wa?/king out, and you-sitting-there 'doing"nothing?J ."It is. only for ens 
resf-cn', Keep the young people off the streets because they’re getting to
gether and they just might do that! .That’s:-all the Poverty Program io 
about. ' If we. understand that, than explain how do wa work, oven if wo work 
v/ith tho Poverty Pi'ogram. Now'I .don’t want to hear black people talk 
about, ’’But-I’m moving—-” You’re not moving up—don’t kid yourself! Stop! 
Stcy> and be serious. Is that'fact-or no? Before there was a Poverty Pro
gram., they were on'the street hustling, making no money at all. Now if 
they were hustling and just getting by on the ..money they had, if they have 
a tv;?uty--thou3i>nd-’dollar--a~year job new, then they can give sckc money back 
to buy some guns. They could give some money back to support the organiza
tions they 'used to work with before, they-want into the position they’re in. 
But they got so caught up in ths white man ’’individual’1 nonsense, that they 
become a black nr. and don’t care about thoir-people talking loud, '’Sluck’s 
big, black’s bad, black’s for s-tingy whites!” (Applause) So. we must . 
understand the concept of the Poverty Frograra. If wo-get involved in ths
Poverty Program., we should. got involved in it for eno reason,: to bring cu

n the competition, If wa’-ro not coin 



we’re not just passive, but .-w'i-e being used against our people.
(Applause) ..So nobody should say, ”1 ’m in'the Poverty Program.,..'I’m not 
•getting dumped, but I'm not doing nothing no mbre-J’' Once you get in and 
it's used against uv, you’re powerless. So if* you get in it, you’ve got - 
to work against it. For-your people-1 I'm not getting juistico. I’m not *
carpetbagging. I'm against-t.ho "case for honkie, Once' you take'the gig, 
you are' consciously being used agai nst your pec.ple-~thai'efore/ you’’re 
part of it. Understand that? Understand that? You must understand that 
concept in evary 'wy. Because the Poverty Program i;s getting ready to 
•run cut, and the nerves of a lot cf black people have already run out.
-And they're doing that on purpose> because they know-Vihon black people get 
'Kfid, they’re going to start with the Poverty Program rather than the hon~ 
kie- policeman... That's a. fact. Becftuse rs still kid ourselves-, no matter 
how black v;e 'say wa are. Now let us talk seriously about 'what the United 
States is trying to do to black people and uh ore w* are. today. In order 
to do that, vfe must begin to define some terms. 7fe should define'what oiu 
ngut is, what our goals arc, what v..-; to accomplish. Now today, I’.- 
so tired cf sowing black militants on television. It’s like going-out cf
'town.-- And I'm .just sick,cf it. Every time. I .turn on. my TV, there’s 
arsother c-ns. "They-~a or ws'va got the people, and ww’re going to burn





economics so w. can begin to i>&& how ws reorder the structures an'd b^gin 
to fight for 'thorn. You just, can’t fight, against. racism., .and to
show you why as we go on. I want to define the main differences between 
revolution, revolutionary warfare, revolutionary violence, black rovolu- ‘ 
tionaries, and black militants,.' Nov; lot'ms start off with revolution, be-- 

*
cause I ’m-.tired of black people saying that wa are in a black revolution. 
We are not in a revolution!' Because a revolution does not'begin until -you 
have seized power. Ones you' have seized power, the revolution begins. 
Lot as give you an example. How I knew this is harder, but this is the 
real grit.. The first part is for laughs and ■ everybody cannot tell that, 
■but this is the real part. . This, defines men from boys—-happy people from 
serious people. When Fidel Castro was fighting in the Sierra mountains in 
Cuba, he fought for several years—-and it v;rs not the Cuban Revolution. 
The 'Cuban Revolution did not'begin until Fidel Castro walked into Havana, 
chased 'Batista and ths American lackies cut, and said, ’’This day,” with 
his gun in his hand, Chs’on his side, he said. ’’This day,'. I claim Cuba for 
the masses of Cuban people.” That’?; when th© Cuban Revolution bega-n. 3e- 
c&use next, ,hs was able to change everything—-.tear down, burn 6o'.m,' destroy, 
root up, and-start all over again.- That's when the American Revolution, 
roally began. Anything prior to that is called rofcra. Reform is not when 
you want to tear down, destroy, overturn, disrupt, and start all over again 
-’-reforr; is ■ .when you’re just 'studying to t-3 a human. A •..hole lot of black 
people, are reformers. They e.re not i*evolu.ticneries, because'they are 
afraid of' revolution. That is understood and" wall it should be. But wc 
should v.':'h-rst. nd that nothing but a rovoluti.c>:\ is going to all'.'.."us to
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survive in the United States. if we’rs-. serious »• No-ff the it, what happens 
before th® Revolution? Before the revolution, you have what’ is called th 
armed struggle. That’s v.hun the i'evolutionary forces, arc fighting tigains- 
the status ,qup? with guns, with arms—-that’’s cn- nnvied struggle. So, befo 
Ficeltook poser and started the revolution,' th*'Cubans were involved in' 
armed struggle. In the black .co'rir<a.<n.iti&s .of this country, v;e are just 
.getting into the stage of araed struggle—'just getting into it; v* haven’t 
even.begun to scratch th® .surface*. So don’t be no dumb nigger talking 
about-the .black revolution. It ain’t funny, ain’t funny.- And w® need to 
know v;hy-’---b-3causc. there’s u difference between a black militant and a 
black revolutionary. A black militant is e.n angry black Kan'v.ho’t yell in; 
at.white.folk because he’s left'cut—-he wants in. A black revolutionary : 
a black man who says he wants*to tear dorm, destroy, rip up, and cverthrc- 
the country aw 
of our pecplo. 
see trier; every 
and thav talk, 
on television.
intelligible words) in ths strati Vie’ll do just like they did in Chic:- 
Vis’ll do just .like they did in*--, vr®’ll‘de. just liko~~” • They didi They 
argued-»• and rw.::.J ;..o and talking s.nd yelling and sc re-ami ng I Ana ths” 
gets scared and. he calls him. in and gives him a tvrsnty-thcuss.nd-dolls.r-'a-- 
year. job.. And ac scon e.s the nigger stamps his feet, .Hoover’s taking in 
everything ho knows 1 . (I aw; It a owe eyy 1 aucs) ‘xThic is a black milw.-.•.:•-. k

Wa j VJJ.J. lih, cV.Jv'-.‘w V J. VKO AlVttub • Ul ■ t’-il - i. J. -:• :

•Dig it! (Ajjplause) You’ve seen the black militants. Yo 
.day. They'grow r big Afro and they get cut on the street:; 

''Vew;, we’ll bux’n do«r.’,» ” They look a mess’ You see them 
”If you don’t do this-. Mr. haver. I’ll tell vou (three ur.

•is angry becaur-.® he is net part E-:.. is
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concerned about his people-. He does not have undying love for Ills people. 
He’s a nigger who*s • concerned about hi>nse 1 f« -(Applause) Arid he is the 
'worst kind of nigger .there is, because not only does ho use himself to'got 
where ho.wants, but he uses his people-to get vtcre-ha wants!- (Applause) 
The black revolutionary 'won’t be nearly so foolish.' -BURN'IT! ' SHOOT IT!

■ RIP IT'OUT! (Unintelligible, word)'.. KILL? STEAL! ■ (Unintelligible • word)- 
(Tumiltuouc applause) Tbs black revolutionary won’t bo telling all that 
junk. He’s taking his tirao planning/preparing, moving strategically 
against the ''man.” He ain’t never got no ”cc>ol it" looking ■ for no twenty-

• thousand”.dollar«-a“year job so he e&n.bo telling his people to "cool it” 
and being a white man’s dog’. . Ho ain’t angry at the white man ’As'" soon .as 
he gives- him. a tweiity-thoucand-dollar-a-year job until 'every last one of 
his people has got a decent job~-ho is angry! 'Until every last little

• black nappy-he nd. sd child has-got shoes on-his feet, he-is angry-J ■ Until-■ 
every-little black-child’s u tom ch falls down because of hunger, ho’s 
angry! Yes sir, a black revolutionary has undying love for Ills people! 
(Applause) ■ You have got to understand that, because this country is 
loaded with black mi lit ants! Thoy produce us instantly. Instant black. 
Eiilit-ants. 'But I ain’t seeing too E?.ny black revolutionaries. I see a 
whole lot of black militants,-yelling -and-screaming until they got ’em a 
poverty grant. Yes.! You hear -’em on -tho street now:- - "Be -cooling it • 
’cause only ouf people gattin* hurt!” Nigger, wore you concerned about 

.your people getting hui’t when you were yelling about, ”G-3t out in tho 
street and fight. Shoo.t to kill!”? Only r.ov.y because ydu’ve got « 
twsiity’thous&nd‘-doll?.r-a*-y?ar job, you're -worried about only ot



YOU SO'S GUNS Al® HEIJ5 BEAT UP THE "MAH” SO SOME HONKTE' COPS'GET HUIu‘1
(Tumultuous cheering and applause) . We’va got to understand where v;e’rs 
going because-the United States wants to load us that way, end'ws have to 
go this way. We'vs got to go this’ way I Vie can’t be jiving and chugging 
and'playing anymore, baoauss like Brother Rap Brovrn says," Yle.’re- going to 
be bugalooing on trains going to concentration camps.'5 (Laughter- and- - 
applause) We m«y. laugh, but we will be bugalooing on trains going to 
those concentration campsand won’t wakovp until the ’k.an” says It's 
all over now,’* and ssy% ’’Nigger,-wake up*. ” That’s the only time vs’ll 
wake up. Growing an Afro does not necessarily mean that one is- ready, 
'true?- (Applause) Growing an Afro only, shows a stage of development* 
■Sometimes it is just the very. very beginning. It is just a scratching 
of tho surface. Too many people think that growing an Afro is cut-- 
scratching ths surface, scratching the surface. Once' we’ve dore it, then 
we m?.y be ready to got into the. dolsv. (ph.). Because - we got a natural,^' 

we’re back. Just like because wo can’t assume that' just because wo got a 
•gun, wo’ro there. Ain't true! Baoivuse -I see s. lot of revolutionary 
'groups across the country. They got guns and they say, "Look, man, we 
want to talk to you. we'got these gons. VTe’re ready to go, .r.sn, but
•honki-5 vfants to protect that, nigger across ths street because he’s 'his riar 
—I know he’s the on, so got to rao\t on him!" Coma on; v.? get a mil- 
lien honkic cops out here-~on3 nigger’s going to hold up.your movement?
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then wo should gat together. They don't have to belong to the sass' organ- 
isatibn,/but they can at least’sit down and talk to each other. So .-that 

we’re not divided. At least look-like ««•'«■ tialced. Look like we’re 
united. Look, how else can it be? If thez'e’s going to be unity in Balti-- 
raoi’a, jyou have got to bring it about. Legislative Negroes with a small 
V-are ^ot going tc» bring it about. -Most of.the Negro preachers ar® not 

going to bring it about.- ‘Ain’t no Negro. going to bring.it.about,-but.th® 
black y-"gro must bring it about 1 (Applause) And don’t .sit and say wo’re 
wait inf; ‘for Nay Brovm to cone, w®’re"waiting for (Sounds like either 
''Ellis1' or "Eldridge”) to coins, vro'rc waiting for Leroi, w&’ro waiting for 
Stokely! Niggor, you’re- raiting-on Y£)URSEL?J Ain't -nothing- you can-’t do- 
if you went to-do it! All you got to do is GET UP AND DO 'll’! J! GET UP!! 
(Applause). Now then, Ihn going to end. Sorry to have kept you so long, 
but I just thought it was v& cess ary. I just wanted to say two things. 
Nv.ttbsr one, the Sori School needs money. I’m no preacher. Don’t like to 
beg you to support nothing. It’s for you. .There’ll' b-s soxs -buckets ?n 
the back. ' If you v-wnt to put it in. put it in. If you don’t, sea you. 
later. 'I don’t care. This is bur movement. The'buckets’ll be outsld*♦
Secondly, a .lot of people,'probably a lot_ of people, think it's tomorrow 
and they’ll probably say, ’’7oah, ths nigger preached hat-c," That's right.
But I want to explain something to you. ’Ae liv-o in a world of & tigh 
of ignorance and elasticity called the world of dialectics. 1-k-aning t: 
for every action, there is a reaction. That there are opposites for every
thing. For hot the re is cold. For sadnuss there is joy.

thing has an opposite♦ Boy-'-*





>ole.usIf you have children and you love your children and saruobo 
Jes-totattc/ck your children, you're going to kill that -parson'becaus 

3 love your children* (Applause) • If you see your brother knocked d 
■the street, you. fight the person who knocked him down, because- you
re voir bro<‘ier<. If you see another black man knocked down on-‘the

I
?%ld hale that which. is trying to destroy your pcoplal But wares th a 
at, you do not even love yourself bocauss you. are your-enoray i (■••ippl- 
do not preach hata--~wo preach an undying love for our people becaus

u lovo your people, you will hate the ene-.iy». Thank you*
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Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

Q FOIA/PA CI Litigation □ Executive Order Applied
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Subject: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Title of Case: ■ Section 
* File
Serials Reviewed: _________________ _________________________________________________ ________________________

Release Location: *File Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see tire documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit

File Number: ________________ _______  Section b

Serial(s) Reviewed: ._________ , /_/ _________________________ .__________________________ _____________

FOIPA Requester: ________ ____________________________________________________________________________
FOIPA Subject: ____________________________ _______________________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number:

File Number: ; Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed: _____________________________________________________________________________ _______

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject: _______________________________________________________________________ ____________
FOIPA Computer Number:  '

File Number: ___________________________________________________________  Section 
Serial(s) Reviewed: ____________________________________________________________________________ _

FOIPA Requester: __________________ .__________________ _________ _________.____________________________
FOIPA Subject: _______________ ____________' _____________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: __________________________________________________________________ _______________
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Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr,

Tolson__
b o Loach.. 
Mohr___

Cacper._„ 
C- Lilian.

• rad...

.■ ivan. 
lb. el__

Tele. Room_
ia TEL

FROM:

—b6 b7C —
(Priority)

J' '
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P) be b7c

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM

,.i .r.: .i.imes. 
Miss Gandy_

WFO will continue to follow subject's movements and 
activities and report pertinent information developed.

X/ Enclosed Herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies of
, an LHM regarding the above-captioned subject^. One copy eaq| 

is being furnished Atlanta, Baltimore, New York, and San 
sco for information. \

b6 b7(
b7D

25 DhU 2 1968

k.»

; ISO,CRD,RAO
AUJUVbl • nuu*!

«

HOW FORW 
DATE FORW.
BY: „

It is suggested the Bureau may want to make this 
information available as a counter-intelligence technique t 
friendly news-; media contacts who could be expected to publish 
the storv of

It is noted regarding the former implication afbout

reau (Encs. 11)
Atlanta (100-6812) (Encs. 1) (RM) 

1 - Baltimore (100-24220) (Encs. 1) (RM) 
1 - New York (100-153751) (Encs. 1) (RM) 
1,- San Francisco (157-721) (Encs. 1J/(R 
y - WFO ‘ ’ REQ- 65 I t/ v . ..
' (1-157-1292) (COINTELPRO, BLACK NATIONAL HATE GROUPS)
WWH;jld/lt £ q Bishop

Sent M Per +
in Charge
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Date: 11/16/68

Transmit the following in___________________________________________ ;______
(Type in plaintext or code)

Vin AIRTEL__________________________ ___

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)TO: b6 b7C
b7D

FROM:

SUBJECT:

b6

SAC, Bi

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - SNCC; BPP

JL-Bureau (Encs. 11, , 
2-WFO (100-43503) (Encs. 
1-Atlanta ( 
4-Boston (1

_______________has
Public Relations Depart 
a tape recording of CA

Re WFO telephone call to Boston, 11/15/68, an
WFO teletype to Boston, 11/16/68. s

advised that the University 
“t was believed to be making 
HAEL’s talk, and he stated

(Priority)

Sent M Per

Enclosed for . the Bureau are 11 copies of an 
LHM concerning a talk given.by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at I 
Tufts University, Medford, Mass., on the night of I 
11/15/68. Copies are being designated for WFO (00) I 
and Atlanta (info.). Local dissemination is being \ 
made to NISO, OSI, lQ8th MI Group, and USA,. Boston.

The LHM is classified "Confidential” since \ 
the Information it contains furnished by source mentioned 
who has requested his identity be protected, could 
reasonably result in his identification and Jeopardize / 
his future activity. The source of the information J 
contained in the enclosed LHM is /

Tufts University, Medford, Mass.

_ ’2) (RM) '
(100-6812)(Enc. 1) (Info.) (RM)

,1-100 ) (BPP)
(1-100-37622) I
(1-100- ) (SNUU1

Approved:

4 D.EC11s136BA’e“ln
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he will attempt to obtain a copy of the verbatim remarks 
of CARMICHAEL and furnish same to the FBI.

Members of the BPP established, security measures 
for Carmichael prior to and during his talk. They asked 
fill white newsmen to leave and prevented the use of 
portable tape recorders.

If the tane rennrrilncr. of Carmichael's talk b6
is obtained through a verbatim transcript
will be made and furnished to the Bureau. b7D

-2-



UNIT STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

Boston, Massachusetts
DECLASSIFIED BY 603 WAUC/BAN/CB/bls'
ON 08212006 . .

November 16, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

On November 15, 1968, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that Stokely 
Carmichael appeared as a guest speaker at Tufts University, 
Medford, Massachusetts on that date. Carmichael represented 
the Black Panther Party (BPP).

The. source advised that Carmichael arrived 
at the college at 8 p.m. and began to sneak shortly 
thereafter. He was accompanied byI 

b6 b7C

An audience of approximately 1,400 students 
and faculty members from Tufts and surrounding Boston 
area colleges were present. The source noted that the 
group in attendance fell considerably short of the 
3,000 to 4,000 who were expected for Carmichael's 
appearance.

Several members of the BPP, whose identity 
was not known to the’source, accompanied Carmichael 
during the talk and provided security for him.

Carmichael told the audience that he was 
for revolutionary violence to solve the problems of 
blacks in the United States. He stated that after his 
talk he would answer questions but that he would not 
be dissuaded from his stand concerning revolutionary 
Violence. He told the audience that they and other 
white people might consider this posture fatalistic 
or suicidal but that he was committed to it. He

COPIES DESTROYED

2 86 MAR 1 1971



Stokely Carmichael

Indicated that Negroes in the United States were 
oppressed by violence and that it would take violence 
to'relieve this oppression. 

", ' ■ • ( ■ ■ . ■ I •
Carmichael scorned the liberals in the

United States and Leftists groups. He stated that the 
liberals were ineffective and that Leftists groups, many 
of which follow the Moscow line, are often against 
capitalism but not against racism. He predicted 
there would be a violent conflict in the United States 
and that the Negroes should be prepared for it. He 
noted that the first step for Negro improvement must 
be the obtaining of a seat of power and he Indicated 
that this might take violence to obtain. Carmichael 
stated he did not wish to receive assistance from the 
white "hippy” groups or the white radical groups.
He stated that the students who demonstrated in Chicago 
at the Democratic National Convention in August, 1968, 
achieved little except to be brutalized by the Chicago 
Police while the whole world watched. He told the 
audience that if a "cop" were to try to strike him 
on the head, he would kill the cop and all the other 
cops nearby.

Carmichael stated that no serious coalition 
could exist between Negroes and any white groups with 
the possible exception of poor whites, but he noted 
that while they also are- oppressed they do not seem 
to be able to organize. Carmichael stated he would 

. use any form of violence to liberate himself and the 
black people living in the United States.

A characterization of the BPP is found in 
the appendix.

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents 
are not to be distributed outside your agency.



BLACK PANTHER. PARTY, aka 
’ Black Panther Party for

Self Defense

A source advised that the Black Panther Party for
Self Defense (BPPSD) was formed by HUEY PERCY NEKTON„ Minister ,r ' 
of Defense, in December, 1966, 0
as a militant black nationalist political organization to combat 
"police brutality,to unite militant black youth, and to 
determine the destiny of black communities. The political 
philosophy was taken from writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of 
Communist China and black militant writers.

In March, 1968, the nam.e\of the organization was 
changed to Black Panther Party (BPP). • J

' The official BPP publication, ‘'The Black Panther ’
Party - Black Community News Service/’ states that the■BPP 
advocates use of guns and guerrilla tactics in their violent 

- revolutionary program to end oppression of black people.

On February. 17, 1960, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Minister of 
Information» announced merger of the BPP and Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) I I b6 b?c

. SNCC is a militant Negro organization 
■which preaches black supremacy.

Headquarters of BPP and Huey P. Newton Defense Fund 
are .located at 4U21 Grove Street, Oakland, California. ___
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1127AM URGENT 11-20-68 DRA
TO: DJflfciOR 100-446080, WFO 100-43503, AND
ATLANTA 100-6812 2P ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' • 
DATE Ua-El-EUUb BY '6U3Z4/AUC/BAW/CE/DlS 

• b6

STOKLEY CARMICHAEL, RM - BPP.

NOVEMBER SEVENTEEN, SIXTY EIGHT, ISSUE, CHAPEL HILL
WEEKLY, CHAPEL HILL, N. C., CONTAINS ARTICLE INDICATING 
SUBJECT DESCRIBED AS PRIME MINISTER, BLACK PANTHER, AND 
FORMER CHAIRMAN, STUDENT NON-VIOLATING COORDINATING

Mr.'Tolson—«.
Mr. Defcoach 
Mr. Mohr * 
Mr. Bishop .. ..
Mr. Casper . — 
Mr. Callahan ...। 
Mr. Conradi 
Mr. Felt — 
Mr. Gale .....
Mr. Rosen , 
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Tavel_ 
Mr. Trotter 
Tele. Room.
Miss Holmes—- 
Miss Gandy

COMMITTEE, TO SPEAK AT UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA. CHAPEL
HILL, AT EIGHT P.M., THURSDAY.

THE NOVEMBER TWENTY, SIXTY EIGHT, EDITION OF THE NEWS
AND OBSERVER DAILY, RALEIGH, N. C., NEWSPAPER CONTAINS AN
ARTICLE TO THE EFFECT THAT THE SUBJECT IS TO SPEAK AT SAINT c 
AUGUSTINE COLLEGE AT FOUR P. M., THURSDAY, NOVEMBER TWENTY-ONE, 
SIXTY EIGHT, AND LATER THE SAME DATE AT UNIVERSITY OF NORTH
CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL.

SECRET SERVICE, MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, AND APPROPRIATE
LOCAL AUTHORITIES ADVISED OF ABOVE SPEECHES AND POSSIBILITY

REQr 0 <t?SUBJECT COULD VISIT SWAN QHAJUXE—bL_C-- C — - - -



PAGE TWO
APPROPRIATE COVERAGE OF SPEECHES BEING OBTAINED. LHM 

FOLLOWS.
FOR BACKGROUND RE SWAN QUARTER, N. C., SITUATION, 

BUREAU AND ALL OFFICES REFER TO CASE CAPTIONED DESEGREGATION 
OF HYDE COUNTY, N. C., SCHOOLS, PE, CRA, SIXTY FOUR, RMj ARL 
BUFILE ONE SEVEN THREE DASH FIVE EIGHT EIGHT NINE. ATLANTA 
FILE ONE SEVEN THREE DASH FIVE FOUR THREE. 
END. 
CKG 
FBI WASH DC*

NIR. TRAINOR 
ROOM 836 9&D



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1982 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6*

UNITED STATES GO^tNMENT

Memorandum
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE U8-Z1-ZUU6 H¥ 60324/AljjJjiJ/CE/El

, /^DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) 

^W«rSAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

bje6t: STOKELY^RMICHAEL

date: 12/2/68

RM - SNCC; BPP 
SEDITION

Rebulet 9/24/68

Subject vacated the premises he was renting 
at 5015 16th. Street, N.W., Washington, D.C, on 
November 30, 1968. In view of this no recommendation 
is being made to use the facilities at 1508 Gallatin Street 
N.W., WDC, further as a Confidential lookout5, and 
accordingly it is being closed*.

Bureau 
WFO

3] DEC 3 1968
c c- Jr o 4 *7^
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
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Date: 11/20/68

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, CHARLOTTE (100-10358) (P)
SUBJECT: STOKELY^CARMICHAEL

•W=-BPP---------—-----

Enclosed for Bureau are 8 copies of IHM captioned 
as above. Copies are being disseminated locally to 
Military Intelligence and Secret Service.

SA|_ [notified CARL JORDAN, Special / 
Agent in Charge, 111th Military Intelligence Group, and K. 
Special Agent in Charge JOHN GRIMES, Secret Service, Charlotte

SA
Chief of Security. University
N. C. SA

_notified ARTHUR BEAUMONT, 
of North Carolina,. Chapel 
notified

Raleigh, N. C., PD. --------------------------------

Hill,

w t?
o

Arrangements are being madeJ^lar appropriate. 
coverage of subject’s speeches in t$e^eventhe does appear

►4
Charlotte is furnishing copies of this airtel and 

San Francisco due to their interest 
Panther Party

IHM to Atlanta, WO, and 
in subject and the Black

» O
Iv ’,'3 t-t

I W •

.g 

o •

foil

Li ivt

Charlotte will 
developments* 

C. C. - Bishop 
3^ Bureau (rm) (Ends. I 
T- WO (IGO-43503) (RM)' 
1 - Atlanta (100-6812) (rm) (Encl.'l)
1 - San Francisco (rm) (Encl. 1) 
7 - Charlotte (2 -100-10358) 

157-6171) 
157-5490) 
IOO-9885) 
157-5830) 
157-BJack Student Movement 
— I£C

12 NOV 23 1968

1 -
1 -
1 - 
1 -
1 -

T \______ Sent
inlgljarge

_ M P er



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

MlTED STATES DEPARTMENT O^RJSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina 
November 20, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-Z1-ZUU6 BY 603Z4/AUC7SAW/CB/blS

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTER - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

The November 17, 1968, issue of the Chapel Hill
Weekly, a weekly Chapel Hill, North Carolina, newspaper, 
carried an article containing information that STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL, former chairman of the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), is schedulgjl to speak on , y 
the university campus this week. PREST0N4DU@INS3 leader // 
of the Black .Studen_t„.Mojzeme.nt,. a t t If
■CartTrijnS’^furnished information that CARMICHAEL would 
os’peaF^in Carmichael Auditorium at 8s00 T. M., Thursday, 
and described subject as being the Prime Minister of the 
Black Panthers.

The November 20, 1968, issue of "The News and 
Observer," a daily Raleigh, North Carolina, newspaper, 
contained,an article under the caption "Carmichael Speaks 
Here Thursday," which states in part that CARMICHAEL is 
scheduled to speak at Saint Augustine College at 4s00 P. M., 
Thursday, November 21, 1968, and later the same date at 
the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina.

Appropriate representatives of Secret Service,
Military Intelligence, and local law enforcement agencies 
have been notified of the above.

Attached as an appendix to this memorandum is a
characterization of Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee <

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER 
RECOMMENDATIONS NOR CONCLUSIONS 
OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY 
OF THE FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR 
AGENCY; IT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE 
NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE
YOUR AGENCY



_£D-36„(Flev. 5-22-64) ’ Jj^fclWFORMATION CONTAINED’

IS UNCLASSIFIED
08-Z1-2006 BY 603Z4y''AUC/BAW/CB/blS'

■ Date: 11/27/68 j
•• PLAIN. ■ .1

Transmit the following in ■_  ' \:_ ____ ._ :__ _ __ ;------ :-----------------------------
(Type in plaintext or code) '

AIRTEL •. ... ■ I
Via _________ ,_________ :_____  ___ -_____ —----- ;------ .---- ------------------------ 1

... (Priority) ।
____ ______;_____ __________ __________________________________ E

: . The United Front is an umbrella type organization
made up of representatives from various negro civil rights 
groups in Boston'and its formation was *originally sponsored 
by STOKELY'CARMICHAEL. ■ . ..

Boston will follow and advise of,any:developments.

WFO advise if information developed verifying 
above.: .

(3)- Bureau (100-446080). 
- WFO (100-43503) '

2 - Boston (157-437)



ATA. IMFORKATION EDNTAINED . • ' "

5^ 1 1 3a ((9-29-6 5') HEREIIJ -IS OTE1ASSIFIED.
DATE 08-21-2006 BY 603WAUCXEAW/CB/bl;3 ■

• . Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

11/29/68

We previously received information that I

6 b7C
o7DAttached indicates

Copy of attached has been furnished 
to the Attorney General and the Inter
Division Information Unit and this 
information is also being furnished to the 
internal Security and Criminal Divisions 
of the Department.
ABF:sfw



FD-36 (Rev.*5-22-64)
ALT. TNFlTRMATTriTJ COMTATMED
^REIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

08-21-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAIJ/CE/bl3

F B I

Date: 11/27/68

MrYCa: 
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Transmit the following in

Via TELETYPE

CODED_____________ ■
. . _ - (Type in plaintext or code)

' URGENT
(Priority) -1

JMr. Tolso-n 
Mr. DeLoa«*< 
MaiMfehr GF

sr_ . ,
Callahan 
Conrad „ 
Felt________
Gale..   S'

Mr. Rosen 
~S6ilivltC

Mrl*Ta vel __
Mr. Trotter__ __
Tele. Room.........
Miss Holmes :
Miss Garidv..

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) AND SACS BALTIMORE, 
LOS ANGELES 
NEW YORK 

SAN FRANCISCO
FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RACIAL MATTER.

RE LOS ANGELES TELETYPE TO BUREAU NOVEMBER TWENTY, 

SIXTY EIGHT ENTITLED: QUOTE BLACK PANTHER PARTY, RM DASH
/bpp)Unquote 

LAST?
AND WFO TELETYPE TO BUREAU NOVEMBER TWENTY SIX a A

SPECIAL AGENTS, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) 
OBSERVED MOVERS AGAIN AT SUBJECT'S WASHINGTON, D. C. (WDC) 

RESIDENCE NOVEMBER TWENTY SEVEN INSTANT WHO CONTINUED 
REMOVAL OF FURNISHINGS PLACING THEM INTO A TRUCK. XJ*

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE

INFORMATION IN THE PAST ADVISED NOVEMBER TWENTY .SEVEN INSTANT

(2/ Bureau 
3- Teletype Unit 
2 - WFO

b6 b7(
DEC 5 1968

Sent ______ :__________ M Per



^Fp->'6'^lev?s5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

F B I

Date: ‘

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _____ ;____ _______________________________________ ' ___________________ ।
(Priority) ।

------------- :----------------------------------------------------------------------- 1_

WFO 100-43503 
PAGE TWO

b6 b7C
b7D

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED

RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST ADVISED NOVEMBER TWENTY

SEVEN INSTANT

Approved: _____________________ • Sent M Per ----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



. J,F I?-3'6 £r e»? 5-2 2-6 4 )

e'

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in

Via
(Priority)

WFO 100-43503 
PAGE THREE

(Type in plaintext or code)

b7DADMINISTRATIVE

NEW YORK CONTACT SOURCES VERIFYING

BALTIMORE, LOS ANGELES AND SAN FRANCISCO CONTACT

SOURCES FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING STATEMENT BY

Approved: _____ :_________________________ Sent M Per ----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

WFO 100-43503 
PAGE FOUR

b2 b6
■ b7C b7D

MR. TRAINOR 
ROOM 8j6 y&D

Approved: ___________ :___________________ Sent M Per ----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



FBI WASH DC*

■ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
F U. & DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

COMMUNICATION SECTION
DEC4 1968

TELETYP
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-21-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CB/bls

ToIsgb-- ------  I
Mi'- beLoaeh.—— I 
Mr. Mohr---------- I
Mr. Bishop-------- |
Mr. Casper-------- 1
Mr. Callahan.— 
Mr. Conrad-------
Mr. Felt------------
Mr. Gale.---------- '
Mr. Rosen-----
Mr. Sullivan------
Mr. Tavel------ —
Mr. Trotter----- —
Tele. Room---------
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy-------

FBI BOSTON 
11:30AM URGENT 12-4-68 KMN
TO DIRECTOR, FBI 100-406080 AND WFO 100-43503* b 6 b i C
FROM SAC, BOSTON 157-437 —

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM. 

RE BOSTON AIRTEL TO BUREAU NOVEMBER TWENTYSEVEN LAST.
ON DECEMBER THREE LAST, A RELIABLE SOURCE ADVISED



=h

2/?&,/6

-3

FBI NEW YORK
11 28 AM ?GENT
TO DIR TOR AND

VIA TELETYPE

DEC 11968

ENCIPHERED

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr: 
Mr.
Mr.
Mr. Felt..
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Tolson
DeLoach____
Mohr_______
Bishop
Casper_____
Callahan___
Conrad..... ..

12-1-68 IRR
WFO CODED

Attention domestic intelligence division

FROM NEW YORK ip

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RACIAL MATTER

SOURCE OBSERVED SUBJECT

ADMINISTRATIVE
REFERENCE NEW YORK TELEPHONE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-21-2006 EY 603Z4/AUC/BAW/CE/D1;

b6 b/C
b7D

CALL TO THE BUREAU

Gale____
Rosen__
Sullivan. 
Tavel___
Trotter_____.

Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy.

AND WFO THIS DATE REC 5»
SOURCE MENTIONED IN TELETYPE IS

NEIGHBORHOOD SOURCE.
SOURCE WILL ADVISE REGARDING SUBJECT’S ACTIVITIES

DEC 5 1968

END
TWO COPIES WFO

BUREAU-"#^
FJB



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEPEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE ■®8-21-ZUU6 BY 603 WAUC/EAW/LW'DlS

TRUE COPY

Dear Sir,

Friday, Nov. 22, 1968

It is very difficult to understand why Stokely Carmichael 
is allowed to go free preaching this sort of thing. North Carolina has 
tried so hard to help the Negro — and now this nonsense in our Midst.

It reminds me of what Harry Truman said about Martin
Luther King. When asked his opinion he quipped, "He’s a troublemaker."

One can only assume that Stokely Carmichael is in the U 
pay of the Communist Government of Russia -- trying to breed disorderY 
& discontent. Why is he allowed to do so? /

b6 b7C
Yours truly

/s/ (Mrs)
Wife, Mother, American 
Citizen with lineage far 
into the past—and a love 
of country--

dec g



-'J-^4/AUC7BAir/CB/13_ls



J Negioes Told I
: To Be Ready,

Get Guns Now;
! RALEIGH (AP)Black mil- j 
i itant Stokely Carmichael, warm . 
; ing that “white America is pre-, 

paring to commit genocide on
; black America,’’ told about 1,- ? 
■ 000 Negro students at St. Augus- :
, tine College Thursday to “get ' 
‘ guns—now.” . !

. ‘ “!■ want to make one thing 
clear,” Carmichael-told the gen- 

j erally enthusiastic collegiate 
i k ^audience, “I am for violence. It 
J C* is the only way in which black 
1 ' people can liberate . ourselves
; from our oppressors.
I h “That is not to say that you 
< AY should go out and mow white 
f ■> [people down,” the rangy radical 

k said. “I just sayingthat, 
• like good boy scouts, we should
/ be prepared.” ;
1 \\ Carmichael , urged Negro 
j Americans to . have “undying

love for one anpther.and one an- 
[ other alone.”
! jj “You see, I don’t agree with 
; nA Dr. Martin Luther King,” he 
[ xA\said. “If a white man slaps

■Y you, don’t turn the other cheek; . 
"X. tear his arm off.
\ “But if a black man slaps I 

fyou, turn the other cheek,” he < 
went on. “Black people are more 
violent with each other than - 
they are with whites. That’s got 
to stop, because we need each 
other for the struggle ahead."

Strict security measures were ! 
in effect at the auditorium i 

Cx where Carmichael spoke. Re
porters and photographers, both 

x white and black,, were frisked । 
• by a group of red arm band 
N wearing Negro students, who 
j said they were St. Augustine i 
| students “protecting Stokely,’,’ [ 
S i Carmichael, who was accom- 

. A panied by his wife, folk singer i 
¥ Miriam Makeba, got a standing [ 

ovation as he entered the hall. 
Sxk His address was interrupted 

[several times by applause.
xf Carmichael said he doesn’t 

;care if people accuse him’ of 
1 preaching hatred. “Hate is the 
opposite of love; you cannot 
love if you don’t hate.” - i 

“If you do not hate the white 
' society that killed Dr. King, then- 

you did not love Dr. King,” he 
said. . :> ..

ALL IHFORiaTIGSI CGMTAINED
HEPEIJI IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE Bl 603Z4/AUC/BAW/CB/D1S



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE U8-E1-ZUU6 BY 603Z4/AUC/EAW/CE/P1S

I have received your letter of November 22nd, with enclo
sure, and understand the concern which prompted you to contact me.

November 27, 1968

Regarding your inquiry concerning Stokely Carmichael, 
the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Government 
and, as such, does not determine whether prosecutive action will be 
undertaken in any situation. Such decisions concerning violations of 
Federal law are within the province of the Attorney General.. Volu
minous data regarding Carmichael have been furnished to the Attorney 
General and you may wish to contact him.

I want to assure you that the FBI is aware of its respon
sibilities with respect to the internal security of our country. We will \ 
continue to make every effort to carry out our duties with the highest 
degree of thoroughness and dispatch.

Tolson ___
DeLoach _ 
Mohr _____
Bishop ___
Casper___
Callahan _ 
Conrad___
Felt _____ .
Gale _____
Rosen ___

Taveb^L- 
Trottgr-A
T ele.'Room.
Holmes ___
Gandy ____

Sincerely yours, 
J. Edgar Hoove?

NOTE: Bufiles contain no record of correspondent.

I JBT:sgc (3) / muss a 

| N0V2T1968 

W'ROE-EBB



'jEDsS^Q&ev. 5-22-64)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEPEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-21-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CB/bls

Transmit the following in

TO
FROM:

Via TELETYPE URGENT

F B I

Date: 11/30/68

Mr. Tolson.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr, 
Mr.
Mr.

CODE
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

IRECTOR, FBI AND SACS BALTIMORE AND NEW YORK
SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM
RE WFO TEL TO BUREAU
SAS OBSERVED SUBJECT

INSTANT AT RESIDENCE, FIVE ZERO ONE FIVE

NOVEMBER
EARLY AM

DeLoach— 
Mohr, 
Bishop—..
Casper— 
Callahan—.
Conrad__ —

Mr. Felt___
Mr. Gale- 
Mr. Rosen_ 
Mr. Sulliva
Mr. TaveL- 
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room— 

j_Miss_ Hohnfes——
Miss Gandy—..—

TWENTY NINE LAST*
NOVEMBER THIRTY
SIXTEENTH STREET, N.W

4

WDC, WITH LATE MODEL DARK BLUE PLYMOUTH FURY BEARING NY LICENSE
REGISTERED TO

BRONX, NYC,, PARKED NEARBY. SUBJECT SPENT MORNING AND EAR:
AFTERNOON MAKING SHORT TRIPS AND VISITS IN AREA AND CONTINUED b6 b7C

LIGHT PACKING OF ABOVE CAR.

AT TWO THIRTY PM SUBJECT
OCCASIONAL VISITORS ARRIVED AT^RgSIDEN

SEVERAL OTHER UNIDENTIFIED PERSONS DEPARTED RESIDENCE.
AND

2 - Bureau
£3- Teletype Unit
1 - Los Angeles (info)(RM)
1 - San Francisco (info) ( 
2 - WFO DEO

TAWWH: clr 
(9)

K

Sent M Per
i Agent in Charge



7-F-D-36&Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in ------------- :-----------------------------------------------—-------------------------------- 1
(Type in plaintext or code) 1

Via - ------------------------------------  ------------------------------------------—---- ;------------------------------------ 1(Priority) ।
___________ :________________________________ -_______ j________ r

WFO 100-43503
PAGE TWO
ADDITIONAL BLANKETS AND PILLOWS PLACED IN CAR. GOODBYES WERE
SAID TO THE SEVERAL UNIDENTIFIED PERSONS. AT ABOUT TWO FORTY-
FIVE PM SUBJECT, ENTERED
ABOVE CAR AND PROCEEDED TO NORTHEAST WBC IN DIRECTION OF b6 b7C

BALTIMORE. THEY WERE FOLLOWED BY AND POSSIBLY
SEVERAL OTHER OCCUPANTS IN LATE MODEL WHITE OLDSMOBILE SEDAN 
BEARING DC LICENSE

ADMIf/l STRATI VE

FOR INFO NY, BALTIMORE SUBSEQUENTLY ADVISED BALTIMORE 
PD REPORTED SUBJECT IN BALTIMORE AND VISITED ALHAMBRA BAR AND 
RESTAURANT, ONE FIVE TWO ZERO DASH TWO TWO PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, 
APPARENTLY ENROUTE TO NYC. SUBJECT WAS ALSO REPORTED TO BE

Approved: _______________________________ Sent ________ :__ :--------M Per -----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



.FB'-S'fPjjRev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in __________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------J______  -y

WFO 100-43503
PAGE THREE
INTERVIEWED BY REPRESENTATIVE OF BALTIMBRE AFRO-AMERICAN 
NEWSPAPER.

BALTIMORE FURNISH PERTINENT INFO DEVELOPED RE ABOVE.
NY COVER SUBJECT PER BUREAU AIRTEL DECEMBER TWENTY-

ONE LAST SUBMITTING SUMMARY DAILY TELETYPE TO BUREAU* 
BA AND NY COGNIZANT* 

X’-*

5

MR.
836 9&D

Approved: _______________________________ Sent M Per
Special Agent in Charge



V

WA ——19
EM CIPHEREDFBI NEW YORK

8:10 PM URGENT ;12’-3-68 AWS
TO DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD (CODE)

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 IP

SOURCE OBSERVED SUBJECT

SPOKE ON UNITY OF BLACK MAN
ADMINISTRATIVE

-R

END

FJB

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE U8-Zl-200ip EY 603Z4/AUC/SAW/CE.

DEC 31968

NEIGHBORHOOD SOURCE

LHM TO FOLLOW,

r.

FBI WASH DC WlK TRA'NOIt 
TWO COPIES WFO & '

! Mr. Tolson---------
I Mr. DeLoach-------
I Mr. Mohr______ -
I Mr. Bishop-------- -
| Mr. Casper_____
[ Mr. Callahan-----
j Mr. Conrad........-
I Mr. Felt____
| Mr. Gale ___

Mr. Rosen___
B^S-ffullivan..
Mr. Tavel ......
Mr. Trotter...
Tele. Room.....
Miss Holmes..

ndy...

SUBJECT APPEARED AT CITY COLLEGE NEW YORK AT RALLY
SPONSORED BY ONYX SOCIETY, CCNY. SUBJECT ARRIVED LATE AND

REC-10 VSECOND SOURCE MENTIONED IS NEW YORK FOUR SEVEN TWO TWO

WAN
1 7 DEC 111968

b6 b7C



TO

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITEDSTATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

5010-106

. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN-IS UNCLASSIFIED •
DATE 08-21-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB

MR. W. C. SULLIVs

Mr. DeLoach 
Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Mr. Bishop

FROM :MR. G. C. MOO

subject STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTERS

1 
1
1 
DATENovember 25, 1968
1
1 •
1 •
1 -
1 ■

Mr. G„ C. Moore

^Tolson _ 
DeLoach 

Mohr _
Bishop _ 

^Casper 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt ___
Gale ___
Rosen __
Sullivan -

. Tavel — 
Trotter _

b6 b7(
b7D

b7D

BIACK PANTHER PARTY

,Tele. Room ______
” Holmes _ ______ .__

Gandy ___________

It is recommended that a cooperative news media sXtrfr^ef be

Carmichael,black extremist leader, 
presently renting a house at 5015 16th 

street. N.W.. Washington. D. G. Washington Field Office (WFO) has

b6 b7C

RECOMMENDATION

by the Crime 
an effort to 
an intensive

JJD:ekw(9

If you approve, the above-mentioned data will be furnished
Records Division to a cooperative news media contact in 
put further pressure on Ca: 
Bureau investigation.



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
. ;may 1 »C5 edition

GSA FPMR (« CFH) lOI-l».eu

■ ' UNITED- STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandimi

alt; information contat-nei
HEREIN UNCLASSIFIED I 
DATE 08-31-2006 BY''i6U324., ta/CB/bls

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-437462) date: 11/25/68

BOSTON (100-36043) :(P)

suBjEcr: G/ew ENGLAND PARTY OF LABOR 
W (NEPL) ■- 1- .

’ > 'IS-CH
00: BOSTON

'K

Re Boston letter to Bureau 
as above.

10/7/68 captioned

NOT RECORDED

By letter postmarked!11/2/68, the enclosed 1
N November, 1968 issue, No. 6 eyTtamrner fe Steel...Newslettejr"

was recently-received by the Boston Office.

By routing slip, the Central Research Division 
has been furnished copies of the above described newsletter 

. : since that unit instructed that each issue of "Hammer & Steel" 
be obtained and forwarded for 

CHASEthis issue 
made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL in 
to the vffedt’”Tftsrt ''"'Conmunism 
for Black people." CHASE states 
Mr. CARMICHAEL’S negativ- 
Black liberation."

review.

disagrees with statements 
a speech at Oakland, Calif, 
is not an ideology suited 

i"We disagree with
'itude' toward geography and

2^ Bureau (Enc. 1 )S';(RM) iQQ nFO 6 1968
- Chicago (100-41353) (Enc. 1) (Info) (W)3 DEC b

7 - 1 - New York (100-154604) (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM)
1 - San Francisco (100-23650)(Enc.: 1) (Info)”
1 - Seattle (IOO-27569) (Enc. 1)
3 - Boston •

(i _ ion-3462^& step.
(1 - 100 

TDM/mo’k 
(9)

-775)

ec-4*
A-’.-

■Wd

A*
J U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on ths Payroll Savings Plan



BS 100-36043

Hammer & Steel’s answer ^to STOKELY CARMICHAEL
CHASE says "Would not include a defense of the temporary 
leaders of the Marxist movement especially those in state 

. power. They are not Internationalists, not Marxists, in 
the tradition of LENIN and STALIN.! They cannot develop 
or defend socialism". CHASE points out however that "A new 
Marxist-Leninist movement will be built which will raise 
high the standard of liberation for the Afro-American 
people and all oppressed people. A new Marxist-Leninist 
movement in both theory and practice will, lead the fight towards' 
white and great-power chauvinism among the white workers and 
the white middle class. Without this struggle, without large 
numbers of whites backing the.right to self-determination for 

■ the Black people in the Black Belt,, a Socialist revolution
in the US is impossible." !

On Page 9 of Issue #6, CHASE mentioned the fact that 
he received an invitation to participate in National Day 
celebrations 10/1/68 in the People!’s Republic of China and in 
"organized conferences of national and world representatives 
for the purpose of coordinating world-wide struggle." CHASE 
indicated that he considered the possibility that this 
invitation'was a fraud, however he; decided "that our obligations 
to the Afro-American people, to the revolutionary movement in 
our country and the world outweighed all other factors."

In view of the above, CHASE indicates in this issue, 
"We sent one of'our members to Hong Kong as requested." CHASE 
points out that upon arrival the "representative" discovered 
there was no meeting and that Hamrier & Steel was not the only 
one received by such an invitation.

As a result of this trip! CHASE says Hammer & Steel 
spent a great deal of money and it! has left "United States" 
in bad shape financially. CHASE then requested his readers 
to send any and all contributions they can to assist the news
letter.



BS 100-36043

Boston susnects tha.t

'the activities of
Other Boston ^nn-rpog and n nformahts .who are aware of

no pertinent activities noted with-respect to[
dvised that there are

Bos-ton will continue to follow the activities of • J . • . • » - , . , • , , —this organization to insure that any action on the part of 
this group will be promptly brought; to the attention of the 
Bureau.

- 3



CfflffTATWED
H»riS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-21-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CB/bl;

Mr. Tolson___ :
Mr. DeLoach
Mr, Mohr___ _
Mr. B-C >p 

I Mr. 
'.Mr.

Mr.
Mr.

DIRECTOR* FBI (100-446080)

SAC* WFO (100 43503) (P)

Casper 
Callahan 
Conrad
Felt-___
Cai- ■ 
ftosen...... 

Mr. Sullivan.. 
Mr. Tavel 
Mr. Trotter 
Tele. Room._C_ 
Miss Holmes.. 
Miss Gandy

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Subject vacated hia residence In WaahiiUEton* DOCO on 
ll/30/68o / k

Since leaving Washington. they have been residing in
/ Hew York City/ _______________

Bureau
1 <p Atlanta (RM) 
1° Baltimore (RM)
1 » Birmingham (RM)
1 - Boston (RM)
1 ~ Charlotte (RM)
1 Chicago (RM)
1 ® Cinncinnati (RM)
1 ~ Cleveland (IM)
1 •« Columbia (RM)
1 o Detroit (RM)
1 Indianapolis (B0
1 Kansas City (RM)
1 «=> Loa Angeles (R£l)
1 » Mobile (RM)
1 - Kewark (RM)
2 - Bev York (RM)

1S °fC 10 jggg



WO 100-43503

Xnfomatlon eontimes to be received about proposed 
travel ©nd speaking engagements of subject for various ores of 
the United Stat®so

All offices in seeking infoxmtion about subject0 s 
thereabouts® activitiese tro®l or speaking engagements e 
direct inquires to the Meir Tork Office in addition to W09 
and i&ere appropriate notify the Bureau for lnforMtiono

« 2 GJ



Approved: -----Jef!
Special Agfi

KOi Art/ < \
l_____________ Sent ___ ;_____________ M Per _____ :___
Lin Charge



SD 100-13995

Verbatim transcripts of tjib STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
speech at San Diego on 10/26/68 and of the interview of 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL on 10/26/68 by HAROLD KEEN, KFMB, Channel 8 
television, were submitted in a letterhead memorandum dated 
11/13/68 and captioned "DEMONSTRATION FOR TIMOTHY D. THOMPSON, 
OCTOBER 26, 1968, 30TH AND OCEAN VIEW BOULEVARD, SAN DIEGO, 
CALIFORNIA," San Diego file 157-621.



FD.-36 (Re/ 5-22-g4)___ '
J ■ -5

" Ajj^NFORNATIOTJ CONTAINED
HMK; unclassified
^^^^Ml-2006. BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CB/bls ■

FBI

Date: 11/29/68

Transmit the following'in _______ ___________________ :____ :________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

.. airtelVia __________ ,____________ - -______________
' (Priority)

I I Mr. Tolson----- —
IB Mr. DeLoach— 

I I Mr. Mohr---------- -
I I Mr. Bishop--------

I I Mr. Casper----- —
I j Mr. Callahan-----

I | Mr. Conrad—:— 
| | Mr. Felt-----------

| Mr. Gale------------
—------------IJ l/if. Rosen_____—

l/dr/Tavel______
■______। | Mr. Trotter-------

I j Tele. Room--------
I I Miss IIjlmes-—- 

[Miss Gandy----

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, BALTIMORE (100-24220)

SUBJECT: STOKELY ^CARMICHAEL aA . (/
• RM 7U o6

Re Baltimore airtel to Bureau, 11/21/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies 
of an LHM captioned and dated as above. Also enclosed 
for Bureau are two copies of an.FD 376. Two copies of 
LHM for.WFO. Copies of this LHM are being furnished to 
109th MI GP (4), NISO, OSI, Secret Service and USA, 
Baltimore.

AOTICY: ACSI,W4>0SI,SSC.snnr..<f *»’<
ISD.CRD.RAO^Cv-/:^ ^2)^40

HOW FORW: 
DATE FORW 
BY:_____ _

hfi b.7r

____________________________________ /

too 2 ~^71\

NOV 30 1968

Bureau (Enc. 13) (REGISTERED'MAIL) 
2^- WFO (Enc. 2) (REGISTERED MAIL) 
1 - Baltimore
FJW:jtk , . r,.-
(Q . ’ :





(Revi%8=1-66)’ '

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

. In Reply, Please Refer to WASHINGTON, D.C.' ' 20535 ’ . '

File No. 
Director .
United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury . •
Washington, D. C. 20220 

■Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. | I Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status. ; ■

2. □ Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by other 
than legal means. ’

3. | 1 Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has,been under active investigation as member 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S. ...

4. | | U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. ,[X| Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

- (a) I I Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) | | Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) [X| Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. r~~l Individuals involved in illegal-bombing or illegal bomb-making. 

Photograph Q-has been furnished .[ | enclosed | | is not available' -
I | may be available through_______ I_______ _____ , : '_

Very truly yours,

1 - Special. Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s)l . .
U. S. Secret Service , Baltimore (REGISTERED MAIL) 

' ' " ’ '' • ~z~ < . ■ ' 
Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosoies, o any, this transmittal form

. ■. becomes UNCLASSIFIED.)



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Baltimore, Maryland 

November 29, 1968

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A characterization of the Soul School is 
appended hereto. ,

Accordins to the source b6
b7C
b7D

Sources of the Baltimore Office were contacted 
but were unable to furnish any information concerning 

CARMICHAEL’S visit to Baltimore on November 19, 1968.

eOfIBS destboybd

/b6 -

2-11$



appendix

SOUL SCHOOL
Also Known As the Society of United 
.Liberators , Incorporated

On July 19/1968, a source advised that the
■Soul School located .at .522 .North F-remont-Avenue, 
Baltimore, Maryland, is not connected with any-other 
institution in Baltimore. City . AIT Soul School-members-- - 
have Arabic or African names and are forbidden to drink 
alcoholic 'beverages, use .dope, or eat.pork.

The source advised that the aim of the members -
is to teach the Negro--about himself-and build a nation 
for black men in America separate from the white race. 
Obtaining‘all land belbw the'40 degree parallel line 
of the United States for a black nation is the.goal - 
of the members, at any cost,. The school, is militant 

-.and it preaches militancy to black, people. The uniting.
, of all black people is the top theme.. The members, include 
both sexes, and courses in African•culture are a major 
requirement of the school. ' . ..... .

On July 19, 1968, the source furnished a
pamphlet called "The Black Liberator," published by the 
Soul School, Baltimore., . Maryland., and dated June. 21,’ 1968.. 
The pamphlet states,."The Soul School is a non-profit 
educational institution set. up by black people. Its purpose 
is to enlighten black people through education and action'. 
Students are urged to come to. the school regularly and 
participate on any committee or work shop in which they have 
an interest. The black community both here in Baltimore 
and in the far-reaching corners of-the black world is., a 
thing.in which we involve ourselves."and study."

On July 10, 19'68, advised that

b7C

On September 1.2, 1968, source advised
that the Soul School continues to runernon -at 5'22 North. 
Fremont Avenue. Baltimore, Maryland.J ' ........................................................•.... :.u.-

2*
appendix

t tr.s ist contains neither 
rceointnendatiotir, t:or conclusions of 

the l-’i’i. It is the prn-;erty of 

the FBI anti is -loaued to your a-jjeneyj 
it .inti its contents ere not to be

. b7D



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Baltimore, Maryland

November 2% 1968

Title • ‘ STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference Memorandum dated and captioned
as above.

All sources,(except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

-3-

Thls document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



WA...08
FBI NEW YORK'' 
4-55 PJj/URGENT 
T041IRECT0R and 

/ WASHINGTON

VIA TELETYPE

DEC 21968 xJ

ENCIPHERED
ALL INFORMATION COTOIliED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 08-21-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CB/bls

12-2-68 WPK
WASHINGTON FIELD (CODE) 
FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

Mr. Tolson-----
Mr. DeLoach... 
Mr. Mohr-------
Mr. Bishop — 
Mr. Casper----
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad... 
Mr. Felt------
Mr. Gale
Mr. Rosen— 
Mr. Sullivan. 
Mr. Tavel— 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room— 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy.

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 IP

w

STOKELYUCARMICHAEL RACIAL MATTERS.

SOURCE OBSERVED SUBJECT AT RESIDENCE EIGHTEEN TEN 
AMETHYST ST^ET, BRONX, NEW YORK, EIGHT THIRTY PM, 
TWELVE ONE SIXTY EIGHT. SUBJECT NOT OBSERVED THIS DATE
ADMINISTRATIVE

RENYTEL TO BUREAU AND WASHINGTON FIELD, TWELVE
ONE SIXTY EIGHT

SOURCE MENTIONED IN TELETYPE IS
END
WA...R RELAY

/W- 47^—-—
JDR R RELAY
FBI WASH DC
TWO COPIES WFO

6 1968

3SK.D doh mor dia

. MR. TRAIW
ROOM 836 M



ALL ITJFORMATIOM CONTAINED

:OO5 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CB/bl;

Date: 12/3/68

Tolson____ _
DeLoach
Mohr_ _____
Bishop
Casper_____
Callahan____
Conrad____

Felt—____
Gale________

Transmit the following in
CODED

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
TELETYPE

TO DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC, NEW YC

FROM S^JWFO (100-43503)

STOKELru ARMICHAEL; RACIAL MATTER

©TELETYPE TO BUREAU NOVEMBER THIRTY, LAST

(Priority)

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Rosgjn__

.MV^SulIivan.
Mr. Tavel—_ 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy—

F®?36^R^. 5-22-64)

F B I

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE

INFORMATION IN THE PAST ADVISED ON NOVEMBER TWENTY SE1 

LAST THAT UNITED FRONT OF BOSTON PLANNING TO HAVE A 

SPEAKERS ®OUP ON OR ABOUT DECEMBER FOURTEEN, NEXT AND 

THAT SUBJECT WILL BE ONE OF THEM.
I CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED

b7C

RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE PAST ADVISED ON DECEMBER THREE,

PRESENT THAT SUBJECT IN MOVING FROM
WASHINGTON, D. C. (WDC), LISTED THEIR CHANGE OF ADDRESS TO



F®--3.6 '(Hey. 5-22-64)

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

WFO 100-43503
PAGE TWO

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATION BY SPECIAL AGENTS, FEDERAL .

BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) DISCLOSED ABOVE ADDRESS

LOCATION OF SCHWAIDE AND LEWIS

AND ASSOCIATES.

ADMINISTRATIVE

NEW YORK FURNISH ANY INFORMATION DEVELOPED TO BOSTON 
THAT SUBJECT MAY VISIT THERE ABOUT DECEMBER FOURTEEN, NEXT.

NO INFORMATION DEVELOPED FROM WFO SOURCES ABOUT

SUBJECT'S APPEARANCE IN BOSTON

NEW YORK IN COVERING SUBJECT'S ACTIVITIES ESTABLISH

NECESSARY TRAVEL CONTACTS TO ASSURE CONFIRMATION OF ANY

FOREIGN TRAVEL BY SUBJECT. FOR

INFORMATION ADVISED DECEMBER

TWO LAST, THAT

Approved:  Sent M Per 
Special Agent in Charge



F‘K^3_6,.XR^y. 5-22-64) e
F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

WFO 100-43503 
PAGE THREE

UNITED
STATES POST OFFICE, WDC.

NEW YORK REQUESTED TO RECONTACT

COPY TO
BOSTON VIA MAIL. P

MR. TRMNOR
836 9&D

Approved:  Sent M Per ----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



WA

4:50 PM
FBI NEW YORK

TO DIR

9-

FROM NEW YORK 100-155751

ALT. INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-21-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAN/CB/bls

DEC 61968

ENCIPHERED

GENT 12-6-68 AWS
TOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD (PLAIN)

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM

A CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED
INFORMATION IN THE PAST, ADVISED THIS DATE THAT SUBJECT

WERE AT
RESIDENCE
YORK, TWO PM THIS DATE
ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE MENTIONED IN TELETYPE IS
NEIGHBORHOOD SOURCE
END
WA...LRC R RELAY
FBI WASH DC

TELETYPED TO:

traW^
.ROOM 836 940

1^1968

Mr. Tolson------ —
Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr-------- -
Mr. Bishop--------
Mr. Casper ... ..
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad—— 
Mr. Felt-------- —

jMr. Gale------------
■'MklRqpen------

r AiSnl li v an—-
4dr. Tavel------ —

Mr. Trotter-------

Miss Holmes.......
Miss Gandy-------

RELIABLE

NEW

fifclOO

w DEC 10 1968



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1982 EDITION
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

SiUN^fED STATES GO'^^NMENT

Memorandum

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE U8-Z1-ZJU6 BY 603 ■■SAW/CB/blS

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-L|l|.6080)

FROM C, WFO (1OO-U35O3) (P)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b6
b7

RM - SNCC; BPPy
SEDITION
(OO:WFO)

Reference LA Memorandum to SAC of SA
| | dated 11/5/68 entitled: "BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP),

RACIAL MATTERS".
C-f' 4 ■ b, .

Above referenced memorandum set'forth intelligence 
report regarding the arrest ofl I
a student at UCLA, on 9/26/68, bv members of the UCLA campus 
Police. Among the possessions of_________ was a tape recorded part
speech of STOKFLY CARMICHAEL taken from a Craig tape recorder, 
model number 2106, serial number 623-21^.87. The statements 
by CARMICHAEL reportedly were highly militant and quoted as 
follows: We are at war with our leaders. We will kill them 
by any means necessary. If we cannot cure them (leaders) then 
we must retaliate. We are going to free our country of 
imperialism and capitalism until this syfetem is changed. /*\ J 

We must continue the struggle. The Police Department is/ay//^ 
counter-revolutionary power. A revolutionary is one who! ~ 
willing to kill to bring about a change for the working I 
people’. J

If not already done LA requested to attempt to 
obtain tape of the above statements of CARMICHAEL for possible 
future use. Attempt to ascertain when and where the statements 
were made and the identity of the person preparing the 
tape.

Bureau
Los Angeles

REC 54
(RM) (157-1907)!

25 DEC 11 19681 - WFO 
WWHrtyp 
(5)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Begularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



WFO 100-43503

If tape located handle as possible evidence. 
In addition,.attempt to develop witnesses hearing the 
comments who'could testify ©s to their contents.



FD-36 (R-S’v. 5-22-64)

ALL INFORHATION CONTAINED

DATE U8-Z1-ZUU6 BY 603Z4/AUC/SAW/CB/B1;

Transmit the following in

v,n TELETYPE

TO

F B I

Date: 12/9/68

(Type in, plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI, AND SACS, ATLANTA 
CHARLOTTE 
COLUMBIA 
NEW YORK

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (

STOKELY'-CARMICHAEL; RM

A SOURCE WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE

2 - WFO

RNW/mee 
(7)

Approved:

Mt. Tolson
Mr. DeLoaeh—___
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper
Mr. Callahan__
Mr. Conrad..^__
Mr. Felt______ _
Mr.
Mr. 
M

Mr. Trotter. 
Tele. Room_

Miss Gandy.

PAST

6 DEC 11 1968

Sent M Per -------------------------- -



FD-36 (Ffev. 5-22-64) I

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _________________________
(Priority)

PAGE TWO 
WFO 100-43503

SOURCE ADVISED

ASSOCIATES OF CARMICHAEL

FROM WASHINGTON, D.C.,

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE-IS-^WF-^TeHTEEN SEVERTY^WG-BASIT'K. SOURCE-WILL NOT

NEW YORK AND CHARLOTTE ADVISED TELEPHONICALLY.

ATLANTA, CHARLOTTE, COLUMBIA AND NEW YORK COVER SUBJECT PER

BUREAU AIRTEL DECEMBER TWENTY-ONE, LAST,

Approved:  Sent M Per ----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (RSv. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in _______________________ :__________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

THREE
WFO 100-43503

WHERE POSSIBLE AND CORROBORATING VIOLENT COMMENTS BY APPROPRIATE

WITNESSES. P

.. MR. TRAINOR 
K' ROOM 836 9&Q

Approved: _______________________________ Sent M Per 
Special Agent in Charge



F D - 3'6v<.( r eb.;.- 5 ~ 2 2 6 4)

It* 4/AUC/BATJ/CB/bl;

F B I

Date: 12/5/68

Mr. Tolson......
Mt. DeLoaoh , 
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. Bishon 
Mr. Casner 
Mr. Callahan. f 
Mr. Conrad . . 
Mr. Felt_____ ;|
Mr. Gale

TransTOht/fehe following in CODE
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT
(Priority)

6 b7C
7D

TO:

FROM:

DI

SAC, WFO

-I
। Mr. Tavel_______
। Mr. Trotter .
j • Tele. Room 

I Miss Holmes—^ 
J_ 1 Miss -Gandy—

CTOR, FBI AND SACS CHARLOTTE AND NEW YpRK

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM

A SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN TBfl

PAST, ADVISED DECEMBER FOUR, LAST THAT STOKELY CARMICHAEL

ADMINISTRATIVE

b2 b7D

Z/- Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit
2 - WFO (100-43503)

NEW YORK ADVISED TELEPHONICALLY DECEMBER FIVE, INSTANT
A

6 oE-. 11 1968

RNW:tjd

&VMR. TRAINOR 
____RO.QM_ 8j6-9&Q

Approved-: _____________ Sent M Per



FD-36 (Rev’. 5-22-64)

ALL INFORMATION C01FTAINED
HEPEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-Z1-ZUU6 EY 6U3Z4/AUC/EAIi1/CE/]31S

Transmit the following in
PLAINTEXT

F B I
n t 11/29/68Date:

Bishop
Casper
Callahan___
Conrad____ (
Felt_______ /

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE URGENT

FM:
DIRECTO: R, FBI, SAC, NEW YORK

(Priority)

• 7jVIr. Tolson^___ „
* (Mr. DeLoach____
1 Mr. Mohr
:: Mr. 

Mr.
:i Mr.

■ Mr.
■> Mr.

I Mr. Gale____JL
A /Mr. Rosen J,
/ A G Mr. Sullivan____
***X-<^|Mr. Tavel______

|Mr. Trotter
------- -- {Tele. Room_______

! |Miss Holmes____
_______ : JMiss_£xa.ndy_____

SA , WFO/(100-43503) (P)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM <■

6 b7(

5'

RE WFO TEL ELEVEN TWENTY SEVEN LAST
SAS VERIFIED SUBJ RETURNED TO WDC ELEVEN TWENTY NINE INSTANT IN

LATE MODE DARK BLUE PLYMOUTH FURY BEARING NY LIC
DETERMINED PREVIOUSLY TO BE REGISTERED TO

NYC. SUBJ SPENT MOST OF DAY RUNNING ERRANDS
VISITING CLEANING ESTABLISHMENT AND PACKING ITEMS INTO ABOVE VEHICLE
HE WAS BEING ASSISTED BY
AT WDC RESIDENCE WHEffi FURNITURE PREVIOUSLY REMOVED.

IN EVENING SUBJ
WHERE THEY

WENT TO

REMAINED INTO LATE HOURS.
b6 b7(

ADMINISTRATIVE

REC 36

DEC b 1958

Approved: Sent Per

COVERAGE CONTINUING
INFO NY 

x2» Bureau 
3-Teletype 
2-WFO 
WWH:mmh 
(7)

r RAZOR

Special Agent in Charge



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) '

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

DATE 08-21- :uub EY 603Z4/AUC/SAW/CE/til;

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE
Via ____________

Date: 12/4/68
/jg/^TELE CODED
II (/f yp^tn)plain^e'xt or code)

URGENT1 ‘

(Priority)

DIRECTOR AND SACS CHARLOTTE 
NEW YORK

Mr. Tolson .
Mr. DeLoach__u 
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Caspar
Mr. Callahan

Conrad . I
Mr. Ib6 b7C
Mr.

_ Mr._ Trotter__ , '
Tele. Room 
Miss Holmes___ _
Miss Gandy.____

F B I

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

RM

CAROLINA INFORMED HIM SUBJECT IINVITED TO SPEAK AT A AND T

GYMNASIUM AT EIGHT PM ON DECEMBER NINE NEXT. SUBJECT REPORTED

TO ARRIVE AT AIRPORT SHORTLY BEFORE SPEECH AND TO LEAVE BY

PLANE PROMPTLY AFTER SPEECH.

NEW YORK FURNISH CHARLOTTE ANY INFORMATION DEVELOPED REGARD

ING TRAVEL OF SUBJECT TO NORTH CAROLINA FOR ABOVE SPEECH.

WFO SOURCES HAVE REPORTED NO INFORMATION REGARDING ANY

FUTURE APPEARANCES IN NORTH CAROLINA OF SUBJECT.

CHARLOTTE COVER SUBJECT PER BUAIRTEL DECEMBER TWENTY ONE

NINETEEN SIXTY SEVEN AND SUTEL PLANS BEING MADE TO TAPE SPEECH

IF MADE."

(2J- Bureau
3 - Teletype Unit
2 " ™ JvIR. TRAINOR 

- - - - - - - - - c ROOM 836 9&E

Sent M Per



FBI WASH DC*

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

FcDERAL OUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-21-2006 BY 6O3Z4/AUC/BAU/CB/B13

FBI CHARLT 
123£M'>URGENT 12-4-68 DRA 
<t0: DIRECTOR AND WFO
FROM: CHARLOTTE 100-10358

Mr. Tolson . |
Mr. DeLoach------  |
Mr. Mohr_______ I
Mr. Bishop--------- 1
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan------
Mr. Conrad____

: Mr. Felt------------ 1
Mr. Gale------------
Mr. Rosen--------- -
Mr. Sullivan— 
Mr. Tavel_______
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room---------

Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS

GREENSBORO, N.

- BLACK PANTHER PARTY

C., PD, INTELLIGENCE
UNIT, ADVISEDl A AND
T STATE UNIVERSITY, GREENSBORO, NORTH CAROLINA, ADVISED 
HIM CARMICHAEL INVITED TO SPEAK AT A AND T STATE UNIVERSITY 
GYMNASIUM AT EIGHT P.M. ON DECEMBER NINE NEXT.

CARMICHAEL TO ARRIVE AT AIRPORT SHORTLY BEFORE THE
SPEECH AND SUPPOSED TO LEAVE BY PLANE PROMPTLY AFTER SPEAKING.

WFO REQUESTED TO VERIFY ABOVE.



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE U 8 - Z1 - Z U U t' b ¥ 6 0 3 Z4/AUC/BAW/CB/b 1;

439PM D
TO D

WA 05
ERRED 12/9/68 JOC

ECTOR (100-446080), BALTIMORE, WFO, AND NEW YORK
NEW YORK AND BALTIMORE VIA WASHINGTON

FROM SAN FRANCISCO (157-721) IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL RM

RE WFO TELETYPE TO BUREAU
SIXTY EIGHT

Mr; Tolson-----
Mr. DeL ’ach —

Mr. Mohr------ -
Mr. Bishop — 
Mr. Casper — 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad— 
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale-------
Rosen------

Sul; van-A 
. Tavel

Mr. Trptter— 
Tele. Room— 
Miss Holmes- 
Miss Gandy—

A.
ET AL, DATED ELEVEN TWENTY SEVEN

---WOULDSAN FRANCISCO SOURCES UNABLE TO PROVIDE ANY INFORMATION WHI’CH
INDICATE A MOVEMENT TO PUSH SUBJECT OUT OF THE BPP BECAUSE HE IS
EMPHASIZING BLACK CULTURE RATHER THAN MILITANCY. TO THE CONTRARY, 

ADVISED THAT SUBJECT CONTINUES TO EXERT
SOME INFLUENCE IN A LEADERSHIP CAPACITY AND CONTINUES TO MAINTAIN AN
ACTIVE INTEREST IN BPP AFFAIRS. THERE IS NO INDICATION OF ANY 
FRICTION BETWEEN BPP LEADERSHIP AND l/ SUBJECT.

WLM R RELAY
FBI WASH DC 6 QEC 1968

TEMPED TO?? . - - - - - - -

Pf-^vUlW vww



v

WA 8

FBI NEW YORK
5:55 , URGENT 12-9-68 AWS

■L^OTORMATION -CONTAINED
B^ein is unclassified

LUTE UO-Zl-ZUUb BY 6U3Z4/AUC/BAW/CB/D1S

DEC • 91968

DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON FIELD AND CHARLOTTE (PLAIN)
ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751

STOKELY CARMICHAEL RM

b6 b7(

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT
a

Mr. Tolsoibsu.
Mr. DeLoach— 
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Casper— 
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. Felt____
Mr. Gale___
Mr^-Bosen__
Wr. Sullivanj 
Mr. Tavel
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy_____

OBSERVED AT
SUBJECT PLACEDNEW YORK, ELEVEN THIRTY AM, THIS DATE

LEFT RESIDENCE
LUGGAGE IN VEHICLE WHICH WAS DRIVING AND

SOURCE ADVISED -SUBJEC DEPARTED
b6 b7C
b7D

EASTERN AIRLINES FLIGHT FIVE FOUR FIVE AT JOHN F.
KENNEDY AIRPORT DEPARTING TWELVE TWENTY PM AND DUE TO
ARRIVE IN CHARLOTTE, 
DATE.
ADMINISTRATIVE:

NORTH CAROLINA, ONE FIFTY SEVEN THIS

4 REC 54 ® utG 11 196tJ r
1,1 Ljl—

RE NY TEL CALL TO WFO AND CE THIS DATE.

NEIGHBORHOOD SQU
SOURCE MENTIONED IN TEL IS

TELETYPED TO:



END
WA...
R RELAY

b6 b7
b7D

FJB
FBI WASH DC



FBI WASH DC
1:05AM 12

IDERAl BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
? U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Communications section 
~~ DECI 01968

Mr. DeLoach------
Mr. Mohr----------
Mr. Bishop--------
Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan- 
Mr. Conrad__ ;__
Mr. Felt_____ _ I

. Gale— ---- -
Rosen-----

. Sullivan^—— 

. Tavel----------

. Trotter-------
Tele. Room---------
Miss Holmes-------
Miss Gandy------- ;

0-68 URGENT JEC
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-23-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bl;TO: DIRECTOR AND COLUMBIA

/ FROM: CHARLOTTE (100-10358)

(j 'RftCSrik. MATTESSTOKELY^CARMICHAELffW.

RE CHARLOTTE TELETYPE TO BUREAU DECEMBER NINE LAST.
CARMICHAEL SPOKE TO APPROXIMATELY THREE THOUSAND STUDENTS 

AT fta&MT-STATE UNIVERSITY WITHOUT INCIDENT. AFTERWARDS HE f
MET WITH A SELECTED GROUP OF INVITEES UNTIL ELEVEN FORTYFIVE 
PM. HE DEPARTED GREENSBORO IN NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN OLDSMOBILE
BEARING WASHINGTON, D.C. LICENSE

1------------------------- /VZDi-U? 6/WZ7/VE7NINETEEN SIXTYFIVE BUICK BEARING N^G-. LICENSE
PRECEDED THE OLDSMOBILE AS THEY

DEPARTED SOUTH ON HIGHWAY INTERSTATE EIGHTYFIVE. INQUIRY
A AND T STATE UNIVERSITY REVEALED CHARMICHAEL WAS HEADED TO
ORANGEBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA

QOl’Xl
MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, SECRET SERVICE, AND LOCAL

AUTHORITIES COGNIZANT. LHM FOLLOWS
END
SVM COPY SENT AG AND IDIU

FBI WASH DC
s DEC 12 1968

7 ■1



FD-36 (Rev. S‘-22-64)’

f
INFORMATION CONTAINED

EN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
'U8-Z3-Z006 BY 6U3Z4/AUC/BAIir/CPE/blS

F B I

Date: 12/4/68

Transmit the following in _____________________________________:_____ ___
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL
((Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM SAC, BALTIMORE (100-24220) RUC

SUBJECT STOKELY CARMICHAEL.
RM .

Re Baltimore telephone calls 11/30/68 to SA 
EFO.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies 
of an LHM captioned and (feted as above. Copies of this ___
LHM are. being furnished locally to the 109th MI GF (4), 
NISO, OSI, Secret Service, and USA, Baltimore. Five copies 
of the LHM are being furnished to WFO, the office of origin 
and two copies are being furnished to New York for their 
Information.

The confidential source mentioned in LHM was

b7D

.112 DEC 5 1968

ftGSXCY; ACS I , 0SI.» S3C. SERV.^fr
-wr: ISDhC?dJ,RA0/Z?/^6^/n\-

wrgMb.....  '’~ 'r
BY:

J)- Bureau (Ends Pi) (REGISTERED MAIL)
2 - New York (Ends 2) (REGISTERED MAIL)
5 - Washington Field (Ends 5) (2.- 100-43503)1-^

(1 - IOC (1 - 100- "D. C. " )
1 - Baltimore iuu-zn-zzuj1 . . . ~ —

rSECTRACIA
x^n

FJW:rms 
(11)

Special Agent in Charge
Sent M Per



In Reply, Please Refer to
-File No.

Director

s,™ ......... . .....1.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D. C . 20535

United States Secret Service 
Department of the Treasury 
Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be 
covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro
tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1. | | Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee, 
including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the 
U. S., because of his official status.

2. | | Has attempted or threatened to. redress a grievance against any public official by o th pi
th an legal means.

3. | | Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or 
participant in communist movement; or has been.under active investigation as member ' 
of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. □ U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or 
Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. [^^Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following 
criteria:

(a) | | Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and 
employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) □ Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;
(c) [yyPrior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements 

indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order 
and government.

6. | | Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph | | has been furnished □ enclosed □ is not available 
□ may be available through _____________________ ■ _________________________________ ■

Very truly yours,

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 1
U. S. Secret Service Baltimore, Maryland -2-

Enclosure(s) (Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form 
becomes UNCLASSIFIED.) '



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Baltimore, Maryland. 21202

December 4, 1968
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS .UNCLASSIFIED.
DATE- 08-23—2006 EY 60324/AUC/EAW/CPE/blS

A characterization of the Soul School, Baltimore, 
Maryland, is appended hereto.

'-b6 b7C -----...- -............. - ............ ' ".. ■ " ...

b7D ' '

COPIES destroyed 
2 86 MAR 1 197|



~'FD-353^Rpv.j 1 J^-29-61)

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL.BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Baltimore, Maryland 21202

December 4, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference

RACIAL MATTER

Baltimore communication dated 
and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed 'below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

d°C™en’ contains neither recommendations nor'conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
ol the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. ' . ..........



-ALL -INFORMATION- CONTAINS?’;
HERE IN*'IS JLINCLASSIFIED .
DATE 08-E3-ZUU6 BY 6U3Z4/AUC/BAIir/CPB/BlS

Date: 12/4/68

Transmit ths following in
(Type in plaintext or code!

AIRTEL
(Priority)

i 
I 
t
i

I 
I
I 
I
I 
i 
i 
) 

- i
i

TO : DIRECTOR3 FBI

FROM

SUB-IECT:

SAC, BOSTON
STOKEn/^ARMlCHAEL

RACIAL MATTERS

(ioo-446o8o)

(157-437)

Re.Boston, teletype dated 12/4/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 1.1 copies and for VJFO 
two copies of an LHM concerning..CARMICHAEL’S scheduled 
visit to Boston, Mass., 12/14/68. ,■^b6 b7C

,:b7D
y



%

BS 157-437



(.0

) STATES

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

Boston, Massachusetts

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

December 4, 1968
, DECLASSIFIED. DY 60324/AUC/DAIJ/CFB/bls ■ 

ON 08-23-2006 • ’ ’

.b6 b7C
b7D

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

7 On December 3, 1968,- a source who has
t furnlsfae^d [reliable information in the past advised that

COPIES destroyed ' 
2 86 MAR 1 Wl/



■STOKELY CARMICHAEL

This document contains, neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is 
loaned to. your agency ; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.

2*



X
E

R
O

X

AIRTEL

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

LHM in

Sent
Special A' 'harge

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-E3-Z006 BY 6U3 WAUC/EAIJ/CPE/dS

F B I

Date: 12A/68
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-6-3M

SAC, NEW YORK (157-2866)

JURISDICTIONAL DISPUTE INVOLVING 
UNITED FEDERATION OF TEACHERS, 
OCEAN HILL-BROWNSVILLE LOCAL 
GOVERNING BOARD AND BOARD OF 
EDUCATION. CITY OF NEW YORK, 
FALL, 1968 
RACIAL MATTERS O

ReNYtel to Bureau dated 12/3/68

T

S-

b2 b6
b7C b7D■ Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies of an 

above entitled matter.

to SA 171___________
informatlon bo 
furnished information to b.a|

Confidential source 
Confidentialssource

Jfhirni cherl__ 1 nfnrmatiOn

__________________furnished

Attached LHM is classified "Confidential" since 
unauthorized disclosure of information attributed to these 
sources might impair their future effectiveness and. such 
impairment could have an adverse effect on the national 
defense

c.

HSCiD DOl'IMlcrr OIA

t I
•■JM

Per

y •. yy.

Dissemination of attached LHM''iS' be'ing made 
locally to 108th MI Group, OSI, NISO, Secret Service, 
and USAS, SDNY and EDNY.

9.^
Bureau (Ends
New York __

VJA: tf f *
(5) 1- Supvk A3 N° h



CONE

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF,INVESTIGATION

? Ju Reply* Please Refer to 
File No,

New York, Nev,’ York 
December 4. 1968

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324/AUC/BADJ/CPB/bl; 
ON 08 23 2006''

NY file
Bufile

157-2866
157-6-34

Jurisdictional Dispute Involving 
United Federation of Teachers, 
Ocean Hill-Brownsville Local 
Governing Board and Board of Education, 
City of New York, Fall, 1968 . b6 b7
Racial Matters '

Detective]___________________ _| Bureau of Special
Services (BSS), Nev? York City Police Department (NYCPD), 

.furnished the following information December 3, 1968:

As of 1:35 PM, December 3, 1968, hundreds of school 
students, predomi.nantly Negro, were roaming through the 
Brownsville section of Brooklyn, New York, in a disorderly 
manner. One member of the NYCPD was reported injured and 
three arrests had been made. The Brownsville area is the 
location of Junior High School (JHS) 271, focal point in the 
above school controversy.

At Washington Square Park, New York City, as of 
noon, December 3, 1968, some 350 youths and young adults 1 
conducted a protest demonstration against the United Federation 
of Teachers (UFT), urging community control of the schools. 
This demonstration was supported by the City-Wide Strike 
Committee and the Youth Against Wai' and Fascism. No incidents 
occurred at Washington Square Park, and the demonstrators left. 
the area at 1:15 PM, enrouth to City College of New York 
(CCNY),* New York City, to attend a rally at 3:00 PM at which 
Stokely Carmichael, one of the leaders of the Black Panther 1 
Party (BPP), was scheduled to speak. "

A characterization of the BPP 
is attached hereto.

This document contains neither ^QJIOUP I
recommendations nor conclusions ExcliM^d from^^
of the FBI. It is the property automatit^dbwngrading
of the FBI and is loaned to your and decUb^ssiCicat:*-on 
agency; it and its contents are ' 
not to be distributed outside CCWIDENTIAL 
your agency. •*/,#



co AL

jurisdictional'Dispute Involving 
United Federation of Teachers, 
Ocean Hi Il-Brownsville Local 
Governing Board and Board of 
Education/-City of New York, 
Fall, 1968

Disturbances by high school youths-were re
ported in two separate subway incidents, one occurring 
on an IND subway train, Brooklyn-bound. Some 70 Negro 
youths home-ward bound from the Washington Square rally 
terrorized passengers and unscrewed light bulbs from 
.the cars. A BMT subway train at Crescent' Street and 
'Fulton Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, was delayed minutes 
'as a result of a band of youths pulling the emergency 
cord' and interfering with normal transportation of 
the train.

Detective _______________________ |BSS, NYGPD,
furnished the following information on December 3, 1968:

b6 b7
As of 3:20 PM, December 3, 1968, about hOO 

youths had arrived at CCNY, Convent Avenue and 138th 
Street, New York City, from an earlier demonstration at ■ 
Washington Square.Park, New York City. These youths j
joined others at CCNY to hear a scheduled speech by i
Stokely Carmichael sponsored by the Onyx Society, CGiJY. The j 
estimated number in attendance at Great Hall, CCNY, was i 
1,500. I

Confidential source F ~furnished the j 
following information on December 3, 19o8: ;

. Stokely Carmichael arrived late and commenced i
his speech at U:15 PM. The meeting was scheduled to j

commence at 3;00 PM. Carmichael said the black man should :
love himself first; Blacks are too split up among them- i
selves; the black militant is angry at the white man for I 
not letting him into his society. The black revolutionist j 
is distinguished from the black militant in that the:formerl 
advocates overthrowing the present power structure by any 
means available. Stokely Carmichael finished his speech !

. at 5:00 PM. .

CO AL



'■Jurisdictional Dispute involivng''
United Federation of Teachers, ■ :
Ocean Hill-Brownsville Local 
Governing Board and Board of ; •
Education. City of New York, i .
Fall, 196&- ,

Confidential source)________ [supplied the ' '
’following details concerning Stokely CarmichaelTs • /
appearance at CCNY on December 3< 1968. The audience 
was approximately 60$ Black and 40$ white, the majority 
being high school students. Stokely Carmichael was 
introduced as Prime Minister of the BPP. Carmichael 
stated that a revolution-must take place within this 
country in order that the Negroes might gain their 
rights. 1 .

He said the Negroes should not depend on white < 
liberals for support and that Socialism and Communism are I r _ 
not the answer for the Blacks; neither is the ideology of jb6 

■ the "New Left" of any assistance to the black revolution. ;b7D 
He said he had visited both Cuba and Russia and that there : . 
is evidence of racism in both these countries. It is ! 
necessary for the blacks to love one another and not fight । 
among themselves. With reference to firearms, he said 
that the' blacks have to. get arms as long as the whites 
have armed themselves; when speaking of violence, it is 
necessary to answer violence with violence. Stokely 
Carmichael was well received and also was given a standing 

•ovation.

Confidential sources referred to . 
in this communication have furnished 

, reliable-information in. the past.

Detective__________________ BSS, advised on December 4,
1968, that with reference to disturbances around the school 
controversy, occurring on December 3, 1968, 38.individuals I 
had been reported arrested. >



1. ' . ' .
BLACK PATfTEE? PASTY ■ |

.According to..its official newspaper„ the Black '<
Panther Party (BP?) was started during December, 1966, in • ■ 
Oakland, California, to organise block people so they can take 
control of the life, politics, and the destiny of the black 
community. It t;as organitiod by lobby George Seale, BPP 
Chairsian, and Huey ?. Newton, Bp? Minister of' Defense. Newton ! 
is presently serving a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction' 
of manslaughter in connection with the killing of an Oakland 
police officer. ’ .

The official nowspa.per, "The Slack Panther," which 
•further describes itself as the "Black Coramunity News Service," 
states that the BP.P advocates' the use of guns and guerrilla 
tactics in its rovoJ/cuac-nary program to • end oppression of une 
black people. Residents of the black community are urged to 
arm thesis elves against the police who are consistently referred 
to in the .publication as "pigs-"• -who -should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1$68, contains 
an editorial by BP? Minister of Education, George Mason Murray,! 
T.liich ends with the following:

"Black men. Black people,' colored persons of America^ 
revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth keeping 
is a revolutionary culture. Change,. Freedom everywhere. Dynamite! 
Black Power., Use the gun.'"' •’K’1'13. the pigs everywhere."

. Included in the introduction to an article appearing 
in the October 5, lp.53, edition of "The Black Panther" is the 
statement, "...we will not dissent from American Government. 
We vAll overthrow it." y
. . Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain 

b.quotations from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung .of the
People’s Bepubl-ic of China and feature"'MAO’s statement that "politic



The national headquarters of the DPP is' located 
at 3106 Shattuck Avenue5 Berkeley, California. Branches- 
have teen established, at various locations throughout the 
United States. 1 ■



communication sicti
0EC11W68

WASH DC

ATLANTABI
417 PM URGENT 12/11/68 JDB

RE WFO TEL DECEMBER NINE, LAST

EMORY UNIVERSITY, ATLANTA

FROM .ATLANTA 100-6812
TO BUREAU, COLUMBIA AND WFO

FBI

END

CKG
6 DEC 131968FBI WASH DC

MR. TRAM

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 08-23-2006 EY 60324/AUC/EAW/CPB/E1

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS

ATLANTA

| Mr. DeLoaeh------
I Mr. Mohr----------
I Mr. Bishop--------

Mr. Casper--------
Mr. Callahan-----
Mr. Conrad-------

Mr. Felt------------
Mr. Gale-----------

Mr. Rosen-----

Wr. Tavel--------- .
I Mr. Trotter—,—

Tele. Room--------
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gandy____

UNIVERSITY SYSTEM, ADVISES THAT SUBJECT UNDER SPONSORSHIP
OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION, CLARK COLLEGE, WILL
SPEAK AT DAVAGE AUDITORIUM AT ONE PM DECEMBER ELEVEN SIXTYEIGHT

ADVISES SUBJECT SCHEDULES TO SPEAK THERE AT EITHER THREE
PM OR FOUR PM DECEMBER ELEVEN SIXTYEIGHT
SOURCES ASSIGNED TO COVER SPEECHES AND ATTEMPT TO
DETERMINE SUBJECT'S FUTURE ITINERARY. LHM FOLLOWS.
LOCAL AUTHORITIES, MILITARY, AND SECRET SERVICE ADVISED



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
CSSiSjjBKOHM'AllTOH COHTiTHED 

’UNCLASSIFIED
yiMFlIfi-23-2rin6 by 60324/AUC/BAIJ/CPB/bls

F B I

Date: 12/4/68

Mr Tolew______
•H ■ UeLvacb____ ■■

Mr. Mohr.______
Mr. .Bishop

Casper_____
Callahan____

Ccurud____
Felt_____ __
Gale________

Transmit the following in PLAINTEXT

Via TELETYPE
(Type in plaintext or code)

URGENT
(Priority)

। Mr. 
। Mr. 
I Mr. 
I Mr 
I Mi
I . I Wa Rosea___ —

ISW KSullivaa. *•£— 
t IMr. Tavei______

I Mr Trotter_____
] Tele. Roea___ 
। Miss Holmes 

Misa Gandy_ _

TOz'

FROM!

DIRECTOR AND SACS BOSTON AND NEW YORK

SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELYCARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTER
REFERENCE BOSTON TELETYPE DECEMBER FOUR INSTANT

FOR-INFO OF NEW YORK, BOSTON ADVISED SOURCE REPORTED

THAT SUBJECT WILL BE IN BOSTON DECEMBER FOURTEEN NEXT TO 
SPEAK ifeHAIN BALLROOM OF SOMERSET HOTEL BEFORE QUOTE THE be b7

FUND UNQUOTE SET UP BY UNITED FRONT, BOSTON.

IF APPEARANCE MADE, BOSTON COVER PER BUAIRTEL DECEMBER 

TWENTY ONE SIXTY SEVEN AND SUTEL PLANS BEING MADE TO TAPE 

SUBJECT'S REMARKS.

NEW YORK FURNISH BOSTON ANY INFORMATION DEVELOPED RE
GARDING APPEARANCE IN BOSTON BY SUBJECT.

WFO SOURCES HAVE REPORTED NO INFORMATION ABOUT SUBJECT'S

BOSTON APPEARANCE.
^Bureau
3-Teletype Unit
2-WFO

WWHsjgP MR. TPJ.^0^ 
(7J .:--4hrRQQM-836 9&P

Approved: _ ____ £____________

61DECl9W“
arge

Sent M Per ----------------------------



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEPEXN IS UNCLASSIFIED

3-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAli.l/CPE/tilS'

12-16-68

Airtel

To: SACs, Atlanta (100-6812) 
WFO (100-43503) 
New York (100—153751)

From: Director, FBI (100-446080) 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

ReATtel 12-12-68 wherein it was reported that subject’s 
speeches in the Atlanta area were not well received,

Atlanta in its LHM covering these speeches by 
Carmichael should include a statement as to why he was not well 
received.

Sources of the information concerning Carmichael’s 
talks were not identified in referenced teletype noir has any / 
information been received from the Atlanta Office as to whether ; or not Carmichael’s talks \were tape recorded in accordance with ; 
instructions set out in Bureau airtel to all offices dated 
12-21-67. Atlanta in the cover airtel to the above-requested 
LHM advised as to identities of the sources of information 
regarding Carmichael's speeches in your division and whether or 
not these speeches were tape recorded.

DeLoach 
Mohr___
Bishop _ 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt____
Gale-----
Rosen __
Sullivan . 
T avel —

llOEC ?.0186|
Gandy ___________ • MAIL ROOM

It is also noted that Atlanta does not have firm 
knowledge as to when Carmichael left Atlanta if he, in fact, did 
leave. Recipient offices have been previously instructed the 
necessity of being aware of Carmichael’s whereabouts and activi
ties at all times. Atlanta should insure its coverage of 
Carmichael is such that it will be in a position to report on 
his whereabouts, activities and when he departs from, your 4/^/

PTB:jth TO*4 ' 1
(8) U

0 DEC 16 1968
.I

TELETYPE UNIT

1



Airtel to SAC, Atlanta 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
100-446080 t

note: .: -
Black extremist Stokely Carmichael has been making 

a series of speeches in the South. Atlanta in referenced 
teletype indicated Carmichael was not well received duringi 
3 speeches given in the Atlanta area.However,Atlanta did 
not advise why he was notwell received nordid Atlanta 
indicate whether Carmichael's speeches were taped as previously 
instructed to dp so where feasible.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-2 2-64.)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEPEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE qg-Z3-ZUU6 EY 6U3Z4/AUC/EAW/CPE/J31S

F B I

Date: 11/22/68
Transmit the following in

5 (Type in plaintext or code)

xs

tfl

(Priority)

TO
FROM:
SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
SAC, CHA E (100-10358) (P)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - BPP

,.<u

Re Charlotte airtel to the Bureau dated 
11/20/68, and Charlotte teletype to the Bureau dated 
11/22/68.

Enclosed"for the Bureau are eight copies of imt 
captioned as above, copies'of'which are being disseisins 
locally to Military Intelligence and Secret Service.

Also enclosed is one copy each of above LHM 
for'WFO, Atlanta and San Francisco.

UNC Charlotte. wno lurmsnen ms iniormaiion to 'SA 
and requested his identity be conceaj*-^- 

(estaoiisnea source). Investigation at Raleigh, N. C. was bv SAI ,|and at Durham. N. C., by
SA | | SA| Inotifieu—

SecretCARL JORDAN, SAC, 111th Mlfe, and SAC J___________________________
Service,i.both of Charlotte, along withl
Charlotte. N. C., M>, Intelllgemj^lY . _ I

.___ Both—__ Breaches Ware taped by both law enforcement b2 b6
agenciesI their' tapes available to 

/ copies, will'be - furnished
Bureau (Ends. 8$J^1

~1 - WFO (100-43503) (Encl. 1) (RM$ 
1 - Atlanta (100-6812) (Encl. 1) ( 
1 - San Francisco (Encl. 1) (RM) 
7 - Charlotte (2-100-10358) 

(1 - 157-6171) 
(1 - 157-5490) 
(1 - 100-9885)

THG:cg

Approved:
Special Agent'iin Charge

who.are to make 
he FBI. On preparation of transcripts,

ureau and interested offices.

12 W-231968

(1 - 157-5830)
(i - 157-5802)

WCiM-U

Sent M Per



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTI
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION •

Charlotte, North Carolina
November 22, 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
■ 1 HEPEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

• DATE 08-Z3-ZUU6 EY 6U3Z4/AUC/EAIil7CPE/blS •

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS -BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Reference is made' to memorandum at Charlotte , be b7c
North.Carolina, dated November 20, '1968'.

Raleigh,FST0
w Univer

On November 21, 1968,
jforth Carolina, Polio® Department, advise 
CARMICHAEL arrived' at. the gymnasium on thi 
dahpus?''<t 4:10"p.m., ■ and. then spoke from p.m.,
at which, time a 20 minute'question.-and'answer session was/held. 
H® estimated the .audience to be approximately 1,500. people, b6 b7c 
.50 of which were., white'r&nd.Jthe ' ripifiit Negro,' hd staX’mf'
the speech,. CARMICHAEL introduced his wife. MIRIAM. MAKEBA.I | ]stated that in the speech, CARMICHAEL advocated

I iviolent revolution as the.best means of solving the-racial
I ( j problems in’the United States. After speaking, CARMICHAEL

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS 
NOR CONCLUSIONS OF THE EBI.. IT IS THE PROPERTY 
OF THE I AN© IS LOANED TO YOUR AGENCY$ IT AND 
ITS CONTENTS . ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTRIDE 
YOUR AGENCY.

ENCLOSbW



-■RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL '

departed Raleigh, North Carolina, en route to Chapel Hill 
North Carolina.

On„November 2l,_19.68.,t.
(University' of NorJAJCamllhM Chapel Hill, North .Carolina, advisW^uSJect”spoke in Carmichael Auditorium ’

. on the'.University'campus'from approximately 8:15 to 8:50, 
which included a question and'answer session before an audience 
of v61500 people. which he'would estimate to be five per , cent Neiro and the.rest Caucasian; According to___
after his' speech, CARp£HAEUj^to^M-£Lel®^E^

. the BlacKlfaaflggiLMnvement ■
. .^SZSfi^gUfegroes. |______ [noted that CARMICHAEL was______
/ HntrodMcad iir1nr-<-t.o ma.gnftfer.h Iwl______________________________

b6 b7C

' \ Subject was observed departing the Chapel Hill, 
North Carolina, area near Durham, North. Carolina, on 
Interstate Highway 85,; proceeding north toward the Virginia- 
North1 Carolina. State Line at approximately 1:00 a.m., .

'"> N^veiiber'22, 19.68, by a Special Agent of the FBI. CARMICHAEL'
Columbia License—624-549

■ ■ The Charlotte Observer, a daily Charlotte, North
CarelinM. newspaper, in its issue of November 22, .1968, 
contained ah. article which indicates that after' speaking aVChapel! Hill, North Carolina, CARMICHAEL declined, the.

North Carolina, due tn-a 
returning.that night t®

invitation' to speak at Charlotte, 
prior speaking engagement and.. was 
Washington, D. C.

Attached!as an appendix to this memorandum is a 
characterisation of'the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee.



*RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Information as'developed on November 20, 21, and
22, 1968,immediately furnished to representatives
of Military'Intelligence, Secret Service and appropriate local 
authorities.

3



APPENDIX

STUDENT NOWIOLBW COORDINATING .CCWITTEE - 
. ■ ' - ■ -(SNCC). ■ - - .; , , .. ,,

'..■■’The Student Nonviolent. Coordinating Cozaaitte’e' (SNCC) t
.- ■.-, r- headquartered >>at 350-=36 2 Nel .son .Street , ’S.,W„,. Atlanta, Georgia , 

. t.is;..a hohmembership 'organization,-. which was 'born-out of the
;«-■_• 's.tt«“..i.n--'ffio'uement;- that 'erupted "acrd'ss.---the '-South'■•^^i^'nin ’̂€iWf.^9p<i®"

."■•■■■ •■•? ■•■ <;KToday;SNCC. .identifies’itself as an’Organization'in' ' 
the revolutionaryvanguard® It advocates that to be successful, 
it■is necessary to deyelbp a revolutionary ideology and 

v. revolutionary • program® .' . -• ' ••

■•-■ ’ According .to SNCC’the-year 19’6?.. marked a historic' 
milestone in -the ’struggle„for- the-liberation of black people, 
in the .United States and the 'year that revolutionaries ’■■■■• 
..•throughout-the-world began to understand .more '-fully . the "impact ■ 
.of thesblack-movement® SNCC-declared that- “liberation: will 
coma only when there is final destruction .of .this.-mad octopus 
the capitalistic system of the-United.States with all its life~ 
suck-ing tentacles, of exploitation  "and racism'-that-.-.choke the. people 
•Of'Africa, -Asia,.- .and Latin .America® -The realities of■ black life, 

■ together-with--the .recognition .-instilled in 7SNCC-workers forced its 
-members -to-further popularize the'• legitimacy’of- self-defense 

. and rebellions when oppression became to© .great®'"'

From May, 1966., .until Kay,..'1967,"Stokely Carmichael-
.was ..National 'Chairman .of SNCC®- As- of July, 1968.;. Ca.micha®!
xe-sided In'-Washington, D® C®,.'where.-he-was--.affiliated-with SNCC and active.as temporary .cha.inaan-.--df a.tblack coalition group® ■ b6 b/v
In'.'->4ay, - "1967',' Carmichael" |

' : In;-Junie,.;1’§*68S ■ at .the' Staff--and”<Central Committee
meeting df.-SNCC--held in-Atlanta, Georgia, -it was'decided to 
restructure--the-.organization by equalization- of responsibility 
by -creatingten deputy or vice chairmanships® '-The “primary purpose 

• for-this- change ■■ is to take law enforcement pressure-off any single 
individual®’ / ■ .. .... ' .



FD-323 (Rev.* 11-29561).

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to 
Fite No.

Charlottes, .Worth Carolina- 
November 22,■1968 '

Title ' STOKELT .'CARMICHAEL

. Character . RACIAL MATTERS. - BLACK PANTHER PARTY
Reference .' Memorandum at Charlotte,' -North ■

-- , Carolina, dated- November 22, 1968, 
captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities
are concealed in referenced connminication have furnished reliable 
info mat ion in the past.

-5-

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEPEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

’DATE 08-23-2006 BY 60324/AUC/EAW/CPE/blS

W, Charlotte (100-10358)

1 ^$-446080) —2 ) 3 7T J
i!? ?; STOKEX*Y nARwrrwABT.
1/ RACIAL MATTERS * BLACK PANTHER PARTY

12/16/68

1
1

Reurairtel 11/22/68.
In addition to furnishing the Bureau verbatim 

transcripts of the speeches made by captioned individual 
on 11/21/68, you should attempt to obtain copies of the 
tape recordings of the speeches and furnish same to the 
Bureau. The originals of the tape recordings which may 
have evidentiary value should be retained by you or by 
individuals who can preserve the chain of evidence• 
Furnish the Bureau only copies which have no evidentiary 
•value.:■

JCM:ra .
(5)<kT

NOTE:
Carmichael spoke at Shaw University and at the 

University of North Carolina on 11/21/68. In connection 
with our efforts to build up a library of speeches by 
recognized extremists, Charlotte is being instructed to 
furnish the Bureau copies of the tape recordings of the 
speeches made by Carmichael.

Tolson _______ _
DeLoach _______ _
Mohr_____________
Bishop __________
Casper ----------------
Callahan -------------
Conrad _______ ___
Felt

Tavel ___________
T rotter ■______
Tele. Room __

Rosen ___________
Sullivan _________

Gale_____________

MAILED 23

DEC 131968
COMM-FBI



FBI WASH DC

FBI-COLUMBIA
U.7RM URGENT 12/11/68 EMA

BEFORE STUDENT BODY AT
SUBJECT LEFT S.C.S.C
LICENSE SIX SEVEN FOUR

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.

_ U. S.. WISE
£ COMMUNICATION SECTION
W DEC 111010

ALL TTJFriRMATTriN CONTAINED

IN WHITE NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN
DASH FIVE FOUR NINE EN ROUTE TO

BENEDICT COLLEGE
P.M. AND LEFT COLUMBIA

S.C. STATE COLLEGE (SCSC). AT

DeLoach.— U--
Mohr- 
Bishop

Mr. Casper 
Callahan—— 
Conrad 
Felt- 
Gale— 

Mr. Rosen- 
Mr. Sulli 
Mr. Tavel 
Mr. Trotter.

:006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bl;

DIRECTOR (100-446080) AND ATLANTA (100-6488
FROM COLUMBIA (100-179)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL: RM

Miss Holmes——
Miss Gandy

RE CHARLOTTE TELETYPE TO DIRECTOR AND COLUMBIA DECEMBER TEN LAS
SUBJECT ARRIVED ORANGEBURG, S.C., TWELVE FIFTY P.M. DECEMBER TE

LAST AND SPOKE
TWO FORTY P.M
OLDSMOBILE WDC
COLUMBIA, S.C
COLUMBIA, FROM

HE SPOKE BEFORE STUDENT BODY AT
FOUR FIFTEEN P.M. TO FIVE TWENTY

IN ABOVE OLDSMOBILE EN ROUTE TO DENMARK, S.C. SUBJECT SPOKE BEFORE
STUDENT BODY AT VOORHEES COLLEGE, DENMARK, FROM NINE THIRTY P.M. TO
TEN THRITY P.M. AND THEREAFTER WENT TO DENMARK, HOME OF
OF CLEVELAND LOUIS SELLERS, ^j^pF sJgg»4Q / "

CARMICHAEL'S MALE,
AND ONE NEGRO FEMALE, BELIEVED TO BE
OF SNCC, WDC, TRAVELED WITH SUBJECT DURING HIS APPEARANCES IN S.C.



£0 (100-179)
PAGE TWO

CARMICHAEL,
DEPARTED DENMARK, S.C., APPROXIMATELY TWELVE THIRTY A.M., DECEMBER ' b6 .
ELEVEN INSTANT IN ABOVE SIXTYSEVEN OLDSMOBILE AND OBSERVED ENb7D

ROUTE TO ATLANTA, GA., VIA AUGUSTA, GA.
\ ONE SOURCE ADVISED A REPORTED TO
FOR BLACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP), WITH CARMICHAEL AT

BE
S.C.S.C. AND AT

BENEDICT COLLEGE DURING
JOIN BPP.

SPEECHES AND SUBJECT ENCOURAGED STUDENTS TO

ANOTHER SOURCE ADVISED CARMICHAEL INVITED TO SPEAK AT EMORY
UNIVERSITY, ATLANTA, GA., FOLLOWING HIS STAY IN S.C., AND HIS 
APPEARANCE AT EMORY WOULD BE JOINTLY SPONSORED BY THE BLACK STUDENTS 
ALLIANCE AND STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY.

ALL ABOVE SPEECHES BY SUBJECT IN S.C. COVERED BY COLUMBIA 
DIVISION SOURCES AND IT APPEARS SUBJECT MADE PRACTICALLY SAME SPEECH ATI

S7 EACH COLLEGE. SPEECHES DELAT WITH THE THEME THAT BLACKS MUST UNITE, MUI 
GET GUNS, AND AVOID THE DRAFT AND FIGHT THEIR BATTLE IN THE U.S., 
NOT IN VIETNAM.

NO INCIDENTS OCCURRED REGARDING SUBJECT'S APPEARANCES IN S.C. 
MILITARY, SECRET SERVICE, AND LOCAL AUTHORITEIES ADVISED.( LHM FOLLOWS 
END
G
C0RR-4^S~P2"~E-l^^

TU BJP COPY SENT AG IDIU

MRFBI WASH DC u/rqom 836 9®



i"" ALL INFORMATION C DRAINED ~
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

' DATE 08-23-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/BlS

TRUE COPY
b6 b7C

Dec. 5, 1968

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover 
Director of the F. B. I. 
Washington, D. C.

My Dear Mr. Hoover;

Enclosed is a copy of a speech Stokely Carmichael made at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C. We~ 
the undersigned are deeply Concerned and disturbed as to why this 
man is allowed to roam this country and abroad advocating Violent 
revolution and overthrow of our government.

What does one have to do .to Commit treason? We 
appeal to yOu to do everything within your power to stop this man 
before it is too late.





8C—Durham Morning Herald, Friday, Nov. 22, 1968

Black Power Advocate Cries 

For Confrontation Of Races
By STACIE STEELE 

Herald Correspondent
types,” Carmichael told his au
dience in Carmichael, Auditori-

CHAPEL HILL - Black pow
er advocate Stokely Carmichael, 
speaking io over 5,(XK1 students 
at the University of North Car
olina Thursday night, cried out ' whites but 
for a confrontation between 
brack and white America and 
called for revolutionary vio
lence.

“We arc for revolutionary vio
lence, I won’t hedge. We ale 
for it,” Carmichael declared.

Criticizing a desire by white 
liberals to stop confrontation, 
the prime minister of the Black 
Panther party accused liberals 
of wishing to maintain the 
status quo “to protect their own 
economic stability.

“Liberals are just one step up 
the. ladder: from law and order

um.
“The liberal does not offer a 

redress of grievances. He wants 
to say 'granted there have been 
problems between blacks and 

let's settle every
thing peaceably.’__ _. --

“Liberals want to hold hands 
without punishing the guilty,” 
Carmichael charged. “They 
want a change but they do not 
want to endanger their economic 
stability.”

To back up his argument for 
confrontation, the militant said 
psychologists advocate clashes 
to settle personal conflicts. 
"Confrontation is’.good,” he 
said.

“Confrontation between the 
allied forces and Nazi Germany 
in World War II was good,” I

ALL THFORMATTOH COHTATHED
HERE III 13 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-23-2006 BY 60324/ATJC/BAW/CPB/bls

Carmichael said. “It stopped
Nazism.”

He also pointed to the clash 
between the British and Ameri
can colonists which brought 
about freedom for the United 
States.

“Violence is not right or 
wrong,” Carmichael said. “It is 
simply a question of who has 
the power to legitimatize vio-. 
lence.

“In Vietnam, I could kill 30 
North Vietnamese and become 
a hero. In Washington, I could 
kill 30 white policemen who 
have been''brutalizing my peo
ple and I would get the electric 
chair.”

Carmichael said “liberals do 
not understand power. If the op
pressed listened to liberals, they 
could get into the same spot 
as the Jews who listened to

’ them, in 1930.”
Speaking, on third party can- ; 

didate George Wallace, Carmi- > 
chael said that while Demo
crat Eugene McCarthy re
mained wishy-washy and tried 
to gain influence, Wallace 
worked with power and formed 
the basis for a third party in 
the U.S.

He said liberals don’t under
stand the difference between in
fluence and power. “They feel it 
is important to influence legis
lation but then they lack the 
power to implement it.” ,! . s 

_____— — ■ - Earlier 7 ui Raleigh, Car
michael: warned that “white 
America; is-preparing to com
mit' genocide on black Ameri
ca,” and told about 1,000 Negro1 
students at St. Augustine Col
lege to “get guns—now."

“I want to make one thing 
clear,” Carmichael told the gen
erally enthusiastic collegiate 
audience, “I am for violence. It
is the only way in which black 
people can liberate ourselves 
from our oppressors.

“That is not to say that you 
should go oujt and mow white 
people down.’! the rangy radical .

^continued. “I’m just saying that, 
Tlike good boy scouts, we should
' be prepared.” ;

Carmichael urged Negro 1 
. Americans to have “undying

love for one another and one a n-
■ other alone.”

CARMICHAEL
. . . 'Get Guns Now’

I “You see, I don’t agree with 
Dr. Martin Luther King," he . 
said. “If a white man slaps 
you, don't turn the other cheek; ! 
tear his arm off. ;

“But if a black man slaps i 
you, turn the other cheek," he , 
went oil. “Black people are more | 
violent with each other than I 
they are with whites. That's got j 
to stop, because we need each ! 
other for the struggle ahead."

Strict security measures were i 
in effect , at. the auditorium ' 
where Carmichael spoke. Re- ; 
porters and photographers, both j 
white and black, were frisked ; 
by a group of red arm band . 
wearing Negro students who said 
■they were St. Augustine students ; 
“protecting Stokely.” ।

Carmichael, who was accom- i 
panied by his wife, folk singer • 
Miriam Makeba, got a standing ' 
ovation as he entered lhe hall. 1 
His address was interrupted । 
several times by applause. |

ENCLOSURE



l^^MFORHATION CONTAINED
hHBi is unclassified

DATE U8-Z3-2UU6 EY 603Z4/AUC/EAW/CPE/E1;

December 12, 1968

On December 10th I received the letter, with enclosure, 
signed by you and your husband and other residents of Durham and 
Fayetteville, North Carolina.

As to your question concerning Stokely Carmichael, the 
FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the Federal Government and, 
as such, does not determine whether prosecutive action will be under
taken. Such decisions regarding violations of Federal law are within 
the province of the Attorney General.

I can assure you, however, this Bureau is aware of the 
activities of Carmichael. Voluminous data concerning him have been 
furnished to the Attorney General for his consideration, and you may 
wish to contact him.

Tolson ___________
DeLoach 
Mohr ___
Bishop _ 
Casper __ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt __
Gale___
Rosen __
Sullivan . 
Tavel __
Trotter __
Tele. Room ______
Holmes 
Gandy _

MAILED 20

DEC 121968
COMM-FBI -

Sincerely yours,
J. Edgar Hoover

b6 b
NOTE: Bufiles contain nothing identifiable concerning the

FMG:eaw (3)
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INFO: CG, USAINTSDCSI, MDW
SPOT REPORT

»

■From j- p

ArfflyXfOrIntelli^ce116TH MI GP WASHINGTON D.C.2, 116 8344-123- . STOKEL^?ARMICHAEL
4. 111-8344-665. 1615 HRS 9 DEG 68, ' WASHINGTON, D. C. (WDC)6. GULF FINANCE CORP®,2241 14TH STREET NORTHWEST, WDC7, METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPT® OPD),, WDC, VEHICLE REGISTRATION DIVISION REVEAL THAT- D. C. #674-549.15 ISSUED TO 1966 OLDSMOBILE, NO COLOR LISTED, SERIAL NUMBER 356376 E.154666 OWNED BY GULF FINANCE CORP®, 224! 14TH ST® NORTHWEST, WDC.' VEHICLE HAS-BEEN BORROWED BY SUBJECT ON OCCASION. NO FURTHER INFORMATION AVAILABLE.8® NONE KNOWN b5So 1645 HRS C EST), 9 DEC 68

• b710® NONE,11, VEHICLE REGISTRATION DIVISION, MPD, WDC
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FBI BOSTON

Mr. Toloo 
Mr. DeLoach 
Mr. Mchr__ 
Mr. Bishop_
Mr. Casper_
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. 
Mr.
Tele. Room. 
Miss Holmes 
Mias Gandy

Felt___
Gale___
Rosen__
Sullivan
Tavel— 
Trotter

RELAY TO WFO
ENDG
MSE

i"i iiiiw,FBI WASH DC
_ MR. TRAINOR

ROOM 0.9®

COPY SENT AG AND IDIU



fD-365 (Rm. 9-27-65)

F B I

Date: 11-26-68
Transmit the following in ________ s_________________________________

, (Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL_______________
(Priority)

A
- 3 To:

5^ From:
V)

Subject:
h,9 K £D Z X.) 0

b7C
b7D

Director, FBI (100-446080)ATTENTION:
□ CIVIL RIGHTS SECTION

SAC,ST. LOUIS (100-20639) GENERAL INVEST. DIV.
□ DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE_DIV.STOKELY CARMICHAEL

RM - BLACK PANTHER PARTY 
00: WFO

□ VRA-65 □ CRA-64
□ BM □ BM-Threats l~X] Racial Matters . \

□ Klan □ Organization

Bulet,
Summary of Complaint: Re SL let, 10-26-68, and 

11-4-68.
M ------------ CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE mentioned in LHM isU?:__________  ______ (obtained a copy of a tape recording of STOKLEY
^CARMICHAEL’S speech 8-29-68, at Sheldon Memorial Hall. ST,MO,

V Vfrom a friend.__ The speech was recorded bvF

3

3
4

This LHM is being classified CONFIDENTIAL because 
a3 it contains information from a confident!* Gm continuing value

3

1

Vrj/

NOV 29 1968

eau (Encl. 8) R^ 
''Washington Field (Encl 
S ♦ Louis

UACB:
No further action being taken and Wrr ■ ■

r~X| LHM enclosed |~T] Copy furnished to USA , SLMO
□ LHM being submitted
□ Report being submitted

□ Preliminary investigation instituted
□ Limited investigation instituted

(6)
N:

Secret Service 
113th MI Group III

Approved: Sent , 11I M.'F4 6

a

'Special fAgent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

St. Louis, Missouri 63177
November 27, 1968

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CPD/bls Ml s so

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A confidential source of the St. Louis Office made 
available a copy of a tape recording of Stokely Carmichael’s speech given on August 29, 1968^ at Sheldon Memorial Hall, sponsored 
by the Black Liberators, 2810 Franklin Avenue, St. Louis, Missouri.

The original recording was not available nor it is 
known who made the original recording. Further, due to the poor 
quality of the tape, portions of the speech are unintelligible 
and is so indicated.

The tape recording was transcribed as follows:

PRO PBRIY OF FBI 
This coasunication and its contents are
loaned to you by the'FBI, and neither it 
nor its ants are to be disti»ibute«i
outside of the agency to vhich loaned.

owngrading and
dec la s s i f i c at ion

ENCLOSURE



The honorable brother Stokely Carmichael.
Good evening brothers and sisters and a Special 

good evening (UNINTELLIGIBLE). We have an awful lot of 
things to talk about tonight. I don’t usually talk very 
long, but if you will excuse me because there is some 
specific reasons why we have to talk at length.

The first is that the repressive agency of the 
fascist government is stepping up which means that we are 
going to have less and less public rights. So that while 
we can have them now, we ought to take advantage of them.

Number two, the news media is not going to carry 
any news of any activity of any black man who’s really doing 
something for his people so that the only time we will have 
a chance is when there is face to face contact with those 
people who do not work consciously on a day to day basis. 
For those two reason specifically, I would like to take some 
time now to speak with you tonight.

Before I do, I would like to introduce two,brothers f 
traveling with me of the Black Panther Party. One is the 
Field Marshal for the West Coast; the other is the Field 
Marshal from the East Coast. Respectively, they are Don 
Cox and Chico Neblett. You should probably know that Chico 

\
Neblett hails from C-Dale, otherwise known as Carbondale. 
The only way I know it’s Carbondale is because I know



Now we want to discuss a lot of things tonight, 
and we want to discuss specifically how a colonized people 
move for their liberation, how a colonized people move towards 
revolution and prepare their tactics so that they win. While 
in doing that we want to define a lot of terms, terms such 
as revolution, arms struggle, revolutionary violence, coloni
zation, exploitation, so that from now on when we speak there 
will be some basic ground words, and we will all be working 
from the same frame of mind.

We want to deal in the first part of the talk with 
some concepts that we have to lay down that can become a 
cohesive force for us. Now the one thing all of us learn 
when we are small is about the disunity of all people of our 
skin. We learn to have no confidence or no respect for our
selves. The slogan we learn from the time we aresmall is 
that Niggers are shit. The second statement is that Niggers 
can’t get together. You can’t help the Nigger. Look at 
them, they don’t care about anybody but themselves. All the 
terms that we first learn they are embedded in our minds 
are terms, which are made to destroy us, to disunite us, to 
keep us apart and to build up a hatred that we have for each 
other, so that we learn to hate’each other subconsciously 
without knowing it. So much is our hatred for each other 
that if someone stepping on one of our toes or our new shined 



shoes we are ready to cut and kill, whereas a hunky police
man can slap us around and allwe do is bow and say yes sir.

But that is because a colonized people are trained 
to hate themselves. That is the way they are moved. If you 
can keep them hating and fighting themselves, than they are 
too busy to organize and fight the major enemy.

Now in order to counteract that feeling we must 
begin to deal concretely withit by advocating concepts which 
we can all grasp.

The first concept that we advocate is that we, 
black people, must have an undying move for each other. 
We must have an; undying love for each other. That concept 
is going to be the hardest concept that we can deal with 
because we hate each other and ourselves so much, that con
cept.. But if we can grasp and understand the concept Of 
undying love, there is nothing stands in our way, and that 
love means that we will do anything for our people, not only 
die for them but kill for them.

Undying love means that we are willing to forgive 
our people even though we are working for them. We must 
develope a concept of undying love for our people. Undying 
love means that if a hunky cop attacks a brother, he is dead. 
Undying love means that if we have a loaf of bread and our 
brother has none, we have a half and he has a half7- undying 



love. Undying love means that if one of our brothers does 
not see the way we take time out with him and patience and 
teach him the way. Undying love means that we can be non
violent towards our brothers, and that concept is going to 
be very hard for us to deal with because of the hatred that 
we have been taught all these years for each other and the 
hatred that we have for ourselves. So let us suffice to 
say the concept of undying love is the most important.

Let us move on to the second concept which is just 
as important and flows from the person. The second concept : 
states that every Negro is a potential Black Man, and that 
concept is very important for us as a people, and it is 
very, very important because people overlook it all the time 
you know. Let me give you some examples. I know a young 
lady who went to college with me. While in college I was 
going with a girl who wore a natural. She was the first 
girl at the school where she went to wear a natural, Howard 
University. The young lady attacked my girl friend for 
wearing a natural and wanted to disspell her. My girl friend 
was mixed up at the time as she wanted to pledge some sorority. 
After she got herself together, she decided it wasn’t worth
while. The young lady attacked her viciously. A couple of ~ 
years later I saw this same young lady who was now wearing 
a natural. As we were talking and I was laughing about how



‘ • ’ -.. • .... ’ ’* ■?......   ■ .‘ Y ’ . ; ■

childish she was in college, and at that time another young/ 
lady came up to me who had her hair pressed, and the young 
lady with the natural turned around and started to attack 
her viciously.

You laught but you read every day that the 
(UNINTELLIGIBLE) always attacks the Negroes because the Negro 
(UNINTELLIGIBLE) . And just as it took time
for that young lady to wake up and wear a natural so that

•it will take time for the other ladies to wake up. But if 
the lady with the natural emanates the lady with the pressed 
hair, it will take a longer time. She should work with her 
in a concept of undying love and bring her-home. And we 
have to do that because when Brother Malcolm X was preaching 
to us all of us was falling into crazy Nigger preaching . 
hate and violence. And just like it took time for us to wake . /
up, it will take time for other brothers and sisters to wake 
up, but they will wake up faster if we help them rather than 
condemn them, and that is as political as you can get and 
as revolutionary as you can get. Martin King says in the 
little red book that to condemn one’s people is to take 
the side of the enemy, so that on any level we work with it 
we come out. Not only that but if we say we’re black our 
recruits must come from Negroes, they can’t come from white 
folk. And while there, are thousands more people in the City of
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St. Louis and East St. Louis there are only a handful here
tonight, and if we are to be successful, it is our job to 
make sure the next time that every black person in St. Louis 
and East St. Louis is in here. So, we must understand this , 

. concept.
“7 The third concept is perhaps a little bit harder
? to grasp and understand. That’s because we have been living < 

inside the continental borders of the United States and we
.. have allowed white people to define us, not only the country,■- •'• J'-' 
the geography, the atmosphere, but they have also defined ?
us. Now the third concept. For black people the question
of community is not just simply a question of mind, it is
a question of our people and where they are. For black
people the question of community is not just simply a question 
of land, it is a question of our people and where they are. 
That means to say that if we understand the concept if we 
have people in American, anywhere in America where we go 
where the people are we are home. For example, if we went
to Chicago. Well, that’s a bad example. Let me take another 
one.1’11 tell you why, I’11 come back to it. If you went

, to Los Angeles, you would not be at home until you were in
?Watts. If you went to New York, you would not be at home 
until you were in Harlem.? If you went to Chicago, since the 
whole city is just about black, then you could be at home 
there, the south side and the west side; and if?yoti went to



Washington, D. C., the whole city is black people, then 
you’re home, anywhere you go is home. Now if we understood 
that concept, then we could do the thing that Brother 
Malcolm X was trying to do, we could understand in our minds 
that wherever black people are, we are at home. That means 
if you go to Haiti, you’re home. If you go to the island 
of Puerto Rico where 60% of the people are African, you’re 
home, home, home. If you go to Cuba, the prettiest little 
island on the face of the earth, 65% of the population is 
African, the outcome being you’re home. If you go to Brazil, 
50% of the population is black, Guatamala 65%, Venezuela 45%, 
Santa Domingo 65%, Panama 45%, Dominican Republic 47%. The 
stretch all along the northeastern portion of South America 
is populated with Africans. You leave there you go to the 
West Indies. The entire West Indies is populated with people 
of African descent, you’re home and baby when you touch the 
motherland you know you’re home for sure.

But in order to understand that concept we have 
to redefine ourselves. We cannot call ourselves American 
Negroes, which are different from Cuban Negroes, which are 
different from Puerto Rican Negroes, which are different 
from Brazilian Negroes. No, we are people of African descent, 
all of us. We come from Africa, all of us. We had absolutelyX 
nothing to say about where we would be born. The white man



stole us from Africa, dropped us in the West Indies, dropped 
us in Brazil, dropped us in Panama, dropped us in the United 
States and even took some to Canada, those that didn’t make 
it. Nobody of African descent sitting in this room knows 
who his ancestors are, nobody does. So for you to see a

< black man from Brazil and start to talk about fighting him, 
you might be fighting your own blood brother for real.

And we must develop rapidly because the United States 
is going to do what it’s always done to fight black people 
against black people. When the Dominican Republic had its 
uprising, it was black soldiers that the United States sent . 
into the Dominican Republic to suppress black people. Black 
man fighting black man, but the Nigger was against fighting 
with the American Negro. He ain’t nothing but a Nigger.

And until we begin to understand those concepts 
in our mind,, more and more we will be used against our own 
people. Just like they are using the South Vietnamese ; 
against their brother North Vietnam, they will be using 
black people in American against black people in South 
America, the West Indies and in Africa. And when most of 
the (UNINTELLIGIBLE) 
if they ever invade a black country, we’ll burn their city 
down to the ground.

So we have to understand those three concepts 
realistically because it depends upon our very survival.
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Ncwthen, let me just make a slight differentiation between 
Negroes and Africans because itfs important. Brother Chico 
writes this down very well. He says when the white man went 
to Africa and stole us, he didn’t steal any Negroes, he stole 

> Africans or black people. He didn’t steal no Negroes. When 
; they came to Africa, we were free Africans or black people.

When they brought us here, wenwere slaves and we became 
Negroes. So that means that slavery and Negro is the same. 
You’ve got to understand that concept as Brother Chico says 
it took the white man 300 and some odd years to make us 
Negroes, but understand deeply the concept of Negroes versus 
Africans. If you say you are Negro, you trace your ancestry 
back to the United States, and what that means is that you 
trace your ancestry back to slavery so that no matter what 
you do you begin in slavery, and like everything else if you 
beginning is slavery you can hope to be nothing but a slave.

t The best you can do is hope to be a good slave.
If you say that you are African, you trace your 

ancestry back not to people who were free, but people who 
gave civilization to the world, you are African, and then 
you can aspire to be as great as your ancestors were, 
Shackagulu (PHONETIC), Umzuligazzi (PHONETIC), Hannibal, all 
of the mighty warriors of this country. Then you can 
(UNINTELLIGIBLE) / y . I mean,if you



don’t,know that, you could never aspire to be like Hannibal = 
and Shackagulu (PHONETIC) and Jazzah (PHONETIC), you could 
only aspire to be a Be nj ami n Banakgr. Don’t laugh, because 
that’s what they’re write down on you now as Negro history. 
Benjamin Banaker, even though he was a slave, served his 
masters well. Crispus Attacks,. even though he was a slave 
and his brothers were in chains, died for white folk fighting 
the British. No concept, you can’t deal with that. You 
can’t fight for anybody if you’re a slave. If I’m a slave, 
I’m gonna fight to kill my master and set my people free.

; That’s the only j ob I got, and unless we consciously under- 
stand that, they are gonna run this Negro education stuff 
down our children’s throats, and they will come out singing 
praises to slaves, who even though they were slaves, served 
their country well. If I’m a slave and the country is at / 
war, I’m helping the enemy whoop them to death.

We can educate our people with a man like Crispus 
Attucks to show that black people have always been loyal, 
but we don’ t emanate Crispus Attucks. He was a fool. He was 
a fool. While the English from England were fighting the 
English from this country, he should have teamed up with the 
Indians and whopped them both.

So then, we have to understand very clearly the 
difference between Negro, African and black man. No Negro, ?

-•- ' we're African or we’re black people. Must be. Can't be
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nothing like a Negro. There ain’t no such thing. 
Now then, having used those concepts we must begin >./ 

to move forward and we must begin to move forward in an
" organizational manner. And don’t let anybody tell you that - 

we -can’t get organized. We the most organized of the peoples
; in the world. Look what we are$Masons, (UNINTELLIGIBLE) - <
U- Eastern Stars and Muslims (UNINTELLIGIBLE) J ■

.' We just organizing, organizing. The only problem with our , 
.organizing in the past is that we organized to accommodate ;?

the white man. Today we must organize to fight the white
' man. You don’t have to be scared when I say fight the white 

man. I’m not even scared because I know you won’t have to
; fight him anyway. It don’ t bother me. I know you gonna :
have to fight him cause he’s gonna fight you. Just for our 
survival we are going to have to fight. For we must stop 
kidding ourselves, we must stop playing games and we must 
say black people got to get, to get, to get some guns. We 
have to get guns. Get guns of any kind to (UNINTELLIGIBLE)

j . Negro, get some guns. Get some
■ guns. The same type of guns the police got, the same type
h of guns the National Guard got, the same type of guns the
< Army got, that’s the type of guns we gotta get because they

are gonna supply us our ammunition for us (UNINTELLIGIBLE) .
/ I learned that from; my Field Marshal Don Cox. ; It’s very
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important. He saiddon’t go out there and get no fancy pearl 
handle, Spanish beretta gun, the only one that got nine 
bullets. Get you a gun like the pig got so when you kill 
him you got a bullet (UNINTELLIGIBLE) .1 know that 
many of our people get afraid of this talk of guns, but I’m 
preaching equality. You see white woman on television getting 
instructions on how to shoot don’t you, but if you believe 
in equality if a white woman got a,gun, black woman should 
have a gun.

You’re talking about Rap Brown and Stokely Carmichael, 
, <L0UIE NEWTON, or all these other 

Niggers running around the country talking about get guns, >; \ 
starting trouble. (UNINTELLIGIBLE) you see on television, 
you read in the. papers, white folk getting guns. If you 
believe in equality, then you get the same thing the white 
man does. ■' ■

’ You cannot talk about equality if I got an M-16
under myarm and you got a switchblade. That is not equality. 
That’s why when the brothers get one on the street they call 
it an equalizer. So I don’t think we need to talk much longer 

;; about guns. '
Now I know the questions that black people■always; 

ask. (UNINTELLIGIBLE). Alright, I’ll tell you. There are 
three fair ways to get anything you want. You work for it,



you beg for it,or you take it. Now you can either work for _ >
• a gun, beg for a gun, or take a gun. Don't get scared. The/ 

/ / white man didn’t work for America, you work for America. The /
white man didn’t beg for America, betook America. The white / 

/’‘ . ■man didn’t work for you or beg for you, he took you from '
Africa. So don’t raise with me any moral issues. Black
people don’t have time for morality. We’re fighting for our 

‘ lives. We have no moral responsibility to white people,
only moral responsibility to each other. We can totally 
disrespect the white man because not only has he never had 
any force, he still doesn’t have any force. So those black 
people who raise questions about getting guns, it is not that > 
they don’t know how to get them, they are afraid to get them, 
and we should work with them and tell them why it is necessary 
for them to have a gun.

But now we have to go back to the concept of undying
; love to understand that getting guns alone don't get people 
where they at. We’ll discuss that a little bit later on.
Let us talk a little bit more about organization.

There are three levels basically on which we can
organize ourselves, politically, educationally and economically. 
Politically speaking neither of the parties, conventional 
parties of the United States, speak to the needs of black 
people. The Republican Party and the Democratic Party, is

13



totally irrelevant to the lives of black people. (UNINTELLIGIBLE) 
But what happens is that my mother gives her labor and sweat . 
to this white woman who then pays my mother about $30 a week, 
and because my mother stays home, she’s able to go out and 
make some more money so she is (UNINTELLIGIBLE). Let me give

: ; you another example. My father is a carpenter, or was a ; 
carpenter, a very good carpenter, an excellent carpenter. -

> My father was (UNINTELLIGIBLE) because he didn't have any . . / 
money to buy the materials to build a house. A white man 
would have the capital so he would employ my father to build 
a house. My father would build the best house for about $30, 
$40, $50, maybe $60 a week when it was good season. When my ; 
father finished thehouse, the white man sell the house for 
about $25,000, $30,000 or $35,000. The white man would then 
get all the profit. What happened was that my father, who 
had the labor- and skill, iiad to give all of his sweat to this 
white man who just had capital, money. Because the white man 
had the money he could make my father work for him for money.

■■ We live in a capitalist society. Now the white man must at <
some point stole money somewhere, because he and my great, 
great, great grandfather came into the world owning nothing. 
So somewhere the white man stole money somewhere. I know 
that he stole the United States of America. I know that. ;
I know he stole Africa. I know he stole Asia. I know he



stole Latin America. I’m not sure how he stole Europe, or r .
as some people say, I'm not sure how he came out of the caves. : 

/ Now imperialism is where the country that exploits
another country, and let me try to give a example of that.

'In Cuba before the mighty and great Fidel Castro took over / v , 
and beat America, the Cuban people were forced to pick sugar .

, canefor 40£ a week. When they picked sugar cane for 40£ a
’ week, the United States would bring the sugar care here, 

manufacture it into sugar, sell it to the rest of the world '
' and sell it back to Cuba at a profit. So while Cuba had the < 
resources and the labor, all the United States provided was 
the capital and took everything and did not divide the profits 
with the laborers. That basically is an imperialist country. 
The United States today is the leader of world imperialism.

; She exploits Africa, Asia and Latin America. So we have to > 
understand that our (UNINTELLIGIBLE). What are we fighting ?

: for (UNINTELLIGIBLE). A society free of capitalism and 
exploitation. That’s what we have to fight for. Of course, 

'we could become black imperialists, and then the world would 
hate us too, just like they hate them. But we’re not going 

. to become (UNINTELLIGIBLE). We cannot imitate (UNINTELLIGIBLE)
and create. Besides, we couldn' t be imperialistic capitalists, ! 
we would be exploiting Africa. Why should our flesh and blood 
(UNINTELLIGIBLE)? We can't exploit our own people. So we , i



have to understand that. (UNINTELLIGIBLE) as being thrown 
around too loosely. Everyone is talking about (UNINTELLIGIBLE) 
the black stage of revolution. So don't say such a thing as 
the black revolution. A revolution does not begin until . u /
someone seizes power and over throws and changes the system 'v
for the masses of people. That’s where the revolution begins, f 
A revolution does not begin until you seize power. Black

■ • people ain’t seized the gun, let alone power. ; jA <
Let me give you an example. Fidel Castro fought ;• '■? ; ? J;

in the Sierra (UNINTELLIGIBLE) for several years but that V 
was not the Cuban revolution. The Cuban revolution did not ; > 
begin until Fidel Castro walked into Havanna, Cuba, kicked t

, Batista and the American lackies out and said this day I claim 
this island for the masses of the people of Cuba. Then the 
revolution began. Then the revolution began, because then 
Fidel was able to do with the system what he wanted. He had 
the power. He could make the system fight and work for the 
masses of people. Before that point he couldn’t do anything.

So what stage preceeds a revolution? The sxa4eJ’x" 
that preceeds a revolution is called arms struggle. That's 
when the forces, the revolutionary forces, are fighting against 
the counter-revolutionary forces. Black people in this country 
are beginning to go into the stage of arms struggle. We have 
to declare it in our terms. So we understand arms struggle 
and we understand revolution.



Now what is a revolutionary. In order to be a 
revolutionary, one must pick up a gun. But merely picking 
up the gun does not make one a revolutionary. You must under
stand that. In order to be a revolutionary, one must pick up ; 
the gun. So we can say that picking up the gun to.be a

; — revolutionary picking up the gun is necessary, but it is not r - . 
sufficient. Once one has the gun one must be armed with the 
political ideology that speaks for the masses of our people.
.Must. Must. Those two things combined makes one a revolu- 

' tionary. There are a whole lot of Niggers that got guns. -
/. ■ They are not revolutionaries. There are a lot of brothers '

with guns in Vietnam. They are not revolutionaries. They 
are not revolutionaries. There are a lot of brothers who 
get guns and shoot each other. They are not revolutionaries. 
There is nothing revolutionary about shooting a Nigger. Niggers 
been doing that, Nigger. So that we say that a revolutionary 
is someone who has picked up the gun, is willing to kill for' 

/ his people, not die. Anybody can die. Kill for his people.
Kill for his people. Anybody can die for his people. Kill 
for his people and armed with a political ideology that speaks 
to the masses (UNINTELLIGIBLE).

Now then what is a black militant, because there 
is a difference between a black militant and a black revolu
tionary. A revolutionary seeks to change the entire system : 
of America, over throw the racists and capitalist system.



■/• -.A black militant is a Nigger who is angry that he has been 
kept out of the United States. He just yelling to become 
part of the United States. That’s a black militant. And 

; you see a lot of black militants. I see them on TV all the/ 
time. If you don’t give us a positive program; we’ll burn . 
your city down. A man comes along and gives him $20,000 a ; 
year. Cool it baby. Cool it. Cool it. Cool it baby. 
Cool it. Cool it. Cool it.

- - So we must understand the difference between a _ _
black militant and a black revolutionary. A black militant 
wants in. A blaqk revolutionary wants to over throw, destroy, , 
over turn, disrupt, tear down and beat up.

Then we must talk about revolutionary violence and / 
counter-revolutionary violence. Killing is a political act. 
Killing is a political act when it is involved with armed 
forces. It is always a political act when involved in armed 

‘7 forces. A black soldier killing a yellow man in Vietnam 
today is committing a political act. That’s a fact. A white 

/ • policeman shooting a Nigger in the street is committing a 
political act. A black man shooting a cop, a hunky racist 
cop, is committing a political act. A black man snipping 
at a policeman is committing a political act. Black people 
mean to become political.

Counter-revolutionary violence is violence that’s 
used to keep the status quo. Tha.t’s counter-revolutionary
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violence. Revolutionary violence is violence that is aimed 
to overthrow the status quo. The police force is involved 4; 
in counter-revolutionary violence because they aim to main- > 
tain the status quo. The brothers who are snipping policemen 
are a revolutionary force aimed to overthrow the counter- ; •'>
revolutionary force because they are engaged in arms struggle 
(UNINTELLIGIBLE). It makes sense.

Now then, why the police force? We have to talk 
about that at some length. I didn’t knowit would take this 
long. When a people begin to fight, there are three levels 
they learn on when they begin to fight revolutionary warfare. ? 
The first is that they attack the symbols of oppression, 
which are not always human. That is are things, objects. 
Secondly, they attack the tools of oppression. These are 
human and non-human. That is to say, they may be men and they

'maybe things, objects, and finally to attack the oppressor 
• ><1 himself. That’s always human. Our people, black people in

this country, have showed and demonstrated a revolutionary 
consciousness. We have moved against the symbols of oppression.
That’s the stores. They represented the first blatant symbol 
of opression for us. You go into a store, hunky owns it, 
he insults you, he charges you high prices for rotten goods, 
blah, blah, blah, blah. See he goes. His store is burned.
That’s the first level. . -



The second leved is the tool of the oppressor. 
The tool of the oppressor represents the occupied force, 
the police force; and that’s why there is more and more 
snipping incidents and there will be more and more snipping 

/ incidents in our community. They cannot print them. They 
will not print them, but baby it’s going on. They’re snipping/.--/^ 
left and right, morning, hoon and night. And the policemen 
represent the forces that come into the community to keep 
our people, to control our people, and to make sure our 
people do not move out of the boxes that we have been put 
in by the oppressor himself. The occupied forces may be 
the same color as we are. They may be. They will have to 
define on which side they stand on the fence by their actions.

Because of the^ffects of colonization on us, the 

oppressed usually tries to identify with the oppressor in ■ 
the means where he can oppress the oppressed more brutally 
than the oppressor. That’s a black cop trying to be more 
hunky on a black man than a white man. And we must try and 
understand why he does these things, and if we understand, • / - • . ' • - ■ ■ ■ • ;
perhaps we can deal with them. We can say to him the first 
time, dig it brother, or you don’t have to come-down so hard 
on the brother. I mean it ain’t your store, really you don’t 
get nothing for it but a hard way to go. The second time

• : around, lookitbrother. You don’t have to hit him so hard, 
v/..■ ■■ ■ ■ .:/'■< -:'■■■•.. ■ A.
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I mean like you did brother. (UNINTELLIGIBLE) covers you. 
We’re down her catching the aches. Ain’t no reason for you 
to jump on him so hard brother (UNINTELLIGIBLE). The third 
time'we say, look brother, this is our fight, all of us. 
The man using you against us and he wants us to get mad’ with 
you and we start fighting each other. Now we trying to stop > 
that brother. We come to you slack three times, next time 
you die. For we gave him time because we have undying love. 
I’m very serious about that because a colonized people begin 
to fight they are so anxious to fight each other, that they 
don’t get a chance to get to the enemy. That’s right and 
unless we are conscious of the fact that we shouldn’t always ■ 
jump to kill somebody else who is our color and dressed as 
we are, we’re going to be in trouble. So we should not always \ 
want to fight, and if we really have undying love, if you 

: have undying love, it’s gonna hurt you when you have to punish
your own. So if we have to kill one of our own, we should 
really be hurt about it. I mean sincerelyhurtabout it.
As hurt as we would be if we kad to commit one of our children 

■ z . • Z. . • .. .

to a youth reformatory school. That’s how hurt we must be. .
Once we get like that, then we’re moving in the right path. ■ '■ • . ■/ ■ • • / - ■
But we have to understand that undying love because I’m deadly - ■. ,/ ■ ■ ■ . ■ ■ : ' ■ ■ ' ..
serious about that. .The police force represents them breaking . 
our forces of our community and we have to actively engage

Z in ware against them, z < z • '.... ■ Zz'^ Z
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Now let me explain something about self defense and 
aggressive violence. Of course, I'm not teaching aggressive 
violence because' that’s against the law, and I ain’t going 
to jail for what I say. That’s a fight for white folk. They 
fighting for free speech. I’m fighting for my rights. I 
ain’t going to jail for what I say. If I go to jail, it’s 
gonna be for what I do.

Well now, let me explain to you vaguely without con
crete terms about.self defense and aggressive violence. Chico 
Neblett says, and he's correct, that in self defense you never 
ever change anything. Things remains the same. All you do ' 
is stay in your little rat ^hole, and when they come to get 
you, you shoot it out, but you never get ‘out of the rat ^hole.\ ;

; Let me give you an example, just an example. This is not 
.concrete. It’s abstract. If the UnitedStates was a racist 

. country and if they weren’t democratic, of course, we know 
they’re democratic, and if they had black people chained up 
in ghettos all over this country, and if they had white 
policemen beating up black people indiscriminately and if 
black people decided to arm themselves and everytime a police- , 
man shot one, they shot a policeman, things would never change. 
They would always stay in the ghetto. The only difference 
is that the policeman may not overtly move against them. 
But if the black people wanted to change things, they would
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have to aggressively move against the police force, only 
theoretical. Only theoretical. So that in order to change, 
those peoplewho want, theoretically speaking, must move 
against the oppressor. They must move against them. They 

- just cannot stand and defend themselves. Self defense will
never change, anything. It will just keep them alive. Brother . . 
Malcolm X (UNINTELLIGIBLE) theoretically speaking that if black 

^people in this country wanted revolutionary change then we

would have to move aggressively. How then would we move 
aggressively? How then would we move aggressively? Brother 
Malcolm X used to talk, but unfortunately a lot of us wasn’t 

/.listening when he was serious. We wanted to listen to when / ?.
he was bad. You know when he was militant; Beat up the white 
man. Go shoot him down. Yeh man, go get him now. Go get

? him now. (UNINTELLIGIBLE) but when the brother was serious, 
we were waiting for the (UNINTELLIGIBLE), you know (UNINTELLIGIBLE). 
We got to get out of there. We got to get serious. There’ s

? a quote that. Brother Malcolm has and I repeat the quote to you.
I paraphrase it because I cannot remember it correctly. He 
says show me a Frenchman who has fought in Indochina, and I 
will show you a^hite man who has the shakes. Show me a Frenchman 

who has fought in Algeria, and I willshowyou awhite man who 
has the shakes. He continues by saying show me any white man : 
who has faced a guerrilla, and I will show you a white man : ’



who has the shakes. (UNINTELLIGIBLE). Brother Malcolm X 
said we need to go into guerrilla warfare because he said 
in guerrilla warfare after—dark evens the score. We have

’/to understand the concept of the guerrilla. We have to know



We have to know how to move as a guerrilla. You never had 
a confrontation with a force superior to you. You never had 
a confrontation with a force superior to you. A guerrilla 
picks his ground to fight his battle and wins—and wins— 

and wins. A guerrilla is not a martyr. He’s not concerned 
with dying. He’s concerned with killing and living to kill ; 
again. A guerrilla is not wild. He’s wise. He’s deathly. 
He’s like a panther. You never see him. He strikes and 
before you know you dead, he's gone. But there are a lot 
of things we need to know about guerrillas. A guerrilla has 
the respect and admiration of his people. A guerrilla has 
tie respect and admiration of his people. He works to bring 
his people together so that if he is in trouble, he can run 
to any place and be assured of a hiding place. A guerrilla 
works for respect and the uplifting of his entire community. 
A guerrilla don’t walk around cursing, showing guns, being 
bad, militant. A guerrilla is a gentleman at all times, a 
leader in the community helping any way he can all peoples 
in the community, and a guerrilla never attacks his own 
people, except in self defense. This was revolutionary.
Whenever you see the news, you hear 17,000 North Vietnamese
killed today, 100 American soldiers. You never hear South
Vietnamese being killed do you. That’s because when I? was 
in Hanoilthe liberation forces of Vietnma told me they never
attack the South Vietnames unless it is in self defense As



a matter of fact, they run from the South Vietnamese even ■ 
though they could kill them because they recognize the . 
South Vietnamese’s minds are mixed up and the real enemy 
is the imperialists of the United States of America.

The South Vietnamese are puppets. The North 
Vietnamese know that. If they shoot a puppet, the white t 
man gonna put another puppet there, and if they shoot the 
white, man, there ain’t no more puppets. We must understand ■ 
this about the Uncle Toms in our people. Don't be shooting 
them, unless he moves against us. Make him irrelevant.

■This is the one we’re after. Because if you shoot one 
Uncle Tom, they’re gonna get another. If you shoot him, 
then they gonna get another, but if you shoot him, Uncle 

.Tom won't come home. .
‘ The guerrilla can never loud mouth. The guerrilla
-7?. can never say what he has done, what he can do and who he is ■ 

■ going to do it too. The guerrilla isknown only to his small
group of people. In the cities they tell me it should be

/ ' . ■1 • 
no more than three. No more than three. That protects the 
guerrilla organization. If one guerrilla is picked up 
before he knows his two other people that’s all they can 
get. If the guerrilla moves in a group of ten and they pick 
up one, and he talks that’s ten gone. Anddon’t say you won’t 
talk because you don’t know how much punishment you can take; 
If you know only two, you can’t tell no more than two. The 



guerrilla is never hot tempered. If he’s walking the street 
and a white policeman and another white policeman there, he’s 
outnumbered jacking up some brother, he doesn’t loud mouth. 
He checks out the badge numbers and move away. Leave the 
loudmouthing to the people who are top ground. That’s not 
the job of the guerrilla because those on top ain’t got but 
so much more time to go anyhow. Let the guerrilla pick the 
badge number he wants. His job is to live to fight. His 
job is not to educate the masses. His job at this point is ; ' 
to fight, to let the masses to organize, to be the bulk 
grounds to educate. If they’re not educating the masses 
correctly, the guerrilla should visit them.

If we’re talking about revolution if we shock you 
(UNINTELLIGIBLE) and being black militants, then we don’t 
talk about this. But if we’re talking about sure enough 
blood bath revolution, this is what we got to get into. 
I'm not worried because black people got to fight. Got to 
.fight■ '

Now we have in St. Louis some brave warriors./ , \
We have WAYMON THORNTON on the Zulu’s, CHARLES KOHN of 
the Black Liberators. Young, strong men but they begin 
to direct, educate and lead our people. They will make 
mistakes. We all do. We all will. But if the masses of 
people are moving consciously with them, they can help direct 
them in the proper path. ; It is our job to do that, not to
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■criticize them for the sake of criticizing but so to criti- 
• cize them constructively and warding out alternatives for \ 

incorrect paths they have taken. They need our help. All
, ' of them. They need your help specifically on a day-to-day 
J basis. They need your help specifically on a day-to-day ; 

'basis. (UNINTELLIGIBLE) they can’t develop into true 
J leaders of our people. We need leaders. We desperately 
: ■ need leaders because we don’t have none, and that’s the 

worst thing you can say for a people. Ain’t got, and those 
that we got teach us (UNINTELLIGIBLE). Everytime you turn, 
around and when they get snatched and try to organize, and 
the Negro has to be militant, (UNINTELLIGIBLE)

Well, he’s only facingfiict that he’s in jail for saying things
: , that made you feel good. That’s all. May be too much 

(UNINTELLIGIBLE). So the white man wants to isolate him so 
the white man puts a restriction on him. Of course, he can 
break restriction and face three more years or five years. 
That ain’t too long to lose in jail. (UNINTELLIGIBLE) 
nothing that ain’t worth it. It ain't worth it. The brother 
should stay where he is and he should have our support and 
we should let him know when they touch him, someone gonna go 
down. Nobody has to doubt it (UNINTELLIGIBLE) .
Nobody else gonna talk bad about the hunky Niggers 
(UNINTELLIGIBLE). Might make some mistakes. But he was 
doing what he thought was best. Everybody who (UNINTELLIGIBLE) 
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him or(UNINTELLIGIBLE). We have many political prisoners 
in jail today. The jails are overflowing with them. There’s 
Huey P. NEWTON. We are not worried about the brothers really 
because, our decision is made. When they make their decision 
if that decision is guilty, the sky is the limit. That’s 
already done so we don’t have to talk about that;

/ Now you have people in jail here. How many? 
•Thousands. You have a lieutenant from the black warriors

/ ' picked up for protecting ADAM CLAYTON POWELL (UNINTELLIGIBLE) ... 
because someone had threatened ADAM CLAYTON POWELL’S life.

/ He was doing what he thought was correct, whether right or / 
wrong, hewasdoing what he thought was correct and moving 

/--in the/^ashion which he/thought was accurate. Can’t let him / 

sleep in jail. Got to get him out. At this stage we need 
our people on the streets with us, not in jail. If they can

: .*/•■'‘.•cut off the leadership before the movement develops, the ■ ■ / ■ ■ ■ • -■' :■■ • \ .
struggle is set back. /

; / / (UNINTELLIGIBLE)

All them other Niggers say you can’t do that man. Don’t do 
that. Here, he’s our people. He’s good. The Nigger got 
to go, Nigger. And all the protestation and demonstrations 

' would not stop them from putting ADAM CLAYTON POWELL out of 
- office. The vote is total government because power does not 

; / come from the vote. Power as Mao Tse Sung says,.comes from



the barrel of the gun./ Because if we had understood that 
just imagine all those black people who came to the Capitol 
to demonstrate for Brother POWELL. If we all walked up there 

/with guns and said Nigger is staying.
I will give you another example of power with the 

gun, among white folk. You’ve been watching the Democratic 
Convention. Did you check it out last night? All those 
white folk up there that (UNINTELLIGIBLE) > ~
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That/s what he says is/ that when you go to. school you only 
learn what people think you should learn, what they think is 
good, what they believe.-in and what their society has been 
brought up in. In other words, you help perpetuate a system . 
when you become educated in that system. So you’ve got to 
understand education is not truth. Education is propaganda. 
Let me give you an example. Young lady, who discovered 
America? Young lady, who discovered America? No. Christopher 
Columbus did not discover America. But all of us thinks he ; 
did. Christopher Columbus didn’t discover America. America 
was here when the hunky came. I want to use that example
in another (UNINTELLIGIBLE). Because just as everybody 
believes that Christopher Columbus discovered America so you 
believe in America, (UNINTELLIGIBLE) and motherhood. Yes, 
because it has been drummed down on all of our minds. All 

< of us believe that Christopher Columbus discovered America, 
and when we say Christopher Columbus discovered America

. (UNINTELLIGIBLE) ’ -
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That is not to say that we shouldn’t fight because the white 
. ■ man controls everything. That should be more of a stimulus ;

• to fight because he controls everything.
Now (UNINTELLIGIBLE)

the poverty program down our throats, and the poverty program 
is aimed to do two things and only two things, Number one, 
divide and split the black community, and number two, con
trol the leadership of the black community. And I do not 
think there is any need for us to go into an explanation of 
that. The poverty program has been around this country long 
enough for all of us to know what they are doing and will 
continue to do. Therefore,: if we become involved in the ; 
poverty program, it should be used for one reason and one 
reason only to bring our people together. (UNINTELLIGIBLE)



Now we want to talk especially for this community 
.about two things. It’s going to be long. Are you people 

tired? That’s good, because we got armed men guarding the ;
< back. If you said yes, you couldn’t get out anyhow. ;

We want to talk about the difference between 
colonization and exploitation, and then move into the need ;

: for unity and the formation of a black united front in this
area, specifically talking about the destruction and position 
of the black community but without specifically talking about / 
those in this area because while I know they exist, I cannot 
speak on them because I do not live here on a day-to-day basis.

. \ It is up to the people who are involved in those division and . 
(UNINTELLIGIBLE) to sit down and work them out for the benefit 
of our people, for the benefit of the masses of our people.

There are two types of oppression we want to deal 
with basically, exploitation and colonization. Exploitation 
is when one person oppresses another person economically. 
Therefore, the only form of oppression is taking money from 
them, using the (UNINTELLIGIBLE) to get another person rich. 
That’s exploitation. That’s all we have to consider. The 
oppression Just has to do with money. Colonization on the /

/ other hand is different. It does not only have to do with 
oppression for the sake of monetary wealth, it has to do 

i; with oppression for the sake of dehumanizing the individual.



Now let me show you why there is a differentiation. In 
exploitation is when same race are involved. For example, 

.if a white person is oppressing another white person, that’s 
< • exploitation. He’s just taking money from that person, just 

i money. For example, you got rich white people and poor white 
people. ,Poor white people are exploited. They have the same 
values, the same systems, the same way of life, the same 
history, the same language as rich white people. All they ; 
need is money. Having once obtained that money they can 
melt into a system. That’s different from someone who is " 
colonized. When you’re colonized, the question of race comes 
into play. Colonization is when one race totally oppresses 
another race solely because of their race. We are a colonized . 
people. That is to say not only are we striped of moeny, 
we are striped of our culture, our values, our language, our ■ 

'history, our total way of life. Poor white people are not 
dehumanized. They try to (UNINTELLIGIBLE) poor white people, 
and poor black people have the same problem. We do not have 
the same problem. If you had all the money in the world when 

’ you walk down the street you would still be a Nigger. If you 
had all the money in the world, you still^do-not' have the 
same values, the same culture ,- the same system, or the same 
way of life as an European because you’re basically African. 
And I ’ll find you out everytime. I’ll see you sitting up

> there with white folk .and I'll go in there and slip an Uretha 
< /■ '-A/'\ ■■ .. ’■ ' .
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Franklin in on you. (UNINTELLIGIBLE) , '
and we must being to understand that because as we move our 

f allies must be not people who are exploited necessarily but 
people who are also colonized. Because the fight of colonized 
people is for humanity. The fight for exploited people is 
for more money. You’ve got to understand that. We, black 
people, in this country are not only fighting for economic 
security we are fighting for our very humanity. That means 
we fight and the forces of the world will fight for humanity. 
That’s very, very important. Because we’re really a dehumanized 
people. We are so dehumanized we cannot hate our oppressor. 
That’s how dehumanized we are because all human people hate 
their oppressors, but dehumanized people cannon even hate . 
their oppressor, and because we are. dehumanized, we do not 
function on emotions because if we did we would know that 
emotions operate in opposites. For every action there is a 
reaction. That is a fact of life. For hot, there’s cold. 
For joy, there is sorrow. For laughter, there is tears.
For love, there is hate, and if you love you got to hate, or 
you at least got to know about hate. But when we say we do 
not hate our oppressors, it isbecause we do not love our 
people. We do not love our people. Because if we loved 
our people, we would have to hate our oppressor for what they 
are doing to our people. If you have a child, you love that 
child, but if somebody comes to attack and kill that child,



what would you do to that somebody? You’d kill him. But 
it's because we do not have that undying love for our people 
that when a Nigger gets show we can turn our heads and walk 

"away. Ah, I don’t hat the white man. I don’t hate the rich 
, white man. If it was your child lying in the street, you*d 

•kill him. Kill him. That’s all you’d talk about. Until 
; we have an undying love for our people, we ain’t going no 
7 where< Don’t let the white man tell you there ain’t no such 
— thing as hate. You tell him hunky, we don’t hate you, we —
love our people and its love that motivatesus to ruin you '
when you oppress against our people. If we can understand 
that.motivation, then it’s positive. I love my mother. I

.love my wife. I love my sisters. I don’t want nobody laying 
their filthy hands on them. If anybody does, then either I 
die or they die. Now if we were to fill that way about all 
our people, there would be no problem in this country. If 
we felt that way about all our people, there would be no 
problem in this country. I don’t care if my sister is a 
prostitute on the corner, I don’t want nobody putting their .

' hands on her.because she’s my flesh and my blood. So that 
if she was a prostitute and somebody tried to slap her and k
I saw it, I’d kill him. Undying love. Undying love. Not 
hate, undying love because we love we must surrive and 
perpetuate, and because we love, we will fight to surrive •; / 

■ and perpetuate. ■■ .
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No then to a black united front. There is need 
for a black united front I think specifically in this area. / 
That decision again.would depend upon the organizations as 
they came together and see how to work out those problems, 

5 but they need to get together so that we can stop the 
infighting and inbickering that’s going on inside the people 
that say they getting themselves together, because the 
infighting in little organizations never benefits the masses 
of our people. The masses of black people in this country 
today are unorganized. Nobody speaks for the masses of 
black people in this country today. They are totally 
unorganized. That’s a fact. That's a fact. The people 
who are most organized happen to be people from the bourgeoisie. 
That is always a fact of any colonized people. The people 
who do the organizing are the bourgeoisie who have been 
closest to the oppressor. They’ve learned the means of 
making isms of organizing and the structure of the/Oppressor, 
and they do the organizing. Today more andmore we see the 
masseszof people beginning tp organize, but they are still 
not organized and nobody speaks for them. No organization 
speaks for them. Any Nigger who jumps up and says he speaks 
for them is jiving himself and the white man, but he ain’t /' ■ . ./ ' . ■. ■' • 
jiving us. If we want to organize the masses of our people, 
we have to form a,black united front for a number of reasons,. 
Number one, our people are tired of black people.fighting
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black people. They’re tired of it. If we say we’re con- 
cerned about our people, we.have to begin to show them that 
at least the organizational structures can come together and 
not fight each other. That sets a tone for unity in our 
community and begins to make ; the masses of our people more 
consciously aware to the need for organization. But until 
that organization of organizations comes about, black people 
on the street they don't care. Yeh, I see him fighting you, 
him cutting. They're not concerned. They're not concerned.

Now when you form a black united front, it does 
not mean that you-give up your identity or your ideology. 
Each group maintains its ideology, maintains its identity, 
but comes together for the purpose of working out programs, 
establishing an atmosphere of unite and allowing those people 

: who are going to organize to begin to organize the masses
< of our people as we move out, as we move out. That means 

you don't say, NAACP. you come on and you got to become a 
Zulu or a Warrior or a Black Liberator. No, all these groups 
can sit down together. Zulus, Warriors, the NAACP, the Urban 
League, everbody can sight down together inside a black united 
front and work concretely towards uniform goals for the com
munity. And no group should ever publicly attack another 
group, never. If I do not agree with Roy Wilkins, I will

L never get up and say Roy Wilkins he ain't got no followers 
but the white man. I'll never say that. I will say my



program is a, b, c, d, e, f, g. Mr. Wilkins, you tell us 
what your program is. Let the people decide and that you 
should force all the organization sin your community to do 
the same. Anytime one attacks the other, he’s jiving because 

“ there’s no need for him to be attacking another black man.
Just work postively and (UNINTELLIGIBLE), no matter how 
treacherous the other black man is. But the fact that a 
black man attacks another black man shows the weakness of 
his program. His only program is to attack everybody else 
and that’s not a program. That’s not a program. So we 
have to understand consciously the need for uniting, the 
need for a black united front, for our very survival we 
need a black united front, for our very survival because 
a man can isolate the so-called extremist groups. If he 
gets rid of the, then.he move on the entire community. But 
if the entire community is organized and united for survival, 
he has to move against the entire community, and he’s not 
ready for that yet, yet. We’re fighting time. It’s a 
question of whether we can organize . before he’s ready. So 
there isn’t very much time.

Okay, then to try and organize very quickly. I 
didn’t know it would take this long (UNINTELLIGIBLE). 
We want to try and move programmatically by defining some 
of the terms that are thrown around loosely. Now black 
people are fighting two evils in this society. We’re fighting
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racism and capitalism,/and we must understand that because 
. too many times we see black people talk about they gonna

be a black capitalist, and when they say that they do not 
/understand what they’re fighting. We’re also fighting 

.'■ : capitalism and to make it black capitalism is just gonna
make it more treacherous. It!s gonna mean we’re gonna be 
fighting black people because today there are not black 
capitalists. There are some aspiring people to be black 
capitalists, but capitalists is a producer of goods. Don’t 
know no black person in .this country can do nothing with 
cosmetics. That’s (UNINTELLIGIBLE) and what they’re going 
to try to do is to build factories and put black people in 
those positions so that we will now have black people exploiting 

: us. It’s the same thing America does wherever she goes. She .
divides people against people and that’s how she fights the 
wars. North Korea against South Korea. North Vietnam 
against South Vietnam, and today the western powers have 
Niafra fighting Algeria, and if we’re not careful, we’ll 
have black people fighting black people with guns and arms., 
in this country. So we have to understand our fight is 
against racism and capitalism or imperialism, which is the 
highest stage of capitalism. Now then we should define 
racism, capitalism and imperialism very quickly because 
time is running out. Racism is one rac£ deciding to subjugate 

• another race solely because of its race. While people have
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decided to subjugate black people because we're black. If 
we decide to fight white people because they are racists, 
that does not make us racists. It makes us anti’racists. 
Because if we are not clearly in our minds, they will way 
we are reverse racists or we're just like them and we will 
be confused. We cannot be confused. We are not fighting 
white people because they are white, we are fighting them 
because they think they are better than us because they >
are white. That’s racism. So we have to be crystal clear -- 
in our minds. Now capitalism we talked?abou the producer 
of goods. I’ll give you some examples. Essentially capi
talism is where (UNINTELLIGIBLE)
We must begin to develop our scope internationally because 
we never do. We just talkabout it. We (UNINTELLIGIBLE) 
in the United States. This man is stretched out all over 
the world. He’s like an octopus. He*s got a leg in several 
countries, and if they can chop all the legs in all the other 
countries, we can stab the eye right her because (UNINTELLIGIBLE. ■ - / . ■ ■ ■ 
(UNINTELLIGIBLE) We must understand which people are fighting 
to cut off the legs of the octopus so we can support them.
We should not always say that we’re not going to go to 
Vietnam, but we should say the North Vietnames are our com
rades in arms. The North Vietnames are fighting against the 
United States of America.? That’s who we fighting against.'
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A blow for the North Vietnames against the United States 
makes us stronger because it makes the United States weaker. 
Now we can always be conscious of the brotherhood especially 
with this war program they gonna be throwing people in jail,, 
so we can develops new tactics. When a bunch of brothers 
gonna get drafted, don't say hell no, you won't get drafted 
March down, volunteer. Tell the man look here I want to kill 
the enemy. I want to Wipe my enemy out everytime I see him. 
Traim me good (UNINTELLIGIBLE) . I'll kill my enemy everyr- 
time I get a chance. Give me a gun. I want to kill my 
enemy, and If they di;aft you, kill our enemy everywhere you 
see him. Kill him. On the streets of New York, in the 
jungles of Vietnam, wherever you see our enemy, kill the 
beast. I'm supporting the United States. I want to kill 
the enemy. I'm imploring to all the young black people to 
go into the Army, learn how to kill, learn guerrilla tactics, 
use it and practice it on the enemy and then come home with 
it and teach. \

We have to understand the role that China plays, 
what China is today in the world. China is stopping the 
United States. That's why she don’t (UNINTELLIGIBLE). Mao 
Tse-tung has one million armed Chinese people to the teeth 
ready to fight, die and kill for Mao and their people. 
Can't nobody dispute it. So we don't have to worry about 
China. Whatever the.Chinese do is good. We don't care.



They ain't doing nothing to us. Really, they doing it to 
them, and we must differentiate them from us and us from 
them. Sometime we get mixed up. Someone of us thinks we’re 
them.

Let me help you clarify the issue about Cuba. We 
should support Fidel Castro. 65% of Cuba is black. They 
never tell us this because they don’t want us to identify 
with them. But aside, from that what can a little island 
like Cuba do to the United States of America? What could 
they do? Cuba is good. If you get a passport, you go to 
Cuba. So you get a passport, you go any place you/want to 
go. 1011 Lyndon Baines Johnson he’s notyour father. He 
can’t ^ell you where to go ,z who to talk to. He ain’t nothing 
but a hunky. I went to China. I went to North Vietnam. I 
went toCuba. I went to Algeria. I went to Syria. I went 
to Egypt. I got my passport back, and I’m going again. They 
want to stop us from going to these places because when you 
go there, you learn. They don’t want you to learn. They 
want to educate us.

We must understand the conflict in the Middle East 
between the so-called State of Istael and the Arabs, and we 
must say that we stand fullpack behind the Arab world. And 
don’t be afraid when you say that the Jews gonna say you 
anti-Semitic. You gonna get scared? Dd you know the Arabs 
were also a Semitic people? Did you know that? Yes, and 
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when the Jews tell you you're anti-Semitic they are racists 
because they are saying the Arabs who are dark-skinned people 
are not also Semitic. No only that, what do you know, about 
the history of the so-called State os Israel? Di you know 
that in 1917, an Englishman by the name of Lord Belfor gave 
Palestine to the Zionists. He just gave it to them. He said 
here you can have it. There were thousands of Arabs living 
there, and the Zionists went into there and bombed there, 

.. murdered them using terrorist activity, drove them out, 
and then they said this country belongs to us. We have to 
understand politically what's gang on in the world. We 
stand with the Arabs. Not only that, Africa is our former 
land. The so-called State of Israel right now is occupying 
Egypt. Egypt is in Africa. Don’t tell me they ain't because 
that issue is gonna become very important when the United 
States of America starts sending troops to the so-called 
State of Israel and all the liberal Jewish people in this 
country will tell us to be on their side. We-’-re" gonna tell 
him wherever we find a Zionist we"gonna tear him out, be it 
in the ghettos of our country or in the Middle East.

Wehave been asleep too long. We have been asleep 
too long. They have been taking our mothers, sisters, bro- 
thers, uncles aunts an grandmas, and we have been sleeping 
through it. We've'got to wake up. We've got to wake up. 
We’ve got to wake up. We got to wake up. Our struggle is
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not going to be a small or easy struggle. It’s going to 
be hard, long and bloody. It’s going to be hard, long and 
bloody. What we have ssen in the past two years is going to 
be a picnic compared to what we have to see. There are times 
when we have to step into each others blood to run to get 
away to fight another day. We must be prepared for that 
day. Now I’m not worried about that people fighting because 
a revolutionary state is here because revolution is there 
when the contradictions are heightened. Fair talking people 
don’t make revolutions. The heightening of contradictions 
and the people at the right time, create revolution. The 
contradictions are heightened. We are the people whether 

.we like it or not, and the historic time is here. We’ve got
to fight.' We’ve got to fight. There’s no place forz us•. . • / ■ 
to run. Asia is on fire. Latin America thank'God for a

: maligning move against them is on fire, and Africa is going 
to be burning very swiftly./ We may as well know where to. 
fight. We got to fight. We may want to run and hide but 
our color is gonna make us visible. We got to fight. The 
law has listened to us well for the past two years while he’s 
preparing. The slightest hope today and he comes,down because 
he knows that there are some of us who gonna fight and all 

• / _ ■ • '
,of us got to fight. Because tonight if I go (UNINTELLIGIBLE) > 

he’s gonna put (UNINTELLIGIBLE) on the entire 
black community. We’ve got to fight. We’ve got to fight.
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''■/ / • / • : • ■ .. ' ■ •/. / If we’re armed with an undying love for our people 
and all of the other concepts, victory is ours. Victory is 
ours. Thereis no where for us to go but the gun. There is 
/nothing for us to do but to fight, and we have to prepare 
ourselves physically and mentally. We have to understand 
culture, but we can’t stop there. Being black and being 
beautiful doesn’t save anybody or make anybody victorious. 
It just prepares them for the fight. Too many people become 
black and beautiful but think they can stop there. You say 
I’m black and I’m beautiful right now. Let me get the gun 
and move where I’m supposed to. Because our cultural pro
grams are not a threat to the man’s system so he can allow 
for cultural programs. He’s got the best in the country, 
a black American,can’t nothing be more beautiful than a 
beautiful (UNINTELLIGIBLE) because that a cultural program. 
It is the political and economic programs that effects them 
and it’s that program that he wants to cut out in this country, 
but those are the only programs that’s gonna save us so we 
must work on all three programs, political, economic and 
cultural. All three of them combined is going to lead us 
where we have to go. If not for ourselves for our ancestors 
who took all they took so that we could live, we’ve got to 
fight. If not for ourselves for our mothers who scrubbed 
floors and were spat upon, we got to fight. If not for 
ourselves for our children'who will come after us, we can’t

/ - 45 - '



let them live like me and you.
We are fighting for our humanity. We are fighting 

for humanity of the world, and if our lives are the price that 
we have to pay to restore humanity, it is not too great a 
price■

Thank you and good night.
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Date: 12/10/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

.Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, LOS-ANGELES (IOO-68783)(P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM

11/27/68.
Re Washington Field teletype to the Bureau dated

The following sources, who^are familiar with Black 
Nationalist activities in Los Angeles, California, indicated^ 
that they were unaware of any information concerning any
movement being made to push the subject out of the Black 
Panther Party because he is emphasizing Black Culture rather

2 - Baltimore
2 - San Francisco
2 - Washington Field'(100-43503)
2 - Los Angeles

C, L V&
JWW/sjg
110)_____________________________

ApproV^a:______ Lisi——_______________ Sent M Pej ----------------------------
SpeciaiWjwit in Charge ,



CfflJT AIMED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAN/CPE/bls

FEDERAL bureau of investigation 
u S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE^ COMMUNICATION SECT^| 

DEC 121968

XELEXYEE
FBI WASH DC*

FBI ATLANTA
Mr.

Mr. Tolson...
Mr. DeLonoi,

•I Mr. Mol! ...
'I Mr. Bis]
Mr. Gas;

jfl Mr. Callanoti 
Mr. Conrad.

1 Mr. Fdt_______
■J Mr. Gale_____

Rosen____/
Sullivan.\/_.
Tavel_____
Trotter... ...

Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes.. .

8:40 PM URGENT 12-12-68 JWE
TO DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON FIELD AND NEW YORK
FROM ATLANTA 100-6812

^STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RM

RE AT TEL DEC. ELEVEN SIXTYEIGHT.
SUBJECT SPOKE AT CLARK COLLEGE, EMORY 

COLLEGE, ATLANTA, DEC. ELEVEN SIXTYEIGHT.
UNIVERSITY AND SPELMAN

SPEECH AT CLARK COLLEGE, PREDOMINATELY NEGRO INSTITUTION, 
WHERE SUBJECT SPOKE ONE YEAR AGO, DESCRIBED AS NOT AS WELL RE
CEIVED AS ON PREVIOUS OCCASION.

SPEECH AT SPELMAN COLLEGE, ALSO PREDOMINATELY NEGRO, ON NIGHT 
OF DECEMBER ELEVEN DISCONTINUED BY SUBJECT WHEN HE BECAME DISGUSTED/ 
WITH AUDIENCE WHICH HE REFERRED TO AS “ACTING LIKE CHILDREN". <

i
WITH

iz DEC 17 1968ALL SPEECHES DESCRIBED AS TYPICAL OF THOSE MADE IN THE PAST.

b7D



PAGE TWO
b7D

WFO AND NEW YORK ADVISE ATLANTA AND APPROPRIATE OFFICES IF 
INFORMATION AVAILABLE AS TO IMMEDIATE ITINERARY. 
END 
GMA 
FBI WASH DC* 
©

MR. TRAINOR 
QC. ROOM 836 9&D



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE U8-24-Z006 EY 6U3Z4/AUC/EAIil/CPE/]31S
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Transmit the following in

F B I

Date: 12/4/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

v. AIRTELVia _____________
(Priority)

£

TO DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM sac, c:
SUBJECT STOKELY CARMICHAELRACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY /

Re Charlotte teletype to Bureau 12/4/68.
Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of IHM 
captioned matter, copies of which have beenregarding

disseminated locally to Military Intelligence and Secret 
Service. Copies also furnished WFO and San Francisco for 
their information. .

Investigation at Greensboro, N. C., and 
contact with I I Military Intelligence. 
Winston Salem, N. C., was conducted by SA I

I Secret Service. Charlotte
N. C., was advised by SA
LEAD

CHARLOTTE
AT GREENSBORO, N. C

and

2 - 
2 - 
3 -

Will obtain coverage of subject and his speech 
keep the Bureau advased of pertinent developments.
Bureau (Encs. 11) (Rm)San Francisco (Enc. 1) (RM) J ZT Z5)

(1-157-6171)-
GDFlgjc ■
(10) AGENCY: ACSI.M®,031,'SSO.SERV.,

: 1ST, CpJi, 
....... .... I/- ........ ......

DATE I'JxiW ZP -//? .

ij /CO 'KJGW

Eo UEC 7 1968

M PerSent
Special Agent in viharge



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

unitW states department of. jusWce

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte* North Carolina
~~ ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bl;

December 4>1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS. - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

________________________ [Greensboro, North °
Carolina, Police Department, Intelligence Unit. advised b? on December 4, 1968, that| ~~

A and T State .University, Greensboro, North
Carolina, nad.advised„him on December 4, 1968, that 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL was scheduled to speak at A and T 
State University Gymnasium at 8:00 P«MI bn December 9* 1968. 
CARMICHAEL had been invited by the Black Afro Cultural Center of-A and T State University..

 [ stated that CARMICHAEL is 
supposed to arrive..at, the Greensboro Airport, shortly 
before the speech and is to leave promptly after the 
speech.. . {

Attached as an appendix to this memorandum 
is a characterization ofthe Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee and a characterization of Black Panther Party.

Information as develbped oh December 4, 1968, 
was immediately furnished to representatives of Military 
Intelligence, Secret Service, and appropriate local 
authorities. ; f.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS 
NOR;CONCLUSIONS OF THE FBI., IT IS THE PROPERTY 
OF THE FBI AND IS /LOANED. TO YOUR. AGENCY; IT . 
AND, ITS.CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED.OUTSIDE YOUR7AGENCY. .

COPIES DESTROYED2.86 MAR 1 197li
J $ $ L/' 9 C 0 $ 0



FD-323 (Rev. 11-29-61)

In Reply, Please Refer to 
Fite No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina 
December 4, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY
Reference Memorandum at Charlotte, North Carolina; dated December 4, 1968, 

captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



ALL WflRMATTlITJ CONTAINED
HEEijji' J£_M^hsiFIED
DATE 0§-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CPB/bl;

CODE December 10, 1968

TELETYPE URGENT

TO SAC BOSTON (157-437)

FROM DIRECTOR FBI (100-446080)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHEP party

REBSAIRTEL DECEMBER FOUR, ONE NINE SIX EIGHT.

b7D

THERE IS NO OBJECTION TO SPECIAL AGENT



Bureau airtel to all offices 12/21/67 advised the 
Department has requested that whenever possible Special Agents 
attend and mechanically record any public speeches by Carmichael. 
Attendance should be limited to those situations where Bureau 
Agents are lawfully on the premises. The field was also 
instructed that Carmichaelh speeches may be covered by informants, 
sources, contacts in the news media, radio, and television field 
depending on the need and circumstances and to advise Bureau 
the type of coverage being effected.



FBI WASH DC*

F

7:10
TO

FBI CHARL

federal bureau of investigatiam AU department of'justice n 
(^MMUNICATIONS SECTION.

DEC 9 1968

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-Z4-ZUU6 EY 60324/AUC/EAW/CPB/El;

Bffl URGENT 12-9-68 RHM
IRECTOR. FBI

Mj CHARLOTTE (100-10358) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAELJ RM b7C

Mr.

Mr. 
Mr.
Mr. Callahan----fl
Mr. Conrad.
Mr. Felt----
Mr. Gale---
Mr. Rosen—
/Mr. Sullivan 
Mr. Tavel— 
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room- 
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy

Mr. ToIsom-----—
DeLosch----

Mohr----- —
Bishop-----

Casper-----

RE CHARLOTTE TELETYPE TO BUREAU TODAY.
UNIVERSITY OF N.C.

AT CHARLOTTE, ADVISED TODAY STOKELY CARMICHAEL APPEARED AT UNC
CAMPUS AT CHARLOTTE, ARRIVING AT STUDENT UNION BUILDING AT 
APPROXIMATELY TWO FORTY-FIVE P.M..SPOKE TO CAPACITY CROWD, 
NINETY-FIVE PERCENT OF WHICH WERE NEGRO. BALLARD STATES 
CARMICHAEL *S SECURITY GUARDS PERMITTED ONLY NEGROES TO ENTER //
UNTIL APPROXIMATELY TEN MINUTES PRIOR TO TIME FOR SPEECH TO BEGIN,
WHEN APPROXIMATELY TWELVE TO FIFTEEN WHITES AND NEWS MEDIA WERE

WHERE HE.REMAINED F

PERMITTED TO ENTER. WAS SOME MINOR P^Hgg AND SHOVING. NO 
MAJOR INCIDENTS AND NO ARRESTS.

FOLLOWING SPEECH AT UNC AT CHARLOTTE COMPUS, CARMICHAEL
PROCEEDED TO JOHNSON C. SMITH UNIVERSITY TWENTY MINUTES AND DEPARTED CHARLOtT^^N

AT FOUR FORTY-FIVE P.M. 
END PAGE ONE 22/2?

ROUTE GREENSBORO

O DEC 12 1968“



CE 100-10358
PAGE TWO

SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION IN THE
PAST, ADVISED ^AfeSmllScCOMPAINIED BY

AND INDIVIDUAL BELIEVED TO BE b6
b7DESCRIBER AS FROM WEST COAST.

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, SECRET SERVICE, STATE ANN LOCAL
AUTHORITIES COGNIZANT. LHM FOLLOWS. BUREAU WILL BE KEPT
ADVISED OF DEVELOPMENTS FOLLOWING CARMICHAEL'S SPEECH AT
GREENSBORO, N.C., BEGINNING EIGHT P.M/. TONIGHT.

NEW YORK AND WFO ADVISED BY AIR MAIL.
END

GJM
FBI WASH DC*

PfJIR. TRAWM 
ROOM 836 9&0



WASH DC

CH AR LT
ALL TTJFriRMATTriN CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

•DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bls

243PM 2URGENT 12-9-68 DRA
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: CHARLOTTE 100-10358 2P

OOiWIgATJWSICTIOM

8109 1088 z

Tele. Room.
Miss Holmes------
Miss Gaudy-------

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS

__________________________________  U NI VER SITY
OF CHARLOTTE, N. C., ADVISED TODAY THAT SUBJECT IS
SCHEDULED TO SPEAK IN THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING BEGINNING
AT APPROXIMATELY TWO PM TODAY.

|STATES THAT NEGRO INDIVIDUALS CLAIMING TO BE 
ADVANCE SECURITY GUARD OF CARMICHAEL HAVE ENTERED BUILDING 
AND TAKEN OVER ENTRANCEWAYS, ADVISING THAT ONLY NEGROES 
WILL BE ADMITTED. I I STATES THIS IS IN VIOLATION OF
CAMPUS REGULATIONS AND COLLEGE AUTHORITIES HAVE REQUESTED
CARMICHAEL'S SECURITY PEOPLE TO LEAVE THE PREMISES AND THEY
HAVE REFUSED.
END PAGE ONE

STATES INCIDENT MAY DEVELOP IF

REC-
11© DEC 16 1968

MR. DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR



CE 100-10358
PAGE TWO
SCHOOL AUTHORITIES TRY TO PHYSICALLY REMOVE SECURITY GUARD 
OF CARMICHAEL OR IF SCHOOL AUTHORITIES ATTEMPT TO REVOKE 
USE OF BUILDING.

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE, SECRET SERVICE, AND LOCAL 
AUTHORITIES COGNIZANT.

JlSm^ollows.
AIRMAIL COPIES TO NEW YORK AND WFO.

END.
BJP
FBI WASH DC
TUP

CO MR. SULLIVAN

-*--*—*. XEROX
..DEC 1968



•36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

AIRTEL

TO:

FROM:

12/9/68

Transmit the following in

Approved

a)

<0

vi 
v?)

vj

INFORMATION CONTAINED 
h IS -UNCLASSIFIED

■8-Z4-Z006 EY 60324/AUC ''EAW/CPE/bl;

FBI

Date: 12/10/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR. FBI

SAC, CHARLOTTE (100-10358)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RM - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Re Charlotte teletypes, to the Director 
and 12/10/68.

Enclosed for the 
captioned as above, copies 
locally to representatives 
Secret Service agencies.

Bureau are 11 copies of LHM, 
of which have been disseminated 
of military intelligence and /

b2 b6
b7C
b7D

x Copies are also .furnished New York, WFO 
Francisco, and Columbia for their information.

"X^his information to SA

SA|________ |furnished the initial
source to| [University of N. C
Charlotte Security Officer: Deteetivel 
Chari nbfrA__ N__ C____ End
and]_____ _________________ [TH S. ^Secret Ser vic e,
SA tnerearter kepi representatives of
intelligence and Se ere til Service apprised of 
set forth in the LHM a^jwxt^as developed 

111th MIG, Charlotte; 
Charlotte, 
military 
the Information 
on

RM
1) - X ll

^7- Bureau (Ends.
1 - Columbia (Encl 

d - New York (Encl. 1) "
n Francisco (Encl. 1) io DEC 1968

2 - 100-10358) - ~'
1 - 157-6171) (1 - 157-618rFTr*^“T57 -6179)
1 - 157-A & T State U.) (1,- 157-'5490)___
1 - 157-177Sub B) (1 -

Special arge
Sent M



fM (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in__________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via _________________________  ____________________________________
(Priority)

___________CE-1OO-10358_________________________________

furnishing the information obtained from 
(PROB) to the appropriate local authorities.

SA made the observations
at the Charlotte municipal Airport.

_____________________  and Detective
obtained photographs of CARMICHAEL and the group greeting b7 
him, copies of which will be made available to the FBI 
for identification purposes.

Previous investigation reflected in this IHM 
is in case captioned |
RM - BLACK CULTURAL ASSOCIATION/' Charlotte file 157-6179.

|is.on the Agitator Index of 
the Charlotte Office.

_____ Investigation at Greensboro, N. C., was conducted 
by SA

_______  ____________ _________ 111th MIG, 
Winston-Salem, N. C., and SAf ~|surveilled the
activities of CARMICHAEL througnout nis appearance in 
Greensboro, N. C., 12/9/68.

---------------------------------------- b7c| ___________________________|taped CARMICHAEL'S speech
*zat the University of N. C. at Charlotte and will make 
available copy of the tape at a later date. This will be 
transcribed and the results furnished appropriate offices 
in a form suitable for dissemination. Sources at 
Greensboro to be debriefed and the results also included 
in LHM.

Approved:
Special Agent in Charge

2
1

Sent M Per



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina 
December 10, 1968

" 11

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CPB/bls

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Reference is made to memorandum at Charlotte 
dated December 4, 1968.

On December 9, 1968.1 I advised that he 
was in receipt of information that STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
would give a speech at the Student Union Building at 
the University of North Carolina at Charlotte beginning 
at approximately 1 PM. According to 
a student at the University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte, extended the invitation to CARMICHAEL who 
is to speak in the Parkay Ropm of the Student Union 
Building, thereafter departing for Greensboro, North 
Carolina, where he is scheduled to speak at A & T State 
University at 8 PM. .

b6
b7C
b2
b7D

_____________ On December 9. 1968,1
____ _  (University of North Carolina at 

Charlotte, advised that the Parkay Room had been 
reserved by|______________ |for 2 PM, December 9j 1968,
for a speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

This information furnished by
b2

______________Shis information furnished by and
|was immediately made available to representativesb7c 

of the Charlotte, North Carolina, Police Department, 
the 111th Military Intelligence Group, and United States 
Secret Service. 4/ UZ) /Z/dY

b7D

COPIES DEbTAOYED 2 86 MAR 1

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER 
RECOMMENDATIONS NOR CONCLUSIONS 
OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY 
OF THE FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR 
AGENCY; IT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE 
NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE 
YOUR AGENCY.

EUCLOSUnt



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A Special Agent of the FBI observed the arrival 
of Eastern Airlines Flight 5^-5 which arrived at Gate 3 of 
the Charlotte Municipal Airport at approximately 1:50 PM, 
Denember Q. 1 Q68.I land

accompanied by two Negro females and 
one Negro male, whose names were unknown to the observing 
Agent, were observed standing together near Gate 3 at the 
Charlotte airport. Also observed in the corridor outside 
Gate 3 was a Negro male who appeared to be identical with 

At 1:55 PM STOKELY CARMICHAEL, accompanied by a
Negro female, entered Gate 3 of the Charlotte airport 
from a Eastern Airlines plane. CARMICHAEL was joined by 
the person believed to bel land then by

I and the 
and the unidentifiedunidentified members of the group

male obtained the baggage claim checks and 'picked up 
CARMICHAEL'S luggage, which I was observed placing in a
1965 white Ford, North Carolina License CARMICHAEL
and the Negro female accompanying him, along wlthL__- I

"land the person believed to be|
and one unidentified Negro male departed the Charlotte 

airport in a late model tan Buick. 1968 North Carolina License 
driven by|

Records of the Charlotte, North Carolina, Police 
Department, reflect that 1968 North Carolina LicenseI 
is registered to a 1965 Ford, two door. tol 
2005 Renner Street, Charlotte, North Carolina.

___________ ___________ b 6
On December 9> 1968,| advised that b7

Negro individuals claiming to be advance security guards 
of CARMICHAEL had entered the Student Union Building, and took 
over the entranceways. advising that only Negroes will be 
admitted.|(stated this is in violation of campus 
regulations ana college authorities have requested CARMICHAEL'S 
security people to leave the premises; however, they have 
refused. I I stated an incident may develop if school
authorities try to physically remove the security guard of 
CARMICHAEL or if school authorities attempt to revoke the use ' 
of the building.

2



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Later on December 9> 1968, _______ advised
that CARMICHAEL appeared at the Student Unldh Building at /j S- 
2:45 PM- snoke to a crowd which he estimated to be 95 
Negro. I H advised that, CARMICHAEL'S security guard 
permitted only Negroes to enter until approximately ten 
minutes prior to the time for the speech to begin. At that ^2 b 
time approximately 12 to 15 white persons and members of 
the news media were permitted to enter. There was some minor b7c 
pushing and shoving; however, no major incidents or arrests b7D 
occurred.

On December 9, 1968,1
Charlotte, North Carolina, Police Department, advised that 
following the speech at the University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte, CARMICHAEL proceeded to Johnson C. Smith 
University, Charlotte, North Carolina, where he remained 
for approximately 20 minutes and then departed Charlotte 
en route Greensboro, North Carolina.

___________  advised on December 9, 1968, that he had
aetermin^df^LARMICHAEL_ was Accompanied by I 1 l<:

- —। individual believed to be /? ‘ "z

------------------------ ---------------- -----------------------------
According to CARMICHAEL’S travel from the

Charlotte, North Caitlina, airport to the University of 
North Carolina at Charlotte and then to Greensboro, North 
Carolina, was in a late model tan Buick, North Carolina 
Lie en s e^

On December 9, 1968, a representative of military 
intelligence advised he had determined that 1968 North 
Carolina Licensel Iwas issued to a 1966 Buick in the
name of Oxford, North Carolina,

----------------------- __  — ___________________ _______  
Previous

has determined that___________________________________________________

b6
b7

North,Carolina. 
“also known as

3



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Greensboro, North Carolina,
Police Department, Intelligence Unit, advised on December 9, 1968, 
that STOKELY CARMICHAEL and his party arrived at Greensboro 
at approximately 7 PM that evening and they had dinner at 
the Red Carpet Room on A & T State University campus. hf 

CARMICHAEL went to Moore Gymnasium where he began b7c
his speech at 8:10 PM to a capacity crowd of some 3,000 
people, almost entirely students. The speaking engagement 
ended at 10:20 PM and CARMICHAEL and his party then went 
to the Student Union Building on A & T University's campus 
for a private meeting of about 100 selected invitees.

This meeting broke up at 11:45 PM and at 11:50 PM
CARMICHAEL and his party left Greensboro, North Carolina, in 
a white Oldsmobile Dynamic 88, bearing Washington, D. C., 
License! ~| The Oldsmobile was prpnpripd nut nf1 town by
a 1965 Buick bearing North Carolina License___________ which
was occupied by two Negro males. Both cars proceeded south 
on United States Interstate 85, towards Charlotte, North 
Carolina.

b6
b7 of[

stated inquiry by his department
of A & T State University, the

individual who had 'invited CARMICHAEL" td~the—camp,us, revealed 
that CARMICHAEL and his party were' headed from Greensboro, 
North. Carolina.,^ to Orangeburg, South Carolina.

The Greensboro "Daily News" of December 10, 1968,
in reviewing CARMICHAEL'S speech at A & T State University, 
said CARMICHAEL had stated that NIXON wasz going to polarize 
the white community by using the black community, 

The article also quoted CARMICHAEL as saying "This
country is crawling with black militants, but there are very 
few black revolutionaries. We need more black revolutionaries 
and less black militants." The article continued that 
CARMICHAEL had said black revolutionaries must be willing not 
only to die for their people but to kill for them as well. 
"I don't want to die so I'm going to kill," CARMICHAEL said. 
He was further quoted as saying "I'd rather see a brother kill 
a white cop than to kill a Vietnamese. It's better to kill 
with passion than to kill passionless," CARMICHAEL said.



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

A representative of the 111th Military Intelligence 
Group was present in Greensboro, North Carolina, and is 
cognizant of CARMICHAEL'S activities.

Information as developed has immediately been 
furnished to representatives of military intelligence, 
United States Secret Service, and appropriate local authorities.

A characterization of the Black Panther Party (BPP) 
and a characterization of the Student Non-violent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC) are attached as appendices to this memorandum.

5
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In Reply, Please Rtfer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Charlotte, North Carolina 
December 10, 1968

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character ■ RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Reference Memorandum dated December 10, 
1968, at Charlotte, North 
Carolina, captioned as above

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and Is loaned to your agency; it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE £5^24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CPB/bls

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

SAC* Charlotte (100-10358) 12/24/68

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

i"

b6
b7

Reurairtel 12/10/68.
Reairtel reported that a source would make available 

a copy of a tape of Stokely Carmichael’s speech at the 
University of North Carolina on 12/9/68. In addition to 
furnishing the Bureau a verbatim transcript of Carmichael’s 
speech, you should also attempt to make a copy of the tape 
recording which source will make available and furnish that 
copy to the Bureau for permanent retention.
JCM:ra I(6)^T
NOTE:

Carmichael spoke at the University of North Carolina 
bn 12/9/68.continuing efforts to 
obtain tape recordings of violence statements by black extremists, 
Charlotte is being instructed to furnish the Bureau a copy of the 
tape recording made of Carmichael’s speech.

Tolson ------
DeLoach 
Mohr---------
Bishop ___
Casper ___
Callahan —
Conrad ------
Felt----------
Gale______
Rosen -------
Sullivan__
T avel _____
T rotter____
Tele. Room
Holmes-----
Gandy ----—

MAILED 21]
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FBI WASH DC

FEDflW. 8UMAU OF INVMTlWtON 
| V. S. DlPMmNT of jusnct 

'communication SECTION
DEC 111968

INFORMATION CONTAINED’
EIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
E 08-24-ZUU6 BY 603 WAUC/BAW/CPE/D1S

FBI BOSTON 
10;25AMzURGENT 12/11/68 NTY 
TO DIRECTOR 
FROM BOSTON 157-457

11STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RACIAL. MATTERS DASH

REBUTEL DECEMBER TEN LAST
INTELLIGENCE DIVISION,

DEPARTMENT, HAS ADVISED THAT.ARRANGEMENTS ARE

Mr. DeLoach____
Mr. Mohr_______
Mr. Bishop_____
Mr. Casper_____
Mr. Callahan___ .
Mr. Conrad. 
Mr. Felt__ _
Mr. Gale____
Mr. Rosen- 
Mr. Sullivan.
Mr. Tavel__
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room__
Miss Holmes 
Miss Gandy.

BPP.

7? A

BOSTON POLICE^ 
BEING MADE TO T"



36/X-Rev. _5-^'2-64)
INFORMATION CONTAINED

■IK IS UNCLASSIFIED 
ku8-Z4-Z006 BY 603Z4/AUC/EAW/CPB/bl;

F B I

Date: 12/5/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, NEW4Y0RK (100-153751)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS

V-/
b2 b6
b7C
b7DReNYtel to Bureau and WFO, 12/3/68

Enclosed for Bureau are 11 copies of LHM, dated and 
as above. Two copies of LHM are being enclosed forcaptioned

Washington Field Office.

This LHM is being classified "Confidential" to protect 
whose identities, 

adverse effect upon national security.
the identities of sources of continuing value 
if revealed, could have an

The•confidential

confidential 
confidential 
confidential 
confidential

sources referred to in LHM are:

source 
source 
source 

source

Information copies of LHM are being furnished to 
NISO, 108th MI Group, Secret Service and USAS SDNY and EDNY.

Bureau (En< 
2 - Washington 
1 - New York (#43)

15)
>C II

BJW:ljm 
(7)

Special Age
Sent M Per



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

DECLASSIFIED B¥ 60324/ATJC/BAWCIB/bls

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York 

December 5, 1968

NYfile 100-153751

Stokely Carmichael

b6
b7C
b7D

A confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised Stokely Carmichael arrived at 
____________________________________________________________________ New York, 
at 11:30 p.m., November 30, 19bb. Carmichael was observed removing 
luggage from 1967 Blue Plymouth. 1968 New York license) which
is owned by| | This same source observed carmicnael
at residence on December 1 and 2, 1968.

___________ | confidential source, who has furnished 
reliablehBrmation in the past, advised that Stokely Carmichael 
appeared at a rally sponsored by the Onyx Society of City College 
of New York. Source advised Carmichael arrived late and spoke 
of unity of Black man.

___________ | confidential source, who has furnished reliable 
information in the past, advised that Stokely Carmichael spoke 
at Shepard Hall, City College of New York at 4:15 p.m., December 3, 
1968. Source advised that the majority of the audience were high 
school students and that Carmichael was introduced as a Prime 
Minister of the Black Panther Party. Source advised that Carmichael 
stated that a revolution must take place within this country in 
order that the Negroes or blacks gain their rights. Carmichael 
told the audience then it should not depend on white liberals for 
support and that Socialism and Communism are not the answer for 
the blacks. Carmichael further stated that neither is the 
ideology for the "New Left" any assistance in the Black Revolution. 
Carmichael told the audience that he had visited both Cuba and 
Russia and there is evidence of racism in both of these countries. 
Carmichael stated it is necessary for the blacks to love one 
another and hot fight amongst themselves. Source advised that 
Carmichael stated, regarding arms, that the blacks have to get 
arms as long as the whites have armed themselves. Carmichael 
when speaking on violence, stated it is necessary to answer 
violence with violence. Carmichael stated that the "man" is



Stokely Carmichael

dehumanizing the blacks Carmichael stated that blacks must not b6 
hateNegroes, as a Negro is good and will eventually become b7 
black. Source advised that Carmichael was well received and 
on occasion was given a standing ovation. b7

_____ confidential source} who has, furnished 
reliable Information in the past, advised that I

6

A characterization of the Black 
Panther Party is contained in 
the appendix attached hereto.

2-x-
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ALL IHFORHATTOH COHTAIHED . •
. _ HERE Ill 13 UNCLASSIFIED

14-2006 BY 60324/ATJC/BAH/CPB/bls

F B I

Date:

Transmit the following in

Via

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority)

TO: FBI (105-16'5706)

FROM: SACS BUFFALO (157-689) (P)

BLACK
■ ROCHESTER
RM

PANTHER PARTY 
NEW. YORK

reliable

Re New York radiogram, 12/4/68 and Bureau 
12/5/68, both captioned

On 12/10/68, who has furnished
information in the past, advised as follows:

Bureau (AMRM)
(1 - 100-47251 ■ '(ELDRIDGE-. CLEAVER)
(1 - 100- (STOKEL^ARMICHAEL)
(1 - 100- I |
Newark (Info) (AMRM) " :
New York (100-161993) (AMRM)
(1 - RAP BROWN)

(2 - STOKELY CARMICHAEL)
(’ 1 - SNCC)
(1 - 100-161321 (ELDRIDGE CLEAVER)
San■Francisco (AMRM)

b2 b6
b7C
b7D

sP.y ; -.W
Approved

(3 - 157-2588)__________
• Jl - ELDRIDGE CLEAVER)
- Buffalo ■ -

(1, -■ 157-649) (ELDRIDGE CLEAVER)
(1 -157-213) (SNCC)

—i'-i
tSSr recorded. 
ISO DEC 231968'

TJM:cap 
(22)

Sent M Per -----------------------------
Special Agent in Charge



BU 157-689

On 12/6/68, he attended a meeting held at' 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) 
headquarters, 100 5th Avenue,, Ney; York City. Among 
the approximatelv 20 persons'present were SNCC 
leaders

_Idominated in the meeting. He 
berated the Black Panthers whom he said were stupid 
.because everytime they shot a cop they ended up In'
jail ten minutes later.

I [attempted to. defend the Panthers
actions. I Tmenttoned in an off hand manner
that ELDRIDGE CLEAVER "can do the movement a lot of 
good now that he is in Cuba." An unidentified person 
inquired as to how CLEAVER got to Cuba and a second 
unidentified person said he had gone via Mexico.

Most conversation centered on recent police 
actions against Panthers in New Jersey. Panthers 

felt they have several security leaks, particularly 
in New Jersey because of this, and their recent en
counter with police, and they and SNCC plan to go 
underground.

b6
b7C
b7D

2



BU 157-689

Informant feels would be unlikely to 
furnish information to law enforcement officers.

LEAD

NEW YORK
b6
b7C

AT NEW YORK, NEW YORK

Will, ■•if not previously done, attempt through 
logical sources and informants to verify data regarding



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
INFlIRMATI UTJ C riNTAINFD
|UI IS UNCLASSIFIED
■ 8-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAIJ/CPB/blS

&

F B I

Date: 12/16/68

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM: SAC, COLUMBIA (100-179)
SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

RM - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Re Columbia airtel and enclosed LHM dated 12/12/68.
On 12/13/68 ________________  made available a tape

which recorded the speech of the subject at South Carolina 
State College, Orangeburg, S. C., on 12/10/68.

b2
b7D

Columbia will transcribe pertinent portions of this 
tape and furnish the results to the Bureau and appropriate 
offices in a form suitable for dissemination.

C3)- Bureau (RM)
2 - New York (100-153751)(RM)
2 - WFO (100-43503)(RM)
2 - Columbia (100-179)
FHA/mg
(9)

22 DEC 18 1968

b7(

Approve' Sent M Per
IpecidllAgent in Charge



VIA TELETYPE

WA <
FBI NEV YORK

TO DI
5:40 PM U

7

ENT 12-16-68 WPK

DEC 161968 &

enciphered

CTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD (CODE)
WASHINGTON FIELD VIA WASHINGTON

FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL? RACIAL MATTERS

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED SUBJECT

Mr. DeLoach----
Mr. Mohr ___ _
Mr. Bishop_____
Mr. Casper_____
Mr. Callahan____
Mr. Conrad----
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale 
Mr^Kbsen____—/
.Mr. Sullivan^Z—.
Mr. Tavel 
Mr. Trotter_____
Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes— 
Miss Gandy_____

NEW YORK, DECEMBER FOURTEEN AND FIFTEEN, LAST. b6
b7C
b7D

ADMINISTRATIVE

SOURCE MENTIONED IN TEL I
NEIGHBORHOOD SOURCE.
END
WA....LRC
FBI WASH DC

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bls

TWO COPIES WFO

ROOM 836 9&D



R. H

ACTION

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTERS

MR. D. J. BRENNAN, JR

•OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
‘.MAY >962 EDITION
*G$A GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

-5010-106

FROM

SUBJECT:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ।
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB.,|

DATE: 11/29/68

b6
b7C
b7E

DEC 24 1968

Tolson __________
DeLoach ________
Mohr____________
Bishop __________
Casper __________
Callahan ________
Conrad __________
Felt_____________
Gale ____________
Rosen ___________
Sullivan _________
Tavel ___________
Trotter__________
Tele. Room ______
Holmes 
Gandy -

The meeting was taped by Radio Station WZBN with semiofficial approval 
by the sponsor. Station WZBN is a local Ann Arbor, Michigan 
station, which several weeks after the meeting, replayed the 
tape on the local station with a panel discussion.

The tape was obtained by|_______ from a colleague
at the University of Michigan, who desires to remain anonymous

For information of the Racial Intelligence Section.







17-1 (Rev. 8-11-03)

ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

□ FOIA/PA E3 Litigation Q Executive Order Applied

Requester: ____________ _____________
Subject: ____________________________
Computer or Case Identification Number: 
Title of Case: _______________________
* File ___________________ ___________
Serials Reviewed:

Release Location: *File

Section

Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request UnitJ | b2

File Number:
Serial(s) Reviewed:

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number:

File Number: _________________________________________________ _________  Section ________________
Serial(s) Reviewed: ____________________________________________________________________________________

FOIPA Requester: ___________________________________________________________ ■ ____________________
FOIPA Subject: _______________________________ ,_____________________________________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: ___________________________________________________________________________ _______

File Number: ___________________________________________________________  Section
Serial(s) Reviewed: ' -

FOIPA Requester: __________________ ._____________________________________ .____________________________
FOIPA Subject: ___________________________
FOIPA Computer Number: __________________ ■ ___________________________________________________________

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bls

ATTENTION

DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bl;

Enclosure to memorandum from R. H. Haynes 
to Mr. D. J. Brennan, Jr,, 11/29/68, 
re "Stokely Carmichael, Racial Matters,'* 
RHHthke

/ £) 4 4 & $$ —*



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bls

NOTICE

DOCUMENT CANNOT BE SCANNED

DESCRIPTION



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bls

Scotch
BRAND

MAGNETIC TAPE
% IN. x 600 FT.
(6.35mm x 180m) 

SILICONE LUBRICATED 
1.5 MIL ACETATE BACKING

5 INCH REEL-SPLICE FREE•PROFESSIONAL
STANDARD LENGTH



'■

A--6 
r

If- it

W/J 
r<^' 
51 ” P

$ ‘

\A

■ ■

^gMrw/-

" STq,(!3d3/rlWS/3n¥/t’Z£09 A3 •900Z-&E-80 llVd ■ 
asuissvioim si hishsh 

l3mTII|mip2l J,,,TO xximUM'ffll' '1'1 Y .

TIME 

CHART
RECORDING BOTH DIRECTIONS

150 FT. 300 FT. 600 FT. 900 FT. 1200 FT. 1800 FT. 2400 FT. 3600 FT.
1% IPS 30 min. 1 hr. 2 hrs. 3 hrs. 4 hrs. 6 hrs. 8 hrs. 12 hrs.
3% IPS 15 min. 30 min. 60 min. 1% hrs. 2 hrs. 3 hrs. 4 hrs. 6 hrs.
7/2 IPS I'A min. 15 min. 30 min. 45 min. 1 hr. IM hrs. 2 hrs. 3 hrs.

NOTICE: The following is made in lieu of all warranties, 
express or implied: Seller's and manufacturer's only 
obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the prod* 
uct proved to be defective. Seller and manufacturer 
shall not be liable for any injury, loss or damage, direct 
or consequential, arising out of the use of or the inability 

/to use the product. Before using, user shall determine 
the suitability of the product for his intended use and 
user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in con

nection therewith. The foregoing may not be changed 
except by an agreement signed by officers of seller and 
manufacturer.
THE TERMS ‘•SCOTCH”, "HI” AND THE PLAID OEStGN ARE REG
ISTERED TRADEMARKS OF MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTUR
ING COMPANY. ST. PAUL. MINNESOTA 55119.
TAPE PATENTED UNDER ONE OR MORE U.S. PATENTS: 2654681. 2711901.
MAGNETIC PRODUCTS DIVISION 3M COMPANY





ALL INFORMATION CqmiWD
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bls

END

PARTIALLY SCANNED



ALL INFOFMAJEQN CONTAINED
JffigGji: IS* UNCLASSIFIED 
™|^K8-Z4-Z006 EY 60324/AUC/EAIjJ/CPE/til;

SAC, Detroit December 19, 1968

Director, FBI (100-446080)
STOKELY CARMICHm£0^

RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

ReWFOairtel and letterhead memorandum (LHli) dated 
9/17/68 and Detroit airtel dated 10/25/68 (no copies to WFO).

Enclosed for Detroit is a copy of a tape recording 
of a speech made by Stokely Carmichael at a meeting of the 
Organization of Arab Students held on August 26, 1968, 
University of Michigan, League Building, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

This tape was made available bv

uttice ot the security ot Uetense. This tape was 
turn!shed to , r-------  ---  ------------------—r-------------------tbo - who in turn received it from T1-----------------------------T-------------------------------------- b7D

CM
Q
Id

GO 
CO 
CD
CJ3

LU

__________________________________________________ According to 
the Carmichael speech was taped

by Ann Arbor Radio Station WZBN with semi-official approval by
-4ihe sponsor 
Station WZBN replayed the tape with a panel discussion

m

Subsequently, several weeks after the speech

___________________________ advised the tape was obtained
_______ from a colleague at the University of Michigan who 

^desires to remain anonymous.
■J Detroit should determine if this speech by Carmichael
is identical to the speech set out in referenced WFO LHM. If 
not, Detroit should promptly prepare a verbatim transcript 
suitable for dissemination 
in your files. 
Enclosure 
1 - ’
PTB:

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Bishop _ 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Feit____
Gale____
Rosen __
Sullivan _ 
Tavel ___
Trotter __ _ _______

JXR^fcJANT 3191
Candy --------------- _ MAIL ROOM L

Detroit may retain the enclosure

SEE NOTE PAGE TWO



Letter to SAC, Detroit 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
100-446080

NOTE:

The activities of black extremist Stokely Carmichael 
at the above meeting of the organization of Arab students have 
previously been disseminated including a verbatim transcript 
of a speech to the pertinent divisions of the Department, 
Secret Service, State, CIA^ and interested military agencies.



ALL TTJFriRMATTriN CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bls Mr. Tolflon <■!>

Mr. Callahan
Mr. Conrad -- -
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale 
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Sullivan____
Mr. Tavel_______
Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy_____

December 16, 1968

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Director of Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

I wish to bring to your attention the attached photocopy 
from a recent newspaper. Why do the authorities in this 
grand country of ours tolerate this preaching of revolu
tion and subversion?

The entire purpose, obviously, is not the improvement of 
the black people, but rather the promotion of armed con
flict between black and white.

Preaching of this nature only provokes hate on each side 
and if allowed, it will inevitably lead to armed conflict. 
If a situation like this should occur, no American could 
win -- the only winner would be the Communist Party.



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bl5

..fe-
. ATLANTA, tfl - “We are 
. for revolution and violence.

Yes, I mean killing.; Whatever 
it takes to get .bur liberation,' 
I’m for that,’’ ■

Black power advocate Sto- „v„vw v, „wvu
kely^ Ca rmichael made the elution by Negroes' ’ Carmi. 
statement at Emory Universi- • • ■ ■■
ty here yesterday as he out
lined his plans for a new soci
ety in America. ;

He said he wanted a society 
klree of racism and capital
ism,” but “that does not

mean it would be communism 
or socialism^ That would be a 
problem of economics.”......

He declined to be more'spe
cific.

An advocate of armed revo- 

chael, 27, said the biggest;, 
question in the world today is 
whether his “revolution” 
should be exclusively Black.

“I have a proclivity for the 
former alLBlack,” he said in 

■answer to question. “I think 

ft: laTtderdalE news.
Thiirs., -Dec, 12, 1968 2FA

. ’’‘You talce' it -with' guns,” he ..
said. - . . -. ; ’

What*? would he do. if 
•gained power?- ,iRediktribi&> 
the wealth.” ' ‘ T",

Where does the sympathetic 
White fit in?

“That depends,” Cahmk/ 
chael said. “To the victor be; / 
longs the spoils. If he fights/ 
with me, he shares the spoils.”/

the color conflict transcends.” .
He said he thought ^tnpa- 

, $efJc-. .Whiles. should rtby/-tqL 
'“sbftfeir 4he” White. maiority’s~ 
attitude as the two groups 
move “toward a physical con
frontation!^; ■ . ; ' r ’

'Carmichhel; describedvcoldr 
consciousness and" identifica
tion of Negroes with other 
non-White races as absolutely 
necessary to his revolutionary 
aims.

How would., he get power?

/da -



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CPB/bls

December 20, 1968

REC 54 /0°

b6

I have received your letter of December 16th, with 
enclosure, and understand the concern which prompted you to con
tact me.

0 . .
Regarding Stokely Carmichael, the FBI is strictly 

an investigative agency of the Federal Government and, as such, 
does not determine whether prosecutive action will be undertaken 
in any situation. Such decisions concerning violations of Federal 
law are within the province of the Attorney General. Voluminous 
data regarding Carmichael have been furnished to the Attorney 
General and you may wish to contact him.

I want to assure you that this Bureau is aware of its 
responsibilities with respect to the internal security of our country. 
We will continue to make every effort to carry out our duties with 
the highest degree of thoroughness and dispatch.

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar Hoovef

NOTE: Bufiles contain no information identifiable with correspondent. 
Toison---------------- ™ His enclosure is a newspaper clipping from the 12-12-68 issue of the
Moh°_fa ''Fort Lauderdale News’entitled ’’Carmichael Asks Black Revolution" and
Bishop _ 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _
Felt____
Gale ___
Rosen __
Sullivan . 
Tavel __
Trotter _
Tele. Room 
Holmes ___
Gandy ____

concerns his speech at Emory University on 12-11-68. Upon approval^ 
this letter, with its enclosure^, Should be forwarded to the Domestic 
Intelligence Division for review and any action deemed {appropriate.

cac

TELETYPE UNIT □

4^



Airtel 1
1

To: SAC, Charlotte (100-10358)

December 23, 1968

From: Director, FBI (100-446080)

Bureau permission is granted to interview____________
as to any information he may have concerning a meeting

ReCEairtel dated 12/17/68 captioned ’’Black Student 
Movement, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, Racial Matters.”

S eo

1 O

STOKELY CARMICHAEL _
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

CO

f - WFO

PTBzekw £

A confidential source of the Charlotte Office advised 
|a student at the University of North Carolina,

gBnsure that the interview will be directed and handled in such
a way to preclude possible embarrassment to the Bureau. Promptly 

uj ^submit results in a form suitable for dissemination.

Tolson __________
DeLoach -
Mohr________ ____

NOTE: 
that

Bishop _______ ___
Casper___ _______
Callahan ____ ____
Conrad________ __
Felt_____ ______ __
Gale __ ______ ____
Boson ____________
Sullivan _____ ____

NOTE CONTINUED PAGE TWO

b7D





FBI WASH DC

FBI BOSTON
11:29 A.M.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
COMMUNICATION SECTION 

DEC 11 1968^ 

TELETYPE
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEBEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-34-2006 BY 603WAUC/BAIVCPB/B1S

URGENT 12-11-68 JMC b6
b7C

Mr. Tolson______
Mr. De Loach____
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr. Casper_____
Mr. Callahan 
Mr. Conrad _ 
Mr. Felt________
Mr. Gale_______
Mr. Rosen
Mr. Sullivan [ **
Mr. Tavel_______
Mr. Trotter
Tele. Room_____
Miss Holmes—_
Miss Candy

TO DPRECTOR
FROM BOTON (157-437)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RACIAL MATTERS DASH BPP

REBSTEL TODAY.
INTELLIGENCE DIVISION, BOSTON POLICE

DEPARTMENT, ADVISED AT TEN FIFTY-FIVE A.M., THIS DATE, THAT
b6 b7C
b7D

END
CKG
FBI WASH DC

17 DEC 18 1968

ROOM 836 9&D



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE U8-Z4-2006 BY 60324/AUC/EAIjJ/CPE/DlS

WA ——15 — —

VIA TELETYPE B

DEC 1 91968

ENCIPHERED

FBI NEW YORK
5:40 B-MURGENT 12-19-68 AWS
TO/HRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD (CODE)

ATTENTION DOMfESITIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION
FROM NEW YORK 100-153751 (IP)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; RM.

Mr. Tolson_____
Mr. DeLoach---
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Caspar 
Mr. Callahan___
Mr. Conrad.... „ 
Mr. Felt 
Mr. Gale..._______
Mr. Rosen .
Mr. Sullivan-Ac 
T&r. Tavel 
Mr. Trotter____
Tele. Room______
Miss Holmes____
Miss Gandy .

Qjr'f CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE ADVISED THIS DATE THAT SUBJECT  
HAVE NOT BEEN OBSERVED SINCE DECEMBER FIFTEEN, LAST.

ADMINISTRATIVE:
SOURCE MENTIONED IN TEL IS

NEIGHBORHOOD SOURCE.
EFFORTS CONTINUING TO LOCATE SUBJECT.

END
WA.... R RELAY.
RDR
FBI WASH DC

TWO COPIES WF#

b7D

as DEC ..



SAC, Charlotte (100-10358) December 26 1968

Director, FBI (100-446080) 1

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

b6 b7C

Reference is made to letter from

a copy of 
12/17/68.

___________________________________ North Carolina, 
which was forwarded to your office by letter dated

If not already handled and unless there is some 
reason to the contrary, you should have an Agent from 
headquarters city promptly contact| |for any
information he may have of value to the Bureau,

PTB: ekw 
(4)

NOTE: /
___  by letter dated 12/11/68 sent to the '“fl 

Director a clipping from the "Greensboro Daily News" If
12/10/68 concerning black extremist Stokely Carmichael’s b6
recent address at A & T State University. ^indicated b7D
he is active in the churches (black and white) and might be

Tolson __________
DeLoach .—
Mohr_____________
Bishop ___________
Casper__________
Callahan_________
Conrad _ _________
Felt_____________
Gale_____________
Rosen ___________
Sullivan _________
Tavel ____ •-
Trotter r-
Tele. Room ~

able to furnish the Bureau information which we do not have. 
I requested that he not be contacted by anyone from 
oro Resident Agency, apparently as such a contact 

would be known to local residents. Bureau files contain no



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CPB/bls

b6 b7C

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C.

December 11, 1968

Dear Mr. Hoover:

As a loyal citizen of our beloved United States of America I wish to thank God 
_^a.nd.-you-for, your, loyal and unswerving. leadership of the. Bureau, of Investigation. - --

I am enclosing some clippings as to an event which happened here and in Charlotte.
I feel that this man has committed the highest type of treason to our country.'

I know you are aware of this man and his movements locally and nationally. Is 
there anything that I can do to help? I am white and due to the nature of my 
work in the churches (black and white) I might could give you information the 
bureau may not have . • • ■

Should you follow this up and send a man to see me, be sure he is from Washington, 
certainly not from Greensboro, N.C. . y

May you have a Blessed Christmas and a New Year of God’s best. r j.



on this envelope

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DAU Ju. ^4-2006 EY 60334/AUC/EAW/CPB/E1S

SMnSO~lt5NI3 ,



North Carolii la’s
Finest Newspaper

Tuesday 
December 10,1961

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN 13 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bl;

Staff Photo By- Jimmie Jeffries

Section B
Sports Obituaries ?

Classified Ads



Herald For 'Wallaces’

CB'y- Jimmie Jeffries. Nixon Using Blacks

^A&T Student
Asks Boycott 
Of Classes

A&T State University- student 
government president Calvin 
Matthews called Monday night 
for a two-day boycott of classes 
at the university beginning 
Wednesday'. ' ' . ' •

Matthews issued" the surprise 
call, at the close of a speech by 
Stokely Carmichael in the uni
versity gymnasium. Students 
cheered his announcement. It 
was estimated that as much as 
90 per cent of the student body 
attended the Carmichael speech.

Matthews. did not-give any 
reason for calling the boycott 
when he made the announce
ment.

A&T. president Dr. Lewis. 
Dowdy said the announcement 
was made “without my knowl- 
ed|’er"6f"it.’’''He“s'aicUlTe~planned' 
to talk with student government- 
leaders today. “I’d’ prefer to 
wait until . . . I’ve talked with! 
them 'To give you a statement,” 
he. said.

Matthews \ could not be 
reached .for further ^comment 
Monday night,' but student gov
ernment vice president Willie: 
Drake said the purpose of the 
boycott was “to investigate 
some of the problems’students-' 
are having on campus.”

He said two-hour workshops J 
would be held in the Student!

Carmichael Asserts
BY KENT POLLOCK 
Dully News Stuff Writer 

Black revolutionary Stokely 
Carmichael told several thou
sand students at A&T State Uni
versity Monday night that Pres
ident-elect Richard Nixon is 
going to “set the stage for the 
Wallaces of this country.” 

Carmichael made the state
ment while speaking at Moore 
Gymnasium in a program spon
sored by the Student Govern
ment Association . and the _Uni- 

' versify’s Center for African 
Afro-American Studies.

“Richard Nixon is going to 
polarize the white community of 
this country by using the black 
community. He has already 
started this ... He is going to 
set the stage for the Wallaces 
of this country,’” he said.

Asked whom he voted for in 
the 1968 general election, Car
michael replied, “I didn’t vote, 

> I stayed home and cleaned my 
guns.” 

* * *
HE ALSO criticized the recent 

■-black/ehliStinaS--maFeh*in»i®a«u<i __ _
,ham, saying, “I don’t see»(M5yPW^(^-'C.n.r.rni<ii,ia.eJ- .Col—21
thing black about Chris-trpas'-. ■ 1 ‘ I
Instead of buying all tffe'se 
Christmas trees and spdna’rrrg-- 
all that money on presents, buy 
your brother a gun.”

He wore a conservative light 
tan suit. His speech was inter
rupted numerous times with ap
plause and he received standing 
ovations upon his arrival and de
parture.

Carmichael said there was a 
definite 'difference" j’bet^eca 
,bl:ack militants and black rfevo 
ifalaiijrgmies. He calls him’shl'f* .a 
>S^l«Kevolufaona.rwiiift -.

A black militant, he Said is 
an angry black man who is an
gry with the whites for keeping 
him out of their society. “A 
black revolutionary is an angry 
black man who wants to tear 
up and destroy an entire system 
that is oppressing’ his people and 
replace it with a new system 
where his people can live like 
human beings," he said.

HE CONTINUED, ‘“This .. 
country is crawling with black 
militants, but there ar® very 
few black revolutionaries. We 
need more black revolutionaries 
and less black militants.”

Carmichael said there was a 
general misconception about 
new programs instigated by a 
white system and said, “Black 
folks be careful. White folks ha
ven’t improved,, they’re getting 
smarter.”

Carmichael said that black re
volutionaries .must be willing 

'i©teidnl.y‘'to'<ii'e for their people, 
but to kiii -for them as well. “I

-Carmichael
Says Nixon
Uses Blacks

From B-l
J don’t want to die, so I’m going 
’ to kill,” he said.
J He said his movemept- was 
I- one ftlat bettered in. “revblution- 
I lary'vioIeHee^*^^
I as violence which seeks to over- 
I throw a system that serves a 
L few and replace it with one that 
[ serves the masses.
I | “It is more violent for a child 

j to go to bed hungry than it is 
for a black man to kill a pig .. .

I | I'd rather see a brother kill a 
Ci white cop than to kill a Viet- 
■Miamese. It’s better to kill with 
■L\tassion than it is to kill pas- 
B unless,” Carmichael said.



Sen. Neilson Protests 
CarmichaeFs Visits
WINSTON-SALEM (AP) - 

State Sen. Geraldine Nielson of: 
Forsyth County protested Tues
day the appearance of Negro 
militant Stokely Carmichael at 
two state-supported universities, 
where he called for a black rev
olution.

In a letter to Gov. Dan 
Moore, the senator said she 
would like to have the Gover
nor’s office look into whether 
taxpayers’ money was used for 
Carmichael’s ' appearances at 
the University of North Carolina 
at Charlotte and A&T State Uni
versity in Greensboro Monday.

Following Carmichael’s 
speech, the president of the Stu
dent Government Association at 
A&T, Calvin Matthews, called 
for a student boycott on the 
campus for Wednesday and 
Thursday.

The president of the school, 
Dr. L. C. Dowdy, said he under
stood the call was not for dis
ruptive purposes, but that the 
students wanted to present rec
ommendations for improve
ments on the campus.
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DATE 08-24-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CPB/bls

b6 b7C
b7D

I have received your letter of December 11th, with 
enclosures, and certainly appreciate your kind remarks concerning 
my administration of the FBI.

With respect to your comments regarding Stokely 
Carmichael, the FBI is strictly an investigative agency of the Federal 
Government and, as such, does not determine whether prosecutive 
action will be undertaken in any situation. Such decisions concerning 
violations of Federal law are within the province of the Attorney Gen
eral. Voluminous data regarding Carmichael have been furnished to 
the Attorney General and you may wish to contact him.

In regard to your offer to be of assistance, if you have 
any information you believe would be of interest to this Bureau, please 
feel free to contact our office which is located at 1120 Jefferson Standard 
Life Building, Charlotte, North Carolina 28202.

I want to thank you for your Holiday Greeting^ and wish 
you a Merry Christmas and a prosperous New Year.

iMAILED 211

COMM-FBI

Sincerely yours,

Tolson ___
DeLoach _
Mohr_____
Bishop ___
Casper___
Callahan _
Conrad ___
Felt -
Gale ___ 
Rosen ____
Sullivan__
T avel _____
T rotter____
Tele. Room
Holmes___
Gandy ____

1 - Charlotte - Enclosure
Attention SAC: Bufiles contain no identifiable information concerning 

correspondent. One of his enclosures is a clipping from the ’’Greensboro 
Daily News” of 12/10/68 and concerns Stokely Carmichael’s recent address 

/ at A&T State University. His other clipping is from an unidentified newspaper 
A.of 12/11/68 and also concerns Carmichael’s visit to that institution.
*WMG:llk ..(4) SEE NOTE PAGE TWO.



NOTE: With respect to correspondent’s remark that we should not 
send anyone from Greensboro, North Carolina, to see him, it is 
assumed he does not want anyone from our Greensboro Resident Agency 
to contact him as such a contact would be known to local residents.



7-41 (Rev. 5-7-63)

sac, New York January 22, 1969

Director, FBI (100-446080)

STOKE LYCARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK

REGISTERED MAIL

PANTHER PARTY

Enclosed is certain foreign language material:
Two newspaper items in Swedish concerning Carmichael and 

Miriam Makeba, received as enclosures to Legat, London routing slip 
dated 1/14/69.

This material should he processed as indicated below:
Full translation by SA Please handle

expeditiously.

Following disposition should be made of enclosure and 
translation:

Both to Bureau, attention FBI Annex.

If the results of your review are not furnished the Seat of 
Government, in accordance with instructions set forth above, then the 
office initiating the request, to which translation is made available 
by you, has the responsibility of appropriately notifying the Bureau 
of any pertinent information contained therein.

b6 b7C
■aa MB

COMM-fg

Tolson _ 
DeLoach 
Mohr ___
Bishop _ 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _ 
Felt ____
Gale ___
Rosen __
Sullivan -- -_____

Tele. Room,-______
Holmes 
Gandy _

1 -

BWR:trs
(6)

MAIL ROOM

NOT RECORDED
13 JAN 28 1969



FD-36 (Re\< 5-22-64)
IATION CONTAINED

iOS EY 60324/AUC/EAW/CPE/bl;

F B I

Mr.
I Mr.
I Mr.
i Mr.
Mr.

[I Mr.
Mr.

I Mr.-

Tolson
DeLoach ... 
Mohr_____
Eisbcp___
Casper........ 
Callahan .. 
Con i id ....

J? rlt.. ___

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO:

Date:12/20/68

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503)
stokely^armichael

osen_____
uliivan .1Z

[ Mr. Tavel
!• Mr. Trotter___
ij Tele. Room____
j) Miss llolnus__
I Miss Gandy___

A source who has furnished reliable information in
the past, advised 
been obtained from

b6 b7C

RNW:kpm 
(12)

|-.h1s datp that the following informat Lon had

Approved: Sent M r. Per
Agent in Charge

(3}Bureau ..
^-Atlanta (RM)'"
2-St. Louis (AM) (RM) 
2-Springfield (RM) 
1-New York (Info) (RM)
2-WFO

AIRTEL

ff£C-io 
n nC ■

17 DEC 27 1968



WO 100-43503

Administrative

Source is Extreme caution should be used
in attempt to verify above information so as not to reveal 
source.'

‘ ■ _ . ' ' ' . ' ' . - ■ b6 b7C
’ Information copy sent to New York.

' .. VJ . . b7D

LEAD

ATLANTA

AT ATLANTA, GEORGIA. Through sources and appropriate 
investigation attempt to verify

ST. LOUIS AND SPRINGFIELD

AT EAST ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI, Determine through sources



17-1 (Rev. 8-11-03)

ATTENTION

The following documents appearing in FBI files have been reviewed under the provisions of The Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) (Title 5, United States Code, Section 552); Privacy Act of 1974 (PA) (Title 5, United States Code, 
Section 552a); and/or Litigation.

D FOIA/PA □ Litigation d Executive Order Applied

Requester: ____________ __________________________________________________
Subject:
Computer or Case Identification Number: _________________________________________________________ >____________
Title of Case: ___________________________ ;_________________________________________ Section ______ _________
* File _________________________ :_____________________________________________________________________________
Serials Reviewed: _________________ ___________ ______________________________________________________________
-------------------------------------------------------- .-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- :----------------------------------------- ■------------------------------------------------------------------------\

Release Location: *File Section

This file section has been scanned into the FOIPA Document Processing System (FDPS) prior to National Security 
Classification review. Please see the documents located in the FDPS for current classification action, if warranted. Direct 
inquires about the FDPS to RIDS Service Request Unit,| ~|

File Number: }oO H k 0 &&______________ ______  Section 7
Serial(s) Reviewed: ____________________________________________________________________________________

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number: ____

File Number: ______
Serial(s) Reviewed:

____ ^33/7

_________________ _________  Section ________

—

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject:
FOIPA Computer Number: ____

File Number: ______
Serial(s) Reviewed:

___________________________ Section ________

FOIPA Requester:
FOIPA Subject: ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
FOIPA Computer Number: ____ HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 08-25-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CPB/bls

THIS FORM IS TO BE MAINTAINED AS THE TOP SERIAL OF THE FILE, BUT NOT SERIALIZED.

ATTENTION

DO NOT REMOVE FROM FILE



TO: ^DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM:W^SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P) 

STOKELY^CARMICHAEL 
RM

b6
b7C

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies 
of an LHM regarding the above captioned subject. One copy 
each is furnished the offices listed in the copy count for 
information. ■ i

Offices be alert for any information subject!
ish

C5 
t;

r.
| will be traveling abroad or to Guinea to esta 

a residence there

//

b2

b6
b7C b6

b7C
qggSilfF

r.-.i

1 - 
1 -
1 -
1 -
1 - 
1 -

Bureau (Enc. 11) M 58 / A ) /
Atlanta (100-6812)(Enc.1) (RM) /
Baltimore (100-24220) (Enc. 1) (RMj J 1 - .
Boston (157-437)(Enc.1)(RM)
Los Angeles (RM)(AM)(Enc.1)
New York (100-153751)(Enc.1)(RM)
San Francisco (Enc. 1)(RM)(AM)
WFO1 

WWH:tjd 
I1O)___
AIRTEL

>€>%■

Approved: —____ Sent
"7^ \ s : ^peciakAgent in Charge

M Per



og4nfc^*

' In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 5

FEDERAL BUREAU QF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C, 20535
December 11, 1968

••• . 7 : .. ;• ; ALL ' INFORMATION CONTAINED'' . _ ' -
HEREIN is- UNCLASSIFIED •

■ ’ • J. /■' DATE, 0B-25-2D06 BY 603247AUC/BAIiJ/CPB/bl3

STOKELYGARMICHAEL

b7C •
[Washington, D.C., advised on 

December 11, 1968, he had been previously engaged to handle 
the shipment of household furnishings belonging to Stokely 
CarmichaelI |to Conakry. Guinea.
He advised the furnishings, amounting to about twelve thousand 
pounds, had been removed from their Washington, D.C. residence 
during mid-November, 1968, preparatory to shipment by boat 
to Conakry from Baltimore, Maryland, during the early part 
of December, 1968, Prior to actual shipment, theywere 
stored temporarily in Washington, D.C. at an overseas 
shipping company warehouse.

\b6 
b7C

_______advised that as of December 11, 1968, half 
of the furnishings belonging to Carmichael|~ | had
been put bn board the boat ’’African Rainbow" in Baltimore, 
being handled by the Farrell Lines, Incorporated. He related 
that prior to departure from Washington, D.C., Carmichael 

[purchased a new household refrigerator, two washing 
machines and a range stove, which they also desired included 
with the shipment to Conakry. As of December 11, 1968, all 
of these ordered appliances had not arrived for shipment. 
Consequently, I advised when the remainder of the 
appliances arrive for shipment, they will be included with 
the other half of the remaining furnishings and taken to 
New York City. Upon arrival in New York City, they will be 
loaded onto the "African Rainbow" then due in New York City 
at about that time. The "African Rainbow" is expected to 

: sail from New York City on December 17, 1968.

b / ■ I d :



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

[stated he last saw Carmichael |____________
during the latter part of November, 1968, while they were 
still in their residence in Washington, D.C. and packing b6 
their furnishings*5 During that time they told him they b7c 
planned to give away one of the washing machines mentioned 
above but did not indicate to whom it was being given.

[stated that they also indicated they were going to 
Africa to live and he definitely got this impression; 
however, they did not specifically say so.

Thia document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusion, of 
the FBI. It is f e property of 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.



F-D-36 (Rev.^2^-6$^ INF0P1IATI01T CONTAINED
EIN IS UNCLASSIFIED (

TE 08-25-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CP

F B I

Date: 12/2'0/68j

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via_______ AIRTEL_______
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - SNCC;
BPP - SEDITION;
INCITING TO RIOT

bo
b7C

b7C

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 copies of 
LHM regarding the above captioned subject.
___________The information regarding the statements made by 
____________ was furnished to ASAC JOHN J. MC DERMOTT on 
12/18/68 by Assistant U.S. Attorney HAROLD SULLIVAN. The 
information furnished by Mr. SULLIVAN to ASAC MC DERMOTT had 
been previously furnished to SULLIVAN by |~ I___ j

Washington, D.C. (WDC). A copy of the LHM is being 
disseminated to AUSA SULLIVAN. Copies are not being furnished
to Secret Service and Military Intelligence Agencies since it 
contains no information of an intelligence matter.

b6
b7C

b7C

18 dec 23 1968

b6
b7C

M Rier

FD 302s have been prepared setting forth the 
information provided by| land are
being retained in the file of

j3/- Bureau (Enc.ll

(1-62-9737)

AIRTEL

WWH:sas 
(5)

(INCITING TO RIOT)

Special Agent in Charge

T { o.*_____

f) -pt- Utd TOt> 7 

________ Sent ____



WFO 100-43503

No additional information regarding this aspect 
of the CARMICHAEL case is contemplated by WFO.

2



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. .

UNITED STATES DEP^ KT VI E XT OF JUSTICE

, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION :
Washing ton,D.C. 20535 

December 20, 1968 .
// /'.•■ 'ALL/liFOBMATIOJT COHTATMED ' ? . ' '

' 'U ■••• ■ ’ ,: _ HEREIN. T5' UNCLASSIFIED / ? - •

■ ; • ' ' - ■ .■ - •. PATE DS-2‘5-2006. BY 60324/AUCZBAU/CPB/blS.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Washington, 
D.C. (WC), advised on December 19. 1968. that he is a member . 
ofl I

,,WDC. In connection with his church membership, several months
6 //he became interested in an organization known as the7C /J^jeople's Involvement Corporation (PIC) which he described as

/ “Xa^sdciai action group working in racial problems and with race
/ relations. In connection with the PIC, other groups within 
/ the organization known as Coordinating Councils are operating, 

holding active meetings on problems in which the PIC has an 
interest. The PIC and the Coordinating Councils are biracial 
and he believes•tehjKsrefunded by one of the United States

/ Government sponsored anti^poverffi agencies, the exact agency
V he does not know. | ]attends meetings of the Coordinating
V Council from time to time.__ / z

■ y. . / '-'z
\ " wniie at a meeting of a Coordinating Council on
\ December 3, 1968, a discussion was being held about riots and 

' looting, their ^attjaps and what the age group is usually of 
the participants. A lady in the audiience asked the question 

/as to who exactly starts the riots and looting and if they 
/ were mostly young people? A staff membejr of the PIC who was 
' present then,| described as a young Nag^o in his

20’s, stood up and said that young people were not only^^*?* . 
involved but that riots and lootings included all age groups. *

\ As an example, he related an incident that took place in the
\ vicinity of 14th and U Streets, N.W., WDC, following the 

assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King. He stated that about 
April 5, 1968, during the evening when Dr. King was killed,

b7C'

oornss Dissin<rm ; MLOSWai



r

STOKELY CARM ICHAEL

b6
b7C

he heard looting was beginning; to take place around 14th and 
U Streets, IM?,, W* He walked over to■••ther.vicinity and saw 
people of various ages looting'a store, Stokely Carmichael 
was in the area and called our to the looters “Take your- time; 
boys, then we’ 11 bum it down, “ I I thought
this a rather incriminating, statement on the? part of Carmichael 
and later he | ~|hpmefrom the meeting, While on
the way’ home* he asked| [about the incident involving 
Carmi chael and the loo ters and I 1 rei terated the incident
substantially as previously told at the meeting, | | did not
know where l worked or that he was| |' '
asked| | if he? would testify to what he heard uttered by 
Carmichael,before':a Grand Jury, | | indicated he
wia not sure? but that he would, be inclined to give the matter 
serious consideration. Conversely* he indicated he might not 
want to get involved, I l he would mention it to
a friend of his working in law enforcement but irtjuld go no 
further.

then

Subsequently I [contact edHarold Sullivan*
Assistant United States Attorney, District of Columbia, and 
related the matter to him, Sullivan indicated he would look 
into the matter.

b6
b7C the PIC ©ffice*

]advised that could be located at
651 Florida Avenue, N.¥., WC.

_____________________ __________________  PIC, 651 Florida,
N,W,. WC, and who resides at[ | KDC,

[advised on December 19, 1968, as hereinafter 
set forth:

He is employed as set forth above and occasionally 
meets with local civic groups in the WC area about social 
and racial problems,__Recently, he had a meeting in which

was present. He 
related to the group at the meeting in the presence of[ 
an incident that he observed concerning Stokely Carmichael 
during the' April, 1968 riots. He statedr that he did not recall

2



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

precisely what he toldl ] and the group but that he
be was general in nature* He added he does net want to become
b7c involved and would have to ponder the matter a long time

before deciding to testify before a Grand Jury or other court 
hearings*

Hp restated the matter in more detail regarding 
Carmichael as he had told it to] | and the group at
the meeting previously. He stated that on the night of 
April 4, 1968, at about 8:30 p.m., after tfiavliiigi heard of the 
assassination of Dr* Martin Luther King, he.also heard there 
was some looting beginning to take place in the area of 14th 
and U Streets, N.'V’., ®DC. He does not normally frequent that 
area but decided to walk over that way to see what was happening* 
He walked west on U Street and upon arriving at 13th and U 
Streets, N*W*, WDC, he saw a crowd in front .of London 
Custom Shop. The crowd was composed of various ages and they 
appeared to be pushing and shoving to get inside the shop to 
loot it* Other looters had already gone inside andwwe 
removing the merchandise. He did not recognize anyone in the 
crowd. About that time, a car passed by going east on U Street 
but he is not able to recall the make, model, license number, 
color, or year. As the car passed, he observed a Negro male 
wearing a bush hair cut stick his head out the rear window of 
the car and upon observing the crowd pushing and shoving to get 
in the store hollered out “Take your time, there is enough for 
everybody ‘̂ After you, loot it, burn it down.*1 The car continued 
east on U Street without stopping. | |did not recognize 
any of the occupants of the car. Upon hearing the remarks 
from the passing car, some members of the crowd commented that 
“That was Stokely Carmichael.“ | IliddWBror met Carmichael 
or seen him before that time so he did not actually know who 
the person was other than from the identifying remarks made by 
the crowd. He wa s unable to furnish any further description 
of the individual that had made the remarks from the vehicle*

Several months later while in the vicinity of 14th 
and U Streets, N.¥*, WC, a crowd had gathered ahdrameeting

3



STOKELY &WICH^L

i was apparently taking place at a Safeway Store concerning a 
shooting of an individual by a member of the Metropolitan 
Police Department (MPD) who had been reportedly caught walking 
out of. the store with some merchandise. In connection with the 
meeting, a number of people were present and severe! persons 
pointed uutto him an Individual in the crowd who was wearing 
boots and said that is Stokely Carmichafel. He then recalled 
the: incident that had taken place on the night of April 4, 
1968 and then was reasonably sure that Carmichael was the same 
individual that had mdde the remarks about looting and burning 
from the passing car.

He stated that he was not otherwise familiar with 
Carmichael or his activities. He stated that he had not seen 
him: since that time and did not know where he was residing in 
WCo He also advised that he had never visited the New School 
of Afro-American Thought, 2115 14th Street, No¥0, WC, and. the 
headquarters of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), 2208 14th Street, N , places frequented Occasionally 
by Stokely Carmichael.

I |further advised that the PIC is funded he 
believes through the Office of Economic Opportunity (CEO). 
He stated: that he is married but that he is separated from his 
wife and that he has three kids. He currently resides at the 
above address with his girl friend* He continued that he served 
in the United States Navy for about one year having received 
a honorable discharge somewhat earlier because of the fact 

be he had a double hernia rendering him medically inactive for 
bvc service so they discharged him before his normal time was up. 

He was asked to furnish a description of Carmichael and he 
stated.that he was a Negro male, about 30 years of age, that 
he bad sharps features, wearing a bush hair cut, and about 
6 feet 2 inches. Upon being pointed out to him that Carmichael 
had: not been known to wear a bush hair cut and that he was hot as tall as| 1 thought he was> he stated that he could not
be certain that the person occupying the car on the night of 
April 4, 1968, making, the comments about the looting and 
burning was Carmichael. He reiterated that he did not want

4



ST0KELYCAI&4ICHAEL

to become involved unless he had thought the matter out 
thoroughly and also had received competent advice* He 
added he did not desire to jeopardize his job and his family. 
In addition, he was not sure it was Carmichael who had made 
the statements.

The New School of Afro-American Thought has been 
publicly described as the headquarters' for a small group of 
self-supporting artists and educators who are attempting to 
spread a message that black people should be proud of being 
black in classes given in Negro history, African languages 
and arts,

A characterization of the Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) is attached herewith in the 
appendix.

•I
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srcmz carmtch^t.

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), headquartered at 360-362 Nelson Street, S.W., 
Atlanta, Georgia, is a nonmembership organization, which 
was born out of the sit-in movement that erupted across 
the South beginning in 1960.

Today SNCC identifies itself as an organization 
in the revolutionary vanguard. It advocates that to be 
successful it is necessary to develop a revolutionary 
ideology and revolutionary program.

According to SNCC, the year 1967 marked a historic 
milestone in the struggle for the liberation of black people 
in the United States and the year that revolutionaries 
throughout the world began to understand more fully the 
impact of the black movement. SNCC declared that "liberation 
will come only when there is final destruction of this mad 
octopus--the capitalistic system of the United States with 
all its life-sucking tentacles of exploitation and racism 
that choke the people of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. 
The realities of black life, together with the recognition 
instilled in SNCC workers forced its members to further 
popularize the legitimacy of self-defense and rebellions 
when oppression became too great."

From May, 1966, until May,. 1967, Stokely Carmichael 
was National Chairman of SNCC. As of July, 1968, Carmichael
resided in Washington, D.C., where he was affiliated with

b6
b7C

SNCC and active as temporary chairman of a black coalition 
group. In May. 1967. Carmichael was replaced

who served

In June, 1968, at the Staff and Central Committee 
meeting of SNCC held in Atlanta, Georgia, it was decided to 
restructure the organization by equalization of responsibility/ 
by creating ten deputy or vice chairmanships. The primary 
purpose for this change is to take law enforcement pressure / 
off any single individual.

This document contains neither /
recommendations nor conclusions of /
the FBI. It is the property of /
the FBI and is loaned to your agenay'f /
it arid its contents are not to be >
distributed outside your agency
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Washlngton, D.C. 20535
December 23, 1968
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. STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Washington, D.C., advised on December 17. 1968, he represents 
radio station WOL, Wasnington.D.C.. on legal matters. He X 
advised that| [made
a tape of a speech by Stokely Carmichael delivered at the First 
Congress of Black Writers held at McGill University, Montreal, 
Canada, during the period October 11 - 14, 1968, which he, 

| personally attended. | [advised that WOL broadcast 
the speech oyer its Washington, D.C. station, and he expressed 
disappointment that this had been done.

Carmichael yas |>e^ceynote speaker and the theme 
of the conference was^iiack International unity.” p- >

During the course of the speech, as. disclosed by the 
tape, Carmichael made the comments,among others, hereinafter 
set forth:7

Black people are increasingly moving together 
now to solve their problems. There are ideological problems 
involved as discussed by previous speakers at the conference. : 
Several problems which black people are involved in concern 
oppression, which is of two types; they are exploitation and 
colonization. However, under exploitation the problem is only 
economic, Whereas under colonization the question of race comes 
up, meaning one race against another. Therefore, black people 
are a colonized people in the countries they inhabit. The black 
man is on the bottom everywhere and he is fighting racism pro
duced by white western civilization. His problem is not just

enclosure
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social, economic or political, it is ingrained racism. The 
white man raped Africa and spread the black man as slaves all over South America, the Caribbean, the United States, parts of 
Europe and Canada. He has been colonized everywhere he has 
been living. He is not only exploited, but by being colonized, 
he has been stripped of his language, his culture, his history 
and his complete way of life. All African culture was plundered 
by the white man. These are the effects of colonization and 
they do not happen under mere exploitation. So, the black man 
is fighting for his humanity. These problems are pointed out 
in Fanion’ s book entitled ’’The Wretched of the Earth.” He 
continued, why did the white man do this to the black man? It 
was not merely economic, and the black man should not delude 
himself thinking that it was. The white man is for money, but 
he had plenty of other peoples he could have enslaved, such as 
the Indians. He erislaved the black man because of racism. As 
a result\ the black people are a colonized people seeking to 
re-establish their culture. Once a person is colonized, he is 
directly affected by the colonization. He seeks to identify 
himself with his master whohe thinks is all good, and later 
begins to hate his dwA^eople^ He then begins to hate himself 
and is taught to love and adore his master. In view of this, 
the black man must be liberated, which becomes an absolute neces
sity because he is colonizedand oppressed. The black man must 
move against the colonizer and tAe-humanizer by “education.” 
Black people, must spe?a?k concretely about oppression. When this 
is done, this becomes dangerous for the oppressor, Negroes 
are moving in positive areas toward their liberation. Black 
people previously were critical of their masters but were 
silent about it, and would whisper ugly names about him from 
time to time. Now they are becoming more open as they are 
being ’’educated” since they are moving toward liberation.
When the black man seeks to liberate himself, initially the 
white man reacts by being very nice, then he develops poverty 
programs to assist him. Later he sends agent provocateurs and 
later the Armed-Forces. ;//A. ;

Carmichael stated that he thinks of the white man ' 
in relation to the three M’s; he first sends themissionaries 
to black people, then money, and then the marines. So being
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a colonized people with Africans scattered without any 
nationalizm as they seek liberation, they must work for undying 
love for each other. Not having any nationalistic ties, they 
control nothing in the countries they inhabit; however, there 
are a few black puppets around. Black people must begin to get 
to the roots of racism. The fight is against racism, capitalism 
and imperialism. There must be a revolution free of racism and 
imperialism.

In speaking of types of government systems to be 
considered by black people, Carmichael mentioned communism and 
socialism. He stated, however, there are maty types of communism 
and socialism and as an example of different forms of communism 
he mentioned the governments of Russia and China. He then added 
the Russians are racists* He said that Russia completely com
promised on colonization in Africa and that one only has to ask 
an African student studying in Russia about the Russians being 
racists and "he will tell you about racism there."

He continued that the black man has no country to 
call his own, and he must build a base to liberate himself. 
In considering liberation, one must define several terms, such 
as revolution and black militant, A revolution is a total 
destruction of the old system and replacing it with a new 
system. In revolution one must seize power before it begins. 
For example, the Cuban Revolution did not begin until Fidel 
Castro got into Havana and announced that he was taking over 
the country for the benefit of his people.

The period preceding revolution is called "armed 
struggle." He added that Fidel Castro had this in Cuba prior 
to the revolution but actually had to seize power before the 
revolution was underway. He said that there are three ways 
to get things; you can ask for it, you can beg for it, or you 
can take It. "You don’t steal it, you take it. You only steal 
if you have no power. If you have power, you take." These 
must be taken through revolutionary violence. Murder is not 
right or wrong, but who has power to legitimatize it. For 
example, if a soldier in Vietnam kills thirty Vietnamese, he 
will get a medal. This highlights the problem. The Africans 
have never been able to legitimatize because they have always

- 3 -
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had this done for them by white people, Africans must start 
to legitimatize as they struggle. Revolutionary violence is 
necessary, Self-defense only protects the status quo. 
Aggressive violence is needed to change this. The system in 
the United States will never change without aggressive violence. 
The Africans must begin to define violence for themselves. 
Violence is not just use of guns. It is violence to rape and 
steal African copper and gold,. It is violence to see black 
children go hungry, poverty is violence and violence must be 
met with violence.

There is a difference between a black revolutionary 
and a black militant. There are many black militants but few 
blaekrevolutionaries, A black militant is an angry black man 
not in the system. He wants to get in; a revolutionary wants 
to destroy the old system and start anew. Carmichael stated 
that he was a revolutionary. He added that when a black mili
tant gets a $2G,000 poverty job he says, “Cool it, brother, 
everything will be all right." He continued that there are a 
lot of black militants in the United States trying to get into 
the system.

Black people must be concerned with revolutionary 
black power in the world. H, Rap Brown, Leroir Jones and 
Eldridge Cleaver were not permitted to leave the United States 
to attend the Black Writers* Conference, The United States 
does not want them to leave because it does not want black 
people to have any international ties. He stated he spent nine 
months just trying to get his passport back. He added he went 
to China, Cuba and Vietnam to see the world as a free person. 
He then stated that black people must learn of other oppressed 
peoples in the world. The United States creates added friction 
among black people by their world-wide imperialism. The United 
States promotes factions and guerrilla groups in black countries. 
Black people must de-emphasize factions and begin to present a 
united front. They must not be colonized in their minds and 
want to take each other. The North Vietnamese will not fight 
the South Vietnamese now unless absolutely necessary. The North 
Vietnamese know the real enemy is the United States. Mao in

- 4 -
/
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China did not fight Chiang Kai-chek in 1929. He added that 
•’You cannot fight two at once, you must fight the major 
enemy first.”

He continued that the problems of Africa have been 
caused by the white man. If the blacks in South Africa today 
tried to start a revolt, the United States would not stand 
idle and permit it. They are part of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO) which supplies arms. He stated that the 
international area is very important to black people, and their 
struggle is an international one. In the dispute between 
Nigeria and Biafra, white people are just waiting to get the 
Biafran oil. Black people must understand this situation 
because World War III is right around the corner. He stated, 
’’When you move, you must move culturally, politically, 
economically and militarily. There must be a balance of power,” 
He continued that the United States will never let anyone 
endanger its system but force along or technological power 
will not win. "It's the will of the people that win.” He 
commented that Ho Chi Minh and the Vietnamese people proved 
this to be true. The United States cannot win in Vietnam 
because of the will of the people. He said that black people 
must learn to be offensive not just defensive, and that black 
writers can instill this into black people. He continued that 
the contradictions must be heightened and that this must be 
done for the Mother Continent. The forces must be polarized 
as the contradictions are heightened. Black writers can do 
this, and things must be redefined by Africans. He stated 
that the black people need black heroes and that black writers 
should see that this is accomplished. He criticized what he 
called "intellectual games” that were played in the United 
States by the case of W. E. DuBois, which postponed the black 
movement considerably. He continued that the United States, 
when it moved, it did not take things non-violently, but went 
with what they called "pioneering spirit.” Black people must 
move with "pioneering spirit” which includes the international 
arena. Black people must talk about black power internationally 
because the problems of black people are international. As 
black people move into the international arena, they must 
remember the North Vietnamese are "our comrades in arms and

-5-
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the United States is the aggressor in Vietnam.“ Regarding 
the Arab-Israeli conflict, he called the Arabs “our friends” 
and that the Arab war is a “just war.” To the Cubans he 
commented we should say, “We are with you, Fidel,” He added 
the Sino-Soviet split will grow and in that dispute black 
people should “check Mao out.” He then criticized the 
Organization of American States for its hold on black people 
in South America and the Caribbean area. He also criticized 
DeGaulle and stated that “French interventionist forces are at 
worki”

He concluded by stating that black people must get 
guns and prepare. “Get all the guns you can,” he stated. “We 
believe in equality. White people have guns; then black people 
should get them also. The U. S. and allies has atomic bombs 
and then they don’t want anyone else to get it. Force must be 
balanced and equalized. Black people must be liberated. They 
must work and continue their struggle."

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions of 
the FBI. It is the properly ci 
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; 
It and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency.
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CABLEGRAM TO LEGAL LONDON *
STOKELY tiARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY.

■ ■ - . - ,
PERTINENT INFORMATION DEVELOPED CONCERNING CARMICHAEL'S \

ACTIVITIES ABROAD. COPT TO WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE BY

SPECIAL MESSENGER.

NOTE; ' ■; . > " X-

Black extremist, Stokely Carmichael, recently
moved from his residence in Washington, D. C. His household
goods were packed for shipment to Guinea. For the past month b2
Carmichael has been residing temporarily at|
residence in New York City. No additional information has b?c 
been developed to date substantiating Carmichael may move to 
Guinea. The fact that he holds a return airline ticket 7 
indicates he plans to return to the United States. State and 

has been advised of the above travel.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

San Francisco, California

December 30, 1968
DECLASSIFIED BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bIs 
ON 08-25-2006

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Copies of this memorandum are being furnished 
locally to intelligence agencies of the Army, Navy-, 
and Air Force and to Secret Service.

Reference is made to memorandum of November 15,. 
1968, concerning Carmichael's speech at De Anza College 
in Cupertino, California, on November 12, 1968.

A source advised on November 19, 1968, that 
he was present when.Stokely Carmichael spoke on the 
evening of November 12, 1968, at De Anza College. The 
program started at about 8:15 p.m. and ended at 9:30 p.m. 
Carmichael gave about a 10 to 15 minute speech then 
answered questions for the rest of the time.

Carmichael started his speech by saying that 
he wanted to make it very clear at the beginning that 
he believes in violence to relieve the oppression of the 
Black man.

Carmichael's discussion was aimed at the Liberal. 
Carmichael pointed out that they have not been effective. 
The Liberal has failed. Carmichael implied that "rad
icalism" has to be the answer to the Black man's plight. 
Destruction of the system has to be the answer.

CW^DENTIAL
GROUP
Excluded^ft'oqi automatic
Downgrading
Dedlaissification

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your
agency, it and its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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b2
b7D

No specific comments per se about the over
throw of the Government were remembered. Instead of 
referring to the Government he would say instead 
"destroy the system." He said this on one or more 
occasions during his appearance.

A _______ |source advised he also attended
Carmichael's speech at De Anza College on November ■ 
12. 1968. This source could not recall any specific 
statements by Carmichael in which he advocated the '■ 
overthrow of the U. S. Government by force or with 
guns, although he could see how someone could read 
implications of this into some-of Carmichael's state
ments. Carmichael did state he believes in violence 
and killing if necessary in overcoming the oppressor..

A |______(source, who is the same source
mentioned in referenced memorandum, after trans
cribing notes taken on Carmichael's speech at De Anza 
College, advised on December 6 , 1968 ,. that a close 
review of the notes does not substantiate the source's 
earlier statement to the effect that Carmichael 
specifically stated he advocates the•overthrow of the 
U. S. Government with guns. The following statement 
was provided by this source:



Stokeley Carmichael started his^^ch by saying: “I want to make it clear right ncjg..as I know people 
arc going to ask*arc yoifreally scd^Bhbout this violence you talk about, do you rc^Bncan it?’ I want 
it underwood clearly right now, tha^mcan it. I am very serious about this”

■Vi ?
He inaptly attacked the white liberals and right wingers, as being a part of this society so they couldn t do. 
anything to change this society. They went ahead to influence changes, but lacked the power to see that 
the changes they influenced were carried out. He also said that they lacked alternatives. Even Gov. Waljace 
had alternatives and power, but the liberals just stayed on the fence. They told the poor people they can 
become rich, and the rich that they can become richer, but the gap between the poor &. rich remained the 
same. They don’t take from the rich to give to the poor. He said there were two kinds of freedoms - 
economic and political. The economic was the only one that means anything, because it doesn’t mean 
anything to a man to be able to vote if he has an empty stomach. In Cuba, they may not be able to vote 
for their choice, but they have a full stomach and this is what is important to people who have been 
suppressed, and the land in Cuba was also divided among the people This is important.

He said that the entire United States Government should be put into jail, as they are criminals’by killing 
in Viet Nam and by ravaging and raping the American Indians and keeping Negroes oppressed in order 
to build their imperialistic country. Every black man shoud be freed immediately from prison no matter 
what the charge, as they are all political prisoners. (He received applause here.)

He was asked if he was a Communist? He struck back by saying “What is a Communist?” — The boy 
that asked the question said that he wasn’t sure all that they stood for, but that he knew that they stood 
for the violent overthrow of the government. To this Carmichael said— “If they stand for violent 
overthrow of this government, then I stand for that, and I am working on it.” He was asked again if he 
was a Communist. And he said “I stand on the 5th & 14th Amendments.” Then someone asked him 
why, if he hated all this government stood for so much, did he use part of its Constitution to defend 
himself. He replied “Because 1 am smart - that is why.”

When asked about the violent overthrow of the government again, he said “How do you feel about the 
take-over of Chckloslovakia? Are you for the overthrow of the imperialism there?” “I am against 
imperialism whomever it is and plan to do something about it as it has kept my people oppressed too long. ” . 
Martin Luther King was brought up, and alot of laughter came from the Panthers in the audience. 
They said “Yeh, and he’s dead now.” Carmichael said there would be no more movements like King’s 
as they didn’t work, and also that the white man has never produced a Martin Luther King, whereas 
there were at least 10,000 black Martin Luther Kings. To this some of the audience brought up 
Bertrand Russell, Sweitzer, and Kennedy. He got very violent when Kennedy was mentioned, and said 
he was in office when Cuba was fighting for freedom and also Viet Nam and he didn’t give a damn about 
being non-violent.

He said that peace is nothing more than the absence of conflict. It does not mean that justice is involved. 
He was.asked why he intends on using guns and violence. He said that it was guns that makes the U.S. 
the most powerful nation in the world, and only guns, and that guns mean power. He said everyone else 
can do it their own way, but “I am going to use guns.”

A man from South Afiica who said that he could no longer return there without being arrested, asked 
him why he felt only the black people were being oppressed. He got violent and also made fun of the 
fellow. He said “Are you trying to make me believe that you, a white man, can possibly tell me you 
and youi father and family were oppressed in Africa? The fellow shot back that his family had escaped 
from Russia to Africa because they were Jews and they were not accepted there either. Carmichael said 
“Yeh, just how many black men did your family have working for them? Don’t you ever try to put 
yourself in a black man’s shoes, as you can’t. Right now, you have proved it. You got a passport and 
came over here. No black man could ever do that or ever escape.”

There was a white boy who pleaded with him to try and help him with his plans, but it was evident 
that there was no place in their movement for white people no matter how anxious they were to help 
out. Absolutely none.

Before his speech he introduced Tommy Smith and Johnny Carlos who were in the audience, they got 
a round of applause.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

source provided a copy of aThe
tape recording of Carmichael’s speech. However the 
acoustics in the auditorium are not good and Carmichael 
wandered from the microphone at times, thereby making 
portions of his speech inaudible. The following is 
a transcription of this speech.
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........ start off by eliminating many of the questions 

that will be.... (Opening- remarks of speech are unintelligible), 

! ..... because it is necessary to end suppression....

so we. don't have to waste time asking, - wAre you really, mean 
you(are)for violence nefw?” Yes, just like the united States is 

/using violence in Vietnam, just like they use violence to get 

everything they acquire, just so we are for violence to end

. our oppression, period. And that’s the infinitive scale of
violence. Whatever we have at our disposal we will use to end 

our oppression, period. And I think if we can get that out of 
the way we won't have to waste time with it.

I think that white people get, uh, disturbed about 

violence only when it deals wit?; the oppressed, picking up the 

guns. They are quite used to violence, ’but they are not used 
to seeing the oppressed use violence against fehem. They are 

used to violence by the oppressed against other oppressed. 

For. example, 'they are very proud to see a black man with a gun. 

in his hand fighting in Vietnam. (If) he killed thirty Viet- . 

.names© they’ll give him a purple, gold, yellow, blue, all kinds' 

of medals, you know. So, they are used to violence, but they 

just don't want to see that black man with that gun shooting 
the ir policemen, or disrupting their system. And I don’t think' 

we. should waste time discussing that, because that is really 
irrelevant, especially since the question is moot. There’s going 

1



to %e vi-olence anyway, so why waste •'time discussing it. They
■T «j> 'are alreauy dynamiting-police "stations across the country; 

there's already the sniping on policemen. So, it's a moot, 

moot question. Violence is, period. . - ■

Now then, let us discuss the important issues.

We want, to talk about the break-down of the conventional 
political system in the United States, and it is basically the, 

two-party system. We want to exclude Mr. WALLACE's party 

for awhile. (Echo’s terrible, isn't it?). Can you hear me? 

We want to exclude Mr. WALLACE’S party for awhile, because wo 

want- to bring Mr. WALLACE’s party in a little bit later to show 

how the conservatives or the right wing, moves to consolidate 

power as opposed to what the liberals usually do. We want to 
point out some of the failures of the liberal movement in the 

United States, in the sixties, in the thirties, and in general, 

the failures of most liberal movements around the World, and 

why, because, of the failure of the liberal movement that 

violence then becomes a necessity. (Isn't it bad?).

Let us talk about the conventional political 

parties. It is clear that in terms of conventional politics 
the United States of America is concerned with political equal

ity, but is not concerned with economic equality; that is to 

say, opportunity for economic equality. The United States, 

would yo all out to grant opportunity.'forgpolitical equality, 
i 

but it would not do that for economic equality. So th.-.t you 
have a situation where you have at least the opportunity for
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political equality, but you do not have the opportunity for 

economic equality. And 1 think that contradiction is begin

ning to catchup with America, that people are now beginning 
to move beyond Apolitical equality .and' £o begin to become more 

concerned with economic equality.

bow, each time I make a point I would, like to refer 

back to the liberals, especially because 1 think the white 

liberal.movement in the United States today finds itself in 

a sort of limbo, as with most liberalmovements when they are 

forced to make -a decision one way or the other.

I think the tragedy of the liberal movement in this 

respect is that they themselves concentrate on political . 

equality and neglect economicaequality,'or opportunity for 

economic equality. And when they do that they themselves 

allow themselves to be used as a pawn in the game to heighten 

the contradictions.

It is more important for someone to have a .full 

stomach than to have the vote. The vote with an empty 

stomach really doesn't mean anything. I would much rather 

have economic equality than political equality. And I think 

tnis becomes crystal clear, especially after the Gnicago 

con vention where people begin to see clearly that the vote 

really doesn’t mean anything, because if we accept the polls 

for whatever they are the real choice- is of the people within 

those conventions were never realized, and so people had to
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V 'vqte c.y what other people had picked. for them. .

So, I think the new issue today, and the issue which . 

more people are going to move, is. going to be the issue of ■. 

economic equality. The question then for.the liberal movement 
in the' United States is whether or not they can move towards 

creating H,y type of atmosphere that will become conducive 

to .discussing opportunity for economic equality.

1 don’t understand that around the-World many people 

seize the opportunity for economic equality as far more 
i | '

important than opportunity for political equality. And the 

United States recognizes this, kith its propaganda it always 

emphasizes political equality. For example, they will attack 

Cuba and say, ”In Cuba they don’t have the freedom of the press, 

they don’t have freedom of speech, they don’t have political 

freedom”. But they will not deny nor can they deny the. fact 

that in Cuba there is . an equal distribution of land, there is 

an equal .distribution of resources, which is far more important 

after all than freedom of the speech or freedom of the press. 

But what tne United States doos is that in its priority it 

assumes political equality is far more important thaii economic 

equality. And the liberals fall into that trick-bag, because 

they do not even analyze. They assume that political equality 

is -more important than economica equality.

Kow I want to move on more particularly and talk 

about the liberal movement and keep touching on the conventional 

political system with the general outline that we have.



There are several, it seems to me, ■ failures 

of liberal movements in the country, in the liberal movement. 

in the country. But perhaps the major failure of all the . 

liberal movements is that their primary task is to stop con

frontation. The primary task of liberal movements is to stop, 

confrontation. if they see a polarization occurring on the 

right and polarization occurring on the left; if they see 

whites becoming polarized, and they see the blacks becoming 

polarized; if the see the rich becoming polarized and the 

poor becoming polarized, their main job is to stop confronta

tion. Their primary tafek, I remind you, is not the readjust

ment of injustices but rather stopping the confrontation. ■ /' 
They want to be able to stop the confrontation. I think that 

that is failure because in. stopping the confrontation one 

does not necessarily solve the problem, and in many cases 

there is need to be a confrontation so that the problem can 

be resolved. And that is, I think, the greatest tragedy of 

the liberal movement.

Now, following from that comes what 1 think is also 

the second reason why the liberal movement in the United States 

makes mistakes, and that is the liberal movement in the United 

States is afraid to alienate. They do not want to alienate 

anybody. They are afraid to alienate. They want to tell every

body that they can be their friends. They can friends with 

rich people;, they can be friends with poor people; they can 
be friends with black people, they can be friends with white 

people; tney can be friends with people on the left and they



:ban be 'friends with people on the 'right. They are afraid to 
alienate any of these groups-. And this again becomes another., 

seems to me, a failure of the liberal moveiaent because of its 
fear to alienate it can never really solve problems. It can 

never really solve problems.

Let us say, for example, the reason why you find the 

liberal, uh, set the stage for the fascists, or for the con

servative or the right wing take-otfer. GEORGE WALLACE, for 
example,.is not afraid to alienate, because GEORGE WALLACE, 

unlike the liberal, says, he starts off with his basic assump

tion: There have been troubles in this country. And. whatever 

he lists his troubles are, but his basic assumption is that 

there are troubles. Then he said: To readjust the troubles 

or problems we must get rid of the people who caused, those 

problems. Hnd then he finds the people who caused the problems. 

To him the people who caused the problems are the Federal 

Judges, the bureaucrat briefcase toting people, etc., etc. 

But.he seeks out the people who he says are responsible for 

causing the problem. The liberal does the opposite.

The liberal says,. "Yes, there, are problems, but we 
can resolve these problems without blaming anybody". So that 

they do not blame anyone for the problems and they keep assur

ing everybody "these problems just developed", I imagine meta

physically, and so they will be solved metaphysically, rather 

ying that these problems have developed (for) human
error and we must re solves these human error, 
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..punishment- or through correction. But -whatever ' the literal' • 

'never ever seems to grasp the idea that he must point out who 

caused the problem. He cannot just assume it's a happy, merry 

World and just somehow something went wrong but we can •'■.all 

readjust and everybody will live happily ever after. You know, 

the remarks usually are, ’’Well, it's true that black and white 

didn't get along, but why can't we all just sit down now and 

sing i/e Shall Overcome" and enjoy life", and they just dismiss 

the problem. 1 think that one of the reasons for that is 

because the liberals have to seek to maintain the status quo.

Third point:. They have to seek to maintain the status 

quo because the liberals benefit from the status quo. Liberalist 

groups in the United States are economically secure. They are 
an economically secure group, and their economic security de-, 
pends.upon the status quo. .

Poor.white people are economically insecure. They 

are not liberals. They are not liberals. Their positions are 

not liberal, because the economically insecure seeks to change 

the situation as he sees fit. But since the. liberal is already 

economically secure he does not want to threaten his economic 

security. So, what he hopes to do is to reform the system 

while maintaining his economic security, and that is the basic 

failure of the liberal movement in the United States.

Witness, for example, MCCARTHY. The wishy-washiness 

of MCCARTHY led. to his complete failure. His failure to take., 
a stand and to go for power to develop a. third party shows the



couple tee di steal of the liberal movement in the.. United States, 

the white liberal movement in the United. States 4

Unstand how the right wing moves. . GEORGE WALLAGE 

consolidates power. ..He moves to build, a third party. T. e 

liberal does not, because the liberal does not really want 

to change the system, because his economic security depends 

upon that system.. And from that hinges the second reason 

that we mentioned before, that the liberal really cannot 

afford to alienate,.because if he has to alienate he would 

have to alienate the people who are in the system, and since 
the liberal is part of the system he cannot alienate those 

people. So, he must seek to talk some niceties about how 

everything can happen without doing anything, you can

have everything okay. He would say to poor people, ”Yo.u are 
poor”, and he would say to. rich people, "Yow are rich”, 

and then he would say to the poor people,.“You can become 
rich”. But he doesn't say to the rich people in order for 

them to become rich you must become less rich. He assumes 

that poor people can become rich,, and rich people can be 

or become richer. Usually he assures them they can 

become richer. But while he assures them they can become richer 
the gap between rich and poor still remains the same. The 

variable is still there. It is no longer a question of amount. 

That is another failure of the liberal movement in the United 

States. Because if poor people are going to become rich they
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Must either take money from rich people,'.and rich people become 

less rich, or they must find money elsewhere. Are the liberals 

telling, us that there is an inexhaustable sources of resources 

in the World and that we continually keep dragging and getting 

it and we don't.ha-ve to worry about the rich people? Is the 
liberal saying to us that rich people are rich not because 

they 'exploit us but just because the World is. that few are 

rich and many are poor? We do not understand precisely what 

questions liberals are posing, precisely because the liberals 

themselves does not understand, what question he or she. is 

posing.

And 1 think we have to understand very clearly 

the failures of the liberal movement, because it becomes 

clearer since the rise and consolidation of power by the 
right (wing), and since the absolute abysmal failure of Chicago..

Now the last--Well, there are two--next to last, 

is that the liberals themselves do not seek power. Liberals 

never seek power to implement the changes they-work for. 
The liberals are satisfied to exert a certain amount of in

fluence over the society, but they do not really care about 

having the power to implement those changes because the 

changes they seek are really reform changes who', ch do not 

alter.the basic structure of.the society in which they find 
themselves. z-

For example, you had during the civil rights move
ment a liberal coalition made up of labor movements, church



groups, . uh, people on the left.,. religious groups, and students. ’r J
They worked, to • influence . legislature to.pass certain legislation 

concerning race relations in the country. Let’s say they worked 

precisely for the voting right act,' okey? Once the liberal 1 " i
exerted their influence and the influence, was felt (in) the 

country, and the country passed those- legislation, the litorals 

did. not have enough power to implement the legislation or even 

see.that the legislation was implemented, showing again a 

short coming of the liberal movement because they do not seek : 

power. It seems to me that if I were fighting .for something 

'when I get it I wouldn’t turn it loose. I would hold it and 
do with it as I will, ’cause I fought for it. It seems to me 

that if the liberal movement was serious in the United States 

having once grabbed, power they would be able to control what

ever gains they have made. But, because they do not understand 

power, because they are afraid of power, because they do not 

really want to change the basic structure of the system, they . 

are satisfied to’ let the affluence fly around and to ..mouth all 
sorts of humanistic ideals which never change anything.

Finally, the problem with the liberal is

that he does not offer alternatives, he does not offer alter- ' 

natives. And because the liberal does not offer alternatives 

he sets the stage for the conservative right wing or fascist 

takeover which does offer an alternative.. Witness again the 

last campaign. Witness HUMPHREY’s answer to the war in Vietnam. 
Well, we will (solve) the 'war in Vietnam by honorable peace



negotiations, ' whatever that means. But witness GEORGE WALLACE'S 

solution, if you will. It's an alternative, whether or not you 

agree with this. Mr. WALLACE said,'”We will try to solve the 
problems peace negotiations.. il' we do not,, we will (end) the 

war with every kind of power we can get our hands on within 
conventional (system). That is an alternative. You.may not 

agree with this but it is an alternative. And because he pre

sents a (fair) alternative, the people begin to.see clearly 

where there is a choice.

■So,, the basic failure, ah, so many, of the liberal 

movement is that they do not offer clear alternatives to the 

problems that, they find themselve in, and, therefore, they' 

allow, they allow for setting the stage and for the breeding 
of fascism in the society,

I don't know if .I'm coming around clear., I just 

keep hearing echos back and forth. Okey.

Then, finally, the liberal movement, because it 

does not consolidate power, seeks to talk to the oppressed 

rather than the oppressors in terms of resolving the problems. 

For example, the liberals, since they do not amass power, 
are incapable of dealing with WALLACE who is amassing power. 

But they would talk to the oppressed black people who are not 

powerful and try to tell them, ”Do not try to get power'*. 

For example, they would say to the oppressors, ’’Don't get 

excited; don't do this, don't do that'; you're going to cause" 

-.A LaCE to do this or that”. But the oppressed works, from a



different assumption. The oppressed asaunes tnat GEORGE 

WALLACE is going to do what he is going to do anyway. There-'- 

fore, they must-wove to. insure their protection. The li'beral 

tries to convince them that GEORGE WALLACE is not going to do 
('■

what he is going to do. . So., the final solution is that the t / 

oppressed must accept the status quo, ’cause the only way you 

won’t have GEORGE WALLACE is if the oppressed do not push., i 

But if the oppressed.'pushes.for change, then they say to the 
oppressed, ’’You are causing a GEORGE WALLACE”. But, in fact, 

it is the failure of the li'beral movement that forces and 

causes a GEORGE WALLACE.

1 think maybe if we stopped now we could have a lot 
of questions. (Applause).

I bet you thought we were going to talk about white 
.folk . .

I think it would be best if we had questions.

Unintelligible question.... something about”seize

' black power”. CARMICHAEL comments:. 'How you know how he feels. 
^Phe ’question’ is a lengthy one, all unintelligible with the 

exception of the above, few words.) 
CARMICHAEL:

I have some, too. So we can get on it. Or was it 
contingent on the... (not finished).

You can’t pick it up from this 

in reference to a microphone pickup). 
CARMI CHAEL:.' •

Anyone raise a question?
-.12 - - -J

one? (This is apparentl

'fiJOYhfe



®'. ? Unintelligible question.

C.SlRj.sI GHAjIL • ■
Uh, I think that bur first program is to get that 

black power. Once having: gotten the power we will use that 

power to meet the needs and the desires of the masses, of our- 

people. I mean, I don't know if you.expect a planned program. 

Cairit give you the. five-year plan. .

Unintelligible question.

CARMICHAEL:

j Black people. No,when 1 say * our people1 I mean 

black people. Ue are fighting for power for black people. 

Therefore, when I say 'our people 'I mean black people.

Unintelligible question.
CA A.AEL:

You know, if it isn't too inconvenient, .maybe the 

people who want to ask questions could maybe just lineup and. 
use the mike as a favor.

Unintelligible question. (Rather lengthy).

CARMICHAEL also makes a few unintelligible remarks.
CARMICHAEL:

al
Right. 1 didn't want to make any person/questions but.

ratner political. I feel more confortable on the political 

level than the personal level........  . I think, . .... that I,
I think the only thing that you could do to help us....

..... that's why. there is no black power. ..’.There's clearly
no black power, because -black people are oppressed. Tn.en you 

land out w.ao is oppressing black people'. Once having found that



out, ■ jfou move against those people. (Applause).

Unor-telligihle question
CARMICHAEL

You want an answer on' how to move against them?

UNMAN: Yeah.
CARMICHAEL:

Well, you move against them as you see fit. I .would 

move against them.... (CARMICHAEL apparently moves away

from the microphone). ....people move against their own level . . 

.... Some people feel that they will move against those 

structures, not violently; others say they will move.against it with 

the gun. I say you move against it with a gun. If you....

1 beg your pardon. You want to ask a question?

Unintelligible question.
CARMICHAEL:

(He moves away from the microphone and is unintelligible). 

.... black power.... Investigate it and see. ...

1 am not..... nor have I ever thought to oppress you.

The question is irrelevant, because I'm not concerned with white 

people. Um only, concerned with them stop oppressing me, and 
that's where I stop. (Applause). That's a question for write 

people. They continually oppress black people, so that's their 

problem. They are hung up on black people, -Black people are 
not hung up on white people. (Applause).

how to get back to your question, I'm sorry he just....
Unintelligible question.
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f Once I' get in power, 'am I going to oppress white 

people? (Carmichael moves away from the microphone anci^is 

unintelligible.).....' and I’m not afraid to say that. White 
■ . i!' '

people are afraid to say it. White people are....... we can 

.... black power, because it will mess up our life. . And 

so what they say is, "Well, when you take it you’re going to 

fight us", Why .should.!, want to fight you if you’re not . 

bothering me? I’m not going to go to Europe to fight you.

I got no time for Europe. It’s too cold. I like warm climate. 

That’s .the problem of the .white, people♦ Not my problem. No,. 

White people talk about peace. Peace just moans tnat absence of 

conflict. It does not.necessarily mean....

Peace and Freedom Party. Peace (openly) means absence from 
necessarily

conflict. It does not/mean justice. Right?

Unintelligible question.
CARhlt’HAEL:

Black people never do what?

(Carmichael moved away from the microphone and is 
unintelligible). Hope I answered .......

Unintelligible question.

CARI1IUHAHL is unintelligible.
UN MAN :

....... firearms is not the way, because you don’t 
have the power to obtain weapons, you don’t have to train the 

people. You said, ’’Every man that walks around and carries a
flame . equalizer... Don’t 
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shoot, ,U-en you burn you destroy and then people start.....

0AY1ICHAEL: • .
.... Number one, you are not from South Africa, 

and you are the son of a settler ih South Africa who killed 

.'..................... (Applause). You had your chance.
Let's see. if.... You are not from South Africa.

You are the son of a settler who raped and killed...(shouts 

loudly anil is unintelligible)....... ,.

He doesn’t make very much sense to me, because 1 see South 

Africa still standing. 1 see Black people still, oppressed,
side

in/(taei) our own , country We have to have permission

.from the settlers who have hung and raped

both natural and human, and human. And I donot see you resolv

ing the prospect unless you get the gun.

UNMAN:

(Unman speaks of his grandparents and something

about South Africa, not sufficiently clear to be intelligible).

GARYIOHAEL:

In South Africa? (UNMAN: In South Africa).

CATIHI.CHALE:-

You need a pass in South Africa?
UJ.-MAN: Unintelligible .• 

’jAi'Ii'li CH'AEL:

On the contrary. You are a white man. You have the 

choice of being revolutionary. Black man has to (accept ■>} 

to be revolutionary.- The white man



.... they were given equal treatment and they were 

given higher wages than anybody else. My father, pulled my 

iik.ther out of there because .of the treatment they were getting 

oecause.... 
CARMICHAEL: interrupts

That's all well and good. ....... liintelligibleo 

Look at me. .... big deal..... I gotta fight.. Right? ... 

'OHWOx-iAN:
.... I was wondering what you thought of using.... 

article in the National Guardian.,

0ARM1bhAEL:
I dicin' t read it.

•J /J 0 zi Al*. •

Oh, okey. He’s telling us not to be so.. . .

that.FIDEL in Cuba went,.. got the guns near.... They treated 

them.and took care' of the wounds, because they are potential 

revolutionaries, this enemy of theirs, and that we should all. 

look, even.... all the people as potential revolu-
th.e secret of

tlonaries. And we don't know/what made us revolutionaries, 

and we have to look for the things in people, and we have to . 

be very subtle about it,(but)we have to constantly look for 

it. And tlii s ...... .

CARMICHAEL:

I think tnis is very humanistic but- not at all
polltical



Political. Despite political* Let us

say, for example, we've said the same thing .'about-HITLER <>• ' 

See, you may look... I would.-.say that you may look and hope, 

that you can change them, but you must insure that , you are' 

really able to change them in; case you don’t-- 
OKWOMAN : (.cutting in)

Yeah, yeah. With your eyes wide open.

CAlihl CHAjiiL :

Oh, yes. that's.... - 

UlivYMAN : ■ .

Yeah, but all the time I hope.... keep this in mind* 

CARMICHAEL:
I'm keeping it in mind. (laughter)

UNMAN:

Once you achieve this power, black power, and you 

gain it through violence wherever you (noise covered last word), 

do you plan, as one of the leaders of the black power movement, 

to set up a new Africa within this country, or exist within 

the white society as long.as they respect the power you will 
achieve?

CARMICHAEL:

..... .do not know....  but I think that once 

the white people stop oppressing....
U1.MAN:

You'll be able to live within the white.community 
integrated as a body?



■p

UI..UW ; i •

. « Ho, no, no. I’m sure that we want be able.to do that.

I just-want us to have the power to find our destinies as we. 

see fit, and I do not think that 'that necessarily.. I do not 

think necessarily meare running counter to white people. White 

people mean...'. . No, I do not think I want

to integrate into America.' Absolutely not. Because you're 

asking me to integrate into a war in Vietnam. 1 do not want 

that. You are asking me to integrate into a system that 

oppresses sixty percent of the World. I do not want that. 

So, I could not want to integrate with (that system). I 

seek to destroy that system.
uNMAN:

1 got one. other question. Uh, I'm curious, as I've 

read a little bit about ELDRIDGE CLEAVER in the Play Boy, tin 

new Play Boy issuer and he, uh, he brought up the point that 

he doesn't believe the blacks should serve in the military, 

is this strictly because of Vietnam or is there other reasons 

(for tha t) ?

CARMICHAEL:

No, there.are other reasons that I would I would... 

fight. Do not, and I think Mr. CIEAVER.... does not be

lieve in compulsory drafting. First of all it should be

and it .should be his own individual act. He should 
not be forced to (applause).
UidlArJ.:

You stated earlier thett you didn't s&e-what-yeu- 
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j^e-el-athat you had equality in economic - . . Seems to.
'S <e ■ ' .

me. that you do have equality or the. opportunity is not being 

taken advantage of. I wonder if you could tell me why? 

CARMICHAEL:

You're very clever. I could tell you why I agree 

with your assumption, but since I do not, I cannot tell you 

why. I could tell you why if I agreed withyour assumption. 

URMAN:- 

what is my assumption?

CARMICHAEL:

Your assumption is that there is opportunity 

but it is not being taken advantage of... That is your assumption, 

is it not? That's what you stated. I do not agree with that, 
so I can't tell you why. (Laughter) Or I should tell you 

why. 1 do not agree with your assumption, yes. I can tell you 

your assumption is absolutely incorrect. (laughter).

UNi-AN: Unintelligible.

OAiuil tHAEL: 

he have a chance. 

UldlAE : Unintelligible.
CaKMI UHAEL: ■' ;

I was born in Trinidad in the west Indies, after 

having been maliciously across the Western
Hemisphere by the powers of white.... . (Applause). 

My name is CARMICHAEL. The Irish were sent to Trinidad.to 
get me. Everybody has his. chance at the black man.
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I have a paper (citizensnip) from the country. 

UNMAN:- .... You actually want equality or superiority? 

CAHi-ll UHAEL:
I think I stated clearly that we were fighting 

for equality. I think that is what I said. I do not even 

recall saying superiority, but.... I might have said it

and not recognized it, (Laughter).

UNMAN:
a few things

Now, I heard you ssy quite/about our . system.. . 

various systems, our two party system and our so-called third 

party... how come or why you have not yet set down

... an alternative for t is..... society we live in?

CARMICHAEL: ■’

Well, I have.... (unintelligible ).. . (laughter} o

That's what I'm working on. (Applause).

UNMAN:

.... how do you explain.... JULIAN BOND 
is. He’s a very good man. He seems to be...
CARwICHAEL: (cutting)in/)

He’s very intelligent, . quite articulate. Could you. tell. 
'UNMAN:

.... Well, JULIAN BOND... But he has created a

very favorable impression on people of this country, of your ' 
people.. He's very brilliant and astute man. 
CARMICHAEL: ' ' ;

What are his successes? TWWFlQEUXlM—’—’
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■JWllANl Unintelligible. . 
CARMICHAEL: ...'.. '

What are'his.successes? You still hav en’ t‘mentioned.. .

All you said is that JULIAN BOND has created an atmosphere 

where white people now begin to think favorably of black, people.

You shouldn’t stereotype. Not all of us are 'JULIAN BONDs.'

■uNMAN: '

Well,. JULIAN BOND has made more progress in creating 

favorable impressions of black men.

CARMICHAEL:

Okey, let’s say that he has created that favorable 

impression. What successes have come about from it?

UNMAN:

I'hat’s a success in itself...

CARMICHAEL:.
Okey, then I think we’d better (go) a little more. 

Beyond that, it seems that Mr. JULIAN BOND is a .very impressive 

.... We worked together for several years and created a success 

by creating an atmosphere which allows white people to look 

favorably on black people. Is that correct?

I do not think that that is success. I think that 

JuLXAN BOND, .accord, ng to your interpretation, is saying 

that as long as white people pat me on the head and say you 

are good, and they look on you with favorable condition, and ; 

teat's ... I do not need white people to look on me favor- 
they look on me.

ably. I don’t give a damn hov/ (tfeey^-ifX>g6w»^«e-) . (Applause).
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- *■ ■ •''oyTO ~ ..
Wx?i te'people ai*e not my God.. i/hite- people are not my judges; 

they are incapable of judging me. So, I do not them to pass 

any judgement .... I don’t care what they think-of

me. That's.... The only.people....  in

this country who can judge me are black people., and they will 

decide-whether, or not what I am. doing is really progress.
UNMAN:

You stated earlier, I think this is what you stated, 

that you believed in, it's. your duty to get every black man 

out of jail, put the(government)in jail, and then, finally, 

to get every white man out of jail. Right?
CARRTOHAELi • • .

..... Black Panther Party (ten) point

program... we want all black people....

political institutions turned free, because they are kept 

there... according to the United States Constitution 
.... because they did hot have(trials) by their peers.

UNMAN:
Yes. Uh, are you a Communist? ...... . support

Communist, platform? (Laughter)

CARMICHAEL:
your

I would like to answer that question, but before I .

do, I will have to ask you.... define for me what a Communist 

is.

UNMAN: '
1 asked, if you are a member of the Communist Party. . .



.J.
.... ■ Are-you a member of the Communist Party? 
CARMICHAEL: (Unintelligible).'

UNMAN:

W 11, I can’t tell you the complete ..... of
the Communist -arty platform, but I could tell you that..... 

..CATYl-CHAEL:
The young man said he does not know.. he does not 

know... platform of the Communi st Party. .. not all of them., 

but he knows one, he names one. He may know more. .We’ll get 

to that later. Right? He knows that the Communists are for 

violent overthrow of the Imperialist countries, and he wants 

to know if I am for the violent overthrew of Imperialist 
countries. Now, before I answer the question I want to make 

something clear. If my answer is yes, it does not mean that 

I am a Communist. That should be clear. Now, I am for the 

overthrow of Imperialist countries violently. Now, Let me 

ask you . a question. You-know the Russians, by invading 
Czechoslovakia 
9-zr»ebeslftvi’&,have taken on a position of Imperialism. Do 
you agree?

UNPAN:

Yes sir. Absolutely.
CARMICHAEL:

Yes sir. Are you for the overthrow, then... 
Czechoslovakia?
UNMAN:

No, I.... (Laughter). ......
CARMICHAEL: ' : ''



CARMICHAEL:

'« ^Number one, you’ll agree that the intervention of 

Russia into Czechoilovakia--that’s an act of Imperialism, 

.... act of Imperialism, is it not?
UNMAN:

Unless.its a complete act of dictatorship... I meany 
it shows that Russia can’t even stand a little bit of freedom. 
CARMICHAEL:

Right, that’s, that’s an act of Imperialism. An 

act of Imperialism (is) once occupied... is it not?

UNMAN:

Not necessarily.
CARMICHAEL:-

define imperialism.
(UNMAN from xk another part of the audience yells out: . 

Answer the question ).
C 'RM I CEA EL:

I have to get definitions before I answer it. Would 
you like to define Imperialism? I do not answer labels, I 

answer reasons. Now would you define imperialism, and I will 
answer very clearly. What is an imperialist nation?
UNMAN:

Are you a Communist? Are you a Communist?
CA MICHAEL:

You have to define for me. Are you a shabagabow (ph)? 
UNMAN:

I don’t know it.
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CARMldHAEL: , '' '
Veil, I don’ t know what Communism is. (Laughter).

Now then the young... (interrupted by UNMAN) • 

UNMAN:
We can assume that you’re a Communist, by not answer

ing. our question.

CABHCHAEL:
You can assume that I am a Communist by my not 

answering your question. That only shows me how ignorant 
you are. (Laughter and applause). Because, by constitutional 

rights, I can refuse to answer your question and stand on my 

constitutional rights. The first and the fifth. So, then if 

you assume that I’m a Communist, you assume that anyone who 

opposes the constitution is a Communist.

UNMAN:

Okey, so I’ll support the constitution...

(Do) the constitution by using violent means to
overthrow our government?
CAH-ICFAEL:

We’re not getting there yet. We are fighting out 

imperialism. Young men... Would you define...

for me what an Imperialist country is?
DOLAN:

I would think that rape of Czechoslovakia, for one 

tiring, and the divergence of national resources from. Warsaw 
Pack members to Soviet Russia were not given even the slightest 

chance for the Eastern European countries to engage in free
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traddi with other nations as they saw(chose) would be an act 
■£. ""'

of i*rne rial ism. ;

CARMICHAEL: \
Qkey, then, do you agree that the Russian intervention 

in Czechoslovakia is an act of Imperialism? . y

UNMAN:. ■

.Yes.,

CARMICHAEL:

Theni, are you for the violent overthrow of the 

Russian troops in Czechoslovakia? Let the man answer. 
Are you for the violent overthrow of the imperialist forces, 

in South Vietnam?
UNMAN': No.

CARMICHAEL:

Oh, then you’re not against imperialism.
UNMAN': No. (Laughter)

CARMICHAEL:

.He’s honest. He’s honest...

UNMAN: Unintelligible.

CARMICHAEL:

Oh, no. Answer the question. Are you for the 

violent overthrow of the Russian troops who are now in 

Czechoslovakia, which is a first act of imperialism, by 

your definition. Are you for the violent overthrow of 
those troops?
UNMAN : . . ' ; Z .

At this point, because of a ..,. I would say
- 27 -
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? no, but' I tell you xhis much, there gonna be -a^T... .

/*> L

CASMTO^AEL: (Interrupts).

You don't have to do it. I know you're the police

man of the World, but would you be for it if somebody else 

did it? If the Czechoslovakia people did it, would you be 

for it?
UNMAN:

(If )
(The) Czechoslovakia people did it, I think that

would be fine.
CAPMICBAEL:

Then you are for the violent overthrow of imperialist 
(Communist)

countries? Watch out,Bmrx you might be a(commie now). (Laughter). 

Next point. You'd better come on and give him some 

help. Come on, help him. 

Point number two of the Communist platform. Now, 

so far, you agree with the first platform of the Communist 

Party. Point number two, let's go on.

UNMAN: ......... 1 also ........ North Vietnam’s aggression

against the South is naturally imperialist. If they want to 
trade with (national) resources they can do so,

but they don't have to do it by (war). Just like any other 

country can trade with any other country as they please. 
CARMICHAEL:

I agree with that. That's why the United States 
shouldn't be there. (Laughter) What's the next question? 

.... What's point two of the Communist Platform?. 
UNMAN: <

Unintelligible. ..... ...yes or no, are you a



m^mber of the Communi st Tarty? (Laughter) 

CABMICHAEL:

I refuse to answer the question on the grounds ■ “ , 
it may tend to incriminate me. (Loud laughter and, applause) 

Are you a member of the Chabazzkaboo Party? (ph).

UNMAN:- Unintelligible. :
CARMICHAEL:• ■'

Communist Party. I’ll tell you a secret. You would 

be happy and you’d be lucky if black people were members of 

the Communist Party, because the Communist Party in the United 

States follows the Moscow, line which pushes peaceful co-exist

ance. Black people are pushing armed struggle. You should 

hope they run to the Communist Party. That’s too deep. . You 
don’t even understand that... (laughter and applause). 

Your trouble is the trouble of all Americans. You allow 

your government to define for you your enemy by calling him 

a Communist, and then all they have to do is ’oink’ and say 

he's a communist and you’re ready to kill. If they told you 

your father was a communist you’d shot her.. That’s how stupid 

you are. (Applause). Stupid. You ought to know. You ought 

to know for yourself whom your enemies are so you.will know 

who to fight, and don’t throw labels around. Throwing labels 

around shows ones incapacity to deal with an intellectual 
position. (Applause).

UNMAN: Unintelligible. , z
CA-.T . CBAEL: '

dont
I caritdefine Communism, so J/know whether or not



8- &m. or I am not one. You do not know any of the .positions-
j' if, -fc ■

of the Communist Party, but you are willing to fight against

Communism. It might be good for you, really.
UNMH:

I fight against Communism, because of my political

freedom

caprice a.el

You don’t know what your political freedom is.

how’s that? „

UNMAN: ... I do, yes sir.
CARMICHAEL! You do.

ANOThkR UNMAN:

Mr. CARMICHAEL, will you criticize an opinion of mine 

forme, please. Uh, (it refers) to the so-called localized or 

circumscribed black state.... and wonder if it is likely
that the minute tins is created XZ might not every highway 

patrolman in the continental United States ring around this 
area and attempt to wipe it out?

CARMICHAEL:

I think (that) would be a mistake. I think that

tactically speaking it’s best to be where we are, because 

the United States power does, not result in man to man power, 
it results in superior fire power, the dropping of bombs, 

and if we went to one state they could just drop bombs. But, 

if we lived right in the heart of their cities they couldn’t 
drop bombs, because they would destroy their cities. (Applause).
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1 have to agree, with this; however,; I think that 
white people must define (unintelligible few words) and 

move, against that oppression. I. think.. What's the name. .. 

of that (dame) that started womens rights...
(CObV/iRSATI Qi! between TINMAN and CARMICHAEL unintell- ■ 

igible). ■ :

''.UMIAK : :

Let me, uh... Do you see any place for'members 

o.r the liberals? 

CARMICHAEL: (Unintelligible). '
OMMAN': ' ' ■ .

I’d like to ask you.. (unintelligible). . ?. .,■■

CARMICHAEL:

I’m not a (unintelligible word).

UNMAN continues his- question:

.... Are you for the democratic government! throughout ( 

the United Spates today? 

CARMICHAEL: •- H

Yells: Hell no. (Applause). I want you to define 

for me that democratic government,... (unintelligible). 

■UNMAR : ■ . ''

If you don't believe in the government we have today 1 
(use ) 

how can you stand up there and(abuse)the system (unintelligible1 

few words) use our government, you said yourself. (Applause). 

I don't think that that., (unintelligible).



(s>A iiMI C; HAIL:

nrgrty 
ibUmfi

Well, obviously,. that's because I’m doing it-* (Applause)*

I don't understand, your question. I don't understand your 

question* I do not believe in the government. .Dp you belie ye 

in free speech? Do you believe in free speech?
UNMAQ : (Makes few unintelligible remarks about free speech). 

CARMICHAEL: . . . ■
No, your government doesn't have a monopoly on free

(unintelligible).

CARMICHAEL
Yes, it's your government

UNMAN:’ (says something unintelligible about it being 

"your government").

CARMICHAEL: (unintelligible).

Let me ask you a question. In order to be a citizen

of the United States one must enjoy all the rights' and privil

eges of the (unintelligible word) country. Eor example, you 

(unintelligible), uh, this principle that says,, uh, all of ■ 

the parts, the sum parts of the... all of the parts equal the 

whole, right? In order to have the whole you must have the 

sum total of the parts, Is that the correct wording? The 

sum total of the parts equal the whole. Jf you do not have, 

the 'sum total, of the parts, do you have a functional whole? 

W-h-d-l-e (spelled). (Laughter). The sum total of the 

■parts equal the whole. f'or .example, . you. have an automobile. ■'■ ' 

1 n order to have an automobile you must have wheels, you-must



a steering 'wheel, you must have brakes. AH of. those 
things s-equal an automobile. Now if you have Ian automobile’- 

without a steering wheel you do not have a functional auto

mobile. That correct? Can you call it an automobile? ■ 

UNION:

You can call it a part of one. 
CARMICHAEL: ' '

You can call it part of one. That’s what you call, 
me. (laughter).

UNMAN:

Okey, I want to ask you, then, if you didn't like 
our government, if you didn't like the way it was run, why 

did you want to become a so-called paper citizen? 

CARMICHAEL:

Because when I became a paper citizen 'I believed 
the (rise or rights) of the country.

UNMAN:

Throw away your paper.

CARMICHAEL:

No, no, no, (unintelligible) throw away the paper, 

but throw away the government, (laughter and applause), 
(more, comments unintelligible ).

UNMAN:

Hr. CARMICHAEL, I'd like to say first of all that 
1 respect you fur your views and I cannot (unintelligible) 

your argument you(identified) for your people and what-you 

stand for. But, as a white man and as a citizen of the'1 United.



s', I'd like to just make a two part .statement and. then

have you comment on it. First of all, the only reason you,, 

given me for your use of violence is condemn the United .
just 
nave 

States as animals, for being in Vietnam and saying, ’’Look, 

they're using violence, so 1 can use violence”. What I’m asking., 

you rigat now is does that justify you using violence? y 

.... (unintelligible). As I see it, it is a 

heck of a lot easier for you to stand up to people and to tell 

your own people to go get a gun and to stand up to a write man 

with a. gun and hold, the white gun in his face, not as Dr. MARTIN 

LUTHkR KING would do, so.I have ...(unintelligible). He took' 

his time about things--!t was going to take time. ;(Some male 
./ ;

'member of the audience .comments: And he got (unintelligible), 

.UNMAN' continues: I know he did. Alright.’ He took his
time and he's dead. I'm not saying he's not de^td. I agree with 

you on that. (laughter). 

CARMICHAEL: ■

Very liberal of you. ('laughter}., 

HtMAl continues:

Dr. KlbG is dead, but he is dead because he stood', 
for something that he believed in. And he's not dead because, 

he did not respect mac . He's dead because he respected every 
single man alive. And I would just like to ask, if 1 can get. my
th oughts back again, is that the only thing that I see as an 

•alternative that you offer is a state that exists like the 
United States and-Russia- are in right now, that the black man 

gets hiig power, 'the only "alternative for the white society is



z X . • ______
'• rp”’’ -A—". -* ■

A ■ ■ • A

3) k . -

*xW either .lock out.- the black community (at) all, or it is .

(unintelligible ) submit to them and. to let them be superior.
■■ is

And, so what I would like- to ask you now /that this not the 

black power that you talked about in your first book, I think. 
It is not a black power...( outside interference)...

: ■ Ei’iD.
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FROM SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)
aSTOKELY CARMICHAEL RM

Re WO airtel dated 12/20/68, requesting that Atlanta identify CARMICHAEL’S hasty departure from a scheduled speech in Atlanta, Ga., such departure possibly being attributed to unidentified Negro males who were armed and panned to shoot CARMICHAEL.
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Reference is made to Atlanta airtel dated 12/13/68, enclosing a copy of a LHM reflecting results of CARMICHAEL’S appearances in Atlanta on 12/11/68. This memorandum, on Page 7> contains information attributed to I I relative to CARMICHAEL’S appearance on the campus of Morehouse College at approximately 7s15 to 7:30 p.m. on 12/11/68. It is believed this particular reference to CARMICHAEL’S appearance in Atlanta is the one referred to in re WFO airtel.
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Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM: SAC, COLUMBIA (100-179) Z)STOKELY CARMICHAELRM- BPP;SNCCOO: WFO

(RUC)

Re Columbia teletype ^airmail copies to New York and

b6
b7C

to Director and Atlanta wi WFO dated 12-11-68. /- - - -
Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies ox" dated and captioned as above; two copies are enclosed and one copy each for New York and Atlanta.

a LH5 for V

to tile
and/"2z

Copies of the LHM are also being designated Columbia, South Carolina, ; and NISO, Charleston, South / 4Z ' z
Secret Service and 111th MIG, to OSI, Langley AFB, Virginia Carolina.

Referenced teletype inadvertently did not indicate that WTO and New York received airmail copies; however, those offices did receive copies of referenced teletype.
The confident Wrces in the LHM are identified 

as follows: REC-64 /oo - w
]confidential source is I

b2 
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South Carolina.
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CO 100-179

b2 
bo 
b7C 
'b7D

■; ■: ■; The confidential source isidentity is' known to the Bureau.-
conf identlai source is| _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  South.; Carolina SO.

' The| confidential source Iswhose ident ity- is. known to- the. Bureau .
The identities of those individuals who were furnished pertinent information contained in enclosed LHM are as follows: '

The

*3gT

whose

(PROB)

1; .
111th MIG, .Columbia, South Carolina

2. B . S .. S e c rets er vicey Columbia^, South Car01 ina
:b6
b7C 3 South Carolina Law: Enfor cement Divis ion ■Columbia, South Carolina.

4 Columbia; -.South Carolina .PD

Or angebur g PD x
6.

'b2
b7D

■ b2 :

. b2 ■ ■ 
b7D"'

b Denmark.SouthCarolina PD .... b':
| | (PROB) as well as the other 7:sources identified above all advised that STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S. visit to South Carolina was not given any publicity prior , fo b . his arrival in, the state. . ’;.;b - bb ' ,b

-,'i ' No additional investigation is being cqnducted<with bregards to this matter since there is no indication that the '-subject plans to return to South Carolina in the immediate • ,; :future'; . Should other sources in; the Columbia Division furnish additional pertinent information, thbt information will be Az submitted- to the'Bureau nnl: other pertinent offices promptly.*;-
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Characterizations of the Black Panther Party (BPP), the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), and the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) are included as an appendix to this communication since these organizations are mentioned herein.
on December 10, 1968 title Prime MinisterA confidential source advised that Stokely Carmichael who carries the of the BPP arrived on the campus of South Carolina State College (SCSC), Orangeburg, South Carolina at 12:50 p.m., December 10, 1968 and spoke before approximately 500 members of the student body of SCSC. This speech was given in the student chapel in the building known as Whitehall on SCSC ' campus and lasted from 1:30 p.m. until 2:40 p.m.
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SC ip a 1967 white Oldsmobile number[ 1 He wasCarmichael arrived at bearing Washington, D. C, licen jaccompanied by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I | both associates of Carmichael, and als^b by I _I wno was introduced by Carmichae‘1 as a member of the BPP J
Carmichael’s appearance at SCSC was sponsored by the Black Awareness Coordinating Committee (BACC) , anc( Carmichael#was introduced ta/the student body by members of BACC, ‘- - - - - - - - H- - - - - - - - - - - -  BACC was recognized as a student campus organization of SCSC on October 9, 1967. Its purpose is the development of black conscious- ness on the campus and a direct and indirect relationship of brotherhood between the school and the community.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outsideyour agency.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

This source further stated that immediately after Carmichael completed his speech, he left SCSC in the above described Oldsmobile en route to Columbia, South Carolina.
A| [confidential source advised on December 10,1968 that Carmichael arrived on the campus of Benedict College, Columbia, South Carolina, at 3:40 p.m. accompanied by the sameindividuals who were with him and described above at SCSC. The same source jfe/ated that in addition to those people, I of SNCC was present withCarmichael at fl&nedict College. He was not present, according to this source, at SCSC.

b2 
bo 
b7C 
b7D

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Carmichael was introduced at Benedict by _ _ _ _ _ _I I a new department at Benedictdealing with African culture and the Afro-American heritage. Carmichael then introduced his group to the audience and identified them as I ~|lall of whom have been described above.
b6 '
b7c Carmichael spoke to a crowd of approximately 1,200b7D on the Benedict College campus which campus adjoins AllenUniversity, and his speech was from 4:15 p.m. to 5:20 p.m.This source further advised that immediately after Carmichael spoke he left the Benedict campus in the above Oldsmobile and allegedly was to go to Denmark. South Carolina, the home of and also the location of VoorheesCollege.
b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

A |_ _ _ _ | confidential source advised on December 10,1968 that Carmichael appeared at Voorhees College and spoketo a crowd estimated at 400 or 500 people between 9:30 p.m.and 10:30 p.m. Thereafter, Carmichael left Voorhees College to visit |~ | at the home of | | inDenmark, south Carolina.

b6 Denmark, South Carolina, advised on December 11, 1968 that b7c at approximately 12:30 a.m., December 11, 1968, Carmichaelb7D left Denmark, South Carolina in the above described Oldsmobileand was allegedly going to Atlanta, Georgia via Augusta, Georgia. "
2



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b2
b7D

b2
b7D

A_ _ _ _ _ _ [confidential source advised on December10, 1968 that he had received information that Carmichael would speak at Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia on December 11, 1968, and his visit was sponsored jointly by a militant Negro group known as the Black Student Alliance at that college and also by a white group known as the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) .
All sources mentioned above in this communication advised that Carmichael told his audience at the above .schools that he was definitely in favor of revolutionary violence.. He encouraged all Negroes to obtain guns and that in retaliation for the three Negro students killed at Qr,angeburg, South Carolina in February 1968, the people should kill white policemen. He stated that they should kill these policemen during the nighttime. Carmichael also encouraged the black man to unite and stated that the young Negro male should avoid the draft in the United States because he should stay in the United States and fight his real enemy in this country and not go to Vietnam and fight the white man's enemy. Carmichael also encouraged his audience to form local BPP groups.
The [confidential source, mentioned previously,stated that he attended the speech of Carmichael at SCSC and at Benedict College. He advised that the speech was practically identical at both schools. This source stated that the main theme of Carmichael's talk was that the black man had to become violent if he was to achieve equality in this country. This source further stated that the crowds at both of these schools received Carmichael's comments enthusiastically and applauded Carmichael frequently.
The above source advised there were no incidents and no arrests made by local law enforcement officers.
Pertinent portions of the above information was furnished to the 111th Military Intelligence Group, Columbia, South Carolina; United States Secret Service, Columbia, South Carolina; and the local authorities in Columbia, Denmark and Orangeburg, South Carolina on December 10 and December 11, 1968.

3



1 APPENDIX

b6
b7C

STUDENT. NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE
The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee-• (SNCC) , 

headquartered at 360=362 Nelson Street, S.W., Atlanta, Georgia, 
is a nonmembership organization.; which was born out of the 
sit°*in movement that erupted across the South beginning in 
1960.

Today SNCC identifies itself as an organization in 
the revolutionary vanguard. It advocates that to be successful 
it is necessary to develop a revolutionary ideology and ' 
revolutionary program.

-According to SNCC the year 1967 marked a historic 
milestone' in the struggle for the liberation of black people 
in the United States and the year that revolutionaries 
throughout the world began to understand more fully the impact 
of the black movement. SNCC declared that Mliberation will 
come only when there is final destruction of this mad octopus— 
the capitalistic system of the United States with all its. 
life»sucking tentacles of exploitation and racism that choke 
the people, of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. ' The realities 
of black life, together with the-recognition instilled' in SNCC 
workers forced its members to further popularize the' legitimacy' 
of self-defense and rebellions when oppression became too great.”

From May, 1966, until ifey, 1967, Stokely. Carmichael 
was National Chairman of SNCC. As of July, 1968,’ Carmichael 
resided in Washington, D.C., where he was affiliated...with 
SNCC and active as temporary chairman of a black coalition_____group. In' May. 1967. Carmichael was reolacedl

In June, 1968, at the Staff and Central Committee 
meeting of SNCC held in Atlanta, Georgia, it was decided to 
restructure the organization by equalization of responsibility 
by creating .ten deputy or vice chairmanships. The primary 
purpose for this change is to take law■enforcement pressure off 
any single individual.



APPENDIX
STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as it is known today, came into being at a founding convention held at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is an association of young people on the left and has a current program of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for youth to develop a conscientious objector status, denouncing United States intervention in' the war in Vietnam, and to ’’radically transform” the university community, and provide for its complete control by students. Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, when interviewed by a representative of the United Press International in- San Francisco, California, on May 14, 1965, described the SDS as a part of the ’’responsible left" which the Party has "going for us”. At the June, 1965, SDS National Convention, an anticommunist proviso was removed from the SDS constitution. In the October- 7, 1966, issue of "New Left Notes," the official publication of SDS, an SDS spokesman stated that there are some communists in SDS and they are welcome. The national headquarters of this organisation as of July 24, 1968, was located in Room 206, 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.



1 APPENDIX ' •
BLACK PANTHER PARTY

According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in Oakland, California, to organize black people so they can take control of the life, politics. and the destiny of the black community. It b6was organized by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |Huey P. b7cNewton, BPP Minister of Defense. Newton is presently serving a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction of manslaughter in connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer.
The official newspaper, ’’The Black Panther,’’ which further describes itself as the "Black Community News Service," Jstates that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the black people Residents of the black community are urged to arm Ithemselves against the police who are consistently referred to in the publication as "pigs" who should be killed.
"The Black Panther" issue of September 7. 1968, contains b7c I 

an editorial by BPP _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _which ends with the following;
"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America, revolt everywhere’ Arm yourselves. The only culture worth keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. Dynamite*. Black Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere."
Included in the introduction to an article appearing in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the statement,"...we will not dissent from American Government. We will overthrow it."
Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain quotations from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the People’s Republic of China and feature MAO’s statement that "political power grows out of the barrel of. a gun."
The national headquarters of the BPP is located at 3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches have been established at various locations throughout the United States. j

APPENDIX . ' |



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONColumbia, South Carolina December 12, 1968

Title
Character
Reference

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Columbia memorandum dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable information in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is Loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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DATE 08-28-2006 EY^^24/AUC/EAU/CPE/b

Domestic Intelligence Division

INFORMATIVE NOTE

_ 12/28/68
Information in the attached ind cates black extremist Stokely CarmichaellI willdepart John F. Kennedy Airport, New York City, 7:45 p.m. this date destined for Stockholm, Sweden. b They hold an open return ticket, b
According to information previously received,! ~~|mStockholm commencing January 1, 1969
The above is being furnished to the Dpnartmpnt State andl
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TO DIRECTOR AND WASHINGTON FIELD (PLAINTEXT)

9N FIELD VIA WASHINGTON
ION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW/YORK 100-155751 IP

STOKELY CARMICHAEL? RACIAL MATTERS.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 08-28-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BATjJ/CPB/bls

b6

Mr. Tolwnf-. 
,Mr. DeLojkn. 
Mr. Mohr__ .
Mr. Bishop— 
Mr. Casper_
Mr. Callahan. 
Mr. Conrad- 
Mr.
Mr. —
Mi/RdSnX!!

Mr. *Tavel.
Mr. Trotter.
Tele. Room.
Miss Holmes.
Miss Gandy-

CONFIDENTIAL SOURCE, WHO HAS FURNISHED RELIABLE INFORMATION 
IN THE PAST, ADVISED THIS DATE THAT SUBJECT| ~|

| WILL DEPART SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES SYSTEM ££4^
FLIGHT NUMBER NINE ONE TWO - V FROM JFK AIRPORT, NYC,

C
b6
b7C
b7D

SEVEN FORTY FIVE PM, TWELVE TWENTY EIGHT, SIXTY EIGHT SCHEDULES^TO

b6WILL THEN DEPART b7c

ARRIVE IN COPENHAGEN NINE FIFTEEN AM TWELVE TWENTY NINE
SIXTY EIG^jJ. ^SUBJECT
SAS FLIGHlOlUMBER.FOUR ZERO TWO FROM COPENHAGEN TEN AM TWELVE^
TWENTY NINE,SIXTY'EIGHT SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE IN STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN £ELEVEN TWENTY FIVE AM TWENTY NINtSIXTY EIGHT.
SOURCE ADIVSED THAT AIRLINE TICKETS FOR SUBJECT |~ |IS
AN OPEN RETURN TICKET.
ADMINISTRATIVE $0* ^4^

REWFOTEL TO HEW YORK TWELVE TWENTY SEVEN SIXTY EIGHT. ’
SOURCE MENTIONED IN TEL IS SAS ~b7c AJ

n <==—3 . b7DAIRLINER-RESERVATIONS, JFK AIRPORT, NYC. NYO AGENTS WILL — 
COVER SUBJECTS DEPARTURE.

;- - - -  MR. TRAiNORLRC R RELAY FBI WASH DC ROOM 836 »
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JIY1OO~161993

On 22/7/68, | who has furnished reliablethe past telephonically advised an informal meeting was:!d&&ld in Queens,’ NYC, on 12/6/68, between aff ilia tegs nf fee "Black Nationalist Movement and several .jwhii® jpjB^asB5KH233Stl“^&s of SDS.
 • thia amiw.A. F _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (described as aformer BPP officials, from Los Angeles, California, initially met mi th several, members of SDS at the NYC office of SNCC, 100 5th Avenue, NYC.. Source related this meeting was inlbiatea by the SDS representatives, who had calledat NYC. SNCC, suggesting they would like to meet with some affiliates of SNCC to illustrate what contribution they ins "-inducing 'tp'fe-e “revolution,”

b2
b7D

b6 
b7C 
b7D

stated the meeting moved to an unre- =^allea,' "loca-ticn-ds Queens, NYC, and during same, the SDS. J?epresentatives .enumerated the various student/campus the academic community of the country"';jarra.''':'C^^5.5i;’ed their organization with this contribu- ■idon^fe '"revolution.”
-During the course of this meeting! I madecritical remarks of the Black Panther, and ELDRIDGE CLEAVER in particular, as he had done in past public statements, b7Eand he was also "highly critical of the way the Black Panthers conducted their operation in both NY and NJ. These remaks ;..'3>romp®Bd"aa general discussion of the difficulty the Panthers ^■Tweresearing•’widSi“153" authorities.

cT^SNCC Going Underground”. was originally in troduced 2 y=ears ago by a former SNCCofficial and whenever a particular Black Militant group beencounters ...jKfflculty with the police, this topic presents b7citself. At the "time the Revolutionary Action Movement encountered difficulty- with the New York City Police, the idea of SNCC going underground was evidently discussed but never carried n't.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



NY 100-161993

This source related the officials of SNCC do not have the fortitude to function in an "undergrouni’ capacity, and presently their critical financial situation does not even permit them to oprate openly, much less "underground. In addition, source related the friction that exists between SNCC and the Panthers would prevent any mutual underground operation, should it be financially possible.
With respect to STOKELY CARMICHAEL attending a conference in NYC, the weekend of 12/7-9/68, source related CARMICHAEL spoke at a rally of sorts in the Newark, NJ area, which was regarded among the local NYC militants as just anther CARMICHAEL speech, wherein he would advocate a particular cowse of action, and then "flee" if anyone followed his suggestions. Source stated CARMICHAEL is regarded among leading militants as an egotistical revolutionary, who believes in nothing he’s preached.

aNegro female, named
b6 
b7C 
b7D

was accompanied to this meeting by |who is employed at the J NYC, and who resides at|IN¥C. According to this source,of STOKELY CARMICHAEL and asresult of| | Source stated| jat the time she was associating with gKRmICHAEL .deliberately planned I I
I Reportedly, CARMICHAEL and his family have acknowledged

b6 
b7C 
b7D

Source further reiterated this meeting with SDS representatives was not to formulate any type of future plan of action but merely one in which the SDS representative wanted an opportunity to blow their "revolutionary horn" to SNCC officials. This is illustrated by the fact I|no longer function within SNCC and| |hasbeen dismissed by the Panthers.



NY 100-161993

This source further stated it is the general opinion among the ’’militants” that CLEAVER has fled to Cuba, although no one has ban able to offer concrete information to support this theory. It is based soley on fact Negro militants as a whole have enjoyed a friendly relationship with the Cuban Government, and have traveled to that country in the past as quests of the Cuban Government. • *
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I

Transmit the following in______________________________ .________________________________
(Type in plain text or code) I

„ AIRTEL I
Via _________________________    ।

(Priority or Method of Mailing) ।
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- J_______

/"-/TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
\WFR0M: LEGAT, LONDON (105-2989) (P)

(2. <9VJSTOKELY CARMICHAELRACIAL MATTERS

ReBucab 12/30/68.

publicity and subject was asked if he was going to stay for the month I To this subjectreplied he probably would.
This matter will be followed and the Bureaufurther advised.
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO~446O8O)
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SUBJECT:

SAC, BOSTON (157-437) (P)
b6
b7CS TOKEL'MARMICHAEL 

RM - SNCC: BPP

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of an LHM 
which sets forth a transcription of a tape recording of a speech 
given by CARMICHAEL at Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts,. 
on 11/15/68. Two copies of the LHM are enclosed for the WFO. /

b6
b7C / available

The confidential source who made the tape recording^

.d vised that he experienced difficulty obtaining a 
recording through the University Public 

tape recording of the
copy of the tape

/Relations Department, which had made a
Aj/speech but which delayed a long period of time prior to obtaining 

copies of this tape recording.
The LHM is classified "CON^SSS’IAL" since the

- information furnished was from a source who has requested his 
' identity be protected, and his identification could

-/ his position and future activity. ,z, , />

(’)"p Copies of the
?'jp locally to OSI, Westove 
0*5 all Boston. >■ • ■

ed LHM have, been made 
108 th MI Group, NISO,

jeopard izeJ

2-1YS'
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and USA,
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■ cr 3<Bureau (100-446080) (Encsl 11

2-WO (Encs. 2) (RM)
2-Boston (157-^37)

RWKimac b6
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549AN21 1969
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OTED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 5TIC1

FEREBAL BUlIEAU OF. IMVESTIGATIOH
Boston, Massachusetts 

December 31, 1968

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324/AUC/BAH/CPB./bls 
011 08-28-2006

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

. A confidential source of the Boston Office made available 
a copy of a, tape recording of Stokely Carmichael’s speech given 
on November Ip, 1968, at Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts.

T?ie original recording was not available.

Due to the quality 
are unintelligible and these 
so Indicated.

of the tape, portions of the speech 
sections of the transcription are

The tape recording was transcribed as follows:



STOKELY.CARMICHAEL

Unidentified 'Male: Brother STOKELEY CARMIC

The Field Marshal of the .Boston Black . Panthers, will 
'sneak .very shortly before brother STOKELEY will speak.CHS^u^BLETT. 1 r!v t

CHICO: Thank-you.' I'm not going to"speak. I'm Just
aoing to introduce a couple of peonle that I work with,.

If across tfre country. The San Francisco Field Marshal - .. DONAIj^eOX. From Detroit, Iti..eld„.-Marshal/GEORG^ju^MS, -
and .the Black Panther..Part.y.’s Minister of Information, 
for the Boston area - Mr. T. We just want/*>A
to say that we're sorry the newsmen had to go through"" 
such an experience, but that’s tough (or Tufts). Thank
you.

STOKELEY CARMICHAEL!

STOKELEY: Good evening. What we wanted to do tonight was to 
just give a short little talk and leave most of the time 
open for questions. We wanted to do was to outline some 
of the areas that help us to form our ideology, dealing, 
only with and primarily with the white community, simply 
because I do not think it is necessary for black people 
to waste time talking about their struggles in front of 
white people. - So that maybe we could open, some analyses 
and examine the white community politically since the 
white community is always examining the black community, 
not only politically, but'economically, socially, and 
every other way out. But since we.'.rl not concerned very 
much with the black community’s - the white'community 
except politically, politically and as it deals within 
a political arena, therefore economically also, we want 

. to discuss that and the trends in the country so that 
we could see how we will have to relate and then, of 
course, once having outlined our analysis, it would be 
up to white groups ~ activists, liberals, conservatives, 
right-wings, fascists, what have you, to then, decide 
which way they move.

Now, before we begin talking though, I'd like to say 
very briefly %so that we do not have a lot of haggling 
and- waste a lot of time during the question and answer 
period-about violence, we stated that wo are for., 
revolutionary violence. We are affirmative about that.’ 



STOKELY-CARMICHAEL

So that if you have questions, you may ask your 
questions, but please don’t try to convince me 
that our decision to use violence is a silly, or 
whatever. Please, Just so that we can. move bn. We 
have decided that. Even if it’s fatalistic and if 
it is-' suicidal, please allow us that mistake. We 
have decided to use violence.

And we have decided to use revolutionary violence 
because we are oppressed by violence - by violence. 
And .therefore, we have run the gamut and there is 
nothing left. I think that white students get hung 
up on violence because when they, see black people 
move with a gun, that’s the-only type of violence they 
see, or with a match. But they never try to understand 
other types of violence .to the society. For example, 
'they never take time out to consider that it is violence 
for a child to go to bed hungry in the most wealthy- 
country in the world. That’s violence. But they do 
not recognize that as violence. It is violence for a 
man to live to age 67, die with his head bowed, been 
bowed all of his 67 years, never been, a,ble to stand 
up straight, and to see his children die of hunger. 
•That’s violence. So that there are all forms of violence. 
But when the oppressed retaliates, the only way the 
oppressed can retaliate is with the guns, with the 
overt violence because the oppressed does not have the 
power to institutionalize and legitimatize his violence. 
The oppressor does. So that the oppressor’s violence is 
not as overt as is the oppressed. So we are for revolu
tionary violence. • ■

Now, we want to talk a little about the conventional, 
political arena of the United States and why it is that 
we assume that that political, conventional system as it now 
is must be totally destroyed in order for black people, 
if they are able to ever live as human beings in this 
country, we must destroy the conventional political system - 
the two-party system, for a number of reasons. I think 
that what white America has done is that it’s allowed 
people to believe that political equality is more important 
than economic equality, or let me say, opportunity for 
political equality is more important than opportunity for 
economic equality. And it’s allowed everyone to assume 
that if you do have opportunity for political equality, 
you can by that alone also move to a position where you 
can help develop your economic sense of stability. That’s 
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totally incorrect. As a matter of fact, I think it 
would be more important if there was opportunity for 
economic .equality and not opportunity for political, 
equality.-. That is, if one had a choice. I think it 
w.'ould be more important if I had food in. my stomach 
than to-vote. I think that's more important. And if 
there was re-distribution of the wealth in this country, 
if every man had an acre and a mule, then you could have 
all the votes you want, or if every man had a gun, then 
you could have all the votes you want. But what the 
United States stresses is political democracy as being 
the key issue to re-structuring the system of the United 
States, and many white students, white leftists and 
activists, have fallen for that. They have not begun 
to concentrate on raising the Issues of really opportunity 
for economic equality.' And I think then that the group 
we could deal with most logically would be liberals, 
especially liberals in the United States. But we could 
talk about not only liberals in the United States, but 
liberals around the world, because I think they have 
certain characteristics that we can point out and learn 
from them and see where their failures are. Because they 
do have a lot of failures.
'I think the major failures of-liberals in this, .country - is 
that aside from deep analysis of the situation, their 
primary purpose is always to stop the confrontation.
That is, they're not really concerned with readjusting 
grievances. The primary role of a liberal is always to 
stop the confrontation. If the liberal sees polarization 
to the right and polarization to the left, he or she seeks 
to stop the confrontation. If the liberal sees polarization 
from blacks and polarizations from whites,, .they seek to 
stop the confrontation. If the liberal sees polarization 
from.the rich and polarization from the poor, they seek 
to stop the confrontation. That is their primary purpose. 
They're not concerned at that point, they say, with re
adjusting the grievances. But they say that they are 
(unintelligible word) a priority that violence or a 
conflict will not, in fact, resolve the conflict. And 
that is an incorrect assumption, on the part of liberals. 
Sometimes it is necessary for conflict in order to solve 
solutions. And they know it well. But because they are 
in a position, where they have a. certain amount of influence 
not power,- influence,’ they try to talk about stopping 
the confrontation. .1 think then, that it would be the job 
of black people to understand’that we must decide if, in 
fact, there is to be a confrontation and we cannot allow
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the liberals to make the decision for us that a con- 
f/rontation is not to anybody’s benefit. We have to 
decide whether or not a confrontation is desirable, if . 
i|t is desirable* when and how. And that must be our 
decision.. So that it seems to me that the first thing 
the liberals must do is that they must make sure that 

•if they stop the confrontation* they car?, redress the 
problems, Because if they cannot* people will be angry 
at them. That's No.,1.

And I think secondly* the dilemma that the liberals 
find themselves in is that they usually come from an, 
economically stable group. Liberals have economic 
stability. And they have economic stability depending 
upon the very status quo. The people who are economically 
unstable - the poor whites* happen not to be liberals in 
this country and in. most countries, Because the econ- 
omically unstable is fighting for the hope that he or she 
can become economically stable,. Therefore* he wants a 
change in the system. But the economically stable is 
not'going to fight for a chance or hope to change the 
situation because be may* or she may* end. up economically 
unstable. And that doesn’t make very much sense. So 
what the liberal does really is that the liberal tries 
to say that he or she is sure you do not have to change 
the ba,sic structure* but that everyone can become

• economically -stable. And that is insanity - that is 
insanity. And that leads* I think* to the third failure* 
it seems to me, of liberals is, their fear of alienation.
The liberals are afraid to alienate anyone. So what 
they have then is a broad* humanistic program where they 
say* "Well* it’s true that for 400 years there have been 
these grievances* therefore* things aren’t right". But 
they say we can adjust this without readjusting or punishing 
anyone. For example, the liberals will say, Yes, there are 
a lot of rich people in the country; and yes, there are a lo 
of poor people in the country, and they will tell the poor.- 
people,, well, just take time and you'll become as rich as 
the other guy without explaining to the poor people that 
in order for them to get rich, one of two things must 
happen: Either they must take money from the rich and 
divide it up amongst themselves, or they must find another 
group to exploit from which the money comes. But the libera 
assures us that there is another alternative without pointin. 
it out. They just say that we’re sure that everybody can 
get along well, you know. Yes* it is a fact that white and 
blacks have been having trouble in the pas t,.- but. there’s 
no need, for that now. We can sit down and hold hands.
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They're afraid to alienate. ’ Afraid to alienate -because 
they're not really concerned witn changing the system^ 
but really, with maintaining the status quo. Again, 
because of their own economic stability. I think that 
that's going to be the major hang-up or major - that's 
an SDS word, isn't it? Hang-up! The-major, all right SOS, 
the major hang-up. ' We'll give it (laughter), .".it’s the 
major-hang-up of liberal movements in the country. And I 
think all of these problems stem from the fact that liberals 
never tend to consolidate power, but rather- what they tend . 
to do is to influence the society. And,in many cases, while 
they can influence the society to a desired end, they never 
have enough power to implement, the decision. For example, 
it is a fact that during the-Civil Rights era in this 
country, there was a broad coalition of what would be 
called liberals - labor movements, churches, groups on 
the left and student groups. And all of these liberals 
got together and urged, and agitated for the passage of 
certain civil rights legislation. Yet when such legis
lation did come about, they were completely' incapable of 
carrying out the decisions, that is, of enforcing the laws 
that they had fought for. And it seems to me that again is 
ridiculous. You do not fight for a law against somebody 
who's refused to give it to you and then once he's admitted 
he's wrong, Just sit. It seems to me that the job of the 
liberal, would be if you fight for a civil rights legislation, 
or if you fight for the voting rights legislation, once you 
get it you -wouldn't stop, you would, try to make sure it is 
implemented. But again, because the liberal does not really 
seek change, but Just some sort of reform, he is able to make 
it pretend that he is really working for the benefit of the 
oppressed when in fact he is working for his own interests, 
which conflicts with the interests of the oppressed, because 
the oppressed is, again, economically unstable.

Now then, I think finally, and this is perhaps the dilemma 
within the political ideology of liberals, is that liberals 
expound a humanism, they expound a humanism. But; they say that 
this humanism, if expounded and if believed by everyone, can. 
create'■ the type of political state which would then define 
the behavior of people. And that is absurd. One first must 
create the political state and the political state will 
define - will define, and will be able to tell you what 
kind of behavior each individual has. So what the liberal 
says is, well, if we all stop fighting, and if we all get- 
together, and we spread the word, about love and love power 
and flower power and all this nonsense, everything will be 
all right. But while they're doing this nonsense^ the people 
who are consolidating the power are really the fascists.’ So 
that the fascists will have consolidated the power, and they 
will decide the atmosphere for the society. The liberals 
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then do not seek power. They do not seek power/ And that 
is perhaps their biggest fallacy. And it-Ls clear. You can 
see it even, in politics in I96S. It vias GEORGE WALLACE who 
built a third party. It was GEORGE WALLACE'who built a third 
party. It was GEORGE WALLACE who began to consolidate his 
power; the liberals who were wishy-washy, MC CARTHY - wishy- 
washy, because they’re .afraid to make the decision for real 
change. WALLACE is not afraid to make it for change. The 
liberal may disagree with the alternatives, but WALLACE is 
not afraid. He does in fact, and will, make those decisions 
and move to consolidate power - to consolidate power, and 
that is a drawback, I think, of the liberal movement. It 
does not seek to consolidate.for power. It does not seek 
to consolidate for power.

And the final drawback, then, is how we view it in the 
black community. Since they do not seek to consolidate 
power, it seems to us that those who are now seeking to 
consolidate power will be able to overrun the liberals. 
For example, if WALLACE does get power, and begins kto 
consolidate his power, the liberals who are not building 
a. power base will not be able to stop WALLACE and. if we do 
not seek to build a power base, WALLACE will, run over us. 
Therefore, we have to build a power base'., If the liberals 
were building any type of a power base, we could at least 
say, well, perhaps they are and therefore. . But they do 
not seek to build a real power base because again,- they Just 
want to reform and to keep everyone happy.

Now I think that, finally, this is the last statement - 
..we can open up for questions - the white leftists are 
making a big mistake when they assume that black people can 
make coalitions with or work along with poor whites, solely 
because they are both oppressed, I think the assumption is 
incorrect. Because the oppression is entirely different.' 
For white people, there is Just the question of exploitation; 
for black people, there’s the question of colonization-, And 
that has a lot to do with the grief. White people are 
economically exploited in the society, but they have the 
same values, the same systems, the same culture, the same 
way of life as the white people who are oppressing them.
But for black people, that's not true. We have been stripped 
or at least the oppressor’s tried to strip us, of our culture 
They've tried to strip us of our value systems; strip us of 
our language; and strip us of our history. So that what 
they've tried to .produce is someone who is completely de- 
humanized. So that the white person, the poor white person, 
usually is fighting for more money,, or for better economic, 
ways - of life, and the black, person is usually fighting for 
his humanity, for his humanity..
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Witness then., the militancy, if you will, of the black 
bourgeoisie, who are economically stable and who do not 
protest against what white liberals protest against, that 
is a. sense of humanity, that is of - if you will, the black 
.bourgeoisie, whose movement more and more, to the ranks of th 
more militant groups because, even though they are economica 
stable they feel the. oppression -which again 'white ’liberals d< 
not feel, because while economically stable, I think that in 
Esquire Magazine there’s an article this month on Tom Hayden 
and the writer says that Torn Hayden and the others have a 
need - .they have a need to identify with those who are 
suffering. That is to say, that they want to sort of inflic 
suffering or cast their lots, with those who suffer. So that 
their fight then is not that they themselves are threatened, 
or at least, they have not defined their position as being 
threatened, and perhaps it is because in the final analysis, 
their position is not threatened. The difference then is 
that black people’s positions and their very lives are 
•threatened so’ that they have no alternative but to move 
to fight for change of the system.

Perhaps if we stop there we could get more questions which 
I think would open up a better floor for dialogue.
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Question: If there is an existence of a black American in a 
black American (words unintelligible) community (words 
unintelligible) I can’t doubt (unintelligible) and I can 
understand your line (unintelligible), but if I'm to grant 
you the existence of a black American, in a black-community, 
why can't you grant me the non-existence of a white American 
in a white community. - Whypcan't you grant me the non
fell owship that we feel (unintelligible) oppressorss but 
the fellowship that you feel (unintelligible)?

Answer: Well, I'm .not sure, Could you outline concretely in
terms of your oppression?

Question: Yes. In other words, you talk about black America" 
and you say that/ you can turn to a black man and call him 
(unintelligible) brother.

Answer: Correct.

Question:- I can't understand that because I'm hot black-. I 
can’t understand that because I’m not oppressed. But why 
can’t you grant me because you can't understand me, because 
you-are not the oppressor, that I cannot turn to anothej? white 
man and call him brother?

Answer: I understand that.

Question: 0.. K, Then, if you grant 
why do you blame me for what my

me that, then why can you not
nan-brother may be doing?

Answer: I blame you because you enjoy part of the system that
your non-brother is in.- Is not that correct? You enjoy the 
economic stability of that system of your non-brother.

Question: That's your point of. . .

Answer: NoI No, no. Then, therefore, since your non-brother is
moving to attack me, I have to now prepare to attack your 
•non-brother. Is that correct? If you'now get in the middle 
and say to me, "Do not attack my non-brother", because you 
never turn to your non-brother and say, "Do not attack the 
blacks'1, you always turn to me and say, "Do not attack" or 
"Do not fight my non-brothers”, it seems to me that you’re

, really brothers. (Applause). Because if you were non
brothers, you -..would say to him, since you admit a priority 
before you began that he is oppressing me, you would say to 
him "Look, you're wrong. Stop, it!"

ci
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Question: (Inaudible reply) |
i ■ i. Answer:1 Well,, that’s fine. And. then..., to the victor belongs the ; 

spoils. !
; - .............................. ;

Question: Tell us something about SNCC. Why you feel you are 
opposed (.rest of question inaudible).

Answer: Oh, I never publicly discuss internal disputes. The
Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee expelled me so 
that you. should write them or ask them for that information. 
I will not help to increase those political contradicitions. 
(Applause)

Question: You've spoken about liberals. I wonder if you could 
turn your attention for a minute to the white liberals that 
call themselves revolutionaries. I have (inaudible)

Answer: Alliance? (Laughter)

Question (Cont’d): (Inaudible)

Answer; 0. K. I think that for black people we have two 
systems against which we fight. Racism and capitalism. 
All right? .’I think for the groups on the left - the 'white 
groups on the left, PL, YSA, or what have you,- they are 
concerned primarily with capitalism. They say that if you 
eradicate capitalism, you will also eradicate racism. We 
say that the mere elimination of capitalism does not safe
guard the elimination of racism. Understand? And that, I 
think, is the political difference. Now, along with some 
other petty thing, like for example, most of the groups you 
name, with the exception of. PL, which we'll deal with 
separately, but the YSA, SWP, and YIPS (phonetic) and all 
these other groups, they follow the Moscow line. And the 
Moscow line is a line of peaceful co-existence. Obviously . 
for black people, there can be no peaceful co-existence. So 
that, the line, then, that black people either consciously 

. or unconsciously push is obviously a line of armed struggle.
Have to push it. The armed struggle line is the line being 
raised by MAO and by FIDEL.- So that PL follows the line 
of MAO., So that'.there's no argument there. But for the 

. other two groups, there's the argument of peaceful co
existence versus armed struggle. Witness their own dilemma, 
when the Soviet Union invaded Czechoslovakia. The dilemma 
was that the Soviet Union has been telling all the liberation 
forces in the' third world to •- urging them for peaceful co
existence. They urged the Arabs to accept peaceful co
existence, yet when their borders are threatened, when their 
borders are threatened politically, they use armed interven i-ioe 
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to ..'secure their own political states. And so I think, those 
groups would fall under that criticism. Along with the fact 
that I do not think they think that - that you have to fight 
racism consciously. They think the mere elimination of 
capitalism will produce the elimination of racism. And 
they cannot prove that to me. As a matter of fact, on the 
contrary., we have more information to prove that that’s not 
true. For- example., George Badmon (-phonetic) was a black man. 
who served -on the COMINTERM in. 193^- under STALIN, left, and 
wrote a book entitled ”Pan-Africanism of Communism”, where
•he said that the United - the USSR was denouncing or going 
soft on colonialism for its favoritism among the west. And 
we see that being clearly true today. That the USSR is 
trying to win favor in the eyes of the West at the price of 
the third world. And because of that we have to be conscious. 
We also have to be conscious that while people mention class 
conflict, that there has been race conflict, and that race 
conflict is more instinctive than class conflict. So that 
they’re asking us to op out on racism and follow their line 
on capitalism. And notice, if you will, that those very 
people, PL, SWP and YSA, come from the middle class and are 
incapable of getting a base among the working class, so that 
they're really paper machineries and theoretical machineries;'. 
They do not have the force to even start a match to burn one 
police station down. So you don’t have to deal.with them.

Question: Recently, there was published in a national magazine 
an interview with Brother ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, where he said a 
couple of things about violence, and a couple of things about 
coalition between blacks and whites. He said the words that 
time is running out on - that time is running out towards the 
black people waiting for some kind -- some physical confrontation 
some physical violence, and that if the system doesn't move to 
make the necessary changes without physical violence, then

. physical violence will take place. He also said that the 
people involved in this physical violence will be blacks doing 
their duty as blacks and the people that they form coalitions 
with, the whites that they form coalitions with, will be doing 
their duties as whites. Can you say anything about that or 
about (inaudible words)?

Answer: O'. K. What I do not deny there will be violence within
the white community. I am not sure that that violence will 
be geared behind a - anyone type of political ideology. .1 
mean, I notice already the beginning of violence inside the 
white community. But I'm not sure that since white people 
grown up in this country are so prone to violence, that- that's 
not Just something that's been imbedded in-'them. For example, 
I witnessed confrontations with the hippies and the police. 
I'have yet to find out what is the political position of the 
hippies on anything other than pot. Other than pot. (Applause;
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So that I do not see those groups are saying that I can't - j 
■I couldn’t see myself forming a coalition with a group. !
that’s fighting for pot. I mean, I imagine pot is !
important .and a basic necessity for the life of people . I
who have already eaten dinner and are watching television, 
but for the man who’s trying to get dinner, I don’t think that 
pot is. really essentially the point (?). So that I don’t 
see how there could be a coalition, but I. think that’they :
will have - they will, as they say using their own quotes, 
they will do their thing and whatever that is, and probably 
help to. create some more chaos which, of course, will work 
for the benefit of those who are fighting at the same time. 
And I. . .

Question: Do you think time will,run out before the system really 
changes (rest of question inaudible)?

Answer: No. I think that there is going to be violent conflict 
in the United States, And I think the best we can-do is to 
begin to prepare for it.

Question: Can you describe the economic system that you would 
like to see (inaudible word, sounds like adopted)? (Rest 
of question inaudible).

Answer: Well, the first program one has before one begins a1 
revolution is a program of seizing power because you cannot 
create a revolution until you've seized power. I think that’s 
a mistake even.of a lot of the white left in its rhetoric. They 
talk about they are in a revolution. They are not in any 
revolution. There is no revolution going on in the United

.:••• States. A revolution begins only after you've seized power. 
For example, witness Fidel Castro. He fought in the Sierra 
Mad res (phonetic.) a long time struggling against Battista.
After he kicked Battista and the American lackeys out of Cuba, 
when he walked into Havana with CHE at his side, on that day 
when he said "Today, I claim this land Cuba for the masses of 
Cuban people", then the revolution begun. Because then he had 
the power to implement programs. Now, I want to deal with 
your question because I don't think itfe just a straight 
question. It's really very subtly meant to misdirect black 
people. Because all they keep saying is what is your program. 
You want change, but what is your program? But you cannot 
put out a program until you have pdwer to implement it,, So 
our only program now is a program for the power.- Once having 
seized the power, then we will begin to decide how to dis
tribute the land. But we have certain guidelines. And we 
can say that one of them we know we do not want is capitalism. 
We co not want capitalism.
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So then., the two economic systems in the world, that we 
know about from western, society, since they’re the ones 
that have been doing the writing since they've burnt the 
other records, is communism and. socialism. So that if we. 
allow our thinking to be'structured according to western 
society, and. it’s very hard for us to be free of it since 
we’ve been brought up in western society, we have to look 
to either•communism or socialism. That does not necessarily 
mean that one of those two will be the real thing. ’Cause 
there may. be Otte’s. That answer your question?

Question: But there must be some program where you can gain this 
power. . . .that part of the question (inaudible).

Answer: Well, there is a program to gain power.

Question: What’s that?

Answer: I don’t think NAPOLEON told you what his was,.(Laughter •- 
applause)

Question: (inaudible)

Answer: I'm sorry. Could you repeat the question, please?
Question: You very frequently use the terms "Afro-American 

society" and I (inaudible) find it difficult to understand 
the relationship between the black (inaudible) and the black 
national (inaudible).

Answer:' You asked the right man. The relationship is sometimes 
marital. (Laughter) But more importantly, the relationship 
is the same people who have been divided by the malicious will 
of western society. We do not know whom our brothers are, We 
do not know where we’ve -come from. And we cannot trace our 
roots back beyond two or three generations. But we do know 
one thing. We do come from Africa. That is a fact. We do 
come from Africa. And, I’m going to explain. . .

■Question: Then you (inaudible) a. cultural relationship rather than 
an economic relationship?

Answer: No., It is cultural, economic, political and social becaus 
once Africa becomes united, it will be the most powerful 
continent on the face of the earth. And that would give us 
something. And that what white people would have us believe i 
that there is no relationship between Africa; ft is a backwar 
nation, et cetera, because they know that the black man in 
America has the technical skills needed in Africa. Also,
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because he’s lived sc close to western society, he under
stands very clearly the moves of western society. So that 
a hook-up with a man 'who has that type of political 
knowledge and technical knowledge - with a man who has the 
resources, since they, are all one men, means the certain . 
defeat of western society, wouldn’t you say? And I think 
that’s why the question is asked. But Just like in - you 
know, have you ever heard the saying that blood is thicker 
than water., Yes, well see, we’re all the same people, the 
same blood. And when the white folk came and scattered us 
in South America, the. West Indies, all over the Western 
Hemisphere, well they put bodies of water between us but 
they forgot that blood is thicker than water. • (Applause)

Question: Do you know now of any economic oppressors left, and 
if so, how do you reconcile (inaudible)?

-Answer: The economic what?

Ques tion: Oppressor.

Answer: Am I part of the economic oppressor?

. Question; You made it.

Answer: I have? No. Unhunh! Oh this! (Laughter) San 
Francisco. San.Francisco. They knocked off a store '(Laughter 
But even if I did make it, I'm still part of the oppressed 
because I had to fight oppression in order to make it. Even 
twice as hard as the poor white person. I know there are some 
poor whites. But his chances are, you know, much better than 
me, wouldn't you say? And I had to fight. And I'm not really 
part of the oppressor, because I do not define the oppression. 
Nor do I even enjoy that system. It’s a constant fight Just 
to get a dollar from. them. Anybody. For example, if you 
knew anything about the entertainment world, you .would know 
that before most of those black singers open their mouths, 
thirty percent of the money is gone - gross. They have to 
pay the net. That on every record they make, they only get 
three cents. The rest of it goes to the industrialists, I 
imagine is what you'd call them. So on every level, there 
is oppression. Only when I control and I'm in the power to 
produce do I them become part of the oppressor.

Question: (Inaudible).

Answer: I beg your pardon.

Question: You don’t really (inaudible).
14
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Answer: No. I don’t think so, man. When I was on the blocks,
I was always dressing good. (Laughter). That is, see, 
I think, that is the nonsensical statement of the white 
left. They are proletariat chauvinists. Everybody’s 
running away from poverty. They're running to poverty. 
And I'll never understand that. Black people are trying 
their best to find decent jobs and get good clothes and 
white kids are going out in dungarees and trying to buy 
rat-infested houses, i do not understand that. I do 
not understand .that, I do not understand that. (Applause) 
And I see that also - see, 'cause that's the liberals. 
They do that. They don't give up any money. But they 
come and join you because they want to show again that 
this humanism can exist without changing the political 
realities. See, if they were really concerned, well, let 
them divide up their money, divide up the apartment and 
then, we could move. But I'm not running to poverty. I'm 
trying to get out of it.- And I'm going to do that, one 
way or the other. Really.' As long as there's money out 
there. UmmhmmJ We're' going to survive until we come to 
the final confrontation.

Question: Well, I would certainly agree that the primary purpose 
(inaudible) before the (words inaudible) inter-colonial or

'neo-colonial U. S. policy in the third (inaudible) in Vietnam. 
I would (inaudible) that in. order to achieve that goal, 
Brother Stokely, (inaudible) would you form coalition 
(inaudible) War Resistance League which, are aware of the 
the. French in the third (inaudible). (Laughter)

Answer: Wait, wait. I'm sorry. I didn't hear the last part.
If I understand you correctly, is not the War Resistance 
League a non-violent organization? And is not the Inter- ■ 
national League also non-violent? Yes, that would be my 
opposition. My opposition clearly because they do not. take 
a realistic position.

Question: (Inaudible).

Answer: I don't see how. If I see tanks coming at me, I wouldn't 
foima coalition, with somebody who sits there with flowers in 
their hands. I need, another tank. T mean, speaking 
realistically, I need a tank. If I can't get a tank, I need 
some men who are willing to help stop that tank. I don't 
need people singing love songs and sitting in the streets, 
'cause when, the tank rolls over them, they roll over me. 
And misery loves company, not me. I don't know that their 
misery will do me any good. Unless their misery is going to

15
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alleviate my misery, there’s no need for me to join ;
coalition. I'm neither sadistic or masochistic. i
(Laughter). (Then the whispered sentence-, ’’Do I look 
mad?" '

/ - !
Question: I'd like to get some. . .
Answer1: I beg your pardon?

Question: (Inaudible) of society and place (inaudible) community 
in which you can build (inaudible). Now it seems to me about 
the only place power is right now in the university and 
beyond that our only alternatives are ineffectual habitat 
efforts or bog yourselves down in ineffectual third, party 
(inaudible).

Answer: Okay. I think that that would have to come from white 
people when they are really forced in a position where they 
feel threatened. See, white people do not, at this point, 
really feel threatened. They hear the grumblings and the ■ 
mumblings, but to them it's still entertainment. The 
natives are restless tonight. They'll be okay tomorrow- 
night. And until they really see the natives before their 
tents with spears in their hands ready to cut their throats, 
they will not become serious about the analysis they want. 
That's my own personal feeling. And I think that you could 
witness even the very things you talked about. A university. 
They want control of the university. The job of the university 
is to perpetuate the system, the values in the institutions 
of a given system. Is it not? How could you change the 
university without changing the system? I do not understand 
that contradiction. Do -not understand it. And I think 
unless the students begin to grapple with it, they're just 
going to find themselves wasting points on confrontations 
without analyzing or even trying to heighten contradictions. 
It seems to me what the black movement is. doing today is 
beginning to.heighten contradictions, to prepare for confron
tations. And again, that would be the point why there is a 
disruption between. PL and SWP and the other groups. Because 
those groups have been incapable of heightening the contra
dictions on capitalism in this country. But black, groups 
have been capable of heightening the contradictions around 
racism in this country. And if what they - what they say is 
correct, it seems to me they should be able to heighten the 

’ contradictions around capitalism to politically awaken, the 
masses, to give - 'cause when you heighten the contra- 

. dictions, you give political education to the masses of the 
people. Yet it is through heightening the contradictions 
around racism that the black masses have become politically 
awake> not through the heightening of the contradictions of

- 16 -.. . p
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capitalism because those groups are incapable of heightening : 
the contradictions around .capitalism. Does that answer your i 
question? I thought, you-know, I was going to come up here ' 
and yell at you and talk., you know, those kind of things.
You get tired of that? ;

■Unintelligible comment in ..background. ;
: r

Answer: Me? I'm not sure of a lot of things. Don't feel bad.
Question; (Mostly unintelligible.') How do you feel about a black 

capitalist trying to (rest of question inaudible).

Answer: Okay. The possibility is that you recognize the black 
capitalist as a threat.^' but.that you do not fight two people 
at the same time. Y@d concentrate always on the major enemy, 
which is very revolutionary. Witness, if you will, FIDEL 
CASTRO. Bourgeoisie were backing FIDEL, giving him money. 
They wanted him to overthrow BATTISTA. He did. When he got 
tie power, he said "This is a Marxist-Leninist state. Up- 
against the wall. . Make up your mind. Either you're 'with me 
or you go to the home of imperialism’.;"

Question: Are you saying that the black capitalist is a threat to 
(inaudible)?

Answer: ItlS a threat to the black liberation struggle. Clearly.

Question: What, about •- you're fighting for economic (inaudible).
I mean, you're having your difficulties. What about the 
black man that wants - who feels that by capitalism (inaudible) 
through this he can go on- and bring himself out? Why/ are 
you trying to (inaudible) against capitalism?

}
Answer: I'm sorry. I .have problems understanding your question. 

Could you rep e at i t ?
Question; You don't have power. You're trying to get (inaudible).

Answer: Fact.
I ■

Question: Why (inaudible) you're not getting anything done (in
audible). (Daughter)

■. । \ '
Answer: You might. YoQ might. You might. 'Cause you're right,

I

Question: .(Inaud ible). i How can you say that it's wrong for 
black capitalism? )If it is wrong for you to get yourself 
out .of problems, d<| you have an answer now (Inaudible)?

> - 17 -
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Answer: No, it’s not, because I said that we recognize in the 
black struggle two evils - racism and capitalism.. So, for 
fighting against it, it would be silly for us to encourage 
it.

Question: You said you wouldn't form a .coalition with a white 
flower power (inaudible).. Would you form a coalition with a 
white who was there-fighting for the same goal as you were? 
Witness Chicago, when there were whites and there were blacks 
(inaudible.) who came to Grant Park and they were both fightin 
against a form of oppression, namely society, the establish
ments, (inaudible), the community. When you were standing 
there in Grant Park, there was a black (inaudible) and you 
were a white, both fighting for some sort of same goal, it 
didn't matter what color you was, but there was an oppressor 
as (inaudible) representing this establishment. Now would 
you form a coalition for (inaudible)?

Answer: Were they fighting for the same -goals? See, I think the 
mistake you make is when you see parallel activity, you 
automatically assume that the goals are the same. Just 
because you have two men running.don't mean they’re running 
the same place. Right? The man may turn right at the next 
block and you have to go on alone.'

Question: (Inaudible).

Answer: Oh yes. Oh yes. They're Chicago students and because 
again, they didn't make their goals clear. I think they're 
only, and I'm convinced that I'm correct, especially after 
reading Mr. HAYDEN'S remarks in Esquire Magazine, this 
issue, I'm especially convinced that the whites wanted to 
have the whole world, see them with bloody heads. That was 
their only end, that's what HAYDEN said. We're coming for 
a confrontation. That's what all the leaders said. We're 
coming to Chicago for a confrontation. And they had con
frontations. It seems to me that goals were met. My goal 
would not be confrontation. If a cop came to hit me with a 
billy stick, I'd try to kill him, and then kill every other- 
cop that I saw next, to him, you know? Until I .just got rid 
of all the cops who at least began to build power to shake 
up the structure enough to then begin to bargain for other 
grounds. T. would not just have a cop beat my head and sit 
there and say ’'The whole world is watching. Yeah, the whole 
world is watching me. Yeah J” (Laughter). And so, again, I 
don't understand that. I don't think the goals are the some. 
I think their activity will continue anyhow, and it may or 
may not help us, but that we'should not depend on that.
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Question: First, is it your opinion that it is possible for a ‘ 
serious, black (inaudible) or a way that both races (inaudible)' 
and second of all (inaudible) see any seriousness in the • 
platforms or the actions (inaudible). ;

Answer: Okay. No. 1. I think that there cannot be any serious 
coalition between the'whites that are now active. If there : 
can’t be any serious - if there can be any serious, coalition, 
it would have to come from poor whites, if you can even 
begin to maintain the thought, because they are the ones 
who would fight for the break-up of the economic system as 
it is now structured. Right? I don’t think the economically 
stable are going to fight. Now, there are few of them who 
will fight. Make no doubt about it. Because history's always 
given us examples of people who have left the bourgeoisie to 
join the oppressed, or who have left the class of the oppressor 
to'fight. There’s no doubt about that. But I do not think 
the number is going to be that significant where one bases 
one’s whole strategy or one’s political ideology around that 
issue. So, I think unless poor whites begin to-develop a 
revolutionary perspective, that will- not happen. And notice 
that poor whites are developing a fascist perspective rather 
than a revolutionary perspective.

Now. on the second question, I'm not sure, because I'm not 
quite sure - because the students of SDS are not quite sure 
they've decided what they want yet either, other than con
frontations. I think the mistake of SDS is that they push 
for confrontation without heightening the contradictions to 
politically awaken, the masses of Americans - -white Americans. 
And because they are always pushing for confrontations, they 
find themselves in the inevitable bind. And because they do 

I not analyze the society, but they accept, really, you know, 
(unintelligible word) society. It was SDS people who were 
urging people to vote for MO CARTHY, and then some of them 
were quibbling about whether or not one should support 
HUMPHREY.. The liberals never put forth an alternative. 
They wait for other people and then they grab onto it. 
That’s because again they don’t seek power, I think.

Question: (Inaudible) but it seems to me the great psychological 
problem, and I can’t really see how violence is (inaudible).

Answer: Well, certainly we could say that violence institutes 
racism, does it not? Wouldn't you say that violence helps 
to maintain and perpetuate racism?

Question: I believe that racism is a state of mind and (inaudible) 
have the state of mind to perpetuate violence (Inaudible).
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Answer: Well., let us be specific, for example, JIM CLARK. Is 
he a racist in the way of his mind? JIM CLARK, Sheriff 
of Sumterville (Phonetic), Alabama. Huh?

Question: (Inaudible).

Answer: 'Yes. I have faced him once'and his mind is very active. 
It really is. I mean, it generates his entire body. .And I 
think, that what I have to do is to get my mind that active 
to generate, my body against his mind. So then, if we can do 
that, I could understand your question. If we couldn’t do 
that. I’m not sure I .understand it. His mind uses his hands 
to get a billy club to come down on top of my head. And my 
mind must do the same thing.- Get a billy club or ~ ay mind 
should be smarter than his. When he gets a billy club, I 
get a gun. ' .

Question: (Inaudible).

Answer: I beg your pardon.

Question: How do you (inaudible) of having you reach for a gun? 
How do you get him to stop using it?

Answer:. That’s not my problem. That’s the problem of white 
society. They've been incapable of doing that. It’s not 
my job to treat the victim. I did not produce him. It’s 
my job to kill. My problem ~ my problem is him. I do not 
think see - see, that’s the question, because white people, 
especially white western society pushes half the time. They 
now have the fire power. So they use all types of philosophies 
and reasonings why other people should not get more fire power. 
Witness the nuclear test peace ban treaty. Russia, the 
United States, England, France. They’ve got the atomic bomb, 
the hydrogen bomb, the cobalt bomb. So they say, okay, we 
want to have a nuclear peace treaty. Nobody should have a 
nuclear bomb.- So they've got the bombs. They're telling 
all these other countries, you all don’t need the bomb.
Don’t experiment. We’ve got it. That’s equality, isn’t 
it? .Their racism is so subtle that they do not even see 
it. And the same thing is true. You are now telling me 
how do I stop from getting beyond the point of the gun. 
I face the gun. I don’t have time to think about it. I 
want to get the gun out of his hand. Then after I get the 
gun out of his hand, maybe I can deal with that question. 
Fortunately for you, you have (the luxury of dealing with 
the question because the gun is not in your face. If the 
gun was in your face, you wouldn't have time to think about, 
well, if I got the gun away from him then what I would do. 
No. You want to get the gun out then you could decide. 
Makes sense to me.
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Question: (Inaudible) suggestion (inaudible) the white universit 
of how they might be able to (inaudible) the entire problem?

■/Answer: Why, I’m not sure that I can, I’m not sure that I can. 
Because I think first the white student : has to really 
consciously decide in his mind whether or not he really 
wants to change the system at his sacrifice ~ at his 
sacrifice, where he may come out the loser. Not the winner. 
You see, everybody else who's oppressed, when they fight, 
the chances are that they will come out the winner. They 

. can't come out any worse-than they are already. But for 
the college - the white college student especially, he has 
a luxury to deciding. Because while he might win the war, 
he might himself come out on a lower economic level or 
lower status level in the society. Understand what I'm 
saying. So, I think that's., the first decision that they 
have to consciously make. And I don't think that I can 
make that decision for them. I am much more fortunate than 

..-.they are. My decision has been already made. I have to 
fight.

Question: . (Inaudible)

Answer: No. Well, then, it seems to me they have to begin to 
build an organizational base of other people who share the 
■same interests. See, you fight with people who share the 
same interests - political, economic ■- the basic interests. 
You don't usually fight with people who may have, the same 
ideals. But it's really interests. 'Cause everybody has 
the same ideals. JOHNSON is for peace. I'm for peace. 
MAO TSE-TUNG is for peace. FIDEL'is for peace. HUMPHREY 
is for peace. NIXON is for peace. WALLACE is for peace. 
Those are ideals. But-the question is the specific interest 
While JOHNSON is for peac.e, is it in his interests to stop 
the war in. Vietnam or to prolong the war in Vietnam? While 
WALLACE is for peace, is it his job to get justice in Vietna: 
to bomb the Vietnamese out, or to stop the Vietnamese?- 
Because you can have peace if you bomb - if you bomb them 
into the Stone Age, you certainly will have peace because 

. they won't bother you anymore. At least you can take the 
country and do with it as you will. But it is the specific 
interests and that means that the person who has come to 
that must see if he can find people who share and are willin 

■ to fight for those specific interests.

Question: At the beginning 
(inaud ible) revolution 
time -(inaudible). Nov/ 
you'd say. . .

of your talk, you spoke about 
and you asked us not. to wait for 
if I were revolution (inaudible)

Voice close to microphone "That's the one I'm talking about".
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. . . . .Question .continued (Inaudible).

Answer: I am talking about violence. Using it from NAPOLEON 
to the Vietnamese. Any form of it that is necessary for 
liberation. Now do you. want me to draw out a battle plan? 
(Laughter) < . ~ ■

Question: (Inaudible)

Answer: Oh’. You forgot one other. As the American Revolution 
did.. You forgot one the American Revolution did. That form, of 
violence led to tyranny - slavery, dictatorship. So maybe 
ours will too., Your basic question is really, if we win. the 
power, if we conquer, will we then do the same things to 
whites as they do to us. Is that your basic question?

. Question: (Inaudible).

■ Answer: I beg your pardon?
Question: (Inaudible) (Laughter)

Answer: I'm sorry.- Could you repeat the question please?
Question: (Inaudible)

Answer: I would propose to do it any way that got me my liberation. 
See, I am not opposed to the use of power. I am not opposed to 
it. I wish I. had some chance.

Question: (Inaudible)

Answer: I beg your pardon?
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AT 100-6812

1
 recorded the speech made by CARMICHAEL, 
the tape is good in some instances,1 I particularly that portion relating to statements by 

CARMICHAEL that he is a proponent of violence; however, b2
due to CARMICHAEL continually changing the modulation of b7D
his voice, the size of the audience and the overriding 
noises, the tape is not sufficiently clear to warrant 
a verbatim transcript. The tape is being authenticated by| "Hand will be maintained in the Atlanta files 
as an exhibit•
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL

b2
b7D

b2
b7D

' b7C 
b7D

b2
b7D

I advised that he attended the speech given 
by CARMICHAEL at Davage Auditorium and CARMICHAEL 
spoke from about 1:00 p.m. to approximately 2:05 p.m. 
CARMICHAEL spoke on the theory of black unity and 
included in his speech a lecture to the black community 
for violence by black on black. CARMICHAEL urged Negro 
inductees to refuse to submit to the draft, but that if 
the black man had to participate in the Viet Nam war, 
he should endeavor to kill his white counterpart. After 
lecturing for a while praising Castro and the purposes 
of Communist countries for their efforts to overcome 
Capitalism, he opened the meeting for a question and 
answer period; however, instead of giving intelligent 
answers to questions asked, he 
individuals who may have asked 
that is, one that would not be 
Power theory.

attempted to embarrass 
a negative-type of question 
in keeping with the Black

observed that_______  __  ____ ___  CARMICHAEL had spoken 
at this same location approximately one year ago and 
that his speech on this particular occasion was not as 
well received as it was on the previous occasion.

IAtlanta. Georgia, advised that an 
organization on the Emory campus known as the Student 
Center Board invited STOKELY CARMICHAEL to speak on the 
campus on December 11, 1968, for which he was to receive 
a fee of $300.

I I advised that CARMICHAEL was to .speak 
at 4:00 p.m. in the alumni hall, but at 4:00 p.m., an 
unidentified white male told the audience, numbering 
approximately 1,000 persons, that CARMICHAEL'S appear
ance at Emory had been confirmed the previous day by 
telegram and telephone calls and that he should appear 
shortly. At approximately 4:15 p.m., it was announced 
that CARMICHAEL was in the area and would speak as soon 
as parking facilities could be located. At approximately
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4:20 D.m.f a Negro male, identifying himself as|______
a student at Emory University and a member of the

Black Student Alliance, introduced CARMICHAEL to the 
audience.

CARMICHAEL opened his speech by stating since 
there are going to be questions regarding violence, and 
before we go into the basic discussion, we must state 
affirmatively, "that we are for revolutionary violence. 
Do you mean violence? Yes, I mean violence. Do you 
mean killing? Yes, I mean killing. Whatever it takes 
to get our liberation. Now please do not tell me that 
violence never accomplished anything."

Violence is only good where one has the product 
to make it good. He then cited examples of institutionalized 
violence such as the United States participation in the 
war in Viet Nam.

As regards to the violence of CARMICHAEL'S 
speech,I Iadvised that CARMICHAEL attempted to
justify actions on the part of Negroes, or any other 
minority group, to participate in violence to achieve 
what they want.

Other remarks attributed by CARMICHAEL at 
Emory University appeared in articles published in the 
public press. Copies of these articles are as follows:
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Oppresses 1,000 at emory .

CafmiAel Chides ^Libemls
By PHILIP GAILEY

Black Power advocate-at- 
large Stokely Carmichael told 
Emory University. students 
Wednesday the “great liberal 
mistake” has been the expound
ing of humanitarian goals they 
cannot. deliver,

“The liberal is caught in the 
middle,” Carmichael said. 
“While the oppressed and the 
.oppressors . are arming,, the 
.liberals are standing between 
them yelling but no one is listen
ing-”

- He said liberals are. in trouble 
because they have influences 
.but no power.
WIFE AND BODY GUARDS

Carmichael, accompanied by 
, his wife, African singer Miriam 
; Makeba, and an entourage. of 
body guards and others, spoke 
to approximately 1,000 students 
and faculty members at 
•Emory’s Alumni Memorial 
Building. His speech was inter
rupted several times by ap
plause and several hundred 

■ stood and cheered when he 
entered the auditorium.

His Emory appearance was 
. one of several on college cam

puses in Georgia and South 
Carolina. He spoke earlier at 
the predominantly Negro Clark 
College in Atlanta.

Nattily dressed in a tan,' dou
ble-breasted suit and brown 
leather boots, Carmichael said 
the primary role of the liberal 
has been ' “to . stop confronta
tions.” ___

. “He (the liberal) decides that

Non-violent Cordinating Com
mittee from which'he was ex
pelled after his marriage to the 
wealthy singing star from 
Africa.

When Carmichael called for a 
redistribution of this country’s 
wealth, a student, speculating 
Carmichael’s suit, cost about 
$100, challenged him to start 
the, redistribtuion. by “coming 
down to South Georgia where 
I’m from and redistributing your 
wealth with us.” 
FLASHES SMILE
. After the applause, and laugh
ter, Carmichael flashed a smile 
and snapped: “Fact No. 1. This 
suit cost more than a hundred 
dollars.”

He added: “When you go into

ATTACKS LIBERALS 
Stokely Carmichael

confrontation is not good for ei
ther side,” the Negro militant 
said. “So his primary role has 
been not to insure justice, but 
to avoid confrontations.”

“That’s why the liberal is 
caught in the middle of a polar
ization in this country and is 
being attacked from' both 
sides,” Carmichael declared.

“Liberals influenced the pas
sage of civil rights legislation 
but they have been powerless to 
implement it,” be said.

Carmichael said he wants to 
create in this country a new 
society “free of racism and 
capitalism.”

“That does not mean it would 
be communism or socialism,” 
he said. “That would be a prob
lem of economics. We need a 
system that goes beyond that . 
and addresses itself to racism.” 
FORMER SNCC LEADER

Carmichael, 27, who now lives 
in Washington, D.C., is the for
mer leader of the militant Stu
dent Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee.

■An advocate of an armed Ne
gro revolution, Carmichael said 
it is primarily a black revolu
tion which he advocates.

He said a “color conflict” 
transcends a “class conflict.”

During the ' question-and-an-. 
swer session several white stu
dents verbally tangled with the 
former leader of the Student; 

a revolution you approach in 
terras of institutions and not in
dividuals.”

Asked how Negroes can get 
power, he said: “You lake it 
with guns.”

A Negro student asked if 
racial conflicts in this nation 
are leading to “all-out war be
tween black and white?” 

■ “As the contradictions heigh
ten, the possibility of conflict be
comes more discernible,” Car
michael said.

Where does the while liberal 
and. sympathizer fit into his 
revolutionary scheme? “It all 
depends,” Carmichael smiled. 
“To the victor belongs the spoils. 
If he fights with me, he shares, 
the spoils.”

Da‘e: 12-12-68
Edition: Morning
Author: .

Editor: Philip Gailey
Title:.CARMICHAEL CHILES

LIBERALS

Character:

or

Classification:

Submitting Office:

f""] Being Investigated



By DAVID NORDAN
A very cool Stokely Carmichael exorcised an amalgamation 

of about 1,000 Emory University students and professors and left 
no doubt he would as soon nail their Methodist hides to 'the 
barn door—if that’s what it takes. ■

‘‘There': can be nd ethical 
jefigment, on violence,” the tall, 
ydung revolutionary broadcast 
across the college hall Wednes
day—“Kill or be killed—a hard, 
cold reality.”

Carmichael stunned his audi
ence' with.'a studied denuncia
tion . of the ■ white liberal and 
left the. whites present—the vast 
majority of his audience—won
dering exactly what he has in 
mind for them.

More than one listener of that 
description .was prompted to 
ask during a question - and- 
answer session: “So where do 
we fit in?”
•The 27-year-old firebrand, 

immaculately and fashionably 
dressed in a tan suit and brown 
boots, responded: “To those 
who fight with me—well, to the 
victors go the spoils.”

. //‘To those who don’t' — 
veil . and he stretched 
his arms outward and shrugged.

“YOU KILL THEM . . 
a youth volunteered' from the 
back of the, room.

“I’m not .afraid of that,” Car
michael shot back immediately. 
“You are.'4 At least I have a 
reason for . killing. ' You’ll be 
going to Vietnam soon; and you 
won’t even- know why you’re 
killing.”... > :

The speaker strolled into the 
Alumni Hall late for the after
noon meeting (he couldn’t find 
a parking place) surrounded by 
young -toughs .'uniformed in 
JJlack Panther garb. His wife, 
South African singer Miriam 
Ivlakeba, smiled admiringly at 
jjei* husband from the front row.

Carmichael liit his Emory au
dience right in the gut by tell
ing them they—if they consider 

. themselves white liberals-mrs. 

his enemies as much or more 
so than anybody else.

“The liberal’s role is to stop 
confrontations,” he said.. 
maybe at times you need a con
frontation . . . the liberal seeks 
to stop it by addressing himself 
to the oppressed. . . . You be 
cool. . . . ‘You .be reasonable’.”

HE CHARGED that “liberals 
don’t know the difference be
tween influence and power,” 
pointing out that the liberals 
were able through influence to 
get civil rights laws passed, but 
powerless to enforce them.

' “How do you get power?” 'he 
was asked. i>

“You get a gun and take [t,” 
he responded. “After all, that’s 
how the whites got this country 
in the first place—they killed 
the Indians.”

One of the 50 or so Negro stu
dents in the audience wanted to 
know if an all-out war between 
blacks and whites would be the 
result of racial conflict.

“As the contradictions height
en,” the speaker answered, 
“the possibility of conflict be
comes more discernible.”

HE SAID the biggest question 
today is whether his “revolu
tion” should be all-black/ Ex
plaining that color conflict tran
scends class conflict, CarSii- 
chael said.he tends to lean to
wards “a black revolution.”;.:

Carmichael, the guest of Sev
eral campus groups Wednes
day, said his ultimate goal is “a 
society free of racism and free 
of capitalism.

“This doesn’t mean that it 
would be Communist or Social
ist. That would be a problem of 
economics,” he said, without 
-further classification.

The Atlanta, Georgia
Journal

December 12, 1968
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b2
b7D

advised that CARMICHAEL returned to the 
campus of Morehouse College at approximately 7:15 to 7:30 
p.m. on December 11, 1968, for the purpose of again 
addressing a group of students. The group, numbering 
approximately 1,000, went to the gymnasium at Morehouse 
College and found that it was locked and the administration 
would not acquiesce to their requests that it be opened 
and set up for use by CARMICHAEL. The crowd milled 
around until approximately 8:15 p.m. when they were 
finally admitted to utilize Archer Hall, located on the 
campus of Spelman College.

|____________________________ |advised that an
individual introduced CARMICHAEL as a'prime sinister of 
the Black Panther Party. At the beginning of the speech 
by CARMICHAEL, he asked how many people in the audience 
had heard him earlier in the day when he had spoken at 
Davage Auditorium on the Clark College campus. A number 
of those in attendance raised their hands and CARMICHAEL 
commented that he would more or less reiterate what he 
had said on the previous occasion.

bo 
b7C 
b7D

CARMICHAEL stated that the white; people had 
been persecuting the black people for many years and that 
the black people must rise up and take control. He cited 
the confusion over his securing a place to speak as an 
example of how the Negro should take control of a given 
situation. The speech was interrupted by someone in the 
audience stating that several white persons were in 
attendance and that they should be requested to leave 
the gathering. Several white persons did leave the 
auditorium: however, an individual later identified as 

I was observed 
standing in the center of the auditorium. | | a
white man, was requested to leave but he made statements 
to the effect that this was his university and he expected 
to remain there as long as anyone. At this point, an unidentified Negro hitf |and the guards located
near the exit to the auditorium assisted him from the 
building. Considerable confusion existed after this

7



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

action on the part of the audience and CARMICHAEL became 
disgusted with the activities, stating that "they were all acting like children," and he left the building.

According to 
restaurant located at 
had supper.

CARMICHAEL went to the 
where he

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

A characterization of the Black panther Party 
is attached hereto.

8



BIACK PANTHER PARTY (BPP)

■ < According to its official newspaper,- the Black Panther1 Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in Oakland, California, to organize black people so they can tak© .control. of the life, politics, and the destiny of the black .community. It was organized by| _ _ _I Huey Po Newton, BPP Minister of Defense.Newton is presently sewing a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction of manslaughter.in connection with the killing of. an Oakland police officer. ■

b6
b7C

-Th® official newspaper, "The Black Panther,” which further describes itself as the ’’Black. Community. News Service,” states that th® BPP advocates the use of guns' and .guerrilla' tactics 'in its revoluntionary program to end oppression of the black people. Residents of the black community are urged to arm themselves against the., police who are ebnsigtently referred to in the-publication', .as .."pigs"-who should b® killed.
■ ’’The Black Panther”■issue of September 7, 1968, . contain® an editorial by BPP||''which end® with the : followings ’ ‘ ——
"Black mna Black people, colored persons of American, revolt everywhere! Arm -yourselves. The' only culture worth keeping is a revolutionary'culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. . Dynamite!- Black Power. Use the' gun. Kill the pig® everywhere." '■
Included in th© introduction to an article appearing in .th® October 5, '.1968,: edition of "Thu Black Panther" is' the statement,- ”... we-will not dissent’from ■ American. Government". 'We will overthrow it." •' . ■ '

' ' Issues of "Th© Black Panther” . regularly contain ■ quotations'from the writings.of Chairman-MAO Tss-tung of' the .Peoples Republic of China and feature MAO’s statement that■■ "political power grows out of the barrel of a gun.”-'
The national headquarters of the BBP is located at 3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, ■ California. Branches have been- ■ established at various locations throughout the. .. Uhited .States.-. - >■“ • ■ . . ..

- b6 
b7C



FD-323 (Rev. 1 1-29-61)

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
December 13, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference
RACIAL MATTERS
Memorandum prepared at Atlanta, 
dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are- concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
infoimation in the past.

-io- .

This-document contains neither recommenddtions nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. - _ ' ‘



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
08-28-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CPB

December 23, 1968
b6
b7C

To: SAC, Atlanta (100-6812)
W121From: Director, FBI (100-446080) ----

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

ReATairtel dated 12/13/68 wherein it was reported that 
a tape recording was made of the speech by Stokely Carmichael 
on 12/11/68 at Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia.

Prepare in«a form suitable for dissemination a verbatim 
transcript of that portion of the tape which is audible.
Include in the letterhead memorandum a predicating statement 
that due to Carmichael continually changing the modulation of 
his voice, the size of the audience, and room noises, portions 
of the tape are not audible.

1 - WFO

PTBiekw 
(5)
NOTE: Atlanta submitted as an enclosure to referenced airtel
an LHM containing the summary of Carmichael*s statements at 
Emory University. Atlanta advised portions of the tape recording 
of this speech, particularly those relating to statements by 
Carmichael that he is a proponent of violence, are good. However
due to the overall poor quality of the tape, a verbatim transcript

Tolson ___
DeLoach _ 
Mohr_____
Bishop ___
Casper___
Callahan _ 
Conrad ___
Felt______
Gale _____
Rosen ____
Sullivan __
Tavel ____
Trotter____
Tele. Room
Holmes___
Gandy ____

was not being made. In view of the fact pertinent statements 
by Carmichael are audible, Atlanta is being instructed to submit 
a transcript.

1



.'D-3(f .(Rev. 5-22-64)

'ft',7 '
INFOBMATION CONTAINED
IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
08-28-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAN/CPB/b^»

F B I

Date: 1/8/69
Transmit the following in

("Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751)

SUBJECT:STOKELY lIARMICHAEL 
RM

Re WFO airtel to Bureau, 12/11/68.

Enclosed for Bureau are 11 copies of LHM dated 
and captioned as above. Two copies of LHM are being 
enclosed for WFO.

This LHM is being classified "Cbn£>^htial" to 
protect the identities of sources of continuing value, 
whose identities, if revealed, could have an adverse 
effect upon national security.

Information copies of LHM are being disseminated 
to OSI, NISO, 108th MI Group, Secret Service, and USAs 
SDNY and EDNY.

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

The confidential sources mentioned in LHM are:

Neighborhood source

b6
b7C

- Bureau (EnQls. 11) (RM) r - - - - - - - - z— \
1 - New York
2 - Washington "Field (Enols. 2) (RM)

9 1969

TTTC

BJW: kbm b2
; OSI, SEC SER.

DEPT ISA: CRD.d^/Z)
TH FORW; ' 7 '

AGENCY: A®,.
DA

HOW FORW: &/S

\ Approved: ___

A >4JAt it in Charge
Per



NY 100-153751
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

NYfile 100-153751

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, 
January 8

- Stoke rmichael

Nevz York 
1969

DECLASSIFIED BY 60324/AUC/BAH/CPB/’bls
ON 08-28-2006 • '■/

b7C 
b7D

A confidential/ source,’~wno rias fu 
information in the oast,, observed ^Stoke

I at Carmichael!
New York

shed reliable 
Carmichael

resioence,
the morning of December 9, 19bd

during A/Y.

■-/ & i' ?■

b2 
bo 
b7C 
b7D

A| [confidential source, who has "furnis'hed
reliable information in the past, advised Carmichael| 

[departed Eastern Airlines Flight Number 545, from 
John F. Kennedy Airport, Nevz York City, 12:20 pm, December 
9, 1968, scheduled to arrive in Charlotte, North Carolina, 
1:57 pm, December 1968. '

b2
b7D

A |_____ |confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that Stokely 
Carmichael was arriving at La Guardia Airport, New York 
City, aboard United Airlines Flight 630 at 11:4-7 pm, 
December 12, 1968. Source advised this flight originated 
at Omaha, with stops at Des Moines, Chicago, and Detroit.

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

The confidential source, ment 1 oned
observed Carmichael at
residence 
15, 1968,

in New York, on December 14 and December
December 20, 1968, and December 22, 1968.

A ______ confidential source advised on December
27> 1968, that Stokely Carmichael| __ ~
will depart Scandinavian Airline System Flight Number 912-V 
from John'F. Kennedy Airport, New York City, 7:^-5 pm, 
December 28, 1968, scheduled to arrive in Copenhagen, 
9:15 am., December 29./ 1968.

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property ’ 
of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside 
your agency.

/ .9- \ 9



Stokely Carmichael Co; Lal
£

b6
b7C

Source further advised Carmichael)__________(will
then depart Scandinavian Airline System Flight Number 
402 from Copenhagen 10:00 am, December 29, 1968, scheduled 
to arrive in Stockholm, Sweden, 11:25 am, December 29, 
1968. Source advised that airline tickets for Carmichael 

 are open return tickets.

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

A|______ (confidential source, who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised that it was 
rumored within Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
individuals in New York and Atlanta that Stokely Carmichael 
reportedly is planning to move to Guinea. Africa. Supposedly 

]to Carmichael has been 
and this is 

further 
plans

Carmichael because of his adverse effect on

doing very poorly with[
believed to be the reason for the move. Sourc 
stated- that- there have been rumors that I
to "dump"

Stokely Carmichael _________________________(were
observed by Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI) departing John F. Kennedy Airport aboard Scandinavian 
Flight 912-V, 8:45 pm, December 28, 1968, scheduled to 
arrive in Copenhagen 9:15 pm, December 29, 1968.

bo 
b7C 
b7D

New York City, advised on January 7. 196Q. that 7/00 pounds 
of household goods consigned to| I have been
placed in I  I New
York. I advised that this freight was originally
scheduled, to be placed aboard the African Rainbow on 
December 17, 1968, but that because of the dock strike 
in New York City, the African Rainbow .did not stop at 
Nev; York City. ~~|advised-that this freight will
go on the next available, freighter. ________ advised
that the Rainbow will not stopat Conakey, Guinea, and 
all freight aboard now will be discharged in Monrovia., 
Liberia.,

-2*- Conf; al
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SUBJECT :

REF
b2

b6 
.b7C

FOR RM US

A-298 LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
NO.

Department of StateTO ! V r n

AmEmbassy CONAKRY DATE December 31, 1968 /V

The Stokely Carmichaels Move to Guinea
b6

■ b7C

b7C A

ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

■■■DATE 08-28-2006 BY 60324/AUC/BAU/CPB/bls
. DEPARTMENT PASS FBI ,/ .

In the course of a conversation with 
December ^27, 1968, I mentioned that tb 
to the effect that Stokel;
residence, in Guinea.

on other matters
r.S. press was carrying stories
■armichael .planned to establish

He replied that they were indeed and that it was on that very subject 
that he^had cons-ul/tedxme last sumi sr (see Conakry 2?J45 of September 9, 

 

1968).'^! said that I had apparen/ly misunderstood the inquiry, think
ing he was refejrrtLng only to a v sit in Guinea. I added that my? sain 
comments\aboulaaarmichael1s political activity still applied.

said that-l
b6 
’b7C

_________and 'that Stokely himself felt his luck might run out some day 
soon and he might wind up in the clink.

Comment: It is hard to imagine limelight-loving Stokely vegetating 
for long in their villa at Dalaba in the Guineai^^gjtt^g^Djallon high
lands a couple hundred miles from even Conakry

\1'/ •*/*

«.o-

/0 6
NOT RECORDED
I .JAN

MclLVAlNE
EX-113

J

FOR DEPT. USE ONLY
U. I In 1 } Out

(LIMITED OFFICIAL USE
FORM 
4-02 05-323
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION

' GSA d*EN, REG. NO. 27

'’ UNITED STATES G

5010-106

NMENT

Memorandum

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIHE^^
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-23-2006 BY 60324/^K/BATJ/CPB/bls

1 -Wr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop1 - Mr. Sullivan Callahan

Conrad __________

SUBJECT: COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAMD STOKEL^CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

DATE:

b6
b7C

Felt_____________

This is to recommend item about the amount of funds 
received by black extremist Stokely Carmichael be furnished a 
cooperative news source on a confidential basis by the Crime 
Records Division.

In the past two years Carmichael has spoken on over 
fifty college campuses advocating a black revolution by 
violence and guerrilla warfare. His speaking fees have ranged 
from $400 to as high as $1,800. Assuming he received an average , 
fee of $800 for each appearance on a college campus, he would ’
have obtained over $40,000. Carmichael has also received revenue 
from speeches at public halls and churches, as well as from a book 
he co-authored. The value Carmichael puts upon his services is 
indicated by the fact that he attempted in December, 1967, to sell 
an exclusive interview to a major news media for $70,000.

Carmichael directs his doctrine of hate and violence to 
the Negroes in the ghetto but he does not linger there. Instead, 
he travels first class, dresses in the latest fashion and has 
been living in a $50,000 home in Washington, D. C.
ACTION:

That attached item be furnished a cooperative riews- media sourc^dh. a confidential basis by Crime Records Division.

bo
b7C

Enc^ure
I'pfecsd (9)

&3rJAN2719$M

6 JAN 15 1069 
■ ■.



INF0P1IATI01T CONTAINED
HEBEIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 08-28-2006 BY 60324/ATJC/BAW/CPB/tols

IS CARMICHAEL A CAPITALIST?

In the past two years black extremist Stokely 
Carmichael has spoken on over fifty college campuses 
advocating a black revolution by violence and guerrilla 
warfare. His speaking fees have ranged from $400 to as 
high as $1,800. Assuming he received an average fee of 
$800 for each appearance on a college campus, he would 
have obtained at least $40,000. However, Carmichael has 
also made many speeches in churches and public halls 
where in most instances an admission price was charged 
or a collection was taken. In addition, the funds 
received from a book Carmichael co-authored is believed 
to be substantial. The value Carmichael puts upon his 
services can be illustrated by the fact that when he 
returned to the United States in December, 1967, after 
an extensive trip abroad, he endeavored to sell an 
exclusive interview to a major news media for $70,000.

Carmichael may direct his doctrine of hate 
and violence to the Negroes of the ghetto but he never 
lingers there. He is developing a reputation among 
leading black extremists as a person who makes a speech 
advocating a particular violent action to the blacks and 
then ’'fleeing” if anyone follows his suggestion.

Carmichael travels first class all the way. 
He dresses in the latest fashion, eats in the better 
restaurants and has been living in a $50,000 house in 
Washington, D. C.

ENCLOSES



F*B-3?W$v. 5-22-64)

DATE: 10-05-2006
CLASSIFIED
DECL AS 5YFY 
09-19-2031

BY 6032 4/AUC /BAN/ C PB'
Oil SY

F B I

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

Transmit the following in_____________________

Date: 1/10/69

(Type in plaintext or code) M

Via
AIRTEL

CLASSIFICATION PER OGA LETTER
—------DaTEB- ------ — —--------------

(Priority)

Callahan 
Conrad..

Mr. Tolson_
Mr. DeLoach 
Mr. Mohr__
Mr. Bishop_
Mr. Casper- 
Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Felt___
Mr. Gale___

7-Hoatin__
’. Sullivan.

Mr. Tavel__
Mr. Trotter- 
Tele. Room_
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy_

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

S TOKEL YCARMICH AEL 
RM

b6
b7C

copies
of LHM

ReWFOairtel, 12/11/68.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 11 
regarding the above captioned matter.

Any additional information developed regarding 
the shipment of CARMICHAEL’S goods to Guinea will be/ 
urni shed. j

SURE
Bureau (Enc. 11)
New York (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM) 

1 - WFO

18 JAN 16 1969

WWHipgp 
(5)

Special Agent in Charge
Sent M Per .



• .. Ml' tHFOraiATIOM/COlfalttED
’■ /JIEBETM IS TPZWSIFIED '■/ -

p8-2S-2DO6‘ BY 60324/7«JC/BW/Cffif^^:/-'

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

in Kepiy, Please Refer toWashington, D, C , 20535
FiieNo. January 10, 1969

STOKELY ICHAEL

b6 
b7C7;

I fWashlngtoh, D^ C. (WDC),
advised on December 11, 1968, he had been previously 
engaged to handle the shipment of household furnishings 
belonging to Stokely Carmichael | |

r | to Conakry, Guinea. He advised the furnishings,
■ amounting to about twelve thousand pounds, had been re

moved from their WDC residence during mid-November, 1968, 
preparatory to shipment by boat to Conakry from Baltimore, 
Maryland, during the early part of December, 1968, Prior to actual /shipment, they were stored temporarily in WDC 
at an ovki/seas ,shipping company warehouse.

advised that as of December 11. 1968, :
half of the furnishings belonging to Carmichael I 

' had been put on board the boat "African Rainbow" in
Baltimore, being handled by the Farrell Lines, Incorporated.

: He related that prior to departure from WDC, Carmichael 
| |purchasedanew household refrigerator, two b6
washing machines arid a range stove, which they also desired b?c 
included with the shipment to Conakry. As of December 11, 
1968, all of theseoordeared appliances had not arrived for < 
shipment. Consequently, |~ advised when the remainder

., pf the appl lances arrived for shipment, they woxO be in-* 
; eluded with the other half of the remaining furnishings 
and taken to New York City. Upon arrival in New York City, 

; they would, be loaded onto the " African Rainbow" then due in 
New York City at about that time. The "African Rainbow" Was expected to sail from New York City, on December 17. ^6^^

■ ■■■. \ /■ ' .



. i - < STOKELY CARMICHAEL

///,-.• On January 9/1969,______ advised the ’’Africa
Jb6 Rainbow” departed Baltimore pn December 12, 1968, with' 
>'b7c / -/.the first, half of the Carmichael shipment, en route to

Africa. The ’’African Rainbow” did not return to New York 
Cit y as planned to pick up the. second half of the shipment 
in view of the fact a longshoremen strike was in progress 
there and the:loading of the shipment could not be 
accomplished. - ■

The second half of the shipment was sent to
New York City for delivery to Africa bn a vessel sailing

/ at a date later than the "African Rainbow." As of < / ,
b6: January 9/1969, the shipment was reported to be in the
b7c// possession of the United States Customs and the Farrell 

Lines, Incorporated in New York City. | stated the 
longshoremen strike is still existing in New York City

; ■ and there is talk it will not be settled until February, 
1969. However, as soon as the strike is over and the 

/ shipment can be handled,: it will be loaded for transport 
/ to Africa on the first boat available. ■/ /7’/

</ (advised  last contacted him on
- December 22, 1968, telephonically from New York City inpuir- 

ingiabbuite^hee status of the shipment and he inf ormed heras * 
b^c/ set forth above. He advised payment for the shipment of

/ the goods has been made. He added he has gotten the 
definite impression the Carmichaels plan to live in 

■ Guinea but; in the future will visit the United States 
. occasionally either for pleasure or business. <'*/•■

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions-of •

. the FBL.It is-the property .of
the FBI and is loaned to your, agency; 
it and its contents are’-riot to-be 
distributed outside your agency.-

2*



CLASSIFICATION PER OGA LETTER 
DATED ^9-19-2006 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
j MAY 1962 EDITION

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

St 
5010-106.

ALL INFORNATSpN CONTAINED
HEREIN IS TJ^»55IFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOW^HERWISE Tolson _ 

DeLoach

b7C

1 - Mr. C. D. DeLoach1 - Mr. T. E. Bishop
: Mro

FROM

Sull

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK

date: January 10, 1969
,b6
b7C

1111

Callahan-------------
Conrad __________
Felt _____________
Gale --------------------
Rosen ___________
Sullivan ---------------
Tavel ____________
Trotter_____5
Tele Room -b7c
Holmes -------
Gandy

PANTHER

Mr. W. C. Sulliva.n

PARTY

This is to advise that black extremist. StokelyCarmichael,| ~intend to establish residence in Guinea, Africa
In late November, 1968, Stokely Carmichael moved- from Washington, D. C., to New York City. On December 12, 1968, a portion of his household goods were put aboard a ship at Baltimore for shipment to Guinea. The remainder of his household goods are being held at New York City due to a longshoremen's strike.

L

b6
b7C

The State Department has advised that Guinea ^stated on December 27, 1968, that| Inlan to establish a residence inhas|Carmichael ^Guinea. According to (_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _I become very depressed over the fact thatf
]ana tnat uarmicnaei nimseii text ms iuck might «<run out someday soon and he might wind up in prison.

b6
b7C

Carmichael_ _ _  arrived in Stockholm,Sweden, on December 29, 1968. |has a one-month|in that city, ana Carmichael has indicated to news reporters he will probably remain in Stockholm during the period _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

bl

ACTION
For information

100-446080
PTBjmkl (7)

The above information has been furnished to the Departmen-
7

DATE: 10-05-2006
CLASSIFIED BY 60324/AUC/BAW/CPB/bls
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3(1) 
09-19-2031

S8JAN161969
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WFO 100-43503

(6) Speech at Organisation of Arab Students
(OAS) Convention, to Arbor, Michigan, 8/26/68;

(7) Speech at Sheldon Manorial Hall, 3648 
Washington Awsme, Sto Louis9 Missouri, 
®/29/68o

In addition, ascertain if a collection was taken 
or fee charged for admittance at the rallies or functions where 
he spoke, approximate amounts collected and if possible 
recipients of the a»ni@s0

Expedite reply via airtel.

2



is F B I

Transmit the following.in -
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

b6

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

Mk Tblson___ y
Mr/'134Loach.^/!—
MrySrohr_____
Mr. Eishcp____
Mr. Carper, 

j Mr.
j Mr. Conrad____
| Mr. Felt—__ __
। Mr. Cal? ...., 
। TKffTR8sgh___
| Mr. Sullivan.V__ 

>| Mr. Tavel______
I Mr. Trotter—
I Tele. Room_____

1 Miss Holmes___
I Miss Gandy

Cal. shan.

£

FROM:
^.STOKEL' ^RACIAL

SAC, CHARLOTTE (100-10358) (P)
-CARMICHAELMATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

b7C

Re Charlotte airteJs to Bureau 11/22/68 and

o

'b7O Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eight of an LHM captioned as above, copies of which are being disseminated locally to Military Intelligence and * Secret Service Agencies. Copies also being furnished other listed offices for their information.

Information to sa F
B7T

Copy of the recordings as furnished will be_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (PROB) andthe Bureau by separate communication.

6 ■
ca

by

by _ _furnished

REC-111Vs) - Bureau (Encs. 8) (RM)I- Atlanta (Enc. 1) (100-6812) (RM)1 - Columbia (Enc. 1) (RM)1 - New York (Enc. 1) (RM)1 - San Francisco (Enc,, 1) (RM)* . f*.1 - Washington Field (Enc. 1) (100-^43503) (RM)6 - Charlotte (2 - 100-10358 THG:cca(1 - 157-6171) (1 -H2^)— -157-5490) (1 - IOO-9885)I PR QB) T32---1 -j.? b7D

Sent M' < Per
Sent /in-charge
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL - SPEECH AT ST. AUGUSTINE COLLEGE

(Introduction of those with him)

"Next is a young man who works. He is known 
around tjxe country as the world's biggest agitator. Mr. WILLl^RITZ (phonetic) .

Next to Mr. RITZ is a. young man whom everybody here should knew; he is from South Carolina. He is just out of 
jail. He is one of the young men who has refused to go to 
the armed services. He is out on appeal for that. He is also 
out on appeal for federal cases. He was shot in the Orangeburg Massacre, He was one of the young men who helped organize it. He has been the program secretary for the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee, and he now serves as the director of 
the project for the Student Npn-Violent Coordinating Committee, 
(could not hear name) «> . /

Next is Mr. JAJS5TBAILEY, a young man from Washington, D_._C.., who is out on bail . He has also refused to go into 
the army. Mr. BAILEY.

On my right on the stage is the master of culture £©r the Black Panther Party from the west coast, Mr. EMERY J 
DOUGLAS. Mr. DOUGLAS is an artist. His works were just displayed at Howard University, and he came down to the south to see what the scene looked like in Mississippi. - (Unable to 
hear the rest because of clapping, etc.)



SPEECH AT ST. AUGUSTINE COLLEGESTOKELY CARMICHAEL -
i

(context of speech)

Now vzhat. we would like to do today is to go through the concepts that would engble you to put together a philosophy 
for black people living in this country and black people living in other countries, and to allow us to survive. I want to begin 
by saying that my major assumption is that white, people are prepared to commit genocide against black people. And that is 
my basic assumption.

Many people disagree. White people don’t agree. 
But that is hot the truth. Don't let them fool you. They told the Indian the same thing. Don't let them fool you. 
Even if it's not true it wouldn't hurt if we were prepared, right? So we want to talk about being prepared for number one, 
fighting for our liberation, not only in this country but in 
the world; and I have to keep stressing the world, because as people living in the United States we get carried away with just thinking about ourselves as black Americans.and not thinking; of ourselves as Africans,' which we are?

I I

li You aren’t ashamed to be Africans today are you?
I don't'like it, watching TV and seeing Tarzan beating us up all the time . . .you want to be like Tarzan, right? Africans, 
we are Africans, and we have been scattered all over the Western 
Hemisphere by the malicious desire of the powers of white western 
society ... and because in our unity we will be the strength that will divide white western sobiety. And they understand 
this very clearljry so they have spattered us all over the Western Hemisphere. Did you know that in Brazil in South Zirnerica that 45 per cent of the population is African, black, just like 
you and me? Did you know that irj the entire northeast section 
of South America it is heavily populated with Africans, black, just like you and me, all the way up to Panama. You know, even 
in Nova Scotia today there is a large number of Africans, just like you and me.

We have been scattered all over the Western Hemisphere, 
in the West Indies, Cuba, Haiti, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic Guatemala, Vienna, Panama, you name it, we have been scattered by 
the white man. . s



(context of speech, continued)

• And if we are to fight today, our adhesive force and use of our black power, you understand our black power is 
not limited to black people in the United States, but it talks about black people wherever they are,—from South Africa to 
Nova Scotia, we are one and the same. Because we really don’t know who our ancestors are. Some of the people in Brazil might 
be our own brothers and sisters, and we know, the way brothers- ‘and sisters fight, Okay.;

? *Now the second assumption is black people in the 
United States are a colonized people. We are a colonized people. We form a colony within the united States. Now, 
the main characteristics of a colonized people ... and rather 
than go into it, I. would hope that your history professors and your social science professors and- your sociology professors 
.would begin to discuss the characteristics of a colonized 

I people. But the most important characteristic that we want 
to determine and deal with today is the characteristic which separates a colonized people from other oppressed people, and that is the characteristic of self-hatred. A colonized 
people more than anything else hates themselves. And because they hate themselves, they hate any image that reflects themselve Therefore, they hate each other.'

So this is a hatred for each other and for oneself by the colonized people, so that they try to imitate the ways of 
the master and try to identify with the oppressor rather than to identify with their brothers and their sisters. Everything is so destroyed having a colonized people, even the standard of beauty is severed by the oppressor.

You know, we don’t have to discuss the magnolia creams of today, but that’s just an example of self-hatred. 
So much do we hate ourselves and our color, that we would spend three hours a night using magnolia cream trying to be white, 
or burning out our hair, frying it, as we try all these other things, trying to imitate white society, and when we pick someone who is beautiful in our race, it was always someone who was 
light, bright, and fair-haired white, right?



(context of speech, continued)

And the reason for this was because of the self-hatred the self-hatred goes very, very 
analyze it. But let us view

that we had for ourselves. And 
deep. We sometimes cannot even some examples.

You know black people who fight black people much quicker than they will fight white people. And it's not because we are afraid of white people. It is only the hatred which we have for 
ourselves, that we let it show in each other. For example, if you tell a black man to pick up a gun and shoot a rookie cop, they'll say, "I don't want to do that, I don't want no part of that, zI don't believe in that." But let that same black man 
shine his shoes on Saturday night, and another nigger steps on.them. Because of the hatred manifested for himself when his brother steps on his show, .he is ready to kill his brother just 
to keep his shoes. He'll stomp him into the ground. And if a white man does it, what does he do then? Yes, sir, boy— because of the hatred that we have, for ourselves., 

i' ■ . I; Now, we have to begin to counteract this hatred.
Now we can just go on and list characteristics, but I think 
you should do that in your own discussion classes. Now, to ,fcounteract hatred, you counteract!an opposite with an opposite. The opposite of hatred is love. So, you see, we must counteract the hatred we have with love, but now love that I'm talking 
about must be appreciated from a lot of other people. I say that we, black people, must have Ian undying love for each other, 
for each other.

Nov; would I say, for example, as Dr. KING did, that if a white man slapped you to turn the other cheek? No, if a 
white man slaps you, rip his arm|offl But if a black man 
slaps you, I would say turn the other cheek. Because the hatred that we have for each other is destruction. We have a feeling 
of destruction, to destroy ourselves. We must begin to counteractthat with love.

And so, we say that our first concept is to begin to build a sort of ideology that will present a cohesive force fox- black.people inside the United States and around the world, is that we must have an undying love for each other, an undying love for each other. That means’we are willing to die fox- each 



(context of speech, continued)

other. Not only are we willing to die for each other, our 
people should be willing to kill for each other. I know you don't like to hear the word "kill," and I know they will say this is violence. But you take a look at all the young men in this audience and when they are graduated from college, 
I'll tell you what they will be. They will be hired killers, 
killing yellow people in Vietnam. So, it's not a question of killing. It is a question of being able to feel that you . can kill for something worthwhile.

What,would the young men sitting in this audience be killing in Vietnam for? They would be killing to stop 
Communism, when the majority of them can't spell the word Communism, let alone know what:, it means. So, theyvould be fighting to stop Communism, they would be fighting for democracy, and living in North Carolina, we know what a joke that is 1 They would be fighting for the free world (laughter), the 
'free world. For real, that’s what they would be fighting
for, the free world. They've never smelled freedom and they’ don't understand the word "free" but they're fighting to maintain the free world. .

It seems to me clearly that the three things they're fighting for does not have any substance to black people. 
Number one, Communism. If Communism were a kind of force with black people, we would know what it's all about. We do 
not know what Communism is all about. So our people may define 
Communism as something trying to overthrow the United States 
and America. Well, we should all be trying to overthrow the United States and America. We'll talk about that later.
Don't let it scare you; just relax.

Now why are we trying to overthrow the United States? 
They just got us to be slaves. They went out and did it. We 
must have an undying love for each other. When a policeman shoots a rifle in one of the major cities of this country, and 
our brothers pick up bricks, stones, and anything they can find to throw back at that policeman, they are demonstrating an undying love for their- people; because they are facing tanks



(context of speech, continued)

with bricks and bottles and that is heroic. It is. You 
have studied the Boston Tea party, and how they went out there throwing bricks and bottles. Do they ever call them vagabonds and rioters? They were called heroes, right? They .were fighting the British with bricks and bottles. They were pouring and dumping tea in the ocean. They 
were committing acts of vandalism but they were doing it for 
a purpose, the purpose being for their own liberation, white 
liberation. Nov?, to the British they were committing acts of 
vandalism. And the British told them they would shoot them, so we’re in the same position, the United States and the 
British. If they catch us they shoot us, but for us we can never define those acts as bad acts or say that they don’t 
get you anywhere at all. Don’t believe that, oh please 
don’t believe that, because you'll really sound stupid.
You cannot tell me that stealing don't get you anywhere; look where the United States is today!

Don't say that killing doesn't get you anywhere, look where the United States is today. The white man got this country—-he killed the Indians and stole it. So he can't say anything about killing and stealing Not only did he steal the country, but he stole us, you and me. He stole black people. He cannot talk about stealing to us. 
When he tells you you can't steal, tell him, look at the same thing, you stole my .father.

We must decide for ourselves what our actions will be. We must decide what our actions will be. It is 
not a question of violence. Violence is not either right 
or wrong. It is a moral. It is he who has the power to legi- imatize the violence that counts.

If I were in Vietnam with a gun and I shot thirty 
yellow people with slanted eyes who some white man told me were my enemy, the Viet Cong, I would get a medal. Did you 
see that a black man was decorated the other day? He was decorated for what? Fox’ being a cold-blooded killer. That's what he was getting decorated for. What are they decorating them for? For being cold-blooded killers. But JOHNSON has



(context of speech, continued) ■■■'■

the power to legitimatize killing. It is the white man’s privilege. When a white man shoots a nigger in the ghetto he becomes a sergeant, because they have the power to 
legitimatize killing. But since we are the powerless, if we kill one of our enemies and we ge.t caught, we go to jail.

But it is neither right or wrong'. It is just a question of power. That’s all. If we were running this 
' country we would be. in power and it would be okay. We could kill who ever we defined as our enemies. And that’s because if isiimportant for you as college students because 
you are going to have to move to define the action of our 
people, and you cannot define those actions as white western society defines them. You cannot, because, they always condemn 
•our acts. They have to because in the long run black power /will move to destroy white western- society, and if we stand .up it is going to kill them, so we must not stand.// . " . ' ' 

Our concept, one more time, as black people, we
' must have undying love for our people, undying love.

The second concept, which is very close: Every Negro is a potential black man. Every Negro is a potential black man. Because I’m going to take time out and explain 
the concept of a Negro and the conceptt. of a black man.

When we were in Africa, and you know all of us were before they stole us, so don’t believe what you have in your history book, that our brothers sold each other out. Don’t believe that. They tell us that so we will mistrust each other. Don’t believe that. When the white man told me that, he said they did not steal us, your people sold you. I said, well what did you use to buy us with, what did. you give them? You did not have no money, you didrr’t./have 
no property, you didn’t, have no gold. You didn’t have nothing. 
You came to Africa to steal everything.. So what we gave was a slave. What did you give us in return? H-e couldn’t answer. 
What did they give us in return. We turned over slaves. If I’m selling you something I give, you something and. you must give something in return. What did the white man have to offer Africa?. .Tobacco? He didn’t.-have any. V?e had to 
come and pick in in Virginia, North Carolina, and South Carolina.



(context of speech, continued)

He didn’t know anything about it. We had the best tobacco 
in Africa. We didn’t need the tobacco.

Cotton? They didn’t have the cotton. We were the ones who picked the cotton. We invented the cotton 
gin. That would produced cotton. So he certainly didn’t have cotton, and that was his cash product.

What else did he have, money? He didn’t have any paper money because he didn't develop a monetary system until his economy was stable. His economy was not stable 
while he was employing slaves. It did not develop a real 
sense of stability until after the Civil War.

What else did he have, gold? We know where the 
gold comes from. Diamonds? Copper? Zinc? It’s a lie. 
/It was time for the distribution of guilt-. The white man doesn 
/-want to feel bad if he has to admit that he stole us. So 

/- what he does is distribute the guilt. He gives everybody a little piece of it. He said I didn't do it all, your father 
sold you to me. So now, your father is guilty. It is called distribution of guilt. That’s a new term for you 
psychology teachers. So, white man, we don't want the 
distribution of guilt. You keep it, you did it all. You 
did it all. We didn'/t do nothing. You stole us.

Now then, we say that when we were in Africa, we 
were Africans or black men. But when we came to America, 
we became Negroes. Because there were no Negroes in Africa; 
Africans are black men. When we came here, we were slaves, 
so that the term slavery and Negro is synonymous, is it not? Because when we were Africans, or black men, we were free. 
But once captured, we became Negroes. So Negro and slavery really means, the same thing. And if you say that you are a Negro you say that your beginning is in this country; but if 
you say you are an African or a black man, then your beginnings go back to a time way beyond the development of white western society. It goes back to the beginnings of culture in the Mesopotamia Valley or Egypt. It goes back to the great 
warriors we had in our time.



(context of speech, continued)

And that's why we must extend our thinking beyond calling ourselves Negroes. Now, you watch what they do all the time on radio, not like they have in North Carolina, but 
across the country on the so-called soul stations. They 
have-the spots in Negro history. They play a JAMES BROWN 
record and say- -'lEven though he was slave in the District of Columbia . . .CHRISTOPHER ADAMS was the first good Negro. 
He died, so glad to die for the American Revolution." And everybody feels proud. We shouldn't feel proud. CHRISTOPHER 
ADAMS was a fool, man, he was a fool. Are you going to fight 
for a man who sold your people to slavery? If my people were in 
slavery, I would fight them. But because they are around us, 
we keep calling ourselves Negroes. Because what Negro really means is being a good nigger., That's all it means. Because 
•even though you aren't a slave, you're still working to help 
the country. Even though you have been a slaver, you're still supposed to help the country. That's junk, that's junk.
If I can't sit at the table nobody can sit at the table, and if the table is to my back, I'm not going to kneel down there with my back to the crowd and them sitting on top of me eating steak. Junkl Nobody eats steak on my back. Kill me, but 
I'm not going to be under the table. And that's the position some of us take.

We must understand, then, what it means to be black It means the process of moving to what is a feeling of total 
liberation where we are committed to do anything necessary for liberation of our people. So, a lot of people* could become 
black that are not black. We were not black; until a while ago, all of us were Negroes. We were running high. "I dorit like that nigger. He is going to cause trouble, always preaching hate." The white man says that.

They know what education is, right? They believe 
what the teacher tells them, right? Of course it is. That's 
education, correct? And so the white man says this guy is not going to make a speech of hatred. Did you ever see a teacher 
with a wig on? A wig she got in Africa, black. ...



• . : ■> 1 '(context of speech, continued)

Every Negro is a potential black man, and those of us who claim we’re black must help Negroes become black. We must take time with our people, and if we have an undying love for our people, then it becomes easy. Every Negro 
is a potential black man, second concept. Very important. 
We have to take time with our people and help them to be black.

A couple of years ago you talked about black power 
and people jumped under their seats. You know, now everybody is talking about black power. A few years later, -you talked about 
guns and everybody was jumping under their seats. But now, 
everybody is beginning to see the necessity of guns. And we have to take time with our people? we cannot afford to alienate 
our people further because we need every single black man, 
woman, and child for the price that is coming ahead of us. We cannot alienate one, not one. We must bring them home. 
Esj>ecially on campus, because the kids on college campuses come from-the bourgedsie, except maybe your first generation college. And therefore, sometimes because they have been 
grouped/like that, it is sometimes difficult for them to understand the concept of being black. *

The third concept, and perhaps the most important and the most difficult is the question of community, a question of our color, our people, and where we are. I’ll restate that because it's very difficult, for us black people, the. question 
of community is not just simply a question of land but the question of our people, our color, and where we are. Let 
me give you some examples.

If you went to New York City you would not be home until you went to Harlem. That’s where our people are. If you went to Harlem, then you would really feel relaxed. If 
you went to Los Angeles-—Washington; Chicago—South Side, West Side. You wouldn't feel relaxed! until you are with our people. 
If you go to Washington, D. C., you're home.

Now we must begin to understand that concept more fully. Because then we begin to! break down the barriers that 
the white man has pushed in front of us. If. we say that, then



(context of speech/ continued)

we say if we go to Brazil/ 50 per cent of the people in Brazil are African, and we will be home. If we go to Cuba, 65 per ceit 
of the people in Cuba are African, we’re home. If we go to the West Indies, we're home. And when we get to Motherland, 
we know we're home. And we must begin to understand that concept because for black power to have any reality Or any substance, it must be international,’ It must be international. 
And we must begin to understand that what they do to one bla ck 
man affects every black man, wherever we are, from South Africa 
to Nova Scotia. If they touch one they've got to touch all.

And that concept must become a reality becausethe Western power is a move and a threat. When they want a country they divide the country. Look at North Korea. They have North Korea fighting and South Korea. They've got North 
Vietnam fighting South Vietnam. And today they are trying to do the same thing, in Africa.

They have Nigeria fighting Biafra. And if that
concept grows, we will fight ourselves, each fighting each other. And we cannot allow them to do that to us. I'm sorry 
when I see a black man stand up on television and say "I'm for Biafra," or "I'm for Nigeria." How can he take a position when his brothers are fighting their brothers? If your brother 
is killing your brother, the first thing you want to do is get the weapon out of their hand. Th<sn you can sit them down and 
talk. If you are in the house and your little brother ;is 
fighting your big brother, and they have guns, you're hot going to take sides with either one of them. You're going 
to try to get them to put down the gun. And it becomes even more important because they don't even manufacture the guns. The guns are given to both sides by white folks. ’ There ain't 
no white folks going to give niggers no guns without they're going to kill each other or his enemies. Ain't no white man going to give a black man a gun.| The only time he is going to give a nigger a gun is when he is killing somebody who is 
threatening them or when he is killing his enemy. That's all.

So we can't afford to pake sides. And we must
begin to understand that we havdIto work for the unity of our people, and we must become more politically about what's going on in this world. We have ;to, we have to.

/2_



(context of speech, continued)
■ j-

Therefore, being students, you don’t have no time 
for parties. You are less fortunate than my generation in college was. When I was in college we had some time to party. But you don’t have nothing. You don't have no time to party. 
You have to know about the schools in Africa, and what 1 happened in Zanzibar yesterday. There is a state .of emergency ' . . . we have to understand what’s going on. The students in 
Jamaica are burning down the• company that belongs to 
the United States. We ought to know why.' We have to know why. And it is your responsibility to be able to analyze 
these situations and after analyzing them read them back to our people. Are you prepared to do that? No. You are not prepared to do that because you really do not know what 
education is.

Education is fine for the white man. What is education? Education, really breaking down numerically, the 
e is for the Latin word meaning "out of." DUC' means ... comes from the Latin "dos duces," which means "to lead." I ' ■ I ■
And then; of course you have ATION.j You learned that m your vocabulary building course, didn't you? Isn’t it required here? Is it required? (the audience answered "no.") That's good. I hope they require reading.

■' • I

Does the education we get in our schools help us to solve our problems? no. Let me define education for you, 
about a theory of education from FRANTZ FANON. I keep quoting 
FRANTZ FANON. ' Is everybody famil'iar with FRANTZ FANON-? Oh, 
I’m sorry, you should be. FRANT2j FANON - don’t get lost by the name. He is a black man, a black man from Martinique, who is a psychiatrist who was educated in France and was sent 
to Algeria to support the French[Government in their fight 
against the Algerian rebels. FANON went there and began to fight with the young left, which was t^ie national cause of liberation 
for the Algerians during the Algerian Revolution. And he wrote book ... (sets out names of books, unableto hear). 
One book deals with colonialism and with the effect of colonialism 
on the victim. He has another book, "White Against the Black Mass" the story of a black man in a white society, and a 
little pamphlet called "Studies in _Colonialism."



(context of speech, continued)

This reading should be a must. Students just don't 
read. They think too much. They talk about so and so going with so and so. They talk about who was where and what they wore. They talk all that junk which doesn't do anything at ,, 
all but satisfy their own selves and selfish needs rather 
than take time"to talk about, Hey, man, was I correct?Which way should we be going? Is MARTIN LUTHER KING correct? 
Is RAP BROWN correct? Is WICKLEY (phonetic) YOUNG CORRECT? Should we try separate? Should we try guns? Should we try non-violence? No, it seems to me that this should become your everyday topic. That is better than junk because that ain't nothing but a weak imitation of white folk.

If we look at society, hate society, broken society, there is no white in the world who can keep order in his society better than black people. Why did they imitate.the 
Greek? They thought he was dangerous. A poor imitation for white folks. That is what-they said. .

You know why they formed fraternities don't you?Oh, I meant to tell you. It showed their hatred. When black 
people first started to go to - school and they got a chance to go to white schools, these white boys had their fraternities and they wouldn't let the niggers in. So the niggers got 
drunk. So the light-skinned niggers formed a fraternity.
Funny thing about that. They imitated the white man. Because when they formed their's, only light-skinned brothers could 
get into their's. So the others, not to be outdone, they formed their's for brown-skinned brothers, and the black 
brothers had to go and do the same thing. If you don't 
believe me, you just look at the sororities and see which 
sisters are full-blooded and which sororitiest are not.You know the blue brothers. A blue brother is light, bright, 
and damn near white.

You know the sorority where they have light-skinned 
girls? Even today, when I was in Howard they had it. If you were dark, you couldn't get .into it. Now1 you can laugh about that, but I think you ought to recognize the seriousness of it. I think you ought to recognize how fully dehumanized We are as the Negro.



(context of speech, continued)

Now we have tried to imitate the white man, but what they used to bar us out is the same thing we used to 
bar others out. The color of skin, the complexion. So we automatically,assume that what is white is right. So 
if you are not white but you are near white, then you are 
Okay. Because anything black, we have been taught, is 
evil, and we must hate it. And we have tried so hard not to be black, that we have become whiter than the white man. We're 
whiter than snow. And there again I just pointed that out to show you, this is fact; it’s documented and you can read it, 
that the fraternities were set up that would only let the black-skinned people in. I hope that none of it is 
still continuing, bit it is always wise to at least mention it so that if it isn't, perhaps we could try and correct it. 
I hope it is not true at St. Augustine College.

Okay, for a definition of education. Fandn says that education is the reinforcement and re-establishment 
of values and institutions of a given society. I want to 
repeat that because we've got to do a lot of work with this. Fanon says that education is the re-establishment and the 
re-instituting of values and institutions in a given society.

All it means is that whatever society says is right, that's what your education is going to be. Now, if we agree, 
and I think we all can, that America is a racist society, does it not fall that if we get educated at an American University, wTe will also grow up to be racists? Yes, it does, yes, it does. And we grow up to be racists ’without even being 
conscious of it.

Let us go back to the example of COLUMBUS.. Who 
discovered America? COLUMBUS discovered America in 1492. 
If you said that you get an A. You would be an excellent student because you were saying actually what the teacher 
said. But now, we know that CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS did not discover America. The red man wasbere before he came. As a matter of fact, CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS thought he was in India and he was right there in America.



? p i(context of speech, continued)

But now where would we be if we say CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS discovered America? Let's see. CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS 
discovered America. VASCO DA GAMA discovered something else. Who was the guy who discovered China - MARCO POLO? No. Who 
discovered China? MARCO POLO, yes. Somebody else discovered the North pole—some other white man. What they are saying 
to us is that the world did not begin with us, but that some white man discovered us. Who discovered you? Have you ever 
asked yourself what happened before COLUMBUS? You never think about that because they tell you that COLUMBUS discovered 
America. Now when you discover something, it just becomes yours/ And all of the discoveries are made by white men. 
So the only reality we have is white reality, and we don't even know it. We are sure COLUMBUS discovered America in 1492; and MARCO POLO, he discovered China. Ha, Ha, Ha. .No,.it wasn't them that discovered it. It was there before they came along. ,

/ But now, if your teacher' says to you, who discovered America,' you say the Indians were ;here before COLUMBUS came along. /And I used COLUMBUS only as an example. We can go along here willing to willing to bet that what we learn from white society is really a lie ... a big white 
then we are so used to that, we consider it toAhd what is education? Education is the way to better white philosophy. Man, I could tell

But 
education.

you about Plato
Why is the white man 

there were no niggers around?time, they let a nigger 
he is for white society

dc>ing everything. Do you think No niggers nowhere, nowhereo
in is when he was for white, he is not to be consideredAnd the only 

society. If 
in reality.

Do you want to know what black power is? Black power 
is opening the truth to the white lies; it is declaring our position to the white lies. Doe^ that scare you? It should. 
It should scare you, because if you knew what you were talking about you would be scared. Because that means that what's coming is nothing but bloodshed. And if you were serious you



(context of speech, continued)

would be scared. But you aren’t children. Children laugh and walk off a cliff because, they don’t know where they are going. Once You know there is a cliff there, you wouldn't 
laugh. You become scared. And that is why you laugh, because 
you don’t admrt_,.to what may turn out to be the bloodiest 
holocaust that history has ever seen, a.nd you say that you are not scared.- You ought to be scared. You ought to be trembling, because I am.

\ Can we avoid the bloodshed? I do not think we
can avoid the bloodshed. I do not think we can avoid the bloodshed. I think that the contact between the white race 
and the black race has always been a struggle, and the white | .race has always predominated, and today it is coming to a 

| head. I do not think that the white institution will allow | equality for the black man. Because just as they have brought 
I hope to the inferior, they have caused themselves to be 
I superior. And in order for us to come up from an inferior I position, they must come down from their level. Because I 
| see clearly that we are hading for a revolution, and that should scare us. And it is going to be worldwide. And that should scare you even more. There will be a colored 
war rather than a black war.

. ■.People argue about that. They think there will be. a black war. It is going to be the war of colors because every
where the white man has gone, he has ruled whether, he is in 
the majority or the minority, he has .ruled. Whether he lived 
in America which claims to be 90 per cent white, or he lives in South Africa, where he. is less- than 5 per cent, he rules,. 
He dominates. Where he cannot dominate, he destroys.

I say then, that the confrontation is coming, and 
we must prepare for the confrontation. I want to make this crystal clear--I am for violence. I don’t have to think about 
it. I am for revolutionary violence. That’s the only way that we are going to get our liberation.. That is to say that 
black people, men, women, and children, got to, got to, got to reach their goal. Nov; don’t get scared. We want to be prepared. If a man comes with a gun, we have to have a gun. But the white man burns so many weapons.



(context of speech, continued) ->■

The white man says, we got the bombs, don’t you let them get it- That’s all they say^ France, Russia, England, the United States. They got it. China got it, but they try to make believe China is not alive. They got the horn!?, and they say there was no more testing. That's why you’ve got a two-barrel shotgun, and I got a .22. And you are going 
to tell me, don’t try to get a two-barrel shotgun. You keep the .22. If I. keep the .22 I am a fool. If you got. a gun and I don’t have a gun, that's not equal.

/ ; '

Now,; if they have an equal amount of power, and 
we have an equal amount of power, then and only then can we deal realistically. ' But if they have all the power 
and we have nothing but rhetoric, we are always going to be at 
the mercy of white western society. Now, I know what the 
question is going to be. How-are we going to get the guns? 
All right, there are three ways to get anything out of the 

/ whites. One, you beg for it; two you work for it; or three,, you take it. ' ' .
Nov/, let’s talk. How are we going to take guns so 

that we don’t get caught? Let me give you an example. Look 
at those rifles in Vietnam. If you were in Vietnam, you would be on the front lines, because you are black, and you would have a: white lieutenant and a white officer. He would say, 
"Private, I understand that 15 miles from here the Viet Cong have a stockpile of guns. They have the Viet Cong guarded. 
And I want you to take 12 people with you and go and get those guns. They've got the guns." If he doesn’t go, he gets 
court martialed.

Now what's the difference between me and a brother walking down the street and saying, "Now look here brother, that’s the 13th policeman over there. They’ve got carbines, they got F-15, they got double-back shotguns, they got some automatics. They got all the ammo to back it. We need it. Let's go take 
iit. We need it for our people.” In Vietnam they get the 
\guns .

Do you have a husband or a wife or a child? Do you have a brother or a sister. Let somebody come and try to destroy 



(context of speech, continued)

that brother or sister, and see how quickly you kill them. Let somebody try to come and destroy that child and see 
how quickly you kill them. You weren’t taught that "I don’t 
hate no more" nonsense. You were taught "I don’t hate" nonsense becuase you don’t have that "I love." If you love, 
you would destroy that which is trying to destroy that which you love. If we love our people, we will have to hate the 
institutions of white western society and what it has done 
to us and to our people. If we do not love our people, we do not love ourselves, because we do not even hate that which is trying to destroy us. They destroyed KING because he was'black. That means that they can destroy us because we’re black.

Nobody will allow themselves to be destroyed unless they are full of self-hatred. That’s suicide. We are so full of self-hatred that we wish for suicide. 'That seems to be the only luxury that we are allowed, and we even wish this 
on ourselves. I

/ ' i

/ But today, some of us want to live. We do not want to die. It is easy to die for one’s people. It is much 
more difficult to live and to kill for them, but a whole lot 
of us are going to live and kill for our. people.

Thank you.



STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

b2 made available a tape recording he had made
b7D of the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the University of North

Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, North Carolina, on
November 21, '1968, which is as follows:
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL - SPEECH AT UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
AT CHAPEL HILL 
(context of speech) . - -
J - “we have-thought'today,-tonight rather, instead of
just talking about the problems, radial"problems, in" the United 
States’,' JSihc^J? it is crystal'.'clear that'thebe ib beginning" to be, a polarisation in the United.States and sinedr We are at the 
University of North Carolina, Chapel'.Hill, which has1.a tradition 'for being liberal, then we can point, out that perhaps it’s the 
pitfalls of liberalism that really cau.se'; polar iaat ion. And so 
what we wanted to do tonight was to begin to talk about the 
pitfalls ©f liberalism, and that allows us some latitude, because then we talk about the failures of.white society'rather than the 
failures of black society and it gives us an opportunity"to begin 
to criticise politically-white'society in the political content 
that will then allow us to base our analysis on how we move.,

“It is also important that we should deal with this subject 
because at■this■point the questions‘coalition .are uppermost in 
everyone’s mind, whether.or not there can be such a thing as ‘ 
coalition between white groups and black groups, and if so,■how can" those coalitions come about and what will'be their end view?
We want to leave the bulk of time open for■questions because we 
are sure there" will be many, and what we’d like to do before we go into the major topic is deal with some of the problems from which we always get questions. For example, we want to deal with the question violence, because we always have questions 
about violence. were you really violent?

’’Now, affirmatively, that we are .for revolutionary , 
violence.. We are for revolutionary violence. So that there 
will not be any questions as to whether or not we are hedging, 
we are not hedging. ‘ We are for revolutionary violence.

”N©w please, when you ask questions, don’t try to convince me that violence is not the correct-way, that we’re 
only 10 per cent, that we will lose, etc., etc. If we ate . 
going to lose, please allow -us the opportunity to make our own 
mistakes. That’s all we ask.
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(context of speech3 continued)
"SOW, we ought to talk a little-about revolutionary . 

violence and about violence' in particular, and further to 
analyze it from a white point of view*

* .to stop confrontation,, not to readdress 
grievances, understand that, it’s, to' stop confrontation. They are one step better than the people who preach law and • 
order, they do it in nice ways* we can’t have confrontation, 
we can’t have bloodshed* Law and order, it’s reversed but the liberals sound much better* Because really, that is what they do,■they just sound good* They have good sounding 
rhetoric, liberals do* They cannot, it seems to me, make an 
assumption a priori that confrontation will not in fact'solve problems* It seems to me that history again validates the 
opposite of the assumptions of white liberals*

‘•Clearly, a confrontation with Hitler and the allied 
forces solved problems* It wiped out Naziism and solved the 
problem* Confrontation with the British and the American colonies solved the problem,'and allowed the Americans living 
on the continent to run the country free of those few British 
living in England who wanted to run the country* It solved the problems so that perhaps rather than liberals’ primary role 
being that to stop confrontation, they should begin to readdress 
themselves' to how to bring about a more equitable society* And 
if' they begin their primary function, perhaps they could see that in some cases confrontation can do that. But because they 
a priori decided that we must stop the confrontation, leads them I think, to-a number of incorrect analyses which render them totally ineffective in all societies. Again, witness if you will the liberals in the rise of Naziism. .

’’They were trying to step Hitler and stop the Jews fron a confrontation. And since they failed,, the powerless 
lost, the powerless lost. In the long run. Hitler was defeated, I’m sure, but I don’t think that’s very happy news to six million Jews .
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(.context of speech., continued)

Mthen, one ©f the reason® why the liberal tries 
t© step the confrontation is because it is the r©le of the liberal t© maintain' the status, quo rather than change it, I know that the liberal says that"he wants to"change the status 
quo, but he does not,' What, the liberal really seeks to do is to 
maintain"' the "'status qub,' "He seeks t©'maintain, the status, quo 
because the liberal•enjoys, economic'stability1 from the'status 
quo,. ..’You d© not have many poor white people who are liberal, 

■v ' 1 •
<

•’Number ©ne, the liberal is afraid to alienate and 
.because he is .afraid t© alienate, he find's himself hooked up in 
a' number ©f political rhetoric which does not present any 
alternatives, any clear alternatives,

’’Witness the past campaign. Is it not a fact that theonly. man who really presented adLear'alternative was George 
Wallace? Whether or notone agrees ©r disagrees with Mr. Wallace, 
he presented a clear alternative, 'The liberals did not because 
the liberals were afraid t© alienate, Mr, Wallace kept saying time and time again, ’I say the same thing in California' that I say 
in Alabama, that I say in New York,8 The other candidates could not say that because they did not say the same thing in California 
that they said in the South that they said in New York, Because th^did not, they were afraid t© alienate, '

•’The liberal is afraid to alienate, because.'the.liberal does not really w$nt change, , , , Yoq.. have very many 
rich white people who are'5liberal. They can. afford the luxury 
of liberalism and liberalism in fact just simply means maintaining 
the status quo, maintaining the status quo, 'The reason is that the liberal,' since he has economic stability, cannot fight for 
change because if the liberal is fighting for change, he is 
risking his economic stability for economic instability. And n© one with any sense does that,

' “The people who fight for change:are those who are economically unstable,. "Their hope is to produce from a new 
order economic stability, "economic stability, ".and I; think ■ because the liberal really seeks'to maintain "’the states':'quS, 
he then falls into a number of' pitfalls and' does not really
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(context of speech., continued)
want change so that what you have is a bunch of rhetoric which 
comes out something likes In the past there have been problems but we can readdress these problems now in the future without 
hurting anyone, And that is certainly not sensible, certainly not sensible* Mr* Wallace was cleax* There have been problems in the past. He knew who was to blame*. He blamed the federal 
judges. He blamed the briefcase toting bureaucrats. At least 
he spoke out and tried to point out to the people where the problem was* ..The liberals did not. The liberals say? Given 
that there has:been problems between black and white people in the past* fthy can wet not now sit down and hold hands 
together, I don’t know how they jumped to that conclusion, 
without seeking to punish*

’’Notice that the liberal does not speak to the 
oppressor nor do they speak to the racists nor do they 
confront the conservatives* ' They seek only to confront the oppressed* Again, because they have no power and because 
they have no influence, because they are\from the oppressor, 
again they can exert their influence but they have no real power nor do they ever seek any real power because they do not want change.

’’And you see you can have, you can notice for’ example, 
the extreme of the.liberal'movement in the United States, the hippie movement* You can see how simple they are. They seek 
to influence. Drop out, smoke pot."The hippiesare’consolidating pot and Wallace is consolidating-power. "And the hippies have no real political ideology.' Really,■their ideology is' such that anyon 
with a personal problem can"join their movement. If you get1, ’ 
beat up by your mother and want to run away from home,’come join 
the hippies. They do not, again, seek a confrontation* , They seek a cowardly way out at the expense of their parents* ■ '
pocketbooks, incidentallyj While/the groups on'the right, i.e. the Young American for Freedom, the.young groups for Wallace, are 
busily consolidating power and the?@nly one with whom there’s 
any communication between the oppressed and the oppressor happens to be the liberal.
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(content of speech, continued)
mAnd so if today, you see black people not even paying

attention to liberals', you will see why.- It is because of 
the pitfalls of liberalism.

“Finally, and 'I think perhaps' the greatest pitfail
of the;, liberal is that the liberal espouses a sort of humanistic idealism whichfthey say can bring about a political state,which 
is total incorrect. If one.wants to insure the humanistic ■ 
idealism that the"liberal talks about, it seems to me'the 
liberal must first establish a political state that will produce 
that type of humanistic idealism. But what the liberal does is the exact reverse. The liberal .talks about humanistic 
idealism and.then tells us from this will flow a political 
state which will allow for the humanistic idealistic nonsense' 
that they always taught. No. .. If the- liberals want humanistic 
idealism that they espouse, then it seems to me very clearly that 
they must begin to work for a political;'state that will allow for that type of human development. ' Again, that is going back to 
seeking a power. I think maybe if we-stop, here we will have 
more time for questions and that may be more beneficial for 
everyone.
Questions 59If you were a liberal what would you do to help 

the oppressed?8®
Answers “I would help destroy the oppressor o'”

Questions “’How can I, a young white, personally change the
power' system and open up confrontation in an effort 
to save the country?”

Answers "I think this is the mistake of most■liberals. Theyalways move personally, individually, rather than politically or institutionally, individually, there 
is nothing you can do, but if they can move t© consolidate power then they will become a political 
force inside the country.9’
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context of speechs continued
Questions ‘"You are obviously going to alienate the liberals with this type of speech. What are'your motives in doing thi^? (Question number 1)? (Question Number 2$ Why d©n4t you' use the liberal voicet 

even if- weak, to your own ends?"
Answer?
t

’’Okay, first question, if the liberals are alienated by their own pitfalls, it seems tome to be their 
own-weakness. It seems to me it’s the’job of people 
to point out the analysis. Second question, why 
don’t you use the liberal voice, even if weak, to 
you own ends? Because I don’t think we can use it because the liberals do not want change and.we have to fight for change.“

Question? ’’Assuming that your revolution succeeds, I guess that’s a safe assumption, what would be the goals of your government?"
Answer? "It-seems to me that black, people in this country are fighting two things. We are fighting:racism and 

capitalism, and then the goals would be a society 
free of racism and free of capitalism.

Question? “In what way, using violence, can you improve your 
cause in the United States? How do you plan it?"

Answer g "Well, the first' question is very easy. If you defeat 
your enemy you win and then you just simply make ybur plans. I don’t think that this makes very muOh sense. 
How does the United States carry out''its plans in 
Vietnam if it defeats the North Vietnames and'carries out its plans.• Wherever it defeated people' and ' 
conquered them, it carried out its plan. When one fights each;one, to the victor belongs the spoil.It’s cold but it’s fair."
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(context of Speech, continued)

Questions 95 Is revolution worth the cost of human existence,- both white, and black?”
Answers “When one fights in‘a revolutionary cause, one fights 

to affirm human existence. Therefore, I do not 
understand the question.”

Questions “Since you suggested that the liberals' are caught up in 
a totally non-sensical position 'economically because they do not and implicitly will not address themselves 
to change, what alternative do they really have or 
d© y©u consider them lost to the Revolutionary Action 
Committee?”

Answers MI d©n'8't think it’s my position to consider what the 
liberals are. It seems to me liberals have to define for themselves what they want to do and then once 
having defined that, do it. I think that liberals are so wishy-washy that they always look to everyone 
else for leadership because, again, I think that 
you don’t understand. "Mir7'assumption isL that the primary goal of the liberal is to stop confrontation 
because, they0 re ~ afraid that through confrontation they will get hurt.68

Questions “What is you opinion of black separation and how would 
this be done or what steps should be taken?”

Answers “That sounds like a 1964 question. It seems to me 
that the United States has already separated and that 
it is just a question of black people in the areas 
wherie we’re separated, first taking control of those areas and then‘moving'to implement what we see is necessary'for us to live like human beings. Now 
just how that separation is'to come about I don’t 
know and if we did, we wouldn’t publicly say.”
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(context oWPeechj continued)
s "There has been quite a number of dynamiting police 

stations and quite a number of police sniping. It just means 
that the violence is becoming more constructive, more directed, 
and less spontaneous. It follows a totality national damage to the enemy and minimum risk to us. You see, because I 
don’t think that white people really understand the fight. 
Actually, it would be profitable for white people if black people 
in this country were to fall under the ihfltience' of cbrrimunism,r 1 especially the Communist Party, bSA. Because the Communist1 pairty, 
USA is closely allied to the Moscow Line. The Moscow Line urges 
peaceful coexistence so that it would be profitable for white 
people to have black people follow that line. Because the other 
thing is armed struggle, for obviously that is where black people are going.

Secondly, Communism speaks to economic eseploitation.We’re not sure it speaks of regaining one’s humanity or one’s lost 
culture. Francefenan (phonetic), brilliant black psychiatrist, says then they would fight with us.
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Re Atlanta airtel dated 12/iy68, and Bureau 
dated 12/16/68, and 12/23/68.
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Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of an 
LHM prepared for dissemination in accordance with re 
Bureau airtel.
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Eand attended the Emory University L.
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia 
January 6, 1969

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTER

On December 11, 1968, a source provided a tape 
recording of the speech given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL on that 
date in the Alumni Hall, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia.

A verbatim transcript of the tape was attempted 
and the results are set out on the following pages; however, 
due to CARMICHAEL continually changing the modulation of his 
voice, the number of people in attendance, and the room 
noises, portions of the tape are not audible.

The transcript is as follows:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

983317

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.



Because of white liberalism you have polarization. Now, before
we get into the questions and answers, I know there is to be a question 
and answer period and I know there are going to be questions about vio
lence. But, before we go into the basic discussion, we should talk about 
violence. We answer these questions in the affirmative. We are for 
revolutionary violence. So we do not have to discuss that. You ask the 
question ’Bo you mean violence*. Yes, I mean violence. ’Bo you mean 
killing?’ Yes, I mean killing, whatever it takes to get out* liberation.

Pltease don’t tell me that violence never accomplishes
anything .... Please don’t tell me there’s any morality in violence,
because there is not . . . Violence is either political or it may be
anti-political. But violence is only good where one has the power to 
make it good .... For example. If I were in Vietnam today and if I
killed thirty Viet Cong, I would get a medal. If I were in Harlem and k
killed thirty white policemen I would get the elctric chair. It is simply 
a question of who has ... he who has the power to decide this, or his 
destiny . . . Black people ... or any oppressed never has the power 
. . . . the oppressor does. Not only does the person who has the 
power ...

The oppressor also has the p&wev to institutionalize the violence
so that it becomes an accepted way of life. For example, it is contra
dictory for a baby to go to bed hungry in the richest country in the world 
than it is for a black man to kill a white man .... not only ... to 
overthrow an unjust system and replace it with a just system . . .

Now, there are several hate . . in the American political
system .... I think that the major contradiction in the United States 
is . . . . . the opportunity of police holding quality without .... 
having the opportunity of economic'equality. . .
For example, . one-half of the freedom of the vote every thing
else is to be commensurate. So you have the two political parties, the 
Republican'party, the Bemocratic party .... Both parties have 
legal equality, you don’t even have , . You have the same political
interest . . .can also have the same ... interest. You can have an 
Eastman, a Kennedy and a share cropper. The share cropper makes two 
dollars a dgy, Kennedy is a millionaire, Eastman is a .. millionaire, and 
they are all in the same political'party•and they try to convince Americans 
that they should all have the same interest. That is being absolutely 
absurd, because the interest of the share cropper must conflict with the 
interest of Eastman and .. ... ....... they have more economic opportunity
.......  arid political .. .... economic system the liberal comes forth.
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What is the primary role of the liberal .......  to insure
justice, but that is not correct. The primary role of the liberal 
is to stop confrontation, from hating. The liberal .......  that
confrontation is not good for either side ...... . .. not to insure
justice for the oppressed, .. .. .. but to stop confrontation. If 
the liberal .......  polarization on the right, polarization on the
left, polarization from the rich, polarization from the poor, 
polarization from the black, polarization from the white and he 
recognizes there is going to be a confrontation but he doesn’t 
know .. ............. The liberals have been incapable of solving
the problem.. .. .... Never addressing himself to the powers to 
be......... . .

The liberals want to maintain the status quo. The liberal 
is economically secure .......  The liberal does not understand the
difference between influence and power. The liberal has influence, 
but no power.. ........ 
The liberals were effective in pushing for legislative Civil Rights and 
getting legislation passed, but they were powerless ..........
They had influence to get them passed, but powerless .......  The
implementation of those Civil Rights ..........
Whether one agrees with it or not..........  What would you do
about fighting in the streets.......... and then you attack who is
responsible for .......  .. the bureaucrats ....

After the above remarks by CARMICHAEL, the source said the 
meeting was opened to questions from the audience. However, no roving 
microphone was utilized for questions from the floor. This coupled 
with the side remarks made by many of the 800 to one thousand persons 
in the auditorium, made it practically impossible to hear the question, 
much less the answers put forth by CARMICHAEL. The source noted, how
ever, that it was obvious the questions from the floor were aahtagonistic 
towards CARMICHAEL’S stand on issues and rather for him to attempt to 
give any type of logical explanation, he would answer the questions with 
a sarcastic remark in an effort to embarrass the questioner.
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In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Atlanta, Georgia
January 6, 1969

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference

RACIAL MATTER
Memorandum prepared at Atlanta 
dated and captioned as above.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.
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i Date: ,12/16/68 ।
I 

mit the following in___________________ ______ ._____________________________________ ■
! (Type in plaintext ot code)

AIRTEL registered mail I
* : (Priority)

---------------- ’----------------------------------------------- - ----- ----------------- ------------------------------------L__

TO: DIRECTORj FBI (157-9549-

FROM: SAC, BOSTON (157-694) (C)

SUBJECT: THE' FUND
RACIAL MATTERS

Re Boston letter to Bureau, 12/5/68, and 
Boston teletype to Bureau 12/13/68, captioned "STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL, RACIAL MATTERS.”

Enclosed for the Bureau are 11 copies of an 
LHM concerning captioned group. Dissemination is being 
made locally to-NISO, 108th MI Group and the USA's Office, 
all at Boston, Mass.

____________The source mentioned in the LEM is
| The LHM is 

classified "ConT-fe^agrtlal" inasmuch as dis closure of 
information contained therein could lead to the identifi
cation of a source of continuing value and compromise her 
future effectiveness.

The information contained in this LHM is being 
disseminated locally to the Boston, Mass. RD and the 
Mass. State Police.’ A tape recording of the talks given 
during the meeting was obtained through ___________________

|and a transcript or 
this tape is being made bv the Boston Office. SA I

|of the Boston Office accompanied 

MR-Bureau
(Q/-1OO-146O8O) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL) 

. 3-Boston
' (1-157-437)(STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

(1-157-591)(UNITED FRONT)
RWK:car

f.

8 w

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 11-14-2 0 0.5 BY 603 0 9 .

Approved: _____________
Special ?

---------M Per
Charge



a black 
has1 not

In view of ths- fact that.The Fund is not 
extremist organization and since investigation 
revealed that the monies from The Fund is 

being given to black extremist groups, this C&36 IS 
being closed in the Boston Office. This office? will 
remain alert to the activities of The Fund and for 
any information indicating The Fund is directly supporting 
extremist groups.

The Negro organization which handles money 
supplied by The Fund is the Black United Front and the 
Boston Office is currently investigating this group and 
will be able to follow the activities of The Fund through 
its investigation of the Black United Front.

During the meeting described in the attached 
LHM it was noted that the vast majority of the persons 
in attendance appeared to be substantial professional 
men, business leaders, faculty members of prominent 
universities in the Boston area and. highly regarded 
civic leaders. A‘ Fund membershin list was distributed 
during the meeting, I I

In view of the distinguished group of individuals 
who are members of The Fund and in view of possible embarrasment 
to the Bureau in connection with open investigation of 
this group, it is felt that the activities of The Fund 
can better be followed through investigation of the Black 
United Front, which contains ’k.nown black militants among 
its members.

I
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T'crify, Please1 Refer tc 
le Ke. I '

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION.

Boston, Massachusetts

December 16, 1968

THE FUND 
FACIAL MATTERS ’U,.-. —— ...-,.. . _ _...

On November 29, 1968, a source, -who -has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised that a meeting 
of the group known as The Fund was to be held on December 14, 
1968. Stokely Carmichael was scheduled to address the 
group. The source noted that the objectives of The Fund 
were to raise capital and to develop a pool of white 
manpower to assist the black community with professional 
and legal advice when requested. _

On December 14, 1968, the source -advised that 
the meeting described.above was held at the Hotel Somerset, 
Boston, Massachusetts, as scheduled but that Stokely 
Carmichael failed to appear. A speaker representing The 
Fund advised that Carmichael would not appear due to a 
commitment in another part of the United States.

The source advised that 300 to 400 people ’ 
attended the.meeting which began-at approximately 9 a.m. 
and finished at 12:30 p.m. The meeting was followed by 
a luncheon at the Hotel Somerset. .

The meeting was addressed by several members 
of the Black United Front, which group controls the 
disposition of money raised by The Fund. Among the 
speakers were Chuck Turner, described as a co-chairman 
of the Black United Front, Bryant Rollins of the Joint 
Center For Inner-City Change, and Reverend James Breeden, 
Chairman of the Black United Front Foundation. The 
speakers discussed the work of the Black United Front 
and its association with The Fund. The Black United. Front



■ ■ i

the; fund ’
RACIAL MATTERS . -

' /■ ■ ’ ■ ■-■■■■. / ' ' : - ' ... ■ ;; _ 
has ^allocated more than. $100,000 to small lubinesses 
in the Roxbury Negro ghetto of'Boston.- Reverend : . ;'l 
Breeden explained that the Black United Front 
Foundation very carefully examines applications- 
for funds to determine whether requests fox- money • 

’from the black community should be honored. He 
noted that normal banking and financial criteria 
are not. used and that the fact that a man had.a / .
criminal record or had been arrested as a child i
would have no influence in the.decision to be made.
Whether or not the money would be loaned was determined 
by the availability of funds and the' likelihood of success on the 
part of the person requesting the funds.

Ralph Hoagland., one of the originators of 
The Fund, and a prominent Boston area businessman, 
advised the group that new sources of capital for 
The Fund were being sought. Among these soui’ces were 
a Fund Development group which would seek donations 
=of .$10,000 or more which would involve the issuance 
*pf 22 year,4 percent bonds. .These funds would be 
considered as investments rather than donations. 
Mr. Hoagland explained that the original members of 
The Fund donated $1,000 apiece and that more than 
$300,000 had been raised in this manner but he advised 
that the aims and demands on The Fund had grown and 
the sums raised were totally inadequate for the demands 
on The Fund. He noted that large corporations, financial 
institutions and charitable institutions would be solicited 
in the very near future for large requests or major donations 
to The Fund Development resources.

The source noted that the maj’ority of people in 
attendance at the meeting appeared to be substantial civic, 
professional and financial leaders of the communities 
surrounding Boston, Massachusetts, and from the city of 
Boston. Members of The Fund also consist of a considerable 
number of members of the ..faculties., of ..leading Boston area 
'universities, according to the^source.



THE FUND ‘
RACIAL MATTERS .. .• ■' ; . • ,

/ . At the conclusion of the meeting and prior to 
the lunch., forms were passed out to those in attendance 
requesting additional pledges and requesting that those 
in attendance become involved in community groups, 
educational groups or technical skills .groups or in 
investment committees} which would solicit large amounts 
from corporations and financial and charitable institutions.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS' NEITHER RECOMWmDAT’bNS 

NOR CdKCt USIOWS. OF THE F 0 li IT-IS-'THE i-t‘'OPZ STY 
OF THE- F B I AND IS LOANED 'TO YOI3R AXE.NCY; IT 
ITS 'CONTENTS ARE NOT TO. BE DISTRIBUTED OUTS.JE 

YOUR AGENCY.
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In connection with the following past speeches of d
subject® receiving offices requested to contact sources® if ]
information not already available® to ascertain current information |
regarding composition of audiences as to race® age® sex and number 
of military personnel known to b® in audience in or out of uniform., 
Include information about any fee® remuneration® or other monetary 
reward received by subject for making the speech®including any 
known expenses paido Also Include statement as to whether transcript 
of speech obtained and if furnished to the Bureau.,

(1) Speech at the Organization of Arab Students z 7i
Convention® Ann Arbor® Michigan® 8/26/68; Az

(2) Speech at Sheldon Memorial Hall® St0 Louis® Moc® 
8/29/68;

(3) Mto Zion Methodist Church® Baltimore® Mdo, 10/17/68;

(4) Speech at San Diego® Calif»® 10/26/68® in connection 
with Demonstration for TIMOTHT Do THOMPSON



WFO 100-43503 z
f'

(5) Speeches at Honolulu Press Clubs Andrews 
Mphl theatre, Unlveraity of Hawaii s University YWCAS and Church 
of the Crossroads, Honolulu, Hawaii, 10/29-31/68;

(6) Speeches at San Jose State College, San Jose, 
Califo, and De Anza College, Cupertino, Calif*, 11/12/68;

(7) Speech at Tufts University, Medford, Mass*, 
11/15/68j

(8) Speeches at Saint Augustine College, Raleigh, 
N.Co, and University of N.C., Chapel Hill, N*C., 11/21/68; 
speeches at University of N«C. at Charlotte, N,CO, and A & T 
State University, Greensboro, N»C0, 12/9/68;

(9) City College of New York, New York City, 12/3/68;

(10) S,CQ State College, Orangeburg, S,CO, and Benedict 
College, Columbia, S»C,, 12/10/68;

(11) Clark College, Morehouse College of Atlanta 
University System, and Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, 12/11/680

In addition, ascertain if a collection was taken or 
fee charged for admittance at the rallies or functions where he 
spoke, approximate mounts collected, and if possible recipients 
of monies*

Subject also spoke before First Congress of Black 
Writers held McGill University, Montreal, Canada, during 10/11-14/68* 
Bureau requested to give consideration to ascertaining financial circumstances relating to the speech through liaison [

Submit results expeditiously via airtel*

2
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tsmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 1/14/69

(Type in plwntext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

b7C
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O)

FROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (IOO-68783) (p)
SUBJECT: STOKELlPcARMIGHAL'L

RM 
00: WFO ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Re Los Angeles airtels and LHMs dated 
8/30/63, and 9/6/68, and WFO airtel to Bureau 1/10/69.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL SPEECH
WILL ROGERS PARK
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 
8/24/68________ _______ ___

The above rally was observed by agents of the 
Los Angeles Office as indicated in referenced airtels 
and LHMs.

At the above rally there were approximately 
$00 persons in attendance, with all but four persons being 
Negro. The majority of the persons were male Negroes 
between 16 and 25 years of age. Twenty percent of the 
audience consisted of Negro females. No persons were 
observed to be dressed in military attire or known to 
be military personnel. •

During the rally a collection was taken, but the - 
response was not enthusiastic and it vias estimated the 
contribution amounted to "$250. No fees were charged 
for' admittance to rally. Members of the Black Panther 
Party gathered the containers of money and. carried, them 
from the park after the rally terminated. No information 
is available concerning the person funds were turned over to.

tU - Bureau
1 - WFO (100-43503)
2 - Los Angeles u;<—
jeU/ly£_

[IE JA$ 22p1969__ w

F B i



LA 100-68783

On 8/29/68, a source of the Los Angeles Office 
obtained a transcript of a mechanical recording of 
excerpts of CARMICHAEL’S speech on 8/24/68, from a 
member of the Black Panther Party in Los Angeles, which 
was furnished to the Bureau and WFO in referenced Los 
Angeles airtel and LHM.

- 2



TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 5010-106
MAY 1963 EDITION
GSA gen. ICG. NO. 37

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

.MfiuoranduDi
Mr. Bishop^^

G o E. Malmfeldt

WTOP NEWS, CHANNEL 9 
SUNDAY, 1-12-69

DATE: 1-13-69

. Tolcon __
DoLoacrX.

T rotter__
Tele. Roon 
Holmes —
Gandy

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 50309 auc tam/mlt/t

■______ Above-captioned program was monitored by Special
Agent| |Correspondence and Tours Section.

[predicted that Stokely'Uarmichael would leave the country 
after the 20th of January and possibly take refuge in Guinea which 
he described as a pro-Communist country. _______ predicted this
action oh the part of Carmichael, as he feared of a Justice Depart
ment crackdown on him under the new administration.

1 - Mr. DeLoach
1 - Mr. Bishop
1 - Mr. Sullivan
1 - Mr. Rosen
1 - Mr. Malmfeldt
1 - M. A. Jones

NOT RECORDED 
191 JAW 15 1969



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

5010-104-01

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

.Memorandum
y

/to DIRECTOR, RBI (100-446080)

FROM SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM - BPP

date: 1/23/69

Information received from 
subject ____________________that the _ , _______

the United States and established ref'STdence in Af/lca. It is additToriaily reported by the source that r^ra&P^ln 

 

the Negro community in Atlanta is that CARMICHAEL will 
be out of the United States for a peglgd of a; 
fow years '

indicates 
have left

oxlmately r

b2

b'7C
b7D

The above information is being furnished to 
WFO and New York for whatever value it may have in assisting 
those offices in following the activities of’the subject*

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60305 auc tam/mlt./tcg

Burtau (RM)
2 - WFO (100-43503) (RM)
2 - New York (100-153751^ (RM)
3 “ Atlanta

(2 100-6812)________________(1 -
EUC/jah -------------- ---------
(10)



5-22-64)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

FBI

Date:

(Type in plaintext or code)

_______AIRMAIL_________
(Priority)

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM SAC, MOBILE (100-1858) (RUC)

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RM 
OO:WFO ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 11-14-2005 BY 60305 auc tam/mlt/tcg

b7C

Reference is made to WFO airtel to the Bureau, 1/10/69.

The information requested in re airtel is set
forth as follows supplementing the information set forth 
in report of SA 9/9/68, Mobile.

SPEECHES BY STOKELY CARMICHAEL NIGHT OF 
7/26/68 AND AFTERNOON OF 7/27/68, AT OLD 
WARRENSTREET METHODIST CHURCH, 304 NORTH 
WARREN STREET, MOBILE, ALABAMA.

Composition of Audience:

There were approximately 500-600 persons reported 
in attendance at each speech. On 1/14/69,|

advised that there had been about 15-20 
, and about 

The 
were Negroes, including male and female of all 
majority appearing to be adults.

white persons attending the speech of 7/26/68, 
8-10 white persons attending the speech of 7/27/68 
remainder 
ages, the

b7C

No servicemen in uniform were np/tsed in attendance 
speech and on 1/14/69,| 

advised that no one in attendance at ei^tnetj ^sp^eecp 
had bee identified as military personnel. - b0

UlM) £6 8 MN00-43503) ( RM)__________________ ______ _________8 :------------

at either

2 - W 
Jn Mobile 
JTB:crb

Sent
v 'Special Ag^nt in Charge



MO 100-1858

Remuneration;

On 7/22/68, | ~
advissd that on 7/17/68. [

which group had
sponsored the appearance of CARMICHAEL in Mobile, showed b7

|a Western Union receipt for _______ reflecting money
sent by| [Washington, D. C., to
cover transportation costs tor stukeLY CARMICHAEL and his

CARMICHAEL was 
for his appearance

sent by[

thatassociates to Mobile. ___________ |told
not being paid anything, other than expenses 
in Mobile.

Sources reported that no collection was taken upx 
at the speech of 7/26/68 or 7/27/68, and no fees were charged 
for admission to either speech. x

Transcript;

No transcript of either speech, 7/26/68 or 7/27/68, 
have been forwarded to the Bureau. It has been reported that 
no transcript of either speech is available.

-2-
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F B I

Date: 1/21/69

Transmit t;he following in
i. _-y (Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL _____________
(Priority) ।

_________ ______ _____ ___________________ 1_

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, BAL^EMORE (100-24220)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM 
00: WFO

RUC

AL L INF ORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcj

Re WFO airtel to Bureau, 1/16/69.

The following is the information available 
concerning the speech given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the 
Mount Zion Methodist Church, Baltimore, Maryland, on 
10/17/68. On 10/21/68 a report was received concerning 
this meeting from I

_____ I Tne report reflects tnat the meeting took place 
on 10/17/68 at 8:00 p.m. Approximately 500 persons attended; 
and of those present there were about 75 to 100 white persons 
Persons of both sexes were in attendance, but there was no 
breakdown as to the percentage of each sex. The estimated 
age range of persons in attendance was 14 years - 2%; 18 
years - 8$; 21 to 28 years - 40$; 29 to 35 years - 30$; and ’ 
36 and older - 80$.

The report did not contain any information 
concerning any military personnel either in uniform or 
out known to be present at this meeting. On 1/21/69.

~| advised that Inasmuch as there was 
no information of military personnel in the reports received

Bureau (REGISTEREIJ-MABj 
"2 - WFO (REGISTERED MAIL 
1 - Baltimore 
FJW/jme 
(6)

i ’Syeci''aDAg?nt"in CmOe
SentApproved:



BA 100-24220

by them, in all probability there were no known military 
personnel present. On 1/21/691 I b?c

~| advised that he was
present at this meeting for the purpose of taping CARMICHAEL'S 
speech. He stated that he did not see any persons in the 
audience wearing a military uniform.

The report received from| [reflects
that at the beginning of the meeting a member of the 
Soul School, Baltimore, Md., announced that a collection b7
would be taken up for the purpose of aiding the Soul School. 
The reports reflects that the monetary collection was 
generous; but there is no mention of the approximate amount 
of money collected.

A characterization of the Soul School is 
appended hereto.

By airtel and LHM dated 11/26/68 captioned "STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL". it was reported that under date of 11/19/68 

|furnished a copy of a transcript of a speech 
given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL 10/17/68. The text of the 
transcript was included in the LHM, copies of which were b?c
furnished to the Bureau and WFO. On ll/25/68| 
made available a taped copy of a recording of a speech of 
CARMICHAEL at the Mount Zion Methodist Church 10/17/68; and 
this is being retained in the files of the Baltimore Divfelon.

2



SOUL SCHOOL
Also Known As the Society of United 
Liberators, Incorporated

On July 19s 196% a. source advised that the 
Soul School located at 522. North Fremont Avenue, 
Baltimore, Maryland, is not connected with'any-other 
institution in Baltimore City. All Soul School members 
have- Arabic or African names and are forbidden to drink 
alcoholic beverages, .use dope, or eat pork.,

The source advised that the aim.of7the members 
is to teach the Negro'about himself and build a nation 
for black men in America separate'from the white race. 
Obtaining all land below the 4'0; degree parallel line 
of the United States for a black nation is the goal, 
of the members, at any cost. The school.is militant 
and it preaches militancy to black people. . The uniting 
of all black people is.the top theme. The members include 
both sexes, and courses in African culture■are a major 
requirement of-'the school. •'

: On July 19, 1968,.. the source furnished a 
pamphlet called "The Black Liberatorpublished by the 
Soul School, Baltimore, Maryland, and. dated June 21, 1968. 
The pamphlet states, "The Soul School is a non-profit 
educational institution set up by black people. Its purpose 
is to enlighten black people through education and action. 
Students are urged to come to the school- regularly and 
participate on any committee or work, shop in which they have 
an interest. The black community both here in Baltimore
and in the far-reaching corners of the black world 
thing in which we involve ourselves- and study."

is a

On July 10. 1Q68
b2

b7C
b7D

the real purpose of the Soul School is 
carry on underground activities.and 
He also stated that the Soul School 
quantities, but they are attempting

_  advised that 
stated that 

to be a front and 
over-throw the: "system
has guns in small' 
to get more to be used

in any type of revolutionary•activities which might come
about in the future.

On September 12, 19c8,| , [advised
that the Soul School continues to function at 522 North .
■Fremont. Avenue, Baltimore, Maryland.

H

b2

b7D
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Date: 1/16/69

Transmit the following in
fType in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

AHJNFOfiMATON (
NFOfBLKJWJiifa

P

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, CHARLOTTE (100-10358) (P)/^ rtf

g) ’STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

y y Re Charlotte airtel to Bureau dated 12/17/6
Maptioned "BLACK STUDENT MOVEMENT, CHAPEL HILL, N. C. 
/RACIAL MATTERS"; and Bureau airtel to Charlotte dated 
' 12/23/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are eight copies of LHM 
captioned as above,, copies of which are being locally 
disseminated to military intelligence agencies and Secret 
Service.

A copy of this LHM is also enclosed for WFO 
Atlanta, and San Francisco.

It is to be nofei 
information that
C. Q, s

_____ had furnished 
possessed information

1 -
1 -
7 -

(RM)
San Franc&sco (Enc. 1) (RM)
WFO (100-43503) (Enc. 1) (RM) REC-96 /
Calotte flfa.1 —
(2 - 100-10358^gency. acsi nic osj SEC<S^W —
(1 - 157-6171) ^CRD,RA0A^j5-

(1
‘157-5490) HOW 70RW:
100-9885) date mw' ha

157-5830)BY: 
157-5802)

EJB: dmb

b7C

Approved: Sent M Per
Special Ageai\ip Charge
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(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via-------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- ----------------- :-------------------- r-j
(Priority) ।

___________________________________________________________________________ :-----------------------________________-_L

CE 100-10358

of possible value regarding! meeting of Negro
militants held at University of North Carolina. Chapel 
Hill, North Carolina, was interviewed
at Charlotte, North Carolina by SA I TOn
1/2/69. -------------------

2

Approved:  Sent M Per 
Special Agent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNIT^STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUS^E

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

, Charlotte, North Carolina 
January 16, 1969

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Reference is made to memorandum at Charlotte 
North Carolina, captioned as above, dated November 22 
1968.

Information was received thatf

b'7C
b7D

a student at the University of North Carolina at Chaoel 
Hill, North Carolina, had overheard portions of  
meeting which followed an appearance of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
at Carmichael Auditorium on the University of North Carolina 
campus. Chapel Hill, Accordingly, the
information 
obtained.

Accordingly, the 
in the attached interview report form was

A characterization of the Black Panther Party 
is attached as an appendix to this memorandum.

THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS 
NOR-CONCLUSIONS OF THE FBI. IT IS THE -PROPERTY 
OF THE FBI AND IS LOANED TO YOUR AGENCYIT AND 
ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED OUTSIDE

...
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eg 100-10358

'.'what was apparently CARMXCHhEL’s staff tell another person ' 
he could see CARMICHAEL at the Baptist student Union Building. 
After about thirty minutes, | ~|said he located the
place and he found between 100 and 120 Negroes, all of 
college age, gathered in the meeting room at the Baptist 
Student Union. From dress (his. criteria- for dress was an 
article in Playboy Magazine), he observed between twelve and 
twenty of the group. wre Black panthers.- |said he
missed the first third of the meeting, bu: he did hear about 
twenty minutes conversation of the I I meeting. Among 
the points he recalls CARMICHAEL specifically mentioning 
were arguments that the negroes should obtain guns and "kill 

' Whitie", which he observed ■■■caused some consternation. He .
observed that the group were apparently of a higher 
intelligence and cultural Ifevel than CARMICHAEL was used 
toaddressing, and caBMICHABVs emotional outcries did not 

'■ acme'across .to- 'their orderly logical-way of thinking, .He 
recalled CARMICHAEL specifically stating that Negroes should 
shoot up and blow up police stations. He observed that from 
.newspaper.articles,'- this has apparently been done in Hew : 

■ '■ jersey. argued that schools should start coursea
in Afro-History and in black culture and should teach black 

-•■'nationalist views. ' He went on to 'argue' that negroes. should 
arm themseIves to shoot and bosab police stations.

b7C
b7D

' Hegroes and said that he knew that: tfeo militants were 
being held back between “Uncle Toms" and said *if the .'Wale

■■ Toms are holding you back,get rid of them.” ' He argued- for ;-.. 
urban guerrilla warfare and constant confrontation.

Some of those in attendance asked "What’s our 
■plan,'when, where, etc..?*, and Qmsg&BB emotionally replied, 
• *We don’t' need a plan, all-we.need are guns..*’,-



CB MO-10358

_I Stated that CAR14ICHAEL observed him 
attesting to listen to what liras going on Whereupon-he nodded 
to several of those wearing African garb, who told Mm it

b7 was I liaeeting. Thereafter, he wot to the kitchen
b?D behind a partition some two to three feet behind CARMICHAEL.

After five or sixrainutes, another man wearing “panther garb1’ 
saw him and asked him to leave, so he went to a third door 
where he was unsuccessful in hearing what was going on in 
the meeting room, so he left*



1 APPENDIX

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther 
Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in Oakland, 
California, to organize black people so they can take control 
of the life, politics, and the destiny of the black community. 
It was organized by BOBBY GEORGE SEALE, BPP Chairman, and 
HUEY P. NEWTON, BPP Minister of Defense. NEWTON is presently 
serving a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction of 
manslaughter in connection with the killing of an Oakland police . ■ 
officer. ' ■■■ V

The official newspaper, “The Black Panther", which 
further describes itself as the "Black Community News Service", 
states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla 
tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the 
black people. Residents of the black community are urged to 
arm themselves against the police who are consistently referred 
to in the publication as "pigs" who should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968, 
contains an editorial by BPP Minister of Education, GEORGE 
MASON MURRAY, which ends with the following:

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of 
America, revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The 
only culture worth keeping is a revolutionary 
culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. Dynamite! 
Black Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere."

Included in the introduction to an article appearing 
in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the 
statement, "... we will not dissent from American Government. 
We will overthrow it."

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain 
quotations from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the 
People's Republic of China and feature MAO's statement that 
"political power grows out of the barrel of a gun."

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at 
3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches have been 
established at various locations throughout the United States.



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
MAY 1962 EDITION _
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101.11.6

UNITED STATES dfcvERNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 1/22/69

FR

TO

SAC, DETROIT (157-3185)

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RM

Re Washington Field aiirtel and LHM, dated 9/17/68, 
and Bureau letter to Detroit, dated 12/19/68, captioned as

Referenced letter enclosed a tape recording of a 
speech made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL, at a meeting of the 
Organization of Arab Students, here on August 26, 1968, at 
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

The tape made available in referenced Bureau letter, 
is identical to the speech set out in referenced Washington 
Fie Id LHM.

Bureau (RM)
2 - Washington Field (100 -43503) (RM)
2 - Detroit

JEK/ejb 
(6) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

5010-103-01

18 JAN 27 1969

. 5\ Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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Date: 1/22/69
Transmit the following in ____________________________ _____________ ,_

(Type in plaintext or code) 
AIRTEL

Via _______________;--------------- ------------------------------------------------ :--------
(Priority)

1
1
1
1
1
1 
1
1
1 
1
1
1
1 
j

1 
L

: DIRECTOR, FBI (ioo-446o8o)

FROM : SAC, BOSTON .(157-437) (RUC)
SUBJECT: STOKELY ^CARMICHAEL

, ' . -- - ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
KM HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
00: WFO DATE 11-14-2005 BY 50309 auc tam/mlt./tcg

Re WFO airtel to Bureau, 1/16/69.

advised on 1/22/09 that
STOKELY CARMICHAEL had been paid the sum of $1,000.00 for 
'a talk given at the school on 11/15/68. CARMICHAEL’S 
visit was sponsored by two student organizations, Students 
Concerned About Racism and Afro-American Students. A fee 
of $1.25 admission was charged.

_ noted that the student groups sold 
approximately twelve, hundred tickets for this talk by 
CARMICHAEL. The audience consisted of students and faculty 
members from Tufts and surrounding Boston-area colleges.
College identification cards were required for those who 
wished to attend the talk. [noted that expenses
of $957.60 were also paid to CARMICHAEL for air fares.
This sum represented the cost of two round trip airline 
tickets from San Francisco which CARMICHAEL had indicated to
the sponsoring organizations was necessary in order to secure
his appearance at the school.

3 - Bureau (RM)
-2 - WF0 (100-43503) (RM)
1 - Boston
RWK/mo’k

Special Agent in Charge



BS 157-^37

stated that no military personnel 
were known to nave been in the audience. No collection 
was taken up during or following the talk.

A transcript, of CARMICHAEL'S, speech given on this 
occasion was obtained and has been furnished to the Bureau.

-2-
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Date: 1/22/69
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AlRTE L AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (157-721)

SUBJECT:
0

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RM 
00: WFO ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 .auc tam/mix/'teg

Re San Francisco letters and LHMs to 
Bureau and WFO, dated 11/15/68 and 12/30/68 and 
airtel to San Francisco, dated 1/16/69.

the
WFO

For info of the Bureau and WashingtonFor info of the Bureau and Washington Field 
Office, a transcript of Subject’s speech delivered at 
De Anza College in Cupertino, California, on 11/12/68 
was provided in re San Francisco LHM, dated 12/30/68. 
No recording is known to have been made of Subject’s 
speech at San Jose State College on the same date.

b7 advised on 1/21/69 
that he estimated attendance at the De Anza College 
speech at 450. Approximately 80% were white and 
averaged in age from 19 to 21. Approximately 65% 
were female. There were no military personnel known 
to be present. CARMICHAEL is believed to have 
received $1,000 for this appearance.

3y- Bureau (RM)
2 - Washington Field (RM) (100-43£03)
2 - San Francisco Uchr
FL:jb
(7)

& JAN
b7C

Approved: Sent M Per

C, C. • % 0 (f1

Special Agent in Chargj



SF 157-721 .
FE: jb *’=■

San Jose, California, advised
on 1/21/69 that he estimated the attendance at Subject’s 
San Jose State speech on 11/12/68 at approximately 700. 
The audience 4was composed of ’over 80% white students, half, 
male and half female. The average-age is estimated at 21 
'to 22. No military, personnel were known.to be in attendance. 
I I does hot know if CARMICHAEL was compensate^ for his'
appearance but assumes that he ..was.
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Date: 1/15/69

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code')-

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (1OO-446O8O)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751) (?)

SUBJECT STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM-SNCC-BPP 
(00: WFO)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

7

b7C
ReWFOlet to Bu, 10/29/68.

NYO indices check negative regarding

Iwith
A credit record check was conducted by IC ______
the Credit Bureau of Greater New York regarding 

|with negative results.

A criminal record check was conducted by SA'|________
with the Bureau of Criminal Identification, NYCPD, regard - 

 with negative results.ing

UYC, and
1 is his son and that he resides

s son is

3yBureau.
2-Washington Field (100-43503) 
1-New York (43)

advised that 
; at
advised that 

works aso

BJW:dpm

Approved: ______

01FEB3FpeW

b7C

sc JAK 16 1969

Sent M Per
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FBI

Date: 1/21/69

Transmit the following in______________ ___ _______________ :__ ;_______
(Type in plaintext or code)

Vin AIRTEL______________ ____________ __________ '
(Priority)

; Mr. Tolson-----
Mr. DaLfach.- 

? Mr. Mohr-------
? Mr. Bohop ..-. 
t Mr. Casper----
? Mr. C-u.ahan...

Mr. Conrad.— 
i Mr. F-M--------

Mr. GJa------
Mr. Rosen...*-!. 

■ Mr. EuilivanA 
I Mr. Tavel.'-----

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (157-1297) (RUC)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM 
00: WFO

f Mr? Trotter—
5 Tele. Room----
r Miss Holmes-

Miss Gandy—

Re Chicago letter to WFO, 8/22/68 with enclosed 
302s; Chicago airtels and LHMs dated 8/13/68, 8/16/68, 
and 9/18/68, copies to WFO; and WFO letter to Bureau, 
1/10/69, all captioned ’’STOKELY CARMICHAEL. RM.”

Captioned Chicago communications contain information 
(and identities of sources to whom attributed) requested 
by WFO.

The speech given by subject at the Afro-American j 
Arts Theater, Chicago, Illinois, on August - September, 1968, | 
was attended by 700 to 1,000 individuals, all of whom were 1
Negro. Approximately 90 per cent were male and average /
age was estimated to be 25. No military personnel identified 
as being in attendance.

An admission fee of $3.00 was charged to hear the 
speech and it was announced that the profits were $1,900.

____  _______  advised,-8/13/68 CARMICHAEL had 
been paid $500 to make the abovOaof>@arance. , y A

A tape recording of the speech^whs obtained" i 
and furnished to the FBI Laboratory, however, the taoe mrq 
was not intelligible due to background noise. 1Z JAN

In view of the fact there are no outstanding leads™™” 
in this matter in Chicago, it is being considered RUC.

/3 - Bureau
-2 - WFO (100-43503) (cW1
1 - Chicago

AL L INF ORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Sent M Per



Date: 1/23/69
Transmit the following in_____________ :__________ ' ____________ ;______________________ I

(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via AIRTEL AIR MAIL   I
(Priority) ,

------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ■--------------------------------- '_____________ -_______-_______ J_

TO:

FROM:

RE:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, COLUMBIA (100-179) (RUC)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Re WFO airtel to the Director, 1/16/69

CARMICHAEL spoke in South Carolina on 12/10/68 before 
the student bodies at South Carolina State College, Orangeburg 
S,C., Benedict College, Columbia, S.C., and Voorhees College, 
Denmark, S.C.

The audiences at all of theses’ appearances were Negro 
and was composed of the student bodies of those schools plus 
a few faculty members.

There were no outsiders attending these speeches 
because there was no advanced publicity given to CARMICHAEL’S . 
appearance at any of these schools. /

There were no military personnel observed at any of Q 
his speeches in South Carolina.

At Voorhees College the fee for CARMICHAEL’S appearance 
was $150.00, however, the Student Government Association 
refused the authorization to pay this money and it is not 
known whether CARMICHAEL received any money for his appearances 
at Voorhees or either of the other two schools mentioned above. 
There were no collections taken up at the above speeches.

A transcript of CARMICHAEL’S speech was obtained 
at South Carolina State College and has been forwarded to the 
Bureau.

There were no charges made for attendance at an of 
^CARMICHAEL’S speeches in South Carolina.
3/- Bureau (RM)
V - WFO (100-43503) (RM) p in A T D, I .
1- Columbia c.c.(„

-FHA ^jc -(£)------ ------ %------REC 17,------------------------------

b7C

c

Sent
S JAN 25 1969

M Per --------------Approved: __
Spec in Charge



CO 100-179

The following informants were contacted regarding 
the above information and all advised that they know of . 
no money received by CARMICHAEL for his visit to the three 
schools identified above: .
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OPTia*. Jy FORM NO. 10 A
| MAY IwPeDITION .
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

SAC, CHARLOTTE (100-10358)

date: I/7/69

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER’ PARTY

Re Charlotte airtel to Bureau enclosing LHM 1/3/68

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two reels 
containing the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Saint Augustine 
College., Raleigh, N.C., 11/21/68, and one reel containing 
the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the Univ, of North' 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, N.C., 11/21/68. The 
original of the speech at Saint Augustine College, Raleigh, 
is being maintained by the Raleigh Police Dept. The 
original of the speech at Univ, of North Carolina, at Chapel 

-Hill, which was made available by| | is being
maintained in the files of the Charlotte Office. \

N.C

b2 '

b7D

| is to make available the original 
tape of CARMICHAEL'S speech at the Univ, of North Carolina 
at Charlotte, which was made on 12/9/68.

o

Upon receipt of the tape of CARMICHAEL'S speech " f 
at Univ, of North Carolina at Charlotte from informant, p 
a copy will be furnished to the Bureau along with a communication 
suitable for dissemination containing a transcript.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

w JAM- 19693\- Bureau (Encs. 
Charlotte



\ FBI

Date: JAN 1 3 1969

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)

STOKELyCARMICHAEL 
RM

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DA.TE 11-14-2005 BY 09 auc tam/mlt/tcg

^eWFOairtel dated 12/23/68,

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eleven copies 
of an IBM regarding the above-captioned subject.

The LHM contains a verbatim transcription of a tape 
of a speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL made at the First Black " 
Writers* Conference held in Montreal, Canada. 10/11-14/68, 
The tape was prepared by| |Radio Station W0L,
Public Affairs Department. Washington. D.C.. and turned over 
to WFO by| |

b7C

The transcription was prepared by employees of WFO, 
A copy of the tape Warned over has been prepared and 

is being returned to| pThe tape turned over is being 
retained by WFO in subject*s?Jile.

S0r< IOD - 
WFO contemplates interviewing 

this matter, FD-302s Regarding| 
prepared and retained^ln the file of WFO, 
.2W-0 V top Bureau (Enc. H^CbO ,

T - WFO cc * z ,

fregardijng

b7

WWH-.stb 
(4)

b'7C

city

KB JAN 14 1969

Jac 're & 
fiCT^P- filler Sent

1

V

M Per
Agent in



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNIlft STATES DEPARTMENT OF jjftlCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D.C. 20535 
January 13/ 1969

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Washington, 
D.C. (WDC), advised on December 17« 1968, he represents radio 
station WOL, WDC, He advised______________
__  WOL Public Affairs Department made a tape of a speech of 
Stokely Carmichael delivered at the First Congress of Black 
Writers held at McGill University, Montreal, Canada, during 
the period October 11-14, 1968, which he,| persona lly
attended. advised that WOL broadcast the speech over
its WDC station, apd he expressed disappointment that this had 
been done, 
information.

made a copy of the tape available for

The hereinafter set forth is a transcription of the 
statements made by Carmichael:

RADIO McGill University in Montreal, Canada, played host to the
ANiSWCERj _ . - -

first congress of Black Writers. Black International unity

as the tool for black liberation was the theme of the congress 

but congress was in dedication to the late Dr. Martin Luther 

King, Jr., and Malcolm X. Stokely Carmichael was the key-note 

speaker and for the next 60 minutes the WOL Public Affairs 

Department will present to you that speech by Stokely Carmichael, 

(after wild applause) Thank you very much. Good afternoon.

The trouble with being the last speaker is that everybody says

loo CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY '60309



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

what you had written down or have heard you say it before, 

(laughter) What I think maybe I can do is try to pull some 

of the things said this morning and then move on from there. 

Now I think that it is clear that black people around the world 

are moving together today to solve the dilemma that we face. 

I agree with brother Forman (veph) that we have certain 

ideological problems, I think we have a lot of ideological 

problems because we start from different major premises. Before 

I get into that I want to regroup where we are now and where 

we have to go. Not there are two types of oppression in the 

world8 there is exploitation and there is colonization, Forman 

explained that, I want to go into it more deeply because I 

think when one talks about exploitation the question of race 

is not present; one just talks about a group of people who are 

economically taking advantage of another group. But when one 

talks about colonization the question of race comes into play 

because in colonization it is one race which seeks to dominate 

a entire other race. And if we begin to see those concepts then 

we will begin to see clearly where our revolutionary ideology 

must lead us and not into the pitfalls of any other type of 

ideology. Now brother Fanon (ph) wrote a book called The

2



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Wretched of the Earth, and he said in essence that the third 

world was the wretched of the earth but of the third world 

the most damned happens to be the black man, happens to be 

the black man. Wherever the black man is found he is on the 

bottom of the ladder, and there must be reasons for this other 

than economic. I would say the reasons happen to be a deep 

ingrain racism produced by white western societyo And we must 

understand that and if we try to bluff it over we will indeed 

fail where many other black communists and black socialists have 

failed because they fail to deal with the realities of racism., 

It is indeed a fact that not one Western power today achieved 

their power today without raping Africa. You name it and I’ll 

claim it, not one, Portugal, Spain, the Netherlands, Belgium, . 

France, England, the United States and Canada, an extension of 

the United States, except for the French Canadians, (laughter 

and applause) But they are still part of White Western (Society), 

and they did rape West Africa because my friends in Guinea speak 

fluent French. Now I want (them) to begin for us to deal clearly 

with the question of colonization, wherever the black man is , 

he is colonized. Now then in concrete terms what is the difference 

between exploitation and colonization? There are in fact poor 

3



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

white people in the United States, they are exploited, that is 

to say they are economically deprived of some wealth in the 

United States. But those white people have their culture, their 

history, their language and their value system, these things 

have not been striped from them but that is not true of black 

people living in the United States, we have been striped of our 

culture, our language, our history, our value system, our way 

of lifeB We are in fact what Fanon (ph) called de-humanized, 

we are de-humanized. And that is the effect of the process of 

colonization, it seeks to de-humanize its victims, exploitation 

does not0 So we are fighting for our humanity; Fanon (ph) 

says that very clearly in the end of-The Wretched of the Earth. 

It is our humanity we are fighting for; white people are just 

fighting for more money, poor white people, (laughter) And 

we have to understand precisely what that means, what the fight 

of humanity is all about because it means that we will proceed 

differently, No. 1, it is necessary for Africans, and I made 

no distinctions between Africans living on the continent or 

Africans living abroad. There is a necessity for Africans 

to begin to understand the culture that has been plundered 

purposely and maliciously by white western society, and it is 

4



STOKELY CARMICHAEL

a necessity for us to pick up that culture and begin to use it 

as a unifying tool because a culture is a cohesive force f.or 

a people,, It is a cohesive force. And that culture has been 

taken from us because we were never meant to be a united people 

because in the unity there will alone begin to amass (a wave 

for us) to make an assault against our aggressors, Now I want 

to keep hammering on that point because I think too many times 

people, especially Africans, just over gloss it as if it doesn’t 

mean anything, as if racism was just nothing there but there 

must be something to it, we must question it. Why us? Why 

did they go to Africa and just scatter us all over the earth; 

they had the Indians, why us? Why the black man? Why is it 

that they saw fit to split us up? Put us in Trinidad, in Jamaica, 

in St, Thomas, in Brazil, in Cuba, in Panama, in Santo Domingo, 

in Guatemala, in the United States, and even in Canada. Why us? 

(applause) And to simply say that its for economic reasons is 

to delude ones self, it is to delude ones self because they 

could of just as easily found white slaves, they could of just 

as easily got red slaves; they had Indian slaves, I’m talking 

about from East India; they had Chinese. Why the black man?

And unless we begin to deal consciously with that ingrain racism 
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our ideology will come to nil, You must understand that. 

Now then in understanding the effects of colonization we must 

ask ourselves what is it that they do that de-humanizes us? 

The main affect that I’ve found of colonization is that it makes 

the victim hate himself, hate himself, hate himself, (wild 

applause) And by allowing the victim to hate himself he seeks 

to identify with the master who he assumes has the values that 

he himself hates because he hates the values that he produces 

(wild applause) And that is precisely what whit eastern society 

has done wherever it has gone it has destroyed and created 

hatred among its victims of each other and of theirselves, 

therefore they never want to unite with each other because they 

hate each other and themselves and they seek to unite with the 

master whom they love and adore. And we must begin to speak 

to that, now then so colonized people when we begin to move for 

a real struggle of liberation moves on two phases, I call them 

for lack of better words, entertainment and educational, I 

think brother Harry spoke of the entertainment. The entertainment 

is a necessity. That is where you call the oppressor names, 

you have to call him names because prior to that stage you can’t 

even speak out loud against the oppressor. Let us take point
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■ in case - Africans living in the United States? until a couple 
i of years ago they were afraid to say what they really felt

about white people cut loud, they had to whisper it to each 

other® So there becomes a state where they begin to, as they 

define themselves, speak out against the oppressors; its sort 

of a warming up session for a fight, you know, like you say I 

can take him, I can whip him anytime, its a feel good session, 
its a necessity® It is as Courtland Cox (ph) says insufficient, | 

we need something else to go with it but we must recognize the 

necessity of the stages of our struggle® We cannot let white 

people interpret it for us because they will always degrade 

it and if we accept (their declaration?) of ourselves we’re 

back in the colonial state® Now once a people who are colonized 

begin to move against entertaining themselves then comes the 

point of education, the point where they began to speak concretely 

to the things that must be done® Now in the United States 

particularly Africans have begun to reach that level; that is 

the most dangerous level for the oppressor, the most dangerous 

level and that is why there is so much friction among the movements 

inside the United States, which are again caused by the oppressor, 

Fanon says that, Fanon says very clearly that when, I can’t
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i remember what page it is and I don't think I got the quote 
i ■ ■ ■ '
' correctly but he says when (can you get it for me Brother Paul) 

(laughter) he says when the colonies begins to move, the 

oppressor tries a number of tricks: number one is the good 

trick, they try to be nice, kind to you, they let you poverty 

programs, grants., They try to pacify you<> Once the process 

of pacification is not working, then they began to send agent 

provocateurs inside your movement to stir up and cause friction 

within the different branches of your liberation movement (applause 

when finally that stage itself does not work they come in as 

they always come in with the armed forces, right then we say 

the United States particularly moves in three ways, we call it 

the three M's., Missionaries, the money and the marines., (applause) 

now then let us go back to the hatred because I don’t think that 

we can dig deep into that enough.. Because to cleanse ourselves 

of this self hatred is a process which for non recognized and 

says that sometimes that cleansing period comes out in violence 

against the oppressor, against the oppressoro Now we must begin 

to direct and channel that violence so that it is against, a 

decisive blow against the oppressor„ I don't think that they 

(tape blank here) Now if we are going to begin to counteract
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the hatred that we have had for ourselves and for each other 

and it is clearly manifested in black people©I mean the 

running away from the identity of ourselves o^> trying to seek 

to identify with the oppressor, with his symbols of beauty, 

his symbols of success etc, etc® We today have come to grasp 

with most of those things but in order to really counteract 

it, we must develop since we live in a dialectical world where 

opposites prevail, we must begin to develop an undying love 

for ourselves to counteract the hatred that we have for ourselves 

and in developing that undying love which is not in fact 

contradictory to revolution, because it is the same type of 

love that Che Guevera speaks about, the love the revolutionary 

has® But for the colonized it must be concrete, it must be the 

love of ourselves that we have to get and the love of our people 

especially for the African because geographically we have been 

scattered all over the world® All over the world (applause) 

And while we can look to Africa as the mother continent we have 

many of our people abroad who do not have any geographical area 

so that the nationalism which is usually based in land is going 

to be lacking for a certain number of time, while that is lacking 

we must give our people at least a type of ideology that they 
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can hold onto. (applause) and that philosophy must be based 

in the concept of the African wherever he is scattered around 

the world. What is the history of the African? In Brazil, 

fifty percent of the population is African all over the north 

of South America, the northern section of it, Africans. We 

don’t even know where we are. We have not asked to be sent 

there, in each of these countries we do not own, control anything. 

In each of these countries we’re at the bottom, in each of these 

countries at this time we’re not strong enough to seize power. 

And in each of these countries it is the white people who keep 

running and deciding while we are left on the bottom as puppets, 

in each of these countries, in each of these countries. So 

we’ve got to understand the roots of racism, got to understand 

that, got to understand (applause) Then we have to state clearly 

what our fight is, our fight is against racism and capitalism 

and certainly imperialism which is the highest stage of capitalism 

(applause) I do not think any of us sitting on this platform 

are deluded by the black power pimps in the United States. If 

they were not there we would not be doing a good job. The fact 

that they have to co-opt black power,means that we are doing 

ourjjob (applause) And if we follow correctly it means that
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we are heading for the right struggle because that is precisely 

what they are supposed to do. Try and co-opt it. Then when 

co-option fails, then the real confrontation will begin to take 

place and we have to know that in our minds if we say we’re 

revolutionary. Now then if we fight against racism and capitalism 

and imperialism our question is what is our goal. Clearly our 

goal would be a society free of racism and a society free of 

capitalism or imperialism. When talking about capitalism there 
• j • .

are three .dominating economic systems in the world. Capitalism, 

Socialism, and Communism. It means that if one is anti-communism, 

ah, anti-capitalism and if one is going to seek within the 

conventional framework to redress one’s problems one must look 

to socialism and to communism. But just to say socialism or 

communism today is not enough, because there are many types of 

socialism and communism in the world today. Tito calls himself 

a communist, Mao Tse Tung calls himself a communist, Fidel 

Castro calls himself a communist and the Russians say that they 

are communists (laughter, applause). So just to throw those 

words loosely around just won’t make it. I certainly don’t 

think that one could go along with the Russian form of communism 
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and also go along with the Chinese form of communism because 

they’re clearly different, they’re clearly different ideological 

areas where people must take sides and what is happening is 

that the African who doesn’t have a land to talk about is 

caught up in an ideological fight between whether we should 

be Mao Tse Tung guys or whether we should be Russianites and 

we don’t even have a country to call our own. A country to 

call our own, so that the first thing we must seek is to begin 

to talk about ourselves and how we get that ideology together, 

move to seize some land, build a base and began to liberate;our 

people and of course, the motherland. OK. We ought to understand 

though in dealing with communism, especially Russian communism, 

that we have to gather from the history of our people. Now 

there was a black man from Trinidad by the name of George Padmore 

(ph). He served on the comiturn (ph) under Stalin and he left 

because he said the Russians were racists, essentially. On the 

question of colonialism in Africa the Russians compromised, 

claiming clearly, clearly any African student that has been to 

Russia will tell you clearly that the Russians are racists. . 

(applause) And we must begin to understand, we must, must, must 

because there are too many tricks being played on us today.
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Because the black man is going to be pivotal in the coming years. 

We know it and they it, Our goal is society free of racism 

and free of imperialism the question is can we achieve a society 

free of racism where both races can live together. That is 

the question that we must really address ourselves to, And 

not just quote words and say niceties about all human beings 

cause that’s western. They have said that and as Fanon (ph) 

says they have proved themselves incapable of bringing it about. 

Their own thing (applause) own thing. So that the question 

that we must now be asking is that whether or not you can. 

Brother Harry said that it’s clear that inside of society you 

cannot have two political and economic systems. Can it also 

be true that you can have inside a society two races which can 

in fact co-exist without one dominating the other. And I am 

not just talking about physical domination, I am also talking 

about cultural domination, I am talking about cultural domination. 

We have then to begin to define some terms which are being 

thrown around very loosely. Such as revolutions, black 

revolutionaries, militants, black militants, arms struggle, 

etc, etc, I think we ought to understand what a revolutionary 

is, what a revolution is and how it comes about, A revolution
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is th© total destruction of the old system, total destruction, 

the re-emplacement of a new system which speaks for the masses 

of the people of a given country. That’s only when you have 

revolution you have the changing of hands of governments, you 

have coup d’etat you don’t have revolutions. In order to have 

a revolution, I think that, Forman (ph) went into this quite 

lengthy so I can just brush over it, but keep reminding us 

that you don’t have a revolution until you have taken power. 

A revolution does not begin until you take power. To talk 

about revolution before you take power is to be at best politically 

naive, at worst stupid, (applause) For example, Fidel Castro 

fOught in the Siera Maestra (ph) for several years, but while 

he was fighting the Cuban revolution was not going on. The 

Cuban revolution did not start until Fidel walked into Havana 

with guns in his hands, Che on his side and said ’’this date I 

claim this country for the masses of Cuban people,” then the 

revolution was on (applause) then the revolution was on. Now 

the period that proceeds a revolution is called armed struggle, 

so that what Fidel was waging before he walked into Havana 

was armed struggle, not revolution. Armed struggle, armed
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struggle because you can’t have a revolution until you have 

the power, you can’t give people jobs if you don’t control 

them. You can’t distribute the wealth unless you got the 

wealth. So you can’t talk about revolution until you have seized 

power, seized power. Now for me it is clear there is only 

three ways you get things: you ask, you beg, or you take 

(applause) You work for it, you beg for it, or you take it, 

no you don’t steal it, you take it. You only steal it when 

you don’t have power, if you have power you take (applause) 

I don’t think that white Canadians would say that they stole 

Canada from the Indians. They say they took it and they did. 

(applause) Well then it's clear that we can’t work for these 

lands, we can’t beg for them, so we must take them. Then it's 

clear that we must take them through revolutionary violence. 

Nor? violence is neither good nor bad there is ho moral judgment 

to violence. Violence is only he who is the power to legitimatize. 

Ph yes, oh yes. In the United States, if I were in the United 

States Army I would be in Vietnam. If I killed thirty yellow 

people with slanted eyes I would get medals. Yes. In the 

United States of America if I shot two white cops in Harlem I 

would get the electric chair. So murder is neither right nor
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wrong, it is he who has the power to legitimize,, (applause) 

And that the major dilemma that Africans face is that we have 

never legitimatized. White western society has legitimatized 

every thing for us. We have never been able to legitimatize. 

They legitimatize religion, they legitimatize wars, they 

legitimatize education, they legitimatize beauty, they 

legitimatize everything. We must now seek to legitimatize 

for ourselves. We must say to the people of the United States, 

it is more honorable to kill honky cops than to kill Vietnamese, 

they have done nothing to us. (applause) We have to seek 

to legitimatize because they will not let us legitimatize.

If I were in power and you were arming against, me, I wouldn’t 

let you arm against me. Destroy you, have to if I am going to 

stay in power. And we have to recognize that. That’s our 

struggle. The struggle is that much harder, the victory is 

going to be that much sweeter. Now then what do we mean by 

revolutionary violence. I think we ought to understand because 

the line is very thin. Its a line that the late Dr. King used 

to play with. He said ”1 am against self defense because in 

self defense the line of aggressive violence and offensive 

violence is very thin!* He’s correct, it is very thin, but we 
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must understand that self defense never changes the status quo, 

it maintains the status quo it just keeps the victims alive. 

Let me give you an example. If every black man in the United 

States was armed today and they sat in the boundaries of the 

communities we're confined to and every time a white cop came 

after us we shot him the system of the United States would never 

change it would remain the same we would live longer they would 

just isolate uso So self defense never changes the situation, 

Che Guevera said that. It maintains the status quo. Aggressive 

Violence is what is needed to change the status quo (applause) 

But that is because Africans get caught up in the questions of 

violence we think that violence is just shooting or murder we 

do not see that poverty is violence, we do not see that rape 

is violence, we do not see that cultural degradation is violence, 

we have allowed white society to define society to define violence 

as only the man with the gun. How stupid. It is violent for 

white society to rape Africa of copper, gold, aluminum, (wild 

applause)(some of talk drowned out) it is violent, it is violent. 

It is violent to have little black children get up and feel that 

they are ugly, it is violent, it is violent (applause) We have 

to define violence and we define How we meet that violence.
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You meet violence with violence,, It’s just the degree 

that’s all it is0 And once we begin to define it, then 

we legitimatize the right to move* We should not think 

that violence is just a gun or death, matter of fact I 

would much rather die at twenty-six than live to seventy- 

six and die of malnutrition and see my children Hungary, 

starving, my daughters prostitutes, and my wife sitting 

in a corner and my children with big stomachs, I would 

rather die at twenty-six* (applause) So then what the 

African has to do is do for himself, define and no longer 

allow white society to define*
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i We must define, we must define, we must define. I'll give 

; you- the two dollars I promised you (Laughter and applause)

Now I want.to say one thing about thejperiod in which black 

...revolutionary; movements around the world find themselves.

Or maybe I should talk,- I think I should talk about black 

militants versus black revolutionist first. Now in the 

United States there are a lot of black militants. There 

are few black revolutionaries /because;we said revolution

aries are for total overthrow of the old order. A black 

militant is someone in the United States who is an angry 

black man, but he is angry that he, individually, is kept 

out of the system. A black revolutionary is someone who 

wants to overthrow, destroy, tear up, burn down and start 

all over again (applause) A black militant is someone who 

yells and screams about the degradation of black men and as 

soon as he gets a twenty thousand dollar a year poverty job 

jumps up arid-yells cool it brothers everything is going to 

be alright.(laughter and applause) And we have to make 

clear that distinction. There are a lot of black militant's

■ in the United States that's'why you have somebody who is
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for black power and black capitalism, he is a black militant. 

.Militant\is that he is moving out against the system because 

he wants to be part of it, he has been kept out of it, he 

wants to be in it. A black revolutionary does not want to 

be any part of it, he wants to completely destroy it. Now 

then if there are black revolutionaries^in the. United:States 

it's clear that we cannot just look inside the United States, 

but we must begin to look internationally. To talk about 

black power in the United States is absurd and self defeat

ing, we must talk about black power in the world. (applause) 

The congress invited Rap Brown, Leroi Jonesg Eldridge1, Cleaver 

and several other people. They cannot leave the United ..

States because the one thing the United States does not 

want is"the blackman making international ties. (applause) 

It took me nine months just to get back a passport they took 

from me and I did'nt do anything but go where I wanted to 

go and they told me I was free to go so I went to China, 

A Vietnam,’"[Cuba, see the world, why not, I am an American.

(laughter and applause). Took my passport, they take those 

passports because the most vulnerable spot of capitalism 
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today because^ it is no longer domestic capitalism but world 

^imperialism-is the struggle on the international level and 

that's why we cannot seek to talk about local problems as 

entity unto themselves, we must begin to internationalize 

our .thinking,, therefore it is our responsability to know 

about the struggles in the world not only of black people, 

but of other oppressed peoples and to know which side we 

are on, who we must begin to support at this point, morally 

to a point where we can then move materially.(applause) 

Now then, because the United States is aware of this what 

they're going to.do is to create more factions inside the 

black movement. You will have divisions, for example in 

one country in Africa you have five guerrilla groups. Yes, 

each of them had the message, each of them had the correct 

ideology and each of them are going to lead the masses to 

revolution/ Each of them with their cadres(ph) of twenty- 

five each, they're going to lead the revolution and that 

there is more friction added to this. Now it seems to me 

it is the role of anyone who calls himself a revolutionary 

rather, than emphasize, de-emphasize the divisions within
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his own group. We must present a united front.(applause)

i Because to emphasize those conditions only lead to our peoole 

who still hate themselves an excuse to wipe out each other, 

because our people are still cottonized (very ph) in the 

mind. All of us, all of us, the first thing we do when we 

become revolutionary is to attack another black man. It is 

true that the Vietnamese kill South Vietnamese but they do 

not seek to kill South Vietnamese they run from fights with 

the South Vietnamese and only when they got to fight the _J.

South Vietnamese do they fight the South Vietnamese. They 

know who their major enemy is. Their major enemy is the 

United States of America,2the aggressors, the aggressors 

(applause) they understand that in their minds very clearly 

and that is very revolutionary. When Mao Tse Tung broke 

from the Coolie Tong (ph) in 1929 he didn’t go around fight

ing Chang Kai Shek (ph) . They kept running from the Chinese, 

pleading with the Chinese they were brothers, we’re the same 

people lets not fight each other, let’s unite, let’s take 

care of the Japanese invaders. They were always", consciously 

attacking the major-enemy, the major' enemies never your own 
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people who have developed and come out of the same environ

ment that you come out of. It is the man who.has worked and 

controlled those environments that produces your people to 

turn against you. Certainly the people in South Vietnam, Ky 

and Thieu and all, every day there is another one are just 

puppets if you shoot them the man is going to get another 

puppet, but if you shoot the man controlling the puppet, then 

they’re going to do like you want them to do. (applause) Our 

major enemy first, because also speaking revolutionary you 

cannot wage two fights at the same time, especially if you’re 

trying to organize and develop an army. You’can't do it, 

you have to wage only one front. Fidel Castro told the Cuban 

bourgeoisie, "Let's get rid of BATISTA, brothers", then when 

he got rid of BATISTA he said dig this is a 5 Leninist. ’Marxist., 

state, pick your sides, either you're with me or get against 

the wall.(laughter and applause) He did not fight the Bour

geoisie while he was fighting Batis'ta and the American lackies. 

It's impossible to do that, he first had to get rid of the 

;external\ threat and then .begin ’to talk about the internal 

threat. You can't talk about an internal threat when you 
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have nothing to talk about. You certainly are cautious, but 

you don’t begin to make an onslaught against your own people, 

that's just what the enemy wants you to do. When you hear 

the tallies of the South Vietnamese in the Vietnam war you 

never heat' five hundred South Vietnamese killed, you hear 

five hundred /Americans killed this week._ You very rarely 

see South Vietnamese because the Vietnamese consciously try 

to get to their people and to correct them. And say (V,PH) 

to them you have no business fighting with the Americans. 

They try to convert them, they try to get people working 

inside the lines with America and unless, they have to defend 

themselves, that's the only time they fight South Vietmanese. 

Nov? we have to understand that pr inci pie. Now we have to ask 

ourselves how then do Africans move against white western 

society. Because we cannot see it as an isolated fight, black 

people in the United States against white America or black 

Trinidadians against whoever controls them or.....(applause) 

Their intellectuals they went to Oxford, (laughter and applause) 

That’s why we have to re-define education, (laugh) Yeah, we 

gonna get 'em, no doubt about it. (laughter). We have to
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understand that in Guina (Bathea ?) in Angola, in Mozabique, 

its not gonna be just black people against the Portugese; 

the Portugese are supported by the United States of America, 

(applause Yes, when Portugal bombs Guina (Bathea) Portugal 

doesn’t manufacture any planes, its an American plane bomb

ing Guina (Bathea). But what America says is we don’t give 

them planes to bomb Africa, they are part of NATO and we 

have to give them planes for NATO (laugh). If South Africa 

were to revolt today do you believe that the United States 

of America would sit idly by and let the blacks take their 

country? You are absolutely deluding yourself. It is going 

to be an international fight. Do you think Inkruma (v.ph) 

was dethroned merely by some simple black man named Ankara J 

(v.ph)? No, he was dethroned by the forces of Britian, the 

United States and France, (applause) What is the fight in 

Nigeria' today? Do you think the fight in Nigeria is really 

a black mans fight or is it white people who are waiting to 

gain the oil in Biafra because the Arabs have closed their 

oil ports? (wild applause) We have to understand in the 

world precisely what is going on because the African is going 
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i to play a key role in world war three and its right around 
! ■■ ■ ■
ithe corner. Now then when you move as a colonized people you 

move culturally, you move politically, you move economically 
f .

and you move militarily. Now obviously the United States of 

America is not going to allow black people to move politically 

in any way thats going to endanger their political system, 

clearly, .they, are not going to allow black people to move 

ecomomically in any way thats going to ... at least if they 

see it, going to endanger their economic system, they are 

not going to let black people move in any way culturally or 

military thats going to allow black people to endanger their 

system, any way they see it they will break it up, in any 

(mange??) and finally there is always force and with force 

at this time they can win. So, we must begin to instill in 

our minds something that will balance out the question of 

force. Now Mad Tse Tung said and the Vietnamese proved that 

technological power does not win a war; it is the will of the 

people to fight that wins the war, it is always the will of 

the people to fight that decides which war is won. The 

United States should be able to defeat Vietnam, they cannot
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because Ho Chi Minh has instilled in the people of Vietnam 

a ( ) that no matter what, they die, the only way that

America can have Vietnam is when the last Vietnamese is 

wiped out, if he is six months or 106 years (wild applause) 

the only way. We have to begin then to do that to our 

people, that then is the job of writers,, they must instill 

in our people a will to fight to the death. It is a ques

tion of either we will or we die, nothing else. We win or 

we die. Either we control the resources of our mother conti

nent or no one controls the resources of our mother conti

nent. (applause) Either we control the destinies of our 

lives or nobody control any lives where we live. The para

doxes must be clear and the contradictions must be heightened 

because in heightening contradictions you prepare the ground 

for revolutionary warfare. We must heighten the contradic

tions. It is the job of the black writer then to work to 

heighten the contradictions. Let us not waste our time mish- 

mashing, lets polarize the forces, lets polarize them so that 

the contradictions are clear so that there is a choice, either 

you fight with us or you fight with them, there is no middle 
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ground, we must heighten the contradictions, we must con

sciously work to heighten the contradictions, that is the 

job of the artist, it must be his job because he at this 

time is allowed to move where other people are not, and he 

must seeknow to break the ground and prepare the movement 

for the political and economic because the military will 

continue to go on but not in the onslaught that is needed 

at this time. He must begin, the black writer must begin 

to re-define for the African who our heroes are, we no longer 

need white cowboys we need (CAR then list a number of apparent 

black heroes but names are not clear) It is the job then 

of the black writer to do this and the black writer must 

begin to re-define it and not in a concept of western society 

but in an African concept which means that it is not wholly 

intellectual but rather quite emotional, because Africans are 

a emotional people. I know we have been taught to be ashamed 

of it because;white society says you just can't do some

thing, you have to sit dow and think about it. (laughs) 

And we sit down and think about it and think about it and 

still go out and do the wrong thing. Even one of their
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“philosopher s, Pascal. (ph) , says the mind has a heart of its 

own} of its own, And we do not have to just think all the 

time that you can't move until you analyze your situations, 

of course there is need for scientific analyzation but the 

period of analyzation has always been used by white society 

to delude and forestall our movements, always have been 

used. All we have to do is look at Dr. W.E.D. Du Bois, 

they allowed him to play back and forth with their intellec

tual nonsense and forestall our movement.. And if we continue 

to play intellectual gamesjwith them we do a disservice to 

the masses of our people. We are not responsible to answer

ing western society, we are responsible only to fullfilling 

the needs of the masses of Africans in the world today, 

nothing else, nothing else, (applause) And clearly that is 

the job of the black writer and if he wants to do that he 

must just ignore do not even waste time answering or con

tradicting they are not worth our time. In most places only 

the black writer who has been to a white college know of 

them. Shakespeare.(laughs) Whatsthat cat that wrote Canter

bury Tales? (laughs) We don't have to waste our time even
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contradicting the arguments they give because that means we 

are on the defensive. We have always to be on the offensive 

because we are fighting a just struggle, they have to be on 

the defensive, if we allow them to put us on the defensive 

we never wage a war we are just (caught) up defending them. 

For example, a black man gets up and a white will say you’re 

a racist and he spends 25 minutes explaining that he is not 

a racist to white people. You can call them a racist and 

they’ll tell you yeah I’m a racist and if you get smart I'm 

jgonnajkill you and there ain’t nothing you can do about it.

Because they do not waste their time arguing. Black man says 

that black people must arm themselves and white people says 

that violence, you have to be non-violent. And a black man 

is going to argue for years and years on the need for violence, 

when they came to get slaves from Africa they didn’t come

Fnon-v1olentlyj(laughter). When, they took South America, when 

they took the United States, when they took Canada they 

didn't take it non-violently they took it with a pioneering 

spirit ..(laughter) And it is with a pioneering spirit that 

we must move forward (laughs) Then that becomes the main
i
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| task]and the main responsibility of the black writer because 

' too many black writers are involved in contradicting and 

proving white society incorrect, the fact that you pay atten

tion to them means that you give their arguments validity. 

Assume the major assumption is that they are invalid, let 

us create our own and move on, move one. (applause) And 

Fcreman(ph) said it is the job of the black writer to become 

involved, certainly he is not a writer first, he is black 

first. The writings that he produces are the writings from 

an environment which he is from because he is black not 

because he has writer skills but because he is black, because 

he is black. Yes, thats his first task, not to talk about 

the literary skills of writing and blah, blah, who denies 

(or defies) the literary skills of writing? Shakespeare, 

(laughs). Now then before I conclude I want to touch down on 

the subject where we must move and thats the international 

arena;and this becomes the most important task of the writer 

because he can begin to create heroes thru little poems, 

little rhymes, thru little short stories, for example he 

could write a little short story called "Our Comrades in Arms, 
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the Vietnamese...the North Vietnamese" and we could just pass 

it around because the Vietnamese are our comrades in arms, 

(applause). Then let the white writers try to tell us why 

they-are not our comrades’ in arms. He could write our 

friends the Arabs because we must understand the conflict 

in the Middle East if we are to be’international and we 

must understand why it is imperative that black people side 

with the Arabs because theirs is a just war. (applause)^ 

But most of the black writers, get caught up in defending the 

so called state of Israel and justifying the fact that six 

million Jews got killed and therefore they should have Israel. 

Whajt nonsense is that? All of us are sorry that six million 

Jews got killed but that doesn’t mean that therefore Israel, 

.therefore. East Germany, therefore East Germany, the Arabs 

did not kill the Jews, Hitler killed the Jews, if you want 

it take it from Hitler, (applause). The black writer today 

is caught ( ) afraid to open his mouth because as soon

as he says Arabs they say anti-Semitic and he crawls back 

into his shell. They’re anti-black, later for them, lets 

move on. We must understand the ( ).. of the Middle East
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War and we must understand why the' Arabs.... emotionally 

Egypt is in Africa, (applause) It has been in Africa for 

over 4,000 years. If we say we come from Africa then we 

fight for Africa. Can we let people who just developed a 

state in 1948 cling to that anymore then we cling to over 

4,000 years of history? No, we must prepare, we must be 
■ : < O

precise and we can never be afraid of not moving. We maybe 

afraid but we can never let fear immobilize us, we got to 

move on. (applause) We got to understand the implications 

of Cuba and we have to say yeah the Cubans are doing it and 

we with ’em, go on Fidel,work with it. And we have to pre

pare ourselves for the Sino-Soviet dispute which is going to 

grow and understand who’s side we’re on and why we’re on 

their side. Check Mao Tse Tung out, check him out. We have 

to understand the implications of the Organization of Amer

ican States in .South America and the hold that it has on our 

territory, our territory in the Carribean, we must understand 

that, (applause) We must understand the French ( ) forces

that Foreman (ph) talked about so de Gaulle . can preach his 

junk but he moves in with force anytime somebody threatens
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one of his territories which is in our motherland. There 

is little time for us to do anything but to consciously, think, 

read, communicate, prepare and get guns, and get guns. Get 

’em, get all the guns you can get, we believe in equality, 

(applause and laughter) White people got guns, black people 

should have guns, yeah. Don’t get caught up with that new 

proliferation nuclear ban test, that’s junk. Russia the 

United States, France, England they got,...and Israel got 

the Atomic Bomb and now they are going to say to everybody, 

don't develop it, you'all don't need it, we got it. (Laughter 

and applause). If they got an Atomic Bomb, every country 

needs an Atomic Bomb. If they got a hydrogen, Cobalt, what

ever bomb that they have, every country has to have it, 

because they must understand that equality is not this poli

tical nonsense about one man one vote. It is Economic and 

Military equality that counts in the world today, (applause) 

It must be political, it must be economical, it must be 

•militarily. ~ When you have those three, then you have real 

equality, you can’t have one without the other. Can't have 

the vote and no gun, and the white man has got the gun, can't 
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have the vote and no money, and the white man got the money. 

I can have the vote and he can have the vote, I can have 

the gun and he can have the gun, I can have the money and 

he can have the money, and then when he gets smart, we can 

go to it. But if I don’t have anything and he has every

thing I have to take from him what he gives to me. For 

none is correct, there is lacking in ideology for the 

Africans. But the Chinese didn’t have their ideology in 

the blue print of; revolution., they struggle^ they fought, 

if contradiction^arose they resolved. If they didn’t 

resolve the contradictions, the contradictions resolved 

them. It was not until they conquered that they began to 

develop a real revolutionary ideology, (applause) I'll 

move it up to three...... The same then is true of Cuba

and the same must be true for us. We must work, struggle, 

develop that ideology, but we must be conscious of what we 

are against, racism, capitalism and imperialism, that is 

our fight. Thank You. (Wild Applause)
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Honorable J. Edgar Hoover 
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C.

Mr. Casper

Miss Holmes_
Miss Gandy

.. Dear Edgar: /

I have a letter from a friend of mine who is exploriiig tlie^henl™ 
omenon of "Black Power" and is interested in getting background informa
tion concerning StoklejPcarmichael as a potential menace to the internal 
security of this country.

Any information you have which would be available and which
would be helpful to him would be appreciated.

With best wishes, I am

KEM:bkh

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY auc tam/mlt/tcg
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION
5010-106

FROM

G$A GEN. REG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES G^|eRNMENT

Memorandum

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER

This is to recommend that we furnish the attached 
information concerning Stokely Carmichael to Senator Karl E. 
Mundt (Republican - South Dakota).

By letter to the Director dated January 15, 1969, 
Senator Mundt advised he has: a friend who is exploring the 
phenomenon of "Black Power." He would like to furnish this 
friend any available background information the Bureau has 
concerning Carmichael as a potential menace to the internal 
security of the country.

Attached is a blind-memorandum-setting forth background 
data pertaining to Carmichael, including his activities in the 
black extremist organizations,, the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee and the Black Panther Party, as well as his participation 
in the Black United Front, a coalition of moderate and militant
Negro leaders in Washington, D. C. Also attached is a transcript 
of a speech by Carmichael August 29, 1968, at St. Louis, Missouri. 
In this speech, Carmichael calls for a black revolution through 
violence and guerrilla warfare to "overthrow, destroy, overturn, 
disrupt, tear down, beat up" the "entire system" in the U. S. 
This speech is identical to a number of speeches Carmichael has 
made in the past year. dc<Mk . .

b7

We enjoy cordial relations with Senator Mundt, who is 
on the Director's Special^CorrespondenceList.

& JAN 31 B
ACTION

T.f approve , this memorandum..,, .together with .it 
attachments’^ should be sent to the Crime Records Division which 
will furnish Senator Mundt the attached material, which is public 
source type data. EriclusuresTzT^

:g

ALL LN F U RMAT1UN C UN T AlN E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 .



STOKELY CARMICHAEL
January 2L, 1969

Carmichael was born June 29, 1941, Trinidad, 
West Indies, but is a naturalized citizen through his 
father's naturalization. He graduated from Howard University, 
Washington, D, C. , in 1964, with a degree in philosophy. He 
is married .

After being elected National Chairman of the 
Student Nonviolest:^hOt5®sating .Committee (SNCC) in 1966, 
Carmichael changed this organization from a civil rights group 
to a revolutionary black extremist organization. As head of 
SNCC, he maintained that "violence is inevitable in this 
struggle for Negro liberation" and he urged Negroes in the 
United States to prepare for a "bloody revolution."

Replaced as Chairman of SNCC in May, 1967, Carmichael 
traveled extensively throughout the world seeking support for 
the U. S. black extremists. Included in hiS travels were the 
countries of Cuba, North Vietnam, and Communist China.

Shortly after returning to the United States, 
Carmichael established residence in Washington, D. C., early 
in January, 1968, where he organized the Black United Front, 
a group of militant and moderate Negro leaders. He has urged 
members of this group to "get guns" and to take complete 
control of the police department covering the black community 
of Washington, Do C.

Carmichael's presence as a leading.spokesman for 
black extremists made him less amenable to SNCC direction and 
control and he was,..exp.e.ll..ed ..from SNCC in August, 1968. Since 
being expelled from.JSNCC., .Carmichael has served as Prime Minister 
of the Black Panther Party, a black extremist organization 
headquartered at Berkeley., ...California. In December, 1968,  
Carmichael shipped...,hi^.jwtusehjold goods to Guinea, Africa.

Carmichael has 
indicated he intends to establish residence in Guinea.
PTB:sd (9)

See memoranaum -to Mr.
same date, captioned as above, prepared by PTBlsd
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ~
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 11-14-2005 BY. 60305 auc tam/mlt/tcg' /ot)



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 )

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

5010*106

/^Memorandum
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080) date: 1/29/69

OM : SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-68783)(P)

subject: STOKELEY oARMICHAEL 
RM - SNCC 
(BPP);
SEDITION
00: Washington Field

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

b7C

b7

Re Washington 
12/10/68.

Field letter to the Bureau dated

On 1/27/69.
advised that he

arrested onef _
When wad searched Incidental to the

arrest, a tape recording of excerpts from a speech of 
STOKELEY CARMICHAEL was located in a Craig tape recorder 
that| had in his possession. ]recalled
that these statements were militant and were typical 
of CARMICHAEL’S presentations. He indicated that the ^ape 
recording was played to representatives of the Los Angeles 
Police Department, Intelligence Division, and then was 
returned toI I b7C

reported that he did not have this tape 
recording and was unaware of the fact that the LosLAngeles, 
Police Department might have made a copy of this tape f recording. /

On 1/27/68.
[[Conceal by request;, was contacted 

concerning the above recording and was unable to recall_____
whether his department.made a copy of this recording. | 
indicated that he would attempt to locate this recording if 
a copy had been made by his department and if available would 
furnish it to the FBIHe further stated that it would take 
several weeks in order to check records and review their 
recordings concerning CARMICHAEL and

Bureau (RM) REC 49
Washington Field (100-43503)(RM)

1 - Los Angeles
JWW/mlj 
(5) &

his. activities.'

cc W 6 1
§1 FEB 131969
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FBI |
Date: 1/28/69 |

I
Transmit the following in _ ______________________________________________________________ [

(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via____________ AIRTEL_____________ REGISTERED AIRMAIL___________________J
(Priority) ।

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ j_

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-44-6080)

SAC, HONOLULU (100-6465) (RUC)

STOKELrCARMICHAEL
RM

oo: wfo

'ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 sue tam/mlt/tcg

___________ Re WFO airtel, 1/16/69; Honolulu report of 
SA__________________________11/13/68.

Report of SA|Honolulu, 
11/13/68, pointed out that CARMICHAEL and EARL ANTHONY 
were in Honolulu 10/29-31/68 and that CARMICHAEL spoke 
at the University YWCA on 10/30/68, at the Honolulu Press 
Club, Andrews Amphitheater, University of Hawaii (UH) 
and the Church of the Crossroads on 10/31/68.

Transcript of subject’s speech at Andrews 
Amphitheater was set forth in referenced report. | 
covered speeches at University YWCA and Church of the 
Crossroads and his report set forth in referenced report. 

|covered speech at Church of the Crossroads and 
his report set forth same report.

by SA
The following investigation was conducted 

at Honolulu/, Hawaii:

2 -
Bureau ( 
WFO (100-43503) (RAM) i



HN 100-6465

b7C

advised as follows:

a Trip of CARMICHAEL and ANTHONY to Honolulu was
1 sponsored by Black Student UninnlBSU). The Associated j
I Students of the University of Hawaix furnished BSU $450 /

with provision that CARMICHAEL would speak on campus and / 
also loaned BSU an additional $450 to cover expenses of «• 
Black Panther leaders. $1600 was collected from admissions 
or collections during CARMICHAEL’sand ANTHONY’S speeches. 
$240 was collected when ANTHONY spoke at University 
Kennedy Theater. $900 was collected at University 
Amphitheater during CARMICHAEL'S talk. Mon& of the 
remaining money came from admission charged for speech 
at Church of the Crossroads. Speech at Amphitheater 
was attended by capacity crowd of more than 6., 000, 
Audience mostly students and probably all of Negroes at 
UH, jnaybe 50, were in attendance. No one in military 
unifbrnT wasseen at any of CARMICHAEL’S speeches. At 
Church of the Crossroads same date, some 250 - 300 in 
attendance. |~ |believes there may have been some
20 Negroes in audience who were military because there 
are very few local Negroes and these blacks were not |
recognizedas students. $1000 of the $1600 was turned I
over to CARMICHAEL who stated the money would be utilized / 
for defense of t

.___ ___ izzazpsj______  _____ ____
reported that CARMICHAEL in his speech.

Honolulu Press Club, 10/31/68 spoke to about 125 adults 
who are members of the club composed of persons from 
media organizations. [states CARMICHAEL received no, 
payment. No indication military personnel present and 
only Negroes were one or two accompanied CARMICHAEL.

reporting oh speech YWCA, 
10/30/68, reported zuo m tne audience, mostly students, 
with some 20 Negroes of whom appeared to be military 
because wearing GI shoes.

2 -
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b7 7

- 'b7C

reported about 275 persons at
speech, Church of the Crossroads, 10/31/68, paying $2.00 
admission. He reported less than 20 Negroes in the 
'audience.' •

1/28/69
reported tnere 

were between zo - zo Negroes m the audience at Church of 
the Crossroads, 10/31/68, and he believed "that some of these 
were military because several cars in parking lot bore 
military stickers. | ~~|stated that the audience that
e ve ning was pre dominantly adult Caucas ians .
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1 -Liaison 
1 -

(RI) 100-446080

Date: January 23, 1969
To Director

Central Intelligence Agency
Attention: Deputy Director Pl

bl

BY LIAISON

ans r
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT 
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

dtd. 11/14/05

(S)

From

Subject
John Edgar Hoover, Director 
STOKELY^CARMICHAEL per °ga let’ 
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

DATE: 11-14-2 DDR
CLASSIFIED BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg
DEC LASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3(1) 11-14-2030

As yon are aware. Stokelv Carmichael 
have been in Stockholm

\ According to a press release Carmichael stated in\ Stockholm on January 16, 1969, that he and his wife intend
I to establish residence next April in Conakry, Guinea. /}

r/ It is noted you were previously advised that d
b * Carmichael and his wife have shipped their household goods ) Z J/i to Conakry. To further confirm Carmichael's intention of

z living in Guinea, several confidential informants of this
-- Rnroau have advised Carmichael has indicated that he plans
Il WARES So live in Guinea for a period of one to three years * q ,

JAN 24J9SQ—I_________________-_______________ W 4 Of 0 vW a d
<2,c, &/*■

8COMM4 |> g

Tolson _________ _
DeLoach ________
Mohr ____________
Bishop __________
Casper _________ .
Callahan 
Conrad __________
Felt____________
Gale___________ .
Rosen __________ .
Sullivan _________
Tavel ___________
Trotter__________
Tele. Room _____ _
Holmes________ _
Gandy ___________.



NOTE:

■bl ■

SESfiET
Director
Central Intelligence Agency

<3
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Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

TO DIRECTOR, FBI

F B I

Date: l/lf/69

(Type in plaintext or code) '

(Priority)

FROM

SUBJECT

SAC, NEWYORK (1OO-15375D (P) 
stokelySSrmi CHAEL
RACIAL MATTERS ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

ReNYairtel to Bureau, 12/23/68, captioned ’’BLACK 
PANTHER PARTY, RM-SNCC". 

* b / C

Enclosed for the Bureau are eleven copies of "ar!
LHM dated and captioned as above. Two. copies of this LHM 
are being enclosed for WFO.

This LHM is being classified "ConTjjieSitial" to I 
protect the identity of a source of continuing value, whose] 
identity, if revealed, could have an adverse effect upon/ 
national security. /

The source mentioned in LHM is 
was interviewed on 1/10/69. bv SAS I

who

STOKELY CARMICHAEL and, as a result of I 
rpnnpt.PfilvI

advised she had not 
seen uakivuuhael in two months, but stated she received a 
letter from him two weeks ago while he was in Sweden.
advised CARMICHAEL stated in ,th.Q letter... that he would not—.. -lu- ■ .> m- - - .x—•

JAN 18 1S5S

3 - Bureau (Enc. H)^fRM)
2 - Washington Field (Enc. 2) (RM)
1 - New York

Ap

B JW: j em

Sent Per



NY 100-153751 .

1 . ■ ■ Z-' ' ■ -

/advised that she does not belong to any Black national movement, but stated she is &ery much for black people and their 
causes. __advised that she feels that whites have disrupted •
many., of the black power organizations and whenever anything gets • 
going, the white people attempt to mess it up. . .

____________ I ladvised that she is employed at I I b7f.' 
and is in contact.with

many DiacK militants wno rrequent tnis| I ■ . . /

In view of________association-with STOKELY CARMICH^L .
j (and other black nationalists in the New. York Ci tv area and____//because of her willingness to cooperate, __________
I is being opened by the NYO. • ! ■.

Information copies of LHM are being furnished to 
OSI, NISO, 108th MI Group, Secret Service, and USAS, SDNY,. 
and EDNY.

-. 2 -



In Reply, Please Refer to •
File No. . • : . ‘

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION .

New York, New York 
.January 17, 1969

. Stokely.Carmichael.

A confidential source, with whom insufficient contact- 
has been made to- establish reliability, 'advised that Stokely ' 
Carmichael stated that, he wa.s®not going to return to. the United 
States for at least one year.

; . .. •’ • '• EiECLASSIFTED BY 60309'-auc tarh/mlt/tcg
: " ON 11.14.-2005 ' ‘ .

"• : ■ GROUP. 1

‘ . downgradin^Srtd^^^^ . - <
■ Jie«t<ssification<^V~z-r< ‘

HHGC^Q J'cXdT .
This document contains'neither recommendations nor conclusions, 
of . the Federal-'Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It is the . . 
property of the FBI and is—Ipan^d^to your agency; it and its 
contents are not to be disthlbutd=a outside your agency. •



Transmit the following in

F B I

Date: 1/21/69

(Type in plaintext or code)

Vjn AIRTEL AIRMAIL
(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SAC. COLUMBIA (100-179) ALL ™FORMATTON CONTAINED
’ IJ HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60305 auc tam/mlt./tcg
STOKELY CARMICHAEL
RM - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

Columbia
Re Columbia airtel to Bureau, 12/12/68, 

airtel to Bureau, 12/16/68.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of 
LHM dated and captioned as above.

and

an

_______________A_copy of the tape < : as furnished by
|is also enclosed for the Bureau. Enclosed for 

New York, san Francisco, Atlanta, Charlotte and WFO is one 
copy of LHM.

One copy each of LHM is being disseminated 
to MIG, Columbia, S. C., Secret Service, Columbia 
NISO, Charleston, S. C. and OSI, 
Va. 

b2 

b7D

, S. C. 
Langley Air Force Base,

dential source in LHM is

3jKBureau (Ei^9)(RM)
T-Atlanta(EMil) (100-6812) (RM) 
1-Charlott^Enc.l) (100-10358) (RM) 
1-New York (fenc.l)(RM) (100-153751) 
1-San Francisco(Enc,1) (RM) (157-721) //*) A -U U z5 Q-100-320) 

' 1 -wfo (Enc. 1) (rm) ^(ji nn-lasn.yfcC■ •' / u - ■ -H b Oyp _

4-Columbia (1-100-179)
'(1-100-265) 
(1-157-4677)

1 s <>
UfTb/MA

95FftT^!18&i Special Agent in Charge
Sent

(12)



CO 100-179

The tape recording is difficult to understand 
in many spots and there is one blank spot during the 
middle of the speech by CARMICHAEL and also a blank 
spot at the very end of the speech. In transcribing 
this tape, portions of CARMICHAEL'S speech are paraphrased 
but,where pertinent direct quotes are furnished.

Columbia has initiated an investigation on

The enclosed LHM is being classified conpraeMial 
since it reveals an FBI source who obtained a tape 
recording of CARMICHAEL'S speech and this could lead to 
the identity of this informant.



In Reply, Please Refer,to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Columbia, South Carolina 29202 
January 17, 1969

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
DECLASSIFIED BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg 
ON 11142005

A confidential source of the Columbia Division 
of the FBI advised on December 13, 1968, that he had 
obtained a tape recording of the speech made by STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL , Prime Minister of the Black Panther Party 
(BPP), a characterization of which is attached, at South 
Carolina State College (SCSC), Orangeburg, South Carolina, 
on December 10, 1968. This source made available a copy of the tape 
recording to the FBI.

/ Ca/michael introduced several individuals who
/ accompanied^him to SCSC and these individuals were introduced
/ as DonaldW&ox of.the BPP, JohA/Battiste of the Student

y JNon-yiolent Coordinating CommftVee (SNCC), a characterization 
'/ of which is attached, Biii^Ballon,1, ofZSNCC, JaniS^cBailey 
/ of Washington, D. C. who is*presently/free ory bond*for
/ ^rdf using to go into the armed forces/, his .secretary,, JEAN
A pSlUGHES and finally his wife, MIRIA^^KEBA^^a^yrKJT^e j 

’ Carmichael also referred to ClevelandJnjSe Ilers
\ formerly Program Director and Field Director of SNCC in

South Carolina. He stated that Sellers was unable to 
be present as he is not allowed to enter Orangeburg, 
South Caro|ina, which is a result of the "Orangeburg Massacre"

u '
THIS DOCUMENT CONTAINS NEITHER RECOMMENDATIONS NOR CONCLUSIONS 
OF THE FBI. IT IS THE PROPERTY OF THE FBI AND IS LOANED 
TO YOUR AGENCY; IT AND ITS CONTENTS ARE NOT TO BE DISTRIBUTED 
OUTSIDE YOUR AGENCY,



RE; STOKELY CARMICHAEL

in February, 1968, whereby three students were killed on 
the campus of SCSC. He stated SELLERS had been wounded 
during the ’’massacre” and ’’the brother is not here in 
physical presence but he is here with us in spirit. We are 
going to have to even the score for brother Sellers.
Of course, we are doing it in other places, we are just 
going to have to do it in Orangeburg.”

Carmichael stated that he wanted to talk very 
seriously about a number of things including the problems 
faced by the black people and some of the solutions that 
are going to help the black people get rid of their problems. 
He stated that many of the things he says may sound crazy 
but he urged the audience to listen to his reasoning.
’’Don’t disagree with what the white man says because whatever 
he tells you to disagree with you should agree with and 
what he tells you to agree with you should disagree with. 
When he tells you about a responsible’ niggeryou had 
better run from that nigger but if he says that man is 
crazy, he is an imperialist - he is militant then that 
is the man to follow".

Carmichael stated that they oust realize that 
the black people are a colonized people - that they have 
been de-humanized and now the black man has started the 
hard struggle for his liberation.

There are two levels on which the black man 
must begin to move forward which he identified as the 
entertainment level and the educational level. He 
described the entertainment level as one in which the 
Negro has to adjust himself psychologically to be prepared 
to face the white man whom Carmichael called the "oppressor".
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He said this was a necessary step.

He gave as an example of the entertainment level 
the following:

A couple of years ago if a Mr, Jopes shot and 
killed a Negro in Orangeburg, South Carolina, the rest 
of the Negroes would whisper about it and ask if they had 
heard about the ’’nigger” being killed by Mr. Jonesand 
when they asked why Mr. Jones had killed him they would 
whisper ”he was killed because he was a nigger”. Today 
if that same Mr. Jones killed a Negro we would not whisper 
as indicated above but would shoot and kill Mr. Jones - 
kill him. This shows we are psychologically ready to 
face the white man and we are beginning to feel psychologically 
equal to the ’’oppressor". After the black man passes 
the entertainment level they move to the educational level.

"Here we begin to analyze our problems and organize 
what we think are our solutions." Carmichael said that 
in Orangeburg the black man needs both levels. He said 
that after the "Orangeburg Massacre" there must be 
some hard followups - "revenge is ours, we must revenge 
that is from the Bible. Revenge is ours saith the Lord 
I will revenge’’and I say "God helps those who helps themselves." 
The black man is so ashamed of his being black and 
that is because the "oppressor" makes him ashamed of what 
he is. The white man makes the black man that way so the 
black man will identify with t;he white man and thereby 
the black men will not stick together and they will not 
unite. The black man must understand this problem and 
he must realize that he has a hatred for each other 
that can be easily seen. He said that is why the black 
man is so quick to fight each other, Carmichael said that 
if a brother"nigger" steps on another "nigger’s" shoes
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the Negro will say ’’what did 
out comes the blade” whereas 
a Negro 's shoes he will say

you do that for and then, 
if a white man steps on 
”it*s all right sir”.

He stated the black man runs from what he is and 
tries to identify with the white man. "We think the only 
way to make good is if we are white , The black man 
seeks to destroy himself because they fight each other 
when they should be fighting the white man. He stated 
that if there were five white policemen in a town and five 
’Uncle Toms* we would jump the Uncle Toms. Now, if a black man 
gets mad at his brother he goes out and hits five white 
policemen and then comes back. Before you shoot an ’Uncle 
Tom’, kill five white policemen and then talk about killing 
an * Uncle Tom’. "

"If we are really talking about uniting then 
we should try to save our people which leads us to our 

first concept.In order to counteract the hatred that 
we have for ourselves we must begin to have an undying 
love for our people. Black people. We do not'have an undying 
love for America - it should tumble but we should have 
an undying love for our people. Black people. Got to 
understand that concept. Because if we had an undying love 
for our people anytime one of us is in trouble all of us 
would be in trouble. If we had an undying love for our 
people, a policeman hits one of our people walking down 
the street that policeman dies right there. If a policeman 
is beating up a sister, we fight that policeman but if 
we see one of our brothers in trouble and the policeman 
is racking him up against his will, we say that policeman 
sure is bad,”
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Carmichael continued to emphasize that 
the black man must have an undying love for his people 
and he stated "an undying love for our people does not 
mean that you are only willing to die for your people 
but that you are willing to kill for your people, that 
is far more important."

Carmichael then told his audience "don’t be 
shocked at the thought of killing"and told all of the 
ROTC students in the audience that when they graduated 
they were going to have to kill for their country because 
they would be sent directly to Viet Nam, He told his 
audiience not to get scared at the idea of killing. He 
stated he had a brother-in-law who had served in Viet Nam 
and had killed forty Vietnamese soldiers and had received 
all kinds of medals , Yet if he killed a white policeman 
in Harlem for laying a hand on my sister, his wife, 
my brother-in-law would get the electric chair. "Killing 
is neitha? right nor wrong, it is just who has the power 
to legitimatize it".

Carmichael told the audience that he did not 
understand why a black man was willing to kill for this 
country - "after ail it has done to us, is doing and is 
planning to do ®jgxuld fight much harder to kill for our 
people than our country. so we have an undying love 
for out people then we can begin to see the necessity 
to kill for our people. «

Carmichael then discussed the second concept 
which is "every Negro is a potential black man".
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Carmichael told the audience that the black man 
was from Africa and was stolen by the white man and brought 
to this country. He stated "the white man is a thief . 
He stole us and brought us here". He said when the black 
man was in Africa they were called Africans - they were 
black - but when they were brought to the U. S. they became 
Negroes. "When we came here we were in slavery - when 
we were in Africa we were free. When we were in Africa 
and free we were black men. When we became slaves we 
were Negroes." ..................."Slavery and Negroes are synonymous "

He stated that the black man must understand 
this concept that every Negro is a potential black man 
because this concept means that even "Uncle Toms" have a 
chance and the black man should not waste time fighting 
the "Uncle Toms" because maybe they could bring them home. 

"A converted somebody is always more powerful than somebody 
that has grown up with them".

Carmichael then discussed the third concept 
which he said was much more cttffioit but very important, 
that concept is "for us, black people, the question of 
communifyis not just simply a question of geographical (( 
boundries but a question of our people and where we are. 
Thereafter Carmichael discussed institutionalized violence. 
He said that institutionalized violence is when a young 
Negro baby in the United States goes to bed hungry every 
night." That is much more violent than killing policemen. "

Thereafter Carmichael discussed the question of 
education in the United States. He claimed that the Negro 
is not receiving an education in the white man’s schools 
but what he is really receiving is a study of a "white 
racist ideology". He cited as an example the fact we 
are taught Columbus discovered America, He stated that is
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CONCLUSION

ridiculous because the red man was in America long before 
Columbus even came to this country but that the white 
man in all of his history indicated that the colored man 
did nothing until he was discovered by the white man. 
He stated the Negro is being brainwashed in the schools 
in the United States. What they teach is ’’that we are 
all dependent upon the white man to find us and bring 
us around; We memorize what they want us to memorize. ” 
Education is really indoctrination and the education we 
have been getting in this country is racist. It is 
against us,that is why the more educated we are, the more 
anti-black we become.

We have to find new types of values so that we 
can make institutions that speak to the needs of black 
people.

’’Let’s talk about violence, about militancy, 
revolution and armed struggle and let’s understand them, 
Let’s talk about revolutionary violence. There are two 
types of violence - revolutionary violence and counter 
revolutionary violence. Revolutionary violence is that 
type of violence which seeks to overthrow a system which 
supports the few in society and by overthrowing this 
system we hope to institute a new system that speaks 
for the majority of the people.

Revolutionary violence is that violence which 
seeks to overthrow an established system that is unjust 
and seeks to replace a new system that speaks to the needs 
and desires of the masses of our people. Counter revolutionary
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violence is that violence which seeks to maintain a system 
that is unjust. Okay. In the U. S. the police department 
in Orangeburg, South Carolina, represents counter revolutionary 
violence. They represent counter revolutionary violence 
because they use violence to maintain their status quo 
in Orangeburg as it is, even though it is unjust. Revolutionary 
violence would be that type of violence which is aimed 
against the police force that snipes at a policeman dynamite 
a police station and machine gun a police station, that 
is revolutionary violence. Revolutionary violence in 
Vietnam would be the Viet Cong. Counter Revolutionary violence 
in Vietnam would be the violence of the American forces.
The U. S, is just beginning to see the marks of revolutionary 
violence as the dynamiting of several police stations in 
the past months and machine gunning of a couple in 
New Jersey , the sniping and killing of several policemen 
across the country. That is the beginning of revolutionary 
violence and we need more of that. We need a lot more 
of that. We need more of that because in the final analysis 
that is the only way we are going to protect ourselves 
and survive.

Because the police in Orangeburg can march back 
on this campus tomorrow and shoot three more r niggers 
they know nothing will happen to them, they will be set 
free. White folks will pat them on the back, call them 
heroes.

They are going to talk about getting an NAACP 
lawyer ............ and in the end the policeman is going 
to be right. We are going to come out mad and say that we 
just can’t trust white folks. That is right, you can’t.
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Do something about it folks. Don’t talk about 
it.A couple of policemen get shot every time they shoot 
at black people - in Orangeburg - a policeman will think 
twice about shooting a black man. Because in the final 
analysis one is prohibited by force. They use force 
to prohibit us, we have to use force to prohibit them in 
the final analysis. A policeman knows he can shoot down 
any ’nigger*' on the streets and walk away scott free just 
like in Viet Nam you shoot a Viet Cong and they give you 
a medal. The policeman - he shoots a Negro and he gets 
a medal. Right! Open Hunting Season ! But if everytime 
a policeman shot a Negro, a couple of policemen were fired 
upon - a couple of policemen were dead - they wouldn’t be 
so happy to come and start trouble. They just say that’s 
them Negroes having trouble on the campus, let the President 
handle it. We don’t have anything to do with that.

We must begin to understand that in the final 
analysis it all boils down to a question of power. Nothing 
else - we are the powerless - they have the power and 
because of this and only because of this can they do what 
they do to us. White folks don’t run this country 
because they are democratic - because they are beautiful - 
they run the country because they have guns. That’s all. 
That’s all. It’s not really a question of right - it’s 
a question of might . He who organizes himself to fight. 
That’s all it boils down to. If you’re willing to fight 
then you have a good chance to live and if you’re not 
willing to fight, they’re going to mess over you every 
day of your life. That’s a fact. That’s a natural' fact. 
We know. We all know. A white man will think twice before 
messing with a black panther man - they call him crazy. 
They say then ’niggers* in the black jackets are crazy -
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Don’t mess with them. That’s right. We’re crazy ...........
They are not going to mess with no crazy Negro cause 
if he slaps a crazy Negro, he’s going to come up with 
an arm missing but until we begin to understand this, 
we’re not going anywhere.

It’s been almost a year since three brothers 
were killed on this campus. What do we have to show 
for it. Nothing. They ain’t even scared. They probably 
are still laughing about it. Every time they drive by 
and see these three little wreaths they probably laugh 
and say, that’s where they got the three ’niggers’. Ha’ 
Ha’ Ha! That’s right. That’s right. They don’t fool 
around places where policemen were shot - Houston, Texas, 
they don’t mess with that Negro school. No sir. Them 

’ niggers ’ is crazy. They shoot back. Leave them alone. 
Texas A & I - them ’niggers’ is crazy. They kill policemen. 
Leave them alone. San Francisco State - when those policemen 
are called to that campus they pray - Lord, please - not 
them’ niggers ’ again. Because in the final analysis that 
is the one time when you must have time to organize. If 
we let them know that every time they touch one of us, one 
of them going to get taken - that’s the only time - the 
only, only time he don’t care what anybody says. If your 
preacher tells you something different, then he’s lying. 
He’s lying and you ought to tell him not to lie from the 
pulpit of the church. If your professor tells you this, 
you should tell your professor he’s lying and tell him 
he is in school to learn the truth.

Political power comes out of the barrel of the 
gun and its only a question of being right. Organized 
guns - that’s going to stop anything.
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Why do you think white folks walk down here, 
because they’re better than you - you know they’re 
not better than you are. Even with guns they got to 
come 100 to 1, They come to get us in a pack and they 
got the power. They’re not better than we are, its 
just because they’ve got the guns and we don’t, and 
we are not willing to fight back. That’s all* It’s like 
a bully. A bully only picks on someone who won’t fight 
back. Even if he can beat someone up but this cat keeps 
fighting back, the bully don't mess with him. He don’t 
want no bloody nose so he leaves him alone. It’s only 
the people that don't fight back that he messes with. 
Time and time again they have been messing with the ’niggers' 
because we have not been fighting back. We should fight 
back. We fight in Viet Nam - we fight in Korea - we fight 
in the Pacific - we fight in Europe - we fight but we don’t 
fight back. We say yes we never say no. Boy, they say, 
go to Viet Nam, Boy say yes sir. They say boy go to 
Korea, boy say yes sir. They say boy, go into the National 
Guard and go to Chicago and run the people down. The boy 
says yes sir. Boy say hell no I ain’t going white boy. 
That’s all we got to say. One time just say no to them. 
For once in your life say no to the white man. Boy - yes, 
boy - yes, boy ~ hell no. Just say it one time.

" And we talk about the fear of death. The reason 
people don't fight back is I’ll get mowed down . ,, . 
That’s not it. What he’s really saying is he’s just afraid 
to fight back. Look here, you can snipe at a policeman 
and nobody's going to know who did it if it's at night... 
(laughter) ,,, You laugh too easily. This is
true.
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You say you read Malcolm X. If you read Malcolm 
X you know what Malcolm X said> He said’show nea white man 
who has feqght in Viet Nam -show me a white man who has3 fought 
in Algeria - show me a white man who ins fariit in Latin 
America - show me a white man who has JfPMght the mau man 
and I’ll show you a white man whose got the creeps and 
the jeeps and a nervous condition.’ He said'because a 
white man could not face a guerrilla fighter.* He said a 
white man could not face it because a guerrilla makes 
his own rules of war and he fights after dark because 
after dark its even steyen - an eye for an eye and a tooth 
for a tooth and a life for a life,

They tell you about Malcolm X all the time - 
they make him out to be a hero. You are not reading Malcolm 
X because if you were reading Malcolm X you would know 
we can’t beat that white boy out there right now in a 
face out showdown but after dark on the rooftops of Harlem 
you can bugaloo down the alley just shooting the cops and 
we are going to have to do this. You laugh, you think its 
funny because you really don’t want to face it. .....................

The only way to stop a few Negroes from dying 
is to kill a few cops but you are not going to face it. 
That’s violence. That’s irreligious. That’s this. That’s 
that. Thatfs murder. That’s that. Ha! Ha!

Because you know what you have got to do but you 
are running. You can’t run any more. It’s like Joe Lewis 
said. You can run but you sure enough can’t hide because 
they are coming to get us. Wherever we are they are coming 
to get us, every last one of us. Got to - Got to- Got to- 
Got to- mau, mau, mau, mau, - got to fight so get your 
guns and let’s go. You can’t run no more . You all 
got to fight.
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They are going to solidify the white community 
against us and prepare us for Wallace. That’s all. You 
know it and I know it. Like Rap firown says black people 
.................................. breath when Nixon got elected 
but they did not recogn;ize they were whistling gas. That’s 
right. Whew! Wallace did not get it* Whew! woo woo. 
No Nixon is going to solidify the whole community against 
us and unless we are prepared to fight we are going to 
find ourselves like the Jews did against Hitler. We will 
be bugalooing into gas chambers. We will be reading our 
mathematics books. The colleges while they put us on 
trains. ..... Right on into the gas chamber unless we 
wake up, unless we face reality .Everyone is afraid to 
talk about guns and black people for 4 number of reasons. 
It’s because we don’t love our people, If we did love 
our people we would try to destroy those who are hurting 
our people. You got a woman - if a brother tried to rape 
that woman, you would kill him. You got a brother and you 
are walking down the street with that brother and let someone 
try and beat up that brother, you jump in and fight with 
your brother because you love him. Say you are walking 
down the street and you see a black woman being raped. It’s 
a shame - just did not love her. See your brother getting 
beat up by some white folks, whew, leave them alone, 
Because you don’t love your people.

Too many people throw the term revolutionary 
around too loosely. They talk about we are in a black 
revolution. We are not in a revolution in this country 
because a revolution begins when you have seized power,
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You can only have a revolution after you have seized 
power because revolution means a change and you can’t 
change until you have power. Castro - you know about Fidel 
Castro - a bearded cat who lives in Cuba - bad - Americans 
don’t mess with him. He’s got a small island, American 
can’t stand him. Talk about how bad they are. They tell 
America, we will fight to the death. There’s only ten of 
us but ten of us have got to die. We’re going to take 
some of you. America hears this - they don’t mess with 
them. They run over people who don’t fight back. They 
take 1,000 ’ niggers’ . They don’t mess with the Vietnamese 
.............because the Vietnamese say we are going to die with 
you. We are the only ones who die alone. Dr. King died 
alone. He did, you know. He died alone and we had to 
bury him. If he had killed five, that would have been 
five less you’d have to worry about. You can’t die alone. 
Revolution means that when you have power you begin to 
revolutionize.The Cuban revolution began when Fidel 
Castro and Che Guevara seized power in Havana, Cuba. 
From that day the revolution began. Before a revolution- 
the armed struggle. Now Malcolm X said that. He said 
there can be no revolution unless its bloody.

But the white man is doing a trick today. He 
lies when he says there was a bloodless revolution. He’s 
trying to tell you there is such a thing as a bloodless 
revolution because if he tells you there is a bloodless 
revolution we will believe we are really in a revolution 
but a revolution can not be any way but bloody. Malcolm 
X said that, I didn’t. Malcolm X is correct. You have 
to have armed struggle before you have a revolution. 
Black people in this country - we have just begun to scratch
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the surface of armed struggle so how can we talk about 
revolution. You can’t talk about revolution until you 
seize power. We have hot seized any power, We have to 
understand that. Now what you don’t understand is that 
the white man is working a trick. He is letting us 
think we’ve got power, Let me give you an example. A 
couple of years ago you could not find any black people 
on television but today you have got them on all of the 
television programs right. Now think how many black men 
on television is a cop. Every one, including David in 
’The Outcast’ . *Mod Squad’- cop;'NYPD’- cop; ’Mission Impossible * 
cop; ’I Spy’ International cop. Right. Right. What 
are they saying to us. They are making us identify 
with the system of law and order and the only black men 
we are supposed to hero worship for are the bl ack men who 
fights for law and order. White folks are correct - correct. 
Example #2. On every white television family show, 
if a member is missing from the family in the show it is 
always the mother. It is always the male image in every 
white family and every white family on television. But 
for us there is the mother. Once again there is imposed 
on us - we don’t even recognize it. .,..,

Where on television do you see a white family 
with just a mother and where is our father. He died in 
Viet Nam. So we can all grow up to have our fathers 
killed in Viet Nam. ( a helicopter pilot). Th eir mothers 
take care of them. We don’t recognize what he’s 
doing but we call this progress. Sure that’s progress 
because we don’t take time out to understand what those 
white boys are doing. Those boys are just getting smarter.
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That’s all,they are just getting smarter. Every day 
he gives us that same talk about revolution. You can’t 
have revolution unless you have blood. He knows 
George Washington did not have revolution until he had 
blood. Lincoln did not have revolution until he had 
blood. The Chinese did not have revolution until he 
had blood. They going to tell us ’niggers' we can 
have a revolution and don’t shed no blood and we will 
believe it unless we understand. There must be armed 
struggle before there is revolution and the organizing 
for armed struggle is the most important era in this struggle 

and we are beginning to reach it - we are beginning to 
reach it and he knows it and we know it and he is going 
to try to stop us. That’s something else you should know. 
Before a man comes down on you, he tries to fool you and 
what the white man is doing now with these pacification 
programs is he is trying to fool us all. He’s trying to 
fool us so he can come down on us so he can bring in 
the real repressive agents and we must be aware of this. 
Now, alot of people say we talk hate - Rap Brown - Stokely 
Carmichael - Huey P. Newton - Ron Karenga. All they 
ever talk about is hate! hate! hate! Some black people 
say that. You hear this on television, don’t you. I 
ain’t got nothing to do with those people that teach hate 
and violence, bla bla bla. We live in a world of opposition. 
It is called dialectic philosophy. For every act there is 
a reaction. There is an opposite for everything. For wet 
there is dry - hot there is cold - joy there is sadness - 
laughter there is tears - white there is black. They 
are opposite. We are living in a world of opposition. 
Everything has its opposite. If you love you have to be able
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to hate and if you don't hate you have to have the capacity 
for hating. If you don't have the capacity to hate, it 
is impossible to love..............You've got to have hate, you’ve
got to have that capacity. ’’
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1 APPENDIX

STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), headquartered at 360-362 Nelson Street, S. W., 
Atlanta, Georgia, is a nonmembership organization, which 
was born out of the sit-in movement that erupted across the 
South beginning in 1960.

Today SNCC identifies itself as an organization 
in the revolutionary vanguard. It advocates that to be 
successful it is necessary to develop a revolutionary ideology and 
revolutionary program.

According to SNCC the year 1967 marked a historic 
milestone in the struggle for the liberation of black people 
in the United States and the year that revolutionaries 
throughout the world began to understand more fully the impact 
of the black movement,, SNCC declared that ’’liberation will 
come only when there is final destruction of this mad octopus— 
the capitalistic system of the United States with all its 
life-sucking tentacles of exploitation and racism that choke 
the people of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The realities 
of black life, together with the recognition instilled in SNCC 
workers forced its members to further popularize the legitimacy 
of self-defense and rebellions when oppression became too great".

From May, 1966, until May, 1967, Stokely Carmichael 
was National Chairman of SNCC. As of July, 1968, Carmichael 
resided in Washington, D. C., where he was affiliated with 
SNCC and active as temporary chairman of a black coalition 
group. In May, 1967, Carmichael was replaced by Hubert Geroid 
Brown, commonly known as H. Rap Brown, served until 
June, 1968.

In June, 1968, at the Staff and Central Committee 
meeting of SNCC held in Atlanta, Georgia, it was decided 
to restructure the organization by equalization of responsibility 
by creating ten deputy or vice chairmanships. The primary 
purpose for this change is to take law enforcement pressure 
off any single individual.
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Transmit the following in

FBI

Da,e: 2/1/69

(Type in plaintext or code)

ATRTEh AIRMAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
FROM SAC, SAN DIEGO (100-13995) (RUC)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RM ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 50309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Re Washington Field Office airtel’ to Bureau 1/16/69; 
and San Diego Letterhead Memorandum dated 11/13/68, captioned "Demonstration for TIMOTHY B. THOMPSON, October 26, 1968, 
30th and Ocean View Boulevard, San Diego, California.

A transcript of the speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
at San Diego, California, on October 26, 1968, in connection 
with the demonstration for TIMOTHY B. THOMPSON was submitted 
in referenced letterhead memorandum.

On I/28/69,I __ ladvlsed that he believed there
were approximately 300 - 400 people who attended the demonstration 
for TIMOTHY THOMPSON at which STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke. About 93% of these were Negroes and 7% white. 50% of the audience 
was male and 50% female. A few Servicemen were present in 
uniform and possibly 5 military personnel were present who 
were not wearing their uniforms. The amount paid STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL for making this speech was unknown but source has 
heard that his expenses were paid. Source did not know how 
much money was collected but stated that they passed the 
hat five separate times through the audience in order to 
collect the amount of money they felt they needed. This money 
is alleged to have gone to STOKELY CARMICHAEL but this is not 
known as a fact.

ladvlsed that he has heard that 
San 
fact 
inv

On 1/27/69,STOKELY CARMICHAEL wak paid aBStit 1.000 for his trip to 
Diego to speak on 10/26/68. j _ [based this on the
that he heard before CARMICHAEL arrived that he had bee

BUREAU (AM-RM)
2 - Washington Field (100-43503) (AM-RM)_________
J; ’ 17 FEB 5 1»»9
EiruT • 6 v y w j

Approver! ______ Sent _________ '' ■— M..... Per'-ssE.
5?/ Special "Ac yfi^Charge



SB 100-13995

f .tospeak and that it was believed that It would cost $1,000 to havehim speak in San Diego. [stated that
the collection taken at the meeting ror tiMOTHY B. THOMPSON -,z 
on 10/26/68 allegedly amounted to $730. He had last heard 
where this money went or heard that another collection Was b, taken on the night of 10/26/68 and that ah amount of $800 J 
or more was mentioned, but source is not sure whether this 
is the total of both collections or whether an additional 
$800 was collected at a meeting at a church on the night of 10/26/68. | 7remarked that when TIMOTHYTHOMPSON
appeared in court ne had to have aCourt-appointed Attorney 
so apparently the money that was collected did not go for 

' his defense.
On 10/28/68, | had

advised that approximately 500 people attended tne demonstration 
for TIMOTHY B. THOMPSON and of this group it was estimated 
that 20 - 25 $ were white and 5% Mexican-American with others 
being Negro.

All sources reported that no fees were charged to 
attend this demonstration but that paper buckets were passed 
through the audience to collect money allegedly for the defense 
of TIMOTHY THOMPSON.

Othersources contacted could not furnish furthr 
information requested in referencedairtel.



SAC, WFO^lCO-43503)

Director, FBI (100-446080)^^/^

2/4/69

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOWN OTHERWISE

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

bl

NOTE:

PTB:mkl/rel
DATE: 11-14-2005
CLASSIFIED BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg
DECLASSIFY ON: 25X 3.3(6) 11-14-2030

Black extremist, Stokely Carmichael, is on the 
Security Index and the Agitator Index. He is currently 
reported to be in Stockholm, Sweden,L |

I He has indicated that he will soon 
move to Guinda.

Tolson — 
DeLoach 
Mohr___
Bishop — 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad . 
Felt__
Gale__
Rosen _ 
Sullivan 
Tavel _
Trotter _ 
Tele. Room 
Holmes__
Gandy ____

CD

CD

S 2 o

ETYPE UNIT



7-41 (Rev. 5-7-63)
1 -
1 ~

sac, Los Angeles January 29, 1969

Director, FBI (100-446080)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL registered MAIL
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK -------------
PANTHER PARTY
TRANSLATION MATTERS

Enclosed is certain foreign language material:
Newspaper item in Swedish concerning the subject and 

Miriam Makeba, received as enclosure to Legat, London routing 
slip dated 1/21/69. Also enclosed is a letter in Norwegian.

This material should be processed as indicated below:
//A' b7C _________________________SA I Hshould prepare expeditious full trans

lation of item Pl and short concise summary of item P2.
Following disposition should be made of enclosure and 

translation:

Both to Bureau, attention FBI Annex.

If the results of your review are not furnished the Seat of 
Government, in accordance with instructions set forth above, then the 
office initiating the request, to which translation is made available 
by 
of

you, has the responsibility of appropriately notifying the Bureau 
any pertinent information contained therein.

<53 
Cl

Enc (2)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60305 auc tam/mlt./tcg

Tolson __________
DeLoach ________
Mohr ____________
Bishop __________
Casper__________
Callahan ________
Conrad __________
Felt____________
Gale _____:_______
Rosen __________
Sullivan -----jgjg__

Tele. Rooni'b-____
Holmes__________
Gandy ___________

?55t*recorded

JAN 29 1969

BWR:cjs

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT
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L)epartment of StMe TfUQRAM

LIMITED! OFFICIAL! USE: 8q>

PAGE 01 STOCKH 00259 301023Z

?7 1 1

ACTION SY 03

] 00/DODE 00/I NR 0 7j[

P 04/RSC 01/USIA 12»L 03/RSR 01//062 W

TNFO AF I 2/EUR 15/RPT 02.SCA 0 1

R 300850Z JAN! 69

?M AMEMBASSY STOCKHOLM! 

TO SECSTATE! WASHDC 32211 

INFO' AMEMBASSY CONAKRY’ 

amembassy Bonn 
AMEMBASSY DAR* ES: SALAAM 

AMEMBASSY LAGOS' 

AMEMBASSY ROME1 

amembassy Helsinki 
AMEMBASSY COPENHAGEN 

AMEMBASSY OSLO 

AMEMBASSY REYKJAVIK 
AMCONGEN; GOTEBORG1 UNN

036283:

ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

00/

LIMITED OFFICIAL! USE! STOCKHOLM 0259

SUBJECTS STOKELY C ARM j CHAEl\ S; TRAVEL PLANS:

RE.F18 STOCKHOLM A“48

?• ACCORDING TO- FRIENDLY' AMERICAN NEWSMAN JAN 29/ STOKELY CAR

MICHAEL1 TOLD AFRICAN WORKING FOR RADIO SWEDEN THAT" HE! PLANS TO 

TRAVEL! TOi FINLAND! WITH!.'HIS: WIFE/ MIRIAM MAKEBA/ NEXT’TUESDAY/ 

FEB 4® THEY WILLi THEN GO1 ON TO' ITALY/ DAR* ES' SALAAM/ LAGOS* 
RACK’- TO* WEST' GERMANY* ^DUFI NALLY TO' GUINEA/ WHERE! THEY WILL1 ’"SPEND: 

SOME: TIME:." "" 

?. CARMICHAEL1 HAS BEEN RELATIVELY QUIET DURI NG* HI S: MONTH*!, ONG1

stay in Stockholm;, with exception of: dagnes: nyheter1 iM’BRV^ewz 
A TAPED. BROADCAST FOR THE SWEDISH RADIO: FOREIGN* SERVICE! ftp'! AFRICA ), 

AND. A SCHEDULED APPEARANCE IN t'lPPSAI A/l....... ... -q

CARMILHALL IULD At-RICAN! OFFiTHErRECQRD1 ;THAT' HE: BROKE* WI;.TH>SNCC : 
BECAUSE SNCC WAS RU^OBiY A, "M ILLiONARE1 JEW" WHO: WAS! MANIPULATING THg<

// 0-7 _ UI M I T E D! <0 F FI C I A L USE:

b7C Q



Department of State TELEGRAM
LIMITED OFFICIAL USE

oAGE 02 STOCKH 0025g 301023Z

ORGANIZATION INTO TAKI NG' AN: ANT I-ARAB STAND® THE AFRICAN TOLD THE 

AMERI CAN NEWSMAN: THAT HE FOUND CARM I CHAEL REMARKABLY NA IVE1 (E . G • » ALL 
BLACKS ARE BROTHERS: AND: SHOULD LOVE ONE ANOTHER'! ANg THAT CARMICHAEL-' 

COMPLAINED THAT' PEOPLE' CAME? TO LISTEN TO; HIM; aS AN "ENTERTAINER" 

RATHER THAN- a SPOKESMAN' FOR: THE-' BLACK PEOPLE.

b7C

■. LIMITED OFFICIAL
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F B I

1/30/69
Transmit the following in_____ ;________ __________________________

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via :____AIRTEL______________________ AIRMAIL_____ _
(Priority)

TO:
FROM:

STOKELY
RM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4466080)

SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (P)

CARMICHAEL
ALL T N F O RM AT T ON C ON T AT N E D
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt./tcg

Re WFO airtel dated 1/16/69, with request that 
receiving offices furnish certain information regarding composit
ion of audiences addressed by subject and type of renumerations 
received for making speeches.

As reflected in previous communications, subject 
was in Atlanta on 12/11/68, and spoke at Clark College /
and Emory University. Subject’s attempt to speak at 
Morehouse College on the evening of 12/11/68, was abruptly 
terminated.

| advised he naa neara supject 
had been offered a fee of $500 to address the student body 
at Clark;College on 12/11/68; however, the sponsoring group, 
the Student Government Association, was unable to raise the 
full ampnnh. -huh able to pay CARMICHAEL approximately 
$300. __________________________[could furnish information
regarding this allegation, or ir in fact, CARMICHAEL had 
received any type of fee.



AT 100-6812

___________According to I
| (Protect;, the audiences at 

Clark College were composed of both male and female Negro 
students of the Atlanta University System, and if any 
military personnel attended, it was unknown to them, as no 
one was observed to be wearing a military uniform.

------------------ 1------------------------------- ■ .................................................................. I
____________________________(Protect) advised that the audienee b/c 
CARMICHAEL attempted to address on the evening of 12/11/68, b7n 
at Morehouse College was composed of Negro male and female 
students. They were unable to report if any military 
personnel attended.

As regards to Emory University, where CARMICHAEL spoke on the afternoon of 12/11/68, l~
~advisdd that an------

organization on the Emory campus know n as The Student 
Center Board had invited CARMICHAEL, for which he was to 
receive a fee of $300.

Source attending CARMICHAEL'S speech at Emory 
University advises that no military personnel attended.

2



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 EDITION 

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-106

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Tolson ---------------
DeLoach ________
Mohr ____________
Bishop _ 
Casper _ 
Callahan 
Conrad _

date: January 31, 1969

Felt___________ _
Gale ____________
Rosen __________
Sullivan _________
Tavel ___________

TO

suggested^the possibility that Ifi.

with headquarters m Houston, Texas. | 
inquired if the Bureau considered this to be a good identifi
cation. He also asked if we would furnish information in our 
files concerning[

If| |does not fit,| [inquired if we
knew of any other individuals who may have traveled to 
Stockholm, Sweden, recently and who could be contacts of 
Stokely Carmichael.

identical with

ACTION: per oga let. dtd 11/14/05

The above information is being directed to the

(S)

MB——1



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 2/6/69

Transmit the following in________________________________________ _
'• (Type in plaintext or code)

, AIRTEL
Via_________________________  __________________________________ _

(Priority)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- J-------------------

T(j£ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)
ilWoM: SAC, DETROIT (157-3185) b?c \

jr d >V SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL / /
' RM / __________/

ALL INFO RM A1!1 WM/j ONTAI  ̂E D 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Re WFO airtel dated 1/10/69, captioned as 
above.

b7C

On the occasion of the subject’s appearance 
before the Organization of Arab Students at Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, 8/26/68, referred to as Item 6 in referenced 
romTniininatinn.l Iwere nresent.__ The sources
werel____________________________________________________ I______

b7

advised that f I 
ithe audience was made up entirety oi Arab speaking students //. 
I with the exception of about ten Negroes

CARMICHAEL’S traveling party consisted of 
five individuals, all Negroes, and the balance of his 
traveling unit were local Ann Arbor people interested in 
civil rights groups. | 
_______________estimated the audience as 350 people, averaging 
25 to 30 years of age, entirely male containing no known 
military personnel either in or out of uniform, |

^stated that he met CARMICHAEL’S party at the airport 
where he observed CARMICHAEL being met bv an official 
of the Organization of Arab Students, _____ ___
stated he is not aware of what monetary return CARMICHAEL 
received from this appearance, but is dTTKe opinion ,fye

37- Bureau (RM) "v /$/?'
1 - WFO (100-43503) (Info) (RM) '
1 — DptroiT
JEK/cmt ' CC 4 W
(5)

ecial Agent in Charge
Sent .

25 FEB 8 1969



DE 157-3185 

received a nominal fee Plus travel ing 

couia xurnisn no other specific information regardin 
this.appearance of CARMICHAEL at Anri Arbor/ Michiga.

- 2



SAG, WFO (100-43503) February 12, 1969

Director, FBI (100-446080)
STOKELY^CARMICHAEL

RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK PANTHER PARTY

1

ReWFO letterhead memorandum dated 2/7/69, captioned 
’’Black United Front (BUF) - Racial Matters” wherein it was 
reported that a tape recorded message by Stokely Carmichael 
was played at a BUF meeting held 2/5/69, Washington, D. C.

Through racial informants and established sources, 4 
endeavor to obtain a copy of the above referenced tape.
If successful, promptly submit to the Bureau in a form //
suitable for dissemination;, a verbatim transcript of the 
tape.

P TB: mj b/ ekw
(4) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc- tam/mlt/tcg 

NOTE:

Black extremist Stokely Carmichael is on the 
Security Index and the Agitator Index. He departed from 
the United States on 12/28/68 
to spend a month in Stockholm, Sweden and subsequently moved 
to Guinea, Africa. Reportedly, Carmichael explains on the
tape that hewf&hgp to Africa for "black liberation."

RECrX FEB 12 1969

Tolson -----
DeLoach _
Mohr _____
Bishop -----
Casper___
Callahan _
Conrad -----
Felt-------- :
Gale--------
Rosen ____
Sullivan —
Tavel ____

! Trotter-----
I Tele. Room 
L.Holmes-----
L\andy ____



7-4 1 (Rev'. 5-7-63)'

sac, Los Angeles

Director, FBI (100-446080)

February 4, 1969

STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
RACIAL MATTERS - BLACK 
PANTHER PARTY

BEGISTEBED MAIL

Enclosed is certain foreign language material:
Two newspaper items in Swedish concerning Carmichael 

and Miriam Makeba* received as enclosures to Legat, London 
routing slip dated 1/14/69.

This material should be processed as indicated below:
Expeditious full translation by SA

Following disposition'should be made of enclosure and 
translation:

Both to Bureau* attention FBI Annex.

If the results of your review are not furnished the Seat of 
Government, in accordance with instructions set forth above, then the 
office initiating the request, to which translation is made available

you, has the responsibility of appropriately notifying the Bureau 
any pertinent information contained therein.

(2)

Addendum for yellow

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Tolson __________
DeLoach ________
Mohr____________
Bishop __________
Casper__________

Above items previously sent to New York for translation. Bulel 
1/22/69. Returned by NYlet 1/30/69 because SA|___________________  
transferred to language school, Monterey, California.

Callahan _
Conrad ___
Felt______
Gale _____
Rosen ____
Sullivan __
T avel ____
Trotter ___
Tele. Room 
Holmes___
Gandy ____



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10
» MAY 1962 EDITION

GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES G<HfeRNMENT

Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (10O~1+'+6O8O) 
(ATTN: FBI ANNEX)

date: 1/30/69

SAC, NEW YORK (100-153751)
STOKELY^RMI CHAEL

RM-BPP
sXReBulet 1/26/69-

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two newspaper 
items in Swedish concerning CARMICHAEL and MIRIAN MAKEBA, 
received as enclosures to Legat, London routing slip, 
dated 1/1M-/69-

Instruction set forth is referenced Bureau 
communication instructing that this material was being 
sent to NYO, for processing by the Special Agent listed 
thereon, familiar with the Swedish language.

Special Agent I _____ _________ |was transferred
prior to completing this translation and as a result the 
Bureau is requested to have the enclosed Swedish newspaper 
item translated.

DA.TE 11-14-2005 BY 60509 auc tam/mlt/tcg

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

...
Q? Bureau (Ends 1)
1- New York (U3)

5010-108

BJWzlng
(U)

RACIALINSECT.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



7-4 1 (Rev. 5-7-63)

SAC,Us Angeles February 6, 1969

Director, FBI (100-446080)
o

REGISTERED MAIL
HJkTSEB& - BLACK -------------  f

PANTHER PARTY I
ReBulets 1/20 and 2/4/69 7

Enclosed is certain foreign language material: I

Four newspaper Items in Swedish concerning Carmichael 
and wife, received as enclosures to Legat, London routing slip dated 1/28/69. v

This material should be processed as indicated below:
Enclosed material and material submitted with reBulets, 

in view of the developing volume of the material, should be 
succinctly summarized with particular emphasis on subject’s 
travel plans and on anything of Intelligence interest to Bureau.

Following disposition should be made of enclosure and 
translation:

Both to Bureau, attention FBI Annex.

not furnished the Seat of 
set forth above, then the

Tolson — 
DeLoach
Mohr-----
Bishop — 
Casper — 
Callahan 
Conrad - 
Felt__
Gale — 
Rosen — 
Sullivan

If the results of your review are 
Government, in accordance with instructions 
office initiating the request, to which translation■ is made available 
by 
of

you, has the responsibility of appropriately notifying the Bureau 
any pertinent information contained therein.

b7C

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60305 auc tam/mlt/tcg

Enc .(4) __________
ADDENDUM FOR YELLOW: This matter coordinated with ____________

Domestic Intelligence Division

Trotter
T i' ’ iA UTele. Room —
Holmes---------
Gandy----------- MAIL ROOM

(6)

9th & D, sent directW-tf-bOW
16 F>LB 13 1939

1
1
1



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 2/6/69

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL
(P riority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, NEW|YORK (100-153751)
SUBJECT: /STOKEL0CARMICHAEL

RACIAL MATTERS

On 2/4/69,
________________ advised that he did

not Know wheri~| | would return to the United
States | 1advised he had not beas in contact with

and did not know where she was at this time.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tca

„ ffiC98 IGU'-Bureau (RM) '
Washington Field (RM) . ™-™«s

’1- New York (43)

BJW:tf
' 3 FEB 7



1 - San franciseo (Personal Attention) 
1 - Los Angeles (Personal Attention)

•■ 1 ■ (Personal Attention) ■
105-165706 (BSP)

1 -100-446080 (Sannlchael)
" PEN:f*sh/ - . ■

(107 ff / /
6 BF6 gUPUCAft W*

'y" : ..

NOT RECORDED .-•
16/ FEB 18 1969 ■'" • ■

SEB NOTE PAG® TWO
-. DATE: 11-14-20D5 '

■ ’Classified, by eo:3O9 sue tam/mit/tcg 
■ DECLASSIFY'ON: S5X 3?3'(1) 11-14-2030



—X- ;• ■ SEflET-

-<-•- ■■' ■

-Bi [ - '■6t~lIIS53----—■ , ■ . ...* 1

|a«d another UBidentlfiea b
L was furnished to Liaison representative

11/30/6P. Bpp senbers John J. Saggins 
and Alpfen tiss Carpen were killed by Negro: monbers' of - the 
extremist ®S organization on the UCLA caspus on 1/17/69.

BeeWa i» wquestH toadvise of pMWlbl® 
infemation sat forth above regarding . 

individusl identified as I__________ami the *’»oaey tmag** .■
la connection with laves tlgat ions of the Black Panther

- .tarty.* I" __l/Cageteitael or other- individuals or \.. b?c
»xtr»ai«t». necessary, leads shouldbe set ee# to '
''awwrtate.-f.iel.d .dirieiohB. in. tMa.’eatter.-’ 
shoHld bo reported-.to'the-Meim by airtel or ether •'..' 
appropriate eennenleatlon.

Interest lea copies or the eoamuaicaticm are 
being. furaisMO Bee Francisco and Washington Field ' .b?r.
Office as offlee of origin in the.Black Feather Party 
and Stately Caralebael cases. A copy is also belng

IB view of inf creation 
rag-ardfMg WhgC-tW P*** .: .

NOTZ;
Inforeation concerning contact with Stokely 

Canaiehael abroad bv ladlvldteal Idantleal with



FD-366 (5-6-64)

In Reply, Please Refer to
File No.

UNITJPsTATES DEPARTMENT OF JUslklE 

Jr
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Washington, D. C. 20535 
February 18, 1969

SUBJECT:
0

STOKELY CARMICHAEL

REFERENCE: Report of SA|________________  dated
2/14/69 at Washington, D. C.

Referenced communication contained subject’s residence and/or employment 
address. A recent change has been determined and is being set forth below (change 
only specified):

Residence: Currently traveling in Europe prior to
establishing residence in Guinea

Employment: Temporary Co-Chairman, Black United Front,
Washington, D. C., also, Prime Minister, 
Black Panther Party with Headquarters in 
Berkeley,California

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Date: 2/17/69
Transmit the following in_____i_________________ j

(Type in plaintext or code) I

Via AIRTEL_____________________________ , _______ ____________ |
(Priority) ।

--------------------------------------------------------------- :------------------------------------- ------- :------------------------------------ j-

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-446080)

FROM: .-SAC, WFO (100-43503) (P)
STOKELYCCARMICHAEL 
RM; BPP

According to previous info received
b7C

____________ ___ _______ ____________COO ascertain if 
engagement filled byf land if accompanied by subject. 
If subject appears in Chicago, cover per previous Bureau in
structions.

CGO also attempt to ascertain

and set forth pertinent data in LHM form.
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-14-2005 BY 60309 auc tam/mlt/tcg



DECLASSIFIED BY 60324/AUC/BATJ/CPB/b 13
ON 09-13-2006

WFO 100-43503

'i-

b6
■b7C

in
He spoke of guerrilla-warfare and urged internationalizing 
the ’‘movement". He traveled to Africa withl 
September, 1968, and continued attacks on the U.S i_________ i
who traveled in the U.S. And abroad, filling personal appearances 
reportedly supports "nationalists" groups in Africa and along 
with CARMICHAEL, had contact with African government officials. 
On 11/30/68, they moved from WDC reportedly to later go to 
Guinea to live. Activities in SNCC, BPP and the HUP set forth 
as well as information regarding speeches, travel and financial 
data. CARMICHAEL CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS.



WFO 100-43503

RECLASSIFIED BY 60
1311 10-12-2006

4/ATJC/BAU/CPB/H

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Page

I. BACKGROUND ........................... .........................................................2
A, Organization, Affiliation and

Residence ................. 2-3
B. Record Checks ........ ................... . . 4-6
C. Current Physical Description ....... 6-7

II. ACTIVITIES IN THE STUDENT NONVIOLENT
COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC); BLACK
PANTHER PARTY (BPP), AND BLACK UNITED
FRONT (BUF) .................. 8
A. Activities in SNCC and the BPP . ...... 8-45
B. Activities in the BUF ........... 45-76

III. STATEMENTS MADE BY CARMICHAEL IN SPEECHES
URGING REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITY, SECURING OF
ARMS, RACIAL VIOLENCE AND OPPOSITION TO THE
WAR IN VIETNAM, JULY-DECEMBER, 1968 ........................ 77-161

IV. INFORMATION REGARDING COMPOSITION OF
AUDIENCES WHERE CARMICHAEL • SPOKE AS TO
SEX, AGE, RACE, FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS
AND IF ANY MILITARY PERSONNEL KNOWN TO
BE PRESENT...................................................... -......................................162-181

J
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lb



WO 100-43503

VI. INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL AND OTHER 
FOREIGN ASPECTS OF CARMICHAEL'S 
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bo VII. FINANCIAL INFORMATION ~
b7c REGARDING CARMICHAEL AND HIS
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IN GUINEA....................................................................................... 26U-2714.

X. APPENDIX............................ 275-276
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WFO 100-43503

DETAILS: AT WASHINGTON,- P.O.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Organization, Affiliation and Residence

CARMICHAEL was previously affiliated with the 
Washington, D.C. (WDC) office of the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC) as an "organizer", with national 
headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. CARMICHAEL’S duties at 
SNCC were not specifically defined. He appeared to act on his 
own volition and did not annpar. tn take orders from anv specific 
SNCC official including ______ ________ ____________ |
SNCC office. Similarly the duties of SNCC are not clearly 
defined and the term "SNCC" representing Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee is no longer accurate as there are b7c 
few actual legitimate students left in the organization.

During August, 1968, the national SNCC organization 
announced that its relationship with STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
had been terminated and that he would no longer have any 
affiliation with that organization.' Subsequently, it was 
announced that CARMICHAEL had' been affiliated with the Black 
Panther Party (BPP) and that he would hold the position of 
Prime Minister in that organization.

CARMICHAEL was also reportedly affiliated with the 
Black United Front (BUF), WDC, where he was Temporary Co-Chairman. 
During some of the meetings CARMICHAEL often presided and 
in addition attended meetings of the Steering Committee and 
handled other administrative functions.

A characterization of the SNCC, the BPP, 
and the BUF is subsequently set forth 
in this report. „

2
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He has not attended any BUF meetings recently but 
has not publicly resigned from that organization and 
apparently still holds the position of Temporary Co-Chairman.

CARMICHAEL is not otherwise known to be gainfully 
employed.

b6
After..their marriage. STOKELY CARMICHAEL and his b?c 

wife resided at 5015 16th Street, N.W., WDC, 
from about April, 1968, to November, 1968. Prior to that time, 
while single, CARMICHAEL resided at 2200 12th Street, N.W., 
WDC, an address he acquired when he came to WDC. to live in 
January, 1968.

In November, 1.968, CARMICHAEL and moved 
all their furnishings from their WDC residence and had them 
packed for shipment, apparently abroad. They left WDC on 
November 30, 1968, for New York City, prior to subsequent 
travel abroad. No formal announcement of their plans was b6 
made but they indicated to acquaintances that they were b7c 
leaving the United States and would be living abroad for 
the indefinite future. While in New York City, after moving 
from WDC, they stayed at CARMICHAEL’S mother’s residence, 
1810 Amethyst Street, Bronx, New York City, and also did some 
traveling,making speeches and handling public, appearances. 
They left New York City in late December, 1968, for Sweden and 
were scheduled to go to Guinea to live.

b2
b7D

(U) 10/68 ; 11/68 ; l/69)^><
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B. Record ChecksZ^es/
^/T5

The files of the Un 
Naturalization Service (INS),

#7/7 J <2 / A^S/9-^ m/C /)O?C,/
- ■ •■»’-’- '■ »*w--   ii iubiwi; n; uiaMJZLwwiaK^Mrw-^ unwu.-aBtgti ■ .Jiuimauii

A /&/? e /.>’ C C- > c 6 n' c

i States Inmigration and 
disclosed STOKELY CARMICHAEL

was born June 29, 1941, at Port of Spain, Trinidad, British 
West Indies. His father, 7^0LP.HUS„§TANP.IEORDZ&A^MICHAEL,, now 
deceased, was born in Port of Spain, Trinidad, British West

^ndies (BWI) on February 1, 1913. His mother, MABEL FLORENCE- 
^RMICHAEL, nee^HARLES,„ was born J^Pan.m^ifiX.-.PanM'a

on March 24, 1919\MABEL FLORENCE CARMICHAEL, nee CHARLES, 
was married to ADOLPHUS STANDIFORD CARMICHAEL on October 7,
1939, at the Port of Spain, Trinidad, BWI. MABEL FLORENCE 
CARMICHAEL entered the United States as a non-quota Panamanian 
native inmigrant on October 30, 1944, at Miami, Florida, She 
was naturalized a United States citizen at the United States
District Court, Southern District, New York, on December 22, 
1952. ADOLPHUS STANDIFORD CARMICHAEL entered the United 
States at New York, New York, on July 15, 1945, as a transient 
to the BWI and on March 28, 1951, an order by the Assistant 
Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service 
that his deportation as an alien who had remained for a 
longer period than authorized be suspended and that his 
case be referred to Congress. The suspension was based on a 
finding of economic detriment to his lawful resident alien 
wife, should he be deported. A Concurrent Resolution of 
Congress, CR-29892, approved the action. A record of entry 
for permanent residence, retroactive to July 16, 1946, was 
created on January 28, 1952.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL entered the United States for 
permanent residence on June 15, 1952, and was destined to 
his father. STOKELY CARMICHAEL automatically became a citizen 
of the United States on April 27, 1953, the date of the 
naturalization of his second parent under provisions of
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Section 321 (a) of the Immigration and Naturalization Act. 
CARMICHAEL applied for a derivative certificate of citizenship 
and after being interviewed with his parents, was issued 
Certificate A338082 on April 17, 1958, by Immigration and 
Naturalization Service at New York, New York.

]U.S
The files of the United States INS, 20 West Broadway, 

New York City, for (revealed that 
Immigration and Naturalization Service file number 
was born| at|_________
applied tor permanent residence in the United States on 
February 27, 1961, and residence was granted May 1, 1961.

I was admitted to the United States as a visitor on 
November 11, 1959 and August 23, 1960, and listed her 
occupation as a singer. I I listed her prior residence
as ______________________________ and
listed her former spouse as~~F

b6
b7C

_________ born |
Jis class!fied as| |with the 

Independent Contractor 
Music Corporation of

General Sessions, WDC, disclosed that STOKELY CARMICHAEL and 
__________________________filed an application for a marriage 
license on April 22, 1968. In applying for the license 
CARMICHAEL furnished information he was a resident of WDC, 
twenty-six years of age, of the "black* 11 race and had no 
previous marriages.__________ advised she was a resident of WDC,

in I 
INS. ~|listed her employment as
in South Africa from 1954 to 1959 and 
America from 1959 to present date.

The records of the District of Columbia Court of

previous marriage that terminated in divorce in Juarez., 
Mexico. The license, number 11514, was sworn and subscribed 
before the court clerk on April 22, 1968. The officiating 
clergyman was listed as Reverend DOUGLAS MOORE. The marriage
1i cpnsp authorized Reverend MOORE to marry CARMICHAEL and 
_______  and return the license to the court clerk withinten 
days., The document was subsequently returned with the

thirty-six years of age, of the "black" race and had one

5
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certification by Reverend MOORE that he solemnized the marriage 
of CARMICHAEL and | ~|on April 29, 1968, at 2628 Monroe 
Street, N„E., WDC„ The document contained the signature 
of Reverend MOORE and the signature of

b6
b7C

a witness.

C. Current Physical Description

STOKELY CARMICHAEL is described as follows:

Name:
Date and Place of Birth:

Naturalization:

Race:
Sex:
Height:
Weight:
Eyes:
Hair:
Build: 
Complexion: 
Scars and Marks: 
Marital Status: 
Education:

STOKELY CARMICHAEL
June 29, 1941, Port of Spain, 
Trinidad, British West Indies 
Naturalized a United States 
citizen, April 27, 1953, 
Certificate Number A338082
Negro
Male 
6 feet 1 inch 
160 - 170 pounds 
Brown
Black b6
Medium b7c
Medium Brown
1 inch scar under chin_______
Married; wife ~|
Graduated from Bronx High School 
of Science, Bronx, New York, 
June, 1960
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Graduated from Howard University, 
Washington, D.C., June 5, 1964, 
receiving B.A. Degree in Philosophy

Residence: Carmichael moved from 501$ 16th.
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C., 11/30/68
He traveled to New York City, then to

Sweden and is later scheduled 
to live in Guinea.

Current Employment: Prime Minister, BPP, Headquarters 
located in California; Temporary 
Co-Chairman, BUF, Washington, D.C.

Parents: ADOLPHUS STANDIFORD CARMICHAEL, 
Father (deceased)

MABEL FLORENCE CARMICHAEL, nee 
CHARLES, 1810 Amethyst Street, 
Bronx, New York, Mother

FBI Number: 853121D
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II. ACTIVITIES IN SNCC, BPP AND THE BUF

A. Activities In SNCC and the BPP

The data regarding STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S activities 
in SNCC and the BPP is being set forth under the same 
caption due to the interrelationship of the information 
developed.

Information regarding STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S activities 
in SNCC for the period January to June, 1968, has been 
previously set forth in an investigative report.

The following information, except for the summary, 
which sets forth prior data,covers pertinent SNCC and BPP 
activities of CARMICHAEL from June to December, 1968.

Summarizing his activities in connection with b6 
SNCC and the BPP to June, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL had b7c 
been publicly identified as the former National Chairman 
of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee with headquarters 
in Atlanta, Georgia, for the year 1966-67. He was later 
replaced by as National Chairman,who held the
office for the year 1967-68. CARMICHAEL carried on considerable 
racial activity with SNCC as National Chairman which brought 
him great notoriety and included travel abroad, in some cases 
to various communist countries. After his return to the 
United States in December, 1968, his passport was seized for 
unauthorized travel to several restricted countries.

Upon arriving in WDC on January 4, 1968, to take 
up residence, he announced he would continue his activity with . b6 
SNCC and work out of the WDC SNCC office under the leadership b7C 
of___________________  Director of the WDC SNCC office. During
approximately the first six months of his residence in WDC,

8
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in early 1968, he worked out of the WDC SNCC office in 
various SNCC interests and also established and became 
active in the BUF. During the above mentioned period, 
he apparently became increasingly disillusioned with the 
leadership of | |the SNCC Director and
allegedly was, as of June, 1968, attempting to get him re
moved from that position. Feelings prevalent among WDC 
members were that CARMICHAEL wantedl [deposed
from SNCC leadership so he could appoint someone to 
that position more favorable to himself and his leadership or 
have the" job personally* In the meantime, he continued his 
activity in the BUF on a regular basis and apparently wi th 
considerable interest.

During his entire residence in WDC, which encompassed almos 
the calendar year of 1968, no chapter of the BPP was known to 
have been established or existing in WDC. However, during 
the middle of 1968, about July, SNCC and BPP announced a 
"working alliance" nationally and STOKELY CARMICHAEL became 
Prime Minister of the BPP. However, this relationship 
did not apparently last very long as the SNCC and BPP 
association was laterdissolved including CARMICHAEL’s affiliation 
with SNCC.

(U) 12/68)2^ b2
b7D

At a national conference of SNCC held during June, 
1968, in Atlanta, Georgia, STOKELY CARMICHAEL was not 
elected to the Central Committee, the policy making body. 
The feeling among SNCC officials was that CARMICHAEL would 
slowly drift away from SNCC due to his mariage to|

Negro entertainer.

b2
6/25/68)1 b7D

9
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During July, 1968. thp 1nt^rna1 battle between 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL and [reportedly continued
for control of the WDC SNCC office. They were previously 
reported to be at odds over the SNCC operation with CARMICHAEL 
attempting to oust ___________ from his SNCC position and
gain this position for himself. I______ publicly alleged
CARMICHAEL had enlisted outside help to work for him and cause 

I trouble. CARMICHAEL reportedly did not come to the 
SNCC office as often as previously and when he visited the 
office, he avoided direct contact with|__________as much as
possible. __________ was soliciting new SNCC support for his
position against CARMICHAEL. CARMICHAEL was reportedly 
keeping aware of movements through his, CARMICHAEL’S, 
secretary.

b6
b7C

The SNCC office in June, 1968, had an outstanding 
telephone bill of $700 and had been threatened with discontinuance 
of service.

b2
b7D

The BPP and the SNCC have announced the formation 
of a "working alliance” which the two militant groups hope 
will form, the genesis of a black political party. According 
to _______________ the alliance will try to unify all black
militant groups in the United States against "the mounting 
forces of repression". Some examples were the "stockpiling 
of arms and arming of whites" and the "assassination of 
black leaders". In the alliance SNCC leaders also hold office 
in the BPP. | |SNCCs chairman of International Relations,
is Minister of Foreign Affairs in the BPP. STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
of SNCC is the Panther Prime Minister. I is
Panther Minister of Justice.

b2
b7D
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An activist in SNCG indicated that organization 

had been having problems with the BPP in New York City. 
The problems involved the role STOKELY CARMICHAEL was to 
take within each group and whether CARMICHAEL in filling speaking 
engagements would speak on behalf of the SNCC or BPP.

(U) , 7/26/68)>.

On July/^8 - 29, 1968, a SNCC Central Committee 
gathering was ji^Ld in New York City. The meeting was 
chaired by| SNCC Program Director. During

h the meeting, a decision was made to sever all relations with 
U‘the BPP and to "fite" STOKELY CARMICHAEL as he was currently 

responsible for friction between the BPP and the SNCC and
regarded by SNCC as a "racist". A nress release to that 
effect was tn be issued. ________________  SNCC official, and

former SNCC National Chairman, reportedly sent
the BPP written notification they were resigning positions

b6
b7C

held in the BPP.

(U) b2
b7D

A very serious rift has developed between SNCC 
and the BPP who only recently announced an alliance. The 
rift reportedly occurred out of jealousy and mistrust.SNCC 
is reported to be jealous of growing strength of the BPP which 
has a large active following and the fact the Panthers are 
seeking UN observer status which SNCC had thought an exclusive 
domain. During the past week a press conference was called 
by the BPP at which time STOKELY CARMICHAEL was scheduled to 
speak but never showed up. After four hours of waiting, the

11
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conference was called off. The SNCC organization reportedly 
has been pressured by many militant groups including the 
BPP to move its New York office to the black community or be 
forced to disband. Several members of SNCC felt it had not 
identified with the black community in New York City.

(U) , 8/6/68)\X b2
' —»/ \ ■ b7D.

The telephone company in WDC has again been 
after __________________ to pay the SNCC telephone bill.

Most of the former regulars of SNCC in WDC do not go to 
the office any more because of the split between STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL and____________________ They drop in occasionally ,
to pick up messages but it seems has instructed
the girls in the office not to take messages for those 

side in the dispute.

■b6 
b7C

persons who are not on his

(U) , 8/7/68)! X 'b2
,b7D'

WDC SNCC has stated on a number 
of occasions he knows STOKELY CARMICHAEL was trying to get 
him ousted as Director of the WDC SNCC office. __________
contends he will hang on and over-come CARMICHAEL.’ s efforts.

of

" be' 
b7C".

(U) 8/9/68)3X\

12
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_____  the SNCC midwest Director in Chicago, 
Illinois, reported on August 16, 1968, a closed conference be
of SNCC was being called to be held on that day at the b7c
Christ King Lutheran Church, Chicago, Illinois. He 
indicated it might last through August 17, 1968, and was extending 
invitations to out of town SNCC members to attend. Out of 
town SNCC leaders received the impression from I I the
conference or meeting would partially concern a closer 
association or uniting of SNCC with the BPP.

nentioned above, indicated earlier in July, 
1968, SNCC supposedly severed its association with the BPP 
and at a closed meeting held in Brooklyn, New York, during late 
July, 1968, SNCC and the BPP had reestablished relations. 
Former National Chairman, STOKELY CARMICHAEL, was believed 
present during the July meeting along with other SNCC officials 
as well as representatives from the BPP and other militant 
racial organizations. .

The meeting in Chicago on August 16, 1968, was 
poorly attended. Reportedly only the Cincinnati SNCC members 

i'TTj were able to attend. After remaining at\ the church several 
hours, they went to the home ofZ&a

In discussing SNCC,_______ stated he called the
meeting to clarify for various SNCC groups in the midwest 
the status of SNCC. He quoted STOKELY CARMICHAEL to the 
effect SNCC as an organization wodld be "dead" in six months 
because of internal conflicts and dissension, primarily 
between SNCC national leader |and CARMICHAEL
and their respective followers, consequently CARMICHAEL 
was intent on fully uniting SNCC with the BPP. He cited 
as an example of dissension that __________________had left SNCC
when and because CARMICHAEL assumed control over SNCC, and 
that  finally got to return to SNCC
who became th^ current Chairman.

b6
b7C

13
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I I also reportedly said that the dispute between 

land CARMICHAEL goes back to the fact CARMICHAEL 
stopped putting the proceeds of his personal appearances 
into the SNCC treasury. _____  also said the BPP was backing
CARMICHAEL fully and were ready to stand behind him in any 
dispute with SNCC.

' b6 
b7C

_______ SNCC National Program Secretary, 
probably had a part in CARMICHAEL’S ouster as ___________ is 
loyal to || for his appointment as National Program
Secretary.

b6
b7C

CARMICHAELshad been at increasing odds with
WDC Director of SNCC and had engaged in a power 

struggle with| | for control of. the WDC office of SNCC
which had caused internal dissension.____________ | had brought b6
this matter up at the SNCC conference held in Atlanta, b7c
Georgia, in early June, 1968, but no official action had 
been taken at that time.

There is speculation among some SNCC individuals 
CARMICHAEL could be a target for assassination by the 
more militant adherents because of hostility toward him. 
However, this was reported to be speculation only and no 
overt action or discussion was known to have taken place 
in that regard.

i:u:i
b2
b7D
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"It became all but certain Monday that the 
Washington Chapter of the Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee will soon move to disassociate itself from the 
national organization.

"A new sign in front of the local SNCC office 
reads 'Washington IndependefftT SNCC confirming the speculation 
of a possible split between the national organization and 
its local chapter.

__ however, denied the possibility, and 
said, 'There is no break' between the national body and 
its Washington chapter.

"He indicated that he might have something more 
to say later. It is believed he might soon make a formal 
announcement of the independence of the Washington SNCC 
despite his denial of the possible split.

and _____  squarely put the blame
for the shooting and related developments on STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
who is reportedly away in Africa. I I said STOKELY
is the lead man' in all this and that h<« ahgonro from the 
country would make him 'appear clean' 
----  ------------said|__________________________________who, 
____ charged Monday is leading a Black Panther Party effort to 
take over the local SNCC is only a 'flunkie' of STOKELY's 
'who is doing the }ob for the boss*. CARMICHAEL is Prime
Minister of the Black Panthers.

"The exchange of shots and other related violence 
appeared to have been caused by an underlying struggle for 
the leadership of the local SNCC which is said to be part of 
a nationwide effort by the Black Panthers to eliminate SNCC 
from the national scene.

and have charged that the
shots fired into the SNCC office were from Black Panthers.
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not press charges because of what he called a lack of evidence. 
I made his decision after hearing from the Colonel, 

members of his Black Man's Volunteer Army of Liberation, and 
other witnesses.

"The hearing was called after reports of three 
shooting incidents at the Student Non-Violent Co-ordinating Committee office, 2208 14th St., NW., whereH and ,
some 25 other men spent the week-end, b7c

Meanwhile .1 I said yesterday___
I did not appear at the hearing, haswho like[ 

'disappeared'. _____________ |has claimed) |is a
target of the Panthers, who he said are trying to get control 
of the nation's militant black communities from SNCC.

|_________________  in deciding against filing charges,
said,'We don't have anybody who saw these shots fired...we 
certainly have had some careless use of guns, tho. But it 
doesn't seem like wei have anything to prosecute. It doesn't 
mean we condone this kind of thing.'"

An article appearing in the "Washington Afro- 
American" on September 14, 1968, reported as follows:

"With the reported departure of________________
from the city, a dispute between Washington SNCC and the 
Black Panthers was said to be settled Thursday--at least 
temporarily.

_ reportedly left the city and is not 
expected to return.

"No one was at the SNCC office when the AFRO 
attempted to contact Wednesday.

"Many attribute the threats and aggression 
against SNCC to an internal dispute between__________ and
former SNCC members disgruntled over his leadership."

36
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Regarding the Institute for Policy Studies, 
mentioned in connection with the seizure of the WDC SNCC 
office, a brochure published by the Institute in 1966 
entitled: ’’First Three Years", it was stated the Institute 
was opened in 1963, and located at 1520 New Hampshire 
Avenue, N.W., WDC. The Institute was described as ’’an 
independent center for research, education and social invention 
on public policy in Washington, D. C." The brochure 
continued "the institute is perhaps unique in that it has 
almost simultaneously been called ‘the intellectual arsenal 
of the New Left* by two political Columnists and the be
•vanguard of the status quo’, by a leader of the student b7 
movement."

Regarding the Blackman’s Volunteer Army of 
Liberation (BVAL),| its leader, has described
it as an organization which has as its purpose the securing 
of the migration of Negroes in the United States to Africa 
to establish a black independent nation.

PRIDE, INC., mentioned in connection with the 
seizure of the WDC SNCC office, has been publicly described 
as an organization working among underprivlliged Negro 
youth in Washington, D.C., headed by | and
supported by the United States Government.

37
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On September 17, 1968, a BPP meeting was held in 
Baltimore, Maryland. BPP representative | ........~
conducted the meeFlng. Among other thing is,_______ stated' He
carried a gun when he was on "Panther alert". Further, that 
the Panthers traveled in pairs during an emergency and that 
this order came from STOKELY CARMICHAEL, the "head man".

I also' stated STOKELY CARMICHAEL Selected the individuals 
who were to direct the Panthers in the area and rules for 
the Panther officers were approved by CARMICHAEL before they 
were printed. I

b6
b7C ’

(U) b2
b7D

Due to internal differences between several factions 
the WDC office of SNCC was closed. In addition, the Director, 

became emotionally upset over the problem j 
and left WDC because of personal fear. ___________  had been ]
having trouble with factions within the local WDC SNCC office 
for about six months and particularly with supporters of STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL, the former National Chairman of SNCC who came to 
WDC to 1ivp in_ January, 1968. As a result of increased
friction,___________  became very suspicious of everyone affiliated
with the SNCC office. He also became exceedingly secretive 
and became obsessed with the idea of retaining his position 
as Director of the office. While others were apparently 
trying to work___________  out of his position, he became very
upset, nervous and irritable. He showed signs of extreme 
anxiety. always was nervous but due to internal
staff problems he became increasingly nervous and secretive. 
He allegedly began reading employees* mail and failed 
to relay messages to staff members received by him at the 
office. In addition, he never accounted for any money 
received through the SNCC office which was a source of constant

b6
b7C
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irritation to other members. As a result, staff members of 
SNCC were not paid promised subsistence for working, and 
as the dissension increased,____________ seemed to lose all
contact with reality in his efforts to keep his position
as Director. When the dissension was about to erupt into violence 
he solicited help from outside groups. He alleged publicly that 
outsiders had been brought into WDC with orders to take over 
the local SNCC office. Subsequently, when the shooting broke 
out between the groups, | [decided to close the SNCC
office. He reportedly became afraid for his personal safety b6 
and with increased anxiety and fatigue, he decided to leave b?c 
WDC for the time being.

and his Black Man Volunteer Army of Liberation was helping 
hold the office against the dissident members of SNCC.

reportedly carries an umbrella which 
it is rumored contains a mechanism for firing bullets.

has not been around SNCC since June.
She was unwilling tn take sides in the dispute between
CARMICHAEL and___________  so she stopped coming to the office. b6

___________________ _ _ b7c 
|plans to open a store on 11th

Street, N.W., WDC, wherein they will sell dashikis, African 
artifacts and fashions. This store could also be used
for a meeting place for SI CC members who are opposed to 

acts as STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S secretary.

(U) b2
b7D
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---------------------- b6__________________ |was reportedly given the option b7c
of affiliating himself with SNCC In Atlanta or New York 
City by the National SNCC leadership.

(U) b2
b7D

Information Indicates that there Is extreme hard 
feelings between SNCC and the BPP which has resulted In an 
open break between these two groups. This is a result of 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL completely disassociating himself from 
SNCC and becoming associated with the BPP on a full-time 
basis and engaging In attempts to raise money for the BPP 
through speaking engagements. CARMICHAEL did this on his 
own without the permission of the Central Committee of SNCC, 
and as a result, was thrown out of SNCC. He thereafter 
took the position of Prime Minister with the BPP and as a 
result was successful in taking some of his personal 
followers in SNCC with him. | | one of the heads
of BPP In Oakland, California, issued instructions and orders 
that the BPP should be moved into the areas where SNCC 1® 
operating and attempt to take over SNCC operations in those 
areas. It appears that CARMICHAEL will be behind this move 
in an attempt to retaliate against SNCC. As a result In 
early September, 1968, a fight between SNCC members and 
members of the BPP in New York City had taklgn place in front of the BPP office according to I ' |of SNCC 
in New_York. A few days later, according to] 
of SNCC in WDC, members of the BPP had fired into the SNCC 
office and had tried to firebomb the office. Members of the

b6
b7C

PC.

BPP had also attempted to invade the office space but were 
physicallx-reatrained from doing so by SNCC members. As a result.| |had all of the locks of the entrances to 
the SNCC office changed.

(U) 9/2O/68)3X b2
b7D
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Contact with persons familiar with the situation 
since the incident at the WDC SNCC office resulting in it 
being closed, disclosed the Black Panther Party was not even 
indirectly involved in the incident or responsible for the bg
trouble in any way. Negro males known to be associated b7c
with________________of the Blackman's Volunteer Army of
Liberation (BVAL), were observed personally in front of 
the SNCC office during the height of the dispute.

Iwas not an effective leader and 
would not report to the SNCC organization how the money collected 
and contributed was being spent. | acted as if he was
obsessed or preoccupied wi th lof ty thoughts. The trouble b2
within SNCC occurred when members of SNCC siding with STOKELY b7D
CARMICHAEL clashed with the group within SNCC.

(U)

(U)

1O/11/68>3X;

____pf SNCC made the statement on October 7 
1968, that he did not think he would attend the Black Writers 
Conference being held in Montreal, Canada, on October 13.
1968, but did intend to send a copy of his speech. | 
gave as a reason for not attending that he did not want to 
be involved in a confrontation with STOKELY CARMICHAEL and 
-----------------  who were also scheduled to attend. He y~ 
said SNCC was so disorganizednowhe was goingto resign/K

b6
b7C

CU)
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There had been much discussion by the WDC 
group around STOKELY CARMICHAEL regarding where to take 

a BPP official from California, to prevent 
him from being sent back to prison. Mention was made 
of sending him to Cuba, Hanoi, North Vietnam or Guinea 
in Africa. However. no definite information was mentioned 
as to where I had gone or information about his_____ __
whereabouts. Reportedly only several persons knew| 
whereabouts and one of them is STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

~| had been previously serving time in California 
but was released on parole. Later his parole was revoked 
and he was ordered to return to jail. Instead he dis
appeared and is still missing.

b6
■b7C

(U) 10/11/68; b2
b7D

_____ | of BVAL commented in his 
headquarters, 1642 Newton Street, N. W., WDC, on October 16, 
1968, that he and his men had gone to the assistance ofI I and the WDC SNCC office becausel
was alone and had no help. | ]said that he did not want 
to see STOKELY CARMICHAEL take over SNCC as he was afraid 
CARMICHAEL would cause trouble like burning police stations.Istated he was a peaceful man and wanted to help the
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community. _______ said that people like CARMICHAEL cause
trouble and many innocent people get hurt.

. b6 
b7C

(U)
Xl

10/16/68)3/ b2
b7D

(U)

dwest Director, BPP 
Chicago, Illinois, allegedly is/frorking primarily for 

 

the eventual take-over of the/National Headquarters of the 

 

BPP by STOKELY CARMICHAEL, according to another Chicago youth 
gang leader.

b6
b7C

12/6/68)

______ _______
______________ Of the BPP and STOKELY CARMICHAEL 

had a conversation during which |~ [pointed out that there 
were three groups located in the Chicago area who wanted to 
affiliate with the BPP. | | advised CARMICHAEL BFP’member

I was then in Chicago trying to organize these groups. b6 
______ Instructed CARMICHAEL that When he saw I I that he should b7c 
tell him not to officially organize any one of these groups 
until they determine which one will get his "thing going first" 
and "scrape up the money".

(U) 12/13/68
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WDC Secretary to STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 3/ 
who accompanied him to Atlanta recently, advised that on 
December 11, 1968, CARMICHAEL was scheduled to speak at a 
gathering in Atlanta and went to the gathering but left 
hurriedly without giving the talk because of a disturbance 
in the hall of three unidentified males who were armed and planned 
to shoot CARMICHAEL. The unidentified males allegedly came 
from St. Louis or East St. Louis. They started & minor 
disturbance in the hall where CARMICHAEL was to speak to 
cover the attempt on CARMICHAEL*s life. CARMICHAEL and 
a group of associates fled out the back door before any b2
action could be taken by the unidentified individuals. b7D

, 12/20/68)3 %

It is rumored within SNCC in Atlanta and New 
York that STOKELY CARMICHAEL reportedly planned to move to Guinea. 
Supposedly. since her marriage to CARMICHAEL,
has been doing very poorly with her career as an entertainer 
and this is believed to be the reason for the move. Some circles 
have reported I blans to ’’dump” CARMICHAEL because of
his adverse affect on her career. b6

b7C

b2
Additional Activities of CARMICHAEL b7
In SNCC and the BPP in Connection 
With Other Information la mentioned 
Elsewhere In This Report Under The 
Various Captions __________________
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B» Activities In the Black United Front (BUF)

STOKELY CAR! .ICHAEL, after returning, to the United
States (US) from a six months trip abroad in December, 1967, 
announced he 'would make Washington, D.C. ~(WDC) his future ' 
home. He arrived in WDC to take up residence on January 4, 
1963. He had been previously a resident of the District - 
of Columbia while attendingHoward University and had a 
Similarity with the area. He indicated he was to continue, 
his association with the Student Hon-Violent Coordinating 
Coismittee (SNCC), an organization of which he was former 
rational Chairman (1966-1967), and in connection with Sh’CC 
activities, would work out of the WDC SNCC office. In 
addition to SNCC activities, he indicated he would soon 
start another organization in WDC to function in matters 
relating to the black community.

(U) L January
. b2 
.■■b7D

On January 9, 1963, a meeting was held at WDC by
STUKE1Y CALJilCHAEL. At this meeting, the BUF, an organization 
consisting of representatives of black'organizations and 
individuals was formed in the District of Columbia'in order 
to effect operational unity among all black people.

(U) J a.neary 9 ,1963 )
b2
b7D

During June, 1968, the BUF in an official
statement of purpose, stated it was established for the 
purpo.se of expanding, the lines of communication, between, 
and effecting togetherness among, all the black people in the 
district of Columbia in order that they might obtain a 
rig htful and proportionate share in the decision making 
councils of the District of Columbia and rightful and 
proportiote control of the economic institutions in the black 
coumuni ty.
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The standards for qualification as a member were 
Jilted as follows:

1. Any black, individual who had concern and interest 
in the black conununity.

2. Any organization whose primary involvement was 
for the benefit of black people, provided it 
had at least a 50 per cent black constituency and 
its representative in the EOF was black.

(U) June, I960.)
b2
b7D

Activities of STOKELY CARMICHAEL. in connection with
the DUF for the period January to June, 1968, were previously 
set forth by investigative report.

The following pertinent activities of STOKELY
CAHHICHAEL during the period July through December, 1968 
in connection with the BL'F are being set forth:

The BUF was an idea (name included) which originated
with STOKELY CA1UICHAEL. His idea was to develop a black 
shield for all black people and their organizations. 
Initially, he wanted it to be a coordinating body. It 
appears, however, that the front became a moving arm of 
revolution instead, involving many who belong to no other 
group, but who were clearly militant.

LJUJ y 1/ ,19Gb )

(U)

b2 '
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A meeting of the BUI' was held at Douglas Memorial . 
Methodist Church, WDC, on the evening of July 3, 1968. There 
were abput 65 people present including STOKELY CAlhilGHAEL. 
________________ of Build Black Incorporated, during the meeting 
asked th3*f an incident concerning a shooting-, on 13th Street 
and Columbia uoad, Northwest, WDC., of two M Metropolitan 
Folice Department (IT'D) policemen by members of a family 
named WHITE, whom they were trying to arrest, be put on the 
BUT agenda for discussion. An argument ensued over the 
procedure followed, but agreement was finally made to place 
it on the discussion agenda.

During subsequent discussions over the issue, 
STOKELY CAkiilCHADl, reportedly stated that the BUF membership 
should get out placards and put these around the city to the 
effect that they were "2 Down and 3,998 To Co" referring to 
the members of the police department in the District of 
Columbia. He stated the killing of the Officer was "justifiabl 
homicide" and should be used as an educational symbol to the 
black community. A committee was appointed to draw up a 
resolution. A resolution was prepared and adopted stating, the 
Wllllu fami ly had used self defense in the slaying, of a 
policeman and that it was "justifiable homicide." Further, 
that this was as much as "justifiable homicide" as it is when 
the police kill black people and it is called "justifiable 
homicide." The resolution also stated the black community 
should be able to control the police assigned to the black 
neighborhoods and that society must take the responsibility 
of removing racist systems which-make such things happen. 
In addition, it stated black people resolved that a change 
should occur any way that is necessary to have it happen. .
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At the BUI’’ meeting, held on July 3, 1968, mentioned
above, a version of CA1J-1ICHAEL’s activities and statements 
were reported as follows: 

The main topic of discussion was the shooting of
a 1.JD policeman STEPHEN WILLIAMS, who was killed by members • 
of a family named WHITE, who were charged with homicide. 
STOKELY CARL1ICHAEL jumped up and said that this should be 
considered "justifiable homicide," for those accused in 
the same meaning that policeman who kill Negroes, claim 
"justifiable homicide." He condemned actions of white police 
in general and stated that the BUF should go on record 
to make heroes out of the accused. He said that an all out 
effort should be made to publicize the incident, to raise 
money and to get a good criminal lawyer in their defense. 
This would have a great psychological aTfect on others who 
might find themselves in the same situation and that a 
psychological victory could be won to encourage others to arm 
themselves when"honky cops” come into the black community.

I I another BUF leader, said the BUF
should not go onx record just yet and that they should wait to 
see what all the facts were around the shooting. CARMICHAEL 
argued against this and said, "We will document our own 
evidence on the facts as we see them and know them to be in 
our black community. We act on the facts as we know them to < 
our people against the ’honky cops*, when they come into 
the community, have their guns drawn and ready to kill."

jargued about the legal issues involved and
said we still do not have all the facts." Reverend CHANNING 
PHILLIPS, another BUF leader, also entered into the discussion, 
and acted as a buffer individual between Reverend EATON and 
CARMICHAEL. A committee was appointed to draw up a resolution 
on the matter and which was subsequently prepared along the 
lines suggested by CARMICHAEL. A vote of the BUF membership 
present was taken on the resolution which was passed. kb2

b7D

LJuly 4, 1968:
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. +-u°n 55? afternoon of July 5, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
v.sited th? office of Build Black, Incorporated and asked for 

who was not present© 
with another person present and then 
resolution endorsing the shooting of 
Columbia Road. N.W©, WDC, on July 2, 
Homicide© X/la

--—___ b 6CARMICHAEL talked briefly b7c 
left a copy of the BUF 
two policemen at llpth and 
1968, as being.'*justified

L July S 1968)]' b2
b7D

"The Washington Post' and Times Herald,'1 a daily 
newspaper'printed at WDC, in an article on ?a;. e A-l, dated 
July 6, 1968, captioned, the " Slaying of Police'Defended," 
stated: "The Black United Front issued a statement which 
described the slaying of a District of Columbia policeman 
Tuesday night as "justifiable homicide."

"The statement said in .-.’art:

’The methods of self defense used by the family charged 
with the alleged slaying of the honky cop is justifiable 
homicide in the same sense that police are allowed to 
kill black people and call it justifiable homicide.’

"Several hours later, Mayor Walter Washington 
asserted.that the BUI resolution with respect to the 
slaying of Officer (Stephen A.) Williams ........ is
inflamatory, irresponsible and unfortunate."

U9
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A rally sponsored by the BUF was held at the New 

Bethel Baptist Church, WDC, on the evening of July 17, 1968 . 
It was attended by about 300 people, about 75 of whom were 
BUF members. Among those present was Reverend WALTER E. 
FAUNTROY, a member of the City Council, an“bf*fTc£aI of the 
BUF and also Pastor of the New Bethel Baptist Church. In 
addition, STOKELY CARMICHAEL was present and during the 
rally read minutes of the BUF Board of Conveners, which 
pertained to actions of police in ghetto areas* CARMICHAEL 
gave a brief history of police in community relations in the 
District of Columbia, as he saw them since the death of MARTIN 
LUTHER KING, JR., former head of the Southern Christian 
Leadership Conference (SCLC). CARMICHAEL stated after the death 
of Doctor KING the white people had put the MPD on the 
defensive by criticizing them for allowing black people to 
loot and burn immediately subsequent to Doctor KING*s 
assassination. Until June 24, 1968, CARMICHAEL said the 
MPD had been unable to regain the offensive because of the 
SCLC*s campaign for the poor, commonly known as the Poor 
Peoples Campaign, conducted during that period. On June 24, 
1968, however, CARMICHAEL stated the MPD took the offensive 
again with the termination of the Poor Peoples Campaign and 
their policy thereafter appeared to be that any time the black 
people got out of line, “The police reply with a massive 
show of force. CARMICHAEL stated that the only way this could 
be stopped was for the black community to take control of the 
MPD. He then read off a resolution outlining a five-point 
program which would give black people control of the MPD in 
the black community.
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The outlined BUF proposal was reported to be as follows:

"neighborhood CONTROL OF THE POLICE IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY
A 5-Point Legislative Proposal by the Black United Front

On July 29, 1967, a black teenager-, CLARENCE 
BROOKER, was gunned down by a white policeman. The official 
cause of his death: ’‘justifiable homicide.**

Since that terrible evening in the nation*s capital, 
there has been an acceleration of shooting of black men by 
white policemen. In each instance, the "official*' verdict 
has been predictably the same: "justifiable homocide."

Never once in the history of the D.C. police 
department has a white policeman even been indicted, convicted; 
or dismissed for killing a black man.

The black community of the capital of the United 
States of America no longer has confidence in its police 
department. There is the widespread conviction that the police 
actions are not to protect, but to persecute, not to make 
peace, but to maim people in the black community.

In the month of July, 1968, in less than two weeks, 
two men were killed in Washington, D.C. in a black citizen - 
white policeman confrontation — July 2nd, Pvt« STEPHEN 
A. WILLIAMS and July 15th, THEODORE R. LAWSON.

The statements of witnesses to Brother LAWSON's 
death, as reported by the newspapers, left small doubts in 
the minds of the black citizenry that white policemen have 
apparently declared unofficial war on the black community.

The outrage which seethed through the white community 
at the Black United Front’s comments on the concept of justifiable 
homocide is now felt by the black community for the killing of 
THEODORE LAWSON.

Yet, there has been no Congressional anger expressed 
for the way Brother LAWSON died. No public official has labeled 
the horrible events attending his death as "inflammatory, 
irresponsible, and unfortunate." No dignitaries nor the mayor 
of this city attended his funeral.
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And yet Brother LAWSON is just as dead as Pvt. 
WILLIAMS. Brother LAWSON’S family will misa him as deeply 
and his death diminishes us all.

The 5-Point Legislative Proposal
Because of the D.C. black community's loss of 

confidence in its police department, because tensions between 
the D.C. police department and the black community are at an 
explosive breaking point, and because there can be no peace 
in this city until conditions within the police department; 
are radically changed, the Black United Front offers,
THE 5-POINT LEGISLATIVE PROGRAM FOR NEIGHBORHOOD CONTROL 

OF THE POLICE IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY
1 .) The elimination of the Police Chief's Advisory 

Council and the Precinct Advisory Councils.
2 .) The establishment by public elections of Precinct 

Citizens Selection and Review Boards in the 2nd, 9th, 10th, 
11th, 12th, 13th, and 14th Precincts. These Precinct Citizens 
Boards will have the following powers:

a.) To determine the criteria for 
policemen in their respective precincts.

b.) To receive applications from the 
Metropolitan Police Department and pass on such applications.

c.) To act on a complaint and review 
board for all occurrences between police and citizens in each 
precinct.

3 .) The establishment of a city-wide D.C. Police 
Personnel Board composed of the chairmen of the Precinct Citizens 
Selection and Review Boards. This Board will recruit, hire, 
process, and approve all police applications. It would have 
the power of dismissal. The power of the Police Chief to waive 
criminal records of potential applicants will be delegated to 
this Committee.

4 .) The selection by each Precinct Citizens Selection and Review Board of the precinct Police Captains from a list ,, 
submitted by the Civil Service Commission.

5 .) The prohibition of all-white police patrols in 
the black community.
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City-wide Community Hearings
The Black United Front Board of Conveners recommends 

that a 7-tnan panel hold hearings on Neighborhood Control of the 
Police Department in the Black Community be set up, and that 
it consist of the five members of the BUF Police-Community 
Relations Committee — Rev. WALTER FAUNTROY, Mrs. JEAN HUGHES, 
CHUCK STONE, STOKELY CARMICHAEL, and STERLING TUCKER and 
two additional BUF members selected by the body.

The Board of Conveners further recommends that these 
public hearings in the black community be held in the following 
precincts on the following dates:

2nd Precinct - July 23rd
9th Precinct - July 25th 
10th Precinct - August 1st 
11th Precinct - August 6th 
12th Precinct - August 8th 
13th Precinct - August 13th 
14th Precinct - August 15th

The Panel will then meet on August 22nd to draft a 
report based solely on the recommendations by the black citizens 
attending these hearings and will report to the total membership on the Black United Front on August 28 th., The BUF will 
then make a final decision on the legislation to be proposed 
to the District bf Columbia.

This Committee also recommends that the black 
ministers of this city, acting through the various Alliances 
and Committees, be invited to join hands with the black community 
by making their churches available for these critical and historic hearings."

Regarding the above mentioned BUF proposal, CARMICHAEL 
insisted the committee could make it work. He further stated 
the BUF represented all elements of the people, *’those who pray 
each night that the attitude of the police will change and 
those who want to take a gun and go to the police station and 
fight for their rights." He remarked, "that the point he was
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making was that it made no difference as long as the MPD । ialtaken over because the first step in a revolution is the taking
over of the military apparatus.

The resolution presented by CARMICHAEL was adopted 
by the BUF, procedures were then established to hold future 
hearings on the resolutions proposed in various police 
precincts of the District of Columbia. CARMICHAEL stated 
that all meetings were td be held in a church if possible and 
at each meeting the BUF resolution was to be discussed and 
additions or deletions from the resolution made according to 
the desires of the people. CARMICHAEL stated all hearings 
should be held in all of the Negro precincts first and then 
later in other precincts in the city.

(U)

another daily newspaper*printed i^M^^115'-t”W’" Ther ^vspapet; 
W 17, 1963, captioned'^BUFt a’ ■
that the BUF nlanl J es t.ew Tact stated in part the oniin f Plans to find ways and means to take control of 
t-ae police force in the District of Columbia. ontro-L

(U)

i~In addition to the above, a local newspaper account ;
of the BUF meeting quoted CARMICHAEL as saying the BUF 
resolution would be *i>ut into effect by any means possible."

Y July 18, 1968
At the BUF rally on July 17, 1968, at the New Bethel 

Baptist Church, WDC, among those present was STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 
who appeared to be the prominent figure and dominent force 
in the BUF. The entire meeting was taken up in discussing 
various resolutions looking to control, personnel make-up, and 
procedures, of the police in the black community. Resolutions 
were passed as advocated and discussed by CARMICHAEL. CARMICHAEL 
urged complete control of the police and the schools. It was 
mentioned at the time that the BUF had no entree into the school 
systemf but a way would be eventually found. He urged that to 
get the matter of control underway, a panel be appointed to 
hold hearings at the various police precincts in the black > 
community together with local reaction of the public to 
suggested BUF policies and later have a report rendered to the 
general BUF membership.

(U) \juiy i», 1968 )
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A meeting of the BUF was held at the Church of 

the Redeemer, WDC, on the evening of July 22, 1968. About 
200 persons were in attendance. The theme of the meeting was 
black control of the police in the black community. The 
purpose of the meeting was to raise funds for the legal defense 
of a family named WHITE who had been accused of shooting two 
white policemen several weeks previously. One speaker called 
for community organization to control the police in WDC, 
emphasizing the WHITE case as the reason for such control. 
He defended the statement by BUF labeling the shooting of the 
two policemen as "justifiable homicide." He accused the 
police of "shooting down black people" without any motive. 
He stated committees and groups of black citizens should be 
formed to raise funds to defend the WHITE family and for 
general use in cases where black persons met with violence.

Another speaker, was"K0KCfHUGHES, secretary of 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, who delivered a militant speech. She 
discussed the "police system" in the district. She stated 
"everyone here knows what revolution is and I’m not here for 
any intellectual exercise. I'm talking about arming myself 
for defense. We are not thinking in terms of working with 
the system. Our policy is to break down the system. I am 
sick and tired of talk, I want action." She cited several 
cases involving shooting by D.C. policemen, of Negroes in the 
recent past as "all examples of genocide", a 'bonspiracy to 
eliminate the black people." She said this meeting was the 
first in a series of meetings on the same subject. She 
mentioned the possibility of sit-ins at different police 
precincts, and that such personalities as STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
would participate in sit-ins and hearings.

(U)
^July 23, 19681

b2
b7D

At the BUF meeting held on July 22, 1968, at the 
Church of the Redeemer, WDC, pertaining to black control of 
the police in the black community, STOKELY CARMICHAEL was billed 
as a speaker. However, he was not observed in the audience. 
His secretary "KOKO" HUGHES, among others, spoke in fiery terms 
of getting action and less talk. She encouraged her listeners 
to make an appearance at the court house hearing on July 23 to 
let "them know down there that we are interested in this matter." 
She held a long dissertation on the alleged injustices committed 
by the police in the black community and of alleged injustices
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suffered by black people in the courts. She accused Mayor 
WALTER WASHINGTON of "not knowing what its all about” and 
described him as a "honky Mayor." She termed the D.C. 
Government hearings conducted regarding victims of "police 
killings” as "whitewash.” b2

m
b7D

July 23, 1968 >

On the evening of July 23 1968, a BUF meeting 
was held at the John Wesley A.M.E. Zion Church, WDC,* The 
meeting was moderated by Reverend WALTER FAUNTROY, who 4;
explained that the meeting was being held regarding the 
5-point resolution advocating neighborhood control of the 
police in the black community. FAUNTROY advised the 
approximately 300 people present that any one who desired to comment regarding the resolution'would have to register. VC 
He then introduced KENNETH/VACKSON, LILLIAMMURPHY, TONY — 
COX, STERLINGATUCKER, and hi^nself, as being members of the 
BUF„ panel who had been designated to get information regarding 
the above mentioned resolution.

During the meeting, a student at Howard University, WDC, named JONES, gained the floor. He stated "These white 
people here have got to go. ;"I will address myself to the proposal later. ** He then angrily called white people in 
the audience "white honkies” and "pigs", at the same time 
gesturing to white persons in the audience. He continued by 
stating "all these white people must go if we are going to 
tell it like it is." The white people in the audience were 
asked to leave. However, Reverend FRANKLIN JACKSON, Pastor 
of the church, stated if white people were asked to leave, then everyone would have to leave as he had been led to believe 
before making the church available for the meeting, that it 
was an open meeting and all members of the community, black 
and white, would be allowed to participate in the meeting. 
Reverend FAUNTROY urged all persons in the audience to stay. 
Shortly thereafter, STOKELY CARMICHAEL appeared. He began 
asking specific questions of the speakers beginning with 
JONES. He asked JONES if persons with criminal records should 
be allowed to serve on the police force. JONES answered that 
only persons convicted of a felony should be excluded. 
CARMICHAEL then asked if the residents of the community should 
control the police force and JONES answered in the affirmative;
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He then asked if policemen should be kept out of blackcommunities 
and JONES again answered "yes.* At times CARMICHAEL left the 
questioning to Reverend FAUNTROY, but each speaker was closely 
examined by CARMICHAEL regarding the BUF 5-point program for 
control of the police.

A young man named RAND, approximately 19 years 
of age, spoke. He indicated that only old people were 
speaking and he believed that teenagers should be allowed 
to express their voice. CARMICHAEL asked this young man 
if he was^ready to dife with us if we fail to get what we 
want through these proposals?” The young man asked CARMICHAEL 
if he meant this year or next year. CARMICHAEL replied, 
”1 mean this year.*” The young man answered "yes.”

--------- ... b2
(U) July 24, 1968 )

During the course of the above meeting, CARMICHAEL 
was heard to say in response to a question from the audience , 
”we must take control of the police by any means necessary, 
or we will die in the streets•”

(U)

During the BUF meeting held at John Wesley A. M. E. Zion 
Church, WDC, on the evening of July 23, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
was heard to say among other things, that ’If the BUF did not 
get its proposal one way, then as MALCOLM X said, they would 
get it another way.”

July 24, 1968 )

A meeting of the BUF was held on the evening of 
July 25, 1968, at the Douglas Memorial Methodist Church, WDC. 
Approximately 200 persons were present. STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
and his secretary, "KOKO” HUGHES, among others, acting as a 
panel, conducted the meeting. Various views were expressed 
both in favor and against the BUF.proposal and how the police 
should function in the black community by members present. 
CARMICHAEL and HUGHES acted as questioners of the speakers ' 
a lorn w:th other panel members, including TONY COX and 
Revcrenu WALTER FAUNTROY.

56 July 25, 1968
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During the BUF meeting at the Douglas Memorial

CO IAL
Methodist Church, WDC, on July 25, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
in response to a speaker, said that the color of the police
man in the neighborhood was not the important thing, but that 
the control of the police in the neighborhood was the important 
thing. About 200 people were present of whom, about 12 where 
white. Reverend WALTER FAUNTROY presided. As the people 
entered the church, they were given a copy of the BUF proposal 
setting forth a 5-point program for community control of the 
Police Department. Among the BUF panel members were STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL and his secretary, JEAN "KOKO" HUGHES.

July 26, 1968
A meeting sponsored by the BUF was held on the

evening of August 1, 1968, at the Canaan Baptist Church, 
WDC. The purpose of the meeting was to place before the 
people who reside or work in the area serviced by the 
10th Precinct of the MPD, the 5-point resolution of the BUF, 
which advocated control of the police by black people in the 
black communities. About/100'people were in attendance. The BUF 
panel, consisting of the|/Reverend WALTER FAUNTROY, STOKELY CARMICHAEL, C. SUMNER/^STONE;, JR., and TONY COX, were sitting 
at the front of the church and questioned each speaker about 
points raised concerning the BUF resolution. STOKELY CARMICHAEL, in 
cleverly worded remarks, asked each particular speaker from the audience 
what she or he would do about police brutality after all steps 
had been taken through legal and public channels to eliminate 
this condition in the community. The speakers generally agreed 
that stronger and perhaps "violent methods would have to be
used. "

Augus t 2 , 1968 )
At the BUF meeting held on August 1, 1968, at the

Canaan Baptist Church, WDC., one person instead of defending 
the BUF panel, attacked it verbally. STOKELY CARMICHAEL became 
very upset and for a time it appeared as though the meeting 
would end. CARMICHAEL left the church and continued the 
discussion with the man outside. CARMICHAEL later returned.

The purpose of the meeting was to hear testimony from
people of the 10th Precinct of the MPD about the BUF proposal 
concerning community control of the Police.

August 2, 1968 )
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Of the people attending the BUF meeting at ther 

Canaan Baptist Church, WDC., on August 1, 1968, five or six 
were white and the other Negroes. STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
was present and acted as a member of the panel along with 
Reverend WALTER FAUNTROY, a member of the DC City Council. 
Most of the people who spoke supported the BUF 5-point 
proposal. STOKELY CARMICHAEL cleverly asked each person 
in the audience who participated in the discussion of the reso
lution, what he or she would do about police brutality after 
all steps had been taken through legal and other appropriate 
channels to eliminate these conditions to no avail. In 
replying to these questions, most of the participants advocated 
resistance to the police methods and some of the<participants 
implied in their remarks that a revolution should be conducted. 
A young man who supported the BUF proposal was asked by CARMICHAEL 
what he would do to eliminate police brutality; the young man 
replied in his remarks that a "revolution should be conducted.”

WALTER STRANGE (PHONETIC) a young man in making 
remarks, said some educated Negro people were leading other 
Negro people down the wrong path when they themselves really 
did not know what to do for the community. STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
interrupted him at this point and said that they did not need 
a black police force, but just a police force that \the black b2 
community could control. The young man then replied, "<• don't b7D 
understand hypocrites like you, Carmichael.” CARMICHAEL then 
replied, "you can jump on my chest when you like*’ and then 
invited the young man outside, which he did. At this7point, 
several of the supporters of CARMICHAEL arose and placed them
selves at strategic points apparently for the protection of 
CARMICHAEL. Many people in the church arose and left the 
meeting temporarily. CARMICHAEL and STRANGE(ph) participated in 
a heated argument on the steps outside of the church while the 
meeting was temporarily discontinued. CARMICHAEL was then 
persuaded to return to the church for the meeting to resume. 
Some of CARMICHAEL'S supporters followed STRANGE (ph) down „ 
the street.

(U) yAugust 5, 1968)

(U)

A BUF meeting was held on the evening of August 6, 
1968, at the Southeast Neighborhood House, WDC. About 30 

■ -ns were in attendance. The main theme of the meeting was 
the black control ofW®police in the black community. STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL was a member of a.panel along with others who listened 
to speeches and questioned witnesses about alleged police brutality. 
One member of the panel stated "the only way to neutralise the guns of the police were for the blacks to arm themselves.

5 8 ^Augus t / ,
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At the BUF meeting on August Qt 1968, at the

Southeast Neighborhood House, TONY COX acted as moderator. 
. STOKELY CARMICHAEL was a member of the panel. REGINALD H. »^dBOOKER, a member of the panel, proposed (1) arming the black 
people as a neutralizing force against the ’police brutality" 
(2) eliminate police entrance examinations"which are geared 
to the white middle class** and (3) immediate cessation of 
hiring additional policemen, most of whom are recruited from Southern States.” JEAN "KOKO" HUGHES, the WDC Secretary 
of STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke in favor of a repeal of the D.C. Gun 
control law and advocated arming by black people. She stated 
to be careful where you hide your gun because a "white power 
message" advised whites on how to secure guns and where to 
hide them.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL said it was not enough to just
have black police Captains, the blacks must control the police. 
He said what the black man needs is decentralization of the 
police force. He stated centralization is good for the whites, 
but not for blacks.

Earlier in the evening, the meeting began in a room
downstairs at the Southeast Neighborhood House, but was found 
to be too hot and was moved upstairs to an air-conditioned 
room. While downstairs, STOKELY CARMICHAEL sat directly behind 
COX, but upstairs he stood against the wall and from time to 
time conversed with several unidentified males. He left the 
room several times initially and seemed nervous.

(U)
August 7^ JLgj&8)_; b2

b7D
hasalso known as

attended several BUF meetings. He does not seem io have 
leadership ability. He seems to be riding on STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL’S coattails. In most instances, his remarks supp
lement and support remarks made by CARMICHAEL previously 
in BUF meetings.

(U)
l September 16, 1968).

A meeting of the BUF was held on the evening of
August 7, 1968, at the Nash Memorial Methodist Church, WDC, - 
biUikELY CARMICHAEL was chairman of the meeting and approximately 
95 to ^00 people were present, all Negro. Three women were 
named to act as BUF secretaries, one of them "KOKO" HUGHES, 
secretary of STOKELY CARMICHAEL. He agreed to pay $15.00 
toward a fund to pay them.
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL suggested a resolution to completely

disobey the D.C. Gun Laws recently passed by the D.C. Council. 
He spoke of Mayor WASHINGTON in disrespectful terms and said 
he wanted a resolution to appear in the papers that the black 
community would ignore and disregard the gun laws until such 
time as the entire metropolitan area passed a law which would 
encompass the entire suburban communities. He said if the 
black community obeyed the gun law, and there were none on the 
books for suburban whites, the white community would have the edge and 
advantage to have guns to come into the black community to 
kill. CARMICHAEL stated the way the law stands now they just 
want enforcement of the gun laws for the black community and
anyone would be a fool to register the guns he has. He urged 
the backing of the repeal of the gun law and said the black 
community should arm themselves in **self defense."

(U)
August B, 1968 )

b2
b7D

During the BUF meeting held on the evening of August 7, 
1968, at the Nash Memorial Methodist Church, STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
among other things, said with men like Governor WALLACE 
around, blacks would get more guns. He endorsed the idea 
of arms for the masses of black people. He criticized the 
United States (US) for not wanting other nations to have 
nuclear weapons and then compared this with the District of 
Columbia allowing guns for whites in the suburbs and not for 
blacks in the city. The main objective of the meeting was to 
discuss the recently passed gun control law by the D.C. 
Council. Also discussed was black control of the police in the 
black community and the establishment of a means to defend 
ghetto residents charged with crimes. During the meeting, 
CARMICHAEL engaged in a debate with Reverend WALTER FAUNTROY, 
member of the D.C. Council and the BUF. CARMICHAEL wanted to 
know why FAUNTROY was on the city council when his position was 
not an elective one, but an appointment 'by a racist like 
President JOHNSON.”

He also criticized Mayor WASHINGTON alleging he did 
not have the best interest of black people at heart. He based 
this on his earlier comments on the D.C. Gun Law which he 
considered helpful in allowing the whites to arm against the 
black. Reverend FAUNTROY stated he was opposed to any form of

MT
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violence and CARMICHAEL countered that he favored arming 
masses of black people.

(U) b2
b7D-

1 August 8, 1968)
During the BUF meeting at the Nash Memorial

Methodist Church on August 7, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
said he wanted Reverend WALTER FAUNTROY, member of the BUF 
and D.C. City Council to defend himself as to why he was 
sitting on the City Council, that he was not elected, and did 
not represent anybody. He stated in that connection. FAUNTROY was appointed by President JOHNSON, who was a “known 
murderer."

yjHiugus l J, 1968) J /\
At the BUF meeting held on the evening of August 7

1968, at the Nash Memorial Church, WDC, about 60 to 80 people 
were in attendance. STOKELY CARMICHAEL acted as Chairman. 
At a previous meeting of the BUF, a committee had been set up 
to study the Federal City College, and how the BUF could 
control it and everything concerned with it. At this meeting 
CARMICHAEL had in his possession one copy of a report of the 
committee which he read including 7-points of recommendation. 
The recommendation had to do with the administration and staff 
of the college advocating more of them being black; more 
courses in black history; and an effort to specialize in 
various courses. CARMICHAEL wanted the recommendations adopted 
by the BUF which was subsequently done.

During the meeting, CARMICHAEL stated that the
recently enacted D.C. Gun Control Bill was a racist measure. 
He said its objective was to deny the 58 per cent of the 
black people in the District of Columbia the "instrument of 
change", while 90 per cent of the White suburbs were being 
advised to secure arms and "are arming themselves for oppression 
against black people.” 

A member made a recommendation which was accepted
that "be it resolved that it is being left to the black people 
and to the conscience of the black people to see to the defense 
cf black people and their families. It was proposed that a , 
jeierenduu oe conducted immediately to repeal the gun control 
?aw pas ’ by the D.C. Council"until such a law is passed and 
efifo>u.-dfor the entire country."
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One member recommended that all black people disregard the 
Gun Control Law in WDC, which was rejected.

At one point CARMICHAEL indicated that the aim
of the BUF was to arm every black man for self defense. 
Reverend WALTER FAUNTROY objected to this, explained the remarks 
of the City Council, and its passing of the Gun Control 
Law. CARMICHAEL stated that FAUNTROY should ’’explain 
why he is on the WDC City Council when the black people 
did not vote nor elect him; and “why he should not resign 
from the City Council as it was felt his BUF membership 
and City Council activities were in conflict and FAUNTROY 
was not effectively serving the black people." Reverend 
FAUNTROY explained that he did not have to resign from the 
City Council and that his presence there meant more power 
for black people.

August 8, 1968 )k August 8, 1968
On the evening of August 8, 1968, a BUF sponsored

meeting was held at the Church of the Redeemer, WDC. Appro
ximately 50 persons wbre present and the meeting concerned 
the BUF’s proposal for community control of the Police 
Department. The meeting pertained to the 12th Precinct of 
the MPD. Among the panel members was STOKELY CARMICHAEL. 
There were six speakers from the floor and only one spoke 
against the BUF 5-point proposal for community control of the 
Police Department.

^August 9, 1968)
During the BUF meeting at the Church of the

Redeemer, WDC, on August 8, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL was a 
member of the panel, and made several references to the black 
community arming itself "for defense."

The meeting and hearings concerned the BUF 5-point 
proposal for black control of the police in the black community.

U Augus t 9 , 1968);
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At the BUF meeting on the evening of August 8, 

1968, at the Church of the Redeemer, WDC, STOKELY CARMICHAEL . 
appeared to act as Co-Chairman. The meeting was one of a 
series of meetings relative to community control of the Police 
Department and pertained to the 12th Precinct of the MPD. 
About 50 persons, all Negro, were in attendance. During 
subsequent discussions of the BUF proposal. STOKELY CARMICHAEL said it is the "honky white cops” and the °honky black 
cops" that are responsible for all the trouble in the 
community. One speaker tended to argue with CARMICHAEL 
about lhe proposal and asked what would happen if the BUF 
proposals were blocked. CARMICHAEL said "We are only 
tentatively blocked and will negotiate further, and if, we 
can’t negotiate further, we’ll get guns and act through 
guns." _________

[August 9, 1968 )
A BUF meeting was held on the evening of August 14, 

1968, at the New Dunbar Hotel; WDC. Approximately 40 
people were in attendance. The meeting regarded the BUF’s 
5-point proposal concerning control of the local Police 
Department. The hearings pertained to the 13th Precinct 
of the MPD. An announcement was made that STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
was out of the city and unable to attend. b2

b7D
j^August 14, 1968)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL attended a general BUF meeting 
held on the evening of October 2, 1968 at the Lincoln Memorial 
Congregational Temple, WDC. He apologized for recent absenses 
from BUF meetings and stated he had been out of the country. 
One matter discussed at the meeting was neighborhood control 
of the police in the black community. At the meeting, a member 
suggested, regardine do1icing,that the black community set up a trial 
program in a small area in which Us own security patrol would be in charge 
There was immediate objection to this by members present. 
One member stated that the proposal sounded too much like a 
Black Panther operation in the District, patterned after the 
Black Panther Party operating on the West Coast. CARMICHAEL
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out short discussion by saying the BUF is a legitimate 
organization and had no right discussing anything pertaining 
to the violence in the community. He said such proposals 
would be taken up by organizations such as the Black Panther 
Party of which he is Prime Minister. He stated he would 
organize a chapter of the Black Panther Party in WDC ”if he 
so desired."

^October 3,1968)J^\ b D

On October 11, 1968, a rally reportedly was 
scheduled to be held at 3 p.m. on October 12, 1968 at 
Meridian Hill Park, 15th Street and Florida Avenue, Northwest, 
WDC, in order to give the citizens an opportunity to ’’blow 
off steam" as a result of the shooting of ELI JAH'! BENNETT, JR., 
a Negro male, by Officer DAVID A. ROBERTS of the MPD on the 
afternoon of October 8, 1968. The BUF was to sponsor the rally 
and planned to advertise through local radio and newspaper 
that the rally would be held. The feelings of the residents 
in the area of the shooting , particularly around 14th and U 
Streets, Northwest, WDC, were reported to be "bad" and that 
emotions in the area could only be described as "ugly.** 
Reportedly any incident, could trigger the area into violence. 
The purpose of the BUF rally allegedly was to allow people to 
get rid of their tension and emotion by talking about the matter.
On October 12, 1968, the BUF rally previously scheduled for 
Meridian Hill Park, was changed to take place instead in front 
of the New School, for Afro-American Thought, (NSAAT) 2115 14th Street 
Northwest, WDC. STOKELY CARMICHAEL, a member of the BUF and 
other members of the organization, were scheduled to speak 
at the rally.

(U) ^October 11-12, b7D

A Special Agent of the Federal. Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI) observed STOKELY CARMICHAEL shortly after 2 p.m., October 12, 
1968, at his residence, 5015 16th Street, Northwest, WDC. He 
entered a 1968 green Rambler sedan bearing New York license 
2.. 40 and drove to the vicinity of the New School of Afro- z

. rlx-v; thought, 211.5 14th Street, Northwest, WDC, where a 
rn'ly of the BUF protesting the shooting of ELIJAH BENNETT, JK.,
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by a -member of the HPD reportedly would be held. ' CAHMICHAEJ.-
parked the- vehicle on 14th Street, heading south across froin^.^
the above-mentioned school, and joined a crowd .mingling in CO^ElSERfl^; 
the area. . , . •

At approximately 3:05 p.m.,, Special Agents of the
FBI observed a gathering of about’300 people' standing on. the 
sidewalk and street in front of the New.‘School of Afro-
American Thought., 2115 14th Streett Northwest, WDC, on"
October 12, 1968. ... ■ . . ■

Previous information available-indicated that a
BUF rally protesting the shooting of ELIJAH BENNETT, JH., by 
a member of the LTD would-be held-there. .Earlier reports were 
that the rally was to b.e held at the Meridian Hill- lark; 
however, later it was reported the rally had been changed 
from the Meridian Hill Park to the New' School for Afro- 
American Thought. No reason for the change was .readily 
available,.

The crowd gathered in front .of the New School .of 
Afro-American Thought appeared to be composed primarily of 
male individuals in the 20-35 age bracket., All of them 
appeared to be Negro and some females were also observed to 
be present. No'white persons were observed in the gathering. 
Ho television news gathering; crews or other technical news 
media representatives were noted to be present. The crowd 
was facing the entrance to the New School of Afro-American 
Thought and .appeared to be expectant about what wa.i to take 
place. An unknown Negro in his early 20* s had. a "bull, horn.” 
and appeared to be beginning' to address the crowd. The crowd: 
increased in numbers and traffic, flowing on 14th Street, partic
ularly in the northbound lane was being affected.

Officers of the HAD were in the area directing traffic.' 
Shortly Hereafter a true I: was- observed being parked across 14th 
Street in front of the New School of Afro-American Thought, and 

number of persons, were attempting to get onto the rear of the 
vehicle, ’obsequently,- members of the hH) were successful in.

tru-1’; >noved because of the fact it. was obstructing 
traffic.

cpA'3''



The rally appeared to break up about 4 p.m., and 
the crowd dispersed in a peaceful manner in various directions. 
Some individuals appeared to linger about the area the 
remainder of the afternoon and into the evening. The vehicle 
of CAl-dilCIiAEL remained -parked across from the New School of 
Afro-American Thought until late afternoon.

Sergeant _______________________Intelligence Division,
IT’D, advised on October 22, 1968, that he was on the scene 
during the rally and planned to make a tape recording of 
CAN;. ilCHAEL's speech. He stated, however, that CARMICHAEL at 
the beginning of his speech attempted to use a "bull horn" . 
afforded him and that it did not function. CAR11ICHAEL discarded 
the "bull horn" later and did not use any amplifying devices 
whatever. Sergeant advised that he was not able to 
move in closer to where CARMICHAEL was standing due to the 
sensitive nature of the area and crowded conditions prevalent. 
Due to this and lack of amplification, he was prohibited from 
recording the remarks. In addition, he advised that he did not 
want to be indiscreet and too obvious in his efforts because 
he thought he might precipitate violence if discovered due to 
the volatile nature of the crowd. He advised that he heard part 
of CAklliCJUEL’ s remarks from a distance but not very well.

Sergeant advised further that he made a
report of the matter to his superiors, which is as follows:

"CARMICHAEL stated, ’When a black brother kills in 
Vietnam they give him a medal. The only way we can 
stop the killing of our black brothers in D.C. is to 
see that a "Honky Cop" is killed when a black 
brother is killed. When the black, brother kills a 
"Honky Cop", I think the black community should give 
him a medal. Now we can’t give him a medal above 
ground because he will be arrested; we should honor 
him underground. If a black brother or sister 
speaks out against a brother who kills a "Honky Cop", 
he should get the same thing.
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" 'I am tired of making speeches and having rallies. 
We should do what we have to do.' "

At the BUF rally held in front of the i-iew School 
of Afro-American Thought on the afternoon of October 12, 1966, 
STOKELY CA.iJIICHaEL was one of the speakers. About 250 persons 
were present and the rally got underway at 3:15 p.m. During 
tiie rally, STOKELY CAIdllCHAEL spoke and stated that he was 
tired of making speeches and appearing at rallies. He said 
that he wants sone action. He added that there is no such • 
thing as right or wrong when it conies to killing. It is 
a matter of who ordered you to do the killing. He said the 
young men in the audience would be in Vietnam soon killing 
Vietnamese, which they should not be doing. Further, if 
they kill enough Vietnamese they would get a medal". Instead, 
he urged that they .should get a medal for killing a "lionky 
Cop". He advised that you cannot kill a "Honky Cop" outright, 
because you would get arrested and that instead "you have to 
stab him in.the back at night with a knife or any other 
way you can think of." He added "nobody is to talk about the 
killing., of a "Honky Cop" and if this person does talk, he 
should be taken care of." He said the community should set 
up a system of medals by putting tin cans on the street and 
everyone [going by drop something in it, and that this 
would be the reward to the one doing the killing.

The meeting was over about 4:15 p.m. and the crowd 
was enthusiastic about CaRHICHaEL' s speech. The only 
problem was that the crowd overflowed into the street, but 
the police maintained order and directed traffic. Among 
those present to assist in collectin;? a contribution for the 
slain individuals family was JEAN "KOKO" HUGHES, CAlil ICHAEL' s 
secretary.

b2
b7D

Several, other reports regarding the rally held at the 
Lew School of Afro-American Thought on October 12, 1966, 
during which STOKELY CAid 1IGHAEL spoke are as follows:
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"At approximately 3:00 p.m., a rally was held in Cohfis 
front of the New School of Afro-American Thought, 2115 14th 
Street, Northwest. The rally was sponsored by the BUF, 
and approximately 150-200 persons attended. The crowd 
gathered on the sidewalk and street which resulted in police 
having to block off that section of 14th Street. The rally 
was held regarding the shooting of a Negro, ELIJAH BENNETT, 
by a white policeman on October 8, 1968. "

"There were several speeches concerning control 
of the police being placed in the hands of the black community 
in order to prevent shootings by white policemen. Source 
stated that the speeches related to the five-point proposal 
of the BUF which called for black control of the police** •

"In his speech, CARldICHAEL stated that when a black 
brother is killed by a white policeman, then someone in turn 
should kill a white policeman. He stated that if one could 
go to Vietnam, kill a Viet Cong, and get a medal, then the 
Heg.ro community should give a medal to any black who kills a 
white policeman. According to CARHICIIAEL, this would stop 
white cops from killing black brothers.":

"The rally ended at approximately 4:00 p.m. Donations 
were solicited for the family of ELIJAH BENNETT. There were 
no incidents in connection with the rally.

(U)
T------------------

^October 12, b2
b7D

"Shortly before 3:00 p.m., there were approximately 
50 persons crowded in front of the New School of Afro- 
American Thought, 2115 14th Street. "

"STOKELY CAR1IC1IAEL was introduced as irime minister.
He stated that we shall not stop talking about police 
brutality until we kill some honky cops and control the police, 
•men U’iack brothers kill Vietnamese they are awarded medals. . 
If black, brothers kill honky cops they should be awarded medals 
a’ He staled that this cannot be dune publicly without 
the brother ; oin; to jail so the brother doing, the killing
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turn;

should be rewarded privately. He advised,the crowd to kill 
at night instead of the daytime and stab the honky cops 
in the back if necessary.

"Whenever a black brother is killed, no black 
man should say anything about it. He should just say 'that 
it is OK.' Then he should do something about it in 
retaliation."

"There were approximately 200 or so persons present, 
but there were no arrests; or incidents."

J ^October 12, 1968 b2
' .. ■ " ■ ■ b7D

"A rally was held on the afternoon of October 12, 
1968, in front of the New School of Afro-American Thought, 
from 3:00 p.m. until 4:15 p.m. The crowd in attendance 
numbered between 600 and 800 persons;1'

"STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke last and advised thht 
he is sick and tired of rallies. They give black brothers 
in Vietnam medals for killing Vietnamese. Perhaps we should 
give brothers medals here for killing honky cops. He 
stated that we could set up situations where cops could be 
killed and the brothers doing the killing would fye heroes. It 
would have to be done covertly though so the brothers would 
not be arrested."

"The mood of the crowd at the New School was 'ugly' 
and at 4:20, after the rally, it was possibly getting worse as 
many people^ were still milling around. One man was observed 
with a sign which said, 'I'm Jaywalking, Shoot Me.'"

"There were no arrest."

October 12, 1968)..

A characterization of the New School of Afro-American 
Thought (NSAAT) is subsequently set forth in this report.
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Sergeant ________________  Intelligence Division, b7c
MPD, advised on October 15, 1968, that considerable 
violence among the youthful residents, broke 
out in the Northeast section of WDC on the evening of 
October 13, 1968, and that a number of arrests were made 
for looting and burning. Considerable outbreaks of 
violence also occurred in the same area on October 14, 
and 15, 1968. Considerable speculation had arose as to
whether the speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at a rally on 
October 12, 1968, had any causative connection with the 
outbreaks. He stated that investigation disclosed no 
evidence was developed there was significant connection 
between the outbreaks and the speech by CARMICHAEL.

b6 
. b7C

Captain]____________________ Commanding Officer,
Number 13 Precinct, MID,’WDC, advised on
October 22, 1968, that he saw no significant connection 
between the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL and subsequent 
outbreaks of violence in the Northeast section of WDC on 
October 13, 14, and 15, 1968. He stated that the speech was 
made in the Number 13 Precinct of the HPD, and the subsequent 
violence on October 13, 14, and 15, 1968# occurredin the 
area covered by the Number 9 Precinct of the MPD, a 
considerable distance apart. He advised that from past 
experience, he had learned that usually news developing, in 
the Number 13 Precinct, such as the rally on October 12, 1968 
where CARMICHAEL spoke, does not reach the Number 9 Precinct 
area en masse until about two days later. He stated he feels 
the youth in the Number 9 Precinct may have heard of the 
previous activity in the Number 13 Precinct area on October 
12, 1968, and decided to get in on the action also, by showing; 
they, too, could cause as much trouble as the “boys uptown." 
He emphasized that this was theoretical only and he had no 
factual evidence there was any connection between CARMICHAEL’s b6 
speech and subsequent violence in the Number 9 Precinct area b7c 
on October 13, 14, and 1.5, 1968.

Captain Intelligence Division^ MPD, 
advised on October 29, 1968, no significant information had been 
developed that the rally held at the i-iSAAT on October 12, 1968, 
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during which STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke, caused the outbreaks 
of violence on October 13, 14, and 15, 1968, He stated 
that it had been conjectured that CARMICHAEL was behind 
the violence that developed on October 13, 14, and 15; 
however, he stated that no factual evidence had been 
developed to corroborate this. He noted that CARMICHAEL 
was reported to have left Washington on the evening of 
October 13^ 1968, and did not return until October 17, 1968, 
being out of Washington during the dates of the disturbances.

On October 16, 1968, a meeting of the BUF was 
held in WDC. CARMICHAEl,,did not attend and no reason was 
given for his absence. A discussion was held regarding 
the recent law passed in the District of Columbia requiring 
residents to register^guns.-'“The BUF voted/that~'~re3idents 
should not be required to register guns until a Federal 
law was passed requiring such registration.

q— ---------- 1 _ b2- • • "'5 ... . b7D
Octobar1 17, 1968 ) j V

At a meeting of the Board of Conveners of the BUF 
on November 29, 1968, it /was?decided- to put CLIFTON 
MC CLEARY’s name up to the next general meeting of the BUF

■.

At the BUF general .meeting /ibwhleh’ was 
'*heia"at,-t'O Nash Memorial Methodist Church on. December 4, 

1968, MC CLEARY was nominated as ["ExecuESve^Directbr. : ’
MC CLEARY is believed to be STOKELY CARMICHAEL’s choicefor 
the job and he will be controlled by CARMICHAEL through 
JEAN ”KOKO” HUGHES, CARMlCHAEL’s secretary, who will remain 
in WDC. '

CARMICHAEL closed his residence and left for New 
York City on November 30, 1968.

(U)
^December 5, 1968) b2

b7D
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At the BUF meeting held at the Nash Memorial 
Methodist Church, WDC, on December 4, 1968, anew 

elected who will be in charge of the 
day to day administration of the operation of the BUF. the 
reason for electing , a~ new/TExecutive-Director is because 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL and the other person ^io acted: as 
^ChalrMen are tot busy and 'cannet__be reached when iiimiediate 
adtion is The'others C®'«Cfi83J!JWWl“and STOKELY;
CARMICHAEL plan to remain in these official capacities.

A memo, as follows, was sent to the membership 
of the BUF from STOKELY CARMICHAEL per a BUF secretary 
dated December 27, 196847

*teORANDUMt;<

TO: Black United Front ,

FROM: Stokely Carmichael
Chairman

SUBJECT: First Anniversary Meeting of the Black United Front 
Scheduled Wednesday, January 8, 1969”,

’’The First Anniver^S^'^^eting of the Black United 
Front will be held at 8:00 p.m. Wednesday, January 8, 1969, 
at Lincoln Temple located at 1701 - 11th Street, Northwest, 
Washington, D.C.”

"Those attending the subject meeting will be given the 
opportunity to question the Board of Conveners as well as discus 
the Front’s past, present, and future. Ideas from the Body for 
short-range and long-range goals during the Front’s second year 
will be entertained.”

”lt is suggested that any Black;individual with 
questions and ideas relating to the Front attend this First 
Annual Meeting along with the regular Members of the Front.”
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’’Hopefully, the entire 21-member,Board of ConvenersMIL Win atteft&ftce,*' ■
H----------------- coNwmial

(U) ’*-< ^ December 30, 196

JEAN HUGHES, also known as "KOKO" HUGHES, who 
has been publicly identified as the secretary to STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL,, advised on December 23, 1968, that CARMICHAEL 
was then in New York City and that she did not know 
what his future plans were at that time. She stated, that 
CARMICHAEL had asked her to remain in WDC and continue 
the work that he had begun. She said she felt sure that____
CARMICHAEL would return to WDC sometime in the future Jn ;; 
but she did not know when this would come about. She 
advised that the news media would try to make.it look as 
though CARMICHAEL had run out on the problems of WDC and 
the black people in/^aer.lCa^;, but that those who really, 
knew him know that ithese”^tbries are false. She advised 
regarding the BUF, that it was easy to see that it is - 
ani/li^^l^l^v^organization and that..it^remains to be 
seen What results will, come from it. She/Si^i^dPTher 
disappointment with the.organization and that it appeared 
to her that most of the people who join BUF do so for their 
own sake and not necessarily for the betterment of black 
people. She said that most used the BUF for their own 
personal fame and then drop out. She stated that the 
true test of the effectiveness of the BUF would come 
sometime in the future and that in the meantime it remained 
to be seen who would be willing to help. She said that if 
and when the BUF opened an office in WDC, she would be 
willing to work there, but that for the time being, she was 
in need of funds and would have to seek employment to support 
herself. She said she would continue her association with 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL insofar as she was able, even though he 
would not continue to reside in WDC.

WALTER BISHOP COX JR., 3020 Park Place, 
Who, advised IhnDecemb'er, 1988, that he7 was currently Ip 
a first year law student at Howard University, following his'
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graduation in June, 1968, from Weber State CollegerTogden, 
Utah. COX stated he first began to participate in black 
power and civil rights activities about four years ago while 
at college. His only organizational activity in college was 
membership- in the National Association for the Advancement 
of Colored People (NAACP). On breaks and vacations from 
school, he stated he would travel to Oakland, California, 
where he met other Individuals connected with the movement, 
including members of the Black Panther Party (BPP)i

_ __ COX explained his involvement in black nationalist 
activities. He stated he was involved to help black people 
free themselves from the oppression of white people. He also 
wanted to help blacks build .an economic base for themselves. 
COX believed that the black man can achieve equality and freedom 
of oppression within the limits of present government structure. 
His aim is not to overthrow the government as it exists today, 
but only to gain equality for black people. COX believed, 
however, that armed confrontation between blacks and whites is 
inevitable. He stated—that whites and blacks will come together 
in a compromise only over the barrel of a gun. He believed 
that many white people’s.minds needed to be changed,about blacks 
and that these minds would not change unless they were forced to 
change. COX distinguished between blacks participatingin 
racial disturbances, such as those which occurred
and those blacks whose irt ention is equality through revolution. 
He called riots "spontaneous1' where no planning occurs. He 
stated that those individuals participating in the black 
revolutions are in a sense like assassins who would be willing 
to give up their lives for the cause. COX ./stated he would give 
up his life for the cause of black freedom.

COX denied membership in or knowledge of any group 
or organization which was planning to participate in any type 
of armed revolutions. He denied knowledge of any movement 
or storage of weapons and ammunition.

COX praised the BUF stating that io hacpeducated 
raanv h1 -’o1-- people and' hatTpointed out the leadership qualities 
of STOKELY CARMICHAEL. It®^ also brought black people like
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FAUNTROY, STERLING TUCKER and Mayor WASHINGTON in toaefiwith^ 
the ghettos. COX stated _h§ became involved in BUF during, 
the Sunfief‘ of 1968 andf/ll®'acted asfffhairman with STOKELY/ 
CARMICHAEL at several meetings where police control by the 
blacklfj^im^nity was discussed. He believed he could be a 
member of the Board of Conveners if he so desired, however, 
he does not have time for increased involvement in BUF 
because of his law school studies, and because BUF is too 
politically oriented. .However, he expects to continue his 
membership, and attend the meetings of the organization..

COX stated he admired and respected CARMICHAEL 
and considered CA1-IMICHAEL his personal friend. He believed 
he could call on CARMICHAEL for assistance at anytime and 
CARMICHAEL would respond. COX stated that, in his association 
with CARMICHAEL during the past summer, he hoped he had 
provided CARMICHAEL with assistance. COX claimed no knowledge 
of Carmichael’s future plans.

'■» . «■ ■ «• ••
During the period July through December, 1968, 

other items of interest to the BUF were brought up at 
meetings, discussed and acted upon. However, the idea 
that dominated during this period was the BUF proposal 
for control of therpbliCe in the black community. This b2 
was seemingly of particular interest to STOKELY CARMICHAEL b7D 
who had advocated the BUF proposals ^e’Jaddpted' and efforts 
to secure their implementation be effected.

{■Ho7 signi"f icantTWbgres's" seemedtdLbemadeon the proposals and- they were TSt^dEL^endlhg-? in the BUF when- CARMICHAEL 
rather^stid^iMiiy"'Teft”’MBC';:withotit: anjrfoi^lz-annouhcemieht-jt—- 
apparently to restdet^isrew^ai^v—Prior to 1 eavingjWDC, his interest 
and activity in the BUF had declined""considerablybut his intarasjb . 
in the BPP .eontiwedv-rTr.^^^-^—-- — ---

, / ■ .. ....• "• :
> ■ -~.v '--i -<•-».:? * r~-v - ........ .... . .. .»• a—„... .... . ......... ___* •

1 ‘ ■ ■' '' '1.. —-u— _  

newly
elected BUF Executive pplsnried to go to New York to
see STOKELY CARMICHAEL before he goes abroad on December 27 or 
December 28, 1968. I-- x z

LPec®mD®rff 1968)
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The New School of Afro-American Thought, mentioned 
previously, has been publicly described as the headquarters for 
a small group of self-supporting artists and educators who 
are attempting to spread a message that black people should be 
proud of being black through classes given in Negro history, 
African languages, and arts.

Additional activities of Carmichael in the BUF, 
in connection with other information, is mentioned 
elsewhere in this report under the various captions.
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III. STATEMENTS MADE BY CARMICHAEL IN SPEECHES 
URGING REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITY, SECURING OF 
ARMS, RACIAL~VIOLENCE AND OPPOSITION TO 
THE WAR IN VIETNAM.

JULY - DECEMBER/ 1968

While maintaining interest and membership in 
the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), 
BPP and BUF, CARMICHAEL continued during the latter part 
of 1968, as he had done in 1967 and earlier in 1968, to 
travel to various parts of the United States making 1 
speeches and statements vehemently condemning the United 
States participation in the war in Vietnam, urging Negroes 
to arm themselves for revolutionary violence, and advocating 
destruction of the capitalistic form of government, These 
remarks caused much comment and consternation in the United 
States with urgings he be arrested and tried for such actions 
as he was hurting the cause of the United States in Vietnam 
by advocating a Viet Cong victory and by further aggravating 
the already exi sting racial problems prevalent inUnited 
States.

In most instances verbatim transcripts were obtained 
of speeches made by CARMICHAEL during the above period, 
as well as tape recordings which are available. In the 
interest of brevity they are not being set forth in this 
report in toto. In many of his speeches CARMICHAEL repeated 
himself and made expressions that he had often made in other 
speeches at different locations. Some of the statements made 
by CARMICHAEL during the above period, according to reports 
available, is hereinafter set forth:

Instead of attending the wedding of his sister in
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(U)

England to | reportedly being held bn
July 26, 1968, CARMICHAEL, on that date, travelled from 
Washington, D. C. to Mobile, Alabama, such travel verified 
by Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI).. uPnn arrival In Mobile he was met at the airport 
by President of Neighborhood Organized
Wnrlfora I NIJW J MnMla__ Alabama

of July 26, 1968 CARMICHAEL went 
to the “Old Warren Street Methodist Church’*, Mobile, Ala. 
where he spoke for approximately two hours and fortyfive 
minutes.

July 26,1968)3

b6
b7C

b2
b7D

0

Concerning the speech by CARMICAHEL on the night 
of July 26, 1968 at Mobile, Ala, various reports of accounts 
transpiring were developed by investigative authorities,, A 
number of reports furnished to investigative authorities 
by persons in attendance stated highly incendiary statements 
wer e made by CARMICHAEL during the speech. Several such 
accounts are set forth as follows:

Speech at Mobile, Alabama on July 26, 1968

_______  Alabama, a reporter for”The Mobile Presd’, advised 
on August 6, 1968 that he had attended the speech of 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the Warren Street Methodist Church on 
the night of July 26, 1968. He furnished a six page type
written report of excerpts from CARMICHAEL’s speech which 
he typed from notes he had made. He advised that he had been 
inside the church at the time of this speech, but that he 
did not attend the speech made by CARMICHAEL the following 
date. There follows a copy of the report prepared by|______
of the CARMICHAEL speech July 26, 1968.

b6
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____b 6
CARMICHAEL was introduced by b7c

President of the NOW, after comments by the Rev. NATHANIEL 
GIBBS, who warned "white reporters" not to take pictures 
unless authorized.

CARMICHAEL began his address with a tribute to the 
late Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, saying, "Wherever he is, he's 
digging it."

"Dr. KING would have stopped violence " the Black 
Power leader said, "but nonviolence died with Dr. KING."

CARMICHAEL praised Russia, Cuba, Red China, North 
Vietnam and the Viet Cong for "standing up" to the United 
States, which he described as "the monster of the world."

He lauded the North Vietnamese and the Viet Cong 
for preventing the United States from controlling Vietnam, 
declaring, "They had rather die than bow down to my white 
man."

Turning to the U. S. domestic front, CARMICHAEL 
predicted that a "confrontation" is fast approaching between 
blacks and whites. The trouble is, he said, that the 
average Negro fears the white man. "It's much better for 
whites to fear us."

The Black Power leader, who was wearing what 
appeared to be a Mao Tse-Tung shirt, paused at this juncture 
to assail the so-called "honkie" (derogatory term for white 
press. "You can't believe what you read in the white man's 
paper. He (the white man) lies and will continue to lie."

At this point CARMICHAEL excoriated "Tarzan," 
calling him a figment of the white man designed to help 
suppress the true image of the black man. He expressed 
mock bewilderment as to why EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS (creator
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of Tarzan) failed to choose a black man for the role of 
the agile jungle man.

He urged blacks (he doesn’t like the term Negro) 
to be proud of their African heritage, emphasizing that 
Africa is the richest continent in the world.

Unfortunately, CARMICHAEL contended, the whites 
"are stealing it just like they stole us.*'

"Africa has the most beautiful women in the world," 
he stated proudly.

Returning to the United States again, CARMICHAEL 
lamented the fact that the "black man's mind is whitewashed. 
We need to tell the truth and blackwash our minds."

Commenting on the KENNEDY family, he asserted that 
if they had to work for money, they would be the "poorest 
honkies in the world."

CARMICHAEL said blacks should not "pray or beg for 
power, but take it (from the honkie power structure) with a 
gun." He reasoned that whites took this country from the 
Indians with weapons and took Negroes into slavery with the 
same approach. "You take things with guns," he said.

"LBJ ain’t taking Vietnam with nonviolence," he 
chuckled.

"We blacks aint scared of violence, we’re afraid 
of whites," he said, explaining that by 3 a.m. Mobile jails 
would be filled with Negroes charged with disorderly conduct, 
drunkenness and assault and battery.

CARMICHAEL, who remarked that he once lived in 
Selma, Ala., ranted that the white man had taught "us to hate 
ourselves." _
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Thus, it is highly important for blacks to unite 

and love each other,, "To destroy this country we must 
have an undying love for each of our fellow black men,” he 
said, encouraging listeners to follow the predicates set by ^6 

land Black Panther leader HUEY 
NEWTON.

CARMICHAEL characterized as “heroes" Negro snipers 
who ambushed and killed three white policemen in Cleveland, 
Ohio. He described the murders as even better than what 
happened previously in Watts and Detroit.

He then paused to ask what black soldiers are doing 
in Vietnam,, "What are they fighting for. Those little yellow 
men never bought or sold us in slavery. You know who the 
blacks should be shooting -- whites."

He said insurrectionists learned something in 
Cleveland -- they must obtain equipment to match armored 
cars used by Cleveland police.

"Every nigger is a potential black man," CARMICHAEL 
said. "Those who cooperate with the honkie power structure 
are not Uncle Toms but "traitors," he said.

"You know what you have to do with traitors," 
CARMICHAEL shouted rubbing his finger across his throat in 
a slashing manner.

Speaking admiringly of Cuban Dictator FIDEL CASTRO, 
he pointed out that CASTRO has "traitors" placed against a 
wall and shot.

CARMICHAEL angrily denounced Negro policemen, 
describing them as pawns for the "honkies." "Some try to 
out-honkie the honkies," he said, adding that "Someone ought 
to talk with them."
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He rapped ISOM CLEMON, President of the Inter-
to speak at the ILA Hallo (Firebombs were thrown at the 
hall several days after Black Power leader departed»)

“Some of our people try to be honkies, but can’t 
even be good honkies," CARMICHAEL saide

“If a white man tells you something is good for 
you, shoot it on sight," he said.

CARMICHAEL quoted Chinese Communist Leader MAO
TSE-TUNG as saying, “Political power grows out of the 
barrel of a gun." Therefore, for Negroes to achieve proper 
status in American society, they must take power from the 
white power structure through armed insurrection, he said.

He said Negroes can keep on reading ABRAHAM LINCOLN
if they want to, but he personally, prefers MAO TSE-TUNG and 
North Vietnamese Leader HO CHI MINH.

CARMICHAEL praised Black Panther Leader HUEY P.
NEWTON, who is currently in a California jail for killing 
a white policeman and critically wounding another, for 
analyzing the presence of white policemen in Negro areas.

NEWTON, through a brilliant process of reasoning, 
concluded that the white police were actually “occupation 
forces” sent into black sections to keep “blacks in place." 
He quoted NEWTON as saying, “While the police are patrolling 
us, we’re going to patrol them. So NEWTON did with a gun," 
CARMICHAEL said.

CARMICHAEL argued that white police do not live
in Negro communities; hence, they have no right to enter 
such areas.

The only areas in which whites excel blacks, 
CARMICHAEL said, are in murdering and stealing.
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Commenting again on Dr. MARTIN LUTHER KING, he 
said It is no use to talk about nonviolence any longer. 
"Ain't no use to preach it and be killed," he laughed.

"Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit 
the earth," CARMICHAEL quoted from the Holy Bible. "It’s 
about time we took it," he shouted.

"But to take it " he said,"blacks must have guns." 
"If you’ve got the gun, you've got everything," he said* 
"If white men have a gun, you should have one too,"

" Once Negroes obtain guns, then they can talk 
'business' with whites" CARMICHAEL said.

He said/'Blacks are in the beginning phase of an 
armed struggle against the American government, or white 
power structures " "The actual revolution will take place 
after blacks (militants) assume control of the government," 
he said.

CARMICHAEL said blacks should wage guerrilla warfare 
against the honkie power structure in the same manner that 
the Viet Cong are fighting American forces in South Vietnam.

He called America an "imperialist country" that 
steals raw goods from the rest of the world for its own 
enrichment.

CARMICHAEL expressed hope that GEORGE WALLACE wins 
the presidency, saying that this would trigger the Black 
Revolution earlier than anticipated.

Actually, he maintained, blacks should refrain 
from voting for any of the presidential candidates*

COHZ 1AL
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"There's no need to vote," CARMICHAEL said. "A 
vote’s no good unless it has a gun behind it."

Elaborating on the coming Black Revolution, he 
informed whites, "We may die, but a whole lot of you are, 
too."

Quoting from HO CHI MINH, CARMICHAEL said defeating 
the United States is not a question of numbers but of "the 
will of the people."

Alabama, a reporter for the Associated Press, advised on 
August 5, 1968 that he had attended a speech by STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL at the Old Warren Street Methodist Church in 
Mobile the night of July 26, 1968. With him had been | 

lof Mobile, who is a reporter for"The Birmingham News” 
newspaper, and| a reporter for the local”Mobile
Press Register.” He said that following this speech he had 
filed a report with the Associated Press and stated that the 
report, which he had filed with the Associated Press, was 
an accurate report of his impression of CARMICHAEL'S speech. 
He did not rptai n any nqt-»s after filing this story 
said that 
was also present at this speech, but was not present inside 
the churc 
not cover the speech by CARMICHAEL on Saturday, July 27, 
1968.

He 
of the United Press International

b7C

i as he had been did

advised that since the story filed by him 
was his only record of his impressions of the talk by 
CARMICHAEL and was correctly reported by him at the time, he 
would at this time just reaffirm the information in the 
story as to its correctness.

A copy of the report filed is as follows:
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"Mobile, Ala. (AP)- Black Power advocate STOKELY 
CARMICAHEL urged a crowd of Mobile Negroes Friday night to 
take political power away from the whites with a gun.

" ’Don’t pray for power, don’t beg for power, take 
it with a gun barrel,' he shouted. The Negroes applauded 
enthusiastically,

"Police estimated that the gathering numbered about 
600, About 20 whites, including several Catholic priests, 
were among them,

" 'We must create the maximum damage with a minimum 
of losses of black people, and that is through guerilla 
warfare,’ CARMICHAEL added.

"He referred to the armed state of the Black 
Revolution, citing such places as Watts and Detroit, praised 
the Negroes who had died there and said, ’Look at Cleveland 
two days ago and that was even better wasn't it?'

"Again the Negroes roared approval.

" ' To destroy this country we must have an underlying 
love for each of our fellow black men,* he declared,

"He said, 'After all, every "Nigger" is a potential 
black man.'

"The former head of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee said of the Revolution, 'A lot of us may die but a 
lot of whites are going to die too.’

"He told the crowd not to worry about numbers 
because the will to win Is what counts. 'If you don't 
believe me, read the Bible story of DAVID and GOLIATH and 
if you don't believe that read HO CHI MINH.'
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"CARMICHAEL then went on to criticize Negro soldiers 
who are fighting in Vietnam,,

" ‘They should be shooting white men and not 
yellow men,’ he said. Again the crowd roared approval.

’’ ' The Viet Cong never hurt a black mano ' He 
said the Viet Cong would rather die than give their country 
to the white man and added that so too must the black man.

"CARMICHAEL stated that the white man did not work 
to get America, he didn't beg for America, he simply took 
it from the Indian , ’Just like he is trying to do in 
Vietnam now.' He said the only thing the white man had 
done for the black man was to sell him.

"The black man is not as lazy as the white-washers 
say,he continued. 'We work the hardest for the lowest pay. 
Who picks the cotton and digs the ditches for $3 a day? 
We doo So you see, we have worked the hardest and got 
nothing so we must take what we want,,'

"CARMICHAEL spoke for more than two hours and 
concluded his appearance with a question and answer session. 
The speech was delivered in an Afro-American School in 
Mobile's predominantly northside section.

"The building formerly served as a Negro Methodist 
church.

"About 350 persons jammed into the sweltering school 
and another 300 or more stood outside in a hot, windless 
night straining to hear.

"CARMICHAEL was the guest of the Neighborhood Organized 
Workers which is demanding that the city of Mobile create a 
40 per cent ratio of Negro to white city employees.
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__ ____________ cor
|NOW President, has led several 

inarches and demonstrations in the Mobile area and some 
NOW members have been jailed.

"Sources in Washington had said earlier that 
CARMICHAEL was enroute to London. However, when he arrived 
at Mobile Airport Firday afternoon a large contingent of 
City Police, Sheriff’s Deputies, U. S. Marshals, Alabama 
State Troopers and FBI Agents were on hand,

"Police Chief JAMES J. ROBINSON said Mobile’s 
Police Force was on a 12-hour shift basis,. He noted that 
additional law enforcement officials are in the city in case 
of any disturbances.. No incidents had been reported by 
midnight Fridayo

bo"CARMICHAEL, notably absent from public appear- b7c 
ances since his marriage to folk singer^ 
reportedly planned to leave the Mobile area Saturday, He 
declined to tell newsmen of his plans,"

CARMICHAEL again spoke at the "Old Warren Street 
Methodist Church" on the afternoon of July 27, 1968, A 
report available indicated CARMICHAEL spoke as hereinafter 
set forth:

SA FBI, advised that STOKELY CARMICHAEL
told the gathering that in their struggle for power there 
could be no division within the ranks of the Negroes, 
CARMICHAEL stated, however, that presently existing in the b6 
country, which is nullifying the efforts of the Negro to b7c 
achieve power, was the existence of a class of Negroes whom 
he termed as house Negroes as compared to the majority of 
Negroes whom he classified as the field Negroes.

CARMICHAEL advised that the house Negro was 
one who worked for the white man, received the white man’s 
hand-me-down clothes and who, on occasion, had fun, food 
and drink with the white man, CARMICHAEL stated that the house
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movement of the Negro to gain black power. CAR- 
referred to the house Negroes as being "Uncle

Negro was one who owed everything to the white man and 
consequently he referred to the white man as being a good 
fellow and accordingly, was not in sympathy with the 
present 
MICHAEL 
Toms."

CARMICHAEL stated that the field Negroes were 
the ones on whose strength the success or failure of the 
Negro movement depended and that the field Negro should 
pay no heed to the advice received from the house Negro 
not to participate in demonstrations, marches and the 
like. CARMICHAEL told the gathering that if they are field 
Negroes and work for a house Negro and this house Negro, in 
the course of their work, maltreats them or issues instructions 
that they do not desire to do, "then kill the house Negro 
too." CARMICHAEL told the gathering that Mobile was 
not a white man’s town but was the Negro’s town, for the Negro 
built, it through labor and hard work and that since Mobile 
was their town, if they felt that they wanted to burn it 
then "since it is your town, gp ahead and burn it."

CARMICHAEL told the gathering that if the field 
Negro does not own a television set, portable radio, or 
other itemsthat they would like to have, then he should go 
out and get them.

The August 6, 1968 issue of "The Mobile Register," 
a daily newspaper published at Mobile, Ala. reported that 
Hrmingham Fire Chief JOHN SWINDLE spoke in Mobile on August 
6, 1968 before the Alabama Fire Chiefs Association meeting 
at the Sheraton Battle House Hotel. He was critical of 
authorities for not prosecuting STOKELY CARMICHAEL for his 
infl amatory statements. Chief SWINDLE exhibited to the 
s^roup a copy of "Hie Mobile Register," dated August 5, 1968, 
headlining destruction of three businesses in the Toulminville 
area by fire bombs the previous night. Chief SWINDLE noted
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that the firebombings occurred a little over a week after *’ 
an address by CARMICHAEL in Mobile, Ala.

Other news sources in Mobile reported various 
fires of undetermined origins occurring in Mobile following 
speeches by STOKELY CARMICHAEL and speculation was that these 
were caused by statements made by CARMICHAEL. Subsequent 
Investigation failed to develop any factual evidence that 
the fires were a direct result of the visit and statements 
of CARMICHAEL to the Mobile area.

Speech at Chicago, Illinois, August 9, 1968
The Intelligence Unit of the Chicago Police 

Department, Chicago, Illinois, reported that STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL spoke at the Afro-Arts Theater, Chicago, Ill. 
on August 9, 1968. The purpose of the meeting was re
portedly to raise funds for persons arrested during the 
Chicago westside riots following the assassination of Dr. 
MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. JORJA ENGLISH served as Master 
of Ceremonies.

A report of the appearance of CARMICHAIX at the 
Afro-Arts Theater on August 9, 1968, is as follows:

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, formerly head of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) was in Chicago, 
Illinois, August 9, 1968, and on the evening of that date, 
made an appearance at the Afro-Arts Theater, 3947 South 
Drexel Boulevard, Chicago, Ill. CARMICHAEL did not arrive 
at the theater until approximately 11:00 p.m., at which time 
some 900 - 1,000 persons were present.

His remarks were in large measure a call for unity 
within the black communities. He advised black people do 
not need anymore prostitutes, school drop-outs, or gangs 
among their number, but need more black togetherness in
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order to survive the oppression. Genocide is upon us. The 
white man is the black’s enemy and capitalism is the system 
he uses to exploit blacks. Black people should not be a 
part of a capitalistic society, but should develop a socialist 
society as more suitable to their needs. Colonialism, which 
is a part of capitalism, works against the needs of black 
people.

Blacks should develop an emotional love for their 
own people so that if one is abused or killed, his brothers 
will immediately rise to the situation and destroy the white 
man or men involved. In order to do this, guns are necessary 
and all blacks should have them. Even those who are not 
willing to fight should prepare for the revolution, should 
get food and clothing and ammunition so that guerrilla 
warriors can have a place of refuge. Money should also be 
provided by those who are not willing to fight. The people 
today most ready to fight the white man are the hard laborers, 
the butchers, and ditch diggers.

He urged his audience to read and listen to the 
teachings of MAO (TSE TUNG). Black soldiers should agree 
to go to Viet Nam, but once there, should kill American 
soldiers, not North Vietnamese. Blacks should control and 
police their own communities and not allow regular police 
to patrol these areas. Blacks who are police informants 
should not be killed, rather the police to whom they report. 
Black communities must be prepared to match forces with the 
police and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Guns are 
easily obtainable, buy one, work for one, or steal one.

CARMICHAEL'S remarks were received by the crowd 
with great acclaim and applause, and although some groups 
became somewhat excited during his comments, the crowd 
generally was orderly. b2

b7D

August iz, 1968 )
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Speech at Marin City, California, August 22, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke on the evening of
August 22, 1968 at a ‘'Free HUEY Rally" held at Manzanita 
Center, Marin City, sponsored by the Marin City Black 
Panther Party (BPP) o The purpose of the rally was in support of 
HUEY NEWTON, Minister of Defense of the BPP, then being 
tried for murdering an Oakland, California police officer. 
Other speakers included BOBBY SEALE, Chairman of the BPP, 
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, Minister of Information of the BPP, 
KATHLEEN CLEAVER, Captain of Women of the BPP. CARMICHAEL 
was introduced as the Prime Minister of the BPP and Ex
National Chairman of SNCC.

A transcribed portion of the speech of STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL is set forth as follows:

"I want to begin by saying that all of the things 
I talk about tonight will hinge upon, center around, and the 
pivotal point of which will be our Minister of Defense HUEY P. 
NEWTON, so that no matter what I say, I’m always talking about 
Brother HUEY.

"Now before I begin I want to explain something. 
I am tired of hearing Free HUEY. I am tired of hearing that 
if you don’t free HUEY or if you touch HUEY the sky is the 
limit. We're not going to say this anymore We're a party, 
we're organized, and we will deliver, period,

"Now then, we have said that we see brother HUEY 
NEWTON as a prisoner of war, and he is. Now many people 
say that that's not true because the United States, or white 
America, has not declared war on black people. I'd like to 
remind the people that say that that White America has not 
declared war in Vietnam, yet she's killing Vietnamese. White 
America never declared war in Korea, but she killed thou sands 
of Koreans ; and the best example black people have in this
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country Is the fact that white America never declared war 
on the Indians, she just wiped them out, And If we under
stand this, then we understand and we define and we say that 
we are at war. If we are at war, our Minister of Defense is 
a prisoner of war, and If he Is a prisoner of war, we will 
do what is necessary to free him, whether we fail or we 
succeed. If we fail and if they kill our prisoner of war, 
then we have to do what we deem necessary. There is no more 
discussion.

" Now we want to talk about colonized minds because 
black people inside this country are colonized people. We are. 
And when a colonized people begin to prepare to fight, there 
are a number of things that we have to do, which can be broken 
down into two categories: one called entertainment; the other 
called education. Entertainment is the first phase of a 
struggle, and naturally we have to tell ourselves how bad we 
are. We have to make fun at our oppressor just so that we 
can begin to feel that we are psychologically prepared to 
fight. Yeah, that's why we had to jump up and say we can 
get the honky, we can burn the city down. We had to act 
bad to convince ourselves because prior to that time we 
weren't even acting bad. We were afraid to call white folk 
honkys, we were afraid to do what we knew we had to do.

"Now we have passed the stage of entertainment. It 
was necessary. Now we must talk about education. How we 
as a people educate ourselves and move forward to bring about 
revolution in this country. And we have to bring about 
revolution in this country. There is no alternative. We can 
do nothing else. We have to prepare for revolution in this 
country. So we have to define certain things. We have to 
define what we're fighting for; what we are fighting against; 
what our goal is; what our aim is. We have to define words 
such as revolution, armed struggle, revolutionary violence, 
capitalism, imperialism, and civil . And we 
want to talk a little about liberals because the audience 
is sprinkled with members of the Peace and Freedom Party 
who -- liberals or radicals? -- both. Thank you. White 
liberals and white radicals.
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’’Let us begin then by recognizing what our fight is. 
Black people in this country are fighting against two evil 
systems -- racism and capitalism, or imperialism. Imperialism 
is a higher stage of capitalism. Let us define racism; and 
we just want simple definitions so we can understand it. 
Racism is when one race decides to subjugate another race 
based solely on its race; that is to say, if white people 
decided to pick on black people just because we’re black, 
then white people are racists. I do not think that we have 
to waste time re-defining the fact that this country is 
racist/. We all know that, Now___________________________ .

The Black Panther Party is anti-racist. Black 
people in the United States are anti-racist. That means 
that they're out to destroy racism and racists, I don't 
make _______  definitions anymore about people in systems.
A system is upheld by the people and the people are responsible 
for that system. So black people are out to destroy racists. 
And if black people are out to destroy racists, that does 
not mean that black people themselves are racists because 
they're destroying racists; they're just destroying white 
people who think they're better than black people. That 
doesn't mean black people are now destroying white people 
because they think they're better than white people, they're 
destroying white people just in order for them to live.
So that we don't have to be arguing anymore about whether or 
not black people are racists. We're clearly anti-racist and 
we do not have to discuss that anymore. We must more on.

"We want to talk then about capitalism because 
that's very important. It is important because we have to 
know the economic system in which we live, and the economic 
system in which we live is a capitalistic system which has 
produced most of the evil and quite a bit of the oppression 
and brutality that we have to suffer. A capitalist society 
is a society which is geared to ____________________________ .
It begins with the fact that the man who has capital has the 
right to Invest his capital to buy the labor of another 
individual and to make a profit. That’s it simply. It's
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"a lot more complicated but we don’t have time to go into 
__________________ o We just have to try to touch on some of 
these things. Now, maybe we could give examples of 
capitalism. That would be better. An example of capitalism 
would be my father. All right? My father is a carpenter, 
a very good carpenter. But my father does not have any 
capital. Capital is money. But there happens to be a rich 
white man who has a lot of money. Now he probably stole the 
money in order to accumulate it since he and my father both 
came into the world having no money or having no capital. 
So you see if he’s got more capital than my father he had to 
have stolen because otherwise they would all have the same 
amount. But he comes in having this money. He then says to 
ray father, I want to build a house, ffy father builds the 
house. He pays my father about $40 or $50 a Week. He then 
sells the house for $25,000 and makes all the profit. My 
father has nothing to show for his sweat except the fact that 
he can say I built that house. The same is true of my mother 
who is a maid. She has nothing to show except to say, I 
raised those children and I was, or am, a part of the family, 
although I never understood how.

"Now then, the highest stage of capitalism is 
imperialism. The United States is an imperialist country. 
Imperialism means that this country goes to other poorer 
countries, takes the resources of those countries, brings 
them here, develops them, and then sells them back to the 
countries at a high rate of profit. Let me give you a 
concrete example. Let us take one of the most revolutionary 
countries in the world today. The little island of Cuba. 
When the United States controlled Cuba they used to get all 
the sugar from Cuba. They would have the Cuban people pick 
the sugar cane. They would pay them 40 cents a day. They 
would bring the sugar cane into the United States, manufacture 
sugar, then sell it back to the Cubans fop a high price, so 
that all the money again was staying inside the United States.

"That's basically the  of an imperialist
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’’society, and we have to understand that we’re fighting those 
two things, racism and imperialism. Racism and imperialism, 
they are both our fight. What then is our goal? Well, our 
goal is a society free of racism. Whether or not we will be 
able to have a society free of racism with white people in 
it is a question which has not yet been resolved, although 
many people seem to think it can come about, and many 
people say you can't have it until you separate, etc. etc. 
But certainly that is one of thegpals that we must have, 
a society free of racism,. Now I'm not sure I have any solutions 
on it, I don't know if anybody else has, but I think it’s 
something we have to work on, But one thing is going to be 
clear, there is going to be a society free of racism or 
there will be no society and that has been resolved,

"We should not be applauding when things sound bad 
anymore because all the bad things have been said by either 
RAP BROWN, HUEY P. NEWTON, ELDRIDGE CLEAVER, BOBBY SEALE, or 
somebody. What we need today is the things that are going 
to help us move forward not the bad things, we done told them 
that we converted ______ ______________ and we done it. What
else can we show them. We have to show them that we can build 
a revolutionary struggle. And that means hard work and not 
just _____________ atjwhat sounds good, O.K. We need a society
that's free of capitalism. Capitalism is an economic system. 
There are basically three economic systems in the world today: 
capitalism, socialism^ or communism. Since we cannot have 
capitalism we need either socialism or communism. Clear. 
Crystal clear. There^s no need to run from it. No need 
to run from communism or socialism. Most of us do not know 
anything about it and we are afraid of what we do not know. 
What we do know is that we live in a capitalist society, it 
has imprisoned us, and we can no longer have it. So we've 
got to break out of it, and we must look to other places and 
see what type of economic systems they have  and 
where it has been able to work. Now the question that's 
uppermost in our minds as black people is whether or not 
inside a communist or socialist society you will automatically
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eliminate racismo Many people claim so, many people^claim 
not. I tend to think, that just because one has socialism 
or communism does not necessarily mean you get rid of racism, 
and so I tend to believe that black people willhave to move 
beyond the system other than socialism and communism,,

•'O.K. Now we get to some of the meat of the talk,, 
We want to begin to define______ the terms that are being
thrown around very loosely, We are not .____________ a
revolution because a revolution only begins when you have 
these powers and begin to change the system. Let me give you 
an examples FIDEL CASTRO fought in the .  
for a number of years, that's in the mountains. That was not 
the revolutions The Cuban Revolution began when FIDEL CASTRO 
walked into Havana and________________________________ and ran.
When FIDEL CASTRO said this government belongs to me for 
the people, that's when the revolution began because then 
he began to change the entire system. For us black people 
our revolution will never come about until we have seized 
some territory inside the United States, blocked it off, are 
able to maintain it, hold it, and say this is our property, 
we will now divide it among all of the people that live here, 
then the revolution begins,

"Then what precedes the revolution? We are in the 
stage that precedes the revolution, or we're beginning the 
stage that precedes the revolution. That stage is called 
armed struggle. Armed struggle is when you engage in armed 
conflict against the enemy for the people. And that's what 
we are moving into now more and more. And as we move more 
and more in armed conflict against the enemy, we will begin 
to see clearer and clearer who exactly our oppressors are. 
And we must begin to understand that. So we can't just be 
talking about we in a revolution. We are beginning armed 
struggle. It is important because we've got to define then 
what a revolutionary is. Many people think that merely 
because they pick up a gun they are revolutionaries. That is 
not true. Many black people think because they pick up a
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"gun that makes them revolutionaries. That is not true|XW40®^R^L' 
have a lot of brothers who have guns in Vietnam and they are 
not revolutionaries because they’re killing Vietnamese., So 
just picking up a gun does not make you a revolutionary, The 
question is then, what makes you a revolutionary? In order 
to be a revolutionary you’ve got to pick up a gun. Understand 
that. Before you can even talk revolution you’ve got to be 
willingto kill, not just to die, but kill, because sometimes 
it’s much easier to die than it is to kill. And when you pick up 
the gun, you’ve got to.be willing to kill. Once you’re 
willing to kill for your people then you begin to talk about 
revolution. Then you begin to talk about what a revolution 
really is. With gun in hand, once you have a ideology which 
says you’re fighting basically for the masses of our people, 
then you can begin to say you are revolutionary. Too many 
of our people pick up guns and the beginning of 
political groups start fighting each other saying that this 
one is stopping the revolution, that one is behind the 
revolution, that one is counter-revolutionary, this one is 
that kind of revolutionary. There ain’t nothing revolutionary 
about one of those groups, niggers______ ____  shoot at niggers.
Nigger, Ain’t nothing revolutionary about that. Nothing, 
Nothing, Nothing, And I want you to begin to understand 
that before we even get on to an armed struggle against our 
oppressors. We will be wasted and we cannot be wasted if 
we intend to build a real revolutionary struggle in this country.

"Now then, there are two types of violence, I 
don’t think we any longer need to discuss violence. Don’t 
even waste-our time with it. There can be no other solution 
for us but the gun. There can be no other solution for black 
people but the gun. That is clear. That is clear. And 
the party will say it over and over again, get guns, get 
guns, get guns, get guns. Get’em any way you can. There 
are three ways you get anything; you work for it, you beg 
for it, or you take it. Just get ’em. Either work for 
it, beg for it, or take it. But we need guns. Get the guns. 
So we don’t have to argue about that today. We don’t have 
to argue why we need guns. If the Czechoslovakians talking
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bad If they had guns they wouldn’t 
be where they were today. But they were talking bad without 
guns. And the Russians ______ _____ _________ that when they
got ready they showed them who really was the master. And 
we cannot let ourselves fall into that trap. We've got to 
have those guns so that when they come down on us we're going 
to blow them away. That's what we have to get them for so 
we don't even have to argw about that.

"Now, people have proven a  to fighto 
They have proven a revolutionary . When a people 
move in a revolutionary consciousness they in to attack in 
different levels three things: the first is the  
symbols of oppression; the second is the tools of oppression; 
and then the final phase is the oppressor himself. Our people 
whether we recognize it or not, have attacked the symbols of 
oppression. The symbols of oppression happen to be the 
_____________  stores, the stores in our community that 
exploit us and take advantage of us. They were the first 
ones that we can teach. That's why we burned them out, 
looted them, gutted them, and will continue to do that. We 
now move to the second level. This is very important, because 
the second level is the tools of the oppressor. I think that 
this is where HUEY P. NEWTON becomes very important because 
he was one of the first to begin to move on that level. He 
said very clearly that the police represented the occupied 
forces in our community, the police is the tool of the 

oppressor. If we're now on the second level, we're moving 
against the tool of the oppressor. We're moving against the 
pigs. That's who the tools of the oppressor is. But in order 
to begin that move we have to be very conscious. That move 
is a move that is now geared to clear armed struggle. Now 
there's very different forms of armed struggle. The one who 
taught us the best was brother MALCOLM X. He says, I don't 
remember the quote exactly but it says in essence, every time 
you see a white man who's come back, a Frenchman who comes 
from Indo-Chlna, he shakes. Anytime you see a white man who's
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come back from Algeria, he shakes. Every time you see a white 
man who’s come back from a war where there’s been guerrilla 
warfare, he's got the shakes, because the white man cannot 
deal with guerrilla warfare,. That's Brother MALCOLM X. And 
if we had been reading Brother MALCOLM X the way we supposed 
to be reading him instead of being happy and clapping at the 
things he said bad, we would have recognized a long time ago 
where we should have been moving and we would have been 
ready today, and we have to be today not just listening to 
people who sound bad and clap, but listening to the direction 
in which we're going. The direction becomes important today. 
It's no longer the cat who talks the badest. It's the cat 
who has the correct ideology that we must follow. Because 
everybody is bad today. Everybody, Ask the Uncle Toms on 
TV, Two years ago they used to be Uncle Toms, Today they’re 
talking about my black brothers and  unkie, and I say 
wowee wow, they make me sound like an Uncle Tom, You know. 
So it's not any longer a question of who souiufemilitant, 
who sounds mean, who sounds bad. It's a question of who has 
the correct ideology. The correct political mind for our 
people, and that's what we must begin to sift through. Brother 
MALCOLM X is absolutely correct, guerrilla warfare is the 
answer.

"Now,guerrilla warfare means a lot of things. 
In order to have guerrilla warfare you must ha ve the support 
of the masses of the people. You: must have it. You cannot 
move unless you have the support of the masses of the 
people because the guerrilla will need to live and sustain 
himself off the masses of people. This becomes especially crucial 
for black people because we live in the cities. You can’t 
go out there and start no war if you don't have food for 
people. Because no matter how revolutionary you are, if you 
can't eat you can't fight. That means that we can't start 
open conflict with the man for a number of reasons. He 
out numbers us. But he can cut off our supply of food. We 
cannot grow food in the cities even if we, 
but if you have guerrilla warfare going on and you have
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support from the masses of people,, the guerrilla can always 
be moving around, will always be fed, will always be hidden, 
and will always be taken care of. That's why it is important 
that we have the support of the masses of our people.. Then 
how do you get the support of the masses of our people? We 
get it number 1 by beginning to appeal to them, to show to 
them and to explain to them the necessity for a revolution.. 
We do not do it by yelling and screaming and shouting and 
fighting and beating them into it* You can't do that. 
___________________  that the people follow you for one of two 
reasons. Either they love you or they fear you* We want 
our people to love us because then they'll never turn on us. 
If they fear us they will turn on us. That's why the concept 
of undying love is so important for black people. It becomes 
a total necessity, a binding force that can create the 
revolution. Very important.

"All right. We want to talk about how black people 
then can begin to move. But before we do that, we want to 
examine the roles of liberals because that's very important. 
It's very important because the roles of liberals have always 
been basically two in history. Number 1, the liberal always 
wants to avoid confrontation at any cost between the left and 
the right or between what he would call the two extremists. 
For example, the job of theUiite liberal in the United States 
is to stop a confrontation between black people and white 
people. The reason that they can stop us from  
stopping the confrontation is because the liberal enjoys the 
system in which he lives. He enjoys it. The liberal is 
differentiated from other people who enjoy the system only 
by what he says. Only by his philanthropic feelings. Only 
by his moral values. Other than that, he is no different from 
the Burchites because they both make a whole lot of money, 
most of them have a_________ ___ , they still go for the same,
and enjoy the same, and oppose the same racist institutions 
of the society. Their job is essentially one -- stop the
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confrontation at any_____________ . Now the mistake the liberal
always makes is that the liberal is so busy trying to stop 
the confrontation they never build up power themselves, and 
while the right is building power and while the left is 
building power, they’re busy trying to stop everybody and 
they usually get crushed in the middle. Crushed in the 
middle. If the liberals are going to be intelligent, then 
they must build power. For a number of reasons. It is the 
liberal that says to the black man, you don’t need guns. 
But it is the liberal who is incapable of delivering the 
goods. Everytimeo White folk will tell us all the time, 
you don’t need guns. Don’t shoot. There’s a better way. 
We say O.K., show us how. They know there’s a better way 
but they're incapable of showing us how. They're incapable 
because they have no power. And they have no power because 
they need no power. They need no power because they enjoy 
the crumbs of the system. And so while the right wing is 
arming, we have to arm. We have to arm, and we will arm.

__________ ________ b2August 23, 1968 ) b7D

Speech at Los Angeles, California, August 24, 1968

On August 24, 1968 Special Agents of the FBI were 
present and observed there were about 500 persons in attend
ance at the Peace and Freedom Party (PFP) (a legally con
stituted political party in the State of California) and BPP 
sponsored rally to free HUEY NEWTON, at the Will Rogers 
Park, Los Angeles, California, 4:00 pm to 6:30 pm, featuring 
STOKELY CARMI CHAIX. CARMICHAEL was the last speaker on the 
program and he spoke from 4:25 p.m. to 6:25 p.m.

Portions of the speech made by CARMICHAEL are 
hereinafter set forth.
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"Burning down the cities is old stuff to Black, 
revolutionaries. 'We're not going to go around yelling 
’Free HUEY NEWTON' anymore. If HUEY P. NEWTON is not 
freed, the Black Panther Party will act accordingly. We 
will free HUEY by any means necessary.'

"HUEY P. NEWTON is a prisoner of war. They may 
say there has been no declaration of war - there wasn’t 
any declaration of war in Korea, there isn't any declaration 
of war in Vietnam and the United States didn't issue any 
declaration of war against the Indians - they just wiped 
them out.

"So it is for us to define our condition, not 
for them to define it. Whenever we let them define our 
situation, they say we're making progress. When we define 
our situation, we see that we're at war. We are an occupied 
community. The police are an occupying force.

"Here, in our community the police do as they so 
well please. We have absolutely no control over the police. 
When you have nothing to say about a force inside our 
community - then it is an occupying force.

"We must make political moves against the Police 
Department. Until they cool it, we got to keep the fire 
on, 24 hours a day. When THEY cool it, then maybe we can 
think about coolin' it ourselves.

"Let us make the best possible use of the meeting 
this afternoon. We're not going to be able to hold as many 
of these big rallys in the future.

"A colonized people can engage in two levels of 
activity to meet their oppressor - entertainment and 
education. We have entertained ourselves for two years. 
It is time to educate ourselves. The question is whether 
we can find the correct political ideology that can bind us 
together.
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•'I’m tired of seeing Black people on TVO I'm 
not downing those who entertained us in the past, cause 
I entertained in the pa st too„

"Don’t expect the white press media to tell us 
what is happening around the country« As long as it was 
just entertainment they were glad to report what we were 
doing,,

"Just because you don't hear anything about what 
is going on in another city doesn't mean we ain't takin' care 
of business in that other city«

"We are fighting the government of the United 
States of America,,

"The government is both racist and imperialist,, 
When a race decides to suppress, oppress and brutalize 
another group solely because of their race you have racism,,

"Some people say all they want is a piece of the 
American pie„ We can't have a piece of the American pie 
because that pie exploits our brothers in Vietnam, in Latin 
America and in Africa,, Imperialism is the highest form of 
Capitalism, where Capitalism is exported by force to foreign 
landSo

"Capitalism is when money is the important thing 
in society, when the profit motive runs over the human 
element „

"Imperialism combines racism and capitalism and 
is directed outwards at other peoples in foreign lands«

"There is a brave little island 90 miles from 
the coast of Florida which used to be one of America's 
most exploited colonies,. The Cubans worked the sugar canes 
and Cuban sugar was sent to the U. S. to be refined and was 
then sold back for profit while the people starved„
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•'It is hard to he free of racism,. We cannot 

ever support anybody who says to us they want to make us 
Black capitalists, Black capitalism cannot function in our 
community because that means that Black people take advan
tage of us. The term 'Black Revolution' has been thrown 
around too loosely,

"A Revolution begins when a faction seizes power 
and begins to use it to change society, Armed struggle 
comes before the revolution. That is what we are getting 
into now in this country. Armed struggle begins when the 
oppressed people pick up guns and are willing to die for 
the Revolution,

"ffy father, a carpenter, was exploited all his life 
for another man's profit. He was exploiting ray father because 
ray father was working for nothing. The old man had built 
house for $50 a week while the White man down the road grew 
rich by selling the houses for $25,000, When a Black man 
kills a hory pig policeman who represses, brutalizes and 
oppresses him ~ that is a political act,

"Show me a Frenchman who has fought in Indo-China 
and I will show you a white man who has the shakes. Show 
me a man who has fought in Algeria and I will show you a 
white man who has the shakes. Imperialism is vulnerable 
to guerrilla warfare and can be defeated by a people in 
arms ,

"Four things are needed for armed struggle; food, 
shelter, clothing and ammuntion,

"If each individual will work for these, beg for 
them, or simply take them. As long we do, one of these 
three things for our people, we do not have to be ashamed.

"We must not debate getting guns. WE GOT TO GET GUNS.
And don't go for no fancy rifle neither. Get a gun like the
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enemy has because that is where the ammunition is to come 
from.

’’It will be great hard struggle. The Vietnamese 
have been fighting for 25 years. We may have to fight 
for 50. It’s time to learn these things. Understanding 
is the best thing in the world.

"It is possible to attack the oppressor at 
three levels. One is to attack the oppressor's symbols, 
his tools,(the police), or the oppressor himself. The 
police are occupation forces.

"The United States Government is not trying to 
stop Communism. If they were trying to stop Communism they 
would invade countries like North Vietnam, Cuba and elsewhere* 
The United States Government is not trying to stop Communism. 
If they were trying to stop Communism they would invade them 
and push them all the way back to Moscow. I say invade 
Czechoslovakia. Invade if you're not a racist. Invade and 
help the Czech people get free of Communism. They're not 
going to invade and fight white people*

"I will be friends with whom I want, I will go where 
I want, when I want. I am a man! To hell with LYNDON BAINES 
JOHNSON.

"We must distinguish the black militant from the 
black nationalist. The black militant is one who has just 
found out he's black and now he’s getting mad so he can sit 
by the white man. The black nationalist works to overturn, 
root out and destroy the racial oppressor* MALCOLM X was 
such a black nationalist. HUEY NEWTON is such a nationalist.

"The Revolutionary is willing to kill for his 
people. To be a revolutionary one must pick up the gun and 
be willing to kill. It is relatively easy to pick up the 
gun. But that is not sufficient. One must have the political 
ideology to bind us together in the coming struggle. We 
must understand the difference between revolutionary violence
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and counterrevolutionary violence. Revolutionary violence 
is aimed at changing a certain type of system. By definition, 
we mean the LAPD engages in counterrevolutionary violence.

*'We cannot debate whether we want Revolution, 
because for our very survival we are going to make 
Revolution.

"HUEY was always saying these things. They touch 
HUEY, they will see actionl

"A colonized people waits until the leaders die 
before making them leaders. This is what happened to 
MALCOLM X.

"Divide and conquer, that is the way of imperialism. 
In Biafra and Nigeria, North Korea and South Korea, North 
Vietnam and South Vietnam. The enemy varies between brutal 
oppression and spectacular gestures of friendship, while all 
the time he is trying to divide the people with agents- 
provocateurs and plain-clothesmen.

"When REDDIN comes on with all those pictures of 
kids and patrolman and the Community Relations Program, 
he's just trying to brainwash the black community that the 
honky pig policeman are not going to shoot them down. The 
police force belongs to us. If we can't have it, there 
ain't going to be no police force.

"CARMICAHEL ended his speech with the recommenda
tion of two books - "The Wretched of the Earth" and "Malcolm
X Speaks."

(U) LAugust 29, 1968) b2
b7D
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Speech at Oakland, California August 25, 1968

On August 25, 1968 STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke at a 
’’Free HUEY Rally" at DeFremery Park, Oakland, California. 
The function was sponsored by the BPP in connection with 
plans for future activities around the trial of HUEY NEWTON, 
Minister of Defense, who'was being tried on charges of 
murdering an Oakland police officer. CARMICHAEL was intro
duced as Prime Minister of the BPP.

CARMICHAEL stated in making the lengthy 
that it was the same speech basically that he had 
in Marin City, California on August 22, 1968.

(U)

speech, 
delivered

b2 
b7D

In view of the fact the speech of CARMICHAEL at 
DeFremery Park, Oakland was substantially the same speech 
made in Marin City, California, on August 22, 1968, in the 
interest of brevity it is not being set forth. However, 
the following is being set forth, which was contained in 
an article of "The Washington Post and Times Herald", dated 
August 25, 1968. The article reported as follows:

"STOKELY CARMICHAEL, newly acclaimed as the Prime 
Minister of the Black Panther Party, told a ’Free HUEY 
NEWTON* rally today that the black revolution is entering 
’the period of armed struggle' just before there is guerrilla 
warfare. He predicted the Black Panthers would eventually 
be forced underground.

"Speaking in a park behind a guard of 50 stony- 
face Panthers all dressed in black leather jackets and 
black berets, he, in effect, gave the crowd of 2000 a 
revolutionary primer that drew on concepts of LENIN and 
MAO TSE-TUNG.
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"CARMICHAEL said that HUEY P. NEWTON, the Black 
Panther Minister of Information now on trial in the murder 
of an Oakland policeman, is a 'prisoner of war' in a struggle 
for 'a society that is free of racism and a society that is 
not capitalistic'.

. " 'We must get him out,' CARMICAHEL said. 'If 
we can't get him out we must -- we must -- retaliate.'

"CARMICHAEL said the Black Panther Party was 
revolutionary. A revulutionary differs from a militant,he 
said, in that he accepts no compromise with the existing 
system and 'must be ready to pick up a gun.'

"'Don't wear a leather jacket unless you are ready 
to kill,' CARMICHAEL said.

"The struggle against the police now under way in 
the black community, he said, is important in the revolution 
because the police's job is 'to keep things as they are -- 
that's what they call law and order.'

"CARMICHAEL was recently expelled from the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee because of what he has 
described as 'political and ideological differences.' He 
has not elaborated on the nature of the disagreement.

"CARMICHAEL said the black revolution had passed 
the stage of psychological preparation. Two years ago, he 
said, people would have been afraid to say openly that 'pigs 
must be killed.' Pigs is a Black Panther word for police 
and other Establishment figures.

"The job now is to educate and plan for seizing 
power, CARMICHAEL said. He described the revolutionary 
struggle as being against the U. S. Government. 'We are 
fighting against racism and imperialism,' he said. 'The 
government of the United States is racist and imperialist.
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Therefore, we are fighting against the Government of the 
United States.'

"He said the revolution began by moving against 
symbols of oppression and is now fighting against the 
tools of oppression, among whom are the police.

"The following stage would be movements against 
the oppressor himself and seizure of power.

" 'In a revolution one wins or one dies,' CARMICHAEL 
said."

Speech at Sheldon Memorial Hall, St. Louis, Mo.
August 29, 1968 

According to the Intelligence Unit, St. Louis, 
Police Department, STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke at the Sheldon 
Memorial Hall, St. Louis, Mo. on the evening of August 29, 
1968, The function was reportedly to be a fund 
raising program to secure money for the bond of a confined 
member of the Black Liberators who had been arrested on a 
charge of possessing illegal firearms.

The Black Liberators were reported to be 
a recently formed black militant organi
zation, headquartered in St. Louis, Mo. 
Members ofthis organization had recently 
appeared in public bearing firearms. b2

 . b7D

L August 28, 1968).

CARMICHAEL spoke, according to reports available, 
for approximately two hours, beginning at 9:45 p.m.
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His speech was frequently interrupted by loud 
applause and expressions of assent from the capacity crowd 
which contained less than ten white people.

He began his talk by speaking of the "undying love" 
that Blacks must have for all other Blacks which necessitated 
an undying hatred for all whites. He stated that all Blacks 
must support the Black revolutibnaries even if they don’t 
agree with their ideas, CARMICHAEL stressed that Black 
organizations must stop quarelling among themselves and form 
one united front,

CARMICHAEL Indicated that Blacks can obtain power 
militarily, politically, and economically in the United 
States, but only if they have ’’the guns and bullets" to 
back it up. He pointed out that racism and United States 
imperialism can be destroyed only by "the gun" and he 
urged the audience to buy, steal, or beg weapons and "the 
bigger, the better," He cautioned his audience not to 
obtain fancy pearl-handled weapons of uncommon calibre, but 
instead concentrate on getting weapons similar to those 
utilized by the police and the National Guard in order that 
stolen ammunition may be used.

He praised the Communist countries and revolutionary 
leaders of Cuba, North Vietnam and North Korea, He said 
all United States foreign policy is directed toward the 
exploitation of the non-white world and urged the audience 
to travel abroad and witness the truth of his statements. 
He encouraged cooperation with all countries who are fighting 
the United States because any enemy of the United States 
is a friend of the Black man,

CARMICHAEL criticised the "Black Militants" who 
appear on radio and TV and protest against white oppression 
and then "sell out" their Black brothers by quietly accepting 
a high paying job with a federally funded agency. He stated 
such individuals should live on $100 a week and then give 
the rest of their large salary to the "Black revolutionaries" 
so they can buy guns.
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He stated that the black panther Is an ideal symbol 
for the black guerrilla because he is quiet, cunning, kills 
at night and then slips away. He pointed out that Blacks
should avoid getting arrested because "we are outnumbered 
now” and Blacks are lost to the movement if they are in 
jail. He told his audience if they had trouble with "honkie 
cop", merely get his badge number and 1Aer strike without 
warning when your escapeis certain, I /

lAUgUSt 30, 
Speech at Mt, Zion Methodist Church 
Baltimore, Maryland, October 17, 1968

b2
b7D

A meeting was sponsored by the Soul School, 522 
North Fremont Street, Baltimore, Md, on the evening of 
October 17, 1968 at the Mt, Zion Methodist Church, Baltimore, 
Maryland, STOKELY CARMICHAEL was the featured speaker. He 
was introduced by the Minister of the Church, CARMICHAEL 
reportedly gave a rather lengthy speech in which he 
talked about, among other things, poverty programs, educa
tion, gun control, presidential candidates, the forthcoming 
elections and unity among black people. Regarding gun 
control he said that an attempt is being made to disarm black 
people and to keep them from getting arms, while at the 
same time white people were arming at an alarming rate. He 
stated black people want and need guns to protect themselves 
and their families as much as white people. He continued 
that if blacks were disarmed and whites are not disarmed, 
then there would be trouble. He pointed out to black women 
in the audience that in the suburbs white women were obtaining 
guns and being taught how to use them. He stated black 
women should do the same thing.

CARMICHAEL also spoke of the need for love and 
brotherhood among black people and received a standing 
ovation from the audience at time of conclusion of the 
speech.

(U)
b2
b7D[_ O c t o b e r 18 ,
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Speech at San Diego, California, October 26, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke at a rally for TIM 
THOMPSON, held at 30th and Ocean View Boulevard, San Diego, 
Calif, on October 26, 1968, The rally was reportedly 
held to protest against the San Diego Sheriff’s Office and 
the San Diego Police Department for a shooting incident 
i nvo1ving THOMP SON.

__  b2____._._.___|----- b7D
I October 26, 1968) J

Portions of the speech made by CARMICHAEL, which 
were substantially the same as previous speeches, is herein
after set forth.

We have a lot to talk about today so we are going 
to have to take a lot of time, We have to take time for 
a number reasons, We have to take time because today we 
have to choose what we say; we have to be careful how we 
say it because we are at a crucial point of our survival. 
We have to take time today because its not going to be too 
long before we are not allowed to hold outdoor rallies 
like these and while we-ve got the time we ought to take 
it and we ought to try and say some intelligent things today. 
We ought not just to come for a feel-good session.. This is 
not church, This is not church, church is a feel-good 
session.. It makes you feel good about the sins you committed 
last week so you can go out and committ’em next week, But 
we are at a rally which deals with our very survival and 
so, if we are going to talk about our survival, we can 
talk about feeling good, We can talk about forgiving the 
things we did last week and hope to do’em next week because 
the mistakes we did last week we cannot repeat next week 
because we will end up in camps. Now then, we ought to 
start off by saying that black people living in America are 
colonized people--colonized people--and we’ll have to define 
our terms as we go along. But we can say now, at
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the beginning^ that a colonized people, when they 
begin to move for their liberation, move in two 
levels. The first we will call entertainment 
and the second we will call education- Now, we :k. 
need to understand them- Entertainment is the 
feel-good' session- That's where we all come 
together and we talk bad about, the honkie... Now.' 
that's a ~ that's a - necessary stage, but how- . 
ever it is an insufficient stage to get our 
complete liberation. Education-—entertainment 
is necessary, but it is insufficient. However 
this entertainment is necessary because that's 
a level where we can publically joke about our 
oppressor. Before we could net publically joke 
about our oppressor, for example,-even in San 
Diego, especially years ago, if a brother had been 
brutalized the. way Brother Tim. was .brutalized,' 
we wouldn't dare hold a-rally publically and.talk 
about pigs. We. would sit behind the door—did 
you hear they shot-Timmy down? Isn’t that a 
shame? Isn’t that a-shame? Isn’t that a shame? 
But now, once we’ve gotten to the point where, we ■ 
can talk about the police and call them pigs and ■ 
joke about the mayor and call him. a pig or slob 
or honkie, we must move beyond that point and 
figure how to' destroy the pig,- honkie etc. etc. 
And talking about him will not. destroy him, it 
will create in us a psychological feeling that 
is necessary for us to prepare to meet the 
man. What we want to do.today is to divide the ■ 
talk into two sections--entertainment and . 
education. First, entertainment because in San 
Diego it is necessary—it is necessary because 
there are not many brothers and sisters out 
here today and there should be many brothers 
and sisters out here today.■ Education because 
we have to- help each other and when we wake'up 
we want to know-we want to know-that we are 
going in the right direction, that's goin 
to lead to our liberation, and not only that 
because if you dance too- much you get tired..
Let us. begin then, by sayin that we should-begin 
to throw out some concepts which would-begin 
to band our people•together; and we have for the 
last year' been throwin out three main concepts 
which are vital -to our -survival. The first-
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concept we must understand'because it is to counter
act. that of a colonized people. Now then, one 
thing colonized, people have in common is that they 
hate themeelves and-that's crystal clear that black 
people in'this.country hate themselves. Even 
the we wear naturals we still hate ourselves be
cause the process of colonization has been so 
deep... That’s why we fight each other, because 
we see in each other an image of ourselves and 
we want to destroy•ourselves because we hate 
'ourselves. Now >, in order to counteract that feeling 
of hate, we must give something more profound. 
We must see concept number one for our people-- ■ 
black people. We must have an undying love, We 
must have an undying 'love-for.our people and that 
is necessary before ve can talk about revolution. 
We must have an undying love for our people and 
that can work, very concretely because love for 
us .would not be abstract. If we have an undying 
love for our people when they touch one of us 
they would have to touch, all of us. That's an 
undying love. . We say that Brother Tim is our 
brother, but if he was a real brother, if he was- 
cur blood brother, and the police had shot down' 
our real brother,, we would shoot down, the police. 
That’s an undying love for our people. That’s 
an undying love for our people. The problem is 
that the white man. has been able to transplant- 
love that we have for each other, for this 
country--for thia .country-"-©.nd fox’ himself...

.We "love 'this country arid we love white people 
more than we love ourselves. And we must 
counteract that so that we love ourselves 
first and anybody that’s nice to us we would 
love, but anybody who was not nice to us we 
would deal with.. We must have an undying love 
for. our people. The second concept follows 
from the first, every Negro is a. potential black 
man, Second, concept, every Negro is a potential 
black man, and this is very important because 
inside our communities they are becoming 
divided. because the new black nationalists are' 
turning their backs on what we call the so-called 
Negroes; but the black nationalists themselves 
are forgetting that they were Negroes when Brother ' 
Malcolm X was talking.. Brother Malcolm X was j 
laIking--and If we understand that, we have an 11
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undying love for our people and then we would 
take time out with our people and bring them. home. 
But it is because of the. hatred we still have 
that we turn against each other. You see it all ■ 
the time, a sister who used to wear a wig and

. straighten her hair, two weeks she’s got' a 
natural’and she is a new born black. She's . 
running around with a bad natural, she just-got 
stung by being black; and here- corne a sister with 
a wig. I ,don7t talk to her, she’s a. mean girl, 
but two weeks she was a Negro and somebody had to 
work with her to make her black. ‘ We have to work 
with our people and make them, black-~we have to 
work with our people and make them black. Because 

■ we are all ready to fight, die and kill for our ;
people' wo are in the minority .and we'must, become' 
the majority. We must become the majority, .and 
the only people who 'we -cap recruit from .are our 

■ own brainwashed people and if we alienate our 
people they will run to the honkie and he will 
use-them against.us. Bvery Negro -is a potential 
black man.o The third concept, which is more ■ 
difficult than the others, but which is vital in-- 
a vital necessity for our survival. For black 
the-question of community is not just simply a 
question of land, but. it is a question about 
color and where we are. I want to repeat that 
because it is very difficult. For black people 
the question of community is not.just simply a 
question of land, but it's a question of color 
and where we are. Now let me give you some 
examples, if you went to New York, you wouldn't 
be home until you went to Harlem. If you went to 
Los Angeles, you wouldn't be home until you went 
to Watts. If you went to Chicago, you would not 
be home until youwent to the South Side or the 
West Side. If you go to Washington, D. C, you're 
home in the whole city. And the reason we must 
begin to understand that is so that we can relate 
with a community inside a country while we do not 
have .land, so that our black nationalism will be 
rooted in something-concrete, but it Is important 
for another reason. The one thing the white 
man wants to do is—-to• do-*-to give us. a complex 
of inferiority in terms of numbers. He keeps
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’ sayin you’re only 10 per cent , you can only do this. v 
and you can only do that and, it traps many of our 
people in their thinkin because they think that we

.are- a. minority..’ We are a minority inside the 
continental borders of the United States, but we 
are a majority in the world--a majority in.the 

■ world4 And what we have to understand is
that the'Struggle that is'brewing in the world is 
not a struggle confined to the borders of the 
United States, it’s -a. world-wide struggle and we 
must be .pdr-t of that struggle. We must be part 
.of that struggle and we nave to be part of 'that- 
struggle and we must be-with our brothers and sisters 
who are black and frc-m Africa because we are from 
Africa. We may not want to admit it.^ but we are. 
from Africa. -You -know you see people all the time, 
where yo'ur granmother. come from? Where your mother' 
come from'? San Diego.’ Where .you gra-nmotjier come 
from? Arkansas. ■ Where Mb your great 
come from? ooo ooo, She came from Af—ri—ca.
And she was stolen from Africa"’" and brought here 
by white men to be a slave. So we are Africans 
Jusisbecause you're born in American don’t make 
you an .American,. You are what you are, 'African, 
because there ain't no black.'men originated in 
■this Morth American wilderness„• African--and’.once 
we begin, to understand that- we will’ begin to- tie 
the bonds of our people in a. world wide struggle. 
Now’I’ll- show you what the white man did to us.
He’stole us from .Africa. He.scattered us in the 
West Indies. He scattered us in Cuba; he started 
us in the Northern, tie of South -America-: he started 
us inside the United States. He started' us inside 
Canada and. he gave us. each different names. In 
Brazil-we call ourselves Brazilians; in Panama 
we call ourselves Panamanians; at Puerto Rico 
we call ourselves Puerto Ricans; .in America we 
call ourselves Negroes; in Canada we call ourselves 
Canadians and’when the man wants.us'to fight each 
other, he sends Negro to fight.'Brazilian. Xtb 
an .African fighting African. It’s African fighting 
African.. And we must begin to understand that con- ■ 
cept because as the world begins to divide the man 
is going to use us to--to fight against our.brothers.
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'He will begin to call us Americans., He will let 
■us 'be in the mainstream .of America because if 
■you are in the mainstream- of America you rate in 
Africa,•Asia and. Latin Americaand we get. Into 
the mainstream of America we a re raping flesh of 
our flesh arid blood of our blood. . You've got t& 
understand that. The-man never told us where he 
scattered us. All over-'the West-Indies- there are' 
black people who look like .you and look like me. 
In Brazil 45 percent of the population is black- 
look like- you and like me. tfou couldn’t tell we 
were not brothers except when they opened their 
mouth and spoke Portuguese. In ranama 45 per cent 
of the population is. Aft-lean.like you and me, 
they speak Spanish.' In Santo Domingo and 
G-uatamala and the Dominican Republic, they are 
black, like you and me, but tlw speak Spanish..
In America we are black like - them but .we speak 
English. All over the world the man. has divided 
us, give us new languages to-speak,-give us new 
cultures, new values and let us think that we are 
different people, so we must understand the concept 
because when the fight comes out we will not fight 
our brothers, whether they be in Brazil, in'Panama, 
in Puerto- Rico- or. fanto fumingo or .anywhere, we will 
not fight our brothers. Now then.,- If we can begin 
to understand those three concepts and move on- 
them, we can' begin 'to build something that will give 
a concrete and tangible way to deal with our prob
lems. Now we know, we say-, what our problems are 
and everybody says we know what we want'but I'm 
tired of hearing people say. we want freedom--we 
want freedom--we want freedom. We must be concrete 
and .specific.. We must say what we are fighting 
against arid what we want to create. Our fight are 
.two-fold. Racism and capitalism, that’s'what we 
"are fighting against. Racism and capitalism. And" 
we must begin to talk about those two things toget
her. We cannot talk about one. without talking 
about the other. Our fight Is against racism and 
capltali.sM and of course, Imperialism-—imperialism 
is Just the highest- stage of capitalism. The 
United 5-.tai'-.v'* of America Is an’ imperialistic 
country. If we are- fighting against imperialism

COM VAH
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we are fighting against the United States of.■ 
America, nothing less. If we are not fighting
•against that, then we can go ahead Join the 
United States of America and become black. 
Americans and go and fight in Vietnam and be- 
happy doing it cause we would get somethin from, 
it, but if we are fight in. .for a 'just fight our 
fight must be against racism and capitalism. 
Then, what kina of society do we seek to create? 
We seek to create a. society free of racism and 
free of capitalism. That’s the society we-have 
to work to create.. We have to do it. We can 
leave the molding of that society to nobody else 
but us because we know racism--we’ve been the
victims of racism. • We knew capitalism because we 
have been the victims of capitalism. Racism and 
capitalism--a society free of either. Now there 
will be a lot of questions that we will'have to 
raise on how we go. There are many discussions 
going around the world today and on just which 
route we will take, but If we begin to understand 
what our problems are then we can begin to'under
stand where we- have to go in concrete terms.. Now., 
then, there are certain things that the man is 
going: to do io out our' struggle and we must begin 
to know what he .is going 'to do so that we will 
know how 'to roore t .> make the sturggle continue 
to grow and continue to become real .revolutionary. 
We must begin to understand that we cannot- just 
say we are aware' of this and that, we-must show 
them. The 1st11 s show them in three ’specific 
areas, Let’s show them In the area of education. 
Let's show them In the area of politics and 
let's show 'them in area, of economics. for the 
black people that would be the pcvei’ty program. 
Let us start this, with education. Frans'FSrnon • 
(phonetic), a black man who wrote a book called - 
The, Wretched ■of the Earth, says that education is 
no’th’fng’^ur the....re- enforcement and re-establishment
of values in the given society. I want to repeat' 
that, education, says parnon, is nothing but the 
re-establishment and re Instatement of the values 
of a given society. That's to say, if you live 
in America you are grin’ 'to get an education that 
will make you a capitalist, If you live in Cuba
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you will get ah education that will make you a 
communist. If you live in Russia you will get 
an education that will make you a socialist or 
a leftist or whichever. If you live in China 
you would get an education which will make you a 
communist with a Maoist interpretation. So if 
we grow up in. America, and we go to school in 
America, then education is Just gonna support, 
the values of America. If America is a racist 
society, if we‘.re’educated by Americans, we will 
grow up to be racists and since America hates ■ 
black people, if we.go to school in that system, 
we will grow up to hate black people. We grow 
up to hate ourselves. So we have to understand 
specifically how then the educational system, 
works and what we must do. Now let me give you 
a -concrete -example of racism in the education' 
system to tell you how subtle it is 'and how we 
never even recognize it. If X asked you who dis
covered America you would say Christopher 
Columbus in 1492. If you. said somethin else 
and I were your teacher, I would flunk you, 
but .now we know that Christopher Columbus 
did not discover America. They were people 
here before he came. Not only that, he was 
a dumb honkie, he thought'he was in India and he 
was in vhe United States„ (laugh) But when you’ 
say that Christopher Columbus discovered America 
what you are saying is nobody is alive, nobody is 
functioning, until a white man comes along and 
discovers you. That's precisely what you're saying. 
I wanna repeat that so you understand it.’ Every 
history book that you read says Marco Polo discovered 
China, Columbus discovered America, somebody else 
discovered South America, somebody else discovered 
the North Pole, somebody else discovered Brazil, 
somebody else discovered the West Indies, but 
■they're all white men. Sir Walter (Dra) Drake dis
covered the West Indies--what*s that cat's name 
from Spa in---Ponce de Leon discovered something 
■else and when you keep saying that, all you're 
oayin is 'that nothin is discovered .until a white 
man comes along. History does not exist until 
the white man cases along and that's racist-racist--
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racist-~ra.ci3t--but we swallow that hook, sink 
and line, as a matter of fact, we memorize that 
because we want to get A’s in class. We memorize 
Christopher Columbus discovered. We memorize 
that Galleleo was the one who first worked out 
the functions of space. We memorize Shakespere 
was the first one to- write beautiful plays and . 
express all that junk. We think that first thoughts 
start with a white man and all.we’re .saying is 
that we’re nothin cause-the white man is dis
covering everythin’. If we wanna change that, 

..we must move to control education in our .
communities-. We got to take it over. ■ We- got to 

.. take it over. But we have got to understand' that 
.in taking over education we dor’t replace black 

people inside a white system 'because all we will 
have are black carbon copies of a white 'ideology. 
We don’t want that, we don’t want,to imitate the 
system of education in this- country, we want to 

. create a system of .-education. So merely asking for 
a black principal does hot change' the situation 
cause tnat can give you a .Lot of black people

■ in the skin co tor but very white In. mind color, 
mind color. It we want a black man, we must . 
•begin to talk seriously how we control the entire 
system. We decide what course are to be taught.. 
We decide and we teach it. We don’t-may not need 

■ French, Russian, Spanish,German. We may not need 
those languages. We may need .Paisa (phonetic). 
We may need Fula (phonetic), we may need 
Swahili. -We should decide that. We should 
decide that. We may not need courses in or about 
banking and stuff. We need courses in chemistry.
Chemistry. We need a course in physics. We 
should decide that ., We need course on a. lot of 
'things but we have to decide and they cannot 
interpret those courses for us. Now, what the 
man is doing around this country is--he is replacing 
white people with black, people who respond to 
him. and we’re getting caught up in that because 
a.whole lot of .plack people are yelling I’m black 
and I’m proud, but they’re comin from a white thing. 
They’re comin from a white thing. And we have to 
understand that merely being black does not, if 

■you imitate a white society, meet their needs.
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must talk about recreate rather thaw imitating. 
Now let's-talk about the second.thing, politics, 
and let's, talk about it in the convention since 
that’s called the-vote. The vote has never and not 
now or never will it meet the needs of'the black 
people in this country. . The-vote 'has never, not 
now, nor ever will It meet the needs of the black, 
maesea of people in this country,. The.vote la 
nothing hut m trick bag to let.you think your're 
free. That/a all it is. We have survived without 
the vote. We have survived 'Mississippi, Alabama., 
Virginia.,. Texas.; Louisiana, North .Carolina, South 
•Carolina and Georgia. ■ -We survived in Washington, 
Th C„. without the vote. In the-major cities "we 
don't vote because the vote is irrelevant to-the 
■lives of black people on a day-to-day basis. But 
there is another.reason why. we can't go anywhere 
with the vote, jt-s, simply because the., vote means 
nothing unless you got the guns to back up your 
vote/ That’s the biggest mistake we make. Mao- 
Tse Tung said political power grows out.of the 
barrel of a gun.. ' He absolutely correct, cause' 
you go-go downtown with;all the votes you got 
and talk to the mayor, city council and everybody ■ 
and talk.about suspending the boardmen and the : 
sheriff because he shot Brother Tim and ain’t 
nothin gonna happen; but If' we had- guns and all 
of us went down, and with out gun ••■somethin would 
happen.; So we must begin to understand politics 
in this country. Let’s even examine the campaign 
today.- There .are three candidates--none of them 
are actively seeking the vote of black people. 
But the only thing of importance in the campaign 
is niggers--what we gonna do with niggers? What 
we gonna do with niggers law and. order? It's a 
simple question,-, what we gonna do * with-these 
niggers who.risen up in the cities, who risen 
up in 'the high schools, who risen up in the colleges 
What we gonna do with these niggers and how’s, 
the best we to put them back to sleep? ThatJs- 
what their campaign is all about.. The campaign is 
about us and’they’re not even asking us what we 
think we want to do about ua, It’s simple, Wallace 
talked about law and order; Nixon talked about law 
and order; .Humphrey talk about law and order, 
they’re talkin-about the same thing so we can't 
afford to get tied up with the vote for Wallace, 
for Humphrey and Nixon. We have got to^get tied
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up ' with the guns •. s o tha t. whoeve r. wins, whoever 
decides, what the*' gonna do to us t when they come 
to: do it, ■•we’re gonna be ready to do it to them. 
Go.t--.to have the guns now; I .never apologize’ '. 
for'talking■about tho guns because i-think black 
people--think are' talkin about our non-violence.' 
It's not they don't want violence it’s because 
they are afraid of facing ’the white'-man with a 
gun; ’ It’s not k question-r-tere isn't a black 
woman- in this country whc got a son can tell me 
she don’t, want ter,.son pl ekJ n up a cause 
soon as- he turns 18 ne going .to 'Vietnam. So she 
can’t tell me-thafahh ofrajo. of. her a dr. pic .kin 
up a gun-uno going ogafrat the’white man cause 
he is .going' to -Vietnam against the yellow people 
over -there□ There isn’t a blank person I know in 
this country can tell n.a they-* re afraid of violence... 
■Like the.brother said earlier, we’re the most 
violent people in this country, Violent to each- 
other.- .Tonight is Saturday nights I betcha-before', 
the night is over'12 of us gonna be cut'-or a 
couple of ?us gonna be shot and' lot of us is gonna 
be in a fight for- steppin on each others shoes.
In addition to that a lot of husbands are gonna 
be goin -to jail for beaten up their wives and 
they is gonna be- out on Monday, So don’t tell 
me. about violence, I don’t deal with it, I deal 
with it from another level—you. believe in 
equalitywhite women are gettin guns , black 
women should have guns and if ya don’t believe 
in equality don’t talk to me. .You see-(pause) in 
the white man plays all those tricks on jus--you 
see’m... .Russia, France, England-, United States 
all of them got the---got the atomic bomb and . 
hydrogen bomb, the cobalt bomb, they wanna sit 
down and say we don’t want nobody eles to get 
the bomb (laugh). Ain’t that Jive J That's 
called halting nuclear development, and the threat 
of 'nuclear warfare, Jive J Could you imagin 
little A fried goin up against the United States 
and the United States saya if you get. smart we're 
gonna drop- the hydrogen bomb .on. you. 'What could 
we do but fight to t-b.e death, • We need to -get the 
bomb ourselves. If America has got the bomb; if 
France got the tomb; if England got
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COevery country in the ■ 
bomb. That-'s eaualitv

Germany got the bomb,- 
world should have the 
■That's equality, and-.if white people got guns 
we got to have guns. And let’s not waste our' 
time playing with them about guns... It’s' a 
gun that kill-you,, it's a gva-that’s gonna 
protect you, Period!; Let's move' on now, we .wanna ' 
move into talking-about, def inin because • through 
definition man is messing up a lot of-our movements'.-. 
For example., he is .yellln about the black revolu
tion,, I see more white people talkin'about • 
revolution that black people and they'.re ■ talkin 
about us.: arid a lot of black people believe that 
we're'really in the midst of a revolution.- We’re 
not in the raidst of a revolution. A revolution 
only begins.when you.have seized power., We have 
not. seized powe.r-*we' r-e not in the midst .of a 
revolution,. Let me .give you an example. Fidel 
Castro fought in the--Sierra'Miestras (phonetic) 
for several years-.for several years--but-while'
■fightin with guns in his hand he was not engaged

■ in the Cuban -revolution. The Cuban revolution 
did not begin'until Fidel Castro, with-'Che* 
Gulvera on his right slue, walked into the city 
of Havana., chaaed out Batista and the American 
lackles and said thia date he claimed this'island 
for the masses of our people.; Then the Cuban 
revolution began. 'Because, then he had power to do 
what had to be done.. Had power. So we should not 
waste our time talking about a revolution--we*re 
not In a revolution because a revolution means 
total change, total change., and we have not reached 
that point of total change,. We don’t have anything . 
yet.' So now, what is the period that precedes a 
■"evolution. The period that precedes a revolution is 
called -armed struggle, armed struggle. Black 
people in this country are Just beginnin tc -get. 
into th.13 area of armed struggle, and that’s 
what we have to understand. Don't 'say no revo
lution,. say we're Just beginnin to.get into the 
armed struggle, Armed -struggle,.'is when the oppressed 
begins to fight the oppressor with guns in-his hands. 
That’s the beginnin of armed-struggle, and that Just 
where we’.re beginnin to go-. So we must begin to 
understand the difference. Now I wanna talk about 
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revolutionary violence, counter-revolutionary 
violence. I wanna make the differance between 
black militant' and black revolutionary cause 
it’a importanti I don’t think that violence 
is either good or bad, it’s just a question 
of who can legitimatize violence. Period!J 
If an 18-year-old black man was in Vietnam and he

shot 30 Vietnamese he would get a medal. . He 
would get a whole lot of medals. If he shot a 
hcnkie cop for brutalizin 'one of our brothers 
he. would get the. electric chair. So killin 
is neither good nor bad, it’s just a question of 
v.'ho can legitimatize this, and black people 
xill not begin to legitimatize -the killin' of 
those'people who oppress us. Mow man, notice 
T. put the emphasis.cn klllin--not dyin.- It’s 
easy to die for your people,v it’s not so easy 
to kill for your .people. It’s easy to die for • 
your people, it's harder to live and kill for 
your people. ' And. we have to put the emphasis on 
klllin not on dyin. Too many of us been dead, 
let’s live a little—live a'little. You hear white 
folks talk about I'm willin to diet .No but fear they 
say let’s kill some niggers. • You ain’t never 
heard them, say they’re willin to die so as the ■ 
'black man suggests I’m wlllln to die for my 
people. Hey.there niggers you can do me nothin' 
dead. Kill someone, you can make it less for 
me, easen my burden. Don't talk about no dyin-— 
kill. That’s what you have to talk about. You 
are afraid to talk about klllin the man. Yes, 
we are because we. have been taught to be afraid. 
We have been taught because they kill us and 
make us afraid. They kill Brother Tim systematically 
because they want us to be afaid. That’s why 
they kill Brother Tim. They kill a 14-year-old 
Chicano girl because they want us to be afraid. 
That why. Kill them. ■ And once we stop movin 
because the kill the people they have succeeded. 
We must be afraid, but we must never let fear 
1’M.obilize us. No matter how afraid we are we 
got to move. We got to move. Now we’ve got to 
>cgin to understand. Now the revolutionary 
violence Is the violence of a group of people who 
hide the feelings., the feelings and the - uh - let's 
oey - expressions of the masses of our people at
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hand who are fighting against the forces that 
to keep our people oppressed. Now we could 
point out counter-revolutionary forces in the 
society. A counter--revolutionary is force 
that seeks, through violence, to keep the people 
oppressed. That’s the police department in 1 
each of the cities around this country. They 
seek to keep us oppressed with the .guns--with 
the guns--and they're a. counter-revolutionary 
force. Revolutionary forces then would be 
those forces which seek to destroy the .counter
revolutionary forces or at. least to intimidate 
them to a point when we-can begin-to organize, 
because the real fight in this, country is whether 
or not black people can organize like they want 
to or whether now we gonna organize like white 
people say we got to organize. Now the only 
way we will be organized the way we want to is 
when we intimidate them sufficiently to let them 
know that we intend to do what we intend to or 
we intend to kill while doin it. To kill while 
doin it--not to die. Now then, let me move on to 
the most important trick that the white man is 
puttin down on us today and that is the difference 
between a black militant and a black revolutionary. 
We said ir the beginnin that a revolutionary is 
someone who wants complete change, a militant is 
someone who wants complete change, he wants reform. 
A militant is an angry black man who wants to be 
a part of the United States--that's a. black 
militant. He’s angry because he's been kept 
out. He's not concerned about his people. He 
mad.. He yells. He screams until he gets him a 
$20,000 a year poverty program job. Then he's 
cool. That's a black militant--you see'm all 
the time. They run dewnthe streets of San Diego 
with their naturals. They run to the mayor.
Look here Mr. Mayor if you don't give us a 
program then there's gonna be burnin, there's 
gonna be lootin, there's gonna be shootin, there's 
gonna be bloodshed and I can't talk to my people. 
You. got to give us a poverty program.. .The mayor 
tells them to get out. o'here. Then the people they 
all move, they create a situation where a rebellion 
occurs, then they run back to the payor.' They say,-
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I told you 30 arid the mayor'.gives them .-a- $20,000 
a year Job and the next time the people move 
they are on the streets--cool it--~cool it brother-- 
cool it--be cool, we got it, everythin in control. 
We got- it under control ., We tai kin to the mayor, 
They listeniru They Ilstenin,'Don't worry about 
it. That's black A 'black, revolutionary
'is a man who seeks to destroy all the time, burn'.
down and takes up the old system and start all over 
again.- There'are many blaol militants in this 
country and are very few black, revolutionaries 
in this country. There are many'black, militants 
in this .'country. There are very .few black’ . 
revolutionaries in. this country.. But. i.i. .we are- 
talking about total ■ llberet lor. we are talking 
about black resolution net black rdlitahcy 
Black, militancy will heighten tn® contradictions 
but black revolution. lu gctcy to resolve the 
contradictions. We have to understand- that and 
we must begin to understand it more and more 
because--because they' gonna push, .the black militant 
on- us and make him our leader-. I see it all the 
time.' I see black people today talkin.about 
we’ll do okay for black people if we can be 
capitalistic, you - uh - mentioned the capitalist — 
everythin’ll be all right. (uh) Black men cannot 
be a black capitalist in this country, and talk 
about any kind of liberation for his people. Not, 
can’t, not and we have to understand that. Now this 
type of talk is not as enthusiastic as the first 
part where we can laugh, feel good and talk about 
the white man.., but this is the most important part 
of this speech because- this is what is gonna to 
begin to return us to the true liberation in this 
country. Not & lot of nonsence. Now when you move 
for liberation, there are three levels on which we 
move--the cultural, the political, and economical. 
It’s crystal clear 'that the white -is not gonna 
let us move on the political arena. .He is not 
gonna let us move on the economic arena,. He is 
trying to control the cultural arena,. He is trying 
to say it’s all right, let’m say I'm black and 
proud. It's.good you should feel proud. Wear a 
natural, (mock laugh) -.White man is trying to
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define again for us what our culture will be. jCONBot 
Our culture can only be a culture of a revolution, 
we must have cultural revolutionaries. We must 
begin to understand that. Let's get out people 
together. Let's organize them. Let's, like 
the brother said, keep thinking about the guns 
and hand grenades that we got to be throwin.
Let's not Just talk about bein black and sittin in 
a corner. Being black is neoessay but its 
insufficient. Black man without a gun is another 
dead Negro. A black man. without a natural,- without 
a gun, is a dead Negro. A black woman with a 
natural, without a gun. Is a dead niggeress (haha). 
Got to have the guns in our hands. Got to get 
the guns. The only way we are gonna protect 

.ourselves is with the guns. We cannot even 
question that any. more..'today. If we need 10,000 
Brother Tims then we will have them, unless we 
pick up the guns. Now you fight fire with fire; 
you fight talk, with talk; you fight money with 
money; you fight police brutality with civilian 
brutality. Every time they shoot one dorit talk 
about it — ax them. PeriodH We can't talk 
about it above ground, we knew that, but if it's 
being done underground, every time we hear about 1 
it--dldja hear that they killed officer so-and-so 
good. Good--good--good. Don't be afraid to say 
it because we live in a world of opposition. 
Before I end I want to put this point to you 
clear. We live in a world of opposites-for hot 
there's cold, for laughter there's saaness, right? 
For boys there’s girls, right? For short there's 
tall, for love there's hate. Don't let them 
fool you and say I don't hate. I you love you 
got to hate, or at least know about hate. When 
a black man gets up and says I don't hate nobody, 
it's because he doesn't love anybody. If you 
have children and somebody come to kill you children 
you will kill them because you love your children. 
If you have children and you love your children and 
comebody comes to kill your children you will kill 
them because you love your children. When Dr. King 
died and took to the streets ole black man that 
was walking by there said, 'well dldja hear what they1 
did?' I said yeh, they killed him, they killed him 
and I'm gonna get me some. Don't do that, that ain't
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going to do no good. I said I’m a kill’em. I hate’m.
He said I don’t hate’m. I said you don’t hate’m cause you 
don't le--ve King. Cause if you love Dr. King, you got 
to hate’m for what they did. And If you say you love black 
people then you've got to hate that which Is trying to 
destroy black people, but you say you don't hate It, It's 
because you don't love your people like you love yourself. 
You know, It's sad. If we had an undying love for our 
people we would automatically take care of the enemy. 
Thank you.

b2
b7D

Speeches at Honolulu, Hawaii, October 30.and 31, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL arrived at Honolulu International 
Airport, Honolulu, Hawaii on October 29, 1968. He gave 
speeches at the University YWCA on October 30, 1968; 
Honolulu Press Club; Andrews Amphitheater, University of 
Hawaii, and the Church of the Crossroads, Honolulu, Hawaii, 
on October 31, 1968. According to Information available 
from persons in attendance the contents of all four speeches 
were substantially the same. The following is being 
set forth regarding the speeches at the Honolulu Press Club 
and Andrews Amphitheater, University of Hawaii:

According to an article appearing In the "Advertiser", 
a Honolulu dally newspaper, on October 31, 1968, written by 
staff writer JOHN BILBY, CARMICHAEL made the following 
remarks, among others, during the Press Club address.

"His message was serious."

"I am for revolutionary violence, CARMICHAEL 
said softly at the outset. I am for killing anybody who 
tries to kill me.

"I do not think violence has to do with right and 
wrong, he added

"My brother-in-law is in Vietnam.
"If my brother-in-law kills 30 Vietnamese, he will
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"get a medal. If he sees a policeman push my sister and 
he kills him, he will get the electric chair.

"In his speech and answers, CARMICHAEL:

"Called GEORGE WALLACE more honest than his 
presidential rivals.

"Said the object of Black Power is to destroy 
racism and capitalism in the world.

"Criticized the USSR for plainly showing her 
hypocrisy in Czechoslovakia.

"Said there was a possibility of black people 
and white people working together.

"Black people are going to have to fight, the 
Black Panther Prime Minister said. The question is how 
many of them will we have to fight.

He added, "We have to be suspicious of white help, 
because the white help we received in the past never helped 
us."

Regarding the speech by CARMICHAEL at Andrews 
Amphitheater » University of Hawaii, on October 31, 1968, 
an article by staff writer JANE EVINGER, appearing in 
the "Advertiser" on November 1, 1968, reported in part 
as follows:

Wearing a yellow and black African buba, black 
slacks and dark glasses against the afternoon sun, CARMICHAEL 
spoke to a University of Hawaii audience which overflowed 
Andrews Amphitheatre.

Estimates of the size of the crowd range from 
6,000 by University officials to 10,000 by ENGLISH BRADSHAW 
of the Black Students Union which paid $900. to sponsor
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CARMICHAEL'S visit to Hawaii. ITIAU.

CARMICHAEL began his 45 minute address by saying 
he would "not hedge" on the question of violence.

"I am stating affirmatively that we are for 
revolutionary violence as a way to crush racism and 
capitalism, to change the status quo, and to liberate 
black people," he said.

"We do not believe that violence is either right 
or wrong; it just is. Killing is a moral. It is neither 
right or wrong. It is a simple question of who has the 
power to legitimatize it."

CARMICHAEL criticized liberals because, he said, 
historically their role "has always been to stop the 
confrontation whenever society becomes polarized."

"They do not seek redress of grievances.

"They seek to stop the confrontation not by 
building a power base, but by appealing to morality and 
humanism. But they speak to the oppressed rather than the 
oppressor when they seek to stop the confrontation."

The following is being set forth regarding the 
speeches of CARMICHAEL at the University YMCA on October 30, 
1968. and Church of the Cross Roads,Honolulu, Hawaii on October 
31, 1968.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, representing the Black Panther 
Party, spoke at the University YMCA on the evening of 
October 30, 1968. An audience of about 200, mostly students, 
filled the small auditorium. There were perhaps 20 Negroes 
in the audience and a number of these appeared to be servicemen 
rather than students because they wore GI shoes.
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It is difficult to differentiate between CARMICHAEL'S 
speech at the YWCA and his talk the following night 
at the Church of the Crossroads. The context of both 
were almost the same and his answers to questions 
were almost identical.

CARMICHAEL, in his main address, had three themes; 
one that he is not opposed to violence, killing is amoral, 
some people can legitimatize it, and violence is necessary 
for a revolutionary change,. The second that he is opposed 
to racism and capitalism and that America is a white racist 
nation; and three that the Negro has to heighten the contra
diction between classes and bring on a confrontation. The 
liberals are the real enemy of the blacks for opposing 
confrontation and white university activists are of no help.

He also stated that numbers did not particularly 
matter, pointing out the United States was being beaten every 
day in Vietnam.

On Thursday evening, October 31, 1968, CARMICHAEL 
spoke at the Church of the Crossroads. An admission of $2 
was charged and there were about 300 persons present. There 
appeared to be more Negroes at the gathering than that of 
the previous evening.

CARMICHAEL delivered basically the same address 
with the same themes, reiterating that he advocated violence 
for a revolutionary change and opposed racism and capitalism 
in the United States.

At the Church of the Crossroads CARMICHAEL again 
criticized the liberals for preventing a confrontation 
between the oppressed classes and the right wing. He 
also pointed out that the university youth should realize 
that their real allies are going to have to be the oppressed 
people rather than the liberals who have money.
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In speaking of violence, he stated that it Ms 
neither right nor wrong hut that the person who has the 
power can legitimatize it.

In discussing killing, he gave the example the 
Mack man who gets a metal for killing in Vietnam and the 
electric chair for killing a policeman in the United 
States.

He categorically stated that he was for the over
throw of the United States Government because after capitalism 
had been overthrown, racism could be abolished. CARMICHAEL 
also discussed exploitation versus colonization.

He criticized American university youths, stating 
that they were naive; that they should unite with the 
university students of other western countries. He claimed 
they accomplish little because the violence they commit is 
strictly defensive rather than offensive, and they do not 
realize when you go to war you have to go with guns.

An Arabian student in tie audience asked CARMICHAEL 
what he would do if MAD invaded California and he replied, 
“I’d sit on my porch drinking beer and show him the right 
way.”

A Caucasian asked CARMICHAEL what he, the Caucasian, 
should do inasmuch as CARMICHAEL is advocating violence 
of the black against the white. He stated, "I can't tell 
you that."

CARMICHAEL refused to discuss the exact degree of 
preparation the Black Panthers had made for confrontation 
but declared the Negro is going to get guns. He stated 
we cannot blow up tanks but we are getting there.

He also refused to answer a question as to how 
many guns and how much training are given the Black^Panthers.

(U) b2
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Regarding the speech at the Church of the Crossroads, 
on October 31, 1968, the following is being set forth:

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, representing the Black Panther 
Party, appeared before an audience of about 275 persons at the 
Church of the Crossroads on the evening of October 31, 
1968o An admission of $2 was charged. There were less than 
20 Negroes in the audience. On the stage with CARMIGAEL was EARIyGkNTHONY of the Black Panther Party and Negro University 
of -Hawaii students ENGLISI$B§ADSHAW, " SLEEPYScSIMONS and 
CHARLES^WILLI AMS.

Before starting his speech, CARMICHAEL asked for 
a show of hands of those who had heard him at Andrews Theater 
at the University, at the University YWCA and at the Honolulu 
Press Club. After noting that there were several people in 
the audience who had been at his other speeches, he stated 
there was nothing else to talk about and asked the group, 
"Should we have a dialogue or just answer questions?" CAR
MICHAEL then proceeded to deliver an address.

In his introductory remarks he stated that the 
black people are going to have confrontation sooner or later 
with the white man and that he is going to be ready for that 
confrontation and have the guns.

The speaker then developed the theme that violence 
is necessary for a revolutionary change; that it is not bad, 
but is a fact of life. He also made the claim that killing 
is amoral and it just depends if you are able to legitimatize 
it. He stated that Americans’ violence to override HITLER 
was not successful because it was just but because they had 
sufficient power. In discussing legitimatizing violence, 
he pointed out that a black man can kill Orientals in Vietnam 
and be awarded a medal, while if he kills a white policeman 
in the United States, he will be electrocuted.

CARMICHAEL also talked 
away with racism and capitalism.

of the necessity of doing 
He declared America was a
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racist country but demanded that the black also would obtain 
economic as well as political equality.

In discussing capitalism, CARMICHAEL stated that 
In socialist countries such as Cuba there Is not a grave 
necessity for the use of money. Housing, transportation 
or any other necessities are furnished free and hence, In 
the future the Negroes will be able to get guns without 
a great deal of money.

CARMICHAEL compared colonization and exploitation, 
stating: that the former was not only stripping: man of his 
labor but of his history and culture. He stated the Indian 
and the black man have been a victim of colonization in the 
United States. Exploitation was stripping man of the results 
of his labor.

During his speech, CARMICHAEL was extremely critical 
of the liberals, stating that this group did everything in 
their power to prevent a confrontation between the right 
wing and the oppressed peoples. However, he noted that 
they always called upon the oppressed people to "cool it" 
rather than directing their remarks to the right wing. 
CARMICHAEL stated that these liberals do a disservice to the 
black people.

He also characterized white university youths as 
being naive and of little help. He stated that their 
violence is defensive rather than offensive'and do no good 
in bringing; about a change of the status quo. CARMICHAEL 
warned that you need guns to go to war.

When questioned concerning Israel, CARMICHAEL 
declared he was for the Arabs. He said that he was not 
anti-Semitic; had been against HITLER, but added that this 
could not justify the taking of land from the Arabs, and 
that this land had been handed over to Zionists on a silver 
platter by Balfour in 1917.
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In commenting on WALLACE, he claimed that he had 
admiratiori and respect for the man because he was honest 
and would hasten a confrontation of the races.

When he was questioned as to how much preparation 
the Black Panthers had made, he answered, "Do you want me 
to go to jail?"

One person in the audience stated that police 
departments on the mainland are being integrated and asked 
him if he would shoot a black policeman as soon as he would 
a white. CARMICHAEL answered, no, because all black people 
are our potential allies and the North Vietnamese try to 
keep from killing South Vietnamese.

When questioned concerning his opposition to MARTIN 
LUTHER KING and asked if more progress could not be made by 
following KING'S teachings, CARMICHAEL replied that he stood 
up and opposed KING when KING had made the statement nonviolence 
was the only way to being about equality of opportunity for 
the black. CARMICHAEL stated he contended that it is not; he 
thinks another way is by violence, but he is not contending 
that violence is the only way. If KING had said nonviolence 
is the one way of reaching their goal, "I'd have gone along 
with him."

Asked concerning his attitude on Communism, CARMICHAEL 
stated he did not believe Communism was the ultimate solution 
because even under the present systems in Russia and China 
there is racism.

Questioned concerning the progress made in Hawaii 
in integration and race relations, CARMICHAEL stated that 
he would not comment because he did not know.

One person pointed out that the Negro represents 
only a small fraction of the population in this country and 
asked him how they could be successful in confronting the
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. . . Lu irvuwhite man. CARMICHAEL answered that numbers are not 
important; that the Vletcong are beating us every day in 
Vietnam, that police stations are being blown up on the 
mainland. You see nothing about this in the paper and 
that he could not tell you everything because he does not 
want to go to jail. He stated, however, the blacks are 
preparing and they are waiting and working. b2

_____________ b7D

November 2, 1968

Speech at San Jose, California, November 12, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL appeared at Morris Daily Auditorium 
on the San Jose State College campus, San Jose, California at 
1:30 p.m., November 12, 1968. Approximately 700 persons were 
in attendance, comprising an overflow audience. The audience 
was made up primarily of white students. His appearance was 
sponsored by the Experimental School, a department of the 
San Jose State College, the United Program Board of San Jose 
State and the United Black Students for Action at San Jose 
State. CARMICHAEL reportedly in his speech made comments 
similar to those made previously in various places in the U.S. 
At the beginning of the speech he stated that he wanted to 
clarify his remarks in that he does believe in violence and.kllllng 
if necessary as a means to overcome the oppressor* Ho stated 
that many in the U.S. are being exploited and that he was 
addressing most of his remarks to white people since he was 
speaking before a mostly white audience. CARMICHAEL also 
reportedly criticized "liberals" that tried to avoid con» 
frontation between blacks and whites. After the speech by 
CARMICHAEL, along thp lines previously mentioned in other 
speeches, a question and answer period followed. During the 
period he was asked what his program was "after the revolution." 
He stated "there is no program. The taking of power is the 
only program. You don't have to have a program until you 
gain power, then you decide” He was then asked "Who will you 
oppress if you get in power?" He replied "Anyone who 
oppose me.'"

(U)
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Speech at Cupertino, California> November 12» 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke at De Anza College, 
Cupertino, Calif. at 8:00 p.m. November 12^ 1968. There 
were approximately 450 persons present. The audience was 
predominantly white and attentive. CARMICHAEL spoke for 
about 25 minutes and during the speech he stated, among 
other things, that the Black Power Movement would continue 
its policy of harassment which would include a program of 
’’sniping in the nation’s police departments." He also 
spoke of political and economic equality for black people. 
He also stated, as he did the same day in a speech at San 
Jose State College, that the "liberals are seeking to 
maintain the status quo." He added, "They are attempting 
to avoid confrontations." He also stated that "his goal 
was to destroy the American society as we know it." During 
the question and answer session that followed, when asked 
if he was a U.S. citizen, he answered, "I am a paper citizen."

November 13,

Another report regarding the speech of CARMICHAEL 
at De Anza College on November 12, 1968, was that CARMICHAEL 
"advocated the violent overthrow of the U.S. Government with
guns." He reportedly went on to say "that everyone else 
can overthrow the Government any way they want to, but that 
he is going to do it with guns." He added "peace is an 
absence of conflict,, it does not mean that justice is 
involved, so he is not for peace." He also, during the 
speech, stated that black men should be free from prisons 
because they are in reality political prisoners and that 
the U.S. Government, in its entirety, should be put in 
prison because it is,made up of criminals and is killing 
in Vietnam. He stated Americans ravaged and raped the 
American Indians, took their land, and expected the black 
man to build the country.

b2
b7D
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Speech at Washington, D.C. « November 13, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL was the keynote Speaker at a 
Black University Conference (BUC), at Howard University, 
Washington, D.C. on November 13, 1968. During?the course 
of the speech CARMICHAEL reportedly discussed three general 
concepts. First, that black people are colonized people. 
That they are "processed" by the "honky" to hate each other. 
He stated that blacks should counter by learning to love 
each other. Secondly, CARMICHAEL likened a Negro to a slave, 
but as long as he is black he should strive to become a 
militant "black man." The third concept was the international-? 
ization of the struggle which would put the whites in the 
minority. The internationalization of blacks in the world 
would be included, thus changing the population ratio in 
favor of black people. He stated that the U.S. "oppresses 
black people in every part of the world and the enemies 
of blacks are racist capitalists." He added that certain 
blacks are oriented in this capitalistic system which he 
opposes. He then went on to speak of revolution and 
defined revolution as "existing when a faction seiaes power." 
He stated what has happened in the U.S. so far had only 
scratched the surface. He condemned the U.S. for the/ existence 
of hunger and poverty in the "richest country in the world" 
and stated "hunger is violence." He stated that "in order 
to be a revolutionist, you have to pick up a gun and be will
ing to kil|fe» ones people." He applauded other militant 
civil rights activists such as H. RAP BROWN, former SNCC 
National Chairman. He continued that "students must lead 
the struggle to revolutionize the system" and?that the 
struggle would depend on them.

b2 ^November 13, 1968)^

In an article dated November 14, 1968 in "The 
Washington Post and Times Herald", it was reported that" 
Howard University students had been told the previous night 
by black power activist STOKELY CARMICHAEL, at the opening
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session of the four day conference on the theme "Towards a 
Black University" that they should "quit talking and start 
acting." The article stated that CARMICHAEL’S two-hour 
speech dealt mostly on revolutionary struggles goj-ng on 
in the world.

Speech at Medford, Massachusetts, November 15, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL appeared as a guest speaker at 
Tufts University, Medford, Massachusetts, on November 15, 
1968. He reportedly represented the Black Panther Party. 
CARMICHAEL arrived at the college at 8:00 p.m. and began 
to speak shortly thereafter. He was accompanied by b 

a field marshal of BPP, San Francisco, Calif; 
field marshal of BPP, Boston, Mass.; and I I

BPP, Detroit, Mich.. CARMICHAEL

b6
' b7C

' 1 1 kphonetic) field marshal
reportedly told the audience that he was for revolutionary 
violence to solve the problems of blacks in the U.S. He 
told the audience that they and other white people might 
consider his posture fatalistic or suicidal, but that he 
was committed to it. He indicated Negroes of the U.S. were 
oppressed for violence and it would take violence to relieve 
this oppression. He predicted there would be a violent 
conflict in the U.S. and Negroes should be prepared for it. 
He noted the first step for Negro improvement must be the 
obtaining of a seat of power and that this would probably 
take violence to obtain. In speaking of policemen he stated 
that "if a cop were to try to strike him on the head, he 
■would kill the cop and or other cops nearby,? CARMICHAEL contin
ued that no serious coalition could exist between negro and whit® 
groups in the U.S. with the possible exception of poor 
whites, but he noted that while they are also qppressed, 
they do not seem to b® able to organize* CARMICHAEL stated 
he would use any form of violence to "liberate himself and 
the black people living in the U.S."

November 15, 1968k\ b2
b7D
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Speech at Raleigh, North Carolina, November 21, 1968

iiTq-

Major ~~|Raleigh, North Carolina
Police Department, advised on November 21, 1968 that STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL spoke at St. Augustine .Cnl1 pop .Raleigh, N.C. b6 
on that date. According to Major _________CARMICHAEL b7c
“advocated violent revolution as the best means of solving 
the racial problems in the U.S.“ According to information 
made available by Major CARMICHAEL, during the
course of that speech, among other things, stated as herein
after set forth.

“Now what we would like to do today is to go through 
the concepts that would enable you to put together a philosophy 
for black people, living in this country and black people 
living in other countries, and to allow us to survive. I 
want to begin by saying that my major assumption is that 
white people are prepared to commit genocide against black 
people. And that is my basic assumption.

“Black people in the United States are a colonized 
people. We are a colonized people. We form a colony within 
the United States. Now, the main characteristics of a 
colonized people . . . and rather than go into it, I would 
hope that your history professors and you social science 
professors and your sociology professors would begin to 
discuss the characteristics of a colonized people. But 
the most important characteristic that we want to determine 
and <feal with today is the characteristic which separates 
a colonized people from other oppressed people, and this 
is the characteristic of self-hatred. A colonized people 
more than anything else hates themselves. And because they 
hate themselves, they hate any image that reflects them
selves. Therefore, they hate each other.

“Now we have to begin to counteract this hatred. 
Now we can just go on and list characteristics, hut I think 
you should do that in your own discussion classes. Now, to
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counteract hatred, you counteract an opposite with an opposite. 
The opposite of hatred 16 love. So, you see, we must counter
act the hatred with love, but now love that I'm talking about 
must be appreciated from a lot of other people. I say that 
we, black people, must have an undying love for each other, 
for each other.

"And so, we say that our first concept is to 
begin to build a sort of ideology that will present a cohesive 
force for black people inside the United States and around 
the world, is that we must have an undying love for each 
other, an undying love for each other. That means we are 
willing to die for each other. Not only are we willing to 
die for each other, our people should be willing to kill 
for each other. I know you don't like to hear the word 
"kill", and I know they will say this is violence. But you 
take a look at all the young men in this audience and when 
they are graduated from college, I'll tell you what they 
will be. They will be hired killers, killing yellow people 
in Vietnam. So, it's not a question of killing. It is a 
question of being able to feel that you can kill for some
thing worthwhile.

"What would the young men sitting in this audience 
be killing the Vietnam for? They would be killing to stop 
Communism, when the majority of them can't spell the word 
Communism, let alone know what it means. So, they would be 
fighting to stop Communism, they would be fighting for 
democracy, and living in North Carolina, we know what a joke 
that is! They would be fighting for the free world (laughter), 
the free world. For real, that's what they would be fighting 
for, the free world. They've never smelled freedom and 
they don't understand the word "free" but they're fighting 
to maintain the free world.

"It seems to me clearly that the three things 
they're fighting for does not have any substance to black 
people. Number one, Communism. If Communism were a kind of 
force with black people, we would know what it's all about.
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We do not know what Communism is all about. So our people 
may define Communism as something trying to overthrow the 
United States and America. We’ll talk about that later. 
Don’t let it scare you; just relax.

"Now why are we trying to overthrow the United 
States? They just got us to be slaves. They went out and 
did it. We roust have an undying love for each other. When 
a policeman shoots a rifle in one of the major cities of 
this country, and our brothers pick up bricks, stones, and 
anything they can find to throw back at the policeman, they 
are demonstrating an undying love for their people, because 
they are facing tanks with bricks and bottles and that is 
heroic.

"Don't say that killing doesn’t get you anywhere, 
look where the United States is today. The white man got 
this country--he killed the Indians and stole it. So he 
can't say anything about killing and stealing. Not only 
did he steal the country, but he stole us, you and me. He 
stole black people. He cannot talk about stealing to us. 
When he tells you you can't steal, tell him, look at the 
same thing, you stole roy father.

"We must decide for ourselves what our actions 
will be. We must decide what out actions will be. It is 
not a question of violence. Violence is not either right 
or wrong. It is a moral. It is he who has the power to 
legitimatize the violence that counts.

"If I were in Vietnam with a gun and I shot thirty 
yellow people with slanted eyes who some white man told me 
were my enemy, the Viet Cong, I would get a medal. Did you 
see that a black man was decorated the other day? He was 
decorated for what? For being a cold-blooded killer. That's 
what he was getting decorated for. What are they decorating 
them for? For being cold-blooded killers. But JOHNSON has 
the power to legitimatize killing. It is the white man's 
privilege. When a white man shoots a nigger in the ghetto
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he becomes a sergeant, because they have the power to 
legitimatize tilling. But since we are the powerless, if 
we kill one of our enemies and we get caught, we go to 
jail.

"But it is neither right or wrong. It is just a 
question of power. That’s all. If we were running this 
country we would be in power and it would be okay. We 
could kill who ever we defined as our enemies. And that’s 
because it is important for you as college students because 
you are goi ng to have to move to define the action of our 
people, and you cannot define those actions as white western 
society defines them. You cannot, because they always condemn 
our acts. They have to because in the long run black power 
will move to destroy white western society, and if we stand 
up it is going to kill them, so we must not stand.

"Can we avoid the bloodshed? I do not think we 
can avoid the bloodshed. I do not think we can avoid the 
bloodshed, I think that the contact between the white race 
and the black race has always been a struggle, and the white 
race has always predominated, and today it is coming to a 
head. I do not think that the white institution will allow 
equality for the black man. Because just as they have brought 
hope to the inferior, they have caused themselves to be superior. 
And in order for us to come up from an inferior position, they 
must come down from their level. Because I see clearly that 
we are heading for a revolution, and that should scare us. 
And it is going to be worldwide,

"I say then, that the confrontation is coming, and 
we must prepare for the confrontation. I want to make this 
crystal clear--I am for violence. I don't have to think 
about it. I am for revolutionary violence. That's the only 
way that we are going to get our liberation. That is to say 
that black people, men, women, and children, got to, got to, 
got to reach their goal. Now don't get scared. We want to be 
prepared. If a man comes with a gun, we have to have a gun. 
But the white man burns so many weapons.
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‘'The white man says, we got the bombs, don’t 
you let them get ito That’s all they say, France, Russia, 
England, the United States. They got It. China got It, 
hut they try to make believe China is not alive. They got 
the bomb, and they say there was no more testing. That’s 
why you’ve got a two-barrel shotgun, and I got a .22. And 
you are going to tell me, don't try to get a two barrel 
shotgun. You keep the .22. If I keep the .22 I am a fool. 
If you got a gun and I don’t have a gun, that’s not equal.

"Now, if they have an equal amount of power, and 
we have an equal amount of power, then and only then can 
we deal realistically. But if they have all the power and 
we have nothing but rhetoric, we are always going to be at 
the mercy of white western society. Now, I know what the 
question is going to he. How are we going to get the guns? 
All right, there are three ways to get anything out of the 
whites. One, you beg for it; two you work for it; or 
three, you take it.

"Now let's talk. How are we going to take guns so 
that we don’t get caught? Let me give you an example. Look 
at those rifles in Vietnam. If you were in Vietnam, you 
would he on the front lines, because you are black, and you 
would have a white lieutenant and a white officer. He would 
say, "Private, I understand that 15 miles from here the 
Viet Cong have a stockpile of guns. They have the Viet 
Cong guarded. And I want you to take 12 people with you and 
go get those guns. They’ve got the guns." If he doesn't go, 
he gets court martialed.

"Now what’s the difference between me and a brother 
walking down the street and saying, "Now look here brother, 
that's the 13th policeman over there. They've got carbines, 
they got F-15, they got double-back shotguns, they got some 
automatics.. They got all the ammo to back it. We need it. 
Let's go take it. We need it for our people." In Vietnam 
they get the guns.

A 44
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“Nobody will allow themselves to be destroyed unless 
they are full of self-hatred0 That’s suicide. We are so 
full of self-hatred that we wish for suicide. That seems to 
be the only luxury that we are allowed, and we even wish 
this on ourselves.

’’But today, some of us want to live. We do not 
want to die. It is easy to die for one’s people. It is 
much more difficult to live and to kill for them, but a 
whole lot of us are going to live and kill for our people.

"Thank you."
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Maj or mentioned previously, stated that
CARMICHAEL left Raleigh, N.C., en route to Chapel Hill, N.C.
where he was reportedly also to speak.

b6 Speech at Chapel Hill, North Carolina
b7c November 21, 1968_____________________

On November 21, 1968, ARTHUR BEAUMONT, Chief of 
Security, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C., 
advised that CARMICHAEL spoke there from approximately 
8:15 p.m. to 8:50 p.m. on that date.

During the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, N.C. on 
November 21, 1968, he stated, among other things, as 
hereinafter set forth.

”We have thought, tonight instead of just talking 
about the problems, racial problems, in the United States, 
since it is crystal clear that there is beginning to be a 
polarization in the United States and since we are at the 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, which has a 
tradition for being liberal, then we can point out that 
perhaps it’s the pitfalls of liberalism that really cause 
polarization. And so what we wanted to do tonight was to 
begin to talk about the pitfalls of liberalism, and that 
allows us some latitude, because then we talk about the 
failures of white society rather than the failures of black 
society and it gives us an opportunity to begin to criticize 
politically white society in the political context that will 
then allow us to base our analysis on how we move.

•'It is also important that we should deal with 
this subject because at this point the questions coalition 
are uppermost in everyone's mind, whether or not" there can 
be such a thing as coalition between white groups and black 
groups, and if so, how can those coalitions come about and 
what will he their end view? We want to leave the hulk of 
time open for questions Because we are sure there will he
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many, and what we’d like to do before we go into the major 
topic is deal with some of the problems from which we always 
get questions. For example, we want to deal with the 
question violence, because we always have questions about 
violence. Were you really violent?

"Now, affirmatively, that we are for revolutionary 
violence. We are for revolutionary violence• So that there 
will not be any questions as to whether or not we are 
hedging, we are not hedging,. We are for revolutionary 
violence.

"Now please, when you ask questions, don’t try to 
convince me that violence is not the correct way, that we’re 
only 10 per cent, that we will lose, etc., etc. If we are 
going to lose, please allow us the opportunity to make our 
own mistakes. That's all we ask.
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violence and about violence in particular, and further to 
analyze it from a white point of view.

.. ..to stop confrontation, not to readdress 
grievances, understand that, i.t‘s to stop confrontation. 
They are one step better than the people who preach law and 
'order,' they do it in:nice ways, we can’t have confrontation, 
we can’t have bloodshed. Law and order, it’s reversed but 
'the liberals sound much better. Because really, that is what 
they do, they just, sound good. They have good sounding 
rhetoric, liberals do. They cannot, it seems to me, make an • 
assumption a priori that confrontation will, not in fact solve 
problems. It seems to me that history again validates the 
opposite of the .assumptions of white liberals.

'••Clearly, a 'confrontation with Hitler and the .allied ■ 
forces solved problems. It wiped-out Na^iism and•solved the 
problem. Confrontation with the British and the American 
colonies solved the problem, and allowed ‘the Americans living 
on the continent to run the country free of those few British 
living in England who wanted to run the country.. It solved the 
problems so that perhaps rather than liberals’ primary : :I.e 
being that to stop 'confrontation, they should begin to readdress 
.themselves to how to bring about a more equitable society. And 
if they begin their primary function, .perhaps they could see 
that in some cases confrontation can do that. But because they 
a priori decided that we must stop the confrontation, leads 
them I think, to a number of incorrect analyses which render 
them totally ineffective in all societies. Again, witness if 
you will the liberals in the ri.se of Naziism.

’’They were trying to stop Hitler and stop the Jews 
fron a.confrontation. And since they failed, the powerless 
lost, the powerless lost. In the long run, Hitler was defeated. 
I'm sure, but X don’t think that’s very happy news to six million



*N<&w then, one of the reasons why the liberal tries 
to. stop the.confrontation is because it is the role of the 
liberal to maintain the status quo rather than change it.
I know that th® liberal says that;he wants to change the status 

P^qu©, but he does not; What, the liberal-really seeks to do is to 
^maintain the 'Status qud. He seek^ to maintain the status quo 

because the liberal enjoys, economic stability1 from_the status 
quo., -You do not have many poor white people who are liberal.-

’’Number one, the liberal , is afraid to alienate and 
because. h® is afraid to alienate, he finds himself hooked up in 
a number of political rhetoric which does not present any 
alternatives, any clear alternatives.

’’Witness the past, campaign. Is it not a fact that 
theonly man who really presented adear alternative was Georg®. 
Wallace? . Whether ©r notone agrees or disagrees with Mr, Wallace, 
he presented a clear alternative, Th® liberals, did not because 
the liberals were afraid to alienate, Mr. Wallace kept saying time 
and time again, ’Isay the same thing in;California that I say 
in Alabama, that I ‘say in New York. * .The other candidates could 
not say that because they did not say the same thing in California 
that they said- in the' South that they said, in New York, Because' 
thqfdid not, they were afraid to alienate, .

'"The liberal is afraid to- alienate, because the 
liberal does not really wStot change. . . . Yo^- have very many 
rich.white people who are- -liberal. They can afford the luxury 
of liberalism and liberalism in fact just simply means maintaining 
the status quo, maintaining th® status quo. The reason is that 
the liberal, since he has economic stability, cannot fight for 
change because if the liberal is fighting for change, he is 
risking his economic stability for economic instability.
And no one with any sense does that.

”Tte people who fight for change are'those who are 
economically unstable.. Their hope is-to produce.from a new 
order economic stability, economic- stability, and T think • 
because the liberal really seeks to maintain■ the fetattib' quo, 
he then falls into a number of pitfalls and' does not really
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want change so that what you have is a bunch of rhetoric which 
comes out something likes . In the past there have been problems 
but we can readdress these problems now in the future without 
hurting anyone. And that is certainly not sensible# certainly 
not sensible- Mr. Wallace'was clear»■ There have been problens 
^Ln the past- He knew.who was to blame. He blamed the federal 
judges. He blamed the briefcase toting bureaucrats. At least 
he spoke out and. tried to point out t© the people where the 
problem was. The liberals did not. The liberals.says Given 
that there has been problems between black and white people 
in the past, why can we-.-'not now sit down and hold hands 
together. ; I don't knowhow they jumped to that conclusion . 
without seeking-to punish-.

"notice that the liberal does not speak to the 
oppressor nor do they speak to the.Racists nor d© they 
confront the conservatives. They seek only to confront the- 
oppressed. Again# because, they have, no power -and because 
they have no influence# because> they are1 from, the oppressor# 
again they can exert their influence but they have no real ■ 
power nor do they ever seek any real. power because they do 
not want change.

"And you see you can have# you can notice for example# 
the extreme of the liberal movement in the United States# the 
hippie movement. You can see how simple they are. They seek 
to influence. Drop out# smoke poti"The hippies are consolidating 
pot.and Wallace is consolidating’power. And th6 hippies have no 
real political ideology. Really, their ideology is; such that anyon 
with a personal problem can join-their movement. If you get' 
beat up by your mother and want to. tun away from home'# come join 
the hippies. They do not, again# seek a confrontation. r They 
seek a cowardly way out at the expense ©f their parents' 
pocketbooks, incidentally^ While ?the groups on the right, i.e. 
the Young American for Freedom, the young groups for Wallace, are 
busily consolidating power and the jonly one with whom there's 
any communication**between the oppressed and the oppressor happens 
to be the liberal.
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"Anc^lo, if today, you see blac^^eople not even 

paying attention to liberals, you will see why. It is 
because of the pitfalls of liberalism.

"Finally, and I think perhaps the greatest pitfall 
^of the liberal is that the liberal espouses a sort of human- 

y^fstic idealism which they say can bring about a political 
""state, which is total incorrect. If one wants to insure the 

humanistic idealism that the liberals talks about, it seems 
to me the liberal must first establish a political state 
that will produce that type of humanistic idealism. But 
what the liberal does is the exact reverse. The liberal 
talks about humanistic idealism and then tells us from this 
will flow a political state which will allow for the human
istic idealistic nonsense that they always taught. No. If 
the liberals want humanistic idealism that they espouse, then 
it seems to me very clearly that they must begin to work for 
a political state that will allow for that type of human 
development. Again, that is going back to seeking a power. 
I think maybe if we stop here we will have more time for 
questions and1'that may be more beneficial for everyone."

X ■ b2
' b7D

Speech at New York, New York . December 3, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke at Shepard Hall,City 
College of New York on the afternoon of December 3, 1968. 
During the course of the speech CARMICHAEL stated that a 
revolution must take place within the U.S. in order that 
blacks could gain their rights. He told the audience 
that they should not depend on white liberals and that 
socialism and communism may not the "answer for black 
people. He further stated that neither is the idealogy 
of the"New Left"of any assistance to the black revolution. He 
urged the necessity for blacks to love one another, not 
fight among themselves, but that blackes would have to 
get arms. He added it is necessary to answer violence 
with violence. He also stated that the white man is 
dehumanizing the black people.

(U) uecemoer1968 )
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An article appeared in the "New York Dally World," 
a New York daily newspaper, dated December 5, 1968, 
'reporting that STOKELY CARMICHAEL had spoken on December 3, 
1968 before 1500 striking high school students who had come 
to City College that date to hear him. The students, 
striking in protest against the lengthening of the school 
day by 45 minutes, and the elimination of holidays, went 
to the campus from Washington Square where they had previously 
protested. The article reported that CARMICHAEL ended his 
speech by saying "that the only way black people could gain 
freedom was to overthrow capitalism because racism and 
capitalism are inseparable!*

Speech at Charlotte, North Carolina 
December 9, 1968__

On December 9, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL arrived 
at the Charlotte Municipal Airport, Charlotte, North Carolina. 
Subsequently he appeared at the University of North Carolina 
at Charlotte. WILLIAM BALLARD, Chief of Security, University 
of North Carolina, advised that Negro individuals claiming to 
Le advanced security guards of CARMICHAEL, appeared at the 
Student Union Building on December 9, 1968 and took over the 
entranceways. They advised only Negroes would be admitted for 
the speech, reportedly to be made there by CARMICHAEL. BALLARD 
advised this was in violation of school rules and college 
authorities asked them to leave the premises and they refused. 
BALLARD was fearful incidents might develop if university 
authorities tried to remove the people. BALLARD stated 
CARMICHAEL later appeared at the student union Building at 
2:45 p.m. and spoke to a crowd estimated to be 95 per cent Negro. 
The security guards stationed at the entrance permitted only 
Negroes to enter until approximately ten minutes before the 
time for the speech to begin. BALLARD advised that approximately 
12 to 15 white persons and members of the news media entered. 
There was some minor pushing and shoving, however, no major 
incidents occured. The nature of CARMICHAEL’S comments, due 
to the security imposed, was not readily available, according 
to BALLARD.
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A-
On the same chte, Sergeant Charlotte

N.C. P. D., advised following the speech at the University
bo
b7C

of North Carolina at Charlotte, CARMICHAEL proceeded to 
Johnson C. Smith University, Charlotte, N.C. where he remained
for approximately 20 minutes and then departed Charlotte, 
en route to Greensboro, N.C.

9

Speech at Greensboro, N. C., December 9, 1968

Regarding the speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at A & T 
University, Greensboro, N.C., the following is set forth.

Lieutenant |Greensboro, North Carolina
Police Department, Intelligence Unit, advised on December 9, 
1968, that STOKELY CARMICHAEL and his party arrived at 
Greensboro at approximately 7 p.m. that evening and they had 
dinner at the Red Carpet Room on A & T State University 
campus .

CARMICHAEL went to Moore Gymnasium where he began 
his speech at 8:10 p.m. to a capacity crowd of some 3,000 
people, almost entirely students. The speaking engagement 
ended at 10:20 p.m, and CARMICHAEL and his party then went 
to the Student Union Building on A & T University’s campus 
for a private meeting of about 100 selected invitees.

This meeting broke up at 11:45 p.m. and at 11:50 
p.m. CARMICHAEL and his party left Greensboro, North Carolina, 
in a white Oldsmobile Dynamic 88, bearing Washington, D.C. 
license 674549. The Oldsmobile was preceded out of town by 
a 1965 Buick bearing North Carolina license ZM 5352, which 
was occupied by two Negro males. Both cars proceeded south 
on United States Interstate 85, towards Charlotte, North 
Carolina.

b6
Lieutenant I [stated inquiry by his department b7 

of Doctorof A & T State University, the 
individual who had invited CARMICHAEL to the campus, revealed
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that CARMICHAEL and his party were headed from Greensboro, 
North Carolina, to Orangeburg, South Carolina,,

The Greensboro "Dally News" of December 10, 1968, 
in reviewing CARMICHAEL’S speech at A & T University, 
said CARMICHAEL had stated that NIXON was going to polarize 
the white community by using the black community.

The article also quoted CARMICHAEL as saying "This 
country is crawling with black militants, but there are very 
few black revolutionaries. We need more black revolutionaries 
and less black militants," The article continued that 
CARMICHAEL had said black revolutionaries must be willing not 
only to die for their people but to kill for them as well, 
"I don’t want to die so I’m going to kill," CARMICHAEL said. 
He was further quoted as saying "I’d rather see a brother kill 
a white cop then to kill a Vietnamese, It’s better to kill 
with passion than to kill passionless," CARMICHAEL said.

Speech at Orangeburg, South Carolina December 10, 19 68

On December 10, 1968 STOKELY CARMICHAEL, Prime 
Minister of BPP, arrived on the campus of South Carolina 
State College (SCSC) Orangeburg, S. C. and spoke before 
approximately 500 members of the student body. The speech 
was given in the Student Chapel and lasted from 1:30 p,m, 
to 2:40 n.m, He was accompanied by his wife, 
and ____________  a membet of the BPP, and several other
individuals, CARMICHAEL’S appearance was sponsored by the 
Black Awareness Coordinating Committee (BACC).

bo
b7C

BACC reportedly was organized as a student 
campus organization of SCSC on Oct, 9, 1967. 
Its purpose is the development of black 
conscienciousness on campus and a direct and 
indirect relationship of brotherhood between 
the school and the community.

(U)
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Subsequently* after making the speech at SCSC 
he reportedly travelled to Columbia, South Carolina on the 
same dateo

Speech at Columbia, South Carolina, December 10, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL arrived on the campus of 
Benedict College, Columbia, S. C« on the afternoon of 
December 10. 1968. accompanied by a group including his 
wife,________________  CARMICHAEL reportedly spoke to a
crowd of 1200 on the Benedict College campus, which adjoins 
Allen Universityo

CU)

b6
b7C

After making the speech at Benedict College, he 
later travelled to Denmark, S. C.

December 10, 19 68
b2
b7D

Speech at Denmark, South Carolina December 10, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL reportedly appeared at Voorhees 
College, Denmark, S. C. on the evening of December 10, 1968 o 
He spoke to a crowd estimated at between 400 and 500 people, 
between 9:30 and 10:30 pomo

(U)
\_December 10, 1968 )
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gel.
^The above sources

(U)

----------------------- ----------------- b2
T-i-, . I-”~~" ””~~~I ,| 'TvXfb7D\Th« above sources___________________ and|__________ IVx

advised that CARMICHAEL told his audiences at the avove schools 
that he was definitely in favor of revolutionary violence. 
He encouraged all Negroes to obtain guns and in retaliation, for 
the three Negro students killed at Orangeburg, S.C. in February, 
1968, the people should kill white policemen. He stated 
these policemen should be killed during the nighttime.

He also encouraged black people to unite and 
stated young Negro males should avoid the draft in the 
U.S. because they should stay in the United States and 
fighthis realenemyand not go to Vietnam to fight the 
white man's enemy. He also encouraged his audience to form local BPP groups, j [mentioned above,E*stated
that he attended the speech of CARMICHAEL at SCSC and 
Benedict College, He advised that the speech was practically 
identical at both schools. He reported the main theme of 
CARMICHAEL'S talk was that the black man must become violent 
if he is to achieve equality in the U.S. CARMICHAEL was 
reportedly received enthusiastically at both schools.

b2
b7D

Speeches at Atlanta, Georgia » December 11, 1968

STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke at Davage Auditorium, 
Clark College, December 11, 1968, He reportedly spoke on 
the theory of black unity and included in his speech a 
lecture to the black community about violence by blacks 
against blacks» CARMICHAEL urged Negro inductees to 
refuse to submit to the draft, but if the black man had 
to participate in the war in Vietnam, they should endeavor 
to kill their white counterparts. He praised Premier CASTRO 
of Cuba and efforts of Communist countries to overcome 
capitalism, 

■ _____________ . b2
\ / b7D

£ December 11, 1968

ALFRED K. JOHNSON, Chief of Security, Emory 
University, Atlanta, Georgia, advised that an organization
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on the Emory campus had invited STOKELY CARMICHAEL to 
speak there on December 11, 1968o

CARMICHAEL appeared at the Alumni Hall on the 
afternoon of that date, where there was an audience of 
approximately 1000 persons present and spoke before the 
group. ■

CARMICHAEL reportedly opened his speech by 
stating there was going to be questions regarding violence 
and before he went into the 1Lasic discussion he wanted to 
state affirmatively “that we are for revolutionary violence" 
and by that he meant "killing". He also stated he was for 
whatever it takes "to get our liberation" and that "don’t 
tell me violence never accomplished anything." He continued 
that violence is only good when you have the product to make 
it good. He then reportedly cited examples of institution
alized violence such as the U.S. participation in the war 
in Vietnam. He indicated regarding violence, that actions 
were justified on the part of Negroes and any other minority 
group to achieve what they want. b2

■-------------- b 7 D

December 11, 1968

Other remarks attributed by CARMICHAEL at Emory 
University on December 11, 1968 appeared in articles 
published in the public press. An article appearing in 
the"Atlanta, Georgia Journal',' a daily newspaper, dated 
December 12, 1968, reported as follows:

CO
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"Kill, Ee Killed, CARMICHAEL Says

"A very cool STOKELY CARMICHAEL exercised an 
amalgamation of about 1,000 Emory University students and 
professors and left no doubt he would as soon nail their 
Methodist hides to the barn door - if that’s what it takes.

"There can be no ethical judgment on violence, 
the tall, young revolutionary broadcast across the college 
hall Wednesday - 'Kill or be killed - a hard, cold reality.'

"CARMICHAEL stunned his audience with a studied 
denunciation of the white liberal and left the whites 
present - the vast majority of his audience - wondering 
exactly what he has in mind for them.

"More than one listener of that description was 
prompted to ask during a question-and-answer session: 'So 
where do we fit in?’

"The 27-year-old firebrand, immaculately and 
fashionably dressed in a tan suit and brown hoots, responded: 
'To those who fight with me - well, to the victors go the 
spoils'.

"To those who don't - well ... 1 and he stretched 
his arms outward and shrugged.

"You kill them .....' a youth volunteered from 
the back of the room.

"I'm not afraid of that,' CARMICHAEL shot back 
immediately. 'You are. At least I have a reason for killing. 
You'll be going to Vietnam soon, and you won't even know why 
you're killing.'

"The speaker strolled into the Alumni Hall late for 
the afternoon meeting (he couldn't find a parking place) 
surrounded by young toughs uniformed in Elack Panther garb.
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"His wife, South African singer
at her husband from the front row.

smiled admiringly

"CARMICHAEL hit his Emory audience right in the 
gut by telling them they-if they consider themselves white 
liberals-are his enemies as much or more so than anybody else.

"The liberal's role is to stop confrontations,' he 
said. '....  maybe at times you need a confrontation . the
liberal seeks to stop it by addressing himself to the oppressed 
....You foe cool•••’You be reasonable.'

"He charged that 'liberals don't know the difference 
between influence and power,' pointing out that the liberals 
were able through influence to get civil rights laws passed, 
but powerless to enforce them.

"How do you get power?' he was asked.

"You get a gun and take it,' he responded. 'After 
all, that's how the whites got this country in the first place -- 
they killed the Indians.'

"One of the 50 or so Negro students in the audience 
wanted to know if an all-out war between blacks and whites 
would be the result of racial conflict.

"As the contradictions heighten,' the speaker answered, 
'the possibility of conflict becomes more discernible.'

"He said the biggest question today is whether his 
'revolution' should be all-black. Explaining that color conflict 
transcends class conflict, CARMICHAEL said he tends to lean 
towards 'a black revolution.'

"CARMICHAEL, the guest of several campus groups 
Wednesday, said his ultimate goal is 'a society free of racism 
and free of capitalism.

"This doesn't mean that it would be Communist or 
Socialist. That would be a problem of economics,' he said, 
without further classification."
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On December 11, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL also 
appeared at Morehouse College, Atlanta, Ga. at approximately 
7:15 p.m. for the purpose of addressing a group of students,, 
The students went to the gymnasium at Morehouse College 
and found that it was locked and the administration would not 
acquiesce to their requests that it opened and set up 
for use by CARMICHAEL. Subsequently the crowd was admitted 
to utilize Archer Hall, located on the campus of Spelman 
College,, Subsequently, CARMICHAEL was introduced as the 
Prime Minister of the BPP. He asked at the beginning of the 
speech, how many people in the audience had heard him earlier 
in the day when he had spoken at Davage Auditorium on the 
Clark College campus. A number in attendance raised their 
hands and CARMICHAEL commented he would more or less reiterate 
what he had said on the previous occasion. CARMICHAEL 
stated that the white people had persecuted the vlack people 
for many years and black people must rise up and take control. 
He cited the confusion over his securing a place to speak 
as an example of how the Negroes should take control of a 
given situation. The speech was interrupted by someone in 
the audience stating that several white persons were in 
attendance and they should be requested to leave the gather
ing. Several white persons did leave the auditorium, however, 
an individual later identified as Professor I lof the
History Department, was observed standing in the center of 
the auditorium,  a white man, was requested to 
leave but he made statements to the effect this was his 
university and that he expected to remain there as long as 
anyone. At this point,an unidentified Negro hit ________ and
the guards located near the exit to the auditorium assisted 
him from the building. Considerable confusion existed after 
this action on the part of the audience and CARMICHAEL 
became disgusted with the activities stating that "they are 
all acting like children," and he left the building.

b6
b7C

, , I December 11, 1968) J b2
(U) / \ b7D
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It is to noted that elsewhere in this report 
information is fet forth indicating that an attempt was 
made on CARMICHAEL'S life while he was making a speech in 
Atlanta, Georgia in early December, 1968o In that 
connection a "ruckus" was reportedly begun to "cover for 
the assassination attempt." The incident described avove 
concerning the confusion caused at Spelman College could 
possibly relate to the attempt as previously reported, Hit 
there is no corroborating evidence to this effect at the 
present timeo
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IV/ INFORMATION REGARDING COMPOSITION OF AUDIENCES 
WHERE CARMICHAEL SPOKE AS TO SEX, AGE, RACE, 
FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENTS AND IF ANY MILITARY 
PERSONNEL KNOWN TO BE PRESENT

Information regarding the composition of the 
audiences before whom CARMICHAEL spoke between July and 
December, 1968, as to number in attendance, sex, race, 
age, and if any military personnel were present, is being 
set forth. In addition, information developed about any 
monetary fee received by CARMICHAEL for speaking as well 
as other financial details of the functions before whom 
he appeared is also being set forth.

Speeches at Old Warren Street Methodist 
Church, Mobile, Alabama, July 26-27, 1968

Captain | [Mobile. Alabama, Police
Department, advised on January 14, 1969, that there were be
approximately 500-600 persons reported to be in attendance b7c 
at each of CARMICHAEL’S speeches in Mobile on July 26-27, 1968. 
He advised that there had been about 15-20 white persons 
attending the speech of July 26 and 8-10 attending the 
speech of July 27, 1968. The remainder were Negroes, including 
male and female of all ages, the majority appearing to be adults. 
He advised that no service men in uniform were noted in 
attendance at either speech. Military authorities in Mobile 
have advised that no one in attendance at either speech had 
been identified as military personnel.
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Officer| of the Mobile Police Department
advised on July 22, 1968, that | President
of the Neighborhood Organized Workers (NOW) which group 
had sponsored the appearance of CARMICHAEL in Mobile, on 
July 17, 1968, showed ____ a Western Union receipt for
$470.86 reflecting money sent by_________ to
SNCC, Washington, D.C., to cover transportation costs ror CARMICHAEL and his assistants to Mobile/ I I told
that CARMICHAEL was not being paid anything other than for 
expenses an appearance in Mobile. No collection was taken 
up at the speech of July 26, 1968, or July 27, 1968, and 
no fees were charged for admission to either speech.

’ w • 5 UW V-WCX. ul. 0.1 IQ^/UL I assistants to Mobile. [

Speech at Afro-American Arts Theater, 
Chicago, Illinois, August 9, 1968

The speech given by CARMICHAEL at the Afro-American 
Arts Theater, Chicago, Illinois, on August 9, 1968, was 
attended by 700-1,000 individuals all of whom were Negro. 
Approximately 90 per cent were male and the average age of 
each was estimated to be 25. No military personnel were 
identified as being in the audience. An admission fee of 
$3.00 was charged to hear . the speech and it was announced 
that profits were $1,900. CARMICHAEL reportedly had been 
paid $500 to make the appearance.

primarily a fund raisingCARMICHAEL’S appearance was 
benefit to raise funds for the release of 
who was incarcerated in Cook County Jail on an arson charge 
for his activities occurring during the April, 1968, riots

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

in Chicago, following the assassination of MARTIN LUTHER KING. 
JORJA ENGLISH, founder and director of the United Bail bond 
and Legal Defense Committee (UBLDF) served as the master of 
ceremonies. The UBLDF is a group established in Chicago 
for the purpose of assisting individuals involved in civil rights
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and related activities in obtaining legal counsel and to 
provide bail money for those arrested while engaged in such 
activity.

Speech at Manzanita Center, Marin 
City, California, August 22, 1968

SA_______________________  of the FBI attended
the speech of. STOKELY CARMICHAEL on August 22. 1968, at 
Manzanita Center, Marin City, California. SA__________
estimated the crowd to be approximately 500 of whom about 
half were whites. The majority of the white people present b6 
were of middle age to elderly and the Negroes present were b7c 
of all age groups. CARMICHAEL was not known to have been 
compensated for the appearance and compensation was not 
believed likely by SA | as it was strictly a BPP
organizing rally of which STOKELY CARMICHAEL is Prime Minister. 
No admittance fee was charged but a collection was taken 
and this was estimated at approximately $300.

Most of the individuals in attendance were males.
White females present appeared to out number Negro females.

Speech at Will Rogers Park,
Los Angeles, California,
August 24, 1968
Special Agents (SAs) of the FBI, Los Angeles, California 

observed the above rally on August 24, 1968, at which STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL spoke. There were approximately 500 persons in 
attendance all of whom were Negro except four. The majority
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of the persons were male Negroes between 16 and 25 years 
of age. 20 per cent of the audience consisted of Negro 
females. No persons were observed to be dressed in military 
attire or known to be military personnel.

During the rally a collection was taken but 
the response was not enthusiastic and it was estimated the 
contributions amounted to $250. No fees were charged for 
admittance to the rally. Members of the BPP gathered the 
containers of money and carried them from the park after 
the rally terminated. No information was available as to 
whom the funds were turned over to.

Speech at the DeFremery Park, 
Oakland, California
August 25, 1968

SA of the FBI was present b7c
at the above speech of CARMICHAEL on August 25, 1968, and 
estimated the crowd to be between 1,500 and 2,000. Approximately 
20 to 25 per cent were white and they stayed in the background 
areas away from the speaker's platform. The estimation of 
the number in attendance could vary widely due to the fact 
the crowd was scattered over a large park area, spread out 
and milling around. Most of the Negroes in attendance were 
males believed to be in their teens or early twenties.
The whites present appeared to be mostly of college age. 
A collection was taken at the rally but estimates of the 
amount collected, are speculative. CARMICHAEL was not 
known to have been compensated. Since the rally was a benefit 
for the BPP and to raise money to provide for the legal 
defense of HUEY NEWTON, then incarcerated on a murder charge, 
it is not believed CARMICHAEL received anything other than 
perhaps expenses incurred in traveling there from Washington, 
D.C. There were no military or uniformed men known to be in 
the crowd.
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Speech at Organization of Arab Students (OAS) 
Convention, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
August 26j J.9 68_____________ _____________  • JCOK rriAL

There were approximately 350 people at the Organi
zation of Arab Students (OAS) Convention, Ann Arbor, Michigan 
on August 26, 1968, made up entirely of Arab speaking students, 
with the exception of about ten Negroes. CARMICHAEL's 
traveling party consisted of five individuals, all Negroes, 
and the balance of his traveling unit were local Ann Arbor 
people interested in.civil rights groups. The ages of persons 
present ranged from about 25 to 30 and were entirely male. 
No known military personnel either in or out of uniform were 
present.

The fee received by CARMICHAEL for speaking is
not known. However, it is believed he received a nominal 
fee plus traveling expenses.

(U)
b2
b7D

/.August 28, 1968)
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Speech at Sheldon Memorial Hall, 
St. Louis, Missouri, August 29, 1968

SAs of the FBI were present during the speech 
of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Sheldon Memorial Hall in 
St. Louis, Missouri, on August 29, 1968, The audience 
break down is as follows:

Total Attendance: Approximately 800
987, black
27, Caucasian

Approximately 557, of audience male 
457, of audience female

The estimated age of members of audience:

19 or under; 157, 
20-29 507, 
30-39 207, 
Over 40 157,

There were no individuals in the audience observed 
to be wearing U.S, military uniforms. No individuals were 
observed in the audience who were known to be on active 
duty with the Armed Forces although it is possible some 
members may have attended in civilian attire.

Admission to the affair was by ticket alone.
The advanced tickets; were priced at $1.50 and were sold 
for $2.00 if purchased at the door. The majority of those 
attending paid at the door. The probable total receipts 
rally was estimated to be $1,500. No additional collections 
were taken up during the rally and it has not. been 
determined how much of the money collected went to CARMICHAEL.
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Speech at the Pan African Students 
Organization in the Americas Convention 
(PASQA), Washington, D. C., 
August 31, 1968

Most of the approximately 250-300 persons in 
attendance at the speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL before 
the PASOA held at the Envoy Towers, Washington, D.C., were 
Negro. Since it was a social function, including a dance, 
the audience was composed of approximately half male and 
half female. They were primarily of student age and believed 
to consist predominantly of African students and their 
guests attending college in the UOS. No military personnel 
in uniform were observed to be present; however, some could 
have been in their civilian clothing.

It is assumed CARMICHAEL received a fee for making 
the speech; however, the amount received, if any, is not 
known.

Prior to the function leaflets were being .given 
out in the vicinity of the Envoy Towers where the function 
was to he held on the evening of August 26, 1968. The 
leaflets read as follows:

"The Pan African Students Organization in the 
Americas invites you to attend its 8th

Annual Convention Dance.
Place: Envoy Tower Ballroom
2400 16th Street
Time: 8:30 p.m.
August 31, 1968
Guests: Diplomats and Celebrated Artists
Main Speaker: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
African Solidarity b2
$3.00 per person" b7D

8/68 'A
--------------11/69) J
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(U) V'Speech at First Congress of Black Writers 
iMcGill University, Montreal^ Canada
I October 14, 1968 _______________ ____

STOKELY CARMICHAEL was the keynote speaker at the 
First Congress of Black Writers, McGill University, 
Montreal, Canada, on October 14, 1968. The Congres® was 
previously opened on October 11, 1968, at McGill University 
by Chairman ' BURNLEY ALLEN "ROCKY1' JONES. Approximately ’ 
/00-l,000 persons both black and wh|te were in attendance. 
On October 14, 1968, the date of CARMICHAEL'S speech, the 
Congress was attended by a mixed group of 1200 - 1500 
persons. About 75 per cent of the group were Negroes 
who wore African style dress. No collection was made during 
the conference. The majority of persons attending both black 
and white, appeared to be "revoluntionaries". The blacks 
appeared to reject 7 the whites in the audience. The more 
militant view was expressed during the restricted black 
meetings. A number of persons from the United States 
were believed to have been in attendance.

(U)

(UJ

The phrase "Towards the Second Emancipation 
in the Dynamics of Black Liberation" was ratified as the 
theme of the over-all program. The cost of 
for attendance at the conference was $4.00. 
what fee CARMICHAEL charged or received for 
speaker at the £unction. 7SOC"

the registration 
It is not known 

being the keynote

observed as nothingThe Congress was described by one 
more than a front for drawing together colored Canadians 
and internationally known black.revolutionaries in an attempt 
to endoctrinate Canadian colored people to radical black power 
methods. Other speakers on the program during the course of 
the congress were H. RAP BROWN, former National Chairman

~ of SNCC, JAMES FORMAN of SNCC; 'LEROt JONES, Negro Playwrite,
and Negro Entertainer DICIOTGREGORY.

(UJ 11/68)3
b2
b7D
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Speech at Mt. Zion Methodist Church, 
Baltimore, Maryland,
October 17, 1968.. ..■. .. .
On October 21, 1968. a .reporfc wasreceiyfe^/cbncerriing the 

speech. The report indicated the meeting took place on 
October 17, 1968, at 8:00 p.m. The approximate number 

3 in attendance was 500 persons. Of those present about 75 
to 100 were white and persons of both sexes were in attendance. 
No break down as to the percentage of age or sex was made. 
The estimated age ranged as follows:

14 years - 2% 
18 years - 87. 
21-28 years - 407. 
29-35 years - 307 
36 or older - 20%

J The report did not contain any information
j concerning any military personnel either in or out of 
uniform known to be present at> the meeting.
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The report of the meetiag,^rnantiohad above, 
described that at the beginning of the meeting members 
of the Soul School, Baltimore, Maryland, announced that a 
collection would be taken up for the purpose of aiding the 
Soul School. The report indicated further that thevolume 
collected was generous but there was no mention of the
approximate amount of money collected.

(U)

No information was available indicating the fee 
if any, received by CARMICHAEL for making the speech. b2

b7D

Speech at Demonstration for 
San Diego, California, October 26, 1968

There were approximately 300 to 400 people in 
attendance at the demonstration for | |at
which STOKELY CARMICHAEL spoke. About 93 £er cent of these 
were Negroes and 7 per cent white. 50 per cent of the 
audience was male and 50 per cent female. A few servicemen 
were present in uniform and possibly five military personnel 
were present who were not wearing their uniforms. The amount 
paid CARMICHAEL for making this speech was unknown but word 
received was his expenses were paid. The amount of money 
collected was unknown as a hat was passed through the audience 
five different times in order to collect money, which they 
felt they needed. Allegedly, this monav wont tn CARMTCHAEI------
but this is not known as a fact. > 

_______________________________

b6 
b7C

(U) b2
b7D
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(U)

Word was heard that STOKELY CARMICHAEL was paid 
about $1,000 for his trip to San Diego to speak on October 26, 
1968. Before he came to San Diego word was around that he ! 
had been invited to speak and that it would cost $1000 to 
have him there. The collection taken at the rally for 

allegedly amounted to $730. Further word
was that ax>ther collection was taken on the night of 
October 26, 1968, involving $800 or more. However, this 
could have been the amount collected for both occasions 
when collections were taken rather than separate amounts. 
When [appeared in court later he had to have
a Court appointed Attorney to represent him, so apparently 
the money that was collected did not go for his defense.

l/27/69)^X

b6
b7C

b2
b7D

A further report about the rally for|__________________
disclosed approximately 500 people were in attendance. Of 
this group, it was estimated that 20 to 25 per cent were 
white and 5 per cent Mexican - Americans with the remainder 
being Negroes. No fees were charged to attend the rally. 
However, paper buckets or hats were passed through the audience 
to collect money allegedly for the defense of THOMPSON.

10/28/68)^

CONF
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Speech at University YWCA, October 30, 1968; 
Honolulu Tress Club, Andrews Amphitheater, 
University of Hawaii, and the Church of the 
Prossroads, Honolulu, Hawaii, October 31, 1968

CARMICHAEL spoke at the University YWCA on 
October 30, 1968, at the Honolulu Press Club, Andrews 
Amphitheater, University of Hawaii and the Church of 
the Crossroads on October 31, 1968.

CARMICHAEL'S trip to Honolulu was sponsored by 
the El ack Student Union (BSU). The Associated Students of 
the University of Hawaii furnished BSU $450.00 with pro
vision that CARMICHAEL would speak on campus and also loaned 
&SU an additional $450.00 to cover expenses of black Panther 
Leaders. Sixteen hundred dollars was collected from 
admissions or collections during CARMICHAEL'S speech and 
the speech of EARL ANTHONY. Two hundred forty dollars was 
collected when ANTHONY spoke at the University Kennedy 
Theater. Nine hundred dollars was collected at University 
Amphitheater during CARMICHAEL'S speech. Most of the 
remaining money came from admission charged for the speech 
at Church of the Crossroads. The speech at the Amphitheater 
was attended Ly a capacity crowd of more than 6,000, mostly 
students and probably all Negroes at the University of Hawaii, 
numbering about 50, were in attendance. No one in military 
uniform was seen at any of CARMICHAEL'S speeches. At the 
Church of the Crossroads, about 250 to 300 were in attendance. 
About 20 Negroes in attendance were believed to be in the 
military service because they were not recognized as students 
and there were few Negroes in the area. One thousand dollars 
of the $1600 was turned over to CARMICHAEL who stated the 
money would be used for the defense of H. RAP bROWN.

~~ 1/22/ 69) 3 y b2
_______ Z\ b7D

(U)
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At the speech by CARMICHAEL at the YWCA In Honolulu 
on October 30, 1968, about 200 were in attendance, mostly 
students. About 20 Negroes were present and appeared to be 
in the military service as they were wearing GI shoes.

b2
b7D(U)

(U)

On January 23, 1969, ______________ reporter for the
’’Honolulu Star Bulletin" reported that CARMICHAEL in his 
speech before the Honolulu Press Club on 10/31/68 spoke
to about 125 adults who are members of the club composed 
of persons from news organizations. | [stated CARMICHAEL 
received no payment and no indication of military personnel 
was present. The only Negroes present were those that 
accompanied CARMICHAEL.

b6 
b7C

About 275 persons were reported to be in attendance 
at the speech of CARMICHAEL at the Church of the Crossroads 
on October 31, 1968, paying $2.00 admission. There were 
less than 20 Negroes in the audience.

-------------- b211/2/68)3^ ' b7D

On January 28, 1969__________________Commission on
Subversive Activities, Legislature, State of Hawaii, reported 
there were betweeri 20 and 25 Negroes in the audience at the 
Church of the Crossroads on October 31, 1968. He believed b6
some of these were military because several cars in the b7c
parking lot bore military stickers. He stated that the 
audience was predominantly adult Caucasians.
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(U)

(U)

Speeches at San Jose State College, 
San Jose, California, and DeAnza 
College, Cupertino, California 
November 12,1968

The estimated attendance at 
CARMICHAEL’S San Jose State College speech on November 12, 
1968, at approximately 700. The audience was composed of 
over 80 per cent white students, half male and half female. 
The average age was estimated at 21-22. No military 
personnel were known to be in attendance. It was> 
hot reported whether CARMICHAEL was compensated for his 
appearance but assumptions are he was.

| ~~| 1/21/69)^7D

Estimated attendance at' the DeAnza
College speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL was 450. Approximately 
80 per cent were white and the average age was from 19-21.
Approximately 65 per cent were female. There were no
military personnel known to be present. CARMICHAEL is 
be 1 i e ved t o ha vere c ei yed $1,000 .for hi snap ch. 1/ 21/ 69 )^ y

b2
b7D

Speech at Black University Conference (BUC) ‘
Held Howard University, Washington, D.C., 
November 13, 1968 

STOKELY CARMICHAEL was the keynote speaker 
at the BUC, Howard University, Washington, D.C., on the 
evening of November 13, 1968. The audience was estimated . 
to be approximately 1200 to 1^00, many of whom were students 
both male and female, from Howard University. However,
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others apparently from the tTDC community and out of 
towners attending the BUC were present. The audience was 
believed to be entirely Negro. The ages ranged from teen
age to middle age. No persons in military uniform were 
observed to be present but many appeared to be of draft 
age.

(U) 11/13/68

The registration for the BUC was $5.00 for b2
local people attending and $15.00 for people from out of b7D
town

(U)
11/14/68)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL received a $200 honorarium for 
his speech on November 13, 1968.

(U)
Speech at Tufts University 
Medford, Massachusetts 
November 15, 1968

ll/14/68)^>^

STOKELY CARMICHAEL was paid £1,000 for the
talk given at Tufts University on November 15, 1968. CARMICHAEL* 
visit was sponsored by two student organizations, Students 
Concerned About Racism and Afro-American Students. A fee 
nf $1.25 admission was charged. No military personnel were 
known to have been in the audience. No collection was taken 
up during or following the talk. ----------

(U) 1/22/69)^^
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Speeches at Saint Augustine College
Raleigh, North Carolina and University of North 
Carolina. Chapel Hill, ...N. C. 11/21/68 .

Major  Raleigh, North Carolina 
Police Department, advised on November 21, 1968, that 
CARMICHAEL spoke before approximately 1,500 people at 
Saint Augustine College, Raleigh, N.C. on that date. 
About 50 persons in the audience were white, the remainder 
were Negro.

b6
b7C

On November 21, 1968, ARTHUR BEAUMONT, Chief of 
Security, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C., 
advised CARMICHAEL spoke before an audience of 6,500 at the 
University on that date. He estimated that about 5 per 
cent were Negro and the remainder were Caucasian.

Speech at City College of New York (CCNY) 
New York City, 12/3/68

Most of the persons attending the speech of 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the City College of Nev York, NYC, 
on December 3, 1968 were high school students.

(U)
T2/68)~j)*(

b2
b7D
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An article appearing in the "New York Daily World," * 

dated December 5, 1968, reported in part,"some 1,500 striking 
high school students went to City College Tuesday to listen 
to STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

Speeches at University of North Carolina at 
Charlotte and A & T State University, Greensboro 
North Carolina, 12/9/68.__  ____________________

_________ Security Officer, University of 
North Carolina, at Charlotte, N.C., advised on December 9, 
1968 that CARMICHAEL appeared at UNC campus at Charlotte on 
that date and spoke before a capacity crowd, ninety-five 
per cent of whom were Negro. ________ advised CARMICHAEL'S
security guards permitted only Negroes to enter the building 
until about ten minutes prior to time for the speech to 
begin when approximately 12 to 15 whites and members of the 
news media were permitted to enter. Some minor pushing 
and shoving developed, but no major incidents occurred. 
Following the speech CARMICHAEL went to the campus of 
Johnson C. Smith University located in Charlotte, later 
proceeding to Greensboro, N. C.

b6
b7C

Regarding speech at A & T State University, 
Greensboro, N.C., Lieutenant_____________  Greensboro, N.C*
Police Department, advised CARMICHAEL spoke before a capacity 
crowd of some 3,000 almost entirely students.

b6
b7C
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Speeches at South Carolina State College, 
Benedict College and Voorhees College, 
South Carolina 
December 10, 1968

CARMICHAEL spoke in South Carolina on December 10, 
1968, before the student bodies at South Carolina State 
College, Orangeburg, South Carolina; Benedict College, 
Columbia, South Carolina; and Voorhees College, Denmark, 
South Carolina.

The audiences at all of these appearances were 
Negro and was composed of the student bodies of those 
schools plus a few faculty members.

There were no outsiders attending these speeches 
because there was no advanced publicity given to CARMICHAEL’S 
appearance at any of these schools.

There were no military personnel observed at any 
of his speeches in South Carolina.

At Voorhees College the fee for CARMICHAEL'S 
appearance was $150; however, the Student Government 
Association refused the authorization to pay this money 
and it is not known whether CARMICHAEL received any money 
for his appearances at Voorhees or either of the other two 
schools mentioned above. There were no collections taken 
up at the above speeches.
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There were no charges made for attendance at any 
of CARMICHAEL*s speeches in South Carolina.

(U)

b2
b7D

1//-22/69.H
1/22/69)
1/22/69)

Speeches at Clark College, Emory University and 
Morehouse College, December 11, 1968, all located 
Atlanta, Georgia ■

CARMICHAEL spoke at Clark College and Emory University, 
Atlanta, Georgia on 12/11/68. He attempted to speak at More
house College on the evening of 12/11/68 but was abruptly 
terminated.

Colonel)_____________________ Director of Security,
Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia, advised he heard 
CARMICHAEL had been offered a fee of $500 to address the 
student body at Clark College on 12/11/68;
group, the Student Government Association, 
raise the full amount, but was able to pay 
imately $300.00.

however, the sponsoring 
was unable to 
CARMICAHEL approx-

b6
b7C

According to Colonel)_________  the audience at Clark
College was composed of both male and female Negro students 
of the Atlanta University System and if any military personnel 
attended, it was not known, as no one was observed to be 
wearing a military uniform.
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Regarding the Emory University speech on the 
afternoon of 12/11/68, Chief of s'
Security, advised that an organization on the Emory 
campus, known as The Student Center Board, had invited 
CARMICHAEL, for which he was to receive a fee of $300.00. 
No military personnel were known to have been in attendance 
at the speech at Emory University.

The audience at Morehouse College where CARMICHAEL 
attempted to speak on the evening of 12/11/68 was composed 
of Negro male and female students. No military personnel 
were known to be in attendance.

(U) January,1969)
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V. STATEMENTS MADE AT OTHER FUNCTIONS INDICATING 
REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES, URGING USE AND SECURING 
OF ARMS AND RACIAL VIOLENCE

Sole Brother," and b7c 
advised in Phila-

One BABATUNTI, possibly.,a 
tentatively identified as 
delphia that he was from C me ago ana maae the statement 
during the Sole School meeting the previous week that 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL solicited arms and 
ist countries he visited in 1967.

ammunition from commun-

STOKELY CARMICHAEL appeared at radio station KATZ, 
St. Louis, Missouri, on August 29, 1968, and recorded an 
interview to be broadcast Sunday afternoon, September 1, 1968, 
at 3 p.m., St. Louis, Missouri.

The interview was broadcast as scheduled.

A verbatim transcript of the interview made available 
by the Intelligence Division of the St. Louis Police Depart
ment is hereinafter set forth:

Interviewer: Brother STOKELY CARMICHAEL in St. Louis this 
week for a lecture. Welcome to Round Table.

CARMICHAEL: Thank you very much, brother. It's a pleasure
to be here.

Interviewer: It's a pleasure to have you, Brother CARMICHAEL. 
Let me get into one thing right away. And that 
is your purpose, total purpose, not only for 
being here but your desire for black people in 
this country.

CARMICHAEL: Well, the desire is only one. It seems to me
that In order for black people to function in 
this country and live as human beings, we must
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CARMICHAEL: completely change the entire established way of
life. That is, the social, economic, political 
way of life. That means we must have a total 
revolution. However, I think that people mis
understand revolution. For example, many people 
are in the country now talking about a black 
revolution. A revolution does not begin until 
one sees his power. After you see his power, 
then you can change his structure as you see 
fit. And we must talk about black people seiz
ing power in this country in areas where we can, 
and then changing the structure. I'll give you 
an example. For example, FIDEL CASTRO fought 
in the Sierra Meastras for a number of years. 
While he was fighting, the Cuban revolution was 
not going on. The Cuban revolution started when 
FIDEL CASTRO walked into Havana and chased 
BATISTA and the American lackies out. When he 
said, "Today I claim this island for the masses 
of Cuban people," then the Cuban revolution 
began. And before that period, there was armed 
struggle. Now, black people have to decide 
whether or not armed struggle is necessary for 
them to seize power to bring about a revolution 
in this country. Now, I think it's necessary.

Interviewer: Recently, you were in Chicago, Brother CARMICHAEL, 
and you spoke and you said that it is necessary 
for black people to come together and show their 
initial strength in politics and the body politic. 
And how would you define this type of unity?

CARMICHAEL: I ought to make that very clear. When I talk
about conventional politics, voting and stuff 
like that, I don't think the black people can 
really show any strength, especially given the _ 
conventional political parties today - the 
Republican and Democratic Party. Well, we saw 
the Republican Party. It was totally exclusive
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CARMICHAEL:

Interviewer

CARMICHAEL:

of black people in Miami, and if anyone has 
been watching the Democratic Convention this 
past week, they see how totally relevant it is 
to the lives of the black people. Black people 
are going to be involved in conventional 
politics and it can be used only as an organiz
ing tool to bring our people together. We can’t 
really have any faith in organized politics or 
conventional politics because we don't have any 
power in there. And of course, ADAM CLAYTON 
POWELL showed us that most clearly when they 
want to get rid of him, they just did, and no
body could say anything about it.

What type of relief would you suggest that the 
black man in total should take, should look 
forward to, as far as helping himself to relieve 
himself of this opposed political oppression 
that's placed upon him?

I would say the only one is the gun. Political 
power comes through the barrel of a gun, and 
that's absolutely correct. Again, the Democratic 
Convention shows that most clearly. Everybody 
was yelling about DALEY. DALEY didn't have to 
yell. He had the power. He had the police out
side and the police inside. And all the other 
supposed to be powerful people of the country all 
had to get up and yell names at him, but he had 
it up tight because he had guns. And whether or 
not people like that, it happens to be a fact. 
Once you've got the gun, then you can begin to 
decide how to move. Well, until you have that 
gun, you can't decide because if I have a gun and 
you don't have a gun, we're not equal. If black 
people believe in equality, white people are 
getting guns, we have to get guns. That's just 
being pragmatic about one's equality. I think 
that .once black people have begun to get guns,

CO
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CARMICHAEL: then we can begin to talk about a political ideol
ogy that will bind us together as a people in 
order to carry on the struggle that's ahead. And 
our struggle is going to be a long, vicious, and 
hard one, and I don't think black people even 
thinking seriously about the struggle that comes, 
most people are hoping that it won't come but 
it's clear that it is going to come and the best 
we can do is to prepare ourselves for that 
struggle.

Interviewer: When we speak of preparation, what are the basics, 
the basic needs for preparation - what you would 
suggest?

CARMICHAEL: Well, you need three things to survive - food,
shelter, and clothing. And if you're going to 
fight, you need ammunition. So that means that 
black people need four things in this country - 
food, shelter, clothing, and ammunition. Now if 
we begin to think seriously about fighting, 
about armed struggle, then we have to figure out 
how we can always keep our people with these four 
things - food, shelter, clothing, and ammunition. 
Very few people have really thought very seriously 
about that. For example, if a city rebellion 
were to occur in St. Louis, East St. Louis, or 
Chicago, all the National Guard would have to 
do is to surround the city. Once the city was 
-surrounded within a week, the, fighting would 
have to subside. The fighting would have to 

: subside Number 1 because there would be no food 
because in the cities we don't grow any food, 
and Number 2 because people would run out of 
ammunition. So that if we're thinking seriously 
we have to think about how we would continue a 
food supply if cut off by the forces, how do we 
continue to fight to sustain our people. But 
those are the four basic things we must think 
about. .
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Interviewer: Now, I know that you had visited Newark right 
after the uprising that had taken place there 
and you had spoken to many people there and you 
know that in Newark the city was closed down al
most immediately. They had shut down Highway 
21, 22, the Parkway, and all of the major high
ways and traffic that helped the city to survive 
in itself. What do you feel we could do in 
order to, what do you feel equid be done in this 
situation, in this city?

CARMICHAEL Well see, I'm not sure because we have not been 
able to work that out, but I think that our 
people must become conscious of those problems 
so we can begin to work out methods of solving 
them. I don't think they're impossible. No 
problem is impossible. But I just think that 
once we become attuned to really what's happen
ing and not just a murder mountain of men, I 
mean I think that we've murdered a mountain of 
hunkies enough. It's necessary. I do not 
downgrade that stage. That's a necessary stage; 
when people prepare to fight a bully, they have 
to convince themselves psychologically that 
they're as equal. I think that's what black 
people in this country have had to do for the 
past two years. But now we're; psychologically 
equal to the hunky. So now our job now is to 
prepare in a cold blooded manner to move against 
him and to win the struggle that1s ahead of us. 
So that I think that what I learned then from 
Newark was that they were still at the stage of 
murder mountain. That is to say, "We're going 
to burn them down," we're going to do this, and 
we're going to do that, but it wasn't really 
serious thinking and tactics. That isn't to 
say cool it, because I'm not for cooling it. 
Rebellions may still be necessary. I'll never 
condemn them. If people engage in them, there 
must be some good to them because the majority
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CARMICHAEL: of our people are engaged in them, so that we 
can’t condemn them. And certainly emotionally 
one is involved in that. But I think there is 
the other level we must now move to and that is 
the level of slowly understanding, examining, 
analyzing, and posing solutions to our problems.

Interviewer: May I ask you this also? Would you say in total 
that we have gone, in your estimation, it has 
gone past the stage of discussion and compromise 
and negotiation as far as the racial problem 
within this country?

CARMICHAEL: Yes. I think that’s clear. It’s gone completely 
past that hand. I think that what’s going to 
happen now is more black people are going to be 
used. And some of them are going to be used 
unconsciously, you know. For example, there is 
people always talking about black militants.
Now there is a difference between a black mili
tant and a black revolutionary. A black militant 
is a black man who's angry, but he just wants to 
get into the American piece of pie. He wants 
to be part of America. A black revolutionary 
is somebody who wants to overturn the complete 
system and change it. Now see, a black militant 
may not’ know that he is consciously being used 
against his people. You see them all the time. 
One week a cat gets up and he'll be yelling and 
screaming about these dirty white folk and bla, 
bla, bla, and black people are going to burn 
the city down. And then next week he gets a 
big job, a Poverty Program grant or whatever, 
you know, and then the cat disappears. Well, he 
was just angry. He doesn't mind being part of 
the American system. He just objects to being 
left out. But the black revolutionary doesn't 
just talk about how angry people is and bla, bla, 
bla, and wants a job, he talks about the masses

CONW
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CARMICHAEL:

Interviewer:

CARMICHAEL:

of our people, how they must be fed and recogniz
ing that they cannot be fed and cannot live a 
life as human beings inside of this system, he 
talks about the complete overthrow of this system.

Who, in your estimation, would be the four most 
likely people to guide and direct for black 
people in this country to guide and direct?

That's very hard to say, I'll tell you why. And 
I know some names for example, right off my mind 
would come the name HUEY P. NEWTON, Administra
tion Defense for the Black Panther Party. It's 
not because the problem that black people face 
in this country is that our generation, this 
generation, the youth, are forced to lead that 
revolution. They're forced to lead it because 
we don't have anyone older than us who have the 
experience, or who have our trust, the only 
man who had that was brother MALXOM X, and since 
there's no one else, it's just among us, the 
young, how we begin to grow and move and try and 
find methods in which to solve our solutions.
Now, there are a lot of them around. Maybe some 
of them don't have a public name, for example. 
But I think definitely all of the guys out of 
this generation will not be capable of leading. 
If they are, we don't know them yet, of those 
that we know.

Interviewer:

CARMICHAEL:

Would you in your thinking on this, would you 
think or guess or presume to place in the fore
front the name of Dr. HAMILTON?

You know, brother, I have a policy of not 
criticizing or condemning any black man, so 
I'll just say that I don't think that anybody 
outside of this generation has yet proven them
selves capable of helping out in that.
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Interviewer: Let us go deeper into you now. You have now 
made your home base of operations, being your 
home, how in Washington, D.C. You have taken 
to yourself a wife, the very beautiful MIRIAM 

i MAKEBA CARMICHAEL.

CARMICHAEL: Leave CARMICHAEL out. You can't hang a slave
name on an African. Iadopt MAKEBA.

Interviewer: Let us then say for yourself and for your wife, 
what do you have planned for yourself to gener
ate from your home base out of the two of you 
for all of us?

CARMICHAEL: Well, nothing except to be just part of the
struggle. I mean in where we see fit, where we 
can help to help out. I think that it's a time 
for hard thinking, for serious thinking and for 
serious movement. And that's what we have to 
understand as a people. That the yelling and 
screaming, not only is it gone, but there's 
nothing new to say. I mean I've watched tele
vision ever since I've been back in the country 
and the black militants, or whoever they are, 
they're saying the exact same thing that was 
said two years ago. So repetition just isn't 
going to get anywhere. There's time for new 
thinking. Until people do come up with new 
types of thoughts and new types of ways for us 
to move, they should just keep their mouth shut. 
Now we have not been saying much because there 
hasn't been very much to say. That we're in a 
period now where we're not quite sure where to 
go, you know, and until people are, they should 
keep their mouth shut.

Interviewer: Let me also ask you this, and that is. You have 
to excuse my throat. It's not too good with. me.
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CARMICHAEL:

Interviewer:

CARMICHAEL:

Oh, go ahead, brother, rap on.

Two people whom I feel are fairly close to you 
have beeri hit with the seeds of a great many 
problems, Brother H. RAP BROWN and Brother HUEY 
in Oakland, California. Would you let us in on 
this?

Right. Well, everyone knows about Brother RAP's 
position. He's got a restriction on him. He 
cannot move outside of New York and he's got a 
five-year sentence hanging over his head. My 
own personal feeling is that it's absolutely 
absurd for Brother RAP to serve five years at 
this time. I mean it's just absurd for speak
ing. I don't think the black people can go to 
jail for what they say. We have to go to jail 
for what we do because we're not fighting for 
free speech. That's a fight for white liberals. 
We're fighting for our lives. And Brother RAP, 
they're trying to put him in jail just over the 
question of free speech^ So that one of the things 
that we have to do is to organize more strongly 
and to organize in the manner that when we say, 
"If you put RAP BROWN in jail for five years, 
well then there'll be no peace," and when we say 
it to Insure our statement, we have to back our 
statements up with actions these days. In the 
past, we said things and we hoped, we hoped they 
would come true. You know, we say, "Well, if 
you send so and so to jail, the city will burn 
down," and we hoped the city would burn down. 
In many cases the hope came through, you know, 
people got on the streets. But the difference 
between that type of person and the real revolu
tionary is that the revolutionary plans so that 
when he says if you do x and y and z, then a, b 
and c will follow, he knows that it will follow. 
Then power structure knows that it will follow
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CARMICHAEL: and they begin to respect his power. So we're
trying now to coalesce that base moving around With 
Brother RAP and trying to keep it as quiet as 
possible so that when we say, "If you do to 
Brother RAP'x, y, z, then a, b, c, will follow." 
And it will follow. Now then of Brother HUEY P. 
NEWTON, the name is true. Brother NEWTON is a 
political prisoner who was arrested for the 
alleged murdering of a hunky policeman and the 
wounding of another, and it is the same thing. 
It is just a political arrest. Most of these 
arrests are political, but what the power struc
ture tries to do is to arrest the leadership of 
the movement so that once having done that the 
movement itself will die. I mean that is the 
harassment, for example, this week of Brother 
SWEDE JEFFERIES of the Imperial War Lords. If 
you can harass and arrest a leadership, you hope 
to kill the movement.

Interviewer: I see. You are in town to speak, you spoke this 
Thursday, concerning the arrest of several mem
bers of Black Liberators here in the city of 
St. Louis. Now I would like to know your feeling 
on the organizations that are within this city 
or in the metro area of St. Louis and East St. 
Louis.

CARMICHAEL: Well, it would be very hard for me to give an 
analytical description of each. All I could say 
is that because I move so much, it's almost 
impossible. If there's a black man in trouble 
and we feel just from the overall picture that 
he's doing something for the benefit of the 
masses of our people, then our life belongs to 
that people. And that's how we felt about the ' 
arrest of the Black Liberators. I mean they were 
doing something which they thought, whether it 
was or was not true, they thought and as long as
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CARMICHAEL: the man feels that he is doing something for 
the masses of his people and he gets in trouble, 
then we are willing to back him up with our 
lives. So we feel that then most black organi
zations that think they are dcdng something for 
the benefit of the masses of our people, we're 
willing to help them.

Interviewer: Very recently travel restrictions were placed 
upon you. I'd like to get into this.

CARMICHAEL: They took my passport and they gave it back. 
They gave it back because we organized many 
African nations to back the appeal for the pass
port. They said that when they gave me back the 
passport that I promised not to go to some 
countries, but,that's a lie. I'm free man. I 
go where I want, I see whom I want, and I go 
when I want. So they can't stop me. I'll go 
to China, I will go to North Vietnam, I will go 
to North Korea, I will go to Cuba, I will go any
where I so please.

Interviewer: Now, if’I'm correct, I believe you were supposed 
to have visited one of the smaller South Ameri
can countries.

CARMICHAEL: Right., Venezuela. They refused me entry. Free 
countries I cannot go to now. Venezuela, England, 
and my home country, Trinidad.

Interviewer: In your opinion, why should they do this?

CARMICHAEL: Well, I could see why they have done it in all 
three, especially in my home country, in Trini
dad. There's the brewing of a revolution - a 
real revolution, a real armed struggle.. And 
just three weeks ago they capture a truck full 
of guns which with some of the people I know and 
I met with outside of the island on my trip.
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CARMICHAEL:

Interviewer:

CARMICHAEL:

Interviewer:

CARMICHAEL :

Interviewer:

CARMICHAEL:

So that the Prime Minister, Mr. WILLIAMS, who 
is a lacky of the American government, is say
ing I have planned with these people to over
throw the government, and that therefore, if I 
were to come into the island, there would 
definitely be the beginning of armed struggle. 
Now, we’re going to go to Trinidad, one way or 
the other. People like Mr. WILLIAMS are going 
to have to be moved out of the way, because they 
do not look to us the benefit of the masses of 
our people but rather they look for their own 
self interest. And anyone that does that is 
indeed a traitor to black people and whereever 
he is, he has to be wiped out. As to Venezuela, 
there is a strong movement in Venezuela. Many 
people don't know that over forty per cent of 
the people in Venezuela are black, and that 
they had asked me to come; The government, 
again, was afraid of the reaction, so they 
stopped me. England, we were put Out of the 
country a year ago for organizing the blacks 
and the coloreds in England. We tried to bring 
together a third world.

There's a brother in England, I can't recall his 
name.

MICHAEL X.

MICHAEL X, right.

Right, he just got out of jail. I just received 
word. He was with us and we split the country 
and they picked him up and put him in jail. He 
just got out.

Now, you had, if I'm correct, had visited Hanoi.

Correct
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Interviewer: And on your visit there did you meet or speak 
with HO CHI MINH?

CARMICHAEL: I most certainly did. It was the most exciting 
moment of my life.

Interviewer: May I ask you this? Your reaction to the people 
within that country?

CARMICHAEL: Of Vietnam? I was impressed with the people of 
Vietnam for specifically four things. The 
first is that the people of Vietnam are a 
technologically backward country. Now don't say 
the word backwards in the sense of the white man 
does. I mean they have not developed technology 
as rapidly as the West. I don't think that tha 
development of technology is necessarily good.

Interviewer: Well’, were they primarily an agrarian country?

CARMICHAEL: Right. But now what little technology they have, 
they are using for the benefit and for the 
improvement of human life. And here is the great' 
irony. America, one of the most technically 
developed countries in the world is using its 
technology for the destruction of' human life. 
Is that amazing? So here's Vietnam and they 
got all these little Vietnamese and whenever 
they get a chance to study in the underground 
schools because they have to go underground 
because of the bombing, the people of Vietnam 
sit down and try to figure for example how to 
cure napalm burns. They can cure a napalm burn 
in exactly two and a halfimonths and restore the 
skin back to life. They combine Western 
technology with their own medical herbs arid stuff 
like that. And for example, if you have a bone 
that is broken what the West do is that when the
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CARMICHAEL: bone is broken, they cut another piece from 
another place and put it together. But in 
Vietnam they have a herb. And they tie that and 
apply it along with still some Western techno
logy and the bone grows back. And this what they 
are, I mean, doing. They’re wasting their time 
trying to figure out how to improve human life, 
and here’s America building napalm bombs and 
paying scientists and universities thousands 
and thousands and millions of dollars to try 
to figure how to destroy human life. The second 
thing I think the thing we're going to have to 
learn from the Vietnamese more than any other 
thing is the fact that they have integrated 
war into their life. They have not let war 
defined their, they have defined their own way 
of life and they have fit war into it. For 
example in any country where there is war or 
where there's constant bombing, and so that means 
that death is eminent, it's around you all the 
way, where you find people who are promiscuous, 
you find people in gambling industries, you find 
people and the morales are loose because they 
figure well we're going to die tomorrow anyway. 
But in North Vietnam I saw the opposite. I saw 
people who were not promiscuous, who were not 
morally loose, who worked very hard and that they 
just fit war into their life. For example, when 
I was in Vietnam the bombing was very, very 
heavy, and they bombed a hospital about three 
blocks from where I was staying.' Right after 
the bombing, we went to visit the hospital and 
they were carrying away babies, and nurses who 
had died. The next day when I returned to the 
hospital, they were clearing away the bricks. 
So I asked my guide I said, "What's going on, 
man? Are they getting more bodies?" He said, 
"No, they're clearing away the bricks to build 
again." I said, "Build again? You're crazy, 
man. The hunkies are bombing you out!" He
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CARMICHAEL: said, "That's what they have to do. We have
to build." I mean that's so beautiful because 
they consciously know, you know, that they've 
got to build later for this, man. And I think 
that's one thing the black people have to get. 
We have to understand that we have to build. 
And if every time he destroys, and we can't 
get him back, we build again. But whenever he 
tries to destroy, we can stop him, we stop him. 
But we've constantly got to keep in our mind 
that we've got to build. That's very, very 
impressive. The third that Impressed me about 
the Vietnamese was the organization of the 
country. That country is organized into every 
facet, old to the young, from the 99-year-old 
man to the nine-month-old baby. There's always 
constantly something for them to do for the 
benefit for their country, and the benefit for 
their people. And that's active in their minds, 
always, because they have absolutely nothing to 
do except to think about their people and the 
development of their country. And the finally 
fourth thing that impressed me is their awareness 
of the international problem. Wherever I went 
in Vietnam, from HO CHI MINH to the lowest 
peasant, the first thing they said to me when 
they found out that I was a Black American was 
that, "Let me tell you, we are incensed what 
LYNDON B. JOHNSON is doing to you all in the 
cities." And I would automatically want to 
laugh because here the Vietnamese are getting 
bombed by LYNDON B. JOHNSON, but they had time 
out to think about what LYNDON B. JOHNSON was 
doing to us in the cities and they showed a 
great sense of humanity, a great compassion, 
and a recognition of World Wide Humanity, which 
America does not have.

Interviewer: You took part in the celebrations that took 
place in Havana last year.

-- <“-4- •^TTii»ii;tiiiftiiil--
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CARMICHAEL: That's correct.

Interviewer: I don’t know whether or not you ever met CHE 
GUEVARA.

CARMICHAEL: No, I never met CHE GUEVARA.

Interviewer: But you had met and spoke with FIDEL CASTRO.
CARMICHAEL: We spent three days together up in the hills 

going over the fronts that he and CHE had fought 
over.

Interviewer: Could you elaborate a bit?
CARMICHAEL: Well, I think that FIDEL represents the spirit 

of the oppressed today. No matter what the 
prices are that we have to fight, I mean, his
favorite saying is to America is that, "Let me 
remind you, JOHNSON, we are an island. We're 
surrounded by water. For the inhabitants of 
this island, there can be no retreat." And the 
second phrase he always says is, "Let me remind 
the imperialist that on this island there is no 
such word as surrender. There's only death or 
life."

Interviewer: Many things have been thrown at you, Brother 
CARMICHAEL.

CARMICHAEL: That's right. They talk bad about JESUS.

Interviewer: The accusation that you are communist employed.
The accusation that you work for the CIA.

CARMICHAEL: I got a $70,000 house.

Interviewer: Would you please, on this microphone, still ' 
tongues?
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CARMICHAEL: O.K. Number 1, I wish I had a $70,000 house 
because if I did, I could write off a lot of 
tax and use the money to buy guns for my 
people. I don't have a $70,000 house. But I 
think that you know instead of going on to still 
tongues to run down the lies saying I don't have 
this, I don't have that, I don't have this, I 
think that the power structure recognizes the 
effects of a colonized people. Now the major 
effect of anybody who colonizes is that they 
hate themselves. So that means that they 
automatically have; distrust for each other. 
And the man always plays on this more than any
thing else. So what he does is that he puts 
out rumors about experts who is trying to 
organize his people. And then what we have is 
that this man is constantly trying to defend 
the rumors. But if you're caught up in trying 
to defend the rumors, you're never organized. 
For example, if the man gets up and says, "Well, 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL bought a $70,000 house," then 
I've got to get up and say, "Look man, I didn't 
buy a $70,000 house; I don't own a $70,000 house." 
Well, my whole life is defending that. And when he's 
through with that, he gets up and he says, 
"STOKELY CARMICHAEL is a CIA Agent," and then 
I've got to spend my whole life defending. I 
never get any work done. But I think that the 
colonized people we have to recognize the trick. 
The man puts out these rumors to constantly keep 
us divided. And that we have to give each other 
the benefit of the doubt until proven differently. 
And that's why brother MALCOLM X never got any
where, because everybody believed he was shucking 
and jiving, and that's the best example of 
colonized people. They never believe that anybody's 
for real until they're killed. So Brother MALCOLM 
never developed until his death. Then people 
said, "Oh man, the cat was leally serious." And
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CARMICHAEL: as colonized people we must understand we cannot 
believe anything the man says about any of us 
because his job is to constantly to destroy us. 
So instead of stilling tongues by saying I'm not 
thisj I’m not this, I’m not that, I refuse to do 
it. I say those people who fall for that trap, 
I'm very sorry for them, we have to work with 
them, but we have to move on.

Interviewer: My guest on Round Table has been Brother STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL. One thing that I'd like to get into 
and that is MIRIAM MAKEBA and her latest album 
and her latest song.

CARMICH.AEL: Right. She has a record called Ebaba Goonii 
(phonetic), which is Down in the Dumps, and 
the record stations are trying to ice it. They 
won't play it.

Interviewer: Would you say that again?

CARMICHAEL: It's called Down in the Dumps. The flip side 
of it is Baba Lusi. And the record stations 
won't play it because they're trying to ice it 
completely.

Interviewer: We will.

CARMICHAEL; Thank you very much, brother.

Interviewer: I'll repeat that. We will. Thank you.

CARMICHAEL: O.K., brother.

One of the.militants that served as a guard for 
CARMICHAEL during his speech at St. Louis, Missouri, on 
August 29, 1968, stated that CARMICHAEL was very angry because 
his sister had recently married a white man. He indicated to
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close associates at th® St. Louis meeting that he intended 
to kill this white man.

(U)
During late September, 1968, officers of the UCLA bg 

campus arrested _____________________________  on the UCLA Cb7c
campus. When arrested he had guft^ and ammunition in his 
possession. In addition he had a tape recorder containing 
militant statements made in the voice of STOKELY CARMICHAEL. 
These statements were: "We are at war with our leaders. We 
will kill them by any means necessary. If we cannotcure them, 
then we must retaliate,. We are going to free our country 
of imperialism and capitalism until this system is changed. 
We must continue the struggle. The police department is a 
counter-revdutionary power. A revolutionary is one who is 
willing to kill to bring about a change for the working people."

(U)
It was not readily possible to verify the date, time, b2 

and location where the tape was first recorded. b7D

STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S trip to the West Coast and 
Honolulu had been temporarily delayed due to his efforts to 
brine banished Olympic participants I and _____
_______ | to WDC for speaking engagements. Later_____________ I 
arrived in WDC. on October 24, 1968. ______________reportedly
was unable to come. STOKELY CARMICHAEL arranged for a rally 
to be staged to meet I at National Airportr WDC, with a
sizeable group, including_______________ former SNCC
National Chairman, to welcome him to WDC.

b6
b7C

after arriving in WDC, later held a press 
conference and attended several rallies in the company of 
CARMICHAEL and I I plus others. ________  spoke at the
rallies supporting the black power movement and justifying 
his actions at the Mexico City Olympics by raising a clinched 
fist symbolizing "black power." CARMICHAEL did not say very

CON
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(U)

much during the day' s events, describing 
come for|________  and that- "it should be 
CARMICHAEL praised  and for 
with the Black Power Movement.

it as a "hero’s wel- 
his day." However, b6 
identifying themselves b7c

10/24/68

The "Washington Post and Times Herald" reported i 
in an article dated October 23, 1968, that Olympic medalists 
TOMMIE SMITH and JOHN CARLOS were beginning a national speaking 
engagement in WDC. STOKELY CARMICHAEL reportedly arranged 
the engagement and said "they must start in the Nation’s 
Capital" and that "the city should give them a heroes 
welcome." The article reported, after placing first and 
third respectively in the 200 meter finals, they stood for the 
medal bestowing ceremony without shoes and in black stockings, 
each holding one clinched hand in a black glove, creating a 
black power symbol. 

- b6

(U)

At a press conference held by | ~~| 1968 b7c
Olympic medal winner, WDC, on October 24, 1968, STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL was in attendance among others. During the conference 
CARMICHAEL said no one had told and ______to make a
black power symbol at the Olympics and that they did this on 
their own. He further stated "The American people can no 
longer tell black people who their heroes will be. Black 
people will pick their own heroes. They will join the 
revolutionary;forces in the world in order to see that this b2
country is destroyed." b7D

During one of the rallies held on the afternoon of October 24, 1968, in WDC honoring |~ STOKELY CAR
MICHAEL stated it was "necessary for the brothers to speak 
up, but when they speak up, white society kills them economi
cally by ending financial assistance."

10/24/68)'3

(U)
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Americans as agressors. 
capitalism and racism." 
the capitalist society.

(U) :

On November 14, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL -Conducted^ 
a seminar entitled "Responsibility of the Black University 
to the Black Community" as part of the Black University 
Conference being held at Howard University, WDC. About 600 
people were present.

During the seminar, CARMICHAEL stated, among other 
things, that the white man is the enemy and that blacks cannot 
be divided in "this war." He recalled that when he was in 
North Vietnam the North Vietnamese never mentioned "their 
brothers," the South Vietnamese. Emphasis was only on the 

CARMICHAEL stated "my enemies are 
He added "that our goal is to abolish 
We don’t want capitalism."

_________ b2
11/14/68)^^ b 7 D

North Carolina, a student at the University of 
North Carolina in Chapel Hill, advised on January 2, 1969, 
he attended a meeting conducted by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the 
Baptist Student Union Building following a speech by CARMICHAEL 
at the university auditorium on November 21, 1968. About 
100 to 120 Negroes, all of college age, were gathered in the bo
meeting room. He observed between 12 to 20 of the group to b7
be "Black Panthers." He advised that he missed part of the 
first meeting that was held there but later heard about 20 
minutes conversation of a closed meeting with CARMICHAEL 
present. Among the points he recalled CARMICHAEL specifically 
made were arguments that the Negroes should obtain guns and 
"kill whitey." He recalled CARMICHAEL specifically stated 
Negroes should shoot and blow up police stations. He argued 
that Negroes should arm themselves to shoot and bomb police. 
He noted from newspaper articles that this had been done in 
New Jersey recently. He continued that schools should start 
courses in Afro-History and in black culture and should 
teach black nationalist views. He continued to argue for 
violence on the part of Negroes and said he knew that the
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militants were being held back by "Uncle Toms" and stated, 
"If the Uncle Toms are holding you back, get rid of them." 
He argued for urban guerilla warfare and confrontation. Some 
of those in the audience asked CARMICHAEL, "What's our plan, 
when, where, et cetera?" and CARMICHAEL emotionally replied, "We don't need a plan, all we need/are guns."

“ ■ Z7 CJ?

The Conference Chairman of the Congress of Black 
Writers held at McGill University, Montreal, Canada, October 
11-14, 1968, was BURNLEY ALLAN; "ROCK Vn-JONES, Halifax, Nova 
Scotia^ a prominent Canadian black nationalist.

Canada. The purpose of the travel was reported to be to "help a brother." On December 5, 1968,| |returned from Canada 
and was planning to travel to North Carolina with STOKELY
CARMICHAEL during the period, December 9-11, 1968.

||was publically identified as the 
to STOKELY CARMICHAEL, as previously mentioned.

b6 
b7C 
b6 
b7D

Subsequent to her trip to North Carolina with 
CARMICHAEL, stated that the purpose of her trip to
Canada with other members of the Black Panther Party was to 
confer on ways to obtain bail money for one |(last
name unknown). a BPP member who was in jail in Canada.

did not indicate any further plans to return to Canada.

12/68)

Prior to the return of ______________  from Canada on
December\5, 1968, eight members of the BPP reportedly arrived 
in Halifak^Nova Scotia, on December 3, 1968, led by LAFAYETTE 
.SURNIHM orZtSURNEY. The'names of other BPP members were not 
available/ and all were staying with BURNLEY ALLEN JONES, a
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Canadian black extremist. Up to 100 
from the United ^tatgs were expected 
the hear future./QxQ

members of the BPP 
to arrive in Halifax in

One ______________________ departed Halifax on
December 4, 1968, via Air Canada Airlines, Flight 331, to 
Boston. Massachusetts.accompanied by two Negro females.

and a _________ Ibol-iavod tn be|_________
|also known asl____________________ I had a

connecting flight to WDC. I Las reportedly seeking
support to exploit the conviction of then
incarcerated in Canada and to receive a sentence on December 6, 1968. | ~|was expected to r eturn to Halifax in 
about three days

accompanied by two Negro females. ______lhel±eized_tn_be |
b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

(U)

Subsequently,_________ _ during the course of an 
interview with Special Agents (SAs) of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) refused to answer questions concerning her 
trip to Canada where she allegedly met with one _____________
to arrange to bail him out of jail in Canada. She would not 
disclose her relationship to| ]or the reason for his being 
in Canada. | |reportedly was from the area of Detroit and a
racial militant activist.

b6 
b7C

A meeting was held^on December 5, 1968, in a pr 
vate home at an unknown location in Orange, New Jersey. 
There were approximately thirty persons present. STOKELY 

^JGARMTCHAEL was the principal speaker and the ^meeting was 
/ . attended by BPP| ~]from New York. Clty.lH ~~l from Newark. New Jersey.F 
I Newb,York, and 
< Jersey. ! ""

from Albany 
from Jersey City, New
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CARMICHAEL gave a short talk about white people
expecting a "D-Day." He said that this was in reference to a 
national day of destruction which had been rumored for some 
time. He stated that law enforcement people had forced the 
blacks to move forward the day when "D-Day" would occur. He 
said that instead of having a "D-Day" only once, "D-Day" must 
occur every day "starting tonight." He reportedly continued 
"that two police officers are to be killed in every city, 
town, and county, not otherwise specified, even though there 
were no BPP chapters in those areas. He told the group that 
this "must be done now." CARMICHAEL reportedly displayed to 
the group a .357 Magnum revolver which he said he had near 
him at all times. At the meeting other members of the group 
were reportedly armed. No specifics were given by CARMICHAEL 
as far as implementing the orders to kill police officers.

Jersey City, New Jersey, Black Panther
/ud. leader., talked briefly about the arrest of BPI

up and sold out."
Ln Jersey City. stated that, "We were set

b2 
bo 
b7C 
b7D

12/6/68rj^
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VI. COINTERNATIONAL TRAVEL AND OTHER FOREIGN 
ASPECTS OF CARMICHAEL’S ACTIVITIES

"The Evening Star", mentioned previously, reported 
in an article dated December 12, 1967, that STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
returned to the US on December 11, 1967, and was met by US 
Marshals who confiscated his passport for traveling to Communist 
countries without aurthorization. During his trip, which began 
in July, 1967, CARMICHAEL reportedly visited Czechoslovakia, 
Sweden, France, England, Tanzania, Egypt, Algeria, Spain, Cuba, 
Guinea,!and North Vietnam. CARMICHAEL’S passport was revoked 
according to US Government spokesmen because he violated a sec- 

.ytion of the US Code forbidding unauthorized travel to Cuba, North 
r Vietnam, North Korea, uonimunist China and Syria.

1 “I Additional Ahformation

DC 5C
Mexico

activities of STOKELY
garding travel and foreign 

ARMICHAEL/vjfets previously set forth in
an investigative report

The following additional data developed about STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL and __ j_s_heJ_ng set forth:

________________ was born at
South Africa. She is desdribed as a "folk singer". Her pass- 
port is| |number| date and place offissue not avail
able. She is reported t>or5e the former wife of also
known as_______ _______________ South African Indian, pornL I

| ] in "South Africa. | ~|and| | trav-
(U) eled tp England /Where they were residing in 1959. Later,

[reportedly had prior connections 
zitions /

b6 
b7C 
b2 
b7D

they reportedly separated, 
wi th African nafihrial nr'ganl

ki/

A clipping appeared in the February 5, 1968.7"’ilssue\ot 
the Caracas Venezuela newspaper "Ultimas Noticias," containing 
statements by MIRIAM MAKEBA concerning travel to Cuba. MAKEBA
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reportedly stated just prior to her February 4, 1968, departure 
for New York that she was ready to go to Cuba in response to a 
invitation from FIDEL CASTRO. When asked if she was a Communist, 
she reportedly stated, "I am an artist, a Negro, and this some
times determines who may be* branded as being in a certain political 
stream. However, I am simply on the side of the Negro because 
I am one of them. I am not interested in politics, but I am 
interested in the defense of my race.'^(

1 b7D
J [ 2/21/68 )'P<

STOKELY CARMICHAEL and wife J________________ [attended
a reception at the Embassy of Guinea, WDC, on March 4, 1968.

' ' ■ • . ’ ■ ■ . b6
A wedding reception was held in honor of STOKELY CAR- b7c 

MICHAEL and MIRIAM MAKEBA at 30 Overhill Road, Mt. Vernon, New 
York, on Mav 18 1968. at 6:30 p.m. This is the residence of 

of The reception was sponsored by Madam
and Ambassador ACHAR MAR0F of Guinea. Mrs. FLORENCE CARMICHAEL, 
mother of STOKELY CARMICHAEL, was co-sponsor of the reception.

L5/20/68)

On July 7, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL was an honored guest 
at a reception held by the Embassy of Tanzania, WDC. CARMICHAEL 
was accompanied by "two body guards." The Tanzanian Ambassador, 
MICHAEL LUKUMBUZYA mad^ a short speech at the reception in which 
he condemned all colonization of territories by foreign countries 
and spoke against the capitalistic system.

L7/16/68)JZ\
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In July, 1968, |was reportedly return-
ing from Africa to the US where she had spent an extended stay. b7D

7/16/68

On the evening of July 30, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
and his wife, visited the Tanzanian Embassy, WDC,
The purpose or tne trip was not determined.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL was the keynote speaker at The 
Organization of Arab Students Convention, Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
on August 26, 1968, held at the University of Michigan. Por
tions of the speech are being set forth Hereinafter:

"It is indeed a great pleasure to come before you 
this evening. This is one of the ties that has been too long 
in coming. It is far past the time that we should come together 
and begin to discuss our common problem because we have indeed 
a common enemy.

"If you would bear with me I would like to begin 
by talking a little about the history of the black movement 
because as oppressed people we do have in common the fact that 
our press releases, our statements, if they even hit the news 
media, which is controlled by the oppressor, are often times dis
torted and never tells the truth.

"We want to begin very briefly so that you can see the 
development of our movement and the need and the necessity and, 
in fact, the only course that black people in this country must 
take a revolutionary path. As you may know, African Americans 
were stolen from Africa. We were brought to this country as slaves. 
We had no choice as to whom we were to mate with, how we were to 
be mated, where we were to live or anything. We had, of course, 
to face the most brutal oppression of anyone. Of the wretched . 
of the earth, it is said the black people are most damned. I
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am inclined to believe that because certainly we have faehd 
the most brutal oppression. We have been stripped of every
thing. We have been the most de-humanized of all the oppressed 
people. Having been stripped of our culture, the black man 
now finds himself inside a country and inside a world which he 
must begin to try his best to relate to.

"Now we find that black people in the United States 
are colonized people as differentiated from exploited people. 
The exploited are oppressed people, so are Colonized people. 
But exploited people are oppressed mainly because of economic 
wealth. Colonized people are not only exploited because of 
economic wealth but their culture, their value, their language, 
their entire way of life is stripped from them and they are 
forced to identify with the oppressor, and that's very important 
because it means that as the two groups which are oppressed, ex
ploited and colonized, they must mov® in different paths. 
For example, it is a fact that there are white people in this 
country who are exploited - they are not colonized. They may 
be stripped of their economic wealth, but they have same value, 
same culture, same history and the same language as their rich 
white oppressor.

"But now let us examine black people in this country. 
While we are also stripped of economic wealth; we are poor. We 
are also stripped of our culture, our language, our history, 
and our very way of life - that certainly defines and differen
tiates the difference between poor whites in this country and 
black people in this country. And it differentiates around 
the world the difference between colonization and exploitation. 
We dare venture to say that colonization comes into play when 
there are people of different race oppressing another people. 
Let me give a clear example. In Algeria today in the schools 
French is taught - in Viet Nam 20 years ago French was taught - 
French was made the national language. In Algeria today while 
Arabic is the national language, as the Algerians begin to cope 
with the process of de-colonization they are still forced to use 
French in the upper grades. What it means is that the Algerians 
were stripped of the language. They were forced to speak the . - 
language of their oppressor. Once one is forced to speak the 
language of his oppressor, to identify with the value, culture 
and history of his oppressor, he begins to think that his oppressor,
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Is In fact superior and, by definition, his own way of life, his 
culture and his value system, is inferior.

"Is. it not a fact that the Algerians who were to make 
it to the top had to, in fact, become Frenchmen. The same is 
true of Vietnamese, and the same is true tod^r of the black 
Americans. If they want to be accepted by the oppressor they 
must, in fact, become carbon copies of the oppressor. I want 
to give that background because it is important for us to under
stand the movements in the world today. Let me give another 
example. It is a fact that the United States of America, which 
is the world’s greatest imperialist power, does exploit Europe, 
but she exploits Eur6pe;economically. She colonizes the third 
world - that is the worlds color, Asia, Africa and Latin America. 
While 65% of the French economy is underwritten by American 
businessmen, the French people can still speak their own language, 
they can still have their own type of culture. Let us take for 
example the Island of Puerto Rico. The Island of Puerto Rico, 
where over 85% of the business is underwritten by American 
economy, forces the Spanish people to speak in their own schools 
in Puerto Rico, English for three years and Spanish for two 
years because, again, the question of race comes into play, and 
the superiority complex of Western society built around an 
ingrained fact that because one is white therefore one is superior, 
comes into play whenever we deal with colonization. So we say 
black people in America and perhaps colonized people around the 
world, that what we fight TiTnot just an ecohlmfc,/ system but also 
a racist system; that is an economic system.vhich exploits one. 
Black people in this country are fighting Jtwo evils. One of the 
evils is racism, secondly the evil of.capitalism or imperialism 
which is the highest stage of capitalism. Since our fight is 
against both those twin evils we must prepare an ideology which 
will meet both those, a society which is free of racism and a 
society which indeed is anti-capitalist and where capitalism 
cannot function. That then is the goal of the black movenient in 
this country and those goals must be made clear because, if they are 
not made clear the movement will be subverted and we will find 
ourselves becoming black capitalists trying to enjoy a piece of 
the American pie, trying to Identify without oppressor and help
ing to oppress the rest of thevorld. ,

ca
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"Now then, I want to come up very rapidly to the black 
liberation movement in this country, give some of the groups that 
are functioning. I will not at all give the philosophy of these 
groups. I think that perhaps as students in the country you 
could get information concerning those movements and let them 
speak for themselves. I will not speak for them because I would 
not want their representatives to speak for us. There is, of 
course, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People, the Congress for Racial Equality, the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee, the Southern Christian Leadership Confer
ence and the Black Panther Party. Most of these groups have basi
cally been fighting for a share of the American pie, at least 
until recently. That is to say, they were kept out of the Amer
ican dream, and many of them thought that if they were to adapt 
the manner, the mode, and the culture of the oppressor, they would 
be accepted and they too could enjoy the fruits of American 
Imperialism. But today, among the young generation of blacks 
in this country there is becoming and developing an ideology 
which says that we cannot in fact become a part of the American 
system. What we must do is move to destroy that system entirely. 
This then differentiates the black militant from the black revo
lutionary. The black militant is one who yells and screams 
about the evils of the American system, himself trying to become 
a part of that system. His cry is that he is excluded from being 
part of a person who is allowed to enjoy the fruits of imperial
ism. The black revolutionary is not angry because he is excluded 
but wants to destroy, overturn, and completely demolish the American 
system and start with a new one which allows humanity to flow. 
I stand then on the side of the black revolutionary and not on the 
side of the black militant.

"Now then, for many black people in this country 
FANON is becoming certainly one of the men whom we are gathering 
a lot of our ideological strength and FA NON is indeed very 
important. He was a West Indian, I am a West Indian. He was 
educated by the French, the imperialist, I was educated by the 
imperialist . <|l'm not going to compare myself to FANON). FANON
was sent to Algeria to work for the French. Everyone knows the 
history. He joined the Liberation forces and was wounded, became 
a doctor for the Liberation forces, went to Ghana representing 
the Algerian Liberation government and began to write the profound 
book "The Wretched of the Earth." Now what FANON represents
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to us is precisely what we begin to know - that we must alienate 
Ourselves from the values of the system that we have been taught. 
That of course is a very difficult problem especially for the 
black people inside this country who live here and who are con
tinually subjugated with the propaganda, and that propaganda 
touches us all.

"A few years ago I was for the Jewish people of Israel. 
I wanted to know why the Arabs were always picking on the Jews. 
I could not figure it out. It is not funny, because most Ameri
cans believe that the Arabs are picking on the Jews/ That is 
because we live inside a society which subjugates and gives out 
assertions which are accepted as truths and never questioned - 
never questioned. And because of that we find ourselves com
pletely in a world of fog which makes it very difficult to move 
clearly; for us to find the correct ideology and the Correct 
positions as we move. That becomes very important for a number 
of reasons. I want to touch on the problem of Zionism as we 
black people in this country see it, and whatour relation must 
be to the Arab world, and must be to the forces who are fighting 
against.

’’Now we see that before we do that we want to under
stand clearly what revolution is all about. The word is easily 
tossed around and we become very confused. For us the revolu
tion is a complete changing of one system but not just a changing 
of a system because systems change hands all the time. It is 
a changing of the system which speaks and meets the needs of the 
masses of people. Once the system is changed meeting the needs 
and speaks for the masses of people then a revolution begins. 
So that we must understand a revolution cannot begin until one 
seizes power. Let me give an example. FIDEL CASTRO fought in 
the Sierra Miestros for several years. That was not the Cuban 
revolution. The Cuban revolution did not begin until FIDEL 
CASTRO walked into Havana, drove out BATISTA and his American 
Lackeys and said, 'This day I claim this island for the masses 
of Cuban People', then the revolution began. Before the revo
lution, the period before that is preceded by what is called 
armed struggle. Armed struggle is when the revolutionary forces- 
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are engaged in battle against the forces that maintain the 
status quo, or figjit to maintain the status-quo. What we hax^e 
around the world today of oppressed people are people who are moving 
into the stages of armed struggle. Several are already in the 
stage of revolution - Cuba, China and a few others. Some of 
them are revisionists however. it’s a term I heard used when
I was in Algeria. I'm not sure I know what it means. It sounded 
good. Now there's one other problem the black people face in this 
country. It is a problem I do not know whether or not we will 
solve until, in fact, if we are successful we begin a revolution 
in this country.

"Since we fight both racism and capitalism we are not 
quite sure that merely because we have abolished capitalism and, 
let us say, set up either a state of Socialism or Communism that 
we will also automatically wipe out racism. Many of the forces 
tell us that if you set up a socialist state you automatically 
destroy racism, but we are not quite sure of this because of 
our brutality in this country and our understanding the theories 
of white supremacy. And while we try to grope with those problems, 
we would have to ask the forces in the world that are fighting 
to liberate themselves to maybe give us some time because that 
is going to be a hard problem because for us racism is more 
important, because we were made slaves because of the racism 
ingrained in white people. They picked us because we were black. 
They had a number of white people they could choose from in their 
own continent, Europe, but they decided to come to Africa and 
for some reason pick us. They say because We were physically 
superior, Perhaps there Is some truth to that and we will see. 
If there is, we will soon find out. Now then, into the problem 
of Zionism.

"I want you to understand that for black people dealing 
with Zionism is a new thing. I could use myself as an example. 
When I went to college I was totally convinced that the people 
of the Arab world were the most vicious people in the world. 
Always persecuting the poor Jews. The reason for that is because 
we have found that the Zionist has a very effective offensive 
propaganda. They state their propaganda and everyone accepts 
it as the truth and anyone who even tries to even<"question their 
propaganda they put on the defensive by calling them anti-sematic.
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It is a very very good trick. And an extremely good one because^C'VZy, 
nobody wants to be anti-sematic. Nobody wants to hate people/^ 
because of their race, so when I said, 'well now, why did the 
Jews go to Israel...', 'you're anti-sematic*. I don't want 
to be anti-sematic, please. The way we found to counteract 
the offensive propaganda of the Zionists is that we state our 
propaganda, and that we state it offensively and we state ours 
as the truth and we do not bow down or question dr quibble with 
the propaganda of the Zionists. And that is the only way we 
have found to be able to meet them head on. If the Zionist assert 
that they have a right to Israel then we assert that the Pales
tinians have a right to Palestine. And once we assert that, 
then there can be room for discussion. If we accept the asser
tion and begin to quibble With the Zionist, there is never room 
for discussion. But once we assert that the Palestinians have 
a right to Palestine because it belongs to them, then there can 
be room for discussion in this country. And that is precisely 
what we did, trying very hard last year to calculate assertives 
which would for once put the Zionist on the defensive in this 
country and let them back up their so-called state of Israel 
which we all know.to be an unjust and certainly immoral state.

"But what makes the forces of Zionism so effective in 
it's propaganda? It is because the Zionists have something else; 
not only do they assert theirs as fact, and anyone who questions 
it they put on the defensive by calling them anti-sematic, but 
the Zionists hook up the killing of 6 million Jews as a justifi
cation for a so-called state called Israel. And what they say 
is because 6 million Jews were murdered by Hitler, we have a 
right to Israel. { And that is a very dangerous thing. It is a 
fact that 6 million Jews were slaughtered by Hitler. All of 
us feel very badly about that. But because 6 million Jews were 
murdered by Hitler does not give the right to the Zionist to go 
ahead and slaughter and kill Palestinians and take the land. 
If in fact the Zionist - (I want to make sure I use the correct 
term because I don't want to be called anti-sematic.) If the 
Zionists are in fact worried about the fact that they have lost 
6 million Jews in Germany; if they are worried about their,, 
treatment that Hitler meeted out to them, then it seems clear 
to me that they should take the land for their home state from 
Germany. It was Germany who fought them, to the Victor belongs 
the spoils.- I think the reason why they got support for the
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State of Israel from the Western powers is precisely because the 
role of Israel is now playing and had been planned to be played. 
I don't have to tell you about the history, when Baliour gave them 
the land, it was totally impossible for them to get European Jews 
to move to Israel. It was not until the slaughter of the Jews 
in Germany by Hitler that the state of Israel became a reality. 
It was not until that time. Prior to that time they could not 
get the state to move. No one would leave and no one would go. 
Who wanted to go to the desert? Except Palestinians. But this 
is a very important point in terms of us coming to grips with 
dealing with the propaganda of the Zionist. Because once you 
feel sorry and sympathize for a person then you have a chance 
tc give them a lee-way. And, of course, with the other propa
ganda telling people that there was nobody in Palestine; it was 
a land without people for a people without land, and making these 
propagandas and assertions fact in the minds of our people, it 
becomes almost impossible to deal with it. Now we in this coun
try as anyway necessary see fit has a gesture of solidarity with 
our brothers in the Arab world, intend to deal with the propaganda 
of the Zionist. We have to for several reasons. Because the 
same Zionist that exploit the Arabs also exploit us in this 
country. That is a fact. And that is not anti-sematic.

"But as we move in our propaganda we must be offsenive. 
We cannot be self-defensive. We cannot just take a position of 
self-defense. That certainly can be rd. ated to areas of physical 
combat. One cannot take an area of self-defense. CHE GUEVARA . 
clearly points out that self-defense does nothing but maintain 
the status-quo. If one wants to change things, one must move 
against the status-quo aggressively. That is a fact. And what 
the Zionists do is that they have you believe that if you move 
aggressivley against them, you are committing an act. That is 
very cleaver. We have watched their movement. What the Zionists 
do is that they set up a state called Israel. And then they 
give the justification for that state. And then people now have 
to question and deal with Israel as a state. People never any
more question the foundations or the beginnings or the fact that 
this state came into being. As they expand after each war the
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territory that they cover becomes incorporated in the state 
of Israel. No one questions that anymore, and then they continue 
to expand. Always expanding, incorporating, expanding and 
incorporating. And anyone who tries to fight them, becomes 
aggressive.

"Now we stand clearly in this country, self-defense will
only maintain the status-quo. If Egypt, Syria, and Jordon today 
took a position of self-defense, they would still come out losing, 
because the Israelis still occupy their land. If they want the 
land back, they must move aggressively against the occupied forces. 
And as they move aggressively, we have to move aggressively.
There is no need to talk about peaceful coexistence. It is fact, 
the only solution is armed revolution. Period. That cannot be 
discussed. That cannot be. Anyone who calls for peaceful co
existence, is in fact, calling for the status-quo to remain the 
way it is. Those who say we can exist with the Imperialist 
forces are saying we can exist with things the way they are.
We never have to change them. But if we are the ones who are 
suffering, we are the ones who must change, and we must decide 
how that change is to come about. It must come about. And the 
forces that call for peaceful coexistence in this world do not 
believe it. It is important to note that forces call for peace
ful coexistence in the Middle East, but when their satelites are 
invaded they do not use peaceful coexistence but use armed inter
vention to stop. To stop. If they believe in peaceful coexis
tence in the Middle East, they should believe in peaceful co
existence in Eastern Europe. That’s a fact. But they cannot 
believe in peaceful coexistence in the Middle East and armed 
intervention in Eastern Europe. We cannot go along with those 
forces that call for peaceful coexistence. It is clear to us 
that they are revisionist.

"How then do we stand? We do not Intend to discuss
the internal policies of the Arab world. That's a discussion 
for the Arabs. We can only support the Arab world as we see 
fit. It is clear that we may have certain likes and we feel 
strongly to certain groups or certain governments more than we 
do to the others. For example, we feel very strongly to the 
Commandos in Palestine. We feel they are the group that will 
get most of our support. We feel very strongly committed to 
those Arab countries which are arming their people because if 
you are for the people you have nothing to fear from the
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people. We feel very strongly committed to those government?s 
which are building revolutionary governments* and we do not, 
and are not, afraid to say so. We know that the aggression 
of June 6th was for several reason; one of them was to destroy 
the revolutionary governments of the Arab world. We know that. 
And so we will support those revolutionary governments in what 
little meager way we can. In what little meager way we can. 
Because the spreading of .these revolutionary governments in 
the Arab world is indeed a threat to world imperialism.

’’Now then, what is the role as we see fit and how can 
we work with out Arab brothers? Number one, we can begin to spread 
the propaganda against Zionism and begin to enlighten and educate 
the masses of our people. And we have begun to do that. Not 
only have we done it publicly last year, but at certain conventions 
for example the National Convention of New Politics in Chicago 
last year, we took a strong position that if those white people 
who call themselves revolutionary or radical wanted our support 
they had to condemn Zionism. And we will continue to do that. 
When we work with groups we must. And we will continue to 
spread that. We are trying now in many of the black colleges 
across this country to see to it that Arab culture and Arab 
language becomes in fact a part of the curriculum, so that we 
can begin to know more about the Arab way of life and understand 
what the imperialists are doing.

"We intend to start story books and talk about the life 
in Arab so that our people become aware and consistent with them 
and begin as much as possible to fight the propaganda. Unfor
tunately we do not, at this point, control the mass media. It 
is controlled by the United States of America, which wholeheartedly 
supports Israel. Unfortunately, and until we get a chance to 
control the mass media, you laugh, but the Zionist said they 
would take Israel and they did. We intend to make it clear that 
we will help the struggle of the Arabs in anyway that we can. 
Not only financially and morally, but with our very lives. For 
a number of reasons. We are Africans. The United Arab Republic 
is in Africa. It is Egypt. We see Africa as our Mother land. 
That's not so far fetched. The Zionist built a propaganda that . - 
Israel was the Mother land, the homeland of the, Jews And build
ing up this propaganda has made young Jewish people feel they
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CQi4r©£t4-Urtt* have to be committed to their homeland for life or deaths When 

the aggression took place in several cities across the world, 
money was raised at the snap of a finger. Young people were 
dropping out of school to go and fight to defend the homeland. 
There is no difference for black people going to fight and 
defend Egypt, it is our homeland, it is Africa. That may seem 
far fetched, but it is not. There are many of us who are 
slowly beginning to prepare for the propaganda and prepare for 
the actual fight. We intend to fight imperialism whereever it 
is. Be it in the United States of America or in our homeland. 
Jewish people fight wherever they are. They fight in their 
homeland. They established a state in 1948 and they feel 
such a strong tie for it. Egypt is our home. The oldest civil
ization in the world comes from Egypt. We must feel a link and 
a tie to it. So we say very clearly that because Egypt is in 
our Motherland we will fight the forces of imperialism, when
ever they are trying to invade our homeland, and our Motherland. 
That's correct.

"Finally then, as we begin to develop our struggle more 
and more, there will be a lot of subversion. There will be a 
lot of setbacks. But we made clear now our position that we 
will never be intimidated by the United States of America. Not 
anymore, not anymore. We better than all the oppressed people 
of the world, know the United States because we have lived 
inside of her for 400 years. No one has to tell us of her brutality, 
no one has to tell us of her exploitation. No one has to tell 
us. We know it better than everyone. We, in fact, can tell you 
something about it. The United States of America made its greatest 
mistake. Rather than like other empires which colonized their 
people on their own land,, she had the gall to bring her subjects 
into her country and colonize it; after She had wiped out the 
Indians, of course. We aim to fight with guns in our hands, we 
aim to fight to the death. The word surrender cannot exist for 
us. It is better for us to die on our feet at age 26 than to 
live in starvation and die at age 76. We would rather die first.

"We will become the 5th column. The United States 
cannot stop it, no matter how they try. Not only are we not s
going to go the the Vietnamese > war, we stand loud and clear; 
the North Vietnamese are our commrade-in-arms. They are fight
ing Imperialism, we are fighting. Imperialism. He who strikes
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a blow at Imperialism is our comrade-in-arms. We make it clear 
that we see the Arab world, not only as our brothers, but also 
our commrade-in-arms. We are not worried about the contradiction 
among the Arabs worlds. History and the oppressor forces will 
force them to unite and force them to fight. They have no 
alternative, they must fight. And because we know the Arab 
world must fight for its very survival, because Imperialism is 
like a sponge that is never satisfied until it has sucked up 
everything; in order just to live the Arabs are going to have 
to fight. We know that. And we are just waiting because our 
people know it. In order to live we will have to fight. So 
that now we are not worried about the contradictions that now 
exist inside the Arab world. The youth is going to lead that 
country to victory. And they are going to use it like Miss 
Fatima is using it. Yes, it is far better that every Arab 
woman become FATIMA and be wiped out than to live under the 
shame that the Arab world now lives under. Yes, you should 
all become Lady FATIMA,. This is the beginning of our ties. 
We hope to strengthen them. We will strengthen them. We will 
work closer with the Arab students. We will work closer with 
the Arab students wherever we can. Our eyes are now open; we 
have begun to see this trickery of Zionism; we have begun to 
see the evil of Zionism, and we will fight to wipe it out 
wherever it exists. Be it in the Ghetto of the United States 
or in the Middle East; we will fight against it actively on all 
fronts. Our position is clear with those of the 3rd world.
We fight with the colonized world."

____________  L 9/9/66 ) J X b7D

On August 31, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL made a speech 
at the Envoy Towers, 2400 16th Street, N.W., WDC, which was 
sponsored by The Pan African Students Organization in the 
Americas (PASOA). During the speech CARMICHAEL made the follow
ing points:

1.

2.

The white man uses two tools to destroy the black 
man, racism and imperialism.
The African Students in the US must:
a) identify with their black brothers in the US.
b) begin to identify themselves with the revolutionary 

movement. 219
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d)

act in order to effect a change in the ^cohtimlfeKt' 
of Africa, 
revolution is defined as when a government is 
overthrown and there is a change. This can be 
done through the acquisition of guns. ’’You can't 
bring about a revolution without guns, and the 
white people already have guns."
He down't see a revolutionary movement in Africa. 
But we should start educating the African masses.

the PASOA
The occasion was the 8th Annual Ball sponsored by 
given in conjunction with the 8th Annual Conference

The theme of CARMICHAEL’S speech was ’’African Soli

(U)

(U)

b2
^8/31/68) b7D

5, 1968,|___________________ |Pan American
Supervisor. John F. Kennedy Internetional 
advised pnd her husband

STOKELY CARMICHAEL departed New York City that date for Dakar, 
Senegal via Pan American flight number 150.

On September 
ReservationsAirlines

Airport, New York City
b7C

(U)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL gave a press conference on Sept
ember 6, 1968, while in Africa. CARMICHAEL reportedly stated 
he was in Africa to strengthen ties between American Negroes 
and Africans to continue their struggle against imperialism, 
colonialism, and neo-colonialism. He stated that American 
Negroes would boycott the November, 1968, elections in the US. 
He added he was a free citizen of a free country and able to 
travel wherever he wished. He claimed his passport was returned 
to him because of intervention on his behalf by African diplo
mats. He confirmed he was going to Conakry, Guinea, on Sept
ember 8, 1968. He indicated the Black Panther Party (BPP) was 
the first party in the US which recognized the iise of arms for 
the fight against racism. His wife,________________ stated
they would return to the US very soon s as she had another singing 
engagement......

b2
b7D

.b7C

(U)
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wras in Dakar, Senegal with her husband and due

On September 7, 1968, President TOURE of Guinea 
an American Government official that ______________ had written
him about visiting Guinea during the annual "Quinzaine Artistique' 
as she had done the year before and wanted to be sure such a 
visit did not complicate US - Guinea relations. He had just 
heard that________wras in Dakar, Senegal with her husband and due
to arrive n Conakry on September 8, 1968. The Deposition, with 
respect to_______
TOURE, and he indicated vigorous agreement with that position. 
He noted CARMICHAEL had not been permitted to “sound off” in 
Guinea the previous year while there on a visit. President 
TO stated that he had not actually met CARMICHAEL during 
that previous visit xA/

and CARMICHAEL, was explained to President b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

(U) p? 716/68)

J TT l On September 12, 1968,_______________ reportedly w
i - i due to arrive in Monrovia, Liberia from Conakry, Guinea.

(U) |^y/i//by) j

On September 24, 1968 Security
Branch, Legal Division, Passport Office, made available a 
report of an interview by the Press of STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
on September 13, 1968, held in Monrovia, Liberia.

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

He reportedly stated, among other things, in response 
to questions as follows:

'The US has 2500 bases abroad,; China has none. This 
proves that it is the US that is trying to dominate others, not 
China."

“White people are sworn enemies of black people, there 
can be no compromise with them. The only solution to the white 
man's problem (it is a white problem; they're the oppressors, the 
imperialists; not a black problem) is through violence." ''

'Non-violence died with Dr. KING. I agree with the 
Black Panther Information Minister that the only assistance
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white people can give us is for them to kill other white people 
or give us the money and the guns to do it ourselves. "

" Black people want Americans defeated in Vietnam 
because Americans have no business there."

"Imperialism is the highest form of capitalism. I 
am unalterably opposed to capitalism."

"It is wrong to say that there is a. conflict between 
Communism and Capitalism. I am not advocating Communism but it 
might be a better system for the blackman than what he has 
already. It certainly couldn’t be worse."

"There is a difference between a black militant and a 
black revolutionary. The militant is angry with the system and 
is yelling, ’let me in.* Once he gets a job paying about $10,000, 
he says, ’well, perhaps it isn't so bad.’’ The black revolution
ary wants to destroy the system entirely. I am not a black mili
tant. "

CARMICHAEL went on to say "that American blacks are not 
afraid, that the systematic picking off of policemen by gun fire 
was one evidence of this, that the blowing up of factories was 
another, and that armed struggle is the only solution." He 
quoted MAO stating "power goes out of the barrel of a gun."

In response to a question CARMICHAEL defined black 
power as "the ability to make phenomena act in the desired 
manner. Black power would be the ability for black people to 
make phenomena act in a desired manner. Let me give you an example. 
Africa is the richest continent in the world. But Africans do 
not control the resources of our very continent. It is controlled 
by outside forces, particularly white western powers. So that 
the resources, white western people have the power to make the 
resources act in a desired manner. Those resources act towards 
the benefit of the white western powers and against Africans. Now 
if we had black power in Africa, we could make the resources vnrk 
for the benefit of the masses of our people. That is a clear 
example of black power. z
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He also stated that he did not get his US passport 
back until several African diplomats put pressure on the State 
Department to do so. Commenting on the war in Vietnam, he 
stated that this was just another facet of American imperialism 
and black people in the US were against the war. He stated 
"We do not want peace in Vietnam. We want the Vietnamese to 
defeat America because the Americans have no business there 
and we wish that the Vietnamese people like ourselves, who are 
fighting for self-determination^ will win their fight."

"Now, there is then in my own mind no place for non
violence in such a struggle. I think armed struggle is the 
only solution to the oppressed peoples of the world. And 
I say that frankly, realistically and as a person, sir, willing 
to join that struggle and participate in it, and will continue 
to do so until my death."

"There are two types of black groups and black spokesmen 
in the U. S. today. There is the black militant and there is the 
black revolutionary. Now the black militant is an angry black 
man who is yelling at the system to let him in. The black revol
utionary wants to destroy the system. So you find a lot of 
black militants today who are yelling and saying the U. S. is 
terrible, but as soon as they get a job for about $10,000 a 
year, then, well, then 'maybe we could work it out'--that is 
a black militant. A black revolutionary says you must destroy 
the total system so that the masses of our people can live 
decently. I am not a black militant."

"A revolution means a total abrupt change, an over
throw of one and imposing of another. In governmental terms, 
revolution means the overthrow of one government, one govern
mental system, and replacing it with another governmental system. 
You must understand revolution. Revolution is not just the 
replacing of governments. For example, you’ve had in Africa 
many coups, military coups; they're not revolutions; they are 
just military coups, they are just people at the top fighting - 
for power. Revolution is when the system, the old system, is 
changed totally. What does that mean? '

"In the U.S. black people are fighting against racism
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and imperialism. The system of the U. S. arose from institution
racism and, of course, precipitates imperialism. That means 
that if you talk about revolution, you talk about destroying 
the system now that's there and replacing it with a system 
that does not allow racism and does not allow imperialism.
Okay. So that means that you are not now involved in a revo
lution. Revolution comes only when you have seized power. For 
example, FIDEL CASTRO fought in the Sierra Maestres for sev
eral years but that was not the Cuban revolution. The Cuban 
revolution did not begin until FIDEL walked into Havana, chased 
BATISTA and the American lackeys out and said, *Today, this day, 
I claim this Island for the masses of Cuban people.' On that 
day the revolution began.

"The period preceding the revolution is called armed 
struggle. That's when revolutionary forces fight against the 
status quo, their forces. And that's a violent struggle. It's 
not a non-violent struggle. It's a violent struggle. And what 
you have now in the U.S. is the beginning of armed struggle. 
For example, the sniping of policemen on a regular basis in the 
U.S. is the beginning of that armed struggle and the dynamiting 
of certain factories and plants is the beginning of that terroristic 
activity that leads and heightens the contradictions to a full 
armed struggle that leads either to the victory or the defeat 
of the revolution."

"I think that revolution comes about for a number of 
reasons, but one of the most important reasons, two of the most 
important reasons, must be the right time and the right people. 
Two very, very important reasons. I think that that's why 
we're going to find revolutionary warfare developing around 
the world because it is the right time and the right people are 
fighting. Now I say that because I agree that Africa is our 
home. There is no doubt about that. But we had a debt to pay. 
We can do that with an advantage for us. I am African. No 
matter where I am, I am African. Nobody can convince me that 
I am anything else but African. So that my first allegiance 
is to the mother continent, Africa. I recognize that Africa is 
not strong enough militarily to defend itself against the U.S. 
I know the U.S. wants to more and more control, economically,
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politically and culturally, Africa. I think the best protec
tion against that would be that Africans living in the US 
develop a nationalism to Africa so strong that if the US 
tries in any way to intervene into Africa that Africans liv
ing within the US will begin to blow it up and that becomes 
then a protection for Africa; for example, if let's say 
that the ANC and PAK (sic) began to really move in South 
Africa and the US decided to intervene into South Africa. If 
the U.S. did that, if you could arouse the consciousness of 
Africans living in the US, they could begin to blow up the 
cities and force the US to withdraw from its confrontation; 
that's one. Number two, there is a debt that must be paid 
because we built America. I mean black people, we built it; 
our sweat, our blood; we picked the cotton; we made the rail
roads; we built the ditches; we built it and after building 
the most technological power in the world, just to walk away 
and let it stand like that, I am sorry; I am not that forgiv
ing. No. I have to burn it down before I leave it. And I 
think that that's precisely the way black people feel. Before 
we leave America - just walk out - we got to burn it down. We 
just can't leave such a beautiful country for them. No, we 
have got to burn it down."

STOKELY CARMICHAEL reportedly told Liberia newsmen
in Monrovia on September 13, 1968, that he had gone to Liberia 
from Conakry, Guinea, where he had a long meeting with "Presi
dent NKRUMAH." CARMICHAEL commented that he and NKRUMAH would 
realize their dreams together and said that he would have 
future meetings with NKRUMAH in Conakry when he left Liberia 
about September 15, 1968.

[_9/68) _b6
b7C

According to an article appearing in the "Washington
Post and Times Herald" dated July 8, 1968, NKRUMAH is the- 
Ghanian leader, then in exile living in Guinea.
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A copy of a cllpplrig from the Bamako, Republic of 
Mali, daily paper, "Anim" dated September 14, 1968, reported 
Negro singer MIRIAM MAKEBA, who arrived in Monrovia with 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, her husband, stated, "I uphold all 
African liberation movements, but I do not consider that I 
myself have been liberated since my country, South Africa, 
isaot a free country." She added she was traveling on a . \y 
Tanzanian passport but would "opt" for Guinean citizenship.jf 

______________ 1\ / 7 X b2 
---------------------l\/ b7D 
\ 10/25/68)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL and his wife,
returned to New York City from their trip to Africa on be
September 27, 1968, via Pan American Airlines flight number b7c 
151.

(U)
9/27/68)

(U)

On October 14, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL was the key
note speaker at the First Congress of Black Writers held at 
Me Gill University, Montreal, Canada, on October ll-llj., 1968. 
The theme of the conference was "Black International Unity

b2
b7D

During the course of the speech CARMICHAEL made the 
comments, among others, hereinafter set forth:

Black people are increasingly moving together now 
to solve their problems. There are idealogical problems 
involved as discussed by previous speakers at the conference. 
Several problems which black people are involved in concern 
oppression, which is of two types; they are exploitation and , 
colonization. However, under exploitation the problem is only 
economic, whereas under colonization the question of race edmes 
up, meaning one race against another. Therefore, black people 
are a colonized people in the countries they inhabit. The black 
man is on the bottom everywhere and he is fighting racism pro
duced by white western civilization. His problem is not just
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White man raped Africa And spread the black man a® slaves all 
over South America, the Caribbean, the United States, parts of 
Burope and Canada. He has been colonised everywhere he has 
been living. He is not only exploited, but by being colonized, 
he has been stripped of his language* his culture, his history 
and his complete way of life. All African culture was plundered 
by the white nan. These are the effects of colonisation and 
they do not happen under mere exploitation. So, the black man 
is fighting for his humanity. These problems are pointed out 
in FANON’s book entitled ”The Wretched of the Earth.” He 
continued, why did the white man do this to the black man? It 
was not merely economic, and the black man should not delude 
himself thinking that it was. The white man is for money, but 
he had plenty of other peoples he could have enslaved, such as 

the Indians. He enslaved the black man because of racism. As 
a result, the black people are a colonized people seeking to 
re-establish their culture. Once a person is colonized, he is 
directly affected by the colonization. He seeks to identify 
himself with his master who he thinks is all good, and later 
begins to hate his own people. He then begins to hate himself 
and is taught to love and adore his master. In view of this, 
the black man must be liberated, which becomes an absolute neces
sity because he is colonized and oppressed. The black man must 
move against the colonizer and ^’de-humanizer by “education.” 
Black people must speak \ concretely about oppression. When this 
is done, this becomes'"dangerous for the oppressor. Negroes 
are moving in positive areas toward their liberation. Black 
people previously were critical of their masters but were 
silent about it, and would whisper ugly names about him from 
time to time. Now they are becoming more open as they are 
being ’’educated” since they are moving toward liberation. 
When the black man seeks to liberate himself, initially the 
white man reacts by being very nice, then he develops poverty 
programs to assist him. Later he sends agent provocateurs and 

later the Armed Forces.
•V ■ ” •

CARMICHAEL stated that he thinks of the white man 
in relation to the three M’s; he first sends the missionaries 
to black people, then money, and then the marines. So being
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' (C)a colonized people with Africans scattered without anjr^ 
nationalism as they seek liberation, they must work for undying 
love for each other. Not having any nationalistic ties, they 
control nothing in the countries they inhabit; however, there 
are a few black puppets around. Black people mist begin to get 
to the roots of racism. The fight is against racism, capitalism 
and imperialism. There must be a revolution free of racism and 
imperialism.

In speaking of types of government systems to be 
considered by black people, CARMICHAEL mentioned communism and 
socialism. He stated, however, there are many types of communism 
and socialism and as an example of different forms of communism 
he mentioned the governments of Russia and China. He then added 
the Russians are racists. He said that Russia completely com
promised on colonization in Africa and that one only nW to ask 
an African student studying in Russia about the Russians being 
racists and "he will tell you about racism there."

He continued that the black man has no country to 
call his own, and he must build a base to liberate himself. 
In considering liberation, one must define several terms, such 
as revolution and black militant. A revolution is a total 
destruction of the old system and replacing it with a new 
system. In revolution one must seize power before it begins. 
For example, the Cuban Revolution did not begin until FIDEL 
CASTRO got into Havana and announced that he was taking over 
the country for the benefit of his people.

The period preceding revolution is called "armed 
struggle.” He added that FIDEL CASTRO had this in Cuba prior 
to the revolution but actually had to seize power before the 
revolution was underway. He said that there are three ways 
to get things; you can ask for it, you Can beg for it, or you 
can take it. "You don’t steal it, you take it. You only steal 
if you have no power. If you have power, you take." These y
must be taken through revolutionary violence. Murder is not . 
right or wrong, but who has power to legitimatize it. For 
example, If a soldier in Vietnam kills thirty Vietnamese, he 
will get a medal. This highlights the problem. The Africans 

have never been able to legitimatize because they have always
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had this done for them by white people, Africans must start 
to legitimtime as they struggle. Revolutionary violence is 
necessary. Self-defense only protects the status quo. 
Aggressive violence is needed to change this. The system in 
the United States will never change without aggressive violence. 
The Africans must begin to define violence for themselves. 
Violence is not just use of guns. Xt is violence to rape and 
steal African copper and gold.. It is violence to see black 

children go hungry, poverty is violence ahd violence must be 
met with violence.

There is a difference between a black revolutionary 
and a black militant. There are many black militants but few 

black revolutionaries. A black militant is an angry black man 
not in the system. He wants to get in; a revolutionary wants 

to destroy the old system and start ^isew. CARMICHAEL stated 
that he was a revolutionary. He added that when a black mili
tant gets a $20,000 poverty job he says, **C©ol it, brother, 
everything will be all right.” He continued that there are a 
lot of black militants in the United States trying to get into 
the system.

Black people must be concerned with revolutionary 
black power in the world. , H. RAP BROWN, LEROI JONES and 
ELDRIDGE CLEAVER were not permitted to leave thd United States 
to attend, the Black Writers* Conference. The United States 
does not<want them to leave because it does not want black 
people to have ary international ties. He stated he spent, nine 

months just trying to get his passport back. He added he went 
to China, Cuba and Vietnam to see the world as a free person. 
He then stated that black people must learn of other oppressed 
peoples in the world.' The United States creates added friction 
among black people by their world-wide imperialism. The United 
States promotes factions and gssesSrilla’groups in. black countries. 
Black people must de-emphasisze factions and begin to present a 
united front. They must not ba colonised in their minds and 
want to take each other. The North Vietnamese.will not fight 
the South Vietnamese now unless absolutely necessary.r The North 
Vietnamese know the real enemy is the United States. MAO tn



China did not fight CHIANG KAI-CHEK ih 1929. He added that 
"You cannot fight tiro ^'Shie,' you must fight the major 

eneny first."

He continued that the problems of Africa have been 
caused by the white man. If the blacks in South Africa today 
tried to start a revolt, the United States would not stand 
idle and permit it. They are part of the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO) which supplies arms. He stated that the 
International area is very important to black people, and their 
struggle is an international one. In the dispute between 
Nigeria and Biafra, white people are just waiting to get the 
Biafran oil. Black people must understand this situation 
because World War III is right around the corner. He stated, 
’’When you move, you must move culturally, politically, 
economically and militarily. There must be a balance of power.” 
He continued that the United States will never let anyone 

endanger its system but force alone.; or technological power 
will not win. "It*s the will of the people that win.” He 
commented thatHO CHI MINH and the Vietnamese people proved 

this to be true. The United States cannot win in Vietnam 
because of the will of Idle people. He said that black people 
must learn to be offensive not just defensive, and that black 
writers can instill this into black people. He continued that 
the contradictions must be heightened and that this must be 
done for the Mother Continent. The farces must be polarized 

as the contradictions are heightened. Black writers can do 
this, and things must be redefined by Africans. He stated 
that the black people need black heroes and that black writers 
should see that this is accomplished. He criticized what he 
called ’’intellectual games” that were played in the United 
States by the case of W. DU BOIS, which postponed the black 
movement considerably. He continued that the United States, 
when it moved, it did not take things non-vlolently, but went 
with what they called "pioneering spirit.” Black people must 
move with “pioneering spirit" which includes the international 
arena. Black people must talk about black power internationally 
because the problems of black people are international. As 
black people move into the international arena, they must 
remember the North Vietnamese are ”our comrades in arms and
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the United States is the aggressor in Vietnam." Regarding'^ 
the Arab-Israeli conflict, he called the Arabs "our friends" 
and that the Arab war is a "just war." To the Cubans he 
commented we should say, "We are with you, FIDEL." He added 
the Sino-Soviet split will grow and in that dispute black 
people should "check MAO out." He then criticized the 
Organization of American States for its hold on black people 
in South America and the Caribbean area. He also criticized 
DEGAUELE and stated that "French interventionist forces are at 
work."

He concluded by stating that black people must get 
guns and prepare. "Get all the guns you can," he stated. "We 
believe in equality. White people have guns; then black people 
should get them also. The U.S. and allies has atomic bombs 
and then they don't want anyone else to get it. Force must be 
balanced and equalized. Black people must be liberated. They 
must work and continue their struggle."

The "Montreal Gazette" Montreal, Canada, in an article 
dated October 15, 1968, reported in part as follows:

"Black Power Fire Brand Stokely Carmichael yesterday 
told black people to 'get all the guns you can' and prepare 
for a long period of armed struggle against white society.

"We've got to get guns, got to get guns," he told 
1,500 wildly enthusiastic delegates at the final session of 
the Black Writers' Congress at McGill University.

"To loud applause and cheers of 'yes sir' Mr. Car
michael told the session that military equality is what makes 
the world turn. 'If whites can get guns, blacks can get guns, 
and you get all the guns you can get --we believe in equality,' 
he said.

" 'We will meet violence with violence.'

"In a 45-minute speech packed with rhetorical dynamite, 
Mr. Carmichael stressed that violence and murder are 'neither 
right nor wrong...it is for him who has the power to legitimize
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"And so far only the white man has been able to legi
timise it.

"Urging a period of intense armed struggle to bring 
about a revolution that would destroy white capitalism and 
colonization of the world's blacks Mr. Carmichael said 'we must 
always be on the offensive because we are fighting a just 
struggle.'

"He told the cheering audience that violence can be 
the only action to end a white policy of 'Three ms -- missionaries, 
money and the Marines' consistently practised on blacks.

"Whites first try to be nice to you and pacify you, 
then they send in the agents provocateurs, then when that doesn't 
work they come in with the armed forces.

"Blacks have never been permitted to achieve their aims 
politically or economically, so they must find another way, he 
said.

"For me, there are three ways you can get something: 
You ask for it, you beg for it, or you take it -- you don't steal 
it, you take it . . . it's clear we can't get what we want any 
of the other ways, so we must get it through revolutionary 
violence ...

"And you can't be revolutionaries until you pick up 
guns and are willing to kill for your people. Note that I 
didn't say 'die' -- that's too easy, it is harder to.kill.

"This action must be closely linked with popular revo
lutions all over the world. Mr. Carmichael said, 'We must say 
now that it is more honorable to kill honkie (white) cops than 
it is to kill Vietnamese', he said, noting that North Vietnamese, 
Africans and Arabs are all 'brothers in arms' with black revolu
tionaries.

"Speaking confidently of the 'sweet .victory' Of revolu
tion, Mr. Carmichael told the delegates that technological power, 
does not win wars.
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”It Is the will of the people that wins a war . . . 
and black writers must instill in our people a will to fight 
to the death.

"Mr. Carmichael's emotion-charged and often jubilant 
speech drew him a deafening 30-second standing ovation from the 
predominantly black crowd."

Set out below is a verbatim transcript of the 
television presentation, "Say Brother," a panel discussion 
program which appeared on Station WGBH-TV, Channel 2, 
Boston, Massachusetts, at 9:30 p.m., on October 17, 1968. 
This program ended at 10:00 p.m. The moderator of the panel 
was HAYWOOD HENRY and the panelists were STOKELY CARMICHAEL. 
Mrs. ANDREA COAXUM of the Boston Globe, a daily newspaper, 
and Mr. LES RANGE of the Christian Science Monitor, also a 
daily newspaper published at Boston, Massachusetts:

HAYWOOD HENRY: "Good evening, ladies and gentlemen. 
Welcome to our show. This evening we have in our 
studios Mr. Stokely Carmichael who will share some 
ideas with us on the international implications of 
Black Power. I am your host and moderator, Haywood 
Henry. To my left is Mrs. Andrea Coaxum, a reporter 
from the Boston Globe, and to her left is Mr. Les 
R^nge, a reporter from the Christian Science Monitor. 
Mr. Carmichael is with us this evening after he has 
just returned from a trip where black writers held 
a conference on the continuing dynamics of the black 
liberation struggle. At that conference some very 
interesting and provocative political processes 
apparently emerged. We've been informed that one 
of the participants, a Brother Dr. Walter Rodney, 
has been excluded from return to his homeland.

"Brother Carmichael, what do you see as the impli
cations of such political activities and decisions 
by governments as that just made affecting Brother 
Rodney?
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Stokely Carmichael: "Well, I think we have to 
understand that, that’s really the United States, 
that the United States has now developed a new 
technique. Recognizing the danger of black people 
around the world coming together, the United 
States has decided that she must break up this 
process, but without appearing as if she's doing 
it, because if she were to appear as if she was 
herself doing it, it would only heighten the con
tradictions. So now, what she’s doing is that the 
countries that she contols, she’s telling them to 
bar people who were born there from returning. 
For example, in Jamaica, the Caribbean, and the 
latest spot is the Caribbean. The United States 

v has done this all over Africa, but now because of 
a lot of work that we've been doing quietly in the 
Caribbean which is now beginning to surface, she’s 
moving very directly in the Caribbean. Jamaica, 
the literature of Malcolm X, the literature of 
Fance Fenom (phone-tic), the literature of Elijah 
Muhammad and the literature of Stokely Carmichael 
is banned. The literature, that is any books 
written by any of these people, cannot be brought 
into the country. And this is clearly not the 
workings of the masses of Jamaican people because 
all the people listed are black people talking 
about the black liberation struggle in the world 
and they have not made any offenses, either physical 
or verbal, against these governments, so that 
clearly it is the United States moving to block 
any of this literature or any of these people from 
entering. Now the case in point of Dr. Walter 
Rodney is very important. Now here's a brother

-who was boyn in Jamaica, has been all over the 
world, a very together brother. He taught at the 
University of Tanzania where we met. He left 
Tanzania and returned to Jamaica last year. He 
was teaching at the University of the West Indies 
in Jamaica and he’s been, there quietly. He left 
five days ago and; came to the conference in 
Montreal, which was a very explosive conference in 
terms of the international black people that came 
together, and when he returned to Jamaica, they 
deported'him. Arid certainly, he has made no, 
nothing against the.Jamaican government. You take
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"my point in view, my own homeland where I was 
born, Trinidad. I am barred from Trinidad. And 
again I have made no offenses against the Trini
dadian government. It’s clearly again the United 
States afraid of the dynamism of Black Power 
getting hold in those islands and knocking out the 
control that thp American imperialists have over 
the Caribbean Islands.

Haywood Henry: "Are you,saying then that it is 
the official, or end, or unofficial policy of the 
United States Government to take specific steps to 
prevent the spread of Black Power in other black 
nations?

' Stokely Carmichael: "I’m saying that, precisely, 
yes, in this country here its object has been to. 
co-opt the Black Power slogan, to have people .think 
that you can have Black Power and black capitalism 
work hand in hand which is absolutely absurd and 
nonsensical. It is a way to dilute the definitions 
and to confuse the masses of our people and to com
pletely corrupt the political ideology of Black 
Power. But sensing that around the world, other 
people are now beginning, black people, to look to 
us Black Power (unintelligible) to cut those inter
national ties. I’m saying precisely'and I charge 
the United States with that, yes. For example, I 
cannot travel to England, I cannot travel to Vene
zuela, I cannot travel to Trinidad, I cannot travel 
to Argentina and I have done nothing to any of 
these countries.

Haywood Henry: "What do you interpret as the 
specific reason for the action taken against 
Brother Rodney? Do you think it was because of 
his association with this particular conference?

Stokely Carmichael: "It's. clearly because of that 
association, you see, because this conference 
brought together people from the West Indies, people 
from Africa, people from Canada, people from the 
United States and people from South America. All 
these people were black and we were all talking 
about internationalizing the concept of Black Power 
and moving concretely to find bases where black
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"people can begin to hang their hats, This causeSO 
and spells trouble for the United States; there-—" 
fore, it must move against this type of work.

Mrs. Andrea Coaxum: "Brother Carmichael, are 
there other black political refugees in this 
country, such as. Rap Brown and others who have 
spoken out?

Stokely Carmichael: 'tes, I think that the United 
States is moving on two battles, on two fronts. 
For example, when I returned to the country last 
year, the United States illegally seized my pass
port and held it for eight months. It had no 
grounds for which to take my passport. I 

k traveled to Cuba, I traveled to North Vietnam, I 
traveled to Algeria, to Syria, to Egypt and to 
China. All of.these- countries, one is forbidden 
to use your passport for entry. See, the passport 
said that this document, it is invalid to use this 
document to travel into Cuba, North Vietnam, China 
and a list of countries. I never used the pass
port to travel into Cuba, into Vietnam, into China 
or anywhere. I was invited by some people in those 
countries and I went and I didn’t have to have it 
stamped so that they had no right to take my pass
port, but because the United States is afraid and 
more and more because a lot of us are traveling 
abroad and beginning to hook in internationally, 
she cannot afford to have that. She seized the . 
passport. Now politically, it wasn’t very well, 
it didn’t go very well with the United States to 
talk about freedom of travel and still seize my 
passport. So after a number of maneuvers back and 
forth, they had to return the passport. But now 
their aim is to appear as if they have given me a 
passport ;but to stop other countries where the 
potential of Black Power can become a reality 
which will affect American imperialism, not only 
its racism, but American, imperialism, it now moves 
to stop. Now what it does then is moves on two 
fronts. The second front is that, one, the way it 
moves with Rap Brown, Elridge Cleaver (phonetic) 
and Leroi Jones, by making them refugees where 
they cannot move.1 For example, Rap Brown is the 
only black man in America that lives in Manhattan 
and needs a visa to travel to Brooklyn.
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Mrs. Andrea Coaxum: "Does, it does apply within & 
the United States?

Stokely Carmichael: "Even within the United 
States. And the United States employs this around 
the world. There are hundreds of thousands, I 
would say even millions, of black political refugees 
around the world and we become political refugees, 
we have absolutely nothing to do with.the political 
struggles that go on. The political struggles are 
white political struggles, but they’re white poli
tical struggles over the control of black people 
and we get caught in the middle. Every.time 
there’s a coup in an African country which is 
brought about by white western imperialistic forces, 
then thousands of black people have to run. But 
again, no one wins because the people who come out 
on top is white people. Let us take the Congo as 
a specific example. In the Congo, .you had Tshombe 
and Mobutu and Lumumba. When the white imperialist 
forces killed Lumumba and put in Tshombe, tens of 
thousands of black people living in the Congo had 
to flee the Congo looking for political refuge in 
the surrounding countries. When Mobutu, when 
Tshombe’s overthown, then other thousands have to 
flee. And again we’re always fleeing, but we get 
nothing. We get nothing because the'people who 
control these puppets like Tshombe and the others 
are Ancara (phonetic) who’s now in Ghana, and 
thousands of people who had to flee when Dr. Mkrumah 
was overthrown, are the white forces that control 
the wealth and we still have to be running around. 
My wife is a political refugee from her own country. 
Born and bred in South Africa, some white invaders 
come and kick people out of their own land and tell 
them they cannot return. We have thousands of 
political refugees from South Africa, Mozambique, 
Angola, Southwest Africa, Guinea Bersea (phonetic), 
all of Africa is just flooding with black political 
refugees and now the United States is plotting to 
move it into the Caribbean and the final step, of 
course, into the United States.
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Mr. Les Range: "Brother Carmichael, will the attempt 
to create political refugees, black political refu- 
gees, do anything to end this, an international ,
movement towards Black Power that you speak of?

Stokely Carmichael: "I think that’s precisely 
what the United States is trying to do. For 
example, if she could forestall or hold back the 
people who she thinks are a threat to her. economy 
in Jamaica, then she can just cut us out completely 
and we cannot go in. So she hopes then to forestall 
the black liberation struggle which is really on its 
peak at this point.

Mr. Les Range: "Will it be effective?

Stokely Carmichael: "It will be effective, yes.- 
Unless black people how begin to understand how to 
move to stop that. Now what happens unfortunately 
is that again the white man comes out on top. 
Because, for example, the Caribbean Islands, islands 
which black political refugees and people who are 
concerned about the masses of people living in 
those islands, we do not want to move against the 
black, other black people, but what will happen is 
that we will be forced because the Caribbean now 
opens itself to a very precarious position. Most 
of these islands in the Caribbean, for example, 
thrive off of the tourist business. To begin to 
stop political refugees from entering opens up a 
course for students rioting and certainly terror
istic activities against the tourist industries.

Haywood Henry: "How do you specifically recommend 
that the black American .with his' new awareness of 
the international nature of the struggle, how 
specifically do we move to effectively counteract’ 
or neutralize the kind of political isolation that 
is occurring?
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Stokely Carmichael: "OK. Number 1. There are a 
lot. Number 1, We have to understand how the 
white west moves. It is clear that whenever they 
want control of a country, they can no longer just 
invade the country. So what they have to do is to 
pit person against person. That’s been a technique 
developed since World War II with the white imper
ialist forces. For example, they split Korea. 
There’s North Korea fighting South Korea. And 
they’re not invading, they’re coming to help the 
South Koreans beat up the bad guys, because they’re 
the good guys. They split North Vietnam against 
South Vietnam. And they’re not invading, but 
they’re coming to help the good guys in South 
Vietnam beat up the bad guys in North Vietnam. 
And now we see they’ve done the same thing in

'• Nigeria. They have split again. Now there’s 
Biafra versus Nigeria and they’re not going to be 
invading, but they’re just going to come and help 
the good guys which ever they decide happen to be 
the good guys. Of course, it’s going to be with 
their interests. So we must begin to consciously 
recognize this so that we can’t be out there 
picking sides with Nigeria and picking sides with 
Biafra, but rather talking about these two people 
getting together and stop fighting because nobody’s 
profiting but the white because the fighting by 
Biafra and Nigeria, while heightened certainly by 
tribalistic differences, certainly is not really 
the sole context of the fight. Biafra is very 
rich in oil and since the Arab countries have 
closed their oil ports due to the conflicts in the 
Middle East, it would be very helpful for prac
tically every white country in Europe to be able 
to get to that oil.

Haywood Henry: "Now, Brother Carmichael, it seems 
that the same kind of process is happening in many 
of the South American nations today in which the 
United States is economically and politically con- 

• trolling them. How do you compare the attempt by 
many of. the Asian and African nations to engage in 
liberation struggles as opposed to those in Latin 
America?
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Stokely Carmichael: "I don’t. I think we are 
going to. There’s no alternative., I think that 
in terms of the Asian situation, it’s clear. It’js^^ 
crystal clear. The United States controls com
pletely .Japan. Japan is,, as far as I’m concerned, 
yellow America. And through her control of Japan, 
she's trying to stretch out her tentacles to in
fluence the rest of Asia. Thank God Vietnam is 
stopping her. Because Vietnam really represents 
the real block to what she wants to get to, China. 
Now in Latin America, the only block they’ve had 
is Cuba. But Cuba’s not really a military threat; 
it’s only a political threat. It's an island 
which they have to fight the political ideas , 
because the political ideas of the Cuban revolu
tionaries might spread to the other Latin American 
countries. But other than that there is no threat. 
Now the next spot left, obviously, is Africa. And 
Africa becomes central, because if black people 
who are aware, becoming aware to political 
consciousness, begin to hook up with Africa inside 
Ameiica, then America becomes in a lot of trouble, 
because if, for example, America decided to invade 
South Africa, decided to invade Haiti, decided to 
invade Trinidad, decided to invade Tobago, Jamaica, 
on the side of the good guys, then the black people 
in this country could stand up and say, 'Keep your 
hands off of it; it's a black man's fight; stay 
out,' and if she refuses to, then she has another 
war Inside.

Mr. Les Range: "Is there any attempt going on now 
to get this kind of political, awareness for black 
people in America for the total picture of the 
struggle internationally?

Stokely Carmichael: "Oh yes, yes, while the 
United States has been trying to dilute the concept 
of Black Power and make it look as if it’s a local 
nonsense, some of us have been Internationalizing 
it because Black Power cannot be seen in a local 
aspect of Black Power in Boston or Black Power in 
Roxbury or Black Power in the United States or 
Black Power in Canada or Black Power in the West 
Indies, it has to be seen in Black Power in the 
world. It must be seen in that context.
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Mrs. Andrea Coaxum: One of the early black 
political refugees from this country was Robert 
Williams. Do you know where he is at this time 
and what political activities he’s involved in?

Stokely Carmichael: "Mr. Williams was in China. 
He’s now in Tanzania and he’s working with the 
people who are setting up the new Republic of 
Africa Inside this country. He’s the leader of 
their group and they themselves are now trying 
together, and banding together with a number of 
other political refugees. For example, Tanzania 
is Just loaded with political refugees because it’s 
right on the border of Mozambique and, see, all of 
the people who flee from the harsh treatment of the 
Portuguese or even brothers and sisters who get a 
chance to flee from South Africa, as soon as they 
run up, they always come right into Tanzania.

Haywood Henry: "What is your opinion about the 
attempt being made to establish the Republic of 
New Africa? Have you had a chance to meet yet 
with any of the brothers and sisters involved.

Stokely Carmichael: "No, I haven’t had a chance 
to really have a serious talk at it., I think it's 
another area where people are striving and that we 
should try each in our own area to see which one 
works best. I don't know very much about it, but 
I think that people who are in it are serious about 
what they’re doing and we have to, if we can, aid 
it in any way we can to make it a successful pro
gram.

-Mr. Les Range: "Will there be an attempt to help 
Walter Rodney return to Jamaica?

Stokely Carmichael: "Yes, now, as I said earlier, 
see, wnat the West Indies now does is opens itself 
for really terroristic activities. Because if it 
bans Walter Rodney from returning to Jamaica, and 
already student rioting has begun in Jamaica and 
Trinidad early this morning, then there’s nothing 
left except to begin terroristic activity against,
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"but you see, you don’t want to play, into the 
white man’s hands by fighting black people agains 
black people because that’s precisely what he wants. 
I mean, that’s vrhy they’ve been creating all the 
friction inside, the United States with'this black 
group against that black group, hoping to heighten 
the friction within the black groups so that we 
could arm and fight ourselves while they, sit back.

Haywood Henry: "Conquer and divide" or "Conquer 
in delight."

Stokely Carmichael: "Right, so we cannot afford 
to play into their hands. At this time we must 
de-emphasize any, certainly publicly, political 
friction we have with any black group inside our 
communities. We must, because they will play on . 
that and heighten.it. Now.we recognize that's 
precisely what- they want in Jamaica.. But the way 
to move against them in a terroristic activity 
destroying any sort of a tourist activities will 
bring the economy in those countries to a 
screaching halt. Also, for example, in Jamaica, 
America has large bauxite companies. People will 
begin to develop a consciousness■not to move against 
other black people, but to move against those bauxite 
companies because we recognize who the enemy is,.

Haywood Henry: "Imperialism, at home and imperialism 
abroad, part, of the same continual process.

Stokely Carmichael: "Dr.•Nkrumah says when it’s 
domestic, it’s capitalism; when it’s international, 
it’s imperialism. So the black man. is internation
alized whether we like it or not, so.it must be 
imperialism.

Mrs. Andrea Coaxum: "You mentioned, Brother 
Carmichael, that your wife is a political refugee 
from South Africa. What efforts are. being made to 
liberate black South Africans?
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Stokely Carmichael: "Well, there’s (unintelligible)^^ 
guerilla groups, that’s the only effort that can 
be made and that, for example, in Africa, there’s 
a lot of fighting going on, but the white man 
never, will never talk about that fighting because 
he’s afraid that it will heighten political con
sciousness of Africans living inside.the United 
States. He will talk about the Biafran War and 
try and begin to show some nonsensical pity about 
black people starving in Biafra. That’s nonsense. 
No white man is ever concerned about black people 
starving and dying. And certainly Lyndon Baihe_ 
Johnson is not concerned,. Kennedy is not concerned, 
Nixon is not concerned, Humphrey is not concerned.
None of them are concerned. Because inside their 
own country thousands of black people die each year, < 
starving to death. So they’re not concerned.
They’re only doing that because of their own 
political interests. The only way ’that we will 
free anyway in Africa, the only way we will free 
anyway is with a gun in our hands. All those 
countries must be freed, but by guns, by arms. 
The white man didn’t go into those countries with 
non-violent meads. He doesn’t oppress people in 
South Africa with non-violence; he oppresses them 
with the guns. It’s our job is to begin to raise 
our consciousness so we can raise money and help 
those brothers get some guns and kill every white 
man they see in South Africa.

Haywood Henry: "Brother Carmichael, what is your 
particular opinion about the unusually large number 
of black men fighting in Vietnam, ostensibly a war 
which is not in the interest of black people, a 
.war which is obviously a racist war?

Stokely Carmichael: "Well, I think we’ve been 
crystal clear on that. We said very simple a long 
time, ’Hell no, we won’t go.’ I mean, I think 
everyone knows what the position is. There’s no 
need now to reiterate. The time is to move to find, 
try and get some type of tactics that will begin to 
alleviate the drafting of young black men and certainly 
if one cannot avoid the draft, then one should go 
and kill the enemy. .. • -
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Haywood Henry: "How do you interpret the recent 
action of the brothers at Fort Hood, Texas, who 
refused to come to the Democratic National Con- 
vention understanding that they may possibly have 
to destroy black people?

Stokely Carmichael: "I applauded the action, I 
throught it was very courageous and It shows that 
black people are heightening their consciousness 
regardless of what they say on the press,

Haywood Henry: . "Do you think this is a beginning: 
of a kind of internal resistance by black people 
in the situation where they would .normally have 
to destroy black people,

Stokely Carmichael: "Right, and it must be coming, 
it must spread, it.mUst, it will .spread. There’s 
no way to stop it. It will spread. ■

Mr, Les Range: "I think something many black 
people in America have been interested in is how 
Africans feel towards them. Can you tell us 
something about that?

Stokely Carmichael: "Well, you should ask my wife. 
She’s African, I think we can’t afford to get 
caught up in what the white man says about Africans 
don’t like African-Americans. That’s the white 
man talking,. I’ve been all over Africa and every
where I’ve been to Africa, including Liberia, I 
have been welcomed with open arms by thousands of 
people.

Mrs. Andrea Coaxum: "Excuse me, will there be a 
follow up to the Congress of Black Writers where 
black political refugees will get together and 
discuss new techniques and new tactics?
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Stokely Carmichael: . "Oh, there will be, yes, CO/\j 
there has to be. But I think it’s also' important 
for our brothers and .sisters in the United States . 
to begin to become aware. Now, let me show you, 
for example, the so-called State of Israel gets 
thousands of dollars in aid and sells jets to, 
America sells jets to them, and that’s because of 
the powerful force of Zionism in the United States 
where they wage a lobby for the so-called State of 
Israel. Now we black people have, it seems to me, 
a stake in this country, since our sweat built it. 
Therefore, we should... say if X person wants to come 
to this country, he can come. ' And we have to build 
a political, for, example, we don’t.know when they 
expel African students. They expel African students 

; from this country (snap of his fingers.) just like 
that and we’re never aware of it. But certainly, 
it must become our job to fight out against that 
when they start to begin to try, that we begin to 
use means to stop it, and begin to,'if money is 
going to go, let’s get some of that.money.

Haywood Henry: "Brother Carmichael, in your book, 
Black Power, the Policy of Liberation, you had some 
specific-opinion's about coalition politics and 
about why such coalitions have not worked to the 
advantage of black people. What do you see as new 
kinds of coalitions for us in the future?

Stokely Carmichael: "Internationalizing our ties ’ 
with other black people around the world, that’s 
the coalition we have to work for now. Because 
there have been black people who have made the 
mistake in that past, it seems to me, of coalescing 
with so-called white radical groups without insuring 
that those white radical groups would wage a fight 
against racishi. They've done that iri the past time 
and time again. ■ ■

Haywood Henry: "So you’re saying there should have 
been evidence of the extent to which any such parties 
is. committed before making coalition.
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gtokely Cattmi^ael jt “Right. And it cannot just 
be in terms of words. It must be in terms of 
actions.

Haywood Henryr “Do you think that there’s anything 
in particular that we can learn from the experiences 
of men like Dubois and Garvey and Malcolm X who also 
attempted to internationalize the movement?
Stokely Camiehaelr “I think that we have to, I 
think we definTtel^have to follow in their foot
steps. Definitely, I mean, that's a rhetorical 
question. You're the moderator, you can't say it.

Haywood Henry? “Well, Brother Carmichael., it's 
certainly been our pleasure to have had you with 
us ih the studios today. We think that certainly 
the discussion which we've had is a very crucial 
one, a very important one. We will certainly be 
looking forward to hearingnore from you on this 
particular subject and ladles and gentlemen of the 
press, thank you for having come."

------ ----- STOKELY CARMICHAEL and female believed to be his wife--- b2 -------------- | spent the evening on November 29, 1968, at the be 
residence of the Tanzanian Ambassador, WDC. The was their last b7c
evening spent in WDC prior to departing for New York City.on b7D
November 30, 1968, later to travel to Guinea where they reportedly 
will reside in the future.

V 12/1/68)A
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On December 27, 1968, while in conversation wi
United States Government official, President TOURE of Guinea 
confirmed STOKELY CARMICHAEL and] |planned to
establish a residence in Guinea. He indicated that this was 
what he had in mind previously when discussing them with an 
American official but apparently the official got the impres
sion they were ylsiting'Guihea~bnlv ahd not establishing a 
residence. President TOURE saidl I had become
very depressed over the fact she had been virtually boycotted 
as an entertainer since her marriage to CARMICHAEL and that 
CARMICHAEL himself felt "his luck might run out some day and 

(UJ he might wind up in Jail’'.
b2
b7D

|^12/31/68
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VI I~.~ FINANCIAL" INFORHATION REGARDING

The following information of a financial nature 
developed about  in
connection with other investigative activities is being set b?c 
forth; ,b7D

The records of the Bergen County Clerk's Office, 
Hackensack, New Jersey, disclosed that property located<

The records of the Bergen County Clerk's Office
further disclosed
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b7D

b2
b7D

b2
b7D
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(U) b2 
b7D

b6 
b7C 
b7D
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bo 
b7C 
b7D

The above information is not to be made public with
out fhp issuance df a snhnopna dnres tocnm tn________

{.Current June, 1968?
______ __________ affi 1 iated with the|__________

^realtor, lbZ9 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
advised on June 14 and 18. 1968, his company had negotiated for the sale of a house atf 
ington, D. C. to
The contract to buy was contingent upon 
raise satisfactory financing within thirty days,!

_______________________ Wash- 
wife of STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

>eing able to 
Later the

b6
b7C

sale was given considerable publicity tn the news media. 
Apparently, in view of this publicity, and CARMICHAEL
notified the company they had been unable to raise satis
factory financing to buy the house and requested that the 
contract be cancelled. The company agreed to the cancellation 
and the down payment !of $3500 made by was returned to
her.
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(U)

(U)

___________A source was told in June, 1968, that 
__________  made a contribution to STOKELY CARMICHAEL

of $100,000. The money reportedly had not been given personally 
to CARMICHAEL but had been handled by a bank transfer. It 
was noted that while the source was regarded as of some reli
ability, it was prone to exaggeration and was frequently care
less in reporting figures and units of currency.

b6
b7C

-qln interpreting the above, it was possible the 
original figure of $100,000 may have been quoted to the 
source in CFA (245 CFA equals one United States dollar) or 
in French francs rather than in dollars

(U) ^August, 1968 b2
b7D

As of July 23, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL was reported 
to still be on the SNCC payroll receiving $38.65 per month from 
National Office* However, because of the poor financial 
condition of SNCC there' are isome months when no salary is

the

forthcoming.

On July 26, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL had reportedly 
informed the BPP, Oakland^ California, that unless he was given 
the "bread” in advance he refused to come to Oakland on 
July 28, 1968, where a BPP rally was being staged in support 
of BPP official HUEY NEWTON, then being held in Alameda 
County Jail on a murder charge.

b2
b7D

(U) r july 26, 1968 )

A BUF meeting was held at the Nash Memorial Methodist _ 
Church, Washington, D. C., on the evening of August 7, 1968. 
There were about seventy people present, all Negroes, about 
forty-five being men. STOKELY CARMICHAEL presided./ During
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the meeting a new secretary was to be selected. STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL, among others agreed, to contribute money toward 
a salary. CARMICHAEL stated he would contribute $15.00 per 
month and hoped others would also.

(U)^August 8, 1968) jX-Xx

STOKELY CARMICHAEL usually pays approximately $350 
to the four or five persons who act as his personal body
guards while making speaking appearances. However, on his 
trip to Chicago, August 9 and 10, 1968, he reportedly paid b2 
them $500. b7

(U) August 14, 1968)

No information is available that STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
has received large sums of money from abroad. CARMICHAEL'S 
wife_______________ is well-off financially. She has been
drawing large sums for her appearances and recordings as an 
entertainer.

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

| Washington, D. C., associate of STOKELY
CARMTCHARL reportedly said the dispute between CARMICHAEL and 
______________of SNCC goes back to the fact CARMICHAEL stopped 
putting proceeds of his personal appearances into the SNCC
treasury.

(U) Au gu s t 2 9 ^ 1968)
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When CARMICHAEL was In Atlanta on August 30, 1968, 
at Paschal’s Motor Lodge, located on Hunter Street, he had 
a roll of $20 bills in one hand and a roll of $100 bills in 
the other. CARMICHAEL did not volunteer how he came in possession 
of the money. Since CARMICHAEL marriedI “ the
South African entertainer, he does not appAAt Ed hAV£ a lack 
of money. JHe has not been known to receive any money from b| 
anyone associated with a foreigngovernment or' from’ abroad. b?c

■ b7D

^August 3), 1968 )

When STOKELY CARMICHAEL was in Atlanta on August 30, 
1968, he was in possession of a large sum of money but it 
was not possible to determine where the money had been ob
tained. Since he married | he does not appear
to suffer financially. No informattorrLs available about 
money being received by him from abroad.

(U) \ September 3, 1968) Vx/7 b2
z\ b6 

Sources familiar with some of the activities of ^7
STOKELY CARMICHAEL in the Washington, D. C. area reported 
they had no information he was the recipient of any large
sums of money, particularly from abroad

(U) ^September, 1968)

advised on October 8, 1968, 
she had a "steady association” with STOKELY CARMICHAEL from 
January to June, 1968. She stated that she felt confident 
CARMICHAEL had not been financed by any foreign sources. 
She stated she received no indication at all of this during 
her six months of constant association with him. In fact, 
she stated he seemed broke most of the time before he married , b6 

and dressed very modestly. The money he used b7 
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for trips and transportation to other cities away from Wash
ington, D. C. was furnished to him as an honorarium and for 
expenses by the group sponsoring the affairs and meetings at 
which he was scheduled to speak. She also presumed he got 
some salary from SNCC, although she did not think this was 
a very substantial amount. She never assisted him in getting 
a loan or any other form of credit. He once accompanied her 
to a bank, the Industrial Bank of Washington, D. C., which 
he assured her was a bank catering to black people. She 
obtained a checking account at this bank. She stated 
CARMICHAEL told her investigating officials would probably 
contact her trying to determine his source of income.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL is not known to be gainfully 
employed or receive any significantsalary from SNCC, the 
BUF or the BPP. ----------- b!

(U) V Oc tober ^ 1968

Records at Carte Blanche Office, 3460 Wilshire
Boulevard, Room 801, LOS Angel Cal 1 fnrrH a . Indi ratod the 
following Information concerning|as of October, 1968:

_______________ Account—No J____ |was opened 
by her agents, _________and|_______ and Associates, Three East
57th Street or 57 West 56th Street, New York City, New York. 
Payments on the account have been made by| land
and Associates through the Security Bank and Trust Company, 
11 West 51st Street, New York City, Account No.I 1
Payments on the account have also been made by

New York. A supplementary application, 
together with a request that it be completed and returned, 
was sent to this account holder on 10/24/68.

Addresses for include the following:
New York City, New YorkI

btreet, New rone city, New York; and
New York City, New York.

b6
'' b7C
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A work sheet prepared by Carte Blanche from JuJLy,\. 1^68, through October, 1968, Indicated payments in amount's 
due on account as follows:

MONTH PREVIOUS BALANCE

June, 1968 $3,173.84
July 501.36
August 1,042.02
September 1,173.69
October 2,134.58

bl ______ j.;...., (U)
.. ..... . .............  L____________

PAYMENTS

$3,173.8;

501.34
484.0;

November

AMOUNT DUE

'4 $ 501.36
1,042.02

5 1,173.69 b2
i 2,134.58 b 6

2,260.04 b7c
b7D. W.'X

is one
New York,

or STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S sisters.

During 1968, Special Agents of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation observed both STOKELY CARMICHAEL and MIRIAM 
MAKEBA enter the Industrial Bank of Washington, D. C., 11th 
and U Streets,N. W., Washington, D. C,, on a frequent basis.

■ —— -H .... - - - — -PM— —»-• i-» - —- ■- ----- - - — —— . - - ---- - . . M

In renting the property at 5015 16th Street, N.W., 
Washington, D. C., STOKELY CARMICHAEL and MIRIAM MAKEBA signed 
a lease for one year beginning April, 1968, and terminating 
in March, 1969. The had fan option to buy the„property if 
they desired and reportedly paid $450 per month rent. They 
resided there from April, 1968, to November 30, 1968, when 
they broke the lease and moved out without exercising the 
option. While residing there they installed wall-to-wall 
carpeting and made other modest innovations.---—

l_ December, 1968)^X 

According to an article appearing in the;’’Washington 
A^ro American” dated December 7, 1968, a general denial was 
reported by radio stations in Washington, D.C. that a boycott 
of MIRIAM MAKEBA’s records was made, a previous allegation by

b2
b7D
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CARMICHAEL. The article added that CARMICHAEL conceded that his 
wife's income had been affected since their marriage. "Although 
his wife has debts and finds the boycott a serious matter, she 
is continuing her own support of African r 
Southern area of the continent".

Sergeant | __ _
polltan Police Department, advised in December, 1968 
heard the installer of the carpeting in CARMICHAEL' 
ton, 
been 
been

Intelligence Division, Metro- 
“ ' ‘that he

s Washing- 
D. C. home, Had~stated“that he read in the paper'where it 
packed for shipment to Guinea and that it hacTnot as yet 
paid for.

During 1968, a survey of all banks in Washington, 
D. C. failed to locate an ahcnunt for STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
or his wife

had

■ b6 
b7C

b2
b7D

December 31, 1968)

Overseas Shipping Company, 2221 Adams 
advised in late December, 1968Place, Washington, D.C

that he handled the shipment of CARMICHAEL’s household 
furnishings to Guinea and that the amanaaa for the shipment 
had been paid in advance by
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cot
VIII. OTHER activities and miscellaneous information

On July 23, 1968,| ~|chief, Legal
Division, Passport Offide, United States Department of State, 
Washington, D. C., advised that the Bureau of Security and 
Consular Affairs, United States Department of State, returned 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL'S passport number H139577 to him oh that 
date. It”was mailed to him at his Washington, D. C. residence. 
The passport had been previously revoked in December, 1967, 
but the revocation was rescinded and the passport was restored 
to its previous standard terms and conditions of its validity.

advised CARMICHAEL on July 17, 1968, visited bo
b7C ..

the United States Passport Office, Washington, D. C., and 
requested that his passport be returned to him so that he 
and his wife could honeymoon in Africa before the end of the 
summer. On that date CARMICHAEL signed an affidavit that he 
would not use the passport to travel to or through restricted 
areas If the passport was returned to him.
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mentioned above, advised on July 
CARMICHAEL's| signed

'.owing CARMI Ch

24, 1968, 
  the mail 
registry receipt, showing CARMICkatL.'s passport had been 
returned. ^stated that by normal procedures CARMICHAEL

should have signed the receipt personally. However, that it 
was only an incidental matter that he failed to do so .b. approx,; : / 9

The United Kingdom reportedly had agreed to permit 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL to visit England for five davs to attend 
the marriage of his sister, 
_____on July 26, 1968.
fbrmally asked the British Home Office to allow CARMICHAEL
into the United Kingdom to give the bride away at]the wedding. 
CARMICHAEL had been previously denied entry into ^England 
because of his past activities.

icpui mm 7

An article appearing in "Jet" magazine, a United 
States weekly publication dated September 5, 1968, disclosed 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL’S sister JUDY CARMICHAEL, age twenty-two, 
a former nurse, was married to a white fur designer, MARC 
MASSIN. at Caxton Hall, Westminister, London. The couple 
had met at Clayburg Hospital where JUDY was a staff nurse 
and had known each other for five years.
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A discusslontook place on October 5, 1968, 
regarding! reportedly stated her former
husband ________ |waa "mad" because she had been dating
STOKELY CARMICHAEL prior to his marriage to _____________
CARMICHAEL used to sleep at her'apartment at least three' 
times per week, and on one occasion took her son, 
California with 
are on friendly terms.

b6
b7C

_ __  _______ __  ___ , to him. He now visits^her occasionally andlthey

8/5/68 )

mentioned above, advisedpn 
October 8, 1968, that she had a "rather steady" association 
with STOKELY CARMICHAEL from January to June, 1968. After 
CARMICHAEL and were married, this association
was discontinued, and as of October 8, 1968, she saw him 
only rarely. She stated that CARMICHAEL took her son to the
West Coast by plane on one occasion. She stated that she 
observed STOKELY CARMICHAEL to be a "very gentle person." bo
She continued that he talked a great deal and sometimes makes b7
extreme statements; however, she was dubious about him ever 
carrying put these statements. She stated that she also 
doubted that he exercised very much influence over the people 
with whom he was associated and they would be prompted to act on
suggestions made by him only if they became infuriated by 
some incident or strongly impelled by some other motive. She 
advised that if a situation developed which was ripe for 
action and their feelings could be aroused, they might be 
influenced by CARMICHAEL and statements which he might make. 
She continued that after CARMICHAEL was married to| |
he brough]______ __ to see her on one occasion. Following this
meeting,_______ manifested a decided jealousy toward her and
other women with whom CARMICHAEL had been associated prior to 
their marriage. Consequently, she stated that she had dis- - 
continued seeing him exept when she saw him at the Washington,, < 
D.C. (WDC) Headquarters of SNCC or some similar place in the 
vicinity. "
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL was observed to visit regularly 
_______________ ________________ WDC, also

ST the home of|_ 
the 
marriage to 
for several nights. 
_______|was observed to bring groceries to >t'he house while 
CARMICHAEL was there. / A,.

residence of her mother. prior to his
Sometimes he would stay overnight He would always arrive^walking.

b7C
b7D

(U)
also known as

advised on September 13, 1968, that she met STOKELY CARMICHAEL
originally during the Summer of 1966, when he attended a house 
party in WDC. Subsequently, their relationship became "quite b6 
personal, and intimato" until his marriage in the Spring of b7c 
1968, to| ___________  She continued that when she met
CARMICHAEL he was living in New York, and because of her 
affection? for him, she visited him there several times during the 
months of August and September, 1966. She added that she was 
not interested in SNCC or its associates, only STOKELY CAR
MICHAEL, but* when she visited New York, she would go to the 
local SNCC office to see him.

During the Fall of 1966, she went to Paris, France, 
and attended the Sorbonne, and while there corresponded with 
CARMICHAEL. In 1966, while in Paris, she became one of the 
Friends of SNCC. She described this organization as one which 
consisted of American Negro students in Paris who sympathized 
with SNCC in the, United States and whose only purpose was to 
raise money at social gatherings and speeches, later to send 
it to the international SNCC office in New York. The organi
zation had no membership and no dues were required. She 
became affiliated with it because of her relationship with 
CARMICHAEL.

When the Friends of SNCC learned of CARMICHAEL’S 
travels abroad during the Summer of 1967, they made arrange- 
emnts for him to come to Parts to speak. Upon his arrival
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and during his stay in Paris, she was with him all the time. 
When he left Paris, she accompanied him to Algeria and Guinea, 
and after a few days she returned to Paris while he continued 
his travels. She stated that he made speeches in both coun
tries but she could not recall what he said.

She continued that she did not see CARMICHAEL again 
until she returned to the United States on December 31, 1967. 
After returning to the United States she saw CARMICHAEL in 
WDC and on two occasions visited the local SNCC office to see
him. However, when she learned 
returned to her home as she did 
around SNCC. During the Spring 
prised to learn that CARMICHAEL 

i inasmuch as she had left

he was not in the office, she 
not 1ike people who hung 
of 1968, she was quite sur- 
was getting married to MIRIAM 
Paris to come to the United

states earlier, anticipating that in view of their relation
ship, CARMICHAEL would ask her to marry him. She advised that 
she feels that if the marriage between and CARMICHAEL
terminates, he would not hesitate to return to her, as she 
harti---. with him on a few occasions since his marriage to 

She advised, however, that their relationship for 
the time being had been terminated.

b6
b7C

CARMICHAEL uses the name SHALKA (phonetic) as his 
African or true name. , ' lL

(U) , 9/3/68XJ X

STOKELY CARMICHAEL had very few close friends and 
few people that he was really close_tn__ The_joerson most
likely to know what he is doing is_____________ |his Washington
secretary. b2

b6
, 9/68) A x b7c 

_______________ b7D
A source reported STOKELY CARMICHAEL smokes marijuana, x 

and during a "gathering" while in Canada during the Black "Writers 
Congress in October, 1968, he pulled a plug of marijuana from'

(U) i ns Ide hi s ankle so ck,
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_______ _________ ■_______________________________________ b 6 
______is getting increasingly rude to per- b7c 

sons calling their WDC residence asking to speak to STOKELY, 
her husband. She says that they do not get enough time for 
themselves, and that callers are inconsiderate by calling all 
hours of the day and night. Some of CARMICHAEL’S local 
associates are reluctant to call his home for this reason. 
One of his associates, has /been saying lately in private that b2 
he thinks there might be a conflict between CARMICHAEL'S b7I

(U) personal life and the "movement
ijj’i ll/20/68)^X^

Recently]_______ |has accompanied CARMICHAEL on most
of his speaking engagements and has indicated that she is 
well aware of his romantic life before their marriage and 
knows by name some of his former girl friends. It appears 
that CARMICHAEL himself might have told his wife of his former 
girl friends before their marriage so as to forestall any 
possible intimidation if she learned of thorn from other 
people.

b6 
'b7C

It appears that CARMICHAEL'S marriage has served to 
divide his time, which allows him less time to actively 
organize. He remarked once that he never used to fear death 
but that since his marriage, he began to fear death because 
he feels that there is something more than his own life at 
stake.

(U) ,b2
b7D
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V

IX. INFORMATION REGARDING CARMICHAEL’S 
MOVING FROM WASHINGTON, D.C., REPORTEDLY 
TO SUBSEQUENTLY LIVE IN GUINEA

As of October 28, 1968, STOKELY CARMICHAEL resided 
at 5015 16th Street, N.W., WDC. He reportedly had a lease 
renting the property with an option to buy which was to run 
until March, 1969, During October, the wife of CARMICHAEL, 

|contacted the real estate company handling 
the property informing them they did not intend to exercise 
the option to buy the property. They had previously indicated 

they would exercise the option when they moved in, I 
claimed they were unhappy about the purchase price as it 
was too high, I fited they were thinking, in feet, of
breaking the lease ueiure the expiration date in March, 1969, 
The real estate company informed]_______ lat that point that a
verbal discussion of the matter and further details was not 
desired and that if they were inclined to break the lease, 
they should inform the company of such intentions in writing. 
The company apparently did not feel they were serious about 
breaking the lease and not exercising the option because they 
had installed wall to wall carpeting at considerable expense 
and had also made other repairs. Consequently, for them to 
move would result in considerable loss. The real estate repre
sentative speculated that by their talk about breaking the 
lease and failure’; to exercise the option, they were actually 
trying to obtain the property at a lower price than previously 
discussed.

b6
b7C

On October 31, 1968, the real estate company received 
a letter dated October 23, 1968, from I L in which
she said she was vacating the house at
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N.W,, WDC, on November 30, 1968, as<they"had found another 
place". The letter was repartedto be "nasty" in tone 
and among other things alleged the house was dirty, 
needed to be painted and was "not fit for pigs". She 
also set forth in the letter she hoped the matter could be resolved 
without legal action but if not, she was prepared to go to 
court.

The CARMICHAELS originally signed a years lease 
in March, 1968, and at that time made a security deposit 
equal to a months rent. The owner of the house reportedly 
did not want to release them from the terms of the lease 
about the requirement to rent the property until March, 1969.

(Tjj | ~^0/28/68; 10/31/68)

(U)

The furniture at the Washington residence of
STOKELY CARMICHAEL is packaged up and all the small stuff is b2 
packed in boxes. It appears they may be planning to move. VrA lvd

(U) 11/19/68)^^

On November 21, 1968, Overseas
Shipping Company, Incorporated, International Freight Forwarders 
and Export Packers, 2221 Adams Place, N.W,, WDC, advised 
his company had done business with the Etabassy of Guinea, 
2112 Leroy Place, N.W., WDC, in the past. He advised he had 
forwarded a considerable amount of freight overseas for b6
the Embassy. About three months ago by virtue of the above b?c 
association he was put in touch withl I wife of
STOKELY CARMICHAEL, to come to their residence in WDC and give 
them a shipping estimate on their household furnishings.
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CARMICHAEL 
that it was 
conducting the 
they would have 
asked where he

Subsequently, he went to their residence at 5015 16th 
Street N.W., WDC, to make the estimate, where he met both 

_______ and CARMICHAEL. They told him they were moving. He 
surveyed their household belongings thoroughly. They told him 
they wanted everything packed up including the furniture 
and what annearad to be personal belongings, 
intimated)______ |was handling the matter and
her property being moved and not his. After 

survey of what was to be moved, he estimated 
between ten and twelve thousand pounds. He 
was to send it. They told him they wanted to send it in its 
entirety to Conakry, Guinea, in care of SEKOU TOURE, the 
President of the country. CARMICHAEL said they were giving it 
away. They added they wanted it packed for shipment during 
the middle of November, 1968. He asked CARMICHAEL if the 
carpeting was to be moved also. CARMICHAEL said yes they 
were also shipping it. He explained to CARMICHAEL his employees 
could not take up the carpeting as they were not skilled 
along that line. CARMICHAEL said he was going to take it 
up personally.

_______ eaid his employees began packing their 
household belongings readying them for overseas shipment 
on November 18, 1968, and continued for several days. They 
packed up the furniture, except for several pieces appearing 
to be discarded, the carpeting which had been removed from 
the floors, and also pictures, trinkets, odds and ends, appearing 
to be in the personal vein. In view of the fact the more 
personal items were also being packed, hej [concluded they
were not likely giving the furnishings away as CARMICHAEL had 
previously told him. He thought they were moving to Conakry 

to live, but they never let on where they were going, 
was present in the house during the packing and assisted 
in supervising theemployees. CARMICHAEL was also present 
and assisted too. I land CARMICHAEL appeared to be cordial
to one another. advised he speculated that perhaps

b7C
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they were splitting up with only_______ | returning to
Conakry, but no information along this line was obtained. 
He stated, however, he did hear from one of his friends 
returning from Argentina that a widely circulated rumor 
exists in that country that they were separating. He felt 
then perhaps there was a possibility they were breaking up 
because of their diverse Interests, that is, she being a 
notable entertainer and he being a racial agitator.

After the packing was concluded, he again asked 
them where it was going to be sent. They reaffirmed it was to 
go to Conakry, Guinea in care of President SEKOU TOURE. | 
stated he understands | | is a citizen of that country.
No address in Conakry in addition to “in care of President 
SEKOU TOURE” was mentioned. |stated apparently! |
knows the President of the country personally and by sending 
the goods in care of him personally, they are doing so to , 
insure their delivery--properly. | [stated |Ls
paying the expenses of the move prior to their shipment.

advised he had made arrangements to pick up 
the shipment tram the residence at 5015 16th Street, N.W., 
on November 26 or 27, 1968. He had made arrangements to 
ship them to Conakry via theFarrell Lines, Baltimore, Maryland. 
He cont emplated they would leave Baltimore via boat of the 

Farrell Lines during the first week of December, 1968.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL and |left their
WDC residence on November 30, 19b8, after closing the 
house. The furniture had been previosly packed and prepared 
for shipment. Upon cleaving on November 30, 1968, they said 
goodby to some WDC friends and announced they were en route 
to New York City. They were driving CARMICHAEL’S mother’s 
car, MABEL CARMICHAEL of Bronx, New York.

b2 
b6 
b7C 
b7D

(U)
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An article appearing in the "Washington Daily News" 
dated November 30, 1968, stated in part that 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL had been previously removing carpeting 
from the floor of his Washington, D. C. residence preparatory 
to moving. He conceded "I might be leaving," but said his 
destination was a secret. "I never tell people my private 
address. I'm going to fight and my fight is where black 
people are. I plan to fight with my black brothers and sisters 
against white western society and its evils of racism and 
capitalism".

CARMICHAEL also alleged "the whole entertainment 
industry is boycotting my wife. She has cut a new album and 
they refuse to play it because she married me. They are 
afraid I will buy guns with the money. I'm like an elephant, 
I never forget. I always seek revenge and I get it, I get it".

CARMICHAEL, according to the article, also expressed 
as much "dislike for President-elect RICHARD NIXON as he had 
at public appearances for President JOHNSON". He reportedly 
stated, "NIXON is going to unite white America against black 
America". He warned the final solution to America's racial 
problems would be "genocide of the blacks by whites".
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An article appearing in the Washington Afro-American 
newspaper, published on Tuesday, December 3, 
1968, entitled ’’STOKELY HITS BAN ON WIFE’S ALBUM", 7 
reported as follows:

Militant STOKELY CARMICHAEL told the Afro over the 
weekend that his recording star wife, South African singer

I felt the radio industry was boycotting her be 
records, "She figures if they are going to boycott Ker b7 
records because of her marriage, then later for them".

She reportedly had cut a new album and he alleged 
they refused to play it because she married him, in 

addition to the boycott jagainst airing the album, CARMICHAEL 
alleged the entire industry had also "iced" his wife’s 
concerts and television appearances. He conceded that the 
boycott was having an affect on his wife's income. <

CARMICHAEL has moved from his residence in WDC 
but he did not say where he would be living. He was genuinely 
concerned about the possibility of being arrested in the future 
and subsequent efforts made to prosecute him by the United 
States Government. CARMICHAEL has nWed into a revolutionary 

stage in his thinking. He is advocating complete change. 
He is telling blacks to arm to destroy.

(U)
b2
b7D

Overseas Shipping Company, mentioned 
previously, advised on December 11, 1968, that further 
arrangements were being made regarding the moving of the 
household furnishings of STOKELY CARMICHAEL and| 

to Conakry, Guinea.
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_______[advised that as of December 11. 1968, half 
of the furnishings belonging to CARMICHAEL and |had
been put on board the boat "African Rainbow" in Baltimore, 
being handled by the Farrell Lines, Incorporated. He related 
that prior to departure from WDC, CARMICHAEL and! 
purchased a new household refrigerator two washing machines 
and a range stove, which they also desired included 
with the shipment to Conakry. As of December 11, 1968, 
all of these ordered appliances had not arrived for shipment. 
Consequently.| [advised when the remainder of the appliances 
arrive for shipment, they would be included with the other half 
of the remaining furnishings and taken to New York City. 
Upon arrival in New York City, they would be loaded onto the bo 
"African Rainbow" then due in New York City at about that b7c
time. The "African Rainbow" was expected to sail from 
New York City on December 17, 1968.

I | stated he last saw CARMICHAEL andl 
during the latter part of November, 1968, while they were 
still in their residence in WDC, and packing their furnishings. 
During that time they told him they planned to give away 
one of the washing waeMnas mentioned above but did not 
indicate to whom it was being given. I [stated that they 
also indicated they were going to Africa to live and he 
definitely got this impression; however, they did not specifically 
say so.

_____ is currently in New York City and 
there are no concrete rumors of an impending ■•■break-up in her 
marriage to STOKELY CARMICHAEL.
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STOKELY CARMICHAEL recently said that he is going 
to leave the country but that all his friends would always 
be able to get in touch with him if they need him.

, 12/16/68^^

It is rumored within SNCC in New York City and 
Atlanta that STOKELY CARMICHAEL is planning to move to Guinea 
to live* Supposedly feels her marriage to
CARMICHAEL has been doing very poorly with her career as an 
entertainer and this is believed to be the reason for the move. 
Sone circles have reported! I plans to "dump" CARMICHAEL 

because of his adverse effect on her career,
b2

(U) ,12/18/68) ;
b6 
b7C 
b7D

| Overseas Shipping Company, mat toned
previously, on January 9, 1969, advised the "African Rainbow" 
departed Baltimore on December 12, 1968, with the first half of 
the CARMICHAEL shipment, en route to Africa. The "African Rainbow" 
did not return to New York City as planned to pick up the second 
half of the shipment in view of the fact a longshoremen strike 
was in progress there and the loading of the shipment could 
not be accomplished.

The second half of the shipment was sent to
New York City for delivery to Africa on a vessel sailing 
at a date later than the "African Rainbow", As of January 9, 
1969, the shipment was reported to be in the possession of 
the United States Customs and the Farrell Lines, Incorporated,
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In New York City* |______ stated the longshoremen strike is
still existing in New York City and there is talk it will 
not be settled until February, 1969. However, as soon as 
the strike is over and the shipment can be handled, it will 
be loaded for transport to Africa on the first boat available.

______  advised last contacted him 
on December 22, 1968, telephonically from New York City 
inquiring about the status of the shipment and he informed 
her as set forth above.' He advised payment for the shipment 
of the goods has been made. He added he has gotten the definite 
impression the CARMICHAELS plan to live in Guinea but in the 
future will visit the United States occasionally either for 
pleasure or business.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL and| |departed
John F. Kennedy International Airport, New York City, aboard b2 
Scandanavian Airlines System Flight 912V at 8:45 p.m., be
on December 28, 1968, scheduled to arrive in Copenhagen, b7c 
Denmark, 9:15 a.mo\, December 29, 1968. b7D

CARMICHAEL and ___ ere scheduled to depart
Copenhagen, Denmark, for Stockholm, Sweden, aboard Scandanavian 
Airlines System Flight 402 at 10:00 a.m., December 29, 1968, 
arriving Stockholm, Sweden, 11:25 a.m., December 29, 1968.

(U)

________ _________wife of STOKELY CARMICHAEL, wa® 

reportedly to make personal appearances as an entertainer 
in Sweden during the month of January, 1969.(U)
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CARMICHAEL and _  _ jupon arrival in
Stockholm, Sweden, on December 29, 1968, were interviewed 
by Swedish television. CARMICHAEL’S wife was asked if her 
records Were being boycotted in the United States to which 
she replied she thought they were because of her husband’s 
activities. Her arrival had been given advanced publicity 
and CARMICHAEL was asked if he was going to stay for the length
of his wife’s singing engagement 
"probably would".

and he replied that he

(U)

ington,
An article appearing in the "Evening Star," Wash- 

D. C„, dated January 17, 1969, reported as follows:

"/A Swedish newspaper today quoted black-power advocate 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL as saying that he and his wife, singer 
MIRIAM MAKEBA, plan to move permanently to Africa in April.

According to United Press International, CARMICHAEL 
told the Stockholm newspaper Aftonbladet that their new home 
would be in Conakry, Guinea.

who has begur''appearing at a Stockholm 
nightspot^ is trom South AfrjU^u

Since theijr^marriage last spring, the CARMICHAELS 
have been maintaining rented quarters in Washington. At the 
end of November, they moved from a house in the 5000 block of 
16;h Street N.W. to an undisclosed location."

b6
b7C
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An article appearing in the "Washington-Afro American" 
dated January 28, 1969, reported as follows:

"Carmichael says Panthers plan ’Guerrilla War”’

STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN

"We believe in violence," said STOKLEY CARMICHAEL in 
a front page newspaper interview here recently.

CARMICHAEL, who refers to himself as the "prime 
minister" of the Black Panther party, said that the Panthers 
are preparing for a "guerrilla war" in the United States.

"I am using all the money I can spare to buy arms," 
he said in the article in the Stockholm daily, Dagens Nyheter.

He also said it was necessary "to attack police stations 
and to kill policemen."

CARMICHAEL is here with his wife, MIRIAM MAKEBA, who 
is singing at a nightclub. He said that black people in the 
U.S. were engaged in a struggle, "to find an identity of their 
own."

He stressed the need to identify with Africa but 
said this could happen only when "Africa is free and strong. "

"Death and liquidation awaits us blacks in the U.S.," 
he said. "I see the day before me when there will be made an 
effort in the United States to exterminate black people, to 
treat them the way the Nazis treated the Jews."

Additional details of CARMICHAEL’s reported intention 
to move to Guinea wer® set forth under the international travel
section of this report*
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Xo APPENDIX 
------ STUDENT NONVIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

The Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), headquartered at 360-362 Nelson Street, S.W., 
Atlanta, Georgia, is a nonmembership organization, which 
was born out of the sit-in movement that erupted across 
the South beginning in 1960.

Today SNCC Identifies itself as an organization 
in the revolutionary vanguard. It advocates that to be 
successful it is necessary to develop a revolutionary 
ideology and revolutionary program.

According to SNCC, the year 1967 marked a historic 
milestone in the struggle for the liberation of black people 
in the United States and the year that revolutionaries 
throughout the world began to understand more fully the 
impact of the black movement. SNCC declared that “liberation 
will come only when there is final destruction of this mad 
octopus--the capitalistic system of the United States with 
all its life-sucking tentacles of exploitation and racism 
that choke the people of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. 
The realities of black life, together with the recognition 
instilled in SNCC workers forced its members to further 
popularize the legitimacy of self-defense and rebellions 
when oppression became too great•“

From May, 1966, until May,. 1967, Stokely Carmichael 
was National Chairman of SNCC. As of July, 1968, Carmichael 
resided in Washington, D.C., where he was affiliated with 
SNCC and active as temporary chairman of a black coalition 
group In May, 1967, Carmichael was replaced by 

who serveucommonly known as 
until June, 1968„ b6

b7C
In June, 1968, at the Staff and Central Committee 

meeting of SNCC held in Atlanta, Georgia, it was decided to 
restructure the organization by equalization of responsibility 
by creating ten deputy or vice chairmanships. The primary 
purpose for this change is to take law enforcement pressure 
off any single individual.
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APPENDIX

BLACK PANTHER PARTY, aka 
Black Panther Party for

Self Defense

According to its official newspaper, the Black Panther Party 
(BPP) was started during December, 1966, in Oakland, California, to 
organize black people so they can take control of the life, politics, and the 
destiny of the black community. It was organized by Bobby George Seale, 
BPP Chairman, and Huey P. Newton, BPP Minister of Defense. Newton 
is presently serving a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a conviction of man
slaughter in connection with the killing of an Oakland police officer.

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther," which further 
describes itself as the "Black Community News Service," states that the 
BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla tactics in its revolutionary 
program to end oppression of the black people. Residents of the black 
community are urged to arm themselves against the police who are con
sistently referred to in the publication as "pigs" who should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7, 1968, contains an 
editorial by BPP Minister of Education, George Mason Murray, which 
ends with the following:

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of America, 
revolt everywhere! Arm yourselves. The only culture worth keeping 
is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom everywhere. Dynamite! 
Black Power. Use the gun. Kill the pigs everywhere. ”

Included in the introduction to an article appearing in the 
October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the statement, "... 
we will not dissent from American Government. We will overthrow it. ”

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain quotations 
from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the People’s Republic 
of China and feature MAO's statement that "political power grows out of 
the barrel of a gun. "

0

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at 3106 Shattuck
Av.. 3, Berkeley, California. Branches have been established at 
various locations throughout the United States
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STOCKELY CARMICHAEL at YAKIMA, WASHINGTON 
June 23, 1967

Good Evening

This afternoon I was very surprised, I came expecting to hear 

a wishy-washy speech about the United Nations and MR. O’BRIEN 

really delivered a very good paper and I thought that moving on 

from there we could go into discuss some of the theories and 

assumptions of SNCC and then to see how they could be applied 

on modern day struggle again the country. We want to deal with 

the theories of self condemnation, the theory of denying one ones 

freedom rather than giving one ones freedom we want to talk about 

the theories of definition and the importance they play in the 

world today and then to go from that to include the fight of the 

third world, that is the fight for cultural integrity and the 

rights of those paple to define themselves as they see fit to 

have those definitions recognized by theircppressor. And then 

we want to talk about the Vietnamese Protests the difference between 

the black struggle and the struggle with white youth in this 

country very possibly’.there can be some coalition on what grounds 

those coalitions ought to be and then we want to talk about 

integration versus white supremacy and to touch on institutionalized 

racism as Opposed to individual acts of Racism.; >•) . That’s

not so bad. I’ve got to do it that way because tomorrow when you 

read your newspapers you’ll say that isn’t what he said but you 

shouldn’t blame the newspapers really because these cats are 

incapable of dealing with any kind of ideas at all.

I’m often amazed that anytime they write a story they 

have (harsh - raspy, unintelligible) and they never saywiiat he says.



The philosophers, CAMOU and SOT (phonetic) representing the 

epitomy of existentialist philosphy in our thought today raises 

the question of self condemnation. They want to know whether 

or not it is possible for a people to condemn themselves. CAMOU 

never .‘answers the question, SOT cops out of answering the 

question when in the introduction to MR. book "The

Wretched of the Earth” after three pages of the most hostile 

condemnation of white western society as opposed to white western 

civilization he says "but we can be saved if we listen to this 

profit and he moves on. says that self condemnation

is impossible. People cannot condemn themselves, but if they 

condemn themselves they would have to punish themselves, thus 

they Would turn themselves into masochists. In SNCC we tend 

to believe in MR. we don't believe that a community of

people can condemn themselves. Some examples for us would be 

Germany after World War II when the allied forces began to bring 

to or to trial the Nazis. Now the Nazis who did not

condemn themselves, that is the ones who said that they killed 

jews and the jews were afterall inferior as human beings, or they 

said they didn’t know what was happening in Germany at the time, 

or more sphisticatedly and as most Americans are getting ready 

to say today they say they were just following law and order so 

they were able to rationalize away their guilt. The ones who 

could not rationalize away their guilt committed suicide, that is 

the ones who said "Yes we did commit human beings" and had to 

facjt^ reality, committed suicide. The ones who allowed themselves 

to live rationalized away their guilt. More immediately for us
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here in the United States, an example of that would be Rainy 

in Mississippi in Neshoba County, Mississippi, Philadelphia, 

Mississippi there is a man who is supposed to be the sheriff 

and he commits a crime. He kills three human beings because 

they are trying to change the status-quo. Now the entire county 

of Neshoba is incapable of indicting Sheriff RAINY because 

they have elected him and he is carrying out their wishes and 

well wishers that if anyone tries to change the status quo

they should be.stopped by any means necessary and 

stops three human beings by any means necessary, so that the 

entire county can’t condemn him. If they condemn him they would 

have to condemn themselves and they would all have to send themselves 

to the Electric chair since when you kill a man you have got 

to go to jail. So broadening that analogy we feel that the 

total white American community cannot condemn itself for acts 

of brutality and beastiality which he has heaped upon black people 

it is totally impossible. For the entire community to condemn 

itself it would have to commit suicide. So we feel that white 

America is totally incapable of condemning itself so that what 

we must then do is to move on beyond white America instead 

of stopping and looking and seeing what she is going to do and 

to begin for ourselves to carve out a space where it is possible 

for us as a people to move inside a country that continues to carry 

on its life there and in the way of violence and just

to begin to live our lives. Now you move on to another theory 

then, one which I think white America must get clear in its mind. 

The concept is in this country that somehow white America can 

give freedom to black people. ' It is a totally fallacious
3



assumption. Nobody can give anybody their freedom. All people 

are born free. Once they are born free they are then enslaved 

by certain institutions within the society or by other people 

within the society. So at the fight for freedom is the fight 

to stop the oppressor from denying you your freedom. That is 

to say the real fight then of black people inside the continental 

United States is to fight to stop America from-denying us our 

freedom so that we have to force America to recognize our 

humanity. The real fight is to help civilize white America 

because she is really uncivilized if she does not recognize our 

humanity. Let me give you an example because if you take that 

to its logical extension wyou would say that any bills passed 

in this country, Civil Rights Bill, might have eased the struggle 

of black people but what they did in fact was to help civilize 

white America. Let me explain. I am black, I know this. I also 

know that I am a human being, but some white Americans don’t know 

that. Institutional Inmost Americans don’t even recognize that. 

But I know I’m black and that I’m a human being. That means that 

there are certain things to which I am entitled. One of them 

is the right to vote. Now whenever I am working on the assumption 

that I am a human being attempt to vote, some white person gets 

in my way and stops me. He tells me that I can’t vote, and if 

I try to vote he shoots at me, burns my house and takes me off to 

jail. So you have to write a civil rights bureau in Washington, D. C. 

FOR THIS white man to tell them when I come to vote, get out of my 

way. So that now he is forced to recognize my humanity, I’m not 
changed, he is more civilized. When I go to vote he just gets out

4



of my way. And the bill was really for him not for me. He’s 

changed. I’m not. I’m the same person. So that we all go on the 

factor that a little more segment within the white society has 

now become more civilized. He won’t shoot me when I attempt 

to carry on the acts that all men are entitled to carry on so 

that is very very important and you must begin to understand 

that concept in your mind. Then we want to talk now about the 

theories of definitions which are very very important.

CAMOU reminds us on*:the first page of the Rebel. He 

says that when a slave stops accepting the definitions imposed 

upon him by his master, then and only then does he begin to 

create life for himself. That is if he continues to accept the 

definitions that are imposed upon him by his master he will 

continue to be a slave. For example if I said that you are my 

slave and you said ”yes sir, I’m you slave" there is not problem. 

But if I said you are my slave and you said no I’m not your slave 

I am a man, if I try to make you my slave then there is going to 

be some conflict. So CAMOU sais that the creation of that conflict 
____ ' 

begins when the slave refuses to let his master define him. Now 

that is very important because white Western society has been 

able to define everything and everybody. they define people as 

uncivilized as primitive, as savages, as illeterate, as stupid 

as dumb, happy, apathetic, loves watermelon, and have good rhythm. 

And what is happening in the world today is that people are 

fighting to break.-out of those definitions. Now white America and 

especially white western society has done this unconsciously
5



without even recognizing that it defined everyone or that 

it discovers everyone. For example we are told that Christopher 

Columbus discovered America in 1492. The truth is that he did 

not. What it meant was that might be the first time a white 

man might have put his foot on this continent, but he didn’t 

discover the continent. The continent was here and there were 

other people here before he was here. What happens to be a fact 

is that white America does not recognize the existence of other 

non white people so that they are never alive until some white 

person finds them. Oops I found you, come alive. And that most 

people can see through that racism and here are red people who 

have been defined Indians because Columbus thought he was in 

India and all their lives they have been stigmatized with that 

definition and everbpdy ca'ls them Indians and no one recognized 

they shouldn’t be called Indians but Columbus was stupid. But 

since he was $hite it was OK. I want to give two more examples 

of definitions because I think they are very important. One 

again about the red man and the white man, whenever they are 

fighting on television if the white man wins it is a victory 

when the red man wins it is a massacre and this is very important 

because the contation of a massacre is not as honorable as the 

conotation of a victory. A victory is very honorable, a massacre 

is very dirty. So no matter how good and how strong and how 

brave and how courageous and how well your liked, the red man 

is, he’ll never win a victory, all he can win is a massacre. 

So again he has been defined to a secondary roll. Today we see 

that all the time with the editorial twins of America, Huntley 

and Brinkley. They get on and they talk about the Vietnam war
6



those dirty Vietnamese, filtiy communist rebel forces today 

threw a molitov cocktail and wounded 17 civilians and there is 

a flash and Brinkley is in D. C. and he says In the mean while 

our good GI boys have been bombing the hell out of North Vietnam. 

So that what you have is that they have been defined, these 

people who are fighting are filthy and dirty. You know up 

at Nashville, black students throw rocks and bottles at policemen 

(harsh raspy voice, unintelligible) and there are some college 

students at Fort Lauderdale throw bottles and rocks at policemen 

"College Students go on a spree". Now that is very important 

because the existentialists talk about definitions but it can 

be found it can be found in "Alice in Wonderland”.

He notes i^ is very very important the need for definitions 

and the importance of it he says is a little dialogue back and 

forth between Humpty Dumpty and Alice in Wonderland, and Alice 

says in essence to Humpty Dumpty "When I use a word Humpty, 

it means what I choose it to mean". And Humpty says "Oh nonsense 

Alice that definitely can’t be'.’ She says "Well maybe you’re 

right, when I use a word then Humpty,’ it’s what I want it to mean, 

it’s what people want it to mean’.’ He says "Oh no, no, no, Alice, 

the question is he who is master, that is all". And lets be 

clear, because what it means is that if you are master you 

can define anything, and if you are able to define you can prescribe 

people and keep them'trapped. For example if I were a master 

and I said you are a communist, you would have to answer whether 

or not you are a communist gust because I said so. An you ^.pe®id
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the rest of your life defining whether or not you are or you are 

not a communist so that some people on te evision say STOCKELY k

CARMICHAEL incited to riot in Nashville, and everybody else says 

(whisper) Stockely Carmichael incited to riot in nashville. 

Everybody says "Did you?" I say "Did I?" And they don’t even bother 

to arrest me or even follow up any proof of whether or not I incited 

to riot but since they can define they just define that I have 

incited to riot, And nobody even asked "Well if he incited to riot 

why don't you arrest him?" No need to because you have already 

been defined. Very important, because I think what black people 

are saying today is that they will no longer be bounded by the 

definitions of white society. We are going to use our own terms, 

our own phrases, we are going to define ourselves as we see fit 

and those definitions will have to be recognized by white America 

so that black pow.grjw.ill simply mean the coming together of black 

people to fight for their liberation by any means necessary. 

No more discussion.

Now we want to move in and to talk about what's developin 

in the country. I have just been looking at the news, and I used 

to go to school in Washington, D. C. and Catholic University was 

about as bland as you can get. I mean they did nothing. Really 

all they used to do was to Walk to school and say prayers, and I

■always wondered why don’t those kids move? and the whole school 

is on strike for the last two days because they fired a Priest 

who has liberal leanings and the school is protesting his being 

fired. Nov; that is very important, because it indicates that around 

the country the youth of the country are beginning to move against 
a number of things, and a lot of people in the older generation
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ban’t understand it, they try their best to define it, most of them 

define it as insubordination or as the kids just restless, they’ll 

come home to roost after awhile, you know I was a flaming radical 

in 1930 but look at me in 1967. I’m not that way anymore, leave 

the students alone in 1966 they’ll be radical^ in 1997 they’ll be 

just like me. I don’t think that is true. I think that the white 

youth in this country, particularly the white youth, are suffering 

from a number of things. Number one they have been alienated from 

the best in their tradition. They do not have any white heros 

that are really genuine that they can look up to. Nor do they 

have any white leaders in the country whom many of them dan 

identify with so that they are floating in a dilema. Secondly

I think that the youth in this country, particularly our generation, 

have been people who have grown up, and a large number of us 

happen to be first generation college and yet some of us are asking 

howeis it possible for us to be the richest country in the world, 

and how is it possible for us to have all the wealth that we do 

have? And after we ask that question we usually ask is it a fact 

that the united states is exploiting other countries, that’s why 

she's as rich as she is, and that’s why so many people can enjoy 

the life she enjoys. And then some people go beyond that and say 

if this is the case we don't think the country should function 

this way and the reason they say we don’t think the country should 

function this way is because they have been in situations as kite 

where they were told about equality and persuit of happiness and 

equality and theories that they believed in, but the people who 

were teaching them obviously didn't belfeve them. Now that can be
9



made very key and centered around the Vietnam War. And I want

to make a . I want to make a between

the reasons for protestations by white youth for the Vietnamese 

War as I see it and I’m probably incorrect, and in the reasons 

for protestations among black youth as I see that, because I 

think they are different things and that most people in the 

country don't recognize that. As the white youth in the country 

rebel against the Vietnam war on reasons of morality, they think 

that it is an immoral war. They rebel because a lot of them who 

in the peace movement are dominated by a philosophy of pacifism 

and they want peace. This issvery very important. And thirdly I 

think that because they found America out to be very hypocritical 

and feel very frustrated with that feeling of hypocracy of being 

lied to of being programed, that they rebel. I think the black youth 

in the country rebel against the war in Vietnam because he has to. 

Because it’s a question of survival for the black youth and that 

doesn't necessarily mean that you want peace’. You have to survive 

and then you survive any way you can so that while most white 

youths would fight to stop the war in Vietnam, black youth must go 

beyond that point because if the war in Vietnam were to be stopped 

the the oppression of black people will not automatically be 

stopped inside the country and the fight would still have to be 

continued. Now you could recognize that in the speeches of black 

people who condemn the war in Vietnam. DR. KING who would represent 

within the black community perhaps the man who takes the moral 

position, because he is a Nobel Peace Prizd winner, and has his 
life been dominated by a theory of pacifism, when he 
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to the black community, says the percentage of black people 

being drafted is much higher that the population ration to the 

society so that even Dr. King recognizes it to be a fight for 

survival that you can’t draft 35% black people to fight a war when 

they are 10%. On a higher level of morality the black youths 

must fight against that war for his own humanity. He is beginning 

to recognize that white America has used him to fight colored 

people around the world to help enslave them, and so he doesn’t 

even begin, he is now beginning to recognize that he can’t any 

longer fight those wars because he is helping to enslave himself 

by enriching a system which enslaves him. This is very very 

important, but I think that system also enslaves the white youth. 

Im not sure that many of the white youth have come to that 

recognition as yet. Finally I believed that the black youth must 

fight against that war in Vietnam if in fact he is to prove to 

the United States that it must lift up to lines of democracy, that 

is that they draft black people to fight for democracy and the 

black youth never knows anything about it so that he is now 

raising the question very hard "Why should I fight and give 

democracy to someone else when I have never gotten it here inside 

this country! and I don’t’think again that on those lines the white 

youth can rage their battle. So that what you can have then on 

the peace issue would be a coalition of black youth and white 

peace movements on that issue of maybe stopping the war and 

of course stopping the draft which many white youth themselves 

inside the peace movement have not even begun to approach stopping 
of the draft which is becoming very key for the black community.
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So you could hook up on a coalition of those points but I doubt 

very seriously whether or not you can become married to the peace 

movement. I know we can’t do that.

Now finally I want to talk about institutionalized 

racism in the country and a few other things

I think that there is a lot of feeling of the people 

in the country to file the new left together with the civil 

rights movement, and that’s really a mistake because the fight 

is really two different things. Again for the new left a lot 

of the fight would be a fight of morality, but for a number of 

reasons. Many of the people who make up the new left in this country, 

the white new left are economically secure. This is very very 

important. Black people in this country are economically insecure. 

You’ve got to understand that. Black people are fighting to make 

this society a place where they can derive economic security. 

The white people on the new left are already economically secure 

so that’s not the same fight and you can't form a coalition with 

an economically secure group and an economically insecure group 

to change a system in which both of them derive their economic 

standards from the given system. That is to say that since the 

white liberal or the people on the new left derive an economic 

security from this system and we derive economic insecurity from 

the same system the system has changed. And if the system is to 

change it may mean that the white liberal may no longer be able 

to have economic security or maybe we'll both have to come down.

I don't think people will fight to give up their economic security
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in the society so that the people who black people can best 

coalist with in this country are white people who are economically 

insecure. Because then their fight will be the same fight. 

The economically insecure white will be fighting for economic 

security, to stop economic exploitation and political oppression. 

That means then that there needs to be then inside the white 

community, white youth organizing the unorganized poor whites 

if they are really serious about bringing about internal change 

in the country. Institutionalized racism will effect all the

work we do. We must realize that we have been trapped by a

society that doesn’t even recognize its racism. There are two 

types, there is individual acts of racism and there is instituiionalize<

racism. Let me give an example of both.

An individual act of racism would be from five white 

men bombing the church and they kill five black children. That’s 

an individual act of racism that is widely deplored by most 

segments of this society, black and white. If in that same 

city, Birmingham, Alabama, not five, but 500 black babies die 

each year because of lack of proper food, lack of medical facilities, 

lack of clothing and lack of the things they need to have ta 

descent living, and thousands more black people are mamed physically, 

educationally and psychologically because of conditions of poverty 

in the Gheto. That is an actr of institutionalized racism. It is 

clear to me that black people must focus their attention on 

institutionalized racism which is so subconscious that it runs 

in every major city in this country in5 every major city in this 

country you can <'find a Gheto area that has been prescribed by law 
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the incidious subterfuge for the maintenance of white supremacy. 

If a supreme court ruling said that all segregated shools are 

inherently inferior because they separate races, then it seems 

to me that all white schools and an all black school is as 

equally inferior, so that if you are going to integrate the shools 

to stop that inherent inferiority you put white kids in black 

schools and black kids in white schools, but everybody in the 

country assumed automatically that the black schools were inferior. 

Because they were all black, so what you have to do is. to bring 

some of the blacks to a good school which was the white school.

So what the interpretation turns out to be is that the white school 

is really good but the black kids were really bad, so you just 

have to bring some white kids next to some black kids and everything 

would be ok, and I think that a lot of people have never thought 

it out very clearly and end up in the trick bag they drew all confused 

about integration. Because if you talk about integration you talk 

about both^sidesnas equally inferior as the other. That is to 

say that if the suburbs is all white, if the Ghetos is all black, » — r
and if seperate equally inferior, they they are both inferior. 

Then the white people must also come to the Ghetos and the black 

people moverto the suburbs. But since that is not about to happen, 

being realistic, the black people in the Ghetos must talk about 

being able to control their communities and their institutions

so they can live and function as human beings and I think that is goin 

to be the major fight in the country, whether or not white America 

can allow for that, can allow for black people to control, the 
institutions in which they live and to really have the equal
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share of the political representation that they are supposed to 

have which they never do.

Finally I think that psychologically black people in 

this country, using MR. as our literary giant, are go.«.ng

to more and more recognize the importance of the Third World as 

a force that is going to help strip the country of the type of 

system that oppresses non white people both in and out the 

continental boundries of the United States I And a recognition 

that those forces are probably fighting the same thing. Their 

fight is a fight for cultural integrity also, because they ioo 

have been defined as illiterate,unfit for democracy, or usually, 

well you know those people in that little country, they are 

backwards and they need time before they grasp a concept of 

democracy and we will just have to stay there and rule them 

until they get that concept. Yes, we know we havent’ worked with it 

well in the United States, but we knowhow to manipulate it a little 

bit better so we will let them hold on and they are not allowed to. 

But they are fighting now for their own cultural integrity.

Secondly we begin to recognize that the non white world has been 

prescribed, has been divided up by white western society. They 

sat down and Europe and France took this and Britain took this 

and she bragged that the sun never sat on her and I and Belgian 

took this and the United States took this, and that these people 

are going to begin to fight to break the traps and the people that 

exploit them, which happens to be the same people that exploit us. 

inside this country. It is important to note that the Chase 
Manhatten Bank which holds the economy of South Africa also 

controls many of the mortgages in slum areas and that the controlling
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interest of the Chase Manhatten Bank is controlled by the 

Rockefeller Empire, and we are told they are liberals in this 

country. They are philanthopists, they are CECIL RHODES. He 

stole Rodesia and named it after him and gave black people 

scholarships and they call him a philanthropists.

Finally then, the movement of the white youth in this 

country can go in several directions. They can take the form 

I think that has been taken most largely by the hippies on the 

West Coast, who have decided that it is now use trying to fight 

the society that the best thing for them to do is to turn their 

backs on it and to leave it alone and to try their best to create 

for themselves what other type of life they can. Now that movement 

is not to be taken too lightly because at a human being day last 

month they gathered some 20,000 people, and if you can gather 

20,000 people for human being day it’s obvious that the movement 

is also gathering strength, it’s also moving to the East Coast 

where they are beginning to set up hamlets of hippies there as they 

are referred to. Now those then are the white youths who have 

just given up their hands. You’ve got the white youth

who particularly run the question of the draft flees the country 

rather than fights it and that’s developing in Vancouver, for 

example, there is a large colony now of white American youths and 

of course Canada who are refusing to fight the war . Now what is 

left usually is some form of white activists who are really 

willing to fight, to fight back against the system rather than 

to take it sitting down. They are beginning to dimirisii in force 

I think because the hippies are beginning to attract them more and 
more. Sometimes I think when they look up and see the fight they
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have to carry on they just turn around and sit down, tune in, 

tune out, turn on and drop out. Now they are about the only 

group that are beginning to find any type of white identity, 

there identity usually is around people like TOM LEARY, ALLEN 

GYNSBURG or of course MR. who is with us here this

afternoon, and that’s one healthy gro.ip in terms of having some 

white identity. The problem I think that white America then faces 

is can she develop a white identity which would incorporate 

concept of humanity that the other people in the society who 

are not attracted to the hippies can begin to move around, so that 

maybe she, herself, can begin to save the inevitable conflict 

that is seen that the world is headed for. If she cannot do that 

I think that there is no choice left but for the people who 

are oppressed around the world to take what belongs to them and 

I'm afraid the black people will have to see themselves as a 

part of that group.
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SEATTLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Administrative and Service Center

, 815 Fourth Avenue North
Seattle, Washington 98109

March 17, 1967
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Mrs, John Bundy date n-10-2009 by uc 60322 lp/stp/sz
3258 1/2 Eastlake East
Seattle, Washington

Dear Mrs. Bundy:

Re: Request for use of Garfield High School

Your request for the use of the Garfield High School auditorium for a lecture 
by Mr. Stokely Carmichael has been given careful consideration by the School 
District administration and the School Board.

We all know that Mr. Carmichael has become and is growing as a controversial 
figure. Although we may sympathise with his basic purposes to improve the 
standard of the Negro people, we find extreme conflict with his procedures 
and recent actions regarding national problems.

An official School Board regulation regarding the rental of school properties 
provides that "Permits will not be granted for any meeting which, in the 
judgment of the Board of Education, may be in any way prejudicial to the best 
interests of the schools or the educational system, or for which satisfactory 
sponsorship is not provided."

We are apprehensive that Mr. CarmichaelBs speaking in one of our schools 
would be construed by the opposition as, an endorsement of Mr. Carmichael 
and that statements which he should make may develop and aggravate tensions 
detrimental to the best interests of the community and the schools.

For these reasons we feel it unwise to grant permission for the use of 
Garfield High School for the appearance of Stokely Carmichael.

Yours very truly,

/s/

Frank M. Brock, 
Secretary

FMB:md
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3238 1/2 Eastlake East 
Seattle, Washington
9 March 1967

ALL INFORMATION ’CONTAINED
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED

Mr. Walter Larsen D™ J-1"10"2009 BY uc 60322 lp/stp/sz
Seattle Public Schools
810 Dexter Avenue North
Seattle, Washington 98109

Dear Mr. Larsen:

I am writing to you at the suggestion of Mrs, Jensen regarding rental 
of Garfield Auditorium for the evening of Tuesday, April 18th, from 
7:30 to 10:30 p.m. The SNCC membership in Seattle is bringing 
Mr. Stokely Carmichael here to speak at a rally.

While no one will deny that Mr, Carmichael is a controversial figure, 
as Chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee he 
represents one of the most discussed currents in the civil rights move
ment today. With a £ew notable and laudable exceptions, the mass 
communications media have distorted SNCC’s position and proposed 
strategy for the civil rights movement.

It is important that the residents of the Central Area be given the 
opportunity to hear Mr. Carmichael himself explain SNCC’s position 
and to question and challenge him in person. We certainly do not 
expect all those who hear Mr. Carmichael’s speech to agree with him 
and I am sure the question and answer period after his speech will 
be very stimulating. By allowing Mr. Carmichael to speak in Garfield 
Auditorium, where he can communicate directly with the audience and 
advance and defend SNCC’s position, the administration of the Seattle 
School System will be making a great contribution to an intrinsic 
part of any educational process—the free exchange of ideas and opinions.

Because of the pressure of time in the planning of this event, I would
appreciate a prompt reply from you 
reply to our secretary. Mrs. Barry 

you please send a copy of your 
so.

Sincerely

/s/vofr-fi-inoibH

iom -o -i

PSD "0 - M 
(Mrs.) John Bundy 
Chairman, SNCC

rice Chairman-^
^£^3Y^.n^24th East - Seattle, Wn. 98102 b6
^iSSffi^S^cretarx b7c
^Treasurer .
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SEATTLE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Administrative and Service Center 

815 Fourth Avenue North
Seattle, Washington 98109

March 17, 1967

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HERE III IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-10-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/SZ

Mrs. John Bundy
3258 1/2 Eastlake East
Seattle, Washington

Dear Mrs. Bundy:

Re: Request for use of Garfield High School

Your request for the use of the Garfield High School auditorium for a lecture 
by Mr. Stokely Carmichael has been given careful consideration by the School 
District administration and the School Board.

We all know that Mr. Carmichael has become and is growing as a controversial 
figure. Although we may sympathize with his basic purposes to improve the 
standard of the Negro people, we find extreme conflict with his procedures' 
and recent actions regarding national problems.

An official School Board regulation regarding the rental of school properties 
provides that ’’Permits will not be granted for any meeting which, in the 
judgment of the Board of Education, may be in any way prejudicial to the best 
interests of the schools or the educational system, or for which satisfactory 
sponsorship is not provided.”

We are apprehensive that Mr. CarmichaelBs speaking in one of our schools 
would be construed by the opposition as, an endorsement of Mr. Carmichael 
and that statements which he should make may develop and aggravate.tensions 
detrimental to the best interests of the community and the schools.

For these reasons we feel it unwise to grant permission for the use of 
Garfield High School for the appearance of Stokely Carmichael.

Yours very truly,

/s/

Frank M. Brock, 
Secretary

FMB:md
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3238 1/2 Eastlake East 
Seattle, Washington
9 March 1967

Mr. Walter Larsen 
Seattle Public Schools 
810 Dexter Avenue North 
Seattle, Washington 98109 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-10-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZDear Mr. Larsen:

I am writing to you at the suggestion of Mrs. Jensen regarding rental 
of Garfield Auditorium for the evening of Tuesday, April 18th, from 
7:30 to 10:30 p.m. The SNGC membership in Seattle is bringing 
Mr. Stokely Carmichael here to speak at a rally.

While no o£ie will deny that Mr. Carmichael is a controversial figure, 
as Chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee he 
represents one of the most discussed currents in the civil rights move" 
ment today. With a few notable and laudable exceptions, the mass 
communications media have distorted SNCC’s position and proposed 
strategy for the civil rights movement.

It is important that the residents of the Central Area be given the 
opportunity to hear Mr. Carmichael himself explain SNCC’s position 
and to question and challenge him in person. We certainly do not 
expect all those who hear Mr. Carmichael’s speech to agree with him 
and I am sure the question and answer period after his speech will 
be very stimulating. By allowing Mr. Carmichael to speak in Garfield 
Auditorium, where he can communicate directly with the audience and 
advance and defend SNCC’s position, the administration of the Seattle 
School System will be 'making a great contribution to an intrinsic 
part of any educational process^-the free exchange of ideas and opinions.

Because of the pressure of time in the planning of this event, I would 
appreciate a prompt reply from you. Would you please send a copy of your 
reply to our secretary, Mrs. Barry Adam, also.

Sincerely, 

/s/

(Mrs.) John Bundy 
Chairman, SNCC

vice Chairman
Secretary - 714 24th East
Assistant Secretary

, Treasurer

•» Seattle, Wn. 98102
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Spokane, Washington 
March 5, 19&7

March 5? 19^7 
Telephone b6 

b7C 
b7D

said that Edward Keating, editor of Ramparts, will speak at 
the Kennedy Pavilion next Tuesday at 8 P.M. He is being sponsored 
by the Town and Gown Forum of Gonzaga University. He said that as 
many people as possible should be notified of the meeting. ___________
said that communications among the Liberals are lousy. He said that 
Stokley Carmicheal was on the West Coast only a month or so ago. Now 
he is making another to Seattle all the way from Georgia. Evelyn 
Marshall is coming with him. He will be in Seattle in the middle 
of April and is also scheduled to speak in Ellensburg at Central 
Washington State College, Eastern Washington State College is trying 
to get him on the same tourj said that the Committee for Peace,
in Vietnam meeting are too sterile. He said it is just a rehash , 
each time. He did not get a reply to his letter'to the Coordinating 
Committee about films on Vietnam. He suggested agoing to the Vis a 
Vis meetings' which are: held each Friday and Saturday. He said we 
have to. go where the crowd is or else become isolated. The publications 
he has been receiving are too repetitious.. ~ •
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GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES .GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : SAC, SEATTLE (100-2:8676) date: 3/22/67

from : SA
bo
b7C

b
subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL b

INFORMATION CONCERNING b7c
b7D

On 3/22/671 I orally advi fied that he had learned that day
froin| ________ .________________________ | Seattle, Washington, that
STOKELY CARMICHAEL will arrive in Seattle- on 4/18/67 and will be here 
one week. Subject will give at least one talk that the source knows of, 
but source does not know the subject matter thereof.

Subject will stay at|_____________________  and source learned further
that subject is being sponsored by SNCC.. Source said he would donate a 
chicken to to help feed CARMICHAEL.

said that maybe subject will talk at Washington Hall.
Source also learned that on Saturday, 3/23/67 there will be 

a fund raising affair for the subject at 2022-32d Avenue Smith, Seattle., 
He will try to go. (This is the address for|

100-28676-^
■r-lOO-28183| |
1-100-26936 (SNCO)
1-100-20248r
1-T"^ :-----
CNGj
(£) ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 11-10-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ
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b7C 
b7D
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : SAC, SEATTLE (100-28676) date: 3/23/67

from : SA
bo

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
SM-C

Re memo Sa[ 3/22/67.

On 3/23/67 orally advised that STOKELY CARMICHAEL,
who will arrive in Seattle on I|./18/67> will speak in Rev.
ADAMS’ church, because no hall could be rented. Subject is being 
sponsored by SNOC.

b2

Source 
to Seattle,

advised that some Negroes do not want subject to come 
because he is nothing but trouble.

(ibloo-28676
1-1 ~ I
1-100-26956 
1-100-27730
CNG: 
(10

(SNCC)

b2

b7C
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

^ITED STATES DEPARTMEN •• USTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Seattle, Washington 

March 23, 1967 >

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INFORMATION CONCERNING

On March 22, 1967, a source advised that Mrs. JOHN 
BUNDY, Chairman, Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), 3238 1/2 Eastlake East, Seattle, Washington, had recently 
attempted to arrange rental of the. Garfield High School auditorium 
in Seattle for the evening, of April 18, 1967. Mrs. BUNDY, advised 
representatives of the Seattle Public School System that the

’ auditorium was to be used for a rally at which STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 
National Chairman of SNCC, would be the principal speaker. This 
source advised that Mrs. BUNDY’s request was denied.

A second source advised that:a STOKELY CARMICHAEL fund 
raising dinner was being planned .in the Seattle.area for March 25, 
1967, with a rally featuring STOKELY CARMICHAEL, tentatively 
scheduled for April 18, 196'7, at the First A.M.E., Church, 15 22 
14th, Seattle, Washington.

The Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC), with national head- ' 
quarters at 360-362 Nelson Street 
Southwest, Atlanta, George, is an ’ 
organization involved in civil fights? 
activities. , -.1 ■

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ' . . _
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' ■ - '. ..
DATE 11-10-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ . . . '

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside 
your agency.
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^^Jnited States Depamient of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Seattle3 Washington 
March 23* 1967

Mr.. Eugene G. Cushing 
United States Attorney 
United States Court House 
Seattle, WAshingtoh 9810U

RE: STO&ELY CARMICHAEL
INFORMATION CONCERNING

Dear Sir:

For your information, I am enclosing communications 
which may be of interest to you.

Very truly yours,

^pJtlal^SgUrlf’m Charge

Enc .1 (REG)

5TP/5Z

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFI 
DATE 11-10-2009 BY U

(Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form becomes
UNCLASSIFIED.) ^—***
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^^Jnited States Dep ent of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Seattle, Washington 
March 23, 1967

Mr. Elmer Moore
Special Agent in Charge
U.S. Secret Service

, U.S. Treasury Department
220 U.S. Court House
Seattle, Washington 98101!

REi STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INFORMATION CONCERNING

De ar Sir:

For your information, I am enclosing communications 
which may be of interest to you.

Very truly yours,

$p^ral^^W^i§ Charge

Enc.
1 (REG)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-10-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ

/OC~
(Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form' becomes
UNCLASSIFIED.).
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^^Inited States Dep ent of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Seattle, Washington 
March 23, 1967

Lt. Col. Ralph R. Bayer
District Commander
Office of.Special Investigations 
20th District Headquarters 
McChord Air force Base,

' Washington 1 :

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
INFORMATION CONCERNING

Dear Sir:'

For your information, I am enclosing communications 
which may be of interest to you.

Very truly yours,

’-Sp®c4a^Xg^'Ji?Si Charge

E-nc. 1 (REG)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-10-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z

/0 O - .£%(<, 74
(Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this, transmittal form becomes
UNCLASSIFIED.)
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^^Jnited States Depc^ment of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Seattle, Washington 
March 23, 1967

Captain E. B. Martin
Commanding Officer
Naval Investigative Service Office
Building 9, Naval Air Station
Seattle, Washington 98115

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INFORMATION CONCERNING

Dear Sir:

For your information, I am enclosing communications 
which may be of interest to you.

Very truly yours,

d^pI^alMSiLNESi Charge

Enc.
1 (REG)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-10-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z

/ <9 6 22 y & 7 “<=-20

(Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form’ becomes^*
UNCLASSIFIED.)
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^^Jnited States DepSment of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Seattle, Washington 
March 23, 1967

Major Raymond J. Auzias de Turenne 
Regional Commander, 
Region III, 115th MIG 
Fort Lawton
Seattle, Washington

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INFORMATION CONCERNING

Dear Sir:

For your information, I am enclosing communications 
which may be of interest to you.

Very truly yours,

JSpe<?iaFtX^S?n Charge

1 (REG)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-10-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z

/od - 9^
(Upon removal of classified enclosures, if any, this transmittal form' become;
UNCLASSIFIED.)



OPTIONAL FORM NO. tO 

MAY Ifi® EDITION 
GSA FPMR <41 CFR) lOt-M.t

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
T0 : SAC, SEATTLE (100-26956) 3/24/67

FROM SA, be

subject: STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING
COMMITTEE (SNCC)
IS-C

On 3/23/67, Ltj_______________ Community Relations
Unit,- Police Department, Seattle, Washington, made 
available the attached information. This shows that 
STOKELMY CARMICHAEL will be in Seattle April 18, 1967. 
Also that a fund raising party will be held 3/25/67 
at 2022 32nd Ave. South, Seattle, which is the address 
of I

b6
b7C

LKS:ls (£)

100-28676 
100-20248 
100-21086 
100-28115 
100-21798

(STOKLEY CARMICHAEL)

d_____________
(NEGRO. VOTERS LEAGUE)

ALL INFORMATION,CONTAINED '
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-10-2009 BY- UC* 60-322 LP/STP/SZ

8010*106

SEARCHED—-^INDEXED 
SERlALIZED^L^HED-a^i-!

MAR 2 41967
FBI—SEATTLE t

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Ray roll Savings Rian



”i-11 INTRA-DEPARTMENT COMMUNICATION 
>21.10 

SEATTLE POLICE DEPARTMENT
3OM S. K. Sridoll & H. Short, Intelligence) date 5-22-67

' Lt.| ‘ ./ be
------------------------------ . • ■•> , b7C

jbject STOKELET CAK'KCH^; ’

Th© latest planning regarding STO^EL® CAPdKCHABA io to.have him 
arrive in Seattle on April 18, 1?6?. Since he tea been turned down 
on the ugq of Garfield High School ho will bo in tov® ^ow? °- 
five hours. There will bo a cochtail party which io by formal' invita
tion only, a copy of which io attached. They are ashing for five 
dollars donation for each invitation. There will also be a dance to
follow his appearance, but danse information will be first announced 
at the cocktail party. >’ ..’

'■ / 1 t£ie ’ *'* * ■ '

He is being sponsored by the following two organisations which 
are just being formed a ' :

<■' How 8.H.O.C.’ which tea four member^ ’an§ the •/ j’ 
' Hegro Voters league which has five members*; %’

2022 32nd Ave. is the residence ofL J'who moved into
this address on 7-1-66.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ

> V ■/

Bio

£

' cob Chief S’. C. Hamon ' 
Asst. Chiof Bo Cooh v 
Xaopol | v
Deputy Chief G. A. Bou^e 
SSCG Elie, Xntolligonco B4t 
gDZJ I

•f * W-.' 

r -z

e

V

V. of V. Police 
CosBaiiaity Eolations Unit

.t

»



STUDENT NON VIOLENT ^JuRDINATING COMMITTEE

AND

THE NEGRO VOTERS LEAGUE

WE ARE HAVING A PARTY

WILL PRESENT

ON APRIL 18, 1967

STOKELY

YOU ARE INVITED TO A FUN(D) RAISING’ PARTY

9 UNTIL MARCH 25, 1967

AT ----- —2022132nd AVENUE SOUTH

HELP HELP HELP

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED________________
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/SZ

PLEASE SEND CONTRIBUTIONS TO:

FLO WARE, NVL

1115 - 14th Avenue - OR

Seattle, Washington ■ 98122

MAD LYNE F. SCOTT, SNCC 

3238 Eastlake Ave. East 

Seattle, Washington 98102

THANKS THANKS THANKS



TO

O »TiONAL FORM NO. 10 >***»
MAY JOtt EDITION ( '
GSA FPMR <41 CFR) lOIMl.t

UNITED STATES GOvBRlMENT

Memorandum
: SAC,SEATTLE (100-26956)

' ALL iNFOMfcTION CONTAINED ' •
<, HERE IN lOc LASSI FIED

# DATE 11-12-2909 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ .

r
date: 3/21/67

FROM :

subject:

sa
b7C

COMINFIL SNCC
Racial Matters

On 3/17/67[ stated that STOKELY
CARinciIAEL may appear in the Seattle area on April 18, 1967. 
She went on to state that a local group was formed for this 
purpose and an attempt will be rnadfc to obtain Garfield High 
School auditorium for this purpose.. She waid that she will 
attempt to obtain more definite information as this is in 
the planning stages._______

On 3/20/671 advised that'the local- group
claims to he - a chapter of SNCC with Mrs. .TOT-TN BUNDY, Chairmant 
 | Vice Chairman:! I Secretary!

~1 Assistant Secretary; andj Treasurer
Mrs. BUNDY wrote a letter to the Seattle Public Schools to 
obtain Garfield for'April 18th. '

On 3/21/67| | said that’the’present plans are
to have CARMICHAEL spealc at the 1st A0M#E0 church .on April 
18th as they were refused the Garfield High Schoolo

cc
157-359 /kJ--------------------------------- ■
100-28676 (STOKELY CARMIGHAELk :lOxxxxxxW
100-
100-0-46168 i
100-10040-45458 h<-
100-28115 
100-26956

b2

b7C
b7D

(S.N.G.C.)

WlO.lt*

SEARCH EqCX—jXIM DE>^O 

3ERIALI7FDZW.... FILED™*

MAR 2^ 19G7

FBI - SEATTLE

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bayroll Savings Blan
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ALL INFORMATmN) CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS TJ^ ’̂SSIFIED _

DATE 11-1 00'9 BY UC 60322 i.P/STP/S

(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

BY ROBERT COUR
Seattle school officials may back’ down, on a de

cision not to let “Black Power” advocate Stokeley Car
michael sneak in the Garfield High School auaiwrium 
?\pTil 19

Back down, that is, from a decision the district’s 
public information staff says hasn’t been made.

Puzzling? A scholarly “yes” to that question.
IT WAS SHADES of Dr. Timothy Leary versus the 

Seattle City Council all over again.
The mew hot potato found just about everyone con

cerned running for cover. “No comment” was the order 
?f the day Friday.

- Mrs. John Bundy, chairman of the Seattle Chapter 
if the Student Non-Violent Coordinating .Committee, of 
which Carmichael is the militant national head, re
quested use of Garfield’s auditorium from the .Seattle 
School Board. . - . .

ft .school spokesman Friday said no decision had 
been reached.

Date: '4-1-67

Edition: S HT1I?3_S G

Author:
Editor:

Title: COMINFIL (SNCC)

Character:

or IS -
Classification:

c

| | Being Investigated

Submitting Office: S^Sttls



BUT MRS. BUNDY, the only person talking — and 
she very little — said she had received a formal ’letter- 
rejecting her request. The letter- read in part:

“Although we may sympathize with his (.Carmi
chael’s) basic purposes to improve the standards of 
the Negro people, we find extreme conflict with his 
procedure and recent actions, regarding national prob
lems ...

“We are apprehensive that Mr, Carmichael speak
ing in one of our schools would be misconstrued by the 
opposition as an endorsement of Mr. Carmichael and? 
that statements which he should make may develop 
and aggravate tensions detrimental to the best interests 
of the community and the schools.”

The board did not spell out'who the ‘.‘opposition” 
might be. . '

MRS. BUNDY, after receiving the rejection, went 
to the board last-Wednesday’ accompanied by an attor
ney and The Rev. John Adams, civil rights leader of 
many a skirmish. Adams1 reportedly acted as concilia
tor during the meeting.

Mrs. -Bundy said the board and Superintendent 
F9Xb§s ,Bq.ttomly indicated that she would getW answer 
Triday? ,
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7 J- . . • • ' ** '-/.’«* vt- < x ,1" ' !
, ^psecutp^Ghdrles/.p.^Gar-; 
rpli • 'todayleft it to, ;tng! 
'School Boafd -as :tg .wjietfteii. 
.Stokely'i/jparinicael,,' 'feontro^ 
v.etsial- :fi4ad>o^Jhg,,Student 
-^9^oi^|i!|ograyi^ni>g^o^ 
•fhittee>?'shduld?speakiitiGtft-' 
field High’ 'School;, ■f/f f'

, BosttU, -Garlol^ 
school premises;.fgtjpubiid;

. discif irinnaipr^:';baMis^^li;’ 

fied; dn^deiiying^it^' use fpn- 
fedsofiable' Igrbunds;'’ ’■ - j, 
'■ Tlie School Bpdi’did

s^ec^by^armicIraer^prH. 
19‘until l^fiadirecpiyed^ai*2 
jroji^^oni^..:;* .

„Cg.rmichael>,;l; ;advbcate^ of; 
‘‘^d^biye ’̂4sliejng<sppnf 
sored! by the Seattle Chapter

brdiriatin^r.Gomniittee! :,and; 
tiie,.Negrp'Voters League. ’; ■ 
TGarcplilVsaidr the aboard, • 

cpuld^denythe request; '“i^ 
tiib' ^Oardpliast ;rba^phablej 

high-sch^ 
be: 'usedi-. 'tpC^adyocateilyip^ .. ..
.jence,:,pK'‘otlleiTronminal:;'ac-\, inaffi^Tltfi^^jeSttie^^Ni^Cs 
traty:of;tKat*. its: use^ntun;. ; S ( 
any' ;wgy;’ ;bexprejiidi<fial.;^o'. 3,C'X;
^•'b'fe^4n^es^b^'itfej:'^-’--'q'oi’':fente'^^auai^ii^jj^ 
tricipordii;:^
scJiboVprogfam.’L-. > .... < V- R'ayrifdndfTEA 'BrbvTO; j^itb&

EarfiCT^thg; Schpoj;iBparpi yrawedu• us^^^snpn;,ot
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(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.)

Th®-School Boasrd Eiredon Two Coords— ■
“ifHE Seattle School Board’s decision' to make his, principal Seattle appear-

to deny use of meeting 'space at Gar
field High School to Stokely Carmichael 
is, in our opinion, unwise on two counts:

1. The decision runs counter to the 
basic concept of unrestrictive, free 
speech; the ban constitutes discrimina
tion against Carmichael, head of the 
Student Nonviolent’Coordinating Com
mittee, because of ' his radical view
points; and the School Board has put it
self in a position of censuring what may 
or may not be advocated from a. school 
platform during nonschool hours.

2. The board has provided Carmi
chael an aura of public interest he 

ance at the high school.
Radical sealots of Carmichael’s 

stripe, of course, thrive on adversities. 
of the variety provided by the School 
Board; in fact it is entirely possible that 
the application for use of the high 
school was motivated in part to put the 
School Board squarely on the spot and 
create a community controversy for the 
purpose of attracting wide attention .to 
his appearance here and the viezvs he 
espouses.

' In short, it looks to us as though 'the 
School Board played into. Carmicha’el’s 
hands, unwittingly giving him a wider 
and more attentive audience than he

would 'not have had if the School Board^wou-ld have received if the application 
had routinely approved the application had been .approved routinely. “ .

SEATTLE TIMES 

_ aPR - 4 1967 
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BY ROBERT COUR . must be on a non-discrim-

King County Prosecutor 
Charles 0. Carroll Monday 
passed the Stokeley Carmi- 
chael contFdver'sy^tafck^W 

^iffe^ea^tle School Board. •
The board first denied the' 

use of Garfield High 
School’s auditorium for a 
Carmichael speech on April 
19, then after his local 
supporters pre-tested, asked 
Prosecutor Carroll for legal 
advice.

matory basis.
However, Carroll added, 

that if the board had 
^grounds to believe tre audi- 
'• torium will be used “to ad- 

vocate violence or other 
criminal activity” it would 

, be justified in rejecting the 
request.

CARMICHAEL has al
ready ‘been given permis-’ 
sion to s»eak»a£ Central 

, Washington State College 

during the same week he 
wishes to talk here.

The total effect of Car
roll’s opinion was to' leave 
Mrs. Bundy’s request en
tirely up to the board. A 
school spokesman s,aid no 
decision had been made by 
late Monday.

Mrs. Bundy said Carmi
chael would speak on 
“Black Power” at a rally 
open to the public'. No ad
mission will iMucharggd. 
she said.

— SEATTLE POST

___ APR -41967

' CARMICHAEL is nation
al chairman of the Student 
Non - Violent Coordinating 
Committee and preaches 
“Black Power” and “Black 

•Consciousness.” Mrs. John 
Bundy, Seattle chapter 
chairman, was denied use 
of the auditorium but asked 
the board to reconsider its 
decision last Wednesday.

Prosecutor Carroll, in his 
legal opinion, told school of
ficials that'use’ of buildings

Date:

Edition:
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Editor:

Title: COMINFIL (SNCC)
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(For editorial comment, 
see Page 10.)

By CONSTANTINE ANGELOS 
Education Editor, The Times

The Seattle School Board 
today announced it will 
stand on its decision to deny 
use of Garfield High School 
April 19 for a speech by 
Stokely Carmichael, contro- 

“^i^msa^B?^,,^tudent 
Nonviolent Coordinat
ing Committee.

The American Civil Liber
ties Union of Washington an
nounced that it will go into 
Superior Court for a show
cause . mandamus action to 
try to require the school 
board to rent the facility for 
the Carmichael speech.

Michael H. Rosen, A. C. 
L. U. staff attorney, said the 
action will be sought on 
grounds that the denial is.an 
unconstitutional infringe
ment of the right of free 
speech.

The board acted after re
ceiving an opinion from 
Prosecutor Charles 0. Car
roll yesterday and because 
the Seatt!e~Cffapter of S. N. 
C. C. had refused to permit 

a panel to appear on the. 
same program with Car
michael to react to his com
ments and present other 
views, a board statement 
said.

CARROLL HAD informed 
the board, that school facili
ties. for public meetings 
should be on a nondiscrim- 
inatory basis, but .the board 
was justified in denying such 
use on reasonable grounds.

“We feel that if a public 
school were to be used by a 
controversial figure such as 

.Mr. Carmichael, then a full 
discussion of all related 
views should be heard,” Dr. 
Robert A. Tidwell, b' o a r d 
president, said.

Carmichael’s appearance 
here is sponsored by the 
Seattle S. N. C. C. chapter 
and the Negro Voters’ 
League. Carmichael is an 
-advocate of “black power.”

THE REQUEST for use of 
the Garfield auditorium'was 
made by Mrs. John Bundy, 
chairman of the S. N. C. C. 
chapter here on March 15.

The«=n.KQsecutor’s opinion 
was sought after Raymond 

E. Brown, attorney, and 
representatives of c i v. i N 
rights organizations Wednes
day asked the board to re
consider on legal grounds.

Brown had argued that the 
right of free speech requires 
the rental of the facilities 
to .all equally since the 
board had rented its facili
ties previously for public 
meetings.
' The committee had -asked 
to rent the Garfield audito
rium between 7:30 and 10:30- 
o’clock the night of April 19.

BROWN, REQUESTED by 
the A. C. L. U. to represent 
S. N. C. C., said there were 

'other board conditions than 
the one in the board’s public 
statement.

The attorney said these in
cluded board selection of the 
panel to rebut Carmichael 
and the requirement that 
there be “broader communi
ty support in sponsorship” 
from “grassroots organiza
tions which would not in- 

' elude the Congress on- Racial 
Equality or=4he=Na£ional As
sociation for the Advance
ment of Colored People.”

i

— SEATTLE TIMES
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| ;stpkeiy.‘.;^'arniichheii. xidife 
tfovdrsial .head bf the .Stu- 
dent'Nonviolent.Go ord mating 
Committee; . has. offered to. 
ispedit 'at- ithe/JJniv.efsiiy? of 
iXVdshingtbnj. Jbefof^thfedvei 

iporters., .are; trying;' to ,fe. 
jrange . at . .Garfield J HidHy 
Schodh '/ - 5 ;

r. WvSchboiE Board' yesterT 
tday stood; by a former -debit *

power” "advocate to-rent the 
.Qarfierd#auditipriumL ;

’.THE. AMERICAN C i-Hf 
Liberties Union' pf; ^ashingi 
ton then arinounced it'iWould 

' seek; a-show-icausei’m'midanit 
jisiaq^on^
'bqardhtgjrenftthe,,.auditorium 
;om ;grpundsrgE-' yidiatioh. of 
thepightoffree.speech.;- ,

Billy; Mi .Jackson?, co^cair; 
imanlqf?the::S’Nj;;Gt,G;/chapT 
.fe^,.,’Here:?.saidu.gfi^cte§l 
Hds;:pfferedl=®;appear'*at .the', 
university, that.-afternoon for 
his; .standard boliegg^ppear- 
arice .'honorarium of $1^000; .

’. ■ The. Student Board>.of :Coii- 
,.tfql* at. fhe-iUniyer^ty: mhy 
consider/ til’d- EarmfcjiaeJ -re; 

; qest-at al first, reading .at its 
.regular meeting.-today. The 
proposal requireS;\twp:area# 

t*in^SRbef<itf&a:vdte..fhe'hekt 
imeetihg^wouid ■Fet'Wednes:

day, a; week- before • Car
michael’s • achediiied'’ aiy 

’.rival1 ih-Seattle? !
■tr. -fftt';'; -

^pdite-reiitai^g^a^dK
toriurn.:, Because'.&, ,N;y&; Y-C^^diejrjght* tofreR^ytsucliviuse 

Hfqpresentaflyes^xefusedi^tp^Iorilfdhspnd^^^ 
accept- certain: 'conditions, fn- 
" ’ ...............  ' '"'utp

aiunuiaCLO' ?

?The;boa'4dL'actib^fQiB^edj

■ad. opinion. by .iBjpseputb^ 
.gharies.^61 CJarroli;' that -the 
bdarci should' make- its: facil
ities:/available.’ fop. public 

•me’etmgs;P® id-pbhdispfiiife 
■ihatory. basis? but that.it'had

ibO^^^’grounds;

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.)
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SAC-. SEATTLE (100-26956)^— .< . 4/5/67

SA:
b7C

y STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
’ sm - c ? ■ ,

■ The April Sundays edition pf tpe .Yakima
• Sunday’Herald,, page lBy contained an article-reflecting ' / .
that STOKELY • CARMICHAEL, Chairman, of the Student Hon-Violent 
Coordinating Committee.^ would be^ one.of the principal speakers 
at a syinpd.sium. being.held at CWSC April .19 - 22, 1967. ’ ‘ /

Bureau, instructions-, require that discreet coverage 
. should be afforded, any appearance.- by CARMICHAEL arid accordingly 
efforts should be made by the Yakima RA,. through established’ 
sources not connected with, CWS'Cy io obtain the following' • \ -
information: .' , ' ' ; . " '. ' ■' ' • - ' . ' . \

LEAD '■ . . ' . '

Yakima RA . ; *; ... ’ .
At Ellensburg,. Washington !- r ’ ■ ■ • -* .  I,l-lf -;t;-■ ’•.■■ ■ Milieu । Ki>—- -4 •, #

- 1. Through established sources at the Ellensburg.. ,■
PD, or other sources not connected with' CWSC, identify the group , 

■ sponsoring. CARMICHAEL’S appearance.

2... WilT determine the exact dates CARMICHAEL is 
scheduled to appear at CWSC.

z , 3. -Kill .determine where- GAMMICHAEE' is sUppo.Sdd'to-
stay during his appearance at CWSC or-will obtain any. .other 
details concerning CARMICHAEL’s .appearance which- would be of ; 
.-interest to other agencies-.. . • , - .

^wHW’t cm;
(3)

APR £5 5967 
_ .fsl -SEATTLF . >
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ELLENSBURG - The condi
tions and forces which stir 
human beings into civil dis
obedience, violence and revo
lution will be examined April 
19-22 during the sixth annual 
Symposium on American Val
ues at Central 
State College.

The theme of ievolution will, 
be examined by five keynote 
speakers: '

— Stokely Carmichael, chair- 
mlW^Pthe’StitdentwNoTwVwfent 
Coordinating Committee.

— Dr. Sidney Hook, chairman 
of the ^Department of . Philoso
phy atlNew York University.

— Susan Sontag, author and 
critic.

— Dr. John Dyckman, chair
man of the Center for Planning 
and Development Research at 
the University of California.

— Dr. Conor Cruise O’Brien, 
rcticnls and Schweitzer pro
fessor at New York University?

Dr. ‘ Hook will open the pro
gram at 8 p.m., April 19, with 
a discussion of “The Symbols, 
Myths and Rationale of Revolu
tion.” Believing that revolution 
is justified only when legiti
mate avenues of reform are not 
open, Dr. Hook will discuss the 

, “legitimacy” ‘ of revolution. _ .

Miss Sontag, whose writings 
on the arts and modern culture 
have appeared in such maga
zines as “Partisan Review,” 
.“Film Quarterly” and “Made
moiselle,” will speak at a 9:30 
a.m. session on April 20. She, 
will examine how art may re
flect and iminence Hie mood 
of revolution.

Her talk on “Art and Rev
olution” will, be followed at 
1:30 p.m. by Dr. Dyckman’s 
address on "Technology, Uto
pia and Revolution.” Dr. Dyck
man has contended that diScon
tent and social unrest are com
mon to urban areas, partly! be-

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and otato.)
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cause of the dehumanizing ef
fects lie sees in (he modem 
city.

Dr, O'Brien, who will speak , 
at 1:30 p.m. April 12, person
ally experienced revolution in 
Africa as a representative of 
the United Nations. His talk is 
entitled “Order, Justice and 
Revolution.”

The final address by Carmi- , 
chad is scheduled for 8 p.m. 
on April 21. Carmichael was 
specifically asked by the sym
posium planning committee to 
discuss revolution as he has 
experienced it. Carmichael has 
made headlines as a “Black ; 
Power” advocate.

Each of the major addresses ' 
will be in Nicholson Pavilion. , 
Discussion, or colloquia, ses
sions will follow in seven cam- 
pus locations. ;

The colloquia will be headed ' 
by a faculty member, a student; 
and either by one of the key- : 
note speakers or a guest com- < 
mentator. The guest commen-, 
tators will be Dr. Fred E. Stock- ; 
holder, assistant professor of 
English at the University of; 
British Columbia, and Fred ; 
T. Haley, president of the ’< 
Brown and Haley Company in i 
Tacoma. i

Other related activities in-1 
elude symposium panels, featur
ing all five speakers, at 2:45 
p.m. April 20 and again at, 
9:15 p.m. April 21. Also plan
ned is a film program of “Cas
tro Street" and “The War of 
the Buttons” and the student? : 
produced .“Zoo Story,” by Ed-1 
ward Alee. The -Sims and play j 
will be Thursday and Saturday | 
evenings during symposiumweek. |

SUSAN-S^NTAG .
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'• 'The;;S0attie:j,Sclipol, Hoard^ ^eYfeelxe^e; jriiade, 
J.tHe ;right: ;decisipnj,in- xefusihg&taVgfant 'Stokely1

? tdriiimjf Wfc for/ ihe; wrong; yeSsoftg# ,*• . ? ■<
£.-p In: •tmp^g:..!|p)yh';;the'■•r;eqtiie^ii;pf? fhe/'-Bjaplc 
iPdxyeiyni^
‘■foWgiies^.-^
Non-yiolentC6ordmatiiig-Cbmmittee,.toaccept.fe-

lowed by.s^eOT^^^ppbMt^vie^^-idj^I^hshs 
fbaila^^g^ad^isiai^s^is|d^,U’ ■■>. *? X. / ? ? - ;.
I? ?-T^ereVdofes/.seeih: ^6?^be: '^ustHication ̂ ih^eyeftj. 
or a school, board to?den ;̂luse*p'f: a .?public::high 
<&dpt:^it6riumlp:anyfa^

.speakers, in-. ^ublicTgfade’/ahB secondary.', schools^, 
either during dr' '^it^schootfMp^isi■.
board iKWd^eig^ the educational value Ip^ihev

spnabierpiguhientHthafeavStbkelycCarffiibhaeintalfe 
isu^iiikpl^ id^^^ca^diiaTF. ;fpaW|
of th&.^eattfp^Sctipol^pistrict^'* '^i3 •’• .'"
■; ,- - f *’ f * f »'*» ‘ ‘.i''’1' ..- " ’1 ‘if '-'5, **’/

rSfusM^pupef^
.^hppi* wfth/thefLC^
Dri'ifiinpthy Beaiyf as? afe^CT8®^e?;spealreh2^

cacy, hadia prior-.agreement fofeuse: .of' the Oper 
Houses.avipuBlid. Ipcturej.anci;'•■thPafricaE facuityfW schodiL,: 
house; is -not;., ~ :■ i; “•>.Uy

. ^iohj? while, .the schodl:’board/ did: hot abridge: .the! 

^^®n^Jlie^^6we^>Twith^beife]3Tegs^
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0: SAC, SETTLE

ROM: SA

b6
b7C

JBJECT: STOKELY
INFORMAL

CARMICHAEL
?ION CONCERNING 44/3/67

Date received

3/23/67

Received from (name or symbol number) 

_______________ b2
Received by 

_______________________ Ah/) 1
b7D SA

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks) ,b6
।—। ____ ___ ___ ___ ‘ u 1 c
L-LJin person 1 J by telephone 1 _ tby mall 1 1 orally L 1 recording device 1___ 1 written by Informant •

__ __ , ■ _ Y
If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agents 

Date

Dictated _____________________ .______ t o_______________________________________________ _'

Transcribed ____________________________

Authenticated 
by Informant .

Date of Report
3/22/67

Date(s) of activity

3/24/67

Brief description of activity or material

nformation r;e fond raising for STOKELY CAR* 
CHAEl, on 3/24/67 at Seattle, Washington

File where original Is located fef* not—qU^whPd,

Remarks:Make Xerox copies for subject files. b2
b7D

1
ACTION: None. Number 3 desk aware of planned Seattle trip.

b2 
b6
b7C
b7D
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' '• ' ■ March 2'2,196'7’•- ■
' - Seattl-e,Washington. ••

> * . **' z * * * . x - ' . * I

, ■ ,' What ’is. Developing ■ ■ ■ z , ' • ■ •

, . '' ' \ • , S.tokely'Carmichaelr ’ • . J, .• ?■ .' ” ’ . ' j :

, . He- -i;5 .due in Seattle ’for 'about'h week’s stay.
'» • ’ - , ; ’ SNICK is. getting him here. , ; : ' ■ ’ , ‘

"• 'Mrs-., Daisy Boyetta;i8’39-24.th Avenue,East-,has. plans 
to let him stay-at.- her residence.’ ' ;

’i . ' A fund-raising affa.if.is. .planned at' 2227-35th S. ,
Saturday, 9pm,March'. 24th..' \. . •

ALL INFORMATION. COHTiUtfED - ' / ' _ j
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED, ;•?
DATE ll-12-2Q0a, BY' UC 60322. tPZpTP./SZ ' .1



OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1862 EDITION I
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : SAC, SEATTLE (100-28676) date: 4/17/67

from : SA

subject: STOKLEY CARMICHAEL
SM - M

___________On 4/17/67| I orally advised SA| | 
_______________ to pick up STOKLEY CARMICHAEL at the Sea-Tac Airport 
at 3:00 PM on 4/19/67 and take him immediately to the University of 
Washington where he is scheduled to speak at 3:30 PM________________
the University has raised the amount of payment for CARMICHAEL to 
$500.00 from $300.00 therefore he is going to make this appointment

________ptated that between speeches at the U of W and his 
8:00 PM spfeech at Garfield High 
residence of Mrs. JOHN BUNDY or |
After his speech at Garfield there will bA a recaption at the PlhR 
Pussycat. He is going to stay the night of 4/19/67 at the home of 
MAURICE DAVIS, 5236 22nd N.E., Seattle, -'y. ‘
morning, possibly by car, as he 
for a speech and session of two

and will leave early in the 
desires to be in Ellensburg by 9:00 
days.

AM

b6 
b7C 
b7D

Informant stated that 
Evelyn MARSHALL with him.

CARMICHAEL may bring his secretary,

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322. LP/STP/SZ
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Seattle, Washington i
April 14, 1967

AljL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEMIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INFORMATION CONCERNING

DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ

On April 14, 1967, a source advised that a ruling by 
the King County Superior Court reversed a previous’decision by 
the Seattle Public School System to deny use of the Garfield 
High School auditorium for a speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 
National Chairman of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL is now scheduled to speak at the 
Garfield High School auditorium beginning at 7:30 p.m. on 
Wednesday, April 19, 1967. A reception, honoring CARMICHAEL, 
is being held at the "Pink Pussycat", a Seattle, Washington, 
cocktail lounge, following his speech at Garfield High School.

The source advised that CARMICHAEL will arrive on a 
commercial flight scheduled to land in Seattle at 3 p.m., 
April 19, 1967. Definite arrangements have not been completed 
relative to where CARMICHAEL will stay during his visit, but 
it is believed he will stay in the private residence of one of 
the Seattle civil rights leaders.

On April 21, 1967, at 8 p.m., CARMICHAEL is scheduled 
for an appearance on the campus of Central Washington State 
College (CWSC), Ellensburg, Washington.

A second source said on April 13, 1967, CARMICHAEL’S appear-, 
ance at CWSC was arranged by the CWSC Student Government. 
Association. He is one of five speakers scheduled to appear 
during the sixth annual. "Symposium on American Values" 
April 19-22, 1967, for a discussion of "Revolution and the 
forces which stir human beings into civil disobedience, 
violence, and revolution." CARMICHAEL,- and the other four 
speakers, will be speaking at Nicholson Pavilion, on the CWSC . 
pampus. CARMICHAEL will probably spend the night of April 21, 
1967, at the Thunderbird Motel in Ellensburg, Washington.

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your‘ 
agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



RE; STOKELY CARMICHAEL

The first source states that CARMICHAEL has been 
invited to speak on the University of Washington campus, 
Seattle, Washington, however, the invitation to speak was 
accompanied by an offer of a $300.00 fee. This source states 
that CARMICHAEL’S usual appearance fee is $1000.00 , and it is 
questionable if he will appear at the University of Washington. 
He will receive the $1000.00 fee for the appearance.at CWSC 
and this is the primary purpose for his appearance in the 
State of Washington.

The first source states arrangements for CARMICHAEL’S 
schedule have been handled by Mrs. JOHN BUNDY, Chairman, SNCC, 
32 3 85g Eastlake East, Seattle, Washington.

The Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
Committee (SNCC), with national head
quarters at 360-362 Nelson Street 
Southwest, Atlanta, Georgia, is an 
organization involved in civil rights 
activities.

_ 2 5'! —
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No,

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Seattle, Washington 
April 14, 1967

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character

Reference
INFORMATION CONCERNING

Communication dated and 
captioned as above at 
Seattle, Washington.

All sources (except any listed below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; It and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

LP/STP/SZ

Date: 4/19/67
Transmit the following in PLAIN TEXT

(Type in plaintext dr code)

F B I

Via ...TELETYPE_______________ DEFERRED__________ ,
(Priority)

--------------------------------------------------------------------r-------.---------- .------------------------------------J-----------------------

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, SEATTLE (100-28676)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS - M. 00:ATLANTA.

RE SE AIRTEL ABRIL FOURTEEN LAST.

CARMICHAEL ARRIVED SEATTLE EARLY PM TODAY FOR SCHEDULED 

SPEECHES AT UNIVERISTY OF WASHINGTON AND SNCC SPONSORED 

APPEARANCE AT GARFIELD HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM. SPEECH AT 

EIGHT PM BEFORE RACIALLY MIXED CROWD OF THIRTY FIVE HUNDRED 

AT GARFIELD HIGH WARNED OF CONTINUED RACIAL TROUBLES. IF NEGROES 

CONTINUE TO RECEIVE ILL TREATMENT. URGED NEGROES TO FIGHT BACK. 

COMMENTS GNERALLY DEVOID OF REFERENCES TO VIETNAM, DRAFT, 

GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AND RELIGION. SPEECH WAS EMOTIONAL AND 

GENERALLY WELL RECEIVED. NO INCIDENTS REPORTED. LHM FOLLOWS. 

AM COPY TO ATLANTA.

WHW:kny
(2)
AM copy to ATLANTA

/DO — 06

Approved: Sent
:ial Agent in Charge
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ALL INFORMATION C^miNED 
HEREIN IS TJNCLASSmED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/ST’/SZ

(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

By MIKE STEWARD ’
A decision two weeks ago by the Seattle School Board not toi 

allow Stokeley—CarmichaeJ.' controversial head of, the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating^ Committee (SNCC), z to give I a public 

speech in the Garfield High School auditorium smacks of the City 

Council-Tim Leary debacle. ‘ . ■ .* • ’
In a letter to Mrs. John Bundv. local SNCC leaddr who origi

nally asked the 'board- to let Carmichael use the auditorium,, the 
board explained its decision as follows: ’ ’ ’

“Although we may sympathize with his. (Carmichael’s) basic : 
purposes to improve the standard of the Negro people, we find 

extreme conflict with his procedure and recent actions regarding 

national problems.
“An' official school board regulation regarding the '.rental of, , 

school properties provides that permits will, not be granted for any 

meeting which in the judgment of the Board of Education may be 

in any way prejudicial to the best interests of the schools or the 

educational system or for which satisfactory sponsorship is not 
provided. ,

“We are apprehensive that Mr. Carmichael speaking ■ in one of 
our schools would be misconstrued- by the opposition as an en
dorsement of Mr. Carmichael and that'statements which he .should 

make may develop and aggravate tensions detrimental Io the best 
interests of the community and the schools.” ■ I .

Forbes Bottomly, superintendent of Seattle schools, told this 

writer -Tuesday the board had two basic reasons for their decision. 
First, he said, they didn’t, believe the loosely-knit local'SNCC or
ganization would have been an adequate- sponsor for Carmichael’s 

appearance. • ’ • „ ■
The second reason, which he emphasized the most, as'did the; 

letter sent Mrs. Bundy, was that the board feared it v/ould raise 

adverse community reaction to current school system program^ 

to ease racial tensions if they let Carmichael use the- auditorium.
These programs include the voluntary transfer program, a plan 

through-which extra funds and teachers are pumped into'schools 

with large numbers of deprived youngsters,- and an in-service 

project for teachers and administrators- to instruct them' on1- the"i 
school problems arising from poverty and racial discrimination. '

These programs have been carefully constructed over ‘ several । 
years and certainly deserve encouragement.- '

But we think the School Board has underestimated the capabili
ties of Seattle citizens to .distinguish between its allowing Car
michael to use the school’s auditorium for a public speech and its 

endorsing him. -\ . - ‘
Consequently, they may have taken an unnecessary'step to 

protect their programs which has the end effect of tending to 

suppress public discussion about civil rights, “Black Power,” and
!SNCC. . : ’ >,

Since Carmichael won’t speak in the school there' will- be no way1 
to fest bur conclusion. However, we think it would, have -been 

.better to take the risk of .adverse public opinion rather- than to 

add to Seattle officialdom’s record of suppressing controversial: 
speakers, ______’ . - T: = ‘' •

(Indicate page, name of 
.newspaper, city and state.)

Seattle, Washington

Date: 3—29 “67

Edition: GaUipUS
Author:

Editor:
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or
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Submitting Office: Ssattlc 
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Our nominee for the most mangled news story of last week 
goes toZlih coverage given the beach beer blast in Ft7^Laudertlale, 
Fla. .. ..

Apparently not realizing that college .students aren’t the only 

ones who like to down a cold one now and then, the wire ’services* 

turned out daliy dispatches from the Florida city telling how- 
college students were boozing, brawling and otherwise being 

boisterous. ■ . •
Headline writers at Seattle’s other morning newspaper added 

the final touches to these orgy stories with headlines guaranteed 

to set off an epidemic of apoplexy in little old ladies. ,
“Students Hurl Cans, Curses at Beach Police” and "Students’

Run Wild in Florida” were P.-I. headlines over dispatches from 

Ft. Lauderdale last weekend. ■ ' ■ '
But Io and behold, when the itsy-bitsy bikini -blondes'left the. 

beach on.Sunday the wire service reporters there'were apparently 

once more able to concentrate o ntheir jobs. In a wrap-up story 

composed of stories from both the'Associated Press and-. United 

Press International that was published in Monday morning’s P.-I., 
a reporter wrote: ; ’ • . . J-

“It was ironic. Most of those arrested -werb not college students. 
The bad guys included- local businessmen, a vast mob of high school: 
students, servicemen-and even newsmen. .But it was.'the,college; 
students Who won the reputation.” ' • ' •

i That wasn’t this extent of the irony, however. The four-column, 
inch-high headline' splashed across the story in the. ..P.-R rdad, 
"College Beacfi Ball Rolls to Stop.” . 4 ■ ■ -

Oh, hum. ,
# # # #

Next month Congress will take another look at Selective Service 

-rules to decide whether they will change the present law that 
expires June 30. . '

If a recent'corriihent inade on the House floor by the chairman 

;of the House Armed Services Committee, Rep. - L. Mendel Rivers i 
(D.-SiC.), is representative of Congressional .thinking, we have I 
•little hope 'that any actioii they itiay decide to take will make i 
[much sense. • . -■ ?

Chastizing the Howard tTniVersily students’who last week dem
onstrated against the draft during acampus appearance of Selec
tive Service Director Gen. Lewis Hershey, Rivers .said .“college 
•deferments may become a thing of the past” if such demonstrations 

•continue. He called his statement a “fair warning to 'every c.ol- 
-lege student.”

Rivers appears to us to have lost all sight of what Selective 

Service is supposed to accomplish. Rather than seeing it as a 

■means for providing the nation with an army, Rivers apparently 

views the draft as an instrument of the state to punish those who 

would exercise their right to protest a government policy.
Ironically, it was the same Rivers who told a “National Ob

server” reporter this week that most of the letters coming to him 

Concerning the draft law’ show “no understanding- of the draft 
system' and its purpose for national .security.” ' -
’ Mr. Rivers, we fear, is as poorly informed about the purposes 

of £2l'i,''five.^Service as he claims his constituents
We hope* his colleagues can straighten out his thinking before 

Congress begins consideration of the draft rules. . •'
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(?ress release)

At a recent general meeting, the Seattle Committee- to End ■ ■ 

the War in Vietnam adopted a resolution which extends ats policy 
5 \ 

position on ending the war -to include a ■ demand for withdrawal .•

■of U.' S. forces from. Vietnam. ’ ' . .

In view of the record of the U> 8. conduct of the war and

U. S. diplomatic conduct during the past two years., the Committee' 

feels, 11st Americans should not shrink from, the ultimate repudiation 

of this country’s actions' in’ Vietnam-: ' ■ ' - /
That the U. S. is indeed the aggressor in Vietnam.

That the U. S; alone bears the moral obligation and. the 

diplomatic responsibility to end the. war. .

That neither the national prerogative of self-defense nor 
’ - ’ . ■ . ■ ■ ■ . 

loyalty to any national' ideal calls for-our .presence in. Vietnam, 

and that sueh, justifications serve only to obscure.a ruthless . .

pursuit of'political and economic power., . '

"30"



Seattle C ommittee/to^ Ehcf 
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Well, we made it through one fiscal, ye al > •

‘.I T ' ■'

>in,.Meindm 
f ii /. 1

*" "I J j r f'' 7t"s V ''tt ’1 < f *' ‘ ‘ 1 " t ’iWell, we made it through one flSdaiiyeify|ah.p^hy |if: niodbSt‘ convention February , j '. 
to elect a new steering committee fbf > the- -Coming yd ar.' ' V

B ‘ ' y *
We came up with a' steering Committee- and established a/petspectl) .

of organizing-and promoting organizatidn?ihAbutiy^nglarfdaS4 < .\ ' ., .* « .

A policy decision calling for W^Bjr6»Mya4^^r^'bbps’'W^s'p'asse,cl overwhelm-

idf’wdterf support, for the April 1# '

"t
A policy decision call!

ingly. (See full text other side.)-:
oyy1 -V<PFebruary 23 the .new steering’ commit teejfoOt; ar 

Mobilization in San Francisco, and tp pqst/A’ ‘- 
, pho need rides, and try to get. the twdj together

, ’ • ■ v .-i/ I

•iiS'5| ‘.(fr;4'Od that are ’going and those ;
■? ■ ' / -'-i 

” \ « ijr 'j. ‘ 3. J1 ’ ’ **'’ ' «.•

SO, 'IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO GO TO'M FRAMiS()0‘ OfrlPRlfi 15 j’ fO JOIN IN A MASSIVE7-,. 
all-west coast demonstration of thousaiws AGAiNST'jTBfi'WaR; Contact, tee -scei4v office.! . -

/ s • i >'i * 1 ’j.w | 5 1 •' i - ’ z* - < <■ / ' - • • - <

me 2-2U63 V: J

' WE WILL TRY TO ARRANGE, FOR’ RlDER^: W’MrE; I® WS ?AN£): d'RI’VING . **, OR RIDES /;. ,Z 
'OVERNIGHT ACCOMMODATIONS ARE POSSIBLE/- ; M \. ;- !‘->y

, ‘ , " 1 ■ «i -1 * * * * & * *, t 1 V \ , 1 i ' 1 ' ’z i ;' *" \ f'. •

'Ih addition we are organizing'an art's SaleBhdtlG'tf.'dnciosed) • td .raise{'mdnfey, 
for the mobilization. (.It’s what’s hanoehiil^l Mly|!•; z;

■ ' ' ; ; , ’B;-
, We tried to get Stokely Carmichael'(a mhmber.:bf .tthe International War 'Crimes \i;- 

Tribunal and Black Power .spokesman)' 'as, a'speaker-a'gaihst' the-' w'afy but ;he is appearing , 
, fpr a local Ad'Hoc SKCC group, op the 'feyehihglpf .Abril ijl9./ .M~/hrgd'eyeryone to-pttehct„ 

'5 J 41:, 7 •'< /• •’ /■ '
Meanwhile we will organize a'meeting.'',fpr''Eyeifypl.Marsh'allji,'. Seattleite .Working'•! .’>.' 

for SNCC in the South w ho ‘ will -report’ pn>7 Wbrjie^s? ?rf e s ted»’ for /demon strating -/-d
against the-draft. ' . - ‘ .,?

. • , . i •, " ” ••1 •* - J. u r /. '■ •"'{ f'' ' * ‘ i ■ ’ 2*
< Happy to report that over 90'0 signatures' wefe/COIlected by Seattle Committee’.-. 

. in support of the International Var'.-Cf'lmed/Tfeibhnal/albng iWith. a '.sigpificadt donation 
of funds. . '* , J ■ ■' ; . :’ '1. V •

'.» • '.'• i, - i.. ’.t. < -J ’,r.
.< , 'j ' .' ■ : • . -1 ‘ ",5 * • >'" I v’' i'’< f ’ <. f-.New treasurer .asks 60'second bre^ ,^or-'crom6^ilalv; ..B-,

, •> I.,’-’,-' >, • . .; ,.j. ■ ., ' a
"All those who are not 'already pledged financial supporters; Of SCEWV (and .'■■■ -. 

there are presently only 20) are asked to consider; committing thehlselves ,to’..a.regular 
monthly contribution. We-must insure that SGEWtinbt ohly-.meets its-.-dffide -and 

. communications expenses- but .maintain'"a reserve which eh'ablOs<.l’b >td ^daot td/situationi 
and opportunities wMch'^require, d tf^ahdial '''

h'
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Ji >, '
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and opportunities which ‘require d .financial 
- • 31'

« .. , , >, , • /.’•'. । J;v. q«r-y r i S’ j< So there’ • ; * ■ 7.
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I
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’ . CALENDAR OF COMING. .EVENTS ’.V;1

Party for SNCC -- ’ SundayApril 2,

/< . Mobilization Committee .plans'.-to place, an ad ..tri I the ’daily "prdss bh\•the'.ilpbilightit'.
1 ' Al ^rt»? Srt M Art A. « iirt J A "V-i Art*! *1. *1 *1J *.« Art^'li 4 «lt. m T ? J1>X .oft Q «• X \1*1 _ 1

MOBILIZATION IN SAN FRANCISCO'APRIL ,1£ «
Stokely Carmichdel speaks April 19. , {

O' T 
id; 

HtIO 2nd "Avenue ,N*E1
Vi

. .......... . .; ............. 7....... (LA ,W63)- ••
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FD-350 (Rev. 7-16-63)

(Mount Clipping in Spoce Below)

o

The big deal in Seattle this week has 
, been the school board’s refusal to al

low Stokely Carmichael to speak in ', 
Garfield High School.

• Carmichael is an advocate of “black 
power,” a militant approach to racial 
rights, and the school board apparently 
felt he would stir up too .much racial: 
trouble for them in the school system < 
if they let him appear. ’ '

. As it’s working out, however, the 
school board is probably getting a lot 
more heat from its refusal to let him 
use the school t|an it would have if he ' 
had spoken and moved on.

It usually works out that way.
A controversial figure could come, 

in and make a speech and the only ones 
who pay much attention are those who - 
are on his side in the first place.

But let him be refused a platform, ( 
and all matter of discussion breaks out. ;

That’s what has happened with Car
michael.

By refusing to let him express views . 
that they oppose, the school board 
members have given him and his views ' 

r many times the exposure that they 
would have received if the board hadn’t 

' 4iade an issue out of' it. •

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.) 

Page3,The Wenatchee 
Daily World,Wenatchee, 
Washington
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f^9^PQ1’ *>tS,E -'Av. speech- by?. jfjfltfgncfe'^ihdkGtV’ahd’-nn’' ' > ssWf“SwJwM#

^Rigjits 
Scizedfe 
i-Bobra'

w ■ c-M,’ ■ V ■WoWieWcAlfemM 

■'cizedyi^e^^hppBBoafdS t?W« 

:!|. iD&: t«Aii^Sj'^ned>,''^ar-*v 
- ..... .....-- ...,:, -...,.^

• '?$> 'sho^paysdy lifearingf(is'; 

’gefiqrf-iHdge; Fratik-Ajame^? 
;a5u$t£. \THe?a’ptffin jtieerB 

^aj’ue;.
.mifehael^ap^earanget' ' £:'.-| 
i^““yi&'etlier ':'gp\p6t’Wft'-ag^e^ 
^th?gr;;suppprt;;Mri ^rrpfe 
cjiaelfs-' ddeas^® ;c6j|ainly 
represfent|i {ideasl^whicft tfiisj 
cpmmunity .has every” right- 
to' ',W
Rev..? Dr;.Jbhn'H.Adains? 
cliairjnanj'pfi^hhj ^civiltrigiTtst 
;c6mm{ttee$\said? x ? .’->4- 45^ 
, /iliie^R'e.v.1 ?SaffiueE:B??M^ 
RinWj? ml'A-.rs te,r'46f^lie 
^oirtl£Zfe;Baptistj^hurdif;

■' -T r

€

•1 jjl
li
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• i life^
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W;^hbpfvB6ard; w^:^iot 'r:\‘‘^S. ^fiqgl^Bij^-M.th|;'-^^^;.rigli^6;ih^fere;^^ 
'definite., enough.'.to. s'me;et; the; f’eitys’tgf??Sdattl& !'tfnJquesfion?;,..-t™ffi1''-&l&NZ*'Jsc.l*.C.feJi 
^p’nstihitionallyf^.r e,g;ii;iti;ed' 
^'a;ht8jar.d^ yarid’ fthat; dhe; .,;$•
; ppardtsX'tfeasdris'5 ifpir fefusV- '^^$-^.js^>|^W. ,̂g^' 
tfrig. fe-fenB ths 
jfer;, ’Garmictiaells: ■-^'gje'fe’bji?. ?
»i3,s,lu.^Jl.’t.l.   ;

H?‘/THISglS^danger^ifetr 

’is/uaf^h^pljxwliicji- ;tcaiT,$t><% 

Jif* ihV'Kcty'it^.3des^anspire> 
V “/'TO^S^Ppji^&fgd^^ovi'

<lic ^puldpBe;“itsr.exdi!cise>tqf 
"t?-r;"““'f."1'jrr‘'*-’?1T-wwr yr=-s*. jijnd'f?^^Bsft£^tat^itti|;Ga.fe
7i.-...v_-ir*. ■>k.’./'?.i»-_hi.\^/*^*'<-^..» . ;jki'*> ?: -Th?" -.v. -.tv\'::n\k'fijs •* • «x ,

thgtbthe^

.

.ichad^'Js^^^

.•indicatedv/lib,-aSyocXtes

’’Bpd/d^naS’^^^^
^?‘‘®Hd$9die^

.dibV; Mcftt'a^^^

i>pr.6p4£iy^^^ 
j.ffie- 4*ddi&,iu:.nt? }fbtf*^anni&s.
/d&aeUsf fspeejcfesh v-, V /4" -S'

':..HOWEVER; 'Brp\ta js^}| ‘

fge^'^^aifeffi^^^tip||. >

<could not be., supported ie- 
.gaily..' fg. \ • _.
■t^^OAl^s;i^mifteai 
ibyl,\s.taWd£,t(fc' r,enfc;.s;clibgr! 
';^.cQt^'i;'Xiia|W§^i^;fs<i.&r 
biit: '/^e^daw'^ysii^K^df' 
\tfe 
mjsi^dp^^^ 
are;' reasoiiablgf^Understands 

'^mu^-fahetapn* isppafe ‘

has Jo\§a^may.^^ 
Jdb_.?mgst<qfiusr'5

ibirtW ’fe ithlst’jp'&uhfryj^'^ithg 
■its' TOe’aisy

*tepM6» WMM 
coura^ge:!tc|^a.ceithat dange^.*...!-.-y> ..•= .#
We must riot afc tany, poinf 

endanger;;jpuhreonstitutiorial;
■libqrtieM’%'? &dg^-ii=asm e;.'S;; 
-saibi€ _ ’^fe WU7‘’A-1 g

gued£"tfirit:r;ftlrd;. imaffifS^pT

:sipn;« £rt»«sri*«
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’I,' -.7-' ••'<>... ‘ 4’1 .Y, ;-7 ' s/'-';/1 I H ■ 7.7,' .,zi

f.^e;,Septtle.Schbglr'BflardjA,'thje 

pufe. to .allpF' Stokely: ,CarY ! sp'bech had failed-to; .exhdust ^issupadtyTdesdhy’ls,Hearing^ 

^p^S^-^a’dVocafe^fo: speak. 
gVfejinesday' evening/ ‘in/ythe';
&drfi.ejd5 HiglrSchool audito- ?„ 
jiijm.Yas^ directed;'By-, a’'Su-', 
ppnbr Equrtfilling?. 
j /the.afeiioifrcaipejas\a<nevjy. 7. 
{btjfe^un^ 
lori? thelz-cjoUrt’s' /-ftiling£ was 
ahadeiY' - gpri-' jurisdictiqhalr* 
tergunds.. , 7-, .-•/ '•
^/Fdrbes/Bbttdmly’.schpol.su-

;still 'isconsidering seeking a 
legafc Opinion, .on' rwhicfc to .. 
{Base, future’ /decisions; /jjmits 
^iycfetipnaiycppWer to/dllbw 
/usd* of.:£chpqj; facilities. ! ’. 
t/Tliis 4ybuld;;ndt/ affect-Carr; 
.'micnael’s. appear anddjaf‘C(af; 
field; ^pvveverf.hdqs/aida./ 
j ’f Janies- Ei 'JKennedy^dhiefv 
gtvil.deputy.zpfqsecutor, ask/ 
ed/Superior .Judge Frank D., 
jamiegj’M declare -/voldL:h'i§; 
f it bi njg, ' Tuesday - that the' 
iSchqipi.. Board must rent the 
atiditorium>. to. Cafniichael’s 
backers. Y.<;

Tlie- American1 CivilTiber-' 
•ties.' Union had filed suit 
•qgainst‘;the School Board on 
<h0_aibgf?iciHzens,whfr3vished. 
tpvihe^r-rthgs^bjack ‘ .poiyer’ ’ 
advocates, the Schobl Board 

the. aud i t eftu-m’ Ibft dhe, 
Wech's^pry^., -' ■ *Y* '" .

'ipeqhsrb^.apj^^bptdi'p^ip^;, 
,tb court; ' ’

'The; judge-gitaa.ril; 'argufy 
iiiientS.:Kennedy;’and/Rh^ 
morid' Brown and faichaej: 

in' an unusiiaf^^-hpur ses- 
sipn/in4he<judge?sr chambers;,

■Brb^nrah^Rb'seri/had/lnibwm

' . tHATT.IN/ANY’ EVEiNti 
thd plaintiffs- wq iiI d- have.

^^j^I-^env^^uireditp^ 
;.exfiausl^the5 adnii^isfrative; 
.xpurseidf appeal because, of, 
the tinie. factor;.-; \ y. j.; 

/ Kennedy' charged^that :tTliatj^s^|dpn|i| 

■BrowriYandiRbsbri/had/kriowm
^beforeUTuesday: that the ilaw-
.-required; .anTappeaTitKrpugfii ;• 

the rhighest.level before: thei 
:casd:cpiiid?beSak'eh/td?bouffeT ? ’ '• t- • ■ •' ■ ---- - .
... /‘-‘^qu'cariltwaiveourisdic^ - 
vtipn;
;j,ufjsdictfc!h;j’Kennedy’- 'said;!
'“■tbuiVeVigotl'M’ tolljow; the:! 
law.” -' / -
h -Brbwns.ahd: RqsehBargued;

:£qr t /-admihisfratiyeff ;a^pgal^ 

. impossible; :tb,-;get.:^/decisiqm 

." .therefqrds^tilelfr^gnlyjreinedyi 
,■. i^as/tq-gOTtg-’dgiirtLt/T/'^Y^ 

*?i;:dgain’ insist;, .ffcait/' wes
* mustf alj/^hayeltlieVcquragei
».. 'tq-dSby <ibg/iawiarid!/the)‘.Su?j 

what>m^
1 neajFysaidJ . Efe-j cited7;;twpa

T^suppofted his/ position.
/ Judge James, said/; 'how?!
evd^uthafcChrmichaei? Wouldj 
beg denied'; his cbnstitutionaii 
jiglifcot^ee expressiomlfiii^ 
wefe:hpt.allqived/tb-speaic-iri; 
thehuditorium^iie JtpldjKenf’

.Supreme/<C,qi^^bef6rp.:i'fi:|j;
speakiing ddte.? ‘

; the .'jjfdge’/sr-i finalysruling^ 
;c'qnsisted(’ofttHre§; pgjht'st^’.g 
; t^^h§??S/cnqbl ^Bdard; 
W^^edhjtS/rright; IfosdnsiSb
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<*‘i
: ' .. •■ . - -v . . . - ••' . ■ r-. ;-s". jA !
। .7 . Bla.ckrppwer advocate' Stokely Carmichael must be-
I aUpwed^me^use -of Garfielct
| on AprW 19, SuperiorCourt ’
i ruled Tuesday, in overturning a decision by the Seattle. - ' 
|.School Board... 71-
I..,. attoineysyfop’-);

| )lent^.e6pr^ami;:'gpji^tteey.’!apiP his’ dobai;t)a'ckersl A7 J 
p-' i.—‘.<7 7.7.7-77 .7’-7--/-y--1';7.7 77-7 yj’VX- '77^74-77 
|..... ':THE.i.S(3HO,OL^

t a<;re<ifibst7f.prf
Judge ^mes;ib^i^ffora?<tfp'p^;6i}^i^bgrQj^Qt^7j 

I ■peague;*',Qerrit-Wi. .Ebuwehhayeh,- andf'W^omWar^^. \

ilQ-heai^Carmichaell.'.;- y •>-“ ‘ 77;,*7'7'7'’.?.7.7
।.: .J^^c^>Ci'^J^b.^qsr£^b^ati30Qne^^t^mi(^/'i 
j E;t '.Brow^/and .-liiifihaeh 'fig^Qse&pj^ettgdF'^^ca^y:

Coiipty Chief Criminal Deputy James E. Kennedy and.-
Schpof/Boardi 7;7t7f-;O7^7s;?5l.^^7; 7?77 ;ig7 

" x; '•f’o’r.W1 m<?l| jpartf. ^f^gatJ^hX^bSS^W, :ACE$fc')

'. ;tp^und^bii‘msf.spgeefit’^a|iSrirJnfi8ngenient-?b^Cffie^(cbnsti 
stitutional privilege pt-- free, speech.7

i-. -THE:. ■Jl®GE1therdithatPiut&thi.dthdS■ states;A^hlle-V 
’'Poti$fading;:;pn-;am^(^
pne> Spokane? case' trafsgcBoj^tleDUt^K^hb^'wS^efelw^;

■ iljr'' t'distingui'shabie’^ froin.; -the. pase. ;.pr esenfed^ini-tiifc 7 
■ 6^^®aepipeutidh-»ti«V.”'7 7 7 - 7" 7;vp<;'7;' <7?.7 
7 ' Judge? James- deciared: that .the Schdol Bbard. did. t 

. •Kay<ydis&etipn-fn.aUp^pg'ty
, rBut.Jhe.yaddday; ^he-'Jlbardj; ;if?dt’ allows ./any^'use; at 51j-:
; must: ^7 7- ‘t;;77 .777 7 ..^7,7.'■’./ 7 .7 7. ?' 7.77777

■-rea’|pnam§|yan^:r.^M^^twa§K''.‘

eS^He.usedqU;S-. Su77 -the whole idea, that gave
; pr'em&t 'ebtirtiy.swbrfiingybihW'.' bf®'®ffiis.patipn< ?.jwasjth$ti 

rulingfhatitheseregulations.;
• i .mhstv^ej ‘^haftpw^-ldiawn^
' । .i/r^y'anW'prdYideS’defifiit^

•' .'(-2) \^|g^ithe^e|§|d^gj^
?. on a^ hony-di'scrimihaibry

■....basis*
• ■' 3IJiDG^.';fhm^s^K?SO.
b-jiyas *“’'■ T"J'"” ■,T<'"»“‘’ "l1”1 ,nff

sincerevmtyfe^^ 
^'armichaeEsgee.clt

.'-gei^'and^
, ent with the.schooiprogram','£(

• - signeilT;tbj5,'elieved:.tiib7rapiali}- >
?■ imbalance? ;
■' ..Ayea’i:; :'.;'. :'7-7?’4

i ,$^;mbthat Jan??apprppri^07;
, ■ ,time;’’yjub'geyJanies :heidi|-3:
''. i • Jle&jsaiii'.- -thb- ibbard: -pyehM | •

, Jpbke'd: d: “greater Manger”7 ’
^^ih Pbking. thafcheHgiy^J’ffiS •
' dicial . sanction ’ tp-, wMaj t ;
,. .wpiildi amount /tb; -t!prio^e7i -.
..strain^’; ‘' pfe. •Cdrmicbael^s71

. right. tb‘spehk 7eyefetijptigh;7 S
' things: -he: may, shy ■ are -;bf7\ ?. 

:fehbryq7t^ifibst?p^s|w^747:i
A jhdge^ihes^deci^efehe^ 7

" 'Jdefinit'
‘ 7decisipn.itp. .iibt ^graiiti’jCmrrK; 

-micffaeUusefpf^heyauditprilw?
■ ?um. was^ “hdtijbase^yiipqiiy

■ grotsHttsrc ':> X !.-... ,«

.4

'-.-Americahnusthave courage -• 
7 -Ofacbi ;dangferatherqh  ̂> 

‘y6pen>the:iway>io.;thef abolitions. 
■Aptianypfito^cbnstitatidhaUy| ■ 
. ^prahtSbh.fieedpms* ■'' :
;*Wiefe ]3e^W^Qs^cWS 
.-■^enhbdy?^^Wo’h4tfi?Mip7: 
7 :iol^?Sj^qpfjBoaii;t&;tie-:.;

. 7^7Juclgej’ 'James’j‘.ruling:./

j,p;m./'tbday inythe7Admim.s7 '< 
> 7tratiye.Center.; / ■ 7;
A 4^esday’si;afi;eiinpph7dqhgi- 

■. cbufct Hearing; saw1 most pf ; 
/ Judger^'-james’;.: courtroom;,. 
7 .nearly/filled'with!faces- f fc;! 
yvmUianJ?tqV;tlie4fcivtij rights*.; 
'• imdyemenfe'hereA*,* hA&*'Al 
i^j-Thb?lUy * Jbtui|iyAc^insiH '. 
i^presideht’ ,ofl”ihe:;.’fGentr^-. 
'{jArefisMotivatip^ ErbgfamA 

, Acaine^ ;m^wh|d?<ttieHbfi®  pf^.

* Jingj.btj-Gaf fielibHigh ;Sclibpi^: 
; <!a^;t^?;n^:'yvafehmgtp '̂

;■ ‘.schooldefactosegregation.-;
,, 3prjoj?iemsfe i„7Z ;
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Burn Church foKC/wFch/Curtirarcfce/ Urges;;
church 'burned' to . the had taught Negroes how to* 
•ground,”, he said. “We’ll all r<bum churches and warned* 
-worship- in one church 'br- -that Negroes would use that, 

/• knowledge unless, the bum-1 
!-.ing of Negro churches in the i

South is/stopped. • ’ /S 
Carmichael re-'l 

fire at the white-church in / ceived a- standing ovation.i| 
Alabama, but he broke into ■ when he . called" upon Ne- j 

_ . _ ' ' _ ’ " ■- groes' to- refuse to fight in 1
students at Tbugaloo Coilege nbunced jts’burning. The stu-f*.Vietnam. ■ ‘‘We ain’t going, I 
that ' two Negro churches " dents roared their approval, hell no, the students chant-I 
burned in Lowndes’County// The /head; of the- Studerii".hed. 1 t ‘ 1 )
'AlayJrecentlv. ' ' . NAnVi lolei^goordinati'ng!!.! f

‘JACKSON, Miss.-(UPI)- 
Militant black-power leader 
Stokely Carmichael vowed 

■ last night to burn a white 
, church every time, a Negro 
church is burned by Ku" Klux, ........ .................. ..... ............... .......
Klansmen. He indicated his elaborate on the cause of the. . Earlier, 
retaliation program already 

■ may have begup.
Carmichael, told, 700 Negro a-. broad' ’grin as he an

that ' two Negro" churches " dents roared their”approval.’ 'hell no,” the students chant- 2 
burned in Lowndes’County// The /head; of .the- Studerit'/ed. 1 \ ‘ )
'Ala^recentlv. ' ' NpnViloleht^Coordinating’!.! CARMICHAEL • said N:-’

. :/77£jw§ek ,later*,• a wliitd.-/Committee.;smd/timF’.white3 groes “never have been vio-.

we’ll all worship butsi.de,

CARMICHAEL did hot ; (Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state*)
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» lent ■. ?.. we ■ have been kkm 
>i nonviolent.” And he blamed’! 
/.the recent Negro' rioting atj 
(iNashville, on “white cops,”5? 
/Whom he had accused earli-; 
E’er of beating students bn.-th’e : 

. ’ Tennessee A & I University', 
| campus. ‘ ! ‘
£ “We’ve .got to develop the 
(right to fight back with any-.) 

body who messes With us/’.j 
he said. “The‘days of cops'! 
coming 'Ihlbs our pieighbor-^ 
hoods runb;ingi. oveii-usLafe?<f 

Misll & J
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7.
- .v-’f: r—■ ¥ 

r
F V li ■■'.-•J *

A
V- 'Lit Ktmng

ft

L.’h.’ul Board Raymond Brown, American k ....................’...-I.
considerin'- CMl Liberties-Union dttor- eqvJly to cvey ci’tiic 

1 ncV’ an<! James E. Kennedy, •
uhngm Ml^Stokcly ^ef civi! dePuty Proseeu-ct.

Carmichael. controversial 1
"black power” ^d'-pcate, W 

at Gir.'ick! Hi ah

tc
>. manner 'vh.ch a) piles (Indicate page, name of 

newspaper, city and state.)
. , . noy, and James E. Kennedy, ■• fhe School Board o‘ the
Sup •! U. rhlrW unque; t!Otl-

■ ■ , . abb- sincerely believes that 
if -Mr. Carmichael is per

il. had n(jf; JC; >yi-sp2tk, a de nor 
obtained VV1j -0,, created in the '"in- 

U’en<..i ;ty,” the judge «'i

>ns is 
public 

, danger wiich i.i 
app ’opr ate 

ir fact it do
"Jiic School E os rd 1 
. ,„J the fi ci Ji 

>• c ange r fc th- 
at a dent Nonviolent Coordinat- lie v xild be its oxen

THE A. C. L. 
filed the suit and 
an order directing .... 
School Board to show why it 
had ruled as it did.

Brown presented an affi- tl" 
davit by Mrs. John Bundy, is 
who said she had attempted m U it tu 

.or, to, t0 rent j]ie auditorium for if 
issibili- Nie speech on her own be

half and on behalf of theei o ,:ed 
n was Seattle Chapter of the Stu- gi :.a-

meeting ing Committee and the Ne-.pros' restraint in Mr- 
scheduled 1te C'T after-,gro Voters’ League., im ch a el’s co istltutioi a ly 
mon. ‘ The judge listed two main gi n-ntesd riglt to fp>vk,

There was some semiment points in his decision. He evo~. toough the thing > he 
amon« be-aT”mem?err~for sa^ t'ie regulations for au- ha; -o say’may be offensive 
an appeal if for other ditorium rental adopted by to ir ’S* of us.
reason than to establish a til£. School Board were not ■ 1 
firm precedent in law upon definite enough to meet the bir : 
which to base future policy ’constitutionally required its 
on use of school facilities. standard, i ' — ..._ 

board’s reasons for refus-
IT WAS learned that theinS to rent the auditorium 

original board decision tof°r Carmichael’s speech 
bar Carmichael was not could not be supported le- 
unanimous. At least two ofSally- 
the five members felt it was ,
wiser to allow Carmichael to, >rIE BOARD is permitted 
soe£.u oy statute to rent school

. ... , ~ facilities, Judge James- said, J-Un'C ,Lri?k D;but “the law saj's that if 
the board elects to rent, it a Seatt.e ^chooi v-ouru ruling niust adopt regulations that •1 

uenying Carmiciw.--> use ofare reasonable, understand
ing auditoiium. able and apply equally to ev-

Jpuge James rukd ior the eryC.ne.>’ He said the board 
plamhtm m a si-u orougljt^,^ {unction in a non.. 
agamst the bcnoJ Eom.d discriminatory manner and 
alter- nearing arguments

ipeak
School next WedneMay ev 
ning.”

David E. 
ne,v membe

7 SEATTLE TIMES 
Seattle, Washington

W attor- 
■ ci' the board,

James E. Kcu, 
civil deputy p 
discuss the -.m; 
ties.

expected

bar Carmichael

chief

(.anger ’’.Inch 
t nd 

be 
i .ne 

trans »ire.
■>v- 
Ye 

>-ib- 
- of

1 le whole dia thai / 
to this cuirtry. ’’ 

coals of freedom tr 
and that the inc-A dual, was i ckngr 

on,. and we mist I'-av.: 
court > to face :hat dun; or. 
We must, not a any point 
take that first step that ;v 11 
endanger our constitutional 
liberties,” 
said.

Kennedy, 
- tnc'- School 

gued that 
renting the

h

) iS
Lie

Judge James

appearing for
Board, had ar-

auditorium was
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within thesdkxt elion of th 2 
School Board and the conns 
had no right (o interfere un
less there was a showing 
that the board l.c :I not prop
erly exercised i.s discretion:

THE PROSECUTOR sad 
that news reposts of Cu'mi- 
chael’s speeches clsewhci e 
indicated he a>h:.cites vio
lence and is op •<>ed to prni 
grams which -ho School 
Board has in cihcl here.

“They are ass!:.eg the use 
of this facility t-> advocate 
violence and th s . se o: Mol
otov cocktails .n <1 bombs.” 
Kennedy said, n..- said the 
School Board h >d acted 
properly’-in refasng *•> rent 
the auditorium .‘or Carmi
chael’s speech.

‘ HOWEVER, mown sad 
that Carmichae < >d ivt po. e 
a “clear and resent d«i- 
ger.” He said t •> qi ostion 
was one <aLtlu >’ght of 1i=c 
individual to it<e expres
sion.
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of the appearance of the subject has .not been ■•^'b'taihed^ however he will 

‘attempt to;- develop/ ‘this 'through -Os local.;:sources.* \as'beii,';aS 'obtaiit’'1 .. 
informatics aS;.to-- where CiHlflpH’AEL. Will' stay in? Ellensburg; and any’ > : -. 
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PAGE 1

Carmichaei Qels*7'.; 

. Invitation to' tJW ■) 
‘ ' •' "■ . . t

x, Stokely_Ga,i,ixQ.i.cbAgLhas been invited to - 
, vs]5eakatTieyniversity of Washington. J 

• April 19, either before or after his sehed-
j- tiled address5 at Garfield High School. 1

• The student' government’s Board S 
of Control (BOC) voted to offer the invita- :

*,tion at its meeting Wednesday.,Th? BOC . 
, offered to pay Carmichael $300 for the ap- • | 
- pearance. ■ . . , . 1 ,

CARMICHAEL will apeak lor free at j 
..Garfield, Mrs. John Bundy,- Seattle; Area * 

. SNCC chairman, said...” , ■ ■ t ' \* 
; . “He does have a: policy, however, of not* i 
- accepting less than.- $1,000 to speak at A 

■ university,” Mrs, Bundy said. “I don’t' - 
< know whether or not he. will speak" at the

University of Washington; for lessZ^._-__

SEATTLE POST'
INTELLIGENCER
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■If. Stokely '' Carmichael 
wants to take a- feeTut7he 
can. sp’eajt; Wednesday .after* 
noon in Cdiniindson Pavilion, 
•thp: University-ofWashington 
Boards of Control-? decided; 
yesterday., ’•1 ~ ; '5

ed^^dr-'Cafinicfiaeij;- ■M'hg^Jsi 
tially aSkS'41>00i)imr^ 
'univefsifies./ ’;Itt' ’wds-, ?n’-pj6 
learned! if Carmichael would1 
-sp'ealC. aLhthXt'Afee;.. :'Ji ’■ '• i
■ CStudenti^
tp ;heai? tljdi'speakbC asStiiey* 
:didyat'^
-pefance- of- Ceorge;Liricolrr 
-^pc^ellideader’ of!th&Amef; 
lean--f^azi’KE^rlyi. :T^e-ibb,afd.< 
iiliotted: tip to/ S60Q for■ pa^ 
vijiiirt expehsesj fi>f .a Car? 
■michael. addresS^ ..-A •, AA 
; Iw other ^actfpn’,; the ’bodrcl 
fvpted(; ,tp . {appoint -a; commit? 
■teeTior. fpfthe? .pludyy ofAa 
:preppsal^tp form iifcstiid^ 
idbby;.fp^th'e®6gisiafur&';j11 r- xk

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.)
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iWeAirrt' 

/bomg
I' - , „ ' ’ f

( TOUGALOO, Miss.—(AP)j 
‘4“ S * .°-k e 1 y Carmichael,? 
gwhose^blacR^oweFwar’cry/ 
|set racial feelings on edge,1, 
^unleashed a new rallying? 
| call-for Negroes Tuesday^ 
^night:' '“Hell,, no, I ain’t; 
‘going to Vietnam.” ' I
T More, than 600 Negroes ail 
(a meeting at Tougaloo Col-1 
rlege north of Jackson took; 
lup- the' chant. Carmichael?' 
{had to quiet them down? 
/after several-minutes to con-3 
itinue his'speech. t
; _  J

r WHY SHOULD Negroes 
,'go .8,000 miles to shoot a’ 
1man, he asked, “That ain’t5 
/never called you Nigger J 
IWe must tell them, ,‘Hell,; 
/no, we ain’t going.” ■>

While the leader , of the! 
’Student- Non-violent ’Coordi-I 
hation Committee spoke, 
■his lieutenants distributed 
■orange bumper stickers: 
bearing the slogan. ;

* Carmichael spoke of cur^ 
rent racial strife in Nash-/ 
Ville, Tenn., saying: j

“It is not a riot,‘it is a/ 
rebellion. You ought to be?5 
proud of your black brothers 
at Fisk. The days of a 
hunkie cop running into our’ 
neighborhood, beating us up. 
and, running out are gone.- 
We want to instill in pur 
people the right to fight back.' 
omanj?bsdj>- who messes witb'. 
us.” . ■ ■ .

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state*)
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

r
i

•s 'J ALL liwt’OPJIATION CONTAINED
J HEREIN. imwclassified
;; sbATE> ll-^F2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/SZ

TO

FROM

SAC, SEATTLE (100-26956)

SA,

date: 4/14/57

subject: COMINFIL SNCC
Racial Matters

On 4/14/67’1_________________________ (stated that the date
STOKELY CARMICHAEL will appear in Seattle is April 19.« 1967 
at the Garfield High School at 7:30 p.mo I

I The present plans 
are to hold a reception at the Pink Pussycat. 110 3d South, 
Seattle. Also| has offered her home to
STOKELY so he may be staying at her home instead of a Hotel.

PRI also stated that the present plans are for CARMICHAEL 
to speak at Central Washington College. Ellensburg. Washington 
on Thurdday and Friday, 4/20,21/67.1 (heard that this
College is paying the usual $1000.00 ror ms appearance and 
as the University of Washington has offered only $300.00, he 
will not appear at the U of W.

b6 
b7C 
b7D

___________________________________ ________ does not agree with the 
violent tactics of GARMIGHAELl

will introduce him.
believes that

cc|
——100-28676 C 

100-21086 ( 
100-0-4545S 
100-0-44579 
100-0-46502

CARMICHAEL)

APRUW i

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan
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SEATTLE — As the dispute 
over a Seattle platform for the 
.national leader of the Student 
•^on;violent. Coordinating Cojii- 
ifiltieejnovedr' into' the courts, 
TUFe'*'''Washington Teamster 
(April 7) commented editori
ally:

“By refusing- to allow Stokely 
Carmichael to speak'~StTTTffF7-

-rSmT^TrScfTdol, the Seattle 
school board has given credence 
to one of the big- complaints 
the younger generation has 
with the older. The act of 
denial also reinforces the sus
picion that Carmichael may 
know something that the 
elders want to keep from stud
ents.
, “Keeping Carmichael from 
the stage of Garfield is not 
going to keep his message out 
of the minds of Negroes and 
whites, however. And denying 
him. a platform supports the 
belief that a young student can 
not expect to get the truth out 
of the people who control the 
power structure.

“Admittedly, Carmichael is a 
har4-_man=_.for an official to 
accept graciously. He has dis

turbing- ideas. In Nashville two 
weeks ago he urged students at 
Tennessee A.&I. State Univer- 

, sity to assume control from the 
administration. His appearance 
at a rally was without official! 
sanction. Countering such a’ 
cry, uttered with or without 
authorization, takes skill. But 
officials have a lot of advant
ages on their,side in retaining 
control; • Carmichael's appeal 
represents no real. threat to 
officials.

“By refusing to allow" him to 
speak, officials give Carmi
chael just what he needs to 
show students they can’t ex-' 
pect to work with authorities 
in peace.

“Some of the complaints Car
michael shouts should be acted 
on, not banned.

“His charge that ‘the bomb
ing and. burning of blade 
churches in the American 
South . . . has the approval of 
white Americans’ should not be 
ignored. Carmichael referred 
then to the burning of a re
novated church rented to the 
Lowndes County Christian! 
Movement for the anti-poverty, 
program in Alabama. One day 
later the Macedonian Baptist 
Church in Fort Deposit, Ala.,- 
was burned following a mass 
meeting for the Lowndes Coun
ty Christian Movement.

“He asserted that the FBI 
conducts only routine investiga
tions and ‘takes notes’, while 
Negro churches burn.

‘.‘The way for the FBI to 
‘prove him wrong is,_tp go after 
church burners wit!TThe“same 

<=aferfroisncy that marks pursuit 
,of bank robbers.”

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.)

-------- PEOPLES WORuO
SAN FRANCISCO
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Carm^l^IWacg^^^ -

JfiadJHigfr‘SG^6i^iilf]b^'dei^ 
yise^.-pye^Ghannel; i5Wfdrn 
!'■30\toj 10; dklock^tpmdrjrqw 
jiighfe/.^pljq&^B^rdi^and.
]®Vfe;<AlfscliullLOT^‘e^ii?S, 
TVstaffwiltofferCcornlneiH

^Wt'9^clqcfetdmpird^,|iigiit 
qhi>KING-Ra’dio;<in(ing;!Clqrk

Gdrmi^haeljsj'f •t^Kl-'AGliqJiK' 
■wjUf *be*MrsVjqiifc’Bund§'‘

S1,1)1; ‘Ci ,vtfie^Re^3Jdh‘a 
Adamskioggl§gcip.iM^lit& 
,leader,(ana'.pastor<offthe^E'.fcst 
AveH^er.veftiftqh^^aft^lt'

LP/5TP/5Z
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : SAC (100-

o

date: 4-17-67

from : SA

subject: STOKELY CARMIC’lAEL 
IlWIXATIOW COMCERNIMG

On 4-16-67/ a confidential source (see below) who 
has furnished reliable information in the past reported 
the following:/

Vi z , i
Iwho resides in 

the Seattle area and I_____________________________________ I
______________________________________________________________ Seattle, 
are cur/ently conducting a telephone campaign to recruit 
1200 patriotic, Christian women to meet at 5:45 P.M. atthe 
Seattle Transit Parking Lot Wednesday, April 17, 1967, from 
where they will take chartered busses to CARMICHAEL’ s 
speaking site—Garfield High School.

The 1200 women will take the 1100 seats and the 
one-hundred standing room locations and thus pack the 
auditorium before the regular audience arrives to take 
seats in the auditorium. During CARMICHAELS talk, the 
women will take a kneeling, praying position.

Mb one organization is assuming responsibility 
for the operation. In fact, no organization is acknowledging
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‘-j . :D’>T/ - . TD.Tj!
pT/ ,j</'/ .q/y/TT'T ' '- ■ ;‘<T v'=’-'■■•■’Y.i

• -*■’ ' ;' j »■> : - '. ‘ Vr ■'"' 'I ‘ --'v • *' -i
' ‘. The,- /Board'* ofe>G&ntrdi: -came: .. aftep/dhe; .'contrpversiaj-- Bl&k 

id- terms; wftfc fflg/Seattle 'chap,- Pb^vdif adypcjlte’ yefp'ed^fiie'.of^ 

ier'.bf .thejiStudeiit /Npri^oient'. Ter,.' thevB.oarS worked Jjut'\a 
fCqordinating’.' Gomm'iftbp 'last ” cdm^ormse'P^eeab^e^to .,SNCC 

/fepres^ntatiye' ;Steyp:-T<&iHerg‘-J 
ndtipnaJly/fenoyTi ■Sl'i^G’ ’leader: ' .‘‘Kajjjergf . earlier/. ,tol<i ’ th© 

BtbkelyS'Garmich'a'ebCsiieaic' bitBoard, rtfiafr ;tlfeK$3flO--.offeil was’ 
ca^pffsf^«^  ̂j'A ; ’S
/ flA.’iaj.'/sp'eciaijlmebtittgf: called'. : -tb/ 'fshut: ,tfe;dqpr <on

■ byS^SUW.Bre§ident; JuddjKiyk;;. Carmichael^ /views#'' 'Hd/sSid 

theBoard offered'Seattle BNGG - ’ W- ;^Q00: rasked- '.wasj :ndt.. un- 
1 guardiite^TS50a ^;W;ifer;
cenl/idf.'.'alii.gateL feceipfs,/ TfiQi/. ®.cfo^£t^^r^U-lPUy®at,!had;.pa.iid

.'ty'-pnd1. stafC.wiil*.costit25/cents! t<C-,' >$^'," ■ k ■■ iq
• Tiz’" »’* ’’■ <■’’..ASlJyiliVleaders: -jidintefl'.'ibiii,
; a$ howe^g’rjtfia^
Edtpimdsbrn jB^ilioip tomorrow 5hg£pj$fiji&'kidgTHh^Sueai^  • 
.a^^Ticdcet^^l^ayail^T
Watte ITOB ticket office ijudget.. It 'will: dost dflie^iS 
.^egi^ing/^itaes^
?llPy'-Plfty/''a,jsOSB'p;ljdughJrq.t: the/ ; up .-ilid1’ EdvifiSitj’»it/was’. ,pdiiit'« 

■dopr- beginnihg.tat: pant > to-.-. -ed<,biitS:7;-”’-:■:'- V’/; ' kk
.moirpwi. .-■ - :■ * < ■,/ ,•.< _'.^ei^^feeless,; Kalb’erg would*

■, .The* Bqard;vhad?. earlier.’ of~K .not.iaccept/’fhe proposed' comp;^ 
jfered*Kr^rtt8bfiaeij -j ^3.00: ■_ .to % rpmisej -llntit.•after; the;;d3dard; 
sjieak ■inkthe'kEaviiibn',/$,T00 less: had/v6t'eKibn;ihbtstfaf^rr5T^(J;
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TicketSales 
wliBi 
i '■ -A . - -.v- ’■ - '•

. Ticket sales, wer^gping 
. slowly, -for this 'aft'efnqpn’s

michaedy '!$iacfepgiiv.eiSiady& 
'ca(q//afeE^un^p^^ijtgiu 
air th,e? ^University?of iWgisfil 
ingtonV ’

■ Cannichaeliai^&^iii;speaji

StiGarlield; HigfirScKpoKutii 
der- \;SRonsqi;s.liipj? of 'the 
Seattlg^Studbnt Nonviolent

t'Hejj^

thaU fewet. ^h'an^lMf ticket^ 
;were>sg'idjby^e^er4S^dftete.

peared? likely. '' tfiate ■ tlie? :.ajg 
t^dand^wquld^S’fsd’^B^ 
qfi>filling.)theA'9;Pp^sdatXB^ 

.'vilions : ’. J ■«T .j 
! .Carmichael‘wijl:Teceiyeya

Jlie 
umyer§ity’SystudenfeBpXrdf^

iceigfeiromjtaJ.^S-cefifcaffiii^ 
sign: feel ■ . ' '
;;Hi^rspCecirdSfjtodeB;sppn- 
sorsiiipj ‘.off .the-'Politi’cdll :U& 
ion; -V j?

'td.-dMy|ymS|aMCiiessi^S'

app^^Ker.NeS^»iffiC^kg 
pn^lfie^qfCfiW^’MpP®^ 
ancesCih/S.eattledi^^i&i
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|^^^E^?CPUfeainfe

? Walter? a;
B Wipted: pi£er ol
JlWKW^Wij.^dl.i^Weriul^ebcB 
fe^^e^-to^ 
ppsedhpmmerii:’by ‘“.white^huniueS'”1' in-diVo 
pstmiidirigjd^v^^B^^^g^^A;* 
f?{ r^asferidefc jwitfefah/'erir 

®ipdilikM^syritpjdhfe^^Spctet^anc

Vt0afe,4qwnl’! :tcjties4 ''Where-. W/colored

e.’’'* \* ’% + ?‘/V‘ ‘ 1 f V z ” * -' * '**'

S * ■ W’; SEpkEfEiRSTi atstfie .'Umvef Sity.iof 
;-Wa§lungt^ 
lly-tputedf:prator

,‘flp^t crp)yii
;where- ilfl^ speecSwasy.delivered; by? Joii^ 
■speaker..'
ft-
^O'jder- cent,
Negroesj -ln> 'sendiiigi ’,wave? After 5^yaye<Of 
;cijeerAlreverb&^

America;” 'K.- f ’v'/, V T,'. -• " .''-. ’
&SX® ‘'auditoriumiEiiid';t^y^-iy|r^:fullxiQn^

the/ stage- :fe t arijl ear-splittifig- - thunder I oi 
applause; ' /k< './t' •?-'t

im Eyeri/Micnael’Rosen,hsttfff; attofiie^-fdr 
i&e:^at^'0f^it^:-'^ th&American/.CiyiJ 
Liberties Union, who helpedr-wihi-the-court 
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***************£. DATES FOR CALENDAR **********

Friday, April 14
2 p. m.--------------------------- Tennis Match vs. Eastern Washington, Tennis

Courts.
4 p.m.--------------------------Family Swim, Nicholson Pavilion Pool.
7:30 p.m.----------------- ---Speaker, Russell Johnson. Topic: Vietnam,

Student Union Building.
8 p. m.---------------------------Band Concert, Hertz Recital Hall.
8:30 p. m.---------------------- Movie, "Room at the Top, " McConnell

Auditorium.

Saturday, April 15
12:45 p. m.---------------------Track Meet vs. Whitworth, Tomlinson Field.
8:30 p. m.---------------------- Movie, "The L-Shaped Room, ” McConnell

Auditorium.

Sunday, April 16
1 p. m.----------------- - --------Quigley Hall Dedication, Quigley Hall.

Monday, April 17
6:30 p.m.---------------------- AAUP Meeting, Grupe Conference Center.

Tuesday, April 18
8:15 p.m.---------------------- Gordon Leavitt, tenor, faculty recital, Hertz

Hall.

Wednesday, April 19
8 p. m.--------------------------- Symposium begins and continues through

Saturday--see back page for schedule.

Friday, April 21
2 p. m.--------------------------- Tennis vs. Whitman, Tennis Courts.

Saturday, April 22
9 a. m.----------------------------Board of Trustees Meeting, Grupe Conference

Center.



SYMPOSIUM SCHEDULE

Wednesday, April 19
8:00 p.m.—Nicholson Pavilion

Welcome: President James E. Brooks
Greetings: Dennis Hamilton, President, Student Government Association 
Presiding: William Desmonde
Address: Sidney Hook—"The Symbols, Myths, and Rationale of Revolution"

9:15 p-m. Colloquia ALL DjFopmatioii contained
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

Thursday, April 20 DATE 11-12-2009 BY uc 60322 LP/STP/S
9:30 a.m.—Nicholson Pavilion 

Presiding: Richard Johnson 
Address: Susan Sontag—"Art and Revolution"

10:45 a.m.—Colloquia

1:30 p.m.—Nicholson Pavilion 
Presiding: Pat Vernie
Address: John Dyckman—"Technology, Utopia and Revolution"

2:45 p.m.—Nicholson Pavilion 
First Symposium Panel

4:00 p.m.—Student Reception for Speakers at SUB Ballropm

5:30 p.m.—Faculty Buffet Supper for Speakers

8:00 p.m.—Hertz Recital Hall 
Special Films Program: "Castro Street"; "The War of the Buttons"

/
8:00 p.m.—McConnell Auditorium

The Zoo Story—a play by Edward Albee 
Directed by Terry Parker

Friday, April 21
1:30 p.m.—Nicholson Pavilion 

Presiding: Raymond Smith 
Address: Conor Cruise O'Brien—"Order, Justice and Revolution"

2:45 p.m.—Colloquia

8:00 p.m.—Nicholson Pavilion 
Presiding: Susan Campbell 
Address: Stokely Carmichael—"The Act of Revolution"

9:15 p.m.—Nicholson Pavilion 
Final Symposium Panel

Saturday, April 22
8:00 p.m.—Hertz Recital Hall 

Special Films Program: "Castro Street"; "The War of the Buttons"

8:00 p.m.—McConnell Auditorium
The Zoo Story—a play by Edward Albee 

Directed by Terry Parker
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TOWARD BLACK LIBERATION*

by Stokely Carmichael

One of the most pointed illustrations of the need for Black Power, as a positive 
and redemptive force in a society degenerating into a form of totalitarianism, is to 
be made by examining the history of distortion that the concept has received in 
national media of publicity. In this "debate", as in everything else that affects 
our lives, Negroes are dependent on, and at the discretion of, forces and institutions 
within the white society which have little interest in representing us honestly. Our 
experience with the national press has been that where they have managed to escape a 
meretricious special interest in "Git Whitey" sensationalism and race-war mongering, 
individual reporters and commentators have been conditioned by the enveloping racism 
of the society to the point where they are incapable even of objective observation 
and reporting of racial incidents, much less the analysis of ideas. But this limi
tation of vision and perceptions is an inevitable consequence of the dictatorship of 
definition, interpretation and consciousness, along with the censorship of history 
that the society has inflicted upon the Negro—and itself.

Our concern for black power addresses itself directly to this problem, the 
necessity to reclaim our history and our identity from the cultural terrorism and 
depredation of self-justifying white guilt.

To do this we shall have to struggle for the right to create our own terms 
through which to define ourselves and our relationship to the society, and to have 
these terms recognized. This is the first necessity of a free people, and the first 
right that any oppressor must suspend. The white fathers of American racism knew 
this—instinctively it seems—as is indicated by the continuous record of the dis
tortion and omission in their dealings with the red and black men. In the same way 
that southern apologists for the "Jim Crow" society have so obscured, muddied and 
misrepresented the record of the reconstruction period, until it is almost impossible 
to tell what really happened, their contemporary counterparts are busy doing the same 
thing with the recent history of the civil rights movement.

In 1964, for example, the National Democratic Party, led by L. B. Johnson and 
Hubert H. Humphrey, cynically undermined the efforts of Mississippi's Black popu
lation to achieve some degree of political representation. Yet, whenever the events 
of that convention are recalled by the press, one sees only that version fabricated 
by the press agents of the Democratic Party. A year later the House of Representa
tives in an even more vulgar display of political racism made a mockery of the polit
ical rights of Mississippi's Negroes when it failed to unseat the Mississippi Dele
gation to the House which had been elected through a process which methodically and 
systematically excluded over 450,000 voting-age Negroes, almost one half of the total 
electorate of the state. Whenever this event is mentioned in print it is in terms 
which leaves one with the rather curious impression that somehow the oppressed Negro 
people of Mississippi are at fault for confronting the Congress with a situation in 
which they had no alternative but to endorse Mississippi's racist political practices.

*This article appeared in the Massachusetts Review, Fall 1966. 
of SNCC.
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I mention these two examples because, having been directly involved in them, I 
can see very clearly the discrepancies between what happened, and the versions that 
are finding their way into general acceptance as a kind of popular mythology. Thus 
the victimization of the Negro takes place in two phases—first it occurs in fact 
and deed, then, and this is equally sinister, in the official recording of those 
facts.

The "Black Power" program and concept which is being articulated by SNCC, CORE, 
and a host of community organizations in the ghettoes of the North and South has not 
escaped that process. The white press has been busy articulating their own analyses, 
their own interpretations, and criticisms of their own creations. For example, while 
the press had given wide and sensational dissemination to attacks made by figures in 
the Civil Rights movement—foremost among which are Roy Wilkins of the NAACP and 
Whitney Young.of the Urban League—and to the hysterical ranting about black racism 
made by the political chameleon that now serves as Vice-President, it has generally 
failed to give accounts of the reasonable and productive dialogue which is taking 
place in the Negro community, and in certain important areas in the white religious 
and intellectual community. A national committee of influential Negro Churchmen 
affiliated with the National Council of Churches, despite their obvious respectability 
and responsibility, had to resort to a paid advertisement to articulate their position 
while anyone shouting the hysterical yappings of "Black Racism" got ample space. 
Thus the American people have gotten at best a superficial and misleading account of 
the very terms and tenor of this debate. I wish to quote briefly from the statement 
by the national committee of Churchmen which I suspect that the majority of Americans 
will not have seen. This statement appeared in the New York Times of July 31, 1966.

We .an informal group of .Negro Churchmen in America are deeply disturbed 
about the crisis brought upon our country by historic distortions of important 
human realities in the controversy about "black power". What we see shining 
through the variety of rhetoric is not anything new but the same old problem 
of power and race which has faced our beloved country since 1619.
. . . The conscience of black men is corrupted because, having no power to 
implement the demands of conscience, the concern for justice in the absence of 
justice becomes a chaotic self-surrender. Powerlessness breeds a race of 
beggars. We are faced now with a situation where powerless conscience meets 
conscience-less power, threatening the very foundations of our Nation.
... We deplore the overt violence of riots, but we feel it is more important 
to focus on the real sources of these eruptions. These sources may be abetted 
inside the Ghetto, but their basic cause lies in the silent and covert violence 
which white middleclass America inflicts upon the victims of the inner city.
... In short; the failure of American leaders to use American power to create 
equal opportunity in life as well as law, this is the real problem and not 
the anguished cry for black power.
. . . Without the capacity to participate with power, i.e. , to have some orga
nized political and economic strength to really influence people with whom one 
interacts—integration is not meaningful.
. . . America has asked its Negro citizens to fight for opportunity as indi
viduals , whereas at certain points in our history what we have needed most has 
been opportunity for the whole group, not just for selected and approved Negroes. 
... We must not apologize for the existence of this form of group power, for 
we have been oppressed as a group and not as individuals • We will not find our 
way out of that oppression until both we and America accept the need for Negro 
Americans,. as well as for Jews, Italians, Poles, and white Anglosaxon Protes
tants, among others to have and to wield group power.
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Traditionally, for each new ethnic group,-the route to social and political 
integration into America's pluralistic society has been through the organization of N 
their own institutions with which to represent their communal needs within the larger 
society. This is simply stating what the advocates of black power are saying. The 
strident outcry, particularly from the liberal community, that has been evoked by this 
proposal can only be understood by examining the historic relationship between Negro 
and White power in this country.

Negroes are defined by two forces, their blackness and their powerlessness. 
There have been traditionally two communities in America. The White community, which 
controlled and defined the forms that all institutions within the society would take, 
and the Negro community which has been excluded from participation in the power 
decisions that shaped the society, and has traditionally been dependent upon, and 
subservient to the White community.

This has not been accidental. The history of every institution of this society 
indicates that a major concern in the ordering and structuring of the society has 
been the maintaining of the Negro community in its condition of dependence and oppres
sion. This has not been on the level of individual acts of discrimination between 
individual whites against individual Negroes, but as total acts by the White com
munity against the Negro community. This fact cannot be too strongly emphasized— 
that racist assumptions of white superiority have been so deeply ingrained in the 
structure of the society that it infuses its entire functioning, and is so much a 
part of the national subconscious that it is taken for granted and is frequently 
not even recognized.

Let me give an example of the difference between individual racism and insti
tutionalized racism, and the society's response to both. When unidentified white 
terrorists bomb a Negro Church and kill five children, that is an act of individual 
racism, widely deplored by most segments of the society. But when in that same city. 
Birmingham, Alabama, not five but 500 Negro babies die each year because of a lack 
of proper food, shelter and medical facilities, and thousands more are destroyed 
and maimed physically, emotionally and intellectually because of conditions of 
poverty and deprivation in the ghetto, that is a function of institutionalized racism. 
But the society either pretends it doesn't know of this situation, or is incapable 
of doing anything meaningful about it. And this resistance to doing anything mean
ingful about conditions in that ghetto comes from the fact that the ghetto is itself 
a product of a combination of forces and special interests in the white community, 
and the groups that have access to the resources and power to change that situation 
benefit, politically and economically, from the existence of that ghetto.

It is more than a figure of speech to say that the Negro community in America 
is the victim of white imperialism and colonial exploitation. This is in practical 
economic and political terms true. There are over 20 million black people comprising 
ten percent of this nation. They for the most part live in well-defined areas of 
the country—in the shanty-towns and rural black belt areas of the South, and 
increasingly in the slums of northern and western industrial cities. If one goes 
into any Negro community, whether it be in Jackson, Miss., Cambridge, Md. or Harlem, 
N. Y. , one will find that the same combination of political, economic, and social 
forces are at work. The people in the Negro community do not control the resources 
of that community, its political decisions, its law enforcement, its housing stan
dards; and even the physical ownership of the land, houses, and stores lie outside 
that community.
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It is white power that makes the laws, and it is violent white power in the 
form of armed white cops that enforces those laws with guns and nightsticks. The 
vast majority of Negroes in this country live in these captive communities and must 
endure these conditions of oppression because, and only because, they are black and 
powerless. I do not suppose that at any point the men who control the power and 
resources of this country ever sat down and designed these black enclaves, and for
mally articulated the terms of their colonial and dependent status, as was done, for 
example, by the Apartheid government of South Africa,. Yet, one can not distinguish 
between one ghetto and another. As one moves from city to city it is as though some 
malignant racist planning-unit had done precisely this—designed each one from the 
same master blueprint. And indeed, if the ghetto had been formally and deliberately 
planned, instead of growing spontaneously and inevitably from the racist functioning 
of the various institutions that combine to make the society, it would be somehow 
less frightening. The situation would be less frightening because, if these ghettoes 
were the result of design and conspiracy., one could understand their similarity as 
being artificial and consciously imposed, rather than the result of identical pat
terns of white racism which repeat themselves in cities as distant as Boston and 
Birmingham. Without bothering to list the historic factors which contribute to this 
pattern—economic exploitation, political impotence, discrimination in employment 
and education—one can see that to correct this pattern will require far-reaching 
changes in the basic power-relationships and the ingrained social patterns within 
the society. The question is, of course, what kinds of changes are. necessary, and 
how is it possible to bring them about?

In recent years the answer to these questions which has been given by most 
articulate groups of Negroes and their white allies, the "liberals" of all stripes, 
has been in terms of something called "integration." According to the advocates of 
integration, social justice will be accomplished by "integrating the Negro into the 
mainstream institutions of the society from which he has been traditionally excluded." 
It is very significant that each time I have heard this formulation it has been in 
terms of "the Negro," the individual Negro, rather than in terms of the community.

This concept of integration had to be based on the assumption that there was 
nothing of value in the Negro community and that little of value could be created 
among Negroes, so the thing to do was to siphon off the "acceptable" Negroes into 
the surrounding middle-class white community. Thus the goal of the movement for 
integration was simply to loosen up the restrictions barring the entry of Negroes 
into the white community. Goals around which the struggle took place, such as public 
accommodation, open housing, job opportunity on the executive level (which is easier 
to deal with than the problem of semi-skilled and blue collar jobs which involve 
more far-reaching economic adjustments), are quite simply middle-class goals, articu
lated by a tiny group of Negroes who had middleclass aspirations. It is true that 
the student demonstrations in the South during the early sixties, out of which SNCC 
came, had a similar orientation. But while it is hardly a concern of a black share
cropper, dishwasher, or welfare recipient whether a certain fifteen-dollar-a-day 
motel offers accommodations to Negroes, the overt symbols of white superiority and 
the imposed limitations on the Negro community had to be destroyed. Now, black 
people must look beyond these goals, to the issue of collective power.

Such a limited class orientation was reflected not only in the program and goals 
of the civil rights movement, but in its tactics and organization. It is very sig
nificant that the two oldest and most "respectable" civil rights organizations have 
constitutions which specifically prohibit partisan political activity. CORE once 
did, but changed that clause when it changed its orientation toward black power. 
But this is perfectly understandable in terms of the strategy and goals of the older
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organizations. The civil rights movement saw its role as a kind of liaison between 
the powerful white community and the dependent Negro one. The dependent status of- 
the black community apparently was unimportant since—if the movement were successful 
—it was going to blend into the white community anyway. We made no pretense of 
organizing and developing institutions of community power in the Negro community, 
but appealed to the conscience of white institutions of power. The posture of the 
civil rights movement was that of the dependent, the suppliant • The theory was that 
without attempting to create any organized base of political strength itself, the 
civil rights movement could, by forming coalitions with various "liberal" pressure 
organizations in the white community—liberal reform clubs, labor unions, church 
groups, progressive civic groups—and at times one or other of the major political 
parties—influence national legislation and national social patterns.

I think we all have seen the limitations of this approach. We have repeatedly 
seen that political alliances based on appeals to conscience and decency are chancy 
things, simply because institutions and political organizations have no conscienc.es 
outside their own special interests. The political and social rights of Negroes 
have been and always will be negotiable and expendable the moment they conflict with 
the interests of our "allies." If we do not learn from history, we are doomed to 
repeat it, and that is precisely the lesson of the Reconstruction. Black people 
were allowed to register, vote and participate in politics because it was to the 
advantage of powerful white allies to promote this. But this was the result of white 
decision, and it was ended by other white men's decision before any political base 
powerful enough to challenge that decision could be established in the southern 
Negro community. (Thus at this point in the struggle Negroes have no assurance— 
save a kind of idiot optimism and faith in a society whose history is one of racism— 
that if it were to become necessary, even the painfully limited gains thrown to 
the civil rights movement by the Congress will not be revoked as soon as a shift in 
political sentiments should occur.)

The major limitation of this approach was that it tended to maintain the tra
ditional dependence of Negroes, and of the movement. We depended upon the good-will 
and support of various groups within the white community whose interests were not 
always compatible with ours. To the extent that we depended on the financial support 
of other groups, we were vulnerable to their influence and domination.

Also the program that evolved out of this coalition was really limited and 
inadequate in the long term and one which affected only a small select group of 
Negroes. Its goal was to make the white community accessible to "qualified" Negroes 
and presumably each year a few more Negroes armed with their passport—a couple of 
university degrees—would escape into middle?-class America and adopt.the attitudes 
and life styles of that group; and one day the Harlems and the Watts would stand 
empty, a tribute to the success of integration. This is simply neither realistic 
nor particularly desirable. You can integrate communities, but you assimilate 
individuals, Even if such a program were possible its result would be, not to 
develop the black community as a functional and honorable segment of the total society, 
with its own cultural identity, life patterns, and institutions, but to abolish it— 
the final solution to the Negro problem. Marx said that the working class is the 
first class in history that ever wanted to, abolish itself. If one listens to some 
of our "moderate" Negro leaders it appears that the American Negro is the first race 
that ever wished to abolish itself. The fact is that what must be abolished is not 
the black community, but the dependent colonial status that has been inflicted upon 
it. The racial and cultural personality of the black community must be preserved 
and the community must win its freedom while preserving its cultural integrity. This 
is the essential difference between integration as it is currently practised and the 
concept of black power.
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What has the movement for integration accomplished to date? The Negro graduat
ing from M.I.T. with a doctorate will have better job opportunities available to 
him than to Lynda Bird Johnson. But the rate of unemployment in the Negro community 
is steadily increasing, while that in the white community decreases. More educated 
Negroes hold executive jobs in major corporations and federal agencies than ever 
before, but the gap between white income and Negro income has almost doubled in the 
last twenty years. More suburban housing is available to Negroes, but housing con
ditions in the ghetto are steadily declining. While the infant mortality rate of 
New York City is at its lowest rate ever in the c-ity's history, the infant mortality 
rate of Harlem is steadily climbing. There has been an organized national resistance 
to the Supreme Court's order to integrate the schools, and the federal government has 
not acted to enforce that order. Less than fifteen percent of black children in 
the South attend integrated schools; and Negro schools, which the vast majority of 
black children still attend, are increasingly decrepit, overcrowded, under-staffed, 
inadequately equipped and funded.

This explains why the rate of school dropouts is increasing among Negro teen
agers, who then express their bitterness, hopelessness, and alienation by the only 
means they have—rebellion. As long as people in the ghettoes of our large cities 
feel that they are victims of the misuse of white power without any way to have their 
needs represented—and these are frequently simple needs: to get the welfare inspec
tors to stop kicking down your doors in the middle of the night, the cops from beat
ing your children, the landlord to exterminate the vermin in your home, the city to 
collect your garbage—we will continue to have .riots. These are not the products 
of "black power," but of the absence of any organization capable of giving the 
community the power, the black power, to deal with its problems.

SNCC proposes that it is now time for the black freedom movement to stop pan
dering to the fears and anxieties of the white middle class in the attempt to earn 
its "good-will," and to return to the ghetto to organize these communities to control 
themselves. This organization must be attempted in northern and southern urban 
areas as well as in the rural black belt counties of the South. The chief antagonist 
to this organization is, in the South, the overtly racist Democratic party, and in 
the North the equally corrupt big city machines.

The standard argument presented against independent political organization is 
"But you are only 10%." I cannot see the relevance of this observation, since no 
one is talking about taking over the country, but taking control over our own com
munities .

The fact is that the Negro population, 10% or not, is very strategically placed 
because—ironically—of segregation. What is also true is that Negroes have never 
been able to utilize the full voting potential of our numbers. Where we could vote, 
the case has always been that the white political machine stacks and gerrymanders 
the political subdivisions in Negro neighborhoods so the true voting strength is 
never reflected in political strength. Would anyone looking at the distribution of 
political power in Manhattan, ever think that Negroes represented 60% of the popu
lation there?

Just as often the effective political organization in Negro communities is 
absorbed by tokenism and patronage—the time honored practice of "giving" certain 
offices to selected Negroes. The machine thus creates a "little machine," which is 
subordinate and responsive to it, in the Negro community. These Negro political 
"leaders" are really vote deliverers, more responsible to the white machine and the 
white power structure, than to the community they allegedly represent. Thus the 
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white community is able to substitute patronage control for audacious black power in 
the Negro community. This is precisely what Johnson tried to do even before the 
Voting Rights Act of 1966 was passed. The National Democrats made it very clear that 
the measure was intended to register Democrats, not Negroes. The President, and top 
officials of the Democratic Party called in almost 100 selected Negro "leaders" from 
the Deep South. Nothing was said about changing the policies of the racist state 
parties, nothing was said about repudiating such leadership figures as Eastland and 
Ross Barnett in Mississippi or George Wallace in Alabama. What was said was simply 
"Go home and organize your people into the local Democratic Party—then we'll see 
about poverty money and appointments." (incidentally, for the most part the War on 
Poverty in the South is controlled by local Democratic ward heelers—and outspoken 
racists who have used the program to change the form of the Negroes' dependence. 
People who were afraid to register for fear of being thrown off the farm are now 
afraid to register for fear of losing their- Head-Start-jobs.)

We must organize black community power to end these abuses, and to give the 
Negro community a chance to have its needs expressed.. A leadership which is truly 
"responsible"—not to the white press and power structure, but to the community— 
must be developed. Such leadership will recognize that its power lies in the unified 
and collective strength of that community. This will make it difficult for the white 
leadership group to conduct its dialogue with individuals in terms of patronage and 
prestige, and will force them to talk to the community's representatives in terms of 
real power.

The single aspect of the black power program that has encountered most criticism 
is this concept of independent organization. This is presented as third-party ism 
which has never worked, or a withdrawal into black nationalism and isolationism. If 
such a program is developed it will not have the effect of isolating the Negro com
munity but the reverse. When the Negro community is able to control local office, 
and negotiate with other groups from a position of organized strength, the possibility 
of meaningful political alliances on specific issues will be increased. That is a 
rule of politics and there is no reason why it should not operate here. The only 
difference is that we will have the power to define the terms of these alliances.

The next question usually is, "So—can it work, can the ghettoes in fact be 
organized?" The answer is that this organization must be successful, because there 
are no viable alternatives—not the War on Poverty, which was at its inception limited 
to dealing with effects rather than causes, and has become simply another source of 
machine patronage. And "Integration" is meaningful only to a small chosen class 
within the community.

The revolution in agricultural technology in the South is displacing the rural 
Negro community into northern urban areas. Both Washington, D.C. and Newark, N.J. 
have Negro majorities. One third of Philadelphia's population of two million people 
is black. "Inner city" in most major urban areas is already predominantly Negro, 
and with the white rush to suburbia, Negroes will in the next three decades control 
the heart of our great cities. These areas can become either concentration camps 
with a bitter and volatile population whose only power is the power to destroy, or 
organized and powerful communities able to make constructive contributions to the 
total society. Without the power to control their lives and their communities, with
out effective political institutions through which to relate to the total society, 
these communities will exist in a constant state of insurrection. This is a choice 
that the country will have to make.
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The symposium began in 1962 in conjunction with the inauguration of 
Dr,. James E. Brooks as President of the College. The first symposium 
explored American values broadly from within the contexts of the arts, the 
sciences, and the humanities. In the next four? the intention was to look 
at American values in terms of activities which seem to be common to all 
human beings: thinking, worshiping, working, and playing. The symposium 
this year has the purpose of examining the conditions and the forces which 
move people to civil disobedience, violence, and revolution.

The goal. of the entire series has been to find a way of starting and 
continuing a conversation among the faculty and student body—both as per
sons and as scholars—on common ideas and concerns.. The series has at
tempted to provide, a thematic unity within which the various segments of 
the college could, if they wished, exhibit in concrete fashion the learn
ing and skills that are the center of the academic program.

This year's symposium does not consider any one revolution, exclus
ively, making a. study of it. There has been no intention of concentrating 
on say tne "scientific revolution" or the "technological revolution" or 
the "revolution ip morals”. There is no intention either of concentrating 
on a revolution in ideas or in discoveries or in artistic movements nor in 
education nor in any given area nor,-for that matter, among any given group 
or nation. Any or all. of these revolutions or ideas might have been used 
as a focal point. And it is clear that any and all of these kinds-of 
revolutions and examples of revolutions may become important in discussing 
tne subject of this symposium. But we noped to avoid the possible abstrac
tion of an academic or purely theoretical approach by concentrating on 
specific kinds of revolution, and we also hoped to avoid the restricted 
appeal, that a given mame to revolution might have. In addition, political- 
social—economic revolution as a topic is most immediate to us, and it is 
the sort most commonly meant when the word "revolution" is used. Then 
too, thes.- are the kinds of revolutions in which we are most directly 
involved abroad.

What this symposium seeks to do is to discuss patterns and relation
ships that exist among the factors in revoJ.ution of whatever kinds. More 
specifically, within the political—social,—economic revolutions with whic.-i 
we are most familiar. And where else will meaning or morality or values 
lie except in finding the patterns in relationships that exist-among these 
different, factors?
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I. THE SYMBOLS, MYTHS, AND RATIONALE OF REVOLUTION. (Sidney Hook)

No elaborate community of elaborate organisms could exist unless its sys
tems of symbolism were in general successful. Codes, rules of behaviour, 
canons of art, are attempts to impose systematic action which on the whole 
will promote favourable symbolic interconnections.

(Whit ehe ad—Symbolism)

Carl Becker once described the Declaration of Independence as "a 
philosophical creed designed to justify the action of men who had taken 
the law into their own hands,. It was at one and the same time a justifi
cation of rebellion and a statement of those common principles on which 
was to be founded a new state."

The American Revolution was a violent one, though not nearly so vio
lent nor destructive as others,, such as the French Revolution. But in 
both cases, elements of the revolutionary impulse have survived. Becker 
believes that in the American case the revolutionary impulse has survived 
as a "movement for the democratization of American society and politics— 
a movement which has continued from that day to this and which is the cen
tral theme of our history."

So the rationale,, and some of the myths and symbols of contemporary 
"revolutionary" movements in the United States have roots deep in American 
history.- But taking the law into one's own hands is now almost universally 
condemned, Though violence does occur, and in some instances is rational
ized, Americans generally no longer condone the presumption of violence 
,implicit in the.Declaration of Independence. Ordered societies do not con
done violence.

Mr. Hook has sharply criticized recent instances of violence and the 
rationales offered to Justify them. As an example, he regards the mass 
civil disobedience at Berkeley, and the "free speech"’ rationale supporting 
it, as defensible only in the most extreme circumstances, and "in behalf 
of basic principles of freedom". In a democracy, he believes, revolution 
is justified only when legitimate ways to achieve reform are not available. 
Mr. Hook will discuss the "legitimacy" of revolution, and try to clarify 
the meaning of a word whose overuse has enveloped it in clouds of ,ambiguity.

II. ART AND REVOLUTION (Susan Sontag)

Where bread is short, ideals are bread.
(Yevtushenko)

Revolution ordinarily is thought of as a more or less violent attempt 
to alter or abolish fundamental social institutions such as the government, 
the church, or the economic system. But revolution sets in motion forces 
that in time affect virtually every aspect of life, including the arts. 
In revolution, people in the arts take sides as almost everyone else does; 
some will support revolution and others oppose it. In either case, because
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the arts can be powerful instruments of persuasion, they will be used to 
impel people to action one way or the other. Any of the arts—poetry, the 

' drama, painting, music; writing—can influence the mood, the style, the 
tempo of rebellion or resistance.

While the moods and styles of art themselves can be "revolutionary", 
independent of whatever rhetorical Uses art may be put to, this symposium 
is more concerned with the influence art can have in a revolutionary social 
and political context, and particularly how art may reflect and influence 
the mood of revolution. That art does reflect and influence the mood and 
style of revolution is apparent in a number of the arts today:- in the poetry 
of Allen Ginsberg, Gary Snyder, and Robert Bly; in the folk music of Bob 
Dylan, Joan Baez, or Pete Seger; in the drama of Edward Albee or Barbara 
Garson; in the prose writings of Ralph Ellison, James Baldwin, Joseph 
Heller and Norman Mailer; in. the films of Stan Brakhage, Jonas Mekas, and 
Stan Vanderbeek.

Miss Sontag's interest in the arts, and their relationships to con
temporary political movements, should contribute a very important dimension 
to the subject of revolution.

III. TECHNOLOGY, UTOPIA, AND REVOLUTION. (John Dyckman)

And there' s the fact that we confront somehow or other the needs of a world 
order, whether we want it or not, because technology is forcing that kind 
of conclusion upon us. Isn't that a form? And a fact? I think that the 
avoidance of revolution in a society like ours is "wholesome" in the sense 
that a highly complex industrial state can't stand anything but a palace 
revolution.

(Kenneth Burke)

Human/beings for centuries have dreamed of utopia, and often have 
associated utopia with the city. They have not, however, usually associated 
utopia with technological development, nor seen the two even as related to 
each other. Since the 18th century, though, the character of the city has 
been predominantly defined by technology, and technology viewed, as the 
means for achieving utopia. Today, the almost universal acceptance of the 
idea of progress goes hand in hand with technological development. Most 
of the developing nations seem to accept without question the notion that 
technology is the answer to-most of their difficulties, and they are deter
mined to share in the technological order as quickly as possible.

Modern technology and urbanization both are worldwide phenomena, mu
tually reinforcing and mutually complicating. As Mr. Dyckman has written, 
both technology and urbanization, or "over-urbanization", are serious 
threats to social order. Technology threatens social order because it 
brings about economic and social conditions that are increasingly intol
erable, and because it inspires expectations which cannot be immediately 
realized. Over-urbanization threatens social order, especially in the 
developing nations, because the city lacks capital to meet basic community 
needs, because human expectations outstrip economic and political develop
ment , and because urban centers provide revolutionary cadres with strategic 
places from which to operate.

Mr. Dyckman asserts that discontent and social unrest and common to 
urban areas in both the developing and advanced nations, and that in both
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cases the root of the unrest lies partly in the dehumanizing effects of the 
techno-materialistic system which is characteristic of the modern city.
If this is so, new models of utopia are in order, or at least revisions 
of the old ones.

IV, THE REVOLUTIONARY IDEAL. (Conor Cruise O'Brien)

I please myself with imagining a State at last which can afford to "be just 
to all men, and to treat the individual with respect as a neighbor; which 
ever would not think it inconsistent with its own repose if a few were to 
live aloof from it, not meddling with it, nor embraced by it-, who fulfilled 
all the duties of neighbors and fellow-men. A State which bore this kind 
of fruit, and suffered it to drop off as fast as it ripened, would prepare 
the way for a still more perfect and glorious State, which also I have 
imagined, but not yet anywhere seen.

(Thoreau)

Implicit in any revolution are notions of order and justice, and one 
object of revolution is to implement new definitions of the terms. Slogans 
symbols, and myths help to define, in a rhetorical sense at least, the 
revolutionary ideal. Not only in the United States, but around the world, 
people are struggling for their respective notions of order and justice.

As a representative of the United Nations Secretary General in the 
Congo, Mr. O'Brien personally experienced the revolutionary ferment in 
Africa. This experience, in addition to his long involvement in world 

. affairs, has contributed to his concern about the revolutionary movements 
in the developing nations. The extent of Mr. O'Brien's concern is sug
gested in the following questions which he has raised:

"What kinds of order are possible in the conditions of the 
under-developed world"? "How do the ideas of order and justice 
present themselves to people there"? "What are the conditions 
in which revolutionary violence becomes likely"? "What atti
tudes on the part of the advanced countries to revolutionary 
violence in the under-developed ones are possible, probable, 
desirable"? "What is the relationship of the pressures towards 
revolutionary violence in the under-developed countries to the 
danger of international violence on the thermo-nuclear scale 
and the possible destruction of civilization"? "What policies 
in relation to the revolutionary possibilities of the under
developed countries seem most likely, on the other hand, to 
permit the development of human society, with a minimum of 
violence, towards an order more nearly just"?

V. THE REVOLUTIONARY ACT. (Stokely Carmichael)

All men recognize the right of revolution; that is, the right to refuse 
allegiance to, and to resist, the government, when its tyranny or its 
inefficiency are great and unendurable. But almost all say that such is 
not the case now. But such was the case, they think in the Revolution 
of '75.

(Thoreau)

Whether one is sympathetic or hostile toward a revolutionary movement, 
what it looks and feels like from the outside is no doubt greatly different 



from what it looks and feels like to he in the action. Stokely Carmichael, 
head of the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee, is one who has heen 
engaged in activities associated with the current "political" revolution, 
and he has been asked to discuss the strategy and tactics, of- revolution 
as he has experienced the struggle.

Mr. Carmichael has been represented erroneously as advocating violence 
as a tactic in the civil rights movement. The term "black power", which 
he first popularized, symbolizes for many the abandonment of the non-vio
lent tactic customarily associated with the movement. .Mr. Carmichael denies 
that SNCC advocates the use of violence. Rather, he interprets black 
power to mean the acquisition of political and economic power by Negroes, 
at least in proportion to their numbers, an end to the monopoly of polit
ical and economic power based on race, and the elimination of race as. the 
basis for determining who can acquire and achieve in a democratic society. 
Nevertheless,' his opponents persist in the notion that black power means 
the use of violence in order to establish Negro dominance over whites. 
Mr. Carmichael's address at the symposium should help to relieve the 
ambiguity that exists in the term black power. And as an activist in the 
civil rights movement, Mr. Carmichael can be expected to explain the 
strategy and tactics he has adopted.
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his ghetto life, Carmichael was a militant leader of Howard University 
Student Government and gave direction and leadership to the Student 
Activist Group in Washington called the Nonviolent Action Group. 
Carmichael is one of five children put through school by Mrs. Mabel 
Carmichael. He graduated from the select Bronx High School of Science 
of New York in i960. Arrested over 12 times while participating in 
Movement activities, Carmichael has seen action in Jackson, Mississippi, 
New Orleans, Tennessee, Maryland, Virginia, New York and Alabama. He 
has worked with SNCC since its inception. When asked why he joined 
the Movement and wanted to work for SNCC Carmichael said, "I have 
worked with SNCC since its beginning. I believe that while most 
other organizations are working for reform, SNCC is trying to lay the 
foundation for a revolution. I do not feel that a reform movement 
will solve the socio-economic problems facing us. The best it can do 
is bring the problems to the public..."

Fred E. Stockholder: Assistant Professor of English, University of British 
Columbia; B.A-., The City College of New York; Ph.D., University of 
Washington; Lecturer at the University of Ghana, 196H-66. Special 
field, British literature; has published works on Joyce Cary, and on 
the problem of alienation in modern literature.



Fred. T. Haley: President, Brown and. Haley Co.; B.A., Dartmouth College; 
post-graduate study in business administration, University of Wash
ington. Mr. Haley has been associated with a wide range of civic 
activities: Washington State Board Against Discrimination; Regional 
Board, National Conference of Christians and Jews; Board of Trustees, 
Seattle Symphony and Tacoma Philharmonic; Chairman, Washington 
Citizens Committee for Civil Rights Legislation.

SELECTED QUOTATIONS ON THE THEME OF REVOLUTION

I own I am not a friend to a very energetic government. It is always 
oppressive. The late rebellion in Massachusetts has given more alarm 
than I think it should have done. Calculate that one rebellion in 13 
states in the course of 11 years is but one for each state in a century 
and a half. No country should be so long without one.

(Thomas Jefferson)

The truth is, and let it humble our pride, the most ferocious of all animals 
when his passions are roused to fury and are uncontrolled, is man; and of 
all governments, the worst is that which never fails to excite, but was 
never found to restrain those passions, that is, democracy.

(Fisher Ames)

They (popular revolutionary societies) may be set up against a good govern
ment indeed, but their efforts against it must ultimately be inefficacious 
and harmless. Because they sometimes succeed in overthrowing a tyranny, 
will it follow that there is even a possibility of these societies suc
ceeding against a good policy?

(Ezra Stiles)

Already, in many quarters of our country, we are "beyond" the stage where 
we are being saved from Nazism by our virtues. And fascist integration is 
being staved off, rather, by the conflicts among our vices. Our vices can
not get together in a grand united front of prejudices; and the result of 
this frustration, if or until they succeed in surmounting it, speaks, as 
the Bible might say, "in the name of" democracy.

(Kenneth Burke)

Under a government which imprisons any unjustly, the true place for a just 
man is also a prison.

(Thoreau)

If I have unjustly wrested a plank from a drowning man, I must restore it 
to him though I drown myself. This, according to Paley, would be incon
venient. But he that would save his life, in such a case, shall lose it. 
This people must cease to hold slaves, and to make war on Mexico, though 
it cost them their existence as a people.

(Thoreau)

Men in a state of civil war are no longer the same. They cease to view 
the former objects through the same medium as before. The most unjust 
thoughts, the most tyrannical actions, the most perverse measures, which 
would have covered them before with infamy or would have made them dread 
the omnipotence of heaven, are no longer called by these ancient names; 
the sophistry of each party calls them policy, justice, self-defence.

(deCrevecoeur)



SYMPOSIUM SCHEDULE
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

Wednesday, April 19 date 11-12-2009 by uc 60322 lp/stp/sz
8:00 p.m.—Nicholson Pavilion

Welcome: President James E. Brooks
Greetings: Dennis Hamilton, President, Student Government Association
Presiding: William Desmonde
Address: Sidney Hook—"The Symbols, Myths, and Rationale of Revolution

9:15 p.m.—Colloquia

Thursday, April 20
9:30 a.m.—Nicholson Pavilion

Presiding: Richard Johnson
Address: Susan Sontag—"Art and Revolution"

10:45 a.m.—Colloquia

1:30 p.m.—Nicholson Pavilion
Presiding: Pat Vernie
Address: John Dyckman—"Technology, Utopia and Revolution"

2:45 p.m.—Nicholson Pavilion
First Symposium Panel

4:00 p.m.—Student Reception for Speakers at SUB Ballroom

5:30 p.m.—Faculty Buffet Supper for Speakers

-8:00 p.m.—Hertz Recital Hall
Special Films Program: "Castro Street"; "The War of the Buttons"

8:00 p.m.—McConnell Auditorium
The Zoo Story—a play hy Edward Albee

Directed hy Terry Parker

Friday, April 21
1:30 p.m.—Nicholson Pavilion

Presiding: Raymond Smith
Address: Conor Cruise O'Brien—"Order, Justice and.Revolution"

2:45 p.m.—Colloquia

8:00 p.m.—Nicholson Pavilion
Presiding: Susan Camphell
Address: Stokely Carmichael—"The Act of Revolution"

9:15 p.m.—Nicholson Pavilion
Final Symposium Panel

Saturday, April 22
8:00 p.m.—Hertz Recital Hall

Special Films Program: "Castro Street"; "The War of the Buttons"

8:00 p.m.—McConnell Auditorium
The Zoo Story—a play by Edward Albee

Directed by Terry Parker



" INTRA-DEPARTMENT COMMUNICATION
SEATTLE POLICE DEPARTMENT

from Lieutenant! Community Relations date—April lT,k 19.6?
Unit

TO Chief of Policy F. C. Ramon

subject Stokley Carmichael

Mrs. John Bundy and Mr. Clifford Hooper, of S.iF.C.C. and ITegro Voters 
League respectively* report the following information on Stokley 
Carmichael:

b6 
b7

1) Arrival at Sea^Tac. at 3:00 P.M. on Wednesday* 
April 19, 19&7.

2) Will go directly td University of Washington for a 
1-hour talk at 3*30 P.M.

3) Program at Garfield High School starts. T*3° Carmichael 
speaks at 8:00 P.M. for about 45 minutes.

4) following talk, there will be a reception for him at the 
Pink Pussy Cat (near 3rd and Xesler) at approximately 
9:00 P.M.

5) He will stay overnight at awartraent pf| |
_________________________________ phone LA. 2-4378.

6) He. plans on being at G.W.S.C. in Ellensburg .at 9:00 A.M. 
the following day.

7) He is reportedly traveling alone.

Respectfully submitted.

Lieutenant
.AB/rh

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HERE III IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z
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LNTRA^PEFARTMENT -COMMUNlCATrOMW
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date April 17 tfLieutenant

TO .

SUBJECT

■’ A/'jJ- K. »lgV A’;., S 
' x. ’’-S’**:.'

■t.

>.;/ s* v*?s’* 
r./x::* ^-h*1

Po c» Rambn?. Chief'of Police

Stokely Carmichael .- -,1-. ' -\y

*X < 4>.,1|

•-:--'i- 
\ ■<!

•M?t%

ALL ^FORMATION Cp^ijED* V 
HfiREDJ IS -UNCLA55I^E^-.‘/,'"'{ A,-*, 

\%ATE, 11-12-2009 .BY W 6tf3^
."■ v ■"* .->4

' * ■ .... . ..' .• . ?. ■' ’st.',.-'
A telephone conye^satictof  this' .Rashvilie» Tennessee^. ’Assistas^
Chief of Police>.Jfohn Wise reveal^ ^he ’following information^, suggestions 
and opinions^ ■ ‘ '* ’’ •■- 7 *’ ■ ' ‘ : "

1*

ifc.

■i

■•ft: v’v "•■

2?.

3*

■?;/'<• '■ • •. .- z/ ‘4-;^
T*k> of Carmiefaael?s* -IdQutenants1!>;&re identified as | 

landl p 'fegro males*" described as s^§al-( #id
processed long hair; type hgaisastIJashville has.Cy^d^jjh^ 
ceedipgs,.,? v,;.,^-,.... '"4iy“ .- “ ■ , 7 '

' V- ' " • ; rv>?; ■<> z’v • 1 x, • ' r^1 ^:‘! J"-:- - * •■ v • r & *• ‘ *, ' * ' */’>*■*,<. */; '* i ' /* -rf “V -'In tohville^.Csiwidheol^spphe'Oxblwive^r at Wegro ..stiadent/ 'bente^s.?'• 
and among, these present Wre Strcaa ^nxamd«. Martin'^itHs’.Wug®.*': 
,"Evans% ^Rose® sad Donovan* ... v,'\.- 4'^ ■' >•''•'

s.' ■ .* '■■•- ' f. 4*4 • . ■.• ’’ V- .'■ .■■-
’-■■ \ •.■■'■>,• ■ -' . - ' ■. J is.41In Rashid$Xe£ iae spe^ef- .ih'^h.e '^fterao&n^ and. the trQxd>Ie '<9^p;W^5 

that evening* • -■'• * •’ :'
„ .'■?' ■• ■ • •;■;>/ • v.w;'■ '.i ■...-/ -' '• •

' ** ‘ -r '4. '2v >.. --x . •■ ‘ 4 ’** ' TA*x’- '

Hashville FdJ£$e raided: •& placp had £omd Molotov coektsil<'md^.v’4A; 
other materiis^S'"'to.mphe-mbr®4'’<••'•■'’*4 ' * '.■ , "v4.-'v

■,■<■_. ~ '•• .?/' ,... ,:' .’t, s'’ ‘ v/;l
Cfaoiiehael%. prepared s>fe'0ch^s t.op fiery^ but wheh-.he'
parts from it^'Xif he feels he has the'right type audience).^ M , */• 
goes into thp tnsra whitey? hill -and ”Bunkey” tirades*. ' f'^
Chief Wise suggested the Intelligence Unit should be out and actii^t^ ’- 
in the community gathering information^ - . \ "

• • . ' . ' »« *4T> 7?
He cited a deliberately set^ harmless burning of a wood pile and ‘.; ' 
Stated this wss simply ignored by police and. firemen,. Belt it was • 
$ trap to get official response to he used as. targets for rioters* ' *

He said m "Incident" was created and police called twicej and, after 
ejectingt,. hut not -arresting the participants & pickets with signs 
already’made appeared almost immediately*

It msy be mero coineidence n but we have a very active, local character 
by the name of | | the same, last name as cna of Carmichaels
"Lieutenants1** ■• >. ...> .,-

*» ri
, t

•Ji-'

>
I

6,

* v-yCV

;\<r- *' -

u.

T«

a,

't

A

-i

"J

\^l
! £

■>4,

. Respectfully submitteda ;

'' '.. ” 
* . *! ' j

Lieutenant | | j >
Community Relations Unit »’« •
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

ALL IIJFOlgfclON CONTAINED
HERE IN IS^pCLASSIFIED

DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ

TO : SAC (100-eSgsa) (P) date: 4/20/67

FROM SA

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL, b?c

SM-C
On lsr/?S)/&l | Ellensburg Police Department, Ellensburg,

Washington, advised that at about 10*20 AM on that date the subject had arrived' 
in Ellensburg and was checked into Unit 42, Thunderbird Motel. With him were 
four other subjects, all colored, and two of which were registered in Unit AS 
at the same motel. The latter two were a I and I
both, of whom listed an address of "Bean East"', University of Oregon, Eugene, 
Oregon. CARMICHAEL and his group arrived in a blue Cadillac convertible.______
Washington license AWW-406, registered to___________________________________
Renton, Washington. z

_|advised further that CARMICHAEL had attended an informal coffees hour 
from 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM at the ballroom of the Student Union Building, commonly 
known as the "SUB" or "CUB" which was attended by about one hundred persons, 
however there were no speeches. One of I I contacts asked CARMICHAEL, directly
where he would be going from Ellensburg, to which he replied that he did not know 
where he was going, but would know when he got there.

CARMICHAEL, is scheduled to attending an informal meeting in the CUB lounge 
at 2:45 PM on April 21, at which he will be featured, however this is not to be: an 
address on his part, but rather a forum for questions. This will be followed by bo 
another reception or coffee hour from 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM'in the SBB ballroom of b7c 

* Central Washington State College in honor of all the speakers at the symposium.
_(stated there have been no remarks of an inflamatory character on the 

part of the subject, nor has there been a demonstration of any kind. No meetings 
of the. subject with any other groups or individuals are kna-m and there has been no 
unusual congregation of persons of the colored race other than students of the college 
in the areas where the subject has been. I stated that students who ask
questions of the subject listen to his answers and go away with their impressions 
confusedl and shaking their heads. One was heard to remark that after listening to 
CARMICHAEL answer a question, he had definitely decided not to attend the lecture 
scheduled by the subject.

advised he intends to attend the lecture given by the subject 
at 3:00 PM in the Pavilian of the Central Washington State College, and he will 
furnish any information of interest which he obtains, as well as any additional 
information regarding the contacts and travel plans of the subject.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322

FBI ]

Date: 4/20/67 I
I

Transmit the following in__________________________________________________________ I
(Type in plaintext or code) \ I

Via_____ AIRTEL_____________________________ AIRMAIL_________________________ |
(Priority) ।

_____ ___________________________________ _________________________________________________________ J_

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-439190)

FROM: SAC, SEATTLE (100-26956) (P)

SUBJECT: COMINFIL (SNCC) 
IS - C 
00: ATLANTA

Re Seattle airtels to Bureau, 3/23/67 and 4/14/67..
b6

Enclosed herewith are nine (9) copies of LHM entitled b7c
"STOKELY CARMICHAEL - INFORMATION CONCERNING". b7D

The first source utilized!isl I
who furnished the information to SAl Ion 4/20/67.
Second source is| _____ _______ who
furnished information to SA| |on Apiril 20, 1967.

Copies of this LHM will be disseminated locally to Army, 
NISO, OSI, Secret Service and the USA.

3 - Bureau (Encl. 9) (REG)
2 - Atlanta (100-6488) (Encl. 2) (REG)
2 - Los Angeles (Encl. 2) (REG)
@ - Seattle

(2 - 100-26956)
(1 -100-28676) (STOKELY CARMICHAEL)
<1 -I

WHW:cmh
(11)

b2 
b7D

Approved:-----2_______________________ Sent M Per__________ :_______
Special Agent in Charge



In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

>
 HEREIN IS UNCLASSMIED

DATE 11-12-2009 ftc 60322 LP/STP/SZ •*>

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Seattle, Washington
April 20, 1967

RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INFORMATION CONCERNING

On April 20, 1967', a source advised that STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL arrived in Seattle, Washington, by United Airlines 
Flight #398, at approximately 3 p.m. on April 19, 1967. 
Immediately on arriving in Seattle he proceeded to the Univer
sity of Washington where he spoke to a crowd estimated at 
between 3500 and 4000 students and faculty members at the 
Hec Edmondson Pavilion.

At approximately 8:30 p.m., April 19, 1967, CARMICHAEL 
spoke to an overflow crowd of some 3700 people at the Garfield 
High School auditorium. CARMICHAEL spoke for approximately 45 
minutes on both occasions and while the content of both, speeches 
was essentially the same, his presentation before the predominately 
Negro audience at Garfield High School was more emotional.

Both' speeches stressed the necessity of Negroes assuming 
/.a pride in their race, and a willingness to fight back against 
inequities imposed upon them by white "hunkies". He condemned 
America’s participation in the war in Vietnam, and in answer to 
a question from a university student about the Negro’s role in

• the draft, he said, "tell’em ’Hell no, we aren’t going..’"

This source stated that CARMICHAEL was honored- at a 
reception held at the "Pink Pussycat" in Seattle’s Central' 
District, following his speech at Garfield High School. At this 
reception he was friendly but cautious not to divulge his future 
travel plans or activities. He explained his presence on the 
west coast as merely "to have a good time".

A second source advised on April 20, 1967, that CARMICHAEL 
spent the night of Anr-i 1 1 9. 1967 . in the private home of I I

 Seattle, Wash
ington .| I was scheduled to drive caRMICHAEL to

b6 
b7C

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside 
your agency.



e
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL be

b7C

Ellensburg, Washington on April 20 , 1967,in personally
owned automobile. CARMICHAEL will be in Ellensburg, Washington, 
for a two-day symposium at Central Washington State College 
(CWSC), April 20-21, 1967. He will spend the night of April 20, 
1967, at the Thunderbird Motel, Ellensburg, and is scheduled for 
one speech on April 21,.- 1967, at 8 p.m. on the CWSC campus. It 
is assumed he will return to Seattle, Washington, immediately 
following his April 21, 1967, speech as he is scheduled for 
departure from Seattle on Western Airlines Flight #700 , 8:35 a.m. , 
April 22, 1967, to arrive in Los Angeles, California, 10:44 a.m. 
the same date.

' Both sources indicated there was no violence, or any
incident following either of CARMICHAEL’S speeches in Seattle 
on April 19, 1967.



FD-323 (Rev. 11-29-61)
...........

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Seattle, Washington 
April 20, 1967

Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character INFORMATION CONCERNING

Reference Communication dated and 
captioned as above at 
Seattle, Washington.

Al 1 sources (except any listed, below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.
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F'D-36 (Rev, 5-22-64),'
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED, N - ' , - J .
HEREIN' IS UNCLASSIFIED . '[■
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC I60:^Kp/STP/SZ |

' ■ ■. • ‘ ' r.
FB.I . ■ . ' ■' i

Date: 4-20-6/ '-
' / - ' PLAIN TEXT , ' j

Transmit the following in __ ................ , - ■ ■ ' ■ ■ J
• . • • ' •(Typein/plaintextor bode) •' U

Via ■- TELETYPE '' DEFERRED , - ' . ]
(Priority) : ’ .

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080) ' ’• .
‘ ' 1 ' - • *

from seattie (100-286/6) Ipg . • ' ’ ' • • ■ , -

>- STOKELY CARMICHAEL'/TS-M. 00? ATLANTA. " ■ ';‘ .

RE'SEATTLE TEL FOUR NINETEEN LAST.

' ’ ACCORDING TO ELDEN.S.BURG, WASHINGTONPOLICE DEPARTMENT, , 

CARMICHAEL ARRIVED CENTRAL- WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE.,. ELLENSBURG,

, MIDMORNING FOUR .TWENTY INSTANT DRIVING FROM SEATTLE-/ PRESENT. AT 

COFFEE ’HOUR FOUH TO FIVE PM STUDENT UNION BUILDING ON CAMPUS. 

SMALL-NUMBER OF NEGRO STUDENTS- PRESENT. NO MAJOR SPEECHES. NO 

FLAMATORY REMARKS OR 'DEMONSTRATIONS. STUDENTS WHO TALKED TO HIM

• HAD DOUBTFUL. ENTHUSIASM.. NO INCIDENTS REPORTED. LHM. FOLLOWS 

FINAL APPEARANCES AT CEN RAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE, 

FOUR TWENTY-ONE. . < " UR •

AM COPY TO ATLANTA

■
-1

Approved: .Sent
Special Agent in Charge
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; ;. :■ .•;■■; On 4/21/67| tE^enpispr^ ;lidshi.ftgt.pn>’ Police 'Pcpartment,advised 7';
<•’ - thatiW lad-' ^ehedtdd^,1 ,;appea&ahcb’ of-MWft. ?7 ’77

’■'•subje'ct ,jat ■thd;';”Colloqiigl.',Jin the Washington St ate: College
-b;? ’•■ • ■ ;. ■' - /- ■'■ \ ‘'Union ’k \ t’ _ . ;-k k;: • b r.<-1 ■

: * /•" -I stated that the ^eelihg'started; atbapprpximiate^ St-45PMoii that dete- and. - k 
Ipstddbmitilbahout- 4.^' Pfe>- ‘M; itflaniatpisr-, remarks Were, made Bjr- -CAESEtCHAEK duringJ the 7 

; -■' 'perdod# .wMich...cdnsj.sted oiiiy Of questions, by athdents. and. the-, phb^e.ct’s .answers^ . - ■:
jth.^.‘ahs»ere slanted toward the.nation*.5

k history#, including the<i?egroes ^^'^^prpps^-.in/tha’Ci *: - •;
J; Lhdrth';i&;weit: cpwbp>k/ WW'Misefe- ':'•,
'• _ about 140 persods, ih attendance#, most Jbf-whonl Were stiideidis#’. viith a‘.sprdnklhig of ‘
; ' colored pupils believed from the, ..Davis High.. School ih Yakima. . Questions by the1 / .. . ;
•bi students did not give the-.spje^e^discussion ofi any r' ■";' 

issues of a controversial .'.nature-’MdQMsanpwehsicef^.pj^^pai^evdsivie to” the; point \
’ of yaguehe.ss> He pariled. some .direct questions ^bdw^oc^ea .ptheVP co?spietdly by " ■ - .•■ 7. 

¥;. changing the subiect.: ■ Ko- literature or-’ pbsters pi1 any nature :were ,'in; evidoice rnid. there., 
k ’were: nd.demphstratibnsi, - .. . -. .*.•; : -4’i ' “• J<‘ . • .-5^4 ‘.'V <‘.y'..-‘.' k'' i. '•
1 • -'• w 7 - '•'■■■■:'-■ , .'. 7 ’ * '• 1 ' ‘I . '*■ -. -. ‘ '• .. -,

."■ k-. .’ k bstated^that’ C^ileB^E^ .spoke principally in-‘a monotone*., -He -aLSd/adMs.edt A
. that he had. recoived an unconfirmed rumor thatk’CAaaCHAEi had been invited te a student-. ■ 

■.‘^,;jCem5>u'^igvP!dp' to;mept wit'h them# but;.he ,hasyix2dh.,un^ any idformation thai, >
;* any such -meeting actually, occurred.. istated. he understands thht. the subject will.,, • !

depart- for Seattle.as soon askhis lecture lh over theyievenihg of I'pril 21,.khow-ever he '* ■ ' 
. \ will verify this, and report later. ,k.k<>‘','k -•Qk'/k' ' ' -V- ' 7k-- -. 7 ’7 '7

r?< 
.-bu'bl..;:,/.'k ' 7 71 I later calle d. ^hdkhivis^i.th’^ th^. sub ject went offMthput-

inferential,'but direct ;'.-;'
'k.-'-ttathm^t'df.7'a>pdsitlye, haturei ?’Some: 3000; to 500^<p?^s6Ms -.httendedi the- evening-’ 
•;• i seS^ipn. afe the. Pavilion 'bf; the.Gentrhl Washington State College where. .fie, spoke,. •’ 
.- and'some scattered applauseoceurred.when-he qpoke .regarbLng Viei Na^^ '' -He hinted 'thiit- - '< 
f;, ! negroes might oppose.'resist the draft, but made^^ .\ ,
.; thhfe-it-khe :done..' He' also inehtioned thai> tlie white people, were gi^ng.: the,negro ... 
,: * •ili^egj^.cga#. hptkit wab’npfr’theotjrhe ishihg. ' JHbiinflamatpiy wtdtWents were . made#.'. '’, ■
:' ■ \&mpn^^tioiis! of.•• any ,kihd\wpre; evident,. and the blhp' • '•* -
■■; •general audience:g?ecepitipn, wap described as receptivetphooljmd’indifferoht^with ■■* 7.

no markedmeasure of enthusiasm. , Follpvoihg the; speech^ the subject, le^ ' '•'
• for Seattle.:. . ' ” " ' " •'«••••■■• • - - •*• - ' -M 4 I V. ’ 7*4

' —-Seattle
-■ 1 k-®Ati?7
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FBI ।
Date: 4/22/67 |

I
Transmit the following in________________ PLAINTEXT -------------------- j

(Type in plaintext or code) 1

Via TELETYPE________________DEFERRED ________________________ |
(Priority) ।

_________________________________________________________________________________________________ J_____________

TO DIRECTOR (100-446080)

FROM SEATTLE (100-28676)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - M. 00: ATLANTA.

CARMICHAEL SPOKE TONIGHT, CENTRAL WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE, 

ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON, BEFORE POSSIBLY FIVE THOUSAND PEOPLE. 

SPEECH PRIMARILY CONCERNING CIVIL RIGHTS WITH MINOR REFERENCE TO 

VIETNAM WAR AND SELECTIVE SERVICE. NO INFLAMATORY STATEMENTS OR 

OPENLY CRITICAL REMARKS CONCERNING GOVERNMENT LEADERS OR POLICY. 

PREDOMINANTLY WHITE CROWD COURTEOUS BUT UNENTHUSIASTIC. NO 

DEMONSTRATIONS, VIOLENCE OR INCIDENTS DURING CARMICHAEL’S STAY 
AT ELLENSBURG.

CARMICHAEL LEFT ELLENSBURG IN PRIVATE AUTO FOR SEATTLE, 

WHERE HE IS EXPECTED TO DEPART BY COMMERCIAL AIRLINE MORNING 

OF APRIL TWENTYTWO ENROUTE LOS ANGELES.

BUREAU AND LOS ANGELES WILL BE ADVISED OF DEPARTURE AND

FLIGHT INFORMATION. LHM FOLLOWS. AIRMAIL COPY TO ATLANTA.
END
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Transmit the following in________________________________ ______________________________ ______

(Type in plaintext or code) I

w. TELETYPE DEFERRED I
V ra__________________________ ________________________________ .____________________________ I'

(Priority) i
__________________________________________________________________________________________ L

TO:: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, SEATTLE (100-28676)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS - M 00: ATLANTA

RE SEATTLE TEL APRIL TWENTY TW© INSTANT.

CARMICHAEL DEPARTED SEATTLE FOR LOS ANGELES BY UNITED

AIRLINES FLIGHT TWO NINE ONE, TWELVE FORTY-FXVE AM, APRIL 

TWENTY TWO INSTANT. HELD ONE WAY TICKET. FLIGHT SCHEDULED TO 

ARRIVE LOS ANGELES THREE FORTY-THREE A’JiyTHI^Tl^TE.
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HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 6032.

CNG: eng

(2)
AM copy to ATLANTA (r

Approved: _________f ____________  Sent _____
SpecrelzAgent in Charge |
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Transmit the following in__PLAIN TEXT---------- .-------- ---
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via TELETYPE__________ DEFERRED______________________________
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI
SAC, LOS ANGELES

FROMt SAC, SEATTLE (100-28676)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS-M 
00: ATLANTA

RE SE AIRTEL APRIL TWENTY-ONE LAST.

CARMICHAEL DID NOT DEPART SEATTLE AS SCHEDULED.

ACTIVITIES BEING ASCERTAINED.
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HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 6032<
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: THE reaction bf- many. to-SioWly? ?
‘ i/ ..appeafances-’iff ^eaitie/last’v^eielcliS ;tfiat:feis.:dsjfnuch;?of:' . ; 
:- a showman as; he is a, racial agitator?

, If ‘ his jjifipbs^

'gcfaiyj’,it?is' JHiftigatedib^; * 
hist rhgfonc^styi^ ^infeyfa^ingtfiu  ̂
mbr|
audiehc’e' reactibhiat?G'arfiefdrHigIif, 

■•- Schdbl:.;.’ .. ,\ ; .-'C *'<!'*

politicalpartisan .,spi.elfrs;who equid. ;

■?/partisafif^pp«f^1ntb^-bingie;'senk‘*':
• .did: W
: •: J iout^oS^nspeb^ iSt;‘/’Ga^fieldi/ •-■ • /
i puld; .:h'aye ’takeft JlesSoiis^ffdm, ,Hu?!, ■ \ 

before1:*.!.

■ • Carmichael^
field .seemed^'inj.-the main? to W"', 

p .’cUrw. >;«
: ipsity-seekers,' p^lsi^enji^age^;^-

have' fheiii.-emptidhs^ :£et .iafifeij.fjHbl, 
: received’?.....

? action!'when. :He;?ibaliea?.up6nLNegroes; .
• in;Vietnam;' - ‘ •r‘- ! •

h\ He. perhaps scored <hisvgreatest: reaction, when-: he-.caustir . 
.- cally -'ribbed history-’ -iBooks -^sT ■

! histdi^His^me^

> '• T"'". C.'AUi ...(St'.
.:, ;' - C^MICH^E/(POKED'rs.CORN-,at-•Bdok’erx'Ti WSsHingr 

ton, who ist.gehefallysfecognized'i as shavirig been a.great Ne
gro, .educator? ■CtopichaeWsaidWashingto

. -Tom?’,’' and .George?Wai&ingto^^^ My-

'- Negro so identified in history books ,;is an “Uncle Tom” in 
. Carmichael’s;semahticslfofc-derision:.'■;? . ?;/ / '• ’‘’’-/x?,. •

• ? CarmichaeUsi mo§fe<cqnste^(iye'i0itch: Was /tliafc.'the: Ne--, 
i 'grqes: should lift “their attitudesr.m ‘pride . of - their? dyyri; ?heri? 
; tage, quit knuckling under to. the whites .and: stopypifei^a^. -'
• ing: them by munibling. .that “we aren’t/ really mad;.’’',Ne-
■ gfdes,die.said,j-really-bu^^^ 
.y .bn.; their.,pqf9hes'and;,.sipped;^ 
/?^kfisioiis?;?'iB ♦

, i^a«^^^ega^hSj5J^[in|^Ne&xi  ̂;jiayeL-nd..;capW< •' 
: ^bilitibs^?*^^/ /?

■,;? ■ . ROSS: , 
ipCU^iNGH^

I
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l^tioii irNegroe^caffiifind-^^
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1
fh^iiiafeVce?liS^&^s  ̂
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Define -.Ourselxes,^
Says Carmichael;7

By BILL LEE
ELLENSBURG - Part of 

the problem of inequality in the 
world today can be traced to a 
white western society that has 

/been able to define everything 
! and everybody, the national 
J leader of the Student Non-Vid- 
r lent Coordinating Committed 

charged here last night.
. Speaking before a capacity 
<crowd of more than 3,000 per
sons, Stokely Carmichael ad
ded that Negroes are “going to. 
define ourselves as we see fit 
and White America is 'going to 
have to accept it.”
, Carmichael’s address clim
axed the annual spring sym
posium at Central Washington 

•State College. The “Black 
. Power” advocate was one of > 
.five keynote speakers brought 
»to the campus to discuss this 
.year’s symposium theme of 
revolution in contemporary so
ciety.

; . Speaking in a soft, easy-going 
manner, Carmichael apparent

ly again decided against .-the 
' “more emotional” orations re

served for predominately Neg- 
j ro audiences.
V; “White America does- not 
Lrecognize the existence of 
2 other definitions,” Carmichael 
| said. “We are taught that Col-, 
rumbus discovered America. He 
I'was merely the first white man 
(to set foot on the continent.” 
F ■ Charging that society’s value 
5 judgments are determined by 
P the definition of whites, he 
.added that “If the white man’s 

’.army wins on television it’s,a. 
^victory. If the red man wins, 
, it’s a massacre.” , 
f “When college students throw 
| bottles at Fort Lauderdale, 
I theyj’o on a spree; when Neg-

~ . A'- $

” 'I 
roes throw bottles, it’s a riot,'”;] 
Carmichael added.

Turning to . his oft-quoted J 
Black Power slogan,, Carmi-1 
chael said that “control of.« 
their communities ,and institu-1 
ions is the real fight facing Neg-(.t 
roes. To fight institutional rac-1 
ism, you need power.”' - , J)

He defined Black Power, as i 
the “coming together of black,’,* 
people to fight for their rights } 
by any means necessary.” i

“White America cannot give. 
us freedom; we are bom free,* 
then enslaved,’’ Carmichael 
said. “The real fight .of Black 
people is to stop America from 
denying us our freedom.” <*

. Carmichael also charged that 
civil rights. bills are for the 
white man, not the Negro, since 
“civil rights bills civilize 
White America.- Denying free; < 
dom is uncivilized.” '•

Turning to'the inevitable top- }' 
ic of the Vietnam war, -Car- y 
michael said that white youth A 
protests the, war on the 
grounds that it is. “immoral.” ? 

-“They are frustrated by- the4 
hypocrisy of America.”- i ’-J

“Black youths protest be- 
cause, it is a- question of sur-a 
vival,” Carmichael said. “A I 
black soldier is fighting to en-4 
slave himself by fighting to I 
save the system which enslaves j 
■him.” ' . . I

“A black youth is drafted to j 
fight for -democracy, but he*>» 
never gets to live it,” Carmi- ’ 
chael added. , j

Carmichael, iri effect, also^ 
viewed desegregation as a two-1 
way street that, calls for Neg-» 
roes moving into white .heigh-■; 
borhoods and whites into the.- 
ghettoes.'■ 7-’ T’

’■ ..J-. - .FT;-.

p
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f RELAXED — Stokely Carmichael, national Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee leader,;* 
spoke chiefly in calm tones at the Central Washington State College Symposium last night in 

' Ellensburg and the two members of his audience in the foreground obviously took a relaxed 
view'cf-tb&^ituation. Carmichael (inset) uses.a more fiery manner when speaKsg^irpfedomin- i 
antly Negro audiences. ‘̂
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■ TByaLAl^'iSMITHr ; d Stokely.’s7'besti contributions; 
Religion Editor,. Thb’Times y........ '*

Kinnev wpnt - ;1w:w frnm grees will riqW hold;^h;e‘rt' '7. ‘‘.When: questipned. abput 

dfeSs7 at? Garfield HieW 4> Carmichael, “personi- . . . ...... .' J T ..
School' with- the impression' the youth of today who- never tricky; into., ap aW 
that the -ybuhg7bWpbW'’ 

. is; . ..^.. - j-; ....Jiyprocisy;'.,double.' talkpdpu.i
ble deal;;? double'' crassp dou- 

' ....... * "" 7?
iri any-shape?. form or- fash
ion; iHis.;gen^ 
ih?telling;.'it7iike?it.is;”7 7 C;' 
. ’Many things? -Canriichaei; 
says; will: “s, tr ike fear into? ‘ 
the hearts of those oyer 30;. 
white?,anOiaclc,Fjthe minis?? 
tef .vsaid|dl‘butv i^'tijl^like: 
hirn.” 1

: -5. -• Carmichael^isTicanipg;. 
for a. tbirdhpolitical^partyjOr 
Torce.ipadp^tfp.-'dRbjaWfp'eb-v: 
pie., How well; th is. vy ill . be- ? 
received ihothe .Nprtliern' or ’ 

_________ , Wbstern/ghettps; “oftemdomh-.
■\yast pdsitiyd in; rallying;' then inated byhpolitical; !bosses;*bf ■ 
Ndg<o;'7 bomniunity and ~ .remainss tp. be:

7- speaking b “truthfully-’'' , 77 7’°7” .
i what? many “- ‘bldck'' people’;.: -But' a look at- the youthful 
haybi always: felt? .and bd??; dbhracter*- of the audience; 
tlfcrizaflf’?? 'z -- .v rPVAalpri'*' frr-JMTr? IVTnR’innPV-

, ‘/that.

t (Indicate page, name of 
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Stpkely’s7'besti. contributions; , 
.was, ;liis,;embhabis>?pn7;pridb; ■hdye,;simnap.71(dews';:pn’ Viet? ■ 
in. .orib’k 'self,.' one's' history narii,.'blit1' Carhiichael: said

but the-Rey. SamuelB. Me?

’ Stokely Carmichaells ad? 
fdress.n -.i7' . F.’77.S1 
; School' with: the impression

' advocate''^ds*, t$.d heroes; 7?
, Maicbliii.XfandffestidChrist'.'. r-’?"’
f iCarffiichaeEiisted^alcblrd

,, . •- » ' •.’«»- Y' ATlV^'^n AT1A-, .TAYTfi iflfin-'-X-, :the’. martyred Black Mus- 
. lin'd leader; as among, the;
•' ^ibst;7influential: pfr .cbntem? 
,. porary Negro ieaders.. If he 
: was critical' of white Chris- 
’ 'tiaps/ lie 7seejried' ..full'. of

I
ii’ai^.^pfe;desusJr,ahd‘77 
iome?^iny:ft^:Sbfipjjireb^;, 
'MrfFMcKinney^hpa'stdr«.of s 

f he7 ^rddhij’V^nv ABaptistn- 
‘ Church, ‘'president, ‘ of ■ ? tlie 7 

• Greater ,.Seattre'-7Cburicilf of. 
' Churches and a; spokesman 
. in; .^ciyil-rightsf fcauses,? ■ be?- 

lieves Carmichael’s visit

SEATTLE TIMES

WR 22 1967

to se0ih 1./*•
-But a look; at- the. youthful

lievedi’’- ' • . , 7 '• revealed to Mr. McKinney’
,. ';3 >• M-.' ... ’ '.-t, '“that;. ;in>’’'a7few.yddr.s-..-he’
.. ‘SOMEjORrMri/Mckinney’s , anight well have the votes 

: observations: ' .’./.T.
1- Carmichael-; as ah intel- t allegiance tor either ,qf teny- 

.. lectual; was., able to;' ‘-‘cpmt7 political party;” -
•muriicate. yyithVfeyerybnp.f

. only’ frusi'athsit fhahjt* of.'durwash Warmed'' 
■ young ,”peqple-:'-.caught the.l 
:^eftt^t-his*ni^§.age:7 . .’77 ''

■ color of 'Go.d;.' Stokely “was'. > 
’ .7

..'Ghrisfian.^-'tiain.'C, e;”'iMr^Mc;‘'.
Kinney said.;; ■>' ■ m-aF?" fr

“In. fact. lt came' thrdugh;
■loud, andjs.clSarF thatj .■those;'? 
who talkm o.st- about-Chris.-

-tianity, :'do^i&reaiiy,^i^oyKw1 
anything.'aboutif.-Christiani-''. 
tjfejs:; ak '.reypiufiona^^erC*;

■ iigiorii”-/.-.. -•>*'-
' "• '.7 <2 '.-r

, MRwBdcKINNEY' saidyheA;

’Tesrusr^.^7T‘F<"'w^"7'
fFbFyFFslrange^ixtureF 

an^'>Amai£^^
'more; than mgreb^ cpfexisfj’^ 

enlseriq^
follow^rs)'^

;.w'avexp£lffie3futUf.ei'’i*' -" -«7-F;
;8sT“i feelLit?'ought, db7be:7 

jsai&.tha-t StpkelyGarinichaelf ? 
is/alsp,Gbais?judgmeht7upbn -i 
whitfe^sii-eie^sl ? r bf iiSaliJaridl J 
inability; to- .meet the de-. ; 
mnddsf ofi ait bppressed;p.eo?- *; 
pie, 'The^Shaye- sown the-, 
wind . aha inow^mustsreapThe; >■ 

v.wiiiriwind'FstpkeIjr> ttW. d&Y 
npFbad^npFddes^ 
eVit:

7ylSpiftetrpf YusYrhaye ?;beert; ? 
1 saying:t.aliWpn^-,that iiFyouF 
idon^Hstel^ ?

' §bii/.wjU? ihayeiltp: .■dealkwith'F 
, ts^m;ebne5^h6twpn^t^e^n6r^ 
• 'caxeidnedptaxabotitiyou.?Tliat‘. e

•* - 1 V •* I- t V A . -.j • |s y tr
J dhejmihistet’addadrH. r F7 F7

• "7 " - . 7’

r of' the yoiulg who owe- no

.7'pplitipal:pSrty?’.,-.’*7 ? . .' ’ 
n '6;.‘ :MrFMpKihney;'Saidhhd

77:71* 77?-7-7.- 'itpTFdijear 
! that Gafiriichaelystobdvfi&nly?

with, the: 'Revi $Drupartin'/ 
’■fy ■’'B'^pAjlieHGaEmichapik "Luther kingi who.- “has^.eenr 

! .';gavd-'fhanFpf?our;ybuli7:and.77?PMdi^^ ;W 'hiucK pf: thp: 
; - others; Wssqns’ iiriwtlie /tbiack;;? ‘whitd ■‘^b^^-steiic^^^n'd:.: 
1 Span’s’;. contribution;:",'tp-. fhe-hlmany •iqflue^iaii“p'etsphs, iii

7Wpflb>:Many receiyedi ’this* :tSe,:.-krd^o*f^ni§iuMii^”.-be?- ^.v.-
; gosgelTfapithe-firsiytim'ei i..7.; ;fcaijsb?.Q^tXtefnents' hgainst. ’ ?'

■ .bSAFP.erhapsrbhe'pfcBrdtherixvfthpCwaituni'  V'ietnam';: ’ ’ >7dheiimihisteFadbaSfH’.।1
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I Ife: irf OWt
‘ ByLAME SIWprH

■ReiigibnxEditpr;, The Times;
The Stokeiy Carmichael- ; 

led:. Student.' Nonviolent-' Gb- i
’ ordihating. .Committee Is say- 7 

ing a\ “movement for 'blacky i 
people has to- be controlled;, • 
by; black; people.’’' . 7 ’ ''.;-, 

7. .'That’s 7 ;h:; definitipn of 
-biack. poiM-er; b^. Evelyn: 
'Marshal^ Garmichabl’s. secS '

, - rotary arid 5 a '-former-’ tint., 
j versify’ bf Washington -sftfe... 
■ dent. , ./ ... Y'--1 '7

Miss 'Marshall, 723^ • -Who ,
:?‘leff the’ university ’in her’ ,aS the. Seattle/ Friends of 
< senior y-yeiax- to join: the;

movement,” is making ^/■YBut^lssufefafshall;is^da.. 
•. «beA/;talks M 9hu^h : mant that S7N;. c: C..:isj not 
i'fend' student groups nr the to'be cbntrblled by ah Ubut-r

‘- side’’ - movement;., hhurch, 
’7 leftist ipi7rightist:.'.'' ’ • <’<■%.• I -■

' SHE BECAME interested 
in. Jciv^nghts’^

■«

headquarters / ih ' Atlantal; 
. jsince 1966; '. ’ «. A :
’ A Carftiic'hael;,: she said,.' is: - 

- -
• >offi'ci'al7wiiQAis- :;bpffiefing'.:t&7 

: .’explain:-;^|V£16$&enW. and© 
’ he dbesn’t go out’ of-iiisr.wa$7

. .;is: 'sayihg ' thihgs:'.!iike thie y?'-
J;are?” ’ ‘i - ’i'5?

v * «, <■'- ‘ r ' . ' ■' -'4

j /ahd2 •-eriefgy-.-if Aypte worry -.;
EVELYN MARSHALL < ;abbut what white .people are-: 

4• -fhinkihiF^/YYY- • aa?: 
aid: from such, qrggnizations; .-.-iMgst pfi^dNjiC^s/ptefc 

<grahi, iii’going: -into; > builqingifi 
its ' black i.power7 political5’; 
;itioyembnti;and} imbvi’ngg 
^ohth, ;fdiiaddrd§§‘ litself

i^e<gifetro^siie^iciV.'<1 
Wbevelqpihg l’v “black? cofe' 
tecibushes^?^^‘tis,.:a?primh^ inr?
^entipfc^pf^Tliei' ”^yemeni^ 
'i^Iffh.’pddejii*^ J?
. ;7‘-‘jVe;.Ah&yej. ^accieptei^ .'the?? i 

jiivbd- ifti'-.resfrictedt tiregs;’’^ 
Wss;Kiarshailhsaid;- -If ybiifd 

............... ........ .... ,„A., . .. .^ate'talkmg) ;abbut',infegra?-- 
T ’Site ^weht '/tOi . Wihsnihgtbn^ Tibhv y'bu;-;iar,e;.^^.dbaling^ ‘^j.thtj 
J;,. C„‘ar/Small .perce,nfhge:7dt'' £he;?, 
iri'.-the'......................................................... ’people;, :Spi 'yre.^arew

' ah'dh'we-. 'believe1 hlack jpedple'ji 
should
/tiesTh'^hichitheyilive;’’.' ’ .'7 

•’ ’Kites: :Marshall:;Mlr' tepdak/’j 
":afe :the«.;Edge/ iSbffee...:Hbus®’v 
athtlie Wesley ’■Fb,uiidati6n:'a’t?3;
9 p. ..m'A-fbda'y;- to students;, 

■ lai, =Gi;eem River’ .(Sbliegehatr 
p, m. Monday, at;8/ p; Yn4 

;Mbnday .at tha .^University;;
/ .< ' s ’ .L’i-i-'' ___ -j 5 Lx f,

; i 7:30;-p.t 'feiTH^sday7at-'tfig/’-

. Ave?N, EL.

•- Seattle area-.: 
> ■
H MISS MARSHALL s'a .i d:
• the black pbwer ihpvement,..
■ as; .espoused' :6y 'Carmich'a^lj?; „ ............

■is' npt^.antUiyhite'
: .aiidwecjs, it’ <saying<,iii-,ef- \ :-.,r

- :febt Id ■wfiitg<;peopre,l ’“Phyr ’; iyl of^npnwhife.stuHentsLini
' Jsician,. hesiL thyselfl”’ ' ; finding.housing; ini IhA-Unir iAl'-wcfrir-tAHT

“W!hdite people- canlt. fgolversify---p'j'^ric^'-&|iss?
’’■info ibiack/coftimtiriities,-'andr ^shall!saidL;/ '1 A 'Al’l-J 
liberate anybody,.’-’ M't’s.s; - 

. , Marshall said, ’ ' /' ■
; _' Blit white people can. do , 
i > something, about what :Gaf?
,' micliaeL calls' /“iristitdtipiial 

racism;”-she said;. 7.
• 'Carmichael: maintains;that 
every -.institiitipn -in .Ameri/, 

'■ can life, keeps, the Negro 
communityi-ta, aacghdition/of/ 
dependence; and oppression..

. It was white, poiver that.’has; .. . .....
1 . ekcjuHed’8. thb; Negro; .from: 'pina^nd;‘inpnwhite;l’,! H’eir
-, participatibri in power deci- mother was: Cacausian, she _ _ ,

pions;, bldck power advo?:? , said,, but she: .wa§ ;reart(dtbjp ?jUjiitariam t Church?.-. jandA att 
'/ cates, say.y . ';, . > '» her stepmother; :a;Filipiria; ; 7: 30&£;!< m-.-r Thursday at _the.-;
''jM0ss< Marshaii! says t h-al ' fiends; Center; ;4OQ1 ?NiritK;

*■ 6. 0.; draws- financfak''seci-etei^-, -in’'Si ’Nt, ;tL7'C... Ave/H./EL;// . .',V".'‘7<

I).. 1965; to /participate

Party- 'Chalieng^Jpf- ^h'^js.|ai:--.:. 
ing/of.’ ’<the^

• pi •congressional^ -deieg'at’ibn.-' 
She then went :tb ;Mississip 
pi; toi^arficipafe < •ifi>.iS.&2;N;
C. CAprbjecte/•' ' 
.\<Miss;'Marsliali;;’,a:. native, of.; 
Wapdtd^ Yakima ’Gpu'rite-- 

/identifies. 'heratrtflsasp^-Ejniy

(Indicate'page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.)
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J;T'T - /TaJ. . -7 >-. - •;.;/-//.-■/ '■

^unsuccessfully, jfaied' to;wrest’/.-.. c jna wXnaVih/’ > ' •: <'. 'si..' •. •
: 'Riel—
mn^pcdSsfui|y}ptteg''^;:pn^aty.-... 
• control', of Alabama from the 7 .;• 
|Qeqfge7^ajlac.e. 4bfiigs.
{yetir/^ai^iliW'1
,'Stbkbjy C^fmichaerf^ddfii^ t,/ 
imore goo.d for the Walldce /. ‘ 
Pdause/tliah; anyone^ :f \.' •— •77;'-' 
I'; X^aiTOlchapl; ‘slib'uip; run.//.: 
1 for vice president;\yitii WdlT -.

. .;Sh.dyeimd/ /^ag'a'ih).;and/ again.” He?,a$

I'body; •• -iongi !.Way7’;froift' represent
Flowers, ;fbrmert attorney’

'general', of:" Alabama, said; 
jtfiere. his ino; ;nlbfe.\ifppm- ini 
, Anierica fbi; /Carmichael’s.-; 
biacypoweftha  ̂
Wallace^ white'pdwefi 7 ?
/ }i 'eg daid' •th'&divil; / riglifs.' 
inc vement jsitsIip^ing'hnqW 
dai jely-’- becausfe loff - Bfack/' 
7pdwefk ;adyqcates> -H^e/'jCajv"

michapls. arid: .Wallades/'to 

'ypu’ye. gb.t a. Traced war /.; v

•ffpiiij W-fci't e' against black.mad/at. .Cfiarjie-'^Garthy-. 
and? black; agafnsT white'; ft/ its •Edgar-Bbrgen. whd’ musti 
h'as.'fb be,iblapk<ahd''whi.te::td- »f -carry the’ brunt.”' ■ A / -? •' / 

':/t '\ik;,.,7„.7v;7 ,. .'../ 7T/
• // .. /fe . . : .for Piiesjdent as a.third-par-

■ FLOWERS SAID the Rev.
____ _ 

lias/dealt' ;De'mdcfati.o: ybterdway htfbm
.tb-tiie'. ci.v^rightsf^i.ovenipnt; yFresid^nUjo^
«nt-hv:ii;fe Ai'oii,. :oriE;®-,vraf5'Qmil *sai'd;.;^he’ii.;'ge^th&'squtiiefn 

facist- jaS'dTGpldwate^hypfe.- 
Iledl: only -hurt* >th(b Repumi| 
bant P.driyi/ 7

’’ -.-.ft .
y tTHEi EORMER’ Alabama 
ja'ttpnieyj'.;|^i6i;aF: said; /VdK 
hla;ce'. heyer/y ilf ^sefibUSj 
.candidate because ’ pf.’ /his 
.racist aititudeL .?-!./• ,'/;/// 
' 7ElgM^efs..:jddid:' ff'Hfeh'says^ 
.he’s*, notj-- bufi/he’^th. -£acist;£ 

'itp/fqamjq'ai^' .nhfid'nall'y;/h^ 

/egatibh-.. -npi^,;' ''seg'regatiprr- 
•tqino.ri'bws7 segregatiqn/^bf/ 
iby'er/' ■ Now;,/lie? ■say^-'.ioca^ 
government nbw;”; ':■ . ’*/;2 

/fFlqwefs/s^FcFytfjies r^ne;

< theWdlla’ces..” 1
,■ //‘tHe/vsaidl ,*l^fs,5/:WdlIab.els 
4 i.idetidric^’pE fi.edefdi/Cbu’ri 
/. brder./fbr^

jj .JjfiAlabamVto

/tifedibLiE/
■’ >j „ X a 4 , . * •O-. » • J* .^ - *4?---4C ' > *-,*
■T THEORETICALLY, •./■irite-i

...^. u Y&ra/o/^houl/ be solved.at 
Ibiig >yay.' .from' represent?.,

bfi t^lhb^ia^/^iqpihg*' ,/fof/tepSf^ithquy
ibdacefuicintegFationris - ."'s' /?////: -. -5
'ihg«. '•■ Hepspoke ;at/..,Slibrelind

■//MRS/ 'WALLACE -.-dpeMlt •_ ^fv^.^^ifti^Cdlld'gg 
;eyeft;fbadl.wefl?>when< deliy/

‘her dhisbarid/Flbwers/said* / will- "speak; .at /Seattle; -Uni? 
xsiyxvcios oaiu., • -.

™™21.-7— ~ 2'217“--/ iJ/is*.-really TAlabama’s: Jgbjeife/idti.tne. ^niyer^tyAdj.Syasni 
•deal ''iagdins6l/da'ch?iot’hef;e ;*pr/Eipw®s:!saia^f /'7V.„; -'?ing^Tliufsday2/ ~ ' / 
you’ve got a'ract/war /.// / ‘let’s ribr'degfade "W * A;Elbwers“said>^gBga.ying 
CiyifAriglfe^ /ieem/Afteit ali;. 'hdbody/getS'iyAbur

/ Flowers-said a Wallace bid

;ty''standardjk bferer'.'in'fl&^S 
' “wouldn't -take. ' 'a«. single

Ayitlr'-Hfs; taritij-.'yiethgmM 
Avar posture;'/ / • r, ,,, /. . ;. 
' • Flb'Wers' said -there: neZ-ab-/ 
splutely* npf cdhriectibnYbej’. 
.tWeeh/ the .whr, arid; /civiF 
rights.'” *. /.;/ 2'/ , . ■? 

president;, 'jqhnsqn’s’pbsitiphi 
bn Vibtham’/ Riigh't' -or 
wrong,, first’- oE; -all’ my cpun--' 
try;” he Said.*: ’’ .
-* .The '&ij5r fed-haired' radiali i 
:mbdefatef:was beaten sbuiid-.-; 
ly indast'Mdy’s-Aladaniargut 
'b’efnatdfiaF.^dmpcfatid. jpfi’-/ 
maryfiy ’ :MrK Lurleen Wai- - 
la§p/a>;starid-iir;fbf' her hus- 
band, ’ whq- was; ineligible to- - 
ninfoiiamt/oi/term.
. -r-r=.-.'r ttr-x«f*ra
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

Camkhae / For
KR Wh

By United Press International

’ Black power advocate 
:Stokely Carmichael is aid-;, 
ing the white .supremacy? 
cause of former Alabama* 
Gov. George Wallace, Rich-: 
mond M. Flowers, former 
attorney general of Alaba-., 
ma, said Tuesday. . . .

“Carmichael should run 
for vice president with Wal
lace,” Flowers told a news 
conference in Seattle before- 
addressing the Shoreline 
Community College student 
body.

FLOWERS, WHO was de
feated by Mrs. L u r 1 e e n 
Wallace in Alabama’s gub- 

, egnatorial, primary last May, 
said" America has no more 
room for Carmichael's-phil-

WW/sc®?.
osophy of black'power than 
it has for Wallace’s philos
ophy of- white power.

<‘If i you;"Ieav9'.‘,the'-Car-' 
michaels and- Wallaces to 
deal against, e. a ch other, 
you’ve got a race w a r,”' 
Flowers said. “Civil rights 
has to be. moved from white 
against black and black 
against white. - It has to be' 
black and white together-.”

HE SAID .Carmichael was 
hurting the civil rights 
cause, and added th a t Dr. 
Martin Luther King had 
dealt the movement- a pow
erful blow with his new 
anti» Vietnam war posture;

Flowers will, speak at 1 
p.m. today in 5igett--A;udi- 
torium, Seattle' University.

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.)
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a

_jKd',S&a¥tle.yScjxiqF Bbtardi 
■^ni, appealgthe Siugt^eVityp?! ’ 

.■ PqUr^'decf§ipm;(-5vhiGht ;pefr.y 
m itfedil 'SJakei vY?Gh'rmich aefcW 

zbla'q^;p.pqwarOa3^.cal^'tg^

■■Sbliool'^
• . The.,bbaji^aiciYyesterddyT 
,' the- appfeailwj.jlj b'e-.a|test:.cd§ei1 
■to pbtaiir ^rectionjjfronr^fheiy

^’^Ipo|5ah6if^aiiy;'dehi^ti! 
Carmichael." the-right to

•speak; at Garfield; ifelactidnt‘1 
was* .overruled. by (Superior;.?
•Jddge^;:granfc' James,;.' tanfiS 
-^atrili'chaelt. .spokA': ffie'v 
'rcftpoi-April' 19i'. (./ Y5Y
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Date: 5/1/67

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL AIRMAIL 
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-439190) (100-446080)

FROM: SAC, SEATTLE (100-28676) (RUC) 
(100-26956) (P)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - M
00: ATLANTA

COMINFIL (SNCC)
IS - c 
00: ATLANTA

Re Seattle airtels to Bureau, 3/23/67, 4/14/67, and 4/20/6''.

Enclosed herewith are nine (9) copies of LHM entitled 
CARMICHAEL - INFORMATION CONCERNING”. This LHM contains"STOKELY ___ __

information pertaining to CARMICHAEL’S final appearance in the 
State of Washington, at Central Washington State College campus, 
Ellensburg, Washington, 4/21/67.

The first source utilized is

information to SA 
is I
SA

______________ ________ who furnished the 
______________on 4/21/67. The second source 

|who furnished the information to
on 4/24/67.

Copies of this LHM will be disseminated locally to 
Army, NISO, OSI, Secret Service and the USA.

3 - Bureau (Encl. 9) (REG)
2 - Atlanta (100-6488) (Encl. z2') 
g,- Los Angeles (Encl. 2) (REG) 3Q- Seattle

(2 - 100-26956) 
(CD- 1 00-28676)

WHW:cmh 
TTT5

b2

Approved: • ________________________
Special Agent in Charge

Sent M Per
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Seattle, Washington 

May 1, 1967 ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HERE III IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZRE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

INFORMATION CONCERNING

On April 21, 1967, a source advised that STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL arrived in Ellensburg, Washington, on the morning 
of April 20, 1967, accompanied by four other colored males 
in a private automobile, registered to

JRenton, Washington. CARMICHAEL and 
party arrived from Seattle, Washington, where he had given 
a major speech the previous night at the Garfield High School 
auditorium. On. arriving in Ellensburg, CARMICHAEL and his bo 
party registered into units 42 and 43 of the Thunderbird b7c
Motel in Ellensburg, Washington.

CARMICHAEL’S first appearance on the Central 
Washington State College (CWSC) campus was scheduled at 4 p.m. 
where he met a number of students during an informal coffee 
hour in the ballroom of the Student Union Building. During 
this Coffee hour the subject spoke informally to a small group 
of white and colored students, but most of his comments were 
limited to vague references concerning his previous public 
appearances. One of the individuals present at this"coffee 
hour" asked CARMICHAEL where he intended to go on leaving 
Ellensburg, to which CARMICHAEL replied only that he "did not 
know where he was going, but would know when he got there". 
In response to-students questions, CARMICHAEL appeared to be 
somewhat vague and inconclusive and made efforts to avoid any 
controversial discussion.

On April 21, 1967, CARMICHAEL appeared at a "colloquia" 
beginning at 2:45 p.m. and lasting until approximately 4:10 p.m. 
During this time CARMICHAEL again gave vague and inconclusive 
answers to a series of questions asked by students and faculty 
members present. !<Tn''pin^wer-‘to most of the students questions, 
CARMICHAEL would always make some reference as to contributions 
made by Negroes to American history and when possible would 
include statements indicating that Negroes were suppressed in 
the North as well as the South. Approximately 140 people 
attended this session, including a number of colored students 
from local high schools.

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI., 17t is the property 
of ..the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are 
not to be. distributed outside 
your agency.



RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

At 8 p.m., STOKELY CARMICHAEL gave a major speech 
entitled, "The Act of Revolution" at the Nicholson Pavilion 
on the CWSC campus. This speech was given before a capacity 
crowd of approximately 3,000 people and because the audience 
was predominantly white, did not appear to be as emotional 
as his previously advertised appearances. A major portion of 
CARMICHAEL’S comments were directed toward the role of the 
Negro in American history and a summary of"wrongs" Negroes 
had suffered under the'white master. During the speech, he 
defined black power as the "coming together of black people 
to fight for their rights by any means necessary". Along 
the same lines he said "the real fight of black people is to 
stop America from denying us our freedom" .

CARMICHAEL touched briefly on the Vietnam war stating 
that "black youths protest because it is a question of 
survival. A black soldier is fighting to enslave himself by 
fighting to save the system which enslaves him." He further 
commented "a black youth is drafted to fight for democracy, 
but he never gets to live it".

CARMICHAEL'S reception at his appearances on the CWSC 
campus was' quiet and orderly and no demonstrations occurred 
at any time during his stay in Ellensburg, Washington.

- His general audience reception was polite with no 
noticeable enthusiasm.

After his final speech, CARMICHAEL and his group 
left Ellensburg at approximately 10:15 p.m. in the same auto
mobile in which they had arrived from Seattle.

On April 24, 1967, a second source advised CARMICHAEL 
arrived in Seattle, Washington shortly after midnight following 
an earlier speech ait Ellensburg, Washington, during the evening 
of April 21, 1967. CARMICHAEL reportedly went directly to 
the Seattle-Tapipma Airport, where 'he departed from Seattle, 
Washington, via United Airlines. Flight 291 at 12:45 a.m., 
April 22, 1967. CARMICHAEL was traveling on a one-way ticket 
to Los Angeles with scheduled arrival at Los Angeles at 3:43 a.m., 
April 22 , 1967. There was no indication that CARMICHAEL had made 
arrangements for any further appearances in the State of 
Washington prior to'his. departure.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
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Title STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Character INFORMATION CARMICHAEL
Reference Communication dated and 

captioned as above at 
Seattle, Washington.

AH sources (except any listed, ‘below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
infoimation in the past.
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Cover Sheet for Informant Report
FD-30.6 (3-21-58) •

TO : SAC. SEATTLE (100-28672)
FROM : SAI 1
RE : SPRING MOBILIZATION TO END

bo
b7C

INFO CONCERNING , / ■ > 
_______________ ______________

Date received Received from (name or symbol number)’-,
________________  ' b2 \

3/28/67 |,| ] b7D

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

THE WAR IN VIETNEM

__________ 3/31/67
Received by

SAL

Documents
I - J by' telephone by mail' orally
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recording device I I written by Informant
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' 3/20/67 
_____V____

Date(sj of activity

Transcribed

Authenticated 
by Informant .

Brief description of activity or material

Documents: 1<> Call For a National Spring 
Mobilization to"End th e War in Vietnam- 
20 Leaflet calling for? participation in 
Spring Mobilizationo 3 <> Le I lex- from 
Spring Mob* Committee dated 3/13/67 <>

Remarks: Action t None Make copy for,files
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1
5

b7D

1 -_LQ£Lr2££Z2 
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157-491
100-26077 (
100-21553 BM

(

(

( 
( 
(
(S.N.C.C..)

SSC/ajs 
(39)

( 
<

(W.C.C.) 
(S.C.E.W.V.) 
(STOKLEY CARMICHA.
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. \ TO: SAQ 
1 FROM

smccT

8F.aQ,F. (100- 259 98 )

SA ____________________
NO CENTRAL CP SECTION
IS - C

b6
4-6-67

f'~? I recording device

Date received

4-6-67 — . b2
--------------- b7D ---------

SA ______________________________ 1 bo
j b7C

written by Informantby mall

ivory (check appropriate blocks) 

person I- Zlby telephone *EI

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:.

Date

Dictated to

Transcribed

Authenticated 
by Informant .

Brief description of activity or material

NO EAST MADISON CP club meeting at = =
1416 25th Ave., East, Seattle, 
3-28<-67 -_____________________

Remarks:

W

1 - 100-25998 
cc *

’ 100-27267 
100-24103 
100-28672 
100-27547 
100-19812 
100-18577
'100-22492 
100-12198 
100-19553 
100-20659 
100-18115 
100-26937 ■ 
100-28676err«w

(CP-NORTH CENTRAL SECTION)

(C.I.R.M,)
(COMINFIL OF MASS ORGS) ”
(SPRING-MOBILIZATION, 4/15/67)
(VIDEM-CONTROL)(INFO)
(P.W.)

WHVZ/ajs

3-28-67

File where original is located if-Tre4—a

Block Stamp

Date of Report

3-30-67
Date(s) of activity

(
(

/ - :

b6
b7C
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March 50, 1967
b7C

Date: Tuesday, March 28, 1967
Place: Home of

Seattle, Washington
Event: Meeting of the North East Madison Club of the CF
Those in attendance:

said that the March 25 conference on 
Black Power had been postponed because the people who 
were to attend from California were involved in the 
Spring Mobilization and could not attend, 
would have had to fly 
participant.

to Seattle as the only California

said that 
in Seattle April 18. 
plans to. speak on the

Stokely,;Chrmichael;.planned to be 
She did. not know whether he had 
University of Washington campus.

the
Most of the meeting was devoted to discussion of 

PW Fund Drive and ways to build a PW route.

Playboy article on
will lead an educational on thp 

Fidel Castro at the next meeting.
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Coversheet for Informant Report or Jg^erial
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TO:.
FROM:
SUBJECT

SAC, Seattle- (100-25998)
SA | ]
NWDCP - NORTH CENTRAL SECTION" 
'INTERNAL SECURITY - C

4-10-67

Received from (name-dr symbol number) Received by

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

XX) in person £~-_J by telephone 1- . J by mail orally r I recording device EXKyritten by Informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:,, Date of Report

Date

Dictated t o '__________ —— ------------------------------------- ------

Transcribed - - • - -- -- - -

Authenticated 
by Informant . — ,  _____ ——

Brief description of activity or material

. MEETING OF WATERFRONT-EAST MADISON CP CLUB,

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, 4-4-67

. Remarks: ACTION: None

b7D

1 ->100-25998 
cc: /

100-28672 
100-27547 
100-24103 
100-18977 
100-19248 
100-27267

. 100-18979 
100-19812 
100-17605 ‘ 
157-560 
100-25362 
100-20462 
100-11516 
100-26068

WEF/ajs 
(27)

4-7-67
Date(s) of activity

(CP-NORTH CENTRAL SECTION) 100-20023 
100-13394
100-25706

(SPRING MOBILIZATION, 4/15/67)
( VIDEM-CONTROL)(INFO) 
(COMINFIL OF MASS: ORGS) 
(INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS) 
(STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY) 
(C.I.R.M.) :
(YOUTH MATTERS) ' ■
(P.W.)
(FUNDS)
(C.A.M.P.)
(C.OoR.Eo)
(NEGRO LABOR COUNCIL)
(COMINFIL OF LABOR UNIONS) 
(S.W.A.P.)

100-9784
100-1220 
100-211 
100-19553 
100-15803

. LQ0.^28O6^CSX0KLEY-J0ARMI.CHAE 
100-13456.. d I

Block Stamp
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April 7, 1967

The latest; Communist Party meeting of the Waterfront-East 
Madison club was held the evening of April 4, 1967 •> at the home 
of Seattle j Wn.,

[explained that the meeting had been,set ahead 
for several reasons. One of the reasons being that thpre has been 
so much happening lately like the preparations for the/ Spring 
Mobilization and involvement in the struggle for jobs for the 
Negro people. The other reason being that the meeting nights are . 
changed from Wednesday night to Tuesday so__________  could
attend. | ] said that| ~~~~|was caught between a conflict of
meetings since! I had to attend the Youth club meeting'which
are held on Wednesday evenings.

b6
b7C

____ was appointed as chairman for the meeting in 
the absence of I Ithe regular chairman who is out to
sea again on the Alaska Steamship Company run to Alaska. The 
agenda was composed of 1, Report by on the Negro
Civil rights situation on the struggle for jobs; 2, Peace - 
Spring Mobilization; Js P.W.; 4, C.P. dues; 5? literature; 
6, Good and Wlefare; 7? Setting of the date and place for the 
next club meeting.

On the Negro job struggle.___________  reported that he had
been attending meetings with people of the Central Area. These 
representing forces belonging to the Central Area Motivation Pro
gram and C.O.R.E.| said that out of these meetings has evolv
ed a Negro Labor Council of which he has been elected to the office 
of secretary-treasurer. | said tl^at he thought that the forma
tion of a Negro Labou Council could hs prove to be practical in 
moving the existing trade unions to some action in taking into the 
unions Negro workers as apprentices. ____  said that while he
thought that the C.O.R.Ei threat of establishing Negro Free Unions 
was not entirely wrong, that he f&lt that a Negro Labor Council 
could, best serve the interests of the Negro community in the
struggle for jobs and housing.

|gave a report on the latest developments of 
the Spring Mobilization. She gave a run-down on the different 
costs of transportation to the Mobilization to be held in San 
Francisco, April 15, 1967. I I said that at the latest re
port, 100,000 people are exnedted to attend the mobilization. 

|said that she and_____ would not go but would stay home
and take care of the children of parents that are going to make 
the trip.

On the R.W. said that she thought the club should



arrive at a decision as to 'the size of a quota to take for the 
PoW. Fund Drive. ~|sa»id the club has a good start as____

I |had, between trips to Alaska, given $100. as his pledge. 
After some discussion it was agreed that the club should take a 
quota of $450. which was about the same as last year’s quota.

On C.P. dues and RFF,|__________  paid dues and|______________
paid up back dues dating from last January and also on P.W. pledge
___ before the meeting was adjourned______________|and|_____  
I I came in from attending a Seattle Women Act For ^eace meeting-. 
______gave a short report on the meeting._____ I said that sev
eral buses have been chartered for the Spring Mobilization trip and

, .also Western Airlines will.have special cut rates on plane trans
portation to San Francisco. I I said that advertisements with
the list of sponsors of the Spring Mobilization were to appear 
in both the Times and Post-Intelligencer on Friday, April 7?
1967j issues. I ~said that some problems have arisen with the 
Seattle Times, that ipigh the paper had not said anything when 
the advertisement copy had first been submitted? the pan er now 
says the sponsors would have to sign their names 'again.
said this would be impossible because some, of the people involved 
.had not signed their signatures but had given the consent to use 
their names over the telephone. The committee felt that this is 
just a plain case, of harrassment and feels that the Seattle Times - 
coul-d be sued for breach of contract. I [said that about 
JOOerpeople from all over the Northwest area are attending the 
Spring Mobilization in San Francisco. ___________ said that he
was taking a car load of young people - in his car.

On the selection of date for the next club meeting, the 
club was presented with a problem. | 1 said that the Stokely
Carmichael meeting was scheduled for Tuesday, April 18, 19&7s 
and most likely to be held at the A.M.E. church now that the 
Seattle School Board has denied permission for Carmichael to speak 
at Garfield High School. | said she thought everyone should
attend this meeting. After some discussion, it was agreed to 
schedule the club meeting three weeks from the date of the April 
4. 1967L meeting, this being the'evening of April 25th, at the home 
of I Seattle, Wn.

WAaa nln~h o+.-b.anrHng thia meeting were?

attended part of the meeting.
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' V' .1

■/

.Seattle. Committee to'wBnd'’.the-liar in' Vietnam'/ ‘ ;
’newsletter-' ■■ iB.. ■>'’1 , « t ‘ , 

* < * A ' * * •r ; . Well, we made it through one fiscal yea?, and had a modest convention/February .1 
’.X.^ .elect a ndv^steering committee and map Out our policy for the coming ye ar/'-. ,/ 
XX-.■ ” x?’ -i . z.‘
//"V id ‘ ^e carne Up with a'steering, coninittoe of;.20' persons, and( established'-,a ■pejt’Opd,ct^| 
Bbrganizing .and promoting-.organization,in cutlyingrareas. . . - •

XXX'< A policy'.decision calling f or .witbd'raw.aV of U/ 'S./troops was',passed dverwhe'lm^' 
'XZ;j|^iy« (See full text other‘side.)- X‘V . •’ ' ' ‘.A/
XXX' ’ . •. \4'- ■ 'B X -v. 1 . ■ X'X

February 23 the new steering cpmittee':met and.- Voted support .for the April l$/\ 
Mobilization .in San Francisco and to p6bt’'-a'.;list’ of/c.ats. that- .are '.going and, .those ‘ ■/ 

need rides’and try to, get' the'two- together*. ? ■ . ■'•.'/’•I - • ‘ ./nA,
X;-X:;/A.’’ 1’■ . / ''-‘r/X':

SO, IF, YOU WOULD- LIKE TO' GO TOYSAN-FRANCISCO 'ON APRIL ‘i^/TO' JOIN IN A MASSlW’': 
;yX^-WEST COAST 'DWNST-RATION of THOVBAroS . AGAINS^ :THE;WAR,'''CONTAGT'- TfiE;SCEW-QFFW £
>£.i? -1 ' X -' ■ ' /-y ■ ■ ' */,’’/•■* * <>'*< * -1-X. .-.. X.XX- ,-s.

' 'ME C2-'2h63 7
WE WILL’TRI TO -ARRANGE'.FOR RIDERS. TO SHARE EXPENSES,;AND"\BRLyi-NG’X“ OR RIDES . —:   - _. .. , . . 4 i f * . * 14 l. -

*

« R * ’

-

Bl 
e;-j X 
'*Vv6 ____________ _ _ _ _ ___
?,C^gRNtGHT ACCOMMODATIONS- ARE POSSIBLE. ' T b\" ■> :'z■’V ’ i-• ' .'-.X‘ 'fi - -

jt A, t * > * x J . *l<* •* x * ' ' ''r ' ' * ' ' ' . ». y ’ , f' t. > (,' J ( ' ' T•$$’». ' -1-n addition we are'-organizing an art sale (notice enclosed) -to .faise money‘/v 
the mobilization.-'-h/'It’s ‘wtiat1 s' happenin’-* )-■. V:'-’'- 1' ■■ ■

' ' ’ . ' : ■■''■' . ■ ?. . \ f: ■r’' , ‘ ■”.. '■ ' ’/i \ -Ve tried to get Stokply Carmichael /a m,ember of-the^International War Ofime-s- 
■S^bunal and Black-Power-spokesman’) as “;a 'speaker against t the war /'.but he is appegMtig/' 
'.fftr’a local Ad. Hoc SNCC' group-on. the • evening ,01. Anri-1.19/<We ’ drge. everyone to attend! J'

" vMeanwhilb-we will organise d meetiftg‘i foq ~ Seattleite- Working
SNCC in the South'Wh6-will/'-repOrV/pKik?'SKGG workers arrested fob demonstrating. V/

^B^^inst the. draft. ; • 'bX

X> Sappy, to-5report thai-oVei'’ ^Ob- Mgnaiufesiwere cp'lldqtdd-bylSpatt'le, C.oirimiited-.;
of ..-the \Ihtafnational' .Wa'4 Crimes Trib.unbi/ along; with> al significant .donation/

-Wv A .-ftf '-FlinHc!.v- ‘ J ’■'■ • ’■ ■ ■ 7 -..'I '-'A. < J'.f. '■*■■<;^)\;vPJ:-j;UnciS. \ q -x, .... -. ...... ;V. -■? ’1 y>..^
. ;[-/■ r ■'/< , . /,!..?.■ .•

,. . ,. New treasurer' , asks' 60 second break for-‘commercial-., . ...

“All tho.se whd' are.'not'aireddy'pledged\financiar-SUppdrtefs of SCEWV‘( and, , . .
;^&y.e are presently only v20)',are'zasked 't;o consider coitmitting^thfemselyes' tdi!a 'regulsr:"y/;;C- 

y'/y^^thly contribution/ Wp.amush.:iinsure.. ;thatf SCEWy ndt■ 'Only meets; its office ’ahd '.
//{dpj#mWiications expenses-'but maintain a rosefye \wl&ch..e4^bies^l^/tol;reac^Tt(j[; sit'uatidh‘i-j'1 
h^;^d''bppbrtunities which( require;;k'1flnanciai'inyestment.;''', .''..;y;-b< /

r-> .. .... h-Y <--.x .

DATE:/11/12^0/ ’&Y TJC"‘6€i/2s2 )■/.;';•'///(
: W 'A■ C 'll; 
h-lO .p(m/j-..892p-2nd,Avenub N<E>'(-LA j'

. 6:30 (potliick)- *'
on the. Mobil!3#ti<>

• " y • 7 <■.
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r.f
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V

’.'i .V: 4
X/r:' s'-

So' there!’ s<>,
?

W ^GALEWAR 6f; COMING E'VBNtB; ■> ./ -.-''i/' < 
"vr ? ; ;

Party for SIEG SundajV 'April'’2z . , z>.. . ,.
Party for .Mobilization.' -- Saturday/'April 1, 1619'35th [Avenue, 
Mobilization Comiiiitte'e plans to'place ah ad in-’the -daily press 
f- - .appearing around'April T; -to - e ont rib (itoc call ME; 3-2180 ,?. • 
MOBILIZATION,.IN SAN FRANCISCO APRIL 15 ‘ ' 
:Stokelvabrnichael speaks April. 19 --'.-J

spe aks.' around 'the .same,.time ' =■
r S
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^UNITED STATES GoWrNMENT

Memorandum
to : SAC, SEATTLE (100-26956) 

from : SA

subject: STUDENT NON-VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SNCC)
INFORMATION CONCERNING •

___________On 3/?..Vfi7l ~|

_______________________________ |- protect by request) furnished 
a flyer received from P. 0. Box 1143, Seattle? Washington, post
marked on March 21, 1967. The flyer regarded a SNCC and Negro 
Voters League presentation of STOKELY CARMICHAEL on 4/18/67, and 
a fun(d) raising party on 3/25/67 at 2022 32nd Avenue South. The 
names of FLO WARE, NVL, and MADLYNE F. SCOTT, SNCC, appeared on 
the flyer.

The address of 2022 - 32nd Avenue South is that of MARY 
GIBSON.

The original flyer is being filed in .the 1-A Exhibit of 
SE File 100-26956, and a xerox copy is attached to each copy of 
this Memorandum.

1 - 
cc:

HWW
(6)

100-26956 
100-21798 
100-28676 
100-21086 
100-28115 
100-20248

SNCC)
NVL)
STOAKELY CARMICHAEL)

b6
b7C

ALL' INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ
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Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

•
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ।
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP*

STUDENT NON VIOLENT COORDINATING COMMITTEE

AND

THE NEGRO VOTERS LEAGUE

WILL PRESENT -

ON APRIL 18, 1967 '

'STOKELY

CARMICHAEL

WE ARE HAVING A PARTY - ---------- YOU ARE INVITED TO A FUN(D), RAISING PARTY

9 UNTIL -------------- MARCH 25, 1967

AT --------  2022 32nd AVENUE SOUTH

/

HELP HELP HELP
—.......... I ....................... ■ I I ' 5

PLEASE SEND CONTRIBUTIONS TO:

FLO WARE, NVL

1115 - 14th Avenue OR

Seattle, Washington 98122

MADLYNE F. SCOTT, SNCC 

3238 Eastlake Ave. East 

Seattle, Washington 98102

THANKS THANKS THANKS



'Cov&r Stfct&for Informant Report or Material 
FD-306 (3-1J-58)

r . C® -
TO : -SAC. SEATTLE (lOoWfiOAfl) 
FROM: SA| 
SUBJECT: COMTNFIL - SNCC

IS - C

C*
4/28/67

written by Informant(Xj.by telephone ' orally L_J recording, device

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agents *

Date

Dictated . . to

Transcribed 4/7/67 by SA
Authenticated 
by Informant . 4/28/67

Brief description of activity or material

Rental of Washington Hall, Seattle for

STOCKELY CARMICHAEL appearnce on 4/19/67

Remarks: Action J

Date of Report

4/7/67

Date(s) of activity

b7C

4/19/67

b2
b7D

File where original is located-tf-nut "utluulied*

None. Note: CARMICHAEL did not appear at Washington 
Hall on 4/19/67 and rental was cancelled

- ; b2 ’
L- " b7D

1 - 100-26956 (COMINFIL - SNCC) 
cc •

100-0-46562 d 1
—1^0^2.8676 (STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

100-17605 (FUNDS)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED .
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED' ;
DATE 11-12-2009 6Y UC 60322 LP/STP/

Block Stamp

HEM/a js 
('5) .MCHED. INDEXED-----

FILED.

FBI-SEATTLE





Cover Sfioet for Informant Report or Material
FD-306 (3-21-58)

T-O-J ** S A C. SEATTLE (Wo-26956) ■

FROM: SA l“~
SUBJECT: COJlTxFlL * SNCC----

IS - C

b6
b7C

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks)

Date received Received from (name or symbol number) Received by

4/28/67 b2
---------------------- b 7 D

sa|_______________________

Laflin person l_ I by telephone I I by mall Q I orally IZ7I recording device |____ I written by Informant
b7C

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:,- * •

Date

Dictated . t o

Transcribed .........

Authenticated 
by Informant ■ - - ........................

Date of Report

4/13/67
Date(s) of activity

4/19/67

Brief description of activity or material

Letter of dated 4/12/67

cancelling rental of Washinqton'ITall , for

STOCKELY CARMICHAEL appearance on 4/19/67
Remarks:

Action None

File where original is located■if-noA' attaohod’

b2
b7D

1 - 1OO-96QS6 
cc r

100-21798 
100-21086
100-28676

(COMINFIL - SNCC)

(NEGRO VOTERS LEAGUE)

(STOKELY CARMICHAEL)

HEM/ajs
W(5)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED'
HERE IN -1 S’ UNC LAS 51FIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY*UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ

b7C

Block Stamp



435 32nd Avenue East • Seattle, Washington 98102 o EAst 2-4051

Seattle, Washington 
April 12, 1S67

ALL INFORMATION*CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
~ DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ

Mrs, Kisbye (Manager)
Washington Hall 
14th. East Pir 
Seattle , Washington

Dear Sir, .

This is to enfbrm you that The Negro Voters League, and

The Student Non*Voilint Coo rdinating Committee ■will, not

Occupy the hall, on April 19th.

Very Trully Yoursj,

N.V.L And S.N.N.C., '-----------------------

bo
b7C



FD-350 (Rev. 7-16-63)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/SZ

(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

By’MIKE STEWARD
- "Wheh you talk of Black Power you talk of bringing this coun
try to its knees. When you talk, of Black Power you-talk of build
ing, a movement that will smash everything Western civilization 

has created. When you tallc of Black Power you talk of picking up 

where Malcolm X left off. When you'talk of Black Power you talk 

of the black man doing whatever is necessary to get tvhat he needs. 
. .. We are fighting for our lives.”*—N.Y. Times Magazine, Sept. 25, 
1966.

“Black Power is a demand to organize around the question of 
blackness. We are oppressed because we are block. We -must 
organize around that question.”—Ebony Magazine, Sept., 1966.

“When you say Black Power you mean the opposite of white 

and it forces this country to deal with its own racism.”—Esquire 
Magazine, Jan., 1967.

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.)

3 UNIVERSITY OF
--- - WASHINGTON DAIL

Seattle, Washington
The author of those three definitions of the much discussed, 

much heralded, much belittled “Black Power” slogan is, of course, 
the young, lean leader of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating 
^mmittec,^!^^^^. ' ~ ................... ....

The conclusion is-obvious. “Black Power” is little more than a 

catchy slogan that allows Carmichael to tailor his tune to his 

audience.
If he’s speaking to a college audience as he was here last week, 

he jlvears' a sport coat and makes an “intellectual” appeal. If he’s.' 
speaking on national television he wears a business suit and spends 

mejst of his time ducking newsmen’s efforts to pin him down on 

what “Black Power” means. If he’s speaking before a crowd of 
southern Negro sharecroppers, as we saw him do in Jackson, Miss., 
this summer at the conclusion of the Meredith March, he wears bib 

overalls and talks in anarchistic terms like those quoted in the 
Times’ magazine.

. Nor is “Black Power” the only concept Carmichael has trouble 
with.

He told the Esquire reporter, “I don’t go along with, this garbage 
that ‘you can’t hate, you gotta love.’ ’.I don’t go along with that at 
all. Man, you can, you do hate.”.

But in a conversation reported' in the same article between him 

and a Catholic priest, Carmichael said churchmen “should start, 
working on destroying the church and building more Christ-like 

communities.”
While his ambiguities and contradictions contradict, his “intel

lectual” approach, his emphasis on “hate” and destruction raises a 

more significant question.
For while he spends much of his time berating Negro leaders of 

Roy Wilkins’ peaceful stripe and- white liberals for their failure to 

bring the colored man instant equality, Carmichael has advanced 

no real program for doing the job better—or as well—than it is 

now being done. . ’ . .
The closest thing we’ve found to a Carmichael or “Black 

Power” platform was outlined by him in the Ebony article. There 

he says:
“We are demanding four things from black people: (1) That 

they stop being ashamed of being black; (2) that they move into a 

■position where they can define what freedom is; (3) that they move 

to build a power base around the question of blackness; (4) that 
they move to build independent political, social, economic, and cul
tural institutions that they can control and use as instruments of 
social change.”

The vital question Carmichael fails to answer, however, is how 

this program is<to be accomplished'. .While he and his^few, hundred 

,lieutenants..ean survive on their meager $150,000-a-year budget and' 
preach" destruction and the construction of “independent institu
tions,” there is little - they can do to actually accomplish that 

.-construction.. '

Date: 4-—26—67
Edition: Campus
Author:

Editor:
Title: "

Character: 

or f .

Classification:

Submitting Office: 

| | Being Investigated *

SEARCHED,______ INDEXED___
ser'ALIZED.2^^P[££lA4—-

MAY 5 1967
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And for those who are working to build healthier, equalized5 
integrated institutions, Carmichael only has derision, .a;-.-, 

‘Integration," he told the Esquire reporter, "means going to'a 
wh*itiT*scncal because that school is good and the black school is 

bad. It means moving from a black neighborhood to a white neigh
borhood because one neighborhood, they tell you, is bad and the 

other is good. Well, if integration means moving to something' 
white, moving to something good, then integration is just a cover, 
for white supremacy.” ' <

In theory his view of integration may make sense. After all, if 

Negroes-choose to live in one section of town and therefore to send 

their children to one school they should have the right to the same; 
quality of sewer systems, street maintenance, schools, etc., as do' 
whites in their neighborhoods.. However, in practice it makes very; 
little sense. ' {

As long as whites remain, in the majority in this nation and 

continue to get the best educations, the best jobs, and the top gov-; 
ernment posts they will continue to decide—whether wisely or not 
—who gets what.

As long as Carmichael- and his brand of messiahs continue to:- 
;pteach "hate” and destruction the confirmed bigots will continue? 

«to feed upon the fears wrought by those sermons among the masses* 
of white suburbia.'. And the Negro will continue to be educated in;, 

.third-rate schools, hold menial jobs and live in slums. ; J
If the cycle is to be broken it will be by placing the’uhbigoted 

minds 6f • young 'Children together in the same schools where they 

can receive equal 'educations. And if those educations are -to.-be the 

befit aS well as equal theywill be obtained in "white” schools which, 
have received’the" most attention by the white-power structures 

• • -Slowly, very Slowly, as Negroes are armed with quality educa- 
- ’ tiohs they are finding their way past the white.bigots into good jobs

•and-positions of political power. It is this gradually expanding, 
•■group With> its-educations, money and political power that can
affect-the politicians Who decide who gets what.

'This formula is, of-course, the'one upon which the'NAACP’s 

'Wilkiiis and the Urban'League’s Whitney Young have staked many; 
•of their civil rights -efforts. It -hasn’t brought sudden emancipation 

•for the Negro. ■ Certainly it is a political formula that takes full 
cognizance-of the-fact-that progress is often purchased with, politi- 

■cal power at the expense.of idealism arid theory. In short, it is very: 
•much within the parliamentary, heritage. of Western ’civilization;.

If Carmichael can demonstrate a concrete method by which a! 
■ democracy can'be maintained without the pragmatic .difficulties of. 
practical politics, we'will consider whether we want to help him1, 
smash_Westgrn civilization. Until then, however, • grga-jitseJg-f td; 

jStruggletalong with what we’ve got and work to improve it. We; . 
‘hope the.majority of Negroes will; continue’to work., With: us. ?
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ

S&dkd/s Aide 

To Ledw@
Miss -Evelyn_Marshall, secre

tary to'Studcnt Non-Violent_Cp_- 
ordmatipg_C.Qninijithe (SNCC), 

. leader^tolseily^aTT^i^fglT^nd, 
form’SK'Uw student, will speak

■today at 3:30 p.m. at the Uni-* 

versity YMCA, 4525 19th Ave. 
N.E. ;

: She plans to discuss black 

(power, the general philosophy, 
.of SNCC, various current legal 
‘ challenges in the South and the 

involvement of SNCC in United! 
States foreign and 'domestic 

policy.
Miss Marshall was a first 

quarter .senior when-‘she left 
the University in 1965 to par
ticipate in ‘the controversy of 
ithe seating of the Mi -.aissippi 
.congressional delegation in 

Washington, D:C.
’’ • Following SNCC work in 

Mississippi, she- bccaige Carmi- 
chaersi sebretary last yea^in 

Atlanta.

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.)
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

AU INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ

WASHINGTON — (AP) ' policy to charge police^ 
— FBI Director J. Edgar brutality in a calculated 
Hoover has told a -congres
sional committee that Stoke-y 
ly Carmichael has been im -
frequent contact with the. tuate racial issues. The’* 

■leader of “a Chinese-Corn---i!-—■’ 
munist oriented organiza
tion.” ■ .

Hoover’s appraisal of Car
michael, a leader of t h e 
Student Nonviolent Coordi
nating Committee was giv
en last February at a closed-. 
door session of a H-o u'.'s e; 
Appropriations subcommit
tee. The committee made it' 
public this week.

HOOVER SAID Carmi
chael, “in espousing h i s • 
philosophy of ‘black power’ 
has been in frequent con-, 
tact with Max 'Stanford, . 
field ^chairman of the Re-f 
volutibnary Action Move-j 
ment, a highly - secret, all-1 
Negro, Marxist - Leninist, I 
Chinese - Communist orient- ‘ 
ed organization which ad-, 
vocates guerilla warfare to’ 
attain its goal.” ;;

He said Carmichael has* 
given Stanford “assistance 
and guidance in forming d! 
Black Panther nart^hyNew* 
York City.” -

For years, Hoover said, 
“it .has been Communist

campaign.to discredit law 
enforcement and to accen-t

• riots and disorders- of the’i 
past three years clearly*!

' highlight the success of this 1 
Communist smear campaign | 

•tin popularizing the cry of | 
police brutality to the point ■ 

> where it has been accepted ' 
by many individuals .haying -' 
no- affiliation with or sym--> 
pathy for the Communist- 

^movement.”
'' IN GRAND Rapids; MiJSh.,' 

Carmichael Wednesday re
fused 'to confirm’ 
Hqoyer’s charge. He sug--l 
geste’d' Hoover resign. - ?,■;

(Indicate page, name o£ 
newspaper, city and state.)

4

Seattle Post
-----Intelligencer

Seattle, Washingtoi

Date: 5 — 18 — 67

Edition: Sunrise <
Author: 

Editor: 
Title: "

STOKELY CARMICHAEL'i ‘

Character 

or

Classiflcc
Submitting Office: SGcfttle

f I Being Investigated

Copy sent to bureau
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0-9 (Ffev, 5-22-64)

F B I

Transmit the following in
Date: 

____________________ 5/26/67
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

To: SAC, Albany
From: Director, FBI (100-446080)

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/S

INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

The Department has requested verbatim transcripts of 
speeches by Stokely Carmichael, former chairman of the Student 
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC), when available, particular 
those speeches indicating a possible violation of any statute within 
our jurisdiction.

J-y,

Bureau airtel to all offices captioned "Student Nonviolent 
Coordinating Committee, Internal Security - SNCC" dated 8/29/66 poin 
out that Carmichael travels extensively and gave instructions for 
coverage. The Bureau does not desire any recording of Carmichael’s 
speeches be made by Bureau personnel; however, you should be alert 
for such recordings through local law enforcement agencies or contac 
among the news media. If they are available through such sources, 
submit a verbatim transcript of the recording in a letterhead memorandum 
(LHM) suitable for dissemination. Eleven copies of the LHM should b 
furnished to the Bureau.

ted

ts

e

In the event no source can be approached 
embarrassment to the Bureau or if no source covers 
cover airtel should so indicate.

without 
the speech, the

2 - All Offices

196/

l

Sent Via M Per
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
SkC, SEATTLE (100-28676)(P)

FROM : SA}

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
IS - MISCELLANEOUS

RE: Bulet to Albany, 5/26/67.

date: 6/8/67

bo
b7C

Referenced‘Bureau letter requested verbatim transcripts 
of speeches by STOKELY CARMICHAEL.

LEAD: At Ellensburg

Will immediately obtain verbatim transcript of speech 
made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Central Washington College 
recently.

LKS:ls (3)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z



ALL INFO^fcriON CONTAINED
HEREIN iIPtoJCLASSIFIED
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Director **Une 2>1^G7

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Fred M. Vinson, Jr. FMV:JWB:ik
Assistant Attorney General 25-57-2286
Criminal Division

Stokely Carmichael

Reference is made to the memorandum of the Internal Security 
Division to the Bureau dated May 19, 1967 expressing interest in receiving 
transcripts of speeches of Stokely Carmichael as a part of that Division’s 
coverage of the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).

In view of the increasing number of instances in which it is reported 
that Carmichael has made critical references to the draft and military service, 
the Criminal Division would appreciate receiving copies of any Carmichael 
speeches in your records or that you can obtain, in which remarks of this 
nature are made. Also, from the standpoint of a possible selective service 
violation, it would be helpful to know the type of audience or. Individuals to 
whom these remarks are made, such as. college students, etc.

Wherever practicable we should obtain the identities of representa
tive individuals in the audience including but not limited to males erf draft 
age. In the event our continuing study of this material and Carmichael’s 
activities generally should indicate a possible federal criminal violation 
it will probably be necessary to interview these individuals.

As you know, this Division is responsible for coordinating the 
Summer Project program relating to the collection and evaluation of 
information on summertime civil unrest and disturbancea As a part of 
this responsibility, we are particularly interested in being advised as to 
any information or pattern of information tending to link the travel and 
activities of Stokely Carmichael (or any other individual or organization) 
to organized inciting of civil violence and riots. /fa)

A copy of this memorandum is being furnished to the Internal 
Security Division to insure coordination of Departmental interest in these
matters.
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Transmit the following in

Via Airtel______________

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLJ^fcFIED
DATE 11-12-2009^^ UC 60 LP/STP/SZ

Date: June 7, 1967
(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

F B I

To: SAC, Albany
^\om: Director, FBI (100-446080)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL^
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

ReBuairtel to Albany captioned "Stokely Carmichael, 
Internal Security - Miscellaneous," dated 5/26/67*

Attached is a copy of a request from Fred M. Vinson, 
Jr., Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division of 
the Department, dated 6/2/67, which is self-explanatory.

The Bureau does not desire Agent personnel to 
personally covef~Stokely Carmichael's speeches. His speeches 
shouI3~be covered through established sources und, wherever 
practical, the identities of representative individuals in 
the audience should be determined through sources who monitor 
his speeches.

You should specifically note the Department is 
particularly interested in being advised as to any information 
or pattern of information tending to link the travel and 
activities of Stokely Carmichael (or any other individual or , 
organization) to organized inciting of civil violence and riots.

' Enclosure
2 - All Offices (Enclosure)

b6 
b7C

.16't
i 9 1967

k /sAtnsZr J

Sent Via _____________________________________ .____________ . M Per _____ :___ ______ ____________
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Date: June 7, 1967
Transmit the following in ______________________ ________________________________________j:_______________________

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via Air tel______________  ________________________________________ _
(Priority)

To: SAC* Albany
on: Director, FBI (100-446080)

_ OKELY CARMICHAEL 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

ReBuairtel to Albany captioned ’’Stokely Carmichael, 
Internal Security - Miscellaneous," dated 5/26/67.

Attached is a copy of a request from Fred M. Vinson, 
Jr., Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division of 
the Department, dated 6/2/67, which is self-explanatory.

The Bureau does not desire Agent personnel to 
personally cover Stokely Carmichael's speeches. His speeches 
should be covered through established sources and, wherever 
practical, the identities of representative individuals in 
the audience should be determined through sources who monitor 
his speeches.

You should specifically note the Department is 
particularly interested in being advised as to any information 
or pattern of information tending to link the travel and 
activities of Stokely Carmichael (or any other individual or 
organization) to organized inciting of civil violence and riots.
Enclosure
2 - All Offices (Enclosure)

bo
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f “ '• ;ij-vtf =: , • b7C
TO: SAC, SEATTLE (100-28346)V r ? : '4/7/67
FROM: SA | I • J

SUBJECT: FREEDOM SOCIALIST PARTY (FSP) OF WASHINGTON , 
IS - SKP ;

to Di nf nnhnnn

Date received
3/29/67 ■SA ___________ )__________ , who has furnished

reliable info, in the past. ' - b6
Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks) ’ f b7C ’

• • ’ b 7 D ___ •' __  " . ■
fvXlin person [ZUby telephone • (ZZJbymaH □ orally [JXrecordlng device ED written by Informant

■ j
------------------------------------------------------------:;------------------------- ---------- ....------------------------------ -- --------- -------------------------------------- ----------- --
If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:

Date

Dictated 3/21/67
3/21/67

Transcribed 4/4/67_____by_Steno
Authenticated. /_ /r _ •'
by Informant 4/..L./ 67________________

Date(s) of activity

Brief description of activity or material 3/21/67'
3/25/67

Cont act with and information re

SNCC and Negro Voters Leaguen -File where original is located if noVqttnrhe^

S

Remarkss . ■ .
Informant furnished a report on the activity described b7D 

above o ' . . . . '

ACTION: None* All necessary action has been taken.

EXTREME CARE SHOULD BE USED IN REPORTING THE ABOVE INFORMATION‘
IN ORDER TO PROTECT THIS VERY VALUABLE SOURCE. . , . ..... ' , '

’ ALL IWFORHATIpN. COffTK-Ilfeb' "* . f<
. ■ • ■ ■ ■ HEREIN I^WELA^SIFIfJi'x • . ,t . ' ■ ~

!•' - 1.00-28346 (F.S .P.) a- '■ '

100-26956 (S.NiC.C.)
■ 100-21798 C NEGRO VOTERS LEAGUE)
100-3429 d
100-27993 d______________
100-28676 CSTOKLEY CARMICHAEL)-
100-21086 (

: 100-28115 ’(
100-28672 (SM, 4/15/67)

HWW/ajs
(10)



3. •» i r

J|. - I

• ^Seattle, Washington
' ^Tuesday , ‘
March 21, 1967

On Tuesday, March 21, 1967 was
heard to say that will be going to San Francisco
for the April 15th demonstration.

A notice was seen at FSP headquarters from

SNCC and the Negro Voters League. It said that STOKELY

CARMICHAEL will be here on April 18th. : It said that there 

will be a money-raising party for this on March 25th at
b6
b7C

2022 32nd South. It said that contributions could be seht
to | of the Negro Voters League, 1115 14th, or to

of SNCC, 3238 Eastlake East

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 1'1-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ
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b2

‘ b7D
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Dictated ,

Transcribed
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to.

Brief description of activity or material

orally I I recording device

Date of Report

4/12/67
Date(s) of activity

4/11/67

SA

b7C

.SCEWV Steering Committee Meeting, Seattle Commt
b2 
b7D

Office, 4126 Roosevelt Way-N.E,., Seattle».

Wn», 4/11/6 7 o. -
Remarks; ACT I ON'i None</

1 - 100-27603 
cc:

(S.0oE,WtVt)
b2

Arinina)'is located

100-27547
100-4655 
100-26596

- 100-28569
100-28120

. 100-18262
' 100-0-47147 

100-28728
- 100-26803
100-26077 
100-27706

■ 100-27766\
100-28672 \
100-25706 V

VIDEM-CONTROL)(INFO)
I

100-27610
100-0-45297 
100-0-47479
100-286,76 ^TOKLE^

'L ■

?SM. 4/15/577 
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100-0-47478? ■( 
100-0-471611 • <
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'dh' '• ^flh
• ■ .■ ’ .All .IMFQ'RMATIOH COTTAIMED' '< / ' / ' 4 *.- ■ ’ "'

' HEREIN IS 'UNCLASKOED ;//’/ ’ '*.' ' .'''*'’ ' kFB </' ■ ■ < ’.

■ DATE 11-12-ZOoi WuC '6032Z'i'P/STf/SZ' ,7'; " ». ‘Vf '' ■■/'.'■ ■’ ' '< - •?

/ ■ ■ 1- ‘ ■ ;. April 12y. 19^7
. ’ < * ' ‘ ' 1 ' r‘ *' - / V ’ ' * , ' ,» ‘ ' ' •

' ■ \ ■ J ■ * - - ' i ■ \ *» . ■' . *■ - 1 y ' >' c "
•< • , , y_ --A y Z - •- ;%r'. '.“V/ v . :*.J - ; ; - ■* ' '' - j ,*.*

” ‘ A >• - “ v » k w _ ._ r , ’'!vJ i 7* * /, »*?*"<£ Z - ’ ,' ' \ L ’* "

•• SCEWV Steeri^. Committee.'Meetly*. •.. .. \.i '-/It. \
Seattle Committee office,;. 4126 Roosevelt Way, K.E.z;.Seattle

Present wereg \

'April 11.-,. 1967 ■ 7' < ’ -7 ■ .7 J < /'-il'ul-u
’ - - \ -' < ; , - . i" ' ' ' / - .'^-c , -’,v 1( .’s,

, * ' - - ' . ■ ‘ * ■ i , ' , ' 4 . 1 ’ “ ' « . . \

V. The Seattle-^Pmmi.ttee •opened tHe meeting at ’B'sPvMo- with 
_____________  reading the proceeds zgrom - the art show1__________ | .-r, 
.said 41, 105p. 19 had.;heen made on. the. art show-, of this $350o00 
’was to go 'to the Seattle Committees The group then, discussed' / ’ • - ■ 
the mobilization and the students who would be receiving subsidies 
to go to .the mobilization^ _________mentioned that   -z. ■

;from the’ central./area.had- called and that he had three- carloads .- 
eighteen people;ih all of which twelve were negroes and that they

• heeded some money<?’ The committee agreed to help the , 
• group, by donating S’AOo-OO. 'to them to help out» Maurice mentioned .< •. 
. that] |_^________ _
' ross-iblyl "[-should be helped since they-

;> had contributed* so; much, in art work and their time to the art.; - ■ 
show./. I said: he had been to Bellingham and had.' con- J
ferred.,withlahti-war .groups there .‘a-hd had/ mentioned that' a.pro'fes^;oi?:

."..Sprantph' from.'^eptern-’State College j a Negro- /about six :feet;. eight, -.? ■.■ 
.was in charge of this .group and that there were'thirty people out

,7 when he was. there» |_________ remarked that this group -was really -/. ■■
going’.places and that this professor was a fireballs _________  also -
mentioned that-a group had been formed at Everett Junior' College, •

■. -one iln/Yakima ■;ahdilalsora new One' ln-'fBQ'.sp'.pj^'Idaho« 
■ remarked . that’’.anf^adsoaiated group ; of women •—

I |also
in Seattle, were sending

-1 3



April 12, 1967

out anti-war material. to all doctors. mentioned that ,——— ♦ *z
.peor-l: in various parts of Seattle were anxious to start their 
own group and that h: was encouraging this and merely make the 
Seattle Committee a coordinating committee offering help to these . 
new groups in literature and*providing speakers* remarked. ■ 
that the last two weeks he had been on vacation and had been going
around looking into these peace groups and that he was really en
couraged* Stokely Carmachial was discussed with everyone agreeing
that a victory had been won in the courts* After more discussion 
on the mobilization the meeting, ad,journed at about 10:P*Mo ■Ggg
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SCEv, 7 Steering Committee. Meeting* ..SGEWV Ofc-
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4/11/67
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- I
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cc:
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(
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April. 12, 1967-
SOEVV 
SCEWV 
April

Pr

Steering Committee Meeting* .
Office, 4126 Roosevelt Way, N*E*, Seattle, Wash 
11, 1967. 
sent were ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS 'UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 11-12-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ

b7C

3

Opening ’business reported sales from the "love arts"’-
festival at the.. Seattle Public Market totaled $1.,.1.05-<>19j of which 
in_the neighborhood of $350*. was-to go to the Spring Mobilization 
bus subsidy said donated art works were still on hand and 
added sales could, push the figure of profit, after the two-thirds 
cut for artists., to around ■ $400*. Profits were reported to.be be
low’last year’s efforts* After thrashing out some, figures, it was 

\ decided to spend $195* to subsidize, a chartered bus to San Fran— 
: cisco and spend the balance by paying one half of the $30'* ticket, 
on a second bus.,, for persons who had worked especially hard on. the . 
arts show, or who were financially unablef said______

gave him a lis^ of 
not have money to go t^> Se 
serving financial he!# and

18 persons-12 of them’ JNegr.oc 
n Francisco* Some names men- 
special consideration were.

2s,. who did 
bioned. as .de-

said thfe big nob now was' to co-ordinate lists of- 
ear drivers t^nd thojse waiting transportation so spaces in cars ■ 
were hot duplicatec^P |said a meeting would now..-be



bo
b7C

April 12, 1967« . ■
in session at the. American Friends in Seattle dealing with this 
very problem and as -a result and left the .
SCEWV office to. learyi what decisions! would, be made at that meeting*-. 
It was reported that chartered busses would leave around 6 P,MS 
and arrive in San Francisco*an hour or so before assembling for the ’ 
march at 2nd Street and Market for- the., walk to Kezar- Stadium* it‘>
was not made clear how bus passengers would get to accommodations 
which might have been arranged for them* The chartered busies)' • 
would leave San Francisco Saturday (April 15) evening at 12 P*M* 
for the return trip to Seattle. said. she. had agreed to
leaflet the following day ('April 12) in metropolitan Seattle and. 
perhaps seven or eight hundred Spring Mobilization leaflets were 
in the office for that purpose* The leaflet calls attention to the 
Bertrand Russell War Crimes Tribunal and calls on people, to join in 
the Spring Mobilization against the war in Vietnam] 
reported that he had been in Bellingham, Washington, attending the
Bellingham Committee to End the war in Vietnam’s steering Commits 
tee meeting at which some, thirty persons attended. 
did not need to spark them, as he had first intended.

said he 
but found

them ful of energy and wonderful ideas. said a number of ed-
ucational levels were represented and cited a negro professor,- .it 
was understood from Western State. College, a ________(?) who
was noticeable because of his 6'S8W height*said, anti-war 
committees and. groups were forming all over and cited Everett and 
Yakima in Washington, s^nd Moscow,, Idaho as examples*. He said, that 
a women’s organization/ was mailing anti-Vietnam War material ’ to 
many MD’s in Seattle, [using pictures of children as war- victims in 
Vietnam 
the infusion of independent groups with the same goals as 
\jho wou^k help* the^with literature, etc* The victory of 
At Garfield High School we-s hailed*

-aW11 27, 1967, at the SCEWV office

said he- was encouraged by all this and welcomed. . 
! SCEWV, 

\jho wou^li help! theijz' with literature, etc* The victory of Carmichael1 
Garfield High School we-s hailed* The next_meeting was to be on
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Seattle, Wash. 
April 21, 1967

Event: C.P. Section Meeting.
Place: home -
Time: Approx. 7»^5 p.m. Thurs. April 20, 19&7
Chairman: ____________
Attendance: 5

Wash

b7

 came with | land came with]__________________________  sat
the living room reading the latest issue of the PW. The meeting was held. 
in the dining room where those attending were seated around the dining table, 

served coffee and cookies.
1 explained that the Section meetings are usually held on Wednesays 

but due to the Mobilization and the Stokely Carmichael speech at the Garfield 
High School on Wednesday, .it was decided to have the Section Meeting on Thurs^ 
___________________  flew down to San Francisco to the Mobilization. She and j 

Ichatted about people they saw there. In their conversation they me nt i one , 
~| said

They mention! land^xa splen&Ld____
_ _ ui.c cvv __ said

Ihad wanted to go withl |who was taking 
and could not keep upj saifl

in

_________ drove with
work she does. I [drove to the event with
and they saw| there J
pictures of the paraders but_________ _________ _______
he was trying to get to the head of the parade and get some pictures, .but never 
made it. [spoke up and said that]|has his passport and is getting
ready

head of the p 
and said thatQspoke up 

to leave for Russia, 
said that he and| ~~|were on the same bus and when they reached Olympia
were others to get on < 1^-) . He said that he and_______ sat apart
woman by the name of | |sat with her. I I
1 They became friendly on the bus with |____________ and shared their

basket lunch with them. I [invited ______ to their home
this weekend for .dinner and a view of the pictures took..

lasked about a young fellow on the bus by the name Qf[
____ described him as approx. 25 years of age|____________________________ said 
this fellow was one that she passed out a leaflet to about the Mobilization 
as he was passing Woolsworths dime store at 5r<3. and Pike St. She said he 
became interested and joined the journey to San Francisco.

|said that she and| ]are looking for a house. Their present quarters are 
becoming too ekh£k£x crowded. Wjjlk

there 
,and a



said there were approx. ?00 people from the Northwest at the Mobilization

He said that| | phoned him and said that she was going to
be in the Mobilization march in New York.

| |went on to say that the Stadium in ’Frisco held 62,500 people and that it 
was filled and many people were standing outside of the stadium. He said that 
the crowd was immense and that four people sat where usually only three could 
sit comfortably. He said everyone was squeezed together to make more room.
_mentioned that the Pastor of the Salt Water Park Church at Des Moines, 'Wash 

also made the trip to 'Frisco. _____  said that the Pastor is a Hungarian. |
said he is a very nice person and plans to visit him. *

[urged us to think of ways and means of utilizing the pictures and slides' 
taken at this peace march. She said there could be many house parties built on 
that event. She said there is to be a scheduled regional student conference 
May 25th. The place of meeting hasn't been decided upon.| said it will
be a coastwise affair.
______ |said there are rumors that the PW will extend time limit to an extra day 
for getting in news material from the Northwest.________ announced that there
will be a PW conference on Sunday, April 50th from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. Meeting 
place hasn’t been decided upon. Members and those attending are urged to go 
directly from this conference to the WCC Annual Membership Meeting being held 
from 2 p.m. until 5 p.m. at the San Juan Room of the Roosevelt .Hotel

said that the various CP districts dr areas passed out literature at the
Mobilization.

showed us a pamphlet she received in the mail from the Peace and Freedom
Party urging a 5rd Party. said that she did not telieve that the Negroes
were prepared nor had the ability to have a presidential candidate ready for
the 1968 election. A

spoke up and said that with the success of the Mobilization and the
speech by Stokely Carminchael and the statements of Cassius Clay...now would be 
the time to have a demonstration or a leaflet distribution. Everyone thought 
that was a splendid idea.
Next J________ [asked if there was any money to turn in. I handed her an en-
velope. On the front of the envelope were the figures g29.00| ~| told
this was dues I [turned in the Des Moines club dues and the $4o raised
for the PW fund drive.
______ I asked | I if he was going to have his usual waffle brunch. He said 
that he andL I have already planned it. He said that| lhas suggested
asking [ I to have a house warming party ( fund raising)! thought
this was a good idea. |



Everyone thought was a very good
idea

Des Moines Club was the only club that has made any plans for the PW fund raising 
affair. | Isaid that there has been so much going on that no one
has had time to make any plans.

suggested that if leaflets are to be passed out that some colored people
to asked to help distribute them. She suggested asking I ~I
said that too much help from the white people isn’t too good. She said that 
the Negroes should learn to do things for themselves. She and I I both 
expressed admiration for the stand that Cassius Clay is .taking on the draft
issue. said she thought he should be allowed to have his religious
views and. everyone speaking of him at this time called him Mohammed Ali.

spoke up and said ” and he is a good fighter too”

No further business, the meeting ended approx. 11 p.m. Next meeting scheduled 
for Wed. May l?th. to be at
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April. 20, L967.-
Stokely Carmichael Meeting., . . , ’
Garfield High School,, Seattle, Washington^ ■ :

The Garfield High School, auditorium was filled to. overflowing 
by 7.sl5 P.M. for' the 8 P.M. scheduled meeting® A. large crown of 
excited people, were turned back at the'entrance and were directed 
to the gymnasium behind the school® The bleachers on each side of' 
the gym floor* were soon filled with an estimated 2,0.00 people and 
am additional several hundred sat on the gym floor or stood at 
the entrances of the building. The school auditorium was reported 
to seat 1,100 with room’ for 100 standees which could- bring the at
tendance to around 3,700-. Received on the school grounds was the 
leaflet ’’The Militant Porum Presents MALCOLM X oh BLACK POWER"', a' 
.tape recording of the. last major speech given by Malcolm X. This 
program was slated for April 73, 1967? at 7:30 P.M. at 5257 Univ
ersity Way, Seattle. Another leaflet distributed among the crowd 
was entitled "'Statement of Preedom Socialist Party on. BLACK POWERS, '* 
and sponsored by PSP of Washington Pree-way Hall, 3815 5th Ave.., 
N.E., Seattle 981.05, Washington. Stokely Carmichael’s, audience 
appeared to be largely negro in structure and his-.address began 
about 8s30 P.M. after the crowd .joined in singing "We Shall Over
come", and other, civil rights songs, to the leadership emanating 
from the school auditorium and curried to the gym by public- ad
dress system., Carmic-hael. was introduced by Matty Bundy after, a



April 2.0, 1967.
a lengthy talk by an unrecognized. speaker-who- criticised attempts 
to bar Stokely .Carmichael from delivering his addfess. Carmic'hael. 
began his speech in a controlled tone of voice bujb soon began . to> 
be carried 
preventing

away with his subject’and raise his .vdfe.ce to a shriek, 
himself from being understood. Some- fo|.k left their 

seats with a look of disgust while others seemed ^o come alive at; 
remark, a-t which time the building wou^d resound with.

£

and uncontrolled laughter.- Carmichael coni|inually criti— 
.e .whites for their non-recognition of the'inegro ’ s worth

ft -'’j 

f £<;.

a humorous 
fervor, t 

cized the .whites for their non-recognition of thef^iegro ’ s worth 
and -orominence in U. S. society. He said whites eahnot afford to. 
tell, the truth about the negro because it would sabotage their ego 
Carmichael said for- example, that history books say Columbus dis— ;

. covered America, when the American Indians had been living here 
for centuries, but were evidently non-existent -or■feion-entities— •
like-the negro-until Columbus arrived; He said thajs attitude ‘ was^<'.

1 .indicative, of a, monstrous ego, He- often used the terms ’’dumb monfykJ 
key”, and "dumb huncky”, as a derisive term for the white man. H<=K^; 
went on to say the. Negro is taught to respect men such as George- 
Washington who held negro slaves while the same negro perhaps 
not know his forebears came from Africa. According to Carmichael^!1 •t ' ■
Booker T. Washington was a ’’super-Tom”', while George W» Carver w^l 
an- ’’ignorant super—Tom” who- was so nice to give to the. white-, 
the benefit of his hrr^d-earned knowledge about the ..economic- value'* 
of the simple peanut. He. said these men were perhaps' the only ne
gro greats publicized but, without Carver, the white- man likely 
would be carrying jelly sandwiches only. Carver seemed to be rather 
a poor hero for the negro to worship these days. Carmichael then 
went on to des-bunk the white man’s description of the Negro as ^lazy,. 
ugly, ignorant, and culturally deprived. He said the-white always 
uses himself as a standard and the- Negro must become aware of this. 
learn more- respect for his background, 
world, and his. color and features. He

his place in the work-a-day 
aid the negro has to learn.



t April 20, 1967«•
to be as prowl of his name as the white .boy who will '’sound off” . 
in no uncertain way when ashed this question while the negro will 
be. apt to mumble something in an ina>Wible voice. In respect to' 
culture, Carmichael said the negr64dfas much room to boast in the 
arts and quoted names of present day celebrities as examples. He 
said Stephen Poster stole the musical idiom for his immortal com
position, "Swannee River”, from the. Negro and then had the nerve 
to hand it to him as a product of white ascendency. However, Car?- 
michael said this was the dawning of a new day for1 the Negro and 
he. was through coming in the white Man’s "back door”. He said the 
Negro has taken enough- of the white; man’s insult and torture and 
is moving out to freedom, equality and justice. In saying the Ne
gro wo’uld meet the white'man’s violence with violence of his own, 
Carmichael paraphrased the scripture in Matthew 10:34-35, saying 
he came not to preach peace and submission, but to call, upon the' 
militancy of his peopl'd5" and to set father against son and mother 
against daughter in the; fight for human rights. In speaking about 
black power, Mr. Carmichael said an observer of the racial strife- 
in Cicero had made the- statement that a man without: power was no. 
man at all, and Carmichael said when the white man invades forci
bly the sanctity of Negro human rights, and assaults him brutally 
in his sub-human living standard ghettos, the black man will tear 
him apart. , Mir. Carmichael predicted more economic'uprisings among ’ 
the negro people, and far greater racial strife if present relations 
between whites and negroes continue to exist. The crowd applauded 
Mr. Carmichael in the main for his statements. The crowd seemed""to 
be oderly and police- officers were inconspicuous. No counter-dem
onstration was noticed.
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
o. .. n _ ,, HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
Stokely Carmichael Meeting. DAIZ 11-12-2009 by uc’ 60322 lp/stp/sz

Garfield High School, Seattle, Wn. <*
April 19, 1967

Approximately four thousand, people attended the Stokely 
Carmichael meeting, and of this amount the following were, 
by name* !5

known

Due 
to the large crowd the school gymnasium was opened with the crowd 
eventually ending up sitting on the floor. Several freedom songs . 
were then sang by the crowd. The meeting was sponsored by the 
ACLU,. SncK and SCEWV. Mr. Carmichael discussed the role that the 
American Negro had played in the past in a white mans society. 
Mr. Carmichael mentioned that the white man had made the Negro 
ashamed of 

' deprived.* 
this about 
"No”, 
man’s 
white 
great

The meeting commenced at 8:P.M. with free admission.

his color and termed him as lazy,, ugly and culturally 
Mr. Carmichael then asked the crowd if they believed 
themselves. The crowd, then very emotionally yelled 
Carmichael talked about the Negro using the white

standard for beauty in the straight hair, thin, lips and 
face* As Mr. Carmichael talked on this line there, was a 
deal of laughter from the crowd* Mr. Carmichael mentioned

-1- ‘

V.
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J 
f

that it was the Negro craftsman that had built the South and 
it was the Negro mother that had raised the white man’s child- 
ren and yetf as Mr.. Carmichael put it,, they still call us lazy* 
Mr. Carmichael mentioned .what would the white man do> without 
the Negro garbage collector, the Negro elevator man, the cooks 
and the Negro domestic workers. Mr. Carmichael then went o.n 
how the white man had refused to put any Negro; history in the 
schools. According to Mr. Carmichael the only Negroes the Negro 
hears about is Booker T. Washington and George Washington. Carver 
Mr. Carmichael then laughingly asked the wowd that is the white 
people if they would like to take jelly sandwiches all their ■ 
life and forget thepeanut butter since it was Carver that had 
explored, the uses of the peanut. Mr. Carmichael remarked that : 
the white man expects the Negro to> worship George Washington 
when he to had slaves and if the Negro student doesn’t put down, 
that Washington was a great man he gets a bad grade. Mr. ! 
Carmichael mentioned that the Negro youth when asked where he ? 
came from he will mention Texas, Kentucky and when asked where 
his grandparents came from he still will say Texas or somewhere, 
in the South, they are completely ignorant that they came from 
Africa and are just as ashamed that they are African. Mr. J 
Carmichael then talked of Black Power and that he was for the 
Negro moving out and didn’t go> along with the ministers who?
were for the non-violent approach. Mr. Carmichael said that j 
the Negro’s back has been bent too> many times arid hfiie has ' ; 
been coming in the- back door too long and now is the time to? j 
arise and throw off the cloak of the white man. 'Mr. Carmichael?

T* i’- j <r'

—2-~
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, voiced his oppossition to the war in Vietnam by saying the. 
Vietnamese have never called us Nigger but look at the white 

Mr* Carmichael mentioned that he was not about to defend . 
like America*- Mr.- Carmichael talked on. howr .

Throughout the meeting there ’ ‘ 'J * ’ < ,

man.
a racist country
the white people discuss equal job opportunity but that the ;> 
Negro knows that &s not true.- Throughout the meeting there .
was a great deal, of laughter and about 10:30fP*M.> -the meeting./ 
began to adjourn

i .

i

- t
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April. 21, 1967

South Central Communist Party Section Meeting 
Wn.

bo

April 20, 1967

The section meeting commenced at 8:P.M. with
■being

present<|(remarked that due to the changed date
and were- unable to make it. First on the agenda
was the mobilization and the impressions of those who had attended 
the mobilization] (mentioned that he and |had. want down
on 
in 
in 

mentioned that he and
the chartered bus and got into San Francisco at 10:30 A.M. just 
time to start marching mentioned that the bus had stopped
Olympia and picked up some people.mentioned
the same bus with hin remarked that he had taken abouton

fifty pictures and that these would be available to anyone want
ing to see them.._______said the stadium held 62,000 and that it
was really packed. (mentioned that_______________________________

were also evident at the parade.mentioned that 
|was in the New York parade .and that there 

estimate there was 595-, 000' 
 mentioned that had spoken

out to the University Unitarian church last week on the mobiliza
tion to about one hundred and fifty .people. Mentioned,, also) by

was of a Unitarian church out in
the Des Moines area that he had become acquainted with at the 
march 
at 
in 
be

remarked that

mentioned that he had shown several anti-war slides 
his church and that he felt he possibly might be interested 
his slides on the mobilization._________ agreed that this would
something to work onl [mentioned that the Oommugjjst Pa^

—1—



April. 21, 1967

had been, pretty well represented at the parade mentioning that 
had heen there and that Communist Party 

literature had been distributed to the marchers> | |men—
tioned that there would be a student regional conference . 
discussing the mobilization on May 25, and that one should 
try and make an effort to attend.) mentioned 
that -the bookstore was having their annual membership meeting 
at the Roosevelt Hotel in the San Juan room on April 30, from 
2:p-.M. until. 5:P»M. then mentioned that the People*s * 
World conference would be on the same day'only from 10: A.M. until 
2:P.M. urged each club to have a representative at both
meetings. The Carmichael meeting was then discussed with the 
general feeling it had been a big sucess and that there should 
be some follow up- work done in this area and that it should be 
done quickly while the spirit was up..remarked that he 
had spoken out to the University and that his speech was some
what milder out there.discussed the Peace and Freedom 
Party literature and the coming conference^ discussed
the trade unions and the role that they played in the mobilization 

mentioned that he had told his boss that he was going to the 
mobilization and he was all for- him.- The group discussed the 
Democratic Party and felt they were moving in that the California 
democrats had voiced their oppossition to the war in Vietnam# 
The meeting then adjourned at around 10:30 P.M. with the next 
meeting to be held oh May 17

-2—
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4 » ’ ' ’ iV 4t 4/12/67
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General Membership meeting
' t ' !

I
1. Proposed ©n April 22 - Be a reading and discussion on correspondence - »
prelimenary to discussion to labor & civil Rights disc. 2; pm - carried !-

2. Organizers Report : Discossion of Sfr demonstration . May day social event . 
April 29thJ I on arrangements! | to arrange for speaker. Next discussion
2 weeks hence.______________  to oe sneakers. SNRC obtained favorable court ‘
action to .hear Carmachel in Garfield school._____  says organization of affair?,
well underway - posters - telephone calls for Sat. night .affair. 1
______________tour refered to organizer and ex. board. | ' ■: .
inquiring as to free University fraction?' -
Proposal to set up committee to get out leaflet for S.F. ‘ .
Anti-War mobilization. • ' x
Moved and carried to reserve table “Freedom Socialist Party" of Washington
3. Leaflet for Carmiachel meeting submitted by| 
sub committee for editing.

S-v.

> ,</■ <'■
71

concurred, referred to r<
. 'Z--■ ‘ , IV

l ' * ' t ' 4 ‘ .

4» Literary and correspondence committee closer to goal* Material to be read aijji
*vli 4-*> Ka ■Frxv*o>* L* * *> .tk *•■*/.*checked. Pamphlet to be forst.

5. Finances ^ar. 18 soc. $12.70 in envelope'.
Apr. 2nd all made was extra liquor.
Bank, acct $15 ~ $124 in cash. ! ‘

on meals and bar

I

.6 Reported by

7. Anti-War _____
leaving fri. car from central dist

some progress and some disagreement? 
■ h -J,; ••. •’

New business

} Downtown leaflet distribution Sat. afternoon - 3 busses „ 
Demonstration Sat. in Bellingham. Repor||&cc

* ■ ■ . ' ' ■ tW i
8. Materialist conception of Negro History proposed we get 20 copies from 
Nat. jSparticus. Carried. ' , ? ... x

"9. Good and Welfare reports he spoke to faculty meeting at University^
of Oregon* Eugene. Well received.4 Request for speaker pn;Feminine Mysteaqw

§
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YOU ARE INVITED TO MEET

AT A

STOKELY 

CAFMCHAEL

(Immediately after lecture)

AT THE

110 THIRD AVENUE SOUTH 

(Corner of 3rd & Yesler)

Sponsored by Seattfo SNCC and NVLALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDHERE UN IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z
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“Lift Every Voice”
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STOCKELY CARMICHAEL at GARFIELD HIGH SCHOOL 
_April 19, 1967 } Seattle, Washington ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

Good Evening, It’s good to be here. herein is unclassifiedDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/SZ
You know what, usually happens is that in the newspapers they call 
us racists and anti-whites and say we hate white folk and all that 
irrelevant nonsense, and ,they do that because they use white 
people as the measuring stick. But I want you to look clear before 
you and you notice that in all their beautiful liberal press media, 
there isn't one black man. So when the honkeys talk tomorrow 
about violence and anti-white and hating white people; tell them 
they ought to have a black man reporting it because they don’t 
understand because we are talking to black folk anyhow.

Tonight we want to do several things. We want to talk about 
some of the basic assumptions from which the Student Non-ViolentnJ 
Coordinating Committee•■.Cs’N'CC) moves and then'^move into an area 
of pragmatics and what in fact black people will have to do if 

' r * ■

we are going'to survive in,this-country and live as human beings. 
The first thing we want to talk about is the theory of self 
condemnation, and we want to move on and talk about denying one 
onds freedom as opposed to giving one onefe freedom and we want to 
talk about the importance of definition and the need for black 
people to define themselves as they see fit in’this society ' 
and to have thoseodefinitions recognized by our .press’s white ' 
society. And. we want to talk about violence because_.i.t_is__
going to be important, because I don’t know- why everybddy~is"sb 
scared about it and they are going to draft yo.UjR.aiLlo a nd r,se nd' 
you all to Vietnam, I guess you are going to gfc> ovdr'uthefIe’uAnd 
make love to the Vietnamese. Then we want to fcaXkZahQHi'
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the lies that this country has told about black people to make 
us ashamed of ourselves and want to move on and talk about 
developing a concept of people which we desperately need in 
this country today and we want to instill among our people, part 
among the young in our generation^ the will to fight back when 
messed over by anybody.

We wan't to talk about self condemnation. Self 
condemnation is impossible. No body can condemn themselves 
•or no people can dondemn themselves. If they do they have to 
punish themselves. If I did something wrong and I admitted ' ‘ 
that I did it wrong then I have to punish myself, but if I can 
keep that in line so I can rationalize away my guilt then I 
never feel guilty. Let me give you some examples: f

Thei.Nafcis who were brought to trial after Hitler 
was, after the Hitler regime was brought down, they.said,the 

l 
ones who allowed themselves to live, they said that they killed. 
Jews but the Jews wern’t human' beings, they were inferior so 
they didn’t, really commit a crime or. they said they didn’t know 
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what was going- on in Germany at the time that Hitler was killing 
all the Jews or- they say what most white Americans are saying 
today we were just following law and order. . If they said they 
rationalized away their guilt they just served-their sentences 

i 

and waited until they got out. ‘ But now the ones who admitted 
that they killed human beings had to commit suicide. You’ve 
got to understand that. For us in this country a clear example 
of that would be in Neshoba County in Philadelphia, Mississippi. 
A honkey by the name of Rainey (sp) decides with 18 other 
honkeys to kill three people. Now the entire county of Neshoba 
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cannot indict Rainey because they elected himdto do just what 
he was doing, to kill anybody Who troubled with the status quo. 
If they indicted him then all of them would be guilty and they 
can’t do that, they cannot admit that they are guilty and 
in SNCC- w® say that white America, the total community, cannot 
condemn herself for the acts of brutality and beastiality ■ 
that she has heaped upon us as a race, black people,t It’s 
impossible for her to,do it. She must rationalize away her guilt. 
She must blame us or blame everybody else but hers&lf because 
if she were to blame herself, she would have to commit suicide. 

‘ « 
MY brother LEROY JONES reminds me that wouldn’t be a bad idea.

Now we want to move from there into the concept 
of denying one one's freedom, and- this is very, very important 
because white people have assumed that they are gods, that they 
can give somebody their freedom, and so if they don’t like the 
way you act they won’t give you your freedom. But now what you 
have to get crystal clear in your minds is that no-body gives 
anybody their freedom, people can only deny somebody their freedom. 
This is very important. We are all born free. We are enslaved * 
by the institutions of racism that white America produces. 0ur 
j ob’.dis. to, stop America from being racist, not to give us our 
freedom, so in reality our fight is to civilize White America. 
Now then if you take'that to its logical conclusion you would 
say that any civil rights bill that was passed in this country 
would have eased the struggle for black people but it helped 
civilizec white America. Let me give you an example:



I'm black, I know that I’m black. I know that I am 
a human being and I know that with that comes certain dignities 
that all human beings have. One of those is that I am able to 
enter a public place.. But now there are some dumb hunkeys who 
don’t know that so that every time I try to enter a store the' 
hunkey gets in my way, shoots at me, bombs my church, kills 
my children or beats me up because h6 doesn’t know that I'm 
a human being so the white folk in Washington, D. C., got to 
write a Civil Rights Bill to tell this hunkey,-when I come, get 
out of my way. So that what they' have done is they have civilized 
this hunkey because I’m the same man I was, I still go into the 
store. The only trouble is that he is not forced to recognize 
my humanity. That is very important. It is the same thing'that 
is true about the voting rights act. We’re black, we know we 
should be able to vote, but everytime we try to" vote some 
hunkey stops us, so they got to pass a civil rights bill to 
stop them from denying us our rights'. They don’t give us anything. 
You’ve got to get that clear in your mind.

Now then we want to talk about definitions because 
they are very, very inportant. You see White Western Society 
and you should use .the word Western Society never Western 
Civilization, because they don’t know nothing about it. White 
Western Society has been able to define everybody and they, 
just define them and- put them in places, and when they define, 
they can’t get out those definitions and people just stay there. 
Let me give-you'some examples so you can understand better:



Ydu watch the red man and the white man on TV fighting 
each other. If the red man is winning then the white man calls - 
for the calvery and here come the calvery, and they are riding . 
very white and very proper, and when they get up to where the 
battle is they all get out their guns and they systematically : 
shoot all the red men, you know, kill them dead. Theyget back, 
on their hhorses 'and they ride back to the fort, and at the 
fort there is a white woman standing there, and she says,’What 
happened?",and there is always this Lieutenant who says,”XWe 
had a victory, we killed all the Indians’! This is very. good. T. *
Now the next time when the reverse happens, when the red man 
beats the hell out of the white man and, there is one of them 
left’ dr aging on the horse and she says, What happened?’.’Those 
dirty Indians, they massacred us.” There was. ~a’ feeling in there ' .
that a massacre is not as good as a victory. A victory is much
better. She say c i red people who all there lives are going to . 
fight and they are never going to have a victory. Here is Sittin
Bull, the greatest strategist you have in the world', he has won

... t

all these wars, but he ain’t never going to win a victory, he’s 
always going to win a massacre. And a massacre is dirty. You’ve 
got to understand that in youx; mind. You see that on television 
all the time, even today about the Vietnam war. Do you ever Ifear,, 

’’(Those dirty, filthy, rotten, .Communist, rebels, they threw a 

Molotov cocktail and killed civilians’.'?And then the other guy comes 
back and says,’Th- the'mean time our good GI boys have been bombing- 
the hell out of•; North Vietnam.’’ Or even better would be a group <
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of students at Nashville decide to take care of some.hunkey ; • t
cops because they are picking on them, and its Fish Students ' 
Riot and“in Fort Lauderdale hunkeys go and throw bottles arid 
beers at policemen, they are going to ssyCollege Students • 
go on a spree. So the white people have been defining us all our 
lives and we have been forced to react to those definitions 
and see they call us negroes, so I guess you all came from negro 
land.- You have allowed white people to name you. When we were 
in Puerto Rico.a couple bf months ago we were speaking in Spanish, 
I looked through the dictionary to find a word for negro in Puerto *. 
Rican. There is no such word. The closest word is negro, it means 
black. . In french there is no word for negro. In german there 
is no word for negro. In Swahili there is no word for negro.
You wouldn’t want me to leave out-Swahili, . it ’s what.’s happening. 
So that they have defined that, and with the word negro comes 
dumb, stupid, apathetic, love water melon, and got good rhythm. 
But now they do something even more insidious with definitions,. 
Let me give you an example,’go then we can get into black power ' ■’
and the definitions of black power-.

Now you remember, especially from my generation when 
this whole thing broke, out with .integration, and we used to sit 
gluedj to the TV set) you know and our black leader' would get 
up and say "We want to integrate" and in our minds we knew the 
cat was talking about good schools, good houses, good jobs, and 
a good way of life. That was in the minds of all black people, 

. * • » but some dumb’hunkeys going to jump up and say "You want to marry 
my daughter, don’t you?" And then instead of our black leaders 
being aggressive and saying later for you hunkey, at that time



they would react to the hunkey, see they would let him define • I
their own term, integration and he would say "Uh Uh we- don't 
want to be your brother, we want- to be your brother". And they 
just go to sweaten and puffin and "we don’t want to sleep in 
your bedroom, we just want to live next door to you’.’ An so 
they were doing what ever the hunkey who defined their term, 
and they were reacting to his definition. They don’t pull 
that junk with" us in. SNCC because we tell them right out. 
when they .come with that nonsense about marrying their daughter, 
your= daughter^, your sister, your mama, we tell them. We tell 
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them crystal clear the white woman is not the queen of the world 
she’s not the virgin Mary, she can be -made like any other woman-. 
Let’s move over to something important$ so that we will not be 
caught in a bind about reaction to their definitions and the 
same thing happens. We say black power;- and some hunkey going 
to jump up and say "Oh you mean violence" and he wants us to • 
say "Oh no boss man, we don’t mean vidLence". Later for the hunkey 
it’s our term, we know what it means. Later for them. Black 
power is the coming together of black people - to fight for their 
liberation.by any means necessary. Now we want, to talk about 
violence. • Because I understand that some of your so called .negro 
leaders have been saying that we violence. I won’t deny it, 
yea I’m violent, somebody touch me I’ll.break their arm. Butthe 
problem isn’t one of violence see, the problem is one of hitting 
back white people when they hit you, that’s the real problem, * > X
because we’ye: never done that all. of our lives.- They have been 
able to walk over us, bomb our churches, ’beat us up, shoot into 
our houses, lynch us, and do everything they wanted to do and we
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would just sit there and whisper about it behind closed door. 
It’s a new day today. But what really upsets me is these 
people who talk about violence and not concerned about black 
people because there is. more violence in our neighborhood on 
Friday and Saturday night .then there is anyplace else. We cut 
and we shoot each other more than, we .’•.touch anybody in the world 
and don’t nobody talk out against that violence. And the reason 
they don’t do it is because- they don’t give a damn about us, 
they are only concerned about white folks. If they were aganst 
violence they would’ be preaching non violence in the black community 
because that’s where we need it most. We- need it there. We need 
it to learn to love and respect- each other and stop cutting and . 
shooting each other but they don’t care about us. The only 
time you hear these preachers talk about non violence is when 
a hunky hits you and you’re getting ready to take care of business. 
Then you see them on television. The only rule they have is 
to comdemn their own people or we don’t believer in violence . .t 
those vagabonds throwing rocks and bottles, oh yes, we believe 
in the war .in Vietnam, we. think our boys should-go over 'there and 
shoot, but we don’t believe in violence at all, what is that junk. 
The/re going to put you in a uniform and send you 8,000 miles 
to shoot a man who ain’t never called you a nigger, get out of 
here.’ And you get cats like Lyndon Bains Johnson get up on 
TV and say ’’Ma fellow Americans every night before I go to sleep,- 
I ask myself what have I done to preserve peace s for this country’’. 
And here he is talking dout preserving peace and dropping bombs 
all over Hanoi, bomb, bomb, bomb, bomb, bomb. And then he get up 
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before national TV and he says violence never accomplishes 
anything. Well if the hunkey believes that then tell him to 
use non violence, in Vietnam. What they are saying is violence 
is OK against everybody except the white man, that’s what they 
are saying, and you ought-not to,get fooled by it, you ought 
to understand that in the world' there exists, especially .in this 
country, a victim and executioner relationship. We are. the victims 
and white people are the executioners, and they have kept us’s 
down by force and by violence and that if we?re violent, it’s just 
that we have learned well from our teachers. They have bombed 
our churches,- they- have shot^ud in’the streets, they have lynched, 
us, they have cat.tlei-prodded uS, they have thrown lye over us, 
they have dragged our children out in the night, we have been the 
recipients of violence for 400 years.'. We have just learned well 
how to use it .today. Don’t you ever condemn people for using ' 
violence, and those black Preachers get up,-you tell them to 4 
get the guts to condemn white folks for the violence they heap 
on us. If they can’t do that, if .they can’t condemn the white 
folks, tell them to keep their mouth shut. So don’t you get f 
caught up in no discussion about violence, we’re just-making 
it crystal clear to the hunkey today that if you try to shoot' 
us, we’re going to kill them, .so Qod get the noose. Now if he 
doesn’t want to get shot, tell them to-stay homh because they 
leave their beds and their wives at 3:00 in the morning and 
come to our community and going to work out their frustrations 
by shooting into oiir community. If they got frustrations, tell 
them to go see a psychiatrist. So you’ve got to understand that 
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one in your mind and don’t get carried away with that nonsense 
about riots, you ought to understand $ you ought to be proud 
of your black brothers in Nashville, you ought to be proud, because 
what happened was on Friday night two hunkey .policemen go 
walk into the middle of the neighborhood, and go startin to beat 
upon a .black brother, and when 'the others brothers told them they . 
didn’t have to, they go-and turn on them, but they forgott it’s .' 
a new day. See they didn’t' recognize that this generation ’.is 
saying if you wear a sheet at night or a.badge -in the day, if 
you put your filthy white' hands on our. beautiful black skin 
we’re going to TCB. .So you just dismiss that nonsense about . 
violence when they tell you about violence, you tell them yea 
we dig your non violence in Vietnam. We’ve:.’ dug your non violence 
in Hiroshima and Nagasaki. You tell .them we’ve? dug it, yea. 
We ain.’t going to forget the Congo baby, we dig it there too. 
We dug the tried violence in Cuba, but Castro took care of them. 
Now we want to talk then pragmatically about liow these things 
affect our lives as black people! What white America has done 
in order to rationalize away guilt for what she- has done to 
us is that she’s told a number of lies about us that -she believes. 
Now that’s expected. Hitler- said if you tell a-lie long enough 
and hard enough, everybody will think it’s the. truth and white 
America has done that. But what is pathetic and what is bad, 
is that some black .people believe those lies about themselves.. 
And so what we have to do tonight is begin to clarify those 
lies for ourselves(You all don’t mind if I take off my jacket - • 
do you?) (Us draw heat you know) . Now the first lie that 
white. America told about us is that we are a lazy people. Are.
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you hep to -hat. And here goes some of us down the street.
"Uh, Uh we’re just lazy, we,we just like white folk, they’re 
always working hard and trying to get som®here but we’re 
so lazy". You got to get it in your mind, We’re not lazy, 
we’rehard workin, white people are lazy. Look here, they 
were so lazy they came to Africa to steal us to do their work 
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for them. We’re not lazy, we are the hardest working people 
in this country,, we are. The trouble is that we are the 
lowest paid, and the most opressed and the most exploited 
people in this‘country. We’re not lazy. If you ride up and 
down the delta in the south today, you’ll see black people 
chopping and picking cotten for $2.00 per. day, while white 
folks sit on the porch, drink scotch, and talk about us. We’re 
not a lazy, pebple it’sour mothers who take care of, their own 
family and then go across town to take care of Miss Ann’s, family. 
So that you should get that out of your’ mind. We’re not lazy 
we are hard working industrious people, always have been. Our 

• / sweat builds this country.
Now the next lie she tells is what she tells our kids 

in school. If you work hard you will succeed. Now you all know ' 
that’s a.,.lot of junk. Because if that were true, black people 
would own this country, lock, stock and barrel. It’s not a 
question of hard working, it is a question of he who has power • 
and he who has control. That’s all, that’s all it’s about, because 
we are the people who really build this country. We are the 
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domestics, we are the share croppers, we are the fruit pickers, 
we are the janitors, we are the elevator men, we are the garbage . • •



men, we are the hardest working people in the country. If 
it were true that you have to work hard to succeed, then the 
contrary of that would be true. That people who didn’t work 
hard would be poor, and Bobby Kennedy would be the poorest 
Hunkey in this country. So then we must begin to get it crystal 
clear in our minds, it is simply a quest.ion of he who has power 
and we don’t have that, we’ve got everything else but that 
and the white man airit got nothing but that. We got love, we 
got non violence,' we got morality, we got Christianity, we- got 
rhythm, we got everything you need, but we ain’t got power. 
The hunkeys don’t have love, can’t spell non-violence, they 
don’t know what religion is all about-, you know they ain’t got 
rhythm, but (unintelligible). But they have power, that’s ■■ 
what they have, power, over ..our lives, so we got to get it clear 
the thing we need is power.

The next lie they tell us is this thing about 
education. You go to school and get a degree, you’re going 
to make it. All of. oiir college students^, when they get out of 
college, with a college degree, make less money than a hunkey. 
with a high school degree. Not only' that, the education system 
that they teach us is riddled with racism, filled with racism. 
We can’t-see ourselves projected anywhere, they show us as a 
stupid people- to let us keep thinking we’re stupidj they start 
out with’their elementary books about Tom, Dick and Jane. Tom 
is white, Dick is white, Jane is white, even their dog Spot is 
white.’ And the only time we see ourselves .is Little Black 
Sambo on the last page eaten water melon. But not only is it



riddled with out right racism it is riddled with Subtle 
racism and the history books just lie, :lie. And they have to 
lie because white people have got to lie because white people 
have to lie to themselves, they cannot tell the truth about 
themselves. And what happens is they fill ouf minds with 
all those lies and have- us accept them as truths. Let me give 
you an example of one that’s, very hard but you don’t dig it.

If I said to you that MR. Quami Enliuma, (who is a brilliant 
black man, he is out of sight, he should be your hero.} don’t . 
let them white folk fool you, he’s out of sight). Now if I said 
to you that Mr. Quam . (you wouldn’t know about him because he 
is the leader in Africa, or was until the CIA overthrew him) 
Now if I said to you that Mr. Quami Enkruma discovered England 
in 1961, you’d laugh, but if that was the first time that that' 
black man had set foot on England and if we as black people 
did not recognize the existence of non black people, he would have 
discovered England. If I said to you that Christopher Columbus 
discovered America in 1492 you say that’s right,- if you were 
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my teacher you would give me an'A, all right, now dig. Here 
comes this hunkey from Europe} steps foot on this country,' there 
are red people here but they, don’t exist so he discovers it. 
And this has been the history of white society.• They have never 
recognized anybody who is non white, so nothing happens until they 
come and find you. But now you’ve got to dig this thing about 
Columbus real deep because you hate telling you that he 
discovered America and he was a dumb hunkey, I mean he was stupid, 
he died thinking he was in India. That’s how dumb he was.■. And 
because he was stupid he titled the red man Indians and to this 
day tney have the name because some dumb Hunkey thought he was'
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■in India. So you’ve got to understand that. That’s how riddled with 
racism it is that you can’t even recognize it. They don’t even 
recognize how racist it is to say that Christopher Columbus 
discovered America and they never will admit it. They can’t, 
They can’t. Not .only that if you wrote the rehistory of this 
country we would say that this country is a na'tion of thieves.
It started off .by stealing the country from the red men 
and committing genocide against him. Not only did it steal the 
country from the red man, it wasn’t satisfied, it turned around 
and it stole us from Africa. You’ve got to understand that this 
country has been a nation of thieves., and is moving to become 
a nation of murders in Vietnam and we’ve-got to stop this. 
Because we have to save our humanity. Let white America do as 
.she will, but as black people we will save- pur. humanity. This 
is very, very important. They start our kids off wit’h the Roman 
Empire, with the Greek Empire^they never teach you about. Africa, 
they make you ashamed of Africa. You ask kids, where- are you 
from, I’m from Seattle, where is your grandmother from, from 
Kansas, and where is your great grandmother from, from Texas, 
and where your great great grandmother from mmmmmmmmmm. SHE’IS 
FROM AFRICA!’.’.’.’. But you don’t know anything about Africa 
because ypu have let white people define Africans as savages.
You let them define them for you and you don’t want to be a savage/ 
You want to be white. You want to be so white that you don’t 
want to be. part of your brothers in Africa, you want to be so 
white that you’ll go to the movies to watch Tarzan. You want , <
to be so white that you sit up on that movie seat and yell for 
Tarzan to beat up your black brother, that’s how white you want 
to be. You should recognize what they are doing to y‘ou‘. Here you
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are jumping up there, identifying with a white man, when he 
is dumb, he is dumb,, he can’t even speak, all he says is (Tarzan’s 
war hoop) . And-your over there identifying with this white 
man because what thejte telling you is here comes a hunkey from 
Europe, and because he’s so smart and so intelligent and we’re 
black and stupid he comes over to Africa and he knows the jungle 
better than us and we’ver'been living there all of our lives. 
And when ever we get into trouble with the elephants we got, 
to go to the great white father to talk to the elephants for us. 
Ain’t that’ (something). What you have to recognize is what they 
have done is brain washed us. When you see Tarzan on TV you 
yell for your black- brothers to come together and beat the hell 
.out of that white man. But see that has been calculated’ by , 
white America, that we will never find out about ourselves, 
because a people without its roots or people without its history 
is like a tree without its roots and we’ve?.* been floating 
for 400 years. Di^ustin.. They didn't tell you that the first 
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University in the world was the University of Timbuktu in Africa 
did they? They couldn't tell you that because you would begin 
to identify with Africa and feel proud with other black people. 
They tell’ you about the' Roman Empire conquering the world. Did 
they tell you that Hannibal, a black man caught the (something) 
and beat the living day lights out of the Romans. That’s right, 
Hannibal did it. And when they get ready to put Hannibal 
in the movies'they put a hunkey like Victor Mateur playing Hannibal..- 
Because they don’t want you to know that Hannibal was black, but 
I’m here to tell you that he was a full black man. And clear 
up the alps and wen.t into Italy and smashed the Romans, you 
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ever see those Italian hunkeys running around here with dark 
complexion and brown eyes. Hannibal did that. The next time 
some Italiai hunkey call you a nigger, tell him get away from 
my face, I’m your daddy. But they can’t afford to tell you 
about the things that black people did because you would identify 
with them. They tell you about Napoleon Bonhpart, did they 
tell you the little black man who was a slave named TOusad, in Haiti, 
beat him up and sent him back to France crying like a baby. They 
leave that out of your history books because they want you to be 
ashamed and when Napoleon got back to France his wife was 
Pregnant for a Pygmy. And when Nepoleon looked at his wife he 
asked her \foat happens when the baby was born black, die said 
the little man was staring at me, and he said he must have had 
an awful penetrating stare, my dear. But they won’t give you 
that in the history books, they give you white heroes to identify 
with, they mesmerize our minds, they give you George Washington, 
he’s supposed to be a he.ro, here is a man who had you enslaved, 
sold a black woman for a barrel of molasses, and he’s supposed 
to be my hero? Later for him. They can’t tell you about 
Ned Turners and the Denmark Bessies can they. They can’t tell 
you about .them because they were fighters who beat up all kinds 
of white folk who were, trying to make them slaves, that’s why 
they won’t tell because they want you to keep on being slaves, 
they want to define' your-very actions, it ain’t going tohappen 
today. All of those things in the schools are calculated to 
make us ashamed of ourselves. The most insidious things 
they could have done to us. is to make us believe as a people 
that we are ugly. The criteria for beaity in this society is set
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by white folk, in the books you read, in the television programs 
you see, the movies, the.magazines, the■newspaper. If she 
is beautiful she’s got thin nose, thin lips, skinny hair and 
white skin, and that’s beauty. And they have made you believe 
that beauty, so much that our women run around here bathing in 
(something) from morning til night. .They have got tis believing » • ’ * • » 
that .so that our young men go out and *oonk” their hair so they cgh 
have straight hair ;t-ol look beautiful. I hope you can take

• the truth, because they have mesmerized our women’s minds so that 
they process their hair every Frid.ay night. And the rest of 
them get their $50.00 and buy wigs. We have to as a people, • 
gather strength to stand up on our feet and say our noses are 
broad, our lips are thick, our• hair is nappy, we are black and 
beahtiful. So that we don’t have to be any longer ashamed of 
our selves and make our children think that they are ashamed so 
our parents won’t.tell us don’t drink coffee because it makes 
you black. Bite in your lips because it’s too-thick; And I 
was surprised when' I was at college to find a young man who 
wore a nose clip on his nose every night, but that’s how they have 
messed up our minds/ They have messed it up so much that every 
time you get ready to pick somebody who is beautiful, you’d 
pick s-omebody who is light, bright and damned near whi.te. And

• our mother’s keep telling us when you marry somebody make sure 
there hair is straight because I want to be (blank). That’s 
how much they have messed up our minds, we are ashamed of ourselves

■ and of our color of our skin. If you want to start a fight, 
. call somebody black. YOU ARE BLACK AND BEAUTIFUL, STOP BEING 

ASHAMED. OF WHAT YOU ARE! ! ! ! I
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Once we stop being ashamed, we can move on because we can then 
begin to develop a concept of people hood .■ Are we so ashamed 
of each other, yea I’m going to (something), we’ll stand here 
and here she come, she going to stand next to us. We're so 
Clanish won’t go stand anywhere else-, we .always got to be 
together. We're-so’ ashamed, we don’t even want to see each other 
in a group.’ We are.so ashamed of ourselves that we"walk down 
the street and see a’hunkey cop beating up one of us and know 
the hunkey cop is beating him up because he’s- black and keep 
walking right on by. We are so ashamed of ourselves that we 
watch our brothers and sisters get put out of their houses, ’put 
their furnitures on the street and we wait till night time to 
go and .steal what we,want.

We are so. ashamed of- ourselves- that we're raping, 
plundering and murdering each other. That's how much ashamed1 
we are. We have to build a concept of people hood where we " 
recognize that we are all the same people, the same brothers 
and sisters so that we can move to the strength to tell them 
when-you. .touch one of us you got to touch all of us.- And when- 
we can b$gin to move to that position, ain’t none of them going 
to mess wifh any of us. But the reason is they know that they 
can come into our communities, beat us up, take our women, and IV 
we won't do nothing because we don’t even want to associate 
with them. You better wake up, the rest of your brothers and 
sfeters are coming together, They’re not letting them come in ther.e 
and pick on one anymore. That's what we've got to do. If they 
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touch one they got to touch all r That is the only way we 
are going to survive- as a people. You've got to understand 
that.. Now I’m going to point out something to the older folk 
who get upset about this thing called lav/ and order. They say 
well the trouble with that nigger andSNCCc is tte/re going around 
there and they’re stirring up trouble and breaking law<and order »
and they"talk so bad and so mean. Let me tell you. All the 
harsh words that we say in tSNCC, we can never begin to match the 
treatment that white America’ has heaped upon us and continues 
to heap upon us. We can call them hunkeys until they turn red, 
we ain’t even begun.to match what they have done to us, so don’t 
you get disturbed about the words. It’s about time somebody 
spoke up. But you see our older folk .talk about law and order 
because they don’t recognize that you can have law and order 
and have•injustice. This country has law and order, it don’t 
have justice for black people. This land has the most efficient 
system of law and order, he couldn’t spell justice. So w-hat 
•we are saying to them.is that you may have law and order, but 
if you ain’t got justice you ain’t going to have no law and 
order. We tell them like Jesus Christ told them, I’ve come to 
bring the sword not the shield. I have come to turn son against 
father, mother against daughter,’nation against nation, for 
where there is injustice there shall be no peace. And wherever 
the hunkeys are heaping injustices upon us in every city; we 
are going to tear it up. If they want peace in their country, 
they had better -learn how to administer justice, if they’don’t 
know how we will teach them how. So you just explain -to them 
law and order without justice ain’t nothing but facism. Understand 
that, because we have to understand that these folks ain't playing
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with us. You see a?lot of folk out there thinking they’re 
playing. You remember Noah, he told the place, come on, everybody 
better get in-this ark, you all come on and build this ark, the 
man’s going to rain on-you all for fourty days and fourty nights. 
UnUn we ain’t going,’ the man’s good to us? he ain’t going .to 
rain on, ,un un, I know the man, I worked fdr. him all my life. 
He give me his old'clothes, he’s good to me.' Noah went on and 
built the ark, and he rained on them for fourty days and fourty 
nights. And don’t you all forget Moses, he fold Lail them Uncle 
Toms- you all better come op and leave this Pharo; Un Un this. 
Pharo’s good to me, Un Un he’s good to me,-yes sir, he pat me 
on the'head, I could speak to him any time I wanted to speak 
to him. I go through his back door and have tea and cookies 
with him. And Moses said you all better come on with memthrough 
this Red Sea, because this Pharo is a mean man. Un Utt,-you’re 
just a trouble maker, Pharo, Youffe just a trouble maker' Moses', 
Pharo ain’t-done nothing to us, and Moses just went .on through the 
Red Sea, he left them behind. When we walk on through today, 
we’re leaving a whole lot-of Uncle Toms behind. We have to begin 
to instill in our young people the right and- the' will to fight 
back. We don’t have it. Did you ever see our young kids, ask 
them what there name is, mumble mumble mumble.’ What’s your name? ; 
Mumble, mumble, mumble. You shouldn’t laugh, it’s very serious. 
You ask a white boy what his name is. MY NAME ±S RICHARD’. ! We 
are so ashamed of ourselves that kids won’t even hold their heads 
up high. They learn to bow down before white folks by the- time they-'- 
are nine years old and out there those people call, themselves 
Christians. Did they forget the first commandment. Thou shalt 
have no other' Gods before me. •
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They have taught us to bow down before white folk as if they 
were god and white people believe they are god. And that has been 
the fault of black folk because we letfthem believe they were 
God, we let them play god, but they don’t understand when we tell 
them that play period is over and they better come on home. 
They think that everybody was put oh this earth to benefit them 
and they use us against each other. . Now I want to say two things * * 
before I sit down, I want- to develop this concept to fight back 
and then I Want to talk about Vietnam.

Now see, the only, people that our’children can Identify 
with in school, in a school like this, is George Washington Carver 
and Booker T. Washington.• Booket T. Washington was a super Tom 
and George Washington Carver was an gnorant.Super Tom. Now the 
reason they teach our kids about Booker T. Washington was because 
he used his mouth to do .two things. Eat and to say yea sir. 
And they want our kids to do the. same thing, but I guess the ' 
reason they teach us about George Washington Carver, is because 
if white folk didn’t have him they would eat Jelly Sandwiches 
for the rest of their lives. He was sopstupid that every 
peanut butter factory in this country tody is owned by white 
folk and he invented over one hundred uses for the peanut, and 
white folk got it all. He was so nice .-.to them, did you see him? 
He used to go around and teach them, how to use the peanut 
and wouldn’t come to his own people because we were too dumb 
and stupid and wern’t cultured enough. Before I name our heroes 
for you I want to talk about this thing called culture. Cause 
the hunkeys are still the finest today. Did you ever hear, them?'



They are culturally deprived children. Are you up to that, 
and here you send you kids to school and they write in a paper 
"The cultural dep?ova.tion of the black race’.’ Ain’t that some 
junk? They say tha.t we are culturally deprived. You all better 
let them in because they are going to charge me with inciting a 
riot. They wouldn't let us have the gymnasium and.they are going 
to charge us with inciting to riot. Now let me tell you.- Don't 
you ever let anybody say you are culturally deprived. Because 
what white folk are talking about is that they don't recognize 
our culture until ihey legitimatize it. Here they were teaching 
you in schools way down upon the Swannee River and My Old 
Kentucky Home was written by Stephen Foster. Ain’t that some 
junk. They're going’to tell you some hunkey ’ wrote music, like 
that about us and for us. He stole it, that’s all he did. 
How could-he know how to write it. The’trouble is that they 
steal our music from us and them give it back and call it culture. 
Here come the Beatles singing our music they can't even harmonize 
and they are going to talk about (unintelligible). Here they 
come taking-our kids to school talking about Music Appreciation. 
They teach them. Bach, Grigaldi, Ragmonakov and all those others. 
And they say now lets-.bring it down to Modern Music and they 
play Gerschwin and they say and now we want to talk about Jazz. 
Kids here?s the man who has l®d Jazz in America more'than any 
other man. Benny Goodman. Brothers and Sisters. Do you know 
that Benny Goodman cannot carry the empty trumpet case of Miles 
Davis. They say we are culturally deprived. Culture is anything 
m an. made. If they say we are culturally deprived, -they are denying 
our very existence. Don’t let them do this to you. We*vergot
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■.culture, we’ver got Dr. W. E. B'.. DuBojig. We'vergot County 
Coolin, we’ve got I3by Jones, we’ve got Mahalia Jacksonwe’ve got 
(unintelligible)’. We've got the Stable Singers, we've^’got the 
mighty-clouds of joy, we’ver got James Brown, we’ve'’ got 
(unintelligible). And to put the icing on the cake we’ve got 
Rev. C. L. Franklin and his soulful daughter, Aretha Franklin. 
Sock it to me,-Sock it to me, etc... The problem is that our 
culture is not legitimized. They have made us ashamed of it. 
Forget it. They have never had any culture, they have always 
stolen ours. That’s-a fact. The blues ain't theirs. -Common ' 
be serious. We might let them get away with Bach, Beethoven 
was black, they won’t even tell you that in. school. He was 
a Spanish Moor, black as you and I. But they don't tell us that.’ 
It’s calculated; I’ts calculated. We need for our kids, 
when they go to our school, to learn a number of things. ■ They 
need to learn -about Africa. It should be included in their 
curriculum. We don’t want them teaching our kids German, they 
should teach them Swahili. You should learn Swahili so you 
can talk to your" African brothers and the white m^n won't know 
what you are talking about. We need to know who our hefoss are. 
Our books must have Frederick Douglas, they must have Denmark 
Bessie, tjiey must have Nat Turner, they must have Dr. W. E. B. 
DuBois, they must have Richard Wright, they must have J. A. Rodger 
they must have Lerone Bennett, they must have County Collon, they 
must have lane Lock, they must have Leroy George, and when you 
get the Judge, tell them you want to know about Malcom X. But 
you don’t know anything about Malcom X, what do you know except 
what the hunkeys tell you. He preached hatred, he hated white 
folks, and white folk, right in the paper, they put. black pecple 



on the last page on a special sheet, call you niggers and describe 
you every time you rape somebody and they got the .nerve to' tell 
you that one of your own hates white folk.- And you believe them. 
You ought to get your copy of Malcom X Speaks or the Autobiography 
of Malcom X and read it yourself. And then when you read it you 
will stand up when you hear his name called. But you ought to 
know that.. The history is that white people never let any black 
man who is speaking for you speak to you they- always csstrate, 
they always lynch him, they always kill him.or today they kick 
him out of congress.' You ought to know that anything they are 
against ..you- should automatically be for. That’s how come we.'- 
knew black power was so good, we said the word and the whole white 
world came out against it, and we said that’s it, we got it, black 
power. Now. finally, about the war in Vietnam. Oh before we 
do that black people also have to learn how to support their 
movement. They give money to religion but we don’t give money 
to our movements. So we will pass- the collection plate during this 
and you should .give some money to support what you believe in..

, ’ t

You can’t have i-nobody else pay for the Music they are going to 
call the tune. If you want to call the tune you’ve got to pay for 
the Music. Oh yes, somebody reminded me to use Paul Robson,- 
I apologize for leaving him out, a great black man. MARCUS GARVEY, 
got to do it, got to do it. We know all the rest, we don’t want 
to talk about the Senators from Massachusetts. Bomb Hanoi. We 
have more bombs in Hanoi. Look how white we are. Don’t call me 
a negro, calT me a man first. Have you ever heard somebody Jewish . 
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get up and say changer'my name, don’t call me Goldberg, call 
me Smith because they're ashamed of their name, they’re ashamed 
of their heritage. Have you ever heard a black man get up and 
say don’t-call me black, I’m a man. For me American first. 
That's what we want to talk about. ■ American First. Because 
that has-been the dffeninaa of the black man in this country. 
We have always tried to be Americans first and black people 
all the way down the end, and that’s why we're catching hell, . 
the way we are. catching it today. You ask anybody in this 
country what they are and they say Polish American, Jewish 
American, etc. Hey what are you little boy? American Negro. 
Wants to be American-first because he is so ashamed of himself. 
The very first man to die for the .war of independence in •this 
country was a black man named Christus Addis.- The very first man. 
He was a’ fool. He died for white folk country while the rest 
of us black brothers were enslaved in this country. He should 
have been fighting white folk instead ’of dying for white folk 
but that has been the history of black people. We’ve always been 
dying for white folk. In the American Revolutionary War, they 
wouldn’t let us fight because Weoy were black and stupid and - 
ignorant. Oh but we wanted to be Americans, brothers and sister, 
we wanted to be American so bad that we got out in- our bare 
feet and trampeled up and down the Eastern Shores of this country, 
training with wooden rifles, begging white folk to let us fight, 
and finally they came and they said good you can fight. And they ■ 
had us fight, and we went out and fought the Indians-in the var 
for independence like fools, we should have teamed up with the 
Indians. But that was alright, we fought and we won the war.
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Our blood was shed and they gave us a purple heart and patted 
us on the head and said that’s a good nigger. The rest of our 
brothers was still in slavery, but we were fighting because we 
were good Americans. We wanted to prove to America how good . 
we was to her. The Mexican - American War came and they were 
yelling about remember the Alamo. They never told you.the Alamo 
was on Mexican territory but that’s ok we went out there and we 
begged to fight. Here we were again fighting non white people, 
dying for the white man. The war wasn’t even over and. we were 
still in slavery. Then came the civil war.. Our great white 
father, Abraham Lincoln was supposed to free us. Started the war 
in 1861 and didn’t sign the Emancipation Proclamation of 18£3 
because the south was beating the living, day lights out of the 
north and wouldn’t even let us fight .in the’Civil War. He said 
we wern’t fitting to fight.' And Frederick Douglas, a great black 
man had to go to him and urge him to let us fight. And when 
the south was still winning he let us fight, but in segregated 
units. Said Mr. Lincoln, we wern’t fitting to fight next, to 
white men. Oh but we wanted to prove to America how good we were 
so we went out and fought in the Civil War. Then came World War 
I and they were drafting white people and they wouldn’t draft 
us and we were ashamed. Oh draft us we cried. Please draft us. 
The NAACP begged them to draft us. Our forfathers ran to- the ’ 
draft,table, we are good Americans, let us fight and they sent 
us over to Europe to make the world safe for democracy and we 
couldn’t even spell the word democracy. That was- in World War I. 
We didn’t even come back. We didn’t have a chance to take our 
uniforms off after World War.I when they -hung an entire plat.pon 
in.Texas with our uniforms on our backs. Oh but we wern’t, Oh not 
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us. We got to prove what good Americans we are so here come 
World War II and we’re going to fight we are going to prove 
how good we are. Let us fight on the front lines. Let us 
stop this war. We must fight, we are good Americans, let us 
take Pork Chop Hill.. Let us fight in Poland to stop Hitler 
and our fathers gave their lives in Poland to stop Hitler from 
running over the Poles and in 1966 a Polish hunkey in Cicero 
will throw a rock at us and tell us get out of this neighborhood. 
Oh, but not us, we were good Americans, we were going to fight. 
And you ought to read MR. Langston Youths, Will Fight for Freedom, 
the History of the NAACP. He tells' you in Texas there was a prison 
camp and black Americans soldiers who were going to Europe to 
fight for this country were bringing home. Nazi Prisoners and they 
put them on a train in New York and when they get to Washington, 
D. C.j thevwhite Nazi who were enemies of this country sat in the 
front of the trainand the niggers had to sit in the back. Oh ' ■
but we wanted to prove what good Americans we are. May I 
remind you that in World War II we fought in segregated -units. 
Oh but that wasn’t enough, we wanted to be good Americans, so 
Mr. A. Philip Randolph in 1947 and 1948 mounts a campaign to . 
integrate the troops and Truman get white enough and he integrates 
the troops and here comes our chance Korea, at last our chance 
to fight with our white brothers. Oh we must stop Communism at 
any price was the cry and it was our blood that paid the price. 
It was our blood that stopped Communism at any price. And our- 
uncles came back to this country with -one leg and one arm, only 
to walk into a store and have some foreigner slam the •■'’rzdoor in



his face and say get out my store, nigger. But we wanted to 
prove what good Americans we were in the Vietnamese war, let 
America prove something to us. We will not fight in their 
war. How could you let them destroy your humanity. How could 
you let them put you in a uniform and go fight people who have 
never done anything to you. How could you? When are we going 
.to get the strength to tell this country we will not let her 
destroy ib. You see that giunkey MacNamara bn television. He ain’t 
nothing but racist.standing up there talking about Yes we're 
going to draft 30% of the negros in-the Army. This is where, they 
can have equal opportunities. Yes, Yes it’s true that the.y.ire

I' only 10% of the population but this is a better, chance for them. .. 
When that Hunkey talk about drafting about' drafting 30% of black 
people he is talking about Black Urban Removal. Nothing else.
You have got to understand•that that war on Vietnam is calculated- 
to get rid of us. 35% of the people who die in Vietnam- are us, 
by their figures. So you know what the true figures really are. 
You are to stand up like the greatest; the prettiest Mohamnud Ali, 
and you are to tell them we are not going-to fight your war. You 
get up on your feet and tell them that war is for the birds. Lynden 
Bird, Lady Bird and Lucy Bird. You tell- them we are no longer 
going to kill people just because a hunkey says kill. You tell 
them when we decide to kill we will decide -who-we are going to kill. 
You have to recognize what they are doing. Dr. Martin Luther King 
was a great leader of his people until he came out against the war 
in Vietnam. Then all of a sudden he's not fitting to lead us 
anymore because the hunkey still think they are-picking our leaders 
for us today. You stand back behind Dr. Martin Luther King, 100% 
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behind him. And you tell the.m that on the question of Vietnam 
he is nice to them on how we really feel ±out it. So you tell 
them they better be happy with Dr. King. Because when some of 
us get going we know who-we are going to kill. So you tell them 
they better be happy Dr. King is as nice as he is about that 
war in Vietnam*? .OUR BLOOD HAS BEEN SPILEDINSIDE OUT FOR THIS 
COUNTRY, AND ALL WE GOT TO SHOW FOR IT IS SOME HUNKEY CALLING 
US NIGGER, .RAT AND WRECKED AND SLUM, ALL OVER THE MOST POWERFUL 
COUNTRY IN THE WORLD! I ! OUR GUTS AND BLOOD HAVE BEEN SPILLED 
FOR THIS COUNTRY AND WE GO TO THE WORST SCHOOLS CAN PRODUCE. 
We who have spilled our guts and blood for this country. Our 
Guts and our blood .have been spilled for this country. It’s 
time we spillKthem for our people. Thank You.
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Why don’t you all read an article with the depth of the 
Massachusetts Quarterly Review entitled Towards Black Liberation 
(unintelligible) paper and then we could have some discussion 
afterwards. I understand 'that- the press has-not been doing too 
good a job covering the activities of SNCC. I don’t think they will 
be able to cover the lecture today because it is on an intellectual 
level. But since your are college students I know you’ll be 
able to deal with the lecture. I’m sorry that Professor Hunt.
had to take so much time reaffirming free speech, I just assumed 
.it was a natural thing, they taught it to me in school. One of 
the mose pointed illustrations of the need for black power as 
a. positive and redemptive force in a society degenerating into a 
form of totalitarianism is to be made by examining the history of 
distortion that the concept has received.in the national media 
of publicity. This debate as in everything else that affects’our 
lives black people are dependent on and at the discretion of 
forces and institutions within the white society which have little 
interest in representing us honestly. Our experience with the Nation 
Press has been that where they have managed to escape the most

. vicious special interests in ’’Get whity” sensationalism and race 
war mongering, individual reporters and commentators have been 

- / 
conditioned by the developing 
where they are incapable even 
reporting of facial incidents
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racism of the society to .the point* 
of objective observations and 
much less the a'jiaily.sis.’....QfiLE.ideas:..
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But this limitation of visions and deception is an inevitable 
consequence of the dictatorship of definition, interpretations 
and consciousness along with the censorship of history that 
the society has inflicted upon black people and consequently upon 
itself. Our concern for black power addresses itself directly 
to this problem. The necessity for black people to reclaim our 
history and our identity from the cultural terrorism and depravation 
of self justifying while guilt. To do this we shall have to struggle 
for the right to create our own terms through which to define our 
selves and our relationship to the society and to have these terms 
recognized. This is the first necessity.of a free people and 

1 
the first right that any oppressor must suspend. Now we" feel 
very strongly about that in SNCC, the right to define, the 
(unintelligible) philosophers feel that it is very important, . 
the ability for man to def.ine himself, (?) for example, on- the ■ 
first page of the Rebel tells us that when the slaves stop accepting 
the definition of slave imposed upon him by his master, then and 
only then does he begin to create a life for himself. That’s 
very important, we see examples of that all the time. The trouble, 
with the world today is that.white western society as opposed to 
western civilization which has been a misnomer, white western 
society has named and defined everyone, and the people are trapped 
by those definitions. Let me give an example. We watch the 
television (idiot box) and we have the red man and the white man, ’ 
and they are engaged in a battle, the white man is losing and * 
heocalls for the calvery arid the calvery domes out and they
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are riding very white and very proper and they get off their 
horses and they load their guns and they systematically shoot 
all the red men. They kill' them all and then they ride back 
to the fort and there is a white woman standing at the door and 
she said, ’’what happened?” And they answered, ”we had a victory, 
we killed all the Indians”. And everyone applauds. Now when 
the reverse happens, when the red man beat up the white man and 
there is one man left hanging over a horse and she says, ’’what 
happened?” and he says, "those dirty Indians came and massacred 
us." You’ve?got to understand that in your mind. What they are 
saying is that a massacre is less honorable than a victory so that 
the red man will never be able to match the white man, he will 
always have a massacre and I guess maybe they have something, tb 
that, because in a victory you shoot people to death and in a 
massacre you cut them to death, and I guess if we’re going to die 
we’d rather be shot than cut; That’s also very prevalent today 
on television in the news. I don’t know if you ever watch the' 
editorial twins of America, Huntley and Brinkley, but if you ever 
watch them, particularly when they- talk about the war in Vietnam, 
one usually says those dirty, filthy communist Viet Cong Rebels, 
disgusting people, threw a molot.ov cocktail today and wounded 17 
of our civilians. Then the other guy comes on and says, "In the 
mean time our good GIs have been bombing the hell out of ’ k, 
North Vietnam. And the implication is that it is bad to throw 
molotov cocktails but it is ok if you bomb. The white fathers of - "• t,
American racism knew this instinctively it seems, as it is ? 
indicated by the continuous record of the distortion and the 
omission in their dealings with-the red and black men. That is
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also very clear with this cat called Christopher Columbus who 
discovered America even though there were people here when he 
got there. But because white Western society had the power to 

’define, they had defined the red man as an Indian and they did 
that because Columbus was stupid, he died thinking he was in 
India, that’s how dumb he was and he called red people Indians 
and because of'that they’re stuck with the name Indians and he 
didn’t even know that he was in the United States of America. 
In the same way the Southerner apologises,for her Jim Crow society 
have so muddied, obscured and misrepresented the records of the 
reconstruction period until it is almost impossible to tell 
what really happened during that;period. Their contemporary 
counter-parts are busy doing the same thing with the history of the 

. civil rights movement.
Just one word about the gentlemen of the press.

They -4. •> usually have names that they give to us like racists, , 
reverse racists, and- anti-whites and I have yet to see one 
black man among them when they come to report about SNCC. In 
1964 for example,1 the National Democratic Party, lead by 
L. B. Johnson 'and boy wonder H. H. Humphreys. In SNCC we call ■< * 
them Batman': and Robin because they run a (unintelligible) 
Government. -In the black community ,H. H. Humphrey stands for 
Handkerchief Head Humphrey. Handkerchief Head is someone who is 
more (?) than an Uncle Tom, he’s an unconditional yes man. I 

i . .

1 <

don’t know if you dug Lynden when he delivered his State of the 
Johnson message to the Union back in January or February, but 
if you were able to dig him, while he was speaking the cameras
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were splashed on the back of Handkerchief Head and he was just 
(giggte, giggle) a just;a hinunen and a hawen. But anyway these 
two cats cynically undermine the efforts of Mississippi’s black, 
population to achieve some degree of political representation. 
We’re speaking now of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party 
challenge which took place in 1964, Atlantic City., at the National 
Democratic Party Convention, Yet (unintelligible) the events of 
that convention (unintelligible) one sees only that, version 
fabricated by the press agent's of the Democratic Party. A year 
later the house of representatives in an even more vulgar display 
of political racism made a mockery of the political rights of 
Mississippi’s black when it failed to unseat the Mississippi 
delegation to the house which had been elected through a process 
which had systematically excluded over 450,000 voting age blacks, 
almost one half of the total electorates of that state. Yet 
that same house two years later was able to unseat Mr. Powell 
because he did the same thing that they did but with more style. 
Whenever this event is mentioned in (unintelligible) it is in terms 
which leaves one with the rather curious impression that somehow 
the oppressed black people of Mississippi are at fault. But 
confronting the Congress with the.situation in whichihey had no 
alternative but to endorse Mississippi’s racial political practices. 
I mention these two examples, because having been directly involved 
in them I can see very clearly the discrepancies between what has 
happened and the versions that are finding their way into general 
acceptance as a kind of popular mythology. Thus, the victimization 
of black people takes place ’ in two phases.. First it occurs in facts 
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and deeds and then and this is equally sinister, it occurs in the 
recordings of those, facts and deeds. The black power program 
and concepts which is’ being articulated by the Student Non Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), the Congress of Racial Equality 
and the hosts of community organizations in the ghettoes of the 
horth and the south has not escaped this process. The white 
press has been busy articulating their own analysis, their own 
interpretations, and criticisms of their own creations and we 
were very disturbed about that and all we said were two simple 
words, black power, and the white world came down against us 
and I couldn’t figure out why, we hadn’t even been given a chance 
to define it, but I was reading Mr. George Bernard Shaw a couple 
of weeks after and he has a phrase which I think is quite apropos 
for the press. This phrase is ’’All criticism is in fact an 
autobiography”. For example while the press is giving wide and 
sensational dissertations to attacks made by figures in the 
civil rights-movement, foremost among which are Mr. Roy Wilkins 
of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People 

l

and his counter part, Mr. Whitney Young of the National Urban League, 
and to the hysterical rantings about black racism made by the -J ’
political (?) that now serves as a Vice President. • It has 
generally failed to give accounts of the reasonable and productive 
dialogue which is taking place in the black community and in certain 
important areas in the white religions and in the intellectual < A
communities of this country. A national committee of influential ’ 
black church men affiliated with the National Council of Churches 
despite their obvious respectability and responsibility had to resort 
to paid advertisements to articulate their positions while anyone 

1 f
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shouting the historical yappings of black racisms got ample space. : 
Thus the American people have gotten at best a superficial and 
misleading account of the very terms and tenure of this debate. 
I wish to quote from a statement made by the National Committee 
of Churchmen which I expect the majority of Americans would not 
have seen. It appeared in the New York Times, last years July 31. 
The churchmen had to pay to get their views articulate in the three 

, quarter section advertisement. .1 wanted to read this quite at ,.
length because I wanted to letuyou know that inside the black 
community there are some intelligent black people other than 
the ones you always see who are ignorant and usually denouncing 
black power, their only fame to claim. Iv/wish to quote. "We, 
an informed group of negro churchmen in America are deeply 
disturbed about the crisis brought upon our country by historic 
distortions of important human realities in the controversy about 
black power. What we see shining, through the variety, of rhetoric is v. 
not anything new, but the same old problem of power and race which 
has faced our beloved country since 1619., The conscience of black 
men is corrupted because having no power to implement the demand 
of conscience, the concern for justice in the absence of justice . 

■ • ?becomes a.,chaotic self surrender. Powerlessness breeds a race 
of beggers. We are faced now with the situation where' powerless 
conscience, meets conscienceless power". T wish to repeat that 
phrase because I feel that it is axiomatic to race reiatxns in 
this country today. We are faced now With a situation where 
powerless conscience meets conscienceless power threatening the 
very foundations of our nation. We deplore the overt violence of 
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riots but we feel it is more important to focus on the real sources 
of these eruptions. These sources may be imbedded inside the Ghetto 
but their basic cause lies in the silent and covert violence which 
white middle class. Americans inflict upon the victims of the inner 
city. In short the failure’of American leaders,to use American 
power to create equal opportunities in life as well as law, this 
is,the real problem and not the angry cry of black power. Without 
the capacity to participate with power, that is to have some 
organized political and economic strength to really influence 
people with whom one interacts, integration is not meaningful. 
Americarhas asked its negro citizens to fight for opportunity as 
individuals whereas at certain points in our history what we have 
needed most has been opportunity for the whole group, not just 
for selected and approvedunegroes.. We must not apologize for the 
existence of this form of group power for we have been oppressed 
as a group and not as individuals. We will not find our way out 
of that oppression until we and Americauaccept the need for negro 
Americans as well as the Jews, Italians, Poles and White, Anglo Saxon 
Protestants among others to have and to weild group power. Tradition 
ally for each new ethnic group the route to social and political 
integration in to America’s pluristic society has been through 
the organization of their own institutions with which to represent 
their communal needs within the largest society,. Simply stated, 
this is what the advocates of black power are talking about. This 
flagrant outcry, particularly from the liberal communities that has 
been evoked by this proposal can only be understood by examining 
the historic relationship between black people and the white power 
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structure in this country. Blacks are defined by two forces. 
Our blackness and our powerlessness. There have been traditionally 
two communities in America.. The white community which is 
controlled and defines the forum that all institutions within the 
society would take. And the black community, which has been 
excluded from the participation in the power decisions that shaped 
the society and have traditionally been dependent upon and 
subservient to the white community. This has not been accidental. 
The history of every institution of this society indicates the 
major concern in the order arid structuring of the society has been 
the maintaining of the black community .in its condition of 
dependence and oppression. This has.not been on the level of indivi
dual acts of racism between individual whites against individual 
blacks but. as total acts by the white community against the black 
community. This'fact cannot be too strongly emphasized but racist 
assumptions of white superiority have been so deeply engrained 
in the structure of this society that it infuses its entire function!

x • t • - tand is so much a part of the- national subconscious that it is taken 
for granted and is frequently not even recognized. Let me give 
an example of the difference between individual racism and what 
we in SNCC call institutionalized racism and the societies 
response to both.

When unidentified white terrorists bomb, a black church' 
and kill five black children, that is an act of individual racism . 
widely deplored by most segments of the society, both white and . 
black. But when in that same city; Birmingham, Alabama, not 
five but .500 black babies die each year because of lack of proper
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food, shelter and medical facilities and thousands more black 
people are destroyed and maimed physically, emotionally and 
educationally because of conditions of poverty and deprivation 
in the Ghetto, that is a function of institutionalized racism. 
But the society pretends either that it doesn’t know of the 
situation or it- is incapable of doing anything meaningful about 
it. And this resistance to doing anything meaningful about condition 
in the Ghetto comes from the fact that the Ghetto is itself a 
product of a combination of forces and special interests inside 
the white community, and the groups who have access to the 
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resources and power to change that situation, benefit politically, 
economically from the very Ghetto. It is more than a figure of 
speech to say then that the black community in America is the 
victim of white imperialism and colonial exploitations. This 
is in practical, economic and political terms true.. For those, 
of you who take philosophy it is calle.d a truism. There are 
over 20,000,000 black people, compromising 10% of this nation. 

. >■ t

For the most part we live in well defined areas of' the country f
in the shanty towns and rural black bug areas of the.south, and 
increasingly in the slums of northern and western industrial cities. 
If one goes into any black community, whether it be Jackson, Miss
issippi; Los Angeles, California or Boston, Massachusetts, one will 
find that the same combination of political, economic and social 
forces are at work. The people in the black communities do not 
control the resources of that community, its political decisions, . 
its law enforcement, its. housing standards, even the physical 
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ownership of the land, houses and stores lie outside that 
community. It is white power that makes the laws. It is violent 
white power in the form of armed white cops that enforces those 
laws with guns and night sticks. The vast majority of black 
people in this country live in these communities and must 
endure these conditions of oppression because and only because we 
are black and powerless. I do not suppose there is. any point 
when the men who control the power and resources of this country 
ever sat down and designed these black (unintelligible), and 
formerly articulated the terms of their colonial and dependent 
status as was done for example by the (unintelligible) government 
of South Africa which this country supports, yet one cannot 
distinguish between one Ghetto and another. As one moves from 
city to city it is as though some malignant racist planning unit 
has done precisely this, designed each one from the same master 
blueprint, and in deed if the Ghetto had been formally arid

I deliberately planned instead of growing spontaneously and 
inevitably from the racist functioning of.the various institutions 
that combine to make the society it would be somehow less frightening. 
The situation would be less frightening if these Ghettos were the 
result of design and conspiracy one could understand their 
similarity as being artificial and consciously imposed rather than 
the result of identical patterns of white racism which repeat them
selves in cities as distant as Boston is to Watts. Without 
bothering to list the historic factors which contribute to this pat- ., A 
tern, economic exploitation, political impotence, discrimination 
of employment and education, one can'<see that to correct this, 
pattern will require far reaching changes in the power j 
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relationships and the in-grown social patterns within the 
society. The question is, of course, what kind of changes 
are necessary and how is it possible to bring them about. 
In recent years the answer to these questions which have been 
given by most articulate groups of black people and their white 
allies, the liberals of all stripes have been in terms of something 
called integration.

According to the advocates of integration, social 
justice will be accomplished by, and I quote, ’’integrating the 
negro into the mainstream institutions of the societies for which 
he has been traditionally excluded”. It is very significant that 
each time I’ve heard this formulation, it has been in terms of 
the negro, the individual negro, rather than in terms of the 
entire black community. This concept of integration had to be 
based on the assumption that there was nothing of value in the 
black community and that little of value could be created among 
black people . For the thing to do. was to syphon off the acceptable 
black into the surrounding middle class white community. Thus 
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the goals of the movement to integration was simplyyto loosen : 
up the restrictions barring the entry of black into the white 
community. Goals around which the struggle took place, such as 
public accomodations, open housing, job opportunities on the 
executive level, are quite simply middle class goals articulated 
by a tiny group of black people who have middle class aspirations. 
Now I do believe that the press had quite a bit to do with that 
again because ..they were interpreting once again a movement for us '• 
in the early 1960s. You know you would see them on television 
and they would say black people have been marching in Selma,
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Alabama today, Jim Clark has ridfen over them with horses, he has 
beaten them up, he’s (unintelligible), he’s shot at them, he’s 
whipped them, but still they are marching to integrate and on 
the next day they would say black people from the north have come 
to join their brothers in the south. They are marching in the 
streets again," Jim Clark has beaten "them, rode his horses on them, 
saddle (unintelligible) them, horse whipped them, taken them to 
jail, but they are still marching to integrate. So I decided . 
to carry that out to its. logical conclusion. It appeared to me 
that what they were saying was that I left the north to go to 
Alabama to sit next to Jim Clark’s daughter, sister or his mama. 
Obviously I never went"there to sit next to Mr. Clark’s daughter, 
sister, or his mama. I went to Alabama to render that hunky 
impotent over my life and there is a big difference. The difference 
is in the first you are fighting to sit next to Jim Clark so- 
somehow you are going to civilize him. I don’t think that it is 
possible. The other is and the most correct' position is that you 
are fighting against white supremacy and.that is where the fights 
have always been. "Nobody wants to sit next to Jim Clark, he’s 
uncivilized. But what" people want to *do is to render' the white 

supremacists powerless. That is very important and I understand 
why the news reporters couldn’t say that .because, for them to say 
that they would have to admit that in the land of the home and the 
gree and the brave and all that other garbage there existed some 
white men who were white supremacists who.had power and they, used 
their power against black people whenever they felt like 
it but it should be crystal clear in your minds to day that black 
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people weren’t fighting to sit next to anybody who was fighting 
against white supremacy because the concept of the forum was 
really bad you know, we’ve? become Joe black., (Unintelligible). 
Such a limited class (uniitelligible) was reflected not only 
in the programs and goals of the civil fights movement but 
in its tactics and organization. It is very significant that the ■ 
two oldest and most respectable civil rights organizations have 
constitutronnn (when I become five fifths I’ll be able to say the 
whole word). .Anyway they have these things which specifically 
prohibit partisan political activities. (Complete sentence 
unintelligible) But this is perfectly understandable in terms 
of the strategy and goals of the older organizations. But the 
civil rights movement serves a role as a kind of liaison between 
the powerful white community and the dependent black community. 
The dependent status of the black cominunity apparently was 
unimportant since if the movement was successful it was going 
to belnd into the.white community anyway. We made no pretense 
of organizing and developing institutions of community power .in 
the black community but in appealing to the conscience of white 
institutions of power. The posture of the civil rights movement 
was that of the dependent, the suppliant. The theory was that 
without attempting to create any organized base of political 
strength itself the civil rights movement could by forming 
coalitions with various liberal -pressure organizations in the 
white community liberal reform clubs, labor unions, church groups, 
progressive civic organizations and at times one or other of the 
major political parties influence national legislation and , , 
national social patterns. I believe we have all seen limitations
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of this approach. We have repeatedly seen that political 
alliances based on appeal to conscience and decency are chancy 
things. Simply because institutions and political organizations 
have no consciences outside their own special interest. The politic 
and social rights of.black people have been and always will be 
negotiable and .expendable the moment they conflict With the 
interest of our so called allies. If we do not learn from 
history the philosopher (?) reminds us then we are doomed to. repeat 
it and this is precisely the lesson that black people must learn 
from the reconstruction period. In the south they come into 
being a party called the Populist Party. One of it’s major 
spokesmen was Tom Watson. Mr. Watson was running for office in a 
county in Georgia which had forty percent black people of voting 
age. In order for him to win the position he needed the black 
votes. So Mr. Watson'like some liberal people who will need the 
black vote in 1972 to become President, went around Georgia articu
lating a liberal philosophy. Said Mr. Watson, ’’Poor black and 
poor white should come together and they should vote because they 
are fleeced and oppressed by rich white. Black people believed 

. • • k 4Mr. Watson and joined the Populist’.Party arid organized as an 
independent force. That was a decision made, by a white man, Mr. 
Watson. No blacks were asked about that decision. When Mr. 
Watson tried to make this party National, to bring it out of the 
south, he started to coalesce with the farmers in the west. His 
party was too weak to take on the Industrial East.- When he tried to 
coalesce to the economic interests of the Farmers in the west 
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conflicted with the economic interest of the blacks. Mr.- 
Watson became a vicious racist leading lynch mobs himself and 
driving black people out of the party. Just because black people • 
had not organized themselves independently first Mr. Watson could 
make two major decisions affecting our lives and we could not 
even threaten any of those decisions . Today that is not going to 
happen again. We will first organize ourselves .independently, 
if people become racist at least we can disrupt. Thus, at this 
point in the struggle blacks have no assurance save a kind of idiot 
optimism and faith in a society whose history is one of racism 
but if it is to become necessary even the painfully limited gains 
thrown to a civil rights movement by the congress will not be 
revoked as soon as a shift in political sentiment should occur. 
The major limitation of this approach was that it tended to maintain 
the traditional dependence of black and of the movement. We depended « / • 
upon the good will and support of various groups within the 
white community whose interests were not always compatible with ■ 
ours. To the extent that we depended upon their good will and 
support we were vulnerable, to their influence and domination.
Also the program t&at evolved out of this coalition was really 
limited and inadequate in the long term and one which affected only 
a small selected group of black people. Its goal was to make the 
white community accessible to qualified black people and presumably 
each year a few more black people armed with their passports, 
a couple of university degrees would escape into white middle class .- 
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America, adopt the attitudes and life styles of their group and one 
day the Harlems and the Watts would stand empty, a tribute to the 
success of integration. This is simply neither realistic nor is • 
it particularly desirable. You can integrate the communities - 
but you assimilate individuals. Even if such a program was 
possible its results would be'not to develop the black community 
as a functional and honorable segment of the total society with 
its own cultural identity, life patterns and institutions but to 
abolish it. The final solution to race problems in this country. 
Karl Marx reminds us that the' working class is the first class of 
people that ever wished to abolish themselves. If one were to 
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listen very closely to some of our moderate negro leaders, you 
would think that the black people were the first people that 
wished to abolish themselves. The fact is that what must be abolishe 
is not the black community but the dependent colonial status that 
has been inflicted upon it. The racial and cultural personality 
of the black community must be preserved .and- the. community must win 
its liberation while preserving-its'cultural' integrity. This is 
the essential difference between integration as it is currently 
practiced and the concept of black power. And what has the 
movement for integration accomplished to date, that the black person 
graduating from MIT with a doctorate will have better job opportun
ities available to him than to Lynda Bird Johnson. But the rate“ 
of unemployment in the black community is steadily increasing, 
while that in..the white community decreases. More-educated black. .- 
people hold executive jobs in major corporations.and federal 
agencies than ever before but the gap between white income and 
black income has almost doubled in the last 20 years.' More suburban 
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housing is available to black people if they can stand the rocks, 
but housing conditions in the Ghetto are still declining. While 
the infant mortality rates of New York City is at its lowest 
rate ever in the city’s history the mortality rate of blacks in 
Harlem is steadily climbing. There has been an organized national 
resistance to the Supreme Court order to integrate the schools. 
Less than 6% of black children in the south attend so called 
integrated schools and 94% of our youth are still left in 
segregated schools which are increasingly decrepit, over crowded, 
under staffed, inadequately outfitted and under funded. It is 
time we turn our attention to the 94% .of our youth. This ' ■ 
explains why the rate of school drop outs is increasing among 
black teenagers who then express their bitterness, hopelessness 
and alienation by the only means they have through immitating 
this society, via violence.' As long as people in the Ghettos 
of our large cities feel that we are the victims of the misuse- 
of white power without any way to have our needs represented and 
these are frequently simple needs, we will continue to have 
rebellions. These are not the products of black power. But the 
absence of any organization capable of giving the community the 
power, the black power that it needs’to deal with its problems. 
SNCC proposes that it is now time for the black liberation movement 
to stop pandering to the fears and anxieties of white middle class 
America in an attempt to earn its goodwill and to return to, the 
Ghettos to organize these communities to control themselves-. This 

» 
organization must be attempted in northern and southern urban areas 
as well as in the rural black belt areas of the south. The chief
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antagonists to this, organization is in the south. The overly 
racists democratic party and in the north the equally racist 
and just -as corrupt big city machines. The standard argument 
presented against independent political organization is that 
you are only 10%. I,cannot See the relevance of this observation 
since no one is talking about taking over the country, God knows 
we wouldn’t know what to do with this monster,-but taking control 
over our very own communities. The fact is that the black population 

•r ‘ .
10% or not, is very, strategically placed ironically because of 
segregation. What is also true is that blacks have never been 
able to utilize the full voting potential of our numbers. Where 
we could vote, the case has always been that the white political 
machine stacks and gerrymanders the political sub division in the 
black community so that true voting strength is never reflected 
in political power.' Would anyone for example looking at the distri
bution, of political power in Manhatten ever think that black 
people represented 60% of the population there. Just as often 
the effective political'organization in black communities is 
absorbed by tokenism and patronage-, the time honored practice of 
giving certain offices to selected negroes. The machine does 
create a little machine which is- subordinate and responsive to 
it in the. black communities, the so called black political leaders 
are really vote deliverers more responsible to the white machine 
and the white power structure than to the community they allegedly 
represent, thus the white community is able to substitute patronage 

t •.

control for what Mr. Powell.called audacious black power in the 
black community. This is precisely what Lynden Bains Johnson 
tried to do even before the voting rights act of 1965 was passed.
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The National Democrats made it clear, crystal clear that the 
measure was intended to register Democrats, not black people. 
The President and top officials of the Democratic party called 
in almost 100 selected black leaders from the deep south. Nothing 
was said about changing the policies of the racist state parties. 
Nothing was said about repudiating such leadership figures as 
Eastlund and Ross Barnett in Mississippi or George and Lurleen 
Wallace in Alabama, but .in SNCC we don’t say anything about 
her because we have come to find out that the Governor of Alabama 
is a mother, and we are for motherhood. What was simply said, 
and I quote, was ”Go home and organize your people into the local 
Democratic Party, then we will see about poverty money and 
appointments, mah fellow Americans". We must organize black 
community power to end these abuses and to give the black community 
a chance to have its needs expressed; A leadership which is truly 
responsible not to the white press and the white power structure, / • ' -
but to the community will be" developed. Such leadership will 
recognize that its power lies in the unified and collective 
strength of the black community. This will make it difficult for 
the white leadership group to conduct its dialogue with individuals 
in terms .of patronage and prestige and would force them to talk 
to the community representatives in terms of real black power.
The single aspect then of the black power program that has encouhtere 
most criticism is this concept of independent political organization. 
This is presented as third partyism which’has never worked or it . .'
would grow into black nationalism and black isolationism which leads’ 
to reverse racism. If such a program is developed it will not have
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the effect of isolating the black community but the reverse. 
When the black community is able to control local offices and nego
tiate with other groups from a position of organized.strength, the- 
possibility of meaningful political alliances on specific issues 
will be increased. That is a rule of politics and there is no 
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reason why it should not operate here. The only difference 
is that we will have- the power to define the terms of these alliances 
The revolution in Agricultural Technology in the south is displacing 
the rural black community into northern-western urban areas." Both 
Washington, D. C.., and Newark, New Jersey have black majorities. 
One third of Philadelphia’s population of two million people 
is already black. The inner city in most major urban areas is already 
predominately black,.and with the white rush to suburbia blacks 
will in the next two decades, control the heart of our great cities. 
These areas can, become 'either concentration camps with a bitter 
population whose only power is the power to destroy, or organized 
powerful communities, able to.make constructive contributions to 
the total society. Without the power, the black power,,to control 
our lives in our communities without effective political institu
tions through which to relate to the total society .our communities 
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will exist in a constant state of insurrection. This is a choice 
that white America will have to make. Thank you.
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anyYpjjipf; maii cbuld: hbitestly! 
deny hating/his-persecutors; To’ 
cpntftiue?-^ the; quote,-? “You don’t 
smflgkaud> s?^y' io.ve- thy white 
br.otftdr.. Ypiudbn<t'forget- those 
beatings/, X6u?-, .dpn’ft 'forget', 
tho^e*funerals.”' . t

e^michael; doesn’t hate all’ 
whitaMhen;.fof <these;<abts of a? 
few;. But .he. does hate the sys-. 
tent *that -produces-, men- like: 
these,vand that d'educes-Negrbesi 
in Aiheriea to subservien'ee.aridl 
poverty..’' He/dpesnlt-- beheyef ;ifti 
viplMceKast?.-a"p01ftieai‘ tp’diXtb 
gain;l)o^pr;.'buteha-dp'ds .-believe 
tn., .ftsini? yiblencd? to'- 'counteract? 
violen?c.ei<'bf;theTwhifes.:’PassiVe 
resistance-, has; heen^.triedjTbut 
violence against Negrpe's re-; 
mairis, and the black ghettos 
mb poverty" remain, 

Steward sees - the. answer-to. 
sh^je^rb.es’ ;prqblem'sinDeduca-l 
tibhiYoribhtedmfpundiwhite.cuiYl 
:ural values) and" gradualist^ 
ipUti'cal^actiou-ifplid^ift^^hiteJ 
lollficians. - wiio, emir kick, ypty 
iut "If" you offend, them "tobi 
nuch) ..^Steward, ‘.says* .Carmui

Vnuoiu ... ------- _ t

■in .prqachingp Tsoc^lwonly umb$ferM<\ the basis for prejudice^be- ehdedA-l 
.., * - A i' th^icphi^etftiah;?be^eenybia.Cks|

“ConfirmedAbigots will con- ahdiMVhitesr’fbr' power.r^Cniyi 
- v • _ when'tha whites have;.confrpll

oVer their bwp- destiny -ani^the 
blacks have control'over their 
destiny can the. two ■ cultur.es|iiyel 
iifuI-true^ajmony, taptherhobdl 
^i-piutualj.r^pecftA? ? 
Y'SftewafdL.phafibsrYtftajS. -Cafe-

. michaelYhds' >nar cpnsistentprQ; 
>graBp‘^aj^he?- changes^his»preS ' 

; ^s^it^tipu/t^lapp^^to; his^audE 
i ,enc^A T3iiSf,isYtrug; fftti^cdlled 
■ ppiitjffiA^yj^^fet^igerttipoliS 
. Jici^./dg.es" ^residen’tAjphh^ 
I son: isjp^ficujarly skiiledtatsit?

The" ditferbncd'Ys’ YCarmichael “ 
admits-lt. ... \ ’?

CaripychaekSdpesnft, hayg al 
prpgram,?' His^spegches.- aye this? 
program.., .He wants, to" ichange ~ 
.the? ideas- '.and-., values’- ;of"’ the 
T<I.egr6*pe,pple- (and? any! whites 
jj^waht fanojapgr.aje) ..to^form 
a'i m^ss.? Ahapyement enabling" 
.piem',tQ,hh.d'subseryiehce,iand't6 
ac(fleye. ^povyer.. ovftr ? themselves! 

t He'.?dpesftft, want ..to achieve 
poWer,?pyef??thfe?whites.,.He wants 

. 'Jlie, 'Negrq, -peppju Y.pi •achieve 
pdwer:- pVgr''thg political;; .ecd| 

, nomic^andi pulfu^afchfe oft the 
t ■bia5^,’?.gltet^s>'..and‘ ,predomi| 
. naiitly-sNegro"'cities; ^here^s? no 
: sinister racismy^plypdi/there 

the____
life’ 'of- the ;blackj iqpppig?..,"He- 
dogmy: 'destipy, jWbstJ
ern^Civilizatiph^ft'e?, ?wai$s: to" 
maKg^a^gtJe^wQjJd:; „ ''' j, 
; whafttis ,'i£^e;;w|nt's‘ftp dej? 
stroyZ’-Hp- vyantsTtpfdestfpy a 
system " and £a, psychbio^;tha£>| 
all6ws*Ja man tf!. categorize- any 

app?^aranee;rarid? 'their ‘dismiss; 
him-withbufr’evSn "seeing?? an' in?? 
dividu.al human Being;ra>sys.temtl 
that allows' spme white men- t6j| 
humiliate, ridicule;, downgrade?.!, 
persecute- and"kill*.a maftl for, 
bem^bla.ck!;!.a'. sy?stgfn that preL 
vents-SeverfftiberUi,'* white- inen- iiassification: 
frqm’hawnff-a^ffee^'fgm/feia^

Being Investigated 
any-whitetman., - J- " T; . . , \.i_

• Carmichael’ dpes-mof? want" to; 
destroy‘Westefn/(3£yilizatibn..3u 
?wdnts: tp'. preserve whatTs gddcp 
inj Wesjefn! QiVffizafioiirT-theJ 
'Christtehryalu^S'tliat hav?e been; 
co^upted'*,|bif" th%7cyineai;, 
human?- racist,, colbifialist? laftixl 
^^^.76k*tifei-modef?fr^pidd;/.’Yj 
'v" ■ ’’" ■" '.'BavidSRadefYd

: -?.Grad;.",;?Histc>ry|

*sayiijg^‘^p’nT4gg tgbjfar,pr, else. 
tfle^wfiifes>rnight,ript "like •it: and 
116ft. give you. what you. deserve.”. 
This is subserwerice^rpurei and

crease discrimination..‘CiviT-lib- ’ 
.er.ties -and social welfare then 
become a g^ips^d3fif#ar<n,at- 
iiral; right. ■ *

, This is wHat^<3anmchaet is 
fighting,, this is, the reason for 
Black-Power. Trusting the ben-? 
evoience bi the
ti-ied' and failed, ' Only' when<ffife. 
respifrces-and,their control are 
in. their own hands can Negroes 
move forward wjth trije,-free
dom. Only vthg^csin,'they 
economically •free- to progress, 
culturally.<free' to ^press -their 

' own" feeliugs,Tcreate;?th?eirl>owh 
aft. Only then can they^gain 
true self-respect, and pride in 

. their culture so long, dpwu? 
■ graded by' the whites.
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Director /
Federal Bureau of Investigation

&

August 1967

J. Walter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney General , 
Internal Security Division

ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINEDHEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE- 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ
Stokely Carmichael 
Sedition - 18 U.S.G, 2388

This is to confirm an oral request made by Mr. John 
Davitt of this Division on August 3? 1967, to Special Agent 

Ifor the fallowing additional investigation of the 
captioned subject under the sedition statute (18 U.S.G. 23'38).

This Division will consider prosecution of the subject, 
or any other identifiable co-conspirators, for violation of the 
Sedition Statute in the event sufficient legally admissible 
evidence can be adduced, to establish that they? bs

b7C
1. Wilfully caused or attempted to cause, 

insubordination, disloyalty, mutiny or 
refusal of duty, in the military or naval . 
forces of the United States, or

2. Wilfully obstructed the recruiting (draft) 
service of the United States/ or

3. Wilfully obstructed the enlistment service 
of the United States.

A review of all the information furnished by your 
Bureau on Cannichael reflects a number of statements made in 
speeches by Carmichael which may be actionable, depending, of 
course, on the circumstances in which they were made and the 
availability of witnesses to testify. A specific list was 
furnished Hr. Brennan reflecting the cities and the date on 
which Carmichael spoke therein, on ten different occasions.

. The following constitutes a chronological list of the 
ten speeches made by Carmichael on which we are requesting 
specific investigation.

fjCPhCr. ’ / *«var.<*

• \ z AUG? U37 »
I KTTU6 ffJLa-

b6
b7C



Berkeley, California 
University of California 
October 29, 1966 

We have a transcript of the speech which was furnished - 
by the Chief of Police of the University of California at

• Berkeley. It is requested that your Bureau ascertain who xn8.de 
the tape recording, under what circumstances he made the tape, 
and whether he would be available and willing to testify. It 
is requested that you obtain the original tape for evidentiary 
purposes. We also wish to be advised of the composition of the 
audience, e.g,, the total number of people in attendance, approxir- 

e mate number of men of draft age, how many Negroes, how many 
white, the vocal response on the part ; of the audience (s.g. 
chanting ’’Hell no, we. won’t go”) and who would be available 
and willing to testify to these matters. It is also requested 
that you determine from an appropriate official of the University 
whether they have an ROTO program,- how many are enlisted in it, 
and further,• if possible, the percentage of male students who 
are subject to the draft.

Richmond, Virginia 
Mosque Auditorium
Aprtl.5., 1967 ,

b6
b7C

lii a Bureau memorandum, dated April 6, 1967, Richmond, 
Virginia, captioned: "Stokely Carmichael,” Detective _______
of the Richmond Police Department advised that Carmichael was the 
main speaker on the evening of April 5, 1967 at the Mosque

- Auditorium. He stated that there were about 1900 persons in a 
predominantly Negro audience, with about l|.00 white persons in 
attendance,

Detective! [advised that Caivnichael, in answer to 
a question concerning Negroes being drafted into the "white 
man’s Army,” said, "tell them ’Hell no.’ there is no need to go 
8,000 xiiiles to. kill Vietnamesej he ain’t never called me a 
nigger. . ,We will not fight their war. The war is for the 
birds, Linda Bird and Lady Bird..’’

<5



. /I ’ • **• 3

. ' t •

We would appreciate being advised as to whether a 
recording or verbatim transcript of Carmichael’s speech is 
available and if so, whether the person who made the recording 
would be available -and willing to testify.

In the event that no recording or verbatim transcript 
was madej. and assuming Detective| |was present at Carmichael’s- 
speech, we would appreciate his being interviewed as to- whether 
he made notes on the speech, particularly the part quoted above, 
whether he still has his notes (or report),- and whether he would 
be available and -willing to testify as tooths foregoing? also, 
whether he could testify as to the composition of the audience, 
the approximate number of men of draft age,- whether there were 
any members of the Armed Forces present (in uniform), and the 
vocal response by the audience (e,.g< chanting ’’Hell no, we . b6 
won’t gon etc,). b7

If there was no recording or verbatim transcript made 
of Carmichael’s speech, we would appreciate being advised of the 
identity find willingness to testify of any person who could, 
corroborate the testimony of Detective |

We ’would also appreciate being furnished with a copy 
of any Form 302 which may have been -prepared in connection with 
the first interview of Detective 

Tougaloo, Mississippi , b6
Tougaloo College b7c
April 11, 1967 '

In a-letterhead memorandum dated June 6, 1967.» captioned 
Communist Infiltration, SNCC, Internal Security - C, Stokely 
Carmichael, Internal Security «?M, at Jackson, Mississippi, we were 
furnished a copy of a verbatim transcript of Carm!chael ’• s speech 
at Tougaloo College which was made aval1able byI 
__________________________________ L Mississippi Highway • “ 
Safety Patrol, Jackson, Mississippij I said there
were approximately 800 to 9Q0 persons in attendance? however, 
he said he did not attend the speech. Your memorandum, further 
reflects that the tape recording of Carmichael! s speech was 
left at the MPSP State Headquarters and| | up to that
time, was unsuccessful in determining who left him the tape.



-u -> ■ « - "■ '

Assuming he has been ■unsuccessful and that a voice identification 
on the tape is not possible, it is requested that the news 
media in Jackson be contacted, if feasible, to determine whether 
a similar tape is available, . -be

-_____________ b7C
In the event that either! now knows who left

him the’tape or, failing that, the news media or some other 
source comes up with a. recording or verbatim transcript of 
Carmichael1 s speech, we would appreciate being advised who made

■* the tape recording, under what circumstances was it made, and 
whether the person who made the tape would be available and. 
willing to testify. It is’further requested that you obtain the 
original for evidentiary purposes. In addition, as we have 
previously noted, we would appreciate being advised "of the 
approximate number of people in attendance, an estimate of the 
number of men of draft age, how many Negroes, how many white, 
the vocal response of the audience (e,g« chanting’ ’’Hell no, 
we won’t go” etc.), and who would be available to testify 
to these matters. If feasible, we would like to know whether 
the college has an ROTO program, how many are enlisted in it, 
and, if possible, the percentage of male students who are subject 
to the draft.

Houston, Texas
University of Houston 
April 13, 1967 

t

In a Bureau memorandum dated April 17s 19&7> Carmichael 
is reported as having made a- speech at the University of Houston 
on April 13, 1967, at Houston, Texas, in which he is reported 
as having saids ”1 advocate people to say to hell with the 
draft and go to jail,"

We would appreciate being advised as to whether a 
recording or verbatim transcript of Carmichael fs speech is 
available and if so, whether the person who made the recording 
would be available and willing to testify. ’ -

In the event that no recording or verbatim transcript ■ 
was made, we would appreciate being advised as to who was 
present at CarmichaelSs speech who would be available and willing 
to testify to the foregoing, whether he made any notes or report 
that are still available, and whether he could testify as to 
the total number of people in the audience, the approximate 
number of men of draft age, how many Negroes, hpw many’white, 
and the vocal response on the part of the audience, (e.g. chanting 
’’Hell no, we wont .go” etc.). ,* • We woula also like to know if any

members of the Armed Forces were present in uniform.



St. Petersburg, Florida 
April 18, 1967

We have a transcript of Carmichael’s speech and question 
and answer forum at St. Petersburg, Florida, on April 18, 1967, 
which was furnished in your letterhead memorandum dated May 17> 
1967, captioned ’’Stokely Carmichael, Tampa, Florida.” Your 
memorandum reflects that the transcript was sent to the Bureau 
by Pinellas County Sheriff Don Genung in a letter dated May 10, 
1967. The Sheriff’s office estimated the audience to have been 
between 700 and 800 persons. It is requested that your Bureau 
ascertain who made the tape recording, under what circumstances 
he made the tape, and whether' he would ba available and willing 
to testify. It is requested that you obtain the original, tape 
for evidentiary purposes. We also wish to be advised of the 
composition of the audience, e.g., the total number of people 
in attendance, approximate number of men of draft age, how many 
Negroes, how many white, whether there were any members of 
the Armed Forces present in uniform, the vocal response on 
the part of the audience (.e.g. chanting ’’Hell no, viq won’t go) 
and who would be available and willing to testify to these 
matters.

Seattle, Washington -■
University of Washington & Garfield High School 
April 19, 1967 
** . -rrr er r»m~ i~ j r ~. j ,.i jn.i -t*~ -- n.ir i i| ri.i. m . 1 i irmi ixu.-.ijh—x . 11 -i, «

In a Bureau memorandum dated April 20, 1967 captioned 
’’Stokely Carmichael, Seattle, Wasnington”' a sburce advised that 
Carmichael gave a speech at both the captioned university and 
high school. In answer to a question fromMmiversity student 
about the Negro’s role in the draft, he said, ’’tell em ¥Hel3. no, 
we ain’t going.’1’ The audience was estimated at both speeches to 
be in excess of 3000 people. • - '

We would appreciate being advised as to whether a recording 
or verbatim transcription of Carmichael’s speech is available 
and, if so, whether the person who made the recording would be 
availableand willing to testify, t In the event that no recording 
or verbatim transcript was made, and assuming the source was 
present ^at the speeches and is available and willing to testify 
to the foregoing, it is requested that he be interviewed as to 
the approximate number of draft age men in the audience, how many 
Negroes, how many white, the vocal response on the part of the 
audience (e.g. changing ’’Hell no, we won’t go”). It is ^also 

requested that we be advised whether the university and high 
school have an-ROTC program, the number of enlisted men and 
the percentage of male students subject to the draft.



C inc innat i, Ohio 
Carmel, Church 
April 29, 1967 
^Aw.wwi.ii-1-ir.iiiiiiliifi.TW iWi ^.. II*. -.W. IPWIW.

With regard to Carmichael’s speech at the Carmel Church 
in Cincinnati, Ohio on April 29, 1967,- it would be appreciated 
if you would advise us as to the nature and availability for 
testimony of the confidential source who furnished the tape 
recording of his speech and the circumstances under which the 

?Vrecording was made. It is also requested that you obtain the 
'..- original tape recordingIn addition, as we have previously 

. noted, we would appreciate being advised as to the composition 
of the audience, the approximate number of men of draft age and 
the names of the witnesses who would be available and willing to 
testify as to these matters.

Waukegan, Illinois
Waukegan Township High School 
May 1U, 1967 ____________

Your letterhead memorandum dated May 16, 1967 at 
Chicago, Illinois quotes Lieutenant I ' J°^
Waukegan, Illinois .Police Department as advising that Carmichael 
spoke at the East Campus of the Waukegan Township High School 
on May 14, 1967. , Lieutenantl | quoted Carmichael as making
several possibly seditious statements which were reflected in 
the foregoing report#

We would appreciate being advised as to whether a 
recording, ox* verbatim transcription of this speech is available 
and, .if so, whether such person who made the recording is 
available and willing to testify# •

In the event that a recording or transcript is not 
available, and assuming Lieutenant___________presence during
this speech, we would appreciate his being re-interviewed and 
questioned as. to vrhether he- made notes during the speech, if 
such notes are still available and if he would be grilling to 
testify as to these matters. It is also requested that he be 
questioned as to the composition of the audience as has been 
previously noted,. We would also appreciate- being furnished 
with a copy of any Form 302 which may have been prepared in 
connection with his first interview.



Washington, D, C, 
Lincoln Memorial Congregational Temple
May 16, 1967  <

We note from your letterhead, memorandum dated May 21j-, 
1967 of Washington, D« C, that the transcript of the speech made 
by-Carmichael on May 16, 1967 w&s initially furnished to the 
Metropolitan Police Department by a major radio network and 
that the network did not wish to become involved in this matter. 
In light of the fact that in this speech Carmichael made several 
statements which would appear to be in possible violation of 
the sedition statute, it is requested that you ascertain the 
name of the individual who made the recording,, the circumstances 
under which it was made and Ms availability and willingness 
to testify, It is also requested that you advise us as to the 
composition of the audience and other data along the. lines 
previously requested.

We would appreciate your treating this request as a 
matter of urgency and.we would, therefore, appreciate receiving 
on an expeditious and continuing basis the. results of your 
investigation.

It is requested that copies of your investigative 
reports also be made available to the- Criminal Division,
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airtel ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDHEREIN IS, UNCLAS 51FIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ
SACss Atlanta (Enclosure) 

Chicago (Enclosux*©) 
Cincinnati (Enclosure) 
Houston. (Enclosure) 
^Jackson (Enclosure) 
Los Angeles (Enclosure) * 
Eichjnond (Enclosure)
San Francisco (Enclosures *3) 

/Seattle (Enclosure)
Tampa (Enclosure)
WJ.?O (Enclosure)

EroaU't Director,

STOY CAaiXCH® 
SEDITION

EeBuairtel 8/4/67, ’ one copy a£ which is enclosed for 
San Francisco»

Enclosed /or each recipient office is a copy of a 
self-explanatory letter from LAG Ycugley which confinss the 
information contained in referenced airtel*

Recipient officer are instructed to comply with the 
requests contained 1a this letter and with the instruction^ 
contained in i’uferencod alrtsl regarding the investigation of 
Cart-iichaol «ml the suZjniusiou of pertinent inforpatioa te 
Atlanta for inclusion in a pi^o&aeutivo cun^ary ?’Ci?ort9

Xatox-vicws with potential witnesses should be recorded 
on Fom rD-SDS ox' in a signed state-mat tnd wherovsr possible 
pertinent infoxnnation should be fumishod to Atlanta in insert 
fora for inalusioa in the prosecutive jstmmry report* Insure



Airtel to SAC, Atlanta 
RE: S’SOKSA.y GAFJSIQHABh 

that appropriate background information ineluding information 
regarding the willinguess and availability of witnesses to 
testify i& furnished to Atlanta regarding each potential 
witness for lixclusion in the Witness appendix section of the 
x*epert. Original recordings of interviews with potential; 
witnesses should be retained by the office conducting the 
interviews. Auxiliary offices should furnish to Atlanta 
four copies of all exhibits to be included in the exhibits 
Section of the prosecutive summary report and Atlanta should 
submit throe copies of the jp-vosecutive summary report and 
three sets of exhibits to the jBureau.

It is imperative that sufficient manpower he 
assigned to this investigation to insui’e that the deadline 
is met without. fails-



ALL INFORMATI^OONTAINEDHEREIN .15 UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 603 LP/STP/SZ
8/4/07

Airtel

To; SACs, Atlanta 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Houston 
Jackson

Los Angelos
Richmond

Tasma
WO P^SOHAL ATT^TxOU

From: Director, H3X (100-440030)

STOXSLY CAKHCLWL
OTJGRML SKCUItm - mSCSLLANEO’JS;
sedhm

Th© Department has advised it any proceed against 
Stokely Carmichael, formbx* national Chairman of th© Scudent 
nonviolent Coordinating Co^ittoe (SL'CC), for violation of 
Title 18, XL S. Code, Section 2S8S, sedition.

Th© Department is interested in activities chcvingg

1) Counseling of refusal of military duty*
2) Statements \.hlch voald co»n;tltv.te obstruction 

of voluntary enlistments for miJltary service,
3) S tate'Wi'its vfaich •rould ceivutitntc drst reef ion 

of rccruitlrg for military service or the draft.

The
speeches:

Dc-partwJit desii’cs transcripts of the follavlng

1} Wnv&cgan, 5/14/G7, Vo.ukogan ToT;nyhip
High School (Chicago).

2) St. Petersburg, Ploi’ida, 4/18/07 (Tampa).
3) Tong??co, blr rAr , TodgaJ.eo Coliego,

4/11/07 (JYck:;ou).
4) ffichr.ond, Virginia, Ilcsque Auditorium, ^/5/C7 

(ftiGkrnoad).
b6
b7C



BEST AVAILABLE COPY

Mrtel to SAG p et
STOZDM O&iailCHASSL 

100-^15080

5) VacMxJstoii, D« Lincoln Cos^Ggatioaal
TonpXe., (TTFO)

6} ilerLclxv, California, llnivsrsxty of California, 
10~3*MJo (LOS iusolc.s)

T) Cinoinnati, Chio£. X^otestunt Church, 
(CxPAiinsati)

8) Ion California, 5~^7»^67 (Los 4nsol©s)
9) Bounton9 *£&?&& 9 Wiwrsity of Sonst©®., 4^13^7 

(Bmston)
10) Snattlo^ 17aahxn?^^> Hniv^rslty of Vashin^toa 

and Gurfiold, ^Ib-S'7

Xn conncet.ion witfc aacH o£ ths afro1?# space&ssj. datarxiiiss:

1} If a teixt in available- vMah im? W/e farais^ad 
ii»fi cc&ool or pi’ocn by Car ,ielarl0 Xf a t-a-t is ret raailpbl-:*-, .is 
LL a i.':.:.Y• nripLloys ci t>;j r;n.aah 0/ ra:.:. ;-’.g5..\ , :.a’.>’•.> X ofilol?! , 

c:: any uii.kur c-f »;Irs a^c'lca-x.-X.?t•.'riSno ap^c^rinLo
eo way X'««&&k’dlES anx;c:<k'J..n tlia oa:x:«.b of criooxnr.

f’) EM---.viaiac iha ccTioaiilc’ji ©i avdioness i^o~A 
canvjoie^t iacl^dine; U-atlicsk’ or porrzX’.’j oi
Cyp.i't r.33» Znocx’feiia xz?xT?niiori of Tn^r© md vMtwrs in YIx© 
PUd'‘.v£.&$ e

S) X-otni-MK? nv.<Ua?-.so I’sr.ntlon to 
a>r./.c_-riavG portions r.:axo 
ruisil^soo rctspoM fco statexaMa’ xxoli an ^cll

the ?.’X.c->';b.'? '.*/’•< th'Q? 
or b&03€l« Dirt tv.n 
acu V.’O \-:^l-ist goj1

4) PjicrMn-s ea^’-ilahility of v&o cun Ix-tnlLfy
p;3 to ti’G tnxi: &:-id \7O3.'v.iiig c<i tlia

5} V1-.--5XC tha own'll VA-s. at a txxnol d©tox*^:la3 if
In an. r.85n..,nvd; s-’lliLury ar ko^rva Office m Training
CCS-V'•* L*S'-.-»C)e i.CZis? y ^.•?.1>*<~'*a."'iA-'."•X An ••’<-• «‘: a VCiXf-Xi £*-- jt -i' A ♦<•■»-?i&

ox’ GAt af aulAcrn?

S) Van nl’Si’G a quasu:tic-s and uex.’T'-r period aft ar it.o 
t.;'.:.'-^LV i;c:.--? t/'•.<• nnxta v? t',„ .aaXxvb >? r..-.f-*.:r
tM D.’xaXt r,t tl.o nlto cs? iCra.i it? ^Xtornixia v/ixx'cs..es t© 
tfe-3 autatrxco of any catlsex’in.gsv



Airtsl to SAC, Atlanta, et al 
RE: STOISLY CARMICHAEL 
100-440030

These instructions rpply even though a transcript 
has been previously xurai?;hed Atlanta and tte Bureau. It is 
act necessary io forward th® tiMnse-ript again, but hll inior- 
nation concerning source of transcript, availability for 
tostioony of the person xfav recorded the speech> chain of 
evidence, and a&ws to the above questions uust be furnished.

Refer to the- Manual of Instructions, Volu&e 3, 
Section SO, regarding sedition, for instructions. Refer to 
Agents Handbook, Part X, page 71, regarding preparation of 
prosecutive suzsaary reports. This investigation saust be 
thorough and penetratinge

Atlanta, as office of origin, v,;xll iraediately prepare 
a prosecutive' report to iueludo all of the »hove. This
report uupt reach the Bureau by Av.gpnt 14, 19G7, vlthqut fail. 
Each other office r.uwt cover its leads and fxiraish remits to 
the Bureau and Atlanta no later tnaii August 9, 10G7, inj a fore 
suitable for dfc.wainatic-i. Each Wpoclnl Agvnt in Chayjo vil? 
be held strictly accountable for nesting thc..«e deadly***.-!. 
Assigix sufficient mfcjfow to inaurc^thS- dcndlin^r^nrs lust 
and set out leads by teletype, if noco;.tir..vy.

Sines this investigation vjill include contact.-; vith 
saojBbers of the pro^s and v-'lll bo of public Interest, p?:r^c-rr< 
contacted eJould. bo advised the investigation is bMng 
canduo feed at the request of. th© Assistant Attorn^ Goncra.l 
in charge of the internal Security division of ths Bapart :>nt 
of Justice.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

August 8, 1967
Seattle

stated th at she is a housewife and attended a speech given 
by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at Garfield High School,. Seattle, on the 
evening ofJApriljl9, 1967. She stated that she left the meeting 
about 20 minutes before the end of CARMICHAEL’S main speech as she 
was worried about getting out of a traffic jam. She now recalled 
that during the speech STOKELY CARMICHAEL made a statement such as 
”If somebody gives me a gun, I know who I would shoot”. He had 
been referring to war in Vietnam and had stated that Negroes 
should not be shooting other persons of colored skin, in Vietnam, 
when they had a greater problem at home. Other than this remark,

could not recall any particular controversial remark
made by CARMICHAEL, She estimated the audience at approximately 
4,000 persons, mostly adults, and those of draft age in the 
audience about 15%. She also stated that the audience was approx
imately 60% Negro, and she did not hear any ’'chanting” to answers 
or remarks made by CARMICHAEL„ She said that the closest military 
establishment to Garfield High School is approximately ten miles 
away. She did not see anyone in military uniform at this meeting.

advised she would be willing to testify
to this information

be
b7CALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDHEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ■DATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ

On 8/8/67 nt Seattle, Washington Fiie^ SE 100-28676 —

x?.d-v-^bj.l Date dictated— 8/8/67
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it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

8/8/67

Seattle Public School System, Seattle, Washington, stated 
thatjhe made a tape recording of a speech made by STOKELY 
CARMiCHAEL at Garfield High School, 400 - 23rd Avenue, Seattle, 
on the evening of |Apriljl9 , '1967 . He is maintaining the master 
copy or original tape of this speech as a matter of evidence. 
He said that he would be willing and available for testimony 
regarding this tape. | [estimated the audience at
more than 4,000 persons, and of this number, there were 
approximately 60 per cent Negroes, and no more than 15 per 
cent young men of draft age. He said he did not see a 
military uniform in the audience and does not know how many 
persons of the audience are in military service. He said 
the audience response was very warm, but he did not hear 
any "chanting" in response to remarks made by CARMICHAEL. 
He said that the nearest military base is approximately ten 
miles away and there is no ROTC program at Garfield High 
School. He added that a question and answer period was 
held at Garfield High School following the main address, and 
he does not recall any statements made by CARMICHAEL which 
would be construed as counseling or obstructing military 
recruiting or service.

stated that CARMICHAEL delivered his
speech on "Black Power and Negro Rights" in normal tone of 
voice and did not become overly excited. He spoke to all 
persons within sound of his voice and did not appear to 
use a text but may have referred to notes although they 
were not noticeable. CARMICHAEL was the main speaker of
the evening b6

b7(ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDHEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z

On_____az.8.z.67___ nt Seattle, Washington___________ File#____ SK 100-28876

SA Zodv:omh Date dictated. 8/8/67
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

n , August 8, 1967 Dote °______ 1______
University of

Washington, Seattle, Washington, stated that he attended a 
speech given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the University of Wash
ington, Seattle, on the afternoon of|Aprill9, 1967. He said 
he did not hear any remarks by CARMICHAEL which would indicate 
counseling to avoid military duty or similiar statements. He 
estimated the audience at approximately 3,000 persons of which 
less than 5% were Negro. He believes that the audience was 
receptive to CARMICHAEL but did not ”go all out in applause”. 
He said there was.a. question and answer period after his speech 
but there was no large response to any answers given by 
CARMICHAEL, and he does not recall CARMICHAEL making a state
ment, such as "Hell no, we won't go”. He estimated that the 
majority of the males in the audience or three-fourths of the 
audience would be about draft age, but he did not see any 
military uniforms.

this information.
advised he would be willing to testify to

b6
b7C

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDHEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/SZ
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FEDERAL BURIEAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dale____ August 8, 1967___

I I Un iversity of Washington, Seattle, Washington, stated
he attended the speech by STOKELY CARMICHAEL given on the after 
noon of .April'19, 1967, at the University of Washington,, He' 
said that he was in and out of the audience due to his 
security duties but did not hear any remai’ks by CARMICHAEL 
which he thought were controversial. He said the audience 
consisted of slightly more than 3,000 persons, of which 70 
or more per cent were college students and of this 70% three 
fourths were males of draft age. He said he does not recall 
that many Negroes were present but, there could have been a 
few. He said the audience response vzas average, and he did 
not hear any vocal response such as “chanting” by the audience. 
He said the college has three Reserve Officer Training pro
grams and the nearest-military installation is.the Sand Point 
Naval Air Base, which is three miles from the University. He 
also stated that he did not see any military uniforms at this 
speech.

________ | related he would be willing to testify to 
this information.

b6

b7C
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

August—8.,-1967.

Seattle Pumxxc dcdooi system, Seattle, Washington, advised 
he attended a speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL given the evening 
of April*19, 1967, at Garfield High School, 400 23rd Avenue, 
Seattle. He said that he did not hear any comment made by 
CARMICHAEL which would indicate counseling of persons to 
refuse military duty or similiar remarks. He estimated the 
audience at about 4,000 or more persons with the majority of 
the audience being adults. He pointed out that the response 
of the audience was warm and cordial. He said that he did not 
notice any military uniforms in the audience, and he did not 
hear any "chanting" in response to CARMICHAEL’S remarks.

advised he would be willing to testify to
this information

b6
b7C
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PntA August 8, 1967

Radio Broad
casting Service for the University of Washington, Seattle, 
Washington. He stated that he personally made a tape record
ing of the speech given by STOKELY CARMICHAEL on the after
noon ofs?priiil9, 1967, at,the University of Washington. He 
said that as is the custom, the master tape was erased, but 
he did make a copy from it of the speech made by CARMICHAEL. 
He said that he has maintained this copy and made a copy from 
his copy for Agentl I of the FBI. He said
that he would be willing and available to testify to the copy 
that he maintains in his possession as being true and accurate 
copy of the tape he originally recorded as a “master. tape“ of 
CARMICHAEL’S speech.

said, that he recalls that during a question
and answer period following CARMICHAEL’S main speech an 
anonymous student asked a question, about military service and 
CARMICHAEL’S reply was “Hell no, we won’t go”. | I
does not recall any other particular remarks derogatory in - 
nature by CARMICHAEL such as counseling against military 
service. He estimated the audience at about 3,000 with ap
proximately 90% being college students. He said that of this 
90%, there were approximately three-fourths male students of 
draft age. He said that he did not see any military personnel 
present in uniform and does not know how many of the students 
present are in the Reserve Officer Training Corps but believes 
that 50% of the males present are members of the Reserve 
Officer Training Corps. I Isaid that the audience
response appeared to be “warm” but not “exuberant”. He said 
that there was no “chanting” by the audience of CARMICHAEL’S 
remarks. ...

remarked that CARMICHAEL appeared to
deliver his speech in a normal tone of voice and in a de
liberate manner. He did not become overly excited, and he 
spoke generally to.all persons within sound of his voice. 
He may have used notes in delivering his speed), but they 
were not apparent. He was the main speaker for the afternoon 
and his announced topic was Negro Rights and Black Power.

I ~~| further related he had also made a tape of the question 
and answer period following CARMICHAEL’S main address, however,

On 8/8/87____ nt Seattle, Washington______ ;__File SE 100—28676

SA /cdv
Date dictated.

8/8/67
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this tape has been erased. A separate copy of this portion 
of the tape was made before the tape was erased, however, he 
has been unable to.locate the copy.

2 d
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date___ August... 8 .1967____

I at
Garfield High School,.400 23rd Avenue, Seattle, Washing- 
ton, stated he attended the speech of STOKELY CARMICHAEL at 
Garfield High School on the evening of'April 19, 1967, attended 
mostly by adults. He said the audience response was very 
warm and he would estimate the audience at about 4,000 per
sons. He said the audience consisted of very few persons of 
draft age. He does not recall any remarks being made by 
CARMICHAEL of a controversial nature which would be construed 
as counseling or obstruction to military service. He esti
mated that the number of draft age persons in the audience 
would be abSut 10%, and the number of Negroes in the audience 
would be 70%. He said there was no vocal response by the 
audience to CARMICHAEL’S remarks and a question and answer 
period was held at the high school directly following his 
main address. He does not recall seeing any military per
sonnel in uniform at the high school and does not know how 
many persons were there that might be in the military ser
vice.

I [related he would be willing to testify to 
this information.

be 
b7C
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

August 8,_ 1967.

University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, informed 
that he attended a speech _of STOKELY CARMICHAEL which was 
held on the afternoon of,Aprill9, 1967, at the University 
of Washington. He stated that he did not hear any comment 
made by CARMICHAEL which would indicate willful counseling 
or refusal for. duty in military service or effort to obstruct 
recruiting into military service or enlistment into military 
duty. He said that the audience consisted of about 3,000 
persons made up of students of which three-fourths were male 
persons of draft age. He said that the number of Negroes in 
the audience was very small and he would approximate no more 
than 5% of the audience. He added that the audience were 
warm in their reception but at no time did they appear to 
be "exuberant".

stated that there is a Reserve Officer
Training program at the University which includes a train
ing program for Air Force, Army, and Navy. He said that to 
the best of his knowledge, there was no one in the audience 
in uniform. He stated that there was a question and answer 
period after the main speech by CARMICHAEL, and it was dif
ficult for anyone to hear all of the.questions and answers. 
He said he did not hear any changing to a question regard
ing the draft nor did he hear CARMICHAEL make an answer such 
as "Hell no, we won’t go".

this information
advised he would be willing to testify to.*

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDHERE III IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z
■b 6
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. TO: DIRECTOR (100-446080)
SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812)

FROM: < SAC, SEATTLE (100-28676)
STOKELY CARMICHAEL., IS - MISC.; SEDITION
RE ATLANTA TEL TODAY. '
SEATTLE INSERT AND THREE,ZERO TWOS SUBMITTED 

AUGUST EIGHT LAST. REVIEW OF' FILE INDICATES TYPOGRAPHICAL 
.. ERROR ON THREE ZERO TWOS AND FIRST PAGE* OF TRANSCRIPT OF 

EACH TAPE/ WHERE DATE OF. SPEECHES AT SEATTLE IS LISTED 
AS MAY NINETEEN SIXTYSEVEN AND SHOULD BE APRIL NINETEEN 
SIXTYSEVEN. CORRECTED COPIES SENT AIRMAIL THIS DATE.*■ . *
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APPENDIX -■■ WITNESSES

• AT SEATTLE, WASHINGTON . . ’

1.

_ ;______ I lis approximately 50 years of age and 
is |________________________________ __| at the University p£^-
Washington.. He resides at 4008-BDth* Spdthwestj. Seattle .

2.’

; I ______ is in his 40'8 and is|
Garfield High School v/here he has iaeeh for the jpast three years.
He resided at| 1 SeattieWashington.
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8.

lis about 50 years pi age and is 
Ifor the Seattle Public___

School System. He resides at 
Seattle, Washington.
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I. NARRATIVE Off .OFFENSE

STOKELY CARMICHAEL was born June 29, 1941, 
at Trinidad, British West Indies. By derivation through 
the naturalization of his parents, CARMICHAEL became 
a United States citizen on April 27, 1953., which 
citizenship was substantiated by Certificate of 
Citizenship Number A338082, which was issued to 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL on April .171958.’ Subject's 
derivative citizenship is as a result of his father, 
ADOLPHUS S. CARMICHAEL, born, February 1, 1913, Port 
of Spain, being naturalized in the Southern District' 
of New York April 27, 1953.

CARMICHAEL received a Bachelor of Arts 
Degree in philosophy from Howard University, Washington, 
D.C., bn June 5, 1964.

"in May of 1966 CARMICHAEL, after several 
years of association with the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), was elected, by the 
central committee of SNCC to become the National. 
Chairman. He served in this capacity until May, 1967. 
During this period, CARMICHAEL was in a constant 
travel status throughout the United States; however, 
he has been known to utilize Apartment Number 1, 2222 
Telhurst Street, SW, Atlanta, Georgia, 'aS a residence.

The only alias known to have been utilized 
by CARMICHAEL occurred in September, 1966, when he 
was reported to have purchased an airline ticket in 
Alabama utilizing the name of C. WELCHER. He -is not 
known to have ever served in the military armed forces 
of the United States; however, he is registered with 
the Local Draft Board in New York City, and by his 
own statements indicates he has a 4-F classification.
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Throughout a series of speeches delivered 
by CARMICHAEL as Chairman of SNCC and as a recognized 
proponent of "Black Power"., he has generally set 
forth the origins and concepts of SNCC, theories 
of self condemnation-, concept of denial of one's 
liberation, differences in law and order., and history 
■of the Negro peoples. CARMICHAEL in his speeches, 
following a discussion of the above described items, 
generally concludes his talks by dwelling on the 
war in Viet Nam and his opposition to the draft. 
He further advised his audience that they should 
inform the white people in authority as it relates 
to military service' and induction, "Hell no, we 
won't go." He has advocated in his speeches that, 
"There is no need to go 8,000 miles to kill Vietnamese; 
He ain't never killed any nigger . . .; We will not 
fight the war. The war is for the Birds, Lynda 
Bird and Lady Bird." He has further advocated that 
the Negro people should say, "To hell with the draft" 
and go to Jail.
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II. NAME OF DEPENDANT

STOKELY CARMICHAEL; also known as C. We’lcher.

III. DATES WHEN AND PLACES WHERE
ALLEGED ACTS.WERE COMMITTED

A. University of California 
Berkeley; California 
October 29; 1966

B. Mosquie Auditorium 
Richmond; Virginia 
April 5; 1967

C. Tougaloo College 
Tougaloo; Mississippi 
April 11; 1967

D. University of Houston 
Houston; Texas 
April 13; 1967

E. St. Petersburg; Florida 
April 18; 1967

>

F. . University of Washington and 
Garfield High S'chool 
Seattle, Washington 
April 19; 1967 ~

G. Carmel Church 
Cincinnati; Ohio 
April 29; 1967
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H. Waukegan Township High School 
Waukegan, Illinois

■' May 14, 1967

I. Lincoln Memorial 
Congregational Temple 
Washington, D. C. 
May 16, 1967

J. Los Angeles, California 
May 26, 1967

IV. STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS

The Statute of Limitations will be- a bar 
to prosecution in this matter five years aftex* the 
date of the particular speech in question. Hence, 
prosecution will be barred in the above instances 
commencing October 29, 1971; and thereafter, five 
years following, each subsequent date of speech.

V. PENDING PROSECUTIVE ACTION

To date there has been no prosecutive action 
of CARMICHAEL. Consideration is being given to the 
possible prosecution of subject for his- possible violation 
of Section 2388 of Title 18, U. S. Code, the Sedition 
Statute. Consideration will be given prosecution in 
the event admissable evidence can be adduced to 
establish that-he:

"1. Wilfully caused or attempted to 
, cause insubordination,, disloyalty, mutiny 
or refusal of duty, in the military or 
naval forces of the United States, or

2. Wilfully obstructed the recruiting 
(draft) service of. the United States, or-
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3. Wilfully obstructed the enlistment 
service of the United States.."
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SPEECHES BY STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, 
APRIL 191967,

AND
AT GARFIELD HIGH SCHOOLy .
400 23RD AVENUE, 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, 
APRIL 19, 1967

No prepared texts of these speeches made
' by CARMICHAEL were furnished to school authorities " 

or to members of the press. Tape transcriptions 
are, however, available.| I recorded
the speech delivered by CARMICHAEL at the University 
of Washington and made a copy of this original 
recording, which he has maintained in his personal 
possession. He can testify that this is a true and 
accurate copy of the tape.]-

‘ recorded the speech delivered by CARMICHAEL at 
Garfield High School and has the original or master 
copy of this speech in his personal possession, which 
he has retained since the time of recording.

The Seattle Office has no informants 
sufficiently close to CARMICHAEL who are aware of 
his knowledge and Intent in making the above two 
speeches.
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Date: 8/12/6?

Transmit the following in________________ ___________ ______________________________
(Type in plaintext or code) •

v. AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL IVia______________________  _ __________________________ ________________________ 4
(Priority) j

__________________ ,_______________________________________________ J_______
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM,: SAC, ATLANTA (100-6812) (p)

SUBJECT: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
SEDITION

Re Buairtels 8/4/6? and 8/5/6? and Departmental 
Memorandum forwarded as an enclosure, dated 8/5/6?.

There is enclosed herwlth for the Bureau 
three copies of a Prosecutive Summary Report on 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL. Two copies each of this report 
are being furnished to the following offices: Chicago, 
Cincinnati, Houston, Jackson, Los Angeles, Richmonds 
San Francisco, Seattle, Tampa, and WFO. These are 
offices where the subject has delivered speeches 
which are reported in this Prosecutive Report. 
Prosecutive action, if any, might logically be 
instituted in any one of these divisions and 
receipient offices are to retain these copies until 
such time as the Bureau may advise as to the 
feasibility of making a copy available to the 
appropriate USA for prosecutive consideration.

In re Buairtel of August 4, 196?, it 
was indicated the Department desires transcripts

3 - Bureau (Enc. • (RM) . ' <2 - Chicago (157-129?! (Enc. 2) ;(RM)
2 - Cincinnati (100-16858)/)(Enc/2) (R
2 - Houston (100-105 CWP (RM)
2 - Jackson (100-123
2 - Los Angeles,(Enc 
2 - Richmond (14-91) 

San Francisco (1 
(27- Seattle (Enc. 2) x ,
2 - Tampa (100-1103) (Enc. 2) (RM) 

--------2 - WFO (100-43503) (EncT 2) (RM)~
2 - Atlanta

Approved: .4^5 ________________
' ^-•’Special Agent in Charge

SEARCHED

Sent

CATTLE

M

INDEXED 

f- ■■

Per
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of speeches made by STOKELY CARMICHAEL at the 
places which are recorded in the Prosecutive 
Report enclosed.

Departmental Memorandum of August 5, 
1967, reflects that the Department has a transcript 
of the speech made at Berkeley, California, on 
October 29; 1966, which was furnished to the Department 
by the COP, University of California, Berkeley.

A transcript of the speech delivered 
by STOKELY CARMICHAEL on April 5, 1967; at Richmond, 
Va., was obtained through| | Radio
Station WANT, Richmond, Va., and a transcript of 
this speech is included in the Prosecutive Report.

A speech delivered by CARMICHAEL at 
Tougaloo College, Tougaloo, Miss., on April 11, 
1967; was recorded; however, as of August 11, 1967, bs 
the original of this recording could not be located. b?c 
A copy of this recording can be identified by the 
individual making the recording, and the copy is 
available through____________________ of New Orleans,
La.' MLHM setting forth the transcript of this speech 
,was submitted to the Bureau for dissemination by 
Jackson on June 6, 1967, under a dual caption of 
"SNCC; IS-M" and "STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS-M".

A transcript of the speech delivered by 
CARMICHAEL at the University of Houston, Houston, 
Tex., April 13, 1967, is included in the Prosecutive 
Report, which also identifies individual making 
same available.

A speech delivered by CARMICHAEL at St. 
Petersburg, Fla., on April 18, 1967, was recorded and 
a transcript was furnished by the Tampa Office in their 
airtel and LHM dated May 17, 1967, captioned "STOKELY 
CARMICHAEL; IS-M."

2
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The transcripts of the two speeches delivered 
by CARMICHAEL on May 19, 1967, in Seattle, Wash., 
are included in the Prosecutive Summary Report.

The transcript of the speech made by CARMICHAEL 
in Cincinnati, Ohio, on April 29, 19^7, was furnished 
by an LHM of Cincinnati dated May 29, 1967, under 
"SNCC; IS-C” caption.

The speech made at Waukegan, Ill., by CARMICHAEL 
on May 14, 1967, was not recorded, and no transcript is 
available. Pertinent information regarding this speech 
was furnished to the Bureau by Chicago in LHM dated 
May 15, 1967, under caption of ’’STOKELY CARMICHAEL; IS-M.”

The speech made by CARMICHAEL in Washington, 
D.C., May 16, 1967, was recorded by employees oi NBC 
and is available upon issuance of a subpoena to officials 
identified in the report of NBC, Washington, D.C.

The speech made at Los Angeles, California 
on May 27, 19&7, was not recorded.

Thex’e is no exhibit section being prepared 
for this report as there were a minimum of exhibits 
and they are attached to the ED-302*s from whence 
they originated. A witness appendix attached to this 
report sets forth that background (feta known to the 
reporting office on each witness. In certain instances, 
this background data is somewhat sketchy; however, 
it was all that was known to the Atlanta Office 
concerning each witness at the time of the submission 
of this Prosecutive Summary Report.

- 3 -
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Director '
Federal Bureau o£ Investigation

J. Walter Yeagley
Assistant Attorney General 
Internal Security Division 
STOKELY CA1MECHAKL"
—mow—■ 11 u* 11. i — w* ■

August 2 1,1957,

We note from your prosecutive summary report dated 
August 12, 1967 that Carmichael’s speech, in St. Petersburg, 
Florida, on April 13, 1967, ves delivered on a. street comer 
and vias attended by a crowd of approximately 600 people. It 
would be appreciated if you would determine who sponsored 
this speech and what publicity was given to it such as handbills, 
flyers, or announcements. In this’ connection, we note that 
some .students from Florida Presbyterian College attended the 
speech and we would be particularly interested in ascertaining 
what publicity was given to the speech on the campus of the 
university and if there are'SDTC units at the college.

We would also appreciate being furnished a physical 
description of the locale of the speech and any information 
as to whether or not Carmichael was aware that his speech was 
being recorded.

It is also requested that the officers who accompanied
Lt of the St. Petersburg Police Department
be interviewed along the lines requested in our mmoxandum of 

stated thatAugust 5, 1967. We also nooe that Lt________
because of a defective sound system he was of the opinion. that 
only the individuals close to Carmichael could hear the speech. 
We would appreciate your ascertaining if -the other officers are 
of the same opinion*

-----It is also requested that you asq^rtain the sponsor” 
ship and the nature of the publicity regarding the speech 
Carmichael made at Garfield High School in Seattle, Washington,
on April 19, 1967*

bo
b7C

/op -M7&- /&f
| SEARCHED-——^—INDEXED--------
SEfflALIZE^^. FILED.—-------

/^ilG 2 4 1967 
/ ^=«attee\oZ2
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Xt does not appear whether! who
recorded the speech, also recorded the question and answer 
session at its conclusion. In the event the session was 
recorded, it is requested that you furnish us a transcription.

We would also be interested in any information you. 
may develop which would indicate whether or not Carmichael 
ws aware that the speech was being recorded.

bo 
b7C

)
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8/25/6’7.

.. _____________  Seattle
Public Schools , who-resides, at.. TO442’,.-? 35th Avenue Sputh- 
west5 Seattle, Washington, recalled that the appearance 
of STQKE-LY-CARMICHAEL at'Garfield High'.School. on April T9 ,* ■ 
1967, had been arranged by Mrs... JOHN’BUNDY’., who had -■
identified her&felf as the "Chairman,’ Student Non-violent 
Coordinating Committee" '(SNCC) . He stated that a letter.

!\ dated .March 9, 196 7, . signed bv-Mrs . JOHN BUNDY, Chairman, ' - 
SNCC, had been directed to._______________  Seattle - . »
Public, Schools, 810 Dexter Avenue North, S.eattTe, .Washington ,■ 
requesting rental of the Garfield High School auditorium 
for the evening of April 18 ,’ 196 7, for a speech, by CARMICHAEL. 
This letter indicated that CARMICHAEL’S, appearance Was.

’being, sponsored.by the SNCC membership-in SeattleWashington. 
r * < - ‘■» - - .

- ' According to|______ ________ a letter was directed
, to Mrs, BUNDY dated' March 17. 1967'. over the signature Of 

______________________________ Seattle Public Schools, ;
■ intorming her that permission for the use of the- auditorium 
.at Garfield High School for. CARMICHAEL’S speech was being 

withheld. Following‘this-exchange of letters, there was 
considerable coverage in Seattle ri.ewspape.rs of legal action, 
brought against the Seattle School..Board by the American 
Civil* Liberties Union, on behalf of the Seattle Chapter of.’ 
.SNCC; which ended, in a King County Superior Court decision *

: . forcing the School Board to-mike1 the auditorium available 
.. ■ for '• the I CARMICHAEL Jdpeeph... *• - .

. - ' ' _______ (recalled that he made" a recording of’:
r . CARMICHAEL'S speech and the question ,and.answer‘’session

. . that followed} however.-, he said that the question and 
‘ answer portion, of his recording was garbled and of such.

* poor quality that it.-wa’s; impossible to .understand it. He 
further recalled that CARMICHAEL wa,s well aware that, his?

* . speech‘and comments, were, being recorded, and CARMICHAEL.-’s _ 
-attention had been- 'directed" to the .recording 'instruments ■ 

by someone in the vicinity... - *'■ \ .

b6

t

.. On. - 8/9-14/67 ynt Ssattjp. Washi ngton - - File# SF 1 (~) 0^9 86 76

fy* ' SjQ ' owfer ’ Diife <4ir-f<ite<4 - R/9U/6.7 . «

This document ’contains-neither recommendations nor conclusions, of,'the FBI. It' is the property--of. ‘the FBI and is ‘.loaned'to your agency: 

it and^its contents are not to be 'distributed outside youri agency* s -
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airmail;

4

TO? '• ilRWpR, EBi <ioO-W5W

1E0IR* SAC, SEATTLE (X-90r,'2.toO!)'’l:W)

-■ SWW? StOKELY CARMICHAEL-. .' ,-.; -■ •
■ ‘ \ IS - MiSCELLAifEOHS -7 ■ ■■ ‘ ■•'
*• „■ - SBDItlO# ' ■ ..- ••-•■■ - . /•■ ’•■• ’

Re Bureau ;&ia?tel»- B/2&/&K -■?' ' -

Enclosed herewith for the Atlants. pi‘yi5ion.,--are
. fifteen. CIS) annian: b'f rrufffl.? interview withl
?| ________________  Seattle Fublic. Scheels. $- .t'dr1'

- inclusion lh a suppl-eaentai report 'requested^ byr' referenced.-
• Bureau airtel., Three- (?) copies of, this ED-3 0.2 are hsiiig-

.. ■dh'cijSse.d-.fdr’irifdrinatioh of'.the Bureau* ’ ■"
* ' .* • " . ■ ' • -

,! , • ' ' . -The Bureau And Atlanta have-been previously- ■ <■ -
'. -advised that I

\ I nave beet! adtive in lOgitiaate .ofvil rights <' '
activities in. the- Seattle ar^a and neither SaW-leexi.: '■ .

'.- reportedly involved.'With subversive ups ‘to date*-- ■ ■* -

1• ’3 -Bureau (Encl.. 3)' (REG) > 
Atlanta (Endl 1S> (REG). 
-.Seattle 

£w,a^.

A

...
• i-' ... '.’ . ?• ..................
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STOKLEY CARMICHAEL meeting at Garfield High .

School, Seattle, Wash., 4/l$/67
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April 23,19^7
S eattle,Washington»

University of WashingtonoUp tp date?.about $500. was raised .Whether
the full amount would he raised and Stokeley would settle for the 

t
amount raised was a. question.

had heard that the northend of town Women Re
publican organization was planning to <come early in the- Stokeley Car
michael to fill up seats to keep Negroes from se^ •-



April 23', 1967.
Seatile,Washington

T&e Siokeley Carmichael Meeting 
Garfield High School, 
2.3rd & E .Jefferson Sts, 
Seattle,Washington.April 18,1967. 
CONTINUE D: 
(Or More)

jt“ ■? r

■

• 5 S 
$4000.00 was raised in the collection. 
Radio Station KYAC carried the f^Ll speeich

audience phoned in questions regarding |ii| ■ 
”-Talt Hundley.Most of t|e .callers agreed‘'vg.tt 

|La. 3-»f 3 : 

pee ch on ‘

British Columbia

Some of the radio listening 
speech to Bill Cummings and 
Carmichael’s speech.One______________________________ _
wants to get together with a group to put Carmichael ’ 
graph records.

KYAC IS thinking aboyt putting t|e speech on ; tapjes^. 
* £ i’-'Skfor sale,and the station’s present tape can be used by interestedt-nfeB— 

sons . 'f W< ■I. dA caller wants him to speak at the University ogW 
-

Canada. _____ . _____.__________------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------ :----- ~

Roberta Byrd’s PACE TO FACE Bro gram', KING T.V St^pn,
was ver?” favorable to Stokeley Carmichael... J

Stokeley Carmichael, appearance in Garfield schp^g 
brought Negroes out that usually don’t be interested in'attendinga 
very few meetings in the Central Area .This is the first time that some. 
Negroes have attended any meeting (outside of churches)in years.Many 

- doesn’t agree with Carmichael's stand on many issues he brought out, 
yet,they was glad he said for them whet they always thought or .wanted 
someone to say for them.They feel that they have been subjected to the 
most vicious anti-Negro speeches anc actions too long,and talked it 
out rrivately,not wanting to be lumped with their persecutors .Nov/ 
Cnr.mich-’el ’syys for them whrt they wanted,and they can point a’finger 
at him end not thornselves,and any, Tn s^id it^not Me'.'. The feeling is 
that Stokeley’s speeches should bo TOO vhite persons and HOT Negroes, 
because Negroes is lonp,lonr o” hn snysj, pnd hown. he feels



April 23,1967
Seattle,Washington.

The Stokeley Carmi ch a el1 Meeting, 
CONTINUED:

5000 persons were present.The Garfield Auditorium 
x >

ac^unt. of the Peac^i

2

3.1
4.

5.
6.
7o

8.
9.

and Gymnasium were overflowed.Many persons who were anybody in—and—
for the Central Area were? closed out. s <
--- $ !What were said and done by many of those re cognizec^and present: J 
l'j Isn’t this meeting just wonderful ? T-hj^reason

- , Daul was there because of Stokeley*s aj^|i—Viet:
sition.She was thrilled over 
mobilization in San Francisco
:He distributed leaflets .He said he d|||.n’t get to the i >>
Spring Mobilization in ‘Frisco,and b^dause he haven’-p<:

«V*'7 ’ got all his reports from those that |j|d go down,he h^g. 
not ha,d the opportunity to evaluate |he Spring Mobilise 
nation Mar ch. And when he gets all th^ reports them

xjbill know,what to do and how to? act. ■ '
________ :he was on the door in allowing folks to comep|^> 

| She
A Negro friend of her’s said either that she 60^ 
then an employee of the U.S .Post Office Depar ggnt . 
or he ,and
cation.

Excited over
Very excited

was selling the Young Socialist publication^

had

the 
and

a limitations in: selling the YS ffibli

crowd;and thinks its a bigething, 
"just loves"the meeting. 1

Very Enthused over the meeting' 
iistributing leaflets 
: Was in ’Frisco with 
ization.She and| 
the Peace March.

in the Spring, Peace Mobil' 
was thrilled • over

10..The Muslims:Sold so many papers,th^y wished they had more to sell 
Other observa/bions: .  
A  talking)told 

that the Civil Rights leaders had been, called! in by 
Mayor Braman and Chief Ramon and "warned"of any trouble that Car-
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April 23? 1967
Seattle, V/ashington

b7C

The Stokeley Carmish^iel Meeting?
CONTINUED: /

' michael might causeyand how the Police Department will have
• riot squads present in the event of trouble stated
how follish that was for the Mayor and thp Chief of Police 
take that position with the Civil Rights deader«| 
pointed out that when him , the school board and the Civil ^i- 
ghts leaders met tm discuss Stokeley CanJbLchaelU.s appearanqa|,

B
C

in Garfield school,it had nothing to with^ay possible
• ~ ’ 'how the SOSB(S® Our Schools )ggte) 

Da .gj^put transferring^^ 
Cw < j

• i
1 *? 1

■ I« :•
for ijhe Spring Peace/tvy-;

i

He has withdrew from, the Freedom Socialist Party.T^e^ 
wasn’t doing anything but "just ^lking'.'He wants aS« 
al3&-Negro organization.He don’t like an^^:
and .He says they try to be t6o intellecp&hl.-- u ------------------------ z.------------------------------------------------------- iS® 

; ‘us

troubles.He 
follows him 
Negroes out

also told  ;
all over town. and heckle 
of the Central Area. • 

was present.
was present.She was in 'Frisco 

Mobilization..

I

D

introduced him to
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,. AI-RTEL ' /. /•■ ; ’/ ■- .'. ■ i.. ■ A

TO : ■' .DIRECTOR, FBI _Q00-^U60'8p> < ' 

..FROM . : SAC, SEATTLE (100-28678)(RUC)

SUBJECT.: ; STO^BLt ^AKMWaEL " - .
■’ -.•■'-••is. -Miso. / -j'-. . \.

; ’ -sedition ■ . - ■•'/■ .‘

. Re-Bureau telephone call •■9/11/67. • ' '' ;
- - / «k.* = 'A i .* 11 * ”

.. .Tr^sAitjt^'^etPWith- unde.t'psp^tate' .?>pyer.an'e: .. -
twd (2)- boxaA of rdcpidihg •hapAs.'s pbAalned' 9/1J./67 .by'/' ' v 
SA| |. frciiftbthe ieilldWing ind^iduais/ i.* .

* » , r L---- —— ‘ ~—-j' ;
_____ ______ Radio ' Broadcasting/
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fbi ;

Date: 9/11/67 I
I

Transmit the following in__________ ELATNTEXT___________________ .___________ _____ !
(Type in plaintext or code) ■

Via TELETYPE_______________ DEFERRED_________ __________________________ '
(Priority) ।

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------L

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4U6080)

FROM: SAC, SEATTLE (100-28676)

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, IS - MISC., SEDITION.

RE BUTELCALL TODAY.

TAPES OF SUBJECT’S SPEECH SENT AMSD REGISTERED EIGHT ELEVEN PM 

INSTANT.

GK
®: jkn

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDEEPEIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z

Approved: Sent
Charge



OPTIONAL FORM Na 10 
' MAY 1962 EDITION

% WSSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.6

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : SAC, SEATTLE date: 9/11/6 7

FROM : ASAC PAUL R. BIBLER

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

J. A. SIZOO called at 4:05 PM today. He said the 
Department was interested in the CARMICHAEL speech at 
Seattle on 4/19/67. I told him I thought there were two 
of those speeches, and he said if that was true, his 
instructions would apply to both.

The Department wants _by the day after tomorrow the 
original tapes on which the speeches were recorded. They 
want them handled as evidence.

The agent securing them should mark the containers 
for identification. He ahould also initial the inner 
wrapping and the. evidence tape, which should be put on the 
inner wrapping. He should put a memorandum label on the inner 
wrapping with the notation "RUSH TO ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
SULLIVAN’S OFFICE BY SPECIAL MESSENGER."

They should then be wrapped in another wrapper b6 
forwarded to the Bureau AMSB-REGISTERED today. . b7c

Supervisoi was instructed to handle.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDHERE III IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z
PRB:eon 
(2)

5010-108
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Ray roll Savings Plan



Summary ffeport Form 
FD-272 (Rev. 9-23-58)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Reporting Office

iWA
,Office of Origin Date

9/1I/6T .

Investigative -Period

8/84/57 - 9/8/67
■Report made -by ....................... T>yped"By':

. • me-t
SWAH'iP.T.V 'Wa>w>UX wttiWii fi
aka fteiaher .Character of Case

SiMMAS WMWW

Report af M a/is/sr.

ALL- INFORMATION CONTAINED , HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ' ' .DATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z = ■ ’ \
Approved , SpeclalAgfenf

. _______ , .______________In Charge ,
Copies made: “ ‘ \

3 u SjiWeau -<W)
X ■* USA, Atlanta^ Georgia 

Tampa (100-1103) (m$ ■
• some Cxo^2e6w (rm) 

Awnu tw-sSis) '

Thls’doaument contains neither recommendations xnor conclusions of any kind.. It is the property of the 'F-BI and is, a lo’dn' to your
agency; it and/or its contents are'not fo be distributed outside your> agency.,. - v



FCi-204 (Rev. 3-3-59)

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy,0! 1 - United States Attorney, Atlanta, Georgia

Report of:

Date:
SAl ____________
September 11, 1967

Office: Atlanta, Georgia
b6
b7C

Field. Office File

Title: !

100-6812 Bureau File 100—^1^16080

STOKELY CARMICHAEL, 
also known as 
C. Welcher

Character: SEDITION

Synops;s: Supplemental Prosecutive Summary.

ALL INFORMATION- CONTAINEDHEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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AT 10076£12

I. NARRATIVE OP OFFENSE

STOKELY CARMICHAEL was born June 29, 1941, 
at Trinidad, British West 'Indies. By derivation through 
the naturalization of his parents, CARMICHAEL became 
a United States citizen on April 27, 1953. which 
citizenship was substantiated by Certificate of 
Citizenship Number A338082,,which was issued to 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL on April 17. 1958. Subject’s 
derivative citizenship is as a result of his father, 
ADOLPHUS'S. CARMICHAEL, born February 1, 1913. Port 
of Spain, being naturalized in the Southern District- 
of New York April 27. 1953-

CARMICHAEL received a Bachelor of Arts 
Degree in philosophy from Howard University, Washington, 
D.C., on June 5. 1964.

In May of 1966 CARMICHAEL, after several 
years of association with the Student Non-Violent 
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), was elected by the 
central committee of SNCC to become the National 
Chairman. He served in this capacity until Mayj 1967. 
During this period, CARMICHAEL.was in a constant 
travel status throughout the United States; however, 
he has been known ’to utilize Apartment .Number 1, 2222 
Telhurst Street, SW. Atlanta, Georgia, ‘as a residence.

The only alias known to have 'been utilized, 
by, CARMICHAEL occurred in September, 1966, when he 
was reported to have purchased an airline ticket in 
Alabama utilizing the name of U'. WELCHER. He is not 
known to have eVer served in the military armed forces 
of the United States; however,, he is registered with 
the Local Draft Board in Nevi York City, and by his 
own statements indicates he has a 4-F classification.



AT 100-6812

Throughout a series of speeches delivered 
by CARMICHAEL as Chairman of SNCC and as a recognized 
proponent of "Black Power”’., he has generally set 
forth the origins and concepts of SNCC, theories 
of self condemnation., concept of denial of one's 
liberation, differences in law and order, and history 
of the Negro peoples. CARMICHAEL in his speeches, 
following a discussion of the above described items, 
generally concludes, his talks by dwelling on the 
war in Viet Nam and hi.s opposition to the draft. 
He further advised his audience that they should 
inform the white people in^authority as it relates 
to military service and induction, "Hell no, we 
won't go." He has advocated in his speeches that, 
"There is no need to go 8,000 miles to kill Vietnamese; 
He ain't never killed any nigger . . .; We will not 
fight the war. The war is for the Birds. Lynda 
Bird and Lady Bird." He has further advocated that 
the Negro people should' say, "To hell with the draft" 
and go to jail.

/



AT 100-6812

II. NAME OP DEFENDANT

STOKELY CARMICHAEL - also known as. C. Welcher.

III. - DATES WHEN AND PLACES WHERE ALLEGED ACTS 
WERE COMMITTED

A. St. Petersburg., Florida, April 18, 1967 

, B. Garfield High School, Seattle, Washington,
April 19, 1967

iv! STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS 
. J

The statute of limitations will be a bar to prose
cution in this matter five years after the date of the parti
cular speech in question. Hence,, prosecution will be barred 
in the above instances commencing April 18, ,1972, and there
after five years following each'subsequent date of speech.

V. PENDING PROSECUTIVE ACTION

To date there has been no prosecutive action of 
CARMICHAEL. Consideration is being given to the possible 
prosecution of the subject for his possible violation of 
Section 2388 of Title 18, United States Code, the Sedition 
Statute. Consideration will be given prosecution in the 
event admissible evidence can be adduced to establish that 
he: ’ ■ ■' ,■

"1. Wilfully caused or attempted to cause 
insubordination, disloyalty, mutiny or refusal 
of duty, in the" military or naval forces of 
the United States, or
2. Wilfully obstructed the recruiting (draft) 
service of the United States, or

3. Wilfully obstructed the enlistment service 
of the United States.”’

0



AT 100-6812

B. Garfield High School} 400 23rd Avenue, 
Seattle,, Washington., April 1% 1967

CARMICHAEL’S appearance was sponsored by SNCC. 
membership in Seattle. Local Seattle newspapers carried 
considerable ccoverage of legal action brought against 
the Seattle School Board by the American Civil Liberties 
Union on behalf of the Seattle Chapter of SNCC., which 
ended in a court decision forcing the school board to 
make the auditorium available for CARMICHAEL on April 
193 1967.

Recording made of speech and question-and-answer 
period that followed; however., question-and-answer portion 
of the recording is garbled and of such poor quality that 
it is impossible to understand it. CARMICHAEL was aware 
the speech was being recorded.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JU”’ICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

Seattle, Washington 
September 27, 1967

RE: SPEECH OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT GARFIELD HIGH SCHOOL, 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, 4/19/67

The following information is being furnished in an
effort to identify a representative number of individuals 
believed to be of draft age who attended the speech given by 
STOKELY CARMICHAEL on April 19, 1967, at Garfield High School, 
400 - 23rd Avenue, Seattle, Washington.

that
On September 26, 1967, first source informed

home address Seattle,
and present address Navy Air Force Target Operation, El Centro, 
California, attended above speech prior to enlisting in the 
U. S. Navy.
___________ nn Soni-pmhpy 25 1907. a second source advised that__]_ Seattle, and

Seattle, attended this speech.

On September 25, 1967 
Garfield High School, stated thali 

Seattle, was at the above meeting.
On September 25, 1967 J ___________________

Seattle, said he believes _ ____________
Seattle, attended above-mentioned meeting.

This document contains neither 
recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are 
not to be distributed outside your 
agency.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDHERE III IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/5Z



* FD-323 (Rev. 11-29-61)

In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Seattle, Washington 
September 27, 1967

Title : SPEECH OF STOKELY CARMICHAEL 
AT GARFIELD HIGH SCHOOL, 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 4/19/67

Character :

Reference : Memorandum dated and captioned 
as above at Seattle, Washington.

All sources (except any listed, ’below) whose identities 
are concealed in referenced communication have furnished reliable 
information in the past.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDHEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/SZ

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency.
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F B I

Transmit the following in ______ ,________

Via airtel_________

Date:

(Type in plaintext or code)

10/10/67

(Priority)

To: .x SAC, Seattle
Jrm: Director, FBI
STOKELY CARMICHAEL . .
SEDITION *

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDHEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ

ReSEairtel and LHM both dated 9/27/67.
Referenced LHM contained the names of several 

individuals "believed to be" of a draft age who attended a 
speech given by Stokely Carmichael on April 19, 1967, at 
Garfield High School, Seattle.

It is not sufficient to state these individuals are believed to be of draft age and you should endeavor to deter
mine if they actually are of draft age.

... Promptly submit the results of your investigation in 
a form suitable for dissemination; also, include the names of any 
other additional individuals identified of draft age who were 
also in attendance at the speech given by Carmichael at 
Garfield High School.

Sent Via M Per 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY 1062 EDITION 
GSA FPMR (41 CFR) 101-11.0

UNITED‘-STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : SAC, Seattle (100-2^8676)

^ROM : Director, FBI (100-446080)

date: 10/25/67

subject: STOKELY CARMICHAEL
SEDITION

ReSEairtel and LHM 10/13/67.
be
b7C

 Reference LHM indicated that
_________ born is over <. draft age. For the 
information of Seattle, persons up to the age of 35 
are under certain circumstances eligible for the draft

In view of the large audience that attended 
Carmichael’s speech at Garfield High School, Seattle, 
on April 19, 1967, Seattle should continue through 
established sources to endeavor to identify individuals 
of draft age who were in attendance at the speech 
given by Carmichael.

Pertinent information developed should be 
promptly submitted to the Bureau in a form suitable 
for dissemination.

1 - Atlanta (100-68182)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDHEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ

5010-103
Buy U. S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bay roll Savings Plan



Director . :
Federal Bureau of Investigation

J. Walter Yeagley,.
Assistant Attorney General , 
Internal Security Division

October 2 6, 1967.

STOKELY CARMICHAEL - SEDITION

Reference is made to your memoranda dated September 29, 
1967 at Washington, D. C* and October 13, 1967 at Seattlej 
Washington containing the names of draft-age individuals who 
attended the speeches of Stokely Carmichael at Seattle, 
Washington and Washington, D, C. -

It is requested that you make the appropriate inquiry 
to the local draft boards of these individuals to ascertain 
their exact draft status at the time they attended the speeches

We would also like to have this information in regard 
to all other draft-age individuals you find attended these 
speechesi '

ALL FBI INFORMATION CONTAINED • _ <HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 'DATE 11-20-2009 BY UC £0322 LP/5TP/5Z ■ ' " ~ -
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F B I

Date: 10/30/67
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via airtel
(Priority)

To SACs, Seattle (100-208676) 
(100-43503)WFO

<From: Director FBI (100-446080)

CARMICHAELSTOKELY 
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS: SEDITION

ReBuairtel to WFO dated 10/18/67 and Bulet to 
Seattle dated 10/25/67.

Enclosed for recipient offices is a copy of a 
letter from Assistant Attorney General J. Walter Yeagley 
dated 10/13/67 which is self-explanatory. 'fih

&
As previously instructed, Seattle and WFO should 

continue to endeavor to identify additional individuals of 
draft age who were in attendance at the speeches given by 
Carmichael at Seattle, Washington, and Washington, D.C. 
Promptly submit the results of your investigation in a form 
suitable for dissemination.

Enclosure

1 - Atlanta (100-68182) (Enclosure)

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDHEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/STP/SZ

SEARCHED..
SERIALIZED*

INDEXED....
(FILED..........

'J 1967

Sent Via M Per
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F B I

Date: 12/21/67
Transmit the following in ____________________;_______________________________________________________

(Type in plaintext or code) ,

Via airtel_______________  _____________;;______________________
(Priority)

Jo: SAC, Albany

y From: Director, FBI.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINEDHEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TJV
STOKELY CARMICHAEL
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS
SEDITION

The Department has requested that whenever possible 
in our investigation of Stokely Carmichael, Special Agents 
attend and mechanically record any public speeches or state
ments of Carmichael of which the Bureau may have advance 
notice.

The Department has advised use of a microphone for 
the purpose of recording Carmichael’s statements should be 
limited to those situations where Bureau Agents are lawfully 
on the premises and are, therefore, merely recording that 
which they are legally entitled to hear for the purpose of 
obtaining the most reliable evidence possible of Carmichael’s 
words.

In covering Carmichael’s speeches you may use 
Special Agent personnel,’informants, sources, contacts in 
the news media, radio and the television field depending 
on the need and circumstances of the situation.

Also, where other means are not feasible considera
tion may be given to the use of Negro clerical employees but 
specific Bureau approval in each instance must be obtained. 
Specific Bureau approval must also be obtained prior to 
utilizing personal recording devices, or any other type of 
microphone equipment.
2 - To all offices

USEARCHED...., 
fSERIALIZEO^^ayilED.l.

DEC 2 6 1967

Sent Via  .M Per _______________ ,_________



Airtel to SAC, Albany 
RE: STOKELY CARMICHAEL

Upon receipt of information indicating Carmichael 
intends to make a speech of any type, as well as press 
conferences or panel appearances, notify the Bureau expedi
tiously and advise the coverage being provided.

Stokely Carmichael returned to the United States at 
New York City, on December 11, 1967, after an extensive trip 
abroad. It can be anticipated he will again engage in con
siderable travel in this country. It is absolutely essential 
that every effort be made to develop necessary evidence which 
can be furnished to the Department. Emphasis is being placed 
upon securing recordings wherever possible; however, efforts 
should be made to obtain live coverage in all instances. 
Individuals monitoring any of Carmichael’s speeches should 
be adequately briefed in the event they are called to testify 
at a later date. Appropriate notes should be prepared and 
retained for future use and wherever possible depending on 
existing circumstances verbatim transcripts should be obtained.

2 -
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0-9 (Rev. 5-22-64)

Date: 2/9/68
Transmit the following in

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via airtel________________
(Priority)

. —fij.L- -TM.'BCilLTJJLXTrill ■ P riWTTjE TT.TFF__________ —_______________ ___ -<_______

To: SACs, Seattle
/ WFO

.From: Director, FBI
STOKELY CARMICHAEL '
INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS

HERE III IS UNCLASSIFIEDDATE 11-20-2009 BY UC 60322 LP/5TP/SZ

SEDITION 
BUDED: 2/19/68

ReBuairtel dated January 30, 1967.

Enclosed for recipient offices is a copy of a 
letter from Assistant AttQEggy^General J. Walter Yeagley 
dated February 7, 1968v/^ X \

WFO and Seattle shoula each submit an LHM suitable 
for dissemination by 2/19/68 ip compliance with Yeagley*s 
request. The coveo? page of ea'ch LHM should list the names 
of any individual s\who attpriaed either of Stokely Carmichael’s 
speeches but whose a-raf-t-^status has not yet been determined. 
All outstanding leads must receive priority attention and the 
results expeditiously submitted to the Bureau in a form suit
able for dissemination. Of course, both offices, as previously
instructed, should continue to be alert to the identity of
additional individuals
given by Carmichael at

who were in attendance at the speeches 
Seattle, Washington, and Washington, D. C.

Enclosure

Sent Via M Per



DIRECTOR, FBI (.100-446080)

". ..SACSEATTLE(100^2.8.676).‘ (RUC) .

’■ STOKELf -CARWCHAEL,.- ; . .■ . ..
. < INTERNAL SECURITY - MISCELLANEOUS - ■ 
:'f SEDITION. T ./ , ’. .t <

; .00- t-?FO -■ .. '

■*

2/16/68

■< Ret*'Biireau airteX to-\Seattle andEKEO* /279/6&W

,, -> EncX6s^d^0t?.ewx±Ii'’fbr:;'^he Bureau ax?e-five (5)
. copies Qf .an LHM reiating- to’ cap-tiohcd subject-.. Three
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